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Moneys, Division of 320

Morristown East Side Gun Club 219

Mt. Kisco , 498

Naromake Gun Club 78, 118, 160

National Gun Club 119, 200, 280, .357

Newport Gun Club 240, 278

New England Championship 198

New England Shooter's Opinion 439

New Haven Gun Club 20, 200, 498

New Jersey State Sportsmen's Ass'n...60, 219, 498

New Utrecht Gun Club 18, 37, 58, 100, 219, 239,

259, 299. 320, 458, 479, 498, 515

Ninth Ward Gun Club 100

Oceanic 479, 515

Omaha Gun Club 259, 419, 458

Ossining Gun Club .399

Ostend, Pigeon Shooting at 120

Cutwater's Shoot 137

Paris, Shooters at f9, 37

Parker Gun Club 216

Peru Gun Club 280

Piasa Gun Club 38

Platte Gun Ciub 158

Portsmouth Gun Club 200

Reading, Trap Around 20, 138, 240, 300, 480

Robin Hood Gun Club 78, 119, 137, 160, 200

Sesquihora Gun Club 456

Sheepshead Rod and Gun Club.... 259, 419, 458, 515

Shotguns, Leading of 359

Small-Bore Guns 118

Page.

South Gloucester ..419

South Side Gun Club 18, 38, 58, 78, 119, 479, 498

Springfield (Mass.) Gun Club 179

Standard Gun Club 118, 138

Staunton Gun Club 39, 58, 78, 100, 119, 137, 159

Style 514

Swanton, Trap at 20, 58

Tampico Gun Club .479

Tournaments:

Amateur 179, 198

Auburn 40

Baltimore Live-Bird 240, 259, 358

Boston Shooting Association 37

Chicago Gun Club 340, 440

Crawfordsville Gun Club 358

Denison 280

Dixie Gun Club....... 280

Dominie's - 514

Dover Sportsmen's Association 219

Dupont- Gun Club 40

Elmer Neal's. . . 300

Fulford's 219,

Guy Burnside's 480

Harrisburg Shooting Association 318-

Indiana 179, 198

John Parker's 260

John Watson's ,..360, 499

Many (La.)..! ,.240

Midsummer (Malone's) 99

Missouri State SO

Peru Gun Club...... 380

Peters Cartridge Co.'s. . . .160, 260, 340, 360, 379, 400

Robin Hood Gun Club 40

Sherbrooke .120

St. Paul 139.

Virginia Trapshooting Association 218

Walhalla Gun Club 200.

Warren 200

Warren Springs 38

Waterloo Annual 39

West Chester Gun Club 299

West Virginia .State 20

Worcester Sportsmen's Club 220

Interstate Association Tournaments:

Interstate Annual Meeting 498

Newport (Vt.) 139

Providence 59

Review of Interstate 359

Salem (N. Y.) 240

Trapshooting, Past, and Piescjlt 158

Trapshooting, Pigeons for 98

Trenton Shooting Association 320, 357, 419, 456,

478, 498, 514

Trigger, Pull On 79

Walsrode Gun Club 18, 100, 137, 180, 219, 239

Watson's Park 79, 98, 457

West Chester 457

Winchester Gun Club 278

Winnipeg Reminiscences 159

Wissinoming, Trap at. 79

Wolf or Lamb ., 39

Woonsocket Gun Club 120

Worcester Gun Club 37, 158, 278

Yardville, Trap at ..137

Zanesville Gun Club 78, 159, 27*
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This is the original vignette and prospectus as printed

en the editorial page of the first number of Forest and
Stream in 1873. That was tvi'enty-seven years ago; but

tliere are readers to-day who were readers then, and

for them in particular is the familiar design reproduced as

a reminder of the old days.

Vast and far-reaching changes have come in the in-

terests which the paper then took for its own ; and we are

((uite given, after the manner of the world, to extol the

things that were and to lament the altered conditions and

ways of the present. But while we may with reason

regret the improvidence and wantonness which h^ve

squandered our resources of game and fish and narrowed

our opportunities for the enjoyment of those recreations

we like best, there is on the other hand abundant reason

for gratification over the development of field sports and

llie popular appreciation of the true place which rational

recreation has in a well-ordered life.

There was dug up in Sweden the other day a sleigh

made from the bones of a horse. Thousands of years

ago then, if we accept the opinion of the scientists as to

the age of the vehicle, there lived a horse which was made
to go all its life, and then compelled to keep on going

after death. There are human beings who stick to busi-

ness all their lives without let-up, and apparently would be

happy if they could look forward to another chance at

hard work after death. There are others who believe in

a vacation and take it. They get something out of life as

they go along, and count not lost the days or weeks of

their outings.

Compare 1873 with 1900, and note the astounding

growth of the "interest" and participation. The Satur-

day half-holiday is one institution which marks the change.

The vacation idea and the popularization of field

sports and woods life are a development of the last

quarter-century, and have progressed with such strides

and bounds that to-day they give promise of becoming
well nigh universal. The outing custom is one of the

social phenomena of the age. That bit of homely humor
printed in our first number, of the shoemaker and his

boy, in the revised version of to-day, tells the story. The
cobbler of 1873 stuck to his last; the cobbler of 1900 does

Hot stick so closely as to let the other fellows get all the

fish. i

From that first issue the Forest and Stream has had
its share in awakening the sentiment and promoting the

common sense which stand for "a healthy interest in out-

door recreation and study." In this work it is engaged
to-day, and in this it recognizes the largest field of its

usefulness- in the future. To encourage outdoor -life,- to

send men and women off on excursions into the depths of

the wood, .to the heights of the moutitain, out upon the

broad water, down the winding river,, along the rushing

brook, and to the silent pool—this shall be the purpose and
the accomplishing of the years that are to come as of the

v^rs thjit have gone.

THE LACEY LAW AND STATE LAWS.
A Kansas correspondent writes as follows in comment

on what we said the other day of the application of the

Lacey law to the transpprtation of live game:

"I note your editorial in regard to the Lacey law. Of course
any one can ship game for propagating purposes if there is no
local State law prohibiting it; but Kansas, as well as other States,

has laws prohibiting the sale or shipment of game from the State,

and these laws, like the Lacey law, do not discriminate for or
against live game. Many sportsmen would allow game to be
shipped from their section to restock districts where it is scarce.
Others would claim that the law was against it and ask for its

enforcement, and of course it would have to be enforced unless
the Secretary of Agriculture had made arrangement with the
State or Territorial officers to secure game for distribution in other
localities. It may not have been the intention of the framers of
the Lacey law to stop the shipping of game for propagating pur-
poses, yet it gives the States authority to do so if they desire. 1
have no doubt that the Secretary can make all arrangements with
the States and Territories at the proper time. Previous to this
time I have had game shipped in to me from without the State
and held it for time and shipped it beyond the limits of the State,
and was protected under the interstate commerce law; but since
the Lacey bill became a law all game shipped into the State be-
comes subject to the law of the State. My object is to get the
permission of the Secretary of Agriculture to continue to trap
Mid ship game birds under his direction, but as there is no appro-
priation, let the parties who receive the game pay the expense of
same. By this way restocking could continue in a small way until
an appropriation was made by Congress."

This shows a misconception of the operation of the
Lacey law, which, as it may be general, may well enough
be corrected, though in making the correction we repeat
some points which have been given before.

1. The Lacey law does not prohibit the exportation of
game from any State where there is not already a State
law to that effect. Congress would have no constitutional
authority to enact a law of that nature. The State only
has the right as a part of its police power to control
the export and import of game.

2. The Lacey law does not give the States authority to
stop the shipping of game for propagative purposes. The
States already possessed that authority. They have no
more and no less authority now than befpre the Lacey
law was enacted.

3. Game shipped into the State was as much a subject
of the law of the State prior to the enactment of the
Lacey law as it is to-day. The Lacey law introduces no
new principle

; it is merely the statement in the form of
a statute of a principle which has already been well
established and recognized by the higher courts, notably in
the Phelps-Racey decision in New York and the Magner
decision in Illinois and the Stevens decision in Maryland.

4. The Secretary of Agriculture cannot "make arrange-
ment with the State or Territorial officers to secure game
for distribution in other localities" in any State or Terri-
torj' where a local law forbids such export. State and
Territory officers are only executives of the laws. The
Legislature makes the laws ; the officers enforce them.
They cannot "arrange" for violation of the laws.

If such were the intent and effect of the Lacey law it

would weaken the State control of its game, whereas the
purpose of the law is the direct opposite, namely, to
strengthen the State's control. This purpose is to be.
accomplished by declaring unlawful the transportation, as

'

an article of interstate commerce, of game shipped in vio-
lation of a State law. And far from authorizing the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to arrange for export in violation of
State laws, the Lacey law distinctly provides:
The Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized to adopt such

measures .as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this
act and to purchase such game birds and other wild birds as may
be required therefor, subject, however, to the laws of the various
Siaies and Territories.

That certainly is a most extraordinary notion, that Con-
gress could enact a law which would authorize Govern-
ment officials to arrange with State officials for the setting
aside of State laws. A pretty mess indeed that would
bring us to.

5. One cannot go far astray in his understanding of this

subject if these basic principles are borne in mind:
a. The game is the property of the State.

b. The State alone has authority to control its game.
As a part of its control the State alone may regulate the

export or import of game.

The only jtirisdiction Congress has over game is that it

acquires when the game, by reason of having passed be-
yond, the limits of the State and become an article of
interstate conrtn^rc^. is j\o longer within the control of the
State.

6. All the laws of all the States, relative to the trans-

portation of game dead or alive, which were in force prior

to the enactment of the Lacey law, are now and will con-

tinue to be in force until modified by the respective State

legislatures, the only lawmakers having authority in the

premises.

THREE SPECIMENS.

There appears to have been discovered, in the Royal

Zoological Museum at Florence, the third of the only three

specimens ever taken of a bird which has long been ex-

tinct. The history of these specimens and the little that

is known about the species to which they belong is very

interesting, and is worth the telling at this time, when

civilization is crushing out nature and natural things so

rapidly.

The bird is a little emu, once found on Kangaroo
Island, off the south coast of Australia. It was first seen

in the year 1803, when a French scientific expedition un-

der Baudin explored Kangaroo Island, which they called

Isle Decres. The story of the island, written by the

naturalist Peron, tells us that this land was without

hum,an inhabitants, but that it was occupied by great num-

bers of kangaroos and emus, which at evening came down

to the shores to quench their thirst with salt water, since

fresh water was hardly to be had on the island.

During the stay of the expedition at this island three

of these emus were caught aliA^e, taken on board ship, and

at length reached Paris in safety about 1804-05. One of

them was deposited in the Jardin des Plantes, and two

were sent to the residence of the Empress Josephine.

At the time that these emus were discovered on

Kangaroo Island it was not supposed that they were

different from the bird of New Holland, which is so

common and so well known. This was found out verj'.

much later; too late, indeed, to secure any more speci-

mens. For when. South Australia was colonized a settler

took possession of Kangaroo Island, and naturally enough

regarding the kangaroos and the emus as nuisances he

exterminated them; and so when naturalists .sought for

new specimens of the little emu, none were to be had.

For many years only two specimens were known to be pre-

served. The discovery in Florence adds a third, and these

three are unique.

SNAP SHOTS.

That letter from Dr. Kalbfus, secretary of the Penn-

sylvania Board of Game Commissioners, merits sympa-

thetic attention. Pennsylvania has a Game Commission

of seven members, and intrusts to them important inter-

ests, but expects them to serve without salary, pay their

own expenses, and find their reward in the consciousness

of ptiblic service well done. This may have passed in the

days of beginnings, but in these times a game commis-

sioner who does all that is expected of hitn and does it

as it should be done earns something more substantial

than the liberty of paying for the privilege. Dr. Kalbfus

and his associates are entitled to respect and gratitude for

serving their fellow citizens in this capacity. At the next

session of the Legislature we may reasonably look for

an appropriation for the work of game protection. Mean-

while local sportsmen, whether as individuals or clubs,

must take the initiative and constitute themselves agents

for the enforcement of the law.

Dr. T. S. Palmer, of the Biological Survey, has pre-

pared as Bulletin No. 12 of the Survey publications a

report on legislation for the protection of birds other

than game birds. It presents a summary of the legisla-

tion in force in the several States for insectivorous and

other useful birds, which constitute, as Dr. Palmer points

out, 80 per cent, of all the birds of North America, where-

as 90 per cent, of the legislation for the protection of

birds has been enacted for the benefit of game birds. One

interesting subject discussed in the paper is the classifica-

tion which has been adopted as birds of game; and this

portion of tlie report we print in full elsewhere.

To Judge O. N. Denny, who died at Seaside, Oregon,

on Sunday of ihis week, the sportsinen of this country are

indebted for the introduction of the Mongolian plieasant

into America. It was while he was Constil-Genera! at

Shanghai, under President Arthur's administration, that he

sent to Oregon the parent lot of pheasants from wluch

th§ stock has descen4e4,
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Charts of Savage Navigators.
Third and most wonderful of the three things which

"the wise proverb maker of antiquity declared to be too
wonderful for him stands the way of a ship in the midst
of the sea. In our time mathematics and navigation
have made the mj'stery as simple as one could wish.

There is no secret at all about the way courses are laid

from port to port, whether in vessels propelled by steam
or in the slower and more picturesque "wind jammers."
Yet despite this general acquaintance with the principles

of navigation, not even the most abstrusely learned naval
officers can venture to explain how it is that a race of
savage seafarers in the very heart of the equatorial
Pacific find their way over enormous stretches of barren
sea from island to island without compass or even the
simplest form of instrument for determining position.

That such is the case is true. For a long time it was
disbelieved, and with reason, for it is indeed incredible.

At odd intervals some vagrant copra trader would re-
turn from a cruise among the Line Islands and exhibit
among his curiosities in Sydney or San Francisco what
,}ie called a native chart. It was never anything but a
network of dry twigs interlaced apparently at. random
and tied together at every point of intersection. Here
and there upon this framework were tied either shells

or_ sharks' teeth or the scarlet jequirity seeds with the
bright black eyes. Each such network was generally
about a yard square. As the copra traders could offer

no explanation of the way in which tliese charts were
used for navigation, as it seemed utterly unreasonable*
that such a device could be of any use at all, and finally,

as traders in the South Sea Islands were not supposed
to hesitate at flirting with the truth, these stories were
for the most part promtly disbelieved. It is only nat-
ural that incredulity should attend the relation of such
an incomprehensible device in navigation. Yet it is

true in every particular, although the rnore carefully it

is examined and investigated the le^s it is found capable
of explanation. These stick charts enable savage sailors

to find their way from island to island. Without them
they will not go to sea.

It is fully appreciated that this is taxing the confidence
of the reader who knows the least about navigation. It

is a great deal to ask one to believe that by means of a
bundle of sticks tied with shells and bright beans a race
of ignorant savages can make unerring landfalls over
complicated courses of hundreds of miles, and do this

without the use of compass or other instrument of pre-
cision, and without any knowledge of the stars. That it

is literally true I can vouch on the score of personal
witness of the emploj'^ement of these charts, of the
unanimous statement of the islanders who have employed
them from time immemorial, and lastly, from the state-

ments of many naval officers of the British and German
services^ who have seen the use of the charts and who
have vainly endeavored to find some reasonable explana-
tion ior a series of remarkable facts which they have
convinced themselves is beyond all dispute. The na-
tive makers and users of these stick charts make no
secret about them or the method of their employment.
It is only that no white navigator has ever been able
to make head or tail out of the explanation so freely
offered.

The islands in which these charts are in use form the
Marshall group, in two chains known respectively as
the Radak and the Ralak. They lie just north of the
equator, and with the Gilberts, the Carolines^ the La-
drones, the Palaos and many scattered islets form the
grand division of the Pacific toi which has been applied
the name Micronesia. They lie directly in the strong
westerly set of the equatorial current, which, however,
is deflected by the numerous atolls and reefs into local
streams, which may run north or south, or even estab-
lish a reflex flow toward the east again. These are local
conditions which it is difficult to keep track of and which
add to the difficulties of navigation, even for those who
enjoy all the advantages of scientific methods and ap-
pliances. Furthermore, b'ing as they do in the equa-
torial doldrums, the Marshall Islands have neither the
steady southeast trade which is found to the south nor
the northeast trade which rules to the north of them.
There is no characteristic wind, calms are frequent, and
the winds may blow from any point of the compass.
The navigation of these Micronesians, therefore, must
be founded on an entirely different basis from that of the
Polynesians in the two trade wind regions who have
made themselves such reputations as adventurous navi-
gators.

Such in brief summation is the statement of the con-
dition under which these island savages have developed
a system of navigation. Now pass to a closer exam-
ination of the aid to navigation which unaided they
have developed for their needs.

It has already been stated that they have no compasses.
It should be said that it wotild be utterly impossible for

the compass ever to develop with them, for the simple
reason that their islets are utterly devoid of metals in

nature, and certainly the phenomena of magnetism could
never arise upon their attention. Even the sun is

scarcely available for the determination of direction, for

it is sometimes north of them, sometimes as far to the
south, and between its two extremes it opens a wide
angle which would puzzle such simple observers. Why
the more conspicuous fixed stars have not sufficiently

attracted the attention of these savages to serve as aids

in sailing and to receive names is a matter not so easily

explained. Still such is the case. Their charts have no
connection -whatever with the stars for the determination
of position or the laying of a course.

These Marshall Island charts are made of twigs tied

in complicated angular patterns. The twigs are taken
from the shoots of the native trees, peeled of the bark
and carefully dried. Then they are rubbed down on
Goral slabs until they are of at least approximately even
diameter throughout. If there are any twists or angles
in the twiprs these are removed by steaming and bend-
jng, after which the twigs are baked in hot sand. They
are finally finished off smooth with sharks' teeth and
fjtj.^ skin of Jjb.^ ,saroe figh, which is frequent in those seas.

These sticks are seldom found larger than a common
lead pencil and just as seldom smaller than one of the

familiar slate pencils. Where there is use for a finer

line recourse is had to the midrib of the cocoanut leaflet,

which is very flexible, and even when at its dryest is so
tough as scarcely to be broken. Out of these materials

the chart maker builds up his chart according to rules

of procedure based on his own knowledge, and which,
while perfectly willing to expound, and not making any
secret of, he finds it impossible to explain in such a
manner as to carry understanding to persons of the su-

perior races. Large sticks and small ones are tied to-

gether with cocoanut fiber at every conceivable angle,

and cocoanut midribs are entwined in additioinal con-
fusion. Certain of these corners are decorated with a

shell of one kind or another, certain other intersections

have several shells, others have jequirity seeds, yet others
are left undecorated. Similarly, on the portions of the

sticks between intersections there are similar decora-
tions. And these things are not mere ornament; they
carry essential information to the navigator who de-

pends on them to find his way over the sea.

It should be said that these lines of the stick charts

are not disposed at regular intervals nor at right angles.

They have, therefore, no connection with parallels and
meridians, for the makers are entirely ignorant of math-
ematical geography. It is quite impossible to institute

any comparison between the native charts and those
produced by naval surveys, for the reason that the various
islands are not included by marks on these stick systems.
One native navigator, when questioned as to the rea-

son for this lack and when a real chart was placed before
him for examination expressed himself with much
scorn of his civilized rival. Any man, he said, could
tell an island when he saw it, but the true need of a chart
was to find the corners in the sea which did not show
boldly in the sight; for if you only could find the right
corner in the sea it was easy enough to sail along the
proper stick to- reach the island you were bound for.

What is meant by this mysterious expression, the cor-

ner in the sea, will come up later for further elucidation.

According to the best native authority there are two
distinct classes of stick charts, one embracing the whole
world as known to Marshall Islanders, the other class

being subordinate thereto and dealing more in detail

with individual archipelagoes. Marshall Island geo-
graphical knowledge restricts the world to their own
archipelago, with the Carolines, at a distance of some
twelve degrees to the west, and the GUberts, at a nearly

equal distance to the southeast. Thus it will be seen
that a world chart of these savages covers a distance,

after allowing for the space occupied by each of these

archipelagoes, of about thirty degrees. It must be ac-

knowledged that this is a very creditable geographical
showing, if one takes into consideration the difficulties

under which they labor. According to the same native

authority it has been many generations since these world
charts have been used in the direction of the Gilbert
Islands, No person now lives who knows how. to use
the charts in that direction, for it must be said that the
charts cannot be used except by those who have been
taken over the course by those who have been there
before and are willing to supplement the device with
oral instruction. Thus it has come about that in the
vicissitudes of savage existence all those who possessed
the knowledge of how to use these world charts in the
southeastern voyage to the Gilberts have vanished with-

out communicating to others their knowledge. The old
construction is repeated on all modern charts, even
though it is no longer of use.

In the other direction the additional information has
been handed down unimpaired, and the Caroline voyage
is frequently made. This has been particularly the case
in recent years since the Marskall Islanders have ac-

quired various sloops and schooners from white men and
are able to make such a long voyage with greater profit

and comfort than in their aboriginal canoes.
Of the group charts there is an abundant supply for

the home archipelago in its two chains, as, of course, is

only to be expected. There are also charts of the Caro-
line Islands designed to be used after the landfall has
been made on the world chart. Probably there no longer
exist in the archipelago itself any specimens of the chart
for the Gilbert Islands. After the knowledge of the Gil-

bert voyage had perished the detailed chart of that group
became useless. Traders and naval officers visiting the
islands and seeking to buy charts as curios would be
accommodated from these which had outlived their use-
fulness. Most of such purchases brought back from the
land of savage peoples become rubbish at home and are
destroyed. But some of these charts have found their

way into museums in Europe. Neither in the Gilberts
nor in the Carolines have the people the slightest knowl-
edge of the art of navigating by means of these charts,

whether general or of their own group.
According to the method of the Marshall Island pilots

the use of these stick charts lies in comparison with the
sea, for each corner of interesecting sticks represents a
corner in the sea. In practical operation the pilot takes
his place in the bow of the vessel. The chart is laid otit

flat in some place where he can conveniently refer to it

and is lashed or weighted down in such a way that the
stick along which the vessel is sailing is brought into
alignment with the course. The pilot devotes his whole
attention to the sea, and when some important point is

about due or expected all aboard who have the wisdom
of the charts give him the benefit of their assistance in
identifying the particular point in the empty waters. In
doing this they aid the sight by tasting the water. When
the corner in the sea has been reached the pilot refers

to his chart, and in accordance with what he sees there
gives directions whether to continue along the same course
or to go on another one, and the position of the chart is

adjusted to conform to the new direction.

Now, what is this corner in the sea that the islander
can see, and even taste? Frakly, it is impossible to tell.

It is certain that_ the islander sees something there.
There is no medicine or maginc in it. He is ready and
anxious to point it out to his white fellow voyager, and
is disgusted because you cannot see what is so plain to
him. When asked to giA^e an explanation, his stock
reply is a comparison with two paths on the beach.
Yovt are on one oath and you come to another which
intersects it. If the new path is your road to destina-
tion yott tjjrn and follow it in the proper direction.

So at sea you watch until you come to the intersection
of the paths, which is perfectly clear to him to see, and
dependent on your ultimate destination you keep on
your own path or turn off to the new one.' Others
make reference to two streams of water which come to-
gether and form one; if you are going up the stream
you have no difficulty in seeing where the two forks
come into one.
This certainly sounds absurd. No one familiar with

the sea can imagine any such system of paths and riv-
ulets recognizable within it. Absurd, irrational, impos-
sible, this may be argued to be all of these. Yet; the
fact remains, none the less, that by watching these cor-
ners in the sea this race of hardy navigators has been
able to find its way over thousands of miles of sea with-
out the use of any instruments beside the network of
sticks with its shells and beads. That such is the case
does not rest on the word of mere beachcombers of the
South Sea, but has been proved by naval officers who
have been piqued to confess the existence of somethingm navigation which with all their scientific training they
could not explain. That there is no humbug on the part
of these native pilots appears very plainly in their con-
duct when It happens that they have lost a corner. They
waste no time in a search which they konw would be

^'•^T'
.^'^^"'^^ ^^^'^y westward until some land is

sighted. This gives them a new departure; they are
once more on their chart and mav proceed on the in-
terrupted voyage.

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

Through the Parsonage Windows.
vm.

No need of raising the curtain, for it has been up all
ntormng, and the window open to Jet in the fresh breeze
that 13 rustling the bunch grass on the stage. The snow
has disappeared, and the sun is shining with glow, soft-
ened by the balminess of the air—a glow that gilds the
bunch gass that extends out and away from the win-
dow. To make the scene more reahstic a jack rabbit
has just crossed the stage, the latter part of his per-
formance being accelerated by the thud of a .22 bullet in
the sod just under him.

. f ? Loup River country rehearsal is on. The scene
IS laid m the hills south of the Loup and just west of thenow famous Victoria Springs. It is late in February, and
the day is hne. The landscape is aglint with sunshine
and a gentle south wind fans the face of nature and causes
a smile to run athwart its wrinkled expanse, for it is still
covered with the withered cuticle of the dead year
Not much attention had been paid to hunting for the

last SIX weeks on the Loup, as expeditions from the set-
tlements had gradually ceased after the first of lanuary
ihe weather had become more severe then and little
communication was had with the outside world There
was only three camps left on the upper Middle Loup and
the population of these had dwindled to about half

' Wchad occupied our time in hunting wolves, which was themam sport during the latter part of the winter, as I never
saw any tendency among hunters to kill game that was
not in immediate demand.
During the last five years of the reign of the buffalo

and other big game on the plains of the West I spent the
winters m camp at different points, from the Niobrara
River south to the Arkansas, yet I never saw an animal
killed ior the hide and carcass left to rot. I have often
heard of it, but never met with a circumstance, and
think such wantonness has been much overrated
During that winter on the Lo-up the hunters were very

modest in their demands on the game supply, the Parson
himself being the worst, making a record of ten bull elk
!" five months, though I never killed a cow or calf in mv
life. These ten elk made full half of all that were killed in
that country within my knowledge. I was new in the
big-game country, and perhaps over anxious to kill- but
as each head of game killed by me lessened the demands
oi some other party there was no waste in it

Guina was Ace Button's pardner, and I had gone over
to their camp, and Guina and I were away for a ramble
in the hill with no definte object in view. We had been
tolled oat by the extra fine weather, and were just loafin'
round with each other. Guina was something of a char-
acter, filled with the ideal and little fitted to combat the
real in life. He was not a professional hunter, but a
drifter who had a liking for outdoor life, and in eddying
round had lodged in a hunter's camp.
We had explored the great cedar canon to the west of

Victoria Creek, starting in at the mouth and climbin<^ the
almost perpendicular wall some miles above. The canon
IS narrow, often not more than 100 yards from the top of
one wall to the top of the opposing one. Below the level
of the prairie the walls were covered with a fine growth
of red cedar. Some of these trees were very tall yet
none of them reached the level of the prairie above '

The
bottoms of the caiion had also a splendid growth of ash in
places; the floor of it was smooth and a wagon might
have been driven its entire length as easily as on the
open prairie.

From there we turned to the northwest and toward the
nyer again. We had just entered a range of sandhills
which characterize the Dismal River country when we
were attracted by the strange antics of a bunch of elk
They were cows, calves and spike bulls. When we first
saw them they were huddled together in a round bunch
and seemed "milling" about like cattle at a round-up
As we stood looking at them they broke into a run"
going 100 yards or so, and then stopped and knotted
up again.

At first we could not make out what the matter was
but on going closer to them saw that thev were beint^
harassed by a couple of buffalo wolves. The elk would
bunch up with cows and young bulls on the outside, heads
out, and calves in the center, the wolves circling round the
outside and trying to break up and scatter herd so
they could single out a calf.

The wolves charged again and again, but for a lone-
time the elk stood firm, we lying on an adjacent hill and
watching the sport. At last the wolves withdrew and
seemed to give it up. At this the elk broke into a run
again. As soon as their organization was broken the'
wolves returned to the charjre. and this time .succeeded in
cutting oyt a two-y?ar-old heifer. As .soon as the heifer
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was separated from the bunch her fate was sealed, as the
wolves kept between her and the rest until thej' were well

out of the way and then closed with her. One of the
wolves seized her by the ham, and in an instant she was
down, with ham string severed. The other w^olf then
sprang at the throat, and the jugler vein was cut as

quickly as it could be done with a knife.

We had some little distance to run to reach a small

sand dune which commanded the situation, and when
we had reached it the heifer was dead and the wolves
busily engaged in tearing at throat and ham. We were
in no hurry to shoot, and waited to get our breath. We
each then drew bead on a wolf, and both shot together

at a signal from Guina. The wolf at which Guina shot

was killed on the spot, while I only succeeded in getting

a tuft of hair out of mine, the wolf making his escape.

I had seen the tracks of these wolves at different times

and they appeared to be' larger than the largest New-
foundland dog would make. Several times I had seen
white specks on the prairie at great distances, but to sec

one of the huge fellows stretched at my feet revealed an
animal of which I had no conception before. I have
seen very few men who have really seen them. Men
whom I have talked with concerning the buffalo wolf
have mostly described a different wolf entirely. Though
all the men on the Loup called it a buffalo wolf, I have
seldom ever heard the name mentioned elsewhere. I

have since seen a few of their tracks in soft ground along
the streams of the West, yet this is the only specimen I

ever saw at close quarters, and infer they are quite rare,

though perhaps more numerous in still earlier years.

We killed a great many coyotes and some few of a still

larger variety that resembled a coyote very much, but the

big wolf was entirely different, being nearly white and as

large as any three wolves of any other variety I ever saw.

The skin when stretched had about as much spread as

that of a yearling calf. Some old-timer who has had ex-

perience can interest me by telling something more of

him.
We got the biggest wolf skin and some of the finest

steak I ever saw out of this ramble. When we got back
to camp we found Hutton busy with his pets. Ace was
rather more of a sport than sportsman, and had a wildcat

and a coyote which he had captured and kept alive. He
also had a fox hound. One of his favorite diversions was
to clear the furniture out of the shanty and turn all three

loose inside and shut the door, watching the proceedings
through the window. ,

The hound and wolf would usually double teams on the

cat, but the cat was nearly equal to both, and bloody
cars, nose and sides resulted. Once the dog and wolf

got the cat stretched out, and Ace had to interfere to

save the hfe of his pet, at considerable risk to himself.

Ace worked this game on them several times, and then
they got so that when turned loose together they would
growl and spit for a time and then back into separate

corners, curl up and leave each to attend to its own affairs

in its own way. Oh! that struggling humanity in all

parts of the worfd might be educated to this degree of

common sense.

When Guina, who was cook, called dinner Ace and I

were busy in feeding the wildcat fresh elk steak, and in

closing the door of the cage I failed to fasten it properly.

When we were eating dinner the hound began whining,
and knowing something was 'wrong Ace went out and
found the cage empty and the cat gone. All hands were
summoned and hound loosened. He was soon bawling
along the trail, which followed up the bank of the creek,

with all three of us at his heels. The chase was not long
or arduous, for the cat ha,d loitered by the way, and when
the hoitnd came to close quarters it took to water and
swam across the creek. The dog saw the cat when he

came to the creek, and plunging in swam after it. When
the cat reached the bank it turned, and when the hound
got close enough it sprang into the air and came down
squarely on the dog's back. Seating its claws firmly in

the dog's neck close back of the ears and sitting on its

haunches it made tlie return voyage on the dog's back.

When they arrived close enough in shore Ace dropped a

noose over the cat's neck, and we soon had it back in the

cage.
Several of the trappers of the Loup formed a syndicate

and had lumber brought up to build a large flat boat.

This they put on runners, and just before the break up
in the spring loaded their duffle into it and started up
stream, intending to float back with the tide when the

break-up came, trapping and camping by the way. They
invited me to join them, but my leave, too, had expired,

and with the few remaining hunters I turned sadly enough
the other way to brave the toils and hardships of civiliza-

tion. The Parsois.

The Fish-Hawk or Osprey.
Rhode Isl.\nd is the only one of all the New England

States that protects the life of the fish-hawk by law.

Tradition has it that the Wampanoag and Narragansett
Indians, and later the early v/hite settlers, had great re-

gard for fish-hawks. This respect has been inherited*

by the Rhode Islander of the present day. Their presence
is courted wherever fish-hawk colonies abound in the

State, and these are principally on the east and west
shores of Narragansett Bay. Special inducements are

held out to the bird to remain. Often, when a tree bear-
ing a fish-hawk's nest is in the last stages of decay, the
owner of the land will erect nearby a pole 40 or 50 feet

high, with a wagon wheel laid flat on the top. The hawk
adapts itself readily to the change.
In the western part of Rhode Island, near "Voluntown,

Conn., and near the ocean, the trees are literallj' covered
with ish-hawks' nests. It is singular that hardly one is

to be seen on the Connecticut side of the boundarj'. Not
only are trees occupied, but old chimneys are taken pos-
session of, bearing above their summits a great fabric

of sticks composing the nest.

In the region of Warren and Bristol there are also

many fish-hawks' nests. The birds make little trouble;
the only damage they do is to kill the tree where they
build; q«t the owners p«t up with this. So long as they

can have the company of the fish-hawks in summer time
Rhode Island people, where there are fish-hawk colonies,
would feel grieved enough if the birds were to desert their

farms and gardens for other localities. The regard for
the bird in Little Rhody is similar to that evidenced in
some of the Southern States for the turkey buzzard.
The traits of the bird, its formidable appearance and its

presence, according to accounts, keeping away hen-
hawks, ate some of the characteristics that coiumand
admiration. There is some contention that the fish-

hawk will not attempt to keep other hawks away frotn his

locality excepting when the eggs are hatching and when
the young are small and unable to fight their own bailies.

A bird of migratory habits, the osprey appears at tt^;

summer haunts in Rhode Island anywhere from Martdi
24 to April I. When a pair occupy a certain tree they
make their appearance there season after season, with
hardly any variation in the date of arrival. In fact, it is

related bj^ people living on the east and west shores of

Narragansett Bay, who watch for their coming, that the

Osprey's nest on top of a 60ft. special pole with cart wheel for base
of nest, and cross-spar for roost, osprey hovering near

by. Anthony farm, Bristol, R. I.

variation in a period of years was less than two days. The
average date of their arrival in Rhode Island is March 27.

A trtte fisher and fearless in securing its prey, the bird

never looks for food on land, stibsisting solel}' from the

fish in the harbors and bays.

Rhode Island fishermen look eagerly for the appearance
of the hawks in the spring. Plenty of fish is then looked
fqir„; The male bird arrives first, goes away after a day's

rest, and returns a week later with the female. The birds

soon afterward begin to build or make repairs on old

Osprey alighting on nest in tree at Pappoosesquaw, Bristol, R. I.

nests. It is interesting enough to watch them. This year
two birds began to build a nest on the top of a 20-foot
pole. The pole was on the shore of Mount Hope Bay
and upon the premises of Mr. Edward Anthony and his

sister, Miss Medora Anthony, within the limits of the
town of Bristol. Both persons have watched the fish-

.hawk for 3'-ears, atid know well the habits of the bird.

The hawks upon arriving on April i seeiued to be a trifle

disturbed, as shown by the screeching noises they uttered
at intervals. And no wonder that they were for a time
nonplussed. For years the same birds had occupied a
nest on the top of a mast 40 feet high. Some time last

winter a small-sized cyclone swept away the pole, break-
ing a piece off it. and wrecking the old nest. Mr.
Anthony set up the pole again on its former site, but as
is was 10 feet shorter than la~st year this was noticed by
the hawks. The outcry they made seemed to be a hawks'
discussion as to whether they should build a nest on the
short pole, now less than 30 feet high. The great outcry

was followed the next morning by both birds beginning
the. work of rebuilding. on the shorter pole.
At the top of the pole a wagon wheel bad been laid

flat down and spiked to bear the weight of the nest. Heavy
wooden supports leading from the outer rim of the wheel
down lialf way on the pole, where they were spiked,
formed a substantial foundation.
The two fish-hawks referred to preferred the short pole

to a longer one. ready for use only 100 feet distant. An-
other pair of birds tried to locate on the latter perch, but
the first pair evidently had a priority of right, for they
vigorously and successfully fought and drove away the
new comers. It took half an hour's screeching and fight-
ing before the intruders became aware that they would
not be allowed to stake a claitn. The birds Avottld strike
at each other with w-ings and claws, those having first

located being the attacking party. Yearly fights have
been held for this site, but the first comers seem to wish
tn have it unoccupied.
The highest point of a decayed or partly decayed tree

is selected usually, although often a sound tree is picked
out. It does not remain sound long, howeA^er, the oil

from the fish devoured acting as a poison to the tree and
finally killing it.

In order to form a roost for the birds near the nest a
long i)olc is stretched across the diameter of the wagon
wheel, the projecting ends serving as roosts. The nests
are large enough to fill a good-sized cart, and wotxld
make a load for a horse. The whole forms a picturesque
appearance, and added to this is the flying about of the
hawks, uttering their pecifliar cries.

The nest in a tree is a study.' Male and female labor
in constructing the nest. A forked limb is selected for
the site, btit it must be near the top. Although the nest
foundation is laid in the fork, it is raised by degrees until
its summit is 3 feet above the foundation and on a level
with the topmost branches. The reasons for the summit
of the nest being on a level or barely extending beyond
the topmost branches are obvious. The fish-hawk or
osprey being a knowing bird cannot have any loose limbs
of the tree acting as obstacles to its wide-spreading wings,
whidi measure 6 feet from tip to tip, when outspread.
The way must be clear for alighting on the nest or roost
or else the wings arc in danger of injury from obstructing
branches. Invariably, therefore, a fish-hawk's nest stands
clear of all obstructions. Even when the hawks depart
from the nest or roost it would be just as dangerous for
them if there were any protruding obstacles.
The building of nests in the spring is begun by male

and female shortly after the journey from the Southern
sea coasts. Rotten sticks are gathered, the hawks carry-
ing them in their feet. Jointly they carry on the work
before them, not hurriedly, but w'ith an apparent steadi-
ness of purpose, which in a very few days brings the
structure to completion. The outer portions of the nests
are composed of large sticks, ranging in diameter from
I inch to xy'z inches, and from 2 to 4 feet in length,
packed on top of each other to a height of nearly 4 feet.

Not Irang ago a fish-hawk was seen flying from the
shores of Tiverton across Mount Hope Bay with an al-

most new hat in its claws. It proved to be one which
had been blown off a passenger's head on one of the Fall
River boats, and drifting ashore had been picked up
by the hawk for nest material. This 3'ear a pair of birds
began to build a nest in a large tree near the Kickemuit
River. I saw the female carrying a short rope in its

claws to the perch beside the nest. It was a piece of
manila rope. Leisurely the hawk picked strand and yarn
to pieces, reducing it with beak and talons to the sub-
stance of oaktuu. This was used to line the nest. It was
a slow job, but was accomplished as efficiently as a sailor
Could do it. Next day a rope 20 feet in length was carried
to the nest from Fall River.

_
The genius displayed by fish-hawks in nest-building

time is often wonderful, leading persons to suspect that
the mechanical calculations of the bird are equal to those
of the average human being. The hawks frequent forests
and groves fringing the waters of Narragansett Bay to
obtain material for building ncAV nests, and repairing old
ones. Rotten limbs of trees high over one's head are
heard snapping and cracking.

This snapping of sticks is caused by fish-hawks. Me-
chanically they examine and break off the limbs by sheer
force, something that is tmique in the character of birds.
A hawk flying about wheels short on its wings, having
selected a decayed stick that is suitable, on some oak
tree. Something after the fashion of tent-pegging the
hawk charges past and just above the bough. Just us he
is passin^g the limb, with great dexterity he hooks his
claws upon it, and without stopping in liis flight, and
with wings flapping furiously enough, bang goes the re-
port of the breaking of the rotten limb, and tnumphantly
the feathered wonder carries to the nest the stick, some-
times 4 inches in diameter and 4J4 feet long. Although
as a rule the birds break off the limbs at the first attempt,
they have been seen to try the operation on the same
stick two and three times before being successful. In
case the stick is not broken off the first time, they do not
Isse their hold, but tmceasingly flap their broad wings in
the_ air, exhausting every measure toward accomplishing
their purpose.

Ordinarily their bodies are not so heavy as to cause
one to suspect that they could break off such stout
pieces of boughs, but the momentum carried in their flight
as they hook on to the limb without stopping almost
invariabb^ causes their efforts to be crowned with success.
The loud snapping noise of the breaking of tree branches
by the hawks would lead a person not accustomed to
their habits to suppose that an elephant was running
amuck through the forest.

Of about 4 feet in width and of a very compact structure
the pests can withstand the fury of severe storms. The
fabric is so woven and botmd crisscross fashion that cases
have been known of the nests remaining intact even after
the wind felled the tree or pole and threwr the nest vio-
lently to the ground. A severe storm blew down a fish
hawk's nest at Warren a year ago, leaving the nest bottom
up. It was discovered several days later with three young
dead birds inside, Being imprisoned, they had died of
hunger.
* The inner edges of the nests are woven with light sticks,
cornstalks, pieces of cloth and dried seaweed.
The fish-hawk lives to a good g,ge. On one of the
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eastern Rhode Island headlands a Mr. Anthony tells of

an incident that happened twenty years ago near his home.
A male iishhawk was brought to the ground by a gun in

the hands of a boj'. Mr. Anthony cared for the wounded
bird in his barn, picking out grains of shot and stopping
the flow of blood. All the time the hawk fought him
with its rminjured wing. In a month's time the wound
had completely healed and the bird had becoAie quite

tame. It would not eat anything but fish, however. The
wounded wing Avas stifl when the bird was given its free-

dom, and the peculiarity of this stiff wing is noted every
season by Mr. Anthony in a bird that locates near his

home. He is confident that it is the bird that was wound-
ed near his home twenty years ago.
People often wonder why fish-hawks do not increase in

numbers more than they do. There are from three to
five young in the nests each season, yet only the same
number of hawks hatch year after j-ear. The laying of

the eggs begins about the latter part of April or the first

of May. The period of incubation is a month. The male
then is on almost constant watch about the nest. The
female sometimes goes to the water to catch fish during
this period. While incubation is going on the nest of the

hawk is never witliout the presence of either male or
female, and if a bird of another species of any size ap-
pears the fish-hawk becomes excited and utters shrill

piercing cries until the stranger disappears. To all ap-

pearances the fish-hawks regard the crow as a common
robber. Long familiaritj' with the bird of sable plumes
has taught them to be on guard continuously during the

period of hatching. Woe betide the eggs of the unwary
hawk that leaves its nest without a watcher. The com-
mon crow will quickly discover the OA^ersight, and when
the hawk returns to its nest it is only to find a few pieces

of broken egg shells, the crows having made a meal on
the contents.
The watchfulness of the fish-hawks over their nests be-

fore the young leave the shell is a great boon to other
smaller birds. A singular trait in the character of the

osprey is its toleration of sparrows, crow-blackbirds- and
grackles to build their nests in among the outer sticks

of which its own nest is constructed. Like vassals to a

chief, these smaller birds lay eggs and hatch them in per-

fect security, and in mutual harmony with the larger feath-

ered creatures. Often there are from twenty to thirty

nests of small birds in the rounded outer sides of the

fish-hawk's nest. From long acquaintance with the fish-

hawk the sparrows and crow-blackbirds have no fear of

them, and they have learned that as the fish-hawk during
incubation constantly is on guard, their nests are doubly
secure from feathered intruders and from the inroads of

the common crow, the bird that they most fear when
their nests contain eggs.

When the young fish-hawks come forth from the shell

the constant guard of the nest by male and female is

.gradually relaxed. The female leaves the nest at inter-

vals in quest of food, soon fijnng back with a fish caught
in harbor or bay. A noticeable feature about the mother
hawk is her mode of feeding the young. Returning with

a shad or porgie when the young are only a few days old,

the mother bird tears the fish in pieces with her claws

and bill, giving a strip to each young bird. When the

birds become a week old or about that age and there-

after during the season a whole fish is given to each

young fish-hawk by its mother. It is interesting to watch
the young hawks when they are fed. They will cry for

food when hungry, but, unlike the progeny of all other

feathered tribes and 'land animals they will not fight for

food. The mother bird selects the young one to which
she will give a fish. The rest of them remain sitting be-

side their more fortunate companion in the nest, bitt

beyond uttering plaintive cries make no effort to get

part of the fish for themselves, simply waiting in patience

until their turn comes, which circumstances may prolong
for quite a length of time. The young birds catch no fish

the first year of their lives. Their food is procured by the

parents. As soon as the young brood become a few weeks
old the mother throws off quite a piece of the top of the

nest to the ground. This enables the young to see their

surroundings, and less obstacles are in the way when they

first make attempt to fly.

The young birds do not take readily to flight. They
are fullv feathered and yet make no attempt to leave the

nest. Generally their initial attempts to rise on wing are

be"-un about July 10. Flying up froin the nest, they fall

back upon it again from a height of about 5 feet. They
make attempts in turn, with like results. The young
hawks are very timid about flying away from the nests,

and it devolves upon the parents to drive the young forci-

bly off in order that they can fly. Great is the screeching

and loud are .the cries of the birds on such occasions.

At last one of the young hawks will make an attempt to

reach an object 50 yards away from the nest. These
efforts are generally awkward, and it is not uncommon
to see the fledgling tumble in somersaults earthward.

The mother hawk, ever on the alert, rushes to its rescue,

and shooting under the young bird catches it on its back

and wings before it tumbles to the ground.

Nearly everywhere on the waters of Narragansett

Bay in the summer season the osprey or fish-hawk can

be seen seeking its prey. An industrious fisher, it com-
mands the attention of fishermen in various ways. Rising

front its roost, it sallies forth toward the water with a

keen eye to business, and soaring above the waters of

bflv and harbor until it is directly over a locality where
fish are plenty, it circles about with wings in easy

mot-on at a he-ght of from 100 to 125 feet. Occasionally

it makes a sharp turn and retraces its course with legs

at an angle of 45 degrees down from the body. Its eves

are constantly reconnoitering the waters below. This

peculiaritv of the bird is essentially the same as is

adopted by men engaged in the menhaden fishery all

along the Atlantic coast. It is a well-known fact that the

presence of fish can be discovered near the surface of

the water quicker at a height of say 35 feet than

they can be from the deck of a fishing vessel on an

average of only 5 and 6 feet above the water's ede-e. In a

crew of a menhaden or porgie catcher two of the num-
ber, usually the skipner and the mate, go aloft on the

inast. and taking position at the crosstrees peer out over

the water in quest of fish. This gives them a better op-

portunitv to discover a school of fish at their lofty post

ihnn if they were much nearer the water.
_
In like rnan-

ner the fish-hawk has an advantageous position. Soaring

about on easy wing, he suddenly checks his progress, and

like a good fisherman surveys with interest the surface

of the water. The fixed gaze on an object is accom-
panied by a rqpid flapping of his wings in order that he
may hold the desired position, and not be shifted from it

by the wind. Suddenly the wings are folded close to the
body, and he shoots downward at lightning speed, eyes
still fixed on his prey. Sometimes his wings are sud-
denly oper.ed out in the downward rush, checking prog-
ress, because of the disappearance of the fish he is seek-

mg. Up again he mounts into space in quest of another
fish. Soon the bird again closes wings and down he
goes from his aerial height like a cannon ball, and plun-

ging into the water with a roaring sotmd, dashing the

spray aside in torrents and kicking up small waves, he
fastens his claws in the back of the fish. In a minute
or so he emerges from his self-made vortex, rising grad-
ually on wing with a struggling and flapping fish clutched
in his formidable claws. He invariably catches a fish

head on—that is, pointed in the same direction as his own.
Sometimes in his forays upon the finny tribe he "misses
fire." Fishermen in Narragansett Bay call it a "stab."

When he triumphantly carries ofl: his prey the fishertnen

appear to be more satisfied, remarking, "He has taken
that which he came after," and is "sailing home." There
is more substance in this latter remark than actually ap-

pears on -the surface. The hawk adapts itself to all cir-

cumstances as regards wind and weather in catching and
carrying off fish. If the wind is fair for the fish-hawk in

its course to its haunts on the land with a flapping fish

so far so good; but if it is blowing a strong breeze from
dead ahead it is interesting to watch the bird's manettver.

He adopts the tactics of a sailor, aiid instead of flying

directly home on the land in the Avind's eye "beats to

windward" usually by even "legs," but sometimes by
alternative "long and short legs." His form and wings
are shaped in a measure to meet these contingencies.

With a heavy fish he can make comparatively easy work
in this manner.
As a rule, when seeking his prey he works up agaiiist

the wind until he fastens to a fish, and then, loaded with

the prey, he has a fair wind on the flight to the roost.

There have been occasions when a fish wriggled itself

loose from the claws of the hawk and dropped to the

ground. The bird never deigns an attempt to recover it

from the ground, but sets out for another fish. I have
seen a fish drop from the bird's claws, but by its dexterity

on the wing the bird caught the fish again before it could

touch earth or water.

There have been instances in Narragansett Bay where
the fish-hawk overrated its strength—has fastened to a

fish that has pulled it under water. In such instances

the hawk would withdraw its talons and rise out of the

water, appearing somewhat exhausted. The usual prey

in Narragansett Bay, however, consists of flounders,

porgies, scup, weakfish, and sometimes bluefi.sh and shad.

A fish Aveighing from 4 to 5 pounds is the average weight
captured.

.A.nother trait of the fish-haAvk Avhen .seeking prey is to

take position on the top of one of the Avooden stakes

surrounding a fish pond or heart net, many of which are

maintained in the east and west branches of Narragansett

Bay. Here they are perched patiently, often for an

hour without moving, waiting for a fish to appear near

the surface, when they dive and fasten to it with their

claAvs.

The base of a tree or pole in which is located a fish-

hawk's nest is a rendezvous for house cats, small wild

animals and birds, all flocking there to pick up particles

of fish dropped by the hawks. The backbone is always

thrown cut of the nest and drops to the ground, Avith

particles clinging to it.

The tree or pole on Avhich is a nest is the fainily head-

quarters until the birds take their departure. This is

usually about Sept. 10. People residing near a family of

fish-hawks know when they are about to take their de-

parture south. On the morning of the day the parents

bring to the nest quite a quantity of fish. The old feed

the young, and there is a grand feast all round. All the

time" this is going on the birds keep up an unusual

screeching and chattering noise. The old birds examine
the nest, and with fresh sticks repair it, so that it can

withstand the storms of winter. At a signal given by the

male bird, usually in the afternoon of the day of de-

parture, the birds rise in the air, and issuing their peculiar

noise head a course for southern latitudes. They rise to

a height of between 200 and 300 feet in the air, and usually

folloAV the coast line in their passage to a warmer climate.

The laws of Rhode Island are to the effect that if any
person or persons are caught disturbing fish-hawks' nests,

or having been convicted of shooting a fish-hawk, the fine

shall be $20 and costs, or imprisonment. One-half the

fine is paid to the oAvner of the land where the damage
is done. Every one keeps a sharp watch to see that fish-

haAvks are uirmolested.

Not more than two years ago a Providence sportsman

gunning near the mouth of Kickemuit River climbed to a

fish-hawk's nest and removed the eggs. He had previous-

ly fired at the mother hawk, but missed. When he came
doAvn from the tree he was confronted by the owner of

the land and no other than Bird Commissioner Thayer.

From what the sporting man said, it was evident that he

Avas ignorant as to the law regarding fish-hawks. He was
arrested and fined heavily.

; _

A year ago some two men came over the line from

Massachusetts, and unwittingly shot and killed a female

fish-hawk on the same farm. They Avere arrested, and

the man who killed the bird acknoAvledging it AA^as fined

$20 and costs. It was evident that they were totally un-

aAvare of the penalty for such depredations. Singular

enough the male bird, mate of the one that Avas shot, went

away, and Avas not seen for tAvo days. He appeared with a

new" mate that set to work feeding the young and tending

to them as though she was their natural mother, until

they departed for the south in the autumn. People who
watched this interesting proceeding say that the young
hawks were well cared for.

One Sunday afternoon nearly about the sarne time it

appeared that three young men were seen robbing a fish-

haAvk's nest in Bristol, but near the boundary of Warren.

The police were called, and as.sisted by several enraged

citizens in carriages the chase led through Warren, four

nfl^es distant, and there the trail was lost It proved

afterAvard that the nest robbers landed in a sailboat on the

shores of Warren and htirriedly departed from the same
place in their boat. The above is a list of disturbances

to fish-hawks in eastern Rhode Island covering a period
of many years.

On the first appearance of the fish-hawk in Rhode
Island in the spring it has bright and dapper plumage, the
legs, feet and claws are . perfect in form, looking neat to

the eye. But as the season advances the color of the
feathers is not so bright and clear, while the feet and
claAvs are marred. This change in appearance is due to

the rough work in fishing and caring for the young.
Sometimes the hawks indulge in singular antics at a

great height in the air, describing all manner of angles
and curves, in a flock, one of them occasionally dropping
through the air several hundred feet with a rapid rush.
All the time they keep up a peculiar shrieking noise,
which is almost impossible to imitate. Fishermen re-

gard these antics as an indication that there is soon to
be a change in the weather.
The fish-hawk is 22 inches in length, and the female is

2 inches longer than the male. The bill is a deep black,
and the upper as Avell as the lower cere, and also the
sides of the mouth from the nostrils backward, are lighi

blue. The crest and back of the head are nearly pure
white. The breast is white, with streaks of light brown,
giving it the appearance of a sih'^er color from a short
distance away. The Avings and part of the neck
are deep brown, although the edges of the feath-
ers are lighter. The tail is slightly rounded, and
is of a paler brown than the wings, crossed with
alternate bars of dark brown. When the wings are
shut they extend an inch or two beyond the tail. The
lower parts are Avhite. The thighs are covered with short
plumage, with a pale brown color in front. The legs and
feet are very strong, and remarkably large, and of a light
blue color. They are coA-^ered Avith flat scales strong and
thick, suggesting a coarse rasp, particularly on the soles
of the feet, .enabling the bird with more security to seize
and hold its slippery prey. The claws are large for a
bird of the size of the fish-hawk. The claws describe
semicircular curves, finely formed and as sharp-pointed
as a new fish-hook. The toes are exceedingly strong
and warty, and the hind claw is fully an inch and a quarter
in diameter. The outer toe is capable of being turned
either AA'ay, which is a great aid in grasping.

• Observer.

Voices of the Gathering Night.

Prospect Park.

It is the hour "when daylight dies/' and the park is

deserted save for an occasional belated workman, Avho

plods his weary way homeward. The Avoods are in the
full flush of spring, massed in voluptuous beauty on all

sides, and the grass is of that fresh green vivid aspect

Avhich possesses one with a sense of perennial youth.
Looking about one can imagine that he is buried in the
depths of the country—not a house visible and all the

harsh noises of the city hushed. At first, indeed, it seems
that the stillness is absolute and the lines of Gray's im-
mortal elegy come into memory:

Now fades the gHmmering landscape on the sight,

And all the air a solemn stillness holds.

But gradually as we become accustomed to our new
environment (the transition to which has been so abrupt)
we begin to hear sounds of birds and other animal life,

the which, hoAvever, harmonize so perfectly wi:h the

rural peace that instead of disturbing they seem to

accentuate it. Here as we walk down the Long Meadow
a sharp succession of cries like "Tchick ! Tchick!
Tchick!" (how impossible to render bird notes in type!)

comes from the woods on our left. It is the robin calling

to his mate. See, there he flies, with another sharp suc-

cession of cries, like "Szee! Szee ! Szee !" from the

floAvering chestnut to the dense thicket yonder. In that

thicket more than probably is his newly constructed

nest, and there he will be joined by madame. Merula
migraiorms is a very noisy bird about bedtime, but
sometimes in the midst of his strident "Tchick! Tchick!
Tchick !" he will break into a soft warble, which is more
soothing to the ear than "the lisp of leaves and the ripple

of rain." There is a strong resemblance, by the way, be-

tween the song of the English thrush and that of .tlie

American robin, so called, which shows their
;

relation-

^

ship, though the former song is much more powerful at)(|

sustained than the latter. . , .

Well, here Ave've reached Swan LakiS; ./^im its

little peninsula covered Avith bushes, where the_ blue;-

birds love to build. And, hark! There is one of them
mewing anxiously like a kitten. "What, I anxious?" says

Silvia sialis, as if divining our thought, and straightway

begins to fill the air with rippling, joyous melody. But
what villainous discord is that? It is the screech or the

squawk or the mingling of both of the peacock, Juno's

lovely bird. Hoav nature balances herself! To one bird

—

the nightingale—she gives a mean drab exterior and a

voice to enchant; to another—the peacock—she gives an

exterior the most resplendent and a voice to shatter the

nerves.

This is the Glen, where the overarching trees make a
twilight at midday and a Cimmerian gloom at night, and
where later on the owls will flit and utter their ghostly

intonations. Now it echoes with the lay of America's

songster par excellence—the little speckled wood thrush.,

He is perched AA^here none can see him in the deep recesses

of the woods, and all unconscious or careless Avhether any

one hears him, except his mate. Proud and happy mate

to excite such melody! I have heard the song o£ the

nightingale, and, of course, that is incomparable, but

after that I Avould be disposed to place the song of the

American wood thrush in order of merit, coupling with it

the song of the English lark. There is no resemblance

of form, however, implied by this comparison; but as the

one song charms by its \'-erve, its sincerity and soulful-

ness, so does the other. He who can listen to the wood
thrush and remain uncharmed or untouched must be, I

Avill not say Avith Shakespeare, "fit for treasons, strate-

geras and spoils," but fit. at least, to be ^incerelv r>^'-i°d.

How the notes echo through the glen and the leafy

ai'iles of the Avoods, rising and falling, between little inter-

hides of silence, with all the calm of true art. Avith all

the liquid purity of tone, with all—but, pshaw ! Where-
fore attempt to describe them? There are some things
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chich cannot be described, and among them is the song
{ the wooed thrush.

Suddenly the song ceases and we start as if from a
pell, and move on through the glen, which now is plunged

H somber silence—but no, for an ocacasionai sad little

ote:, uttered away up among the tree tops and with a
rolonged cadence, falls upon the ear : "Phosbe!" It fills

be place with a sense of loneliness and brooding sor-

ow, as it were, so we hasten on through the gathering
loom and are glad when we stand in the open meadow^
y the lake.

Here a flock of sheep with their lambs are browsing,
lark! Was that a shepherd tuning his pipe? "Tyrolee!"
protest it sounded not unlike it, as I have often fancied

, at least, when reading of the good old days when
omance was interwoven with the pastoral life. We
stcn again and recognize the cry of the red-winged
lackbird. "Tyrolee!" It comes from an island in the

ike where he builds his nest year after year. Casting
ur eyes about, we see the shepherd, not tuning his pipe,

ut drowsing in the shade after the manner of these de-
enerate days. Anon he starts i:p, and evidently deem-
ig it time to fold his charges, he sends his dogs about,

oon the sheep are gathered and we watch them being
riven slowly over the hill, the while the air is filled with
leir bleating, ' mingled with the barking of the honest
lilies.

Resuming our walk, we reach the fir-covered ridge to

le west of the flower garden. What strange notes are

iiese that fall upon the ear like the creaking of rusty

n ores ? They are the music (?) of one of the genus
ida, commonly called the crow blackbird. But despite

grating quality of this bird's voice, he is welcome to

K woodlands, for he is among the first of the har-

ers of spring, and has a graceful bearing and a most
tiful shining coat of purplish black,

the garden the bees are droning softly among the

> :rs, but every now and then we cease to hear them
r the shrill piping of Kana ocellata, which comes from
- reedy margins of the lake. Is it because of its

irninance that we associate this note with the spring-

above all others? It were pleasant to linger here, in

: delicious atmosphere, but we must hurry on, for night
ivers nigh and our richest experience is yet to be
aped.

Making a detour through mysterious woods, whose
lendor of form is suggestive of a primeval forest, we
tIt the famous Vale of Cashmere. Memories of "Lalla
jokh," how they crowd upon us ! Can some Persian
nie have visited this spot and made it what it

Go where we will, we will find nothing more
qui site, nothing more pervading in its charm,

the realm of nature, especially now, when
een leaves and blossoms revel all around. The birds

em to know this, for here they congregate more thickly

an elsewhere. The air is rich with the melodies of

3pd thrush, bluebird, oriole, robin, yellow warbler, song
arrow, et id genus amne. We sit down to gaze and to

ten and realize the wisdom of that old poet who advised
Imankind, soured and racked with sordid cares, to go
,
nature! While light lasts the feathered choristers

ntinue to sing, and even after it is night and they no
nger can be seen. But at length they cease and a pro-
und quiet falls upon the scene.- A cricket begins its

ilaby and nature sinks to repose.
Frank Moonan.

That Famous Foundling.
Famous because it has twice occupied a place in

OREST AND STREAM, filling nearly a page altogether.

Jlay g, 1896, Jan. 22, 1898.)
And now we have to announce that the Foundling is

widower. This may sound funny, but in reality is ver>'

ithetic. His Loulou, who has also appeared in these
iges, was an exceptionally lovable sparrow, and an un-
•ually clever one, too. She proved to be a better singer
an Dick himself, and would sing when requested—if in

le right mood. Unlike some exasperating grandchil-
en of special abilities, the Loulou was particularly

eased to show off before company, and astonished many
visitor with her self-possessed ways and dulcet notes,
his. lamented friend was the embodiment of gayety and
^ntentment, a living example that made one realize how
ise it is to insist upon appearing and if possible being
ippy, this condition being very contagious, and often
'coming a reality through being simulated.
Our feathered friends decided upon bringing up a
mily, and with this end in view, for four consecutive
asons industriously prepared appropriate quarters, but
ihappily all the intended chicks were shell-less. No,
t very first set—they always came in threes, one each
ly^-came in good shape, but Dick, apparently moved
.' jealousy, destroyed that batch of eggs; and the r;-st

ere all incomplete.
This year the usual failure was observed, and some
'lamitous result took place within the patient, for she
ased to eat and drin^c, and in two or three days died

I

her sleep.

It must be confessed that we had learned to love this

qulou exceedingly, for her many little graces, her sweet
nee and her intelligent response to every attention paid
tr; all visitors declared her to be a very uncommon
arrow. Therefore when she was dead there was gen-
al lamentation.
Dick, the Foundling, manifested such poignant grief
'"•1 we could not stand it; so we removed him from the
g cage wherein the pair had kept house, and again
aced him in a smaller one he had occupied while a
mng bachelor. This was all very well, it changed the
irrent of the widower's thoughts for a while, but every
nv and then he remembered, and started once more on
S grieving note, which is something quite distinct from
I the rest of his vocabulary. We offered what con-
)Iation our voices could convey to his mind, but then
pleaded with us, singing his sweetest notes, evidently

ider the impression that as we had always given him all
lat he desired, we could also restore to him his mate,
he pain of his bereavement returns to him afresh with
icn morning's light, and we hasten to place his cage
> a window, where other sparrows come to keep him.
>mpany; but in spite of all this he returns to his lament
om time to time. We discover little difference between
•arrows and human beings.

We have frequently had occasion to note that sparrows
and other birds have good memories. More than once
Dick's memory has proved itself good for a whole year.
But now we are doing our best to make him forget

Forget 1 Forget! So brief thy day-
Fill not the hour with plaintive woe;

Thy mate was just a singing ray
Of God's own light—'tis all we know.

Dear little friend of somber wing.
The unshed tears are in thine eyes;

No more for thee will Loulou sing

Beneath these azure summer skies.

Thy wings appeal with tremulous grief; 1

Thy pleading cry by us is heard;
Would that we might bring sweet relief!

With thee we mourn our J..oulou bird.

Alice D. Le Plongeojs!.

Bringing Up Hummingbirds on the Bottle.

St. Augustine, Fla., June 22.—This is the first summei
in fifteen years that scarcely a hummmgbird has been
seen about our place, and wnethey they have been nearly
extermmated to gratify female vanity, or what it means, I

do not know. An old bird has been seen three or four
times this summer, and about the middle of June two
young birds appeared together, and in one day I had them
both feeding irom my hand. The old verse has it, "Birds
in their little nests agree," but when those little chaps get
out of the nest they do fighting enough to make up tor
lost time.

In this case, when one would be feeding at the bottle
the other w^as always near 'at iiand to fight him off; but at
last, as is always the case, one was compelled to yield,

and now the other, believing in the democratic doctrine
that "to the victors belong the spoils," has the field en-
tirely to himself. I carry a very small bottle in my
pocket, and whenever he sees me outside the door I'm
compelled to uncork the bottle and treat.

About the middle of June the young birds leave the
nest in this latitude, and I have no doubt that both
these are from the same nest. They seemed to have no
feeling of timidity, and I regret that I could not have
kept them both, as it would have been much more in-

teresting. DiDYMUS.

^ Woods Folk in 1 own.

Toms River, N. J., June 24.—There are two properties

in the heart of this village with a probable area of three

acres—closely cropped lawns and not much shrubbery—
which include among their attractions to a lover of nature

one woodcock, three gray squirrels and a bee tree. The
woodcock and one squirrel summered here last year ; the

bird is very tame. Two grays have accompanied the one

to its former home, but that "solitary bird" returned alone.

H. C. M.

Down in Maine.
After much thought and planning and changing of

dates my friend P. S. and myself finally left Boston on the

night train early last October bound for a canoeing, tent-

ing and hunting trip in Maine. This was his first trip

of the kind, but I had been every year on a similar one
lasting fiom three to five weeks for a number of years.

In due time next morning we left the train, got break-

fast at the hotel, and after a drive of about twenty-five

miles were landed, with all our provisions, cooking uten-

sils, tent, sleeping bags, etc., on the shore of the lake,

where I had arranged to meet our guide. He, however,
was not in evidence. We dismissed our team, and after

waiting some time in hopes the guide would appear, con-

cluded to go after my canoe, which I had left the year

before in charge of a camp which was located about two
miles away on another lake and across a three-quarter

mile carrj'. We Were just launching my canoe, when the

guide showed up in his canoe, he having been delayed
by a strong head wind. By the time we had got back
to the duffle across the carry with the two canoes we de-

"dOWN m MAINE.''

Photo by T. C. Phelps.

cided, as it was then late in the afternoon, to camp for the
night on the opposite shore of that lake. After locating
a camp site, it was but the work of a short time to cut
the poles for the tent and sleeping bags to support the
latter from the ground, giving the effect of a cot bed, to
erect the tent, adjust the sleeping bags and get a fire

started.

By dark our supper was ready, and although we did full

justice to it we remarked that a heart and live of
venison of most any description, would not come amiss,
and speculated upon who would be the fortunate one to
draw first blood and supply the larder, and when.
After a night of comfort and sleep, with no knowledge

of the stumps that ordwiarily insist upon becoming

familiar with one's anatomy when passing the night in a

tent, we arose a little after daylight and got breakfast.

As big game was no novelty to me, it was decided that

P. S. and the guide should take a canoe, go to the outlet

of the lake and bring back the deer that we were looking
for, although not lost by us. As one deer would' supply

us with more meat than we could use before it spoiled, I

was not anxious to hunt, knowing that if they had luck

they would bring back what they were in search of.

Some time after they had started I took "Old Re-
liable" under my arm and started for a little exploring
trip on the ridge back of the tent. 1 was in no hhurry (it

is bad to be in a hurry when still-hunting), and moved
along very slowly and as noiselessly as possible. I had
been away from the tent perhaps half an hour, covering
a distance of not half a mile, when I distinctly heard at

some distance away an animal running in the leaves. I

stood perfectly still and listened, and concluded that the

sound was coming in my direction. It came closer and
closer, but as there were a number of small spruce bushes
ali around me the sound passed without niy seeing its

cause.

Disgusted with my luck, I was about to at^^^roach and
look lor tracks, when 1 became conscious of the fact that
there was some living thing behind a certain spruce
^jush, although I had neither seen nor heard nothing there.

Ihinkmg it might be a hunter following the tracK ot the
animal just passed, I was undecided what to do, fearing
that if 1 moved 1 might get shot if it were a hunter, and
that I would startle the aeer if it were a deer. At last I

decided to whistle, believing it to be a safe proceeding in

either case. After two or three shrill blasts a pair of
antlers moved from behind that bush to behind another,
there being less than a toot of clear space between. As
soon as I saw these, up went "Old Reliable," and when
enough fur had as near as 1 could judge passed by the
opening to bring his shoulder in line with the sights I

fired. This buck proved to be the largest, with one ex-
ception, that I ever saw in or our of Maine, and must
have weighed considerably over 250 pounds. The ex-
ception was one shot in the same region last year, which
by actual weight weighed 280 pounds after the removal
of his intestines.

P. S. and the guide duly returned to camp, and were
highly delighted with my luck. They had seen nothing
but tracks.

Less than half the saddle of this buck lasted us for ten
days' camp eating, the last of it spoiling on our hands.
The remainder ol the buck we gave away soon after it

was shot. The antlers now adorn my wall, accompanying
another large head obtained in the same region two years
previously.

This region (Washington county) seems to run to size
and not to quantity of deer. In fact, usually a hunter
well earns all the deer he gets there.
The accompanying photograph shows our camp after

being out about ten days. The leg of venison hanging
to the left was from the big buck,

P. S. left for home after a two weeks' trip, but I re-
mained two weeks longer with the guide. Toward the
last of my stay I did my best to get a deer to bring home,
but was unsuccessful, they seemingly being very scarce.

To C Phei-ps. •

llBosTON, Mass,

The Pennsylvania Commission.
Hakrisburg, Pa., June 26.~Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue ot the 23d inst. I noticed an article entitled
ueer Hounds m Pennsylvania." The scene of this par-

ticular outrage is laid near Philipsburg, in Centre county,
and the wTiter E. H. K., says this is but one of the many
wrongs ot a like nature happening in that neighborhood,
tie tuther states that "the sportsmen here are thoroughly
aroused and will trom^ now on make it very hot tor any
hounds found m the mountains." This latter statement
is music to the ears of the Game Commission; and wewould suggest that two-legged violators be looked after
as well as those with four legs.
For an example of what can be done in the line of game

protection I would refer the gentleman to the noble work
hJ^^^t? r fe^

adjomiiig county of Clearfield by thenon Mank Cr. Harris and his associates in that neighbor-
hood. These gentlemen have prosecuted more than adozen violators of the game law during the past yearand have secured convictions in every case prosecuted.
<

Hains, havmg been a mem„ber of the last Legisla-

v^Vhn,
understands that the Game Commission iswithout funds whereby they could prosecute. He knows

that whatever expense they incur must be paid out of theirown pockets; that when the president of the Commis-bion Mr. Kennedy, comes from his home in Pittsburg
/ meeting of the Commission he pays in coldcash, as does every other member of the board the nec-

befof r ^^^^ every mem-ber oi the Game Commission is doing all in his power tQprotect the game of our State; that they are gi°/ng oftheir time and their money, as very few in the Stat" a?e.giving; and he is willing to do what he can for the gooS
Sn nf

sportsmen of the State come to^ the

hmild Hn
P:°^^^t°rs °f the State, as they can andshoiild do, when the farmers realize that the game lawsas they now stand m Pennsylvania mean more good Tohem than to any other class of people in th? Statf whS

"e^;it";fYr^ '^^'""H,°^i^^^''^'^^
^'-3^ are ffe'edTromme raids of irresponsible hunters (who destrov theircrops, lear down their fences, shoot their stock andpou try. and commit other depVedations) for the ent reyear excepting sixty days; when they realize that h^he keeping of these people out of thffields and woodsor this time, thousands and tens of thousands of ihei?best fnends m the shape of song and inSctivSous birdsare preserved to them, and are willing to help the GameComtnission as they can and should^ do, th?n will tT^Itime of peace and rest be come to the birds and thJfarmers' crops be correspondingly increased.

'

1 he Oame Commission of Pennsvlvania iq trvmo- "t^make as good brick without straw'' as t possTble^ andwe ask the help and support of all classes who are i'n?erested m the preservation of our game, our song- and ourinsectivorous, birds. For the present, while fhe GameCommission ,s hampered as it is, let every ind vfduai dohis duty, and the cause is bound to prosper
'""''^''^"^^ ^°

Joseph Kaibfus, Sec'y Game Commissica.
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Definitions of Game Birds.
From a report on "Legislation for the Protection of Birds Other

Than Game," prepared by Dr. T. S. Pajmer, Asst. Chief of tlie

Biological Survey, Department of Agriculture, Washington.

From the standpoint of the sportsman, birds are either

game birds' or non-game birds, but from the legislative

standpoint they may be roughly divided into three groups

:

(i) Species which should be protected at all times, as

thrushes; (2) species which may be killed at certain sea-

sons for food or sport, as quail; (3) species which are
injurious and therefore excluded from protection, as the

English sparrow. The first group is usually called "in-

sectivorous" or "song" birds, the second "game" and the

third "injurious" birds; but these groups are necessarily

arbitrary, and their limits are by no means certain.

About 1,125 species and subspecies of birds inhabit North
America north of Mexico, and of these only about 200

(18 per cent.) can properly be considered game.
As the wording of modern protective laws turns largely

on the definition of "game birds," it may be well to note
some of the different interpretations which have been ap-

plied to this term. A game bird, according tcy the Century
Dictionary is "a bird ordinarily pursued for sport or

• profit, or which is or may be the subject of a game law."

BouA'ier's Law Dictionary defines game in general as

"birds and beasts of a wild nature obtained by fowling
and hunting." In different State laws the term is defined

in various ways without special regard for uniformity.

the passenger pigeon (Ectopistes migratorius) , now al-

most exterminated; the band-tailed pigeon {Columba
fasciata), found from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific

coast, and the common, mourning, turtle, or Carolina dove
{Zenaidura macroura) , distributed more or less generally

throughout .the United States. The wild pigeon is now

.

rarely seen except in two or three of the States about the

Great Lakes, where it is rigidly protected. Although it

was formerty one of the most important game birds of the

country, its numbers have been so diminished during the

last thirty or forty years that it can no longer be con-

sidered as belonging in the game list. The band-tailed

pigeon is an important game bird in only half a dozen
States, and Colorado seems to be the only one which pro-

vides an open season (July 15 to Sept. 30). The common
dove is protected in some States throughout the year, in

others only during the breeding season, while in still

others it is not mentioned in the laws, and hence may
be killed at any season. Where it is abundant, as in

southern California and some parts of the Southwest, it is

perhaps in no immediate danger of extermination if the

slaughter is kept within reasonable bounds. There is,

however, a wide diversity in the open seasons in different

States.

Doves feed largely on seeds, and an examination of a

considerable number of stomachs has shown that these

include seeds of noxious weeds, such as pokeweed and
several species of the genera Litltospermum, Oxalis^ and
Euphorbia. In certain parts of California the habit of

each autuniti to feed on the seeds of wild rice before taking
their departure for the rice fields of the South and their

winter haunts in South America have given rise to the

sport of reedbird shooting, a sport scarcely known in

other sections of the country. The bobolink, which is

rigidly protected during its stay on its breeding grounds
in the Northern States, receives the name of reedbird as
soon as it enters the Middle States in autumn dress, and
is considered legitimate game. Open seasons are legalized
in the Middle States as follows : Delaware, Sept. i to

Feb. I ; District of Columbia, Aug. 21 to Feb. i (Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays only) ; Maryland, Sept. i to

Nov. I ; New Jersey, Aug. 25 to Jan. i ; Pennsylvania,
Sept. I to Nov. 30. For a few weeks it is killed in

enormous numbers for market, and when it reaches the
Carolinas, further south, where it is known as the rice-

bird, the slaughter is increased, not for sport, but as pro-
tection against its ravages in the rice fields. Here it be-
comes a veritable pest, and may be killed lawfully at any
season. To many persons it is a decilious morsel, although
its diminutive body furnishes little more than a taste of
meat. There would be no objection to utilizing the bird
for food were it not for the abuse to which this custom
of killing it for market has given rise. Not only are
other birds killed for reedbirds, but in States in which
reedbirds do not occur marketmen try to make up the de-
ficiency by furnishing various small birds under that
name. In the markets of San Francisco horned larks
(Otocoris), red-winged blackbirds (Agelaius) , Brewer's
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By Mr, Geo. Dan. Seib. From "Woodcraft Magazine.

Thus Maine fixes an annual close season for game

birds," and enumerates under this head the wood duck,

dusky duck (commonly called black duck), teal, gray

duck, ruffed grouse (commonly called partridge), wood-

cock, quail, plover, snipe and sandpiper. In the Michi-

gan law the term "game bird" is construed to mean all

birds named or referred to except certain insectivorous

species. According to the Code of Mississippi, the term

'game' includes all kinds of animals and birds found in

the state of nature, and commonly so called. Nova

Scotia declares: "'Game' shall mean and include

* * * Canada and ruffed grouse (commonly called

partridge); pheasants, blackcock, capercailzie, ptarmigan,

sharp-tailed grouse, woodcock, snipe, bluewinged ducks,

teal and wood ducks." British Columbia decrees that a

game bird "shall mean a bird protected by the provisions

of this act," and New Brunswick "any bird mentioned m
this act, or of a species or class similar thereto.

The plan of enumerating each species, as m some ot

these laws, is not clear or concise. It also lacks uni-

formity because of the confusion existing m the common

names' of certain game birds and the presence of species

in one State which do not occur in another.

In order to overcome this difficulty, the Committee on

Protection of Birds of the American Ornithologists' Union

has suggested using the larger groups called orders and

families, into which birds are commonly divided, instead

of species, which gives at once a simple and concise

definition. "The following only shall be considered game

birds- The Anatida-, commonly known as swans, geese,

brant river and sea ducks ; the Rallidcs, commonly known

as rails, coots, mudhens and gallinules; the Lmiico Ice

commonly known as shore birds, plovers, surf birds, snipe,

woodcock, sandpipers, tatlers and curlews ; the Galium,

commonly known as wild turkeys, grouse, prairie chickens,

pheasants, partridges and quail." These four groups the

Anatidce, Rallida, Limicolce and Gallmce, include all the

species which are comrnonly hunted for sport or for food •

in the United States, with the exception of cranes wild

pio-eons, doves, flickers, meadowlarks, reedbirds, black-

birds and robins. Cranes, pigeons and doves are ordi-

nariiv considered legitimate game, but are noAV so rare m
most". States that it has become necessary to remove them

from the game list. Flickers, meadowlarks, blackbirds,

reedbirds and robins being insectivorous are more valu-

able for other purposes than for food, and merit special

attention.
, ^ , ,

Pigeons and Doves.—The order CohimbcB, comnnsmg

wild pigeons and doves, is reoresented in the United

States by fifteen species and subspecies. Of these, only

tljree have any practical importance as game birds, viz,

feeding on the seeds of turkey mullein (Eremocarpus
setigerus) is so well known that a botanist, on inquiring

how he could collect some seeds of this plant, was ad-

vised to shoot a few doves and open their crops. Under
some circumstances enormous quantities of weed seeds are

devoured, as shown by the crop of a dove killed in a rye

field at Warner, Tenn., which contained no less than 7,500

seeds of Oxalis stricta. As a weed destroyer, the dove
more than compensates for the grain which it occasionally

consumes, and the value of its services is certainly greater

than the few cents which its body brings in market.

Flickers.—Of the woodpeckers, the flickers or pigeon

woodpeckers, represented in the East by the yellow-

shafted flicker (Colaptes auratus) and in the West by the

red-shafted flicker. (C. cafer), are the only ones which are

killed to any extent for food.* They are still regarded

as legitimate game in some sections, but apparently are so

treated by law only in Nevada, which fixes an open sea-

son from Sept. 15 to March 15. Like other woodpeckers,

the flicker is mainly insectivorous. An examination of 230

stomachs of the yellow-shafted flicker showed the presence

of 5 per cent, mineral, 39 per cent, vegetable and 56 per

cent animal matter. The mineral element was mainly

sand, probably picked up accidentally along with other

food. The vegetable matter consisted of the seeds of a

number of weeds and berries of several native^ shrubs, and

occasionally a small amount of grain, but too little to be of

much consequence. Flickers are more terrestrial than

other woodpeckers, and a large part of their animal food

consists of ants, which constitute nearly half the food of

the year. Several stomachs contained little else, and at

least two contained more than 3,000 each of these in-

sects. Beetles stand next to ants in importance, form-

ing about 10 per cenf. of the food, and including chiefly

May beetles, a few snapping beetles and carabids, or pne-

dacious ground beetles. Grasshoppers also are eaten at

certain times, as shown by several stomachs (collected in

Tune, 186=;. in Dixon county, Neb.), which contained from

fifteen to forty-eight grasshoppers each. A bird with such

a record is far too valuable to be killed for food, and is

entitled to all the protection ordinarily accorded insectivo-

rous species.

Bobolinks or Reedbirds.—Comparatively few Da=;'=erme

birds are treated as game. Among these few. bobolinks

(reedbirds). blackbirds, meadowlarks and robins are the

most important. The enormous numbers of bobolinks

{Dolichonyx oryzivorus) which flock to the Atlantic coast

*In some parts of the South the pileated Jvoodpecker {Ceophlaus

pikatus) is sold as game, and a few specimens can be found occa-

sionally in the markets of Washington, D. C,

blackbirds (Scolecophagus) , white-crowned and goWe"-

. crowned sparrows (Zonolricliia), song sparrows ij^^jf-
'spisa), savanna sparrows {Ammodrainus), house finches

{Carpodacus), and even goldfinches \Astragahnus) , have

all been sold as reedbirds. Such conditions serve only to

defeat the object of protective laws, and for this reason, if

for no other, reedbirds should be taken off the game list,

except in the few States in which they are known to be

abundant; and even here their sale should be carefully

regulated to prevent the slaughter of robins, larks and

other birds, which are almost certain to be killed by

market-hunters.

Meadowlarks.—Like the flicker, the meadowlark

{Sturnella magna) is considered game by many persons,

mainly, on account of the character of its meat, which in

some respects resembles that of quail. A few States pro-

vide an open season for lark shooting, as follows: Mis-

sissippi, Sept. 15 to March i; Missouri, Aug. i to Jan. i;

North Carolina, Oct. 15 to April i; British Columbia,

Sept. I to March i; Georgia apparently allows the bird

to be killed at any season. Its importance to sportsmen

is small in comparison with its value to farmers.
_
Pro-

\ fessor Beal in speaking of its food habits says : "It is one

of the most useful allies to agriculture, standing almost

without a peer as a destroyer of noxious insects. * * *

In summing up the record of the meadowlark, two points,

should be especially noted: (i) The bird is most em-

•

phatically an insect eater, evidently preferring insects,

above all other food; and (2) in default of its favorite

food it can subsist on a vegetable diet."

Professon Beal made an examination of 238 stomachs,

and reported that the contents comprised about 27 per

cent, vegetable matter and 73 per cent, animal matter. In

other words, nearly three-fourths of the food of the

meadowlark for the year, including the winter months,

consists of insects. The vegetable food comprises mainly

seeds of weeds, grasses and a little grain, but the grain,

chiefly corn, amounted to only 14 per cent. No sprouting

corn was found in any stomach, and no grain of any kind

was found in stomachs taken in summer; the largest quan-

tity was eaten in January, when other food was scarce.

Among the insects taken at various times during the j^ear.

grasshoppers, locusts and crickets are by far the most,

important, since they averaged 29 per cent, of the food.

'

Of the 238 stomachs examined, 178 contained gras.s-

hoppers, and 37 of these insects were found in a single 1

stomach. In August; stomachs they constituted 69 per

'

cent, of the food'.' Beetles, which stand next in importance

to grasshoppers, included chiefly May beetles (Scara-^^

bceida), snout-beetles or weevils (Rhyncophora) , andl]

leaf-beetles {Chrysomelida) . Caterpillars formed an ira-

1
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portant element of the food, and ants a small, but fairly

-constant item, about 3 per cent, for the year.

Blackbirds.—In the District of Columbia red-winged,

or marsh, blackbird {Agelaius phwniceus) are treated as

game birds and an open season for shooting them is set

apart. The argument is made that on account of the

damage they do to grainfields, particularly in the spring

and autumn, blackbirds may be kept from becoming too

abundant by treating them as game. But it may well be

questioned whether this would reduce their numbers as

effectually as if they were excluded entirely from pro-

tection in localities where they are injurious. Game birds

are necessarily protected for a longer or shorter time

during the breeding season, while species excepted from
protection may be killed at any season. A full account

of the food habits of the various blackbirds may be found

in Bulletin No. 13 of the Biological Survey.

Robins.—In some sections of the South, particularly in

New Orleans, all kinds of small birds, even thrushes, are

considered legitimate game, and are offered for sale in

the markets. According to Prof. H. Nehrling, "one main
cause of the fearful decrease of oui. small migratory birds

must be looked for in our Southern States. There, mil-

lions of all kinds of birds, are killed to satisfy the palate

of the, gourmand. * * * There is scarcely a hotel in

New Orleans where small birds do not form an item on

the bill of fare. At certain seasons the robin, wood
thrush, thrasher, olive-backed thrush, hermit thrush, che-

wink, flicker and m^ny of our beautiful sparrows form the

Two Weeks in the Maine Woods.
Our party consisted of four. This being our second

season in the woods together, we have organised ourselves

into a club, which we call the "Big Indian Gun Club,"

taken from the location of our camp in the fall of '98,

which was on Big Indian Pond. We left civilization the

morning of Nov. 8, and met at White River Junction,

Vt. J:<rom there we went to Lenoxville, P. Q., where we
took the Canadian Pacific R. R. through to Lowelltown,

Me., leavmg the train at Skinner's Station, where we
arrived about 2:30 A, M. Nov. 9 with Mr. Frink and
party from Montpelier, Vt., who were out for a two
weeks' hunt. Mr. Skinner was soon up and arranging

sleeping accommodations for us. We got a few hours'

rest, and after having breakfast at Hotel De Skinner
finished our plans for getting into camp, which we decided

to make at a logging camp on Dead Stream, about two
and a half miles from Skinner's Station. I was left at the

station to get our provisions together. Mr. Skinner

has a store here well stocked with everything one could

wish for. A post office has recently been established here

and is located in one corner of the store. The rest of the

party started for camp with a part of our outfit, and were
coming back for dinner, when we were all to go in for

good.
After I had all our provisions together, had mailed a

letter home, and everything was ready for camp, I had

idea where we were, but started in the direction that we
thought camp was, and soon were on familiar ground and
not far from where we had started on his trail. If it had
all been in a straight course we would have been obliged
to lay out that night.

We took the trail the next morning, and followed it

until nearly noon, when we left it on the edge of the burnt
land, where he had found another deer and gone off in

company. We hung up one more this day. It is needless
to say that we were enjoying every moment of our outing.
We had soiiie hard tramps, but generally we found the
days not long enough.
A Frenchman came into our camp one day bewailing

his misfortune. It seems he was employed by the rail-

road company; had obtained permission to be off duty
for the day, and had borrowed an old gun and started
out in expectation of taking home a deer for family use.
He said, "I met with one big misfortune, too bad, too
bad!" Joe was alone in camp, and he thought the man
had shot some one, and asked him what was the trouble.
'Oh. he big fellow; awful big one—too bad. I loose him.
Don't see how I could miss him; very bad misfortune,"
and so on. Joe went out with him, and found the tracks
of a doe and a big buck close by the camp. The French-
man had shot at thein both and missed; no signs of blood
could be found. He had an old gun, which had not been
shot for a long time; it would have been a chance shot if

he had brought one of them down. This was a case that
is often repeated of parties going into the woods with
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bulk of these victims; but catbirds, cardinals and almost
all small birds, even swallows, can be found in the
markets." Mr. Andrew Allison, of New Orleans, gives
similar testimony: "In the fall migrations, when all the
migrants are literal butterballs, appalling numbers of cat-
birds, wood thrushes, rey-eyed vireos, kmg birds, tanagers
and in fact any easily shot birds are killed * * * near
the coast towns. Wood thrushes and catbirds are more
persecuted than any other, under the nam.e of grasse, and
many are sent to the markets here in September and
October."
Robins (Merula migratorid) are perhaps more generally

killed than any of the other thrushes, and in some States
their killing is legalized at certain seasons—for example,
in North Carolina, from Oct. 15 to April i. A few years
ago large numbers of robins were shipped to the markets
of Washington, D. C, from various points in Virginia and
North Carolina. In the spring of 1897 no less than 2,700
were received in one lot. These birds were killed near
roosts just before the northward migration set in; for-
tunately their sale could be stopped in the District of
Columbia, but their killing at this season was lawful in
North Carolina.

It seems hardly necessary to call attention to the in-
sectivorous habits of robins; but a few details may add
emphasis. In an examination of 330 stomachs. 42 per cent,
of the food was found to consist of animal matter, chiefly
insects, while the remainder was made up largely of
small fruits or berries. Grasshoppers, caterpillars and
beetles composed the principal part of the insect food,
grasshoppers forming nearly 30 per cent, of the total food
in the month of August. The vegetable element. 58 per
cent., was largely composed of wild fruits, which had been
eaten in nearly every month. Cultivated fruit was found
in small amounts, chiefly in stomachs collected in June and
July, but the depredations of the birds seemed to be
confined mainly to smaller and earlier fruits, and as Pro-
fessor Beal has shown, the damage thus done may be
obviated hj planting wild fruits, which the birds prefer
to cultivated varieties.

There is a rule in the Gazette office to shut up shoo on
holidays. The paper is very thin on Memorial Day,
Fourth of July. Christmas and Thanksgiving. If the sub-
scribers don't like it they can just naturally lump it, and
if that is hard, they can stop it. When the owner of the
Gazette was working on a salary for other men. he swore
a mighty oath that the holidays of his employees should
be respected,—Emporia (Kan.) Gazette.

one hour before dinner. I loaded my Winchester and
started out for a walk. I had not been out over thirty

minutes, and was not over half a mile from the store on
a branch of the Moose River, when I shot my first buck.
I bled him, and as I did not have any hatchet with me I

decided to let him lie and wait until the boys came back
before hanging him up. and get points from Joe, who,
by the way, was our guide, and one of the best huiiters

in the Maine woods. I had considerable sport "jollying"
them, and got them in nearlj^ to where the deer lay before
telling them I had shot one. They had sport with me
later to pay for this. After dressing and hanging up
the buck under Joe's directions, we went to the mill and
got our dinner; then started for camp, where we arrived

just before dusk.
The next day it rained nearly all - day. We passed the

time gathering wood and repairing gamp. Two of the
boys went out and brought in two partridges, which,
with the heart and liver of the buck, which we brought
in with us, made quite an addition to our bill of fare.

They also reported a big buck with a fine pair of antlers

as the result of the afternoon's hunt. This big buck,
however, proved to be the smallest buck fawn, but I did
not discover the joke until after I had made a trip out to

the mill and told them all about the big buck we had
hung up in the woods. This was to pay for my fun with
them a fey days before. We had no snow until Sunday,
Nov. 12, when it snowed all day. The hunting was good
after that.

George and myself started out one morning for a day's
hunt in the burnt land. We separated, and soon after I

saw a buck about 125 yards from me walking slowly.

He stopped a moment near an old top. I fired, and he
started on the run in the direction of a swamp, and I

after him. I had not followed far, when I saw a drop of

blood. I shouted to George to come on; then the chase
began.

I came up to him once, and had just time to give him a
parting shot as he went over the brow of a hill. He had
been lying down, but we did not give him a chance to do
so again. We were now well warmed up, and pressed
him hard. He soon knew we were on his trail, and
began playing fox with us through the swamps and lily-

wags. He would jump off to one side, and then come back
again and circle around us, and do his best to throw us
off the trail. We kept this up as late as we dared to, then
held a council of war to determine where we were. The
signs of blood had disappeared, so we decided he was
not wounded seriously, but we would take up the trail

in the morning and follow him up. We had not much

strange guns, and oftentimes with the sights out of order.

We had five hung up the first week, and during the

second week we spent more time exploring the country

and gathering gum. Two weeks of camp life in these

woods is worth more than the services of a physician for

a whole year. We dread to think of the day when our
time is up and we have to break camp and start' for home.
We have' all the partridges we can eat. They sit still just

long enough to lose their heads by a rifle ball. There
are some mink and otter around us. Joe is making figure

4 traps for them. A white weasel has been holding high
carnival in our camp; he carries off our meat and any-
thing he can get hold of. and keeps us awake nights

chasing the little deer mice over the camp. He got out
of our trap twice, and finally George got a bead on him
with the shotgun outside of camp. We now have his

pelt for a souvenir. A red squirrel got into the cabin
one morning. We were all suddenly awakened by his

trill On opening our eyes, there he was on the opposite

side of the camp clinging to a log looking at us, as much
as to say. "It is time you were up."
Our time was growing rapidly short. Monday morning

we broke camp. Saturday we brought in our largest

buck, which had been hung up about two miles from camp.
We strapped him to a pole and carried him out of ilie

burnt land; then we tied a long rope to his horns; and
one with the rope over his shoulders and under the arms
acted as leader, while two more took hold of the horns

—

one on each side. In this manner we dragged him to

camp over the snow. We had seven deer at this time,

one more would give us two apiece, all the law allows;

but it looked doubtful if we would get it. However, there

were five hours left before dark, and we might get a shot
on our way out Monday morning. Saturday at 8:30 P.

M. we had all been hunting hard since noon except Joe,

who stayed in camp until late, when a feeling suddenly
came over him that if he went out he could shoot a deer.

He- took his rifle down and started, and in a short time
brought down the finest buck we have seen since coming
into the woods. It would weigh nearly 200 lbs. I came
into camp soon after Joe had started out. In about thirty

minutes I heard some one coming, and then
,
George

shouted, "Hurry, and come out here; man hurt!" I

started, thoroughly frightened, thinking some one was
injured. It was growing quite dark, but I could see

them coming dragging something between them, which
proved to be Joe's big buck. Now we had as fine a string

of same as you often see.

The next day found us on our journey home. The
Big Indian Gun Club voted a first-class otlting at Camp
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W. F. Hunt and all promised to meet again next fall
if possible for a two weeks' hunt in the Maine woods.

F, E. B.
FiTCHBURG, Mass.

Famine in the Forest.
From the Asian.

The present famine in India has a great effect, not only
upon the human inhabitants of the country and their
domestic animals, but to a large extent also upon the
wild beasts and birds that inhabit the forests, hills and
plains. To the casual observer this is not perhaps so
apparent as is human suffering. The starving natives,
with hollow fleshless cheeks and protruding b.ones, over
which the dusky skin is tightly stretched, obtrude them-
selves upon our notice, and may be seen everywhere in
some parts of the country. The human remains lying by
the wayside, at times in the shape of a skeleton with
scattered bones picked clean by the vultures and jackals,
with the wretched rags that once clothed the living being
strewn around it, thrust themselves into notice, an un-
mistakable evidence of famine, like a ghastly warning of
the hand of fate. The cattle, mere skins full of bones,
whose sharp points and edges are bursting through their
scanty covering, can be seen dragging themselves about
in tlie vain search for fodder and water, or gasping out
their last breath in the pitiless burning sunshine in the
fields that now bear the appearance of a shadeless desert.
To them, moreover, comes relief, and man can draw water
from the wells for himself and his belongings.

Hut the misery and sufferings of the wild creatures,
their vain search for food, and their unsatisfied craving
for water, are as a rule hidden from human ob-
servation; for wild life is given to concealment, and
suffers and dies in hidden places, even though it may issue
forth more o.ften into the light of day_ in time of trouble,
when driven by stress of famine or thirst to forgetfulness
of its. natural dread of man.
But to the sportsman the effect of the dearth of food and

water upon the fauna of the country is very obvious, and
its signs are everywhere visible. He marks the growing
scarcity of game, and its absence from its usual haunts.
He observes the unwonted assemblage of wild creatures in
dose proximity to human habitations, where there still

remains in some of the wells that water which is now al-

most entirely absent from the surface of the earth. Here,
at least, the gasping birds and beasts may chance upon a
little water, be it only in a cattle trough dug out of a
hollowed tree trunk, or in a narrow irrigation channel that
runs from the well, whence it is drawn by patient laborious
bullocks into the green ricefields or millet crops which
are now but seldom seen.

Around such places the wild inhabitants of the fields

and the jungles collect at morning and evening to quench
their thirst. At night the prowling panther visits such
spots, where he may find a victim from among the herd of
gazelles which troop down during the hours of darkness
from the neighboring stony hill, or perhaps may pick
up a stray goat or dog belonging to the hamlet, or a calf

that is perishing of want. All that passes during the
nights, all the comings and goings of the beasts of the
fields, may be read from the book of nature that lies

open to the observant eye. There is a beaten track of
many dainty little pointed feet—the marks of the gazelle

and the larger spoor of the antelope. The pugs of the
panther may be looked for upon any of the paths that ap-
proach the trough or channel of water. All animals prefer
to keep to a beaten track, and their M^anderings are thus
more easily followed. The porcupines, most nocturnal of
creatures, have come down from their cave dwellings in

the banks of the dry ravines and in the hillsides, and one
has dropped a quill on the margin of the tiny rivulet.

Jackals, wildcats, foxes, hares, peafowl, partridges—all

these and many others have been down to the life-giving

fluid, and have left unmistakable impress of their presence
At one point the panther has crouched, and crept toward
some animal, stalking his prey. Then he has made a
msh. but his victim has escaped him. There is such a

mingling of footmarks here that it is impossible to tell

what was the spotted one's quarry, only a buck gazelle

has galloped off from the place, and may have been the
object of the chase. All this—and much else—can be
read upon the dusty path, and on the surface of the

soft earth of the field that lies crumbled into powder under
the heat of the sun.

"I was out hunting a few days ago, and evidences of
famine were plainly visible on every side," writes a corre-

spondent. "We passed a human skeleton, evidently but
lately dead, picked clean by foul beasts during the night
that was just over, and now lying grim and ghastly in the

light of the rising sun. A small pool of water, the only
one in all that arid desert, lay in an adjacent nullali, to-

ward which the bony arms were stretched as though in

mute appeal. A wretched rag that had formed the cloth-

ing of this image of God lay beside the sad remains.

The wayfarer's staff was lying near. Perhaps his totter-

ing steps had failed at the margin of the water, for which
he was making. Who can tell? There he had gasped
out his life. The eyes that once glowed in those now
empty sockets had been plucked out by the vultures.

The heart that once beat beneath those gleaming ribs had
been torn out and rent by jackals which had stolen away
from the scene of the tragedy at the dawn of day,

"Further on a fox was seen and chased, and soon caught
by the greyhounds. The poor little creature could not
run far; he was too exhausted by famine, and soon gave
in. It is noticeable that the foxes seem to be suffering

severely; many have been found dead, and those that we
have chased are so enfeebled that there is little sport in

hutiting them, A hare that sprang from his form be-

neath a bush gave better sport, and I was glad to see him
escape from his pursuers after a long run, which finished

the morning's hunt. The hares seem reduced in numbers,
while the cover now is so scarce and scanty that when
shooting it is difficult to get a shot at them, for they see

one coming and generally get up a long way off. They
also must find it hard to obtain food and drink, while

the little cover that still remaitis offers them scarcely

any projection from birds and beasts of prev. Only the

Other day one was heard crying like a child in a com-
pound in the station, and was found to have been attacked

by a large hawk which had torn open its side. The hawK

flew away on being approached, and the poor wounded
little beast ran off, but was caught and put out of its
misery by a fox terrier. Many must fall an easy prey in a
similar manner to the kites and falcons that infest the
country."
The little bush quail seem to have entirely disappeared.

During the earlier part of the year, when the water famine
vvas only beginning to make its advent, these little brown
birds could constantly be seen congregating under water
pipes and at the issues of bath rooms, and about the
bungalows, where some of them were frequently found
dead. Perhaps they are more delicate than other birds,
and suffer more from want of food and water; for none
have been visible for many weeks, and it is feared that
they must nearly all have perished.. The peafowl, too,
must suffer greatly. They above all land birds require a
plentiful supply of water, and are never found in local-
ities where it is absent. Now it may be observed that
these generally somewhat shy birds have in many places
taken up their abode near villages, where they can ob-
tain water from the wells, and from the troughs placed for
the few surviving cattle. They seem less wary than
usual, and may be seen picking up a precarious livelihood
in the vicinity of the villages soon after dawn and in
the evenings. The drought and scarcity will also greatly
affect breeding operations among birds, which are going
on from February all through the hot weather, and doubt-
less many eggs will be destroyed by and many young
ones fall victims to predaceous creatures.

" Of the larger animals that inhabit the great forests, we
cannot at present speak, but shall be in a position to do
so later on. We have heard that wild pigs in some parts
of the country have become so bold that, driven by hunger,
they enter the cultivated inclosures in the precincts
of villages in search of food and water, where they have
attacked and in some cases killed people who have tried
to drive them off. Will there be a general e.vodus of wild
beasts from their native wilds? Will tigers wander over
the country, seeking whom they may devour? Doubtless
many strange and unwonted sights will be visible in the
vicinity and in the haunts of the denizens of the jungle.
The deer will assemble in the neighborhood of water, and
will there fall victims both to man and to beasts of prey^
for Kipling's "Jungle Law" does not exist outside story
books. The great carnivora cannot live far from water,
and will follow the deer, and so will be easily brought
to bag by sportsmen who will find them confined to
limited tracts in the vicinity of water.

In fact, it is to be feared that game of all kinds will
suffer severely during the present year: the famine and
drought are as yet at an early stage, and will in all

probability produce a considerable diminution among the
fauna of the country. There are still some of the worst
weeks before us, and their effect will be great, for the sun
will become more blistering and pitiless than ever, while
water and food will become scarcer as time goes oh. It

can only be hoped that sportsmen will be merciful, and
will not slaughter a large quantity of game, but will con-
tent themselves with shooting a reasonable number of ani-
mal? as long as there is famine in the land.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST,

Warning Posters.

Acting with the officers of the Illinois Audubon So-
ciety, State Game Commissioner Loveday has sent out to

the postmasters of this State a large wall poster, in which
the laws of the State regarding the killing of game and
song birds are printed in- plain type, so that all who care
may post themselves thoroughly in regard to the terms
of the law.

The Appalachian National Park Association.

Dr. C. P. .Ambler, secretary of the Appalachian Na-
tional Park. Association, writes entertainingly regarding
the progress of the movement for the establishment of the

Appalachion National Park, which has been mentioned at

different times in these columns. It is very pleasant to

record success in this movement, and this success must
be a matter of much congratulation to the gentlemen in-

terested. The appointment of the Commission is no
doubt equivalent to the securing of the park, and we of the
Northwest wish only that we were as far along with pur
own park measure. Dr. Ambler writes:

"The promoters of the Appalachian National Park
have be&n in the field now something over a year. That
their work has been well done, that energy and push
have been applied to the same is now apparent from the

fact that the bill which they had introduced at the hands
of Senator Pritchard has passed the last session of Con-
gress and becomes a law on July i next.

"The bill as presented by the Appalachian National
Park Association was for an appropriation 'not to ex-
ceed $5,000, in the discretion .of the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, to be used to invesHgate the forest conditions in the
Southern Appalachian Mountain region of western North
Carolina and adjacent States.' The commission will be
appointed by the President, and it is expected that this

commission will make a report to the next session of

Congress.
"While we sympathize with the promoters of the Min-

nesota National Park in not obtaining recognition at this

session of Congress, we nevertheless congratulate them
upon the fact that the timber which they are now trying

to protect is situated on Indian lands, and that the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs has given them assurance that

no further cutting of timber would be allowed until the
Minnesota Park question was settled by Congress. In
our western North Carolina mountains the case is en-

tirely different. Here we have probably the largest and
finest standing growth of hardwood timber of any place

on the Western Continent. It is nothing uncommon to

find stretches of unbroken standing forest for twenty or
thirty miles without sign of habitation. During the past

five years the largest himber corporations in the country
have been securing control of different tracts in this

section, while many local lumber operators are pushing
their saw mills deeper in the unbroken wilderness.

"Some of the largest tanneries in the country have been
built along the line of the Western North Carolina Rail-

road during the oast three years, and they have to-day
notices posted all over our mountain section, 'loo.ooo

cords of tan bark wanted.' For this tan bark they are
paying from $4 to $6 per cord, with the result that everj
small land dwner who has a piece of woodland is temptec
to cut the same and sell the bark, even if he has to allovi

the logs to lie on the ground and rot. We have no public
lands, with the exception of the Cherokee Indian Reserva-
tion in western North Carolina, and if anything is to b«
done to stop the wholesale destruction and devastatio;
which is to-day going on, we must be up and doing. W!
must not wait for the establishment of the Minnesota
Park; we must not wait for our neighbors to assist us;

we must not look to friends; we must put our shoulders tc

the wheel on our own account, and wishing all succesi
to any man or association to-day attempting to preservi
the forests of America we intend to go on as we hav«
commenced.
"We appreciate the necessity of the Minnesota Park

as the destruction of our own forests tells us what mus
be going on there, but they should not, while trying tt

preserve their own, either expect or ask us to desist ii

trying to save what is dear and near to us. There ii

to-day a feeling in the minds of the public toward th<

preservation of our forests, and surely if this enthusiasm!
which has now been aroused, can be kept up, what is gooci
for the one will be good for the other. It will takti

work, it will take work, and plenty of work—^yes, mort
work than any one realizes—to see either the Minnesoti
National Park or the Appalachian National Park estab-
lished. So let us keep at it. It is energy which has wot
for us thus far, ^nd it is energy and push, and everlasting
energy and push only, which will win in the end."

Wonderland.

Mr. Olin D. Wheeler, of the Northern Pacific Railways
each year writes a book, which is handsomely produce*
under the name of "Wonderland," and which is devotee
to the region traversed by the Northern Pacific Railroad
These books go beyond the customary grade of railroat
advertising, and they are entitled to be called good litera
ture. "Wonderland" for igoo is the ablest and most beau
tiful of his productions which Mr. Wheeler has brough
out, and it is as worthy of review as any book on westeri:
topics of the year. It is prefaced by a full page in colors
reproducing one of C. M. Russell's paintings callec
"Lewis and Clark meeting the Mandan Indians." Thecoloi
work is beautiful, as are the hundreds of good engravingt
and the unique covers, engraved from clay modeled work

It is. however, the text of Mr, Wheeler's book whicl
deserves especially complimentary mention. He takes ui
the story of that wonderful transcontinental journey O
Lewis and Clark, and tells the story of the Louisian;
Purchase, in style so fascinating that his book is one han
to lay down when one has once begun to read it. Th(
text of this story is accompanied with complete maps, q\
which the trail of this Homeric expedition is marked ou
frorn stage to stage, so that one may mentally reproduce
the whole of the journey from St. Louis to the mouth o
the Columbia. There is much profit in following out thii

trail—or at least there was in my own case, for I fount
that I really knew very little about how the exploreri
got across the Continental Divide. I did not know or hat
forgotten that they had to back out from their attempt tt

go down the Salmon River, and that then they had to gt
north into tiie Bitter Root Valley. They then finallj

went across the famous Lolo trail over the Bitter Roo:
Mountains. It is a pleasure to trace out these historid
points on the map, and to check them up with point
where one himself has been in the West. Thus I find tha
on the return voyage of Lewis and Clark, after the separa
tion of the two leaders, and while Lewis was far north o
the Yellowstone, he and his little party had the onb
trouble with the Indians which was met in their whol't
trip. These were Blackfeet, and it was up in the Black
foot country, near the Two Medicine River and the Cu
Bank Creek, where they had the fight in which two Black
feet were killed. The white men made a run of 100 niilei

the next day. I had read this before and forgotten it, bu>
when I reflect that the Two Medicine and the Cut Ban!
were streams which Mr. McChesney and I discovered fo,

ourselves only a little while ago, the exploit of Capt
Lewns, nearly a hundred years ago, gains added interest
There have been some changes up in that country sinct
then, but those changes are slighter and less to be noticet
than those in this part of the country, where the white
men have changed the whole face of the earth. There an
still bears and sheep in the Two Medicine and Cut Banl
country; the Bitter Roots are still as high and ragged
the Three Forks of the Missouri still as wild and beauti,
ful as they were 100 years ago. Over all this wonderfu
and fascinating Rocky Mountain region, this wonder-
land of America, there hangs still the veil of mystery
from under which beckons the compelling hand of ;

romantic fascjination. May it be many a year before thii

region ceases to interest us and ceases to be a real lane
of wonders, E. Hough.
Hartford Buii-ding, Chicago, 111.

How the Moantain Lion Carries Game.
George F. Newton has solved a mystery—one that has puzzlec

him during all the -many years he "has been a dweller in tht
wildest districts of the Rock Mountains. He made this announce
ment to Deputy Game Commissioner Holland yesterday. Mr
Kewton is superintendent of Glen Beulah Park, a game preserve o
900 acres, situated in Mesa county, about eighteen miles northwest
of De Beque, which is leased from the State by the Glen Beulat
Park Association, in which are several Denver sportsmen.
"For years I have been bothered to know how a mountain lior

carried the carcass of a deer after it had killed its prey. But 1

learned all about it just a day or two before 1 left home. I hac
been up on the trail leading to the flat tops; you know the trail

Holland. When I was up near Rim Rock, near the end of ou!
fence, I saw a nlountain lion in the trail in front of me, and wha
do you think? The lion was carrj'ing a fine young buck slung ovei
his shoulders. He held to the back of the deer with his jaws
turning his head to one side, like that." Mr. Newton turned hi*!

own head in imitation of the attitude of the lion.

"As he trotted along the feet of the deer treaked in the snow;
forming the queer tracks that have so long puzzled me. I knew
always what tne tracks were, but I could never make out how th«
deer was carried so that more of it did not trail on the ground.
When the lion caught sight of me it dropped the deer and slunb
off into the sage brush—they are cowardly whelps.
"During last summer I discovered no less than thirty carcasses

of deer that had been killed by lions and bears. These brutes
have a way of getting into the park that would surprise you. Th*
south end of the park, you know, is fenced purposely to keep thens
out, and they can't get in over the flat tops, where the granite
walls are precipitate for 50 to 75 feet in places. But the woven
wire fence was built through a thickly wooded part, and in place:
large trees wer* tnken advantage of as posts. The Hons and bears
climb nne side of the tree until they are above the fence, then let
themselves down on the other side.' —Denver Republicon.
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Old Style

Forest and Stream^ Vol, /., No. 1, Aug, 14, 1873.

Infant Tyro—"Father, thej^ say fish bite pretty well

now."
Parental Boss Cobbler—"Uniph ! Umph ! You stick

to your work and they won't bite you."

New Style.

Pdre$t and Stream ^ Vol XF., No, i, "^uly 7, igoo.

Infant Tyro—"Father, they say fish bite pretty well

now."
Sympathetic Dad—"Good ! Sonny. Let's take a day

off and get some."

"What Might Have Been.

A letter from Anglesea, N. J., this week, telling of a

great run of fish, and promise of snipe and rail in pletity,

reminds jne of a boyish experience while snipe shooting
on Seven-Mile Beach, across the inlet from Anglesea.
We started out in the Emily G. for a try at the bluefish

at the mouth of the inlet. Mai de mer being always in

order with me, the rest of the party was prevailed upon
to drop me on the point of the beach near the ocean front.

1 had my little r4-bore, with some charges of No. 4s

—

rather large for the work, but effective. x\fter walking a

few rods a good flock of plover showed up, skating
around in the sandhills at the rise^of the beach. I got
up within 40 yards, and there being no other cover close
enough to the flock I cautiously rose for a pot shot.

Before I could pull the trigger "the whole flock got itp

and sailed off to the vain salute of two charges of No. 4s.

As I shot, to m_y surprise right off in the direction of my
second barrel, about too yards, there loomed the figure

of a man. As he caught sight of me he started toward me
limping painfully. When he got to a point about 70
yards from where I was standing he raised his gun and
fired point blank in my direction. I instinctively raised

ray arm to protect my eyes. It flashed over my mind that
some of my No. 4s had winged him and he was going to

pay me back- I slipped two more shells in the gun and
waited. He limped up till he was about 50 yards distant,

raised his gun, took deliberate aim and fired one barrel,

then the other. I covered my face as before. Still, to my
surprise, no shot struck me. I raised my gun part way
to my shoulder, resolving to fire the next time he fired.

He retoaded his gun and walked up to a point where the
beached combed almost perpendicularly and picked up
a yellowleg snipe that I had winged. He was slightly

lame. He had been chasing it along the combing, and
my imagination had done the rest. He gave me the
£.nipe, and when I told him of his narrow escape he
laughed heartily.

It was a laughing matter, still there was an element of
.seriousness in the whole thing which almost forbids the
mentioning of it. Had he not killed the snipe at that
last shot and had raised his gun again I surely would
have fired, and No. 4s at 40 yards—well, well, let it go
at that.. C. G. Blandford.

Back of the Score.! ^ZIZ^

The members had been doing a lot of figuring on the
cost of loading shells, but how to save anj'thing on the
dealer's price or beat the combine was still on unsolved
problem. Last Saturday the chief tnathematician came
to the grounds with an extra cheerful smile.

"I've got it, boys! I can load shells for 25 per cent,

less than we have been paying."
"Good for you! How?" from all the crowd.
"Leave cut the powder."" Jos.

New Ptiblications.

Our Native Trees and How to Identify Them. A popu-
lar study of their habits and their peculiarities. By
Harriet L. Keeler. With 178 illustrations from
photographs, and with 162 illustrations from draw-
ings. New York : Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, $2.

The field covered includes all the trees indigenous to the
region extending from the Atlantic Ocean to the Rocky
Mountains, and from Canada to the northern boundaries
of the SoutheiTi States.

The method employed with each tree is to an explana-
tion of the meaning of its name, a description of general
appearance of the tree, and the nature of the places
where found, a detailed description of bark, wood, winter
buds, leaves, flower and fruit; and then a chatty paragraph
or page or two of its peculiarities of growth, its uses
and whatever of poetry, romance or folk-lore may attach
to it. In a \vord, the treatment of each individual tree is

such as to give one an adequate knowledge of it and to
awalvcn and stimulate an interest in it, A copy of "Our
Native Trees" should be in the camp outfit of every outer
who goes to the woods.
The text in each case is supplemented with an admirable

half-tone illu?traMon direct from a nhotogranh of the
leaf, or the leaf ancl fruit. This gives identification almost
as ready and certain as if the actual pressed leaf were
laid in the book.

Fixtures.

July 18, 19, 20.—Meeting of the American Fisheries Society at
Woods Holl, Mass.

Cruising and Fishing in Florida.

"Come, Parson, get your traps ready and let us be off

while the wind is favorable." The speaker had organized
a little fishing trip for a visiting friend, and at the last

moment had decided to take the preacher along as "mas-
cot." The preacher was not only a very enthusiastic
fisherman, but was really a jovial, good fellow on an out-
ing, very handy about camp, and whose usual explana-
tion for his lack of success in fishing had grown into a
stereotyped phrase, "Oh, I only fish for big fish!"

At last the hurry and scurry of getting things ready
was over, and three men seated themselves in a boat.
The day was one of Florida's perfect ones, the air like

elixir, the sunshine dazzling, and the breeze just right to

carry the little craft lightly over Tohopekeliga's spar-
kling waters, the objective point being the fishing ground
of the strawberry bass in Lake Cypress, about twenty-five
miles south. Neither the preacher nor the visitor was
accustomed to boating, and if ever two men were afraid
of water these two were. On the broad expanse of lake,

as the breeze freshened and the whitecaps began to play,
with an occasional spray dashing in their faces, they grew
very nervous. The craft was small and heavily laden,
leaving only a few inches of freeboard, and they fre-

quently v/ished they were on solid land. Reaching the
canal, they recovered their equilibrium, forgot that there
ever was a Jonah or a whale, got ready their trolls and
were soon pulling in fish from the waters of the canal.
When the Parson pulled in a 6-pound bass, he laid aside
the last vestige of his ministerial garb, and the excitement
ran high. Once, as the eye of the preacher was in-
tent on some ducks in the canal ahead of the boat, the
sailor quietly gave the Parson's line a severe jerk, when
he was instantly transformed from a duck hunter to an
energetic fisherman, as he pulled in his line with the re-
mark, "Now I have the biggest fish in the canal." His
intent look soon relaxed, however. All along the canal
fish took the trolls, until at last the Northern man, who
had done little talkng, but a great deal of fishing, hooked
what proved to be a ii-pound beauty. As this superb fish
broke the water 30 feet from the rear of the boat and with
open mouth leaped into the air the Parson was for the
moment vanquished, but soon insisted he would yet catch
a larger one. On reaching the end of the canal the waves
were busily lapping the near shore, vividly recalling the
late experience in the other lake, and by a vote of 2 to
I it was decided to camp for the night at this point.
Soon the tent was pitched and supper ready, after which

the Northern man went to fishing for "cats," or horned
trout, he chose to call them. As night approached the
great flocks of ducks and coots in the shallow bays nearby
kept up such a quacking and splashing in the water that
the Parson could scarcely sleep for thinking of the on-
slaught he would make in the early morning, but, alas!
with the coming of the dawn they were frightened away
by the Avhite tent.

The morning opened calm and serene, which to the
sailor had a very discouraging outlook, as it meant an
ash breeze with a pair of 9-foot oars, but as he seated him-
self to his task the placid look on the faces of his friends
was like balm to his tired arms as he bravely pulled
toward the other shore.. Their serene countenances soon
took on a questioning look as the lake began to show
ripples, and a good stiff breeze sprang up from dead
ahead. The breeze increased to a hard blow, and a
squall was imminent. The sailor really grew alarmed, as
he well knew the treacherous nature of this shallow. lake.
The white faces of the two men, as they held on to the
sides of ihe boat, appealed strongly to him, and the boat
was turned on her starboard tack to the nearest shore.
Running the boat aground, the sailor got out in the
breakers and carried the two men ashore on his back.
The t\\'o men, once more feeling the charms of safety,

now walked around a distance of several miles to the
fishing grounds, the sailor taking the boat across with
sails under reef. At the mouth of a little creek a safe
harbor was found for the boat and a grassv mound se-
lected as a tent site. At this point the bed of the lake is

of muck and is visited at certain seasons by thousands of
strawberry bass, or speckled perch, a beautiful fish, and
when taking the hook affords good sport, some of them
being quite gamy. In weight they vary from a half pound
to a pound and a half. This fish runs in schools and bites
eagerly at small minnows.
The fishing ground was already occupied by a man

fishing for the market, which fact quickly eased the con-
science of the Northern man, for he was now assured he
could catch all the fish he wished without having to
answer for the sin of ruth'essly destroying the fish. Soon
the two boats, with a fisherman in the bow andtstern of
each, were carefully running around, searching for where
the fish were "bedding." When the favored spot was found
the anchor was cast overboard, and the sport began. At
the end of the hour the minnows we^e exhausted, and the
party returned to camp with a good catch, which was
turned over to the market-fisherman for shipment. In
answer to the visitors' query regarding the bedding, the
man said that it is the habit of these fish to bite furiously
in one spot, while probably not.two feet away in the same
depth and with the same kind of lake bottom not a fish
would strike the hook. This saine characteristic of the
fish the Northern man tested the next morning, to his
entire satisfacf-ion. After finishing supper and enjoying
the oipes the Parson remarked he now thought he would
catch a big trout he had seen striking near some lily-

pads a short distance away, and speaking of fishing re-
minded the visitor that he. too, might catch a few "cats"
for a change, which the sailor assured him was the best
fish that .swims, as he would prove to him the next
morning for breakfast. The sailor, who was host of the
.partv. wishing to show that he had not lost all interest
in the fishina:, baited his hook with cut bait and threw it

into the mouth of the creek, with the pole lying on the
bank, while he sat down to read the last issue of the
Forest and Stream by the fading twilight.

The Parson soon returned, disgusted, with a small trout

in lieu of the "big one." The voice of the cat fisherman
was soon heard calling out that something was "carrying
away one of the poles." By means of the boat the pole
was secured, and to the joy of the sailor he found a 20-

pound soft-shell turtle hooked. The moon rose late and
the night was dark and cloudy. From across the lake

came the deep bellowing of a large alligator, and the

suggestion that the day's sport might be completed by the

capture of a 'gator was quickly followed by prepara-

tions for same. Armed with gun and bullseye lantern,

the party were soon quietly paddling around the creek.

The presence of two small red stars on the opposite bank
was quickly followed by a report from the shotgun and a

floundering in the water was proof that the 'gator had
been hit. He was quickly headed for, and while only a

small alligator completely topped the day's outing.

The next tnorning dawned and fishing had all the en-
ticement that could be wished. The host insisted upon
remaining in camp in order that he might have time to

serve up a Delmonico dinner, while the two men, armed
with a fresh bucket of minnows, wilh all the ardor of

youth, started for the "strawberry beds." "The eating is

the best part of the trip," said the sailor to himself, as he
proceeded to take two round white muscles out of the

'gator's tail, just back of his hind legs, smiling to him-
self as he pictured the aesthetic Northern friend, as well

as the preacher, dining on 'gator steak, catfish tails, turtle

soup and broiled "strawberries." The fishermen re-

turned well bronzed, tired of the sameness of fishing

and with a couple hundred fish to their credit. They were
ready for dinner, which they ate, praising the various
dishes, all unconscious of the one Florida dish—alligator

steak—which, on learning later its true name, threatened
to cause a disruption of the whole.
The fish had bitten so rapidly and constantly that but

for the thought of returning home over the treacherous
lakes the party would have been ready to start home that

afternoon, but the memory of the down trip was still fresh

and they decided to wait for the steamboat that would
pass the island the latter part of the week, insisting they
would walk home, a distance of about thirty miles, sooner
than venture into the little boat on a large lake again.
With provisions- growing short, a cold north wind blow-
ing, surfeited for once with catching fish, the whistle of

the Roseada was greeted with joy, and the party returned
to live over again the pleasure and excitement of the

trip, as they rehearsed it to friends at home, of which the
foregoing is a faithful account.

Minnie Moore-Willson.
KiSSIMEE. Pla.

The Eyes and Vision of Fishes.
BY R. J. PHILLIPS.

Two hundred and forty years ago Izaak Walton, in his
"Compleat Angler," exciamied: "Is ic not an art to de-
ceive a trout with an artificial fly? A trout that is more
sharp-sighted than any hawk you have named, and more
watchful and timorous than your high mettled merlin is

bold?" Seventy years ago Cuvier C'Plistoire Naturelle
des Poissons") wrote: "From the general structure of
fishes' eyes, the almost complete sphericity of their lens,

the immobility of their pupils, the difficulty of changing the
length of axis, one cannot doubt that their vision is very
imperfect. The images are painted confusedly on their

retina and it is, in consequence, little probable that they
are susceptible of having very distinct perceptions of the
forms of objects."
This clash of ancient opinions would not be worth

quoting were it not that it illustrates very well the opposite
views still held by the field observers on the one hand and
the anatomists on the other, as to the vision possessed by
fishes. The observers, in this case, are particularly the
anglers, an intelligent body of men, whose proverbial
patience has been sorely tried by the insinuation that their

favorite game is a purblind creature, unable to detect the
cheat in a clumsy lure. It would now be difiicult, however,
to find any outdoor naturalist who would deny that fishes

have accurate sight at ordinar}' distances. Dr. C. C. Abott
("Waste Land Wanderings") claims for sunfish vision
and watchfulness almost as acute as Walton claimed for
trout, and the whole body of observed facts tends to
establish the claim of sharp sight for fishes in general.
On the other hand, later anatomists, though they have
pushed their researches along lines not open in Cuvier's
time, have only been able to confirm his conclusion that, in

structure, the eyes of fishes are m3'opic, or "near-sighted."
Plateau, who was the first to rationally experiment on
this subject ("Sur la Vision des Poissons et des Am-
phibies") by placing a ground-glass window in the back
of fish eyes and focusing objects thereon, was able to

conclude that fish are highly myopic, and can see ac-
curately but a few inches.

Hirshberg first measured the refraction of the eyes of a
living fish. He used the ordinary ophthalmoscope which
the oculist uses in measuring the human eye, and found
two pike which he examined to be slightly myopic in the
water and highly myopic in the air.

Ichthyological writers, whom one might expect to um-
pire this question, have been unable to do more than
present unsttstained theories to account for the seeming
contradiction of the known facts in the case. They know
that there is in nature no development of an organ aside
from the exercise of its function, and the eyes of fishes are
highly developed. On the other hand, these writers are
sufficiently allied to the anatomists to appreciate the force
of the latter's reasoning. It is clearly a case where n^w
facts were wanted and these have at length been supph"ed.

Dr. Theodor Beer has published (Archiven fuer
Physiologic. November. 18Q4) the results of his stud'es at

the Naples Biological Station, on the eyes of living fishes,

While they confirm the fact that fishes, contrary to all

other vertebrates, have eyes which are naturally myonic,
they demonstrate beyond doubt that these eyes are fur-
nished with an apparatus, new to physiology, for over-
coming the diffic^Uv. Thii=:. bnth partJp<; to mir ancient
conf-roversy are shown to have been right. The p'-esent
writer has drawn freely from Beer's commun'cation, and
wnuld. in fact, have ni-pferred giving a translation of it

did its leneth and technical character permit.
The opinion that fish have poor sight is based entrrelv on

the anatomy of the eyes in those animals. No one has
claimed that their eyes contain, as a rule, diseased or im-
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perfect tissues, or are lacking in transparency or develop-
ment. The contention is that the physical proportions of
the fish's eye are such that it must, of necessity, be
myopic, or near-sighted.
The perfectly formed human eye is a sphere, com-

plete except at the* front, where the cornea represents the
segment of a smaller sphere superimposed on the first.

Fig. I is a diagram of a section or uch an eye, in which c
represents the cornea, and a and h two parallel rays of
light entering the eye; 1 is the lens, which has somewhat
the shape of a disk, hut thicker in the center than at the
edges—in short, the shape of the ordinary magnifying
lens so familiar in spectacles, cameras and other optical
instruments.
The eye of the fish is, roughly speaking, also made up

of the segments of two spheres. Its shape, however, is, in
general, quite difl'erent from the human eye, being much
.shallower, and the cornea relatively much larger, as shown
in Fig. 2, where c represents the cornea. The whole eye
has, in fact, a disk-like shape well suited to the narrow
heads of fishes, in which the two eyes, flat as they are,
usually occupy almost the entire diameter of the head.
The lens of the fish's eye is peculiar. Instead of being

flattened, or disk-like in shape, it is a perfect sphere, as
represented at 1. Any one who will take the trouble to
cut open such an eye will come at once upon the lens.
It is impossible to mistake it for any other structure; a,

perfect little ball of crystal, brilliant as a jewel. The
eye of the fish contains, furthermore, a peculiar structure
first described by Haller. and named by him the cam-
panula. It is a muscular body whose function was long in

doubt, but which has now been demonstrated by Beer tu
act in such a manner as to draw the lens deeper into the
eye—that is, toward the median plane of the fish, and at

the same time, somewhat backward toward the tail of the
fish. The purpose of this movement of the lens will

presently be explained.
It is a matter of common knowledge that the eye and

the photographic camera take adA^antage of the same
optical principles: that the eye is, in fact, a camera, into
which the rays of light pass through the pupil and arc
gathered to a focus on the retina, or sensitive mem.brane
which lines the back of the eyeball. At this focus is

formed a little picture of the object on view, preciseh' as at
the back of the photographer's camera.- Referring again to
Fig._ I. we have a and b representing two parallel rays
of light entering the eye. They first reach the cornea c,

which, being curved in shape, and more dense than the
air in which the rays had previously traveled, bends these
rays so that they approach each other. They next en-
counter the lens, which, being still more dense, bends the
rays yet more tOAvard each other, so that by the time
they reach the retina, r, r, they have met and formed a
focus at f.

The point at Avhich the rays are brought to a focus is

not the same, however, for all distances. The nearer the
object, the further back in the camera the picture is

formed. It is, therefore, necessary for
.
every working

camera to have some method of adjustment for different
distances, otherwise a clear picture will be formed only
when the object is at a certain fixed distance. In the
manner of securing this adjustment the eye and the
photographic camera are not alike. Jn the latter the
bellows-like arrangement of the sides enables the operator
to lengthen or shorten the camera, so as to place the
sensitized plate at the focus. Avherever that may be. In
the human eye, however, the walls are of fixed dimen-
sions, but the lens is elastic, permitting it, by means of a
nmscular apparatus, which it is here ixnnecessary to

describe, to be made stronger or Aveaker as the case Jiiay

require. In Fig. i has already been traced at a, f, and b.

f. the course of parallel rays such as come from a distant
point. The dotted lines proceeding from d represent
diA'Crgent rays, such as come from a point near at hand.
If such rays Avere bent only as much as a and b AA^ere

bent, they obA'iously Avould not meet at f, but would be yet
some distance apart Avhen the retina, 'r, r, Avas reached.
To prcA^ent this the elastic lens, 1. almost automatically
becomes more convex, as indicated by the dotted curA^e, so
as to bend the rays more toward each other, ,ind there-

after they travel on the same lines as did a and b, to the

focus at f.

Such is, in brief, the method of adjustment of tile

human eye, technically called the accommodation. Its

perfection depends entirely on the elasticity of the lens,

and therefore its limits coincide Avith the limits of that
elasticity. To illustrate, if the printed page of this paper
be brought gradually closer to the eye, the lens Avithin

the latter will become gradually more convex and the
letters still be clearly seen, because the focus still falls on
the retina; but soon a point is reached, say at about 6
inches, Avithin which the letters are blurred, because the
lens is there at its greatest possible conA'exity. The limit
of its elasticity has been reached, and within that point
it is unable to bend the rays stifliciently to bring them to

a focus on the I'etina.

The other limit to the elasticity of the lens, which is, of
course, its point of least couA^exity, can be best illustrated

by examining the myopic eye, of Avhich Fig. 3 is a diagram.
The myopic eye is faulty in its proportions. It is not a

true sphere, the diameter from the cornea, c, to the
retina, r, r, being too great. Thei'efore, when the parallel

rays of light, a and b, enter the eye and receive the same
bendings toAvard each other that were traced in Fig. i, they
come to a focus at f. Fig. 3, Avhere the retina ought to be
situated, but AAdiich is really in advance of the position of
that membrane. Optically speaking, therefore, a myopic
eye is one in VA'hich the focus is in front of the retina. If

the lens, 1, cotrld be made less convex the focus of the
rays, a and b, could be carried backward to the retina,

but the lens is already at its point of least convexity. The
only Avajf for such an eye to focus the rays on the retina

ajid hence to see clearly is to bring the object close to the
eye, say to the point d, Avhence the rays diverge strongly
on entering the eye, and tend to a focus further back,
namely, at f on the retina. Hence, the propriety of
calling such an eye "near-sighted," the point d represent-
ing its furthest point of distinct vision.

One other fact concerning the elasticity of the lens is of
interest in comparing the fish's eye Avith our OAvn. The
elasticity of the human lens diminishes Avith age. At
fifty or fifty-five years of age it has almost disappeared,
and the lens has become rigid. With the elasticity of the
lens departs, of course, the accommodation, so that in
age the hofilial. hurnan, eye can see only distant objects

clearly. For near objects a glass must be worn which
lakes the place of the lost adjusting power.

In the fish's eye flie course of the rays of light may be
followed by reference to Fig. 2. The parallel rays a and
b passing through the Avater first encounter the cornea, c.

Here, it might be anticipated, they Avould be bent tOAvara
each Other, as was the case in the human eye in its

natural element, the air. But corneal tissue is of prac-
tically the same density as water, and Avhen the two are
in contact, as in the case of the fish, the rays of light pass
from one to the other Avithout change, and arrive at the
lens, 1, AA^hich, as previously noted, is of a spherical shape.
The surface of such a small sphere is of necessity strongly
curved, and bends the rays sharply toward each other—
so sharply, in fact, that they meet close behind the lens
and before they reach the retina, r, r. This formation of
the focus in front of the retina Avas precisely what
took place in the myopic human eye. Fig. 3, and is, in-

Fig. [.

deed, the essential characteristic of myopia. There-
i^ore, the fish's eye is properly classed as myopic, notwith-
standing its general shape is widely different from the
myopic human eye.

In the method of adjustment for different distances,
however, the fish's eye differs entirely from the human
eye and the eyes of all the higher A'ertebrates. The func-
t-ion of the campanula of Haller has been already referred
lo. Through the action of this muscle, the lens, 1, Fig. 2,

is carried to the position 1', and the focus of a clistant ob-
j-ect to the position f, which is on the retina. Near

Fia. J.

objects, of course, are in focus when the eye is at rest
and the lens in its first position. There remain no
grounds for denying that a fish may focus his eye for any
point from infinity up to a point a fcAV inches in front of
his cornea. The supports of Cuvier's opinion, Avhich
are enumerated on our first page, all fail Avhen it is proven
that the lens can be made to approach and recede from
the retina. That the myopic eyes of fishes do. in gen-
eral, possess this poAver can no longer be doubted. Beer's
experiments in electrical stimulation embraced sixty-eight
species, from tAventy-tAvo families, and representing all
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the orders of the teleosts. In all the experiments the
movement of the lens was demonstrated ; indeed, the act

may be directly obserA'ed in aquarium fish by Avatching
the eye intentl}^ from above, Avhence a portion of the
spherical lens may be seen projecting through the pupil.

The sum of the comparison between the types of eyes
which Ave have here considered is as follows:

1. .'Ml the higher vertebrates, including birds, have
e\-es adjusted naturalh' for distant objects, but contain an
elastic lens capable of adjustment for near points. In'

such eyes myopia is a deformity, incompatible Avith good
sight at any but short ranges.

2. Fishes have eyes adjusted naturally for a near
point, but furnished with a movable lens capable of adjust-
ing them for distant points. With such eyes myopia is no
longer synonymous Avith "near sight."

Accepting as proA'en that fish eyes are optically perfect
for all distances, some interesting speculations are allow-
al))e as to Avhat they reallj- can see under varying con-
ditions. Their sight, like our own, is subject, of course, to

the limitation imposed by the size of the object relative to

its distance, and is dependent on the clearness of the
Avater, as is ours on the clearness of the air. It is prob-
able that fishes, like ourselves, cannot see an object
clearly Avhen it is brought extremely close to the eye,

since it is likelj- that their accommodation, like our own,
does not cover that territory. In one particular the

peculiar principle on which their eyes are constructed

gives them an adAJ^antage over their felloAv A-ertebrates

—

namely, their sight is not affected bj' age. It has been
already noted that the accommodative pOAver in the human
eye is totally lost at about fifty-fiA^e years of age by
reason of the rigidity of the lens. An equal loss Avould be
a greater catastrophe to a fish, because it would leaA'^e him
Avith an eye adapted only for near vision, and because
many fishes live far beyond the age of fifty-five years.

The fish is neatly saved, tioyt'ev^-r. from ^ long age 9f

myopic decrepitude by the fact his accommodiation never
depended on the elasticity of his lens, but is accomplished
by changing the location of the latter. He never be-
comes

_
"old-sighted," and can, presumably, detect the

angler's cheats as readily at a hundred years as he did
Avhen a fingerling.

The ease Avith Avhich a fish in the water can see an object
•in the air, or with Avhich a man above the water can see an
object under it, depends on the evenness of the surface
and the arrangement of the light. The difference in
density of the tAvo media, provided they are equally clear
and free from foreign matter, can only change the ap-
parent location of the object in one medium to the obserA^er
in the other: it does not affect the clearness of vision.
The slightest ruffling of the surface, however, by dis-
persing the rays of light, is rapidly destructive of distinct
A'ision in either direction. We are perfectly secure in
asserting that the fish in the water can see a man on the
bank much better than the man can see the fish, since the
latter has the advantage of the light, the size of the ob-
ject looked at, and in the probable color contrasts.
When, however, Ave consider the vision of the fish in

the air, or compare it with the vision of the man under
water, the Avhole aspect of the problem is changed in a
very interesting manner. As long as the fish remained
under water, its cornea, as stated previously, being of
practically the same density as the water, took no part in

bending the rays of light, and, therefore, could be totally
disregarded in Fig. 2 and the references thereto. Being
much more dense than the air, however, the fish's cornea
comes into play Avhen it is taken from the Avater, and by
greatly increasing the bending of the rays of light, it

makes the fish many times as myopic as it was before—
in fact, far beyond the poAver of its accommodative ap-
paratus to overcome, so that its theoretical point of clear
vision is almost in contact with the eye.

In the case of the man under Avater, the circumstances
are exactly reversed. So long as he remained in his
natural element his cornea performed a great portion of
the bending of the light rays necessarj' to his clear vision.
When his eye is placed in contact Avith water, the effect is

optically the same as though his cornea were removed, as
its action on the rays is abolished because of its not
differing in density from the Avater surrounding it. In
his turn, by entering an unnatural medium, he has his
accommodative apparatus taxed far beyond its pOAver, and
clear vision becomes impossible. We may reckon, how-
CA^er, that the departure from a normal standard is from
fwo to four times as great in the case of the fish as in that
of the man, so that, as far as may be judged, the human
eye is better fitted for vision under water than is the
fish'.s eye for visiort in the air. In point of fact, a diver,

unarmed with any instrument which protects his eyes
from contact Avith the Avater, though he sees nothing
distinctly, is able to make out the general form and
color of t|uite sm.all objects, and avc may estimate that
the fish out of water sees half or one-fourth as Avell.

Boston Anglers.

Boston, June 30.— Mr. Seth G. Moore died at his

home in Brookline on Tuesday at the age of eighty years.

Mr. Moore had always taken great delight in angling,

and mauA' is the spring trip he had made Avith his son,

Harry B. Moore, to Moosehead and other Maine Avaters.

Even this spring he had planned for a trip to Moosehead
Avitlihis son, but the latter, noting that his father was not
in his usual health and vigor, discouraged him. But his

love of angling ncA'er waned, and his many years and
excellent health he was in the habit of attributing to his

outings with rod and reel. Only three or four years ago
he was upset from a canoe at Moosehead, but he clung
to the frail craft till picked up by other boats, as Avell as

did cither Harry or the guide, and was none the worse for

the ducking in the almost ice-cold water. When the

affair Avas all over Harry had to nearly laugh his sides off

as he saw his father's pipe still lighted and going. The
overturn had not sufficiently alarmed the old gentleman
to cause him to drop his pipe, and he still clung to his

rod with one hand.
The trout fishing has taken on all of its usual hot

Aveather dullness, and the summer boarders are now at the

fishing resorts in considerable numbers. Not so the

real angler, for he is off for the salmon waters or is

fitting out. Capt. John Bryant, well known in yachting

circles, is off for the Tobique, with his three boys, for

salmon fishing. Mr. D. H. Blanchard, Avith his friend.

Mr. Winsor, of Philadelphia, has gone to his salmon
river, the NortliAvest Branch ot the St. Marguerite. Mr.
Blanchard has visited this river, which he owns, with his

family and invited guests, for many seasons. The late

Mr. Keeler, of Boston, was his beloved fishing friend for

many seasons. His river is peculiar from the fact that it

is at the foot of tremendous boulders in a rocky gorge,

up over Avhich the salmon do not go. Mr. H. K. Peaver,
of Boston, has gone up the Saguenay salmon fishing.

Mr. Henry R. Reed, of Boston, Avho has fished the Ris-

tigouche for several seasons, with Senator Aldrich, will

have Senator W. P. Frye for his salmon fishing compan-
ion this season, for the good reason that Senator Aldrich
has gone to Europe. Senator Frye did not find the trout

fishing at the Rangeleys all that he could wish, and
doubtless is willing to try for something larger in the

riA^er that has been fished by no less personages than

Henry Ward Beecher, Chester A. Arthur, Chief Justice'

Gray, and last, but not least, that editor of the Albau}'

Evening News for many years, who Avrote the charming
'book, "The Pleasures of Angling." The Hon. George
Von L. Meyer, a Boston member of the Ristigouche
Club, has gone to that river. Mn A. N. Parlin, of Bos-
ton, is fishing good salmon waters on the St. John. Mr.
E. C. Fitch, of Waltham, has gone to his salmon river,

the Romaine. Mr. J. T. Spaulding, Avith Mr. Henry P.

King, has gone to upper Ristigouche Avaters for salmon.

It is generally agreed among salmon fishermen that so

far only a very few fish have been taken, but they count
that it is early yet. The old salmon pool at Calais, Me.,

however, is reported to be turning out some good salmon.
Dr. F. M. Johnson, of Boston, has taken tAVO handsome
salmon there recently. Those interested say that the

salmon fishing is likely to hold out all the season there,

as it did last year, after several years of poor fishing.

The Pan^ov, M?„ sailtpo^l pool heis aiuounted to almost
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nothing since the first two or three fish were taken early
in the season.

July 2.— i he latest terror to the Moosehead sportsman
and camp and hotel owners is that the lumber people seem
determined to raise that lake, in order that a greater
storage of water may be saved for the mills below. The
mill men contend that the annual period of low water may
he avoided by raising the dam at tlic outlet. The Kenne-
bec Water Power Company contends that it has the right

to a flowage that will furnish a supply of water through
the season, but the camp o-wners and lovers of scenery,
aware of what flowage has done for the Rangeleys. will

fight against the raising of the dam, even to carrying tlie

matter to the next Legislature, where there promises to

be a bitter fight. It is said that if the proposed flowage
is allowed, some of the camps and hotels will be in the
water, unless moved back. Even a few feet more of
water will do great damage.

Considerj^ble trouble is being experienced in several sec-

tions in Maine from dogs,running deer. Shepherd or sheep
dogs seem to be giving the most trouble, and that too near
the settlements, rather than in the forests. There are a
great many deer near the farms, and even near to the
villages, and the shepherd dogs seem to have taken to

worrying them. In the vicinity of Dixfield two or three
dogs have had to be put out of the way. In the neighbor-
hood of Rome and Smithfield, and even down to Belgrade.
Game Warden Clark is reported to be having much trouble
in keeping the dogs out 'of the woods. They seem to be
determined to worry the deer, if not to kill them. A num-
ber of dogs have been destroyed by the warden, and
parties are to be brought into court for allowing their

'dogs to run at large, after being requested to keep them
in by the warden. In one instance a deerhound is re-

ported to have been brought into the vicinity of Smith-
field and Belgrade by a young .sportsman from New
York. He has been warned not to allow his dog to run
at large in the woods, but has declined to comply with
the request of the warden. The warden will shoot the
dog if caught under suspicion of running deer, and tlic

young man threatens the man who dares to shoot his dog.
The outcome is being watched by citizens and other sport.'^-

men. Another guide has got into trouble and been ar-

rested by Game Warden G. M. Estey. of Rangeley. He
is a resident of Lang Plantation, and has persisted in

guiding without a license, although warned not to do so.

The open season on white perch in Maine began July i

To the trout fisherman this is not an important item, but
to the farmer's boy and the summer boarder it means a
good deal. It is barely possible that about as many per-

sons engage in white percli fishing on the lakes and ponds
in Maine as belong to the 'guild of regular trout fisher-

men. Women and children delight in the sport, especially

at the summer resorts. A Middle Dam report says that a
trout of 7 pounds has been taken there on the fly. A. F.

Willard, of North Stratford, Vt.. was the captor. Fly-
fishing at Moosehead is reported much better, and will be
likely to last for several weeks. Over two tons of trout
and togue have been recorded at the various Moosehead
resorts for the season, Kineo holding by far the highest
record. Black flies and midges have been making 'the

life of the sportsman miserable for the past two weeks, at

most of the Maine a.nd New Hampshire fishing resorts,

but it is sure that the worst is over, and the woods will

be free from black flies in a few days, while mosquitoes
trouble but little in the woods of northern Maine after
the middle of July. Mr. H. W. Clark, of Boston, has
returned from his twenty-sixth season at the Mountain
View House. Rangeley Lake. His record was fort^^-six

salmon, all over 3 poimds, with many trout. His largest
weighed 7}i pounds. Streams in the White Mountain
region are now being fished by the guests of the hotels.

The Amonoosuc River is one of the best of the trout
streams rising from Mount Washington. Mr. Frank
Wilder, a guest at the Fabj'an House, is reported to have
just taken a trout from that river weighing 5 pounds with-
in a few rods of the hotel. Speci.vl.

Little Robbie Shaw and the Tarpon
Out on the north jetty, at Capt. Bettison's, at 4 P. M.,

Friday, reports the Galveston (Tex.) News of June 25,
there was a fierce fight between a very small boy and a
very big fish. Here is what one of the spectators writes:
The little man, with a light lancewood rod and 200 yards

oi line, stood out on the platform, making unsuccessful
casts for mackerel, but got catfish for his pains; but the
game changed. A huge tarpon took his bait, and his
reel sung out as the line smged its Avay through the
guides. Surely the little man in Knickerbockers had a
big fish and an army contract on hand. There was the
usual rush of volunteers to take the lad's rod from him,
and the same avalanche of advice as to how to play
him, what to do and what not to do. But up spoke an
old sportsman:- "Let the kid alone. It's his fish and his
fight! Let him win or lose, but let him alone, and make
your bets as you please, but this is to be a fair fight be-
tween the boy and the fish." And it was.
The fish was well hooked. That was much. Down

from the platform came the boy, and over the slippery
rocks, his rod bending double at every plunge of the fish.
Capt. Bettison got into an open boat, and the boy fol-
lowed him, taking a seat in the stern—and the battle was
on.

A camera would have shown you a little tighth-grade
scholar, with clear cut features—the face of a thorough-
bred, with a fighting chin. He was as silent as the fish,
but all the sunshine had left the lad's features. His lips
were set, his teeth hard against his lips. There was noth-
ing in the face but determination, and it gave forth onlv
one expression: "It is my head or thine." And so Rob
wise far beyond liis years in the wiles of fish and the way
to take them, was battling with a tarpon.

Five or six times the huge fish leaped his length into
the air, and all the line the reel had .gathered went out in
another bolt. Here the boy's reel got in trouble; the
crank bent back so that the handle showed only about a
quarter of an inch between it and the end; it was prac-
tically jammed. He could only gain line by turning the
reel with tliumb and finger, the handle being out of the
fight. Still, with bleeding fingers and the same set look
and the same little thoroughbred face, saying "It is mv
head or tlnine," the fight went on.

"

For every piove of th? fish the bov had an answer, aihd

it came swift. The fish towed the light skiflf as if it were
a cork, making some swift dashes far under the boat.

This was nicely thwarted by the boy with the rod and
Bettison's skillful oars. The fight had lasted nearly an
hour. The boy and fish were still at it. Finally the silver

king, gathering himself tor a final effort, made a dash
for the freedom of the open sea. He failed, and finally,

after a few dying and despairing struggles, the huge and
vanquished thing turned its large and silvery scales up
to the setting sun, which flooded them over with a golden
sheen as they towed him to the club house and landed
him. Time one hour and three minutes. The fish rpieas-

ured 5 feet 6 inches.

The anglers at Capt. Bettison's gave the game boy an
ovation as he came up the steps. The sunshine had got
back in his face. It was pale, but triumphant. He made
no plaint of being tired nor of his arms being out of their
sockets.

Said a man from Illinois, who brought fancy tackle
a long way to catch a tarpon: "Kid, let me swap names
with you for twenty-four hours." Said another: "I
would have .given $500 to have landed that fish."

So Rob gets a tree ride on Capt Bettison's boat. He
gets a new reel from his father, who witnessed the fight.

He gets a new title from "Slim," who says "Rob is a sure
dead game sport," whatever that means.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

American Fisheries Society.
DeiPROiT, Mich., July 1.

—

Editor Forest and SfreaM: The
American Fisheries Society will hold its annual meeting
at the U. S. Fish Commission Station, Woods Holl,
Mass.. July 18, 19 and 20, The society will he called to
order at 10 o'clock A. M., July 18.

The opportunities for advancing the objects of the
society were never better than at the present time, and the
place of meeting presents unusual facilities for observing
ihe practical work of marine fishculture and scientific
inquiry.

tj. S. Fish Commissioner Bowers wrtes: "It will
afford mc pleasure to extend such courtesies as are pos-
sible to the

.
members of the society by -placing at their

;i''sposal for one or two days the steamer Fish Hawk and
the schooner Grampus, besides the launches and sail-
boats attached to the station."
The Rhode Island Commission of Inland Fisheries

cordially invites the society to visit the oyster beds in
Narragansett Bay, and to be the guests of the Commis-
sion at a Rhode Island clam bake.

If opportunity is oft'ered without conflicting with the
reading and discussion of papers, a visit to one of the
commercial trout hatcheries not far distant from Woods
Holl will be arranged.
Many papers have already been promised: to give an

idea of what may be expected a partial list of the names of
those who will present papers is given below:
John G. Rnge, Florida—Sponge.s.
.r. A. HeiLshall, Montana—.Subject to be named later.
•i:.. A. Birge, Wi.sconsin—.Subject to be named later.

A-
-Ohio—'^''le Benefit of Fish Exhibits at Expositiou.s.

A. C. Babbitt, Michigan—The Michigan Grayling. .

r.-
I?oy:n'"&- Oregon—Propagation of the Pacific Salmon.

tlark, Michigan—Subject to be named later.
.1. J. Stranhan. Georgia—Subject to be named later.
,f. C. Parker, Michigan—Subject to be named later.

• S^'^u. J-i'^.'^^"^*' M'chigan—The Value of Brook Trout Plantingm Public Waters. • '

.T- H- Steere, Michigan—Subject to be named later.

. f •t,^^''^'^"'
I'lmo's—The Value of the Carp as a Food Prod-

uct of Illinois waters.
T-acob Reighard, Michigan—The Breeding Habits of Fishes.
JMvmgston Stone, New York—The Spawning Habits of the

hturgeon.
H. C. Bumpus Rhode Island—Progress in Lobster Culture.

Massachusetts—The Breeding Habits and Gfowtla
01 tne Clam.
W. T. Thompson, New TJampshire—Brook Trout Fry: A Re-sume of Methods.
Bushrod W. James, Pennsylvania—The Value of the Closed Sea-son for Fishes and Game.

Woods Holl enjoys special advantages, being the
terminal of the W^oods Holl branch of the N. Y., N. H.
& H. R. R., from Boston, and the stopping place of the
numerous steamboats plying between New Bedford, West
Chop. Cottage City and Nantucket, and connecting with
the boats of the Maine S. S. Co., plying between New
'i^ork and Cottage City. Round trip tickets from Bos-
ton to Woods Holl and return to Boston can be pur-
chased.
Persons interested in the work of the society are invited

to become members.
•

John W. Tetcomb, Pres.,

^ St. Johnsbur}^ Vt.
Seymour Bower, Sec'3-,

Detroit, Mich.

How Shall He Protect His Screens?
New York.—Editor Forest and Stream: Can any of

your readers tell the most practical method of protecting
screens on a trout pond dam from freshets, driftwood,
and especially from ice coming down on freshets? My
trout pond is a dammed up brook flowing through five
miles of such a hilly country that February is liable to
bring big freshets. I have made arrangements ta extend
the screens so as to take off all the water I think that will
come. But skeptical natives say the ice, driftwood and
leaves will clog things up and carry away my whole lay-
out. I have been told that in Canadian rivers they pro-
tect wheels, etc., in rivers by putting two overlapping
booms m the river, one on each .side, to rise and fall with
the water, and inclined at a sharp angle with the current
and that this arrangement takes care of the heavy stuff and
leaves too. But an engineer tells me that this 'will never
protect my screen, as the heavy stuff would push under
and over a 12-inch square 'boom. Has anvbody made a
study of this subject? Also, what size trout will o-et
through a winter screen made 54-inch iron rods placed
^•ertlcalIy X4 inch apart ?

' - C. D. L.

A Pennsylvania Brook Trout.
Gettvsburg, Pa., June 27.—The largest brook trout

caught this season in Adams countv Avas taken from
Conococheague Creek, near Graeft'ensbiirg, Saturday, June
23, by Elmer D. Stover, of Cashtovvn. It measured idjA
inches in length, and weighed ounces.

F. Mark Bream.

See the list of good thmgs in Woodcraft in onr (^v. cols.

Slow Fishing.

Chica(,o, III., June 30.—We have had such an extraor-
dinarily hot spell of weather out here for the past week
or ten days that the fishing has been a trifle below par
in moit of our better known waters. I mentioned the*
departure for the Manitowish country of some of the
members of the Wishininne Club, Messrs. Graham H.
Harris, president of the Board of Education: Mr. J. V.
Clark, of the Hibernian Bank; Mr. George E. Cole,
president of the Municipal League, and Mr. Charles
Dennis, of the crockery trade. These gentlemen started
out something over a week ago with the full determina-
tion of having the best time that ever happed. They
concluded to extend the term of their trip, and figuring
that they would need more supplies telegraphed for ad-
ditional outfit by the time they had got as far north as
Milwaukee. They made a camping trip, going in on that
pretty body of water known as Pappoose Lake, part of
the Mamtowish chain. They found that the dam was up
and the water raised so much that the fishing was spoiled.
At any rate, and for whatever reason, the fish would not
rise. Even the wall-eyed pike were dull. Of course
the party got all the fish they needed to eat, and really
more, for they brought home about 50 pounds or so with
them; but they had no sport of consequence. They
caught some small muscallunge, but no good ones, a little

boy, son of Mr. Hawkey, of a camping party nearby,
making the record, a 20-pound fish, which broke his rod
and came near pulling him into the lake. Mr. Harris,,
who stuck to the fly-rod, caught one muscallunge on the
fly, and at one cast took two small-mouth bass, whose
combined weight was over 6 pounds. The weather came
off very hot and the woods were on fire all about the lake.
The thermometer was 98 degrees, whereas it was cool
and pleasant in Chicago. Under these circumstances the
party ignominiously broke camp and came home, where,
they were greeted this week with derision by their
fellow men of the Wishininne Club. It was said of Mr.
Harris that as he presented a very touching appearance
when seen about the camp-fire at night, broiling a salt
mackerel, the only fish the party had been able to take
one day.
The above experience has been pretty much that of

everybody who has gone out this week after muscallunge,
and there seems little reason to doubt that the dull season
for that fish has now set in. Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Mussey
and Mr. John Haskell, who cariie' back this week from
a long trip in Minnesota, appear to have had but poor
.sticcess with muscallunge. 17 pounds being the heaviest
for Mr. Mussey's boat, in regard to which fish the quali-
fying remark should be made that it got away just before
it was to be taken into the boat. The 17 pounds i% therefore
to be considered structly live weight and on the hoof.
The bass fishing was good—^^very good. Mr. and Mrs.
Mussey caught 178 bass in one day, all of which were re-
turned to the water. This is the best bass fishing of
which I haVe heard this summer, though some good
catches have been made in the lakes in the pine woods of
Wisconsin.

Some Better Lock,

Messrs. Jack Wiggins, Fred Wiggins, Clarence Gil-
lette, Harry Stanton, George Franklin and J. D. Decker,
all of this city, returned this week from a trip across the
lake to a point which serins to be new in our sporting
category here. They went to Hamlin Lake, about eight
miles from Ludington, where they stopped with Mr.
Gatke and had good accommodation and good fishing.
Hamlin Lake appears to be one of those sand hill lakes
ot the Michigan west shore which are connected by short
rivers with Lake Michigan. There was fair bass fishing
here, the best take being about thirty bass z day to three
rods. The pickerel fishing was fast and furious, and
one rod caught twenty-five pickerel one morning. The
heaviest pickerel taken weighed 12^ pounds. The party
was gone about a week, and in a couple of weeks more will
go over there again, as they are all much pleased with
the sport they had.

Dr. McCann and Mr. Dickson, of Pittsburg, were
mentioned at the time they passed through Chicago en
route for the Fifield chain.

.
They passed through Chi-

cago on their way home this week and brought to their
friend, Pop Hirth, of Spalding's,, a muscallunge or so,
each of which, according to Pop, weighed over 20 pounds.
They report splendid fishing, the bass fishing b»ing such
as they had never before seen. Mr. Hirth says that the
largest fish taken by this party weighed 29 pounds. The
proper discounts' on Pop's estimate will no doubt leave
some very fair weights for the muscallunge which these
gentlemen took.

Mr. H. E. Goble and party, of this citv, have re-
turned from their trip at State Line, Wis. Thev did not
try for any muscallunge fishing, but got all the bass they
wanted. Their biggest bass weighed 4M pounds., and re-
.garding it Mr. Goble tells an interesting story. It seems
that two of the party were using a canvas boat at the 'time
they caught this big bass, and they tied the bass by a
string to the gunwale of the boat when they pulled it up
0n the beach to eat lunch. Imagine theis surprise a
few moments later to find that the bass had pidled the boat
off the beach and towed it out in the lake among ' the
bulrushes! Thither they followed their craft, and at
length rescued it and secured the fish.

Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Bissell, Mr. and Mrs. Tavlor, and
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Beidler, all of this city, are just back
from a trip to Lake Geneva, where they were guests of
Mr. Beidler. They found the bass fishing very poor, but
had great sport with the rock bass, of which there were
thousands. This lake has been extensively planted with
these accofnmodating little fishes, and tire angling for
x\mm h very good.

Back from the Cascapedia.

Mr. W. B. Mershon is back from his summer salmon
trip to his own leased waters on the Grand Cascapedia
River, Quebec. Mr. Mershon took with him as his guest
this year his friend Mr. Thomas Harvey, of Saginaw, who
had never before done any salmon fishing. They left on
June 5, and for the first twelve days after their arrival
Q^ the stream they c(re\y a bisipl*; the water being
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too high at that time, and the season apparently late, since

on Jtine 10 there was still to be found some snow in the

gullies. Then the fish came up, and for the next week
the two rods had magnificent sport, Mr. Mershon killing

thirteen fish and Mr. Harvey twelve, not counting kelts,

and not counting any fish not actually brought to gafif.

Mr. Harvey had three fish, each of which weighed over

30 pounds, and Mr. Mershon killed one which weighed 38
pounds. It was bitter hard to leave such fishing at its

best, as they found it necessary to do. On Saturday,

June 23, fishing for two and a half hours, all the time they

had left before leaving time, they landed three nice fish.

Mr. Mershon promises fuller particulars regarding this

some time. The Cascapedia seems to be keeping up its

record for big fish.

Ohio River Moscallunge.

Some time ago I reported the capture in Tygart Creek,
Ky., of a very large fish, over 20 pounds, which was
taken by the Dupuy brothers, of Ironton, O. They had
of this fish was brought here, and was eventually sent to

the Forest and Stream office East for investigation, and
•is was determined to be the head of the genuine muscal-
lunge. This week I met here in Chicago Mr. W. R.

Dobbins, of Hvmtington, W. Va., who has fished all that

country along the Ohio, and who says he has had grand
sport there, fishing for these big '"pike." He had never
fished for muscallunge in the North, but said that these

"jumping pike" had been described to him by others as

muscallunge. He once caught in this same Tygart Creek
three "pike," whose weights were respectively 16, 12 and

9 pounds. He says that April and October are the best

times to catch these big fellows, and he always fished for

them with a big white sucker for bait. He describes a

fish which appears to be almost identical in habits with

our Northern muscallunge.

The Au Sable.

Mr, J. Edmund Strong and Mr. E. F. Selz, of this city,

have just started for a canoeing and fishing trip of a

week or more. They go to Eau Claire, Wis., and will

run the Chippewa River, thence to the Mississippi, and
the Mississippi River as far down as Prairie du Chien.

They should have a very pleasant trip, and if they care

to fish ought to have some very good sport.

These are the two gentlement whom I mentioned earlier

as having gone to the Au Sable River, of Michigan.

They found it undesirable to attempt to run that stream,

on account of its being full of logs, and so went in for a

iishing trip, going into camp about twelve or fifteen miles

beicw Grayling. By the kind assistance of that thor-

ough-going sportsman, Mr. George R. Alexander, of

Grayling, their arrangements for guides had been made
beforehand, and they were lucky enough to have Archie
Babbitt to take them' in. They had what was called a very

poor fishing, l3ut what they thought was very good fish-

ing. Some of their takes of trout were 56, 44, 26, etc.,

for a day, and it seemed to them that the fishing was good
enough for anybody, though Archie Babbitt said it was
getting so poor that he was going to pull up and make
camp further down stream.

Going.

Mr. Charles Antoine, of Von Lengerke & Antoine, 01

this city, purposes taking a good long trout trip next

month. He will probably take the advice of Mr. Marble,

of Gladstone, Mich., and will make a boating trip on the

Escanaba River, going in at .Swanzy, running the stream

around the big bend and coming down some thirty or

forty miles south of Swanzy. In this way he will have

nearly a week's work ahead of him, and will get into a

part of 'he river Vt'hich runs through a very wild country

at some distance frcTm the railroad, and difficult of ac-

cess. This should produce some good fish. His in-

formant says that 16 and 20 pound fish are not rare on the

Escanaba, which is one of the best wild streams of the

State. ^
Mr. W. L. Wells, head artist of the Chicago Tribune,

and his friend. Mr. Graham H. Harris, of the Board of

Education, will start the second week in July for a try

at the small-mouth bass fishing on the Mississippi River

above La Crosse. I am to try to have a day with these

gentlemen, and shall enioy watching them if I go. Mr.

Wells has never fished for bass with the fly. Mr. Hams
has had a big experience in that line, and is perhaps just

a little skeptical regarding my stories about the ex-

cellence of that fly-fishing for bass out there. I am not in

the least uneasy as to his ultimate verdict, for I have

fished bass a few myself, and I never saw such fighters

on anv water in the country.

Last week Mr. Harry Miner and Mr. J. A. Gammans
went in for their regular trip to the lakes above Burling-

ton, Wis. Mr. Gammans took fifty-three bass and Mr.

Miner thirty-six. I think these catches were made in

Tishagon Lake, or Wabassee, mentioned last week as

t( ing little fished and very excellent bass waters. To-day

Mr. Miner and his friend Mr. La Parle start for the same

territory ior their regular weekly trip. These gentlemen

have been having the best bass fishing in there which has

been found anywhere near Chicago this season. This is

the best tip I have for bass fishing, and it seems to be ot;e

well worth pasting in one's hat.

Mr. C. S. Lawrence, of this city, goes to-day for a trip

to Tishagon Lake, and unless the hot weather has put the

fish down he ought to get his share.
_

Mr. A. H. Newkirk, of this city, has left for a bass

fishing trip over in Michigcin. though he does not tell

what lake he intends to visit.

Mr. H. L. Field, of this ,city, has left lor Glen Lake,

Mich., where he will have a try after the bass.

' Mr. P. J. Burrows, of this city, has gone to Lake Mm-
netonka, Minn., and will spend some days exploring the

waters of that big and beautiful inland sea. .

Mr. F. R. Barnheisel, of this city, has left for a couple

of weeks at North Manitou Islands. Mr. Barnheisel is

manager of the H. H. Kohlsaat rapid-fire lunch system

in this city.
, , . . , , ^ p ^ 1

Mr. Lawrence H. Smith, of this city, has left for Lake

George, New York. He may catch some sun fish there,

for T can testify that I have seen sunfish in that lake.

Mr. William C. Hook, of Leavenworth, Kan., and Mr.

H F Lang, of Kansas City, passed through Chicago this

week en route to Plum Lake, Wis., where they will have a

go at the 'mtiscallusge if fortune favors them..

Mr. Felix Castle, of St. Louis, outfitted here this week
for a trip to Trout Lake, Wis.
Mr. F. Brennerman, Chicago, left this week for Wood-

ruf¥. Wis., where he goes for a fishing trip on adjacent
waters.

^ Mr. Charles Storebraker, of Philadelphia, stopped in

Chicago this week on his way for a little trip to Delavan
Lake, Wis. There have been some few* bass caught at

Delavan this week, and perhaps the visitor may get a lit-

tle fishing.

Mr. Howard Atkinson, of Wabash, Ind., outfitted here
this weelc for a trip to Wisconsin, going in at Rhine-
lander.

Mr. C. W. Halderman, of Marion, Ind., goes to the
same point also.

Mr. E. D. Belknap, of Chicago, has gone for a few
days to Eagle Lake. Wis.

Gov. John R. Tanner, of Illinois, left yesterday for

Denver, where he will be gone ten days. He is accom-
panied by John T. Peters, Secretary of the State Board
of Charities. They are outfitted for a fishing trip and will

make the most of their stay in the mountains. The daily

despatches say that they are going after "big game," but
the daily dispatches are probably wrong. There is a faint

recollection of an earlier big game experience of Gov.
Tanner in Colorado, on a game preserve.

dCi Chicago Fly-Casting Qob.

Chicago Fly-Casting Club holds a practice meet to-day
at Garfield Park, north lagoon. These practice meets of

the club are being very well attended this summer, and
have resulted in several new additions to the club member-
ship. The platforms on the north lagoon are in use not
only on Saturdays but on nearly every evening through-
out the week. It is only about six weeks now before the
time of the big tournament of the Chicago Fly-Casting
Club, and the boys are getting on a good edge for the
competitions of that event, which will be of great interest

in every way.

Comer on Frogs.

A curious and somewhat amusing com-mercial situation

exists in Chicago to-day. We have all sorts of corners
here in Chicago—corners on wheat, corners on pork,

corners on corn—-but this time it is a corner on frogs.

There is a regular industry in one or two of the sporting

goods houses here in supplying live bait frogs to the bass

hshermen who go out each week from the citj^ These
frogs are bought wholesale from a man in the southern
part of the city, who has boys out all over the countrj'

catching them for him. This general merchant sells the

frogs to the retail stores, who put them out in nice baskets

at 25 or 30 cents a dozen for the angler. There is one
good retail house here which sells most of these frogs, but
perhaps under the circumstances I might as well not
mention the name. There is also one department store

which runs a tackle counter, and which supplies frogs.

A rival of this concern is still another big department
store, and these two have lately waged a merry war in

the frog market. Both have at times adv'ertised live bait

frogs at 3 cents a dozen. Of course, no retail store can
meet any such price as that, and of course no one can
sell, buy or catch frogs at 3 cents a dozen. The, store

W'hich started the cut on frogs got itself disliked by the

others who handled that commodity. The big frog mer-
chant and his corps of catchers supplied all of these con-

cerns with their frogs. Now is where the corner came
in. Neither the retail store, the first department store nor

the wholesale frog merchant liked to see the price of frogs

cut down so low, yet what could the frog merchant do
when he was offered his price by the competing con-

cerns? He had to sell the concern, or at least offer to

sell them. This latter department store, as usual, has to-

day put out a big advertisement in the daily papers offering

frogs at 3 cents a dozen, doing this on the strength of

their contract with the frog merchant to bring in his

frogs on Saturday, as he usually does.- In some curious

way, which it is not necessary to understand, the frog

merchant this morning failed to deliver the goods, and
the department store \yhich advertised frogs at 3 cents a

dozen is up in the air, with its flanks resting_ on nothing in

particular. There is only one wholesale frog merchant
doing business in bait frogs around here, and methinks it

would tax the resources of even a big department store to

send out and catch a thousand frogs at 3 cents a dozen

between now and night time. There are to-day just S,ooo

frogs for sale in Chicago, and they are controlled by the

retail store above mentioned and the first department store

also above mentioned, which did not see any fun in selling

frogs at 3 cents. There is a good deal of quiet laughter

going on among the boys over this situation. The corner,

however, is not to be used to raise the regular price of bait

frogs, but only to raise the price above 3 cents. M'hich even

the" closest purchaser must admit is a trifle low.

From the East,

The Dominie, of Newark, N. J., which his real name
is Beveridge, and the same is a shooter, is in Chicago

to-day. and is getting acquainted with the shooters, fishers

and other sportsmen of the city. E. Hough.

HAjtTFOHD Building, Chicago, lil.

Rangelcy Lake Fishing:.

Rangeley, Me.. June 28.—Never before at this time of

year has Rangeley Lake, Rangeley, Me., seen sUch ex-

cellent fishing. On Tuesday, June 26, over 75 pounds of

salmon weighing from zV^ to 9 pounds vere landed.

Francis Wells, of Windsor, Conn., captured the 9-pounder.

Thursday morning Horace Porter, of the Laurel-in-the-

Pines, Lakewood, N. J., one of the most enthusiastic fish-

ermen in the region, set out at 8 o'clock and returned in

less than one hour with a handsome landlocked salmon

just 29 inches long. 15^4 inches girth and weighing exactly

10 pounds. Mr. Porter tussled just forty minutes with

his prize, and has sent it to a taxidermist for mounting.

Don't Have Toi

In Camp Sixteen Miles from l^omnm^.—Editor For-

est and Stream: There is one advantage we have here

away from mails (I'm sending this by a returning guide)

and" magazines—we don't have to read Barnes Tommy
and Drivel And that's something. Refugee.

Canadian Angling Notes.
The excessively dry weather of the past spring and early

summer has now given way to equally excessive rains, and
the result will be a further postponement of the best of
the fishing season here, and at least one Quebec sports-
man, Mr. Veasey Boswell, has found this to his cost, his
river, the Moisie, having been found to be 9 feet higher
than ever before, and several of the camps were flooded.
The fishing in consequence was ruined. Mr. Boswell
had Mr. Biddell, of Philadelphia, for hia guest.

Messrs. David Blanchard, of Boston, and W. D. Wind-
sor, of Philadelphia, have left to try their luck on the
Marguerite.
However, from sdme of the south shore salmon rivers

very fair reports have been received. On the Bonaventure
River, for instance, Messrs. J. E. Liveruois and J, W,
Larue have had the best fishing in their experience, ma-
king a splendid catch, far above the average. They sent

up to their families many fish -.over 30 pounds in weight.
Mrs. William Foster, of Boston, and her son, Mr. Wm.

H. Foster, have left for Lake St. John, where two Amer-
ican gentlemen, Messrs. Fred. C. Loebs and Fred C.

Young, of the American Brewing Company, Rochester.
N. Y., had had some very fine luck. They took twenty-
eight ouananiche in one day, many of them weighing
4 and 4^ pounds, and the best were recently exhibited in

the windows of the V. & B. Sporting Goods Company's,
store.

Messrs. Coates, Haldreth and Sternes, of Snringfield,

have returned from a very pleasant visit to the Kiskissink
Club and the Grande Decharge, where they had extraor-

dinary ouananiche fishing.

Mr. J. J. Hill, president of the Great Northern Railway,
has left for his salmon river, the St. John, of the north
shore, for which he pays a rem^al of $3,500 a year to the

local Government. He is accompanied by his two sons,

L. W. Hill, vice-nresident and general manager of the

Eastern Railway. Minnesota, and Walter J. Hill, and Dr.

C. E. Smith. They came by rail to Ouebec. and here

met their yacht, the Wacouta, upon which they leave for

their river.

Mr. Adams, of Utica. who made a fine catch of ouana-
niche the other day in the Grande Decharge. reports that

one fish of 4^4 pounds that he killed on a very light rod

gave him forty minutes of splendid sport.

E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, June 80.

The Seven Ag-es of the Salmon.

From the London Field.

'Neath sheltering gravel laid,

The EGG four wintry months securely rests,!

Then, wriggling thro' th' incumbent mass,

The FRY (a store of .food, in pouch, provided

By kindly nature) lurks beneath the stones.

Till, all consumed and stronger grown, t!i* PARR.
Striped liked the pard, in pools and shallows sports

Fox twelve long months, till genial May arrive,

When, clothed in coat of silvery scales.

Hiding the finger markings of the parr.
^

And moved by instinctive yearning for rfhi;* unfcn,qwii.

The SMOLT floats downward till he finds,

.\nd revels in, the stores of bounteous ocean.

Returning thence a beauteous, lusty GRILSE,
Breasting the rapids, leaping o'er the weirs.

He seeks the well-remembered scenes of youth.

One journey downward more,

Another sojourn in the Sea, and then, iit last.

The SALMON, glorious fish, swims slowly up

To gravelly spawning beds, from whence,

Leaving ten thousand eggs, a pale and sickly KELT
Floats sadly downward to tua renovating wave.

Fiztutes*

FIELD TRIALS.
Aug. 2L—Kmmetsburg, ia.—Third armual field trials of the

Iowa Field Trials Association. M. Bruce, Sec'y, Des Moines, la.

Aug. 28.—Sioux Falls, S. D.—Inaugural field trials of the South
Dakota Field Trials Association, Olav Haugtro, Sec'y, Sioux
Falls, S. D.

Seot. 3-4.—La Salle, Manitoba, Can.—Western Canada Kennel
Club's annual field trials. A. Lake, Sec'y, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Sept. 6-7.—Brandon, Manitoba, Can.—Third annual field trials of

the Brandon Kennel Club. Dr. H. J. Elliott, Sec'y.

Sept. 11.^
, Manitoba, Can.—Fourteenth annual field trials ox

the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'y, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Can.

, „. ,

Oct 30.—Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish
Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Feterson,

Sec'y, Homestead, Pa,
. ^. , , . , „, , , ,

,

Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club s field

trials. T. E. Bassett, Sec'y Box 60S, New Haven, Conn.
Xov. *7-8.—Lake View, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice, Sec'y, Grand Rapids,

Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

^i=„endent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,

^i*!ov 13—Chatham Ont.—T\velfth annual field trials of the -In-

ternational Field Trials Club. 'W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C— Eastern Field Trials Club s twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.

Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
. . ,

No 20 .—Illinois Field Trials Association s second
annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

_

Nov 20—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of

the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,

Windsor. Ontario, Can.
, . , t ^ ,j ^ • i

jjoy 20. , Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A,

C Peterson. Sec'v, Homestead, Pa.

Nov 22.—Glasgow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Qub s annual

field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.

Nov 27—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'v, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov 30.--Newton, N. C.-Continental Field Triads Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.

Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill. Conn.

A Dog's Thfce-Hundrcd-Mile Retoi-n.

Fort Worth. Texas, June 23,—-I am a reader of your

paper, and read a great deal about dogs. As you will

see from this slip of our newspaper, I have a bird dog

that I prize very highly. He is a large pointer, white and

liver color. He has just made a wonderful trip. Some
weeks ago I took him to the Territory to enjoy a hunt
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with some friends. When I had concluded my sport I

left the dog with friends, who proposed to
_
put him

through a. course of training. A day or so ago^ jaded and
footsore, the faithful dog showed up at my home in this

city, having made his way from the Territory in just

forty-eight hours. The distance covered by the dog was
nearly 300 miles. Hugh H, Lewi§.

Yachting Fixtures, t900.

Secretaries and members of race 'committees will confer a favor

by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the future.

JXTLY.

4. Larchmont, annual, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
4. Columbia, annual, open, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
4. Boston City, open, City Point, Boston Harbor.
4. California, special, San Francisco, San Francisco Bay.
4. Qiiincy, handicap, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
4. Hartford, annual.
4. Newport, annual, Newport, Narragansett Bay.
4. Taunton, club, Taunton, Mass.
4. Penatacjuit Corinthian, club. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
4. Jamaica Bay, annual, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
4. Severly, open, Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay.
4. Corinthian, championship, Marblehead. Massachusetts Bay.
4. Atlantic, oyster boats and yachts. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
4. Duxbury, Duxbury, Mass.
4. American, cruise, Newburyport.
4. East Gloucester, club and evening races.

4. Quannapowitt Gloucester.
4. Portsmouth, club, Portsmouth, N. H.
5. South Boston, open. City Point, Boston Harbor.
6. Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Long Island So and.
6. Harlem, special, C\ty_ Island, Long Island Sound.
6. South Boston yachting carnival. Mosquito Fleet and South

Boston, open race.

6, Quincy, ladies' day, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
7. Norwalk, club, Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
7. South Boston, open, hand and sailing dinghies. City Point,

Boston Harbor.
7. South Boston yachting carnival, open handicap.
7. South Boston, sailing dinghies. City Point, Boston Harbor.
7, Winthrop, handicap. Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
7. Duxbury, 18ft. class, Duxbury, Mass.
7. American, club, Newburyport.
7. Quannapowittj commodore's cup.
7. Seawanhaka Cor., Center Island cup. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
7. Royal St. Lawrence, 22ft. cruising, 5-rater. ITit. and dinghy

classes, Valois, Lake St. Louis.
7. Riverside, annual. Riverside, Long Island Sound.
7. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
7. Queen City, Smith cup, 16ft. class, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
7-14. Atlantic, annua! cruise. Long Island Sound.

11. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
12. Newport, ladies' day, Newport, Narragansett Bay.
12. American, ladies' sail, Newburyport
12-13-14. New York, Newport series. Newport, off Brenton's Reef.
14. Sea Cliff, annual, Glen_ Cove, Long Island Sound.
14. Bridgeport, annual, Bridgeport. Long Island Sound.
14. Hull-Massachusetts, cluh, Hull, Boston Harbor.
14. Royal St. Lawrence, 22ft. cruising, 5-rater, 20ft., 17ft. and

dinghy classes, Beaurepaire, Lake St. Louis.
14. Queen City, Tupper cup. 22ft. class, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
14. Haverhill, fishing trip, Haverhill, Mass,
14. Penataquit Corinthian, special. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
14. Winthrop, handicap, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
14. Savin Hill, handicap. Savin Hill, Boston Harbor.
14. Ouannapowitt.
14. Duxbury, 18ft. class, Duxbury, Mass.
14. Beverly, Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay,
14. Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
14. Seawanhaka Cor., Roosevelt cup, Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
14-15. California, annual cruise, Sacramento River.
16 and alternate following days, Newport Y. R. A. 70ft. serieSj

Newport, off Brenton's ReeL
16-17-18. Quincy, challenge cup, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
18. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
2L Queen City, World cup, 17ft. special class, Toronto, Toronto

Bay.
21. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
21. Canarsie, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
21. Stamford Corinthian, annual, Stamford, Long Island Sound.
21. Mosquito Fleet, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
21. Norwalk, club, Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
21. Penataquit Cor., special, Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
21. Jamaica Bay, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
21. Kingston, club, Kingston, Lake Ontario.
2L Winthrop, swimming and rowing races, Winthrop, Boston Har-

bor.
2L American, club. Newburyport, Mass,
21. South Boston, handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
21. Columbia, championship, Boston, Beston Harbor,
21. Duxbury, 18ft. class, Duxbury, Mass.
21. Quannapowitt, commodore's cup.
21. SeawanhaTca Cor., Center Island cup, Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
21-23-24. Royal St. Lawrence, Seawanhaka cup trials, Pointe Claire,

Lake St. Louis.
21-28. Larchmont, race week Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
22. California, return from Sacramento River.
22. Haverhill, race and chowder, Haverhill, Mass.
23. Manchester, championship, Manchester, Mass.
25. East 'Gloucester, evening race. Gloucester, Mass.
26. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
27. Manchester, Crownhurst, cup, Manchester, Massachusetts Bay.
28. Royal St. Lawrence, 22 and 17ft. classes, Dorval, Lake St. Louis^
2S. Jubilee, open, Beverly, Massachusetts Bav.
28. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
28. Queen City, skiff classes, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
28. Haverhill, second championship, Haverhill, Mass.
28. Penataquit Cor., special. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
28. Jamaica Bay, dory class, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
28. Winthrip. handicap, Winthrop. Boston Harbor.
28. Beverly, Van Rensselaer cup, Buzzards Bay.
28. Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
28. Savin Hill, handicaf^ Savin Hill, Boston Harbor.
28. Quannapowitt, club.
28. Seawanhaka Cor., Leland cup. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
30. Manchester, championship, Manchester, Mass.
28-Aug. 4. Corinthian, Philadelphia, annual cruise, L, I. Sound.

The weather of the past month both in New York and
Boston has been divided between the two extremes of
calms and gales. Some of the big races, including those
of the New York and Atlantic clubs, have been tedious
drifts, while others, such as the Seawanhaka, New
Rochelle and Eastern, have found the weather so heavy as
to prevent yachts from reaching the rendezvous, while
those which started were disabled. Last Saturday brought
a westerly wind that was almost a gale along the coa^t from
New York to Boston, and many events were postponed.
The prospects for the Fourth of July are for cool weather
and moderate breezes.

It is rumored that the Regatta Committee of the New
York Y. C, is investigating the incident at the start of the
Glen Cove race of June 19 and will in time give a decision
in the case. The circumstances were such, the whole
occurrence being close beside the committee boat and the
violation of the rules so palpable, that in the interest of
good sport a decision might and should have been made
almost on the moment. The case seems to be unusually
free from doubt both as to the meaning of the various rules
involved and the actual facts.

The new 80-footer Yankee has had several trials under
sail, one or two in company with Virginia, these being

magnified into races bj^ some imaginative daily papers.

The first real racing of the new boat will be in the New
York Y. C. series off Newport, on July 12, 13, 14. These
races will be for all classes, including the 30-footers, in

racing trim, the courses being about thirty miles, naut,

and trian.gular or windward and leeward. The starts will

be made off Brenton's Reef at 11 A. M.

IsoLDEj cutter, recently purchased by Com. F. M. Hoyt,
arrived at City Island on Juije 30,

On account of the annual regatta of the Stamford and
American yacht clubs, scheduled for July 2 and 3, having

been declared off, the regatta committee of the Indian

Harbor Y. C. has decided to offer prizes for the following

classes, in addition to those that are already announced
for the race on Thursday, July 5: Thirty-foot class of

cabin catboats, 25ft. classes of cabin and open catboats

in one class. 2Sft. classes of cabin and open sloops in one
class, 2ift. classes of open sloops and open catboats in one
class, i8ft. classes of open sloops and open catboats in one
class, and Seawanhaka knockabout class.

The race will be started at 12 o'clock noon. Entries

will be received up to Tuesday, July 2, at No. 29 Broad-
way, New York, or at the club house up to 10 o'clock

of the day of the race.

Mayflower, steam yacht, now owned by the Govern-
ment, sailed from New York for Porto Rico on June 22.

This yacht, one of the largest and most costly private

yachts ever built, has been assigned to the use of the

Governor of Porto Rico. Charles H. Allen, and has been
refitted at a cost of about $35-000 for this special service.

She will bring Gov. Allen to this country on a short visit

for private business. Her equipment includes a fine new
electric launch, built to order by the Electric Launch Co.

Two of the clubs of the Sound Y. R. A., the Stamford
and the American, have abandoned their races scheduled
for July 2^3, thus making breaks in the regular circuit.

Thefour new8o-footers were looked for in the Sound races

of the week, but they will sail some special races at New-
port instead. All have been at Bristol for overhauling

and alterations to sails. Owing to the death of a member
of the owner's family, Amorita will not start in the week's

races.

Western Yachts.

Columbia Foofth of July Regatta at Chicago.

Chicago, 111., June 28.—The entries for the big Fourth
of July regatta of Columbia Y. C, Chicago, were closed

yesterday. The total list is one surprisingly large and
certainly very gratifying, and it will assure the largest

start ever made in a regatta here. There are ninety-four

boats in all, coming from all over this part of the Great

Lakes. Green Bay, Wis.; Spring Lake, Mich.; Marinette,

Wis.; Menominee,' Mich.; Manitowoc, Wis.; Milwaukee,
Wis.; Peoria, 111.; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Sheboygan,
Mich.; Escanaba, Mich.; Kenosha, Wis.; Waukegan, 111.;

Macatawa, Mich.; Fox Lake, 111.; Delavan Lake, Wis.;
Oconomowoc, VVis., all have representatives entered.

The Chicago clubs, Columbia Y. C, Chicago Y. C,
Jackson Park Y. C, Saddle and Cycle Club, of course

have a good proportion of the entry. There are fourteen

classes to start, and the following is the complete entry,

which includes the best craft available in this part of the

country:
Class 1. Schooners Over 50ft.—Hawthorne, John^Mc-

Connell, Chicago Y. C; Alice, Horace J. Conley, Green
Bay, Wis.; Sallie, George P. Savidge, Spring Lake,
Mich.

Class 2, Schooners Under 50ft.—Nomad, Ed Band,
Columbia Y. C; Tartar, Messrs. Pavne & Ruck, Jackson
Park Y. C; Glad Tidings, C. K. Creiger, Columbia Y. C;
Marion, A. N. Drew, Jacks'on Park Y. C; Idle Hour,
Francis A. Brown, Marinette, Wis.; Oneida, H. J. Conley,

Green Ba}', Wis.; Cruiser, Dr. Webber, Jackson Park
Y. C.; Fairy, A. Auld, Columbia Y, C.

Class A3, Sloops Over 45ft.—Siren, George R. Peare,

Cokunbia Y. C; Neva, George A. Black, Columbia Y, C.

Class B4, Sloops Over 45ft.—Hatty Bradwell, C. C,

Wells, Menominee, Mich.; Phantom, R. B. Schuette,

Manitowoc, Wis.; Jeanette, C. J. Williams, Milwaukee,
Wis.; Charlotte R., F. N. Price, Chicago Y. C.

Class As. Sloops 21 to 45ft.—Prairie, F. A. Tuft, Chi-

cago Y. C.; Josephine, B. H. Whitely, Chicago Y. C;
Valiant, W, A, Stickney, Columbia Y. C; Beatrice, B. V.
Nordberg, Milwaukee, Wis.; Blade, C. H. Thorne,
Chicago Y. C.

Class B6, Sloops 31 to 45ft.—Wizard, H. Aronson,
Columbia Y. C; Peri, Dr. F. H. Skinner, Columbia Y.
C. ;

Pinta, Ole Amundson, Columbia Y. C; Genevieve,
H. Hayes, Jackson Park Y. C; Zaza, George E. Wat-
kins, Green Bay Y. C; Viola, A. A. Hathaway, Mil-
waukee, Wis.; Chetopa, C. H. Fox, Chicago Y. C; Hattie
B. , G. B. McCullqugh, Columbia Y. C; Pearl, A. G.
Boardman, Columbia Y. C.

Class 7, Sloops 25 to 31ft.—Zephyrus, H. A. Hooker,
Jackson Park Y, C; Nymph, Henry Davies, Columbia
Y. C; Gloria, W. L. Hazen, Jackson Park Y. C; Un-
named, Robert Carroll, Jackson Park Y. C; Widsith, W.
W. Weightman, Jackson Park Y. C.

Class 7l4. Sloops 22 to 25ft.—Mona, Messrs. Noble &
Carlisle. Columbia Y. C; Spray, W. Avery, Chicago Y.
C. ;Ethel V., H. C. Post. Grand Rapids, Mich.; Saint,

Thomas Webb, Peoria, 111.; Old Abe, Lincoln Conley,
Sheboygan, Wis.; Infanta, H. J. Conley. Greey Bay, Wis.;.

Mav B., W. H. Dunton. Chicago Y. C
Class 8, Sloops 22 to 31ft.—Martha, Dr. E. C. Knight,

Columb'a Y. C; Florence, Dr. F. H. Holmes, Columbia
Y. C; Vixen, F. D. Porter, Columbia, Y. C; Imp, C. E.
Sou^e, Columbia Y. C. ; America. E. L. Sprinkle, Jackson
Park Y. C; Uno, O. Hansen, Milwaukee, Wis,; Algon-
quin, A. C. Nielle, Green Bay. Wis.; Alca. H. A. Hooker,
Jackson Park Y. C; Edna IT., George L. Hannaford,
Jackson Park Y. C; Undine, George Bell, Jackson Park
Y. C: Wahnita. .A.. W, Weise, Green Bay, Wis.; Atlanta.

Robert Young, Columbia Y. C; Arrow, Robert Young,
Columbia Y. C; Vanity, C. R. Mack, Columbia Y. C.

Class Ag, Sloops Under 22ft,—Satyr, George R.
Fargher, Columbia Y. C; Query, G. W. Baker, Columbia
Y. C.; Gironda, L. T. Braun, Columbia Y. C; Loon, E.
C. Webster, Columbia Y. C: WiUit, F. C. Porter, Colum-
bia Y. C; Albatross, W. K- Bruce, Columbia Y. C.

;

Blackbird, Reni Hilbert,. Milwaukee, Wis.; Ozone, J.
Wilder, Milwaukee, Wis.; Coquette, Joseph H. Vaill, Es-
canaba, Mich.

Class Bio, Sloops Under 22ft.—Peep II., McCulloch &
Ott, Jackson Park, Y. C. ; Alva, C. T. Worst, Columbia
Y. C; Weazel, H. J. McCormick, Columbia Y. C; At-
lantic, W. H. Reeves, Columbia Y. C; Dot, G. W. Baker,
Columbia Y. C; Fox, J. C. Fox, Columbia Y. C; Deer,
Clarence Rojke, Columbia Y. C.

;
Syndicate, C. M.

Boyden, Jackson Park Y. C. ; Louise, H. D. Ford, Fox
Lake Y. C. ; Dauntless, A. J. Ford, Kenosha. Wis.; Mate,
VV. W. Gilson, Waukegan, IlL; Athlete, J. Strawlsinger,
Milwaukee, Wis.; lola, S. B. Cullman, Jackson Park Y.
C; Surprise, , Jackson Park Y. C; Volita,

,

Jackson Park Y. C.

Twenty-foot Raters.—Sakita, S. G. Shepherd, Saddle^
and Cycle Club; Raven, C. Skates, Macatawa Bay Y. C.{
Ruth, Dr. E. R. Kellogg, Delavan Lake Y. C; Harriet
H., H. L. Hertz, Fox Lake Y, C; Bald Eagle, J. H.
Adams, Columbia Y. C; Avis, W. H. Thompson, Ocono-
mowoc, Wis.

Seventeen-foot Class.—Triton, Scudder & Gait, Saddle
and Cycle Club; Neola, George Pyncheon, Saddle and
Cycle Club.
Naval Reserve Cutters—Twenty-four-footer^ D, Dela-

fontaine; 28-footer, D. R. T. Collins; 28-iooter, B. R. T.
Collins; 30-footer, D. Delafontaine.

Officials for the race will be named and the final ar-
rangements for the regatta made to-morrow. Mayor
Harrison and Gen. Joseph Wheeler will be invited to
serve as judges.

Arotind Oconomowoc.

Mr. Walter H. Dupee has bought another Amund.son
boat, a i-rater, which he will sail this summer in the
various cup events around Oconomowoc. The first

contest for the Luedke ci:p will be sailed on Pine Lake,
June 30, also the first in the season series for the local
championship. Other races will be sailed July 14, for the
Pfister cup, on July 28 for the Smith cup, on Aug. 25
the fourth contest for the Robert Nunemacher cup for
i8-footers, as well as the third contest for the 21-footers
in the same competition. There will be a special meeting
of Oconomowoc Y. C. June 30. called by Vice-Com.
William Hale Thompson. Ariel, formerly owned by Mr.
Dupee, this week was sent to Lake Geneva for her new
owner, Mr. Moore.

At Delavan Lake.

A spirited competition took place last summer between
Dr. E. R. Kellogg, of Chicago, and the Davis brothers,
of Austin, who had several trials on Delavan Lake with
fast, imported boats. It is stated that the Davis brothers
have gone up to Lake Winnebago and bought the famous
local boat, Argo. This new boat will be thoroughly tried
out, and should she win will represent Lake Delavan at

Lake Geneva next August in the Interlake regatta.

Fox Lake Y. C.

Mr. Charles Balcolm. of Columbia Y. C, Chicago,
sailed the Bald Eagle against Louise in the race for the
Browning King cup at Fox Lake, June 24, but Frank
Hansel brought Louise home winner, time i.io. Com.
Hertz's Pistakee won the weekly regatta June 23, over
the seven-mile course, time 1.06.40.

Eastern Yacht Comes West,

President J. J. Hill, of the Great Northern road, has
purchased of Mrs. James W. Martinez-Cardeza the steam
yacht Eleanor, and the boat has started on its way to the
Great Lakes, where she will be used as the plea'ure craft
of the great railroad magnate, sailing under the new name
of Wacouta. Eleanor is 232ft. over all, 208ft. waterline,
32ft. breadth and 14ft. draft. She will be the most
elaborate private craft now on the Great Lakes.

E. Hough.
Hartford BmLBiNG, Chicago, III.

Keystone Y. G«

TACONY—DELAWARE RIVER.

Saturday, June 23.

The Keystone Y. C, of Tacony, Pa., sailed its second
annual regatta on June 23, the times being:

Second Class Duckers—Start, 11:52.
Finish. Elapsed.

Effie D., W. Collom. ....................... ....1 15 00 1 23 00
Martha, J. Apster 1 15 30 1 23 30
Little Harry, J. Hirst 1 19 30 1 27 30'

Anna V., Samuel Freas 1 19 32 1 27 32
Edith M., W. MiUingter.. ....1 20 00 1 28 00

Skiffs—Start, 12:09.

F, Rilev. W. Wagner... 1 28 00 1 19 00
Gluev, H. Vaughan. ...........1 28 02 1 19 02
Alberta, J. Millingfer .1 28 SO 11930
W. Glosser. T. Eavis 1 34 00 1 25 00

Jibo, W. Hascher 1 35 00 1 26 00

First Class Duckers—Start, 12:20.

Bertie S., W. Clauson, 1 26 00 1 06 00

McGintv. Georee E. Sage 1 29 00 1 09 00

Albert S., C. Shallcross.. . 1 30 00 1 10 00

George B.. O. Pass...... ............13015 11015
I. Hirst. J. Brener..... 1 32 00 1 12 00

Bessie, S. Y. Dingee Capsized.

The judges were Thomas McKane and H. D. Long.-

Jamaica Bay Y. C. Dory Class.

CANARSIE—^JAMAICA BAY.

Saturday, June 30.

The Jamaica Bay Y. C. sailed the first of its series of

dory races on June 30 in a fresh N.W. wind, start 3:40,
the times being:

Finished. Elapsed.
Dorv O., F. S. La Fond.... 4 14 38 0 34 38
Dory 43, W. G. Gallagher , 4 19 55 0 39 55
Dory B., Dr. C. J. Pflug....... 4 25 00 0 45 00
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Rhode Island Y» C Anntial Regatta*

^ PAWTUXET—^PROVIDENCE KIVER.

Friday, June 22.

The Rhode Island Y. C. celebrated its fourteenth an-

niversary on June 22 with the annual spring regatta and
* ladies' day. The courses were

:

For all classes over 21ft. sailing length: Start between
judges' boat and signal off club house, around gas buoy
No. 4, about one-half mile southeast of Warwick Light,

leaving same on port and return to starting point, seven-

teen miles. Channel course sailed in all classes, and all

buoys, beacons and lighthouses passed on the channel

side.

Courses for all other classes : Start between judges'

boat and signal off club house, passing frbm north to

south ; thence around black spar buoy off the club house,

leaving the same on starboard; thence around black spar

Tjuoy off Green's Island, leaving same on starboard ; thence

around black spar buoy off the club house, leaving the

same on port; thence around black spar buoy off Green's

Island, leaving same on starboard and return to starting

point, twelve miles.

There was a strong southerly wind at the start, and
some of the yachts were reefed, but it finally died out after

various shifts and changes. One of the starting guns

missed fire, and Elizabeth, making a very late start after

the rest of her class, was mistaken by the committee as

starting too soon for the next class, and was recalled.

Victor was protested by Mildred for crossing before her

proper gun. Astrea claimed a new measurement after

the race, and Argol sailed the Avrong course. The official

times were

:

FIRST DIVISION.
85ft. Sloop Class—Start, 1:44.

Elapsed. Cort-ected.

Nelma, Myrick J. Bryant 4 18 06 4 18 06

Astrea, C O. Black 6 07 04 4 19 03

21ft. Sloop Class—Satrt, 1:46.

Burget, Alray Bros ^ 2 16 50 2 16 50

Breeze. W. G. Roelker 2 24 52 2 19 29

SECOND DIVISION.
30ft. Yawl Class—Start, 1:54.

Reginald, H. W. Ostby 3 46 12

Rava, N. J. Tattersall 4 41 58

THIRD DIVISION,
30ft. Cat Class—Start 2:00.

Emelinc, Frank White 3 20 07 3 18 51

Emblem, G. E. Darling 3 26 .32 3 23 24

Gismoncfa, H. A. Capron 3 34 u7 3 32 36

Louise, Samuel Brown Withdrew.

215ft. Cat Class—Start, 2:02.

Victor, E. V. Bowen 3 5T 49

Mildred. B. H. Smith 4 00 03

Glide, G. L. Robinson Withdrew.
Rustler, N. Horton Disabled.

Tartni-, A. T. Scattergood Mistook coiir.se.

21ft. Cat Class—Start, 2:04.

Marguerite, T. D. Peck 2 05 25 2 05 25

Caroline, A. S. Brownell 2 09 43 2 09 12

Rival. N. C. Arnold 2 13 19 2 09 30

Pet. W. H. Spencer.... 2 13 43 2 11 24

Elizabeth, D. Wood 2 22 41 2 20 08

One-Design Class—Start, 2:10.

Rascal, M. E. Barlow 2 38 00

The Kid, W. E. Thurber 2 51 20

Redskin. A. M. Potter .•.

S §2
Sprint, Vigneron Bros A il uo

Nelma wins first prize subject to remeasurement of

Astrea; Burget wins first; Reginald wins first; Emeline

wins the $100 cup in her class, and Emblem wins second

;

Victor wins first and Mildred second, subject to decision

on protest; Marguerite wins fir.st and Caroline second;

Rascal wins first and Kid second. While the race was

in progress, lunch was served at the club house, followed

by dancing, and in the evening there was a display of fire-

works and an illumination of the fleet.

On June 23 the first race of the first series for the club

one-design class was sailed in a fresh S.W. wind, the

times being:

R. I. Y. C. One-Design Class—Start, 3:35.

Finish. Elapsed.

Rascal, H. E. Barlow 5 30 12 1 55 12

The Kid, W. H. Thurber 5 30 35 1 55 35

Redskin, A. M. Potter 5 35 Oi 1 59 Oi

Sprint, Vigneron Bros § ?I ? J?
Earl, E, L. Fuller..., 5 42 17 2 07 17

Detroit Y. C. Annual Regatta,

DETROIT—LAKE ST. CLAIR.

Saturday, June 16.

The Detroit Y. C. sailed a very successful annual re-

gatta on June 16, the course being five miles to windward
and return, in a moderate wind, E. by N. There was a

good fleet of starters, and some close racing in most of

the classes. The official times were

:

45ft. Class—Start, 2:15.

City of Straits, Groesbeck 6 18 55 4 03 55

40ft. Class—Start, 2:15.

Gertrude, Lichtenberg 6 05 27 3 50 27

35ft. Class—Start, 2:15.

Nordica, Bennett 6 05 30 3 50 30

Carrie S., Hermiss 5 57 18 8 42 18

Dolphin, Barthel Withdrew.

30ft. CJass^Start, 2:15.

White Cap, Gannon 6 07 39 3 52 39

Frances A.. McLeod .5 31 59 3 16 59

Oweene, Major 5 34 02 ,3 19 02

Cricket, Wilds 5 30 51 3 15 51

25ft. Class—Start, 2:25.

Question, Brennan .5 48 31 8 23 31

Two Step, Wendell 0 31 51 3 06 51

Soi'=.tte' T, Schweikart ...5 04 22 3 39 22

Taifu, Hodges .....5 11 20 2 46 20

Aiiecn, Chuvers 5 07 30 2 42 30

20ft. Class-Start, 2:25.

Advance, Malcomson ,...5 13 38 2 48 38

Concordia, W. Schweikart.... 5 35 08 3 10 08

Myrta, Philips 5 35 10 3 10 10

Golden Rod, Grasssr 5 35 07 3 10 07

Time figured from 2:15 flat.

Judges: Dr. R. J. Farmer, George Beck, Col. J. H.
Beattie. Timers: E. H. Broadwell and E. H. Broadwell.

Frances protested Oweene for failing to give room on

the line at the start.

The club will give a race for power boats on July 7, open
to all . without entrance fee. There will be classes as

follows : All over 40ft. l.w.l. ; 30 to 40ft. ; 25 to 30ft. ; 20

to 25ft., and under 20ft. The start will be made in

two divisions, all over 25ft. at 3:00 preparatory, and 3:10

for the start ; all 25ft. and under at 4 ;oo preparatory, and

4:10 for the start. Detroit Y, C. championship flags \yil]

^ given in each class,

The club has scheduled the following events for the
season: July 7, power race; 14, club regatta, all classes;
Aug. iS, club regatta, all classes; Sept. 10, annual fall

sweepstakes; 11, special 2sft. class; 12, free for all sweep-
stakes, yawls

; 13-14, club cruise.

The conditions of the fall sweepstakes are as follows

:

Prizes.— ist, $200 gold, champion flag, possession of
Hotel Ste. Claire cup for one year; 2d, $100 gold; 3d, $50
gold; 4th, $25 gold.

Prizes will be increased $25 for each yacht over eleven
entered.

In addition to cup, cash prizes and flag, there will be a

time prize for 45 and 40 footers, and one for 35 and 30
footers.

Entrance fee, $25.
All yachts must enter and receive sailing numbers from

the Regatta Committee at the club house before 6 P. M.
Sunday, Sept. 8. Each entry to be accompanied by a

measurer's certificate from the home club.

Yacht Racing Union rules govern, with exception of

paragraph 3, section XIV. Crews, struck out.

All boats under 30ft. racing length must accept 30ft.

racing measurement.
Each yacht while sailing in the race must carry the

number assigned her by the Regatta Committee at the peak
on both port and starboard.

Mr. Mark W. Allen, 118 William street, Detroit, is the

Secretary of the Regatta Committee.

New Rochelle Y, C. Annual Regfatta.

NEW ROCHELLE—^LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, June 30.

Te2 New Rochelle Y. C. sailed its annual regatta on
June 30 in the hardest blow of the year, a strong and
puffy N.W. wind that parted halyards and bobstays and
snapped oft" masts and bowsprits. There was an entry

list of sixty-two yachts, and as the whole Sound fleet

is now ready for the mid-summer racing, most of these

Avould have started in ordinary weather, but as it was, the

list was cut just in half. The regular club courses were
sailed, starting off Echo Bay, across the Sound to the

Gangway Buoy and then to the second mark, down the

Sound, and home. The incidents of the day were numer-
ous and varied. Nin-ana parted her halyards near the line,

Raider was disabled and Vivette lost her mast on the

line; Penguin dragged ashore. Sultan carried away her

mizzen mast, Tosto tore her mainsail, Empronzi parted

her bobstay, Ondawa broke her steering gear, Maraquita

parted her peak hab^ards, Sakana lost her bowsprit, Freya

parted her peak halyards, Awa parted her peak halyards.

Eurybia carried away her bowsprit, Oiseau carried away
her bowsprit and mast, and Per.simmon carried away her

bowsprit. The times were:

51ft, Class—Start, 12:20.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Maraquita. H. B. Shaen 46.83 3 36 33 3 36 33

Awa, T. L. Arnold 46.43 3 26 14 3 25 44

Ondawa, F. J. Robert 46.93 Disabled.

Cutters and Yawls—43ft. Class—Start, 12:25.

Eurybia, Charles Pryer 40.02 Disabled.

Fleetwing, C. M. Fletcher 40.00 2 36 37 2 36 37

Albicore, yawl, S. J. tlyde 41.00 - 2 20,56 2 19 53

Yawls—36ft. Class—Start, 12:30.

Escape George T. Mathews 30.42 2 28 48 2 21 03

Freyia, George J. Bradish 36.00 Disabled.

Possum, W. N. Bavicr 36.00 2 36 37 2 36 37

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start, 12:40.

Empronzi, Alfred Peats 30.00 Disabled.

Alerion, A. H. Alkcr 28.30 2 !)5 02 2 22 11

Kit, T. H. Macdonald 30.00 2 32 45 2 32 45

Oiseau, J. R. Ma-xwcU, Jr 30.00 Disabled.

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 12:50.

Edwina III., J. N. Gould 25.00 2 25 30 2 25 30

Emvzoi, A. Tissot 25.00 2 22 05 2 22 05

Rochelle, Edward Kelly 25.00 1 57 55 1 57 55

Kenosha, C. W. Voltz 25.00 2 15 50 2 15 50

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 12:55.

Ox, Robert Bavier.... 21.00 1 39 40 1 39 40

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 1:00.

Nora, Lewis Isclin 18.00 1 47 20 1 47 20

Vivette, J. H. Esser 15.00 Disabled.

Raceabouts—Start, 12 :45.

Snapper, H. L. Maxwell 21.00 2 07 32 2 07 32

-Scamp, Johnson De Forest 21.00 2 07 16 2 07 16

Colleen, L. R. Alberger ' 21.00 3 11 17 2 11 17

Persimmon, H. D. V. Warner 21.00 Disabled.

Catboats—30ft. Class—Start, 12:40.

Dot, C. T. Pierce 30.00 2 33 46 2 33 46

Leisure, F. B. Myrick 27.96 3 22 13 3 18 51

Alice, t. E. Young 26.06 Not timed.

Catboats—21ft. Class—Start, 12:55.

Mongoose IL, Simeon Ford.... 21.00 1 29 06 1 29 06

Kazaza, T. J. McCahill 21.00 1 31 29 1 31 29

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start, 12:50.

Thelga, A. P. Thayer..... •...21.00 2 21 01 2 21 01

Tosto, L. M. Scott 21.00 Disabled.

The Regatta Committee included Messrs. J. D. Spark-

man, C. P. Tower, O. H. Chellborg, W. E. Moore and
Harrj^ Stevenson.

Beverly Y. C.

wing's neck—BUZZARDS BAY.

Saturday, June 30.

The Beverly Y. C. sailed a race on June 30 in a gale

from the west, a dozen of the yachts getting over the

course successfully. The times were:

25ft. Class.
Elapsed.

Mav Oueen. D. L. Whittemore 2 05 53

Ulula. 'W. H. Winship ^ U
Nokomis, Alfred Winsor ^17 43

Eina, John Parkin s6n. - Disabled.

21ft- Class.

Ouakeress, W. F. Harrison... 13130
Amanita, L. Bacon ••4^?^
Edith, C. M. Baker 1 34 00

Cyrilla, R. W. Emmons 1 35 01

Sylvia, S. D. Warren - 1 41 21

Kestrel, F. L. Dabney
Bohemia, R. L. Barstow, Tr .....Withdrew.

Fourth Class—Cats.
Hod 1 50 50

3.5ft. One-Design Class.

Flickamaroo, W. B. Emmons .J) 43 45

Uarda, Tohn Parkinson, Jr .-.>....., Disabled.

Teaser,"R. W. Emmons 2d Disabled.

Judge, E. N. Farnsworth.
Uarda and Teaser were in collision, and later Teaser

swamped and was beached.

Niagara II.. Howard Gould, arrived at Apt^erp on

June 26,

Eastern Y, C. Annual Regatta.

MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Saturday, June 30.

The Eastern Y. C. sailed its annual regatta on June 30
in half a gale from W.N.W. and a lively sea, only half a
dozen yachts starting. The two big schooners Constella-
tion and Hildegarde were matched, but the latter parted
her jib sheets before the start and withdrew. The 70ft.

l.w.l. centerboard cutter Athene, just from the Bristol
yard, where she had two tons of lead bolted under the
keel and two new sails made, went in against Constellation
for the Puritan cup.

Gloriana and the ne<v 51-footer Shark were in the
harbor, but Shark would not start with reefed sails. The
course was out around the E. Y. C. mark, then around the
Graves Whistling Buoy and return over the same course.
Athene sailed with topmast on deck and fuU lower sail.

Constellation ran away from Athene off the wind, but in

beating out to the Graves the cutter took the lead. On the
third leg, off the wind, Constellation regained the lead, but
on the beat home she carried away the jaws of her main
gaft' and Athene won by a large margin. The times were

:

Puritan Cup.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Athene. W. O. Gay 4 30 00 4 22 14
Constellation, F. .Skinner, Jr 4 46 55 4 46 .55

Schooners, 46ft. Class.
Barbara, D. O. Earle 4 14 39 4 14 39
Rondira. D. C. Percival, Jr 4 21 31 4 18 23

Cutters—35ft. Class.
Halaia, J. p. and C. E. Loud.....,..,,.. 4 30 25 4 30 25
Siren, Robert Saltonstall r Disabled.

Athene wins the Puritan cup for the year; Barbara
wins $75 ; Halaia wins $50. The steamer Gov. Andrews
carried the members and guests over the course, to the

serious discomfiture of some of the ladies.

The judges were H. H. Buck, H. D. Bennett, Henrv
Howard, F. O. North and O. B. Roberts.

Squantum Y. C.

SQUANTUM, MASS.

Saturday, June 30.

The Squantum Y. C. was favored with a westerly gale

for its open regatta on June 30, but a number of boats

were out under four reefs. The race was attended by

various mishaps; Lobster capsized and her crew was taken

off by her rival, Zoe. Coquette was driven ashore. The
limes were:

Class D.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Early Dawn, T. E. Doherty 1 12 15

Class S.

Ursona, E. E. Prior 1 26 15

Coquette, B. D. Amsden Stranded.

Class T.

Zoe, J. McCarthy Not timed.
Lobster, t. Hendrie Disabled.

Handicap Class.

Kiuna, F. N. Learned ,*.,..^...,..^.l 15 30 1 13 30

Acme, H. Patten : . . ... ...... .1 22 10 1 16 10

Snowhopus, Sargent & Drew ,....,^.-.1 29 40 1 25 40

The winners were Early Dawn, Ursona, Zoe and Kitina.

Royal Canadian Y. C.

TORONTO—^TORONTO BAY.

Saturday, June 23.

The Royal Canadian Y. C. sailed a race on June 23 for

the first, 30ft., i6ft. and dinghy classes. In the first class

Merrj'thought won, with Clorita second. The wind was
light, but Merrythought led from the start. In the .30ft.

class Sylvia beat Wona. The times were

:

16ft. Class—Start, 3:30.
Finish.

Merlin 4' 44 00

Caprice 4 45 30

Hustler » 4 45 45

Cake Walk 4 46 25

Dodo V , 4 46 30

Sigma • 4 55 15

Dinghy Class—Start, 3:35.

B Tarvi. 4 28 30

C Sweatman 4 31 00

George Gooderham. Jr.... 4 34 00

F Smith . 4 37 00

G>lumbia Y. C.

CHICAGO—^LAKE MICHIGAN.

Saturday, June 30.

TliE Columbia Y. C. sailed a race, the third of the

series, for the smaller yachts on June 30. The times were

:

Class 9.

Start Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ouery 2 .32 40 3 16 40 0 44 00 0 41 42

Sktvr 2 31 25 3 18 10 0 46 45 0 46 45

Albatross .
,

..... .2 31 ,50 3 21 30 0 49 40 0 41 36

Gironda (,..... 2 31 30 Swamped.
Loon 2 30 23 3 20 25 0 50 02 0 42 19

Willit ,2 30 20 3 22 49 0 52 29 0 43 46

Class 10.

Florence ......2 30 25 3 20 57 0 50 32 0 50 32

"Winthrop Y. C.

WINTHROP—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, June 30.

A WESTERLY gale on June 30 prevented the swimming
and rowing races scheduled by the Winthrop Y. C, and

only four boats started in the yacht race, the times being

:

Elapsed. Corrected.

Alruna, R. U. Clark, Jr 0 27 48 0 26 48

Dorothy, A. M. Crowes 0 31 50 0 26 50

Alert, John MacConnell, Jr 0 27 20 0 27 20

Ruth, A. L. Richards ..Disabled.

Qaeen City Y» C
TORONTO—TORONTO BAYi

Saturday, June 23.

The Queen City Y. C. sailed a race for the 20ft. class

on June 23, in a light breeze, the times being, start 2:45:

Finish. Elapsed.

Venetta. Haney Bros 5 53 00 3 Of 00

Widgeon, P. J. Kenny 3 U 55

Arab, R. Waddell • Withdrew.

Widgeon protested Venetta for fouling at the start.
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YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
A match was sailed on June 24 between the tuckups

Freda K. and Catherine C, over a course from Market

street wharf, Philadelphia, to Kaign's Point, Howell's

Point and return. The times were, start, 2:00:

Finish.

Freda K., Charles Dunlay ! ^2 2^
Catherine C, Haixy Ouinn 4 lb OU

S 1%

The weekly knockabout races of the Corinthian Y. C.

at Essington on June 23 resulted as follows, start 3:15:

Finish.

TCiH 4 33 03

i^?eeda 4340s
Grisle • • ^iouo

Hi m. n
Laurus, auxiliar}' schooner, designed by Gary Smith &

Barbev for Dr. J. C. Ayer, left Poillon's yard on her trial

trip on Tune 30. Brynlis, schooner, recently purchased

by James Roosevelt and fitted with a 16-H. P. gasoline

motor, also left the yard on the same day for a trial.

n H K
Vela sloop, has been sold by J. E. Cowdin to George

D Provost, of New York. The yacht was designed by

Gary Smith & Barbey, and built at Poijlon's in 1897, and

has since been on the Great South Bay.

m m.

Charles S. Ames, son of Leonard Ames, Jr., a wealthy

iron manufacturer of Oswego, was drowned in Lake

Ontario, near Oswego, late in the night of June 24. With

a party of friends Mr. Ames was out in his yacht

Bohemian, and while standing on the deck a momentary
change of wind shifted the sail, which struck and threw

him into the water. Attempts at rescue were unavailing.

The body has not been recovered. Mr. Ames was one of

the most skillful and best-known yachtsmen on Lake

Ontario.
1^ 1^

Lookout, the racing Skow designed by A. H. Higgin-

son to challenge for the Quincy cup, was launched at

Fenton's yard, Manchester, on June 20.

H H »l

Eleanor, steam yacht, has been sold by Mrs. J. W. M.
Cardeza to J. J. Hill, who has changed her name to

Wacouta. „ _
•s at

On June 28 a schooner yacht 6oft. over all and 20ft.

beam was launched at Bay Shore, L. I., where she was

built by Gapt. W. C. Rogers for Regis H. Post, who de-

signed her. The new yacht is named Shawondasee.

fe^ 8^

Sentinel, steam yacht, E. D. Thayer, Jr.. arrived at New
York from Newport News on June 24, and Gapt. Pre^ssey

reported that "on Sunday morning at 9 o'clock Cape

Henlopen. bearing N.N.W., distance fifteen miles, the

steam yacht Sentinel picked up a 16ft. centerboard boat

painted white, with bright gunwales and brass rowlocks,

and containing .one oar."

x at *c

The second race of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. Center

Island cup series was sailed on June 30, the titnes being,

start, 3:08:
T^- u TTi ^' Finish. Elapsed.

Wyntje, F. S. Hastins 4 38 03 1 30 03

Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart , 4 40 58 1 .32 55

Bee, A. C. Jacque!in - 4 41 58 1 33 58

dttaemg.

American Ganoe Association, J899-J900.

Commodore, W, G. MacKendrick, 200 Eastern aveaue. Toroato,

Can
Se'cretaiy-Treasurer, Herbert Begg, 24 King street. Toronto, Can.
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Bayonne, N. J.
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ATLANTIC DIVISION. i

Vice-Corn., H. C. Allen, Trenton, N. J.

Rear-Com., Lewis H. May, New York.
Purser, Arthur H. Wood. Trenton, N. J. I
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Vice-Com.. John S. Wright, Rochestei', N. Y.
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Meet of 1900, Muskoka Lakf, Aug. 3-17.
' OiBcial organ, Fokest and Stkeax..

Fixtwfcs.

7. Toronto, club annual.
14. Toronto, paddling and sailing races.

21. Toronto, races and hop.

AtigasL

3-17. A. C. A. meet, Muskoka.
September.

1-3. Toronto, club cruise.

8. Toronto, fall regatta.

15. Toronto, sailing races.

A. C* A. Memf)ership.

Atlantifc Division—Chas. E. Losee, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

N. Y. C, C; Selden G. Wickett, Brooklyn, N. Y., N. Y.

c c.

FOREST AND STREAM.

The Atlantic Division Meet.
DELEWARE RIVER.

May 26-30.

The Division meet of the Atlantic Division, including a

cruise and camp, was successful to a degree that sur-

prised the old hands who have by long experience learned

the difference between raid-winter enthusiasm in canoeing

and the lukewarmness which comes with the opening ol

the season. There is nothing easier after a good dinner

on a cold winter night than to pledge every one present

to attend a cruise or a meet in the coming summer; they

can hardly wait until the time comes ; but after the camp
is opened and more or less elaborate preparations made
for the expected multitude, they modestly remain invisible.

This meet was an exception. .Seventy-five men were
present at the dinner of the Atlantic Division in New
York last winter, about all of them promising the Vice-

Commodore and officers that they would take part in the

meet in May. The camp register on May 31 showed
seventy-six names. Whether every man kept his promise,

and if so, who the odd man was, we do not know, but

both gatherings showed a representative set of canoeists

from the Division.

The arrangements for the meet were not only care-

fully plaimed, but much trouble was taken in making them
known to the members, and it is probably due to this,

backed by the reputation of the executive, which induced

so many to make the trip. The circular prepared and
sent out by Vice-Com. Allen and Purser Wood, with a

detailed programme, a chart of the Delaware and fiill

instructions as to rendezvous, etc., made it an easy matter

to prepare properly for the trip.

toliowing the programme, the party met in the after-

noon of May 25 at the United States Hotel, Easton, Pa.,

and spent a pleasant evening together after dinner. The
muster sliowed thirty-five men and twenty-one canoes, and
as practically all were old friends, the reunion was in

every way pleasant. The start was made early on Satur-

day,' and at 8 A. M. all were well under way for" Oak
Island. Three members of the Brooklyn C. C. were out

for their annual camping cruise down the river, so left

the main party here, or rather remained behind at the

start, falling in again near the end of the cruise. The
start was made at an easy pace, most of the men having

had little practice this spring. A rapid just above
Raubsville made a pleasant diversion, and at about 9:30
the party landed at that place—a good hotel with a
comfortable porch, tempting to an hour's rest'. After
starting again, a short run brought them to Reigelsville too

early for dinner. While waiting, the Brooklyn party

passed down the river.

The host, Carty, produced a good substantial dinner

and they pulled out about 2 o'clock. The wind thus far

had failed, and many regretted that they had not planned

for a longer run on the first day, but after dinner it was
blowing quite hard up stream, so that there were no
complaints as to the short distance scheduled.

The old dam at Durham Furnace gave a very lively

little run, and was, of course, enjoyed. There was
nothing further worthy of notice during the remainder of

the afternoon, and about 5 o'clock all pulled into French-
town, where they were greeted by five more men and
four more canoes, thus making the party twenty-five

canoes and forty men. and this fleet, when in single file, as

in running ranids or when spread across the river as they

occasionally did in the smooth, quiet stretches, presented

a beautiful sight, and one that perhaps it will not be the

lot of any of the participants to again behold. A very
pleasant night was passed at Frenchtown, and all did

justice to the bountiful repast spread by friend Apgar.
On Sunday morning a fair early start was made, and

all were soon enjoying the beautiful stretch of river be-

low Frenchtown and the pretty run through the group of

islands at Stover's. Tumble Falls, just below the rail-

road station of that name, was the most lively of any
rapid encountered thtis far, and the excitement of shoot-

ing the rapids was well enjoyed. A few miles further

came the dam of Bull's Island. The sluice of the dam
is of a good width, and very clean, with a large nurnber of

big foamers at the bottom. After giving it a hasty inspec-

tion the party laid by for running. When about half had
gotten through safely (although the majoritj^ found it

necessary to go to shore to dump out the water which in

most cases was some 2 and 3in. deep inside of the canoe)

two of the New York men came through tandem, kneel-

ing, in a low, open canoe with single blades. The result

was, the first large wave took exception to their style

and swamped the canoe. It was soon turned bottom up-

ward, and the men floated through the remaining half-mile

of rapids, reaching the shore at the bottom, where they

rearranged their duffle and adjusted their clothing. The
weather being warm, they thoroughly appreciated the

bath, and by the time Lambertville was reached their

clothing was dry enough to go to the hotel for dinner.

The Bull's Island shoot, as heretofore has been the

experience in short trips, was probably the most pleasant

of any run. At this point the Brooklyn men rejoined

the party, and continited with it until the end of the

cruise. Lambertville was reached in good time for

dinner, after which a good examination of Well's Falls

was made. The channel through the middle is imprac-

ticable for an open canoe, particularly tandem. Nearly
all of the party were in open canoes, and the majority

tandem., so that channel was disposed of with little con-

sideration and an examination was made of the channel
down close to the Jersey shore. The water there, along

this side, was very shallow, with rocks projecting every-

where. It was therefore decided that as the superin-

tendent of the Delaware & Raritan Canal had so kindly

given to the party the use of the canal, and instructed the

lock-keeper to open the lock for it, it would be advis-

able for those who were cruising tandem to enter the

canal and paddle down it nntil near the foot of the falls,

where there was an easy slide down the canal bank into

the river. This course was adopted by a majority, and
those who were alone in their canoes proceeded down the

Jersey shore, but not without some bad bumping, and in

one or two cases a hang up. Furman. of Park Island, who
had his deck covers with him. ran the center of the falls

down over the big foamers, and several times was lost en-

tirely to sight in the big waves. The pleasure of shooting

the center is great, but should be attempted only in cov-

ered canoes.

IB

There was now a long and quiet stretch before the dam
at Scudder's was reached, about 5 o'clock. Part of the

wing wall of the dam had given away, making a rather

crooked but good channel. Through this the canoes

picked their way, and all voted it a success as a producer

of exhilaration. From there to Park Island the canoes

lined up across the river, covering, when paddling, the

river from shore to shore. The island was reached about

6 o'clock, and the Camp Site Committee soon provided

the necessary quarters for the visitors, after which, with

an appetite sharpened to a razor edge, all fell to and
hastily disposed of the articles produced by Caterer

Hudson.
Besides those who made the cruise, others, who were

less fortunate in the matter of time, came to Park Island

for the camp and races, the camp register showing seventy-

six members of the Division. The work of enlarging

the Park Island club house was delayed far beyond the

appointed time, so that it was still in an unfinished con-

dition, and the kitchen was not in shape to provide for

such a large party, but the diligence of the caterer made
up for this deficiency, and there was no lack of good
food. The tents of the Park Island men, all in position

for the season, offered ample accommodation for all

visitors.

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday were spent very

pleasantly, with a little racing at times on each day, and a

good deal of loafing between, while at night there was the

usual camp-fire. Among those present were Seavey,

Peebles, Berry, Smythe, Murray, Park, Fennimore,
Kreamer, Hogan, Wilkin, Dunnell, Dater, Hewitt and
Stephens. The annual meeting of the Division wfi." held
on Monday, the following officers being elected.

The races resulted as follows

:

Novice, one man, double blades

:

T. T. R. Davis, Lakanoo C. C. ,f
-

2. W. H. Rickey, Park Island C. A. ^

Fred Furman, Park Island C. A.
H. A. Hill, Park Island C. A.
W. S. Hewitt, Lakanoo C. C.

Novice, tandem, single blade:

1. T. W. Cooke—W. IT. Rickey, Park Island C. A.
2. H. A. Hill—Fred Furman, Park Island C. A.
3. W. S. Hewitt—T. R. Davis, Lakanoo C. C.

Novice, tandem, double blades

:

1. T. R. Davis—W. S. Hewitt, Lakanoo C. C.
2. T. W\ Cooke—W. A. Furman, Park Island C. A.
Tandem, double blades

:

1. Chas. Eastraond—H. C. Allen, Brooklyn and Park
Island.

2. T. R. Davis—W. S. Hewitt, Lakanoo C C.

3. T. W. Cooke—W. A. Furman, Park Island C. A.
Tandem, single blades.

1. T. R. Davis—T. W. Cooke.
2. W. A. Furman—Chas. Eastniond.
Tail-end race:
1. i'. W. Cooke, Park Island C. A.
2. W. A. Furman, Park Island C. A.
3. H. C. Allen, Park Island C. A.

H. A. Hill, Park Island C. A.
T. R. Davis, Lakanoo C. C. .

Novice, single blade

:

T. Chas. Eastmond, Brooklyn C. C.

2. E. W. Crittenden, Red Dragon C. C.

W. A. Furman, Park Island C. A. (
Hand paddling

:

r. E. D. Anderson, Park Island C. A.
2. M. D. Wik, Red Dragon C. C.

W. A. Furman, Park Island C. A.
E. W. Crittenden, Red Dragon C. C.
E. D. Hemingway.

Swimming race:
I. J. M. Lovett, Park Island C. A.
3. Fred Furman, Park Island C. A.

Miller Heidweiler, Park Island C. A.
Single blade paddling: „

1. Chas. Eastmond, Brooklvn C. C.

2. T. W. Cooke. Park Islaiid C. A.
M. D. Wilt, Red Dragon C. C.

W. A. Furman, Park Island C. A,
Double blade paddling

:

1. T. R. Davis, Lakanoo C. C. ^

'*

2. Chas. Eastmond. Brooklyn C. C.

M. D. Wilt, Red Dragon C. C.

W. A. Furman, Park Island C. A.
E. W. Crittenden, Red Dragon C. C.

Tournament, first heat

:

1. H. C. Allen—Chas. Eastmond.
2. M. D. Wilt—E. W. Crittenden.

Second heat : -

\

1. E. D. Hemingway—H. E. DaAis.
2. W. A. Furman—Fred Furman.
Third heat :

'

1. E. D. Hemingway—H. E. Davis.
2. H. C. Allen—Chas. Eastmond. ' '

-

Tandem overboard race

:

1. M. D. Wilt—E. W. Crittenden.

2. E. D. Hemingway—H. E. Davis.

3. H. C. Allen—Chas. Eastmond.
4. W. A. Furman—Fred Furman.
The successful meet was due mainly to the work of

Vice-Com. Allen and Purser Wood, aided by the men>
bers of the Park Island C. A., who did everything possible

to entertain the visitors and to aid them in the handling
and shipping of canoes.

Brooklyn C. C.

The Brooklyn C. C. held its annual June regatta on the

i6th, off its new station, Gravesend Bay, the wind being
fresh from the east with rough water. The events were:
Upset Paddling Race, Scratch—Won by P. F. Hogan,

with S. J. Bennett as crew. Time, 2m. 23s.

50yd. Scratch Swimming Race (Club Championship)

—

Won by H. M. Dater: Com. Frank L. Dunnell, second;
S. J. Bennett, third : M. M. Davis, fourth. Time, im. 5s.

Half-Mile Straightaway Paddling Competition (Decked
Canoes)—Won by Eclipse, Frank L. Dunnell; Rattler, H.
M. Dater, second; Eastern Star, Morton V. Brokaw,
third. Time, 2m. 35s.

Annual Challenge IN'Iatch for the Buddington Trophy
(Three Miles, Trianeular)—Won bv Eclip-e, Frank L.

Dunnell, defender. Time, 4:15 :2p. Clover, M< Slv Davis,

challenger, second. Time, 4:20:20. ^
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abouts. In a few minutes the voices sounded nearer, and
when they were hailed they proved to be close enough
to answer questions intelligently. After one or two in-

quiries, which related principally to matters of distance,
the canoe resumed her journey, and on rounding a bend
which was a trifle more crooked than usual, suddenly
encoimtered a swimming party on the bank of the river.
The answers to my various questions carried the in-

formation that it was still five or six miles to the nearest
house (river measure), and that as it stood some distance
from the water's edge we might easily run by it in the
gathering darkness; that an unknown number of para-
sangs further down the river stood the classic city of
Palmyra (pronounced "Palmiry"), and lastly that some
of the_ party hved only a mile back from the river on
the adjacent hills. By this time the skies were lowering,
and somehow during the colloquy I had received an in-
vitation to go up and stay over night, which was of
course entirely unexpected. The Little Pilgrim having
been put snugly to bed in the bushes, the rest of the party
retraced their steps up stream and crossed the prehistoric
bridge on the way to the farmhouse.
Does the man who has spent all his life in the city

realize what he has lost in missing the experience of
boyhood on the farm? The country boy often removes
into the city, in his mature years, for the brain and brawn
of every municipality is largely drawn from the rural dis-
tricts; "but, however far away from the soil fortune and
fate may lead him, the farmer boy never entirely sunders
the mystic cords that bind him to his earlier existence,
nevei* wholly loses the subtle touch that keeps him
always in sj'mpathy with the great realm of animate and
inanimate nature, which lies outside the lines of any
human corporation. And when he comes into that realm
again, perhaps after an absence of many years, he re-
sumes at once his wonted converse as if it were inter-

rupted but yesterday, and reads, as if in an open book,
the records that to those untaught are only blind hiero-
glyphics. For the boj'^ on the farm lives the transitions
of the revolving year, sharing to the full its varying
phases and entering with unabated zest into all the ex-
periences which it brings. He is, in and of himself, a part
of each recurring season, merging his personality in each
as it in turn enfolds the earth, taking on the changing
hues of nature, like the fabled chameleon, glad when she
is mild and bright, graver when her face is shadowed with
cloud and storm, touched with an unconscious melancholy
in the ripening of the year. God bless the country, to all

its boys now and always the most delightful region in

all the round earth in the seasons for nutting, for swim-
ming, for fishing, and hunting; but alas! sometimes
scarcely so alluring in the times for hoeing potatoes and
husking corn.
And so it was that the country boy from the city speedily

established the most friendly relations with his farmer
host, and together they discussed all the varying con-
ditions of the weather and the crops, with incidental
references to the far-ofif conflict in Cuba and the Philip-
pines. Much to the guest's surprise, the family seemed
to be quite familiar with the existence of Toledo as a city

on the banks of the Maumee, and indeed the sister of our
farmer's wife had a son who had some time previously
gone to that metropolis to build up his incipient fortune,
and the farmer himself, not so very long before, had been
in Toledo for a day and had listened to some tales in

M'hich both Chicago and Duluth were clearly set forth as
back numbers. All this was perhaps not so very remark-
able when it is remembered that the farm was only a trifle

more than a two hours' Journey from the Maumee by
rail.

The next morning opened none too propitiously, since,

paradoxically speaking, the skies seemed to contain al-

together too much water for an aquatic journey. But
they held it back very considerately till the Little Pilgrim
was fairly on the way again—and then it rained. The
farmhouse and its kindly occupants had been left far be-
hind; there was not a shingle in sight anywhere, but by
this time w^e were passing through a bit of woods, and by
the most satisfactory coincidence came uppon a tangle of
fallen trees just' at the point where the rain became
serious. Here, with her bow resting on a convenient
trunk, whic?i was upheld by its fellows at just the proper
height from the ground, the canoe was transformed into

a hotel, with all her supplies and other movables closely

stowed away in the basement. Then and not till then
were brought forth the pipe and the bon bouche of the
voyage—carefullj' treasured for just such an occasion as

thi.s—-the current and hitherto unopened number of

Forest and Stream. What could have been more de-
lighthd than that unreckoned hour, when, snug and dry,

under the shelter of their own roof tree and a hundred
miles from anywhere (by river), the crew of the Little

Pilgrim called up the choicest comrades from all quarters
of the globe, and held congenial converse with kindred
souls! But the journal and the shower were finished at

about the same time, and as the sun looked out again the

hotel disappeared like a palace in the "Arabian Nights,"
the Little Pilgrim was once more afloat, and we sped
peacefully away on our journey.

Jay Beebe.

tXhe mink not only has an inveterate habit of stealing along the
shore, hut of stealing everywhere else that he may happen to be.
He has, in fact, the reputation of being the greatest known thief

in the localities which he inhabits.

home, and the two regular guardians of the camp, making
rather a strong force.
We started out five of these men with a horse in the

raoming to break and shovel a road for the rest of us.
We waited a while, and then set out. On the wind-swept
surface of the lake, to cross which was the first stage of
our journey, we got on very well, but when we came to
the islands we began to get a taste of what was before us.
There we found drifts! The men and the single horse
with no load had struggled through them, but our heavier
horses and heavily loaded sleigh were another matter.
In places the horses went nearly to their bellies, and
coiild get on but a few yards without stopping, while the
sleigh plowed a complete canal from one to two feet
deep. Still, we kept on till we came near the mainland.
There we found trouble. The whole force of men had only
been able to dig us a road for a few vards through a
drift ID or 15 feet deep, with as much further to go—that
is, there was a bank of it piled up on our road which we
could not avoid. After that, there were 3 feet of snow
for two and a half miles through the woods, and beyond
that again a couple of miles of clearing, river banks, gul-
lies and hills, where the road would inevitably be blocked
to an unknown extent. It was clear that there was no
thoroughfare for us. Horses would be tired out,-and some
of the passengers might perish before any shelter could
be reached. We could do nothing else but return to the
camp and wait. The robes and blankets we threw on the
snow, the passengers got out and stood on them, the
horses were unhitched and compelled to flounder around
and get out the best way they could. All the men were
called together, and by their united exertions they turned
the sleigh about also, and the camp was regained without
difficulty.

The question arose what was to be done next. That
heavy and cumbersome sleigh could not be got over that
road for some days to come. The leader of the expedi-
tion, like Hans Breitmann, "retired into himself a little
viles," and devised a plan. He got out one of the oldest,
best and strongest of our canvas canoes, and by means of
ropes harnessed the horses into it. It wa^ found to go
very well, and the men and the young ladies had great
larks with it. The day was so far advanced that nothing
else could be done, but the next morning we started the
men out to shovel the road as before. Their horse could
not draw their empty vehicle, so they turned him loose,
and he and the men made a single track wide enough
for our horses to follow. All passengers embarked in the
canoe, well wrapped up with blankets and robes, and
away we went. The canoe was sometimes tilted to some
very uncomfortable angles, and at times took in a good
deal of snow, but it was never actually upset. We could
see that the horses had hard work to go along, but by
the laughing of the passengers it was evident they did
not sympathize much, and was merely the best we could
do. It was nearly nightfall before we got through the
bush and to the nearest house, having been obliged to
stop and favoV the horses a good deal. From there to
our destination the road was open, and there were farm-
houses all the way along. The men and boys of the
families all seemed to be occupied chopping wood at
their door, but when they saw this uncommon convey-
ance they dropped their axes, went into their home and
called the family to come out and look. It has been said
that they dropped on their knees, crossed themselves and
said their prayers, thinking this to be the famous "Chasse
Galerie of

^
Canadian legend, which, although flying

through the air and clouds in summer, might be supposed
to be drawn over the snow in winter by horses. The
roads being well broken we drove fast, and arrived at
our destination before dark. Our uncommon mode of
locomotion was the subject of discussion for a week.

- G. DE MONTAUBAN.

New York C C
BATH BEACH—GRAVESEND BAY.

Saturday, June 16.

The New York C. C. sailed a special invitation race for
the Marine and Field Club's new one-design class on
June 16, the course being a triangle from off the club
house around a buoy off the Atlantic Y. C. station at Sea
Gate and a second mark off the Marine and Field Club,
the rounds, making nine miles, naut. Five boats started
at 3 :27, Quinque winning. The times were

:

^1 1st Round. 2d Kound. Finish.
Quirique, L. H. bmith 4 U 10 5 02 47 5 Sfi 05
Stinger, A Clapp. ,...4 13 43 5 05 14 6 03 42
Kelpie, J. Brown ....4 36 43 5 14 41 6 08 58
Esperance. F. L. DuncU....4 18 17 5 13 32 6 10 21
Vixen, J. J, Mahoney 4 16 36 5 12 13 6 12 02

Elapsed.
2 29 05
2 36 42
2 41 58
2 43 21
2 45 02

A Hard Road to Travel.

The prize was a handsome claret pitcher of cut glass
and silver. After the race the Aasitors were entertained at
dinner. Mr. Vaux in presenting the cup recalled to the
visitors the obligation of the New York C. C. to the
Marine and Field Club.at the time of ; the last international
canoe race, when the club had no house nor station, and
was given all the privileges of the Marine and Field Club
station.

Saturday, June 23.

On June 23 a race was sailed for N. Y. C. C. boats, oyer
the same course, starting at 3 129. The times were

:

_ Finish. Elapsed.
Broncho, F. C. Moore .. .............. ..5 36 .'jfl 2 OV 55
Wraith, B. Fredericks 5 36 30 07 30
Spots, R. de F. Bailey ........5 48 05 2 19 05
Eileen, C. B. Vaux 5 42 43 - 4S
Pebble, R. M. Speer .5 44 40 2 15 40
Minx, C. V. Schuyler... .5 46 51 2 17 61

Down the Raisin^—11.

Boxing the Compass by Canoe—An Aquatic Jotifney

Through/Lower Michigan—The Cruise

of the Little filgrimc

It was said in the previous part of this narrative that

the upper portion of the River Raisin bore no traces of

traffic or commercialism. There was, as we* discovered,

most excellent reason for this, since in many a bend be-

side the one in which the Little Pilgrim had come to

grief, nature had written in sprawling but unmistakable

•characters, "No Thoroughfare." Frequently all that day

and the next we came upon these protests against our

passage, the foundations huge logs of driftwood and the

trunks of trees that lay on the spot where they had fallen,

the superstructures closely woven from their dismembered
'branches and all sorts of miscellaneous flotsam. Through
some of these there might be found on careful scrutiny

a narrow and uncertain opening, barely wide enough for

the Little Pilgrim, and it was one of the pleasures of the

voyage to essay these successive barriers in all their

varietv and originality (for no two of them were alike),

and thus to thwart the purpose of the old dame who would

fain have shut us out from her secrets. But the most of

these were navigable only for finny travelers or the pred-

atory minkt that occasionally stole along the shores. At
these it was necessary to land the canoe and to "Hft in"

and "lift out" with all the loading and unloading usually

incident to more serious portages. The man who at-

tempted to follow the river in a skiff or a "john boat,"

the two best known methods of navigation on the waters

of the inland lakes, might have got out of sight of his

own farm, but the probabilities are that he would have

ended his voyage ere it had fairly begun. But this was

evidently a matter of supreme indifference to the farmer

along our river, who wasted no time or money in build-

ing boats or in cutting away these impromptu dams. All

that the farmer cared for the river was to use a few

square yards of it for the purpose of watering his cattle

and washing his sheep. These services accomplished, it

might run away as it pleased into the regions of the

unknown. Yet' all these interruptions were only sauce

piquante to the Little Pilgrim, which had set out to ac-

company the river to its home in the great lake, and which

was not to be daunted by such show of apparent inhos-

pitality.

All that long, placid summer afternoon the little craft

floated down the river, now in the shadow of a group

of forest trees, which had as yet escaped the axe of the

woodman, now sweeping through the broad sunlight that

flooded the meadows, now rushing down some miniatiire

rapid where the stream seemed suddenly impressed W'ith

Ihe idea of making up for lost time, but that thought

abandoned, drifting more leisurely over still reaches

where the hurry was entirely forgotten; always and for-

ever winding and turning and curving backward with the

most good-natured and persistent determination of going
nowhere in particular and taking the longest possible

time in which to accomplish its purpose. First on one
side of the valley and then on the other our river saun-

tered, backward and forward as if bent on furnishing the

greatest amount of scenery in the least Hneal distance,

and heedless of any apprehension that the long June day

would ever come to an end. Meantime we had left the

railroad and the "early settlement" far behind, and were
steadily going onward—toward what and where? Less

than little did the crew and captain know, and absolutely

less than nothing did they care. For it was a matter of

slight consequence (they thought) where the river went,

so that it kept always going, and in the progress of time

arrived once more in the vicinity of railroads and tele-

fraphs, of graveled highways and the abode of man
layhap if they had known then what they afterward

learned, they might have felt differently, but that is not at

present material. It was such a delightfully novel sen-

sation to be going, going, without the remotest knowl-

edge of one's destination.

But as the afternoon wore on and the lights softened

and the shadows lengthened, the Little Pilgrim sometimes

grew half vexed with the river's consistent delay, and

now and then hastened her pace for a few hundred
yards, as who should say, "We ought certainly to be

coming out somewhere soon." Not that it made any

difference, though there are times when a change is

welcome, if it is only an evidence of recurring civiliza-

tion. For the Pilgrim furnished, in addition to a well-

stocked larder and an accorapHshed cook, all the othei

facilities of a first-class hotel, and had it proved con-

venient (as it afterward did) to spend the night on the

banks of the Raisin, not all the mosquitoes in Michigan
could have kept the captain from sleeping the sleep of

the man who carries a clear conscience and a good
digestion.

It seems very likely that all the Pilgrim's hotd accom-
modations would have been called into requisition that

night had it not been that not long after the sun had
stepped behind the most convenient range of hills and
the s'ow June twilight settled in the valley the Little

Pilgrim came upon a bridge. Fancy the effect upon the

boat and the captain of this modern paraphrase of

Crusoe's solitary footprint on the sands! A bridge is in-

dubitable evidence of a road; a road logically presupposes

the existence of a class of beings of sufiicient intelligence

to construct it, and (when reasonably sober) to travel on
it after it is constructed; and since these beings cannot

always be traveling, like our rivers, they must, in all

probability, erect some kind of structures along this

channel of communication in which they might cook their

food in the day time and do their sleeping at night.

Thence it would naturally follow that a wayfaring man
inight—

—

Before this line of argument could be extended to its

proper conclusion we had passed down some distance be-

low the bridge, and for the first time in the day heard

the sound, of human voices. They seemed at the be-

ginning to be in some indefinite locality beyond, and
their tones came through the air like the sound of men
in hiding, so difficult was it to determine their where-

*"We," as it is used in these chronicles, is not that misleading
form of the first personal pronoun employed by the editor and
others who wish to divide the weight of their heavy responsibility

with people unknown. It is simply meant to include the Little

Pilgrim and her crew.

Quebec, June, 1900.—I had some little business at the
lake and invited some others, two of them young women,
to drive up with me. So, with our driver, we were five, in

a big sleigh drawn by two good horses, tandem. The
drive up was nice, the roads being very good, and our
intended stay was pleasant, as stays at Lac Clair usually
are. But just at the time fixed for our homeward start

there came up the storm of March i and 2. We stayed
it out without impatience, but when it was over we wanted
to get home.

This it w^as certain would not be easy, two travelers

who came up on snowshoes giving us alarming reports of

the state of the roads, which reports, from tfie violence
of the storm, we could well believe. But we wanted to go,
and I engaged these men to go along with us and shovel
out our way. Besides them, we had two men with a
horse, who having finished their work also wanted to go

Buffalo C. C.

The Buffalo C. C. opened its new club house on Satur-
day, June 9, w^ith a full attendance. The house con-
tains thirty sleeping rooms, a fine billiard room and a
dining room, which will accommodate no; shower bath,
locker room, servants' quarters, and one of the most
complete kitchens possible. The club now has a full active
membership of 150, and 20 life members.

Canadian Canoe Association.

The newly organized Canadian Canoe Association has
selected Aug. 4 and 6 as the dates for its first annual
meet, at Brockville, on the St. Lawrence River. The
events will include war canoe,, fours, tandera and other
paddling races, and a four-oared rowing race.
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A Li ftable Underbody Rudder.
Under the present rules of the Royal C. C. it is 110

longer necessary that rudders be hung on the sternpost, as

E'n
all the older canoes, but the underbody rudder such as

s used on fin-keel yachts is permitted. The question of

disposing of such a rudder when hauling up the canoe
or even on entering shoal water is a serious one, as any
contact with the ground with the rudder down will prob-
ably result in injury to it if not to the case as well. The
rudder here illustrated is a new invention of Mr. War-
rington Baden-Powell. We are indebted to the Field

for the cut and description.

The rudder here given has been evolved from the ex-

perience gained from trial of several patterns ahnosc simi-

ar, and it is anticipated that all the material defects of a

ifting rudder have now been overcome. The idea of a
self-lifting rudder—that is, one which would lift auto-

matically on striking ground when going ahead—^has also

been amply tested, and it was found seriously faulty in

other respects and was abandoned. Such action required
the pivot point A" to be at the forward point of the

case, consequently the rudder stem E was brought to the

after end; a .lift, on striking the ground, soon brought
the blade G up to the keel

; any further lift necessitated

the rudder being turned completely round fore and aft for

ifting into the case ; hence the necessity of unshipping the
tiller, and yet at the same time the getting of a fore and

ift position of the blade G before it could be housed. Prac-
ically a rudder to be liftable must be able to come up at

Mice on striking, and we find the form given in the

irawing rises beautifully with reasonable attention.

THE NAUTILUS RUDDER.

[Designed by Mr. W. Baden-Powell for his new 1900
Nautilus.)

Fig. I.

A—Hanger and pivot A".

B—Wood filler pieces.

C—Brass plates over wood.
D—Brass plates for pivot.

E—Main tube of rudder, brass.
F—Neck piece of rudder, brass.

G—Rudder plate.

H—Ends of rudder case.

I—Tiller fitted on head.

J—Tricing pennant.
K—Keel band slot at*.

Fig. 2.—Rudder lifted up above keel.

Fig. I. shows the longitudinal view of the rudder
/hen down in sailing position in the rudder case; Fig. II.

hows the rudder lifted completely by its tackle through
le rudder case, as it would be for housing or for beaching
le canoe.
The rudder is composed entirely, in this case, of metal,

ut another one is being built for trial in which the blade
is of wood. The blade is slipped between the main neck

jrks F and riveted. The neck F, a solid rod 5^in. diam-
:er, passes up through the two center boards BB, which
amp tightly to it by the side plates of brass CC, and then
ts into the tube piece E, and is through riveted to this

jbe. The tube E projects above the deck and holds the

3d I. which is wrought into the form shown to take and
old the tiller ; the back part of the tube E above deck
as a hole through which the tiller point is poked, while
le horn of plate I passes upward through a central hole in

le tiller and tiller plate, as shown in broken lines.

The brass plates CC, which are one complete side plate

n each side of the rudder neck and encases the woods
B, are carried down as C" to form a sharp fore-edged
eed guard, behind which the rudder turns. A keel band,
otted as shown at K, is screwed on under the keel, and
mseauently as the rudder and centerboard, including C",

:e lifted, the slot edges of K scrape all weeds or
ranches or rooes clear oif the rudder blade and the
idder can again, be dropped into "working position im-
lediately.

The lifting action is obtained by the pivot joint at A-,
hich is formed by two small plates D slack riveted to the
ngle hanger arm A, which in turn is shackled by a flat

lackle to an eye plate on the deck above the case end H.

The pennant and tackle J give the power for lifting, and
the suspension is taken, when the rudder is down, at the

several points, viz., by the hanger A, by the flanged head
collar at I on the deck, by tfie stop bolt traveling to the

bottom of the cut in H", and completely by B sitting on
the inside of the keel band and the* tube E resting on the

side plates C. The, whole rudder is immediately liftable

out of the case on unshackling at J' from the deck
plate.

The case slot required for this rudder is %in., but it is

being made exceptionally strong. The rudders in last

year's Nautilus and, in the 1898 canoe were much narrower
in the tube and neck pieces, but they were often bent by
striking ground, and it is deemed well to have a reliable

rudder even at some ounces extra weight, especially when
a pound or two, or even ten, is not grudged by the owner
in other parts of the boat's structure.

This A. C. A. Camp
Is the Opportunity of Yoor Life*

The writer and family started Friday, June 22, for the

A. C. A. camp at 11:30 A. M. on the Muskoka Express
for Muskoka Wharf, arriving there about 2:30, after a

most enjoyable trip through this rugged Northern scenery.

Three large well-equipped steamers waited the arrival

of our train. We went on board the largest, called the

Medora, which takes the Lake Joseph route, calling at the

A. C. A. camp. Some time was spent in loading several

carloads of miscelleaneous freight into every available

corner of the boat, until the lower deck was so packed
that to reach the purser's office I had to crawl on my
hands and knees under a large 20ft. boat which was
turned on its edge against his cabin. No extra charge was
made for this knee drill or for a view of a handsome
stallion that occnnied the only vacant space after the gang-
plank was pulled in. • '

i s; -'t

Just before we left the wharf the dinner bell rang, and
as our appetites had not been checked through to Birch
Point with our baggage, we went below to appease them.
We did this tnost completely on soup, roast beef, potatoes,

corn, peas, pudding, pie, tea and strawberries—at least

that is what I tucked under my vest in exchange for the

half-dollar which I had to pay to the good-looking girl

who handled the meal checks.
While we were thus engaged, the steamer had turned

her nose up Lake Muskoka on the way to Port Carling,

twenty-one miles from the dock. Right here let me re-

mark that to members who have never been through
this lake, and who think that Muskoka is too far away for

them to attend, the scenery passed on this twenty-one-
mile trip is worth traveling days to see. We made the
trip in about one and one-half hours.

The stallion gave some of us a lively few minutes en
route; his quarters were not unlike those in Noah's Ark,
somewhat cramped; the baggage truck was in close

proximity to his side, and a slight lurch of the boat caused
it to roll and hit the horse, who promptly jumped for-

ward, upsetting two plate glass mirrors in a crate. They
fell under his front feet. The lusty shouts of his groom
blending with the crocking glass as the horse danced on
the mirrors, breaking them in a fresh spot at every
step, startled the passengers on the deck above. Knowing
that the business heels of the animal were right against
the narrow stair leading to the lower deck, I hesitated
about going down to see what the row was about, but the
groom kept shouting for a man to come and help him, and
as men seemed scarce, I cautiously got down past the
animal's heels and lifted the truck and the mirrors, or
what was left of them, out of the way, and was rewarded
by being allowed to pet and rub the nose of the hand-
somest horse I ever saw.
But to return to our trip. After passing through the

single lock at Port Carling, the steamed headed for Birch
Point, now the A. C. A. camp, which is only one and one-
half miles from the Port, and in a few minutes was tied
up alongside the large wharf, and while our baggage was
unloaded we took possession of the house and spent the
evening unpacking duffle.

On Saturday morning I hoisted the A. C. A. flag on a

soft, pole at the dock, and was rewarded by a. call from
two old A. C. A. members.
To-day being Sunday, we have walked all over the

Point, and I just want to say to members that in my
experience we have never had a camp ground that will
compare with the present one for a general A. C. A. camp.
Every tent on the Point will have a view of as charming
an outlook as one could wish to gaze upon, and I can
confidently say to every A. C. A. member, "Come to
Muskoka if you possibly can by hook or by crook," and
you will never regret it. I had never seen Muskoka in
summer, but the two days I have spent at camp makes me
feel that one is iiiissing the opportunity of a lifetime not
to come and see it, and I think my feelings are but an in-

dex of what other members will enjoy when they come.
The Squaw Point is simply a grand spot for the ladies'

camp. It is close to main dock and yet secluded ; is

perfectly shaded and yet every tent will overlook the
water and the picturesque islands half a mile away.

I wish I had sufficient command of language to ade-
quately describe the site and the views .that can be had
from camp, which is in the center of the prett^'est of the
three famous lakes. As I am sure it M'ould bring every
A. C. A. member who was not ill a-bed up to camp, then
we would be so short of room that we would have to put
some of them up the trees to roost.

W. G. MacKendrick, Commodore.
A. G. A. Camp, Jiine ii.

P. S.—^Any member who has riot yet received his year
book should write to Sec'y-Treas. H. Begg. 24 King
street, W., Toronto. They were all mailed by June 20.

The Ottawa C. C. of Ottawa, Canada, has issued a
third year book, quite a large and interesting pamphlet,
well illustrated, and giving a full history of the club's
work through the year. The club has now a large and
handsome house and a membership of 270. It has now
five members with the army in South Africa—Treas. Lt.
R. G. Stewart. E. C. Wool sev. Major Cartwright, Major
W. G. Hurdman and E. D. Currier.

Central Division Meet.
IRONDEQUOIT BAY.

June 9-1 1.

When Vice-Corn. Jack Wright sent out a circular letter

stating that he and Purser Fred Wolters would "try their

hand" at holding a three days' meet of the Central Divi-
sion at Irondequoit Bay, we all knew that it would be a
success, and now that it is all over but the shouting, we
are sure that it was, and that it marked an epoch in the

annals of the Division. The Camp Site Committee

—

John S. Wright, H. M. Stewart and C. B. Wolters—had
the main camp, which was located at Stony Point Cove, all

in complete order by Saturday morning, tents all up, cots

and blankets ready, dock built and everything ready to

commence business. Squaw Camp was located at the I. C.
C. house, the members giving up their rooms to the guests
from a distance. The mess was at the Newport House
across the bay, and was a great success.

There is no crowd just like an A. C. A. crowd, and
this means that every one had a good time. There was
more real canoeing done in the three days than one often
sees at the big camp.
On Saturday afternoon the Regatta Committee pulled

off the single and tandem paddle races over a short
course. John Ely, R. C. C, won the first; Percy Jarvis,
Buffalo, second. In the tandem, Ely and Bailer, R. C. C,
first; Ford and Wayland, Buffalo, second.

Saturday evening at the club house Vice-Corn. Wright
gave one of his fine stereopticon entertainments, showing
some great pictures taken on this spring's cruises. Later
we had a camp-fire at the main camp, Charlie Wolters
(Alkali Ike) officiating as chief stoker—consequently, a
hot time.

On Sunday morning at about 10 o'clock we started for
a short cruise down the bay to Lake Ontario, through
the outlet and down the shore for a mile or ?o, landing
for lunch on the beach. Early in the afternoon we pulled
our canoes over into the bay and started for camp.
The meeting of the Central Division members was held

during the afternoon, and the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year:
Vice-Com.—Chas. P. Forbush, Sr., Buffalo, N. Y.
Purser—Lyman P. Hubbell, Buffalo, N. Y.
Rear-Com.—^Dr. C. R. Henry, Perry, N. Y.
Executive Committee—John S. Wright, Rochester,

N. Y. ; Frederic G. Mather, Albany, N. Y.
; Jesse J. Arm-

strong, Rome, N. Y.
Board of Governors—Wm. G. Huntington, Rome, N. Y,
The sentiment of the members present was strongly in

favor of holding the meet again next year, either at or
near Buffalo, or at Silver Lake.
Monday gave us another pleasant day; the sailing race

for Central Division trophy was started with nine entries
over the course of the I. C. I., four and one-half miles,
Pliram Hay winning, with Fred Smith a close second
and C. P. Forbush third; wind very uneven and blowing
all around the compass. Owing to the fact that at the
present time there are only three or four decked sailing
canoes in the Division, it was decided to sail for the
cup hereafter in open canoes.

_
Vice-Com. and Mrs. Harry Allen, of the AHantic Divi-

sion, and H. C. Morse, of the Western Division, were at
camp. Total attendance, seventy-five. Every one present
looking forward to Muskoka in August.
Fred Wolters. of R. C. C, has just comnleted a new

35-footer. which he nlaced at the disposal of the camp, and
her running erear did not get a chance to kick ut>.

A new club has been organized at Perrv. N. Y.—the
Silver Lake C. C.—wi+h fifteen members, all enthusiastic
and ready to get into line.

Red Dragfon C, C
WISSINOMING—DELAWARE RIVER.

Saturday, June 16.

The Red Dragon C. C, of Philadelphia,, held its sum-
mer regatta on the Delaware in front of the club house,
Wissinoming, Pa., June 16. The various events were well
contested, although the list of entries was not as large as
it should have been, considering the many handsome prizes
offered. The affair passed off pleasantly, with nice
weather and favorable conditions.
The races were interesting because of the struggle be-

tween the stronger men and the extreme closeness of some
of the finishes. The results follow

:

No. I. One-man Double Blades—Hemingway ist, Silli-

man 2d, Davis 3d, Cook 4th.

No. 2. Tail-End Single Blades—Crittenden ist, Davis
2d, Wilt Cook and Hemingway did not finish.

No. 3. Tandem hand-paddling race was won by Crit-
tenden and Cook. Wilt and Hemingway second.
No. 4. Tandem, Double Blades—Hemingway and Crit-

tenden 1st, Wilt and Davis 2d.
No. s. Tournament—Hemingway and Davis ist. Wilt

and Crittenden 2d.
No. 6. Tandem Overboard. Single Blades—Crittenden

and Cook ist. Wilt and Hemingway 2d.
No. 7. Swimming race won by Hemingway

'W. K. P.

Grand Trunk Boat in gf Club.

The Grand Trunk Boating Club held its soring regatta
on June 16 at its station, Verdun, on the St. Lawrence
River, near Montreal, the following events being run off:

Single canoe

:

C. McLean j

C. N. Marshall 2
A. Marshall.... , 3
B. Disney 4
.'\. Veary c;

Tandem canoe

;

C. N. Marshall—A. L. Marshall i

C. McLean—A. Veary 2
Four-oared race

:

A. May, J. Bows, G. Richards, F. Auburn, stroke i

G. Swan, J. Riddle, G. White. O. Harwood, stroke 2

Four-in-canoe

:

C. N. Marshall, A. L. Marshall. A. Marshall and P.

Marshall j

C. McLean, A. Veary, A. May and A. Disney ] 2



FOREST AND STREAM.

Canoeing at the Baffalo Exposition,

Editor Forest and Stream:
In 1901 all roads will lead to Buffalo; this on account

of the Pan-American Exposition, which will be held here

from May until October. If the meet goes to the Western
Division next year, nearly all of the Eastern canoeists

will stop off here en route and will take in the Exposi-

tion-. It seems to me that canoe builders and manu-
facturers of camping outfits and sporting goods in general

might make it a point to combine in the selection of space

for exhibit and give a practical illustration of their several

wares. The canoe builders in particular would have an

opportunity to show their boats under most favorable

circumstances. I should like to see this taken up, think-

ing it would prove interesting for all interested in aquatic

sports, and it would do much to influence those looking

for some good, healthy sport, and would give the old

canoeists something to brighten them up a bit.

C. P. FORBU-SH.

CANOEING NEWS NOTES.
We have recently received the year book of the British

Canoe Association for 1900, a small volume neatly bound
in white canvas, uniform with the previous editions.

The officers of the Association are: Com., T. H. R.

Bartley, captain of the Mersey C. C. ; Vice-Com.,

J. P. Oliver. Penarth Y. C. ; Rear-Com., Harold Clay-

ton, Penarth Y. C. ; Hon. Sec'y-Treas., George Huntley,

Northumberland Y. C, Redheugh Bridge Works, Gates-

head-on-Tyne, England. The meet commences on July

8, at Warsash, on the Hamble River, near Southampton.

The book contains an account of the meet of 1899 at

Falmouth, by Vice-Com. Clayton, with several views of

the camp and canoes and a portrait of Mr. G. U. Laws,

winner of the Lough Erne challenge cup at the meet.

•6 •! •?

A new pattern of folding detachable centerboard for

canoes and boats, fitted entirely outside the keel without a

trunk or opening, has been devised by C. J. Smith, of

Hollev. N. Y.
I •! it

A correspondent in California asks for information as

to some good rivers for canoe cruising in Minnesota, Wis-
consin or Canada, going up one river and returning by

another, the trip to occupy about two months.

The first of the series of races that will be held semi-

weekly during the summer, under the auspices of the

Orillia C. C, took place on the course at Couchiching

Beach Park, June 15. The beach was thickly lined with

spectators to the number of about 1,500. The event, which
practically opens the summer season, was a success in

ever}' way. The spectacle of nearly 200 canoes, skiffs,

steam launches and sailing yachts which lined the course

was one that is seldom presented in Canadian summer
resorts. The course officials were: Com. John Scott,

manager of the Dominion Bank, starter and judge at

finish; Mr. Geo. T. Tipping, judge at turn. The dis-

tances were one-quarter mile with turn, except for the up-

set, which was one-quarter mile, without turn.

Following are the results : Men's double, i, E. Curran

—

C. Bow : 2, P. Wade—^J.
Stephens ; the Bracebridge dou-

ble, Perry and McNeil, finished a good third. Singles, i,

G. Bow; 2. G. Sinclair; 3. J. Stephens. Lady and gent

tandem, I, Miss B. Tait—P. Wade; 2, Miss D. Webber—
E. Curran : 3, Miss H. Carss—G. Millar. Men's tandem,

upset, I, C. Bow—G. Sinclair; 2, G. Millar—C. Perry;

3, D. Robbins—Dr. Moore. The next races of the series

"will fake place in two weeks.—^Mail and Empire, Toronto.

§mge mid §alhrg.

Qncinnati Rifle Association.

CiNCiNN.^Ti, O.—The regular .shoot was held on June 24. Con-
ditions, 200yds., off-hand, at the Standard target, any rifle. Gindele
;ind Roberts were tie for championship score to-day, but the next
highest scores gave that honor to Mr. Gindele, with 89, 87, 86:

Roberts, 89, 87, 85. Thermometer 88; gray light and light wind.

J^ight attendance was due to a prize shoot by one of the local

clubs. The scores:

Gindele 9 8 10 10 9 9 10 9 7 8—89989989 10 88 9—87
9 8 9 9 7 10 10 6 9 9—86

Toof 8 6 6 6 6 8 10 6 10 9—75
6 87678878 10—75
5 5 10 5 8 8 6 10 7 8—72

Vavne 8 5 9 10 8 10 9 8 10 9—86
9 7 8 8 7 9 10 8 10 8—84
8 9 10 ^7 8 8 8 10 7 9—84

Roberts

8

10 9 9 9 9 10 10 7 8—89
9 6 8 10 9 8 10 10 10 7—87
8 8 7 10 9 8 9 7 10 9—85

Trownsiine 9 6 9 7 9 7 8 10 10 6-81
6 96 10 87789 9—79
6 10 7 G 9 10 5 S 8 10—79

Rifle at Shell Mound.

San Francisco, June 25.—^The weather conditions at Sliell

Mound were good yesterday. It was chiefly "bullseye" day for the
various clubs. The Golden Gates do not take to this kind o£

shootmg, but prefer regular score work. Scores of the day:
Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club, monthly medal shoot: Re-

volver trophy—J. E. Gorman, 91, 89; J. W. Thomkins, 70. Pistol,

silver medal—J. F. Bridges, 78 74. All comers' pistol trophy—
f. E. Gorman, 92, 94; M. J. White. 88, 87; F. S. Washburn. 87.

First class pistol trophy—C. M. tienderson, 73. Rifle, 200yds., gold
medal—C. M. Henderson. 223. 222, 220, 205, 211; A. B. Dorrell, 221,

213. 214, 210; F. E. Mason, 220, 219. 221. Silver medal—J. F.
Bridges, 190, 189; B. Jonas, 182, 180, 173. First class trophv-C. M.
Henderson, 218, 216, 199; A. B. Dorrell, 210, 213, 214. Second class

trophy—G. Tammeyer, 217, 211, 181, 186. Bushnell trophy—D. W.
McLaughlin, 223, 214, 228; F. E. Mason, 222, 221.

San Francisco Schuetzen Yerein monthly bullseve shoot: D. B.
Faktor 66. O. Burraeister 200. D. Dunker 230, T. C. Waller 319.

F. Brandt 344, Ed. H. Goetz'485, J. Lenkenau 499, F. Rust .523,'

T. Horstmann 592, D. Salfield 618, Herman Huber 642. William
Goetze 705, J. Peter 898, R. Stettin 908, F. Hensel 946, F. P. Schus-
ter 976, Otto Lemcke 978, A. Bertelsen 1,028, A. Mocker 1,028, H.
Huppert, 1,031.

Germania Schuetzen Club, monthly bullseve shoot: F. Brandt
321, D. B. Faktor 332, Edward H. Goetze 343, F. P. Schuster 461,

L. Bendel 611, William Goetze 682, John Utschig 691, August
Tungblutt 721, Louis Haake 782, R. Stettin 921, Henry Stelling 1.197.

'Three-shot competition for cash prizes—R. Stettin 72, John
Utscjiig 71, D. B. Faktor 69, D. Salfield 69, F. P. Schuster 69.

li you want your shoot to be aanoaoced facte tend In

jottce Hke the following:
.

Fixtures.

fNTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENTS.
July 11-12.—Narragansett Pier. R. I.—Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Canonchet Gun Club. Fred
C Serenson, Sec'y-
Aug. 7-8.—Newport, Vt.—Interstate Association's tournament,

lUMler the auspices of the Newport Gun Club. J. R. Akin, Sec'y.
Sept. 12-13.—Salemn, N, Y.- i nterstate Association's tournament,

under the auspices of the Osoma Valley Gun Club.

July 4.—Louisville, Ky.—^^Seventh annual championship shoot
under auspices of the Kentucky Gun Club. E. Pragoft, Sec'y.

July 4.—Springfield, 111.—Fourth of July sweepstake target shoot
of the Illinois Gun Club. Chas. T, Stickle, Sec'y.
July 4.—La Porte, Tex.—Fourth of July shoot given by the

Theo. Bering Gun Club, of Houston, Tex.
July 4.—Fitchburg, Mass.—All-day shoot of the Fitchburg Rifle

and Gun Club. I. O. Converse, Sec'y.- ^

July 4.—Haverhill, Mass.—All-day shoot of the Haverhill Gun
Club.
July 4-5.—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Powder Co.'s tournament.

N. P. Leach, Mgr.
July 10-11.—Fremont, O.—First annual tournament of the Fre-

mont Gun Club. B. M. Inman. Sec'y.

July 10-12.—Fort Smith, Ark.—Tenth annual tournament Arkansas
State Sportsmen's Association; $300 added, W. A. Leachj Pres.
July 12.—Sherburne, N, Y.—Target tournament of the Sherburne

Gun Club. 1. F. Padilford, Sec'y.
July 11-12.—Delaware, O.—Delaware Gun Club's tournament.

H. D. Leas. Sec'y
July 24.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn.—Annual handicap merchandise

target tournament and clam bake of the Hell Gate Gun Club. L.
H. Schortemeier, 201 Pearl street. New York, Chairman of Com-
mittee.

July 25-27.—Winnipeg, Man.—Manitoba Industrial Exhibition
Association's trajsshootmg tournament. F. W. Heubacn, Sec'y.
Aug. 7-8.—Birmingham, Ala.—Amateur tournament given by the

Peters Cartridge Co., on the grounds of the Birmingham Gun
Club; $150 added. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
Aug. 28-30.—Arnold's Park, Okoboji Lake, la.—Budd-Gilbert

tournament.
Sept. —.—First week in September, Tournament of the Sher-

brooke Gun Club.
Sept. 4.—Meriden, Conn.—Fifth annual Labor Day tournament

of the Parker Gun Club; 325 added. C. S. Howard, Sec'y.
Sept. 12-13.—Homer, HI.—Annual tournament of the Triangular

Gun Club; one day targets; one day live birds. C. B. Wiggins,
Sec'y.
Sept. 18-21.—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's fourth annual

tournament; live birds and targets.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-
day afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest, June 20, 1900.

July 4.—Interstate Park.—^All-day shoot of the Medicus Gun
Club; third two-men team shoot for trophy; dancing in evening.
July 12.—Interstate Park.—Challenge contest for the Dewar

cup between Dr. A. A. Webber and Mr. R. L. Packard.
July IS.—Interstate Park.—John S. Wright's all-day shoot and

contest for Sanders-Storms trophy under his management.
Interstate Park, Queens.—VVeekly shoot of the New Utrecht

Gun Club—Saturdays.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores Jor publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mai
allsuch inatier to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broad-
way, New York.

The Public Ledger, of Philadelphia, states that the semi-monthly
shoot of the West Chester Gun Club was won June 28 for the third
consecutive time by Paul Brinton, one of the promising young
members of the organization. The Brinton brothers, Paul and
Charles, have taken a rapid stride to the front in marksmanship,
leaving the old shooters far in the rear. At the present rate of
shooting thev will carry all prizes offered by the West Chester Gun
Club. Brinton killed 23 birds out of 25. Gill,

,
Holland, Hoar and

Ford were well up in the match. The regular shoot was followed
by several sweeps of 25 birds. . - . •

_

In the second day's shooting for the Grand Prix de I'Exposition
at the Cercle du Bois As Boulogne. Paris there were scored
eighteen successive kills before Baron de Dorlodot missed. Tod
Sloan was shortly afterward beaten by a nice bird. Those who
killed all 4 birds at close shooting were Mr. A. G. Spalding, M. L.
Drevon, Mr. J. Banwell. Comte Clary, MM. R. Moncorge-Marcel,
Avril, Scribot, De Bons, C. Robinson, D. Mackintosh, J. De-
ments, Maurice Faure, Oreste Galetti, J. Pederlozi, Wadsworth
Rogers, JL,eon De Lunden, Hans Marsh, Henri Journu, C. Bethune
and Paul Lunden. The pigeon handicap was won by Mr. Wads-
worth Rogers at 23^^ meters (77ft.), with 18 consecutive kills.

Mr. F. B. -Vallance, treasurer of the Hamilton Gun
Club, under date of June 29, writes us as follows:
"Kindly claim, on behalf of the Hainilton ^Gun Club,
Sept. 1 and 3 for our summer tournament. MonSay, Sept. 3,

Labor Dav, being universally observed as a holiday, wc are
claiming Jr.tes with Sunday intervening that wc may have the
pleasure .if making our friends more intimately acquainted with
the charming locality of the most beautiful city on the lakes, at

the most pleasant season of the year. We trust they will appear
as glad to meet us there as during our annual winter tournament.
For their liberal patronge during the past ten consecutive years
we beg to thank our friends again, and we can only assure them
that we are fully prepared for many happy reunions. Programmes
mailed on application.'"

•6

The programme offered at John Wright's shoot on July IS, at

Interstate Park, is a mixed orie at live birds and targets. Of the
former there are two events, one at 7 and one at 10 birds. The
Sanders-Storms trofthy will be competed for._ On Aug. 16 the an-
ual Tooth Tournament will take place. After an all-day shoot,
the wolves and the lambs will enter the main event at scratch, no
handicap, and the question as to whether teeth of the lambs and
wolves differ in execution will be fairly well settled. There
probably will be a high average to encourage the class men to

aet through the entire menu.

The Saale, the great steam.ship, which was one of tliree swept
out of existence by the fire horror on Saturday last, was the one
on which Mr. Paul North

_
returned home from abroad week

before last. In the destructive fire, the Bremen and the Main
were also lost. The North German Lloyd Steamship Co. lost

also its piers and warehouses, at Hoboken, with an appalling
loss of life and property. The Saale seemed particularly un-
fortunate, as three or four men were also lost off her during
Mr. North's voyage.

Much interest is manifested in the Interstate Association's
tournament, given for the Canonchet Gun Club, at ^Tat-ragansett
Pier, R. I., on July 11 and 12. Guns, ammunition, etc., shipped
care of Mr. J. C. Tucker will be delivered on the shooting
grounds; to reach the latter take the Narragansett Pier 'of ' Sea
View R, R. There are ten events each day ; six at 15 targets, four
at 20 targets; entrance $1.50 and $2. Shooting commences at

9 o'clock.
It

At Resica Falls, Pa., the Camp Oriole Rifle and Gun Club was
formed with a strong membership. Officers were elected as fol-
lows: E. Bartlett Hayward, President; George Winship Taylor,
Vice-President; Lilburn T. Goldsborough, Secretary; Horace
Brown, Treasurer; McDonald R. Kemp, Scorer.

1?he hosts of friends of "Uncle Jake" Pentz will rejoice on learn-
ing that he is again up and about, he appearing in the gun dis-
trict on Friday and Saturday of last week. He has lost tnuch of
his robust figure, weighing now only 135, and living on the at-
tenuated diet of Vichy and milk; but he is gaining steadily, and
that IS encouraging.

•J

The contest for the E C cup between Messrs. F." i^.. Sanriock and
C. VV. l-eigcnspan on the grounds of the South Side Gun Club,
Aewark, last Saturday, resulted in a victory for the former by a
.score of 45 to 44. They shot at 50 targets, unknown angles.

~" "

IS the first defeat which Mr. Feigenspan has encountered
long series of contests.

This
in a

the E C cup, emblematic of the championship of New Terspv
will be in competition on July 14, on the grounds of the' South
.Side Gun Club, Newark, the contestants being Mr. Sinnock holder
and Mr. Gplqmtt, challenger.

•t

Mr. Henry A. Brehm, of Baltimore, Md., eame very strongly to
the front at the shoot at Prospect Park on June 25. He broke
24 out of 25 in one event

Bernard Waters.

IN NEW" JERSEY*

6 7 4 11 11 20

7 13
7 10

Walsrode G\sn Clab.

Trenton. N. J., June 26.—The Walsrode Gun Club programme
of the weekly shoot consisted of 10 events. Nos. 1 to 3, known
angles; 4 and o, magautrap; 6 and 7, expert rules, one man up;
i. and 9, reverse pull, and 10, magautrap, with an extra event at
doubles, etc.
The feature of the day was Thomas' running 42 straight in events

.\'os. 1 tc5 5, inclusive.
The attendance was light on account of the very sultry weather,

although there was a nice northwest breeze blowing at the grounds.
The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
targets:

^ 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 15 25
^V^kee 8 6.... 6 4 7 6
Jju'oPP 5 8 3 5 .. ..
Ha" 4..,. 5 6 6
Thomas 9 10 10 10 7 7
Taylor 9 7 8 710 7
Coaies 4 3 . , ,3 4
Johnson 6 .. .. .

"

Barxvis , 2 .'. ;.' "5 4 5 'e g .*;

"
Frank

?, Q 3 g 5
Wilkes ..!.. .:;; 3 :!
Messier .' 13 18
Events 7, 9 and 10 were distance handicaps.

Geo N. Thomas, Sec'y.

South Side Gun Club.

Newark, N, J., June ,30.—The main event of the afternoon was
a contest for the E. C. cup, emblematic of the championship of
Nev/ Jersey, between Messrs. F. E. Sinnock and C. W. Feigen-
.span, the former winning by the score of 45 to 44. The judfres
were Mr. Whitehouse for Feigenspan, Mr. Herrington for Sin-
nock, while Mr. J. C. Day acted as referee. The conditions were
!jO targets at tinknovn angles. The scores:
F E Sintioek 1111110111101111111111111—23

,^ „. ^ . 1111111111111011101110111—22—45
C VV Feigenspan 1111111111110011111011111—22

1111111111111111110011101—22—44
Sweepstakes: No. 1. merchandise shoot, handicap in paren-

theses: No. 3 tie; remainder 10 targets each:
Events: 12 3 4

Tyr.'T'ngton (2) 25 10 10 10
)y]l3on (4) 25 10 9 9
^o^"i« - (3) 25 9 9 S
U'hitehead » (3) 25 w .. 9 6
Feigenspan (0) 22 . . 9 8 8
}^,aller (7) 22 . . 5 9 5
J^lsming C2) 21 7
Day (2) 20 .. 7 4 6
Ten-' 11 (6) 20 .. 7 7
^mnock (1) 20 7 10 10
I-e Roy ,...(3) 16 7 7 ..

Team shoot, five men on a side, 25 targets per man;
Team No. 1—Colquitt (captain) 18, Feigenspan 23, Fleming 20,

Waller 20, Terrill 19: total 100. .
e ,

Team No. 2—Herrington (captain) 19, Sinnock 22, Whitehead 20,
Day 20, Le Roy 19; total ]!X) .

Shoot-off, 10 birds:
Team No 1—Colquitt 10, Fleming 10, Feigenspan 9, Terrill 8,

\A aller 7; total 44
Team No. 2—Herrington 8, Sinnock 8, Whitehead 7, Le Rov 7,

Day 6; total 36.
" ^

ON LONG ISLAND.

Hell Gate Gun Club.

June 26.—The montlily live-bird shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club
at Dexter Park, Brooklyn, brought out a good attendance, there
being tnirty-nine shooters who participated in the main event Of
these, three—Messrs. Adam Dietzel, Charles Matzen and John
\\ ellbrock—killed straight. Col. John H. Voss' absence was noted
as Deing the first of many years, and due to the lamentable
fact that his younger brother had died.
The scores:

5 6
8 8
10 10

8
10
7
5
9

9

io
4
S

A Dietzel, 28
E Doeinck. 30.....
Dr Roof, 30
T Himmelsbach. 28
L T Muench, 28. .

.

P Garnis. 28
T Schlicht, 28
"r Neumann, 28
H Foster, 30
n Amend, 30
A Belden. 30
E Stcffens, 28
H Kohla, 28
C Lang. 28
Capt P Albert, 28.
Gus Newalk, 30...
G Merreschmitt, 28
G Messerchmitt, 28
P Brennan. 28

J Selg. 28..

.1222222221—10

.2*11201222— 8

.2201211221— 9

.0122122111— 9

.*220222222— 8

.0220121121— 8

.21122211*2— 9

.1012202011— 7

.0222221012— 8

.2002222222— 8

.0212202222— 8

.1022121111— 9

.222002*121— 7

.2002020210— 5

.2222012011— 8

.1002221222— S

.2002220200— 5

.2002220200— 5

.01*0222022— fi

.0000000001— 1

E MarquarU 28..Wm Sands, 30...
If Knodel, 28...
Paul Cresci, 2.S.

.

J P Dannefelor.
C Fughs, 28
C Weber, 30
P Trostle, .30....

Paul Geipel, 28..
Tno Hendreson,
Chas Matzen. 30.
L Stele, 28
Tno Kreeb, 28

T Kenk, 28
C Schaefer, 28...

T P Kay, 28

J Gallin. 28
Geo Breitt, 28. .

.

D J Deady, 28..

...0011000101— 4
, , .2220220222— 8
. . .0000202220— 4
. . .12111*2200— 7
28.2120222222— 9
. . .1100222210— 7
. . .0022110202— 6
...0101222022— 7
...2020022022— 6
28.*112100022— 6
...2211221222—10
...0221000102— 5
...0122120022— 7
...0022200100-- 4
-..2011001100— f,

...0202011002— .5

...0010002001— 3

...1120022100— 6

...2220*12220- 7

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, Tune 30.—Events were shot at both targets and
live birds in the shoot of the New Utrecht Gun Club to-day. The
scores were as follows:
Event No. 1—25 live birds, $10 1 birds extra; high guns:

Welch, 30 2022222222222220222222222—23
Morfey, 30 22222222022222*2222222222—23
Banks, 29 *012212201211222212122222—22
Money, 29 0202222121122212220210111—21
Marshall, 28 2002lOl2001102'-1010101210—14
Lockwood, 28 2222112100200020201102001—15

Event No. 2—7 birds, $3; birds evtra: high guns:
Welch, 30 2121220—6 Fanning, .30

»,iA.ioi)o_ ,

Morfey, 30 2222222—7 Hopkins. 27 .....00220*2—8
Banks, .30 2212212—7 Hamilton, 28 jx—
Lockwood, 28 01020**—2 Marshall. 28 110100*—

3

Webber, 30 2222022—6 Woods, 27 220*222—5
Event No. 3—10 birds, %Z: high gms:

Banks, 30 .-.....122021221— 9 Snedeker, • 27 0001220012—5
Morfey, 30 2222222222—10 Lockwood, 2-8 120*2*1010— 5
Money, 29 212211112*— 9 - .

Event No. 4—Miss-and-out, $2: :. -,

Bank.s, 30.... 2222122221221 Money, 29 2223121222221
Morfey, 30 2222222222220 Snedeker, 27 22220

Twenty-five clay targets: Morfey 17, Banks 22, Money 19,
Welch 14; Seward 11, Fjske 12, Hamilton 18, Marshall 13, Lincoln
15, Hopkins 14. Fanning 22, Webber 17, Money 21.

Thirty singles and 10 pairs: Lincoln 31, Seward 15, Fiske 20,
Fanning 43, Webber 39, Money 31, Banks 41, Hamilton 30, Hoih
kins 19, Marshall 26.

*^
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Mississippi Valley Tfap Notes.

Manager Dave Elliott is arranging to give a local open sweep-

stake and merchandise target shoot at Dupont Park, St. Louis,

about July 8. . i.

Some of the leading spirits among southern Illmois trap shots

are planning for the organization at an early date of a league

representing all active clubs in the State south of Sprmgheld.

Such an association would do much to increase interest xn the

game, and the plan is feasible if pi-operly gone about.

Hon. Tom A. Marshall, facetiously called "the shootmg mayor
of Keithsburg," is just now "very busy" arranging the programme
for the big Indian shoot, which is scheuled for the fourth week m
August, at Lake Okoboji, la. The tribal scribe has furnished a

poetical history of this noble aggregation of mdomitable braves,

and Tom declares that the programme will be the finest thing of

the kind that ever happened in the West.
The programme for the tenth annual meeting and tournament

of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association, at Fort Smith,

July 10 to 13, shows a liberal and attractive list. Three days are

to be devoted entirely to target shooting, in eight 15- and tvvo

20-bird events, there being $10 cash added in each. Amateurs only

will be permitted to compete for purses, and targets will be thrown
at 2 cents each. On the fourth day an optional sweep at live birds

will be shot, 25 birds, entrance ?15, including birds. All moneys
will be divided on the Rose system. Two State events are

scheduled, the team championship trophy contest, three men to

a team and 25 targets each, will be shot on Wednesday. On
Thursday the individual target championship will be decided, each

contestant shooting at 50 targets, at unknown angles.

The Arkansas boys have the knack of giving good shoots and
entertaining guests, and a large attendance on this occasion seems
SSSUf
The Freeburg, 111., Gun Club ^ave its annual target tournament

on June 24. Freeburg is a thriving little city fifteen miles out o£

St. Louis on the Illinois Central road, and supports a good, ac-

tive shooting club. The management was unfortunate in the

weather on this date, as intermittent showers most of the day

made shooting unpleasant and prevented finishing the programme.
It proved, nevertheless, a pleasurable occasion, targets being

thrown at 1% cents from three expert traps. Chas. Spencer took

first honors, Dave Elliott second, while Thompson and Riehl tied

for third. The scores are appended.
In the afternoon a return match was shot b^ teams of five men

representing the city of St. Louis and St. Clair county, 111. The
stake was the price of birds and a banquet for the crowd. The
birds were a good lot of old fellows just gathered from a neighbor-

ing barn, and they were so anxious to get home for the evening

feed that the St. Clair boys let 8 of their 125 get over the boundary,
while the visitors lost but 4. Dave Elliott refereed the match, as

well as sustained his reputation as a famous retriever of difficult

birds. The scores:

St. Louis Team.
Soencer , 2222222*22222122212222212—24

Griesedick 1211222121222211222112221--25

Collins *121222121201122112111121—23

Dr Burnett 1122222122222221122022211—24

Mermod 2221111222U121U22211112—25—121

St. Clair Team.
Heiligenstein 11*0211212021211221221120—21

Richert 1112212111111112201122111—24

Thompson 12122222121211*1122221122—24

Krebs 2101222121210211111211211—23

Willis 2222222222222222222222222—25-1 17

Sweepstakes

:

Events: 12345678
Targets : 10 10 15 15 10 20 15 15 Broke.

Collins 9 6 13 14 6 18 8 14 88

Burnett 8 9 14 12 9 18 10 15 95

Spencer 10 10 14 13 9 18 14 14 102

Griesedick 9 10 15 12 10 15 12 12 95

Mermod , 9 9 14 13 10 15 10 12 92

Taylor i.^i...> r,r. 9 8 13 13 7 17 12 12 91

Elliott ;..;;.„.....,.. 10101313 sieuis 99

Cabanne 8 9 14 13 9 18 14 9 94

Le Page 7 10 14 13 9 17 11 13 94

W J Richert 7 8 13 12 7 11 11 12 86
Thompson 10 9 14 14 7 19 14 10 96

Riehl 10 7 n 14 7 19 14 14 96

Willis 8 8 12 14 8 16 13
Krebs 7 8 15 13 9 17 10
Geo Richert 5 9 13 7 6
Serth 7 11 11 9 17
Rhein 6

Dr. E. R. Hickerson, secretary of the Mobedy, Mo,, Gun Club,
has issued the programme for the tenth annual tournament of the
Missouri State Amateur Shooting Association, which is to be held
in that city July IS, 19 and 20. There are to be two days target
shooting, embracing 170 rounds for each day. Targets will be
trapped at 1 cent each, and money di-i'ided under the Rose system.
On the second day the L. C. Smith gun cup will be shot for.

This is an Association event, for teams of two men each, 25
targets per team. The third day will be devoted to live birds,

the events embracing the live-bird championship trophy at 15
birds, an open sweepstake at 10 bir<^«, and a 25-bird handicap.
Moberly is a thriving city in the shooting district of Missouri, and
an excellent attendance is promised.
The Piasa Gun Club, Alton, made the following scores in the

regular shoot of Jxine 29:

Events

:

Howell
Lane
Sehiess ,

Beall

Schweppe

Cole

Shot
1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 10 at. Broke.
8 10 10 9 10 9 10 10 9 S 100 93
8 8 9 9 8 10 9 8 8 9 100 86
9 7 8 7 5 8 10 9 10 10 100 83
8 6 7 7 7 6 8 7.... 80 56
3 7 6 8 10 50 .14,57 9 8 8 7 60 44
6 9 5 6 9 50

5 4 5 7 4^ 6 7 4 9 100 57
7 6 5 9 10 7 70 53

2 3 2; 7 40 14
F. C. Riehl.

Fitchburg Rifle and Gtm dub.
FiTCHBUKG, Mass.—^The regular shoot of the Fitchburg Rifle and

Gun Club was held on Wednesday afternoo n, June 27, eleven shoot-
ers being present.
Two thunder showers came up during the afternoon, which added

greatly to the uncertainty of trapshooting; but one had lots of
sport in trying to catch them when they were jumping in the
wind.
The event of the afternoon was a team race between the No. 1

and No. 2 teams, five men each. 25 targets per man. No. 1 team
beat by only 1 bird. The following are the scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 25 10 10 5p 5p 25 25 5p

Rice 7 10 4 7 6 21 7
Cutler
Bell
Esty
Farrar

7 5 6 7 21 9 8 7 6 20 16 .

.

Converse
Hawkins

5
8

7 4 7 2 16
5 7 4 6 16 5 6

7 6 6 10 9 11 8 9 5 5 17 21 5
8 8 6 8 8 19 8 10 4 . . 17 13

9 5 6 3 14
7 8 8 6 18 5 7 6 7 23 ..

, , 6 7 14 7 .. e 6 18 ;.
"7

6 6 .. 12 16
I. O. Converse, Sec'y.

Baltfanore Shooting Association Championship.

BAt.Ti.«ou£, Md., June 29.—On Thursday, June 28, at the Balti-
more Shooting .Association grounds, Mr. AnsJey H. Fox, shooting
under the name of Leader, won the Baltimore Shooting Associa-
tion championship cup by breaking 18 out of 50 targets, 18yds. rise,
unknown angles. This makes the second consecutive time Leader
has won the cup. his win Is.si week being rnade on 49 out of 50.

In the preliminary events Leader was also high, making two runs
of over .lO straight from the 18yd. mark. He was in bad form at the
G. A. H. at targets and was confined to his bed for several days
after the shoot, the above being practically the first shooting he
has done since the G. A. H. at targets. As the scores show, he is
rapidly getting back in his usual good form. The scores in cup
shoot follow:

Hdcp. Broke. Hdcp. Broke.
Leader, 18 0 48 Dupont, 16 3 42
Malone, 16 1 37 Bonday, 16 5 45
Hazard, 16 6 42 Franklin, 16 10 42
King, 16 7 37 Rabb, 16 6 37
West, 16 10 39

Fox used his n^.w Wincl^ester pump gun and factory Ipaded
Leader i

.... .. . AKStEv jj. pojc.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Garfield Gun Club

Chicago, June 30.—The inclosed scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of our ninth trophy event. The
day was an ideal one for shooting. A rather sharp breeze across

the traps made the targets dip and climb considerably, but taking

all conditions into consideration, a nicer day for shooting would
be hard to find. C. P. Richards won A medal on 24. A. Hellman
won B medal on 24. J. D. Pollard won C medal on 21. Twenty-
one members engaged in the trophy event, which is not up to

our average attendance, but the boys are evidently saving them-
selves for our annual club tournament on next Wednesday, July 4.

The score.«:

Ninth trophy shoot 25 targets:

W P Northcott OlimiOlllllUmiUllll—23
Dr W 1 Meek 1011111110110110111101001—18

N N Dorman -'. 0111110011101110111110110—18

A AIcGowan OOllUOlOllOlllOOOOOOlOOOl—10

P McGowan 0011000111010100110110111-14

C H Kehl 1100010001000000001001001—7
1 D Pollard lllUOnilllllOllllllOllll—21

C P Richards 1111111111011111111111111—24

E W' Eaton 0101101010111111010110001—15

T i^aton 1001101100111101101111111—18.

\ 1-: Midgley ....1011011101111101111111111—21

T Wol.flf .
moiimoooii01011010110—16-

br C C O'Bvrne OOllOOllOOOllOlllOUmiO—15-

Dr W S'Ro'yee • 0110101100111110000111010—14

L Woii¥... loioiiioomooiioiuioooi—15.

N H Ford 1011001111101110111110111—19

Dr C H Graves... lii. ........0110111100011111010101010-15

F G Barnard 1001 11110011] 000100110000—12.

A Hellman 1111111111111111111111101—24

S E Young nOlOlOmilllllllUlllll-22:

W' H Baker 1011111011011111111101110-20

Sweepstakes

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 15 10 15 10 10 15 Targets : 15 10 15 10 10 15

Dorman 13 9 12 9 9 14 Northcott 15 8 8 11
AMcGowan.... 12 .. 12 5 4 9 J W Meek.,,.... ...... 7 913;

P McGowan.... 7 .. 12 8 6 5 Pollard 11 8 9 14
Kehl 8 4 E W Eaton.... .... 13 8 9 ..

Richards 14 9 14 10 9 14 T Eaton 13 7 8 11
Midgley 11 7 Midgley 8 8 IS
Graves 9 9 J Wolff 9 7 ..

Barnard 5 4 . . . . 9 10 F Wolff 6 . . 7
Hellman 13 6.. ,. -712 Royce ........i 5 6 11
Young 11 .. .. .. .: 13 O'Byrne 5 ..

Kehl 7 5 6 7 Ford 13
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Eureka Gun Club.

Chic^igo, Til.. June 30.—^The scores made to-day follow:
Monthly trophy shoot, lo targets:

F P Stannard.lilOlUllllOllO—12 Bowers 111111010110101—11
L Willard ....111110111111111—14 Cornwell 111101110111001—11
Dr Morton ...110110111111001-11 R B Clark. .. .111101100111111—12
Sprague 111011011101101—11 Dr Turck 010001111011001— 8
Goodrich 111111111111011—14 Mvers 100101101111100— 9

Sundermeier ..101100110111010—9 WD Stannard. 101111111111110—13
A W Adams.. 111111111011111—14 Irwin 111110111000101—10
Dominie 111111111110111—14 Borroff 111101011011011—11

T L Tones 010111000000110— 6 F E Adams. . .011011111111011—12
ICuss" 111101001111111—12 F P Stannard.imOlOlllOllOl-11
Ties'

Lem Willard.. UlllllllllllOl—14 Adams 111011011101110—11
Goodrich 111111101001110—11

Event No. 2, medal shoot, 25 targets;
F P Stannard.... 1101111111111110011111111—22-
L Willard 1011111111111111111111111—24
Dr Morton 0111011110111101010101010—16
W Sprague lOlOOUlHlOllOlOllOllOlO—Iti

Goodrich 1100111111010111111111111—21
Milliken 1001111111101001101118000—15.
Sundermeier 1111011110101001001110010—15,
A W Adams lllllOllimilllimillll—24
Dominie 1101110111010111111110111—201
T L Tones OlUlOlOllOllllOUOOOlOOO—14
'Kuss" lllllOllUlllllllllllllll—24
Bowers h. . . .nOlllllOllllllllllllOll—22:
Cornwell 1011101111111000010111010—16
R B Clark ' 0101111100010001001010101—12:
Dr Turck 1111010110110010110111111—18
Dr Wright lOOOUOlOOOlOlOOOOOOlOOOO— 7

AValters' 1011111111110101011111011—20
W D Stannard 1111111111111111111111111—25
Irwin limiOOllOllOllllOmiOl—19
Borroff 0110100101101110110111001—15

Sweepstakes:
Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
Targets : 15 25 25 25 Targets : 15 25 25 25

F P Stannard 13 . . 21 18 Bowers 11 .. 12 ..

L Willard 13 .. 23 23
Dr Morton K .. 19 ..

\V Sprague' 7 . . 15 18
L Goodrich 15
Milliken 10
.Sundermeier 10 .. 11 ..

A W Adams 12 . . 20 22
Dominie 12 .. 20 22
1 L Tones 6 . . II .

.

kuss' 12 19 18 22

Events: 1 2
Targets : 15 25

Bowers 11 .

.

Cornwell 9 .

.

R Clark 8 ..

Dr Turck 6 ..

Irwin 20
F E Adams 24
Bowers 20
Dr Wright U
A C PatersonW p Stannard
C)uinn

18 ..

.. 18
18 ..

13
"

17 ..

23 2?>

17 ..

The Shooters at Paris.

The j'ollowing are excerpts taken from the Paris edtiou of the
New York Herald: '

If the number of entering competitors may be taken as affording
a criterion, unqualified success awaits the international pigeon
shooting contests arranged in connection with the Exhibition,
which are to be shot oft' on Tuesday, 19th, Monday, the 2,5th, Tues-
dayl the 26th, and Wednesday, 27th, of June at the Cercle du Bois
de Boulogne.
One hundred and thirty names have already been inscribed for

participation in the two events comprised in these contests—^the

Grand Prix du Centenaire and the Grand Prix de I'Exposition
Universelle de 1900.

Nor IS quality inferior to quantity. Most of the famous shots
of the world will be seen before the graceful pavilion of the Cercle
du Bois de Boulogne during the coming ten days. Among the
competitors may be cited:
Comte Clary, Baron N. Gourgaud, Comte G. De Montesquiou,

the two Verestchagines, Comte H. De La Rochefoucauld, Prince
Lucien Mnrat, Comte L. De Montesguiou, Prince De Chimay,
Marquis De floudetot, Baron De Steinheil, Prince Poniatowski,
Baron .-V. De Tavernost, Vicomte De Paris, Comte De Clermont,
Vicomte D'Hauteriye, Comte Du Taillis, Comte De Poncins,
Baron De Montpellier, Baron De Larnage, Baron De Heeckeren,
Comte De Robiano, 'Vicomte M. De Clarmont, Comte Charles De
Caraman, Comte D'Aubiguy D'.A.ssy, Comte R. De Quelen.
Other .shots—Comte L. D'Espinay Saint-Luc, Comte De Mont-

gon, Baron De Dorolodot, Baron Andre De Schonen, Comte
D'Ursel, Paron De Balorre, Comte Dankelmann, Comte De La
Chapelle, Vicomte Jacques De Perthuis, Comte L. De L'Aigle,
Comte Le Gonidec De Fraissan, Prince De Croy-Solre, MM.
Maurice Faure, Buequet, De Barbarin, Wioland, Wadsworth,
Rogers. C. Robinson, Scribot De Bons, De Amezaga, H. Lipp-
man, A. De Gille.s, Marcel Avril, Roger Niviere, R. Moncorge,
Keyser, Lonhienne. Leon Thomee, Braun, Denfert-Rochereau, G.
Plagino, Georges Heine. De Bioncourt, J. Demonts, Leon De
Lunden, Hans Marsch, Fortamps, R. Penart, Charles E. Geynet,
Le Bertre, Merrill, Maurice Godillot, T. Descamps, H. Dequen,
R. De Lingen, Mouton, A. De La Chevreliere, Achille Darnis,
Soucaret, Jacques Niviere, G. De Navenne, L. Puccinelli-Sannini,
Verdavainne, H. T. Roberts, Leon Avril, Oreste Galletti, Bras-
seur, S. Marlin, E. Gampert, Gayant, H. Wotherspoon, Yo, Paul
Gervais, Gaston Faure, Maurice Leger, L. Blanc, A. Poiaat, Pascal
Darnis, De Clermont, Robert Gourgaud, Labbe, Doinsignon, A.
Meslay, Bettex, Begule, F. Blondel, Edmond Bejot, C. Bethune,
Paul Lunden, LTlbson, Viard, E. De Montjou, De Saint-Andre, L.
Drevon, H. Gaillard De La Dionnerie, Koller, Tournu, 'Van Hoo-
brouck, L. Surmont, De Schickfuss, Storms, Quersin, Beharelle,
Hall, F. Mallet, Paul Verdavainne, A. Passerat, Robert Hennessy,
Merillon, Ruddock, F. Morris, J. DederzoH and Carroll.

For the greater comfort of the spectators, a vast awning will
protect them from the sun, or from the rain, in case of need.
General admission will be 5 francs, with a certain number of
reserved seats for pnlpokcrs at 2Q fraiig& fgr gentlemen gnfi JO

francs for ladies, and season tickets, reserved for the four days

over which the shooting will extend, at 50 francs for gentlemen
and 25 for ladies.

, , . 1. . . t

There is good reason for the wide interest that is being taken

in these events by well-known shots. The prizes in the first

amount to 10,000 francs, divided into first, second, third and fourth

of 5,000, 2,.500, 1,500 and 1,000 francs respectively, while the Grand
Prix amounts to 20,000 francs for the winner, adde_d to a sweep-
stakes of 10 louis. The second, third and fourth in the contest

for the Grand Prix will take .50, 30 and 20 per cent, of the sweep-

.stakes respectively. In addition there are silver and bronze medals.

Never in ttie antlafs of pigeon shooting has there been such a

gathering of international shots as was seen at the Cercle de Bois

de Boulogne yesterday, the occasion being the Grand Prix du
Centenaire, the first of the important contests in connection with

the Exposition prizes.

With but 1 louis entrance fee, and a distance of but 25 meters,

moderate shots thought they had a chance, while the prizes, ag-

gregating 10,000 francs, attracted even the "cracks." _This was
what was intended by the committee, and it may be said without
fear of contradiction that the initial meeting was a complete suc-

cess.
First of all, the weather was glorious, and then the picturesque

surroundings, the excellent management, the comfortable quarters

for competitors and visitors alike, and above all the politeness

shown by the employees, proved that "filthy lucre" was not a

point in question. For the nonte the club opened its gates to

strangers at a moderate entrance fee and extended to them every
couilesy. To Baron Napoleon Gourgaud, as president, and to his

colleagues, many thanks are due.
And the meeting was a record one. Namur, in Belgium, claims

having had 149 shooters in a single afternoon, while the Monte
Carlo maximum is exactly ten less. But yesterday,- out of 198

entrants, 166 faced the traps!
Naturally, with such a plethora of marksmen, good, indifferent

and bad, the opening rounds were of little interest, except to

backers of the gun or the bird—and the betting, by the way, was
at times brisk. The pigeons—Belgian "bizets"—were excellent, but
they had no breeze to help them, and the fewer sitters were, as a

rule, those which had become half stifled in the traps, that "mys-
terious marble" having failed for a time to drop into their slot

and let them loose.
In the initial essay there were fifty-seven misses, among them

being the Prince De Croy, Prince A. De Lucinge, Messrs. Rene
De KnyfT, Paul Lunden, A. Foizat, Robert Gourgaud, and that
well-known English shot H. J. Roberts, who was treated to a

"beast of a bird"—a little, dark "snipy" specimen, who was no
sooner off than he swept the ground and was over the rails, not,
however, without losing most of his tail feathers. It took just two
hourt one minute to complete this first "run" through the card.
Competitors continued falling out one by one until, at the begin-

ning of the 7th round, twenty-six were left in, and it looked at a
given moment as if there would be a chance of completing tlie

contest before nightfall. The light, however, began to fail, for it

was long past 6 o'clock, and it was at this moment that the shoot-
ing became interesting.
The first victim was Mr. C. Robinson, of California, whose hard

hit bird from No. 5 just fell out of boundary. M. R. De Mon-
corge, M. Lostatot and the British shot, Mr. Slow, the last-named
missing a sharp rising pigeon, also had zeros posted against their
names.
Twenty was the total of "probable chances" when the 8th round

was called. A high flyer from No. 5, however, extinguished Mr,
Wadsworth Rogers' (American) chance; M. Van Hoobrouck was
teaten by a sitter, which rose like a rocket when the ball was
thrown; and M, F. Mallet missed a good pigeon from the center
trap.
The ninth round was the last, and the following will resume

shooting at midday precisely to-day: Messrs. Buequet, A. De
Tavernost, Guyant, Paul Gervais, Poinsi.enon, Tournu, A. Ginot
and Pascal Darnis—all French; Messrs. Edgar Murphy and Fin-
litter, Americans; Mr. D. Mackintosh, Australian; Comte P. De
Liedekerke, Belgian; Marquis De Villaviciosa, Spanish; and Signor
Oreste Galetti, Italian.
Fourteen in all, and all excellent shots. The betting is in favor

of the .'\nglo-Saxons, for Messrs. Mackintosh, Murphy and Fin-
litter grassed all their birds in splendid style.

"Bravo, Mackintosh!" was the cry, as the crack Australian shot
grassed his 22d pigeon at the Cercle du Bois de Boulogne yester-
day afternoon, thus winning the Grand Prix du Centenaire, the
first of the international contests in connection with the Exposi-
tion prizes.
Fourteen with 9 straight kills to their credit had been left in

over night.
When shooting commenced a nice breeze was blowing in toward

the stands, and the sun was hidden behind a bank of clouds;
in fact, these climatic surroundings remained the same throughout
the contest. Thus the light was perfect and the birds had some-
thing in the favor—and thev wanted it!

The attendance when shooting began was small, some thirty
members only being present—a pleasant change from the over-
crowded state of the stands on the previous afternoon.
M. Buequet was the first to face the traps, and he, as well as

Baron A. De Tavernost and Signor Oreste Galetti, killed. M.
Guyant was, however, less fortunate, as his hard hit bird rose from
the dog and succeeded in getting out of bounds. At the next shot
but one M. Pascal Darnis missed a high flyer and Comte P. De
Liedekerke soon afterward came to grief over an extremely fast
bird from the left-hand corner, the "biset" getting clear away.
In round 2, or properly speaking, round 11 of the contest, this

same left-hand corner trap proved fatal to M. Bucquet's chance,
and a fast bird from No. 5, just the other extreme, placed M. Paul
Gervais "hors de combat."
In the 12th round all killed, but at the commencement of the

13th Signor Oreste Galetti, on whom the Italian hopes were pinned,
shot under a fair pigeon from No. 5, and in this round the Ameri-
can contingent also experienced some disappointment, as Mr.
Leonard Finlitter, of Philadelphia, who had been shooting very
consistently, had hard luck, his bird carrying a load of shot just
over the boundary.
M. Poinsignon failed in round 14, but the others scored, but

round 15 saw two veteran French shots retire—Baron De Tavernost
being beaten by a rattling fast riser from No. 1, while that good
sportsman, M. Henri Journu, of Monte Carlo fame, unfortunately
accepted a sitter at the same trap, who, when the b'all was thrown
went up like a rocket. M. Ginot also had to cry "content," clean
missing a fairish bird from No. 4.
Three only were now left in, each having grassed 15 consecu-

tive birds—the .Marquis De Villaviciosa, representing Spain; Mr.
D. Mackintosh, the Australian, and Mr. Edgar Murphy, of New
York. These all accounted for their 16th. 17th and 18th "bisets "
In this latter round the American gave his supporters a fright, as
his hard hit bird fell dying on the rails and remained quivering
there. Struggling, however, it feebly raised a wing, which the
breeze caught, and amid a tremendous shout {he bird fell inside
At his next essay Mr. Murphy was again fortunate, his "bisef'
striking the fence and dropping on the right side. He, with the
others, killed his 20th pigeon, but it was evident that he was either
nervous or beginning to tire, and this was proved by the fact that
at his next essay he missed a nice bird from the center trap
, It S^\P°y. ^ match between the Marquis De Villaviciosa and
Mr. D. Mackintosh. Odds of 9 to 1 were laid on the latter's in-
dividual shots, while about half that price was obtainable when the
former shot. There was little suspense, as the Marquis was im-
mediately beaten by a beautiful bird from the fatal No 1 and Mr
Mackintosh had but to kill to win. This he did with his first barrelm grand style.
The victory was extremely popular, and champagne flowed

freely.
_
The Marquis De Villaviciosa and Mr. Murphy, as second

and third, were also warm.ly congratulated.
The prizes were 5,000 francs to the winner, 2,500 francs to the

second, ],500 francs to the third, and 1,000 francs to the fourth
This last-named award was divided between Baron De Tavernost
Messrs. Henri Journu and A. Ginot, these having tied with 14 kills
apiece.
After a short interval a handicap sweepstakes of 5 louis each

with an ob]et of art, given by the committee, was commenced
This attracted thirty-four entries, includin.sr Tod Sloan, the Ameri-
can jockey, who, by the way. missed his first bird. It resulted as
follows: First. Baron De Heeckeren, 23 meters, 18 out of 18-
second, Baron De Tavernost, 261/^ meters, 17 out of 18.

'

......
^

A daily press dispatch states that "the finals in the pigeon shoot-mg contests at the Cercle du Bois de Boulogne, for the Exposition
Grand Prix, which began at Paris Monday. June 25. were finished
June 27, the competition having narrowed down to tkirty-six The
results were as follows: Leon De Lunden, 21 out of 21' first-
Maurice Faure, 20 out of 21, second; D. Mcintosh and C Robin'
son, each 18 out of 19, tied for third. M. De Lunden is' a wellknown Belgian shot. In the first round A G. Spalding was among
those who missed. Tod Sloane and Messrs. Wadsworth andRogers dropped out in the next two rounds, when only four com
petitors were left. >fr. Robinson, a Californian, proposed dividincy
the whole stake of 30,400 francs, to which the other^T agreed Thf
mstcli has been concH'i^ecJ,"

' "^' -^e^^M, in?
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"W"est Virginia State Tournament.
Chtarleston, W. Va., June 23.~Herewith I inclose you score

sheets of the West Virginia Slate tournament, which began here
June 19 and continued until the 21st inclusive, it was held at
the Beechwood Rod and Gun Club grounds, which is a delight-
ful grove situated about one and a half miles north of the center
of Charleston. We were favored with perfect weather during the
entire tournament. The number of entries averaged about thirty-

one. We had twenty-seven who shot through the entire tourna-
ment. While this is rather a small number of shooters the tour-
nament was emmenti}' successful in every respect, and all of the
shooters' joined in saying it was one of the best they have ever
attended."' The club tendered the visiting shooters a banquet at

tlie Beeijhwooa clnb house on Tuesday evening, after which an
address was made by ex-Gov. MacCorkle, of West Virginia, re-

sponded to by R. S. Waddell on behalf of the shooters. The
best, record that was made during the tournament was that of
Stjuad 3, composed of Rike, Courtney, Heikes, Fanning and
Kobifi Hood. In the fourth event of the second day's programme
this squad shot at 15 targets, each man breaking the entire 15.

The best straight score made by any individual was 122, made
by J. S. Fanning during the second day. On the evening of June
20 the West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association held their
annual meeting at the Hotel Ruffner, and the election of officers

for the ensuing year resulted as follows: President, F. C. Perci-
val; Vice-Presidents, D. M. Wallace, John B. Garden, J. O.
McNeeley, J. A. Hopkins, H. E. Greider, F. E. Mallory, Dr. H.
Clay Shaw, J. F. Mallory; Secretary-Treasurer, Ed. O. Bower.
The State tournament for 1901 will be given at St. Marys,

W. Va.
The championship event, beirig for the championship of West

Virginia, was won by Harvey C. Allen, of Sistersville, W. Va.,
who scored 46 out of .W.

First Day, June J 9.

The highest average for the day was made by J. S. Fanning,
ISO out of 185. Heikes and Robin Hood were 179 each, with h. B.
Fleming third with a score of 172. The shooters, with but four
exceptions, shot through the programme.
Events: 123456789 10
Targets: 15 20 20 15 20 20 20 15 20 20

F E Mallory 14 18 18 13 17 17 16 12 17 16
S T Mallory 12 15 19 9 16 17 13 12 16 13
Dade 14 19 16 10 12 18 16 15 17 20

J F Mallory... 14 20 20 13 IS 15 16 13 IS 16

H C Allen 15 16 18 12 19 18 19 12 18 20
Ji L Trimble 14 19 20 15 18 17 17 14 18 17
L J. Squier 14 20 19 13 15 18 19 14 15 15
Arthur Gamble 13 16 18 14 19 18 14 12 19 17
Stuart 8 16 19 9 13 12 16 10 18 15
A W Du Bray 13 17 19 10 17 18 13 15 18 16

Ed Rike 13 18 16 14 19 16 17 15 20 19
A G Courtney 13 17 17 13 16 17 15 12 17 16
R O Heikes 15 20 20 15 19 20 20 14 19 17
7 S Fanning 15 20 19 14 20 19 19 15 20 19
Robin Hood 15 19 19 15 18 20 20 15 19 19
P Sclilicher 14 18 16 11 15 17 16 12 16 14

J M Speary 12 16 14 11 13 17 18 8 15 11
G L Alford 14 16 17 13 16 IS 14 14 13 15
T S Bibbee 13 17 19 11 15 19 13 12 13 15
H L Smith 13 15 IS 12 16 18 20 9 16 19
Dr Maiian 13 16 14 14 15 18 20 13 16 17

J A De Gruyter 10 16 14 13 18 13 15 11 16 17
H D Goshorn 12 14 18 11 15 13 15 10 15 13

I B Field 14 15 14 9 10 16 11 9 13 17

t A Jones 12 15 14 9 13 15 15 13 16 IS
H G Wheeler 11 19 16 13 17 16 15 15 15 18

Goodlowe 10 7 .. 10 9 .. ..

Marlin 8 14 16 10 13 11 13 10 15 14
Spangler 10 15 14 8 14 16 14 14 16 17
Fleming 15 18 20 12 17 20 19 14 19 18
Lewis 10 ., ..

'G Thalaker 6
C A North 17 9 15 14

S
H

I. B
1 D

Broke.
158
142
157
163
167
169
162
160
136
156
167
153
179
180
179
149
135
150
147
157
156
143
141
128
140
155
36

124
338
172
10
6

55

Second Day, June 20.

of the local shooters, J. A. De Gruyter broke 159 out of 185,

while of the visitors, Fanning, Robin Hood and Rolla Heikes were
in She order named in the total of the day's averages. The scores:

Events: . 1234 5 6789 10
Targets: 15 20 20 15 20 20 20 15 20 20

F E Mallory......... 12 15 18 13 15 17 14 14 15 17
S T Mallory 13 16 12 13 17 17 15 14 14 19
Dade 15 15 18 14 15 15 14 8 IS 13
T F Mallory 13 20 19 12 18 20 17 14 15 19
H C Allen 14 17 IS 12 15 20 17 14 18 19
R L Trimble 14 IS 17 11 19 17 17 14 19 20
Arthur Gambell 12 19 18 15 19 19 15 15 15 19

L J Squier 13 17 16 14 19 19 17 15 19 20

Stuart ........ 14 14 15 14 16 16 18 11 15 15

A W Du Brav.. 12 17 16 14 19 18 16 14 15 IS

Ed Rike 14 14 16 15 20 IS 18 14 15 20
A ,G Courtney ,. ., 12 20 17 15 17 17 18 12 12 18
R O Heikes 15 20 19 15 19 17 20 15 17 19
T S Fanning..... 13 20 19 15 20 20 20 15 19 19
Robin Hood 13 19 20 15 19 20 20 15 17 19

P Schlicher 12 14 14 13 16 17 11 13 14 18

J .M Spearv 10 13 15 11 18 16 15 8 14 16

G L Alford.... 9 19 13 11 15 16 14 13 13 16

T S B:bbee 12 18 15 15 14 18 17 15 17 18
H L Smith 12 IS 18 14 18 20 15 15 19 15

C L Slav-ton 11 13 10 12 18 20 10 .. 17 18

J H- Mackie
,

14 15 16 9 19 17 15 13 17 15

L B Fleming.....,...: 14 20 19 15 19 20 19 14 17 17
Phil :....,.s:... 14 17 20 13 17 17 16 12 15 17
H G Wheeler 1?

Dr Mahan 12

J A De Gruvter _ 13
H D Goshorn 13
T B Fields. 8

"I A Jones 10 19 17 12 14 15 13 13 14 19
Fultz 8 16 13 9 12 12 11 10 15 13

C A North 12 15 13 13 14

J H Marlin 17 14 14 15

17 20 15 20 17 19 13 18 16
15 19 12 11 IS 14 12 14 18
19 19 14 15 17 17 13 16 16
18 13 9 17 12 14 10 16 18
16 13 11 17 16 15 S 11 17

Broke.
150
150
140
167
164
164
166
169
148
159
164
158
176
180
177
142
136
139
160
164
138
150
174
158
168
145
159
140
132
146
119
67
60

Third Day, June 2J.

Mr. H. C. Allen, of Sistersville, made the excellent score of 46
out of 50 and won thereby the State championship. The best
scores ;ifter Allen's were: H. D. Goshorn 45, S. T. Mallorv 45,
Smith 45, J. A. De Gruvter 43, J. F. Mallorv 48, Ed O. Bowers 41,

J. A. Jones 40. W. T. Levi 40, J. A. Holley 38, Dr. J. N. Mahan 35,
In the merchandise events, of which there were five, the highest

total score was made by Allen also, his total beijig 78 out of 85.

.The Jiext best was made by J. F. Mallory, who was one tinder the
highest.
Most of the visiting shooters left yesterday morning, but the

State shooters remained until after the conclusion of yesterday's
events, which were finished at noon. The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 15 25 20 20 15

F E Mallory 13 19 19 16 13
S T Mallorv...

, 12 22 18 18 12
Dade 14 24 13 18 11

J F Mallotv 14 23 16 19 8
H C Allen 14 20 19 15 11
Trimble 14 23 19 20 IS
Squier 13 25 IS 18 15
Gambell 13 25 20 17 10
Stuart 12 23 14 17 12
Du Brav 14 22 IS 20 13
Rike 13 21 IS 20 13
Courthcv 13 21 17 15 13
Heikes 13 23 19 20 14
Fanning 12 24 19 19 14
Robin Hood ., 13 24 19 19 10
Schlicher 13 24 16 17 9
Sijcarv 10 23 15 18 9
A' ford 10 22 18 15 9
Bibbee 12 25 17 16 10
Smith . 13 23 39 14 8
S'av'^on 32 20 38 38 32
Mackie ..v.. 9 21 17 18 31
Fleming 14 24 37 20 33
Phi! 32 22 37 39 32
Wheeler .32 23 38 37 14
Mahfn 10 22 33 38 9
De Gmivter 14 23 38 36 32
Go^born . . . 11 20 33 37 32
Fields 9 20 3 6 16 13
Tones .11 15 19 16 10
Marlin , J4 ^ 16 19 10

Broke.
80
82
80
80
79
89
89
85
78
87
80
79
89
88
85
79
75
74
80
.77

80
76
88
82
84
72
83
73
74
71

78

Championship event:
F E Mallory lOllOUlOlllllllUlllllll-

1111111111101111311111011-
S T Mallory 1011111111111111111110111-

lllllUlOllinilllllllllOl-
Dade 01111 IIOIIOIOIOIIOOIIIIOI-

0110111111111111111111111-

J F Mallory lllllllllOllOUllllljlOll-
1110111111101 ni 011111 111-

H C Allen 1110111111111311001111111-
01111111111111111111)1 Ij.

Mac OlOOOlllOlOllOOOUOiniii 1.

iioioi'iwaiiii 1101 1111 louj -

Tones 0111110111111110000111 1 1
J

-

1111011131111111111111101-^
Lewis - 0000011000110110100110100-

010010000100000101 1ion 00-
Mahan 11001111101100000101)11100-

111111101 11101 1 001 1 1 1 0111-
De Gi-uyler 0111101111111 01111111 1110-

110101101111 011111111111 1
-

Fields 1101011000.100011111111111-
01011011.1.0011111 11 01 11000-

Levi 1001011011011111101101100-
11111.1111110001 01 1 1ll 111 1-

Goshorri 1111111111011111111101110-
111111 11111111101111 11Oil-

Smith , 1110110111111111111111111-
11111111001110111 nil 1111-

Holly 1111310101100100111.011010-
011111llUllllllOOOOlOl 11-

-22
-23—45
-23
-22—15
-17
-23—40
-22
-22—44
-i2
-21-40
-l.!J

-17-30
49
-23—42
-10

- 9—19
-13

-20—33
21

21—42
47
-16—33
-16

-21—37
-22

-23—45
23
-22—45
-16

-19—35

Trap Around Reading.
Rhadtng, Pa., June 20.—The fifth annual toitrnament of the Shuler

Gun Club of Pottstown, Pa., was held at Saratoga Park, the Shuler
Club grounds, to-day, with a large crowd of shooters in attendance.
Sportsmen were present from Reading, Glendale, Pine Iron Works,
Phoenixville, Royersford, Philadelphia, Boyertown, Temple, Zions-
ville and Pleasant Run. The principal event was the team shoot
for teams of five men each at 25 targets for a silver trophy. Seven
teams entered and the shoot resulted in Phoenix and Shuler clubs
tieing on 95 broke. In the shoot-ofi" Phoenix won by 5 targets, the
score being 42 to .37. The scores follow:
Event No. 1, team shoot, teams of five men each at 25 targets

for handsome trophy:
Boyertown Gun Club's Team.—Schealer 17, SchaefTer 17, Wein

14. Major 14, Benner 20- total 82.

Mt. Penn Gun Club. Reading.—Rhoads 12, Schaaber 21, Wertz
24, Yeager 20, Dietrick 15; total 92.

Shuler, of Pottstown.—Trumbauer 19, GilsOn 20, Slonaker 16,
Showaiter 22, Urner IS; total 95.

South End, of Reading.—Gerhert 19, Matz 20, Jones 17, Eschel-
man 16, Yost 19; total 91.

Phoenix, of Phoenixville.—Miller 19, HaUraan 13, Buck SSi John-
son 20, Hogy 20; total 95.

West Chester Gun Club Team.—Gill 16, Ford 13, Brinfon 15,
Henry 13. Howard 19; total 76.

Spinnerstown Gun Club.—A. Miller 13, Henderick 13, Graeff 18.
Brey 19, Levengood 14; total 77.

Shoot-off tie: Phcenix 42, Shuler 37.

Sweepstake scores follow:

Events:
Targets r

H Schaefifer 7
Hallman i j., . . .

.

Shealer T;' 7
Jack
Ridge 9

Wertz 10 10 10
Nerhart
A Miller 7
Dietrick S
Henderick 8
Trumbauer 9
Brey*
Wein 4
Benner
Grafte
Davis ..-«,. 5
De Witt 8
Major , .. 10
Buck 11
Yeager
Archer
Adams
Goodman
Brinton ..

Jones . . .

.

Rhoads
Levengood
Matz
Gill ..

Laird
Ford ,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
10 15 10 7 10 15 10 10
7 10 5 7 7 1$ 6 7
8 10 4 3 8 11 8 2
7 11 6 •2 7 10 9
7 12 8 5 7 9 7
9 11 S 6 S 12 S

10 10 10 7 10 9
4 5 6

'7
2

7 i;i
'7

3 6 12 8
"7

S 9 7 6 7 5 6
8 10 2 4 6 10 6

'7

9 11 .6- 5 7 8
7 13 6 =B 8 11 "s 16
4 12 5 8 11
9 IZ

'6
5 7 11

"9
7

3 8 3 6 9 8 5 7
2
6
6
7
8
7
5
7
7
7
9
10

4
12

'5

13

11 8 5
8 6

10 5
7

"7

7
11
11

4 4
6 ..

Howard .

Holland .

Henry . .

.

Loornis ..

Lawrence
Slonaker
Eshelman
Showalter
F Yost ..

5 8 6
10 4 "e

11
5 7 12 ".5

.

5
4

'9 '9

7 6 11 's
4 4 4
4 6 9 6
5 9 4
4
6 6 9
5 6 13

*6
'e

5 6 12 10 8
5 5 9 8 7
6 10 13 7 9
3 7 11 7 5
3 11 7 65

8
8 12
4 *

5 5 "s

Crathers ^ ., ..,

Dotlerer
Hogv
J xVfiller 3
Essick
Hinse
Torpey ,

Geist
Hallowell 5

Reading, Pa., June 27.—^The first of the series of ten target
shoots for the Peters Cartridge Co.'s handsome loving cup for the
individual championship of Berks county will be held about Aug.
11 at the Three-Mile Ilouse shooting grouiids under the auspices
of the Berks County Trapshooters' League. T. H. Keller, Eastern
manager of the Peters Cartridge Co., has presented a beautiful
trophy to the league, and the business men of Reading are also
giving a helping 'nand, adding merchandise prizes to the county
championship and added money to the open sweeps. The shoots
will all be under the general management of Arthur A. Fink, of
this city, who will be assisted by a competent force of clerks.
Targets will be thrown at 3 cent each. Two sets of traps of three
each will be used. This shoot is opeit to all, and a large attend-
ance is desired, so as to encourage the league's workers, and also
to give the sport a boom in this locality. Any information will
be cheerfully answered by addressing Arthur A. Fink, 426 Frank-
lin street. " Duster.

iNew Haven Gun Club.

Njiw Haven, Conn., June 29.—The spirit of trapshooting is very
much alive in New Haven, Conn. Seventeen members of the New
Haven Gun Club turned out in the broiling sun yesterday and
shot at 50 clay birds each man, in order to decide which half of
those present would pay for the shore dinners for the party. Capt,
John E. Bassett and the team of his selection succeeded in de-
feating Capt. Reggoric and his team, the tune of which, when set
to music, went like three $1 notes per man. The scores:

Bassett's team: Bassett 39, Clark 34, Longdon 38, Meachen 36,
Bates 38, Hooker S4, Twichell 30, Thompson 28.

Regg-orie's team: Reggorie 37, Sav^ige 34, Callahan 37, Bristol
36, Robertson 34. Bartlett 45, Marlin 34; Merwin 36, Peck 2L

Bartlett sliot for targets only, just to show the Marlin gun; and
made the top score of the day. J. E. B., Sec'y-

Catchpole Gun Club.

WoLcoTT, N. Y., June 27.—The following scores were made
to- day by three members of our club. The day was extremely hot
and only a little shooting was done:

Wadsworth 113ini31333n331111im3331111011111]301131311333-48
Fowler 331!3303131311310l00113mi01111imilllll01100111--)2
Burlce llOOll^OllOlllOlllllI 1111 _20

E. A- Wap»wo«th, Sec'y,

Boston Gun Qob.
An intensely warm afternoon was furnished the Boston Gun Club

for their third last practice shoot at Wellington, and to suit the
thermometer the events were contested in slow, easy-going fashion.
During the most interesting part of the programme— i. e., the

individual and team matches—a gale of wind preceding a thunder
storm just about ruined the scores. A few of the more expert
shooiers ictained their equanimity of mind and entered totals
lilenty good enough for calm conditions; others fared differently.
Leroy shot a remarkably even, fast gait, all from 21yds. rise

except final straight. Mr. Woodruff was trying his new gun and
managed well for a beginning. But (or tile e-slra h'avy pulls he
would have dene better.
Much sympathy was expressed for Mr. Sheffield, who lies ill at

liis home in Wakefield. Latest accounts from his bedside are en-
couraging, and his hosts of friends are united in wishing liim a
speedy, thorough recovery. Mr. Sht-Bield is one of the older
B. G. C. members—not old in years, but in faithful attendance at
this very old club—so that his absence causes remark, besides a
very noticeable void.

Following are the scores complete:
Events: 123456789 10 U
Targets: 10 10 5p 10 lO 15 10 10 5p 10 10

-Miskay, 18 3 9 8 5 9 11 6 5 2 9 7
Leroy, 21 8 S 7 10 10 13 8 10 6 10 ..
Rich, 17 9 10 & 5 5 13 9 9 6 7 7
Woodruff, .17 9 5 6 .. 6 9 7 5 5 7 8
Andres, 16 5 4 6 7 4 6 6 5 5 8 ..
Horace, IS 8 8 7 6 7 11 6 4 5 5 ..
Benton, 14 8 2 8 6 3 1 2 ..
I'oor, 16 4 4 4 1 1 4 2..
H J K, 12 3 0., 14

' All events unknown angles from magautrap. Two last events
16yds. rise.

Merchandise match, 25 targets, unknown, distance handicap:
Rich, 17 .1101111110111111131110111—22
Leroy, 21 1111110111110111111111100—21
Horace, IS 1111111100101011011101010—17
Miskay, 18 .1111110101110010101001111—17
WoodrufT, 16 .0101101001101111111100011—16
Benton, 14 0100010011111101011110100—14

'

.Vndres, 16 0110101010000101111000011—12
Poor, 16 0101000011000000000000100— 5
Team match, 40 targets—5 pairs and 10 singles each shooter; dis-

tance handicap.
Leroy 3111133131—30 10 10 00 13 11—6—16
Rich 1110133111- 9 10 11 00 11 10—6—15—31
Miskay 1011000110— 5 00 11 00 00 00—2— 7
Horace 0010100011— 4 10 10 10 00 11-^5— 9—16

Fort Smith Gun Club.

Fort Smith, Ark., June 24.—The race for the medal at the shoot-
mg grounds last Saturday between Durden and Baptiste, after the
contest had narrowed down to these two young gianis of the scat-
ter gun, was worth going miles to see. In the first 25 they scored
20 each out of 25, and then shot the tie off at 25 more, scoring 23
each, and then decided the posses.sion of the trophy on a miss-
and-out, Baptiste finally winnuig on the 3d bird of this style of
shooting.
The attendance was good and the shooting fast and furious for a

ifpace of two hours, several sweeps being run off after the medal
race.
Everything is progressing favorably for the tenth annual Arkan-

sas State Sportsmen's Association tournament, to be held here
July 10, 11, 12 and 13. Sufficient money has been raised to insure
the success of the shoot, and the programmes, which have just
been issued, are very attractive—so much so, indeed, that they
have been complimented by several foreign advertisers who had
elds, in the same.
Much interest is being manifesited in the coming shoot, and the

indications are that the attendance will be a record breaker. The
grounds are easy of access and very pleasantly situated, the shoot-
ers being sheltered from the sun's rays the greater pact of the
day by large shade trees.
Mrs. Charles Boyd and Mrs. Alf. Williams graced the occasion

with their presence and applauded vigorously the efforts of their
respective husbands.
Following arc the scores in the medal race, a number of sweeps

being run off immediately following that event:

Baptiste 101111113101101)111111010—20
Durden 0111111101111110010111111—20
Mulraney 11111011111111 1001 1110001—19
*Kimmons 13111311111101101111110(11—21
Leach 11 1 01 Oil 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 0 1! 0001)0—16
C Boyd ..1111011001100111100011101—16
Dr Ellis . 0110000010001011110101011—18
Webber ...OOllOOIIOlOlOiHlllOOOOOOl—ll
Green 1100010100100010001001 101—10
Morse 0010010101100100000100101— 9
*K!mmons really made the high score, but as he did not declare

that he was shooting for the medal when he began his string the
boys counted him otit. Leach.

Trap at Swanton.

SwANTON, Vt.—A small but enthusiastic gathering of shooters
assembled at the Robin Hood Powder Co.'s Shooting I'ark, Swan-
ton, Vt., Saturday afternoon, June 16, with a fair attendance of the
fair sex. Event No. 5 was an attempt made to rival the scores
made by Robin Hood and N. P.' L., who shot at 25 targets, with
the trap set to throw the asphalts 80yds. In fact, the right quar-
tering birds, assisted by the wind, flew nearly 100yds. Each broke
21 of his 25.

Below are regular scores, unknown angles:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets; 10 10 20 15 15 Targets: 10 10 20 15 15

Rousseau 4 .. 15 11 6 Austin 7 15 9 5
Bohannon 6 4 15 11 12 White 9 17 .. ..

Robin Hood ..... 10 10 18 .. .. Dr Allen ..,,,1... .. 10 10 .. .,

Richardson 8 7 11 12 9 Donalson ,,,>,..,.. IQ
Dickson 7 .. 11 10 ..

In the button shoot Rousseau won the gold, Richardson the sil-

ver and Bohannon the bronze button.

Bellows Falls Gun Club.

Bellows Tau.S, Vt.—The Bellows Falls Gun Club held 'a shoot
on the club grounds Thursday afternoon,, June 28. Below is the
score:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 25 25 * 25 25

Gibson 15 22 38 22 ..

Norwood 21 20 17 21

Fassett 19 18 16 15 ..

Knight 12 19 13 .. 20

*Ten pairs.
Events Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were at known angles.

3 and 4 were at unknown angles.
The next shoot will be held July 4, at which time there will be

several teams represented, and the club team making the best
club score will receive a prize of $25. C. 11. Gibson, Sec'y.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 25 25 * 25 25

Ru-ssell 16 14 10 .. ..

Capron 15 12 13 20 ..

Morrison 16 18 12 21 23
Blakley 12 8 8.. ..

Events Nos.

Hot Springs Gun Club.

Hot Spkings, Ark., July 28.—In the medal event 'of the Hot
Springs Gun Club's club shoow, at 50 targets, there were three
ties on 47, and in the shoot-ofT O'Bryan won:
De Long, 0 11110111131113111O113nill11111133333113313331111O—47
Dr CoUings, 3.... 101111111 1111111111011311111010111111 1011111111111—47
Dr. Williams, 0. .110111 11111110110000101010011111111011111111111111—39
O'Bryan, 8 30111111001101111111111111111110011101011110011110—47
Dr Tierney, 15.,.100103010011110010110«111103011101]11110100001010—45
Vaughan, 18 00011110101010100110000111101001100101111100110010—14
There were three ties for medal. On the shoot-off O'Bryan won.

C. C. D.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTR5ENT.
Skmmek schedule to upper New Jersey coast resorts via Penn-

sylvania Railroad will be placed in effect Saturday, June 30,

Time tables showing improved service may be obtained upon
application to Samuel Carpenter, Eastern I'assenger Agent, No.
1196 Broadway, New York.
In addition to the parlor car service in eflFect between New York

and points on the New York & l-ong Branch U. K., parlor smok-
ing cars will be run after June 30 on the trams leaving New York
at 2:55, 3:25 and 4:10 P. M., returning from Point Pleasant on
tl?ains arriving at New York 9, 9:30 and 10 A-
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The Carry is called two miles^ hut this is the

estimate of somebody who had nothing to lugf. I

had a headache and all my baggage which, with
a traveler's instinct, I had brought with me. My
estimate of the distance is eighteen thousand six

hundred and seventy-four miles and three-quarters

—the fraction being the part left to be traveled

after one of my companions most kindly insisted

oa relieving me of my heaviest bag.

—James Russell Lowell.

PLAYING WITH FIRE.

The fire which destroyed the North German Lloyd

piers and steamships at Hoboken, opposite New York
city, entaiHng a loss of $6,000,000 and an unknown num-
ber of human lives, is supposed to have been caused by

a match or lighted cigar or cigarette thrown into cotton

stored on one of the piers. The conflagration of the

Standard Oil Company oil tanks, across New York
Bay, with a loss of $2,000,000 and more, was caused by a

stroke of lightning.

We cannot control the lightning nor avert its flash ; but

we can avoid throwing matches and cigarettes into cotton.

There is not so much of the wilderness remaining in

this country that we can afford to burn any of it up by

letting our camp-fires get beyond control. Out of every

hundred campers there will always be a proportion—say

fifty—of those who are careless with their fires ; and be-

cause of these creatures and their folly, there must be

with each recurring season, as certain as doom, a vast

destruction of the forest and the prairie. We might as well

attempt to control the thunder storms and the lightning

of the sky as to reform these fatuous idiots who set fire

to the woods. But we may see to it, each one for himself,

that we are not ourselves numbered with the fire-setting

fools.

With the coming of the camping season and the building

of camp-fires throughout the land, it is not untimely to

repeat certain cautionary rules given before in these

columns as a code of conduct with respect to the camp-
fire:

Never build a fire where its flame can communicate to

grass or brush or branches of trees.

Never build a fire where the sparks can be carried to

brush or trees, or leaves or grass.

Never build a fire without first noting the lay of the

land with respect to controlling it after it is kindled.

Never leave camp for the day with the fire to burn un-

attended. Extinguish it thoroughly.

Under no circumstances, when moving camp, leave the

fire to burn or smoulder. Put it out.

To extinguish a fire built upon the ground where there

is turf, the roots of trees or other vegetable matter in the

soil, pottr water upon it until the ground is thoroughly

soaked ; then dig around about and well outside the cir-

cumference, throwing the earth in toward the center, and
then wet it down again.

The Treasury Department has issued a circular to col-

lectors and other customs officers, instructing them that

under the provisions of the Lacey law foreign wild ani-

mals or wild birds from any part of the world may be
admitted to the country only upon the showing of a per-

mit for their importation given by the Department of

Agriculture. The instructions are very explicit, and the

only way in which they might be circumvented would
appear to be by adopting the expedient of Thomas Wood-
cock, who was the first to bring English skylarks and
nther birds from Great Britain into this country in the

forties. He had come as far as the lower- bay of New
York harbor, Avhen, getting into a dispute with the cap-

tain of the ship about the birds, he broke open their cages

and liberated them to fly ashore,

A NEW ELEMENT.
We commend to the particular attention of game

wardens the gangs of Italians who are engaged in such

works as railroad building, reservoir construction and

other Enterprises where, as a rule, the men live in tents or

shanties and roam the neighborhood when they are not

working week days and Sundays. No one would begrudge

them this simple pleasure, were they not possessed of the

characteristic small-bird killing proclivities which are

common to the Latin races of Europe. They are here, as

at home, industrious hunters of song and insectivorous

birds. Every feathered creature is game to them; and as

there are tens of thousands of them scattei-ed here and

there throughout the land, the magnitude of their depre-

dations is such as to demand consideration and repression.

As we have pointed out before, it is this foreign element

which in New England and elsewhere in the neighborhood

of factory towns scours the fields on Sundays in pursuit

of the small birds. Americans with generations of small

bird protectors behind them cannot realize the way in

which these foreigners regard the same birds. The
Forest and Stream is not in infrequent receipt of leaflets

and circulars distributed by well-meaning women, which

depict the sportsman as killing the songsters, and hold

him up to a popular reprobation which would be well

deserved if the picture drawn by him were not fanciful.

The sportsman in America does not kill the small birds

save only in the fevered ithagination of the leaflet writers

;

he confines himself to legitimate game—the birds which,

if we may consider the adaptation of means to an end

in the scheme of nature, were created specially to be

hunted by man. The impulse, training and practice of the

American sportsman as we know him and as he is, give

the lie to the leaflets which represent him as a wanton

killer of little birds. In some of the European countries

different sentiments, conditions and practices prevail. In

Italy everything is game that flies. In northern Italy

"bird murder is epidemic," wrote our consul, James T.

Du Bois, from St. Gall, Switzerland, the other day; "the

willow wren, hedge sparrow, blackcap, swallow, night-

ingale, and little singers of all kinds are victims of the

trap, the net and the gun." They are taken by wholesale

in the migrating periods

:

As the seasons come and go the Swiss birds make their pil-

grimage south, and in going and returning across the land of

northern Italy and the Swiss Canton of Tessin they are merci-

lessly pursued by hunters of all ages and all classes. On Lake

Maggiore it is estimated that at least 60,000 of the feathered song-

sters are trapped or killed every year, and in the region round

about Bergamo, Verona, Chiavena, and Brescia, many millions

are indiscriminately slaughtered to satisfy the demand of the

tables and of the millinery establishments of the world.

One of the schemes is to cover the Hmbs of trees, the rocks, and

even the telegraph wires along the line of the bird migrations with

a certain paste of such adhesive qualities that whenever the birds

stop in their flight for rest or food they are held helpless captives;

hundreds are often captured in a very small space by this simple

means.

We read this with curiosity, because it is so foreign to

our own waj^s; but we shall do well to remember that

tens of thousands of immigrants are dispersing over this

country, bringing with them small-bird killing proclivities,

and some attention must be given to them in making pro-

vision for the protection of the birds.

FROCK AND GOFHERS.

The side-hill gopher mentioned in Forest and Stream

the other day, whose legs on one side are shorter than

those on the other, so that it can navigate a hillside suc-

cessfully, must be a relative of the "prock," which with

the gyascutus were known to our fathers as wandering

from time to time through the funny columns of the

newspapers. The fabulous creatures appear to have been

an invention of a fun-loving Yankee, who got his hint

from a description given in all seriousness by Capt. Jona-

than Carver, who made a journey to the Rocky Moun-
tains in 1765. In his book of "Travels Through the In-

terior Parts of North America," published in 1778, he

gave these descriptions:

"In the country of the Osnobions (Assinaboines) there

is a regular beast, of the bigness of a horse, and having

hoofs, whereof two legs on one side are always shorter .

than the other, by which means it is fitted to graze on the

steep slopes of the mountains. It is of amazing swiftness,

and to catch it the salvages doe head it ofJ, whereby it can-

not run, but falls over and is so taken. I was also told

of one which I did not see. This is like to a bear in size.

but covered with shell as is the tortoise, with many horns

along its back. It has great claws and teeth, and is ex-

ceeding fierce, eating man and beast."

The region referred to by our traveler has been ex-

plored by naturalists, but science has yet to solve the

mystery of the uneven-legged beasts. Carver may have

invented them ; but it is much more probable that he was

only giving a local habitation to mythical creatures which

had place in the folk-lore of this day. For these strange

animals of fiction were such as would most certainly ap-

peal to the imagination and find a secure place in that

unwritten literature which is handed down from genera-

tion to generation and carried across seas and continents,

being told about the hearth and the camp-fire, but only

seldom finding a place in print. The "sand-hill gopher"

of igoo is the "prock" of 1850, and that was the "regular

beast" of Carver in 1765 ; it has taken on various shapes,

but the essential quality of humor remains—this is what

has kept it alive ancl makes it secure for the future. It

will live in story after the other game in the country of

the Assinaboines shall have been exterminated, just as the

hoop snake is found in regions where no other serpents

have survived.

SNAF SHOTS.

It is reported that the Messrs. Weisbrod, of Philadel-

phia, who have a game preserve of 2,800 acres in Pike

County, Pa., propose to turn out there a score of wild

boars from the Black Forest in Germany, in order that

they may have material for the sport of pig-sticking.

There have been several importations of wild boars into

this country: one lot was brought to the Neversink coun-

try in Sullivan county. New York, and another to the Blue

Mountain Park, established by Austin Corbin in New
Hampshire. We believe that without exception the beasts

have proved to be a nuisance and nothing more. They

certainly are undesirable as additions to our wild fauna,

and might legitimately come under the prohibitive control

of the Agricultural Department in the regulations which

it is to provide for the importation of foreign species.

It is a suggestive commentary on the wild bird' supply

of this continent that Chief Game Warden Tinsley, of

Ontario, questions if a wild turkey is now to be found

within the limits of the Province. If there be any of

the birds in their wild state, he suggests that they should

be captured and placed in the Rondeau Park, for the pur-

pose of restocking that very suitable locality. The scheme

of giving the wild turkey a new start in a protected

region such as the Rondeau Park, the parent birds being

imported from elsewhere, appears to be a more sensible

and hopeful enterprise than the introduction of foreign

birds such as the capercailzie or black game. The species

which were indigenous to the land, and which the history

of the past demonstrates would thrive if not pursued to

the death by man, are plainly those which give the best

promise of establishing.

For it is not sO' difficult to restore a wild species if only

the opportunity be given it to increase and multiply under

natural conditions. An example in point is that of the

beaver. In Maine, in Michigan and in the Adirondacks,

three districts where the animal was on the point of ex-

tinction, absolute protection has been given to it for a

number of years, and the result is, as reported from one

point and another, that the beaver is coming back to its

old haunts and surely increasing.

A New York millinery concern when arranging for

the killing of sea gulls on the Maine coast, found at Bar
Harbor a local agent in the person of a hotel clerk. It

might be thought that an individual possessing the genius

to be a summer hotel clerk would have more sense than

to promote the killing of gulls in his neighborhood. The
fool-killer should take a run down there.

We have received and shall print next week the text

of Judge Hanford's recent opinion rendered in the case

of a Spokane, Wash., restaurant keeper prosecuted for

having sold quail in the close season.

In a communication elsewhere Mr. Wm. Wells predicts

the starvation of larger and larger numbers of elk gener-

ally, as. the winter ranges shall diminish. As he sees it.

the game is doomed to retire before the encroachment of

civilization, : m
^
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An Ideal Retreat,

But few American friends across the border have any
idea of the beauty of our lakes in the Midland counties

of Ontario or the facilities for reaching them. Of all lo-

calities, perhaps, Salmon Lake, about two miles from St,

Ola Station, on the Central Ontario Railway, affords

the easiest access for a summer retreat. By leaving To-
ronto by the evening Canadian Pacific or Grand Trunk
train you can reach your camp or cottage by 10 A. M.
next morning, and again, by leaving the lake at the same
hour, you reach Toronto early in the evening.
The lake is nearly five miles long, and from one to

two broad, with deep bays and high, rocky promontories
running away back into respectable mountains, while all

around the hills rise from the water clothed with primeval
forests. Not a settler's house or clearing breaks the
charm of wild solitude. To the north, not a settlement for

twenty miles; to the east, a wilderness for forty miles or
so to the Madawaska, and to the west, almost an un-
broken forest clear to the county of Peterborough. Deer
abound in all the countrj'- about and may be frequently
seen standing on the woodland shores trying to make out
the passing canoeist, or along the marshy inlets nipping
oflf the bulbs and blossoms of the water lily, standing
like statues as your boat approaches them until they make
you out, and then up goes the "white flag," and with grace-
ful bounds they disappear in the adjoining forest. Mink,
marten and otter and, until recently, the beaver, emblem
of Canadian mdustry, lurk in the woody dells, while the
partridge is heard drumming in the sjdvan shade. In the
deep crystal waters sport the large lake trout, and on
rocky bars the gamiest black bass of all our waters await
to contest the angler's skill. The bass average from 2 to

4, and not infrequently one of 5 and even 6 pounds, dark
.green in color, small mouthed, and so gamy they will
jump three and four times out of the water in their en-
deavor to release the cruel hook, making you anxious
for your tackle, and if you land three out of every five
hooked you may consider you are doing well.
One consideration of camping on this lake is that you

are in easy reach of so many waters. Two miles or so
to the southwest is Bass Lake, famous for its fishing. A
short mile row or paddle up the channel from the head
of the lake places you either on the waters of Dark or of
Devil Lake. These two lakes conjoined are nearly as
large as Salmon Lake. By following up the channel from
Dark Lake you reach Dickinson's Lake, and from here
a short walk over the portage brings one to the Blue
Lakes, where the bass are plentiful beyond belief, as few
anglers visit these waters. Here are" three small lakes
opening out into one another as blue as a whetstone,
which gives them their name

—

Ytvy clear water with beds
of marl. Here you are miles from any habitation, lofty
pines wave their plumes on the giant hills around you,
and the charm of the native wild almost makes you envy
the life of the early redman before inevitable fate brought
civilization upon them to ruin, to conquer and destroy.
The beauties of this locality and the facilities it afiforded

for fishing, hunting and trapping were not unknown to
the former generation. About thirty-five years or so ago
Bob Holland, an Englishman, built a cabin upon a lofty
promontory opposite the outlet commanding a view of
the whole lake and went into trapping and hunting, which
yielded him large returns.
Many of the hunting parties from the front visited these

localities in those days. Holland was a genial fellow, and
a hunter not to know Bob Holland was put down as a
tenderfoot. He had many boon companions, and right
royally did^he entertain them. 'Many a story of hunting
exploits, of sportsmen's dinners, of midnight song and
revel m those days are still told in the settlers' homes or
by the glowing camp-fire.
At that time and subsequently a long, tedious journey

over only the execrable lumbermen's road had to be un-
dertakne from the village of Madoc, until the building of
the Central Ontario Railway connecting with the C. P. R.
and the Grand Trunk, and which lands the visitor at" St."
Ola Station only two miles from the waters of the lake.
In 1886 Col, Lamont, then private secretary for Presi-

dent^ Cleveland, afterward Secretary of War in Mr. Cleve-
land s second administration, camped here with a party of
friends from New York and Syracuse. Subsequetly a
few cottages, with ample ice houses, have been built upon
the islands and picturesque spots. Boats and all supplies
can be obtained at the village, while the best of home-
made bread, good butter, milk, cream, vegetables and all
kmds of berries galore can be delivered at camp by set-
tlers. You are in receipt of your letters and papers daily

with such easy access to the front you are enjoying
all the comforts of civdization in the invigorating atmos-
phere and grateful relaxation which our Canadian wilds
afford. Here you are about 1,200 feet above the waters
of Lake Ontario.
Many people who cannot afford to absent themselves

from business for a few weeks find relief in short excur-
sions on our great inland waters, but a large number of
those who can do so pass a few weeks in expensive sum-
mer resorts and return home with a small stock of health
and a jarge hole in their purse. On the contrary our
Canadian lakes afford that freedom from care, the very
life of the lotus eater, so attractive to the imagination
The clear air is redolent with resinous odors from cedar
thickets or balsam ridges which line almost every shore
and numerous are the sand beaches where the clear water
so gently deepens for many, many yards, where even chil-
dren may learn the art of swimming without danger In
the morning and evening, boating and canoeing- at all
times you mav try your luck and skill with rod or troll
In the noontide heat, with novel and pipe, you enjoy yourhammock in some breezy shade, and so soon as dusk
steals over mountain and stream and the great headlands
ceas_e to cast their image upon the mirrored water a
glorious carnp-fire. Now and then an excursion and pic-
nic to ah adjoining lake, with a row home on the moonlit
waters, vary the daily experience. Such is camp life.

After four weeks or so of such experience you return
to /.our homts with 8 stock of health and conscious ^r.

joyment, and with glowing anticipations of even a hap-

pier outing the next season.

Let us hear old Nessmuk sing the praises of his ideal

camp if you are skeptical of the enjoyment:

"There is a spot where the plumy pines

O'erhang the sylvan banks of Otter;

Where pigeons feed among the vines .

That hang above the limpid water.

There wood-ducks build in hollow trees,

And herons among the matted sedges,

While drifting on the summer breeze

Float satin clouds with silver edges.

*' 'Tis there the bluejay hides her nest.

In thickest shade of drooping bushes.

The fish-hawk, statue-like in rest,

1 Stands guard o'er glassy pools and reaches.

The trout beneath the grassy brink

Looks out for shipwrecked flies and midges.

The red deer comes in search of drink

From laurel brake and woodland ridges.

"Beneath a hemlock grim and dark,

Where shrub and vine are intertwining,

Our shanty stands well roofed with bark.

In which a cheerful blaze is shining.

The smoke ascends in spiral wreaths.

With upward cxirves the sparks are trending.

The coflEee kettle sings beneath,

Where smoke and sparks and leaves are blending."

E. B. FeALECK.
Belleville Ont.

The Forests of Spanish Honduras.
The Spanish Honduras forests are liberally stored with

game. The Currasaw macaw, partridge and pava are
among the birds found in those woods, while in the ani-

mal line are to be found the pisote, a small animal re-

sembling the raccoon of the Southern States; the peccary
or wild hog, and several species of monkeys.
One day last February I started out for a walk of three

or four leagues into the forest with a friend, a Mr. John
H. Swart, of Porquin De Copan. It was early in the
morning when we made the start, carrying with us a
machete apiece and a shotgun. Swart's Mossa went
with us also, carrying a sharp machete for the purpose
of cutting a way through any underbrush which we
might encounter.
In traveling, I have passed over many beautiful roads,

but never have I feasted my eyes upon such paths of
beauty as I that day looked' upon as we clambered up
and down the sides of small mountains and over or
through rippling streams born of the mountains and of
the dew. Keats' line is here everywhere appropriate:

"Sleepy paths where shady twilight dreams the summer time away."

About two miles out of the little town in which we
were both stopping we came to the Rio Bamayho. This
we crossed as all streams are usually crossed in Central
America—on the back of the Mossa. For a new be-
ginner in this mode of bridging a stream, the first ride
is A^ery exciting, the Mossa stooping until the rider gets
well located on his shoulder, and then grasping his legs
firmly under the knee he starts slowly into the stream,
feeling along with his feet for any sudden '"sag" in the
river bed. Each step seems to the nervous rider a sure
precipitation into the current of the stream, as he sits

up, his head and shoulders flapping aboA^e the Mossa's
head as a flag waves on a windy daj'.

On all sides of us, and extending into the dark, Avaxen
looking forests as far as the eye can see, were the great
palms, which so beautify and typify all tropical land-
scapes. Along the road that day I noticed ferns growing
to the size of large trees and vines, Avith exquisite floAV-
ers on them like morning glories blooming in the broad
sunlight, throwing off a most delightful tuberose-like
odor.
The smaller streams of Central America are generally

bridged Avith fallen trees, Avhich are throAvn across the
strearn so as to permit of their limbs interlocking and
allowing one by skillful climbing to escape across it

with seldom more than three wettings. I know of no
more pleasing sight to the eye than the vista stretching
along the bank of some Central American river. Beau-
tiful trees groAV on either side, casting their shadows in
the clear Avaters of the bending slream. The low moun-
tains back irom the river, carpeted with green and
pinnacled Avith palms, form a pleasing background to
the stream.
About six miles out on this road we began entering

by a Avinding trail or path the palm forests. AVhen once
well into the forest Ave found that the shadows were
"perpetual shade," with only an occasional ray of sun-
shine glimmering here and there upon the palm-lined
pathway. The trees found here, other than palms, were
almost ahvays weighted doAvn with orchids of great
beauty and fragrance. Wherever the palms gave Avay
to trees of other varieties the sunlight Avould have the
effect of draAving quantities of macaws to their branches,
feeding on the leaves, bark and nuts. I shot one in one
of the trees that measured several feet from tip to tip
of wings. They are of beautiful colors, being bright
red, green, yelloAv and blue, with a Avhite face, Avhich
gives them an odd appearance. Among the densest
palms I saAV a small drove of Avild hogs or peccary,
Avhich scurried away in the gloom of the further forests!
The constant chattering of monkeys and different vari-
eties of birds Avas heard continually through the forest,
and evidently from the sound they were high up in the
larger trees.

In almost every damp, shady place one will find grow-
ing a flower called the wild "plantinao." Avhich bears the
most exquisitely shaded and mottled floAver I have ever
seen.

_
It looks so much like an artificial floAver that

one will take it in his hand without discovering the de-
ception. The plant is very much like the canna lily, and
I imagine would thrive in the Southern United States
out doors under very much the same conditions, and
perhaps in Northern conservatories, well Avatered, with
plenty of reduced sunlight. Wild caladiums of elephant
ears groAV e-^erywhere, and it is a common sight to see
a barefooted native walking calmly alon.g in a heavy
rain gtprm pj- in the glaring sunlight under one of these

leaves, using it as an immense umbrella. A tree rom-
monly seen in Central America is the yellow levei tree,

which has a graceful drooping habit, and long handsome
green leaves. It derives its name from a pod which it

bears and which the natives think properly boiled and
kept about Avill conjure yelloAv fever, as they say, and
render it a harmless malady.

_
The people one meets in a forest ramble are very

sirnple people, and are generally very lightly clad. A
bright-colored shawl and a yard or two of fancy ribbon
would make ample covering for several large families.
On no country of our earth are the beauties of nature

more prodigally lavished. Mighty inland seas, up to the
present time mighty solitudes, save for the presence of
bird, fish or beast; mountains gorgeously wrapped in
green from base to summit; valleys fertile with the fer-
tility of land that has never been tilled by human hands;
unsearched and unsearchable forests of mahogany, ebony
and dyewoods, and teeming with game, from the small
pisote to the Central American tiger and lion; skies
touched with all the soft rosy tracery known only to the
Master Hand, and air balmy as a Florida April day.
To-day an unkncAvn and unfathomed wilderness, but ere
long the Mecca of many tourists, who Avill go there to
revivify themselves in the balmy breezes, listening to
strange sounds and amusing theraseh^es seeing strange
sights nowhere to be equaled for quaintness or queer-
ness on the face of the globe. Paul Ward.

Stories from the Woods.

Being Notes from Memoranda of Talks Avith the Guides
at the Boston Show.

Beaver Increasing in Maine.

The A'laine guides from various parts of the State report
that beaver are increasing in numbers to a marked extent.
John Cushman thinks there are seventy- five beaver on
Snake Brook, a stream flowing into Third Lake, well up
the East Branch of the Penobscot. Ten years ago Joseph
Mitchell, of Patten, went to Third Lake with John
Francis to look up the beaver, and estimated that there
were then thirty-six in that neighborhood.
Cushman says there is a family of beaver within half a

mile 01 his camps on Katahdin Lake, and that last fall
one of the guides found a second family two miles away.
Warren Wing, of Flagstaff, says there are a great many

beaver in his neighborhood, and that they are causing
some damage by floAving loAv-lying timber lands. Popple
and birch, Avhich constitute a large portion of their food,
have gained a commercial valuation of late years, and
trees up to 14 inches at the butt are cut by the beavers.
The guides are unanimous in saying that the law pro-

tecting beaver has been well observed, and that few, if
any, beaver skins have been sent out of the State.

Locked Antlers.

Howard H. McAdam, of Calais, Me., exhibited the
heads of tAvo buck deer with the antlers locked. These
were the property of Henry F. Eaton, of Calais, who
secured them from a hunter Avho came upon the deer
while still alive, though very Aveak. It was supposed
that the deer had been locked by their antlers three or four
days when found.
Both were large deer. One had a very symmetrical set

of antlers, Avith four points to a side, while the other had
eight points on one side and nine on the other. The
four-point buck had had decidedly the best of the fight,
having put out one of the other deer's eyes before be-
coming locked, and having also inflicted a number of
wounds on the head and neck of the other. His left antler
eventually slipped around under the larger deer's throat
just behind the jaw, and the tines on the other horn be-
coming interlaced Avith those of his opponent, the two
bucks were locked so securely that it Avas impossible to
separate them.
Was it murder or suicide, or simply accidental death?
In the second set of locked antlers one of the bucks had

driven his antler 2 inches into the eye of the other.

When Bear Cubs Are Born,

Mr. McAdam has mounted some of the tiniest bear cubs
that Avere ever so perpetuated. These cubs Avere secured
by Charles F. Keef, a lumberman, of Vanceboro, Me., about
the middle of January. George W. Ross, who represents
the New Washington County Railroad, and who is also
chief warden for the county, gave the following particu-
lars of the capture:
One of the teamsters at Keefs camn came in and com-

plained to Mr. Trafton, the boss, that there was some-
thing near Avhere they were yarding that scared the hor-es.
Trafton went to the place with an axe, and found that
a bear had denned under a stump nearby. The bear was
persuaded to come part way out, and Trafton hit her on
the nose Avith the axe, but the bloAv Avas ineffective and the
bear retreated into the den. Mr. Keef was then sum-
moned, and on his arriA*al Avith a Winchester the bear was
shot and killed. After receiving the first shot and before
dying, the bear gave birth to one of the cubs. The other
had been born preAnously, and they Avere found in the
den. An unsuccessful attempt was made to raise the cubs
on the bottle. It is added that George H. Boardman. the
Forest and Stream correspondent in Calais, denies the
truth of the statement relating to the birth of a cub after
the bear Avas shot. The matter is interesting as throwing
hght upon the time bear cubs are born.

The Horns "Wilhout the Head.

The antlers of deer and other game animals are some-
times hit by rifle balls, and not infrequently fine trophies
are ruined as a result. To secure a set of antlers with a
gun Avithout injuring the animal that carried them is a
far different matter, and a feat not likely to be duplicated
upon short notice.

,,rM, J^^?
rxzm&d Churchill, who was hunting a^

Will Atkms OxboAv camp, has succeeded in accomplishing
It however He AA^as out with a guide by the name ofMcKmny, from Auburn, Me., nn the first snoAv last No-
vember, and started a moose. The trail was followed and
eventually the hunters came up with the moose standing
with its head exposed, but the r^si- 9f its body cont

\
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cealed by the forest growth. Churchill was armed with

a three-barrel gun, two shot, and one .4S-70 rifle barrel

underneath. He had ball cartridges in both shot barrels,

and as the distance was short, fired at the moose with

one of these. The ball, which weighed something more
than an ounce, hit the web of one of the moose's antlers,

tearing a hole through it large enough to receive a broom-
stick, and striking with such force that the antler was
knocked off the moose's head at the burr.

The hunters followed, and half a mile further on foimd

the other antler where the moose had dropped it in the

snow. His head was out of balance, and no doubt the

antler had come in contact with a tree. The, moose
escaped, but the sportsman had a fine pair of antlers with

twenty-three points as a result of his shot, and had it been

in the old days when all moose were game, it is possible

a coH- moose scalp might have been made to do dutj- as a

part of a very interesting trophy, even though the moose
whose head it was supposed to represent was still roaming
the forest. Mr. Churchill, it is only fair to add, two
days later downed an eighteen-point bull, whose head he

hu> taken out and had mounted.

Moose Calling Without a Horn.

A Boston man bj' the name of MacDonald, who ex-

hibited a fine Nova Scotia moose head of his own killing

at the Boston Sportsmen's Show, calls moose without the

aid of a horn, using his hand as a trumpet to carry the

sound and holding his nose with his thumbs meanwhile.
-MacDonald has the reputation of being an expert caller

and a very successful hunter.

Traveling with a Medicine Man.

The Hudson Bay Company's employes have had un-

usual opportunities to study Indian character in the years

gone by. They judged the red man, as was natural, by
white men's standards, and sometimes when they thought
they knew the Indians as a student knows his book they

were surprised by a demonstration of basic savagery they

had little expected.
The following story from the lips of one of the oldest

factors in the company will serve to illustrate the point

:

Back in the '50's the factor was sent to the St. Maurice
district, which was then under the stipervision of the

father-in-law of the present head of the Hudson Bay
Company, a capable and respected official. Late in the

fall the factor was invited to spend a month at head-
quarters, at Weymontachingue House. He traveled by
canoe, but shortly after his arrival a period of severe

weather set in and he sent his man back to his post, de-

termining to wait himself until the lake froze and walking
on snowshoes was feasible. The A'isit was an extremely
pleasant break on the monotony of the wilderness life.

The lady of the officer in charge at Weymontachingue
was a charming hostess and entertainer, and the fm"-

lough passed all too quickly.

When the time came to return considerable difficulty

Avas experienced in securing guides to accompany the

factor, as the Indians were all off on their hunting
grounds. At length, however, an old man and his son
were found who consented to go.

The old man had a bad reputation. While visiting

the house of one of the servants for a pair of moccasins
ihe night before starting the woman cautioned the factor.

"T think 3'ou are very foolish to go with this man," she

.said, "Him man eater." Then she told the story, which
the factor already knew, of the time when this man, near

to death from starvation, had killed and eaten his own
brother. The woman told it in a way that made more of

an impression, however, than when he had first heard the

story. The party started at noon, spending the night in

an Indian camp at no great distance from the post. The
second day was bitter cold, with the thermometer 40
below, and traveling was by no means pleasant. About
4 in the afternoon a very swift stream was reached, which
had not yet frozen over, though full of floating ice. The
Indians hesitated on the bank, and when asked how the

stream was to be crossed shrugged their shoulders and
said they didn't know, whereupon the white man took
the initiative. Sitting down and taking off his moccasins
and metasse, and rolling up his -trousers, after which he
cut a pole to steadj^ himself, he waded the stream. Ar-
rived on the opposite bank, he took off his blanket coat
and with it rubbed his feet dry, and afterward put on his

nieps and other footgear and set about locating a camp
iite for the night. Meanwhile the Indians mustered up
courage to follow his example. Supper was soon dis-

posed of, and rolling themselves in their blankets the
men prepared to pass the night.

The white man was pretty well through the first sleep,

when he was aroused by an awful unearthly noise. The
woman's warning flashed upon his mind, and his first

impression was that the man-eater was about to murder
him. He sprang to his feet and looked about in the
spectral light reflected from the stars by the white mantle
of snow. He was reassured a little by noting that the
bOA'- was lying to all appearances fast asleep nearby.
Through the folds of the man-eater's blanket he couid
detect a humped up, writhing figure, and from this pro-
ceeded the sounds which had so wrought upon his nerves.

.\cting- on the impulse of the moment, the factor

seized the blanket and swept it aside, his hand coming
in contact as he did so with the long black hair of the
man beneath, which was reeking wet, despite the arctic

severity of the night. The old Indian thus revealed was
crruching and uttering an inarticulate weird incantation
and was as a man possessed. He did not notice the inter-

ruption, but continued swaying his body and making
night hideous with the bestial noise. The factor had never
seen anj'thing like it, and he was mad.
"What's all this?" he said, shaking the man and at-

tempting to rouse him. "What are you doing?" The
Indian made no reply at first, but after a while he said in

Ills native tongue, speaking as though aroused from .^leep

;

"Too bad!- Too bad!"
"What's too bad?" asked the white man.
"You've spoiled ni}' conjuring," said the Indian,
"What do you mean?"
"I was conjuring to-morrow you'd have no more rivers

to cross. You pleased me to-day wading the stream, and
I wa,s conjuring the evil spirit that he would be favorable
and save you from the necessity in future."
"Never you mind me." said the factor ; "turn in and go

to sleep and don't let me hear any more of your con-

juring."

The white man remained awake the rest of the night,

and at half past three roused the Indians, and they pro-

ceeded on their journey, arriving at their destination be-

fore dark. Conjuring has been an important trade arnong

the Indians in the Hudson Bay territory. The medicine

men made a good living, earning an important part of

their income as fees given them to bring harm to the

enemies of their cHents. Their ability to do this was never

questioned, and no tangible result was required. It was
enough that the enemy had been conjured.

As a result of his experience with the medicine man, the

factor came to the conclusion that whatever else, the In-

dian was honest in his belief in his own supernatural

powers. The man might be a rogue, but he was no charla-

tan. Incidentally, the factor adds, the streams they en-

countered the last day of their journey were all spanned

by ice bridges and no more wading was required.

J. B. BURNHAM.

Down the Raisin.—IIL

Boxing the Compass by Canoe-An Aquatic Journey

Through Lower Michigan—The Cruise

of the Little Pilgrim,

It was not long after the little episode of the summer

hotel that we came upon a bit of
^^^^^^.f

3-°"^ >
hoarded as one of the pleasantest recollection of the

iournev. The river, which was still narrow, had for the

first time crept close under a range of wooded hills on

StTeasterlv side, while the trees stood thick upon the

opposite bank, which made a part ol the low and leve,

valley. Overhead the long branches, reachmg toward

each other in all the luxuriance of then- J""<^
^f:

formed an almost perfect arch, and underneath the wild

grapevines were draped in many a gracetul testopn

Through this leafy warp the morning stm ]ust cleanng

the further hilltops, wove the most delightful mosaics of

light and shade, and flung them lavishly upon shore and

v^atcv alike. What tltere was over the hills or beyond

the vallev we did not know, nor did we care to learn,

for here 'was a charming fragment of unsullied nature

which had all the requisites of sun and sky, of wood and

water, needed to make a perfect picture. With what a

thrill of exultation the Little Pilgrim leaped forward into

this enchanted glade, the epitome and embodiment of all

the secluded beauty of our river. Here irideed was ttie

realization of the dream of the Little Pilgrirn, the tangi-

ble yet subtle revealing of hidden loveliness that had been

lying perdu for lo, these many years, waiting only till

we should come and proclaim ourselves its original dis-

coverers. Here we might have landed (for there was

none to prevent) and taken possession of the territory

in the name of the United Federation of Good Fellows,

but the river was passing on, and we passed on with it.

As the Little Pilgrim continued on her way we became

aware that there were other barriers to the passage of

the stream beside those which had been thrown up by

nature. The artificial ones were those marking the

boundaries between the possession of adjoining neigh-

bors, and these intersected the waterway as a hint to the

herds grazing in the vallevs that they should not trespass

in forbidden pastures. The new barriers were notable,

not so much for their beauty and picturesque appearance

as for their utilitv. and they seemed to answer ' excellent

well" the purpose for which they were constructed. One
in particular I had occasion to remember. It was a long

and slender log, moored with chains at either end to the

bank, and floating sufficiently high to make it impossible

to force the canoe across it. The action of the water had

long since removed all the bark from its surface and left

it with a clean, smooth exterior which afforded a foot-

ing none the more secure because it was constantly kept

wet. In crossing this primitive water gate it was neces-

sary to lay the canoe alongside it and disembark upon the

small portion of its surface which stood above the water,

next to swing the boat upstream till she stood bow on

so that she could be slid lengthwise over the obstruction

and finally to lay her alongside again, this time below it,

and put the crew aboard once more, all of which was
dulv accomplished without shipping any water or the loss

of anybody's equilibrium. No doubt all this sounds .very

easy dearly beloved reader, but how would you like to

try it?

By this our river and the Little Pilgrim were on such

a footing of friendly regard and mutual understanding

that they traveled on quite delightfully in each other's

society. Each had come to a knowledge of the peculiar-

ities and eccentricities of the other and each deferred to

these qualities of his associate which individualized the

river and the Pilgrim and made them what they were.

And as for the crew and the captain, (who was captain

only by courtesy) they adapted themselves' to the general

plan with what grace they might. They were compelled

to do so, or be incontinently spilled overboard.

As the summer sun rose higher in the heavens the idea

of distributing drinking fountains (properly iced) at con-

venient intervals along the river suggested itself forcibly

lo our boat's crew. Yet these provisions for our comfort
had by no means been overlooked, and they were to be
foimd by looking for them, irregularly and capriciously

placed oftentimes, but always refreshingly acceptable, with

their abundant supply of cool, sweet water gushing out
from some hidden vein. Indeed, the quest for these nat-

ural fountains became one of the serious duties of the

daj' during the expedition, and whether thirsty or not it

was always a pleasure to discover them and to sample
their sparkling contents, comparing them Avith those that

had been quaffed before. Frequently the only indication

of their Avhereabouts was giA^en by the sound of their

trickling waters as they issued from some leafy bank,
falling from a slight elevation into the greater current
below. Some of them were remote from the river's edge
and were piquantly hedged about with spearmint and
Avatercresses, so that it was quite possible for our cook to
add a salad to the noonday repast or to enrich the after
dinner beverage with the chief ingredient of a julep.
Unfortunately Ave visited these places only in the garish
day, and their quiet was undisturbed save by the pinions
of some passing bird. Perhaps if we had gone to them in

the shadowy hours between the dusk and the dawn we
might have surprised upon their borders some of the

nymphs and dryads that are wont to frequent such spots

Avhen they are unvexed by mortals of a coarser mould.
As may be imagined, the shores of our river had been

undergoing a gradual change, the banks rising higher

and higher and approaching more closely to the water's

edge. The wide valley had now been left behind, and in

many places our river was closely hemmed in by the

encroaching land till it seemed to shrink many feet below

the surface. One would" think that such stern restrictions

would have had a tendency to curb its reprehensible habit

of Avandering, but in truth it was always watching fof

some inadvertent lapse on the part of its guardians, sonae

open space m their ranks through which it might slip

unchecked and sweep outward and onward in its sinuous

journey to the sea. Yet it was none the less picturesque,

none the less enjoyable because of the changes which it

underwent, and there was a constant though quiet pleas-

ure in the placid anticipation of the new scenes and fresh

experiences to be developed Avith each phase of the ever

shifting landscape. Almost imperceptibly as we pro-

gressed the channel had broadened, the volume of its

waters had increased and the facilities tor a complete and

thorough baptism in case of a capsize were greatly im-

proved.
As the banks grew higher, the natives appeared to be-

come bolder and some of them ventured to biuld theif

dwellings in sight of the river. Encountering^ one of

these in our quest for watercress, we queried him inci-

dentally as to the distance to Palmyra, and more directly

and vitally as to the fish that frequented the stream. He
aclcnowledged that there Avere bass (a matter evidently of

small moment from his standpoint), but laid much stress

upon the assertion that in the spring season many good
pickerel were to be taken from the water. And by "pick-

erel" he meant wall-eyed pike, as I had previous occasion

of knowing, and his thought was on the relation of the

fish to the frying pan rather than to the fly. His testi-

mony was corroborated at various points along the rivef

by others who seemed to think that the only "truly good"
fish were those Avhic.h did not create too much trouble in

the catching. The small-mouth black bass is found in

fair numbers in the Raisin, but he is not always to be had
for the asking, as the writer knows to his satisfaction.

It was not long after this interview with the native that

we passed the mouth of the Adrian branch of the Raisin,

tb-'t tributary coming up in a northeasterly direction to

'

i the ma'in stream. There was little that our river

4 med to gain by the accession of its ne\v associate,

I' ich had already grown swollen and conceited by the

i-jturring June showers, but the banks good naturedly

raade way for the added volume of its waters. Further

JoAvn our expedition encountered what was at first reck-

(jned as a rare bit of good fortune, but which afterward

proved to be the root of all our later woes. (Things re-

sult that way sometimes in other places in life than cur

canoeing voyages.) In making a sharp turn around a

sandy point the Little Pilgrim came suddenly and un-

expectedly betAveen the river and a fine specimen of the

soft-shell turtle that frequents the stream, and before our
amphibious acquaintance could make up his mind to try

a dash for cover he was captured and transferred to the

"ship's stores." Thence, with savory anticipations of a

turtle dinner, we floated on contentedly toward Lake
Erie.

And so without further incident the morning melted
into the afternoon, and when the time was ripe for the
inevitable shoAver the crew Avent ashore and tented under
the canoe while the cook prepared a dinner which was
none the less enjoyable because the "piece de resistance,"

the morning's capture, was of necessity held in reserve
for another day. It was not too wet to build a fire—it

never is if you knoAV how it is done—and the tea bucket,
as usual, did excellent service in freshening "and restor-
ing our Avasted energies. No one who has not tried it

can understand Avhat tea is to the voyager, the hunter
or the fisherman, nor how much superior it is for an
outdoor beverage to coffee and all the other artificial

stimulants which are associated Avith our latter day civ-
ilization.

At an appropriate lime in the waning of the day the
Little Pilgrim drifted into a reach of slack water, and
then we knew that Palmyra was not far away. When the
dam was reached the obliging miller told us that we
might portage the canoe across the narrow tongue of land
on which the mill Avas located, and in this way save a
mile of further journeying to reach Palmvra, which stood
just across the bridge. But this seemed Hke taking an
unfair advantage of the river, and so we thanked him
and went on our way around the great loop. Coming
back again to Palmyra, we registered at the leading
hotel (a dollar a day) and became an object for the pity-
ing curiosity of the villagers. There Avas really no good
excuse for this lapse into luxury and conventionalism
save that Palmyra stood in the way, and Ave had fondly
hoped that Ave might still discover within herb orders
traces of the learning and culture which had made her
fMious so many centuries ago. The nearest we came to
this was m the reply of the man whom we asked as to
the character, direction and distances of the river below
us, Avhen he answered that "it was all Greek to him."
But the sojourn here enabled us to add to our stores a
supply of the luscious Michigan strawberries, then in
their very prime; and this Ave did after an early breakfast
the next morning had left us eager for the start, lest by
some mischance dinner time should come upon us before
Ave could get aAvay. Such berries! Still wet with the dew
ot the morning, through which the deep rich color glowed
and burned like carbuncles, fragrant as a clover meadow
large as the hopes of a fisherman on the opening day of
the season, with all the flavors of glorious June subtly
blended through their delicious substance, and all for 10
cents a quart. With fresh turtle and fresh strawberriesm the hold, what cared the crew of the Little Pilgrim for
the envious fates that .seemed so far off and Avithal so
futue.

From Palmyra to Blissfield is four miles as the crow
hies and the Lake Shore road runs in its course between
Chicago and Toledo. Our river traverses an additional
ten miles of country (fourteen in all) between the two
points, in an effort to deceive the public as to its destina-
tion. A few miles below Palmyra the Little Pilgrim en-
countered the last formidable barrier to the passage of
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the river, where it seemed as if nature had determined

to make a final effort against further instrusion. Here,

where the banks on either side rose to a perpendicular

height of from 10 to 12 feet, two grand old trees which
- had stood like opposing sentinals for many a score of

years had fallen directly toward each other till their heads

touched in midstream, and over and through their tangled

trunks and branches innumerable logs and all other forms

of driftwood were crowded together in impassable confu-

sion. A careful siu-yey of the situation showed that there

was nothing to do but 10 unload the "stores" on the

drift, up-end the canoe against the bank as though it

were a ladder, and when the crew had swarmed to the

top, draw it up and carry it down stream till a launching

point could be again reached—all of which was accord-

ingly done.
It was II o'clock of a charming morning when the Lit-

tle Pilgrim landed at Blissfield, and a beautiful grove

opposite the town seemed to offer alluring inducements

for a dish of turtle smothered in strawberries. But be-

fore abandoning themselves to gastronomic indulgence,

ahd as, a ma!:ter of the most ordinary prudence, the crew
of the Pilgrim dec ded first to go up into the village and
inquire about the further course of the river and the dis-

tance to the next town. They did so, only to discover

how universal and comprehensive was the ignorance on

ihose points. It was eleven miles by the wagon road

to Deerfield, we were told, and presumably about the

same distance by the river, which was supposed to be

navigable for small boats. Further than this, no depon-
ent could be induced to draw on his imagination.

Eleven miles did not seem to be much of a stage in the

afternoon of a long June day, and so we went into camp
in the grove and proceeded to hull the strawberries and
the turtle. This was to be the dinner of all the voyage, and
there was no reason why unseemly haste or careless in-

attention to details should mar the success of the occa-

sion. After the tea had been made over the carefully

built camp-fire and set aside in the spare tin cup. the

turtle was tenderly deposited in the tea bucket and given
all the time for its cooking that the most fastidious epi-

cure could demand. Such a dinner, with all its entrees

and side dishes, should net be passed through in a hurry,

and it was not. And for this and other correspondingly
good reasons it was 4 o'clock in the afternoon when the

ashes were knocked out of the skipper's second pipe and
the duffle was again stowed below decks for a resumption
of our journey. Only eleven miles, and there were nearly

four hours of daylight yet in the sky. And if the Little

Pilgrim could not make the port of Deerfield in all that

tiiue, why then— With the river we skirted the placid

boundaries of the little town, portaged around the dam
that appeared to have been the occasion of its existence
and were once more away on the journey southward.
The river had now begun to run a little more swiftly,

as though it had itself some vague doubts about reaching
Deerfield in time for supper; but the banks were still

.sparsely settled and evidently both the turtles and the
lovers along the shores were totally unaccustomed to ap-
proach from the water side. And so it was that the Lit-

tle Pilgrim, quite unintentionally and with mute apologies
came unawares upon a pair of the latter as in the se-

clusion of their place of tryst they exchanged confidences,
half recumbent in the lu.sh June grass. But the passing
stranger was only a fleeting interruption to their happi-
ness, and it will be a satisfaction to those who have doubts
about the future of the race to know that "Love finds a
way." even in the scarce-trodden wilds of Michigan.
Over many a pleasant stretch of water, over many a

.shining ripple the buoyant craft had floated when the
skipper's watch gave warning to the sun that it was hard
upon the hour of 6. The Little Pilgrim was good for
three and a half miles an hour without more serious exer-
tion than was appropriate after our aldermanic repast, and
we reckoned after a glance at the sun and another at the
compass that we ought soon to be within hailing distance
of^ the town of Deerfie'd. More to fortify ourselves in
this conviction than to gain any fresh knowledge an in-
quiry was addressed to the first denizen along the shores,
asking him "How far is it," etc., and we were informed
that the distance to Deerfield was in the neighborhood of
fifteen miles. This was something, of a shock to our
carefully drawn calculations, but we consoled ourselves
with the reflection that the man upon the bank in all
probability did not know any more about the river dis-
tances than the inhabi'ants of Blissfield, and that he was
as liable to err on the one side as they on the other.
The subsequent decision was largely in favor of the man
on the bank.
As the sun sank still lower and the twilight came on

apace the impression strengthened in the minds of the
crew that the country through which we were passing
was growing more wild and desolate. This was prob-
ably a not unnatural inference, when all the circumstances
were taken into consideration; and when in addition the
gathering clouds began to threaten the daily storm, thus
far held in abeyance for some unknown reason, it was
also natural that a li'tle extra exertion with the paddles
should send our craft along at an increased speed. All
went well until, passing inadvertently into shallow water,
the bottom of the boat struck a sharp stone, and we had
a pract cal illustration of "A wet seat and a flowing sea,"
or a like quotation. Hastily we landed upon the low
sandy beach adjacent, and as by this time the breeze had
died away we were accorded the warmest possible recep-
tion by the few hundred thousand mosquitoes which had
prei'iously intrenched themselves at that point. But this
did not prevent the making of the necessary repairs and
we were soon afloat again, happy that our accident had
been no worse.
Eyen June twilight does not last forever, and in the

deepening dusk the river showed black beneath us and
the skv lowered darkly overhead. Soon the gathering
night fell around us. shutting out the shores from view
and veiling the river itself save where a slender thread
of reflected lis-ht extended onward through the cer-tpr of
the stream, hinting rather than pointing out its further
course. Whither were we floating? Into what unknown
comolicat-ons of dilema and disaster were the hurrying
waters bear-'ng us? The paddles were slowed, and the
Lit le Pilgrim moved cautiously, uncertain as to what
might be m store for her in the mvsterious gloom that
shrouded her on all sides. But whether hastening or de-

laying, the current was ever drawing us on, like an un-

seen siren, intent upon our destruction.

Jay Beebe.
[to be continued.]

The Simple Life.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I was journeying north the other day, aricl its the cars

rolled along I was reading Forest and Stream, and at

the same time could see in advance two little trout

streams where I was to spend the day. Some one spoke

to me from the seat behind, and upon turning around I

saw two gentlemen somewhat past middle age. One was
Superintendent of Schools of Bergen county, N. J., and
the other a New York architect. From each one I

learned something of the other. The architect told me
that the superintendent was greatly interested in Arbor
Day, and in instructing the children regarding the ad-

visability of preserving the trees, etc., and of being kind

to animals and birds. The superintendent told me that

the architect was very much interested in the condition

of mankind,' and I obtained the inclosed eulogy, which
substantiates the superintendent's statement. I thought

that it might be interesting to Forest and Stream
readers to know what spme men are doing in the way of

good. W. W. Hastings.

The etdogy which Mr. Hastings sends was spoken by
Mr. J. Burrage Reed, and from it we quote these para-

graphs of tribute to a simple and lovable character:

"In many respects Abe Van Allen was a king; he was
unselfish to his own hurt, a quality almost unknown in

our day.
Kindness to animals' was a part of his tiature; he

loved the birds, and delighted to listen to their songs, and
his love of flowers amounted to a passion. Many a
dooryard in our neighborhood was brightened by flowers

of his planting, which will continue to bloom and shed
their fragrance as reminders of him.

"There was a peculiar pleasure in meeting him in his

quiet hoine. a sunny spot yonder, with forest-like sur-

roundings, where kittens were always playing around his

door, and a thousand flovv'ers of every hue were bloom-
ing all the summer time. This little garden was his

kingdom, where he reigned supreme. Plere all was peace
and quiet; here we would find a man simple as a child,

showing gladness at our approach, and giving us hearty
welcome."

Photographing a Partridge.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Having learned that a partridge was sitting ori fourteen

eggs in one of Greenfield's ravines, I reiolved to try a

shot at her with my ever reliable camera. The little

home was located down in the dry bed of a brook about
20 feet below the traveled road, just at the foot of a tree.

I went down the bank carefully, stopping frequently

that 1 might not frighten the little mother; but when I

was about 10 feet from her she left the nest and ran up
the bank, crying piteously, with one wing dropped down
as if broken. I did not chase her nor pay any attention

to her, but set up my camera about 3 feet from the nest.

I had worn a dress as near the color of the ground as

possible, and having got my camera exactly as I wanted
it I lay down with the rubber bulb in hand. I covered
myself with leaves and closing my eyes kept perfectly

still. In a few minutes the bird came where she could
see me and began to spit and scold; she would come
near and then fly away in a fright. Each time she came
a little nearer and finally came to my very feet. Being
convinced that I was harmless she went up and sat on
the nest. By opening my eyes I could see her; and I

waited until she was contentedly settled, then opened
my shutter and gave the plate the necessary exposure.
I changed my plates quickly and carefully, but each time
I scared the bird away. She did not go out of sight,

however, and as soon as all was quiet she would come
back.

I spent about an hour and a half with the lady, then
came home well satisfied with my afternoon's trip.

Two mornings later about 5 o'clock the much disturbed
mother left the nest with twelve little chicks.

EuGENA W. Gaines.
Greenfield, Mass.

Old World Forest Lessons.
An impressive object lesson, threefold in scope, against

our mad destruction of forests comes to us from the Old
World. One is in the Indian famine. What causes the
famine? Drought. And what causes the drought? The an-
swer is in the dryness of the treeless plains and in the
abundant moisture of the forest and jungle. The be-
wildering increase of population under the ben'gn peace
of British rule has increased proportionately the demand
for arable land, and to supply that demand forest and
jungle have been swept away by thou.sands of square
miles. And now come drought and famine. Another
lesson conies from Egypt. The Nile is drying up. Not
only does it never even approximate to the he ght and
depth it knew in ancient times, but it is perceptibly
dwindling now from year to year. Why? Because in

those remote wildernesses toward the sources of the great
river forest destruction is proceeding at a rate unrivaled
even by our own osstrus goaded tree slayers. And the
third is from the Congo, where the seemingly inex-
haustible forests have already sufYered such ravages that
men are now talking of the need of protective measures.
We have only tq^ilook at Persia and at the Sahara to

see the full fruitiorf^of the forest destroying policy. Once
Persia was the most fertile land of Asia, well watered and
richly wooded. Once the Sahara was the granary of
Africa and of Europe. To-day they are barren sands..

They are stiU traversed by rivers, but these flow far be-

neath the surface. Here and there they rise sufKciently
to maintain small oases. Elsevvfhere they are h.dden
below sands as dry and sterile as a furnace floor, through
which, however, if a well be sunk, the subterranean stream
is surely tapped. Wherever by artificial irrigation the
area of vegetation, and especially of woodland, is ex-^

tended, nature gladly responds with a return toward her
former benign condiJons. The French in the Sahara
are taking advantage of this fact, and are actually making
measurable progress toward reclamation of that desert. It

is reasonable to believe that through irrigation and' re-

foresting conditions may be reached in which artificial

irrigation will cease to be necessary, for nature will do the
work she used to do before her principles of climatic

. economy were outraged by artificial deforestation.
These lessons, all three of them, are directly applicable-

to the United S.ates. We have actually known famine in

some of the Western States through the malign effects of
drought. Some of our streams are dwindling as in the
Nile, and threaten to vanish entirely as those of the
Sahara have done. And if in the stupendous arboreal
wilderness of the Congo it is becoming necespary to devise
protective measures, what shall be said of .such necessity
in a country so recklesly denuded of its wr'od'and^ as our
own? The laws of nature cannot be violated with im-
punity. She gave the forests as medium'^; nf mturni irriga-

tion. If we destroy the means we lose the end. The law
is inexorable. Men now see trickling rills where in their
bovhnod they saw full brimming streams. And they also
see bare, sun-scathed hillsides whore then they saw dense,
primeval forests. It is cause and effect nothing more.
But should not rational men learn the lesson?—New York
Tribune.

,

Some Snake Stofles.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A recent article on poisonous snakes prompts me to

communicate the experience of a friend in the South.
He is a distinguished educator, and his word can be
taken without discount.
When a young fellow he one day climbed' to the top

rail of an old-fashioned fence and sat down. A noise in
the briars and sma.l bushes near attracted h-'s attention.
Presently he saw a rattlesnake and a blacksnake engaged
in deadly conflict. After being bitten the black wouid go
to a water weed growing near, bite that and then return
to battle. When this had occurred several times mi^
friend went and pulled up and threw away the water weed
and then resumed his former position to watch results.

They were soon apparent. The blacksnake went for his
antidote, and, unable to find it, soon began to waver, reel
as if growing blind, and then straightened out dead. My
friend then kifled the ratt'er.

At another time my fr end had been prospecting with
a geologist among the mountains of Virginia. On the
return, and the geologist ciuite in advance, my friend-, in
hurrying down a mountain side to overtake his com-
panion, sprang upon a large log. Tns'antly "Burr-r-r-r"
warned him of danger, and looking just where he ex-
pected to land, he saw a huge ratt'er co led and ready to
strike. My friend was under such headway that he could
not stop, so gathering all his force he made a leap for
life right over the rattler and struck the ground some 20
feet from the log- with a startled "O oh!" and rolled on
down the mountain side.

Hearing the outcry the geologist came back with
"What's the matter?" "Rattlesnake" was sufficient ex--
planation. Then the two went back and found the snake
coiled just as he was and killed him. He was 7 feet long,
big as a man's arm and had twenty-one rattles. My
friend was a champion athlete and it paid him well that
day. His son is one of the champion athl'^'^"'^ '^f the
South to-day. Juvenal.

"That reainds me."*

The Phantom Buck.
The three of us were together again—^Jack, Jim and T

—

and were ready for a good lime, and for anything that
might turn up in the way of big game.

Old Hogarth had paddled across the lake, with one of'
his sons, to make us a friendly vi.sit, and place himself
and all his belongings at our dispo.'ial. Hogarth was the
only settler with.n twenty miles of our camp. He had a
small clearing on the opposite side of the lake where he
raised a mixed varie.y of weeds and "garden truck." and
enough fodder for his two bony horses and a sad-eyed
cow that yielded an uncertain quantity of milk at odd
intervals during the year. He also had a large famiiy

—

large as to size, that is—consisting of the "old woman"
and seven strapping sons, like Islimael, of Biblical fame.

Bill, the eldest son. a big red-haired, red-bearded'
giant, had come along with his father on this par.icular
occasion. He had greeted us bashfully and then relapsed
into a stolid silence that defied all our blandest efforts.

We gathered about the fire and passed around the "little

brown bottle," and lighting our pipes, proceeded tp enjoy
Hogarth.
"How's the hunting around here now?" Jack inquired

as an opener,

"Hnntin's .firSt irate." Hogarth drawled in reply..

"Couldn't ask fer no better huntin'. When it comes to
shootin' somethin', though, that's difrunt. Ain't had a
shot at a deer fer a dog's age. barrin' the phantim buck."
"Barring the what?'' I asked, puzzled.
"The phantim buck. That's what a feller named him

a couple o' years ago, an' the name's sort o' stuck. Guess
y'ain't bin 'round these yere parts sence that buck fust
made himself num'rous?"
We said that we had not. and Hogarth continued:
"Waal, it's a derned funnv thing when you stop to-

think 'bout it. That air buck's hin hangin' 'round hpr-e

fer three whole .reasons je^t a-laf?in' at us^ Mr- nor Bill
nor anybo(fts'rran't make head or tail of it. You h'a^e
awav at the old cues an' he je^t shakes his flag at voij, I'ke

a gal wavin' good-bv to her best feller, an' away he goes.
An' ef y' go a-huntin' fer hiqi speshul, y' jest naterly git
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yersdf into trouble, an' that's 'bout all. He don't monkey
'round much durin' the day. Night's the time fer him,
specially when ihar's a m.oon. Then's the time he'll make
a man feel like a dodgasted idjut. Jest ask me ef y'

don't b'lieve it. He's made me cuss more 'n onct."
''Did you ever get a shot at him ?" Jim asked.
"Lots an' heaps o' times by moonlight, an' onct, an' only

onct, in the day time."
"Did he get the best of you that once?'' asked Jack.
"Did he? Waal, I sh'd say he did. Makes me 'shamed'

o' myself when I think 'bout it. How'd it happen ? Whj
jest like this: I was out with the haounds one day, that's

Sooner an' the old gal. The old gal's as fine as they
make 'em, but Sooner's naterly a dern fool. He's always
in a hurry, an' always doin' things sooner 'n he orter.

That's why I calls him Soonei-. His wust trick is runnin'
on his back track. Time an' ag'in I've seed him come
tearin' into camp, givin' tongue at every jump, an' him
a-thinkin' all the time that he was followin' a trail. He
pulls up foolish like, then, an' goes off somewheres an'
lays down an' thinks 'bout it. That's Sooner.
"Waal, this time the old gal 'd struck somethin' an'

gone yelpin' off one way, an' Sooner he'd struck some-
thin' privit an' gone yelpin' off tother way, an' I was
a-settin' on a log near a runway wonderin' which dorg
was right, 'cause 'casion'ly Sooner makes a mistake an'
strikes it right.

"While I was thus a-settin' ah' thinkirf^I never kin

I crept softly from my bunk, felt around for my rifle,

found it and stepped noiselessly outside the tent. The
moonlight shone clear and white in the open space before
the tenc, making the black shadows of the woods beyond
seem all the blacker. As I stood there, straining my
eyes to penetrate the darkness, a deer—an enormous buck
—stalked forth, like a specter from the dark shadows, an4
stood full in the light, gazing straight at me.
Now 1 !iad shot many deer before then, and buck fever

was a thing of the past. I considered myself immune,
having passed through all the different stages of that
strange maladjr. But before 1 could raise my rifle to my
shoulder to fire, a suspicious trembling seized every nerve
and muscle of my body. Buck fever? Why, the worst
attack of buck fever that I had ever suffered from in

my most verdant days was simply nothing compared with
this "fever and ager" sensation. The end of my rifle

described the arcs of many circles, embracing all portions

of the buck's anatomy, and portions of the landscape as

well, as I took aim after a fashion and pulled the trigger.

At the crack of the rifle, without a sound, without any
apparent movement, the buck disappeared, or rather
vanished from my sight. It was a case of "now you see

him and now you don't."

Jack and Jim came stumbling from the tent only half

awake.
"Wasser matter?" demanded Jack, rubbing his eyes and

blinking sleepily.

say: "You fellows are all right, but there's a thing; or
two you don't know that you ought to know* Now just

watch me.^'

JNot having' anything else to do we watched hira,.

Presently he raised his head, and with a joyful cry that

meant, "Come on, boys; I've struck something," off he
went.
"Same old story," I said wearily. "Evidently he was

aroused again last night."
"I suppose so," said Jack: "shall wc follow him up?"
"Might as well," said Jim. "Let's get in the canoe.

Maybe he'll take to water. It'll he fun watching Sooner,
if nothing else.

So we .got our rifles and started. We could hear the
dog in the distance, the sound of his baying gradually
dying away into faint echoes.
We went down to tne lake, entered tlie canoe and

shoved oft from shore. There was one chance in a

thousand that Sooner would drive the deer to water, but
we did not mind the odds. It was a beautiful Indian
summer day, and very delightful floating about out there
on the Avater.

Before long we heard- Sooner's lovely voice drawing
nearer and nearer.

"He's working toward the lake, all right," said Jim.
"Maybe it isn't him (the phantom) after all," said

Jack, hopefully, "It's not the right time of day to start

him. I hope it isn't, anyway. I'm dead sick of him."

THE LITTLE MOTHER.

tell how it happined—I all to onct found myself lookin'

square m the race of tlie biggest buclc i ever seed in my
huil liie. tie was lookm' uie over sort o' cur ous like,

waitin to see what 1 was gom' to do 'bout it. Where on
'arth he come from the l^ord only knows.

"I was tnat flabbergasted 1 sort o' jumped back'ards a

bit, an' I lost my balance an' over the log i went kerflop,

an' my gun took it into its head to go oif, an' I made a

gen'ral mess of the hull bizness. I crawled up an' sort

o' collected myself, an' looked 'round jest to see, an' I'll

be cussed ef that blame buck warnc a-standin' thar lafiin'

me. Yes, sir, that's the gospel truth.

Wr"l was that plum disgusted 1 jest picked up my gim an'

I sez, sez I, 'You go on 'bout your bizness, an' I'll' go on
'bout my bizness,' an' I turned away an' left him standin'

thar, lookin' at me an' laffin' at me, an' I sneaked home,

an' I knowed how Sooner felt after makin' a fool of his-

self worse 'n usual.

"That's the phantim buck. Ain't it. Bill?"

"Hit air that," said Bill, solemnly.

"Waal, Bill, guess we'd better be gittin' 'long," the old

man added, knocking the ashes from his pipe and slowly

rising to his feet. "It's full moon now, an' 'twan't s'pnse

me ef the phantim buck makes you boys a visit. He's

always speshul perlite to strangers."

"Did you find out which dog started the buck that

time?" asked Jack.

"Oh, Sooner done it. That goes without sayin',"

' Hogarth replied. "That buck makes a bigger fool out'n

Sooner than he made out'n me, an' that's sayin' a heap.

Ef you boys want anythin', jest come after it. We ain't

got much, but what we has is yourn fer the askin'.

S'long."

We said good night, and after a quiet laugh over

Hogarth and liis story, turned in to dream of phantom
bucks and Sooner and many other things a man dreams

[

about his first night in camp.
The next day we were very busy getting things in

shape about the camp, and had no time for hunting.

We sat around the fire late that evening smoking and
swapping lies. When we finally turned in for the night,

tired as I was, I could not get to sleep, but lay in my
bunk wide awake, listening to the different night sounds
of the forest. I could hear Brer' Porcupine rumaging
around outside, gnawing ever}i:hing in . sight that was
gnawable. and the dry snapping of twigs and the rustle of

the underbrush as some larger animal prowled about the

I camp on a tour of inspection.

And then suddenly my ears were greeted with a new-

found—the loud snort and whistling sonnd that a deer

I
gives vent to in expressing its surprise at some un-
familiar object.

"That's a buck," said I to mvself, "He don't know
what to make of the tents." And immediately the thought
flashed through my brain, "Why not have a shot at him ?"

Photographs of nesting partridge. By Miss Eugena W. Gainesi

"Shot at a deer," I explained.
"The deuce you say," exclaimed Jack. "Where is it?"

"Missed him, I guess," I replied. "You .see if vvas too
dark to get a good shot. It was a big buck."

"'That's the phantim buck, ain't it, Bill?'' said Jack
with a grin.
" 'Hit air that,' " said Jim, laughing. "Go to bed, Joe,

and go to sleep. You've had a bad dream."
I was only too glad to follow Jim's advice and escape

any further questioning.
The next morning I was up and dressed before the

others were awake. I examined the spot where the buck
had stood, and there, sure enough, were his tracks, and
from their size the indications were that their owner
was a whopping big fellow.
Hogarth happened along the next day, and I told him

my experience—or as much of it as I deemed necessary

—

and showed him the tracks.
"That's him, all right," was his comment. "You've

had a call from the phantim buck an' 'tain't likely it'll

bo; the last one. Notice the size of that 'air hoof mark.
They ain't another deer in these yere parts makes a track
more'n half that size."

I told Jack and Jim about it, and we all became un-
duly excited over the event, and forthwith planned to lay
for that buck.

It would be too lo'ng a story to tell of all our doings
for the next three weeks, and our many disappointments
in our search for the phantom buck. We hunted him
by sunlight, and we hunted him by moonlight. We lost
sleep over him. Of course we shot other ganie, but
that was all incidental. Even when Jim shot a bear it

failed to arouse our enthusiasm to any great extent.
Several times did we "meet up" with the spectral

beast, but always when it was least expected, and at the
most inopportune times. We also wasted much am-
munition on him in our nightly hunts, and we might as
well have- shot at the moon, for all the good it did us.

Furthermore, whenever we set out with the sole purpose
and intention of hunting the phantom buck some mis-
hap Avas sure to overtake us, even as old Hogarth had
predicted. Our final experience along these lines brought
us to a proper realization of our inability to cope with
that uncanny animal. It happened in this wise:
One daj' Sooner strolled into camp with a sort of

'Tve-seen-everything" expression on his countenancd",
and began sizing things up, I haven't mentioned it be-
fore, but this was his habitual r expression. He was the
most blase lookin.g jdqg . J^^ver. knew. Sometimes his
looks belied him. - \'r,^
On this particular occasion .he seemed to like the looks

of things, and proceedecl to give us an exhibition of a
few of his accomplishments. He began circling around
the camp, in ever widening circles, now and then throw-
ing us a careless glance over his shoulder, as much as to

THE NEST.

"Look!" Jim exclaimed, interrupting, and pointing up
the lake.

We followed the direction of his finger, and then stared
at one anotlier witn various emotions depicted on our
countenances.
branding on a small sand spit that ran out into the

lake a tew rods was the phantom buck. There was no
mistaking him. He was not more than a quarter of a
mile away. He was looking back m the direction of the
hound, whose baying could now be plainly heard, and he
seemed in no particular hurry to move. But Sooner
was hot on his trail, and coming fast. The buck started
tor the opposite shore, swimming at a remarkably swift
pace. We let him get some little distance from shore
and then started after him.

"He's our meat tms time," Jack shouted, in his ex-
citement.

1

^^^''^ ^'O'c^' wheeled about andheaded directly for us. We stonped paddling and gazed

'w if^"r° 'r'
•'"^

.""K^^^
^""^^ blank surprise?

claimed Jim.

.

"Why don't you shoot?" I shouted at him "We're
in range. Let hmi have it"
Jim raised his rifle and fired. The shot went wide ofthe mark .Again 1 Felt myself beginning to tremble and

'

I noticed tfiat both Jack and Jim we:^-e shaking 'coisiderably. The three of us began blazing away tofetherbut the phantom buck came steadilv on. uSathedthrough the shower of bullets
'

"'^^atnea.

And then—well it all happened in a second, and it has

matter laJf^'^ T ^T' "^^'^^ be! fo^ thamatter. Each one lays it to the other two. Anyhowbefore we knew it, we found ourselves in the water She canoe bottom side up and nothing to do bm 'sw rfor land. Fortunately the distance was not grea as we

7z:^Ssi^-^ ^^«-'

We reached the shore none the worse for our drench-ing and immediately looked about for the phintornbuck. Not a sign of him was to be seen It eeSimpossible that he could have reached the shore ah^Sd

Cthe^fwJsSoot;'''-*^-""''^^ P^^-'W^ eSanaWant there was Sooner swimming around in a circle wherethe buck had last been seen, apparentlv as much at seaas we were We gave it up in disgust and went backto camp and took a "three-finger bracer" to calm ourfeehngs. Sooner was ashamed to be seen in con -
Pf'n3^ any longer, and so made for home

fhat was our last experience with the phantom burVHe IS probably haunting the shores of thr" norfhernW.sconsm lake to this day. If you think yot would like

V t^T^^ ^^u P°"der well these thingswhich I have here written, and save thyself much needless distress of mnd and body, p
°"
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Fur and Venison.

Being a lever of the woods and brooks, I try to enjoy

a few weeks of the spring and fall fishing, gunning and

trap-ping.

Last fall., as in the year before, I left my work Oct._ 2,

picked up my old corduroys, greased up the .38 Win-
chester, put some fifty traps in order and started for

home, a small village in Cumberland county, Me. After

spending a few days with my parents chasing the grouse

and gray squirrels, I started for Abbot, a little village

some eiehtv miles irom Bangor on the Greenville

Division'"of the B. & A. R. R.
After an all-night^ride I was met at the station by the

smiling face of jmy3|'i4J;de Jlussey, with whom I had made
acquaintanc.e ijiJ., i8#: ;;' .fc'ijaditig my.itraps; and other, lug-

gage on to a carf drawn by a handsome gray horse, we
started forrcainp,- some .fofir miles; from the station, reach-

ing camp at noon with excellent appetites for the nice

dinner his;,wjLfe- had prepared. In the afternoon I rnoyed

into 'my apartment,' which was an addition to the original

camp, built- expressly for me, and by night had a perfect

palace.
. . ,

, - , . . ..

The next day was spent in and around camp, cutting

a little wood and catching a few minnows for baiting-

traps. The third day I began putting out traps—some
Nb. 3 Blak'e'for foxes and a few smaller ones for mink,

i continued putting out. a few every second day until I

had out some thirty, visiting those that I had set four

times a week and ahvays bringing in something in the fur

After getting the line fixed up I took my time getting

around to them, sleeping quite late in the morning, then

cutting wood, lugging wash water and rowing around
the pond just to gain the strength 1 lose while at work
in the city. About it o'clock I would start around to

the traps, going in one direction one day and the oppo-
site the next. I always intended to get to them all every

other day,,so as not to lose any game nor hold the neigh-

bors' cats : over one day.

I continued in this, way for five weeks, bringing in

something every time, until I had sixteen foxes, thirteen

mink, thirteen skunks and two coons. The sheep I let

go, and all skunks with too strong perfume were counted
out. All work trai>ping was done in six days a week,
Sunday being spent around camp, fitting wood for the

stove, trying out fat from the skunks and visiting neigh-
boring camps.
As my vacation drew near its end I thought I would

like to hunt deer for a few days before going home, so
making arrangements with Hussey we decided to go to

Moosehead. I hustled around and picked up my traps,

and Hussey got an extra move on and drove the nails

a little faster in the new house he was building, that we
might be able to take the vSaturday morning train for

Greenville, it now being the middle of the week. I packed
my clothing, all but my hunting clothes, and had a friend

take them to his home in Guilford, where we were to

stop on our way back.
Our plans worked to a T, and we were on tl'je way

bright and early Saturday. We arrived' at Greenville

about noon. There we had to wait two hours, so we
spent most' of the time in Frazer's store, looking at the
many specimens of bird, deer and moose and wondering
if we would run up against anything as nice as those we
saw. At 2:15 we were on the boat Henry M., headed for

Lily Bay. The boat was small and was run at about the
speed of a country pig race. We got to Lily Bay a little

after 4 o'clock and took the buckboard for Roach River
House, a distance of seven miles, arriving there about 6:30
frozen, but weix soon thawed out by the big open fire.

The next morning we awoke at daj'break to find it

snowing. This gave use new courag'e. and soon after

breakfast we were on our way to Roach Shanty (a camp
near the foot of big Spencer Mountain), a distance of

five miles, made on foot. We got there at noon" and
found a party just coming out; and a more discouraged
lot I have never seen. They had been there some three
or four days and hadn't got the first thing. Thej^ said
the animals were too wild for them and that they were
going home and would never go in the woods again so
long as God let them live. We tried to persuade them
to stay, for we had seen some fifty new tracks coming
in, but it was no use.

We spent the afternoon in cleaning camp and getting
ready for the morrow. A little later the guide of the
former party came in, aii^ being a friend of Hvissey's
concluded to &ta.y.

The next morning we started to hunt deer, and at 3
P. M. had two beauties. We thought that enough for the
first day. The next day brought us a nice buck, and the
day following we finished our number by bringing in
three nice bucks. All of the deer were taken within a
half mile of camp and the smallest one (a doe) weighed
when dressed 110 pounds. We gunned only through the
warmest part of the day, spending the morning and even-
ing in camp cooking, telling stories and playing a very
peculiar trick on some of the birds around the door
known as the meat bird. When we were ready for home
Hussey went to Roach River for a team, getting back to
camp at ix o'clock. After leading our luggage and deer
we ate the remnants of our food and turned our faces
toward the river again, leaving a pair of tame birds to
keep house.
We got to the Roach River House the middle of the

afternoon, and as it rained hard and the snow was most
all gone we thought we would not try to make the bay
that night, as we would have to shift our load from the
sled to the wagon before making the rest of the journey.
Upon going into the house we were informed that the
boat had been taken out of the pond and there was no
connection with the train at Greenville and the mail was
brought overland horseback. Our feathers dropped on
hearing this, but knowing that a party of five from Lynn
had gone to the bay ahead of us, we concluded that they
would get through some Avay, so we decided to start

early next day and join them; then if they got through
we would be with them. This we did and had the bucks
loaded on the big wagon at 7 o'clock. We arrived at

the bay at 9 and found the party straining their eyes up

the pond to see if there was anything that looked like

a boat,

They told us that they had started a man at 5 o'clock

for Greenville and thought they would soon get a boat.

At 12:30 a boat rounded the point and a more pleasant

look came over our faces. At i we had the deer, sixteen

in all^ and luggage on board readj^ to put out to sea.

The boat was a fine one and made good time, so we got

to Greenville in time to get the deer ready for shipping

on the afternoon train. As the train pulled in we turned
once more to take a farewell look at the beautiful lake

and Big Spencer Mountain in the distance.

The ride to Guilford, where I was to stop, passed very
quickly, as we could not say enough about our trip; and
as the train pulled into the station we said, "Goodby
Lynn"; and the answer came back, 'Will see you at the

Hub." I stayed one day with the editor of the Guilford
Recorder and enjoyed it more than I can tell.

In, the evening, while walking through the village, T
saw a sign reading. "Hair cut and shave wliile you wait,"
so, I ventured in and had some of the brush combed out
of, my locks and a shave, so that the kids would not
cr}^ "Whiskers" when I came into town.-

I y
The next morning .1 was' out early and took the first

train for' the city, bidding my guide and other friends
farewell and hoping to meet them another fall and live

the good time over again.
I changed at Dover and came by the way of Newport

rather than be chased around Bangor by the man Avho
is sore on the B. & A. for running down moose with
engiiies. I arrived at Portland at noon, where I met my
wife and mother and spent a very pleasant afternoon.
After having lun(;h and filling mother's pockets with
spruce gum, we left her vtith a goodby till" spring, and
making our way to the boat Bay State were soon rocked
to sleep by the white-capped waves, being wakened in
the morning by the sound of "Hack! Have a hack?"
In addition, a word about Hussey. He is an American

and lives in the town of Abbot, on the shore of Piper
Pond, three mil'es from the railroad station on the B. & A.
.Pie guides < around home; also the Moosehead region;
and any party wishing a lot of brook or ;pond trout or
white perch in the spring or deer in the: fall will be satis-
fied with their trip and his prices. W. A. F.
BOSTO.N.

The Future of the Wyoming Elk
Herds.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As the abiding place of the last of the great elk herds

of the United States, northwestern Wyommg, which also
includes the Yellowstone Park, is a region of considerable
interest to sportsmen.

All estimates of the amount of game in any country are,
of course, more or less guesswork, but in all likelihood the
elk in the section referred to number between 40,000 and
60,000, and as things are now, stand a fair chance to hold
l:heir own. The radical game law which Wyoming put in
force a year and a half ago, which imposed a license of
$40 on non-resident sportsmen, licenses all guides and de-
votes the money so obtained to the payment of wardens
and protection of the game, is already having its effect.
Market and hide hunting is practically stopped, very few
Indians leave their reservations to hiint, and what little

game is killed by sportsmen, and by settlers for food makes
no impression on the herds. It is safe to say that at least
10,000 elk calves are raised every year, and were it not for
the ravages of coyotes and cougar on the elk, and were
the winter range large enough to sustain the herds, which
it is not, the increase would be very rapid. It is my
opinion that, taking one year with another, 5,000 elk die
of starvation each winter, and the coyotes and cougar
account for between 2,000 and 3,000 more, these last being
mainly calves and weak cows. Very few persons have any
idea of the amount of game a cougar will kill. A single
cougar will kill an elk, deer or sheep every week on an
average, and a she cougar with a litter of cubs will kill

every two or three days. So when the cougar are as
plentiful as they now are, the amount of game they get
away with is enormous.

Ail decrease of the elk herds in the future will be by
starvation in winter and by loss from beasts of prey, and
of the two the loss by starvation will increasa year by year.
Northwestern Wyoming is a country of great elevation.
Only a small part of the valleys are under 6,000 feet above
sea level, most of them are above, 7,000 feet, and the
greater part of the country is between 8,000 and 10,000
feet elevation. The first snows fall in October; by
Jan. I nearly the entire country is under from 2 to 7
feet of snow, which remains until April. Before the
settlements began to crowd back into the mountains, the
elk came down on to the sage brush deserts and foothills
to winter, but that is fast becoming impossible. On all

sides the ranches are pushing up the
I

river valleys, and
already the grass on the winter ranges is eaten off by
stock, leaving nothing for the winter "feed of the elk.

Even now it is almost impossible for the outlying
ranchmen to keep the starving elk from their haystacks, no
fence being high or strong enough to stop a famished
herd of elk.

There seems to be no way to prevent the gradual extinc-
tion of the elk herds through starvation. The only way
would be to extend the Yellowstone and Teton Forest
Reserves south for sixty or seventy-five miles, and for
the Government to buy out all settlers and prohibit all

grazing of stock in the entire reserve. But it is not likelv
that any consideration, such as preserving the elk, would
result in anything of that sort, and perhaps it is not
right that it should. The pressure of population is too
great for Uncle Sam to indulge in anything so senti-
rnental as to keep a great tract of country a. wilderness
simply for the sake of preserving a few thousands of
wild game. It is like talking about the great crime of
killing off the buffalo. The buffalo range was wanted by
civilization, and the buffalo had to go. If they had not
been killed off they would have starved to death for lack
of food, and the result would have been the same.
Suppose the buffalo herds could come to life and occupy
their old stamping grounds. How long could they exist?
And much as we may deplore it, the last of the great elk
herds will in a few years follow the buffalo, not by the

bullets of hunters, but simply because, as witli the
Indians, the white man wants their country,, and nothing:
can keep him out,

.

Of course, I do not mean to say that the elk will Vanish
from the face- of the earth, or that there will be any great
decrease in the next few years. Their extinction will be
slow, and for a long time small bands can winter m
sheltered valleys high up in the mountains.
But in a few years it will no longer be possible, as it is

now, to see the hills moving as the elk come down out
of the mountains, or to be able to find the big bulls in

every canon and the.cQws'and palyes on every ridge.

Wm. Wells.

With a Surveying Party,

up a Tree with a Bear.

[(^ur contributor continues his story of experiences witli a sur-

veying party" in the Indian Territory.]

Ok our' return from our fishitig trip on the Walnut, as.

we • crossed ' the iCanadian, King called our attention tO'

some immense bear tracks in the wet sand upon the

north side of the river, and said, '''We'll find him in that

canebrake when we want him,", pointing to a canc'

thicket nearly a mile long a short distance from tht:

crossing. The next morning we proceeded to the cane-

brake, each one armed with his rifle and a long Colts

navy revolver and knife attached to his belt, and each
one took the station he was assigned -by King, L going to,

the tipper end. Cap and the Judge by the side of the brake,

while King, with his two mongrel dogs, went to the

lower end. Before separating. King told us: to keep away
from the dogs as long as we heard any signs of fighting,

as it wotild keep the bear from treeing; but when the dogs
began howling the bear would be found up a tree, and
the first man who then got a shot should have the hide.

Taking the station assigned me, I waited long enough
as I' believed for the dogs to have hunted over three

times the ground covered by the cane, and becoming'
tired of the suspense I entered the cane and followed a
beaten path a short distance, when I came to a grassy
opening of about an acre in size, at the upper end of

which was a large cottonwood tree. Hearing nothing of

the hunt, I placed my rifle against its trunk and climbed;

up nearly to the top of the tree to look the field over,

and had just got nicely fixed in a crotch, when a large

black bear and the two dogs came from the cane into

the opening, and the battle began. One of the dogs
rushed at the bear and bit him on a hind leg, exactly as
a Scotch collie dog would catch a cow, and sprang
back as the bear turned with a roar and rushed at the dog,
when the second dog took his turn at nipping bruin.

For a few moments it was so amusing to see the frantic

rushes of the bear that I could hardly keep from shout-
ing at the fun, and for the time forgot the position I was
placed in. Btit just then, worn out by the baiting of

the dogs, bruin rushed to the foot of my tree and began
climbing it. Then I realized that, while the dogs had
treed the bear, the bear had treed me, and my Win-
chester w^as at the foot of the tree. Badly scared, I forgot
I had a revolver, and added tny shouts to the barking of

the dogs, only to cause bruin to ascend the tree, as if

determined to form a closer acquaintance with me. As
my shouting would not stop him, I left my crotch and
climbed the tree as far as I could, and stopped when I

could climb no higher, to find that bruin had stopped in the
crotch I had left, and was looking down at the dogs.

After a wait of what seemed to me to be a period of two'

hours, there came a crashing in the cane, and King and!

Cap and the Judge burst into the opening, with King;
in the lead; and as he grasped the situation he roared,
"Son and the bear are both treed," and then, as they
saw the comic situation I was in, like three idiots they
dropped their guns and fell upon the ground rolling and
shouting and clapping their hands. Their mirth cured
me of my fright, and so maddened me that I at once
thought of shooting my revolver over their heads to scare
them, and I then recollected that I had my revolver with
me, and if I was quick enough "bruin's hide was mine,"
Drawing my navy, I pulled back the hammer. At

the click, of the revolver lock bruin, angrily growling,
raised his head as if inclined to come up to me, but taking
aim at his left eye, not 10 feet from my hand, I fired, and
the bear sunk his claws into the bark of the trde and
hung quivering in the crotch. At the report of my re-

volver King jumped to his feet, and as he looked at the
tree he shouted, "Son's killed him," and as Cap and
Judge rose to their feet bruin loosed his claws and
tumbled lifeless to the ground, where I quickly followed
him, to be greeted by the Judge with the question, "If
you intended to kill the bear, why did you yell so? It

scared us, and we thought the bear was eating you up,

and we nearly killed ourselves rushing through the
cane to save your life, only to find you treed by the bear
and he treed by the dogs."
My reply was that I was only calling for them to come

to see me kill him, so that I would have proof that I
killed him with my navy, and King then took a position
by the tree, with both hands raised, as if grasping a
limb above his head, with feet drawn up and hat off,

saying, "This is how you waited," and I had to join in the
mirth, while Cap and the Judge again rolled upon the
ground and shouted until the tears rolled down their

cheeks. When they quieted down I smiled and said,

"Boys, you can laugh, but I got the bear, if you did
think the bear had got rne."

After firing three shots in succession, the signal agreed
upon, for a teamster to come for our game, we filled our
pipes and watched and slightly helped King as he dressed
the bear. When I told how I got treed, and as I de-
scribed the fight between the bear and the dogs, the
Judge said, "King, I give up. Your dogs beat all the
hounds I ever saw; but how did you train them?" King
said it was done with a young tame cub when the dogs
were young, and by this way "the dogs learned to keep
out of the way of the bear's cuffs and claws.

When our pipes were lighted after supper that night
it would be mild to say that "the entire camp roared"
as the judge described the situation I was found in, and
not much stock was taken in my statement that I was
only calling the rest of the hunters for my witnesses to
see me kill the bear with a revolver, but the satisfaction

of my kill helped me to turn their jokes aside, and all
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had to own that if I got treed I came off victorious, and
wiped the eyes of the other hunters.

Frank Winchester.

Fixtures.

July 18, 19, 20.—Meeting of the American Fisheries Society at

Woods Holl, Mass.

Sah Francisco Fly-Casting Club.

San Francisco/ CaL, June 26—Editor Forest and

Stream: Members of the San Francisco Fly-Casting

CUlh have classified as shown by the accompanying tables.

The classification in distance was based as follows :

The championship class consists of those members who
prior to 1900 had made 115 feet or over, and of those

who during the first seven contests in 1900 averaged i02}4

feet or over. Under this system of classification the fol-

lowing members of the club were arbitrarily placed in the

championship class, to wit: Mansfield, Golcher, Lovett,

Brotherton and Everett, all of whom had made 115 feet

or over prior to 1900. The only other member of the

club who reached the championship class in 1900 is

.Daverkoson, whose average is 106 42-84. Mansfield did

not enter the competition in long distance this year. The.

championship class in the Saturday contests consists of

Lovett, Golcher. Brotherton and Everett, in the order

named. The championship class in the Sunday contests

consists of Golcher. Lovett, Daverkosen, Brotherton and

Everett, in the order named. The race during the coming

contests for the championship medal in distance between

Golcher and Lovett will be an interesting one-—Lovett

leading on Saturday and Golcher on Sunday.

The first class in distance consists of those members
who average over 90 and less than 1023^ feet. In this

class Muller leads his next competitor. Reed, on both

Saturday and Sunday by a good margin.

The second class in distance consists of those members
who have averaged less than 90 feet. Battu leads the

second class on both Saturday and Sunday.

The classification in accuracy is based as follows:

All members averaging 90 per cent, and over are

placed in the championship class, and those under 90 per

cent, in the first class. Mansfield leads the championship

class on both Saturday and Sunday. In the first class

Everett and Edwards are almost tied in the Saturday

contests, and Haight and Battu are almost tied in the

Sundav contests. The competition between these four for

the firs't class medal in accuracy jvill be very close. Huyck,

the winner of the first class medal in accuracy last year,

closely follows Haight and Battu in the Sunday contests,

and may raise the average to such an extent as to become

a candidate for the medal again this j^ear.

• The delicacy classification is based as follows:

All members averaging 80 per cent, or over are placed

in the championship class, and those under 80 per cent, m
the first class. Mansfield leads in the championship class

on both Saturday and Sunday. It is interesting to note

that on Saturday the class consists of eight members, and

on Sunday of nine, which evidences the great improvement

which has been made in this event during the past season.

In 1899 only three of those who are classified this year

reached the' championship class on Saturday, and only

four on Sunday. The first class in delicacy is led by

Skinner on Saturday and Brotherton on Sunday.

In lure casting Lovett leads on both Saturday and Sun-

day by a margin sufficiently large to assure him the medal

111 this event.

During the next five contests members will cast m the

classes in which they are now placed, the winner in the

Saturday class comneting in the finals with the winner in

the Sunday class. Finals will be cast next September.

CLASSIFICATION AVERAGE-SATURDAY.
Championship Class.

T rl^'et?'^''^' 116 54-84 .Brotherton 107 36-84

Golcher '".v.".'.; 116 48-84 Everett 97 72-84

^intlltd : 94 80-84 Reed '. 90 52-84

Vniitie- 91 76-84 Golcher Su

^luller V 91 16-84 Lovett 90

\r?nsfidd
'

85 40-84 Everett 81 28-84

Golcher 84 53-84 Reed 8125-84

X ovett 83 58-84 Edwards 80 33-84

Young 81 70-84 Muller . , 80 21-84

First Class.

MuMer^"'"'' 100 18-84 Young 9166-84

Reed -
.

.' 94 Brooks 90 48-84

\ccura.cv

:

TT^erett ' 89 36-84 Battu 86 64-84

Tjdwards 89 32-84 Brooks 80 8-84

Skinner

87

44^84 -

Delicacv: _
Skimmer ....i 79 .

4-84 Brooks 71 5-84

Battu 77 17-84

Second Class.

Distance;
jSattu 88 66 84 Edwards 85 18-84

'Skinner- 86 24-84 ^ . _ ,

CLASSIFICATION AVERAGE—SUNDAY.
Championship Class.

Distance:
Golcher 114 24-84

Lovett 113

Daverkosen 106 42-84

Brotherton 104
Everett 97

12-84

78-84

Accuracy:
Mansfield 94

Young 92 32-84

Reed 92 28-84

Everett 92 28-84

Delicacv:
Mansfield" So 76-84

Golcher 84 9-84

Muller 82 80-84

Lovett 82 57-84

Young 82 28-84

First
Distance:

-Muller .... . .. 98 42-84

Reed 96 12-81

Accurarv:
Haight 88 24-84

Battu ~. 88 16-84

Huyck '. '...87 32-84

Daverkosen 83 ft*-S4

Brotherton 84 68-84

Lovett '.. 92
Golcher 91
Muller 91

Reed
Everett
Daverkosen
Battu

.81

80
80

SO

Class.

^'oung 92
Huyck 91

Brooks 81
Klein 80
Foulks 75
Stratton 73

12-84
28-84

4-84

3-84

30-84
27-84

9-84

30-84

77-84

44-84

80-84

60-84
4-84

Delicacy!
Brotherton 79 19-84 Klein 73 68-84

Haight ..... 76 70-84 Brooks 71 54-84

Huyck 76 18-84 Foulks 71 50-84

Stratton ....74 31-84

Second Class.
Distance

'

Battu 87 24-84 Foulks 81 60-84

Brooks ...... ..^i. 84 66-84 Stratton ....80
Klein 82 36-84 Haight 76 60-84

LURE CASTING.
Saturday:

Lovett 89 34-35 Battu 70 33-35

Mansfield 83 19-35 Edwards 67 5-35

Sunday:
Lovett ,...88 7-35 Brooks 65 13-35
Mansfield 83 1-35 Battu .60 17-35

.Brotherton 82 ,26-35 Klein 59 27-35
Stratton 65 28-35

Medal Contests—Series 1900. Saturday, contest No.
8, held at Stow Lake June 23. Wind, southwest; weather,
foggy and cold.

Event Event
No. 1, No. 2,.

Distance, Accuracy,
Feet, Percent.

Brooks 95 86.8
Brotherton 109 89.4
Edwards 85 91.4
Everett ........ 101 93
Golcher ........ 124 92.4
Lovett 121 94.4
Mansfield 95
Muller 100 93
Skinner 95
Young 106 93.4

Sunday, June 24.

Battu 94 86.8
Brooks 103 75.4
Brotherton 112 84.8
Everett ..100 91.4
Foulks 91 85
Golcher 98.6 92
Haight ......... 85 91
Huyck 103 88.4
Lovett 117 94
Mansfield 95.8
Muller 90 91
Stratton 83 85
Young 99 89.4

Event No. 3,-

Acc. %
86.4
88
94
93
87.8
90.4
86.8
83.4
90
91

Del.^

70
72.6
71.8
82.6
84.2
82.6
82.6
83.4
72.6
76.8

Event
No. 4,

Lure
Casting^

80 1-5

87 4-5

95 3-5

87 4-5

Wind, southwest; weather perfect.

93
82.4
90
86.4
86.8
87
88
91
93
88.4
83.4
85.8
86

67.6
59.2
76.8
74.2
66.8
79.2
73.4
71.8
79.2
77.6
86.8
65.10
72.6

80.3
70.9
83.4
80.3
76.8
83.1
80.8
81.4
86.1
82.11
85
75.9
79.3

67
84
90.1

86.4
86.4

69'

Memories Bitter and Sweet.
Ramora, Kan.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: As the years
went by my big brother left the home, and so I must go
fishing without him; but when home on a visit some
dark still evening I would persuade him to go to the old
pond night fishing for bullheads and eels. Digging the
unfailing box of worms, with the long pine poles in hand
we would start out. Arriving at the pond, the first thing
was to start a big fire, partly just to see it burn and
partly because we thought the light drew the fish. One
branch of the pond was cut across by the causeway, and
this in turn by a bridge of perhaps a dozen feet in length;
under this bridge the water was_ deep, and so we fished
from the bridge. The pond was almost wholly sur-
rounded by woods, so dry wood was abundant, and a
fire would soon be started. Then the hooks would be
baited and thrown in and the waiting begun.
As the darkness would settle down all outside the circle

of light made by our fire would be invisible, but within
the circle oE light it was like the noonday. The peeled
pine poles, as the fire flashed up, would shine out ghostly
against the darkness; even the lines, quivering in each
passing breath of air, could be seen, down to where they
touched the black water. The moths and other strange
winged creatures of the night would come out of the
dcirkness, circle around the fire, and with struggle of
singed wings and a sputter of burning bodies, give up
their lives to the fascination of the firelight. The whip-
poorwills would come down on to the hillside, and with
plaintive cry tell of that poor boy's punishment. The
little frogs would pipe up in full shrill chorus, while oc-
casionally a big patriarch of the tribe would join with
deeper, hoarses bass.

It was in the days when I first read the matchless
stories of Deerslayer and his companions. The talk of
both old and young folks was often of Indian
fight and massacre. Our boyish play often took
the form of Indian scouts and battle. The great

pines, such as Cooper describes, towered in their
majesty around the pond. We often found arrow-
heads, and had in our possession' one beautifully formed
tomahawk of Iroquois make. And so as the weirdness
of the woods and water in the night time took possession
of me in fancy I peopled the woods with the old-time
enemies of the settlers, until at the rush of the wings of
some night bird, the scream of some stricken wild
creature, or the splash and gurgle of a struggHng frog, I
would start in terror, ready to flee to home and safety.
But looking up I wo*ld see the calm, unimaginative face
of my brother; and my fears would vanish in a moment—for with him I would go to the uttermost ends of the
earth without fear.

As time passed on the quivering line would betray the
presence of a biting fish. If on my tackle eagerly and
hastily I would pull in the line, too often only to land
my hook bare alike of bait and fish, or perhaps to see
my prize at the surface of the water with a splash and
.struggle disappear. But if on my brother's tackle, the
older hands had learned patience, and it was not until the
bending pole showed that the fish was hooked that the'
upward stroke, quick and sure, would be given; and out
on to the bridge would usually come a flapping, squeak-
ing bullhead; but sometimes the firelight would shoM^ the
squirming white and green body of a silver eel. And
so the moments would go hj until "it was time little
folks were abed." Then the lines would be wound up,
the firebrands pushed ofif into the water, and we would
set our faces homeward. Up over the little hill, past the
great logs piled up for the remorseless saw on one side,
on the other solemn whispering pines, that afterward
formed the canopy of the Methodist camp ground, past
the little houses of the Germans, past the upper orchard,
then through the grassland, rich with all the fragrance
of a summer night in New England, brightened with the
flashing of a thousand fireflies—19 our home. Quietly
the long poles were set up in the corner formed by the
shed and barn, the big dishpan was filled with water, and
our fish placed therein, securely covered, so that pussy
could not meddle with them—and then to sleep, sweet

and dreamless, such as tired boys know, and to wake
to a breakfast of fat things.
Then I counted my happiness and success by the num-

ber of fish caught—in memory how little they count!
But the remembrance of the rest is bitter-sweet. Sweet
to think upon in the mid,st of a restless, wandering life.

Bitter fbr that, save in memory, I shall know them no
more in this present life; but is my faith any the less that
among the blessings of the future world I look forward
to living again such experiences? i

Pine Tree,

It may be asked why I am so sure our Indian relics

were left by the Iroquois. After King Philip's power
was broken they were the inveterate enemies of the valley

settlers. The arrowheads were formed from stone
taken from a ledge found nowhere south of the Great
Lakes, and were large and shapely, revealing -by their

very shape the strong and fierce character of the men
who made and used them—very different from those
found lower down the river at Agawam and vicinity,

which were of stone picked up along the river banks,
and as compared with the others almost harmless as
weapons for war or the hunt. Pine Tree.

On Maine Waters.
Boston, July 7.—Mr. J. Bert Baxter has good ac-

counts of salmon fishing in Nova Scotia. Parker Free-
man, a guide at Milton, writes that one day last week
nine salmon were hooked and six out of the nine were
landed. At one time five boats on the pool each had a
salmon hooked. The guide mentions the scene as a very
lively one, and particularly interesting to the fishermen.
F. P. Magoun and family, of New York, left yesterday
for Milton and Liverpool, Queen's county, salmon fish-

ing. A big Boston party is off for the same section,

including Messrs. A. E. Leon and Frank Chemberlain.
They go first to Greenfield.

Mr. L. Dana Chapman, treasurer of the Megantic Club,

has just got back from a short visit to the preserve. He
reports the fishing more than good, especially on L. and
Northwest ponds. At L. and Big Northwest especially,

"two at a cast" was of common occurrence. At Big-

Island Pond, fishing part of two days, eight salmon were
caught, five being taken to the boat, and of these two
killed. The largest was caught by Master Lawrence D.
Chapman, thirteen years of age, who also landed a
trout of i^ pounds from the same waters. The boy was
simply delighted, never having caught a salmon or trout

of any size before. He went with his father over the
entire preserve, greatly enjoying the trip. At the preserve
che fish have run larger this season than ever before, one
of 4 pounds, two of 3 pounds and a number of 2

pounds in weight having been taken, all on the Ay. The
fish that were hatched last winter liave been placed in

the streams tributary to the waters of the preserve-—-200,-

000 divided in the waters of Big Island, L, and Big-

Northwest ponds. The increase in the fish and in their

weight is due largely t'o the successful operation of the
hatchery, which has turned out over 500,000 trout and
salmon, and also to the introduction of smelt as trout and

' salmon food.

Mr. George C. Morton and Mr. Loud, of Boston, have
just returned from a successful fishing trip to Rangeley
Lake, Me. To Mr. Morton fishing in that part of Maine
waters is new sport, and he greatly enjoyed catching trout
and_ salmon from the" waters of the lake. But their best
sport was at Quimby Pond, a few miles from Rangeley.
Here they saw the novel sight of a man casting a fly and
catching trout from a boat. Each trout secured, he
quietly whipped out a pair of little scales from his pocket
and weighed the struggling fish. Then just as quietly he
let the trout escape into the water. Sportsmen are learn-
ing more and more the pleasure . of such fishing. They
save what trout are needed for the table they are fishing
for, and all the rest are allowed to escape, for the enjoy-
ment of some other fellow.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Kingsbery, of Randolph, Mass.,
with a party of friends, are at Camp Stewart, Richardson
Lake, for a couple of weeks fishing. The day they arrived
they found the mercury down -to 45 and raining. An open
wood fire was particularly agreeable. The second day's
fishing brought them seventeen trout, besides seeing nine
deer. They write that they have seen fifteen deer since
they have been in camp. This brings around the old
story of deer in the Maine farmers' oats. It is told this
year with redoubled energy. The farmers complain that
a herd of fifteen or twenty deer will leave nothing of a
field of oats. It does no good to drive them away. They
simply return as soon as the farmer's back is turned.
Threats of dire vengeance are heard and the guns are
loaded already for the open season. Possibly a deer or
two will disappear before the open season begins. One
report says that farmers are fond of venison, even in hay-
ing time,

July 9.—^Mr. E. C. Stevens, of Boston, has been on a
fishing trip to Lake Dunmore, Salsbury, Vt., and other
waters in that section. He fished in company with Mr. E.
Thayer, of Brandon. Vt. They caught a great many
pickerel from that lake, weighing from 3 to S pounds. It
will also be remembered that the fishermen get them
there much larger. They took four bass from the same
lake, with a number of lake trout, running up to 5
pounds weight. They also learned of other parties taking
trout there up to I3"y4 and 18 pounds. They made two
fishing excursions to Fern Lake, in the same State, The
first trip they caught twenty-one Oswego bass, from 2 to 4
pounds weight. On the next trip, about a -week later,

they caught twenty bass, of about the same weight as
on their first trip. Reports come of good fishing at the
main black bass and white perch ponds. A Bangor report
says that the black bass fishing at Pushaw and Chemo
ponds is the best for years. The white perch season
opened a week ago, July i, and since that time catches of
from twenty to forty perch to the boat on a single trip are
of common occurrence. FIy-Fi.shing is reported good at
Moosehead. At the Rangeleys they continue to catch
many trout and a good number of salmon. A Rangeley
report says that a big salmon made a strike for a min-
now, hanging over the side of the boat, as Mr. Frederick
Skinner, of Boston, was just starting out with his guide.
Before either the guide or Mr. Skinner could catch the
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line it was overboard, rod and all. The rod promptly
sunk, and the fish now has the whole rigging at its dis-

posal. Mr. Skinner is thankful that it left the boat. After
a fight of two hours and forty minutes that gentleman
landed the king salmon of the season on Tuesday after-
noon. It weighed 12 pounds and was 29 inches long.

Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Chicago, 111., July 7.—Mr. W. W. Hooper, of Leaven-

worth, Kan., btopped ni Chicago this week en route on an
outing at Saynor s place on ir'lum Cake, Vvis. Mr. K. M.
Lanuis, of jxansas City, is another one who patronizes
Star l^ake, \Vis., a few miles distant from Pium Lake.
Mr. Peter Johnson, of Chicago, has left for a try after

the mj'^stenous bass of Green Lake, Wis. They are said to

have a distinct species of bass up there, dilhcult to get
started to bitmg, and equally dithcult to stop after they
h.ave begun to fight.

Mr. Max Fritz, of Chicago, has been fishing this past
week at Corey's Lake, Three Rivers, Mich., and has had
some very good spore with the bass. In six hours' fish-

ing one day he caught twenty-six bass, of wdiich one
weighed 5 pounds 8 ounces, one weighed S pounds 2
ounces, two weighed 4 pounds 8 ounces each, one weighed
4 pounds 5 ounces and two weighed 3 pounds 2 ounces
each. There were five which weighed about 2^ pounds
each, the rest running from to i^^ pounds. This was
certainly a very nice day's fishing.

Col. J. S. Cooper, of this city, is spending the summer at
the beautiful lake country of Oconomowoc, Mich., only
coming down to Chicago when he has some important law
suit that demands his presence imperativel3^ The Colonel
would far rather catch a big fish than land a big fee.

Mr. C. S. Lawrence and Mr. F. E. Coyne, both of
this city, had good sport the past week at Lake Villa, on
the Wisconsin Central line. This point is in the center
of one of the oldest and most persistently fished porJons
of the Fox Lake Chain, and one certainly would not
expect so good fishing so close to the railroad ; yet in
Deep Lake and Cedar Lake, close to the village of Lake
Villa, the two caught sixty-four fine bass. They are
still up there, and are reported to be having a good time.
Mr. M. E. Wroe and wife, of this city, have been fishing

up in Crooked Lake and AVild Cat Lake, in Wisconsin.
They had fine sport, and caught 267 bass and 8 muscal-
lunge. They are very well satisfied with their outing.
Mr. H. English, of Von Lengerke & Antoine, this city,

goes with his wife to-day to Lake Vieux Desert, Wis., via
State Line. Mr. English will be away about a week, and
will come back loaded with fish stories for the gang.
Mr. E. L. Periston, of Chicago, starts this week for

State Line, Wis. He is going at the wrong time for mus-
callunge, but will no doubt get all the bass he wants.
Mr. W. P. Nelson, of the American W^all Paper Com-

pany, this citv. i« "e'- P'^'^^her gentleman to leave Chicago
to-day for State Line, Wis.
Mr. William Clinton thrown, whose home is on Staten

Island, but who travels occasionally in the West, is in
Chicago to-day on his Avay west to St. Paul. Having
time for a day's fishing, he asks me where to put in his
day, and I have advised him to try the Mississippi River
above La Crosse, Wis. Mr. Brown has laid in a supplv
of the biggest bass flies he can find in Chicago, and will
see if he can do some business with the small-mouths of
the Mississippi. I hope he may have luck, for i fhe finds
those fish iust right, he will have something to tell the
folks back East.

Mr. Harry Miner, of this city, has left to-day for his
regular weekly trip to Burlington, Wis,, after bass. He
has been having very good luck all the season, as earlier
reported in these columns.
Mr. Aleck Friend, of Chicago,, has gone to-day to the

great distributing point of our bass fishermen. Lake Villa.
Wis. This is the entering point for a large number of
good bass waters, which lie at distances of one to eight
miles around.

Mr. H. M. Van Hoesen, of this city, has started for
Round Lake, Wis., to try conclusions with the big-mouths
for a coi^ple of days or so.

Mr. Charles Oik, of Chicago, joins the procession for
Lake Villa to-day, and will return, probably with a nice
l)unch of bass,- some time in the earlier part of the weelc.
Mr. H. Geissman, of Chicago, leaves to-day for Fox

Lake and Nipper=ink Lake. III. where he will spend a few
days fishing and looking around.
Mr, Harry Greenwood, of Chicago, also goes to Fox

Lake this afternoon, returning some time next week.
Mr. Belasco, of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club, is yet an-
other to try this same water this week. All these gentle-
men wall give good account of themselves.

Dr. F. R. Sherwood, of Chicago, left this week for a
trip of some days to Star Lake, Wis., where he goes after
bass and muscallunge.

^ Mr. J. E. Hubbert, of Chicago, has started for De Pauw
Camp, at Woodruff, Wis., where he will spend some days
with his friends, Mr. De Pauw and family.
Mr. D. B. Corwin, of Dayton, O., outfited here in

Chicago for the plea^^antest trip of any of those mentioned.
He goes to the mountains, his objective point being
Steamboat Surin^s. Colo. You can't beat the mountains
for the summer time.
To-day I met my old friend, Charlie Burton, who used

to be one of our most persistent fishermen some years
ago. Charlie put in the Fourth of July perch fishing in
Lake Michigan. To be called a perch fisher in this city
is usually a term of opprobrium, but in perch fishing it is

jtist a= it is in everything else. There is room at the
top. Charlie and his friend, Mr. Hoyt, did not content
themselves with dangling a line from the Government
pier. They took a boat and went out on the bars off Fifty-
first street, anchoring at the third buoy, and fishing in
20 to 40 feet of water. Here they located the nerch—not
little perch, but big ones, and lots of them. They used
big minnows and g'^t good, big perch, bringing home
seventy large ones. The ordinary string of perch seen on
the streets here is inqde up of little fellows not over 5 or 6
inches long. Mr. Burton tells me they had some oerch"
which Avere 14 inches long, and he described their dav as
having been a very pleasant one. and by no means to be
called devoid of sport. His only regret is that he sun-
hunipd his wrist so badly that it is p-J^trt'^^Plv sore and

Remedy for Sunburn.

1 told Mr, Burton what to do about his case of sun-
burn. I think I have earlier mentioned the same thing
in these columns. We rather laugh at a man who wants
to protect himself against sunburn, but, indeed, the effects

of one's first day ot summer fishing are sometimes and to
certain complexions so painful as to be almost serious.
Mr. Burton's case of sunburn is something properly to be
called serious, and requiring medical assistance. Some
time ago a friend who saw how badly I was after a day
of fishing in the glaring sun, told me to get a little bottle
of linseed oil and limewater—an ounce of each—half and
half, shake together. PIc said this would at once take
out the "fire" of the sunburn. I tried it and found the
remedy to be of marvelous quickness and efficiency.
When one's face and neck are bli.stered from the sun, it

need not be called undignified or unmanly to resort to this
simple and very practical remedy. After using it you
can get a night's sleep, and go fishing the next day with
impttnity. I have tried this and know it to be good.

E, Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, lU.

New Fishing: Grounds.

QuKENSWATER, L. I., July 9.—A new fishing bank has
been discovered in the ocean between Long Beach and the
old Fishing Banks. The discovery was made by Capt.
Henry Wright, while out in the auxiliary yacht Inner
Beach, having on board the Charles Gardner Fishing
Club. It was too foggy to see the landmarks and find
the wreck of the Iberia or the old fishing grounds, and
the party sailed about after weakfish. During a tem-
porary calm and while jigging for weakfish, sea bass were
hooked. Capt. Wright at once anchored, and upon in-
vestigation found that he had struck a pocketful of fish.

The party caught all they cared to. and after carefully
marking the spot returned through the inlet to Queens-
water.

_

The new fishing place was named "Queenswater
Ridge." It promises to be a favorite spot for local fisher-
men. The party caught 185 weakfish and a great number
of sea bass, etc. The members of the club are : Capt.,
Chas. Gardner; E. Housman, F. Coulon, F. Girdes
Christ. McCue, F. Grifl^ths. G. Schilling, G. Dressel, .S.

Marcus and Frank Doe.

Menhadener*s Haul of Weakfish.
Prince's Bay, Staten Island, N. Y.—Tuesday, July 3,

the menhaden fishermen made a haul here in Prince's Bay
with good results from their point of view. It was a haul
of weakfish, and they quickly loaded a small steamer and
sent them away, probably to Fulton Market. But the
menhaden industry never catches or interferes with the
food fish of our waters ; we must expel all such thoughts
from our mind, because the people that run the business
deny it from time to time in the daily papers. "You
can fool some of the people all of the time, but you can't."
etc.

Weakfish are very plentiful in the bay at present, and
are of large size, but don't seem to be biting very good
yet. On the Jersey coast opposite our place "the farmers
are taking wagon loads of weakfish every day to use as
fertilizers on their farms, but that's Jersey" style, vou
know. "

" ***

American Fisheries Society.

The aunual meeting will be held at Wood's Holl, Mass..
July 18, 19 and 20. Our issue of last week contained a
list of the papers to be read. In addition to that list there
will be others: "Spawning Habits of the Large-Mouth
Black Bass in the South," by J. Bayard Lamkin, of
Georgia, and "Some Original Contrivances as LTsed at
the l^ook Hatchery of the Plymouth Rock Trout Com-
pany," by C. C. Wood, of Massachusetts. The subject
"'Breeding Habits and Growth of the Clam," which in the
list as published was assigned to Mr. Wood, will be dis-
cussed by Dr. A. D. Mead, of Rhode Island. The officers
of the Societj- are Jno. W. Titcomb, President, St, Johns-
bury, Vt., and Seymour Bower, Secretary, Detroit, Mich.
All persons interested in fishculture and the fisheries are
invited to attend the meeting ; and membership in the So-
ciety (annual dues one dollar) is open to all.

New Jersey Coast Fishing.

.\3BURY Park, N. J.; July 7.—But little has been the re-
ward of the endeavors of the fraternicy during the past
week as regards surf fishing. The prevailing west winds
and scorching heat have caused the bass to take a leave of
absence. Kmgfish, too, are quite scarce, although some
few are taken each day. A great many New York city
fishermen were with us on the Fourth, but the intense
heat caused many to forsake the sport and seek the
shade, and they had about equal success with those who
stuck to their post, as but few fish were taken.
Weakfish are biting well at Barnegat, and running fine

in size and condition. Many anglers are now turning
their attention to that body of water since the departure
of the bass from along the coast. A few hours of easterly
winds will again start the sport among the bass, and many
an anxious eye is kept to windward each hour of the day
and night. Leonard Hui.it.

Long: Island Crabbing^.

East Rockaway, L. I., July 7.—Small crabs are very
plentiful and the boys are having plenty of sport catch
them. They run up the creeks on the flood tide to feed
and are caught by the ordinary crab net, after being en-
ticed within its reach by a piece of meat attached" to a
.short piece of fish line.

In the hills of Virginia and West Virginia I remem-
ber in my boyhood daj^s the little streams that were fed
by springs, and favorite swimming holes could be found
along them all. They were full of fish, and a source of
delight to the young and old. After forty years' absence
I revisited some of the same old streams.' The trees had
been cut from the hillsides. The springs had dried up.
The old swimming holes were gravelly and sandy wastes
—as dry as Sahara, except where the channels were filled
with muddy torrents for a few hours after a bie rain.—
Hon. John F. I^a^ey, addrefi? bpfofc A.merican Forestry
/^-ssocjation

Game Laws in Brief and Woodcraft Magazine.

Contents for July.

The Game and Fish Laws of the United States and
Canada.

Locusts and Wild Honey Mj'ron W. Reed.
Hatter Billy and the Wolf Pit. . .Montgomery M. Folsom.
A Japanese Duck Hunt... .....Andrew Haggard.
Fishing for Berkshire Bass. Henry Guy Carleton.
The History of an Old Friend Charles E. Whitehead.
Blackcock Shooting in the Alps,.W. A. Baillie-Grohman.
An Amateur Pearl Fisher H. Phelps Whitmarsh.
Evening Harmonies. Charles Whiting Baker.
Some West African Folk-Lore:

The Spider and the Bearded Rock.
The Spider and the Leopard.
The Leopard and the Monkey.

How Panthers Catch Monkeys Shikari.
The Great Eagle of the Philippines C. J. Cornish.

Imml

Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS.
Aug. 21.—Emmetsburg, la.—^Third annual field trials of the

Iowa Field Trials Association. M. Bruce, Sec'y, Des Moines, Ieu
Aug. 28.—Siou.x Falls, S, D.—Inaugural field trials of the South

Dakota Field Trials Association. Olav Haugtro, Sec'y, Sioux
Falls, S. D.

Sept. 3-4.—La Salle, Manitoba, Can.—^Vestern Canada Kennel
Club's annual field trials. A. Lake, Sec'y, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Can.

Sept. 6-7.—Brandon, Manitoba, Can.—Third annual field trials ol
the Brandon Kennel Club. Dr. H. J. Elliott, Sec'y.
Sept. 11.

, Manitoba, Can.—Fourteenth annual field trials of
the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'y, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Can.
Oct 30.—Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett, Sec'y Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. "7-8,—^Lake View, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice, Sec'y,' Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—^Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C— Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hili, Conn.
No. 20. ,

.—Illinois Field Trials Association's second
annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials ot

the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 20. , Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.

C. Peterson, Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 22.—Glasgow. Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Club's annual

field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. SO.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake; Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

Muzzling of Dogs Abroad.
Washington, D. C.—At the instance of the Commis-

sioners of the District of Columbia a State Department
instruction was sent to certain Consular officers in Europe
asking whether dogs are required to be muzzled in for-

eign cities and if the results have proved satisfactory.

In reply, Consul-General Mason writes from Berlin:

In Berlin, Frankfort, and, so far as I know or can ascer-

tain, in all cities and large towns of Germany, dogs are

required to be muzzled whenever they are on the street

or publice place, and this regulation is enforced in cities

even w^hen the dog is led or held in leash by the owner,

or is harnessed for working purposes to a cart or other

vehicle.

In Berlin every dog is subject to a tax of 20 marks
($4.76) per annum. When this tax is paid the dog is reg-

istered and the owner receives a small brass disk bear-

ing the registered nunibei" of the animal, which must
thenceforth be worn on its collar. The absence of either

number or muzzle subjects the dog, when outside the

mclosed premises of its owner, to immediate seizure by
the dog police, who are a special branch of the municipal
police appointed and qualified for that purpose.

The effect of these regulations has been to practically

exterminate stray and useless dogs, to restrict the dogs
actually kept (i) to those of fine race owned by people

in easy circumstances, (2) to those kept for hunting, and

(3) to those used as working animals by milkmen, market
men, butchers, peddlers, etc., in or near towns or cities.

The ordinance is enforced with unswerving rigor and
impartiality, and as a consequence hydrophobia is prac-
tically unknown in Germany.

Consul-General Osborne responds from London that
he submitted the questions of the Department to the
Board of Agriculture and they sent him copy of the
rabies acts and a tabular statement of the number of

cases in London during 1897, 1898 and 1899, showing
that the operations of the Board, following upon the
steps which had been taken by the local authorities of

London to eradicate the disease, were attended with such
success that no case of rabies has occurred within that
area during the past year. The regulations governing
the muzzling of dogs are summarized as follows:
Any unmuzzled dog found by the police in a public

place, not under the control of any person and not
wearing a collar with the name and address of the owner,
will be seized by the police, and the owner will be liable
to a penalty not exceeding £20 ($97).
No dog shall be allowed to be in or on any public place

unless such dog is muzzled with a strong cage muzzle, so
constructed as to render it imoossible fo*- the doar to bite,

but so as not to prevent it breathing freely or lapping
water.
Any dog not muzzled may be seized, and if diseased it

shall be slaughtered; if suspected, it shall be detained or
dealt with as the council thinks expedient; if it is not
diseased or suspected, it shall be detained for three days,
and if not then claimed by the owner shall be slaughtered

Qf tiispospd ?s the ^.oitncil deems expedient. In addli-?
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tion to any penalty the owner may be liable to for a

breach of these regulations, all expenses connected with

such detention may be recovered from the owner.

The foregoing regulations shall not apply:

(n) To any dog under the control of any iiersoii and
wearing a collar upon which the name and address of the

owner are legibly inscribed.

(b) To sheep dogs with a shepherd and in charge of

sheep.
(c) To dogs be'ng taken to or from exhibitions, shows

or other places, if confined in boxes, cages or hampers so

constructed as to render it impossible for them to bite.

(d) To packs of hounds while being used for sporting

purposes or while being exercised under the control of

servants of the hunt.

The expression "public place" in these regulations in-

cludes any street, thoroughfare, public bridge, park, gar-

den or pleasure ground, uninclosed land or other place

to which ihe public for the time being has access.

Dogs which are not three months old are not to be

seized. . ,,_ 1/ .ilia.!

nnacmq.

American Canoe Association^ J899-1900.

Commodore, W. G. MacKendrick, 200 Eastern avenue. Toronto,

^'Secretary-Treasurer. TTerbert Be(?K, 2* King street. Toronto, Can.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Thirty-second street and avenue A,

Bayonne, N. J.

Division Officers.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Vice-Com., H. C. Allen. Trenton. N. J.

Rear-Com., Lewis H May, New York.
Purser, Arthur H. Wood. Trenton, N. J.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Vice-Corn.. John S. WrtRht, Rochester, N. Y.
Rear-Com.. Jesse J. ArtnstronR, Rome, N. Y.
Purser, C. Fred Wolters. 14 East Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Frank A. Smith. Worcester, Masa.
Rear-Corn.. Louis A. Hall. Boston. Mass.
Purser, Frederick Coulson. 405 Main street, Worcester. Mass.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., J. McD. Mowatt Kingston, Ont., Can.
Rear-Com.. E. C. Woolsey. Ottawa. Ont., Can.
Purser, J. E. Cunninpham, Kingston. Ont., Can.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com.. Wm. C. lupp. Detroit, Mich.
Rpar-Cnm F R Hiintinirtrin. Milwaukee. Wi«.
Purser, Fred T. Barcroft, 408 Ferguson Building, Detroit, Mich.

•I

Regatta Committee: R. Easton Rums, Kingston, Ont., Can.,

chaiman; Harry Ford, Tornto; D B. Goodsell, Yonkers. N. Y.

•t

Meet of 1900. Musknka Lake, Aug. 8-17.

Official organ. Forest and Stream..

Fixtures.

July.

14. Toronto, paddling and sailing races.

2L Toronto, races and hop.

August

3-17. A. C. A. meet, Muskoka.
September.

1-3. Toronto, club cruise.

8. Toronto, fall regatta.

15. Toronto, sailing races.

The two drowning accidents reported this week are by

no means all that have come to our notice this spring,

from canoes and boats. Most of them are clearly trace-

able to preventable caUF.es, being due to ignorance, reck-

lessness, lack of knowledge of swimming and faulty boats.

In the Yonkers accident the canoe was fully capable in

size, model and build, and one of the party was a canoeist

and swimmer. The cause seems to be the attempt, pre-

sumably on the part of a novice, to set a jersey on a

paddle by way of a sail, and to his fatal grip on his com-

panion, who tried to save him. In the Toronto case the

canoe did not capsize, and the probabilities are that the

canoeist, overexerting himself by a bicycle ride, and pos-

sibly a hard spurt of paddling, was taken with heart

failure and fell from the canoe in a helpless condition.

The danger of canoeing is that of all boating, somewhat

lessened by the fact that a well-modeled canoe is as

staunch and able a craft as anything of her size afloat,

more so than the average rowboat; and. further, that the

canoeist sits, or should sit, on the floor, the center of

gravity being consequently much lower than when seated

on the thwart of a rowboat. One fruitful cause of acci-

dents is the lack of knowledge of swimming—fatal alike

to the subject and his companion, who endeavors to save

him. Unless a person can swim he has no business in a

small pleasure boat, as his helplessness when in the water

is usually supplemented by clumsiness and recklessness due

to ignorance, while still in the boat. A very large pro-

portion of boat and canoe accidents are due to the attempt

to pass and change places or to the fool trick of rocking

tlie boat in order to frighten some one. To move about

safely in a small boat and to pass by other persons in

going from end to end. is as much a matter of skill as

balancing a bicycle or walking a rope; and the results of

failure are usually much more serious. As to skylarking

of all kinds in small craft, especially with women aboard,

it is a criminal performance that is just as deserving of

severe punishment as the pointing of weapons in joke.

The overloading of small craft is one common cause of

disaster, especially in canoes. There are many canoes

which, though small and of poor model, are safe enough
" for one skilled canoeist under all common conditions, but

^yitk n secC(nd passenger crov^ded ipto the &Xti^\l cockpit

the canoe is loaded beyond a safe limit, and unfit for any-

thing but absolutely smooth water. When the passenger,

as is usually the case, is unused to a canoe and unable to

swim, there is but one result in the event of a little wind

or a tide rip.

Our mails at the first of the month, immediately fol-

lowing the publication of the Canoeing Number, bring us

a number of cominunications intended for that number, and
these must either wait for a month or appear in the

second number of each month. The Forest and Stream
goes to press on Tuesday, and it is necessary that all

matter should reach the office by the first mail on Tues-

day morning, while in the case of long reports and com-
munications, Monday rnorning is the latest. When
Wednesday is a holiday, as in the case of Decoration Day
and the Fourth of July this year, we go to press on Mon-
day instead of Tuesday. If correspondents will bear this

in inind all important news will appear in the Canoeing
Number.

The Atlantic Division at its annual hieeting on May 28

elected the following officers: Vice-Com., Henry M.
Dater, Brooklyn C. C. ; Rear-Com., H. D. Hewitt,

Lakanoo C. C, Burlington, N. J. ; Purser, Joseph F. East-

mond, Brooklyn C. C. ; ex-Com. L. W. Seavey, Knicker-

bocker C. C. ; H. L. Quick, Yonkers C. C, and M. D.

Wilt, Red Dragon C. C.

On June 30 Joseph C. Gibson, of Toronto, an accountant

in the Dominion Bank, was drowned from a canoe in

Humber Bay, near Toronto. He had hired a canoe for a

paddle on the lake, and in some way he fell out of the

canoe about half an hour after he started out without

capsizing the canoe. He was seen in the water, but sank

before aid could reach him. The body was recovered by

grappling, and the doctors who examined it and found no

water in the lungs, were of the opinion that death was

due to heart failure, which caused the fall from the

canoe. Mr. Gibson was thirty-two years old and un-

married.

Eastern Division Meet.
WORCESTER, MASS.—LAKE QUINSIGAMOND.

June 16, 17, 18.

The Division meet of the Eastern Division, A. C. A.,

held on Lake Quinsigamond on June 16, 17, 18, was most

successful in point of attendance and in the number and

interest of the races. A very good representation was

present from the entire division, and the interest was by

no means local. The camp was pitched on Flagg's Point,

a wooded promontory S.E. of the Tatassit C. C. house,

opening on Saturday. The first to arrive from a dis-

tance was Com. MacKendrick, who in spite of his busi-

ness engagements came down from Toronto for the meet,

staying until Sunday night. It is needless to say that

his visit was appreciated by the canoeists of the Eastern

Division, many of whom had the pleasure of meeting him

for the first time. Vice-Com. Allen, Atlantic Division,

was also in camp, with Paul Butler. The total number
registered during the three days was 115. The prelimin-

ary arrangements were well carried out by Purser Coul-

son and other local canoeists, and everything possible was
done for the comfort of the visitors. Saturday was spent

in getting settled and in the evening the visitors were
entertained by an impromptu musical entertainment by
the amateurs of the Tatassit C. C. The division meeting

was held on Sunday morning, the following officers be-

ing elected: Vice-Com., Louis A. Hall, Wawbewawa
C. C; Rear-Coni.. C. M. Lamprey, Lawrence C. C.;

Purser, A. F. Kimberly, Lawrence C. C. Executive

Committee—A. V. Coulson, Lakeside C. C, Worcester;

F. H. French. Quinniboguin C. C, Dedham; C. F.

Dodge. Medford C. C. The different clubs and cottagers

around the lake extended every hospitaUty to the canoe-

ists; in particular Mr. J. G .Vaudreuil placed his launch

Gertrude at the service of the visitors and runs were
made around the lake. In the evening there was a large

camp-fire, with music.
The races were set for Monday, the general paddling

races in the morning and the war canoe race at 2:30, when
the greatest number of visitors was looked for. The
Wawbewawa C. C. objected to this on the ground that

its war canoe crew would be tired after the members had
taken part in all the other events, as they proposed to do,

and in no condition to meet a fresh crew. After a discus-

sion it was decided to begin the programme with the

war canoe race at 2:30. following with the other races.

The long programme was run off promotly and success-
fully, most of the honors going to the Wawbewawa C. C.

a club that i? notable in the Association as well as the
Divi ion for the individual training and excellent crew
work of its racing men. The events were as follows:

War canoe race, distance one mile straightaway—First,

Wawbewawa, nf Auburndale; second, Tatassit, of Wor-
cester; third, Quinniboquin. of Dedham. Time, 6m. 45s.

Won by three lengths. Wawbewawa—Stroke, John B.

May: 2, Daniel S. Pratt. Jr.; 3, Daniel A. Johnson; 4, J.

A. Nolte: 5. G. C. Scales; 6, Edward Lawrence, Jr.;

7. O. J. West; 8. E. R. Adams; he'msman, L. S. Drake:
average weip^ht, iSSlbs. Tatassit—Stroke, A. H. Lang;
2, Everett Wood; 3. E. W. Maynard; 4, Frederick Coul-
son; .s, J. Perley Kilgore; 6, P. W. Southgate; 7, A. D.
Windle; 8. Hervev Lainb; helmsman, E. J. Somers:
average weia-ht. i52lbs. Quinnoboquin—Stroke, H. M. S.

Aiken ; 2, Edwin Easterbrook ; 3. S. L. Capen ; 4, R. K.
Rodgers; Ed\'''ard Baker; 6, John Ward; 7, Edgar W.
Ward; 8. Fred Notman; helmsman, F. H, French; aver-
age weight, I561bs.

Single canoe, single blade, distance one-half mile

—

First, F. H. French, Quinniboquin C. C. of Dedham;
second. F. T. Hovey. Innitou C. C, of Woburn. Time.
5m. 16 I -5s. Won by ten lengths.

Club fours, single blade, distance one-half mile—First,

Wawbewawa. of Auburndale; second, Medford, of Med-
ford: third. QuinniboQuin, of Dedham. Time, 3m. 481^5,
Won by 5ft. First Quinniboquin and Lawrence fours
also started. Wawbewawa—D. S. Pratt. D. A. Johnson,
J. A. Nolte. Edward Lawrence. Jr. Medford—^J. B. How-
ard. W. E. Chick. M. M. Holbrook. Arthur G. Mather.
T-^wence-rriy, :p;. I^irnberley, W. I-.. Valter, F, A, Weisst

G M. Littlefield. First Quinniboquin—Fred W. Not-

man, S. H. Capen, R. K. Rodger, F. H. French. Sec-

ond Quinniboquin—H. M. Aiken, Edgar W. Ward, Ed-

ward S. Baker, Edwin Easterbrook.

Tandems, single blade, distance one-half tnile—First,

First Wawbewawa, of Auburndale; second, Innitou, of

Woburn; third. Second Wawbewawa, of Auburndale.

Time, 4m. 12 i-5s. Won by ift. Lawrence and Quinni-

boquin also competed. First Wawbewawa—D. S. Pratt

and D. S. Johnson. Innitou—H. V. Dimick and F. W.
Fowle. Second Wawbewawa—A. A. Brown and N. C.

Billings. Lawrence—L. D. Sherman and H. P. Poore.

Quinniboquin—Fred W. Notman and S. H. Capen.

Club fours, double blade, distance one-half mile—First,

Wawbewawa, of Auburndale; second, Medford-Innitou

combination. Time, 3m. 40s. Won easily. Wawbewawa
—L. S. Drake, J. B. May, D. S. Pratt, E. R. Adams.
Combination crew—W. E. Chick and M. M. Holbrook.

of the Medfords; H. V. Dimick and F. W. Fowle, of

the Innitous.
Standing paddling, distance about one-sixth mde—

First, F. H. French, Yuinniboquin; second, J. B. May,
Wawbewawa; third, F. H. Hovey, Innitou. Time, 2m.

los. Won by a length.

Tandem, double blade, distance about one-sixth mile

—

First, First Wawbewawa; second, Innitou. Time, im.

los. Won easily. Second Wawbewawa also started.

First Wawbewawa—E. R. Adams and J. B. May. Inni-

tou—H. V. Dimick and F. W. Fowle. Second Wawbe-
wawa—W. C. Billings and A. A. Brown.

Single canoe, double paddle, distance about one-sixth

mile—First, E. R. Adams, Wawbewawa; second, J. W.
Worthington, Quinniboquin. Time, im. 38s. Won easily.

Relay race, distance one-half mile, three relays—First,

Wawbewawa; second, Innitou; third, Quinniboquin.
Time, 6m. 28s. Won by half canoe length. Wawbewawa
—E. R. Adams, John B. May, L. S. Drake. Innitou

—

Fred T. Hovey, F. W. Fowle, H. V. Dimick. Quinni-
boquin—Fred W. Notman, H. M. S. Aiken. F. H.
French. *

Man overboard, distance one-sixth mile—First, Quin-
niboquin: second, Wawbev/awa. Time, 2m. 2 1-5S. Won
easily. Quinniboquin—E. S. Baker and F. H. French.
Wawbewawa—J. B. May and L. S. Drake.

In an exhibition of upsetting h s canoe, E. R. Adams
tumbled out, turned the canoe around a full turn and
clambered in again in four seconds.

Silver cups were presented as individual prizes.. A sil-

ver shield was given as a crew prize.

The officials of the regatta were: Referee, Howard
Frost; clerk of the course and starter, A. V. Coulson;
judges and timers, Walter W. Crosby, of Innitous; Fran-
cis J. Burrage, of Wawbewawas; Allen W. McAdams, of
Newton B. C.

The division regatta committee, having general charge
of the races, w^ere: A. V. Coulson, Lakeside B. C. ; A. H.
Lange, Tatassit C. C; J. R. Gilfillan, Wish-ton-Wish
C. C, of Northampton. Among those present were:
W. G. MacKendrick, of Toronto, Ont., commodore of
the" American Canoe Association; H. C. Allen, Trenton,
N. J., vice commodore of the Atlantic Division; Paul
Butler and Col. Butler Ames, Vesper B. C, of Lowell;
Louis A. Hall, Louis Drake, Francis J. Burrage, Clif-

ford Kimball, Edward Lawrence. Jr.; Daniel S. Pratt,

Jr.; George C. Scales, John B. May, Daniel A. Johnson,
Oscar J. Wert, Ernest R. Adams, Walter C. Billings,
Arthur A. Browne, William V. Forsarsh, Wawbewawa
C. C, of .A-uburndale; Frederick Coulson, A. H. Lange,
Stephen Sawyer, Jr.; R. C. Cleveland, P. W. Southgate,
J. P. Kilgore, Dr. C. A. Lakin, James Thompson, How-
ard Frost, George A. Goddard, P. H. Hammond, E. W.
Maynard, A. F. Pritchard, John E. Bradley. George E.
Ryan, George W. Eddy, Arthur O. Knight, Everett
Wood and A. D. Windle, Tatassit C. C, of Worcester;
Leonard W. Gates, H. H. Ames, A. V. Coulson. W. G.
Whiting, F. W. King. I. H. Verry, John E. Washburn,
Frank S. Pierce, W. H. Fuller, G. W. Caldwell, George
Clark, B. H. Robbins. A. C. Mirick, George N. Hall,
James C. Mellor, J. Clarence Headman, F. H. Allen,.
Lakeside B. C, of Worcester; M. M. Holbrook. A. W.
Dodge, Roger D. Mansfield. John B. Howard, Walter
E. Chick, Arthur G. ]\iartha. Medford C. C, of Med-
ford; Charles M. Howe, Edward T. Brigham, F. H. Saw-
yer, F. W. Cramphorn, Fred T. Hovey, -W. W. Crbsby,-
H. B. Dimick, W. K. Fowle, G. W. Buchanan W. M.
Robinson, Edward F. Wyer, C. C. Buchanan, Edwin S.
Knowlton, Innitou C. C. of Woburn; A. M. McAdams
and George S. Brazer. Newton B. C, of Riverside- Ste-
phen W. Dimick and Charles F. Dodge, Puritan C. C , of
South Boston; Charies M. Lamprey, A. E. Kimberly,
W. L. Votter, F. A. Weiss, G. W. Littlefield. H. P.
Poor, L p. Sherman, Lawrence C. C, of Lawrence;
Frederick H. French, Henry M. S. Aiken, John Ward,
Edgar Ward, Fred W. Notman, Robert K. Rogers Sam-
uel H. Capen, Jr.; John W. Worthington, Edward S.
Baker. Edwin ^. Easterbrook, Quinniboquin C. C. of
Dedham; t-. xjr. Smith. H. E. Lamb, George M. Donald-
son Jr.; O. G. Nutting, George W. Freeman. Arthur E.
Richardson. Waeuntug C. C, of Worcester; R. N. Cutter,
Shuh-shuh-gah C. C, of Winchester; Edwin S. Knowlton
and F. A. Fowle^ Innitou C. C, of Woburn. F. A. Sears,
of Worcester; C. P. Newhall. of Worcester, and H. G.
Chamberlain, of Chelsea, unattached.

A Fatal Canoe Accident.
On June 24 a fatal accident occurred on the Hudson

River by which two young men, one of them a member
of the Yonkers C. C, lost their lives. The following ac-
count IS from the Statesman, of Yonkers.

Harry P. Bissell and Clifford Longbotham were book-
keepers m the Citizens' National Bank of Yonkers. and
.hey had long been chums. Bissell was about twenty-four
years of age, and the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Bissell. of North Broadway. Longbotham was the only
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Longbotham, of 285 War-
burton avenue, and was about nineteen years old.

Bissell, who had been a member of the Yonkers C. C.
/or about a year, was a good oarsman and a splendid
swimmer, having several times displayed his abilitv to
swim across the Hudson : but Longbotham was mt fat^i-
W^r with c^i^oes a^i4 Qoulc^ not siwm.
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It seems that the two young men had planned to spend
part of the day on the New Jersey shore, Longbotham
going as the other's guest. They^ started from the Yon-
kers C. C. house at Glenwood at about 10 o'clock, in an
i8ft. open Canadian canoe, which holds two persons, and
is considered to be a safe boat, on account of its large
size. Bissell took his position in the stem seat and

. handled the paddle. Longbotham sat in the bow seat, and
used a paddle as directed by Bissell.

The tide was on the ebb, and a strong southwest wind
was blowing, which made the surface of the river very
rough, but they crossed in safety. The tide, had carried
them down some distance below Alpine, and they desired
to land further up. In order to make better progress, it

seems that Bissell took off his sweater and passed it over
to Longbotham for him to use as a sail. According to
the statement of those who witnessed the accident, Long-
botham adjusted the ends of his paddle inside the sweater
and held it up in the wind. In doing this he lost his
balance and leaned too far to one side, overturning the
canoe, which remained bottomside up.
Both men got hold of the overturned ' boat and held

fast for a minute, and then Longbotham lost his hold.
There was a commotion in the water, as though Bissell
•was endeavoring to save his chum from drowning. The
accident happened just below McLean's house, which, is

the last house south of the Mill Dock, and far enough
from the shore to be in deep water. The tide was about
half down, and there was a depth of about 10 or 12ft. of
water at the point where the upset occurred.
Frederick Peene and F. M. Berry, of the Palisade. Boat

Club, were rowing, with two young ladies, close to the
New Jersey shore, and were about a quarter of a mile
away when they saw what happened to the canoeists.
They immediately rowed with all. their strength toward
the men in the water, but in a little more than a minute
after the canoe was overturned nothing could be seen of
either of the canoeists.

Bissell had been seen to rise to the surface and then
disappear suddenly, as though drawn down, and the sup-
position is that in endeavoring to rescue Longbotham
the latter held fast to his legs. When Peene and Berry
reached the scene of the drowning, Peene reached out and
righted the overturned canoe. They picked up the fatal
sweater, the paddles and other articles, which were float-

,

ing- about, and, after taking the ladies to the shore, they
went out again in search of the bodies.
They were joined by two small boys from Mr. Mc-

Lean's house, who witnessed the accident and had put out
in a . boat as quickly as possible. The catastrophe trans-
pired in so brief a space of time that it was impossible to
fender assistance to the unfortunate young men.
Joseph Walsh, of 93 Hawthorne avenue, went out next

day to the place where the accident occurred and began
grappling for the bodies. At about 11 o'clock his grappling
irons became fast in some object which jnelded as he drew
up the line. When near the surface of the water he saw
that there were two bodies on the line, and It appeared to
him that the arms of one man were clasped about the
legs of the other; but before he could get them to the
boat, the body which was held by the legs slipped away
and sank again. The other bodv," which was held fast by
the grapple, proved to be that of Clifford Longbotham.
Walsh brought the body to Yonkers and informed the

police, who notified Coroner Schafmeister, and the body
was given in charge of the Yonkers Undertaking Com-
pany.
The bodies were found close to the place where they

went down. Longbotham's watch was stopped at 11:16.
Walsh intended returning to grapple for the body of
Bissell.

This was the first drowning of a member of the Yon-
kers C. C. in the history of the club—sixteen years. A
special meeting of the club has been called, to take action
in regard to the sad occurrence.

With Apologies to Canoeists.

Of course we all bow to the inscrutable wisdom of the
editor, when it comes to making up the paper, but I have
been wondering whether he ought not to he asked to
apologize to the genuine canoeists of the Forest and
$TREAM for putting the series headed "Down the Raisin'.'
in their department. It is true mv cruise was made in a
canoe, but it is also a fact that there was a fishing rod
concealed inside her, the which, had it been employed
more effectively, might haA^e landed the Little Pilgrim in
the. columns of "The Fishing Tourist."

Jay Beebe.

A. C A. Membership,
• Atlantic Division—Geo. I. Eddie, Frederick W. Ches-
brough, Morgan R. Howe, Engiewood, N. J."

CANOEING NEWS NOTES.
A war canoe race was paddled on July 3 at Brockville

between the crews of the Brockville Rowing Club the
Y. M. C. A. Athletic Club and the Bohemian Club. The
Bohemians won after a good race, with the Y. M. C. A
second.

I? *S *t

Several canoe races were on the programme of the
Canadian Association of Amateur Oarsmen in the twenty-
first annual regatta at Toronto on July 2. In the tandem
canoe race, C. McLean, of the Grand Trunk, was first with
Michael—was first, with the Grand Trunk Boat Club
second and the No. i Toronto crew third. In the single
canoe race, C. McLean, of the Grand Trunk, was first with
R. N. Brown, of Toronto, second, and E. McMichael
third. In the fours, Toronto No. 3—E. N. Richards R
A. Brown. J. R. Gay and E. AIcNichol—was first with
Toronto No. i second, Toronto No. 2 third and Grand
Trunk fourth. In the war canoe race Toronto No. i beat
Toronto N. 2.

Yachting Fixtores, J900.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the futtire.

JULY.

11. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
12. Newport, ladies' day, Newport, Narragansett Bay.
12. American, ladies' sail, Newburyport.
12-13-14. New York, Newport series, Newport, off Brenton's Reef.
14. Sea Cliff, annual. Glen Cove, Long Island Sound.
14. Bridgeport, annual, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.
14. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
14. Royal St. Lawrence, 22ft. cruising, 5-rater, 20ftv, 17ft. and

dinghy classes, Beaurepaire, Lake St. Louis.
14. Queen City, Tupper cup, 22ft. class, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
14. Haverhill, fishing trip, Haverhill, Mass.
14 Penataquit Corinthian, special, Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
14. Winthrop, handicap, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
14. Savin Hill, handicap. Savin Hill, Boston Harbor.
14. Quannapowitt.
14. Duxbury, 18ft. class, Duxbury, Mass.
14. BeverlV; Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay.
14. Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
14. Seawanhaka Cor., Roosevelt cup. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
14-15. California, annual cruise, Sacramento River.
16 and alternate following days, Newport Y. R. A. 70ft. series,

Newport, off Brenton's Reef.
16-17-18. Quincy, challenge cup, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
15. East "Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
21. Queen City, World cup, 17ft. special class. Toronto, Toronto

Bay.
21. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
21. Canarsie, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
21. Stamford Corinthian, annual, Stamford, Long Island Sound.
21. Mosquito Fleet, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
gl. Norwalk, club, Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
21. Penataquit Cor., special, Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
21. Jamaica Bay, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
21. Kingston, club, Kingston, Lake Ontario.
2L Winthrop, swimming and rowing races, Winthrop, Boston Har-

bor.
2L American, club, Newburyport, Mass.
21. South Boston, handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
21. Columbia, championship, Boston, Boston Harbor.
21. Duxbury, 18ft. class, Duxbury, Mass.
21. Quannapowitt, commodore's cup.
21. Seawanhaka Cor., Center Island cup, Oyster Bay, L. T. Sound.

Hester, cutter, Rear-Com. C. F. L. Robinson, New
York Y. C, was spoken on July r in lat. 48-2 north, long.

42-51 west, by the British steamer Lumen, Capt, French,
from Dunkirk for Philadelphia. The cutter was then
thirty-five daj^s out from Glasgow, bound for Halifax, and
both food and fuel were exhausted, the crew having had
no food for three days. The j'acht reported calms and
light weather on the voyage. An offer to tow was de-
clined, but the steamer supplied provisions and fuel.

Capt. Sycamore, the noted English racing skipper, who
held the tiUer of Valkyrie III. in the races for the Amer-
ica Cup in 1895, sailed from Liverpool for New York
on the Servia on July 7. It is not reported whether he is

traveling for his health or merely for pleasure.

As examination of the 8o-footer Rainbow on the rail-

way at Bristol has disclosed nothing wrong with the hull,

and her poor performance is laid to the sails, which have
been badly stretched, presumably from the fact that Capt.
Parker is unfamiliar with the new crosscut sails. The
canvas has all been recut and the yacht is once more
sailing. The quartette will meet in the races off Newport
this week.

One of the old Cup defenders, the schooner Madeline.
John S. Dickerson, the winner of the third match with the
Countess of Dufferin in 1876, has been sold for service as

a trader in the West Indies. She is now at Greenport,
where her centerboard will be removed and a keel sub-
stituted by her new owners.

The reported arrival at City Island of the cutter Isolde
was an error, the other 6s-footer Astrild being mistaken
for her. Isolde arrived at Halifax, N. S,, on Juljf 2, after

a passage of thirty-two days from the Clyde. Her racing
spars arrived before her on the steamer Assyrian. Mr.
Hoyt met ' her at Halifax and will bring her to New
York, having sailed from Halifax on July 4.

_An^ Oregon old-timer says the first "poem" ever "in-
dited" in that country was by a Yamhill woman. It reads •

"The Willamette Valley is the prettiest place that ever
was made. It lies between the coast range and the Cas-
cade. In the spring of the year, just after the fains, there
are lots of wild geese and a few blue cranes."—^ i Fran-
cisco Chronicle.

Columbia Y. C. Regatta.
Chicago, III., July 4.—^The big regatta of the Columbia

Y. C, of Chicago, was sailed to-day under ideal conditions,
and proved to be a success fully up to the expectations of
all, and to the high standard which the announcements
of the club had set for the event. The weather has been
hot here for several days, and it was very hot to-day, the
thermometer going above 96 degrees. The sky was clear,

however, and the wind was exactly right, not too strong,
and yet strong enough. The wind was off shore, west-
southwest, steady, and increasing in stiffness during the
afternoon. There was at no time sea enough to render it

risky, and it was just right for the little fellows. At no
time was there a calm; so it was a sailing match all the
day through, and not a drifting match, for each and every
individual of the big fleet that started.

As stated earlier, there were ninety-six entries for the re-
gatta. Of these more than sixty started. Several boats failed
to get here in time, including two or three from up the
lake, and one which was "becalmed" in the drainage
canal. This start is the record for the racing of this cit}--,

and the occasion, although big enough to tax the re-
sources of the club, was pulled off with such success that
the organization is to be highly congratulated. That
there should be some little confusion connected with the
handling of so great a fleet of boats is a matter of course
and is of no concern. This regatta was like all regattas
to some extent,, in that the starting of several classes at
once is confusing to the lay spectator, who comes to see
a yacht race and finds no race visible, but only a mass of
canvas clouding the water. None the less, in spite of the
heavy entry and the combined starts, there came out two
or three of the prettiest yachting duels ever seen in this
harbor, and the -whole day was replete with exciting in-
cidents.

The 'Winners.

' To get at the gist of the news at once, the winners
were as follows:

Class I, schooners over soft: Two starters; won by
Sallie, owned by Savidge brothers, Columbia Y. C,
Chicago.

Class 2, schooners under 50ft.: Four starters; won by
Myrene, owned by Y. J. Hermann, Columbia Y. C,
Chicago.

Class 3, racing sloops and cutters over 45ft.: Class
abandoned; Siren alone, owned by George R. Peare.
Columbia Y. C, Chicago.

Class 4, cruising sloops and cutters over 45ft: Two
starters; probably won by Charlotte R., owned by F.
N. Price, Columbia Y. C, Chicago. A protest is pend-
ing against Phantom in this class. Phantom is owned by
A. B. Schuette, Manitowoc Y. C, Wisconsin.

Class 5, racing sloops and cutters, 31 to 4Sft.: Four
starters; won by Prairie, owned by F. A. Tripp, Co-
lumbia, Y. C, Chicago.

Class 6, cruising sloops and cutters. 31 to 45ft.: Four
•starters; won by Peri, owned by Com. F. H. Skinner,
Columbia Y. C, Chicago.

Class 7, racing sloops and cutters, 25 to 31ft.: Four
starters; won by May B., owned by Lewis. Baker &
Dutton, Columbia Y. C., Chicago.
Class 7j4f racing sloops and cutters, 22 to 25ft.: Four

starters; won by Spray, owned by William Avery, Co-
lumbia Y. C, Chicago.

Class 8, cruising sloops and cutters 22 to 3itt.: Nine
starters; won by Vixen; owned by Com. F. D. Porter,
Columbia Y. C, Chicago.

Class 9, racing sloops and cutters 22ft, and under:
Won by Query, owned by George W. Baker, Columbia
Y. C, Chicago.

Class 10, cruising sloops and cutters 22ft. and under:
Nine starters; won by Atlantic, owned by W. H. Reeves.
Columbia Y. C, Chicago.

Class II. 20-footers: Three starters; probably won by
Harriett H., owned by Henry L. Hertz, Columbia Y. C",
Chicago. Protest is filed by Harriett H., against Bald
Eagle for fouling her.

Class 12, 17-footers: Three starters; won by Triton,
owned by Dunn, Scudder and Gait, Saddle and Cycle Y.
C, Evanston.
Class 13, open boats. Naval Reserve; divided into two

sub classes—30ft. cutters, first class; 24ft. cutter whate-
boat and dinghy, second class: Won by the 24ft. cutter
sailed by Coxswain Erich in the second class. This boat
won an actual and corrected time. The fourth division
cutter, sailed by Boatswain's Mate Davies, won in the
first .class cutters.

The above announcements pend the action of the
judges on protests. The win of Myrene in Class 2 was
a hollov/ thing, because Tartar and Nomad sailed the
wrong course by mistake. Tartar and Nomad made a
pretty fight of it for the first two legs of the course and
made the first turn almost with locked yard arms.

The Course.

A]\ starts were made from the Breakwater Gap, and the
first leg was to the four-mile crib; thence 'to Carter
Harrison, or Lake View Crib, thence home, the wind-
ward work being done on the last leg. The judging was
done by judges posted at the different cribs and by
patrol judges, the latter making more or less futile
efforts to get the proper positions to watch the race. The
long course was that around the Lake A'icAv Crib and
return.

The Officers.

The following was the personnel, etf,i of the ttia'nage-
nient:

Official judges: Geo. W. Rodgers, Walter D. Paym;.
Richard Summers, David B. Carse, E. G. B. Havmon
Fred Farwell, W. S. Bougher,.Ge0., Martin, D. L. De-la-
Fontain.

Official timers: Joseph Ruff and J. B. Ruft.
Committee of arrangements: F. H. Osborne, Si. Mayer

W. H. Quinlan, Wm. Corey, A. J. Rohan.
Press boat, V. C. Seaver's Kid: iudges' boat, J. W

Broughton's Thetis: dispatch boat, John B. Car.se's
Gladys.

The Prizes.

The prize list was a generous one. Especial interest
attached to the big cup offered for the little fellows bv
ex-Com., W. D. Boyce, a very handsome piece of plate
indeed, standing more than 2ft. high, on a solid ebony
base. This was much coveted by the 20-footers, and h
may be imagined that Harriett H. and Bald Eagle 'were
fighting for blood in their exciting finish. The prize list
follows below:

Class Ai: First prize, Walker silver cup, donated bv
Hiram Walker & Co.

Class B2: First prize, natural wood finished diiighy
donated by Truscott. Boat Mfg. Co., St. Joseph. Mich.

Class A3: One box La Flor de Martinez cigars, do-
nated by Berriman Brothers, Chicago and New York.

Class B4: First prize, Atwood silver water service
donated by F. M. Atwood, Chicago.

Class A5: First prize, Pabst trophv. donated by Capt
Fred Pabst, Milwaukee. -

Class B6: First prize, Mayei" silver .cup, donated- bv
Mr. Si. Mayer, Chicago.

Class A7: First prize, Browning, King & Co, silver
cup, donated by Browning, King & Co,, Chicago.

Class A7J4: First prize. Hunt cup, donated bv In-
spector Nicholas Hunt, Chicago.

Class B8: First prize, one silver-trimmed cut-glass
cigar jar, donated by Hyman, Berg & Co., Chicago.

Class^Ag: First prize, mammoth jardinere, donated by
Robt. E. Young. Chicago.
Class Bio: First prize, imported German stein, donated

by Albert Pick & Co., Chicago.
Special Classes—Twenty-footers: First prize, .th^; Boyce

cup, donated by W. D. Boyce, Chicago.
Seventeen-footers: First prize, one "cedar dinghv, nat-

ural wood finish and brass-trimmed, donated by^ Racine
Boat Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., and Racine, Wis.

Illinois Naval Reserve cutters: First prize. 6ft, Ameri-
can yacht ensign, donated by the S. McFadden Co.
New York.

History of Colombia Y. C.

The Columbia Y. C. was organized June 5^, 1892. The
promoters and charter members of the club were Richard
Summers, Chris. Duggan, Walter D, Payne George
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Start. Finish. Elapsed.

2 17 19
7 19 46

9 56 34 7 39 15

„ ,,1 04 00 6 56 10 5 52 10

..1 12 00 6 07 40 4 55 40
9 15 10 8 10 50
6 28 00 4 26 35

,12 32 00 4 48 30 4 16 30
1 02 43 6 54 20 5 51 37

Payne, F. Nicholson, N. Duggan. Frank Daggett, A.

Street, L. Belmont, H. Sarchet. W. Schmitt, H. Hyde
and Alex. Auld. Mr. W. D. Payne, as secretary, was

the only officer elected for the year 1892, and he filled the

duties most acceptably.

The club began with a modest little fleet of five yachts,

namely, the cabin sloops Sea Shell and Restless, both

2sft. over all: a partly decked sloop of some length

named May B.; the skipjack Blade and a smaller sloop.

Eileen, only i8ft. over all "The need of a club house

was met by the members themselves turning to and con-

structing a common looking houseboat, which to this day

is moored in . the northwest corner of the outer yacht

harbor.
The season of 1893 witnessed the inauguration ot the

cruising race across the south end of the lake, which

has grown in importance until it has come to be

regarded as the greatest yachting event on Lake Mich-

igan, and in which twentj^-five yachts sailed last month.

In the year of its inauguration the race was. from
Michigan City, Ind., to Chicago, but ever since, it has

been sailed from Chicago to Michigan City. The course

is one and a half points south of east, and the distance

is. thirty-three and a fraction miles..

The annual records in this race have been as follows:

1893.. Peri ,.

1894..Hattie B
1895.-iPhantom .....<.,.r>4.

1896..Vanenna
1897..Vanenna ^
1898.. Siren
1899.. Siren
1900.. Siren

Early in the season of 1899 the Columbian Construc-

tion Company was organized with a capital of $5,000, the

stock being subscribed for by members of the Columbia
Y, C., the object being to insure funds for erecting the

new club house, upon which work was at once com-
menced. Architect W. S. Burrous, the ranking officer

of the year, drew the plans, and exercised a general

supervision of the work. In August an attempt was made
by process of injunction, to prevent the club from main-

taining its home on the lake front site granted by the

United States Government, and the construction work
ceased before the season ended. But later on Judge Kav-
anaugh, of the Superior Court, rendered a decision in the

club's favor.

At the first regular meeting of 1900 it was proposed to

hold on the Fourth of July an open regatta on a scale

surpassing anything yet attempted in these waters.
'

Accidents of the Day.

So large a regatta was not to be run off without a cer-

tain number of accidents, though happily nothing came

up of a serious nature, and the mishaps were for the

most part trivial. Satyr was capsized at the four-mile

crib, but no one was the worse for the wetting. Red
Bird also met a similar misfortune, but came in under

her own sail. Not quite so lucky was Gironda, which

lost her steering gear, her rudder post breaking off. She

was towed in with a disappointed crew, who regretted the

breakdown just when they were doing fine work. Nymph
carried away her throat halyards block. Peri, while part-

ing no rigging, had a bit of trouble apparently from a

fouled block. Neola lost distance by the parting of a

halyard, as above mentioned, and there were the usual

number of minor mishaps of unimportant nature.

Protests.

Phantom was protested for fouling Josephine. Har-
riet H. protested Bald Eagle and Bald Eagle protested

Harriet H. for reasons named above.

Starts and G>urses.

Classes 1, 3, 4 and 5 sailed the fifteen-mile course.

Classes 2, 6, 7. 7J-2, 8, 9 and 10 and the 20's and 17's sailed

the ten-mile course. Naval Reserve cutters sailed to

four-mile crib and return. In the afternoon races, 20's

and ,17's flying starts; no flying starts in the morning
races. Time limit, three hours.

The Story of the Racing.

With a fresh breeze and beautiful sky the first start was
msde at 10 A. M. In a moment the whole lake expanse

off the Breakwater Gap was full of canvas. There was,

to be sure, a certain amount of confusion incident to so

heavy an entry, and only those at the piers or close up
with a launch could get a just idea of the sailing. There

was nothing close in the questions of fouls at the first

turn, though Triton and Nomad jockeyed so close to-

gether here that from a litfle distance astern it surely

seemed Nomad had fouled Triton. Such, however, was
not the case. As the boats rounded into the second leg

the big fellows strun.g out and left the lesser craft far

behind. Sallie and Hawthorne began to show hull down
on their way to the Lake View crib. Prairie pressed far

up with the leaders, and the new boat May B., built by
Cuthbert, this spring, began to show an amazing clean

pair of heels. May B. had been fitted with a new spar

and with 200 feet of canvas extra the night previous, her
owners' men working all night to get this done. This
put her up one peg in the classification, but her time
table tells the story of her merit compared \yith other
boats above and below her. She was handled well. . So
too was Peri, winner in Class 6. Spray, winner in Class

made a fine showing, both in seamanship and in

actual sailing time. Prairie and Josephine were handled
handsomely, and Prairie showed that she could do a thing
or two in the fresh breeze which prevailed. The finish

of the fleet was close enough to afford interest to the
spectators and to keep the judges busy calling time, as

the boats came over close bunched in several , instances.
Tlie finish in Class i attracted great attention. Much

to the surprise of every one, the magnificent lead estab-
lished by Sallie in the first portion of the race was seen
to be cut down and indeed lost in the last mile of the
course. It could not be said that Sallie was sailed as
cleverly as she should have been in the close-hauled wo"l:.
She" fell far. out to leeward, and w^hen she began to haul
up on to her course it was seen that Hawthorne had
gained the weather berth of her. Hawthorne now was!
handled beatifully and maintained her lead, crossing the
line first by a Hbferal margin, much to surprise of iSilU

who thought the. old boat would not be m it with her

smarter rival. Sallie won^ by a narrow thing, on .her

time allowance, over the course of fifteen nautical miles.

This victorv carried with it the Hiram Walker cup.

Meantime Siren had pleased a great many by her smart

work in her walkover alone around the course. The win

of Mvrene. in Class 2, was bv fluke alone, as earlier ex-

plained. ' The other starters of the morning did not turn

up anything of so great interest in' the way of a nautical

duel as thai; betwe(?n Sallie and Hawthorne. Indeed, it

was reserved for the afternoon- to show the most exciting

contests of the day, when the Httle fellows got out to-

gether. There were present sorrie fine specimens of the

latest little, craft, such as Tritpn, Neola, Peeps II., etc..

and these put up a fight of the greatest interest. '

The Aflerfibon,

The small boats of the afternoon regatta were given

flying starts, and at about 2:30 o'clock the 20-footers and

17-footers got the gun for their start. As the 20-footers

were to race for the Boyce cup, to which a great deal of

interest attaches, the pier was lined with spectators and

all the big excursion steamers, the private launches, etc.,

were packed with eager and excited spectators. At the

gun Bald Eagle went over the line first, but just behind

her came Harriet H.. the fast boat from Fox Lake, en-

tered by Mr. Hertz, At once Harriet H; began to close

on Bald Eagle, and rapidly passed her to leeward, as

though sailing feet to her inches. It was a pretty thing

between these two all the way out to the first crib, though

at that time it looked easy for Harriet H., she having a

minute to the good there. Query, the third entry, a

clever little craft three years ago, but hardly up to the

latest spoonbills, came pounding along in the rear, but

was hopelessly distanced. It looked all Harriett H. until

they came to the close-hauled leg, and here in the wind-

ward work began the most exciting duel of the whole

day. Harriet had gained a full minute on the first leg

but only a half minute in the second, though this lead

would have seemed to be decisive under ordinary sail-

ing conditions. Bald Eagle, however, was splendidly

handled, her crew being Henry Davies, helmsman; E. T.

Balcom, Sidnev Davies and Thomas Smith. Ably sailed

Bald Eagle edged up on Harriet and to the surprise of

all showed. up in the weather berth less than a mile from
the finish. Harriet H. seemed to realize that she had a

fight on her hands now, and she went about in a gallant

effort to cross Bald Eagle's bow. The latter, however,

was too much for her, and for the first time in the course

Harriet was headed, being forced to luff and fall back.

There were many cheers from the admirers of Bald Eagle

at this point. The fight, however, was not over, and
although Harriet H. had lost considerable way, she stood

on in a long reach and began to show her good sailing

qualities. She stood to the weather of Bald Eagle, and
shortly after the latter boat attempted the same maneuver
in which Harriet had failed. Bald Eagle was able to

make good her effort, and crossed Harriet's bows with
something to spare. Harriet stood on, and catching a

good flaw of wind footed it handsomely. Bald Eagle
now went about and set out after her, but seemed not to

have the best in this part of the work. Bald Eagle again
came in on the port tack and challenged Harriet once
more for the lead, which the latter seemed to have gained,

this zigzag down to the finish being a most exciting thing.

Harriet had the right of waj' and she was pluckily sailed

straight into the apex of the impending angle. With bull

dog tenacity Bald Eagle stood on and on, in a desperate
fight to cross her bows. It was a toss up which would
win, but the Fox Lake craft was now going a good clip

and Bald Eagle could not get way enough to head her.

This attempt, plucky as it was on the part of Bald Eagle,
.was fatal to her chances. Bald Eagle tore away the stay

on Harriet and also ripped a big hole through her jib.

At a distance this accident could not be seen, for the
boats swung apart and resumed their duel. They were
fighting now on down into the mouth of the gap and one
more reach would settle it. Harriet was the better placed,
for it was doubtful if Bald Eagle could make the gap
without going about. All at once the men on the press
boat were horrified to see Harriet's sails flutter as she
came up into irons. In a horse race this kind of a finish

would have been fit subject for a lynching, and the great-
est indignation was expressed at the ruin of a hot finish

b}' such an unseamanlike performance. A little further
back Harriet had been accused of a slight case of the
rattles, and now it was supposed that her crew had en-
tirely lost their heads. It was not known at that time
that there had been a foul. The whole matter was ex-
plained when Harriet came in with her ripped jib to take
the race under a foul, a most disappointing finish to one
of the prettiest boat races we have ever had in this port.
Sailing time is not given on these boats on account of the
protest. The latter is a double protest, for Mr. Balcom
has protested Harriet in turn on the ground that her
measurement exceeds 20ft. and that she has violated the
rule of the Inland Lakes Yaching Association regarding
air-tight bulkheads. This protest is not decided at this
writing.

Duel in the I7-Footcrs.

While the first leg of the course was being sailed in the
above event there came into view another little nautical
encounter, -vv'hich was still closer at that stages than the
fight between Harriet and Bald Eagle! Neola and Tri-
ton were seen saiHng as though tied together for nearly
two nautical miles, neither seeming to get much advan-
ta.ge of the other. They came down to the first crib in
this s.aine fashion, and at this point they picked up Query,
which was a humorous third in the 20ft. class, Harriet
and Bald Eagle being by this time well out on the second
leg. AH three of these lesser boats rounded to in a bunch
at the four-mile crib, Neola having a shade the advantage
at this^ point. They all cut the crib very closely, much
crowded, Neola being in between Triton and Query. As
they showed beyond the pier of the crib Triton was in
advance with half a length of clear water between her
and Neola. Then came on as pretty a piece of jockeying
as was seen in the whole regatta; Neola. briskly handled,
was put up into the wind and blanketed Triton. The
latter thought that two could. play at this, and as soon

^ as Neola stood clear she in turn laid into the weather
berth and blanketed Neola. Neola once more tried it.

but Triton shook out a pace or two and went off with

Neola trailing. At the second crib Triton had a lead of

a quarter of a minute. Then began the windward work
and ther6 bade fair to be a warm finish here also. Too
bad for the sport. Neola carried away her jib halyard.

She spliced it twice, but this lost her her place in the

race and deprived her of at least a fighting finish, in

which anybody's boat might have been the winner. These
little fellows certainly showed the merriest kind of work
and they were sailed with a skill and dash jvhich brought
out the encomiums of every one.

. The Record.

The sailitig time as reported by the committee at date

is given below. It was stated that owing to the crowd
of work consequent upon the late arrival of some of the

boats the measurements were not completed until after

the sailing, this being by consent.

Class 1.

Schooners Over BOft.

Start. Finish. Elapsed, Corrected.
.Sallie 9 41 30 12 02 50 2 21 20 2 16 53
Hawthorne ......... 9 42 18 12 00 ii6 2 18 38 2 18 38

Class 2.

Schooners—50ft. Class.
Myrene 9 58 45 12 23 05 2 24 20 2 10 45
Nomad 9 51 65 12 33 20 2 41 25 2 40 53
Tartar 9 53 .35 1 05 13 3 11 88 3 11 38
Glad Tidings 9 58 '45 32 23 05 3 08 11 3 04 54

Class 3.

Cutters Over 45ft.—Racing Trim.
Siren 10 09 45 12 U 55 2 02 10

Class 4.

Cutters Over 45ft.—Cruising Trim.
Charlotte " R 9 42 19 12 08 31 2 26 12 2 26 12
Phantom 9 43 05 12 15 01 2 31 56 2 26 16

Class 5.

Cutters—45ft. Class—Racing Trim.
Prairie 9 44 18 12 02 00 2 17 42 2 15 24
Joseehine 9 44 24 12 07 05 2 22 41 2 16 31
Valiant 9 40 32 12 25 55 2 45 23 2 45 23
Beatrice 9 43 50 12 52 27 3 08 37 .....

Class 6.

Cutters—45ft. Class—Cruising Trim.
Peri

9

51 50 U 43 55 1 52 05 1 51 11
Pinta 9 54 55 11 57 26 2 02 21 2 01 10
Hattie B 9 53 35 11 56 61 2 03 16 2 03 16
Wizard ...9 56 00 12 10 44 2 14 44 2 11 57

Class 7.

Sloops—31ft. Class—Racing Trim.
May B .. 9 52 10 11 42 27 1 50 17 1 43 24
Widsith 9 55 00 11 46 09 1 51 09 1 49 52
Nymph 9 51 40 11 44 48 1 53 03 1 52 07
Zephyrus 9 51 58 12 08 05 2 16 07 2 16 07

Class 7%.
Sloops—25ft. Class—Racing Trim.

Spray .-..10 00 26 11 50 19 1 49 53 1 49 53
Old Abe .10 01 08 11 54 55 1 53 47 1 50 36
Ethel mi 10 02 20 12 01 45 1 59 25 1 58 13
Mona 10 02 26 12 23 47 2 21 21 2 19 28

Class 8.

Sloops—31ft. Class—Cruising Trim.
Niobe 10 06 28 12 15 10 . 2 08 42 2 04 16
Vixen 10 09 08 12 15 12 2 06 04 2 06 04
Arrow 10 02 10 12 15 00 2 12 50 2 08 09
Imp 10 10 00 12 26 50 2 16 50 2 11 11
Florence 10 02 25 12 30 07 2 27 42 2 20 18
Martha 10 03 35 12 34 20 2 30 45 2 23 31
-Mca 10 10 00 12 55 06 2 45 06 2 36 35
No Number 10 03 05 1 16 30 3 13 25 .....
Algonquin 10 10 00 Withdrew.

Class 9
Query 10 11 35 12 15 30 2 03 55 1 56 U
Albatross.. ...10 12 28 12 28 43 2 16 15 1 56 24
Blackbird. 10 10 30 12 15 09 2 04 39 2 01 06
W'illit ..........10 13 45 12 42 29 2 28 44 2 11 15
Loon ..10 12 15 12 34 50 2 26 35 2 11 58
Warren Heart ......10 20 10 12 42 10 2 22 00
Red Bird ; 10 11 58 12 53 17 2 41 19
Satyr ...10 1155 Withdrew.
Gironda .10 15 40 Disabled.

Class 10.
Peeps ir 10 10 31 12 30 23 2 19 52 2 12 23
Syndicate ..10 17 14 12 37 05 2 19 51 2 13 34
Atlantic 10 11 06 12 29 02 2 17 56 2 16 24
Dauntless .10 10 00 12 40 30 2 30 30 2 23 34Dot 10 11 05 12 50 15 2 39 10 2 24 31Mate 10 10 00 12 40 11 2 30 U 2 30 11
Alva 10 11 21 12 59 03 2 47 42 2 42 12
Sappho ...10 04 15 1 01 58 2 57 43 2 47 14
Oolite .10 12 40 Withdrew.

Class 13
No. 110 2 32 50 4 36 35 2 03 45
No. 103 2 31 45 4 04 25 1 32 40 * "

"
No. 104

2

35 63 4 20.55 1 55 52
Whaleboat 2 31 22 4 09 38 1 38 16

On July 6 the judges of the Columbia Y. C. brought in
their decisions in regard to the protests, measurements,
etc., which were pending at the close of the regatta July
4. The handsome Boyce cup, the most coveted trophy of
the entire regatta, which was the subject of the hot fightm the 2oft. class between Harriet H. and Bald Eagle, was
awarded most justly to Harriet H.. the Fox Lake
boat, owned by Henry L. Hertz. Bald Eagle was dis-
qualified for fouling Harriet H. The counter protest laid
by Bald Eagle against the Fox Lake boat was disallowed.
The protest aaginst Phantom for fouling Josephine,

which protest was filed by Fred Price, owner of Char-
lotte R., was disallowed on the ground that the foul caused
no difference in the relative positions of boats in Class 4.
Phantom was awarded second prize.
The figuring of corrected time was completed and

brought out some surprises. Spray was found to have
won in Class 7j^. She sailed the course of eight and one-
half nautical miles in 1:59:53, thus beating May B., the
Class 7 winner, by the close margin of twenty-four sec-
onds. It thus appears that Mr. Avery's boat, Spray, out-
sailed the entire fleet, over the short course. The big
boat Siren was the fastest over the fifteen-mile Course.

Blackbird, of Milwaukee, was thought at first to have
won the first prize in Class 9, but it is discovered that
blackbird only wins third prize. In the 20ft. class the
one which produced the most sensational features of the
day, the three-year-old boat Query, which was so far out
of the competition with Harriet H. and Bald Eagle, took
second prize through the disqualification of Bald Eagle.
The same boat wins in Class g.

Saturday Races.

To-day, July 7, there will be sailed a warm race in this
harbor for a number of our larger boats, including
Josephine, Prairie, Blade and Valiant. Alice, which
arrived too late to start last Wednesday, will also sail in
the schooner race. Hawthorne will probably not start.
There will be an affair of honor to-day between Bald
Eagle and Harriet H., the 20-footers which figured last
Wednesday. Triton and Neola, 17-footers, will come
together again to-day, and they will be joined by Sakita,
which was pujt out of it by the breaking of her stick in
the start last Wednesday,
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The Fooftli at "White" Bear.

The usual Fourth of July regatta at White Bear Lake,

Minn., was ruined this week by heavy rains, which
practically broke up the sport and sent every one to

shelter. Minnesota, Saint and Minnezitka started at i

o'clock. Saint laroke down at the half-way point; then

tthe wind fell, and Minnesota could not finish. At 4
o'clock the 17-footers and is-footers were sent off, but

were caught by the storm and somewhat damaged, Atilla,

being capsized. Leola broke her tiller, but managed to

help the crew of the former yacht. The storm prevented

the finishing of the race, and indeed spoiled the day.

E. Hough.
Hartford Buiseding, Chicago, 111.

Latchmont Y. C Annaal Regatta.

j^- LARCHMONT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Wednesday, July 4.

All- the arrangements for the annual regatta of the

Larchfnont Y. C. on July 4 were perfect, with the excep-

tion of the wind, which was everywhere and nowhere,

blowing from N.W. at the start, but falling after a sum-

mer squall. The conditions were so unfavorable that the

winners were in most classes determined by chance.

Apart from the two old schooners. Sachem and Fleur de

Lys the only large yacht was the new cutter Mmeola
11.

' The death of Mrs. E. V. G. Brokaw, mother of

Messrs. W. G. and C. V. Brokaw, prevented the starting

of Amorita and Queen Mab. With no opponent, Quissetta

was not present, and Astrild, the new boat of Queen

Mab's class, was without a competitor. A special match

was made between Mineola II. and Astrild. Among the

new boats were Miladi, schooner; the 51ft. cutter Altair,

the 43ft. keel sloop Hebe, just in from Boston, and the

36ft. sloop Countess, built at Bristol for Oswald Sander-

son, former owner of Pyxie and Anoatok.

The starting began at 11 :40, and the last boats were sent

away at 12 : 15. The two large cutters Astrild and Mineola

were started with a class of small catboats. As Mineola

and Astrild were working for the weather berth at. the

Sine, a small catboat came by the committee boat right in

Mineola' s course. To avoid cutting her down, Capt.

Wringe took the other risk of fouling Astrild, and the two

bumped together, but without serious damage. Later

on the cutter Altair, when on port tack, fouled Astrild

and took a piece out of her boom. The chief interest

was in ihe 51ft. class, Syce defeating the new Bristol boat

after a fairly even race, while the centerboard sloop Hus-

sar IL was over a quarter of an hour astern of the two

cutters. The first round was timed:

O Shima San 2 34 46

Audax 2 42 25

Escape 2 43 19

Freya 2 48 30

Possum 2 48 36

Esperanza 2 31 36

Alerion 2 32 56

Sachem 2 00 50

Eletir de Lys 2 2( 30

Katrina -
15122

Latona • • • • •
J ^°

Wayward • ^ 14 05

Miladi •••••H?^?
Mineola 2 0127
Astrild 2 20 21

|ayonara —-
-'J^^i^

AUair*::: 2 20 58

Hussar II 2 30 56

Lotawana • 2 32 29

Awa 2 37 42

Mariquita 2 40 07

Mira 2 17 49

Hebe 2 1^?
Ashumet , ^ 32 04

Vinita 2 33 29

Countess 2 31 26

Veda 2 32 10

The official times were:

Schooners—95ft. Class-

Oiseau 2 34 28

Rochelle 1 38 42

Chinsrachgook 144 14

Adelaide .....1 45 31

Celia .1 47 16

Scintilla T 48 29

Edwina III ..1 18 58

Colleen 1 34 12

Spindrift 1 34 35
Snapper 1 34 24

Persimmon 1 34 55

Scamp 1 34 59

Sis 1 35 13

-Cruising Trim—Start,
Length. Finish.

Sachem, Fred T. Adams 90.16 3 22 10

Fleur de Lys, H. R. Walcott ; 3 51 21

Corrected time, Fleur de Lys, 3.55.12.

75ft. Class—Cruising Trim—Start, 11:40.

Katrina, T. S. Ford 73.14

Latona, H. C Eno ,.73.00

65ft. Class—Start,
"Wayward, Charles Smithers 63.82

Miladi, S. H. Mason 51.38

Cutters—Special Class—Start,
Mineola, August Belmont 77.50

Astrild, W. and A. Hanan 61.53

Corrected time, Astrild, 6.05.14.

Cutters—60ft. Class—Start,
Sayonara, C. B. Hendricks .....54.06

Cutters 51ft. Class—Start,
Syce, H. S. Redmond 50.86

Altair, Cord Meyer 51.00

Hussar II., James Baird 50.98

11:40.
Elapsed.
3 42 10

4 11 25

6 32 41
5 42 44

11:40.

3 38 04
Withdrew.

12:15.

5 30 26
6 36 30

11:45.

3 54 09

11:50.

3 40 49
3 41 26
3 58 35

6 52 41
6 02 44

3 58 04

15 26
21 30

4 09 09

50 49
51 26
08 35

Cutters—51ft. Class—Cruising Trim- Start, 11.50.

Elapsed. Corrected.
4 42 26

4 47 33

5 01 55

50.

3 59 04
4 58 57
4 39 52

46 36
34 14
36 41

47 48
42 00
34 04
49 25

51 56
36 43
53 40

Length. Finish.

Lotowana, T. O'C, Sloan 46.98 4 32 26

Awa, T. L. Arnold 46.78 4 37 33

Mariquita, H. B. Shaen 46.09 4 51 55

Cutters—43ft. Class—Start, 11

Mira, C. L. Poor 42.82 3 49 04

Vinita, G. D. Provost 38.44 4 48 57 4

Ashumet, R. C. Kip 38.90 4 29 52 4

Hebe, J. R. Maxwell 42.85 Withdrew:

Sloops—36ft., Cliass—Start, 11:55.

O Shima San, T. T. Pratt 35.81 4 41 36 4

Countess, Oswa d Sanderson. .36.00 4 29 14 4

Veda, Robert Bacon 30.33 4 31 41 4

Yawls—36ft. Class—Start, 11:55.

Possum, W. Bavier 33.00 5 42 48 5

Escape, Geo. Matthews 30.42 5 37 00 5

Audax, H. S. Eaton 30.90 5 29 04 5

Freya, G. J. Bradish.. 36.00 5 44 25 5

Sloops—30.ft. Class—Start, 11:55.

Alerion. A. H. Alker 29.70 4 46-58 4

Oiseau, J. R. Maxwell, Jr 29.73 4 31 43 4

Empronzi, Alfred Peats 30.00 4 48 40 4

25ft. Class—Start, 12:00.

Length. Finish.
Rochelle, Ed Kelly 25.00 2 51 09

Celia, W. S. Gould 22.50 2 58 08

Scintilla, J. R. Hoyt 22.16 Withdrew.
Adelaide, T. Woodbury 22. .50 2 .59 31
Chingachcook, E, A. Stevens 24.50 2 56 13

Edwina III., T. N. Gould 23.00 3 02 52

Amoma, H. B. Towle v 23.60 Withdrew.

Raceabout?—Start, 12:00.

Colleen, L. R. Alberger 2 50 50

Spindrift, Pirie Brothers... 2 52 18
Znapper, H. L. Maxwell 2 51 50
Sis, F. T. Bedford, Jr 2 50 58

Persimmon, H. De V. Warner 2 50 38

Scamp, Johnston De Forest 2 52 10

Raider, H. M. Crane ,. Disabled.

S. C. Y. C. Knockabouts--Start, 12:00.

Vagrant, E. L. Hill 2 58 53
Kanosha, C, W. Voltz. 2 57 17
Thelga, A. P. Thayer

, 2 57 38
3^r, A. Oi Tbwnsend

, § 40

47 16
01 28

46 36
34 14
25 37

36 IS
27 34
49 35

Elapsed.
2 51 09
2 58 08

59 31
56 13
02 52

2 50 50
2 52 18
2 51 50
2 50 58
2 50 38
2 52 10-

2 58 52

3 57 17
2 §7 38

?01 4P

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 12:05.

Ox, R. N. Bavier .......21.00 2 50 50 2 45 50

18ft. Class—Start, 12:05.

Nike, Guv Forbes.... 16.00 3 12 59 3 07 59

Nora, Lewis Iselin 17.27 3 11 24 3 06 24

Sandpiper, August Belmont 15.00 Withdrew.
Eaglet ! . Withdrew.

Catboats—25ft. Class—Start, 12:10.

Kenwood, A. B. Cornell 20.70 Withdrew.
Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby ....23.50 3 02 56 2 52 56
Mongoose II., Simeon Ford... 21.00 2 56 57 2 46 57

Catboats—21ft. Class—Start, 12:10.

Kildare, T. A. Mclntvre 19.98 Withdrew.
Kazaza, T. J. McCahill, Jr 19.40 3 04 56 2 54 56

Vera, A. M. Bradley 20.07 3 10 06 3 00 06

18ft. Class—Start, 12:15.

Louie Bell, J. M. Williams 15,00 Withdrew.
Rascal, C. A. Tatum Withdrew.
Wee Win, F. Sherwood 14.08 Withdrew.
Higinks 16.50 Withdrew.

Sailing Dories.
Bud, George Cory 3 04 07 2 52 04

'John Dorv, Guy Standing 2 53 45 2 38 45
Rudder, H. Stevenson 2 58 35 2 43 35
Ketch II., L. C. Ketchem Not tiriied.

Prize, H. H. Van Rennsalaer Withdrew.

The winners were Sachem, Latona, Wayward, Mineola,
Sayonara, Syce, Lotowana, Mira, Vedu, Andax, Oiseau,
Rochelle, Persimmon, Kanosha, Ox, Nora, Mongoose
IL, Kazaza and John Dory.

Indian Hatbor Y. C»

GREENWICH—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Thursday, July s.

The Indian Harbor Y. C. sailed an open race on July

5 in a variable and fluky wind. Mineola II. was present,

with the Belmont fleet, which includes the steam tender

Scout and two i8ft. sloops, owned and sailed by Vice-

Com. Belmont's sons, August Belmont, Jr., aged seven-

teen, and Raymond Belmont, aged twelve. A special

match was made between Mineola and y\ltair iinder the

regular allowance, while two small boats started in a class

by themselves. Mira, cutter, and Albicore, yawl, made
a special match. Mira given double time. Com. E. C.

Benedict sailed the knockabout Wyntje in the absence of

her owner. A threatening squall, which passed over,

caused Mineola to withdraw, as she did not care to wet
her mainsail, being now in shape for the class matches off

Newport. The courses were on the Sound, starting off

Captain's Island. The times were:

Special Race—Start, 1:35.

Length. Finish. Elapsed.
Mineola, August Belmont 77.50 Withdrew.
Altair, Cord Meyer .51.00 5 09 49 3 34 49

Special Race—Start, 1:50.

Mira, C. Lane Poor 43.00 5 09 24 3 19 24

Albicore, S. J. Flyde.. 41.00 5 13 43 3 23 48

Corrected time, Albicore, 3.16.13.

Cutters—51ft. Class—Start, 1:45.

Awa, T. L. Arnold 46.43 5 18 06 3 33 06

Mariquita, H. B. Shaen 46.83 Not timed.

Cutters^3ft Class—Start, 1:50.

Mira, C. Lane Poor 43.00 5 09 24 S 19 24

Yawls^Sft. Class—Start, 1:50.

Albicore, S. J. Hyde 41.00 5 13 43 3 23 43

Yawls—36ft. Class—Start, 2:25.

Freya, G. J. Bradish 36.00 Not timed.
Spindrift, G. F. Griffing 5 22 18 2 57 18

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start, 1:55.

Empronzi, Alfred Peats 30.00 4 50 06 2 55 06

Oiseau, J. R. Maxwell, Jr 30.00 4 31 53 2 36 53

Alerion, A. H. Alker 29.70 4 36 15 2 41 15

Sloops—Special 30ft. Class—Start, 1:55.

Veda, Robert Bacon 4 46 31 2 51 31

Raceabouts—Start, 2:05.

Scamp, Johnston De Forest 4 54 04 2 49 04

Spindrift, Pirie Brothers 4 54 51 2 49 51
Persimmon, H. De V. Warner 5 18 10 3 13 10

Kenosha, Charles Voltz 5 19 45 3 14 45

Raider, H. M. Crane 5 20 27 3 15 27

Snapper, H. L. Maxwell 5 20 43 3 15 43

S. C. Y. C. Knockabouts—Start, 2:05.

Wyntje, F. S. Hastings 21.00 5 19 40 3 14 40

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 2:10.

Rochelle, Ed Kelly 25.00 5 20 20 3 10 20

Catboats—30ft. Class—Start, 1:55.

Dot, C. T. Pierce 30.00 4 50 17 2 55 17
Windora, John Green 30.00 4 54 19 2 59 19

Catboats—21ft. Class—Start, 2:15.

Vera, A. M. Bradley 20.07 4 16 00 2 01 00
Kazaza, T. J. McCahill 21.00 4 21 14 2 06 14
Mongoose IL, Sinieon Ford 21.00 4 27 03 2 12 03
Psyche, H. B. Stevens 4 34 21 2 19 21

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 2:20.

Kingfisher, August Belmont, Jr 18.00 4 19 40 1 59 40
Sandpiper, R. Belmont 18.00 4 31 44 2 11 44

The winners were Altair, Albicore, Awa, Spindrift,

Oiseau, Wyntje, Rochelle, Dot, Vera, Kazaza, Kingfisher.

Quincy Y. C,

QUINCY—BOSTON HARBOR,
'

Wednesday, July 4.

The race of the Quincy Y. C. on July 4 was started in a
moderate N.W- breeze, which held through the first

round, but shifted and fell light on the second. The four
new Hanley boats met for the first time, but Little Peter,

an old boat, took second place. The times were

:

H. O. and Y. R. A. Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hanley, W F. Bache 2 31 22
Little Peter. H. Moebs 2 31 45
Orphan, Edwin Clapp 2 32 34
Empress, Havden & Parker 2 33 14
Al Kyris, J. F. Brown 2 35 39
Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 2 39 10

Class A—Handicap.
Eclipse, H. E. Jones ...1 35 09
Chatham, George Carey ., 1 37 37
Harbor Light, J. H. Johnson 1 43 52
Hustler, Whittemore & Robbins 1 47 41
Yseult, L. O. Crocker.. 1 46 52
Goblin. H. Ricker 1 54 10
Moondyne, W. H. Shaw 1 53 02
Beatrice, T. Cavanagh 1 51 39
Canacan, J. C. Morse 2 02 47

Class B—Handicap.
Eupero, C. H. Alden 2 08 54
Whisper, E. F. Fitzpatrick 2 10 05
Tautog, A. A. Lincoln 2 25 08

21ft. Class.
Cleopatra, F. H. Crane 1 43 33 , ,. ,.

Autocrat, Nightingale 1 44 42 . ,.

Omeme, W. P. Barker 1 45 27 .....
B'bolink, Vose 1 51 15 . .. ..

Little Peter protests Hanley for fouling. This race
gives Hanley the Algo'.iquin cup. The .iu4ges were Copi,
Edwin E, Dfivis, Vice-Corn, J, S. Whitmg and J, L,

34 09
42 37
48 52

52 41

53 52
57 10
58 02

2 01 39
2 02 45

2 11 54
2 11 54
2 31 08

City of Boston Regatta*

BOSTON—BOSTON HARBOR.

Wednesday, July 4.

The annual open regatta of the city of Boston was
sailed on the morning of July 4 in a variable and puffy
N.W. wind. The times were:

Open 25ft. Class.
Elapsed,

Widgeon, A. J. Horton ] 14 27
Romance, Loring Sears 1 15 00

25ft. Class.
Little Peter, J. J. Moebs 1 01 08
Flirt, Fabyan & McKee 1 02 05
Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 1 07 OS
Early Dawn, J. E. Doherty Disabled.

21ft. Class.
Hostess, H. M. Faxon 1 02 50
Tacoma, J. F. Ring i.,vt.,i j -1 06 00
Cleopatra, F. F. Crane 1 20 15

21ft. Cabin Class.
Coquette, E. D. Amsden 1 04 16
Opitsah II. , S. H. Foster... ] 07 45
Harriet, L. T. Harrington... ] 07 46
Usona, E. E. Prior 110 05

18ft. Class.
Dauntless, Benner & Patten 1 00 14
Circe II., F. L. Pigeon ] 01 03
Zoe, F. J, Stewart ..3 02 5.^

Perhaps, J. E. Robinson 1 03 42
Joque, Walter Kelly ] 13 37
Cathryn, J. R. Yoiing 1 13 42

15ft. Class.
Favorite, G. W. Glover ] 07 39
Vitesse, W. J. Coombs ] 10 40
Ray, S. A. Freemati , ] ig 23
Bess, J. W. Horr j 30 33
Skipper, Richard Randall Withdrew.

First Special Handicap.

,. X Elapsed. Corrected.
Eclipse, H. E Jones. .1 55 12 1 48 23
Kiuna, A. W. Leonard 1 52 03 1 49 03
Addie, G. H. Newton 1 57 56 1 54 26
Empire, F. H. Cobb Withdrew,

. Second Special Handicap.
Fantasy, William Allerton 1 08 OS 1 05 53
Cygnet, J. R. Holder 1 12 03 1 12 03
Hector, A. W. Hubbard ] 22 30 1 12 20
Hu-stler, Robbins & Whittemore 1 13 39 1 12 30
.Alert, John McConnell, Jr 1 15 40 1 13 10
Acme, Hiram Patterson .....1 15 27 1 14 14
Geisha, C. E. Ryder 1 17 45 1 14 45
Vim, J,. P Lawton ] 23 50 1 14 50
Jungfrau, H. B. Bailey ..A 19 06 1 16 36
.Sea Bird C. L Joy ; . ; ] 19 19 ^ ig 49
Duster, J. T. Ball 1 21 25 1 18 55
.Annie A., James Leveridge ] 21 21 3 19 21
Strideaway, Clarence Snow : .1 21 59 1 20 47

'

Lydia, W. I. Wood 1 25 53 1 21 23
Marguerite. F. E. Main..... 1 25 05 1 21 35
Aureolus, R. H. Landers 1 40 05 1 34 05

While on her way to the first mark. Early Dawn was
run into by the tug Eddie, her main sheet fouling the tug's
bitts. The yacht lost her sheet, blocks and traveler, and
was towed in by the launch of the Life Saving Station.

Eastern Y. C
GLOUCESTER—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Wednesday, July 4.
The squadron of the Eastern Y. C. sailed a very suc-

cessful race for cuns given by Com. Harvey on July 4.
The fleet was in Gloucester Harbor, and the cour=e was
twenty-five miles on Massachusetts Bay. sailed in a fresh
and steady N.W. wind. The times were:

Schooners.

„ „ . .r, ^, . , Elapsed. Corrected.
Constellation, F. Skinner, Jr ...2 44 24 2 44 30
Hildegarde. G. W. Weld , 2 49 58 2 49 58
Adrienne, H. H. Smith , 3 32 15 3 07 56
Rondma, D. C. Percival, Jr 3 57 30 3 18 11

Cutters.
Shark, F. L. Ames 3 16 43 2 55 57
Athene, W. O. Gety 3 18 18 3 03 18
Glonana, W. Abbot 3 28 50 3 10 39

30ft. Class.
Halaia, Lord Brothers , 3 53 22
Syren, R. Saltonstall 3 58 02 .

.'.

"

Heron, Gordon Dexter 4 09 40 .

The judges were Henry H. Buck, Henry Howard and
F. O. North.
After the race the yachtsmen were entertained by Com.

Harvey at his summer home on Fresh Water Cove, and
on July s the fleet continued on the annual cruise.

Annisquam Y, C*

ANNISQUAM,

Wednesday, July 4.

The Annisquam Y. C. sailed its first open race on July
4, the times being:

15ft. Class.

Elapsed.
Gaboo, Adams 1 88 55
Lynx, Cimningham j..... 1 38 56
Gertrude, Whittemore 1 42 45
Tabasco, Y. Wiggins 1 43 45
Wink, Langland 1 52 30

Special Class.
Tibita, Smith ...1 39 00
Sonny, Phelps 1 43 20

Dory Class.
Water Lily, Hodgkins 1 54 40
Naomi, Saunders 1 56 00
Cozoda, F"riend 1 57 15
Gracie, Norris ...»*,i*.-.,»,„„»,...„ 2 14 25
Bob Evans, Allen ..,,..2 24 43
Tabasco, Rowe 2 24 50
Oom Paul, Blatchford , Withdrew:

Portsmoath Y. C*

PORTSMOUTH^ N. H.

Wednesday, July 4.

The Portsmouth Y, C. sailed its second race on July

4 in a strong N.W. wind, the times being:

First Class—Over 20ft. Sailing Length.
Finish. Elapsed.

Teannette . , . . , 4 54 00 0 54 00

Annie ....5 10 02 1 10 00

Second Class—15 to 20ft.

Euphemia , 5 04 00 0 54 00

Fleetwing ,...,>.,.••!.».. t--..- •- « ^ 9™ 29 0 55-58

Rena •• ..-.5 07 30 0 57 30

Third Class^Catboats Under laft.

Lark " 5 07 30 0 47 30

Dart •
•• 5 10 00 0 49 00

lfiun\^)Ug . .
....5 11J» O510g
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Royal St. Lawrence Yacht.

DORVAL—LAKE ST. LOUIS.

Monday, July 2.

The Royal St. Larence Y. C. had a very inviting pro-

gramme made out for Dominion Day, beginning with a

cruise on June 30, starting at i :30 from Dorval, racing

to Lakeside, then another short race to Pointe Claire,

and after that a race across to Beauharnois, where a stop

would be made for the night. Next morning all were to

stop at the Cascades and return by way of Beaurepaire,

Pointe Claire and Lakeside by Sunday night. The new
club steamer St. Lawrence was to serve as convoy and
transport. On Mondaj'—Dominion Day—races were ar-

ranged for the morning and afternoon. All went well

until Saturday afternoon, when Lake St. Louis was up-

set by a vicious gale, which made sailing almost impos-

sible, so the cruise was perforce abandoned. A prize has

been offered by Mr. John K. L. Ross for a series of

twelve races in the cup defense class, the crews to change
boats so that each boat will be tried by the four crews.

There was a light S.W. wind on Monday morning, dying

out about noon, The first race was called off the club

station, Dorval, at 11:03, and finished at 11:49:35, the

order being:

Glencairn IIII., G. H. Duggan 1

Black Beautv, G. H. Duggan 1
Red Coat. Chas. Routh 3

White Cap, A. Abbott 4

The second race was started at 12:18, Black Beauty
crossing promptly, while White Cap was handicapped
im. 20s. The wind fell so light that only one round was

~sailed. Black beauty winning easily.

lilack Beauty, C. H. Duggan 1
Glencairn IIII., Chas. Routh 2

Red Coat, A. Abbott 3

White Cap, T. L. Paton 4

At 2 P. M. the fleet started in tow of the St. Lawrence
and called at Lakeside to pick up some members. In

landing, one of the towlines fouled the steamer's rudder

and she was delayed for a full hour. The boats sailed up
to Pointe Claire, and the' first afternoon race was started,

the result being:

First Afternoon Race.
White Cap, G. H. Duggan 1
Glencairn IIII., A. Abbott 2
P.Iack Beaut}-, Chas. Routh 3

Red Coat, T. L. Paton 4

Second Afternoon Race.
Red Coat, G. H. Duggan 1

White Cap, Chas. Routh 2
Black Beauty, A. Abbott 3

Glencairn IIII.. T. L. Paton 4

Third Afternoon Race.
Red Coat, Chas. Routh 1
Glencairn IIII., G. H. Duggan 2
White Cap, A. Abbott : 3
Black Beauty, T. L. Paton ; 4

The third race was the best, the finish being a matter of

4s. between Red Coat and Glencairn IIIL The 22-footers

and the 17-footers also sailed a race, finishing as follows

:

22-Footers.
Bona Dea, Jas. Paton 1
Ivaloo, C. T. Williams 2
Koorali, S. A. Finley 3

17-Footers.
Turtle, Wm, M. Kirkpatrick. 1
Habitant, D. Hemslcy 2
Viola, Walter Ewin? '. 3
Kittiwake, W. E. Bolton... 4

of her rigging and other articles during Saturday night,

and the Victoria Y. C. offered a reward of $50 for the
detection of the thieves.

Beverly Y. C.

wing's keck—BUZZARDS SAY.

Wednesday, July 4.

The Beverly Y. C. had only a light N.W. wind for its

open sweepstakes race of July 4. The times were:

25£t. Class.

Elapsed.
May Queen, D. L. Whittemore 2 18 23
Ulula, W. H. Winship 2 28 3S
Eina, J. Parkinson 2 35 00
Nokomis, A. Winsor 2 35 35

21ft. Class.
Quakeress, W. F. Harrison 2 28 02
Jsvivia, S. D. Warren 2 32 11
Cyrilla, R. W. Emmons 2 34 43
Amanita, L. Bacon 2 41 18
Bohemia, R. L. Barstow 2 44 36
Edith, C. M. Baker 2 44 55
Kestr-el, L. S. Dabney. 2 47 08

Fourth Class Cats.
Weazel, W. S. Burgess 1 42 29
Hod, H. B. Holmes 1 51 51
Howard, H. O. Miller 1 51 53
Daisy, Howard Stockton 1 55 34

15ft. Class
Peacock, R. Winsor 2 02 48
Go Bye, S. G. King !.M2 02 54
Varda, J. Parkmson 2 02 55
Flickamaroo, N. F. Emmons 2 1132

Victoria Y. C. Walker Cup.
HAMILTON—BURLINGTON BAY.

Saturdajf, June 30.

The third annual race for the Walker cup for skiffs,
presented by Com. .Frank E. Walker, of the Victoria Y. C.
in 1898, and won in that year by Flight, and last year by
Sultana, was sailed on June 30 over a six-mile triangle
on Burlington Bay, two rounds. Out of the thirty en-
tries from Toronto and Hamilton, a fleet of eighteen
started in a moderate breeze, the times being:

Start, 3:00.

Flight, J. Humphrey, V. Y. C 5 09 00

"

Capnce, R. Slee. Q. C. Y C 5 09 36
Cake Walk. E. K. N. Wedd, R. C. Y. C 0 10 35
Typhoon, S. Griffith, P, S. C 5 Ifi 15
Sigma II., R. T. Cuff. R. C. Y. C 5 17 20
Hustler H C. Strange. R. C. Y. C 5 18 50
Sheila, T. H. Brown, R. H. Y. C 5 19 00
Sothis, F. E. Walker. V. Y. C : 5 19 02
Whitecap, A. J. Phillips, Q. C. Y. C ...5 24 10
Kink, H. C. Birge, V. Y. C 5 25 32
Rex, W. Buckingham, V. Y. C 5 27 40

Ethel, Solitaire, Atalanta, Vivia, Sappho, Trio, Do Do
also started.

Flight, which has thus won twice, was built by Weir
Bros., of Hamilton, who also built Sultana, After the
r^cp the visitors were entertained bv the Victoria Y C
Ar^b, owne(| by Mr. Wardv^ell, of Toronto, y^ns robbed

Elapsed.
2 09 00
2 09 35
2 10 35
2 16 15
2 17 20
2 18 50
2 19 00
2 19 02
2 24 10
2 25 32
2 27 40

Newport Kat Bot Klub.

GENERAL ORDER NO. 1.

Newport, July i.—The Triple Alliance having with-

drawn its protest against the mobilization of the Kat Bot
Klub, either here or elsewhere,

and
the misunderstanding occasioned by the Czar not having
been invited to the last meeting, having at last been satis-

factorily explained, our relations with Russia will con-
tinue as heretofore, and the Kat Bot Klub wdl proceed to

go into commission.
The kind otter of the Kat Bot Klub to delegate its Chief

Steward to visit Peking at his own expense and to make
personal observation of the private life of the Boxers, is

appreciated, and is still under consideration.
A course of lectures has been arranged by the Klub to

be delivered on the days when there are none at the War
College. The services of many eminent scientists have
been engaged, who will include the following subjects in

their addresses

:

"In reaching for home at 3 A. M., is dead reckoning or
triangulation the safer?"

"Is splicing the main brace at 7 bells, between bells'

and after each splice, proper on a weather shore with the
barometer at 30?"
"Can the Theory of superimposed turrets be applied to

the improvement of such superimposed heads as are to be
found after each general meeting of the Klub?"
"On or about the first wedding anniversary, what should

be done in the event of a sudden squall?"
"What are the acoustic properties of Long Island

Sound?"
"Why chickens sleep?"
"How to converse in low tones?"
"Is sea water inferior to ApoUinaris for some pur-

poses?"
During the summer several addresses will be delivered

by the celebrated Professor, Kantellabigli, who discov-
ered that there are but two bones in the head—the jaw
bone and the skull.

These papers will be carefully filed in the Klub stove
for future use, as occasion mav require.

Walker Shaw, Executive Officer.

Duxbury Y. C.

DUXBURY, MASS.

Wednesday. Jul}^ 4.

The race of the Duxbury Y. C. on July 4 started in a
fresh westerly breeze, but it died out and the boats drifted
over much of the course. The times were:

21ft. Class.

Elapsed.
Halcyon, S. C; Winsor 2 09 27
Fanny D., A. E. Walker , 2 16 00
Scamper, Reed Bros 2 37 30
Seconset, H. S. Dennison VVithdrew.

Handicap Class.
Rooster, A. Watson 2 12 30
Rainbow, Henry Overman Withdrew.
If, F. B. Norwood ...Withdrew.
Satone, C. M. Foster Withdrew.
Caprice, H. W. Ottaro .' Withdrew.
Fedora, Isaac Breed Withdrew.

Knockabout Class.
Dazzler, Goodspeed Bros 3 28 43
Oom Paul, G. P. Cushman 3 30 07
Milady, R. Adams 3 50 27
Kittawake, H. M. Jones Withdrew.
Spider, J. H. Hunt Withdrew.
Lobster No —

, J. C. Claop Withdrew.

Corrected.

Corinthian Y C
MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Wednesday, July 4.

The Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead, sailed a good
race on July 4, the wind being fresh from N.W. The
times were

:

Second Class.
Elapsed.

Khalifa, R. F. Tucker 1 i» ut)

Oivana, R. Boardman 1 22 08
Never Did, D. H. FoUett 1 1 22 26

Raceabouts.
Sintram, W. P. Fowle 1 20 04
Tunipoo, J. L. Bremer 1 21 42
Pirate, R. C. Robbins 1 24 14

Class A.
Yarico, H. E. Yerxa 1 21 26
Lillian, H. E. Whitney 1 26 45
Indra, P. P. Sharpies 1 29 32
Isis, W. O. Mayo 1 25 36
Darthea, E. B. Lambert 1 25 41

Class B.
Fifi, L A. Jennings 1 22 34
.\gnes, D. C. Holer, Jr 1 24 36

16ft. Class.
Ugly Duckling, C. F. Lyman 0 48 50
Cyclone, F. G, Macomber 0 49 58

19 26
20 45
25 32
25 36
25 41

21 34
24 36

Beverly City Regatta.

BEVERLY, MASS.

Wednesday, July 4.

The city of Beverly held its first open regatta on July
4, the wind being fresh N.W. The times were

:

*

First Class.

, Elapsed.
chenoder, W. B. Wharton 1 30 07
Addie, Joseph Kennison !!l 38 00
Gladys, U. C. Heath I.!!l4134
Ada, John H. Claflin

, "."l 50 29
Adina, E. S. Foster !!!bisabled.

Second Class.
Bo-Peep, Charles Prescott 1 32 57M. L. E., W. L. Maloon 1 36 IS
Black Cloud. Thomas Gillcott

. . 139 16
Phyllis, L. E. Morgan !!!!..l 55 04

. „ Third Class.
iS'ixie, S. T. Connolly

l 47 o.
Priscilla, D. W. Taylor

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."l 48 ll
Rikki-Tikki. Loring Brothers ""l 52 5'^

Brownie. Williams Brothers
, , , , [

'1 55 15
Vagd^ Pickett Brothers "'.

1 r,fi ns

If-
D. T. Smith,.,.., .. .....:::;:Ranigfou'nd

Blanche, W. D. Qumer. WithdrewTrump, T^eniarnin Chapman
!Withdrew!

Riverside Y. C. Annual Regatta*

RIVERSIDE—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 7,

The Riverside . Y.. C. sailed its annual regatta on July
7 in all varieties of wind and weather from a calm to a

thunder storm, two of the latter lenditig variety to the

race. Only Altair and Hussar 11. started in the Sift,

class, the former losing topmast and bowsprit in the sec-

ond squall and giving Hussar II. a prize. The two Bel-
tnont i8-footers, one .sailed by Mr. Belmont and the other
by his older son, August Belmont, Jr., made a very close

race. The times were :

1:20.

Elapsed. Corrected.
Not timed.

1:25.

Disabled.
5 29 12

-Start, 1:25.

Withdrew.
5 29 12

Cutters—60ft. Class—Start,

Lenth.
Eclipse, L. J. Callanan 55.00

Cutters—51ft. Class—Start,
Altair, Cord Meyer .51.00

Hussar II., James Baird 51.00

Cutters—51ft. Class—Special Match
Uvira, R. P. Doremus 47.13
Hussar TI.. James Baird 51.00

Clatters—51ft. Class—Special Match—Start, 1:25.
Awa, T. L. Arnold 46.43 Withdrew.
Mariquita, H. B. Shaen 46.83 Withdrew.

Cutters-43ft. Class—Start, 1:30.
Hebe, T. R. Maxwell 42,85 3 21 03
Mira, C, L. Poor 43.00 3 20 46

Yawls—43ft. Class—Start, 1:30.
Albicore. S. J. Hyde 41.00 3 41 00

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 1:35,
Veda, Robert Bacon. ! 30.33
Counte.ss. O. Sanderson 35.70
Narika, F. T. Cornell 30.47

Yawls—36ft. Class—Start,
Escape, George Manliews 30.42
Spindrift, E.^ S. Grifling

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start,
Oiseau, J. R. Maxwell...., 29.93
Alerion, A. H. Alker....... 29.70
Empronzi. Alfred Peats 30.00
Kit, T. H. Macdonald I^O.OO

Yawls—30ft. Class

36 04
S 25 08
4 25 42

1:35.

5 02 05
Not timed.

1:45.

3 24 19

3 26 83
3 25 08
4 16 22

3 24 59
Withdrew-.

Brynhild, C.
Consuelo, .A..

Start, 1:45.
W. Gould.... .26

W. Cabot 29.00

Catboat.s—30ft. Class—Start
Dot, C. T. Pierce ,30.00
Wi:idora, John Green

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start,
Rochelle, Edward Kelly 25.00
Chingachgook. E. Stevenr 2.5.00

Catboats-25ft. Class—Start.Wm or Lose, J. S. .A.ppleby 23.50
Uarda, H. H. Gordon 21.68
Vagabond, W. E. Holah.. 25.00

Raceabouts—Start, 1
Pers-mmon, D. H. Warner 21.00
Colleen, L. R. Alberger 21.00
Scamp, J. De Forest 21.00
Snapper. H. L Maxwell. 21.00
Raider, H. M. Crane 21.00
Spindrift, Pirie Brothers 21.00

Sloops -21ft. Class—Start,
Cicada, P. R. Labouisse

Catboats—21ft. Class—Start,
Mongooee II., Simeon Ford 21.00'
Vera, A M. Brad'ev 20.07
Kazaza, T. J. McCahill 21.00

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start,
Kingfisher, A. Belmont, Jr
.Sandpiper, A. Belmont. "Sr
Ripple,^J. A. Meek 18.00
Nike, Guy Forbes

Alerion failed to cro'-s at the .finish.

Eclipse, Hussar II.. Mira. Albicore.
Oiseau. Dot. Pochelle. Uarda,
goose II. and Kingfisher.

Not timed.
Withdrew.

1:45.

3 54 51

3 59 21

1:55.

4 19 49
Withdrew.

1:55.

Withdrew.
4 45 02
4 44 44

4 44 24
4 44 44

50.

3 03 41
3 05 55
3 05 56
3 14 42
3 48 51
Withdrew.

2:00.

2 21 31

2:00.

2 21 53
Withdrew.
2 27 26

2:0.5.

2 26 41
2 26 45
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

The winners were
Countess,. Escaoe.

Persimmon, Cicada, Mon-

Newport Y. C.

NEWPORT—NARRAGANSETT BAY.

Wednesday, Ju'y 4.

The Newport Y. C. sailed its first annual regatta on
July 4, the wind being strong at the start, but dying out
before the middle of the race. J. A. C. was delayed by
carrying away a block on the first round. The times
w-ere

:

First Class.

„ ,. Elapsed. Corrected.
Caroline .2 24 30 2 23 54
Pet 2 27 30 2 27 30
.T- A- C .2 31 42 2 30 .55

Second Class.
.Niobrara .2 28 00 2 28 00
Restless .....2 31 30 2 30 32

Third Class.
Vesper

, 1 32 24 1 32 24
Petrel 1 38 21 1 37 45
•-•oot Withdrew.

Royal Hamilton Y. C
HAMILTON—LAKE ONTARIO.

Saturday, June 30.

The Royal Hamilton Y. C. sailed a cruising race on
June 30 from Hamilton to Oakville, the times being:

35ft. Class—Start, 2:30.

,^ ^,
Finish.

,
Elapsed.

^yrtle ........4 15 25 1 45 25
Nadia 4 26 40 1 56 40

25 and 30ft. Classes—Start, 2:30.
Hiawatha 4 47 20 2 17 20Mona 5 24 00 2 52 00

Happy Thought and KoKo also started.

East Gloucester Y. C.

GLOUCESTER, MASS.

Wednesday, July 4.

The East Gloucester Y. C. sailed a good race on July
4, the wmd being strong N.W. The times were

:

First Class.

, „ ,
Elapsed. Corrected

Unda, Greenough 1 42 08 1 U 18Masoaha Heard 1 45 12 1 11 37
.•\lice and Maud, McCurdy 1 44 20 1 14 00
Aletha, Smith & Colby...' Withdrew.

Second Class.
Petrel Lunt^.. 2 01 54 1 18 43Nymph, O. Perkins 2 00 58 1 21 1&Snapshot, Perry

; 2 12 18 1 30 01
Third Class.

Only One, J, F. Perkins
, ..1 15 25 0 46 22Dorothea Fmlay 1 ig 47 ^ ||

SP"^^"-' Fly^
' „,:|?4 38 osi.oi
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Idler.

The famous old schooner Idler, so well known about

New York a generation ago when she was owned by the

late Samuel J. Colgate, came to a tragic end beneath the

waters of Lake Erie, carrying down with her a parfy of

six helpless women and children. The details of the dis-

aster are told as follows by the Chicago Tribune

:

Cleveland, 0.," J'uIy 7.—The schooner yacht- Idler was-

lost in a terrific storm sixteen miles off this port this

afternoon with six' persons, all members of the family

of James Corrigan, a wealthy vessel owner of this city,

aboard. The dead are : Mrs. James Corrigan, wife of

the owner of the yacht ; Miss lone Corrigan, aged twenty

;

Miss Ida May Corrigan, Miss Etta Corrigan, Mrs. Charles

Reilly, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Corrigan; Baby
Reilly, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Corri-

gan. Mrs. John Corrigan was the only passenger aboard

who was saved. C. H. Holmes, the captain; Samuel Big-

gam, the mate; four sailors, two cooks and the ship

carpenter were also' saved.

The yacht left Port Huron on July 6 with the family

aboard and started for Cleveland. Mr. Corrigan was ill

and left by train. The yacht was in tow until she reached

Bar Point, when the captain left the tow and turned the

yacht for Cleveland. At 2 o'clock the storm came up, and

inside of five minutes the yacht sank.

All the women, excepting Mrs. John Corrigan and Miss

Etta Corrigan, w^ere in the cabin when the gale came up.

They became panic stricken, and refused to leave the

place.

The mate implored them to come to the deck, but they

refused. Mrs. John Corrigan clung to a cork sofa when
the gale came and was saved.

"It was about 2:15 o'clock that the squall hit us." said

Samuel Biggam, the mate of the ill-fated yacht. He was
relating his version of the affair to a sympathetic crowd
in the office of the Lake Carriers' Association. "The
yacht lay down on her beam ends," he continued, "and

the water rushed through the dead lights and companion-

ways, and in three minutes she sank.

"Mrs. James Corrigan, Miss Ida Corrigan, Miss Jane

Corrigan, Mrs. Charles Reilly and the infant daughter of

Mrs. Reilly were all in the saloon below when the storm

came on us. Capt. Holmes gave me orders to take in

sail, and I transmitted the order to the men. They obeyed

quickly. The captain, myself and the crew made efforts

to save the women, but without success. We told them the

yacht was sinking, but they could not or would not come
on deck.

"I -Waded into the saloon when the water was up to

my neck, but Mrs. James Corrigan would not come out.

She may have been rendered incapable of action by fear

and knowledge of impending doom. An effort was made
to take the infant daughter of Mrs. Reilly out, but Mrs.

Reilly would not let the child go."

The mate said it was realized that nothing could be

done to save those in the cabin and that attention was
turned to saving those on deck. The latter, outside of the

captain, mate and crew, were Mrs. John Corrigan and
her daughter. Miss Etta Corrigan.

"The captain, myself and some of the crew tried to get

Mrs. Corrigan and her daughter up on the crosstrees in

the rigging, but the heavy sea washed us all overboard.
" 'For God's sake, Mrs. Corrigan, you and your

daughter keep a tight hold on the rigging,' we called to

them. Even as we yelled the sea swept them and us over-

board. Fortunately, Mrs. Corrigan had succeeded in

taking hold of a cork lounge. She clung to it and was
saved."
According to the testimony of several sailors, the top-

sail, mainsail and jib were all set when the storm came
up. This is denied by Biggam, the mate, who declares

that they were in good condition to face the storm.

Capt. James Corrigan declared to-night that good sea-

manship could have averted the tragedy. He is almost

frenzied with grief.

The survivors of the wreck were picked up by tugs a

few minutes after the accident and brought into this port.

When Archie Fisher was Commodore of the Chicago
Y. C. over twenty years ago he went to New York for

his flagship and bought Idler. She was a wonder on
the lakes, and Mr. Fisher was easily a leader among the

amateur sailormen. But he tired of Idler, and she was
laid up as a too expensive plaything. In 1888 she was
fitted out to sail in a match race at Mackinaw against the

Canadian schooner Oriole, of Toronto. Chicago yachts-

m.en always said it was no day for Idler to race, for the

wind went down to a drifting match, and Idler was no
good unless the wind freshened. She was beaten.

John Cudahy bought the old schooner from Mr. Fisher,

as he wanted a yacht to finish out his summer home at

Mackinaw Island. In 1890 he had the boat rebuilt in a

thorough manner. Afterward Mr. Cudahy tied the yacht

up in an Illinois Central slip, and for several years she
accumulated coal dirt and dry rot.

In 1896 W. D. Boyce was elected Commodore of the
Columbia Y, C, and he chartered Idler for the season
for his flagship. That Fourth of July Idler was entered
in a race at Milwaukee with the steel schooner Priscilla, of

Cleveland. The agreement was that the racing sails would
be barred. Idler had a growth of sea grass and sailed

like a lumber schooner, so Priscilla, with a cloud of

balloon sails set, had no trouble in winning.
The timbers and planking of the old ship were getting

mellow by this time, and two years later a party of
Chicagoans chartered her for a cruise. They encountered
squally weather during the first night out, and by morn-
ing the mainmast was rolled out by the pitching of the

boat. The captain headed for Chicago again and the
party who chartered the boat hustled ashore to sail no
more.

Last summer Idler was in service again, being used as a
cruiser by the Naval Militia. They put the boat into

dock, took out the centerboard, plugged up the slot and
adopted other precautionary ,measure to do away with so
much heartbreaking work on the pumps.

In the latter part of the summer A. G. Rumsey, of
Cleveland, came to Chicago to buy Idler for Capt. James
Corrigan, of Cleveland. When he started the old boat
down the lakes he advertised that he would sail the en-
tire distance, but upon closer acquaintance thought better
of it and towed behind a steamer.

There is not a yachtsman in Chicago who, believed

Idler was safe when she left Chicago. Many years qf

neglect when lying at dock all sunjmer had; worked
ravages with timbers and planking, and about all that was

left of the old craft was her history.

Prior to her fresh-water experiences, Idler had made a

name about New York. She was designed by Samuel

Pook, and built at New Haven in 1866. In model she was

a typical American skimming dish. She was one of the

fleet of twenty-three yachts mustered by-the 'New York
Y. C. to defeat the first challenger for the America Cup
in 1870, finishing second. She sailed many races in her

salt--water career, and was very successful.

Wood's Holl Y: C
w'ood's holl^ mass.

Wednesday, July 4.

The Wood's Holl Y. C. sailed the first race of the

season on July 4 in a light and fluky wind. The times

were

:

Elapsed. Corrected.

Emma, A. M. Ferris
' 2 36 48 2 35 23

Spy. E. E. Swift .2 38 38 2 87 35

Dude, H. E. Hibbard 2 45 03 2 45 03

K. T., W. M. Ferris 2 47 43 2 46 10

In It C. Harding 2 48 44 2 48 44

Lizzie, H. Fay... 2 48 21 2 47 27

Maxine, F. G. Clark .2 54 40 2 54 17

Florence, W. L. Howes •«" Disqualified.

See, C. L. Harding ..i. . .. .Disqualified.

The judges were J. P. Swift, Ulric Dahlgren, J. Walsh..

Keystone Y. C.

TACONY—^DELAWARE RIVER.

Sunday, July r.

The Keystone Y. C. sailed a club race on July i in ?

strong N.W. wind, the times being:

First Class Duckers—Statt, 1:07.

Albert S., C. Shallcross 2 09 30 1 02 30

Bertie, S., W. Collom 2 09 33 1 02 33

Bessie, S. Y. Dingee 2 09 35 1 02 35

George B., Geo. Pass 2 19 30 1 17 30

Little Harry, R. Brown......'...". ." 2 19 38 1 17 38

Flounder, J. Brown..- .2 27 00 1 20 00-

McGinty, W. Clausen Disabled.

Skiffs—Start, 4:35.

Two Jacks, W. Clausen .5 25 00 0 50 00
W. A. Moore, C. Shallcross., .Dismasted.

Corinthian Y, C.

ESSINGTON—^DELAWARE RIVER." .

Saturday, June 30.

The Corinthian Y. C, of Philadelphia, sailed a race for

the knockabout class on June 30 in a strong N.W. wind,
the boats carrying two reefs. Kid, sailed by Mr. and Mrs.
W. Barklie Henry, led to the outer mark, but broke her
rudder on the way home; she was kept going, however,
and steered by the sheets, coming in first. Gavota car-

ried away her jib and tore her mainsail, and Grilse was
badly disabled. The times were, start 2 :4s

:

Lower Buoy. Finish. Elapsed.
Kid 3 41 25 4 22 30 1 37 30
Fareeda 3 45 50 4 25 2.5 1 40 25
Gavota 4 30 52 1 45 52
Grilse 3 46 30 Disabled.

Points won: Kid, 4; Fareeda, 3; Gavota, 2; Grilse, r.

Points won to date: Kid, 7; Fareeda, 5; Grilse. 3;
Gavota, 2.

"Windward Y, C Annual Regatta*

BROOKLYN—NEW YORK BAY.

Wednesday, July 4.

The Windward Y. C. sailed its animal regatta on July
4 over courses in the Upper Bay off the club station,

Thirty-fourth street. Brooklyn. A heavy thunder .squall

made trouble for a time. The times were:

Cabin Sloops^Start, 10:43.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Veta, R. \V. Jones Walkover.
Ca]bin Catboats—Start, 10:46.

.^Llva, J. H. Alien 14 -50 2 28 50 2 32 12
Emily B., E. V. Brewster 1 20 45 2 34 45 2 34 45
.Sunshine, George H. Ticc, .1 22 00 2 36 00 2 36 10
Florence, H. A. Conradt Withdrew.

Mainsail Boats—Start, 10:49.
Bonita, J. H. Hepburn 1 50 33 3 01 33 3 03 33"

Ketort, J. H. Myck 2 10 15 3 21 15 3 21 15
Ettn, C. Myck Withdrew.
Ne Ne Moosha, T. H. Vermount. .Dismasted.
Ada W., E. H. Webb 1 49 50 ' 3 00 50 3 OS 16

Open Catboats—Start. 10:52.
'

Nip, Frank Smedley 12 28 22 1 36 22 1 36 22
Ruth, W. H. Remey 12 25 05 1 33 05 1 36 Uo

The winners were Veta, Alva, Bonita and Ruth.

The 3o-footers at Newport.
On July 4 the 30-footers Dorothy and Esperanza sailed

a private match over the Bishop's Rock and Jamestown
course, the times being, start 3:11:

Finish, Elapsed.
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr ;...4 46 28 1 35 28
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan 4 47 47 j % 47

On July 5 a sweepstakes race w-as sailed over a course
from Brenton's Cove around Half-Way Rock, eight miles
to leeward and return, in a fresh south wind, the times
being, start 3 :24

:

„ TT ^ TT -r T"™- Finish. Elapsed.
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr..4 25 40 5 32 49 2 08 49Wawa R.Brooks ...4 25 47 5 33 17 2 09 17
Dorothy, H. Y Dolan 4 26-20 5 33 31 2 09 31
Hera, R. N. Ellis.. 4 27 19 5 34 18 2 10 18

On July 7 a race was sailed, resulting as follows

:

^ '

, Finish. Elapsed.
Wawa, R. Brooks 5 46 24 2 27 24
Hera, R. N. Ellis 5 47 36 2 28 36
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan ......5 48 09 2 29 09
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr , 5 52 02 2 33 02

,
[ •

Admiral, steam yacht, J. D. Crimmins, has iheen sold to
an unknown purchaser.

Penataquit Corinthian Y. C
BAY SHORE—GREAT SOUTH ^BAY.

Wednesday, July 4.

The Penataquit Cor. Y. C. opened its new. club house
on Penataquit Point on July 4 at noon, starting a race at
I P. M. The times were:

Sloops—Class M—Start, 1:05.

_ .

" Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Impatience 2 59 00 1 54 00 1 54 00
Curlew 3 17 00 2 12 00 2 11 42

Class N—Start, 1:10.
Pinkic Disquahfied.
Gayety • 3 22 55 2 12 55 2 12 39Wee Three 3 36 50 2 26 50 2 24 42
^^^lane Disabled.
Viking Disqualified.
Oscawana 3 37 40 2 27 40 2 21 28

„ .
Sloops-Class Q—Start, 1:15.

Oranje Boven 3 58 50 2 43 50 2 43 50
Surprise 3 52 26 2 37 26 2 25 00
G'ggle • Withdrew.

^ .
Catboats—Class T—Start, 1:15.

Oconita .3 52 30 2 37 30 2 37 50Manam 3 45 45 2 30 45 2 25 54

,,. Class V—Start, 1:20.

T • 4 00 45 2 40 45 2 40 45
Little Minister 3 52 55 2 32 55 2 29 35
Peggy 3 59 59 2 39 59 3 34 43
^"s 4 02 42 2 42 42 2 35 40

'

- , Glass W—Start, 1:20.
Defender 3 09 50 1 49 50 1 49 50
Little Lydia 3 28 18 2 08 18 2 08 00

The winners were Impatience, Gayety, Surprise,
Mariam Little Minister and Defender.

Burgess Y. C.

MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Wednesday, July 4.

The race of the Burgess Y. C. on July 4 was sailed in
a fresh northerly wind, the times being

:

Saceabouts.

c- ^ ^x• -r- ,
Elapsed. Corrected.

Sintram, W. P. Fowle 1 29 44
Pirate, R. C. Robbins 1 30 49
Scapegoat, C. H. W. Foster Withdrew.

Knockabouts.
Opeeche, J. C. Grew 1 44 24
Opitsah II., S. H. Foster .1 45 39 ] .. .'.

„ 25ft. Handicap Class.
Cartoon, Howard Parker 10134 10134
Darthea, E. B. Lambert ...1 13 00 1 08 04

16-footers.
Uglv Duckling, C. F. Lyman : 101 32
Cyclone, F. G. Macomber 1 02 15
Moccasin i. . . . . . .1 06 14 .

Royal Canadian Y. C Queen's Cup.
TORONTO LAKE ONTARIO.

Monday, July 2.

The race of the Royal Canadian Y. C. for the Queen's
cup, was sailed on Dominion Day in a light westerly
breeze, the course being two rounds of a fifteen-mile tri-
angle. The times were:

, ,
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Merrythought 10 16 40 5 16 00 7 01 00
Clorita 10 16 23 5 19 35 7 04 35
'^reda 10 16 12 5 20 40 7 05 40

The corrected time was not known, but Merrythought
is.probably the winner. The judges were Messrs. Bever-
ley Jones and Brough Garrett.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
As the result of legal proceedings, W. K. Vanderbilt,

Jr., has recovered the launch Leading Wind 'from R. L.
Forrest, whose agents carried her away in taking delivery
of the cutter Carmita at Newport. Judge McPherson, in
the United States Court, decided that the launch was not
an appurtenance of the cutter, and did not go with, her
under the sale.

«? •! it

Duchess, the Boston i8-footer, designed and success-
fully raced by C. D. Mower, has been sold to Lt. Cecil H.
Dean, of the Royal Artillery, who will race her in Ber-
muda against the local boats.

^
Surf, steam yacht, F. D. Lambert, of Leith. arrived at

"New York on July 4 after leaving London on June 16 and
calling at St. Michaels. She is under charter to Mr.
Billings, of Chicago. Surf was designed by Cox & King
and built by Ramage & Ferguson in 1898. She is 176
b.p., 166.5ft. l.w.l, 24.5sft. breadth and ,i4.r5fL depth.
Her tonnage is 489.

^ 1^ ^
Theresa, steam yacht, G, Sidenberg, has been chartered

to G. E. Graff, of New York,. during her owner's absence
in Europe.

«l *6 «6

The Buckley patent water tube boilers, made by the
Rochester Machine Tool Works, are meeting a ready
sale, the output for the past three months being double in
number and horse power that of the same time in any
previous season. The orders are mostly from those who
have seen the boilers in use, and satisfied themselves of
the excellent qualities.

IS K
The year book of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.

shows a total membership of 475, including 444 regular
members, i associate member, 17 honorary members, 8
navy members and S life members. The fleet includes 45
steam yachts, 23 launches, 13 schooners, 102 cutters, sloops
and yawls, 28 open yachts and I catamaran.

•5 •t it

The special regatta of the Harlem Y. C, for 25, 30 and
35ft. classes of sloops, cutters and yawls, scheduled for
July 7, was.declared off by the Regatta Committee, owing
to lack of entries.

•e n «
The fifth annual open spring regatta of the Morrisania

Y. C, postponed from June 17 becaUse of unfavorable
weather, will be sailed on July 15 at Casanova.

•?

The annual race of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. for the
Alfred Roosevelt Memorial cup, given this year for yachts
of 36ft. R. M. and under, with allowance, will be sailed
on July 14, starting at 3 P. M.

I
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Swiss Rifle Clubs*
Prom The Nineteenth Centiwy.

Shooting has been a national pastime in Switzerland

from time immemorial. The conditions of the country

and of the times have favored it so that the prohciency
.

of the Swiss in their arms of defense has become tra-

ditional. Associations and societies for matches and

prizes have existed for centuries. Many of the present

rifle clubs are the survivals of local clubs established tor .

practice with the crossbow long before gun powder was

thought of, and preserve in their armories the records,

"weapons and prizes of successive generations ot their

members. The Federal Government, recognizing the im-

portance of the proficiency of the population m the

national arm of defense, has dovetailed the system o

rifle clubs into the military organization on practical

lines providing for the convenience of the public and the

requirements of the State. The military organization is

fully described in the pubHshed.text books on the sub-

iect and although anv detailed statements of the methods

are bevond the scope of this article, some few points must

be noticed as explaining the connection between the army

and the clubs. ^ . , , v,^
It has been said that in Switzerland every man who is

not a convict or a cripple has to serve as a soldier; and

although, the description may not be quite accurate, the

system provides for the military training of the mass ot

the adult population. At the age of nineteen all young

men have to present themselves before the recruiting

committee of their circle, and are subjected to a physical

and educational test, according to the results of which

they are drafted into the several branches of the service

or put back for a period to develop or permanently

"cast" as unfit. Exemptions are few, and do not extend

as in some countries to the only sons of widows and

other special bread winners. Certain employees of the

posts, telegraphs and railways, although they have to go

through the recruits' course, do not serve the further

terms, it being considered that to draw upon the trained

members of these departments might be to dislocate iin-

portant organizations which would be fully occupied m
public duties in a time of emergency. All those ex-

empted have to pay a military tax, fixed on a sliding

scale, according to means. A man who is convicted of

criminal ofifense forfeits the rights of citizenship and the

honor of. serving in the army. On attaining their twen-

tieth year, recruits go into training for fifty days (the

term varying slightly according to the arm of the service

to which they have been attached) at the headquarters of

the military division in which their commune or parish

is included. Neai" the garrison town is a military rifle ,

range of sufficient extent to admit of volley firing, prac-

tice at the long ranges, etc.; and at Wallenstadt and one

or two other centers are musketry schools, where officers

and non-commissioned officers undergo a more elaborate

training in this important branch of their duties. The

recruit returns to his village, taking with him his rifle

and uniform, and even if he has not learnt something of

it earlier, some acquaintance with his weapon. For the

next twelve years he has to put in three weeks with his

battalion every second year. He then passes into the

Landwehr for another term of twelve years, during which

he has eight days' duty every four years. At last he

reaches the Landsturm, which entails but one day's in-

spection in the vear, and one day's musketry course to

keep his hand in. The Swiss military system, although

it includes nearly the whole male population in its net,

aims at a result causing the least avoidable inconvenience

to individuals, and the least disturbance of the industry

of the country. It is necessary that the recruit, between

the periods he is called upon to leave his work and re-

join his battalion' for training, should keep himself in

practice with his weapon, and should what we call shoot

his musketry course. It is here that the rifle club system

comes in. When a man is with his battalion he shoots his

course at the military range. But during the periods he

is at home he does this at his village, a condition being

that he must be a member of the local rifle club. Thus,

unless he fails to fulfill the prescribed conditions, is he

saved the trouble and expense of leaving home and at-

tending at military headquarters.

For this purpose every commune or parish vvhere a

rifle club is established is' required by law to provide and
maintain a rifle range for the use of the members. Each
member of the club who fulfills certain conditions receives

a grant from the Confederation, on the scale to be no-

ticed later. In country districts, where the physical con-

ditions are favorable, there is little difficulty in providing

ranges; and as the community is interested in the ar-

rangement, and everything is controlled by the popular

vote, the matter is promptly carried through. In the

neighborhood of towns, where the population is more
dense and land valuable, and where the difficulties may
be greater, the parishes are authorized when necessary to

apply the "expropriation" law of May 1,1850, which pro-

vides for land being taken up for purposes of public

utility. That the general feeling and convenience is

much in favor of sufficient accommodation being pro-

vided, and that the club system is general, the following

figures will show:
In the year 1898, the latest for which statistics are

available, 3.447 rifle clubs with 210,524 members existed in

Switzerland. The total population is just under three mil-

lions—the adult male population is not given separately in

the statistical returns at hand—but, making allowance
for women, old men and children, the figures indicate

that a considerable proportion of the available men are

included in the clubs.

The latest figures of the rifle ranges, referring to the
year 1895, are not complete, as the number inspected
only is shown, suggesting that some few' may not have
been visited, while the. past five years have probably seen
some additions to the number. The statistics relate to

2,735 places visited; Ofuthese 118 had a range of 300

meters,^ 1,683 were of 400 meters, 500 of 500 meters, and

434 of 600 meters, and upward. These figures do not

include the military ranges at divisional headquarters or

at the musketry schools. It will be seen that the 400-

meter ranges, were by" far the most numerous, and this

is. accounted for by the distance fulfilling the require-

ments of the obligatory military course. Of these 2,73s

ranges, 2,080 were what may be termed simple ranges,

without butts or mechanical marking apparatus, and were
probably lines marked out in front of a convenient hill,

thus showing the advantages in this respect provided by

the physical features of the country; 361 ranges had sheds

and mechanical marking appliances—the vanishing tar-

gets familiar at Bisley and elsewhere; 184 had these ap-

pliances, but no sheds—butts presumably being unnec-
essary;" while 110 were provided with sheds and ordinary
marking arrangements only; 7.9 per cent, of the ranges
were pronounced to fulfill all the necessary conditions

of safety and convenience—i. e., proximity to the villages,

etc. Of the balance 4 per cent, failed in respect to the

position of the sites in the latter respect; the balance
being nearly equally divided between the insufficiency

of the arrangements for the safety of the public or of the

markers.
The number of communes or parishes in Switzerland

is 3,18s, so that the figure 3,447 would give more than
one rifle club to each parish, while the 2,735 ranges would
seem to leave some .350 parishes unprovided for.

These differences are accounted for as follows: The
cities and towns have often more than one rifle club,

and sometimes more than one range to meet the re-

quirements of the numerous members; while neighboring
small villages may select some convenient point on the
boundary as a range sufficient for the residents. The dif-

ference in the "'installations" at the ranges is also similarly

explained. Near a town the arrangements are more
elaborate and well appointed, the members being numer-
ous and well to do, while a convenient hill and a couple
of targets may suffice for the requirements of a small
agricultural community.,
The conditions under which the Swiss rifle clubs receive

the countenance of and support of the Confederation are
contained in the decree of Feb. 15, 1893, subject to slight

raodificaiions, relating to the firing exercises, published
in the spring of each year in the musketry programme
of the military department at Bern.
Each club must number at least ten members. Certain

standard rules have to be followed, while the by-laws have
to be sanctioned by the musketry officer of the circle

—

who, with the members of the musketry committee of the
territorial battalion to which the parish belongs, controls
the work. Registers have to be kept according to pre-
scribed forms, and an annual report of results has to be
submitted. The management is in the hands of a com-
mittee, with the usual president, secretary and treasurer,
to which is added an important officer, in the person of
the "Schiitzenmeister," or musketry captain of the team
or club, who is specially charged with instruction and
with the military side of the proceedings.

Theoretically, a club may be entirely non-military. The
members may be foreigners, like myself, or amateurs, or
men exempt from military service, and they may shoot
with any rifles and adopt what programme suits them
best. In such case the club would earn no grant from
the Federation.' But as most of the men in the parish
have to shoot their mihtary course, the military side of
the club is strongly developed. The annual programme
is published early in the spring, and by the end of June
every man of the Elite and Landwehr who is not called
up to the battalion, and some of the armed Landsturm,
have to shoot their military musketry course. Obviously
it is convenient to do this at the village range close to
one's own door, and nearly every one complies. Those
•vyho fail are reported, and have to put in three days' duty'
and shoot their course at rnilitary headquarters, bearing
all the expense and inconvenience of the journey, and
absence from the village and work.
The obligatory course is as follows: Military rifles

are used—-i. e., the 1897 pattern 7.5 mm. caliber for the
Elite and Landwehr; the Vatterli 10.4 mm. for the Land-
sturm. Firing conditions, military—that is, no rests or
cover to be used, etc.

Exercise I.—Five to ten shots kneeling at 300 meters;*
target 1.80 m. or nearly 6ft. square.

Exercise II.—Five to ten shots standing at 300 meters,
at target as above.
Exercise III.—Five to ten ish'ots prone, at 400 meters,

at targets, as above.
Exercise IV.—Five to ten shots kneeling, at 300 meters,

target figure of a man, 1.80 by 50 or about 6ft. by 2oin.
Each man has to fire at least five shots in each exercise.

If he makes 12 points with the new rifle, or 10 with the
Vatterli, on the 6ft. target, and three consecutive hits on
the figure target he passes out and need not fire more
than these obligatory five shots in each exercise. If
not, he has to go on to a maximum of ten shots, and
thus complete his course. Although the firing of ten
shots at each exercise, even without hitting a target, puts
a man through his course, his failure to score the neces-
sary points is noted against him in a special column of
the register, and if he escapes for the year he is the sub-
ject of attention the next time he is called up for service
with his battalion. The shooting, however, on the whole
is good, and as the failure to score means paying for
cartridges out of one's own pocket the man has' a direct
interest in shooting carefully.
The scoring on the 6ft. square target is as follows:
Bullseye (25 meters, or nearly ro inches), 5 points.
Inner (50 meters, or nearly 20 inches), 4 points.
White ring (50 meters, or nearly 20 inches), 3 points.
Blue ring (50 meters, or nearly 20 inches), 2 points.
Corners, i point.
Three decent hits, then, with the new rifle, or \\so bulls-

eyes with the Vatterli, will score the necessary points,
but the man must still fire the full five shots at each ex-
ercise.

Each member who completes these four exercises under
the above conditions receives a grant of 1.80 francs. No

^The arrangemenit for reca-uiting, for keeeping in touch with the
men when they move from place to place while absent from their
battalions, for securing: their attendance and shooting the course,
are all based on an excellent system of registration, which, with
a small and well-distributed population, is an undertaking of com-
parative ease.

»i

=A meter is equal to Si28ft-, or, roughly, 1,1yds.. so that for pur-
poses of calculation 300 meters may be taken at 330yds., 500 meters
at 550yds., and so on.
sThere is generally a walled stand behind the targets to take the

bullet; hardly what can be called a butt.
*The meter is 3.28ft., or, roughly, 1.1yds.

ammunition is supplied free, but the Confederation issues

It to clubs at, 60 francs per 1,000 rounds for the new rifle

and at 40 francs for the Vatterli, the cost price, including

all charges, being 85 francs and 50 francs per 1,000 re-

spectively. A simple calculation will then show that

unless the shooting is fairly good the man or the club

can make little out of the grant, as it hardly more, than
pays for the cartridges required for the obligatory course

of the military members; 1.80 francs at the above rates

represents, for the bulk of the members, thirty cartridges

at 6 centimes each, the Landsturm getting rather more
for the money. The best shot must use at least twenty
cartridges, leaving him the value of ten cartridges, or
60 centimes in hand. For the others, every cartridge

they use over thirty, up to the forty maximum, has to

Jje paid for by them or the club. If the grant hardly does
more than provide service ammunition for the course, it

prevents waste of ammunition and encourages good
shooting; and even if the village rifle range were used
only for the obligatory course of the service members
it is a convenience and economy to the people and the

State, as saving the loss of time which would otherwise
be occupied in the member's journey to and fro, and a
stay at military headquarters. If the member is in the
service the results of the shooting are entered by the

secretary of the club in the musketry book, which each
soldier has to keep up, and on being verified by the
sections chef, or staff-sergeant, of the parish, are again
entered in the man's service book, as a certificate that the
owner has gone through his course for the year. Those
who fail to attend are reported to regimental headquarters
and summoned in,.

In 1897, 154,000 men went through the exercises and
earned the grant under Course I.—that is, the obligatory
course for the infantry of the Elite and Landwehr. One
cannot say that they fired the obligatory course, as the
figures do not distinguish between the members who thus
fulfilled their military duty and private members, and
others who might have shot the course and earned the
grant for the club. The latest available figures show
174,191 m.en in the Elite, 83,283 in the Landwehr and
271,780 in the Landsturm. Of the first, about one-half
are called up annually to their battalions and shoot the
course there, while one-quarter of the Landwehr do the
same. A portion only of the Landsturm shoot a course,
and that with the clubs. The cavalry, engineers and ar-
tillery come under different rules. A rough computa-
tion indicates that a considerable number of men who
are not obliged to do so join the course which is ob-
ligatory only for military members of the club.

In addition to the above, a grant of i franc (20 cents.)
is made to each member who fulfills what is termed the
"Facultativ" course, under conditions similar to the
above. This course is optional, but no grant is earned
unless the member has fulfilled the obligatory course.

Exercise I.; Five shots standing, single shots-—300
meters at the 1.80-meter or 6ft. target.

Five shots kneeling, single shots—300 meters at the 1.80
meter or 6ft, target.

Ten shots (magazine) in forty seconds—distance and
targets as above.
The grant for the above course to each member is i

franc (20 cents).
Lastly, the clubs are encouraged to undertake special

''tactical exercises," judging distances, firing at unknown
distances, skirmishing, etc., for which special subsidies
and certificates of honor are granted. The programme
of these has to be sanctioned, and the operations super-
intended and certified to by a member of the musketrv
committee of the circle.

Ordinarily the sums earned by a member go into the
general fund of the club, to which the cost, of the car-
tridges of the course may be debited.
But these sums represent a share only of the ex-

penses of the clubs. Practice and match ammunition
are not included, and are purchased by the member
on the range. There is a constant charge during the
season for markers and other incidental expenses. The
sale of the lead collected is some help, and a grant of 23
cents per kilogramme (2.ilbs.) is made for cartridge
cases returned. The balance is met by a subscription
from the members. Like that of everything else in
Switzerland, the management is thoroughly practical and
economical, and the small sum subscribed, generally
about 2 francs per member-annually, covers all ordinary
expenses, while the well-to-do assist by donations to
swell the annual prize fund. In many places the sub-
scriptions cover insurance of members and markers against
the risk of accidents on the range, the premia being
small, experience showing that accidents are exceedingly
rare. The average Swiss is remarkably steady, quiet and
deliberate, and practice is carried on with admirable sys-
tem and precaution. Care and economy are exercised in
every detail. A low crop is grown on the range, and
damage is as far as possible avoided by using perhaps the
road for the firing point, and so on, for all damage has
to be made good by the parish—that is eventually by the
people themseh^es.
The revolver clubs for officers and non-commissioned

officers armed with the revolver work in connection with
this scheme, and a revolver target is generally available
at all the town ranges. According to the latest returns
the number of these clubs in Switzerland was 51, with
a total of 486 members. Members who fire 30 rounds at
the 6ft. target at 30 meters distance, and 30 rounds at
the same target at 60 meters, receives a grant of 3 francs
each. Shooting matches among the officers are popular,
and can be easily carried through in most localities,'
wherever a wall or hill is handy, and much attention is
now given to this arm in Switzerland, which is absolutely
necessary if this somewhat difficult weapon is to be of any-
real use.

Lastly, musketry is not overlooked in the boys'
schools, the cadet corps going through a course, and
being rewarded with grants and prizes. And to com-
pulsory education in the schools is added compulsory
gymnastic training, which assists the physical develop-
ment_ of the youth of the country and helps them when
the time comes to shoot steadily and straight.
The whole of the working of the above arrangements

is controlled by committees, a committee of the clubs
as already noticed, and a musketry committee of the
territorial battalion to which the parish belongs. De-
tailed rules regarding the filling in of the registers and,
returns, the inspection of arms, and conditions of the
exercises, precautions on the range, etc., are issued by the
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Government, and are strictly enforced/ The duties ol a

committeeman in a Swiss village, where everythmg is

managed by committees, are, as may frequently be no-

ticed bv a resident, performed with a care and tact de-

serving' of high respect, and there is nowhere to be

found the so-called "figurehead" committees which have

occasionally caused management by committee to be re-

garded with some suspicion elsewhere. Notice ot the

days on which the military course is to be fired has to

be given to the battalion committee, composed ot om-

cers living in the neighboring town or adjacent village.

Although the officers are all busy men, generally mer-

chants or manufacturers, they find time to nde over to the

range at the appointed times and to superintend the

work on at least one or two days in the season. In ad-

dition to this, they check all the local retuns, and pre-

pare and submit to the musketry officer of the division,

who is on the permanent staff, full returns for the bat-

talion A leading manufacturer of this neighborhood,

who is president of the battalion musketry committee

very good-naturedly left his office recently and showed

me at his home the mass of returns which he had to

check and compile in addition to his constant work of

inspection and other military duty. He cheerily re-

marked that it would be difficult to keep abreast of the

figures without the assistance of his wife. And one

could not fail to realize the excellence of the work per-

formed bw these officers, and the heavy drafts on

their timf entailed by military service under the Con-

federation, which are cheerfully met by them and most

other members of the community m' the performance of

what is recognized as a necessary and national duty.

J. H. RiVETT-C.XRNAC.

ScHtoss "WaoECK, Switzerland, April, 1900.

[to be concluded next week.]

'
«iAn instance of this came recently under my notice. During a

heavy shower of rain, some men who were hnng the obligatory

course, which should be done in the open, took shelter in the

shooting shed of the club, and fired the last few remaining shots

under cover from the club stand, this was found out, and the

whole grant of the chib for the year forfeited.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.. July 8.-The following scores were made in

regular competition at Four-Mile House Reading road, to-da>.

Conditions: 200yds., off-hand, at the standard target. Payne was

declared champion 'with a score of 89. Thermometer, 84 degrees.

Gusty wind from 4 to 8 o'clock. Light good:

Gindele 1" 8 10 10 S 8 8 7 ,9 9-87
'-""'^'^'^

llj 7 10 6 9 9 8 10 8 8-85
777999 10 89 9—84

Hasenzahl 9 M 8 ' 10 8 7 9 10 10-88msenzani 9 8 9 6 9 8 7 10 9 S-83
887 10 88898 S-82

Tn„f ... 76896984 4 4—65
786456784 9—84
64947 10 766 4—63

Mpofier

9

9 S 10 9 10 8 9 7 6-85
'^^^^^^^

9 10 7 9 7 7 7 7 7 10—80889688697 7—76

Roberts

10

7 9 10 10 10 6 9 9 8-88
87 10 88 10 899 8-85
97877 10 897 10—82

Pavne 10 9 8 9 10 10 8 10 8 7—89rayne 8989 10 87 10 8 9—86
967 10 79 10 99 7—83

lonscher 10 9 10 8 8 6 9 8 8 6-83
jonscnei 896799697 9—79975835669 9—67

Trounstine 10 4 7 9 9 8 8 4 7 8—74irounstine 7876 10 8666 9-73
10 6 8 7 6 5 7 6 4 10—69

DcSotter 9 I 5 6 7 4 5 9 7 10-69'558879705 6

—

6d654986764 8—63

Tjrube 7 7 9 5 8 7 8 7 5 10—73966769629 9—69
84 6 684 a 58 7—65

T , , 4 9 6 6 6 5 10 7 4 6—635561 3 7536 8-49649436653 3-^9

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

San Ps.^ncisco, July 1.—Columljia Pistol and Rifle Club had a

crowded range to-day', and the wind came through the Golden
Ciatc with such a rush and race from China's , direction that it sent

the bullets flying into the 11 and 12 rings. -We wondered if it was

a forerunner of the wrath of the heathen's gods, and whether we
could shoot at them as caretuUy if their millions were rushmg
through our gateway like that wind.
Several lady and gentleman visitors were in attendance, among

them Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Ricker. Mr. Ricker had his rifle, and
showed he couid shoot wcti on a strange range and under un-
favorable conditions.

Airs. G. Mannel beat the ladies' record with pistol; with 49,

which was only beaten 2 points during the day by the experts.

Dorrell took the honors with rifle in class and re-entry matches,
his 50 being the best score put up on any range here dMring the
day.
Paul Becker did fine work with his .30-30 carbine, using 12grs.

L. &. R. powder and 152gr. 1 to 12 bullet at 200yds., eight ot his

ten shots being in the 6in. ring. Capt. Kuhnle pulled his total

down to within 2 points of Dorrell on .22 rifle score, and Young
got down to 506 with revolver for 10 best scores, whicli is 3 points
away from the record, by Gorman.

Ovir new members are getting into form. Dr. Hunsaker made
67 on his' iirst class entry with pistol and will evidently be
hes^rd from later. Dr. B. H. Freeman, the famous shot, of

lone. Cal.. has joined our ranks, and will make us hunt for more
centers. The club voted to allow back scores on class medals, and
he can come once a year and do us up on some if he can shoot
as well as at home. This club has endeavored to be progressive,
and has hard work to eliminate some of the small ideas of the
shooters, Ptrsonally we believe there is little honor in winning
a class medal unless every club mate has every one of his twelve
scores during the year. The practice here is that absent members
lose their score that month on which they are absent. The five

best out of twelve count for medals.
Scores to-day, off-hand, on Columbia target. EacH shot gives

size of- ring that is hit in inch-diameters: '

Qass medals, one entry, members only, rifle, 200yds. Experts

:

A B Dorrell....... 4 9 2 4 5 11 5 13 8 3-6+
F O. young....,.,,, 3 6 6 12 3 5 11 4 9 6-65
Marksmen: F. B. Lake 114, Mrs. C. F.AValtham 127, G. Hoadley

136, Dr. J. F. Twist 138, E. A. Allen 159, T. R. Trego 174
Pistol,^ 50yds. Experts; F. O. Young 51, A. B. Dorrell 63. G.

Barley 64.

Sharpshooters: Q. Hoadley B9, Dr. Twist 70.

Marksmen: Dr. H. W. Hunsaker 67, Mrs. Waltham 78, F. Hass-
mann 82, E. A. Allen SS, G. Mannel 88.

All comers' re-entry matches, for medals and prizes; rifle, 200yds.:

A B Dorrell 3 S 12 2 2 9 4 6 5 4—50
4 1 3 10 9 13 2 12 4 5-63
6 13 9 5 3 8 5 9 1 9—68

F O Young 25657824 9 12—PO54843 11 628 6-57
Other scores were: G. Marine! 74, 75, 82, 87; J. A. Ricker 80.
Military medal, Creedmoor count; rings Creedmoor:

P Becker.... 9 S 7 17 6 10 1 7 11 8—84 46
10 1 11 10 3 7 6 8 15 18-89 454646 13 3 26 66 2—72 48

Other score being: G. Hoadley 42.

Pists.1, 50yds., F. O. Young 47, 50, 57; G. Hoadley 53, 8&.

FOREST AND * STREAM.

Twist revolver medal: F. O. Young 51, 66; Becker 67, 71; Dr.

Twist 78, 83, 9L
.22 and .25 rifle medals, 50yds.

:

Capt Fred Kuhnle 11222321 5 1-20
3 3 3233122 2—22

23 25 28 28 30 27

Other scores were: P. Becker 27, 34, 34; G. Mannell 26, 30, 32, 42;

.Mrs. Waltham 30, 36; Dr. Twist 32, 45; Mrs. Mannel 36.

Record scores. Pistol: Mrs. G. Mannel 639391454 5-49;
G. Barley 63.

.22 rifle: Mrs. Weis 61, 63; P. Morrin 73, 82, 92; E. A. Allen
59.

Revolver: Dr. Hunsaker 85.

Rifle, 200yds. : Allen 150.

The Kin^ Powder Company's prizes of semi-smokeless were
won during the past six months by Daiss three times, Mannel
twice and Washburn once, on be.st score each month, experts
barred.

F. O. Young, Sec'y.

A correspondent informs us that at Walnut Hill, Saturdaj', June
.'iO, Thos. Anderton fired KKJ shots with a Colts new service target
revolver at the standard American target, and at a distance of 50yds.
he scored 903 points, which is the best known certified amateur
record for 100 shots at this distance. The professional record is

914 points.

if /ou want your shoot to be annouoced here wad In

dotlce like the followiog:

. Fixtures.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMEjSITS.
July 11-12.—Narragansett Pier, R. I.—Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Canonchet Gun Club. Fred
C. Serenson, Sec'y. '

July 12.^—Interstate,. Park.—Dewar cup contest and sweepstake
at 25 live birds; if7.50 entrance; handicaps 26 to 31yds.

Aug. 7-8.—Newport, Vt.—Interstate Association's tournament,
nnder the auspices of the Newport Gun Club. J. R. Akin, Sec'y.
Sept. 12-13.—Salemn, N. Y.—interstate Association's tournament,

under the auspices of the Osoma Valley Gun Club.

July 12.—Sherburne, N. Y.—Target tournament of the Sherburne
Gun Club. i. F. Padilford, Sec'y.
July 11-12.—Delaware, O.—Delaware Gun Club's tournament.

H. D. Lea.s. Sec'y.
July 17.—Dexter Park, L. I.—Club shoot of the Emerald Gun

Club at live birds.

July 19.—N^'atson's Park, Chicago.—Barto-Grahani contest for the
Dupont trophy.
July 20.—South Norwalk, Conn,—Summer shoot of the Naromake

(iun Club.
July 24.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn.—Annual handicap merchandise

target tournament and clam bake of the Hell Gate Gun Club. L.
H. Schortemeier, 201 Pearl street. New York, Chairman of Com-
mittee.
July 25-27.—Winnipeg, Man.—Manitoba Industrial Exhibition

Association's trapshooting tournament. F. W. Heubacn, Sec'y.
July 25-27.—Tolchester Beach, Kent County, Md.—Fourth annual

midsummer tournament; two days targets; one live birds; added
money and merchandise.
Aug. 1.—Wellington, Mass.—Tournament of the Boston Shoot-

ing Association; open to shooters of New England.
Aug. 7.—Hackensack River Bridge.—Outwater's live-bird handi-

cap. L. PI. Schortemeier, Mgr.
Aug. 8.—Auburn, Me.—Tournament of the Auburn Gun Cluh.
Aug. 7-8.—Birmingham, Ala.—Amateur tournament given by the

Peters Cartridge Co., on the grounds of the Birmingham Gun
Club; $150 added. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
Aug. 28-au.—Arnold's Park, Okoboji Lake, la.—Budd-Gilbert

tournament.
Sept. —.—First week in September. Tournament of the Sher-

brooke Gun Club.
Sept. 3-4.—North Platte, Neb.—Tournament of the BufTalo Bill

Gun Club on Col. Cody's Scout's Rest Ranch; |250 added. Geo.
L. Carter, Mgr.
Sept. 4.—Meriden, Conn.—Fifth annual Labor Day tournament

of the Parker Gun Club; $25 added. C. S. Howard, SecV.
Sept. 12-13.—Homer, 111.—Annual tournament of the Triangular

Gun Club; one day targets; one day live birds. C. B. Wiggins,
Sec'y.
Sept. 14-15.—Platte City, Mo.—Trap shoot of the Platte City Gun

CKib. S. Redman, Sec'y.

Sept. 18-ai.—»i. Ihumas, Ont.—Tom Donley's fourth annual
tournament; live birds and targets.

Oct. 2-1.—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun Club's three days'
tournament.

Oct. 1214.—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky^ Gun Club's tournament;
targets and live birds. Emilc Pragoff, Sec'y.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Clut», target shoot every Satur-
day afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, lfl02; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest. June 20, 1900.

July 12.—Interstate Park.—Challenge contest for the Dewar
cup between Dr. A. A. Webber and Mr. R. L. Packard.
July 18.—Interstate Park.—John S. Wright's all-day shoot and

contest for Sanders-Storms trophy under his management.
Interstate Park, yueens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht

Gun Club—Saturday*.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
C/ai secretaries are invited io send their scores /or publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to haveprinted. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mai
illsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Companv, 3^6 Broad-
way, New York.

The programme of John Wright's shoot, to be held at Interstate
Park, July 18, has twelve events, of which Nos. 4 and 8 are at
live birds, 7 and 10 birds respectively, $5 and .?7.50 entrance.
Five are 10 targets, 75 cents entrance; three at 15, .|1 entrance;
one at 20, 25 cents, and the Sanders-Storms trophy at 50 targets,
$2 entrance. The following is taken from the programme: "'Shoot-
ing will commence at 10:30 A. M. sharp, and will continue until
every one is tired and the sun has set. The programme has
been arranged with a view to making it varied and interesting.
There are no grounds where a mixed tournament can be carried
out' so easily and so successfully as at Interstate Park. Lunch
will be ready at 12:30, and will be served in the Casino. Events
6 and 7 at 25 targets each form the competition for the Sanders-
Storms trophy, emblematic of the inanimate target championship
of Greater New York. To the three men making the three Iiigh-
est totals in the' 50 targets shot at in events 9-12, inclusive, the
management will donate three special prizes. Shells and guns
can be shipped to the park in advance. All shells and guns so
shipped should have express charges prepaid, and should be sent
in care of Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.', N. Y. The price of the
targets at 2 cents each is included in all the entrance fees. Live
birds will be charged for at 25 cents each, and areHnclu'ded in the
entrance fees in events 4 and 8. All purses in tli^ ^target events
will be divided under the Rose system. In the iQ-target events
three moneys—5, 3 and 2. In the 15 and 20 target "events, four
moneys—8, 5, 3 and 2. In the optional sweeps in events; .6 and 7
the number of moneys will depend on the number of entries. In
the live-bird events the purses will be di\'ided class shooting.' In
the 7-bird event there will be three moneys-^50; 30- and 20. Iii the
10-bird event, four moneys—40, ;!!», 20 and 10. Interstate Associa-
tion rules to govern.

"

The fallowing, taken from the Dayton, O.', Herald, has legal
import of interest to gun clubs in general: "The Miami Gun
Club, of which Mr. J. Wells is president, has been temporarily
enjoined from shootmg toward the property of Mr. Neibert, which

tjuLY 14, 1900.

JS located m Harrison township, on the iSTeibert subdivision. On
Oct. 1, 1899, the defendants rented a lot adjoining the plaintiff's
property and constructed upon it apparatus to be used for gun
practice, known as trapshooting. Three traps have been located
there, from which arc thrown clay birds, the traps being located in
a southeasterly direction from the shooting. Neibert complains
that in the present position of the traps, those using them are
compelled to shoot tow^ard his fields, some of which are planted in
corn. On June 20, while attending his crops, the plaintiff claims
he was struck in the face with shot, and his horse's head was also
struck with shot. It is also said that his oats and corn are being
cut and greatly damaged by the shot. He asks that the de-
fendants be permanently enjoined from shooting toward his fields.
Judge Brown allowed the temporary restraining order. Bond $100."

The Naromake Gun Club, of South Norwalk. Conn., advises us
as follows: "The second summer shoot of the Naromake Gun Club
wil be held Friday, July 20, at the club groimds, Dorion Point
road reached via N. Y., N. H. & PI, R. R. and white trolley
cars direct to the grounds. Fifteen events will be shot ofi'.
Entries for all 213.50, targets included, or shooter can shoot for
targets onlv at 2 cents; sweeps optional. Two hundred birds will
be thrown from magautrap. Lunch will be served on the grounds
or one- of Dorlon's noted shore dinners may be had a few steps
from the club house. The June shoot of the Naromakes was so
successful and the club grounds being particularly desirable for
.summer shoots, they will be held monthly until cool weather sets

Programmes may be had by addressing Henrv Gehrmann or
Edgar H. Fox.' - .

.

Mr J. R. Malone, of Baltimore, writes us under date of July 6
as follows: 'Please make, the announcement of my fifth annual
midsummer shoot, which will take place at Tolchester Beach
Kent county, Md., July 25, 26 and 27; two days targets, one at
live birds; added money and merchandise; prizes will be given each
day. Tolchester is one of the finest places in this section of the
country for holding a tournament. It is easily reached from
Haltimpre by palace steamers and two hours' sail on Chesapeake
Bay. The shooting grounds are located on a high biutf over .30ft
above tide water, with a clear background and always pleasant
breeze from the water. Hotel accommodations on the grounds
will be first class tor those wishing to remain on the grounds
during the tournament. Will mail you programme as .soon as
completed." '

'

'

•5

The programme of the Kentucky Gun Club's shoot, Oct. 12, 13and 14, at Louisville, Ky., provides twelve target events on 'the
first day—four at 10 targets, $1, and eight at 15 targets, $1.50
entrance. Ihc programme on the second dav is first at 7 live
bads, $0, birds extra; high guns; second the j<entucky handicap,
at 15 hve birds, .$10, birds extra; liigh guns; 40, 30. 20 and 10 oer
cent.; handicaps 25 to 30yds. Extra events as the shooters may
desire. the l\entucky State championship takes place on the
third day. It is open only to residents ot Kentuckv. The con-
ditions are 25 live birds, $10 entrance, birds extra: class shooting-
purses divided 35, 25, 20 and 10 per cent., 10 per cent, to the ciub'Lunch, served on the grounds. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock

Consul Hughes, 01 Coburg, writes to the State Department:An _ltalian electrician has invented an electric cartridge, which
he offers as a substitute for dynamite and smokeless powder in
mines, rock blasting, and for heavy ordnance. The composition
used in the cartridge is made up of carbonates of potash and
chloride 01 ammonia, the proportion varying according to the use
Ihe discharge is eft'ectcd by an electric spark, which produces
e ectrolyt'c etlects upon the chemicals. The inventor claims that
the cartridges, until subjected to the effect' ot electricity are
entirely inoffensive and periectly safe; so that there will be no
necessity for isolating the magazines where they are stored."

•6

In Mr. A. W. Walls' communication concerning the Worcestersportsmen s Club, eisewhere in our columns, he mentions that the
distance handicap was employed with much .satislaction to ail
concerned. He turther mentions that it will be employed at the'
next_ cluD shoot July 14, in the KiO-target contest, and that noone IS barred. Xhis is as it should be, tor the distance handicap,when properly applied, eliminates all questions aside from that ofmere nerve and .skill. The Worcester Club contemplates holding
a shoot on SepL 12, at which there will be a contest at 100 targets
lor the championship of New England.

'

f n!5' .^5;. ^'=i.'"'*^'"eier, the financial secretary, writes us as
follows: Ihe Emerald Gun Club, of New York, will hold aspecial hve-bird shoot on Tuesday, July 17, at Dexter Park opento members only. The event will "be at 12 live birds per manclub handicap rise; entrance price of birds only; merchandise

hold ht fir=; if-
^^^^ "-f- Outwater willhold his first live-bird handicap on Tuesday, Aug. 7, at Hacken-

lf^n?'s./<^"M^'' "^.^^{""'"g 10 A. M.,^ind will' add $10, 1,^ and $2 to three high guns shooting .through regular eventsProgrammes later." Mr. Schortemeieir will manage .tT,^

•6

The programme of the Boston Shootiftg Association's tourna-ment to be held on Aug. 1 on its grounds at Wellington Massprovides tcurteen events, seven of which are open handicaps, and
five amateur, the latter classified as SO per cent, or Ipss in skill The
entrance is $1.25 and $1.30. No. 10 is a two-men team race 4
targets per, man, and No. 11 is for the chaniiiion.ship of Massa-
chusetts. .Shooting commences, at 10 o'clock. ' The conditionsgoverning this tournament are novel, and will he found in anothercpliimn fully set forth under the caption "Boston Shooting Asso-
ciation Tournament.

•e

Mr. Elmer E. Shanei% manager of the Interstate Association,
tarried a lew hours m New York on Monday en route to Nar-
ragansett Pier, R I. where he manages the' Association shoot
there, held_ for the Canonchet Gun Club, on Wednesday and
1 hursday ot this week. Mr. Shaner was the embodiment of energvand good health, the arduous tournament campaigns of this ve^r
apparently being mere exercise incidents.

y

•6

Under date of July 7 Dr. Spencc Redman, Platte City, Mo,
writes lis: Kindly announce in your trap fixtures the .shoot of
the Platte City Gun Club, ot Platte City, Mo., Sept. 14 and 15Ihe night of the 14lh we will camp upon the gi-ounds, tents beino-
furnished, and have an old-fashione.d "fish frv" and general sond
lime. Programme later." " s^"-^

s
The Baltimore American is particularly strong in its French

phrases, as they relate to shooting, if the following 'i^ a fair
sample: All except A. H. Fox, shooting under the nom deplume of E. t Leader, were handicapped." Still there may after
all be little difference between a pen and a gun as very oretlv
scores are betimes made with the pen alone. ' ^ f y

•6

Under date of Jtily 7 'Mr. J. Lerne Diety, of Myerstown, Pa
V, rites us: ' We have formed the Country Gun Club with officers
as follows: President, Jonas Noll; Vice-President, J. HefHefineer-
.Secretary-Treasurer, J. Lerne Diety. We hone to make a success-
ful club, and will put, forth all efforts."

'

•!

The Dewar cup will be shot for at Interstate Park Queens
N. Y., on July 12, The conditions are 25 live birds S, 50 en-
trance, birds extra; handicap event, 26 to 31vd«. If twelve entrie>j
four moneys.- Shooting commences at 1 P. M. ,

~
: >

"

Mr. Geo. L. Carter, of North Platte, Neb., informs us under
date of July 7 that the Buffalo Bill Gun Club will hold a tourna-
ment Sept. 3 and 4 on Col. Cody's Scouts' Rest Ranch; $260
added m.onev.

At the shoot of the Penn'Gun Club at Norristown, Pa., July 4
Mr. T. V. Smith won the club championship, of which a gold
badge is the emblem, hy breaking 22 out of 25 blwerocks
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In a contest of four teams at Bellows Falls, Vt., on July 4, five

men to a team, 25 targets to a man, the Bellows Falls Gun UUD s

team No. 1 won with 98.

The Jefferson Gun Club, of Jefferson, la., contemplates, holding

a shoot in the latter part of this month.

The Robin Hood Gun Club, of Swanton, Vt, announces a three-

days' tournament on Oct. 2, 3 and 4.

m
The Eureka Gun Club, of Chicago, changed its title recently to

the Chicago Gun Club.
Beenakd Waters.

The Snooiers at Paris.

The following excerpts are taken from the Paris edition of the
New York Herald, concerning the Grand Prix de I'Exposition,
which began on June 25 and ended on June 27: ,

The pigeon shooting season in Paris is now at its zenith, for,

punctually on the stroke of midday at the Cercle du Bois de Bou-
logne yesterday commenced the competition for the Grand Prix
de I'Exposition Universelle de 1900, an international contest at 27
meter."!, with 20,000 francs to the winner, the 10 louis entry being
shared by the second, third and fourth. The conditioins were
[hat 2 pigeons be shot at yesterday, 2 to-day and the ties to be
deeded to-morrow; 2 misses and out.
Now 10 louis, even to pigeon shots, is at times a big svitn, so

instead of having 166 shooters, as on Tuesday last, in the Grand
Prix du Centcnaire, when only a louis was demanded, there were
but fifty-two marksmen who iaced the traps on the present occa-
sion. Eighty-five had entered, but those who withdrew were prob-
ably good judges, as a strong southwesterly wind was blowing across
the ground, and it was ari open secret that some rattling birds
had been kept for the event.
After the morning's showers the grounds looked their best

—

flowers cverj'where. one of the prettiest "tirs" in the world. There
was no sun, so shooters had a nice light in their favor, though
with the breeze the birds had a little the advantage.
Name after name was called, and when 2 pigeons each had

lieen shot out of the tifty-two only four had double zeros placed
against their names, these being Messrs. Keyser Denfert-Rocher-
cau, Basile, Verestchagine and the Hon. Fitzroy Erskine.
Those with 1 miss each were Baron A. De Tavernost, Messrs,

.\. J. Roberts, Comte Verestchagine. Marcel Laurent, Robert
(jourgaud, Verdavaine, A, Poizat, L. De Mendeville, De Amezaga,
Alouion, Leon Thome, S. Merlin, D. A. Ifpson, Paul Gotterot,
Baron de Heeckeren, Leger, Murphy, Comtc Dankelmann and
Comte De Chapelle.
The following accounted, on the other hand, for both birds:

Messrs. Spalding, L. Drevon, J. Banwell, R. Moncorge, Marcel
Avril, Scribot, C'. Robinson, D. Mackintosh, J. Demonts, Maurice
Faure, Oreste Galetti, J. Pederzoli, V\''adsworth Rogers, Baron De
Dorlodot, Leon De Lvmden, Hans Marsch, H. Tournu, Tod Sloan,
C. Bethune, Paul Lunden, Maurice Godillot, Marquis De Villa-
viciosa^ Comte Louis D'PIavrincourt, Von Pape, Baron De Leo-
nino, Bucquet, De Lostalot, Comte Clary and A. Ginot.
How is that for an international crowd?
.\mong the newcomers were Mr. Banwell. one of England's

crack shots, ami Tod S'oan. the American jookev, who, although
having had a little practice in sweepstakes during the past few
days, made his first appearance in France in a "classic event."
He grassed both his biras m good sty^e.

M. De Lostaiot, in the second round, had wonderful luok, his
hard hit "'bizet" going clean out of bounds, turning with the
wind and being driven by the wind toward the meniuers stand,
where it fell dead just ins:de the rails.

Comte Dankelmann, on the other hand, was extremely unfor-
tunate, his pigeon, a marvelous bird, falling dead a few feet on
the further side of the fence.
Taken all in all, it was, from a sporting point of view, an unex-

citing opening, and much greater interest centered in the 5-louis
sweepstake, w.th exquisite little "objets d'art," offered by the com-
mittee, added, which followed, and which resulted as follows:

1. mm;. M. A. Poizat, 22 meters, 19 out of 19.

2. Comte Clary, 26Vi. meters, and M. Leon Thome, 24^ meters,
tied, each killing 18 out of 19.

/\t midday to-day the Grand Prix will be continued, two more
pigeons having to be .shot at. 1 he public will be admitted on
payment of 5 francs to the unreserved inclosure, so here is a chance
for visitors to see one of the prettiest pigeon grounds in the
world and some of the world's best shots at work.

_
The second day's, shooting in connection with the Grand Prix

de I'Exposition at the Cercle du Bois de Boulogne yesterday was
by no means fertile in incident—in fact, it was about the most
uninteresting '"session"—as far as the event in question is con-
cerned—that one could imagine.
The wind was lighter and slightly more northerly than on the

previous afternoon, but the light was brighter. The birds, too,
were mixed, and in the initial roimd, the third of the contest, there
were 18 successive' kills before Baron De Dorlodot missed, and
this opened a short sequencf of zeros, as Tod Sloan shortly after-
ward was beaten by a nice bird from the extreme left, the Mar-
quis De Villav'ciosa by a high flyer from No. 4, Comte Louis
D'Havrincourt by a smart pigeon from No. 1, who just caught the
breeze; M. Merlin, who .iccejited a sitter, who rose like a rocket,
and Baron Leonino, who was clean beaten by a fast, dark, snip5-
"biset." As this was M. Merlin's second miss he had to retire.

In the next essay Messrs. Poizat, Thome and Upson all failed
to kill and retired with "double zero" honors. All others re-
maining in killed, but Mr. Mackintosh, the Australian crack, gave
his followers a bit of a fright as he missed a thorough "twister"
with his first barrel and waited. It was perhaps but a second,
but hearts beat high I Bang went the second barrel and the bird,
high in the air, fell stone dead, far within bounds. "What's the
matter v,'ilh you?" said the Australian as he quietly put his gun
in the rack and was greeted with "Bravo, Mack!" Mr. Mackin-
tosh does not like applause. It was a rare good kill, however, and
few present could have stepped the pigeon in question.
Another good shot worth recording which was made , in this

round was by. Mr. Wad^worth Rogers, who with his first barrel
brought down a remarkably "snipy," fast-flying bird. Tod Sloan,
by the way; grassed his pigeon in the fourth round in excellent
style, for it was not an easy bird.

Of those who on the previous afternoon had one zero marked
against their names, the following did not answer the roll call

yesterday: Messrs. J H. Roberts, Comte Verestchagine, Marcel
Laurent, Mouton, Edgar Murphy and Comte De La Chapelle.
Those who had kihed all their 4 b.rds at the close of the shoot-

ing were Messrs. A. G. Spalding, L. Drevon, J. Banwell, Comte
Clary, Messrs. R. Moncorge, Marcel Avril, Scribot, De Bons, C.
Ivobinscn, ' D. Mackintosh, J. Demonts, Maurice Faure, Oreste
(ialetti; J. Pederlozi, Wadsworth Rogers, Leon De Lunden, Hans
Marsch, Henri Journu, C. Bethune, Paul De Lunden; Maurice
Godillot. Von Pape, Bucquet and De Lostaiot.
The ;!-bird men, with only "one life," as they say in po.ol, are:

Baron A. Dc Tavernost, Messrs. Robert Gourgaud, Verdavainne,
Barr n De" Dorlodot, Messrs. L. De Mendeville, De Amezaga, Tod
Slc:m. Mai'Quis De Villaviciosa, Comtc Louis D'Havrincourt, Paul
Goi'>'.rot, Baron De Heeckeren, Comte Dankelmann and M, A.
Ginofc
At the >prese«nt moment it would be hard to predict the winner,

as so much depends upon luck and the weather. The Anglo-Saxon
division is, however, shooting steadily and Messrs. Banwell, Spald-
ing,. C. Robinson, D. Mackintosh and Wadsworth Rogers have a
great chance of being there or thereabouts at the finish.

According to present scores it will be a long day to-day, but
who knows but what Baron Govu-gaud, the president of the club,
has not kept the best birds until the last?

In any case the sport is sure to prove exciting, and as the admis-
sion to the ground for this day only is but 5 francs, there should
be a good attendance at the finish.

A great pool of 5 louis, with a souvenir given by the club, 1
pigeon handicap, was shot for in the Bois de Boulogne yesterday
and was won by Mr. Wadsworth Rogers. 231^ meters, with 18,

consecutive kills. M. Maurice Godillot, 25% meters, was second
with 17 out of IS, while Comte Georges de Montesquiou, 26i.i

nieters, and the Chevalier R. De Knyff, 22 meters, each with 12
out of 13, divided the third monuy.

deed, for Baron B. De Tavernost, A. Spalding, De Amezaga, Paul
Gotterot, R. Moncorg6, Marcel Avril and Maurice Goddlot, who
all missed. In the next two rounds Messrs. Oreste Galetti, A, Ue.

Dorlodot, L. De Mendeville, Tod Sloan, Baron De Heeckeren,
Count Dankelmann, Robert Gourgaud, Wadsworth Rogers, De-

monts and Comte Clary came tb grief, the latter having exceed-

ingly bad luck with a hard-hrt bird. Messrs. Mackintosh, Robin-
son, Banwell, Bethune, the two Lundens, and, above all, Maurice
Faure, on the other hand, killed in grand form, the latter s sec-

ond barrel "coups" being remarkable.
In the ninth round Messrs. Drevon, Scribot De Bons, Hans

Marsch and Bucquet failed, and then real interest in the coritest

began, for when the tenth round began only nine competitors
were left in, these being Messrs. Banwell, England; C. Robinson,
California; D. Mackintosh, Australia; Maurice Faure and C.

Bethune, France; Pederzoli, Italy; Leon ,and Paul De Lunden,
Belgium, and Von Pape, Germany. And of these nine Herr Von
Pape alone obtained the uncoveted zero.

In the eleventh round all killed, but in the twelfth M. Paul
Lunden missed a low tlyer from the extreme left. In the thir-

teenth Mr. Banwell, the Hcndon crack shot, was beaten by a not
too difficult pigeon. The remainder all accounted for their birds
and shot faultlessly through the fourteenth round.
M. Bethune, one of the best shots in the north of France, fell

out in the fifteenth round. He had .shot in excellent form through-
out, rarely relying on his second barrel, but was nonpkissed by a

good "biset" sent up from No. 2.

At the sixteenth essay Signor J. Pederzoli's chance was extin-

guished by a rattling bn-d from No. 2 trap proving his master.
But a quartette was now left in—Messrs. Robinson, Mackintosh,

Maurice Faure and Leon Lunden—^America, Au.stralia, France and
Belgium.
"Why not divide the whole stake?" said Mr. Robinson, the prac-

tical Californian. "If Mackintosh is willing," said the others.
Naturally Mr. Mackintosh, just like Barkis of old, was willing

and the nice little sume of 30,400 francs, or, with percentages de-

ducted, 29,360 francs, was shared by the quartette, each receiving
7,340 francs.

All interest in the contest was now over, for the shooting was
merely for places—a verv barren honor, especially a? even the
medals offered by the Exposition committee to those who had
killed 2 and 4 birds were not forthcoming. "They are not finished
yet," said Baron Gourgaud, the ever amiable president, to the
many who claimed then; "nor," said he, "is the Exposition, Per-
haps we shall have a double event. Two finishes I"

The shooting, however, continued, but it was evident that there
had been a break, for both Messrs. Robinson and Mackintosh
missed their nineteenth "bisets," while Messrs. Maurice Faure
and Leon Lunden both killed, and a round later M. Faure had to
cry "content," leaving to M. Lunden the honor of winning the
Exhibition prize of 1900.

'

It is unnecessary to state that there were the usual rejoicings—
champa.gne galore!
In a handicap sweepstakes of 5 louis each, with charming little

objets d'art offered by the club, the following were successful:
1. M. Tournu, 29ya meters. 10 out of 10. 2. M. Verdavainne, 24^^
nieters", 9 out of 10. 3. M. L. Beharelle, 26i/2 meters, 8 out of 9.

Thus ends the international meeting of 1900. It has been an out
and out success, thanks to the capital management.

Boston Shooting Association Tournament.

The following circular letter contains much that is novel, and
therefore much that is interesting to the shooters at large:
Boston, June .30.—To the Trapshooters of Massachusetts: The

Boston Shooting Association will give a tournainent, open to all

shooters in New England, at its grounds at Wellington, iVlass., on
Wednesday, Au.g. 1, 1900. We appreciate the fact that large tour-
naments have been scarce in Massachusetts during the past five

years. We believe that the reason is that amatevirs who shoot from
70 to 80 per cent, are unwilling to compete in sweeps against ex-
V)er1s who can break 90 per cent, or more, and we recognize the
correctness of the amateurs' position.
A glance at the programme will show you that this shoot is in-

tended mainl}^ for shooters who can break 80 per cent, or less.

Every other event is open only to amateurs whose records
as fixed by the management are 80 per cent, or less. Alter-
nate events are open to all, but with a distance handicap rang-
ing from 20yds. to 16yds., so that an amateur will also stand
an equal chance with the experts if he desires to enter the open
events: but he need not enter them at all if he does not wish and
may confine himself to the amateur events only, or shoot for the
price of targets. No. 10 is a two-man team race, open only to
teams of the following clubs: Leominster, Fitchburg, South
Framingham and a'l the clubs who arc members of the Massa-
chusetts Amateur Shooting Association.
Any of the above named clubs may enter as many teams as they

wish, but no one shall shoot on more than one team.
A prize of $7 will be given to the winning team and $5 to the

second, in addition to the usual division of the sweep money.
Five dollars will be given to the amateur making the highest

average in the amateur events, excluding the team race, and ?3 to
the second. Five dollars will be given to the professional or paid
expert making the highest average in the open events. Five dol-
lars wili be given to the expert amateur or amateur making the
highest average in the open events and $3 to the second.
No. 11 is for the championship of Massachusetts in Class C,

open only to amateurs who are classed SO per cent, or below. A
suitable trophy will be given the winner. In the open events all

professionals and paid agents stand at 20yds., expert amateurs at
18yds. and amateurs at 16yds. The term expert amateur" at this
shoot means all amateurs who regularly break more than 80 per
cent.
Moneys in the open events divided five high guns if more than

twelve entries, four high guns on less than twelve entries, on the
usual high gun percentages. Moneys in the amateur events di-
vided 40, 30, 20 and 10. class shooting.
Dinner will be served on the grounds. Targets included in en-

trance at IV2 cents. Any shooter may send to the address below
and get his classification before the shoot, so that he may know
what events arc open to him. The rating given by the manage-
ment is final.

We cordially invite you all to come and make th-s handicap tour-
nament a success. If it proves to be such we will guarantee that
it shall become an annual event, so that we can hold at least one
tournament a year in Massachusetts, where professionals, expert
amateurs and amateurs may meet on an equal footing. Any fur-
ther information will be gladly given by applying to Herljert M.
Federhen, Jr.. President of the Boston Shooting Association, 23
Court street, Boston, Mass.

The pigeon shooting Grand Prix de rExpositioil is: over and M.
Leon De Lunden, a we'l-known Belgian snot, is the winner.
The ch'matic surroundings at the Cercle du Bois de Boulogne

yesterday were perfect—a nice light, and only just enough breeze
tcSiTnove the birds, while the temperature was pleasant, neither

.J,<^'" warm nor too chilly.

j.^As.on the two previous days the shooting took place "en petit
i^^ifnit^," only those directly interested in the contest being pres-
ent.
Punctually on the stroke of 12 shooting commenced, and during

the first round some excellent birds were trapped—too food, in-

Crown Point Gun Club.

Crown Point, Ind., June 29—Herewith find scores of Crown
Point Gun Club shoot to-day. which please publish in Forest and
Stream. Youclie had high average for the day, breaking 77 out
of So targets, 91 per cent. The weather was cloudv, with small
showers. The scores:

Trophv shoot, 15 singles:
G Sherman....111101110111111—13 F Mvrick 100111100110101—9
T Youche 111110111110111—13 F Keeney 1(10101110011001—8
H ."^wartz 111101011111111—13 G Brannon. .. .100011100110010—

7

A Hildebrandt.lllOlllOmilll-13 D Bailev 101 OUOm 011000-^ 7
A Sherman....011111110111110—12 Hunter ' 100101111011001—9

Shoot-off, ties:

G Sherman 11111—5 H Swartz 11010—3
J Youche , 11101-^ A Hildebrandt 10101—3
Twenty-five targets—12 pairs and 1 single: Youche 23, Myrick 16.

Sweepstakes: .
.

Targets: 1510 15 Targets: 15 10 15
Youche 14 10 13 Myrick... 9 6 10
Hildebrandt 11 8 11 G Sherman 9 12
A Sherman 11 8 12 Bailey 8 8 11

Secretary.

NAMELESS REMITTERS.
The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. is holding

several sums of money which have been sent to it for

subscriptions and books by correspondents who have
failed to give name and address. If this note comes
to the eye of any such nameless remitter we trust to
hmmr from hitn.

The Forest akd Stream is put to press each week on TneMay.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

Ky Monday ud u aw^h tarlitr m pcacticahle.

ON LONG ISLAND.

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, Queens, July 7.—The shooting began- rather

late, and a heavy thunder storm forced an early close. In the^go-

bird event Morfey killed straight; Banks second with 33^,.;Hie

scores :
"

' -
''•

Twenty-five live birds, $10 entrance, birds extra:
Welch, 30 .•...220222220212222'*2*2221211—21

M orfey, 30 '.
.2222222222222222222222222—25

Banks, 28 .2102122212211212122212201—2.^

Dr Casey, 29., 0*2222222222222u222222222-;^3.

Event No, 2, 15 birds, $5:

Welch, 30 222222222220222—14 Dr Casey, 29. .222222222222222—15
Morfey, 31. .. .222*22022222222—13 Banks, 28 02211222212222—14
Woods, 27.... 222*10121112212—13

Sweepstakes, targets : .
.

Twenty singles: Dr. Casey 20, Wood 17, Lincoln 22, David 19.

Thirty singles: Banks 27, Dr. Casey 21, Woods 21, Morfey 28,

Hamilton 22, Lincoln 25. . r

Ten pairs doubles: Banks 18, Dr. Casey 11, Wood- 9, Morfey, 13,
Hamilton 7, Lincoln 14. •

•' •

1

Medicus Gun Club.
. ^

Interstate Park, L, I., July 4.—The shoot of the Medicus Gtin
Club was fairb' well attended to-day at Interstate Park, considering
that nearly, every club was holding shoots on their own grounds.
No. 11, at 50 targets, was the inerchandise event, a distance handi-
cap, each man's handicap being given after his name in the scores
appended.

'fhe two-men team race at 100 targets had three entries, and of
these the East Side Gun Club, of Newark, was an easy winner.
Banks, of the Medicus Gtiti Club, put up the highest individiial
score, 96 out of 100. '

The weather was exceedingly hot, and a dull light prevailed. -

Events: ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12
Targets: 10 15 10 20 . 15 10 15 50

G Piercy. 19 10 10 9 18 8 2 14 8 9 38 5
Feigenspan, 29 8 14 10 18 8 2 14 9 13 13 1
Money, 18 9 11 10 18 8 7 U 8 15 31 3
Dudley, 18 , 6 8 6 15 9 0 12 9 10 35 2
Webber, 18 9 11 9 16 7 6 12 5 9 35 6
Banks, 10 14 9 18 9 1 13 ...... ..'
Morfey, 19 7 12 9 14 6 2 11 .. .. 32 2
Lockwood, 15 3 3 5 1,3 4 1 9 .. .. 27 0
Lincoln, 16 7 8 7 13 6 0 12 .. .. 37 0
L Piercy 4 7 7 7 2 35 1
Waters, 16 ,35 1
Kemble, 17 ,.'42 2
David, 15 , 32 Q

No. 5 was at 5 pairs. Nos. 6 and 12 were miss-and-buts.

Two-men team race, 100 targets per man:
East Side G. C, Newark. Medicus G. C, Brooklyn

Feigenspan ..24 22 22 25—93 Banks 24 24 24 24—96
Piercy 21 22 21 24—88—181 Webber 20 18 22 13—73—169

Boiling Springs G. C, Rutherford.
Fhidley 16 24 22 25—87 Money 18 IS 19 24—79—166
The live-bird events progressed simultaneously with the target

shooting much of the time. No. 1 was at 10 birds, $5. Nos. 2 and
3 were mis.s-and-outs. No. 4 was at 15 birds, $5, high guns:

„„ No. 1. No. 2. No: 3.
Money, 30 1211211122—10 0 0
Piercy, 30 1222221121—10 ' 0 220
Feigenspan, 30 0122022222— 8 2 222
No, 4: •

,
,

Money, 29 2002210212w
Piercy, 29 , .-.iv-.., .2222*020w
Banks, 28 ; ., 12 222m211122—14
Morfey, 30 222222222222222—15
Feigenspan, 29. , 2222212*2222222-^14
Dr. Casey, 30 222222222222222-15
Lockwood, 27 , 220212022222222—13

Fifteen birds.
,

Morfey 11111*111111110—13
Lockwood : 021222022211122—13
tinier ; .221021*11222222—13

Worcester Sportsmen's Club.

Worcester, Mass., June 30.—The Sportsmen's Club held a shoot
this afternoon and the principal event was a 100-bird contest for a
prize of $10 \vhich went to the high gun. The entrance was $2,which was divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent, to the next four high
guns. I here were nine entries in this event, and as it was a dis-
tance handicap affair the result was verv satisfactory to all of the
contestants.
The shootrt-s were all very much handicapped by the wind, which

blew almost a gale and sometimes made it utterly imoossible for
the shooter to make connections with the targets, which amused
the spectators exceedingly.
Following are the scores of the 100-bird race:

Burbank, 16 19 23 21 24—87 Hovle, 16 19 19 20 17—76
Lerpy, 20 22 20 23 21-86 Kenerson, 16 14 21 16 19-70
Whitin, 16 21 23 22 19-85 Doten, 14. 17 18 15 18^68

wi?i^: '2'o::::::::: II If i " "
^1'?,'^'^^.''^'^^"'^'°" °f club to hold a two days' tournament,

probably Aug 22 and 23, if those dates do not conflict With any
shoot in the East, and on one of those dates the 100-bird contest
t9r the championship of New England will be arranged on lines
similar to the shoot held by the club Sent. 12, 1899, at which shoot
H. M. Federhoen won the championship and with it the $50 given
by Mr. A. B. 1. Kinney as a orize.
At our next club shoot, July U, another 100-target contest -will

be arranged, distance handicap, nobody barred '

A. W. Walls, Sec'y.

.

Championship of Maryland.

^
Baltimore, Md.—The July 4 shoot of the Standard Gun Club—

its ninth annual—took place at Monumental Shootmg Park with agood attendance. There were thirteen contestants m the cham-
pionship event,, which was won by Mr. E. H. Storr with the ex-
cellent score of .98 out of. 100. Lupus was a close second, with 96
The scores:
Sweepstakes

:

Targets: 10 10 10 25 Targets: 10 10 10*25
Lupus 8 9 10 23 King 6 8 8
Hawkins 9 9 10 22 Storr 8 9 10

'"

New Haven 9 10 10 25 Martin 5 5 7
"

Malone .,...10 9 9 24 Jack ' 8 7*",
Dupont 8 9 9 20 Max 'e 8 9 21
Schultze ; 9 10 10 22 Roberts 5 6 6
Burke 10 9 8 .

.

Championship of Maryland race. 100 targets;
.'^'torr 25 25 24 24—98 Malone 21 23 21 22—87
Lupus 25 24 25 22—96 King 20 18 19 23—80
New Haven 21 25 25 23—94 Martin 18 18 18 21—75
Dupont .v. 24 24 23 22—93 Jory ' 19 19 15 19—71
Hawkins 24 22 23 22—91 Milton 14 13 16 22—65
Burke 21 23 24 21-89 Chase 17 12 12 15-56
Schultze 23 23 24 18-88 .

^

Baltimore Shooting Association Championship.

Baltimore Md.—The sixth weekly shoot of the Baltimore Shoot-
ing Association for the championship cup resulted in another vic-
tory for Leader (A. H. Fox, who shoots under that name).
This was the third successive time that Leader has led the oyster

procession for the cup, although he was the only scratch man and
has shot from the scratch—18yds.—throughout" the series. The
scores follow :

'

Hdcp'^ firdke. Hdcp. Broke.
Leader, 18 0 I -46 Hazard, 16 ....8 23
Malone. 16.. ..5 40 Robb, 16 8 37
Hicks, 16 ...10 36 Burke, 16 8 33
Several of the shooters with extra bird allowances did not shoot

them, as they could not win if they broke their entire handiqap.
A thunder gust made the shooting difficult and kept dowp, the

attendance. Fox used Leader shells in Winchester pump gua.
Oyster,
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Twin Cities.

'Minneapolis, Minn., July 1—I inclose scows made ,
on these

grounds since June 23. In the sweeps the winners were handi-

capped 2yds. on each win, and but three men shot from the Myd-

The shooting on the new grounds shows a marked improvement

in the scores of some of the shooters of the Twin Cities. This is

no doubt due to more practice ajad a far better, background. At

present there is some talk of a large tournament, to be given bv

the St Paul and Minneapolis clubs combined. -If this goes througli

I dare «ay it will be one of the largest mud pie parties given this

year, with plenty of added money and courteous treatment.

Twent^-fi'J's'inglls, unknown: Danz 21 Chief 22, Thomas 19,'

Henry 13, Thompson 24, Kelsey 23, Fischer 20, Lyons 21, Spear 17,

Lybrook 18, Morrison 25, Hirschy 23, Golzin 17 Hauser 23, No-

votny 22 Alberts 18, Gotman 18, Dan 24, Fred 21, Kelley 23 Carl 19,

Holt 22, Ace 19, Gorman 19, Bill 22. March 20 Sylvester 14, Towne

21, Towle 20, Mabery 16, Frink 18, Schall 13, Hoyt 17.

Kelsev 11 10 12 9 12 13

V Ha'user 12 11 14 13 13 15

Malany 10 11 10 10 11 12

Spear 10 12 12 10 . . . .

Dow 1110 11 5 911
Lyons 12 12 14 11 14 12

Morrison ...... 13 14 14 15 . .
.

.

Novotny ....... 12 12 14 10 14 ..

Beyer .......... 13 13 13 13 13 ..

Holt ........... 8 12 12 11 12 ..

Dr Wheaton.... 12 7

Kenedy 13 10 11 . . . . - -

Dr Corcoran .. 10 12 14 10 13 13

Dr Bill 13 14 14 12 .. ..

Chief 12 14 12 12 12 15

Thompson ..... 14 9 12 13 14 14

Fischer 12 9 12 13 14 14

Henry 8 7 8 8 10 12

Alberts 7 14 1112 1112
Hirschy 15 15 1*

J?
14 15

Parker 13 13 13 14 13 14

Moore 13 14 14 13 14 15

Danz 11 12 13 10 11 14

wSon 11 U 12 13 13 14 15 15 17 11 18 14 14

Thomn'on . . .... 12 14 15 12 14 15 12 15 17 14 20 12 14Ihompson
9 U 13 11 12 10 13 15 .. ..13 12Mays

g 8121011 8 5 713..
pP^kpr 13 15 13 14 12 12 14 12 20 11 18 12 13

...12 13 11 11 11 12 14 14 16 15 15 15 12

Riffton ; 13 14 12 14 15 12 13 14 20 15 18 13 11

14 12 14 13 15 13 15 13 20 13 19 15 13

rhJpf 13 11. 14. 14. 14 11 14 13 17 12 17 14 14

Danz
Sweepstakes, June 26:

Fischer 14 12 13 11 .

.

13 14 .. .. .. .. ..14 17 .9 17 9 14

Countryman 9 10 12 .

.

Holt .............. 12 13 13 12

Isle 11 13 9 11
Lyons 13 14 12 .

.

Chief 13 13 12 13

D Gedney 9 10 13 12

H Gedney 8 10 13 13

Hall 15 15 10 ..

Hoyt 8 10 .. ..

T Liden 10 13 14 ..

'Footner 10 12 12 ..

Sprattey 14 14 13 .

.

Baker 9 8 10 10

Agnew 10 10 10 .

.

Isle 7 8

Thomas 10 6 ..

14 li 10 Wilkinson. .13 15 14
Baker 6 10 ..

Spear 10 9 13
Dr Veller ...... 4
Pugh 6
Sewall 2

4

8 6

6 4

8 12 12 9 15

Thomas » 9 9 jO

Allon 11 9 11 12 .

.

P Hauser 14 15 12 12 ..

Kelsey 13 12 11 12

Percv 11 12 12 10 12

Thompson 14 14 13 12 ..

Morrison 15 14 14 13 .

.

Baker 7 9 10 13 ..

Hirschy 15 15 1^ ••

Henry 4 9 10 12 ..

Danz 13 15 10 14 13

Sweepstakes, June 30:

Kelsey 11 12 13

P Hauser 11 13 13 10

Moore ..14 1110
Footner , 10 8 6 8 ..

Fischer 10 11 U 13 12

Alberts ,? "
Henry 12 11 11 8

Hall 10 9 11 8 ..

Hirschy 15 13 J? J C
Thompson 13 15 14

Fifteen singles and five pairs:

Fischer • 13 13 •- Henry 8 17 ..

P Hause^ ....... 15 16 17. Isle.:... 7 14 ..

Wilkinson 15 14 20 Han 10 14 .

.

Minneapolis, June 28.-Paegel badge, 25 singles: Thompson 22,

Melich 15, Sully 12, Moore 17, Stone 20, Spear 10, Willis 15,

Hoffman 16, Hirschy 20, Mrs Melich 15. Thompson won badge

Schlitz badge, 25 singles: ,Th°"^PS?Ji ,.24- Hays; 17 Sully 16,

Moore 16, Stone 17, Spear 13, Liden 6. Melich 19, Hirschy 25, Mrs.

Melich 14, O'Brien 20, Hoffman 17. Hirschy won badge.

Club badge, 10 singles and 5 pairs: Thompson 15, Melich 14,

Sully 13, Moore 17, Stone 16, Spear 11, Hoffman 10, Hirschy 18,

Mrs. Melich 11. Hirschy won senior badge. Stone won junior

badge. Sully won amateur badge. io c „ io
Val Blatz badge. 15 singles: Thompson 13, Hays 13, Sully 12,

Moore 12, Stone 13, Soear 9, Liden 3, Willis 8, Melich 10, Hirschy

15. Mrs. Melich 8, McLeod 6. Hirschy won badge.

^he attendance at the Minneapolis Gun Club shoot was ooor.

The feature of the shoot was the good score put up by H. C.

Hirschy. The wind was blowing a gale and the scores were not

up to the average.

June 30.—Harding prize: Alberts 13, Kelsey 19, Hirschy 22, P.

Hauser 22, Wilkinson 22, Isle 7, Thompson 23, Spear 12,^Hall 18,

Thomas 13, Baker 7, Henry 13, Fischer 18, Footner 8, Moore 20.

Doc 18, Dr. Vileur 6, Powers 22, Marr 8, Hirschy 17.

The St. Paul Rod and Gun Club shot at this park this afternoon,

twenty-one men facing the traps. The wind blew a gale and made
large scores impossible. The above are scores in the club event.

June 23.—Club event: Hirschy 25, Kelsey 22, Albert 18 Danz 1|,

Chief 21, P. Moore 24, Thompson 24, Spear 18, Holt 20, Henrv 14.

Morrison 19, Fischer 23. P. Hauser 22, Novotny 24, Beyer 19, M. F.

Kennedy 18. P. Hauser wins Class A. Spear wins Class B.

Abelt wins Class C.

"Warm Springs.

Warm Springs, Ga., July 2y—I herewith inclose scores of the
recent shooting tournament held at Warm Springs. You will see
therefrom that there were about thirty shooters present and that
most of them shot through the entire programme. The scores:

June 25, First Day.

Events: 12 3 4

Targets: 15 20 15 20

Toseph 12 15 14 16

Springer 14 18 13 14

Andrews 15 18 13 15

Lowe 15 19 13 19
Ethredge 13 18 14 15
•McCormick ....».iii^....l.,......15 19 14 20

Freidman 15 14 13 14

Samuels 14 17 13 18

Abbott 10 13 9 .

.

Robertson 11 10 10 10
Worthen 14 19 14 19
Wilson 13 20 15 17
Martin 15181418
Peterman .'. 12 18 14 16
Anthonv 13 17 13 17
A Henderson 13 18 14 18

I E Henderson 15 14 10 14

Tigner 11 17 13 20

Desmond 12 15 12 15

Tones 10 13 13 15

"Shaffer 12 11 4 11

Avery 11 13 9 12
Lemke 6 9 6 5

Collins 9 15 10 14
Baker 12 12 11 ..

Holland
Angier
Du Bray ..w..-..-.

5 6 7
15 20 15
10 17 15
15 17 13
6 18 14
14 17 13
13 15 13
15 18 14
12 16 14
12 15 14
.. 13 ..

.. ..13
15 16 15
14 18 14
15 17 14
13 18 10
14 17 14
11 11 7
13 18 13
14 19 14
12 17 12
12 13 11
9 14 11

.. 11 ..

8 9 10
20 25 25
15 25 18
16 25 20
15 23 23
19 24 20
20 21 22
19 23 18
19 22 21
10 22 21

is 17
18 24 24
20 23 24
17 21 22
18 23 23
18 17 24
13 18 20
15 23 19
17 19 22
16 20 20
13 16 19
10 19 14
.. ..14

10 15 11
10

15
15
18

June 26, Second Day.

Broke.
157
165
160
173
164
175
161
161
45
84

178
178
171
16E
164
143
154
166
151
135
115
70
26
84
45
15
15
IS

Event.^: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets : 15 20 15 20 15

Jo.;eph 14 19 12 16 12
Springer 12 13 12 13 13
Andrews 10 18 10 16 12
Lowe 14 19 13 14 12

Ethredge 8 16 12 18 10
McCormick 12 17 14 19 11
Freidman 11 19 10 15 13
Samuels 8 9
Robertson 10 12 13
Blunt 10 16 12
Worthen 14 20 14
Wilson 15 18 15
Martin ....Ill 15 13
Peterman 13 17 14
Anthony 12 16 13
Shaffer 6 13 10

6 7 8
20 15 20
14 13 16
18 10 18
18 10 10
17 7 16
12 13 16
18 15 19
18 9 17

9 10
25 25
20 20
24 22
20 22
25 25
24 22
24 25
21 22

12 10 17 14 14 16 15
20 15 17 13 18 20 25
19 12 19 14 18 22 23
18 15 18 14 20 24 23
17 10 19 15 18 23 25
15 12 12 13 16 18 25
15 8 20 10 20 23 25
9 9 7 8 11 15 ..

Broke.
156
157
146
162
151
174
155
17

133
166
175
180
166
155
162
88-

Tigner .12 18 9 19 13 17 15 18 24 21 166

Collins 10 10 13 U 9 14 11 16 .. .. 94

Avery 12 12 6 6 ..,
' 36

Du Bray '.o,.. 13 17 10 16 15 15 13 14 23 .. 136

A Henderson . 14 15 15 12 13 11 6 86
T E Henderson 7 19 8 6 7 13 6 17 .. .. "83

Walker 15 18 13 19 12 18 13 17 20 19 164

Desmond 10 17 8 18 7 17 8 15 23 23 146'

Tucker ...,^j;<.,V. 10 12 8 14 14 16 11 15 23 22 145

Angier ......A...'.. 11 .... 10 21

Holland .-..iV,..;. 12 17 12 13 10 12 10 11 21 18 136

Baker 13 .. 10 .. 10 13 12 58
Sperry 15 15
Lemke 10 .. .. 10

Event No. 1, 12 live birds, ?12
Ethredge 222022222222—11
Mkrtin 222222222*22—

U

Desmond ....... .22000w
Toseph ...... 2222222*2222—11
Walker 222222222222—12
Freidman 212212112*22—11
Angier 2101020w
Holland 111012122222—11
Lowe 222121222222—12
Worthen 122111212211—12

entrance, three moneys:

,

Peterman 210212*0w
Springer 210222222222—11
Tucker 012*12222222—10
McCormick 112222222222—12
Tigner ....222212222222—12
Anthony 121022212112—11
*Du Bray ..020222202222— 9
*Collins 100212122222—10
Wilson 222222222222—12
Shorp 112121012211—11

*Birds only.
Peters gold medal, 25 targets, open only to Georgia and Alabama

shooters

:

Toseph 1111111111101111111001111—22
Springer llllllllllllllllOOlllUOl—22
Andrews .1111011111110110111110110—20
Lowe 1101111111001111111111111—22

Ethredge , llOlUOllllOlllllllllOm-21
Tucker Ow
McCormick .1111111111111011111111111—24

Freidman 0111111111101111111111111—23
Holland 0100010111111111110101010—16
Walker 0101111111110111110111110—20

Blunt - 0101111111111101111100101—19

Samuels Ow
Worthen '. . . 1111111111111111111111111—25

Wilson 1111111111111111111111111—25

Martin .1111111111011111110011111—22

Peterman lllOlOllimilllllOllUlO—21
Anthony lllUllOllllOlllllOlllOlO—20
Robertson Ow
Tigner 0101111111011011111010100—17

Desmond -.vii v,. 1100101011111111101101111—19

A Henderson 0111111111011110111111110—21

J E Henderson 1111111101111111111101111—23

Abbott 0100110100100101011111100-13

^

Chas. L. Davis.

Mississippi Vafley Notes.

The Independent Gun Club, of Belleville, 111. gave a very satis-

factory shoot on July 1. This club has nicely located grounds on
East St. Louis and Belleville suburban line just at the foot of the
bluffs marking the southern boundary of the great American bot-

toms, and is noted for the number of its successful- "family"
shoots, which are always open to any who care to attend.
Blackbirds were thrown from three expert traps' at 1 cent ' each,

division of moneys being under the Rose system. Of the men
who shot through. Spencer, Riehl and Taylor "made the high
averages, Mr. Spencer making a continuous run of 98 straight.

The scores follow:

20
8 2 10 18
8 18 8 16
S 15 5 14
8 19 9 19
7 18 9 17 10
9 19 10 18 5

7
8

8 17
9 18 9

9 17 7
7 18 10
5 15 9
7 16 9

Shot
at.

145
145
145
145
145
130
135
105
105
•105

85
105
105
85
60
60
70
40
60
40

Broke.
140
137
126
107
130
113 .

123
92
90
86
73
96
89
75
48
50
66
36
47
32

Av.
.964

.945

.879

.744

.896

.869

.911

Events: 12345 6789 10
Spencer 10 15 15 20 15 10 18
Riehl 10 14 15 18 15 '

"

Heiligenstinc 10 14 13 19 11
Clark 6 12 11 16 10
Taylor 10 13 14 18 14
Collins 9 12 .. 18 13
Alexander 15 14 18 15
W Baygerraan 18 12 10 18 9 18
Bellcour 15 13 8 17 10 14
Miss King .. 11 14 16 13 7 17 8
Baldwin 18 13 9 18
Willis 19 15 10 16
Thompson 16 12 9 19
P Baygerman 13' 8 19
Deletine 14
Poyeur 18
Johnson .. 10 18 10 18 10
Cabanne ' ..' 9 18 .. .. 9
Becker 14 8 17 8
Le Page 9 16 9
Rodemever 8
Roch ..' ..5 ... ....
Mauref 7 .. .. ....

Progressive Gun. Club.

Late in the afternoon the crowd moved down the highway half
a mile to the Progressive Gun Club grounds, where members of
that organization engaged in their semi-monthly contest for the
Heim's trophy. Eugene Deletine, a comparatively new shooter,
surprised the boys by distancing them all with a score of 20
straight. The scores: Delatine 20, Harvey 5, Bellcour 16, Le Page
18, Exted 17, P. Baygerman 14, Poyeur 16, W. Baygerman 15,
Huff 14..

Afterward a matdh was-arranged for a $10 stake at 50 single tar-
gets between Deletine and Le Page. In this, however, the former
lost his gait, and the race was against him from the start. The
scores are appended:

S Le Page.. '....10111111111111111111111111101111110101111111111111—46
E Deletine 00110111011111011101110011001011011111100111100111—34

Piasa Gun Club.

The Piasa Gun Club, ^Vlton, celebrated the Fourth after its

well-established custom, with a rousing home talent shoot. The
programme began at noon and included all 10-target events, targets
1 cent each, with four moneys, divided on the Rose system. This
gave every man a show to get frequently into the divides, and
has proven very satisfactory here. There were a number of new
faces on the grounds to-day, and the crowd was such that only
five events were finished. '

'

A feature of the day was the initial shoot for the gold medal
donated by the Western Cartridge Company. The conditions of
these contests, to be held once a month for one year, are: Thirty
birds per man, with handicap- according to rating, and allowance
also on the handicai>- targets. As, for instance, the 80 per cent,
man would miss 6 in 30 and 1 in 6; consequently he is allowed 37
targets, and so on down to the 50 per cent, man, who shoots at 53
birds. This system gives even the poor shooter a fair chance
to win, and consequently adds interest and attendance. Mr. G. H.
Lane, who won the first contest, did so by virtue of an excellent
score, which included .31 straight kills at the finish. The scores
are here given:

Handicap. Score. 1st Tie. 3d Tie. Final.
Bercaw 41 p)
Lane „..,,.Kr,.-,.36 30 10 '5 25
Schiess .........36 28
Pence .49 29 .

.

Montgomery 38 25
Howell .86 30 10 5 4
Beall 36 29 ;•.

Riehl 33 28
Seely 36 30 10 5 's
Moulton 40 28
Schweppe 52 30 10 4
Franklin 47 .30 9
H Bowman .....48 .30 10 4
Phinney 46 27

Melling: 41 3a 9
M Bowman 65 30 10 4

Sweepstakes:
Events: 1 2 3.4 5 Shot at. Broke. Av

Howell 9 9 7 10 8 50 43 86
Lane 9 7 9 10 8 m 43 86
Schiess 7 10 9 8 6 50 40 SO
Beall 9 9 10 10 8 50 44 "SS
Riehl '. 9 9 10 10 8 60 46 '92

Montgouierv 6 7 10 S 7 50 38 76
Darnell 3 3 2 4.. 40 12
Kauffman 6 5 20 11

""

Gaddis S 6 7 7 9 50 37 '74

Leach 4 7 4 8... 40 23
Moulton 9 8 6 7 7 - 50 37 '71

Gaskins 4 8 9.. 8 40 29

Collins . ... 867
PWnney 5 6 8
Mellmgr 7 9 7
Pence 4 7 7
Bercaw 7 7 g
Rodgers 7 9
Baygerman 10 10 9
Exted , 9 7 7
Schweppe 6 6 5
Lindsey 6 5 7
Seely .. 10 5
Franklin ' 5 ,.H Bowman t^i .... 6M Bowman
Deterding

Mt. Sterling defeated Quincy in the inter-city challenge match
held at the former place July 4.
The open shoot on same day was also a very pleasant event.
.bollowing are the scores of the events
Team shoot, 25 targets per man:

Quincv.
Black .' 22
Castle 20
Penoyer ^3
Towne ...23
Scott 20
Bastert Zl—129

.7 . S 50 34 .68

4 5 50 28 .56
6 40 29 J . 0

6 8 50 32 .64
7 9 50 38 .78
4 6 40 26
7 6

. 50 42 ,84
6 5 50 34 .68
5 9 50 31 .62
7 8 50 33 .66

9 30 24
8' 8 30 21
-7 20 13
4 10 4
10 10 10

Mt. Sterling.
Estes 22W Breidenbend 20
Vandeventer 22
Wright 21
Parks 22
Grammer 24—131

IN NEW JERSEY.

Forest Gun Qub.
Newark, N. J., July 4.—We had a good time, owing to the ex-

treme heat and the bites of the green horseflies. Please make note
that I am preparing to have a big merchandise shoot on Labor
Day in the line of a tournament, and would like my many friends
to help me in my good work. Programmes will soon be reaHy.

•Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Stanton 5

J J Fleming 9
6
9

6 6 6Tarlton
Weller 7 6W G Kugler 3 2
Winam , 6 6
D Fleming. 5 7
Perment, guest ..10 5

5
9

8
2 2
6 4
8 6
8 9

7 9
8 10
6 5
7 4

7 8 8 9 6

8 7 7 7 7 6

J. J. Fleming.

Hudson Gun Qub.

Jersey City, N. J., July 2.—The following are the scores of the
shoot of the Hudson Gun Club. The day was fine, and a small
attendance:

Events

;

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Targets: 15 15 15 15 25 25 25 25 15

11 14 13 13 22 21 20 19 13
Dudley 14 11 14 15 21 21 22 24 12
Doc 14 14 15 13 19 23 20 22

9 10 13 16
Bock '5

13 13 21 26 20 21
Duke 14 13 15 17 21 22 is

Hughes.

South Side Gun Club.

20
21
16
19
20
18
23

1
2
4
7
5
10
2

21
23
20
25
25
25
25

Newark, N. J., July 7.—Only seven members took part in the
various events on this ground to-day. The first and only impor-
tant event was a handicap shoot at 25 targets for a fishing reel.

Mr. Staunton finally won the prize. The scores were as follows:

Shot at. Broke. Handicap. Total.
Sinnock 25
Colquitt 25
Tack Pattern 25
Heinisch 25
Terrill 25
Staunton ..25
Herrington 25
Ties shot off at 10 targets. First tie:

Shot at.

Heinisch 10
Terrill .10
Staunton ......... . , .„ 10
Herrington 10

Second tie:

Shot at.
Heinisch 10
Staunton 10
Herrington 10 9 0

The following events, all at 10 targets, were also shot:
Herrington 8 9 9 .. .. Heinisch 6 7
Jack Pattern S 5 7 4 6 Terrill 10 9 9 9
Sinnock 9 10 10 10 10 Staunton 10..
Colquitt S 9 8 9 10

The match between Messrs. Sinnock, holder, and Colquitt, chal-
lenger, for the E C cup and the amateur championship of the
State will take place on these grounds next Saturday, July 14.
Several merchandise events are also billed for that day. A

cordial invitation is extended to members of other gun clubs and
sportsmen from other parts of the country to join us in our
Saturday afternon shoots. M. Herrington.

Broke. Handicap. TotaL
9 3 10
7 2 9
6 5 10
9 1 10

Broke. Handicap. Total,
8
10
9

8 9 10

Trap at Bellows Falls.

Bellows Falls, Vt.—One of the leading sports of the Fourth of
July celebration at Bellows Falls, Vt., was the contest between
the Clarcmont Gun Club, Putney Gun Club and Bellows Falls Gun
Club for a purse of $25. Below is the score for each team.
Team match, five men each and 25 target? per man:

Claremont Gun Club.
Ott 1011011111110110101110111—19
Atwood OimOlimiOlOOlllOllOOl—17
Wilmouth OOUOOllllOlOOMlOlOOllOl—12
Russell 1111101010001001111000011—14
Fletcher 0001000000010010110111011—10—72

Bellows Falls Gun Club—First Squad.
Ray 1111111111101111001111111—22
Norwood • 1100011111011110111011011—18
Gibson imillOlllllOlllllllllll—23
Shepardson ... ' 1111110111011101011111011—20
Fassett 0100111001010011010111111—15—9S

Putnev Gun Club.
Warren 0111110100100110101011110—15
Patterson 1011111101110111001011001—17
Willard OOOllllOUOlOllOOUOOOlOl—13
Adams , 0000000100101000010000010—5
Gale L, . . i,; . ; 1110110111011110101111101—19—69

Bellows Falls Gtin Club—Second Squad.
Capron .0111111100111111111111111—22
Dr Knight 1111011110111101111110]1n-2fl
Dr Morrison 110101111111111100111011J—20
LTnderhil! 1011111111100101011110111 - 1!*

Russell 1000100001101001111111111—15—96

The magautrap was set in front of the grand stand and the tar-
gets thrown over the Connecticut River. Owing to the men hav-
ing to stand on low ground, the targets were thrown very high
and the wind blew very hard down the river. This made most of
the targets either tower or dive, and the.^ shooting was very dit-
ficult. C. H. Gibson, Sec'y.

Auburn Gun Club.

AuBUKN, Me., July '7.—The Auburn Gun Club held its weekly
shoot Saturday afternoon with three squads in attendance, and as
hot as it was in the city, they enjoyed a very pleasant, cool after-
noon on the range. The same breeze that kept the shooters cool
kept the mud pies flyipg and dodging pretty lively and is a regu--
lar attendant at, the shoots, for no matter how still and hot, it is in
the city we always have that cool breeze on the hill.

Mr. \\'. B. Barton was a guest of the club Saturday afternoon
and did some v^ery nice shooting. The local shooters are warming
up to the sport, as their scores will show, and the veteran trap-
shocter Cy. K. Hunnewelt is always in form for a good score, bfe

it rain or shine. The club hold their annual tournament Aug. 8,
wjiich will give^the boys a chance to get in shape for the State'
shoot, which W7II no doubt be held the latter part of the same
month, ^

^ C. E. Conkok, Treas.
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^Waterloo Annual Shoot.

Chicago, 111.. July 7.—The annual tournament of the Waterloo

Gun Club, of Iowa, June 27 and 28, was a very nice httle altair.

The attendance of shooters fell off a little bit the second day, as

usual, but a good number shot through the programme of both

days. The weather was very fine, and everything was handsomely

conducted. On the first day Weitnauer was high average, Steege

only 1 bird back of him, the two having broken 1S4 and 183 re-

spectively. There were fourteen events, 15 targets each, the first

day; $80 added money on the two days. The second day's iiro-

gramme was the same as the first, excepting that in the afternoon

there was a team shoot, two-men teams, at 50 targets. The high

average on two days came out a close thing between Lmell, of

Marshalltown, and Steege, of Waterloo, the former winnmg by 1

bird, 361 to 360. The score in the team shoot was as below:
Linell and Weitnauer 46, Lane and Howell 39, Steege and
Sheldon 46, Rossback and Kehm 40.

The visitors were delighted with the treatment they received at

the hands of the Waterloo Gun Club, and all declared their in-

tentions to come again the first opportunity. The following are

the programme scores of the two days:

First Day, June 27.

Events: 12 3 45678
Weitnauer 14 14 13 14 .12 13 14 12
Rossback 10 13 7 13 12 11 11 10

Steege 13 10 11 13 14 14 14 13
Hagerman 9 ll 11 11 12 14 12 12
Linell S 12 12 13 11 14 14 15
Sheldon 14 11 12 13 11 12 9 13

Lane 13 U 11 12 12 11 15 11

Wallace 14 15 12 14 13 12 12 10

Howell 10 9 11 11 9 14 11 13
E C 10 4 12 .. 12 11 14 9

O M F 9 10 12 12 12

Walker 11 10 10 10
Birdsall 10 12 12 12
Wise 12 13 12 13 8 11 11 7
Dillon 14 14 11
Cannon 7 .. 8

Holden 10 12 12 14 12 14 12
TCehm 12 12 13 11 11 11 10 12

Taylor
Bennett 13 9 10 8 6 . . . . IQ
Wolverton
Hartman ............

Van Vleck r... S 11 8

Sheehan
Smith 7 13 10 7

Kohl
Blosier-
Martin
Cummings
Giest
Mead 11 7 7 8 10

9 10
12 14
11 11
13 12
n 12
13 15

13 11
11 13
10 13
12 13
10 7
13 13
9 12

13 13

11 12
14 13
12 12
15 13
10 S

15 12
13 12
12 12
10 14

7 10
11 9

11 10
13 11
14 10

13 14
13 12

11 7
14 14
14 13
11 14

14 8

12 14
11 12

11 10

is io
13 15
14 10

12 11 11 12 11 12
9 S 8 11 9 .

.

12 11 13 11 15 13
9 11 11 12 12 8

9 13 10 9 .. ..

6
4

14 13 13 11 11 15
6

8 6

8 . . 10
12 11 .

.

14 ...

.

9 ..

^. M
12 10

Broke.
184
150
1S3
160
179
166
170
172
151
109
125
114
120
87
108
50

161
155
41

' 62
4

77
33
14
55
23
14

9
14
22
43

12 13
13 11
15 12
10 9

13 14
12 13

11 12
12 12
9 9
9 9

Two
Broke. Days.
182 361
177
171
168
158
157
163
150
146

360
355
334
330
327
314
301
301

Second Day, June 29.

Events: 123456789 10 11
Linell 15 14 15 15 14 15 14 15 14 14 13
Steege 14 14 12 14 15 14 14 13 14 14 12
Weitnauer 13 14 11 15 15 15 13 14 15 14 14
Sheldon 11 12 13 12 12 14 15 11 14 14 13
Wallace 7 14 11 13 14 14 12 11 13 12 12
Lane 14 13 12 13 11 13 12 11 13 12 10
Rojsback 11 14 14 12 12 14 13 12 12 12 12
Howell 8 12 13 12 13 14 12 12 15 11 10
Kehm 11 7 11 13 11 13 13 13 11 14 11

Appletoa Tournament.

Appleton Gun Club, of Appleton, Wis., will hold a tournament
ojien to all comers, July 15 and 16. The Appleton boys do not do
things by halves, and this is well worth putting on the slate.

Some of the Indians.

Yesterday a husky delegation of trapshooters—and by the Way, as
strong a representation of shooting talent as one could well find
standing in four pairs of shoes—called on this office of the Forest
AND .Stream. These were Messrs. Charles Budd, Fred Gilbert, H.
C. Hirschey and Tom Marshall. The boys were just in from Free-
port shoot, and they said it was hotter than never mind what at
Freeport. Charley Budd is talking of going to Moberly, Mo., for
the shoot there, and is sure that it can't be any hotter there than
it was in northern Illinois this week. Fred Gilbert was suffering
from a bad attack of hoarseness, being hardly able to make himself
understood. This, however, is probably nothing serious. All
the boys continue to make a big talk about the com.ing Indian
shoot at Okoboji, la., the last week in August. There will be two
weeks' shooting at this point, the big Indian shoot being pre-
ceded by the amateur shoot. Programm.es will be out duly. The
Indian shoot is going to be a pleasant affair sociallv. as well as
shootingly, and there will be a great many shooters and shooters'
families present. All M^estern devotees of the trap should surely
make their plans to include this tournament.

Dupont Cup,

The Barto-Graham match for the Dupont trophy is set for July
19, at Watson's.

Teams at Chicago.

In a live-bird team shooting contest at Watson's Park yesterday,
July 6, H. Odell and Dick Dwyer defeated O. Von Lengerke
and Henry Levi. The contest was at 25 live pigeons per "man,
at 30yds. rise, the latter team being allowed 4 added birds to the
score. The score:

H Levi 022210121222220200*200222—17
O Von Lengerke 22222*22'*2022**2202202202—17—38R Dwyer *21110111111012H*1101021—19H Odell 2222222120220222222Q22022—21—40

E. Hough.
Haktfosd Building, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Gun CIub.5

Chicago, 111., July 7.—This was anything but an ideal' day to
shoot targets, the wind blowing a gale from back of the trap, so
that sometimes the targets were broken at the edge of the grass.
The light was bad, and high scores were impossible.
At a meeting of the Eureka Gun Club last week the name was

changed to the Chicago Gun Club. It is the bad weather and
not the change in name that accounts for the small attendance
The scores in the trophy shoot at 25 targets follow • •

Mrs Carson OOllllOOlOlllllllUlOlllO—IS
Gcwdnch UnilOllllllllOllOllOlOO—19

illard 1111011111111111111lliiii_24
Buck 1110101011111111011111101-20
Dr Morton 0010111110000000111110001—12
Monthly trophy: Mrs. Carson 1?, Goodrich U, Willard 14Buck 11, Dr. Morton 10.

'

Practice shoot: Mrs. Carson 13, Goodrich 14, Willard 14 Buck 9
Handicap shoot:

'

Mrs Carson 11010011111001111111110101001—20
Goodrich llOllOOinOllllUimoillOl —21
Willard lllOimilllOlUOimOll —20
5"<^i^, iiiioimiioiiioiiiiooouoi —20Dr Morton i...^,.. 10100110010111010010000010001—12

Garfield Gun Club
Chicago, 111.- July 5.—The appended scores were made on ourgrounds, Garfield Gun Club, July 4, on the occasion of our eighth

annual picnic and club tournament. The club cup value $75was won by T. P. Hicks, after shooting out F. S. Baird and A VVJ<ehrman, who tied him m the cup event.
The pigeons were an extraordinarily fast lot, owing' to the strong-

south wind, which blew directly across the traps.
Shooting began about 9 o'clock, and continued until 7'30

.
About 700 pigeons were shot and besides the magautrap was

in operation all day. About 300 member.s and visitors snent ihp.day on the grounds. An elegant dinner was served by the ladies

/o"r an
club provided an abundance of ice cream and lemonade

J\fot a single incident pp pccident pCfUrred during thp i^y to

mar the pleasure of the day, and all went home happy and, satisfied

for once with all the shooting they wanted.
Sweepstakes at targets:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: 15 10 15 15 15 15

Northcott 10 9 13 14 12 14

C P Richards... 11 7 11 9 12 11

A McGowan..,. 9 6 8 .. 13 7
R Kuss 14 10 13 13 15 13
Fehrman 10 8 11 15 14 .

.

E S Graham.,.. 13 10 12 13 14 ..

Dorman 13 10 13 14 13 14
Barnard 8 4 13 15 14 .

.

Kehl 6 7
Mrs Shaw ...... 10
Bowers 8 7 .. .. 8 ..

Dr Shaw 13 10 15 15 12 15
T Eaton 9 .... 10 8 11
Ralph 13

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: 15 10 15 15 15 15

C Richards ^ •• ;A
••

Hicks 10 14 15 12 ..

P McGowan 6 9 .. 7 11

Ford 6 13 12 ....

Peck 13 11 .. 14

Stiger ° "
Mid^ley • ••11 •• ••

H Richards 3

F Stannard 12 14 .. ..

Pelz .............. V .. 7 1114..
Chuslie 6 7.. ..

L Thomas 7 10 .

.

Royce 12 9

O'Byrne 12

Nos. 2 and 3 were 10 birds, $2.50; Nos. 4, 5 and 6, 6 birds, ?2,

No. 4.

211111—6
221122-6
121022—5

00020021*2— 4
0011211121— 8

1201112220— 8
1021002110— 6
2212212222—10
1102120221— 8

.10*102—3

*10*11-

122111-

122221—

S

ii22li—

6

120101—4
111111-6
*11222—

5

*22222—

5

No. 6.

2*2200—3
022202-4
1*0210—3
21*112—5
12*112—5
210122—5
212112—6
021121—5
200222—4
222220—5

No. 2.
' No. 3.

Hicks, 31 1111111111—10 1112112111—10
Palmer, 31 1012222121— 9 0212221122— 9

Kuss, 31 2022222222— 9 2222021122— 9

Barnard, 30 2220021210— 7 0020121122— 7
Keck. 28 1011221111—9
Kehl,' 26 0021210110— 6
Russell, 29 0222111112— 9
Midgley, 28
Dr Rovce, 28
Dr Shaw, 31
Dorman, 28
Dr Meek, 31W A Jones, . 28
Bowers, 30 . . 4 . m i> .

T Eaton, 30...

E S Graham, 31 221222—6

No. 5.

Kehl, 26 01011*—

3

J Wolff, 28. 120122-5
F Keck, 28 110011—4
Dr Meek. 31 12*122—5
Thomas, 28 220120—4
F Wolff, 27 120120—4
Palmer, 31 120201—4
Dorman, 2S 2000*2—2
Northcott, 2S '.... 1*2*20—3
Barnard, 30 212021—5
Dr Royce. 28 011220-4
Russell. 29 21212*—

5

P McGowan, 28 111*22—5
Dr Shaw, 31 212222—6
Thoman. 30 •. 212222—6
Baker, 28

A McGowan, 28....
R Kuss, 31
Baird, 2S
Zeigfeld, 26

Fehrman, 30

Club cup, 10 birds; distance handicap only:
T Eaton, 30 12210**11*— 6 A McGowan, 28
E S Graham, 31.... 1211212022— 9

C H Kehl, 26 222*012020— 6

C T Kech, 28 12101*2021— 7
Dr Meek, 31 21*2211212— 9
L Thomas, 29 0121201202— 7
S Palmer, 31 *212122202— 8
A D Dorman, 28. . .*022102211— 7
F G Barnard, 30. . .2220221102—

8

Dr Rovce, 28 0011222022— 7
D Russell, 29 10112mi2— 9

Shoot-off:
Baird 222*0 Hicks
Fehrman 20

w

Jul.v 7.—The appended scores were made on our grounds to-
day on the occasion of our tenth trophy shoot. Class A medal
was won, by R. Kuss on a score of 23; Class B by W. P. Northcott,
also on a score of 23, and Class C by J. D. Pollard on 21.
The shooting was difficult on account of a strong and gusty

southwest wind, making tbe targets beat down very quickly; and
the heat was intense, making it altogether an unpleasant day to
shoot.
The attendance was small on account of our big shoot on July

4, many of the regular attendants having their shooting appetite

111010—4
21020*—

3

222222—6
211211—6
010121—4
101112—5

.1210120011— r
R Kuss, 31..., 2202122222—9
F S Baird, 28 1211212211—10
A W Fehrman, 30..1221222222—10
Dr Shaw, 31 10222*2222— 8
T P Hicks, 31 2211111111—10
N H Ford, 28 1221012121— 9-

A S Midgley, 28. .. .2222222*22— 9
C W Stiger, 28.... 20*2222002— 6;

Dr O'Byrne, 28. . . .*20011*1*2—

5

.21121

4, many of the regular attendants having
appeased for a few days at that time.

Tenth trophy shoot:
Northcott 1111100111111111111111111—23

C H Kehl 1000001111000001000111000— 9
C P Richards 1110111011111101111001111—20
Dr J W Meek lOUlOOOlOlOOlOlOOOOllOlO—11R ^^^s . . . .1111011111111111011111111—23
J D Pollard 0111111101011111111111110—21A McGowan 0011101111101101100100100—14
E Tramp .1000110001111101111001000—13
T Eaton 1101110010101010011011100—14
L Wolff 1010001010000111010100011—11

f,
Gilbert 1111101111111111111111111—24

Hams 10101100000111000010w —8
I^""??--, f'' 1010010111111000101011111-16W A Struhhk

, , , . . .1000100011111011101110100—14
E Bingham 1111111011111101111111011—22A Heilman a. 1111110111001111111011111—21
S E Young ; ..10100101111110001011111—16
Dr C H Graves 1001110111111000100001011—14
Sweepstakes:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 15 10 15 10 15 15

Gilbert 15 ID 14 10 14 ..Hams 7 9 u ^ 7
Ralph 15 13
Poe 9
Struhlik 4 6 '.

"

Midgley 6
"

Bingham 15 9 15 9 9 .

.

Heilman 9 6 9 12
Young 9 7
Graves 12 5 ..
Nank . t. 15

Dr. J, W. Meek,

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets

:

15 10 15 10 15 15
, 12 8 12 10

Kehl . 7 3 11 3 io
14 12 5 12 is

Dr J Meek , 8
'7

4
R Kuss . 12 9 io 8 i5 is
J D Pollard... • 12 7 10
A McGowan.. . 5 5 5 7

. 9 7 11 7 10 io
T Eaton . 9 6 7

5
Polly 7

Sec'y.

Trap at Allentown.
Allentown Pa., July 5.—Find herewith a score between thetwo clubs of Allentown on July 4. It was a combination shoot of

tlie John, F. Weiler Gun Club and the Allentown Rod and Gun
Club, held on die grounds at Griesemersville. There was a large
attendance of shooters. In the morning the live-bird events wereneld and in the afternoon there were eighteen sweepstake events

Q 1 I '^'T°n"'*l
contest was held with this result:

r°u'"'%,\ ^' ^- ^"s 4, W. Desh 3, M. G. Snyder 4,John Bell 0. • j >

In the afternoon Wilson Desh and Herman Benning had a live-
bird match shoot for $25 a side and Mr. Desh won, killing his 10
birds^ Mr Benmng ki'lcd 8 At 6 birds these scores werl made:M. Desh o, A. Desh 5, W. Fencher 5, J. O. G. 5.

Events

:

Targets:
Reese 3 1 3
Habn 6 9 4 6 6
Bell 6.. 5 7 6
Kepler 5 7 8 4 6
C F H 4
Miller 7 2
Synder i 5
Kramlich R
C Desh 6W B F.. 6
C F H 7
Fencher 3
A Desh 7 8
Funk
A Knauss , .

.

Krtss 4
Porter
M Desh
Sch'-":liW Desh
Benning
T E"glert

^ 0 Cf» H n '*»»'"*'» ' »I 'T »r y-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 :.

6 6 8 8 6..
9 6 7 8 5 8
8 8 .. .. 5 ..

*4

7 6
5 ..

6 6

7 10 4 8 6

7 9 7 5 6
4

7 8 6 ..

7 ..

6 3

4
6

2 3
8 10
6 8
8

4
6;

2 7

4
7
3
6
4

"e

i

5

Staunton Gun Club.

Staunton, Vai.,' July 6.—Inclosed find scores made in the mer-

chandise prize shoot held by the Staunton Gun Club, July 4.

Richmond and Charlottesville gun clubs were well represented, and
carried off a considerable number of the prizes. We had quite

a crowd of shooters and spectators, everything worked smoothly
and the shoot was quite a success, "rhe magautrap worked perfect-

ly, and about 6,000 bluerocks were thrown during the day. All

the visiting shooters expressed themselves as well pleased, and we
hope to soon have an opportunity of again meeting the Richmond
and Charlottesville sportsmen:
Events: 1234 5 6789 10
Targets: 10 15 20 20 10 15 15 20 20 20

Merriken 5 13 19 17 8 11 13 19 17 16
Snow 8 14 16 19
Bruffey 8 12 17 13
A P Smith 8 8 7 12
Garber 7 12 17 13
McCov 6 10 12 9

E F Wayman 8 12 17 17
Link 6 10 15 14
McKelden 7 9 16 9
McDaniel 8 12 17 8
Stearns 7 11 16 16
EUison 7 12 16 18
Henrico 7 8 9 17
Hammond 7 15 15 16 10 14
Tignor 6 9 16 17 7 11

Boyd 9 14 17 19
Hoge 5 9 9 10
Collins 7 9 11 15
Kiracofe 6 13 16 14
C Summerson 5 li 12 14
George 10 13 15 16
Harris 7 U 17 18
Argenbright ? 10 14 18
Nelson 2 4 9..
Sillings 8 12 14 16
Bowman 17 16
Ouensen 4 10 13 ..

Bumgardner 8 7 18 17
Blackburn 5 8 10 11
Hartman 6 10
O E Smith,.., 2 14
Daw.son 5
Lambert , . . ii 17
J T Wayman 3 10 12 14
Davis 7 8 11 5
Fauntelroy 9 i5 ..W Wayman .„ 6 9 .. ..

Tavlor 6 9 10 .

.

Twyman 6 7 12 ..

Neese 13 ..

Jones

9 10 12 17 18 19
9 12 13 16 18 15
8 9 10 11 10 11
8 11 13 13 15 15
5 8 7 9 11 8

7 10 11 18 15 17
7 13 14 14 18 12
8 8 7 17 14 13
8 12 13 17 19 16
5 12 14 20 17 17

8 14 12 12 17 18
9 13 12 13 12 14

9 16 16 15
9 17 14 14

6 15 12 15 18 12
4 9 10 12 13 12
7 12 11 8 13 11
4 13 9 16 14 15
9 10 10 9 13 11
9 11 11 15 13 7
7 12 12 16 15 11
8 13 13
5 14 7 9 11 5
9 13 15 18 16 .

.

9 13 11 16 17 10
8 13 11 16 8 ..

6 9 11 11 .. ..

8 11 8 8 .. ..

0 3

8 10
2 ..

8 7
9 12
7 ..

Shot
at.

165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
165
105
145
145
140
125
125
125

9 10
10

80
80
80
75
65
50
GO
45
45
20
20

Broke.
138
142
116
94

124
85

132
123
108
130
135
134
114
133
120
137
93

104
120
104
120
126
83
66

121
109
74
87
69
34
46
18
65
41
31
34
34
25
25
13
9

Av.
.836

.860

.703

.570

.751

.515

.800

.745

.654

.787

.818

.812

.691

.806

.730

.830

.563-

.630

.730

.630

.730

.763

.790

.456

.834

.780

.592

.696

.552

6 G ..

Ihe gold medal for the highest average during the entire day
was won by D. R. Snow, of the Charlottesville Club.
The Peters Cartridge Co.'s cup for the longest continuous run

was won by W. L. Boyd, of the West End Gun Club, of Rich-
mond.
The gold medal donated by the visiting members of the WestEnd Gun Club, of Richmond, for highest average in the Staunton

Club was won- by F. M. Merriken. F. M. Merriken, Sec'y.

Wolf or Lamb—Which?
New York, June 2S.—Editor Forest and Stream: In reading your

comments on the handicapping at Interstate Park, I think the
wise Cadi was very near right, and as they did not go 2oyds. back
It showed that if they had done as agreed things might have been
different. But I must differ from the learned Cadi wherein he
says It matters not who skins the lamb, after the lamb is skinned—
wolf, expert or amateur.

say to the learned Cadi that as I am well versed on
that subject, I say that the amateurs in this vicinity have a de-cided opinion on who shall skin them, and as a proof of my opin-ion i have seen almost as manv lambs at one of our little clubshoots as ever at Interstate Park during their tournament.
I will agree with the learned Cadi that the lambs have, I think,learned after

_
so

_
many thousand times it has been verified to

i^^I^' ^^^"^ *° t^^'nk just once why the mann-

fte "J^^rertTii? leaft!"'^
'° ^"'^ ^ ^^'^ ^''^-^

*i
'^^"^ ^^^'^ as forty-two lambs shootinir
entire programme, with only $5 as a prize, for th!day. Now, class them as hunting for money if you wi 1 but ifyou do you will hear from me again.

'

I can give an expert cards and spades in my line, and if he
Irfl V"^ "'^ ^ «ake him walk home or telegraph for more money to come home with, and I won't have thenerve to ask him what is the matter with the rest ol the experts-why don t more hke you come out? Several of the lambs knowI am going to scratch this to you, Mr. Editor

J^^\ correspondent, in the foregoing, has a wron^view^'of "thesubject m the part on which he makes commelt and fa^slamentably to grasp it as a whole. First, the handk'appTne wasdone precisely, as advertised. The handicap committee had InHre
5wif^

°^ '^^'"dicapping, and the reason no shooter was put at25yds. was simply because the committee did not consfderthatany contestant was equal to the distance, all tWngfconsidered
of'^VeT.;mmi« 'e^"b'^the^%r' j«dgmfnt'^°and'work
<ji ine Linnmittee. {Jn the other noints hp failo .1. •

scope entirely. As to the wolves "^aZ lambs the pofnt ^ve en'

that m tournaments manufacturers' atTPnt<: H^\,!^T u .r*^e P°'"t
now as a rule, and in most inftancfs "when "n du^s^voluntarily shoot for targets only.] ° shoots they

Fort Smith Gun Club.
Fort Smith, Ark., Julv 1—"It raltic .u • , •

game huddled close, to the canvaT too wnc.r[n l^/J"""^ 1"
targets f.o the grounds and the^wahed w!th whi
could summon for the clouds to roll W ^^""u

Philosophy they
did and a few events were shot the .hn^;

'"^'^^
i^^^ .eventually

of water during the "snort '
sh°°ters standing in puddles

4 w^Vlt'^h^er^r^of o^lL"°a^i"f
'^'"^ ^ ^""^ --'^'

fh:wfinrr^"n""s'^lm°« rit^LZt^^ ^^^^"^
shooters during the comi- " 4^1°" /= s .\ °^

ii^^ visiting
Jn>y^.lO, 11, 12\nd 13."^-re ^^.^^^^^"^^/l SmitlJ

for the medal on 15 out of 25, the r7i^ L]I„Thtl ^""^"^ ^'^^
ble, and shot if off miss-and-o t \ ^- "'^'^ ^'^"'"e^ impossi-
Kimmons came out ^ te' the rain and T.^-"^ first bird.

''^7ofr-^"VV. '^'i"'?^
count orthe'medS^'^ '^^^^ """'^

hifgun a%e'^v'd\fs':=^^fe"l'd^;y^„";^ of
he will be .11 rig^ fo? theTournfment

°" "'^t

^^^^^Tet^r^^^^^^^^ and Parker
the cracks wilf be on hand trshoV "4ft can L'^^'''' "1""^ °^
scatter .gun when it is pointed righr and Frank r.n l^''

"^'^

^^^o^' ^ ^-'^ bei^;7t^?k"/a°«;'^
Following are the scores in the medal race-

Bamiste inimo?S^^"ioooiiioo-].';

Sz^r.:::
":::::::::^::;:::MSffi^Kfflffliz'|
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Dupont Gun Club.

Freeport, 111., July 5.—The Dupont Gun Club's tournament
closed to-day, owing to the extreme hot weather. The attendance

was not as large as they expected. Twenty-five shooters took part

in the first day's programme and thirty-six the second day.

The programme had eleven 10 and four 15 target events the first

day and ten 10, four 15 and one 50 target events on the second day.

The first day Gilbert and Hirschy tied on first average with .953

per cent. Budd was second with .888. The second day Budd was

first with .961, Gilbert and Hirschy second with .947.

The shooting was done from magautrap.
The weather the first day was warm and sultry, with but little

wind. . , .
, .J

The second day was some cooler, with quite a brisk wind.

The diamond badge given by the Amboy, Beloit, Freeport and
Rockford gun clubs, to be won three times in succession to be-

come the property of the winner, was shot for in event No. 8 the

second day. Mr. C. B. Helm, ot Rockford, scored 50 straight and
won the badge without a tie, Marshall, Hirschy and Budd taking

first money with 48, Vance and Mills second money with 46, Gil-

bert, Henry and Cowles, third with 45, White, Buker and Reichert

fourth with 44.

The trade representatives taking part m the tournament were

Fred Gilbert, Dupont Powder Co., Parker Gun and Winchester

Arms Co.; H. C. Hirschv, Hazard Powder Co.; C. W. Budd,

Union Metallic Cartridge Co.. Parker Gun and Hazard Powder Co.

Quite an interest was taken in a four-cornered match tor a din-

ner, Gilbert and Marshall on one side and Hirschy and Budd on

the other. Hirschv and Budd won the dinner with 10 targets to

the good and anticipate a good time watching Marshall make a
' bonfire with his coffee and a match.

The members of the Dupont Gun Club are hustlers and know-

how to run a tournament as well as entertain their guests in the

best possible manner. AH went home well pleased with their stay

in Freeport and will be ready to attend the next tournament given

by the Dupont Gun Club.

Barrett 10 16 12 16 10 15 19 18 13 13 13

C D White 12 17 12 13 11 15 16 11 12 . . .

.

First Day, July 4.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

10 10 10 15 10 10 15 10 15 10 10 10 15 10 10 Broke.
6 9 6 12 9 10 10 9 14 9 8 9 12 8 9 140

9 8 13 10 9 18 9 12 9 10 9 13 8 9

7 9 15 9 10 12 10 14 10 8 7 15 7 10

6
0 6 13 fi 7 14 7 13 5 8 y 12 9 8

9 9

9

Events

:

Targets

:

Pankhurst
Marshall
Budd 8

Johnson 8

Pollard 6

Gilbert 10 10

Hirschy 10 10 10 13 10 10 14

Shatter S 8 fi 7 4 7 14

Rawleigh 3 . . 4 .

.

Krape 7

Harter 10
Mills 9

150

151

9 14 10 10 14 10 15
9 13 10 10
6 10 8 10

9 10 10 IS
9 15 10

8 5 8

131
162
162
116

Av.
.823
.882

.770

.953

.953

.682

4 ..

6 12
8 14 10
6 14 8

. 7 2

6 5.. 8 9 9

.. 10 10 10 9 14

9 8 13 9 10 14 10 14

Poiing 9 .. .. 9 15

Knorr G.. 7 6.. 6..
Hollister 7

Hall 10 13 8 8 . . 9 10 10

Hackett 8 0.. 8 8..
A Wagner 3

Buker 15 10 10

9
9

10

8

7
6

8 15
9 13 .

.

8 12 10

9 10
. 7

7
9

9

Goodrich 14 7 6

Reichert 11 8 10

Rowc 12 G 8 .. 8 ..

Butler 8 .S 9 9 14 9

Sweeney 8 ,

Metz 8 ••^^
Extra No. 1; 7 live bird.s. entrance $3.50; 40, .30, 20 and 10 per

cent: Pankhurst 6, Marshall 66, Budd 7, Hirschy 7, Gilbert 7, Shaf-

ter 6, Hollister 4, Buker 7, Reichert 5, Goodrich 6.

Second Day, July 5.'

9 9 12

8 '8 i4

44 14
44 12

7
10

7

9

's

8

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Targets: 10 15 10 10 10 15 10 50 15 10 10

Hirschy 9 14 9 10 10 14 9 48 15 10 8

Marshall .... 9 14 9 10 9 15 9 48 14 9 7

Budd 10 13 10 10 10 14 9 48 15 10 10

Pollard 7 9 7 7 7 11 8 32 12

Gilbert 9 15 10 10 10 14 10 45 14

Shafter 10 15 7 8 7 12 9 40 14

Buker 9 14
Reichert 10 13

Pankhurst ... 8 12'

Butler 9 14

Harter 8 15
Rowe 8 13 6

Hackett 0 9

Stevenson ... 8 13 40 ...

.

Gushing 4
Stevens 6

^
Rice 7
Cowles 8
Hollister .... 6

Specker 5

Burkhart .

.

Henry
Helm
White 44 ..

Haines 43 ..

C B Helm 50 .

.

Vance 46 .

.

Malona 42 .

.

Pure
Hall 38 ..

Scherman
Mattinglv ...

Welch .'.

Rawleigh
Mill? 46 ..

Burrell 34 .

General averages for two davs:
ist Day.

Hirschy 162
Gilbert 162
Budd 151
Marshall 150

Pollard 131

12 13 14 15

10 15 10 10
10 14 10 9
10 14 10 7
10 14 9 10
9 15 8 10

10 14 10 10
9 14 . . .

.

9 14 . . .

.

10 14 . . .

.

Broke.
199
193
202
156
199

Av.
.947

.919

.961

.742

.947

14 9 8

12 10
6 3

ii

9 45 15
4 .. 8

45

10 10 10 13 8 8 .895

4 ..

3 ..

10 7
9 6

6 8

6 8
8 8
9 7

10

6
6 7 .. U

11 ..

. 14 ..

. 13 ..

7 7

6 7
5 . . 13 . . .

.

5 .. 12 6 ..

.. .. 15 8 8

2d Dav. Total. Av.
199' 361 .950

199 361 .950

202 353 .928
193 343 .902

156 287 .755
Hawkeye.

Robin Hood Gun Club's Tournament.
SwANTDN, Vt.,_ July 6.—The first regular trapshooting tourna-

ment of the Robin Hood Gun Club was held the 4th and 5th inst.

here on the Robin Hood Powder Co.'s grounds.
Owing ti) various other attractions the shooting fraternity did

not come out in the numbers that was expected. Out of the five
teams that should have entered in the Robin Hood International
trophy shoot but twc-tc^ms faced the music. There was a large
attendance of spectators of the belter class—including the ladies

—

present, who were much pleased with the two days' entertainment.
.\niong the visiting shooters were B. Le Roy Woodard, Dupont,

Brockton, Mass.; J. .S. Fanning, Laflin & Rand, New York; J. H.
Cameron. Winchester Arms Co.. New Haven, Conn.; C. A. Young.
Springfield. O. ; S. .\ White, Ottawa. Ont. ; W. L. Cameron.'
Heauharnois, Que.; R. B. Hutchinson, Montreal; Messrs. Walton,
Tlioninson and C. D. White. Sherbrooke, Que.; ;\11ison, Bos-
ton. Mass.

Wednesday, July 4.

N. P. L. Equitable
The scores:

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

The (iay opened coo!, witli quite a strong wind facing the magau-
traip, which made the targets erratic in their flight and puzzling
to even the experts.
The Robin Hood magautrap is a dandy and is kept in such per-

fect coiidition that it can, 'f required, throw the targets fully
100yds., though the average flight was kept down to regulation
distance.

Tlie money in the events was divided part
system and part high gun and class shooting.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Tr.rgets : 15 2l> 15 20 15 30 20 20 15 15 15 *

Fanning - 15 20 14 20 14 20 20 20 17
Leroy 14 19 14 19 14 14 18 20 14 13 . . 16
Allison 13 14 8 15 15 20 15 17 12 15 14
Robin Hood 13 18 12 18 15 20 19 19
Rob^n Hood, Tr 14 15 14 16 14 18 20 13W e Eastman". 10 16 9 17 11 16 15 18
B .A Eastman 11 15 9 12 9 11 11 18 .

.

Bennett , 8 13 6 8 7 10 11 4 ..

Westover 18 17 11 16 10 17 16 18 15 14

Stubb 15 16 13 15 14 17 13 16W L Cameron 7 19 9 18 12 10 18 14 12 8 12 . . ..

A S Head 10 16 10 17 . . 17 19 16 14 10 12 . . 10

. . 15 13
8 12 8

IT

Thompson 10 17

A L Walton 6 9

S A K White 6 15

Greenwood 9 15

Lovcring 2 3

Austin 12
Hutchinson 8 10 11

Holcomb 19 13 17

Ward 11 9 15

.Sturgiso 12 .. 14

Sabin 13 .. 14

Carpenter 13 . . 18

HiHiard 8 12 16

Dickson IG

Ingals 14 5

*10 pairs.

Thursday, July 5.

The wnid was very slight and with a good light made the con-

ditions more favprable to good scores. The manager, Mr. Leach,
being called away on business, Mr. Jack Fanning assumed the
role of hustler and proved liimself a hot one in that capacity as

well as at the traps. The trophy event was shot off by the follow-

ing teams: I'nion Gun Club, of MonttJelier, Vt., and the Robin
Hood Gun Club, of Swanton. Vt. Conditions, five men to a team
and 20 birds each. The I'nion team, of Montpelier, Vt., won quite

handily and are now open to defend the trophy at $25 a side. Send
in your challenges. The scores:

8 13 14 15 16 14 10

. 8 .. 15 14 15 15

7 17 10 16 19 13
7 12 9 19 14 14 13 M
. 8 .. 6 11 9 3

. 12 . . 15 12 . . 10
17 12 14 11 . . 16
17 11 13
14
16 15 9 8 . . ,

.

15 7

.. 9
10
. . 12 13 11 . . .

.

3 .. ..

Robin Hood Team.
A S Head „ 14

Holcomb 14
Greenwood 13
E (i White 18

Richardson 14—73

1 2 3 5 6 7 '8 9 10 11 12

15 20 15 20 20 15 15 15 15 15 15

Union Team.
Barrett 18

W H Eastman IT

Bennett 17

Stubb 20

B A Ea.stman 15—87

Events
Targets

:

Fanning 14 20 15 20 19

Lerov 11 20 13 18 19

WHs'on 12 18 14 19 18 11 14 13 13 . . 14

Robm Hood 12 20 15 18 19

Robin Hood, h- 14 19 14 18 18 13

A S Head 14 14 14 15 17

I'.arrett 12 18 13 19 19 10

W L Cameron 12 17 11 15 14

Dickson 33 14 11 13.. 8 10 6 11 12 10

W H Eastman 11 15 14 16 19

Richardson 13 19 9 19 13 .... 16 10 9 11

Lovcring H 9

Bennett 9 14 11 15

S A K White 9 14 13 19 19

Greenwood 11 18 11 14 16 .... 12 12 12 12

Stubb H
B A Eastman ^H^^ ;. •; ;a

•
\ustin 1E> 8 14 9 12 .

.

Rorvsseau 8 7 11 11 10 9

Ca-penter 15 10 14 13 12 10

Holcomb 12 18 16

Estey 12 10 3 .. 12 8 8 9

Sabin 13 •
; :n \i ^o

Soule 8 .. .. 11 10 11 12

E F Badlcy fi 12 10 12

Robison 5

Event No. 4 was the team shoot.

Fanning, Le Rov and Robin Hood then gave an exhibition shoot

t 20 pairs. Fanning made a straight and the others dropped 1at 'M pairs. ^ „ - ^
each. The next tournament on these grounds will be

days' shoot Oct. 2, 3 and 4, 1900.

three
X.

Illinois Gun Club.

Springfield. 111., Tune 29.—A blistering hot afternoon greeted

the few enthusiasts who wended their way to the club grounds to-

dav, but, hot or cold, wet or dry, we can always muster enough

shooters to make the man in the magautrap house earn his salary.

We have a few members who, when the opportunity presents

itself, from lack of large attendance, make a squad all by themselves

and burn powder galore, and fill the air with flying pieces of

targets, no sooner does an event end than they are up to the

score saying. "Put me in if the squad is short," and this keeps

the game going swiftly.

The thermometer registered 91 in the shade, and must have been

120 out on the magautrap score. Yet bang! bang! went the guns,

and smash! went the targets—that is to say, some of them did,

for in this connection it might be well for the truthful chronicler

of events to relate that unless the load was centered around

the targets there was a slight puff of dust, and Mr. Scorer was
compelled to mark a 0 where a 1 would generally appear.

We picked up targets with from one to twelve shot holes in

them, the latter appearing very much like dainty pieces of lace-

work, and every man on the grounds protested that this was the

particular target that had set him going.

Tom Hall, one of our old reliables, remarked that he ordered two
fried eggs turned over on his last target, and that they were a

little overdone when thev landed.
Capt. Smith broke 38 in one bunch of 40, and then had the gall to

turn around and say, "I never could shoot well on a hot day."

Klingensmith, with his new barrels that pattern up around 310,

was boring ugly holes in the air, and some of the boys sug-

gested that Kling's gun shot so close that they could see the

bunch of shot at 40yds. Dr. Kerr is one of the kind that brings

plenty of ammunition on the grounds, and then cleans out the

ammunition dealer who has a stand in the club house.

Jameson never falters until his recoil pad makes a dent in his

shoulder, and - Doc then claims his stock is too short for the

additional space. Butler comes up about every second round and
fills in the intervals telling the boys on the shooters' benches
exciting tales about his experience in the far West. Ed Snod-
grass says the bluerocks in the barrels shiver over these exciting

tales until thev are badly cracked, when they are unpacked.
Geifert is now in one of the worst stages of pattern and penetra-

tion. Some kind of friend dropped a few rain makers in his shell

box lately, and he gave a very nice rendition of a quarry blast,

with the accent on the blast.

Workman protested that the management was economizing by
furnishing wooded targets. This was perfectly evident when he
broke 10 straight, and then dropped back to 5. Frank says after

this he won't shoot so well until the wooden ones are all thrown
out.

,

•
_ _

Lamercaux is coming along nicely, and intimates that Gilbert,

Budd and Company want to look out for him within the coming
twenty years, pie is withholding his challenge on account of a
slip-ht defect on quartering targets. When he gets these right there
will be an opening in Soringfield for some of the experts.
Van Cleave is up at Lake Miltona, Minn., and writes about the

sijlendid aneling. The boys sav that Van took his target guns
along, and that tlie suckers won't bite along the .Sangamon when
he returns.

f leorge Day. our keeper of the .seals and moneys, says it's always
a safe bet to place on him that he c;ui break 50 per cent, of hi.s

targets. One of our members was rash enough to risk a 5-cent
cigar on his pi'oposition—and the other man smoked.
At our Fourrii of July tournament we intend trying for the first

lime the pro rata system of division of moneys. This system
pays a shooter for exactly what his kills demonstrate, prevents
dropping for place, and does away with many objectionable features
in the old percentage plan.
.Appended are our last scores:

Events: 12 3 4
Jameson 6 7 5 8
Geifert 3 3 7 2
Call 9 4 5 6

T^amereaux 2 3 4 4

5 6
7 Y

%. 4
4 ..

4 ..

6 10
8 9

10 5

8 9 10
. 2 ..

5 ..

5 18
9 24
7 19

8 .. 20

Dr Kerr 5 8 8
Capt Smith... 6 8

W'orkman 10 5 4
.Stickle 8 6
Klingensmith 6 .. 21
Hall 8 10 ..

Chas .Sen lick 2 .. ..

Chas Schnck, Tr< .. 3 .. ..

Butler 6 ..

All events except No. 10, 10 singles; event No. 10, 25 singles,
.Team race, G. T, Hall and H. M. Smith captains; 15 singles per
man

:

Hall 12. Stickle 13, Workman ' 12; Laraereoiix 4, Schuck, Sr., 7
Mrs. Butler 8; total 56.

Cant. Smith 14, Butler 10, KHngensmltli 9, Dr. Kerr 9, Jameson
9. Schuck. Jr., 8; tot^l 59,

Cbas. T. Stickle.

Haverhill Gun Club.

Haverhill, Mass., July 4.—The Haverhill Gun Club celebrated

to-day by holding a well-attended shoot on their grounds at Hoyt's
Grove. The day was all that could be desired for target shooting,

and very good scores were made. A lunch was served under ^

canopv outside the club house, and the day was seemingly en- (

joyed by all. A large number of visitors were present, Amesbury
being represented by Messrs. Lockwood, Spofford, Lovering,
Hatch, Follansbee, Grieves and Bowen; Newburyport by Messrs.
Thomas and xVllen; Merrimac by Mr. Locke; Lynn by Mr. and i

Airs. Lambert and lady friends; Boston by the Misses Kirkwood 1

and brothers William and Horace, Mr. Andres and ladies.

The summary follows:
Lockwood,

^0 997.1 8 88 6 596788798 10 7 .760

Bo,, til. .1
.-, :i (; :i C, II) 8 7 5 8 4 10 7 10 7 7 9 7 7 8 . 745

L, cU-.
S I » II 8 5 7 4 5 618 I

Im,;': •.-.!.,-I- A
.752 .

.695

.676 I

.718
I

.635

.606 I

.770

.771

.846 i

.720

.684

1; .S 7 8 7 10 6 6 10 7 9 ..

6

7 I 9 8975699 10 8

.-> 4 6 8 8 8 7

9 .. ..

G 7 5 7 5 G 7

7 5 9 7 .'1 6 5 6 4

,1 8

'> 1

7 G

7 G

8 S 9 9 8 9 G ..

7 7 9 10 G 7 7 10

7 5 .1 S 7 8 6 8

5 6 8 0 7 9.. ...

9 9 10 10 9 9 9 9 10

, •! 7 (i ,

.Mien,
5 G i; 8 I

(iricves,

8 G Hi G

Lovering,
5 7 G 7 8 8 !i

Hatch.
7 G G G G 9

Thomas,
8 7 G ii 5 7 4

.Spofford.
9 8 9 9 8 y 8 S G 7 li.i 9 7 7 7 6 5

Miskav,
7 3 9 8 8 7 7

Horace,
10 >) 7 10 10 II) 8

Andres.
8 1) II 8 7 7 8

Williams. a
T, 7 G 8 6 6 10

Lambert,
8 9 7 10 9 9 10 10 8 S 10 8 7 9 10 10 9

George,
8 10 S 10 8 10 9 9

Griggs.
I) 4 :! I II

'1 .1 7 5 7 3 G 0 5 :j

Leighlon.
8 3 7 7 :< 7 10 4 4 ;i G 9 6 5 7

Short,
8 9 8 3 5 9 7 8 6-

Ingham.
...... 8 5 a 5 G 4 3 Ii 9 7

Tozier,
. . . , !) 8 7 7 7 7 9 9 8 10. 9 10 8 10 7

.Stockweil,
7 3 5 8 7 5 6

Harrington,
7 5 2 3 3 3 2 3 4 5..

Bickell,
- 7 ! 8 7 6

Tuck,
S 6 7 9 8 9 8 7 9

Miller,
7 9 7 9 9 9 8 2 9

Hay,
4 , .

,

Meseroe,
' 6 8 7 5 9

Lewis,
6 10 9 6 6

Nos. 4, 7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 were regular angles; Nos. 2; !

G, 8, 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19 were at unknown angles; Nos. 1, 3, 5 and i

9 were reversed.
Secretary.

Auburn l ournament.

Auburn. N. V., July 7.—The Fourth of July tournament, under 1

the efficient management and squad hustling abilities of H. Knox,
proved a success. We were well represented by home talent, and :

assisted by E. A. Wadsworth, of Wolcott, and Winsor Morris, of
Baldwinsville, who shot in their usual fine form.
In event No. 7, handicap merchandise, Wadsworth, Goodrich •

and Church divided the first three prizes—a Parker gun, dress 1

suit case, and leather-lined traveling bag. Morris won the leather
]

gun case, and G. W. Nelles $2 in cash.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5,6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Targets: 10 15 15 20 10 15 25 la 10 15 10 15

Tuttle 8 12 12 19 10 13 17 13 7 12 9 15

Wadsworth 10 12 11 11 lu 12 21 10 7 13 10 13 .

Knapp 10 13 1 MG 7 11 16 13 7 7 5 12
• Whyte !) I I II 17 7 11 18 8 6 13 5 14
Brigden '. 12 12 15 8 13 17 14 9 12 8 12
Adams 7 9 11.. 9 12 2! .. S

Steele 3 6

Egbert , 12 10 .1.- 5 ..- 17

Hadselle 5 .. .. .. ... 913 12 .. 7 .. 9

Smith ..v.y.Ji.ii'J.v.i.. 9 n n .. ..

Macomber '> 7 7 9 .. 8 11

Stewart 8 10 7 .. 9 . . 11

Tripp ,
5 2 12 15 9 1 ! 21

Westover 8 II 12 .. 5 1) 19 9 .. .. 8U
Gifford 2 5 G .. 3 .. 7

Goodrich 'j 'I •
S 11 2!

Johnson '.'.,<... 5 7 II a

Church

.917

.506

.646

.700
'

.680

.833

.585;

.3701

.640

.800

.770

.400

.700 i

.740 I

12 8 Ifi 8 11 20 5 5 ..

10 10 8 ..Coapman 12 .. .. 7 9 ..

Ross 7 G ,. a .. 11

Nellis 11 19 7 11 21 13

J Macomber 2

Morris 18 9 13 23 S 10 ! 10 8
Connors 7 6 11 17 .... lo 5 ..

Curtis 13 20 .. .. .. 7 ..

Flacker 10 15 11

Green 4 • • . 5

Rich 15 6

Knox 12

Carr 15 13

Mobbs 9

Wm White 10

T Ross 5 .. ..

J. N. Knapp.

PUBLISHERS^ DEPARTMENT.

Summer Tours to the North.

TWO TOURS TO CANADA VIA PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD,

For the summer of 1900 the Pennsylvania Railroad Company has
arranged to run two personally conducted tours to Canada and
northern New York. These tours will leave July 21 and Aug. 11,

including Niagara Falls, Thousand Islands, Rapids of the St.

Lawrence. Quebec, The Saguenay, Montreal, Au Sable Chasm,
Lakes Champlain and George, and Saratoga, occupying fifteen

days; round trip rate, $125.

Each tour will be in charge of one of the company's tourist

agents, assisted by an experienced lady as chaperon, whose especial

charge will be unescorted ladies.

The rate covers railway and boat fare for the entire round trip,

parlor car seats, meals en route, hotel entertainment, transfer

charges and carriage hire.

For detailed itinerary, tickets or any additional information
address Tourist Agent, Pennsylvania Railroad Cpmpany, 1196
Broadwav. Nev/ York; 860 Fulton street, Brooklyn; 789 Broad
street. Newark, N. J.; or Geo. W. Boyd, Assistant General Pas-
senger Agent, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia.

—

Adv.

Since the new show card, representing two moose, has been
issued by the L^nion Metallic Cartridge Co., there have been so
many inquiries for the picture itself by parties not in the trade

that they have found it necessary to make an arrangement with the
lithographers to furnish the picture without the frame, packed
securely in tubes, express or postage paid. This can be obtained
bv addressing the Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 313 Broadway,
iNTe^v York city, on remittance of ?1.

—

Adv.
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UNDER THE TREES.

The trees of the land have now a specially high place in

the appreciative consideration of sweltering mankind.

The woods still hold good their claim of being the first

temples. Hurrying and scurrying from the overheated

cities, men, women and children during the heated term

are eagerly journeying treeward, seeking the grateful

shade which invites them to rest and comfort.
^

And as to shades, there are none at all comparable with

that of the trees. Brick and wooden walls cast shadows,

but the true shade is found under the spreading arms of

the trees, where the freshest of green colors of nature,

spread over the entire landscape, are everywhere to

gladden the eyes, and clear sunshine and pure air are ever

fresh from nature's founts.

It then is in consonance with man's nature that he

seeks the benefits of the country, with its comforting

shades, in the season when the woods are at their best, and

when they minister most to his health, comfort and hap-

piness. Beautiful always, and adorning nature above all

else, in their usefulness to man they hold a first place.

Theirs is a universal beneficence at all seasons, but in

the glaring light and intense heat of the midsummer
days they to him are a special boon. To rich and poor

alike they offer wholesome recreation free of price.

Under the trees the camper pitches his tent, and settles

to repose and comfort. About him are the rugged trunks

which through calm and storm have stood bravely sky-

ward for ages, while overhead are a profusion of branches

which form a canopy and shut out the sunlight save such

shafts and glintings as steal through the shifting open-

ings left by the swaying branches and fluttering leaves

in their playful struggles with the languid breeze. Un-
der the trees, about the camp, the light is soft and the

air cool, while outside in the open in the glare of light the

heat waves boil tremulously.

The wheelman chooses his midsummer route as much as

possible through a wooded country. Along roads by

which trees grow in abundance he can ride with more
pleasure and comfort. Where the trees are, at every

stretch and turn of road, there are alwaj^s new pictures to

gladden his eyes. No section can be so plain nor anj' nook
so ugl}^ but what, if it have trees, it is beautified and a

pleasure to gaze upon. Under the trees he speeds along,

enjoying the cooling shade and feeling that every mo-
ment is one of enjoyment.

To the unfortunate dwellers in the cities who cannot

escape to the country, the parks are a boon of inestimable

value. Even in those limited and artificial areas there

are at least true touches of nature. They are a source of

infinite delight to children, who fairly revel in their

enjoyment of an outing where the trees grow, and the

flowers bloom, and nature reigns even if imperfectly. For
such children a picnic in the country, where there are real

brooks and song-bird melody and flowers, with trees

enough everywhere for every one, is an event to be long

talked of and longer remembered. The beauties of

architecture and elegance of art may excite admiration,

but the profound emotions, the adoration of nature, can
be excited only by nature's own handiwork, of which
the trees are an important part. They are the natural

heritage of all mankind, and therefore are a source of

wholesome enjoyment.

But to the sportsman they are specially dea/. Under them
are his treasures. Under them the deer and moose roam
quietly about, and under them is the home of the ruffed

grouse, woodcock and quail in their cool sequestered
haunts.

While there are thousands in the great cities who are

chained to business, there are none whose rninds can be
chaine(i from roaming in the wildwoods. The deer
hunter, in imagination, can see the deer, soft-eyed and
timorous, gliding under the trees, where there are cool

brooklets and pleasing shade. The wing shot sees, in

his mind's eye, the richly colored game bird in its wood-
land habitat, and longs to be among the trees even with no
thought of killing. The fisherman has day dreams of

waters with wooded shores, and their beautiful vistas of

festooned vegetation which add a zest to the sport which
no mere catching of fish could confer.

Unfortunate, indeed, is he who cannot avail him-
self of the wholesome recreation of camp, or wheel, or

gun, or rod, in the places where the trees grow.

THE ADIRONDACK FOREST.
The Adirondack Forest Preserve is protected by a

clause in the Constitution of the State which forbids ab-

solutely and permanently any cutting of the forest. In

1896, w^hen a proposition to remove this prohibition by
amendment came before the people, it was defeated by the

greatest majority that ever defeated a repeal proposition

in the history of New York. The reason of this was that

the people feared the mismanagement and ruin which
they believed would inevitably follow if any lumbering

whatever were permitted in the Adirondacks.

There was ample justification for the fear. At that

period, save for a few isolated cases of private forests

conducted on scientific principles, lumbering, as prosecuted

on this continent, was a synonym of woodland devasta-

tion. Of that scientific forest management which means
the utilization of the mature timber and the perpetua-

tion of the forest' itself as a component whole we knew
nothing. Timber cutting, as evidenced in the Adiron-
dacks, meant vast stretches of blackened wastes and
denuded mountain slopes—in short, ruin and desolation.

With such warnings before their eyes, the people refused

utterly to listen to the specious arguments of those who
coveted their forest possessions, and they voted in 1896

as they had before in 1894 f^iat the woodman's axe should

be kept out of the public lands in the North Woods for

all time.

In the years that have intervened, the interest of eco-

nomic scientific forestry has made vast strides in Amer-
ica, For one thing, the public has been taught that there

are certain well-approved methods of forest exploitation

which do not mean the ruin of the woods. As the popu-
lar appreciation of this fact has grown, people are be-

ginning to ask themselves if there is not a better way
of administering their forest possessions than to clear them
in the old fashion or to leave them unmolested in a state

of nature. The great forestry enterprise of Mr. Van-
derbilt in North Carolina, so well described by one of our
correspondents to-day, is only one of many similar un-

dertakings by private owners. And so with public forests.

The New York Commissioners some time ago requested

the Division of Forestry of the Agricultural Department
to examine the Adirondack lands and submit recom-

mendations for the management of the forests. Accord-
ingly the work of investigating the forest conditions in

the preserve began in June, and the completed working
plans are to be ready for submission to the Legislature

by Jan. i, 1901. The beginning of this investigation

marks an epoch, in the forest history of the country.

For the first time the Division of Forestry will co-

operate in practical forest management with one of the

State governments. If the final report should lead to the

repeal of the forest clause of the 1894 amendment, a

large public preserve will for the first time in our history

be put under skilled forest management and operated with

a view, not only to its permanent preservation, but to the

production of a regular reA'enue.

As announced in a bulletin of the Division from which

we draw these facts, the working plans for which the data

are now being gathered will amount to a detailed scheme
for managing and harvesting the forest crop of an im-

portant section in the preserve. They will show whether

or not a steady revenue can be drawn from the New
York Preserve without diminishing its timber yield in

the future ; and whether it is necessary or not to prohibit

all cutting whatsoever in order to preserve the forest.

Their preparation will involve, first of all, an ex-

amination of the forest itself with a view to finding out

what timber there is now on the ground, in quantity as

well as in kind; and, secondly, a thorough study of the

possibilities of lumbering on a sound business basis; or,

in other words, an examination of the forest trees frorrj

the lumberman's point of view, and of the most profitably

methods of marketing the timber; thirdly, it will neces-

sitate a thorough investigation of the fire problem, taking

jnto consideration not only the best means of preventing

fires in the future, but also those of dealing now with

lands which have been injured or devastated in the past;

fourth, the preparation of forest maps; and' lastly, an

examination of the forests in their relation to the water

supply of the region, and of the importance of preserving

them as natural reservoirs, and for other reasons than

those involved in the immediate production of revenue.

This part of the investigation, to be taken up in collabora-

tion with the Hydrographer of the United States Geo-

logical Survey, will dispose effectually of any danger to

the water supply from the proposed cutting, and will

fix all those areas which must be totally protected, or

which will require particularly careful and consf.rvative

treatment.

THE WASHINGTON GAME CASE.

We print elsewhere the text of Judge Hanford's deci-

sion in the case of a Spokane, Wash., restaurant keeper

who was prosecuted for having sold quail in violation

of the Washington la\v. Judge Hanford's reasoning is

far from lucid, but the ground upon which he dismisses

the case as unconstitutional appears to be that the Wash-
ington statute is held by him to interfere with inter-

state commerce, the control of which is vested in Con-

gress. His argument in brief is that while a State has the

right to control its own game, even to the extent of ab-

solutely forbidding its capture at any time, it has no con-

trol over the game of another State which may be im-

ported within its borders. He says : "But the power of a

Legislature in this regard only applies to game within

the State, which is the property of the people of the

State, and no such power to interfere with the private

affairs of individuals can affect the right of a citizen to

sell or dispose of, as he pleases, game which has become
a subject of private ownership by a lawful purchase in

another State." This goes squarely in the face of other

decisions, notably the Phelps-Racey case in New York,

where it was held that quail imported from the West
could not be sold in the close season. But these prece-

dents Judge Hanford brushes aside as "not binding as

authorities in this court," and not resting on sound prin-

ciples.

Not only is this Washington decision in the face of the

precedents, but it runs directly counter to a principle

which prevails almost universally throughout this country

where there is any game protection at all. Laws for-

bidding the sale of game in close season are of almost

universal application, and where such statutes prevail no

distinction is made, for a portion of the season at least,

between game native to the State and that which is im-

ported. All is barred alike. The reason for this is that no

other expedient will avail to save the native game. Experi-

ence has demonstrated that if there is an open game market

for the sale of imported game the State's own game will

find its way into that market. The purpose of the anti-

sale system is not to save the game elsewhere, but the

game of the State, And this is a purpose which is

abundantly well worth securing and is so recognized,

despite Judge Hanford's sneer at "the interests of a few

sportsmen," It is not worth while to discuss here the

relative importance of the "few sportsmen" and the

"many" who want to eat imported game. The point is

that the sale of game native and imported being generally

prohibited in the close season throughout the United

States, Judge Hanford declares that the system is based

on statutes which are unconstitutional and therefore are

void; and the relative importance of the interests of

sportsmen and close time game consumers can have no

bearing on the constitutional aspect of the subject. We
are not advised whether this case will be carried up to a

higher court, but we trust that it may be, for we believe

that such an appeal would result in a complete vindication

of the anti-sale of game statutes.
'

It has been suggested that the point at issue has been

settled by the Lacey Act, which provides that when

game shall have been brought into a State as an article of

interstate commerce it shall therefore become subject to

the State law. But as we have pointed out, this is only a

statement of an accepted principle. If, on the other

hand, the Hanford view shall be upheld, the Lacey Act

cannot affect the matter. For if a law prohibiting the sale

of imported game is in violation of the Constitution,

simple act of Congress can alter its unconstitutional na-

ture. Congress may not enact that whit is unconstitu-

tional shall be constitutional. The, (One ouly 'iwaty In whicH
that can be achieved is by a cons^tutic al atnendtnent,
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Down the Raisin.—IV,

Earlier in the evening, just as the dusk had become dis-

tinctly visible, we passed a large and somewhat pretentious

house upon the shore, and from its broad windows the

evening lamps were already sending out their cheerful

rays to brighten the pathway of the wayfarer, while an

unseen maiden was singing in a fresh young voice to the

accompaniment of the little parlor organ.

'• 'Neath the sycamores the candlelights are gleaming"

was the burden of the refrain, the much-regretted syca-

mores "On the banks of the Wabash far away."

Without all was gloom and darkness, within all

warmth and light. Why not stop and claim the

hospitality which was no doubt awaitmg the

travelers? But the impulse was only a temporary

one, and the Little Pilgrim had kept steadily on,

the inherited stubbornness of the skipper having

refused to relinquish the idea of a landing at Deer-

iield, which seemed, to recede further and still

further into the night. He thought again with sin-

cere regret of the comfortable farmhouse with its

hospitable lights and its (presumably) fair vocalist

after it had been left miles in the rear and the night

had deepened, but regrets were unavailing. (It is

noticeable that regrets are almost invariably un-

availing, else they were not regrets.)

In the meantime the clouds that had come up with

the sunset grew darker and heavier, and the slender

path of light that had run on before the Little Pil-

grim became still more narrow. We were now
going forward in a dull, mechanical way, hopeless

but determined, seeking something, we knew not

what, that lay, we knew not where. The keen de-

light, the exultation of the morning, were gone, and
there was no longer any thought of pleasure in

the journeying, that now hoped only for shelter and
rest. The pace had slackened, and there were no
more eager bursts of speed to devour the inter-

minable distance. And so through the sober night

and along the strenuous path the Little Pilgrim

held the even tenor of her way.
After a time another of the infrequent lights

broke through the night, and the skipper hailed it

with the usual query. The answer evidently came
from a colored man, whose house, but dimly out-

lined by its own light, seemed rough and for-

bidding. What he said about the distance to Deer-
lield is immaterial, save that he told us we could save a

few miles by making a short portage just back of the

house. But although he was invisible from the canoe,

there was so much of the invitation of the spider to the

fly in his tone and manner that even the prospect of a
shortened voyage seemed in no way desirable, and when
he volunteered to walk down the bank for a mile or so

abreast of the canoe, alleging that he wanted to

look for his own boat, which had that day gone
adrift, we determined that we most assuredly would
not oblige him by either coming ashore or upset-
ting. Doubtless we did a grievous wrong to a
plain but honest citizen, but appearances were cer-

tainly against him, and if the cruise of the Little

Pilgram had ended suddenly and mysteriously, the
water would have kept no trail over which she
might have been traced.

Some one had warned us in advance of an ugly
bend in the river, where the current ran more
rapidly than usual, and where the bed of the stream
was strewn with half-submerged logs that had
failed to make the turn in time to clear their un-
wieldy lengths. The passage, it was said, was
disagreeable enough in the day time, but the man
who would undertake to run it at night could be
set down as one who had unbounded faith in that
Providence which exercises a special care over
people of a certain class. But though the locality

was strange and the night was dark, we had no
difficulty in recognizing it—when the canoe
grounded on one of these very logs, and swung
around broadside against it in the sweeping rush of
waters. Just why the little craft did not upset
and send her crew and cargo to swell the wreck-
age that blockaded the river here is more easily
asked than answered, but she was soon afloat
again, and found a clearer channel further over in

!

midstream.
By this the slender streak of light in which the

j

river had seemed to catch and hold the last faint
reflection of the djdng day had faded out from
under the prow of the canoe, and we were left to
grope our way without its friendly aid. And when
the paddle blade on either side struck the bottom,
we knew that we were drawing too close to the
land, and so veered away again into the channel.
Now and then some clump of trees upon the shore
flung up their blurred and broken shapes in con-
fused outline against the darkened skv, but their
presence only served to make the gloom "more dense.
And now the wind that heralded the rain had be-
gun to rise, and save for the whisper of its fitful
gusts the night had grown still and sullen, and
the rapids having been passed, the deeper currents
underneath us_ flowed noiselessly but relentlessly on.

Suddenly, like a fierce discord in a melody, a long-
'drawH. rasping sound broke the hush of the night, and
the little boat checked, then stopped and swung round
as though an unseen hand had reached upward from the
water and caught her by the prow. It needed no fla'^h-
light to tell us what had happened. The canoe had
struck a snag that projected backward just at the surface
of the water, and it had torn a long gash in her and held
her still impaled upon its jagged point. Such a gash
seemed wide enough to admit the entire river, and as the
skipped braced himself for the rush of water that would
certainly and instantaneously follow, he imagined that he
could already feel the boat sinking under him as she
foundered in the gruesome flood. And as he waited half-
instinctivelv he thrust the 8-foQt paddle straight down over
tlig sirfp qt the canoe as far as he could reach, It met

with no other resistance than the water, and the current

thrust it slowly back again to the surface.

What an infinite multitude of thoughts throng through

the tense mind at such a moment ! 1 he prospect of find-

ing the crew and all the ship's stores at the bottom of

the river was not a very pleasing one to a man who could

not swim, and the skipper remembers wondering, in that

overweighted ten seconds of suspense, how long it would
be before the slow search that would drag its tedious way
down the winding river would come at last upon the

wreck of the Little Pilgrim, and what would be said when
the end of the cruise was known. And then the crew
wondered how far it was to Deerfield, and whether, per-

chance, some of the residents of that mythical town might
not, after a time, be the ones to claim the reward which
would be ofltcred by friends at home for the missing.

But the water did not come in, and the canoe still
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floated. As she listed with the attempt to take sound-
ings, the canoe was in some manner released from the
snag and drifted clear of its malignant clutch, and then
it was that the captain and the crew unanimously decided
to go ashore. It was all well enough to be determined and
persevering, and Deerfield might turn out to be in the
very next block, but if it were there was no likelihood

light glimmered for a space and then disappeared. Per-
haps it was only a will-o'-the-wisp beckoning the travelers

across some treacherous marsh which was waiting to

complete the work the river had failed to accomplish. But
the ground was high and solid where we were, and as the
rain began to fall, the canoe became a hotel again, and
the crew, having supped sumptuously on the remains of
the late turtle dinner, were shown to their rooms and soon
went comfortably to sleep.

When the captain awoke next morning and came down-
stairs for a little stroll before breakfast, as was his wont
on the cruise, he glanced across the fields, and there,

almost close enough to be reached with the canoe paddle,
was the missing town of Deerfield. It apparently had
come around in the morning for the express purpose of
resenting the insinuations which had been made regarding
its existence, and " it looked as placid and innocent as

though it had not been wandering and dodging
about all nig:ht long to escape capture by the crew of
the Little Pilgrim. But although the distance over
the luxuriant June meadows seemed so short, it

was a long half-hour before we had navigated the
great bend of the stream that finally brought us to
the town itself.

It was in the night off Deerfield that the cruise of
the Little Pilgrim reached, not its close, but its

culmination. Every human life has its crisis, but
seldorn more than one, and this was the case with
the Little Pilgrim. From Deerfield (which was
scarcely discovered till it was abandoned) we floated
peacefully down to Petersburg, the river growing
broader and fuller as we journeyed on. It had
hardly seemed worth while to waste time in re-
pairing the rent in the canoe, since by shifting the
cargo slightly to the opposite side the liability of
taking water was happily obviated. The day was
bright, and the morning wind, washed cool by the
night's rain, blew fresh from the eastward.
All the long June hours we voyaged, through a
country that had now become more or less tame and
commonplace, the experiences of the day being in
the main a repetition of the uneventful happenings
of the days gone by. And so it came to pass that
late in the afternoon of the fourth day of the voyage
we drifted quietly into Dundee, and saw once more
the iron road over whose tracks the morning train
had borne us so bravely to the starting point of our
cruise. Here we landed, a trifle battered, not a
little worn and wearied, but with a store of adven-
ture and experience that would make and keep
these days ever memorable; and happy in the
thought that even our mishaps had been fortunate
ones, Nothing now remained to be done but to
gather up what was left of our supplies and other

worldly possessions, to make the final portage from the
river to the station and there to await as best we might
the coming of the train that was to ,bear us homeward.
The cruise of the Little Pilgrim was ended.

„ ^ Jay Beebe.
loi-i-DO, O., June, 190O.

Note.— tt might "be mentioned as a matter of passing interest
that the entire expenses of the crew of the Little Pilgrim
during this cruise, exclusive of railway fares, but including
hotel bills porterage, tips, bar bills, etc., aggregated thesum of ?1.20!

Jack to Jim.
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that it would run away, and the really desirable course
just at that time seemed to be across rather than with
the current.

When the boat was landed and a light struck, it de-
veloped that tlie snag had cut entirely through the can-
vas skin for some 12 inches just above the waterline for-
vi'ard. Evidently the cruise and the joke had been ear-
ned far enough for that day at least, and all the duffle was
unloaded and, with the canoe, carried to the top of the
bank. Here there appeared to be "no thoroughfare," and
a prospecting trip up and down the shores revealed no
trace of human habitation. If there had ever been a
road along the river leading to Deerfield or elsewhere, it
had long since lost all patience with the river's crooked
ways and left it in disgust. It was now hard on mid-
jiight, and far oflf over the wide and misty fields a vagye

BY SIDNEY EDWARDS.
Dear Jim:

Glad to get your letter and to know of your
newest boy—hope he grows up like his daddy to
keep clean body and soul, and to shoot and talk
straight.

Plad an early morning hunt the other day that I
thought perhaps you would like to hear about.

In this county, you know, the woodcock season
opens on the glorious Fourth, and I want to go on
record here as saying that the howl you hear about
the iniquity of Fourth of July woodcock hunting
here and in New Jersey (of which State we should
geographically be a part) is empty—nothing in it.

The law has obtained for three or four years
in this county,* and I have hunted each season,
never finding a bird that was not strong of wing
and willing and able to take jolly good care of him-
self. These "mother songs" you hear about poor
little, fuzzy' little woodcocks, that the dogs point
and then catch and mangle, or that the game
butcher slaughters by the dozens as they flop their
half-winged flight through the tree trunks, are way
out of harmony with the facts. Some closet
naturalists get periodical bugs on the subject, and
then they fill up the columns of the good old
Forest and Stream with their witlessness. How-
over, I suppose we can't help it. It's like the
"Last Moose" squabble or the Adirondack panther
tale, or the "How Does the Partridge (sic) Do His
Drumming" discussion. I wish somebody'd lay
these ghosts—don't you, Jim? If I was the iron-
rimmed spectacled editor of the old Forest and
Stream I'd make it a condition precedent to the
publication of any of these wails that Perdix «r
Philohela, or whatever he signs himself, should
pay $100, American money, for the possible loss of
tired-out subscribers, and drink two quarts of
double-quality skunk-cabbage tea—tepid. That
would dry the ink on their light-running pens, I'll

wager—eh, Jim ? "I may be wrong." as the Wizard
of the Nile says, but it is all opinions that make
this w^orld go round, I imagine, and if some Old
Subscriber

_
should see this he'd probably write me

down a jay, and groan over the mental strabis-
mus pf the sporting public generally. When we all get
to thinking alike, there will be no woodcock, Jimmy, no
Forest and Stream, and no_ Old Subscriber and no "me"
and no "you," and no nothing—^boo, hoo ! Say, Jimmy,
after all, let us pray for long life to these other old
fools.

Moralizing, am I? Well. I will get along to my story.
I could not get our old friend Howkins out for an early

start, and so I finally nersuaded Smith in the office here
to go along o' me. We agreed to meet at the old Stone

Richmond County (Staten Island), New York,
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house on the corner of the Willow Brook and Watchogue
roads at 4:15 A. M. Pretty stiff agreement, but the con-

sideration was probable good sport in the coolth of the

early morning. I won't tell you bow, in a fruitless en-

deavor to go off as quietly as a kitty-cat, I got up and
roused t?he whole household, including the missus and
the baby. Every man Avho handles a rod or gun knows
how it is, and you know I am particularly un-light-

footed.

However, we were on time at the rendezvous, and
hustled along to the rose briers hack of Roth's, where 1

know two or three broods were raised, for 1 have 'seen the

youngsters and the parents. Well, sir, when we got in

.there it would have broken your heart to see the poor

»earth agape with the black thirst and looking at the blue

Iheavens above for the savin' moisture (sounds Kiplingish,

Jimmy, doesn't it?). Yes, sir; dry as a bone, aiid we
ragged the acres back and forth with my old Laddie and
oiever a whisfle nor sign of feather. We knew they'd be

ifeeding, and so we hunted the irrigation drain froin end to

tend, with the same result. It was warm by then, a close,

sticky warmth, and we were getting ready to take the

usual pledge to refrain from summer hunting now and
forevermore. We struck the other brier patches from
our calling list, and after executive session put out for the

Black Muck Woods across the turnpike. Jimmy, I would
like to draw the veil here, for your sake, for 1 know
you've a ball and chain on your ballet-like ankle, and I

don't want to be the means of inciting envy, hatred and
other uncharitableness in your brave buzzum; but honest

truth, Jim, when we set first foot into the woods it

seemed as though all the woodcock in the whole county

had assembled there in convention—perhaps to establish

close and open season on worms. You know. James, I

was raised on Sanford and Merton, and I would not tell

a lie, and so, James, I hope you will believe me when
I say that, as we salaamed through a low barbed-wire

fence, the air was full of crescendo and diminuendo
-whistlings, and what seemed in the half-light, long, dun-

icolored streaks that twisted in and out among the tree

iboles like little flying boa constrictors. James, my boy,

ithose streaks were the poor little, hxzzy little, helpless

nittle things that Constant Reader vapors about, with

lliere and there perhaps an old big woodcock to lead the

way. Not a shot was fired ; not a funeral note. We
were getfi-ng .through the fence, as I said before, and only

had a sort «t a worm-eye's view of it all. If we'd

practiced wirig- shooting with head between legs and the

gun held upside ,down, perhaps we'd have had a shot any-

way, but as it was, we marked them down best we
could and then sent old Black and White ahead—slowly.

He hadn't poked around among the skunk cabbage longer

than a minute before he drew up, wavered, moved up a

degree and "friz." I was nearer, and walked up for the

shot. A couple of steps forward and up buzzed the bird.

He wasn't any cinch, Jim. I'll tell you, twisting around
the tree trunks, but the second barrel got him. He was a

full-grown young bird, and, barring his color, looked just

..as would his daddy at this time of year. Made the sign of

..the Black Rabbit over his body as he lay (you know
\we always do that on the first bird, of the season), and then

i-pieiked him up.

L?.ddie plodded along for a minute or two, when a

third flushed wild in front of Smith. He got him with

ithe first barrel. Two minutes—two birds, and we're in

tthe Greater City—the city of New York, the second of the

-.world's great massing places of men. Get your snipe-like

Ibuain to' work on that propo.sition, Jimmy ! And still you

•a^iii Jive ,in Hoboken.
"Ilhevwiiod is about eighty rods long and half as wide, so

Smith ;3nd I formed a hollow square and proceeded to

walk back and forth across it with Laddie boy waving his

old saber tail about 50 feet ahead of us, and doing the

real work. Half-way across on the first "leg" and Smith

Land I fired two shots apiece at the same bird. Smith, who
,has a head for figures, says that little burst of pleasure cost

.ten and two-fifths cents, not counting the strain on the

;gufl. No, dear reader, we did not kill the bird. He went
;5i—way. We went along on the same course toward the

ii)arb6.(J-wire fence, and at a point we each scored—two
ihirds flushing. Laddie was as mindful and clever as a

rttained ^ealo and it was a pleasure to work with him.

jl .WQn'.t wear you out, Jim, with the details of each

Mil, ,but I .do want you to hear about the last one, for I

kinder -covercsd .myself with all kinds of glory making it.

I wanted ito tell you about it at the beginning of this

letter, j.iv^tras ,we always ate our dessert first-
—
'member.

Jim? Well, \we'd about shot the place out, we thought,

and were goiiJSig to Iqave it, when I happened to turn

around, and thexe was old Laddie making one of his dash-

ing-looking, high-headed points. Solid as a rock, too, and
I knew he'd a bird nailed. Smith had been getting the

rough end of the shooting, so I told him to take the shot.

.-He was about 100 feet from the dog when he started. He
walked up at "ready" until he got within 15 feet of

.Laddie, and then he stopped. Dog solid as the Pali-

isades, and no perceptible motion anywhere, except a big.

.^sI^unk cabbage leaf waving about 2 feet from Laddie's

.mose.
','Dqg has fits in statuesque positions," said Smith.

;I, deigned no reply, except to sniff contemptuously, but I

shoved up the safety on the grip and got ready, in case

Smith took three steps and stopped again. Palisades im-

movable .as ever; cabbage leaf still gently fanning the

earth.

"Dogs.crazy or has been suddenly smitten with angina
pectoris," said Smith, "and has died standing up."

Nevertheless he kept his gun at ready and prepared to ad-

vance. Two cautious steps ahead—perhaps the breeze
blew less geatly., and the cabbage leaf fluttered more
strongly. But the Palisades never wavered.
A black robber of a crow cawed way up in the sky, and

it seemed to deepen the nervous hush.
Smith took one step ahead. "That black and white

strain of pointers," he began, "are fools from the be-

ginning ." Whir-r-r-r, and up from underneath the

skunk cabbage rose something that hurtled through the

air like a bullet. Bang ! Bang ! from Smith, and through
the smokeless-powder haze I saw old Philohela still scud-
ding for safety. I threw the gun to my shoulder and
pulled the first barrel, but on he went. 1 led him 3 feet;

6 inches over, and 2 feet to the right, and pulled the left.

We picked him up just sixty-two and one-half paces

away from the firing place, and that is the longest shot

I ever made on a woodcock in such a place as the Black

Muck Woods. I was on to his curves, Jimmy, and shot

right into a little opening in the trees that it had flashed

over me he'd hunt for. It waS- one of those inspirations a

man has once in a while.

My love to the chickabiddies, and my very kindest re-

gards to Mrs. Jim, Sincerely,

Jack.

Pisgah Forest.

RALEUiH, N. C—There is now a great movement for

a national park in the mountains of western North
Carolina. This had its origin in George Vanderbilt's

two great development ideas, as shown first in his Bilt-

more estate and next in his Pisgah forest. The latter is

a true forest. Pie was so fortunate as to discover a place

where natiire had been well nigh unmolested and then to

secure this and allow her to work her own sweet will.

And it is to be of a pilgrimage to Pisgah that this is to

be a story.

There are some 10,000 acres in Biltmore, of which all

the world knows. There are 100.000 acres in Pisgah
forest, of which few know anything. The latter is about
forty miles in length, and takes its name from its domi-
nating peak, Mt. Pisgah, which is a true cone, and which
is a landmark even amid all the peaks in that vast, ir-

regular and lofty plateau between the Blue Ridg(j and the

tireat Smoky Mountains. East and west this plateau

is walled in by the loftiest mountains east of the Rockies.
Going from Raleigh to Asheville, which is the gateway

to the glories of the mountain region which the Chero-
kee Indians in their not vmnnisical tongue called the

Overhills of Ottolay, the train climbs to the Swannanoa
Pass, through the Blue Ridge and pierces the crest of the

great divide through Swannanoa tunnel, 3,450 feet above
sea level. The .stream flowing out of the eastern portal

of the tunnel runs into the Atlantic Ocean; that out of

the western portal into the Gulf of Mexico via the Swan-
nanoa, the French Broad, the Tennessee and the Mis-
sissippi. In the tunnel is the source of the Swannanoa,
famed in stor}'- and song, which at Asheville mingles with
the French Broad, loved of the Cherokees, and by them
called Tab-kec-os-tee, the "Racing River."
Going by rail from A.sheville to Hendersonville, and

thence to Davidson's River station on the Henderson-
ville & Brevard Railway, the pilgrimage to Pisgah begins
in earnest. A light wagon, drawn by a pair of small

mules, driven by a momitaineer, carries a tent and such
provisions as will supplement the moi:ntain fare. The
pilgrims, like those of old. walk, and find the twelve
miles to Pisgah forest a succession of pictures. Along
the clear French Broad River runs the road, then turns

along Davidson's River—clearer still—and then leads

beside Avery's Creek— as pellucid as a dew drop—to the

very source of that stream.

To all the native folk near and far Pisgah forest is

"Ml". Vanderbilt's place." A wire fence, merely three

strands of barb, outlines it and forms its boundary. Only
a quarter of a mile outside this fence is the last house, a
tiny cottage nestled in a little cove, its dwellers an aged
couple. The old man in his rude but kindly fashion said

he liked Mr. Vanderbilt well, and added, "He is a

mighty common man; real common." By this homely
phrase he meant that the multi-millionaire did not put
on airs, but was friendly and sociable.

All tlie way from the boundary fence to the gap, which
opens the way to the valley of the forest, there is the

sound of falling water. This is the one sound which is

ceaselessb' heard all over Pisgah; the rush or the fall of

the mountain streams, which most of the time are them-
selves invisible, perhaps high overhead or in a gorge a

thousand feet below. The last two miles of road is very
steep, and the sure-footed mules have plenty of work t.p

do, but ihey fairly bend to it. The driver, ^yho, like the

mountaineers in general, is a man of few vvords, says,

"It's mighty good road for mount'n," The plodders on
foot have the best of it,

Froin ihe top of the gap there is a glorious view over
the Vanderbilt domain to the northward, and to the

southward a view even into South Carolina. Tlius looked
at, there is an apparently boundless expanse of virgin

forest. But the movement doAvnward is begun, and in a

.quai'ter of ari hour the pilgrims arc in the Pink Beds,

the heart of the forest. To Mr. Vanderbilt this is merely
part of his great woodland, but to the mountaineer it is

•'.the Pink Beds, and under the latter name it appears in

' the geological maps. It is a sort of table land, between
htigh and nearly parallel ridges, threaded with streams as

bright as a looking-glass, all running in beds of solid

stone, literally like flights of steps, and which seem like

quicksilver as they flash or fall from their lofty sources.

The origin of the name Pink Beds is in dispute, it

seems. It most probably is derived from the colors of

the rhododendron, which is so profuse as to make the

country for miles look in May and June like a con-
servator3\ The bushes on which these rich-htied flowers

grow form a continuous tangle, save where the great
forest trees crowd them out. One of the mountaineers,
when asked for his idea of the origin of the name, said in

a most prosaic manner, 'T don't rightly know where the

name comes from, but I have heard 'em say a man one
time had a cow here named Pink and she got bogged up
in a ma'shy place and died there."

The Pisgah forest has cost Vanderbilt something like

a quarter of a niillion of dollars, or about $2.50 an acre.

He has bought it in great or small tracts as rapidly as

possible, and now his. rangers are the only denizens.

There are five of them, all picked men of the mountains,
of fine physiqtte. good riders and dead shots. One of

them comes to meet the pilgrims and looks at their per-

mit, which is a very important piece of paper. This for-

ester, whose name is Kearns, is a type of the rangers,

good-humored, tall and strong, well mounted, with re-

peating rifle slung at his back, saddle bags and poncho.
To him these mountain wilds are like an open book, and
upon him and his associates a great and incessant re-

sponsibility devolves. They must keep open the roads
and the trails, see that the boundary fence, 300 miles in

length, is all right; keep out poachers, look after the

game and the trout, and always be on the alert for timber
stealers. The poachers would come from near and far

to catch the trout, or rather to kill them by exploding
dynamite cartridges in the deep pools where the big fel-

lows lurk; or to kill the deer, the grouse (or pheasants.

as they are known popularly), or the wild turkeys. At an
incredible distance the trained ear of the ranger will hear
the explosion of dynamite, and he tracks the offender

unerringly, even into other counties, and once into

Tennessee.
There are 265 miles of trail in this forest, the trails

leading alongside each trout stream. There are 70 mileS
of road, passable for wagon. Trail and road are always
kept in readiness against Mr. Vanderbilt's coming. He
is, as the rangers say, "liable to come any time." There
are miles of shooting paths, the latter 15 feet in width
and cut out right and left from the roads. When deer
are driven they must cross these paths, and by means
of the latter alone can the hunter see them in time to get
a shot.

For a century these Pink Beds were a free pasture, and
iJiousands of cattle were driven mere 101 me gia'zing.
The cattle were driven even from South Carolina, andm the sprmg and in the fall were driven home "seal fat,"
as the phrase is. In those days forest fires were set alight
each spring, to freshen the grass. Eight years ago Mr.
Vanderbilt began to buy the land, and now cattle found
withm his boundary are driven out by the rangers.
The absence of noises other than those made by the,

streams is one of the most noticed things. Rarely is a
note of a bird heard, and seldomer still is any feathered
thing seen. So perfect and so dense is the cover that a
deer can lie unseen only a few feet away. Numerous as
the turkeys are, only one wa.s flushed, and only a very
few pheasants were seen. The sharp footmarks of the
deer are constantly visible in the trails, and alongside
the streams are the footprints of the wildcat. High
overhead the golden eagle is seen soaring, and Ranger
Kearns shows a mounted specimen which'he killed with
a revolver as it sat in a tree top 80 j^ards away.
Though Mr, Vanderbilt is not a sportsman, but a

student, yet, as stated, all things are kept ready for him.
His pleasure is the pleasure of others. On his last visit
he only caught one trout, nor did he fire a gun. His
wife was with him. She is a good horsewoman, and rode
a pony up and down the steepest trails. Under protection
native_ trout are rapidly restocking the .streams without
artificial propagation. In some of the streams rainbow
trout from California have been placed, but these are not
so satisfactory a fish. They rapidly lose their rich colors,
and have to be quickly eaten to be palatable, while the
trout of the locality, properly dressed, keep well. In
the old days, before there was protection, there were
caught in two days in this very forest 1,650 trout, and
most of this needless slaughter was pure waste.
At Biltmore Mr. Vanderbilt has an arboretum, one

of the largest in the M^orld, and the pioneer in the United
States. This was formerly under the direction of Gifford
Pinchot, who is at present head forester of the United
-States; it is now under the direction of Dr. Schenck, as
forester. In this arboretum more than 300,000 trees and
shrubs have been planted. Pisgah forest is the com-
plement of the arboretum, and in these wild woods Dr.
Schenck has a lodge where he spends much of each
summer with his class. In the latter are often youths
of wealth and high social position, who wish to .study
forestry—a study which the United States sorely needs,
since so many millions are daily devoting themselves
to the task of forest destruction, and so few to conserva-
tion.

The grandeur of the trees is a ne'ver-ceasing wonder.
Enormous tulip trees or poplars, Spanish and red oaks,
liemlocks, chestnuts, black walnuts, cucumber trees and
pines, rise in size and symmetry, and make the views
grand in the extreme. Here the destructive lumberman
has never despoiled "the forest primeval." The trees
cover all nature.

"For miles on miles their hazy files

Srow nebulously dim.'-'

and there is always, thanks to this great foirest, the tender
blue which gives the Blue Ridge Its name. No matter
whether the Aveather be fair or foul, the color of thesp
mountains is always blue, deeper or lighter a.s the case
may be.

Every rose has its thorn, and in the fairest of earth's
places some poison lurks. This Pink Bed region js

particularly infested with rattlesnakes. They are of the
black variety, and while short in length are very large—
3 inches in diameter sometimes. Ranger Kearns looked
at his "tally stick" and found that during the season of
1899 he killed twenty-six. His two or three employes
.said they had killed as many more. A watchful eye is

necessary when a pilgrim gets out of a road or trail.

The moimtaineers say that as a rule a rattlesnake is

very peaceable; so much so that when he thinks a person
does not see him he lies quiet and does not coil and
rattle. The rangers wear extremely thick leather leg-
gings over heavy stockings. Deadly as is the poison of
these snakes, few people die from it. Surprisingly few
are bitten, and whiskey i,s instantly taken. The rattle-

snake in the eastern part of North Carolina is far larger
and in consequence more deadly, owing to the greater
size of the fangs and poison bags. The most dangerous
because the most vicious snake in the eastern part of the
State is the black water moccasin, or cottonmouth, called
by the n.atives the "swamp lion," because of hig savage-
ness. These snakes attack men.
The real objective point of the pilgriniage is Pisgah

Peak. The Thompson trail is taken for its top, and it

is a long" nine-mile tramp. This is the steepest because
the most direct of all the trails. The immense trees of
the Pink Beds are replaced on the long mountain crest

by dwarfed trees, very quaint in effect, with blue grass
beneath them. It is a natural paiic in miniature. The
trail leads along the crest to Pisgah Lodge. This is a
.nasterpiece of quaintness, all of logs and stone. Its

front balcony projects over a chasm almost sheer for
1.000 feet. From this most picturesque standpoint Mr.
Vanderbilt's guests shoot at clay pigeons or glass balls,

and experts get three or four shots. The furnitui-e is

all of mountain woods. The dining hall is a separate
building, of the same log construction, and its walls are
nearly covered with the dressed skins of the wildcat, fox,
deer, skunk, etc. There are more than 200 skins, those
of the wildcat predominating. These animals- were all

shot or trapped in Pisgah forest. There are_ also im-
mense eagles perched on the beams. The pilgrims dine
at the lodge amid these odd surroundings pn frie4
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chicken, then poae cornbread, buttermilk and the pel-

lucid honey which the bees make from the flowers of the

sourwood treeSj which are so numerous in the forest, and
indeed all through the mountain region.

It is two miles from the lodge to the summit of Pisgah.

All the waj' there is a view whicli embraces scores of

miles. There is a trail to the top, which is a very ac-

curately shaped cone. On it there is barely room for

four ponies and half a dozen people on foot. It is 5.500

feet above sea level, and so vast is the height that it

seems to the pilgrims that they are on top of a tower.

To the eastward is Biltmore House, hanging in the

middle distance like Aladdin's palace, snowy white and
vast, and quite near it is tree-embowered Asheville,

twelve miles away. Four counties corner on this peak.

To the southward there is the unbroken mass of Pisgah
forest; to the east the great and fertile valley of the

French Broad. Yet fui'ther eastward the cloud-touch-

ing wall of the Blue Ridge rises, shutting out the world
bej^ond. To the westward is piled mountain upon moun-
tain, and in that direction the view is finally bounded by
the Great Smokies, which tower like a veritable wall of a

world. Within the sweep of a glance is the culmination

of the great Appalachian system. There are no less than

forty-three peaks, with an altitude of more than 6,000

feet" these hs'mg in the Smoky, the Balsam and the

Black ranges.. Mount Mitchell, in the Black, dominates
them all, Avith its 6,711 feet of altitude. In its entirety

ihe viev\' is one of the very noblest which America
affords. It is well worth the "pilgrimage to Pisgah."

Fred A. Olds.

With a Surveying Party,
\Coneludedfrom fage 27.1

I WAS out wandering over the park land not very intent

on the pursuit of game, but hoping that it would be my
good fortune to get a shot at an extra large buck Avhose

wide spreading horns far surpassed any head we had
secured, as described by Cap, who had seen him a few
times when out with the corps of surveyors.

While standing upon a high point of land carefully

examining the landscape with a field glass, I saw a

buck enter the high grass of a ravine at the bottom of

the high land on which I was standing. As the ravine

which the deer had entered was bounded upon the far

•side by a high rocky wall and nearly surrounded the

point of land upon which I was standing, I knew^ that

the buck would give me a good shot as he passed down
the ravine behind where I was standing, and I did not

change my position, but stood looking down the slope

to see if the buck would have any companions, when to

my surprise I saw a large panther following the track

of the deer, and all designs upon the deer were lost in my
intention to take the hide of that panther back to camp
with me. The panther is the prince of still-hunters, and
it was with close attention that I watched this one as he

followed the trail of the deer. He would pass over about

100 yards of the trail, when he would stop, lift up his

head and turn as if listening and scenting the breeze for

a few seconds, and then he would bound along the trail for

another hundred yards, when he would again stop to take

observation, and this was repeated until he passed out of

my sight in the ravine.

Turning to take a position to head off the panther, I

saw that there was a g-entle slope from the top to the bot-

tom of the ravine from my feet, covered in places with

high grass and small bushes, while there were a few alkali

spots where the grass was short buffalo grass of the

alkali plains and prairies, with a few scattered oak trees

upon the surface of the slope. As I took a new position

near the middle of the hillside where I could com-
mand the entire slope with my rifle, with pleasure I

found a good breeze blowing toward me from up the

ravine, so that there was no danger of the .game scent-

ing me.

Standing quietly beneath an oak tree, I closely watched
the ravine for the first sight of the deer and the panther,

and to my great surprise I saw^ a large razor-back boar

step out from a small brushy thicket, and with bristles

erect face the wind as if awaiting the advent of the

game, about 300 yards from me further up the ravine.

I had time to carefully note the warlike appearance of the

boar, when the buck came forth from the high grass not

10 yards from the boar, and as the deer suddenly stopped

at the right of the boar, the panther jumped upon the

buck, striking it to the ground. As the panther fastened

to the buck's throat and braced his feet upon the sward,

the boar charged like a thunderbolt, and gave an upper

side stroke at the panther, just as a struggle of the buck
had almost lifted the panther from the ground. The tusk

of the boar caught the hind leg of the panther with such

force that it threw him a few feet and tore out the buck's

throat where the panther's teeth had been fastened. The
force of the boar's charge carried him over the body of

the buck, and he was upon the panther before he could

gather for a spring. As the boar made his charge the

panther threw himself upon the ground upon his back,

and as the boar was passing over him he fastened his

teeth in the boar's jaw, and with strokes of lightning

quickness clawed the face of the boar with his front

claws, while he raked the boar's belly with his hind ones.

By a quick jump sideways, the boar shook the panther

loose, and with an upward stroke he threw him at least

15 feet, where the panther, on striking the ground, rolled

over a few times, and then, as he struggled to his feet, I

saw a long rip from the boar's tusk in the panther's

shoulder and one also in the thigh.; As the panther was
gathering his bleeding legs beneath .him for a renewal of

the fight, the buck struggled to hi a feet and made a few
bounds with the blood pouring from his torn throat, and
then tumbled down lifeless, while the boar, as if suddenly

stricken with blindness, charged round in a circle, striking

at the trees as he approached them, but unable to see the

panther, who, with dauntless courage, was waiting for

him. The fight continued for half an hour without

serious injury to either combatant, although I could see

that the panther was growing weak from the loss of

blood from his wounded shoulder and thigh, until in a

charge upon the boar he was met with a blow from the

boar's tusk which finished him. I then drew near, and

taking aim behind the boar's shield, dropped him with a

iall frpm my Winchester.

FOREST AND STREAM.

From a careful examination of the body of the boar 1

could see that beyond being blinded in the first clinch, the

boar had received no serious injury from the panther,

whik' the panther's shoulder and thigh were cut to the

bone in gashes 7 or 8 inches long, and his sides had_

many cuts where he had been struck by the tusks of

the boar. Breaking out the tusks of the boar and taking

the hide of the panther, after hanging up the body of

the deer, I returned to camp with my trophies of the battle

in which I had been a mere spectator, and a short time

after 1 had reached the camp. King and the Judge
came in, the Judge presenting a sadly demoralized ap-

pearance. When I inquired the cause, the Judge said

"Wait till I get washed up and have some supper, and

then we can both tell our adventures to the whole
camp and save telling them over the second time."

When the pipes were all lighted after supper, the

Judge said: "i-eaving camp after dinner, a short time

after Son did. King and I went down in the heavy tim-

ber by the river, and separated, he going up the river,

while I started down the other way. f guess I had
walked about half or three-quarters of a mile without

seeing anything, when I came to a tree that had been

blown over in a storm, and climbed up on its trunk and
carefully looked around for something to shoot at. See-

ing nothing from the trunk, I climbed up on the top of the

upturned root and had just got straightened up when some
root broke and down I went into the hole where the root

had been, and went whack right into a nest of young
razor-back pigs. Such a squealing as they made started

me out of that hole as quick as I could go, and I had
just got upon the ground when I saw the old sow coming
for me like a she devil, and I opened fire upon her and
dropped her at the third shot, and then turned just in

time to see an old boar charging for me so close that

I jumped up in the air just as he charged under me, and

I came down on his back and was sent sprawling, my rifle

flying out of my reach, and I ran around that root to

climb up on the tree trunk. But before I could get on

top of it the boar was so close on me that I went clear

over the tree doAvn on the other side, and as the boar

reared up on the tree trunk with his forefeet I turned

loose on him with ray navy, and soon emptied it into his

head and throat without stopping him. and then I dove

down under the tree and drew my knife, and as his head

came under the tree I struck at his throat, and there we
had it. Whenever he shoved his snout under the tree I

would stab at his throat with my knife. As there was
no tree near that I could climb, I had to stay and fight it

out Avith him with my knife. How the battle would have

ended I don't know, as I could not kill him with the

knife, and he could not hurt me as long as I kept the

tree between us. After our battle had lasted three or

four hours, as it seemed to me, I heard the crack of a

rifle, and as the boar rolled over dead I jumped to my
feet and saw King standing near the top of the tree, laugh-

ing, but I was so mad at the whole race of hogs that I ran

around the root of the tree and jumped down into the

nest to cut the throat of every pig, but every last one

had run off and hid, and I could not find one of them."

After the laugh was over, King said that he had not

been gone from the Judge over half an hour when he

heard the three shots from his Winchester, followed soon

by the shots from the revolver, and he hurried in the

direction of the shots, and guided by the woofing of the

boar, he soon arrived at the scene of the conflict, to

find the Judge upon his knees on one side of the tree and
the boar upon the other, and while the boar's head and
throat was covered with froth and blood, he did not look

half as mad or dangerous as the Judge did with his bloody

knife, waiting for the boar to put his head under the

tree, and he waited until he could get a shot behind the

boar's shield, when he dropped him at the first shot.

I then described the battle that I had witnessed be-

tween the boar and panther, and produced my trophies,

and as they were passed from hand to hand, Cap asked

me if I was not afraid to tackle a panther alone, and on

my saying that I should have done so if the boar had not

saved me the trouble, he told a story of a hunt for a lion,

as the panther is called in New Mexico, in which the as-

sistant engineer of a surveying party was the hero, while

Cap and two others watched him from a neighboring cliff.

The story ran thus : The assistant was alone in camp
and saw the mountain lion passing near the camp, when
he took a rifle and a double-barreled shotgun and ran to a
big rock out in the plain, which the lion Avould pass. As
the lion came within gun shot, the assistant would take up
one gun and sight it over the rock at the animal, and
then put it down without firing, to take up the other and
go through the same motions, until the lion was out of

reach. Then turning to his assistant. Cap said, "We were
ashamed to let the rest of the party knoAV about it, and
said nothing; but will you tell us now why you did not

shoot?"
After the laugh was ended, the assistant said : "I never

was much of a hunter, nor a very good shot, and took both

guns with me ; but when that confounded lion was com-
ing closer and closer to me, he kept groAving bigger and
bigger, until he seemed to me to be as big as an elephant,

and I was afraid to shoot at him with the shotgun for

fear that I would, only wound him, and I did not dare

shoot at him with the rifle for fear that I could not kill

him with the first shot; and when I saw how big he

was I made tip my mind tO' let him alone if he would
only let me alone ; and I was most mighty glad when he
passed on by and did not try to scrape a closer acquaint-

ance." After Ave had finished laughing, he turned to

Cap and said, "Tell us now how you shot the lion the

Mexican smoked out for you?"
Cap apologizingly said: "When we first Avent out on

the survey in New' Mexico, I had just got me a Win-
chester, then a new gun, and Avas very anxious to get a

shot at a lion, and as one frequently came proAAding

about our camp, as Ave could see by his tracks in the dust,

I thought I could not be contented until I had killed that

lion, i coaxed one of the partj^, our guide, an old half-

breed Mexican hunter, to locate him. Avhere I could shoot

him. In a day or so he told me he had the Hon located in

a den in some rocks, and Avhen the wind came right he
would smoke him out for me and give me a chance to

shoot him.
"A few days afterward Ave had a high south wind, and
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the hunter said, 'Now we'll get that lion.' We went about
a mile to an outjutting rocky spur of the mountain, where
he stationed me to one side of a hole in the rocks and
then went around the end of the spur to start his smoke.
When I found myself alone I began thinking I was too

close to the hole for safety, and moved off a short dis-

tance, and got behind a big rock oA^er the top of which I

could rest my gun and get a good aim. I had just got

well settled when I saw a white thread of smoke creeping

out through the hole. Carefully aiming my gun at the

hole I waited the coming of the lion. In a few minutes
out he came, coughing, and the maddest thing you ever

saw as he stepped out of the smoke upon the rock. I was
so scared I forgot that I had a gun, and watched him
until he disappeared in a clump of trees, and then I re-

membered what I had come up there for, and was just

thinking how glad I Avas that I had not shot and wounded
him, when the old hunter came around the rocks and
asked where the lion was. When I told him, he wanted
to know why I had not shot him, and when I tried to

explain, he muttered something about a coward and
started after the lion alone, while, utterly disgusted and
ashamed of my cowardice, I went back to camp. In about
tAvo hours the old hunter brought in the lion's skin.

While I never wanted to hunt any more lions, yet the old

man was sO' disgusted with me that he would ncA-er take

me with him in any of his hunts from which he supplied

the camp with fresh meat during that survey, and I

don't know whether I could bring myself up to the. point
of shooting at one now or not if I was alone."

After a moment's quiet after Cap had ended his story.

King said: "Boys, I run on to another big bear's track

down iti the bottom just before I heard the Judge's
shots this afternoon, and if you Avant another bear skin,

we'll get him to-morrow." "Agreed," said Cap; "and
we'll keep together till the dogs tree him, and then by
going together we will all have the same chance."
Next morning. King, Cap, the Judge and I, followed by

King's dogs, went down to the timber by the river, and
King soon found a fresh track in the sand, where the
bear had come up from the river, which showed it to be

even a larger one than the one that had treed me a few
days before. The dogs having started upon the track,

silently followed it up among the trees, and King said,

"They'll run on to him eating acorns or pecans." We
started after the dogs, which had passed from sight in

the grass, along a game path which they followed in its

windings through the high grass between the trees. After
half an hour's rapid Avalk we heard the short yelping

barks of the dogs that told us that they had caught up
with the bear, and we hurriedly ran in the direction of

the noise, to be met at a short distance by the dogs coming
toward us, while the noise of the conflict seemed to grow
louder. As we stopped on meeting the dogs. King said,

"Boys, the dogs and bear have stirred up an old boar, and
if we hurry up we'll see a fight that is a fight," and he
then led us on a short distance, until we came in full view
of the battle that was being fought as only a gaunt boar
and an angry bear of the largest size could fight it. When
we first caught sight of the fighters, the bear was standing
erect upon his hind feet aAvaiting a charge of the boar.

As the boar rushed at the bear and threw his head up and
sideways to strike with his tusks, Avhack came the paw of

the bear against the side of the boar's head, turning it

aside, and their bodies came in collision, the bear upon
the boar's back, biting and tearing the back and sides

of the boar Avith his sharp teeth and claws, causing the

blood to stream, but the boar's immense strength enabled
him to throAV the bear off, and as the bear rose upon his

hind feet, the boar charged again, to be met with a bloAV

from the bear's paAV and to have the bear upon his back
clawing and biting, to be again shaken off bj' the boar,

this to be followed by another charge, Avith the same re-

sult. As we watched the battle, the bear for a time
seerned to be getting far the best of it, and the Judge said,

"Boys, that bear Avill kill that boar and not get hurt," but

King said, "The bear's too big and fat; the boar is tiring

him out, and will get him yet. I'll bet on the boar," and
the words had hardly been spoken when from some cause

the bear missed the boar's head with his paAv and struck

his paAv directly upon the boar's tusk, which went through
the paw and tore its way out, throwing the bear down, and
before he could rise, a tusk of the boar had been driven

into the flank of the bear, ripping hide and flesh in a
long gash. Completely Avhipped, the bear rushed to a

tree and tried to climb out of reach of the boar, but he
Avas hindered by his wounds, and before he got out of

reach the boar again struck him in the loAver part of

the other flank with a blow from one of his tusks, cutting

another hole through the hide and flesh and knocking the

laear from the tree and throAving him upon the ground,
where he struck him bloAV after blow with his tusks, until

King said, "He'll cut that bear's hide all to pieces if we
don't shoot him; take him, Judge." As the boar turned
his side toward us, the Judge fired, seemingly without
other effect than to increase the anger of the boar at "the

dying bear, and after the Judge had thrown in a fredi
cartridge, he. Cap and I all fired together at the boar, witti

no other effect than to cause him to leave the body of the
bear and look around as if to discover his new enemy and
to engage in battle Avith it, when King fired and dropped
bim. struggling upon the ground. We then walked up
near him. and the Judge killed him Avith a shot at the

back of the head, while Cap fired at the head of the

nearly dead bear, quieting him. An examination of the

body of the boar showed that the balls fired by the

Judge. Cap and me had all passed through his body just

behind his ribs. Avhile King's had oassed in behind the

shield and shoulder, and had given the Avound from Avhich

he had fallen. The bear's hide and flesh were cut with
deep gashes from the boar's tusks during the battle, yet

the fat Avas so thick under the bear's hide that no mortal
Avound had been given by the boar, as far as Ave could
see, until after the mishap to the bear's paw. By the

time Ave had the bear skinned and disjointed, one of the
teamsters was heard approaching, and calling him we soon
had the bear on the Avav to camp. Not being able to .start

another bear, we soon folloAA^ed to camp.

In the days that followed, the Judge and I found no
larger game than deer, turkey, grouse, prairie chickens
and quail, and they Avere so plenty that we only hunted
them whenever Ave wished a change in the meat supply of
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e camp. The few weeks we remained in camp were
aned by gathering pecans, chinquapins (which resemble
small chestnut) and shellbark hickory nuts. While on
nutting excursion the next to the last day we were
that camp, the judge was fortunate enough to kill Cap's
ize buck: What a beauty he was, carrying ten points on
ach of his stately horns, one of the finest deer heads I
ver saw. The Judge said, "His head is fine enough to
ay me for all the time we have been in camp, even if I

ad got nothing else. ' While the Judge had the finest
eer's head, I had fine bear and panther skins for my
"izes, and Cap and his assistants had been successful in
rve3dng, and had found a suitable railway crossing
^er the river, nearly five miles west of our camp. It
as with feelings of deep regret that we at last bade good-
>• to the flowing .spring and the beautiful park land
herein we had passed so many pleasant hours. We
rO;rised ourselves that we would return again at some
Iture day, a promise that unforeseen circumstances al-
ays prevented us from filling. When Ave gave the parting
ind to King, Cap and the rest of the party at Arkansas
ity, It was with a sense of the deep obligations we were
ider for nearly two months of the most solid enjojanent
lat ever fell to the lot of two lawyers upon a hunting
ip. While we returned to our routine of work in our
spective law offices, it was with that heartv strength and
;rfect healtb that can only come to the office worker by
I indulgence in that close association with nature to be
lund by .sports afloat or afield.

In conclusion, let me say that if any reader of the
5REST AND Stream in passing over the line of the Gulf,
jlorado & Santa Fe Railway in the Indian Territory will
st his eyes to the eastward when near the South Fork
the Canadian River, he can see in the distance upon the
irth side of the river the rolling woodlands which were
e scenes of the adventures we enjoyed while guests of
e surveying party, and that every- reader of the Forest
JD Stream may have as good fortune as we enjoyed in
=i Sports afield is the parting wish of

Frank Winchester.

The Rearing of Game Birds.
[Iranford, N. J., July II.—Editor Forest and Stream:
lave read with much interest the articles in your paper
late date in regard to the heath hen of Martha's

neyard; and I must say that I am very much interested
this bird, as also in any I'are and disappearing game
d of this country.

[ have often thought that it would be a good idea for
I several States to have a game bird propagating divi-
m in connection with the fish hatcheries of the several
ates that are making a fine and great showing in hatch-
? and distributing fish. That they have met with such
and success seems to me to be a good reason for the
ne officers to undertake the hatching of game birds that
ve become scarce in this part of the country.
After thinking the matter over very carefully, I have

Therefore, if the j^oung bird can be got to take the food
offered, there is a first-class chance of raising them, pro-
viding they are kept free from lice, which is an easy
matter to do if the hen is properly treated with some
powder or insect destroyer. If some one could procure
say two pairs of the heath hens, and they were in runs, and
properly taken care of and treated kindly, I am sure
they would become tame enough in a year or two to com-
mence lajang, and I have no doubt but what the hens
would be able to hatch their own young, providing they
had the right care, by the right party. I think that
women do the best in raising pheasants, quail and other
birds of the game variet}-.

I know of one Avoman Avho raises quite a number of
pheasants each year in her vegetable garden on a plot of
ground about 100 by 175, and some of the birds nest and
raise their OAvn young here j^ear after 3^ear, and the old
birds become so cross Avhile the hen is nesting that they
Avill attack any one cdming into the yard, and Avill also
drive away any cats that may venture into the vard, and
I can tell from experience that it is no laughing matter
to haA^e the cock bird strike one on the shins Avith his
.spurs. _

I also see that one State has started to talk about' hatch-
ing game birds artificially, and I hope they Avill do so at
once Avith the heath hen and then the rufifed grouse, so
that these grand birds Avill once again be fairly plentiful.

C. W. Johnson.

Bird Studies with a Camera*
Of the many books on nature study which haA^e come

from the press within the past few vears, very few can
equal in interest Mr. Fraiik M. Chapman's volume on
bird photography. It takes the reader to places where few
have an opportunity to go, and shows him the birds in
their homes, and often occupied with what is the most
important business of their lives.

Mr. Chapman is Avell knoAvn for his useful and enter-
taming volumes on birds published by the Appletons, and
we believe this to be one of the most useful of those that
he has given us.

In his first chapter he defines bird photography, and
tells us of its scientific value and of the pleasure that it

may give. He shows too that quite as much skill is
required and even more lasting pleasure derived from
hunting Avith a camera than from hunting Avith a gun.
Whether one is the photographer or not, the chapter on
the bird photographer's outfit, fully illustrated as it is,

can hardly fail to interest the reader, and the methods of
the photographer are even more interesting.

All this, hoAvever, is introductory, and it is only on
page 40 of the book that Ave are introduced to the birds
themselves and have an opportunity to look over the
Avonderful collection of pictures which begins with the
chickadee and goes on Avith least bittern, night heron,
SAvalloAVS, terns, the sea birds of the Gulf of St. LaAvrence
and ends Avith the pelicans of Florida. The book is pro-
fusely illustrated, with a cut on almost every page, and
the pictures are of singular beauty, while the text has a
charm of feeling that fits in Avell with these beautiful pic-
tures. It is not necessary to say that Mr. Chapman is an
ardent bird protector, and it may be imagined that the
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le to the conclusion that it would be an easy matter to
nesticate any of the Avild birds of our AA^oods so that
> Avill lay in confinement, and then have the eggs
i lied under bantams and so raise the young birds.
>
r a fcAv years' time, I think the heath hen could be so

flight forward to become partly domesticated, and that
» eggs would be fertile and hatch under the common

i ini hen. The only difficulty to be encountered aa^ouM
le food question, as I knoAV from experience that

M of the Avild birds that are hatched under hens sIoaa--
nii surely starve to death because of their not having
I'l-oper food, or by not being taught to take the food
led to them, and in every case the fault lies with tlie

feeding, and not Avith the young bird,
-r instance, any one trying to breed any variety of
: or partly domesticated birds, which haA-'e been hatched
h a foster mother, must knoAv that the call of the
ter mother is altogether different from the Avild bird,

jl that the young hatched bird Is sure to run aAvay from
foster mother at the first opportunity, simply because
young birds do not understand the call of' the hen.

lesson ot this volume all for good. He shows in Avords
and in pictures not a few examples of the readiness Avith
Avhich wild birds respond to advances made to them by
man, and among others offers us a photograph of a chick-
adee called doAvn, so that it alighted on his fingers to take
food, resting on the palm of his hand.

Naturally, very many of the pictures in the book are
those of nests, sometimes Avith the mother bird sitting on
them, or of nests containing voung birds, but there are
not a fcAv—and some of them the most perfect in the book—Avhich shoAV the bird rocks of the northeast coast cov-
ered Avith resting birds, only a portion of AA'hich are en-
gaged in hatching their young.
That Mr. Chapman's little book deserves to reach and

to be enjoyed by a Avide public is very certain, and we
cannot doubt that in these days of interest in natural
history it Avill haA-'e a A-ery capital success.
The first of the illustrations Avhich are here reprinted

from Mr. Chapman's volume is of a tern lighting on its
nest. The photograph was taken on an island in Buz-
zard? Bav near the entrance to Wood's Holl. Here in

July of 1899 Mr. Chapman found betAveen three and
four hundred birds, and he succeeded in getting a number
of interesting views of the nc6ts and the birds, old and
young. "Both the nature of the birds' haunts and the
manner in which the members of a colony spread an
alarm," he writes, "make it practically impossible to
surprise the tern upon its nest. But by lying prone upon
the ground one attracts far less attention than when
standing. The hovering flock of birds gradually disperses
and those which are incubating soon return to the vicinity
of their nests, hanging over them and dropping nearer
and nearer until at the end of fifteen or twenty minutes
they swoop doAvn beside them, raise their wings high
over their backs, then fold them gentlv, then settle upon
their eggs.."

One of the most interesting chapters in the book is an
account of the author's expedition to the famous Bird
Rock, an isolated rock which rises from the sea about
fifty miles northwest of Cape Breton, and is the home of
thousands of sea birds—petrels, gannets, murres, puffins,
kittiAvakes and others. Among the many views here se-
cured Avere tAvo of nesting gannets, and the work was done
under circumstances which go to show that bird photog-
raphy as a sport is not Avithout its spice of excitement.

"I took the tAvin lens, fastened one end of a rope about
my Avaist, and gave the other end to Captain Bourque, in
order that, unhampered by thought of fall, I might creep
along the slippery ledges where the birds nested.
"The fog had lifted, but the day was gloomy, and

only the Avhite plumage of the birds and a wide-open
lens yielded successful photographs.

"It was my first visit to the big white birds, who, in
•spite of persecution, have as yet acquired but little fear
of man, and as Avith hoarse croaks and a dashing of
Avings they pitched into the narrow ledges near me, their
size and boldness, in connection with my somewhat in-
secure footing, aroused in me a feeling which I had not
experienced when surrounded by the smaller murres, auks
and puffins. The main nesting ledge was out of reach
below, but small groups of birds were nearer, and these
I photographed at a distance of about jo feet."

Florida Curlews.

F. A. Hendry writes to the Fort Myers Press from Ft.
Ihompson, Fla., of the curlews which abound there:
"Birds of plumage are often seen. The pink curlew and
the white curlcAv of plumage are birds of exquisite beauty,
Ihen Ave see clouds of the common white curlew along
the green marshes and lake margins, reminding us of a
luxuriant cotton field all ready for harvest. Those birds
fill up a rich chapter in nature's book, one which we
delight to read and reread. To see these thousands of
white-winged, angel-like fowls gathering to their nest-
ing place at night, covering the cone-shaped willow
clusters so common to south Florida, is a sight compara-
tively feAv people enjoy; a blending of the deep green
with immaculate Avhite fills our souls with both in-
spiration and admiration. It is a feast indeed to the

olj^'"l°r
beautiful to see them early in the morning as

Uld bol rises m the east, Avinging their way to their
leedmg grounds miles away, all in uniform lines the un-
broken perfection of Avhich excels the best drilled regi-
ments the world ever saw, and is a sight no pen can portray
it .is here and on this line our thoughts Aoav apace, and
Ave thmk and Avonder how can man be so cruel and un-
mindful as to institute a system of slaughter of these
towls, the fancy work of nature's deft fingers. Still it is
a lamentable fact that these birds are going rapidly by thehand of man Were it for food or for doAvny pilloAvs to
rest the tired and aching head of man they are being
sacrificed, then it would be well, but, alas ! their feathersand plumes are captured to bedeck the heads of the fanci-
tul and fasluonable fair sex. If the fair sex needed theseplumes to make them pretty and sweet there would besome excuse, but nothing on earth or in the waters underthe earth can make any improvement on a lady whensimply and neatly dressed. A cultured mind, accom-
plished manners, a happy and cheerful disposition, to-

'

gether with all the graces belonging to her sex, is thenoblest and most beautiful workmanship of God Nobird plumes are necessary-she is a beauty of nature'sown pluming. "ctumca

At Sight of Flying Geese.
Editor Forest and Stremt:

one "orvonr" R '^^^-^h ^e<=ei^ed fromone ot your Boston correspondents last April inHavana, and though the incident belongs to the springhme he touch of nature in it is characteristic and wor"fpieseivmg, and shnnng Avith others. So I send vontwo paragraphs: ^
;T saw from my office chair the other day a flock ofwild geese away up in the sky flying in V-shaped planI sprang from my chair and watchfd them as long asI cou d see a trace of them, and experienced a In? nfmental quickenings and vibrations that for the tfme pi?

ch:i:to^J^t "^^^^^^'^ --are to let ottrseTves'^becneated out oi open-air life as we do.
then I Avent back to my desk and asked mv steno<rrapher Avhere I lelt of¥, and what it was about^"

^
^ihat was a gratelul reminder when I read it in Aoril-and it IS no less grateful to-day. Marvelous what -;

fascination t ns sight of a flock of AAi d °Seln theheavens Ifas for all of^us^ "
Refugee

Pafticulars of Snake Story Wanted.
Boston, July i4.—Edttor Forest and Stream Tn^t n

postal card to ask Juvenal the name of that "dSingSededucator ' on AA'hose authority he gives that h?ai tffnland time-honored old snake story Ld to rerSnd

n the"^ name of the weedto which he black snake always resorted for cure Avhenbitten by the rattler This little omission of names I soapt to happen, you knoAv, in snake stories, and esScfallv

P„t it
' r ^"''^ rattlesnake bit?? cS s

'

But It does generally happen so. c. H. Ames
"

Photogfrapli o£ Nesting Partridge.
The illustration of a nesting partridge, printed in these

MrsTfi^f. w'^r^'^ ^^T^^ copyrighted%hoSgraph I vMrs. Eugena W. Games, of Greenfield, Mass.
^
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The Washington Game Case.

In the Cifcoit Court of tne United States, District of

Washington Eastern Division.

In re Davenport. Opinion filed June IS, IQOO-

Petition for writ of habeas corpus. Case argued and

submitted on the petition and return. Petitioner dis-

charged.
Forster & Wakefield for Petitioner.

Mount & Merritt for Respondent.

Hanford, District Judge.

By the record in this case it appears that the peti-

tioner, L. M. Davenport, is a citizen of the State ot

Washington, and is the keeper of a restaurant m the city

of Spokane; upon an information accusing him of vio-

lating a statute of this State enacted for the protection

of wild game, filed in the Superior Court of the State

of Washington for Spokane county, a warrant m due

form was issued out of said Superior Court, and the

petitioner was arrested by the sheriff and imprisoned,

awaiting trial; thereupon he filed his petition in this

court, invoking the power of this court to release hirn

from imprisonment bv a writ of habeas corpus; a writ

was issued and served; the sheriff has made a return

setting forth the warrant, together with a copy of the

information and an agreed statement of facts upon

which the information is founded in the form of a stipu-

lation signed bv attorneys in behalf of the State of

Washington and by the defendant's attorneys. The ma-

terial part of said stipulation is as follows:

"That the said L. M. Davenport is a resident of the

city of Spokane, Spokane county. State of Washington,

and that he is conducting a restaurant in said ci1;y, and

that on March i, 1900, he had in his possession m said

county and State, and oft'ered for sale and sold therein

as a portion of a meal, one quail, and that the said quail

was a portion of a box of quail tliat the said Davenport

had purchased in the city of St. Louis, State of Missouri,

and caused to be shipped into the State of Washington,

and that the said quail when taken m the State of Mis-

souri was lawfully taken under the laws of said State.

The statute upon which the prosecution of the peti-

tioner is founded reads as follows:

"Everv person who shall offer for sale or market, or

sell or barter, any moose, elk, caribou, killed in this

State, antelope, mountain sheep, or goat deer, or the

hide or skin of any moose, elk, deer or caribou, or any

grouse, pheasant, ptarmigan, partridge, sage hen, praine

chicken or quail, at any time of the year, shall be guilty

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be

punished as hereinafter provided." Laws of Wash., 1899,

p. 278, Sec. 3.

The grounds upon which the petitioner asks for the

protection of the Federal Court are that he is being de-

prived of his liberty without due process of law, in vio-

lation of the fifth and fourteenth amendments to the

Constitution of the United States, because the act for

which he is being prosecuted is not criminal, unless the

State law above quoted shall be so construed as to make

it a misdemeanor for a restaurant keeper in this State

to cook and serve to his customers wild game lawfully

captured in another State and lawfully imported into

this State, and if thus construed the act is an attempt to

restrain interstate commerce, and for that reason void.

It is the petitioner's contention that the statute does not

apply to sales of game not killed 01 taken within this

State, or if the statute is applicable to the case in hand

it is unconstitutional, and in either case he is being im-

prisoned as if he were a criminal, although the act which

is the basis of the charge against him is not malum in

se, nor a violation of any valid statute.

At the outset, the respondent questions the propriety of

this court taking cognizance of the case. It is insisted

that the point to be decided touches the sovereignty of

the State; that a statute of the State must be construed

and the Supreme Court of the State is the tribunal spe-

cially authorized to determine finally all disputed ques-

tions as to the true interpretation and meaning of the

State laws, and as to their application to particular cases;

that it is a misuse of the writ of habeas corpus tor a

Federal Court, having no appellate or supervisory juris-

diction over proceedings of the State courts, to issue

that form of process for the purpose of controlling or

defeating prosecutions under the penal laws of the State,

and for these reasons the petitioner should be remanded
and left to submit all questions as to his rights under

the Constitution of the United States to be first de-

termined by the State courts and to apply to the Su-

preme Court of the United States by writ of error for

redress in case any right which he claims under the con-

stitution and laws of the United States should be denied

to him by the courts of the State. I can readily assent

to the several propositions advanced by counsel for the

State of Washington in this part of their defense, as

separate and abstract propositions, but to the aggregation

as a conclusion applicable to this case I do not assent.

It is settled by the decisions of the Supreme Court that in

granting or refusing the Avrit of habeas cornvis when
applied for by persons accused or convicted of crimes

under State laws, the Circuit and District Courts of the

United States are required to exercise sound discretion,

and these courts are not to assume the burden of de-

ciding whether accused persons are guilty or not guilty

of acts which are criminal, nor interfere with the State

government in the enforcement of its criminal laws, In

any endeavor to control the decision of question of prac-

tice, or as to the validity of statutes alleged to be re-

pugnant to the Constitution of the State; and this court

has steadfastly refused to consider the petitions of per-

sons convicted of such crimes as murder, rape and em-
bezzlement. In re Friederich, 51 Fed., 747, S. C. 149, U.

S. 70-78. In re Moore, 81 Fed., 3S6. In re Considine.

8'? Fed.. 157. But there is no moral wrong in the act of

which the petitioner in this case is accused, and he is in-

nocent of any offense, unless effect be given to the

statute so as to deprive him of the right to import from
other States supplies for his restaurant which are not in

then^selves unwholesome nor deleterious to the health.

morals or manners of the people. As the question of

first importance in the case is whether the statute upon

which the prosecution is based is repugnant to the Con-

stitution of the United States, the case is a proper one for

the Federal Court to deal with in the first instance, tor it

the State has assumed to enact a law which violates the

supreme law of the land it is the business of the Federal

Courts within the State to protect individuals from being

subjected to prosecutions Avhich amount simply to per-

secutions and are violative of the rights guaranteed by

the National Constitution.
. , r

It is unreasonable to presume that the Legislature ot

the State of Washington intended to enact a law to pre-

vent the slaughter of game in the State of Missouri, and

the title of the statute under consideration shows that its

object was to restrain the destruction of wild animals

and birds within the State of Washington; nevertheless

the prosecuting officers of the State, and the attorneys

especially employed to prosecute this petitioner, insist

that the statute above quoted was intended by the Legis-

lature to be as broad as its words indicate, and that

within the letter and spirit of the law it is a misdemeanor

to sell within this State birds lawfully bought in another

State, where they have been captured and killed, at a

time and in a manner sanctioned by the laws of that

State, and it is their contention that this statute is valid

as a 'police regulation, the purpose of prohibiting the

f^ale within the State of imported game being to prevent

evasions of another section of the statute which prohibits

the killing of game within the State, and to make^ it

easier to detect violations of the game laws. It is in-

sisted that the Legislature of this State has assumed

to make it a misdemeanor for people within this State

to have possession of or sell or use articles of food

which are wholesome and entirely harmless, for the

mere purpose of making it easier to enforce the game
laws, and that this purpose existing, as suppo^-ed, in t' e

Legislative mind is potential to validate a statute which
but for the particular purpose would be unconstitutional.

This proposition does not appear to me to be sound.

In the motive suggested, there is no salt to cure the

act of unconstitutionality, for if it is legitimate to pro-

tect the interests of a few sportsmen by enacting a law
which denies to the many all right to eat imported game,
there can be no good reason for denying the power of

the State Legislature to foster home industry by making
laws to prohibit the sale within this State of imported
domestic poultrjf, or beef, or butter. It would certainly

be much easier to enforce our local inspection laws and
insure the people against the risk of being defrauded by
sale of bad meat or butter if our markets might be closed

to importers of these commodities. But the unconstitu-

tionality of all such local laws in restraint of interstate

commerce has been definitely pronounced by the Su-
preme Court. Necessity is declared to be the limit of the

power of a State in the enactment of laws of this nature.

That is to say, mere rules of convenience which inter-

fere with traffic between States and which are not neces-

sary as means of self-defense, are void, because they
enter within the domain of the power committed by the
National Constitution of the National Government. In
the case of Ry. Co. vs. Husen, 95 U. S., 465-475, the
opinion of the court by Mr. Justice Strong contains the
following clear statement of the principle applicable to

this case. "It may also be admitted that the police
powers of a State justify the adoption of precautionary
measures against social evils. Under it a State may
legislate to prevent the spread of crime, or pauperism, or
disturbance of the peace. It may exclude from its limits

convicts, paupers, idiots and lunatics, and persons likely

to become a public charge, as well as persons aflflicted by
contagious or infectious diseases; a right founded, as in-

timated in the Passenger Cases, 7 How., 283, by Mr.
Justice Greer, in the sacred law of self-defense. Vide
3 Sawyer, 283. The same principle, it may also be con-
ceded, would justify the exclusion of property dangerous
to the property of the citizens of the State; for example,
animals having contagious or infectious diseases. All
these exertions of power are in immediate connection
with the protection of persons and property against
noxious acts of other persons, or such a use of property
as is injurious to the property of others. They are self-

defensive. * * * While we unhesitatingly admit that
a State may pass sanitary laws, and laws for the protec-
tion of life, liberty, health or property within its borders

;

while it may prevent persons and animals suffering under
contagious or infectious diseases, or convicts, etc., from
entering the State; while for the purpose of self-protec-
tion it may establish quarantine and reasonable inspection
laws, it may not interfere with transportation into or
through the State, beyond what is absolutely necessary
for its self-protection. It may not, tinder the cover of
exerting its police powers, substantially prohibit or bur-
den either foreign or interstate commerce. Upon this

subject the cases in 92 U. S., to which we have referred,
are very instructive. In Henderson vs. The Mayor, etc.,

the statute of New York was defended as a police regula-
tion to protect the State against the influx of foreign
paupers; but it was held to be unconstitutional, because
its practical result was to impose a burden upon all pas-
sengers from foreign countries. And it was laid down
that, 'in whatever language a statute' may be framed, its

purpose must be determined by its natural and reasonable
effect.' The reach of the statute was far beyond its

professed object, and far into the realm which is within
the exclusive jurisdiction of Congress. So in the case
of Chy Lung vs. Freeman, where the pretense was the
exclusion of lewd women ; but as the statute was more
far reaching, and affected other immigrants, not of any
class which the State could lawfully exclude, we held it

unconstitutional."

In their argument, counsel for the State have directed
my attention to the following authorities, which to some
extent support their theory: Ex parte Maier, 103 Cal.,

476. 37 Pac, 402; Phelps vs. Racey, 60 N. Y., 10; State
vs. Farrell, 27 Mo. App., 176; State vs. Schuman, 58 Pac,
661; People vs. O'Neal, 68 N. W., 227; Roth vs. State,

57 Ohio St., 209, 37 N. E., 259; Commonwealth vs.

Savage, 29 N. E., 468; Geer vs. Connecticut, 161 U. S.,

519. I fully assent to the doctrine of these decisions,
holding that it is competent for State Legislatures to enact
laws for the protection of game, and I do not question the
decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in the
case last cited, holding that the Legislature of a State
h&s the constitutional power to entirely prohibit the

killing of game within the State for the purpose of con-

veying the same beyond the limits of the State, for it is

true, and it is an elementary principle that the wild game
within a State belongs to the people in their collective

sovereign capacity. Game is not the subject of private

ownership except in so far as the people may etect to

make it so ; and they may, if they see fit, absolutely pro-

hibit the taking of it, or traffic or commerce in it. But
the power of a Legislature in this regard only applies

to game within the State, which is the property of the

people of the State, and no such power to interfere with

the private affairs of individuals can affect the right of a
citizen to sell or dispose of, as he pleases, game which
has become a subject of private ownership by a lawful

purchase in another State. This decision of the Supreme
Court does not directly, nor indirectly, support the

proposition that the Legislature of one State has the con-"

stitutional power to prohibit traffic in game imported from;

another State, and the other cases cited by counsel which"

do seem to sustain their contention are not binding as

authorities in this court, and as they do not in my
opinion rest upon sound principles, I must decline to

defer to them.
It is my conclusion that the statute of the State under

which the petitioner is being prosecuted, if applicable at.

all to the facts of his case, is unconstitutional and void,,

and therefore the petitioner is restrained of his liberty in

violation of the constitution of the United States, and
it is the duty of this court to set him at liberty.

Peitioner discharged.
C. H. Hant-ord, Judge.

Adirondack Moose Stockirijg:.

Boston, July 13.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have;

for a long time had the idea that it would be possible to:

restock the Adirondacks—or some portions of them

—

with moose, and possibly with caribou, and that if it were
possible it would be an extremely interesting and de-

sirable thing. The discussions in your columns as to^

when and where and by whom the last Adirondack moose
was killed have had a pathetic interest, but I confess I

should find more interest in the question: "When and!

where and by whom shall the next pair of moose be
turned loose in Adirondack forests?"

I came near writing you about all this a week or two
ago, and now your editorials on the proposed rein-

troduction of the wild turkey into the forests of Ontaric

and the increase of the beaver in Maine determine me tc

make my plea for the moose.
We have no preat game preserve in Maine, save in sc

far as the northern half of the State is in some sense still

a game preserve, and will continue to be for a little while

to come. But it will be but really a very little while ever

in Maine before people will be discussing who killed th(

last moose within the borders of the State. It is a verj

great pity that we haven't a great tract twenty-five milei

square, including Katahdin Mountain and a stretch of the

wilderness north of it, set apart forever by State 01

United States action, or both, surrounded by a barbec

wire fence a dozen feet high, watched by efficient warden;
and sacred forever to the preservation of the wildernesi

and containing within its borders ample room for thi

unmolested growth and development of all the nativ(

life of forest and stream. I have my heart set on sucl

a reservation in Maine, and have advocated it and agi

tated for it in a private and tentative sort of way fo:

years.

But to return to the Adirondacks. Are there not ii

that region now reservations and protected tracts o
sufficient extent to warrant restocking with moose?_
am not personally familiar with many parts of the region

but remember the showing it made in Forest ani
Stream's list of reservations, published some time ago
and feel hopeful that there are several tracts where rnoos:

could now be liberated with a fair chance of uninteis

rupted development.
I have always understood that the moose of tlii

Corbin Park, in New Hampshire throve well and multi

plied, and have the impression that, according to esti

mate, there are now in that park upward of a hundrei

moose. Perhaps this locality would indeed furnish th|

needed stock.

If moose can again be liberated in Adirondack reserva

tions I believe there are men living who may yet see tha

region a surer source of supply of moose than Main,

itself, unless indeed we get the "Maine Park" starte(

pretty soon.
As to caribou the problem is a different one, but

would advocate making the experiment. It would be
most interesting thing to ascertain whether this lawless

nomadic, mysterious creature would submit to an
kind of territorial restraint.

I don't remember any certain testimony as to th

former existence of the caribou in the Adirondacks, bt

can hardly doubt that it was found there in the earl

days, and might be made to flourish there again.

By all possible means restore the wild turkey and tb

beaver to any regions where the thing can be done,

have scarce forgiven myself for killing my one beave

inani' years ago in Maine, and have delighted in the re

cent increase of the beaver there. Twice I have visite

the colony on Kennebago Stream for the purpose c

watching them and studying their wonderful and sagi

clous work—and vastly interesting it was—and is not th

most gratifying thing about it the new feeling on th

part of visitors and natives alike of interest in the lil^

and preservation of these creatures rather than in tha
death? As to wild turkeys, I have always mourned th{^

extinction in New England, and never see the easter

slope of Mt. Tom in the Connecticut valley withotj

wondering if possibly—just possibly—^there may not stjf

linger somewhere on its slopes or in its ravines a sing

pair, cunning and silent now—trained to the repressic

of every note. And why should not a Mt. Tom Wi'
Turkey Reservation be at once created, and the nol

bird be again installed there? I believe^ the growth
public sentiment would almost warrant it, and that

bird could be protected and that the valley people woulJ

have a thousand times more interest in their mountain
they knew it was again the home of the wild turkey.

But this letter was supposed to be about restockinj

the Adirondacks with m.oose ! Mr. Editor, am T "barkin,

up the wrong tree" in this matter? C. H. Ames,
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Moose Calling in Alaska.
Canyon City, Colo.—Editor Forest and Stream: For

twenty-six consecutive years I have had my annual hunt,

and don't believe there is a man living who enjoys the

camp life in forest and mountains more than inyself.

While living at Troy, O., at sixteen years of age, I went,

in company with some old friends of my father, to the

Au Plain forests of Wisconsin to hunt deer. It was the

long-time practice of my companions to hunt deer by

"taking a stand," which means selecting a good runway
(beaten trails of game leading from one feeding ground
to another), and there waiting until the most beautiful

of our American game unexpectedly approached within

range. Well, you know how frequently we were dis-

appointed and how often we were favored with only

"freeze out game." I think that it was about the third

day out that I was snugly perched in the forks of a

leaning tree, which had lodged against another in falling,

patiently watching with all eyes and ears for the sight of

my first wild deer. My old muzzleloader (forty balls to

the pound) was ready (breechloaders were "no good"—
oh, no), and my head turned cautiously but slowly to

catch the rustle of a disturbed leaf or the unmistakable
snap of a twig. I had mounted my "stand" by sun-up, and

DALL S MOUNTAIN SHEEP.
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as I had walked rapidly to it, it being some two miles

from camp, I had soaked my underclothing with perspira-

tion, and by 8 A. M. I was "froze out."

All this while I was debating m my mind that the

"sign" indicated the presence of plenty of deer in the

country, and as there was snow on the ground, why not

walk quietly, stopping often on a favored log or rise m
the ground, and see if L could not find the deer that

could not or, at least, had not found me. It seemed to

appeal to me that I was waiting to murder a poor, beauti-

ful deer, like those that I had seen in the park at the

Soldiers' Home near Dayton, O. I slid from my "stand,"

and after taking bearings with my compass, started cau-

tiously, slowly and all alert. Within the distance of half

a mile I stopped, probably eight or ten times in favorable

places from three to five minutes at each stop. I had

followed no tracks, but kept my course.
_

I was now standing on a hemlock log—although it

is twenty-six years ago, the scene comes as plain before

me as it was on that day—large hemlock trees, a few

scattering birchwood, some of them dead and the bark

curling off their trunks, a brushy thicket some 60 yards

on my right and some fallen timber. Back of this brush I

heard sounds that riveted me with all anxiety. What was
that? I listened. The rattling of the brush increased, and

then out stepped a deer. Oh, how grand he looked!

Without going into the details of the killing (for that

would make another story), I will simply say that his

horns are in mj collection to-day.

This put an end to my "taking a stand," and killing a

moose from the "call" is more unsportsmanlike than

killing deer from a stand. Since my first experience I

have still-hunted all my game. I "stalked" ray deer in

Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, all through the

Rocky Mountain region and even in Arkansas, where they

say you must use dogs. I have never yet hunted big game
with dogs, and never will. I killed my deer in Arkansas
in 1878 by still-hunting, and so can any hunter.

In 1896 I went to New Brunswick to hunt caribou and

moose with my friend Jim Turnbull, of Halifax, Nova
Scotia. We went to the head of the Miramichi, and near

Bald Mountain we killed two specimens of bull cari-

bou—one fell on Oct. 31 and the other Nov. 1. Mr.

Arthur Pringle, of Stanley, N. B., the famous hunter of

that Province, was with us. He is the best hunter I was
ever with. I was anxious to hear him use the birch bark

horn, and in this art he is most proficient. I say art, and

those of experience, I think, will grant it, for—well, that's

another story. Although the calling season had passed, he

took me out' twice to a nearby favorable place, and I had

the pleasure of hearing the most perfect call that it has

ever been ray fortune to hear, except from the actual

cow moose during my last three hunting trips in Alaska.

We did not expect a moose to be lured to us, for, as I

have said, the season had passed for calling, and I have a

thousand times since been glad that he did not come. I

imagine I see many lips curl and hear the expression,

"Oh. no; he wouldn't have shot him!" and I say frankly

that at that time I would have shot him, or at least have
tried to. The last day of our hunt my two comoanions
killed a fine three-year-old moose, but not from the call.

Ihey stalked him.
The next season of 1897 I went to Alaska for the sole

purpose of hunting bull moose. After some 4,000 miles of

travel, I reached the interior of the Kenai coun*^ry, where
I I had planned to get my moose specimen. On Sept. i

' I killed my first moose. He was not as good a specimen
as I thought I deserved for coming so far, besides T

wanted two, so I contim^ed my hvmt, and s^yv si?? or seven

during the next six days that were not to my liking, as I

wanted a moose that would compare with my record elk.

Finally, on the morning of Sept. 7, I thought I would try

the call, more out of curiosity than anything else. It

was about 5 :30 A. M. when I got an answer—that glutter-

ing grunt. I heard him but twice. Probably my "bugle"

was out of tune and I could not lure a moose even in far-

off Alaska, where the calling is not known among the

natives. At about 8:30 I raised another answer from a

different direction. I repeated. He answered. I soon

discovered that he was quite near, and from the tone of

his voice I thought him to be an old fellow with a good
heavy crown. I ventured one more low call. I heard a

thump against a log, then the smothered crush of a rotten

limb, then the draging sound made by his antlers as he

pushed his way through a clump of alders, and out stepped

the moose. As soon as he reached the open he stopped

with head slightly drooped and muzzle extended. I could

see his dilated nostrils and ears changing position as he
swung his great head slowly from side to side, eager to

catch the slightest sound in 'the death-like stillness, as

there was no perceptible breeze and it was verjr cloudy, or

to inhale the most delicate scent that might taint the air.

With all his wary instincts fully aroused, he made a

grand picture as he stood there within 60 feet of where
I was crouched in a "blind" that T had hurriedly thrown
up from the tops of young birchwood. He was prob-

ably six or eight years old, and had antlers of some 45 to

55 inches spread, and did not look as perfect in shape as

the specimen I already had, so I stepped out and said,

"Hello, John!" and you know the rest. Now had I killed

that animal, I would not have killed two hours later my
fine specimen, having a spread of antlers of 69 inches.

Had I shot the call moose my time would have been taken
up in caring for him, and I would never have stalked the

large one, and also would not have killed my big brown
bear {Ursus middendoM) at 3:30 the same afternoon.

The next year, 1898, I returned to Alaska to get whole
specimens of moose for our National Museum. Of the

four I killed, I still-hunted them all. Two were large bulls

with a spread of antlers over 60 inches. While the moose
is a wary animal, I find him just as easily stalked as deer

or elk, providing you hunt him in a locality where they

are as scarce as moose are where they are hunted.

Anybody can go out with an experienced guide and
within a reasonable time can kill a deer, elk or moose by
taking the stand or using the call, but stalking them
to a finish is different. Yes, I hear some fellow say, "Oh,
De Weese, you have got your game and now you call

our method of hunting unsportsmanlike." My answer is

that I have got every one of my specimens in my collec-

tion by fair and open still-hunting with my own gun, and
it adds thousands to their value in my eyes and con-

science. Now, boys, come, let's be fair with all our

game of the land that yet affords us such pleasure, and
for the pleasure of the generations to follow. Not that

moose are becoming extinct particularly, for there are

yet many in every wooded section from the eastern shores

of Nova Scotia to the western shores of Alaska and
ranging northward into Labrador and swinging north-

westerly to the Northwest Territory of British Columbia,

where it joins Alaska; yes, almost as far north as the

Arctic Circle, does this noble game extend his home.
The advent of the moose in western Alaska has been

very recent. During my three hunting trips there I

have made such inquiry from the old fur traders and
from the natives and Indians. Twenty-five years ago

moose were not known on the Kenai Peninsula, nor in

the Kuscoquira country, and the first one was seen as

far west as Katrai as late as ten years ago. My idea of

their raigration to this country is that it occurred about

the time of the Cascar gold excitement in British Colum-
Isia, which was some twenty-eight years ago, when some
fifteen to twenty thousand miners and prospectors Invaded

there, by careful measurement, stood 7 feet 8 inches at the

withers, 16 feet 4 inches from tip of nose to rear hoof,

girthed 8 feet 9 inches at shoulders and had a spread of

antlers that measured 6g inches. You can guess his

weight, as I did not happen to be carrying a set of Fair-

banks' scales with me.
I always use full metal patch (instead of soft nose) on

sheep, elk, bear or moose. They mushroom with more
killing effect, besides I am not one of those good shots

that "you read about" who kills his game the first shot.

Let us not kill game from stands nor from the call. Let
us have a law (and enforce it) that the penalty for shoot-

ing a moose by the call, by any man under fifty-five

years of age, $500 fine and one year's imprisonment. You
ask why do I think a man past fifty-five should have this

privilege? My reason is that any man of that age has
"crossed over the range" (meridian of life), and is on
the down-hill side. His old "props" are more "rickety"

than in his younger days. He don't track as steadily, and
somehow he breaks more sticks, and there are hairs in the

sight of his gun. If he is a veteran sportsman, and by
reason of circumstances has been deprived of a moose
hunt, his sporting heart still yearns for a massive set o£
horns from the monarch of the big woods, and if by
having it he would have his collection complete, and if

the spark of true sportsmanship is yet aglow when the

frosts of September have come and moose antlers are

ripe, and he ha« yet nerve to penetrate the forests to the

land of the moose, I say let that man get his one speci-

men of bull moose from the stalk, the stand or the call.

Those of us who are younger can deny ourselves of
one, and by not using the call, there will be plenty for all

and then some.
I get more real sport nowadays in taking photos of game

than in taking its life, and many a long, weary trarap it

has given me. Yes, let the man who is below the "sum-
mit of the range," who aspires to true sportsmanship, go
to the haunts of his quary, be it deer, elk, caribou or
moose, and when his guide has made camp, go out alone,

pit his human faculties against the wary instinct of his

game and if successful he will feel the keen sen=e of

satisfaction that he is a true sportsman, that he has got his

prize, and his conscience will be so much more at ease
than if he sits about camp while his worthy guide goes
out and kills a fine specimen, which he takes home and is

compelled to answer so many times the question, "Did
you kill it?"

It must rasp a man's nerves terribly to say yes, when
the handsome trophy was really killed by his guide, or
bought, yet I know men under these conditions who can
look you square in the face and say yes. Why. I know
men who have hunted in Alaska and upon their return
have .written articles telling of the greatest caribou,
moose and bear that ever lived (or did not live) and that

had fallen to their rifles, and I have since learned that
they were killed by their guides or bought. They also

write of the most terrible inaccessibility of every part of

that country, and you would infer that no common mortal
could possibly endure a hunting trip in that country, yet
last season I took my wife further into the interior of the
hunting country and up the same rivers and over the
same mountains that the supposed mighty hunters had
gone. She never had a more delightful trip, met with no
accident, and was not sick a minute and did not lose a
meal. I did not expect her to be able to go with me into

the mountains, but she was determined to see the wild
white sheep (Ovis dalli) in his native home. She did
so, and killed two fine specimens with her own gun.
True, we experienced some adventure and danger in

ascending rapid running rivers, and were nibbled and
probed by the frisky mosquitoes and had hard climbs, but
all these belong to sport, and are met with on every
hunting trip in any country. The old saying was once,

call's mountain sheep.
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that territory. This section was a great moose country at

that time, and I believe they migrated down Lake Teslyn,

the Hoodalinker, over on the headwaters of the Yukon,

down to the White, up over the Divide to the head of the

Copper River, Tanana and Sushitna, down this stream

to the head of Cook's Inlet, where they could neither

cross over to the head of the Kuscoquira northwesterly or

southwesterly to the Kenick, then finally on the Kenai

Peninsula, where in my mind exist the largest moose in

the world.
No better feed can be found anywhere, and the climate

is just such as to suit the moose. After a moose has

age, he must have solitude, proper climate and good feed

that will put him in prime condition before he can grow
perfect and massive horns. The largest specimen I killed

"The fishermen are the biggest liars on earth," but some

of the would-be big-game hunters have double discounted

their stories and robbed them of their laurels.

Let us have the truth with our story, which is the

cornerstone of true sportsmanship, and should be the

first impulse in relating our adventures.

Canyon City, Colorado. DalL De WeESE,

Those two illustrations of Dall's mountain sheep are

among the most interesting nhotographs of American wild

game we have ever seen. The remoteness of their haunts,

their rarity, and the fact that so few sportsmen have ever

seen them in their home, all these combine to give a great

interest to the achievement of Mr. De Weese in securing

such admirable photos.
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Sportsmen's fina$.

Some of the Queer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

i,—A Cave of Robbers.

An Altoona, Pa., dispatch to the New York Herald

the other day told this storj^: James Gray and James
Short, of New York, who have been fishing for bass in

the mountains west of this city, were told that Bear

Cave, a few miles distant, had never been explored because

of the supposed presence of bears.

Gray and Short concluded to explore the cave.

Attaching one end of a ball of twine to a tree at the

mouth of the cave they entered with lanterns, unwinding
the twine as the}^ proceeded. They soon heard a deep

growl. Both fired in the direction of the sound. The
shots were answered almost as soon as delivered^ and the

' growls turned into jeers from human lips. Gray had
fallen and he whispered to Short that he was shot through
the stomach. Short carried his companion outside the

cave and gave an alarm.

The wounded 3'^oung man is thought to be dying. The
men of Hillside armed themselves last night and started

for the cave, determined to raid it. For years the region

•has been infested by robbers. The supposed growling of

bears was mimicry by the thieves.

2—A Coffca Pot of ICoin.

Abner Wilson, a farmer Avho resides near Jatan. was
seining for minnows in a little creek which runs through
his place, when his net caught on some obstruction in the

bottom of the creek. He reached down to remove the

obstacle, when his hand came in contact with an old coffee

pot. He threw it up on the bank, when it bursV ooen, and
a pile of gold scattered itself over the ground. Wilson's
eyes bulged out, and for a few moments he imagined he
had been dreaming, but when he went out on the bank
there was the bright metal, cold and shining. The gold
was all in $5, $10 and $20 pieces, and all bore the date of

1857 or prior to that time.

A count showed that there w^s $670 in the pot. -So

far there is no clue as to who is the rightful owner, li: is

supposed that the gold was sunk in the creek orior to the
war, and dates on the coins lend color to the theory. Mr.
Wilson says he is willing to give up the nroperty to any
one who can show a title to it.—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

Pennsylvania Game Interests.

Office of the Board of Game Commissiokers.—Har-
risburg, July 11.

—

Editor Forest and Siream: A regular
meeting of the Pennsylvania Game Commission was held
last week. Mr. Kennedy, of Pittsburg; Mr. Westfall. of
Williamsport; Mr. Sober, of Lewisburg. and Mr. Wor-
den, of Harrisburg, being present. Reports on the work
of the Commission were received from many parts of
the State, showing that while the work of the board was
far from perfect, yet much good was being accomplished

:

that since our last meeting in January, one or more pros-
ecutions had been brought in almost every countj^, and
that certain parties from out of the State had been
brought back hy requisition and compelled to pay the
penalties, thus establishing a precedent that the Commis-
sion feel will result in much good to the cause of pro-
tection of game as well as other birds in this and other
States. Reports show that aside from the prosecution
brought by the Commission, many others had been
brought throughout the Commonwealth by associations
and individuals who were not onl\' interested in game
and bird protection, but who see in the provisions of the
game law of 1897 a way of protecting themselves, their

'

property and thi sanctity of the Sabbath that was never
realized before. Several reports of the killing of deer
out of season, also the running of deer by dogs, were
received. Complaints Avere read from several sections
reporting the_ robbing of the nests of wild turkey and
other game birds. Some of these offenses have already
been punished, and it was resolved to spare no effort to
punish each and every violation of the law reported to
the Commission. To this end the personal letter of the
president of the Board, Mr. Kennedy, to his friends in
the western part of the State was adopted as a general
appeal of the Game Commission for help to aid them
in enforcing the game laws of the Commonwealth. Mr.
Kennedy's letter is as follows:

"Dear Sir: If you are interested in the protection of
our song, insectivorous and game birds. I would like to
present a few facts to you. The Board of Game Com-
missioners of PennsAdvania succeeded in having a good
law passed for the protection of birds, but the State did
not allow us one dollar to enforce the law. For the past
three years the Board of Game Commissioners have paid
all their own expenses and expenses connected with
many suits for violation of the game laws out of their
own pocket. We have now a great many suits on hand
and our board feel that we should receive- some assist-
ance from the public. If you feel like making a donation
to this work it will be greatly appreciated. Any money
collected in this way will form a special fitnd for the
enforcing of the laws for the better protection of our
song and insectivorous birds and game birds and game
mammals. Money will be received by the writer at the
Pennsylvania Title and Trust Co.'s office, 410 Smithfield
street. Pittsburg, Pa.

—

^Wm. M. Kenkedy, President
Board of Game Commissioners."

That you and others Avho may read this article may
fully understand the situation, I desire to say that through
some misapprehension of the needs of the Game Com-
mission we were given by the last Legislature an ap-
propriation of but $800, and that was limited to the pay-
ment of postage and express charges. We are not par-
takers of the very liberal appropriation given the Fish
Commission. The work of the Game Commission has
been done at the personal expense of each Commis-
sioner. Of the treatment to be accorded us bj-^ the com-
ing Legislature we have no doubt. Our solicitude is for
the time intervening between now and then; conse-
quently we make this appeal. Our books are open to
public inspection. Oitr report to the Governor will show
every dollar received and how expended. Because of the

many letters received by the Game Commission calling

their attention to violations of the fish laws, I desire by
direction of the Game Commission to say that as a Com-
mission they have nothing whatever to do with the en-

forcement of the fish laws. As individuals we are in-

terested in fish protection, and will upon information re-

ceived do in the future, as in the past, what we can to

fm-ther the work in that direction.

Reports show there are more quail in Pennsylvania to-

day than for many years past. Pheasants are increasing

rapidl)^ Deer are appearing in sections where none have
been seen for a long time. Wild turkeys are becoming-

numerous in sections Avhere two years ago no more than

a half dozen could be found in a season's hunting. Song
and insectivorous birds are coming back to their old

haunts. Protection is beginning to tell. All we want is

more of it. The Game Commission does not pretend to

claim all the credit for the existing condition. Much
credit is due the Pennsyh'ania State Sportsmen's x\sso-

ciation, the Audubon Society and individuals who are

spending their time and money for the good cause.

Much credit is also due the Forestry Department for

the way in which they are fighting and compelling the

fighting of forest fires, which destroy not only the nests

of the birds, but innumerable quantities of young ani-

mals as well as birds. We do claim credit for part of the

condition, and are proud of our wo-rk under the sur-

rounding conditions,
Joseph Kalbfus,

Sec'y Game Commission.

Quail in Town.
SA\TiE, Pa.—While I was picking field daisies on July

4 the cheery call of "Bob White" fell gently upon my ears

from the charming river bottom lands and quite within

the corporate limits of Athens. Four years had elapsed

since the writer last Hstened to Bob's summer day ditty

as it came soft and clear from the top of a rail fence hard

by the beautiful Mt. Hope Cemetery at Lansing, Mich.

A very dear friend was being tenderly laid away "under

the sod and the dew," and the plaintive cry of the quail

as it floated across the green slopes carried with it all the

comforting assurances of a benediction.

This remembrance made the flute-like tones of this

happy Pennsylvania bird doubly rich in their import, and
created a hope that the birds may be spared until they

have increased sufficiently in numbers to withstand the

hard shooting which the presence of even a puny supply

invites.

Some fine bevies are reported along the river flats in

this section, and as conditions have been and still con-

tinue favorable the sportsman has every reason to feel

correspondingly elated.

Ruffed grouse have experienced a favorable nesting

period, and as there was a good supply of old birds re-

maining in covers frofn last season, it is reasonable to

prophesy at least a normal supply for tlie approaching

season.
The July Avoodcock shooting which this State oblig-

ingly provides is both delusive and elusiA'e. It possesses

too many of the tragic elements of the slaughter of the

innocents story to be at all satisfactory to the sportsman
who loves sport tricked out in robust form and weighted
with at least some semblance of dignity. BetAveen the

soft, floppy, immature Avoodcock of July and the boister-

ous, alder-topping longbill of October there is a great

and abounding difference, which the sportsman Avho

loves shooting that tries his mettle and his gun cannot

pass idly by. Speed the day when July Avoodcock shoot-

ing shall have been passed into the limbo of an obsolete

practice. There are some good covers reported as existing

not far distant from Sayre. and later on the Avriter Avill

take pleasure in designating Avhere they may be found.

At present the birds are doing nicely, thank you.
M. Chill.

Getting Away from Business.

"EvEKY business man of common sense knows, Avhether

he chooses to acknowledge it or not, that the further away
he gets in the evening from his commercial associations

of the day, so that his business associates cannot get at

him. the healthier he is, the Aviser life he leads ; in

short, the better off he is in every respect and the abler

for the duties of the morroAV." Avrites Edward Bok, of

"The American Man and His Country." Now. Avhat

does he get in the city in the evening, even if he lives a

carefulljr regulated life? There is no mode of life he
can possibly folloAv Avhich is in any Avay recuperatiA'c to

his mental or physical being. He has never been out of

hearing of the noises of the city or out of range of its

li.ghts. "Chained to business" is his cry. EA'cry night he
has slept in the polluted air of the city, and in the morn-
ing has looked out on the same gray sidcAvalks Avhich

he sees all day long. What does such a man know of

the exhilarating, refreshing and blood-quickening ex-
perience of opening the shutters of his chamber windoAV
upon a landscape of space, the birds and insects all doing
their best singing as the sun .shoots its.rays on the coming
day? And worse, Avhat do his Avife ana children knoAV of
such a blessing? Yet he deludes himself into the belief

that .he must live in the city so as to be "in touch with
things." If you ask him Avhat those "things" are, you
iuA'ariably discover that they are of a business nature,
either strictly business or some social convention Avhich
he feels has a bearing on his business. But it is always
business. Noav a man living under this pressure rarely
does his best work, although he fulty Relieves that he is

doing it. But he cannot be giving out the best, because
he does not allow the best to get within him.

F. M, B.
Gettysburg, Pa.

Importation of Birds and Animalsi
The rules adopted by the Department of Agriculturi

for the protection and importation of birds under thi

.
Lacey Act are published in Biological Survey Circulai

No. 29, under date of July 13. We give the main paral
graphs

:

The act of May 25, 1900, commonly known as the Lacey Act
(1) places the preservation, distribution, introduction and restora
tion of game and other birds under the Department of Agr-icul
ture; (2) regulates the importation of foreign birds and animals
prohibiting absolutely the introduction of certain injurious spe
cies, and (3) prohibits interstate traffic in birds or game killed in

violation of State laws.
The object of placing this work in charge of an executive dei

partment of the. Federal Government was merely to supplement
and not to hamper or replace the work hitherto done by Stat,
commissions and organizations; in other words, to co-ordinate a.m
direct individual efforts and thus insure more uniform and mor-
satisfactory results than could otherwise be obtained. Greater
uniformity in State legislation and better enforcement of existinj
laws can be secured only by the most complete co-operation b«
tween the various forces now at work in the cause of bird protec
tion.

Propagation and Distribution of Game Birds.

No Provision for Distribution of Birds.—^The act authorizes, buj
does not provide an appropriation for, the purchase and distribu
tion of birds. The Department of Agriculture therefore has n^
quail, pheasants or other game birds for distribution.

;

^ The Department issvi.es no permits for shipping birds from on^
State to another. In some States, as in California, the Board c
Fish and Game Commissioners is authorized to issue permits fo.

shipping birds for propagating purposes, and a few States, such a!

Michigan and New Jersey, make exceptions in their game laws ir

the case of birds captured for breeding purposes; but Avhen
State forbids the exportation of birds without exception, intet
state commerce in birds from that State is in violation of tli

Lacey Act, whether the birds are captured during open season
or whether they are intended for propagation or not.

Importation of Foreign Animals and Birds.

Persons contemplating the importation of live animals or biifd
from abroad must obtain a special permit from the Secretary
Agriculture, as reqtiired by section 2 of the act. The law is tnM
datory and makes no exceptions besides those noted below. 1_
applies to single mam.mals, oirds or reptiles kept in cages as pet'
as well as to large consignments intended for propagation in cap
tivity or otherwise. '

But in order to avoid unnecessary hardship and atinoyance tli

list of species which may be admitted without permit will be ex
tended at an early date.
Applications for Permits.—Importers are advised to make applr

cation for permits in advance, in order to avoid annoyance an.
delay when shipments reach the custom house. Application blank
may be obtained from the Department. Requests fbr permit
may be made in the following form

;

To the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.'t
Sir: 1 respectfully request that a permit be issued for the iltl

portation of which will probably arrive at the pof
of - from , on or about 190
destmed for These animals or birds will be [stat
^vhether the animals or birds are to be liberated or kept in Eaj)
nvity and whether imported for propagStioilj exhibitioil oir othe
purposes]. Very respectfully, w::.; i ; i 1

1

Applications may also be made by telfegraphi iti which case thi
message should contain (1) the number and species of birds am
annuals for which a permit is desired, (2) the port of entry, (3) th
country from which imlported and (4) the owner's name.
Exceptions.—Permits are not required for domesticated bird

such as chickens, ducks, geese, gtiinea fowl, peafowl, pigeons o
canarie.e; for parrots (including cockatooes, lovebirds, macaAV.
and parrakeets); or for natural history specimens for museums ii

scientific collections. Permits must be obtained for all wild spc
cies of pigeons and ducks, and when domesticated as well as wilt
birds are included in the .same shipment all the species should b
mentioned in the letter of application, in order to avoid any mis
understanding as to the term "domesticated."
Ruminants.—Tn the case of ruminants (including deer elk

moose, antelopes and also camels and llamas), permits will b
issued, as heretofore, in tlie form prescribed for importation c
doiiiesticated animals. Such animals will be subject to inspectio5
and quarantine, as required under Order No. 56 of the Bureai
of Animal Industry, dated Dec. 28. 189,9, entitled "Regulation
tor the inspection and quarantine of horses, neat cattle, sheep an-
other riiinn-ants, and swine imported into the United States."
Species Prohibited.—The introduction of the English or Euro

pean house sparrow, the .starling, the fruit bat or flying fox am
the mongoose, known alsc as the ichneumon or Pharaoh's rat, i

.ibsolutely prohibited and permits for their importation will no
be issued under any circumstances. Importers are cautionei
against placing any of these species in cages with other birds o
animals. .Such action will render the shipment liable to detentioj
at the custom house, as the species named imjst be exported o
destroyed at the expense of the owner or agent. '

'

Permits.—Permits will be issued free of charge upon receip
ot applications. .

'

For the convenience of importers special inspectors will b/
designated at the ports of New York, Boston, Philadelphiai
l.altimore._ VVaaliington, New Orleans and San Francisco, whc
will examine shipments at the request of the owner or agent O'who may be consulted in case of mi.suuderstanding between owne
and otticers of the customs.

Transportation of Prohibited Species.

-^ttentioa is called to the clause in section 3 which makes i

unlawful for any person or persons to deliver to anv common car
rier or for any common carrier to transport any foreign animal:'
or birds the importation of which is prohibited by section 2. O'
the species proliibited the mongoose and living fox have not ye
gained a foothold in the United States. The European starlinfi
{iiUmius vtiigans) has been introduced at several points and is nov
present in the lower Hudson River Valley. N. Y.; at Pittsburg-
Pa., and at Portland, Ore. The English sparrow (Passer domes
liens) has spread to most of the States and Territories, but i'

present at comparatively few points in Idaho, Montana NeV
•Mexico. Oregon, Washington and Wvoming, and apparently ha'-
not yet reached Arizona or Nevada. The deliberate shipment o
starlings or English sparrows from one State to another is now ;

N'lolation of law and renders the shipper and carrier liable to th(
penalties provided m section 4. It may he possible, therefore t(
prevent the spread of the English sparrow to States where 'tin
bird is now absent, while those States in which it has gained onh
a slight foothold have an opportunitv to rid themselves of thi
pest by adopting vigorous measures for the destruction of the fev
sparrows within their limits.

Interstate Traffic in Animals or Birds Killed or Shipped
in Violation of State Laws.

an
m,

Yellowleg Snipe on Long; Island.

QuBENswATER, L. I., JuIy 14.—A large flock of small
yellowleg snipe vi^ere seen in the bay yesterday. This was
the first flight of snipe since the season opened, July i.

The weather has been extremely favorable for the incuba-
tion of the eggs of bay birds, and there have been few
severe storms to destroy the young. A good season's
gunning is therefore anticipated. There will be plenty of
meadow hens when the open season begins on'Aug. i6,-

Ihe attention of sportsmen, commission merchants, shipperf
nd express agents is especially called to sections .3. 4 and 5, whicl
lake It unlawful to ship from one State to another animals 01

birds which have been killed or captured in violation of local law-
ana which require all packages containing animals or birds to bi
plainly marked so that the name and address of the shipper am
the nature of the contents may be ascertained by inspection o
the outside of sucn packages. Common carriers are cautioned ti
notify their agents to insist that all packages supposed to con
tam game or other animals or birds must be marked with tlu.
shipper's name and the contents. Shipment in any form thai'
l.ends to conceal or obscure the nature of the contents or th<.
shipper's name and address is plainly an evasion of the act anc
the penalty applies to evasions as well as to violations of the law
the act also prohibits interstate commerce in game though killeci
in open seasons, if the law of the State in which such game i<-

killed prohibits its export.
In referring to these sections, the House Committee on Inter-

state Commerce reported as follows: "The killing or carrying ogame within the limits of a State is a matter w-holly wathin tht
jurisdiction of the State; but when the fruits of the violation o;
State law are carried beyond the State, the nation alone has powei
j£ .*°r'?J,'^

transit and to punish those engaged in the traffic,
I his bill will give the game wardens the very power that they now
lack and which will be the most effective for the purpose of break
ing vrp this commerce * -* * In some of the States the sale of
certain game is forbidden at all seasons without regard to the place
vi'here the same was killed. The purpose of these laws is to pre-
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vent the sale of game shipped into the State from being used as a
cloak for the sale of game killed within the State in violation of
local laws." Section 5 of the act is intended ^to meet this diffi-

culty by subjecting imported animals, birds or game, whether in-

troduced in original packages or otherwise, to the laws pf the
Slate in wliich imported.

Pfeseivation and > Importation of Birds in Charge of the

Biological Survey,

The Division of Biological Survey is hereby placed in charge of
all matters relating to the preservation and importation of animals
or birds under this act, and until further notice the Assistant
(,'hief of that Division will have immediate charge of the issue of
])ermits for the importation of animals and birds from foreign
countries. All inqviiries regarding bird protection and all re-

quests for publications on the uses or preservation of birds should
be addressed to the Chief of the Biological Survey.

James Wilson, Secretary.

Butcheringf Meadow Hens,

East Rockaway,, L. I,, Jttly 14.—The awkward meadow
hen is having a hard time of it. So-called sportsmen from
the city make the open season for bay birds an excuse to

roam over the meadows in every direction, shooting
everything in sight. About the only birds they find are
meadow hens, and it is said that in a number of in-

stances the}' have deliberately shot the birds while they
were sitting on nests full of eggs. The open season for
meadow hens does not begin tintil Aug. 16, but they are
shot now by almost every gunner who is after bay
birds. If this is continued, there will be very few meadow
hens left when the season opens.

Gens des Bois.

Carthage, O., July i.

—

Editor Forest md- Stream:
Among the many good things appearing from the pen of
Robinson, the lamenter Mather. Grinnell and others, the
series of "Gens des Bois," by Burnham, are especially in-

teresting to those who, like myself, have toured, hunted,
fished and camped all over the Adirondack region and
met incidentally the "j\Ien of the Woods" in their capacity
of guides and proprietors of sportsmen's hostelries in days
gone by.

^

Mr. Burnham is to be congratulated. His
articles bring up old memories, and are very enjoyable.

E. S. Whitaker.

Fixtures,

July 18, 19, 20.—Meeting of the American Fisheries Society at
Woods Holl, Mass.

Canadian Fishing Licenses.
Boston, July I4',—There are many lovers of the rod

and reel in Boston and vicinity, whom time and other
circumstances will not permit to make long trips to dis-
tant waters. These sportsmen have to be Satisfied with
what nearer waters afford. OeGasionally they surprise
even those who go ^to distant waters with what they
cateh neafet home. Such was the case when, on Monday
morning, Mr. W. F. Palmer showed his friends in
Faneuil Hall Market three bass. They lay in a shoe
box. and nearly coA^ered the material they rested upon.
Their united wei,ght was over 12 pounds. They were
caught by Mr. Palmer on Saturday, and came to "Boston
m fine order. It turns out that the Sudbury River
furnished the fish, although the fishermen ate not
pfttLicular about giving away the locality. Mt; I. H.
Young has also been having some great luck in the same
rivet; he brought back a black bass weighings pounds

—

a monster for those waters. Several Boston sportsmen
are at Belgrade ponds tor bass fishing. A letter from
one of them says that the weather has been verj^ hot,
with poor bass fishing, except at night and in the early
morning,
There i-S always tfouble aboUt hiinting and fishing

licen§e& for those who attempt to enjoy the sport in

Canada. There has for some time beeir considerable
doubt as to whether sportsmen from the States, owning
camps and fishing, rights on Canadian waters, are sub-
ject to the usual fishing license, Mr. John Tottler, Jr.,

an excellent authority on matters pertaining to Canadian
fishing, says that camp and fishing rights owners are sub-
ject to the usual fishing license fee, unless their preserves
are incorporated. In this Avay members of Canadian
fishing clubs are exempt from the usual license exactions
A Couple of Boston camp owners in Nova Scotia have
both been fishing at their preserves for several years,
and have always supposed that owning their camps and
fishing rights and emplojang Canadian guides and boat-
men exempted them from paying for fishing licenses.

But this year, as one of them stepped of? the Yarmouth
steamer, on his return from his spring trip, an officer

stepped up and inquired if he was Mr. So and So.

Answered in the affirmative, the officer quietly says, "I

want you." "What for?" our friend very naturally asked.
"For fishing without a license," was the reply. Our
friend made no resistance. There was none to make.
He admitted that he should have to plead guilty; had
always supposed that owning his camps and fishing
rights, and employing Canadian guides and boatmen,
exempted him from being obliged to obtain licenses. He
even cited the ofticer the clause in the Canadian game and
fish laws that especially prodives that "foreigners tem-
porarily domiciled in Canada and employing Canadian
guides and boatmen are exempt from obtaining permits."

But the ofiicer was inexorable. There was nothing for it

but for our friend to take out a permit and pay the cost

of arrest, etc., in which case the ofticer agreed to let him
depart without any fine. Our other friend, from Boston,
also a camp owner, as well as the owner of one or two
fishing rivers, was aware of the arrest of the other gen-
tleman, and expected to be arrested himself, as he has
fished, with his wife and boys, for several years at his

camp in Nova Scotia and had never obtained a license.

He was not arrested, however, but on reaching home he
finds in a Canadian paper that a warrant is out for his

arrest. Both he and our other friend, who was arrested,

propose to carry the matter up to Ottawa, and have the

uuestion settled finally and fully. I learn also that other
parties from Boston this spring have been followed by

"spies"—^that is, oflScers in disguise—^but that they have
been advised, and the "spotters" told in a most emphatic
manner not to trouble the fishermen from the States who

,

were "temporarily domiciled in Canada and employing
Canadian guides and boatmen." This matter will be
watched with much interest by a host of sportsmen who
go to Canadian waters.
Mr. W. J. Follett, of Boston, with Mrs. Follett and

their son, have been on a bass fishing trip to Belgrade
Mills. They were very handsomely quartered at a hotel
at $3 a day each. This, with a guide at $3 a day, and a
charge for bait and every other item, makes pretty dear
bass fishing. But Mr^ Follett thinks that it was "pretty-

tony." He sat leisurely in the -boat and landed four or
five bass on a fly. His boy "beat him all hollow." Baited
with a vile frog, he landed about fifty bass to his father's

four or five. The next day Mr. Follett was out with
frogs for bait, and took all the bass he cared for. But he
says, "I have had enough bass fishing, and have caught
enough. I am a trout fisherman. Give me a day of

roughing it, with old clothes and a camp."
A few trout caught in that way are worth a hundred

bass with a stylish hotel and a dress suit every evening
at dinner.

Mr. Harold Dunlop Motter, with a party of friends, is

off for Nova Scotia waters salmon fishing. They go
first to Yarmouth, Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Chicago, 111., July 12.—We are in the middle of the

dull season in this part of the world, and it will prob-
ably be some weeks before we find the full zest of the on-
coming fall season. There have been not very large
catches of fish made by our Chicago anglers during the
past week, the hot weather having put a stop to the best
of the .sport. The frog-casters who have diligently fol-

lowed their art in the diflferent waters of the Fox Lake
chain have been turning up about the usual number of
big-mouths, though the growing abundance of the natural
food of the fish, with the tepid quality of the water, has
brought on the time when the bass "strike short/' and
every one who fishes bass knows what that means. The
fish do not show the vim in the strike or the perseverance
in the fight which they do in the prime of the season.
The angler misses the fun of seeing the bass boil up the
instant the frog strikes the water, and must only too
often content himself with a lazy strike and a long
wait, perhaps only to retrieve his frog a trifle mutilated
about his waist band. The trout fishing, of course, has
lost its edge, and July is notoriously the bad month for
muscalunge. So far as I can learn this has not been a
very good muscalunge year. The weight of 38^^ pounds
set at Sand Lake the first two weeks of the season still re-
mains the record so far as known.
One of the most important parties to leave Chicago

this week for a fishing excursion is that which starts for
the Nepigon River. Prof. Judson, of the Chicago Uni-
versity, is of this party, and anticipates a delightful ex-
perience. Ex-Comptroller of the Treasury G. M. Eckles
also goes to the Nepigon, after some of the famous big
tfotit of that section. Yet another member of the Nepigon
excursion is Mr. F. I. Carpenter, also of Chicago. August
is a good time to strike the Nepigon, and these gentlemen
should have the good sport that is customary on that
stream.

Dr. Robert M. Hawes, of Chicago, left this week for
Mackinac, Mich., and will spend some time fishing in

the neighborhood of that cool and delightful locality.

Mr. R. A. Cox, of Chicago, leaves this week for an
extended trip in the famous Muskoka Lake district, on the
Grand Trunk Railway, in Canada.
Mr. H. M. Best, of this city, leaves this week for a

few days' bass fishing in the neighborhood of Lake Villa,,

111.

Mr. A. W. Roth, of this city, leaves this week for a few
weeks' fishing trip in the Wabassee Lake country, where
he should share in the very fair average of bass fishing
which has been going on there.

Mr. C. H. Fitzhugh, of this city, has left for a few
days at Channel Lake. This lake has also been producing
fully its share of bass this season.

Mr. Graham H. Harris and his friend. Dr. Bodine, of
this city, will start at the close of the week for a try at the
acrobatic small-mouths of the Mississippi River above La
Crosse.

Mr. H. H. Rountree, of Chicago, is still absent on
what is for him a verj' long vacation trip. He is at Lake
Harbor, Mich., and has been gone for nearly three
weeks, accumulating wisdom in regard to black bass and
pickerel.

Minnesota Matters.

Lake Minnetonka, Minn., July 15.—The long drought
in this section was broken a few weeks ago by heavy
rains, and for some mysterious reason the rains seemed
to have improved the bass fishing. For some days very
good catches of black bass have been m.ade by bait-

casters in different parts of the upper lake. Minnetonka
is almost an inland sea, having about 150 miles of shore
line, so that the fisherman has his choice of a considerable
scope of territory. All such big waters are more
capricious in their bass fishing than the smaller lakes
where the feeding grounds are more restricted. At this

time of the year the bass resort to a certain extent to the
reefs which lie out in the wider water, and it requires an
expert acquaintance with the lake to know where even a
portion of these lying grounds are. Of course, the ordi-
nary method of the bait-caster is to keep pretty well in

shore, and to tap the edges of the bars where the bul-
rushes grow. The bass feed in this shallow water more
especially in the early summer, and by this time of year
are not customarily to be found there in very great num-
bers. This year, however, is a verjr good frog year, and
where the frogs are, there the big-mouths are gathered
together. Most of the bass which have been taken by the
cottagers and sumnter resort people have been caught at

the edges of the bulrush patches, and by casting frogs.

There was taken in Black Lake, which is near Spring
Park, on Lake Minnetonka. a big-mouth bass which
weighed 6% pounds, and this is the largest Minnetonka
bass of which I have had word. Black Lake is nearly
always good for two or three nice bass of an evening. At
the mouth of the cut-off leading into this lake from

Minnetonka I once raised a bass which nearly jumped
over the boat in his effort to get at my frog. He was a
4-pounder, and I am going back after him one of these

times.

Mr. Harrison Kechtner, a St. Louis gentleman who has

been stopping at Spring Park, has been having very uni-

form luck with the bass during the past few weeks. He
has not been fishing very hard, but has usually managed
to bring in a half dozen nice bass each evening. He
,ran across one nice pike which girthed li inches, and
weighed something over 8 pounds.

I hear of another gentleman who caught thirty bass

in one day near Spring Park, but I do not learn the name
of this fisherman.

It is now nearly time for the big Minnetonka pickerel

to begin their fall campaign. No one knows just how big

these pike grow in these waters, but one was taken
Aveighing 22K pounds last year. As I mentioned once
upon a time in these columns, my friend Mr. Phelps and
I caught a couple of fine pike in the deep pool just below
the draw bridge which leads to Enchanted Island. We
are of the belief that there are some more in that same
hole, and are minded to catch us some perch for bait and.

go over there after them some of these days.

B}^ the way, Mr. Phelps, who has lived on this beauti-

ful tract of land on the upper lake for something like

twenty years, is pretty well posted on the fishing points.

He says that in Halstead's Bay, at the western end of

the lake,, there is a good long bass reef whose location

is not known to very many. He tells me that on this

reef, using large perch for bait, he has somtimes had
firie bass fishing as late as 10 130 at night.

Mr. W. L. Wells, head artist of the Chicago Tribtine, is

at present taking his summer vacation with his family, in

their cottage at Interlaken. on the Narrows of Lake
Minnetonka. There are a great many men spending their

summer vacations here on Minnetonka at this writing, but

of them all I fancy there is not one who is not having

the pleasure and the good of it that Mr. Wells is ex-

periencing. A daily newspaper man is a pretty busy in-

dividual, and I happen to know that for the last three

years Mr. Wells has been averaging more than twelve

hours of work a day, with no vacation at all. The bright,

glad smile with which he welcomed the blue waters of

Minnetonka was something worth witnessing. Here he is

resting, golfing, wheeling and fishing, and so much pleased

is he with the prospects that he avows his purpose of

chucking up work jiltogether and devoting the rest of his

life to an elegant leisure.

Mr. Wells tells me that he was out fishing a little while

the other evening and succeeded in raising three nice

bass, though he failed to fasten any one of the three. He
is coming up to Spring Park to-morrow morning, and with

Mr.Phelps for guide we are going to see what we can

do in the way of getting a few bass.
E. Hough.

Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Pleasant Chester.

The recent purchase of Big Fish Island in Chester

Basin, N. S., for the wife- of Admiral Dewey recalls that

years ago Chester was one of the pleasant fishing re-

sorts celebrated by Mr. Charles Hallock in his "Fishing

Tourist." We quote these paragraphs as happily de-

scriptive of one of the pleasant places of the earth, and also

as a happy instance of Mr. Hallock's having spied out the

land long before it came to popular appreciation:

"And now Ave come to Chester Basin, island-gemmed

and indented with many a little cove; and far out to sea,

looming up in solitary grandeur, is Aspotogon, a moun-
tain headland, said to be the highest land in Nova Scotia.

The road follows the shore for many a mile, and then

turns abruptly up the beautiful valley of Gold River, the

finest of all the salmon streams of this grand locality.

In it there are eleven glorious pools, all within two miles

of each other, and others for several miles above at

longer intervals. Above the first series a canoe should

be used. The lower stream affords a succession of un-

obstructed casts, suci) as I have never seen for elbow

room and sweep of line on any other stream. We halt

for a moment where the stage road crosses the bridge,

and look wistfully into the vista above, where the black

waters come whirling down, cool and delicious, flecked

with foam. Just below us there is a splendid pool, and

we can see Indian John and his boys beside a boulder

at the tail of it, dipping. Upon the grassy bank behind

are four dilapidated wigwams of hemlock bark, with

quilts suspended across the entrances, serving for doors.

It is evident the salmon are rimning lively, or the In-

dians would not be here.

"Three pleasant seasons have I spent at Chester. I

idolize its very name. Just below my window a lawn

slopes down to a little bay with a jetty, where an occa-

sional sloop lands some stores. There is a large tree,

under which I have placed some seats; and off the end

of the pier the ladies can catch flounders, tomcods and

cunners in any quantity. There are beautiful drives in

the vicinity, and innumerable islands in the bay, where

one can bathe and picnic to heart's content. There are

saiHng boats for lobster spearing and deep-sea fishing,

and rowboats too. From the top of a neighboring hill is

a wonderful panorama of forest, stream and cultivated

shore, of bays and distant sea, filled with islands of every

size and shape. Near by is a marsh, where I flushed

fourteen brace of English snipe one day in July. And
if one will go to Gold River, he may perchance see, as I

have done, caribou quietly feeding on the natural mead-

dows along the upper stream. Beyond Beech Hill is a

trackless forest filled with moose, with which two old

hunters living near oft hold familiar intercourse.
_
They

trapped a wildcat last summer, and his stuffed skin is at

Chester now."

An Eel on a Bass Line*

Mr. J. J. Hopper, of the New York Life Insurance
Company, this city, Avas fishing for bass off Little Marsh
Island, in Greenwood Lake, the other day, casting with a

live frog bait, w^hen he hooked, played and landed a 4-foot

eel of 9 pounds. The eel took the frog at the surface, and
considerably surprised Mr. Hopper. The incident was
declared by old GreenAvood Lakers to be without a

parallel in their experience.
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In the Santa Cruz Mountains.

San Francisco, Cal., June 26.—The writer and a friend,

feeling that a couple of days in the mountains would be

beneficial, planned a short trip to Boulder Creek, for the

purpose of a rest, with a little sjjort thrown in.

The town of Boulder Creek is in the heart of the banta

Cruz Mountains, and distant from San Francisco eighty

miles. Leaving the city on the morning of June 9, atter a

very pleasant journev of four hours we arrived at our

destination and immediately repaired to the Boulder

Creek Hotel, an excellent resort for sportsmen, and had

lunch.
,

There are three trout streams within lOO yards ot tne

station—viz.. Boulder Creek, Bear Creek and San Lorenzo

River. Boulder and Bear creeks empty into the San

Lorenzo at this point, and the San Lorenzo empties mto

the Bay of Santa Cruz, some twelve miles distant.

Having been very successful on previous fishing trips

on Boulder Creek, we turned our attention to this stream

first, and much to our disgust found it the color ot

chocolate. A sawmill is situated on its banks some

three miles up. and we presumed, as we afterward found

out, that the owner had that morning emptied his log

pond, hence the discoloration. Our only choice, then, was

to fish Bear Creek, or the headwaters of the San Lorenzo

River. We chose the latter. A walk of three miles along

the railroad track brought us to a lovely spot at the

soaked (by water), a circumstance which happens to

all anglers who insist on fishing on this particular branch

of the stream. Tree Spoon.

The Mississippi Headwaters.
Charles Christadoro in the Neit). Voi-k- Sun.

An allotment of $2,250,000 has just been made for the-

improvement and deepening of the Mississippi River. A
further amount of $8,000,000 is asked from the River and

Harbor Commission for rendering this river more
navigable at certain shallow places.

Now, at this river's headwaters in the northern part of

Minnesota is an Indian reservation already ceded to the

Go\'ernment under the Rice Treaty with the Indians. This

reservation is known as the Leech Lake Chippewa Reser-

vation.

In this tract are 830,000 acres, of which 200,000 are

water. Within its boundaries are the three great lakes

of Leech (with 540 miles of shore line), Winnebigoshish

and Cas.s, besides seventy smaller lakes connecting with

ihe infant Mississippi, making one great checkerboard of

forest and water.

It is said iliat upon this re^^ervation is td-day the greatest

body of white and Norway pine to be found in this coun-

trv. Conservative estimates give 2,000,000,000 feet of

looking upon this great body of standing pine with
covetous eyes, have so far been able to block any legisla-

tion toward preservation and are working night and day
to secure the timber through public sale.

If they succeed they will put perhaps an extra mil-

lion or two of dollars in their pockets at a future cost

to the nation of a hundred million or more by jeopardizing

the navigability of one of the greatest water highways
on the globe.

The friends of forest preservation take the position that

this question of destroying or preserving the timber upon
the headwaters of this river is of such widespread national

importance that its fate should not be left in the hands of

a few legislators from Minnesota.

The proposition is too broad and national in its scope

to be controlled or influenced by any self-seeking methods,
The writer had the pleasure of addressing the forestry

branch of the Society for the Advancement of Science on
Tuesday last at Columbia University on this subject. He
received the greatest attention and was assured of the
hearty sup];)ort from the far-thinking, broad-minded men
present.

The question of reserving this, tract will come up again
in December next in Washington, and 1 trust the publi-
cation of this article may arouse some men of national
public spirit to help toward the right end when the time
comes. It is a question of whether the personal gain
of a handful of already wealthy lumbermen should be

J

% -

FISHING ON THK S.\N l,ORI-N7.0,

head of a gorge, where we found an ideal trout pool.
While we were getting our rods together, we were ac-
costed by a woodchopper, who volunteered the remark
that if we wanted trout fishing we had better go about
four miles further up stream, as this pool was only a
"sucker hole," and that he had never seen a trout taken
out of it. Disregarding his advice, Ave commenced fish-
ing, and casting my spoon to the further end of the pool, T
immediately had a rise, a strike, and hooked a beauty, hav-
ing to handle it very carefully to avoid the many sunken
logs, tree branches, brush, etc., which I may add are
very plentifu' in some of our mountain streams in Cali-
fornia, and I eventually landed a i-pound trout. Withii
the next few casts i hooked and landed his mate, anothe;
T-pounder. and during the balance of the day the spor;
was grand, creeling twenty-three fish, the smallest meas-
uring 10 inches, and including three i-pound trout.
My friend in the meantime had wandered off and made

some very fine sketches, and on his return he used his
camera to good account and procured some very good
positions, after which we returned to our hotel with an
excellent appetite and much delighted with our afternoon's
outing.

The following morning we were out bright and early
und wended our way to the San Lorenzo River in the hope
of procuring a good day's sport, but were disappoin^ed

:

the chocolate color of the stream had somewhat cleared
but not sufficient for fishing. We therefore retraced our
steps and returned to the upper waters of this streamWe again met our woodchopper friend, but this time he
was fishing in the pool he had so recently condemned as
a "sucker hole." He had not, however, been successful
and intimated hi.s intention of going up stream, and invited
us to go along. Having made up our minds to fish
down through the gorge, we parted, after supplying him
w>th a few flies and a spoon, which greatlv took his fancy
.\ftcr considerable difliculty we entered the stream at the
liead of this gorge and went through. We were well
rewarded, creeling t^iirtv fine trout, but got thoroughlv

standing pine, exclusive of some hardwoods and jack
pine, making altogether a great watershed and filter bed
for the Mississippi River.
Some prominent citizens of thfe Northwest are doing

their utmost to have this land reserved as a national forest
park by the Government, instead of having it sold to the
lumbermen.
Upon this tract are tribes of Chippewa Indians number-

ing in all t.soo souls. It is proposed that the Indians be
left vvhere they are instead of being driven away to a
foreign reservation.
The inteUigent, thinking person must realize the effect

upon the flow and quantity of water in a river with its
timber-covered headwaters denuded. A flood in the
early spring and midsummer and low water for the rest
of the year 15 the iiistory of every stream after its head-
waters have suffered at the hands of the lumbermen.
The mean depth of the Mississippi would undoubtedly

be greatly lowered were the timber to be cut from this
great watershed. This being so. to keep the river
navigable its entire length from St. Paul to the Gulf would
require the expenditure of many millions annually. In-
stead of a request for eight or ten millions a hundred
millions would be asked for. To do that which would
lower this great river 2 or 3 feet would prove a catastronhe
to the whole Mississippi River Vallev with its more than
.^o.ooo.ooo inhabitants.

For two year'; the most strenuous efforts have been

'Tat-
'^^ Federation of Women's Clubs of tlie State

of iMmne^ota and a number of public spirited citizens to
prevent the lumbermen of the State, alreadv rollin<^ in
wealth throiieh purchases of timber lands from the Gov-
-•nniont and S':ite. from acquiring this land. These same
Imnbernien, oblivious to every other consideration save
that of present personal profit, have so far been influentialenoueh with some of Minnesota's Representatives inWashington to prevent any action by Congress to reserve
th's land for the people. ^' vc

In Other words, a handful aS M"if}eRotrv liimbermen

considered when the outconje means sq many millions of
loss tx) the nation at large.

Longf Island Fishing",

Ql'eknsw.-vter, L, I., July 14.—Fishing has perhaps
never been better than during the past week. It was esti-
mated that 2,500 pounds of fish was taken to the city orf
Sunday. It was all caught by hook and line. The new'
fishing holes have proven to be bonanzas for fisherriieri.
One party cau'ght a barrel of fish—mostly sea bass—irt a
little over an hour. Weakfish are biting fairly well. One'
party caught fourteen yesterday. Bluefish have not ar-
rived yet in sufficient numbers to make trolling for them
interesting.

MA.SSAPEOUA, L. I., July 14.—A party of fisherm.an who
went out from the Massapequa Hotel either made what
might be called a clerical error, or else their scales need
an examination. They reported a catch of eight bluefish
weighing 83 pounds. They probably meant to say eighteen
fish. This is the first reported catch of bluefish this sea-
son. Ten-pound blues are sometimes caught late in the
season, but now they are scarcer than hens' teeth. The
main point to the report, however, is the fact that blue-
fish have arfived.

A Tuna in New York.

Mr, E, Vom Hofe. of 95 Fulton street, New York city,
has on exhibition in his store a loo-pound tuna, caught
bv Mr, T._ S, Manning in Avalon Bay. Cal.. on June 1.

Mr. Manning was fishing with light tackle for white sea
bass when he hooked the tuna, which, though not a large
one. made a tremendous fight on the light rod, and wa.s
landed only after a seven hours' battle. Mr. Manning
holds the recorxl for landing the largest black sea bass,
having Cfipturcd one weighing 370 pounds.
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Chicago'IFly-Casting Tournament.
Chicago, July 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
Chicago Fly-Casting Club announces its third open tourna-
ment to be held on its grounds on North Lagoon in Gar-
field Park, Aug. 17 and 18. An unusual interest \Vas

taken by anglers and others in the tournaments held in

the past, and the club looks for an increased interest ill

the coming event.
FiA^e championship diamond medal.s valued at $50 each

will be awarded as first prizes in each event. Additional
merchandi.se prizes valued at several hundred dollars will
be awarded as second, third, fourth and fifth prizes in each
event. The competitions will be as follows

:

First Dayt Aug. 17.

Pirst Ev-fent.—35*ixfd distance and accuracy flycastitlg at rings
30 inches in diameter 50, 55 and 60 feet. Rods Hot to exceed
ounces. Five casts at each ring-. If fly falls inside of fitig it

shall be sCoied perfect. For each foot or fraction of a foot froiii ring
a demerit of one shall be scored. Fly striking riiig will be scored
outside. One minute allowed to extend line.
Second Event.—Bait casting for distance and accuracy combined:

Ciistihg Oft Ifiwil itl court fW feet wide. Five casts witlr % ounce
rubber frog furriished by cUib; Scote is made from spot where
frog rests. If frog first strikes outside of cotift, cfiSt Is lost. If it
first strikes, inside court and bounds out. cast is counted,- feffect
cast is within 1 foot of tape line. For each additional foot Of
fraction a demerit of one shall be scored from distance cast.
Third Event.—Dry fly ca.sting for accuracy and delicacy com-

bined : at rings 30 inches in diameter 35, 40 and 45 feet. Rod not to
exceed 5% ounces. Five casts to each ring; .?0 seconds allowed to
extend line; thereafter each time fly strikes it will be sc'ored. Not
to exceed five dry fly casts allowed between casts.

Second Day, Aug, I8«

f'orirth Evertt.^Long di.stanCe fly-casting: Ko limit to rod or
line. Ten minutes aillowed to extend fly to greatest possible
aistailce.

Fifth Event.—Accuracy bait-casting: At buoys 6(!)i, 70', 80, % and
100 feet. Three easts nt each buoy with %-ounce rubber frog.
Perfect cast is within 1 foot df buoy. For each additional foot or
fraction frog drofis from buoy si deiileilt of one .shall be scored.

Sixth Event.—Team contest: A sfjecial team of two or more
members of Chicago Fly-Casting Club will meet an equal number
from any club or clubs in a special contest consisting of long
distance fly, accuracy and delicacy fly, and accuracy bait, pro-
viding entries for same ^re made before first event is called. Mo
entrance fee required. IndividHal prizes will be awarded to the
team scoring highest grand average.

Rules Governing the Goatest*

Rule 1.—All persons competing for prizes shall pav aii entrance
fee as follows: One event, 13; two events, $5; three events, $7;
all events, .$10. Entries to each event close 30 minutes before con-
test commences.
Rule 2.—The captain shall be the executive officer of the day,

and tlie secretary-treasurer shall receive all entrance fees and
issue cards to contestants designating their number in the order
of competition. The timekeeper shall start and close all events,
He shall signal the judges with a flag aiid call time to the cdatest-
ants.
Rule 3.—Each contest shall be governed by two judges aud ii

referee, in case of disagreement the referee shall decide.
Rule 4.—All casting sliall be done single-handed only.
Rule 5.—Competitors may consult their own wishes in choice in

reel and line, but hues must not be knotted or weighted, and
bait-casting reels must be free running.
Rule 6.—The leader shall be of single gut, and shall not be less

than 6 nor more than 9 feet in length. One fly only shall be
used, of a size not smaller tiian No. 12 or larger than No 6
Hooks .shall be broken oft' at the head.

Complete official programme, giving detailed informa-
tion and entry blanks, mailed on application to Geo. A
Murrell, Sec'y-Treas., Room 2, 161 La Salle street Chi-
cago, III,

How Fishxngf Gut is Made.
Mk. Neville Rolfe, the British Consul at Naples, in a

recent report to the Foreign Office, says: "Some of the
inhabitants of the Island of Procida manufacture very fine
gut from silkworms, They call the product 'HU di seta/
or "silk threads,' their special properties consisting in their
strength and flexibility. They are made from the stomachs
of silkworms just before they begin to spin their silk and
form their cocoons. The following is the process of
manufacture

: The worm is selected when fully matured—
that IS to say, at the moment when his nourishment
ceases and just before his metamorphosis. He is then cut
open, great care being taken not to injure the membrane
of the stomach. This is then removed. The stomachs
are then put into a pickle, which is the kevnote of the
whole process, and the secret of which is caVefully kept.
When the pickling process is -over, the work people, who
are mostly women, take one end of the stomach in their
teeth and draw the other end with their hands. This
part of the work requires great dexteritv, for the threads
are drawn out and the whole value of the product depends
upon Its length in relation to its thickness, and the strain
it will carry. There are two seasons for the production—
namely, in spring, when the best gut is produced, and in
autiunn, when the quality is inferior. There is an im-
portant market for this specialty, and the whole produc-
tion is exported to Northern Italy and abroad. The cost
of production is also considerable, as the worms must be
bought just at the moment when they are coming into
profit for making silk—that is to say, when they are at
their dearest. Again, the results are frequently dis-
appointing, many worms being found on dissection not to
be suitable, and have to be discarded. The various opera-
tions require a good many hands, and though labor is
cheap, It runs away with a good deal of money, as skilled
hands are alone satisfactory. The gut is used for fishing
tackle, brushes, and any purpose where fineness and
tenacity are jointly requisite."

Pennsylvania Fishing-.
Sayre. Pa.—Fishing on the Chemung and Susquehanna

rivers at this point yields the angler black bass, rock and
yellow^ bass, a few perch, carp and eels. The bass
average small in size, but furnish a smart dash of sport
with fly-rod. At Harvey's Lake, below Towanda, some
of the best fishing hereabouts is obtainable. Black bass
and lake trout are reported plentiful, the trout beino-
cspecially brave fighters^ M. Chill

°

he Mmttel

Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS.
Aug-. 21,—Emmetsburg, la.—Third annual field trials of the

Iowa Field Trials Association- M. Bruce, Sec'y, Des Moines, la.

Aug. 28.—Sioux Falls. S. D.—Inaugural field trials of the South
Dakota Field Trials Association. Olav Haugtro, Sec'y, Sioux
Falls, S. D.

Sept. 3-4.—La Salle, Manitoba, Can.—Western Canada Kennel
Club's annual field trials. A. Lake, Sec'y, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Can.

Sept. 6-7.—Brandon, Manitobft, Can.—Third annual field trials ol

the Brandon Kennel Club. Dr, H. J. Elliott, Sec'y.
Sept. 11.

,
Manitoba, Can.—Fourteenth annual field trials of

the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'y, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Can.
Oct 30.—Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov, 7.—Hampton, Conn,—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. T. E. Bassett, Sec'y Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. '7-8.—Lake View, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice, Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Nov, 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—ThSfd annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Out.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C— Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-
second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
No. 20. ,

.—Illinois Field Trials Association's second
annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.^—^Second annual, field trials of
the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 20. . Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.

C. Peterson, Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 22.—Glasgow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Oub's annual

field trials. Barret CJibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo,
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C.—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

Bamegfat Fishingf.

bAKNEG.\T. N. J.. July 15.—Lots of wealvfish all oyer
the bay and many kingfish are biting; also a few bass
around the inlet. Average fifty to the man. Herb.

Bass in the Delaware.
Black bass fishing is good now in the Delaware from

Port Jervis to Narrowsburg, aftd excellent sport has re-
warded anglers,

*

Some More Dog Lore.
Speaking about dogs, in reading the letters of the poet

Cowper the other day I found under date of June 27,

1788, in a letter to Lady Hesketh, the following incident,

which well illustrates the intelligence, affection and good
will of the dog

:

"I must tell you," he writes, "a feat of my dog Beau.
Walking b}^ the river side, I observed some water lilies

floating at a little distance from the bank. They are a

large white flow'er, with an orange-colored eye, very
beautiful, I had a desire to gather one, and, having your
long cane in my hand, by the help of it endeavored to

bring one of them within my reach. But the attempt
proved vain, and I walked forward. Beau had all the

while observed me very attentively. Returning soon after

toward the same place, I observed him plunge into the

river, while 1 was about 40 yards distant from him, and
when I had nearly reached the spot he swam to land with
a lily in his mouth, which he came and laid at my foot."

There have been manjr fine anecdotes related of the

dog; but I doubt if any has been told that more striking-

ly suggests certain of the nobler qualities of the human
mind than this. The incident furnished the poet with a
theme for his muse, and he has embalmed it in verse. The
closing stanzas of the lines are these:

"Charmed with the sight, the world, I cried,

Shall hear of this thy deed;

My dog shall mortify the pride

Of man's superior- .b^eed'.

"But chief myself I will enjoin,

Awake at duty's call, ' 'H^
To show a love as prompt as thine

To Him who gives me all."

This same dog, his "beautiful little spaniel," as he terms
him, was the subject of another poem by Cowper, in
which the dog is addressed reprovingly for having killed a
young bird ; and the dog is supposed to reply at length,
justifying his conduct, and at the close asks very perti-
nently :

"If killing birds be such a crime

—

Which I can hardly see

—

What think you, sir, of killing time
With verse addressed to me?"

In one of his later letters Cowper acknowledges the
receipt of his picture by Hayley, and in commending its

likeness to the original, he says: "Beau walked up to it,

wagging his tail as he went, and evidently showing that
he acknowledged its likeness to his master." Now this is

interesting testimony to the intelligence of the dog. We
do not know what observations a dog may be making upon
his surroundings or what enjojmient he' may perceive in
regarding a landscape. I recall an incident 'somewhat in
line with that related by Cowper. My father had painted
a picture almost life-size on a canvas, representing a man
extended upon the ground, and upon his prostrate form a
tiger about to tear him to pieces. The picture w'as made
to be placed on the stern of a canal boat, as the boatmen
sometimes had their craft thus decorated. The subject of
the picture, I remember, was "Pedro Valdai." Now who
Pedro Valdai was, or what was the story connected with
the picture, I never knew. But when my father brought
the picture home, the old dog. Pomp, became so enraged
and made such demonstrations toward tackling the beast,
that it was necessary to place it on the bureau out of his
reach. He had sense enough to recognize the tiger as a
dangerous enemy, but he had not sense enough to know
that it was only a picture. T. J. Ch.a.pman-.

Dogf Meat as Food in Germany.
Consltl-General Guenther writes from Frankfort to

the State Department:
"On account of the high price of other meat, not only

horse meat but also dog meat is used by people as an
article of food in Germany. The new- meat inspection
bill (called here "a law to raise the price of meat") does
not adequately protect the consumer against bad meat,
but excludes many first-class products from the country'
According to the statistical year book of German cities, it
appears that the consumption of horse meat is on the in-
crease, and in Breslau, Cheimtitz, Dresden, Leipzig
Zwickau and other places dogs ^re slaughtered for foo4

"

The "Mad Dog" Folly.
From the Springfield (Mass.) Repithlican.

Let us ask, right here and now, for some decenlJ re-'--

spect and consideration for the dog—some little exhibitionJ
of uncommon sense and human .sympathy for the animal'
that comes nearest to man in character and in reasonisig;
power. The customary mad dog scare is on its yeari.>

round.s, and the tale of its victims is mounting day by
day in the cities and the villages. Hydrophobia is one of
the rarest diseases, and in nine cases out of ten it is
imaginary. Take the case which occurred in this city
Sunday. A spaniel was slaughtered by a policeman,
aided and abetted by a crowd of people. What wais the
story? On a hot summer day the puppy disported himiseli
in the Calhoun Park pond for the amusement of bhiie

children. After a while he wearied of the sport andl
wanted to be left alone. He got mad, just as a boy
would have done if he had been submitted to the same;
sport after he was tired of it. He made for the children,,
as the boy would have done. He was pushed back into>
the water. Finally, the crowd chased him into a field,,

where his "leading chain"—the poor dog had to drag that

;

"leading chain" in all his pretty exercise—caught on a\
sturnp. When the policeman came in view the dog was.
yelping and jumping, "making frantic efforts to free it-

self." Why not.'' What would a boy do—nay, what:
would a man do—pursued by a rout of fools and unable to -

get away? The officer, with a brilHant stroke of wisdom,
put a basin of water before the dog. He was "madder
than ever." y\gain, why not? Before the officer could'
shoot him, he bit that basin so that his sharp young
teeth went through its thin sides. But he was shot. Poor
little .spaniel ! harried and killed because he got tired of
exertion for the amusement of children on a hot day

!

There was not the least sign of hydrophobia about tliis

dog, as the account .shows. He was sacrificed to the
ignorance and the fear of his supposed superiors-^ of the
human race. How was it that not a single man or wwnan
in the crowd that persecuted him made any effort to pre-
vent this cruelty? There ought to be some lessons om tllbe

dog given to the children in our public schools, so that
they shall know the difference between a dog whose
temper has been enraged by maltreatment or by mere;
thoughtlessness—as was probably the case in this instance:
—and a dog that has hydrophobia. That rare and sullent
disease does not manifest itself in any such fasion. And!
assuredly the police, who are called on for every im-
pleasant duty, ought to be instructed in the characterizing;
symptoms of the disease. A wearied, worried and angry
dog should be met by a friend in a friendly way, and noi
difficulty would be found by such a friend in quieting
and rescuing him. Humanity is what we lack in dealing
with this younger brother of man—one more race, as
Robert Louis Stevenson said, developing toward im-
mortality.

Another such case occurred in New York city Sunday.
A little black and white mongrel wandered about the
streets in the East Side, looking for a cool place for a
Sunday nap. He lay down in a doorway; the children
saw him panting, cried "Mad dog!" and stones, sticks,
tin cans were pelted at the poor creature by a screaming
mob. A young man caught him and put a rope around
his neck. The dog stood still, feeling that he had found
a friend. He followed his friend to a police station.
There he was tied to a hydrant, and he began to howl.
Consequently a policeman shot him, as a "mad dog." It
is a wonder that a cat was not treated likewise that bit Iseir
little mistress' thumb to the bone Saturday while she \tss
being conveyed across the ferry from Camden to Philair-
delphia. where she did not want to go. "Look out for the-
cat! it's got hydrophobia!" yelled a cheerful idiot. But
the cat can hide when the dog can't, and that cat hid, and
when her little mistress reached home, the cat was curled
up on the lounge in entire happiness, and without the
least suspicion that her ebullition of temper would be
counted against her. Let us become better acquainted
with these humble friends of ours, who owe their exist-
ence to us, who depend upon us for their sustenance, and
who. in the immense majority of cases, repay the boom by
service of one kind or another—if onlv in their fello%v5ldpi
as creatures of God, placed in our 'charge.

Charles Heath.
Charles Heath, of Newark, one of the best and best

known sportsmen in America, died on July 6, after a long-
illness. He was eminent in the canine world as the owner'
of the finest pointers, his kennel being particularly suc-
cessful in bench show competition. He also was a prac-
tical sportsman, and passed many weeks of the opem
season in Virginia shooting birds over his pointers, im
which branch of sport he was eminently skillful and suc-
cessful. His sterling, gentlemanly qualities made friends,
of all with whom he became acquainted. In disposition he^
was frank, amiable, companionable and friendly. He was,
a gentleman and sportsman in the true sense of the term..
There is no one who ever met him but will feel a pang o£
grief at his passing away.

Philadelphi.\, Pa., July xi.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I received a telegram yesterday stating that my
old friend, Charlie Heath, had passed aw^av the even-
ing of July 6 at W>ightsville Beach, near Wilmington.
N. C, where he had been located for the past five months
endeavoring to recover his lost health. Every one who
ever owned a sporting dog knew Mr. Heath, and none
knew him but to like him.. He was one of the noblest
characters I ever knew—a man who didn't know how to
do wrong, generous to a fault and the best friend a man
ever had. He had a wonderful eye for a pointer, was a
fine field shot, a good shot with the rifle, and was alto-
gether a thorough sportsman. I have known him in-
timately for eighteen years, and when I say he was one
of the best men I ever knew. I am but voicing the senti-
ment of his many friends. I received a letter from him
on Friday last, dated July 5, and to show that he did not
know death was so near, I will quote from it. for I know
it will interest all the pointer men

:

"You know the light weight pointer bitch Fay Temple-
ton, which was sold for $400 after winning first at New
York. I have one that can beat her—I think I have two
I have a very good heavy weight bitch that can make anv
of them look to their laurels. My best heavy weight dog
tmfortiin^tely, has half of his tail cut off; he is a great
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dog, however. My young dog, about 54 pounds, should

he maintain his present form, can beat anythmg I- have

seen in years. I think his head the best I have ever seen.

I wish I were in a position to send my strmg of pomters

to all the shows and field trials. My nurse says it is time

to so out on the porch, and that means it is time to stop.

Peace to dear old Charlie's ashes. There wdl never

live a better man^ J_H- Winslow.

Points and Flushes.

Volume III. of the Canadian Kennel Stud Book con-

tains registrations and winnings for the Stud Book year

ending Aug. 31, 1899. It includes registrations from 4666

to 5064.

Yachting Fixtures, im
Secretaries and members of race committees ^j", confer a favor

by sfndfng notice of errors or o™j^=>°«« '«

also of changes which may be made in the future.

JULY.

IS TTaet Ciloucester evening race, Gloucester, Mms.
21; Queen aty? World cup, 17ft.' special class. Toronto. Toronto

21. Huiul?assachusetts, club, Hull,. Boston Harbor.

2^- f4= Fo^nt^^^iSd^^S^A pong Island Sound.

21 Mosquito Fleet, club handicap. City |oint Boston Harbor.

21. Norwalk, club, Norwalk, Long Island Sound

21. Penataquit Cor., special. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.

21. Jamaica Bay, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.

21. Kingston, club, Kingston, Lake Ontario. t>„,.„„ War
2L Winthrop, swimming and rowmg races, Wmthrop, Boston Har-

bor.
21. American, club, Newburypprt, Mass.

ti,..v„,
21. South Boston, handicap. City Pomt, Boston Harbor.

21. Columbia, championship, Boston, Boston Harbor,

21. Duxbury, 18ft. class, Duxbury, Mass.

21. Quannapowitt, commodore's cup.
. -d t t <:„„„,i

21 Wanhaka Cor., Center Island cup, Oyster Bay, L I Sound.

21-23-24. Royal St. Lawrence, Seawanhaka cup trials, Pomte Claire,

Lake St. Louis. _ t i j c j
21-28 Larchmont, race week. Larchmont, Long Island Sound.

22. California, return from Sacramento Riven

22. Haverhill, race and chowder, Haverhill, Mass.

23. Manchester, championship, Manchester, Mass.

25 East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

26. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
i. „ t,

27. Manchester. Crownhurst, cup Manchester, Massachusetts Bay.

28 Royal St. Lawrence, 22 and 17ft. classes Dorval, Lake St. Louis.

2S. Jubilee, open, Beverly, Massachusetts Bav.

28. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.

28. Queen City, skiff classes, Toronto, Toronto Bay.

28. Haverhill, second championship, Haverhill, Mass.

28. Penataquit Cor., special, Bay Shore, Great South Bay.

28. Jamaica Bay, dory class, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.

28 Winthrop. handicap, Winthrop. Boston Harbor. .

2a Beverly, Van Rensselaer cup, Buzzards Bay.

28 Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

28. Savin Hill, handicap. Savin Hill, Boston Harbor.

28. Quannapowitt, club.
t. t t c j

28. Seawanhaka Cor., Leland cup, Oyster Bay, L. I. bound.

30. Manchester, championship, Manchester, Mass.

28-Aug. 4. Corinthian, Philadelphia, annual cruise, L. I. bound.

Mayflower, steam yacht, U. S. N., arrived at New
York on July 7 from Porto Rico with Gov.-Gen.. C. T.

Allen on "board. The vacht made the trip from Porto

Rico in six days, five hours. She will receive some

alterations tending to make her more comfortable before

she returns to Porto Rico.

The decision of the Regatta Committee of the New
York Y. C. in the case of Mineola and Rainbow, as

printed in another column, oifers much food for thought

to all interested in yacht racing and racing rules. In our

opinion the decision is a bad one in every way, and if

allowed to stand unquestioned it must work serious harm

to the sport.
, • , , , i- i.

The decision of such a case as this should accomplish

two ends—in the first place, it should do justice to one of

the two opposing parties, and in the second it should

strengthen and improve the racing rules either by estab-

lishing new precedents to fortify a good rule or by

demonstrating existing faults in the rule which may be

Speedily remedied. Incidentally, a prompt, fair and vigor-

ous decision by a regatta committee compels the attention

and respect of all who are inclined to treat the rules care-

Icssly

.

The facts of the case, as established by the evidence,

seem plain enough. Two yachts were approaching a line

a few seconds before the gun, both on the wind, and one

on starboard, the other on port, tack. The yacht on

port tack, by her maneuvers, made it absolutely necessary

for the yacht on starboard tack to tack in order to avoid

what would have been a disastrous foul. In tacking the

yacht was forced to the wrong side of the committee

boat and lost nearly a minute in returning and recrossing

the line, her opponent going away promptly on the gun
and winning the race.

According to the accepted usage of yacht racing and the

common understanding of this among yachtsmen, with

whom "port tack gives way" is an axiom, the yacht on

the port tack fouled the yacht on the starboard tack and

was thus disqualified, while under a rule common to all

yacht clubs (Rule XVII., Sec. 4, of the New Y'ork Y. C.)

the regatta committee is compelled to disqualify a yacht

which violates the rules without a protest being filed.

If the Regatta Committee after seeing what occurred

within a few yards of the committee boat on a clear day
had instantly disqualified Mineola, the decision w"Ould

probably have been accepted by the majority of yachts-

men as eminently just and proper. Instead of doing this,

the committee, after several weeks of deliberation, has

taken refuge tmder a technical point and avoided making
such a fair and open decision as would give the prize to

its proper owner and at least warn the offending parties

against similar actions iri the future.

The committee has discovered that the word "close-

hauled," as used in the rule, is of vague and loose mean-
ing, opinions differing as to just how many points from
the wind a vessel may sail and yet be "close-hauled."

Without attempting to place a limit, the committee has

decided that Rainbow was on the wind, but not close-

hauled, and that Mineola was in the wrong. If this latter

conclusion is correct, then why is the prize given to

Mineola which justly belong? to Rainbow, whether or no
her owner filed a protest? The committee practically

indorses the recognized usage of yacht racing here and
abroad, and the comtTion phraseology by W'hich "close-

hauled" and "on the wind" are considered as synoiiymous

in the application of this particular rule and furttier

points out that this view is strengthened by Admiralty

decisions, and yet it refuses to follow a course that is

plainly in accordance with justice and good sport, ot

disqualifying the vacht which broke the rule and giving

the prize to the one which was injured not only nominally

ljut materially.
^ . . , •

1

It is pretty safe to say that if this technical point

had not been raised by the committee itself it would have

been raised by no one else; and as a matter of propriety

it would seem as though the committee would have been

more than justified in deciding the case according to

accepted usage, that port tack gives way, leaving it

to Mineola to raise the technical issue as to the exact

meaning of "close-hauled." We have no wish to be un-

just to the committee, but its report looks very much
like a brief for the defense.

The statement in the report that there was no protest

is superfluous and irrelevant; there was no necessity

whatever for a protest, as the whole matter was visible to

the committee, and generally commented on in the press

reports, the initiative clearly resting with the committee

to decide the case without a formal protest or even a

private request.

If the matter is allowed to stand as it now does on the

basis of the committee's report, the rule as to port and

starboard tack, the most important one in the book, is a

dead letter. Instead of being presumably in the right

from the start by virtue of being on the starboard tack, a

yacht in the position of Rainbow will in the future be

under the onus of proving two things—first, that "close-

hauled" means a certain course of not more than three,

three and a half, four, or more points from the wind; and

second, that as a matter of fact, she was sailing, for in-

stance, four points instead of four and a half points from
the wind.

If the Regatta Committee is honest in its belief that the

present wording of the rule—so far as we know never

before questioned, and backed by innumerable precedents

—is open to question, its "plain duty is to present an
amendment at the meeting of Thursday next, so that it

may be made a law at a second special meeting prior to

the cruise.

The practical effect of the decision is to embolden every

sea jockey who is inclined to force the letter of the rule

and to disregard the spirit.

A VERY interesting case came up in a recent regatta in

which a certain yacht, A, fouled another, B, at a mark,
being subsequently disqualified by the regatta committee
on the protest of B. As it happened, A continued in

the race after the foul and finished a few minutes before

the time limit, while B finished a few minutes after the

time limit. The regatta committee, in deciding the pro-

test, disqualified A and gave the prize to B.

The reason for such action is not apparent. So far as

A is concerned, her legal connection with the race ceased
when she fouled B ; after that she was legally out of the

race, and she was not disqualified to make a race for the
class by finishing within the time limit. So far as B is

concerned, she, the first boat to finish, failed to do so untU
after the time limit, consequently there was no race in

the class and no prize should have been awarded.

Such decisions as these two—and they are by no means
solitary—are bad enough at best, even when their direct
effects are local and merely limited to giving a prize to a
yacht which has not won it or depriving a winner of the
just reward of her victory. They foster a feeling of
distrust in the judgment of committees and of disregard
for the rules as something to be juggled with by any
shrewd worker. This is bad enough of itself, but the
evils due to unchecked evasion, lax construction and weak
enforcement of the rules are likely to produce serious
results when the great international races are in question.
AVhat might pass with a little hostile comment in a club
becomes of serious importance when publicly heralded to
the yachting world in an international contest. The pros-
perity and good name of yacht racing depend upon the
maintenance of the highest possible standard of fairness
and technical accuracy in the racing rules, and there is no
club in the country so small and unimportant that the
actions of its race committee, bad or good, have not some
effect on the sport at large.

The French yachting journal, Le Yacht, announces that
it will institute a series of designing competitions in order
to promote a thorough study of the new system of meas-
urement which will go into effect on Jan. i.'igoi. Suitable
prizes will be given in each series, the first being for small
yachts of 2K' to 5 tons, the exact class and conditions to
be announced later, and the designs being submitted by
Nov. I, 1900. The plan is an admirable one, and Le Yacht
has our best wishes for its success.

The proposed amendment to the racing rules which will
lie acted on by the New York Y. C. this week, by which
the barring of a yacht for the balance of the season is

made optional and not compulsory, may be good in itself,
but it would be very interesting to know why this amend-
ment is brought forward at this particular time and
yet much more important ones are passed unnoticed.

The following has been cabled to certain American
papers ; we are under the impression that Lord Dunraven
is now in Africa; certainly he is taking no part in the
British racing, and he owns no racing yacht. The dis-
patch has the appearance of a lie out of the whole cloth

:

Paris, July 14.—C. Oliver Iseliii has declined to have
anything to do with the international regattas at Havre
next month if Lord Dunraven is allowed to enter. The
reason given is that Dunraven cannot be considered a
gentlemanly sportsman after his caddish assertions against
American yachtsmen.

Hester, cutter, Rear-Com. C. F. L. Robinson. New
York Y. C, arrived at Halifax on the afternoon of Jvtly
14 after a voyage of forty-eight days from the Clyde.
She was in charge of Capt. Fairweather, who reports an
exceptionally hard and stormy passage with heavy gales
and mostly unfavorable winds. The yacht had a sufficient
store of provisions, but ran out of coal pn June 28, part

of her supply having been swept overboard, being in

bags on deck. She was supplied by the steamer Luman on

July I. Hester will ship her racing spars at Halifax,

w^here they were sent by steamer, and will sail at once

for Newport. The yacht is uninjured in spite of the

heavy weather. When off Egg Island, just outside

Halifax, she fell in with Gloria, cutter, recently purchased

by Mr. H. C. McLeod, of Toronto, and the two came
into port together. Gloria left Southampton in charge of

Capt. W. L. Ross on June 6, making the passage in thirty-

nine days. She met some bad weather, but fared much
better than Hester. She will proceed up the St. Law-
rence to Toronto.

Atlantic Y. C. Cruise*

LONG ISLAND SOUND. *

July 7-12.

The annual cruise of the Atlantic Y. C. began with a

rendezvous at Riverside, Conn., on the afternoon and
evening of July 7, the following yachts being present

:

Waterwitch, Com. David Banks; Uvira, Vice-Com. R. H.
Doremus; Swannanoa, Rear-Com. Stephen Loines; Awa,
T. L. Arnold

;
Wayfarer, Richard Mansfield ; Ramona,

Gen. B. M. Whitlock; Katrina, J. B. Ford; Glendoveer,
Malcolm Graham; Mariquita, H. B. Shaen; Penguin,
George Brightson

;
Ondawa, P. J. Roberts

;
Eidolon, James

Weir, Jr. ;
Kismet, J. Rogers Maxwell

;
Scionda, A. W.

Booth ; Bonita, J. G. Meehan ; Narika, F. T. Cornell

;

Astrilda. A. G. and H. W. Hanan
;
Nirvana, George G.

Tyson; Regina, W. A. Hamilton; Eclipse, L. J. Callanan.

The squadron lay at anchor over Sunday, divine service

being held on board the flagship, and on Monday morn-
ing at 11:30 a start was made for Morris Cove (New
Haven), thirty-four miles, nautical. The day was clear

and warm, with a fresh S.W. wind, and an easy and
pleasant sail brought the fleet in early, the times being

:

Schooners.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Nirvana 3 53 3.5 4 43 34
Atlantic 3 44 .52 4 19 52
Waterwitch 3 40 32 4 28 32
Vesta 3 45 18 4 27 18

Cutters—70ft. Class.
Astrild 3 47 10 4 22 10 4 22 10

Cutters—60ft. Class.
Eclipse 4 25 11 5 00 11 5 00 11
Daphne 4 30 2!) 5 06 29 5 04 08

Cutters—51ft. Class.
Uvira 4 05 37 4 40 37 4 40 37
Ondawa 4 07 47 4 42 47 4 42 25
Mariquita 4 29 54 5 04 54 5 04 20
Awa 4 24 12 4 59 12 4 57 52
Como 4 43 30 5 18 40 5 13 43

Cutters, 43ft. Class.
Eidolon 4 13 45 4 48 45 4 48 45
Vinita 4 31 11 5 06 11 5 06 U.
Bonita 4 23 10 4 58 10 4 58 10

Sloops—36ft. Class.
Bonny Bairn 4 40 19 5.15 19 5 15 19
Akislo 4 28 29 5 13 29 5 13 29
Narika 4 38 10 5 13 10 4 55 33

Owing to an error in starting on the port of Water-
witch and Vesta, no corrected times were figured in their

class. The 60, 51 and 43ft. classes together, barring the

Fife cutter Uvira, which was considered too fast for the

others, sailed a race on cumulative time, for the three
days' run to New London, for the Loines cup. The
Watson cutter Astrild was second in elapsed time to the

Schooner Atlantic, of nearly 30ft. more length. The
yachtsmen were entertained in the evening by the Pequot
Association.
Tuesday was another fair day, with a good west wind

for the run of thirty-seven miles across the Sound to

Greenport. The start was made at 9 o'clock, Astrild tak-
ing the lead and easily distancing the fleet, leading Atlantic
by over eleven minutes. The times were

:

Schooners.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Vesta, [. F. Ackerman Withdrew.
Aflanti^. W. Marshall 1 47 25 4 42 25 4 23 13
Waterwitch, D. Banks 1 58 13 4 53 13 4 30 50
Nirvana. G. G. Tyson 2 23 17 5 18 17
Sylph, B. Carpenter 2 16 46 5 11 46 4 42 46

Cutters—70ft. Class.
Astrild, A. G. and H. W Hanan.. 1 36 00 4 31 00 4 31 00

Cutters—60ft. Class.
Eclipse. L. J. Callanan 1 59 10 4 54 10 4 54 10
Isolt, C. Nason 2 00 03 4 55 03

Cutters—51ft. Class.
Uvira, R. P. Doreraus 1 54 43 4 49 43 4 49 43
Ondawa, H. J. Robert 2 OS 24 5 03 24 5 03 00
Mariquita, H. B. Shaen 2 21 39 5 16 39 5 16 02
Awa, T. L. Arnold 2 03 30 4 58 30 4 57 03
Como, J. C. Davie.s 2 39 10 3 34 10 5 28 51

Cutters^3ft. Class.
Eidolon, T- Weir, Jr..- 2 09 23 5 04 23 5 04 23
Vinita, G. C. Provost 2 25 09 5 20 09 5 09 02
Bonita, J. G. Meehan 2 18 21 5 13 21 5 08 40
Zenobia, F. C. Swan 2 18 38 5 13 38 5 01 41

Cutters^—36ft. Class.
Bonnie Bairn, F. H. Davol 2 21 07 5 16 07 5 16 07
Akista, G. Hill 2 16 45 5 11 45 5 11 45
Narika, F. T. Cornell 2 45 56 5 40 56 5 21 22

On Wednesday, with the same fair weather and a good
S.W. wind, the fleet ran back across the Sound to New
London, the times being

:

Schooners.
Start. Finish. Elapsed, Corrected.

Wayfarer 1 07 00 3 11 16 2 04 16 1 53 07
Vesta 1 07 45 3 02 24 1 .54 39 1 54 39
Waterwitch 1 10 15 3 04 37 1 54 22 1 44 41

Cutters—60ft. Class—Start, 1:20.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Eclipse. L. J, Callanan 3 36 39 2 16 39 2 16-39
Isolt, C. W, Nason 3 33 51 2 13 51 2 Jl 24

51ft. Class—Start, 1:20.

Uvira, R. P. Doremus.... 3 24 08 2 04 08 2 04 08
Awa, T. L. Arnold 3 28 48 2 08 48 2 08 10
Ondawa, H. J. Robert 3 28 00 2 08 00 2 07 50
Mariquita, H. B. Shaen 3 30 15 2 10 15 2 09 59
Como, J. C. Davies 3 45 55 2 25 55 2 23 36

43ft. Class—Start, 1:20.

Eidolon, James Weir 3 31 15 2 11 15 2 11 15
Vinita, G. C. Provost 3 46 47 2 26 47 2 21 59

Class M—Start, 1:20.
Akista, George Hill 3 51 40 2 31 40 2 31 40

The times for the Loines cup were as follow, the allow-
ances being figured for a course of eighty-seven miles,
nautical

:

Allowance. Elapsed. Corrected.
Eclipse Allows. 13 00 00 13 00 00
Ondawa 0 35 23 11 54 11 11 18 48
Mariquita 0 35 52 12 31 48 11 55 56
Awa 0 37 51 12 06 30 11 28 39
Corao 0 47 01 13 18 05 12 31 04
Eidolon 0 57 21 12 04 23 11 07 02
VinitEt , a 23 29 12 58 00 11 35 31
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Eidolon wins the Loines cup. At a meeting of the

captains in the evening it was decided to disband the

squadron, the yachts sailing at will, most of them to New-
port for the New York Y. ,C. matches.

Royal St. Lawrence Y. C.
DORVAL—LAKE ST. LOUIS.

The sixth and seventh races for the Ross cup ^yere

sailed on the evening of July 6, the order being: Sixth

race. Glencairn IIIL, Chas. Routh; Red Coat, Arthur
Abbott; White Cap, James Paton, and Black Beauty,

G. H. Duggan. Seventh race, White Cap, G. H. Duggan;
Black Beauty, Chas. Routh ; Red Coat, James Paton, and
Glencairn IIII., Arthur Abbott. The points for the

two races were White Cap 6, Red Coat 5, Glencairn IIIL

5 -and Black Beauty 4. The points for the seven races

were: Glencairn IIIL, 19; Red Coat, 18: White Cap, 17;

Black Beauty, 16. The points for the helmsmen were

:

Duggan, 24;' Routh, 21; Abbott, 14, and Paton, 10.

On. July 7 four races were sailed in the Molson cup

series, the wind being strong S.W., and the yachts reefed.

In the absence of Mr. Duggan Mr. F. P. Shearwood
steered Glencairn IIII. The races resulted:

Defenders' First Round—Start, 3:48.

Finish.

Red Coat, Chas. Routh... 4 17 12

Black Beauty, Jim Paton 4 2139
White Cap. A. Abbott .4 24 10

Glencairn IIIL.F. Shearwood ...4 18 48

The finish of the race was most exciting, only twelve

seconds between the first three boats.

Second Round—Start, 4:43.

Finish.

Black Beauty 5 J? S
- White Cap 5 ^5
Red Coat 5 13 06

Glencairn IIII 5 12 28

Third Round—Start, 5:38.

White Cap 6 09 10

Red Coat •••f JH?
Glencairn IIII 5 }9 ?2
Black Beauty 6 14 45

22-Footers' First Round—Start, 3:61.

Ivaloo 4 23 45

Koorali 4 24 40

Bona Dea 4 25 oO

Viking 4 26 35

17-Footers—Start, 3:54.

Viola 4 32 21

Habitant 4 3110
Doris 4 33 00

Turtle -4 33 20

Kittiwake 4 36 05

17-Footers—Second Race—Start, 4:49.

Doris • 5 30 25

Kittiwake 5 3136
Turtle .-w. .. 5 29 52

Habitant 5 29 52

Viola ": 5 30 18

22-Footers—Second Race—Start, 4:46.

Koorali ..,..^...5 20 35

Ivaloo * 5 20 50

Viking .........5 19 12

Bona Dea ..5 22 55

22-Footers—Third Race—Start 5:41.

Koorali 6 20 10

Ivaloo 8 17 82

Bona Dea > ..6 20 04

Viking 6 19 48

The following description of the new boats is from
the Montreal Star

:

As the date of the Contest for the possession of the

Seawanhaka clip fof the ensuing year is approaching, a

somewhat more detailed description of the boats built by

the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. for the defense of the cup

will be intefestiilg to yachtsmen everywhere.
As has already beetl atihounced, four boats have been

built, from which the selection of the defender will be
tnade as sooil as their respective merits can be ascertained.

These boats Wefe paitlted different colors, and each Was
named according to the partidular color it was painted.

Thus there were the red, the black, the white and the

green boats, all built and rigged so much alike that even
the builder could hardly distinguish them apart at a

short distance, were it not for the different colors.

Apropos of these different colors, it might be well to

warn the ittiaginative public ajgainst harboring the delusion

that they can attend the trial races and experience no
difficulty in distinguishing the boats by their colors

throughout the race. The fact is, the boats should all

have been named in the comparative degree instead of in

the positive—all save the black. The black boat is really

black; but the red is only redder than the others, and the
green greener, while the white—well, the white isn't white
at all ; she was hauled out last week and treated to a

coat of shellac and ^now looks like a cross between the
redder and the greener.
This year's boats are all of a more serviceable appear-

ance than those built for defenders during the past few
years. They look stronger and heavier and more roomy.
yet those who should know say that they are the swiftest
ever designed on Lake St. Louis. They are somewhat
slower in stays, in all probability, but this is accounted
for by the fact that their rudders are placed further aft
in order to secure greater control.
There has not been much change made in sail plan.

The black and the green boats have practically the same
canvas as the defenders of the past two years. The red
and the white carry longer and lower canvas, more after
the st3-le of Glencairn II., with a fore triangle of looft.. the
other two boats having about 30 per cent, more in this
respect.

In point of hull design the green and the white bear a
close resemblance. Their lines are sharper forward, and
they have a draft of about 7in. each, the black and red
boats being more of the moderate Skow design, with a
draft of about oin. each.
The green boat has the greatest breadth of anv of the

defenders yet built. She is 8^ft. breadth and about 35ft.
over all. the white boat being a similar length, but onlv
about 8ft. breadth. The black boat is also 8ft., her length
over all being about 34ft. and her waterline being 22i/4ft.
The red boat is the longest and narrowest of the four

being about 37ft. over all and 7ft. pin. breadth.
This boat is a great favorite with the members of

the club, but it is doubtful if she is as highly regarded by
the committee. Some prefer the green, and there is an
impression that she will be chosen. Others the white, and
many regard the black as the best. $.ypxi the results of

the actual tests are almost as undecided as the opinions
of the members, and all agree that the choosing of the

defender will be a most difficult operation. In fact, it

appears to be more a question of crew than boat, inasmuch
as in an afternoon's racing, with the crews changing from
one boat to the other after each race, Duggan successively
brought each boat in a winner.
Up to July 9 seven races have been sailed in the Ross

series, and the standing of the boats in points is close

:

Points.
Glencairn IIII 19
Red Coat 18
White Cap 17
Black Beauty 16

The score of the dii¥erent crewS is as follows

;

Points.
Glencairn crew , 24
Red Coat crew 21
White Cap crew 14
Black Beauty 10

From the foregoing it will be seen that Mr. Duggan's
crew has the most wins to its credit.

New York Y, C
The fourth regular meeting of the New York Y. C. for

the year 1900 will be held July 19 at Delmonico's, Beaver
street,_ at i P. M. The amendments which were passed at
the third stated meeting will be brought up for final action
as follows

:

RULE I—CLASSIFICATION.
Section 2—In Class G, change 70 to 80: in Class H,

change 70 and 60 to 80 and 70, respectively; insert be-
tween new Class H and present Class J, "Class I, not over
70ft. and over 6oft. racing length."

Section 4—Limit of draft : In Class G, change 70 to

80; in Class H, change 70 to 80 and 13 to 14-5; insert be-
tween new Class H and present Class J, "Class I, not over
70ft. R. L., draft 13ft."

RULE VI.—BOATS AND LIFE BUOYS.

Section 2—Add after H in line 4, "and I."

RULE VIII.—CREW.

In Class H, change 70 and 20 to 80 and 30. respectively

;

insert between new Class H and present Qass J, "Class
I, 70ft., R. L., 20 men."
The following amendment to the racing rules will be

presented

:

RULE XIX.—^PENALTIES.

Substitute in line two the word may for shall, when
the rule will read: "A yacht which shall be disqualified
twice in one season may be debarred from sailing in club
races for the remainder of the season."

Beverly Y. G
WING'S NECK—BUZZARDS BAY.

Saturday, July 14.

The Beverly Y. C. sailed its 295th race, an open cham-
pionship, on July 14 in a fresh and variable N.W. wind.
The times were

:

25ft. Class.

£flclosed
Ulula, W. H. Wmship , 12141
May Queen, D. L. Whittemore 1 21 49
Nokomi.s, Alfred Winsor 1 24 12
Brimhilda, S. R. Dow 1 34 36

21ft. Class.
Amanita, L. Bacon 1 25 37
Quakeress, W. F. Harrison 1 26 10
Bohemia, R. L. Barstow, Tr 1 32 40
S^-lvia, S. D. Warren ". 1 33 20
Cyrilla, R. W. Emmons Withdrew.

Fourth Class Cats.
Hod, H. B. Holmes o 35 40
Howard. H. O. Miller o 38 38
Daisy, Howard Stockton 0 38 50

loft. One-Design Class.
Uarda. J. Parkinson, Jr 0 35 20
Vim, F. W. Sargrent, Jr 0 38 10
Teaser, R. W. Emmons 2d 0 38 40
Peacock, R. Winsor 0 39 57
Flickamaroo, W. B. Emmons . .0 42 28

The judges were E. M. Farnsworth and C. M. Baker.

East Glottcester Y. C.

GLOUCESTER, MASS.

Wednesday, July ii.

The weekly race of the East Gloucester Y. C. was
sailed over the inside course on the evening of July ii in
a fresh southwest breeze, single and double reefs being in
order. The times were:

First Class.

,^ , T 1, ,
Elapsed. Corrected.

Onda, J. B. Greenough
, 0 43 00 0 30 40A ethea, Smith and Colby 0 48 34 0 35 03

Alice and Maud, McCurdy..... .....0 49 00 0 36 52
Rambler, Pomeroy Bros ..Disabled.

Second Class.
Circe II., Pigeon 0 50 12 0 34 14
Petrel, Lunt 0 54 48 0 37 32
leuton, Nutton 0 59 19 0 43 42
Ida B., Merchant 1 00 56 0 44 51

Third Class.
Only One, Perkins 0 57 36 0 38 14
Dorothea, i^mdlay 1 01 19 0 41 15

Winthfop Y. C.

WINTHROP—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July 7.

The Winthrop Y. C. sailed its regular handicap race on
July 7 in a light westerly breeze, the times being

:

'

X. TT Elapsed. Corrected.
Cygnet, J. R. Hodder 1 17 24 1 14 24
Thelma, A. K. Tewksbury 1 41 12 1 27 12
Don, D. E. Murphy 1 42 30 1 28 30
Thetus, R. W. Clark 1 34 32 1 28 32
Alert, C. A. Heney 1 34 55 1 28 55
Delia, C. H. and W. J. Kelly 1 38 17 1 29 U
Alfna. John MacConnell, Jr 1 36 55 1 30 55
Ruth, A. S. Richards 1 50 39 1 33 39
White Crow, A. M. Crowe ...,1 43 45 1 33 45
Zoo, Horace Waite 1 55 36 1 37 36
Martha, W. N. Jenkins .....1 59 04 1 39 04
ideal, H. B. Whittier 153 10 14110
Caper, W. W. Colson ........2 17 30 1 47 30
Gwendoline, Chester Field.,... ....2 06 36 1 48 36
Bubble C A. Goddard .....21 5 50 1 50 50

Flash. W. H. Myrick Withdrew,

Detroit Y. C
DETROIT—LAKE ST. CLAIR.

'

Saturday, July 7.

The Detroit Y. C. held a race for small power craft on
July 7, and though a storm at noon kept away half of the
entries, there was a good race, with fourteen competitors.
The course Avas ten miles. The times were

:

First Race—All Boats Over 25ft.

Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Bob, O. J. Mulford ...40,0 3 40 40 4 17 00 0 36 20
Neptune, C. B. King 30.0 3 40 45 4 22 00 0 41 15
Geneva, M. Sullivan 45.0 3 41 04 4 23 00 0 41 56
We Win, J. O. Teagan 29.4 3 42 00 Withdrew.

Second Race—All Boats 25ft. Long and Under.
Oregon, F. L. Smith 18.0 4 18 40 5 13 32 0 54 52
Unnamed, O. J. Mulford 25.0 4 17 51 5 13 20 0 55 29
Unnamed, Geo Cato 16.0 4 17 52 5 14 44 0 56 52
Bessie B., Lou Burt.... 17.0 4 18 10 5 16 00 0 57 50
Irene, C. L. Beebe 23.6 4 15 40 5 13 45 0 58 05
Anna, P. F. Johnson 20.0 4 16 05 5 16 03 0 59 58
Unnamed, Al Stegmeyer 22.0 4 15 30 Withdrew.
Tender, L. M. Stoddard 25.0 4 15 42 Withdrew.
Romance, Jos. Keena 22.0 4 17 50 Withdrew.
J. C. M., Dr. R. R. Lansing. .16.0 4 18 43 Withdrew.

The winners were : %
First—Bob won, Geneva second.
Second—Neptune won.
Third—We Win (only starter) did not finish.
Fourth—No. 35 (Mulford's boat) won, Irene second.
Fifth—Oregon won. No. 7 (Cato's boat) second, Bessie

B. third, Anna fourth.
After the launch race, the last of the catboat series was

sailed, the times being: •

„ ^. , Start. Finish. . Elapsed.
iSo. 1, Charles P. Sieder 5 30 00 6 34 45 1 04 45
No. 4, Joe Crasser 5 30 20 6 35 38 1 05 18
No. 3, S. S. Weineman ...5 29 20 6 34 50 1 05 30
No. 2, Charles Keehler 5 29 25 6 35 42 1 06 22
No. 5, A. Kramer 5 29 55 6 38 00 1 08 05

As the result of the series, Wm. Funke has 19 points,
giving him first prize, while Charles Sieder, Frank
Shefferly, Joe Crasser, A. B. Illman, Charles Keehler.
S. S, Weineman and A. Kramer, each with 15 points, will
sail off the second prize.

Corinthian Y. C.

MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.
'

Saturday, July 14.

The second championship race of the Corinthian Y. C.
was sailed on July 14 in a fresh N.W. wind. Jolly Roger
mistook the course and turned a wrong mark. The times
were

:

Raceabouts—Start, 2:45.

c- . -ur f. ,
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Smtrani, W. P. Fowle 4 04 50 1 19 50
Pirate. R. C. Robbins 4 09 30 1 24 30
Jolly Roger, B. B. Crowninshield.Withdrew.

^ , , Knockabouts—Start, 2:50.
Opechee, J. C. Grew.... Withdrew.

Class A—Start, 2:55.
Lilhaii, H E Whitney 4 30 30 1 35 30 1 29 30
isis, G. H. Mayo 4 25 OO 1 30 00 1 30 00

T ^1"^°' T?- J"''? 4 26 53 1 31 53 1 30 53
Indra, P. P. Sharpies 4 37 23 1 42 23 1 38 23

, Class B—Start, 3:00.
Fill, J. A. Jennings 4 19 00 1 19 00 1 19 00

16ft. Class—Start, 3:05.
Cyclone, F. G. Macomber 4 00 30 0 55 30
Ugly Duckling, C. F. Lyman...... 4 01 11 0 56 11

'.

The protest of Bander-Log against Sintram for fouling
Archers Rock Buoy in the race of July 4 was disallowed
by the Regatta Committee.

Corinthian Y. C, of Philadelphia,

The fleet of the Corinthian Y. C. will rendezvous for
the annual cruise at Glen Cove, Long Island, N. Y.. on
the afternoon of Friday, July 27, 1900. A meeting of cap-
tains will be held on board the flagship at 8:30 P. M.
The routine and rules contained in the Club Manual will"
be observed during the cruise.

Prizes have been offered for port to port runs for yachts
in cruising trim, and when four or more start a second
prize to be awarded. The Commodore has offered a cup
to the yacht in each class winning on corrected time the
greatest number of runs.

Saturday, July 28—Race from Glen Cove to Oyster
Bay.

Sunday, July 29—Fleet to remain at anchor at Oyster
Bay.
Monday, July 30—Race from Oyster Bay to Morris

Cove.
Tuesday, July 31—Race from Morris Cove to Shelter

Island.

Wednesday, Aug. i—Race from Shelter Island to New
London.
Thursday, Aug. 2—Fleet to remain at anchor.
Gig and dinghy races for yachts' crews will be held in

the afternoon. Entries to be made to the fleet captain.
Friday, Aug. 3—Race from New London to Newport.
Saturday', Aug. 4—Disband.

Jamaica Bay Y. C.

CANARSIE—^JAMAICA BAY.

Saturday, July 14.

On July 14 the Jamaica Bay Y. C. sailed a race for
open catboats of 25ft. and under, starting at 2:40 in a
strong westerly wind. The times were

:

. TT. ,
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Jupiter, M. P. Holland 2 40 28 4 29 36 1 49 08 1 49 08
Lillie S., W. Scheer 2 40 31 4 35 07 1 54 25 1 54 25
Arrow, C. J. Nelson ...2 41 15 4 35 16 1 54 15 1 53 30
Minnehaha, C. Roehr... 2 43 12 Withdrew.
Jennie, W. Gallagher 2 41 21 Withdrew.
Mattie, M. Stewart. ........ .2 40 52 4 43 27 2 02 15 2 02 10
Uneeda, F. P. Mapes. . . . .2 41 12 4 45 08 2 03 53 2 02 18

After the race Jupiter was measured and found to be
27ft. gin. on the waterline, and therefore was disqualified
Arrow won first, Lillie S. second, Mattie third, Uneeda
fourth.

.

A* C A. Membership.

Atlantic Division—Mrs. A. H. Wood, Trenton N J
Mrs. H. C. Allen, Trenton, N. J. ; Mrs. Maurice D Wilt
Philadelphia, Pa. : Mrs H. S. M^K<='ag, Philadelphia, Pa

'

Miss Bertha C. Allen, Trenton, N. J, : < ''>\^M
Northern Division=T, Henery, Jr., Gregory, Muskoka,
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South Boston Yachting Carnival

CITY POINT—BOSTON HARBOR.

July 2, 2, 5, 6, and 7.

The extensive yachting interests centered about South

Boston have this year combmed m an e^Penment which

has been sufficiently successful to y.^^'-^^^^"
'^^^fachtin?

continuance as a permanent institution ^" Boston yachting

The week about the national holiday was devoted to a

serfes of yacht races, water sports and evening enter am-

ments und'er Ae auspices of the different local yach^^ c ubs^

A temporary association was formed under the title ot tiie

South Boston Carnival Association, charged with he

Vr Y C ) Com. Charles P. Mooney (M. F. Y. C.)

Simon Goldsmith (S. B. Y C), Vice-Presidents; James

F Barry (M F. Y. C), Secretary; Frank E. Gramgei

(C Y. C), Treasurer. Committee on Events-Corn.

Tolm H Means" (S B. Y C. Association). Press Com-

See-John B. Killeen, Boston Globe; John
J-
Joomey.

Boston Globe- E. P. B. Rankin, Boston Herald; Peter

1 Kelley Boston Journal; J. W OdUn, Boston Post;

James U Ford, Boston Traveler; C P^ Anderson, South

Boston Inquirer; James F Barry, S.B. Y. C A Com-

mittee on Illuminations-Sydney C. Higgins George M.

Krey Charles E. O'Donnell. Committee on Searchlight-

James H. Means, Com. Charles Mooney. Committee

on Water Sports-George T. Cuddihy, James T. Powers

E B Walbridge Committee on Music—Com. Liiaries

P.' Mooney, Charles E. O'Donnell, James F. Barry.

The programme was as follows:

Monday, July 2—Mosquito Fleet Y. C. yacht race, water

sports and evening illumination.

Tuesday, July. 3—Columbia Y. C. yacht race, watei

sports and evening entertainment and illumination.

Thursday, July 5—South Boston \. C. yacht race,

water sports and illumination.

Friday. July 6—South Boston Y. C. yacht race.

Saturday, July 7—Open regatta.
.

This programme was carried out with little interrup-

tion, one rainy night causing the abandonment of the pro-

posed festivities.

FIRST D.A.Y—MONDAY, JULY 2.

Mosquito Fleet Y. C.

Monday was clear and warm, with a light easterly

breeze, and a good race was sailed. The principal interest

was in the fight between the keel Flirt, designed by

Crowninshield, and the centerboard Little Peter, designed

by Hanley, the keel boat winning. The times were:

25ft. Class—Cabin.
Elapsed.

Plirt, Fabyan and McKee 1 54 49

Little Peter, H. Moebs 1 &7 u4

Earlv Dawn, T. E. Doherty 1 57 54

Hermes, A. W. Chesterton
,V,?

Sappho, S. Hamblin Withdrew.

21ft. Class—Cabin.
Usona, Elmer Prior -2 05 09

Coquette, B. D. Amsdeni i^tH
Carrie M., Robinson ,

Dabster, Keith Withdrew.

18ft. Class.

Dauntless, Benner and Patten 1 34 03

Perhaps, T. E. Robinson 1 40 20

Fantasy, "VV. B. Allerton 1 40 43

Toque, Walter Kelly I'^^V:
Kathryn, J. R. Young 1 47 44

Hector, A. W. Hubbard 1 49 35

Aureolus, R. S. Landers 2 01 39

15ft. Class.

Vitesse, Coombs 1 40 24

Ray, S. A. Freeman 1 48 10

After the yacht race was started there were swimming
races off the club houese, a team of girls from the pub-

lic baths competing, as well as a team of boys, while ex-

hibitions were given by the instructors. A band played

through the evening at the club house and the house and
fleet were illuminated, a very large number of people be-

ing present along the water front.

The judges were Com, Charles P. Mooney, Sidney C.

Higgins, James Bertram, W. O. Elliott and James F.

Barry.
SECOND DAY, TUESDAY, JULY 3.

Columbia Y. C.

There was more wind on Tuesday—a strong and puffy
southwester—the yachts being reefed. Flirt started with
one reef, and her opponents in the class carried three. Lit-

tle Peter sailing without a jib. The times were:

25ft. Class—Cabin.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Flirt 2 45 00 4 12 08 1 27 08
^Little Peter 2 46 36 4 23 00 1 38 00
Early Dawn 2 45 00 4 23 52 1 38 52

21ft. Class—Cabin.
Opitsah IT 2 50 00 4 37 52 4 47 52
Usona 2 50 00 4 41 00 4 51 00
Carne R Withdrew.

18ft. Class—Distance, Eight Miles.
Circe II 3 13 00 4 15 52 1 20 50
Kathryn 3 11 00 4 20 52 1 25 52

In spite of the weather there were swimming races in

the afternoon, but at night the rain prevented the prom-
ised illumination, but gave the busy sightseers a chance
to rest for the Fourth.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, JULY 5.

South Boston Y. C.

On Thursday morning there was a light S.E. breeze,
which made fair sailing for a good part of the race, but
finally fell very light, so that there were various flukes.
Little Peter and Flirt sailed a very fair and close race
over most of the course, the keel boat coming out ahead.
The times were

:

25ft. Class—Cabin.

^ , , Elapsed.
Flirt, Fabyan and McKee 1 5-2 4x
Hermes, A. W. Chesterton !l 54 02
Early Dawn, T. E. Doherty 1 55 00
Little Peter, J. J. Moebs "

1 55 %
21ft. Class—Cabin.

LTsona, E. E. Prior... , 1 53 55
Harriet, L. T. Harrington 1 58 12
Coquette, B. D. Amsden 2 04 54
Carrie M,, N. T. Robinson

, ...i.gOigS

18ft. Class.
^ ^

Fantasy, Wm. Allerton
1 44 21

Dauntless, Benner and Patten 1 45 15
Circe II., F. L. Pigeon ^ |^ Qg
Hector, A. W. Hubbard

^ |^ Qg
Perhaps, J. E. Robmson ^ *'

15ft. Class.

J. Coombs ;

Favorite, G. W. Glover 1 45 40
1 56 41

Vitesse, W.
Favorite, G.
Cricket, A. M. Holmes.

There was an unusually large crop of protests :
Flirt

against Little Peter, Little Peter against Flirt, Early

Dawn against Flirt, Early Dawn against Hermes, Co-

quette against Harriet and Harriet against Usona.

The judges were Arthur Fuller, W. H Godfrey J. i.

Hurley, D. F. Carew, Thomas Christian, Frank Williams,

Morris'Levengston and J. H. Corrigan.

The swimming races afforded much sport to the specta-

tors at the club house.
i

The grand illumination of the week was on ihursday

night bands playing at the Columbia, South Boston and

Mosquito Fleet houses, while each was brilliantly illu-

minated The fleet off City Point did its share m the dis-

play of lights and fireworks. Special entertainments were

given at each club house and a very large number of spec-

tators turned out along the shore in addition to the guests

of the clubs. .

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, JULY 6.

South Boston Y. C.

On Friday the South Boston Y. C. sailed a second race,

the wind being light S.W. Flirt again beat Little Peter.

Dauntless, a freak, won in the 21 ft. class and was pro-

tested by Fantasy as not being a legitimate yacht. The
times were

:

25ft. Class—Cabin.
Elapsed.

Flirt, Fabyan and McKee ?
Little Peter, L J. Moebs 2 40 17

Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 2 44 39

Early Dawn, J. E. Doherty 2 44 4o

21ft. Class—Cabin.
Usona, Elmer E. Prior 2 43 14

ISft Glass;

Dauntless, Benner and Patten 1 45 19

Fantasy, William Allerton 1 53 04

Perhaps. J. E. Robinson 2 07 49

Toque. Walter Kelly 2 18 58

Hector. A. W. Hubbard 2 32 45

15ft. Class.
Vitesse, Walter T. Coombs 1 53 05

Favorite, G. W. 'Glover.. 2 24 06

Cricket, A. M. Homes Withdrew.
Dauntless protested by Fantasy.

The iudges were Sydney C. Higgins, chairman ; James
Bertram, W. H. Godfrey. Charles H, Heath, John T. Hur-
ley and A. J. Bekkenhuis.

FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, JUKY 7,

The week ended with an open race in a moderate west-
erly wind, the times being:

25ft. -eiiass—Cabin.
Elapsed.

Early Dawn, J. E. Dohertv 1 33 43
Sappho, C. E. O'Donnell.'. 13715

21ft.- Class.
Cleopatra, F. F. Crane 1 48 S2
Tacoma, J. F. Ring .....1 54 07
Hostess, H. M. Faxon ...i... .....Disabled.

21ft. Class—Cabin.
Coquette, B. D. Amsden....... 1 40 38
Usona, E. E. Prior 1 41 28

18ft.^ Class.
Dauntless, Benner and Patten 1 03 32
Circe II., F. L. I^igeon 1 04 30
Zoe, F. J. Stewart 1 08 58
Joque, Walter Kellv 1 09 28
Perhaps, J. E. Robinson 1 10 23

15ft. Class.

J. Coombs 1 09 42
W. Glover 1 U H
M. Holmes 1 28 59
Horr 1 43 41

,. First Handicap Class.
Lchpse, H. A. Jones , 1 41 31
Quissett, F. A. Taylor , 1 55 07

Second Handicap Class,
J^antasy, Wm, Allerton 1 44 58
Hustler, Robbins and Whitmore ...1 47 37
Acme, Hirnm Patterson 1 50 50
Jungfrau, H. B. Bailev ....1 52 50
Carrie AI. N C. Robinson ,.,,1 56 08
Sea Bird, C. L. Joy ...1 55 56
Annie A., James Levefidge 1 B8 37
Widgeon, A. J. Hortou..". 1 56 24
Duster, J. T. Ball .59 26
Bessie, J. F. Lannon 07 05
Winona, C. H. Goddard. ' 07 10
Hector, A. W. Hubbard.... 07 43
Pepita, A. W. Hawes... i 06 48

Annie A protested all the yachts which finished ahead
of her for omitting a mark of the course. Duster pro-
tested Fantasy, Acme and Widgeon. The judges were
b C. Higgms, James Bertram, W. H. Godfrey, C. H.
Heath,_ J. T. Hurley and A. J. Bekkenhuis.
During the afternoon a race for dinghies was sailed

the times being: Stickney, 44m. 51s.: French, 46m 49s.;
Dolbeare, 53m. 45c.

; Merrill, =;3m. 50s.

Corrected.

Vitesse, W.
Favorite, G.
Cricket, A,
Bess, J. W

34 40
48 02

44 58
46 28
49 20
60 20
53 08
53 26
54 07
55 24
56 26
01 05
01 10
01 43
03 18

Rhode Island Y. C. One-Design Class.

PAWTU*XET—PROVIDENCE RIVER.

Friday, July 6.

second of the first series of races for the Rhode
Island \. C. one-design class was sailed on July 6 in a
moderate southerly breeze, the times being

:

R. I. Y. C. One-Design—Start, 4:29.

The Kid, W. H. Thurber e^S'^' fitifRedskin, Dr Potter e 18 lo 1 49 50Rascal, H, E. Barlow 6 19 45 1 50 45

Far] T^"fT ^ 26 45 1 57 45LaiL E. L. Fuller q 28 00 1 59 00
The standing on points is

:

The Kid . ^ ,-.

Rascal ifl
Redskin
Sprint
Earl

3 4-7

2 2-4

11-2

Saturday. July 7.
•

_
The third and last race was sailed on July 7, resulting

in a tie between Redskin, Rascal and Kid, so that an ex-
tra race is necessary. The times were:

R. I. Y, C. One-Design Boats—Start, 3:48.

Redskin, Dr. A. M. Potter fIt'iI" ffq^^f
"

Rascal, H. E. Barlow 5 30 I7 1 97

Hartford Y. C.

FOLLY POINT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 7.

The Hartford Y. C. celebrated the opening of its new
house at Folly Point by a race on July 7, the wind being

variable from N.W. to S.W. The times were

:

36ft. Class—Ten Miles, Triangular Course—Silver Cup.
Elapsed.

Titania, Childs .....2 11 35

80ft. Class—Ten Miles, Triangular Course—First Prize, Silver Cup;
Second, Stein.

Nellie, Plant 2 07 40

Gertrude, Tucker ? 2HS
Ariel, Wilson ...... v 2 56 00

25ft. Class—Ten Miles, Triangular Course—First Prize, Wine Set;
Second, Cup, and Third, Stein.

Hoodoo, Smith 2 21 03

Mayflower, May ; 2 26 40

Whv Not. Vaughan 2 37 40

Alpha and Omega, Coulter 2 39 20

Ella, Brewer 2 40 31

Flyer, Buell Brothers 2 48 25

Liz, Griswold 2 49 40

Thistle, Pearce Withdrew
Lily, Zurhorst .Withdrew.

21ft. Class—Ten Miles, Triangular Course—First Prize, Cup,
Second, Stein.

Lurene, Mitchell 2 32 20

Crescent, Luther 2 39 05

Lobster, Fisk 2 51 00

Anna, Slocum Not timed.
Alleta, Smith" ,

Not timed.
yVmarilla, Olmsted Withdrew.

18ft. Class—Ten Miles, Triangular Course—First Prize, Cup;
Second, Stein.

Qui Vive, Phelps 3 02 20

Tyro, Maercklein Withdrew.

Dories—Three-Mile Course Around Breakwater to River Beacon
and Return.

Gretchen, Deming 0 43 50

Sea Gull, Bulkeley 0 45 58

As the yachts had not been measured, all the winners
were not known. The judges were Arthur M. Lane,
George S. Hubbard and E. W. Smith.

Riverton Y. C. Annttal Regatta*

RIVERTO—^DELAWARE RIVER.

Wednesday, July 4.

The Rivcrton Y. C. sailed its thirty-sixth annual re-

gatta on July 4 as a part of the general festivities of the

town. The races were sailed over the club courses, the

times being:

Mosquito Fleet—Start, 10:48.

Finish.
No. 11, Albert G. Cook 12 13 15
No. 2, Charles M. Biddle '...12 15 47
No. 7, 12 18 26
No. 14, T. Harry Walmut 12 20 40
No. 15, Filson GrafT ...12 20 58
No. 6, James S. Coale 12 21 08
No. 10, John H. Reese 12 21 14
No. 12, H. Mcllvain Biddle 12 21 23
No. 8, John S. Bioren 12 23 08

Raceabouts, Start, 10:53.
Katoola, Emmons 12 37 11
Page, Elson- 12 41 13

Catboats—Start, 10:43.
Bull Flv, Marshall 12 25 28
Sea Gul'l, L. C. Cook 12 26 57

Launches.
Handicap. Finish.

Viva 0 08 40 0 23 12
Albatross 0 13 50 0 24 25
Ivanough 0 16 00 0 27 01
Priscilla 0 16 50 0 28 40
Phroso 0 00 35 0 29 07
Albia ". Allows. 0 31 41
Corry 0 16 00 0 34 00

The Regatta Committee included Messrs. Harvey K.
Mitchell, Blair Ferguson and J. S. Bioren.

Point o' Woods Y. C.

POINT O' WOODS—GREAT SOUTH BAY.

Saturday, July 14.

The Point o' Woods Y. C. sailed its first race on
July 14, starting in a reefing breeze from N.W. and finish-

ing in a light air. The times were, start 2 142

:

Finish.
Meteor 4 03 09
Brant 4 05 22
E. L. W 4 05 22
Blue Point 4 12 25
Wanderer 4 14 53
Idyl ..4 13 02
Florence 4 13 00
Jeannette 4 18 15
Sandpiper 4 27 00

The first regular meeting of the club was held on July
1,3 and officers elected for the ensuing year as follows

:

Com., H. C. Ferris; Vice-Com., John C. Dempsey; Rear-
Com., H. M. Brewster; Sec'y, Grover C. Sumner; Treas.,

C. A. Willets, Jr. ; Fleet Capt., W. R. Robbins, chairman
Regatta Committee ; Board of Governors, Dr. Charles
Townsend, F. G. Wild, W. J. Griffen, W. R. Robbins and
E. "V. Brewster.

It was decided to formally open the club's new quarters
on the bay on the first Saturday in August.

The Kid, W. H. Thurber
Sprint. Vignerotj Bro,s,.

.5 40 55

.5 43 55
1 52 55
1 54 .55

Hempstead Y. C. •

FREEPORT—HEMPSTEAD BAY.

Wednesday, July 11.

The Hempstead Bay Y. C. sailed a race on July 11 as a
part of its ladies' day programme, the wind being strong
from the south and kicking up a sea. The yachts were all

reefed. The times were :

All Sloops as One Class—Start, 11:41.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Mabel 1 32 50 1 51 50 1 51 36
Quo Vadis .1 42 40 2 01 40 2 01 40
Fleetwing , .Withdrew.

Catboats—Not Over 25ft.— Start, 11:46.
Dot 1 59 55 2 13 55 2 13 55
Eva 2 08 40 2 22 40 2 21 42
Ellen Withdrew.
Nomad ...Withdrew.

Catboats—20ft. and Under—Start, 11:51.

Little Minister 1 29 50 2 38 50 1 38 19
Lillie M 1 33 30 1 42 30 1 40 01
Fellowcraft 1 34 40 1 43 40 1 43 40
Gracie 1 42 30 1 51 30 1 49 51
Bell Brand Withdrew.

Osceola, steam yacht, has been chartered by T. L. Watt
to Mrs. Julia Curtiss, pf New York.
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New York Y. Newport Races.

NEWK«T.

July 12-15.

The relative importance of Newport as a yacht center

compared with New York is increasing each year, many

members of the New York Y. C. making their summer

homes in the former place, while the close prox»mty to

the open sea, just outside Newport Harbor, and the free-

dom from trathc, is in marked contrast to the cour.se aboiit

New York Bay. This year the New York Y. C, m addi-

tion to its cruise races, has arranged a special smes of

races, open to all classes in the club, to be .sailed oft New-

port under the following conditions :

, , a f

The start will be at 11 A. M., between Brentqns Reef

light vessel and a point on the committee boat indicated

by a white flag. If postponed, the preliminary signal will

be the yacht ensign at the fore, accompanied by a gun

Should a signal gun miss fire, a prolonged whistle blast

will be given.
STARTING SIGNALS.

Preparatory—A gun will be fired and a blue peter set.

The start for single-masted vessels and yawls. Ten

minutes later a second gun will be fired, the blue peter

lowered and a red ball hoisted.

The start for schooners (handicap time for smgle-

masted vessels and yawls). Five minutes later a third

gun will be fired and a second red ball hoisted.

Five minutes later a fourth gun will give the handicap

time for schooners, and both balls will drop.

For 30-footers (one gun .start).

Preparatory—Five minutes later, a red ball will be

hoisted. r j j
The start—Five minutes later, a gun will be hred and

the ball will drop.

COURSES.

;jsfo. I—Letter C. From starting line, 7 miles south-

west, % west to and around Point Judith whistle biioy,

034 miles east, to and around a float carrying a red flag

with diagonaf white stripe, 6^ miles noTtliwe,st to. finish.

23 miles.

>jo 2—Letter D. The reverse of No. 1.

No. 3—Letter F. Once around No. i, to and around

whistle buoy to finish. 37 miles.

]sfo. 4—Letter G. Once around No. 2, to and around

southeast float to finish. 35^/2 miles.
. , ^ ,

On Nos. I and 3, leave light vessel, whistle buoy and

float to port ; on Nos. 2 and 4, leave them to starboard.

Nos. 3 and 4 will be cut ofif after once around by the

display of two red balls, vertically. The recall for yachts

that have already turned the light vessel will be the yacht

ensign at the fore and two guns.
ti

Attention is called to Sec. i, R. IV., and Sec. 3, R. IX.

S. Nicholson Kane, Chester Griswold, William Butler

Duncan, Jr., Regatta Committee.

No time taken after 8 P. M.
The only entries for the races were from the new Soft,

class, the 51ft. class, the special 30ft. class and Astrild, of

the 70ft. class, the latter having no competitor. On July

II the four one-design boats were measured by Mr.

Hyslop, the results being: Virginia, 76.74ft-; Mineola.

76.73ft; Yankee, 76.36ft.; Rainbow, 76.34ft. The sail

areas are 7,000ft.

On July 12, the first day, there ' was a dense fog over

Newport and the adjoining waters, so that even with a

good breeze from S. by E. a race was not possible.

First Race—Friday, July 13.

Friday morning was clear, with a moderate S.S.W.

wind, making the first leg of Course C dead to windward.

This course was selected, and after the full triangle of 23

miles had been covered the first leg was sailed, out to the

Point Judith mark and back, making 14 miles more, half

to windward and half under spinakers. In the absence

of Chester Griswold, of the Race Committee, Philip

Schuyler acted with Messrs. Kane and Duncan on the

tug Edward Luckenback. The start was given at 11:10

for the-8o-footers, Mineola, steered by Capt. Wringe, being

the first over, followed by Rainbow with Capt. Parker

at the wheel. The two started on the starboard or off-

shore tack, while Mr. Duryea sent Yankee across on the

port tack, headed in for the Narragansett shore, Mr. W.
K. Vanderbilt, Jr., at the wheel of Virginia, following.

While the two English skippers were haying a bout to-

gether, making several short tacks, but still keeping out,

Yankee held on until well under the shore, and, as is almost

always the case on this course with a westerly wind, came
out ahead of the fleet. Virginia tried a middle course, but

finally abandoned it to follow Yankee, and fell into second

place, the first mark being timed

:

First Mark. Elapsed.

Yankee 12 20 45 1 10 38

Virginia 12 22 19 1 11 56

Mineola 12 .30 29 1 20 24

Kainbow 12 32 30 1 22 25

The second leg was run with balloon jibs set, Rainbow
trying a spinaker to starboard, which did not help her.

The times were:
Second Mark. Elapsed.

Yankee - •. ...1 24 26 1 03 41

Virginia 1 26 52 1 04 33

Mineola 1 32 36 1 02 07

Rainbow 1 34 26 1 01 56
•

On the reach home the elapsed times were very even,

the round closing

:

Third Mark. Elapsed.
Yankee 2 04 26 0 40 00

Virginia 2 07 28 0 40 36

Mineola 2 12 50 0 40 10

Rainbow 2 14 44 0 40 18

On the second beat to the Point Judith mark, the others

wisely followed Yanlcee in short tacks under the shore, the

result showing when they were timed

:

Fourth Mark. Elapsed.
Yankee 3 11 08 1 06 42
Virginia 3 14 28 1 07 00
Mineola 3 19 08 1 06 18
Rainbow 3 23 86 1 08 52

They ran home with spinakers to port, the last leg being
timed

:

Finish. Elaosed.
Yankee 3 48 56 0 37 48
Virginia 3 51 40 0 37 12
Mineola 3 57 24 0 38 16
Rainbow 4 02 22 0 38 46

In the sift, class Syce made a poor start, being handi-
capped over two minutes, and later she broke her bobstay

and withdrew. Hera was unlucky in picking up a lobster

pot, which spoiled her chances. The full times were

Cutters—80ft. Class. ,

Length. Finish. Elapsed;

Mineola, August Belmont 76.73 3 57 24 4 47 19

Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt 76.34 4 02 22 4 52 17

Virginia, W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr 76.74 3 51 40 4 41 17

Yankee, li. B. Duryea and H. F.
„ .o a o« ao

Whitney 76.36 3 48 50 4 38 49

Cutters—51ft. Class.

Shark, F. L. Ames 51.00 4 49 24 5 33 56

Altair, C. Meyer, Jr Sl-OU 4 47 .5^ 5 32 40

.Syce, H. .S. Redmond 50.86 Withdrew.

Special—3011. Cla.ss—Start, ll::30.
„ ,„

W-awa, Reginald Brooks 30.00 1 58 12 2 28 12

i'oUvwoK A.H.Paget 30.00 2 02 52 2 23 52

Esperanfa, W. B. Duncan. Jr :10.00 1 59 38 2 29 38

Hera, R. jN. Ellis '.

. ^ 30.00 Withdrew.

Second Day—Saturday, July 14.

On Saturday morning the weather was still clear and

pleasant and the wind moderate, N.W. by N., so .a course

was laid off of 15 miles to leeward from Brenton's, Reef,

the markboat bearing S.E. S. The start for the 80-

footers was at 11 :io, all going over with second club top-

sails set. As usual, Mineola was first over, within thirty-

six seconds of the gun, but the others took their time, as it

was not a one-gun start. All set spinakers to port, run-

ning thus for nearly an hour, when they jibed over and

reset spinakers. AH held closely together, Mineola keep-

ing her lead; Y^ankee tore the head of her spinaker and

took it in for a while to make repairs, her balloon jib top-

sail still keeping her up with the others. Rainbow
lowered her No. 2 club topsail and set the large one, the

wind falling lighter, and afler i o'clock all but Virginia

took in their spinakers. Virginia steered a more easterly

course than the others, and when they closed in for the

mark it was a question whether she or Yankee, the latter

having passed Rainbow and Mineola some time before,

would turn, first. Yankee was first, but by a very few
.seconds, the times being :

Turn. Elapsed.
Yankee 1 30 05 2 18 24

Rainbow 1 30 27 2 17 33

Mineola 1 .30 49 2 20 13

Virginia 1 35 17 2 23 28

With sheets hardened the work of Yankee, Rainbow
and Mineola was interesting, as they were in close com-
pany, Mineola being able once to put Y'ankee about, but

she made a tack oi^ shore while Yankee kept to the

northward, nearer shore. The wind headed Mineola on
this tack and made Yankee's gain even rnore than it would
otherw.ise have been. The finish was timed:

Finish. Elapsed.

Yankee 3 52 39 2 22 31

Vir<^mia 3 56 57 2 21 20

Mineola 3 58 16 2 27 27

Rainbow 4 00 29 2 30 02

During Friday's race it was discovered that Shark was
leaking, and she was towed to Bristol for repairs during

the night, being ready next morning. Syce also had her

broken bobstay plate repaired. The fleet was increased by

Sistae, the old Mabel F. Swift II., of but 46ft. R.M. The
class started at 11:15, Shark being first over and Sistae

handicapped. In following the large yachts it was im-

possible to see the fight in this class or the 30ft. Ahair
won very easily and Sigtae beat Shark. The full times

were

:

Cutters—80{t. Class,
St.art. Finish. Elapsed.

Yankee, 11. B. Duryea and vK. P.
\Vhitnev 11 11 41 3 .52 :39 4 40 58

Virginia, 'W. K. Vanderbilt, Tr.,,U 12 09 3 56 57 4 44 48
Mineola, Augu.st Belmont,.,,' 1110.36 3 58 16 4 47 40
Rainbow, Cornelius Vanderbilt. , .11 12 .54 4 00 29 4 47 35

51 fl. Class.

Altair, Cord Meyer, Jr 11 17 46 4 46 25 5 28 39

Shark, F. Lothrop Ames 11 10 24 4 55 02 5 38 .38

Syce, H. S. Redmond 11 19 49 5 20 52 6 00 52

Sistae, John B. Rhodes...; 11 20 00 4 57 07 5 37 18

Special—30ft. Clas.s—Start, 11:30,

Finish, Elapsed.
Hera, R. N. Ellis 2 47 57 3 14 57

Esperanza, W, B, Duncan, Jr 2 33 07 3 03 07
•

Wawa, R. Brooks 3 36 09 3 06 09

Seawanliaka Corinthian Y. C.

OYSTER BAY—^LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 14.

The annual race for the Alfred Roosevelt Memorial
cup of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. was sailed on
July 14, open this year to all yachts of the 36ft. and
smaller classes. The knockabouts sailed with the others,

the race counting as one for the Center Island cup. There
was a strong N.W. wind and several yachts were disabled.
The course was 12^ miles. The times were:

Start, 3:05.

Finish. Elapsed.
Scamp, T. De Forest Johnston 5 31 35 2 26 35
Raider, "H. M. Crane 5 33 42 2 28 42
Wvntie, F. S. Hastings 5 45 08 2 40 08
Bee, D. Le Roy Dresser and H. P. Jacquelin.5 46 20 2 41 20
Lestrol, T, D. Low 5 48 32 2 43 32
Bobs, W. W. W. Stewart: 5 50 47 2 45 47
Snapper, H, L. Maxwell Disabled.
O Shima San, J. T. Pratt WithdreAV.
Thelga, A. P. Thayer... Disabled.

Scamp wins the Roosevelt cup and Wyntje wins the
third leg for the Center Island cup.

Cohasset Y. C.

COHASSETT, MASS,

,

"' ^Saturday, July 7.

The Cohasset Y. C- sailed a race on July 7, the race-
abouts beginning their second series. The wind was light
and fluky from the West. The times were

:

Raceabout Class.

Elapsed.
Delta, R. B. Williams 1 56 00
Barracada, A. C. Burrage 1 56 50
Ts'ereid, W'. R. Sears 1 57 31
Remora, Tower and Crocker 1 57 55
Eleanor, F, J. Moors 1 59 20
Monsoon, J. A. Knowles 2 00 00
Raven, J. Dean 2 01 26

15ft. Class,
Swallow, T, Richardson , . , 0 50 20
Jap, B. Tower 0 50 45

Knockabout Class.
Fly, C. W. Barron 110 35
Fancy, C. W. Barron 114 20

The seven raceabouts tried to turn, the first mark to-
gether and nearly every boat filed a protest against others.

Sea [Cliff y. C Annwal Regatta.

SEA CLIFF—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Sdttirday, July 14.

The Sea Clif? Y. C. sailed its annual regatta on July

14 in a reefing breeze from N.W. and a sea, two of the

Skows capsizing—Rod during the race and Mongoose II.

just after finishing. Mongoose II. parted her throat hal-

yards twice, but managed to finish. The full times were:

Cutters and Yawls—46ft. Class—Start, 12:05—Course, 15 miles.
Finish, Elapsed. Corrected..

Madcap, T. J. Sheridan 3 46 00 3 41 00 3 41 40
Albicore, Seymour J. Hyde 3 32 40 3 27 40

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 12 :05—Course, 15 miles.
Countess, Oswald Sanderson Disabled.
Veda, F. S. Connell 3 24 00 3 19 00

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 12 :10-^ Cour.se, 12 miles.
Impudent, C. Silkworth 1 37 30 1 27 30

.

Sloops—25ft. Clas,s—Special—Start, 12:10—Course, 12 miles.
Rochelle, Edward Kelly 1 52 00 1 42 00 . ..

Sloops—22ft. Class—Start, 12 :10—Course, 12 miles.
Chingachgook, E. A. Stevens Withdrew.
Adelaide, W. P. Douglas ...2 14 40 2 04 40

Cat Rigged—25ft, Class—Start, 12:10—Course, 12 miles.
Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby 2 15 15 2 05 15 2 03 09
Uarda, H. H, Gordon 2 14 40 2 04 40 2 04 40

Special Mixed Class—Start, 12:10—Course, 12 Miles.
Mongoose fl., Simeon Ford 2 05 00 1 55 00
Spindrift, Pirie Brothers 2 06 30 1 51 30 . .. ..

Open Catboats—18ft. Clas,s—Start, 12 :15—Course, 12 Miles.
Ethel B., C. E. Berner..... Withdrew.
Dunlea, Dunning and Leaycraft. .2 40 33 2 25 33 2 25 33
Kazaza, T. J. McCahill 2 22 20 2 07 20 2 07 20

Open Cats—15ft. Class—Start, 12 :15—Course, 12 Miles.
We Win, F. S. Sherwood 2 45 08 2 30 08
Scout, Henry Hall 2 43 52 2 28 52 . .. ..

Old Squaw, Fred Carstein. ....... .2 41 10 2 26 10 2 26 10
Bouncer, Archie Tappan. ........ .2 44 10 2 29 10 2 29 10
Coot, A. D. Prince 2 42 10 2 27 10

Sloops—15ft. Class—Start, 12:10—Course, 12 Miles.
Flounder, E. P. Titus Withdrew.
Mike, Guy Forbes 2 27 10 2 17 10 2 17 10
Mae, Clinton Crow 2 15 29 2 05 29

Open Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 12:10- Course, 12 Miles.
Ox, R. Bavier 2 27 15 2 17 15 2 17 15
Rod, Donald Iselin Disabled.

Dory Clas.s—Start, 12 :15—Course, 8 Miles.
Fiddler, J. J. Connelly Withdrew.
John Dory, Guy Standing 2 08 00 1 53 00
Rudder, H. F, Stevenson 2 08 40 1 53 40
Dud, G. A. Corris 2 10 40 1 56 40

The winners were Albicore, Veda, Impudent, Rochelle,
Adelaide, Win or Lose, Mongoose II., Kazaza, Old.
Squaw, Mae, Ox and John Dory.

Thirty-footers at Newport.

On July 9 the 30-footers sailed a race over the Dyer's
Island course in a strong S.W. wind, the times being,
start 3 :i7

:

Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 33 41 2 16 41
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan ..,5 34 52 2 17 52
Hera, R. N. Ellis .5 36 31 2 18 31
Wawa, R. Brooks Withdrew.

On July 10 the conditions were much the same and the
same course was sailed, start 3 :2i

:

„ „ ^ TT T Finish. Elapsed.
E.speranza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 31 32 2 00 00
Wawa, Reginald Brooks 5 31 41 2 10 41
Hera, Ralph N. Ellis 5 32 21 2 11 21
Dorothy, Clarence W. Dolan 5 36 02 2 15 02

On Wednesday there was still more wind from S.W.,
and a good race resulted, the times being, start 3:16;

TT T, T^T T>,,-
Finish. Elapsed.

Hera, R. N. Elhs 5 07 19 1 51 19
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan .,...^.,.....5 07 39 1 51 39
Wawa, Regmald Brooks 5 08 52 1 52 52
Pollywog, A. H. Paget 5 10 20 1 54 20
Esperanza, W. E. Duncan, Jr VVithdrew.

Esperanza fouled a mark and withdrew.
On Thursday a race was started in spite of the fog

in the morning, which caused the postponement of the
New York Y. C. races. The course was sixteen miles,
sailed in a strong S.W, wind, the times being, start 3:16:

XT -D TT,,-
Finish. Elapsed.

Hera, R N, Elhs.
, 5 06 31 1 50 31

Wawa, Regmald Brooks 5 06 32 1 50 32'
Esperanza, C, L. F. Robinson 5 07 30 1 51 30)
Pollywog, A. H. Paget 5 09 42 1 53 42;

Hera fouled the long cable of the stakeboat and the
question of her being thereby disqualified is still open.
O'n Friday and Saturday the boats sailed in the New York
Y. C. races, as elsewhere reported.

Keystone Y. G«

PHILADELPHIA—PELAWARE RIVER,

Sunday, July 8,

The Keystone Y. C. sailed a race on July 8 in very
variable weather, with a calm and a heavy thunder storni'
The times were

:

Second Clas^ Duckers.

Martha, George Wheatcroft 2 lo'ss ^'^18*35'
Edith M,, George Bingham 2 10 47 1 18 47
Effie D., W. Collom

. 2 11 50 1 19 50
Little Harry, J Hirst 2 13 50 1 21 50Anna V., J. Whitehead 2 13 52 1 21 52

'

Skiffs.
Redly, W. \yagner 2 21 46 0 59 46
Alberta, J. Milhngton 2 26 07 1 04 07
Gluey, H Vaughan 2 27 10 1 05 10
Glosser W Kneule 2 30 52 1 08 52
Jibo, W. Haschi 2 32 00 1 10 00

First Class Duckers.
Bertie S.. W. Clausen 6 37 00 1 26 00
George B., J. Frislin 6 37 01 1 26 01
Bessie, S. Y. Dingee 6 37 50 1 26 50
McGmty, W. Collom 6 41 00 1 30 00
Albert S., C. Shallcross

6

42 01 1 31 01
Hirst, S. Brown 6 42 02 1 31 02
Flonnda, J. Brewer 6 50 00 1 39 00

'
' .( r ' - -

Penataquit Corinthian Y. C
BAYSHORE—GREAT SOUTH BAY.

Saturday, July 14.

The Penataquit Corinthian Y. C. sailed a race for
sloops of Class N on July 14 in a variable N.W. wind, the
times being, start 2 :o5 :

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Cayety 3 54 47 1 49 49 1 49 47
Wee Three 4 06 52 2 01 -52 2 00 00
Viking ....4 04 40 1 59 40 1 55 53
Osawana 4 06 12 2 01 12 1 55 1^ ,
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Misery Island CLish.

MISERY ISLAND—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Saturday, July 7-

The Misery Island Club, a new organization whose

station is on Misery Island, off Bevery Farms and Man-

chester, held its first vacht race on July 7, "smg the East-

ern Y C. rules. A very liberal prize hst brought out

good entries in one class; cups of $50 and $30 in the 25ft

raceabout and knockabout class and cups of $30 and

$15 for the i6ft. restricted class. The course for the

larger boats was from off the eastern end of the island

around a buoy off Half Way Rock, then around a buoy

off Magnolia and home, twelve miles, nautical. 1 he lOtt.

class sailed an eight-mile course. The wind was light

and varied from S. by E. at the start to S.W. at the fin-

ish The Gardner & Cox fin-keel Cartoon made a good

race with the new Crowninshield Jingo, almost a sister

boat to Flirt, the keel boat leading at times, though the

fin got away on a long reach and finally won by a small

margin. The times were

:

25£t. Glass.
Finish. Elapsed.

fiS"'* 9"gJS,.'^-":::::::::::::::::5 ^ ^ S

8i;i"^ol"'G^1nr,h::;;;:;:;;:;::::;::::::::li» |P|O I C U, Dr. T. Rotch....... 5 47.00 2 3., 00

Never Did, D. H. Follett..., • Withdrew.

Raceabouts.

Smtrani, W. P. Fowle 5 24 20 2 0 20

Tunipoo, J. L Bremer 5 28 00 ^ 09 00

Pirate, R. C. Robbins 5 28 20 -! 09 ..0

Knockabouts.
Opitsah II., S. H. Foster • 5 40 00 2 16 00

Opechee. H. S. Grew 5 42 00 2 18 00

Bonita, Sewall Brothers 5 47 10

16ft. Restricted Class.

Polly, G. Wadsworth 4 59 00 1 j.0 00

Cyclone, F. G. Macomber.. 4 59 10 1 oO 10

Ugly Duckling, C. F. Lyman Withdrew.

Pirate protested Tunipoo for fouling. The winners

were : Cartoon, $50; Jingo, $30; Sintram, $50; Tunipoo,

$30, subject to protest; Opitsah II.. $50; Opechee, $30;

Pollv. $30; Cyclone, $15.

HuU-Massachttsetts Y. C
HULL—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July 7.

The Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. sailed a race on July 7

in a light westerly wind, freshening to a good sailing

breeze and giving fine sport. The times were

:

H O Class,
Elapsed. Corrected.

Empress, Hayden and Parker ?
Orphan, Edwin Clapp ^ 2?^!
Al Kyris, J. F. Brown 23 32

Hanley. W. F. Bache 2 32 27

25ft. Cabin Class.

Flirt, Fabyan and McKee .2 23 49

Little Peter, H. Moebs 2 27 44

Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 2 28 48 .....

21ft. Handicap Class.

Caterpillar, W. P. Keyes 2 25 52 2 08 52

Shiyessa, Alfred Douglass 2 19 42 2 10 42

Squaw, A. M. Blmn.. 2 44 43 2 20 43

18ft. Handicap Class.

Azara, George E. Hills,... 2 21 04 2 06 04

GobliA, G. W. Canterbury......... 2 24 15 2 07 15

Barbark. A. F. Hayden 2 25 08 2 12 08

Zaza, Lauriat s^d Humphrey 2 24 19 2 13 19

The judges were L. M. Clark and L. B. Flint.

HULL—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July 14.

The Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. sailed a good race on

Jtdy 14 in a strong N.W. wind, the times being:

H-0 Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hanley. W. F. Bache. 1 40 48

Al Kyris, J. F. Brown , 1 41 50

Empress, Hayden and Parker ..-...,,1 42 52

Orphan, Edwin Clapp.... 1 43 02

25ft, Class.

Hermes. A. W. Chesterton 1 51 05

Little Peter, J. J. Moebs 1 52 08

21ft. Handicap Class.

Shyessa, Alfred Douglas .....1 40 32 1 30 32

Caterpillar, W. P. Keyes.. 1 49 03 1 33 03

Squaw, A. M. Blinn Withdrew.

18ft. Handicap Class.

Zaza, Humphrey and Lauriat 1 41 50 1 30 50

Barbara, A. F. Hayden ...1 41 56 1 30 56

Goblin, G. W. Canterbury 1 45 46 1 34 46

The judges were William Avery Carey, Louis M. Clark

and Lawrence B. Flint. Al" Kyris protested Hanley for

fouling off the Strawberry Hill Mark. Flirt broke her

rudder head before the start and was towed to Marble-

head.
—

Mineola and Rainbow.

The following was made public on July 10

:

New York Y. C, June 19.—Sir: The Gle:a Cove
cups—^June 19, 1900.—Wind E. Course E. by N. Start-

ing line between the committee boat off Matinicock Point
buoy and a mark two cables' length, due north.

During the preparatory period, the Rainbow havhig
worked into a position on the committee boat's starboard
quarter and to the westward of a line between that boat
and Matinicock Point buoy, was approaching the starting

line on the starboard tack, with the wind anywhere from
two to three points forward of the beam. On the other
hand, the Mineola, having been on the port tack for a

short period, neared the Rainbow and then luffed, coming
up into the wind somewhat sluggishly. The Rainbow
also luffed in order to avoid the Mineola, being thereby
compelled to yield her starboard tack.

While it is nowhere contended that the Rainbow was
close hauled, still she was on the wind on the starboard
tack, and so long as she did not alter her helm for the pur-
pose of crowding the Mineola she was entitled to her
rights. Thus the committee consider that the Mineola was
wrong under section 3, rule 16, since, in their opinion,
which is strengthened by its conformity with the Ad-
miralty decisions, "close hauled" should be taken as in-

cluding "on the wind/' or with the wind anywhere for-

ward of the beam.

There ^vas no protest, but both the Mineola and the

Rainbow asked for a ruling by the committee.

Since this interpretation of "close hauled," as it ap-

pears in the section referred to, has never before been
made by the club, the committee will take no further

action in this particular case. Respectfully,

S. Nicholson Kane.
John F. Lovejoy (Pro Tern.).
George A. Cormack (Pro Tern.).

Mr. William Butler Duncan, Jr., of the regatta com-
mittee, but who was not acting on this occasion, approved
of this interpretation of "close hauled," as embodied in

this report.

"Section 3, Rule 16.—When both yachts are close

hauled, or both free, or both have the wind aft, and have
the wind on opposite sides, the yacht with the wind on
the port side shall keep clear."

Old Mill Y. C
JAMAICA BAY.

Sunday, July 8.

The Old Mill Y. C. sailed its first race on July 8 in a

fresh N.W. wind that called for reefs. The times were

:

Class A—Sloojjs.

Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Cornelia, D. S. Van Wicklin.30.2 3 13 00 4 41 00 1 28 00
Peerless, H. Kelly .26.10 3 16 00 Withdrew.
Pauline, Chas. Terry..... 35 3 16 00 Withdrew.
Florence, W. Armbruster 30 3 12 00 4 40 00 1 28 00

Class C—Open Cats.
Pauline, B. J. O. Rogers 22.8 3 19 OO 4 41 OO 1 22 10
Furmen, D. Van Wicklin Withdrew.

Class D—Sharpies.
Alert, W. Mayer 16.8 3 40 00 4 46 00 1 06 00
Diver, H. Walker 16.9 3 40 00 4 54 00 1 41 00
Mary B., A. Bortavenhier 15,9 3 40 00 Dithdrew.
-Viola, J. Hayden 15.2 3 40 00 4 15 00 1 11 00
Our Minnie, Chas. Harms. .. .20.2 3 40 00 Withdrew.
Minnie K., Julius Koch 15.7 3 40 00 Withdrew.
Bill Nye, Wm. Kopp 16,4 3 40 00 4 45 00 1 05 00
America, E. Boyle 3 40 00 Withdrew.
Dolphin, C. J. Woods 3 40 00 4 54 30 1 14 30

Class E—Schooners.
Lizzie, Otto Krich 27 • 3 19 00 4 45 00 1 26 00

The judges were Joseph Buehler and William Kecnan;
Regatta Committee, Joseph Buehler, H. Falkenstein, J.
Kopf, W. Francis and William Heenan.

Shelter Island Y. C*

shelter island—Gardiner's bay.

Saturday, July 7.

The Shelter Island Y. C. sailed a special race on July

7, starting in a very light air, followed by a hard squall,

which disabled several yachts. The times were:

Class M—Sloops—Start, 2:40.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Marion, F. M. Smith 5 05 00 2 25 00 2 25 00

Martha, Weber and Keim 5 08 00 2 28 00 2 28 00
"Ottilie, O. E. Loehrike 5-09 00 2 27 00 2 27 00

Class P—Sloops—Start, 2:40,

Evelyn, A. C. Banker 5 30 00 2 50 00

W Sita, K. R. Otis Withdrew.

Class V—Catboats—Start, 2:50.

Rattler, W. Henes 5 55 00 3 05 00 1 28 00
Mercula, F. W, Jenkins Withdrew.

Class W—Catboats—Start, 2:44.

Spooh, J. L. Hutchinson ..Disabled.
Surprise, F. M. Smith 5 55 00 1 23 00 1 23 00

Royal Canadian Y. C. Murray Cup.

TORONTO—^LAKE ONTARIO.

Saturday, July 7.

The Royal Canadian Y. C. sailed a race for the Murray
cup on July 7, the course being from Toronto to Oak-
ville, twenty-two miles, starting with a fresh westerly

breeze that fell lighter during the race. The race was
a handicap, the allowances being given at the start. The
times were:

Helmsman. Allowance. Start. Finish.

Vreda, Rear-Cora. Peuchen 0 04 OO 2 18 00 6 02 45
Merrythought, Louis McMurray..O 00 14 2 21 46 6 05 30

Vedette, Mr. Chisholm 0 22 00 2 00 00 6 24 00

Vivia, Mr. McRae 0 18 00 2 04 00 6 26 00

Clorita, G. M. Higginbotham Allows. 2 22 00 6 35 00

Center Moriches Y« C*

center MORICHES—GREAT SOUTH BAY,

Saturday, July 14.

The Center Moriches Y. C, opened a series of club races

on July 14, the first being sailed in a variable N.W. wind,

the boats starting with reefs. The times were

:

Dodo 1 34 33

Melody 1 33 30

.Sappho 136 18

Zaza 139 10

Kylie ..^..-r,.,.- Withdrew.

As the series is without time allowance, Melody wins

the first race.

Interlake Y. A»

The annual meet of the Interlake Y. A. will be held at

Put-in-Bay, Lake Erie, on July 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27. The
first day will be devoted to a reception on board the yachts

of the fleet, with a smoker in the evening. On Tuesday
there will be races for the 45ft., 40ft., 3Sft., 30ft., 25ft. and
20ft. classes, and on Wednesday there will be an open

race for the Hotel Victory cup, with time allowance, also

a special race for power launches and the i6ft, class.

Thursday will be given up to general festivities, a squad-

ron sail,' chowder party and a ball at the Hotel Victory.

On Friday there will be races for all classes, as on
Tuesday, but over a windward and leeward course, with

a smoker in the evening, at which the prizes will be dis-

tributed. All communications should be addressed to F.

R. Frey, Chairm^an Race Committee, Toledo, O. The
Association includes the Cleveland Y. C, Detroit Y. C,
Detroit Boat Club (yachting department), Erie Y. C.
Put-in-Bay Y, C„ Sandusky Y. C, Toledo Y. A., Up-
River Y. C, of Toledo, and West End Y. C, of De-
troit.

Hussar L, sloop, lias left New York by way of the Hud-
son and the canals for Lake Ontario.

Quiney Y» C; Cup.
From the Sosion Glebe.

On July I at I o'clock the first race of the series for

possession of the Quincy challenge cup will be started, off

the Quincy Y. C."at Houghs Neck.
This will be the third time since the cup has been

donated that challengers have come forward to take it to

some otjier district. So far nobody has succeeded.
Whether or not it will be done this year is a matter of
conjecture. Opinions have been given on each side and
reasons given, but the real thing will not develop until

the races are sailed.

The first year that the cup was offered it was defended
by Recruit. Duchess, one of C. D. Mower's productions,
nearly 3ft. shorter than the defender, put up a gamy
argument for possession of the cup, but she was outclassed
by the larger boat.

Last year Mr. Mower came forward with a new pro-
duction. Heiress, of which great things were predicted.
There were three other challengers besides Heiress

—

Gogrook, owned by Walter Abbott, of the Hull-Massachu-
setts Y. C. ; Thelma, owned by F. L. Pigeon, of the An-
nisquam Y. C, and Pompano, owned by W. E. C. Eustis,

of the Beverly Y. C.
During the races preceding the contest for the Quincy

cup. Heiress, Thelma and Oogrook met several times, and
the Mower boat had no difficulty in getting away with the
bunch. The Quincy Y. C. had produced a new defender.
Hostess, designed bv Arthur Keith, and owned by Henry
M. Faxon.

In the City of Boston open race Hostess and Heiress
met, and Heiress had an apparently easy time of it.

When it caine to the cup races another story is told.

Heiress was undoubtedly the most likely boat in the
bunch of challengers, but she did not even so much as
win one race from the defender.
This year there are three challengers—Lookout, owned

by E. Henry Higginson and Reginald Boardman, of the
Manchester Y. C.

;
Tashmoo, owned by John S. Law-

rence, of the Harvard Y. C, and Pompano, owned bv W.
E. C. Eustis, of the Beverly Y. C.
Both Lookout and Tashmoo are of the type of Hostess,

but with alleged improvements on her extremely radical
design. They are both wider and longer on top than
Hostess, have 4in, less draft, and will carry 200 square feet
more sail. Many opinions have been vouchsafed on the
probable performances of these boats. Some have said
that they will prove faster in proportion to their additional
measurements, while others claim the limit of beam per
waterline length has been reached in Hostess, and that
the new boats will prove slower rather than faster than
the old boat.

Both new boats have been described in these columns.
It is sufficient to say that both have gone further into
the extreme of flatness of floor and small dead rise than
Hostess, with extra power and more sail. They are
very nearly alike in model, with the exception that Tash-
moo is 14ft. beam, against Lookout's 12ft., and Lookout
shows a flare to her sides, while the topsides of Tash-
moo are perfectly straight.

Whether or not the owner of Hostess is satisfied that the
limit has been reached in last year's defender, certain it is

that no new boat will be in evidence to defend the cup
this year. Hostess looks much the same to the ordinary
observer as she did when she successfully defended the
cup in 1899.

It is_ understood that some radical changes have been
made in her, but just what they are neither the owner
nor any of his crew are willing to divulge. It has been
said that bilge boards were to be substituted for the
centerboard, but in the races which she has sailed so
far there have been no indications of bilge boards. That
is not saying, however, that they are not there.

One boat the reader may perhaps think has been over-
looked in the list of challengers and defender. This
is not the case. Pompano is the same boat which raced
for the cup last year, but this year she comes forward as
rather a dark horse.

It will be remembered that last year she was the "flat-
iron'' boat, with even less about her looks than the rest
of the bunch, from a_ boatman's standpoint, to recommend
her. This year, while she bears the same name, she.' is
an entirely different boat in appearance.

Last year she was a fin-keel, and the only midship
section worth mentioning was just at her stern. During
the winter she was split at the stem and her bow widened,
so that now she is of the Skow type. Another departure
was introduced by taking off her fin and substituting bilge
boards. These boards are set in at an angle with the
deck, and are only perpendicular when the boat is well
heeled.

She has been sailing through Hull Bay for a few
days past, and is said to show up wonderful speed. She
will probably be sailed tblrough the races by John
Cavanagh, who, with his great knowledge of the tides
through Hull Bay, will undoubtedly show up all that there
is good in her.

The other day one of tlie crew of Hostess said, when
asked about the old boat's chances with the newer boats
of the same type: "It has been said that the limit of
beam in boats of our type has been reached in Hostess,
and I am rather

,
of the opinion that such is the case. I

do not mean to say that the new boats will not be fast. I
think they will be. I think that in a heavy blow they
will have a good chance of beating Hostess, but in ordi-
nary or light weather I think Hostess will win."

Perhaps this will prove true, perhaps it won't, and
perhaps the remodeled boat from the Cape, which has not
been seriously considered, may upset all calculations by
\valking away from the bunch. In any case, the cup is

there to be v\'on by somebody, and the Quincy boys are
perfectly willing that any one who produces a faster

"

boat than Hostess should take it awaj-. They have
been modest victors, and will prove good losers if beaten

;

and if the cup is taken away they will go after, it with the
same determination and system with which they have
defended it.

Commencing Monday at i P. M., the races will be
sailed daily, except Tuesday, July 17, Monday, July 23.
and Sundays, until the races are finished. The times for
the start will be as follows : July 16, l P. M. ; July 18 2
P. M'.: July 19, 2:30 P. M.; July 20. 3 P. M. ; July 21.
3 :30 P. M. ; July 24, 9 A. M, ; July 25. 10 A. M. ; July
26, 10 A. M,
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Genesee a,nd the Lake Yachts*

The following dispatch has been sent out through the

press agencies

:

Rochester, July 12.—The Rochester Y. C. will be repre-

sented at Cobourg during the meeting of the Lake Yacht
Racing Association by some of the fastest small boats in

its fleet, but it was decided last night that the champion
Genesee will not be sent. Mr. Van Voorhis, her owner,

says it would be foolish to take the Genesee to Cobourg
and sail her against the combined fleets of the Canadian
yacht clubs. He will consider and would like to receive a

challenge from any of the Canadian yachts, and has from
$1,000 to $5,000 to place on his boat.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
On July 10 at 4 A. M. as the sloop Sea King, Henry E.

Baker, was coming up New York Bay and just ofiF Sea
Gate, she was fouled by a working schooner bound out,

and cut down almost to the waterline, her rigging also

being badly damaged. With Mr. Baker were three friends

—Andrew Welling, of No. 127 Columbus avenue; Howard
Carroll, of No. 212 East iioth street, and George Ed-
wards, of No. 327 Sterling place, Brooklyn. Capt. Isaac

Van Clief was in charge of the yacht. Capt. Van Chef's

nose was fractured and his right shoulder dislocated.

Mr. Welling received internal injuries and his left foot

was crushed. Mr. Sterling had three fingers broken and
his right shoulder dislocated. Mr. Edwards was cut about

the head and face. All boarded the dinghy, which was
towing astern, and row^ed to Bensonhurst. The schooner

proceeded to sea without making an effort to aid the

yacht.

Aphrodite, steam yacht, Col. O. H. Payne, sailed from
New York on July 10 for a long cruise in British and
northern waters. Col. Payne was. accompanied by a party

of friends.
•e as

The Department of State has presented a magnificent

silver vase to Emmanuel F. Marguerite, owner of the

French yacht Ophelie, for his humane conduct in saving

the Captain, his family, and the crew of the American
bark Rebecca Crowell, of Bath, Me. The Crowell was dis-

masted, unmanageable and sinking in the Mediterranean
when overhauled by the Ophelie. The captain of the

latter vessel lowered a boat, in charge of Paul Sabatier, his

guest, and with great difficulty and in great peril a line

was passed to the bark and she was towed to a safe place.

The State Department has also awarded a gold medal to

Mr. Sabatier and $20 to each member of the crew of the

boat, in recognition of their heroic conduct.

1^ fe^

Three bodies from the ill-fated yacht Idler, which
foundered ten miles from Cleveland during a squall last

Saturday, were recovered. They were those of Mrs.

Corrigan, wife of Capt. James Corrigan, owner of the

yacht ; Mrs. Gharles Riley, wife of Charles Riley, of New
Brunswick, N. J., and daughter of James Corrigan, and
Miss Etta Corrigan, daughter of Capt. Corrigan. The
bodies of the other three victims of the disaster, Miss Ida

Corrigan, Miss Jane Corrigan, and baby Riley, 'have not

been recovered.
n it n

Noma, schr., is reported as sold tO' E. Geher, of Sydney,

N. S. W., for ^800, to be used as a trader. The where-
abouts of her former owner "Commodore" Weaver, are

unknown.
•6 •e

Isolde, cutter, Com. F. M. Hoyt, arrived at Greenport
from Halifax on July 12 and was at once hauled out on the

railway. She will ship her racing rig at once.

A number of New York business men living at Hack-
ensack and Hasbrouck Heights have organized the Ber-
gen County Y. C, with the following officers : Com.,
William B. Collins; Pres., Louis Mangin; Treas., C. M.
A. Roehrig; Sec'y., A. G. Rossig; Trustees, F. W. Whit-
aker and B. W. Levitan. Plans for a club house have
been drawn up. The site is on the Outwater property at

Little Ferry, on the Hackensack River.

i« ae

The 35ft. cutter building at Bristor|br K, M. Smith,
•pf New York, will be named Effort.

^
After postponing its race of July 4 for lack of wind, the

Canarsie Y. C. was again disappointed oh Julj^ 7, a two-
reef breeze developing into quite a fair imitation of a
cyclvne before the start, with a pour of rain and heavy
wind. A race was out of the question, and the yachts
were lucky in getting off with some ttiipor mishaps.
The race was postponed to July 21.

m n K
The Jamaica Bay Y. C. was obliged to postpone its

races of July 4 and July 7 on accoitnt of the unfavorable
weather.

n K n
Countess, sloop, built at Bristol for Oswald Sanderson,

of the Larchmont Y. C, arrived at Larchmont on July 5.

She is a fin-keel, S2ft. 3in. over all, 32ft. l.w.l., lift, 3in.

breadth and 8ft. draft.

S fou want your shoot to be aofiocmced bece tend to

Otice Uke fhe following: .

Fixtures.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENTS.
Aug. 7-8.—Newport, Vt.—Interstate Association's tournament,

tmder the auspices of the Newport Gun Club. J. R. Akin, Sec'y.
Sept. 12-13.—Salemn, N. Y.—Interstate Association's tournamenf,

under the auspicea of the Osoma Valley Gun Club.

July 19.—Watson's Park, Chicago.—Barto-Graham contest for the
Dupont trn-^hy.

July 20.—Sd'utli Noi-Walir, Conri,—Stfinwiier Skbot of the Narotnake
Gun Club.
July 24.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn.—Annual handicap merchandise

target tournament and clam bake of the Hell Gate Gun Club. L.

H. Schortemeier, 201 Pearl street, New York, Chairman of Com-
mittee.

July 25-27.—Winnipeg, Man.—Manitoba Industrial Exhibition
Association's trapshooting tournament. F. W. Heubach, Sec'y.

July 25-27.—Tolchester Beach, Kent County, Md.—Fourth annual
midsummer tournament; two d.ay,s targets; one live birds; added
money and merchandise.
Aug. 1.—Wellington, Mass.—Tournament of the Boston Shoot-

ing Association; open to shooters of New England.
Aug. 3-4.— St. Paul, Minn.—Tournament of the St. Paul Rod and

Gun Club: $240 in cash or more added. A. E. Perry Sec'y-Treas.
^

Aug. 7.—Hackensack River Bridge.—Outwater's live-bird handi-

cap. L. H. Schortemeier, Mgr.
Aug. 8.—Auburn, Me.—Tournament of the Auburn Gun Club.
Aug. 7-8.—Birmingham, Ala.—Amateur tournament given by the

Peters Cartridge Co., on the grounds of the Birmingham Gun
Club; $150 added. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
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Sept. —.—First week in September. Tournament ot the Sher-

brooke Gun Club.
Sept. 3-4.—North Platte, Neb.—Tournament of the Buffalo Bill

Gun Club on Col. Cody's Scout's Rest Ranch; $250 added. Geo.
L. Carter, Mgr.
Sept. 3.—Muncie, Ind.—One-day tournament of the Magic City

Gun Club. Chas. E. Adamson, Sec'y.
Sept. 4.—Meriden, Conn.—Fifth annual Labor Day tournament

of the Parker Gun Club; $25 added. C. S. Howard, SecV.
Sept. 12-13.—Homer, 111.—Annual tournament of the Triangular

Gun Club; one day targets; one day live birds. C. B. Wiggins,
Sec'y.
Sept. 14-15.—Platte City, Mo,—Trap shoot of the Platte City Gun

Club. S. Redman, -Sec'y.

Sept. 18-21.—St. 'Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's fourth annual
tournament; live birds and targets.

Oct. 2-4.—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun Club's three days'
tournament.

Oct. 12-14.—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Gun Club's tournament;
targets and live birds. Emile Pragoff, Sec'y.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
July 18.—Interstate Park,—John S. Wright's all-day shoot and

contest for Sanders-Storms trophy under his management.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest. June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht

Gun Club—Saturday*.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Ciu6 secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to haveprinted. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mai
allsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Companv, 346 Broad-
wayy New York.

The programme of the fifth annual midsummer tournament, to
be held July 25, 26 and 27, is now ready for distribution. The pro-
gramme provides two days at targets and one day at live birds:
On the first day there are eleven events, of which nine are at 15
targets, $1.5(1 entrance; one at 10 pairs, $1.50, and a three-men team
race, at 25 targets, entrance $6 per team. No. 11 event is from
30yds ., use of both barrels. There are seven events at live birds
on the second day, and of these five are miss-and-outs, $2, one of
which is from the 26yd. mark, use of one barrel. No. 4 is at 7
birds, 2Syds.. use of one barrel; $5 entrance, birds included; three
high guns. No. 7 is a lO-bird handicap, 25 to 31yds.; $7, birds in-
cluded; three high guns. There are ten target events on the third
day; eight at 15, one at 10 pairs, and a merchandise event at 50
targets; ten high gunS; entrance $1.50, the price of the targets in
this event. The prizes in this event are a sole leather gun case,
a lOlb. drum of smokeless powder, 200 loaded shells, two bags of
shot, 51bs. smokeless powder, 100 loaded shells, a box of cigars, a
fine steel fishing rod, a cleaning rod, a pocket knife and a hand
protector. Concerning the tournament, the programme further
presents the following: The tournament will be held at Tolchester
Beach, Kent county, Md., which is about two hours' sail from
Baltimore, on fine stCRmers, which leave Pier 16, Light street
wharf, at 8:30 A. M. and 2 P. M. daily. First-class hotel accom-
modations will be found on the grounds for those wishing to re-
main during the tournament. No finer place could be selected in
the country for holding a summer tournament, as the shooting
grounds are located on a high bluff over 30ft. above tidewater,
where a cool breeze from the broad Chesapeake Bay is always to
be had. This tournament will be under the management of J. R.
Malone, assisted by Mr. H. Waters, Mr. J. C, Hicks and Dr.
Lupus, who will act as handicap committee and endeavor to give
every one an equal chance. It is open to all, and everything will
be done to make this a pleasant affair and have those who attend
enjoy a few days' outing. Those wishing to bring their families
or their lady friends will find this a very pleasant place, as no in-
toxication or disorder is allowed on the grounds. All the amuse-
ments found at the seashore, such as bathing, boating, fishing,
dancing, etc., can be had at this beautiful resort. Shooting will
commence each day at 10:30 A. M. All shooters will be handi-
capped by distances from 14 to 20yds,, according to their ability.
The management reserves the right to change handicaps any time
during the tournament. The Sergeant system will be used—targets
thrown from known trap, but unknown angles. The division of
money will be by the Rose system, with ratio of 5, 3 and 2, as that
system seems to give the best satisfaction wherever used. ' In the
merchandise event no entrance will be charged, except price of
targets, which will be 3 cents each in this event. The team race is
open to any three men from any one State, city or gun club. Each
team will be handicapped by distance, so as to give all an equal
chance. Targets will be charged for at 2 cents each, included in all
events, except the merchandise event. Live birds 25 cents each.
Ship your shells to J. R. Malone, care Tolchester Steamboat Co.'
Pier 16, Light street wharf, Baltimore, who will see they are de-
livered on the grounds. The Tolchester Co. has arranged an ex-
cursion for July 26 from Philadelphia, Wilmington and other points
along the line of the Pennsylvania Railroad to Tolchester Beach,
which will be an opportunity for those wishing to attend the
tournament. Plenty of first-class loaded shells can be had on the
grounds.

•6

At the Michigan State Trapshooters' League tournament, he'd at
I'lmt, Mich June 5, 6 and 7, the Detroit team, composed of
Messrs. Parker, Cox and Wood, won the team championship of the
btate. Parker tied for first average of the members of the League
on the first day, and made high average on live birds on live-bird
day, missing but one bird, the last in the medal race. It was one
of the impossible kind. Scott, of Grass Lake, also won the ^emi-
expert trophy, all shooting King's Smokeless in Peters Cartridge
Co. s new Ideal shells. Ralph Trimble made high average on tar-
gets both days, but not being a member of the league he could
shoot for targets only. He did not shoot in the live-bird events
\\'. M. Thompson, of Jackson, won the live-bird trophy. He and
Shearer, of Bay City, tied on 10 straight, and shot m'iss-and-out
In the tie both lost their third birds dead out of bounds Thomp-
son won on twentieth round. S. A. Crowell, of Hastings, Mich
won the expert target trophy, score 24 out of 25, and' A Pi'
Springborn, of Detroit, won the amateur trophv, score 24 oiit o£
25. He was tied by Poweirs, of Hastings, but won in the shoot-off
breaking 23. The shoot was managed by John Parker, and was a
success.

Mr. F. T. Sherwood, of Bedford, Ind,, under date of Tuly 13
writes us as follows: "Will you kindlv mention in your "Fixture"
column th.it the Magic City Gun Club, of Muncie. 'ind., Chas. E
Adamson. secretary, will hold a one-day tournament under sanction
of the Trapshooters' League of Indiana, on Monday. Sept. .3.

Labor Day ? This club is a large and energetic one, and its shoot
deserves and doubtless will have a large attendance."

•{

The Newburgh, N. Y., Press states that on July 9 "Mr. Frank
White, of Middletown, while at a clay pigeon tran contest, was
struck on the nose by one of the 'birds,' which made an ugly cut
Dr. Purdy took .several stitches.'^ This kind of accident rarelv
occurs.

Commenting on the tnatter of handicapping, the Philadelphia

papers, interested in sport, have published the following: That
this style of shooting may have a thorough trial in this city, an all-

day target tournament will be held on the grounds of the Florists

Gun Club, at Wissinoming, on Saturday, July 21. The mam
feature of the tournament will be a lOQ-target, distance-handicap
match, handicaps ranging from 10 to 20yds. The entrance fee in

this event is small, and the trophy is a fine one. The Florists

grounds are especially adapted for this kind of shooting, being
clear and level for a great distance back of the traps, and should
there be a large entry two sets of traps may be used, both having
a clear background. While the two sets of traps are being used
for the handicap match, a third set will be reserved for sweepstake
shooting. This feature will overcome a great difficulty, as many
of the shooters find it hard work killing time between shots wherd
only one set of traps is in use. The handicap match will begin
on the arrival of the 12:07 train from Broad street, and entries will

close with the arrival of the 1:.50 train. Sweepstake shooting will

begin on the arrival of the 9:53 train. Shooters who expect to enter
should notify Secretary J. K. Starr, P. O. Box 295, some time be-

fore the shoot, that they may be placed at the proper distance
without delay." Handicappers should keep in mind that there is

a certain point at which it is a disadvantage to be too close.

t
The programme of the Interstate tournament, given for the New^

port Gun Club, Newport, Vt., Aug. 7 and 8, may be obtained of

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association, 122

Diamond Market, Pittsburg, or of Mr. John R. Akin, secretary of
the Newport Gun Club, Newport, Vt. The programme for each
day is alike, namely: Ten events, of which seven are at 15 targets,

three at 20; entrance $1.50 and .$2 respectively. Shooting com-
mences each day at 9:30. All purses will be divided according to

the Rose system, four moneys, ratios 8, 5, 3 and 2. Guns and am-
munition forwarded to Messrs. True & Blanchard Co., Main
street, Newport, will be delivered on the shooting grounds free

of charge. Targets, at XVi cents each, included in all entrances.
Lunch will be served on the grounds each day. The headquarters
will be at Hotel Mempliremagog. The town is situated on Lak^
Memphremagog, and the latter is described as abounding in
pickerel, bass, and some trout and whitefish. To the shooter who
breaks targets with such monotonous regularity and certainty
that when a miss comes its rarity is a cause of wonderment, a rod
and reel may steady his nerves and refresh his being to such a
degree that he will never miss at all.

A dispatch to a Philadelphia paper, under date of July 10, states

as follows; "Gus Zimmerman, the well-known sharpshooter of this

city, has been victorious in the first of the rifle shooting contests
in which he participated. The thirteenth festival of the Federation
of Riflemen at Dresden, Saxony, began on Sunday last and the
tournament of sharpshooters begiin to-day. Zimmerman won the
first prize on the 200yd. target. He received a decided advantage
by reason of his quick-firing ability. Zimmerman's son, George,
who seems to have inherited his father's shooting ability, also took
part in the contest and won the second prize. At the opening of
the festival on Sunday there was a large parade, at the head of
which Zimmerman and his son rode in a carriage. The Americans
also carried off the two leading prizes of the Endingen Shooting
Society during a match at Endingen, Germany, where Zimmerman
was born. Zimmerman and his son will take part in the inter-
national rifle shooting competition in conjtyiction with the Paris
Exposition, which begins on July 19."

It would seem that the brethren of the Pacific coast can on
occasion cut some nimble capers with the scatter gun. Mr. C. C.
Nauman's victory at San Francisco over C. A. Haight, the
former scoring 93, is good work, and would rate well among the
good performances of the best men. in the darkest East from the
30yd. mark. A match was the outcome of this victory. Mr. P. J.
Walsh, a gentleman of skill and renown, challenged Mr. Nauman,
the conditions being 100 birds each, $50 a side, loser to pay for the
birds. The race took place on July 6 and resulted in a victory
for Mr. Nauman by a score of 97 to Mr. Walsh's 86. The merit of
the performance was somewhat marred by shooting from the 28yd.
mark instead of 30yds.

e
We have received a letter from Mr. Ansley H. Fox, of Balti-

more, taking e-xception to the conclusion of the following "Driver
and Twister," which appeared in Forest and Stream last week:
"The Baltimore American is particularly strong in its French
phrases, as they relate to shooting, if the following is a fair
.sample: 'All except A. H. Fox, shooting under the nom de
plume of E. C. Leader, were handicapped.' Still there may after
all be little difference between a pen and a gun, as very pretty
scores are betimes made with the pen alone." 'The Baltimore
American's French phrase was the subject of the foregoing and
not Mr. Fox; therefore it in no way applies to him.

Under date of July 13 the Sun presents the following: "A novel
live-pigeon shoot was pulled off to-day at Dupont Park. The
contestants were Dr. J. W. Smith and Alec D. Mermod, between
whom a friendly rivalry has long existed. The shoot was at 10
live birds, with .22cal. repeating rifles, each man to have as many
shots as he could pull, standing at 26yds. All birds were sprung
from a No. 1 trap. The score: Smith 6, Mermod 4. The fewest
number of shots required to bag a bird was two, and the largest
15. With the exception of three, all the birds were brought down
with a rifle bullet, and some hits were remarkable. The men will
shoot again."

•5-

The following clipping sets forth that Frank C. Riehl, of Alton,
111., did some gilt-edged shooting at the Sunnyside range: "He
shot at 150 bluerocks thrown at unknown angles from traps placed
at the regulation distance from the shooting mark, and broke 148,
losing but 1 in the first 100, and making a run of 92 straight kills.
He is rapidly coming to the front as one of the foremost pro-
fessional marksmen in the middle West. In the last seven shoots
in which he has participated he has been high man four times,
second once and third twice. He was up at Pekin la,st Saturday
and shot with the Pekin Club, making an average of over 90 per
cent., and defeating Connors, the crack Pekin sportsman, in a
special match at 55 birds, Mr. Riehl killing 52."

- it

The affable manager of the Interstate Association, Mr. Elmer E.
Shaner, bore the contented look which only comes from either a
heart at peace with all men or a woodshed full of coupons. He
said that the Interstate at Narragansett Pier was a success and
ran as smoothly as an automobile. In that tournament Mr John
S. Fanning took high average during the two days, Mr. Edward
Banks took second, while third was won by Leroy. Our excellent
report in another column tells the storj' in full.

•«

The tournament of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association,
held last week at Fort Smith, Ark., was the most successful shoot
ever held in the State. The famous trap shot, Mr. Frank Parmelee
killed 53 birds straight from the 32yd. mark, the run being un-
finished.

The E C cup, emblematic of the championship of New Jersey,
was held by F. E. Sinnock, in the challenge contest with Mr. l!
W. Colquitt, of Orange, N. J., on the grounds of the South Side
Gun Club, Newark, N. J., on Saturdav of last week. The scores,
were 43 to 38.

'
'

6
Mr. H. H. •SteTJ-eriis, of New Brunswick, N. J., has challenged

Mr. F. E. Sinnock to contest for the E C cup, and the holder,
Mr. F. E. Sinnock, has accepted, and has named Aug. 4 and the
grounds of the South Side pun Club as the time and place for the
contest.

•6

In the contest for the Dewar cup at Interstate Park L. I., oil
July 12, the conditions being 25^ birds, $7.50 entrance, Mr. T. W.
Morfey killed 25 straight, standing at the 31yd. mark.

At the Kingsville. Ont, shoot, 'July 4, Mes.s¥s. John" Parker, JCady and P. C. Woods, of Detroit, won fir.st, secont}, and third
averages respectively, all shooting Peters newTdeal loads

The secretarv-treasurer, M;!*.'" A. E. Perry, writes us that the St.
Paul. Minn.. Rod and Gun Club will hold a tournament on Aug 3
and 4, and that the club will add S240 or more in cash.
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' At isfelianoy City, Pa., on July 13, for a trophy, the Mahanoy
•City Gim Club and ShaMokin Gun Club shot a team race, with

victory to -the former. The scores were: Mahanoy City Gun Club

—F. Cooper 23, Stitzer 13, Bricker 15, Leitenberger 13, William

'Krause 15, F, Bernet 15, G. Griffith 18, M. Coper 17, W. Haldeman
70, T. Martin 13, J. Anstock 13, C. Burke 12, Hugh Stride 13, P.

Kressler 9 Dr. Seligman 14, W. Reynolds 22; total 244. Shamokin

'Gun Club—W:. Shipman 13, B. Boughner 10, D. O. Chamberlain 13,

'G Tovey IB IDr. Longshore 13, B. Trometter 20, B. B. Smith 14,

B' F Adam's 12, T. G. Seiler 9, B. Mattis 16, S. C. Yocum 16,

e' Nause 14, J. E. Herrold 12, H. McClow 5, D. G. Seiler 14, W.
Jackson, 9; total 206.

In a match at 50 live birds, at Yardville, N, J., on July 11, Mr.
'George Page defeated Mr. J. R. Farlee by the score of 45 to 43.

Tn a match at 25 live birds, same day and place, F. Hendrickson.

.of Davis Station, defeated J. Duble, of Pittsfield, by a score of 25

tto 24.

In the monthly live-bird shoot of the Erie Gun Club at Dexter
Park, Brooklyn, on Wednesday of last week, there were eight

contestants in the club event at 7 birds, and of these B. H. Plate

liilled straight Trom the 27yd. mark.

On July 6, in the club shoot of the Washington Heights Gun
Club, at Throgg's Neck, Mr. Gus Nowak was the only one to kill

straight, in a field of sixteen contestants, in the club event at 10

birds.

•ft

Handicapping by distance, from 12 to 20yds., was tried last week
at the shoot of the Clearview Gun Club at Philadelphia with per-

fect success. It is the only equitable system of handicapping.

We are informed that the Indian tournament at Arnold's Park,
Lake Okoboji, la.. Aug. 28 to 31, will have $700 added money. Mr.
TIios. A. Marshall, of Keithsburg, 111., is secretary.

In the main event of the Walsrode Gun Club's shoot at Trenton
on Wednesday of last week. Dr. George N. Thomas scored a win in

the gold badge event.
Bernard Waters.

City Park Gun Qub.

:f\EW fOsLEANS, La., July 9.—Members of the City Park Gun
dub as ifejlows, Messrs. McKay, Kaufman, Sinnott and Benedict,

left .on the Louisville & Nashville train Saturday evening to be-

aj>iTi*:(the giiiests of the Mobile Yacht and Gun Club over Sunday,
Mr. Ssiucier having arrived in Mobile previously. Notwithstand-

iing the ia-teneBs of the hour of arrival, they were met by a delega-

tion of the Mobile Club, and from that moment to their departure
nothing was Jeft undone to make the trip one of the most pleasant

.they have ever taken, and not the least must be mentioned the

jfme dinner on the club house gallery.

The members of the respective teams indulged in both live

Ibird and target shooting, in the former of which Mr. Fowler was
successful, closely folloji'ed by Messrs. McKay and Vass. In the
team shoot at 25 clay birds the New Orleans team won by 9 points.

Mr. Benedict, of the local club, made the best average for the

day. The scores and averages below tell the story plainly to those
initiated in trapshooting:
Ten live birds:

McKay 2222222022— 9 CE 0121210120— 7

Fowler 1221222212—10 Kaufman 0102122200— 6

Vass 1220211112— 9 Goodbrad 0111221022— 8

Huntsville 1210212221— 9 Saucier 1111001121— 8

Shoot-off of tie on 9:

McKav 2222222222—10 Vass 1212222222—10
HuntsVille 2121121220— 9

Team shoot, 25 bluerocks:
City Park Gun CKib: McKay 20, Benedict 22, Saucier 17, Kauf-

man 24; total 83.

Mobile Gun Club: Ladd 20, Vass 20, Cook 16, Goodbrad 18;
Sotal 74.

Events

:

Targets

:

Goodbrad
C E

Fowler
Bangle ..^.i^.u

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
10 15 20 25 10 15 20 25
9 12 17 20 10 11 15 22
9 15 17 22 9 13 16 22
10 10 14 17 7 6 15 10
7 13 14 24 7 12 13 15
9 14 14 20 8

10 12 12 20 9 11 18 20
16 16 7 8 13 23

8 13 14 18 8 13 12 19
7 9 14 15 19
8 9

3 12 12 10 12
7 11 19 io 11 12 22
6 12 12 7 w 16 18

Florists' Gun Club.

Philadelphia, July 11.—Two main events engaged the efforts of
the contestants, the first being that of a series of four for club
prizes. The second was for the club championship. The condi-
tions of the first were at 25 known and 25 unknown angles, with
handicaps added to the score. The scores:

Bell 51, Smith 51, Parsons 51, Harris 50, Haywood 49, Webster
48, Westcott 48. Wolstencroft 48, McKaraher 46, Dorp 45, Hause
44, Anderson 43, Park 41, Whitaker 40, Redifer 43, George 43,
Reed 28.

Points won: Bell, Smith, Parsons and Harris, 3; Haywood, 2;
Webster, Westcott and Wolstencroft, 1.

Club championship match: Wolstencroft 46, Anderson 40, Smith
39, Park 38, Parsons 37, Bell .37, Haywood 36, Harris .36, Dorp 32
McKaraher 31, Webster 28, Westcott 28, Whitaker 25, Hause 25.

Auburn Gun Club.

Auburn, Me., July 15.—The Auburn Gun Club held its usual
Saturday afternoon shoot with about the usual attendance and
that same cool breeze we always have. It is quite a nice little
afternoon shoot when we throw between eight and nine hundred
targets. Yesterday there was some little fun over the badge. By
one of those accidents which will happen to the poorest shot the
badge was held the two previous weeks by the same shooter and
lie fell over himself again to-day so far as to get in the tie for
the badge. Then the boys called him hog and such pet name*
but after the u.^ua! good natured jokes allowed him to keep it for
another week, with no other regret than fear that it might make
him walk one-sided or have to buy a larger hat. C E C

Country Gun Club.

Myerstown, Pa., July 14.—With a strong wind the following
scores were made on our grounds. This being our first shoot only
a few were in attendance. We hope the attendance will increase
the next time. The scores:

Events

:

Targets

:

12 3
10 10 15

Shanaman 5 5 6
Risser 7 3 4
Noll 5 7 10

Events: 12 3
Targets: lo 10 15

Hefilefinger i .

J L Dietz 5 "e 13W G Dietz 4 3 10
J. Lerue Dietz, Scc'y.

Trap at Interstate Park.

The Dewar Cup,

Interstate Park. July 12.—There were nine contestants in the
competition for the Dewar cup, the restrictions concerning the
professionals having been somewhat modified since the last con-
test for il. Morfey, standing at 31yds., killed his 25 straight. The
conditions were 25 birds, ."$7.50 entrance, handicap. The scores:

Morfev, 31 2222222122221222222222222—25
Branch, 25 121021*122221*22'22*122122—21
Arm Strong. 30 122112222221*212222122112—24
Monev, 29 2222222121202012021211211—22
Lockwood, 26 20222112102*2212112000000—16
Webber, .30 2222222222222*22222222222—24
M ey ers, 28 02*0212122210*21112212122—20
Sanders, 26 210120111221102222*110210—19
Sleffens, 28 02*2211012101122101211011—19

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Morfey, 31 22222—5 22222—5 22202—4 22222—5
Branch, 25 :....11022—4 12221—5 12220—4 22011—4
Armstrong, 30 12222—5 2222*—4 11220—4 21110—4
Money, 29 12101—4 10*12—3 02220—3 20001—2
Webber, .30 .... 22222—5 22222—5 2222*-^
Lockwood, 27 222*2—4 21112—5 22101—4 20w
Mvers. 28. 21*2*—3 21222—5

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, July 14.—There were six contestants in the
club event, and of these Morfey was put back to 32yds. Welch
and Webber were next furthest back, standing at 30yds. The
former killed his 15 straight, Morfey finishing with 14, he losing
his fifth. In a warming-up event at 15 birds the scores were:
Morfey, 32yds., 14; Welch. 30yds., withdrew at his eleventh bird
with 9 kills; Money, 29yds., 14.

Club shoot, handicap:

Morfey, 32 2222*2222222222—14 Hagedorn. 28. .012012121221011—12
Welch, 30 222221122211222—15 Webber, 30 .... 020222222022222—12
Money, 29 02012^211211221—13 Lockwood, 28.111222*122*2200—11

Sweepstakes, 15 birds:
Morfey, 32 022212222202w Hagedorn, 28. .111111001221121—13
Welch, 30 221222222222121—15 Lockwood, 28. 0021012122020

w

Money, 29 Ilin21220020w

Miss-and-out, $2:
Morfey, 31 2222222222* Monev. 29 12*
Welch, 30 :.. 21222211112 Webber, 30 *

Matches and sweepstakes:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets : 25 25 25 25 25 20 Targets : 25 25 25 25 25 20

Money 16 20 20 22 21 12 Webber 15 22 18 14
Lincoln 15 18 , Hagedorn 22 21 14
Welch 15 Morfey 18 13 13
No. fi was at 10 pairs.

IN NEW JERSEY.

South Side Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., July 14.—The allowances in events 7 and 12 fol-
low the names of the contestants. No. 7 was the first merchandise
shoot, and Nos. 8, 9 and 10 were respectively the first, second
and third ties. No. 12 was the second merchandise event, and
Nos. 13, 14 and 15 were the ties:

Events: 1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Ffeigenspan, 0, 0 9 8 7 10 9 10 25 10 9 10 10 25 9 .. ..

Capt Bunk, 0, 1 8 9 9 10 10 8 22 25 9 .. ..
Terrill, 6, 7 5 5 10 4 9 10 23 23
Dawson, 8, 9 5 3 5 8 9 6 23 w
Day, 2, 1....,...-. 7 9 25 10 9 10 8 22
Colquitt, 3, 4, 7 6 8 . . 24 25 10 10 8
Sinnock, 0, 1,... 8 10 10 . . 24 w
Heinish, 8, 9 9 10 8 7 24 25 8 .. ,.
Yeomans, 1, 1 10 10 9 10 25 9 22
Hassmger, 3, 4 7 7 7 10 23 25 10 10 9W aller, 7, 6 7 10 8 25 10 10 .... 25 10 10 6
Stanton, 4, 6 7 8 22 25 9 .. ..
McDowell, 3, 1 9 25 10 9 10 9 25 10 8 ..
Jack Pattern, 5, 8 , 19 17

Championship of New Jersey.
Mr. Feigenspan acted as judge for Mr. Sinnock; Mr. Yeomans

for Mr. Colquitt. Mr. H. H. Stevens was referee.
E C cup, 50 targets, unknown angles:

F E Sinnock 0110111111111111111101111—22

T ^ , .
1111011111111111010110111—21-43

L H Colquitt 1011111111110111111000001—18

1111101011010101111111111-20-,3S

In the Matter of Flinching.

Charlottesville, Va.—Editor Forest and Stream: Can you or
any of your readers tell me a cure for "flinching" when trap-
shooting? W. O. Watson.

Take Inventory of the good thlnss In this Issue of
Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was given
last week. Count on what Is to come next week
Waa there ever In all the world a more abundant
^«rtd7 «f9re of apoftfQifff'f raadliigf

Bellows Falls Gun Club.

Bellows Falls, Vt., July 12.—The ConcorcL N. H., Gun Club
sent ten men to shoot the Bellows Falls Gun Club a match for $50
!i side, but owing to a little misunderstanding on the part of the
Concord team that all shooters should be actual members of the
club and residents of the place which the club represented, the
match was declared off, and the time was spent in shooting sweep-
stakes. The letters B. F. after the name show Bellows Falls
men, and C, Concord. Below is the score. All events unknown
angles

:

Events: 12345678
Targets: 10 10 15 5p 10 10 10 10

Norwood, B F 9 6 13 6 6 10 7 7
Gibson, B F 8 10 14 8 8 10 8 10
Shepardson. B F 7 7 12 .. 9 9 9 8
Knight, B F 10 .. 10 8 ..

Capron, B F 6 7 11 .. 9 6 8 S
Morrison, B F 1,3 7 8 9 (1

Ray, BF 6 5 8 .. ..

Russell, B F. 4
Stark, C „ 8 8 is 7 7 8 '7 6'
Moms, C 6 .. 7 1 3 6 5
Haynes, C 7 3 13 9 6 9 7 ..
Nardmia, C 55 10 76899
Martin, C 5 6 .. 9 8 4 7 7
King, C 9 6 13 6 6 9 7 9
Chadwick, C g . . g g
Woodruff 1.. 4 6 fi

Rowe, C 6 .. 12 9 10 8 !] ..

Event No. 9 was miss-and-out. Below i.^ the score:
Morrison, B F 11111111111111111111-20
Gibson, B F 11111111111111111110—19
Shepardson, B F 111111111110 —11
Nardinia, C 111111110 — 8
Capron, B F umo — 5
Martin, C imo — 4
Haynes, C mo 3
Rowe, C 110 — 2
King, C 110 2
Morris, C ^ 10 1

C. H. Gibson, Sec'y.

Staunton Gun Club.

Staunton, Va., July 13.—Herewith find scores made at the regu-
lar shoots of the Staunton Gun Club this week. The feature of
lo-day's shoot was the fine shooting of Mr, Sillings, who, after
inissmg his first bird, ran 49 straight. It was a very tine per-
formance, m view of the fact that the wind was blowing almost a
gale across the traps, which made it very difficult to connect with
the targets. In sending in my report of last week's shoot I made
a mistake m footing up the totals of Mr. Bruffey's scores. They
should have been 133 out of 165 shot at with an average of .806,
instead of 116 with an average of .703, as reported.
Scores of July 13, 50 targets:

^lerriken 11111011111011111111111111011111111111111011101011-44
Siiiings oiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiimiiiiiiiiiii-49

10001000010001000100100101111000100100100010100100—15
Crawford 10101101010101010101101011100010100101101101001101-27
C Summerson. .

. .10101010101010010101010111110010011101010110110011—28
J T Wayman 110110010101 010101 0111010011011 OIOIOIOIOIOIIOIOII 0—28A P Smith 00111111110111110111111110101111111010110101111101—39
McCoy 11111101010101010101010111010111110010111010110110—32
Steinbuck 000010000100000010000000010001111100100011*00111010-^16McDan i el lOlOOlOlOlllllOOlOllOlllOllllllllllUllOllOllOllll-37
Scores made" Tuly 10, 50 targets:

McDaniel 11111111111111111011111001111110111110111001011111—42
Harris 10011101010101010011111110101011011001011010110111—32
^]}hngs llimillOllllllllllllOllllimillllllOlillllOOlll-^5
Merriken 11111010111111111111110111111111111111]01111111001—44
J 1 Wayman . .

.
.11010110100100110100110011111111110010001111100110—30

Kiracofe 00101101111111111111011011011110101110101010111011—36

p E Smith 00110111100111111111010011010111110001111110010111-34
McCoy lOlOllOOlOlOlOOllOlOlllllllOlllOllOlOlOlTOlOUOlOl—31

F. M. Mebriken. Sec'y. *

Buffalo Audubon Gun Club.

Buffalo N. Y., July 14.-The fifty-two 2o-target events of the
Audubon Gun Club badge shooting season is closed, and the
prizes were awarded as follows:
For the greatest number of wins in Classes A and B, a badge

or trophy to the winners, choice, valued at $20 each and to the
second largest number of wins a prize valued at $15. An average
prize was given m each of the two classes for the best average in
any twenty-six of the season's events, valued at $15. To the shooter
in each class a prize of $10 value was given for the greatest number
of broken targets m the whole season, and also a prize valued at
$^ tor the greatest number of straight scores. Dr. E S. Carrollwon first Class A "prize, the average prize and the straight score
prize Jacob P Fisher was equally fortunate in Class B, winning
ttie tirst Class B, the average and the greatest number of broken
target prizes. E. Burkhardt and Edward Reinecke tied on thesecond Class A prize, and each will receive a reminder of his shoot-
ing to the value of $7.50. E. N. McCarney won the prize for thesecond Class B wm, and C. S. Burkhardt won the prize for the
greatest niimber of breaks for the season by a large maioritv A
list of the leaders in each class is as follows:

fiii i w'•'"^''"'^^a''^''^,^o^^^• P'V.^- Carroll, 12 wins, average
.832; E^ Reinecke, 10, .812; E. C. Burkhardt, 10, .812; E F Ham-mond 1 wins, and Simon, 6 wins

T.-^'n%i r'"""
^"l^^"?Ses: -T. P. Fisher, 15 wins, average .6962;L. N. McCarney, .692; W. R. Eaton, 6; J. J. Reid, 6; T E

IjOdge, D wins. > > .
•

*l.*^"^^T^'^"^''
straight scores were made during the season. Ofthese Dr. Carroll has two to his credit, and H. D. Kirkover Trhas one. The average for the season is 2 per cent, lower thaA thk

last season s record, which is partly blamable to the severe winter

^"L^^''
twelve monthly cup shoots for club trophies havebeen held to date. The winners were E. S. Carroll Simon EReinecke E. C. Burkhardt, E. F. Hammond, F B Walto E CBurkhardt and E. F. Hammond.

^vaiKer, ji.

At the annual meeting the following officers were elected for theensuing year: J. J. fieid, President; John A. Kennedy, Vice^President; C. S. Burkhardt, Secretary; George P McKrthurTreasurer; E. f Reynolds, James Lodge and W. R Ea^on dV-rectors. The badge shoot prizes for the coming season were left toa committee of three, who will announce the same later The
brea.surer s report showed the club's finances in very good'shaoeThe membership of the club is 100, all in excellent stlndin^ 'tnthe last year death has claimed four of its most enthus1ast\r^n,.i
hers in R. H. Hebard, Charles Oehmig Capt G Reed Wilson fnn'
Philip G Myers. It was decided to hold the regular ^lu^Vool
Saturday

.Saturdays of each month instead of eacll

wi£l's:!"i.^l°^^!^,^r !^%S'^l^'M^t^p^
'f^r-7''°.- 1 r^- ^'"^^ H^^'^- g«">idrtDu£nrito^No. 7 shot. E. C. Burkhardt, Francotte gun, 3y.dr^ Hazarl'l%oz. No. 7 shot. J. P. Fisher, Parker gun Sdi^s Dunnn-r iv^,'
No. 7 shot. E. N. McCarney, Parker gun, Sildrs DunontNa 7 shot. Simon, L. C. Smith gun, Idrs. DupontTl?^;!' Wo 7

Not a Manufacturer's Agent.
New York July If-In answer to yo^ir criticism of my letter in

Xvu- i!',?."^
1,°^ '^"^

^"^*V
""'l'^'- the caption '"Wolf or LambWhich? allow me to say that I never was agent for any manu:facturer of guns powders or shells. I have had gun powde" andshells sent me for trial, but not as part payment to tSe to shoot

Allow me to say, Mr. Editor, that this is no rumor, but fact
C. W. FtQve,

Illinois Gun Club.

Springfield, 111., July 12.—Regular weekly
magautrap. Scores

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 30 5p 10 10 10 10

Hall 26 10 9 10 ...

.

V an Cleave 26 8 10 10 9 .

.

Whitney 17 9 g 8 8 ..
B Wilson 21 .. 9A Wilson 9 '9

[[ \\
Richardson 7 § iQ

'g

Butler ^ . _ 9
Huntington 8 io 6
Stickle 7 9 8 8
Geifert . . . . 3 . . 4
Snodgrass '7 g
Call 3 5
Dr Kerr

_ 7
Capt Smith
Klingensmith
Day ;. ;; ;;
Munson

club contest over

7 S 9 10 11 12 13
10 10 10 10 10 10 10

8 ..

Weather conditions fine; very little wnd.
Chas.

10 10 9 10 9 10 20
3 5
8 6 .. S
6 6 ,.

S 7 7 16
6 .. 9 9 8 8 14

• • 6 8 10 7 7 12
.. .. 9 6 5.. ..

.. .. 0 .. 4 3 ..

T. Stickle, Sec'y.

Charlottesville Gun Club.
Charlottesville, Va., July 15.—Herewith are the scores made

by members of Charlottesville Gun Club Friday, Tuly 13 Severalmembers of our club attended the Fourth of July shoot of the
Staunton Gun Club and all enjoyed the delightful shoot, which
was a thorough success in every way.. The scores:
George 1011001111001101100101011—15
Poindexter IIIOOOUOIIOOOOIOOOOOOOOI- 9
•[°h"son 0110100010111000111110000—12W O. Watson 1111101111111110111101111-22
Keller 1101100101111101111111111-20
l-'oyd 1111111101101110111111111-22
Snow 1111111111110111111101111-23
Bfuffey 0111111111101111111111101-22

1011010111011110100000101—14
o'\nson 1110001110010010000110001—11H Watson 1111011111111 111111101110-22
Twelve pairs:

Snow 11 11 11 11 11 11; 00 11 11 11 11 11—22
George 11 10 11 01 11 10 01 10 11 11 11 11—19
VV'tson 11 11 11 10 10 00 01 10 11 10 11 11—17
Lloyd 11 11 01 01 01 00 10 10 10 11 10 01—14

D. R. Skow, Sec'y-

Chesapeake Gun Club.

Newport News, Va., July 11.—The shoot of the Chesapeake Gun"
Club to-day was one of the most enjoyable the club has yet held.
Good scores were made, and the members took a lively interest in
the events.
There were three events of 25 birds each, and the score for each

event follows:
Events: 12 3 Events: 12 3"

Targets: 25 25 25 Targets: 25 25 25
Dr Charies 21 22 25 Du Bray 21 21 22
Gallagher 24 22 18 Simms 22 18 21
Butts 18 18 19 James .. 23 22
Mr. du Bray, who took part in yesterday's shoot, is a repre-.

sentative of the Parker Gun Co., and Is spending a few days in-
"'e city.

•

Bert James, Sec'y.
-

'

Trap at Swanton,
J

SwAwioN, Vt.—There was a three-cornered contest at SO" un-.
known targets for a century a side shot off on the Robin Hood'
Powder Co.'s grounds, Thursday, the 12th inst. There wer,e other
events, but we only report the principal one, as it was between the
tliree best shots and for a nice little pot. The winner, Mr. White,
is the present holder of the New England and Easkcn Canada !

individual trophy, and is on the outlook fqr- challengers. First
come, first served :

'

E G White 11111111111111111111111111111111111110111111101111-4S
Richardson .111111111010imillllll011011111111111111111010110-4a;
N p L luoimnoooinmiiuiiiiimnmmooioioiiiii-^;

StANamp,' 1
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The Intei'statc'^^Association.

At Narragansett Pier.

Just about one year ago the Interstate Association held a target

tournament at Providence. R. I., under the auspices of the gun
club of that city. The Providence boys had a lot of vim, and went
to work and aroused the whole of New England, bringing together

one of the largest crowds ever seen at an Interstate tournament and
establishing a record for target throwing—over 17,000 in two days
from one set of five expert traps—a record that will be hard to beat.

The Providence shoot was a good one, and Rhode Island had
reason to be proud of the efforts of its leading gun club.

Emboldened by the success that attended the Providence shoot,

the Canonchet Gun Club, of Narrangansett Pier, R. I., whispered
sometliing in the ear of S. A. Tucker just before he left for New
York some time last winter. The result was that Mr. Tucker put
his oar in when the time came for the Interstate Association to

select places for holding target tournaments in 190O, and Nana-
gansett Pier was one of the chosen few. The dates suggested for

holding the shoot were satisfactory; hence the tournament was
held July 11-12, Wednesday and Thursday of last week.

The Shoot a Thorough Sticcess.

The shoot was a thorough success from start to finish. The
Usual preliminary work on the day before the tournament brought
out about fifteen shooters, and a full programme of events was
shot through before the boys decided to go back to the Pier and
watch the moon rise from the piazza of the Atlantic Hotel. Jack
Fanning was the big bug in the preliminary work, but some of the
01 hers chased him pretty well down the line.

Visitors dropped in fast during the later hours of Tuesday, and
before Manager Shaner went to bed, which he always does at an
early hour, he had figured out that some thirty-odd shooters were
on the ground ready to start in the morning. A review of the
number of entries in the first day's events shows that there was an
average of almost forty-five in all ten events; a single additional
entry in any one event would have made the average exactly
forty-five, which is good—decidedly good—these days. On the
second day one event had fifty entries, but toward the close the
entries dropped off, several shooters having to leave early, as "The
Pier" is not an easy place to get home from, the 4:15 P. M. train
being much sought aftei". Altogether a total of 14,550 targets were
thrown in the two days in the programme events alone. On the
first day proceedings were brought to a close with an event at 25
targets, expert rules, which caused another 400 targets to be added
to the list, there being sixteen entries in that event.

Some Features of Narragansett.

Trapshooters do not as a rule frequent places like Narragansett;
I may therefore be pardoned for referring briefly to some of the
special features of that place. The programme for the tournament
states in its introductory that "the main portion of Narragansett
Pier lies along the shore from the bathing beach on the north to
the south pier, and consists of about a score of large hotels a
hundred or more cottages, four churches, the post office, a few
stores, and last, but not least, the Casino." It also states that "the
chief attraction at the Pier is the bathing beach."
AH the above is perfectly correct, but the scribe who wrote that

description left out a couple of features distinctly Narragansettian.
These were the "police station" and Narragansett's one policeman.
Taking the police station first, it is a frame building, dark with
age, and with spiders making free with its wide open windows and
doors. Paint has never soiled it, and one cannot believe that it

ever boasted a "blotter." Jack Hallbwell graphically described it

thus; "The calaboose is a peach!"
I have also referred to Narragansett's "one policeman" as a

feature of interest. I did so because I never saw him in any
place save on the corner near the Rockingham Hotel, cata-
cornered from the post office, from which vantage post he could
scan all his beat, from the drug store to the Sea View R. R.,
possibly 250yds. all told. His costume was strictly negligee—a straw
hat, tunic fastened by two buttons at the throat, a "billy" twirled
by a leather thong in true Tenderloin fashion. Everybody ad-
mired his pose. He is just as much a feature of Narragansett as
the Casino. (There may have been more than one cop, but the
boys said not—and they generally know.)

HEow We Got to the Grounds.

There were several ways to get to the grounds. Admiral Court-
ney and the rest of the dudes drove out by way of the driveways
through Gov. Sprague's beautiful grounds direct to the club house.
Some of us walked all the way, as it was not quite a mile all told.
Others walked about half a mile to the terminus of the Sea View
R. R. and then waited for a troUey car that ran once every hour.
The trolley ride lasted just three minutes, covered one-third
of a mile that lay between the terminus of the road and the
entrance to the shooting grounds, and was negotiated for the small
sum of 5 cents. (N. B.—That ride, soda water and "hot dogs" at
the refreshment tent were the only 5-cent purchases obtainable in
Narragansett; everything else cost money—and lots of it.)

Once at the grounds, the view was very beautiful, and the cool
breezes that blew all the time most refreshing. The club house of
the Canonchet Gun Club is small, but served its purposes very well.
The large tent of the Interstate Association, Elmer E. Shaner's
pride, afforded shade to the contestants and spectators, and was
duly appreciated.
The background, while it added much to the picturesqueness of

the landscape, also added many ciphers to the scores. In the first
place the ground beyond the traps sloped away to patches of wood-
land that were just about as dark as they could be. The slope of
the ground was deceptive, and more targets were lost by being
overshot than by any other error of judgment. Then again there
was always a strong wind blowing from the score to the traps;
this wind was so strong at times that even Jack Fanning lost several
targets, causing him to pucker up his lips and whistle cheerlessly.
Tt was good, hard shooting, but extremely interesting; any one
was liable to lose a target when least expected.
The trap hou.se was a capital one, apparently modeled after that

of tlie Providence Gun Club. The trappers had plenty of room to
work in, and had no trouble in handling the targets that were piled
up behind them on a broad shelf that contained on Tuesday morn-
ing just 25,000 targets, the contents of fifty barrels. One set of
five expert traps was used, and none of the traps gave much
trouble at any period of the shoot. All in all, the Canonchet Gun
Club is to be congratulated on its club house, trap house, etc.

A Boss Cashier.

The Canonchet Gun Club is also to be congratulated on its
choice of a cashier for the shoot. The cashier in question was
Bob Root, of Providence, LiTcverently nicknamed "Broot." who is
certainly one of the daddies at running a cashier's office. Mr.
Root was the whole oflice; he made up the squad pads, wrote
down all the names, took entries, entered up the scores on the
sheets kept for the use of the press, figured out the moneys, and
had a system of his own which enabled him to ascertain in an
instant just what a man had coming to him at any period during
the shoot. Within a minute or two after the last gun had been
fired Bob was yelling to the boys to "Come and get your money
and let me go home," In addition to doing all the above, this
New England wonder found time to make several rude remarks
about a certain party who shall be nameless, to crack many jokes
and to hand out cigars and sustenance free of charge to all who
were in .^ore need of the same. Considering what he did and
how he did it, Mr. B. Root must be possessed of a great head and
a good temper. This is what Elmer Shaner thinks of him as a
cashier: "I've never met McConaughy, of Cincinnati, but I've
heard a lot about him. If he can beat I5ob Root he's fit to have
wings right away!"

All the other help at this shoot was built somewhat after the
same order as the cashier. Messrs. George Briggs (who is, I be-
lieve, president of the club), G. H. Cook and J. C. Tucker, Jr..
acted as referees, relieving one another frequently. Considerin'*-
how hard the background was, the decisions were given well and
promptly. The puller was Rube Burdick, who was evidently no
novice at the game, for even the speed of squad No. 1 did' not
feaze him in the least. Frank Laughlin was blackboard scorer and
Amos Tripp the party who penciled down the scores on the pad<;-
tbe latter was far the more experienced of the two scorers.

'

"Manufacturers' Agents."

The list of manufacturers' agents is a long one, there being
sixteen in all on the ground, though not all of them shot through
the programme. The list consists of the following: T. S Fannine
Laflin & Rand Powder Co. ; J. J. Hallowell, U. U. "C. Co W f'
Parker, L. J. Gaines. S. A. Tucker and O. B. Dickev' all of
Parker 'Brothsxp;. Calvillc anfi B, Lerov Wgodard' of the

Dupont Powder Co. ; Col. A. G. Courtney, of the Remington Arms
Co.; Edward Banks, of the American E. C. & Schultze Gunpowder
Co.; J. H. Cameron and C. E. Roberts, of the W. R. A. Co.;

B. H. Norton, of the Hazard Powder Co., and Messrs. Howard
Marlin. Geo. E. Bartlett and Miss Clinton, of . the Marlm Fire
Arms Co.

nimatcufs.

Among the amateurs were some who came from quite a distance.

For instance, there was the "Watcrville squad," referred to later.

This squad was composed of S. A. Greene, D. P. Foster. S. L,
Preble and Dr. M. K. Dwinell. all of Waterville, Me., and W. L.
"Johnson," of Portland, Me. L. H. Schortemeier came from New
York city, and "Capt. Bunk" from New Brunswick, N. J. H. L.
Amos, of Willimantic. was the sole representative of the Nutmeg
State's amateurs. (Where was M. H. Clark, of New Haven?) A.
B. Cartledge came all the way from Philadelphia, and notwithstand-
ing the fact that he was sadly out of form shot through the whole
programme, and never made a whimper.
Massachusetts sent six rej>resentatives on the first day: V. B.

Whitin, of Whitit*; Tom Howe, of Hingham; J. D. Jordan, of
Springfield; E. B. Wadsworth (Puck), of Boston, and A. H. Baker
and A. F. I^eonard, of Brockton.
Rhode Island had seventeen representatives outside of those who

came from the home club : H. W. Bain, H. B. Rust, C. H. Powell,
Senator N. F. Reiner, G. Norton and C. H. Budlong came from
Providence; E. C. Griffith, W. F. Slade, F. Inman and C. H.
Phettiplace from Pascoag; C. H. Getchell, F. Mills, A. Seagraves
and E. R. Darling from Woonsocket, and F. Barber, W. Metcalf
and E. Brown from_ Carolina.
The home club was represented by George Briggs, Jas. Mc-

Ardle. C. H. Tucker, J. C. Tucker, Jr., G. H. Cook, R. Gavitt,

Jas. Arnold, and last, but not least, F. C. Serenson, secretary of
the Canonchet Gun Club, a fii^t-class shot and a good hustler, who
worked hard enough to knock him out in the shooting line.

The Manager Hustled Things.

The shoot was run on strictly American principles. When de-
livering his usual speech to the shooters before the first gun was
fired, Manager Shaner stated that as there were so many entries
each squad must be ready to step into the place of the one that
had just shot if the shooters wished to get through in time for
dinner. The consequence was that as fast as one squad got through
in any event its place was taken by the next in order. Seldom, if

ever, was a m,Tn missing when his name was called. Manager
Shaner acted as squad hustler, and "bustled us about" (as the
English shooters said of Paul North when he ran their annual
tournament last June), keeping things moving like clockwork.
The result of his efforts is well shown in the number of targets
thrown each day. The trappers worked well and faithfully, and
added in no small degree to the success of the shoot.
Taken all in all, I have never attended a more pleasantly con-

ducted shoot; I have been at some just as good, but never at one
that was superior to this one, and it should do a good deal
toward booming trapshooting in Rhode Island.

First Day, July U,
This was a bright, clear day, with a "strong southwest wind that

made the shooting very hard at times, the targets being forced
down by the breeze, that blew directly from the score over the
traps.

The attendance was very good, fifty-five shooters taking part
in the ten programme events, the total entry list being only one
short of an .iverage of forty-five for all events. Shooting com-
menced promptly at 9:30, and including an interval of half an
hour for lunch the programme was completed by 5:45, 7,635 targets
having been thrown from the five traps in exactly seven hours and
three-quarters by the clock!
Several of the boys thought it was too early to go back to their

hotels when the programme was shot out, so started an extra
event at 25 targets, expert rules, one man up, $2 entrance. Fan-
ning won first alone on 23, Leroy being one of two to cut up
second money on 22. As the event had sixteen entries, this made
an additional 400 targets thrown during the day.
The race for the first three or four places was quite interesting,

S. A. Tucker and Fanning each scoring 95 out of their first 100
shot at. Griffith, of Pascoag, the holder of the Rhode Island in-
animate target championship, was high among the amateurs, with
Preble, of Waterville, Me., 4 targets behind him. Thirty-Six
shooters in all shot through the programme. Below are the scores
made

:

Scores of July J J,

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Angles: KUKUUK
Targets: 15 15 20 15 20 15

J S Fanning 15 14 20 13 19 14
S A Tucker.. 14 15 19 13 19 15
E Banks 12 12 20 14 20 14
O R Dickey 12 14 19 13 18 12
E C Grifiith.i 13 14 18 12 17 14

Preble.....'...... 13 12 18 13 15 15
H Baker 10 14 17 14 19 14
Inman 13 15 16 13 17 12
Greene 12 11 18 12 16 14
Leroy 14 9 19 12 16 12
B Whitin 12 13 18 13 16 12
F Parker.. 13 13 19 12 17 15

S
A
F
S
B
FW

F
H
J
T
G
H

F
GWW
A

7 11 10 15 10
9 11 11 14 11
8 11 13 8 11

T Howe 14 11 18 13 18 11
Capt Bunk 14 11 14 15 14 12
Dr Bill 12 11 16 13 16 13
C H Getchell 12 9 16 13 16 15

C Serenson..... 13 12 15 14 13 15
L Amos. 13 11 17 12 16 12
J Hallowell 12 14 14 13 14 13
D Jordan 13 12 13 15 18 9
H Cook 10 12 13 11 18 11W Bain 11 11 14 12 18 10

Puck 13 14 16 11 16 11
Col A G Courtney. 11 11 17 13 17 13
D P Foster 11 14 16 10 16 10

Mills 13 10 12 13 18 11
E Bartlett 10 11 14 11 17 9
L Colville 10 11 15 14 16 9
L Johnson 12 10 9 10 14 12
B Cartledge.... 10 7 14 1114 9

J H Marlin 11
A Seagraves 10W F Slade 9
H B Rust 11
Dr Dwinell 5
C H Powell 6
T H Cameron 8
B H Norton 5 11 17W Metcalf 9 6 10 10 15 13
E R Darling 9 12 14 12 14 12
L J Gaines 9 7 17 5 17 12
C Leonard 13 14 16 10 14 .

.

N F Reiner 10 9 11 9 16 8
J McArdle 12 12 .. 12 15
C H Tucker 12 . . 15
Miss Clinton 7 7
C E Roberts 8 7 .. ..

Barber 13 5
Gavitt 12 12
Arnold 12 14
Norton 6 7H Budlong 6 ..

Brown 9 ..

Phettiplace
Geo Briggs ,

No. of entries: 45 45 45 45 50 45
Total number of targets thrown, 7.

7 8 9 10
U K U U
15 20 15 20
14 20 12 19
11 19 13 18
14 17 14 18
14 16 15 19
13 20 12 18
13 16 13 19
13 16 10 18
13 18 13 15
13 15 14 19
13 19 11 18
12 17 13 17
11 16 13 13
13 16 12 15
12 16 15 18
12 15 13 17
14 16 13 14
12 16 13 14
11 18 10 15
12 16 13 13
11 14 14 15
12 17 12 18
13 17 11 16
10 15 12 14
9 11 11 16

11 13 11 17
11 17 10 13
13 16 9 18
11 10 13 10
11 11 11 14
10 15 8 12
8 11 11 14
9 12 9

7 10
8 13
6 11
9

11
5
6
9

11

9 12
9 8
10 17
6 12

12
12
13
9

11

Shot
at.

170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170

Broke.
160
156
155
152
151
147
145
145
144
143
143
142
141
141
138
138
137
135
134
134
134
133
132
129
129
128
128
119
114
110
108
108
102
94
87
80

Av.
.941
.917

.911

.894

.888

.864

.852

.852

.846

.841

.841

.835

.829

.829

.811

.811

.805

.794

.788

.788

.788

.782

.776

.758

.758

.752

.752

.700

.670

.647

.635

.635

.600

.552

.511

.470

13
12

12 13 10 ..

13 15
's !

;

11 16 14 14
.. 11 .. ..

5 .. 3 ..

F
R

C
E
C

10
6

10

7
.98
8 6 6

. . 13 13 17

. . IS 9
45 45 44 40
635.

Average, 44.9

Second Day, July 12.

Ihe weather conditions to-day were quite difl'erent from what
thejr were on the previous one. A southeaster blew up a lot of
fog fram the bay, and the sun was not visible all day. This made
the shooting harder than ordinarily, as the light was very poor and
varied much at times. This, added to the dark background' and
the strong wind, made the boys attend strictly to business when
at the score.
Some shooters who took part yesterday were absent to-day but

others came to take their places. In fact the score sheet shows a

Broke.
159
154
153
152
149
149
148
148
145
145
141
140
138
138
137
137
136
135
134
134
131
129
128
128
119
106
92

Av.
.935
.906

.900

.894

.876

.876

.870

.870

.852

.8.52

.829

.823

.811

.811

.805

.805

.800

.794

.788

.788

.770

.758

.752

.752

.700

.623

.541

9 12 14 12

159 breaks, as against 160 yesterday. Leroy shot in his old foarun

for the first 100 targets, breaking' 95 of them and leading Fanning sit

that stage of the game by 2 targets for the day's average. He fell

oil after lunch and finished in third place, 6 targets bcMjid Fan-
ning. Preble again shot very well, and deservedly won first honors
among the amateurs. A pleasant feature of the day that was not
on the programme was due to the thoughtfulness of Jack Hallo'
well, who felt that the "Waterville squad" merited some specfat

mention on the part of the shooters, since they had come so faT

from home and shot all through the programme. He accordingly
quietly suggested that the manager, Elmer Shaner, propose three
cheers for the Waterville squad when the last man of that squad'

had shot at his last target. This was done, and three hearty cheers
were given for the boys from Maine. The squad was made up as
follows: S. A. Greene, D. P. Foster, Dr. M. Dwinell and S. L.
Preble, all of Waterville, and W. L. "Johnson," of Portland, Me.
Maine carried off the schuetzen koenig honors of the tournament
so far as the amateurs were concerned, Mr. Preble pocketing them
quite easily.

Below are the scores, together with the averages of the twenty-
seven who shot through the programme

:

Scores of July J2,

Events: 12 , 3 456789 10
Angles: KUKUUKUKUU Shot
Targets: 15 15 20 15 20 15 15 20 15 20 at.

J S Fanning 14 15 19 13 19 13 12 20 14 20 170
E Banks.. 14 13 20 12 16 14 14 19 15 17 170
B Leroy 15 14 19 14 18 15 12 16 15 15 170
S Preble 14 10 19 13 18 14 14 18 12 20 170
O R Dickev 14 13 18 10 20 13 14 17 11 19 170
S Greene. 12 14 19 14 14 14 12 17 14 19 170
S A Tucker 14 12 18 12 16 12 15 17 15 17 170
C H Getchell 13 14 15 12 18 11 15 20 12 18 170
Capt Bunk 11 12 17 14 17 12 15 17 13 17 170
Dr Bill 14 10 19 13 18 10 15 18 13 15 170W F Parker 13 12 15 13 17 12 14 17 13 15 170
G E Bartlett 11 14 16 12 15 12 12 17 13 18 170
T D Jordan 14 13 16 13 16 9 11 15 13 18 170
F C Serenson 11 12 17 11 14 13 12 18 12 18 170
F B Whitin 12 15 IS 14 12 12 12 16 11 15 170W Allison 11 12 15 12 18 13 12 17 13 14 170
G H Cook 11 13 15 11 14 13 14 16 13 16 170
Puck 13 12 15 12 17 14 10 15 11 16 170
A H Baker 10 12 15 12 20 9 11 19 14 12 170
T Howe 12 13 17 13 12 13 10 14 11 19 170

J J Hallowell 9 9 19 8 17 11 13 18 11 16 170
D P Foster 11 10 14 10 17 12 12 17 11 15 170
Col A G Courtney. 11 10 17 10 10 13 12 15 13 17 170
M W Coffin 1 8 16 10 18 9 13 18 11 14 170
AV L Johnson 12 11 17 10 14 10 5 18 8 14 170
A B Cartledge.... 11 10 12 11 11 7 9 12 1112 170
Dr Dwinell 9 11 10 10 12 7 7 8 8 10 170W L Colville 12 11 18 12 16
E C Griffith 14 12 19 14 18
F Inman 12 12 18 14 14
H L Amos 15 11 17 10 16 12 12 17 14 ..

J H Cameron...... 8 8 13 5 10
B H Norton 12 13 13 14 13 12 12 10 12 ..

L T Gaines. 7 12 1^
Geo Briggs 11 7 13 10 15
J McArdle 8 9 14 9 13 11 10 14 ..H W Bain 13 13 16 13 16 11 11 15 11 ..

C Phettiplace 13 12 17 9 15 8 9W F Slade 12 12 17 10 12 13 11
N F Reiner 7 11 10

J H Marlin 12 14 16 13 14
C E Roberts....... 7 8 11 7 5
J Olney 9 9 13 9
G Norton 7 6 6
Miss Clinton 6 .. ,. 8 .. 10 .. 10 ..
Dr Greener 11 13 10 13 15 12 14 .. ..

C H Tucker.. 15 10 17 .. ..H H Moore 18 13 . . . . 12 . . . . .

.

J C Tucker 13 .. 13 5 9 16 14 U
R C Smith 15 .. 10 10 7
D Lewis 15
A Eggers.......... 14 10
C B Snell 11 9
J Arnold....... 8
Burns 9 .. 7
Dr Inman 12 .. ..

No. of entries: 45 45 50 45 45 40 40 36 34 28
Total number of targets thrown, 6,915.

General Averages,
Fanning naturally heads the list of those who shot through the

entire programme for the two days. Like several others, he shot
consistently, his totals for each day being close together. This
is the more remarkable as the conditions on the second day were
much more severe than on the first, when the light was bright and
constant. On the second day it was not only a poor light, but
varied considerably.
Twenty-five shooters shot through the programme, their totals

and percentages of breaks being as follows, each man shooting at
340 targets, or 170 each day: ,

Average.
.937

.908

.894

.885

.879

.870

.861

.841

.841

.832

.832

.823

.820

.808

.80S

.800

.800

.794

.788

.779

.758

.755

.685

.632

.526

Average, 40.8

Fanning 160
Banks .....155
Tucker , 156
Dickey 152
Preble I47
Leroy ' 143
Greene 144
Getchell 138
Bunk 141
Dr Bill ...138
Parker 142
Whitin .143
Baker 145
Serenson 137
Howe 141
Jordan ., '.ISi
Puck 137
Cook 134
Bartlett 12s
Hallowell

, 134
Foster 129
Courtney ., 129
Johnson 114
Cartledge "uo
Dwinell g7

First Day. Second Day. Total
159
154
148
149
152
153
149
148
145
145
141
137
134
138
134
138
135
136
140
1.31

129
128
119
106
92

319
309
304
301
299
296
293
286
286
283
283
280
279
275
275
272
272
270
268
265
258
257
233
216
179

T..'^^*^°?« m all but the last event on the second day
f k *^"ttith wao was m tifth place on the first dav, broke 77 outof the first So shot at on the second day and then fell downseriously, losing 18 targets out of the 65 he shot at after theluncheon hour H. L Amos shot in better form on the second daybut failed to shoot at his last string of 20 targets.

^"^^onu aay,

Notelets.
It is a source of sincere regret that the name of the gentlemanwho rail the refreshment booth has escaped my memory He wasfamiliarly know-n as "His Nobs," and always answered readfly ?othat or any other name. His wares were bevond reproach nar

^^nl^jlV^^
'°^'^^''^' ^''''^ the waters of Na?rl-gansett Bay. His assistants were courteous and active, and in factthe cafe" was one of the attractions at the shoot.

Admiral Courtney arrived in Narragansett on Tuesday afternoonand was much relieved to find that Admiral Dewev had lef" ?he

reTa°d to g^et."
' '''^^ '^°"ldn't hold us bolh, so

Fl"'"' ^ member of the home club, is reputed to be theboss fisherman for striped bass in that neck o' the woods Hesleeps at various times during the day, but rarely fails to be on thepier at the witchmg hour of midnight.
s 10 oe on me

The photographers got in^their fine work as usual. Leroy ob-tained one or two good subjects, notably Mr. Gaines' pedal ex
"

tremities and another entitled "Here's to You "
Howard Marlin is an amateur in photography. He and h?<;kodak were seen wandermg around Narragansett on Thursdavmorning, when nearly everybody but himself and the lone lobstrman were abed. . -

^ 'wjc looster-

Griffith was another who was up early on Thursdav mornins- TT^^assed along Ocean avenue in front of the New M'athewson abou?D o clock A. M., ruminating over the targets he had lost the dav before, and laying plans to break them all that dav A mt/A^ichewing gum aided him in his communings with himself
S. A. Tuckc-r shot a great gai_t on the first d^v. He

'

pa

and C. B. Snell, of Worcester, Mass.
An QPly to be expected, Fanning ^gain headed th? list with

of -the first 100 he shot at, and was
latorv rerr'.-\rk,«. "('b.'' -^\-] ' " "I'm H-r1ilf-' t^' ^r"" ^
several in the n-:.'t event," And bt k fo'- fie droDoed "^'fOUT of ihp iM;>;t l.t!

- . .
.

I ne groppea 4 target^

brokf 9H out

im. i.ible to go out and m;==
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Jack Fanning has been dropping so few targets lately that he
can't yet quite make out how he managed to let 21 get away from

him in the two days of the tournament. But I don' believe he d
like to go back and bet that he could better his average of over

93 per cent, for the 340 targets shot at, if the same weather con-

ditions were to prevail,

Wilbur F. Parker has taken up golf, and let shooting take a

back seat. That's the reason why his scores did not show up as

well as usual. Both he and Gaines issued cordial invitations to

"Come up and take in our sheep bake on Labor Day." The
Meriden Gun Club's sheep bakes are always worthy of attention.

The smallest trapper in the pit was the lunchman's best customer
on Tuesday. He is about fifteen years old, stands 3ft. nothing, but

got away with 65 cents' worth during the half hour devoted to lunch.

Yet the lobsters were only 15 cents each, and pie 5 cents a cut!

Why should Elmer Shaner christen No. 1 squad the "Rowdies"?
It was composed as follows: Fanning No. 1, Hallowell iNo. 2,

Parker No. 3, Leroy No. 4, and Banks No. 5. Neither trappers,

referees, puller nor scorers had time to loaf when that squad was
at work in some of the known angle events.

Leroy's trigger for his right barrel was too light on the first

day, and caused him several premature discharges and lost targets.

He fixed the pulloff that night and started in like a racehorse on
the morning of the second day, shooting like his old self and
scoring 95 out of his first 100.

O. R. Dickey was shooting in something like his old-time form,

but had an occasional bad ten minutes like everybody else, and
pulled his average down by bunching his misses.

C. W. Dimick, of the U. S. Cartridge Co., was a spectator on
the morning of the second day, and watched the shooting with
much interest.

Miss Clinton, the famous lady rifle shot, tried her hand with the

shotgun, but showed lack of practice with the scattergun after her

six weeks' devotion to the small caliber weapon she uses. She
has a graceful pose at the score, and handles her gun in a very
taking way. With more practice she should make a name for

herself at the traps.

Elmer Shaner has returned to the bosom of his family with a
cranium that glows nobly—the work of a hot sun while he was
bathing in the cool waters of Narragansett Bay.
George Briggs, James McArdle and F. C. Serenson were a trio

of shooters from the home club who did their Avork at the traps,

whether refereeing or shooting, in a manner that helped the man-
ager considerably. R. Gavitt, sometimes known as "the Hoodoo,"
also did not miss many targets—sometimes.
When Parker Brothers start their museum three very interesting

additions to the exhibits would be a certain well-known pair of
shoes. Tucker's shooting jacket and Wilbur Parker's old hat.

W. Allison, of South Weymouth, Mass., was missing on the
first day. He arrived on time on the second day, saying he was
bound to be on hand, even if he lost his job. He did not miss
many targets either, and was not in it for the booby prize.

Dr. "Greener," of Providence, received a warm greeting when he
arrived on the second day. Shaner and a bed slat were portions
of the reception committee.
Puck is quite a sprinter, and might catch his man if he would

not persist in falling down just when his prey Is within his reach.
Everybody missed Tom Keller.
Fifteen thousand targets in two days is not bad work for one set

of five expert traps.

C. P. Shattuck, representing the Providence Journal, is one of
the very few reporters of shooting events that belong to the daily
press. Mr. .Shattuck got his work out in excellent style, and wrote
up the tournament in a manner that could be understood and ap-
preciated by those who shoot at the trap.

Edward Banks.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Chicago Gun Club.

Chicago, 111., JtHy 14.—Mr. Ed Steck was the only contestant to
break 25 straight in the trophy event. Mr. Herman Paul, of
Waterloo, la., was a visitor. In a practice event, 25 targets, the
scores were: Paul 12, Bowles 9, Buck 16, Adams 19, Milliken 4,
Walters 9, Sprague 13, Horn 13, Steck 18.

Trophy shoot:
Paul 0011111100101111110001111—17
Bowles 1001100011010001010101111—13
O J Buck ....1100111111111101111010110—19
Miiiiken : 0000000101011000000101111— 9
A W Adams 1101011111110011101111011—19
Walters 1100010011111011011110111—19W Sprague OlOOOllOlOOllOOOOOlOOlOOO— 8
Ed Steck 1111111111111111111111111—25
Horn 0010101001000000110100101— 9
Goodrich 1011111111111111101111111—23

Monthly troohy:
Paul .'.010000001111000- 5 Steck 110011101111111—12
Bowles 010011101000101— 7 Horn 111100001000011— 7
Buck 111101001110111—11 Goodrich 010111111000111—10
Adams 111111111001001—11 Sanderson ....000000000000000-0
Milliken 101001010111010—7 Vietmeyer ....111100011111111—12
Ford ..........010001000000000— 1 Clark 001001110101000—

C

Walters 001100010011011— 7 Crombie 000100000010010— 3
Sprague .111111000110111—11

Garfield Gon Clofa

Chicago, July 11.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of our eleventh trophy shoot of
the season.
R. Kuss won Class A medal on a straight score of 25. Dr. J. W.

Meek, W. P. Northcott and A. Hellman tied for B medal on a
score of 20. J. D. PoUard won Class C medal on a score of 23.
Other events were 10 and 15 target sweepstakes.
R. Kuss easily carried off high honors of the day, breaking 132

out of 135 targets shot at.

The day was hot and rather windy, and altogether rather an
uncomfortable one for target shooting. The attendance was not
up to our average, but was fair considering the fact that many
of our members are away on their vacations. The scores:
Eleventh trophy shoot, 25 targets:

Northcott 1101111101111110111011101—20
Keck 0010011101011101111110001—15
Kehl 0000100001110010110110000— 9
Dr J W Meek 1111110111111110110011011—20
Pol lard 1110111111011111111111111—23
A McGowan 1100001111100010101011001—13
P McGowan 0100011011010000110001101—11
R Kuss 1111111111111111111111111—25W A Stuchlik 1111000111000101101110110—15
E Bingham , 0111111111111111101111101—22
J Wolff ...i.:. 1101110110101101010011111—17
F Wolff 0010100111101111011010001—14
C P Richards 1111011000111111010111111—19
T Eaton 1111110110010101001001100—14M Bowers 1011111111111101111111100—21
A D Dorman 1011101111111111111101111—22H N Delano 0111001000000111101100111—13
Bumiller i.^. 0000000000000001010000010— 3
L Wolff 0110010001110110110001110—13
A Hellman 1011110111011111100111111—20
T P Hicks 1111101011111111111111111—23
Dr C H Graves 0100001011010111110011101—14

Sweepstakes:
Events: 1 2 4 5 6 7 Events: 12 4 5 6 7
Targets: 15 10 15 10 15 10 Targets: 15 10 15 10 15 10

Northcott 14 10 Hellman 5 12 6 10 .

Keck 9 5 Richards 9 13 9 K
Kehl 7 2 9 5 7.. T Eaton 12 8 10 7 13

'

'

Dr Meek 8 .... 15 10 Bowers 4 13 g
Pollard , . 12 8 11 7 . . . . Dorman 7 12 7 ioA McGowan . . 2 7 11 7 . . . . Delano 2 3 3
P McGowan . . 9 6 10 7 8 . . Bumiller 0 .

'
'

"

"

R Kuss 14 10 15 10 14 10 Hicks 9 12
Stuchlik 6 4 10 L Wolff 4 .. .'. '.[

Bingham 14 10 14 Ralph 9 .. 15 io
J Wolff 13 4 8 Dr Graves , 9 5
F Wolff 4 8 Nevens 4 .! !!

Garden City Gon Qub.
Chicago, July 14.—J. B. Baito and Tramp Irwin tied for first

honors in the Garden City Gun Club's shoot tO-day at Watson's
Park, while Abe Kleinman won the trophy for the greatest num-
ber of consecutive kilk. All stood at 30yds, though some had
extra birds to shoot at, iDlie scores:

Pewey 100212222111120 —13
Kimball 200101222110211'*11—13
^^mberg ..1212322102111102 —14

C„rA 122'^*0202210010121—11

Adams" V'.'ZW'.V.'.^^^^i.- - 122202212100212 —12

O'Rrien ' . .. . . . • 2111021110101222 -13
T-vi '. 12000212112202222 -13

; 21112112210101120 —14
PM^,, 220*21**20211112 —11
Ht-vn *22222222222m2 —15

Knickerbocker
'

11002002111^^^^^^^^

Ymine- <— 012111201***l*0w

Kleinman ^^22 121112112102 -14

Gims • 01122002011*1 1111 -12

f'^n 2222222111012211 —15

GoldsmYth ;
1122012201121011 -13

Seven-bird sweep, entrance $2.50, three moneys: Dewey, Amberg
and Kleinman, 7 each; Barto, Gillis, Goldsmith, Knickerbocker,

Irwin, Levi and O'Brien, 6 each; S. Palmer, 5. Raveleiog,

Mississippi Valley Notes.

The Peoria Gun Club held its montfly meet and medal shoot

on July 8. The weather was fine, but a very stiff wind blowing

.across the range made the targets erratic and affected scores se-

verely. Gus Portman won the Class A medal with his new Parker

gun, Riehl and Leisy coming in close second and third. Billy

Bordeaux got the Class B medal after a shoot-off with Wantling,

while Frank had an easy lead for the Class C trophy. Following

the main contest a 10-bird sweep was shot, and then Torn Scott

gave the boys an hour's entertainment over a coop full of swift

summer birds in a $1 (birds extra) miss-and-out. In this latter

event Riehl and Scholes divided the money, and in conclusion

Connor, Burnside and Riehl shot a 55-target contest.

Peoria now has two thriving gun clubs of large membership and
not a few smaller shooting organizations and is one of the shoot-

ing centers of the middle West. Peoria is a live, wide-awake and
thrifty city and there is no reason why the noble art of trapshoot-

ing ought not to continue to thrive and grow in that vicinity. The
scores follow:

Class A
G Portman ilOllOlllllOlllllOOllllll—20

1011111111111111111111111—24—44

Riehl 1011110111111111111111111—23
1111111111111001110100111—20—43

T Huff 1111111111111001011100111—20
1101111110111111101111111—22—42

Leisy 1110111111110111110111101—21
1110111111111111001001111-20—41

Simmons 0111110101111111010011111—19
0111010111111011101101111—19—38

Baker 1101111111111100111011111—21
1101111111101011010111011—19—40

M'ills 1111111111111111100111101—22
0111110011011001111111111—19—41

Burnside 1101011110111111111011111—21
1111101011111001111101111—20—41

Bartson llimilllllOlllUOOllOOl—20
0111110011011111111011101—19—39

Heilman 0111111111111101011110001—19
1111111101001111111110010—19—38

W Huff 1111101111100101011111101—19
1111101111110100111000110—17—36

C Portman 0000110100011110011111111—15
1111 011010110111111101111—20—35

Connor 1110001110111101100111101—17
11001110111010100-0110111—16—33

Class B.
Bordeaux 0011111111011101100011101—17

1111111101110011111011110—20—37
Wantling HilllUllOlOlOlOlUOOOll—18

1111110111001111110110101—19—37
Scott 1000110110110111111101101—17

1111011110111111110110010—19—36

G Webber 1111011111101001110110111—19
1000011111110010000111110—14—33

Walters 1111110111100000100101111—16
OUlOllllOOllOOOOlOlllllO—15—31

Class C
Frank 0111001110100100111110011—15

1111111101110111101011111—21—36
Bradley 1100011111001000111111110—16

1111011110011000010111110—14—30
Walters 0111011110011000010111110—15

1111110111100000100101111—16—31
Johnson 0111011111000101111110111—18

0100010000100101011101111—12—30
dough 0110101000001010000000011— 8

0101110010110100111101111—16—24
Whiffin 0010000010111101101111011—14

0010000001101100010111001—10—24
Garver 1101100010100000000000111— 9

1011100010101010001010111—13—22
McClagge 0100110011100100100001001—10

0001001100001000111110000— 9—19
Schlehnoer 0000000010000000001100000— 3

0010000011000100010000001— 6— 9

Miss-and out; $1:
Connor .02222 Webber 1001
Burnside 20222 Hurley *010
Riehl 2222 Whiffin 12102211
Portman 1210 Scholes 2211
Bordeaux 01111
Special race, 55 targets: Burnside 45, Connor 43, Riehl 52.

The Piasa Gun Club held its regular shoot this week, interest
being added to the occasion by the fact of several challenges from
members to Mr Lane for the W. C. Co. medal. He graciously
accepted them "all in a bunch," and Mr. A. J. Howell won out
in the third stage of the race. The scores:

1st. 2d. 3d. 1st. 2d. 3d.

Howell, 36 31 18 10 Schweppe, 41 30 18 9

Lane, 36 30 18 8 Phinney, 42 22
Schiess, 36 26 .. .. Cole, -52 14
Beall, 36 30 16 .. Doterding, 52 21
Gaddis, 41 30 18 9 Leach, 52 ..16

F. C. Riehl.

Fort Smith Gun Clufa.

Fort Smith, Ark., July 8.—If a tournament had been in progress
on Saturday afternoon it couldn't have sounded more business-
like. Three squads lined up for the fray, and before the smoke
cleared away 1,100 targets had been shot, and some of them hit.

Misses Oglesby, Black and Fishback came out to see the sport,

and also Mr. Eugene Henderson and family, the latter watching
the game from their carriage.
Already some of the shooters are beginning to show Up, Mr.

Paul Litzke, secretary of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's Asso-
ciation, being now quartered at the Hotel Main.
Monday will be preliminary day of the Arkansas tenth annual,

and Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday will all be devoted to in-

animate targets. On Friday a live-bird handicap sweep will be
lun off in which such cracks as Parmelee, Taylor and Parker—of
Omaha, St. Louis and Detroit respectively—will be seen.

A nominal entrance of 10 cents will be charged at the gate, and
the entrance to the shooting ground is half a block north of the
end of the Little Rock avenue car line.

In the medal shoot Saturday evening Mr. Waller Boyd surprised
his many friends by winning the medal after an exciting contest
with the best shots in the club, and as this is the first time in the
history of the club that this gentleman has succeeded in winning
this much-coveted trophy he was heartily congratulated on his
splendid shooting. No more popular win could be recorded.
Following are the scores in the medal race:

A W Boyd 0111111111101111100111111—21
Kimmons 1111011110011111111111101—21
Matthews llllOllUlllOllllimOOOl—20
Leach 0111111111100101110111011—19
Durden OlllOOlllOllllOilllllllOl—19
Baptiste „.,... 0011101111111011001111101—18
Payne 0101111101110100101111011—17
R Speer OlOlllUUOlOOlOlOlOlllll-17
Coffey 0111111001111011011010010—16
Hartwell 1111000111100110001010111—15
C -"-fioyd . - .1101000010101000011000011—10
F G Speer 0000010111011010100101101—12
Clarkson OlOOOOOOOOUUlOllOOOllOO—10
Oglesby lOlOOlUOlOlOlOOOOOOlOlOO—10
Williams " OOlOOOOlOOllOllDOOllOUOO—10
J Reynolds lOOOOlOlUOUOllOOllOOlll—14

Shoot-off off for tie for the medal

:

Boy;d 011110101^7 Kimmons ...........1001111000-5
Several sweeps were run off after the medal shoot, in which the

honors were about eejually divided. '

'

Leach.

Great Falls Rod and Gun CIttb,

GifEAT Falls, Mont., July 9.—The recent tournament under th(i

suspices of the Great Falls Rod and Gun Club was the most suc^
t-essful yet held. There were participants from Belt, Choteaui
.Stockett and other outside points, and several belonging to the]
local club, while there were many spectators.
The weather was perfect, and the scores are believed to have beetii

Ihe best ever made at any tournament ever held in this State. Irl

several events the winner got every bluerock.
One of the best performers was C. S. McDonald, of Choteau, t\

member of the local club, who had not shot here for a year;
Although the grounds were strange to him, he won two eveots, and'
liis percentage for the day was very high.
In the contest for the Cascade county medal there were siyl<

contestants. The shoot was at 40 singles, and the scores were asi

follows: J. M. Gaunt 37, Gus Frazier 35, Matt Richardson 33.'

Geo. Bickett .36, P. B. Gallagher 35, Alex Irvine 33.
fn the shoot for the Cascade county medal J. M. Gaunt broke;

37 out of 40, and is now the owner of the medal.
In the shoot for the Gallagher-Benner cup at 25 singles there

wtre thirteen contestants, who scored as follows: Gallagher 25,i
Frazier 22, Gaunt 22, F. Fillian 18, C. S. McDonald 24, M. Rich-
ardson 19, Dr, C. J. B. Stephens 21, Richard Wilson 11,. Bickett
18, P. Pogreba 17, C. W. Cooper 10, Irvine 19, H. E. Benner 18.
The percentages made in the sweepstakes were as follows:

llenner .90, Gaunt .829, Bennett .858, Stephens .829, Bickett .829ii
Richardson .842, Irvine .95, Frazier .878, McDonald .90, Flynn .92?
Fillian .75, Burris .91, Gallagher .91.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 20 15 10 15 10 10 Targets: 20 15 10 15 10 lOt

C McDonald... 20 14 7 11 8 10 Fillian ,. '..15.. 7 '

Bennett 19 13 Frazier 14 14 .. 14 9 10
Irvine 19 Flynn 14 9 10
Richardson .... 18 13 . . 9 9 . . Burris 14
Belt 18 Benner 11 9 13 10 10
Gaunt 17 12 5 Pogreba 5
Bennett 17 ^ Gallagher 14 9 S

Stephens 16 13 5 .. .. .. Cooper 8 ..
Bickett 16 13 3 13 10 6
No. 3 was at 5 pairs. II

Boston Gun Club.

Welltkgtom, July H.—A little more windy than usual was this']
afternoon, the second last in the Boston Gun Club's current prize
-series. Though most of the regular devotees of the trap are away
o(T summer vacations, a nice little company of ten faced the music,
which was nothing less than a howling gale. One of the special i

visitors of the day, Tyler, led off the prize match with 22 out ot a,

possible 25—a very fine score under existing conditions.
To-day v.'as the last time we are to have Mr. Andres with us^

he leaving for Egypt permanently on the next B. G. C. day, anrf
many were the regrets heard, as he has been a regular attendant^
and these we dislike to lose. Following are the scores:

Events: 123456789 10 1112 1:-

Lane 6 3 2 2 3 5 2 5
Andres 577788986856 .:

Tyler 7 4 7 5 8 13 9 4 7 8 4 (

Shepard 8 7 5 6 4 5 4 4 4 1 7 5
Wood 6 3 6 7 i i i

Spencer 2 5 6 4 1 3 6 5.
Poor .... 2 3 2 5 3 6 6 .

Williams 756576876762.HJK ^. 5.. 4.. 14 0.
Henry .. '5

Events 4 and 9, 5 pairs; events 3 and 1?, jiifielders; all others
unknown angles over magautrap.
Match scores, 25 bluerocks, unknown Angles; distance handi-

cap:

Ty 1 er, 16 1011101111111111111111011—22
Andres, 16 0011011100011111011111110—17
W illiams, 16 0011011001011011100011111—1£
Spencer, 18 OOOlOOlOlOOlllOlllOOOOOOl—10
Shepard, 16 1000000011000111001011OOO— 9
M'^ood, 16 1000011000110100000010110— 8
Lane, 16 0001000010000001011000101— 7
Poor, 16 OOUOOOOOOIOOOOOOIOOOOOIO— 5

Brockton Gun Club,

BROCKT0.^f, Mass., July 4,—The scores made in the fifth prize
shoot are appended:
Events: 12345678 ?
Targets- 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Hepner 9 10 9 9 9 10 8 8
Wood 10 8 8 8 6 8 ..

Bartlett 7 7 8 10 "

Worthing 9 9 S
Leonard .......i.-.. 10 8 8 9 8 .. .. !!
Harlow ' 5 3
Porter 3783763 '6 7
Maxwell 4 4 5 5

Prize shoot:

Hdcp, Total,
Hepner

7

10 10 8 10-45 8 50
Wood

9

8 8 9 8—42 11 60
Bartlett

9

10 8 9 9—45 8 BO
Worthing .........i................ 8 9 8 7 8—40 9 4q
Leonard

10

9 8 8 7—42 13 50
Taylor ,.V, 10 8 9 9 10—46 10 50
Harlow 9 9 7 8 7—40 15 50

New Jersey State Sportstnen*s Association.

A SPECIAL meeting of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Asso-i
ciation was held in Newark on July 9, at which James L. Smith
represented the Hackettstown Gun Club; I. H. Terrill, the South
Side Gun Club; H. H. Stevens, the Brunswick Gun Club; C. N.
Thomas, the Walsrode Gun Club; M. Herrington, the Boiling
Springs Gun Club, and W. R. Hobart, the East Side Gun Club.
President Thomas was in the chair, and in the absence of Secre-.
tary Feigenspan, W. R. Hobart was appointed secretary pro tem.'
There was considerable discussion in regard to the manner in
which the interests of the Association might be advanced., and!
the opinion prevailed that trapshooting could be enlivened in the
State by the Association extending its aid to clubs in holding!
tournaments. Mr. H. H. Stevens was requested to interview Mr,
E. E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association, in regard
to the method adopted by that body in accomplishing the same;
object. A resolution was then passed empowering the executive'
committee to take action upon Mr. Stevens' report, and to pur-,
chase such articles as might be necessary to carry out any plan
of action if in the opinion of the committee such was feasible^
Also to obtain by purchase or otherwise merchandise prizes to bei
competed for.

W. R. Hobart, Sec'y pro tem.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Pennsylvania Chautauqua.

REDUCED RATES TO MT. GRETNA VIA PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.
For the Pennsylvania Chautauqua, to be held at Mt. Gretna, Pa..

July 2 to Aug. 8, 1900, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company wiii
sell special excursion tickets to Mt. Gretna from New York, Wash'
ington, Baltimore, Frederick, Md., Canandaigua, and intermediate
points, including all stations on its line in the State of Pennsyl-
vania.
Tickets will be sold June 25 to Aug. 8, inclusive, and will be goor

to return until Aug. 13, inclusive.

—

Adv.

NAMELESS REMITTERS.
The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. is holding

several sums of money which have been sent to it fc

subscriptions and books by correspondents who hav
failed to give name and address. If this note comef
to the eye of any such nameless remitter we trust
hear frQm jil^,
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If I were to live my Hfc over again I would go
fishing three days in the week,

—Peter Cooper,

BOYS' SUMMER CAMPS.

The boys' summer camps have come to be an institu-

tion. Here and there in the mountains, on the lake shore

and by the river bank their white tents are pitched and the

Mag flies to the breeze. It is a sensible and profitable

mode of summering for young folks, and deserves to

grow in popularity as it shall become better known.

While the camp system may be varied in details to

adapt particular camps to particular circumstances, the

general plan provides for camping out by a party of boys

under the control of an older person. Here is an outline

of one camp as described by the Baltimore Sun in the

Alleghanies near Alderson, W. Va. The site is on a

bluff overlooking the Greenbrier River, where the tents

are pitched in the shade of noble oaks. Two large sleep-

ing tents are provided with cot beds simply but comforta-

bly equipped, and a dining tent is well furnished and is

under the charge of a colored waiter. In the kitchen

tent is a cook stove presided over by a trained hotel

cook. The grounds are laid out for baseball, lawn ten-

nis and trapshooting at artificial targets, and an aban-

doned race course conveniently near serves for eques-

trian exercises; and the river affords a famous swim-

ming pool. There is abundant provision for athletic

games and exercises—quoits, putting the shot, throwing

ihe heavy hammer and rowing. The Greenbrier affords

bass fishing.

The camp is in charge of a post-graduate student of

Johns Hopkins University and the daily routine is a well

rh ought out combination of work and play, with a strong-

leaning to play, as is due in vacation time. Two hours

of the morning are devoted to study. Thereafter the

day is given up to recreation. The several sports to be

indulged in are assigned daily by the director. One day

it is baseball or tennis in the forenoon and bass fishing

in the afternoon; another day it is trapshooting and boat-

ing or athletics; and so the routine varies from day to

day and with different members of the camp. Then there

are long tramps to points of interest in the vicinity,

to the mouth of the river twenty-five miles distant, to

the tops oi the mountains or to some of the springs for

which the West Virginia country is famous. All this, it

may readily be understood, fills the days, and the weeks
glide by all too quickly. Here are some of the camp
rules, not more rigid, it will be observed, than such as

obtain in all well regulated camps of old boys who have
no mentor to control them:

"Breakfast will be announced ten minutes before be-

ing served and again when on the table. Three minutes
will be allowed after the second announcement."
"No articles of clothing must be left on the floors of

the tents."

"No boy may come to the breakfast table without
trousers, shirt or sweater. Hands and face must be
washed and hair brushed."

Obviously that is an admirable system of outing which
combines a proper restraint and the guiding control of

an older head .with the largest sense of freedom on the

part of the young campers.

We have not the figures to show the cost of such sum-
mer camping, but it need not be made expensive if the
enterprise is conducted on co-operative principles. While
everything requisite for comfort should be provided, the

outfit need not be elaborate or expensive. As it is de-
veloping with experience, the summer camp is in large
measure answering the question of how our boys shall

spend their summer vacations. It affords a welcome
alternative to the unsystematic and Unprofitable time-
killing which in so rriany instances consitmes the months
between school terms.

GOVERNOR ROOSEVELT'S BEAR RECORD.
We have been, treated in years past to newspaper com-

ments, in censure or commendation as colored by political

bias, of President Cleveland as a fisherman, President

Harrison as a duck shooter and Mr. Bryan as an angler.

And now it is of Theodore Roosevelt as a bear hunter.

Some years ago Mr. Roosevelt was moved to write to the

Forest and Stream some sharp comments upon the prac-

tice of shooting trapped grizzlies, a proceeding which he

denounced as in the highest degree unsportsmanlike. It

is with this very thing that the papers are now charging

Governor Roosevelt himself. The story appears to have

grown out of a yarn given currency in 1895 by a Chicago

man of the name of A. L. Trude, shortly after the pub-

lication of some magazine articles in which Mr. Roose-

velt had related his hunting experience in the Rockies.

Trude claimed to have been on a ranch in the neighbor-

hood of the Rocky Mountain experiences related in the

magazine articles, and his assertion was that Mr. Roose-

velt had not killed the game in the way described; but

as to the bears, that "he had given a mountaineer who
had trapped a bear $5 to let him take a pot shot at the

beast, and Ted killed Bruin deader than a door nail."

When this story appeared in 1895, Governor (then

Commissioner) Roosevelt wrote to the Forest and
Stream a categorical reply to it which left in the mind of

the reader no room for doubt as to his intention of ma-
king his denial complete, unreserved and unanswerable.

As to the bear hunting part of the Trude story, Mr.

Roosevelt said: "Mr. A. L. Trude, of Chicago, has

recently given to the public several statements about my-
self which contain such reckless falsehoods that I at first

thought Mr. Trude himself must be an invention of some

of the newspapers. I am informed, however, that he is a

real person. One of his statements contains a long

account of my shooting a trapped bear. I never shot a

trapped bear in my life ; I never but once saw a bear in

a trap. * * * j challenge Mr. Trude to give the date

and place where a single one of the incidents which he

recites occurred. They are all false from beginning to

end, in every particular. Whether he has invented this

falsehood himself, or whether he has been imposed upon

by a couple of scoundrels whom I never saw, and has

recklessly repeated their lies, I do not care. In either.

case, he is equally to blame. A liar is sufficiently con-

temptible, but a liar who slanders others in wantonness is

even worse."

Now that the Trude trapped bear story has been

brought out again and furbished up for campaign pur-

poses, we may look for its renewed life and currency

until November at least. We do not imagine that the

ethical considerations involved in the bear hunting ex-

ploits of a Presidential candidate can have a very im-

portant bearing on a political campaign, but a sportsman

of such high principles and consistent practicfr as Governor

Roosevelt is known to be might well enough resent now
in 1900 as he did in 1895 aspersions on his record in the

field.

SNAP SHOTS.

Now comes Dr. Samuel N. McClean, of Cleveland

with a new firearm that is to revolutionize gunnery. I

is constructed on the principle of those arms whicl

utilize the waste gases generated by the powder to reload

and fire the successive shots. It differs from the Maxim
and other guns of this character in taking the gases from

the muzzle of the gun in a way which obviates recoil;

indeed, it is asserted that when a McCIean gun is "started

firing while lying on a table it will discharge its entire

magazine without moving a fraction of an inch from the

position in which it was placed, and that at times, as

the bullets poured from, its muzzle, it has been noticed to

creep slowly in the direction in which it was firing."

The gun is a magazine arm, with five chambers, but may
be arranged to be fed from an endless belt of cartridges,

which it will discharge at the rate of 700 per minute.

Having no recoil, it may be so aimed as to deliver its

shots one after another into precisely the same spot, and
it will do this at an effective range of two and one-half

niiles. From this brief description, as given in the press,

it might appear that here at last was the arm for the

man who wants all the game that is left and wants it

right away; and if a few thousand trusty McCleans were
to find their way into the hands of American sportsmen
we might well shudder in anticipation of the suc^den wind-

ing up of the game supply. It is a relief, then, to be

assured that this new arm of precision is, for the present

at least, intended for military purposes only—although

the sportsman's relief that a deadly weapon is to be em-

ployed to destroy human beings instead of wild beasts is

something we must leave the philosophers to account iot.

The organization of Ohio sportsmen in a protective

association is a step which has been made necessary by

the unreasonable restrictions the law puts upon shooting.

The movement is described in a letter elsewhere from
Mr. Paul North, of the Executive Committee. It should

have the support of a representation so large and power-

ful as to compel recognition at Columbus when the Legis-

lature shall meet again. We note that Mr. North coiii

strues the law as permitting duck shooting at certain

times, but according to the actual text of the statute

"No person shall kill any wild duck on Sunday or Mon-
day of any week, or on any of the reservoirs belonging to

the State of Ohio, or upon the waters of Lake Erie and
the estuaries and bays thereof, or on the rivers, creeks;

ponds or other waters or bodies of water ia this State.''

That appears to do away with all water shooting, at least;

the only way the Ohio ducker may lawfully get his duck
is by catching it on land. But there should be found in

Ohio ability to frame a sane and sensible game law, and
if the new association started by the Cleveland sportsmen
shall be successful in infusing sanity and a sweet reason^

ableness into the Ohio game code, its promotion will not
have been in vain.

One of the old-time Adirondack guides was Elijah

Cowles, of Lake Pleasant, in Hamilton county. Cowles
stood six feet seven in his stockings, and was of powerful
build. When he was not moose hunting or bear hunting
or guiding, he was keeper of the county jail at Lake
Pleasant; and the county allowed him fifty cents a week
board for each man. This meant careful planning and
not extremely luxurious living at the best; so Cowles,

being a fellow of resource, used to take his prisoners off

moose hunting, that they might eai-n their board. It is

related of one victim that after having been out for ten

days, on the trail with the strapping guide, he begged
piteously to be allowed to go back to jail; but the in-

exorible Cowles compelled him to "keep up with the pro-

cession" until the venison had been captured.

The Province of Quebec is waking up to the fact that

it is high time to put a check upon the export of game
fish to United States markets. The traffic in speckled

trout, black bass, muscalonge and pickerel has been de-

veloped until now it has assumed proportions which'

seriously threaten the supply of well-known inland waters.

Ontario has an effective non-export law, and the promise
is that such a system will be adopted by Quebec at the

next session of the Legislature. The Canadians have
never shown any want of appreciation of the commercial
value of game fish or lures to American anglers; and-
once their attention is directed to the fact that the market-
ing of game fish is likely to decrease Canada's attractions

for visitors from the United States, they may be depended
upon to act.

Something novel in the way of official procbmations
has been put out by Mayor Archambault, of St. Gabriel'

de Brandon, a village on Lake Maskinonge, in the Prov-
ince of Quebec. Bigger fish are believed to lurk iii the

lake than have ever been caught out of it; and Mayor
Archambault's announcement is that St. Gabriel welcomes
all reputable strangers to its fishing; it desires especially

to attract Montreal anglers, and to that end the towri

council offers four prizes of $20, $15, $10 and $S to the

citizens of Montreal who shall capture the largest

maskinongje: in the season o£ 1900. ^

Izaak Walton's tomb is in Winchester Cathedral.

Nearby in the deanery garden is a stream where he was
accustomed to angle. The neighborhood is associated with

his life and death. Now it is proposed by the anglers of

Great Britain to provide a memorial window of Walton in

the chapels of the Cathedral. Its cost will be about $2,000:

A woodcock found its way into Henry street, Brookl}^,

one day last week, not far from t\ie Brooklyn Bridge.

As the boring for worms through the asphalt pavement
was an unprofitable enterprise, the bird passed on, non^
the worse for its adventure in the heart of a great city.
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Reminiscences.
BY ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.

Much talking of old times is one of the signs of old

age, as common an accompaniment of it as gray hairs,

toothless jaws, dimmed eyes and stiffened joints, though a

far pleasanter one. The weary mind clings more tena-

ciously to pleasant memories of youth than to fleeting,

trivial incidents of yesterday. The old man longs to live

them over again in' story, and his tongue would fain be

wagging. To that end he must have an audience. Young
folks will serve if interested to hear of the days when the

woods were populous with game, and the clear, shaded

streams swarmed with fish that were not always lost. Bet-

ter by far is same old comrade, a good listener, yet

breaking in now and then with a reminder of some half-

forgotten incident of the happy, care-free days. An old

friend, an old pipe and an open fire—happy combination to

- bring out talk of old times.

"Do you remember the spring Ave went to Burton's

Pond?""a familiar voice asks out of the cloud of tobacco

smoke. Yes, and how we were enticed there by the

marvelous tales told of swarms of muskrats, told us by

one without regard for truth, when we were looking about

for trapping grounds. We could trap up Little Otter as

far as it would float our boat, and then carry them over

to the pond, make a camp there, and trap for a week, and
then come home to enjoy our fortunes at leisure. Besides

the money that was in it, there would be lots of fun, and
so, having gained parental consent and parental aid in

the shape of provisions—for, though grown-up, we were
not of age—we three set forth on our expedition in two
boats.

We embarked a little above the second falls, Joe and
I in his boat, and By in his, paddling and poling at a

leisurely rate, setting a trap at every likely sign, whether
burr'ow, feed bed or nightly haunted log or tussock, and
so on, as far as could be properly gone over next day.

On the way up each boat kept its allotted side, never in-

truding on the other, but on the down stream course it

was "go as you please," as fast as current and paddle
would bear us, with an eye out for a chance shot at a

swimming rat. The trapping here, when water rose and
fell several inches i^ the course of the day and night, was
very different from that in the marshy lower creek, where
there was little variation in the rise and fall of the slug-

gish current, and a trap remained nearly at the same
depth at which it was set.

Next morning we voyaged up stream again, taking up
traps and catch till we reached the end of yesterday's voy-
age, where we began setting until we came to rapids so
swift and rough that we had all we could do to make head-
way. Then slack water and "sign" for a few more traps
up to the torn water of Dover Rapids, the busy scene of
many manuf<actures in old times, all deserted now and
silent but for the rush of the rapids and the roar of the
cataract, no vestige left but a rusted shaft, a broken
wheel, a grass-grown embankment—memorials of departed
industries and dead hopes.

We lugged and dragged our boats and cargoes around
the falls and launched them again in slack water, reaching
in lazy loops to the site of the old Boston Iron Company's
forges. A little below it we rounded a long bend half
encircling the Old Indian Garden, where they say was an
Indian cornfield. There was a more authentic memorial
of tirnes almost as old in the venerable tree, living and
standing with a deep notch cut in it with the plain marks
of a beaver's teeth. An old man, a son of the first

settler at this place, told me that the last trout of Little
Otter were caught here, and were plenty enough in his
father's day, but I never found any one old enough to re-
member seeing a beaver. Hard by on the flats of Mud
Creek was a great hawnt of these animals, long ago
trapped to extermination by Iroquois and Waubanakee
and adventurous white fur hunters. The levels were flooded
by dams that can still be traced, and ditching the alluvial
soil brings to light a pavement of peeled sticks, the
tooth-marks as distinct as when first made, but crumbling
to pieces after brief exposure.

Here, where the old company's throbbing hammers in-
cessantly shook the forest sixty years ago, a roaring rapid
cornpelled another toilsome carry, happily the last awaiting
us in these waters. Now it was easy navigating the slow
current. The meadows on a level with our eyes were
growing green in the pleasant April weather that touched
us with the comfortable indolence of spring fever, as it

seemed to touch the crow lazily hunting grubs on the
broad intervale, and the blackbirds oozing a gurgle of
melody and discord from the elms above us.
A woodchuck waddling along the bank prospecting for

the earliest clover fools us into stalking him for a musk-
rat until he takes alarm and scurries into his burrow with
a derisive whistle. We came head to head above the
banks of a bend with a great blue heron that sprang to
flight with a startled croak, and frightened a pair of dusky
ducks, startling us in turn with sudden splash and flutter,

and taking new fright at the sight of our boats. Doubt-
less the pair were in quest of a secluded summer home
where they might rear their annual brood of ducklings
in peace, and we hoped our brief intrusion might not
change their plans, which gave promise of sport the
coming fall. When the well-named hillock, Hedgehog
Hill, bristled far behind us the creek narrowed to a chan-
nel that barely gave passage to our boats, and our voyage
came to an end where a short bridge spanned it.

A team met us, and loading our boats on to the wagon
went lumbering and bumping over the rought-dried clay
highway toward our destination. Happily escaping ship-
wreck on this dried sea of mud, we came to a bright little

torrent of cascades and rapids, which we rightly guessed
to be the outlet of our pond, then saw the gable of saw-
mill peeping over the top of the hill, and then came to its

hospitable door, the whole open side .gaping a welcome to
cuctomers and their logs, and explaining the stale old
comment on such as forget to shut doors behind them,
"Guess you was raised in a sawmill, where the' hain't

"jio doors!" Even so long ago the old-fashioned "up-and-
down" sawmill had been almost entirely super.seded by

th« modern cirpuj3r saw, an4 lingered 3 little whil^

to refresh our earliest recollections with watchmg the

automatic movements of this relic of old times. It was

as interesting to us, grown up, if not so wonderful to us,

as when callow urchins, to see the keen saw gnawing its

gradual way steadily through the log, tossing up jets of

sawdust till the carriage tripped the gate lever, and the

machinery creaked to a slow halt ; then, in obedience to the

push of a lever, the carriage trundled the log back to its

first position, the leaping saw attacked it, and agam
gnawed through it. What a wonder it must have been

when it came to push aside the clumsy old pit saw and its

two attendants, the name of one of whom, the pitman, was
fitly appropriated by one of its parts.

We were not looking at the mill all this While Without

more than half an eye to the pond, nor Without some dis-

appointment. There it lay, clear and bright in the April

sun, but sorely disfigured by the dead, drowned trees that

stood around and knee-deep in it, and among which its

upper end was lost, for it was an artificial pond, made by
throwing a dam across a wooded dell, and- so Of course

killing all the flooded trees. Some were evergreens and
some deciduous, and all were ugly in dead nakedness.

Beyond, we could hear the brook brawling its way down
the mountain, a stream once populous with trout and not

yet quite fishless, so a kingfisher proclaimed, mapping an
aerial tracing of its course, with continuous clatter. Some
bunches of driftweed lodged among tree trunks that

might be debris of ruined muskrat houses, and a modest
display of sign on a floating log gave evidence of the pres-

ence of muskrats. A clumsy scow with a broken trap and
a tally stick lying in the bottom, grounded on the bank
near the bulkhead of the flume, showed a rival at hand.

Pulling our boats into the water, we began exploring

the pond, keeping an eye out for a good place for a camp.
The shores were low and damp, and we could not see any-

where from the water a place at all to our liking. We
found promising places for a few traps, and having set

them became aware that it was time to search in earnest

for a night's lodging. The sawyer gave us a flat refusal

when we asked for a chance to spread our buffalo skins

on the kitchen floor. Evidently he did not look kindly
upon our invasion of his domain, though we had been
told that no one trapped here and the rats were going to

waste, dying of old age. However, he afterward came to

be on trading terms, furnishing us with some articles that

we found ourselves in need of. Among them I remember
some dip candles which were the most remarkable triumphs
of tJie chandler's art we had ever seen. We called them
self-supporting wicks, for it was a marvel how a 'limp,

loosely twisted cotton cord could stand with such a thin

casing of tallow. But they fitted our kind of sconce—

a

split stick—much better than larger ones would have done.
We were making up our minds to be thankful for tramps'
quarters if we could find a hospitable haymow; but just

then we fell in with a cousin of By's, whose family lived

in the neighborhood, and having heard of our presence
there had sent him in search of us to invite us home. It

was all right for By to accept the proffered hospitality

of his relatives, but Joe and I were strangers, and it was
rather awkward to crowd ourselves in. But hunger and
weariness overcame our scruples, and our hospitable
entertainers soon made us forget we were strangers wear-
ing mud-stained clothes. In the course of the evening
chat around the kitchen stove we were told of a tenantless
log house in the neighborhood of the pond that might
serve our purpose as a camp if we could get the consent of
its owner.

_
Accordingly, the next morning I was delegated to inter-

view him. I found him at work in an adjacent field, a
man with a pleasant face that promised a favorable an-
swer, which was cheerfully given when he was assured
that we had no evil designs on the community. The old
house had one room, doorless and windowless, and with-
out a fireplace, though there was a chimney built from the
chamber floor with a pipe hole in the bottom for the ac-
commodation of a stove. We set to work to make the
most of this by building a primitive fireplace, consisting
of a quantity of clay mud spread directly beneath the
chimney and covered with flat stones embedded in it to
bring them to an even surface. Upon this we could make
enough fire to do a little very plain cooking, aft'ord a little

warmth and a great deal of smoke, some of which crawled
up the chimney after the room was completely filled. Dur-
ing the smokiest progress of building the fire we lay prone
upon the floor, breathing a little and weeping much until
the worst was over and we could crouch around our
hearthstones to frizzle a slice of salt pork or warm our-
selves.

We had the luck to find a 2-inch plank on the premises,
which we set edgewise in a corner at a proper distance
from one wall, then filled the space with straws purchased
of the sawyer, and spreading the buffalo skins on top
we were furnished with a luxurious bed. The door being
gone, we boarded up its place permanently, using the
window hole for ingress and egress, tacking up some
boards to keep out the weather when we were in for the
night.

Our arrangements for beginning housekeeping being
completed, we made the first round of our traps. The
result was not encouraging; the water had risen with
the shutting down of the mill gate, covering almost every
trap so deep that they were untouched. We made allow-
ance for this rise when resetting, and had better luck, but
were at no time overburdened with .skinning and stretching
skins, for the place was not overstocked with rats, and we
had convincing proof that toll was regularly taken out of
our light catch. The navigation was a continual vexation
by reason of stumps just under water, on which a boat
would snag itself with a graceful ease that was the poetry
of motion, and pivot thereon in exasperating response to
our futile efforts to get her off with the bottom out of
sounding by paddle or oar, and nothing within reach- to
push against.

When we got there, there was pleasant seclusion at the
upper end of the pond, paled in by the ragged gray trees
where the shallow water was fretted by the ripples of the
incoming brook, whose silvern babble came from the
mountain dell along Avith the boisterous cackle of a loo--
cock. Some tiny minnows, which it pleased us to believe
were trout, flashed to and fro across the golden-barred
bottom, as tHte basking frogs cut short their lazy croak-
ing and splashed into the water at our approach.
There was no resisting the spell of the indolent at-

mosphere that the April sun distilled, and stepping
SsJioFc >vent ^ack eut pf th? desolation pf drowned

trees to living woods and loafed our M on moss-cush-
ioned logs. When the day and what we called its work
were done, and the long shadows widened into twilight,

we climbed in at our window, nailed up the boards behind
us, illuminated our quarters with a couple of the sawyer's
dips, "one to see the othef by," Joe said, and lighted a Are
on the hearth. After enduring a half-hour of smoky tor-

ment, we were rewarded with a bed of coals, over which
we roasted some choice quarters of the most carefully

dressed muskrats, or frizzled slices of salt pork, and if

inclined to extreme luxury, toasted our brown bread.

With sharp-set appetites and raw onions for sauce, we
would not have exchanged our supper for the President's.

After it the pipes and quiet enjoyment of smoke that

was not torment, and a recapitulation of the day's fun and
vexations, of Avhich the first formed the greater part, and
then yawning to bed and sound sleep—always but oilce.

A warm sotith wind blew a thick covering of clouds
over the sky, that grew thicker and more lowering and
portentious of a long rain storm. The threatening weather
sent us to our quarters early, for our poor facilities for

drying wet clothes made vis dread a wetting. We were
scarcely housed before the first drops fell in an intermittent

patter, quickly increasing to a wind-blown downpour that

made us thankful for the sound roof over us. From end
to end of the eaves a broad cataract fell and ran in a
noisy, rushing brook to join another larger one in the
highway ditch.

I could imagine the women of former households sally-

ing forth on such occasions to put in order the always-de-
layed corner barrel to catch water for an infrequent wash-
ing, then scurrying in bedraggled and dripping, while the
lazy men folk unconcernedly smoked by the greasy stove.

One could tell by the looks of the place, though so long
uninhabited, that such was the class of its tenants. The
marks of shiftlessness and discomfort were indelibly set

upon it. Not even a stunted cherry tree nor sprawling
unpruned currant bush grew near ; no dry stalks of chance-
sown poppy, pink or four-o'-clock betokened the former
presence of a posy bed ; and what was once by courtesy
called a garden was a waste of dry weed stalks, pitted -

with scars of old potato hills.

As we peeped out across it through the crannies of the
logs, we saw the columns of scud sweeping across the
blank gray background froni south to north, then
change the direction of their march to the east until we
heard the slanted drift of rain beating against the westerii
gable. The air began to have a creeping chilliness uporj
which our smokj^ fire made as little impression as the glow
of our pipes, and it grew more creepy and benumbing
when the rain beat on the northern slant of the roof and
then subsided to the slushy splash of wet snow. At last

we were driven to the poverty-stricken extremity of going
to bed to keep warm, when Joe declared that his back "felt

as if he was list'nin' to a good scarey panther story
when the critter's jest goin' to jump," and I am sure mine
was as if the panther was in the chamber.
For awhile we dozed in a half-comfortable state, but

the cold increased beyond the capacity of our buffaloes
and straw to ward off, while the north wind shrieked with
a keener blast after every lull. We spent the dreary night
in turning over and over, giving one side a chance to
thaw a little while the other slowly froze. Wc needed nq
alarm to get us up in the morning, but were up when the
first level rays of the sun shining from a clear sky came .

through the crevices of the logs. It shone upon a tranquil,
frozen world. The windless woods and crisp, dun
herbage, just sprinkled with snow of the storm's finale,

glittered as if set with innumerable gems.
We crawled out into the sunlight and tried to absorb

some of it, apparently with less success than a brave little

song sparrow that sang his cheery lay from the top of a
fence stake. We were not quite in the mood of singing,
though we managed to crack some jokes over the night's
misery, and counted it a part of the ftm of our trip.

It was dismal work going the rounds of the traps, break-
ing ice to get to some, resetting in the icy water and get-
ting little for our trouble, as the night's flood raised the
water beyond our ordinary calculations.

A few days later the catch became so light that we
decided to leave, and so engaging a team to transport our
boats to the head of navigation, we bade farewell to our
humble abode and Burton's Pond—a long farewell, for I
never saw either again, and both have long since de-
parted this world. We were probably the last tenants of
the old house, which not long after went to the wood pile

and the sawmill, and when the mill had devoured all the
available woods in its neighborhood it was abandoned,
the dam went to rvtin and the pond ran away. Where
it was a little brook crawls among new alder thickets, and
if a muskrat dwells there, it is only some solitary hermit
who has wandered far from his fellows in search of a
safer and quieter retreat.

I have heard of the place two or three times in con-
nection with enormous blacksnakes which were seen
there by people passing on the highway. A friend of
mine killed one which measured 8 feet in length. I do not
know whether these snakes were the common water
snake which is common to all our waters, though rarely
so large, or the blacksnake common enough south of «s.
but almost unknown here. Fortunately for our peace
of mind. Burton's Pond had not gained a snaky repu-
tation at the time of our brief sojourn, in which case it

might have been briefer.

Getting our boats afloat at the place of our previous
debarkation, with nothing to detain us, we voyaged
merrily down the narrow stream, now with newly turned-
out kine staring at the strange apparition of bodiless
human heads gliding past, now disturbing again our old
acquaintances—the heron, the ducks and the woodchucks—-and so after a little to the head of the long rapids above
the old forge of the Boston Company. Joe and I ran our
boat ashore without a thought of running the raprds. for
though they were smooth enough at the head, white water
showed below and there was an omnious roar that
threatened danger. By came- dashing past, answering to
our earnest remonstrances that "He'd risk it," and shot
into the swift, smooth water like an arrow.

I watched him a moment, and then, as he seemed to
be getting through safely, went about setting a mink trap
in what looked to be a likely place in the base of a hollow
tree. When not lo«g so engaged. I was startled by a
loud outcry of distress, "Rowlan' ! Come auick ! Come
quick!" and tearing along the bank at the best pace my
long legs would compass, I presently (Jlscovered our too
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adventurous comrade perched on top of a big boulder in

the middle of the roaring current, holding aloft in one
hand his dinner pail, in the other his precious bundle of
furs, while just below lay his capsized boat, jammed fast

against a rock, and gun, traps and hatchet somewhere at
the bottom. Joe arrived directly, and on finding that
our friend was unhurt and no great harm done, we could
not withhold a hearty laugh at the funny figure he cut
with his carefully preserved treasures. We helped him
ashore with them, and soon fished up the gun, traps and
other cargo, but our united efforts could not budge the
boat an inch, nor could it be done until the creek had
fallen considerably.
As there was no telling when a team would come for

boats and traps, we insured the safety of the latter by
caching them with a skill that would do no discredit to a
Roclcy Alountain trapper. We removed a circular sod and
excavated the earth to a sufficient depth, carrying away
the loose dirt and throwing it in the creek, so that when
the pit was done its precincts were as neat as a chip-
munk's dooryard. Then the traps were closel}'^ packed
in it, the sod adjusted in its original place so nicely that
nothing but the searchlight of a thunderbolt could have
revealed what was hidden there.

I. once saw where a lightning stroke unearthed a log
chain that had lain buried at the foot of a tree for un-
known years, the electric current furrowing the turf and
laying bare every contortion of the chain from end to
end, just as it had been dropped from some careless
hand.

Our traps were buried, our trapping ended, to little

purpose save living very close to nature and primitive
life, sometimes almost to the verge of discomfort, though
scarcely counted so by us. We fed on the coarsest fare
with the zest of healthy appetites, slept soundly on the
rudest beds, were sun-tanned and smoke-tanned to the
color and odor of Indian-tanned buckskin, were unkempt
and begrimed to the wonder and disgust of the good home
folk who could not understand what we could find that
was pleasant in such a life. We knew, if we could not
tell them.
Good souls, they never thought of their ancestors living

far harder lives but yesterday in the world's age, only the
hardiest surviving and preserving the vigor to perpetuate
their race, nor did the good souls ever think the race
would be none the worse now for a judicious infusion of
old leaven of rough living. Some wisely do so; some
foolishly play at it, because it is the fashion. I never
could see what good or satisfaction there can be in
camping out in an elegantly furnished house, where }'ou
are expected to dress for the luxuriously served dinner of
several courses, and gossip, lawn tennis and golf the chief
recreations; or perchance a young lady catches a fish or
fires a rifle in the direction of a target, she celebrates the
unique event with a pretty squeal. There is nothing of
the wholesomeness of true camp life in it all, none of its
freedom frorn conventionalities, of the invention of make-
shifts, no living close to the heart of nature.
Well, there are no more of the happy, care-free days of

camping out for us three comrades—one sleeping his long
sleep under the sumacs in the old burying ground; one
other is a man of affairs, too busy to go camping; and
the other bed-ridden, shut in from the bright and beauti-
ful Avorld by a wall of perpetual night. What wonder that
he loves to babble of the days when the joy of beholding
the beauty of the world was his. For him is only the in-
ward sight to read the pages of memory whereon the
record of things seen long ago is written in the story of
youth- AWAHSOOSE.

The Knight Mystery.
Boston, July 21.—Readers of the Forest and Stream

will well remember the mysterious disappearance of
young Richard M. Knight, who went out from Bemis,
Me., deer hunting on the morning of Oct. 24 last year,
and since that time has never been heard from. About
his disappearance a mystery has hung amounting to
veritable tragedy. Just now a most singular chapter has
been added to this sad history.
A week or two ago there came a person to Bemis

claiming to be a Sioux Indian—one of the Indian boys
educated by the Government at Hampton. At Bemis
he apparently first made the acquaintance of Buckskin
Sam, a guide of rather eccentric habits who lives in a
cabin there. From Sam Capt. Fred C. Barker soon
learned that the Indian was "a solver of mysteries" and
proposed to hunt for the body of young Knight. Last
Sunday morning the Indian announced to Buckskin Sam
that he had found the skull of the lost hunter, and to-
gether they visited the spot and viewed it, so Buckskin
Sam claims. Without communicating with Capt. Bar-
ker or any one else, Sam immediately telegraphed young
Knight's father, J. Edward Knight, of Boothbay Har-
bor, that the remains of his son had been found. Mr.
and Mrs. Knight immediately started for Bemis, taking
with them Dr. Blake, their family physician. Indeed,
they came very near to ordering an undertaker to meet
them at the wharf on their return with the remains of
their only son. At Rumford Falls, however, Mr. Knight
was advised not to put too much confidence in the tele-
gram of Buckskin Sam. Arrived at Bemis he was met
by Capt. Barker, who also cast doubt upon the authen-
ticity of the find; but Mr. Knight, with Capt. Barker,
Dr. Blake, Prof. J. F. Moody, of Auburn. Me., and the
wri:er. were soon of? for the location of what had been
found. We went up the mountain, about east from Bemis,
by way of French's logging road, about a mile and a half.
Here were the loggjng camps. Capt. Barker knocked on
the door of the office camp, which was closed. It took
a tliird rap to bring the Indian to the door. He came
forth, a little surprised, but still fluent of speech, ex-
plaining that he was a "solver of mysteries; had been
directed to that spot to find the body of the lost hunter;
had an 'investment' which had directed him. He had
found the skull of the lost man, and the 'investment'
would direct him to find the rest of the remains." He
consented to conduct the party to the find. Capt. Bar-
ker had already been there. On our way the Indian
claimed to also be engaeed in huntinsr for gensing for
the Government and said he was obliged to report to
the Government once a week or month. He also claimed
to have a knowledge of botany or herb doctoring. But

questioned by Prof. Moody as to the names of some of

the more common plants, he made some very bad
breaks—^in fact not calling a single plant by its common
or botanical name.
Arrived at the very upper end of the logging road,

about three miles from Bemis, and over the "cant" toward
Rangeley Lake, the Indian turned out of the track into

the woods by a trail freshly spotted. The spotting is

very curious, to say the least, evidently made by some
one going into the woods, since all the blazes are on the
side of the treis facing the logging road. Just then a

most violent thunder storm set in as if to add to the
dramatic natiire of the scene. The heavens were black,
except from the vivid lightning. The rain fell in or-
rents. We were all drenched to the skin. The Indian
proceeded a few rods into the woods. Suddenly he
stopped and pointed forward. The writer asked him why
he did not go on. "I cannot," he replied. "Such things
have a strange eft'ect on me." The rest of the party went
a few feet further. There in a little hollow lay a human
skull. Dr. Blake picked it up and examined it closely.

It was decidedly old and had clay or mud in the cav-
ities that was not like the leaf mold into which it had
been pressed. One side was diseased, part of the bone
being destroyed. Dr. Blake suggested that doubtless
the owner of the skull had died of some disease of the
face that had destroyed the cheek bone. The jaw teeth
were intact with a single exception and all very sound.
Young Knight's jaw teeth were bad and filled in many
places. Three of the front teeth were gone, but the
bicuspids were there, sound and perfect. Young Knight's
bicuspids were filled with gold. The front teeth left set
at a sharp angle and must have protruded almost to a
deformity in life. Young Knight had even front teeth.

Mr. Knight at once pronounced it not the skull of his
son. The teeth left no maner of doubt in his mind.
The skull was carried to the Bemis camps, where it

remains in possessioin of Capt. Barker. Mrs. Knight
saw the skull after it had been washed and immediately
declared that it could not have belonged to her son.
The teeth never were his.

The question is, Whose skull was it.-" How came it

up in the Bemis woods, not far from where his friend
Arthur Wilson parted from young Knight the last time
he was ever seen? No one but the Indian can answer
and he says that his "investment" has led him to the
skull and that he will find more of the bones. Mr,
Knight has told him that if he finds a positive identifica-

tion of the body of his son he will be handsomely re-

warded. But to Mr. and Mrs. Knight, who have appar
ently been cruelly pla3^ed upon, identification means some
thing more than a few old bones. Some of his clothing
his gun, his watch and little trinkets sacred to his mothe
must be producted. They have left the matter in th
hands of Capt. Barker and will not again hurry to Bemi
to get the body of their son on a mere telegram fron
Buckskin Sam. Special.

With the Southern Sea Lions.
On a chart of South America the Chincha Islands an

represented by three little dots, opposite Pisco Bay, abou
half-way between the Equator and the Tropic of Capri-
corn. Dots they are in reality—^bare, precipitous rocki
rising in some places perpendicularly from the sea for i

hundred feet or more, the only beach being a little patcl
of sand on the North Island, whereon we were nearlj
capsized one fine afternoon while engaged in getting 5

load of sand. But, insignificant though they may be ir

point of size, these few acres of rock were once wortt
the price of many a square mile of fair and fertile land, foi

in days gone by they were covered deep with the best ol

pay dirt in the shape of the richest and most valuable
deposit of guano known, and, if not a gold mine in

fact, they were a veritable mine of wealth for Peru. No
less than 7,000,000 tons of guano, worth in round num-
bers something like $420,000,000, were shipped from these
little islets to various points of the globe, the slow ac-
cumulation of untold centuries being dispersed in a score
of years. On the North Island the deposit was about a

hundred feet in thickness, while in a valley on the Middle
Island it attained a depth of no less than 200 feet, being
sufficient!}' extensive to warrant the construction of a
good-sized wharf to aid in its removal. The guano was
dug by Chinamen, drawn to the chutes in mule cars ovei
regular tramways, and there emptied into lighters holding
eight or ten tons, these in turn being laboriously rowed to
the ships, sometimes a mile away. The main feature of a
chute is a huge canvas pipe, like an overgrown hose, reach-
ing from the summit of the rock almost to the water, and
there securely held by heavy chains and anchors. It may
i-eadily be imagined that it was not always an easy matter
to hook tacl-des into the big ring provided for the pur-
pose and bring an unwieldy lighter into a proper position
beneath the pipe for loading, and in fact some of the more
exposed chutes were only accessible during the forenoon,
when the water was smooth.

It was not my fortune to see the Chinchas in the height
of their glory, when more than a hundred sails were
crowded in between the islands, when the Cape Horn,
Hell-fire and other famous chutes with equally euphoni-
ous names were in full operation, and when, after weeks
of weary waiting, a ship was loaded in a few days at the
big chute on the Middle Island. At the time of my visit

in 1870 all that was past, nearly 7,000,000 tons of guano
had been removed, and scarce a score of vessels lay at
their moorings. Since then the islets have been practi-
cally swept clean, the town on the North Island pulled
down, and the very graveyard, where the dogs used to
scratch down to the rough pine boxes, has been denuded
of its precious soil.

For two months—ninety days was the allotted time for
loading—we had been lying at anchor, and my leisure
moments had been passed in fishing, shooting and making
into skins specimens of various sea birds, to be, as I
imagined, eventually admired by friends at home. In this,
however, I was disappointed. Shipped at London for
Boston, the vessel that bore_ them was burned at sea, and
the labor of many days vanished into smoke.
The height of my ambition, however, was a sea Iron;

but although sea lions were common enough and might be
seen any day sporting among the vessels, fishing near the
islands or basking on the rocks, so far my endeavors,
aided and abetted by my friends Lowe and Gilbert, had

come to naught. The truth was that the creatures were
"educated," knew the range of a gun or the distance to

which a harpoon could be hurled, and when they basked
in the sun slept with one eye open.
The Southern sea lion t^Otaria jubata) is very similar

to his cousin, Eumetopias, of the North Pacific, though
with less of a bump of reverence,, owing to his some-
what flatter head. The males are about four times the
bulk of the females, a discrepancy that caused me in my
innocence to look upon the two sexes as two distinct

species. This blunder ceased to grieve me when in later

years I found that so good a naturalist as Steller con-
sidered the fur seal bachelors as a. species apart from the
breeding seals.

Now the Chinchas abound in sea worn caves, and in
their gloomy depths, protected from intrusion by surf and
sunken rocks, the big old "bulls" were particularly fond
of dozing away their afternoons, Usually taking the pre-
caution to select a cave with more than one entrance, that
in the event of an unwelcome visitor entering by the front
door they might slip quietly out by a side passage. It was
into such a cave that we one day backed our heavy, sloop-
rigged boat and discovered three sea lions calmly slumber-
ing among the rocks.

We frequently realize the truth of the saying that it is

always the unexpected that happens. A deer jumps up
when one is hunting partridges ; the ducks fly over the
decoys when we are not looking, and after fishing for an
hour without a bite a big bass snaps the tip and runs away
with the leader while we are engaged in investigating
something at the other end of the boat. And this was one
of those occasions. Lowe had not brought his gun, and but
one barrel of my heavy muzzleloader was charged with
buckshot, the other containing a light "collecting" charge.
The one available load was promptly fired at the most ex-
posed individual, and he with equal promptness sprang
up, together with his companions. There they stood, mo-
tionless and silent, glowering at us through the gloom,
while the empty barrel was being reloaded and the small
shot replaced by heavier. There they still stood until the
very caps were in my fingers, and then splashed into the
water and disappeared through a side entrance. On an-
other quiet afternoon we took the dinghy into a low-
mouthed cave, whose somber recesses seemed doubly dark
by contrast with the bright sunlight without. It was just
the place for a siesta, and yet it seemed quite empty ; soafter
a careful look around us and a shout or two that echoed
dully from the overhanging rock we were about to leave
Avhen a sound as of grating pebbles attracted our atten-
tion. Another movement directed us to a rocky niche
close by, and there, within 15 yards, our eyes, grown ac-
customed to the dim light, made out the black and bulky
forms of two huge sea lions, which, but for an unlucky
slip, would have escaped detection. Bang! bang! Two
reports rang through the cave, and with a bound the two
lions were at the water's edge. Another shot right in the
face and eyes of the nearest and our guns were empty
and our little boat between the lions and liberty. There
was a moment of anxious suspense. The wounded beast
threw up his head with a harsh barking roar, sprang into
the water, and, much to our relief, dove and swam out,
followed by his comrade, passing so near that we could
have touched them with an oar.
Despite his great size and formidable appearance, the

sea lion is pre-eminently a lover of peace, and although a
big male could readily have overturned the 12-foot
dinghy we sometimes used, not one actually attacked us,
and only once or twice did one even threaten to do so.

Not that the chase of the sea lion was at all lacking in
excitement; aside from the sunken rocks, on which we
more than once narrowly escaped coming to grief, the
blind breakers that came at frequent and irregular inter-
vals called for continual watchfulness, and barred the
entrance to many a promising cave. A blind breaker is

simply a wave or swell a little larger than ordinary, and
this may come alone or more often in company with one
or two of its fellows. The uproar produced by one of
these waves dashing into a little cave is prodigious, and
if, as generally happens, the backward rush and swirl of
one wave is met by the advancing crest of a second the
effect produced upon a boat that is in the immediate
vicinity is prodigious also. It was one of these treacherous
waves that one afternoon let our big boat down upon a
rock with a most appalling crack, keeling her over until
the mast almost touched the water, and sending us sprawl-
ing in the bottom on the ballast bags. Fortunately the
next sea lifted us off and set us right side up again, but
little the worse for the accident. While reflecting upon
these past mishaps, one fine afternoon, being at the same
time engaged in melting up the last available lead to make
buckshot, there came from alongside the sound of a
familiar voice calling, "Get your swinging bureau ; we're
off for the Ballistas." The voice was Gilbert's ; the piece
of furniture alluded to, my pet ammunition box; the
Ballistas, three at that time unfrequented islands, seven
miles to the southward, presumably the haunt of number-
less sea lions. Since then these islets have been ex-
ploited for guano with great success.
Ten minutes later we were off, standing in toward the

mainland on our first tack, dashing merrily along as we
heeled well over to the breeze. On we sped, the wind in-
creasing as we went, and when an hour later we came
about it was thought best to close-reef, for on the outward
tack we would encounter the full sweep of wind and
sea. On we went again, the wind freshening, the sea
rising all the time, until it became an even' question
whether it would be worse to keep on or run back. Small
as was our sail, there was still "too much bush for canoe,"
and we staggered along, climbing up one side of a big
wave and sliding down the other just as its curling crest
seemed about to break over us. As we all sat to wind-
ward, drenched with flying spray, Gilbert cheerfully ex-
plained the proper method of righting a capsized boat,
while now and then, as a heavier puff than usual sent the
lee rail under, it seemed as though he would soon have
an opportunity of putting his theories to a practical test.
I thought of the sharks that occasionally swam about the
ships ; of the big skates, whose phosphorescent forms could
be seen at night gliding uncannily along deep beneath,
our keel, and the water seemed very black, the boat very
small and the Ballistas a long way off. Still, remembering
Cromwell's advice, we kept the ammunition well under
cover, and as we at at last neared the islands emptied the
water from our pockets and began to look about for
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caves, sea lions and landing places. Landing on the first

island was quite out of the question. Its sides rose pre-

cipitously from the water, and even to leeward the wash
of the swell was dangerous, while on the exposed side the

seas came roaring in over sunken rocks, foaming against

the cliffs, and sending showers of gleaming spray high

in the air. The second island was more promising, but

even here it did not seem best to risk the boat, so taking

in sail we rowed slowly toward the third and sternmost

island, which not only offered a good lee, but was pierced

by numerous caves. Making a short cut directly through

the island, which terminates in a natural arch some 50

feet in height, we found ourselves temporarily in smooth
water, and stopped to rest at the mouth of a little cave.

Two cormorants, perched above the entrance through

which the water gurgled in and out, as the swell rose

and fell along the wall of rock, and a sea Hon rising high

in the water to gaze at us as he passed by out of range,

were the only signs of life, and our rough trip seemed to

have been made to little purpose.

Looking backward, we could just make out the

Chinchas, enveloped in a dun-colored cloud of guano

dust, on the southern horizon the steep sides of distant

San Gallan rose sheer from the sea, and close at hand
was the southernmost point of our island, above which

sheets of spray leaped into the sunlight.

Proceeding onward once more, a few strokes brought us

around a Corner of the cHff and in full view of a goodly

host of sea lions. There they were at last! The stony

floor of a lofty cave that opened in the face of the cliff

was fairly black with them, while nearer by on a shelving

rock at least a dozen burly bulls lay sprawling in the sun.

Oh, if they would only wait a little! But no—as we
gradually drew near, slowly forcing our heavy boat

through the choppy seas, first one, then another, slid into

the water and disappeared, until only two, the boldest or

the laziest, remained. Another moment, and they too

would be gone, but before that moment passed Lowe
cried, "Let them have it !" And let them have it we did

with such good effect that both dropped at once. At last

success was ours ! One huge beast lay quite motionless,

while the other, whose life blood dripped frim his mouth
and trickled down his side, required but another shot to

make him ours. Even while pressing trigger I wondered
how we would magange to get the huge brutes off the

rock, around whose base amid the swirls of foam we
now and then caught a glimpse of sharp fangs of stone,

eager to crunch into the sides of our boat. The "how"
was soon decided. One lion raised his head, lunged
heavily to his feet, swayed aimlessly to and fro a moment
and then plunged headlong into the water. The second

followed, his huge bulk disappearing beneath the water,

leaving naught but a small dark stain on the rock to bear

witness against us. There was small time to mourn our

loss, for the sea lions, but a minute before slumbering

quietly in the cave, aroused b}^ our shots, came scrambling

down the strip of shingle, and splashing into the sea swam
boldly toward us, furnishing the life for a picture not

easily forgotten. The scene indeed was of the kind oftener

found in books than beheld in nature, and while the actual

danger was slight enough, it might to an imaginative ob-

server have seemed very real.

Fully 200 feet above our heads hung a projecting shelf

of rock, so thin and fissured that it seemed ready at a

touch to fall upon us. Beneath our boat lay tossing on
the swell that rushed foaming into the cave whence the

sea lions issued by scores, tossing their heads and uttering

harsh, barking cries. The breakers crashed upon the

point near b);-, the pent-up air boomed from a subterranean

passage, and the Avind whistled over the the island, the

combined din being perfectly indescribable. As the lions

came onward, showing their teeth, and rearing their heads
defiantly, it seemed as if, emboldened by numbers, they

had thrown aside their customary timidity and were
gong to attack us. The odds were certainly in their

favor, but a shot at the nearest changed the aspect of

affairs, for at the report of a gun a hundred pairs of

flippers flashed in the air, and every animal disappeared

as if by magic. A moment later all were up again, only

to be dispersed anew by another shot. Then, one by one
all save a few sought shelter in the cave or retreated to

some locality equally safe from our pursuit, while the

remainder kept well out of gunshot.

The chase was at an end. There was nothing to do but

to wait for wind and waves to subside a little and then re-

turn, as usual, empty-handed, A little before_ sunset we
ventured out, and although the sea still ran high, set all

sail and ran for home, "seeking the shelter of the hollow
ships."

In the tropics darkness follows short upon the setting

of the sun, and ere long we were tearing through the

gloom over a sea whose black hollows were succeeded by
sparkling crests of foam, while our wake was marked by
a dancing train of phosphorescent sparks. Soon one after

another the twinkling lights of the vessels at anchor came
into sight, and a few minutes later we were making the

customary explanations for not having secured our game,
F. A. Lucas.

The Eel's Keen Scent.

The eel is one of the most inveterate salmon egg and salmon
fry poachers that exist. We have talcen fifty fry of about 1 inch
long and from eight to ten weelcs old out of the gullet and stom-
ach of a 12-ounce eel, which appeared among the fry as they were
being turned into the river out of the hatchery, and all these were
gobbled in the seven minutes or so it took us to fetch a landing^

net to capture it. So intent was it on the feed that its capture was
easily effected, but not before it had accounted for half a hundred
salmon fry.

The eel hunts with its snout down over every nich of ground and
works more by smell than sight. He bores into the sand even to

half his body when he comes upon a redd covered up. We have
again and again proved that he hunts by the smell. A burn mouth
is a famous spot for the eel. It was our sport of an evening to

hang a tassel of lob worms over a wooden bridge fully 60 yards or

so above the moiith-of a burn, and watch the eels as they gradually
began to move when the first taint of the current brought them
up from the bottom and out from the sides on the hunt for the
worms; and then a good dish would be killed in due course, when
wanted, or as many of the "brutes" destroyed as would attach
themselves to the worms or other tackle in order to rid the river

as much as possible of the pest.—G. M. in London Fishing
Gazette.

Has Read It for Over Twenty Years,

Wyncote, Pa.—I am going there for black bass and may stay
five Of six weeks, and I just can't do without my paper, that 1 have
^een reading for over twenty years. I am over sixty-eight years
old, but still hold my own pretty well with the younger sportsmen.

•That remmda me."

Animal Prospectors*

It was at one of the select meetings where theoretical

and applied science get together and read papers. To
the merely casual person who is somewiiat in doubt as to

where to draw the line between theoretical and science

at best, it might appear that the be-all and end-all of

these meetings is to read a paper. As a inatter of fact, tke

best lies in the discussions which follow under more
social conditions. Then the whole range of science may
be covered conversationally without the necessity of stick-

ing to any text in particular. Sometimes it is beyond

the power of the listeners to discuss the subject on
which the paper has been read. That was so on this

evening. The title of the paper was "On the Attune-

ment of Certain Harmonies in the Physical Constants,"

and there were only two men who knew what it was
about—the author of the paper and a professor over in

Germany. Under such circumstances any following con-

versation must be general.

"It is with the greatest pleasure," said the Professor,

"that I have found since our last meeting a very positive

piece of evidence going to prove a contention which I

have for a long time been incHned to make, namely, that

despite the impediment of general education and tnuch

printing, the myth-making tendency remains still racial.

Take the sun myth for an instance. You can trace it from
the childhood of our Indo-Germanic race through all

antiquity and the Middle Ages. And from the latter

period of great fertility iii finally shaping many of our

stories we get it among other guises in the fable of the

goose that laid the golden egg. Now I find a charming
proof that the same tendency is in continuous operation.

It is contained in this small clipping from one of the

newspapers of recent date. It is to the effect that a house-

wife discovered a nugget of gold in the craw of the bird

she was dressing for the table—a hen, I believe. The
report continues that the butcher from whom she bought

the hen is making a great effort to trace its prior history

in the hope of finding the gold deposit. This was
somewhere out in the Rocky Mountains, which is a

country that I have heard some of our geological mem-
bers describe as quite rich in auriferous strata. Now
this trifling domestic incident is little in itself, but to a

mind trained to watch for such things it is a beautiful

demonstration of the vivid force even at the present

day of the solar myth. It is my purpose some day to

elaborate this theine in a memoir which I shall present

to the National Academy of Sciences."

"Can I say a word on the subject?" asked the Guest, a

mining engineer who had been introduced by one of the

School of Mines members. "Because I just want to

say that while the Professor's sun myth explanation may
be' the correct one, and I don't doubt it is, the facts upon
which he bases his argument have all been published long

ago. You may not know it, but it's true just the same,

that when we get out into the mining country the mine
superintendents who have graduated from the pick and
shovel and pan rather affect to slur those of us who have
graduated from the polytechnics—^I'm a Freiburg man
myself. Well, there was one of these self-made super-

intendents who was hunting about for some_ way of

hinting his disapproval of my methods of mining^ re-

search—you know they are of decidedly direct and positive

speech—and he assured me that he had 'an old hen that

could locate a better gold claim than any tenderfoot en-

gineer.' That was my first introduction to these ornitho-

logical prospectors that the Professor here explains as a
sunburst or some such thing. I've been interested in

them more or less ever since, and I've kept tabs on the
different stories as they have come out."

"How very interesting," said the Professor. "I had
no idea when I mentioned the subject that it would pos-

sess any interest for any present. Perhaps there are

others who share my desire that the mining gentleman
supply us with a few more instances of this nature of

phenomenon."
"Why, certainly, gentlemen," replied the Guest from

the mining country. "I had no desire to intrude in your
social discussions, but seeing you're all interested, I can
give a few more instances. The Professor here calls it

a phenomenon. Well, it is certainly a phenomenal some-
thing, but what that is I must leave you to determine for

yourselves or else wait until the Professor writes that

memoir for the National Academy. Now for some other

instances. I've got the more recent ones jotted down in

my pocket book, and they're all arranged according to the

natural system according to the particular animal. Let's

see—^the Professor began the subject with a hen. I've got
that same hen in my book. Cost the woman $1.25 for

the hen at the butcher shop in Denver. Nugget weighed
$1.15. Balance in favor of the hen, 10 cents. That's
your hen, Professor, ain't it? I thought so. At any rate

there hasn't been a hen for some time back. A little odd
that we should both have become interested in the subject

through the same kind of a bird.

"Now, there's the turkey. That's a bird that's worked
pretty hard at this kind of prospecting. The freshest

one i have on the- turkey comes from Tucson. A poor
prospector ottt on Carrizo Creek almost starving and en-
tirely penniless knocks over a wild turkey with a club

—

most men can't get close enough to those wise Arizona
bronze wings to knock them over with a Mauser—and
finds three nuggets in the craw weighing, all told, $2.86.

The chump finds he cannot eat his ttirkey without two
loaves of stale bread and sage and onions and a whole
lot of chicken fixin's to stuff' it with, so he goes to town
with his gold, tanks up a little, I guess, gives the snap
away, the whole camp swarms up the Carrizo, and by
the time the man gets back to stuff his bird the creek is

so completely located that he can't find a square foot to
build his fire on to cook the animal w-ith."

"Remarkable, remarkable !" said the Professor. "Only
to think t)f the unthinking action of one of our wild fowl
being the means of bringing prosperity to a whole com-
munity. It is wonderful indeed

!"

"Prosperity to what whole community?" ejaculated the
Freiburg man who was the Guest. "Oh, I see> You're

just gathering material for that sun myth memoir. Do
you know, I thought at first you really meant it.

"So much for the turkey bird. Now let's tackle the

goose. You see I'm not attempting to be complete, I just

want to run over the different animals that are engaged in

this industry. Ah, this is pretty good for a goose ! It is

credited to Idaho, and the human agent in this case is set

down as a farmer. That shows the absurdity of/it. Do
you think any sane man would take any Idaho man for

a farmer? Well, this farmer away out in Idaho saw one
day that something was wrong with his pet gander—the
old bird that led the docile flock. When he first noticed
it the gander had a most haughty air—neck curved back
and generally like the swan. But at every attempt to

move the bird simply slumped forward and dug his bill

into the ground. Why, even to hiss, and that, you know,
is the only delight in goose life, this gander had to build
up a falsework of rocks and chips under his breastbone
to hold him up. When the farmer came to investigate the
difficulty he found that the gander's center of gravity had
been brought unduly forward owing to a heavy lump in

his craw, and that it was sufficient to overbalance him.
The usual cause, but with a conditioning difference
appropriate to the nature of the bird. Instead of nug-
gets, the gander's craw was filled with flour gold. Being
a water fowl, he had discovered a placer.

"Then here's one in which ducks took a part. The San
Joaquin marshes in California are all cut up into game
preserves, and although there's any quantity of duck and
teal in the proper season, it's about as much as your life

is worth to get a shot. But at some point in their migra-
tions, and it may be thousands of miles away, the ducks
of the flight spend some time on a gold outcrop, just
enough to accommodate them with a few pieces in their
digestive organs. So, some bright chaps managed to
poach on one of these preserves up the San Joaquin and
got a few dozen birds. Then they got a qualified assay
office to certify that the ducks ran on the milling average
in gold a 'bit' to the bird—that's twelve and a half cents,

you know, in that country. Armed with this certificate

they entered up locations for mineral claims all over the
slottghs. Of course title to mineral land is away ahead of
any marsh land title, and it busted up the close preserves
and gave everybody a chance at the birds."
"My dear sir," commented the Professor, "that is a very

valuable instance as showing that these cases of the finding
of gold in birds are not sporadic, but may under proper
conditions become of regular occurrence. It is most
remarkable."

"Well, yes," said the Guest who had been introduced
bj-- the School of Mines man, "you're quite right ; in some
respects that is rather remarkable. But we may expect
much more remarkable data from South Africa when
the characteristic bird of those parts begins to develop
his possibilities in that line. Just stop and think of the
magnificent possibilities when the ostrich begins toting
gold specimens about. If a simple ordinary Colorado
hen can assay $1.15 in gold, any medium-sized ostrich
ought to be worth in the neighborhood of .$500 easily. It

would be worth while to train a flock of ostriches to go.

prospecting. There must be more in it than there is in

grub stakes."

"May I ask," said the Professor, who saw his great
memoir right within his grasp, "I should really like to

know if you have formed any theory as to why the avi-
fauna of the United States has become so selective of the
precious metals and as to why the ostrich does not share
that selectivity?"

"Oh, I guess my theory's about the right one. The^
reason is that the intelligence of the inhabitants of South^
Africa, both Boers and British, is not exactly as sprightly
as that of the very ingenious men out West who have
mines to sell. That will abundantly account for it. And
it's not restricted to birds either. There was one story
Lyin' Jim Beckwourth used to tell about a grizzly."

^

"How much we do miss, to be sure," interrupted the'

Professor, "in our formal societies. It's mister, or at

most professor or doctor, with us; but out West they*
retain the right to call a man by something personal.
There was an instance in our friend's narrative. 'Lion
Jim' Beckwourth, he said. Does that not recall to you
some man of valor as unshaken as the noble beast whose
name is linked with his by his appreciative companioris?
Pray excuse my interruption ; I could not help it,"

"Don't mention it. While Lyin' Jim wasn't named-
exactly for the reason you suggest, the epithet was well
earned and freely given by all who knew him. Well, he
had a story about a big silver-tip grizzly that he'd hunted/
a long time in vain. They were pretty well matched, the""

pair of them, and if there were any tricks of grizzlies, Jim^-
knew those tricks, and if there were any tricks of men
your Uncle Ephraim. was onto them. That was what made
it interesting between the two of them, and it was going
to be a pretty big feather in the cap of whichever
one it was that downed the other. Now one morning
there was everything to show that the bear had been in

Jim's corral, and Jim got warm again and swore it was
time for one or the other of them two to get out of
that region of the high Sierras. So he out after the bear,

and the trail being so fresh, was very easy to follow.

After some miles the trail was lost, but that never
bothered Lyin' Jim. He picked it up all right as muchi
as three miles further on, but it was different—there was*
a blood mark that there had not been before in the right
hind paw, and it could be seen that old silver-tip was
favoring that paw. Pretty soon Jim caught up with
Uncle Ephraim, looking might}' sick and making only-

slow time hop and go fetch it. That was bigger luck than
had ever happened to Jim before in connection with his
king bear, and he lost no time in getting in the shot that

finished him for good and all. Come to skin the bear,
Lyin' Jim says that he found imbedded in the pad of th'=:

lame foot a hunk of quartz with as pretty a specimen ol
flaky gold as, he evgr saw. Somewhere in the gap of
the trail the bear had jumped down on this piece of float

and lamed himself. Now, some men would have kept V
thing like that to themselves, but that was not the sort of
man Lyin' Jim was. He was no hog; he didn't want the!|

whole thing; he was willing to let as many as possible
have a chance at a fortune if only they'd put up at his.

house while they were hunting for it, and he didn't charge
them more for'their board than was reasonable.

"I don't know, Professor, if that story of the bear and
Lyin' Jim Beckwourth is exactly what you want fpr
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your memoir. But I have a note here under the word
•deer' which ought to suit This was in Colorado. My
friend here from the School of Mines has undoubtedly
posted you as to what is known as the cyanide process
of gold extraction. Out in Colorado there are a great
many rich ores that present the gold in certain chemical
combinations which nothing but cyanide will break down
and liberate the elemental gold. Under such conditions
the prospector has to be somewhat more of a mineralogist
than when his search is confined to placer, quartz and
gravel gold. In at the back of Pike's Peak there was
a camp of half a dozen prospectors, for they had found
a good line of country rock and were working out in all

directions. I regret to say that very many of these ad-
venturous miners are very heavy drinkers, and the men
in this camp were no exception. What is worse, they had
an abundant supply of the stuff, and every night after
their exhausting labors above the line of 10,000 feet of
altitude they gave a very close imitation of a debauch.
All this time they were feeding on bacon and salt pork,
and canned goods once in a while just by way of variety]
But one day a member of the party sighted a herd of
deer, and the next day he took a day off with his rifle, say-
ing it Avas about time the camp had some real meat-
some of the fresh kind. Well, he brought back a deer
that day, and they cooked it and had it ready for dinner
when the others got back. That venison went just to the
right spot, and the camp unanimously agreed to this
man's being authorized to keep them supplied with fresh
meat. After dinner they brought out the demijohn and
filled up all around. It was no difficult thing for that
crowd to pour the stuff down—the trouble came imme-
diately afterward. One gagged; another choked until
the tears streamed from his eyes—all were in difficulties.

"'Who's been monkeying with this whisky?' said one
as soon as he could get his voice.

'First time I ever knew whisky to go back on me,' said
another.
"They decided to give it another trial, but it was no

go. When they got it to their lips they couldn't get it

any further. They not only did not want it, but they
had an aversion to it. This went on for several days, get-
ting woi-se every day, and they were getting so beastly
sober that it was like making new acquaintances all

around. At last they decided to send one of the party in
to Colorado Springs to consult a doctor. The way they
figured it out was that as they were all afflicted in the
same way, one patient would be just as good as the bunch,
and when the doctor had found out what was the matter
with him and given him a prescription, all he would have
to do would be to buy six times as much as was ordered
and then there would be enough to go around. Just to be
sociable, this fellow packed in one of the deer that they
had been living on. Well, he came back without much
satisfaction, but plenty of medicine of one sort or another—at any rate the druggist told him it was a good deal
better. In a few days who should come chasing up to
their camp but the doctor. The upshot of the whole
matter was that the doctor had found himself affected the
same way, but as he was an Eastern man it didn't so much
matter in his case. He did some chemistry on the venison
that was left him and he found the meat crammed full of
gold chlorides. That made everything plain. Instead of
venison they had been eating a regular jag cure, and now
they couldn't drink. But the medicine man had plenty
of savey—a heap more than the prospectors. Under his
direction they trailed up the runway of the deer and
finally found the place where they had their licks, for
you know deer must have something salt to lick. The
prospectors had been looking for sylvanite and the tellu-
rides; they had no idea what gold chlorides looked like,

and they had passed this place over a dozen times as not
worth so much as the tap of a hammer. The deer had
been steadily licking the outcrop until they were fairly
charged with the gold in its chemical combination, which
passed into the men who fed upon the venison. To-day,
I am glad to say, that is one of the best propositions north
of Cripple Creek."

"This is the most interesting yet," said the Professor.
"But did I understand you that there had been an
organized effort to collect such data?"

"It is so," replied the Guest. "The Sazefac Society or
Club has devoted much attention to this subject."
"And the Sazerac Society is

"

"The Sazerac Society is an association of those who
seek to make daily and practical use of flights of fancy."

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

Spommen's jm$.

Some of the Queer Discoveries Made by Those 'Who Ate
Looking for Game or Fish.

MM a.
3.

^A. McKing, W. M. Franklin, John Franklin and Judge
King, of Fort Valley, Ga., went to the river on a camp
fishing, says the Macon Telegraph. They caught 100
pounds of fish, but the fun came next morning. W. M.
Franklin found a bee tree, and all decided to cut it down,
and in thirty minutes after the tree was found it was on
the ground. Mclving was elected to take a wad of rag
and stop the hole in the tree to keep the bees in. He ran
up on the log to perform his duty, followed by W. M.
Franklin, and when he got to the place where the bees
were a large number of bees were out of the hole, and
he threw down the rag and ran off in the canebrake.
Judge King ran up to the tree and stuck the rag in the
hole and held it with his foot, and fought the bees for
dear life with both hands. He yelled to the boys to come
help him quick. W. M. Franklin told him to run out
or they would sting him to death, and he obeyed orders
very quiclcly and came dashing through the canebrake
like a bear, yelling for some one to take the bees off of
him. McKing went to help him, but Judge outran him
and came by where John Franklin was hid in the cane.
John told him to run into a lake that was near, and into
the lake Judge went, just like old Sut Lovingood did when
the hornets were after him. He made the water splash
in every direction, and soon got rid of the bees. He asked
for some tobacco to put on the stings, and when McKing
ran to him with the tobacco the bees following after.

Judge said: "For God's sake, don't come here with
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them bees, for I am nearly stung to death already," and
off he dashed through the canebrake at a wild gait. Judge
says that he has got enough of cutting bee trees. His
eyes are very much swollen yet, but no serious damage
IS expected. The fishing party filled six buckets and the
frying pan with honey taken from the tree. The only
way they managed to get the honey was to take a sack
and slip it over W. M. Franklin's head, tie up his hands
and cut into the honey. As soon as the honey was
broken into the bees got quiet and all hands went to work
and took the honey.

In Yazoo county, Miss., a party of hunters killed a
deer that had a human skull impaled on a prong of his
horn, supposed to be that of a negro. The prong had
entered the cavity occupied in life bv the eye, and had
grown up around the bone, showing the skull had not been
put on recently. There are A^arious conjectures as to
how it it got there, but the most prevalent opinion is
lhat the animal was wounded and brought to bay by the
negro, and had killed the latter in the conflict which en-
sued, the prong entering the eye and piercing the brain.
The body of the deer showed signs of wounds. He wa.s
about as large as a two-year-old calf.

5.

While Alexander Lewis and his two sons were hunting
in the vicinity of Temple. Ind., the dogs treed something
m a hollow tree. The hunters came up, got their guns
ready, and found the unknown animal to be an infant
but two or three days old. and still alive. The child had
evidently been abandoned to its fate. Mr. Lewis carried
the little one to his home, and there is every prospect that
it will be successfully reared.

A Pair of Red-Shouldered Hawks.
In the spring of 18S4 I first found the nest of Butco

lineatus. It happened in this way: My cousin and I

were rambling through a thick piece of woods in Farm-
mgton. Me., late in May, and hearing the cry of this
hawk, we soon located the nest high up in an old growth
of yellow birch. We had no climbers, so went to his
home and got an axe and returned to the site and cut
a small maple, felling it over into the first forks of the
birch, and climbed up to the nest on this maple. It con-
tained three young hawks, covered Avith yellowish, fuzzy
down. They were quarreling and trying to pitch each
other out of the nest. We took them and I carried them
home with me and fed them. They made very interesting-
pets. When I fed them bits of meat or earth worms one
would grab one end of the food, and before he could get
it swallowed another would commence to swallow tire

other end and a general "mix-up" then took place.
When they were about half grown I had to be away from
home all day, and they would take food only from me.
Other members of the family offered them food, but
they would not touch it. AVhen I returned they were
so weak they could not eat the bits of mice I offered
them and soon died.

How little did the old hawks mistrust that I was des-
tined to be the plague of their lives! On May 6, '85,

I went to the nest, and as I cautiously crept up to the
tree the female left the nest with a cry of despair, joined
the male and each circled high in air over the nest utter-
ing their shrill "Kae, kae, kea." or "Ke-he, ke-he, ke-he"
while I ascended to the nest. There were two eggs,
which I placed in my soft felt hat, took the hat between
my teeth and worked my way back to terra firma.

In a few days they went to a patch of woods across
the Willson's Stream from the old nest and reared their
young unmolested, as I had no boat then in which to
cross the stream.

April 28, '86, they had completed a nest in a large
sugar maple in the further end of the same woods con-
taining the last year's nest, and had laid three eggs.
From the side hill above the woods I had watched them
working on the nest, and until I thought they had the
set completed, and on the above date I went to that part
of the woods with climbers and a box to carry on my
belt, to bring the eggs down in. Finding the tree rather
hard to climb, I decided to get a long pole and fix a net
on the end of it, climb with it to a fork in a poplar that
stood about 15 feet from the maple. This I did, and
dragging the pole up the poplar I rested in the fork and
scooped the three eggs from the nest, placed them in my
box and slid to the ground again. In a few days, not
discouraged, the pair went to an old nest up the stream
about two miles, and lining it with a few twigs of green
hemlock boughs and a few bits of dead birch bark, laid
two eggs and hatched them unmolested, as I did not wish
to drive them away entirely. Having been away to
school in the spring of '87, I did not have opportunity
to watch them nesf building, but on April 29 I paid
them a visit and found them nesting in a large beech in
a piece of woods up on the side hill overlooking the old
site, which they so much liked to occupy. With a pole
and net I climbed a maple beside the beech and scooped
the three eggs which the nest contained. This nest was
an old crows' nest relined Avith live hemlock twigs and
bits, of bark. The pair then went down the stream
about two miles and repaired an old nest and hatched
their two young undisturbed. In the spring of '88 they
rebuilt the nest in the sugar maple occupied in '86, and
on May 3 I took with a net, as before, the three eggs and
put in their place three dirty hen's eggs and hid behind
the upturned roots of a fallen tree to watch the female's
return.

_
She was very cautious coming back to the nest.

Both birds circled about overhead, looking over every
inch of ground before the female would go near the nest.
She lit on a tree some distance from the nest and stayed
a long time, then flew to a tree nearer and stayed a
shorter time, and so on until she came to the nest, u.sing
up over an hour before settling down to the nest. She
acted strange when she looked at the eggs and made a
great deal, of fuss before she settled down on them. But
T suppose she thought she would have to put up with
most everything while that fellow with the long pole was
"on her tracks/'
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Returning to the nest about three weeks later, I found
egg shells on the ground beneath the nest and one dead
chicken that had been pitched from the nest as soon as
it had hatched, and the old birds had left the ill-fated
locality and were seen no more along the valley of the
stream that season; but in '89 they returned April 10 and
soon repaired the nest two miles down the stream that
was occupied successfully in the spring of '87. With a
net I climbed a tree near and scooped the three eggs.
They then went to the woods across the stream and
occupied an old nest, probably the one u,sed in '85, and
reared their two young.
The succeeding three year.s they returned to some one

of the old nests and were relieved of a first set and al-
lowed to rebuild and to hatch the second set. But in
'03 I took a set of three on April 25 and a set of two on
May 12 and a third set of one egg on May 29. That year
they did not rear any young; but they returned as usual
in '94 and the same experience was theirs—^to lose the
first set and to rear the second succssfuUy. They have
returned each .succeeding year and I have taken their
first set while on my vacation. They have come to know
me at sight pretty well, even my footstep heard about
their nest locality, and they will return to it no more, so
certain are they that I am after th em. Each spring as
I return to their locality, as I come in sight of them
they leave the woods in which they are nesting with a
cry of despair and go to some other of their old nests,
to breed undisturbed. The spring of 1900 was no excep-
tion, as I was taken sick and was ordered by my doctor
away from my work up into the country to get rested
up and to regain my health. The old hawks came April
JO and had their nest relined.

On May i I took a set of two eggs and May 20 they
had an old crows' nest relined in the upper end of the
same woods ready to lay the second set, but I miscal-
culated the time and went to the nest before the eggs
were laid. They then went across the stream and were
left to breed unmolested. In the p,ast seventeen years
they have occupied eleven different nests, all being re-
lined with live twigs of hemlock and small bits of birch
back.
How much longer I shall be able to disturb their first

attempt at nesting 1 am not able to say, but for seventeen
successive seasons I have been on hand and taken their
first set. That this is the same pair of hawks there is

little doubt. They are very much attached to their old
breeding grounds. It would be interesting to know
how many years they had bred along that valley previous
to '84, and also how many years they will continue to
return and be persecuted. In looking over and compar-
ing the sets taken in all this time, the eggs bear a strik-
ing "family resemblance." None of them are heavily
marked. The first set, taken in '85, are somewhat smalleV
than those taken the last few years. Some of the later
sets are a bit more heavily marked than the earlier sets.
I am looking forward to my vacation next spring and to
meeting my old friends the buteos, and I presume they
will be expecting me too.

J. Merton Swatn.
Portland, Me.

Squirrels as Pets.
A MORE entertaining and interesting pet than a squirrel

it would be hard to find, and a less troublesome and
prettier pet in the animal kingdom there is not. Con-
trary to general opinion, the squirrel is the least ex-
pensive of all pets. To a coarse-grained individual there
may be pleasure in keeping a squirrel in one of those
little prison cages where they are pestered with fleas, can-
not breed and generally end up by becoming paralyzed in
their hind quarters; but not so with persons who are
sensitive. Pleasure comes only to them through seeing
their pets enjoy existence and not in the mere posses-
sion of them.
That the large black, fox and silver gray squirrels can

be kept around the house and grounds in much the same
manner as a pigeon I have proved to my entire satis-
faction. This can be managed in the following way:
(i) Have your squirrels paired properly—male and female
that are not related. To be sure of this, never rely upon a
dealer's word, but buy one animal from one dealer and
the other from another. This is most important, for ani-
mals will not breed that are out of the same nest, and are
very likely to leave, hunting for a mate. (2) Procure a
box, say about 3 cubic feet, place a smaller box inside of
this, in which is some manila for bedding. (3) Close
the box up with boards, all but a small opening "in which
you can just put your hand. (4) Place a very liberal
supply of mixed nuts and sunflower seeds, but no' roasted
peanuts. (5) Hoist the whole affair into some lofty tree
or the corner of the barn. If the barn is of brick, then a
wooden pole or two must lead to it. Secure firmly. (6)
Place your squirrels and some water vessel in the open-
ing and cover with inch mesh wire netting. Water daily.
(7) After a few days, say three- or four, you can take off
the netting and allow out an hour or two before sundown.
Sprinkle the ground immediately beneath the nest with
nuts and place the water in a position where cats cannot
molest them. (8) From this on, never disti^rb the
nest. Every time the squirrels are frightened they will
run to their nest; let them be at peace there. Dogs are
not cunning enough to catch a squirrel, and the large
varieties are not molested by cats. You will observe your
pets will leave their box very cautiously at first, the tree
will be thoroughly explored and the least noise will send
them rushing back to their retreat.

Squirrels mate in the fall of the year when the hickory
nut shells. They have their young in the early part of
March. These are born naked and blind, and number
from one to five, according to the amount of food on
hand. The period of gestation is, I think, four weeks.
Squirrels never hibernate in the true sense of the word, for
they will come out on the coldest day in the year and eat
some snow—in fact, they are out 365 days a year. Even
the chipmunk and the flying squirrels will not hibernate
as the ground hog does, but pop their little noses out for
a breath of air and a bite of snow.

In buying squirrels always examine their teeth and see
that they are not curved into tusks; also see that their
coat is glossy and be sure that they are not .suffering from
partial paralysis. A squirrel is one of the most active
creatures in the world, and if it cannot; run up and down
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a tree four tinies while a wat is going up once, then there

is something wrong with its system. Extremely violent

movements while in a cage are generally an indication of

good health. To ship a squirrei a long distance success-

lully, always place in with it the hardest nuts procurable

for foodj such as extra thick-shelled black walnuts or

butternuts, together with some moist food such as arti-

chokes. Jr'rovide straw and not hay to hide in, and Jme

the mjide of the box with i-mch mesh wire netting. Jf

gomg a very ' long distance, such as to England, then

p.ace a water bottle in in place of the artichokes,^ with a

notice on the outside of the box, "Give us a drink."

Worth America is the home of the squirrel, although

there is a single variety in Great Britain. The British

representative is a common small animal not nearly so

interesting as our little red squirrel. It extends through-

out h-urope and is the same variety that is found in such

immense numbers in India. There is another variety in

the vicinity ot Eapiand—quite a handsome animal with

tutted ears and bushy tail, ihis ammai is migratory, and

m migrations will oiten cover an acre of water, swimming

across small lakes and rivers in its cttorts to get to a good

nut-bearing district. As a fur-beanng animal, there are

few skins so handsome as that ot the Russian gray

squirrel. This fur is as beautiful as the ermine, and re-

seniDics it with the exception that it has a narrow strip

of gray down the center of the back. I should thmk that

wiin a little trouble, or rather pleasure, it could be bred

pui-e white. As tar as I know, there are no varieties ol

squirrels in Africa or Australasia or even m South

America, and with the exception of the above varieties

the rest are confined to North America.

For the benefit of your readers who have not studied

the matter, 1 will give the size, color, habits and location

of some of the best known varieties: Black squirrel {^ci-

urus mger)—It is glossy jet black all over, having a body

13 inches long and a very bushy tail of the same length. It

is a native of Ontario, but is not to be found north of

Muskoka. It is one of the hardest squirrels to tame, being

very shy in its nature. I have possessed one that would

run all over a person in search of nuts and play with the

cat and kittens under the stove. When I let it out m my
barn with a mate, in a day it grew to be as wild as the

wildest of them. This is the rule with all of them that i

ever experimented with. The male is mute; the female

has three distinct cries—one while in the nest, one exactly

like the female fox squirrel and then the well-known qua,

qua, which denotes that she is with young. After she has

her young she becomes ragged looking and is very shy,

and, like the Queen's old Scotch servant, must nay be dis-

turbed. She will not allow her lord entrance to her nest.

The flesh of this squirrel makes splendid soup or pie, and

the fur can be made into an excellent hat or boa. This

variety has from one to five young at a time, and breeds

from April to October, having three litters a year if well

fed. Sweet acorns—the nut of the white oak—is their

favorite food, although they will eat any nut—even the

bitter acorn after it has been buried and has sprouted, thus

sweetening it to a certain extent. From the first the

young have a very bushy tail. The case is the reverse with

the tox squirrel, which come out of their nest with a

very thin tail indeed. The mother always accompanies

them for the first few weeks after they leave the nest, play-

ing with them and teaching them all kinds of gymnastics.

Pure white and black and white freaks of this variety are

not uncommon. ' *

The Fox Squirrel, Northern, Western and Southern

(5". capistratus, S. sub-auratus, S. sayn)—'Tht Northern

is the largest, having a body I4>^ inches long and a tail

153^ inches long. The Western is a little smaller, and the

Southern is smaller still. In all the varieties the color is

the same, S. sayii being a little lighter under color than

S. sub-aurams. The color of the fox squirrel is a mixture

of black and cream colored hairs, with a solid red throat,

belly, under parts of legs and tail. The fox and the black

squirrel are not the same squirrel by any means, as some
vC^ould have us believe. The black squirrel, in order to

protect itself, lately has got into the habit of breeding

freaks of color, such as cinnamon, all black with a brown

tail, gray and black mixed, cream color, etc. But in

five years' experiment I have never got them even to

mate, much less breed. The head of the fox is very much
broader than that of the black, the ears are much
smaller, the neck is thicker and the tail is flat at the

bottom and rounded along its top length, whereas the

tail of the black is round and bushy. The fox squirrel

is a very bold animal, is readily tamed and remains tame.

Mine delight to tease the dogs ; they will hang head down
Just out of reach of their bounds, chattering at them and
thoroughly enjoying their rage at getting so near and yet

so far. In defending their nests, a pair of fox squirrels

will thrash a small dog ot a cat. Their bite for the size

of the animal is terrific. The bull dog tenacity with which

they attack will never be forgotten if you once experience

it as I have. There is another peculiarity about the

fox squirrel; there is probably not another animal that

can stand so much punishment and come to after it is

over; not even the 'possum can stand the same beating

that the fox squirrel can. The female makes a noise

exactly like the female black, with more bark and less qua.

The male makes a low chattering like the little red

squirrels, without the r-r-r-ni-ru-ru ending. Besides

this, he will whistle when he is beaten by another fox

squirrel. Fox squirrels breed only once a year, in the

early part of march, and have from five to seven young in

the nest at a time. The fox squirrel is extremely fond

of its home, and never emigrates except when starved

into doing so. Like the Northern gray, it is not a great

treetop squirrel, but stays more on the ground. This

squirrel is getting rapidly cleaned out of Michigan, and,

in fact, all the States Avith the exception of Kansas and
Missouri. In this Province it has been entirely ex-

terminated. The last one I saw in this Province was in

Muskoka; there were about twenty red squirrels chat-

tering around it, but, boy-like, I thought of squirrel soup

and fired, killing eleven reds, but the fox carried off what-

ever shot struck him. That was about eighteen years ago.

Northern or Migratory Gray Squirrel {S. migratorius)

—It is a solid steel gray all over, and has a bushy tail.

Its body is 12K inches long, tail 14 inches. In all these

measurements I do not pick out the smallest specimen I

know of. As a pet, this variety is unreliable, being apt

to pick up and travel. It will cross with the black

squirrel, half the young being one db\or and half the

other. The powers of this squirrel for locating are

marvelous, finding a nut it has buried through 2 feet of

snow. This I have often witnessed. This squirrel is a

great weather and crop prophet, foretelling the future

crop of a distant section by migrating to it a season ahead
of time.

The silver or Virginia gray (S. Carolina) is smaller

than the Northern gray. The forehead and forelegs and
sides are reddish brown ; the throat, belly and under parts

are white; the tail is .silver-tipped and edged, and the body
and back are gray. The tail is flat and about the same
length as the body. It makes a good pet, lays up a store

of nuts and will .stay at home. I have some specimens
that are seven years old, and have never tried to get

away yet. The female will chatter and scold very hard
those who molest her nest, but otherwise makes no noise.

On the other hand, the male is a constant barker. It is

very pleasant to hear them in my back yard ; it makes me
dream of the "Dismal Swamp," where they are very-

plentiful. This is the only variety I have that vyill.come

out of a moonlight night and wander quietly around.
Unfortunately, I had a number of them smothered by
smoke. The stable next door to mine was set on fire by
fire crackers on the night of the celebration of the capture
of Pretoria. A brick wall separated the two stables, and
thus prevented a scorching, but admitted the smoke.
After the fire was out Deputy Chief Noble and I went up
with a lantern and discovered the floor covered with
dead, or apparently dead, squirrels. W^e opened the doors
and let out the smoke, the result being that all the fox
came to, as did nearlj^ all the black, but exactly half the
silver grays were dead, and stayed dead.
The California gray (6". fossor) is the largest of all the

squirrel family; it is a blue gray with white underparts.
The tail is longer than the body by ^ inch.

The Texas black {S. auduboni) is a large blackish
brown squirrel ; 12 and 12 is its size, although there may
be larger specimens. It is a native of Texas, Louisiana
and Mexico. This is a much larger animal than the

Tennessee black, which has a white nose.
The weasel-like squirrel of California pine woods (S.

musteliniis) has a lo^-inch body and a I3j4-inch tail.

Men may live all their life time beside this squirrel and
never know of its existence, so quick and quiet is it. It

lives on pine nuts, and passes its time amid the thick, lofty

pine trees. Its hair grows rather thin on the body, or the
two specimens I saw stuffed were summer animals.
The common red squirrel {S. hudsoni) is to be found

from Alaska to Labrador. I haA^e seen them on the north
shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence so thick that in half

an hour Avith a catapult I gathered enough to make a

good soup. They are small—the body 7 inches and the
tail 6 inches. The body is reddish broAvn and the under-
parts a dirty white. Chickaree, the name he giA^es him-
self, is the quickest piece of impudence alive. They are a

constant annoyance to the black bucks, pursuing up one
tree and doAvn another, until they can grab them in a
tender spot. The butternut reds are much more vicious
than their pine tree brothers—in fact, it is impossible to

carry tAvo or more in a cage that is darkened, for when
you have arrived at your destination and remoA^ed the
curer you discover that they have killed each other. In
carrying red squirrels from one place to another, always
do so in an open cage and avoid jolting. You Avill ob-
serve that the pine squirrel has a rounder head than the
butternut squirrel, and they are much more tractable, not
snapping and biting at each other and eA^ery one Avho
approaches them. Feed the pine squirrel on sunflower
seeds and the butternut squirrel on bitter acorns and
butternuts. The Avoods of Canada are alive with these
squirrels, as their old enemies, the lynxes and the pine
martins, are not present in sufficient numbers to keep
them down. This species will bring out young as early as
the month of February.
As pets the chipmunk and flying squirrels are failures,

as they are eaten up by cats as soon as they are liberated.

The flying squirrel is a night animal; its chief food is the
jitter acorn; its chief enemy is the owl. The further
north you go the larger the flying squirrel. Those up in

Parry Sound are twice as large as those in Missouri.
The chipmunk's favorite food is the hazel nut. It, as well
as the flying squirrel, Avill readily breed in captivity.

There is only one tufted-eared squirrel in America. It

is a large squirrel, and has its home in Colorado. It is

brownish black in color, and as far as I can find out is

very rare. Let us hear about it through Forest and
Stream.
The following variety of squirrels are very rare or ex-

tinct. I would like to' hear of them: Cat {Sciurus
cinereus) ; Eastern and Middle States; formerly was A'^ery

common; excellent eating. It was a large ground squir-
rel

;
stumpy in build, about the size of the Northern graj'.

Color, brown, red and black, Avith white nose. Downy
(S. lanuginosus) . Long-haired or wooly {S. latiigerus).

Soft-haired (S. mollipilosus) . Hare (6". leporinus) . Lit-
tle Carolina red (S. douglassii) ; the belly of this squirrel

is red as distinguished from the common red or pine squir-
rel. Red-tailed (5". rtihicaiidatus) . Red-bellied squirrel

{S. ferruginiventris) ; Middle States. In its locality it is

probably called fox squirrel. There are other varieties

mentioned bA^ Audubon, Bachmann and Taylor that I fail

to see any trace of now, such as S. colliai; S. fremonti;
S, ftiliginosus; S. alberfi. Many of these are Oregon and
Pacific Coast squirrels. Let us hear of them.

In placing squirrels in parks, care should be taken to

provide retreats for them, for the trees are not large
enough nor holloAV to secure them from marauding boys.
This is the case with our OAvn High Park.

G. H. CORSAN.
Toronto, Canada.

[Mr. Corsan wrote also of "Black Squirrels in Domesti-
cation" in our issue of June 23.]

^^Fofest and Stfeam'* m Paifis,

The Forest and Stream is on sale at Brentano's, 37
Avenue de I'Opera. Paris. It is on file in the Herald Read-
ing Room, 61 AA^enue de I'Opera; at the Forest and
Stream exhibit in the Exposit-ion, and Avith the American
Bicycle Company, 20 and 22 Bis Rue Grande.

The Cornfed Philosopher
—

"It is hard for me to ac-
knowledge that I do not know it all, but I confess I can-
not see Avhy the rock-the-boat idiot is alloAved to live until

he is strong enough to tip it over,"—Indianapolis Press.

^tti^ ^nd 0m
Toledo and Thereabouts.

The Cedar Point Clab—A Prominent Organization—Some-
thing About Its Attitude 'ioward Sptmg bhoot-

ing and Game Protection.

Toledo has a shooting club that is never heard of in

the newspapers—at least so rarely as to mal<e the excep-
tion fortify the statement. Its spacious club house, lo-

cated on the extreme northeasterly point of Maumee
Bay, is almost in sight of the lower wards of the city, and
looking northward the daily steamer from Toledo to Put-
in-Bay and ClcA'Cland can be clearly traced from the
broad porches that shelter its members, while a few miles
away to the southward run the iron ways that are con-
stantly bringing Eastern culture and enlightenment to
the benighted West. But in their S,ooo acres of middle
ground between the na\-igable Avaters of Lake Erie and
the corn fields of the great State of Ohio the Cedar
Point Club has a little realm of its own in which the con-
ditions of primeval nature still remain unfrayed by con-
tact with ciA'ilization, and those who are fortunate enough
to own a gun locker within its walls are ne\'er disap-
pointed in their search for solid content. Let me tell

you something about it.

It was somewhere about 1878 that several sportsmen of

Toledo-—who had cA^en then developed their business in-
terests to a point where they felt themseh'es justified in
taking an occasional Saturday afternoon off—began to
give audible expression to their dissatisfaction Avith the
meager accommodations available for those Avho desired
to enjoy the excellent shooting Avithin the environment
of the Maumee Bay. Water fowl of all A'-arieties were
plentiful along its shores, but it was seriously incon-
venient, not to say unpleasant, for the luckless hunter
who chanced to be overtaken by night or storm on any
of his expeditions to find in miles of the best hunting-
territory nothing better in the way of shelter than a
muskrat house. Three of these gentlemen-—Messrs. Peter
Berdan, M. D. Carrington and John Cummings—accord-
ingly decided to build a floating camp, Avhich they could
take with them into adjacent hunting waters and which
would furnish comfortable if not luxurious accommo-
dations for eating and sleeping. When their amphib-
ious structure was completed they had a house boat built

on the model of a scow, with bunks for ten men and of
a draft light enough to permit of navigating it through
and over most of the northAvestern Ohio marshes. This
answered its purpose admirably for the next two or three
years, when it gave way to the next step in the evolu-
tion of the Cedar Point Club.
Along the southern shore of Lake Erie to the east-

ward of Toledo there lay at this time a wide expanse of
marsh land which afforded the finest feeding and nest-
ing ground for Avater foAvl. The territory lying between
Cedar Point on the Avest and Crane Creek on the east
Avas appropriated by all this tribe as a favorite resort,
and at this time it belonged to the Federal GoA^ernment,
which had never taken the trouble to locate and survey
it. Toledo hunters and others found in it some of the
finest shooting in the State, and some of the gentlemen
who had planned and built the house boat, with their
associates, concluded that it Avould make an admirable
location for a shooting box. Somewhere about i88x a
committee consisting of H. M. FTanna (brother of the
present Ohio Senator), M. D. Carrington and Emery
D. Potter went to Washington and succeeded in obtain-
ing the passage of a bill in Congress authorizing the
survey and sale of the tract in question. Five thousand
acres, located as already described, was bought under the
resulting sale by Mr. H. M. Hanna and by him trans-
ferred to the Cedar Point Club, an association incorpo-
rated without profit under the general law of Ohio re-
lating to corporations. Upon the dryer portion of the
property a club house of sixteen rooms was built, Avhich
included besides the spacious dining room, gun rooms,
kitchen, etc., a separate room and gun locker for each
member. Until recently access to the club house could
only be had by water, but a private telephone line con-
nects it Avith the city. Comfort rather than display has
been the motive which has inspired the arrangement and
furnishing of the club house, and nothing is lacking which
would be calculated to enhance the enjoyment of the
members or their guests. The lounging room is warmed
and lighted by a mammoth old-fashioned fireplace, and
above its heavy leather upholstered furniture hang faith-
ful reproductions, in form and color, of all the game
birds of the locality, the work of noted Cleveland and
Toledo artists, while in the dining room are a number
of the finest specimens, prepared by the deft fingers of
the taxidermist. In these rooms on the chill autumnal
evenings such veteran story tellers as Hanna and Ellis
are wont to recount experiences that have been gath-
ered on the hunting fields of every section of our own
and foreign lands; and to their hearers the narration has
proved scarcely less pleasurable than the reality.

As originally organized, the Cedar Point Club con-
templated a membership of ten only and the list has al-
ways been full from the beginning. Of the gentlemen
connected with it, those Avhose names are marked with
an asterisk have passed over to the majority. The rolls
include Hon. W. C. Whitney, late Secretary of the Navy;
Col. D. H. Payne, son of the late Senator Payne, of
Ohio; M. D. Carrington,* Peter Berdan,* Warren Corn-
ing, H. M. Hanna. Frank H. Ellis, John Cummings,
Robert Cummings, Joseph K. Secor.* Henry Card.* W.
H. Sage, Arthur Secor and W. T. Carrington. The two
last named gentleman, who are Avorthy descendants of
honored sires, have received their shares by inheritance,
and it is needless to add are most enthusiastic lovers of
the gun and rod. Such other transfers as have been
made of the ten shares of the club have been on a A^alua-
tion of $5,000 each, and before the new purchaser can
be inducted into membership he must have unanimous
consent of the other nine.

The marshes of the club are to-day, as they were twenty
years a.go, the resort of hosts of blue-Aviner teal (perhans
the most numerous of the duck tribe on these grounds),
the green-wing teal, the widgeon, wood duck, mallard,
black duck, pintail, red-neck, and canvasback, although
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the latter are not found here in such large numbers as

are the other varieties named. Still, Mr. H. M. Hanna
has a record of sixty-seven canvasbacks in a single day's
shooting on the Cedar Point marsh. Another member
placed sixty-live woodcock to his credit on one after-

noon, and 100 ducks in a day's shooting is by no means
an unusual score. It is not, however, the policy of the

club to encourage the making of large bags, and these
instances are cited not for the piirpose of boasting, but
merely for the purpose of showing the wonderful re-

sources of these marshes. But it may be said with
truth that in the season the water fowl on these marshes
are quite as numerous to-day as they were twenty years
ago, when the club was first organized. The reason for

this condition is one which points a moral in the con-
servation of the water fowl supply in Ohio, as else-

where.
From its very beginning the club has been an earnest

opponent of all forms of spring shooting. Its territory

is carefully guarded by its wardens and no person, mem-
ber or otherwise, is allowed to take a gun within its

limits during the spring monthss on any pretext what-
ever. In the spring the waters of the club are covered
with thousands of swans, geese and ducks on their way
northward to their breeding grounds, which stop here
for food and rest, and as they are thoroughly protected
they naturally become quite tame. But large numbers
of the teal, mallard, pintail and wood duck remain here
to nest, and it goes without saying that the club is thus
enabled to do its own restocking at the minimum cost.

Snipe, woodcock and all varieties of plover also breed
here.

"One might as well go out to shoot sitting hens as

brooding ducks" is the way one member of the club

puts it. "Ducks coming up from the South in the spring
. are usually in a poor condition after their long flight and
are consequently unfit for food. Under these circum-
stances the spring shooter suflfers a double disadvantage,

in the first instance getting a bird of an inferior quality

instead of a much better one a little later, and in the

second destroying the stock at the very time that its

destruction has the most serious effect on the future

supply."
What the Cedar Point Club practices on its own do-

main it also preaches for the entire State, and it has al-

ways been a consistent advocate of such legislation as

would make spring shooting in Ohio illegal upon all

I
open and preserved waters alike. But so far all attempts
of this kind have proved futile, partly because of the

lack of the proper organized and concerted action on the

part 01 the sportsmen of the State, and partly because
of the active opposition of the market shooters, who see

in the abolition of spring shooting a direct blow at their

private and selfish interests. It is greatly hoped that the

present movement for concerted action among the sports-

men of the State looking to a reconstruction of the Ohio
game laws at the next session of the Legislature, a

movement which had its origin among the sportsmen of

Cleveland, may result in some much needed improve-
ments in this direction.

There has been very little change in the, character and
condition of the Cedar Point marshes since their pur-
chase by the club twenty years ago. Owing to the
efforts of the club the}^ are more plentifully stocked with
celery and wild rice than thej' were at that time, a con-
dition which the birds fully appreciate. It is the belief

of the club members that the waters of Lake Erie are

gradually receding and that they are consequently lower
them they were ten years ago; but this change is taking
place very slowly and with many fluctuations above and
below the mean level of the lake when a number of con-
secutive years are taken into calculation. Indeed, there

are good grounds for the theorj' that there exists a well

defined periodicity in the ebb and flow of the lake and
that both the maximum and minimum height are reached
appro.ximately every seven years. This theory, it inay

be remarked, does not conflict with, but rather fits into,

the statement that the lake level shows a gradual reces-

sion when its height is compared for several successive

decades.
But the status of this territory a few hundred years

ago is quite another matter, and there are evidences to

sustain the theory that at some time prior to the occu-
pation of the country by the white race this portion of

the shores of the lake was relatively much higher than
now, and that either they had been subsequently de-

pressed or the water had risen above the normal level of

the past. At the time that the club came into possession
of these marshes an Indian mound of considerable size

was discovered upon them, and though its base was
several feet under water there was every indication that

it had once rested upon solid ground. The mound was
subsequently opened and was found to be filled with
Indian bones and many interesting relics whose existence

gave support for the conviction that the region had once
been highly prized as a hunting ground by our copper-
colored pi'edecessors.

The late Judge Emery D. Potter was a frequent guest

of the club, and at a visit on the occasion of his seventy-

fifth birthday celebrated that interesting event by bag-
ging seventy-five ducks, a day's record of which he was
always very proud.
The influence of the Cedar Point Club has always

been exerted for the protection and increase of the game
supply of the State, and both its precept and example
have been productive of much good outside its own
jurisdiction. What public sentiment on this subject was
in its locality when the club was organized may be in-

ferred from the fact that the natives knew no better use for

young ducks than to employ them as bait on their cat-

fish lines. All that, however, has been changed, and
even the punters who live along the shore have come
to realize that the game of the marshes can be much
better utilized than by converting it into fish bait.

While the list of water fowl given above includes on^^
those which are of ordinary occurrence, the varieties

which are of record along the south shore of Lake Erie
between Toledo and Sandusky include a wide range of

aquatic birds accredited to more northerly or southerly
latitudes. The writer is indebted to a gentleman inti-

mately acquainted with the marshes of Cedar Point for

a partial list of these. They are:

Dusky or black duck, pintail, gadwell, widgeon, green
and blue winged teal, spoonbill shoveler, summer or
^ood duck, bluebjll, greater a,n^ Jesser blackhead, ring-

necked duck, redhead, canvasback, bufHe-head butter ball,

long-tailed duck (Sandusky Bay), king eider (Sandusky
Bay), American black scoter (Portage River), velvet

scoter (Sandusky Bay), ruddy duck, red-headed and
hooded merganser, pehcan (Sandusky Bay), crested and
Florida cormorant, white-winged and great black gull

(from north, very rare), herring and ring-billed gull,

kittiwake and fork-tailed gull (very rare), Bonaparte
gull, gull-billed and roseate tern (rare), common and
black tern. Jay Beebe.
Toledo, O., July 18.

The Ohio Sportsmen's Protective

Association*
Cleveland, O.—Editor Forest and Stream: During

the last hour of the recent session of the Ohio Legislature

a game law was passed that is most objectionable to the

sportsmen of the State, and also to a large class of farmers
who like to hunt themselves, or invite their friends to do
so over their lands.

As the law now stands, all shooting in the State is

stopped except between Nov. 10 and Dec. i, and a short
time in the spring for ducks.
Farmers are allowed to kill squirrels and rabbits on

their own land if they are destroying crops.

Woodcock, snipe and all early ducks have migrated
before Nov. 10, and in most years there is little or no
shooting at ducks after the opening day.
The law practically confiscates thousands and thousands

of dollars' worth of property represented in duck marshes
along the lake shore.

The shortening of the quail and grouse season to twenty
days is uncalled for, as there never were as many quail

in the State as at present.

No State in the Union has game laws that are so
unreasonable and unfair and which so poorly represent
the wishes of the sportsmen and the majority of the

farmers of the State as the present Ohio law.

The Ohio Sportsmen's Protective Association was
formed bj^ the leading sportsmen of Cleveland, not for
the purpose of fighting the present game law in the
courts, but for the purpose of effecting a strong organiza-
tion that will co-operate with the farmers' granges and
obtain laws that will effectively protect the game from
the market-hunters, give an open season of reasonable
length and at a sixitable time of the year for sportsmen
that hunt for the sport, and protect the farmer by stringent

trespass laws from being overrun by a lot of irresponsible

hoodlums that pay no attention to either game laws or
property rights.

The Association concedes the right of all land owners
to prohibit all shooting on their lands, but does not
think that the game laws should be so made that sports-

men, with the permission of other land owners, and other
land owners themselves, should be prohibited from shoot-
ing during a reasonable and proper open season.
The enforcement of trespass laws is the remedy for

this evil, and the Association is in favor of suitable laws
that will give the desired results.

The Association asks for the aid and co-operation of all

sportsmen and land owners in their efforts to obtain more
satisfactory legislation at the next session of the Legisla-
ture.

The membership fee is $1, and membership cards can
be obtained by sending the above amount to C. T. Bodi-
field, .Secretary, 2d South Water street, Cleveland, O.

Paiiil North. Member Ex. Com. O. S. P. A.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Chicken Prospects.

Chicago, III., July 21.—According to all available in-

formation it is a safe prediction that the coming chicken
season will be an unusually good one. From different

points in Wisconsin, such as Fox Lake, Babcock, Nece-
dah, etc., reports state that there will be more birds than
usual. While in Minneapolis last week I made inquiries

which lead me to believe that the Minnesota and Dakota
crop will be above the average. I will, in due time, give

the names of several places which are stated to me to be
safe tips for the coming shooting season.

A Little Bear Story.

Mr. Joseph E. Hinds, of Brooklyn, N. Y,, tells a

pretty fair bear story in a letter which he writes to his

friend Mr. Mershon, the latter failing to suppress the
letter while it was in his own hands. Mr. Hinds says:

"I have got a man on my place in the country acting
as groom who is an old hunter and has scoured the hills

around about there for many, many years and has been
more or less successful in gathering in game of various
kinds. To get a fox or a possum he would spend any
number of nights climbing through snow over the moun-
tain sides, and he is a dead game sport right after j^our

own heart. I have regaled him lately with some of our
experiences on our trip to the Bad Lands—some of your
exploits with the gun and rifle; also the prowess of Joe
Crandall on the Rim-Rock, and of how he crawled into

a dark cave and brought out a string of mountain lions

tied together by the tails, and how he would frequently
go out and bring home wagon loads of bob-cats—and
my man has listened with open-eyed amazement, To be
honest, it was the only way I could shut him up from
blowing about his own success as a mighty hunter. He
is an everlasting talker, and it is all about hunting. The
other day he told me about some old fellow who was
being chased by a bear and he had an old-fashioned Ken-
tucky rifle and only one bullet, and while he was run-
ning he either cut or bit the bullet in half, put one piece
in the rifle, fired at the bear over his shoulder, the flat

side of the bifllet hit the bear in the forhead and lodged
there, and while the bear sat down to make an investiga-

tion and find out what had happened the hunter made
his escape. This happened forty-two years ago next
December and has been told on an average, I suppose,
of three times a week since then, but it is just as fresh
to-day as the day it started."

Hero of the Split Train.

Readers of the Forest and Stream may recall the

incident of the divided train during the Congressional
expedition last October into the proposed Minnesota
Park country. Mr. Thomas Shevlin, one of the hosts
of the party, and supposedly one of the friends of the
movement, was the author and contriver of the divided
train. The. newspaper men of the party knew at the time
that something was wrong and they purposed giving
the story for what it was worth, as any newspaper man
ought to do at any time. Others of the party besought
the newspaper men not to injure the chances of the expe-
dition by saying anything about the incident and all

sorts of excuses were made for Mr. Shevlin at the time.
Mr. Chas. Cristodoro was one of those who thought the
press men were wrong. To-day I am in receipt from the
latter of a clipping from the St. Paul Globe which would
seem to indicate that perhaps the newspaper men were
at the time only too correct in their conclusions. The
clipping, given for what it is worth, reads as below, and
it shows what ma^^ be expected if this park is ever to be
secured:
"The true inwardness of the deal that sent Thomas

Shevlin to the Philadelphia Convention as a delegate
comes out and reveals the power that is exerted in the
Republican party by Minneapolis lumbermen. It is said
that his selection is decidedly unfavorable to the pro-
jected national park scheme, as Mr. Shevlin Will doubtless
be selected national committeeman to succeed Gen. L. F.
Hubbard.
"The lumbermen arc interested in seeing that the tim-

ber on the reservation is sold and cut, and as it means
a vast sum of money it is asserted that Mr. Shevlin's
selection will give the park project immediately a black
eye. As national Republican committeeman from this
State he will vvield a power that will be second to none
with the Administration in this part of the country at
least." E. Hough.
Hartpord Building, Chicago, 111.

The Lacey Act.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In spite of all that you have published in regard to the
Lacey Act, recently passed by Congress, there still seems
to be doubt in the minds of some persons as to its scope
and effect, and as greater range is by some ascribed to
that law than is warranted by the facts, there is danger
that these misconceptions, if allowed to remain uncor-
rected, will lull sotne of the most ardent promoters of
game protection into inactivity in the way of securing
better State laws on the subject, instead of stimulating
effort in that direction.

Permit me, therefore, to add some observations to
your already clear and full statements of th^e law of the
case. This method of game protection is a process of
education, and the only way to accomplish that end is to
keep the question constantly before the people. As soon
as they come to a thorough understanding of the ques-
tion, proper legislation will follow, as a matter of course,
and what is more important still, the laAvs, when enacted,
will be obeyed. It is idle to enact or attempt to enforce a
law that is not sustained by public sentiment and opinion

;

and a law not enforced is worse than none.
In the first place it must be understood and constantly

borne in mind that there is not, nor can there be, any
absolute private ownership in game that is not at all
times, whether the game be alive or dead, subject to the
ab.splute control and regulation of the State legislatures.
This has been so frequently decided that it seems un-
necessary to say more than merely state the proposition,
but in order that there may be no possible doubt on the
subject, and to give every one an opportunity to read
it, I will add here what the Supreme Court of the United
States has said on the subject in Geer vs. Connecticut,
161 U. S„ 534. That was an appeal by defendant from a
judgment of the Supreme Court of Connecticut affirming
a judgment of conviction against Mr. Edgar M'. Geer for
violating certain provisions of the game law of that State,
said law containing the following provisions

:

Section 2530.—Every person who shall buy, sell, expose for
sale or have in his possession for the purpose, or who shall hunt,
pursue, kill, destroy or attempt to kill any woodcock, quail,
ruffed grouse (calleci partridge) or gray squirrel, between the first
day of January and the first day of October; the killing or having
in possession of each bird or squirrel to be deemed a separate
cffense * * * shall be fined not more than $50.
Section 2546.—No person shall at any time kill any woodcock,

ruffed grouse or quail for the purpose of conveying the same
beyond the limits of the State, or shall transport or have in
possession, with intention to procure the transportation beyond
said limits, of any such birds killed within this State. The reception
by any person within this State of any such bird or birds for ship-'
ment to a point without the State shall be prima facie evidence
that said bird or birds were killed within the State for the pur-
pose of carrying the same beyond its limits.

The defendant was convicted on Oct. ig, 1889, of un-
lawfully receiving and having in his possession, with the
wrongful and unlawful intent to procure the transporta-
tion beyond the limits -of the State, certain woodcock,
ruffed grouse and quail killed Avithin the State after Oct.
I, 1889, the game, it will be observed, having been killed at
a time when such killing was lawful. The question before
the court, therefore, was as follows: "Was it lawful un-
der Sec. 8, Art. i, of the Constitution of the United States,
which provides that Congress shall have power 'to regulate
commerce with foreign nations, and among the several
States, and with the Indian tribes,' for the State of
Connecticut to allow the killing of birds within the State
during a designated open season, to allow such birds when
so killed to be used, to be sold, and to be bought for
use within the State, and yet to forbid their transporta-
tion beyond the State?" Or, to state it otherwise, "Ha'd
the State of Connecticut the power to regulate the killing
of game within her borders so as to confine its use to the
limits of the State and forbid its transmission outside of
the State?"
And in answering this question the court took occasion

to enter into an elaborate and learned discussion and ex-
amination of the law from the earliest period down to
the present time in regard to the right of property in
game, and among other things said : "From the earliest

traditions the right to reduce animals fercB naturce to
possession has been subject to the control of the law
giving power." And again : "In most of the States laws
have been passed for the protection and preservation of
game. We have been referred to no case where the power
to so legislate has been questioned, although the books
contain cases ii^volving coiitroYersies as to the meaning of
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some of the statutes. * * * There are also cases

where the vaUdity of some particular method of en-

forcement provided in some of the statutes has been

drawn in question." (Citing a case from Kansas and one

from Idaho, with both of which the court disagrees on

the very point involved.) The court says further:

"While the fundamental principles upon which the com-
mon property in game rests ha\c undergone no change,

the development of free instituaons has led to the recog-

nition of the fact that the power or control lodged in

the State, resulting from this common ownership, is to

be exercised like all other powers of government as a

trust for the benefit of the people, and not as a prerogative

for the advantage of the Government as distinct from
the people or for the benefit of private individuals as dis-

tinguished from the public good. Therefore, for the pur-

pose of exercising this power, the State, as held by this

court in Martin vs. Waddell, 41 U. S., 16, Pet. 480, repre-

sents its ix;oplc, and the ownership is that of the people in

their united sovereignty. The common ownership, and
Its resulting responsibility in the State, are thus stated in

a well-considered opinion of the Supreme Court of Cali-

fornia : The wild game within a State belongs to the

people in their collective sovereign capacity. It is not the

subject of private ownership, except in so far as the people

may elect to make it so ; and they may, if they see fit, ab-

solutely prohibit the taking of it, or any traffic or com-
merce in it, if deemed necessary for its protection or

preservation or the public good.' Ex parte Maier, supra."

And the court in the same case quotes with approval,

and by so doing adopts as its own, the following language
from Magner vs. People, 97 111., 320: "The ownership
being in the people of the State, the repository of the

sovereign authority, and no individual having any prop-

erty rights to be affected, it necessarilj^ results that the

Legislature, as the representative of the people of the

State, may withhold or grant to individuals the right to

hunt and kill game, or qualify or restrict, as in the opinion

of its members, will but subserve the public welfare

—

stated in other language, to hunt and kill game—-is a

boon or privilege granted either expressly or impliedly

by the sovereign authority, not as a "right inherent in

each individual, and consequently nothing is taken away
from the individual when he is denied the privelege at

stated seasons of hunting and killing game. * * * in

any view, the question of individual enjoyment is one of

pulDlic policy and not of private right."

And the court hi that case cites and relies upon the

case of Phelps vs. Racey, 60 N. Y., 10, and many other

cases to the same point.

The point first mentioned is therefore forever settled—
that there can be no unqualified, absolute private owner-
ship in game, and that therefore the act in question was
a valid law.

The next point, which must alsp be borne in mind in

dealing with this subject, is that game taken subject to

such a law cannot be an article of interstate commerce, at

least so far as the State enacting the law is concerned, and
this is so clearlj' and logicallj^ set forth in the opinion of

the Court in the Geer case already quoted from that
I want to quote it here and tirge every person who may
see your paper to read and reread the language care-

fully, for it will give them the best exposition of the game
laws as relating to interstate commerce yet announced.
Here is what the court says

:

"The foregoing analysis of the principles upon which
alone rests the right of an individual to acquire a quali-

fied ownership in game, and the power of the State, de-
duced therefrom, to control such ownership for the
common benefit, clearly demonstrates the validity of the
statute of the State of Connecticut here in controvers3\
The sole consequence of the provision forbidding the
transportation of game killed within the State, beyond the
State, is to confine the use of such game to those who
own it—the people of the State. The proposition that the
people of the State may not forbid carrying it beyond
her limits involves, therefore the contention that a State
cannot allow its own people the enjoyment of the benefits
of property belonging to them in common, Avithout at the
same time permitting the citizens of other States to par-
ticipate in that which they do not own. It was said in

the discussion at the bar, although it be conceded that
the State has an absohite right to control and regulate the
killing of game as its judgment deems best in the interest
of its people, inasmuch as the State has been chosen to
allow the people witliin her borders to take game, to
dispose of it, and thus cause it to become an object of
State commerce, as a resulting necessity such property
has become the subject of interstate commerce, hence
controlled by the provisions of U. S. Const., Art. i, Sec.
8. But the errors which this argument involves are
manifest. It presupposes that where the killing of game
and its sale within the State are alloAved. it thereby be-
comes commerce in the legal meaning of that word. In
view of the authority of the State to affix conditions to
the killing and sale of game, predicated as is this power
on the peculiar nature of such property and its common
ownership by all the citizens of the State, it may well be
doubted whether commerce is created by an authority
given by a State to reduce game within its borders to
pessession, provided such game be not taken, when killed,
without the jurisdiction of the State. The common
ownership imparts the right to keep the property if the
sovereign so chooses, always within its jurisdiction for
every purpose. The qualification which forbids its re-
moval from the State necessarily entered into and formed
part of every transaction on the subject, and deprived
the mere sale or exchange of these articles of that element
of freedom of contract and of full ownership which is

an essential attribute of commerce. Passing, however, as
we do, the decision of this question, and granting that
the dealing in game killed within the State, under the
provision in question, created internal State commerce, it

does not follow that such internal commerce became
necessarily the subject matter of interstate commerce and
therefore under the control of the Constitution of the
United States. The distinction between internal and
external commerce and interstate commerce is marked,
and has always been recognized by this court. In Gibbon
vs. Ogden, 22 U. S,, 9, Wheat., 194. Mr. Chief Justice
Marshall said:

"It is not intended to say that these words comprehend
that commerce which is completely internal, which is

parrie4 on between man and man in a State, or between

parts of the same State, and which does not extend to or

affect other States. Such a power would be inconvenient

and is certainly unnecessary. Comprehensive as the

word "among" is, it may very properly be restricted to

that commerce which concerns more States than one. The
phrase is not one which would probably have been

selected to indicate the completely interior traffic of a

State, because it is not an apt phrase for that purpose;

and the enumeration of the particular classes of commerce
to which the power was to be extended w^ould not have

been made, had the intention been to extend the power to

every description. The enumeration presupposes some-

thing not enumerated; and that something, if in regard

to the language or the subject of the sentence, must be

the exclusively internal commerce of the State. The
genius and character of the whole Government seem to be

that its action is to be applied to all the external con-

cerns of the nation, and to those internal concerns which
affect the States generally, but not to those which are

completely wathin a particular State, w^hich do not affect

other States, and with which it is not necessary to inter-

fere, for the purpose of executing some of tlte general

powers of the Government. The complete internal com-
merce of a State, then, may be considered as reserved for

the State itself."

So again in the Daniel Ball vs. United States, 77 U. S.,

10 Wall., 564, the court, speaking through Mr. Justice

Field, said

:

"There is undoubtedly an internal commerce wdiich is

subject to the control of the States. The power dele-

gated to Congress is limited to commerce 'among the

several States,' with foreign nations, and with the Indian
tribes. This limitation necessarily excludes from Federal
control all commerce not thus designated, and, of course,

that commerce which is carried on entirely within the

limits of a State and does not extend to or affect other
States. ;

' i
* i ili

"The fact that internal commerce may be distinct from
interstate commerce destroys the whole theory upon
which the argument of the plaintiff in error proceeds. The
):>ower of the State to control the killing of and ownership
in game being admitted, the commerce in game, which the
State law permitted, was necessarily only internal com-
merce, since the restriction that it should not become the
subject of external commerce went along with the grant
and was part of it. Al! ownership in game killed within
the State came under this condition, which the State had
the lawful authority to impose, and no contracts made in

relation to such property were exempt from the law of
the State consenting that such contracts be made, pro-
vided only they were confined to internal and did not
extend to external commerce."
A careful reading of this decision will show that one

important point in regard to game protection is forever
and finall}' settled, and that is that a State can i^egulate as
it sees fit the taking of game within its borders and may
also absolutely prohibit such taking; that in doing so it

may permit the killing and dealing in game withm the
borders of the State and at the same time prohibit the
transportation beyond the State of such game lawfully
killed or captured therein; and that game redrrced to pos-
session under such a law as that in question in that case
does not become an article of interstate commerce at all

—

at least while it is within the borders of the State. The
Court does not expressly decide what the status of such
game is after it leaves the borders of the State in which it

was taken; but what the court says, considered in connec-
tion with the well-known principles of law and the com-
ity existing between different States, leaves small reason
to doubt what the holding of the Court would be in a
case Avhere that point was before it for decision. I am
clearly of the opinion that the decision would be, as to
such game, that it never could become an article of inter-
-s^tate commerce at all ; and that while the laws of one
State have no force or effect beyond the borders of the
State enacting them, still one State might rightfully make
it an offense to bring game into its borders or to have the
same in possession, if brought from another State, and
e_specially if brought there in violation of a law of another
State. Certain it is that the States, generally speaking,
can prohibit the sale of game at all within their borders,
even, I take it, though such game may have come from
another State, if such regulation is deemed necessary for
the protection of the game of the State ; and of course if

the game of a State is not an article of interstate com-
merce, as it is not in States having laws like those of
Connecticut, then it is only necessary for the protection
of game for each State to prohibit transportation of its

own game beyond its borders and also to prohibit the im-
portation into the State from another State or the pos-
session within the State of game unlawfully transported
from another State.

I make the broad assertion that game is not nor can it

become under any circumstances an article of interstate
commerce, and am satisfied that the Federal Supreme
Court will so hold whenever the point comes before it for
decision; but I may assume for the purpose of argument
only that as soon as game leaves the border of a State,
although such transportation is unlawful by the law of
that State, it then becomes an article of interstate com-
merce. This point the Court does not determine, and it
IS just here that the Lacey Act is important on this one
question

; for while that act does not undertake to say that
game in any case or under any particular circumstances
is an article of interstate commerce, because Congress
cannot declare that to be an article of interstate com-
merce which is not so in fact, it only undertakes to pro-
hibit traffic therein between the States if it should be
.subject to the constitutional provision as to interstate
conunerce. If it is not so subject, then the law does not
apply, and the law of the State where the game is found
must apply. As about the sole recourse of the violators
of the game laws is in this provision of the Constitution
It will be seen that they are driven to the wall, no mat-
ter what position thev may take, if the States will but
enact proper laws. The Lacey bill therefore is only an
aid to State legislation ; and because of it and of the in-
terest which Congress has taken in the subject it behooves
every State to pass such laws as will show that it is the
intention to give proper protection to game within its
borders.

One other question which the Court referred to but
did not decide because it was unnecessary so to do was
whether QT TKXt tlie granting by State law of the privilege

of dealing within the State in game killed therein made
such game an article of State or internal commerce as

contradistinguished from interstate commerce; but prac-
tically the Court did decide that it was not even an arti-

cle of internal commerce under such conditions—at least

enough was said to clearly indicate that the Court would
so hold whenever it had occasion to pass upon the ques-
tion. However that may be, it is beyond doubt that rf

the sale of or dealing in game was absolutely prohibited
by the State, as the Legislature has the right to do, in

such case game would not be an article of State or inter-

nal commerce, because an article the dealing in which is

unlawful cannot be an article of commerce at all, and it

would be sure to follow from this that under such laws
it could never become an article of interstate commerce.
This whole subject of game protection and preserva-

tion is one primarily for the States to deal with; and
this must never be forgotten if game is to be protected.
Congress can aid and supplement such legislation as the
States may pass, but it cannot do more.

Joseph B. Thompson,
[to be concluded.]

Mt. Tom Then and Now*
Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of July 21 Mr. C. H. Ames drifts from
stocking the Adirondacks with moose to making Mt. Tom
in Massachusetts a wild turkey reservation. It is a happy
thought. What better place in the New England States
could we find ? Everything is there now that was there
100 years ago, but of a second growth. At the base of the
mountain are the same trout brooks that used to be there;
they are not so large, but they would be if the forests w^ere
preserved. There- are the same old ravines and ledges,
the same old meadows and side hill pastures, but the
pastures are gradual^ growing up to brush. The trout
brook is the best brook that I ever knew of for trout to
grow fast in. About thirty years ago a dain was placed
across this brook in a narrow gulch, at a point about one-
half mile before the brook entered the Connecticut River.
This created a large deep pond of many acres in extent,
and in two years' time the pond was alive wnth trout of
from I to 3 pounds weight. In the spring and fall ducks,
geese and brant made it their stopping place. Wood duck
in goodly numbers nested there each year, for there was
large timber with lots of hollow trees along the edge of
the pond. But all this did not last long. Although the
water in the pond did not actually overflow any one's
property, it made some of the adjacent property damper
than usual in a few places; and that caused law suits,

which resulted in nothing. But later, dynamite did, and
the dam was blown up. It would be a small expense to

put the dam in good condition, and it would not take a
large fortune to buy the easterly side of Mt. Tom, then
fence it in, put heavers in the lake and turkeys on the
itiountain. The trout are there yet, and partridges drum
and squirrels bark as of yore; and old Mt. Tom .stands

as a fitting monument of the past. Oftentimes when 1

take a trip to Hampshire county I make it my business to
walk along the side of the mountain through the old
paths where I knew I could get a partridge under a certain
apple tree when I was a boy; then to go and look in some
of the holes in the brook wdiere I used to catch trout ; then
to go and take a drink out of that ice-cold spring where
we used to keep a cocoanut cup to drink out of. But the
cup is not there now. and neither am I.

Pri.nce's Bay, N. V
, July 21.

Game and Fish in the North Woods.
Penn Yan, N. Y., July i8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have just returned from a few days' trip in the North
Woods, from Potsdam through to Childwold. the Jourdon.
a portion of the Raquette, Crooked Pond, Church Pond,
Round Pond, Killdeer, North Branch of the Grass River.
I found the trout fishing all that could be desired (with
reason). The game prospects are looking fine. I never
before knew them better. I made special efforts to learn to
that effect. As far as could be learned from the most
reliable sources, I could only learn of one dead deer being
found after the deep snow of March. Partridges are
more plentiful than ever. I saw more broods than for
years past. The season seems to be very favorable for
them.
Some illegal shooting has and is being done, but not so

much as formerly. There is a growing tendency among
the residents and woodsmen to a better observance of the
game laws.
For sportsmen going into the North Woods, I think

there will be no better country than the region of the
Jourdon. Church Pond, Crooked Pond. Foxe's Marsh,
Hollywood Still Water of the Raquette or the North
Branch of the Grass. E. P. S.

Virginia, Game Conditions.

Richmond, Va., July i8,—According to my reports and
observations, quail will be more abundant this fall than
for m,any years. We have had a very open winter and a
very dry spring, hence few birds died, and the hatching
and rearing has been under the most favoralale condi-
tions, so much so that I fear it will prevent our secur-
ing the necessary reforms in our many county game laws
which are so confusing to sportsmen. Deer and grouse
(pheasants) should be as plentiful as ever, and all are
looking forward to a most pleasant seasorr:

Franklin Stearns.

Adirondack Deer.

Am expecting to take my six weeks" outing in the
Adirondacks beginning Aug. 20. The shortening of the
open season will work hardship to many whose vacations
of necessity terminate Sept. i. Inasmuch as the State
preserve belongs to the people. I should wish that the
abbreviation might go to the other end of the season, for
I ani sure, now that hounding and jacking are outlawed, a
minimmn of danger would accrue to the deer in August
bv straight still-hunting, much less than for the "last
fifteen days of the open season in November. But the
dee4 is done. '

T,
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Notes From Dennysville.

When Mr. Hallock writes of the snug corners that he

finds one feels that the world is all full of just the right

sort of places, but after all a good deal of responsibility

remains with the enjoyee. I once coaxed a friend to go
away up North with me, telling him incidentally about the

goods things that we would have on the camp table-
omelet of eider ducks' eggs, caribou roasted on a birch

spit, rich posted curlew, boiled pink salmon, sea trout fried

in their own fat, beaver baked in a clay oven under
ground, tender boiled jewel weed, cloud berries that make
the tiindra all golden, blueberries as big as cherries—and
we would get all of these things without even asking for

them, and nobody to pay. I was just as good as my
word, and we had every one of the luxuries and more
galore. Yet my companion was disappointed because we
did not have everything at once. For instance, we would
sometimes have nothing much beside curlew for a week;
then just cloud berries for a week, and that's the way we
lived. If a bear stole the seal tenderloins, we would have
to cut up the pectoral muscles for our own dinner, after

finding where the bear had hidden our seal, and the table

was not just what a preconceived notion would have made
it from my most trustworthy description.

Last year Mr. Hallock wrote such a charming letter

from Dennysville for Forest and Stream that I cut it

out and pasted it in my hat. The most beautiful village

in Maine. People exceptionally nice. Salmon leaping in

the river under the window at night. Trout to be had
for the casting. Deer peered into the school house win-
dows, and there were at Dennysville about all of the things

,

that one would really care to see. I will not repeat th
|

entire letter, because it is my policy to plagiarize freel>

from none but poor authors. Emerson says that plagiar-

ism is proper if one transmutes lead into gold. The fact

is that Mr. Hallock was right, but it requires the right

men to see straight at his mark. It was like my de-
scription of the table up North. When I read the letter

I handed it to my wife, and said, "There, now !" So we
came to Dennysville.
A beautiful village it is indeed. The main street runs

alongside of the cool Dennys River. The banks are lined

with a free and inspiring growth of conifers—pine, larch,

fir, spruce and white cedar. The village houses on
spacious grounds overlooking the river are roomy and
comfortable and very neat. Neatness in housekeeping is

a characteristic of the good housewives here. The people
are so accommodating as to make a city man feel un-
comfortable for fear that he may not keep his end up.

Deer can be seen in the fields about the village on almost
any evening—but the salmon and trout! As a salmon
stream the name of the river is Dennys. Sawmilla fecit.

Until very recently the river was full of salmon. There
are half a dozen fine pools within the first two miles, and
the salmon took the fly freely. They tell of Mr. Prime
and Mr. Brackett taking eight or ten salmon a day. Shad
came up the river in June in large schools, and furnished

an abundance of toothsome fare for the people. Alewives
crowded the ripples, and the poorer people laid up barrels

of them against a snowy day. But these things are all

spoken of in the past tense, because the lumber company
has a sawmill at the head of tide water, and the artificial

fishway will not allow breeding fish to pass. The natural
fishway, a narrow channel running around the dam, has
been closed because it allowed too much mill water to

escape. Everj^thing has been turned to utility for a few
men, and the rest of the people are most naturally left out.

In addition to barring the river against anadromous fish,

the mill runs night and day, and fills the river with such a
pudding of sawdust and shavings that few fish can even
get up to the chief obstructions.

Last Monday I went down to try the pool below the dam
before the mill started after its Sunday rest. When the
sawdust began to pour in at the beginning of the work
day I hurried down to a pool a quarter of a mile below
and got there just as the sawdust arrived. It was a sight

worth the early morning rising to see the eels come down
in distress in the cloud of refuse. So many eels I never
saw before—thirty or forty in sight at a time, and all at

the top of the water in a peculiar attitude. Their tails

were at the surface of the water, and their heads down.
They made an eft'ort to keep going at the exact speed
of the current, not faster or slower. In all probability

they had learned that this was the best way to keep
sawdust out of their gills. An eel will stand about as
much punishment as any fish on my visiting list, and if

eels were driven out by the sawdust like flies ahead of a
whisk broom I wonder how the noble salmon meets the
indignity, to say nothing of the sensitive alewives and
shad. «.; I

All of this could be stopped by burning the sawdust and
opening the natural fishway. The lumber company could
then rent salmon fishing privileges for twice the amount
of profit that their lumber brings, the people could have
their shad and alewives again, and the eyesore of sawdust
and slabs would be removed from the beautiful river that
runs alongside the beautiful street.

It is said that the mill and some 20,000 acres of timber
land were purchased by the lumber company for $20,000.
I could have sold the same property to four or five fisher-

men for $50,000, and would have kept one of the shares
myself, before the river was ruined. It would now re-

quire four years for restoring the stream to its normal
condition. There are big trout in the river above the mill,

and restocking from time to time would make it a grand
trout stream if salmon fishermen wished to have trout in

their waters. 1

The salmon and shad and alewives still attempt to get
past the dam, but in constantly diminishing numbers, and
in two or three years more the mill will have accomplished
in a free country what is not permitted in any old despotic
civilization. Canada, with the effete ideas of European
experience, requires mill owners to dispose of mill rubbish
in a harmless way, and derives a great income from salm.on
properties.

Last week I drove over to Calais to try the St. Croix
River. On the Canadian side the mills were burning
their mill refuse, and on the American side they were
dumping it into God's clean waters by the ton. The

salmon pool at Calais is an excellent one, and not much
fished, perhaps for the reason that 1 did not stay, because

fishermen like wild surroundings and do not care to fish

in town. I made two or three casts, avoiding hooking
a railway train on the back cast, and hooked and brought

to gaff a lively lo-pound salmon. There were plenty of

salmon there, and they were leaping all over the pool. A
good fisherman can probably get salmon at Calais at almost

any time during the summer, but 1 did not like to fish

within sight of houses, and came away as soon as my
salmon was landed. Then I found an Indian and went
up river twenty or thirty miles to try for salmon in the

woods. The fish had not as yet ascended so far, and I

shall go again in a fortnight.

The upper pools are so full of black .bass that they are

a nuisance to the salmon fisherman, very much like trout

in Canadian rivers. I have gone to a lot of trouble to get

good trout fishing, and have thought that a 2-pounder was
a prize. It was only a careful study of the conditions that

gave me many such prizes, and the wind and water and
flies and time of day all had to be given consideration.

On the other hand, on salmon rivers, where the sharp

teeth of the trout destroy the expensive salmon flies, and
the quicker fish get there ahead of the salmon, I have
had several trout weighing from I to 5 pounds apiece rush

for the fly at the same instant, and my guide spoke of

them in a most disrespectful manner, calling them "cussed

critters." On the St. Croix the bass are "cussed critters."

I have gone a long way for bass fishing, and, as with trout,

it w^as necessary to have the flies and the weather and the

time of day just right. Even then about half of the bass

would get off after they were hooked, and a good part of

our time was spent in quiet contemplation by the river

bank. On the St. Croix, when I did not want bass, they

were rising all day long on any kind of a day, and to any
sort of fly. They would hook themselves and would not
get off, in spite of my giving them slack line and avoiding

a strike. I had to catch five big bass out of one small

stretch of salmon water before they would let me fish in

peace. The bass were all set free again, excepting the few
that we wanted for camp use, and I suspect that they will

have in future still less respect for the dangling of the

artificial fly.

Speaking of bass reminds me of something funny : Two
years ago I wanted to take my wife fishing. She had
never gone into the woods before, and had never caught
a fish. One of the basic principles of her character was
the idea that it was wrong to kill anything, bless her heart.

She began gently with black flies and mosquitoes, and
ended ixp in a blaze of gloiy with salmon and bears before

we left the woods. That shows how environment modifies

our ideas. I took her straight to the best part of one of my
best salmon rivers. We stepped out into a wood road,

where I showed her something about casting the fly.

Then we went down to the river, and she made a fair

sort of cast, and promptly hooked a 22-pound salmon,
which she brought to gaff in good style in half an hour
without help. She caught salmon right along—big ones—
and the funny part of it was that for the first few days
she persisted in calling them bass. Her idea of fishing

was that any one could step up to almost any rise, cast in

a fly and hook salmon, and one might as well call them
bass as anything else. Now what do you think of that?

It simply illustrates the decadence that follows too luxuri-

ous living. I can now readily understand the downfall
of Rome. Down South, where they have no salmon, they
call the pike-perch '"salmon." That shows what perse-

verance will accomplish in the face of obstacles.

Next summer I am going to a big wild salmon river

again; one that is the real thing, and all' full of silver

springers, but this summer I wanted to experiment with
United States rivers. The upper Penobscot and St. Croix
are certainly magnificent salmon waters, but they need to

be studied thoroughly. The Dennys River can be made
an excellent salmon stream at a small part of the expense
that one would pay for a Quebec river, and it does not

need to be stvidied much. It is a comparatively small

river. The St. Croix is not so large as the Penobscot,

but it is a very large river nevertheless, and it is surpris-

ing to me that its salmon possibilities were not worked
out a hundred ye3/"s ago. It is not a difficitlt river to

manage. To be sure, it is not a smooth-flowing, con-
tented river like the Ohio, nor is it a hell of a diapason
of titantic bombardment like the St. Paul, but it has roar-

ing rapids and thundering falls and long stretches of quiet-

looking but determined current. One can make the entire

trip from Vanceboro to the sea easily in a canoe without
making any long carries, and there are always trout and
bass to be had for camp fare and for the sport of fisher-

men who are not too restless when in the presence of
King Salmon. Robert T. Morris.

Dennysville, Me., July 1.

Canadian Fishing; Licenses*

Philadelphia. Pa., July 20.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I notice in your issue of July 21 a letter signed Special

and dated at Boston, July 14, which is headed Canadian
Fishing Licenses." Despite the fact that Special gives

the residence of the person arrested at Yarmouth as

Boston, and although no names are mentioned, I cannot
but believe that my own was the arrest to which he
refers, inasmuch as T am given to understand that while
warrants were issued for other parties, as stated in the

letter, my own was the only case in which they pro-
ceeded to the length of an actual arrest. I have always
intended and still intend, no matter what the outcome of

the pending proceedings, to send j^ou a full report of

the case, as raising a question of widespread interest to

sportsmen in the United States, but inasmuch as my
appeal of 'the matter to the Department at Ottawa is still

pending. I deem it premature to presently say anything
definite in regard to the subject. In this spirit I ask

that all further discussion of the tnatter be postponed
until after the Department of Marine and Fisheries has
given final judgment upon my appeal, which is at pres-

ent being prosecuted. Pray rest assured that I shall at

the proper time send you a full statement of the facts,

coupled with the decision of the Department, whatsoever
that may be, which statement, it is imnecessary to add,

shall be over my own signature and not my nom de
phmie. Wadleigh Brook.

See the list of good things in Woodcraft in our adv. cols.

A Yankee Muscallunge.
The staging of this sketch is one of the many beautiful

spots of New England. Afloat on the placid Connecticut
River, with the rocks of the Holyoke range on either

hand, to the north stretch the broad, fertile "valley mead-
ows" until their level sweep is broken here by the chim-
neys of a large manufacturing town, there by the bold
bluff of the Sugarloaf Mountain, and on the west by the

Berkshire Hills. These all combine to form a pictiire

beautiful to the city-tired eyes of the writer, just begin-

ning his vacation.

The other members of the party are the Veteran, born
and reared in a nearby village, but who saw service during
and since the Civil War in the Navy, and the Drummer,
who goes up and down, seeking whom he may sell brass
goods to. AH the brass he has, however, is carried in hiS'

sample bag, and on this day that is laid away. The shifty

bamboo, the shining silk and the spoon hook are our
weapons, and the peace of early morning on the water
and of good tobacco is ours also.

The morning grows gray, and a breeze comes up. The
writer, new at this kind of work, misses two strikes and
takes to the oars in disgrace with himself, but full of en-

joyment nevertheless. Is he not free from all care for a
time ? Free to watch the marvelous play of sun, wind and
cloud over the landscape. Free to admire the skill of the
Veteran, as the pliant rod sends the spoon through the

air to light with unerring accuracy on a hlypad-encircled

pool.

The oars plash lazily in the cool water ; to and fro spin

the glittering spoons
;
nothing breaks the pleasing monot^

ony except now and then the greater pleasure of a cap-
ture. There is a quick wake in the weed-forested water,

the rod takes on the curve so beautiful to the angler's eye,

there is a short, sharp tussle; the landing net is thrust
under the fighting, struggling victim, and a black bass lies

in the boat. Or pefhaps only a slow heave in the water
is seen, and a yellow perch is lifted ignominiously into

view. The Veteran will growl, "Don't take the landing
net for him ; lug him in any old way—nuisance."

Still doing penance with the oars, I sit watching the

Drummer in the bow casting and skittering with might
and main. He prepares for another cast. As his spoon
leaves the water, a huge fin-crowned back comes into

momentary view. He almost drops his rod. I have seen

it too, and with an exclamation, "What a fish 1" check the

boat just before it reaches the eddy left by the big fish.

That fellow, secure in his kingship, has risen within 10

feet of the boat. Again and again the Drummer casts,

with no result. The Veteran tells us to back off and wait
ten minutes. Then we silently approach the spot again
and send out the glittering lure. What knack of drawing
that spoon has the older man acquired? For, within
sight the monster pursues the Drummer's spoon, then
leaves it and seizes the Veteran's tackle. Lightly hooked
in the cartilages of the jaw, he pauses a moment, then
moves oft' with the majestj^ of an ocean liner leaving her
dock. Ten, twenty feet he goes

;
then, maddened by pain

and fury as the Veteran sets the hook, he leaps "full

speed ahead." Out he goes, the Veteran growing anxious
as he sees the fast-diminishing coils on the reel. Back
goes the tip over the shoulder, and as the magnificent fel-

low feels the added strain; up he goes full length out of

the water, shaking his head savagely to dislodge the cling-

ing steel. Foot by foot he comes toward us with wide
side dashes. Near us he lies motionless on the water,

"sizing up" the strange creatures who torment him so.

His large eyes gleam with untamed ferocity, and his

olive green sides, relieved with coppery spots, quiver with
excitement. Then he goes down straight to the bottom;
then with a surge and heavy plunge he starts out for a
run. The rod, bent to a semicircle, seems scarcely able to

stand the strain. But the notes of the reel—this obligato

solo is indescribable. Now a few staccato notes, now a
crescendo of rapid motion. It sings of proud endeavor,
of almost unbearable effort and of victory. And to the

true angler, once heard, "the song will never end." Vain
his mad rushes, his wily breaks; "the place thereof shall

know him no more!" With his strength exhausted, but
his kingly spirit unbroken, he is taken into the boat, and
the trap rocks on either side of the river re-echo the
Veteran's exultant "hurrah!"
We row to the bank, and laying our prize on the grassy

slope guess at his weight. "Eighteen pounds," says the
Drummer. "Twenty," says the Veteran, and produces
his pocket scales. Down sinks the brass pointer, until

almost to the 20-pound mark, and we say "Nineteen
pounds, not to be too strict with our good fortune." Three
times we lay the foot rule along his burnished side, scor-

ing 38 inches from "tip to tip."

Then we lunch, with many a glance at the gallant fisK

who had fought for freedom with a courage and dash
worthy of old Massachusetts. C. R. A.
Bayonne, N. J.

Concerning the identity of C. R. A.'s "muscallunge,'*

Col. Sam'l Webber, who was for years one of the fish

commissioners of New Hampshire, writes: There are

no muscallonge and never have been in the Connecticut
River to the best of my knowledge and belief. The fish

referred to was unquestionably a pike simply and purely,

miscalled a pickerel in the West and Northwest, and
one of the descendants of the stock introduced from
Lake Champlain into Plymouth Ponds, Vt., about 1836.

These ponds are at the head of Black River, down which
they escaped to the Connecticut, and I know of one of

17 pounds caught at Bellows Falls many years ago. I

have several times had them brought to identity by fish-

ermen who thought they were muscallunge simply on ac-

count of their size and their difference from the common
river and pond pickerel, but in all cases they were pure
pike.

In one case, which I believe I have noted in Forest
AND Stre.^m, the fish was curiously colored, the light

spots being orange, and the belly a bright yellow, prob-
ably from living in a hole where an iron spring came
into the river.

Fish nomenclature is badly mixed up in northern New
Hampshire and Vermont. The great lake trout is a

"Iun.ge," evidently an abbreviation of the same name,
which was given him in ignorance, solely on account of

his size, while in Maine he is a "logue" and in northern
New York a "salmon trout," the last being a very mean-
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ingless misnomer and only possible of application to the

sea trout of the British Provinces, which, like the sal-

mon, winter in salt water.

The Boston Herald a fortnight since spoke of the cap-

ture of several large "salmon trout" in Diamond Ponds,

where there never was a lake trout and which I can only

interpret as referring to the descendants of the "win-

ninish" which I planted in those ponds in 1881 and which

so far have escaped public notice.

I am trying to find out about it and if it is as I think

will advise you. I know my plant of the same species

in Connecticut Lake in 1880 has materialized satisfac-

torily in the last few years.
Von W.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST,

Movemets of Western Sportsmen.

Chicago, 111., July 21.—This is naturally the dullest

time of the year, as has been before remarked, yet not-

withstanding bad weadier, bad luck and bad prospects a

great many of our Chicago anglers are going out, and
some of them are coming back with good results to

show for their outings. Below will be found notes re-

garding some of the catches made during the past week
and the Httle trips of others who are now absent or jtist

starting to leave the city.

Mr. E. L. Peniston and Mr. C. C. Haskins have re-

turned from Long Lake, Wis., where they put in a cou-

ple of weeks under rather unfortunate circumstances.

They got rainy weather for nearly a week of their stay.

They caught nine Great Northern pike running in weight

from 5 to IS pounds and fifty-five bass of good size.

Mr. Harry Miner, whose uniformly good scores have
been published from week to week throughout the sea-

son, leaves again to-day for his regular weekly trip. On
bis last week's trip he caught in Wind Lake, Wis., twenty-
two bass whose average weight was 3 pounds certainly

a very nice catch indeed. Mr. Miner has probably had
better bass fishing this summer than any other Chicago
angler. Wind Lake is east of Tishagon Lake, in that

same country, east of Fox River and northeast of Bur-
lington.

Another good point this year on the Wisconsin Cen-
tral R. R. is my own old country around Mukwonago.
At Eagle Lake the bass fishing has been running extraor-
dinarily good, and I learn that the little creek which

J. B. H. and I discovered years ago has this year been
turning out some verj"- heavy bass. Peace be with it. I

shall never see it again, now that J. B. H. cannot go
with me.
Mr. William White has been having good fishing in

that Waukesha countiy and he goes up there again to-

day, taking with him Mr. R. B. Organ. They will prob-
ably have success.

Mr. Byron E. Veatch, of the Tokalon Vineyard, has
returned from his trip to the Flambeau River and the
Mason Lake chain. Mr. Veatch made another good trip

this year and is pleased down to the ground. He took
eighty-five bass, the largest about 4 pounds, seven mus-
keliunge, four wall-eyed pike and one wildcat. What
bait he used for the latter I do not know, but the cat
was a very big one and his hide is much prized by Mr.
Veatch.
Mr. F. E. Schall has returned from Fox Lake, 111.,

where in three days he killed twenty-five nice bass and
two pike.

Mr. Thomas Ambrose, of this city, had a very pleas-
ant little experience wading the Fox River this week.
He killed nine bass and one very large wall-eyed pike,
the latter weighing 10 pounds plump. Mr. Ambrose
usually fishes with the fl)^ but I presume was using bait
when he took the wall-eye.
Mr. H. English has returned from his trip to State

Line. He had a splendid time, but did not get very
much fishing, catching only nine bass, seven wall-eyes
and five pickerel. He took three days for a trip after
muskellunge, and during the three days he got just one
strike from a 'lunge, which he failed to hook. Mr. Eng-
lish is of the opinion that the people up there know how
to take care of themselves. It costs a city angler $1.50
to walk a mile and a quarter. It costs him $2.50 to walk
four miles and $3.75 to walk twelve miles. The Lord
only knows what it would cost if one rode instead of
walking. If you get a team you are not expected to
ride, but pay for the privilege of walking behind the
wagon. Mr. English is not so much grieved as puzzled
over this tariff, but says he will knoAv more about the
game next time he goes up there.

In Minnesota.

Out in Minnesota they are not satisfied with catches
of bass which Avould seem pretty large to us Chicago
people. I was talking with some Minneapolis anglers
while at that city last week and learned of some very
good takes made not far from there. Mr. J. C. Jocelyn
and Mr. Chas. Lewis fished for six hours one day in
Lake Sylvia, and during that time took 108 nice bass.
Ihis was last week. A Mr. Melville, fishing at Shady
Oak, in a small lake, caught eight bass which are said
to have been the best in average seen in that countrv
for a long time. The smallest of these fish weighed
334 pounds, there were four which weighed 4^^ pounds
each, one weighed 5 pounds and one sY' pounds It
shou d be added that these fish were dressed as soon as
caught and were weighed in the city some time after
being taken and after they were cleaned. They must have
been very big bass.

•

S. S Johnson, of Minneapolis, has not been hav-
ing much fishing lately, but he told me of the famous
sport which used to be had in Lake Martha and Lake
Susan, above Minneapolis. Mr. Johnson said that when
he first ran across these, lakes he was with a camping
party They had no boat, but backed a wagon out into
the lake so as to get nearer the deeper water Mr John-
son stood in the back of the wagon while the other
boys were fi^^'^^ the tent and getting camp ready, and
before they had this done he took forty-six small-mouth
bass. To-day we have but little idea of the number of
bass which once swarmed in these Minnesota lakes
Continual fi.shing has cut down the supplv in manv of
these waters. In some parts of the State "the Scandina-
vian farmers use gjl! nets every fall for cptchin^ whltefi^h

Naturally these nets do not stop at whitefish. and in some
of the farming settlements the lakes are now practically

ruined for rod and reel purposes.

Green Lake, near Taylor's Falls, is one of the waters

tipped for good bass fishing now. Mr. Matson, of one of

the local gun stores, reported some success there during

the week just past.

Modest Bullhead Story.

Lake Calhoun, within the city limits of Minneapolis,

has certainly been fished pretty hard, but even now it

yields occasional very good catches of bass. It was on
Lake Calhoun that Mr. John Nilsson, of Minneapolis,

the champion performer on skates, once had a singular

experience with bullheads. I seem to be continually

falling across remarkable bullhead stories, but I will

preface this one by stating that it is not a competitor of

the Kekoskee bullhead story, though had it been prop-
erly nurtured it might have grown up into a good story

in a modest way. It seems that when Mr. Nilsson was
a mere boy he used to go down to the boat house on
Lake Calhoun and play around. He discovered a hole
in the floor of the boat house and also discovered that

the water below the house was frequented by large num-
bers of bullheads. Not having with him any fishing

tackle, but having discovered a large beefsteak on the

table of the club house, he bethought himself of a scheme.
Taking a length of good stiff wire which he found near
by, he firmly bound the beefsteak to one end of this

wire, and breaking off the wire to a length of about 6
feet he attached a stout cross piece at the top for a han-
dle. Carefully inserting the beefsteak into the water, he
was surprised to find himself nearly pulled through the
hole by the multitude of bullheads which seized upon the
beefsteak. Bracing himself strongly he extracted his

bullhead machine from the lake and found attached to

the beefsteak as many bullheads as there was room for

the steak to hold. To make the story short, he repeated
this operation until he had the floor of the club house
entirely covered to a depth of several feet with bullheads.
He only desisted because the steak wore out. It is too
bad that he did not have a boarding house article for
his operation, in which case he might perhaps have made
a bullhead record worthy of comparison, in a humble
way, with those of really good bullhead stories.

Minnetonfca Pike.

I was stating that Mr. W. L. Wells and myself intended
to fish a little on Lake Minnetonka. We did get ut
for a couple of days with Mr. Carrington Phelps, of
Spring Park. We did nothing very startling with 1' le

bass, but raised some disturbance among the Minne-
tonka pike. For some reason or other the pike, or pick-
erel, as they are locally called, seemed to be very gacny
in those waters, and I must say that we had several
pretty stiff fights wdth them. I struck one which weighed
8 or 10 pounds, and which had to be brought up to the
boat seven times before Mr. Phelps could get a hold on
him strong enough to get him in the boat. This fish
had evidently fought once too often and had fought be-
fore. One side of its jaw was nearly torn away, from a
niix-up with some former spoon hook. I caught this
fish on a little Skinner casting spoon about as big as
my thumb nail, with a frog on the single hook. It made
a rattling good fight and turned out to be the gem of
our collection for that day.
Regarding this particular pickerel, I must add a word.

Billy Wells had come over to mv place that day from
his cottage, four miles away, on his wheel, and when
he started to go home at the end of the day I told him
to take the big pike along, as I could not use so big a
fish. The question was how to carry the pike, and in
solving this problem Mr. Wells showed the genius of
the real outdoor man. He lashed the fish firmly to his
rod case with stout twine and then lashed the rod case
fast to the frame of his wheel The old fellow was longer
than the rod case and longer than the wheel, and when
Mr. Wells started off astride of him through the woods,
the pike was sticking out fore and aft in a rather remark-
able manner. I imagine any one meeting Mr. Wells
on the road must have been somewhat surprised The
latter, however, .^^tates that he got the fish home safely
and it proved very good, baked.
On another day when we went out together Mr Wells

was high hook. We had very heavy wind that day and
ought to have caught some bass, but failed to do so. We
had to have something to eat for lunch, and so started out
to catch some humble sunfish. We must have anchored
just above the original sunfish tabernacle, for we began
to catch them, great big fellows, too, about as fast as we
could drop worms down to them. We caught a minnow
pail full and had to stop. After lunch we resumed our
tro Img, and this time it was Mr. Wells who had all the
luck. He took several pike—his largest about 6 or 7pounds, and I think this fish was the handsome<^t pike I
ever saw. It was thick, fat, and nicely colored, and it put
up a fight as good as any muskellunge of the same
weight. It sprang clear of the water once, quite like the
muskellunge, and it needed a great deal of care in handlino-
to get It into the boat at all. We regretted very much
that we had not caught this fish before lunch in^^tead of
after, so that Mr. Phelps might once more perform his
famous act of broiling cutlets of pike over ironwood
coals. This feast we had had the day before, and found
It mighty good. Mr. Wells and I fished together for a
little while one rainy day in Black Lake, and though we
had ten strikes, we succeeded only in landing three small
pike. I got one nice fellow up bv the side of the boat but
he stood up on his tail, shook his head and threw the
spoon more than the length of the boat away from himWe concluded that the pike was not such a slow fi<jh after
all.

The bass fishing is not good in Minnetonka now for
the average man. The bass have left the shallows and
are lying on the reefs in deep water. Unless one knows
the location of the bars he is not apt to get very manv
bass. Minnows are better now than frogs. A few
parties of whom I heard had been taking twenty or thirty
bass a day, still-fishing on the bars.

A Boat Trip on the Father of "Waterg,

Mr. J Edmund Strong, whom I have mentioned as
ptartmg frir the north on ^ c^noe trip ^ith his friend, Mr,

Selz, writes me very pleasantly regarding their experience
in this the latest of their joint boating trips:
"Mr. Selz and I returned home on Monday night of

last week,'' he says, "after a canoeing cruise of ten days
on the Chippewa and Mississippi rivers from Eau Claire
to North McGregor. We had an exceedingly pleasant
trip, but were disappointed in our fishing, having prac-
tically none. It was our impression when we embarked at
Eau Claire that we had a distance of something less than
ISO miles to paddle, but we soon found that the distance
was nearer 250 miles. We therefore made up our minds
that we would 'plug' for the first three days or so and do
our fishing and loafing on the latter part of the trip.

Tuesday night, however—the night before the Fourth—
we had some tremendous thunder storms, followed later
in the night by a wind storm that was almost a hurri-
cane. These stirred up the Mississippi and made it very
muddy, and the continued rains and winds we had more
or less for the ensuing several days kept it so all the
way down, so that it was wholly impossible for us to fish.

Had the river been in good condition we would un-
doubtedly have had some very nice fishing, as we passed a
great deal of very good fishing ground.
"The Chippewa River we found most delightful; the

Mississippi less so. From Reed's Landing down to
Winona the stream and surroundings were interesting, but
from Winona to La Crosse it was monotonous and tire-

some, the stream being very broad, full of bars, channel
very crooked, and we had a great deal of fierce head
wind, with heavy seas. From La Crosse down to North
McGregor we found the river more pleasant than any
other portion of it we traveled over, the channel being
narrower and -we being closer to the bluffs either on one
side or the other all the way down.
"We took with us from here our Peterboro canoe, tents,

rubber beds, blankets and part of our commissary, com-
pleting the latter at Eau Claire. We had previously hired
at Eau Claire, through the very kind assistance of Mr.
Geo. F. Winslow, of that city, a cook and a boatman, also
a large skiff for the transportation of our two men and
our outfit. Both the cook and the boatman proved most
excellent men, and the frequency of towns all along the
Mississippi enabled us to keep our commissary in good
shape. All in all, we enjoyed the trip exceedingly, but
the conclusion we reached after our trip over the Mis-
sissippi was that the smaller tributary streams are much
more pleastirable for canoeing."

Wants Bigger Trout.

Judge J. M. Kenyon, of Toledo, O., under date of July
20, writes regarding trout fishing on the Au Sable and
elsewhere. Judge Kenyon wants to find a place where he
will get fewer trout and bigger ones, and he goes on to
say :

"I was much interested in your letter, 'A Michigan
Fishing Trip/ as I had spent the first thirteen days of
May on the Au Sable, a little account of which appears
.n the same issue as an interview with my friend, J.
Beebe.

"I found the fishing excellent as to numbers, but small
in size—at least two-thirds of the fish over 6 inches were
under 8 inches—and while these small ones are delicious
to the palate, and afford pretty good sport where one can
only catch a few of them, they become a nuisance when
they are so plentiful and one wants to get some larger
fish. When I go fishing it is for out-door life and exer-
cise, and I like to put in 6 or 8 hours each day whipping
the water, at least, and don't care to do it when I catch
so many fish under 8 inches. For that reason I am looking
for 'new pasture.' For that reason I write to ask if you
can give me any information as to the Jourdan, Pere
Marquette or Manistee, where to strike the stream or who
to write to. I want to put in about ten days the latter
part of August. Will probably go alone."

I have advised Judge Kenyon to try the Pere Marquette,
and I hope Mr. John Waddell, of Grand Rapids, will post
him on localities. Can any other good-hearted Michigan
angler help Judge Kenyon with suggestions ?

Some of the Saginaw Qowd.
My industrious friend, Mr. W. B. Mershon, of Saginaw,

seems to be still extracting a little fun out of life as he
goes along. This week he thinks of starting with the
private car of the Saginaw Crowd for a fishing trip in
Quebec. There will be only four gentlemen of the
"Crowd" along, all taking their wives, They surely do
know how to live in Saginaw.

Hough,
Hartfoed Building, Qiicago, 111.

In the Louisiana Lowlands*

A SKETCH of plantation life, fishing and camping just
after the Civil War, and other tales, by Fred Mather.
Three hundred and twenty-one pages, with author's por-
trait. Price, $1.50. Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price.
This new volume from the press of Forest and Stream

Publishing Co. takes its title from the series of Louisiana
Lowland chapters contributed by Mr. Mather to the
Forest and Steeam.
To the paper have come many requests for the story

in book form. Here it is. As "Men I Have FisTied
With" and in fact whatever came from Mr. Mather's pen
deserves a more permanent form than the ephemeral
vogue of current literature, to the "Louisiana Lowlands"
have been added others: "On the Tangipahoa," "Fish-
ing with Bow and Arrow." "On Bistineau," "Gabder
Pull in Arkansas," "An Arkansas Turkey Shoot," the
series around the camp-fire—"Frank's Story," "The
Paymaster's Story," "The Major's Story," "Catching an
Octopus," "Some Virginia Men and Fish," "Cooking a
Trout in Camp." It is a volume which will hold a per-
manent place in the list of books dear to sportsmen,

A Large Vermont Bass.

PouLTNEY, Vt, July 17.—A fine small-mouth black
bass weighing over 6 pounds was caught here on Lake
St. Catherine, by Mr, Mandeville B. Ladd, of Albany,
N. Y. It is reported that this is the largest small-mouth
bas,s ever eati|ht on T^ake St, Catherine.

J. M. D,
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Susquehanna Fishing.
Sayke, Pa., July 19,—A torrid July night! The clock

strikes iQ. Pen and pad are slipped into the capacious
drawei- of the ink-begrimed Writing dfesk and Wofk for
the night ceases.

Then from out a chair in the dim corner of the rOoril

arises a tall, slim lad of ten with sun-kissed cheeks and
the big, dark eyes of a sweet mother now abiding beyond
"the valley of the shadow of death," and softly gliding to
the back of the desk chair he affectionately rubs a velvety
cheek against a four days' growth of beard, and anxiously
queries, "Papa, when are you going fishing?"

In sootheful tones the father seeks to give the son re-
newed assurances of the fulfillment of a promise to play
angler for a day, and the animated discussion of the
matter concludes by father and son adjourning to an up-
stairs apartment,- where the younger of the pair plunges
into the depths of the family trunk and brings forth a
wonderfully defaced cigar box, from out whose con-
tracted space a wretched snarl of hooks, lines, spoons,
bass flies, sinkers, "bobbers," etc., are proraiscously
tumbled in historic boy fashion.
Down on the floor with heads dangerously near the

puffy kerosene lamp go man and boy, forgetful of the
hour, and all weariness absorbed in the enthusiasm that
is well nigh universal at this season. The merits and
capabilities of each particular utensil belonging to that
rickety_ cigar box are graphically dwelt upon as the
clock ticks on past the bed time hour, until the extremes
of age are effaced and only the jo3rous companionship
of two angling enthusiasts remains to sign and compact
a mutually delightful agreement to go fishing at the first

opportunitj'.

Thus it happens that a chained-to-work citizen of Sayre
and a bright young student of Forest and Stream litera-
ture are daily inventing original and deadly fashions of
flirting the toothsome fly, meanwhile watching alertly
for a chance to steal away for a day's outing afloat the
lovely Susquehanna.
God bless the boys over whom broods the spirit of the

gentle Walton ! May they increase in numbers and man-
liness, and become, if not Presidents, the noble citizens of
the first Republic!

Some of the gayest angling of the season is now being
had on the Susquehanna, beginning at a point shortly
below Athens and continuing well past Wyalusing, Pa.
Two citizens of Athens were on the aforementioned

river July 16 and took fifty black bass, avering nice size.

The i8th inst., Geo. Crawford and C. W. Ballard, of
Athens, rowed down the river some seven miles, and
during a merry day's angling caught twenty-seven black
bass averaging from ^ to i pound. One day last week
on the Susquehanna, opposite Wyalusing, Charles E.
Courtney, Dr. Brown and one or two other Ithaca anglers
took thirty black bass. Wyalusing enjoys more than a
merely local reputation as an outfitting point for bass
fishing, and it is easily reached on the main line of the
Lehigh Valley Railroad. Points between Wyalusing and
Athens, including Ulster and Towanda, afford excellent
bass fishing, and just now, by virtue of a continued
drought and a lack of food coming in from tributary
streams, the bass are said to be biting voraciously.
On the Chemung and Susquehanna at points abreast of

Sayre and Athens, a good many yellow bass, rock bass
and not a few Wack bass are being caught. Some yellow
bass running in weight to 10 pounds have been taken.
One part3r, whose name is not at hand, caught a dozen
yellow bass one morning recently, the lightest one scoring

4 pounds, the heaviest 10 pounds.
The fishing on both these rivers, in this particular

locality, at least, would be greatly benefited if the illegal

fishermen, those who use "outlines" or "set lines," nets,
etc., were forced to desist. So flagrant and open-handed
have these violaters lately become that the Sayre and
Athens Evening News last night devoted a scathing article
to the practices of this lawless element, and concluded by
calling upon the authorities to suppress the law defiers.
To any intending fishermen of the Susquehanna, advice

may be tendered to use for bait live minnows, green frogs,
helgramites or j^oung bullheads, flies of the approved
fashion being, of course, always in order. River fishing,

as experienced from the gleam of the picturesque Sus-
quehanna, hath its unsurpassed delights, both in the far
reach of the onspeeding waters and the glorious beauty
of the bordering country. Variety, such as every new
bend in the classic river affords, is enriched with en-
chantments. Added to this, the promise of delightsome
sport with a "dead game" member of the finny nation, and
you

_
have an inducement that only a patriarch with a

torpid liver and a fancy for Chinese fiction can passively
resist. M. Chill.

July Fishing in Maine.
Boston, July 23.—Not only has the interest in angling

in New England waters been greater this season than
ever before, but ic is holding out into the hot weather
most remarkably. I was somewhat surprised to find
fishermen trolling July 14 on Rangeley waters about as
much as in the earlier season, and to find that they are
actually taking pretty good strings of trout and salmon.
Perhaps the weather and the high water have much to do
with their success. In that region it had rained every
day for four weeks up to July 17—only showers some
days, but a rain nevertheless. The woods were as full of
water as in spring time, and the lakes are as full as they
ever are in early spring. Good strings are being brought
in at Bemis. H. C. Kennedy, of Brooklyn, and Dr. H.
M. Wells, of New York, brought in fifty trout one after-
noon last week, all taken on the fly. T. B. Stewart, the
veteran angler, is taking some good trout and salmon at
the Upper Dam. He fiishes the Pool nearly every day.
Mr. Doane has been fishing there of late. The catch of
both these anglers is generally returned to the water.
At Moosehead the same April weather has been ex-

perienced as at the Rangeleys. and though it has kept the
sportsmen, as well as summer boarders, indoors, it has
also greatly improved the fishing, the record being ex-
cellent for the past two or three weeks. From Eustis and
the Dead River waters come reports of most excellent
stream fishing, the rain an<} high water |eneraUy bein^

favorable. The fetv" anglers who have had the courage
to thread the rain-charged forests and wade the some-
what swollen streams have been rewarded with fine creels
of trout.

Mr. L. O. Crane, of Boston, is at Big Island Pond,
Megantic Preserve, with Mrs. Crane. He Avrites that the
camps are all full there now, a party of sixteen having
just come in. Fishing in all the ponds around Big
Island is good and iriiproving, In Big Island it has been
poor since the hot weather, "It rains about all the time,
and has for the last four weeks. There is not much left

of the roads, except the rocks. The rains have washed
them about all away. I got twenty-five tfout in L.
Pond one afternoon, and Angle" (Mrs. Crane) "about a
dozen. We saved about half of them for the table. Two
men got about a hundred in Grant and Northwest ponds
the same afternoon. Great improvements have been made
in the camps here the present season, but the greatest of
all is the big, log dining camp and kitchen. From this
point the lakes, woods and mountains are everything in
the way of views, fresh air and ozone. It suits us way
to the ground. On the way in

J.
saw one of the biggest

bucks I have ever seen, across a field a little way from
the Shaw House. We also saw two large does and three
flocks of partridges. The deer stood together and never
moved as we passed by, only about 50 yards away."
Mr, Frank N. Gannong,'of the Boston Herald, is still

trying the bass and pickerel in Sudbury River, with occa-
sional good success. He got a couple of fine bass last
week. He says that the amount of fishing done there is

great, boats are moving all the time, and it is a wonder
that any fish are left. Mr. John G. Wright, a well-known
Boston angler, has started for an extended fishing trip to
the north shore of Lake Superior. He promises me a
full account of that country on his return. Fish Com-
missioner Henry O. Stanley called on me the other day.
He is much pkased with the way the fishing is holding
out in Maine waters this year. He has made another im-
provement in his Rangeley spinner, attaching a small,
loose hook to the same, just above the other hook, the gut
passing through an eye at the end of the hook. He has
also changed the coloring of the spoon, decorating the
white body with carmine spots and mottles.
At Billy Soule's, Gupsuptic Lake. Mr. Hugh G. Brown,

of Boston, has been taking some fine trout and salmon.
Mrs. S. J. Knight and Miss Susie Knight are enjo3''ing
the fishing. Mr. M'. M. Gillam has been enjoying a fishing
and outing vacation at Munyon's camps. He has had fine
sport on Quimby and other ponds. The camps and cot-
tages at the Rangeleys are fast filling up with summer
boarders, who care but little for fishing.

Senator W, P, Frye, of Maine, is just out from salmon
fishing at the Ristigouche. His success has been good, as
it always is with the gamy fish, and no one enjoyes it

more. He sent home to Mr. F. H. Briggs, of Auburn,
Me., a salmon of 22 pounds weight. This was one of four
large ones taken in one day. The fish fought an hour, but
Senator Frye was equal to the task in every way, though
the capture was a long way down river from the strike.
The Senator will pass the rest of the summer at Squirrel
Island, going to his camp, Mooselucmaguntic Lake, in
the early fall, to again try the trout. Special.

San Francisco Fly-Castingf Cltib.

Medal contests, series 1900, contest No. 9, held at Stow
Lake, July 14. Wind, strong Avest; weather, good:

Event Event Event
No. 1, No. 2, No. 4,

•

Distance, Accuracy, . Event No. 8, , Lure
Feet. Per cent. Acc. % Del. % Net % Casting^

Brooks 107 67 78 60.10 69.5
Brotherton ..... 115 84.4 87.4 63.4 75.4 85
Edwards 105 84.4 87.8 74.2 80.11 64 3-5
Everett 101 91 84 71.8 77.10
Golciier 124 86.4 77.8 79.2 78.5
Lovett 124 91 79.8 79.2 79.5 97
Mansfield 93.8 91 76.8 83.10 87 3-5
Muller 102 90 85.4 75 80.2
Young 101 89 88 73.4 SO.

8

Judges, Golcher and Everett; referee, Brotherton; clerk,

Smyth. -

July 15. Wind, strong west; weather, foggy:
H. Battu 95 89 89 80 81.6 73 4-5
Brooks 106 79,8 83 67.6 75.3 66
Brotherton 121 87.8 91.8 78.4 85 87 1-5
Golcher 126 91 91 75.10 83.5
Everett 108 93 90 75.10 82.11
Huyck 103.6 83.8 92.4 73.4 82.10
Haight 90 91 87.8 78.4 83
Lovett 123.6 9.04 90.4 75 82.8 98 4-5
Mansfield 95 89.8 84.2 86.11 85 1-5
Roos 74 .. 71.4 50 60.8
Stratton 99 82.8 86 79.2 82.7 73
Young 109 92.4 91.8 79.2 85.5

Judges, Lovett and Battu; referee, Everett; clerk,
Smyth.

'

Chicago Fly-Castingf Club.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Here is the score of the first contest of the Chicago Fly-

Casting Club for this season. The lagoon was in such
filthy condition we could not finish the scores

:

Distance and
Accuracy, Bait Casting,

T ^ „ , Per Cent, Per Cent.
|- & ''^ 96 4-15
I. H, Bellows 871-3 9614-15
L. I. Blackman 521-3 94 745
C Brown....,,,',.,.^,.,...,, 861-3 88 2-5
H. Greenwood 812-3 94 2-5

G. Hascall 891-3 96 2-5
N. C. Heston 89 2-3 92 2-15
E. R. Letterman 911-3 85 8-15

^- N. Peet , 92 2-3 95 4-15
G. w. Salter .. 95
L. G. Stiles 911-3 92 14-15
J. Wood 87
H. H. Ainsworth 731-3 8613-15

Geo. A. Murrell, Sec'y-Treas.

Caytiga Lake Fishingf.

Word comes from Cayuga Lake, N. Y., to the effect
that at Union Springs all the witchery of good £shing is
now to be had. Union Springs has for some time enjoyed
the distinction of being a splendid outfitting point for
the best muscallonge, pickerel and bass fishing in central
New York. At Canoga Point, across from the Springs,
are some noble pickerel and muscallonge grounds. For
this fishing, go via Auburn division of the Lehigh Valley
Hajlrpad; stop off at Union Springs a,nd outfit at Norm

Carr's supply house. Perch of large dimensions are als©
to be caught at the above point. At Cayuga village, the'

extreme north end of the lake, muscallonge, pickerell.
Oswego and black bass, perch, and, I am told, pike, may
be taken. Mud Lock, two or three miles below Cayuga,,
furnishes some excellent pickerel fishing. While the'

muscallonge do- not average large in size, they are ofr

high quality, and fighters to the final degree. Oswego*
bass are taken of goodly weight, and they are of delicioti&
table quality.

Cayuga village is a sequestered hamlet clinging, in'

part, tenaciously to an unromantic hillside, but there is

an ancient flavor and a fine old art look to the place which
the true angler cannot resist. So he will be charmed with
its setting, fall a victim to its calm, still behavior and
proceed to catch fish for the public gaze.
Upon the whole, there are happy days in store for the

angler who chooses to pass a brief vacation along
Cayuga's waters. M, Chill.

American Fisheries Society*

The American Fisheries Society annual meeting was
held at Wood's Holl, Mass., last week, President Jno. W.
Titcomb presiding. The attendance was large, all parts
of the country being represented. A visit was made to
New Bedford and the Wild Wood trout hatchery at
East Freetown, the proceedings of the society being con-
tinued on the United States Commission steamer Fish
Hawk on the way. Another excursion was to Provi-
dence and the oyster beds in Narragansett Bay, with ara

old-fashioned Rhode Island clambake. The next meet-
ing will be held July 19-21, 1901, at Milwaukee. The
new oflicers are: President, F. B. Dickerson, Michigan;;
Vice-President, E. Bryant, Wisconsin; Secretary, Sey-
mour Bower, Michigan; Corresponding Secretary, W..
DeC, Ravenel; Treasurer, C. W. Miller, Rhode Island;
Executive Committee, Alden Solmans (Connecticut),
Frank N. Clarke (Michigan), Dr. James (Philadelphia),
Mr. Hamilton (New York), Mr. Stranahan (Georgia),
Mr. Wentworth (New Hampshire) and Mr. C. CyMalley
(Washington).

Fishing and Shooting at Gaspe*

In response to an inquiry. Com. J. U. Gregory, of Que-
bec, tells us of Gaspe, which is on the Bale des Chaleurs,
or Chaleurs Bay

:

Shooting caribou, partridge, duck and snipe begins in
September. Fishing is allowed up to October for trout,
and salmon can only be fished by permit from lessees of
rivers, and hard to be obtained. Sea trout plentiful up
the rivers. Sea fishing for cod, mackerel, etc., can be
enjoyed. Hotel good, and rates not high—about $1.50 per

/ day. There are also one or two boarding houses. Taken
all in all, Gaspe is a very nice place to spend some time,
in at very reasonable rates. Carleton, Bale des Chaleurs,
is another beautiful place; good fishing and shooting, and
cheap. Can go there by rail all the way. This is the
cheapest, and, I think, the finest place. Port Daniel is
another beautiful spot in Bale des Chaleurs.

Fishing with Kites.

Allenhu^st, N. J., July 21.—Mr. E. I. Horsman has
been conducting a series of experiments for catching fish
in the ocean by the use of kites. Fishing in this way is

unfortunately limited to days when the wind is blowing
off shore. A tandem of kites is sent into the air and a
small pully is attached to the main string, through which
the fish line is rove, then the kites are let out enough to
enable the fisherman to drop his baited hooks into the
surf or wherever the fish may be running. At the first

trial a big bluefish was caught, but Mr. Horsman had left

the reel, and the delay in drawing in the kites caused the
loss of the fish. This system of fishing can be used in
swiftly running channels, the surf or in rapids where boats
could not go with safety.

Barnegat Bay.

Barnegat City, N. J., July 21.—Rod fishing in the
surf for channel bass or red drum continues good. Many
striped bass have been taken. A new way to reach
Barnegat City is by the steamer Connetquot, which plies
between this point and Barnegat Pier. The Pennsylvania
Railroad from New York at 12 :20 reaches the pier at

3 :37 and the steamer brings one there in an hour.
In the morning it connects at the pier at 7:16 with
the Toms River express, which gets into New York at

9:53. This route is sixty miles shorter than the old
one, and saves two hours in time.

July 22.—Mr. E. G. Chandler caught fifty-seven fine
striped bass yesterday. This makes 102 for two days'
fishing. Fishing is very good. Weakfish are very plenti-
lul and running very large, some of them 4 pounds.

Sea Bass and Fluke by the Barrel,

Queenswater, L. I., July 23.—The new fishing grounds
known as Queenswater Ridge are proving a veritable
bonanza for local fishermen. It is no uncommon thing for

. fishing parties to catch two barrels of fish to a boat at one
tide. The first bass of the season was caught last Aveek.
It weighed 8 pounds.

Fire Island Bluefishing.

Sayville, L. L. July 23.—Renorts come of large catches
of bluefish off Fire Island Inlet. One captain came in
with 300 pounds caught by trolling. Mr. E. Childs and
some friends caught thirty-two on Friday weighing from
8 to 14 poimds.

The Belgian Hare.

The Belgian hare breeding industry has assumed the
dimensions of a craze. Starting on the Pacific Coast, it

has crossed the Rocky Mountains and is making gigan-
tic strides—or leaps, since we are speaking of hares

—

eastward toward the Atlantic. Reports are printed of
profits of $40 per year from the produce of one doe.
marketed in New York city; and it appears that fancy
breeds which boast requisite pedigrees run in value from
$500 to $1,000. The hare is in many section? a clo,sp, scq-
ond to the hen as ^ revenue bringer.
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Fixtures*
^ FIELD TRIALS.
Aug. 21.—Emmetsburg, la.—Third annual field trials of the

Iowa Field Trials Association. M. Bruce, Sec'y, Des Moines, la.

Aug. 28.—Sioux Falls, S. D.—Inaugural field trials of the South
Dakota Field Trials Association. Olav Haugtro, Sec'y, Sioux
Falls, S. D.

Sept. 3-4.—La Salle, Manitoba, Can.—Western Canada Kennel
Club's annual field trials. A. Lake, Sec'y, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Can.

Sept. 6-7.—Brandon, Manitoba, Can.—Third annual field trials of
the Brandon Kennel Club. Dr. H. J. Elliott, Sec'y.

Sept. 11.—
, Manitoba, Can.—Fourteenth annual field trials of

the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'y, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Can.
Oct 30.—Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett, Sec'y Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake view, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice, Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—^Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C.—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
No. 20. , .—Illinois Field Trials Association's second

annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of

the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 20. , Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.

C. Peterson, Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 22.—Glasgow, Ky.^—Kentucky Field Trials Qub's annual

field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C.—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

Eastern Field Trials Derby.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Following are the entries for the Eastern Field Trial

Club's Derby of 1900. Of the forty-nine, thirty-three are

setters and sixteen pointers:

Vevary, b., w. and t. setter bitch, March (Tony Boy

—

Lena Belle), P. Lorillard, Jr.

Tom Boy, b., w. and t. setter bitch, March (Tony Boy
—Lena Belle), P. Lorillard, Jr.

Belle Boy, b., w. and t. setter dog, March (Tony Boy

—

Lena Belle), P. Lorillard, Jr.

Bow Knot, b., av. and.t. setter dog, March (Why Not

—

Binnie B.), P. Lorillard, Jr. -

J. C, b. and w. pointer dog, April (Young Jingo—Eva),
F. R. Huntington.
Hobson, b., w. and t. setter dog, February (Rodfield—

Doll Gladstone), A. N. Davis.

Elba, 1. and w. setter bitch, March (Guy—Belle), A. P.

Sturges.

St. Helena, b.. w. and t. setter bitch, March (Guy-
Belle), R. D. Winthrop.

Belle Croxteth, b. and w. pointer bitch, January (Hugo
IL—Gyp), P. W. Harris.

Verona Cap, o. and w. setter dog (Count Gladstone IV.

—Daisy Croft). Mrs. P. H. Hurst.

Verona Diavalo, b., w. and t. setter dog. January

(Count Gladstone IV.—Daisy Croft), Mrs. P. H. Hurst.

Verona Reon, o. and w. setter bitch (Count Gladstone

IV.—Daisy Croft), Mrs. P. H. Hurst.

Verona Wiltheinson, b., w. and t. setter bitch (Count

Gladstone—Countess K.), Mrs. P. H. Hurst.

Verona Spice, o. and w. setter bitch (Count Gladstone-
Countess K.), Mrs. P. H. Hurst.

Mark Twain, b., w. and t. setter dog, March (Joe

Gumming-Miss Osthaus), E. L. Jamison.
Fairview Dream, 1. and w. setter bitch, March (Vis-

count Furness—Fairview Fly), W. Gould Brokaw.
Glad Tidings, b.. w. and t. setter bitch, May (Dave

Earl—Accellerando), E. A. Meiser.

Lottie Gladstone, b., w. and t. setter bitch, January

(Berber—Tory Lit), F. R. Trogdon.
Bit, b., w. and t. setter bitch, March (Count Ladystone

—Fary Sport), Arthur Stern.

Davy Crokett, b., w. and t. setter dog, November
(Tony Boy—Hoosier Girl), Dr. F. Y. Long.

Joe Howard, b. and w. pointer dog, March (Brighton

Joe—Queen), A. M. McLachlan.
Tick's Maid, 1. and w. pointer bitch, March (Tick Boy

—Fawn), George Crocker.

Tick's Peble, 1. and w. pointer dog, March (Tick Boy
—Fawn), George Crocker.

Silence, b. and w. setter dog (Sam T.—Belle of Alma),

George Crocker.
Black Jack, b. and w. pointer dog, March (Plam Sam

—Clip Strideway), E. O. Damon.
Kiphng, b., w. and t. setter dog, March (Joe Cummmg

—Miss Osthaus), E. H. Osthaus.

Cap Scott, b., w. and t. setter dog, March (Joe Gum-
ming—Miss Osthaus), W. W. Titus.

Lalpora, 1. and w. pointer bitch, April (Tippo—Toxic),
Charlottesville Field Kennels.

Col. Joe, b., w. and t. setter dog, June (Joe Cummmg—
Delia K), A. H. Nelson. ^ n o

Billy, 1. and w. pointer dog, January (Bob—Con), S. B.

Dsn, 3.

Celt, 1. and w. pointer dog, April (St. Clair—Mabel

Telk), C. E. McMurdo.
Ruby's Lady, b., w. and t. setter bitch, July (Dave

Earl—Tonv's Ruby), J. H. Johnson, agent.

Ruby's Druid, b., w. and t. setter dog, July (Dave

Earl—Tony's Ruby), J. H. Johnson, agent.

J. T,, b., w. and t. setter dog, July (Dave Earl—Tony s

Rubv). James Thomson.
Odd Fellow. 1. and w. pointer dog, April (Young Jingo

—Eva), Geo. E. Gray.
_ , . , ,^

Gray's Pearl, 1. and w. pointer bitch. May (Young

Jingo—Gypsy Jess), J. E. Gill.

Eva B., 1. and w. pnmter bitch, April (Young Jingo-
Eva), Dr. J. Spencer Brown.

Ivanhoe. b.. w. and t. setter dog, January (Tony Boy-
Flush O'Dame). John Mej^ers.

Jessie Lucifer, b.. w. and t. setter bitch, April (Blue,

jlope—Isabelle Madge), Dr. G. Chisholm.

Doc Light, w. and t. pointer dog, April (Jingo's Light
—Gull's Juno), Dr. G. Chisholm.

Jingo's Romp, 1. and w. pointer bitch (Jingo— ),

M. T. De Pauw.
Sport's Solomon, b., w. and t. setter dog, April (Marie's

Sport—Isabella Maid), H. B. Ledbetter.

Jennie's Bang, 1. and w. pointer dog, July (Donovan—
Devonshire Jennie), A. Albaugh.

Sport's Tip, b. and w. setter dog, June (Marie's Sport
—Mark's Flirt), A. Albaugh.
Leading Lady, b., w. and t. setter bitch, June (Count

Gladstone IV.—Dan's Lady), G. G. Williamson.
Sam B., 1. and w. pointer dog. May (Jingo's Light

—

Phi), W. C. Banks.
Count Robert Gladstone, 1. and w. setter dog (Lady's

Count Gladstone—Silkirk Inez), C. W. MuUins.
Lede Windim, 1. and w. setter bitch, May (Lady's

Count Gladstone—Silkirk Inez), H. S. Bevan.
Molly B. IL, setter bitch, February (Tony Gale—Molly

B.), Dr. J. Spencer Brown.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y-Treas.

Loo.

Philadejlphia, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: My
Irish setter bitch Loo died last week. She had other
friends beside myself, even in the ranks of the English
setter and pointer advocates, and they too will be inter-

ested. I think she might justly be termed a good field

Irish setter. When my fellow members of the Philadel-

phia Kennel Club were kindly blackguarding me for

keeping Irish setters she came to my rescue by winning
the Members' Stake in 1895 against their Llewellyns and
pointers.

Prof. Osthaus will certainly remember how on that

occasion she picked up point after point on birds in the

woods. He was judge. Again, a year later, Mr. Frank
H. Fleer was asked to run a dog in the Members' Stake
of the Eastern Field Trials. He said his dogs were not
in condition; then they said get a dog, and he said he
would run Dr. Davis' Irish setter bitch Loo and they
laughed him to .scorn; but next daj' she went out and
won first prize. I was not there, but every one I talked

with said she won it fairly. In 1895 she also won first

at the Irish Setter Trials. Irish setters have been said

to be hard to break, but I took her out absolutely un-
broken and shot over her alone for a whole week. The
first afternoon she pointed four coveys. Her only fault

that needed correction was an occasional breaking shot

and in a few days she stopped that.

She was kept down in Newton, N, C, and after the

trials were over the judges, Mr. Bradley and Mr. Merri-
.nian, used to take a day's gunning over her and her
^ sister Maud. Several other members of the Eastern
Field Trials Club also gunned over her and will miss
her as well as I myself.

She was whelped on May 30, 1893, being seven years

old. She had been ailing and died after whelping a litter

to Dr. Lacock's Fred Elcho. She was by Finglas, out

of Currer Bell IV., she by Tim out of Currer Bell III.

Her mother divided third in the Irish Trials in 1892 and
won first in the Irish Setter Trials of 1893. She too was
good. When less than four months of age the man who
raised her took her under his arm, carried her a mile

and put her down where a covey used. She pointed and
he killed three birds over her points and then put the

birds in his pocket and the pup under his arm and walked
home; and yet Irish setters are said to be lacking in

natural field qualities. I trust the day is coming when
some man with some brains and a little money will take

the breed up for field purposes. I am sure just as good
dogs are to be found in its ranks as in those of the more
fashionable Llewellyn. It only needs brains and sand

to bring them forth. G. G. Davis.

Texas Kennel Club Show.

Chicago, July 12.—The Texas Kennel Club has claimed

dates Oct. 9-13 to hold its third annual bench show.
Geo. W. Clayton, Supt.

Yachting Fixtures, 1900.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor

by sending notice of errors or omissions in the followmg list and

also of changes which may be made in the future.

JULY.

25. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

26. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

27. Manchester Crownhurst, cup, Manchester, Massachusetts Bay.

28. Royal St, Lawrence, 22 and 17ft. classes, Dorval, Lake St. Louis.

28. Jubilee, open, Beverly, Massachusetts Bay.

28. "Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.

28. Queen City, skiflF classes, Toronto, Toronto Bay.

28. Haverhill, second championship, Haverhill, Mass.

28 Penataquit Cor., special. Bay Shore, Great bouth Uay.

28. Jamaica Bay, dory class, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.

28 Winthrop, handicap, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.

28. Beverly, Van Rensselaer cup. Buzzards Bay.

28 Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

28. Savin Hill, handicap. Savin Hill, Boston Harbor.

28. Quannapowitt, club.
. -d t t c j

28 Seawanhaka Cor., Leland cup. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.

30. Manchester, championship, Manchester. Mass.

28-Aug 4. Corinthian, Philadelphia, annual cruise, L,. 1. bound.

The following, from the European edition of the New
York Herald, is probably quite as true as most of the

exclusive information pubHshed on this side as to the

intentions of Sir Thomas Lipton. The political outlook

at the present time is by no means favorable to an imme-

diate challenge for the Cup, and with the war not yet

ended in Africa and the probability of serious trouble in

China, it is quite possible that so shrewd a business man
as Sir' Thomas Lipton will be in no serious haste to enter

on such a costly enterprise, involving the building of one

challenger and the rebuilding of another

:

London, July 19.—Sir Thomas Lipton, who is now
cruising on the Clyde, says there is no foundation what-

ever for the report that he has sent another challenge

for the America Cup, or is having another yacht built.

When Shamrock was beaten he expressed his un-

willingness to accept one defeat as final, and promised to
make another attempt soon to lift the Cup, but many
things have happened since then, and his plans have un-
dergone some alteration.

His idea of sending another challenge is not abandoned,
but there is nothing to gain and everything to lose by
undue haste.

It will probably be a:t least twelve months before any-
thing is done in that direction.

Next year Shamrock will be raced all through the sea-

son, and the experience thus gained will be of great as-

sistance when another challenger has to be designed and
built.

The fact that Mr. Iselin has sent orders to Hawkins'
Yard to have both Columbia and Defender painted in-

side and out has served to stir up a ripple of conjecture
as to his intentions. There is no racing in which these

boats could take part, either on this side or abroad, during
the balance of the season, and it is quite plain that there

is nothing more to the order than a desire to preserve
the boats from corrosion.

Quincy Y. C. Challenge Cup.

Third Annua Match,

QUINCY—BOSTON HARBOR.

July 16, 19, 21.

The third series of races for the Quincy Y. C. challenge

cup for yachts of 21ft. l.w.L began on July 16 off Quincy.

with four yachts entered—Hostess, the defender of last

year, and the three challengers, Pompano, Lookout and
Tashamoo. The four, already described, are Skows, ex-

cellent examples of the machine type which is doing so

much harm to yachting. Hostess was sailed by H. M.
Faxon, who has her in much better shape in her second

season by reason of careful working up and continued

handling. Pompano, rebuilt from last season, was steered

by John T. Cavanagh, owner of Erin and Beatrice, while

the two new boats were steered by their owners. The
course selected was No. 2, around the Seal Rocks buoy

and return, nine miles, sailed tAvice. The wind at the

start was S.W., but very light and variable in force.

The start was made at i :45, all going off before the wind

and crossing the line in a bunch. Pompano jibed and

kept away from the others, which were in such close com-

pany that Tashamoo protested Hostess for fouling. Pom-
pano soon had a clear lead of the fleet. The wind was so

light and variable that there was much handling of

spinakers, but after a little time Hostess sent up a club

topsail, which pulled her up on Pompano, while the breeze

came in fresher. The two leaders went well off their course

in a luffing match, but still they reached the turn ahead of

the others, the times being

:

Hostess • ? 1^

Pompano 'i}lrf
Lookout •

f ii'I

Tashamoo i 15 lb

Hostess chose starboard tack and Pompano port. The
latter was doing well, and there was a promise of a close

race, when her masthead carried away and she was com-

pelled to withdraw. The wind now came in fresh and

Hostess turned in a single reef, a matter of but a few

seconds, as she had a special reefing gear. The end of

the round was timed:

Hostess 2 47 25

Lookout ; 2 5110
Tashama <5 5fa 4o

On the leg down Lookout acted badly, and it was dis

covered that the canvas with which her bottom is covered

outside the planking had been torn and was dragging a

part of the bay in a big pocket, so she withdrew. Tasha-

moo's hollow mast, in the fresh breeze, began to perform

some peculiar antics, taking the shape of a corkscrew, so

that she had to be nursed home very carefully for fear

of serious damage to rigging and sails. The times were,

'=45:

Hotsess, Henry M. Faxon 3 50 14 2 05 14

Tashamoo, J. S. Lawrence 4 07 14 2 22 14

Lookout, A. H. Higginson Disabled.

Pompano, W. E. C. Eustis Disabled.

Hostess' reefing gear stood her in good stead, as she

shook out a reef in beginning the second round and took

it in again in a very short time for the final windward
leg. As the fleet was in need of general repairs after

two hours' sailing in a moderate breeze, the second race

was postponed to Thursday.

Second Race—Thursday, July ig.

On Thursday morning Pompano came to the line with

her mast spliced, while that of Tashamoo was strength-

ened by trussing. The day was clear with a fluky and

variable wind, from W. to N.W., at times very light and

then of whole sail strength. Course No. 5 was selected,

around the red spar buoy in Hingham Channel and the

Quincy Y. C. barrel off the Government Wharf, Ped-

dock's Island, two rounds. The start was made at 3

P. M., down wind, Lookout being first over, with Pom-
pano, Hostess and Tashamoo in order. Hostess carried

her club topsail and a spinaker, but did not gain on the

two leading boats. The Hingham Buoy was timed

:

3 22 02 Hostess 3 22 45

..3 22 10 Tashamoo 3 25 45
Lookout
Pompano

On the beat to second mark both Lookout and Hostess

picked up the Hull Y. C. barrel in place of the Quincy

Y. C. barrel, and sailed some distance to windward of the

true mark. Pompano picked up the Q. Y. C. mark as the

others were at the other mark, and thus turned first,

the times being

:

Pomoano 3 54 4() Hostess 3 5.t .50

Lookout 3 55 27 Tashamoo 4 03 30

The last leg was quickly covered and the first round

was finished

:

Pompano 4 06 05 Hostess 4 07.50

Lookout 4 06 35 Tashamoo

Pompano tried a spinaker, but it did not help her. The
wind was now light and fluky. Lookout took thp lead, and

at the Hingham mark Pompano was second. There was
more wind on the windward leg, and Lookout met with a

serious mishap, the jaws of her gaff slipping so that the
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fore end slipped by the mast on the starboard side. The
disaster could not be remedied, but the yacht was kept

going fairly well on the port tack, but being hindered on

the starboard tack by the poor set of the mainsail. On
the last part of this leg the wind fell hght and the boats

were becalmed at times. Lookout turned first and Hostess

second, and though Pompano was but a little astern, they

ran away from her before the finish line was crossed. The
elapsed times were

:

Lookout 2 19 20 Pompano .2 25 12

Hostess 2 22 11 Tashamoo Not timed.

Third Race—Friday, July 20.

There was a good easterly breeze at noon on Friday,

shifting toward the south. The course was dead to wind-

ward, around the red Hingham Buoy, but the shift made
a long and short leg of it. On the way down to the start

Tashamoo carried away her bowsprit and mast, tore up

her deck and lost part of her canvas skin. Her owner
presented the wreck to a sailor. The three survivors

crossed in company. Lookout a little ahead. Pompano
had one reef, Lookout two and Hostess three. Pom-
pano took the lead, but within five minutes of the start

she capsized. Shadow, the old sloop, with Capt. Bill

Daly at the wheel, went to her aid and righted her.

Lookout was obliged to tack clear of the capsized Pom-
pano and Hostess took first place, leadmg by about a

quarter of a minute at the weather mark. After a hot

luffing match down wind Lookout took the lead at the end

of the first round. The race to the weather mark was very

close. Lookout gaining a few seconds more. On the way
home Lookout ran away from Hostess, and the latter, with

her topsail set. shook out her reefs, but failed to catch

the challenger. The elapsed times were:

Lookout 1 17 37 Pompano Capsized.

Hostess 1 18 15

During the race Hostess parted one of her gaff spans,

but the peafc halyards were set up and the other span

held.

Fourth Race—Saturday, July 21.

With a fresh S.W. wind on Saturday, Lookout tied in

four reefs and the others five each. The course was the

same as on Thursday—No. 5 triangle. The start was

made at 3 P. M., Hostess taking the lead soon after the

Hne was crossed, Ijut after losing a little time in shaking

of? Pompano, Lookout sailed steadily ahead into first

place. Pompano also passed Hostess for a time, but the

Hingham mark was timed:

Lookout ? 42 53 Pompano 3 44 05

Hostess 3 43 43

On the close reach of the second leg Lookout continued

to gain, and she held it all on the last leg, the round being

timed: , a^#'tfifei

Lookout 4 19 32 Pompano 4 24 16

Hostess 4 22 10

Pompano had shaken out two reefs, but the added sail

did not do her any good, and after turning the Hingham
Buoy for the second time she again capsized. Lookout
sailed the second round easily with Hostess in a hopeless

stern chase. The times were

:

Elapsed.
Lookout 1 38 04 Pompano Capsized.
Hostess 1 41 04

,

The cup now goes to the custody of the Manchester
Y. C.
The judges for the three races were Vice-Com. Whiting,

Quincy Y. C, chairman ; Vice-Com. S. J. Coniiolly, Jubi-

lee Y. C, representing the Manchester Y. C, and Com.
Davis, Quincy Y. C, representing the Harvard Y. C.

Larchmont Race Week, '

LARCHMONT—^LONG ISLAND SOUND.

July 21-28.

The race week of the Larchmont Y. C, now an an-
nual institution, was inaugurated on July 21 by an open
race for all classes, and will continue to the end of this

week. The programme is as follows

:

Saturday, July 21—Open regatta for all classes; special

race for schooners in one class; first race of series for

Soft, class; first race of series for 21ft. raceabouts.
Monday, July 23—Race for schooners in cruising trim

in one class, with time allowance ; second race of series

for Soft, class; race for 75ft. and 6sft. classes of schooners,
racing trim; race for 70ft. class; race for 51ft. class; sec-

ond race of series for 21ft. raceabotits.

Tuesday, July 24—Four-oared gig race for "Hen and
Chickens Colors," presented by ex-Com. Gillig; two-oared
gig race for "Dauntless Colors," presented by H. B. See-
ley; dinghy race for "Execution Colors," presented by
H. B. Seeley; race for naphtha and alco-vapor launches
exceeding 21ft. load waterline ; race for naphtha and alco-
vapor launches, 2rft. load waterline and imder; tub races
and water sports.

Wednesda}', Ju]}^ 25—Open regatta for all classes ; third
race of series for Soft, class ; third race of series for 21ft.

raceabouts.
Thursday, July 26—Race for 70ft. class; race for 51ft.

class; race for 43ft. class; fourth race of series for 21ft.
raceabouts ; race for cabin cats, all in one class, with time
allowance.
Friday, July 27—Race for gsft., 85ft. and 7Sft. classes of

schooners, one class, racing trim, actual time allowance;
race for 8sft. and 7Sft. classes of schooners, one class,
cruising trim, actual time allowance; fourth race of
.series for Soft, class; race for 70ft. class; race for 5if'

.

class ; race for 36ft. class ; special race for yawls unde •

43ft. racing length, all in one class, actual time allowance
fifth race of series for 21ft. raceabouts.

Saturday. July 28—Open regatta for all classes: fiftl

race of series for Soft racing length; sixth race of serie
for 2Tft. raceabouts.

First Day—Saturdaj', July 21.

The weather on Saturday was most discouraging, the
dav being clear and hot. and with light baffling airs from
different quarters, making the race a drift for most ol
the boats. A good fleet started, but the contest was dull
and tedious. In the 51ft. class the new Altair and Hus-
sar II. were matched Avith Syce, Altair winning, whik
Hussar IL f^jletj tP cover the course, Tb» -^ffidaj tixnea
were; - .

-.

Cutters—51ft. Class—Racing Trim-
Length.

Altair, Cord. Meyer 51.00

Syce, H. S. Redmond 50.86

Hussar II., James Baird ...50.98

Cutters—51ft. Class—Cruising Trim
Lotowana, T. O'C. Sloane 46.98

Cutters—4Sft. Class—Start,
Mita, C. L. Poor 42.82

Katonah, D. Williams 42.03

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start,
Countess. O. Sanderson 35.70

Veda, Robert Bacon 30.33

Departure, C. B. Secly ....31.01

O .Shima San^ J. T. Pratt 35.81

Yawls—36ft. Class—Start,
Audax, H. Eaton 30.90

Freva, George T. Bradish 30.30

Spindrift, E. S. Griffing 30.20

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start,
Alerion, A. H. Alker 28.30

Oiseau, J. R. Maxwell, Jr. 29.73

Kittiwake, Earl Dodge
Sloops—25ft. Class—Start,

Rochelle, Edward Kelly 25.00

Adelaide, J. Woodbury 22.50

Amomo, H. S. Towle 23.83

21ft. Raceabouts—Start,
Length.

Persimmon, De V. H. Werner
Spindrift. Pirie Brothers
Raider, H. M. Crane
Sis, F. T. Bedford
Colleen, L. R. Alberger
Scamp, J. De Forest
Snapper, H. L. Maxwell. !

Seawanhaka Corinthian Knockabouts
Thelga, A. P. Thayer
Dipper, A. Iselin......

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 1

Cicada. P. R. Labouisse 20.86
Rod, D. Iselin 18..53

Ox, R, N. Bavier 21.00
Pirate, Arthur Foster 20.00

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start
Sora. W. Hoev, Jr 17.94
Moya, Paul Dana 17.27
Palm, H. Morse 18.00
Nike, Guj' Forbes 15.64
Kingfisher, August Belmont, Jr 17.27
Sandpiper, Ravmond Belmont 17.27
Nora. L. Iselin 17.27
Sweetheart, E. A. .Sumner 17.00

Start, 1:15.

Elapsed. Corrected.
2 59 33
3 01 35
Withdrew.

-Start, 1:15.

4 21 29

1:1.5.

3 22 06
4 31 27

1:20.

3 57 18
4 26 40
4 34 39
4 31 42

1:20.

4 34 42
5 13 45
Withdrew.

1:20.

3 38 57
4 18 47

Not timed.

1:2.5.

3 2 11
3 45 29
3 32 46

1:25.
Elapsed.
3 07 07
3 09 03
3 10 21
3 11 07
3 13 15
3 17 05
3 29 20

-Start.
3 31 54
3 34 05

1:30.

3 22 31
4 14 50
4 15 02
Withdrew,

1:.30.

4 06 29

57 18
20 55
29 43
31 42

32 11
43 H
32 46

Corrected.

1:25.

09 52
10 47
15 01
12 01
12 23
12 28

06 29
09 52
10 47
11 34
12 01
12 23
12 28

Not timed.

1:35.

3
4

4

1:40.

59 47
04 16
19 43

Cats—30ft. Class—Start, 1:35.
Dot, C. T. Pierce 30.00 3 19 03

Cats—25ft. Class—Start,
Mongoose II., S. Ford 21.00
Vagabond 24.06
Ark, Kane & Preyer 21.00

Cats—20ft. Class—Start,
Kazaza, T. L McCahill, Jr 19.40 3 57 26
Kildare, T. "A. Mclntyre 19.98 3 59 24

Cats—15ft. Class—Start, 1:40.

Sneeke, R. N. Bavier , 14.00 4 45 04
Barnacle, R. Manlock 15.00 Withdrew.

One-Design Dories—Start, 1:35.
Rudder. H. Stevenson 4 34 33
John Dory, Guy Standing 4 55 11
Dud, G. A. Cory.... 4 57 49
Prize, H. Van Rensselaer Withdrew.

4 34 33
4 55 11
4 57 59

In the evening a musical entertainment was given.

Keystone Y, C
TACONY—DELAWARE RIVER.

Sunday, July 15.

The Keystone Y. C. sailed a club race on July 15, the
course being up the Delaware River. The times were

:

Second Class Duckers.
Finish. Elapsed.

Martha, Geo. W'heatcroft 12 42 30 1 26 30
Eftie D., W. Collom 12 44 30 1 28 30
Edith, M. W. Millington 12 46 30 1 30 30
Little Harry, J. Hirst 12 50 00 1 34 00
Anna V., H. Fisher

1

20 00 1 54 00

Second Class Skiffs.
Alberta, J. Millington

2

43 00 2 45 00
W. Glosser, George L. Sage

2

53 00 2 55 00
Riley, Wagner

3

30 00 3 32 00
Gluey, H. Vaughan

3

50 00 3 52 00

First Class Skiffs.
Wm. A. Moore, C. Shallcross

4

59 00 1 23 00
Two Jacks, W. Clausen Carried away.

First Class Duckers.
Bessie, S. Y. Dingee

7

50 00 1 36 00
Bertie S., W. Collom

7

55 00 1 41 00
McGmty, George Le Sage

7

59 00 1 45 00
Flounder, J. Brewer

7

59 30 1 45 30
George B., T. Pfister

8

01 15 1 47 15
Albert S., C. Shallcross

8

01 25 1 47 25
J. Hirst, R. Brown „ 8 02 00 1 48 00

The Thirty-Footefs at Newport.
On July 16 three of the 3G-footers sailed a race over

the Dyer's Island course, starting in a fresh S.W. breeze,
which shifted to the west before the finish. The times
were, start 3:18:

T, u A TT 1, .
Finish. Elapsed.

Pollywog^ A H. Paget 5 32 31 2 14 31
i^'a^f; -Brooks.. 5 33 54 2 15 54
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan 5 34 39 2 16 39

On July 17 the same course was sailed by Wawa and
Dorothy, the former winning, though no times were
taken. The wind was south.
On July 18 Wawa and Pollywog sailed the same

course, m a fresh S.W. wind, the times being, start 3:14:

Wawa, Reginald Brooks ^is'w' ^'^4^19
Pollywog, A. H. Paget .5 21 52 2 07 52

Quincy Y. C
quincy—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday. July 21.

The Ouincy Y. C. sailed a handicap race on July 21 in
a fresh S.W. wind, the times being:

Class A.

rr .1 ^-^Ti.-^^ D T» . ,
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hustler. Whittemore &: Robbms 1 15 29 1 23 29Harbor Lieht J. W. Johnson 1 18 27 1 26 27
C. C., G. H- Carey 1 ig t 26 36Can>cum, J. C. Morse 1 26 50 1 26 50^^eulet. L O. Crocker. 1 2I 58 1 29 58
Beatrice, John Cavanagh. 1 23 49 1 33 49Lchpsc, H. A. Jones Broke steering gear.

Glass B.
Tautog. A. A. Lincoln 1 27 39 1 ^1 qq
Whisper. E. F. Fitzpatrick 1 30 16 1 §4 16

21ft, Class.
Omeme, W. P. Parker i 20 00 1 90 no

Cleopatra, F. F. Crane .1 20K0 I 20 10

Btffg'ess Y. C.

MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Saturday, July 21.

The Burgess Y. C. sailed its first championship race
on July 21 in a light S.W. wind. A new Purdon race-
about, Runaway Girl, made her debut. The times were

:

Raceabout Class—Start, 2:40.

Finish. Elapsed.
Sintram, W. P. Fowle 4 20 47 1 40 47
Jolly Roger, Crowninshield 4 22 50 1 42 50
Pirate, R. C. Robbins 4 22 51 1 42 51
Runaway Girl, H, Tweed 4 25 34 1 45 34
Bander-Log, J. Crane, Jr 4 29 35 1 49 35
Scapegoat, C. H. W. Booster 4 30 37 1 50 37

Knockabout Class—Start, 2:4.5.

Suzanne, F. Brewster 4 .36 35 1 56 35
Opitsah IL, S. H. Foster , 4 45 13 2 00 13

16ft. Class—Start, 2:50.
Cyclone, F. E. Macomber 3 59 03 1 09 03
Ugly Duckling. G. F. Lyman 4 01 13 1 11 13
Moccasm, A. D. Irving... Withdrew.

Special Class—Start, 3:17.
Raggy Lug, W. H. Brown 4 30 44 1 13 44
Oregon, E. B. Curtis 4 31 22 1 14 22

Pirate protested Sintram for fouling, by hitting Pirate's
boom while off the Point on the way out.
The club will give an open race on July 26 for the fol-

lowing classes : H. O. 25-footers, 2Sft. cabin, 21ft. cabin,
scratch knockabouts, i8-footers, raceabouts, 25ft. handi-
cap knockabouts, restricted i6-footers and a special class
for boats under iSft. l.w.l, handicap. The start will be
at 2 :30 P. M.

Bayswater Y. C.

FAR ROCKAWAY, L. I.

Thursday, July 19.

The Bayswater Y. C. sailed a club race on July 19 in a
fresh N.W. wind, the tiines being:

Sloops.

,,,, .
Elapsed. Corrected.

Ella A. Mott 2 27 00 2 27 00Rohm, Stark 2 28 10 2 27 25
Truant, Althau.se timed.

First Class Cats.
Mattie, McNamara 2 14 33 2 11 30
Mmnehaha, Roehr 2 17 16 2 17 16y sa. ,Dohse Disabled.
Madelame, Healy Withdrew.

^, Second Class Cats.
Meta, Thornton 2 18 00 2 18 00
Coquette, Major 2 19 52 2 18 .37

Sharpies.
Avocet, Koeniss 1 18 34 1 18 34
Pirate, Norton 1 19 30 1 18 48Wemadah, Nichols 1 26 18 1 23 40
May, Shuman 1 30 30 1 29 OO

The winners were Ella A., Mattie, Meta, and Avocet
(protested for fouling a mark).

Mosquito Fleet Y. C.

CITY POINT—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July 21.

The Mosquito Fleet Y. C. sailed the first of a series
of handicap races on July 21 in a strong south wind, the
times being, start 3 :35 :

First Class—All Over 20ft.

1 r . ^. T , , . Elapsed.
Ustane C. J. Moriarty 1 32 00
Alda, Com. C. P. Mooney 1 32 44
Ariel, J. J. Maguire "1 32 45
Alcyone, Ft. Capt. J. R. Grose 1 32 55
Nonpareil, W. F. Davis 1 32 59
Carrie M., N. C. Robinson 1 35 oO
Diana, C. H. Hewitt !l 39 06

Second Class—^20ft. and Under.
Angora. Antoine La Port 1 54 58
Seaweed, .S. C. Higgins '.'.'.'.'.'.159

59
Aureolus, K. b. Landers Withdrew.

The judges were Com. Charles P. Mooney, Vice-Com
C. J. Moriarty, Fleet Capt. J. R. Grose, C. J. Driscoll,
Dr. J. Frank Riley, James Bertram, L. M. George, Ed-
ward L. Logan, W. O. Elliott and G. J. Moriarty.

Columbia Y. C.

CITY POINT—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July 21.

The first championship race of the Columbia Y. C. was
sailed on July 21 m a fresh S.W. breeze, the times being:

„ ,, ^ Finish. Corrected.
Nelka, George Coy 1 48 16 1 25 46
Strideaway, Elmer Snow 1 42 13 1 31 28
Acme, Hiram Patterson 1 42 09 1 32 09
Annie A., Jaines Leveredge 1 47 40 1 33 40
Cathryn, J. R. Young 1 47 42 1 34 12
Roma Disabled.
wasp Disabled.

The judges were Fred Pfund, A. J. Beckenhuis and
John H. Means.

Corinthian Y. C
ESSINGTON—DELAWARE RIVER.

Saturday, July 14.

The Corinthian Y. C, of Philadelphia, sailed the final
race of its first knockabout series on July 14, the times
being, start 2 :43 :oo

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Ji^id 4 39 04 1 56 04
C^avota 4 41 07 1 58 07
Fareeda 4 45 25 2 02 25

Kid has won 10 points, giving her first prize ; Fareeda
6, with second prize, and Gavota 4, with third prize.
Grilse has 3 points and Spider 2 points.

Hull Mosquito Y. C.

HULL—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July 21.

The Hull Mosquito Y. C. sailed a race on July 21 in a
fresh S.W. wind, the times being

:

First Class.
Phyllis, James 2 04 34
Sheerwater, Lyman 2 06 11

Second Class.
Beth. Grooker ^ 00 15

Rita, Emg
. .Tos 55
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Newport Y. R. A. Special Races*

Newport.

The series of special races for a cup costing $1,000,

offered by the Newport Yacht Racing Association began

on Monday of last week, three races being sailed during,

the week. The conditions of the series which is open

only to the four new one-design boats—Yankee, Mmeola,,

Rainbow and Virginia—are as follows

:

The races will be sailed under the rules of the Associa-

tion and the special rules adopted by the class and

the following racing rules of the New ^ork Y U w
Rule 9, Sections i, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9; Rule I3, Rule 15, Rule

17, Sections i and 2. Attention is called to Rules Nos.

8, '13 and 14 of the Association.
r • ^ •

The yacht scoring the greatest number of pom s m the

series will be the winner. The yacht finishing first m each

race will score two points, and when there are four starters,

the yacht finishing second will score one point.
^

The Association will add a trophy for the wmners of

each race, and also to the yacht scoring the greatest num-

ber of points in the first five races of the series.

No times will be taken after 7:30 P. M., and only

yachts completing the course before that hour will score,

on that day. If no yacht finishes before 7:30 P. M., the

race will be resailed on the following day.

All yachts must display their racing numbers on bothi

sides of mainsail.
. u ^4-

The owner or his representative must be on boaid ot^

each yacht in every race.

SAILING INSTRUCTIONS.

Starting Signals-i. n A. M., warning signal a gun;

fired or a iS-second blast of the whistle blown, and white:

rectangular flag hoisted.
. e., a

2 II -05 A. M., preparatory signal, a gun filed or a.

=;-second whistle blown, and the blue peter hoisted.

3 11:10 A. M., starting signal, a gun fired or a 5-sec-

ond whistle blown, and a red rectangular flag hoisted.

4 II - IS A. M., handicap signal, a gun fired or a 5-sec-

ond whistle blown, and the red flag hauled down, which

will be taken as the time of all yachts not having crossed.

Recall Signals—Mineola, letter A; Rainbow, .letter B;

Virginia, letter C; Yankee, letter D; flag with black

letter on white ground.
, . ^ . , ^.-u

Code flag B will signal a postponement of the start ti

later in the day. in which case the warning signal will

be given on the hour, or quarter, or half, or thlee-quarters.

past the hour. ...

Code flag W will signal a postponement of the race till

the following day.

In case of a postponement or resailed race, the course

will be selected and signaled as for a new race.

The New York Y. C. burgee over code flag will indicate

the use of the club code.

Answering pennant will signal "Come withm speaking

distance."
COURSES.

The abbreviation "L. V." will indicate in all cases

where used in these instructions the Brenton's Reef Light

Vessel.

All starts and all finishes will be between the committee

boat and L. V.
Mark No. i—A white spar buoy anchored four miles.

E.S.E. from L. V. (on the range of the Sow and Pigs).

Mark No. 2—A white spar buoy anchored five and a

half miles south from L. V.
All marks in all courses to be left to starboard ex-

cept in courses 2, 6, 9 and it, in which courses all marks,

must be left to port.

The courses to be sailed will be signaled by the hoist-

ing of the signal code letters, printed below, respectively,

opposite the descriptions of the courses.

Code flag B, when hoisted after the start, will signal

the finish of the race in one round.

C—Course No. i : From starting line E.S.E. four miles

to Mark No. i ; thence S.W. H S. five and one-half miles

to Mark No. 2 ; thence north five and one-half miles to L.

V. ; twice around, distance thirty miles.

D—Course No. 2: Reverse of course No. I.

F—Course No. 3: From starting line to Point Judith

whistling buoy and return, twice around, distance twenty-

eight miles.

G—Course No. 4 : From starting line to Block Island

bell buoy and return, distance twenty-eight miles.

H—Course No. s : From starting line to Mark No. i

;

thence to Point Judith whistling buoy; thence to L. V.;

twice around, distance forty-one miles.

J.—Course No. 6: Reverse of course No. 5.

K—Course No. 7: From starting line to Mark No. 2;

thence to Point Judith whistling buoy; thence to L. V.;

twice around, distance thirty-six miles.

L—Course No. 8 : Reverse of course No. 7.

M—Course No. 9 : From starting line to Mark No. i

;

thence to Block Island bell buoy; thence to finish line;

distance Ihirty-four and one-half miles.

N—Course No. 10 : Reverse of Course No. 9/,

Q—Course No. 11 : From starting line to Mark No. 2;

thence to Block Island bell buoy; thence to finish line;

distance thirty-one and one-eighth miles.

R—Course No. 12: Reverse of Course No. 11.

S—Course No. 13: From starting line to Vineyard
Sound whistling buoy and return; distance thirty-eight

and one-eighth miles. Course S.E. ^ E.

T—Course No. 14: From starting line to Sow and
Pigs Lightship and return ; distance thirty-five miles.

V—Course No. 15: From starting line to Hen and
Chickens Lightship and return; distance thirty-two and
three-quarters miles.

The dates assigned for the races were July 17, 19, 21,

23 and 25; Aug. 16, 18, 21. 23 and 25. The Race Com-
mittee includes Messrs. Ralph N. Ellis, Woodbury Kane
and A. Cass Canfield.

The first race was sailed on July 17 in a fresh S.W.
wind, second club topsails being <;arried. Course No. i

was chosen. With five minutes for crossing, the start was
uninteresting. Rainbow leading over the line at 11:25:40.

Mineola following at 11:26:52. Virginia at 11:27:36 and
Yankee at 11:29:10. The leader set a balloon iib top=ai1

for the reach to the first mark, but the others carried No.

I jib topsails. The buoys and flags were too small and the

£rst buoy capsized, the flag lying in the water, so that

Rainbow failed to see the mark and overstood, the others

profiting- thereby. It was a beat to the second mark, and

Ra-iixbow fell into last place, Mineola leading. They

reached home and were timed:

First Round.
Mark.

Mineola • -'^ ^

Yankee j 01 15

Rainbow 105 10

Elapsed.
1 31 38
1 33 14
1 32 01
1 39 30

On the first leg of the second round Yankee nearly

caught Virginia, but turned a few second astern.

Miiieola, followed by Yankee, went off on starboard tack,

while Rainbow and Virginia headed inshore on port

tack. Early on this leg Yankee carried away the strut of

her jumper stay on the fore side of the mast, but she held

on and made a gain on Mineola. On the reach home
Yankee tore her balloon jib topsail and was without the

.sail for some twelve mintes, but she managed to win by a

•small margin, the times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Yankee Duryea & Whitney 11 29 14 2 41 43 3 12 29

Mineola, A. Belmont 11 26 52 2 39 46 3 12 54

Virginia, W. Vanderbilt 11 27 3« 2 42 11 3 14 35

Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt., ...11 25 40 2 43 16 3 17 36

Yankee went to Bristol on Wednesday for a new strut,

and various changes were made to the sails of the other

boats.

Thursday was a fine day for racing. The S. W. wind was
,%ht in the morning, but freshened to a good club top-

:sail breeze, and there was a lop to the sea. The course

was as in the first race, E.S.E. 4 miles; S.W. % S. 5^
miles, and N. 5^ miles, two rounds making 30 miles naut.

The starting gun was fired at 12:25, Rainbow crossing

first, followed by Yankee, Virginia and Mineola. They
reached to first mark and were timed:

Rainbow 12 45 30 Mineola 12 47 50

Yankee 12 46 20 Virginia 12 48 55

On the wind to second mark Yankee led, the times

being

:

Yankee 13143 Rainbow 1 33 09

Mineola 1 32 26 Virginia 1 34 44

They ran off for the line and jibed

:

Yankee 1 57 35 Rainbow 1 59 12
Mineola 1 58 17 Virginia 2 01 03

It was a close fight for first place between the leaders,

and they turned the first mark almost together

:

Yankee 2 17 54 Rainbow 2 18 47

Mineola 2 17 59 Virginia 2 20 41

On the second windward leg Yankee gained a few
seconds, the second mark being timed

:

Y*ankee 3 04 00 Rainbow 3 06 04
Mineola 3 04 33 Virginia 3 07 34

While Yankee held her lead over the line, she was
beaten by Mineola on elapsed time

:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Mineola, A. Belmont 12 27 15 3 .31 06 3 03 51
Yankee, Duryea & Whitney 12 26 20 3 30 43 3 04 23
Virginia, W. K. Vanderbilt 12 28 03 3 34 19 3 06 16
Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt 12 25 43 3 32 34 3 06 51

On Saturday there was a fresh breeze from the south
and a short chop to the sea. The course was the reverse
•of the previous races, to the south mark first. Rainbow
swung her large club topsail, but the others were con-
tent with their No. 2 topsails. When the start was given
at 12:10. Mineola crossed first, with Rainbow under
her lee. Yankee came three minutes later, and Virginia
was nearly handicapped. They beat out to the fir.st mark
.and were timed

:

Mineola 10151 Yankee : 1 06 46
Rainbow 1 03 40 Virginia 1 08

They reached across, Mineoia, well in the lead, losing
some little time in finding the flag, a small and insignificant
mark, while Rainbow and the others profited at her ex-
pense. The times were

:

Mineola 1 34 08
Rainbow .1 34 42

Yankee 'A 0^

Virginia 1 39 54

The tvvo leaders set balloon staysails for the reach, and
Rainbow's big topsail helped her,, the end of the round
being timed

:

Rainbow 1 55 09 Yankee 1 58 51
Mineola 1 55 36 Virginia 2 01 17

Rainbow and Mineola held together for a short time,
then Rainbow broke tacks, and when they met again after
a few minutes Mineola was ahead. The first mark was
timed :

1 ^
Mineola 2 52 31 Yankee 2 56 09
Rainbow 2 54 27 Virginia 2 58 34

The two leaders set balloon staysails and No. i jib top-
sails, but Yankee set only a balloon- jib topsail. The times
at the second mark were

:

Mineola 3 24 22
Rainbow 3 26 17

Yankee 3 28 02
Virginia 3 .31 19

Yankee alone risked a balloon jib topsail on the reach
m, and it carried her to victory, as .she beat Mineola by
fourteen seconds elapsed time.

,
Start.

\ ankee 12 13 43
Mineola 12 10 10
Rainbow

] 12 10 16
Virginia 12 14 40

Finish.
3 47 47
3 44 28
3 46 01
3 50 44

Elapsed.
3 34 04
3 34 18
3 35 45
3 36 04

East Gloucester ^Y. C ^:

GLOUCESTER, MASS. '

Wednesday, July 18.

The East Gloucester Y. C. sailed an evening race on
July 18 in a strong N.W. breeze, the times being

:

First Class.

r.. n 1
Elapsed. Corrected.Onda, Greenough . 26.02 0 50 14 0 37 54A ethea. Co by & Smith 23.06 0 53 46 0 40 15Alice and Maud, McCurdy 26.08 0 52 32 0 40 24

Second Class.
Retrd, Lunt 17.01 9 56 06 0 38 50Ida B., J Merchant 18.10 e 57 42 0 41 37Teuton, Nutton ..19.02- Withdrew.

Third Class.
Only One, J. Perkins .14.06 0 57 02 0 37 36
Dorothea, Fmlay 13.09 0 58 54 0 38 50
Spider. Flye ,14.01 Withdrew

Rhode Island Y. C. Cruise*

Pursuant to orders, the fleet of the Rhode Island Y. C.
sailed from Pawtuxet on the morning of July 14 for
Wickford with a fresh N.W. wind, the run being timed

:

36ft. Class.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Ramallah 10 06 55 11 26 36 1 25 41
Rufina 10 00 45 11 28 00 4 27 55
Amorita 10 00 45 11 31 51 1 31 06
Rahnee 10 12 46 11 52 48 1 40 02

36ft. Yawl Class.
Wemallah 10 00 50 11 40 44 1 39 54

25ft. Yawl Class.
Anow 10 01 20 11 43 53 1 42 33

30ft Cat Class
Gismonda !...10 00 45' 11 40 52 1 40 07
Mblem 10 00 50 11 39 14 1 38 24

25ft. Cat Class.
"

Algol 10 01 39 11 55 11 1 53 82
Mildred 10 00 55 Withdrew.

The next day the cruise continued to Block Island, but
a calm and head wind marred the racing. The racing
division of the fleet was timed:

36ft. Class.
Start. Finish.

Ramallah 9 25 35 4 40 00
Rufina 9 25 13 4 59 44
Amorita 9 29 34 7 20 00

36ft. Yawl Class.
Wemallah 9 25 59 7 15 00
Regnild 9 24 42 8 30 00

25ft. Cat Class.
Mblem 9 23 00 6 15 00
Mildred 9 22 48 6 45 00

Monday was spent in harbor at Block Island, and on
Tuesday with a light southerly wind the fleet sailed to
Newport, the times being

:

86ft. Class.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Rufina 9 18 22 12 03 53 2 45 31
Ramallah 9 20 35 12 07 45 2 47 10
Amorita 9 20 11 12 45 19 3 25 08
Atala . 9 22 32 12 37 54 3 15 22

86ft. Yawl Class.
Regnild 9 21 28 12 29 33 3 08 05
Wemallah 9 21 28 12 50 20 3 28 52

25ft. Cat Class.
Mblem 9 21 20 12 43 04 3 21 44
Mildred 9 32 06 1 04 46 3 32 40

Ramallah protested Rufina for passing on the wrong
side of buoy, but the protest was not sustained.

Royal St. Lawrence Y. C.

J' DORVAL—L.AKE ST LOUIS.

Saturday, July 14.

On July 14 the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. sailed three
races for the 25ft class off Beaurepaire, the St. Lawrence
leaving Dorval at i :30 and Lakeside at 2 o'clock, with a
fleet of boats in tow and a party of ladies and racing men
on board. The course was a triangle with three-quarter
mile sides, and the wind was strong at first from S.W.,
but moderate by the time of the start. Three races were
sailed for the Molson cup:

„

First Race.
Red Coat, C. Routh 4 31 21
Glencairn ITIL, G. H. Dnggan 4 31 45
White Cap, Arthur Abbott 4 33 18
Black Beauty, Tom Baton 4 34 30

Second Race.
Glencairn IlII 5 02 20
Red Coat ..........4^^.. 5 02 35
White Cap 5 03 08
Black Beauty 5 04 05

Third Race.
While Cap 5 36 10
Red Coat 5 36 14
Glencairn Till. .. 5 36 34
Black Beauty 5 39 15

The close finishes of the first three boats are remarkable,
and there is evidently little to choose between them, while
all are well sailed. The three were tied after the last

race, each with 14 2-3 points for the cup.
The 22ft. and 17ft. classes each sailed two races, as fol-

lows : I
ll

Finish.
1st Race. 2d Race.

Viking 4 41 06 5 15 52
Koorali 4 42 38 5 17 53
Bona Dea 4 44 12 5 15 15
Ivaloo 4 44 25 5 17 30

Finish.
1st Race. 2d Race.

Kittiwake 4 49 40 5 28 35
'^iola 4 48 25 5 29 43
I >oris 4 49 50 5 31 10
I fabitant 4 50 48 5 31 40

Owing to the number of fouls, the committee had de-
termined to enforce the rules rigidly, and the result of
these two races depends on the decision of the com-
mittee as to several fouls in the 22ft. class.

White Bear Y. C. Seawanhafca Cup.

The White Bear Y. C, after a series of trial races has
decided upon Minnesota, owned by F. M. Douglas, as the
challenger which will represent the club in the coming
races for the Seawanhaka international challenge cup next
month. Minnesota proved her suoeriority in all weathers
to Mr. Ordway's Saint Paul and Mr. Griggs' Minnezitka.
The following dimensions of the three yachts buii^t for the
challenger's trial races are given:

Minna- Saint Minne-
zitka. Paul. sota.

Length overal all

36.1

34.10^ 36.6
Overhang forward 9.1 6.7 7.4
Overhang aft 4.10 3.3 3.7
L.W.L

22.2

25^ 25.7
Mainsail 393.9 377.4 388.
Foresail 110.8 123.1 111^4
Sail area 503.98 500.5 499%
Mainsail

—

Boom 24.6 22.4% 23.11%
Gaff

14.9

15.6 14.0
Hoist

15.4

15.3% 16.0
Clew to throat

28.0

25.8 27.11
Leech

.33.10

.35.1% 33.9

Triangle

—

Foot

12.7

12.6 11.6
Hoist 17.6 19.8 19,5

Spinaker

—

Height of block

24.10

25.5 24.9
ISopiti 18,? \1A ^4
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Scamasaxe.

A French Skow.

The thing here illustrated, by cotirtesy a yacht, is one
of the new boats of the year, designed and built for the

defense of the one-ton cup of the Cercle de la Voile de

Paris. She was not successful in the trial races, the

winner being a less extreme type of Skow, somewhat like

Glencaim III., with a very full bow, but still retaining the

semblance of a boat.

Scamasaxe was designed by Albert Michelet, one of the

crew of Bolouga in the successful defense of the same cup
against Vectis last season. She was built by Seyler, at

Courbevoie. Her dimensions are : Over all, 26ft. 3in.

;

l.w.l., l8ft. ;
breadth, 6ft.

;
depth of hull, 3in. She nas

two cockpits, one forward and one aft, and two rudders
joined by a single thwartship tiller, after the fashion of

the Herreshoff catamarans. There is but one centerboard,

located on the middle line, the plate being of steel. She
is rigged with a triangular mainsail, a sliding gunter of

420 sq. ft, and a jib of 118 sq. ft. Scamasaxe has re-

cently competed in the races of the Exposition, winning
second place in one race.

Bridgeport Y. C. Annual Regatta.

BLACK ROCK—^LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 14.

The Bridgeport Y. C. sailed its second annual regatta

on July 14 in a strong N.W. wind, which discouraged or

disabled a number of the starters. The times were

:

Special Class—Over 43ft.—Start, 12:30.

Length. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Nymph A. Burr 51.00 2 25 53 1 55 53 1 55 53

Whitby, A. McNeil 51.00 Withdrew.

43 to 36ft. Sloops and Yawls—Start, 12:35.

Spindrift, E. S. Griffing 30.2 3 07 19 2 37 19 2 37 19

Titania, W. H. Childs 33.66 Withdrew.

30ft. Sloops and Catboats—Start, 12:40.

Kit, T. H- Macdonald .30.00 3 45 21 3 05 21 3 05 21

Kestral, H. S. Bishop 29.4 Withdrew.
Departure, C. B. Seeley 30.00 Withdrew.
Marguerite, T. F. Dingee 30.00 Withdrew.
Alerion, A. "Walker ,.29.7 Withdrew.

30ft. Cat Class—Start, 12:45.

Dot, C. T. Pierce 30.00 2 54 18 2 09 18 2 09 18
Vagabond, F. H. & B 25.00 3 02 03 2 17 03 2 09 32

25ft. and 21ft. Sloops and Catboats—Start, 12:50.

Sis, F. T. Bedford 21.00 2 46 19 1 56 19 1 56 19

Persimmon, D. H. Warner. .. .21.00 2 49 46 1 59 46 1 59 46

Ghoorka, J. T. Elton 21.00 Withdrew.
Lurene, R. C. Mitchel ..21.00 3 14 15 2 24 15 2 24 15

Idea, H. A. Budlong 21.00 3 31 10 2 41 10 2 41 10

ISft. Sloops and Catboats—Start, 12:55.

Fox, G. Hill 18.00 3 47 57 2 52 57 2 52 57

Monsoon, H. Fish 18.00 Withdrew.
Bob White, W. Wilmot 18.00 Withdrew.
Dora, G. Catlin 18.00 3 58 48 3 03 48 3 03 48
Norma, E. P. Rowland 18.00 Withdrew.

Nymph and Dot turned the wrong mark ; Fox was dis-

qualified for failing to show a racing number.

Westhampton Country Club.

WESTHAMPTON—GREAT SOUTH BAY.

Saturday, July 21.

The Westhampton Country Club sailed its first race on
July 21 in a fresh southerly breeze, the times being:

First Class—Start, 2:15.

Finish. Corrected.
Orange Boven 3 42 27 1 27 27
Idlewild 3 29 26 1 29 26
Thetis 3 29 42 1 29 42

Third Class—Start, 2:20.

Lady Margaret 3 56 40 1 32 32

Esperanza 3 55 42 1 33 34
Iris 3 54 15 1 33 47
Pauline 3 56 50 1 36 50
Oolah 4 01 40 1 44 32

Fourth Class—Start, 2:25.

Defender 4 00 41 1 45 25
Hallcyn 4 01 24 1 46 08
Wj-vern 4 GO 00 1 46 10

Canarsic Y. C.

CANARSIE—JAMAICA BAY.

Saturday, July 21.

The open championship race of the Canarsie Y. C. post-

poned from July 7 was sailed on July 21, the starters being
those boats originally entered. There was a reefing breeze
from S.W. at the start, and Irene, under full sail, lost

her mast just after crossing the line. The times were:

First Class.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
3 38 05 Dismasted.
3 39 30 6 40 00 3 00 30 S 00 30

Second Class.
W^ithdrew.

3 42 38 6 00 30 2 17 52 2 17 52

Third Class.
6 36 02 2 48 59 2 48 59

3 47 07 6 32 00 2 44 53 2 42 38

Marine and Field Club.

bath beach GRAVESEND BAY.

Saturday, July 21.

The Marine and Field Club has arranged a series of
races for its one-design class, the first being sailed on
Jtily 28 in a fresh S.E. wind. The course was a three-mile
triangle, sailed three times. Vixen lo.st a man over-
board and withdrew. The times were, start 3 :4t :oo :

Finish. Elaosed.
Ouinque. Smith & Hilliard 5 13 34 1 32 34
Kelpie, W.. K. Brown 5 14 54 1 33 54
Flymg Fox. Buckman & Cone 5 28 20 1 47 20
Vixen, Baylor & Mahoney Withdrew,

Royal Canadian Y. C. Lansdowne Cup.

TORONTO—^LAXCE ONTARIO.

Saturday, Jtily 14.

The Royal Canadian Y. C. sailed a race for different

classes on July 14, the larger yachts competing for the
Lansdowne cup. The times were:

Start, 3:00.

Finish. Elapsed.
Merrythought, allows 6 27 45 3 27 45
Vreda, 43s. 6 37 05 3 37 05
Vivia, 'i.5s 6 54 53 3 54 55

35ft. Class—Start, 2:45.
Beaver 6 42 00
Mineta ..6 44 00

Sylvia and Wona started in the 30ft. class, and Hustler,
Yara Yara, Cake Walk and Dodo in the i6ft. class, but
all failed to finish owing to a calm.

Hamilton to Oafcville.

On July 14 the combined fleets of the Royal Hamilton
and the Victoria yacht clubs sailed a cruising race from
Hamilton to Oakville, the times being

:

First Class—Start, 2:30.

Finish. Elapsed.
Clytie , ......4 54 20 2 24 20

35ft, Class—Start, 2:35.
Hamilton r 4 39 00 2 04 00
Myrtle > 4 43 00 2 08 00

30-25ft. Class—811I. 2Is. Allowed the 25-footers—Start, 2:40.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Hiawatha .4 58 50 2 18 50 2 IS 60
Getaway 5 13 00 2 33 00 2 24 33
Koko 5 13 25 2 33 25 2 25 04
Mona 5 05 10 2 25 10 2 25 10
Hazard 5 11 00 2 31 00 2 31 00
Happy Thought 5 13 20 2 33 20 2 33 20

Seawanbaka Cor. Y. C.

oyster BAY—LONG ISLAND SOUND,

Saturday, July 21.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. sailed the fourth
race of the Center Island cup series on July 21, the times
being

:

Finish. Points.
Bee, H. C. B. Jacquelin & D. Le Roy Dresser 5 03 07 6
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 5 03 55 5
Wyntje, F. S. Hasting 5 04 10 4
Minstrel, E. I. Low ...5 07 30 3
Center, Daniel Baron 5 08 15 2
Heron, Frederic R. Coudert, Jr 1

Bee wins first prize and six points, and Bobs second,
prize for the day.

Explosion of a Naphtha Launch.
On July 23 at about S P. M. the naphtha launch Sasco

exploded just out Echo Bay, New Rochelle. The owner
of the yacht, Alfred E. Crow, a wealthy resident of New
Rochelle, was at the wheel, his wife and their son, Harold,
thirteen years old, being the only other persons on board.
The launch was practically blown to pieces by one violent
explosion, Mrs. Crow and her son being instantly killed,
while Mr. Crow was dangerously injured. The frag-
ments of the boat were scattered in all' directions the
bodies were thrown into the water, and the surface of the
water was covered with burning naphtha. Intrepid, steam
yacht, was close at hand, with many launches and yachts
returning from the Larchmont regatta. Mr. Phcenix was
one of the first to the rescue, in his steam launch, picking
up the body of the boy, which was laid in the launch and
covered with the launch's ensign. Mr. Crow was picked
up clinging to a partly burned cushion, by the steam
yacht Dixie, J. M. Daggett, and carried in to the New
Rochelle Rowing Club house. Southern Star, a launch
owned by Robert Cameron, picked up the burned and
mangled body of Mrs. Crow. Mr. Crow was restored to
consciousness and taken to his home, his right thigh being
broken, while he was bruised and also suffering from
shock. After a time he became unconscious, and his
recovery i^ doubtful. An older son. Clinton Crow, had
been one of the party, but left the yacht at Larchmont and
was awaiting her on the club float at New Rochelle. where
he witnessed the explosion. He states that a leak Avas
discovered in the naphtha tank early in the morning and
his father made some temporafy repairs to it,.as it was but
small,

George Caspar Adams<
Among the younger generation of American yachts-

taen, few are more widely and favorably known than the
"Adams Brothers," Messrs. George Caspar Adams and
Charles F. Adams, 3d, of Quincy, Mass. For the past
twenty years, from early boyhood, they have been actively
interested in yacht i-acmg, and they have owned some of
the noted yachts of the day—the keel Papoose, Baboon,
Gossoon and the centerboard Harpoon, with a whole fleet

of .small catboats. George Caspar Adams, who had been
ill for some time with Bright's disease, died at his home
in Quincy on July 13 at the age of thirty-seven years.
Mr. Adams began his racing late in the seventies on
Quincy Bay, then the home of many fast catboats, and
he made a record at the time in the little cat Dandelion.
After racing and cruising in many small yachts, he, with
his brother, in 1887, ordered of Mr. Burgess the keel
cutter Papoose, of 36ft. l.w.l., but the first yacht of the
famous 40ft. class. When the class took definite form
in the following year, they sold Papoose and built Bab-
oon, also from Mr. Burgess' designs. In 1889 they spent
the yachting season abroad, racing in English and Scotch
waters, and in the following year they built Gossoora.
When the 46ft. class succeeded the 40ft., they bought the
new Burgess centerboard cutter Beatrix, built in 1891, and
renamed her Harpoon, to correspond with the series, raia-
king a number of alterations in her and in particular
testing a weighted centerboard. Harpoon made the besl
record of all the outside boats against the then invincible
Glonana. In 1893 both the brothers were associated with
the syndicate which built the 90ft. fin-keel Pilgrim, and
they took an active part, with the late George A. Stewart,
m handling her in the trial races. Mr. Adams was a
Harvard graduate, and in addition to his love of yacht-
ing he was interested in all outdoor sports in general.
His genial and kindly nature endeared him to all who
were fortunate enough to enjoy his personal acquaintance
and many others who never knew him other than by name
will learn with regret of the loss to American yachting.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
A regular meeting of the New York Y. C. was held ore

July 19 at Delmonico's in Beaver street, the following new
members being elected : E. P. Morse, Richard C. Fessen-
den, F. W. Wurster, Lieut.-Com. W. .B. Bayley, U. S. N. ;
Charles Robinson Smith, Thomas G. Field, Robert J. W,
Koons, Richard H. Morgan, Edward Sears Gellatly, Dur-
bm Home, Joseph H. Hoadley, James P. Scott, August
R. Meyer, C. Fabyan Monroe, Lieut.-Com. George M
Stoney, U. S. N. ; Robert M. Thompson and Lieut. F. W,
Kellogg, U .S. N.
The amendments of the racing rules passed at the third

general meeting were approved. These are the changes in
Classes G and H of single-masted vessels and yawls, ma-
king the former for vessels over Soft, racing length, and
the latter not over Soft, and over 70ft. racing length.
Also for the making of Class I not over 70ft. and over
6oft. racing length. The other changes were regarding the
limit of draft and the number of men permitted on these
yachts during a race.

The following amendment to Rule No. 19 of the racing
rtiles was passed, but must be approved at the next
meeting

:

"A yacht which shall be disqualified twice in one sea-
son may be debarred from sailing in club races for the
remainder of the season."
The programme for the cruise was announced as fol-

lows : The squadron will rendezvous off Glen Cove, L. I.,

on Monday, Aug. 6, sailing for the Commodore's cups for
schooners and cutters over a triangular course, anchoring
m Huntington Harbor. Tuesday, Aug. 7, squadron run
to Morris Cove. Wednesday, Aug. 8, squadron run to
New London. Thursday. Aug. 9, to Newport. On Fri-
day, Aug. 10, the squadron will proceed to Vineyard
Haven. The return to Newport will take place on Satur-
day, Aug. II. In all these squadron runs class races will
take place. The squadron will remain at anchor in New-
port harbor on Sunday. Aug. 12, and on Monday, Aug.

, 13, the Astor cups will be sailed for, after which the
'

squadron Avill disband.
Baroness Julia de Rothschild's steam yacht Gitana IL

was elected a flag member.
•! I? »l

Hebe, the new Crowninshield 36-footer, owned by J. R
Maxwell, has been fitted with a topmast in place of her
pole-masted rig at Woods' Yard, City Island.

•5 I? -'

The Atlantic Y. C. proposes to build a fast passenger
steamer for service between the Battery and its station
at Sea Gate, to replace the slow boat now in use.

H n K
R. Floyd Clarke's schooner yacht Vif, one of the best

known of the older cruising yachts, was sunk in the East
River, off Ward's Island, on the night of July 16. as the
resuk of a collision with the excursion steamer Crystal
Stream,
Only four persons were aboard Vif at the time of the

collision, and all were rescued. The yacht, however went
down m nearly looft. of water, and is a total loss.' Mr.
Clarke will make no attempt to have her raised.

yif, with Capt. S. T. Beckwith, the steward, one •

sailor and Mrs. Beckwith, aboard, was headed north in
the eastern channel past Ward's Island, at dusk Monday
when the Meyers Excursion Company's steamer Crystal
Stream, headed south, with a barge in tow on either
side, attempted to cross the yacht's bows. The tide swept
the yacht ahead, and she was unable to luff out of the
course of the steamer, which was not gotten under con---
trol until too late to avoid the collision.
The bow of one of the barges caught Vif on her star-

board quarter, crushing the yacht's gig and plowing
through the hull into her cabin. Water began to pour
through the large hole at once, and Mrs. Beckwith was
sent aboard the barge.
' Capt. Beckwith and the other two men, however re-
mained aboard, and the yacht began to drift through Hell
Gate, gradually filling.

In five minutes it became aooarent that she would sink
and the three men put the dinghy overboard and were'
given a tow Ime by the tug Municipal, which had come
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alongside. The Municipal then made an effort to save

the yacht, but her syphons had scarcely been placed in

Vif's hold when the yacht turned stern up and dived to

the bottom in midstream, between Ward's Island and

Little Hell Gate.
, , ., , t -m t->

Vif was a keel boat, designed and built by J. H. Uy^er,

at Portland, Me., in 1876. Her over all length \yas 4»f1-

. 7in., her breadth 14ft. 2in., and her draft 8ft. 3in. bhe

was bought by Mr. Clarke in 1894 from Charles Merril! of

Portland and was enrolled in the fleets of the -New

York and Atlantic yacht clubs.—New York Times.

»t K a«

Charles W. Sherland, of Brooklyn, captain of the tug

boat Franklin N. Brown, was arrested in New York on

July 17 by Detective Welsh, of Yonkers, charged with

running down a rowboat containing William Bogart, his

wife Lena and her mother, Mrs. Mary Miller, imperdlmg

their lives, and also with fouling two yachts of the Yon-

kers Corinthian Y. C, all on the night of July 10 when

the club held a lantern parade. When the parade was

opposite where he was tied up, Sherland cast oft and

backed out into the river, with the result stated. Com.

A J Prime, of the New York R. A., obtained the name

of the boat and the warrant for the arrest of the captain

Sherland waived examination and was held for the Lrrand

Jurv.—New York Herald.

•t »l «
Capt. Edward Svcamore. skipper of Valkyrie H. in

1895, arrived at New York on July 16 on the Servia and

was 'promptly and effectively interviewed. The following

is from the New York Times:

FOREST AND^STREAM. [July 2^, igdd.

When asked regarding his reported commission as

Rainbow's sailing master, Capt. Sycamore evaded the

question and replied that his visit to America had some-

thing to do with negotiations for the sale of the new Wat-

son-designed cutter Distant Shore to an American yachts-

man. The name of Distant Shore's possible purchaser he

declined to disclose.

In view of the earlier attempts of Cornelius Vander-

bilt to secure Capt. Sycamore's services, and the reported

dissatisfaction of Rainbow's owner as to the way she has

been handled, the appearance of Capt. Sycamore at Ram-
bow's helm would cause no great surprise.

On other topics Capt. Sycamore was more communi-
cative. Speaking of the rumor that he was to be the

skipper of Sir Thomas Lipton's new challenger, the Cap-

tain said:

"I do not see how those stories get abroad. I had an

interview with Sir Thomas Lipton some time ago, but

nothing was said about the matter. We simply talked

about taking Shamrock to the Mediterranean to race this

winter. Of course, if I were asked to sail the challenger

I would not refuse. I have heard the report that Sham-
rock is to be altered by Fife, but I know nothing about

the details. I do know, however, that they are going to do
something with her."

When asked whether Watson and Fife would jointly

design the next Cup challenger, Capt. Sycamore said : "I

do not know who will design the new yacht, but I don't

think that both of them will work on her. I believe that

she will be the design of one man. Fife certainly has had
his chance at building j^achts to be brought over here, and
some one else ought to have a chance."

The Captain inquired eagerly as to the performance of

the 70-footers that have been racing off Newport, t

"Well," he said, when told the result, "I expected that

Yankee would be the winner, for she is Herreshoff's

latest. He is the best designer in the world. In this con-
nection let me say that all agree that the last yacht race

was a fair one in every respect, and that all who were over
here when Sir Thomas Lipton raced are full of praise for

the treatment they received. Columbia is a wonderful
boat, and I believe that this country will win as long as

that man Herreshoff is alive."

The Yachtsman^s Practical ManuaL
(Manuel Pratique du Yachtsman por le Docteur G. Bedart, N. A.)

A NEW volume, the third, has just been added to the
library of the Union of French Yachts, published by E.

Bernard & Co., Paris, under the patronage of the Society
of French Yachts. This book, by Dr. G. Bedart, naval
architect, is entitled, "The Yachtsman's Practical
Manual," and it deserves the name, both in its scope and
the method of treatment. The author has evidently aimed
at a middle course between the practical work of yacht-
ing, as treated by Vanderdecken and other of the older
English writers, and the abstract theorj^ of naval archi-
tecture. In its exact and definite descriptions of the parts
of a yacht and in its detailed instructions it is thoroughly
practical, while at the same time the principles are not
lost sight of for a moment. The object of the author, as
stated in the preface and evident throughout the work, is

not merely to teach a certain routine of operations, but to
lead the yachtsman to a systematic study of the principles
of design, construction, navigation and seamanship, so
that he may be able to rely upon his own judgment in
further advancing himself in a pursuit in which absolute
perfection is never attainable. Throughout the work the
practical examples are intimately associated with the
theory, so that the reader is taught to reason from cause
to effect, or the reverse, in each operation.
The book is divided into twenty-three chapters, and a

brief summary of some of the leading heads will serve to
show the scope. The first chapter deals with the hull of a
vessel, explaining the names and uses of the principal
parts, the method of representation by means of the three
plans of projection and an explanation of a design. The
next subjects are displacement, buoyancy, center of
gravit3^ center of buoyancy, movement of the center of
buoyancy, general study of stabiHty, righting couple, mo-
ment of the couple, metacenters, curves of stability, study
of stability in dift'erent types, initial and reserve stability,

stability of weight, stability of form, dynamical stability,

general principles of sparring and rigging, different rigs,

sail making, effect of wind on sails, true and apparent
wnnd, course, rudder and steering, the well-balanced ves-
sel, state of the sea, state of the wind, ropes, resistance
of a vessel, surface disturbance, influence of length on
speed, difference between large and small vessels, allow-

ance, details of rig, block. This list includes only about

half of the volume, but it is sufficient to show how fully

the field is covered. The descriptions and demonstrations

are clear and exact, and the strictly theoretical points

are handled in a way to make them within the comprehen-
sion of any intelligent yachtsman. That portion which
may strictly be classed under the head of naval archi-

tecture is so simply explained and so closely related to the

practical that it neither repels nor discourages a student

unacquainted with formulas and strictly scientific methods.

There are numerous illustrations in the form of diagrams.

The book is not intended for the expert designer, builder

or student of naval architecture, and it deals only inci-

dentally with these subjects, but the practical yachtsman
will find it a valuable aid.
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American Canoe Association.

Twenty-first Annual Meet.

BIRCH POINT—MUSKOKA.
To A. C. A. Members:
The following supplementary arrangements have been

made for the camp in addition to those published on pages
II to 16 inclusive of the Year Beok, which was sent to all

members by June 20

:

CAMP SITE COMMITTEE.

The following articles can be had at camp if early notice
is sent to the chairman, who will try to procure other size

tents if required:
Rent of Tent—7 x 9, per week, $2; 8 x 10, per week,

$2.25 ; 10 X 12, per week, $2.50.

Rent of Tent Floor—7 x 9, about $2.25; 8 x 10, about
$3.50; 10 X 12, about $4.

Sundries per Week—Camp bed, 50 cents
; camp stools,

25 cents; camp chairs (backs), 35 cents; mattres,s, 75
cents; wire cot and matress, $1.50.

Porches—6 x 10, for term, $2.

If sufficient notice is given, floors can all be built and
located and tents put up when members arrive in camp.
The choice locations will be given to the earliest ap-
plicants. Tents must be located by the Site Committee
before their erection.

R. OsLER Wade,
Chairman Camp Site Committee, 34 Victoria Street,

Toronto.
CUSTOMS arrangements.

Inward—The Canadian Customs Department have ar-
ranged that canoes, tents and outfits may be shipped in
bond to Muskoka wharf, upon report inwards, without
payment of duty, conditional upon exportation within
thirty days, duty to be paid on all articles consumed or
which are not exported. The collectors at Niagara Falls
and Detroit will deal with outfits accompanying members
in baggage car in the same way.
Outward—The Treasury Department, Washington,

have advised the collectors of customs at Detroit and
Niagara Falls as follows ; "Application is made by the
Commodore of the A. C. A. for free entry, on return to
United States of the canoes and paraphernalia of the
members who go from the United States to Canada. In
regard thereto, I have to state that as the articles are
presumably of domestic origin they may be admitted to
free entry on return, under the provisions of paragraph
483 of the Act of July 24, 1897, without requiring com-
pliance with the regulations in such cases. Signed, H. A.
Taylor, Assistant Secretary."

TRANSPORTATION.

In all cases tickets should be purchased to Aluskoka
wharf only, as the special arrangements made with the
Muskoka Navigation Company cannot be included in
railway tickets.

The Muskoka Navigation Company will carry members,
upon presentation of certificate, from Muskoka wharf to
the camp and return for one dollar—war canoes, canoes
and duffle free.

The Grand Trunk Railway and the Canadian Pacific

Railway will grant return tickets on the usual fare and
one-third plan. Members will pay full fare to Muskoka
wharf, obtaining from the selling agent certificates which
when endorsed and vised at camp will enable the holders
thereof to return to the point of starting by continuous
passage at one-third of the regular rate. War canoes,
canoes and duffle free. Arrangements must be made a
day or two ahead for cars for war canoes.
The Richelieu & Ontario Navigation Company grant

fare and one-third rates, and will carry ordinary canoes
for single fare, war canoes at regular rates.

The Central Passenger Association, with headquarters
in Chicago, will carry members at tourist fares (about
one and one-third fare), and lines interested wnll exercise
their discretion about transporting canoes and other im-
pedimenta. Western men requiring further particulars
should write F. B. Huntington, Milwaukee, Wis.
The Trunk Line Association will sell tickets at one and

one-third fare to Toronto only. Get certificate. Atlantic
Division men will therefore have to purchase tickets from
G. T. R. at Toronto for Muskoka wharf, getting a second
certificate. Further particulars desired can be had from
D. D. Allerton, New York, or H. C. Allen, Trenton, N. J.
The New England Pass Association will sell at fare

and one-third, but whether they would sell through to
Muskoka wharf or only to Toronto was not decided when
this went to press. Louis A. Hall, 71 Equitable Build-
ing, Boston, will be able to give Eastern men further in-
formation upon request.

The Grand Trunk fast train which connects with the
steamers at Muskoka wharf leaves Buffalo daily except
Sunday at 8 A. M., and Toronto at 11 A. M., arriving at
Muskoka wharf at 2:30 P. M., where the steamers await
its arrival. Inquire at wharf which steamer goes to A.
C. A. camp, where you will be landed between <^ and 6
P. M.

CERTIFICATES.

As it takes considerable time for ticket agents to make
out certificates, application should be made the day be-
fore so as to insure their being ready.

race progr.\mme.

The races will take place from the 13th to 17th. If the
Regatta Committee find it will be convenient for war
canoe crews they will call war canoe races on Monday,
Aug. 13.

MESS AliRANGEMENTS.

Meals can be had at the general mess for $1 per day.
The caterer has had many years' experience at this work,
so punch a few extra holes in the long end of your belts'.

POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS.
All mail should Ijc directed to A. C. A. Camp, Birch

Point, Port Carling, Muskoka. It will arrive at camp
daily between 7 and 9 P. M.

W. G. MacKendrick, Com.

A, C. A. Memfcership.

Atlantic Division—J. Wilber Durbin, Burlington, N. J.

;

Clarence Mitchell, Burlington, N. J.

Northern Division—E. C. Tyrrel, Toronto C. C,
Toronto; Geo. Wilkie, Toronto C. C, Toronto.

Swiss Rifle Clubs.
{Concluded from j>age 86.)

The above remarks relate chiefly to the military side
of the clubs. That the other side is strongly developed
will be seen from the following figures of the cartridges
issued by the Sw^iss Government at the favorable rates
above noticed. For these figures I am indebted to Col.
Kindler, of Zurich, the leading authoritw on the subject
in Switzerland, who has most obligingly rendered me
much assistance in supplying the latest statistics and ex-
plaining points in the published tables.

The number of cartridges used annually in tlie military
courses above noticed is calculated by Col. Kindler to
be 5,000,000. The quantity drawn by the clubs is 16,000,-

000, thus leaving 11,000,000 for what may be called "civil"

shooting. Thus then the civil side may be said to be
more than double as strong as the military. Taking the
course ammunition as an ordinary clij^rge of the military
department and applying figures of cost already quoted,
the Government may be said to grant £110,000 annually
toward encouraging civil mu.sketry practice, while the
Swiss clubs spend annually out of their funds more than
a quarter of a million sterling on ammunition. Of the
clubs it may be said that some members, when they
have fired the obligatory course, do not trouble them-
selves further, and that an important feature of many of
the clubs is that the duty can be performed near home
without the trouble of attendance at military headquarters.
For all that, the majority of the members take a real in-
terest in rifle shooting, and regularly keep the village
range employed on Sundays long after the obligatory
course has been completed. This is partly due to the
natural fondness for this national sport, and partly per-
haps to the fact that, with the exception of gymnastics
and bowls, which find some favor, there is little else in
the shape of games or sport to temper a holiday. All
in the Elite or Landwehr, and some in the Landsturm,
have their military rifles with them, and are encouraged
to use them at the butts by the issue of ammunition at
the favorable rates already noticed. The clubs can also
obtain from the Government the loan of military rifles for
the use of non-militarj^ members.

Competitions are constantly got up between villages.
In the towns matters are carried on on a more am-
bitious scale. Some of the clubs are rich and well sup-
ported, and have funds invested; and the ranges, with
their pavilions, rows of disappearing targets, electric bells,
telephones, and all modern improvements and appliances'
leave nothing to the most fastidious to desire. In some
places the shield-protected ranges are, I bjelieve, ia use.
but these have not been visited by me. The town of
Zurich has recently spent, as mentioned in Col. Kindler's
recent paper, 7So,ooo francs, or £30,000, in providing a
range of 400yds,, with 96 6ft, targets and 288 figure tar^
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gets. This is used by the clubs, and also by the troops,

but is over and above the extensive military ranges to be

found at headquarters of divisions. At Ziirich there is

yet a second range of 400 meters, which, with every con-

venience for practice, and a large pavilion for functions at

the annual fetes, has cost £32,000. In the smaller towns,

as at Lenzburg, within three miles of the old castle from

which this is written, one well-appointed range serves

several clubs, the days and hours for the practice or prize

shooting of each being arranged by the committees in

communication.
The town population groups itself into clubs, accord-

ing to the means of the members, the less well-to-do

using their military rifles and contenting themselves

with a few ofiE days when the obligatory course has been

completed. The richer clubs meet regularly once a

week, sometimes oftener, during the season extending

from May r to Oct. i. Match rifles with hair triggers are

common, and excellent results are shown at 300yds. on

the popular 6ft. target divided into 50 rings, each ring

having its value according to its proximity to the bulls-

eye. The Swiss club shooting is, as a rule, save in the

military exercises, limited to 300yds. And nearly all

shots are made standing. It is held that if a man can in

this position steadily hit a small mark at this distance he

will do decently at longer ranges; and that this practice

is quite sufficient to keep the eye and hand in training

and to insure acquaintance with and confidence in one's

weapon.
The range is generally given up on Sundays to the

working men's clubs, and the chief club in Lenzburg
meets on a Monday. In the villages Sunday, for obvious

reasons, is the day for practice and matches. It is not

advanced that this arrangement would, as matters now
stand, be suited to the conditions and prejudices of our

own country; but it exactly fits in with the views and

feelings of the population of even this strongly Protes-

tant quarter of Switzerland. In these villages on Sun-

days there is no afternoon service, but nearly every one,

without exception, attends Divine service in the morn-
ing, generally at 9:30 o'clock. After service the day is

given up to national amusement, in which rifle shooting

is included. Those who do not take an afternoon walk
with their families through the woods to some favorite

view point go down with them to the range and keep

in their eyes and hands at the targets, and perhaps have

a glass of exceedingly mild local beer, or the equally mild

locsl wine, at the tables under the trees near the firing

point. And, as during the whole term of my residence

here I have never yet seen a beggar, so also have I

never seen any drunkenness or any approach to rowdi-

ness or misconduct at even the most crowded prize meet-

ings. Some of my well-meaning guests have occasionally

remarked, when the Sunday rifle practice has come under
notice, that, although such amusement is excellent, they

would prefer to see the practice carried on "on any
other day." The answer is of course that there are no
idle men, every one is hard at work at the factory or in

the field during week days, holidays are almost unknown,
and few have any free time save on Sunday. All will

agree that an afternoon at the range is preferable to one
spent in the public house, and that exercises carried out

soberly and steadily, and which for success demand some
self-restraint and denial and careful storage of health

and vigor, are deserving of countenance, even when not

carried on on week daj'S.

For the reason noticed above, all the great rifle matches
and the cantonal and village rifle fetes are also held on
Sundays. They are attended and supported by all classes,

,and by all the men, women and children of the locality.

The encouragement given by the women to rifle shooting
is a noticeable feature, and has an excellent influence.

They collect money for the prizes, help decorate the

villages and towns, and the shooting ranges, and put on
all their finery, and all their graces, and do everything
in their power to make the meets a success. The parish
and cantonal authorities, the local members and all

magnates attend at the matches, and all the available

bands, banners and bunting are produced for the occa-
sion. And as there are no calls on the purse for cricket

and football, golf and other clubs, the rifle meetings are
well supported; subscriptions and donations are liberal

and help toward encouraging rifle shooting, which, even
with cheap cartridges, would otherwise fall somewhat
heavily on the poorer members of the clubs.

Nature has provided an eflicient stop butt in the shape
of a mountain or a hill within easy reach of nearly every
Swiss village. The total population of the country is

just over 3,000,000, representing about the number that
turned out in London to see the Jubilee procession of

1897. The population is well distributed over the country
districts, and does not collect in huge urban centers, as
with us. The land is in the hands of peasant proprietors
or parishes, all interested in the maintenance of the rifle

clubs and in providing ranges. Favored by the condi-
tions of the country and the times, interest in the national
arm has fortunately been maintained in Switzerland dur-
ing successive generations, and does not require to be
suddenly rekindled. And lastly there is the important
fact that the Swiss military system provides not only the
rifles and the ammunition, but an organization in every
village which renders the management of the clubs a

matter of easy arrangement.
.\s has been already noticed, the non-militarj^ side of

the clubs, the interest taken in "private" shooting and
the sums spent theron are remarkable, even though partly
accounted for b3'- the absence of the rival attractions of
the many outdoor games Avhich pla}^ so prominent a part
in our own country life. Still it must be recognized that
tht Swiss system of rifle clubs, admirable as it is, is really

a part of the military system. Without the Government
rifle, which nearly every man has in his home, the am-
munition supplied by the State, the facility with which
ranges can be acquired, the military training of the mem-
bers, the obligatory rifle course, and the military organ-
ization of the management, the figures of the Swiss rifle

clubs might be on a very different scale from that shown
above."

Switzerland, surrounded by great foreign States, all

armed to the teeth, and having no sea or fleet to safe-

guard its frontiers, has considered it necessary hitherto

to arm and train its comparatively small male population

in readiness against attack. But even the present meas-

ures, conceived with every possible consideration of the

economy of money and of time, are found to bear heavily

on the pockets and industrial power of the nation. As
the population increases the question has presented itself

whether the existing military strength is not sufficient,

and whether it is necessary that it should keep pace with

the increase in the male population, and that all should

be obliged to serve in the battalions. It is already pro-

posed to raise both the physical and educational standard

for recruits. This would reduce the military budget on

one side and increase it on the other by the tax on ex-

empts, and would set free for industrial purposes many, a

part of those whose time would otherwise have to be

passed at the depots.

From the Swiss much may unquestionably be learned

in many details of their musketry arrangements; in the

latest appliances for the safety of the markers and the

coiwenience of the marksmen; in the shield ranges for

crowded localities as described and advocated by Mr.
Baillie-Grohman; in the universal encouragement and
support given to rifle shooting by all classes as a national

institution and duty. And it can at least be learned that

this practical people have decided, after years of ex-

perience and attention, that long ranges are not essential

for good shooting, but that convenient ranges—that is,

near the men's homes—and a liberal supply of ammuni-
tion are of primary importance.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

San Francisco, July 4.—Members of the Columbia Pistol and
Rifle Club celebrated the Fourth shooting pool and practicing at the

Habor View range. Several visitors were present and participated.

Paul Becker had one of the six new service Colts target revolvers
cleamed to have been made especially for the New York tearn.

It is a .44 and shoots the Russian model cartridge. Six tried their

hand at it and every one was unanimous in its praise as "the"
target revolver. Here are the scores:
Columbia target, 50yds., Colts new service target revolver; U. M.

C. black powder ammunition:
Paul Becker... 3 5 1 4 4—17 F E Mason... 7 9 3 3 8—30
Ed Hovey 2 4 5 8 5—24 A B Dorrell... 3 2 14 4 4—27

Ring. Creedmoor.
F O Young 4 3 6 5 7 7 2 4 1 3—42 50
P Becker 5 5 3 11 7 7 5 10 2 6—61 48

26 10 7 8 3 5 5 7 3—56 49

Becker and Hoadley were sighting their .30-30 Winchester car-

bines for their hunting trip. Becker is the first man here to bring
out this carbine as an all-around target and hunting rifle. He has
spent much money and time and feels well repaid, as it does fine

work at 50 and 200yds. at target, using an original, very large
copper sight for front and Lyman rear peep sight. He uses
L. &' R. smokeless powder and 1 to 12 bullet, 152grs., for range
and short distances, and soft-nose with full charge for large game.

Scores, 50yds.. .30-30 carbines: G. Hoadley, 25; Ed Hovey, 25,

25; P. Becker, 25, 26, 29, 27.

.22 rifle:

A B Dorrell , 3 21121212 3-18
(Consecutive.) 23 21 20 27

F O Young 1 23211242 1—19
E Hovey 25

Pistol, 50yds.:
F O Young 132424S92 6—41
Dr H W Hunsaker 58644 14 524 4—56

Dr. Hunsaker had a new S. & W. pistol and was well pleased,
as his 56 is his second trial at pistol shooting.
Deer season opens July 15 and little shooting v,'ill be done at

the range during the remainder of this month.
F. O. Young, Sec'y-

Cincinnati Rifle Association,

The following seores were made in regular competition by mem-
bers of the Cincinnati Rifle Association at Four-Mile House,
Reading road, July 22. Conditions, 200yds., oil-hand, at the stand-
ard target. Hasenzahl was declared champion for the day with a
score of 89. Thermometer 86, and humid atmosphere:
Hasenzahl 10 8 10 9 10 8 10 8 9 7—89

7 10 10 9 10 9 8 8 8 7—869987978 10 10 7—84
Bruns 8 7 8 8 8 8 9 10 10 10—86

10 79869996 9—828899888 10 6 5—79
Nestler 8 9 9 9 7 9 8 9 10 8—86969668 10 89 10—81

10 6 10 888979 5—80
Payne 7 9 7 8 9 10 9 9 10 7—85

10 97 10 69899 7—848898 88988 7—81
Gindele 6 9 10 9 9 6 9 8 9 10—85

6 10 10 10 10 6 7 8 9 7—838768 10 10 889 9—83
Roberts 8 7 9 10 7 9 10 8 8 7—83

896 10 978 10 8 8—83
10 8 8 8 10 6 7 8 6 10—81

Trounstitie 10 9 9 7 8 10 5 6 7 8—79
98 10 787478 9—77776 10 59798 6—74

Topf 7 8 9 9 3 7 6 6 8 6—71859685395 B—66
10 4 3 7 6 5 10 9 6 3-63

Lux 9 7 5 5 8 5 10 3 7 8—67475585896 6—63774485748 3—57

Elite Schuctzen Corps.

At the regular semi-monthly shoot of the Elite Schuetzen Corps,
held at Cypress Hills on Saturday, July 7, the following scores
were made:
Fred C Ross 20 22 21 25 23 24 23 24 21 21—224

24 20 23 24 23 24 18 22 23 16—217
24 23 19 22 24 16 22 21 13 21—205

Chas Engert , 20 20 22 22 22 16 21 21 19 24—205
22 21 24 25 13 16 21 19 16 17—194
17 19 18 24 20 4 25 24 24 15—190

John Kaufmann 10 14 22 22 21 23 23 19 19 15—188
22 16 20 17 7 12 15 13 24 21—167
16 23 11 22 16 18 12 21 17 8—164

F A Sohlitz, M D 6 16 16 10 18 16 21 14 18 17—152
13 24 13 11 13 10 6 24 16 20—150
20 19 17 18 17 19 11 10 12 6—149

Chas. K Hoeming.

On July 13, at Bisley, the principal event of the National Rifle
Association wa.s the contest for the Elcho challenge shield, and
Ireland won, the scores being Ireland 1,537, England 1,518 'Scot-
land 1,505,- --

'

"In connection with this point it may te noticed that a change
made in 1894 by which a part of the Landsturm was brought into
the military musketry cotttse added at once 51,663 members to the
rifle elubs, , .^-.^-^ ...

NAMELESS REMITTERS.
The iJ^orest and Stream Publishing Co. is holding

several sums of money which have been sent to it for

subscriptions and books by correspondents who have
failed to give name and address. If this note comes
to the eye of any such nameless remitter we trust

hear from him.

If foa want youf ahoot to be announced here lend In

ootlce Ufcc the foQowlngt

Fixtures.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENTS.
Aug 7-8—Newport, Vt.—Interstate Association's tournament,

under the auspices of the Newport Gun Club. J. R. Akin, Secy.

Sept. 12-13.—Salemn, N. Y.—Interstate Association's tournament,

ander the auspices of the Osoma Valley Gun Club.

July 25-27.—Winnipeg, Man.—Manitoba Industrial Exhibition

Association's trapshooting tournament. F. W. Heubach, Secy.

July 25-27.—Tolchester Beach, Kent County, Md.—Fourth annual

midsummer tournament; two days targets; one live birds; added

money and merchandise, ^ .

July 28.—llion, N. Y.—Open shoot of the Tlion Gun Club.

Aug. 1.—Wellington, Mass.—Tournament of the Boston .Shoot-

ing Association; open to shooters of New England. ^ , „ ^

Aug. 3-4.—St. Paul, Minn.—Tournament of the St. Paul Rod and

Gun Club; $240 in cash or more added. A. E. Perry, Sec'y-Treas.

Aug. 7.—Hackensack River Bridge.—Outwater's hve-bird handi-

cap. L. H. Schortemeier, Mgr.
, , . , r- u

Aug. 8.—Auburn, Me.—Tournament of the Auburn Gun Club.

Aug. 7-8.—Birmingham, Ala.—Amateur tournament given by the

Peters Cartridge Co., on the grounds of the Birmingham Gun
Club; $150 added. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
Aug, 14.—Binghamton, N. Y.—All-day target tournament of the

Binghamton Gun Club.
. , t r ^

Aug. 23-24.—Lafayette, Ind.—Tournament of the Lafayette Gun
Club, under sanction of the League. J. Blistian, Sec'y.

Aug 28-30.—x\rnold's Park, Okoboji Lake, la.—The Indian

tonrnam.ent; $700 added. T. A, Marshall, Sec'y, Keithsburg, 111.

Sept. —.—First week in September. Tournament of the Sher-

brooke Gun Club. ^ r , t. rr , t.-ii
Sept. 3-4.—North Platte, Neb.—Tournament of the Buffalo Bill

Gun Club on Col. Cody's Scout's Rest Ranch; $250 added. Geo.

L, Carter, Mgr,
. , ,t . ^-^

Sept, 3.—Muncie, Ind.—One-day tournament of the Magic City

Gun Club. Chas. E. Adamson, Sec'y.

Sept. 3.—Blandou Park, Richmond, Va.—First annual tournament
of the Virginia Trapshooting Association, under the auspices of

the West End Gun Club. Franklin Steams, Mgr.
Sept. 4.—Meriden, Conn.—Fifth annual Labor Day tournament

of the Parker Gun Club; $25 added. C. S. Howard, Sec'y.

Sept. 12-13.—-Homer, 111.—Annual tournament of the Triangular

Gun Club; one day targets; one day live birds. C. B. Wiggins,

Sec'y.
Sept. 12-13.—Pensacola, Fla.—Two-day shoot of the Dixie Gun

Club; bluerocks and live birds, V. J. Vidal, Sec'y.

Sept. 14-15.—Platte City, Mo.—Trap shoot of the Platte City Gun
Club. S. Redman, Sec'y. _
Sept. 18-21.—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's fourth annual

tournament; live birds and targets.
, , ^ .„ „ ^, ,

Sept. 27.—Zanesville, O.—Tournament of the Zanesville Gun Club.

L A. Moore, Sec'y.

Oct. 2-4.—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun Club s three days'

tournament.
Oct. 12-r

targets ana nvc unuo. j..!--!.., ^.ia^^^x, ^^^j.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur*

(lay afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Aug. 2.—Interstate Park.—Third and last shoot for the cliampion-

ship of Long Island; 25 live birds, 25yds.

Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;
25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecbt
Gun Club—Saturdays.

;nt.

1-14.—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Gun Club's tournament;
nd live birds. Emile Pragoff, Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Ciui secretaries are invited to send their scores for pvblicntion- itt

these columns., also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported, Mai
allsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company^ 346 Broad~
luay^ New York.

to

The first annual tournament of the A^irginia Trapshooting Asso-
ciation, to be held at Blandon Park, Richmond, Va., Sept. 3, under
the auspices of the West End Gun Club, has a programme of ex-
ceptional attractiveness to the amateur. There are eleven events,
and of these four are -at 15, five at 20, one at 25, and one at 50
targets, the latter a five-men team race, and none eligible other
than teams representin_g trapshooting clubs of Virginia. The win-
ning team will be the holder of the Virginia Trapshooting Asso-:
ciation's team |50 silver cup until the next contest. The club
first winning it three times is entitled to its permanent posses-
sion. A suitable souvenir will be given to the shooter making the
highest individual score in any competing team. No. 11, at 20
targets, is a consolation event, and the scores in it will be counted
in awarding the average prize. Entrance is based on 1 cent per
target, but sweepstakes on a 10-cent-per-target basis is optional.
Bluerocks, magautrap and one set of expert traps will be used.
A suitable prize will be given to the shooter making the highest

.
average of the entire programme. Manufacturers' agents can
shoot for targets only. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. Mr.
Franklin Steams is manager, P. O. Box 6, Richmond, Va.

The programme of the fourth annual merchandise and sweep-
stake shoot of the Pleasant Hill Colored Gun CIuId, of Pleasant
Hill, Mo,, is fixed to take place on Aug. 3. There are ten events:
Six at 15 targets, four at 10 targets, entrance price of targets at
1 cent each. There are merchandise prizes or added money or both
in each event. The programme sets forth that the cheap targets
and added money will draw the poorer shots to the tournament,
and that at the meeting the shooters may agree to put up a'
challenge trophy, to be competed for by colored men, and to be
emblematic of the championship of the LTnited States among
colored men. This is a most commendable movement on the part
of the colored men, and cannot fail to have wholesome efiects
which will accrue to their benefit. Anj^thing which adds to their
skill and efficiency in one special field must have a general
beneficent effect as well.

It

The programme of the open live-bird handicap given by Mr.
J. H. Outwater, Hackensack bridge and Rutherford road, Aug. 7,
beginning at 10 o'clock, has four events. The preliminary and
No. 1 of the first regular events

^
are each at 7 birds, $3, birds extra,

three moneys, Rose system, ratio 6, 3 and 1. No. 2 is at 10 birds,
$5, birds extra, class shooting, four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per
cent. No. 3 is at 7 birds, $3, birds extra, class shooting, 50, 30 and
20 per cent. Miss-and-outs if time perniits. For three high guns
shooting through the three regular events, -$5, $3 and $2. Take
Rutherford trolley car from Hoboken ferry. Dinner on the
grounds, Mr. L. H. Schprtemeier will manage this shoot.

Mr. Franklin Stearns, of Richmond, Va.. writes us as follows:
"Trapshooting in Virginia is on the boom. There are about fifteen
clubs in the State, of which seven (including one live-bird and
one negro') are in Richmond. A State organization has been
effected, and its first annual tournament will be held Sept. 3. To
this I send you an invitation. We expect from sixtv to seventv-
five shooters to face the traps."

The Scranton, Pa., Times, in its issue of the 16th inst., wMle
being alive to news values,' recounts an astonishing test of skill
and endurance, as follows: "A pigeon shooting match between
two local sports, Jack Stiles and Peter Henry, took place on the
East Side grounds Saturday afternoon, resulting in favor of the
former, who shot 4 out of 5 birds, Henry shooting 3."

Mr. Foxhall Keerie, of the Carteret Gun Club, was one of the
American tourists who returned on the Lucania last Saturday,
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The Remington Gun Club, of IHon N. announces an open

shoot for July 28, commencing competition at 9 o clock, there are

Iwefve Vents on the Programme-165 targets m all-with a to^^^^

entrance fee of $16.70. In events 6, 10 and 12, each at ^0 targets,

$2 90 Entrance there^ are U, $4 and $5 respectively added. First

igh avera% for the day, $3 Lcond, $2; thfrd, $1. Manulacturers'

experti and professionals may shoot for targets only. Lunch and

shells on the grounds. Caswell House is headquarters. Com-

mittee: Messrs. H. Tomlinson, W. B. Colling, A. A. Green, G. C.

Humphrey and M. Hepburn.

In the contest for the Sanders-Storms trophy, which was a

'feature of John Wright's shoot, at Interstate Park, July IS, JMr.

•Edward Banks easily distanced all competitors, his excellent score

of 47 out of 50 being made under far from easy conditions, and

ibeing 7 ahead of his nearest competitors. There were seven

.entries. Messrs. F. Nesbitt and F. Ashton, of Easton, Pa., were

wisitors at the shoot, and acquitted themselves with much credit,

iparticularly in the live-bird events.

R
Ths first of the series of three contests between teams of the

Westchester and Phcenix gun clubs was shot at FhoenixyiUe, la.,

.on July 17, thirteen men on a side, and resuUed in a win by the

(latter club by a score of 237 to 224. This shoot was the first shoot

.repeated there being a disagreement concerning the scores ot the

ifirst shoot. The weather was exceedingly hot, but, notwithstand-

iing the consequent discomfort, a large number of spectators were

giresent.

On Thursday, Aug. 2, the third and last shoot for the cup

emblematic of the championship of Long Island will take place

at Interstate Park, Queens, L. I. The conditions are 25 live birds,

all contestants standing at 29yds. The competition is open to resi-

dents of Long Island. There also will be optional sweeps, open

.to all.

'The eminent trapshooter Mr, Edgar Gibbs Murphy retiirned from

lEurope on the Lucania on Saturday of last week. Mr. Murphy is

.quoted as declaring that Mcintosh, of Australia, is the greatest

ming shot in the world. His performance with the gun goes far

ttaward establishing his claim to first honors.

6
At listerstate Park on Saturday of last week Capt. A. W Money,

'Mr T W Morfey and Dr. A. A. Webber shot a race at 50 birds.

Morfey Wiled -19, Capt. Money 45. All stood at 30yds. A 30-bird

race alee was shot. Morfey, at 31yds., killed 24; Capt. Money
^and Dr. Webber 23 each, standing at 30yds.

In a match at 100 live birds, ?100 a side, between Dr. G. S.

"'Darbv and C. S. Geikler, on the grounds of the Keystone Shoot-

ing League, at Holraesburg Junction, Pa., on Saturday of last

week, Dr. Darby won by the score 79 to 78.

6
The League secretary, Mr. F. T. Sherwood, Bedford, Ind., under

date of July 20, writes us that the Lafayette Gun Club, of Lafayette,

Ind., Mr. "Joe Blistian, secretary, will hold a tournament under
sanction of the League, on Aug. 23 and 24.

The Binghamton Gun Club, of Binghamton, N. Y., will hold
an all-day tournament on targets Aug. 14. A magautrap will throw
the bluerocks, and the Rose system will govern the division of the.

moneys.

In the contest for the Dupont trophy at Watson's Park,
Chicago, on July 19, between Messrs. J. B. Barto and E. S.

Graham, the challenger, the latter won, the score being 44 to 38.

Mr. V. J. Vidal, of Pensacola, Fla., informs us that the Dixie
Gun Club, of which he is the secretary, will hold a two-day shoot
^ept. 12 and 13 on bluerocks and live birds.

jln the third event of the Standard Gun Club's shoot at Balti-

t-mor-e, July 17, at 50 targets from the ISyd. mark, Mr. E. H. Storr

stroke 47.

; Bernard Waters.

Atifciura GtJQ Clob.

Auburn, Me., July 22.—The Auburn Gun Club held its weekly
shoot yesterday, nineteen members being present, including three
.new ones, and they made very good scores for beginners. The
•.shoot yesterday seemed like some of our shoots last year, when we
:always had a crowd and a good time. There were about 1,000

•targets thrown yesterday, which is quite an afternoon tourna-
iment.

There will be no shoot next Saturday, as the Portland Club
'ihas been challenged for the Lovell badge by the Androscoggin
Club, and as every club in the State is entitled to put in a five-

auen team. We shall send one, and a lot more of the boys are
going just for the sport; in fact, \ve always go down to see the
ff.ortland boys every time we can think up an excuse for going.

I inclose one of our programmes for our third annual tourna-
ment, which will be held Aug. 8, which is Wednesday of old home
week; anfl ss this is to be the old home week holiday we expect
<jiuite a goo& crowd with lots of sporting blood in them. By the
way, that feilltew with the swelled head lost the badge yesterday.

C. E. C.

Zancsville Gun Clab.

^SHSSVILLE, O., July 17.—Please announce in your very excellent
pastor (fcf which I have been a reader for fully ten years) that the
Zan<f3y,iUe, O., Gun Club will hold its tournament for 1900 on
Sept. -^ST- We expect to make this the largest event of our career.
A programme will be arranged to satisfy experts and amateurs

alike. Special prizes will be given, with added money to each, and
by such ;firrangements we can reasonably hope for a large at-
tendance, *s the club is an old and good one, and former tourna-
ments given almost partook of the nature of a State one. In
this our suipreme effort we hope to even surpass former efforts.
As soon as the programme is made out I will forw^ard same to

you for publication, and after the Cadi reads same we will expect
a letter .of commendation. L. A. Moore, Sec'y.

Ciiesapeafce Gun Club.

The most interesting shoot in the history of the Chesapeake Gun
Club was held by that organization.
Live pigeons were used and the scores, as may be seen by the

results given herewith, were excellent.

There were three events of 5 birds each. The members par-
ticipating and the scores were:

First event: Dr. Robinson 2, J. B. James 2, Dr. Charles 4 F
Latimer 4, Gallagher 3, J. Ware 5. Milstead 3, Phifer 3.

Second event: T. F. Stearnes 3, Moyer 1, Dr. Charles 4, James
3, Latimer 3, Milstead 1, Harvey 4, Gallagher 5.

Third event: Dr. Charles 5, James 3, Stearnes 3, Moyer 4, Gal-
lagher 4.

. ,

Mr. Gallagher, of Norfolk, was a guest of the club and partici-
pated in the events. Bert James, Sec'y.

Robin ,Hood Gun Club,

SwAWTON, Vt., July 16.—At the regular weekly meeting of the
Robin Hood Gun Club Saturday afternoon, the 14th, Richardson
won the gold button. Carpenter the silver, and Robinson the bronze
button.
Below are the scores dt the three events that were run offs

Events: 12 3 Events: 12 3
Targets: 15 15 20 Targets: 15 15 20

White 11 1216 Robin Hood, Jr 14 ..

Harry 8 9 15 Richardson 14 ..

N P L..... 8 11 14 Parker ig
Eddie 12 13 14 Carpenter n
Robertson ..'10 8 10 Johnson ., g.

- - t.

Boston Gun Qub*
Wellington, Mass.—What last week was in wind this week

made up for in heat, and to say it was warm expresses it mildly;

but nothing, from cold and snow to wind and heat, alters the

shooters of the Boston Gun Club, and nine of its members were
out Wednesday, July 18, to participate in the last shoot of the

series scheduled for the summer of 1900 and witness one of the

most interesting finishes that have taken place in our prize series

for many seasons. Up to this time .Spencer was high with 102,

with Horace a close second at 99. The latter having a low score

of 17 to Spencer's 20 to improve on, made the standing about even,

providing both shot their average gait. Horace finished to-day's

score for 22, and Spencer, shooting last man, had 14 out of the first

15, needed the last 10 straight to tie on total, but would outrank
through our rule of the most regular attendant, winning on such
occasion. However, his eighth bird eluded the shower of shot, and
the first prize went to Horace, one of the younger shooters, whose
shooting during the series has been steady and good. The honors
of the dav belong to Mr. Baker, who put up the fine score of 24

and raised his total to 104. It is safe to say had he attended more
shoots he would have been a promising aspirant for first or

second place. The closeness of the prize scores again proves the
efficiency of the distance handicapj and it is gratifying to note
that other organizations in their efforts to resuscitate the waning
enthusiasm of the rank and file of trapshooters have at last de-

cided to give this most commendable system a trial, although in

the past they have in a good many cases been the distance handi-
cap's most strenuous opponents.

It is with the greatest regret that we record the loss of a most
valued member, Mr. S. S. White (whose shooting cognomen of

SheiSeld will be recollected by readers of our reports in the
past), who passed away at his home in A¥akefield, Mass., on the
19th inst., after a lingering illness. This will be sad news, for his

host of friends in the shooting fraternity spread throughout the
entire country, as his business necessitated extensive travel, and
an ardent love for the gun and rod, coupled with the most genial
and manljf qualities, would naturally form friendship ties of the
strongest character wherever kindred spirits were found. .

Following are the scores of the afternoon, with prize match in
full:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Targets: 10 10 5p 10 15 10 10 5p 15 10 10

Lane 854363~~""~
Leroy 8 9 9 8 10 8

Baker 9 5 9 9 14 10
H T K 5 6 .. 4 .. 3

Hoface 7 10 4 14 8
10

2
8 12 9 ..

4 13 10 9.954
5

8 13 10 ..

9 14 9 10
3 6 4 5
. 4 .. ..

Dickey
Spencer .. .< 8

Poor . . .

.

Benton . . ..

J^rize match, 25 targets, distance handicap:
Baker, 17 1111111111110111111111111-24
Spencer, 18 1111011111111111111101111—23
Horace 18 1111111111111101111100111—22
Leroy, 21 11101011 01001111011011111—18
Poor, 16 1011100001100000101100001—10
Lane, 16 OOOOOIUOIOIOIOOOIOIOOOOI— 9

The prize match for entire series resulted as follows. Conditions
25 singles, distance handicap; best five scores to count;

Spencer
Baker .

Leroy .

.

Andres
All events unknown angles over magautrap,

Total.
24 22 22 21 18 107
23 22 21 20 20 106
24 22 21 20 17 104
22 21 21 18 IS lOO
22 20 19 19 19 99
22 21 17 17 16 93

Naromafce Gun Club,

South Norwalk, Conn., July 21.—Herewith arc the scores of
the Naromakes at their second monthly shoot. The attendance
was good, all things considered. The local shooters did not show
up as they should have done. The magautrap worked well, and
President Gehrmann again demonstrated his ability to run a shoot
smoothlv and well.

Miss Hyland shot through the programme, as did Miss Clinton,
and both ladies put up very good scores. We hope to have our
future shoots graced by their presence. Delegations of shooters
attended from New Haven, Bridgeport, Kensico and Newburgh.
The visiting shooters who rolled up good scores were Messrs.
Bartlett, Marlin, Hyland, Carpenter, Bassett, Potter and Bristol.
For the home club Messrs. Fox and Drake shot in their u,sual form.
Date for our next open shoot will be announced later.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Targets: 10 15 10 20 10 15 10 20 10 15 10 20 10 15 10

Bartlett 9 13 8 18 10 15 19 18 10 13 10 18 9 12 7
Miss Clinton 5 8 8 13 8 15 6 16 8 11 9 16 7 7 9
Fruit 7 11 6 15 7 11 9 13 8 12 . . 15 8 14 9
Potter 8 13 7 14 6 10 5 17 5 10 7
Marlin 9 12 10 14 8 13 6 18 .. .. 8
Bishop 7 7 6 15 3 8 6 15 7 10 6 13 5 9 7
Fox S 10 9 19 ... . 9 16 7 14 8 20 8 11 7
Bassett 1 7 12 8 16 9 11 9 12 7 14 . . . . 9 10 8
Bristol 8 13 8 16 9 10 9 .. 9 13 8
Raggery 6 .. 7 10 6 10 7 14 6 .. 6 11 4 .. ..

Morehouse 4 .. .. .. 2 .. .. 8
Reeves 14 9
Drake 10 8 7 12 8 .. 9 12 6
Miss Hyland ....i^.,,,,., 3 9 4.. 8 8 7 14 9 10..
Hyland 11 9 .. 8 14 9 16 8 13 9
Carpenter 12 7 .. 10 15 10 19 9 12 7
Fields 5 .. .. 9
Stickles 12 912 7 8 7
Grey 6 .. 10 9 6
Banks .i 6.. 6.. 4
Finch 14 7
J H Reid 11 7

E. H. Fdx.

City Park Gun Club.

New Orleans, La., July 16.—The members of the City Park
Gun Club who went to the grounds had an ideal day. The shoot-
ing was of a high order and a 50-bird race between iViessrs. McKay,
Stone and Saucier at $25 a corner was the feature of the day. Mr.
McKay was successful on the fine score of 45, and Mr. Saucier, as
a side wager, had to treat the club members present to a wine
sup))er. In the medal shoot Mr. Picou was again successful and
will wear the emblem another week. The scores:
The prize handicap- medal shoot, 25 birds:

Hdcp. Broke. Total. Hdcp. Broke, Total.
McKav 0 21 21 Pitard 0 11 11
Stone " 0 18 18 Hufft 10 14 24
Novice 4 15 19 Dupont 10 13 23
Saucier 0 22 22 R Cousin ... 7 13 20
Tabary 5 16 21 Picou 10 17 25

Fifty birds, ?25 entrance: McKay 45, Saucier 37, Stone 41.

Targets: 10 15 15 15 20 25 50 Targets: 10 15 15 15 20 25 50
Novice 8 9 11 12 16 15 . . McKay 15 12 15 15 21 45
Saucier 8 11 12 12 15 22 37 DupOnt 2 7 10 7 . . 13 .

.

Pitard 9 8 10 , . . . 11 . . Hufft 7 U 14 ,

.

Tabary 6 8 8 11 15 16 . . Picou 8 9 17 .

.

Stone 8 10 11 12 15 18 41 R Cousin ... 6 8 .. .. 13 ..

Benedict .... 9 14 14 15 17 . . .

.

Brockton Gun Club.

Brockton, Mass., July 14.—The shoot of the Brockton Gun Club:

Prize Shoot,
Doubles, Hdcp. Total.

Worthing 9 8 7 10 9 ..7 5 43 9 50
Wood 7 7 9 6 6' 7 8 5 37 11 48
Leonard 6 7 8 10 . , 8 .... 38 • 13 50 ,:

Hepner 10 5 9 7 10 9 . . . . 44 8 50
Harlow 7 7 6,... 7 7.. 37 15 50
Taylor .•. 39 10 49

Visitors from out of town:
Alison 8 6 7 8 7 8 9 9 10 9 9-9 10
Porter 3 3 6 4 5
Sinfield 6 6 9 8 7
Howe 7 10 9 7 5
Horace 6 6 7 8 5

"

Spencer 9 7 10 9
Woodruff 10 8
Newman 6 7 7
Smith 6

A. F. Leonard, Sec'y.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Hackensack River Gun Club.

East Rutherford, N. J. July 17.—The Hackensack River Gun
Club held quite a successful live-bird shoot on its grounds to-day.
Hexamer, Heflieh and Chartrand were scratch men at the 30yd.
mark, and of all the contestants the latter was the only one to
kill straight in the club event, at 10 birds, $5 entrance, the scores
of which follow:

„ „ No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.H M Pleflich , 2222222*20— 8 21212 12111
Wra Hexamer 2222222*02— 8 22221 22201
John Chartrand , ..1221122222—10 12110
A Wengenroth 1*20210112— 7 .....
L Barberie 1012211010— 7 11210 00111
A De Bernardi .*211012*11— 7 01100 21210
U. Zacconi 22200221*0— 6 20101 20020H W Kramer 0222*22002— 6
L F Kleber ...122221*0*0— 6 10012
Two 5-bird events, $5 entrance, followed the main event as

above.

South Side Gun Club,

Newark. N. J., July 21.—No. 6 was a merchandise event. Nos,
7, 8, 9 and 10 were ties on the merchandise event. No. 11 was the
second merchandise event, and Nos. 12, 13 and 14 were ties. The
handicap allowances follow the names in the scores herewith:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Feigenspan, 0, 0 5 10 5 5 .. 24 24 .. ..
Colquitt, 2, 3 3 9 5 5 . . 22 23
Day, 1, 1 5 10 4 4 . , 25 9 23
Weller, 6, 5 3 8 4 4 9 25 10 10 9 . . 23
Dukes, 2, 1 8 4 4 .. 25 10 10 10 10 23
Smith 7, 6 6 4 3 9 25 10 10 10 10 25 10 9 ..
Terrili, 7, 6 7 3 4 8 25 10 9 .... 25 10 10 10
Fleming, 5, 6... 7 4 4 9 24 24
Sinnock, 1, 2 5 3 10 w 25 10 10 9
Stanton, 5, 4 4 10 25 10 9 .. .. 24 .. ,. ..
Maurer 8
Jewell 9 , .. !.

"

Team race, five men, 25 targets:
South Side—Feigenspan 24, Terrili 23, Dukes 22, Day 22, Col-

quitt 20; total 111.

Forester—Sinnock 24, Smith 22, Stanton 20, Fleming 18. Weller
18; total 102.

|

s
,

»r uei

Charlottesville Gun Club.

Charlottesville, Va., July 21.—Herewith please find scores of
two events shot on our grounds Friday, July 20, the first event
being a nine-man team race between the Charlottesville and Staun-
ton clubs for the Intercity cup, it being won by Staunton by 3
birds. This is the second shoot for the cup, the first having been
won by_ Charlottesville.
The interest in trapshooting in this section has increased very

much during the past year and the arrival of the Forest and
Stream each week is looked forward to very eagerly by a major-
ity of our members, who like to know what is going on in the
shooting world. The scores:

Staunton Gun Club.
McCoy 1010101011011001001101011—14
Meriken 1111111111011111011111111—23
Garber 1101010011111111101100111—18
Summerson ^.i lOllOU 011111110111011110—19
Wayman 1010111011111111111110111—21
McDaniel 1110111101101111011110111—20
Sillings lOnOllllimilllllllllll—23
Kiracoflfe 1101101011111111111111111—22
Smith . . . ;

.
-„ 0011101010111111101001101—16—176

Charlottesville Gun Club.
Cochran 0001011111011110111000110—15
Hunter Watson -.1011110111111011101101111—20
Link ..i 0111110111101111111011011—20
Snow 1101110101111111111111110—21
Bruffey 1111111111111111111111111—25W O Watson 1101110110011111101111111—20
George , 1111111111111111111111001—23
Keller 0110111111111110000111101—18
Johnson

, 1010010000101100001011011—11—173

Sweepstake at 25 targets:
Summerson 1001111111111011111100011—19
Wayman .„ , . . 1111110111111111011101111—22
McDaniel lUlllllllOimilllllOlU—23
Sillings 1111011011101110111111111—21
Kiracoffe 0100110111011111111011111—19
Garber 1100111010001111111111110—18
Smi th 0111011111100111111100100—17
McCoy 1001101101111111111001011—18
George , , 1111111111101101011110111—21
Snow 1111011111101110111111111—22W O Watson 1111111111111111111111110—24
Bruffey OlOlllllllUmillllOlOll—21
Link 0100100111110111011111111—18
Johnson 0011110100111011010100111—15
Pe>'ton ; 1101111111110111011111111—22
Harris ,.,„-,^.-... . 1001011101111110101111110—18
Morvant 1000110001111100110101000—12
Irvine 1011100010010011010010100—11
Poindexter 0110111100111001011000101—14
Walker . 0110011010100110011100100—12
Sillings 1111110111011110110110111—20
Summerson 0111101111011010111010000—15
Snow ; 1110111110111111111111111—23
Norris Watson 1011111010111111111010111—20

D. R. Snow, Sec'y.

Catchpole Gun Club.

Wolcott, N. Y., July 18.—The following scores were made to-

day by members of our club. The wind from the west blew very
hard and made shooting difficult, the targets being thrown hard
from the magautrap:
Wadsworth 0111111111111111111011111—23

1111111111111111111111111—25
0111111111111111110111111—23
1101011011111111111111101—21
1110111011111110111101111—21
1111111111111101111111101—23
1111111111110011110101111—21

Fowler 1101110111101111111011111—21
1110010011110111110111101—18
1011011010111111011111111—20
1011011010111111011111111—20
1111110111110111011000001—17
iiiiiiiioiooiioiiiiooim—19
niiiimiiio —12

July 19.—This afternoon Mr. H. N. Denny, of Watertown, N. Y.,

dropped in for a few hours and expressed a desire to go out and
shoot at 50 targets. He was accommodated, and shot well, con-

sidering he was shooting a borrowed gun that did not fit him.
The following scores were made at 50 targets:

Wadsworth 1111111111111111111111111—25
1111111111011111111111111—24—49

Denny 1111110110111110111101101—20
llllOlllOUllf 11011111011—21—11

E. A. W., Sec'y.

Staunton Gun Club.

Staunton, Va., July 19.—Herewith are the scores made at the
regular shoot of the Staunton Gun Club, this week, and also the

; scores in the State championship cup contest between F. M.
Merriken, holder, and W. F. Summerson, challenger:

No. 1, cup championship contest, 50 targets—38 singles and G

. pairs

:

Merriken .11111100111111111111011101111111101111 1110 111110 11—43
Sum'erson.lllOOOlllOOllllOllOllOlllllOlOlllllOll 01 10 11 11 11 11—37

Events: 2 3 Events: 2 3

Targets: 25 25 Targets: 25 25

Merriken 18 22 Blackburn 8 14
Summerson 20 21 W Wayman 19 17
E F Wayman 15 23 Garber ,„ 18 15
Kiracofe 14 22 Hoge 8 9

T T Wayman 20 17 A P Smith 17 18
"Sillings 20 20 Hoge 8 9
Wiilson 5 9 McCoy 13 15
Steinbuck 12 13 McDaniel 17 .

.

•Kennedy 14 16

. F, M. MsaxiKBit.
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On tlie Pwll of tli^ Tflgfg^f

There is always trouble of one sort or another when a womaii
meddles with those things which do not concern her sex.

Obviously, carbines were none of Miss Mivart's concern. If

she felt that she had to play with firearms slie should have kept
to Flobert rifles. Nothing would do, however, but that she must
learn to shoot a carbine, and the result was that the whole post

rose up and cut Burton, to a man, so that there was no peace for

him aiiy loiiger in that regimeht and he had to seek transfer fa

another. There were other results, also, but they come further on.

Some thought that what Miss Idivart did was done on purpose
and some thought that it was a piece of idiotic silliness. The lat-

ter based their argument upon the general frivolousneSs of hei'

ways and upon the innocency of her round, blue eyes. The fof-

mer held to the belief that Miss Mivart was one of those women
favorites of fortune who look greater fools than they are. They
Baid, with a certain show of reason, that Georgia Mivart was a
cliild of the service and not an importation f)(pm civil life. She
had been born in a garrison and had played with rows of empty,
green'rimmed cartridge shells at an age when most little girls

play with paper dolls. She had hummed snatches of the bugle
calls before she could talk, and the person she had admired the
niost and obeyed the best for the first dozen years of her life had
been Kreutzer, Capt. Mivart's tow-headed striker. A few yearn of

boarding school back East could not have obliterated all of that.

Besides, the veriest civilian, who has never come nearer to a
carbine than to watch a Fourth of July militia parade, rnight rea-

sonably be expected to know by intuition that in a tatget prac-

tice competition every trigger has got to pull just so hard, what-
ever the regulation number or fraction of pounds may be. Other-
wise) it is plain that the nearer you come to a hair trigger the
better your aim will be.
However, whether Miss Mivart was fully aware of what she was

doing, nobody ever knowsj unless, perhaps, it was Greville—and
he, like Zuleika; never told. But Burton had a bad time of it, and
all his beautiful score went for worse than nothing at all. That,
though, was the end. And the beginning ought to come first.

The beginning was when Miss Mivart undertook to learn to shoot
a carbine.
There was a target practice competition going oil at the post—not

one which was of any interest to the service, or even to the
department at large; just a little local aiTair, devised to keep up
the esprit de corps of the troops and to lighten the montony of

life. There were three contests, one for troops and companies,^ as
such; one for individual privates and one for the officers. This
last was to finish off, and then there was te be a big hop.
Every one knew from the first, when Burton and Greville shot

with their troops, that the officers' competition would lie between
them. This made it interesting in more ways than one, because
the rivalry was not confined to the target range, but extended to
the winning of Miss Mivart's hand and heart, and every one be-
lieved that this would settle a matter she did not appear to be
able to settle for herself. Not that she was to blame for that.

Any one, even a person niuch more certain of her own mind than
Miss Mivart was, would have been put to it to choose.
They were both first lieutenants and both cavalrymen and both

good to look upon. Burton was fair and Greville was dark, but
she had no fixed prejudices regarding that. She had often said
so. Also, both wei'e as much in love with her as even she could
have wished, and were more than willing that all the world should
see it—than which nothing is more pleasant and soothing to a
right-minded woman.
The rifle contest lasted ten days, during which time the air

hummed with the ping and sing of bullets over on the range and
with the calls of the markers in the rifle pits. Only scores and
records and bets were thought and talked about.
Miss Mivart herself had bet, with all the daring wickedness of

a kitten teasing a bettle. She even went so far as to bet on both
Burton and Greville at once. The adjutant undertook to explain
to her that that was called "hedging' and was not looked upon

'

as altogether sporty. Miss Mivart was hurt. Was it really dis-

'

honest, she wanted to know. The adjutant felt that he had been'
unkind. He hastened to assure her that it was not—^not dishonest
in the least; only that it took away from the excitement of the
thing to a certain extent. Miss Mivart smiled and shook her
head. No, she didn't think that it did, because, of course, she
knew herself which one she wanted to have win. The adjutant
admitted that that might possibly be just as interesting for her-
self and the fortunate man. And which was he, if he might ask?
Miss Mivart shook her head and smiled again. No, she didn't
think he might ask. As the man himself didn't know, she could
hardly tell any one else just yet, could she? She had her own
ideas about fair play.
"I can shoot a carbine myself," she told the adjutant, with her

cleft chin proudly raised, "and my shoulder is all black and blue.
Mr. Burton is teaching me."
"Ohl" said the adjutant, "and what does Grevelle think about

that?" The adjutant was married, so he was out of the running.
"Mr. Greville is teaching me, too," said Georgia, "and here he

comes for me now."
Burton was safe on the target range, over behind the barracks.

Miss Mivart and Greville went in the other direction, by the
back of the officers' row, over in the foothills across the creek.
Greville nailed the top of a big red pasteboard box to the trunk
of a tree, and Miss Mivart hit it once out of sixteen times—when
she V/&S aiming at the head of a prairie dog at least 20ft. away to
the right. The other fifteen shots were scattered among the foot-
hills.

Then her shoulder hurt her so that she was ready to cry. Gre-
ville would have liked to have her cry upon his own shoulder, but as
she didn't he did some fancy shooting to distract her. He found
a mushroom can and threw it into the air and filled it full of holes.
She had_ seen Burton do the same thing that morning with a
tomato tin. In fact, from where she sat now, on a lichen-covered
rock, she could see the mutilated can glittering in the sun over
beyond the arroyo. So she thirsted for fresher sensations.

"I'll tell you," she .<;aid to Greville, as he held up the mush-
room can for her to inspect the eight holes he had made with
five shots, "let me loss up your hat and you make a hole through
the trade mark in the crown."

It was a nice, new straw hat. Greville had sent East for it and
it had come by stage the day before. It had cost him, express
paid, $4.75. This, too, at a time when anything he had left after
settling his mess and sutler's and tailor's bills went into stick
pins and candy and books and music and riding whips for Miss
Mivart. But he took off the hat and gave it to her without even
a lingering glance at that high-priced trade mark within. And he
felt that it was worth four times ?4.75 when she picked up the tat-
tered remains at last and asked if she might have them to hang
in her room.
Then she looked down at her grimy hand and considered the

first finger, crooking it open and shut. "I think it's going to
swell," she pouted. "That is a perfectly awful trigger to pull."

Greville did what any man might have been expected to do. He
caught the hand and kissed it. Miss Mivart looked absolutely un-
conscious of it. She might have been ten miles away herself.
Greville therefore thought that she was angry, and his heart was
filled with contrition. Yet he was old and wise enough to be a
first lieutenant. He walked beside her back to the post in a
state of humble dejection she could not understand.
The next morning it was Burton's turn. Greville was over on

the range now, vamly trying to bring his record up to where
Burton's was. This time Miss Mivart fired at a white paste-
board box cover and hit it three times out of twenty. She was
jubilant and so was Burton because she was making such progress
under his tuition.
"That's an easy carbine to 'shoot, isn't it?" she asked as they

wandered home. "It isn't at all hard to pull the trigger."
Burton glanced at her, and she met his eyes innocently. "It's

just like any other trigger," he told her.
"Yes, of course. And is that the very same carbine you use in

the competition—the one you shot with yesterday and will use
this afternoon when you finish up?"
He told her that it was.
"Well," she said, complacently, "I think I'm doing verv nicely,

don't you? I hit the target three times and my first finger doesn't
hurt a bit—this morning." .

That afternoon the competition came to an end, with Burton a
good many points ahead of Greville. And that night there was
the big hop. It had been understood from the first that the man
who won was to take Miss Mivart to the hop. So she went over
"With Burton and gave him one-third of her dances. Greville had
another third, and the rest were open to the post at large.

Greville did lot look happy at all. It was not the target record
he minded. He never thought about that. It was having to go
down the board walk to the hop room behind Burton and to
watch Miss Mivart leaning on his arm and looking up into his
face from under the white mists of her lace hood. He was not
consoled at all when she looked up into his own face even more
sweetly at the beginning of the second dance and whispered that
she was "so sorry."

Now. as the second dance had been Greville's the third was
Burton's. That was the way it had been arranged. As the band
b9gm tl^p \\ait^i JSJj^s Mivart stood beside GreyiUe in tti^ center of

quite a groufj. The fiOfSdilfirtdittt officer was in the group, so was
Burton's captain and so was the adjutant. There were some
fethers as well and also sortie women. Miss Mivart may have
chasfeil that position or it may simply have happened so.

Any wav, just as the waltz started. Burton, light hearted and
light footed, came slipping and sliding over the candle waxed
floor and pushed his way into the midst. "Ours," he said, tri-

umphantly. ...

But Miss Mivart did not heed him at once. She was telling

theiii all how she had learned to shoot a carbine as well as any
e, find they, the men, at any rate, were hanging on her words.

'Mu Greville taught me," she said, "and so did Mr. Burton."
his was the first either had known of the other's part in if, and

they exchanged a look.) "They taught me with their own car-

bines, too. The very same ones they used themselves in the com-
petitiott. But I shoot best with Mr. Burton's carbine. He must
have fixed Ms ttiager to pull more easily; it was almost like, what
do vou call it, a liaif trigger?"
She looked about for an answrer, and saw on their faces a stare

of stony horror and surprise. They had moved a little away from
Burton, and the coramandine officer's steely eyes were on his

face. The face had turned white, even with the sunburn, and
i5urton's voice was just a trifle unsteady as he spoke:
"This is our dance, I think, Miss Mivart," he said.

The innocent, round, blue orbs looked just a little coldly into

his. "No," she told him, "I think you are mistaken. It is Mr.
Greville's dance." And she turned and laid her hand on Gre-
ville's arm.—Gwendolen Overton in San Francisco Argonaut.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Barto—Graham, for the Dtipont Trophy.

Chicago, III., Julv 20.—The race yesterday at Watson's Park
for the Dupont trophy between J. B. Barto and E. S. Graham
turned out something of a suix^rise. The defender, Mr. Barto,
Would ordinarilv be expected to kill at least over 40 birds in a
string of 50. He, however, fell down to 38^ and Mr. Graham,
shooting a very consistent race, won out with the score of 44.

The traps fell "in a singular way, Barto not drawing No. 2 trap
once in his first 31 birds. Graham made a bad start, missing his

first two birds, but he then rallied and killed 19 straight, reaching
the half-way turn with 22. Barto missed his 6th and 14th birds,

the score being a tie at the latter point, and Graham taking the
lead after the 19th bird. From that time on Barto never headed
him, and got but IS birds out of his second 25. Graham gathered
well, and shot on out steadily. He lost in his second string his

gth, 13th and 23d birds; but of these two were killed dead out of

bounds, as were two out of the first three misses, so that he really
killed all his birds but two. Barto lost dead out of bounds 5 birds,

but his shooting was not up to his average gait, and not good
enough to win in the company he had. Barto drew No. 1 trap
eight times; No. 2, nine times; No. 3, eleven times; No. 4, twelve
times; No, 5, ten times. Graham drew No. 1 trap, eleven times;
No. 2, eight times; No. 3, seven times; No. 4, twelve times; No. 5,

twelve times. The birds were good, for the season. Weather con-
ditions good. Score:

Trap score type—Copyright, 1900, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

444544.3 4168.0 8158814434854

J B Barto 2 2221*2122222022120 2 0220 2—20

(I
1451152542852282321281522

If 20202220112222*2212=»*022 2—18—88

S Graham,

2441218135534481245245548
\\\N i \ i NN t T7 T\/ -) (^T*r*^^ t r*^'

...0 02222222222222222222022 2- 22

'I

I 15 8 2 2 4 5 2 5 115 5 4 1114 15 15 8 4 4

f,
22222222202220222 2 2 2220 2 2—82-44

pPTTwi-^'i'^' I
—

I E. Hough.
Hartford Buildikg, Chicago, 111.

Illinois GtJn Clofa.
I'

Springfield, 111., July 19.—The scores of the regular weekly club
contest are appended. All events were shot over a magautrap. A
puffy wind blew in the shooters' faces, making the targets erratic

in flight. The sunlight was glaring:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

B Wilson 9 10 10 9 10 8 ,

A Wilson 6 9 8 .. 7 ......
Richardson 4 9 8 9.. 7.. 9 6 8.... 7 6 6
Workman 8 7 9 9 . . 7 10 . .

E S Scott 1 2 5 7.. 3
A W Butler 8 8 .. .. 8 10 .. 8 .. 9 .. ..

Hall 8 8 10 9 10 10 9 19 8

Stickle 9 7.. 9 10 8.. 7 9 7 9 9
Day 8 .. 6 6 7 7.. 3 .. 8
Little 5 .. 5 3 .. 3 6
Dr Kerr 4 8 6 5 .... 8 8 9 8 8 10
Mrs Butler 6

C Schuck i 5 4 2
C Schuck, Jr 4 1 1
Whitney * .. 9
.Smith 6 49 5 5
No. 11 was at 10 pairs.

Chas. T. Sticrie, Sec'y.

Chicago Gun Club.

Chicago, 111., July 21.—The scores made at the shoot of the
Chicago Gun Club to-day were as follows. In the first event, at
25 targets, scores were made as follows: Mrs. Carson 11, A. W.
Adams 19, O. J. Buck 2, R. B. Mack 14, Veitmyer IS, Dr.
Morton 9, Ed Steck 21, F. P. Stannard 24. J. G. Lovell 19, Corn-
well 16, Goodrich 21, Pumphrey 15.

Medal shoot, 25 targets:
Mrs Carson OOlllOlOllOlOllOUOllllia-lC
A VV Adams 0111110011111001111111111—20
O J Buck 1111111011111110111111111—23
R B Mack .0111101110110110111101111—19
Veitmyer 1110101110111111111101111—21
Dr Morton 4 lOllOlOlOllOOOlOllOUllll—16
Ed Steck 1111111111111110111111111—24
F P Stannard 1101111101111111111110111—22

J Lovell ". 1001110100111111010111110—17
Mrs Howard OOOOOOOOIOOOOIOOOOIOOOOOO— 3
Cormvell 1111111101011111111001101—20
Goodrich OllOlOOlOimillllOOmOl—17
Pumphrey 1111011111100111111001111—20
A T Whitman 1111110101111111110111111—22

Handicap cup, 25 targets:
Mrs. Carson, 5 001110111011001110111011111101—21
A W Adams, 2 OUlllOlllllllllllllOlOllll —23
O T Buck, 3 0111111111011111111110001011 —22
R B Mack, 3 lOlllOlOllllllOlllllImilU —24
F P Stannard, 0 1111011111111110111111111 —2.5
Ed Steck, 0 lUllUlllllllllOllllllOl —23
J G Lovell, 5..- 010010110111001110111001011101—18
VV H Cornwell, 4 11011101001011111111111011111 —23
L H Goodrich, 1 llOlOllOOllOOllUmOOllll —IS
A T Whitman, 3 0111101101100111111011101111 —21
A W Adams llllllllOlllOllOllllIl —19
Monthly trophy; Mrs, Carson U, O. J. Buck 10, R. B. Mack 12

Veitmyer 11, Dr. Morton 10, Ed Steck 13, J. G. Lovell 9, W. H.
Cornwell 12, Pumphrey 14.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, July 21.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the twelfth trophy shoot of the
season.
The day v/as an ideal one for shooting. The only drawback on

our grounds was a heavy smoke bank from the city, making a
very deceptive background.
R. Kuss carried oif the honors of the day, and incidentally with

it Class A medal, by breaking 24 out of 25 in the tronhv pven(-
Dr. J. W. Meek, W. P. Northcott, Thos. Eaton, T. L. Smedes

and S. E. Young tied for Class B medal on 22.

J. D. Pollard won Class C medal on 21. Other events were
.-iw'eeostakes and team shoot:

Br J W Meek 1111111111110101111110111—29
C F Keck 0001001100101101010100101-11W P Northcott... lllllllllllllOmilinOOl-29
L Thomas lllllllOOlOllllllll] 00101—1

5

c H Kehi mmimmommiom-il.

J D Pollard imOOUlOTllllOlllllllll—21

J Wolff t immiooooiimoomm—19
C P Richards i..,....,iiiioiimiiooimmiiii-22
R Kiiss imioiiimmmmiiii—34
Lorenz .....«.w
Christie OOOOOlllllOOllOllOlUmi—15
F Wolff .,..1011101111011011001110000^15

Haggerty ......i ......w

T L Smedes , 1111111010111111110111111-23

T L Eaton 1011111111111101111110111—22!

A McGowan 1001101100111011000110111—15

S E Young iiiimiiiiiimoiiiooiii—22;
A Hellman 0111100100110001011110100—12:

Brabrook IHIOIHIOIIOOIDUIOIOIOI—17
Five tied for Class B medal.

The following sweeps were also shot:
Events; 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 15 10 15 5p Targets: 15 10 15 5p

Dr J W Meek 9 .. .. F Wolff 5 5 .. ..

Keck 8 3 7 2 Haggerty 4 3 .. ..

Northcott 14 8 15 8 Smedes 13 9 12 8
Kehl 7 6 10 6 Eaton ..13 811 6
Thomas 11 6 10 6 A McGowan .... 7 8 .. ..

Pollard 13 7 13 8 Ralph 13

T Wolff 11 8 12 6 Polly 12.. 5..
Ifichards ..14 9 12 7 Young 9 12 B
Kuss 1 410 15 .. Hellman 9 U 6
Lorenz 6 4 .. .. Brabrook 12 7
Christie 8 5.... W Kuss 9

Team race:
R. Kuss 12, Dr. Meek 13, Smedes 10, Eaton 9, Hellman 13,

Brabrook 14, W. Kuss 10. Baker 5; total 86.

Northcott 14, Young 12, Richards 15. Pollard 13, Thomas 12,
A. McGowan 10, Kehl 7, Baker 5; total 88.

Dr. J. W. Mkwc. Sec'y.

Trap at 'Watson's Park.

July 17.—To-day the following events took place:

J. B. Barto vs. J. H. Amberg, 25 birds, for birds:

Barto 112212222112211121121ml—25
Amberg *112211011112122112122*2*—21

J. R. Graham vs. E. S. Graham:
E S Graham , 212221221222222I222S20123—24
J R Graham :. 2222222122222220211222222—24

Audubon Clwb shoot:
J Crow. 1211011121*2020—11—4—15
Wells 112111212111120-15—1—15

Tie on 15: •

Crow 11211 U121 Wells Sllll 22220
JPracticc event *

Middleton *.
> . . . ; 122222120011111*202211110—20

Dr E Doepf •00101111121121
Dr Cubbins ....100111001222022
Dr Church 00001
Dr Van Hook 20*0*121020020 1

Dr F Doepf 20**110011

Mississippi Valley Notes.

T ir^^y^*- ^'"'^ ^^^^ initial tournament for the year on
July 15. This club is a thrifty organization of over fifty members
and has nice grounds just across the Illinois River from the city,
where the boys gather once a week for a few hours of the keen
enjoyment which this pastime affords to its devotees. Giving
tournaments is something of a new feature with the Pekin boys, -

but that they know how to run a tourney as well as to shoot
was thoroughly demonstrated on this occasion. White flyers
were thrown from three expert traps on the Sergeant system,
and although the day was unfavorable, the shooters being
often interrupted by rain, and steadily hampered by a strong wind
blowing across the range, five contestants landed with a mark
of 90 per cent, or better for the day. Money was divided on the
old class system of 50, 30 and 20, and Jacob Hoff won the big pot
of the day, $16, for a clean score in the only 20-bird event of the
programme. The scores:
Events: 123456789 10 U
largets: 10 15 15 10 15 20 15 10 10 15 15

Baker 8 15 14 10 12 17 13 9 10 15 14
Riehl 10 12 14 9 13 18 15 10 10 14 14A Connor 9 14 13 8 15 17 14 9 9 13 14
Burnside 10 12 14 9 14 17 15 10 10 13 15
Hellman 9 12 12 6 13 16 12 9 8 14 12
Tulton 9 10 10 10 15 19 15 9 10 14 14W Hoff

, 7 8 9 6 13 18 12 9 10 11 12
Thompson 8 13 13 9 13 17 14 9 9 14 ..
W'lson 9 9 12 15 8 7 8 10 10
I Hoff 11 8 13 20 14 9 10 12 13

Shot

9 10 18 14 8 10 12 15
8 12

8 10 8 17 16
6 15 15

10

8 10
9 .. 12
8 14 ..

6 .. 12
4 .. ..

12
8 ..14

9 6
5 10
4
6 ..

9 ..

8 8

11

8 . . 15 13

emm 13
Burns 6 11
Eynatten
Ruhack • 10 ..

Dr Frank 11 10 12 14 10
Whiffen 7., 8 10H Connor 11 8 11
Portman 14 .. 13 18
Scheffler « 7 7
Phillips 6 '7 ..
Scharf 5 ..
Leach g 13
Strick 6 10 i4
Orth 7 ..

Jacobs 8 ..
Reisinger 7.. ..
Tavlor 2D Grant , .. ., 7 14 13
P Grant 9 10 .

.

Simmons .... 8 12 17
Leisey 8 13 16 .

.

Shoff 9
Jaeckel 8 12 '.

'.'

Rath 8
Bush .. .. 3 .. ..' ** '\

P G Grant.,
! !! !I 6 !.*

Crammond 1 I ,

',

'T-i;
""y""s "'^i civciagc wiiu IX Kins to nis credit.

«7 Qi*"
1^*=" resolved itself into a contest at 25 live birds$7.50 entrance three moneys, Monte Carlo boundary. The Krdswere fast, and the sc9res, under the conditions, very creditableThe figures are here given: •' ^"^^'taoie.

Soenrer 222222*2221222**2222-17

B?aice 2122222221*22221122^19

Dr Cla;ke .pi21222221I0010w

Chase 11222221222210221222-19

Pend 2222202112212222*222-18

Hansen^ 222222222220*2212222-18

SelSv 21ini011120100212l*-15

Alexand;; 10121112022012210122-16
^i'^^r — '

— • • *2121121102222211212-18

|^enV,;„v-v.v.v,v,v.:::::::::;:::::::::::::S^^

at. Broke. Av.
150 137 .913
150 139 .926
150 135 .900
150 139 .926
150 123 .820
150 135 .900
150 125 .830
135 119 .880
125 98
125 110 • « • •

125 109 • • •

75 55
110 81
95 76 •

110 85 « > •

70 41
80 60 »« fl a

75 67
40 20
46 28
30 20
35 25
55 36
20 16
20 17
30 23
30 14
65 50
50 37
45 37 « • «

45 37
65 45
25 20
10 8
10 3 • • *

10 6 * » • •

10 1

Park, St. Louis.

Trap at Wissinoming.

July 21—Mr. John K. Starr, at the request of a nnmhpr r,f
local shooters, gave a target shoot to-day on ?he ground! of theFlorists' Gun Club, at Wissinom ng. Pa The main .

100 targets, handicaps from 10 to 2o1;•ds.^$2.i''en^"nce,"u^gets in

the occasion.''"''^
^^'"^ ^ ''^'"'^ "^^^e speciflly for

The weather was swdtering hot and this no doubt deterredmany shooters from attending. A few sweepstakes were shot andthen the main event was begun. Banks, Hallowell and W H Wwere put at the 20yd. mark. The latter withdrew at the "so^hround. As Banks and Hallowell began to shoot their last str.W^of 25 a terrific thunder storm set n. The •strnno- 1,,^
straight away from the shooters, the lightning iXl a'^armingfrand the consequence

_
was their scores dropped materiallv m^'H. Ridge won the prize with the very excellent score nf flfi f

the 19yd. mark. The scores:
^"^""^^ °^ ^om

Harris, 12

20

22 21 14—77 Anderson. 18 2^ 99 91 in o»
Bell. 14 24 23 24 18-89 Fisher, 16.. . 22 in M ^^io
Banks, 20. ^ 21 24 22 18-88 Edwards, 17 H 29 ?7 JL^a
Hallowell. 20

22

21 19 16-78 Mink, 18. . 21 H 11 lf~^V H W. 20 19 19 BisbiAg, 12 22 IQ ^ ^~^r,
J^idS*^. 19 2" S4 24 24-96 Par-^on^ W/;//,:::!! 17 20
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MissouM State Amatetjf Toumamet*
The tentli annual tournament of the Missouri State Amateur

Sportsmen's Assaciation • was held at Moherly, under the auspices

of the Moberly Gun Club, July 18, 19 and 20. The story of this

meet is pleasant to. write. It was altogether one of the most
pleasurable' 'ikd successful shooting events in the West this year.

Drs. C. B. Clapp and 'E. R. Hickerson, who are the head and
working force of the Moberly Gun Club, had everything nicely

arranged, aad there was not during the three days a hitch of any
kind) from the calling of the first squad to the payment of winnings
in the- last extra event.
The 'sh'dot -was held on a large common, known as the Wabash

Tract, just' north of town, and it makes an ideal place for trap

work. This was, as the name of the Association implies, an ama-
teur shoot, and that the amateurs appreciated the fact is evident

in the scores, showing the number of contestants who stayed

through all events. Targets were thrown at 1 cent each, divisions

being on the Rose system:
The shoot altogether was voted by the boys a complete success,

and will be remembered with pleasure. Among those participating

were Dr. E. C. Burnett, D. S. Elliott, C. G. Spencer and J. W.
Burroughs, of St. Louis; C. Gottlieb and Chas. Wright, Kansas
City; Lil. Scott, Sheffield; W. S. Allen, Raymore; H. Kooler and
T. W. Sexton, Leavenworth, Kan.; G. W. Havden, Paris; Harry
Davis, Kan.sas City; J. L. Head, Peru, Ind.; W. B. Linell, El-

dorado, la.; L. V. Rossbach, Des Moines, la.; J. E. Welch Robe-
line, La.; J. W. Hall, Mexico; E. Elbe, Milwaukee, Wis.; L.
B. Stevenson, R. L. Lockridge, W. A. Vivion, Columbia, and
E. R. Hickerson and C. B. Clapp, Moberly. Those representing
the trade and shooting for birds were Frank Parmelee, Omaha;
C. W. Budd, Des Moines; Herbert Taylor,
Grosby, O'Fallon, and F. C. Riehl, Alton, 111.

First Day, July J8.

The weather was most auspicious. After the prolonged rains
that had prevailed for a week, the morning broke- clear and fine,

and not even a breeze stirred the grasses of the plain. The pro-
gramme consisted of 170 targets, shot in six 15 and four 20 bird
races, the even numbers being shot over expert traps arranged
on the Sergeant system, and the odd numbers over a magautrap.
W. R. Crosby captured the honors for the day, dropping 6

targets in the programme. Frank Parmelee came second with 7
lost. Chas. Spencer lost 8 and Charlie Budd and Riehl had 12
each down. A feature of the day was the number of men who
stayed -{iirough the programme. Out of forty entries, tliirty-two
shot in every event— quite a remarkable percentage.
The programme in detail follows;

"

Events: 123456789 10
Scott 14 la 20 14 15 17 15 13 19 16
Allen 12 12 20 11 15 15 14 13 18 18
Wright 1-3 12 18 14 14 13 13 10 16 IS
Holmes 14 12 19 9 12 15 12 11 16 16
Clapp 13 14 1.7 13 13 18 14 14 19 18
Burrows 14 14 19 12 14 20 12 9 17 15
Lewis 9 12 12 12 6 15 14 10 17 16
H L James 10 12 15 9 11 17 12 8 19 17
Dennis 12 13 18 13 14 18 13 12 19 17
Rossback 14 13 19 12 15 15 12 12 18 IS
,Jap 15 14 19 14 14 17 15 15 17 16
Sexton 13 14 18 12 14 17 14 14 20 18
Talequah 12 13 17 11 13 14 11 12 17 19
Day 15 14 15 12 15 17 15 15 19 18
Hayden 11 11 13 13 14 18 14 12 20 17
Eisenhaur 8 13 11 10 11 16 12 12 20 12
Welch 12 13 17 12 14 20 15 15 10 19
Hixon 13 14 17 13 13 12 11 13 17 16
Hall 10 5 15 10 13 . . 10 13 14 10
Linell 12 13 19 13 18 18 14 13 20 20
Simms 6 9 14 11 13 17 10 11 .. ..

Spencer 14 14 19 14 14 20 14 15 19 19
Elliott 10 14 19 14 14 18 13 14 18 18
Dr Clark 12 12 17 12 14 14 13 14 19 14
Elbe 14 13 17 12 15 17 13 10 18 17
Taylor 13 12 17 13 13 16 12 11 13 15
Riehl 14 13 20 13 15 20 12 13 19 19
Budd 14 13 20 13 14 17 14 14 20 19
Parmelee 14 15 18 15 14 19 14 14 20 20
Crosby 15 15 20 14 15 20 13 14 19 19
Hughes 12 15 18 14 15 17 15 14 19 18
Jay 11 14 19 15 13 18 14 13 18 19
Threilkill 12 11 15 9 10 16 11 13 17 16
Dickinson 10 10 17 12 12 18 15 13 15 15
Robinson 15 13 17 13 15 . . 12 11 17 15
Lockridge 14 11 16 17
Vivion 14 12 16 15
Stevenson .....t, 12 12 14 14
Douglas 10 14 12 12
Hill 11 11 19 19

Annual Meeting,

The annual meeting of the Association was held July IS at the
parlors of the Merchants' Hotel, being called to orcfcr at 8 P M.
by L)r. C. B. Clapp, president. The minutes of Bie preceding
meeting were read and approved. On call of roll the O K and
Washington Park gun clubs, of Kansas City; St, Louis Gun Club
Pleasant Hill Gun Club, Moberly Gun Club, were reported present'
Columbia, Piatt City. Suminer and Terminal gun clubs, of St Louis"
were elected to membership. Individual membership was voted
t° ^- W. Kooler, W. H. Hayden, C. G. Spencer, J. W. Burrows.
Thos. Hearn, J. W. Sexton and J. L. riead. It was voted to
abolisU tiie old plan of holding the winnings in the live-bird
chammonsliip and Smith cup events over for one year an amend-ment being adopted binding the club taking the tournament for
1901 to pledgeJ,50 to the winner of the live-bird and m to theSmith cup holders from this year's contest, and pros'iding that
then and thereafter moneys received in the.se contests be divided
the_ same as other events -under the Rose system on the ratio of
i J O, 6, <i. *

'

The Piatt City and^Ctjlilfflbia^gun clubs made bids for the next"meeting but when Dr. Lee Lockridge for the latter gave hispersonal guarantee that all conditions would be met if his clubwas elected, the issue was settled, and the choice of Columbia w-asmade unanimous. -- v. uuhua «as

Shot
at. Broke. Av.
170 156 .918
170 148 .870
170 141 .829
170 136 .800
170 153 .900
170 146 .859

170 123 .612
170 130 .760
170 149 .871
170 148 .870
170 156 .918
170 154 .906
170 144 .836
170 155 .911
170 148 .870
170 125 .660
170 153 .900
170 189 .817
150 100
170 155 '.m
140 91
170 162
170 152 .899
170 141 .830
170 146 .860
170 135 .794
170 158 .9,30

170 158 .930
170 163 .959
170 164 .964
170 157 .924
170 154 .906
170 135 .794
170 137 .806
150 128
70 58
70 57
70 62
70 58
70 60

sen
ent,

Election of officers being in order. Dr. Lockridge was cho^President of the Association; Dr. C. V,. Clapp, Vice-Pres de,and \\. A \iv,on, Secretary-Treasurer. The president was al owedtime for the se ectmn of the executive committee and othe? ass,st.ants, and vote of thanks was extended to the retiring ofRcers

{ourned
discharge of their duties, when tile mating a

Second Day, July J9,

stiff' Win!'/
w?-"- promising than Wednesday, but a very

H,^f southeast across the range made ttilflight of the targets erratic and the shooting difficult so tWaverages suffered materially. Crosby and Parmflee continued tW
oStIn the end bTtlfe".?"'"''

"-^-^ NebraskrwtSng
nu c °^ narrow margin ol one target.
Chas. Spencer did not quite sustain his gait of the first dav

t^J'"- l^'W''
of the tournament was made hv the exoertteam of Parmelee, Crosbv. Budd, Taylor and Riehl w o Scored

rJ^l^fi ^''^1'
"^P'"" day, shooting in a haV%WndTwfntj'-three men shot through the nroerammf fr,r t'L f,!, j

ten making a record of 90 per cent? or better
^

^f£^,lsas"c^t"N^;,faTo;rof^8^ ^^'^ ^"'^ ^^^^^^^
1 he scores are subjoined :

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10
31 11 17 13 14 17 15 14 19 20A'?"; 14 11 17 12 13 18 14 12 13 19

^'^'Sht 3 5 17 12 S 17 7 9 16 18
Koln^es 14 10 20 U 13 18 15 9 14
Clapp 14 15 19 13 14 16 14 14 16 19
Jap 14 14 15 14 15 18 14 12 19 20
Hayden 14 14 19 9 13 18 13 11 18 19
Sexton 13 12 20 14 14 17 10 12 19 19
Pay 15 11 17 14 14 16 13 14 18 a)
T£^%quah 12 15 16 13 12 17 12 13 16 17
Pe-tjm* 14 15 17 11 14 17 12 14 16 19
Liiiell 14 12 19 13 13 15 15 15 17 18
Ross 14 13 19 15 13 13 14 13 15 16
Hixdii 13 14 16 1113 12 12 13 16 16

11 12 16 14 1? 14 15 16 18

Shot
at. Broke. Av.
170 151 .SS8
170 148 .870
170 123 .723
150 124
170 154 '.906

170 155 .911
170 148 .870
170 150 .882
170 152 .894
170 142 .m
170 149 .877

.888170 151
170 145 .852
170 141 .829
170 139 .817

Hill

Elbe

Jay

Parmelee
Riehl ....

Budd ....

14 14 20 15 U 18 12 10 17 16 170 147 .860

14 14 18 13 14 17 13 14 19 15 170 151 .888

7 12 18 13 14 19 13 12 15 17 170 139 .817

13 13 18 12 12 13 11 14 15 12 170 138 .811

11 12 30 23

14 10 17 12 11 13 100 82

h3 12 18 9 14 18 100 84

13 12 17 14 13 15 100 84

12 12 16 7 12 16 11 14 15 IS 170 133 .'781

13 11 15 13 12 13 14 10 . . .

.

130 101

15 14 20 12 15 19 15 15 19 19 170 163 !958

14 12 19 13 12 19 13 14 20 18 170 151 .906

13 14 15 14 13 17 14 13 19 19 170 151 .888

11 12 17 14 10 16 10 11 19 16 170 136 .800

14 15 18 13 15 IS 13 15 20 20 170 161 .9i7

13 15 15 13
15 7

18 14 40 32Lemmon
Smith cup event:

Scott HOimiOllllOUlUlllOll-
Hill 1 10011101 11 1111 1111011 Ill-

Tap 1111110111101111111010111-

Sexton mimiiiiiiiiiiiiniioi-

Dennis 1111111111111111111111111-

Day lOlllllOllllOlllllllllUl-

Allen iiiiiiiiioiiiumiiimi-
Talequah 111111111111111011 1111111-

Clapp 1111111111011111111111011-

Hayden 11101111111111111 lllill 11-

Wright 1111101101100111111111111-
Holmes 1110111111111111111111101-

Taylor 11111111010111111110111 10-

Hixon 1111111111111011101111111-

Ross lllimillOllllllllllUOl-
Linell llllllUlllllOllllimill-

Spencer lllOlllUlllllllllllllUl-
Elliott 1101111111101111110111011-

Lockridge llllUllllllllllllOUmi-
Vivion 1111111011100110001011110-

-21

-21-42

-21

-24-~15

-25

22-^47

-24

-24-48

23
-24—47

-21

-23—44

-22

-23—45

-23

-24—47

-24

-21—45

-24

-17-41

Shot
at.

Parmelee 340
Crosby 340

Spencer 340

Tap 340
Riehl 340
Budd 340
Clapp ....340
Linell 340
Scott 340
Day 340
Sexton 340
Dennis 340

Recapitulation.

Shot
Broke. Av. at. Broke. Av.
326 .958 Allen 340 296 . 870
235 .955 Welch 340 292 .858
313 .920 H.avden 840 291 .855
311 .914 Rossbach 340 293 .860
312 .917 Hixon .340 287 . 844
.309 . 908 Jay 340 287 .844
308 .905 ISlliott 340 280 .822
308 . 905 Dr Clark ......340 278 . 819
307 . 900 Talequah 340 281 .823
307 .900 Taylor 340 271 .800
304 . 890 Wright 340 264 . 776
298 .876

Third Day, July 20.

This day was devoted to live-bird shooting, and promised to be
stormy and unpleasant; but the threatened rain passed around, and
events were carried out as scheduled.

.
The first event was the 15-bird race for the amateur live-bird

championship. There were twelve entries, and four of the con-
testants—Gottlieb, Allen, Davis and Head—finished with straight
scores. It was agreed among these interested parties to shoot off
the ties in the 25-bird handicap following, the high score in the
latter to carry the medal with it. Mr. Head, however, announced
his determination to withdraw, stating that as he lives out of the
State he felt that it would be to the interest of the Association to
kee" it in Missouri, supposing that he had an even chance to win.
His view of the case was accepted, and the race continued between
the remaining three men. Allen and Davis again tied, each losing
but one bird, and it was then decided between them to hold the
medal jointly. Sillard Scott refereed these matches, and Dave
lilliott handled this part of the shoot to perfection.
The scores follow:

-12 Dennis 222222222222222—15
-15 Hixon *02202221201211—12
-12 Lemmon 111111121011211—14
-15 Dr Clark 221222211121022—14
-15 Holmes 211220102110112—12
-14 Taylor 102222122012201-12

W' right 21221012102222*-
Day 122111211221222-
Clapp 022122201222220-
Talequali 121121212221222-
Allen 212221222222222-
Spencer 222225222220222-

Event at 25 live birds:
Parmelee
Dav
Wright
Hill "...

Budd ..;

Clapp
Talequah
Allen
Spencer
Dr Clark
Lemmon
Taylor
Dennis
Riehl

2222222212222222221122222—25
*211212222*21222222121212—23
12211122222*212S!22221122—23
22202*2222222222222222212—23
222222222212212221122*222—24

....... . 02*22222220*02211101

w

1211221222222112220122122—24
152212*122111122212211222—24
22222222222222222222200*2—22
2222211012101211122222202—22
11111*2121111111111*21111—23

....... .2120*12222121221012111112—22
2222222222222222222222222—25
222222212220222*222222202—22

ON LONG ISLAND.

Emerald Gun Club,

Brooklyn, L. 1., July 17.—The Emerald Gun Club held a suc-
cessful hve-bird extra shoot to-day at Dexter Park, twenty-three
shooters participating. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier was the only one
to kill straight, he standing at the 30yd. mark. There were twenty
merchandise prizes, consequently those who got 8 or more birds
won a prize. These were donated bv friends and members of
the club:

E G Weiss, 28... 221020202011- 8 Schubel 28 2212210*012*—

8

W Joeger, 28 222221111012-11 Dr Milier, 28. .. .2222*1212210-10R Reagan, 28 20H01101102- 8 W Cotton, 28 122*21212112-UDr Hudson, 28.
. ..1021202*m0- 8 O Brown, 25 2020111221oC 9T Short, 28 220222001212— 9 T Rathjen, 28. .. .112121212020—10A Duke, 28 222220212222-11 Dr StiUmann, 30.122002110002- 7Fessenden, 28. .. .2222*2222222-11 H Quinn, 28 0101*1121222-9

Dr O'Connell, 30.222221112222-12 G Breit, 28 *11011221120— 9

V-SH'i"' ^° 120101200011— 7 A Duncort, 25. . ..*12010222222— 9
T H Moore, 28.

. .2H2111110U-11 E J Roberts, 28. . 22202212222*^11
Weightman, 28.

. .212221122012-11 T Cody, 25 000*10202202- 5
J B Hillers, 28. . .122012222020— 9 ^.^ _L ^ j

John Wright's ShoofJ

Interstate Park, L. I., July 18.~The weather was against a
large attendance, for the day fixed upon so happened to be one of
th6 sweltering hot period which has slowly been evolving shirredhumanity about New York and elsewhere for several days in suc-
cession, lo make the slightest effort was to invite a wilted collarand a wet head, for the perspiration would run so copiously offone s brow as to raise the query how one's brains could hold soinuch water, for it truly seemed as if a headful of sweat wouldpour forth m a few moments. At 9 A. M., according to the Weather
."i'^^^'o*^^

temperature was 85 degrees; at noon it was 91 degrees,and at o o clock it was 94 degrees. And yet, away from the hot

?iHWr^l.^"'^ fl"?''.^''?'^
^'^"^ °f ^'ty' ^here there washttle of the reflected heat, it was much more comfortable thanwithin the city limits. However, all enjoyed themselve^thoroughly. A number of ladies graced thT event wfth thei?presence, among whom were Mesdames Banks, Welch and

Messrs. J. J. Hallowell, F. Nesbitt and F. Ashton, of EastonPa. were in attendance as competitors, and proved themselves tobe thorough-gomg sportsmen.
lacives 10

A $2 mis.'^-and-out was shot for a wind-up, and after a few birdshad- been shot, it was agreed that each competitor would backa yard after each shot. Nearly all remained in till the 33yd mirk^vaa reached, and there were st 11 n Capt. Monev Banks M^ft,
^hton. and Ne.sbitt, the latter shooting^hem aff out fro^ Yhe extr-eme mark, and taking the mkoney alone. Both Monev andMorfey missed incomers.

money and

a miss-and-Qut, $2, but as all were straight at theend of the sixth round except one $2 more were added for anothermiss-and-out. In No 3 Morfey, Money ^n^ Banks were high *Hth14 each, and divided $40 between them, ' ^

No. 1, 7 birds, handicap; ties miss-and-out; extra
R. A. Welch, 30 , 2212212—7
Francotte, 28 2122222—7
J J Hallowell, 29 2122212—7
Capt Moixev, 29 2221122—7
T W Morfey. 31 2022222—6
Howard, 28 2202221—6
E Banks, 29 1210212—6
Jack^ 29 0212210-5

No. 2, 10 birds, handicap:
Morfey. 31 2222222222—10
Howard, 28 2121212222—10
Webber, 30 2222222222—10

$2 entry:
1121222*—

7

21222210—7
22212122—8
*

2212220 —6
22220
11212212-8
10

Banks, 29
Francotte, 28.
Money, 29...

Jack, 28

.2221021*11—8

.2111011200— T

.2001201111— .7

.1200222002— 6Hallowell, 30 1221121*22— 9
Welch, .30 21221*2212— 8

, ,
,

No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.
Morfey, 31 202222222222222—14 222222 22210
Money, 29 222222201221122—14 222222 111*
I5anks, 29 112220122122221—14 222222 22211
Welch. 30 022202222222222—13 222222 22222
Webber, 30,.. 022202222222222—13 222222 22222
I'^rancotte, 28 221011022122021—12 212221 21211
Howard, 28 220012021101111—11 220
.lack, 2S 011120122w
Xo, 3 was at 15 pigeons, high gun, handicap.
i he weather was at its hottest when the Sanders-Storms trophy

was shot for. A stiff breeze blew toward the traps from" the
.shooters, and the erratic flights of the hirds made the shooting far
from easy. The scores:

P- Banks llOllimUlllllllllllllllllllimilllOOllllllllll—47
Capt Money llOOlllllOOOllllimillOllOllllGOllOllimillimi-^O
Hallowell 10111111111100101111111111100111111111111101010101—40
,Tack 11011101111110110010111011101111001011001111011110—35
'Toward 0111010.1010.110101010111111110101111011101110000001—31
T..incoln 10011110111101111011100010011010011001100010101111—30
Francotte 01101111111000010100010100110010100100011100100100—23

Sweepstakes

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets : 10 15 20 15 15 10

Banks 10 14 17 13 14 9
.Tack 6 10 16 10 9 8
Money 9 14 18 14 13 9
Lincoln 3 10 9 9 10 8
A\ aters 7 .... 12 11 .

.

Gildersleeve .. 7 1113 11 9 8

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 15 20 15 15 10

Hallowell 6 10 17 .. .. g
Francotte . . 10 11 . . . . fr

Howard 8 10 .... 5
Wehber g
David 69..
Morfey 10 12 6

Fitchhutz Rifle and Gun Club.
FiTCHBURG Mass., July 10.—The following are the scores of our

inst shoot. At the close we had great sport in three miss-and-out
events:

Events:
Targets

:

Converse
, . , . , 7 3

Donovan 5 5 5
J'Joby,,- 19 2
Kussell 7

12345e789 10 11 12 13
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5p 10 10 10

6 5
6 ..

8 9
3 ..

7 ..

6 3
24 25

6 7
5 10
7 5

7

4

'7

6
6
7
4

'5

3
1

Bow-en g
Cutler '. \\ \\ \[ \\ ^1

"
4

Cole [

" "
[\

]
* [[ 5

Prue '
_ _ ]

" "
7

Upton ,
]

'

' '
^

Events: 14 is i6 i7 is i9 20 2i 22 23 _

^ Targets
: 10 10 10 10 10 5p 10 10 10 10 10 10

Converse 6 8 7 9 6 6 9 5 4
Russell 7 7
Cutler 5 7
Upton 6 4
Burbank g 10 9
Morse 4, 5 7
Esty ; 6 4 5
Smith 6 3 6
Dwight 5
Liversage 2
Gibson , . , , , . _ [ , J g
Coulter 3 4 i 9
E Coulter 1 1.. 2
July 18.—Our ^veekly shoot took place to-day. Eight gentlemen

from Bellows Falls, Vt, came down and paid us a friendly visit,
and we trust for the mutual benefit of both parties. We certainly
enjoyed their visit very much, as they proved themselves to be
hrst-class shots and royal good fellows. The event of the shoot
was a team race with eight men on a side, at which they proved
themselves our superiors to the tune of 16 birds, but two or three
of our men were decidedly off. We are in hopes that a second
match would prove closer. When we met we were strangers, but
It does not take long for sportsmen to become acquainted, for the
true sportsman's ideas are mutual the world over, and I thorough-
ly beheve if more of these friendiv shoots were held it would tend
to strengthen the "tie that binds," and in this, as everything
else, we derive the most pleasure bv trying to have every one else
enjoy themselves. Here is to the Bellows Falls boys. May their
eyes always be bright, their aim true and their souls as full of
good fellowship as when they came to Fitchburg.
The following are the scores:
Team shoot:

Bellows Falls.
Ray 22
Norwood J 21
Gibson 21
Shepardsoit i... 21
Dr Knight ...............15
Gapron 21
Dr Morrison ...21
Underbill ..15—157
Sweepstake events;
Targets :

Rav

Shepardson

Dr M
Under
Rice
Cutler
Morse
Conve
lobes
Russe!
Lesun
Esty .

Wilder .

Stickney

Fitchburg.
Rice .....22
Cutler ..,.19
Converse 15
Russell 18
Esty ..,...>,..., 14
Wilder 17
Dwight '..^....,17
Stickney .......19—141

8 9
10 15
8 10
9 6
e H
9 12
8 9
4 9
4 9
1 8
10 12
7 9
2 9
6 9
3 ..

6 12
4 9

7
8 10

Donovan

Rob ...

Ashton
Austin
Roby ,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10 10 25 15 10 5p
8 9 18 12 10 7
5 7 16 12 9 8 7
8 7 20 13 8 8 4
9 7 21 13 8 7 5
9 6 19 13 8 6 4
7 7 20 8 7 7 9

89 8 22 14 7 4
6 7 10 11 4
9 8 23 14 8 16 'e
7 8 22 11 8 7 3
7 6 11 8 8 4 4
7 5 19 10 6 4 8
5 6 17 11 4
8 8 20 10 8 S '4
5 4 17 6 5 5 4
3 4 16 9 5 7 8
8 5 13 11 4 4

17 10 7 3 3
11 8 3 8U 6 6 7

5
2

I. O. COHVERSE,"Sec'y.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

Tickets from Philadelphia to New York on Sale at Pcnn-
sylvania Railroad Ticket Offices in Baltimore

and Washington,

In order to accommodate persons holding thousand-mile ticketsand other forms of transportation valid to Philadelphia who may
oesire to check baggage through, and reserve sleeping 'and parlor
car accommodations to New York, the Pennsylvania RailroadCompany, beginning July 23, will place on sale at its ticket offices
in Washington and Baltimore one-way tickets from Philadelohia
to New York at rate of $2.50, Agents in New York will also be
instructed to sell similar tickets from New York to Philadelohia
in connection with tickets from Philadelohia to points south orwest thereof on Pennsylvania Railroad.—/ifo.

Farrington's Map of Maine.
This is an indexed State map showing- in detail ell routes aM

containing in its ready reference tables a large amount of informa-
tion concerning the social, industrial iand physical features of the
State. It IK folded within cover? in pocket form, Price 75 cents
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THE SHUT-IN SPORTSMAN.

Of all who are kept indoors by bodily infirmity one
might naturally think the confinement would be most irk-

some to him whose recreations are entirely of the outdoor

world; yet actual observation docs not furnish proof

that he bears the privation with less fortitude than fellow

mortals of different proclivities.

What substitute can he find inside four close walls for

the exhilaration of the sports of woodland and water?

What, compared with those the scholar finds in his

books, the artist in his pictures, the romancer in his

dreams, or the poet in his fancies? Even the man with-

out these resources may at least stolidly endure, one

would think._ But strangely enough he who loses least

chafes most.

The sportsman has the mem.ory of past pleasures to

comfort him, and if he be of the sort who enjoy most

keenly, he has imagination and invention to call to his

aid.

His well and long used gun, companion oi many a day

of supreme happiness, brings back vivid recollections

of many of them.

Not the least of these was the day when the delicate

penciling of the browned barrel was untarnished, the

polished stock unmarred by dent or scratch, and the

whole shining masterpiece of the gunsmith's art was

redolent of the faint oily smell that only the gun diffuses.

How proud he was to be its owner, to feel its perfect fit

and balance, and to have such faith in his ability to hit

his bird every time with such a weapon. He smiles now
as he recalls how effectually the overweening conceit was
taken out of him. For all that humiliation the unfor-

gotten day was full of happiness.

The softly soughing July wind brings in at the open
window some subtle reminder of the spicy fragrance of

pine and hemlock distilled by a September sun, and he
sees again the asters shining in the woodland shade, the

yellow of fading wood plants, the red glow of huckle-

berry leaves among the haze of blue fruit, the feeding

partridges, unseen till they burst upward with a roar

that quite upset his nerves and caused the waste of two
charges. Then after reloading from the brand-new
spring-top flask, the lever-charger shot pouch, and the

wads, homemade from cardboard, all marvels of celerity

in their day, the cautious search for the scattered birds,

with the firm resolve to keep steady next time at all

hazards. His good resolution was presently rewarded,
when a bird that sprang up almost in his face was cut

down and killed clean by a shot fired at just the right

moment, and so glad was he to have regained mastery of

himself that the whole scene is so distinctly imprinted
on memory he could go directly to the very spot after

all the years of change.

Some slight thing in some quite unlike scene, some
sound, some^ smell, recall other happy days of the past,

which he lives over again and again. Some befell where
the silver channel winds through countless acres of marsh,

now when it is all in the sameness of summer green
save where the blooming button bush, thronged with
nesting redwings, adorns it with its profusion of white
blossoms; now when a tinge of yellow pervades it,

varied with splashes of russet, orange and red, and the

tangled copses of button bush are islands of green, with
here and there a flame of Avater maple burning like a

beacon, and all a-whirl about the passing boat, thick as

bees around a hive, and a renewed uproar of thunder-
ing wings at the rounding of each bend; or in winter,

when the broad level of marsh and water wss a whiter

silent plainj to the eye, lifeless and deserte'd,- though
there was a stir of busy inhabitants under the snow-
covered thatch of the muskrat houses. Faint and far

comes the echo of a hound's voice, and following its

direction two dark specks were seen apparently creeping

nearer, their speed increasing as they grew and took on

the forms of fox and dog,, and the heart beat fast to the

swelling music, till at last came the opportunity and the

shot, and triumph of success. His nerves thrill again

at the memory of it all, and. he is glad to have lived in

those days, and to remember them.

The boys, who are in the first enthusiasm of sports-

manship, are wild with envy when he tells them of the

game there was in all the woodland and marsh when he

was a boy, and of the great fish that crowded the waters.

As they bewail the fate that brought them into the world

so late, he is reminded how he did the same when the

old men told him like tales of the big game of their

younger days, all gone before his time, and he, too, is a

boy—not valuing present blessings, but wishing the past

returned or the future reached wherein were all possibili-

ties. Yes, a boy again, with his flintlock musket; and

proud of the battered weapon, though it had tricks of

sornetimes missing fire and flashing in the pan, and
always kicked, due to its being breech burnt—so it was
said. Though both eyes were shut, he ' always knew
when it vvent off. When his young visitors tell of a

piece of old woodland .sacrificed, of some ledge shorn of

its trees, of river banks wantonly stripped of shade, he

is glad that he cannot see the devastated scenes—it is

better to dream of them as he knew them than to awaken
to their spoiled reality and the pain of impotent rage

against the spoilers.

Can that be only the slow stir of wind-swayed boughs,
so like the changing murmur of the swift river fretting

on its gravelly bed? So like it that he can fancy himself

stealing along the bank behind the fringe of willows, rod
in hand, of a fine June jnorning. The lush intervale

grass is dotted with the first buttercups, and the fra-

grance of wild grape blossoms is in the air; a muskrat
swims out from the shore towing a green branch to his

burrow; a green heron flaps awkwardly from perch to

perch; under a drooping willow a bass snaps a drowning
fly with a swirl of the green water, inviting the angler's

cast. He is no longer a prisoner of the sick room, but
is fishing again in his favorite stream.

So in autumn, when the falling leaves scurry past his

window, in spirit he is out in the brown woods, his

nostrils almost catching the subtle, indescribable aroma
of ripe leaves.

He hears the wood folk astir, the rustle of their feet,

their various voices speaking concerning his intrusion,

and he hears those weird mysterious voices of the woods
that come from no living thing. In the old, old days,

when the world was young and people were not so un-
believing, but took their fancies in good faith, these

were the voices of wood nymphs and fairies conversing
and calling one to another, not the piping of the wind
and the chafing of boughs.

The swish of the first snowflakes against the window, a
glimpse of snow-covered roofs, bring him visions of the
winter woods, muffled and carpeted in white, wherein is

written the latest doings of the wood folk, where a fox
had made a stealthy scout. Here is recorded what might
be taken as the story of the midnight, snowshoe sports

of half a dozen of their kind if the tragic finis

were not printed in blood and Reynard's fatal leap

imprinted on the snow, where there was an end
to all the broad pad marks. The partridge has set

down in the neatest footprint her devious wandering
from her last roosting place to the concluding wing-
marks where she took flight upward to a breakfast of

buds in a tall poplar. Squirrels have linked so many
trees and caches of nuts together; so many woodpeckers,
nuthatches and chickadees are seen, that one wonders
how woods so populous can be so silent, though snow-
muffled and echoless. Nothing is heard btit a party of

jays clamoring over their latest discovery.

Such clues lead the imprisoned sportsman to the frae-

dom of outdoors.

But there is a key that opens the door to a far wider
range, with comrades who take him to the furthest corner
of the wide world. One leads him among the familiar

scenes of his youth. Another, into the pathless gloom of

Northern forests, the home of the^ rcioose and caribou,

or further to the frazerc haunts- o£ the musk-ox, or to the

wild Northwest, where cnity cait he seen the last remnant
of the wood buffalo, and to Alaska and the Klondike.
Another takes htm to the Rockies^ and shows him the
elk in wonderful herds, the antelope, the wild sheep, like

statues carved out of the rocks whereon they stand, or
points out to him wihite specks moving along: the giddy

crags, which, he tells him, are wild goats. Another-'

shows him the savage grizzly, king of American beasts.

At night by the camp-fire he listens to the wail of t^ie

panther, the long howl of the wolf, and sleeps the restful,

sleep of the just. These most genial companions hunt

tigers with him in India, elephants and lions in Africa,

shoot foxes in New England, ride after them to the

hounds in Virginia, catch tarpon in Floridian waters,

salmon in Canadian rivers—in short, share with him all

his old sports and initiate him into new ones, and do
all that brethren of the gun and rod can for one an-

other, for these kind friends who lighten his burden of

weariness and pain are the world-wide contributors to the

columns of Forest and Stream.

JOHN GOMEZ.

Old John Gomez, the centenarian of Panther Key,
off the Gulf Coast of Florida, has passed away. His ex-

traordinary life span of 119 years has closed. Death has

found him out at last.

Born in 1781, this man was otlder than the United
States of America. He had almost attained his majority
in 1800, and one can but indulge the idle reflection that

if to his one hundred and nineteen years but a paltry

half year could have been added, so passing beyond 1900,

he would have had part in three centuries.

For a long time John Gomez has been a character

familiar to Forest and Strkam readers. One and an-

other of our correspondents have visited him in his home
on Panther Key and made report of his continued health

and vigor, at which the world marveled. It was only a

few months ago that Tarpon sent a grateful contradic-

tion of a rumor of the old man's death. Of the truth of

this new report, however, there can be no question. Of
the Panther Key phenomenon of longevity we may now
speak in the past tense only—John Gomez was.

Gomez was a native of Portugal. From his native

land he went in youth to France, where, as he was fond
of telling, he saw Napoleon Bonaparte reviewing his

troops. Coming to America as cabin boy on a bark, he

deserted ship at Charleston, S. C, and made his way to

St. Augustine, then under Spanish rule. Thence Ijie

passed to Central America, after many years returning to

Florida and taking part in the Seminole War. In the

6o's he served as pilot for the Navy in blockading opera-

tions in Gulf waters. We reprint from one of our 1896
issues some interesting reminiscences of John Gomez
in those days from the pen of Capt. Charles H. Rockwell,

who is now in command of Admiral Schley's flagship.

The portrait given on the following page is from a pho-
tograph made by Tarpon a few years ago.

SNAP SHOTS.
Here is a sporting itinerary with which one may con-

trast his own month off for a hurried trip to the Rockies
or Canada in quest of trophies. It is the record

. of ;
,an

expedition undertaken by Count Scheibler, an Italian'

sportsman, whose enterprise was of a method and mag-
nitude making it worthy of record. Coming first to the
United States, Count Scheibler hunted grizzlies and elk

in the Rocky Mountains; then he went to British Co-
lumbia and secured mountain goat specimens. From San
Francisco he sailed for India, in which country he se-

cured tiger, rhinoceros, gnu, wild buffalo and other big

game. Then he hunted Gya and Ceylon and thence

crossed to Africa and did the game of Somaliland, and
afterward penetrated equatorial Africa, adding trophy
after trophy representing the wonderful store of game in

that country. From Africa he passed to Russia for elk.

The experience covered seven years, in which time the

Count acquired specimens of a large proportion of the
big game of four continents.

Mr. Joseph B. Thompson, of the New York Bar, con-

cludes to-day his consideration of the Lacey bill in a

paper which is much wider in scope than the title as an
exposition of the principles governing game protection-

His lucid presentatfion of these principles deserves c^C'-

ful reading.

It is one of the important missions of Forest and
Stream to discover and proclaim new fields for rod and
gun. The very complete description of Mexisan tarpon
fishing will inevitably be the means of directing Americar^
anglers to those well stocked waters.
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Death of John Gomez.
Tarpon Springs, Fla., July 22,.~Editor Forest and

Stream: News comes of the death of John Gomez, the

veteran of Panther Key. He was fomid dead near Four

Brothers Island on Friday, July 13. He had gone out

Thursday fishing, and it is supposed that he fell out of

his boat'and was drowned. His age is reported at 122

years, but this is an error, for old John always said that

he had been born in 1781, so that at the time of his

death he was 119. Tarpon.

J*'rom Forest and Stream^ Sept 12, 1896.

I have recently seen mention in your paper of John

Gomez, a citizen of the world, and more especially of the

west coast of Florida. Long years ago, say in the sum-

mer of 1863 (that seems a long time, does it not?), I be-

came the proprietor of John Gomez. The Commander-
in-Chief of the East Gulf Blockading Squadron (there

was war in those davs) selected me for the command of

the U. S. schooner Two Sisters, familiarly called the Two
Shysters. The lofty vessel was a Baltimore pungy of

about 40 tons, drawing about 9 feet of water aft and 4

feet forward, as some suggested, so that she could climb

hills like a kangaroo. She carried under my command
one i2-pounder howitzer, and was manned by twelve sea-

men, three petty officers, one master's mate and a pilot.

When I proceeded on board to take charge of this my
first command in the Government service, I found sitting

on deck, smoking silently and diligently, his knees near

his chin, his back rounded like a bicycle scorcher, his

old straw hat covering his head from the nape of the neck

to his eyebrows. John Gomez, Pilot, U. S. Navy—a man
swarthy, silent, and looking like an Indian, but when
once opened up, like an oyster, with considerable meat in

him. John was my property actually for about six

months, incidentally until the war closed. He ate and

drank with me, and slept, when he did sleep, somewhere
near at hand. Pie knew a good many things not gener-

ally known, and when he chose to talk he could be very

interesting. The duty on which I was employed was of

great interest, and frequently very exciting—that of the

inshore, shoal water cruising, and blockade of the west

coast of Florida. Gomez was in his way a perfect pilot.

I think he knew familiarly every shoal, rock, oyster bed,

creek, inlet, mud bank, fishing ledge, roosting place for

birds, deer track and channel from Key West to Pensa-

cola. It is my impression that most of our living came
from his directions about where to find fish, game, shell-

fish, etc., and it was a most fascinating species of yacht-

ing and hunting combined, where the game was primardy
blockade runners and men generally, and secondarily

everything edible that waved a wing or wiggled a fin.

John came originally from Central America—Hondu-
ras, as I remember now—or had lived there many years.

His age was apparently between forty and seventy. Over
that range of thirty years you could guess at will. There
were no fences on the range. After he had warmed up
so as to talk, he related strange stories. He had lived

many years in Florida, had an intimate knowledge of the

Everglades, and an acquaintance with the Indians resi-

dent there. He had apparently made his headquarters at

or about Tampa. When the war broke out he was there-

abouts, but a time soon came when he found it con-

venient to cross the line, and also not to be slow about it.

So he "took to the bush," and found rest for his wander-
ing feet at Key West. It will be almost impossible for

me to reproduce his picturesque language, but, as far as

I can, I will tell the story in John's own words. It seems
that John had a family in Tarnpa. I do not know
whether it was his own family or one that he had adopted,

but it seems that one day a troubadour, returning for a

brief season from the wars, had or fancied he had some
rights in the case, so he attempted to enter the precincts

of the homestead occupied by Mr. Gomez and the family

aforesaid. John said, in telling the story:

"I yere talk in town, that man Willums come back.

He say he kill me. One day I see Willums come 'long

the road. I take my gun. T say, 'Willums, I no wanta
you come in here." He say, T come in. I killa you.' I

say, 'Willums, don'ta you come in da gate.' Willums, he
coma in da gate, I shoota him, an' he staya there. I coma
'way.'

That seemed to me to be good and sufficient cause for

John's hegira, and later his family joined him in Key-

West. He found employment as pilot on Government
ships, but he did not lil<e to serve on the steamers or
larger ships. Once wdien employed on one of the fast

steamers running up the coast for Tampa, close inshore,

the night being very dark. John did not make out how to;

go slower, as he desired to do, and unaware that he
should tell his fears to the officer of the deck, he wan-
dered about until he found the engine room, and said to

the engineer on watch: "Mista Engineer, don'ta b'ily

your water too hot!" which was his idea of going slower.

To tell of the fish we caught and the game we shot
under John's direction and guidance would be "another
story." He was a new and unique type to us. He was a
compound of Spaniard, Indian, hunter and fisherman all

in one. He carried, somewhere about him. a flint and
steel and a horn full of tinder, and produced fire from it

to light his pipe. He was always perfectly clean and
i!eat, but his clothing was tropical and free; I do not

think he liked to wear shoes. Squatted on deck with his

old pipe was his usual posture. His language was calm
and slow; I rarely saw him vehement. But there was a

secret, slumbering force about the man which savored of

helpfulness and power, and I have rarely met a man
w-hom I would tie to. for outing or danger, ashore or

afloat, with more confidence than I would to John
Gomez.

,
.He told me a story once about a deer hunting expedi-

tion of his in the Everglades below Punta Rassa which

has left a picture in my mind which will never leave it.

He was trying to creep up to a spot where he had seen a

deer. He' was standing for an instant m a flat place,

peering cautiously through the bushes in search of his

game, "when he felt something strike him gently on the

inside of each leg. He cautiously looked down, moving
little Hs possif^le, and ?a\r ffn enprmoiis rfittlesnake be-

tween his feet, head erect and ready to Strike if he moved

an inch. He was forced to stand immovable until the

snake lowered its head and uncoiled its length, when a

great leap took him clear of its attack. At this moment

he heard a low laugh and saw an Indian in a tree, who
had been an amused spectator of the scene. The rigid

John, the wrathful snake and the chuckling Indian would

make a oicture if they could be painted or drawn. That

would have been the chance of a lifetime for the camera

fiend. ^ . , f T I

The last time I was in Key West I inquired for John
Gomez, but could not learn his whereabouts. I am glad

he is still alive. All true sportsmen would fully appreci-

ate this son of nature. At first sight he would be passed

by, but if once one could penetrate beneath the bark

there was the rich yield of a life of adventure to gather

sap from. The species is fast dying out. Soon there will

JOHN GOilEZ.

be no more. Pioneer, hunter, sailor, fisherman, all in

one, the school is closed that made them, the books are

out of date from which they were taught, and the railroad

shrieks where they hunted, and the bicycle whirls where
once the deer paths ran. Good-bj^ old John; we shall

cruise together no more, unless there are happy hunting
grounds and smooth seas where we are both bound.

C. H. RocKWBLL, Commander U. S. N.

In a Nova Scotia Camp*
BY EDWARD A. SAMUELS.

In my many outings with rod and gun it has been
my great privilege to meet with a large number of sports-
men who were more than ordinarily interesting and com-
panionable. Enthusiasts as they were, they were full of

reminiscences, and many a thrilling story of the chase
have I listened to by the camp-fire or in the hunting
lodge in the wilderness. What a volume those narratives
would make if I had been able to record them: but most
of them have passed away from me and they cannot be
recalled. There is one, however, which I heard in camp
with a number of sportsmen not long ago which I will

endeavor to put on paper. It was told by one of our
party and I will present it here as nearly as possible in

the narrator's own words.

The Doctor and I have been close friends for many
years [referring to a well-known physician of Boston].
Our tastes are entirely congenial and both of us are en-
thusiasts in field sports. Every season has found us to-
gether on a Canadian salmon stream or in the forests of
the North in pursuit of the moose or other large game
or upon the shores and marshes of the sea coast where
the bay birds and water fowl are wont to congregate.
It was during one of these outings—a trip to the wilds of
Nova Scotia—that the moose hunt I am going to tell

you about occurred.

We had reached the section of country- m- wliich we
proposed to hunt after a journey which occupied sev-
eral days. It was made chiefly in our canoes and the
route was through a chain of forest lakes which for pic-
turesque beauty could hardljf be excelled. The last of
the lakes was reached by a portage of about two miles
in length, and at its upper end, between two rivers, we
made our camp. The locality selected was a wooded
point which jutted out a dozen or more rods into the
lake.

"It's just the spot" said John Freeman, our guide,
"for the breeze will carry our smoke and camp noises out
from the shore, and ag'in we're clost between two rivers
and we can paddle up either of them for a couple of
miles into the be.st moose kentry in these parts."

It was an ideal spot for a tenting place, the view ex-
tending the whole length of the lovely lake, which lay
so placidly in the heart of the wilderness.

"Ah. this is solid comfort!" exclaimed the Doctor as
he lighted his after-supper pipe and stretched himself
before the rousing fire of hardwood logs. "We are a
good many miles from civilization, bat we lack nothing
to complete our enjoyment."

I a5pente.fl, f'thg old savage nature is cropping

out again and showing itself plainly in the pleasure we
are deriving from this wild life."

"I don't think there's anything savage about it," said

John, lighting his pipe with a brand from the fire. "Lor'
bless ye! ever3rone likes to git out in the woods on a

moose hunt; it's a sort of nat'ral desire."

"Yes," I repHed, "a desire that we inherit from our re-

mote savage ancestors."

"You're speaking of savages," replied the guide, "and
of course you mean Injuns. Now I don't acknowledge
that any of my ancestors was one—not by a jugful. All

the Injuns I ever saw was too 'way down for a decent
man to own kinship to. I never saw but one of 'em that

had a conscience, and I don't actually know if he had
one. You remember on the carry yesterday we passed an
old Injun named Jim Joseph? He once got in a drunken
row with a white man and accidentally^, most folks think,

struck him a blow that killed him. Nothing was done
about it, but the old feller has been a changed man since

the accident. At times his mind is all right, but giner-

ally he is a little off. Some think that the murder weighs
on his mind. If old Jim has such a thing as a conscience
he is sufferin' from it all right. He likes his whisky all

the same, and sometimes gits too much pf it."

Those of us who have had much experience with
guides know how varied are their characteristics and dis-

positions. Some are industrious and are constantly doing
something about the camp to enhance the comfort of

their employers. Others are the reverse and are some-
times lazy to a most exasperating degree. There are

sulky guides, cheerful and always singing or whistling

guides, jealous guides, honest guides and lying, thieving

guides. I have had my outings with them all, and long
experience has taught me gratefully to enjoy the virtues

which appear and bear philosophically the vices that are

almost certain sooner or later to crop out. John was
what might be termed a reminiscent guide, and he enter-

tained us for an hour or two with his odd stories and
quaint sayings.

"I consider the Injun a putty 'way down kind of crit-

ter," he repeated, seating himself and pulling away at

his somewhat refractory pipe. "I allers agree with the

chap who said that the only good Injun is a dead Injun.

I've had lots to do with 'em and allers found 'em as

treacherous as snakes. I allers make it a point to keep
'em at a distance from me."

"I think you are too sweeping in your condemnation,"
said the Doctor quietly. "I have had Indians out with
me who were perfectly honest and who were most re-

liable guides."
"That may be," replied the guide. "It was for

their interest to be all right with you; but I never see

one that was wuth a string of suckers. I believe in

keeping 'em down to their proper place." .

"Well, John," said I as he paused to ctit a fresh

supply of tobacco, "they're pretty well kept down here

in Nova Scotia; there are only a few left, and you ought
not to treat them too harshly. Remember, it's, not a

fair thing to strike a man when he is down."
"That's rightj too," he responded; "sfock yer boot into

him."

"You are perfectly incorrigible, John," exclaimed the
Doctor, laughing at the unique idea of fairness' that had
been expressed.

"Yes, they're a hard lot," continued the guide; "and
they treat their best friends mean. Why, there was old

Squire Thompson down country, years ago; as good-
hearted an old feller as ever lived. He was too good to

the Injuns and allers was giving to them when they came
around. But Lor', it made no diff'rence: they stole his

sheep right and left and even spared Capt. Bents, his

neiohbor, a man who was too mean to live. Oh, .yesj he
was a reg'lar vulgar critter: an out-and-outer." ,.

"What on earth do you mean, John?" asked the

Doctor.
"Oh, he was always preachin' economy. I've got no

use for such people. Yes, he was an ornery cuss. He
was a widower, and they say his wife died from his

meanness. He took a notion to git married ag'in, and
began coortin' a young girl in the settlement. By jingo,

he spruced up and tried to look young ag'in. Fie shaved
ol¥ his beard and mustache and he was the homeliest
lookin' object, for all the world like the grace of God
in pursuit of murder." (As will be seen, John's meta-
phors were often somewhat vague.)

"That mustache." he continued, "had hid the biggest

mouth in the country, for I believe if he had wanted to

he could have swaliered a 14-pound codfish and never
gasped. But the joke of it is the girl married him.

Yes. she drove her pigs to a mighty poor market. The
idea of marryin' that old feller with seven or eight

3'oung ones!
"Well, the Injuns never touched any of his stock, bvit

stole from old Squire Thompson every chance they got.

Yes, the old Squire was a big-hearted man and he loved
good whisky; allers took his three good glasses between
supper and bed. No, I wasn't fur behind him, neither."

John's hand at this juncture was passed across his

mouth as if the memory of the three glasses came back
most vividly.

"Yes. the old Squire was a widower too," continued
the guide. "He lost his wife in their early married life,

and he said sometimes that he thought a life of celebracy
had not been altogether in his favor."

"Celibacy," John," I suggested.
'Tit's all one." he replied nonchalantly. "He was rec-

onciled, however, to such a life and allers said that it

was well to remember that the shorn lamb is tempered
to the blast."

"You are mixed in your quotation," said the Doctor,
who was listening in great amusement to John's narra-
tive.

"May be," he replied; "but you know what he meant.
Yes. the old Squire was a great sleeper. Gad! He'd
sleep the legs off an iron pot; but when he was awake
he was alive and mighty interestin', I can tell ye; far and
away ahead of Capt. Bent, who couldn't see a hole in a
ladder so far as intellectual thought was concerned. Yes,-
the old Squire used to .say when he felt lonesome that
celebracy wasn't the be.st thing in life, and he often
topped of¥ with the idee that these light afflictions some-
times assume a dark disguise."

"The old Squire mu.st have been a very interesting
man," observed the Doctor when John fini5he4 hl5
somewhat incoherent account, - .
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"Right you are. Doctor. He was one of the salt of
the airth; but he has passed away, and we may be sure
there's no Injuns to bother him where he is gone."
"Speaking of Indians," said I, when John had finished

his account of old Squire Thompson's peculiarities, "my
friend Reed, of Boston, tells two or three capital stories
about an old guide he had employed here in Nova
Scotia named Peter Glode. Mr. Reed said the old fel-

low was reticent on shore and in camp, and, as with many
other Indians, it took a long time to get into his good
graces; but finally the bond of mutual hardship and
adventure thawed him out, though even then he would
rarely talk much except when in a canoe and at some
distance from the shore, for fear something might hear
him.

" 'One day,' said Mr. Reed, 'Peter and I were paddling
across Cegemacongie when he showed me where there
had been a fight between his people and a band of Mo-
hawk invaders. As Mr. Francis Parkman and other his-
torians had said that the depredations by the Mohawks
had never extended beyond the St. John River in New
Brunswick I was naturally much interested at this little

bit of information and asked old Peter if he knew of any
other occasions when the Mohawks had come into this
country.

"
' "Well," he replied, "yas, long time ago, when I

was a young feller, 'bout twenty, nineteen years old, there
was one Mohawk come down here; but he was dis-
'gree'ble, no 'count kind er man; people didn't like him,
he was so dis'gree'ble, so Uncle Jim he killed him!" '

"Mr. Reed tells another storj' about Peter: 'We were
making a carry,' he said, 'and had sat down to rest near
a tree, the bark of which had been torn off by a bear.
All of us have seen these trees in the woods where
bears have sharpened their claws much as a cat does hers
on the legs of a chair or table. Some of these scratches,
being fresh, attracted our attention, and Peter said that
it was bear custom when a bear in the course of his
.travels came to a tree that had been scratched by an-
other bear for the second one to scratch the same tree
and by the comparative height of the marks to judge
whether he or the first one was the bigger, and so decide
whether it were prudent or not for him to continue in
that neighborhood; it would not be safe for him to
remain there if the other were the larger. Then Peter
began his story:

'Twas long time ago and a Indian man was mak-
mg carry—not this carry, but 'nother one, down toward
Pebluggige—and he, too, get tired and sit down to rest
him right near where was bear tree where bear sharp
his daws. Well, the Indian man he sit still .'while and
don't make no noise, and putty soon, barmbye, he hear
a stick crack and he look up. There was a little bear,
oh, a no 'count kind of bear, anyway, and he come
nosing 'long and he git up to that bear tree.

" ' "Indian man he sit still, don't say nothin', and
that little bear git up on his hind legs and reach up that
tree. Well, he don't come nigh top scratch by 2 foot
or more. Then he sit down on his hind legs and he
scratch his head.

"Then he goes off in the bushes and pooty soon he
come back a rollih' a bit of ole log. Indian man he
keep still, don't say nothin', and that little bear he roll
his log up against the bear tree and then he climb on
top of it; then he stan' up on his hind legs and he reach
up, oh, 2 foot above the top scratch; and then, my gra-
cious he just tear the bark on that tree jess orfuU! Then
he git down, he roll off that ole log and and he scratch
up leaves over it, cover it all up; then he come back, he
sit down on his hind legs and he look at them big
scratches and that bark all tore off 'way high up, and he
jess hug himself and laff. Injun man he laff, too, and he
let him go." ' ".

"That's a good bear story," said the Doctor, as he arose
from his recumbent position. "I have seen scratches on
trees which must have been made by a very long bear or
by one that had a log to stand on; but it's growing late,

and as we must be moving before daybreak I think we
had better turn in."

In a short time I was alone, and as I did not feel sleepy
I lighted a fresh pipe, resumed my comfortable position,
with a huge log for a pillow, and, gazing into the flames
indulged in a dreamy retrospection of the incidents that
had been touched on in our conversation.
Old Squire Thompson and his life of "celebracy," the

phenomenal mouth of Capt. Bent, old Jim Joseph and the
drunken quarrel and fatal fight, Peter Glode and the
"dis'gree'ble Injun," the little, no 'count, but cunning
bear, all passed before my mental vision.
At last I lay there drowsily listening to the sounds of

the night, which to me have a never-ending charm. I
listened for a while and then I began to doze. I had
not completely fallen asleep when I was aroused by a
step near me and then a deep voice uttering the words
"How do. Boss." Awakening from my half-sleep, I

looked up, and near me beside the fire stood old Jim
Joseph. Without moving from my position or showing
any surprise at the intrusion, for long training among
Indian guides had accustomed me to restrain many
natural emotions, I quietly returned his greeting and
awaited developments.
The old man sat down, took out his pipe and began

searching his pockets for tobacco.
"Huh," he at length uttered; "can't find tobac'. Boss,

lend me some."
I quietly took from my pouch enough for several

smokes and handed it to hira.

"T'ank you," he said, and without further remark he
filled his pipe and lighted it. "Boss hunt moose barmby?"
he asked.

"Yes, we hope to find one up river here," I replied,
pointing in the direction of one of the streams.
"Big moose up tudder river; horns spread orfull—so

big!" he said, extending his arms so that they measured
at least 5 feet. "I see him in the water this mornin."

_
"In the water!" I exclaimed. "I thought that at this

time of the year they kept in the woods and barrens."
"Makes no odds," was the reply; "bull moose move

'bout all the time. Wants to find cow. S'pose he come
to river, he stop and drink; p'r'aps eat some lily root
or some grass in the water. Then p'r'aps he t'ink cow
on tadder side; he swim across river easy; bull moose
don't mind water; he swim over mighty easy. P'r'aps
get hhn. Mighty big moose. John, he good caller.

Injun call too. P'r'aps Injun go 'long and help call.

P'r'aps we get two moose. Boss come maybe from
Halifax.?"

"No," I replied, somewhat absently.
"From St. John, maybe?" he continued.
"No; we belong in Boston."
"Huh; Boston fine town. I been there sellin' fur and

baskits. Big town; big houses; oh, orfull big! Yes, Boston
great tov/n for whisk' [whisky]; lots whisk' ev'rywhere;
hke St. John 'bout there. I s'pose Boss bring 'long lots

good whisk'?"
Here he stopped smoking and wiped his lips with the

back of his hand, evidently expecting to have the pleas-
ure of sampling the fire-water which he had no doubt
we had brought with us.

"No," I replied very quietly.

"What! no whisk?"
"No, none."
"Maybe some brand'" (brandy).
"No, none."
''What, no brand'! Maybe some rum?"
"No, none."
''What, no rum!" The voice of the old Micmac rose

higher and higher as he enumerated the different kinds
of liquor. "Maybe some nice gin?"
"No, none."
"What, no gin!"
"Not a drop."
''What Boss drink, then?"
''Oh, coffee, tea and cold watei-."

"Huh," he ejaculated; "tea pretty good; cold water all

right in summer time, mostly; but in cold night make
Injun belly ache."
"Now, Jim Joe!" shouted John from the tent, "you jest

want ter dry up hoUerin' that a-way about whisky and
lum and gin. I want you to understand this is a tem-
p'rance crowd and I and the Doctor want to go ter sleep.

Just dry up, now, consarn ye and let things git a little

quiet."

"All right, John," said the Indian, "I keep still. Go
to sleep and I wake you time 'nough to start barmby
for moose."

[to be concluded next week.]

In the Apache Country.
It matters not whether you cross Arizona on the Santa

Fe Pacific, the Southern Pacific or by wagon road, from
east to west, north to south, the Territory is a grand suc-
cess as a desert. The dubious verdure of the rainy season,
the flaunting brilliancy of cactus, yucca and mescal, serve
to exaggerate rather than modify the characteristic bar-
renness of the landscape. And yet one or two spots are
found where the curse has not had its dire effect and
where the sportsman may imagine himself in a more
favored portion of the globe. In the larger mountam
ranges, such as the Buckskins, San Francisco, Mogollons
and Graham, big game is abundant and not nearly so wild
as in the regions' to which hunters are wont to resort.
The Apache reservation not being located in the tops of
the mountains, I had imagined was a first-rate preserve for
rabbits and coyotes. Hence it proved a most pleasurable
surprise in scenery and products, and lucky is the man
who can get permission from the Indian agent to pitch his
tent and hunt and fish on "the strip," as that portion of
the reservation is called which wedges in between Navajo
and Graham counties.
One June morning just as daylight was fairly break-

ing I rode southward from Snowflake toward the Valley
of the Gila. For the first eight miles there was nothing
to indicate aught but the half-irrigated farm land that
surrounds the settlements. Then I noticed to my right
a brighter green in the fields and a belt of osiers and
dwarf oaks. Presently the valley narrowed into a little

cafion, through which ran a stream of water that was
actually clear to the sight and pleasant to the taste. There
was good grass, and wild roses and grapes covered all

the trees. It was a great temptation to me to stop and
camp, but 6 A. M. is certainly too early to call a halt for
dinner, so I jogged on over a fifteen-mile mesa of sand
and cedar, the lower Mogollons gradually assuming a
definiteness of outline and color phases that promised a
pleasant change for the afternoon.
Noon found me at the three-mile string of log houses

and little ranches that the map designates as Show Low.
Here the big timber—^pine and oak—dotted the landscape.
Ten hours of climb and then, at an elevation of 7,000 feet,

the plateau became as level as a floor, covered with
knee-deep gramma grasses and shaded by as fine timber
as can be found in the Blue Ridge or Berkshires. Wild
turkeys and quail were much in evidence, but the broods
were young and the unwritten code of ethics prevented
my securing any. Tracks and signs of larger game were
common. This is, I am informed, one of the greatest
bear regions in the West. The path through the park
was so delightful that I let my horse walk, all regardless
of the fact that if I did not reach the agency by nightfall
I should be doomed to a bed in saddle blankets.

Coalsy's ranch, on the reservation, afforded as cool
spring water as any that I haA'e ever tasted, and here I
was met by the welcome news that there were some
freight teams only half an hour ahead of me, and I
could probably camp with them. As good luck would
have it, I had met these freighters only the week before
in Holbrook, and it did not take much argument to
persuade them to camp early and try the fishing in White
River, which paralleled the road and was distant about
half a mile from it. I had no faith in the stream as a
trout water, but as the boys were provided with hooks and
lines, I determined to see what I could do. White River
proved as beautiful a stream as could be desired, and
with flies great execution could have been done. As it

was, we used grasshoppers for bait, and as they were both
small and active, it was harder to get bait than trout. The
fish were from 8 to 10 inches in length, and as very little

fishing is done, save when the officers from the post
indulge in a holiday, they are not educated up to the point
of being wary.
That night our camp was visited by a large bruin. We

did not see him, but the snorting of the horses was
enough to make us fire a shot as a bliiff, after which the
crackling of the bushes told that EH was making his
escape. His track was so large that I did not regret that I
had been denied an interview.

The following morning I rode into the agency. The
Apaches whom I met along the road were very fine look-
ing and quite sociable. From the agent, Mr. Armstrong,
I obtained permission to fish and hunt in the Black River
country. The White, Black and Gila rivers unite to
form Salt River, and both the White and Black abound
in mountain trout. We were too far down the Black for
good trout fishing, but we caught plenty of large mul-
lets. The hillsides back from the river seemed to be a
great breeding ground for turkeys, but our best sport here
was with the deer, of which we secured three.
Another month of hard travel over the worst of roads

and where water, even for the animals, is a very costly
luxury, brought us near the boundary line of Mexico.
Mesquite had long taken the place of the vegetation to
which we had been accustomed at the north. On the
afternoon of July 12, after crossing the divide between
the Barbacombari and the Sonoita, we were surprised
by finding a spring of ice-cold water, the source of the
latter stream. From that point until we reached Nogales,
a distance of thirty miles, we were in constant sight of
oak timber. The country reminded, me very much of that
part of California which lies between San Jose and Gil-
roy. Spanish was the language of the people, and
customs as well as appearance indicated that we were in
a strange land. Since that time we have lived on
game. The band-tailed pigeon is found in great flocks.
This bird is much larger than the domesticated pigeon.
It seems

_
attached to particular localities. We locate a

tree that is filled with the birds and kill two or three, when
they fly away and alight in another tree only a few
hundred yards away. When disturbed here they fly back
to the first tree. So two hunters, one at each tree, can
easily exterminate a flock. The white-winged dove (about
the size of the domestic pigeon) is more abundant than
the band-tailed pigeon. Chief among our game birds is

the Massena partridge, which is as large arid as delicious
as the ruffed grouse. The young birds are now more than
half-grown, and as they are very swift, strong fliers, they
afford the finest sport. Shoshone.
Nogales, Sonora, July 22.

Mosquitos in the South Seas.

The mosquito of the Pacific islands presents to the
white man the same old problem of self-defense, but in a
different way. His habits are different, his plan of
campaign involves new ideas of strategy, the result is

even more painful than the best efforts of the pests which
have sung their infamy in America.
The great protection against the ravages of the South

Sea mosquito is light—and plenty of it. Rooms well
lighted at night are free from the pest, even though un-
protected by any screen. But as soon as lights go out
the war begins. This mosquito is almost voiceless, and
gives no musical warning of its approach. When it

lands upon the skin it flattens right out, with four legs
extended in front and four behind, and in that position
inserts its probe nearly horizontally. In this there is no
pain, and the victim becomes conscious of the assault
only when the mischief is complete, and the venom puffs
the wound into an angry blister, often an inch in width
of localized agony. This characteristic of the beast quite
precludes any chance of enjoyment such as the broad
verandas of the houses of the white people would seem to
offer in the cool of the evening. Even in a well-lighted
apartment the undefended ankles will pay smarting
penalty for sitting at a table unless a lighted candle is

set beneath the board to dispel the shade in which the
winged poisoner acts.

The new territory of Hawaii has a history in which the
mosquito -chapter has just begun to be written. It was
blessed above all lands in having not a single mosquito
for all the ages of the past. But now it is painfully differ-
ent. They know and execrate the name of the ship which
brought from Mexico the first mosquito within the mem-
ory of men yet young. There are parts of the group to
which the torment has not yet spread, but it is despair-
ingly recognized that it is only a question of a short
time when the winged marauder shall hold sway from
Hawaii to Niihau.
Samoan legend tells the story of how not only the

mosquito but the fly as well was brought to the five
islands. Ages ago, when the world had not long been
created, the daughter of the King of Manu'a was walking
along the beach of Olosenga gathering flowers for her
adornment, as do the Samoan girls to the present day.
This one she chose for its fragrance, that one she plucked
for its rich color, bedecking herself from nature's store.
Then came out of the Eastern sea a canoe with one
handsome man aboard. He beached his canoe and hauled
it oyer the sands to the fringe of vines at the mark
of highest water. In his right hand he carried a bamboo
from which stuck out the end of a plug of twisted sugar
cane leaf, and in his left hand was another. When the
maiden had greeted the stranger coming from no one
knows where he asked her what she was doing on that
beach,
"Gathering flowers, my lord," she said; "flowers with

which to scent sweet oil of cocoanuts; flowers for my
hair and for a necklet."
"Take these two tub.es of bamboo," the stranger said

to the maid, "for they hold flowers fairer and more
fragrant than any that grow on the beach of Olosenga
between the sea and the wall of rock."
The maiden drew the plug from one bamboo to see

the wonderful flowers, and the air was filled with a
swarm of flies buzzing about her ears. She drew the
second plug, and out flew a cloud of mosquitoes. The
deceitful stranger drew his canoe into the sea and paddled
back to the unknown East, but the mischief he did re-
mains to* the present day, for thus came flies and mos-
quitoes to Samoa.

. . , Ui-EWELLA Pierce Churchill.

"Come to stay?" asked the fish. '^Oh^ no/* said the
worm ; "just dropped in for a bite."—Detroit Free Press.
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Snake Poison and the Plantain.

Philadelphia, July 23.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Just a word to enlighten Mr. C. H. Ames in regard to the

name of the saving "weed" m answer to his query of

"Particulars of Snake Story Wanted." I am sixty-four

years old, and remember when a small boy of hearing my
father relate, as testimony to the virtues of the common
broad-leaved plantain {Flantago major) for bites of

poisonous insects, etc., that a person once witnessed a

conflict between a snake and a toad. On being bitten by

the snake the toad would hop to a nearby plantain, eat

some of the leaves, and like a little man, await another

onset, the toad coming up each time apparently none the

worse for the encounter. This becoming monotonous, the

person pulled up the plantain and threw it beyond the

toad's reach, which again being bitten and not finding the

antidote, just went broken-hearted to the grave—and died

tliere. Frank Robinson.

Photographing Maine Moose.

Andover, Me., June 23.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I had a very exciting time getting these pictures. It was

the first day of April, 1900; the snow was only 7 feet

deep, and it would about half bear him up. If he hurried he

would go down in all over, and in that way I soon

would have him too, and he was ready for a fight. I did

not care to get too near the old bull, for he was a bad

looking fellow, but the cow was very easy to get up to.

I put my hand on her several times. I could only do

that when she was in all over. These were taken near the

Rangeley Lakes on the railroad to Bemis.

The bull is the one that is the furthest ofJ, standmg m
the woods 50 feet away; the rest are of the cow 20 feet

a^ay G. P. Thomas, Guide.
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The Lacey fAct.

lie nuisances, and a large discretion is necessarily vested

in the Legislature to decermme, not omy wnat tae inter-

ests of lUe public require, but what measures are neces-

sary for ihe protection of such interests. Lawton vs.

Steele, 152 U. S., 133"
,.c u- *.

And in people vs. Haynor, 149 N. Y., 200: Subject,

however, to the limitation that the real object of the

statute must appear upon inspection to have a reasonable

connection witn the welfare of the public, the exerci:>e of

the police power by the Legislature is well established

as not in conhict with the Constitution (.citmg autlior-

ities). When thus exercised, even if the effect is to inter-

fere to some extent with the use of property or the pros-

ecution of a lawful pursuit, it is not regarded as an

appropriation of property or an encroachment upon lib-

erty, because the preservation of order and the promo-

tion of the general welfare, so essential to organized

society, of necessity involves some sacrifice of natural

right" (citiHg Phelps vs. Racey, 60 N. Y., 10, and an-

other case).
, • 1

T'he United States Supreme Court has quoted, with

approval the following language of Chief Justice Shaw,

of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, in Common-
wealth vs. Alger, 7 Cush., 84: "We think it a settled

principle, growing out of the nature of well ordered civil

society, that every holder of property, however absolute

and unqualified may be his title, holds it under the im-

plied liability that his use of it may be so regulated that

it shall not be injurious to the equal enjoyment of others

having an equal right to the enjoyment of their prop-

erty, nor injurious to the rights of the community. All

property in this Commonwealth, as well that in the

interior as that bordering on the tide water, is derived

directly or indirectly from the Government and held sub-

ject to those general regulations which are necessary to

the common good and general welfare. Rights of prop-

erty, like all other social and conventional rights, are

subject to such reasonable limitations in their enjoyment

as will prevent them from being injurious, and to such

reasonable restraints and regulations established by law

as the Legislature, under the governing and controlling

power vested in them by the Constitution, may ^think

necessary and expedient." And says further: "This

141: "Laws and ordinances relating to the comfort,

health, convenience, good order and general welfare of

the inhabLants are comprehensively styled 'police laws

and regulations.' It is well settled that laws and regula-

tions of this character, though they may disturb the en-

joyment of individual rights, are not unconstitutional,

though no provision is made for compen^adon for such

disturbance. They do not appropriate private property

for public use, but simply regulate its use and enjoy-

ment by the owner. If he suffers injury it is either

damnum absque injuria, or, in the theory of the law, he

is compensated for it by sharing in the general benefits

which the regulaaons are intended and calculated to se-

cure. The citizen owns his property absolutely, it- is true;

it cannot be taken from him for any private use what-

ever without his consent, nor can it be taken for any pub-

lice use without compensation; still he owns it subject

to this restriction, namely, that it must be so used as

not unreasonably to injure others, and the sovereign

authority may by police regulation so direct the use of

it that it shall not prove pernicious to his neighbors, or

the citizens generally."

And in commenting on this the Court said: ihe

learned author in these and accompanying sentences is

discussing the rule where legislative action operates di-

rectly upon the property of the complainant and where

injuries alleged to result are the direct consequence of

legislative action. If under such circumstances the indi-

vidual has no cause of action, a fortiori must the same^be

true when the injuries are not direct, but consequential—

when his property is not directly touched by the legisla-

tive action, but is affected in only an incidental and con-

sequential way."
.

, , ,

' "

The language of the Court in this case and other cases

referred to indicates beyond a doubt that the decision of

Judge Ross in the Marin county case, commented on in

your issue of June 16 last, and of Judge Hanford in re

Davenport, would not be sustained by the United States

Supreme Court.. While in theory the police power of a

State is limited, practically there is no limit thereto

when exercised in the protection or preservation of game,

save by the one rule that the purpose of the regulation

must have some relation to the subject to be accom-

\Concluded Jrom page 6s.J

But there is another and equally important principle

iavoived m this ciass of legislation, and that is that the

States m adopting the Jbeaeral constitution retained to

tneniseives an tue powers not expressly or by necessary

implication granted to the Jrederal Government by that

instrument, among the powers not granted being the r.ght

to govern their uuernal anairs as mey mignt tnink best,

ana one of such powers was what is usually cahed the

police power, unaer which latter head comes the right

to paas game laws.

here again i must quote briefly from the Geer case

:

"Aside irom the authority of the State, derived from

the common ownership of game and the trust for the

benefit of its people wliich the State exercises in relation

thereto, there is another view of the power of the State in

regard to the property in game, which is equally con-

clusive. The right to preserve game Hows from the un-

doubted existence in the Siate ot a police power to that

end, which may be none the less efficiently called into play

because by doing so interstate commerce may be remotely

and indirectly affected (citing authorities). Indeed, the

source of the police power as to game birds (like those

covered by the statute here called in question) flows from

the duty of the State to preserve for its people a valua-

ble food supply (citing authorities). The exercise by

the State of such power, therefore, comes directly withm

the principle of Plumley vs. Massachusetts, 155 U. S., 461,

473. The power of a State to protect by adequate ponce

regulation its people against the adulteration of articles

of food (which was in that case maintained), although in

doing so commerce might be remotely affected, necessar-

ily carries with it the existence of a like power to pre-

serve a food supply which belongs in common to all the

people of the State, which can only become the subject

of ownership in a qualified way, and which can never be

the object of commerce except with the consent of the

State and subject to the conditions which it may deem
best to impose for the public good."

In Phelps vs. Racey, 60 N. Y., 10, at page 14, the Court

says: "The Legislature may pass many laws the effect

of which may be to impair or even destroy the right of

property. Private interest must yield to public advan-

tage. All legislative powers not restrained by express or

implied provisions of the Constitution may be exercised.

The protection and preservation of game has been secured

by law in all civilized countries and may be justified on

many grounds, one of which is for purposes of food.

The measures best adapted to this end are for the Legisla-

ture to determine, and courts cannot review its discre-

tion. If the regulations operate in any respect unjustly or

oppressively the proper remedy must be applied by that

body. Some of the provisions of the act in question might

seem to one unversed in the mysteries of the subject to be

unnecessarily stringent and severe, but we cannot say

that those involved in this action are foreign to the objects

sought to be attained or outside the wide discretion vested

in the Legislature."

And as was said by the United States Supreme Court

in Canfield vs. United States, 167 U. S., 518: "The
police power is not subject to any definite limitations, but

is co-extensive with the necessities of the case and the

safeguards of public interest."

And by Justice Stephen J. Field, in Mobile Co, vs.

Kimball, 102 U. S., 704, that "this Court is not a harbor

in which can be found a refuge from ill-advised, unequal

and oppressive State legislation"; and by the same judge

in another case : "It is hardly necessary to say that hard-

ship, impolicy or injustice of State laws is not neces-

sarily an objection to their constitutional validity."

All this must be read in connection with what is said in

Holden vs. Hardy, 169 U. S., 391: "While this Court

has held, notably in the cases of Davidson vs. New
Orleans, 96 U. S., 97, and Yick Wo vs. Hopkins, 118

U. S., 356, that the police power cannot be put forward

as an excuse for oppressive and unjust legislation, it may
be lawfully resorted to for the purpose of preserving the

' public health, safety or morals or the abatement of pub-
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power, legitimately exercised, can neither be limited by
contract nor bartered awa}' by legislation.

These declarations were made, as may be seen, in cases

where questions of natural right and private ownership
were involved; and the case must be much stronger in

favor of the power of the State Legislatures, in cases in-

volving the right to take game, when, as held in the

Geer case and other cases cited, no natural right or pri-

vate ownership can exist.

A very late case in the United States Supreme Court,

decided May 14 of the present year, L'Hote vs. New Or-
leans, advanced sheets, No, 15, page 788, in an opinion

by Mr. Justice Brewer, concurred in by the entire Court,

this language was used in regard to the exercise of the

police power

:

"It has been often said that the police power was not

by the Federal Constitution transferred to the nation, but

was reserved to the States, and that upon them rests the

duty of so exercising it as to protect the public health

and morals. While of course that power cannot be exer-

cised by the States in any way to infringe upon the

powers expressly granted to Congress, yet until there is

some invasion of Congressional power or of private rights

secured by the Constitution of the United States, the

action of the State in this respect is beyond question

in the courts of the nation. In Barbier vs. Connolly, 112

U. S., 27, 31, it was said: 'But neither the amendment

—

broad and comprehensive as it is—nor any other amend-
ment was designed to interfere with the police power to

prescribe regulations to promote health, peace, rnorals,

education and good order of the people.' * * *

Whatever course of conduct the Legislature may adopt
is in a general way conclusive upon all courts, State or
Federal. It is hp part of the judicial function to deter-

mine the wisdom or folly of a regulation by the legisla-

tive body in respect to matters of a police nature. * * *

But clearly the inquiry as to the reasonableness or pro-
priety of the limits is a matter for legislative considera-

tion, and cannot be the basis of judicial action. * * *

The truth is that the exercise of the police power often

works pecuniary injury, but the settled rule of this Court
is that the mere fact of pecuniary injury does not war-
rant the overthrow of legislation of a police character."

And the Court cites with approval the following lan-

guage from I Dillon on Municipal Corporations, section

plished. Questions of expediency, policy or how best to

accomplish the end in view are for tne legislative au-

thority alone, and with these the courts have nothing

to do.

As to the objection to such laws that they deprive a

person of his property without due process of law, the

same principles apply; but it may be proper to refer to

what was said in Dauphin vs. Key, MacArthur Rep., 203:

"The term 'due process of law.' as employed in the Con-
stitution, applies only to the fundamental rights referred

to in that instrument, and are inapplicable to mere priv-

ileges of legislative creation. As to these, the law of

England furnished no precedent, but the law of this crea-

tions determines the terms and conditions of their en-

joyment and by what process they shall terminate."

As a person has va. reality no property in game not

subject at all times to legislative control, there is noth-

ing of which the law can be said to deprive him. These
laws have been frequently attacked by those opposing

them by invoking that provision of the Constitution of

the United States which guarantees to all persons the

equal protection of the laws, but in no case involving the

validity of game or fish laws (and there are several of

these) ever coming before the United States Supreme
Court, so far as I can discover, has that court held such

laws invalid for that or any other reason.
_
What this

phrase means and its application and limitations are but

illustrated by what that court said in the late case of

Magoun vs. III. Tr, & Sav. Bank, 170 U. S., 293:

"What satisfies this equality has not been and probably

never can be precisely defined. Generally it has been
said that it only requires the same means and methods to

•be applied impartially to all the constituen'-s of each

class, so that the law shall operate equally and uniformly

upon all persons in similar circumstances. Kentucky
Railroad Tax Laws. 115 U- S.. ?2t. It does not pro-

hibit legislation which is limited either in the objects W
which It is directed or by the territory within which it

is to operate. It merely requires that all persons sub-

jected to such legislation shall be treated aHke under like

circumstances and conditions, both in the privileges con-
ferred and the liabilities imposed. Hayes vs. Missouri,

120 U. S., 68. Similar citations could be multiplied. But
what is the test of likene=s and unlikeness of circum-

stances and conditions? These references have almost

I
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the generality of the principle they are used to expound,
and yet they are definite steps to precision and useful-
ness of definition, when connected with the facts oi the
cases in which they are employed. With these for illus-
tration it may be safely said that the rule prescribes no
rigid equality and permits to the discretion and wisdom
of the State a wide latitude so far as interference by this
Court is concerned. Nor with the impolicy of a laAV has
it concern. Mr. Justice Field said, in Mobile County vs.
Knnball, 102 U. S.. 704, that this Court is not a harbor in
which can be found a refuge from ill-advised, unequal
and oppressive State legislation. And he observed in
another case: 'It is hardly necessary to say that hard-
ship, impolicy or injustice of State laws is not neces-
sarily an objection to their constitutional validity. The
rule therefore is not a st^bstitute for municipal law; it

only prescribes that that law have the attribute of equal-
ity of operation; and equality of operation does not
mean indiscriminate operation on persons merely as such,
but on persons according to their relation. In some cir-
cumstances it may not tax A more than B, but if A be
of a different trade or profession than B it may. And
ni matters not of taxation, if A be a different kind of
corporation than B it may subject A to a different rule
of responsibility to servants than B (Missouri P. Ry.
Co. vs. Mackey, 127 U. S., 205), to a different measure
of damages than B (Minneapolis & St. L. Ry. Co. vs.
Beckwith, 129 U. S., 26); and it permits special legisla-
tion in all of its varieties. Missouri P. Ry. Co. vs.
Mackey, 127 U. S., 295; Minneapolis & St. L. Ry. Co.
vs. Herrick, 127 U. S., 210; Duncan vs. Missouri, 152
U.^S., 377.
'In other words the State may distinguish, select and

classify objects of legislation, and necessarily this power
must have a wide range of discretion."
The United States Supreme Court, as well as nearlj'

all the courst of last resort of the different States where
the question has been determined at all, have decided that
the constitutional provision in regard to due process of
law and equal protection of the law have no application
to cases involving the exercise of police power, partic-
ularly in regard to the protection of game and fish. The
courts of inferior jurisdiction which have held other-
wise, notably the United States Circuit Court for the
Ninth Circuit, in the District of California, in one case,
and in the District of Washington in another, you have
already in your columns clearly and ably demonstrated
to be in error both on principle and authority.
The decision of Judge Hanford in the Davenport case,

which is the one from the District of Wasliington alDove
referred to, is clearly, I submit, based on false premises.
He has assumed, and based his decision on the assump-
tion, that the quail in question were taken in Missouri at
a time when by the laws of that State such taking is law-
ful. And while there seems not to have been any proof on
that point, the fact is, as I gather from the law of Missouri,
that, while it is permitted to transport beyond the limits
'of that State game lawfully taken there, yet in this case the
quail in question being charged as being in the possession
of the defendant at Spokane, Wash., on March i, 1900,
and tile closed season for quail in Missouri being from
Jan. I to Nov. i, it might have rather been assumed that
they were unlawfully taken in Missouri, and that being so
their transportation was also unlawful; and that being
so the foundation on which the decision rests falls ; but if

it be admitted that the Court in the absence of proof will
not assume that a thing done is unlawful, then pfoof of
the laws of Missouri should have been made; and in the
absence of such proof the Court must assume, under an-
other well-known rule of law", that the laws of Missouri
on that subject were the same as those of Washington,
and under the laws of the latter the offense was clear.

Furthermore, it was for the Legislature, and not the
Court, to say whether or not the provision of the law of
Washington in question was necessary for the protection
Df its own game. This has been so often decided, not
pnly by the State, but also by the Federal Courts, that it

is beyond question. The very late case of L'Hote vs. New
Orleans, already referred to by me, is conclusive on this
point; but even if the courts can consider this question,
which I deny, still that such a law as the one in question is

lecessary is demonstrated constantly and everywhere, and
S a part of the common knowledge on the subject of
pme protection. This has also been recognized in the
rules adopted by the Department of Agriculture for the
mforcement of the provisions of the Lacey Act, and was
;o declared by the House Interstate Commerce Committee
n its report on the Lacey bill. While the learned judge
was correct in saying that the Geer case did not hold
^pecificalljr, that a State could prohibit the traffic in game
awfully purchased or otherwise lawfully acquired in an-
Jther State, it is equally true that the Court said enough
lot only in that case, but in other cases, to convince any
mbiased and impartial person that it would so hold
ivhen the question came before it, as well as holding that
f the game was unlawfully taken or transported the State
nto which it is brought could make the possession thereof .

I crime.
These two Western cases are not perhaps of very great

mportance, but so long as they stand unreversed they
urnish aid and encouragement to violators of game
aws. Joseph B. Thompson.
Nbiv York.

I know something of the camel, having camped for
rights with three of the brutes gurgling and groaning
vithin a few feet of my bed, and a spell of close com-
)anionship at the edge of the desert has not in any degree
ncreased our mutual respect. The camel certainly has
lot yet had its fair chance, and should not hastily be
udged, for the Arab, its master, makes slaves, not friends,

)f those who serve him. But I doubt, all the same,
vhether the camel, even when taken young, has any
asting susceptibility to kindness, and if a trainer can
succeed in inducing one to waltz or pirouette on its hind
egs I hope I may be present at the first performance.
Moreover, conscience might rest fairh' comfortable on the
rount of cruelty, for the camel can survive a good deal of
•igor, and I have seen the brutes, after a fearful flogging
'rom their drivers, sidle peacefully away to a fence of
Dricklv pear and remove it to their insides in an in-

rredibly short time.—^F. G. Aflalo in Fortnightly Review.

Jft the list of good things in Wooderttft in out adv. cols.

Lost in the National Park.
The Livingston, Mont., Post of July 19 gives this

account of the experiences of a man lost in the Yellow-
stone Park:
"Weakened from continued exposure, haggard from

his efforts to escape from the creatures of a disordered
mind, trembling with fright and pale with fear, having
been for five days without food, emaciated from loss of
sleep, C. C. H. Smith was found Monday after a force
of men had scoured the country for days in search of
him. The story of the experience he passed through is

one which has been related of few men who lived to bear
witness to their hardships and the fearful ordeal through
which he passed is one that for awful detail has not
been equaled in the history of Montana.
"On the 5th of the present month C. C. H. Smith, accom-

panied by his mother and Miss Snider, a friend of Mrs.
Smith, left Gardiner for a trip through the Park. The
tour was completed without incident, and the party re-
turned to Indian Creek, seven miles south of Mammoth
Hot Springs, last Thursday. Here thev made camp for
the night and proceeded to set up their tents and make
their last stay in Wonderland, prior to their departure for
their home in Tom Miner Basin. While the matters
about the camp were being arranged, the horses belong-
ing to the party strayed away, and Mr. Smith left the
camp, telling the ladies that he was going to search for
the animals and that as soon as he found them he would
return. That was the last seen of him bv any human
being until the following Monday, when' he was dis-
covered by a stage driver, nearly dead from exposure
and fright. The two ladies waited for some time for the
return of the head of the party, and finally Miss Snider
werit out to see if she could discover some trace of Mr.
Smith. In this object she was unsuccessful, but she
tcund the horses, and returned to camp with them, ex-
pecting that Mr. Smith had preceded her there. On her
arrival at the camp she was surprised to learn that no
trace oi Smith had been seen, and that he had not re-
turned. Still the ladies were not much alarmed, think-
ing that on his hunt for the horses Smith had strayed
further from the camp that he thought and that he
\yould undoubtedly return shortly. All night long the
two women waited, and as the hours came and went they
began to worry for fear that all was not right with the
missing man, and a horrid fear that he had become lost
in the timber began to assert itself. The time dragged
along until the early dawn, and still no trace of Smith
appeared. The fears of the two ladies grew in intensity,
and they became so thoroughly frightened that they gave
the alarm to the soldiers at the fort, and a party was made
up to search for the missing man. Soldiers and scouts
searched the country round about the camp for four days
without discovering any trace of the missing man. Sun-
day they gave up the search, believing that Smith was
dead and it were folly to continue the hunt longer. In
(xardmer there were many friends of the missing man
who did not believe in abandoning the search, and they
formed a party to find him. The party was headed by
Tom Newcomb, and John Dewing, Clarence Ryerson,
Henry Fitzgerald and a man named Brown were the
other members. The party left Gardiner at daylight
Monday morning, fully determined to continue the
search until the mystery of Smith's disappearance was
solved. They searched all the day, but were unsuccessful
It remamed for a man named L. L. Stratton, who drives
a team for the Wylie Camping Company, to solve the
mystery. Strafton was driving along the road about a
mile south of Indian Creek, and but a short distance
from the camp from whence Smith had disappeared, and
he came upon the missing man. Smith was off from the
road some little distance and w^as running about in a
circle. He saw Stratton just as the latter caught sight of
him. A hunted look was in the eyes of Smith, and he
started as fast as his enfeebled condition would 'allow to
escape. Stratton folldwed him and overtook him. He
struggled to get away, and his captor was obliged to
summon assistance from a couple of men who were driv-
ing a beef wagon along the road. The three men put
Smith into a wagon and took him to Gardiner. On the
way he made several attempts to escape and had to be
held in the \vagon. He seemed afraid, but did not at-
tempt to injure any one, merely manifesting a desire to
get away.

"Arriving at Gardiner, Smith was taken charge of by
S. M. Fitzgerald, an old friend, and taken to Cinnabar.
Plere he began to grow quieter, and he rested somewhat
His mind began to return to him, and he told a discon-
nected story of his wanderings. The peculiar hallucina-
tion of which he was possessed was that he was being
pursued by men who were trying to kill him. He avows
that he w-as chased by men, who kept shooting at him
every little while. He says th.at they had a small cannon,
and that they would fire at him every few steps he took.
He says that his mother sat by a tree writing all the
while, and that .she was as cool as if nothing were hap-
pening. He became convinced that the object of his
pursuers was to kill and then rob him, and to frustrate
at least one part of their plan he took off his watch and
chain and threw them away. The watch he flung one
way and the chain he threw another. He had some
money on his person, and this he also threw away. He
thinks that he traveled a great distance, but in fact he ran
about in a small circle, wearing the grass off from the
ground until it was perfectly bare. He was absolutely
without food of ai^y kind for the entire five days. He
says that he did not eat any berries, but that he lived on
tobacco. He says that tobacco is a great thing, and is
of the opinion that it alone prevented him from starving
to death. Acocrding to his own statement, he slept five
minutes every hour, but from the haggardness of his ap-
pearance it is doubtfid if he slept at all.

"Monday evening Mr. Smith came to this city with
S. M. Fitzgerald. He seemed rational enough then, but
was weak from the shock to his nerves. Tuesday morn-
ing, after he had rested here during the night, he be-
came more than ever possessed of his scattered faculties,
and so far recovered from his nervousness that it wa.s
apparent that the recovery of his perfect health was but
a matter of a short time. Dr. R. D. Alton examined him
and it is his opinion that

,
Mr. Smith was the victim of

extreme nervousness. Mr. Smith will return to his
ranch in Tom Miner Basin, and will in all probability re-

cover entirely from his terrible experience. His won-
derful vitality asserted itself here, and the change that
took place in him was almost miraculous. When he
alighted from the Park train Monday evening he trembled
and could not walk without staggering. A night's sleep
and care changed all this, and Tuesday morning he
looked as well as any one. His nerves became settled
and he became himself again, apparently none the worse
for his experience. His many friends here and else-
where in this county will be more than pleased to learn
that he has recovered from the nervous disorder which
affected him, and that he will undoubtedly carry no ill

effects as a result of his five days' fast in the Park."

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Where to Go for Prairie Chickens.

Chicago, III., July 28.—While in Minnesota recently I
took oains to make inquiries regarding the prairie
chicken crop of this year, and endeavored to obtain the
names of localities where the shooting promises to be
good this fall. Every year a great many inquiries come
into this office for good chicken country, and there are
few iriquiries more difficult than these to answer satis-
factorily. A locality which is good a month before the
opening of the season may be shot out by the time the
legal date for shooting has arrived. I am aware that in
giving the advices below the information comes pretty
early m the season, yet it must be early to be of much
service to those who plan a chicken trip from a long dis-
tance. All such will know that they take their chances in
any such trip, and that the information is given only
upon what is certainly the safest advice obtainable, and
jiear to the grounds in question.

There is no doubt whatever that this is a good chicken
year in Minnesota and the Dakotas. The weather has
been extremely favorable. The birds nested very early and
they have met with no conditions since spring to keep
them from prospering. The legal date of Sept. i is
going to be a very late one this year, so far as easy
chicken shooting is concerned. The birds were plenty
strong enough last week to fly in the North Dakota
country. By the middle of August they will be prime, and
by the first of September they will be big enough to keep
out of the way pretty well. Ten days' time makes a heap
of difference with a young prairie chicken. South
Dakota, which opens the season ten days earlier than
Minnesota, will get a large number of shooters from that
State and other parts of the country, and one would not
be surprised if some of the heaviest bags were reported
Any one intending going to South Dakota for chickens

might do very well to try Ellendale, Webster or Mill-
bank. He should work to the north of Millbank. These
towns at this writing are in the center of a rattling good
chicken crop.
For North Dakota, Larimore and Pembina are good

tips this year. The country west of Grand Fork'^ has a
good many birds on it at this writing.

Southern Minnesota still has some birds, but is set-
tling up very fast. Further north in the State there will
be birds this fall on country which for two or three years
ha.s been reported poor. At this writing there is a grand
chicken crop m the country near Bird Island, Hector
and Sacred Heart. The slough country near Sleepy Eye
^u^Td- Falls has a good crop this year. The
ihief River Falls country, opened up not very long ago
i.s stated to be good this year. One must expect grouse
shooting chiefly m that country. For prairie shooting
one will do better to go to Hallock, Ada or St. Vincent

I get the above advice from a gentleman thoroughly
'

posted on the Northwestern shooting regions whose
^ j,''"^ Minneapolis. He adds that I may state un-

qualifiedly that shooters who go out with good dogs this
season will .get chickens.
My friend Mr. Neal Brown, of Wausau, Wis. last

September introduced me to a new chicken country that
near Bagcock, Wis. This is in the mar.sh country and thepme forest slashings, where a few ragged farms are to
be found. Near Babcock and Necedah there will be a
great many birds this fall, and if you want to see shoot-
ers just watch the trains of Aug. 31, north of Chicago
and Milwaukee. The chicken hunters go out Sept i
absolutely m hundreds.
As to the prairie chickens in IlHnois, I think the

situation i.s much as it was last year. There are a few
birds usually in country which has been protected. My
tnend Mr. W. A. Powel has given me a standing invita-
tion to come and shoot chickens with him and if I get
to kill a chicken this year it will probably be in the
goodly land near Powelville. I should not feel like
advising any one to come from a distance to hunt
prairie chickens in Illinois, though without doubt the
tew hrst days of the season will see about as big bas:s
made in this State as anywhere in the West.

Seizure of Song Birds.

•State Game Commissioner Harry W. Loveday, with
Deputies G R. Ratto and M. H. Edinborough, this week
visited all the bird stores and taxidermist places in the
central part of Chicago, and seized all the song birds
which were there kept in captivity and for sale The
-Audubon Society IS said to have encouraged this work
Prof. Frank M. Woodruff, of the Chica.go Academy of
Sciences, accompanied the officers and pointed out the
.species of birds which are protected under the terms of
the Illinois law. The officers seized a number of mock-
ingbirds redbirds, robins, etc., and these were taken
away. Later the birds were returned to their former
ovvners for care pending the progress of the legal battle
which will begin next week. The dealers claim the birds
are not wild but tame, and say that most of them are
shipped in from the South and not taken in Illinois
Ihere IS an attempt made to create some feeling against
the officers on the ground that they might as well search
private houses and seize pet birds.

Forest Reserve Fires.

Reports from Kalispel, Mont., on July 25 Estate that a
very vicious forest fire was rasring at that^ date in the
western part of the Lewis and Clark forest reserve The
Indians are said to have set these fires, over thirty of
which are burning at different places up and down the
river. The rangers have large crews of men out from
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Missouri and Kalispel, and are trying to save the white

pine and cedar, thousands of acres of which have been

burned over already. Some of the fine timber on the

Flathead reservation has already been burned. The
Indians have been killing the elk and deer started out by

the fires which they have set. Fifteen dead deer and

one elk were found in one bunch. From all accounts it

would seem that a great deal of desolation is going on in

what is naturally a very noble mountain country.
E. Hough.

Haktford Building, Chicago, III.

The Illinois Game Outlook.-
Alton, 111., July 21.—Illinois sportsmen are much elated

over the magnificent prospect for field shooting in the

State this fall. This is good news, but of more mterest

is the knowledge of how and why the condition has been

brought about. The season has not been especially

propitious; in fact, the weather has been rather too wet

for the best progress of young bird broods. The improve-

ment in the game stock is due wholly to the better pro-

tection afforded in season and out under the new game
law which went into effect one year ago this month. One
unacquainted with the facts would hardly suppose that

any law, were it ever so good, could have such a notice-

able effect in so short a time.

But everything was ripe in Illinois for the enactment

of this law^ The resident sportsmen had been working

for it for years, and as soon as it went on the books it

was backed with the moral and. active support, both of

hunters and of the IlHnois Audubon and other .societies

working for the protection of the native fauna of the

State. Governor Tanner, himself an ardent sportsman,

was singularly fortunate in his selection of H. W. Love-

day as State Game Commissioner. This gentleman had

his plans all mapped out and most of his assistants_ chosen

by the time the law became operative, and by the middle of

July every pot and market hunter, and the indifferent

slaughterer of all birds and beasts in which no neighbor

could claim ownership, awoke to the fact that a new era

had dawned which necessitated his keeping within the

statute or undergoing sundry and considerable incon-

veniences. As one of the Congressional district wardens,

the writer had much to do with the enforcement of the

law in certain sections; and he was impressed with the

degree of sympathy and support which came from all

quarters.

Although the remuneration was practically nothing, it

was no trouble to get deputies who could be relied upon,

and but few prosecutions followed. When, however,
arrests became necessary, the cases were pushed for all

they were worth, with the full power of the State be-

hind them, and in every important action, I believe, the

law was sustained. The law is lacking in a few particu-

lars yet, notably in its failure to provide an adequate
revenue for the payment of deputies' fees and salaries,

but this is to be remedied in the next Legislature, if the

sportsmen remember to elect only the right kind of men
to represent them, and then we shall have in Illinois a

game law of which every citizen may well be proud. The
fields are musical this summer with the cheery piping of

Bob White, where he had been almost unknown for

years. Reports from the central counties tell of a goodly
supply of prairie chickens, while doves, now for the first

time recognized as a game bird, and therefore protected,

teem on every wheat and oat field in the State. But it is

not only the game wliich is protected. Every bird that

builds its nest within the borders of the State, save the

crow, blackbird, sparrow and hawk, is protected by the

arm of the law, which makes it worth $5 and costs to

any one who shoots at it—if the officer find it out.

This may be an old thing in mai:y Eastern States, but
with us it marks what we consider a splendid stride for-

ward, and we cannot help feeling proud of it.

F. C. RlEHL.

New Jersey Shofe Birds.

Bayville^ N. J., July 28.—^Yellowlegs are coming in.

Some few willet and curlew are flying. A good season

is looked for on birds. A good many fish are being

caught. -He&b.

Stray Carrier Pigeon.

Alder Ckeek, N. Y., July 9.—^Whose carrier pigeon is

this? The bird arrived on the 7th inst. Marks in rubber
band inside, No. 2277; outside, 397. Metallic band,
M. P. A. 471 86. F. N. Phelps.

In the Country.

It seems to me I'd like to go

Where bells don't ring, nor whistles blow,

Nor clocks don't strike, nor gongs sound.

And I'd have stillness all around.

Not real stillness, but just the trees'

Low whisperings, or the hum of bees,

Or brooks' faint babbling over stones

In strangely, softly tangled tones.

Of maybe a cricket or katydid.

Or the songs of birds in the hedges hid,

Or just some such sweet sounds as these

fill a tired hearti with ease.

If *tweren't for sight and sound and smell,

I'd like a city pretty well;

But when it comes to getting rest,

I like the country lots the best.

Soinetimes it seems to ine 1 itiiiSt

Just quit the city's din and dust,

And get out where the sky is blue;

And say, now, how does it seem to you?
—Eugene Field.

A dog has no right to brood over its wrongs, and remem-
ber in malice. That the injured girl threw sticks and
.stones at the dog several months before she was bitten
furnished no excuse. The only defense available to the
dog's master is the doing of an unlawful act, at the time
of the attack, by the person injured.—Iowa Supreme Court
(Van Bergen vs. Eulberg, 82 N. W. Rep., 483).

FOREST^ ANp_ STREAM.

Winter Fishing at Tamp?co.
About the end of last October I left Kansas City for

an extended business trip in the Republic of Mexico, but

stopped en route at Aransas Pass for my annual outing

on tarpon fishing. Unfortunately it was too late in the

season, so after ten days of rather poor luck I left for

Mexico City and took with me two tarpon rods, two
reels, a gaff, one new line and a couple of old ones, about

a dozen mounted tarpon hooks, a good supply of smaller

hooks and a few other articles of my fishing outfit, send-

ing home by express the larger part thereof.

My object in taking the tackle along was to try for

tarpon .at Tampico, in case that time could be spared

from business; for when I was in Mexico during the

spring of '99 I heard a rumor to the effect that there

Avere tarpon at that port, but that nobody ever fished

for them. How many times afterward did I club myself

for not having brought down my entire outfit! Had it

not been that I was greatly overloaded with baggage I

would have done so.

After arriving at Mexico City I began mak-ing in-

quiries concerning the fishing cranks, and found that

they are very scarce in the republic. Two men only

had tried tarpon fishing at Tampico, and these with

hand lines. One of them stated that tarpon there will

not take a mullet, but will strike well at an artificial bait;

and the other remarked, "You cannot land tarpon at

Tampico as you do at Aransas, one out of five strikes

or even one out of ten; for I had fully sixty strikes there

without landing a single fish."

With both of these gentlemen I begged to differ, and
wiiether I was right or not the sequel will show.
Toward the end of November, foreseeing that there
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would be a hiatus of a couple of weeks in my work, I

made arrangements for a little fishing party at Tampico,
consisting of Dr. H. W. Howe and Dr. Jose Rojo, both
dentists, living in Mexico City. Dr. Howe is a man still

on the right side of sixty, notwithstanding the fact that

he served in the Federal army all through the American
Civil War—a jolly good fellow, who can tell a good
story and get up day after day at 5 A. M. and fish till

dark. He is a big man, with a big laugh and a big heart,

and as good a companion as the most fastidious sports-
man could ask for. As I have told him more than once,
he has but one serious failing, which is that at heart he
is not a true tarpon fisherman, because on the slightest

provocation he will quit his legitimate business with the
grande ecaile and go after sharks, jewfish, sawfish and
such like vermin with hand lines as thick as one's finger,

hooks strong, enough to suspend an ox by, and chains
that would hold a good-sized vessel at anchor. In this

respect I fear that he is incorrigible; but I may be mis-
taken, for after having succeeded in catching the silver

king on a rod he may be converted to legitimate sport
exclusively.

Dr. Rojo, or, as we called him, Don Jose, is a young
man of about five and twenty, who is assistant to Dr.
Howe in his business. He is a type of the true Spanish
gentleman, being descended mainly from Spanish and
French stock, with just enough of the native Mexican
blood to give him a good complexion and the privilege
of calling himself a real Mexican. He is a most charm-
ing young fellow, with polished manners and engaging
address. At fishing, however, he is (or, rather, was) a
tyro, having never in his life caught a fish large enough
to serve as bait for tarpon.
My time being short, and my companions not being

ready to start when I was, I left Mexico City by the Mex-
ican Central Railway for Tampico on the morning of Nov.
29. The ride on the branch line between Aguas Calientes
and Tampico was well worth the trip. The scenery
through the great cafion was splendid, and I could not
but admire the fine engineering involved in the location
and construction of this part of the railway.

I arrived at Tampico on the evening of the 30th, and
proceeded directly to the Hotel Hidalgo, where I hoped
to find that all the necessary arrangements for my sport
had been made by the proprietor, including the pro-
viding of a boat, chair, boatman and a plentiful supply
of mullet, according to the special request of Dr. Howe.

In this, however, I was disappointed, as practically
nothing had been done; and the proprietor had the
coolness to propose that I wait a few days until Dr.
Howe's arrival, so that he could show me how to get
things ready.
As this suggestion did not meet with my approval, I

hustled around after dark, found a boatman who agreed
to provide a boat, appropriated from the hotel a hard-
bottomed chair, then turned in. Long before daylight
I turned out and proceeded to the fish market to buy
bait, which proved to be verv scarce; but fortunately
I made the acquaintance of a Philippine fisherman, who
can be found at daybreak every morning at the bridge
which crosses the little river that runs through the city.
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He agreed to catch me a good supply of small mullet

every morning, and to have it ready at 5:30; and during
my entire stay he kept his promise fairly well. Return-
ing to the hotel, I made arrangements for a basket lunch
daily, and after many trials and tribulations managed to

get started about 8 o'clock for La Barra, where the
main river empties into the Gulf.

And now, before beginning the record of this fishing

experience, I desire to assure my readers on my honor
as a gentleman that every statement which I make is

strictly true in every particular, and that the story I have
to tell is in no way colored for their amusement or edifi-

cation. In truth, the narrative needs no coloring, for

the sport obtained at times surpassed anything of which
I have ever heard. As I kept a rough diary during my
stay at Tampico, it will be well to quote therefrom some-
what, in order to save the writer's space and the reader's
time.

December J,

Went down the river by skiff some six miles to La
Earra, where the jetties begin, trolling all the way, and
neither getting a strike nor seeing a fish till we had
nearly reached the little wharf, when a tarpon showed
up on the surface, much to my relief, as I had begun to
think that there were none in the river. A rather stiff

breeze was blowing from the north, and as my boatman
was a mere boy and very small, it was not safe to go
within several hundred yards of the ends of the jetties,

so at first we kept under the shelter of the north jetty;

then, after the wind had abated in violence somewhat, we
passed over to the south jetty.

Within an hour I had a strike from a fish nearly 6
feet long, but it shook off. I was using one of Dr.
Howe's new patent reel,s that he himself had made for

me, all but the cog wheels, which he had a Mexican
workman manufacture.
After another hour I got a second strike, and hung the

fish, which instantly made a big rim, that I, according
to my usual practice, proceeded to stop as quickly as
possible. In trying to reel in the line the miserable cog
wheels failed and caused the reel to turn with much
friction, so the line became slack and of course the fish

got away. Very stupidly, I had left my two old reels at

the hotel, so had to continue fishing with the crippled
one. During the afternoon I got a third strike. The
fish did not jump after the hook was set, showing that
it was not a tarpon, but started off for sea in spite of all

the pressure brought to bear with the brake, which, by
the way, was lacking in rigidity. After 75 yards had
run out I stopped the fish, and we began towing it up
toward La Barra, about a mile and a half di.stant. To
my dismay, when I tried to reel in some line the reel

would not turn at all, but it would revolve the other
way under the strain from the fish, consequently the fur-
ther we towed it the more line it got out, so when we
reached the landing place, a piece of sandy beach just

above La Barra wharf, there were nearly 150 yards of
line out, and the fisherman was in a badly exhausted
condition. Springing out on to the beach, L dragged
the line a short distance and got my boatman and a by-
stander to take hold of it with handkerchiefs to avoid
cutting their hands; then throwing down the rod L coiled
up the slack until the fish neared the beach. Until this

time I was uncertain as to what was on the line, for
from its action it might have been a stingray, a jewfish
or a shark; but when it neared the beach first its large
back fin and next its immense mouth proclaimed it a
jewfish—much to my gratification. So I grabbed' the
gaff out of the boat, rushed into the water up to my knees,
hooked the fish in the gills and dragged it high and dry
on to the sand.

'

, It was smaller than I anticipated from the fight it had
made, weighing probably about 125 pounds. Had I had
a good reel the fight would have been over in fifteen or
tAi'enty minutes.
In spite of the failure of this particular reel, I am firmly

convinced from subseqvient experience that Dr. Howe's
patent brake is the ideal device for holding big fish with
ease to the sportsman's hands and safety against the reel

overrunning. Dr. Howe is now having a dozen im-
proved reels made; and I anticipate that the one which
is to belong to me will be the reel that I shall use ex-
clusively in the future.

But to return to the narrative. The bystander got the
jewfish in reward for his services, notwithstanding the
fact that it could have been sold in Tampico for ten
cents (Mexican) per pound; and I rolled up the line on
the outside of the reel and quit fishing for that day.
We left our boat at the wharf, took everything out of

it (because the Mexican peons are incurable thieves), and
left all of our paraphernalia except the rod and crippled
reel at the residence of the Custom House officer, a most
kindly and obliging gentleman, who showed us many
courtesies during our stay.

Went back to the city by train, put the fishing tackle
in order for the next day, and retired early, with the in-

tention of taking the 5:50 A. M. train for La Barra.

December 2.

Arose in good tirne, but everything seemed against
my making an early- start—no bait, breakfast not ready,
lunch not put up, etc.—so had to wait for the 8:30 train.
Started fishing at 9-30, and by 10:30 had beached a tarpon
5 feet 5 inches in length, which made an elegant fight,

leaping from the water continually, and not giving up
even after the boat was beached, for the awkward little

pigmy who did the rowing, instead of setting the gaff
into the fish with a vim, tried to hook it in the most
tender and gentle manner possible, the result being an-
other hard run, which I had to meet from the shore.
Finally I got the fish once more into shallow water,
passed the rod to the boatman, took the gaff from him,
and with it hauled the fish up to a place of safety.
Our friend, the Custom House officer, took it with

many expressions of gratitude, for the Mexicans eat
tarpon, although of course preferring more delicate fish.

Before noon I had hooked and beached (this time on
the south shore of the river above the ifiner end of the
jetty) a still larger fish, 5 feet 10 inches long, which made
a much harder fight than did the first one; conse-
quently after towing it a mile and a half I was so used
no that I insisted on the boatmah doing the gaffing.
The landing place was not a good one, being a little

piece of sandy beach about 50 feet long, with the rock
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jetty at one end and the remains of an old pile pier at

the other. Of course my duffer frightened the fish ofi

by his awkwardness—and more than once. For fear of

cutting the line on the rocks or getting it tangled
among the piles I had to snub the fish up short and
haul it back by brute force. After a long struggle, ex-
hausting not only from the hard, physical work, but
also from a failing vocabulars' and sore throat, I man-
aged to get the fish ashore. It is lucky that my midget
did not understand English, because if he did he might
not have felt flattered. Perhaps the tone of voice em-
ployed during the excitement gave him an idea of my
opinion as to his ability as a tarpon oarsman.
In the afternoon got one strike, but failed to hold.

'Heavy south wind blowing all day, making the channel
rough and waves high._ Fished faithfully till nearly dark,
then took the 6:20 train for Tampico,

December 3.

Being Sunday, there was no early train, so we did not
start fishing until 9:30. Had no more than gotten the
line out when I struck a tarpon and landed it in fifteen

minutes at the same spot where we had beached the jew-
fish. One more strike in the forenoon, but no fish. At
noon took luncheon on the south shore, where we landed
yesterday's big fish. We had with us this day a volunteer
boatman, who offered his services gratis at the rowing
in order to see the sport. He proved to be of more
trouble than assistance,

While at lunch a howling norther came up suddenly.
So hard did it blow that it took us at least fifteen min-
utes to get the boat 50 feet out from the shore, so as to
pass the piles of the old pier. By degrees we worked
toward the other shore, then turned and fairly flew before
the gale in the direction of Tampico, where we arrived

' early in the afternoon after a rather exciting ride.

The evening train brought my two companions, who
were well pleased to learn that I had managed to secure
four fish in three days, in spite of the stormy weather.

December 4.

Turne'd out at the usual time, but did not get away
till 8:30, as I had a great deal to do in helping to get
ready the tackle of my friends, securing boats and boat-
men, etc. Don Jose decided to ride with me in order to
learn the modus operandi of tarpon fishing before start

ing in on his own account, so he sat directly behind
me, ,'md the boatman rowed from the front seat.

This time we concluded to try to fishing at the mouth
I of a river that flow.s_ into the main river at the south side

just opposite the city, and not more than a mile from
pur starting point. The tide was going out, and conse-
quently there was a sharp dividing line between the

waters of the two rivers, those from the branch being
somewhat muddy, and those of the main river clear and
blue. We saw a good many tarpon, and it was not

(long before I had hung a big one. which fought well, first

by jumping and afterward by sounding. It took half

an hour to get it into shallow water, during which time
T had not onl}^ to attend to business, but also delivered a

lecture to Don Jose upon how to handle a heavy fish.

He was a most interested and excited pupil, and showed
I

buch thorough anpreciation of the sport that I conse-
1 quentlj^ enjoyed this catch more than I had ever enjoyed
any previous one. It was a most exciting half hour for

all concerned, as this was the biggest fish yet, measuring
;
6 feet I inch, and being very heavy and solid. We esti-

( mated its weight to be in excess of 150 pounds.
i As the landing place was very muddy, and as I did not
have on my rubber boots, I did not care to gaff the fish

mif^self, so Dr. Howe rowed up and shot it with his

pistol, after which my timid boatman mustered up
enough courage to drag it ashore. It seems odd that
any one could be afraid of a tarpon—a fish without teeth

—but such proved to be the case with most of the boat-
men we employed, one only of the four I tried succeed-
ing in becoming a truly good gaffer. Dr. Howe took
a photograph of the fish, wdiich proved upon development
to be an excellent one, clear and distinct. After taking
the photo we left the tarpon on the beach for the buz-
zards, which swarmed in for the feast before our boats
were 100 yards away.
During our struggle Dr. Howe had several strikes, but

failed to hold, probabbr because this was his first ex-
perience in handling tarpon with a rod.

I now passed my rod over to Don Jose, telling him that
I hoped his first fish would be a little one; and sure
enough it was—not 4 feet long. He held it for a few
jumps, and then it shook off, much to my friend's dis-

gust, who feared that he would never be able to catch
any. Soon after he got another strike, but this time a

single leap did the business, and poor Jose was bluer than
ever. I cheered him with the remark, "Better luck next
time," which very nearly proved to be a true saying, as
he soon hooked and held a S-footer. He handled the
fish in first-rate shape, doing exactly as I told him for
quite a while. We were fighting it out in midstream of
the big river, towing backw^ard and forward and heading
finally for the north shore or the Tampico side.

Thinking that the fish could be landed in the boat
and thus save us a muddy beaching, I told Jose to reel

it up close and within reach of the gaff. He tried several
times to do so, but unsuccessfully. Finally he got it up
close, with the rod nearlj^ vertical, when suddenly it

sounded, and Jose not easing up on the brake, snap
went the line, and the fish was a goner. Poor Jose's
heart was nearly broken, and to cap the climax when he
returned to the fray the fish had stopped striking. While
all this was going on Dr. Howe had had, all told, seven
Strikes, but failed to hold, so when the striking stopped
lie started for La Barra, Ave following him soon after.

We landed on the south bank, near some huts about half
a mile from the jetty, and set the hand lines, which are
from 150 to .3C» yards long, The method of setting is

IS follows. One end of the coded line is attached firmly
to some solidly bedded object on shore, and the other
end with the large hook and bait is placed in a boat,
which is rowed toward midstream till all the line is out,
when the hook is dropped overboard and the boat returns
to shore. The line is hauled in a few feet, so as to have
no reverse in its length, and it is passed loosely over
and around the top of a short stick forced into the sand.
This acts as an alarm, for when the fish gets hooked the
stifk falls, then all h^nds grab the line and haul in. While

at lunch we caught a small jewfish, then Jose and I left

the Doctor and tried for tarpon between the jetties, but
without success. Upon our return to the Doctor we
found that he had caught another jewfish weighing 280
pounds, soon after Jose on one of the hand lines landed
a large pargo raulato of about 75 pounds' weight. This
fish looks a little like the jewfish, but has great solid

teeth similar to those of a dog, and is colored a dull red
beneath and along the sides.

Returned in the boats to Tampico in order to dispose
of the big fish, which was given to the negroes who were
working on the jetties. On the way back we found the
mosquitoes rather troublesome.

December 5.

This morning my little boatman failed to show up,

sending word that he was ill. Either he had been paid
too much money or else had had enough hard work.
]\'Ianaged to pick up a young fellow, who proved to be
lacking in nerve, for he would not go out where the seas
were high, and would not go into the water to gaff the
fish, his excuse for the latter being that he was afraid of
taking cold. His name has escaped my memory, but any
tarpon fisherman visiting Tampico can recognize him
bv his having lost his upper front teeth—rprobably in a
fight.

Went alone to La Barra and landed in the forenoon
two tarpon—one of 5 feet 11 inches and one of 5 feet 3
inches. Presented them to some natives.

Early in the afternoon came a rain storm, making
things somewhat uncomfortable, and as the fish stopped
striking I quit early and returned to Tampico by train,

leaving everything at La Barra. The others fished most
of the day opposite the city; but, although they had a
number of strikes, landed nothing.

December 6« >r>

Tnis morning my boatman did not show up, but sent

a friend, Aousencia Ruiz, who proved to be the best of

the lot. He had nerve to go out to sea, and did not fear

getting his feet wet. He was the only boatman out of

the four that I tried whom I succeeded in teaching how
to gaff a fish properly. With the exception of a couple
of daj's, v;hen he had other business to attend to in the
city, he remained with me till the end of my stay.

Thus far the fishing had been only fair, as I had landed
but seven fish in five days—sport enough to satisfy most
tarpon fishermen, and good even for Aransas Pass, where
an average of one fish per rod per day is considered quite

satisfactory; but this day there was to be a change.
For a wonder we managed to make the 5:50 train, the

two boats having started down the river about daylight
so as to meet us at La Barra wharf. After a meager
Mexican breakfast we started fishing at 7:30.

In the forenoon 1 landed one 6-foot and one 5 foot il

inch tarpon, also one jackfish of about 20 pounds weight.
Jose got in the same time one small tarpon and one

jackfish, and- Dr. Howe took in on his light tackle while
waiting unsuccessfully for some monster of the deep to
ittach itself to one of the hand lines a jackfish and several
imall fish. I gave awa}^ niy 6-tooter, but took the other
:o the rendezvous, where the Doctor photographed it

,vith the rest of the entire morning's catch.

Returning to near the outer ends of the jetties, Jose
;ind I fished unsuccessfully for an hour; then, it being
about luncheon time, I hailed him, suggesting that we
turn back, to which he agreed, but he did not do so im-
mediatel}'^, nor did he show up at the rendezvous for an
hour after my arrival. Just as I w-as about to start out to

ascertain whether any ill had befallen him, I saw his

boat coming, but noticed that he was not fishing. As he
landed I saw that his right hand was bound up in a

handkerchief, and that he looked as if he had lost his

last friend. On inquiring what was the matter, we
learned that he had hooked a big fellow which had proved
too much for him. and in trying to brake the reel by the
handle the latter had been twisted into a corkscrew and
torn out of his hand, skinning his knuckles badly. It

was not the injury which made him so blue, but the fact

that he had, as he thought, ruined my reel, and that there
was no other spare one of any account in the party.
During the afternoon he amused himself with light tackle
on small fish, of which he caught quite a few, and by
watching the Doctor wait for the big fish that would not
bite.

Immediately after luncheon I returned to the fray,

reaching almost to the end of the jetties, as both wind
and sea had moderated somewhat.

It did not take long to tie on to a big fellow, and
vv'hile overcoming its first struggles a bright idea struck
me. There was a large and very seaworthy skiff an-
chored at midchannel, its occupants fishing for sharks,
which they kill in order to extract the liver and from it

prepare "cod liver oil."

In my bad Spanish I asked the boatman if he could
row over there, board the craft and gaff my fish there-
from. Assenting, he rowed over, got aboard, and after

considerable difficulty on my part in getting the fish close
en.ough without fouling the two shark lines, managed to
haul it into the boat, wdiere (with my compliments to
the boatmen) we left it raising Cain in the bottom of
their craft.

In less than fifteen minutes I was fast to another big
fellow, so repeated the operation. This time the boat-
men did not seem overjoj'ed at our approach, for they
had all the tarpon they wanted, notwithstanding which,
being polite fellows, they raised no objection to our
coming. Remembering our long struggle in the last

case, I suggested to one of the men that he harpoon the
fish, which he did bj' a pretty shot at a distance of about
20 feet. It was a case, though, of "out of the frying pan
into the fire," because the fish was not hit in a vital part,

so proceeded to raise Cain with the tackle, twisting the
harpoon line and mine into a nasty mess. Finally my
boatman had to get on board the other boat and gaff
the fish to get it landed. After losing some valuable time
untangling the lines, we went at it again, joining Dr.
Howe, who had given up the sharks in despair and con-
cluded to return to his legitimate business. Pretty soon
I had another—and a corker. How the fellow fought
and jumped! It was as handsome a fish as I have ever
seen, fresh from the Gulf, with scales brighter than
burnished §ilyer. Not caring tq impose any more on

the good nature of my neighbors, I proceeded to tow
the fish toward Tampico against a heavy current; but
it w^as awful work for both the oarsman and myself, for
at times the fish would turn our little boat at right angles
to bur court-e in spite of the boatman's pulling on one
oar only with all his strength. After a while I got it

pretty close to the boat, but by no means conquered,
and the Doctor coming along at the time I asked for the
assistance, of his pistol, so as not only to save ns a long
and troiiblesome tow, but also to enable me to land
another fish before dark and thus break my previous
record on tarpon, viz., five of an average length of 5
feet landed in one day at Aransas Pass.

It may seem an easy task to shoot a tarpon from an-
other boat, but it took ten minutes' hard struggle to get
it to the top of the water and keep it quiet long enough
for the Doctor to shoot. The Doctor took the fish into
his boat, as his was larger than mine. Its length proved
to be 6 feet 3 inches, and its girth unusually great, so it

must have been a pretty heavy fish, but we did not
weigh it. On only a few occasions did we weigh any of
our catch, because of the trouble and delay involved.
Sure enough, I soon hooked my sixth fish—a fair-

sized one—and towed it in to the beach above the wharf
landing about dark, just in time to catch the train.
During the day I landed also two big jackfish, thus ma-
king my catch six tarpon and two jackfish.
Up to this time all the tarpon were large ones, only

one being shorter than 5 feet, and that only an inch or
two. Curiously enough, the Eiverage length of my first
dozen tarpon fthe total to this date) was a little over 5
feet 8 inches—exactly my own height.
In the evening Dr. Howe, who is a mechanic of no

mean skill, got to work on my reel and fixed it up in
good shape, so Jose's spirits rose once more. It seems
that the handle was merely shrunk on the shaft without
using a cotter, so after straightening it out the Doctor
drilled a hole and put a cotter in, thus making the reel
even better than before the accident.

I neglected to state that during the early part of the
afternoon the Doctor landed on one of his hand lines a
sawfish 9 feet long.
This was evidently my day, for. while I had landed

six big tarpon, Jose had taken only one little one, and
the Doctor not any. although he had a number of strikes.
Up to this time I had kept an accurate account of the

number of tarpon strikes, and much to my surprise I
landed more than 50 per cent, while at Aransas Pass
my total average had been only 22 per cent.
This is due possibly to the fact that the fish at Tampico

were fiercer and appeared to be more hungry than tliose
caught on the Texas coast, besides being much larger,
my average length at Aransas Pass .being exactly 5 feet.
\Vhile fishing at Aransas one is often in doubt whether
his live mullet is pulling or whether a tarpon is fooling
with his bait; at Tampico it is decidedly otherwise, be-
cause the fish strikes the bait with a vim that takes the
line out in spite of everything, and generally suceeds
in hooking itself securely.

December 7.

At his special request I took with me this morning a
young American residing in Tampico, who desired to
see the modus operandi of landing tarpon, leaving the
two doctors to try again the fishing at the mouth of the
river, where Jose had had his first experience.
We followed this time the north jetty almost to the

end, picking up a couple of jackfish; then crossed over
to the south jetty, where I had a tarpon strike, but failed
to hold. On remarking to my companion, who was
stow-ed away comfortably in the bow of the boat, that
it was a pretty fish, he replied. that he did not see it, as
he was reading, upon which I gave him a lecture on his
lack of true sporting taste, so he put up the book and
watched me land a couple of small fellows and another
jack. About half an hour after the lecture, I spoke to
him, but received no reply, and on looking around I saw
that he was fast asleep, with a half-empty whisky bottle
by his side; so I left him to his slumbers and proceeded
to attend to the business in hand. At noon we went back
to the wharf and took lunch, after which my companion
declared that he was tired with his exertions and per-
fectly satisfied with his experience in tarpon fishing, so
went ashore to take the train for home.
During the forenoon I had found that the fish were

smaller and more plentiful near the end of the north
jetty than at the other side of the channel, and being
somewhat stiff and sore from tfie previous da3^'s work
I contented myself with fishing for the little fellows—all

under 5 feet, but generall}^ exceeding 4.

I had a number of strikes that I failed to score on,
thus lowering my fine percentage somewhat.

Certainly these little fellows were game! How they
did jump and fly around! However, I did not linger
long with any of them, but hauled them up within reach
of the gaff as quickly as possible, shooting a couple that
proved unusually obstreperous, for fear that they would
stave a hole in the bottom of my little boat, which, by the
way, was really a trifle too frail for such heavy work
and such high seas. Even a jackfish, when sounding,
would so tip her as to render it necessary for me to
lean in my chair far over to the other side in order to
prevent upsetting. This was an accident of which I
was in constant dread; not because of drowning, for I
think that in spite of the current I could have swum
clear the river, but on account of the sharks, which are
said to be numerous in these waters, and of which I
occasionally saw very large specimens, or, more strictly
speaking, their back fins. Not once, however, did a
shark give me any trouble, although. Dr. Howe lost a
couple of jackfish one day from these monsters.
Were it not for the sharks there would be fine surf

bathing at La Barra during the summer, and in fact all

the year round on warm days. The natives do go in,

but not a season passes without some of them falling
victims to these terrors of the sea.

The reason for there bein.g so many small tarpon in
the Pass this day was probably due to the fine weather,
as both sea and wind had gone down materially. My
experience leads me to believe that the lighter the wind,
the calmer the. sea. and the clearer the weather, the more
fish of all kinds will there be in the channel.
On this day Jose distinguished himself bj^landing in

tyvo hoijrs and a half a tarpon § f§et 7 inches" long, How
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often is it the case that the tyro gets away with his in-

structor, or, to quote an old verse,

" To teach his grandson draughts,

His leisure he'd employ,

Until at last the old man was

Beaten by the boy."

It did not take Jose many days to learn to beat me, for

my tarpon record to date is only 6 feet 3 inches.

Dr. Howe made a deal with an American taxidermist,
whom he ran across in Tampico, to mount Josh's big
fish and mine; but after fooling away several days and
getting into the Doctor's pocket to the tune of several
dollars by going on an extended drunk, he let the skins
spoil. He claims to be the taxidermist who mounted
Mr. Ed vom Hofe's record tarpon, the weight of which
was 210 pounds. <t|

Photo No. 5 shows Don Jose and his big tarpon, also
his boatman and those of Dr. Howe. It is Don Jose
who is holding the back fin.

December 8.

In order to vary the sport I took this day off to try
the duck shooting in some lagunas up the little river
that passes through Tampico.
Having heard that the ducics were very plentiful and

that big bags were often made, I took with me all the
shells I had, some 250 altogether, varying from 9s to 5s.

Many of them were old, and had deteriorated, so as to
be absolutely of no account. Ducks were scarce, but
mud hens plentiful, so I turned my attention to the latter,

which soon became wild enough to afford excellent sport.
By 3 o'clock I had used up all of my shells, and when
we got into Tampico about 4 we counted out 112 birds.
The city market was glutted with mud hens next day.
and my boatmen must have been fully $5 the richer on
account of having taken me shooting instead of fishing.
I did not get a single .shot at a duck the whole day, but
perhaps might have killed a few were it not for the noise
of the cannonading on the mud hens.
The doctors landed only one small tarpon ai 'e this

day.

December 9.

We all took the 8:30 train for La Barra, and carried
with us an unusually large supply of mullet—forty or fifty

apiece.

Dr. Howe again went for the sea monsters with his
hand lines, this time setting them out from the south
jetty, just where it intersects the coast line, while Jose
and I went out to the ends of the jetties. The day was
calm, but there was a big swell on, so that uaica not
go outside.

We fished mainly along the north jetty, very close to
the end, and the way that the fish struck would have de-
lighted the heart of the most blase sportsman There
was one particular spot where we were sure to get a
strike from cither jackfish or small tarpon within a
minute or two after getting our baits there. It was
however, a rather danarerous place to reach, as it was al-
most at the end of the jetty, where immense walls of
water were coming in and breaking. I tried drifting
down, but gave that up after losing a snell on the rocks
By crossing to the other side we could probably have
struck larger tarpon, but these little fellows (4 to 5 feet
Ions:) were game enough to satisfy anybody
_
We fished from 9:30 A. M. till i P. M.. then went to

jom the Doctor. Jose's score for the three hours and a
half was six tarpon and six jackfish. and mine six tarpon
and ten jackfish. When we reached the Doctor we found
that he had landed a 300-pound jewfish, and just as we
got ashore he struck a shark, which we helped to land
About the time the brute was killed there was a big puli
on one of the other lines. It proved to have been given
by another jewfish, which must have weighed more than
400 pounds. It soon succumbed, however, to a rouole
of bullets from Dr. Howe's rifle.

Havin.QT once weighed a 35o-pound jewfish caught at
Aransas Pass by my friend and companion. Mr. John
Perry, of Kansas Citv, I feel competent to estimate the
weight of any jewfish of about that size. In this casemy estimates were conservative ones. Besides Dr Howe
had weurhed already on this trip a 280-pound jewfish.
Dr. Howe insisted on taking some photographs of our

morning s catch and to nlease him we all turned to and
-hauled the shark (an 8i/^-footer, weighing probably 300
pounds) and our smaller fish over the rocks; but the
jewfish were too mucli for us, so we left them in the
channel tied to the rocks.
There must have been fullv a ton of fish collected at

this rendezvous, and all cau.ght within the short period

<?c u ,

"''^-^ °^ """y readers will certainly term
us tish hogs and perhaps we were; but as we made
a business of sendinsc our fish to help feed some Soo
negro_ workmen at Dona Cecelia, the station betwefn
laniDico and La Barra, we cannot well be accused ofmuch heedless waste. Had we been market fishermen
we could have sold enough jewfish and jackfish to more
than pay the entire expenses of the oarty for the whole
trip: but that is not our wav of doing things More
over we considered the .supoly of fish 'to be practically
inexhaustible, so did not hesitate to kill all we could I*-was not practicable, as it is at Aransas Pass, to beach the
hsh, then measure them and let them go because the
distance from the best fi.shing ground to the nearest
beach IS too great.
Having run short of bait. I bent on a large ohantom

minnow of Dr. Howe's manufacture, and with it just
before dark struck a large tarpon, which started out for
sea on a swift run, jumping every few seconds My
best efforts failed to stop it until it had gotten over 100
yards of line and made four jumps. On the fourth jump
it got oft.

There was one sight that I saw this dav which T
would have given much to have had photograohed A.t
the end of the north jetty the rollers often piled up as
much as 10 or 12 feet without breaking, and the water
seemed to form an almost vertical wall, clear and green
In one of these waveswas a horizontal row of eight tarpon
all of the same size, and all with their heads down and
their bodies nearly vertical, for they had kept themselves
nearly parallel to the surface of the moving water. The
view lasted only an instant, but while it did it was mag-
nificent. Dr. Howe tells me that a day or two afterward
he saw 3n enormous shark swim across the fase ©f one

of these nearly vertical waves. Perhaps, by spending a

day or two at the end of the north jetty, a skilled pho-

tographer could catch some interesting and valuable

pictures; but he would have to keep his nerves strung

up to the highest pitch, and watch for his chance without

relaxing. Then again there would be a spice of danger
attached to the work, because it would be necessary to

keep within 150 feet of where these rollers break.

December 10.

An off day; cloudy, with light wind from the south, and
more sea than we had yesterday. I picked up a couple of

jacks and Jose got a small tarpon. After working faith-

DON JOSE AND HIS BIG TARPON.

fully for two and a half hours, we gaA'e it up and went to
the fishing grounds near Tampico, but were unsuccess-
ful there. I did not get a single tarpon strike the whole
day, but Jose got two. Dr. Howe spent the day with his
shark lines, without taking a single fish. There must,
have been some good reason for the fish failing to strike,

but what it was none of us could even surmise,

December lU

Because of our bad luck of yesterday at the bar. Dr.
Howe and I decided to try the Tampico fishing again, and
I made up my mind to go some three or four miles above
the city to the junction of two large rivers, just where
the railroad bridge crosses the smaller stream, as I had

DR. HOWE AND HIS 223-POUND TARPON.

heard that it is at times a great place for fish of all kinds.
There proved to be but few fish at the first river mouth

and they were not inclined to strike, so, putting on a
lead, I dropped my bait to the bottom and presently
took a tarpon, which put up a good fight, and landed it on
the north bank of the main river. It measured 5 feet 3
inches.

Then I again tried the same tactics; however, without
success; but took pleasure in seeing the Doctor play and
land a 25-pound whalo, or salt-water pike. It was a game
fish, but its fighting was all done in the water.

Pretty soon I left the Doctor and started up river to
the bridge, where I arrived in about an hour. Unfor-
tunately the tide was coming in, so the tarpon were not
there: consequently I put on a sinker and trolled slowly
and deep for jewfish or whatever else might take the
bait. After making a few turns I got a strike, and after
a short time landed a little jewfish of about 60 pounds
weight. This was the last fish I took that day, and all
that the Doctor got was the before-mentioned whalo.We had the jewfish cooked at the hotel, and found it ex-
cellent.

An amusing incident occurred this evening as I landed
at the bridge. As usual, there was a crowed of natives in-
terested m the catch, taclde, etc. I heard one of them
who was examining my line remark to another some-
thing about electric hooks, so 1 asked an American who
was near by and who understood Spanish what the fel-
low said. He replied that the Mexican said, "These fel-
lows must be using electric hooks, because they never
could bring in such large fish on such .small lines without
first killing the fish by electricity." Probably the st^el
wire snell suggested the ideai

I December J2.

My last day's fishing;, important business calling me
back to the City of Mexico.

Jose, too, had business to attend to in Tampico, so
the Doctor and I went alone to La Barra and got to the
end of the jetties about 10 o'clock. Just as we arrived
there the jackfish began to strike, and looking out on to
the Gulf we saw several great schools of them, that kept
the water boiling constantlj-. The sea being quite calm,
we ventured outside, and then the fun began. How they
did strike! One fish would get hooked and a dozen
more would follow it up almost to the boat. And such
fights as they would put up! One that I hooked in the
belly must have taken me between ten and fifteen min-
utes to bring to gaff. I thought at first that I had on a
50-pounder, but it proved to be only an average fish.
After catching a few on my tarpon hook and losing a
number of others, I took off the hook and put on a
smaller one, with Avhich I was much more successful.
It had another advantage, in that, if my jackfish were
swallowed by a shark, the hook would break. The light
hooks, however, did not last long, and I must have used
up four or five of them in the four hours that we fished.
On three or four occasions, when reeling in the line, a

small school would follow up the bait to within 20 or 25
feet of the boat; then one would seize and tear it off, and
another would strike at the bare hook and get hung.
Several times I had no more than dropped the bait over-
board than it was seized, and for a short time on two
or three occasions I simply still-fished under the boat.
The bait disappearing rapidly, as jackfish are terrific

bait robbers, I tried the experiment of cutting a mullet
in two. This appeared to make quite a difference, because
a small school would follow it for two or three minutes
without touching it, but the moment that I began to reel
in rapidly one of them would strike. We must have seen
hundreds of thousands of these fish, for often there were
two or three schools visible at once, some of them fully
100 yards in diameter, and others in strings of 200 or 300
yards in length. They were feeding on small mullet,- of
which there were a great many.
At first the current, which was very strong, took us

eastward directly out to sea; but after" a while a littoral
current carried us northward. So powerful were these
currents that while the boatman was gaffing a fish and
removing the hook, we would drift from 200 to 300 yards.
Invariably, we kept working back toward the jetties, so
as to be able to pull in foj shelter should the wind arise
suddenly, as it is likely to do in winter on the Mexican
coast.

About 1 ;30 it did commence to blow from the south-
east, so we went inside and continued our fishing for
another half hour; then the Doctor, either fearing that
niy little craft would sink with the extra weight in her
(some 700 pounds) or else because . he was getting
hungry, or more probably because he wanted to exchange
rod for camera, proposed that we go to land, which we
proceeded to do. On our arrival we took two views of
our catch, which numbered fifty-seven, the Doctor hav-
in.e' twenty-three and I thirt3'-four.

I took advantage of this opportunity to weigh a num-
ber of these fish, and found that the small ones weighed
as low as 15 pounds, and the large ones no more than
25 pounds, the average being fully 20 pounds. This was
quite a surprise, for on account of the big fights they
put up I imagined their weights to be much g eater.
A 25-pound jackfish will fight quite as hard as will a

75-pound tarpon, but not so brilliantly, on account of the
jackfish very seldom jumping from the water. The
fierceness of their rushes and the short, sharp jerks which
they give entitle therii to very high rank among game
fishes; in fact, no fish that I have, ever caught ranks
hi.gher. No fresh-water fish is in it witli them for a
minute

!

As before, the photographing and lunch broke up the
afternoon, and I caught afterward only one jackfish, but
lost a fine tarpon, the only strike of the day.
Thus ended ray share of the fishing at Tampico. Next

morning I turned over to Dr. Howe all of my tackle,
presenting him with my light Divine rod in place of the
one I broke; then took the Mexican Central train for the
City of Mexico.
And now a word in reference to the Empire City

tarpon line that I used throughout this whole campaign.
I do not know who manufactures it or where it can be
bought outside of San Antonio (but I shall find out
after getting back to the United States), so I can say,
without risk of being called down for advertising wares,
that it is certainly by far the best line that I have ever
seen. It is finer, .stron.ger. and more durable; than any of
the other lines which I have used. This particular line,
after landing fully two tons of fish, is still in fairly good
shape, although it will probably never be used again,
but will be kept as a relic of the finest fishing trip of our
lives.

The Doctor's first step was to transfer my line to his
patent reel, turning it end for end. What he did with it

is described in the following affidavit:

Mexico City, Feb. 1.—This is to certify that I, Dr. H. W.
Howe, of the City of Mexico, did on the 17th of December, 1899,
in the Pantico River, opposite the city of Tampioo. catch and
land on a rod and line a tarpon weighing 223 pounds, length when
lying on the ground before weighing being 6 feet 8 inches, and
its dimensions at maximum girth being 9 inches by 15 inches.
The rod tised was a Divine No. 7, the line an Empire City tarpon
line. No. 36, and the reel one of my own make furnished with
llowe & Dinkins patent reel brake. The time required to land
the fish was three hours and fifteen minutes. The estimated dis-
tance which I towed the fish was about seven miles. This is
only one out of forty-seven tarpon caught in two weeks by our
party of three, viz.. Dr. Jose Rojo, of Mexico Citv; Mr. J. A. L.
Wadde!!, of Kansas City, and myself. Besides tarpon we Iande(i
abotit one hundred and thirty other game fish, weighing from 15
pounds to over 400 pounds, besides scores of small fish with light
rod and reel.

(Signed.) H. W. Howe.
Kepubhc or Mexico. I

City of Mexico, f

On this Gth day of February, 1900, before me, Andrew D. Bar-
low, Consul-General of the United States, personally appeared
Dr. H. W. Howe, to me well known, and being by me first duly
sworn according to law, did subscribe his name to the foregoing
statement in my presence.
Witness my hand and official seal the dav and year aforesaid.
(Signed.") Andrew D. Barlow.

(Seal.) Consul-General of the United States.
u. S. Consulate-General, City of Mexico.

'

Feb. 1.—T hereby certify that the foregoing statement made bv
Di*. Howe m reference to his largest tarpon is correct, and that I
saw^ it hooked and landed.

.
(.Signed.) ' H. C Dinkins

Gen 1 Agt Missouri Pacific Ry. and Internatiottai & Great Noftb-
Sttt «;»! for Mesicoi
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Unless since last summer some one has raised Mr.
Ed vom Hofe's record of 210 pounds by more than 13
pounds, Dr. Howe stands to-day as the champion tar-
pon fisherman of the world; and if Mr. vom Hofe feels

aggrieved there is only one thing for him to do, viz., go
down to Tampico and fish at the mouth of the river op-
posite the city until he secures a still bigger fish. Per-
haps he can get one which the Doctor left behind, and
which he maintains must have been the great-grand-
mother of the big one he caught. As he tells the
story, he was fishing at the usual place, when he got a
tremendous strike, the fish taking out most of his line
and towing the boat up the branch river at a great rate.

As it did not jump, he assumed that it could not be a
tarpon, but probably an immense gar; so after he had
been carried up stream far enough to suit him. and after
winding up all but 20 yards of line, he concluded to break
the hook and get loose. This he did, but just as he
pulled out came the head of a tremendous tarpon—as
big as the head of a sow, the Doctor says.
He has been clubbing himself ever since because of his

impatience.
The record tarpon is now being mounted, and will

be exhibited for a while in Mexico City. The photo
gives one a good comparative idea of its size, for the
smaller fish in the picture is a good average tarpon of
5 feet 6 inches in length. This picture was evidently
taken by one of the boatmen, the two doctors being in
the nhotograph. each beside his own fish.

While the Doctor was struggling with his prize Jose
hooked one about as big, but it broke the rod—the same
one that I smashed, and which the Doctor had mended
by shortening.
The grand total catch for the three of us. as stated ift

Dr. Howe's affidavit, was fort3'-seven tarpon and 130
other fi.sh, not counting the small fish landed on two or
three occasions upon light tackle. My share of this
catch taken in eleven days was twenty-four tarpon, fifty-

nine jackfish and two jewfish.
As it is probable that some tarpon cranks of the

United states will want to go to Tampico to try the
fishing, I shall close this already too lengthy article
with a few pointers which will certainly be of great use
to them, if they make the trip.

Do not stop at Tampico, because the hotel there is

unsanitary and the food is bad; but go to La Barra and
either live in a private car run down to the extreme end
of the railroad or stop with Guillermo P. Pollock,
who keeps a restaurant there. He promised us to take
good care of tarpon fishermen, furnishing them with
good board and clean beds for $2.50 a day in Mexican
currency, or about $r.20 in American money.
Hire your boats at Tampico. They will cost 50 cents

a day, or perhaps more, because at present there are
only half a dozen skiffs available.

Get your mullet from the Philippino fiisherman, who
speaks English, and who lives close to the river near
the bridge at Tampico. Arrange with him to supply
each man in the party with fifty mullet per day, and have
him deliver them at La Barra by the first train in the
morning. From 40 to 50 cents per man per day would
satisfy his ambition to the utmost. He is a pretty re-
liable fellow, much more so than the Mexicans.
Arrange to have for each sportsman a stout wooden

chair, with a solid bottom, and a cushion with each
chair. The said cushion is just the thing to form a ful-

crum for the butt of the rod in handling a fish, the said
butt being placed between cushion and chair.
Write in advance to Mr. G. P. Pollock at La Barra,

Tampico, Mexico, stating the date of arrival, number in
party._ probable length of stay, etc., and ask him to
make in advance of your arrival all the necessary arrange-
ments for boats, boatmen, bait and chairs, and to have
everything ready for an early start the first morning.
Take plenty of tackle of all kinds, as none worth

mentioning can be bought at Tampico.
Drink no water that has not been boiled, unless you

want to risk getting malaria.
Avoid all beer and liquors sold in Mexican bars. If

you must have stimulants, take them with you from the
States.

Insist on your boatman taking an extra oar and an
extra rowlock in each boat, and that all rowlocks be
tied on. See also that there is always a bailing dish in
the boat. Each boat should be provided with a good gaff
hook, and each sportsman should have a revolver in his
boat, so that when far from land he can kill large fish
before taking them aboard.
Make a deal with your boatmen to the effect that if

they stay by you from start to finish you will present
each of them with 25 cents per day extra for each day
of your stay.

Insist that they sleep at La Barra instead of at
Tampico. Otherwise they may fail to show up in the
morning Avhen you are ready to start.

The best boatmen are Aousencia Ruiz, Kenaro Cruiz,
nicknamed Cayote and Macho.

Carry a jug of boiled water and a drinking cup in
each boat. »

Have Mr. Pollock buy for you dairy milk in covered
bottles. It is about the only good thing that can be
purchased at Tampico, and it has to be ordered specially.
There will be no need for basket lunches, because you

can readily get back to La Barra every day at noon,
unless you go up toward Tampico, in which case the
said basket lunches will be required.
Do all your fishing during the months of December,

January, February and March. There are plenty of
tarpon in the river in April, and possibly all the year
round, but there is danger of taking malarial fever or
something worse, if one stays after the hot weather sets
in. Probably there is good fishing during the latter
half of November, and if the weather be cool then it
would be safe enough to go there.
As none of the boatmen understand English, except

the toothless one who is afraid of the water (and his
knowledge of the language is very limited), the following
little vocabulary may be of use:

Boat.
Current.
Shark.
Porpoise.
Oar.
Rod,
Line.
Hook.
Jetty.
North.
.South,

East.
West.

Bote.
Corriente.
Tiveron.
Tonina.
Rerno.
Cana.
Hilo.
Anzuelo,
Muelle.
Norte.
Sur, Sud.
Oriente.
Poniente.

Boh-tay.
Corry-en-ta>'i
Teevare-own.
To-nee-nah.
Ray-mo.
Can-yah.
E61-oh.
An-swale-oh.
Moo-el-yeh.
Nor-tay.
Soor, sood.
Oary-6n-tay.
Pony-en-tay,

In conchision let me recommend all American tarpon
fishermen who can spare the time to tr}' the winter fish-

ing at Tampico. To any one desirous of going there I

shall be pleased to furnish any information that I can, or
to answer any questions propounded. M}^ permanent ad-
dress is Gibraltar Building, Kansas City, Mo.
In concluding these few words of advice to my brother

tarpon fishermen, I can do no better than to suggest to
them the standard fishing toast of Dr. Howe, viz.,

"When you get a bite, pull." J. A. L. Waddell.

New England Angling.
BosTOxV, July 28.—Af N'&hmt and Nantasket fishing

parties are of frequent occurrence. .Boston merchants
and business men make up fishing parties, and are gone
for the day. They report great fun. Bluefishing has
not been very satisfactory ofl^ the Cape, and around Buz-
zards Bay. It is thought that the hot weather has been
unfavorable. Bass fishing has been good in some of the
Plymouth ponds, and Boston fishermen have been down
there.

\

Hot and dry weather Hias prevailed at some of the
more northerly and easterly of the salmon rivers, and the
salmon have refused to rise. There has existed all the
season a w^et weather belt, starting not far from the sea
coast and running about northwest over Maine and the
edge of Canada. Within this belt there has been a great
deal of rain for two months. It includes the Aroostook
waters, Moosehead, the Rangeleys and the Megantic Re-
serve, and the fishing has been good for both trout and
salmon. North and east of this belt the weather has
been very dry, and the rivers low. Late Nova Scotia
reports say that the salmon rivers are very low and the
fishing poor. The Boston party already noted in Forest
AND Stream that went to Port Medway River found
very low water, with hot weather. The salmon declined
to rise, although the fishermen could see them in great
numbers. The sportsmen returned bring back the re-
port that the salmon in Port Medway are all that they
have been represented, both as to numbers and size, but
they will not rise when the weather is hot and the water
very Ipw. The same complaint comes from northern
Canadian and New Brunswick waters.
July 30.-—The reservoirs about here are being tried for

bass and pickerel. It requires permits to fish these muni-
cipal reservoirs, which have generally been stocked at the
State's expense, but these permits come through being
on the right side of municipal officials. Lucky is the man
who gets a permit. Lake Messapog, at Sharon, is giving
some good fishing results to those who have the patience
and know how. Mr. Felix Tausig fished there Friday
with a result of about forty. About half were white
perch, the balance pickerel and bass. Boston merchants
frequently distribute their catches among their business
friends, and the wholesale grocery trade got the most of
Mr. Tausig' s fish.

Recent Moosehead report-s say that the late rains have
greatly benefited the fly-fishing, which is excellent. Al-
most every fisherman of any skill brings in a good catch.
Mr. George Linder, of Boston, a Moosehead angler for
inany seasons, and an expert with thie fly, who never fishes
in any other way, is at his cotiage. Northwest Carry, with
the Misses Linder. Thev are having the best of sport.
G. A. Worth and T. J. O'Donohue, of New York, took
fifty trout the other day on a trip to Brassua Lake. They
weighed from i to iH pounds. Reports of great fly-fish-
ing also come from Kennebago. Col. Eugene Atwood, of
Stonington, Conn., took a trout of pounds fishing
from the wharf the other evening. Henry M. Ricker, of
Boston, fishing at Billy Soule's, landed twenty-seven
trout in one afternoon recently, the string weighing 14^^
pounds, and on another afternoon thirty-two trout, weigh-
ing 25 pounds. At Eustis and in the Dead River and
Seven Pond regions there are many fishermen, and they
write their friends great accounts of sport. At Eustis, G.
A. Gibson, of Boston, seems to be pretty high line, with
a record of three fish weighing 5^/2, 6% and pounds.
Mr. Gibson tells his friends that he has killed two bears
this trip and has the toes of another. Well, those toes are
suspicious. Did he shoot his bears from some trapper's
traps? At Haines' Landing the biggest fish recently taken
was a salmon of 7^4 pounds, the catch of the Wetherel
party, of Boston. Mr. W. D. Barnes has taken a salmon
of 4 pounds, at the Alooselucmaguntic House. Mrs. S.
R. Knight has recently taken a salmon of 4}^ pounds at
the same place. Special.

Long; Island.

Sayville, Long Island. July 28.—Bluefish are now in
the Great South Bay in large quantities. A great number
have been caught by chumming at the cinders near the
old fish house and in the west channel near Nichol's
Island. One boat on Saturday caught 116 good-si-'ed bay
fish. E. R. W.

English.
Tarpon .

Tack-fish.

Tew-fish.

IVTullet.

Small.
3.1;

Spanish,
Savalo.
Jurel.
Chiema.
Robalo,
Lisa.
Chicp.

Pronunciation.
Sah-val-oh.
Hoo'rell.
Chee-air-nah.
Eo-hahl-oh.
Lee-sah.
Chee-kohi
Cr4hii>dBr!

From Bay Shore comes the story of a 200-pound shark
caught by a bluefish party Sunday afternoon. It is said
to have been the second greatest shark ever taken in Great
South Bay. The Bav Shore ^ark exploit is regarded
as a praiseworthy effort for a summer hotel sensation,
but probably circumsoect inn keeoers on the Atlantic
coa.st will not emulate it. The record of the biggest shark
cauQfht off the pier is not one to be hankered after by land-
lords who advertise good bathing. The sea serpent is an
innocent and harmless creature in comparison with a
shark in bathing waters. The sea serpent is always
taken with so much salt that no one ever stays out of the
water because of it; but the shark is actually believed
in, and every shark that h Ug enough is in popular esti'
mation a man-eater,

New Btttnswicfc Fishingf Privileges.

Chatham, N. B., July 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent, Special, whose letter from Boston
in your paper of the 21st is entitled "Canadian Fishmg
Licenses," conveys the impression that it is Canadian
rather than Provmcial laws which regulate the exercise
of angling privileges in the different parts of Canada.
Perhaps his treatment of the subject is natural, inasmuch
as visiting anglers, sportsmen and tourists do not, to any
extent, distinguish between the Canadian (Federal) and
the local (Provincial) authorities.

All who write of such matters, however, would do well
to remember that the Canadian Government has nothing
whatever to do with game or angling licenses in any
Province of the Dominion. The licensing power, in the
matters of hunting and angling, is vested exclusively in
the Government of each Province within its own
boundaries.

Instead, therefore, of attributing to "Canadian Laws"
annoyances to which visitors from the United States may
be subjected by some of the petty, vexatious license en-
actments of certain Provincial authorities, it would be
more fair as well as more intelligible if writers would
use the terms Ontario, Quebec or Nova Scotia, as the
case might be.

My troubling you in connection with this matter just
now is principally because I received a letter a day or
two since from the general passenger agent of one of our
big Canadian railways, in which he said that a well-
known sportsmen's paper of the United States had an-
nounced that license fees for angling were exacted in
New Brunswick. I was glad to be in a position to assure
my correspondent that the announcement referred to was
entirely incorrect, and that neither residents, non-resi-
dents, British subjects nor aliens were required to take
out licenses for angling in this Province. It is different
in Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia.
With the single exception of hunting for moose and

caribou, the same conditions prevail in regard to all game
birds and animals in all the counties of New Brunswick
with the single exception of Westmoreland, which borders
on the Province of Nova Scotia, and the exception was
created at the last session of the New Brunswick Legis-
lature at the instance of Nova Scotia parties who desired
to have uniformity in the law, so that border poaching
might be stamped out.

It will, therefore, be seen that New Brunswick is not
only the best angling and hunting territory of eastern
America, but also that the policy of its Government is to
treat visiting anglers and sportsmen with the greatest
liberality and to protect them against annoying restric-
tions when they come here to enjoy the sport afforded in
our forests and rivers. D. G. Smith.
Fishery Commissioner for the Province of New Bruns-

wick.
,

Fishin^f on the Jersey Coast.

ASBURY Park, N. J., July 28.—The axiom that "no
news is good news" is reversed in relation to my not
having a letter in Forest and Stream the past two weeks.
The plain facts are there has been but little to write of.
Bass_ have gone off somewhere in the sulks; kingfish are
not in evidence, and nothing doing but an occasional
plaice. The promised and much hoped for easterly blow
has not materialized, and the fraternity is walled about
in gloom. We did have a handful of wind from the east
on Thursday, and as soon as the sea chopped up five bass
were taken, ranging from 7 to 21 pounds. It only more
firmly confirms the well-established fact that we must
have east winds to have bass and kingfishing. Barnegat.
however, is furnishing good sport, some fine catches of
bass having been made by those who have the "how" and
"\yhere" under their hats. Weakfishing is also good, but I
will repeat what I have so often said—to get good fish go
at night and fish outside the channels. I well know that
there are many who will challenge the above, but twenty
years' experience and experiments have taught me some
things and the "fish outside the channel at flood tide" is
one of them. Leonard Hulit.

Protective Leagfue of Salt Water Fishermeo.
New York, July 27.—At a regular meeting of the Pro-

tective League of Salt Water Fishermen, held at their
rooms, 106 West Thirty-first street, on July 16, the fol-
lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-
dent, Theodore Biedinger; Vice-President, Albert Bay-
wood: Record and Corresponding Secretary. James M.
Wheeden; Financial Secretary, Eugene Fliedner; Treas-
urer. Daniel A. Nesbitt. Board of Directors—Col. J. F.
Milliken, Chairman; Henry Schmidt, Louis Berge, Fred
Hochgraef, Jr., Louis H. Johnson, Henry Graeter Charles
S. Crane. Committees : Press—James M. Wheeden,
Eugene Fliedner. Henry Graeter. Law—Col. J. F. Milli-
ken Joseph Steiner, J. M. Birnbaum. Entertainment—
A. Baywood, Fred Hochgraef, J. Lightfine.

J. M. Wheeben, Sec'y.

The' Fishin? Banfes.

New York, N. Y., July 29.—Editor Forest and Stream:
On the steamer Angler off Long Beach Sunday, pas-
sengers had a rare day's sport. Fluke, sea bass and
porgies were taken in abundance. Some of the catches
reported were: Wm. Lutz, 10 fluke, 3 bass; Lank
Weschler. 3 flitke. S bass; Ike Fishier. 7 fluke, 4 bass;
Henry Kahn, 4 fluke, 4 bass. A 7H-pound fluke took the
daily prize, won by Wm. Lutz. My catch was 6 fluke
and 2 bass. Charles Mansbach.

Illinois Fishwg,

_
McHenry, 111., July 27.—In the surrounding lakes and

rivers, black bass, pike, pickerel and the various smaller
varieties of fish are being caught in large quantities.
Some very fine catches of bass and pickerel are daily being
brought in.

The FoKBST AWB Stream is put to press each week on Taesday.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Movements of "Western Sportsmen.

Chicago, III, July 28.—Mr. R. H, Southgate, of the

Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, has outfitted extensively and

left this week for a trip in Canada, where he will re-

main some days.

Mr J. C. Everett and a party of friends, of Highland

Park," a suburb of this city, left this week for a trout trip

on the famous Au Sable River of Michigan, to be gone a

couple of weeks.
. .

Mr. H. Lee Borden and family, of this city, are this

week absent on an extended pleasuring trip on the bt.

Clair flats. Abundant outfit goes to them, and the sup-

position is that the party are going to have a lot of sport.

They have their own yacht along.
.

Mr. Robt. Pierce, of Topeka, Kan., outfits here this

week for a fishing trip in Wyoming.
.

Mr. Abe La Fave, the well-known Manitowish guide, is

in Chicago this week for a look around, according to the

report of some of his friends.

Mr. Wm. J. Mohr and family, of Chicago, have left for

Lake Geneva, Wis., for a season of rest and fishing.

Mr. Fred Gardner, of this city, is reported absent from

his place of business here, and present at his place of

pleasure on Trout Lake, Wis.
An important party to start for the West this week if

that headed by Mr. W. H. Bartlett, of the Board of Trade,

Thev go to Estes Park, Colo., for a fishing trip.

M"r. R. B. Organ is back from an unsatisfactory trip

to Mukwonago, Wis., where he went with his friend, Mr.

Wm. White, of Allisons. Mr. Organ could not get any

one to row him when he got to the village except a

boy who knew nothing but perch fishing. They went out

on the old mill pond, the same pond of which I used to

write when J. B. H. and I camped in that country, and
where we caught so many big bass. The fishing has

been so good there this year that many boats were out, and
no one was left to guide Mr. Organ, who was a stranger

to that water. He discovered just where the bass were
lying—just where they were when J. B. H. and I fished

there—under the floating bogs. He had only a light

casting line with him, and what happened to him was
just what .happened -to us when we began to fish there.

He got a strike, the fish ran far away under a floating

bog, the line broke at the strike, and that was all. See-

ing that he was in a hard game and with poor outfit, Mr.
Organ went back to the hotel and said he would go home
if he could not get a guide. He couldn't, .so he came
back the same day, and had no sport. Meantime his

friend, Mr. White, was out on the same water, and as

usual to good bass fishers on that water when accus-
tomed to the wrinkles, he got some very big bass—six of

them, one of which weighed 5 pounds 7 ounces. He got
two of them in the same little creek which J. B. H. and
myself first unveiled to the Chicago angling public, and
which this year has been turning out many very big fish.

Other boats on the mill pond got good bass the same
day Mr. Organ was out—in fact, all the bass taken were
good ones, almost nothing under 3 pounds. I have never
found a bass country _which would produce so many big

bass as this same region in question, where the Camps
Forest and Stream were pitched for so many years.

This same Mr. White, as earlier mentioned, has been
getting a lot of nice bass in that same Waukesha county,
While stopping at Tuohy's -place he got one day four basf

that weighed 19 pounds total, and he caught one other -

which he had mounted—one of the old moss backs thai

weighed 6 pounds 7 ounces. It would seem that they are

doing business with our time bass up in there this year.
This has been an exceptionally fine year for bass in thai

country, and for no reason that can be traced. The bass
must have been local fish, for there is no way for them to

run in there from any other country, and they are so large
that they must have been there for some time. Yet this

fine fishing comes after three or four 3'ears of very poor
sport on those same Avaters.

Mr. Daniels, who fished Eagle Lake last Saturday he-
fore breakfast, caught seven bass, in a little time, and
one of these weighed 5 pounds plump—a very good fish

indeed. Mr. W. P. Williams, of the sub-treasurer's
office of this city, was another to have good luck this

week, killing four heavy bass on the Mukwonogo Mill"
Pond, within a short distance of where Mr. Organ was
fishing. The latter gentleman is vowing revenge, and
plans another trip.

Mr. H. W. Perce, President of the Chicago Fly-Cast-
ing Club, and his friend, Mr. George A. Hinterleitner,
have returned from their two Aveeks' fishing trip at
Christiana Lake, Mich. They had a very good time, and
report 150 nice bass to their two rods during their fort-
night's sojourn.
Mr. M. P. Riley, fishing in Sand Lake, III, this week,

in two and a half hours cauglit twelve nice bass, the
heaviest weighing 3^ pounds.
Mr. William Crandall, fishing in Fox Lake last week,

succeeded in taking ten very good bass one morning.
Mr. H. F. Crow and his friend, Mr. Frank Karr, fished

Brown's Lake, near Burlington, Wis., this week. They
Avere lucky enough to hit the bass Avhen tliey Avere rising
and caught 169, Aveighing from iH to 2^ pounds. They
had a very good trip indeed.
Mr. A. H. Brown and Mr. C. A. Havens, of this city,

are back from a very lucky trip to Hamlin Lake. They
fished by trolling principally, and caught fifty-four
pickerel, twelve bass and some good pike. They
fished for four days and say. they lost a great many nice
fish which struck.

A very interesting fishing experience is reported by
Mr. Bert Buell, who took nine small-mouth bass of an
aA'erage Aveisrht of 2^2 pounds on Lake Geneva. Wis., this
week. Mr. Buell used errasshoopers for bait, and one may
imagine he enjoved fishing with this unusual bait for the
gamiest of our Western fishes.

Fly-Casting Toomament.

Advice from the San Francisco Fly-Casting Club' says
that Mr. W. D. Mansfield and one or two others of that
club Avill be nresent at the Chicago tournament. It was
hoped that Mr. Reuben Leonard, of New York, would
also attend, but this is not likely. The tournament
r\o doybt be f! yery pl?5isant and successfy] ^ffair,

THE DELAWARE AT NARROWSBURG.
The Big Eddy and the wall-eyed pike hole under the bridge.

The Naffowsbufsy Pife*' »«d Bass Pocket.

Narrowsburg, N. Y.—On the Delaware Rwer at Nar-

rowsburg we find the pool known as Big Eddy, as it is

considered the biggest and deepest eddy throughout the

length of this grand river. Its greatest depth is about

70 feet just in the center of that part of the pool below

the bridge. This pool is probably the best piece of water

for wall-eyed pike in the Delaware, and fish of 10 to 15

pounds are not uncommon from this pool. They have a

favorite spot which is along the foot of the walls of the

two ledges by the bridge in about 30 feet of water. The
first ledge runs out from shore about 15 feet on the

Pennsylvania side ; it starts at the point of the rocks be-

low the bridge, runs up under and ends about 50 feet

above the bridge. The water drops suddenly to 30 feet

from this ledge. The second ledge runs from just above

the bridge on the New York side to the point above the

bridge on the Pennsylvania side. This ledge is also cov-

ered by about 12 to 15 feet of water, dependent on the

state of the riA-er, and the water drops also to 30 feet, thus

making tA\'0 walls forming tAVO sides of a triangle. It is

along the foot of these walls in the deep water that the

wall-eyes are found. The be.st bait for this Avater is small

chubs, about 6 or 7 inches long.

The bass fishing in this pool is first-class. It is simply

impossible to say Avhich are the best points for them. They
are found all over it. Some mighty big ones are here, too,

waiting to be coaxed out.

Great sport can be obtained fly-fishing either in the

rapids above or below the pool. The most seductive fly

for bass we ever ran across we call Johnny Wright's

fancy, because we believe it has no name, and Avas in-

troduced to us by Mr. Wright, manager of the fishing

"~
Gaylord CIttfa Hatchery,

. To-day I met on the street the Menominee giant, Mr.
Fred M. Stephenson, President of the Gaylord Club, of

Wisconsin. Mr. Stephenson was looking husky as usual

and done to a very nice broAvn. He tells me he has been

fishing trout a good deal round the Gaylord Club, and
they are having splendid sport on the South Pike. He
also says that Gaylord Club is completing plans for ex-

tensive propagation of trout and bass, which will be
liberated in all the Avaters of that region, not only the club

preserve Avaters, but the open waters accessible to the

public. The Gaylord Club is going to ask the Wausaukee
Club to co-operate in this Avoi'k, and betAveen them these

two organizations can do an immense amount of good in

that part of Wisconsin. Mr. Stephenson is a hustler, no
matter what he undertakes, and there is not the slightest

doubt that this work.Avill be carried on successfully. Mr.
O'Brien, late of the State Fish Commission, of Wis-
consin, Avill have the hatchery in charge.

Garp*

Mr. OsAvald Von Lengerke is recently back from a fish-

ing trip on the Kankakee River at Water Valley, where he
stopped at the cottage of Mr. F. R. Bissell, of this city.

Mbt-haAang anything else to catch, the two Avent carp fish-

ing. This beastly fish is an Old World and also a Ncav
Jersey acquaintance of Mr. Von Lengerke, and I think
he is the only man in Chicago who has a good word for

the carp. The twO' fi,shed for this animal with a bait of

dough, and they caught eight or ten very good carp. The
fish itself is said to be shy, and to be a very hard fighter

when hooked. Mr. Von Lengerke says that they skinned
their carp, salted and peppered them, laid them aAvay on
the ice, and the next morning fried them for breakfast.
According to his story the carp Avas found good to eat,

and he declares the fish is undervalued by cArerybody out
here. Charlie Antoine says that in France they used to

catch carp out of the muddy pools, and then put them in a

clean fountain of Avater for a couple of weeks, to wash
the muddy taste out of them. The Kankakee itself is not
a pearly fountain of delight since the carp have taken
possession of it, and I should think that any fish taken in

that .stream noAv Avould be all the better for being well
laundried, as Mr. Antt)ine suggests. There is no use
kicking about this thing, I suppose. We may as well be-
come reconciled to the carp as our game fish and the
RngUsh sparrow as our game bird.

A Disappointing Start.

For some weeks Messrs. Graham H. Harris, President
of the Board of Educa+ion, of this city, and his friend,

M'r. W. C. Haskell, of the Building Inspector's office,

haA'e been planning a good trio out into the Rnckv Moun-
tains. Mr. Harris has ifcver teen in the Rockies, al-

though he has fished with the fly over the best of our
Northern waters. Mr. Hflckell on the other hand, is verA'

familiar with narts of the Rnr-kies. and is a good mountain
man. He Avas to be the guide on this occasion, and t^he

party w^s to start from Butte Citv. eroing thence to Vir-
ginia Citv. and over on the headwaters of th#^ Jeffer-
son and Madi='^n. thenre into the Yellowstone Park and
south to the Henry's Lalce country, the whole trip to
occupy 513? weeks, and naturally tg o'ne of ^he most

Enlarged sketch of the water under the bridge.

tackle department of Von Lengerke & Detmold.
The predominating color of the fly is black. We found
that Ave could get as many bass on a cast as we had these
flies on the leader. They are simply irresistible.

When fishing at Narrowsburg the fisherman should stop
at the Arlington Hotel. The proprietor is a sportsman
himself, and takes excellent care of his patrons. Bevins
has been our guide and oarsman in this water, and a
better or more faithful guide never handled a pair of oars.

We can more than strongly recommend him to any
brother angler. The best fishing on the Delaware River

'

is ahvays during August and September. The route is

via the Erie. C.

interesting and delightful which could be imagined. The
two were to be joined at the Madison country later by
Mr. J. L. Ellicott, City Electrician, of Chicago, and the

three Chicagoans were to complete the personnel of the

party, Mr. Haskell, like a good mountaineer, scorning
to take a guide.

Such were the plans of the party, and the members of

the Wishininne Club, Avhere all the above take their

lunches every day. wished them joy yesterday, for the

start Avas to be made this morning at 9 o'clock. What
was tlie surprise of CA'ery one of the club to-day to sec

Bill Haskell come sneaking into lunch by himself, Avith a

sort of expression on his face which did not indicate

that he was deliriously happy over anything. When asked
Avhere Mr. Harris was, he replied that the latter had
started all right at 9 o'clock, but that he had started alone.

Mr. Harris had both the railway tickets, and he absent-

mindedly told Mr. Haskell that they were over the St.

Paul road to St. Paul, whereas they Avere really over the

Northwestern road. Mr. Haskell went to the St. Paul
Depot this morning as per advice, and like Mary's little

lamb, lingered patiently about for Harris to appear. He
didn't bear any further resemblance to the little lamb
after that. Mr. Harris Avas meantime speeding blithely

aAvay alone to the westAvard. into a country about which
he doesn't knoAv anything at all. He wired Bill Haskell
that he had sent the tickets back; and vaguely intimated

that he might conclude to go on west of St. Paul alone,

waiting for Mr. Haskell at Butte.

"Well, if he don't wait at St. Paul for me," said Bill,

"he'll neA^er see me at all, I wouldn't n'de across that

Western plains country alone for a thousand dollars. I
only took him along for company crossing the Bad
Lands, anyhoAv. He don't knoAv what he's going up
against, all alone in the car across the plains of Dakota.
Hot? Say I am hot!"
When last seen Mr. Haskell Avas hiking for a telegraph

office to wire Mr. Harris to stop at St. Paul or take the

consequences. He'll stop, and there will be peace in this

sundered family in time. But it won't be Avhile they are

shut up together on the cars. It would be fun to hear
those tAvo, each blaming the other for the blunder, and
each proclaimin.g his OAvn innocence

!

By the way, Mr, Jos. Leiter—the Joe Leiter of wheat
corner fame—is just back from the Leiter mine near
Sheridan, and he has been fishing on the Jefferson and
Madison, the very country where he and Mr. Haskell had
such good sport seven years ago. and where it was planned
to make the trip this time. Mr. Leiter says it would
be no use to go in there now at all. The West is changing
more rapidly than most people in this part of the world
realize. The grangers have got the headwaters of the Big
Muddy pretty much all under ditch. There isn't any
Madison River—it's all run out in ditches.

Mr. R. C. Brandon, of the Lord ^ Thomas advertising

agency, with his friend, Mr. W. T. Davis, Chicago renre-

sentative of the Kansas City Star, returned from their

fi=hing trip near Rhinelder, Wis., somcAvhat distrusted.

They struck the dull, hot season, and got no fishing of
any consequence, even for bass. All the fish were down
deep and would not strike at anything in spoon or bait

that could be devised. They had trouble to get enough
fish to eat.

% Hough.
HART?9|t» B^^npiKO, Chicago, lUj a

'
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Tafpon in Long Island W&tcts,

A TARPON was taken off Quogue, Long Island, N. Y.,

last week by fishermen who were fishing with seines for

bunkers. The occurrence of the fish so far north is not

common, but we have recorded several captures off the

coast from New Jersey to Rhode Island.

AII-Agc Stake.

Fixtures*

FIELD TRIALS.
Aug. 2L—Emmetsburg, la.—Third annual field trials of the

Iowa Field Trials Association. M. Bruce, Sec'y, Des Moines, la.

Aug. 28.—Sioux Falls, S. D.—Inaugural field, trials of the South
Dakota Field Trials Association. Olav Haugtro, Sec'y. Sioux
Falls, S. D.

Sept. 3-4.—^La Salle, Manitoba, Can.—Western Canada Kennel
Club's annual field trials. A. Lake, Sec'y, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Can.

Sept. 6-7.—Brandon, Manitoba, Can.—^Third annual field trials of
the Brandon Kennel Club. Dr. H. J. Elliott, Sec'y.
Sept. 11.

, Manitoba, Can.—Fourteenth annual field trials of
the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'y, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Can.
Oct 30.—Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game aild Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett, Sec'y Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake View, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Bice. Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, -Ont.—^Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
No. 20. ,

.—Illinois Field Trials Association's second
annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of
the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 20. . Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.

C. Peterson, Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 22.—Glasgow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Club's annual

field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S, Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Thco.
Sturges, Se.c'y* Greenfield Hill, Conn.

Iowa Field Trials,

Des Moines, la., July 26.

—

Editor Forest mid Stream:
I inclose hereAvith list of entries for the Iowa field trials.

Everything looks favorable for successful trials. Plenty
of birds cire reported, and we have arranged to have the
grounds patroled every day from Aug. i to the time of
the trials;

Frank H. Perry, Pres. I. F. T. A.

Derby.

Lord Roberts—Lewis Veveer's b., w. and t. setter dog
(Rodfield—Lady of Gloss).
Dandy Jim—M. Bruce's 1. and w. pointer dog (Up to

Date—Sirene).

Phoebe Hilli^I. T. Garter's b., w. and t. English setter
bitch (Oakly Hill—Ten of Hearts).
Sidney—C. A. Smith's 1. and w. English setter dog

(champion Lady's Count Gladstone—Latonia).
Count Whitestone—Lewis Stuchmer's lem. andw. Eng-

lish setter dog (Lady's Count Gladstone—^Jessie Rod-
field).

Oliver B.—F. A. Warneke's Gordon setter dog (McHill
—Fanny).
Seven Up—^J. W. Blythe's b., w. and t. English setter

dog (Cincinnatus Pride—Brown's Queen Vic)._

Ightfield Joe^—W. H. Hutchinson's 1. and w. pointer
dog (Brighton Joe—Ightfield Chic).

Hal's l3ot—J. E. Davies' b. and w. pointer Bitch (Hal
Pointer—Ned's Dot).
Jingo Flyer—P. McNally's 1. and w. pointer bitch

(Royal Jingo—Royal Chic).
Belle—William Rushle's b., w. and t. English setter

bitch (Clint Noble—Ten of Hearts).
Cook Cousins—A. T. Burger's b., w. and t. setter dog

(Count Rodfield—Lento R.).

Bob White—F. ToUerton's 1. and w. setter dog (Rod-
field—Grace Darling).
Jimmie's Bang—A. Alabaugh's I. and w. pointer dog

(Donovan—Devonshire Jenny).
Checkers—Ortis Fruit Farm Kennels' b., w. and t,

English setter dog (Cincinnatus Pride—Brown's Queen
Vic).

Ortiz Lad—Ortis Fruit Farm Kennels' o. and w.
English setter dog (Rodfield—Grace G. Darling).

Ortiz Pride—Ortiz Fruit Farm Kennels' b., w. and t.

English setter dog (Rodfield—^Mark's Nellie).

Daisy—J. S. Smith's red Irish setter bitch (Fred Wood
—Plover Bell).

Sport's Bee Bee—A. H. Keller's b., w. and t.. English
setter dog (Clint Noble—Fly).

Sabin's Rip Rap—H. A. Subilia's 1. and w. pointer
dog (Young Rip Rap—Mother Sabine).
Joe Howard—Alexander McLachlan's b. and w. point-

er dog (Brighton Joe—Missouri Queen).
Count's Lit—T. A. Noble's b. and w. setter bitch

(Lady's Count Gladstone—^Jessie Rodfield).
Jingo's Jerry—G. W. Courtright's 1. and w. pointer dog

(champion Jingo—Rose Lee Hessin).
Jingo Hessen—G. W. Courtright's b. and w. pointer

bitch (champion Jingo—Rose Lee Hessen).
Mack—M. Jenswold's b., w. and t. English setter dog.
Tony's Dot—C. D. Stuart's b., w. and t. English setter

bitch (Tony's Boy—Druid's Daisy II.).

Jingo's Lit—John Otten's b. and w. pointer bitch
(champion Jingo—Queen of Littiz).

Natty Boy—Walter W. Henry's b. and w. setter dog
(Cincinnati Pride—Brown's Queen Vic).
Dock Hill—Dr. E. F, Yancey's b.. w. and t. English

setter dog (Count Rodstone—Nona H.).
Count's King—C. J. Pesch's b., w. and t. English

setter dog (Lady's Count Gladstone—Latonia).
Latonia Boy—C. J. Pesch's b., w. and t. English setter

"do^ (Lady's Cp\;nt Gladsto?ie—Latonia),

Hawkeye Queen—W. H. Hutchinson's t. and w. setter

bitch (Ruby's Mark—Midget Bly).

Lightfield Chick—W. H. Hutchinson's 1. and w. pointer

bitch (champion Jingo—Ightfield Dove).
Miss Croxie—W. H. Hutchinson's 1. and w. pointer

bitch (champion Rip Rap—Croxie Kent).

Natty Pride—Ortiz Fruit Farm Kennels' b. b. English

setter bitch (Cincinnatus Pride—Brown's Queen Vic).

Lady Gladstone of Ortiz—Ortiz Fruit Farm Kennels'

b., w. and t. English setter bitch (champion Lady's

Count Gladstone—Daughter Noble).
Ortiz Fruit Farm Kennels' b., w. and t. English setter

dog (Rodfield—Mark's Nellie)!

Ortiz Count Gladstone—Ortiz Fruit Farm Kennels'

b., w. and t. English setter dog C'Co)int Gladstone IV.—
Countess Noble).
Seven Up—J. W. Blythe's b. a,nd w. setter dog (Cin-

cinnatus Pride—^Brown's Queen Vic).

Star Pointer—J. W. Blythe's )5. and w. pointer dog
(Hal Pointer—Parson's Trinket).

Rod's Pansy—J. W. Blythe's b.^ w. and t. English setter

bitch (champion Rodfield—Kate N.).

Glen—Geo. Waddington's b. and w. setter dog.

Maud ETiek—Geo. Waddington's b., w. and t. English

setter bitch.

Dash—H. C. Shadbolt's chestnut and w. English setter

dog.
Sport's Destiny—A. H. Nelson's b. b. setter bitch

(Naree Sport—Mark's Fleet).

Josie Brighton—Gus Clay's b. and w. pointer bitch

(Brighton Joe—^Jingo Flora).

Lady Rodfield—A. H. Pinkel's b., w. and t. setter

bitch (champion Rodfield—Susie).

Zephyr II.—Jas. S. Crane's b. and w. ticked pointer

bitch (champion Rip Rap—Jingo Jay).
Dot's Daisy—Jas. S. Crane's I. and w. ticked pointer

bitch (champion Jingo—Dot's Pearl).

Eatoile—W. A. Smith's b., w. and t. English setter dog
(Roy Noble II.—Etoria).
Jingo Ripple—Dr. G. T. Page's 1. and w. pointer bitch

(champion Jingo—Rippo).
Queen W. H.—F. A. Warneke's b., w. and t. setter

bitch (Bouse—Fly).

Tom Whitestone—Louis Stuebmer's 1. and w. English
setter dog (Lady's Count Gladstone—^Jesse Rodfield).

Haxon—C. A. Smith's b. b. English setter dog (Samuel
—Fly W.).

Stolen Derb}'-—I. T. Carter's b., w. and t. English set-

ter dog (Rodfield—Susie).

Rod Webster—Martin Voorhees' b., w. and t. setter

dog (Rodfield—Lady Webster).
Drill Master—O. W. Ferguson's 1. and w. pointer dog

( Jingo—Dot's Pearl).

Peg's Girl—E. L. Jamison's b., w. and t. English setter

bitch (Rodfield—Lady Webster).
Sport's Boy-^Chas. B. Cook's w. and 1. setter dog

(Marie Sport—Isabella May).
Fritz of Zippo—M. Bruce's b, and w. setter dog (Zip-

po II.—Lady of Gloss).

Continental Field Trial Club Derby.
Setters.

There are thirty-one entries:

Solomon—H. B. Ledbetter's b., w, and t. dog, April,

1899 (Marie's Sport—Isabella Maid).
Tony's Dot—C. D. Stuart's b., w. and t. bitchy January,

1899 (Tony Boy—Druid's Daisy II.).

Ivanhoe.—John Myers' b., w. and t. dog, January, 1899
(Tony Boy—Flush o'Dawn).
Jessie Lucifer—Dr. G. Chisholm's b., w. and t. bitch,

April, 1899 (Blue Hope—Isabella Madge).
Verona Cap—Verona Kennels' o. and w. dog, January,

1899 (Count Gladstone IV.—Daisy Croft).
Verona Reon—Verona Kennels' o. and w. bitch, Jan-

uary, 1899 (Count Gladstone IV.—Daisy Croft).

Verona Diablo—Verona Kennels' b., w. and t; dog,
January, 1899 (Count Gladstone IV.—Daisy Croft).
Verona Spice.—Verona Kennels' o. and w. bitch, May,

1899 (Count Gladstone IV.—Countess K.).
Verona Wilhelmina—Verona Kennels' b., w. and t.

bitch, May, 1899 (Count Gladstone IV.—Countess K.).
Leading Lady-—G. G. Williamson's b., w. and t. bitch,

June, 1899 (Count Gladstone IV.—Dan's Lady).
, Joe Wheeler—Oakland Association's b., w. and t. dog,
Januar}"-, 1899 (Belton Bob—Antoine Gladstone).
Lady Randolph—Oakland Association's b. and w.

bitch, January, 1899 (Belton Bob—x\ntoine Gladstone).
Ruby's Druid—J, H. Johnson's (agt.) b., w. and t. dog,

July, 1899 (Dave Earle—Tony's Ruby).
Ruby's Lady—^J. H. Johnson's (agt.) b., w. and t. bitch,

Jul}', 1899 (Dave Earle—Tony's Ruby).
Fairview Dream—W. G. Brokaw's 1. and w. bitch,

June, 1899 (Viscount Furness—Fairview Fly).

J. T.—James Thomson's b., w. and t. dog, July, 1899
(Dave Earle—Tony's Ruby).
Kipling—E. H. Osthaus' b., w. and t. dog, March, 1899,

(Joe Cuniming—Miss Osthaus).
Silence—Geo. Crocker's b., w. and t. dog, April, 1899,

(Sam T.—Belle of Alma).
Col. Joe—A. H. Nelson's b., w. and t. dog, June, 1899

(Joe Gumming—Delia K.).
Bit—Arthur Stern's b., w. and t. bitch, March, 1899

(Count Ladystone—Fairy Sport).
St. Helena—R. D. Winthrop's b., w. and t. bitch,

March, 1899 (Guy—Belle).
Bell BoJ'—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b.^ w. and t. dog, March,

1899 (Tony Boy—Lena Belle).
Tomboy—P. Lorillard. Jr.'s, b,, w. and t. bitch, March,

1899 (Tony Boy—Lena Belle).
Vevay—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. bitch, March,

1899 (Tony Boy—Lena Belle).

Bow Knot—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s. b., w. and t. dog,
March, 1899 (Why Not—Bennie B.).
MolHe B. XL-Dr. J. S. Brown's b., w. and t. bitch,

February, 1899 (Tony's Gale—Mollie B.).
Eldred Nancy—Eldred Kennels' b., w. and t. bitch,

January. 1899 (Tony's Gale—Flavta).
Mark Twain—E. L. Jamison's b., w. and t. dog, March,

189Q (Joe Gumming—Miss Osthaus).
Capt. Scott—W. W. Titus' b., w. and t ^og, March,

J899 (Joe Cwpimin^—Miss Qstlif^us),

Hobson-—Alton N. Davis' b., w. and t. dog, FebruHutJ,

1899 (Rodfield—Doll Gladstone).
Glad Tidings—E. A, Meiser's b., w. and t. bitch, Masj/j,

1899 (Dave Earle—Accellerando). 1

Pointers. ' \

There are ten entries:

Doc Light—Dr. G. Chisholm's lem. and w. dog, April'v.

1899 (Jingo's Light—Gull's Juno).
Jingo's Romp—N. T. Depauw's 1. and w. bitch, April,

1899 (Jingo—Nellie Croxteth).
Odd Fellow—Geo. E. Gray's 1. and w. dog, April. 1899

(Young Jingo—Eve).
Gray's Pearl—John F. Gill's 1. and w. bitch, May,. 1899

(Young Jingo—Gypsy Jess).

Joe Howard—Alex M. Lachlan's b. and w. dog, Marcli^

1899 (Brighton Joe—Mo Queen).
Tick's Maid—Geo. Crocker's 1. and w. bitch, Marcfii,

1899 (Tick Boy—Fawn).
Babe Upton—Fred T. Darst's 1. and w. bitch, January;,

1899 (Don Upton—Eldridge Nell).

Young Eva B.—Dr. J. S. Brown's 1. and w. bitch,.

April, 1899 (Young Jingo—Eve).

J. C.—F. R. Huntington & Paul Loring's b. and w.

dog, April, 1899 (Young Jingo—Eve).
Lolpora—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' 1. and

w. bitch, April, 1899 (Tippoo—Toxic).
. Theo. Sturges, Sec'y and Treas.

Ifisli Setter Club.

Philadelphia, July 30.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Irish Setter Club of America offers a prize of $50
for the first Irish setter winning an undivided first, second
or third place in the Derby or All-Age staJses of the

Monongahela Field Trials of 1900.

Geo. H. Thomson, Sec'y L S. C

Yachting Factutcs, J 900.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a is^a
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following^ list iaauB

also of changes which may be made in the future.

AUGUST.
*

1. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass. \
3-4-6. Koyal St. Lawrence, .Seawanhaka cup matches, Pointas

Claire. Lake St. Louis.
4. Quincy, handicap, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
4. Mosquito Fleet, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.

|

4. Indian Harbor, annual, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
4. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.

_

4. Queen City, cruising race, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
4. Norwalk, club, Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
4. Taunton, club, Taunton, Mass.
4. Penataquit Cor., special, Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
4. Jamaica Bay, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
4. Winthrop, open, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
4. Beverly, Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay.
4. Columbia, championship, Boston, Boston Harbor.
4. Duxbury, 18ft. class, Duxbury, Mass.
4. South Boston, sailing dinghies, City Point, Boston Harbor.
4. Squantum, ladies' day, Squantum, Mass.
4. Ouannapowitt^ commodore's cup.
4. Seawanhaka Cor., Center Island cup, Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
5. New York, rendezvous.
6-16. New York, annual cruise Long Island Sound.
7. Manchester, Manchester, Massachusetts Bay.
7. Lake Champlain, annual, Burlington, Lake Champlain.
8. East Gloucester, evening, Gloucester, Mass.
8-11. Corinthian midsummer series, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.

11. Hempstead Harbor, annual, Hempstead Harbor, L. I. Sound.
11. California, cruise to Angel Island and return, San Francisco,

San Francisco Bay.
11. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
11. Royal St. Lawrence, open, Valois, Lake St. Louis.
11. Oueen City, 16ft. class, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
11. Haverhill, pennant, Haverhill, Mass.
11. Penataquit Cor., special. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
11. Winthrop, handicap, Wmthrop, Boston Harbor.
11. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Mass.
11. Quannapowitt^ club.
11. Seawanhaka Cor., -special, Corinthian race. Oyster Bay, Long

Island Sound.
12. Winthrop, sail to Weymouth.
12. Columbia, ladies' day, Boston Harbor.
14. American, open, Newburyport.
15-17. Hull-Massachusetts, midsummer series, 25ft. class, Boston

Harbor.
16 and alternate following days, Newport Y. R. A., 70ft. series,

concluding races, Newport.
17-18. Annisquam, open, Annisquam.
18. Mosquito Fleet, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
18. Royal St. Lawrence, Hamilton trophy, 22, 20 and 17ft. classes,

Pomte Claire, Lake St. Louis.
18. Horseshoe Harbor, annual, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
18. Canarsie, Corinthian race, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay^
18. Quen City, 20ft. class special, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
18. Norwalk, club, Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
18. Penataquit Cor., annual open. Bay Shore, Great South Bay. ^
18. Winthrop, handicap, Winthrop, Boston Harbor. •
18. Beverly. Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay.
18. South Boston, handicap, City Poigt, Boston Harbor.
18. Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
18. Columbia, championship, Boston, Boston Harbor.
18. Duxbury, 18ft. class, Duxbury, Mass.
18. American, club, Newburyport, Mass.
18. Quannapowitt, commodore's cup.
18. Seawanhaka Cor., Center Island cup Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
19. Hudson River, ladies' day, New York, Hudson River.
20. East Gloucester, open, Gloucester.
20. Manchester, handicap, Manchester, Mass.
23. Plymouth, open, Plymouth Harbor.
25. Haverhill, third championship, Haverhill, Mass.
24-25. Inland Lake, Lake Geneva. 111.

_ ^
25. Royal St. Lawrence, Lake of Two Mountains regatta.
25. Duxbury, open, Duxbury, Mass.
25. Nahant, dory class, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
25. Huguenot, annual. New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
25. Manhasset, special, Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
25. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
25. Penataquit Cor., special. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
25. Jamaica Bay, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
25. Kingston, club, Kingston, Lake Ontario. !

25. Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay. -

25. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.
25. Quannapowittt.
25. Seawanhaka Cor., Center Island memorial cup. Oyster Bay,

Long Island Sound.
25. pueen City, 17ft. special, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
27. Cape Cod, open, Provincetown, Mass.
27-31. Seawanhaka and Philadelphia Corinthian, interclub matches,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
28. Wellfleet, open, Wellfleet, Mass.
31. Wollaston, open.

SEPTEMBER, »

1. Ouincy, open and club handicap, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
L Mosquito Fleet, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
1. Indian Harbor, fall regatta, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
1. Hartford, special.

1. Larchmont, special classes. Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
1. Hudson River, fall cruise. New York, Hudson River.
1. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Boston Harbor.
1. Queen City, cruising race, Toronto. Lake Ontario.
J. Beverly, open. Monument B^chi Ba2?ar4s Bay.
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1, Winthrop, handicap, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.

1 American club, Newburyport. „ -rx i.

1: Somh Boston, sailing dinghies, City Point, Boston Harbor

1:2-3 Columbia, cruise to Marblehead, Boston, Massachusetts Bay.

1-2-3. Squantura, cruise.

1-2-3 Corinthian of Marblehead, cruise. t> t
1. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Center Island cup, Oyster Bay, J-ong

Island Sound.
2. Haverhill, race and chowder, Haverhill, Mass.

3. Atlantic, 36ft. and smaller classes. Sea Gate, New \ ork Bay.

3. Larchinont. fall regatta. Larchmont. Lojig Island S>ound.

3. Quincv, handicap, Quincy, Boston Harbor.

3. Nahant, dory class, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
c„„„,

3. Sachem's Head, annual. Sachem's Head, Conn.; L. I. bound.

3. Norwalk, annual, Long Island Sound._

3. Canarsie, ladies' race, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.

3.. Newport, club, Newport, Narragansett Bay.

3. Norwalk, annual. Norwalk, Long Island bound.

3. Taunton, club, Taunton, Mass. ^ „, ^ c ^1 n
3. Penataquit Corinthian, fall race. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.

S. Jamaica Bay, club, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.

3. Corinthian (Phila.), club, Essington Delaware Riyer.

3. Portsmouth, club, Portsmouth, N. H.
t, . u v

3. Winthrop, swimming and rowing, Winthrop, Boston Marbor.

3. Lynn, open, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.

3. Beverly, open, Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay.

3. Quannapowitt, yacht and canoe races.

4. Ouincy, club, Quincv, Boston Harbor.

7. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.

8. Hull-Ad assachusetts, invitation race, Hull, Boston Harbor.

8. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fall regatta. Oyster Bay, L. I. bound.

S Larchmont, schooner cup, Larchmont Long Island bound.

8. Ou'-en City. 22ft. knockabout class, Toronto, Toronto Bay.

5. flaverhill. club, Haverhill, Mass.

8. X-tr-itaquit Corinthian, special, Bay Shore, Great South Bay.

8. Manchester, handicap, Manchester, Mass.

8, Columbia, cruise to Hull.

8. Winthrop, cruise to Hull.

8. South Boston, handicap race to Hull.

8-9. Y. R. A. of Massachusetts, rendezvous at Hull.

8-9. American, cruise, Newburyport.
8-10. California, cruise to Suisun, San Francosco Bay.

11. New York, fall sweepstakes, New York, off Sandy Hook.
15. Manhasset, closing race, Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
13. Atlantic, fall race, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
15. Atlantic, club, Sea Gate, New York Bay.

15. South Boston, sailing dinghies. City Point, Boston Harbor.
22-23. California, cruise to Martinez, San Francisco, San Francisco

Bay.
22. Riverside, fall regatta, Riverside, Long Island Sound.
22. Canarsie. Commodore's cups, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
22. Haverhill, fourth championship, Haverhill, Mass.

The question of the superiority of the cutter or the

sloop rig, the latter in its simplest form commonly known
as •jib-and-mamsail," has been an open one tor some
time past m the classes of 30ft. to 40ft. l.w.l., where speed

alone is considered. For light weather racing the

theoretical advantages are almost entirely on the side of

the simpler rig—a mainsail and a single jib as large as the

yacht can possibly carry in an ordinary whole-sail breeze.

The extra weight and windage of gear and the theoretical

loss of efficiency through the division of the sails are

against the cutter rig m very light weather. On the

otner hand, the many possible variations of sail to suit all

weather conditions, the ability to set a large topsail in

light airs and to get a well-balanced and effective sail

plan when snugged down in hard weather make the cut-

ter rig superior for general work and also for any con-

tinued series of races. The experiment was put to a

practical but incomplete test last season in the 35ft. class,

built for the Canada cup races, the winning boacs in both
the American and Canadian trial races-^Genesee and
Beaver—carrying plain jib-and-mainsail rigs, with pole

masts and no topsail, the little one used on Beaver being

merely a makeshift. While the cutter-rigged boats

—

Josephine, Pi-airie, Toi-onlo and several others—were not
successful, the test of rig was in no way conclusive.

_
The

weather in the whole series of races, the trials at Chicago
and Toronto and the cup races at the latter port, with the

exception of one hard squall at Chicago, was greatly in

favor of the over-rigged boats and of the simplest pos-

sible rig, there being little occasion to reef at all or to

reduce in any way the maximum of sail that each yacht
could carry in light airs.

This year the question has come up on Long Island

Sound, where the CroM'ninshield 42-footer Hebe has just

changed from the pole-masted sloop rig to the cutter rig

with topmast, and the same change is being made in the

Webber sloop. Hussar II. Whether or no the changes
will improve the boats is an interesting guestion.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. has sustained a
serious loss in the death of Mr. C. J. Stevens, as announced
in the Canoeing Department. As secretary of the club
from 1897 to 1900, Mr. Stevens left a record second only
to that of the late Leon F. d'Oremieulx, also secretary
from 1883 to 1893. It is very seldom that any club is

a|rved as faithfully and efficiently as was the Seawan-
haka C. Y. C. by these two good yachtsmen.

Though the racing season is really but well under way,
and even nominally but half over, it has already witnessed
the disgraceful collapse of two of the prominent racing
classes. The four new HerreshofE "70-footers," the costly
and fully up-to-date toys of the wealthiest yachtsmen in
the countiy, are almost wrecks after less than a dozen
races, while the smaller racing class built for the Quincy
cup matches has made an equally discreditable display.
Out of the many rumors now afloat as to the condition
of Rainbow, Mineola II., Virginia and Yankee, it is

impossible to sift the exact truth, but it is certain that
they leak so badly that it is unsafe to trust them in any
sea or even more than a few miles from harbor in light
weather, while according to the current reports all have
changed their shape more or less, the waterlines are
shorter than when measured, and it is said of one boat
that her bow has pulled up more than a foot, and also has
pulled to one side. Of course, the Herreshoffs are not
furnishing particulars to the press, nor are the owners
making public just how badly they have been fooled, but
there seems to be no reason to doubt that the four boats
are structural failures.

The Quincy boats—also four in number—though not
all of the same build, behaved but little better in the short
series of four races. On the first day Pompano lost her
masthead. Tashamoo sprung her mast, and Lookout tore
off a portion of her canvas skin—all this in but a moderate
breeze. On the second day, still in moderate weather
and smooth water. Lookout carried away the jaws of her
gaff and Tashamoo gave up apoarently through general
debility. On the third day Tashamoo went to pieces on
her way to the starting line, in a moderate breeze, losing
her mast, splitting up her deck and strippine her canvas
ekin, the wreck being abandasied as worthleis by hef

owner. Pompano capsized, but was righted after a time

by the aid of a tackle from a yacht. On the last day

Pompano again capsized. The winner of the cup, Look-

out, and the unsuccessful defender, Hostess, though they

came through the races without wreck, are mere Skows
—racing machines that do not deserve to be called yachts.

The Quincy cup was established in good faith for the

promotion of yacht racing, but even at the time when the

conditions were drawn up it was plainly evident that they

placed a heavy premium upon extreme freak development.

The class thus far has produced a lot of weak, worthless.

Skows, those which hold together through the races being

but a shade better than those, like Tashamoo, which fall

apart. The cup has accomplished nothing that conduces

to the benefit of yachting, either to extend and increase

the popular interest in the sport or to place it upon a

higher plane technically. A continuance of the racing

under the existing conditions can only do more harm, and

it is to be hoped that both the new holder and the original

donor of the cup will work together to remodel the con-

ditions in such a way as to produce a useful type of yacht

and one that is of reasonable durability,

In our opinion there is no excuse whatever for weak
and flimsy construction, and it is not to be justifiied either

by limited means or the desire to win some covetted cup.

In the former case no yacht is so costly in the end as the

one which is poorly and improperly constructed in the

first place ; and no man whose means are limited is

justified in attempting the expensive luxury of an over-

cheap boat. One of the lesser evils of yachting of late

years has been the well-meant but foolish attempts to

produce yachts in the one-design classes especially, at an

absurdly low cost. Men are induced to go into these

schemes in the belief that they can obtain really service-

able boats at figures within their means. The result is

that by the time the boats are in commission they cost

probably 50 per cent, more than the estimate or contract,

and through poor and cheap construction they are a con-

tinual source of expense and annoyance. It would be

easy to name a dozen failures of this kind, each involving

from six to twelve boats. The wise man who is about to

provide himself with a boat, whether a one-design dory or

a 90ft. schooner, will start with a fair estimate from a

reliable builder—not necessarily the lowest—and will make
a liberal allowance for fitting out and contingencies; then

if his purse will not permit the proposed craft, he will

seek something smaller but equally perfect in quality and
equipment.
When it comes to unlimited racing, while the temptation

is strong to profit by the absence of salutary restrictions

and to build a shell that will barely last through a week's

racing, it will be found that in the majority of cases a

yacht which is at least strong and staunch enough to

stand a few weeks' racing without a breakdown is a

better and more efficient tool in every way than one which,

like Challenger, the Seawanhaka challenger of 1898, or the

late Tashamoo, is in the doctors' hands from the finish of

one race to the start of the next. The small amomit of

extra weight necessary to give reasonable assurance

against breakdowns and to hold the rig efficiently—a great

point in itself—will pay in nearly every case, even in ex-

treme racing craft.

Whatever excuse there may be for p6or construction

where expense is an object, or where only the sailing of a

few races for an important trophy is in view, nothing

of the kind exists in the case of the Newport 70-footers.

This class, which has been under consideration for_ a

couple of years, was intended to realize in the larger size

of yachts all the advantages of the one-design scheme, as

so often tried in the smaller classes—freedom from freak

features, strong and durable construction, internal accom-
modation for cruising and immunity from immediate out-

building by more extreme machines. The cost was not

considered, as the class has been from the start one to

which only the wealthiest yachtsmen could aspire; the

necessity for extreme light construction, such as has

existed in the America Cup races of recent years, was not

present, as the boats were all on an equality in this

the finest one-design class that yachting has yet known.
The trouble apparently is not confined to the four 70-

footers, as it is an open secret that the two Herreshoff

51-footers, Altair and Shark, -and the 36-footer Countess,

have also been leaking, while at Larchmont last week the

second 36-footer, Eff'ort, lost her mast, and Countess was
disabled in her rig. None of these boats were built solely

for racing, but for general use as well, and their failure

cannot be laid to the unreasonable requirements of their

woners, all of whom desired seaworthy boa^s.

So far as the builders are concerned, they are in z
position to take matters easily enough. The yachts were
paid for before they left the yard, and that part of the
business is closed. Now they go back to the yard for

extensive, and incidentally expensive, repairs, which is

good for business in the dull season. Of course the

owners may not like it just now, any more than Mr. J.

Pierpont Morgan was pleased with the building of Co-
lonia as a Cup defender in 1893, but sooner or later, w^hen
a challenge comes once more for the America Cup, these

same men will, like Mr. Morgan, go to the Herreshoffs
for a new defender, and pay the Herreshoff price.

By way of variet}' from the ordinary summer courses
of thirty miles or so, a race that would be interesting to

all concerned would be one from Brenton's Reef Lightship

to Halifax or Bermuda between the boats of the new
Herreshoff Leakabo.ut Class and the imported cutters

Hester, Astrild, Isolde and Queen Mab. Such a race
could hardly fail to be oi interest, and possibly might be
exciting as well, and it would teach some valuable lessons
in construction.

The necessity for shoal draft centerboard boats that
cannot be made non-capsizable is apparent on an inspec-
tion of any chart of the American coast w-aters, and such
boats must always exist. At the same time, there are
degrees in point of capsizability. and by proper design the
danger may be reduced to a minimum. In small pleasure
yachts for cruising and general sailing it is no longer
necessary to live in constant danger of a fatal capsize as
in the days of the old skimming dish, but a yacht rnay
be had of otily a foot or.two of draft that is reasonably

The case is practically the same in racing—it is possible

to build a shoal draft boat that, while fast, is fairly

safe from capsizing, though far fi'om being absolutely non-
capsizable. As a bar to the construction of freaks and an
inducement to the improvement of design in the small

clases, it would be well if some penalty were placed on
a boat which capsized in a race—for instance, if she were
barred for a certain period for the first capsize and for

the remainder of the season in the event of a third. This
might work some hardship at times, as capsizing is some-
times the result of accident only ; but in the main it would
bring about a marked improvement in the shoal draft

types.

Larchmont Y. C.
RACE WEEK.

Second Day—Monday, July 23.

On Monday morning, the second day of the race

week, the wind was light and there were few starters.

The cutter Mira was on hand to sail a series of private

races during the week with Katonah, three races for

$250 per side, but Prof. Poor, owner of Mira, received a
cablegram announcing the serious illness of his father in,

London, and she did not start. The schooner Glendoveer
w^as matched against Uncas, but owing to the light wind
she failed to arrive from Greenwich. Messrs. Howard
W. Coates and Frank Hardy, of the Race Committee,
started the race at 12 :o5, the wand being light from S.W.
On crossing the line Syce and Altair fell into a luffing

match, which took them far off their course, and Hussar
II. profited by this to run straight for the mark and
take the lead. On the wind she was unable to hold it,

Altair beating her two minutes in four miles, while Syce
passed her at the end of the round. Scamp broke a block

and was forced to withdraw. The first round was timed

:

Altair 2 34 18 Persimmon 1 45 19

Syce 2 66 01 Sis 1 46 29

Hussar II 2 33 09 Spindrift 1 52 28

Raider 1 44 26 Bobs 1 51 03

Snapper 1 44 39 Mistral .i...,..,,-. 150 15

Colleen 1 44 40 Pamperd 153 11

The final times were:

Schooners—65ft. Class—Start,
Length.

Uncas, C. P. Buchanan 51.46

Cutters—51ft. Class—Start,
Altair, Cord. Meyer, Jr....;. 51.00

Syce, H- S. Redmond 50.36

Hussar, II,, J. D. Baird 50.98
Raceabout Class—Start,

Persimmon, H. D. V. Warner
Colleen, L. R. Alberger
.Snapper, H. L. Maxwell.
Sis, F. T. Bedford, Jr
Sn -Hrift Pirie Bros .....

Raider, H. M. Crane
Scamp, Johnson De Forest.,

L. Y. C. Knockabouts—Start,
Mistral. E. 1. Low
Bobs, W. A. N. Stewart
Pampero

12:42:49.

Finish.
3 23 28

12:10.
4 41 34
4 55 22
5 03 30

12:15.

3 11 10
11 49

17 48
18 56

21 40
22 53

Disabled.

12:15.

3 28 20
3 30 59
3 49 08

Elapsed.
1 40 39

4 31 34
4 45 22
4 53 30

56 10
56 49

02 48
03 56
06 40
07 53

3 13 20
3 15 59

3 34 08

At the first mark Syce and Altair fouled and_ each

hoisted protest flags. Sis and Persimmon were also in too

close company at the end of the first round, Sis fouling

the mark boat. She protested Persimmon for causing

her to make the foul, the protest being allowed. Syce

and Altair later withdrew their respective protests. First

prizes went to Altair. Persimmon and Mistral; second

prizes to Syce, Colleen and Bobs.

An entertainment was given in the club house at night.

Third Day—Tuesday, July 24.

Tuesday was devoted to the rowing, launch and swim-
ming races. The day was pleasant and a large party

gathered at the club house to watch the sports, the

Seventh Regiment Band playing during the afternoon.

The official record was as follows:

Naphtha Launch Races—Over 21£t. L.W.L.
Length. Start. Elapsed. Corrected.

Intrepid 23.9 1 53 19 0 26 43 0 26 07

Levanter 27.6 1 53 22 0 26 31 0 26 31

Under 21ft. L.W.L.
Trochilus 21.0 2 00 12 0 29 42 0 29 42

Allons 21.0 2 00 12 0 30 12 0 80 12

Fleur de Lys 19.0 2 02 00 0 30 45 0 30 27

Crusader ^.......21.0 2 02 00 0 34 09 0 33 39

Laurus 14.0 2 00 20 0 44 19 0 42 31

Alco-Vapor Launches.
Idalia 19.0 2 00 26 0 29 18 0 28 45

Colonia 21.0 2 00 16 0 29 25 0 29 25

Four-Oared Gigs—For Hen and Chickens Colors—Start, 2:36:16
Finish.

Katrina 3 00 00

Fkur de Lys 3 00 48

Colonia 3 02 41

Isolde 3 03 49

Barracouta • .i.. . i. ... ^. . •..-!. .n- ••• 3 04 17

Two-Oared Gigs—For Dauntless Colors—Start, 3:07:35.

Crusader 3 22 02

Syce 3 22 14

Comet • ...3 22 32

Idalia 3 22 34

Intrepid 3 23 01

Xara 3 23 55

Dinghies—For Execution Colors—Start, 3:26:20.

Syce - 3 35 10

Sayonara 3 36 07

Intrepid •ft.w.-' 3 36 08

Crusader 3 36 12

Mira .... .i ^ ;»;.;.. * 1 1 ».«»••.•. .3 36 20

Katrina 3 36 40

Comet 3 36 52

Laurus 3 37 01

Vinita 3 37 17

Swimming Races.
One hundred j'ards—Dead heat between Benck and Miler.

Time, 0:38 4-5.
. , ^

One hundred yards, bovs under sixteen—^Won by S. ISicoU;

Beercroft, second. Time, 1:301-5.

Two-hundred-and-twenty-yard handicap—Won by W. W. Swan;
C. Beercroft, second; Lockwood, third. Time, 2:59 3-5.

Tub Races—Open to All—Prizes to First and Second.
First heat—B. Whitney, with H. Stevenson and Davidson. Sec-

ond heat—K. Whitney, with Burch and Dowdney. Deciding heat

—

Won by K. Whitney; B. Whitney, second. Time, 1:47.

In the evening the fleet, house and grounds were beau-
tifully illuminated and a ball was given in the club house.

Fourth Day—^Wednesday, July 25.

A strong S.W. wind was blowing on Wednesday morn-
ing, and a good fleet of yachts was readv in the harbor.

The start was made at it -.30. The new Purdon 43-footer

Hebe was present with a toprnast, her ,rig having been
changed at Wood's Yard, City Island. The original pole

mast was shortened by I3^t. and topmast aaded* some
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other changes being made in the sail plan. After a good
race she won from Mira by a few seconds. Altair beat

Hussar II. very easily, but Syce sailed a poor race and
came in third, the first time that she has been beaten by
Hussar II. The two new Herreshoff 36-footers, Effort

and Countess, came to grief, the former losing her mast
and the latter springing hers and giving up. The catboat

Sneeke, sailed by two young boys, broke her gaff and
was taken in tow of the committee steamer, astern of

Countess, also disabled. In starting up, the jerk threw
one of the boys into the water, but he was picked up and
both were taken on to Countess. Nearing the harbor,

Sneeke capsized entirely. The first round was timed:

Altair 1 16
Hussar II 1 19

Syce 1 20

Mira 1 34

Hebe 1 37

Katohah 147
Veda .v'—-vl 46
Departure 1 54
Marion 1 58

Astrild 1 45

Katrina 1 51

Audax 2 07

Kittiwake 2 11

Alerion 1 52

Oiseau 1 53

Enpronzi' 1 53

Kit 1 57

Roclielle ...12 59

Ctiingacligook 1 05

Sis 1 02

Raider 1 04
Scamp 1 04

Persimmon 1 05

Colleen 1 05

10
48
24
58
00
08
55
55
40

30

22
20
45
00

50
15
00
18
12
30
00
20
00
37

Mistral 1
Thelga 1
Vagrant 1
Bobs 1
Dipper .1

Ox 1
Palm 1
Nike 1

Nora 1
Kingfisher 1
Sweetheart 1
Dud 2

John Dory 2

Windora .1

Dot 1
Mongoose II 1

Vagabond 1

Oui Vive 1

Win or Lose 1

Florence 1
Kazaza 1
Kildare ,....1
Bovincer II .....1

11 34
12 44
13 .32

15 37
17 05
29 42
16 28
27 20
31 55

36 20
41 40
CO 30
01 10
11 Sf;

14 32
10 22
23 45
19 30
23 20
46 00
39 20
43 34
57 40

The full times were:
Schooners—Special Match—Start, 11:35.

Katrina, J.
Glendoveer,

B.
M.

Astrild, H. W.

Ford
Graham,
Cutters-
& A. G.

Length.
70.14

Jr 57.42

-70ft. Class—Start,
Hanan

Elapsed. Corrected.
4 12 37 4 12 37
Withdrew.

11:40.

3 58 54

Cutters—51ft. Class—Start, 11:45.

Hebe, J. R.
Mira, C. L.
Katonah, D.
Duchess, E.

Altair, Cord. Meyer 51.00 3 01 42
Hussar XL, James Baird 50. 9S 3 09 55
Syce, H. S. Redmond 50.86 3 12 31

Sloops—S6ft. Class—Start, 11:50.

Veda, Robert Bacon 30.33 3 45 29
Departure, C. B. Seeley 31.01 3 52 38
Countess, Oswald Sanderson 35.70 Disabled.
Effort, F. M. Smith 35.70 Disabled.

Class L—Start, 11:45.

Maxwell 43.00
Poor 42.82
Williams 42. U5
S. Ballou 36.67

Yawls—43ft. Class—Start,
Audax, H. W. Eaton 30.90
Sakana, A. B. McCreery 42.15

Class N—Start, 11:50.
Oiseau, J. R. Maxwell 29.73
Empronzi, Alfred Peats 29.03
Alerion, A. H. Alker 28.30
Marion
Kittiwake, C. H. Dodge ,

Kit, T. H. Macdonald 29.76

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start,
Rochellc, Edward Kelly 25.00
Chingachgook, E. A. Stevens
Adelaide, J. Woodbury 22 ..50

V

i

3 34 47
3 35 35
3 52 55
Withdrew.

11:50.

4 15 55 4 15
Broke bowsprit.

55

43 22
53 24-

54 08
01 33

33 30
^'Vithdrew.

11:55.

2 04 15
2 21 01
Withdrew.

Raceabput Class—Sta^ty 11:55.
Sis, F. T. Bedford
Raider, H. M. Crane
Scamp, J. De Forest
Snapper, H. L. Maxwell
^:olleen, L. R. Alberger
Persimmon, De V. H. Warner
Spindrift, Pirie Bros

Seawanhaka-Corinthian Knockabout
Mistral, E. T. Low ...^,,1

Thelga, A. t". Thaver
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart
Vagrant
Dipper, A. J. Townsend

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start,
Ox, R. N. Bavier 21.00
Spider 20.86

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start,
Palm, Hazen Morse ., ,., 18.00
Nike, Guy Forbes 15.04
Nora, Lewis Iselin ..17.27
Sora, W. Hoey, Jr ; 17.94
Kingfisher, August Belmont. Jr 17.27
Sweetheart. E. A. Sumner 17.00

Catboats—30ft. Class—Start, 12:05.
Windora, John Green
Dot, C. T. Pierce

Catboats—25ft
Mongoose II., Simeon Ford

2 10 36
2 11 58
2 18 28
2 20 37

2 21 47
2 22 42

Withdrew.
Class—Start, 11:55,

2 25 33
2 28 41
2 34 52
2 36 36
2 44 40

12:00.

2 48 58
^Vithdrew.

12:00.

2 29 27
2 44 26
2 .50 20

Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

2 29
2 38
2 50

27
11
20

OS
04
29
40

.30.00 2 11 24

.30.00 2 13 30

Class—Start, 12:05.

21.00 2 06 08 2 06
Oui Vive George A. Freeth 24.87 2 25 04 2 25
Vagabond 24.06 2 26 47 2 25
Florence .22.04 3 07 40 3 07
Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby 23.50 Withdrew.

Catboats—20ft. Class—Start, 12:10.
Kildare, T. A. Mclntvre 19.98 2 50 34 . .

Kazaza, T. J. McCahill, Jr 19.40 2 56 02

Catboats—15ft. Class—Start, 12:10.
Bouncer II., A. D. Tappan 14.80 3 37 01
Sneeke, R. N. Bavier 14.00 Disabled.
Barnacle, R. R. Mamlok 14.00 Withdrew.

Dories—Start, 12:10.
John Dory, Guy Standing 3 54 39
Dud, G. A. Cory 3 58 40 '.

. . . .

Rudder, Harold Stevenson Withdrew.
Prize, H. Van Rensselaer Wittidrew.

Fifth Day—Thursday, July 26.

A steady rain and light wind, with fog, made a dis-
couraging combination for Thursday morning, and though
the programme was followed out by the committee, but a
small fleet responded. The start was not made until i :3o,
by which time there was a light N.E. wind, but this fell
later and made the race most unsatisfactory. The center-
board cutter Sistae. of New Bedford, was in the harbor
and started against Altair. The full times were

:

Cutters—51ft. Class
Length.

Altair, Cord. Mever, Jr 51.00
Sistae, John B. Rhodes 51.00

Cutters^3ft. Class
Katonah, Dudlev Williams. .. .42.05
Drusilla, A. C. Tyler 38.28

Raceabout Class

—

\

Scamp, Johnson De Forest
Raider. H. M. Crane
Spindrift, Pirie Britliers
Sis, F. T. Bedford. Jr
Persimmon. H. D. V. Warner
.Snapper, H. L. Maxwell

Cabin Cats—All in One
Dot, C. T. Pierce 30.00
Qui Vive, George Freeth 24.87

-Start, 1:35.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
4 13 20 2 38 20
4 48 43 3 13 43

i-Start, 1:40.
5 09 40
5 38 04

Start, 1:35.

3 30 41
3 36 12
3 36 40
3 37 02
3 37 14
3 38 40

3 29 40
3 53 04

3 29 40
3 50 07

45 41
51 12
51 40
52 02
52 14
53 40

Class—Start, 1:50,
3 36 59 1 46 59
8 44 15 i 54 15

1 46 59
1 50 44

Sixth Day—Friday, July 27.

What wind th^n-p wns on Friday morning had dis-

appeared by II :30, when the start was made, and the race

turned out little more than a drift. Hussar 11. was not

present, having gone to her builder's yard, where her

sloop rig, mainsail and jib, will be replaced by a cutter

rig. the mast being shifted aft and a topmast added, with
double headsails.

The race was without notable incident, the boats getting

over the course very slowly and as best they could in

the intervals of light airs. The times were:

Cutters— 51ft. Class—Start, 11:35.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Syce, H. S. Redmond 50.86 4 49 22
Altair, Cord. Meyer .51.00 5 01 52

Sistae, J, B. Rhodes 5 16 50

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 11:40.

Veda, Robert Bacon .30.33 4 50 47 4 45 13
Effort, F. M. Smith 35.70 4 57 5S 4 57 58

O Shima San, J. F. Pratt 35.81 5 03 53 5 03 52
Departure, C. B. Seeley 31.01 5 18 30 5 13 45

Yawl Class—Start, 11:40.

Albicore, S. J. Hyde 41.00 5 00 56 5 00 56
Sakana. Andrew McCreery 32.15 Withdrew.
Spindrift, E. S. Griffing 30.20 Withdrew.

Raceabout Class—Start, 11:45.

V. H. Warner 3 20 14
Maxwell 3 20 44
Bros 3 21 21

Crane 3 21 55
L. R. Alberger, 8 22 10

J. De Forest 3 22 53
r. Bedtord 3 24 00

Seawanhaka-Corinthian Knockabouts—Start, 11:45.
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 3 23 27
Ditto. H. S. Redmond 3 23 37
Thelga, A. P. Thayer 3 23 3.1

Mistral, E. J. Low 3 25 40

Special Match—Start, 11:40.
Departure, C. B. Seeley 31.01 5 18 30
Kit, T. H. Macdonald 29.76 5 38 49

Seventh Day—Saturday, July 28:

With a list of sixty starters, the prospects were
promising on the morning of the last day, but the wind
Avas very light, from S,E., and just after the start, at

II :30, it fell to a flat calm for over an hour, some of the
yachts being becalmed for a long time on or below the
line. A light S.W. breeze later on enabled the yachts to
finish, the larger ones sailing but one round. The first

round was timed

:

Spindrift 2 24 50
Raider 2 26 40
Scamp 2 27 00
Sis 2 27 50
Dot 2 28 32
Snapper 2 31 42
Aniomo 2 31 42
Adelaide 2 32 30
Persimmon 2 32 30
Windora 2 34 00
Colleen 2 34 30
Mistral 2 35 20
Rochelle 2 35 50
Mongoose 2 36 10
Kenwood 2 30 50
Cicada 2 57 18
Kildare 2 39 00

Persimmon, D.
Snapper, H. L.
.Spindrift, Pirie
Raider, H. M.
("olleen.

Scamp,
Sis, i<.

Sora 2 40 30
Kazaza 2 41 40
Nora 2 43 40
Thelga 2 44 00
Palm ...2 44 40
Nike 2 45 00
Scintilla 2 45 25
Bobs 2 46 00
Qui Vive 2 46 00
Ditto 2 47 00
.Sandpiper 2 47 18
Win or Lose 2 52 00
Kingfisher 2 53 00
Moya

, 2 .53 18
Lobster, 2 55 10
Bouncer 2 58 03

The'- final times were

:

Schooners—Start, 11:35.

Length. Elapsed.
Katrina, J. B. Ford 70.14 4 05 49
Uncas. C. P. Buchanan 51.46 4 29 15
Neaera, T. A. McTntvre 59.31 5 04 53

Cutters—51ft. Class—^tart, 11:45.
Altair, Cord. Meyer 51.00 3 37 15
Syce, H. S. Redmond 50 86 3 45 39
Sistae, J. B. Rhodes 4 03 27

Cutters—43ft. Class—Start, 11:45.
Hebe, J. R. Maxwell 42.98 4 01 38
Albicore (yawl), S. J, Hyde... 41.00 4 10 55
Katonah, D. Williams 42.03 4 27 33

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 11:50.
Veda, Robert Bacon 30.33 3 56 39
Effort, F. M. Smith 35.70 3 53 10
O Shima San, J. T. Pratt 35.81 4 02 12

Yawls—36ft. Class—Start, 11:50.
Audax, H. W. Eatom 30.90 4 14 10
Sak.ana, A. McCreerv 32.15 4 21 50
Spindrift, E. S. GrifE'ng 30,20 5 02 00

Sloops— 30ft. Class—Start, 11:50.
Alerion, A. H. Alker 28.30 3 41 45
Oiseau,

J, R. Maxwell 29.73 3 54 12
Empronzi, Alfred Peats 29 30 4 04 20
Marion, F. M. Smith 28.87 4 12 18
Kit, T. H. Macdonald 29.76 4 36 05

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 11:55.
Adelaide, J. Woodbury 22.50 4 08 17
Amomo, H. S. Towle 23.83 4 06 11
Rochelle, Edward Kelly 25.00 4 23 01
Scintilla 22.16 4 34 46

Raceabouts—Start, 11 :55.
Scamp, Johnston De Forest 3 55 47
Raider, H. M. Crane 3 57 36
Spindrift. Pirie Bros 3 58 30
Sis, F. T Bedford 3 58 55
Snapper, H. L. Maxwell 4 02 10
Persimmon, D. V. H. Warner 4 03 15
Colleen, L. R. Alberger 4 10 21

Seawanhaka Corinthian Knockabout Class—Start,
Mistral, E, J. T^ow 4 13 25
Thelga A. P Thayer 4 25 18
Bobs, W. A. W. Stewart 4 30 14
Ditto, H. S. Redmond 4 31 03

^. , ^ ^ Sloop.s—21ft. Class—Start, 12:00.
Cicada, P. R. Labouisse 20.00 4 13 28
Ox, R. N. Bavier 21.00 4 40 05

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 12:00.
Nike, Guy Forbes 15.64 4 35 44
Sandpiper, R. Belmont 17.27 4 33 36
Sora, Arthur Foster 17.94 4 33 55
Nora, Lewis Iselin 17.27 4 35 50
Kingfisher. A. Belmont 17.23 4 37 27
Moya, .\nderson Dana 17.27 4 40 58
t-'alm, Hazen Morse 4 55 21

T., ^ ^ „ Catboats—30ft. Class—Start, 12:05.
Dot, C. T Pierce 30.00 3 44 35
Wmdora, John Green.. 30.00 3 52 52

„.,,.. ^ Catboats—25ft. Class—Start, 12:05.
Oui Vive, George Freeth 24.87 4 08 37Kenwood 22.70 4 10 30
Mongoose II,, Simeon Ford 21.00 4 11 27Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby 23.50 Withdrew.
\agabond 24.06 Withdrew.

rr^., ^ .
Catboats-20ft. Class-Start, 12:10,

Kildare, T. A. Mclntvre 19.98 4 20 48
Kazaza, T. J. McCahill, Jr 19.40 4 24 29

Sloops—loft. Class—Start, 12:10.
Bouncer II 14.05 4 47 53
Lobster 45.00 4 57 56

13 , J XT ,, ^ Dories—Start, 12:00.
Rudder, Harold Stevenson 3 18 41
John Dory, Guy Standing 3 27 21
Dud, G. A. Corry 3 46 17

Corrected.

01 38
07 15
27 33

51 02
53 10
02 12

11 52
21 50

4 58 35

4 06 05
4 06 11
4 23 01
4 34 46

11 55.

30 55
33 36
33 55
35 50
37 27
40 58
55 21

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday and as much ssrlier bs prastiegblsi

Rhode Island Y, C,

The fleet of the Rhode Island Y. C, after racing from
Block Island to Islewport on July 17, sailed next aay for
Fall River, starting at 10:05. The wind was S.W., mod-
erate at the start, and as it held all day a good race was
made, the times being:

Schooners.
Start. Finish, Elapsed.

Indra 10 00 52 11 55 28 1 48 33

Sloops.
Rufina 10 06 19 12 04 30 1 58 11
Atala 10 06 31 12 17 07 2 10 36
Amonta 10 04 54 12 15 52 2 lu 58
Cornelia .....10 05 54 12 11 14 2 05 20
Metacom 10 09 41 12 25 15 2 15 .34

Yawls.
Ragnild 10 10 58 12 23 54 2 12 56
Wemalla 12 29 21 Withdrew.
Florence 12 42 19 Withdrew.

Cats.
Mblem 10 05 45 12 21 18 2 15 33
G'lde 10 06 00 12 39 45 2 33 45
Algol 12 30 10

.36ft. Sloops.
Ramallah 10 13 18 12 13 12 1 59 54

In the evening the fleet was entertained by the Fall
River Y. C.
On Thursday the run was to East Greenwich, made in

a moderate N.E. breeze, the times being:

Sloops.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Cornelia 10 01 39 1 13 00 3 U 21
Ramallah 10 02 19 1 14 45 3 13 26
Atala 10 01 29 1 25 37 3 24 08
Metacom 10 01 29 2 00 45 3 59 16

Yawls.
Wemalla 10 02 12 1 52 40 3 50 28
Ragnild 10 01 02 . .. .

.

Cats.
Mblem 10 01 14 Not timed.

V if''^ JO 01 04- Not timed.
Algol 10 01 10 Not timed.

The last run of the cruise, from East Greenwich to
Jamestown, was made on Friday, starting in a light
breeze, which fre.shened a little during the day. The
times were:

36ft. Sloops.

„ ,
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Ramallah 10 48 06 1 00 27 2 18 21
30ft. Sloops.

Atala 10 49 19 1 16 35 2 27 16
Amorita 11 00 49 2 08 09 3 07 20
Rahnee 11 00 45 1 48 29 2 47 44
I'i'ey

: 10 49 61 Not timed.
Yawls.

Ragnild 10 49 44 2 07 51 3 18 07",

10 53 41 2 09 56 3 16 15
Algol 10 50 29 2 09 00 3 18 31

Schooners.
Rusalka 10 52 49 12 56 00 2 03 11

On Saturday morning the fleet sailed up to Potter's
Cove, where the annual regatta was started at 2 o'clock.
The southwest wind was strong in the morning, but by
noon it was much lighter, and the smaller boats' had no
more than they wanted. The times were:

Special Race—Schooners.

, , T i>- , ,
Stan. Finish. Elapsed.

Indra, J. Richmond 2 43 30 4 00 16 1 16 46
Rusalka, F. F. Olney 2 44 00 4.03 45 1 19 45

Newport 30-footers.
Dorothv, H, Y. Dolan , 2 10 00 4 59 31 2 49 39Wawa, R. Brooks 2 10 00 5 01 57 2 51 57
Pollywog, A. H, Paget 2 10 00 5 04 19 2 54 19

36ft. Sloops—Special Race.
Ramallah, R. H. 1. Goddard, Jr... 2 12 00 5 16 57 3 04 57
Saunterer, J. B. King 2 12 00 Withdrew.

25ft. Sloops.
Nelma, E. C. Myrick 2 16 00 Withdrew.
Corina, C. H, Mernman .2 16 00 4 57 25 4 41 25

18ft. Sloops.
Kildee, Miss De Wolf, . 2 20 00 4 05 45 1 45 45Breeze W G. Roelker, Jr 2 20 00 4 11 25 1 51 25Budget, Almy Bros 2 20 00 4 15 43 1 55 43

Special—Fin-Keels.
Opossum, F G. Herreshoff 2 22 00 4 09 50 1 47 50Columbia, Wood Bros 2 22 00 4 35 10 2 13 10

25ft. Cats.
Mblem G E Darling... 2 38 00 6 00 04 3 21 04Mildred, B A, Smith 2 38 00 6 15 00 3 37 00Mmnona T S Foote 2 38 00 Withdrew.
Victor, E. V. Bowen 2 38 00 Withdrew.

Start, 2:40.
Marguerite J D Black 4 30 20 1 49 20

Pet° F^^'Sdiofield ^ ^° ^
S°

orn-ie, R.^v.''zuili::::::::::;:;::::::: \ ii \ %
Si'^r ' P-^l\-

"^""^ ^ 30 2 04 30
^Algol, C. C. Pettigi-ew 5 37 22 2 57 32

- The two schooners were not measured and faced with-
out allowance. Saunterer was matched on even terms
against the smaller Ramallah, but was beaten on the
first round and withdrew. Under the rules Ramallah is
not entitled to a prize, only one boat in the class having-
finished.

Riverton Y. C.

RIVERTON—DELAWARE RIVER.

Saturday, July 21.

The Riverton Y. C. sailed its fourth race on July 21
starting ui a light southerly Avind, which was followed by
a hard squall, and that by a calm. The times were:

Catboats—Course No. 2, 16 Miles—Start, 3:40.

Sef rifn'
W- HoHoway wSr'lw.bea Gull, L. G. Cook on o.t

Butterfly, A. G. Marshall 5 29 18
Leila, Blair Ferguson

...'....'....Withdrew.

-rr , , „ Raceabouts—Start, 3:45.
Kaloola, H. N. Emmons k Ar,

Elsa, Walter Page
. .
"

! ! ! !

.' ."

! ! ! ! ! is 45 3^

The 30-footefs at Newport,
On July 20 a race was sailed over the Brigg Ledge

course, 20 miles, in a strong S.E. wind. Hera taking
the ground on the return while leading. The times
were, start 3:26:

Wawa, R. Brooks Hffi' ^o^nf^l^"

Hera, R. N. Ellis', Withdrew.

On Staurday Dorothy, Wawa and Pollywog went to
Potter s Cove for the annual regatta of the Rhode Island
Y» t,.> the fermgf wmnmgj
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Lake Yacht Racing Association.

The annual regatta of the Lake Yacht Racing Associa-

tion was held at Cobourg on July 23, 24, 25 and 26 :ind

was in every way a pleasant affair, the
f
"endaiKe bemg

belter than last year and the entry list fair. The acu al

racing showed little better than two boats m a clab.. the

.starters by no means as numerous as the euti-ies with

third and even second prizes going begging or faHmg to

yachts that "also ran." There never was a time in the

history of the Association when any fairly good boat

ioZ'so ea.sily get a flag and a check for a well-sa^^^^

race, and the apathy of owners, especially of the Rochester

and Oswego men, is past accounting for. It is ceitamly

not the fault of the measurement rule, nor can it be saia

that useful boats have been crowded out by racing ma-

chines, for the older and more comfortable boats are the

^'cobourg has long been promised a regatta by the Asso-

ciation, and every credit is due the townsfolk for the

way they did their part, ably seconded by the summer

residents, for which the place is famous. The towi is

prettily situated on Lake Ontario, facing a small artificial

harbor with plenty of dock accommodation and clean

water to float in. Yachts tie up to the piers as a matter

of necessity, where there is scant room to swing, and

ithis is productive of sociability. Hotels and stores are

lhandy and accustomed to a good class of patronage, ihe

itown is well laid out, nicely kept and contains many

ihandsome - residences. The finishing touch is given by

ithe summer residents—chiefly summer girls—who are a -

-ways ready to entertain and be entertained, and who tall

in with the ideas of the visiting yachtsmen much more

readily and gracefully than the average native ot a

small town, who, being deeply engrossed with his own

affairs, is apt to regard a holiday keeper as an intrusion.

If the starters were few, the racing was spirited, at

least in the first, 35ft. and knockabout classes. Ihe 45"

footers were bunched with the first class giving tour

starters, Vreda, Merrythought, Zelma and Clonta These

are simply fast cruisers in good trim and well sailed, the

choice being between Vreda and Merrythought, evenly

matched as to size ; Zelma being smaller and starting only

in one race, where she did well, at one time leading her

competitors, but the wind was light and fluky and did

not favor her to the finish. The schooner Clonta started

in each race, but the light wind settled her on the triangu-

lar course, and the windward and leeward course m the

second race gave her but little chance against the sing e-

stickers. Vreda and Merrythought put up a great hght,

especially in the second race, running neck and neck the

whole length of the course, the honors falling to Vreda

on both occasions.
.

The 3Sft. class showed some close racing between

Beaver and Minota, each handled by skippers of no great

experience, the new owners pluckily sailing the boats

themselves. It was stated by J. E. Burroughes, who

last year managed Genesee, that her present owner would

certainly have brought her over had he known this be-

forehand, but making no pretensions to being a racing

man, he was not prepared to sail against ^milius Jarvis.

The widely circulated story that he wanted a race for a

large stake only is denied as nothing more than a re-

porter's yarn, based upon a fragment of conversation

that had no reference to either of the Canadian boats.

Furthermore, Mr. Burroughes says Genesee will sail

Beaver or Minota for the Fisher cup or for fun any time

they want a race.

The knockabout class showed two good races between

Petrel and Enid, each winning one. This class increases

slowly, but these two boats are admirable examples of

the type of boat that it is intended to provide for and en-

courage. They possess as much accommodation and of a

better character than a 30-footer; give as good sport at

less expense, and win as much prize money, if that is

worth considering.

The weather throughout the meet was excellent, the first

two days bringing light winds, but enough for the work
over the triangular course, ten nautical miles round. The
last two days a windward course, five miles and back, was

laid, the wind being moderate to fresh, out of the south-

west, and holding so true that on the runs yachts close to

one another carried spinakers on opposite sides. A special

regatta committee looked after the work, consisting of

Frank M. Gray, R. C. Y. C. ; Owain Martin, Q. C. Y. C.

;

F. J. Campbell, Secretary of the Association, and W. Q.
Phillips, Association officer. T. B. Pritchard. Rochester

Y. C., was named for the committee, but did not turn up.

The only unsatisfactory feature of the regatta was the*

poor attendance of men and boats from Oswego and
Rochester, but it is hoped that next year they will be'

able to have the event on their own side of the lake. The
official times are as follows:

July 23—Triangular Course, 10 Miles.

First Class—Two Rounds—Start, 12:00.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Vreda 6 20 48 6 20 48 fi 19 44
Merrylhooght 6 24 12 6 24 12 6 24 12
Zelma 6 30 55 6 30 55 6 25 30

Clorita. Withdrew.

30ft. Class—One Round—Start, 12:10.

:>Iox 5 04 12 4 54 12 4 52 02
Kestrel 5 05 00 4 55 00 4 55 00

Phalarope 5 32 50 B 22 50 5 21 06

Knockabout Class—One Rotind-no Time Allowance—Start. 12:20.

Enicl 5 13 55

Petrel 5 15 28

July 24—Triangular Course, 10 Miles.

40ft. Class-Two Rounds—Start, 11:00.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Clytie 5 16 15

Ncola : 6 00 00

Vivia fouled buoy and withdrew.

35ft. Class—two Rounds—No Time Allowance—Start, 11:10.
Minota 4 01 42
Beaver 4 10 20

Hamilton 5 15 32
Myrtle Withdrew.

25ft. Class—One Round—Start, 11:20.

Pedro .2 14 18 2 54 18 2 54 18
Winona 2 37 32 3 17 32 3 17 16

July 25—Course S Miles to Windward and Return.
First Class—Two Rounds—Start, 11:00.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Vreda 2 40 .30 3 40 30 » 39 26
Merrythought , 2 44 05 3 44 05 t 44 05
Clorita 3 02 40 4 02 40 4 00 36

FOREST AND STREAM.

Kestrel ^Tiilf""''' ln\s 2 12 IS

1 30 08 2 20 08 2 17 58

phSarope'-;;:::;::::::::::: 13530 22530 22346

Knockabout Class-One Round-No Time Allowanc^Start, 11:20.

Petrel 1^531
Enid 1 36 18

July 26—Course 5 Miles to Windward and Return.

40ft. Class—Two Rrounds—Start, 11:00.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Vivia 3 26 40 4 26 40 4 26 40

C ' Hie
'• 3 46 55 4 46 55 4 46 49

Neola Withdrew.

35ft. Class—Two Rounds—No Time Allowance—Start, 11:10.

Beaver .... • 3 37 50

Minota Hf ?n
' " '

Hamilton 3 42 10

25ft, Class—One Round—Start, 11:20.

PpHro 1 55 55 2 35 55 2 35 46

Kojco 1 58 33 2 38 33 2 38 33

^^°nona 2 04
'iS 2 44 45 2 44 20

T'l Avvav 2 12 15 2 52 15 2 51 56

Pickle 2 16 10 2 56 10 2 48 46

Newport Y. R. A. Special Races.

The fourth race of the Newport Y. R. A. series for the

one-design class was sailed on July 23. With a fresh S.W.

wind, Course No. 9 was chosen to No. i mark, thence

to Block Island Bell Buoy and home, 34% miles.

The start was made at 12:10, all carrying No. i club

topsails. Rainbow and Yankee came for the line ahead of

the gun and were compelled to retack just short of the

line to avoid crossing, and to approach anew, Rainbow
being handicapped ten seconds. Virginia was the first to

cross, a minute after the gun, followed by Mineqla II.

The first four miles was a reach with booms to port,

Virginia losi^ig a few seconds to Mineola, the first mark
being timed

:

Turn. Elapsed.

Virdnia 12 30 02 0 19 01

Mineola 12 30 40 0 18 59

Yankee 12 33 37 0 19 02

Rainbow .,12 34 04 0 19 09

The second leg of i6yi miles was nearly to windward,
all carrying baby jib topsails. Yankee went off on star-

board tack, seaward, while the others stood inshore on
port tack. Mineola and Virginia were in company for

some time, but the former finally worked clear. There
was a strong tide at the buoy, and Mineola, by clever

handling, fetched the mai'k without losing ground, but
all the others lost more or less before they were safely

around. The times were. Block Island Bell Buoy

:

Turn. Elapsed.
Mineola ..'-......2 59 46 1 29 06
Virginia 3 01 22 1 30 19

Yankee ; .3 04 26 1 30 49

Rai.^bow 4 44 41 1 32 32

The run in was almost square before the wind, and
Mineola had her spinaker drawing as 'soon as she was by
the mark. The finish was timed

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Mineola 4 35 04 1 35 18
Virginia 4 36 31 1 35 09
Yankee ...4 39 57 1 35 31
Rainbow 4 44 19 1 36 38

The full times were

:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Mineola II., August Belmont 12 11 42 4 35 04 4 23 22
Yankee, Duryea & Whitney 12 14 35 4 39 57 4 25 22
Virginia. W. K. Vanderbilt. Jr... 12 11 01 4 36 31 4 25 30
Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt 12 15 00 4 44 19 4 29 19

On Wednesday there was a strong S.W. wind and a
heavy sea off Brenton's Reel. The four carried second club
topsails. The course selected was No. 2, the first leg to
windward, two rounds making 30 miles. The four boats
leaked so badly in the sea that it was largely a question
of getting them home safely rather than of running the
race. Mineola on port tack and Virginia on starboard
lack came to the first mark together, Mineola forcing
Vi rginia about; Virginia fouled the mark and later filed

a written protest again.st Mineola. The first round was
timed

:

Turn. Elapsed.
Mineola 2 03 16 1 22 18
Rainbow 2 03 00 1 22 19
y.irguiia 2 04 20 1 23 20
Yankee 2 04 32 1 23 42

On the second round Yankee and Virginia withdrew
and started for the harbor, as they were dangerously full

of water, and the hulls were working badly. Virginia
was towed in, the tug passing a hose on board and start-
ing her pumps to keep the yacht afloat. The other two,
though nearly waterlogged, fipished the course, the times
being:

. ^ , Start. Finish, Elapsed.
Mineola. A. Belmont 12 40 58 3 25 58 2 45 00
Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt 12 40 41 3 26 15 2 45 34
Yankee. Duryea & Whitney 12 40 10 Withdrew.
Virginia, W. K. Vanderliilt, Jr..l2 41 00 Withdrew.

Fortunately, this race ended the July half of the series,
which will be finished after the New York Y. C. cruise
if the boats are still afloat and sufficiently seaworthy.
Rainbow after the race went to Providence and was
docked there, while the other three went to Bristol to be
patched up for the New York Y. C. cruise. All have been
leaking badly for some time, Mineola having 7ft. of water
in her hold in one of the early races, but in smooth water
It was possible to keep them partly clear. In the sea of
Wednesday, though all were able to carry club topsails,
the leaking assumed more serious proportions, and in
addition th^ hulls showed signs of dangerous straining.

Royal St. Lawrence Y. C
DORVAL—^LAKE ST. LOUIS.

On Saturday, Aug. 4, the sixth series of matches for
tlie Seawanhaka Corinthian international challenge cup
will begin on Lake St. Louis, the course of three previous
matches. The cup was established bv the Seawanhaka
Corinthian Y. C. in 1895, on the occasion of the visit of
the English half-rater Spruce IIIL, owned by the late
J. Arthur Brand, of the Minima Y. C. to this country.
The first series of races was sailed off Oyster Bay in"

Seotember. 1895. Spruce being defeated by the is-footer
Ethelwynn. designed by W. P. Stephens. The second
match was sailed in 1806. over the same course, the chal-
lenger being the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. represented by
Glencairn I., designed and sailed by G. Herrick Duggan,
of Montreal. The defender. El Heirie, was designed and
sailed by C. H. Crane, of New York. The matches of
1897-8 and 9 were all sailed on Lake St. Louis, the home

[Aug. '4, igo®.

waters of the. Royal St. Lawrence Y. C,
.

the_ successive

challengers Momo I,. Challenger and Constance—de-

signed and sailed by Mr. Crane, being defeated in turn

by Glencairn II., Dominion and Glencairn III., all de-

signed and sailed by Mr. Duggan. The first two matches
were in the 15ft. class, but the Seawanhaka challenge of

1897 nmade the 20ft. class, the later challengers being in

the same class. .

This year the challenger is the White Bear Y. C, of

White Bear Lake, near St. Paul, Minn. The challenge

was made for the 25ft. class, the largest possible under
the conditions governing the cup, but by a special agree-
ment between defender and challenger the sail area is

limited to 500 sq. ft., the same sail plan as in the 20ft.

class. This allows, to make the 25ft. R.M., a l.w.l. of over
27ft., so that there is no longer any inducement to build

the extreme type of Skow ; while a special provision as

to minimum scantling bars such freak construction as

that of Challenger.

The trial races of the challenging club early in the
month resulted in the selection of Minnesota, owned by
F. M. Douglas. J. H. Skinner and Cass Gilbert, designed
by Mr. Douglas and built by Gus Amundson, a local

builder whose work is well known on the Western lakes.

The defending fleet includes four j'achts, all designed by
AJr. Duggan and built by the Yacht Company at the club
station, Dorval. The trial races of this fleet began on
July 21, four races being sailed, the first two of them
also, deciding the ownership of the Molson cup, Glencairn
IIII. and Red Coat being tied in this series. The cup
now goes to Glencairn IIII. There was plenty of wind
early in the afternoon, from N.N.W., and the first race
was started under three reefs and storm jibs. Mr. James
Paton replaced his brother at the tiller of Black Beauty,
but the others were steered by their regular skippers—Mr.
Routh in Red Coat. Mr. Abbott in White Cap and Mr.
Duggan in Glencairn IIII. The race started at 3 :48 and
finished

:

Glencairn HIT 4 14 40
Red Coat 4 15 30
AVhite Cap 4 16 00
Black Beauty ...4 16 10

The second race was to windward and return, Glen-
cairn shaking out her third reef. The times Avere, start

4:26:20:
Glencairn lllI 4 43 30
Red Coat 4 44 20
White Cap 4 45 16
Black Beauty 4 45 20

This race gave Glencairn IIII. the Molson cup.

The third race was over the triangle as in the first, and
as the wind had fallen, Glencairn shook out her second
reef and the others their third. The times were, start

4:56:
Red Coat 5 21 20
Gleancairn IIII 5 21 22
Black Beautv 5 22 45
White Cap 5 22 50

As there was still time for another race, the boats were
sent away at 5:04 over the windward and leeward course.
The wind freshened and then fell during the race. The
times were

;

Glencairn IIII 5 57 00
Black Beautv 5 58 03
Red Coat 5 58 07
White Cap 6 00 00

The trials were continued through all of last week, and
as the result of many short races Red Coat was chosen
to defend the cup.
The challenger was shipped from St. Paul on July 2J

by fast freight, being housed over .on a flat car. She
reached Montreal on July 30.

Columbia Y, G
CHICAGO—LAKE MICHIG.AN.

Saturday, July 21.

The Columbia Y. C. of Chicago sailed a club race on
July 21 in a moderate northerly wind, the start being
made at 2:20. The times were:

Class 6.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Allows. Corrected.
Peri 2 23 00 3 33 24 1 10 18 0 00 40 1 09 38
Hatti* B 2 25 13 3 36 39 1 11 26 Allows. 1 11 26
Wizard 2 2fl 35 3 47 20 1 26 45 0 01 23 1 25 22

Class 7.

May B . .2 20 58 3 30 50 1 09 52 0 02 40 1 07 12
Spray 2 27 39 3 39 50 1 12 11 0 03 10 1 08 52
Mona 2 20 31 3 41 34 1 21 03 0 04 44 1 16 19

Glsss 8
Florence 2 26 05 3 oi 46

'
1 31 41 Allows. 1 31 41

Martha .2 22 41 3 50 02 1 27 21 0 00 08 1 27 13

Class 9.

Gironda ..2 31 04 3 I6 ..1
"

0 47 17 0 03 32 0 43 45
Query 2 30 48 3 21 18 0 50 30 0 03 32 0 46 58
Albatross 2 33 52 3 30 40 0 56 48 0 08 34 0 48 14
Loon ...2 30 47 3 28 47 0 58 00 0 07 18 0 50 42
Willit .2 30 54 3 35 47 1 04 53 0 08 43 0 56 10
Red Bird 2 30 32 3 24 49 0 54 17 0 04 12 0 50 05
Satyr 2 30 39 3 26 43 0 56 04 Allows. 0 56 04

The judges were G. W. Rogers and W. D. Payne; the
timer. Secretary W. S. Bougher.

Shelter Island Y. C,

SHELTER ISLAND—SHELTER ISLAND SOUND. "
~"

Saturday, July 21.

The Shelter Island Y. C. sailed a ladies' race on July
21, the new Effort sailing her first race. She was re-
cently completed at Bristol for F. M. S. Smith. The
times were:

Cutters—43ft. Class—Start, 2:35.
Finish. Eiapsed. Corrected.

James Weir 5 00 00 2 25 00 2 25 00
Effort, F. M. Smith 4 54 34 2 19 43 2 19 34

Sloopsr-36{t. Class—Start, 2:40. '

Martha, Weber & Kiel....... 4 35 22 1 55 22 1 55 22
Marion, F. M. Smitli 4 31 12 1 51 12 1 5112

Sloops—Class P—Start, 2:40.
Sito, K. R. Otis 4 42 55 2 02 55 2 02 20
Evelyn, A. O. Bancker..... 4 50 00 2 11 05 2 11 05

Sloops—Class I—Start, 2:50.
Asthore, C. H. Otis.: ...5 02 22 2 12 22 2 12 22
Torpedo, E. G. Shea , » •»

Sloops—Class B—Start, 2:60.
Duchess. C. Pickhardt 4 08 10 1 18 10 1 15 50
Kueva, T. W. Brigham 4 03 32 1 13 32 1 13 32
AVindwish 4 09 30 1 19 80 1 15 60 ' .•

Catboats—Class V—Start, 2:50.
Rattler. W. F. Henes 5 45 55 2 55 K 2 65 55
Sito, K. :R. Otis , ,...5 65 22 3 0^ 22 3 05 22
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A Single-Hand Cruise Around the

World.
At this end of the century wonders are too common to

attract general attention, and the advances of science are

so rapid and bewildering that even the marvelous becomes

commonplace. The statement that a small boat handled

by one man alone, without human aid or companionship,

had completely circumnavigated the globe is in itself so

simple and unobtrusive as to pass almost unnoticed in the

daily record of larger and more elegant steamships,

speedy automobiles and faster and more luxurious railway

trains; and yet the achievement itself, as well as the per-

sonal record of it by the bold navigator, is well worthy

of more than a hasty consideration. When a man not

only attempts but successfully achieves such a voyage as

this, the first questions which present themselves are:

Why and how? What object would induce a man to at-

tempt a long and uncertain cruise in the face of dangers

and difficulties only too well known to him and with

very doubtful gains to offset them? And in what manner
of craft was the voyage made, and what means were taken

to meet the special difhculties of single-hand sailing on
long ocean courses?

In this case the prime motives that have tempted men
at times to shorter but successful ocean voyages and to

various unsuccessful attempts at the great task of world-

girdling—the love of notoriety or the hope of financial re-

ward in the shape of a dime museum engagement or a

salary from some soap boiler^—are missing. The hero of

the enterprise, Capt. Joshua Slocum, an old Nova Scotia

sea captain, was moved apparently by the love of the sea

and of an open adventurous life, coupled with a lack of

suitable employment. While the adventure has probably

terminated to the financial advantage of the bold skipper,

• whose innate gumption has enabled him to develop into a

clever writer and a successful lecturer, it does not appear

that he started with any money-making end in view,

though he was shrewd enough to avail himself of all the

t)pportunities which the voyage offered for the im-

provement of the ship's finances.

The idea of such a cruise probably had its inception in

an accident which befell the captain about ten years ago,

when, with his family, he was wrecked on the coast of

Brazil in the bark Aquidneck, of which he was owner and
skipper. From the remains of this vessel he built a big

canoe, the Liberdade, in which with his wife and boys he

made the voyage home to New York and New Bedford in

safety. After this fortune seems to have turned her back
upon the hardy navigator, and in the winter of 1892 he was
without occupation, when chance threw in his way a gift

of an old and practicaly abandoned fishing smack.
For over a year Capt. Slocum worked over this vessel,

rebuilding her completely and raising the sides to .suit her

for deep sea work. The cost amounted to thirteen

months of labor and $553-62 in cash, and the result was a

vessel of unquestioned strength, 36ft. gin. over all, 14ft.

2in. breadth, and 4ft. sin. depth of hold. Her draft was
4ff., including about a foot of keel, and her tonnage was
9 tons net and 12,71 gross. As to her model, in view of

what she has done, and of her owner's liberal praise, it is

pefhapB best not to discuss it too deeply. In spite of a

good amount of dead rise, it is that of the ordinary oyster

sloop or small smack, though with a fixed keel in place

of a centerboard. The bow is of the cod's head type, but
the two ends are better balanced in their relative fullness

than in many of the old "cod's head and mackerel's tail"

sloops. The overhangs are quite short, and the stern is

chopped off at the usual smack angle. The rig is that of

a pole-masted sloop, with short hoist and long boom,
though in the Straits of Magellan the boom was short-

ened and a mizzen added for the balance of the voyage.
The living accommodations included a trunk cabin in the

extreme after end, barely leaving space at the wheel, and
a midship house, the former being the owner's private

apartment and the latter for stowage. The steering gear
was of the ship type—a short tiller in the rudder head,
with tackles leading to the wheel.

The voyage of the Spray began, after a season of cruis-

ing and fishing on the New England coast, on April 24,

189s, when she sailed from Boston for Nova Scotia, where
the captain visited his boyhood home, and on July 2 he
sailed again, reaching Fayal on July 20, and Gibraltar on
Aug. 5. From here she fetched across to the coast of
South America, making Pernambuco after forty days from
Gibraltar. The voyage continued down the coast. New
Year's Day, 1896, finding the yacht at Buenos Ayres.
What with head winds, bad weather of all kinds and
murderous savages, the passage of the Straits of Magellan
proved a heavy undertaking, and it was the middle of

April before the Spray was well afloat in the Pacific

Ocean. The successful passage of the Straits was due in

part to the use of a package of large carpet tacks, which
were freely sown over the decks at nightfall, as a protec-
tion from the bare-footed savages in canoes, who con-
stantly threatened the vessel.

After calling at Juan Fernandez the Spray was at sea
for forty-three days before making Samoa. New Year's,

1897, was spent at Melbourne, and New Year's, 1898, at

Cape Town, the intervening twelve months having passed
pleasantly in a leisurely cruise across the Indian Ocean.
After three months spent in land travel through the
South African republics, a new start was made on March
26, 1898, and after calling at St. Helena and Ascension
Island on May 8, the Spray crossed her outward-bound
track at the point where she was on Oct. 2, 1895. On May
14 the Spray was passed by the U. S. S. Oregon, on her
now famous run from the Pacific to the Atlantic, Capt.
Slocum sending up a signal, "Let us keep together for
mutual protection." A most inhospitable thunder storm
of exceptional violence, as still remembered in New York,
met the Spray off Fire Island on Jmie 25, and induced her
to change her course and end her voyage, on June 27,
1898, in Newport Harbor; her log showing a distance of
46000 rniles traversed in three years and two months.

It is impossible in this brief outline of the skeleton of
. the cruise to give any idea of what it really was, but those
who will refer to the book will be amply repaid. At every
port

_
visited Capt. Slocum was received in the most

hospitable manner, the fame of his vessel having pre-
ceded him, so that he was eagerly expected. The con-
sular and naval officials of the great nations made much of
the plain sailorman and his little ship, and the leading men

of each community were foremost in welcoming him
and making his stay pleasant. The story of it all is told in

a plain, direct and sailor-like way, which shows the bright

side of the voyage in full, but says little or nothing of

the many difficulties, discomforts and dangers which must
have tried the skill and endurance of the skipper. In

each place visited—Gibraltar with its wonderful fortifica-

tions ; Samoa with its charming people, including Mrs.

Stevenson, who entertained Capt. Slocum at Vailima;

Johannesburg, with its mines—the manner of his coming
opened every door to the adventurous voyager and
afforded exceptional opportunities for seeing everything

of interest.

Of his own personal part the sailor-author has little

to say; there is nothing boastful in word or tone, but

when' it cotnes to the ship he is extravagant in her

praise. One statement is so remarkable as to have chal-

lenged criticism of experienced seamen, but the writer

stands by it from first to last. He states that once on a

course and with sails trimmed the vessel would steer

herself for not only hours, but days, and instances one
run of 2,700 miles, from Thursday Island to Keeling
Cocos Islands, in the Indian Ocean, made in twenty-three

days, during which time the wheel was lashed except for

a single hour. It was his custom to read, cook and
sleep in the cabin, merely shifting the wheel a spoke from
time to time, and putting a becket on it, leaving the vessel

to her own devices for an indefinite time until another
small shift was necessary.

Those who question the possibilities, the pleasures and
the innumerable charms of single-hand cruising on a

small scale, as followed by the amateur cruiser, will find

in the cruise of the Spray a plain and forcible answer to

all their objections to this form of sport. There are very
few who wpuld care to undertake a voyage of such
length, and quite as few who are competent to carry it- out
successfully, but the possibilities of small craft when well
handled are very satisfactorily demonstrated. Not only
the experienced yachtsman and the ambitious tyro, but the
general reader as well, will find the time pass quickly as

he makes the cruise in the company with the genial

captain through the pages of the book. The volume,
which is freely illustrated and very tastefully bound, is

published by the Century Company, New York.

The Wind Upon thej^Sea.

From the Boston Transcript.

When the wind is calm the sea is a mirror reflecting
the sky. When the wind blows it deepens the color ot
the water, and sea and sky are often contrasted. Sea-
faring people can tell the way of the wind Irom the color
of the water. To-day both sea and sky are of the same
shade of blue. To-morrow tlie wind blows from the
northwest and the sea is many shades darker tUan the
sky. Now the wind is calm and sea and sky are gray;
later the wind blows from the south, the sky is still gray,

but the sea is green. One minute all the world is gray;
the next, a breeze springs up and we try to count the
colors in the waves; black, purple, violet, lilac and pink.

Tennyson speaks of the "innnite character of the sea."

Now it is sad and mournful, to-morrow full of life and
joy; now calm and placid, again full of strength and
power. These varjdng expressions are caused by the
wind, its effect upon the water being much the same as the
effect of joy and anger upon the human face.

This morning at 5 o'clock two planets hanging low
in the east shed a soft light over the water. A peculiar
stillness which often precedes the dawn and a light which
seemed not of earth filled the world. There were white
lights close insh^ore, the rest of the water was a clear

robin's-egg blue; no sound was heard, and not a thing
stirred. At noon what a change ! The wind blew a
gale from the west. The white caps, driven before the
wind, raced across the bay and dashed high in the sun-
light on the opposite' shore. A strong, white light flooded
sea and sky, frorn out of the midst of which came the sea-
gull's vigorous, joyous scream.

Again, the wind is laid, the sea is at ebb. The water
has no ending, the sky no beginning. Far down the bay
are phantom ships with shadowy violet sails. The noises
of the city which fall distinctly upon the ear belong to

another world than this one, only the quiet lap, lap of
the waves on the shore and the plaintive song of the
meadow lark belong to the dreamland into which we have
entered.

Two days of wind and rain, and again we look out upon
the bay. The Avind, raging from' the south, tears up the
deep and hurls it booming and seething over the rocks.

Down the bay the fierce waves fling up their long, white
arms, defying the wind. A driving, blinding mist blots

out the world. Neither sky nor island nor neck of
land is visible, only the boundless, raging deep. It seems
years since we stepped from our quiet homes. We cling,

drenched and breathless, to the beacon, deafened by the
thunder of the tumult and blinded by the fury of the
storm.

From Texas.

I have not heard for some time from our friend Johnny
Bludworth, of Texas, but word comes tip to me from that
land of famine and pestilence that Johnny is still on
earth and still building boats. He seems to have manu-
factured a sort of sidewalk boat, 21 feet 10 inches in
length and 6 feet 8 inches beam, which will run on a
heavy dew and stand any amount of wind. Johnny sailed
all the way from Rockport to Mobile, Biloxi and Pass
Christian, and he trimmed up about everything there
was to race against, beating the best of the Northern im-
portations with his boat, which is called Skate. Part of
the log of his trip reads as below:

"July 4.—Left Mobile at 4 A. M., and with a fine breeze
made the run to Point Clear in two and a half hours;
great deal of sport made of the scow, but when the race
was over and we had beaten El Heirie and everything
else except a 28-foot catboat, their faces were rather
long; there was a stiff breeze and plenty of sea, and
Skate fairly flew on the free stretches.. The Adelaide
capsized. Irma broke her tiller, and Mephisto leaked so
she had to give up.

"July 10.—Left for Biloxi races at 6 A. M., with light
fair wind; course about west; reached Biloxi i P. M.

;

* * * learned that races had been postponed, and left

at 1*30 P. M. for Pass Christian, where races will be
sailed on 14th. Passed Mississippi City about 3:30 * * *

"July 14.—Raced to-day, with light wind, not much to

Skate's liking, but we beat Irma, our only competitor,
over three minutes. There were about thirty starters in

the several classes.

"July 15.—Leave Pass Christian for Gulf Port, on our
return to Scranton, with a close haul and stiff breeze.

Soon overhauled one of the litte racers ahead, and reach^

Gulf Port at 4 P. M.. Leave for Biloxi at 5 F. M. Pass,

steamer Georgia with crowd of excursionists, who cheer
us as we pass. Arrive at Biloxi about dark."

E. Hough.
Hartfokd Building, Chicago, 111.

New York Y. C Cruise.

FLAGSHIP CORONA—GENERAL ORDER NO. 2.

Monday, Aug. 6—The squadron will rendezvous at CSeia

Cove. At II J^s.. M. there will be a meeung ot the cap-

tains on hoard the flagship.

'ihe programme for me cruise, weather permitting, will

be as toUows

:

Monday, Aug. 6—Race for the Commodore's cup from
Glen Love to Huntington Bay.
1 uesday, Aug. ^—squadron run, Huntington. Bay to

Morris Cove.
Wednesday, Aug. 8—Morrie Cove to New London.
Thursday, Aug. 9—New London to Newport.
Friday, Aug. 10—Newport to Vineyard Haven,
Saturday, Aug. ii—Vineyard Haven to Newport.
Sunday, Aug. 12—The squadroH will remain at anchor

at Newport.
Monday, Aug. 13—^Races off Newport for the Astor

cups.

Tuesday, Aug. 14—There will be a meeting of the
captains on board the flagship at noon.
During the cruise there will be the usual races for

the owl and gamecock colors and a race for launches.
The Regatta Committee will furnish details for the runs

from port to port and for all other racing events.

Captains are requested to provide their vessels' with
N. Y. Y. C. night signals; also to send to the Commodore
a list of the names of their guests. ' -

1 he captains and their guests will be welcome on board!
the flagship when in harbor.
By order of the Commodore,

Robert Bacok, Fleet Captain..

July 20, 1900. -•.

Patching Up the. New Yachts.

The following account of the repairs to the. new 70-
footers is from the Bristol correspondent ot the Njsw
York Sun: •

"

Repairs to August Belmont's 70-footer Mineola were
completed at the rierreshott' works on Saturday, and she
was lowered from the railway, sailing at once for City
Island, where she will be painted. The repairs have been
extensive, and, it is believed, will be effective in prevent-
ing such straining as was given the boat in the heavy
sea during Wednesday's race. ' , . ,,

The interior strengthening consists largely of steel wire
ropes, set up by turnbuckles and supplemented by steel
struts, the principal work being about the bow, which had
been twisted up. The outside strengthening was a band
of galvanized steel 9in. wide and 3-i6in. thick, reaching
diagonally downward and backward on each side of the
bow from a point a few inches below the waterline to a
point near the top of the lead keel. This band was bolted
through the planking.

Virginia was at once put on the railway in place of
Mineola and will undergo similar repairs. Her bow
now cocks up in the air like the toe of an old-fashion€«l
shoe, but since Mineola's was similarly misshaped and
has come back into place, it is to be presumed Virginia's,
will do the same.
Yankee will replace Virginia on the railway by Wednes-

day or Thursday. Rainbow is being prepared at the dry
dock at East Providence, and the others ought to be-
ready for the New York Y. C. cruise that begins at Glera
Cove on next Monday.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Valiant, steam yacht, W. K. Vanderbilt, sailed ffottl

Newport on July 2X with her owner and Mr. W. S. Hoyt
on board. She made Plymouth on July 30 'after- a record
trip of seven days seventeen hours. Valiant was desicned
by Mr. St. Clare J. Byrne.

.

*6 «6 it

Enterprise, steam yacht, formerly Saide ani Sfiay'of the
Sea, now owned by F. L. Perin, of BaltiiMio,re,. Iloigi her jib.
boom and the key of her propeller on jmliy 21 when 200.
miles east of Fastnet on her way fronii Sciarttliiampton ton
New York, and put back to Queenstawn..

_ ^
Atalanta, steam yacht, George J. Gpuld„ has been .sold

to the Colombian Government and wilt be converted into
a gunboat.

*e n is

At a special meeting of the Portland Y. C, July j8. the
resignation of Com. L. C. Cummnigs was accepted. Vice-
Com. J. W. Bowers, yacht Viva, was elected Commodore
and Mr. E. W. Woodman, yacht Banshee, Vice-Com-
modore.

NAMELE55 REMITTERS.
The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. is holding

several sums of money which have been sent to it for

subscriptions and books by correspondents who have
failed to give name and address. If this note comes
to the eye of any such nameless remitter we trust to.

hear from him.

Take inventory of the good things in this issue of
Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was sivenj
last week. Count on what is to come next wcek:
Waa there ever in all the world a mi|re abiiQduiC
vaekly store of sfM»rtsaien'a reading' j
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•Secretary-Treasurer, Herbert Begg, 24 King street, Toronto, Can.
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ATLANTIC DIVISION.

'

Vice-Corn., H. C, Allen, Trenton, N. J.

Rear-Com., Lewis H. May, New York.
^

Purser, Arthur H. Wood, Trenton, N. J.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., John S. Wright, Rochester, N. Y.

Rear-Com.. Jesse J. Armstrong, Rome, N. Y.

Purser, C. Fred "VVolters, 14 East Main street, Rochester, \.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., Frank A. Smith. Wercester, Mass.

Rear-Com., Louis A. Hall, Boston, Mass.
Purser, Frederick Coulson. 405 Main street, Worcester, Mass.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., J. McD. Mowatt, Kingston, Ont., Can.

Rear-Com.., E. C. Woolsey, Ottawa, Ont., Can.
•

Purser, J. E. Cianningham, Kingston, Ont., Can.
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m.

Meet of 1900, Muskoka Lake, Aug. 3-17.

Official organ. Forest and Stream.

Fixtttres.

August.
3-17. A. C. A. meet, .-Muskoka.

September.
1-3. Toronto, club cruise.

8. Toronto, fall regatta.

15. Toronto, sailing races.
'

Charles J. Stevens—John Cammeyer Mowbray.

June J7,

By a sad coincidence the New York C. C. lost two

of its most valued members on the same day and of the

same disease'; though the deaths took place nearly a

thousand miles part. Charles J. Stevens, the secretary

and .treasurer of the club from i886 to 1894, died on June

17 "at Port de Pa'ix, Hayti, of typhoid fever, while John

WENDER ON BERGAMER MEER.

C. Mowbray, also secretary from 1895 to 1900, died in

New York. Mr. Stevens was born in London, Eng., in

1856, and came to New York in 1880 as the American
representative of the house of Brooks, Shoobridge & Co.,
cement manufacturers. In 1883 he joined the New York
C. C. and purchased the big Pearl canoe Tramp, built by
the writer in the previous year for C. P. Oudin. Being
unmarried, and with no relatives in this country, and a

CANAL SCENE IN LEEUWARDEN.

most enthusiastic canoeist, much of his time was spent
at the old house of the New York C. C, on the site of the
present ferry house at St. George, Staten Island. As a
matter of course, he soon found his way up the Kills to
Marmalade Lodge, then the home of the writer, and
became a member of the little fraternity which included
Vaux, Whitlock, Kirk Munroe and a few others as in-

timates and most of the canoeists of the time as visitors.

It is evident that Mr. Stevens lacked some one of the
many qualities which go to make up the successful racing
skipper, as he never made a reputation in racing, but in

many respects his work was remarkable. He always
knew his boats in every detail, and though not a de-
signer he gave the closest study to the design and also
to the construction, understanding every technical point.
The general planning of a new boat, the sail plan, and the
details of fittings were his own work, carried out with
the same earnestness and thoroughness which character-

the same way, an experimental canoe, with a deep keel,

and the boat was built by Stevens, of Lowell, no relative
of either owner or designer. Sailed with a short slide,

she was at a serious disadvantage beside the long sliding
seats then in vogue, and her real merits were never fairly
tested. In 1892 the writer and Mr. Stevens together
produced Scarecrow, one of the most successful small
boats ever built in this country, the lines having been
built from by the score in all parts of the country. In the
same year Mr. Stevens joined the Seawanhaka Corinthian
Y. C, and though he still kept up his canoeing associa-
tions he became more deeply interested in yachting.
When Ethelwynn was designed in 1895 Mr. Stevens
planned the rig and lent valuable aid in all the work.
In 1896 Scarecrow was replaced by another joint pro-
duction, Bogie, also a fin-keel of the 20ft. class. In 1897
he was elected Secretary of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C,
which office he resigned last fall, when he accepted a

FRIESLAND CANAL.:

ized his business career, and from the first his boats
were models of neatness and completeness. His personal
work in rigging and fitting out a canoe or small yacht
was the best we have ever seen, and such mechanical
work as he could not do himself he had done by .others
under his direction, without regard to the trouble and
expense involved. In his systematic study of the canoe
and its rig, and the extent of his experiments, he stands,

with 'Mr. Paul Butler, ahead of all other American
canoeists. For some years he Avas engaged in the study
of sails, Avorking in company with Mr. Gilbert H. Wil-
son, the sail maker, and trying numberless experiments,
the result being the leg-oVmutton rig used on Ethelwynn
and many other small yachts. In 1887 he sold the old
Tramp, whose name had long before this been applied
to him by his canoeing associates, and the writer worked
with him on Vagabond, a very successful canoe and a

model in rig and fittings. In 1880 Kismet was designed in

position as resident manager for the New York & Boston
Dyewoods Co. in Hayti. Beyond the bare fact of his

death, no details of his illness have reached New York.
He never married, and his only near relatives, three

sisters in England an one, a missionary, in India.

That the New York C. C. is not only alive but flourish-

ing to-day is due mainly if not entirely to Mr. Stevens'

work in its behalf.- In the ten years after the club was
driven from its old home by the invasion of the railroad

and before it found its present location he as both sec-

retary and treasurer not onlj' managed its affairs with
the same admirable skill which marked his business, but
he voluntarily acted as the club's banker, and advanced
money to keep it going when none could be had else-

where. While voluntarily holding the difficult and thank-
less office of treasurer of a poor club for years, he always
refused to accept the more ornamental and conspicuous
oflices of commodore and captain.

A DUTCH RIVER CRAFT (IRON), DUTCH BARGE AND WINDMILL. WENDER ON RIGHT HAND.
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One cliaracteristic trait that will be remembered by-

many was his earnestness and enthusiasm in aiding

every one, friends and strangers alike, in rigging and
improving their boats. W. P. S.

John Cammeyer Mowbray (A. C. A., 2243), ex-secre-

tary of the New York C. C, thirty-one years of age, died

in New York city on July 17, after a short illness. He
had an infinite capacity for work (which undoubtedly in-

directly caused his death), and that is near to genius. He
was attracted to canoeing in 1891, when in poor health,

and became a member of the New York C. C. He very

soon developed into one of the best sailors of the club—

a

strong hand with the paddle, an expert in rigging, and was
by far the cleverest man in the club at building and re-

pairing. He trained patiently, and by scientific exercise

became a fine all-round athlete. His w5rk as secretary

was a model for all others to follow without a hope of

equaling. He had a genial manner and an attractive

personality, which brought him many friends, who will

long remember him kindly and will sorely miss his honest

smile and cordial greeting. Bowyer Vaux.

St* Lambert Boatingf Club*

The St. Lambert Boating Club held its fifteenth annual
regatta on July 14 over the club courses at the south end
of the Victoria Bridge over the St. Lawrence River at

Montreal. The events were as follows:

;
Sailing skifif race, distance 3 miles:

E. P. Gordon's Ouida. i

H. H. Curtis' Lethe 2

Single paddle canoe; mile with a turn:

A. Locke, St. Lambert. i

C. N. Marshall, G. T. B. C 2

Single canoe race (green)

:

J. J. Andrews I

A. Marshall 2

Tandem canoe race:

J. Edwards and G. Morrison, G. T. B. C i

P. Ward and J, Davidson, Lachine 2

Senior double scull:

Powell Brothers, St. Lambert i

H. Baby and F. A. C.Bickerdike, Lachine 2

Junior tandem canoe race, under 17 3^ears:

Albert and Percy Marshall, Grand Trunk B. C i

H. Lucas and G. Davidson, Lachine 2
H. Lucas and G. Davidson, Lachine i

J. Christie and T. Smith, St. Lambert 2

Tandem canoe race:

A. Locke and J. J. Andrews, St. Lambert 1

C. W. McLean and A. Veary, G. T. B. C 2

Canoe race (one to four paddles)

:

C. A. Christie and J. Symington, A. Bourne, R.
Hooper, St. Lambert i

Four in a canoe:

J. Locke, J. J. Andrews, Allan Christie, Jack Smith,
St. Lambert . i

Single scull race:

W. J. Elliott, Longueuil B. C i

F. Powell, St. Lambert 2

War canoe:
St. Lambert crew i

Grank Trunk B C 2

Tub race:

W. Sudbury i

J. Horsfall 2

Tournament:
R. R. Magor and F. H. Elliott, Lachine B. C i

The officers were: W. H. V. Hooper, Hon. President;

J. Edgar Buchanan, President; J. R. Innes, Vice-Presi-
dent; D. S. MacLeod, Secretary; B. H. Hooper, assist-

ant Secretary; A. Locke, Captain; W. A. Bourne, As-
sistant Captain; C. A. Christie, Treasurer.
Committee: R. E. Farthing, E. J. Carpenter, E. G.

Powell, C. B. Hart and J. J. Andrews.
Judges: James Powell, Grand Trunk B. C; W. Simp-

son, Walker, Longueuil B. C; J. B. Tresidder, St. Johns
Y. C; Arthur Hersey, Lachine B. C, Hon. President
and Vice-President of the club.

Clerks of course: C. B. Hart and E. J. Carpenter.
Stai;Jer: J. R. Innes.

A very large assemblange was present to witness the

races. K dance was given in the evening.

Canadian Canoe Association*

The first meet of the new Candian Canoe Association
will take place at Brockville, on the St. Lawrence RiA^er,

on Aug. 4-6, the racing being under the auspices of the

Bohemian A. A, A., of Brockville. The programme is

as follows:
First day: War canoe race for championship of Canada,

single canoe race for championship of Canada, tanden
race for championship of Canada, four in canoe for cham-
pionship of Canada, Bohemian A. A. A. four-oared race

(two heats), single canoe for championship of Canada,
.single canoe (double blade) for under eighteen years,

single canoe upset (double blade).

Second day: War canoe race for Maj. Walsh challenge

cup, canoe fours for Robt. Wright & Co. trophy, tandem
canoe, single canoe, single canoe upset, four-oared race,

four-oared Bohemian race (finals), quarter-mile swim-
ming race (open), 100-yard foot race (open), lOO-yard
C. C. A. foot race for club members, 200-yard hurdle
foot race (open), lOO-yard fat-men foot race, boys' and
girls' races, putting the shot (open), running jump
(open), standing broad jump (open).

Year Books Wanted,
Editor Forest and Stream:

In answer to my letter of some months ago asking for
copies of j'ear books to make up a complete book for
A. C. A. file, I have received copies of 1885, 1886, 1888,
1889, iSgo, 1891, 1898 and 1899, and I would like to have
copies of books of 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883. 1887, 1892, 1893,
1894, 189s, 1896, aiid--j;897. Any members having same
to spare will confer a iavor by sending them to my ad-
dress, 200 Eastern avenue, Toronto.

W. G. MacKendeick, Com., A. C. A,

CANOEING NEWS NOTES*
Two or three times during this season accidents have

occurred to people using canoes. The trouble is that 99 per

cent, of the accidents that occur from these small craft

happen to men who, knowing nothing about them, at-

tempt to take liberties which would prove dangerous in

the St. Lawrence skiff. A good many of the canoeists

of this vicinity have been waiting for some time for an

accident, which will probably occur before the season is

over, to a young man now amusing himself with his first

canoe, Avhich he sails around with a girl who cannot

swim aboard. Some day if he is particularly fortunate

and does not drown either the girl or himself, he will

look back on the chances which he is now taking and

feel his hair rise under his hat. A girl is all right in a

sailing canoe if she can swim; a girl is also all right in a

paddling canoe, provided she does not have a wild in-

clination to stand up and shriek if a bit of scrap blows
aboard, but a girl that cannot swim in a sailing canoe is

an invitation fo an accident that is almost too pressing

to be denied.—E. T. Keyser in the New York Times.

•I « I?

Under the title of "Woodcraft" a little pamphlet has

been issued by the American Compressed Food Co.,

jnakers of the Standard Emergency Ration. The pam-
phlet is very appropriately made, the paper being in

imitation of birch bark, the outer white bark for the cover

and the inner pink bark for the leaves. The book
contains a number of useful hints for campers and also

recipes for camp cookery.

Gov. Theodore Roosevelt writes of this movement as follows:

"I have the heatiest sympathy with your proposed organization

and will help you in any way I can." -

Albert S. Jones, Acting Secretary.

Sea Girt, N. J.

Entries made after the meeting opens on Friday morning will

be post entries, and in matches Nos. 5, 12, 13 and Wimbledon.cup
subject to an additional charge.
The programme is as follows:
No. 2, All Comers', entrance, $1; three tickets for $2; re-entries

allowed; continuous. No. 3, Hayes, $1; three tickets for |2; re-

entries allowed; continuous. No. 4, Meany, $1; re-entries al-

lowed; continuous. No. 5. N. J. S. R. A. trophy, .fl; post entries,

$2; re-entries allowed, same price as original entry; continuous^
No. 6, .Savage, .50 cents; re-en ti'ies allowed; continuous. No. 7,

Winchester, $1; re-entries allowed; continuous. No. 8, Reming-
ton, $1; re-entries allowed; continuous. No. 9, Laflin & Rand tro-

phy, .TO cents; re-entries allowed, three tickets to count; contin-
uous- No. 10, Harper's Weekly, 50 cents; re-entries allowed; con-
tinuous. No. 11, Consolation, 50 cents: re-entries allowed; con-
tinuous. No. 12, Inspectors', $2; post entries, ,|2..50; no re-entries
allowed; Sept. 1. 3 P. M. No. 1.3, President's (championship), $5;
post entries, $7.ii0; no re-entries allowed; Sept. 7 and 8, 2 P. M.
No. 14, Schuetzen, A, 50 cents; rc-entrics allowed, three tickets to
count; continuous. No. 15, .Schuetzen, B, 50 cents; re-entries al-

lowed, two tickets to count for first five prizes; continuous. No.
16, Schuetzen team, C. $5 a team; Sept. 3, 2 P. M. No. 17, Colt
automatic pistol, 50 cents; re-entries allowed; continuous. No. 18,

' Revolver team, $10 a team_; Sept. 6, P, M.
_
No. 19, Re-entry

revolver, 50 cents; three tickets for .fl, re-entries .allowed, three
tickets to count; continuous. No. 20, Carbine team, $10 a team;
Sept. 4, 9 A. M. No. 21, Company team, $10 a team; Sept. 5,

2 P. M. No. 22, Regimental Interstate, $6 a team; Sept. 3, 8
A. M. Match A, revolver championship U.' S. .R. A., $5; no re-
entries. Match I?, military championship, U.-- S. R. A., $5; no
re-entries. Match C, pistol championship, • U. S. ' R. A., $5; no
re-entries. Wimbledon cup match, N. R. A. No. 1, $2; post
entries. $3; no re-entries; Sept. 1, 1 P. M.. Hilton trophy match,
N. R. A. No. 2, $24 a team; Sept. 5, 9 A. M.''- Interstate ijiatch,
N. R. A. No. 3, .$24 a team; Sept. 6, 9 A. M.j C«ntc^lnial trophy
inatch, $2 per man; Sept 7 and 8.

Wender in Friesland.

The accompanying pictures are from photos taken last

summer on the cruise of the little yacht Wender, whose
lines were published in the Forest and Stream of March
24. They give a good idea of the picturesque craft and
the placid life of the Dutch canals and meres.

A. C A* Membership.

Northern Division—D. W. Rooke, Rochester, N. Y.

The location of the present A. C. A. meet makes it

possible for American canoeists to extend their return

trip so as to enjoy one of the most delightful steamboat

trips in the country. On returning form Muskoka the

steamers of the Richelieu & Ontario Navigation Co. may
be boarded at either Hamilton or Toronto for a cruise

of nearly 400 miles to Montreal, from which point New-

York and Boston may be qu'.ckly reached by rail. The
route of the steamers through Lake Ontario and down
the St. Lawrence River is most picturesque and inter-

esting. Many old A. C. A. men know the river well_ about

Clayton and Gananoque, but they have seen nothing of

the beautiful Bay of Quinte, the head of the river about

Kingston and the famou.s rapids between Ogdensburg
and Montreal. Beautiful as they are, the Thousand
Islands are but a sample of the great river, which every

American should see and know. Pleasant as the trip up

or down has always been, the new steel steamers recently

added to the line have added much to it, their accomtno-
dations being convenient and luxnrious in the extreme.

—Adz'.

ifle $mt(je mid ^atkrg.

New Jersey State Rifle Association.

WiTU its programme for its ninth annual meeting at Sea Girt,

N. J., Aug. 31 to Sept. 8, inclusive, the New Jersey State Rifle

Association issues the ioUowmg circular:

To the Riflemen of the United States:

Events which have transpired within the last year have demon-
strated more iully than ever the need of an active national organ-
ization to represent the riflemen of the United States.

It was oniy recently shown m revolver shooting circles that a

match with any other country was out of question as long as there

was no representative body to accept and send challenges and
control aftairs. Plence the formation of the United States_ Re- .

volver yVssociation, which quickly brought about an international

match with France.
The .Spanish-American and British-Boer wars have caused such

an awaking ot interest in rifle shooting that the next few years
will see the sport brought prominently to the front, the outcome
of which will be that the experts of this and other countries will

want to try their skill against each other.

An effort was made last winter to organize a league of Ameri-
can riflemen, but owing to obstacles in the way of perfecting the
organiz.ation by correspondence it was deemed advisable to let

the matter rest until a favorable opportunity presented itself
_ to

get together enough of those interested to hold an organization
meeting.
No better time for this could be chosen than during the week

of the interstate matches at Sea Girt, N. J., when hundreds of the
most prominent riflemen of the country will be gathered together
for the contests.
The New Jersey State Rifle Association has kindly offered the

hospitality of its spacious club house on the range for this pur-
pose and the meeting will be he'd there on Wednesday evening,
Sept. 5, at 8 o'clock.
Everyone interested is invited to be present. If yoti cannot be

present and would like to have your name enrolled as a charter
member you may do so by snding your name to the undersigned.
In all probability the yearly dues will be $1 and the initiation

fee not more than $2.

The co-operation of every patriotic citizen, as well as every
shooter, is needed to put this sport on the plane commensurate
with its importance as a factor in the making of a "world power"
of the United States.
The following gentlemen, prominent in military and sporting

circles, are interested in seeing the proposed organization a suc-
cess and have signified their intention of becoming charter mem-
bers^ Waj.-Gen. Wesley Merritt, U. S. A. (retired); Gen. George
R. Gvger, adjutant-general, Ohio; Gen. George H. Harries, com-
manding D. C. N. G. ; Gen. P. Farmer Wanser, First Brigade,
N. G. N. J.; Gen. Bird W. Spencer, inspector-general of rifle
practice. New Jersey; Col. James A. Frye, inspector-general of
rifle practice, Massachusetts; Col. E. C. Farrington, inspector-
general of rifle practice, Maine; Col. Thomas F. Cooke, inspector-
general of rifle practice, lova; Col. Frank K. Patterson, general
inspector of rifle practice, Pennsylvania; Col. Henry S. Dietrich,
general inspector of rifle practice, Illinois; Col. J. M. Rice, sec-
re^.^ry Northwest Military Rifle Association; Maj. Frank L.
Kimball, brigade inspector of rifle practice, N. H. N. G. ; Maj.
Jatries E. Bell, inspector-general of rifle practice, D. C. N. G.

;

iVfaj. C. H. L^uchheimer, inspector of target practice, tl. S. M. C.

;

Maj. William Ely, brigade inspector-general, R. I. M. ; Maj.
Glendie B. Young, gecond Regiment, D. C. N. G. ; Capt. Hobart
Tuttle, aide-de-camp. First Bris-ade staff, N. G. N. J.; Ensign

Elite Schuetzen Corps. -•

At the regular semi-monthly shoot of the ,;!Elite' Schuetzen
Corps on July 21, at Cypress Hills Park, the ' ftillowing scores
were made: '

_

P Andrassy 24 24 22 23 23' 20 24 20 21 19—220
22 21 23 22 24 24 20 24 23 19—222

^ ^, ,
22 21 18 24 19 24 21 20 22 24—215

J Kaufmann 19 17 23 24 25 20 22 17 23 22—212
24 18 15 20 16 20 18 18 20 24—193
25 23 20 14 19 22 10 23 16 20—192

C Engert 23 21 17 18 23 20 20 22 12 15--191
21 23 20 19 16 18 IS 18 19 15—187
17 24 19 17 20 19 20 15 IS 13—182

C Kaufmann 14 16 22 16 22 17 24 12 19 19—181
17 16 16 20 20 20 16 12 24 11—176
22 20 19 14 10 22 17 8 19 18—169

F A Schlitz, M.D 17 17 3 15 11 17 22 15 14 22—153
17 17 3 15 11 17 22 15 14 22-t153
18 15 22 16 13 3 19 16 17 '12—151

Charles K. Hoerning, S.- M.

a you want your rfioot to be announced hefe send lo
oottce Uke the following: |

'

Fixtures.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENTS.
Aug. 7-8.—Newport, Vt.—Interstate Association's tournament,

under the auspices of the Newport Gun Club. J. R. Akin, Sec'y.
Sept. 12-13.—Salemn, N. Y.—Interstate Association's tournament,

onder the auspices of the Osoma Valley Gun Club.

Aug. 1.—Wellington, Mass.—Tournament of the Boston Shoot-
ing Association; open to shooters of New England.
Aug. 3-4.— St. Paul, Minn.—Tournament of tlie St. Paul Rod and

Gun Club: $240 in cash or more added. A. E. Perry, Sec'y-Treas.
Aug. 7.—Hackensack River Bridge.—Outwater's live-bird handi-

cap. L. H. Schortemeier, Mgr.
Aug. 8.—Auburn, Me.—Tournament of the Auburn Gun Club.
Aug. 7-S.—Bass Lake, Ind.—Third annual target tournament.

Jack Parker, Mgr.
Aug. 7-8.—Birmingham, Ala.—Amateur tournament given by the

Peters Cartridge Co., on the grounds of the Birmingham Gun
Club; $150 added. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
Aug. 14.—Binghamton, N. Y.—All-day target tournament of the

Binghamton Gun Club.
Aug. 14.—Springfield, Mass.—All-day tournament of the Spring-

field Shooting Association; grounds near Indian tlrchard.
Aug. 23-24.—Lafayette, Ind.—Tournament of the Lafayette Gun

Club, under sanction of the League. T. Blistian, Sec'y.
Aug. 28-30.—Arnold's Park, Okoboji Lake, la.—The Indian

tournament; $700 added. T, A. Marshall, Sec'y, Keithsburg, 111.
Sept. —.—First week in September, fournament ol tnc bher-

brooke Gun Club.
Sept. 3-4.—North Platte, Neb.—Tournament of the Buffalo Bill

Gun Club on Col. Cody's Scout's Rest Ranch; ,$250 added.- Geo.
L. Carter, Mgr.
Sept. 3.—Trenton, N. J.—Labor Day tournament of the'WalSrode

Gun Club. George N; Thomas, Sec'y. • •

Sept. 3-4.—Muncie, Ind.—Two-day tournament of the Magic City
Gun Club. One day at targets, one day at sparrows. ChaS.- E.
Adamson, Sec'y.
Sept. 3.—Blandon Park, Richmond, Va.—First annual tournament

of the Virginia Trapshooting Association, under the auspices of
the West End Gun Club. Franklin Stearns, Mgr.

Sept. 4.—Meriden, Conn.—Fifth annual Labor Day tournament
of the Parker Gun Club; $25 added. C. S. Howard, Sec'y.

Sept. 12-13.^Homer, 111.—Annual tournamenf of the Triangular
Gun Club; one day targets; one day live birds. C. B. Wiggins
Sec'y.
Sept. 12-13.—Pensacolk, Fla.—Two-day shoot of the Dixie Gun

Club; bluerocks and live birds, V. J. Vidal, Sec'y.
Sept. 14-15.—Platte City, Mo.—Trap shoot of the Platte -City Gun

Club. S. Redman, Sec'y.
Sept. 18-21.—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's fourth annual

tournament; live birds and targets.
Sept. 27.—Zanesville, O.—Tournament of-the-Zanesville Gun Club.

L. A. Moore, Sec'y. , . ,

Oct. 2-4.—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun' Ciiiti's three days'
tournament. , '

Oct. 11.—Greensburg, Ind'.—Tourhameii't hi the' G'reenshurg Gun
Club. C. D. Tillsoft, Sec'y. i ."-

-14.—Louisville, Kj';-Kentucky 'Gtin • Club's- tournament-
rd live birds. Emile Pragoff, Sec'y. : /

'

Oct. 12-14.-

targets and 1

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun" Club, target shoot every Satur-
day afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Aug. 2.—Interstate Park.—Third and last 'shdot foe t!he chamnion-

ship of Long Island; 25 live birds, 25yds. V :
' /

^"'I'npion

Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy' till/ June, 1902: HaridiciaD'
25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place- Jufie 20' IMoT

Interstate Park, Queens.—Wej^ly- shoof of the - Ifew 'UtrechtGua Club—Saturdays. /' '

...
,

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS,
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores for ^ubHemipn in

these columns., also any news notes they may ca-re to have printed' Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported,. Mai
allsuch matter to Forest and Strea^n Publishing- Comj>anv., 346 Broad~
nvay. New York,

dent Philadelphia Rifle Association; Maj. S. S. Scheiffelin. I S
A. P. and O. 0., First Brigade, N. G. N. Y.

Mr. T. W. Morfey has reached a degree of skill which placeshim with the topnotchers in the use of the shotgun. He shoots
in quick time, uses good judgment, and places his loads with
admirable precision. '
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JBxs. F. E. Butler (Annie Oakley) had a happy experience while

Buffalo Bill's Wild West was at Greenville, O ,
recently. As our

readers know, her marvelous skill with rifle and shotgun is one ot

the chief features of this great show. Greenville is near her old

'home, and her many friends did not permit the opportunity to

pass without a token of esteem and admiration, as the toUo\ving

taken from the local paper, the Daily Advocate will show: the

specialties were very fine, and under this head Miss Annie

Oakley, 'Greenville's distinguished daughter, gave an exhibi-

tion of her wonderful abihties as a shooter. Her appearance in

the arena was the signal for a grand ovation, such as she has

probably never received before and perhaps may never receive

^gain until she returns to Greenville. Her work was good, and

she seemed inspired to do her best. Just as she stepped away

ifrom her table and started for her tent she was recalled, and

iGen. M. Anderson, in the presence of the vast crowd, pre-

sented her with the beautiful loving cup purchased by old home
iEricnds.' Miss Oakley was taken completely by surprise, and for

a moment was speechless, but her usual equanimity returned

presently, and she accepted the gift with a few well chosen words

of thanks and appreciation. Her exit from the arena was made
amid deafening applause." The cup is of solid silver and finely

engraved and inlaid with gold. It is about 16in. high, and bears

the following inscription: "Presented to Annie Oakley by home
friends, Greenville, D., July 25. 190O." Her mother, agen seventy-

five and three sisters, all in Quaker dress, were in the grand

stand and witnessed the presentation. Mrs. Butler was born

twenty-two miles from Greenville, on Aug. li, liSbfa.

The Walsrcde Gun Club, of Trenton, N. J., has issued its pro-

graipme for its Labor Day tournament, Sept. 3. There are nine

events; four at 10, four at 15 and one at 20 bluerocks, entrance 50,

75 cents and $1. First prize is an L. C. Smith hammerless; second,

camera; third, gun case; fourth, hunting suit; fifth, fishing rod.

The club grounds are situated at Hutchinson s Lake, Irenton,

N. J. On the last page of the programme is the following:

"Pointers and Advice—Paste This in Your Hat.—If you don t

come you wi" always kick vourself that you didn't. Shooting

begins promptly at 10 o'clock A. M. Interstate Association rules

to govern all events. Rose system of division. Every one gets a

piece, if you shoot good enough. Trolley cars direct to the

grounds. If coming by Pennsylvania Railroad take car at

Clinton Street Station marked Yardville. If by way of Phila-

delphia & Reading, take same car at Warren and State streets.

Best loaded shells, chilled shot, for sale, 65 cents per 25. Targets

IVi cents, included in all entries. Manufacturers' agents will re-

. ceTve the glad hand, but they will be allowed to shoot for targets

. only, if I have left out anything that you would like to know
; about write me, Georgp N. Thomas, Sec'y."

'il&e programme of the fifth annual tournament of the St. Paul
JKofi and Gun Club, Aug. 3 and 4, to be held at the Intercity

^Sho^tlstng Park, provides twelve events each day, each at 15
. bluerofJcs, $1.50 entrance, |10 added to each event. There also

ceach df-Sf two special events, the first being for the H. C.

IHirschy /^lue Ribbon interstate team challenge trophy, 100 targets

0)er man, ^entrance $10, and on the second day the contest for the
tcup emilejaatic of the championship, each contestant to shoot at

3i5 targets. The regular programme events tor each day have a total

«nf ilSO targets, a total of $18 entrance, and each day $120 added.
.I^ooting iegins at 9 o'clock. Two magautraps will be used.

'iVc'&ets 2 cents, deducted from entrance. Professionals may shoot
at t argets only, free of cost to them. None other than ladies,

proft 'ssioaals aad manufacturers' agents allowsd to shoot for tar-

gets only. Dinner served in club house. Moneys divided 40, 30,

So an*l 10 per cent. Ship shells and guns to W. P. Brown, Inter-

city Sk'JJOting' Park, Minneapolis, Minn. A. E. Perry, Secretary,

St. V&uH, Minit, .

at

No one can read, the following, published in the Sun of July 30,

without a sigh of regret that the beautiful trapshooting grounds
at Elkwood Park, t he scene of so many well fought contests, are
no more. It sets fort.^ as follows: "Phil Daly, Jr., the well-known
wing shot, has retired ' from pigeon shooting. The decline of the
sport in this vicinity !haa been surprising. Four years ago there
were almost daily matciies at Hollywood and Elkwood, and upward
of a score of shooters present. To-day golf has captured all of the
shooters summering along the coast, including Phil Daly, Jr., and
Bland Ballard, the well-krrown crack from Louisville. Daly's
'atest aooearance at the traps was at the Interstate grounds at
]Long Island, the scene of the Grand American Handicap. The
plover leai traps at Elkwood have been removed, and the Elkwood
Golf Club is now io possession of the once cozy shooting box."

Under date of July 26 Dr. J. Ho^a^t Egbert, of Holyoke, Mass.,
writes us as follows: "The Springfield Shooting Association, of

Springfield, Mass., will hold an all-day tournament on their

grounds near Indian Orchard, Tuesdi'y, Aug. 14. Targets will be
thrown from a magautrap, and purses will be divided 40, 30, 20 and
10 per cent. All are invited. Manufacturers' agents and profes-
sionals will be handicapped. Those wha wish may shoot tor the

Erice of targets only. I he Association'* grounds are as fine as can
e found anywhere, and every attempt will be made to give visit-

ing sportsmen an enjoyable time. Programmes and other informa-
tion can be had by addressing C. C. Merritt, 461 State street,

• Springfield, Mass., in whose care guns and ammunition may also

be sent. To reach .tb# grounds take Indian Orchard car to Red
-House Crossing.*'

Mr. F. T. Sterwood, secretary of. the State League, Bedford,
Ind., writes us as follows: "Under date of 24th ult., Mr. Chas. E.

- Adamson, secretary of the Magie City Gun Club, of Muncie, Ind.,
'writes me: 'We have decided to add one day at sparrows to our
tournament, giving us two days: Monday, Sept. 3, ftt targets, and
Tuesday, Sept. 4, at sparrows.' There will be one event of 25
sparrows, which will be the State championship event, with which
will go a handsome cup or badge (we have not decided yet). We
will spare no expense to make it one of the best shoots in the

• State, and at least 500 personal letter invitations will be mailed to
shooters.'

"

K
^, The programm« t«(t the Interstate tournament, to be given for the
Newport Gun Clt&i, Newport, Vt., Aug. 7 and 8, is an attractive
fone for amateurs. There are ten events each day, seven at 15 and
nihree at 20 targets, $1.50 and $2 entrance. Shooting commences at
^9:30. The purses will be tlivided in the ratios 8, 5, 3 and 2, Rose
ssystem. Guns ani ammunition forwarded to True & Blanchard

•,lCo., Main street, Newport, will be delivered on the grounds free
.off charge. Targets cents. Headquarters at the Hotel Mera-
^hrcmagog. Mr. Elmer E. Shaner is the manager.

TMb; ithird annual trapsXiooting tournament, to be held at Bass
L End, Aug. 7 and S, will Be under the management of Tack
P; irikar, 'af Detroit. There are twelve events each day, at 1(5, 15
ani 'J^ 'tareets, entrance hased' on 10 cents per target. Targets
2 c *nj5, .anH .^ne-fourth of a cent will be reserved for the two
high 'est fSUHs -iteooting thusugh the entire programme. Monevs
divid erf ^raitcording to the Bnase system. Guns and shells may be
shipp C(f ito \V. F. BrabrooJc, jfir,, Bass Lake, Ind. Shooting com-
nienct>s, at 9 o'clock.

\ \ n
The. liBjtOvi Herald of July 25 liai the following: "In the 50-

bird (bventt .of the ladies' champijoiwJi}p held at the Gun Club tour-
namtnt 3d: S|i 'riogfield, there wene entries: Mrs. C. F.
Meyers, lirif Sjiri'ngSeld; Miss Nettie il^ijkg, of St. Louis, and Mrs.
M. F. lindsay, of Cincinnati. M'lps. Meytirs won, breaking 37 out
of the possibte .50.' Miss King iihroke .and Mrs. Lindsay 30

of the 50 ajiafethrcwrn."

1

The beaufifiil-.'gTOia.inds at Interstate IPafk, 'Qu«iens, L. I., besides
being the best egufpped shooting grounds in the world, will soon
have golfing. The links are now being laid -out 'by Mr. John D.
Dunn. The cafe-and hotel acctJmmodafions are also qtiite complete.
Meals are served -at all houj-s. Cycling:, driving, golfing and shoot-
ing parties therefore can be assured of the best of -accommodations.

blematic of the championship of New Jersey, is the object of

competition. The match will take place at 2 o'clock on the
grounds of the South Side Gun Club, Newark.

In the shoot held last week by the Baltimore Shooting Asso-
ciation on its grounds, the special contest being for the
sterling silver cup, the records were as follows: Lupus 49, MaTone
49, Robb 48, Franklin 44, Darling 36. Malone and Lupus agreed
to shoot off the tie at the shoot of the Association, each having
exhausted his supply of ammunition.

Mr. F. T. Sherwood, the League secretary-treasurer, Bedford,
Ind., informs us that the Trapshooters' League of Indiana on
July 24 granted to the Greensburg, Ind., Gun Club a sanction for a
tournament on Oct. 11. Further information may be obtained by
addressing Mr. C. D. Tillson, the secretary.

In the thirteenth trophy shoot of the Garfield Gun Club at
Chicago on July 28 Mr. R. Kuss was high man with 24 out of 25
in competition for the Class A medal, and Messrs. Midgely, Eaton
and Mathews tied for the Class B medal, Mr. J. D. Pollard having
no tie oa 22 in Class C.

In the twelve-men team contest between the Passaic City Gun
Club and the Boiling Springs Gun Club, at Rutherford, N. J., on
Saturday of last week, the former won by the narrow margin of
one target. The scores were 197 to 196, each man shooting at 25
targets.

It

In another column is a communication from Mr. J. A. R. Elliott,
ill the matter of challenges, which indicates that there is to be a
general shakeup in the championship trophies. This is as it

should be, for competition gives the trophies their best value.

In the club shoot between the Charlottesville Gun Club and
the Staunton Gun Club, of Virginia, on July 26, on the grounds
of the latter^ in a five-men team race, each man shooting at 25
targets, the btaunton team won by a score of 98 to 93.

A contest for the championship of West Virginia at 100 bluerocks
has been arranged between Messrs. Harvey C. Allen, of Sisters-
viile, and S. J. Mallory, of Parkersburg, to take place on the
grounds of the Sistersville Gun Club on Aug. U.

Bekhakd Waters.

Allowed. Broke. Total.
McKay 0 21 21
Saucier 0 22 22
Benedict 0 23 23
Stona 0 21 21

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 10 15 15 20 25

Allowed. Broke. Total.
Novice 4 JJ2 25
Hufit 8 13 21
Picou 5 12 17
Tabary 5 18 23

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 10 15 15 20 25

WESTERN TRAPS.

Saturday of this week is the date fixed upou for the contest be-
tween Messrs. F. E. Sinnock, of Newark, the holder, and H. H.
Stevens, of New Brtinswick, the challienger. The E C cup em-

Trap at Watson's Park.

Watson's Park, 111., July 27.—Twenty-five-bird match; W.
Schloesser vs. F, Gackle, tor birds:

W Schloesser I''2n202002*1212001211002—15
F Gackle 1112211*20212221012012202—20

July 28.—Practice:
J G Lovell 2212*21212021001110212221—20
R A Kent. ,,,,,„...„,„ 0022000000121212000*02121—12
C G Creyk,,*,,..,w...,...vj.. 120121001021221 —11

Ravelrigg.

Garfield Gun Oub.
Chicago, July 28.—The appeiided scores were made to-day on

the grounds of the Garfield Gun Club, the occasion being the
thirteenth trophy shoot of the season. The day was an ideal one
for trapshooting, and a goodly number of shooters took advantage
of it for a pleasant afternoon's outing.

R. Kuss won Class A medal on 24; Midgley, T. Eaton, Young
and Dr. Mathews tied for Class B medal on 23; J. D. Pollard
won Class C medal on 22.
Thirteenth trophy shoot, 25 targets;

Dr Meek 0111011111111111011111101—21
E Tramp 1110111111111101111111111—23W P Northcott ; 0111111110111111111111101—22
C H Kehl lOmOllOlOOOOlllOOlOUOO—13
A McGowan 0111111101011100111000110—16
P McGowan 0001101111010010111000011—13
J D Pollard lllOOlimillllllimOlll—22
R Kuss lllllllllUlllllllOimil—24
A E Midgley 1111111111111101111011111—23
T Eaton 1111111111111111111001111—23
C P Richards 1111111111111001111111111—23
Puraphrey

, , 1111101111111111111111110—23
T L Smedes UlOOmomUlllllllllll—22
Dr Huff innimoiimoiiiioooio—19
S E Young 1111110111111111111101111—23
O Von Lengerke 1111111111111101111111011—23
F I Cooper OOlOlOOOlOlOlOOllllUlOOO—12
Lalor 0101111101011101101111110—18
Dr A A Mathews , 1111111111111111111011011—23
A D Dorman ' 1010101110011111111110111—19
H Delano 1001011110000010110001010—11
A Hellman llllOlUllllllOlllllUOll—22
F S Brabrook lOUllllllOlOllllOlOOlOll—18
C Kuss 1100101101010111011001111—16

Events: 1 2 4 5 Events: 12 4 5
Targets: 15 10 lO 15 Targets: 15 10 10 15

Dr Aleek 7 9.. Dr Huff 5 .. ..
Tramp 12 10 .. 13 Y''oung ., 6 810
Northcott 15 9 9 14 Yon 10
Kehl 10 7, 6 11 Cooper 7 "6 liA McGowan 9 8 8 8 Lalor 8 8 U
P McGowan 8 4 6 7 O Von Lengerke 10*13
Pollard 13 9 7 6 Dr Madsons 7 11R Kuss 14 15 10 14 Dorman 9 u
Midgley 11 9.. 14 Delano 510
T Eaton 12 10 9 14 Hellman 10 14
Richards 13 9 8 14 Brabrook 10 2
Pumphrey 12 10 .. .. C Kuss ..." .. 10
Po"y ^

-i -A
Coppernal 10

Smedes 8 911

Chicago Gun Club.

Chicago, 111., July 28.—In the monthly trophy shoot of the
Chicago Gun Club to-day the scores were; Adams 12, Cornwell 11.

Whitman 11, Bowles 12, Patrick 8, Mrs. Howard 8,
Dr. Morton 8 Milliken 7, Mack 13, Mrs. Carson 13, Weart 7,btannard IZ. Ihis event was at 15 targets.
The scores made in the monthly medal shoot follow-A W" Adams ......1111010111111011001011111—19

Cornwell 1111111111111lUllllimi-25O J Buck OllllHlOlllUlOUllllOOl—20Whitman 1111110111111111111111111-24
O P Bowles 1111110011101011111000011—17

,
E L Patrick OOllOOOlOOOOOOllUOOlOlOl—10A Rupel 1011110011111001010011110—16
Mrs Howard OlOOOOlllOOOOOOOOOOllOlOl— 8
P;:„^io'"t°n 1110110111110101111111110—19
M'lliken 0011110101100100101110101—14
R B Mack 0111111011011111111000111—19
Mrs Carson 1110100111011111011101111—19
G V Weart. IIOUI1011010100011001000—13W Stannard 1111111110101111111111011—22
Vietmyer OmOimilllUlllllllUl—22

City Park Gun Club.

New Okleans, July 25.—Bad weather prevailed on the day of
the club's last shoot. Very few scores, however, were shot as the
rain came down in torrents and the shooting adjourned sine die
But the members took advantage of the rain by having a meeting
of the club, at which many important subjects were discussed the
principal among which were the erection of a club house and the
giving of a tournament next Mardi Gras. In the medal shoot
Mr. Henrv L. Smnott (Novice) was successful, with the excellent
score of 22. This is his first win this season, and congratulations
were showered on him. Messrs. Benedict, McKay and Saucier
were high guns:

Prize shoot, 25 birds, handicap:

McKay 9 .. 11 15 17 21 Saucier 13 16 22
Benedict 8 10 14 .. 15 23 Stone 1116 21
Novice 3 7 11 10 8 22 Picou 4 . . 12
Hufft 4 6 6 5 .... 13 Tabary .. ..18

Mr. Elliott's Challenges.

Easton Md., July 28.—Editor Forest and Stream: To-day I in-
close draft to Sportsmen's Review, Forest and Stream and
bportmg Life, challenging Mr. F. S. Parmelee for the St. Louis
Republic cup, IVIr. E. S. Graham for the Dupont cup, and Mr. Fred
Gilbert for the E*C cup.
I see by the press that those Western Indians are again getting

tioublesome, and are intending to hold a Grand Pow Wow and
J^reen Corn Dance at Lake Okoboji, Aug. 28 to 30. I reckon I
had better go out there to make them return to their reservations
Good Indians.
I herew'ith inclose $25 forfeit and challenge Mr. Fred Gilbert

for the E C cup.
J. A. R. Elliott. .

[$25 received.]

Pigeons for Trapshooting;.
To some the idea of raising pigeons for trapshooting seems a

J
cruel, and some investigation of the subject has been

made by those interested in the protection of animals and birds;
but the fact is there is nothing in the business to shock the most
sensitive any more than raising poultry for the market. "The
pigeons that are shot at the traps are simply plucked immediately
afterward and sold on the market. This, instead of injuring the
trade ot those who make a business of raising pigeons for a living,
really helps it. No one attempts to raise pigeons for market
directly. The profit comes chiefly in the squabs, and the old
pigeons are merely disposed of finally when they get rather too
old for breeding purposes. These pigeons, put on the market,
would bring very little, because they are old and tough, and the
meat they furnish is hardly good eating. Nevertheless, they make
excellent birds for the traps. They are strong of wind and their
flight is oftentimes more powerful and rapid than that of
younger birds. There is consequently a demand for such birds
from trapshooting clubs.
A word or two about the needs and demands of these clubs

should be of interest to those engaged in raising pigeons and
squabs for market, for their consumption is so large to-day that
they form one of the leading factors in the market. The trap-
shooting season begins in early fall and extends well through the
winter, and during nearly all the winter holidays thousands of
pigeons are shot from the traps. In and around New York all the
way from 20,000 to 50,000 pigeons are shot in traps every season.
On extra occasions, when large matches are arranged, 25,000 birds
will be needed in one week. The question of obtaining this num-
ber of birds at one time is often a difficult one to solve. Formerly
it was impossible to do it, but to-day marketmen and special
breeders have come to the rescue. The marketmen collect the
few consignments of pigeons that come to the city from difierent
parts of the country and hold them for trapshooting clubs. Some
marketmen carry large consignments along for weeks just to sup-
ply such a sudden demand. They have the dates of the different
tourneys, and they keep in direct touch with the clubs. But this
system hardly works satisfactorily, and special breeders of trap
pigeons have gone into the business. On Long Island there are
several farmers who make a specialty of this. They . raise ; thou-
sands of pigeons for the trapshooters, and they are ready at any
moment to supply a club's demand for 1,000, 2,000, 3,000 or 10,00.0
birds. Immense wire inclosures keep these pigeons within re-
stricted areas. They have to be fed suflSciently to make them
strong and able flyers. The trapshooting clubs demand, above all
things else, fast and active birds. Sluggish and slow flyers are
not wanted. In the great cages where they are raised for the
clubs the birds are exercised every day by a man entering the in-
closure and snapping a huge whip. The crack of this frightens
the birds, so that they fly around in great flocks. Ihis morning
and evening exercise is considered necessary for the proper de-
velopment of wing power.
As a rule, young pigeons are in demand, and these must be

strong and healthy. The clubs are willing- vo pay their prices for
the birds that come up to the standard. Slate-colored or "blue"
birds arc the favorites for this purpose, and pigeons of this class
that are guaranteed to be fast sell for 75 cents per pair. Breed
does not count, and fancy pigeons are not in demand. It is
speed and activity that the shooters want. Ordinary pigeonS are
bought for 50 cents per pair. When the birds are shot they become
the property of the club organizing the tournament and not the
individual shooter. Large quantities of these are then sold direct
to the marketmen, and they are either placed immediately on
sale or put in cold storage. Immediately after a pigeon tournament
the prices for dead pigeons—or squabs, as they are often called—
drop a good deal, and the outside breeder who happened to ship
his birds to market at such a time would lose money. In order
to make pigeon raising a success the breeder must keep in touch
with the trapshooting tourneys and the clubs. There is more
money to be made in supplying the clubs with pigeons than the
markets. The clubs inform those who supply the markets
with the dates for their tourneys, and pigeons can then be
sold to them. Nothing but strong, active birds should be shipped,
for the breeder who makes the mistake of thinking that he can
dispose of any old stock to the clubs will suffer. The birds will
be shipped back at his expense. No one knows better how to
test the pigeons than those who have charge of the pigeon
matches. The marketman gets the dead pigeons, after the shoot-
ing, at $1 per dozen, at which price the outside breeder cannot
make any profit.—Country Gentleman.

Spommctt's Tfnds.

Some of the Queer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish,

6.

Near Eckert, Ind., while three boys were hunting, they
dug into an old log after a rabbit and discovered a pot of
gold coin. With the treasure counted out $4,000 was
found.

7.

Near Shelbyville, Ind., a physician, hunting, came upon
an old shotgun from which the stock had all but rotted
away. It was identified as having been the property of a
young man who, after being jilted sixteen years ago, left

home, taking his gun with him, and was never heard of
again.

J . y .^^^^
8.

Evidence of some one's fright or unavailing precaution
in the early days of the war was brought to light near
Moberly, Mo., by a camper who found a buried tea kettle
containing $4,000 in coins all of which bore date prior
to i860.

9.

Henry Creswell. of Hudsomdlle, Mich., had caught
many fish and was leisurely dragging his line along, when
he felt a sudden jerk and wound up the reel. He did not
find a fish on the end of his line, but instead a purse of
woven silver wire, exquisite in workmanship. On open-
ing the purse he found a diamond solitaire riiig, the stone
being nearly two carats and pure white, a pair of dia-
mond eardrops, containing large gems of considerable
value, and a dozen Spanish gold pieces. There was no
engraving or writing on the purse.
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The ex-Tfapshootef.

Once upon a time there was an elderly lady, who incidentally

was a grandmother, a trait much more common to the elderly

ladies than to the young. Her dearest relative on earth was a

grandson, a precociously bright boy about fifteen years old, \yhose

exceeding brightness she had discovered ab initio, and her discov-

ery was well supported by the testimony of his father and mother,
who had recounted to her several tliousand ol his brightest bor.

mots, and to such friends also as could be inveigled into listening

to them. •

Those who were not factors in the boy's pedigree alleged with
Tnuch solemn fervor tlmt he was a "fresh kid," whatever kind of

animal that may mean; but they no doubt were prejudiced against
him, for his father, who knew better, proudly alleged in the midst
of friendly gatherings that the kid '"took after" himself, while his

mother more fondly but no less proudly alleged that he "took
after" her.

,

-

Seams and lines checkefed grandma's face attd neck, and be-

tween the lines one could read that she, in her youth, had been
bewildermgly beautiful, a belle of belles, a typhoon of lovers' hopes
and despairs; also that in her youth she had been a true sports-

woman, riding through the country and across country, going all

the gaits, wliether the occasion was the pursuit ol fox, deer,
etc.; but age had brought with it a mellow demureness which
might easily be mistaken for apathy. Nevertheless she knew all

that was going on within her ken and interpreted with adniiraMe
accuracy much that was going on without it.

Bud, the grandson, loved his grandmother. She often besought
him to go Jishing, but he was so passionately fond of sitting at

her feet on an ottoman, reading to her from some book which had
in its plot a heroine, a hero, a villainous father and a wild
horse that he had no time to spare for any of the frivolities of life

—

all of which properly became a good boy with a big head and ^
narrow chest, with thereto a general physical weediness.
They were very happy comrades. She would knit socks of

wondrous shape for the heathen while he, sitting at her feet,

wbuld descant on the world and its wajs, and she tound his com-
panionship both pleasant and instructive. While reading betimes
of some .of the most thrilling love situations he wonld pause to
expound kindly their meaning to her, for which courtesy she
was duly grateful, and as he looked up to her for approval she
would, through her glasses, gaze intb- the liquid depths q£ his vio-
let eyes and thank him sweetly.
His craving for literature was so great that he ventured to

search his grandfather's trunk one day and was rewarded by find-
ing an old manuscript, which he forthwith dutifully showed to
grandma, who exi:tressed great surprise that she had not found it

her.self, inasmuch as she had kept a pretvy close continuous lab
on all her husband's papers, particularly those which she had
i^eason to believe were not strictly related to business. Each had
a curiosity somewhat greater concerning it than they displayed
toward the contents of any book, and when grandma requested
Btid to read it he acceded with commendable promptness.
He was at that age when his voice rasped around an alto, goose-

honkish pitch for two or three minutes at a time, when it most
unexpectedly and startlingly switched off into a weird bass and
vice versa, and as he read with much false emphasis and forcing
of sounds through his nose, the words of any author as he uttered
them were blended with music. Behold him then sitting at the
feet of his revered grandparent and reading as follows:
"Bombay, Jan. 1, 1800.—At the very outset, let me declare that

I am an ex-trapshooter. It is easier and more inexpensive for the
average shooter to become that kind of a shooter than any other.
But I retired because I had won enough money to burn. I
retired full of the wisdom which comes from the years of active
practice and dealing with all kinds of men. My winnings were
riches to such a degree that I had the SlOO bills baled and "pressed
as cotton is baled and pressed and piled up in the outer woodshed
to save storage. In writing the following I therefore write as one
disinterested

:

'In the many years of my trapshooting experience I grieve to
note that there was a certain small, undesirable class of shooters,
or alleged shooter.s, which from year to year never entirely disap-
peared. I say 'alleged' advisedlv, for if some of this class had the
skill they had not the heart; others who had the heart were de-
hcient m skill, and if they had both the skill and heart they had
a most inexplicable mental perversity which caused them to see
and imdersfand everything awry if at all against their own inter-
ests. This class had such remarkably high standards for itself that
they were finally formulated into one, to wit.: Everything must
c-ome our way and the rest of the world can go hence."
_
"What kind of men do you suppose they were, Bud?" grandma

inquired most benevolently.
"Kickers," Bud replied 'sententiously.
"La, how- did you guess it?" and grandma gazed on the prodigy

with wonder.'
"•Why, it was at the hiettd' of the manuscript, but I forgot to

read it. But let us return to our mutton;" and Bud continued:

others. If the thinkers stopped thinking and the workers stopped
working and the backers stopped backing the kicker could not
then kick unless he kicked because they had ceased effort.

"What is the chief grievance of the kicker? Why, that he failed

to win or that his chance to win is not a reasonably sure thing.

Is not that sufffcieni to convict the management of dishonesty and
incompetency, the handicappers of stupidity, incompetency and
general crookedness, the referees of favoritism, negligence, dis-

honesty and ignorance, that shooters with a 'pull' got the best

of it, and the kicker, who goes arotind with a heart as pure as the
golden rule, 'gets the worst of it'?

"The kicker never considers the matter of skill and nerve and
endurance a.s they apply to himself and others, and as to the gen-
eral matter of equity, one might as well ask the kicker to look
beyond the firmament as to ask him to understand it. Alas! in

his efforts to better the institutipn so that his own success is

THE THREE WINKERS OF THE GR.'^lND PRIX DU CENTENATRE.

E. G. Murphy, D. Macintosh. Marquis de Villaviciosa

assured and therefore so that the sport is truly pure, he con-
stantly is met by the ignorance and dishonesty of the multitude.
"As to a kicker's grievance, it is an exception from other

grievances, since, as he views it, no proof other than his asser-
tion is necessary to establish it or to show that it exists at all

outside of his imagination. If a kicker suspects wrong and a.s-

serts there is wrong, that should be quite enough for the rest of
the world in the way of evidence. It is true that those who shoul-
der the labors and tlie responsibilities of the competition are the
ones who receive the odium of the saintly class of kickers, because
being' the workers they are the most conspicuous and the most
responsible. Competition, as the kicker views it, is not for the
general good, but for the personal success of the kicker.
"Yet promote the average kicker into the position of manager.

Could he fill the office? No. Place him in the position of handi-
capper. What about it? He doesn't know the first principles of
handicapping. He would shirk the responsibility, for there is
quite a difference between the moral courage which prompts a
man to do right publicly, regardless of what any one may think,
and the kicker's currish snarling in private without any responsi-
bility whatever. Place him in the position of referee. Where
then is the independence of action, the moral firmness and force
of will, the perception of equity between man and man, the knowl-
edge of the principles of the competition? Yes, where are they?
"Who has ever heard of a kicker doing such things? If you will
go to any constitutional kicker or one of any good standing as a
kicker and ask him to do any of these he may refuse on a high

arette, *'! thought that this was an interesting Monte Cristt»

story from the way it began. It seems to be all subject and no
predicate. Kicker, kicker, kicker. I wonder what it all means?"
"Those were good old days when I was one," grandma replied

in a preoccupied manner.
"Were you ever a kicker, grandma?" the kid asked in aston-

ishment.
"You shouldn't ask such bold questions my child," grandma;

replied as she stopned knitting and gazed at him with motherly
benevolence. After a moment she bridled up with much spirit as;

thoughts of the good old daj-s recurred and continued: "All the-

same, I don't mind telling you that I have a record of 7 feet and
11 inches, which was considered a pretty good high kick in my
day I suppose there are lots and lots of people who can beat,

that now, for the world regularly improves, I am told."
"The kickers are no better to-day than they were a hundred

years ago," remarked the bright boy.
Bernard Waters.

Midsummer Tournament.
The fifth annual midsummer tournament at Tolchester Beach,

July 25 to 27, was unfortunate in respect to weather conditions,
rain falling nearly all day on Thursday, and part of the day on
Wednesday.
Mr. Hood Waters, who shoots under the name of Schultz, was

badly handicapped by a sprained ankle, which necessitated the use
of crutches. Considering this regrettable disadvantage, his scores
show that he shot remarkably well. '

Malone, Jr., who is a son of Mr. J. R. Malone, shot in the 50-
target race on the second day, and scored 45, tiein^ with Mr. J.
A. K. Elliott, and demonstrating that he is a chip af the old
block. He is only eighteen years Old, and has been busy with his
sUidies durmg the past live years at college, at Rock Hill, EUicott
City, his few opportunities for practice bemg in the days' of va-
cation.
Among the visiting shooters were Messrs. T. A. R. Elliott, of the

Winchester Co.; J. J. Hallowell, of the U. M" C. Co.; S. Burnham,
of York, Pa. : A. Sikes of Little Rock, Pa.

; J, Ruff, of Westminster,
Md.; Frank Stearns, Richmond Va. ; J. George and J. Goodman,
Centerville, Md., and John England and W. Bird, Dorchester, Md.
All present enjoyed themselves thoroughly and hoped fo be

able to return another year to the next tournament.
Tolchester Beach is a fine place for holding a tournament.
Jn the average for the two days at targets Mr. J. A. R. Elliott

was the highest.

Wednesday, July 25, First Day,
No. 7 was at 10 pairs a:

mark, use of both barrels:

Events:
Targets

:

Reif
Jory

Hill ...

Bonday
Wise ..

the last: event was from the 30yd.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
15 15 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15
14 9 9 9 11 12 12 10 9 12
13 14 13 13 13 14 18 13 11 9
13 13 13 12 15 14 18 14 15 12
14 14 15 13 13 13 14 14 15 12
14 13 13 12 10 9 Tl 9 13 8
12 12 12 13 13 12 11 12 11
10 13 10 12 12 U U 14 n '7

14 14 13 12 15 14 12 14 12 7
11 14 12 11 12 12 12 11 J2 9
14 12 11 9 13 14 12
14
4

14
4

13 14 14 14 15 14 12 "s

10 15
12

ThtJfsday, July 26, Second Day.
This was live-bird day. and Mr. J. J. Hallowell on the day'*

competition carried off the highest honors, losing but one birdin the whole day's competition. The scores follow :

'

'

Miss-and-oiit, entrance $2: Hallowell 9, Bonday 9, Reif 9. Elliott

l'end''ir"?'Mf;v^f'"R'^
7, Stearns 7, Leitz 4, \Vest 4. H^ard 2J^eader Hicks 1, Burnham 1.

A'liss-and-out, entrance $2: Hallowell 9, Leader 9,
' Bonday 9Burnhani 9 SchuItze 8 Elliott 8, Stearns 7, Hazard 6. Wall 6West 5, Bird 4, Leland 3, England 2, Seitz 1, Reif 2 Hicks 0

Miss-and-out one barrel, 26yds. rise, gun below' the elbow, entrance $2: Hallowell .3, Stearns .3, Schultze 3, Elliott 3 Burnham
2, Leland 2, Bird 1, Leader 1, Wall 1, Seitz 0 Bonday 0

'^"'^''^"^

„ ?e'^'en birds, $0 entrance, one barrel: Hallowell 7 Hazard 7

L
D. MACINTOSH.

Winner of first Grand Prix du Centenaire.
RETRIEVING A LA FRANCAISE.

"As a class, the kickers. At& di-vided i'nto staliivatt kickers and
weakling kickers, and these may be subdivided into kickers for
revenue, kickers for honors, kickers for both and kickers who do
not know any better than to kick and whose nature it is to kick,
and who couldn't be broad minded if they wished to be so.
"The kicker for revenue cares nothing about the true merits of

any case. It is indeed an insignificant affair from .which he can-
not, by hook or by crook, unearth a grievance.
"The kicker for honors has much the same procedure as the

kicker for re\-enue.
"The constitutional kicker, whose selfishness dominates his

mind, finds everything wrong if he fails to win and betimes finds
much to denounce even when he does win.
"As a class, the kickers are clamorous babblers for honesty in

others; Jherefore it is a just inference that they are more honest
than all the rest of the world. j-:; •

"The most resolute of all kickers arfr those who have for a time
heen the recipients of free ammunition, but whose free am-
munition has been cruelly stopped. Sometimes a shooter who has
had such an experience is sourly predisposed to consider that
all other shooters are dishonest and given over to professionalism;
also according to his, own intricate manner of reasoning that all
shooters who are expert enough to heat him should be barred,
while all shooters whom he can beat should be encouraged as
being the true and correct amateurs.

"If the rest of the world does the work and assumes all the re-
sponsibilities the kicker does his full part by kicking thereat, if by
any mischance he does not make him.=;elf a tieneficiarv. Be if

Known, your true kicker lenves the work pnd respuii.'iihilities to

moral .ground that he has a. grievance, or he may be truthful and
admit that he can't do any of them, and if, regardless of his fit-
ness, he should consent and there really was an opportunity for
his services, how much confidence would the rank and file, ofsportsmen have in his ability? '

".Ynd yet it would seem that the ancient guild of kickers would
organize, tal<e up the good work and carrv it on with that reo-ard
for the general good and with that pure lionestv which now is so
regrettably absent, and with that responsibilitv which they leave
to others, thus showing the world what is what. And still, even
then there might be kickers, for the world might kick

'Men who are new in matters of competition and who therefore
have not the discipline of mind which comes from repeated vic-
tories and defeats, or who have not had time to learn the tenets
of sporting etiquette, may kick in a way, but thev improve withtime, borne men 3 re childishly confident of winning-. Shameles=and garrulous boasting before competition, beside being- wearisome
to others is a difEiciilt matter to face afterward, if the boaster
loses, and is something of an incentive to the discoverv of agrievance. Some men are born with grievances

Hi,"A'i'' Y'-'^^"^"-
™^ a moment and ponder overthe thought which IS given to perfect the sport throughout tiTecountry, the time which is given and the work ^hich is donefreely for sport's sake, the responsibility which is back of it all andthe prestige and good will which this responsibility command^and if he were then to say ^It after all is well done ' it vervlikely that some of the birds in the trees near hlm'would dn'p

^'1?0sh!" exclaimed the fresh kid as he deliSVeTriTghtTf ci'<.-

Frfday, July 27, Third Day.
The main event was the merchandise at 50 tars-pt^

o^i^e 'lef^"T^1°sc^ort^':-'"^
^^^^^^ l"

Events

Lupus making
tied, with ljut

Targets

:

Lupus
Stearns . . .

,

Leader
Schultze ...

Elliott
Devall
Malone . .

.

West
Bonday ...

George . . .

.

Godman . .

.

Reif
King ......
Maloiie,, Tr.
Roff
Andrew . . . .

1 2
15 15

9 10
7 9

12 13

6 8 10

3 4 5
15 15 15
13 14 14
1.^ 11 12
14 13 13
14 15 12
15 1.5 15
12 6 12
14 13 13
11 10 10
14 12 9
9 11 8
7 S

'9
's

'7

16

7 8
15 15
13 13
13 13
12 11
15 13
13 14

IB 14
9 10

.. 12
11 11

7 7

9 10
15 50
13 46
15 44
13 44
:12 42
14 45
.. 39
12 ..

IX 34
.. 42
11- ^8
9
- 3»

v. 45
40

The Forest anb ^t...m p.,t p.es.s each week on TuesdavCorrespondence mtci.ded lor publication should reach mlt fL
Iste-st hy moBtlay m\^ii\^ earii^r sis practical;,!?,
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IN NEW JERSEY.
^ ^ ^^^

Walsrode Gun Club,

Trenton, N. J.. July 26.-But little shooting has been going on

at our grounds the past six or seven, weeks, on account of so

many members being out of town dunng the weather, ine

attraction that brought some of the members out to-day was a

rfce between Widma^n and Hendrickson in a 100-target race for a

nurse of $50 and loser to pay for targets. Cole, Farlee and Coates,

s'^hot a 25-bird race, loser to pay, ani a 20-bird event was also shot

on the same conditions. I am gettmg things m shape for oui

Labor Day tournament:
Special race, 100 targets per man, for a purse of W>

Widman 1110110111111111111111111-23
1111111111111111111111111-25
1100111111111101111111011-21
1110111111111111110111111-23-92

Kendrickson 0111101101111111100111111-20Jlendnckbon
1110101111101011111111011—20
1101111111111111011111111-23

1 111111111111111111101111—24-87

ON LONG ISLAND.

2
20

4
10 10

6

10
7

10 10

9

10
10

10

13
11

'e

7 7 6

Sweepstakes

:

Events: J:
Targets: 25

Cole 21 ..

Farlee
j-J

•
Coates ...i 16 15

Thropp
Vanarsdale
Taylor 1*

Wilson •
•

Mickie
Widman • •

•

Brinton • •
•

Harris
Hendrickson
Wickofi V
Leggit

°

Ninth Ward Gun Club.

Secauclis, N. T., July 27.—Following are the scores made to-

day in the gold inedal event at 10 birds, 28yds. rise, for members:^

10

G Gippert 1111111111-10

F Launds 1010111001- 6

C Frank 1111111110-9
P Pepper 1011010101—6

F Stab el 1110100100— 5

H Smelke 0100111101- 6

Dr W Faulk 1100001101- 5

F Gippert 0111110101- 7

K Francis 1101001110- 6

Boiling Springs Gun Club.

Rutherford, N. J., July 28.-There was a good attendance oJ

shooters at the Boiling Springs Gun Clubs shoot to-day. the

main event was tlie team race between members of the 1 assaic City

and Boiling Springs gun clubs, victory roostmg on the ban-_

ners of the former. Sweepstakes also were indulged in, tlie

events being very sensiblv limited to 10 and 15 target events.

The scores of the twelve-men team race, each man shooting at

^''paTslk'^'cu!' Clun Club-Spiegel 20, Kevitt 15, Cbman ]5, Schov-

erling 17 Walter 20, Peterson 13, Bowker 20, Dunkirly 13, Abbott

13, Cai-bough 20, Lenone 14, Schneider 17: total 197.

Boiling Springs Gun Club-Axford 13, Matzen 16 C. Collms

13 Burgess IS, Pierson 12, Fredericks 18, Lau 14, Wise 17, Paul

16' Frank 20, Huck ]9, E. Collins 20; total 196.

13
10

Sweepstakes:
Events : 1 2

Targets: 10 15

Spiegel 9 13

Paul 9 14

E Collins.... 9

Carbough ... 5

Lenone 3

Coman 6

Hermes 3

HuGk 14
Burgess 10

C Collins 9

Matzen 11
Wise
Abbot 1 ..

Shaw

3 4
15 10
12 4
11 9

12 6

13 10

12 6

5 8

14

6 7

15 15
9 ..

.. 9

10 8

13 14
8 9

5 ..

5 6
14 10
.. 12

Events

:

Targets

:

1 2 3 4

10 15 IB 10

7 9 12
8 9 11

4
9 6

Axford 4 3

Lucas • 3 3

Dunkerly 10 5

Bowker 12 8

Walter 12 9

Schneider 4

Van Riper 7

Kevitt 6
Schoverling 6.

Fredericks... ...... 7
Burnett 4

Peterson
Doolittle
Lau

5 6
10 15

3 1
3 3
5 ..

5 11
5 9

8 12
2 ..

.. 10
7 11
3 ..

.. 3
9 ..

.. 1
4 ..

15

13

Hudson Gun Club.

Jersey City N. J., July 30.—No. 6 was at 30yds., use of both

baVrels. No. '4 was tlie club shoot. The entrance to the sweep-

stakes was nominal. „ „ ,

Events: L t
Targets: 15 15 20 25

L H^chorty 13 15 18 19

A A^Duke 13 12 11 22

C W Dudley 15 11 17 22

Hausman ° 1^ 19

6

10
5

5

3

A. A. Duke,

5
15
11
12
12
7 5 8

Asst. Sec'y-

7
10
10
6
9

15
11
11
12

Mississippi Valley Notes.

Dave Ellioti-'s semi-monthly sweepstake shoots at Dupont Park

ai-e becoming quite famous and never fail to draw good crowds.

X>ave is partial to no system of division, and even takes in the

jack rabbit plan in his programmes, so that every one is suited

somewhere during the dav and can take his choice.
_

Gilbert L,ane successlully defended and won for the third time

the Piasa Gun Club medal at Alton, July 27. He broke 35 of 36

targets, shooting himself into the 90 per cent, class, while his

opponent, Fred Schiess, got 25 out of his 30.

j/rogrammes of two important tournaments, the amateur and
Indian shoots at Lake Okoboji, la., will be out this week. They
will hang up a clean $1,000 of added money for the two weeks'

shooting.
The Piatt City, Mo., boys are planning a royal good time for

the friends who gather with them for their fall shoot, Sept. 14 and
15. Not only will they give a good programme, but they have
some novel features on the tapis. Everybody is to camp out away
from hotels, in soldier style. The management has agreed to pro-

vide an ample supply of fish—trout of the genus Missouri—for a

fry each daj , and the bill of fare is to be heightened with broth
ot w:ild doves brought in from the neighboring fields. In order

to obtain the latter the boys think of setting aside an event, 'each

to piit up a given sum, as in other programme events, and all

starting at a signal upon the hunt, with a given time in which to

return Champion Walter Allen says, he will show the fellows a

new jiace in thir, game, and his associate champion, Harry Davis,
latterly known as "the man from Tahlequah," states that he will

divide honors with no one when it comes to real shooting such as

this. And woe be untc the chap who buys his birds.

F. C. RiEHi..

Hot Springs Gun Club.

_Hdt Springs, Ark., July 26,—The regular medal contest of the
Hot Springs Gun Club W'as held this afternoon at the club's
grounds. The attendance was exceptionally poor on account of

ireveral of the members being out of town enjoying their vacations.
However, we managed to muster one squad, two of which were
new members.
Mr. De Long won the medal, with Williams a close second.

De Long to-day for the first time was shooting his new single-
trigger, which is one of his own invention. He first tried it at

10 pairs with 3^-^ drams of powder, scoring exactly 90 per cent.

It was given a thorough test by all the shooters present and thus
far has proved a perfect success. The gun shows no signs of alter-

ation whatever. He claims the mechanism is very simple and con-
sists of only one lever and a spring.. He thinks, together with
his new load and single trigger, he will be able to negotiate them
all irt the future.

Dr. Williams is shooting in fine form of late and is thinking of
challenging De Long for a match for the individual State cham-
pionship, now held by the latter. Capt, C. N. Rix and Dr. S. P.
Collings, two of the oldest members of the club, are usually pres-
ent and shoot remarkably vvelt.

Great efforts are being made by the officers of the club to en-
courage the sport, and it is hoped that within the next year our
weekly shoots will be represented with at least twenty-five shooters.
Following are the scores of the club medal shoot from thre* ex-

pert traps, unknown angles:
Williams 11 1111 lOlinll 111111111111111111011111111111111111—48
De Long lOllllllllllllllllHinilllllUlllllllllllllllllll—49
Rix 11111111011101111111111100111011111111111111111011—44
Bryan 1101ill010110011111110110100111110111111101111110l~3S

ill 1 i s iiHiouiinnin ooiiiiooiioiiiiiiiioiiioiiiiioiio~40

JitiiJ.a- 1^ l lJ
'

,
SjICSETAEV,

HcII Gate Gtjn Club.

Brooklyn, L. I., July 24.—From 9 o'clock till the close of the day

the Hell Gate Gun Club members had an enjoyable outing, smash-

ing targets and crushing clams.

There were two sets of traps for the targets, and several sets for

the clams. At No. 1 set, the targets Were thrown a la Sergeant; at

No. 2, a la rapid fire, known angles, while the clams were trapped

at known angles, volley fire.

The members turned out in strong force. All moneys were

divided according to the Rose system. Shooters who so desired

could shoot for targets only. Targets, 2 cents. One re-entry was
allowed in the merchandise event, at $1. Shooters were handi-

capped, except in the expert events. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier
managed the shoot. The clambake was in charge of the famous
expert, Washington A. Noe, of Flushing, L. I.

The gun and ammunition event was at 20 targets, Sfi.50 entrance,

at No. 1 set of traps, handicaps according to the club system.

Re-entries were allowed. The first prize was a Winchester re-

peater; second, .a Stevens rifle, and from the third lo the fifteenth

prizes were different articles of shooting usefulness. The scores:

Broke. Hdcp. Total
Kreeb 13
Trostel ...... 9

H Hendrick-
son 17

Hendrie 15
*Parker 14
Weber 6

*Schorty ,15

Klank 6

*Schorty 17
Schuebel .,..18

Weibler tSi

*B Amend....15
"Hawes 12
Wolf 5
Forster 9

Kay 7
Thompson ...15

Cone 10
Muench 14
Voss 12

Broke. Hdcp. Total.

Schuebel ....12 5 17

Duke 13 5 18

Schorty 15 5 20

Keller 12 3 15

Leahy 5 7 12

Well brock ...16 8 24

Dietzel 12 7 19

Belden 6 9 15

Dr Bryant.... 13 5 18

Parker 17 3 20

Sands 9 9 18

B Amend ....15 6 21

A J Amend.. 14 8 22

Doenick 10 9 18

Mager 11 6 17

Hawes 12 7 19

Passe 10 7 17
Hagemeyer ..5 8 13
Steffins 15 9 24

T Hendrick-
son 11 7 18
•"Re-entries.

Shoot-off for the fifteen prizes;
Class 1, 21 or better: B. Amend (1) 22, first; Sleft'ens (4) 21,

second; Schorty (2) 13, third; Wellbrock (4) 12, fourth; Schuebel
(3) 9, fifth; Plendrickson (2) 7, sixth; Muench (7) 13, seventh;
Kreeb (2) 2, eighth; A. J. Amend (2) 2, ninth.
Class 2, 20s: Parker (1), 2, tenth; Thompson (1) 1, eleventh.
Class 3, 19s: Hawes (1), 2, twelfth; Doeinck (1) 1, thirteenth;

Voss 0, fourteenth; Dietzel, 0. fifteenth.

The merchandise event at No. 2 set of traps had a very large

fiiitry. The scores:

Hdcp. Broke. Total

3
3
9

5
11

22
18

22
18
17
15
20
17
22
23
17
21
19
14
17
15
20
17
21
19

0 13 13

2 14 16

Schoverling . .

.

2 17 19
2 15 17

0 11 11
0 18 18

3 15 18
2 9 11
6 S 14
2 10 12

Henderson . . .

.

6 8 14
6 U 17
7 8 15
2 13 15
4 13 17

Cunningham .

.

5 6 11
4 15 19
8 0 S

Borneman .8 7 15
Wellbrock .... 5 10 15
Woelfel 7 7 14

6 5 11
4 10 14
4 5 9

Hendrickson .

.

.2 13 15
2 12 14

'Voehringer .... 6 4 10
Breit 7 9 16

5 6 U
6 9 15

Heidelberg .... 6 1 7
4 13 17

Himmelsbach. .

.

6 12 18
Wolff 6 4 10
Kay 5 7 12

6 12 18
Messenschmidt. 7 4 11
Keller .0 19 19

6 4 10
6 10 16
4 7 11
3 18 21

A J Amend 5 13 18
Wehler 6 4 10

5 8 13
6 0 6

Short 2 10 12
Dannefelser . .

.

5 7 12
4 11 15
8 3 11

Mesloh 7 7 14
6 11 17

Re-entries.

Hdcp. Broke. Total.
Kaltengale 5

Schwart 6
Thau 6
Menken G
Brennan 7
Neumann 7
Damon C
*Scheubel 0
Jaeger 6
I'arker 0
Garms 6
Trostel 6
Linder 5
Weibler 6
Klank 8
Kreeb 6
Kohia 6

Karl 6
Oliver 8
*Schorty 2
*Foerster 5
*Doenick 6
Nowac 6
G'Rourke ......7
Apsheimer k.... 7
Dietzel 4
Deady 7
Phillipi 8
Schaefer 7
Albert 6
Lucas 8
*Meckel 7
*Pfaender 2
*Voss 4-

*Breit 7
*Hendricksoi». i 2
*Hawes , i
*Mager 2
*Muench * 4
nVellbrock ..„ 5
•Woelfel ,..7

*Doncourt ni. 4
'•'Leahy 4
*Sands 6
*Ficken 6
*VVehler 6
Weber 6
*DannefeIser ...5
*Knoedel 6
*Schlicht 6
*Lang 6
Sely 8
Henderson .6

Sweepstake events at No. 2 set of traps:

Events: 1 2 3 4 Events:
Targets: 10 15 20 15 Targets: _ _ _

Schuebel 6 10 16 13 Kattengill 9 .

.

Duke 6 10 14 11 Sands 7 7

9 14
3 9

4 30
5 11
S 15
3 10
1 7

10 IG

8 14
15 15
5 11
8 14
5 10
8 14
6 14

11 17
7 13
2 8
5 13

14 16
12 17
9 15
8 14
9 16
8 15
3 7
7 14
2 10
4 11
7 13
2 10
8 15
10 12
11 15
9 16
15 17
8 12
13 15
15 19
10 15
6 13

10 14
6 10
5 11

11 17
2 8
5 11
8 13
3 9
9 15
5 U
4 12
14 20

1 2 3 4
10 15 20 15

Schorty
Martin 6 10 12 .

.

Bartlett 8 7 7 11

Breit 3 13 14 3

Short 7 8.. 7

Dannefelser 2 8.. 6

J Hendrickson 11 U
E Steffens 7 ,,
Albert 9 ..
Schaefer I4 .

.

Keller 15 9
Hawes 4 Linder 4 ..

Dr O'Donohue 2 5 6 .. Doncourt 8 10
Clinton 5 . . 9 10 Karl 6 4
Fox 7 12 14 11 Meckel 8 11
Hendrie 5 14 13 13 Wheller 6 .

.

Muench 7 8 14 9 Leahy 7 5
Voss 6 1114 7 H Hendrickson 10
Doenick 4 .. .. 6

Schlicht ..: ^ •
-A

Foerster 5 .. 9

Dietzel 6 9 5

Wehler 7 5

Lincoln 16 14
Kreeb ,. .. 5
Kohla .. 5
Becker , ,. .. J
\N'ellbrock g

Parker

11

11 12 Thompson 9
Belden 8 . . 14 Cone 6
Hawes 8 13 .. Ormsby 1
Woelfel •• 3 1110 Bonham 2
Himmelbach 6 8 .. Weber 7
Deady 5 .. 6 Laenger , 4
Brennan 6 Pfaender (!

Fricken 4 Mesloh 1
Garms 3 .

. _
Sweepstakes at No. 1 set of traps:

Events: 1 2 3 5 Events: 12 3 5

shoot was the performance of Mr. Morfey in killing 24 but of 25

in the club event. The scores:

.2222222*22222222222222222—24T W Morfey, 33.

Dr Wynn, 30
Win Wood. 28....

. *121122102212222112212212—23

. 21122201110211211*1111 211—22

Club shoot, 25 targets:
C M Lincoln 1110100111011100110110101—16
Wm Wood 1011110011101010110101010—15

S J Snediker 0000000111101000110110101—11

G C Elbert 1000010001100111000100100— 9

Ten live birds, gun below the elbow: T. W. Morfey 6, Dr.
Wvnn 6.

Five live birds: T. W. Morfey 5, Dr. Wynn 5, Wm. Wood 4,

John Martin 3, G. C. Elbert 3.

Fort Smith Gun "Club.

l^DRT SiiniTii, Ark., July 22.—The tournament is over and the
shooters have scattered, and it was a. supposable case that the
shooters locally had had enough of the game for a while, but it

did not affect the regular Saturday practice shoot, at which the
attendance was about normal and the contest for the medal very
spirited. It was won by Kiramons on the very good score of 22,

the runner up being Waller Boyd, with the fine score of 21, for

be it known straight scores are a scarce article on our grounds,
especially late in the evening, when the shadows fall across the
traps.

On Wednesday, the 18th inst., at the regular semi-weekly prac-
tice, Leach broke 66 out of 75, running 29 out of the last 30 shot
at, or an average of 88 per cent, for the 75 shot at. Young Wyatt
Stevenson made his first appearance at the traps and proceeded
to break 16 out of 25 in the finished style of a Teteran. His posi-
tion is .sjood and he promises to be a first-rater right off the reel.
Scores of Saturday, July 14:

Kimmons 1111111111111111100101111—22
A W Boyd 1110101111111111111111100—21
C H Boyd ./ 1111111010101110101110011—18
Hunt 1010101011111111101000101—16
Echol s 1010101111110101011111000-16
William s 1111111111111000000100010—15
Oglesby 1010101000011101010101011—13

Scores of Wednesday, July 18:
Shot at. Broke. Av. Shot at. Broke. Av.

Leach 75 66 .880 Williams .... 75 58 .773
Kimmons ... 75 60 .800 Dr Ellis .... 75 56. .720
C H Boyd... 76 60 .800 Stevenson ..50 35 .700

Scores of Saturday, Julv 21

:

Leach 1010111111111111111111000—20
Kimmons 1011111111011111011011110—20
C. H. Boyd lOlOlllllllllllOlOmOlll—20
Dr Ellis lOlOlOlOlOlllOOllllllim—18
A W Boyd 1010111111111010101110011—18
( )glesby 1010111111111101010100011—17
Williams 1010101111111010100000100—13
Hunt 1010101110000010110000111—12
Mi.ss Oglesby 1101000000000101010111111—12

J>Jioot-nff for medal: Leach 20, Kimmons 19, Boyd 18.

LeAch.

Staunton Gun Club.

Stauntom, Va., July 27.—Appended find scores made in the
team shoot between the Charlottesville and Staunton clubs for the
Intercity cup on the groynds of the Staunton Gun Club yester-
day; also the scores made in a few sweepstake events after the
cup shoot.
This is the third shoot for the cup between the two clubs, Char-

lottesville winning the first time and Staunton the last two. The
scores:

Charlottesville Gun Club.
Snow 0011111101111111111011101—20
H Watson 1111110011011011011111010—18
George 0111110011111011101011010—17
Bruffey 0001111101111111111111111—21W O Watson 1110001110100011111011111—17—93

Staunton Gun Club.
Sillin.gs lOmillOllllllllllllllll—23
Mernken .lOlOllmSlDOlOOOOllOllOl—14
McDaniel 1111111111101011111111111—23
E Wayman 1111111111111111111011111—24
Kiracofe .• 1010011111001001000111110—14^98

Sweepstakes:
Events: 2 8 4 5 6 Events: 2 3 4 5 6
Targets : 10 10 10 10 10 Targets : Itt 10 10 10. 10

George 8
Snow 9 9 8 7
Summerson 5 8 9 10W O Watson 10 . . a ..

Brufifey 8 9 9..
Kiracofe 9 9 9 9
McDaniel 10 . . 9 10
H Watson 7.. 5 3
Harris 4.. 4 6
A P Smith 9.-36
Sillings 7 10

8 Merriken .... SB
6 E Wayman ., ..8 8
6 Ouensen 9 7
. HcCoy .... 7 8
. Bumgardner .. 5..
. Garber .... 5 4
9 W Wayman 5 5
8 J Wayman 6
7 Steinbuck 7 8 4

O E Smith 6-2
Hoge 5

F M. Merriken, Sec'y-

Tbe Hunter Gun Club.

Fulton, N. Y., July 25.—Rain in the
competition. No. 10, the merchandise event,
hammerless gun for first prize. The scores
Events

:

Targets

:

morning
had an

delayed the
L. C. Smith

Wagnef
Napp . .

,

Ebblie
Daily .

10 12 16 12 Mager 12 7 R Hunter

Brown .

T Bqlan
Tuttle ..

Borst

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11
10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10
8 14 9 15 9 14 10
9 11 10 14 7 12 13 7
8 13 10 14 9 14 's 13 9
8 14 10 13 10 12 s 8
9 11 14 9 15 9 13 7
8 12 io 14 9 12 8 14
6 7 14 9 13 9 7
8 is 8 14 8 12 10 is 9
9 10 12 15 10 12 9 14 7
7 12 12 8 7
7 13

'8
14 10 9 i4

7 11 9 12 9 12 7 14
6 11 8 12 10 12 7 7
9 14

12
S
7 8

'7
"6

ii io
11 12 13

8 12 7

The Breeder and Sportsman of July 21 has the following: "One
Barrel Pete is at present enjoying the resources of southern
California. Advices from Avalon dated July 16 are to the effect
that P. J. Murphy, who holds a number of champion medals, gave
an exhibition of wing shooting after the close of a baseball game
last Sunday. He shot at 20 live birds, and grassed all but one. The
exhibition was a surprise to the audience, as Mr. Murphy's style
of shooting is somewhat of a novelty. He drops doubles or singles
with equal facility, whether standing on his feet or resting his head
on the ground where his feet ordinarily would be—position seems
to be indifferent to him. He is billed for another 'freak' shoot
to-morrow." La! La!

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Targets: 10 15 15 15

Schuebel 8 13 11 11

Duke 10 12 10 13

Schorty 9 12 15 5

Martin j.'^.' 7 12 1111
Bartlett 8 13 10 10

Clinton 4 8 10 8

Targets : 10 15 15 15
Meckel 4
Pfaender 12
Thompson 11
Cone U
Richter 5
Lincoln 5

Doenick ^ •* •• :i Hawes 8 9 7
Voss 4 .... 12 Belden 4 ..

Fox .. ,. 9
Hendrie 9 ii
Keller 6 2
Garms , . 2
Sands , 8

"9

Hendrickson 10

DfeYzel 410 6 5

Muench 9 .... 12
Katfengale 8 .....

.

R Parker 9 12 10 12

Doncourt 12 12 ..

Breit ... 10 .
. .

.

!\Iager 7 .

.

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—There was a light attendance,
but the few enjoyea themselves thoroughly. "The fea^i^re of the

Last Summer Tour to the North.

TOUR TO CANADA VIA PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

Thb last tour to the North for the summer of 1900 via the Penn-
sylvania Railroad to Canada and northern New York will leave
Aug. 11. The places visited include Niagara Falls, 'Thousand
Islands, Rapids of the Sc. Lavi-rence, Quebec, the Saguenay,
Montreal, Au Sable Chasm, Lakes Champlain and George, and
Saratoga; the trip occupying fifteen days; round trip rate, $125.
The tour will be in charge of one of the company's tourist

agents, assisted by an experienced l^^y as chaperon, whose
especial charge will be urt^<ldTt.cd ladies.
The rate covers railway and ^pat fare for the entire rpund trip,

parlor car seats, meals en r<?ute, hotel entertainment,' trans^
charges, and carriage hire.

For detailed itinerary, tickets or any additional information, ad-
dress Tourist Agent, Pennsylvania Railroad Company, 1196 Broad-
way, New York; 860 Fulton street, Brooklyn; 789 Broad street.
Newark. N. J. ; or Geo, W. Boyd, Assistant General Passenger
Agent. Broad Street Station. Philadelphia.

—

Adv.
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Some men and dogs are g«n shy, but the talc is

otherwise. The boy baby tends toward a gan
with a native drift and instinct. There are people
who, failing to catch the whooping cough in
childhood, are caught by it late in life. These
have it "hard." So with shooting;. A man may
lead a blameless existence until the white dust of
the road of life is in his hair, and then fall. The
gun malady will utterly possess him.
—Myron "W. Reed, Locusts and "Wild Honey.

THE SIMPLICITY OF CAMP LIFE.

The peculiar and beneficeHt charms of an outing in

camp are hardly to be separated into distinct parts and
nicely defined, yet as a whole they are well known and
well appreciated by every one who has been so fortunate

as to enjoy them. If asked to define the pleasures oi

camping, no doubt the average camper would maintain

that, on the one hand, they consisted in freedom from
superheated houses, crowded and sweltering humanity,

eternal din and wearisome business cares; and, on the

other, the enjoyment of the unconventional style and
simplicity of detail, the approximation to the most natural

^nd healthful manner of living which can be adopted
during the days of recreation, and the enjoyment of

the most beautiful in nature in her most winsome seasons.

No doubt there is much of good in the generalities, but

there is also much of good in the little things, the par-

ticulars which excite so much of interest in the passing

moments and are so soon forgotten when the outing is

ended. From morning till evening there is an endless

succession of trifles which occupies the mind of the

camper, and to worn and weary minds the change brings

restfulness and repair.

The little things of camp life are the themes of it.

What engages the attention of the campers? What are

the topics of their conversations ? Little things ; the

sweet gong of a bird in the early morning, or its beautiful

plumage; the grave consideration of whether or not some
other point has not many better advantages for a camp
site than the one at present occupied ; the rumor that

some one in some other camp caught a bass which weighed
eight pounds; the fear that the wood supply may run

short, or whether the wood of one particular tree makes
a better fire than some other tree or trees ; the considera-

tion of whether it is better to shoot at a target or go
fishing; the fears as to whether a bait supply can be
obtained; the wonderment as to how the loae frog in

the spring obtains a food supply; the debate concerning

the bright-colored snake found dead; the conjectures as

to what wild land may lie beyond the distant house; the

conversation concerning the little ground squirrel which
timidly watches the strange beings who have come to

live in his domain; the curious flights of the feathered

creatures ; the wonderful wild flowers—these and innumer-
able other little things occupy the attention and divert the

mind to its great benefit.

The man who, in business, has his mind wracked and
burdened with ceaseless cares, finds in the little things

of camp life enough to engage his interest, yet only of

sufficient interest to be wholesomely diverting. They
are as necessary to existence in camp life in a way as are

the more serious problems of the business and social

world.

To sit in camp in the evening, listening to the deep bass
of answering frogs, or earnestly debating how the big

fish was lost, or how the shot at the big buck was made
or missed, or whether the fish are gamer and fight more
fiercely and better in the lake to the north than in the

lake to the south, com.es under the head of little things,

yet camp life is made ap of them. Remove them from
cimp life and that life w'otir4 be stripped of its greatest

cltairms.

While there is- good health in the pure, fresh air, abun-

dant sunlight and active exercise incident to huniung,

rowing, fishing and tramping, they are merely the great

things on which the superstructitre of little things is built,

and from the standpoint of completeness are but a half of

the whole. The little things of camp life contain its true

greatness. The camp-fire's halo is of little things; the

woods and waters had their greatest interest from the

trifles of the passing moment, yet they all contributed to

the rested mind, the elastic step, the clear eyes and the

ruddy cheeks, the good results of little things.

NATURE AND HAIR RENEWERS.
From Wisconsin comes the wail of a camper, who has

most excellent reason to feel outraged and robbed.

"Here am I on my old camp site," he writes, "and across

the narrow arm of the lalce, on the face of the bluff

directly facing my cabin door, in huge yellow letters is

the sign 'Try McGuffy's Hair Renewer'—or words to

that effect. I have sent for a case of brown paint to

match the shade of the rock, and I shall attend to that

yellow sign instanter." We sympathize in his indigna-

tion and commend his spunk, which promises to abate

what is one public nuisance among a thousand.

The degradation of the beauties of natural scenery by

impudent and staring advertising signs is progressing

at a rapid rate in the country. Go where we will in the

suburbs of the town, up and down the rivers, by the sea-

shore and amid the mountains, the advertising man has

been there before us and left the bold, impertinent, ob-

trusive triumphs of his skill. On all sides we are con-

fronted by announcements of pills, plasters, blood puri-

fiers, whiskies, baby foods, rheurrsatism cures, soaps,

pickles, cigars, beer, liniments, baked beans, bicycles,

sewing machines, bitters, cough drops, oatmeal and wash-

ing compounds.

It is said, and there is some consolation in the fact, that

we are not so badly off here in America as in some of the

European countries; but Europe is awakening to the

necessity of a reform, and it is high time that we were

followiiag the lead. In Switzerland the Cantonal Councils

of Uri, Grisons and the Valais have made official declara-

tion : "We will no more allow these advertisements on

our rocks than on the white cross of our flag." We have

laws in several of the States against the prostitution of

the flag to advertising purposes ; why might we not go a

step further and protect our natural scenery against the

advertising sign nuisances? Meanwhile, in default of

recourse to official suppression, the individual has it

within his power, and in many instances quite- within his

right as well, to take the matter into his own hands, as

our Wisconsin friend has done, and blot out the offending

sign. The truth, however, appears to be, as pointed out

by Mr. John DeWitt Warner in a recent number of

Municipal Affairs, that these advertising affronts are

tolerated because the public at large has no resentment of

them. In other words, a mammoth pill sign on the face

of the Palisades of the Hudson produces no general senti-

ment of disgust. The public taste tolerates it. We have

these advertising atrocities simply because, as a com-
munity, we do not object to them. And we shall continue

to have them just so long as this complacence shall last.

Not until popular taste shall be cultivated to a point where
it shall demand that natural scenery be unadorned by the

art of the sign painter may we hope for an improvement

in this respect. There are many encouraging evidences

that such an improvement will come. For one thing,

there is the society of Scapa, an organization devoted

specially to correcting the sign nuisances. Then the

various associations for the preservation of sites of his-

torical interest and beauty are cultivating taste. Individ-

ual effort can accomplish much. We ought not to be
obliged to make extended journeys into the wilderness

to see nature in its pristine beauty ; and certainly when
we have gone into the wilds we may reasonably ask that

we shall not be stared out of countenance there by huge
yellow-lettered announcements of hair restorers.

is shy, and it will not remain near any disturbing element.

To supply the place of the caribou, the Nova Scotia

sportsmen are importing the Virginia deer, which appear

to do well. The moose supply is believed to be holding

its own. The Nova Scotians are given to moose snaring

;

year after year the Society has made cases against the

snarers, and despite the well-demonstrated proclivity of

the snarers to stand together and perjure themselves in a

common defense, convictions have been secured and the

practice has gradually been abated'. The introdtrced

pheasants are reported to be doing well.

SNAP SHOTS
Secretary George Piers, of t'-

Inland Fishery Protection P

bou is practically extirr'

tributing af^'

Mr. Piers submits a consideration against the sale of

snared hares and partridges which we do not recall having

seen before. "I think it a great disgrace," he writes, "that

snared hares and partridges are allowed by law to be

sold in our markets, when it is distinctly forbidden in

the New Testament to eat the meat of any animal that

has been strangled." And he clinches his statement by

reference to Acts 15 :20, 29, and 21 :25, where the pro-

hibitions against eating what has been strangled will be

found. On the other hand, it might be urged that our

modern rul&s of practice with respect to taking game
are not governed by biblical injunctions. For instance, it

is enjoined in Deuteronomy 22:6-7, "If a bird's nest

chance to be before thee in the way on any tree, or on the

ground, whether they be young onfes, or eggs, and the

dam sitting upon the young, or upon the eggs, thou shalt

not take the dam with the young; but thou shalt in any

wise let the dam go, and take the young ; that it may be

well with thee, and that thou mayest prolong thy days."

Nowadays, on the contrary, when we come upon a game
bird's nest, we take neither the young nor the dam ; but

let both go until the shooting season.

The Mosaic rule was based upon the very principle in

natural history which is commented upon to-day by

Coahoma in his notes on the nesting habits of birds

whose first clutch of eggs has been stolen or destroyed

—

if the eggs or the young of the mother bird were taken

from her she would straightway set to and lay another lot.

The case of the hawks, described by Mr. Swain, has a

parallel in one which came imder our observation this

spring. A song sparrow had nested in an Irish juniper

and had laid her four eggs, when a storm broke the

juniper and destroyed nest and eggs. Thereupon the

bird built a new nest, and laid a new quota of eggs, which

in due time developed into young. The domestic hen sup-

plies the most familiar example of persistent laying when
thwarted of her ambition to sit.

The Hawaiian Islands are some two thousand miles

distant from America, yet according to notes by Mr. H,

W. Henshaw, in the July Auk, several species of the

birds of this continent have found their way across the

vast watery expanse and have been observed on the

islands. The glaucus gull follows vessels from San Fran-

cisco to Hilo. The hundreds which follow the ship out

of the Golden Gate as a rule turn back after the first one

hundred rniles, but once in a while an individual bird

will follow the ship for the whole distance, roosting upon
the yards at night. Brown goonies too follow the ships

across, feeding on the scraps thrown overboard and roost-

ing upon the vessels' yards at night. Other American
birds noted by Mr. Henshaw as occurring more or less

frequently on the islands are the red-breasted merganser,

the red phalarope, the sanderling, Wilson's snipe, curlews,

plovers and turnstones.

Press dispatches from Helena, Mont., on Tuesday of

this week reported a great fire raging in the Yellowstone

National Park in the timbered region between the Upper
Geyser Basin and Yellowstone Lake. So soon as the fire

was discovered the troops and the road gangs were hur-

ried to fight it, but it was soon beyond their control, and
was sweeping everything before it for a line of ten miles.

The conflagration threatet?- ' worst one known in

the ^' " ' ' ' ' to the careless-
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An Accommodating Moose.

Being the Conclusion of "In a Nova Scotia Camp," in the

Issue of Last Veek.j

We were awakened very early by the old Indian,

who, rapping on the tent post, announced that it was
"time to git up—kittle b'ilin." Consulting my watch as

I left the tent and ckew close to the fire—for the morn-
ing was intensely cold, a heavy frost covering everything

with a glistening mantle—I found that it was nearly 2

o'clock. John proceeded to make a pot of coflfee, and

of this, together with some bread and a slice of bacon,

we made an early breakfast.

"A drink of good hot coffee'll keep out the cold," said

the guide, and, barring a few biscuit that we'd better put

in our pockets, we'll not git anything to eat till we git

back to camp."
The moon was shining brightly far above the western

horizon as we stepped into our canoes and began silently

to paddle up the river. The air was absolutely still, and

the surface of the water, which was covered with a light

haze, had almost the appearance of a field of snow as we
glided over its bosom.
The Doctor and John were in the large canoe, while

the Indian and I occupied the other. Slowely we moved
along in the shadow of the trees which lined the shore.

Our paddles, wielded as they w^ere by men who had be-

come accustomed to their use, made no noise; our prog-

ress was as silent as would be that of ghostly hunters.

At length we drew together, and conversing in low

tones arranged our plans for the hunt. The Doctor and
his guide were to land on the southern shore at a favor-

able point known to them, while the Indian and I were

to proceed further up the stream, and landing on the

other side move over to a strentch of barrens, which was
well studded with patches of forest a mile or more from

the river.

Proceeding thiis, we would not interfere with each

other in any way, for as we would be at least two or three

miles apart there would not be much likelihood of the

"calling" from either of the guides attracting the game
from the other. Leaving the Doctor and John where
they w'ere making a landing, we slowly paddled up the

stream for a half mile or so and then the canoe was
steered to the shore, where we landed, the spot chosen

by the Indian being the terminus of an old logging road,

which ran into the barrens in the direction we wished io

follow. ,

"Not much stick in this old road," said the Indian, in

a whisper. "We not make noise. Go easv. Barmby will

call."

The old guide, with his heavy gun m one hand and his

birch bark cone in the other, led the way slowly and

cautiously, I following in his footsteps as carefully as I

could. The moon was now almost down to the horizon,

and the air was so cold that, notwith sanding I was
warmly clad, my teeth fairly chattered. The exercise

of walking, however, soon made me more comfortable,

and I kept close to the heels of the old man in order that

he might hasten his steps.

"No hurry," he at length said, as I pressed him too

closely. "Go easy. Look out not break sticks.'''

His caution was not needed, for I well knew that the

moose could detect the breaking of a twig if done by

man above all the other sounds of the forest.

For what seemed an hour, but which was probably

not half that period of time, we followed the path. At
length we came to a small grove of hackmatacks and
dwarf firs, around which there was a wide stretch of

open barrens, which was covered with bushes, stunted

trees and scattered groups of various evergreens.

When a satisfactory position was obtained, the Indian

put his bark horn to his lips and began to call.

It was an ideal hunting morning, the air being clear

and cold, and not a breath of wind was stirring. As
we all know, an absolutely still air is a sine qua non.

An old bull moose is one of the craftiest, most sus-

picious and in the mating season one of the most un-

approachable of wild animals; he is ever on his guard,

and expert indeed is the caller who can imitate the

siren tones of the female so naturally that he can charm
the huge animal on to his destruction. A young bull

of two or three years of age is not so cautious, and he

usually comes to his doom apparently without a sus-

picion of danger.
The note of the bull moose is a short, explosive one.

something like "boh" Or "woh." T he calling of my old

guide was repeated several times at intervals of a few

minutes, but no response was heard.

A few faint streaks in the east were now visible, which

indicated that daylight was rapidly approaching. Again

the harsh, discordant call was given, and yet again and

again the gray of the eastern sky began to show a

lighter tinge. The call was repeated once more, when a

distant response came back to us.

The Indian now displayed a degree of excitement quite

beyond that which I expected he would show.

"Moose come soon, .sure," he said, in a low tone. "He
answer two times, quick."

Again was the melancholy sound poured out, and

again came the answer, "boh!" as the moose drew

nearer. The guide again gave the call, but pointed the

horn toward the ground and not in the direction of the

approaching anima' -med as I had been to the

stolidity of thr - '"as surprised to see

showed in every movement of every limb and mu-scle

the engrossing destructive spirit of the hunt.

As a matter of fact, I w^as more interested in watchmg

the old fellow and in studying the phases of his hunter

character than I was in the approaching game.

The moose now began to circle around us in the

endeavor to catch our scent. Keeping at a safe distance

and availing himself of the cover afforded by the scat-

tered group of evergreens, he moved around,_ impatient

to approach his inamorata, yet evidently suspicious that

everything was not as it should be.

The air continued absolutely motionless, not even

the faintest vestige of a breeze being felt, and the moose

was therefore given no opportunity of learning the true

character of the caller, and nothing was left him but to

approach and investigate. Again he circled, but as he

did so he drew nearer the thicket in which we were con-

cealed.

Faintly and more faintly now the call was uttered, and

the Indian snapped a few Sticks as if the cow were in

motion.
, , , j

"Woh! Woh!" uttered the bull, as he advanced toward

us and finally showed his whole form in the bushes not

200 yards away. Like a statue he stood for a moment
and then he turned, and before I could get my rifle to

my shoulder he disappeared from our sight. "Hear

dam cow calling," ejaculated the Indian, as he dashed

his birch cone to the ground and almost danced with

rage. "Too bad! Too bad! Cuss the old cow!"

I listened for a few minutes, and away off in the bar-

rens I heard the wailing bellow of the female moose

that had robbed us of our quarry even at the moment we
were- about to secure it.

Our bdll was lost to us, beguiled from us in the most

exasperating way. and as the sun was now considerably

above the horizon, and further calling was of course

futile, we lighted our pipes, and with feelings of disap-

pointment and chagrin retraced our steps over the old

logging trail back to our canoe.

The incident was not an uncommon one, for many a

moose hunter has had an experience similar to that

through which we had passed.

The call of the cow has a peculiar to«ie, w^hich the best

hunters cannot compete with, and if it is heard by the

bull he immedialfcly turns and follows it. as ours had
' done, leaving the imitator to bear as philosophically as

possible the loss he has sustained.

The old Micmac was as ghnn as a Hindoo idol, as we
embarked in the canoe and began to paddle down the

stream, but ever and anon 1 heard him muttering to

himself in a savage way, and occasionally caught the

words, "Dam cow moose," "Cussed luck," "John laff

heap if he get one."

It was a severe blow to the old iWan, foir he had counted

the big bull as good as potted. In a short time we ar-

rived at the landing place, where the ofclier canoe Wc\s

hauled up, and stepping ashore we built a small fire and

awaited the coming of the Doctor and his guide.

A half hour was thus passed, during wliich the Indian

maintained a moody silence, and then the cracking of

small sticks in the thicket was heard, and in a few^ mo-
ments we were ioined by the others.

"What luck. Doctor?" I asked, as he stood beside us.

"None at all," he replied. "We did hot see nor hear

a moose, though we were in what John calls the best bit

of country in these parts. .And you?"
^

"We were just at the point of getting a nice one when
he was hypnotized away from us." And then the story

was told.

"That must have been perfectly maddening," said the

Doctor. "I can hardly conceive of a greater disap-

pointment than that."

"Yes, it was an infernal streak of bad luck," added

John, "but some pork b'iles so. I vote we git back to

camp and fill up with a good breakfast, but we'll have

nary moose meat in it. However, it all goes inter tlie

wash," with which bit of philosophy he held his canoe

for the Doctor to embark, and then shoving off he took
his seat in the stern, and wielding the paddles they began
to move down the stream.
Extinguishing our fire, for an experienced woodsnian

never leaves burning brands in the woods, the Indian

and I re-entered our canoe and followed the others

toward our camp.
Fully half the distance had been traversed before we

overtook the other canoe, when one of those events oc-

curred—John called it a "happenstance"—stich as is rarely

duplicated in the experiences of even the mo.st persistent

hunter. As we drew close to the other craft we saw the

Doctor lay aside his paddle and take his rifle, when,
cocking it, he scrutinized the thick growth which covered
the shore along which we had been paddling. At the

same time his guide Hfted his hand, and by his actions

cautioned us to maintain silence, pointing at the same
time into the thicket and whispering, "Sticks are break-
ing. Look our for a moose!"
We listened, and presently we heard the snapping of

twigs, which indicated that a large aniitial was moving
about in the copse. The sound continued, and seizing

my rifle I waited for the advent of the moose, which I

had no doubt would quickly show* itself.

Soon the crackling increased, and the animal seemed
to be moving more rapidly through the woods.
"He's off," whispered my guide.

"No," replied John; "he's traveling down towards the

lake."

Our canoes were now silently put in motion, being
kept as near the shore as possible, and w-itli rifles readj^

for instant service the Doctor and I waited developments.
Before us w'as a point which, jutting far out into the

stream, necessitated our making a long detour before we
could again get abreast of the mo^'ing animal. This we
skirted successfully, and following along its lower shore,

close against the forest growth which covered it, we
vr-'- J^^^^jrd the sounds which marked the progress of the

^J-Jie thick- growth.
^"^re not mwre than thirty rods from

-- that the climax would soon be
^nts the sounds increased and

inct, and we knew that the
qnd was approschirig the

'••^ft, our every

huge beast, with clouds of steam issuing from his nostrils,

emerged from the covert and stood on the river bank

not ten rods from the Doctor's canoe. In an instant

the sharp report of his rifle rang out, and the fatal b.uUet

sped on its way. For an instant it stood as if paralyzed,

and then, as if summoning up all its strength, it turned

and shambled down the river bank. The rifle again

sent its leaden messenger, when, staggering onward for a

rod or two, the moose quietly dropped on the shore not

five rods from our tent.

"By Jove, Doctor," I exclaimed, "that was the greatest

piece of pure luck I ever saw!"

"Not all luck," said the old Indian. "Pretty good
shootin', too."

Our canoes were now run ashore, and landing w e m-
spected our huge quarry.

,„ ^ , . vr
"That's as handsome a head as you 11 find m a life-

time. Doctor," I exclaimed. "I congratulate you heart-

ily. While I should have liked to have been the lucky

man, I'm glad indeed that the good fortune fell to you."

"Thanks," replied my friend. "I know you mean,

every word you say."
. , , , , x

"Yes." added John; "it's one of the best heads I eyer

saw, and the Doctor may well be proud of gittin' it.

'Twas a mighty 'commodatin' critter, too, to bring his

carkiss right to camp; he saved us a heap of luggin'

and trouble, and we'll have some moose meat for dinner

after all.'' Edward A. Samuels.

The History of a Cow Horn.
I AM only a cow horn, yet of ancient and respectable

lineage, and with pleasant thoughts of my past.

I did not come over on the Mayflower, as so many did

;

in fact, more "three brothers" came over on that cele-

brated ship than couid be accommodated on one of the

largest liners of the present day, it is said. How 1

reached Plymouth Colony I do not just remember, but I

do recollect that I adorned the head of an old brindle

cow, and we settled at Brimfield, Mass., where she lived

for many years, until at last old age caused her to cease

her supply of milk and she was converted into tender-

loins.
, r -1

I was saved by one Benjamin Mun, in whose family

I have been ever since. Benjamin took a great fancy

and liking to my figure, which was slight, graceful and

feir to look upon, for he poHshed me up in great shape,

till I was as attractive as a belle of the present day. You
would have thought he would have been satisfied with

my appearance, but he was not, so he plugged my hind

end with a piece of wood and closed my mouth with a

wooden stopper, which I considered a bit tough; but he

said that my sex was safer with one. I was polished

with a bit of flint, and rubbed down as smooth as

possible.
Benjamin was a good man, but a trifle peculiar. He

used to go off in the woods to have a little sport shoot-

ing Indians, mostly the Pequots; but he also had a

fancy for those of other tribes, except the Mohegans,

with whom he affiliated. He became a close friend ol

Uncas, the great chief of that tribe. To such a point did

this friendship reach that he carved on my side a ser-

pent and tortoise-—the coat of arms of Uncas—and a

picture of himself without any hair—he may have been

scalped—a snake swallowing a frog and many other odd
things. We had lots of good times together, but the

first real battle we were in took place in May, 1637, where

we and some friends were joined by Uncas and a number
of his tribe. Benjamin and Uncas carried the stockade

by assault on that bright May day, and the slaughter of

the hostile Indians was dreadful.

At the close of the Indian wars I was hung up in the

garret of the old homestead, where I remained on re-

tired dutj^ except as I was taken out for an occasional

hunt.
Time sped on, and old Benjamin Mnn departed this

life, and I was claimed by his son, I led a quiet, un-

eventful life for many years, until one April day in 1775

I was taken down from my peg and heard Rueben
Munn, who had caught an extra "n" to his name, say,

"For Lexington!" and we were there in time to get in

one of the first shots at the redcoats..

During the Revolution I did my duty by keeping the

master's powder dry, and though changing owners many
times during the war I have never been out of the pos-

session of a direct descendant of Benjamin Mim.
I should not have gone out of Benjamin's possession,

but he was promoted to be a colonel, and had to give

up his flintlock for a sword. I have a pleasant heme, an<l

though my working days have passed I know I shall be

well provided for in my old age, for the present master

thinks a lot of me.
(As told per) Henrv N, Munn,

The Knight Mystery.

Boston, Aug. 6.—The daily papers have another story

concerning young Richard M. Knight, who so mysterious-

ly disappeared from Bemis, Me., last fall, while on a

deer hunting trip. This story, founded on the assertions

of unreliable backwoodsmen, says that young Knight ap-

peared at a house in Grafton, N. H., a few- days after hi-

disappearance, and was^ seen by the w'oman of the house.

Then all trace of him is lost. But the imagination of

the backwoodsman has located him in New York, where
he is living with the girl his father and mother did not

wish him to marry. Young Knight's parents have been
interviewed by the enterprising newspaper reporter. They
calmly assure him that such a story is simple nonsense.
They never opposed any girl ; there was none to oppose.

Other statements of fact in the newspaper yarn are based
upon that which never existed. The fakeists will have to

try again. Mr. and Mrs. Knight, the young man's father

and mother, are done with fakes, frauds and mediums.
They continue to receive letters from mediums and

.
clairvoyants, offering to find their son, and all hinting at a
consideration. These communications go unanswered.

' One general answer must suffice for all. The finding of
young Knight, dead or alive, will, be suitably rewarded,
Nothing will be given in advance. Special.

* .

The Forest akd Stream is put to press each week on Tufesday.
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J
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WiAg'Shooting Deer in Florida.

Scarcely a bit of a shooter, and so inexperienced with
gun or tield scouting of any kind as to doubt my ability
to give real sportsmen a clear account of occurences, I
cannot refrain from attempting to describe some deer
shooting I saw while in Florida last winter and in which
I took part, enough, at any rate, to make use of the
pronoun we in telling of it.

Methods of pursuit and capture of game seem to be
governed by certain local peculiarities, induced ordinarily
by unalterable natural environment, and will be' found
usually to embody all such features as practical ex-
perience has found to be most essential to succesvS and
diversion. So, stalking deer or shooting them at long
or short distances, standing, with rifled and improved
bores of modern type, so conventionally the thing now-
adays, does not obtain in the widespread, trackless waste
of open, level pine forest which forms so large a part
of the range and hunting grounds in Florida. To tramp
wearily in flat, open woods under a Southern sun
through rank growths of scrub with the ever present pos
sibility of prowling rattler athwart the way, engaged in
competitive "glimping" with such alert-sensed denizens
of the jungle as deer, is 'occupation long since found
profitless. Instead of this these Southern woods-
searchers make use of smoothbores, and go forth
mounted, counting only on getting shots at fleeing deer,
whei^e all the chances of multiple pellets, as in use of
buckshot, are of the essence of the undertaking.
In the piny forest wilds of the Gulf Coast regio,n of

northern Florida the elsewhere prevalent Southern cus-
tom of mounted drivers, with dogs, beating the cover
over given territory, sending the startled quarry along
kncwn lines of flight to ambushed shooters, does not
generally obtain. A very much more sportsmanlike prac-
tice is in vogue. This method, called "jumping," is so
arranged that the shooters, usually several in number,
mounted on wonderfully sure-footed, wood-sensed, native
horses, ride abreast, in line, at intervals apart far enough
to avoid the impinge of

misdirected buckshot.
Following one or two
slow-trailing, well-bro-
ken dogs, and arousing
or sponging the deer
from their daylight lairs

amid the tall grass and
underbrush, they seek
to fetch them down by
shooting from the sad-
dle while horse and deer
^are both in motion,
'while outriders on flanks
of the line seek by dash-
ing obliquelj' across
.recognized lines of
flight to intercept the
flying prey, killing it

from the saddle, while
both pursued and pur
suer are speeding full-

bent through broken
cover, through and over
fallen timber and un-
even surfaces. All this
demands nerve force,

'

workmanship and riding-
skill of a high and dar-
mg order—skill which
comes to men only with repeated and earnest practice.

Invited to accompany a party of four resident shoot-
ers on a camping trip after deer down through the
neighborhood of the Pin Hook Sinks across the St.
Mark s River into Jefiferson county, twenty-five to thirty
mdes southeast of the capital, I eagerly embraced the
opportunity, when genial Dr, P., himself one of the
party, of¥ered me a mount, from whose back, he de-
clared, many choice heads of horns had been bowled
over.

Accompanied by a light covered camp wagon con-
taining outfit, supplies and servants, we jogged com-
pamonably away to the southeast, and bivouacked ere
nightfall of our first day quite thirty miles away. 1
listened to some excellent story telling and had some
sapient suggestions from the Doctor before getting into
my blanket as how properly to load my gun. The chief
point seemed to be the use of just nine buckshot to a
charge of a size of which my 12-gauge gun barrel should
exactly chamber three.
We breakfasted with the rising sun of the second day;

then, promptly mounting, rode away through the un-
pathed outspread of Cuban pine and palmetto. Be-
hind us lazily trotted two paltry looking old hounds,
as melancholy specimens of dejected dog flesh—or rather
bone—as I remember ever to have seen. These two
long-eared, loll-tongued worthies were respectively
named Mark and Millie, and seemed to command a
degree of confidence and respect from my four gentle-
manly companions which their miserable hangdog ap-
pearance scarcely seemed to me to warrant.

Quite a mile from our camp a change occurred in the
nature of surroundings. More open areas appeared.
The timber was shorter, more scattered, with branching
tops, and nearly all had a list to northwest, showing
at some time severe wind pressure from an opposite
direction. Extended swales of coarser and higher s<;dge3
and salt marsh or fox grass stretched in irksome vellow-
ishness away, mottled with stunted clumps of gallberry
and palmetto scrub. The wind was light, but steady.
With a directing wave of his arms to the right and left,

indicating that the party deploy and take distances along
a. line extending approximately north and south in those
directions, the Doctor forged ahead, facing up the wind.
He. acting as a sort of guide center, we all swung out
to our places, dressing on him, Mr; Donelson to the
sotithward on my extreme right, myself next to the
northward, say six rods removed. Then in succession
at about like distances apart on my left rode the Doctor
and thb Messrs. Hopkins. From a buckskin thong over
the Doctor's broad shoulder hung a delicate looking,
thinly scraped, amber-hued heifer's horn. Raising this

little implement to his Hps, it gave forth a most pre-

tentiotts, high-pitched scfueak or snort, or toot, if you
will, and then in alternating crescendo and descr'escendo
pulsations there floated out into wide wood spaces echo-
ing vibrations, intensely inspiring, each graceful measure
ol sound terminating in cadenza- most creditable to the
good Doctor's technique. This was- my first cognizance
of huiiter's horn vvinded in actual participation of the
sport, and I experienced a nerve thrill, as novel as in-
toxicating. But ahj the effect of that sound upon the
two dead-alive old dogs, which had as yet dawdled so
despondently along behind us. Up went their dropping
heads, a pricked energy affected their pendent ears, tails
rose to something like ambitious curls over their bony
backs, and each with responsive whine and Icindling
eye trotted to the fore.

The drag was now on. The real thing had com-
menced. At any moment something was liable to hap-
pen, and there was 1, who had never fired a gun from
a saddle, nor before even heard a horn wind, in the
forefront of it all, loaded gun athwart saddle bow, my
c*yes peeled like two Barietta onions, while my inner
senses or nonsenses bubbled and fluttered in a very cy-
clone of agitation and indecision, for what I Would or
should do next I could not conjecture. Presently I

discovered that Mr. Donelson, the rider on my right, had
somewhat quickened the step of his gj-eat bay mare,' and
that while bearing in toward my line of march he was
intently eyeing Millie, then pottering in the sedge ahead
of and between us. I saw at once marked change in
movements of that formerly forlorn old creature. She
seemed suddenly to have assumed a style and form, to
have become a dog which might get about for a spurt,
had she a mind to. Head held high, nose poked wind-
ward, her once bleared old eyes ablaze, a nervous spasm
had seized her bony tail, which wagged excitedly over
her back. With sudden pause of her quickened move-
ments, carefully, critically, she passed a discriminating,
quivering nose along the twigs and over the star-shaped
leaA^es of a sweet-gum bush. Quickly up and out was
flung her necl< and pointed head, her long, thin jaws
flew agape, and with a spasmodic jerk of her emaciated
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old body into a humped posture, she piped a clear, loud,
.startling yelp, wonderfully alert, threatening and eager.
Never before had opening cry of trailing dog greeted
my attentive ear, and yet it seemed familiar; verily, I

recognized it, and it magically rekindled embers of con-
sumed memory, and never can I again forget it, nor
how, when in deeper, mellower, longer-drawn cadence
came corroborating tongue, I felt my barbaric hunter's
blood suffuse and tingle my degenerate skin. Old
Mark, working along, ten i:£)ds away, northward, caught
the signal and came lunging through the cover. I felt
that something must surely transpire immediately. To
be ready for it, I caught up my reins with tightened
giup and fell to wondering how I should manage to
shoot from a moving hor.se in case game might sud-
denly show up.

"Steady! "Take it easy," rang out strong and clear
in the Doctor's voice.
When nearly up to Millie, Mark caught a token that

transformed him at once. With quick flirt up the wind,
his nepk and back bristling, he flung his tawny muzzle
skyward and bellowed baritone announcement of having
scent. Thunderingly came his

.

cry, alternately and in
chorus with the sharper tones of old Millie, now thor-
oughly aroused.
"Look sharp for a double," sang the Doctor.
I was doubly pestered what the deuce to do. To sit

calmly astride and restrain your horse to a snail's
pace, when every nerve fiber is a-tremble, when blood
goes surging through you like a waterhead in a flushed
sewer, during which pulsating time two hot-mouthed
game-sensed dogs awake the echoes with their chase cry,
and you are surrounded by expectant competitors, watch-
ful of the chance which shall determine excellences, is: an
ordeal calculated to slightly rattle a dummy. It made
me fairly dizzy. With a mighty inward yearning I

pulled myself together and maintained at least a sem-
blance of self-possession.

.

The dogs now had it hot, and were getting along
eastwardly with pace and torjgue that put a livelier mo-
tion on us all to keep up.

Rolling my bulging eyes in all directions in anxious
expectation of something—anything which might hap-
pen next—I saw the Messrs. Hopkins on left of line
scudding away at half run toward swampy confines to
the northeastward. What -coiild be the ' matter with
them? Just then the frantic dogs, with some such
harmonics as might characerize a delerious caliope,
rushed toward the bushy dead top of a prostrate pine
immediately in front of me,- possibly seven rods away.
In a moment out of the screen of brown needles covering
its limbs, like a great stone from a catapault, went with
a bound the antlered form of a big buck. For just a

second I was perhap,? a little out of shape; then I yanked
iny gun up; and out in the general direction of the' high
bounding beauty went whistling in quick succession two
charges of "low moulds." A moment later a great white
plume made defiant shake as it sailed over the palmetto,
and humihatingly I realized that I had fired scarcely
within a rod of my mark. But in a moment all con-
sciousness of self was forgotten in seeing what Donelson
was about.

Evidently the buck, when he broke cover, had seen or
known nothing of Donelson's presence to the south-
west of him. Almost instantly thereafter he found him-
self head on and close to this unexpected danger, and
with an aleitness marvelously adroit he crouched,
swerved, and with rapid sneaking movement headed
back northwestwardly, and passed behind my' ppsition
broadside on in easy range of my now empty gun. Then
with an uprush and high leap, as he recommenced Jiis
flight, a tremor seized his frame, the great armed head
was thrown recklessly abaclc, and his quivering form
bowled over dead. Report of Donelson's gun drew my
eyes southward just in time to see him and Peggy, the
big bay mare, go down in an ugly fall as they came
careening over a lot of fallen logs. Reports of guns
had sounded to the north of me soon after I had fired my
two wild shots, but I had had no time to take note of them,
and now, as I hurried toward where Donelson had fallen^
T was made aware of three other discharges in quick suc-
cession further away to the northeastward, and caught
the treble and countertones of crying dogs somewhere
thereaway.
Having reached the. scene of the tumble, I' saw the

big mare, first on her feet, with a nasty snagged hurt
across her face. Then arose Donelson, hatless, blood-
smeared; he seemed to be spitting out sand and shattered
teeth. Feeling about with his tongue for missing places
and jagged stumps, he looked the picture of disgust.
"Are you hurt, sir?" I cried.

"Not seriously," he sputtered; "but I'm short the
better part of my front teeth. Hang it! I had paid Dr.
Shine only last week to fill two of them. ' It happened

almost as I fired. My
reins lay on her neck.
In taking those last logs
she tripped and we went
nose first into that tus-
sock of palmetto roots."

It seemed that two
deer, other than the one
engaging the attention
of Mr. Donelson and
myself, -had gotten up
in proximity ' to and
abreast immediately af-

ter the first starter.

These had each drawn
the fire of the Doctor,
with no greater success
for him than had at-
tended my efTorts.

Heading for the cy-
press timber and swamp
growth to the north-
eastward, these had a
little later on run afoul
the Messrs. Hopkins,
designedly stationed
there with game-sensed
intuition of the startled
run. The rearmost, a

,.,..1 . , . .
prime four-year-old

male, went down to their triple fire.

"Eight shots, five from moving saddles, all at flying
marks, and two kills," I exclaimed.

"Besides one bad mash—eh, Donelson?" added the
doctor.
./'I" the^first kill. Doctor," I said. "I think the deer,
lyjr. Donelson and Old Peggy were all . in mid air when
the shot was delivered. The one was gracefully bucking
a palmetto clump, while the other two were attempting-
a sort of steeple bout over a log heap. His reins were
down and his gun still up whep he took his header."

'Likely enough," rejoined the old hunter. "Neither
Jim nor his old mare has much sense of precaution
when they hear a. dog open."
Riding campward, I reflected that this, as far as I

know, distinctively Floridian method of shooting deer
practically while fljnng, is immensely mor.e sportful and
nerve-straimng than any stalking or stand shooting with
which I am familiar. .Astute game sense and those of
locality and woodcraft are prerequisites. Strong, steady
nerves, good horsemanship and skillful shooting are
quite indispensable to success..
The nature of such occurence seemed to me second

only in nerve and wnture to remembered coups de
main attending cavalry experiences amid the sixties.

Loiterer.

Mediicine Fly.
It was a warm, sultry night in August. The moon

and stars were obscured by the great volumes of smoke
which for days and weeks had been pouring over the
•summits of the Rockies, caused by forest fires on the
other side. We were camped for the night in the apex
of a sharp bend of the creek. The only timber in this
bottom was two or three cottbnwood trees, and 6ne of
them, a very giant, had long sirice been blown down, and
from its bare, dry hmbs we now and then replenished
our fire. Across the little creek, from the water's edge
-rose -a steep bluff, on the top of which grew a few
stunted pines.

It was long past our" usual bed time, yet still we
lingered by thei little camp-fire, talking of the happy
days when we- hunted buffalo, and of adventures which
can never again be experienced. .'

"This place reminds me," saiS my comrade, "of the
death of Medicine Fly. We w.f^e camped in just such
a place as this, and it was fronj^the, top of such a cut-
bank as that across the creelg.fthat the . Assinaboines
fiired down on us."

, .
'

"Tell me the story," said I. "Who was Medichie Fly?"
"Well," he continued, "as you know, I enlisted upfler
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Cusief as a Goveracieat s-cout in 1874, and reiimned wuk
tiie army in that position until in mjg, when everj'thing

had quieted down, In January, 1877, ^t^ellowstone Kelly

and some other scouts captured seven Cheyenne women
m the Big Horn Mountains, and tliey were held as hos

cages. In March Scout John Bruyer wais sent to the

camp with two of these women, and they returned with

twenty Cheyenne warriors. A conlerence was held, and

the w'hole camp surrendered and rame in. No sooner

was this done than the Cheyenne.s asked ior guns and

ammunition, expressing their desire to join us agamsi

the Sioux. Many of the officers laughed at this, saying:

It was only a plav to get a stock ot ammunition, when

they would again join the Sioux. But the Cheyennes

said. 'No;' they liked to light, aiid didn't care much

whom they fought with; and now that they were vvith

Che whites they would fight for the whites, finally, alter

considerable talk, it was concluded to grant their re-

quest, and a limited amount of ammunition and guns

was issued them, and they were enlisted as scouts, with

a salary of ?io per month. o i a

•'In the spring of ',77 I was sent down to l:*orl Bulord

with dispatches, and in June I boarded the^steamer Far

West to come back up the Yellowstone. General, then

Colonel, Miles was also on board. At the mouth ot

Powder River we were hailed by three Indians, and on

landing found them to be Cheyenne scouts w;ith dis-

patches from Col. La Selle, who had left that point three

days previous in pursuit of a large camp of Sioux. After

readies: the papers, Gen. Miles called me aside and said,

•Jackson, 1 have here some «lispatches from Col. La

Selle; and it is very important that 1 should communicate

with 'him at once. I wish you would try and overtake

him.' I hesitated. 1 was only a hoy. remember, and

here I was asked to go alone through a hostile and t«

me unknown country in pursuit of a party already three

and a half days away. The General noticed my hesitancy,

for he put his hand on ray shoulder, and said, 'My boy,

1 know it is a dangerous undertaking, but it very, very

important that I should communicate with Col. La belle.

I will-aiot—I cannot—order you to go; but I wish you

would. T ..1

" 'General,' I replied, 'write out your papers, in the

meantime I will get my horse off the boat and prepare to

atart.' ... ^, ,,

"As 1 stepped ashore, one of the Cheyennes, a small,

wiry, bright-looking fellow, came up to me and asked

whese I "was going. I replied that I was going to over-

take the command. 'We will go with you,' he ex-

claimedj 'the prairie is covered with Sioux. Let us jom

you and you will find us true friends. We will fight tor

you, and if one is to die we will all die, fighting hke

men/
, -ir r

"Again 1 hesitated, for I distrusted them. Yet 1 rea-

soned thus: If they want to kill me they will follow and

kill me anyhow; as well let them go along, then. So I

went back on the boat and told the General what they

said. 'Bring them in here,' he replied, 'and let me see

them.' ; -
.

"Well;- after>some talk, the General said to me. We
will let them go. I think they mean well, and you know
the whole; camp is up at the fort. If they should harm

vou you -w-ill be amply avenged. They know this, too.

I am sureithey will stay with you.'

"The: papers ready, we were about to start, when the

Cheyennes asked lor ammunition. 'See,' they said, point-

ing to their belts, 'we have not ten rounds apiece. We
can not fiight with a brave heart when we have so few

shots/ . .
»

" 'He.lj> yourselves," the General said, pointmg to an

open ca.se on the floor, and help themselves they did,

each one taking 200 cartridges or more.
•'At last we were ready. The boat pushed out from

her moorings and disappeared around the bend. I

watchediber out of: sight with a heavy heart, and theii we
mounted fand rode .away on the trail. My companions

were a happy set of fellows. Of course, we could talk

to each' other only by signs, but as you know signs

among Indians take the place of words, and we managed
10 keep up:-a pretty lively conversation at the same time

riding ahead at a surging gait. We kept on. the open

ground as much as possible, and stopped on every hill

and rise of. ground to reconnoiter. At sundown we

stopped and ate supper, and after dark we moved on a

couple of miles and camped.
"I didn't- sleep much, for I still distrusted my com-

panions, and lay all night with rifle in my hands and

pistol handv. prepared to kill the first one who made a

break; but" with the morning light all my doubts and

fears gave way, and from then on I felt that I could trust

them. : .-.

"TowTrA the close of the second day we were approach-

ing a broken country, and were Hearing the head of a

timbered coulee, when suddenly Medicine Fly—the
Cheyenne who first proposed they should accompany me
—who v;as ahead jumped from his horse, and said he

saw a war party coming up the coulee. We all dis-

mounted and prepared to fight. I never saw such a

happy fellow as Medicinfe Fly. He danced about and

grinned, iiM said we would have lots of fun. '1 saw the

war bonnet- of the leader,' he said. 'We will now have

some scalps. Maybe we will be killed; but if they kill

us it is good/
"Well, we waited a little while, and presently a great

bull elk 'came up out of the coulee, followed by twelve

others. They were the war party. I felt greatly relieved,

for from the first i had tried to get them to go on at full

speed, for I was thinking of my ilispatches. but Medi-

cim Fly Would not remount, and we could not go off

and leave him, One of the Cheyennes shot a yearling,

and taking what meat we wanted we rode away.

"About sundov/n of the third day we overtook the

^oldicrs, already camped for the night.. I went to Col.

La Selle's camp and delivered my dispatches. He
thanked me^ and telling us to all come back to his tent

by and by sent us to the mess for supper. After a while

we went back to the Colonel's tent. He found seats for

us passed around a package of cigarettes and then said:

'Jackson, I have got the worst lot of deadhead scouts

here you ever saiv. They Svill not go far enough ahead

to get out bf sight of the command, and it seems as if I

never would catch up with these Sioux. They keep just

ahead all the time. When I camp they camp. Wheii I

move they move. Now, I wish you would go ahead with

vour Cheyennes and find out where they arc camped, and

if possible we will fight thein to-morrow. I've heard a

goo deal about you, and believe you are )u.t the man ior

this busines,"-:.'

"Boy that 1 wa.s, I still lealiznl thai the ( tiloncl was
soltsoaping nu-, and I wa> fool eiiuugli to be pleased. 1

tcld the Cheyennes vvliat he said, :ifid they instantly sig

nified their willingne-^s to go if the Colonel would give

fresh horses. He agreed to do thai, said the guard

would call us at 1:30, and sent us off to bed.

"Prompt to the minute llie guard awoke us, and

showed us the horses the master of transportation had

selected for uh. There were two mules and two horses—

none of them sery good, but the best they had, We
saddled up, and by 2 o'clock were on the trail. There was
bright moonlight, and the lieavy trail made by the

Sioux camp svas easily lollowed. At daylight we were
within a few miles of Sentinel Butte. On the .south

side of this, at a place called Ash Springs, as we sub-'

sequently learned, the .Sioux w^ere camped.
"Most of the warriors were out hunting whitetail that

niorning, but a number of them were left to guard the

camp, and some of these from the top of the butte saw
Its coming and laid a trap for us. .At a place where the

trail passed between two quaking asp groves they am-
buslied, but by some misunderstanding, or before they

had time to surround us, a warrior suddenly rose ujj

behind us and gave a warwhoop. We instantly dis-

mounted, and at the same time a dozen men came over

a little ridge ahead and charged down on us'. Medicine
Fly's mule was instantly shot, and the bullets whistled

all' around us. One fellow, mounted on a fine black

horse, charged right down on Medicine Fly. The boy
stood his ground, smiling, and taking deliberate aim
fired. The ball pierced the Sioux- through the heart, and
he fell almost at our feet. Medicine Fly instantly caught

the rope which was trailing and stopped the horse, and
then he scalped his man. The other Sioux wheeled and
turned back up the trail, and we gave them another

round, and killed one man and a horse. Then we all

mounted and dashed into the quaking asp grove at oiir

right.

•'Here we found a coulee, followed this down, turned

up a fork of it, and so out on to the prairie again, and
were at least 600 yards away before the Sioux knew
what had become of us. Had we stayed there a few
moments more we would have been surrounded and
killed. As it was, they gave us a sharp chase, and it is

a wonder they didn't kill some of us, for they kept up
shooting a long time. -After going three of four miles,

we came in sight of the soldiers, who were coming up
as fast a§ they could, and then the Sioux quit us. An
hour later' we were all back at Ash Springs, but the

camp had gone. From this plac^ they scattered out in

bunches of three or four lodges, and the chase was
abandoned.
"From that time on Medicine Fly waas* Wy constant

companion on scouting trips. I never saw a man who
f^o enjoyed a fight. At t;he least prospect of a scrimmage
he would dance about, smile and say, 'Now for fun. If

we are killed we will die like men. What is the use

of growing old and sick?'

"At one time four of us were out, and we saw seven
persons on horseback whom we thought to be Sioux.

Medicine Fly got oft' his horse, threw the saddle off" and
waited for the rest to follow suit. The others threw
their saddles oft' and stripped for fighting. I did not. I

had a big, pow-erful liorse, and felt more secure with

a saddle under me. As usual Medicine Fly was im-
patient.

' "Come on! Come en!' Ke said. 'Why so slow? Are
you afraid? I believe you are. Hurry, hurry! Let's

fight them/
"Away we dashed. Four to seven was big odds, but

we could do no less than follow Medicine Fly. The
seven persons seeing us coming got down and prepared
to fight. We were getting pretty clSsc, when one of

them held up his hand and.asked who we were, and then
we saw they were whites. Medicine Fly was disappointed
and wouldn't speak all the rest of the day. The whites
]>roved to be a scouting party from Fort Keogh. One
of them was my brother Robert, and another Lieut.

Casey.

"Five of Medicine Fly's brothers and his father had
been killed in battle. But one relative was left now, an
elder brother named Starving Elk. One day this man
walked up to another Cheyenne and said to him, 'I heard
you had called me a coward. Here I am now. If you
do not shoot I shall think you a coward.' The man
pulled a pistol and pointed it at Starving Elk, He
never flinched nor raised a hand. Crack! went the pistol,

and down fell Starving Elk, with a bullet through his
heart. This happened while Medicine Fly and I were
on our last trip together, or that would not have been
the end of the affair.

"In March. 1878, we were sent from Keogh to
Fort Peck with dispatches. We had been paid off a few
days before, and Medicine Fly had $30 in gold. This he
squandered at the traders' store at Peck, buying, among
other things, a pair of fine boots and an accordeon. He
had no use for either of these, for he never wore anything
but moccasins, and knew nothing about music.
"On our return trip along toward evening of the sec-

ond day we were nearing a creek. 1 saw a band of
buffalo not far off, and told Medicine Fly to go on and
make camp and I would kill some meat. So he went on
with the pack mule and I went over and killed a young-
cow, and took as much of the meat as I thought we could
use. Instead of .sneaking up as I should have done, T

chased the band, and had quite a run before 1 got a shot.
Well, I went on and found Medicine Fly had camped, as

I said, in a place like this. 1 didn't like the looks of it.

but said nothing for a while. After we had had supper
I said, 'Let us pacJc up now and go on a few miles.
There is a place near here called Crow Hill where the
vSioiix once killed a whole war party of Crows. There
is a queer rock fort there, and I would like to see it.'

" 'This is a good place,' said Medicine Fly. 'Here is

wood, water and good grass. Let us stay here to-night,
and to-morrow we will go and see Crow Hill.' -

'' 'But,' I said, 'this is a bad place. We are shut in

here. VVe can't .see anywhere. The enemy might come
to the top of that cutbank and kill us.'

•'It was no use, I couldn't get him to move; so I was

obhged to stay It seemed as if the very devil was
in him that night. He sang war song's, yelled, and tnade

a noisc- with hi? ac.cordeon, as it trying to attract acien

lion. Finally we made dowii our brds. Medicirie Fly

niade his by (he fire, but I made mine between the forki

of a fallen Cottonwood. I couldn't sleep, howerer, T fell

uneasy. . _

"It niigliL have been an hour or more' a iter .lying down,
when I heard some gravel fall off the cutbank and rattle

down into the water; ihtjn there was a shot. Medicirie

h^ly immediately jumped up and fired back, and then

there a fearful flash, an«I twenty or more, shots vyetr

fired at him. The horse's were frightened and running

about on their ropes. I didn't get up, but kept hallooing

"Whoa, Billy. Whoa, boy.' It was no use to call. They
either broke tlieir ropes or pulled the picket pins and
stampeded. There was no more sound from the cat

bank. I could hear Medicine Fly groan occa.sionally,

and knew that he was wounded. .After a while I got

up and went over to him. 'Oh,' he said. 'I thought.,you
were gone. Leave me now and get away if you can. I

shall never go. They have killed me.'

"I replied that I would not go. In fact, 1 couldn't ^o.

tor the horses had stampeded. I fixed a bed. -lor.

Aledicine Fly, got him as comfortably placed as possible

and then went oft' a little way and waited for .daylight.

That was an awful night. My old friend and companion
was mortally wounded, I knew, and felt as badly about h

as if he had been my brother. I couldn't think what had
become of the war party. T wondered why iliey did not

come in. and finish us. and I made up my mind that if, they

did conu' I 'would kill enough f)f them to avenge us

both before they took my hair. At last day began to

break, and I sneaked out and took a lc)ok around. Not
a living thing was in sight. I even went up on top of

the cutbank, but could see no trails on the hard, dry
grass. I went back to my friend. Mis eyes lighted up
when he saw me. and he said, '.Still here! Our hearts

are the same. I like yon.' .And presently, 'T am not
afraid to die. This is the way to die; shot down by the

enemy. I am glad.'

''After a while he asked lor water. I got a cupful, raised

him up and held it to his lips. He took only a .swallow,

shivered and died in my arms. For the rest of that day
I must have been crazy. I remeniber nothing until about
dark 1 found myself at the fort, forty .miles from where
Medicine Fly was killed. 1 told my story, and lay down
and slept. Next day. with some others, 1 went back and
buried Medicine Fly, and got our saddles and other
things. And while' we were burying him, [ told the

boys what a friend he had been to me, and how hrstMe he
was. Then one of the boys made a little speech. I can't

remember all he said. He said something about every
one doing their best according to their lights, and how
Medicine Fly had always done the best he could; that

he had always done more than his duty, and that if there
was any hereafter Medicine Fly stood as good a sho.vv

^o be happy as the next one.
"And then we got on our horses arid fr(!jd6''away.

"I found out afterward that it was the Assinaboines
who killed him. They told me about it themselves.
They saw me running buffalo and heard Medicine. Fly
singing, and thought we were Crows. But when they
heard me halloo at my horse they recognized my voice and
weotoff. I did not tell them that they killed the Oieyeime'.
1 wouldn't give them that satisfaction. I only said thai
they wounded him a little, and that he got all right in a

week or two. I have often thoughi about. that ni^ht. 1

shall never forget it, nor Aledicine Fly. T wish lor no
better friend and companion than he was."

PlEG.\N, Mont.

The Blacklick.
The Blacklick is a branch of the Conemaugh, whi-ch

Hows into i( about two miles below Blairsville. It

comes in from the east and northeast, and has its rise

among the hills along the border of Cambria and Indiana
counties. Its length is not less than thirty miles. In rny
boyhood it was one of the most pleasant of streams. .It

flowed through a country of farms and primeval forfcsts-

No manufactories of any kind or town of any description
stood upon its shores. Its waters were as clear and un-
sullied as in the days when the red Indian speared its fish

from his frail canoe. It is many years since I have looked
upon the waters of the Blacklick; but I understand that a
railroad has been built along its bank, and the sylvan
quiet is now broken by the screech of the locomotive
and its pure current polluted by the refuse of coal mines.
It looks as though no stream in the LTnion is to be
sacred from the railroad. Bad luck to the man that in-

vented the iron horse! But the Blacklick as it exi.sted at

the time to wdiich my mind now reverts was such a
stream as Walton wotdd have liked, or Henry Van L')yke

would lovingly place among his "Little Rivers."
Three points of contact wnth the Blacklick remain most

permanently fixed in my memory. One was a place
known as Campbell's Mill. It is more years than I

would like to say since T have been at Campbell's Mill,

My Uncle Henry lived there and operated the grist mill,

and I remember going out with him, four miles away.
How well T remember clinging to his waist as 1 rode be-

hind him on the back of old Nell, the gray mare, with my
little legs stuck out nearly at right angles with my body,
much as if I should ride astride of an elephant how.
What an immense beast she set-mt d to be, and what a

vast world was that which I viewed in round-eyed
wonder from my lofty position. 'Hiat .same old world
has been a i>uz?.lc and a matter of wonderment to nu-

ever since.

There was a mill pond there where the gee.se and the

little fluffy go.'ilings were swimming; there was a cov
ered wooden bridge across the creek that seemeil the

haunt of queer shadows and strange sounds; there wa.s

an orchard behind the house where oats were growing
among the trees and fallen apples were lying among
the oats. I recall even the tall clock., vvith its broad
swinging pendulum and its great metal weights hanging;
from their long cords; and even a book which I saw
there-, and have never seen a copy of it since—.some work-
on ""The Revelations." with a highly colored picture of

the scarlet Svoman seated on the beast with the seven
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heads alid ten horns—a work oi art which tascinated me
at the same time that it half-frightened me. I mention
these trifling details because they are among my earliest
iind deepest impressions.
Another point of contact with the Blacklick was Lich-

enthaler's Ford. We took this ford on the way to Hope-
well, a little country church painted white, which stood
on a low hill in the midst of a quiet pastoral region, witli
a churchyard adjoining it, where the rude forefathers
lA the hamlet slept in peace, each under his grassy knoll,
while overhead swam the hawk on . noiseless pinions in
v^ast circles through the azure depths. Lichenthaler's
Ford was noticeable as the site of an ancient Indian

.

village. The dark soil showed where the Indian women
had cultivated their fields of maize through many years,
while flint arrow heads and fragments of rude pottery
were mingled with the soil. In the adjacent forest w^ere
low lumuli, which were believed to be the last resting
places of the primitive inhabitants; but there had not
yet developed among their successors enough of anti
nuarian zeal or curiosity to lead aiiybody to explore
tiese mounds. The red man was still too near in point
uf time. The chief impression of him which remained
was that of a troublesome customer whom people were
glad to have got rid of and whom nobody wished to
have anything more to do with.
A third crossing of the Blacklick in oiir neighbor-

hood was . by a white-painted bridge near the mouth of
the creek. A small stream called Altman's Run comes
in here from the north, and on it stood a sawmill. It was
a little old-style sawmill, open on all sideSj and wath an
vipright saw. It was important to me in one way. be-
cause it iilu.strated the modus operandi by which the bear
in the story in' McGuffey's old "Third Reader," who
hugged the saw while it was in operation and clung to
it until he was sawed through and "fell off into the
tiood," was killed. At tlie farmhouse here was a spaciou.s
orchard. How vividly it all comes back into memory!
The rich fruitage pendent on the boughs and the fallen

apples, all golden and red-checked, lying in the grass.
Sub arborc poma. And walking among the trees, I

recall the owner, a venerable white-haired and" white-
shirted man with whose appearance my infancy was
familiar. He was a devout Lutheran, very dull of hear-
ing, and a principal prop in the denomination. In order
that he might hear the sermon, he always stood in tiic

pulpit cheek by jowl with the preacher. The top of his

head was bald and shining, the long white locks about the
sides and back of his head fell down over his wide white
collar, and his calm demeanor as he leaned forward upon
the pulpit and scanned the congregation I recall per-
fectly well. His presence in the pulpit had become so
customary that it excited no remark, and his absence
from his post would have been as noticeable as that ot

the minrster. I remember going once into his orchard
when he. was there, and picking up an apple I bit it, but
not liking the taste of it I threw it away, upon which he
reproved me for my wastefulness and remarked that in

the winter I might be glad to have that apple. I did not
think to ask him if my chance of having it then would
be any better if I ate it now.
A short distance beyond the farm of which I write were

the traces of an old, long-deserted village, which was
known as Newport. What the history of Newport was
I never heard, but it would seem to have been one of the

many villages that sprung up along the line of the once
famous Frankstown road. This highway was authorized
by the Legislature of Pennsylvania as early as 1787.

Some parts of it yet remain, and are still known by that

name. But the construction of the great northern turn-

pike about the year 1820 diverted much of the travel

from the Frankstown road, and Newport succumbed
to the rivalry of Blairsville, at the crossing of the

Conemaugh, ordy two or three miles away.
In my early days a ruined tenement, a solitary stone

chimney and several excavations and dilapidated founda-
tion walls marked the site of this abandoned village.

Of course the old house was said to be haunted. The
local Ichabod Crane was prepared to see a spook sitting

upon the roof-tree in the gloaming, and looking in at the

cashless windows at certain hours some such sight pre-

sented itself as Tam O'Shanter beheld in the "'auld

Kirk of .\lloway":

"Warlocks and witclies in a dance."

I came across there late one night with two or three

companions returning from Livermore; but none of us
saw any ghost. T think none of us tried to see one. I

know t did not. It was a remark of that shrewd old

philosoplier Dr. Samuel Johnson that many men deny
with their tongues their belief in ghosts, but confess it in

their fears.

Very pleasant to me are the memories of the Black-
lick—its clear waters gliding over the dark, moss-covered
stones in the channel; the occasional glimpses of fishes

in the pellucid depths, their whhe sides flashing for a

moment in the sunlight as they balanced themselves on
ii new course; the forest-lined banks, cool and quiet,

where wild pigeons, partridges, pheasants and squirrels

lived in comparative safety; the cultivated fields along
the shores, where the harvester swung his primitive

cradle among the standing grain, while wotnen and boys
followed in his wake and bound up the sheaves. No
such streams flow elsewhere. I am not surprised that

Maaman, far from home, should think the rivers of

Damascus, the Abana and the Pharpar, better than all

the waters of Israel. T. J. Chapman.
Pbm.n'SVLVANIA.

A Buried Toad's Long Sleep.
"

Wliile niaking excavations in connection with the pre-

liminary work of widening Forest Hills Square, West
Roxlittry District, a workman digging at a depth of about
S c i g feet noticed a peculiar ball of dirt. He picked it

up and broke it open and was greatlj' surprised to find

that the crust of clay contained a toad. He called the
attention of the boss to his "find," and as they examined
it the toad began to expand; it then began to extend its

legs, opened its eyes and in a few minutes Jumped from
the laborer's hand. The boss .said that the road at that
point had not. to his knowledge, been opened in fifteen

years and how the toad had lived in its comatose condi-
tion all tliose years was a matter of the greatest wonder
tu all who witnessed its revival.

The White-Footed Mouse.
Editor forest and Stream:
The white-footed mouse has taken possession of "my

cabin. Until a year ago the mice were kept in check by
stoats, but for some reason the stoats have failed to ap-
pear, and the mice are increasing rapidly, I^ find their
nests in every nook and corner. I go bareheaded the
most of the time, so it happens that when I do need a' hat
1 find It occupied by an enterprising mouse and her
family. Now a few mice lor company in the winter
evenings would not be objectionable, but I draw the line
when they become so numerous that I am forced to
cat and sleep with them. They are too cunning and in-
telligent to be kept in chock by traps. I have tried all

kinds of traps, only to find them useless. Last winter
I bought a wire rat trap—the kind with a trencher thai
tips and slides the rat into the space below,. The trap
was a failure. The mice were highly delighted with the
contrivance, and from the first used the trencher as . a
door leading into and out of the trap.
How does it happen that these shy inhabitants of the

woods are more inteliligcni than the cunning cit rat?
Some writers tell us that the lower animals cannot

reason. In such case it ought to be an easy matter for.
man to outwit a lot of fnoli.sh little mice. I tried the
experiment by fixing a wire to the trencher in such a way
as to give me Itill control. When the mice were engaged
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on the food in the trap I pulled my wire and made it

fast. The next morning my prisoners numbered twenty-
eight. I was about to drown the lot, when several pets
i lung to the upper wires of the trap, and the mute ap-
peal in their great wild eyes softened my foolish heart,
and I thought it would be more humane to lose them in
the woods. I carried them nearly a mile from the cabin
and turned them out near some' big boulders. I left a
.supply of food and promised myself to feed tliem from
time to time. Two nights later they were all back in the
cabin. Upon investigation I found that they had followed
my footsteps. I could see their tracks in the snow where
they had trooped ;dong in short journeys. At the end
of each journey the tracks would disappear under a
boulder or a tree, only to appear again, but always head-
ing for the cabin.

I baited and fixed the trap, while the mice scampered
abotlt, evidently celebrating their return. I told them
plainly that this was their last night on earth; that I had
outwitted them once and would now outwit them again.
But all my boasting came to naught. Not a mouse
would enter that trap while the wire was on the
trencher. The third night I removed the wire, and the
mice entered the trap without fear.

Vainglorious man had pitted his wit against the wit
of these little rodents and the rodents had triumphed.
Every sportsman knows how it is. He finds the wild
things just as intelligent and crafty as man with all his
boasted 3>uperiorit3'.

The white-footed mouse, unlike the house tiiouse, is

a handsome fellow. He sports a chestnut coat, a white
vest, reddish brown trousers and white stockings. His
eyes and ears arc uncommonly large, causing his head to
resemble a deer's in miniature. This resejiiblance has
bestowed upon him the name of "'deer mouse.^' He is also
called "wood mouse," but is known to science as Hesper-
umys kucopiis.

My object in writing about these mice is to call atten-
tion to their pecidiar method of communication. I have
summered and wintered them over fifteen years, ' and
never have I heard one of them utter, a vocal sound.
They communicate with each other by drumming with
their fore feet, or, rather, they drum with their toes, for
ihe foot in the act is held rigid while the toes move.

If any writer has called attention to this peculiar
niethod of communication it has escaped my reading. I

am well satisfied that the habit has never been published
before, so it must prove interesting to those who pry
into the secrets of Dame Nature.-
Some time in the future I will write about the dififer-

ent calls of these mice, . and of their food, intelligerice,

etc. _^ Hermit.

At Chipmunk Lodge.

The portrait is of Forest and Stxieam's long-time con-
tributor, Hon. Win. N. Byers, of Denver, Colo. It is a
snap shot at Chipmunk Lodge, his country home near
Colorado Springs, where Mr. Byers tells us. and the
picture attests, the .squirrels are most friendlyand confiding.

Persistent Nestings.
Editor Forest and Stream :

Mr J; Merton Swain in thcjiily 28 ntimber of ForesI'
AND Stream, gives 'a very

,

interesting narrative of his
experience with two red-shouldered hawks, in relation
to their breeding habits, covering a period of seventeen
years of uninterrupted observ'ation. Aside from the
.generally interesting character of Mr. Swain's weli-told
narrative, the occurences related by him of the second
breeding of these birds, and one season a third breeding,
after being deprived of the first and usual laying of eggs
suggests some reflections, about the exercise of mental
faculties and functional activities by these hawks, to meej
extraordinary and accidental exigencies, that sfeem quite
wonderful.

"

This is, of course, not a new thought by any means
as the subject has doubtless engaged the attention of
-students of natural history many times before now. Still
it seems to merit a passing notice in your pages.
There are many kinds of birds whose habit is to breed

oftener than once during a season when conditions are
favorable. There are other kinds whose nests are so
exposed to chances of being destroyed Ijiat bountiful
nature make_^s provision for supplying such losses when
sustained. Such birds undoubtedly have a store of em-
bryoiiic ova ready for use in such contingencies. But I
take it that the hawks do not belong to either category
and it seems strange that nature should supply a reserve
store of eggs for ready use to meet such a remote con
tingency as the destruction of the first set, in the case
of the hawks. But the second, and even third, arousing
oi the procreative instincts in response to so unusual a
demand seems to indicate a certain power of mental
initiative in them that is still more wonderful
There are many birds and other creatures whose pro-

creative functions are excited into activity at a certain
ever-recurring period year after year, which process has
continued for so many generations as to have acquired
all the force of hereditary instinct in its periodicity. But
in the classes of creatures here referred to the exceptional
demands upon them us the result of accident would
seem to be too infrequent to bring into action faculties
that belong to the domain of implanted instinct, which
IS the product of persistent experience.
The conclusion seems inevitable that hawks are en-

downed with those mental faculties that we call reason-
ing powers.
On the other hand, we are frequently reminded that

111 the unfathomable profundity of nature's laboratory
there are resources that lie without the channels of our
ordinary contemplation. This is exemplified in the in-
genuity displayed to supply substitutes for defects and
remedies for injuries in living organisms; in the phenom-
enal acuteness of the' auricular nerves when the optics
are wanting, and vice versa; in. the astonishing sensitive-
ness of the organs of touch when all the other senses are
gone; in the readiness with which one of duplicate vital
organs assiunes the burdens of both, after one has been
destroyed; in the immediate enlargement of collateral
veins in the human body when a principal vein (the
jugular, for instance) has been severed. These examples
may not be "pat to the purpose," but are suggestive of
nature's resourcefulness in regions beyond our ken,

Charles Darwin, in his industrious and untiring re-
searches, discovered that the roots of plants are pro-
vided at their terminals with a highly specialized "tip,"
possessing a- degree of sensitiveness and powers, of dis-
crimination akin to consciousness. With the "tip" cut
off, the root has lost its eyes, as it were, and proceeds
blindly m a straight line, in any direction that it happens
to lie in.

When a new "tip" has been restored, it proceeds with
seeming intelligence—if a tap root it becomes again
geocentric, pursuing . its way downwa:rd, but turning
aside from obstacles before actually encountering them,
etc. If a lateral root, through the guidance of the "tip"
moist regions are sought, and selection is made from the
soil of those particular ingredients that are needed for
the growth of the plant and the perfecting of its specific
generative germs.
Perhaps these hawks are provided with one of nature's

mysterious "tips." . Who can tell? Coahoma.
Missis-sippi.

South Sea Crayfish.
It is not to be supposed that the white resident in

Samoa goes entirely hungry because of disinclination to
eat the tasteless messes of the native co'okery. One can
always fall back. on provisions in tins, and the palate,
through much suffering, acquires a fine discernment of
the delicate shades of flavor as between tin and tin. But
too much tin is apt to pall, and the epicure is driven
to seek something fresh to eat.
No fault can be found with the crayfish of the Samoan

rivers. It is fresh, it cannot be spoiled in the cooking
and it has as fine a flavor as any crustacean even in the
country which ha, the double blessing of the soft-shell
crab and the Newburg kind of lobster. When fully
grown they average 4 inches in length of body, and are
about as thick as a man's thumb. The males, which
possess the finer flavor, are to be distifiguished by the
extreme length of the very slender first pair of claws
which not uncommonly attain the length of a foot These
crustaceans fairly swarm in the mountain streams, and
particularly affect the rock pools of their upper courses
They are so common and so easily taken that the
Samoans, whose ideas of prices are decidedly magnificent
peddle them in cocoanut baskets of fifty crayfish for six-
pence.

In catching tliem, dams of stone are thrown across the
stream with a small net stretched across the gap left for
the passage of the water. Beginning far above the dam
the fishermen wade down the stream at the break of
day, beating the water with saplings and prizing over the
large stones in the watercourse. Daybreak is the favorite
feeding time of the crayfish, or, at least, as they are of
nocturnal habit, the morning twilight is the most con-
venient time for the fishermen to find them out of their
hiding places under the rocks. The disturbance of the
water drives them down stream, and there they crowd the
net to bursting when they reach the dam.
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The islanders eat them both- raw and cooked, esteeming

'them a' particular delicacy in the living state. In fact, as

soon .as. one can accustom himself to recognize that the

oyster, has not taken out. a- patent on being eaten alive,

{here is no reason why that condition of the smaller

crustaceans should not prove- equally satisfactory to the

. civilized palate. The flesh of the living crayfish is much
more tender than when it is cooked, and the only draw-
"hack is the gummy nature of the vital juices. When
cooked the crayfish are either baked on hot stones,

steamed in leaves, or boiled, which is not a common nor a

convenient method in island cookery. A very satisfactory

preparation is with the succulent leaves of the taro, the

crayfish being wrapped in the leaf, the whole package
tied up with several others in a green banana leaf and
covered up in the native oven to cook slowly in the com-
bined juices of the animal and the plant, the oven being a

.pile of hot stones muffled with leaves and sand. The
shell of the crayfish is more easily removed than that of a

shrimp. The islanders husk the Avhole animal and eat

even the head, which the taste of white men rejects.

On civilized tables they make a good mayonnaise with
chopped alligator pears.

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

Notes. ffom the Yellowstone Park.

Yellowstone National Park, July 29.

—

Editor Forest

and Stream: I have been back a few days from Alaska.
I have not been in the Park since I took the elk and
deer from here for Washington, D. C, last November.
In the spring I passed through Livingston on my way
to Seattle. They were having no hard winter here. I

since learn that no game of any kind died from starvation.

Last winter and this spring a few animals were captured
and placed in the inclosure in front of the hotel; among
them one beaver. A new bridge is being built in

Golden Gate to replace the old one; for a few days teams
and stages will have to go over the old road built by
Col. Norris in 1878, and the drivers will get a taste of

mountain climbing by anj^thing but easy gradations; the

distance to Norris Basin will be about an h^ur longer.

A road is being surveyed from the outlet of Yellow-
stone Lake east to the head of one of the branches of

Sfinkingwater River, possibly Middle Creek, and on
down that river to Coday in Wyoming. This will admit
travel and a stage line from the Burlington road. The
scenery Vv'ill be fine, but not so interesting nor so grand
as a road up Clark's Fork of the Yellowstone through
Cook's City and down Soda Butte Creek. Travel now
comes in by wagons from west, south and north. When
the new road is completed there will be an entrance on
all sides.

There has been a very long continued dry month or
more. The roads are fearfully dusty and the season un-
usually hot. Fortunately the Park has escaped any seri-

ous fires so far, and we hope none will get out to destroy
the grass and timber. We all look for a severe winter,

and as the feed for game is short none ought to be de-

stroyed by fire; neither should any be cut for hay. A
few showers on July 25 cleared the atmosphere of smoke
and laid the dust for a day or two.

Capt. Oscar Brown, with Troop M, of the First Cav-
alry, left here on the 24th for China. They have been
replaced by Troop G, Capt. Goode.
The bears are as numerous as usual around the hQtels,

and quite troublesome to camping parties. H.

Red Squirrels as Pets.

Upper Dam,, Rangeley Lakes, Me.

—

Editor Forest

and Stream: I have read with interest Mr. Corsan's
artick in your issue of July 28 on "Squirrels as Pets."

For several summers I have kept the red squirrels in

boxes covered with wire netting, and have sometimes
had as many as twelve at a time. I had several large

packing boxes filled up with limbs of trees, etc., and all

connecting with each other. They seemed to thrive on
a diet of green corn, bread and milk, and when liberated

at the end of the summer would return for several

months afterward, and go through the boxes looking
for food and running the wheels.

I am anxious to know whether I could tame them
sufficiently to have them remain in front of and camp
among a clump of poplar and fir trees in the manner that

Mr. Cor.san suggests. I do not know that his sugges-
tion would apply to the red squirrel. We have four dogs
and a cat, and as the nearest woods are only 50 yards
away I am afraid they might be tempted to wander and
return no more.
Mr. Corsan omitted to mention the ground squirrel

of California in his list. It may be the cat squirrel he
speaks of, only that their color is a dark gray, with white
belly. Otherwise the description fits them. They became
such a pest on the ranch in the Sacramento Valley ten
years ago that we were compelled to resort to poisoning
them off with wheat saturated with strychnine. Since
then they have never entirely recovered their former
numbers, but are still far from scarce . These squirrels

never take to the trees, but live among the rocks. Their
tails are quite short and sparsely covered with hair.

They never wander far from their holes, which they run
to on the slightest danger. They are considered good
eating, but I cannot speak from experience.

Parke 1 WttiT-NEY.

Wild Ducks in Doinesti'cat'i n.

Mr. Andrew Boyd writes from Washing on county,

New York, where he is spending his vacation, an ac-

count of his success with young wild ducks. We have
referred him to Fred Mather's paper on "Wildfowl m
Domestication" in our issue of March 18, 1899. Mr. Boyd
says: For my amusement I brought (in the car with
me) ten young wild ducks, which I hatched out under a

buff Plymouth rock hen about two months ago. A j'oung

friend of mine has had a pair of old ones for over a

year, atid gave me the eggs. These old ones are quite tame,
can fly. of cour.se, and will come to his kitchen door
whenever he calls them.
Mine are growing more domestic every day. I have

them inclosed within a wire mesh fence, but open over-
head. I let them out two or three tim.es daily to run
upon the grass ; they come at my call and will lie down on
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the grass beside me. I dig worms for them and then

they seem wild with delight. I have to use watchful care

else they would get their heads cut ofiE, so excitedly do

they gather and scramble at every bit of dirt I turn

over. They make no attempt at flymg—indeed, their

wings are insignificantly small, feathers only just begin-

ning to appear, At night I shut them up in a coop to keep

them secure from a stray skunk or weasel.

They will eat a good large cabbage in a day; they

eat the refuse from the kitchen, and I feed them on

rolled oats, cracked corn and screenings. I give them
water in a large dish pan, which they use a great deal, but

almost constantly when they are eating, to wash their

food down, I suppose.

Do you know of any good article on their habits and
culture? I know nothing about how to care for them,

but I give them great attention because they give me so

much amusement and pleasure. I would like to get a

little information as to how to- feed and keep them.
-Andrew Boyd.

Crows Eating Sparrows.

A WELL-KNOWN Supreme Court official was busy at his

desk the other day when his attention was attracted by

the cawing of crows near the roof of the Capitol. The
cries were so frequent and loud that he concluded there

must be something unusual going on. Lookmg out of

the window he saw two big black fellows alight on the

roof near by and begin to claw in a rainspoul. They
soon had a nest full of young sparrows exposed, and it

took only a few moments to dispose of the whole sparrow

brood. Evidently crows are not thoroughly useless, he

thought.—Washington Star.

$port$ttten'$ fina$.

Some o£ the Queer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking lor Game or Fish,

10.

Linwood Witham, of Washington, Me., while fishing

in Medomac Pond, saw the form of a boat embedded in

the mud, the water in the pond being unusually low. The
attention of others was called, and after considerable
labor by a large crew of men the boat, which was filled

witli stones, was raised. It proved to be a canoe, dug
out of a pine log. It is 12 feet long and 3^2 feet wide.

The part that was embedded in the mud is well preserved.

The oldest residents in that locality have no recollection

of any such craft ever being seen about the pond, and it

is probable that it is a relic of those primeval days when
the untutored red men roamed the forests.

n,

A party of fishermen, driven ofl' Nelson Lake, near
Peekskill, N. Y., by a storm, saw a distance a tumble-
down hut. To escape from the rain they hastened thither,

and, supposing it unoccupied, burst in. To their surprise

they found its only room occivjied by an old man. He
was apparently nearly ninety .. ears of age. A great mass
of matted beard and hair tumg about him. He was
crouching over a smoky wood fire stirring a pot which
contained nothing but shelled corn and a piece of pork.

There was scarcely any furniture in the room and in the

corner were a few rags and heap of straw, from which
his niece, only a few days before, had been removed to

the county house to die of consumption. The hut is sit-

uated in the heart of what is known as Conklin's Wil-
derness, about two miles from Shrub Oak and seven

from Peekskill. The old man would talk but little and
evidently wished his visitors away. The storm slacking

the fishermen withdrew. Subsequent inquiry showed that

the man was well known thereabouts as Ransom Barger,
the miser hermit. He has many thousand dollars' worth
of Government bonds and owns a fine farm in Putnam
county. For a long time he has lived in this hut and has
subsisted on boiled corn and pork. He was once a jus-

tice of the peace in Putnam Valley, Putnam county, and
is still proud of his title of "Squire."

12.

A party of Alton, 111., sportsmen were cruising up the

Illinois River last spring on a hunting trip, when one
dropped a deer's foot horn handle Bowie knife overboard
in 20 feet of water. The loser visiting Grafton, a local

fisherman's headquarters, in the early summer, was sur-

prised to see a resident complacently whittling a stick

with his knife. He proceeded to claim it, and identified it

as his property by the initials graven on the handle.

"Well, pardner," responded the present holder. "I s'pose

you may be telling the truth, but I cut this here carver

oiten the ponch of a 40-pound channel catfish that I took
in my net in May. and I reckon it ought to be worth a

reward." The reward was paid, and the Alton man car-

ries his knife again, claiming that ever since its recovery

it has added virtues as a mascot.—F. C. Riehl.

Miniature Books.

Miniature volumes on sport are always an interesting

study. They are truly much in little. The diminutive
edition of Walton's "Compleat Angler," 2 inches long
and 1 34 inches in width, recently published at the Oxford
University Press, is not the first of its kind. So long ago
as 1662 there appeared a pocket volume (32mo.) equal-

ing it in width and only % inch longer, with the follow-

ing title: "The Young Sportsman's Instructor; or. An-
gling, Fov/ling, Hawking, Hunting, Ordering Singing
Birds, Hawks, Poultry, Coneys, Hares and Dogs and
How to Cure Them. By G. M. Sold at the Gold Ring,
in l^ittle Britain." It was reprinted in 1820 for T. Gos-
den by J. Johnson, at the Apollo Press, Brook street,

Holborn. This curious and truly diminutive volume, of
which a copy is \n the British Museum, measures 2%
inches by i34 inches and contains pp. vi., 136 and one
leaf, as follows: "The Young Angler's Instructor," pp.
I—76: "The Art of Fowling," pp. 77—112; "Instructions
for the Huntsman," pp. 113—122; "Directions for Hawk-
ing/'

J>p. —136.—London Field.

'^^^ ^nd 0nn.

A Day in the Marsk
Raleigh, N. C.—Ten years ago rural gunners, who are

what is known as dead shots at the partridges, used to

bring to Raleigh for sale not a few woodcock. They
called them "snipes," and considering them, by reason of

the length of their bills, to be in some way inferior to the

partridge, they pulled off their heads, put them on the

"string, ' and thought they had done a neat bit of work
in passing them off as partridges. The usual price of the

partridges thus brought in is 8 1-3 cents a piece, and not
infrequently the epicure would get half a dozen woodcock
at that figure. But some city man has let out the secret

that the woodcock is choice, and now the price is 15
cents. The snipe the country sportsman never kills.

A little south of Raleigh is a long line of marsh, in

which in the last days of winter and in the tender first

days of spring excellent snipe shooting is to be had, and
this in to be a story of a day in the marsh. Our winter
does not really begin until Jan. i, and ends, one may say,

early in March. There is a small fall flight of snipe, but
it is the shooting which begins about Feb. 20 which is the

best. The marsh is burned early in the year. Snipe
dearly love the burned ground, and their favorite boring
places are where the cattails have been rankest.

At the edge of the marsh is a darky, who is only too
glad to act as helper in a hunt, who will go anywhere
after game which he sees killed, and for whom briars and
the deepest marsh have no terrors. As we enter the

marsh the "Chunk ! Chunk 1 Chunk 1" of a king rail is

heard. The darky stops instantly and says, with head
half-turned, "Lissen at him a-drivin' stobs in de ma'sh.
He's a bird. Some uns thinks dey's frogs, but dey's rale

shore 'nuff birds. I'se seed um. Dey has dey nes'es in

dere. I seen de young uns onct."

A suggestion that this rail be hunted delights the darky.
Rail hunting is a game at which certainly two can plan

—

the rail doing the most of the playing. He is the past-

master of all skulkers. We beat the reeds for him. They
can be seen to wave as he runs. He flashes out, and is in

like a flash, with his queer teetering movement. He gives

his peculiar cry yards away. There is a ditch near by. It

is watched. Suddenly what seems like the ghost of some-
thing appears in the dense reeds along the bank. A
chance shot bags the rail. Two others are found in a yet

smaller reed patch. They weave patterns in this, often-

times coming in behind the man who with much labor is

striding through the reeds. One suddenly makes a dash
for a ditch, gets in it and is gone before a gun can be
raised. The other bird does likewise. As soon as safe

they cry. Any noises, and particularly shouting, increase

their desire to cry. As we walk along in the open a rail

suddenly rises and is knocked down easily, so slow and
lubberly is its flight. A minute later a sora rises and
is killed. Put beside the rail and looked at quickly, he
appears to be a miniature rail, but on closer inspection

there are seen to be several dififerences.

A peculiar cry is heard overhead. The bird is fly-

ing, and the note is three whistles, like those given iii

railing a colt. "Dat's wun er dem colt birds," says the

darky. A shot gets the bird. It is the upland plover.

"Dat's de fus' wun er dem dat ever I had my han' on,"

he adds. "Dey rambles around in de plowed ground, and
is right sociable like wid de mules and bosses, but don't

like folks much. We calls um colt birds, 'cause dey
whistle is same as de way you calls er colt to you."

Perched on the topmost limb of a sweet-gum tree is a.

kingbird, or bee martin, as country folk call him. He is

the Marshal Ney of birds
—

"the bravest of the brave."

He flies down, then returns to his perch, or flutters off

and then back again, always keeping an eye on the general

situation. Suddenly a buzzard flies up, aroused by some
person across the creek. As he approaches the bee martin

the negro, with a grin, says: "Now you jus' watch
Mister Bee Martin ride dat buzzard. He shorely will git

er ride off'n him." As he says the words the kingbfrd

makes a dash at the big black buzzard, and the latter puts

on his best gait. The kingbird seems to strike at his

back, between the wings, and sometimes almost to rest

there. "See dere now, he's er ridin' him," cries the

darky, and then he shouts at the fleeing buzzard a verse of

the negro song,

" Turkey buzzard, turkey buzzard,

Lend me your whing,

Carry me 'cross de river

To see Sallie King."

It is the old, old story of the elephant and the gnat. The
daring and impudent little rascal of a bird does not cease

to worry the buzzard for several hundred yards, and then

flies back to his resort on the sweet-gum. The negro,

discourses on the buzzard. "Dat's de Souf Caliny king,"

says he. "Dey whips de rusty buzzards and runs um
away fum er carkis ev'ry time." The South Carolina buz-

zard is really a far handsomer bird than his rusty-

feathered and bald-headed conquerer. His flight is very

different. He gives three quick wing beats, then skims,

and repeats this. The other buzzard has a greater spread
of wing, but his flight is irregular. Both soar to great

heights, and often disappear from sight. When soaring

they are grace itself.

A bird flies up from a shallow of the creek. "Dat's de
blue hearn," says the negro. "Mos' folks calls dern de
fly-up-de-crick or de shypoke." The bird alights in a

tree and gives a raucous call, as if he had a case of croup.

With a cry as swift as his flight, a snipe flashes out of

some willows. He climbs into the sky, and out of the

bosom of a cloud, as it seems, two others join him. The^'

swing with perfect precision, disappear, reappear, and
with a last wide sweep, as if cutting figures of 8 in the

sky, suddenly half-fold their wings and return to earth,

not 50 yards from where the one rose. One is noticed

as he alights. He appears to stand on tiptoe with wings
partially opened, then, closes them and seems to sink into

the very earth. As we walk toward the snipe, they rise,

and a single shot happens to kill two. They fall one on
breast and one on back. The latter, with light-colored

breast upturned, can be seen yards away, while the other
has actually to be closely searched for, and is almost
stepped on several times. The plumage of the back, with
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its soft shades of brown, harmonizes with the ground.
"Dem snipes shorely twisses when dey flies/ remarks
the darky in his most sententious manner.
Among the charred stumps of the old cattails, where the

young growth is beginning to show, the snipe are thick.

They get up in wisps, and the repeating shotgun is kept
busy. How the shells disappear and, alas, how many
misses there are ! The snipe swing into the sky. They
quarter it, far in the haze, as if in cloudland, until the
eyes grow watery with watching as we crouch and wait.

Some are gone, some return and are marked down. One
alights not 30 feet away. His actions are as described.
He turns his head, with an incredibly swift movement,
and his beady eyes are seen to glitter. Then he is ob-
served as he springs against the air and with a cut of
the wing turns into the willows so abruptly that he strikes

a limb and makes it tremble.
The snipe are plentiful ; here in marsh knee deep, here

in soft grass as dainty as spring itself, here in ditches and
here in a field plowed for the first time in many years
and in long-abandoned clay pits drained for the first time.
"Dey gits up onexpected," says the darky. One cries and
repeats his cry, which a lucky shot stops with startling

suddenness. "IDat shut off his valve," the negro remarks
with a wide grin at his own humor.
A big "drove of blackbirds," as the darky terms them,

rises, led by the males with gorgeous wing ornaments of
scarlet and gold. With them are seen robins and several
)fellowhammers. The latter are in this latitude ex-
tremely sociable, and associate with other birds, abandon-
ing trees quite largely and getting food out of the ground.
They are always spoken of as the yellowhammer here.
The national woodpecker, with his red. white and blue
plumage, is termed the shirt tail, while the great wood-
pecker is called the log cock or the good god. The darky
gives him the latter name, and says it is what the bird
says in his strident call, which can be heard a great dis-
tance. Two of these big birds are heard in some heavy
timber on the skirt of the marsh. Several bitterns are
seen. They are not eaten here.

Spring birds come early here, and along the waterway
are observed the bluebird, the indigo bird flycatchers and
the shrike or butcher bird. The really sweet notes of the
catbird are heard. He is a sort of "poor relation" of the
prince of songsters, the mockingbird. One of the latter

swings on the top limb of a water oak, and with an air
well worthy of_ Jean de Reszke himself, literally sings
frxim his soul, imitating everything in feathers, running
the scale and then dashing off into staccato passages and
all manner of brilliant improvisations.

Fred A. Olds.

ffConcerning the Term Sportsmen.
Hamlet—Do you see yonder cloud, that's almost in the shape of

a camel?
Polonius—^By the mass, and 'tis like a camel, indeed.
Hamlet—Methinks it is like a weasel.
Polonius—It is backed like a weasel.
Hamlet—Or like a whale.
Polonius—Ve-ry like a whale.

There is an old saying about several blind men who,
by the sense, of touch, examined an elephant. If my
memory serves, one reported the animal to resemble a
serpent, another that it was like a tree, and yet another
that it was like the side of a house. This might be
pardoned in blind men, but a more unanimous opinion
M'ould be expected of men blessed with sight.
Written with the best intentions, an article of mine in

Forest and Stream has aroused contention as to the
attributes that should characterize or distinguish sports-
men. I find that, from the several individual comments
upon the subject, there is much the same unanimity
among us as existed in the opinions of the blind men
about the elephant—that is to say, none whatever. More
than this, my assertions were misunderstood and mis-
construed; this with notable unanimity. Shakespeare
is always pat, and 1 quote, "There is something in this
more than natural, if philosophy could find it out."
There appears to be no good reason why sportsmen

may not be distinguished as clearly as are lawyers,
doctors, journalists, divines or any other school of
men other than specialists. There are many and diverse
kinds of lawyers, etc., just as there are of sportsmen.

This, however, is not pertinent to my objection to the
word sportsmen. My assertion plainly stated was and is

that the term is misleading and morally pernicious as ap-
plied to the class of persons comprehended under the
phrase "American sportsmen"; and that the constituency
of Forest and Stream is not notably made up of sports-
men the specific meaning of the word. I submitted
Webster's definition of the word sportsman, viz., "One
who pursues the sports of the field; one who hunts,
fishes and fowls; one skilled in the sports of the field."
No more fitting or generally admitted definition can
be desired for a very large class of persons.
My assertion must now take the form of contention,

and my contention is that this journal is not notably
a sportsman's journal, as evidenced by its contents for a
quarter of a century, but that it has fulfilled and is ful-
filling a broader and higher place than a journal could
devoted to real sportsmanship; and that it does not in
fact commend nor support the sportsmanship defined by
Webster, and as generally construed in America.
Basing my judgment in the- selection upon Webster's

definition, as well as upon the common acceptance of the
word, sportsmen, I submit a list of sportsmen, viz.:

Market hunters, pigeon shooters, trappers, snarers, de-
coyers, ambushers, count-fishermen, pot-shooters, game
butchers, poachers, trespassers, bird netters, fish seiners,
explosive users in killing fish, plume hunters, robin
shooters, and potentates skillful enough to slaughter
game driven to shambles of their own designs.

If' the above named are not in the aggregate sports-
men, "there is no purchase in money." They pursue
field sports, and they hunt fish and fowl, and they are all

more Or less skillful in field sports. More than this, they
may be said to comprise the great bulk of the family or
c]as;s.

Against the "little list" foregoing let us consider the
FoREST AND Stream family or fraternity—editors, con-
tributors and friends. Does any one of a hundred of its

popular and accepted contributors desire to be known
particularly or generally as a pursuer of the sport's of the
field, skillful at fishing, hunting and fowling? If so his

ambition should be to distinguish himself by big counts
and most, sport in successfully killing other creatures.
No; they are lacking in the essential attributes of genu-
ine sportsmen. Otherwise they would be fnonotonous
people indeed.

"Our wills and fates do so contrary run
That our devices still are overtlirown

;

Our thoughts are ours, their ends none of Qur oyra."

I do not wish to be understood as asserting that there
are no sportsmen. On the contrary, I admit that sports-
men are represented in and by Forest and Stream, and
elsewhere in larger bodies; but my contention is set forth
clearly now, certainly.

"The unwritten laws governmg the matter of .sports-

manship" are of the very essence of my objection to the
word as generally applied. These unwritten laws are
mysteries, or things unknown to the amateur or youthful
seeker after out-of-door diversions; and if all sorts of
depredators upon animal life are classed as sportsmen
such guides afe valuless, where, if understood, they
woidd be most valuable. The killing of fish and game,
however skdlfvdly, is a small beginning in the genteel
requirements that should be known to those who know
least of the unwritten rules of httmane demeanor afield.

Admitting that it would be impossible to define exactly
to all minds the attributes of a gentleman, we could cer-
tainly define them more accurately than to say, "A man
who pursues social entertainment; a man skillful at social
diversion at wining, dining and dancing." If that
^vcre the definition of gentleman, given by Webster and
commonly accepted, not many men would desire their
sons to grow up with no clearer conception until they
could learn unwritten laws known to men of experience.
The proposition as to the word sportsman is almost

as pertinent, and almost the same. If "in the discussion
of particulars the tout ensemble would be lost," a clear,

concise definition of the meaning and application of the
word should be found. No English word is elastic
enough to properly designate poachers, pot-hunters and
game and fish killers of all kinds and also include the
many talented, polished and refined men who grace the
coluinns of this journal from year to year, with as manly
and humane entertainment as can be foimd in the world.
Their sport is not found to any marked extent in the
mere accomplishments that imply sportsmanship.
A missile came hurtling from St. Augustine, Fla., a

town that is too antique and ancient for modern engines.
The town, I think, was founded by Spaniards, and Didy-
mus evidently fired from some old catapult loaded with
junk by Christopher Columbus or Ponce de Leon. Has
any one ever found out where Spanish missiles go to?
It is no use to inquire of Admiral Dewey, or of the
marines, is it?

Didymus says the common definition of sportsman is

"inen who shoot," and that he would let it go at that.

Hitherto I confess to a kind of regard I had for him; but
he says also that my experience qualified me "to define
a bee hunter," alluding to minor points, of uncomfortable
memory, and implying that sportsman was beyond me.
Must I, like Sir John Falstaff, be "not only witty in
myself, but be the cause that wit is in other men?"
Zounds! "I will have my brains taken out and buttered,
and give them to a dog for a New Year's gift!" Men
who shoot, indeed! Why, he will have us all drafted for
the army, that being our largest sporting organization.
Those, then, are not soldiers in the Philippines, but
sportsmen! Sampson, Schley, Dewey—the Olympia,
Oregon, Vesuvius, etc., are a nice little outfit for sporting
purposes!
Why, each sA-llable he hath writ doth disavouch the

other. He says, O Didymus the consistent, that
sportsmen are men who shoot; and then he denies that
market hunters and professional shooters—the very men
who shoot most—are sportsmen. What about cowboys,
desperadoes, minions of the moon? Ransacker.
Shasta Mountain, Cal.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

News' from the Rocky Motintains.

Chicago, 111,, Aug. 4.—I believe I mentioned last week
that my old friend of the Two Medicine country. Black-
foot Reservation, Crosby Boak, who drove team the
time we went in there for a winter goat hunt, is for the
present stopping here in Chicago, though he goes back
as far west as Iowa before long, and will probably re-
turn to the reservation, or rather to the Summit Station,
near there, early this fall. Boak is getting over the ef-

fects of a broken leg, which a mountain doctor set for
him very clumsily, so that the ends lap and leave the
limb shortened a little. He is thinking of getting it

broken over and reset here in Chicago, as it troubles him
a good deal even yet, a year after the accident.
Boak tells me he has surely got my grizzly staked out

this time and wants me to solemnly promise to come out
and get him next spring. I am willing to promise to try
to come, but that is about all a fellow can do. There is

a Chicago gentleman here who wants to go along, and
we both want to go in when it takes snowshoes to travel,

and just about the time when the snowslides are ripe.

It is some fun to hear and see a snowslide in the Rockies
if it doesn't come your way. Also that is the best time
and the best place to get a bear. Mr. Ephraim starts his
spring travels pretty high up the mountain sides, and is

dead willing then to eat anything he can get his feet on.
When he strikes the first fresh earth left by a good big
snowslide he is very apt to go nosing along the bank
where the roots and bushes are torn loose, to see if he
can pick up anything to eat. Put your bait, then, at the
foot of the slide, where the nice aroma will waft up the
mountain side. Put your blind also there and go into
cold storage in the blind and stay there as long as you
can._ Maybe you can stand it till a bear decoys in. There
won't be any more slides come down where this one did,
so j^ou are just as safe there as you are in camp, and
maybe safer.

I presume this is as sure a way to get a grizzly as any
that can be devised. Boak and his partner Scott killed
and trapped ninety-eight bears in seven years in the
country he has in mind, and he says he can get me that
grizzly all right if I can get away. ' I don't see why that
wouldn't be a very decent trip, though it might be a

trifle coolish and maybe a leetJe hungry, for we would
have to pack in on our own backs all our camp outfit.

The only thing that bothers me is how could we get
our bear hides out? A good grizzly skin weighs mighty
heavy. Boak said that in all his travels in the bear
country they never got a decent bear story and never got
but one really big bear out of the ninety-eight. That one
had a hide that measured 9 feet one way and 10 feet the
other a pretty good bear for these days. If my friend
and I go in there that is the kind of hide we want. But how
are we going to pack it out? Life is full of discourage-
ments.

I must give a letter which Boak lately received from his
Rocky Mountain home, written by Henry Morrison, bet-
ter known at the Summit as Slippery Bill, for what spe-
cial reason deponent sayeth not. Slippery has been out
trying to rope wild mountain goats, there being a very
good chance for this not far from his place at the Sum-
mit, a sort of high table land, with a little pinnacle on
it, to which a goat or sheep will nearly always take when
pushed by a dog. Writing July 8 Slippery goes on to
say:

."Friend Crosby: This is the earliest spring you ever
saw in this country. Snow is all gone off the hills. You
remember the outfit that stopped at McCarthysville from
Great Falls? Morgan and they got two bear on Oly
Creek, Well, two of them are come back this spring, and
ihey have nine bears now and expect to get more. Billy
Morgan, kids and all, have gone back on the reservation.
McKay and V. have gone back too. I had a letter from
Ally Goss and he says he has not seen the horse this
spring. Willy Goss has married Louie Capell's girl Mag-
gie. They had a big time. Billy Ellsworth has sold his
part of the St. Mary's country and gone to Pennsylvania.
Horace Clark brought my horses up some time ago. I
think you I^ad better come back to the mountains. A
cyclone or something else will do you up in that flat
country. It is not a safe place to live. Bring some of
your friends out and show them some good hunting.

I went up the mountain yesterday after goats. I wanted
to catch a kid. The dogs got an old nanny with one
kid on top of a rock and held her there. I had a %-mch.
rope with me and I thought I would rope her. I could
not get it over her head, but after missing her about a
dozen times she stepped in the loop and I snatched it up
on one forward leg. Say, she is gone with the rope.
When I got stopped I was about 200 yards down the
hill and glad to be there. I called off the dogs and came
home for fixing. I have not gone after the gun and-
don't think I will for a few days. Guess I'll rope some'-
more goats! How is you leg getting along? It ought to
be all right for the hills this fall. Try it, anyhow."

Idaho.

Mr, F. S. Thorndike and his friend Mr. Richard, of
Paris, France, are in Chicago to-day outfitting for a trip,

into the mountain regions of Idaho. They are interested,
in mining properties some eighty miles north of
Ketchum. Idaho, and have often been in there before.
Mr. Thorndike tells me that the ranges of the Salmon
River country, not very far from - their mines, are still

completely wild and almost untraveled. They get very
good sheep hunting, and Mr. Thorndike says that he
took back to Paris a head which he calls "very valua-
ble," a_ ram's head whose horns measured "just over 18
inches." This is the nearest I have ever heard of an
equal to the great head which Billy Jackson gave me
some years ago. I should not be willing to think the
Billy Jackson sot of horns less than any other pair on
earth until I had actually seen and measured the others.
Yet this head taken to Europe by Mr. Thorndike must
have been a grand one. He did not kill it himself, but
bought it. He says that there are very many bears all
along the Salmon River, and indeed that game of all
sorts is abundant in there yet. They have grand trout
fishing near their mines, and both gentlemen are laying
in abundant trout tackle of a very husky pattern, get-
ting ready for the heavy fish of that region. Their lines
seem surely cast in pleasant places.

Billy Ho'er Back from Alaska.

Billy Hofer, late of the Yellowstone Park at Gardiner,
Mont.,, and still later of Alaska, is in Chicago this week
and may be here for several days yet, visiting and en-
joying himself, he calls it, though what there is here
to enjoy just now is a puzzle to anybody who lives here.
Billj^, whose reputation as a taker and tamer of wild ani-
mals is second to none in the country, was appointed
by the United States Government as a special commis-
sioner to go up into Alaska and get specimens of the
giant Kodiak bear—the sort you read about in books and
sometimes see in the sportsmen's expositions. Billy
took his old Yellowstone traps and cages and made quite
a trip, getting as far north as latitude 63 degrees. He
did not get his supplies in time for anvthing but a short
season, but succeeded in getting four bears, one of them
a brown fellow, young but very large, and which promises
to make a good specimen when grown. The others were
black bears, and for these he did not care so much.
As to the Kodiak bear proper, Billy speaks rather dis-

illusioningly. One has always heard that this is the bear
which swims out to meet the boats, with blood red, rav-
ening jaws, and fights anything that travels near it As
a m.atter of fact. Billy says, this is the most cowardly
bear on earth, the island bears especially so. So far
from the natives being afraid of them, they kill them
right along, sometimes killing them with a spear, which
would seem a bit ticklish as a steady job. The Kodiak
bear is deadly scared of a man and will leave the country
if it smells a camp-fire. Billy hopes to negotiate these
fellows all right the next time he goes up. He left some
of his big traps—one side of these iron bound affairs
weighs nearly a ton—in charge of local men, nicely set
out in good country. He may get more bear than some
of his men Avant. As a whole, Billy does not think much
of his trip, but hopes to do better when he gets in there
with more time on his hands.
For Alaska itself Billy has nothing but praise. He '

says it is a prodigious country and the roughest he
ever hunted In some places the bears have worn regu-
lar trails, like elk trails in Wyoming, deep into the earth.

'

Crossing these are fox trails, and sometimes the trails of
the land otter. Each animal makes its own trail and
does not use those of the others, perhaps for very good
personal reasons sometimes. Red foxes he saw of great
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size and splendid coaf The sea otter he thinks is nearly

extinct. One schooner was- out three months on a hunt

and did not get a hide in the whole time.

It is not like Billy Hofer to get much excited over

anything, or to get any kind oi bug in his hat, but he

seems to have caught the Alaska microbe pretty bad.

Wishes he could live up there and all tliat sort of thmg.

Yet this is not wronderful, for Alaska is the nearest to

the real thing in Western goods that there is now left

in the world, and it naturally catches the notion of the

old-time Western man. Billy Hofer has been in the

West for twenty-eight years and has seen it change very

much in that time.

Billy says that Ed Howell, the one-time notorious

poacher of the Yellowstone Park, is now in tho, Philip-

pines, Always a very plucky and venturesome f;ellow.

Howell and another daring soul took ship for the Philip-

pines some time ago in the hope of finding some "good
mineral country," as the Western saying goes. They got

oift away in front of the military lines prospecting and
at last accounts had been arrested and told not to get

too gay, but to wait till the subjugation business liad

gone on a little further. Howell seems to have the luck

of getting into trouble with the militarj'.

Odd enough is this little old world of. ours. Now. there

was Capt. Geo. S. Anderson, Superintendent of the Park
at the time Howell was taken, and no cheerful lover of

the latter, nor the latter of him. The whirligig of fate

finds both these men from the Yellowstone now in the

Philippines. It is Cap. Anderson no longer now, but

Col. Anderson, and there is no better soldier in the

army than this same. Report has it that Col. Anderson
is in perfect health and is looking splendid, rather tak-

ing well to the dreaded Filipino climate. I do not know
whether he sees Howell or not, but I reckon they
wouldn't dislike each other so mucli now as they did
when they were in different lines of business out in the

snowy Yellowstone.
E! Hough.

HARTiroRit BuitDiKO, Chicago, III.

Tracking Big Game in Burmah.
It was once well said by a great sportsman that killing

a salmon in a Canadian river was a sport as superior to

killing one in Scotland as shooting a lion in Africa was
superior to shooting a stag in the Highlands. Probably
to those who have had experience of it, tracking and
shooting big game is in an equal degree a more exciting

sport than having them tracked or shooting them off-

hand. Yet it is strange how few big-game shooters actu-
ally track for themselves the animals which they eventu-
ally shoot. Many are quite content to leave the tracking
to the shikari, only taking a hand by using their rifles

when they are finally brought up to the game.
The art of tracking, for such it is, is not by any means

difficult to acquire. It consists chiefly in good powers
of observation rather than in some occult .skill with which
m6st young fellows seem only too ready to credit the
shikari. I do not wish to detract in any way from the
usefulness and general advantages derived from the ser-
vices of a good tracker, and, of course, a man who knows
the particular country .in , which he is shooting is indis-

pensable. It is rather to supplement those advantages
by inducing the sportsman to take part in the operations
that I venture to offer these remarks, An Englishman
usually has better eyes than a native, if he only knows
how to use them from practice, and his power of observa-
tion, if only cultivated, will have a wider and deeper
range than that of any native, Tliis is a matter, however,
to which the saying nascitur non fit most strongly applies,
but given a man with ordinary intelligence it may with
rare be greatly sharpened and improved.
In the forests of Burmah, where our scene is laid, I

never cared about tracking big game except during the
monsoon, for during the rainless months the ground did
not take a sufficiently clear impression to indicate whether
t.raGks_ of game were old or fresh. The beginning of
the rains was the best time

;
then, all the forests having

been burnt over, there were no leaves on the ground to
rattle like half a dozen kettle drums as one moved along,
and the slots of deer or spoor of elephants showed freshly
on the ash strewn ground or on the sprouting grass of tht-

hillsides, This was the time to get up on to the hills,

which the bison then much affected, and. camping among
the pine forests at about 3,000 feet above the plains, to
keep a close eye on the ridges of the hills for the tracks
of bison, banteng elephant and smaller game, though
the latter we usually shot as we chanced on them, with-
out troubling to track them. A man who knew the coun-
try was indispensable, and if he could track well so much
the better.

Supposing tracks of bison to have been found, the first
matter to settle was how recent they were. We knew
that it had rained on the previous night at about IJ
P. M. We could, therefore, easily decide whether the
herd had passed along before or after this event. The
veriest tyro could, of course, decide that matter. Puddles
tn the hoof prints or a muddy deposit in the part where
the hoof cut deepest would be certain indications of the
herd having passed before the rainfall. To decide how
long before the rainfall would be a more difficult matter,
and we should be helped to a conclusion on this poini
by examining the grass growing along the path or track
where the herd passed. This is a much better clue than
any I know. It is hardly an exaggeration to say that,
granted the herd has passed within a few days, one can
tell within a few hours. Carefully take a piece of grass
from which an animal has bitten off the top. and comnarc
It with a piece of crass freshly plucked and bitten off bv
yourself You will! immediately see the difference be'-
tween the two. No microscope is required. You might
also take another sample of grass, if it can be. found,
which you know to have been cropped by an animal, some
time oreviously. Now, on comparing the three, the piece
freshly plucked is .seen to be ereen almost to the-. end.
where there is a slightly whitish mark caused by your
teeth when it was bitten ; the second piece is dried almost
brown for . perhaps the sixteenth of an inch from the
end; the piece last plucked is in a similar state, but for
.abont the eighth of an inth from the end. where it is
dried and brown. 1 well recollect on one oecasion romine
on quite fresh trades of a/blson unfortunately, thefe had
been no rain within the- pfrcviovjs ,twentr-fotjr hours at

least, so that the tracks only told us that the animals had

passed within that period. However, on examinmg the

grass irom which the animals had grazed as they passed

we came to the conclusion that they had gone along just

in front of us; indeed, the shikari asserted that he could

smelj them, which was, no doubt, true. We did not go

'300 yards further before we came upon two line full-

grown bison—a cow and a bull. This I felt to be a great

triumph for our prescient power, and the occurrence has

dwelt in my memory ever since. The experiment may be

.U'ied in any meadow where cattle are grazing, and any

one who makes it will quickly observe what he may not

perhaps have observed before.

It is an advantage' in tracking to notice whether the

animals are walking, trolling or galloping, the prints of

the hoofs being differently placed in each motion. One
should also have a good idea of the number of animals in

a herd which one is following up. This may be arrived

at in two ways; firstly, by noting the tracks of each

individual animal where the herd has broken up to feed

;

secondly, by counting the number of the forms in the

grass where the herd has laid down to rest. The latter

should correspond with the members of the herd, though
allowance should be made for one beast which does not

lie down, but keeps guard, standing while the remainder

rest at ease. Knowing the number of the herd, it is at

once easy to find out whether a part of it has at any point

divided from the main body, as is not at all unusiial.

The larger animals in a herd are very fond of breaking

off from the main body, the old bull retiring by himself

sometimes, though it seems that the herd is always re-

united within a day or two. Again, notice the size of the

tracks, as by these both the size and sex of the animals

are indicated.

A really good shikari, up to liis work, should be able to

explain every sound which he may hear. Thus he should

be able to distinguish the tapping of a deer's horns against

a tree from the friction of two boughs rubbing together,

the fall of a branch from one voluntarily pulled down.
The advantage of observing the smallest detail when after

game is very great, as perhaps this little incident shows:
I once put a bullet through a huge boar (in Burmah we
shoot tliem) as he was grubbing in thick jungle. As
we were following him up by his tracks the .shikari, lean-

ing on his bamboo stick, which seemed to me always
to have the power of a magic wand, divided the long
grass in which we were and directed my attention to a

hoof print. "You see," said he, "this lioar is very savage."

"How do you know?" I replied. "Oh," said he, "look at

his footmark." The footmark was in such a position as

to show that the boar while going along had turned to

look back to see whether he was followed or pursued.
I did not notice it until pointed out, but the shikari saw
it at once. We had inferred from this that the beast was
wounded, and ready to charge anything which came in

his way. Few would perhaps credit that so much could
he read from a single footprint, but the experienced eye
at once detect it. In fact, as the tracker goes along he
ought to be able to read as in a book every little detail

which may in any way assist him to •work, up to the final

tragedy which he hopes for. He. above all. should be one
who "finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks,
sermons in stones, and good in everything."—Corre-
spondence London Field.

Long Island Woodcock,
Hauppauge, L. I., Aug. 6.—The woodcock season

opened last week, and a few stray birds were shot. They
were evidently birds which had spent the season in this
vicinity. There has been no liight of birds which have
nested further north. These birds will come along later.

The fact that it is the open season for woodcock has
furnished an excuse for ppt-hunters to go over the fields

with their dogs, and many birds which may not be
lawfully killed have no doubt fallen victims to the
farmers' sons and summer boarders.

East Rockawav, L. I., Aug. 6.—Woodcock have ap-
peared in this section of Long Island, and several birds
have been shot since the open season began. These are
the first woodcock that have been seen in this vicinity
in twenty years. It is supposed that the dry weather has
caused the birds to leave the upland and seek food in the
springs and ponds nearer the bay, They are not often
found in the salt creeks, but seem to prefer the head of
the creeks which are fed by fresh water. The birds, killed
were small and immature, altogether too young for
market. Many sportsmen think it is a mistake to have the
open season begin earlier than October or just before the
native birds leave and the birds which have nested further
north arrive. Another bad feature of the present law is

the excuse which it gives pot-hunters for being out with
dog and gun.

Bears in Traps;

Central City. W.- Ya—Editor Forest and Stream:
Would you favor me by stating Governor Roosevelt's
reason for thinking that it is unsportsmanlike to shoot a
grizzly bear in a trap? I infer that he would kill it, but
how? By knifing or clubbing it? Is not the reasonable
way to humanely slay the beast with gun, and run no
unnecessary risk of being injured by close quarters with
him? What's the use of M'hite men playing Indian
medicine man? N. D. Elting.

The question then discussed was fi6t what to do with a
trapped bear, but whether it was sportsmanlike to trap
"bears for. the purpose of shooting them "for sport." The
bear appears in two aspects, first as vermin to be de-
stroyed in any practicable way of getting rid of it; and
second, as an object of pursuit by the sportsman, Gov-
ernor Roosevelt was not discussing the methods of doing
away with the bear as an enterprise of ridding the land
of an undesirable inhabitant. He was writing of bear
hunting as a sport, and his argument was that it was not
sportsmanlike under those circumstances to trap a bear

; and shoot it in the . trap. He had in mind not the woods-
man intent on bear boiinty nor the frontier'farmer bent on
destroying.an ursine hog -thief but the sportsman who i-;

looking for a grizzly blear head to hang up in his home as
a tFophy of his prowess as a bear- twiriter.

AndyJ Hoffman's Luck.

An-dy is a pioneer of West Virginia, and a: crack rifle

shot. Thirty years ago this part of the country abounded
in rabbits and ruffed grouse. One day Andy went out

a short distance from his house to an orchard with his

rifle and three balls. There was- some snow on the

ground, and rabbits seemed to be sitting under every

briar bush. He shot three, but he was not satisfied, and
so dug the balls which he had shot out of the ground,

shaped them up by pounding and cutting and shot three

more rabbits.

At another time, with a shotgun, he got every grouse
out of a covey of eleven in this way: They were under
a log, and at the first fire he got seven. With a good dog
he treed the remaining four, which he brought to bag.

^

Grouse now are very scarce in this part of West Vir-
ginia—not one-fiftieth as plentiful as in New York. I

have hunted here for twenty years and seen but half a

dozen. N. D. Elting.

Manitoba Prairie Chickens.

Winnipeg, Man., Aug. 2.—Thousands of chickens this

year—all well-grown and strong. Prospects for good
shooting were never better. A. W. nu Bray.

Chautauqua Lake Muskallongc

and Black Bass.

I,AKE\\oOD, N. Y'., June 21.

—

Editof Forcsl and Stream:

.'Vlthough Chautauqua Lake is one of the very best waters

in America for mu.skailonge and black bass, it has never

received the attention from anglers that it deserves. Be-
yond the farmers living on its banks and a few summer
boarders at the various hotels, the grotind is never

touched, unless we include some dozen professional fish-

crnu n who act as guides and oarsmen when required.

Muskallon.ife are plentiful and no fisherman ought ever

to go a day without getting a few of these mighty mon-
sters. We never do, and have caught as many as six-

teen in a single day. Small-mouth black, bass are also

very, very plentiful, averaging a larger size than any
other water we know of.

Chautauqua Lake has its peculiarities, like all oth«r

waters, which must be studied before the best results can

be obtained. When we first fished this water we could

not get a bass out of it and told a guide that there were

none there. He laughed at the idea and made the fol-

lowing proposition; That we should pay him 25 c^nt-S

each for all the bass that we got over 2 pounds in weight

instead of his regular wages. We accepted and made a

start at 4 P. M. At 7 P. M. we came in witli a debt of

.$4.50 lianging around our neck. The fact was we had
Ijeen trying muskallongc ground instCcid of bass, which
is separate and distinct. We give a chart with this arti-

cle of the lower end of Chautauqua Lake, .showing the

grounds where each fish is generally found.

Chautauqua Lake is situated in the northwestern corner

of New York State, eight miles as the crow files trom

Lake Erie, at an altitude of 1,400 ft. above sea level and
800 ft. above the surface of Lake Eric. We shall not at-

tempt to describe or extol its beauties. This is an article

on fishing, not a pen picture of scenery. sO we shall

confine ourselves to practical hints about its fishing from

experience of the past seven years.

We will now take a list of the different articles wc
carry as an outfit for this water:
Rods—For muskallonge, a 7J'^-foot greenheart rod, 10

ounces, our own pattern of butt. (Cut herewith.) For
bass, a 7p2-foot split bamboo, 'Sl4 ounces, same pattern

of. butt.

Lines—For muskallonge, 100 yards 15-lhread linen line

(green). For bass, too yards black silk enameled line.

size G.
Spoons—For muskallongc wc carry a set each of Skin-

ners No.s. 4-)<), 6 and 8 silver, brass and copper. We have

always obtained the best results with No. t>. The small

ones (4^4) are first-class for working over the weed beds
and along .some parts of the shores. The 8's are some-
times good on dark. dull, cloudy days.

We have a mounting of our own for this wat-er which
lightens the spoon very materially and is very beneficial

in getting out a decent length of line in this shallow',

weedy water. We take the hook (without feathers) and
run a piece of brass, merchant wire, gauge No. 15, around
the bottom of the hook A. then up and through the

eye in opposite directions, B; then give two or three

turns around one wire with the other. C. which makes
a firm fastening and a rigid hook.
Now on the wire string tube D, after that the washer

E. and over this the spoon F, Finish off by putting on
a good swivel, G, turn the wire around itself, H. so as

to make a good fastening, and then feather it again.

The spoon should miss the points of the hook about
half an inch when in repose. This mounting nms lightly

and misses more than half the weeds thai a suspended
hook catches. Any one fishing Chautauqua or an3- of the

bays leading out of the Bay of Quinte, Canada, will

fully appreciate this. Furthermore, more fish are hooked
on the rigid hook—one seldom misses a strike.

Live bait fishing can be followed if the angler wishes,
but more fish arc caught by trolling scientifically. Your
spoon should never be more than 2 or 3 feet under .the

surface for muskallonge. With the ordinary mounting
of spoons only 50 or 60 feet of line can be used in Chau-
tauqua, but with our special mounting we can easily run
70 to 80 feet, which is an advantage, as you get your
boat well away from the fish before the spoon passes over
him. If one spoon does not take, try another color or
size. They will always take one of the rombinatioti wc
have given. . . ,

Bass-Fishing—We Carry Nos. 2 and.3 Skinner casting
spoons, sih'.er and white enamel, for live bait and troll

with them; also a plentiful supply of Delaware-belles
(trolling bait), light and dark. The light one is a ape-
.cially mounted

.
and made Parmacheerie-bdle fly sur-

mounted -v^dth a ?{o. 2 -or No. 3 silver Skinner spoon t
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and Its dark brother is A regular silver-doctor salniou
lly. surmounted with an enameled or silver spoon. We
Iiavc. mentioned a plentiful supply of these baits, because,
hoiiig uiounted on gut, a muskallouge's teeth will cut the
snrlbhg if it ge(.s acroso tlieiii, which we have found to

be quite often the case if we get off. the bass grounds.
These bails npixiar to. be about the most tempting thing
for little nmskalloiigc of about 2 to 5 pound;? that could
ever be thought of.

The possibilities in Ciiautauqua Lake are always great,

whatever you may be fishing for, for on rounding a point
in a reef or getting a little off from a rocky shore, you
are just as likely, to strike a snark or a boojum in the
shape of a 25-pound uruskallonge as the .=;-pound bass
\vhich you are after.. .Always take along a good gaff and
club, although the latter is somewhat dispensable if you
happen to get a guide as full of resource as one we once
had. We landed a beautjs 18 or 20 pounds, but the club
wherewith to kill it had been forgotten. The guide,
however, was equal to the occasion, for he pulled off

one of his boots, the heel of which, was heavily mounted
with steel or iron. A couple of cracks 011 the fish's head
and it was dead.
During the morning's fishing we offered this same

guide a cigar. He took it and placed it in his pocket,

TACKLE.

saying that he could not smokc and row at the same time.
\\ hen ask^'-d Ui;.' reasml lie replied that a few days be-
fote he .was fishi^ug alone, holding the line between his
teeth. A muskailonge struck so quick and strong that Uie
Ime pulled out ail his front teeth before he could open
his mouth to release it. His toothless jaws verified the
assertion. The fish weighed 35 pounds, and goes to
show that no one should take any chances iii Lake Chau-
tauqua.
Chautatiqua Lake is about twenty miles long. The best

fishing is found in the lower half, between Bemus Point
and Lakewood, a distance of about seven miles. We
give herewith a birds'-eye view of this stretch of water
and have marked the fishing grounds as follows:

Muskallonge, Bass, x x x x
We will now take a tour of the fishing grounds shown

in our chart Starting at the Kent House dock, the first

important grounds arc the two reefs jutting out into

.
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CHAUTAUQUA LAKE FISHING GROUNDS.
,

Sherman's Bay at Waldemere House Point. Thes« two
reefs run out about 1,000 feet and lie only a foot or two
under water. It is a first-class piece of bass water, the
bass fishing .extendin.g all along the southern shore of
.Sherman's Bay. It is marked on the chart with crosses,
thus: X X X" X
We must now take in our bass rigs and put out

stronger tackle for muskallonge.' From the point of the
outside reef take a direct line for Maple Point, a dis
tance of about one niile. At the point of the reef we
once took a 28-pomid_ muskallonge. All over the center
and mouth of the bay is Ai muskallonge water. We
always make a catch here, generally about tnidway be-
tween the reef and Maple Point, An exceptionally cood
run is close to shore under Maple Point, the jvater nere
being quite deep close up to the busltes, and tnany \ nj.sh

has an old bouncer made from these bushes to a passing
spoon. All around Maple Point is good ground.

.\shville Bay is full of weeds close to shore. The
angler must skirt this weed bed; he cannot go over it.

Use Nos. 4^ or 6 spoons up to the present time. The
outside of Bly's Bay can also be trolled with the same
spoons, but we have ncyer had nnich luck here. All

along the shores of Bly's Bay are numerous li^)' pads and
first class bass grounds.
At Cheeney's Point work along about 500 to i.ooo feet

from shore for muskallonge as far up as Bemus Point
witli No. 6 spoons. After , the ground has been gone
Over two or three times with No. 6 change to No. 8 and
go over again three or four times. This is our favorite

bit of water in Chautauqua Lake. The possibilities here
are great. You may strike a lo-pound muskallonge, but
you are just as likely to get an old terror of 30 to 50
pounds.
When this ground has been fished thoroughly take in

all lines and row across the lake to the northern or rather
the northeastern shore. Commence fishing at the head
of Arnold's Bay for bass, hugging the shore all the way
down to and including Bellevue Bay. The fishing is

oyer a hard bottom and extends out from ioo to 200
feet only.

When you have finished with the bass put out muskal-
longe rigs, using No. 6 spoons. Their ground com-
mences at the edge of the bass grounds and extends out
about 1,000 to 1,200 feet. The muskallonge fishing is

good all the way down to Griffith's Dock. About three-
quarters of a mile away from shore are three or four
big clumps of weeds. There are always some big fish

in these if you can catch them on the feed. We gener-
ally put in an hour fishing these clumps of weeds and
seldom come away unrewarded.
What wc have described we consider the best parts

of the lower end of the lake; but it by no means says that
tliere are no fish elsewhere. To be absolutely correct, we
can say there are muskallonge everywhere, but the
chances are you would do better following the lines we .

have laid down rather than to fish the center.
On very bright days it is always advisable to get out

as long lines as possible. We then take a beer bottle

cork split in half, and i)Ut it on the line about 20 to 25
feet from the spoon. In this way we can increase the
length of the line 15 to 20 feet without the .spoon sink-
ing into the weeds.

'

Chautauqua Lake can be reached from all quarters.
The main line of the Erie Railroad reaches Lakewood
from New York, Cincinnati and Chicago, and by a few
hours only from Buffalo and Cleveland. Lakewood is

on the western bank at the lower end of the lake, and
viglit in the heart of the best fishing. To reach Chautau-
qua from New York, take train No. 7, Erie R. R., in the
evening, get a good night's sleep and arise in time to

tret breakfast in the cafe car before reaching Lakewood at

7 A. M. Go to your hotel, see your things put straight,

lake your boat and be struggling with your first mighty
victim by 0 A. M. Wc have accomplished this many a

time.

The palatial hotels, Kent House and Waldemere, arc
tlie best to stop at. They give special rates to- fishermen
during ihe early part of the season, and also in the fall.

To finish this article it )nus( have an end. Nothiug
lo(.)ks well without a good finish, and "all's well that

ends well." When at Lakewood place yourself in the.

hands of our old and esteemed friend Steve. He has a
first-class boat livery, will supply you with the best
guides on the lake and bait if necessary. He is him-
self a thorough sportsman and has a warm heart and
fellow feeling for brother sportsmen.

Jamks Churchward.

Anglers of the St. Lawrence.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The seventeenth annual meeting of the .Anglers' As-

sociation of the St. Lawrence River was held at Gan-
anoque. Out.. Aug. i. This large and influential or-
.ganization is made up chiefly of prominent citizens of
Clayton, Alexandria Bay, Gananoque and Brockville
and wealthy men from various parts of the country who
own summer homes at the Thousand Islands. During
\\y existence the .'Vssociation has accomplished a vast
amount of good in the wa}^ of ridding the river of net
fishermen, in securing the enactment of protective meas-
ures, in stocking the waters with fish, in furthering the
establishment of an international park and various other
movements calculated to promote the interests of the
Thousand Islands region. There was a good attendance
at the annual meeting, and all present manifested great
interest in the business matters which came up for con-
sideration. Among those in attendance were:

Hon. Cliarles R. S!<inner, of Albany, State Superintendent of
Public Instruction; Maj. J. \\. Pond, Albany, Chief State Game
Proteclor; Hon. B. M. Britten, M. P., Kingston, Ont.; W. H.
Thomp.son, G. O. Mclntyre, Tosepli Northrup. Alexandria Bay;
R. P. Grant. Clavton; E. G. \Vyckoff, Ithaca: Royal E. Dean, A.
Costello, Joseph Tait. Thos. H. Gillespie, T. P, Smith, New York
city: Gen. J. B. Van Petten, Claverack; John R. Miller, Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Thomas B. Kerr, Englewciod, N. J.; Chas, A.
.Sterling, New York; D. C. McEwan. Brooklyn; O, J. Parker,
T'ittsburg. Pa.; O. F. Oti.<;, Thousand Islands Park; G. H. Seiple,
,St. Lawrence Park; .\Iaj. J. H. Durham, Round Island; E. D.
Sherwood, J. S. Munro. Earl S. Ellis, Syracuse; W. E. Wolcott,
Utica; O. C. Allen, Warren. Pa.: T. C. Judd, Morton; F. A.
Gandell, Richmond, Va.; R. V. Horton, Hon. E. B. Moles, A.
Fullernm. A. J. McCarlev. F. C. Lalonde, E. H. Bissett, M. V. W.
Bird, R. Bow ie, F. E. Cloyes, .A.. L. Murray, Hon. Daniel Berbv-
shire, Brockville. Ont.; G. W. Henry, Point Vivian: G. E. Asble'y.
F. A. MacNee, Kingston, Ont.; Hon. Chas. E. Britton. Hon. W;
B. Carroll, Gananoqnes Olft., and others.

Hon. Charles Sktfmer, second vice-president of the
•Association, presidet^ President W. C. Browning being
unable to attend owing to sickness in his family, and
First y^ice- President Henry R. Heath being in Europe.
Mr. Skinner said: "For seventeen years the Anglers'

Association has been doing what it could to promote
the interests of every admirer of nature and all who
seek recreation on this beautiful river. This Association
is entitled to credit for the movement which established
the reservation on the St. Lawrence. The State has set
aside twelve different points and islands where j^ll people
have the right to take their recreation. In this move-
ment we had the sympathy of our friends in Canada; and
assurances that they wotdd seek to establish similar
reser('ations on the Canadian side, and to hartnotjize the
fishing laws on both sides o.f the river. I for one am al-

ways ready to welcome a Canadian on the American
side. There is no reason for discrimination. If our Cana-
dian members wTll come to Albany or to Washingtpn
we will show them how to change the fiihing laws;' ' T
think it, is the general sentiment that no barbed-wire
feucc .sjioiild be erected on the international line. The
two cotmtries have common interests. We are working
in harmony in certain lines, especially to civilize and
Christianize the world. God bless them in that endeavor.-!

We do not want e-X])ansion so much as good citizenship,
whether in Cuba, China or elsewhere."
W, E. Wolcott, of Utica, was elected secretary of ttie

meeting. Eleven new members were elected,^ and Hon.
B. M. Britton,' of Kingston, Ont., and the New York
State Commissioners of Forests, Fish and Game were
made honorary members.

Treasurer R. P. Grant presented his annual report,
which was as follows: Cash on hand one year ago,
$350.23; received for dues, %i2i7-7y, total receipts $487.96;
disbursements, $90.88; cash on hand, $397.08.
W. H. Thompson submitted his annual repoi-t as sec-

retary, which was as follows: "A review of the work of
the Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River fof
the year 1899 would say that the most earnest efforts

have been made by our fish and game protector, Josepfi
Northrup, to enforce the game laws applying to the
reservation of the St. Lawrence River and he has cap-^
tured many illegal devices used for the capture of fiste

We can hardly appreciate the great amount of care and
labor which comes upon the protector, and it is through
the assistance of our Association that he has been so.

successful. In looking over the work of the Association
for the past year we should congratulate ourselves upon
the great improvements and work done on the river;

Since we met last we have had built on the State lands
nine pavilions and fifteen cooking ovens for the use
of visitors. We have had furnished by the State Fisb
Commission fifty buoys and anchors for buoying out
the passages to the landings of the State docks for the
many yachts that frequent these places for dining and
shelter, We find that we need many more cooking-
ovens, to accommodate the vast crowds who occupy these
State lands,, and we also need several more places for
dining.purposes, as the number now is insufficient. We '

are in hopes, to have our Canadian neighbors fulfill their

promises to set apart several islands and points for the
same use that we have ours.
"We have had some charges made that our fishermen

,

were catching bass in Canadian waters and marketing
same. I at once instituted a vigorous investigation and
could not find these charges sustained, I sent to Cape-.
Vincent and got a statement from the fish house that
such things had not occurred. Protector Northrup was^
advised, and he has been on the lookout for anj'' such'
violations, but cannot find the charges sustained, . 1

think it was done to deter our fishermen from fre^

rutcnting the Canadian waters, they Avanting all the fish

for market. We find tons of fish from Canadian waters
put upon our markets. Now, if we coiild have a full and
free reciprocity in this matter, we would not have to in-

vestigate charges, etc. I hope we may to-day come to
a satisfactory understanding, and have it 30 placed upon
the statutes of the Province that wc will be enabled to.

call the St. Lawrence River an international reservation.
Ill order to accomplish this a delegation was sent to
Brockville last winter. It was met by Hon, S. T .

Bastedo, Hon. Geo. Graham, Hon. C, E, Britton,: of
Gananoque, and other notables who were interested in

bringing about the object sought. The matter was thor-
oughly discussed, and al! seemed to be inclined to the
opinion that the whole matter of international reserva-
tion should be settled b\- the Governments of Ottwa
and Toronto. The meeting adjourned until the sitting

of Parliament in Ottawa, when the matter was thor-
oughly canvassed, and we were assured that everything
possible would be done at that sitting. Hon. M, Davies
seemed to concur, and he requested us to make our case
-with Dr. McKahn, and anything he reported would go.
We had a conference with the Doctor, and he assured us
that he could not change his previous report, which was
to have the open season on the St. Lawrence begin
June 9; but since then I have been informed that the
close season could not be changed, and that no effort

was made to get the islands set apart or an appropriation
to aid the project. I hope we may be instrumental in
getting these matters settled for all time, that we may
enjoy the full freedom of the river. We have spent large
sums of money and a great amount of time up to date,

and I trust that our action to-day will go far toward
bringing about the culmination of our object. Our mem-
mership is kept nominally full, the new members being
about equal to those who have died or resigned during
the year,"

Secretary Thompson, in speaking of the $S license fee

for Americans fishing on Canadian w-aters, said: "We
tried to have it arranged so that no man fishing in

Canadian waters would feel that he Avas violating the
law, and the edict came that there would be no license
charged east of Wolf or Snake Island. Our closed season
for bass was until June i, and the Canadian until June .15.

A compromise was made on June 9, but I believe this

has not been carried out on the Canadian side. If our
people get into Canadian waters on June 10 they are
violating the law. We want, as an association, interested
in the St. Lawrence River, to have the Canadian people
meet us on these points. We allow the Canadians to
come Oil our side, and their oarsmen can come over and
get their $3 a day the saine as Americans. I hear that
some American boatmen came to Gananoque to row
and were called down and told they must pay for the
privilege, I do not think this was enforced^, though.
Our Canadian brothers have said they would meet us
half way, and that is all we want. We are neighbors, and
do not want any differences. As our president has said,

we want no barb-wire fences on the river. I understand
that American citizens who go back into Canada pay a
license fee of $5 for fishing, but that we are not interested

in. We are interested only in the St. Lawrence. In the
matter of the park there seerns to have been but little

done. The Hon. I^Ir. Britton, who was at the con-
ference, can tell us about the matter." -

Hon. B. M. Britton, in .speaking of matters referred
to rn the $ccretary's report, said in part: "We !« Canada
liave a very complete system of goyernm,ent. which fact.
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perhaps, is not fully appreciated by outsiders. It has

been said that we are the most governed people in the

Avorld. Perhaps a little explanation may be interesting

as to why there has not been more done on the recom-
mendations of your secretary. The jurisdiction of fish-

ing, so far as license is concerned, is left to the Provincial

Government, and I understand it has to some extent met
the views of this Association. the park question ts

with the Dominion Government, but in it are several

departments. There is, for example, the Department of

Marine and Fisheries, and the islands are under the

Indian Department. The head of the latter has been

away and was absent Avhen your secretary was there.

This much has been done, however—the islands that were

for sale have been withdrawn from sale. I have no
doubt that whoever make up the government of the

Dominion after the elections will favorably consider the

matter of the reservation. 1 have seen what has been

done on your islands, and am told that one is used so

much that the lire has not been out of the fireplace this

season. It seems that what you have done is serving a

most beautiful purpose. I agree with what has been said

about the freedom of the St. Lawrence. The alien labor

law question has caused seme friction on the river.

People around here have gotten the idea that Canadian

waiters who went to Alexandria Bay were turned away
and also that some steamer employes were turned off

because they were Canadians. These things. tend to

cause delay, but I hope will not prevent the carrying

out ultimately of what the Association wants. 1 think

the secretary is a little mistaken regarding the $5 license

fee for fishing away from the river, but we will not dis-

cuss that now. There are three things we want, and these

ale: " To adjust the close season for fishing; to prevent

netting at the mouth of streams from Snake Island to

PresCott or Brockville, and to limit the size of catch. I

will do what I can to further the interests of the Anglers'

Association."
T. B. Kerr said it was unfortunate that the alien labor

law- of the United States should complicate local matters

on the river. "We watit reciprocity," said he, "as to St.

Lavyrence River matters. It is not an international

question, but a local one, and it is hoped that our Cana-

dian brethren will do the square thing, as anglo-Saxons
always do, and do as Americans have done."

President Skinner: "This is not an international

.question, and this Association is not mterested in who
are deckhands on steamers or waiters in hotels. What
we want is the liberty of the St. Lawrence River from
Lake Ontario so far as Ave desire to traverse it. We
would never have had an international park but for the

action of the Anglers' x^ssoc'ation.- and I hope our
Canadian members Avill co-operate with us in trjnng to

bring about what is now needed on the river."

Secretary Thompson also spoke concerning the alien

labor law, saying that any Canadian was at perfect liberty

to come on the Ajnerican side and row there Avithout in-

terference.

Mr. Kerr brought up the subject of seining for mm-
nows- in the little bays near the island residences He
desired that a committee should be appointed to

endeaAW to have a laAv enacted to extend the jurisdiction

of private property owners on the riAcr so as to coyer
their, "back yards." He did not think it right for out-

siders to come into the little bays where property owners
had baited m.innoAvs and seine the latter.- R. P. Grant
thought that property owners on the river had no right

over the Avater, and if a man Avanted such a right he
Avould have to go to the Legislature as an individual and
ask it. On motion of Mr. Kerr a special committee Avas

appointed to take up the question of minnows or batt

in the A'icinity of priA'ate residences on the islands.

Protector Northrup said he understood that property
owners at the islands did not OAvn bej'ond the Avater line.

President Skinner thought there ought to be some
marks to indicate the location of the international bound-
ary on the riA'er. He spoke ot the placing of small buoy&
on shoals, not including those of the Government in the
main channel. He said he Avanted last winter to get
from the Legislature an appropriation for small buoys,. *

but did not succeed in doing so. He thought the too
persons who OAvned yachts on the riArer had some rights

to protection as Avell as the owners of the larger bo^ts.
He applied to the State Forest, Fish and Game Com-
missioners, and they furnished fifty buoys. The buoys
are- 4' feet long, and each, has a patent anchor Aveighing

SO pounds. They are noAV in charge of Protector North-
rup,. and they can be had of him, the only requirement
being that the person taking one shall take care of it.

G. M. Britton said the Canadian GoA'crnment were
making a survey from Kingston to Prescott.
The privileges of the floor were extended to Mayor W.

B. Carroll of Gananoque, Avho Avelcomed the members
of the Association. He said it had been deemed a fitting

occasion to present a medal of the Royal Humane Cana
dian Society to E. H. Bissett, of Brockville, who saved
a lad from drowning on July i, 1899. He made a grace-
ful speech in presenting it.

Ex-Mayor E. B. Moles of Brockville. responded in

behalf of Mr. Bissett. and expressed the pleasure it

afforded him to meet the members of the Anglers' As-
sociation,

Hon. Chas, E. Britton spoke in an interesting manner
of the objects of the Anglers' Association, and referred
at some length to the international park question. From
Kingston to Brock\'ille, said he, we ought to haA^e

morg than brotherly relations. Dufing the fishing season
the river ought to be open to all.

Hon. Daniel Derbyshire also made a brief but enter-
tainijhg address. He was glad to see so many present
from both sides of the river.

The nominating committee reported the following
officers', and they Avere duly elected: President, Wm. C. .

BroAvning. Ncav York city; Fir.st Vice-President. Henn' -

R. Heath, Brooklyn; Second Vice-President, Charles R.
Skinner, Albany; Secretary. Wm. H. Thompson, Alex-
pndria Bay; Treasurer, R. P. Grant. Clayton;. Executive
Committee, A. C. CornAvall, Col. O. G. Staples, Alex-
andria Bav; Geo. H. Strough. Clayton; Geo.. C. Boldt.
Cfias. G. Emery. New York city; Col. W. M. Griffith

Utita: Rev. R. H. Pullman, Baltimore, Md.; Geo. r! .

MalSy. Ogdensburg; Chas. E. Britton, Gananoque. Ont.

;

T. X: Gillesoie. Pittsbure:. Pa.: Chas A. Sterling, Or-
ange, N. J.; T. B. Kerr, Engle'wood, N. J.

'

It Avas 3:30 P. M. when the business session of the

Association adjourned and the mem.bers sat doAvn to

their annual banquet in the dining room of the Gan-

anoque Inn. At the conclusion of the dinner the anglers

were photographed in a group in front of the hotel.

AV. E. W,OLCOTT.
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New England Angling.
Boston, Aug. 4.—Mr. H. A. Phinney, Mrs. Phinney,

Mr. and Mrs. Peck and Mr. F. S. Frost, of Boston, have

just returned from a fishing and oudng trip to Round
Mountain Lake, Me. The same party Avent there last

year, and are more and more charmed Avith the surround-

mgs, as well as the fishing, They had particularly fine

fishing in the lake. Avhile the stream fishmg Avas enough
to delight the heart of the angler. Big and Little Alder
are the trout streams of that region. One dons Avadmg
boots and fishes down the streams through the woods.

Only the larger trout are saved and those injured. Mr.
Frost,

" though over seventy years of age, is becoming
an enthusiastic angler. His photographs of nature
are the delight of his friends. Since the death of Mr.
George T. Freeman, of whom Mr. Frost was the mentor
photographic, he has kept on, and has contmued to pro-

duce pictures of what he sees in nature. His photographs
on Little and Big Alder are_ particularly true to nature.

Mr. Frost pictures nature with the camera for the loA'e

of the art, and no effort is spared in his work.
The club house of the Sebago Club, Sebago Lake, Me.,

has been sold to a couple of Boston gentlemen, who will

use it as a summer cottage. Mr. H. S. Fisher, to Avhose

energy the building of the club house and format on of

the club is due, has become somewhat tired of fish ng al

Sebago, and the other members of the club agree Avitli

him. After their trip to Sebago in the spring, resulting in

only tAvo or three salmon, Mr. Fisher, Mr, Harding and
Mr. Whitman made a trip to ncAV waters, under Little

Squaw Mountain in Maine. Here they had all the fishing

they could ask for. taking over 400 trout, the mo5t of

which were returned to the water. Mr, Fisher says that

they could have taken 1,400 just as well had they d ^
them. They Avill build a camp there if they can nnL-
proper arrangements for the land. A whole township is

what they Avant. ,

The United States Fisheries Commission sent from
Wood's Holl Friday five or six barrels of the celebrated
tileiish to F, F.. Dimick, secretary of the Boston Fish
Bureau. The)' A\'ere sent for distribution among those
most interested. The claim of the Commission is that
the tilefish is a A'ery valuable food fish. It Avill be remem-
bered that, this fish entirety disappeared from our coast
for thirty or forty years. But a fcAV years ago a few
Avere taken by deep-sea fishing. They were a puzzle to
fishermen at the time, but were finally identified by the
United States Fish Commission. Since that time the
Commission has given considerable attention to locating
the tilefish. and has attempted their propagation b}' arti-

ficial hatching. Those sent to Boston Avere taken by
one of the Commission boats by deep-seat fishing with
hand lines, between thirty and fifty miles souiheast of
Wood's Holl. The samples weighed from 6 to 7 pounds..
They are silvery in color, with bright yellow spots. 1

Aug. 6.—The summer boarder and golf are holding full

sway at many of the leading Maine and New Hampshire
fishing resorts this month. Still, there is some fly-fishing

at Moosehead, with fair results. Some fine strings of
togue. or lakers, have been taken there within a Aveek, one
string weighing 72 pounds. George W. Canterbury.
Charles Bishop and Richard Bishop, of Boston, have re-
turned from a fishing trip to the West Branch. They
caught great numbers of fish, and chased deer and moosc-
out of -the water to their hearts' content. At Rangeley
some flA'-fishing is being done, and one gentleman, Mr.
Frederick Skinner, of Boston, has continued trolling.

He had already taken the biggest salmon of the sea.son

—

12 pounds—and last week completed his score by adding a
trout of 6 pounds. Stream fishing is reported to be ex-
cellent in the vicinity of Kingfield, Lexington, Jerusalem
and Flagstaff. The great amount of rain in that part of
the country has kept the streams up to a good fishing
pitch. Mr, L. O. Crane writes his friend, Wes (Mr. Wes-
ley C: Hemenway, of Boston ) : "After supper the other
night I went to a pond a quarter of a mile away, caught
twenty-five trout, from % to V2 pound each, and saAv
thirteen deer, returning in time for a game of pitch in the
CA-ening. The other morning I went to NorthAvest Pond
and took forty trout and returned before 10 o'clock A. M.
Such fishing is good enough for an idle sport. You must
get time to come up here and enjoy the fishing." Mr.
Crane is Avriting of the Megantic "preserA-e, where the
fishing is excellent Good black bass fishing is reported
at Centerville. N. H. The Plymouth. Mass., ponds are
also yielding good bass fishing. Mr. W. D. Barnes, of
Boston, took a trout of 6 pounds at Haines Landing,
Moosehicmaguntic Lake, last week. Canoeing is a popu-
lar sport at Mountain View, Rangeley Lake, just now,
some NcAv York canoe experts being quartered there.

Not much interest is yet being taken in shore bird
shooting by Boston guimers, although the open season
on snipe, plover, rail, etc.. begun July 15. There are birds
to shoot, but the weather has been very hot, Avith other
vacation interests in order. Special.

Bluefish Bitmgf Ffcely.

QiTEENSw.^TER, L. I.. Aug. 6.—Bluefish have been biting
freely during the past week, and many good catches are
renorted. In fact, it has been very ea.sy to catch all the
fish. the average party cares to get in an hour or so. A
few striped bass have been caught, but they are still

scarce. Out at the Fishing Banks the usual variety of
bass, blackfish. fluke, etc.. are being caught by the
barrelful. There is a great demand for boats suitable for
large fishing parties, and all the large sailboats and yachts
m the bay are engaged for several weeks in advance.

American Fistieries Society.

The Treasurer of the American Fisheries Society is
Mr. C. W. Willard, of " Westerly, R, L

Piscatorial Poetics.
From the London Fishing Gazette.

PoPE''s bosom friend, John Gay, Avhose writings (be-

yond, of course, "The Beggar's Opera," the ballad of

"Black Ey'd Susan," the libretto to Handel's "Acfs and
Galatea," and perhaps those "dapper couplets," as the

younger Colman called them, in Avhich his "Fables" were
Avritten) are scarcely known to this newspaper-readings
generation, has, in the first canto of his Georgic on
"Rural Sports," some lines descriptive of the angler's

art which are easy and agreeable reading

:

When genial spring a living 'warmth bestows.

And o'er the year her verdant mantle throws,

No swelling inundation hides the grounds.

But crystal currents glide within their bounds;
' The finny brood their wonted haunts forsake,

Float in the sun and skim along the lake;

With frequent leap they range the shallow streams,

Their silver coats reflect the dazzling beams.

Now let the fisherman his toils prepare.

And arm himself with every watery snare;

His hooks, his lines^ peruse with careful eye,

Increase his tackle, and his rod retie.

« If: 4

The fisher to the neighboring current speeds.

Whose rapid surface purls unknown to weeds;

Upon a rising border of the brook

He sits him down, and ties the treacherous hook;

Now expectation cheers his eager thought.

His bosom glows with treasures yet uncaught.

Before his eyes a banquet seems to stand.

Where every guest applauds his skillful hand.

Far up the stream the twisted hair lie throws.

Which down the murmuring current gently flows;

When if or chance or hunger's powerful sway ' .

Directs the roving trout this fatal way,

He greedily sueks in the twining bait.

And tugs and nibbles the fallacious meat;

No>v, happy fisherman, now twitch the line!

How: thy rod bends! Behold, the prize is thinel.

Cast on the bank, he dies with gasping pains.

And trickling blood his silver mail distains.

Space forbids the continuance of the quotation. After
discoursing fluently on worms and flies, and the cunning
artificial lures Avhich tempt the "roving' troM," the poet
comes at length to the fresh-water king, and giA'^es the

folloAving spirited description of landing a salmon :

If an enormous salmon chance to spy

The wanton errors of the floating fly.

He lifts his silver gills above the flood

;Vnd greedily sucks in the unfaithful food:

Then downward plunges with the fraudful prey.

Ami bears with joy the little spoil away:

Soon in smart pain he feels the dire mistake.

Lashes the wave, and beats the foamj' lake

;

With sudden rage he now aloft appears.

And in his eye convulsive anguish bears;

And now again, impatient of the wound.

He rolls and wreathes his shining body round:

Then headlong shoots beneath the dashing tide,

The Trembling fins the boiling waves divide ;'

Now' hope exalts the fisher's beating heart,

Now he turns pale, and fears his dubious art;

He views the tumbling fish with longing eyes.

While the line stretches with th' unwieldy prize;

Each motion humors with his steady hands,

And one slight hair the mighty bulk commands;
Till, tired at last, despoiled of all his strength.

The game athwart the stream unfolds his length.

He now, with pleasure, views the gasping prize

Gnash his sharp teeth, and roll his bloodshot eyes;

Then draws him to the shore with artful care,

And lifts' his nostrils in the sickening air;

( Ipon the burthen'd stream he floating lies,

Stretches his quivering fins, and, gasping, ^i^s.

With what seems a curious inconsist4;ncy, while ap

parently feeling no pity for the "finny prey," he condudes

the canto by urging the use of artificial flies as "less cruel"

than torturing worms or liA'ing insects

!

Grand old Michael Drayton, in his famous "Polyolbion"

—"that strange, Herculean toil" which runs to thirty

books—gives a description of the leap of the salnion which
certainly ranks as one of the prettiest piscatorial word-

pictures to be found in English poetry

:

Whenas the salmon seeks a fresher stream to find

(Which hither from the sea comes yearly by his kind,

As he in season grows), and stems the wat'ry tract,

Where Tivy falling down doth make a cataract,

Forc'd by the rising rocks that there her course oppose.

As though within their bounds they meant her to inclose;

Here, when the laboring fish doth at the foot arrive.

And finds that by this strength but vainly he doth strive;

His tail takes in his teeth, and, bending like a bow
That's to the compass drawn, aloft himself doth throw;

Then, springing at his height, as doth a little wand
That, bended end to end, and flirted from the hand,

Far off itself doth cast, so doth the salmon vault.

And if at first he fail, his second somersault --

He instantly essays; and from his nible ring,..

Still yerking, never leaves, until himself he fling

Above the streamful top of the surrounding heap.

And in "The Muses' Elysium," Nymph&l VI., wherein

a woodman, a fisherman, and a shepherd swain contend

for who should be deemed worthiest, he makes Halcius,

the fisherman, thus praise his favorite occupation:

The crystal current streams continually I keep,

Where every pearl-pav'd ford, and every blue-ey'd deep,

With me familiar are; when in my boat being set.

My oar I take in hand, my angle and my net

About me; like a prince myself in state I steer.

Now up, now down the stream, now am I here, now.tlipre.

The pilot and the fraught myself; and at my ease

Can' land me ^yhen I- list, or in what place I please.

The silver-scaled shoals about me in the streams.

As thick as ye discern the atoms- in the i)eams,

Near to the shady bank, where slender sallies grow, -

And willows their shag'd tops down t'wards the waters bo.ii'.
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I shove m with my boat to -shield me from the heat.

Where, choosing from my bag some prov'd especial bait.

The goodly well-grown trout I with my angle strike,

And with my bearded wire I take the ravenous jSike,

Of whom when I have hold he seldom breaks away.

Though at my line's full length so long I let him play,

Till by my hand I find he well near weary'd be.

When softly by degrees I draw him up to me.
The lusty salmon, too, I oft with angling take.

Which nie, above the rest, mpst lordly sport doth make.
Who, feeling he is caught, such frisks and bounds doth fetch,

And by his very strength my line so far doth stretch,

As draws my floating cork down to the very ground,
And wresting of my rod, doth make my boat turn round.
I never idle am, sometime I bait my weels,

With which by night I take the dainty silver eels,

And with my draught-net then I sweep the streaming flood.

And to my trammel next, and cast net from the mud,
I, beat the scaly brood; no hour I idly spend,
But weary'd with my work, I bring the day to end.

The quotation might easily be extended, for where de-
scription is so charmingly easy it is difficult to draw the
line. Those who would finish the piece must turn to their
copy of Drayton, or to the volume in the "British Poets,"
if haply they possess a set; if not, they must be content
with the slice here served up.
"Rare" Ben Jonson, in "The Forest," singing the

praises of Penshurst, leads us to, think that place must
have been something like a piscatorial paradise. He says :

And if the high swoll'n Medway fail thy dish,

Thou hast thy ponds that pay thee tribute fish;

Fat, aged carps, that run into thy net,

And pikes, now weary their own kind to eat.

As loth the second draught, or cast to stay.

Officiously at first themselves betray.

Bright eels that emulate them, and leap on land
Before the fisher, or into his hand.

Selfishly speaking, I should like to find a place where
eels would leap into my hand,, though dottbtless such
tame plenteousness would take the edge of? the sport, to
the minds of most anglers.

The author of "The Chase," William Somerville—for
the ''gay and easy flow" of whose muse Allan Ramsay
expressed his admiration-^in his poem on "Field Sports"
does not forget- angling. After sketching a charming
scene, where "the insinuating waters stray in many a
winding maze," where: the wild duck "steals the spawn
of teeming ;shoals," and "the murmuring stream salutes
the flowery mead that glows with fragrance," he says :

On the cooling bank,
-

. Psrtiently musing, all intent I stand
To hook the scaly glutton. See! down sinks
My cork, that faithful monitor; his weight
My taper angle bends; surpris'd, amaz'd,

•He glitters in the sun, and struggling, pants
For liberty, till in the purer air

He breathes no more.

The difference between the St, James' Park of the
reign of the "Merry Monarch" and that of our degenerate
days is brought vividly before us by Edmund Waller's
lines "On St. James's Park, as lately improved by His
Majesty." After describing the waterfowl flying "over-
head "controlhng the sun" with "a feathered cloud," he
goes on

:

Beneath, a shoal of silver fishes glides.

And plays about the gilded barges' sides;

The ladies angling in the crystal lake.

Feast on the waters with the prey they take

;

At once victorious with their lines and eyes,

- . • They make the fishes and the men their prize.

A curious contrast to a scene worthy the brush of a
Watteau is afforded nowadays by the predatory urchin
who, stirred to defiance of park rules by the irrepressible
instinct of angling, furtively fishes for" sticklebacks with
the primitive bit of cotton for line and splinter of match-
wood for float—one eye on the water and the other roving
warily round in search of the dreaded keeper.
Soame Jenyns, of whom little is heard nowadays, has

a charming little lyric on the subject of "Chloe Angling" :

On yon fair brook's enamel'd side

Behold my Chloe stands!

Her angle trembles o'er the tide

As conscious of her hands.

*

From each green bank and mossy cave
The scaly race repair;

They sport beneath the crystal wave,
And kiss her image there.

Here the bright silver ee! enroU'd
In shining volumes, lies;

There basks the carp, bedropt with gold.

In the sunshine of her eyes.

With hungry pikes in wanton play,

The tim'rous trouts appear;
The hungry pikes forget to prey,

The tim'rous trouts to fear.

The application of an amorous simile is, of course, in-
evitable : but space is limited, - and the above four
quatrains must serve as an example of the eleven.
Coming down to modern times. Winthrop Mackworth

Pfaed's 'Red Fisherman," who knew the secret of the
abbot's stuttering i$ dbiibt familiar to many of my
readers, and the lively lines—

Oh, ohl Oh, oh!
Above, below.

Lightly and brightly they come and go;
The hungry and keen to the top are leaping?
The lazy and fat in the depths are sleeping;
Fishing is fine when the pool is muddy

—

show at least that the author did not write without some
knowledge- of his subject.

Turning no.w to an author who dealfwith the matter in
a free-and-easy style, .Barker, in his "Art of Angling,"
says of pike fishing: -

" . ! .

A rod twelve feet long, and a ring of wire,

A winder and a barrel will help thy desire,

In killing a pike; but tlie forked stick

With a slit and a bladder—«nd that other fine triek

Which our artists call snap, with a goose or a duck

—

W(91 Kill two for one, if you have any luck.

The gentry o{ Shropshire do merrily smile

To see a goose and a belt the fish to beguile;

J When a pike suns himself and a-frogging doth go,

The two-inched hook is better, I know,
Than the ord'nary snaring; but still I must cry,

"When the pike is at home, mind the cookery!"

Experienced ichthyophagists will readily indorse the wis-
dom of this closing admonition.

Phineas Fletcher (cousin to John, the famous drama-
tist), whom quaint old Quaiies dubbed "the Spenser of
this age," and who was the author of that surprisingly
ingenious poem, "The Purple Island" (in twelve cantos,
the last of which consists of eighty-nine stanzas), wrote
a number of so-called "Piscatory Eclogues." Small won-
der that Addison took exception to the title, Let no angler
be deluded into thinking there is anything descriptive of
fishing in them—they are simply imitations (successful,
granted) of the good old pastoral eclogue, being full of
"hopeless swains" and "cruel maids" and all the long-
drawn bitterness and linked sweetness of love-sick youth-
fulness. RODWELL HOOKHAM.

CHLICAGO AND THE WEST.

Hot and Dull.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 4.—Most of our Chicago bass parties
go out from the city toward the end of the week, re-
turning the next week, the fortunate location of this city
placing some very good bass waters within easy reach of
town. A few weeks ago it appeared that nearly every-
body had gone fishing, and indeed it seemed to be a good
deal of a temptation to go, for a great many nice catches
Avere reported. For two days this week, however, the
weather has been very hot, and times are very dull in the
fishing way. But few parties are going out to-day, and
those who do will hardly be apt to find much sport unless
there should be a sudden change ,in the weather. It is
hot enough to-day to take the gimp out of almost any sort
of man or fish. Mackinac and the upper pine woods are
the talk to-day among the tourists.

One would think that by this time all the bass in the
Fox Lake chain would have been caught, and that it

would not be worth while to go there for any sort of
actual sport with game fish. Yet there is a steady sum-
mer angling travel into that neighborhood, and what is

the oddest part of it, the fishermen often get fish quite
enough to encourage them to go out again. The lower
Wisconsin and upper Illinois fishing has held its own bet-
ter than lower Michigan or lower Minnesota this summer,
a fact which goes to show the quality of the Fox River as
a breeding and supply stream, to say nothing of the good
bass growing grounds in many of the lakes themselves.

Who and What.

Pawpaw Lake, of Michigan, is a much boomed summer
place, and at times earlier in the season can show some
bass. Just now it is dead at Pawpaw, so reports Mr.
H. Brocklesby, of this city, who tried for eight days over
at Pawpaw to get some fishing. Fearing that he would
lose all his leisure time to no purpose, he left Pawpaw
and came back to Chicago, going thence to Sand Lake,
111., near Lake Villa, where he is at this writing enjoy-
ing very much better sport than he had in Michigan.
Mr. C. W. Green, of one of the Chicago daily papers, is

looking for a place to pass a two weeks' vacation, in-
tending to take his wife and have a quiet and restful fish-
ing trip, somewhere not too far from Chicago. He camem to ask me where that should be, and I advised him to
go to some of the lakes of Waukesha county, Wis. They
have been having pretty good fishing up in there this
sum^mer, quite as good as at many places much further
away, and, besides, Waukesha county is as lovely and
restful a bit of country as lies out of doors anywhere on
the surface of the earth. Mr. Green thinks he will go to
Burlington, thence take team to the Wind Lake or
Wabassee countr}', and try for a farm house boarding
place. Failing to get what he wants there, he will shift
from the east to the west side of the Fox River, and
perhaps blow in over Billy Tuohy's way, on Eagle Lake,
from which place some very tall fish stories have beeti
coming down lately.

Mr. H. R. Reed. Western representative of the Re-
view of Reviews, New York, was out in Minnesota for a
day or so this week with his friend, Mr. Patterson, of
Coll ier's Weekly. They left Minneapolis together and
went to Otter Lake on the Soo road, where they had a
great time. Not having anj'body else to do business
with, and being accustomed to transacting business all
the time, they signed up with a good manv pickerel, run-
ning up to 6 or 8 pounds. They got only a few bass.
This was about the first fishing Mr. Reed ever did in the
\yest. Mr. Patterson says it is the first Mr. Reed ever
did anywhere, but he is threatened with quitting golf and
going in for the angle. He caught 40 pounds of pickerel
and had more than that much fun.
The Charlie Antoine trout party starts for the Escanaba

next Monday or Tuesday, according to reports to-day.
Those going with Mr. Antoine are Messrs. John de la
Chaopelle, of Ottawa, 111.; V. L. Cunnvnghara and Harry
Williams, of Chicago. Mr. Williams was with the Con-
gre=;sional party in Minnesota last fall, and was historian
of that expedition. It is rumored that he will take that
capacity in the present trip, and Mr. Cunnvngham that of
head artist, the latter being Very clever with the camera.
They will have a good time, though they will be crowded
for room in the boats, having so many grasshoppers and
crickets along for bait. It is ordinarilv better to rope
your own hoppers on the stream, but they are not sure
there will be any on the Escanaba.

4 G^iffits. the hard-working advertising man of
the C. B. & O. Railroad, this ri'v. has been threatening to
go fishing with m.e out on the Mississipoi River for two or
three years, and I have been threatening to go with himWe both know we can't, so there is no harm done. There
IS another man who is wanting to go fishing with Mr.

Griffits, and the latter has been having fun with this

friend, telling him some gilt-edged fairy tales about the
Mississippi, where, in fact, he never fished at all. "I
have a house-boat up there," he told this friend, "and
you know it wouldn't seem quite right for me to go up
there and not use my own boat, after I've been to the
trouble of having it made; but the fact is, just now I
am having my house-boat overhauled, and a new ma-
hogany veneer put on the deck, and I think I'll wait till

that is finished before I go out there," From all ap-
pearances the mythical house-boat will be ready about the
time Mr. Griffits is ready for it. At this writing Mr.
Griffits, who is really fond of bass fishing, says that- he
is going up to Green Lake, Wis., this fall, to have a deep-
water try for some of the mysterious but much famed
red-eyed bass of that lake. It is not stated whether or-

not he has a house-boat on Green Lake.
Mr. James R. Smedberg. of this city, is figuring on a

fly-fishing trip for bass on the St. Jo River, of Michigan,
at sotflfe time early this fall, and probably this month. The
St. Jo is fished considerably, but still turns out a good
string now and then. I have heard of some fair catches
there with grasshoppers. It is a very pretty little river
and well worth acquaintance.
Mr. W. P. Nelson, one of the chained-to-business sort,

and lately pretty near to being a good example of the
horrors of being chained to business too much, has been
up north in the muscallunge country. He went in at
Lake Vieux Desert and floated down the Wisconsin Rivei'
in a canoe, having a very enjoyable little trip. He did
not find very good fishing, an 8-pound 'lunge being his'
record fish for the trip, but he took enough fish to keep
the camp going, and had no end of pleasure. Mr. Nelson
tells me that he heard of a very good muscallunge. .?6VS
pounds, which was taken by a boy in a pool of one of the
rivers in that region, I think very likely the Manitowisb
River. This is the second heaviest 'lunge I have heard
from this year.

Mr. H. Swanson, of this city, is among tho.se who have
this week gone up to Lake Axilla to mingle with the big-
mouths. He returns in a few days and has not been
heard from as to his success since he left town.
Mr W. F. McCracken, of this city, has left for a nice

trip to the Mason chain of lakes near Fifield, Wis. He
ought to get fishing there if anywhere, for the reports
from that section have been on the average very good
for most of the season,
Mr. Wm. D. Miller, of Kansas City, Mo., outfitted

here this week for a bass trip to the storied lakes of
Alexandria, Minn. He will see what he can do with the
historic "gray bass" of that countr3^
Hon. Jas. R. B. Van Cleave, of Springfield, 111., has

always been very fond of this Minnesota country for bass
fishing, and has been spending considerable time up there
this summer at the Waltonia Club, not far from Alex
andria.

Mr. Geo. B. Johnson, of Chicago, is absent at State
Line, Wis., this week, in a country cooler than this is now.
He will fish for bass principally.

Mr. Franklin A. Denison. of Chicago, has gone to the
once famous water, Lake Gogebic, to see if he can catch a
mess of bass once in a while. .Another Chicago gentle-
man to try the same trip is Mr. R. L. Taylor. The sea--
son is, of course, more advanced that far north th^n it is

here, and they may hit the beginning of the fall season.
Mr. James Fletcher, of this city, goes to-day up to Fo3f

Lake, 111., for a fews days' bass fishing. Mr. G. W.
Evans also is going to Fox Lake to escape the heat of the
city for a time.

Mr. Harry GriesmaUn is among the Lake Villa contin-
gent this afternoon, and Mr Chas. Oik, also of Chicago,
is another of the same party who will take the afternoon
Central north.

Bass at the Soldiers' Home.
President Nat H. Cohen, of the Illinois Fish Commis-

sion, has put a car load, or ninety cans, of nearly aciilt
fish—bass, croppies, perch, etc.—in Lake Clements, at the
Soldiers' Home, Danville, 111., there being about 3,000
fish in the shipment. They are not to be touched for
one year, and by that time should stock the lake very
nicely. The citizens are very grateful to Mr. Cohen.
This lot of fish came from the apparently inexhaustible
storehouse, the Meredosia Flats of the Illinois River,
where the fish are taken from the cut-off sloughs and
bayous in thousands by the Fish Commission and sent all
over the United States. Illinois has very much right to
be proud of the work of her Commission. The biological

-

station of the University of Chicago is located at Havana.
111., near this working point of the State Commission.
No State in the Union has shown better results for the
money expended than has Illinois in her fish work Much
credit IS due both Mr. Cohen and the old war horse Dr
S. P, Bartlett, of the United States Commission.

Fly-Casting Cltib.

Mr. F. N. Peet, of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club, tells
me that the club is feeling very sanguine about the pros-
pects of its tournament this month—Aug. 17-18. Mr.
Mangjteid, of the San Francisco Club, is proving much of
a drawing card, and many have expressed a wish to come
to Chicago, if only to see the veteran caster of the Coast
Mr. John Waddell, of Grand Rapids, be here, with
others of that city, and it is hoped we shall have' some
one on from the East. There will be two busy and
eventful days, and the records would do well to take to
the tall grass, or they are apt to get the wor«t of it. The
club will provide lunch on the grounds. The casting will

'

begin daily at 10 A M.. and will continue info the after-
noon.

Hartford BurtDiNG, Chicago, 111.

^'

NAMELESS REMITTERS.
The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. is holding

several sums of money which have been sent to it for
subscriptions and books by correspondents who have
failed to give name and address. If this note cornea
to the eye of any such nameless remitter we trust to
hear from him.
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Tuna Fishing.

Kelpie .^ends us this, from a late issue of the Los

Angeles (Cal.) Times: Avalon, July 21.—At a recent

meeting of the Tuna Ckib a committee was appointed tor

the revising of the constitution, the unprecedented run ot

tuna causing an enlargement of the membership to such a

degree that within a few years if the mcrease coiitmues

the" club membership will become so large as to be un-

wieldy The committee made a report at a meetmg ot

the club, recommending that the portion of the constitu-

tion relating to admission to membership be changed so

a'^ to provide that no person who is in business on the

island, or who is in the employ of any business man on

the island, shall be eligible to membership in the club, it

is further provided that any gentleman of leisure wtio

takes a tuna in accordance with the rules of the club,

weighing too or more pounds, does not by that act alone

become a member, but is only by doing so eligible to an

application for membership, which application shall De

made out bv the members of the Weighing Committee,

who weigh his fish and which shall be submitted to the

vote of the Admission Committee, which has full power

to elect or reject the applicant. The club has also

drawn the lines of admission to membership by deciding

that any person breaking his tackle at any stage of land-

ing a tuna shall be disqualified for membership. I he

tackle must come in intact. -.

The tuna fishers are tantalized by Ihc-siglit of myriad,s

of the big fish, but it is a difficult matter to induce them

(o take a bait. Only three were brought m yesttM-day.

C. W. Chamberlain. W. T. Miner and Col. Eddy being

the lucky fishers. Mr. Miner had a hard battle, and his

fish had all the better of liiin, breaking his rod. and he

was obliged to call for assistance. Mr. Paine responded

;^nd found the angler suffering from an acute attack of

"buck fever." as the hunter terms it. the man being in

such a nervous condition that he was unable to handle

(he reel. Mr. Paine soon landed the fish.

Chappie had a gentleman out in his rowboat who fought

H fish three-hours and then collapsed, completely used up.

Chappie attempted to tow the fish to shallow water, but

could not manage both boat and fish, and the fis1i was

lost.
, .

...
Gil. Eddv this morning brought m a _tuna weighing

li8 pounds^ his time being nine minutes./ He has lie-

vome so e.xpert that he now rarely rec|uires '
tnore than

Ion minutes for the landing of one of these big fish. His

Iilan i'; not to allow the fish to get its "second wind.
'

but

follow it up with sneh energv ttiat the fish is dazed, and

.Iteforcj- it can really l;ike in the sititation it ha^ been

-taken in. ' :

Canadian Angling Notes.

At last the long wet spell is apparently over, and wilh

the dry weather has also come some truly magnificent

angling, particularly along the line of the Quebec &
Lake St. John Railwav. where both trout and ouanamche

of large size are taking freely. The. crowds of anglers

that are now pouring into the countiy are giving the

various club houses and cami>s a much more animated

i-appearance. and some who went to scoff have remained

Mo fish, as the angling has turned out much better than

even the most sanguine ventured to hope, being unprece-

-dentedly good for the season of the year. Tlie railroad is

'^almost daily obliged to run about three parlor and sleep-

ing cars to accommodate the travel, and it is likely that

the tax upon its resources will be very greatly increased

in a few days
, , ,

The trout fishing has all along been remarkably- good,

considering the weather conditions, but at present it is

simply marvelous. For instance, a few days ago Messrs.

W. M. Macpherson. president of Mol son's Bank, and

H. II. Machin, assistant treasurer of the Province of Que-
bec, obtained on the lakes of the Stadacona Fish and

("rai'iie (Jlub the finest fishing they have ever experiehce'd

on these preserves. Within ten minutes Mr. Macpherson

took n 6!/^-pound I'emale trout and Mr. Machin hooked
'

;md 'landed a male weighing 6j41bs. Though only out

Cor a short time, they took as many fish running from i

1(5 6^ 2 pounds as they could conveniently bring home
and only desisted to avoid being wasteful.
- This reiiort tallies with those brought in by about every

;mgier recently returned—in fact, it is greatly exceeded

by some :bthers. all agreeing as to the size, number and
gameness of the fish.

The ouananiche fishing in the Grande Decharge. Lake
St. John, is now at its height and is greatly sought after,

great crowds flocking to the Island House. One gentle-

man who was out a little more than a week captured over

loo fish and could have taken many more had he so

desired. The fising is good on the Mistassini, Peribonca.

Ashouapmocichouan and other rivers flowing into the

lake.

J .;One gentleman who has just returned, from spending:
- ieij -days at the Grande TDecharge took oyer lOO ouanan-
JcJie in that time, many of them of very fine size. Other
'catches almost equally fine are also reported, and alto-

gether the ouananiche season now promises better than

ever before. -
.

The late arrivals on the salmon rivers, like those upon
the trout streams and ouananiche waters, have been
very much more fortunate than the earlier visitors. Mr.
Edson Fitch and party have returned from the Moisie.
having enjoyed miich better sport than Mr. Vesey Bos-
well and friends, who were there before, him.

Dr. Alexander B. John.s6n. of New York, has returned
by steamer St. Olaf from his river, the Jupitagan, where
he killed sixty salmon and seven grilse, and the fishjng

'was still, excellent when he left the river.

.Mr. J. .S. Kennedy, of New York, has had an excep-
tionally good season, having killed between seventy and

;- a hundred fish on the.Ristigouche and Cascapedia rivers.

':On the latter mentioned stream the heavy salmon were
•toitirid less gamy and active than those, of the Ristiguoche.

• Mr. I. H, Stearns, of Montreal, and party report their

•fishing on the Ristigauche this year at Chamberlain
^Shoals to have been rather above the average.

.:Mr. Dean Sage, Mr, James T. Cooper, Mr. Dicken-
-'SMt and others nave enjoyed .splendid sport this season
..at Camp Harmony, on the Ristigoudie and the neigh-

, .boririer pools. .

'

Mr, Hodges, of Boston, mHi a party of friends ha§

returned from the Natashquan, where tliey enjoyed ex-

cellent sport, and where the salmon were rising well

when they left the river.

L. T. D. Chambeks.

Quebec, July 28.

On the Abbitibbi Lakes.

Lake Victoria, P. Q., July 30.—Six of us have escaped

from New York and other sweltering spots into the back-

woods of Ottawa under the shadows of the primeval

forest. If there were not a fish within reach except the

sociable .'^ardinc squeezed' into its containing tin and

swamped in its native oil, it would be worth the coming:

just to get away from the chains of business and the

prophetic heat of the cities. But there are fi?h, for we

have proved it. The Province of Quebec has leased to the

Abbitibbi Fish and Game Club the fishing rights in Lakes

Bittobee, Victoria, des Rats. Partridge and Little White

Fish in the townships of Norllifield and Hincks in the

county of Ottawa.
Those who have no more than a geographical knowl-

edge of the counties of the Province of Quebec may feel

justified in the impression that they are no more than

shoe-tie strips beginning at the St. Lawrence an'd stretch-

ing aAvay indefinitely to tlie northwest to the land of the

muskeg and the mystery of Hudson Bay. But Ottawa

county has length and breadth and thickness, and there

is room to turn.over at night without rolling out into the

next county. We arc sixty miles back of the fire-swept

city of Ottawa, at the end of the track of the Ottawa &
Gatincau Railway—that is, at Gracefield—and then a

further distance by team to our camp on the shore of Vic-

toria Lake. There are six in our party, namely, L.

Cantor. V. Husted. L. Ritchey, F. Powell. W. J. Carr and

Gerhard S. Mariager. In this glorious climate we do not

care whether school keeps or not. We have leased fish-

ing on Lakes Abbitibbi and Victoria and Little White
Fish; that is enough for us; there is water enough in

Canada for a few more. The weather is fine. There is not

a word to say as to black fly or other noxious insect. But

the fishing!' Well, at this writing we have fished only

one day as yet an'd Ave are not discouraged. After eating

nntil vve fear that the-scales are beginning to show on our

out.<ides. we began to strike a trial balance on the rest

—

those that we sent out to friends in Ottawa. Our freight

liills show that we sent out as the surplus of one day for

six rods, fifty-five bass, the largest weighing y/j riounds.

and the very' smallest checking in at \j4 pounds. We are

not bragging at all. but we register our unbiased opinion

that the bass fishing is fine. Merry.

New Jersey Protection.

Edtlor forest and Stream:
Perhaps the facts below communicated will not be

judged of importance meriting publication, yet if game
l)rotection is to be made a political issue, as it nnist be

here to be made effectual, every sportsman in New Jer-

sey should be informed of the difiicuities and opposition

thai wardens who try to do iheir duty meet with, and

from those who should sustain and aid them tiierein.

The incidents are in part cold, but came to my notice

only yesterday while assisting at an attempt to clear

some of our bass waters of the carp nuisance.

In one county, and that one of the largest and best

natural game covers, with extensive waters stocked at

State expense, but two arrests were made. 1 know that

at least three of the very rankest and most persistent,

bold and defiant of poachers and sooners are at work
there and will keep at it till midwinter. Attention has
lieen called to them especially, to no purpose. The Avar-

dcn visits that part of his territory perliaps twice, per

haps once, a year—never heard of further attention—and
this quite likely in connection with private bu.siness in

which engaged. Then, too. the seiners, etc.. seem to

,

get the tip in advance. Tf there are deputies' their work
is kept mighty quiet j never heard of it. In this county
nineteen arrests were made, with eighteen coinictions,

and this by one oflicer.

Two deputies, employees of onr boss ringstcr, will

neither attend to any call or resign, as .superiors desire.

They block the vvay lor those who would serve (no pay
attached). A sou of a wealthy ixilitician. a defiant vio-

lator, arrested after repeated warnings and fined by his

own ccusin as magistrate, would have caused the war-
den's turning down and out could Gov. A'oorhees have
accomplished it. but (he Commissioners sustained the
stitf-backed oflicer and the fine had to be paid. Keep
your eye on Voorhces and see if he does not hcund this

man as he did Protector Shriner.

Westfai.l.

Bass Bait for Muskalongfe.

Three years ago Mrs. Piper told John, her husband,
that M'hen he fished for muskalonge he should use a small
bass for bait.

"And what do yon know about fishing, my dear?"
asked John, in a tone that indicated he could be tolerant
of any idiosyncrasies that characterized Mrs. Piper.

'T know a great deal about fishing," answered Mrs.
Piper, truthfully. "Of course. I have never caught many
fish, but that does not seem to me at all necessary. One
can read, and onie can have theories. Besides, I have a
husband and brother-in-law that talk the matter over
occasionally, and my hearing is good."
"Where did you get your information about baiting for

muskalonge?" asked John.
" I read about it in Forest And Stream. A man was

fishing in Georgian Bay. He was fishing for bass. He
fciund he had a very large fish on his line, and when he
got it into the boat—well, perhaps it was before he got
it in—he found it was a muskalonge. When he detached
the hook from the m_outh of the fish he found a black bass.
It seems the bass took the hook all right and the mus-
kalonge seized the bass."

"That's a very pretty fish story, rny dear,'' said John,
patronizingly.'

"Well, I have not finished. This man was so pleased
with his discovery that he used bass for bait for the
rest of the season, and he caught a lot of muskalonge."

"Well, I guess David and I will stick to the ol^ baits."
answered Joh^^

That was three years ago. This sunnner John was
fishing at Red Lake, in northern New York. He wrote
home that he had lost a 20-pound muskalonge, Wheii
he came back to Ohio, David said, "How was it, John,
about that 20-pound muskalonge? Great pity you lost it."

"Well, that was about the queerest thing that I ever

had happen," said John. "I was pulling in a black bgs-;

and that muskalonge took the bass for bait. Hie jumped
out of the water, and we had a good look at him."

Mrs. Piper did not say anything, but she told David's
wife about it over the telephone. F. L. W.

The ^^Kingfishers.'*

Aeter "samplin' the fishin' " for five or six years past

in Wisconsin and Canada, we have concluded to go back
to our first love, the old "Fishing Line," reaching into

the Petoskey and Grand Traverse regions, over which
we checked our "calamities'' for twelve or thirteen years.

The fishing in this region is plenty good enough for

any but a fish hog, whether for bass, trout, maskinon^e
or the "festive bluegill." to say nothing of the splendid

camping places, and the finest springs in the world.

We go a-fishin' on Aug. 4 over the G. R. & I, Ry.
to Traverse City, Mich., whence we take wagons to

Carp Lake, and will make camp at our old Robin's Nest
camp of '91, an account of which trip was published irt

Forest and Stream, with a picture of the camp.
The fishing in Carp Lake is reported better this season

than for several years, and it goes without saying that

Ave are looking for some good sport with the bass and
bluegills, leaving out of account the swarms of rock bass
and "pearch" that infest the lake.

"Fishin' fur bluegills" with a, light trout rod and two
or three flies is Cpl. Culbertson's /'chief, divarsion" when
camped out, and he has proini?ed to keep the camp in

"meat."
At Robin's Nest we expect to take solid comfort, for

right under the bank in front of the tents is a famous
sgring, and for a hundred yards or more up the lake

shore arc a dozen others, ranging in coldness from 54 to

46 degrees; and our neighbors furnish us with the best

of inilk, buttermilk tor the asking, butter, eggs, chick-

ens; vegetables "an' sich'" for the "equivalent."

T-he latch string is always hangin' out, "figgerativejjr

speakin'.'" at the Camp of the Kingfishers, and if any
brother of the rod happens along hungry and athirst, let

him stop 3nd we'll bi-eak up a hardtack or two aiid give

him a "suti"' out of a A'ial that has been cooled in a

spring of 46 degrce-s temperature.
' ' KtwiEtsnEK.

San Francisco Fly-Casting: Club.

Medal contests, series kxkj. Saturday, contest

held at .Stow Lake. July- 28. Wind, strong we^t

;

foggy :

No. to.

weatlier.

Kvent Kvent Event
No. 1, No. 2, No. 4,

Distance, Accuracy , '
—

-

Krent No. 8, IvUrf

Feel Per cent. Acc % PcL % Net % Casting^

Hallti % 71.8 79. 10 59
Itrootcs ... Ill .*<9 Hti.S 77
lirotlierton .... 116

iifi.l

85 4-S

Carr X9
.

8!^. l<i - 97 3
" " ' ni .'J't.S 9<J . S 77.11 84.1

T.oveU . ., ..... 12.5 ft'. 8K.4 S4.2 86.:: .% 15
Muller ..... 104 31.

4

87 79.2 83.1

10?. 88.8, 76.x 82.8

Judges, Battu and Young; referee. Muller

;

clerk.

Smyth.

Medal contests. series 1000. Sundav, contest No. 10,

held at Stow Lake, Julv 213. Wind>> strong "west';.Aveather,

misty and unsatis factory

:

9S 87.4 92.4 73.4 82.9 51

Broolcs . .

.

102 78 87.8 7;t.4 80.6
Brotherton 120 92 87.8 78.4 •

8:?

Daver.koscjj 103 92.4 S8.4 7(v10 82.1

, . 127.

(

5 94.4 90.8 75.10 - • 8i«..:!
'

Lovett . . .

.

127 9(1 86.8 83.4 Sn .98

Mansfield . .94 9') 76.8 84.10 ' 95.4
Muller .... ;.';.' .' m .92 89.8 75.10 82.9
Roos 87 7).S 81 R6.8 73.10
Young . .

.

m 94.4 .42.8 80.10 86.9
roulks . .

.

95 72.8 88. S 73.4 81

Judges. Battu and Yonng

;

referee. Muller,;, clerkf

Smyth.

Chicago Fly-Casting Club.

.ScoRE.s of the second competition, Aug. 4, (.>wing to

the extreme heat and th.e low water the competition AVa;

not completed

:

Long Distance Accuracy
Distance and Accuracy, and Delicacy,
Flv, Feet. Per Cent.

T H Bellows.....'. 92 951-3
L I Blacknian 75

C F Brown 81

H Greenwood -86 1-3

H G Hascall 98 97
N C Heston 78

E R Lettennan 93

F N Peet 106 91

H W Perce... - 72

A C Smith 87 931-3

H H Ainswortli 721-3'

Per Cent.
95 1-3

86
95 0-6

Bait
Casting.
Pfr Cent.

9734

93
-96 1-fi

Holders of Medals—Long Distance Fly, F. N. Peet;

Distance and Accuracy, H. G. Hascall; Acctiracy and
Delicacy, F. N. Peet

,
„

Batnegat Sea Fishing.

Barnegat City, N. J., Aug. 4.—Half-way down the

Jersey coast, where Barnegat Bay water rushes out to

meet the sea, and where Barnegat Light raises its tall

shaft skyward to warn the mariners from, the treacherous

shoals, is where the greatestr fishing of the north At-
lantic coast is to be found. Here the red drum, 6r channel
bass, are caught in large numbers. It is safe to say that,

at least a hundred of these big and gamy fish were caught
during July. The biggest catch of drum was by Edward
Hooley and Bert Brooks, of New York, who were ottt

Avith Captain Henry Eiseman in Hooley^s yacht. Crescent.

They chummed with menhaden bait, and from the school

of drum that gathered about them they landed twenty-
three. William T. Bailey, of Camden, has had excellent

luck with these fish. Another successfhl drum fisherman

has been Mr. E. G. Chandlee, of Philadelphia, whose
fifteen-year-old son,_ Edward, by the way, has two imm
to his s<iore,^ one weighing 23 and one 26 pounds..
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Charles A. Atkins, Dr. Herbert and Lawyer John F.
HaAvkins, of Asbury Park, are a trio of surf fishers who
are hard to beat, rnid who took home over roo pounds
of channel bass early in July. Mr. Streeter. of Orange,
has made several big catches. Last week Mr. Earl and
Mr. Recknegal, two New Yorkers, who were stopping
at Waretown, iried their J-uck in the inlet for two days,
getting a .30-pouiid drum each day.
Weakfish arc caught by the barrel. One day this week

.W. T. Synnot, C. J. Yost .and Internal Revenue Collector
Isaac Moffett. of Camden, caught 394 weakfish in four
hours and a half. Some of these fish weighed 5 pounds
apiece. Sheepshead, bluefish and striped bass are also
sought by the anglers with varying degrees of success,
though many striped bass have been landed. The biggest
striped bass caught so far weighed 22 pounds, and was a
beauty. Mr. Francis, of Berwyn, Pa., caught thirty one
day last week, and Mr. Chandlee landed 115 in two days.
One day before that Chandlee caught thirty-three and a
drum.

terestiiig. Brailsford was always a good game shot, few
men could walk the moors better than he, and with him
we lose a stamp of bead keeper which will, under tlie

cliauged cundiliou of sport, never Ite repla<"e(l.

lennd.

Fixtures*

FIELD TRIALS.
Aug. 21.—Emmetsburj?, la.—Third annual field trials of the

Iowa Field Trials Association. M. Bruce, Sec'y, Des Moines, la.
Aug. 28.-Sioux Falls. S. D.-Inaugural field trials of the South

JJafeota Field Trials Association. Olav Haugtro, Sec'y, Sioux
Falls, S. D.
Sept. 3-4.—La Salle, Manitoba, Can.—Western Canada Kennel

Club s annua! field trials. A. Lake, Sec'y. Winnipeg. Manitoba,
Can.
Sept. 6-7.—Brandon, Manitoba, Can.—Third annual field trials of

the Brandon Kennel Club. Dr. H. J. Elliott, Sec'y.
Sept. 11.—Carmen Manitoba Can.—Fourteenth annual field trials

of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'y, Winnipeg
Manitoba, Can.
Oct 30.—Senccaville, O.—Moaongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec y. Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett Sec'y. Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake View, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice, Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Isd.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B, Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C;—Eastern Field Trials Club's twen*y-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derbv
Simon C, Bradley, Sec'jj Greenfield Hill, Conn.
No.^.-—— —.—Illinois Field Trials Association's second

annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.
Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field, trials of

the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon Jr. Sec'v
Windsor, Ontario. Can. • j

>.

Nov. 20. —. Pa —Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.
r, Peterson, Sec y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 22.—Glasgow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Club's annual

field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill. Coi?n.

The Late William Brailsford.
The following, taken from the London Field, will be of

special interest to field trial patrons, most of whom met
the subject of this article in his visits to this country
•some years ago. He had for his assistant then the late
Angus Cameron, and while they found much that was
stra:nge in American ideas and ways of handling, they
offered some which appeared no less strange to the
Americans. They, by their sportsmanlike conduct and
fairness, won the esteem of all. The London Field says:
No doubt news of the death of William Brailsford;

which took place at Ightfield, Salop, a few days ago, will
come as a surprise to many, although he had reached the
age of seventy-eight years. He was one of the old
school of head keepers, having been initialed into the
duties at Kjiowsley, where his father looked after .the
dogs and the gamefovvl for more than two generations of
the Earls of Derby. William Brailsford's first important
engagement was with the late Gen. Anson, who bad
an extensive grouse moor in Perthshire more than half a
century ago. It was at that time customary for those
who took care of the dogs to walk with them into Scotland
some time before the 12th, and the journey from Stafford-
shire into the heart of Scotland was on more than one
occasion performed by who was at that young time Brails-
ford. Later he was with Lord Lichfield, Lord Derby
and the Duke of Westminster, and from the latter he
went to the late Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale about twenty
years or more ago, after wdiose death he remained witli
Capt. Lonsdale, in whose service he died.
William Brailsford was even up to the last a fine speci-

tnen of an English countryman, handsome, even aristo-
cratic, in his bearing, tall, strong, and powerful. Well
read, above his station in life, he was usually treated by
his masters as much as a companion as a servant. An
excellent judge of dogs, especially of pointers, of which
he was a great admirer, he took the initiative in the
establishment of field' trials (as his father, Mr. Richard
Brailsford, had been the means of instigating the first dog
show), which have been such a success, and at the late
meeting of the International Club news of his death was
received with sorrow. The good working dogs and also
5how_ dogs he has had under his care need scarcely be
mentioned here, but the excellence of the contents of the
Ightfield kennels was entirely due to Brailsford. The
liver and white setters, such as Woodhill Bruce. Woodhill
Beta and others, he was especiallv fond of, and when
working either these or others in public he was at his best.
No rushing about and excitement, but careful plodding
and steadiness were his aim. We saw Brailsford at the
Natioiial Shrewsbury meeting in the spring, but he had
lost his active step, and was palpably aging, signs tha?
were even more apparent when he came up with Capt.
Lonsdale's annual draft, of' pointers and setters to
Aldridge's a few weeks aigo. It may be mentioned that
When past three score years atid ten Tie crossed the At-
lantic in charge of some of the late Mr. Hevwood-Lons-
dale s dogs, which competed successfully in the Canadian
aftd other field trials. He was given a pleasant time, and
hie recite! of some of his adventures and the character of
some of the "handlers" of dogs out there was most fn-

Yachting Fixtures, 1900.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the future.

AUGUST.

8. East Gloucester, evening, Gloucester, Mass.
8-11. Corinthian midsummer aeries, Maiblehead, Mass. Bay.

11. Hempstead Harbor, annual, Hempstead Harbor. L. I. Sound.
11. California, cruise to. Angel Island and return, San Francisco,

. San Francisco Ba}'.
11. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
11. Royal St. Lawrence, open, Valois, Lake St. Louis.
11. Queen City, 16ft. class, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
11. Haverhill, pennant, Haverhill, Mass.
11. Penataquit Cor,, special, Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
U. Winthrop, handicap, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
11. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Mass.
11. Ouannapowitt, club.
IT. Seawanhaka Cor., special, Corinthian race, Oy.ster Bay, Lonjr

Island Sound.
12. Winthrop, sail to Weymouth.
12. Columbia, ladies' day, Boston Harbor.
14. American, open, Newburyport.
15-17. Hull-Massachusetts, midsummer series, 25ft. class, Boston

Harbor.
16 and alternate following days, Newport Y. R. A., 70ft. .series,

concluding races, Newport.
17-18. Annisquam, open, Annisquam.
15. Mosquito Fleet, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
18. Royal St. Lawrence, Hamilton trophy, 22, 20 and 17ft. classes,

Pointe Claire, Lake St. Louis.
18. Horseshoe Harbor, annual. Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
18. Canarsie, Corinthian race, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
18. Quen City, 20ft. class special, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
18. Norwalk, club, Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
18. Penataquit Cor., annual open. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
18. Winthrop, handicap, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
18. Beverly, Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay,
18. South Boston, handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
18. Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
18. Columbia, championship, Boston, Boston Harbor.
18. Duxbury, 18ft. class, Duxbury, Mass.
18. American, club, Newburyport, Mass.
18. Ouannapowitt, commodore's cup.
18. Seawanhaka Cor.. Center Island cup. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.

'

19. Hudson River, ladies' day, .New York, Hudson River.
20. East Gloucester, open, Gloucester.
20. Manchester, handicap, Manchester, Mass.
23. Plymouth, open, Plymouth Harbor.
25. Haverhill, third championship, Haverhill, Mass.
24-25. Inland Lake, Lake Geneva. 111.

25. Roj'al St. Lawrence, Lake of Two Mountains regatta.
25. Duxbury, open, Duxbury, Mass.
25. Nahant, dory class, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
25. Huguenot, annual, New, Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
25. Manhaaset, special. Port Washington, Long Island .Sound.
25. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
25. Penataquit Cor., special, Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
25, Jamaica Bay, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
25. Kingston, club, Kingston, Lake Ontario.
25. Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
25. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.
25. Quannapowittt.
25. Seawanhaka Cor., Center Island memorial cup, Oy.iiter Bay,

Long Island Sound.
25. Queen City, 17ft. special, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
27. Cape Cod, open, Provincetown, Mass.
27-31. Seawanhaka and Philadelphia Corinthian, interclub matches,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
28. Wellfleet, open, Wellfleet, Mass.
31. Wollaston, open.

Beverly Y. C.

MAKION—^BUZZARDS BAV.

.Saturday, July 28.

Thk Beverly Y. C. sailed a race for the Van Rensselaer
memorial cup on July 28 in a strong S.W. breeze, the
times being

:

^ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
May Queen, D. L. Wliitlemore 25.00 1 35 06 1 24 51
Ouakeress. W. F. Harrison 21.00 3 40 42 1 26 12
.Amanita. L. Bacon 21.00 1 44 06 1 29 36
Ulula, W. H. Wiusliip 25.00 1 30 57 1 29 42
Xofcomis, .'\Ifred Winsor 25.00 1 40 34 1 .30 19
Vaide, J. l'arki;ison, Jr 15.00 1 54 11 1 30 47
Eina, John Parkinson 25.00 1 41 04 1 30 49
Kestrel, L. S. Dabiicy 21.00 1 46 37 \ 32 07
.Sylvia, S. D, Warren ...21.00 1 46 40 .1 32 16
Bnmhild:!. S. R. Dow v 25.00 1 43 31 1 33 16
Bohemia. R. L. Barstow 21.00 1 4'8 16 1 S3 46
Howard. XL O. Miller .......18.00 1 54 31 1 36 07
Weasel, F. Burgess 18.00 1 54 49 1 36 22
Waskite. W. B. Scolield 19.00 2 03 10 1 36 42
Opah, H. B. Stone 21.00 1 46 37 1 37 17
Maori, W. M'. Phinuey 18.00 1 56 07 1 37 40
Vim. F. Av. .Sargent 15.00 2 01 22 1 37 58
Kolic. W. N. Swift.....'. 26.00 1 49 12 1 39 52
Peacock. R. Winsor 15. OO 2 04 09 1 41 25
Mdit-h. W. H. Swan 15.00 2 15 59 1 52 35
Flash. A. P. Young.......... 18.00 Disabled.
Rival. A. L. Register 19.10 Withdrew.
Columbia. H. Wetherell 15.00 Withdrew.
Dream, John Paine.. 15.00 Withdrew,
Islander, Toby Island Club 25.00 Withdrew
Hod. H. B. Holmes....... 18.00 Withdrew.
Thordis, 'i\ B. Wales 26.00 Disabled.

Thordis broke her bobstay before the start. The judges
were J. Gorham Palfrey and David Rice.

H«1I Mosquito Y. C
HULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday,.July 28.

The Hull Mosquito Fleet sailed a club race on Julj^28
in a light wind, the times being:

First Class.

TV, . Corrected,
^l°jave .,,.„., , 138 15
^^^"•^ 1 42 15

„ ,
_ Second Class.

Beth, Crooker ,, 1 46 22
Ripple, Max-well ........V.l 47 35Marion Clark ........ .....V....,..i. ,.1 47 47

f^l-
Kin?

• 1 49 83
Isidora, Clereriy ,. i go 34

Plymoath Y. C.

PLYMOUTH, MASS,

Saturday, July 38,

The Plymouth Y. C. sailed a dub race on July 28 in a
moderate N.E. breeze, the times .being:

Grace, M. S. Weeton. 1 sa I?
Dolphfh, N. Morton r.,.....,^J.,.'.SS°l%Vi

JiAiicc Y, C.

BJCVERL V—M A.SSAClt U.SETT.S BAV.

Saturday, July 28.

TiiK. Jubilee Y. C of Beverly, sailed its animal open
regatta on July 28 in a moderate S.VV. breeze, which held
strong enough to make a good race. The feature of the
day was the race between the centerboard boat Little
Peter and the two keel boats Flirt and Hermes, the for-
mer winning by fast work off the wind, though beaten
to windward. The times wferc:

25ft. Class.
' Elapsed.

Little Peter, J. J. Moebs 1 5S 29
>lirt. .labyan & McKee 1 54 27
Jingo, R. T. Paine, Jr 1 59 OR
Hermes, A. W. Chesterton , ..2 06 OS

21ft. Class.
Harriet, L. T. Harrington 2 02 41
Nixie, S. J. Connolly ; ..2 20 3T

18ft. Class.
Dauntless, Benner & Patten .1 21 53
Girce II., F. L. Pigeon

, 1 26
Lobster, C. J. Hendrie 1 2? 2o
Monsoon, A. C. Erickson ,. 129 57

Special IBft. Class.
Kikki Tikki, Loring Brothers. 1 44 54
Eclipse, A. L. Jackson , i 48 25

First Handicap.

„r ^-r Elapsed. Corrected.
Chenoden, W. H. Wharton 2 09 12 2 09 12
Adina, E. S. Foster 2 12 25 2 11 17

Second Handicap,
Bo Peeii, Chas. Prescott.... , ] 36 20 1 33 00
Black Cloud, T. O. Gilliott 1 44 37 1 44 22
Priscilla. D. W. Taylor 1 56 16 1 51 44
M. L. E., Malloon & Endicott Disqualified.
.Methia, Colby & Smith... Disabled.

The judges were G. H. Lee, Com. W. H. Russell, Com.
R. Jacoby, Com. Chas. Prescott, Capt. C. F. Broughton
and I. B. Mills. Hermes protested Little Peter, Flirt
protested Little Peter and Hermes, Lobster and Monsoon
protested Dauntless, and Bo Peep protested M. L. E.
Only the last protest was sustained by the judges, who
disqtialified M. L. E. for fouling a buoy.

Corinthian Y, C
.'MARBLEHEAD— ASSACHLfSETTS BAV.

Saturday. July 28.

Tn>^^#in!!rtan Y. C. of Marblehead, sailed its fourth
championship race on July 28 in a moderate S.E. breeze,
wilh,»Home sea. The times were:

Second Class.

1-1 If r, Hi- -T- I
Elapsed. Corrected.

Khahfa, R. W. Tucker
, 1 32 05 1 29 37

Uwaiia, R. Boardman ..........1 35 35 Not meas.
Ntver Did, D. H. FoIIett ,.1 .36 ,34 ) 3^ 34

Raceabouts.
Jolly Roger, B. B. Crowninehield 1 33 03
Sintiain. W. P. Fowle 1 33 27
Bander- Log. J. Crane, Jr ,1 36 O,""' . . .

'.

.

Firate, R. C. Robbins ^ 1 37 00
.Scapegoat, C. H. W. Foster 1 37 15
Runaway Girl, C. PI. Tweed ^..1 37 57

Knockabouts.
Suzanne, F. Brewster ^..,......1 39 53
Opiisah II., S. H. Foster...... ....,.,,,,-..1 40 05

.'

Class A.
Gossip. P. Brooks ...1 27 20 1 27 20
Quinette, F. A. C. Hill 14104 1 35 00
Louise, E. McWilliams 1 36 36 1 3§ 36
Lillian. H. E. Whitney 1 45 21 1 40 07

Class B.
Agnes, D. C. Holder, Jr... 123 11 12132
Thistle, A. P. Mackinnon 1 22 47 1 22 47

16ft. Class.
t'gly Duckling, C. F. Lyman 0 52 2.S

Cyclone, F. G. Macomber 0 53 28
Moccasin, A. D. Irving < 0 54 38 , .. .,

The \vinner in second class will not be known until
Owana is measured.

Duxbury Y. C
DUXBURY, MASS.

Saturday, July 28. i

The Duxbury Y. C. sailed a good race on Ladies' Day.
July 28. the wind being N.E., moderate. Nancy IJanks
was hindered by the parting of her peak halyard, taking
some time for repairs. The times were:

.Elapsed. Corrected.
21ft. Class.

lanny D., A. E. Walker... 2 10 46
Nancy Hanks, P. W. Maglathlin 2 14 04 ; ,

.

Halcyon, Sanford Winsor ..2 21 45 . .. ..
.Scamper. Reed Brothers....... 2 22 17
Nautiluj, Fred Wadsworth Withdrew.

Knockabout Class.
.Alilady. F. R. Adams.. 2 31 03 . V
Ooni raiil, G. F. Cushman ,..2 31 10 '.

l. ..
T.ob,ster, C. C. Clapp 2 32 50
•Spider, B. H. Hunt .- 2 33 50 .

..' ..
Dazzler, Goodspeed Brothers 2 35 09 . .. -

KittiM'ake, H. M. Jones ', 2 36 57

Handicap Class.
Rooster, U. B. Baker.... 2 11 45 2 li 45
Random, Russell Green ..2 24 45 3 14 45
Dewey, F. Wadsworth 2 32 46 2 14 46
N eritas, A. Holmes 2 37 40 3 15 40
H, F. B. Norwood ' 2 32 06 2 19 06
Frolic, J. C. Dawes. i .....2 42 10 2 20 10
.Satona. C. Foster , 2 42 30 2 25 20
Fedora, H. Pike........ 2 49 45 2 27-45

Anmsquam Y» C
ANNISQUAM, MASS.

Saturday, July 28.

The Annisquam Y. C. sailed a race on July 28, the
times being:

'

18ft. Class.

Schatz, Quincy Bent,...,., .?ll^^
Nymph, Perkins ; 140 49

^ _ 15ft Class.
Cunmngham........ ..,.1 27 66

Wink, Langlands .......................1 §2 59
Tabasco IL, Wiggin ......,..,.,..,.,,..1 34 29
Gaboo, Adams .....,.,..,1 35 19
Gertrude. Dawon : Withdrew
Evelyn, Woodbury ...........^.Disabled

, „. ,
Dory Class.

, .

Tl^adore, Fnend ............................... 42 ©
Naom?. Saunders 44 41
Tabasco, Rowe .......................i.-.l-4f -gl

The club has arranged a series of races for Aag. i&^tf-
18, the H. 0. and the 25ft. dass being invited, with other
classes.
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. Cruise [oflthelCCrescent^

The Skipper's Yafn.

It began last winter when Walt and the Cook (rank

earned) otherwise known as Damon and Pythias, con-

ceived the idea of a cruise at the time when by a happy

coincidence vacation time should come and the w;eaktish

should be biting. I think they dreamed about it. At

least it was well talked over, and Koons and your humble

servant, the Skipper (honorary rank), were easily per-

suaded to join. As July approached the enthusiasm ot

the originators rose several points. The lists of neces-

saries they prepared were appalling. After bemg con-

sulted about and amended, the list was mostly disregarded

. when the supplies came to be bought. In an inspired

moment the Skipper proposed bringing an ancient trunk

down town and packing all the duffle in it, because it

would be a handy place to stow things in aboard the boat.

Whenever Koons spied that trunk in the little cabin of

the Crescent, he said, with a rich variety of language,

that the inspiration came from Satan. He thought it took

up moFL than its fair share of room. The Cook said

this complaint came with an ill grace from Koons, who

is more than 6ft. long himself. The Cook, however, made

his own kick about the trunk when it kept him away

from his beloved grub locker. The trunk did fill a large

slice of the cabin, and had to be slued around and

propped up to make sleeping room, but it kept things dry

in damp weather, and made things warm whenever Koons

or the Cook saw it or it inadvertently fell down on Walt s

feet. as he slept peacefully beneath. On the whole, it was

not a failure.

On a pleasant Wednesday afternoon of last July we
foregathered on the tight little cat-rigged yacht Crescent,

L. O. A., 24ft. Walt and the Cook had gone witirfhfe

duffle on Monday to the town of Toms River, situated

on the river of the same name, where the yacht was

chartered, and when the Skipper, who joined the party

lastj arrived, everything was ready for a start. The

wind was' blowing" a gale from the south, and with a

close-reefed mainsail we were soon reaching merrily

down the river. At Island Heights we landed long

enough to procure some fresh eggs, which had been for-

gotten at the start. This resort is composed almost ex-

clusively of handsome cottages nestling among the pines

on a high bluff overlooking Toms River, about a mile

from its mouth and three miles across Barnegat Bay from

the ocean. Our stop here was short, and we were soon

again under way. two of us with a backward look at the

pleasant Heights, where we had spent many a happy sum-
mer day. The water in the river, despite the high

wind - was smooth, but when we neaped the bay we could

see that it was very rough and full of whitecaps. It was
now late, and Ave ran back in the sheltered cove behind

Good Luck Point and anchored for the night. Here it

was found that the diminutive oil stoves that we had
brought along, while they appeared to give lots of heat,

really took an interminable time about the cooking of

supper. As we never timed them with a watch, I am
unable to say whether this was the fault of the stove or

was due to the prodigious hunger which follows life on
salt, water. Here also began to be manifested an in-

teresting rivalrj-^ between Koons and the Cook. Koons
wanted to fry the fish in butter and the cook railed at

such extravagant notions and proceeded to fry them in

lard. Then Koons, who said he had been cook in many a

fishing camp, told the Cook he didn't know his business.

Whereupon the Cook said he guessed he did, for he'd

been taking cooking lessons in the kitchen at home all

summer. The Skipper, who had been investigating the

stores, here rose to remark that the Cook had let the

storekeeper sell him bad lard and—-well, extra bad butter,

and suggested that he use a combination of the two so

that one might counteract the other on the principle that

one poison is an antidote for another. The result was
that the Cook prepared the fish to suit himself. He
also opened a can of baked beans. Begns were a weak-
ness of the Cook's. He used them on all occasions and
in most of his concoctions. When a strong protest in

favor of a change of diet had touched his heart and
caused him to prepare a meal without beans, he was so
sad, afterward it seemed as if his j'oung life had been
blighted by the chill air of an unappreciative world. He
cooked because he liked to. That is why the rest of us
loved him. It let us out. ^ee?

After the supper was over and the debris put away, the
pipes were lighted and the Skipper announced that he
would sing, if desired, but for some reason the others at

once discouraged this amiable intention, Walt even to
the extent of suggesting a ducking in tlie dark water that
was lapping the sides of the Crescent. Koons, who loves
peace, started a tall story about a big bass he had once
caught in a Luzerne county lake. Before he had landed
the fish, ho\vever, a black cloud which had been visible
in the west since sunset moved up overhead and brought
a squall with it, which, even in our sheltered anchorage,
roughtened the water some. By the time the Skipper and
Walt had gone over the boat to see that everything was
secure and to pay out more cable so that the anchor might
have a better hold, the rain was on us. We sought
shelter in the cabin and watched the forked tongues of
the lightning playing over the wooded heights of Money
Island. This island, by the way, is one of the numerous
caches of the notorious Captain Kidd. The ill-gotten
gold buried there, however, in spite of numerous searches,
has never been found. Men with the gold fever should
visit this delightful spot. The transoortation charges are
much less than those to the Klondike country, living is

cheaper, the climate knider, society more civilized (there
are summ.er girls here), and the chances of fortune equal
tho?e of the majority of pro.spectors in the far northern
gold-fields.

To' coinc back to the boat, the storm on the watfer was
a new experience to Koons. and he was somewhat anxious
lest the tall mast

.
should prove an attraction to the

lightning. Walt said that if Koons had finished his fish
story the danger might have been increased, and heeged
him-nat.to mention the alleged weight of the fish until
the storm was ovcT- Koons,. however, could not see the
force, of this, and opined that the storm was a warning
to the Skipper not to .sing fih promised song. Tfie rain
in the meantime had rea.sed. and the niai'n body of the

storm was passing us to the northward. For an hour

we sat smoking and watching the grand display of

heavenly fireworks, and then turned in to dream of the

weakfish to come.
, , , j a x. u j

Just as the Skipper fell asleep he dreamed he had

hooked a huge fish, and with the line fouled around his

foot was being pulled overboard. He woke up to find

that the Cook was yanking at his foot and the glorious

was peeping over the strip of beach tliat separatedsun
Barnegat Bay from the broad Atlantic. The Skipper

immediately rolled over onto Walt, who slept deeply and

musically on the floor of the cabin, and when the com-

motion had subsided we were all awake. This was the

only occasion when Walt was awakened without difficulty.

The morning was cool, and the Skipper's proposal of a

swim before breakfast met with a reception to match the

temperature, so he was forced to take his plunge alone.

The Cook fished the stoves out of a locker and then

changed his mind and followed the Skipper overboard.

Walt and Koons shivered about the deck and made
pointed remarks about people who couldn't dive without

splashing other people. All, however, appreciated the

fresh, clean and cheerful appearance of the Skipper after

his swim, and the other fellows, thereby converted, went

overboard before breakfast each morning during the

balance of the cruise. And indeed it is a wise practice, for

a cold plunge induces, as nothing else that I know of

can, that cheerful good nature which is so hard for most

of us to attain in the early hours. To most people the

early morning air is of various shades of blue, mostly

dark, which even the exhilaration of living in the open

air in communion with nature cannot altogether brighen.

But after the immersion—ah! that is different. A dive

into the cool depths, the rush of bubbling water by your

face, a stroke or two, a rise, a shake of the head and
your eyes arc opened. The pale sun, the dark trees, the

dull water, the cold wind, the frowns—where are they?

All banished into the limbo of sleepiness. And now look

about you. Isn't the scene changed? Doesn't the sun

shine gloriously? Are not the woods and meadows bril-

liantly green? See how the water sparkles and dimples

and laughs like a fair maid welcoming the rosy queen of

the morning. Who but a clod could frown now? Could
you? No! You laugh and laugh again for very joy, and
breathe deep and swim strong, and go ravenously to

breakfast and thank God that you are alive. And nothing
has changed since you rose except yourself, my friend.

The cobwebs are gone, and you are in harmony with
nature—that's all. So, I say. Heaven bless the man that

first discovered bathing.

And so let us come back to the boat and prepare our
breakfast of fried pearch (I like good Father Izaak's

spelling), caught the previous day, potatoes, cinnamon
buns and coffee ad libitum. And now, the crew being
awake, thanks to the Cook's good strong coffee, the dishes

were soon washed up (water being plentiful, if somewhat
hard) and stowed away. The sail Avas hoisted, the anchor
hove up and away went the Crescent before the gentle

westerly breeze, headed for Good Luck Point. The
mention of this name causing some speculation as to its

origin, the Skipper, between puffs at his corncob, related

the legend of the Point. The story goes that one of the
early settlers pursued by Indians rode his horse into the
water from Coates' Point, v,'hich we see two miles away
to the north, and wading and swimming managed to reach
this point of meadows exhausted but safe, and in the
remembrance of h,is escape called it Good Luck. Looking
at the distance this morning, it seemed as if Good Horse
would have been more appropriate. By the time the early
settler was disposed of, we had rounded the point and
come into dear old Barnegat Bay. The sheet was
trimmed and the Crescent was headed for the draw-
bridge at Barnegat Pier. Then through the draw and

—

ah ! there he is. And we lay to while the early-rising
baitman pulls his dory alongside and the bait box is sup-
plied with crabs and a good measure of those little horned,
shelly acrobats (shrimps) that the weakfish like so well-
sometimes. And then we fill away again for a long reach
to the shell beds off Cedar Creek Point, which we can see
—a long stretch of salt meadow jutting well out into the
bay. As we approach the charmed spot rods are put
together and tackle rigged and all carefully stowed in
the cabin out of the way of careless feet and halyards.
And then the helm is put down and the sail hangs shaking
amidships and comes rattling down. The anchor is let go,
the .sail stowed, and as the good little yacht swings to her
cable, her crew rush for their implements of sport.
The long looked for moment has come, and no time is to
be lost. The Skipper was putting a float on his line when
the music of Koons' reel began and after a struggle he
boated two fine weakfish. At the same time Walt began
to reel in a beauty. Now the Skipper's float went sailing
off with the tide and then disappeared, and a fine double
was the result, the Cook and Koons following close. And
so the sport went on. And what sport ! What a fight
those fish made on a light rod ! And right here I want to
say that with similar tackle I have found the weakfish
(absurd name for the gamy squeteague). at equal weights,
fully the peer of the fresh-water black bass for gaminess.
We had previously used what is called weakfish tackle for
weakfish. That is a stiff and rather heavy lancewood
rod and thick line. But on this occasion I took along a
7-ounce split bamboo and a light silk line, with reel to
match, and after one trial the heavier tackle was dis-
carded, or used only for trolling or in a swift tideway
where heavy lead must be used to carry the line to the
bottom. The way those fish acted when hooked on that
light tackle was a revelation. They ran and ran again,
they leaped from the water and repeated the leap; they
fought to the death, and they were hooked better and
held better than with the stiffer rod and quick reeling in.
And the.se, mind you, were fi.sh of to 3 pounds, f
had persuaded Koons and Walt to take light tackle also,
and they were delighted with the sport, and twitted the
Cook, who had refused to abandon his stiff lancewood.
He, however, said he didn't need any pity, and I suppose,
knowing no better, he enjoyed it as much as any one. I
have mentioned that the weakfish hooked on this bass
tackle and played as a bass is played, often leaped clear,
out of the water at the end of a rush, for . all the world
like that gamy denizen of fresh water, I dwell on this
because I had never seen weakfish do this before', and I
have, heard it declared that they never do br^ak' water
Thi.<t was probably becau.se they were generally hauled up

from the bottom with a steady overhand pull on a hand
line or reeled quickly up to a stiff rod and swung into the
boat. But give the weakfish a chance and I, for one, ask
no better sport than fishing for him.

Well, the speckled beauties kept corning in and it was
lon^ after noon before any of the Crescents cared to stop
fishing to attend to the wants of the inner man. These
latter, however, finally became too urgent to be disre-

garded; the fish box becoming full about the same time,

some of the best of the fish were soon prepared for the
pan. The work of the Cook was creditable, in spite of
Koons' criticism, and the results well appreciated.
The Avind had by this time hauled to the northwest and

freshened considerably. After dinner a single reef was
tied in the sail and the Crescent was soon spinning merrily.
doAvn the bay, with the wind on the quarter and the lee

deck under Avater, leaving to starboard Forked River,
Waretown, with its big hotel, and Old Barnegat, On the
port beam, seeming always in the same position, as we
folloAved the big semi-circle of the loAver bay, Avas the tall

tower of Barnegat Lighthouse.
And so Ave reached Gulf Point below Old Barnegat and

here the difficulties and excitement of the cruise began.
DoAvn to this point the Skipper knew the way

;
beyond it

none of us had ever been. Above the channel had been
wide and deep; here it became narroAV and winding, beset
with long sinuous bars and Avide expanses of flats, the
landmarks Avere unknown to us, and our chart was an old
one. The Cook suggested that our little ship be re-

christened the Santa Maria. But he Avas renr'nded that
would be inappropriate, because Columbus had no ch.art

at all, neither had he such a cook as ours, else he might
have discovered Ncav York, instead of only Cuba, etc.

The Crescent drcAv but 2oin., and Ave Avere not compelled
to use the centerboard, so, tlie tide being about half
flood, we had little difficulty in keeping afloat. But the
uncertainty added a spice of excitement to the sail. At
the upper end of Manahawken Bay the channel turns
eastward into a narrow thoroughfare, and passes through
the draAvbridge of the trestle on Avhich the Long Beach
R. R. crosses the bay. After passing through the draw
and following an extremely narrow and tortuous channel
among the islands of Manahawken Ba}', we rounded.'
Popular Point and were in Little Egg Harbor. Here the
channel is narroAv, but as it folloAvs the western shore
line of the bay Ave had little difficulty in keeping in it.

The wind was noAv dying out, and Avhen Ave reached the
channel between Long Point and Shellie Island near
Beach Haven, the reef Avas shaken out. The Avind failed
rapidly, hoAvever, and the sky became clouded. A change
Avas evidently coming. After drifting about for half an
hour, the Avind came up, this time from the east, and we
Avere soon beating up the narrow but Avell-buoyed passage
betAveen Little Island and Mordecai Island, and so came
at last to the Avharf of the Beach Haven Y. C, and all

hands Avent ashore to stretch their legs and view this
pleasant resort, and present strings of fish to friends on
shore ; for the Crescents are too good sportsmen to let

th^ir fish go to waste. Beach Haven, like all of the sea-
side resorts of New Jersey south of Point Pleasant, is

situated on a narrow strip of sand beach, Avith the ocean,
on one side and on the other an estuary—at this' point'
the broad island-studded waters of Little Egg Harbor

—

'

bordered by salt meadows. , Its climate is said to give an
infallible quietus to hay fever germs, and surely a stay in
such a place must be a delightful cure for those victims of
the uncomfortable malady who can afford it.

Koons and the Cook, with good-natured Avrangling, pur-
chased some needed provisions, while the Skipper and
Walt procured the always necessary water supply at a

'

dilapidated structure built on piles, and bearing the
euphonious name Hotel de Crab. Then we took our Avay
back to the boat over the fine gravel road Avhich crosses
the meadoAV on a causeway. As the location promised
visits from those sleep and temper destroying pests of
the meadoAvs, the mosquitoes, we determined not to re-
main at the pier all night. So Ave got under Avay again,
and, just as dusk Avas falling, came to anchor in the bay,
well off the Avest point of Mordecai Island. Supper was
prepared by the combined systems of Koons and the
Cook, Avith an elaborate cdnmentary from each on the
other's way of doing things. All being ready hunger,
most excellent of sauces, transmuted the plain and plenti-

ful food into a king's feast, and for tAventy minutes
nothing was heard but the clash of steel on tin plates and
the gentle lapping of the wavelets against the boat's side.

At the end of that time, with a long-draAvn ah-h-h, three
dark figures leaned back, and shortly Walt, who Avas ever
the best trencherman, folloAved suit. Almost at the same
moment rain began to fall, necessitating a quick washing
up and stowing away of the dishes and an adjournment
to the cozy cabin, where the day ended AviJi a short pull
at the rye and a long pull at the comforting pipes. The
anchor light was hung out and all hands turned in early,

just tired enough to fall asleep at once and wake the
next minute to find the sun peeping OA^er the eastern
meadoAvs and, like the bold loA'er he is, kissing a whole
flight of delicate little clouds q^itil they blushed all

shades from a rich crimson to a delicate pink, according
to their several natures and complexions. Refreshed by
sleep and revived by the plunge overboard (in which this

morning the Avhole crcAv joined to the great increase of
good nature and the partial elimination of the cookery
debate), breakfast was soon dispatched, and we were
again under way, headed for New Inlet. It was the in-

tention to go out to sea here and sail outside to Atlantic
City, our objective point, but just as Ave reached the lower
end of Tucker Beach the light easterly breeze fell, so
that it barely sufficed to hold the Crescent against the
strong flood tide. So all the morning she hung su.spended
in the inlet like Mahomet's coffin, between wind and tide.

Koons and Walt retired to the cabin and played chess.
The Cook fished in a blase manner when he could induce
his line to sink, and the Skipper, stretched out on deck
beside the helm, read "Plain Tales from the Hills" and
whistled for a breeze. About 2 o'clock the tide tiirned

and shortly afterward a light but freshening breeze came
out of the south, and the Crescent began to forge ahead,
her nose pointed for the channel buoy. Koons, Avho is a
fresh-'water man, here demurred to the plan of going- out-
side. He said the boat was too small. I think what he
meant was that he lacked confidence i;n the Skipper. But
perhaps this is an injustice. Tlife Cook "had; prepared a
stew for dinner, and it may have been getting in Its
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work. That is, the Cook called it a stew, but it Came
rather within the accepted definition of hash, being "a

little of everything." However it was, Koons had his

way, because l>efore the third channel buoy was passed it

was evidently loo late to get over the bar and beat twelve

miles to wmdward in time to tackle the difficult passage

of Absecon Inlet before dark, So the boat was put about

and headed up the inlet, while the chart was studied to

pick out the best^ inside passage. A nice deep thorough-

fare (Mark's) leading into Grassy Bay was selected, and
after some searching the end of it was discovered in-

side, insteaS of outside, of the Anchoring Islands, as the

chart gave it. Passing the islands we came out onto the

broad circular expanse of Great Bay, and saw the thor-

oughfare behind a point off the port beam. Making a

good ofifing to avoid a fiat, we headed for the mouth of

the thoroughfare, and when about 75yds. from it went
hard and fast aground. Here was a fix. All inshore of

us was but ift. to lyAt. of water, and an exploration by

Walt, in light wading costume, showed no channel. By
the use of the setting pole the boat's head was swung
around before the wind, but she refused to move. There
was no help for it, so all hands, in various undress rigs,

from "the altogether" to a suit of underclothes, hopped
overboard. (Posterity has lost an edifying spectacle, be-

cause there was not a camera on the boat that day.) Thus
lightened, the Crescent just floated. She was put before

the wind the Skipper steering by means of a line bent

on the tiller and the crew pushing alongside, and thus

she was coaxed into deeper water.

Seawanhaka International Chal-

lenge Cup.

Sixth Match-Royal St. Lawrence Y. C—White Bear Y, C.

DORVAL—^LAKE ST. LOUIS.

August, 1900.

For the fourth successive year the Royal St. Lawrence
Y. C, of Montreal, has been called on to defend the silver

trophy won by it in 1896 from the Seawanhaka Corinthian

Y. C. at Oyster Bay, New Y^ork, and this time against a

new challenger. The White Bear Y. C, of St. Paul,

Minn., sailing on White Bear Lake, first challenged for

the cup immediately after the races of 1898, in which
Challenger was defeated by Dominion, but this challenge

was objected to by the Seawanhaka ' Corinthian Y. C,
which was desirous of a third trial. The White Bear
Y. C. then challenged the Royal St. Lawrence Y''. C. to a

spfecial match, offering to bring the best of the White Bear
fleet of 1898, Y^ankee, to Lake St. Louis and to sail her

against Dominion, both being sailed in their original

trim as raced in 1898. This challenge was accepted, and
the match was sailed in June, 1899, Dommion winning.

The • White Bear men were not discouraged, but went
away, promising to return with a better boat. The defeat

of Constance by Glencairn III. in the following month left

the way open for a new challenge for the cup, which was
promptly sent and accepted.

Both clubs were of the same opinion as to the de-

sirability of some changes m the rules which would
promote the building of better and more durable boats,

and in the agreement some entirely new features were in-

troduced. The challenge named the largest class pos-

sible under the declaration of trust, 25ft. R.M., but a

special agreement was made that the sail area should not

exceed 500 sq. ft.. As this would admit of a waterline of

over 27ft. to make up the 25ft. class limit, the result was
that waterline was practically unlimited, each designer

being free to take more than he could use, and with no
inducement to force the measured waterline.

The weak and fragile construction of some of the boats

of 1898-9 led to the adoption of minimum limits to plank-

ing, frames, etc., removing the inducement to every de-

signer to build the lightest possible boat. The composite
centerboards used in all the boats of 1898-9, oak boards
shod with lead and plated with brass, were very expensive

and had no advantage except in the lowering of the center

of gravity. It was agreed to bar these and to permit solid

metal boards of a limited thickness. The agreement as

finally accepted by the two clubs was as follows

:

Agreement Governing the Match for the Seawanhaka
International Challenge Cup for the Season of 1900.

It is hereby mutually covenanted and agreed by and
between the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C, of Montreal,

Canada, and the White Bear Y. C, of St. Paul, that the

following regulations shall govern tho match to be sailed

between the representative yachts of said clubs during
the season of 1900:

Article i. The courses shall consist of a triangular

course and a course to windward or leeward and return.

Each leg of the triangular course shall be one and one-
third nautical miles in length and shall be sailed over
three times, making a total of twelve miles. The course
to windward or leeward and return shall have total length

of twelve nautical miles ; each leg shall be, if possible, two
nautical rnik-s, and shall not be less than one nautical

mile.

Article 2. The match shall be awarded to the yacht
winning three of five races.

The races shall be sailed alternately over the triangular

and the windward or leeward and return courses.

The first race to be triangular or windward and return,

as the winner of the toss may elect.

Article 3. The races shall be sailed under the manage-
ment of three judges; one shall be appointed by each club,

and the two so appointed shall elect a third on or before

July I, 1900. They shall act as judges and timekeepers,

shall direct laying out the courses, shall decide whether
the contestants come within the prescribed measurements
and scantling restrictioiLS, and shall settle all disputes;

the decision of a majority shall be final in all matters per-

taining to the contest.

It shall be the duty of the judges to thoroughly check
the scantling, and satisfy themselves by boring, inspection

or other means that the measurements are thoroughly
up to specifications.

Article 4. Each club shall name its representative yacht
five days before the first race.

Article 5. The start shall be a one-gun flying start, with
a preparatory signaL

Article 6. The races shall be sailed without time al-

lowance.
Article 7. Yachts must not exceed 25ft. racmg length,

measured under the following rule: L.W.L. plus the

square root of the sail area, divided by 2, equals the

racing length. Yachts shall be measured without crew

on board, but with a dead weight of 45olbs., which shall

be carried amidship, approximate at the center of buoy-

ancy during measurement. The sail area must not ex-

ceed 500 sq. ft., as determined in Article 8.

The yacht's draft of hull or keel shall not exceed 5ft.,

and with the centerboard down shall not exceed 6ft.

Draft shall be determined when yachts are in trim for

racing. Centerboards shall be so constructed that they

can be wholly housed without leaving any projection

below the hull or keel.

Article 8. The factor of sail area used in determining

racing length shall be ascertained by adding to the actual

area of the mainsail, computed from its exact dimensions,

the area of the fore triangle. The hoist of the mainsail

when measured shall be plainly marked on the mast and

its outer points on the boom and gaff or other spars used

to set the sail, and the sail shall not be set beyond these

limiting points. The fore triangle shall be determined by

the following factors: (i) The perpendicular shall be the

perpendicular distance between the deck and a point on

the forestay where the line of the after leech of the jib

intersects the forestay, above which the jib shall not be

hoisted. (2) The base shall be the distance between the

forward side of the mast at the deck and the point of in-

tersection of the forestay with the bowsprit or hull.

Any jib, when set, must not extend beyond tbe upper

and forward points above defined.

Sails shall be limited to mainsail, jibs and spinaker.

The total area of the mainsail and fore triangle shall not

exceed 500 sq. ft. The area of the spinaker, measured as

a triangle whose base is the length of the spinaker boom
measured from its out end when set to the center of the

mast, and whose perpendicular is the distance from the

deck at the foreside of the mast to the spinaker halliard

block, shall not exceed twice the area of the fore triangle.

All jibs and spinaker must be triangular sails, but they

may have small clubs on the heads not exceeding 10 per

cent, of I he base of the fore triangle.

Article 9. The spinaker boom when used in carrying

sail shall not be lashed to the bowsprit or stem head.

Article 10. Shifting ballast shall not be allowed. (Cen-
terboards shall be considered as fixed ballast.)

Article 11. No outrigger or other mechanical device

for carrying live ballast outboard shall be allowed.

Article 12. Centerboards shall not be loaded except to

overcome flotation, but metal plates may be used under
the following restrictions

:

The centerboard m.ay be of steel or iron plate of prac-

tiaclly uniform thickness, not over ^in. thick at any
point, and not weighing over 35olbs.

The centerboard, if of bronze, brass or metal other than
.steel or iron, may not be over J/gin. thick at any point,

shall be of practically uniform thickness, and shall not
weigh over 30olbs.

Article 13. Yachts must sail throughout the series of

races with the same amount of fixed ballast and center-

boards of practically the same weight as carried in. the

first race.

Article 14. A—Yacht must be so constructed that on a

cross section, taken at any point, no part of the hull shall

be sensibly below the center part of the hull, exclusive of

the false keel or skeg.

B—The cockpit area must not be more than 40 per cent,

of the area of the deck.

Article 15. Y^achts shall be constructed in accordance
with the following restrictions

:

1. The planking of hull shall not be less than J^in. thick

at an^ point.

2. fhe frames- or ribs shall be of oak, elm or other
hard wood and shall not be less than iJ4 sq. in. per lineal

foot of length of vessel
;
they may, however, be spaced as

desired. Example: Frames may be 1^4 x i spaced
i2in. c. to c, or 5^ X I spaced 6in. c to c, or ^ x
spaced 25^in. c. to c.

3. The deck plank shall not be less than J^in. thick if

without covering ; but where covered with canvas may be
Vgin. thick. The deck beams shall not be less than sq.

in. per lineal foot of length. Example: Deck beams may
be i>2 X I spaced I2in. c. to c, or x % spaced 6in.

c. to c.

Internal bracing, floors, knees or other stif¥ening mem-
bers shall not be included in the area of the frames or
deck beams.

Article 16. The total actual weight of the crew, includ-
ing all clothes, personal apparel and belongings worn by
them or carried on board during the race, shallnot exceed
65olbs.

Article 17. The helmsman and crew shall be amateurs
and members of the respective clubs, and the helmsman
shall be named in writing, as required by the provisions
of Article X. of the Declaration of Trust.

Article 18. The provisions of the Declaration of Trustj
so far as the same are inconsistent with the foregoing
articles, are hereby waived, but in all other respects shall

govern the match.
The Royal St. Lawrence Y. C.
The White Bear Y. C.

During the winter seven boats were built—three for the
challenge and four for the defence. The choice of
the White Bear Y^. C. after such trials as were possible
was Minnesota, owned by F. M, Douglas, Cass Gilbert
and Samuel Stickney.
The Skow type has been developed to an extreme point

by the White Bear yachtsmen, and two were built for
the trials, both being very fast, but Minnesota was finally

elected as the most suitable representative in several
ways—the best in type, the handsomest in construction
and very fast in moderate weather. She was designed
and built by Gus. Amundson, a local builder, who has
been very successful on White Bear and the neighbor-
ing lakes. In general form and outlines she is fairer than
most modern racing boats. With a waterline of 25ft. 6in.

she has just under 7ft. beam. Her deck line is very fair.

She has a low freeboard and very little sheer. Her mid-
ship section showed a slight round to the bottom, a quick
turn to the bilge and a straight side without flare. All of
her diagonals are fair and easy, with no forcing
forward. The transom is square and fairly wide. The skizi

is ship-lapped, with wide timber, about^ x ij^, spaced

6in. The deck is cedar covered with varnished cloth, -With

her sheer marked by a narrow strip of mahogany at the

deck edge and the white cedar planking varnished. She
is very neatly rigged and her spars are hollow, made by

her builder. The hull is well braced inside, but after a

little sailing on Lake St. Louis it was found necessary to

strengthen her about the mast. Her chief pecuLai-ii.y. is

the centerboard, the lower end of the board being very

wide. She has a rather' small rudder and a small tiller

shaped almost like a jew's-harp, the loop about 2ft. across.

The cockpit is quite long, and there are no bulkheads
below. ...
Red Coat, the defender of the cup, is one of the 'four

boats designed by Mr. Duggan and built by the Yacht
Company, at the club station at Do.rval, In the final draw-
ing she fell to the lot of Com. Molson. She is of the

same general type as the various Glencairns, ' with fiat

bottom, round bilge and flaring side, and in particuiai- she

resembles the third Glencairn, of last year. She is about
8ft. beam and 39ft. over all, the fore end snubbed in ^s' in

Glencairn III., and her deck has a ridge in the centei; and
pitches both ways, like a roof, instead of the usuar round
beams. She has decidedly more freeboard thdn Minne-
sota, and is a larger and more powerful boat. The b"6ard

is a rectangular plate of steel ^in. thick. The hull is

carvel built, with a groove rubbed in the edge of each
plank and a thread of cotton laid in. The outside is

pailited a dark red, and the deck is covered with canvas
and painted. The rudder is smaller than in Glencairn
III., and placed further aft, the tiller being of the dog's-

leg style always used by Mr. Duggan. One important
improvement m all this year's boats is a well through
which the rudder is shipped, thus avoiding the trouble

of dropping with a line each time the yacht is hauled out
and of reversing the operation when she is launched.
The defending fleet this year vary in breadth from 7ft.

to 8ft. 3in., two of them, Glencairn II. and White Cap,
being' more~ normal in form than the others, Red Coat and
Black Beauty. The weather through the spring and
summer has been very cold and rainy, and not favorable
for sailing, but still a large number of short races have
been sailed, and both boats and crews have been very
thoroughly tested. Red Coat was finally selected as the
best of the four, Glencairn being first rejected, then White
Cap and finally Black Beauty. All were fast, and each
superior in .some one point, but the final choice was
Red Coat.
This year a very important change has been made in the

management of the races, which in all previous years
have been in the hands of the race committee of the
defending club, it having sole control. By a special

agreement each club selects one of three judges, the two
selecting a third, this two to act as the race committee
for the cup races.

The Royal St. Lawrence Y'^. C. selected Mr. W. Q.
Phillips, of the Royal Canadian Y. C, the official tirhe-

keeper of the Lake Y. R. A. for some years past. The
White Bear Y. C. named Mr. Elmer, of St. Paul, and the
two selected Mr. W. P. Stephens, of New YQrk,_-tp act
with them. Mr. Elmer was unable to be present, so his
place was filled by Com. Ordway.
Minnesota arrived at Dorval on July 30, and was quick-

ly rigged. At the same time a large part of the White
Bear contingent arrived in two private cars, which were
side-tracked at Dorval, and in which they lived. Amund-
son, the builder of Minnesota, was busy with a new' boat
for the Inland Lake races of Aug. 20, so could not' leave,

but Johnson, another local builder, was present to look
after Minnesota. The yacht was under way at times
during the early part of the week. The rough water met
at times tried her much more than the smaller seas of
White Bear Lake, and the mast was step settled per-
ceptibly, so she was strengthened by wooden braces about
the mast and a rod of ^in. iron was run through the
sides at the planksheer and under the heel of the mast,
the ends being set up with nuts until a part of . the strain
was thrown on the upper part of the hull, relieving the
keel. - .

The crews of the two boats were as follows

:

Minnesota. Lbs. •Red Coal Lbs.
Helmsman C. M. Griggs 146 G. H. Duggan 153
Main sheet T. L. Warren 165 Wm. Angus 185
Midships F. M. Douglas 167 Chas. Routh ...,"..169

Jib Sam'l Bunn 153 F. W. Shearwood.-.149

631 646

The yachts were measured on the morning of Aug. 2 by
Messrs. Phillips and Ordway, the result being

:

Mainsail— Minnesota. Red Coat.
Boom

24.50

ai.OO
Hoist r. ..K,.... 15.84 16.84
Gaff 14.33 13.21
Clew to throat

28.42

28.00
Leach

35.33

32.46
Area 385 sq./t. 383 sq. ft.

Head triangle

—

Perpendicular

19.12

19.16
Base

11.62

10.75
Area 109 sq. ft. 103 sq. ft.

Spinaker boom

18.16

17.16
Spinaker per

25.25

24.42
Total sail area ...494 sq.ft. 486 sq. ft.

L.W.L

25.50

25.58

The general arrangements for the races were the same
as in previous years, the Duchess of Y'^ork carrying the
spectators from Lachine, but the committee and the racing
men were much better provided for than ever before with
the new club steamer St. Louis. This yacht, with her very
light draft, can run up to the club pier at any time, while
she is fast enough to follow the yachts. It is worth men-
tioning that the water this year in Lake St.. Loiiis is . ex-
ceptionally high, at least a couple of feet more, than last

'

year. On Thursday night, the three judges, with. Mr.
Griggs and Mr. Duggan. read over the agreement and
also the racing rules, so as to arrive at a common under-
standing on all points. Every one of the sailing .rulies of
the race was read and discussed separately. .. . .

Friday, August 3.

first day—^FIRST R.A.CE •

Triangular. '

Friday broiight clear weather, with a fre.sh and cool
N.W. wind. The crews were busy early in the morning,
and about 11 o'clock the St. Louis started from the club
station at Dorval with the judges ^nd some members of

both clubs on board and Red Coat in tow, .the steam
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yacht Wiid Rose t<*-^ing up Minnesota. The conditions

call fbr.'a start at 1:15; but the crews had not lunched

aad the Duchess of York was still, far from the line, and

the first' gun was held until i :30.

The wind was now nearly down the leg from Beacons-

field to Pointe Claire^ and the boats were sent off with

buoys to port. Both carried whole sail easily as they

worked about the line. Red Coat came ar.ound the stern

of the St. Louis a little before the gun and; crossed very

promptly, with Minnesota close on her starboard quarter
_

both being x>n starboard tack. They had hardly setj^d

down fi» work before it was apparent that Red Coat was

doing the better work, especially in pointing. Minne-

i,ota came about within a couple of minutes of the line,

but Red Coat tacked on her weather and they stood in

toward Pointe Claire for another six minutes. There

was by this Jime all the wind they wanted in the puffs,

and both crews were hiking. Red Coat showed up much
stiffer than Minnesota and gained steadily, though as

they neared the buoy Minnesota picked up and lessened

ihe distance.: Tlie first mark w:as timed:

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. LeaSi

Red Coat 1 48 48 0 1& 48 0 00 42 0 00 42

Alinnesota . . . .- 1 « 30 0 19 30 ..... . .,. . .

Red Coat Ibwered her jib and set her balloon jib'lor a

free reach, and was soon traveling very fast; Minne-

sota set her balloon jib to windward of her workmg jib.

The leg was coverey very quickly and the second mark

was timed : ^
Turn, Elapsed dam. Lead.

Red Coat ............. .1 55' 48 0 07 00 ; .. .. -0 00 32

Minnesota .v. ...1 S5 20 0 06 50 0. 00 1(1

They jibed at the buoy and reached in, being limed at

the. line:

First Komid ~T,eg. ' ''^

Turn. lllapsed. Gaiji. .. Lead.

Red Coal ......2 02 30 0 06 42 0 00 38 0 01 10

.Minne.sota .....2 03 40 0 07 20
Kouhd.

Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coal 0 32 30 0 01 10 0 01 10

.Vlinne.sota 03340 . .. .. • •• •

It was evident that Minnesota was overpowered in the

fresh breeze as compared with Red Coat; the latter carry-

ing her sail easily enougli. As Red Coat was losing, her

f-srew determined to try a reef, and one was tied in after

^*he had been for a couple of minutes on the windward
leg. As the reefing on White Bear Lake is done at the

dock before the .start and seldoin during a race, the crew

lacked practice, and some time was lost before the boat

was well on her coilrse again. As it happened, the svind ..

fell a little on this leg and the reef was really not needed.

Red Coat made a good gain on this leg. the tmies being.:
;

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. . I^ead,

Red Coat 2 22 30 0 20 00 0 02 32 0 03 42

Minnesota 2 26 12 0 22 32

The second leg was run without incident, Red Ctiat

carrying only a balloon jib, while Minnesota as befofe'nad

her working jib still set to leeward of her ballooiier. As
.she neared the second mark she shook out her rie'i: The
liirn was timed :

,

T-iirn. Elapsed. Gain. Ivcad.

Ked Coal 2 30 50 0 08 20 0 00 38 • - 0 04 20

.Vtinnesota 2 35 10 0 08 58

The last leg was merely a repetition of the tirst round.

ihc times being:

'''^C- '

'

'I'lirn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Ked Coal 2 39 00 0 08 10 0 00 40 0 05 00

Minnesota 2 44 00 0 08 50

, . Ronnd.
. ' Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat ". 0 36 30 0 03 50 0 05 00

-Minnesota 0 40 20 .....

Minnesota lowered her balloon jib before making tlie

line, and lost some time in setting her working jib, being

on the wind under her; mainsail alone for a time. The
weather mark was tirrifed :

•

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Red Coat , , 2 59 30 0 20 30 0 01 30 0 06 30
Minnesota 3 06 00 0 22 00 . ..

The second leg was timed

:

Turii. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Red Coat 3 07 30 0 08 00 0 00 12 0 06 42
Minnesota .................3 1412 0 08 12

The last leg showed;- a small gain for Minnesota, the
times being:

V Leg.
' Finish. Elapsed. Gain.

Red Coat 3 15 18 0 07 48
Minnesota .- 3 21 38 0 07 26 0 00 22

Round.
.': Elapsed. Gain. Lead

Red Coat i:.'. 0 36 18 0 01 20 0 06 20
Minnesota 0 37 38

;Start, 1:30.

.t Elapsed.
Red Coat 1 45 18
-Minnesota .; 1 51 ^ :

While there were few craft about the line at the start,

quite a fleet gathered during the afternoon, the flagship.

Com. Molson s Alcyone, the steam yachts Naraa, Wild
Rose, Chipmunk and Monaco and a number of launches,
mailing yachts and rowboats.

Before the start Minnesota bent a perfectly new main-
sail, a very handsome sail, but tight in the leach, the
whole after part being a bog in the strong wind, arid this
undoubtedly hurt her. . ..

-

In the evening a dinner was given by the Royal St.
Lawrence Y. C, to the guests, the big dining room being
well filled and the evening passing very pleasantly with
speeches and songs.

Saturday, Aug. ^4.

.SECOND BAY.

Windward and Leeward.

The cold weather which had prevailed up to Friday
was followed by something more in keeping with- the-
calendar, and Saturday. was clear and bright and most
agreeably hot. . There was a light S.W. wind a^ll the
morning, and when the St. Louis reached the line off
Pointe Claire, a course of two miles S.W. was quickly
laid cftit in deep water. Minnesota had bent another main-
sail with a much better draft to it, and there was a general
expectation that *he would make a much better showing
than on tlie previous day.

The start was given al 2 P. M., Red Coat going over a
little ahead, but with Minnesota close on her weather
beani. .\s they settled tiown to their work it looked as
though Red Coat would pull through the other boat's
lee, but after a very few minutes it was plain that Minne-

sota was doing the better work. After three minutes
Red Coat we"nt on port tack, but Minnesota was at and
about on her weather. The challenger was apparently at her
best in the smooth ^water and light air, and she left Red
Coat steadily, being soon too far away for either to

affect the other. The weather mark was timed

:

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Minnesota 2 42 50 0 42 50 0 03 40 0 03 40 -

Red Coat 2 46 30 0 46 SO' .....

Minnes.ota set her spinaker to starboard, while Red
Coat tried hers on the port side and was compelled to jibe

over when half the leg was run. The end of the round
was timed

:

Leg,
Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Aluuiesota 3 09 15 0 26 25 li 02 33 0 06 13
Red Coat 3 15 28 0 28 58 ....

Round.
Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Minne,90ta 1 09 15 (1 06 13 0 06 12
Red Coat 1 15 28

As she started on port tack on the second round, Minne-
sota moved off wonderfully fast, and was well on her
way before Red Coat turned the buoy. The latter took the

starboard tack and stood off to the south to the middle of

the lake in the direction of Chateaugay; After a time

Tlie 5I=FobtefS»

Editor Forest and Stream: .-

Allow me to call your attention to a somewhat serioua
iriistake in your report of the last race of the 5i-footers
at Nev\'port. You have transposed the times of Syce and
.Sistae and thus make it appear that Sistae beat both
Shark arid Syce, the latter very badly, whereas, as a mat
ter of fact. Syce, I believe, beat Shark, and both Syce and
Shark beat Sistae badly. .

'

Some of the New York and Boston papers speak 6!
Sistae as a new boat. Is she not the boat that under the
same name was beaten badly last year by_ Fife's Kestrel
in the two squadron runs of the New York Y. C, in
vvhich Kestrel figured, and that was beaten about twenty-
eight minutes corrected time by Syce in one of the Larch
inont races of 1897, the race being sailed in a strong
breeze? Twenty-eight minutes is more than twice as
large a margin as Syce has ever had over Fife's ten-
year-old Uvira, racing over a much longer regular course
m a good wind, and that, too, with Uvira not at her best,
lis Mr. F, -M. Hoyt, owner of Syce, at the time admitted
in one e)f the letters I have received from him as to
LIvira's showing against Syce and Norota.

GLOKI.\, CUTTER, H. C. m'lEOI*, ESQ., ROY.\L CAKADIAN Y. C. IJESlGNEn BY AR'THtJR E.- PAYNE, 1 898.

Minnesota tacked and went after her, but still a very
long way to windward. The weather mark was timed:

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
.Vlinnesola 3*45 15 0 36 iTO 0 08 47 0 15 00
Ked Coat 4 00 15 0 44 47 ... ..

The run home was made in a little more time than
before, as the wind was lighter. The end of the round
was timed :

Lcs-.

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. T-ead.
.Minnesota 4 17 50 0 27 35 0 03 40 0 18 40
Red Coat 4 31 30 0 31 15

Round.
Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Minnesota 1 03 35 0 12 27 0 18 40
Red Coat 1 16 02

Minnesota now went off to the middle of the lake, fol--..

lowing the cour.se of Red Coat in the previous round, but
the wind was falling fast, and especially on the south
side of the lake, where there were great spots of quiet

water, though a little breeze was still rippling the water
in under the Pointe Claire and Beaconsfield shores. Red
Coat went in to the north and found a little breeze, at the
time that Minnesota was becalmed about half a mile from
the .weather mark. Although there was barely a breath
of wind, Minnesota continued to approach the mark
steadily, though very slowlj', and she rounded it at 5 124

and squared for the line. She made a little progress, but
when the four-hour time limit expired, at 6 o'clock, she
wa'S only in the middle of the leg. Red Coat had caught a
Tittle breeze inshore, but slie was still very far from the
duter mark.
The result of the day's sailing was a disappointment to

all parties, the Canadians freely admitting that Minne-
sota liad won her honors fairly in the first two rounds
and deserved to have scored a race. The two days taken
together showed that in lieavy weather the cup was
safe, while In very light weather it would probably niake- a
trip west ; and in weather between the two extremes some
very close and exciting racing might .be expected. •

On Saturday night the visitors were entertained by-a
Prfc de Nuit at the Forest and Stream Club, the grounds
.being illuminated with Chinese lanterns, while a pair of
calcium lights were mounted on the club house over the
tennis courts, which, were covered with a heavj' canvas for
dancing. Two orchestras in different parts of the grouiid.s-'^';

furnislied music, and an elaborate supper was spread on
tables on the lawns. A large number were present, in-
cluding all the Americans.
Sunday was clear and calm, a fine. August day. The

St. Louis carried a party around the lake, first up the
Chateaugay River and around Ntm's Island, then after a
swim in ihe green St. Lawrence water in mid-lake
across to Lakeside. AH were invited to tea at the Forest
and Stream Club in the afternoon, and though it rained
from to 6 and the lawns could not b^ used, the Wand-
some club house gave shelter to all.

So far as bocits of her class of about, her own age are
concerned, Uvira has scored a decisive victory in every
one of the five races she has sailed this season. In the
three squadron runs of the Atlantic Y. C. all sailed in
a good breeze, Uvira not only made it three straight in
her own cla.ss (one of her opponents being six year's
hewer than herself), but she likewise beat, on actual
tune, all the boats in the class next above her own three
straight; all the schooners, on actual corrected time, giv-
mg them the advantage of ''the 85 per cent, rule," three
straight, and even the' newly imported Watson 60-footer
Ast;ri]d. on corrected time, in both her races, although in
the last one Astrild beat all the schooners .01) actual time.
•, Last September, in a fifteen-mile race sailed in a good
.breeze, Uvira beat the new centerboard 42-footer Acushla
II.—a boat with about 800 or 900ft. more sail than her-
self—by a margin of about thirteen minutes, actual time,
and about 16 minutes, corrected time, or at the rate of
aliout 32' muzittes for thirty miles. In this race Uvira
was actually entered .against Acu.shla. II.
Wishing to be .sure of my facts, I subscribed for the

new ' American Y^acht Register," an expensive but valua-
ble work, which I now have in my possession.
Hoping that in the interests of truth and fair play you

will kindly publish the above, I am yours truly,

Jo.SEPH Parker.
Waverley, Mass., Aug. 3.

Gloria.

The cutter Gloria, which has recently crossed the At-
lantic from Southampton to the St. Lawrence on her
way to Toronto, where her new owners, H. C. Mrl eod
resides, vvas designed by Arthur E. Payne in 1898 and
budt by Summers Sc Payne, Southampton, for the pur-
pose of challenging for the Coupe de France. She is of
49ft- 5in. I.w.l. and r2ft. 6in. breadth, her rating by the
y

.
R. A. rule being 54. as the requirements of the French

rule necessitated a yacht a little larger than the 52ft
class. While this difference in size has prevented an
exact comparison with the 52-footers, Gloria has shown
iierseli a fast yacht. She is of wooden construction and
biirli- >ulely for international

. racing, biu .she has man
aged la cros.s the .Atlantic safely on her own bottom and
tu weather some pretty bad storms on the wav.

Winthrop Y. C
WINTHROP—B0.ST0N HARBOR.

Saturday, July 28.

Thk Winthrop Y. C, sailed a handicap race 011 July
28 in a light and fluky wind, the times being:

15 and 18ft. Clasa.

T.. 1 c- rp , , • "Elapsed. Correcte4
rhelnia, £. Tewksbury , 1^46 1
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Hector^ A W, Hubbard
Don, D. F. Murphy , , ,

Jiubble B, C. Leonard
Eva, H. G. Flinn ..... . ,

Caper, V\ - Colson. , ,

tlash, W- H. Myrick
Iviartha, W. Jenkins... ;.

V^irginia, H. Traiser »

Gwendoline, C. Et -'Field: I...;

21 and 25'ft. Class.
Cygnet, J. R. Hodder
Olna. e. ' A. Heney
Alert, J. McConnell, Jr
Thetas, A. W. Clark :

Ideal, S. E. Whitfier
White Crowe, H. M. I towe
Marion, Dempsey

.1 36 48

.1 35 fi2

.1 52 05
1 51 55
.2 02 00
.2 02 32
.2;01 22 .

. \\'ithdr^-W,

.Witlidre-w.

.2 18 4r,

.2 36 10

.2 35 lA

.2 35 00

.\\^ithdre\v.

. Withdrew.
. Withdrew.

I 2& 48.

1 29 5?

1 40 05
1 42 55
1 47 00
1 5Ct 32

1 52 22

2 18 45

2 31 10

2 31 16
2 32 0< l

Savin Hill C
4

SAVIN HILL—BOSTON HARBOK.

^ Saturday, July 28,

The Savin Hill Y. C. sailed it.s third handle
July 28 in a light and fluky westerly wind,
being

:

Elapsed.
Vive. A. W. B. Foster 1 33 00
Perhaps, J. E. Robinson 1 25 00
Romance,' L, Sears -. ..1 25 30
Gleara,- E. A, Packard .''....,^v^>.i.i.,.i.l 35 33
Hattie, A. Coombs ; .• ....1 49 00
Widgeori A, J. Horton. ;.-.V. .. .1 39 40
Wawa, C. Noble . .1 38 "15

Gull, W. H. Besarick ..; 1 57 05
Pixy, E. Keepers 1 56 59
Siko, J. D. McBeath 1 5S.0.-.

Ora, C._K. VVillard i 02 lis

Freak, K. Wessborg- 'J" fM Uti

ap race on
the times

Correcte<t.
1 16 49
1 18 05
1 24 10
1 27 01

1 30 10
1 30 42
1 32 15
1 43 05
1 45 59

I 48 21

1 5fl 2.S

1 .50 49

Wood's Holl Y. C.

VVOOD'.'^ UbU., M.ASS.

Saturday, July 28.

The VVood's Holi Y. C. sailed a good race on July M
ill a fresh S.W. wind, the times being:

- Elapsed.
Spy, E. K. Swift 23
F.mma, A. M. Ferris .1 37 11
Florence W. L. Howes. 1 37 35
Ace of Clubs. F. L. Giftord 1 40 43
Lizzie, H. H. Fay, Jr 1 4S .32

Correct* iL
1 S5 Of*

1 36 27

1 37 ST.

1 40 08.

1 47 48

A. C. A. Membership.

Jvforthern Division—Jno. E. Bravley, VV. C. Jephcfcit
F. J. _Syms> A. M. Nichol, H. G. 'Dilletinuth. J. B. Sin-
clair. J. J. Vaughan, W. R. Begg, all of Tulronio C, C.

New Publications.

A GUIDE TO THE TREES.
-Messrs. Fred A. Stokes Co., of New York, send u.s

".A Guide to the Trees," by Alice Loninsberry, il-

lustrated t)y Mrs. Ellis Rowan, ft has sixty-four beauti-
ful full-pa.ge colored plates, too full-page black and white
plates, sipcty-four engravings of complete tnfees and.-.fitty-

five diagrams, etc.. and contains descriptions of nearly
200 trees and a number of shrubs. A cllapter entitled
"The Growth of Trees" deals with their structure, pe-
culiarities and sources of life. Mrs. Rowan's drawings
arc from the trees and plants in or near their homes.
While artistic and beautiful, they are technically correct.

FrNLEY .VcKEs's P£.v SKETCHES. -'•The Kazaar.-i of Damascus"
pnot only, reveal the striking contrast between oriental conservatism
.and American enterprise in trading,, but as described in Finley
-Acker's Pen Sketches they also solve some of the industrial ancl
-:ocial problems. The ludicrous description of an oriental Turkish
ibath gives /point 10 the illustration. The companion sketches in
this entertaining little booklet are '".Streets of Cairo,'" "The Sphinx
and Pyramids," ".\ Bedouin Wedding- Festival," "Modern. Jerusa-
lem," "A Venetian Serenade," "The Colossetini Illuminated."
"Pompeii snd Vesuvius." Illustrated with over one hundred pen
drawings. Price, 50 cents.

^ifle ^^nge and ^Mern.

Cincinnati Rifle A^ociatioa.

Cincinnati, O.—The following scores were made in regular
competition at Four-Mile House, Reading Road, Aug. 5, by jnem-
bers of the Cincinnati Rifle Association. Conditions, off-hand,
SOOyds,, at the Standard target. Payne was declared champion of
the day, with 89 to his credit. Ught wind. Thermometer, 94:

Pawe ; 8 9 8 8 9 10 9 8 10 10—89
I 10 8 9 9 10 9 9 8 8—87
1; y S 7 10 5 9 9 8 10—«1

Uaseiuahl . : 7 10 10 lO 9 10 7 10 9 7—89
9 10 9 9 9 9 8:5 9 8—8.5
8 7 8 8 8 9 9. 9 9 9—84.

'Gindele '....10 8 9 10 7 8 9 6 9 10- 86.

6 8 8 10 9 9 10 6 10 . 9—88.
8 8 8 10 5 6 9 9 6 10—78

iRoberts 10 9 9 9 10 7 6 8 6 &1-8:;

8 5 10 8 8 7 7 10 10 S^-Sa
7 10 8 8 7 10 9 6 5 10—80.

Trounstine

10

8 7 7 10 7 9 10 9 7—84
10 5 6 10 9 5 8 6 6 ^74.
92 6 8 96799 5^-70

iDrube 6 8 9 8 8 8 10 8 10 7—82.
3 9 10 7 9 7 10 7 10 8—80578787858 8—71

Welnheimer 7 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 8—6S669876768 7—(5884465 10 779 5-65
Topi 8 5 7 5 8 8 8 5 7 6—67

5 79767566 7—65
6 95824848 9-^63

New Jersey State Rifle Association.

As the lune draws near for tht interstate rifle contests at Sea
1 Kl'u t, N. J.,^ which lake place .Aug. 31 to Sept. 9, interest is increas-
ing among; the national guardsmen, and at nearly all the State
ranges groups of enthusiastic riflemen can be found daily prac-
ticing for places on State and regimental teams who will strive to

win national laurels at the famous range by the sea.

'fhe increased intercut in rifle shooting is shown by tlie large
number of entries in all the big matches this vear. In the Hilton
trophy match for llielStale champion.ship tlie States of Xevv York,
New Jersey, M-asssichiisetts, District of Columbia, Minnesota and
[Uinois have aVrt-a-dy expressed their intention of contesting, the
two latter States being newcomers in the arena of national com-
petitions. '

Pennsylvania has a team of her crack shots ready to take the
trip to Sea Girt at no expense to the State, btit there seems to

be some difficulty about getting the necessary permission from
the proper authority, which will undoubtedly be overcome, as
{Pennsylvania has always been a State to recognize the value of

these interstate contests for her soldiers.

Maine and New Hampshire are two States which contain plenty
«f material for a State team, and both have been unsuccessful

cuinpetitot.s in ihrstr i-onlests. The lack ut rinancial, help Iroui

their States will prevent both ot them from being represented.
It is said that a rifle team from .Atlanta, Ga., will ask permit

sion to represent that State. . ^
An interesting contest this year will be the revolver team

match, in which entries have already been made by Battery A.
J.ighr Artillery, Massachusetts; S.^uadron .\, .Vew York; Gover
nor's Horse t'iuards, .Vtlanta, Ga.; Essex and Monmouth troops.
New Jersey; .Second Regiment, Di.strict of Columbia, and Fourth
Uegiment, New Jersey.
In the individual military championship of America match

more than twenty States will be represented, and' in the Wimble
Ion cup match at l,0<X)yds. six more targets had to be built to
accommodate the number of shooters who will line up.
A convention of riflemen will be held at the club house of the"

New Jersey State Rifle Association on .Sept. 5 to organize a na
tional league of riflemen,

Lt. a. S. Jones, Ass't Sec'y.

ll you want your abool to be announced iuite tend la

meUce ilke the foflowtogt

Fbsitwes,

INTEKSTATE ASSOCIATION lUURNAMENTS.
Sept. 12-13.—Salemn, N. Y.—Interstate Association's tournament,

^der the auspices of the Osoma Valley Gua Club.

Aug. 8.—Auburn, Me.—Tournament of the Auburn Gun Club.

Aug. 7-S.—Bass Lake, Ind.—Third annual target tournament,

jack Parker, Mgr.
. , l

.Aug. 7-8,—Birmingham, ..\la.—Amateur tournament given by the.

Peters Cartridge Co., on the grounds of the Birmingham Gun
•Club; $150 added. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
Aug. 14.—Binghamton, N. Y.—All-day target tournament of the

Bingliamton Gun Club.
Aug. 14-15.—Xenia, O.—Xenia Gun Club's tournament.
Aug 15-16.—Akron, O.—Akron Gun Club's tournament.
Aug. 15-16.—Rochester. Ind.—Rochester Gun Club's touriiantent.

.\ug. 17. Crawfordsville, Ind.-Voris vs. .Crawford, for Elw,ood

"\uf. 17.- South Xorwalk, Conn.—Third open summer shoot of

rtikne Naromake Gun Club. E. H. Fox, Sec'y.

Aog. 18.- .N'ewark, N. J.—E C cup and championship of New
lersev, between Messrs. F. B. Sinnock, holder, and H. H.

'."Stevens, challenger, on grounds of East Side Gun Club; mer-
ichandise shoot same dav and place; open to all.

Aug^ 21.- Springfield, 'Mass.—.All-day tournament of the Spring-

K^d iihooting .Association; grounds near Indian Orchard.
,%Bg:. 22.— .New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the New Haven,

Cun Oub. j.ihn E. Bassett, Sec'y.

.Vug. 22-23.- I Jswego, N. Y.— Riverside Gun Club's tournament.

Aug. 23-24.—Lafayette, Ind.—Tournament of the Lafayette Gun
Chib, under sanction of the League. J. Blistian, Sec'y.

Mig. 23-25.— Arnold Park, Lake C>koboji.—Amateur Park tourna-

ment.
.Aug. 24.- Walhalla, S. C—Shotgun tournament of the Semi-

Centennial,' under auspices of the Walhalla Gun Club. J. A. Steck,

Sec'y-Treas.
.Aug. 25-26.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Tournament of Wisconsin League

oj Gun Clubs. ^ , . ,
.Aug. 2S-3L—.Arnold's I'ark, Okoboji Lake, Ia.-^The Indian

tournament; $700 added. T. A. Marshall, Sec'y, Keithsburg, 111.

Sept. 1-3.— Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club's tournament.
.Sept. 3.—.Sclienectady. N. Y.—Fourth annual Labor Day tourna-

ment of the Schenectady Gun Club; bluerocks and magautrap.
Harry Strong, Sec'y.

Sept. 3.—Trenton, N. J.—Labor Day tournament of the Walsrode
Gun Club. George N. Thomas, Sec'y.

Sept. 3.—Blandon Park, Richmond, Va.—First annual tournament
of the Virginia Trapshooting Association, under the auspices of

the West End Gun Club. F'ranklin Stearns, Mgr.
Sept. 3-4.—Muncie, Ind.—Two-day tournament of the Magic City

Gun Club. One day at targets, one day at sparrows. Chas. E.
Adamson, Sec'y.

Sept. .3-4.— Sylvan Beach, Oneida Lake, N. Y.—E. D. Fultord's

live-bird and target shoot. :

Sept. 4.-^Haverhill, Mass.—Haverhill Gun Club's open tourna-

ment; distance handicap.
Sept. 4.—Meriden, Conn.—Fifth annual Labor Day tournament

of the Parker Gun Club; $25 added. C. S. Howard, Sec'y.

Sept 4-5.— North Platte, Xeb.—Tournament of the BufJalo Bill

Gun Club on Col. Cody's Scout's Rest Ranch; $250 added. Geo.,,

L. Carter, Mgr.
Sept. 4-6.—Wichita, Kan.—^Tournament of Kan.sas State Sport.s-

men's .Association. G. Parham, Sec'y.

Sept. 12-13.—Homer, 111.—Annual tournament of the Triangular
Gun Club; one day targets; one day live birds. C. B. Wiggins,
Sec'y.
Sept. 12-18.—Pensacola, Fla.—Two-day shoot of the Dixie Gun

•Club; bluerocks and live birds, V. J. A'idal, Sec'y.

Sept. 14-15.—Platte City, Mo.—Trap shoot of the Platte City Gun
Club. S. Redman, Sec'y.

Sept. 16.— Sherbrooke. Can.—Tournament of the Sherbrooke Gun
Club.
Sept. 18-21.—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley'g fourth annual

tournament; live birds and targets.

Sept. 27.—Zanesville, O.—^Tournament of the Zanesville Gun Club,
X,. A. Moore, Sec'y.

Oct. 2-4.—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun Club's three days"^

tournament.
(let. 11.—Greensburg, Ind.—^Tournament of the Greensburg Gure

Club. C. D. Tillson, SecV
Oct. 12-14.—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Gun Club's tournament;

targets and live birds. Emile Pragoff, Sec'y.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-
'day afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

:25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht

tQtsa Club—Saturdays.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
tC/uS secretaries are invited to send their scores /or publicaition tK

ifhese columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. lUes
<ow atl events are cotisidered as divided unless otherwise reporteS., JPfa-i

allsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company^ 3461 3romd~
way^ New Verh,

I nder date of Aug. 6 Mr. E. D. Fulford, of Utica, X. Y.. writes
us as follows: "I .will give a shoot Sept. 3 and 4, at Sylvan Beach,
Oneida Lake, a popular summer resort. First day tuteen events
of 10 targets eacfi,^ 50 cents entrance, four moneys. Rose system,
ratios 4, 3. 2, 1. Second day ten events, targets,' same as above;
one event at 10 live birds, $5, cla.ss shooting, 40, 40, 20. Targets
2 cents. Live birds 25 cents."

^fr. 11. H. Stevens, of New Hrunswick, X. J., again challenged
Mr. F. E. Sinnock, of Newark, 10 contest for the £ C cup, which
carries with it New Jersey State championshiii significance. .\iig.
18 is fixed upon for the date, and the place is the .vrrouncls of the
South Side (inn Club. A merchandise shoot also will be held,
r.peii 10 all.

e
The Springfield Shooting Club's tournament has been post-

poned from .Aug. 14 to .A.ug. 21, as the- first date chosen. Aug. 14,
eohflicts with that of the Massachusetts Shooting -Association
Programmes may be obtained of .Air. C. C. Merritt, 461 State street^
Springfield, Mas.;;., in v.hose care guns and ammunition may be
sent.

In a contest for the J. B. Shannon cup between Messrs. C. E.
Mink and II. B. Fisher on the grounds of the Clearview tluri
t^lub, Philaitelphia. on -Saturday 'of last week, the former won hv
the score of 94 to 73.

^ Seventy^fjive dollars cash prues vvill be addted to ,the psifses,

1 here are ten events on the programme^five at 10 targets, five at

15, $5 and $10 added; with a uniform entrance of $1. For; the
information of shooters the following is presented in •the pro-

gramme: "Price of targets, 1 cent each, deducted from . ths.

purses. Object amusement—not money making. Divisioir di

purses. "Rose system, 10-bird events, three moneys- ratio - 4,

3, 2; 15-bird events, lour jnoneys, ratio 5, 4, 3, .2. Trap rules

of -A.merican Shooting Association to govern. Maniifacfurers'
agents and Mr. Ten-Gauge Gun cannot cornpete for prizes. Ex-
cursion rates on account of Semi-Centennial, also on account of

the annual mountain excursion from Charleston on Aug. 22. Good
accommodations for shooters can be obtained at $l,to $2 per day.

convenient to grounds, if engaged in advance. Make your ar-

rangements at once and avoid the rush. Ammunition shipfied
prepaid to Secretai^j'-Treasurer will be delivered at grouads free

of sharge. Shooting will be^in at 9:30 A. M. Further informa-
•tion cheerfully furnished upon application to J. A. Steck, Sec'-f

Treas." .

'

On -Aug. 4 there was a light attendance at the weekly shoot oi
ilie Keystone Shooting League. The main event was a handicap
at 50 targets for a merchandise prize. Stevenson broke 24 out of

his first 26, while Hallowell was but one behind. The KeyitOne,
Shooting League has accepted the challenge of the Phctnix Gtin
Club to contest a series of target races. There probably will

teams of twelve and the first contest is likel>;_to take place at
Holmesburg Junction, on the grounds of the Keystone Shooting
League, on Aug. 25. ,

-

The scores in the main contest on Aug 4 were: W. N, Steveo
son, 16, 47: E. R. Russell, 16, 44; J. J. Hallowell, 18. 42; D, San
lord, 18, 42; W. J. Davis. 17, 38.

Under date oi July 31 Mr. Ansley II. Fox, oi Baltimore, who ha*
distinguished himself as a shooter of great skill, informs us that ht
becomes a professional on Aug. 1 in the interest of the Winchester
Repeating Arms Co., and will shoot their "pump gun" and their
ammiinition. Mr. Fox has already established a wide acquaint-
:tnce among sportsmen, and acquired a thorough knowledge of
tournament matters, so that he enters tiie new field fully equipped
as to skill and knowledge. As a professional trap shot he now is

one of the very able and gentlemanly class called professional
shooting gentlemen of exceptionally high attainments and ability.

The Xew Haven Gun Club, New Haven. Conn., has issued the
jsrogramine for its target tournament, to be held on Aug. 22, com-
mencing at 9 o'clock. There are twelve events, 10, 15, 20 and 25
targets, a total of 160, with a total entrance of $12. There is $20
added money. Targets, 2 cents. -AH events at unknown an'&les.
Over ..twelve entries, four moneys; under twelve entries, three
moneys. Those who wish may shoot for targets only. 'To reach
the grounds take State street cars to Schuetzen Park. Refresh-
ments at the club house. John E. Bassett is the secretary.

The contest for the championship of New Jersey, of whirh the
E C cup is the emblem, between 5.1 r. F. E. Sinnock, of Newark,
and Mr. H. H. Stevens, of New Brunswick, was keen and good,
with a close finish. Our^ of the 0) targets each broke 46—an ex-
cellent score, and a 92: per cent. gait. In the shoot-ofl' at 10 tar-
gets Sinnock broke straight and won out by one target.

Messrs. j. J. Hallowell and .An.sley H. Fox passed through New.
York on Monday of this week, their objective point being the
Interstate shoot at Newport, \'t. Mr. Hallowell has been doiir^r
some great work recently on live birds, and Mr. Fox has been
conducting his efforts on similar lines on targets irt the good oljj.

"State of Maryland. His long runs and hiifh scores on targets bai*e
been deserving of attention and praise. .

'
'

'

Mr. Ehiier E. Shaner, Pittsburg, manager of the Interstate As-
sociation, passed through New York on Friday of last week., eiv
route for the Interstate shoot at Newport. Vt., to be held on
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week. His early arrival on the
scene where the battle is to be fought will insure that every ,

detail is arranged to a nicety and that Mr. Shaner will conduct.'
the shoot v.'ith the same precision that Soiisa conducts a band.

'

The Medicus Gun Club, of Brooklyn, L. L, has under considera^r
tion the matter cr£ a, series of shoots, with a medal of cup and
cash prizes, to. he given in the near future. The members of the'
Medicus Club are active in promoting the sport, and to this end :

have offered many valuahle prizes, besides giving their time and-
earnest attention to it.

Mr. T. W; Aforfey, in the third and last contest for the cham-
pionship of Long Island trophy, at Interstate Park, Queens on
Aug. 2, won on a score of 24 out of 25. He made the same score
in the two previous events. The trophy now becomes his prop -

erty. He used a Francotte gun, E C powder and U. M C. sheik

On Labor. Day, Sept. 3, tlie Schenectady Gun Club, of Schenec-
tady, X. Y., .wall hold its fourth annual inanimate target shoot on,
its new grounds. Twelve events will be shot over a magautrapA complete, programme will be issued later. Mr. V Wailburg i*
the president and Mr. Harry Strong the secretary.

The Keystone Shooting League, of Philadelphia, has challenged'
the Phoenix Gun.- Club, of Phoenixville, Pa., to a team contest
There is every probability that teams representing the two clubs
will compete tn the. near future.

Through an oversight we omitted to mention that the repro-
ductions ot photogrtiphic scenes connected with the recent great
shoots at P.ins were taken from the French periodical "La Vie
au Grand Air." :

.

1 he Walhalla, S. C, Gun Club has issued the programme of
their .shotgun tournament of the Semi-Centennial, to be held under
their auspices, on .Aug. 24. The events are open to amateurs only

..Mr S. G Miller, Haverhill, Mass.. iiiform,s us (hat iht Haver-mU (.un Club will hold an open tournament on Sepi 1 Their-
KATill be a distance handicap. Targets cents. '

•
•=

<^

Mr. Jbliii Parker will hold his iiext International i.iurri-im^.w
on Sept. 11 .12. 13 and 14. Detroit, Mich. The?!^ will he"

" mpetition on both live birds and targets.

The date of the forthcoming tournanunt of the Buflfalo Bill GunClub, at North Platte. Neb., has been changed from .Sent ' ar^
4 to Sept. 4 and 5.

- f .

Behnaed Waters.

Charlottesville Gun Club.
CHARLOTU.:.syii.i.K, Va Aug. 6.- .Appended are the scores niade-

i.n our groiuids on Ind.ty, .Aug. 3. The first event was- a match
to decide the ownership . of the hand.somc silver medal presented to
the club by its president, Mr. H. .A. George. This medal has been
shot for each week since the .season opened, and our last shoot in
July resulted in a tie between Messrs. Rrnflv. Keller George and^n(.w and svas shot off in our regiilar shoot oil .Aug

'

'1 and w ,tiby Snow. The scores: .
>' "'J'l

Events: 1 2 3 Events: 1 «
Targets: 25 25 '25 Targets: •>.- og

Keller 21 19 .. (.leorge .... •« 04 -v.

Watson 20 18 20 Bruffv 22 22
Walker 17 15 .; Snow

'iS 21 20
D. "r Show, Sec'y.*
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Small-Bore Guns.

Winnipeg, Man., Aug. 2—Editor Forest and Sirmm: Believing

(Tiat perhaps a few lines on the subject of sraail-bore ^ns might be

of interest to some of vour readers, I venture to publish the lollow-

i'ng in the hope that others may benefit by what 1 have learned—
' m^)stly from actual experience afield and now by scientific tests

over the chronograph.
.r • , • j. »i

' Whatever may be the outcome of this paper, I wish it distinctly

understood that I am warring with no caliber or make of gun,

neither am I exploiting any kind or brand of powder, but simp y
narrating facts as I have found them in an off-hand way, the sole

purport being t© lend a helping hand to the novice, rather than to

try to undermine deep-rooted notions or prejudices existing in the

Jiiiflds of veterans of far greater ability with either pen or fowling

piece than the writer can ever hope to attain. Still, while only

an average shot afield, I can fairly lay claim to at least a great deal

of experience gleaned over a vast extent of territory and stored

during the last forty years.
. r

During 1899 the writer found himself in print ventilating a tew

crude but, honest opinions on small-bore guns. As might have been
expected—indeed, as was expected—these ideas and recommenda-
tions met from some quarters adverse criticisms—principally, how-

, -ever, -based on theories, for, if my memory serves me, not one

SiAgle individual combated my views from a practical standpoint
* -^that is to say, no one having actually shot afield with a small-

bore . gun made complaint against it—while, on the other hand,

many letters in my possession written by some foremost sportsmen
declare they will never use a wide-bore heavy gun when one of

reduced weight and caliber is available.

In writing as I did, I purposely- refrained from going mto
technicalities and elaborate details knowing to what length such
matters could be sput out, and furthermore fearing that in the

maze of bewildering controversies sure to follow the main facts in

the case stood a very good chance of being absorbed entirely, and
nothing but an array of verbiage, hallucinations and vapid tradi-

tions survive. So I did not quote from books, nor relate passages

at fiecond hand, but instead I merely contented myself with telling

dtliers what a 20-gauge gun had actually done in my hands when
field shooting, and, to use the vernacular, "sat mum" utitil such
time as I could be backed by a few irrefutable proofs coming from
a scientific source, the better to corroborate, if needs there be,

what Ritual experience had alreadv taught me.
Practically, I myself learned nothing. I knew beforehand that a

2.0-bore gun, properly loaded and decently pointed, would give a

good account of itself at any reasonable distance on all upland
game. 1 also knew, having found it out for myself, that such a
gun, if correctly choked, could pull down very tall duck, and for

decoy shooting, to the man satisfied with killing one bird at a shot,

nothing larger need be used. In the event, however, of wanting to

mow down a svvath through a flock of birds a compact shooting
gun of any caliber could never appeal to the person with such in-

elinations, for it stands to reason that no amount of mathematics
can possibly make %oz. of shot cover as much space as a couple
of ."ounces, all pellets being apart equidistant.
However, it is not as a duck gun that I uphold a 20-gauge, nor

have I ever said or thought so reduced a caliber is equal to a 12-

bor^iin actual execution. But I do think and firmly believe that a
gpod i20 weighing say 6 to 6%lb3., properly bored according to

what tlie gun is inteded to kill, and properly loaded, is a good
eniaugh' gun for any sportsman to carry, especially where long
traps are made and when one must carry his own ammunition.
So, in all fairness to the 12-bore gun, brought to its present state

of perfection, acknowledged by all practical and scientific men
to be the best weapon when one only may be possessed, un-
questionably and undeniably a more powerful weapon than anv
tube of narrower gauge and in all vital points superior to sucli

when weight of gun, and ammunition are of no object, I say the
12-bore is by all odds the gun, and I never have said, written or
thought otherwise.
But, while freely admitting, as I fain must, the superiority of the

.
12-gauge, I wish it distinctly understood that where the minimum
weight and maximum of comfort are to be considered, then by
all means give me the 20-bore gun—i. e., the full-size 20-gauge
gun—not the toy 20 that handles like an umbrella, but one of
sufficient weight to withstand its full charge without undue recoil
and still sufficiently light to be carried over hill and dale, swamp
and marsh, from sun to sun without wearing one oat, or jumping
so high at every shot that the second barrel is of very little use.
For my part, I consider a 6-pounder as about the proper weight
for a 20, and for a 16-gauge„ These are both ^uns of full

weight, and it is not wise to go over that, for if one is willing to
carry a surplus of steel, iron and wood, then by all means go
to a bigger gauge. For instance, a IS-gauge gun at over f5%lbs.
as a field gun is simply a monstrosity; better carry a 71b. 12-bore
and haye done with it, or even a 12-bore at even weight of 6%lbs.
It is equally absurd to use a 91b. 12-gauge as a wildfowl gun
when one of that weight of 10-gauge is so much more deadly a
weapon; or 111b. 10-bore when an 8-gauge at lllbs. is so much
.svtperior.

So, allowing all things to have their proper place, I would say
that a 20-gauge gun with 28 or 30in. barrels should weigh in the
neighborhood of Gibs., or a few ounces more or less, according
to the fancy of its owner, and due regard being given to purpose
for which gun is intended.
Now, in the matter of ammunition, there can possibly be no

conflict of opinion, for here are the official figures, which can
easily be verified.
'

. Fifty ordinary 12-gauBe loaded cartridges weigh 5%lbs, using
3drs, of bulk nitro powder and l%oz. of shot. The same number
of 20-gauge shells, containing. 2V2drs. bulk nitro powder and %oz.
of shot weigh only iViihs., a net saving of IValbs., to say
nothing of much smaller space the latter will occupy and greater
facility with which they may be packed or stowed away in differ-
ent jipckets owing to much reduced bulk.
This additional l%lbs. of dead weight in ammunition does not

weigh one down so very much when contemplating a long tramp
through a snipe marsh, for instance, but—but—it does make a
tremendous difference toward evening, especially when birds are
scarce, shots few and far between, sun hot, ground boggy, and
more than thirty seasons have rolled by. So that a pound or two
in gun and as much more in ammunition will convert a very
pleasant, jolly day s sport into a most soul-harrowing treadmill,
laborious task, as any one can testify who has tried it. To the
unbeliever I can only say try it, and be convinced.
As to recoil, it is the writer's firm opinion that more men have

gone oflE in their shooting in the last few years by overloading
tncir ,guns than from all other causes combined; and light 12-
bores have certainly not helped things much in this direction—
albeit an underweight, overloaded small-bore will be equally
vicious as a kicker; so 1 prefer for my own use that a gun of any
gauge should have sufficient weight; hence I like a 61b. 20-bore.
After this long preamble, and in support of what I said regarding

20-bore8, 1 respectfully submit the following ballistic tests made
at the famous works of the Union Metallic Cartridge Co. at
Bridgeport, Conn., to the officers of which I am deeply indebted
for their universally courteous treatment and now for having
placed at my disposal their splendidly equipped testing range,
so complete in all its details as to leave nothing to be desired-
To. Mr. William M. Thomas (familiarly known as TJ. M. C

Thomas throughout the width and breadth of this land), one of
the greatest living experts in ballistics, and to whom all kindred
subjects are plain as A, B, C, I am and have been for many
years under a debt of deepest gratitude, for of such long-enduring
patience, kindness in suggestions and willingness at all times to
lead the groping blind, I frankly admit I know not his equal.
In his able assistant. Mr. Howard D. Hodge, I found a man

thoroughly au courant, and one so ready to help along with that
cheerful manner that invites interrogation that I cannot remem-
ber ever having passed more pleasant and instructive days than
at the range of the U. M. C. Co., Shd with its officers to whom
I am indebted for the following tables, submitted in proof of
what I have already said regarding small-bore guns

Ballistic tests made at Bridgeport, Conn., May 3, 1900, over the
range and on chronograph of the Union Metallic Cartridge Co
Tests made by Mr. Wm. M. Thomas and his assistant, Mr. How-
ard D. Hodge:

Pfirker gun. No. 82403, 20-gauge; length of barrel 30in., Titanic
steel; both barrels full choke, chambered for Sin. cases- shell
3in.^U. M. C. Smokeless, 20-gauge: powder, Hazard Blue ii.ibbon'
2y2drs.—say 31grs.; shot, Tatham's %oz. No. 7 chilled; wads,
Trap, %in.t Express, %in.; black edge "C" card, all 20-gauge

:

velocUy m feet 40yds. frpm muzzle. Pattern in 30in. circle.
908 194
915 228
919 237

^ •

920 202
904 2U
896 222
918 226
909 214
918 214

Same Gun.—Shell, 3in. U. M. C. Smokeless, 20-gauge; powder,
Schuhze, 2%drs—say 35grs.

;
shot, Tatham's, No. 7 chilled;

wadf;, Trap, %in.; Express. %in. black edge "C" card, all 20-

gauge: .
,

\^elocity in feet 40yds. ftroni —Pattern in 30iri. ci^ti^,—
muzzfe. Kight Barrel. Left Barrel.

945 214

920 198 227
925 m 233>

928 223 226
928 191 203
923 210
927 -101 -— •

5)1099 ,

923
915
938

Average, 219.8 pelfets.

Av., 927.8ft. sees. Av-i 204 pellets.

Variation, 30 ft. seconds.
Following this test, 10 shots were fired under precisely .same

conditions, using Hazard powder, but leaving out the "C" card
wad under *he shot, and an average velocity of 896 foot seconds

—

variation, 31 foot seconds—was obtained.
Taking pattern of left barrel for 5 consecutive shots gave an

average of^ 211 pellets.

Then 10 shots were fired, using Schultze, omitting "C" card wad,
as above, giving an average velocity of 919 foot seconds—variation,
24 foot seconds. Pattern 'of left barrel ^ .consecutive shots, 205
pellets.

As will be seen, the "C" card wad improved the shooting of the
gun, adding but very little to the recoil.

Now, the average velocity reached by the 20-bore gun, using
its normal loads—I mean, of course, a 20-bore sufficiently heavy to
fire with comfort to the shooter and safety to the gun (,27|drs. of
bulk nitro powder and %oz. Tatham's No. 7 chilled shot)—is say
915 to 920 foot seconds, as against a velocity of 850 foot seconds
accorded to the 12-gauge field gun with its normal load of 3drs.
of bulk nitro powder and IVsOz. of same size and make of shot.
So that the 20-bore in legs shows up well with its increased -velocity
of about 70 foot seconds.
As to pattern, that is all a question of individual guns and

chokes. This particular 20 bore is full choke in one set of barrels
and goes beyond 75 per cent, of its entire charge within the 30in.
circle at 40 measured yards from its muzzle—which =is a splendid
performance.
By reducing the powder perhaps 2grs. a greater percentage of

shot might be accounted for and certainly by diminishing the
charge of shot to %o?-,, or by decreasing to 2%drs., a greater
velocity would a.=suredly be obtained. But as these tests were not
made to determine how much shot could be bunched on the
plate, nor how fast they could be sent there, but merely to arrive
at an approximate idea of what this little gun was actually doing
with its every-day charges, I submit that the tests as given above
prove beyond question that the gun is a splendid performer, and
that it was loaded in capital style. I use at quail early in the
season 2y2drs. bulk nitro powder and %,oz. No. 9% or No. 10
shot; later along, No. 9 shot, always using chilled shot. At snipe
2^-^drs. and %oz. Nos. 8% or 9. shot, and on very windy days
No. 8 or even 7V2 shot. At duck, No. 6 or No. 7 shot, and for
geese I would use No. 4 or No. 5 shot. 1 have never had an
opportunity of testing this gun at geese, but I hope to this winter,
and certainly will if opportunitv offers—just as a matter of ex-
periment; not that I regard a 20-bore as an ideal goose gun by
any means, for in this kind of shooting one seldom carries the
gun or its ammunition, so that the greatest charm of the small
bores does not outer into the game.
Availing myself of the opportunity of testing the shooting qual-

ities of my 12-gauge hammer pigeon gun, I further encroached on
the goodness of my affable hosts, and 1 now append tables showing
what a modern Parker full-choke pigeon gun eaiP do when loaded
with first-class ammunition.
The loads tested were average pigeon loads. An increase of

Vydr. to Vidr of powder makes but little difference in this gun,
but with 3drs. to 3Vsdrs. the pattern would run about 5 to 8
per cent, higher than patterns given below.

Ballistic tests made at Bridgepost Conn, May 3, 1900, oyer the
range and on chronograph of the Union Metallic Cartridge Co.,
unoer direction of Mr. Wm. M. Thomas and his assistant, Mr.
Howard D. Hodge:
Parker gun. No. 86637, 12-gauge; length of barrels, 32in., Titanic

steel; both barrels full-choke, chambered for 3in, shells; shell, 3in.
U. M. C. Trap, 12-gauge; powder, Hazard Blue Ribbon, SVidrs.

—

say 43grs. ; shot, lV4oz. latham's No. 7 chilled; wads. Trap, ^in.
black edge, %in. Express, i,4in. black—all 12-gauge;
Velocity in feet 40yds. from muzzle Pattern in BOin

., 992
981

995
970

5)4926

282
282
276
293
280

circle.

2)1413

Average, 985.2 ft. seconds. Average, 282.6 pellets.
Variation 25 ft. seconds. Variation, 17 pellets.

Substituting %in. black-edge wad over the Trap and using 3%in.
shell: Average velocity, 956 ft. seconds; average pattern, 253
pellets.

Average velocity and pattern ' with equal charges tiT Dupont
powder practically the same.
Same Gun.—Shell, Sin. U. M. . C. Trap, 12-gauge; powder,

Schultze, 3y2drs.—say 19grs. ; shot, l^oz. Tatham's No. 7 chilled;
wads, Trap, V4in. black edge; %in, Express, lyiin, black edge—all

12-gauge:
Velocity in feet 40yds. from muis?le, Pattern in 30in. circle.

964 283
979 245
988 ,292

984 254
979 237

5)4894 &)1311

Average, 9136 ft. seconds.
Variation, 33 ft. seconds.

Average, 2139 pellets.
Vanaiion, 4€ pellet?.

Average, 978.8 ft. seconds. Average, 262.2 pellets.
Variation, 24 ft. second.s. Variation, 55 pellets.

Substituting a %in. black-edge wad over the Trap wad and using
a ai/gin. shell: Average velocity, 970 ft. seconds; average pattern.
272 pellets.

Continuing this test for 5 consecutive shots, using 45grs. Laflin
& Rand powder and IVtoz. Tatham's chilled shot, loaded in 2'%in.
Acme shells gave an average velocity of 916 ft. seconds; variation,
30 ft. seconds. Patterns were not counted, but from what I know
of the gun and the powder 1 am certain they would have com-
pared well with .my made. Perhaps a longer shell would have
increased the velocity, but as none were available no test was
made.

J am quite sure from what I know of the shooting of this 12-
gauge gun that by following up and casting about for different
combinations of wads closer patterns could have been obtained, and
doubtless greater velocities as well; but as regularity of one' shot
with another and distribution are such important factors nothing
further was done. In fact, there was not time to go into either
gun more than superficially, and 1 feel that neither gun is a freak
of its kind, but only what may be expected of any good full-choke
gun of that particular make.

I will conclude by saying that I took up the 20-bore with hesi-
tation, not to say distrust. Now, I want no gun of larger gauge,
and as proof of this I am now having a 28-gauge built for next
season's shooting, and I hope later on, when I know something
about it, to report through these columns what so diminutive a
caliber can be expected to do.

Honi son qui mal y pense. If the above will induce some
brother sportsman 10 try a small-bore gun, and should the ex-
periment prove satisfactory, which I trust it may, then I will
feel amply repaid for the little I have done in this direction my
principal object being to "lessen the white man's burden'' by
guiding him toward lighter guns and loads, thereby increasing his
pleasure afield and moving along in the right directions.

Gaucho.

Standard Gun Club.

Baltimore, Md., July 31.—Large scores were a feature Of the
fourteenth weekly shoot of the Standard Gun Qub, held to-day.
Leader, in the season's club race—No. 4 in the scores aopended—
-^vas high with 49. The scores:
Events: 12 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 10 10 15 50 Targets: 10 10 15 50M R A 9 7 12 42 King 7 35

Leader 9 10 14 49 Bramble 6 is
Tory 7 8 10 39 Thomas 6 10

'

"

Dixon 8 9 14 42 Westport 5 9
'

Franklin 1 7 13 33 Eneef 5 10
'

'

StoiT •• 10 15 48 Mal one . ,. 41
Robb , .. 8 43

^

City Park Gon Qub.
Is'r..w OntKANS, La., July 30.—Some of the scores made at ' the

City Park Gun' Club's shoot were excellent. Saucier won the prize
shoot from scratch, on the good score of 24 out of 25, making his
fourth win, tierng Mr. Pitard, who also holds it four tiriies this
season. F. E, McKay shot an unusually good rate of 90 per cent,,
which the boys did not expect of him, closely followed by Saucier^
who made 89 per cent. Altogether the day was a very enjoyable
one.

i

Ihe club membership is constantly increasing and the members
feel very .enthusiastic over the outlook. A new club house is.jtd be
erected and the grounds generally renovated. The cliib wiir;give
a tournament in the near future of both live birds and targets,'.and
propose to give at least |.500 added money, and it is expected that
a number of the most expert trap shots in the country will be in
attendance. The score of the prize shoot is as follows:

Hdcp, Broke. Total. . Hdcp. Broke. Total.
Sauci'er 0 24 24 Tabry 4 13 17
Kaufman .... 0 22 ^ Pitard 0 15 IS
Picou 5 16 21 -Newman 9 12 21
McKay 0 20 20 Darcantel ... 3 14 17
Novice . . 0 ' 15 15 Store .0 14 14
Sweepstakes: %_
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 "9 10
Targets: 10 15 20 15 15 15 15 15 10 15

Novice 6 12 16 10 11 12 15 . . 9 13
Saucier 10 12 17 14. 11 13 14 13 8 13
ICaufman 7 15 15 13 13 13 10 . : 7 l2
Picou 9 : ...

McKay .. .. 18 15 15 13 14 14 9 13
Tabry 9 9 4 13 . . Y. . . .

Pitard 9 . . . . . -7 .

.

Newman 10 . . ... 8

Five Pairs: Novice 6, Saucier 8, McKay 8, Kaufman 7, Tabry 5,

Picou 6, Darcantel 5,

East Side~Gun Clob.

Saginaw, E. S., July 29.-The East Side Gun Club held a very
.successful shoot yesterday afternoon. Some good marksmanship
was a feature of the afternoon sport. Expert shooters were present.

Ihe iiast Side Gun Club had one of the best shoots of the sea-
son yesterday afternoon at their grounds in the Stolz woods and
every condition seemed to be favorable to making the event a
successful one. The weather, which looked a little like rain about
noon, did not interfere with the shooting, and every marksmanseemed to be in excellent trim. The shooting was good and some
verj' fancy hits were made.
No. 1 was a practice race, No. 2 the Gun Club race, No. 3. Ev-

erett House. The scores; '

:

Events

:

Targets

:

R O HeikesW W McQueen.,
.I'opp

C Henkel

^ Wolf .

.

J Henny
S B Hoff
John M
F Bonnei

H W Moshier.

1 2 3
25 25 25
22 16
22 17
13 14 ii
10 16 18
13 10 12
10 5 14
9
8

9
10

11

16 7
15 14
15 20 i?
10 8
8 3

'9

10 14
16
0

10 ie

Events: 12 3
Targets: 25 25 25

J Delorge . 17 14 ..

S C Gage , . . . 8 8
Toe Wolf, Jr.; 15 14
E Heyde 11 18
L Dambacher 7 .

.

C Sj:hneuker 15
4

11F C Bastian ;

Chas Schmidt 14
Henry Henny 13
Spencer . 1

U.sher 8 ..

Noc 10 ..

O A Shadbolt 10 15
John Harmann 12 .

.

T, M , ,
James Willhite 12 ..

C B Martindale 15 .....
The shooting all through was good and the winners of the heats

did not get them without a struggle, John M. Messner won the Gun
Club medal in Class .'\ and Joe Smith in Class B. Joe Smith won
the Everett House rnedal Two crack shots were present—R O
Heikes, of Dayton, O.. and W. W. McQueen, of Hastings. , Mr
Chas. Schmidt gave an exhibition shoot and broke 14 out of 15.

John M. Messnek, Sec'y.

Brockton Gua Club.

Brockton, Mas's., July 28.—No.s. 1 to 5 were the prize' shoot.
No. 7 gives the handicaps, No. 8 the totals. The conditions were
good for shooting.
Le Roy was high .with 94.

Wc had a lady who tried her hand at the targets and broke 3
out of 7. We think she did very good, as she never shot a gun
be'-re. W'c are in hopes to make a good shot of her.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
'largeis and handicaps 10 10 10 10 10

Le Roy , , 10 ID 10 8 9 47 3 50
Leonard , 9 9 8 10 8 44 13' 50
Hepner

, 8 8 10 9 8 43 8 50
Worthing 9 10 8 7 7 41 9 50
Wood 9 8 8 7 9 41 11 50
Grant 8 8 8 6 9 39 10 4ft

Taylor 9 5 9 6 7 36 10 46
Events 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22. 23
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 * • *

Le Roy 10 8 10 10 9 10 9
Leonard

, 8 8 .... 7 ID
Hepner 10 8 10 10 6 8..
W^jrthing . 8 8 7 6 8 6 8 7.. .. 9 8 9
Wood. 8 8 7 8 6 7 7 10.. .. 6....
Grant 6 5 10 4
Taylor 9 7 . ,

Doubles. A. F. Leonard, Sec'y,

Noramake Gun Club, .

South Norwalk, Conn., Aug. 3.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
third monthly summer open shoot of the Noramakes is to be heU
Friday,. Aug. 17, at the club grounds, Dorian's Point, reached
from N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R. depot by white trolly car. The
preceding snoots have all proved very enjoyable and the partici-
pants have invariably expressed their appreciation of the efforts
of the Noramakes, who are the peers of any club in the State in
their ability to run a shoot as it should be run. Targets for this
shoot will be 1 cent each, and at this price we expect a large
following of cracks. A good programme will be run off, 10 to 20
targets in each event, sweep.s from 50 cents to $1.50. Shells, etc.,
may be shipped to E. H. Pox, South Norwalk, who will also fur-
nish programmes or other information, or H. Gehrmann, presi
dent of the Noramakes, who will be pleased to hear from any of
the fraternity regarding the third open shoot as above.
Included in the programme of the Noramakes at thejr third

monthly open shoot will be a team shoot far five men, 30 targets
10 each man, with |10 donated by the club to the winning team.
Sweep optional. Teams are looked for from New Haven, Stam-
ford, Meriden and other places. The propgramme will be an at-

tractive one and will be ready shortly. The team race is op^n to
any gnh ift the State of Connecticut. fi. TI. Pox.

Trap at Kansas City.

Kansas City, Mo.—In the Jfuly shoot for the Elliott medals at
Washington Park, Kansas City, on July 28, at 25 live bn-ds,
Bramhall killed 25, making thereby a straight score. The scores;
C Herman, 30 1112212112122222122010111—23
Geo Wasson, 29 2212220112112122012220222—22
R S Elliott, 29 120212122212O22112:^im;j2—23
1 M Curtice, 31 2202111222221221121 ?22222—24W S Allen, 32...: 1112021111110112202U1112—22
Tom Hearn. 29 2202211111111210112112222—23W S Hill, 29 2222211201202022221121222—2'2W A Smith, 31 2211112212212120121122102—23
Toe Vauglian, .30 2201021001200100221012010—14
Ted Turner, 29 2012222111102112211212222—23
Ed Hickman, 29 0212202211112212212212222—23
Clint Cockrill, 30 2211221222211111121011012—23
S S Millett, 28 2110112211221212011111111—23
F J Smith, 28 2120200011211221102211112—20
P Franke, 30.. 0221201201121222111111102-21
Newt Beach, 30 021111111211112lll0w
Dr Longfellow, 30 ...2120212112221222211210121—23
Josh, 30 2100211111121122110211202—21
Dr Planck. 28 0121101121011111121211000-19
A H Glasner, 28 2212212101212011222211211—23
A E Thomas, 31 1222222222202122222221222—24
T W Bramhall, 29 2212112222'221212212222122—25
A F Rickmers, 30 2211222221222221100122221—23
T S Smith, 28 v. -...21 12222202221012112101121—22
Perry Smith. 86 8lgOi28223lOU0001012»10-J7
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Intercity Shooting Patk.

Minneapolis, Minn.—The shooting on these grounds during
the past week was all that could be desired. Not only is this true

as far as the shooters are concerned, but the management as well.

I find it almost impossible to give to you at present the scores ot

each weekly shoot. This is due to the fact that this is my hrst

year and there is so much that must be done to place the grounds
in fair shape, and again my string of dogs require a large part

of each day, and they cannot and must not be overlooked.

I leave here for the chicken fields on Aug. W, and I trust and
fully believe you may hear of two or three of the dogs before fhe

fall trials are over. I inclose you scores made during the past

week:
, .,, ^ ,.

Tuesday. Julv 24.—The day proved too warm and still for live

birds. Notwithsanding, they gave the shooters a lace for their

money. In the live-bird event the shooters stooa at yOyds.

:

Hays 1212211022— 9 Hirschy 22222w

Black . 1021222212— 9 Golzian 0202111220—7
Hanz 11*1002122— 7

Wilkinson 0112220221— 8

Carl 0011012100— 5

French 1112122222-10
Kelsey 2001222212— 8

P Hanser 111212*222—9
Morrison 22222w

Johnston 0221221022— 7

Mrs Johnston 2111112112—10

O'Brien 2111121*12- 9

Payne 21*12*222— 8

Ross 1121121*12- 9

Barber 110U01221O— 6

Smyth 0001010112— 5

The target events were, each at 15:

Events: 12 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Hays 12 12 13 12 14 Hirschy 11 15 15 14 14

Black ............ 11 11 13 13 10 Golzian 11 12 14 12 12

Hanz 13 13 13 14 12 Johnston 13 12 12 13 13

Wilkinson 13 13 12 12 12 Mrs Johnston .... 14 15 14 13 13

Carl 10 11 12 12 14 O'Brien 10 12 10 11 12

French 14 14 12 10 12 Pavne 12 11 11 11 12

K-elsey 13 12 12 13 13 Ross 11 11 12 13 11

P Hanser 13 13 12 12 14 Barber 6 9 7 10 8

Morrison 15 15 14 14 15 Smyth 9 10 9 4 4

Events; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 25 25 25
T)anz 12 12 13 10 10 12 10 13 .. 22 .. ..

J C 13 14 15 13 8 9 13 24 23 ..

P Hanser .; 15 14 12 15 14 13 12 13 13 11 13 14 22 .. ..

8

.. 21 .. ..

. 24 20 .

.

8 14 11 14 14 13 21 20 17
20 20 ..

23

Kelsey 14 13 12 14 13 12 14 12
Thompson 13 10 14 13 13 12 13 14
Golziaji 15 11 12 13 13 12 12 15
Spralley 10 13 13 12 12 11 15 13
Johnston 14 14 15 15 13
Morrison 13 15 14 14 14 15 14 15 15 13
Mrs Johnston.... 15 14 15 15 13 13
Stokes 14 13 11 12 14 14 15 15
Spsar , 11 12 12 12 14 10 10 11 ... 17 .

.

Wilkinson 15 14 12 14 13 13 13 12 12 13 14 13 12 12 14 19 ..

Baker 7 6 10 7

Fischer 11 14 14 13 12 1111 12 14 13 13 12 14 12 12 23 18
Daly 9 12 13 10 20 ..

Dayton 11 15 10
Fonda 7 12 9 9 12 12 13 11 12 14 12 12 13 13 14 16 22
Henry 10 9 13 8 11 S 12 11 9 10 11 12 8 9 10 20 16
Spear, Jr 6 5 ." 19 ..

Carl 11 10 13 7 8 10 9 13 13 14 10 11 14 ..

Flint 11 10 8 10 22 .

.

Emmerson 7 9 11 12 .. 19 17
Townby 10 10 12 7 10 11 10 19 ..

Cook 7
Ramaley 12 11

Kennedy 10 12 9 .. ..

Dunmers 8 8 9 8 10

Holt 12 13 13 12 9

19
16
18
IS
22

9 10 10 14
18

Miller
White 8 10
Catamaran 15 13 10 12 12 21 .. ..

Daly, Jr 10 10 20 . . .

.

Perry 18 21 20

Saturday, July 28, proved a good day, and some good scores
were made. Mrs. Johnston's shooting was of a very high order.

J. C. "Thompsori, Morrison, P. Hanser, Golzian and Mr. Johnston
also did good work.

Minneapolis Gun Club,

Thursday, July 26.—The day was perfect, but failed to draw a
large crowd. Those present made some good scores. This is
especially true in the ease of Mrs. Johnston, Messrs. Johnston,
French and Brown.
Val Blatz diamond badge: French 13, Biffton 12, Hays 13, Mrs.

Johnston 15, Johnston 12, Ford 12, Stone 12, Terrell 13, Shorty 13,
Dr. Brown 14. Mrs. Johnston won badge.

Schlitz diamond badge: French 23, Biffton 24, Hays 21, Mrs.
Johnston 21, Johnston 20, Ford 21, Brown 23, TerreU 21, Shorty 13,
Barber 13. Biffton won badge.
Paegel diamond badge: French 24, Biffton 23, Hays 23, Mrs.

Johnston 22, Johnston 23, Barber 8, Brown 21, Ford 22, Terrell 23.
French won badge.
The shoot this afternoon was poorly attended, although the

weather was all that could be desired. Those that were present
enjoyed themselves immensely, as their good scores show. The
tournament to be held on these grounds on Aug. 3 and 4 will be a
crackerjack, as far as attendance is concerned. Shooters from the
entire Northwest, as well as all of the professionals, will be here.
Club badges, 10 singles and 5 pairs; French 18, Biffton 18 Mrs.

Johnston 16,. Johnston 18, Ford 15, Shorty 11, Barber 16, Brown
18. Johnston won senior badge; Mrs. Johnston won junior bodge;
Ford won amateur badge.
Aug. 2.

—
'J he Minneapolis Gun Club had their weekly shoot

Thursday. The best shooting was done by Stoakes, who won
all tlie badges in his class. The St. Paul Rod and Gun Club hold
tlieir annual shoot to-day and to-morrow at the Intercity Shooting
Park. The scores:
Club badge, 10 singles and 5 pairs: Hirscliy 18, Stoakes IS,

French 17, Johnston 13. Mrs. Johnston 12, Bull 19, Thompson 20,
Stone 17, Hoffman 12, Dock 20.

Thompson won senior badge. Bull won junior badge. Stone
won amateur badge.
Vnl Blatz medal, 15 Singles; Hirschy 11, Stoakes 14, French 10,

Johnston 13, Mrs. Johnston 10, Bull 9, Thompson 9, Spear 6,

<3ot«iaii 9. Fisher 8, Bailey 6, Palmer 7, Evander 14. Henry 13,
Hamilton 6, Hughes 13, Ebe 13, Spratley 11, Stone 7, Demmick 6.

Stoakes won badge.
Schlitz badge, 25 singles: Hirschy 20, Stoakes 22, French 17,

Johnston 19, Mrs. Johnston 17, Bidl 19, Thompson 19, Spear 15.

Gotzian 18. Fisher 14, Bailey 18. Palmer 18. Evander 22, Henry 20,

Hamilton 15, Hughes 22. Ebe 23, Spratley 21, Stone 20, Bergen 19,

Novotney 16, Hoffman 16, Beyer 19, Fish 19, Gold 19.

Stoakes won badge.
Paegel badge, 25 singles: Hirschy 22, Stoakes 25, French 19,

Johnston 16, Mrs. Johnston 21, Bull 18, Thompson 11, Spear 18,
Gotzian 12. Fisher 20, Bailey 18, Hoffman 22, Holt 18, Moore 20.

Stonenian 17, Beyer 20.

Stoakes won badge. Dr. Bxi-i..

National Gun Clob.

Milwaukee, July 31.—Inclosed find the scores of the National
Gun Club prize" shoot, held at National Park, Milwaukee, on Fri-

day, the 27th inst., there being four events of 10 live birds each.
They were a lively lot of birds for this season of the year, and
kept the shooters guessing as to what-was coming next.
The first event was for the regular monthly prize shoot, and the

three following were sweeps.
Dr. Williamson, one of our best

_
shots, was shooting a pump

gun, but did not do as well as he might, owing to the fact that he
was trying to see how quick he could shoot the second barrel.

He made some very pretty shots, however, and did excellent work
with the second barrel.

First event, 10 birds:
Buch 2222122212—10

Collins 1111122222-10

Klapinski 1201022U2— 8

H S Blake ..2022022223- 8
T Sherer 2010121101— 7

R C Wharton 1212212202— 8

Second event:
Thomas .0222222222-

9

Colnils ...1221121111-10

TJno 1112111212—10
Klapin.ski 0200021021— 5

Sherer 2112001110— 7

Bush 2120220022— 7

Third event:
Thomas 102021 UWI—

6

Collins . .U10101102— 7

Rogers 0121111220— 8

Rice ., .1220100020— V,

Uno 0122111112— 9
Stuth 0121102010— 6
Bogart 2222222012— 9
Thomas .2222002222— 8
White 2122110222— 9
Keed 2101222201— S

Williamson 2222220202— 8
Blake 0002222222— 7
White 1200020212— 0
"Rice 0221020210— 6
Haskeir 0001110011— 5

White ....

Haskell .

Blake
^N'illianuoii

..2221102011— S
.•1102010100— f.

2122221221—10
;ori232';i22?—

7

Fourth event;
Thomas 2010212001— 6
Uno 1111121221—10
Rice 1002222122— 8

White 1202012010— 6

Haskel , lL12201in-

9

LiNDLEY CoLLtNs, Sec'y.

WESTERN TRAPS.

IN NEW JERSEY.

South Side Gun Club,

Newark, N. J., Aug. 4.—The contest between Messrs. Sinnock
and Stevens for the championship of New Jersey was the main
event, though the sweepstake and merchandise events were well

8 ..

5 4
9 10

7 10 7
8 8 10

9 fi

9 8

7
9

No. 4 gives the handicaps
No. 7 gives the handicap for

11, handicap for No. 12, tie.

The scores:

9 10 U 12 13 14
* 10 * 10 10 .

.

10 ..

10 9

1 10 1 10 8 9

2 8 3

5 7
9 5

7 8
* 25
0 22
5 22
2 25
4 25
7 24
1 23

Ijatronized, as the scores will show,
for Event No. 5, a merchandise one.
No. 8, No. 9 for No. 10, tie, and No.
Sweepstake events. Sergeant system.

Events: 12 3
Targets : 10 10 10

Feigenspan 10 10 10

Harrison 6 " °

Piercy 6

Pattern 7

Hardv S

Colquitt 10
Hance
Ellis .

1 T Laird 7

J Laird 6
Heinisch 9
Wliitehead 9

Clark 8

Dav 10 7 1 w 15

Koegal . . . . 9 2 w 17

Sinnock 10 0 24 ,

.

Stevens 0 20 .

.

Yeomans 1 22 16

Hooev 5 23 14
Drake 18
Tarrell 6 25 3 10
Tighe 0 23 .. ..

Kiefer

8

7
10

4 5 6
* 25 20
0 25 19
4 22 13
2 24 19

3 21 16

6 21 15
0 23 18
2 20 14
2 22 12
4 20 12
4 14 ..

6 22 17
2 w ,

.

7 23 5 2

2 22
4 25
0 23
1 23
2 19
5 25

2 10 1 10 10 8

7 9

2 9

2 8

9
10

''7

4

*Handicap.

E C Cup.

The E C cup contest, emblematic of the championship of New
Jersey, between Messrs. F. E. Sinnock, holder, and H. H. Ste-
vens, challenger, was a close, well-contested race, resulting in a
tie on 46, which was shot off at 10 targets, Sinnock winning by 1
target un a straight score. The weather was cool and pleasant,
with a good light. The scores in detail follow:

E C cup contest, 50 targets, unknown angles:
H H Stevens : .1111111111111111110011111—23

lllllllllllllliniOllllOl—2:5—46
F E Sinnock 1111111110111111111111111—24

iiiiimoiimoiiuoiiiii—22^6
Tie, 10 targets:

Stevens 1110111111- 9 Sinnock 1111111111—10

Freehold Gun Club.

Freehold, N. J., Aug. 3.—The most interesting thing that took
place after the regular event was the brush that occurred be-
tween Widman and Thomas, of the Walsrode Club, of Trenton,
who were present as visitors. Widman challenged Thomas to a
race at 10 birds, loser to pay for supper and other refreshments.
The scores below show what took place:

First Race. Tie on 9. Third Race.
Widman 1111111011—9 1111110101—8 1111101101—8
Thomas 1111011111—9 1111110111—9 UUUOUl—

9

Thomas won three dinners and the extra refreshments, and be-
cause they dallied too long over the same missed three trains.

IJoth enjoyed their visit and expect to pay the Freehold Club an-
other one soon.
Event No. 1, 30 targets, point system, with extra targets added:

Vandevere, 1 1101011111111111111101111011111 —27
Jos Laird, 3 lllllllOOlOlOlllllllUOllllllOlOll —25
Burtis, 1 llllOmOllllOllllUll 0111 11011 —26
Heyer, 2 11110111110111100100011111110101 —23
Muldo'on, 4 1111111111011111111110011110111001 —28
R A Ellis, 1 %. 1110111111111011011111111101111 —27
Walling, 3 UlOOllOOOOllllllOlOlOOOOl 1001101 ^18
Donahue, 3 111110001100111010000110001010100

W B Ellis, 1 i....,., 1111011110100011111111111100111
Widman 000111111111111111101111110100
Thomas 101011111101011111010111110110

Hance llllllOllllOOllOllllllllOlOllO
Burger, 5 11101000110010010001101101110111100—19
Jos Laird, 1 1111101111111111101111111110111 —28

16
—24
—23
—22
—23

Staunton Gun Club.

Staunton, Va., Aug. 3.—Herewith find scores made at our reg-
ular shoot this week. Mr. Sillings again got in some of his fine
work and broke 50 straight. The scores:
Event No. 1, 50 targets:

Ouensen 00100110001110001110011100110111110011111111011011—31
<1arber 11111111111101110001111111101001111011110101111011—39
A P Smith 10111111100110111101111011111111110111111110111110—41
Steinbuck 1010111000010011 IICIIIIOIOIIOIIIIUIIOIIOOIOIIOIOI—32
J W'ayman IIIIOOIOIOIIIIOOUIIIIIOIOIOOIOIOIOIIOIIIIIIOIOOII—33
McDaniel 11111100100111101100111111111111110101110111111110—39
Sillings 11111111110011011111111111111111101111011111111111—45
Kiracofc 1111111 1111 111101110111111111111111111111111111101—47
E Wavman 11111111111111111110111111110001111111111111111111—46
( ) E Smith 11100001111000100010101100111110011010010110111100—27
Harris 01010100101011100100100011100101010111001110010101—25

Ev'ent No. 2, 50 targets:
Merriken 10111111111111111101101111011111111111111111111111—46

J Wayman 1111.0111111111111010111111111111110111101111011111—44
Opie 01010100100000010110100010101000010000001000100010—15
Steinbuck 01111110111011110101111111111110111111010111110011—40
Dawson 01100110000110000101111001111000100011101111010101—26
Summerson lllOOllllllllUlOOllllllOOllllllllllllllOllOlllllll—41
Silling.-; 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111—50
O E Smith 11101111011111100101111110011101111111000110110010—35

No. 3, 25 targets: Merriken 20, Steinbuck 12. W^orthington 11.
F, M. Mehriken, Sec'y.

Bellows Falls Gun Qub.
The Bellows Falls Gun Club held a shoot on the club grounds,

Drislain's field, Thursday afternon, July 26. Below is given the

Events:
Targets:

Ray

1 2 3 4 5 6
25 25 25 25 5p 5p

Events:
Targets:

2 .. 20 Russell
Gibson 18 18 . . 20
Morrison 20 .. 17 21 4 8
Fassett 20 17 .. 19 8 .

.

Event No. 3 was for the Flint cup.
The windup was three events of

score

:

1 2 3 4 5 6
25 25 25 25 5p 5p
15 .. .. 17 9 ..

Dr Knight 16 13 . . 9 9
Underbill 2 .. 14 7 7
Shepardson 21 16 .. 7 8

miss-and-out. Below is the

Gibson 1111111
Shepardson 1111110
Knight 1110 ^

Underbill 1110
Ray 110
Russell 10
Fassett 10
Morrison 11110

11111111
1111110
u
110
0
10
11111110
10

1110
1110
llllllllllH
111111111110

iiiiiiio""
1110
1110

C. H. Gibson, Sec'y.

Catchpole Gun Club.

WoLCOTT. X. Y., Aug. 1.—Scores made to-day ou our grounds
were as follows:

Wadsworth -HllllllllOHlUllllUlll—.24
llllllimOlllllHlllllll—24
0111111111111111111011111—23
1010111110im011111111Il_21_92

Fowler 1000011111111111110111111—20
1111011011001110111011111—19
1101111111110111111111111—23
0111011111111101011111001—19-«1

Burke .... . .llOlOllllOllllllllllOOUO—19
llUllOOlllllllllllOOllll-21-40

Seamfiii . . , nilllOlOUlOlOllUllOm—20
. F. A \Y,, Sec'y.

Garfield Gun Club. ^

Chicago, Aug. 4.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the fourteenth trophy shoot of

the. season. C. P. Richards carried oft" the honors of the day by
breaking 25 straight in the trophy event, winning at the same
time Class A medal. B medal was tied for by A. Hell man and
T. Eaton on 22, while J. D. Pollard took C on 21.

The day was an unpleasant one for trapshooting, being very
hot, and enough humidity in the atmosphere to make it very de-

pressing. The attendance was good for a hot midsummer day.

.Sweepstakes:
Events: 12 3

Targets : 15 10 15
Tramp , 14 9 11

4 5 6 7
* * 10 ir.

9 7 7 13
15 10
1 1 7 .. 3
2 2

9 7 12 9 8 S y
G
9 8
.. 7 9 ..

7 Vi
s s

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 15 10 15 * * 10 15

Keck 8 3 8 4 4 .. ..

1< Kuss 13 10 14 10 8 . . . . Graham
Northcott ... 14 8 Spensely .

Kehl 5 3 7 1 4 3.. Smith ....

Allen 12 7 Skelly ....

Sweezy 8 5.. Christ
Pollard 10 7 12 8 Pally
Martin 12 8 9 Dr Meek 7
Richards .... 10 10 10 .. Ralph 13.

Young 9 8 12 7 6 8 9 De Clerg ... 3 .6

Cooper 10 7 19 T Eaton 8 14 7 7
Hellman .... 14 9 Dr Shaw 9 14 .4 7

T Wolff 9 9 11 6 F G Barnard ..10 8 8 7 7 ..

F Wolff .... 6 4 ., ........
*Doubles.
Fourteenth trophy shoot, 25 singles:

C T Keck . lOOOOOUOOOlllOllllOmOO—13
R Kuss llllllimillllllOlllllU 24
W G Northcott .."... .llOllOlOllllllllllllllOU—21
C H Kehl ...........0001011101100011111010000 -12

Allen .1000111110101001010001111—14
Sv/eezv 1101011100110011 1 10101110—Ifi

J D Pollard j.'....v...i.....lllllll]lllliOC0111011111—21
A E Midgley 1110011100111001101111011—17
C P Richards 1111111111111111111111111—2.^
S E Young 1111111111101111111101111-2::
Dr T W Meek........ ...1110101111010001111111010—17
F T Cooper 1100100001001001011010111- 12
Hellman 1110011111111111011111111—22
De Clerg .....„..,...*..,... ..i. . o>, ... . 000001111001100111001001 0—1

1

J Wolff 1111111011110111111110110-21
F Wolff 1000110110000101001110001- 11

E Tramp 1111111111101110100111001—19
E S Graham 1011111111111111101111111—2:{
Spensely 0000000000000000000000110— 2

Smith oooooonooooooooooooonoooo— 0

Skelly 1111111011100111111111101—21
A McGowan 0110111010011011101000111—15
T Eaton ^. ........... .0111111111111111111100111—22
Dr Shaw i....,..'.... 1111111111111111101111101—23
F G Barnard 1011111011001011110111000—16
C Kuss 1011011001010011001101110—14

• Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Mississippi Valley Notes.
The Progressive Gun Club, of East St. Louis, announces its an-

nual midsummer tournament at its ground on the East. St. Loui.s-
Bclleville suburban line, Aug. 12. A good programme is arranged
and all are invited. /
The cities of Roodhous^ and' Jacksonville will give a joint open

target tournament at the grounds of the Roodhouse Club on
Aug. 8 and 9.

_
Targets will be thrown from two traps and $5 and

.$2.50 will be given for first and second averages for the two days.
The programme calls for 250 rounds each day.
Fred Schiess won the Piasa Gun Club trophy at Alton in the

open shoot Aug. 3, against a good field. Fred shot an excellent
race and deserved his victory. '

' "
'

The Piasa Club will probably be in line With a target and live-
bird shoot some time in the fall.

An all-day shoot was given at Dupont Park, St. Louis, July 29.
A number of the boys, viz., Mr. Burnett, Blake Collins, Ed Pren-
dergast and Chas. Clark, had gone to the Dardienne Flats "to sink
a few frogs," and the attendance was therefore not as large as
expected, but those present not only shot through the pro-
gramme, but took in a few extras and finished with a little practice
at Dave Elliott's famous live birds. And they were not all re-
trieved within bounds, either. The scores:
Events: 123456789 10 Shot
Targets: 10 10 15 15 20 20 15 10 15 20 at. Broke. Av.

Selzer 10 7 13 14 18 17 11 8 . . . . 115
Spencer 10 10 14 14 19 17 15 8 13 18 150
Riehl 10 10 15 13 19 19 14 10 12 20 150
Dr Johnston 10 10 11 10 19 19 13 8 14 18 150
Sandberg 9 10 10 9 12 .. 9 85
Wintrich 9 11 25
Heiligenstine 10 9 12 H 16 17 13 8 11 .. 130
Serth 10 9 14 13 16 18 13 10 15 . . 1.30

McGiven 16 14 11 ..... . 55
Miss King ; 13 6 11 14 60
Bowman 8 10 17 45
Cabanne 11 12 35
Selby 11 18 35

F.

Broke.
94

138
142
132
59
19
107
118
41
44
35
23
29

C. Riehl

.920

.946

.880

.823

.907

ON LONG ISLAND.

Long Island Championship.

Tnti;rstate \'\-rk, L. I., .Vug. 2.—There was quite an active after-
noon at Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., to-day. The main event
was the contest for the championship of Long Island. It was
such a foregone conclusion that Morfey v/ould win it that interest
in the competition ceased after the second contest. In the three
contests he scored 24 out of 25 each time. Morfey, Kemble and
Webber were the only ones eligible of those who shot in the last
contest. Each 5 were made a special =weepstakes, so that there
W'ere five sweepstakes in the scores in the cup event. This will
explain the withdrawals, etc. Morfey, since he has put his new
Francotte gun in commission, which fits him perfectly, has been
shooting up to the highest standards and could hold his own with
the very best professional or amateur shots of the countrv. His
time is quick and his shooting w'ith both barrels is admirably accu-
rate. He is quite 3yd=. better than the best shooters who ordina-

- rily are at the grounds.
The birds were quite a good lot, but there was no wind and

therefore the conditions were quite favorable for the shooters.
'1 he scores

:

T W Morfev. iO. 22222 22222 22222 20222 "^2222—'^4

Dr C E Kembie, 28.... 22222 1121* 22122 12222 21212—54
Dr A A Webber, 30 22222 22222 22200 22222 022*2—21
R A Welch, 3ft. ...i.i. 22121 *02222 21122 11122 Iw —20
Capt Money, 29...: 11120 02 01220 21122 11222
E Banks, 29 : . .

.- ...20

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 15 * * * * 40 * Targets: 15 * * * * 40 »

Morfey, 30. .. 14.. 5 1 3 31 15 Banks, 2!!.. . w 10 5 6 0 .. ..

Money, 29... 15 .. 3 6 8 29 4 Webber 5 6 9:^0 10
"VN^elch, 30... 13 .. 2 6 9 30 15 Kemble _ .2814
''Miss-and-out.

Robin Hood Gun Club.

Swanton, July ;H0.—Interesting trapshooting contests arc
now almost daily occurrences -at the shooting grounds of th<-
Robin Hood Powder Co., Swantcn, Vt. Among those who took
part in the events there Saturda\- evening, the 28th inst., wa.s
one of our most celebrated surgeons and Maj. Cathy, a former
aid of Gen. Joe Wheeler. The Doctor believes that the 14-gauge is
t)ie best all-round shot gun; the 12-gauge is too much of a cannon,
while the 16-gauge is too small for an all-round gun. The Doctor
claims to be good authority on this subject, as -he begins on
chickens and ducks early in the' fall in the West and shoots
through the South during the winter and earlv spring. Though
a persistent follower of feathered game, he is no "game hog," as
he is content with a small bag, and never exceeds a certain li'mil
The Major, who is quite lame from a severe wound received in

Cuba, manages to keep his scores well up toward the front wht-ri
facing the traps:
Events: " - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

^Targets: • 15 10 25 15 15 25 lOp
Doctoi" --. 11 8 16-13 -10 20 16
Major 12 8 21 10 IS' 22 16
Worthen 9 -g 18
Robin Hood, Jr.,,,. 14 10 24 ^ js
Dickson ig
P'-flv'Ifv

, go il 12 'H
!'
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Altoona and Vicinity.

Altoona, Pa.—There has been considerable activity among trap-

shooters fcereaways during the past month, despite the extreme
hot weather. Cresson, Huntingdon and Altoona in particular

have been holding weekly shoots, and all the clubs are more or

less in evidence.
There has been some talk of forming a league of clubs from

Blair, Huntingdon, Bedford, Cambria and Clearfield counties, and
it is likely that the project will be brought to a focus before the

frost ripens the outing season. There is plenty of good material

to draw from, and such a combination would not only stimulate

the sevci-al strong clubs, but strengthen the weaker organizations

as well. There are six or eight live clubs within a short radius.

The object of the league would be not only trapshooting, but the

enforcement of the game and fish laws, which are bemg badly

abused in many localities.

The Saturday half holiday affords an opportunity for the Al-

toona boy
tests can 1

shine. Fc
Events

:

Targets

:

Kotty . .

.

Sands 9
Weil ......

Zeth
,

McNaught
Clover -

Harpham 3
Houck 7
G T Bell
Wolf 11
Klllitts 12
Carpenter
Rothert .

Feeney 3

House 9

Wharton .. 3

Young .. 4
Dipner
Forney 9

Hanigan 6

A most enjoyable time was had Saturday afternoon, July 28, at

the grounds of the Cresson Gun Club, it being the occasion of a
farewell shoot in honor of their president, Mr. Frank P. Aber-
crombie, who has been transferred from superintendent of the

Cresson & Clearfield division of the Pennsylvania Railroad to a

.similar position on ihe Amboy division of the same system, with
headquarters at Camden, N. "j. Dr. F. M. Christy and G. G.

Zeth, of Altoona, and J. R. Hull, of Parker Brothers, Meriden,
Conn., took part in the shooting. The members of the club

almost to a man were in evidence, and the afternoon was spent
most pleasantly. Following are the scores. Events Nos. 3 and
7 were doubles, and No. 4 was a walking match:

Events;
Targets:

Smith
Kellerman

ds any Saturday afternoon, ;rain or

the recent: scores

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15

9 12 8 14 10 12 8 11 6 13

9 13 8 13 10 11 9 12 8 12

3 7 3 6 3 6 3 9 6 9

8 13 10 14 8 13 10 12 8 14

8 12 9 Il- 9 12 9 12 9 13

7 14 8 ls 9 14 9 13 7 14

3 2 4 3 2 4
'>

O 7 3 7

7 11 9 13 7 13 7 12 7 13
10 6 10 6 10 C 10 7 10

11 S 12 8 12 8 11 S 11

12 9 13 10 15 10 14 10 13

8 6 7 6 11 3 10 3 10

6 3 6 7 10 3 9 6 7

3 2 4 6 7 3 4 6 4
9 7 11 7 12 7 8 7 13

3 2 7 2 1 7 2 8

4 3 5 3 5 3 6 4 7

8 14 9 13 9 13 9 14
9 13 9 13 9 13 9 13

6 9 3 10 3 10 4 10

Abe ....

Richards
Freeman

Clover
Zeth ..

1 2 3

10
4 5 6 7

25 25 5 20 15 10
17
8

8 4

2
11
4

11
6

8
1

18 "i 17
13 is 7

"3 11 "s

14
17 20 5 16 5
11' "2

5 2

20 i9
"5

4 17 5

9 18 10
20

'8
"i 16

'4

19 3 16 14
14 3 11 7

'3

11 0 6 7
21

*9
5 17 15

'6

22 11 9 5
'4 '3

9 3

4 4
0

12
2

12
3

4

Hull
Chet
Weiner > i ............ .i^^....

Coon .^t'. ...v«^«. •*

'

Cole i ..<.-.

Pfuster ..i.x...... 9 .. ,.

Connell .. .. 0 ..

Bob 10 ..

Porter 1 ..

After the events had been shot out the party repaired to the
Anderson Hotel. Mr. Abercrombie was called into the parlor,
where Mr. Charleton, on behalf of the club, in a neat speech, pre-
sented to him, as a parting memento, a handsome quartered oak
gun cabinet. Mr. Abercrombie fittingly responded, after which
all adjourned to the dining room, where mine host Wendroth
had prepared a bounteous least of good things, and over which
several hours were spent in exchangmg reminiscences of the trap
and field.

In Mr. Abercrombie we lose one of the best and most gentle-
manly trapshooters in this section. His association with shooters
is an influence for the refinement of the sport, and the club to
which he belongs has a tireless worker. What is our loss, how-
ever, is New Jersey's gain.
Mr. J. R. Hull, of Parker Brothers, Meriden, Conn., spent

several days among Altoona shooters recently.
The Huntingdon Gun Club has enlarged its club house, and

now has a most convenient and pleasant place for a day's shooting.
Tom Keller, of the Peters Cartridge Co., was a business visitor

several weeks ago, and was too busy to tarry long enough to meet
the boys and have a "go" at the trap. Next time, Tom, you won't
get off so easily.

Since writmg my last letter to this journal I have received a
letter from one of the members of the Johnstown Gun Club, in
which it is claimed that I was mistaken in my recent assertion that
a proper feeling did not exist between that organization and the
Altoona Club. It is to be hoped that the gentleman is correct, as
nothing would be more gratifying than a resumption of the old-
time shooting relations between these clubs.
The Cresson Gun Club has recently built a very neat and con-

venient club house. Heretofore they were at the mercy of the ele-
ments during shoots. Now they are right up to date.
Anent the forming of a league and the revival of friendly con-

tests between clubs, it might be well to venture the assertion
that this cannot be successfully accomplished until the money-
making greed has been eliminated from shoots. I have talked to
a number of members of various clubs, and find that about all
the old "sores" date back to some time when the sport was lost
sight of and the winning of money (no matter how accomplished)
was the only object. Manufacturers' agents and professionals
have never done half the harm to our local shoots that our own
80 to 90 per cent, men do. We are now encouraging shooting for
targets, and, when sweeps are gotten up, a very small entrance.
I recently attended a shoot where some twenty-five shooters, from
40 to 90 per cent, men, shot throughout the programme, not one
dropping out. The entrance was so small that even the man of
rnoderate means could stay and take chances , of getting a place
occasionally, the better shots got sufficient return for their small
investment, all had a pleasant time, and the club got a snug sum
from targets. There would be some encouragement for manu-
facturers' agents to attend such shoots. We cannot expect them
to pay big expenses and shoot for targets when the local sharks
;are driving away the very class of shooters they want to meet.
Take, for example, the Altoona Rod and Gun Club's Wopson-
cnock shoot last year. A fine array of cracks stayed throughout
the programme for targets only; but the amateurs were not there,
and while they helped the club out from a financial standpoint thev

'

could not get the return that they were entitled to.
Of course this theory is not a new one; it has been advanced

inany times, and it surely deserves more thought than has been
given it by those who make up programmes.
Previous to the changes made in the State game laws some years

ago the writer, who represented the State Sportsmen's Associa-
tion m this county, championed the cause of open season for wood-
cock hunting during the month of July. Our legislators from this
district supported the measure in that form. The majority of the
counties were of die same opinion, and it became a law. Recent
observations have convinced many of us that the law is not a
wise one. Bags of this king of game birds have been brought in
that contained more than half their number of birds not "much
more than one-third grown. Onlv a few days ago I saw a bag of
six that had scarcely been able to fly. There is little or no skill re-
quired to kill them, and it is to be wondered that men who call
themselves sportsmen would do so.
There have been a fair number of birds hereaways this summer

and, let alone till October, there would be fine sport.' It is to be
hoped that the matter will be taken up again by the association
and the next Legislature, which convenes early in the new year
•induced to make the entire summ.er a close season.

'

The trout season, recently closed, showed quite an improvement
over recent years. The measures taken to prevent the pollution of
streams have been efifective. Some rnembers of the Altoona Rod
and Gun Club plantd a large number of fry last spring and the
prospects for good fishing a few year's hence are very tsnWht

|leferj-ing .to the trout seasoj^ 9^115 tq ^iiind a IJttle incident that

appeals to those of us wbo see the funny side of life, and T have
thought it worth telling to the readers of these items

:

Two prominent members of the Altoona Rod and Gun Club,
known among their associates as Billie and Willie, all togged up in

sportsmen's attire, and laden with the wants of the nimrod, one
day went a-fishing. Their objective point was a stream, the better
fishing ground of which ran through some inclosed, advertised
land. So they first proceeded to square themselves with the owner.
In this undertaking they were quite successful. The big-hearted
farmer not only granted them the desired privilege, but invited
them to share the comforts of his mountain home; and that night
they, wrapped in the downy comforts of his "spare" bed, dreamed
pleasant dreams. Scarcely had the first streaks of the ne.\t dawn
begun to peep through the treetops when they were called to

breakfast, and at an early hour they were ready to start for the
stream, only a few rods distant. Now, Billie is an all-around sport,

in the true sense of the term. At the traps he is a top-notcher, in

the field a sure shot, either with rifle or scatter gun, and knows the
woods and streams like a book. He took occasion, before getting
down to business this morning, to give Willie some points in
flj'-casting. He rigged up his tackle and. began to illustrate just
what he had been explaining, when all of a sudden he felt such
a jerk that might have chased the heart of anj' angler up into his
throat. It did more than this with Billie. He had been somewhat
wild in a cast and had hooked a full-grown sheep that had not yet
been divested of its winter coat. At this moment a race began
that would have put to tears the most sober minded. Great visions
of New York sporting goods houses appeared before him. There,
suspended between him and his sheepship, was the finest rig they
could produce. Willie was rolling on the sod in a fit of laughter.
Farmer Reed came out of the barn just in time to see the start,

and in a furious rage hallooed to him to stop chasing that sheep.
In allowing them to fish on his lands he had not supposed that
they would be mischievous enough to pester his stock. A moment
later the real situation dawned upon him and he hastened to the
house to summon the family to s«e the fun. All the time Billie was
doing his best at second place in the race. The sheep had led the
way in seves-al circles around the barn and Billie had by this time
given him so much line that it would have been difficult to a new
spectator to tell which was the pursuer and which the pursued.
Presently Mr. Sheep concluded to try new tactics and started for
the woods. The fences they had to cross and the water that Billie
struck before he knew he had come to it took all the line he had.
and as hs fished himself out of that sparkling trout stream, the
much-abused sheep climbed a friendly hill on the other side.

Pigeon Shooting at Ostend.

Tke following is taken from the Paris edition of the Herald

:

Ostend, Monday.—The most valuable single pigeon shooting
prize ever shot for was concluded yesterday at the Tir Wellington,
Ostend. For the six preliminary events and final no less than
100,000 francs had been given by the Kursaal Club.
Sheeting began on Monday, the 16th inst., and 135 shots took

part on the opening day, the stakes being divided between Messrs.
C. Robinson, E. C. Oakley and Sir R. Musgrave.
For the finals yesterday there were ninety entries, all the best

shots of Europe corapeting. Perhaps the only absentee of note was
Count V. Voss. With this exception all the famous pigeon shots
who are to be found at Monte Carlo every winter were present.
The following names chosen from the list will suffice to show the
importance of the meeting:
Messrs. Vernon, Barker, Roberts, Sir R. Musgrave, Hodgson

Roberts, Dudley Ward, J. Curling, the Hon. Fitzroy Erskine, E. C.
Oakley, Lord Portarlington, Lord Savile, French Brewster, Hor-
ton, T. R, Ker, Powell-Cotton, F. M. Cobb, A. Meakin, S. P.
Watkius. were among those who represented England, Mr.
Crittenden Robinson and Capt. Emmerson represented the United
States and Mr. Mackintosh, Australia. Signori Riva, Crespi,
Mainetto Ghido, Galetti, Comte Gajoli, Grasseli, Fadini,
Pederzoli, Comte Radini, Marconini, Fabbricotti, Guidicini
and Puccinelli represented Italy. Germanv was represented
by Count Dankelraann, Herren Hans Marsch, Von Mau-
beuge and Von Pape; France by MM. Journu, Faure, Baron
Gourgaud, Gervais, Maxton; Spain by the Marquis De Villa-
viciosa, All the crack Belgian shots were present, of course, at
their head MM. L. De Lunden, Chevalier D'Ydevalle, Paul Lun-
den. Baron Dc Coppin, Count J. De Lannoy and Baron De
Molembaix.
Shooting began at 1 o'clock and a fashionable and represeiiLative

gathering soon filled every available chair of the admirably sit-
uated tir, which may be said to be the most perfect pigeon shoot-
ing building in existence, so much so that the authorities of the
Gun Club in England have asked for plans, ets,, to copy the
building and its installations.
At the end of the 16th round only seven shots remained on the

list, these being Mr. Robert. 26% meters; M. Faure, 25 meters;
the Chevalier D'Ydevalle, 241,4 meters; Count Dankelmann, 26%
metrs; Baron De Coppin, 23 meters, and M. Maxton, 22 meters.
It will be seen from this list that all the chief nations stood an
even chance of winning the event. The betting was most brisk,
M. Journu and the Lion. Fitzroy Erskine being among the heav-
iest layers of odds. The latter stood up and yelled with delight
each time that Mr. Roberts grassed his bird, and the tumult was
great whenever the crack English allot returned up the steps with
his gun.
From the outset he, along with Messrs. Robinson, Mackintosh

and Count Dankelmann, was made a favorite. "The Californian
and the Australian cracks dropped out, Mr. Mackintosh being
furthest back on the 29% meters mark. There can, however, be
no doubt but that Count Dankelmann—who is a mightv hunter,
like M. L. De Lunden—and Mr. Roberts were shooting best.
Both seldom used their second barrel and mostly shot their birds
stone dead. A clinking bluerock brought about the first-named's
downfall, and at the 23d round only Mr. Roberts and M. Maxton,
who hails from Calais, were left in. They agreed to divide the
stakes, and on shooting off in the 24th round M. Maxton missed
and Mr. Robert was left- the winner on the verge of 7 o'clock.
There was great enthusiasm, and Mr. Harry Roberts was carried

shoulder high, receiving congratulations from all sides and the
gold medal. This great success was by no means needed to es-
tablish his fame. He is as well known' at the traps as his name-
sake at the billiard table, and is the type of an English sportsman.

Woonsocfcet Gon Clofa,

WooNsocKET, R. r., July 30.—The local
Saturday, July 28, in which members and
and Pascoag joined:
Events

:

Targets

:

Angles

:

Root

club held an open shoot
visitors from Providence

F

Rust

Seagrave .

A Arnold

Fairbrother ..

E R Darling.
P'ord

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20
K IT U u K U U U U
7 13 19 11 15 14 18 11 14
7 13 12 11 19 12 17 12 13
8 12 16 14 15 13 14
7 12 16 13 16 11 16 io ir
8 13 18 14 19 14 17 14 19
5 8 15 7 11 5 15 8 14
5 10 10 9 10 6 13 S 6
8 13 13 U 15
S 10 11 13 12 10 16 14 14

10 14 18 15 17 12 16 12 17
5 7 10 U 14 9
t) 13 13

16 9 10 8 7 10 12
9 14 16 11 18 12
8 9 11
8 10 ii 13 9

E. W. Kent, Set'y.

Fitchtxjrg Rifle and Gtin Clob.

FiTCHErRG, Mass., July 30.—Our regular shoot was held this
afternoon, and some very good shooting_ was done, Rob showing
up in good shape. If he keeps up this gait he will make the
older shooters hustle.

(^ur first match shoot with Gardner. Leominster and Fitc^Jjurg
will take place in Gardner on Wednesday, Aug. 8, in the afterfeooh.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 25 10 15 10 10 25

Converse 7 7 6 7 6 6 11 20 611 7 8 21
>Vilder 10 5 9 6 10 6 10 17 7 10 10 8 19
Culler 10 10 8 8 14 23 10 14 10 8 19
Rob 9 10 S 7 5 9 . . 19
Esty 6 6 7 8 5 6 11 10
Donovan 6 7 7 6
Lamb 2 $
Kussell • 6 5 9 14 Y12 8

" "

Dwight 5 12 19 8 6
Rice 14 2S 8
/tustir 4 11 .

.

I- O. ptwy^s^E, Sec'y."

Boston Shootingf Association.

Boston, Mass., Aug. 1.—The all-day shoot of the Boston Shoot-
ing Association at Wellington to-day was a grand success in point
of numbers. Eighty shooters were present, and a majority of them
shot in the events which were open to them. It was the largest
attendance at a shoot in Massachusetss for more than ten years.
Unfortunately, we were not prepared to handle such a crowd to
the best advantage and had but one set of five traps ready. It
took nearly an hour to fix the handicaps and shooting on the reg-
ular programme did not begin until 11 o'clock. After that time
more than .0,000 targets were thrown.
We had to plead guilty to the charge that we did not have traps

enough and threw ourselves on the mercy of the shooters. With
one or two exceptions they appreciated our predicament, took it

in good part, accepted our apologies for the day and our promise
not to be caught napping a second time.
Delegations of shooters were present from New Hampshire,

Connecticut, Rhode Island, Vermont, all sections of Massachu-
setts, and manufacturers' agents hailing from various other States.
Events 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 were open events, with a distance handi-

cap. Paid agents stood at 20yds., expert amateurs |it 18 and ama-
teurs of 80 per cent, and below at 16.
Events 2, 4, 3 and 8 were open only to amateurs whose shooting

average was 80 per cent, and below, all standing at 16yds. Event 2
was also shot by the paid agents and expert amateurs as an extra.

It was a bright, sunny day. A brisk wind blew directly across
the traps, causing the left-Jiand targets to climb suddenly into the
air and the right-hand targets to drop and duck, so that machine
shooting was out of order and individual judgment on each target
was required. These conditions account for the comparatively low
averages.
The programme called for fourteen events. The last five could

' not be shot on account of the difficulties above mentioned.
Leroy was high among the paid agents, Herbert among the ex-

pert amateurs and P. H., Sawin and George carried away the
honors among the amateurs.
Below are the scores and also the averages of all who shot in

four or more events, the shooters being given the benefit of frac-
tions in per cent.
Events 1, 2 and 7, known angles. Events 3, 4 and 9, unknown

angles. Events 5 and 6, reversed angles. The scores:

Events:
Targets:

Griffith, 18

Henderson,
Herbert, 18

123456789
15 15 20 20 15 15 15 15 15

18

11 13 14
10 14 11
13 12 10
11 9 14

12
12
11
11
7
11
10
9

14
14
U
8
9

9 12 ..

11 12 9 12

11 10 14 .. 9 ,. 13
11 12 14
13 15 16

Leroy, 20 12 12 17
Baker, 18 11 11 15
Getchell, 18
T Howe, 18
Rule, 18
Walls, 18 11 9 14 .. 9 .. 15
Bond, 18 12
Martin, 18 11
Stark, 16
Nardini, 16 9 11 14 14
Mason, 16 9 11 15 13
Haskell, 16 8 8 12 15
George, 16 13 11 17 18
Miller, 16 9 14 16 12
Horace, 16 15 13 15
Leonard, 16 .....12 8 11
Morse, 16 6 6 .. 8
P'armer, 16 9
Fletcher, 16 9 11 14 11
Marlin, 16 11 11 13 . . 5 . . 12
Bartlett, 16 12
Stacy, 16 7
Perry, 16 14
Shepard, 16 8
P H, 16

14

12

8

9

7
9 10 12 12
9 9 9 .. ..

6 7 9 12 10
7 11 13 12 15

, . 11 10 10 13

I

10
10
3 5
7 6
5 10

10 7

6 9
.. 13
.. 13

'8 '6

Dodge, 16 7 4 .. 11
Clark, 16 8 10 14 13
Fuller, 16 12 14 11 14
Galer, 16 14 10 . . 14
Doten, 16 6
Bill, 16 ...

Gates, 16 .

Snow, 16 .

Tuniey, 16
Omar, 16
Gore, 16 .

.

Mack, 16 .

Nichols, 16 12
Keller, 16 ,,,,
See, 16
Sawin, 16 ........... ..it^n
Wood, 16
Worthing, 16 .iummt.t.
Allison, 18 .iiUiitiii-i-STii
lozier, 16
Bowen, 16
Rowe, 16
Odekirk, 16

J B S, 16 10 10 10
Sporty, 16 9 11 10
Kemp, 16 4
Lincoln, 16 9
Proutv, 16 7
Lyman. 16 7
Lane, 16 6

9 14 ..

9 14 14 .. 8 .. 13 12
S 12 13 . . 8 . . 6 .

.

8 13 12 .. 9 .. 11 ..

13 10 17 16 11 12 11 15 13
8

6 12 9 ...... ..

8 9.
8 11 .. 6
9 10 11 7

7 .. ..

6 1
8 .. 7
11 .. ..

4
9 8
n 9
13 13 14 16 10 13 13 14 13
7 8 12 11
10 9 16 8 .. .. 4 .. ..

9 11 13 .. 11 .. 8 12
10 5 7 .. ..

8 9 13 n 6 6 .. 7 ..

.. 9 .. 10
8 6

4
. 10
8 11
7 11
3

6

7
10

King, 16 13 12 14 10 11 12 12 10
Howe, 16 11 .. 11
Crompton, 16 6 .. 10
Crabtree, 16 9 .. 8
Tuck, 16 9 .. 13
Burton, 16 4 .. 10
Cake, 16 8 10 12
Tyler, 16 , 9 10 12
Isham, 16 8 10 9
Leland, 16 8 .. 13 .

6
10
8
6
9
5

10
4

13
8
5

10

Av.
,720
.760
.890
.830

.740

.670

.710

.700

.730

'650

.600

.720

.660

.600
,820
.740

.650

.650

!676

.610

.610

.830

.470

.650

.730

.680

.480

MO
.560
.340
.3S0
.540
.650

'.450

'.^^
.550
.540

.680

".630

.460

.480

'.no
.610

.390

.610

.590

.390

.580

.620

Herbert.

Shefbfooke's Coming Xotimamenh
The Sherbrooke (Canada) Gun Club is getting ready for Us

annual shoot, which this year is to be held on Thursday, Sept._ 6.

As has been editorially remarked in these columns, "they give
good shoots at Sherbrooke," and the coming one is to be no ex-
ception to the rule. -sThey have given eight or ten during the past
few years, and all have been successes.
A new application of the Rose system is to_ be used. Instead

of having a fixed ratio for all events the divisions will be varied.
Thus, the "hot uns" view with pleasure 15-target events with
only two moneys, while those who prefer even a little piece of the
pot will find lots of events with five and si.x moneys.

It is always Rose system at Sherbrooke. and the ratios are
fixed: 2, 1; 3, 2, 1; 5, 3, 2, 1;.8, 5, 3, 2, 1; 13, S, 5, 3, 2, 1. You can
shoot for big money, or small money; or you can shoot for fun.
The club's new magautrap, installed this season, will be used

for the regular events, and for the usual merchandise side show
the old traps will be set up.
The grounds you have heard of before. They are beautifully

perfect.
Thursday, Sept. 6, is in Exhibition Week, ana the railways give

such low rates from all points in the Northern States that no one
need count the cost of his ticket among his expenses. From many
points it is less than a cent a mile.

If two or three days can be spared for the trip, visitors will

be well repaid for their time in visiting the exhibition. "The at-

tractions, day and evening, are exc.ellent.

Programmes of the shoot will be ready shortly.

Jos, G. Walton.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Reduced Rates to Detroit via Pennsylvania Railroad.

ACCOUNT KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS BIENKIAL COKCXAVE.

For the Biennial Conclave, Knights of Pythias, at Detroit, Aug.
27 to Sept 1, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company will sell ex-
cursion tickets from all stations on its line to Detroit, at rate of
sinele fare for the round trip.

Tickets will be sold on Aug. 25. 26 and 27. good to return be-
tween Aug;. 2S and Sept. 5, inclusive; but by depositing ticket -with
joint agent at Detroit not later than Sept 1, and the payment of
50 cents, ir^iihi limit W^y be extended to Sept ^4, tnclusiv*.— <^?',
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A CONTRAST.

Take the case of the angler who chafes under the re-

straints of his work until he can get away, who has his day
or week of fishing, and then returns and takes up the

grind again. Suppose he had a month or six weeks of
it, would he find the same zest in casting his flies in

the la,st week as in the first? This much at least may be

said, that as fishing and shooting are occupations so com-
plex and with elements so diverse, the satisfaction of them
is likely to endure for a longer time than of any other

branch of sport. Age cannot wither nor custom stale their

infinite variety.

If we would appreciate how sane and rational are the

sportsman's pursuits of rod and gun, we must contrast

them with the common amusements affected by great

masses of mankind. Consider as an example ready at

hand the diversions so popular at the Bowery end of

Coney Island—one of the playgrounds of Greater New
York. Here is a vast congeries of cheap hotels, bathing

establishments, iron piers, drinking saloons, clam chowder
"joints," dancing pavilions, merry-go-rounds, roller

coasters, chutes, aerial railways, restaurants, gambling
dens, Ferris wheels, palmists' "parlors," fortune tellers'

tents, female beauty shows, more gambling dens, variety

entertainments, song and dance halls, pornographic penny
peep shows, open air games of chance, peanut, popcorn and
candy stands, penny-in-the-slot weighing machines, wild-

man-from-the-Philippines fakes, exhibitions of micro-

cephalous idiots, Japanese jugglers, Egyptian dancing girls.

Wild West shows. Frankfurter sausage grills, trained ani-

mals, racks of cat effigies for target ball throwing, rifle

shooting galleries, lung testers, astrologists' booths, lifting

machines, lecture platforms, sledge-hammer muscle tests,

ring pitching banks, Punch and Judy shows, clam and
lobster counters, pretzel peddlers, electric light photograph
galleries, freak shows, flying horses and catch-penny de-

vices without number. The air is rent with the cries of

huckster-voiced "barkers," the strident shrieks of the

calliopes, the rattle and bang and roar of the roller

coasters, the ear-piercing whistle of the peanut ovens, the

crash of hammers, crack of rifles, thump of target balls,

discord of brass bands, falsetto of black songsters, beating
of drums, and the confused din and hurly-burly and up-
roar of rival stand keepers bawling to the multitude. And
it is a multitude indeed. Tens of thousands of people
visit Coney Island on a week day and a hundred thousand
on a Sunday, to plunge into the vortex, emerge and go
home fully persuaded that they have had a good time.

But what would be the efi^ect of subjecting a Coney
Island holiday maker to a continuous term of a fortnight's

participation in the seaside diversions which for an hour
or an afternoon he appears so thoroughly to delight in?
Compel him for two weeks to ride on the roller coasters,

throw the target balls at the cats, imbibe schooners of
froth, shoot the chutes, ride on the merry-go-rounds, listen

to the vacuities of the vaudevilles, gaze at the muscle
dancers, spin around on the aerial railways, weigh himself
on the slot machines, contemplate tie wild Philipptno de-
vouring his chunk of raw meat, study the idiot in its cage,
test his lungs, have his fortune told, the lines of his hand
read, his horoscope calculated, pound with the sledge ham-
mers, have his picture taken by electric light, peep at the
pornographic photographs, lunch on the Frankfurter
sausages, hear the falsetto singers, ride on the flying
horses, attend the beauty shows and the Wild Wests and
the Japanese juggling performances and the snake
charmers and the monster the only one of its kind ever
caught alive—let him do all these things every day. or do
any one of them all day, for two weeks, what would he
think of it at the end of the term? It is reasonable to
conclude that if he came out of the experience with
faculties so far preserved as to make a coherent state-

ment, he would declare that as for him he }ia(^ lia4 enough

of the Coney Island recreation to last him a lifetime, even
to the one hundred and nineteen years of the late John
Gomez. .

When one contemplat^ the pleasure making of the

multitude at the shore, how sane and sensible in contrast
are the sports of forest and stream.

Of a contest between incendiaries of the woods on the

one side and an organization of 200,000 women on the

other side, the event should not iii doubt.

The Minnesota National Park will be achieved if only

the public shall be educated to an understanding of what
it means for the generations of to-day and to-morrow,

W. P. GREENOUGH.
We regret to announce the death on Aug. 3 of W.

P. Greenough, Esq., Seigneur of Perthuis, Quebec. The
end came at his fishing chateau on Lac Clair in the midst
of the virgin forest where he most loved to live.

Mr. Greenough was a frequent contributor to Forest
AND Stream. He wrote as G. de Montauban, having
taken the name of one of his beautiful lakes. Lac
Montauban.

On the death of his father about fifteen years ago, Mr.
Greenough retired from business in Boston and under-
took the care of the estate in Canada. This seigneurial

estate consists of over one hundred square miles of

spruce forest. It is a sporting paradise. The numerous
lakes and rivers are the home of the trout, and caribou
roam at will over the undisturbed forest. The hospitality

of the fishing camp at Lac Clair will not soon be for-

gotten by many people in both the United States and
Canada. The camp laws were:
Les caprices des femmes.
The game laws.

The Ten Commandments.
Mr, Greenough was a rare raconteur and an ardent

lover of local traditions, history and folk lore. He would
drive a day's journey for a good story. To preserve the
tone and style of some very old French-Canadian stories

he had them successfully recorded on the graphaphone.
He was a great admirer of French-Canadian life and
character. The beauties of life in the Province of Quebec
are well told in his books, "Canadian Folk Life and Folk
Lore."

Mr, Greenough will be missed by the friends of sport,

game preservation and forestry, and by many people in all

conditions of life to whom he has shown kindness and
hospitality.

" 'Tis winter; thicker on the lakes

Their frozen fetters grow;
The myriad life that summer wakes
Is buried deep in snow;
Still come, let's go,

'Le bois est toujours beau,' "

THE TORCH AT LEECH LAKE.
The recent excursion of delegates from the Milwaukee

meeting of the Federation of Women's Clubs into the
proposed National Park region of northern Minnesota
resulted in the discovery of what appears to be a diabolical
plot on the part of the lumbermen to get control of the
territory by ravaging it with fire and thus acquiring it

under the provisions of the iniquitous "dead and down
timber" law. The facts are given in a letter written by
Mrs. Lydia P. Williams, President of the Minnesota
Federation of Women's Clubs, to Mr. Charles Cristadoro.
Landing at a point on Leech Lake to walk across and

meet the steamer on the other side, Mrs. Williams and
companions made discovery of a kerosene torch which had
been used very recently to burn a fine group of pines. The
following day another torch was found; and Mrs.
Williams writes, "When I commented on the startling
discovery of this criminal act to a resident standing by
when we landed at Walker, the reply was, 'Oh, yes, your
find is not a rare one. The lumbermen intend to have the
pine on this reservation if they fire the forests to get
it, and then th^'ll give you women the land for a park.'

"

.
This indicates the nature of the opposition to the estab-

lishment of the park. Those who are fighting the proj-
ect are a few lumbermen who want to get the lumber, and
leagued with them the gin mill and brothel keepers and
gamblers who prey on the lumber-jacks and the river
drivers. It is the few against the many. The interest of
private greed against that of the people at large.

Mrs. Williams gives as the verdict of the visiting dele-
gates from the Federation of Women's Clubs—and they
represent a membership of 300,000 in the various" States
a resolution that "The pine growths of these reservations
should be preserved as a proper setting and outline for
the magaificent lakes they border, an object lesson in
forestry and a Nattonal Park,"

SNAP SHOTS.
That Maine man who, as Special tells us, would have

the game laws repealed and the sportsmen kept out of

Maine as immoral persons, must have been unfortunate
in his opportunities of observation or else have viewed
the man of rod and gun asquint. There are, it is true,

numerous persons who go down to Maine under pretense

of fishing or shooting, for the main purpose of having a

spree
; indulge in a prolonged drunk themselves and cor-

rupt natives with whom they come in contact. Such men
may call themselves sportsmen and may be regarded as

sportsmen by the people among whom they go. But no
intelligent citizen of Maine, we trust, would think of

accepting such persons as typical of the sportsman's class

or in any fair sense representative of it. There are black

sheep in every flock; but the hundreds and thousands of

visitors from other States who have been resorting to

Maine for the last quarter-century for fishing and shoot-

ing have not been of a character to give ground for just

imputation upon their respectability or morality.

The time has gone by when slurs on the expeditions

of sportsmen could find reason in wilderness sprees,

There was a period when it was a common custom to go
into the woods under pretense of fishing, but with the

real purpose of a debauch, and when the bottle and demi-
john and keg were the chief factors of the luggage.

There are such expeditions to-day. But reckoning the

grand total of outings, the sprees are a negligible part of

them. The average camper of to-day conducts himself
in this regard in the woods just as he does at home.

Dr. J. S. Palmer, Assistant Chief of the Biological Sur-
vey, is engaged in an investigation of the merits of .the

Belgian hare as an addition to our American catalogue
of domesticated animals, and perhaps of wild animals, if

it shall breed in a wild state. The hare-breeding industry
was started in California less than two years ago by the
importation of stock from Europe; it struck the popu-
lar fancy and has been developed at a marvelous rate.

The promoters of the industry claimed that the hare
would be a valuable product for food and for its fur, from
which is made the felt of felt hats. But so popular has
the fancy proved that the breeding animals have com-
manded high prices for stock purposes, and to-day the
hare ranks in price with the favored breeds of dogs and
choice strains of poultry. The fad is spreading.

Dr. Palmer's investigation has for one of its purposes a
determination of whether the Belgian hare, if it were to

escape from captivity and breed in a wild state, would
prove a menace to agricultural interests, as the wild rab-
bit has done in Australia and New Zealand. One con-
sideration in the problem, and a most important one, is

the fact that the Belgian hare has a value for meat and
skin

; and no creature wJiich thus invites pursuit is likely

to prove a nuisance. If the hare shall ever become wild
in this country breechloader and factorj^-loaded ammuni-
tion may be depended upon to keep it within bounds.

Some of the Long Island coast salt-water fishermen who
discovered a new pocket of bass and fluke and porgies
the other day had famous fishing until the market fisher-

men observed them, and in their smacks descended upon
the hole and cleaned it out. The ruin of the spot as a
resort for pleasure fishermen has greatly incensed the
local boatmen and others, who have seen not only the
fishing destroyed but their own profitable occupation
gone as well; and they have been discussing the prac-
ticability of forbidding market fishing. As a considera-
tion of dollars and cents, the pleasure fishing by amateurs,
who pay generously for board and boats and bait and
often give the bulk of their bass away, is worth vastly
more to the residents than any commercial fishery could
ever be. If there were a practicable way to confine fishing
to fishinig for sport, these people would 4o so prurely for
business reasons. It is the fishing which pays them
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Canoeing in South America.
Of all the adventures encountered during a year and

four months traversing the second largest of the earth's

rivers, the Parana and its tributaries, the most thrilling,

and those that Avill leave on my mind the most vivid im-

pressions, were experienced on the River Cuyaba, some
2,000 miles north of Buenos Ayers, after having paddled

our canoe from March 12 to Aug. 7. The settlements

that might in any sense be termed civilized were few

and far between—in fact, except it was here and there

a steamboat wooding station, only Indian villages were the

habitations for hundreds of miles in any direction. This

was a season of inundations, the banks of the_ rivers we
had traversed in many places being several feet under

water. Having to depend upon our rifles to provide our

meat, often it would be several days before we could find

dry land enough upon which we could do any hunting or

light a fire to cook a meal By the time we had reached a

point some fifty miles above the Rio San Lorenzo, we had
come to a country where we considered it might be made
profitable for us to stop a few months. Our ammunition
and stores had run low, and to stock up anew for the

period we had decided to remain in that vicinity, a trip

must be made to Cuyaba. some 300 miles north.

Leaving niy companion, 1 took passage on a passinj);

"charta," or flat boat, pushed by long poles in the hands
of Indians and half-breeds. It was my intention to re-

turn in about fifteen or twenty days to our Camp, but 1

was destined to be delayed on account of not receiving a
telegram from New York via Rio Janeiro, the telegrapTi

line from Cuyaba to Rio being interrupted for many
days. Instead of twenty days, it was nearly forty before

I landed again on the bank of the river near where we
had pitched our tent.

It was a little past midnight when my effects were all

on shore. Our camp had been located some distance

from the bank of the river, so I did not think it strange
that my companion was not at hand tOMneet me ; besides,

he was a very sound sleeper. It took some time to make a
blaze of the damp wood to light up the surroundings, by
which time the launch was well down the river and nearly

out of sight from my position. At this moment a thought
dawned upon me to go down to the cave around the
bend and see if my canoe was moored in its usual place.

Grasping a brand from the fire, I started, swinging it

around my head to keep it ablaze, to light my way. One
can well imagine my surprise to find no canoe, and about
the landing no tracks of recent making were visible. Could
it be that I was alone upon that wilderness spot, a
veritable jungle, with no habitation except here and there
an Indian camp for hundreds of miles ?

The Indians of the section at this time had been at

war arnong their neighboring tribes two or three years
before colonized by the State of Matto Grosso, and an
attempt had been made to make soldiers of them. Their
nature would not permit of this state of existence, so they
soon deserted and dispersed in roving bands, subsisting
by hunting and fishing, and trave!ing long distances and
stealing cattle from squatters here and there. They are
said to have been cannibals, and to this day they are ac-
cused of that barbarous practice. Only two years ago
one of their bands crept into the limits of the city of
Cuyaba at night, murdering men and carrying off women
and children. At a very recent date whole settlements
have been massacred and the houses burned by this tribe
of daredevils. While passing up the River Cuyaba we went
ashore at several banana and orange groves where once
were settlements, but the owners had been killed or had
deserted them on account of fear. This tribe is called
Corvados. They are very large frame and muscular,
heads and features above the average in size. Scarcely
one of this tribe can be found standing less than 6 feet in
height. Firearms they do not use, nor do they believe
in them, using bows and arrows and spears for every
kind of game. Nothing is so wild or ferocious that they
cannot secure it. They shoot fish by lying on the back and
shooting straight up into the air that the arrow may in
descending enter the water perpendicularly among the
shoals of fish. They hold the bow with the feet usually,
and use both hands to draw the arrow. A bow which
they will spring to the arrow-head, one unaccustomed to
it could not draw it back 6 inches.
Having had dealings with this tribe, and seeing in

experience what many had told me before, is it a wonder
that my heart sank within me when I realized in that
instant my situation? I could not wait till daylight to go
to the camp ground, so I secured a torch and set out
to go over the road to it, cut through thorns and the
everywhere-prevailing caraguata. My last hope vanished
when I found there also no trace of recent habitation ex-
cept tracks of alligators, tigers, better known as the South
American jaguar, and antas, which abound in all parts of
Central South America. Going back to where my effects
had been landed bv the steamer, I could not refrain
the words aloud, "What shall I do with all this?"
Placing my foot unon a log at the riverside, a thought
came to me that "if this is only sound enough I will
dig out a canoe and go down the river, rather than wait
here a month for the mail packet." Making a thorough
examination by torch light of the quality of the wood, I
prepared to go to work on it. The only tools T had were
a small hatchet, a sheath knife and. an old cutlass, all of
which I bad .sharpened while at Cuvaba. The sun was
well up when I stopped work for breakfast. As for pro-
visions, there was at hand a very abundant sunplv for
me alone for six months. The log and the prospects of
making a canoe of it had braced me up wonderfully, and I
ate mv breakfast with good relish.

Satisfied in that resoect. I sat down on one end of
the Insr. cnntpmnlatms: and planninar another attack on it

with mv little hatrhet. when hannpnine to ca«t a slance
toward a clump of wild banana rt'anfs. T wa<; iiict in ti'rae

to see a moving obiect of some Vmd. w^^ich looked like r>

man. r'>trppting. Grasping mv rifle, without a second of
thr>uq-ht T rnn acro«s the onening to pet a view of the
ofhfr cJrIp nf the clnmn of nlants. and thfre. sNndmg
wit-h fbpir backs to ine. were thrive stalwart nake>d Tnd'ans.
Thev had been ^nving and undoubtedlv contriving some
?vay to approach me anc] my effcts wftTlOj^t (langcr to

themselves. I judged them to be friendly or they would

have pmned me with arrows before tms, so with ntie

across my arm ready to present m an instant, I began to

walk toward them, makmg heavy foot treads to draw
their attention toward me. When they turned and saw

me, they showed no sign of alarm or surprise, but ad-

vanced toward me in tne same manner as any friendly

native would do, ready to shake my hand. They were
evidently Corvados. One of them spoke a little Portu-

guese, but as my own knowledge of the language was
rather limited, it was very hard to converse with him.

The Indians were much interested in the work I had al-

ready begun on the log, while I counted the days on my
fingers to them that it would take in the construction of

the canoe. This was a blind \k, for alone I could have

finished it roughly in two days at least, so that it would
answer my purpose. Thinking they might be of service

to mcj I explained to them that if they would assist me, a

piece of canvas which they very much coveted would
be given them as soon as the work was completed. Know-
ing the tribe to which they belonged to be a band of

cowardly thieves, I fefired that if they Were permitted to

return to their camp they would act as guide at night to

pounce upon me with their braves and carry off all I

had there, In such a case a fight must take place against

great odds,

Like all other Indians We had encountered iti Sotith

America, these were not an exception in relation to beg-
ging. If the^v are not in a position to steal, they are not
backward as to asking for anything they covet that you
may have. In this case they informed me that they were
very hungry. I lianded them some ,e;aliatas (a kitld of

bread so hard that it requires a hammering to break it)

aiid some jerked beef. Tliey devoltred it with dispatch.

Then handing one a knife, at\othef the cutlass, I showed
them how to chip Up a flake from the log to be pulled off

by the third Indian, while it was my place to follow them
up and smooth the slivered portions with the hatchet,

taking good care that I Worked a safe distance from
and fronting them, that every movement could be watched.
The log was a soft kind of wood and of straight grain,

enabling us to progress finely, As often as every hour
through the day Ihey gave me to understand that they
were again conforme (hungry), when more hardtack and
dried meat would be given them. Repeatedly they would
ask for pinga, a very common intoxicating liquor made
from sugar cane. There was a two-quart bottle of the
cane juice in my "bolsa," which was carried as an anti-

dote for venomous bites, but I knew that to give them
one drink would only whet their appetite for more, until

they would get unmanagablc, so 1 kept it secreted, as it

happened, for a more serviceable purpose. About 4 o'clock
in the afternoon one of the Indians feigned illness, and
gave me to understand that he could work no more. It

was in vain that I urged kim to continue. Doubling
himself up and holding on to his stomach with both
arms, like a boy that has eaten too many green apples, he
made for the shade of a tree near by, and for a few
minutes seemed in great agony ; but soon became quiet and
appeared to be sleeping. The fact that his companions did
not express any sign of sympathy for- him caused me
to be suspicious, so I kept an eye over in his direction

as often as possible, and proceeded with my work. My
whole attention was engaged, with my back toward him
for a few minutes, when, upon looking around again I

found he had sneaked out of sight. I saw that all their

weapons were in the place they had deposited them in the
morning, so I at once concluded that the redskin had
started off for their village, and at night would lead the
whole posse down upon me. Now was my time to

bring out the pinga for the two remaining. They drank
moderately and modestly at first, and would offer me a
pull at the jug, but soon they took full possession of
it, and their generosity vanished like the tanglefoot they
were drinking, They became very happy, and danced
around like big monkeys until they were exhausted,
tumbled over in loving embrace and fell asleep near the

edge of the water. W^atching them carefully and working
at the same time on my canoe until they became helpless, I

had so far completed it that before sunset it was launched
and loaded with my effects to within 4 inches of the gun-
wale, and I was ready to start on my lonesome voyage
in pursuit of my companion.
From the Indian who had talked to me in Portuguese it

was quite certain that the3^ knew .something of my com-
panion, and that he was either killed or driven away by
the Corvados, I could not tell which, but that he had
gone down the river a few days previou,sly was the
cherished, thought in ray mind.
The two drunken savages were lying one across the

other with their heads down the slope of the bank. Pulling
them around in a more comfortable position, I spread the
promised canvas over them to keep off the vultures, alli-

gators and tigers while they remained in their stupor.
Then seating myself in the stern of my dugout, I pushed
off into the stream, and by the time the darkness of night
had settled about me had glided silently and swiftly down
the stream three or four miles. All night long I guided
my craft before the rapid current, stopping only at day-
light to make a fire on the bank and prepare breakfast.
Delaying here no longer than was necessary. I was seated
in my canoe, paddling it rapidly, hoping to be able to
enter the Paraguay River some time the following day.
I should undoubtedly have reached it before nightfall if

it had not been that a little shooting match had delayed
me about two hours the first and another uii the second
day. My first adventure was with the South American
elpehant, better known as tapir. Itj this section of the
country, whenever you find a forest, the "howling mon-
keys" will be your constant comoanions. Along the edge
of the river grow.s a tree, the bud and fruit of which
they feed upon. Like children at the zoo. I never became
tired of watching their curious actions, and I was thus
engaged, when, within a dozen yards of me. emitting a
loud whistle like that of a steamer, a monstrous tapir
that had been disturbed from his bed rushed wildly up
the bank. My rifle, alwavs at my right side, was in an
instant filmed at the back of his head as he was retreating.
The Winchester. 4a beine- rather liarht for such large
game, merely stunned the brute, so before I could stakn
mv canoe and rfach him. he vyas aerain on feet and
stood contemplating his sudden misfortune. The tapir Jn
innea ranee is between the e^enhant and the hog. and
knowing them to be aggressive and extremely savage
%'l]iej? wounded, I realized my situatjori when the motister

turned upon me, not more than 10 feet distant. Bringing
my rifle again into action, I planted a bullet between his

eyes. It required two more shots to kill him. I found the
hide so thick and heavy that it would have been too much
to add to the load of my canoe, so I cut out a piece of

meat from the lom, which proved to be quite palatable
when broiled over a heap of glowing coals.

By noon the long line of lorest had been passed, and
spread out on cither side were great level plains as fat as
the eye could reach, with an occasional palm grove. Ail
over this level country stand the great ant heaps like

sentinels. In some localities they are black and in others
brown or white, depending upon the nature of the earth
from which they are constructed. The occupants are so
numerous that paths leading from one to another of the
heaps resemble sheep paths ; every blade of grass is

cleaned out that there may be no obstruction in their way
of travel. Out upon these pampas the ciervo and vernado,
the pampas deer, are seen feeding, often in droves of

dozens in a place; But upon this occasion I had no in-

terest in hunting them, having sufficient meat on hand to

last me for several days. As I rounded a bend in the
river in the tvvtlight of the eveiiitig, I carrte suddenly
upon a noble buck, standing knee-deep in the watet. At
night aiid ih the, morning the deer go to the riverside to
slake their thirst from off these vast plains. This one
being the largest of the kind I had ever seen, afld pos-
sessing a noble pair of arttlefs, I determined to sectire It

if possible fot the horns alohe. Raising my rifle I sighted
and fired, biit was surprised to see the deer plunge fdr
the shore as if my bullet had hot taken effect; I fired

again as he ran, but with rto better result than at first.

My past experience with this kind of game had taught me
to follow up their trail, for it is often they will run at
full speed a hundred yards or more with a bullet directly

through the heart. This was not an exception, for I

had not far to go through the tall grass before I came up
to it where it had dropped dead, ray first bullet having
pierced its vitals near the heart. Removing the twenty-
pronged antlers from the head, I returned with them to
my canoe and proceeded on my journey down the river.

Darkness had again settled about. Millions of fire bugs,
together with the growl-thug-thug, of the alligator as it

rose to the surface, an occasional snarl of the jaguar, the
croaking of monstrous toads, the snapping and barking of
the lobo, a river seal, together with much else that sounded
strange and weird, rendered this night lonesome beyond
extreme. The great vampires, numerous here, cast ghostly
shadows upon the silvery .surface of the water as they
passed and circled around my head.
Far away to my left the light of an Indian camp-fire,

which it is the custom of the savages to build around
them at night, arose and shone upon the misty at-

mosphere. I gave this no thought at the time, for the
course of the river seemed to be carrying me away from
it, but half an hour later I had turned a bend and was
gradually winding, until directly in front of me I beheld
the camp, located close to the river's bank. There were
no forest trees to cast their shadows along the line of
the river on the oppo.site side to hide me from their

view. Wondering how I could pass t|hem unseen, upon
deliberation I determined to risk it, so' crossing the river
I crouched as low as possible in the canoe, alloAving it to
drift along by the current, hoping that if seen by them
at all they would think it only a log or an island of
camalota, which are usual floating objects at all times ift

these waters. Just as I was congratulating myself upon my
good fortune to pass them unseen, a howl went up from
their dogs, which had evidently scented me. At once by
the light of their fires I could see flitting forms of the
savages as they congregated on the shore. I made no
move toward paddling, but continued to drift along as
before, until I saw a ripple along the shore near their
camp, which suggested that they had launched a canoe and
were in pursuit of the object of their surprise. Ther
rising from my crouching position, I brought my paddle
into play and sped down the river at a rapid rate, with
the Indian cancx; fast gaining upon me. This race con-
tinued probably for two miles, when it became evident that
I must bring my rifle into play in order to frighten ray
pursuers. I fired six shots in their direction as fast as it

was practicable to overhaul and shoot my repeater. This
shooting had the desired effect, for they reversed their
paddles and were soon out of sight, going up the stream.
By midnight a dark line of forest was d-iscemible in
the distance, and an hour later I steered my canoe into a
little cove, where I moored for a rest. Arranging a
bed as comfortable as possible under the circumstances in
my canoe, I was soon asleep.

Awaking early in the morning, I made ready for my
departure on ray jcnirney in order to cover as much dis-
tance as possible during the cool of the daj-, for while
the .sun is overhead it is always very warm, rendering'
it almost necessary to stop work of any kind until the
sun gets well in the west. While noiselessly gliding
near the bank of the river, on a large fallen tree, its

branches extending 40 feet or more out over the w^ater. I

noticed a strange object, as if some large animal was
crouching low on the trunk. Upon nearer approach the
spots on the body proved conclusively in my mind that it

\yas a tiger, with his head leaning down over the opposite
side of the tree trunk in an earnest watch for prey. These
.South American tigers are great fishers and are good
climbers. They watch their opportunity as a fish rises to
the surface, attracted by the saliva which the animal emits
from its mouth for bait, when with a clip with its sharp
claws the beast is almost sure to land its prey. The brute's
attention was so much taken up in its eagerness to procure
its morning meal that I had drifted to within a dozen
yards of it before it either heard or scented me. 'Then, sud-
tienly raising its head, it gave me a beautiful shot for the
center of the forehead. Rolling off the tree into the
water, it sank at once, as is common for all dead animals
to do in those waters. Procuring a hook, I fished his
long tail to the surface and catching hold of it soon had
the tiger landed. Upon examination I found this one to
be the most beautifully marked and to possess the most
perfect set of long teeth of all that I had ever seen, so
could not resist the temptation to take off and cure the
skin and head for future mounting, notwithstanding it

would add at least 25 pounds more to the load of my
canoe.

_

•

Pavasde monfe he'mo: immerous on the trees about whet
my appetite for a broiler, so brought down a plump hen
foV my breakfast, In flavor ajid qtiality of fle.sh thes^
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birds compare with common barnyard fowls nearer than
any other wild birds, and are quite as large as a prairie

chicken. Their shrill cackle may be heard sounding
through the forest at each hour of the day and night, and
as one imagines the katydid to repeat that word, so does
it seem that the Paz/o names each hour—one starts the
call, which is taken up and sounded from one brood to

another as far as you can hear it in all directions.

This day began very warm, so I skirted along the
shady side of the river during the forenoon, but owing
to the scorching rays of the sun as it reached the

meridian T was forced to seek for a cooling shade in the

forest. It was after 3 o'clock in the afternoon when I

started again. Just at sunset of this day I entered the
Paraguay River from the Cuyaba, and at dark was sur-

prised to see as I turned a bend of the river a row of

liftj' ( r more lights that suggested to me that they were
the lights on board of a steamer coming up stream.
My first thought was that unless 1 could run into some
nook for safety along the shore, a steamer as large as
that must be to carry so many lights would kick up such
a swash and rolling waves as to sink my canoe in-

stantly. Thinking there was no time to lose I hastened
for a place of refuge. T..uck I thought favored me, for

at the place I landed there was a small, narrow stream
that allowed of the passage in of my loaded dugout.
There I sat for a half hour or so expecting every min-
ute, to hear the steamer's paddles close at hand; but
neither hearing nor seeing the craft I ventured to push
out into the stream again, and soon found how badly
one could be fooled even in this far-off wilderness.
What had seemed to be a steamboat's lights proved to
be nothing more nor less than a flock of birds resting
upon some tall swamp willows—birds that have power
of producing a bright illumination. It is said that these
birds feed exclusively on the fire flies so numerous in

that region. I had often been told of such a species,
but these were the first I had ever seen. Upon my ap-
proaching them closely they took flight and the lights
vanished. J. G. King,

[to be CONCLUBED.]

An Alaska Trip.
Forty-Mile Post, Yukon Territory.—The accompany-

ing photographs are of the Forty-iVIile River Canon.
Forty-Mile Creek, as it is called here, is over 150 miles
long, draining a large country on the west of the Yukon
River. It empties into the Yukon River ten miles below
this falls and canon. At its juncture with the Yukon on
the south side is situated Forty-Mile Post. This is a
trading station for miners and Indians. Directly across
the Forty-Mile is Fort Cudahy. The Canadian Govern-
ment has barracks here, which are occupied by the North-
west Mounted Police. Photo No. i shows the river
rounding a point and the commencement of the Half-Mile
Rapids in its mad rush through the cation. Photo No. 2
shows a particularly dangerous place to ride down over
or to pull a loaded boat up through. This was realized by
the .two Cheechockos who are pulling their boat up.
Cheechocko is Russian for stranger or newcomer, and is

used exclusively in Alaska instead of tenderfoot. They
had not gone 10 feet from where the boat shows in the
photograph when the party nearest to the boat pulled the
nose inshore a trifle too much and the boat swamped in a
jiffy, resulting in the loss of nearly everything in the
craft. The old-timers do not take such chances, but pack
their outfit around and rope their boat up empty, as
shown in Photo No. i. There is an old Indian narrative
connected with these rapids, which was told me by one of
the young bucks of the Ketchumstock tribe who spoke a
little English. Their village is on the headwaters of Mos-
quito Fork, a tributary of Forty-Mile River, and about
130 miles from the mouth of Fortj^-Mile Post. The
Ketchumstock Indians once a year, usually in June, when
the water is at a fair stage for pulling loaded boats back
to their-village, come down to the post to barter their furs
and skins for merchandise. On one of these annual trips

some time in the fifties they left their village in skin
boats, taking their squaws, kids and dogs with them, only
leaving behind a few of the very oldest who were too old
and decrepit to stand the trip back, when they all walk and
pull their year's supply of "white man's grub" in the skin
boats. The supplies consist mostly of rifle, ammunition,
tobacco, tea, sugar, flour, calico and blanketing for lining
furs and skins. On the trip here concerned they had
camped at the mouth of Bear Creek, which comes in one
and one-half miles above the canon.
The next moining they all, with one exception, walked

and roped their boats around the rapids. One Indian,
called White Eyes, with his squaw and four-year-old
boy, started through in a small boat. The boat turned on
him and threw him against a rock, capsizing the craft, and
though he came up and got to shore his squaw and little

boy were swept away by the flood. When White Eyes
saw this he gave a yell, drew his knife and cut his throat,
dying on the bank overlooking the mad waters that had
robbed him of his wife and child. What seemed to add
pathos to this story told me in broken English and In-
dian was that the squaw and the boy were found alive and
all right on a rock around a bend about a quarter of a
mile below where they went under. She held to the boy
and saved herself, and was taken off the rock alive and
well, only to find that her man had committed suicide.

In those days there was no trading post at the mouth
of the Forti'-Mile as at the present time. The Indians had
to go up the Yukon forty-eight miles to Fort Reliance.
This was below what is Dawson City now. Fort Re-
liance was simply a trading post in those days, and owned
.and run by the Hudson Bay Company. Calling a place
fort or something or other in Alaska does not signify that
it is fortified or defended by cannon. The Hudsoii Bay
Cf-mpany in the early days built heavy stockades around
their store buildings, and that is why this country has
so many places commencing with fort. There is now no
Fort Reliance, nor any one living near the site. Before
the purchase of Alaska by the United States the Klondike
Indians captured and burned the buildings and stockade.
However, this section is not supposed to belong to the
United States. It is claimed by the Canadians.

In the summer of 1897 I made a trip from Forty-Mile
Post up the Forty-Mile to look at a placer claim on
C hicken Creek, which I had an option on, and also to

do some fishing and hunting, and stake a claim if any-
thing should be struck on the river. I got in for the trip

up the river with two old-timers—Billy Wilkinson and a
fellow by the name of Irwin, also a Cheechocko, named
Richardson. We had one boat and about 1,200 pounds all

told in our outfits. Our boat was a polling boat, and
besides being a little aged, on account of being left in

water through the long winter, it was a little shaky for
the big load wc had. However, we made it to the mouth
of Franklin Gulch, eighty miles up, without any serious
mishap.
The first day out we made the foot of the caiion, ten

miles tip. The next day the best we could do was two
miles, as we had to pack our stuff around the rapids. We
camped at the mouth of Bear Creek. This was in

July, and we could see plainly until after 10 o'clock at
night. As soon as we pulled the boat in shore at Bear
Creek, Wilkinson hunted a fish pole, took a line and a
fly off his hat and started up the creek. While we were
makiiig camp, unloading the boat and getting ready for
the night, Billy came back with enough grayling for our
supper. After supper we got a nice string. I never saw a
grayling in this country that would weigh over 2 pounds,
and lyi pounds is considered a large one. The next day
we made Sam Patch's. This is twenty-three miles from
the Yukon. When we came in view of his cabin we
were greeted with a sight that was good for the blues.
The Stars and Stripes were floating from a pole over his
cabin. The Canadian botmdary line crosses the river
just below Uncle Sam's cabin. Uncle Sam, as h« is known
here by everybody, when we arrived was busily engaged
all to himself "cussing" a couple of "flannel-mouthed

Micks" who had borrowed a pick and shovel and had left
the country, and had left him so far as pick and shovel
were concerned. I had never met him, and ventured to
ask him if he was from the New England States origi-
nally. He said that he had left Worcester, Mass., in
'48, and never had been back. He then wanted to know
why I asked him that question. I told him that never
since I had left Massachusetts had I heard the expres-
sion that he applied to the purloiners of his pick and
shovel.

The next day was Sunday, and we rested. We were
seven days from here to Franklin Gulch, wet to the waist
all day long, and considering ourselves lucky if we did
not get in all over before the day was done. We tugged
aiid pulled up over Kink Riffle, Twin Riffles, Dead Man's
Riffle, until it seemed to me there was nothing but riffles.

We were nine working days to the mouth of Franklin
Gulch, eighty miles up the Forty-Mile River. I found
our hard work was not over when we arrived here, for
our outfit of 1,200 pounds had to be packed ten miles
over a mountain on to Chicken Creek. We took a 75-
pound pack each, starting early in the morning, and
covered the ten miles, leaving our packs on Chicken Creek
and coming back the same day. Somehow or other I
never could class this job as "recreation," more especially
as Chicken Creek runs into Mosquito Fork, and the
mosquitoes don't seem to realize that the fork was named
after them and that they ought to stay there; instead
of this they swarm up Chicken Creek by the millions.
Soon as we were packed over I visited the claim that I
had an option on and found that I was up a "plum tree"
so far as that was concerned, as there was only about
one-quarter enough water for use in a placer mine.
After a few days' rest I started for a hunt. A Mr.

Janes was with me; he was from the States," sent in look-
ing for quartz mines. We took bedding and grub on our
backs. I had my .45-90, 1886 model. Janes had a revolver
and prospector's pick. We went about ten miles over a
divide on to Buckskin Creek and camped at what is now
known as Forty-five Pup. It is a stream running into
Buckskin at Claim No. 45. We stayed here several
days, Janes prospecting while I hunted and fished. I
found several hull moose heads, but the Ketchumstock
Indians had carried off the balance of the moose the win-
ter before.

I tried fishing and caught all the grayling we could
eat. I only had one fly-hook, and broke and lost it the
second day out. I then took a small trolling spoon and
broke ofif two of the hooks ; took off the spoon and part
of the feathers, and with this crude affair caught aU
the fish we wanted. In the interior of Alaska we have
no trout of any description; there is oiJy the grayling.

The coast streams, at least the ones near Juneau, have
mountain trout in them.
After filling up on fish for a few days, we shouldered

our pack straps and decided to get a little further back
from the Indian hunting ground. We clitnbed another
divide and followed the ridges about fifteen miles, drop
ping down a little for water, and camping on what is now
called Butte Creek, near its source. Here we found acres
of blueberries and bear signs galore. I walked the berry
patches for two days without seeing a bear. Then I con-
cluded that they must be early birds, and the next morn-
ing I was up and out in the berries at 2 :30. Our Alaska
days were still long, and at this hour I could see fairly
well to shoot.

I had been from camp about a half-hour when I saw
what I had wanted a shot at for a number of years. He
w5s back toward me and on his haunches, picking berries.
I looked at him for about ten seconds. Say, but he could
pick berries ! He saw me when I raised my rifle and
dropped on to all fours. I fired and missed him entirely.
He started quartering from me over a ridge. I gave him
another shot that knocked him off his pins for an in-
stant, but he went over the ridge out of sight. I followed
fast as possible. When I got to the top of the ridge I
could hear him threshing around in a thicket about 50
yards down the slope. I made a rush for the lower side
of the thicket and waited. I did not enter the thicket, as
I did not think it would be very safe to "mix" with him
about that time.. In a few minutes he quieted down and
I went in and found I had a yearling black bear. The
ball had struck him about a foot back of the left shoulder,
passing clear through him and smashing his right

shoulder in fearful shape. We skinned him, took all we
could pack and cached the rest and started for Chicken
Creek. I have eaten young roast pig, but it certainly was
not in it with this young bear, fattened on blueberries.

C. Jay.

William Parker Greenough.
Another summons to the spirit land has reached the

ranks of the contributors to Forest and Stream, and one
whose name was a household word to the regular readers
of this paper, who was the most faithful of friends, the
rnost gentlemanly and most lovable of men and the very
highest type of a sportsman, heard and answered the call.

"G. de Montauban" has been these many years a
familiar name to the lovers of Forest and Stream.
Month after month I had read and re-read above the
signature those charming sketches of%its of the woods
and waters of the Province of Quebec and of their in-
habitants of fin, fur and feather that always awakened
the desire for more of them, and had never guessed, until
accident revealed the fact, that the much-Iooked-for nom
do plume concealed the identity of the genial Seigneur of
Perthuis—W. P. Greenough. Perthuis is a large and
valuable seigniory in the County of Portneuf, some forty
rniles west of Quebec, richly stocked with merchantable
timber, and Montauban is the name of one of its lakes.
Another one is Lac Clair. Here the hospitable proprietor
and his brother had erected a roomy and comfortable
camp—for what the Greenoughs have they delight to
share with their friends—here Mr. Greenough lived
for good part of the year, surrounded by his children and
guests, and here he died, after a long illness, on
Friday, Aug. 3. Once he wrote: "Lake Clair is our
grand sanitarium. Whatever little maladies we have are
usually left there." He brought his great ones there a
few weeks ago, and there he has left them, too, behind
him. Others may»again enjoy the beauties of that ideal
camp on the forest-fringed lake, but to those who, like
the writer, have enjoyed the hospitality of its departed
host, it can never seem the same in the future that it was
in the past
William Parker Greenough was born in Portland, Me.,

July I, 1829, and received his education in the Cambridge
schools. At an early age he began his business career,
and subsequently played an im.portant part in the flour
trade, with his place of business on State street. Later,
his lumber Interests drew him to Canada, and he made
his home in the village of Portneuf, adjoining his seig-
niory, though much of his time, as already mentioned,
was spent in his camp on the edge of Lac Clair. In May

FORTY-MILE CREEK.
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he fell ill and came to Quebec and subsequently went to

Montreal to consult his physicians. It was m the latter

mentioned city, whither he accompanied him from Que-

bev, that the writer saw him for the last time. Ihen

he went out to his great sanitarium at Lake Clair and

still grew apparently stronger, and then—the end. Death

as due to cerebr-ai apoplexy. His remains were taken to

Cambridge, and there the funeral service was held on

Monday, the 6th inst., at the residence of his brother,

'the well-known Latin professor of Harvard University.

Mr. Greenough was the author of "The Cruise of a

Woman Hater," but will probably be better remembered

in the literary world as the writer of "Canadian Folk-

Life and Folk-Lore," a charming volume of out-of-door

freshness, and of studies of habitant life and manners,

published by George H. Richmond, of New York, in 1897.

It was beautifully illustrated by his son, Walter C. Green-

ough, of that nest of artists. Upper Montclair, N. J., who
preceded his father between one and two years in "cross-*

ing the bar."

Mr. Greenough's latest book contains many rare little

gems of sport and camp life. Here is a description of his

tent for winter camping : "Not too large for two nor too

small for six—he who is not happy in it is not a woods-
man and I do not want him with me."

"One thing," talking of fishing, he writes, "I will say

for ourselves—we never waste any fish. When we get as

many as we can use, we stop fishing. And although we
never get any fish big enough to tell lies about in the

newspapers, we seldom fail to catch enough for our next

meal."
To the devoted wife, daughters and brother of our dear

departed friend, the respectful sympathy of thousands of

fellow sportsmen and readers of Forest and Stream will

undoubtedly go out with that of

E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, Aug. 10.

A Sportsman's Museum*
Boston, Aug. ii.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Some of

your readers may be interested in an account of what may
be seen in Mr. A. B. F. Kinney s museum, which is lo-

cated in a large upper room of his residence in Worcester.

Having occasion to confer with Mr. Kinney on matters

connecied with the work of the Central Committee, I

met Mr. Kinney at his store on Front street, and after

business matters were concluded he invited me to dine

with him at his house. That it is the home of a sportsman

is apparent as soon as one crosses the threshold and- is

ushered into the spacious hallway.

I have mentioned the museum as one room. To be more
precise, it is the whole house, with one room set apart

for curios. Reception room, parlor, dining room—in

fact, every room I had the pleasure of entering contains

evidence of Mr. Kinney's skill as a hunter. Had it been
any part of my plan to secure material for a letter to

your paper, I would not have been without a camera. As
it is, I will only mention a few of the interesting

things which it was my privilege to see, and, in a general

way, present a sort of summary of what trophies the

house contains.

There are no less than six heads and antlers of elk,

four moose heads, an extraordinary caribou head, head
of buffalo, shot twenty-two years ago, only two years

previous to the last one killed ; a mountain sheep, and
which for twenty years held the record as the finest

specimen, and was beaten only four years ago by the one
Wm. Jackson got on the Great Northern road. This was
set up by Mrs. Kinney, who has often accompanied her

husband on his long trips to distant sections. There is

also a mountain goat, and mule and white-tailed deer
without number.

Specimens of birds include the ruffed grouse, blue
grouse, pinnated or prairie chicken, quail, spruce partridge,

Canada goose, brant, several species of ducks and shore
birds, besides owls, herons, loons, etc.

Of skins there is almost an endless variety. One of a
grzizly bear I admired very much. Mr. Kinney told me
that he has the skin of every fur-bearing animal of North
America, from the grizzly down. Of fox skins he has
every shade, from the black to the albino, or pure white.
The upper room is filled with specimens of minerals,
woods, plants, shells, Indian relics and work, as well
as Mexican, many of them gathered by Mrs. Kinney upon
her numerous trips, and all derived from original sources.
Besides, there are heirlooms of every sort, from the old
spinning wheel to antiquated candle snuffers.

For nearly an hour Mrs. Kinney entertained us with
descriptions and incidents connected with the collectng
of the numerous specimens.

I was much impressed by the great variety of objects
which I saw having directly or indirectly a bearing upon
practical sportsmanship.
On our return to the office Mr. Kinney called my

attention to a specimen of brook trout (t^ rill appearance
a veritable Salmo fontinalis) of extraordinary size, and
which may beat all records. Its weight wa^ I '^^A pounds,
leng'h 36 inches. It was caught bv Mr. Alton W. Eaton,
of Worcester, in Flying Pond, Vienna. IMe. on May 16,
igoo.

Our President, Hon. Geo. W. Wiggin; nur Librarian.
Dr. E. W. Branigan, with Ex-Attnniev General A. E.
Pillsbury, of Boston, are now in the Spencer region of
Maine. Henry H. Kimball.
5 Park Street.

Quail in Confinement;

BuFF.^LO, N. Y., Aug. 2.—While wheeling through the
Park Zoo with mv fathfr vesterday. I heard the call, un-
familiar in these days, of Bob White, and found that Cura-
tor Crandall had made a new home for his bevy of
quail, which have been in cantivity now about a year, with
only a loss of five out of thirty-one. They seem quite
tame and contented. Dr. Crandall toTO us that a wild
quail had been in the vicinity all day and had tried to
get'in with the confined ones. W. P. D,

§mti^ §Hg md §m.

A Chance to Get a Moose.

It has been my privilege during the past few years to

contribute several articles to bcribner s Magazine, de-

scribing as best I could some parts of the British Amer-
ican wilderness, which, greater in extent than the United

States, begins at our northern border and lies as far to

the north as any one can go. After each article has

appeared, I have received a great many letters asking

where to get guides, the expense of a trip, what to take,

the chance for getting a shot, etc. So it has occurred to

me that readers of Forest and Stream would be glad to

know a few of these things. My only excuse for volun-

teering the information is that I have been there, and
personal experience, if simply told, is always interesting.

The two most accessible regions for those who wish

to hunt that grand animal, the moose, I believe to be

central New Brunswick and the upper Ottawa country, in

Quebec and Ontario. No one should think of going to

either place unless he has at least a month to spare. I

know a bicyclist who stopped over night at a farmhouse
on the road from Fredericton to Woodstock, N. B. In the

morning, attracted by the charm of the big woods at the

back of the clearing, he borrowed a W. R. A. rifle, model
of 1873, with four cartridges in its rusty magazine, and
went forth. Before 10 o'clock he was back at the house

and he had killed two big bull moose. He told me he did

not consider moose hunting much of an undertaking. I

also saw the mangled remains of a young moose which
had been run down by an engine on the Canadian Pacific

Railway, between Mattawa and Kippewa. But these cases

are exceptions.

In New Brunswick one reaches the moose country by
walking through the woods for fifty miles or so, and in

the Ottawa country by canoeing for two or three days.

There are many stormy days, many days when the woods
are noisy, and all these things take time. I once killed a

fine bull in one day's hunting, but it took six days to get

to the grounds and six days out. If it had not been for

the happiness of the twelve days' journeying when the

rifle slept in its overcoat, I should not have thought the

trip very successful. If one expects to adhere to a

schedule arranged in New York, so many hours to the

hunting grounds, so many hours hunting, bang ! bang ! so

many hours back to New York—if he expects to do that

in the Canadian woods, he will be disappointed. In
heaven we shall have all the time there is, and this re-

semblance between heaven and the Canadian woods in the,

fall is one of the most charming things about the Cana-
dian woods. The guide, whether white, red or a little

of both, will not hurry, and if you let him alone, and
remember that he knows his business a great deal better

than you do, he will surprise you by his accomplishments
before the month is over. There are some men, and there

is at least one editor in New York, Avhose motto is "How
shall we punish our guides?" I am happy to say that

such creatures almost always get the punishment them-
selves, and the poor guides, as Jiey sit around the fire

afterward, are blessed with a ."^tore of recollections which
make them smile, and smile again. I have met many men
under many different circumstances, and I never yet knew
a woodsman who would not break his back for the suc-

cess and comfort of a visitor who treated him at all well.

If I could have the society of but one man for a thousand
years, I should, I think, pick out a dear friend of .mine

who, at this moment, is probably poling a pirogue up
the Sou'west Miramichi, helping some city man to kill the

last salmon of the open season.

The best guides in New Brunswick are quite likely to

be engaged in advance, and yet a man who gets on the

train, goes to Fredericton, stops at the Barker House and
gets acquainted with Fred Coleman, Billy Chestnut, Billy

Walker and the rest of the leading citizens there, will soon
get all the news as to whether Henry Braithwaite or
Arthur Pringle or Jim Paul or some other guide can be
had. A few telegrams to Newcastle' and Bathurst and
Perth will get the state of the guide market there, and I

would bet any man ten dollars that he could go to

Fredericton unannounced, make his wishes known and
in forty-eight hours find himself in tow of somebody who
knew the places where the moose and caribou do con-
gregate. Then, if he did not have moose or caribou for

dinner within the next few days, it would be a case of

bad luck, and a better chance next week.
Men who have been all over the world agree that there

are few earthly spectacles so glorious as a New Bruns-
wick forest in the blazonry of the autumn leaves. Amid
the somber background of spruce there is a plentiful dis-

play of the yellow and red and brown of the deciduous
trees, all in an intensity of coloring which I have never
seen elsewhere.
The Province of New Brunswick is fortunately situated

as a game country. There are railroads on all four sides,

but none across the wilderness to cut it up. Up the
Tobique from Perth, up the Nepisiguit from Bathurst. up
the Ristigouche from Campbellton and up the Nor'west
Miramichi from Newcastle, it is easy to go by canoe, and
the grounds reached in this way are more hunted and
more famous, but not quite so well-stocked with game,
perhaps, as the less accessible country north of Little

Sou'west Lake, where Henry Braithwaite is almost the
sole pilot who knows the way. For beauty of scenery,
for reliable guides, for comfort and for certainty of get-
ting shots at_ the most stately game in North America,
New Brunswick !s peerless. >

But while singing the praises of that wonderful land,
what shall be said of that vast, little-known, seldom-
visited country, the fairyland of the canoeist, which is the
birthplace of the Ottawa and its brotherhood of a hundred
lesser streams; where the lakes are so redundantly
watered that many of them have twin outlets? There, if

you are prodigal of time, you may journey by canoe for
hundreds of miles, in any direction you choose and need
only make short and easy portages here and there over
plain paths which were well worn five hundred years ago.
All along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, west of
Pembroke, there is a vast game preserve which is almost
limitless. The key to the whole upper Ottawa country,
however, is Mattawa. If yon write to the Hudson Bay

Company there, you will be able to insure care and atten-

tion from the Indians and half-breeds whom they feed,

clothe and control. It is a great mistake to suppose that

the Hudson Bay Company desire to keep sportsmen out
of Canada. At Mattawa the company run one of the

finest stores in the country, and they supply provisions,

canoes, tents, all one needs, at very moderate prices. All

you need do is to write, saying, "Please engage me two
men and supplies for a month, to go moose hunting in the

Kippewa country," or in Ontario, and they will be
ready for you. Ontario, as readers of Game Laws in Brief
know, will have an open season on moose this fall for the

first time in several years.
The physical features of this region are very remark-

able. Lake Kippewa, for example, has about 600 miles of
shore. Yet scarcely anywhere is it ten miles wide, and in

most places much narrower. Its shores are as crooked
as if drawn up with a puckering string. Kippewa Station
is on the shore of the lake. Many moose are killed here
every fall, but the better country is further north, two
or three days canoeing, or as far as one chooses to go, and
the multitude of lakes and streams in every direction is;

past belief.

One can leave the railway at Temiscamingue, and go
up the lake of this name by steamer to Bale de Pere. Here
we may take canoe for Lake Quinze, and the adjoining
region, where the moose are very plentiful. All through
this region, since the killing of cow moose has been
checked, the moose are on the increase. If one is am-
bitious and wishes to go up to Lac la Barriere in snow-
shoe time, he can see some good caribou hunting.
North Bay, Ont., is another good railway point from

which to reach moose country this fall. It is only a few
miles by tote road to Lake Temagamang, another place
that makes the sportsman feel like Alice in Wonderland.
And I think the best bass fishing on this continent right
now is in and about Lake Nipissing, on which North
Bay is located.

Is it not a fine thing now, gentlemen of the brother-
hood, who feel that we were born a hundred years after
the woods are gone—is it not a fine thing to know that
there is a country like the one we have dreamed about,
where the birch bark canoe is, as of yore, the standard
means of transportation? In the chosen parts of Canada
one can have just as good a time hunting as Daniel Boone
had in Kentucky, with the added convenience that the
Indians, thanks to certain Jesuit gentlemen of long ago,
will not shoot you in the back, but will, on the contrary,
cook a very fair meal and swing a paddle all day for
two dollars ! Yes, for a dollar, if you get a hundred
miles from the railroad.

I have not said a word about the Lake St. John coun-
try, because I prefer places where things are more
primitive. There is a region of Canada that it would pay
a man to visit if he had the time, and when he came
back he could say he had been somewhere. It would take
at least three months.
Out of the unknown north, into the great Gulf of St.

Lawrence, pour down a score of splendid rivers, far
east of the Saguenay. Any one who has the least talent
for geography, who will look at the mouth of the Berse-
mis, the Outarde, the Manicougans, the Marguerite of the
north shore, the St. John of the north shore, the Mingan,
the Moisie, the Natashquan—any one, I say, who will
contemplate the floods which roll out from those capacious
rivers, will be impressed with the fact that it takes a
vast extent of territory to accumulate all that water.
Big rivers are not born in little countries. And yet you
never met a white man who had been to the head of
any one of them, unless he was a Canadian Government
surveyor. But it is a journey that might easily be ar-
ranged. There is a steamer down the coast once in
two weeks from Quebec. Or, better yet, you can charter a
little schooner at Tadousac, or Riviere du Loup, or at.

Gaspe, to take you where you list, all for little money.
Now at Seven Islands, at Moisie, at St. John, at Mingan,
at Natashquan, are Hudson Bay stores, and here come
the Montagnais Indians down from the interior everyt
June to dispose of their furs. Any one accustomed to
American Indians will at once recognize the Montagnais
for a fine, hearty lot of folks. .They have a country all to
themselves, they bring out big catches of fur, they spend
the summer at their seashore resorts, where many of
them own hundred-dollar sailboats. And if you think they
are of doubtful reliability, watch their greeting to the
devoted missionary whose yacht finds no sea too storr *
to go to them. You may find that the business-like budC
who wears store clothes and wants three dollars a day, bug
compromises on a dollar and a quarter, has a surprising
number of wives for. a Christian. But then, even som'
good white men—well, as I was saying, up in thav
Labrador peninsula, where the Montagnais go for their
steady job, there are ouananiche in the lakes and cari-
bou on the mountains in schools and droves. Why, if

what those Indians tell me is true, the schools are regu-
lar universities, and the droves are like the ancient flocks
on a thousand hills that we read about. I was camping
on fhe Mingan a few years ago, and a native took me
back about fourteen miles, up to the top of a high moun-
tain, and offered to give me all the fish and game I ever
thought of. I suppose his title to the country was just as^-

good as that of a certain personage who did the moun-
tain-top act in a tempting manner long ago. I never
wanted to go anywhere so much as I did to cut loose and
go back with him. And mind you. there are no farmers^
and bushmen to run against up there. It is a country
where there are just Indians and fish and bears and cari-
bou. Up the St. John of the north shore there is a place
Avhere the salmon have to jump a fall, and right by the
fall, separated by only a little ledge of rock, there used '

•

be a little pond or pool, where many of the salmon fefl
in and could not get out. The bear;;' had a habit of fish-

ing in that pool, and they mussed up the rock so much
with fish bones and things that the Provincial Govern
ment sent up a party of surveyors to blast out the roclrt

ledge and spoil the bears' fish pond. If you don't
lieve that, send to the Department of Forests, Lands a^T
Fisheries, at Quebec, and get the official report. It is ^
print, and if I was at home I would cite the page. That
is a region where the wilderness comes down to the very
doors of the codfishermen's huts, and it always will, be-
cause nobody can raise any crops there. To get a look at
the big caribou heads, one would have to go a long way.
But I teil you there are a lot of thing.? talked about ill
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those far-away Hudson Bay stores that you do not read in
the newspaper. It would be fun to make the trip. Not
ten white inen ever went from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to
Ungava Bay, across country. We know less of that great
peninsula than we do of Central Africa. I have seen Dr.
Robert Bell quoted as saying that the grizzly lives east of
Hudson Bay. I do not believe he said it, but who can
say it is not so? We know a lot about Alaska. There
are half a million square miles of eastern Canada that no
man knows much about. And it is a country where a
canoe will go, too, and there are paths over the portages
as plain as Broadway, and a good deal older.
And out in Manitoba, east of Lake Winnipeg, and up at

Little Slave Lake, and out in British Columbia, where I
was last fall—but for heaven's sake, this rambling screed
is twenty-one pages long, now. I tell you, boys, when I
git to talkin' about this here Canady, I sort of fergit
myself! Frederic Irland.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Chickeas in the Northwest.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 11.—Mr. Geo. E. Bowers, the able
game warden of North Dakota, writes a very welcome
letter, under date of Aug. 7, regarding the cliicken and
duck prospects of his goodly commonwealth. His letter
follows

:

"Office of State Game Warden, Fargo, N. D., Aug. 7.—It has been some time since I heard from you except
through the columns of Forest and Stream, so I thought
I would drop j'ou a line and at the same time let you
know that the boys still shoot as of yore. The prospect
was never better for good duck and prarie chickens than
this year. We had a very dry season, which is the proper
thing for young prarie chickens, though hard on the far-
mer. I woud like to have you join us on our annual hunt
on the opening of the season, Aug. 20. We haven't got the
old liner and white pointer, or the black bitch that you
hunted over when you were last here, for they have since
gone to the happy hunting grounds, but we have some
of their offspring, also some setters which we consider
good dogs. If you can come out this season I will try
to give you a run for your money. Ct)me, and bring your
Jcnitting and enjoy yourself."

I would like the best v/ay in the world to get out into
Dakota again, and I presume the best thing that ever could
happen would be to have Mr. Bowers, the Chief with
Two Stomachs, and myself get out into Gokey's duck
country once more. I am afraid, h-owever, that it is going
to be impossible for me to get that far away from home
at that time. Mr. Neal Brown of Wausau, Wis., wants
me to come up there to shoot again this fall, and I have
promised Mr. W. A. Powel to come down to his place in
Illinois. Meantime comes an occasional bit of business that
has to be done, so I think I will compromise the chicken
opening by staying home and working—rather novel sen-
sation, and not altogether welcome, but we have to do it

once in a \vh^ in this business. I am sure the Fargo boys
will duly and properly open the season, and that they
will have plenty of birds to shoot at, too.

All reports seem to agree as to the great abundance of
birds in Minnesota and Dakota this fall. Mr. W. L.
Agnew, advertising agent of the Great Northern Railway,
tells me that he is getting in carefully compiled reports
from the agents along their lines, and the stories are pleas-
ingly different from those of this time last year. The
season has been perfect, and the crop is unexpectedly
good. Mr. Agnew says, however, that the sooners are at
work and have been for some time, in many points of the
Northwest; and it goes without saying that more than
half the chicken crop will have been harvested before
opening day arrives. There are a good many birds, really,
in many parts of the Northwest, but they are hunted so
hard and so early, by so many men, that they do not show
up very big a little later in the fall. There is an army of
guns out each day at the first of the season; and each
night before the season.

I fio open and flagrant has been the violation of the Min«
inesota game laws by early shooters, and such the un-
doubted evidences in the markets of St. Paul and Minne-
apolis, that the sportsmen of the two cities have united
for a systematic war against the abuse. They are joined
by Gov. Lind, who has expressed his wish that the move-
ment may be carried on most vigorously. The St. Paul
jRod and Gun Club has called a meeting for this after-
jioon, will raise a fund and appoint special detectives to
Serret out the offenders. Among other men interested in
this work are the following: Drs. C. A. Wheaton J. A
Quinn, W. D. Kelly, J. F. Rogers, J. F. Fulton, L. W.
Lyons, Messrs. J. C. Corcoran, Jacob Danz. Charles
Hauser, Paul Gotzian, Albert Fischer, Dudley Finch, A.
Fonda, J. B. Emerson, J. L. D. Morrison, M. L. Country-
man, Frank Novotny, Edwin Isle, John L. Townley, C. R.
Wilkinson, Joseph Henry, Charles Librook, George Som-
mers, Jr., George Benz, Jr., Charles Thompson, J. C.
Highhouse, H. N. Cook, M. N. Goss, Judge Olin B.
Lewis, Dr. S. M. Kirkwood, president; A. E. Perry,
secretary.

Mr. A. W. Hooper, for a long time vice-president of
the Winchester Repeating Fire Arms Company, though
recently resigned from the more active managerial work
of that great concern, starts this week for a six weeks'
tour and hunting trip in the Rocky Mountains. He will
be guided by Billy Hofer. who leaves Chicago to-
morrow night, to join Mr. Hooper at Gardiner, Mont.,
Aug. 15. The first part of the trip will be through the
Vellowstone Park. About Sept. I the party will go from
he Park into Wyoming, southeast of the Park, in all like-
ihood. and the beautiful fall season of the Rocky Moun-
tains will then be enjoyed by Mr. Hooper for nearlv a
"nonth. After that he returns East and goes to l^ew
Brunswick for a hunt after caribou and moose. In all

ikelihood, Mr. Hooper will shoot a Winchester, and will
jet game with it.

Billy Hofer takes out irt October, after Mr. Hooper's
eturn, Mr. W. D. Eaton and wife, of Burlington la.,

'

*vho will be in the Park and adjacent country until snow
irives them out. Mr. Eaton is local attorney for the C.
B. & Q. Railroad. Mr. Hofer now has out in the Park,
mder charge of "Doc" Hall, a party of four, who. at last
vord. were having a good time—Messrs. Storer. Lund
ind Snow, with a lady or two of the party. They will see

the Park very nicely thus. The stage line drivers call the
Park guides the ".savages," and this is the term by which
the guides know .each other. Yet such ^savagery is very
pleasant. E. HouGH.
Hartfoku Building, Chicago, 111.

The Virginia Game Outlook.
Chase City, Va., Aug. g.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The inclosed is from the Richmond, Va., Times of last
Sunday. I do not know who the author is, but it very
correctly gives a forecast of the game prospects in this
State. w. D. Paxton.

Within a few weeks now the turning point of the year's
seasons will have come, the nights will be cool and there
will be a frostiness in the early morning. That will cause
the huntsman to feel again that life is worth the living and
fill him with that impatient eagerness for the fields of
thick stubble, and the bare woods, with their brown beds
of leaves, from which the quail and the woodcock will
whir, when flushed, into deeper cover. All the memories
of seasons past, of long tramps and no shooting, the
exact spot where the birds rose, where they scattered in
the open, and where he broke his record, and the work
of his favorite dog—all these, so dear to the hunter's heart,
will come with fresh interest with the approach of fall.

The old pointer will sniff the air as he recognizes the
coming season, and take on new energy after the lack-in-
terest, sleepy life he has been forced to lead throughout
the passing peace of the summer. The familiar Bob
White, the call of the quail, has been the constant music
in the farm lands of Virginia during the past summer,
coming from every green clump and stream's brink, above
the rattle of .the binder, in the wheat's golden sheen, as
sweet music to the ear of the harvester and a note of
promise to the passing hunter.

It is predicted now that birds will be more plentiful in
Virginia next season than for ten years. As there have
been no heavy and lasting snows through the winter, great
numbers of them survived, and the summer, so far, has
been free from hard and driving rains which are so de-
structive when the birds are yet young. To these favors
of the season are attributed the abundance of the birds in
the State, which promises such royal .sport for the true
sportsmen.
While the last Legislature was in session there was a

concerted effort on the part of the huntsmen of the State
to have enacted a uniform game law, but unfortunately
politics were allowed to enter into the discussion of the
law, and it was defeated ; so that for the coming season the
old game laws of the State remain in force.

In some counties, the season opens as early as Oct. i.

and in others on the 15th, but in most of them quail can-
not be shot until Nov. i, which is by far the best date, as
prior to that time some coveys are found scarce feathered
and almost fall at the crack of the gun, not having been
struck by a shot. These young birds will invariably utter
a peculiar little note as they rise, and it takes a novice in
the field or a man mean enough to shoot birds on the
ground to pull a trigger on one of them.- When a covey
so young is found the proper thing to do is to move on
to the next field, as they are too small to serve on toast,
and not have j'our friends suspect you of killing larks or
sparrows. Nor is there any honor or sport in bagging
them.
Around Richmond the birds are plentiful, but soon after

the season opens they are well killed out, as the nearness
to the city causes the country to be closely hunted. Armies
of men and scores of dogs are constantly in the field.

The promise for turkey hunting in those counties where
they are usually found is said to almost equal that of the
quail, and there is in store some old-time turkey hunting.
In the counties of Amelia and Buckingham, where they
have always been found, they are reported in unusual
number. There is about turkey hunting an indescribable
fascmation that, as the advertisements say. must be felt
to be appreciated. One a victim to it will have days
during "the season" when it is useless for him to try to
accomplish anything, for the woods are calling and he
must go, any means, for the turkey, of all game birds, is
the wariest—well-called the monarch of game birds. But
whether he return with a fine gobbler tied to his saddle
ring or empty-handed, he has had a day of enjoyment
and excitement. What could be finer than to see the sun
glistening on the early morning frost, the trees resplendent
in their many-colored dress, rivaling the rainbow in the
brightness of their tints?

This is enjoyable when the turkey has flown to haunts
unknown of man. but when fortunate enough to start a
flock, then there is royal sport. The dog's sharp bark, as
he rushes into the flock, and the "put-put" of alarm, as
they arise for their beautiful, swift, graceful flight is
sweeter far than "lovers' tongues by night, like softest
music to the attending ear."

A Florida Game Preserve.

A Tampa correspondent of the Jacksonville Times-
Union and Citizen says that a large land deal has just
been closed there by Hendrv & Knight, who have handled
so much property within the last few months. The deal
mentioned is a little out of the ordinary, both for the size
and for the purpose to which the land is to be put. The
sale was of 63,710 acres of prairie land in Manatee coun-
ty, which lies in a solid body, and has for years been the
property of the Plant Investment Company. The land has
been bought by Messrs. T. S., F. J.. E. C. and C. L.
Knight, all of Chariotte Harbor, and they will inclose the
land for a game preserve, which will be the largest in the
State. The tract, in addition to a little the purchasers
already owned there, comprises three solid townships. It
is so watered and wooded as to make it an ideal game
preserve. The new owners will devote their energies
toward making this place one that will be well worth own-
ing. All of the gentlemen are sportsmen, and they do
not like to see the game disappear so rapidly as it has, so
they have determined to have a place where thev can
do as they please and keep the pot-hunters out.

The Forest ahd Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as mueh ««r]i«r «s practicable.

Guides and Employers.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It seems to me that Coureur des Bois has given

some very poor advice to novices and does not under-
stand the sturdy independence of out Atnerican guides.
They are not servants nor slaves, but more of compan-
ions and friend, who feel responsible for the welfare and
enjoyment of the person or persons who place therrt-
selves in their cha.'-ge.

Whoever engages the services ul a guide upon this
plan will never have anything to complain of, hut who-
ever is unwise enough to treat ihem as servants and
navvies will have just cause to complain.
As

^
the great Scotch poet has said, "A man's a- man

for a' that, and the .glorious old woods arc great lev-
elers, where money and style and the fads of fashion
do not count for much. So when the novice goes to the
woods I advise hitn to secure -the companionship of an
honest, noble, natural woodsman and make him a friend
and companion instead of a servant. And there will
come nothing of it but a first-class, enjoyable vacation.
If one wishes to run everything and have his own way.
then go it alone and do not draw the contempt of good
men by showing ignorance and arrogance.

I do not know what kind of men Coureur des Bois
has employed, but if he has held them under him as
servants he cannot get the best out of them—not if they
are like Americans. Bbavek.

In the Maine Woods.
Dead River, Me., Aug. 10.—Game seemingly was

never so plenty as this year. Moose are seen by almost
every party that goes for a fishing trip. Four were seen
last week by Harvey and Herman Harlow at Black Brook
Pond. Deer are more common than sheep in this section
Miss Eva Parsons, of this place, has a little fawn which
was got in the Dead River nearly drowned and starved.
It is doing well now. Partridge are to be seen in good-
sized broods on every hand. Great fun is expected at all
kinds of small game. Fishing, some good catches of big
trout have been made all through July and August so far
Mr. Fred H. Butterfield, Walter Butterfield and Mr
Stephen Perry, of New Bedford, Mass., got eight one day
at Round Pond that weighed 2}i and 3% pounds each,
ihey were here for two weeks. They also made a trip
to the famous Spencer Stream region—they got some
good ones there, ^hey got about 500 during their stay
saw lots of deer, and photographed several big bucks at
very short range. More people are coming to Maine this
season than ever before. Big crowds are expected at all
the resorts here for September shooting.

Jim Harlow, Registered Guide.

Another Game Preserve.

Hewlett's. L. L, Aug. 13.—The lands between this
village and East Rockaway, south of Main street, have
been legally set aside as a game preserve by the owners.-
There are already several flocks of quail on the property,
and the ponds and streams are favorite haunts of wood-
cock. The lower meadows, fronting on the bay, are feed-
ing grounds for s.nipe and meadow hens.

Meadow Hen Season Open.
East Rockaway, L. L, Aug. 13.—The meadow hen

open season begins on the i6th inst. The birds are in
good condition, but they are not very plenty, owing, doubt-

'

less, to the way in which they have been slaughtered in
previous years. The awkward birds are an easy target for
amateur gunners and small boys, who often get so close to
the birds that they blow them all to pieces.

ANGLING NOTES.

The Ristigoucfac.

Looking out of the open door at Alford's this fcold
ramy morning, I can see the waters of the Ristigouche
of the old maps and grants, and the Restieouche of the
modern maps and raihvay folders, hurrying down to
Matapedia post-office and Matapedia railway station, and
I have good reason to believe that there are salmon in
the very water I look upon from the house, but they are
safe so far as the salmon fisherman is concerned, for this
IS Sunday, and the salmon rods are unjointed and stand
in the corner of the hall, and lines are unwound from
the reels and drying in the bedrooms.
On the New Brunswick side of the river, and just above

Alford s, where the Upsalguitcli comes in, the American
and British flags are flying above Camp Harmony, show-
ing that the members of the cUib are at home but the
evidence of the flags is not necessary, for I have seen Mr
Dean Sage, Mr. Wm. Sage, Mr. J. W. Burdick, Cob
btackpole and Judge Hamilton on the river, some of them
in the act of killing fish, or losing them, and Mr. Mitchell
and I are to dine there later in the day. The river
guardian has just walked out of his .shanty on the oppo-
site shore, just below the Capt, Sweny cottage, and is
taking a look at water and sky. As he was out all night
protecting the river and watching for net drifters I pre-
sume he can tell just how hard it did rain 'in the
night, and if we may expect the river to run down still
more, as we hope, so that salmon will lie in the Alford
water, or expect it to remain stationerJ^ so that when
Monday comes we must go down to Grog Island, where
yesterday I lost a big salmon—my only rise—from the
parting of a knot m my leader, and where Mr F W Ayer
killed three fish. The Upsalquitch shows that it is still
good water, for the stones under the water break atCamp Harmony, which niark its decadence for big fish
when they appear, or stilL under water. I fished it in apouring ram one day and killed a salmon of 17K pounds
which took out all my casting line and a good part ofmy back hne and gave me more sport than a 24r.^-pound
fish m th^ mam river. The following day Mr Mitchell
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fished it and killed a 19-pound fish on the same water, hi5

own, and in the afternoon five fish from 8)4 to 24}^ pounds

on the Sage water. So far the fish killed seem to have

keen fieh that were nipped as they were passmg up the

river on the flood, and were attracted by some hy as

they passed, for there is no evidence that they "lay, as

the river men say, long in any of ihe pools. I had one

lesson to show that a man should never put his fly on

the water of this river, or any part of it, at any time, un-

less it is in condition to kill.

The Alford water is late water—that is, it is rapid when

kigh, and until the water gets dov.-n the fish do not he

in it. Even at this time it is considered about 2 feet above

fishing condition, and several days ago, when it was still

lligher, a salmon took my fly in it, and he has got it

yet, so far as I know.
I came in to lunch and stood my rod against a tree at

the door, which was all fight enough, but I left my leader

on it, which was wrong. Usually I take the leader oft

and put it in the damp box, but on tliis occasion I did not,

for I had thought I would fut on a fresh one, as there

appeared to be a weak place in the one on my line. After

lunch Mr. Mitchell and I took our rods and walked down
to the canoes, and as the man pushed out I unhooked the

flv fro*n the reel bar and cast it on the water near the

canoe, and a salmon happened to be there where one was

mot expected, and I found that what had appeared to be a

weak place in the leader really was one, though it might

have killed the fish had the leader been wet instead of

dry.

Groen Smoked Salmon.

The rainy Sunday morning had made way for a bright

sunny noon at the time our meri poled us up and across

the river to Camp Harmony to dine.

Stanford White made fbe plans for this camp, perched

high above the water, and it is about as perfect as a

fishing camp can be made. The veranda on one side

almost overhangs a portion of the home pool, giving an

excellent opportunity for the fisherman who may be

sitting on it to watch the movements of the fish in this

pool, and the view down river is particularly fine.

• Returning one evening to the bouse, I met Mr. White
coming down from the upper portions of the river, and

he reported very indifferent success, but later I saw in the

score book at the Ristigouche Salmon Club that Mr.

White, having learned that the salmon had appeared in

considerable numbers up river, had again gone to the

upper pools of the club and killed, as I now recall it,

something hke twenty-three salmon. But I am getting

away from the dinner at Camp Harmony, where, in my
estimation, the chief dish was a green smoked salmon.

One gentleman went so far as to say he preferred the

green smoked salmon to fresh salmon. Anyway, I liked

the fish so well that I asked Mr. Sage to call up the

Indian who officiated at the smoke house to tell me how-

he smoked the fish, and here is how it is done, as I

noted it on the back of an envelope : Split the fish down
the back, take out the back bone, put in pickle of salt,

molasses and water. Molasses one-half cup, salt and
water enpugh to make brine and cover fish. Leave fish

about two hours in pickle, then open fish, put skewer
across it on skin side to hold it open and flat, rub a little

sugar and pepper in flesh side and smoke two days with

smoke from beech wood. For green smoked salmon small

Ssh should be selected. The smoke house is made of

bark with an opening in front near the bottom for the

smoke fire, and a door at the back for putting in and
taking our the fish.

Unfortunately, few, comparatively, will be able to ap-

preciate just how good green smoi*ed salmon is, for it will

not bear transportation, and therefore must be eaten where
salmon are killed, or contiguous thereto. Mr. Benedick
said at the dinner table that he would at least try the

experiment of taking some of the smoked salmon to

Albany, but later the Indians said, even for that di^ance,

the fish should be smoked another day. when t would
keep for a week.

Camp Harmony After Dinner.

It is the most natural thing in the world that in a sal-

mon fisherman's camp the conversation after dinner over

cigars and pipes should hja of salmon and salmon fishing.

Daniel Adams, one of my canoe men, had told me of

killing a 15-pound salmon with worm bait while fishing

for trout, and he knew of other trout fishermen who had
killed salmon in like manner, and of eel fishermen who
iia(J killed salmon on cut bait. Alexander Mowat had
assured me on more than one occasion that salmon would
take worms on the bottom, and I mentioned the instances

that had been related to me. Judge Hamilton contrib-

•nted the fact that his father had killed salmon on min-
xiow bait, and Mr. Ayer practically closed the discussion

by saying that everything went to prove that salmon took
the fly because they thought it something to eat, and they

took it because they wanted to eat it if it proved palatable.

Mr. Mitchell said he had seen three salmon take the fly

under the most favorable circumstances for clear observa-
tion. In each case the fish eame up behind the fly slowly,

as minnows have been seen to swim after a bait drawn
through the water, and advancing without hurry or

dash, seized it and turned down toward the bottom
with it.

Mr. Dean Sage brought out a book of souvenirs, a few
of which I 'have before me as I write, and which 1

will mention separately.

One is a well-worn Jock-Scott, hooked into a sheet of

note paper bearing the following legend : "This fly was
taken from Ae lip of a salmon weighing 2^/2 pounds, which
rose to a fly cast in the Upsalquitch Pool, Ristigouche
River, Quebec. The salmon was killed by Mr. Bryan at

7:30 P. M. Wednesday, June a8, 1883. and in addition to

the discovery of this fly being attached to him, it was
observed that he had been presumably gaffed, there being

a wound in his shoulder an inch long, unhealed. This
fly was identified on Thursday by Dr. Ferber, of New
York, as one belonging to him with which he had hooked
a salmon Tuesday, June 27, 1883, at 10 A. M., which
broke the casting line and escaped, after being struck

with the gafi. Dr. Ferber hooked this fish in the Alford
Pool, half a mile below where he was killed next day

Mr. Bryan. ' Dean Sage, Camp Harmony, June 29.

A large slver-doctor on single hook attached to a

Iwolcen casting line had this on its wTd.ppet'.

'The inclosed fly and casting line was fast under the

lowest jaw of a 24-pound saimon (outside), killed by

Dean Sage on the camp pool, mouth of Upsalquitch, Ris-

tigouche River, N. B., June 16, 1^92. Ihe lly had evi-

dently been in the salmon for several days, as the wound
made bv it was suppurating."

The casting line or leader appears 10 be nearly com-

plete, and I imagine from what is left that scarcely more

than' a length or two of gut is broken from it. At the

breach the gut is smaller than at any other portion of the

leader that remains, and quite likely the small length of

gut was overlooked by its former owner when he placed it

on his reel line. If the fish that he foul -hooked did

not show itself before its escape with the fly, I expect

that to this day the fisherman to whom this fly once

belonged fondly imagines that when he lost his fly and

leader he lost a 40-pound salmon, even if he did not at

the time estimate it at 50 pounds. Mr. Sage's memoran-

dum answers a question that is frequently asked: "How
do fish get rid of hook.s that are fastened in their mouths

when they break tackle and escape?" "The wound made
by it" (the hook of the fly) "was suppurating." That

tells the whole story, for when suppuration has proceeded

to a certain point, the hook would come out of itself.

One more quotation from the legends in the treasure

book and T will be content for the present. This time

it is a Jock-Scott in fair condition, for it would yet kill

fish. This is the explanation of its retirement:

"With this Jock- Scott fly. tied by Forest & Son, Kelso,

Scotland, I killed in the Ristigouche River, Canada, in

June, 1883, besides three fish that broke loose after being

hooked, the following salmon : 20^, 20, 20K, 24>4, 20,

22, 26, 23, 38, 12^, 27, 28. Twelve in all, weighing

282 pounds.—Dean Sage."

As the fish averaged 233^ pounds, in spite of the 1254-

pound one, the twelve were above the average of June

fish in the Ristigouche, as Mr. Mitchell tells me a fair

avsrage for the early runs ts 22 pounds. As a contrast to

this fly, I may say that I put on a new Jock-Scott this

season and killed one fish of 24^ pounds on it, and there-

after *Re fly was scarcely recognizable, it had been so

chewed and mangled by the fish. The salmon did not

show above the water after taking the fly until it was
gaffed, and it was not until I saw the fly that I Imew
what he had been so busy about that gave him no time to

leap. One wing was gone, and the jungle-cock from

the other and the body of the fly looked as though it had

iDcen chewed by a puppy instead of a fish, and it was not

sufficiently respectable to again offer to the king of

fishes.

Drifting.

The chief duty of a salmon river guardian is to pre-

vent poachers from drifting the salmon pools. No light

is required for this style of poaching a salmon river, and
it is done almost silently and so quickly that a guardian

may be alert on one portion of his beat and still the

drifters may get in their deadly work and escape from
another portion of the same beat. Mr. Mitchell owns a

pool on the Upsalquitch not far from the main rivA, and
one day I killed a fighting fish in it, and the next morning
Mr. Mitchell went up to fish it while I went down to the

Grog Island Pool on the main river. During the fore-

noon one of my men, Daniel Adams, said he feared Mr.
Mitchell would not have success, for it was in the air the

evening before that the Upsalquitch 'was to be drifted

that night, and this led me to question him on the sub-

ject. There was a time in all probability when drifting a

salmon pool was considered a legitimate occupation by

nearly every able-bodied man on the river. It was the

easiest and cheapest way to get salmon for home con-

sumption fresh or to salt down for winter, or to sell, and
they considered that salmon came into the rivers for the

benefit of the settlers quite as much as for the sportsmen

who leased the fishing from the Crown. I do not propose

to discuss the right or wrong of the procedure, but drifting

was practiced more or less openly, so far as the settlers

were concerned, for apparently they were all tarred with

the same stick. For the benefit of the uninitiated, I may
say that drifting is practiced by stretching a net across

the river at the head of a salmon pool with a canoe at

either end of the net and drifting it through the pool.

Daniel said that a drift net could be operated at a pinch

by one man in one canoe, though two made better work of

it. On the very water where we fished, he told me he had
known thirty-six salmon to be taken in two drifts, the

largest a fish of 40>4 pounds..

The drifters became guardians under the new order of

things, and they were the very best of men to locate nets

when they did their duty, but it was hard to break away
from old practices and associates who had not become
guardians, and so one year when I was on the river the

guardian on the opposite shore was seized by the drifters,

bound and gagged and thrown into the bushes, while the

drifters did their work, and later it was found that the

binding was done by a preconcerted arrangement with the

drifters. Daniel, however, when he changed to a guardian

from being a drifter, determined to do his whole duty, and
he told me that on one occasion the Ristigouche Salmon
Clul» sent for him and said that it had come to the

knowledge of the club that there was a drift net located

on a certain portion of the river, and if he captured the

net the club would pay him $100, and if he captured

the net and the men they would pay him $150. How he

got the net I will tell as nearly as possible in his own
words : "I got a man to help me, and we were both sworn
in as officers, for I had at that time ceased to be a

guardian. The first night we came down to that clump of

trees just below young Dawson's house, which you can

see on the other side of the river, and pulled our canoe

out. It was not fully dark, for we could see the people

going along the road to church, it being Sunday night.

We had not been in hiding long before we heard the

sounds of leads going out over the side of a canoe, and
then we put our canoe in the water and paddled down
stream. We found one canoe out in the stream with two
men in it, and another canoe on this shore with one man
in it. They saw us and all paddled for the shore, the

single man being so close to land that he was away before

we got near him. but the other two had a close call, though
they escaped. They left both canoes on the bank and ran

for it, and there was no use of our trying to catch them
in the dark. We did get the net and found one salmon in

it, and we took the net to the club and were then paid

$100." I told him he was fortunate in getting his re-

ward after only one short evening's vyork, when perhaps

he expected me to tell him thac u was a clever piece of

detective work, but I had been informed that drift nets

cost $8 each, and 1 could not help it if my thoughts d.d

wander to the possibility that if Daniel and his assis.ant

had not been perfectly reliable as special guardians, there

was a clear profit of $18.40 to each of the five men en-

gaged that night. Also, I did wish to ask why the canoes

left on the bank were not captured, and by this means
the owners found, but it is not always best to ask too many
questions that might prove troublesome when you are

seeking certain kinds of information, for the foun;ain of

information might suddenly dry up and leave your thirst

for knowledge unquenched.
Without doubt there will be much sympathy for the

men who settled on the banks of the river in the wilder-

ness to subdue it and make homes for themselves under

adverse conditions, for they owned the land and were not

permitted to fish for salmon in the streams upon which
their farms abutted. The fishing in the whole river was
leased by the Crown to Col. Bridges for fifty dollars, cis I

now remember the sum, for the Crown at that time

claimed to control the salmon fishing in the rivers of

the Province, and it is little wonder that the early settlers

and their sons, who were forced to become expert canoe

men, also become expert salmon net drifters.

Since the courts decided that a settler owned the fishing

to the middle of the stream on which his farm touched,

many settlers derive a handsome income from leasing

their salmon fishings, and the farmers and their sons have

not forgotten under the new order of things how to

manage a drift net and a canoe at the same time if the

night is right for the purpose. As a matter of fact, I am
told that there is now very little drifting. The men are

employed as guardians and as canoe men, and it is more
profitable to follow in a path that does not lead to a court

of justice that deals out punishment for illegal fishing.

Setting Poles.

The poles used by the men to push the canoes up

stream are iron shod, and the Ristigouche is a highway

for canoes and scows when the fishing season opens. The
fishing in Grog Island Pool, when the water is high is

close in shore at one point where the shore is very rocky,

and often when I have been fishing there, canoes and

scows would pass up river at intervals during the day.

You can hear the "click," "click" of the iron-shod poles a

considerable distance as the men pole upward. The white

men pole up past you within short casting distance with-

out a break in the "click," "click," but when the canoes

are manned by Indians they will reverse their poles before

they get very near to you, using the wooden end in the

water, which makes no noise at all. Often I have taken

my attention entirely from my fishing to watch the In-

dians. I imagine the stern man takes his cue from the

man in the bow. for there is no spoken word that I have

been able to hear. Both poles are reversed as though

they were operated by a single lever, and sil«ice comes

for a time, and then the "click," "click" is resumed some

distance above you. I have yet to see a white man reverse

his setting pole at the point I have mentioned.

Motion in Salmon Fly.

Mr. Henry P. Wells in the "American Salmon Fisher-

man" gives directions for casting in salmon fishing and

the manipulation of the fly afterward

:

"When the cast is complete, his rod will point across

the current. Retaining the rod in that position, its tip

still pointing in the same direction, he causes that part of

his rod to vibrate up and down in a perpendicular plane

through an amplitude of about one foot, and with a

rapidity of vibration about double that of his pulse. When
the line where it enters the water appears to gently slap

its surface at every downward vibration of the tip of the

rod. the motion is correct.

"The fly is now acted on by three forces: first, the cur-

rent, tending to sweep it down stream; second, the re-

straining power of the line, tending to hold it back, and,

third, the vibratory motion of the tip of the rod. The re-

sult is that the fly describes an arc of a circle of which

the tip of the rod is the center, and the line the radius,

and that it travels this path by a succession of impulses

and halts, timed by the rate of vibration of the tip of the

rod. When the fly moves, its motion draws the wings and

hackles together; when it halts, they expand. Thus the

parts mentioned seem to open and close, something like an

umbrella, and a very life-like and attractive appearance

is given to the fly."

I have never seen but one man fishing for salmon who
did not vibrate his rod in the manner indicated by Mr.

Wells. All the sportsmen do it, and all the canoe men
do it, so far as I have observed, and it is really a

study to note the different degrees of vibration given to

the rod by different fishermen. I have done it myself

until this year, for I have always accepted as true that this

vibration did open and shut the wings and hackles of the

fly. Two years ago I became satisfied that in the Risti-

gouche the current was so strong in June that it did not

permit the hackles and wings to open as I have believed

they would when the rod was vibrated. This year I ex-

perimented much more thoroughly, and could not see that

the feathers of the fly did anji.hing but cling to the shank

of the hook, and so said to Mr. F. W. Ayer, whom I con-

sider one of the best salmon fishermen who fish the

river. He .said that he did not vibrate his rod at any

time; that the current was all sufl^cienr to give the fly a

life-like appearance, and finding that the motion did not do

what I had always believed it would do, I stooped

vibrating the rod as a saving of energy. To be sure, from

habit I would find myself vibrating the rod at times b t

after a day or two I rarely did it, Mr. Ayer argued that

slightly hooked fish and clean misses came from the

vibrated fly. That the fish started for the fly in a certain

position, and before he reached it it had been moved a

hand's breadth and so there was a chance for a miss, being

foul-hooked or slightly hooked. Be this as it may, what
is the use of expending energy to keep your rod in mo-
tion, up and down, up and down, all day long, if it adds

nothing to the attractiveness of the fly at the end of

j'our leader? Possibly in more sluggish rivers it may be

desirable to vibrate the rod. but if I were to fish the Risti-

gouche for fifty seasons, I would never again make a

oractice of vibrating the rod. I do not know how it may
be on the Dartmouth, the Moise and other rivers Mr
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Wells has fished, but I am satisfied that the Ristigouche
current does not require a vibrated rod to make the fly

attractive. In fact, Mr. Wells says later in his book,

speaking of the vibration of the rod: "This is the usual

and perhaps the most effective method of displaying the

.salmon fly. Some, however, allow the current to swing
the fly steadily through its orbit, omitting altogether to

vibrate the tip, while others impart a rapid quiver to the

rod, both of which methods are at times successful. In-

deed, when a particular fish has been located, upon the

capture of which the angler has set his heart, all these

methods may be tried in succession with profit."

If we all thought alike it would be a monotonous world,
and I doubt not that Mr. Wells' advice is good, but I

do not know of any angler on the Ristigouche more suc-

cessful than Mr. Ayer for the water he has to fish, and
if permitting the fly to swing steadily through, its orbit

will do the business. Why vibrate the rod? It proves
nothing that I had more rises after I ceased to vibrate the

rod than I did before, but such was the case—but there are

risers and risers.

Kelt with Eggs.

This year Mr. Mitchell beached a well rounded kelt in

June, a female, and as his canoe man tailed it to remove
the fly, about 100 eggs came from the fish. They ap-

peared to be perfect eggs of good color and healthy, and
came from the fish as easily as at spawning time in the

fall, when the females are ripe for egg taking. For some
reason these eggs had been carried over from last fall,

when she probably deposited the bulk of her eggs on the

spawning bed, possibly far up the river.

Trout that are spawned artificially in a hatchery pond
will return again and again to the spawning race if the

men do not get all the eggs at the first or second handling.
If only a very few ripe eggs remain, the fish will run up
into the spawning race after she has been stripped by the

spawn taker, but this salmon was apparently going down
to sea with free eggs more than seven months after the

regular spawning season. This was mentioned in a
group of salmon fishermen, and several similar incidents
Were mentioned as coming under the observation of those
then present.

,

Mr, Mitchell's Score.

The writing of these notes was begun on the Risti-

gouche River and left unfinished for lack of time to

complete them. They were added to in New York, Cale-
donia, Syracuse, Lake George and elsewhere, always un-
der most unfavorable circumstances for wriiing. The
first sheets are somewhat worn from being carried in my
bag twice pretty well over the State during the past month,
and tn-n.ght I determined to finish them before I started

omorrow on another journey of ten days. Mr. Mitchell's
IcLter, from which 1 quote, followed me from place to

p'ace, to be finally deposited with the unfinished notes.

He says: "I only arrived home to-day (July 7), having
stretched a point and remained a w'eek longer on the
river than was my original intention. The fishing was
good at times after you left, and at other times it was
dull.

"I finished up with thirty-one salmon and one grilse.

Weight of all, 603 pounds. Leaving out all under 20
pounds, I had twenty fish as follows: 241-^, 22, 22, 22, 20,
22i^,

23, 20^, 24, 20, 23^/4 20^, 21^, 225^, 28, 24^, 22^,
24^/^. 245^—456 pounds."

A Woman's Score.

One morning, as we passed down river over the Daw-
son waters, where Billy Florence fished so many years,

Mrs. John Reid was fast to a fish, and was about to bring
him to gaff—in fact, after our canoes had passed, one of

our men, looking back, saw the fish taken incO Mrs. Reid's
canoe. On the following Sunday, when we called at the

Dawsons', Mrs. Reid told us that that fish weighed 35^^
pounds, and the same day she killed one of 25!/^ pounds,
and a day or two later she killed one of 343^2 pounds, and
at that time the men at Dawson's had not equaled her
big fish. In the same pool young Mott, son of Jordan
L, Mott, Jr., last year killed a salmon of 43 pounds, and
the single-hooked fly came away as the fish was gaffed,

and then it was discovered that the barb was gone, so
that the young man was extremely fortunate to have saved
his fish.

Rescuing Salmon Fry.

The Alford water at a proper fishing stage has a wide
bed of gravel on the left bank. This gravel bed, the
bottom of the stream in high water, grows wider and
wider as the water recedes. At first there are several

pools in the gravel, but as the water gets lower there is

but one, and eventually this dries up. Every spring there
will be a quantity of salmon fry in these pools in the
gravel, and ultimately they gather in the last remaining
pool, which is at that time a considerable distance from
the river. Mr, Mitchell has been in the habit of rescuing
the fry and placing them in the stream, and he does it in

the summer. When the pool, which maintains the same
level as the river, gets small, he digs a hole in the lowest
part of it and in this hole he sinks a bucket, the top level

with the bottom of the pool, Wednesday the pool became
dry, and the salmon fry gathered in the bucket and were
carried to the river and liberated. Often I have wondered
how many similar places there may be on the river where
salmon fry are left to perish for the lack of some one to
do as Mr. Mitchell has done for a number of years, and I

haA'e wondered how many young salmon were utterly
lost during the many, many years before Mr. Mitchell
began his work of rescue. There are minnows in the
pools also, but the young salmon may be distinguished by
the fatter fin back of the dorsal, which is peculiar to the
salmon family.

_
It would be well worth the while of

anglers up the river to see if there is not rescue work of
this sort to be done nearer to the head waters of the
Ristigouche than the Alford water.

Salmon in New York.

Within a year or so I printed a letter in Forest and
Stream from an old resident on Salmon River, N. Y.. in
relation to the salmon in that stream in the early days the
letter being procured for me by Excise Commissioner
Lyman. Last year salmon returned to Salmon River, and
the Legi.slature made an appropriation for the purpose of
ponstructing fishways iq the stream that salmon may reach

spawning grounds in the head waters, and it is there that I

am going to-morrow to see about the construction of the

fishways. Hon. T. M, Costello tells me that the salmon
come into the river about Sept. i.

A. N. Cheney.

Fishing in Lake Keuka,
Lake Keuka is one of the many gems of water adorn-

ing the central part of New York State. It is a celebrated

water for great lake trout and black bass. It also con-

tains pickerel, very large perch, etc. There are also some
rainbow or California trout in the lake, but how few or

how many we cannot say, as those we have taken have
always been caught when fishing for black bass with live

minnows.
We shall not attempt to give details of all the good

fishing grounds of Lake Keuka; it is a large sheet of

water, about twenty-eight miles long. We shall simply

note the parts which we have always fished and where we
have always been rew^arded with good catches. As will

be seen by our map of the lake (which is from memory)
it is Y-shaped; the two arms are known as the East and
West branches.
The king fish of Lake Keuka is the great lake trout, or

togue; it is sometimes called salmon trout by the natives

around the lake. Without doubt, the best grounds for

these fish is in the deep water which lies below the

Bluff, and reaches as far down as the little point jutting

out below the Grove Springs Hotel. It also runs up
into the East Branch for about a mile and into the West
Branch for a quarter to half a mile. We have marked
this ground on the map thus:

This deep water runs from 60 to nearly 200 feet. About
half a mile below the Bluff Point are some cold springs in

Bbanohyiub
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about 60 feet of water. The springs are rather difficult to

locate, but if the angler can do so he can always be sure
of getting some of these fish.

The local fishermen use regular clothes lines for lake
trout fishing, weighted with nearly 2 pounds of lead to

carry the end to the bottom. This cumbersome tackle is

absolutely unnecessary. We use an ordinary stiff bait

rod with a bass reel, having on it 400 to 600 feet of

copper wire, gauge about 30. This line will run straight

to the bottom from the reel, without any sinker what-
ever, although to insure the line being kept taut, and also

free from kinks, we use an ounce sinker. This copper line

is strong enough to handle the biggest trout that will be
found in Lake Keuka.

There are two different ways of fishing for lake trout

—

first, with live bait 6 or 8 inches long on a Seth-Green
gang; with this bait we let out line sufficient to carry it

down to Avhere the trout are on the feed : this depth your
guide can tell you, as they keep in close touch with the

trout throughout the season. The second way is tO' use
a spoon—a wabbler, not a spinner. These wabblers should
be about the size of Skinner's No. 9. They should have a

good swivel fastened on one end and a strong single hook
soldered on the other. Lake trout will take silver, copper

1 and brass spoons, nor do they show much particular choice

for any or either. When really hungry, they will strike

at anything moving. On one occasion we opened a lake

trout and found in its stomach an old corncob. Now what
spoon the fish took this for we have never been able to

decide.

Slow trolling always gives the best results for lake trout.

As a black bass water Lake Keuka has no peer. The
bass are very plentiful and run large, averaging 2 and 3
pounds. The ground which we always fish for bass, and
which we believe to be the best in the lake, is the western
rocky shore from the Urbana Wine Cellar up to Branch-
ville, which is at the end of the West Branch ; then again
on the eastern shore of the West branch, from Branchville
down to the Bluff.

We have marked these bass grounds thus: xxxxxxx.
Our best catches have been made b}' trolling, using the
following baits: ist. A No. 2 silver casting spoon
(Skinner's), with a live minnow. 2d. The following flies

surmounted, by a No, 3 silver spooo (Skinner's) : The

Delaware-belle, silver-doctor (a regular salmon fly) anH
the black-princess. We have also made some good catches
with ordinary fly-casting, using regular bass flies, but the
fish taken this way at the surface run much smaller than
those taken by trolling in deeper water nearer the bottom.
As we have previously stated, rainbow trout are an un-

known quantity in Lake Keuka. Those that we caught
were probably in water from 20 to 40 feet deep on the
edge and outside of the bass limit. We have marked their

water thus : 00000000. The only bait that we have evar
taken them on in Lake Keuka has been minnows, and the
largest specimen scaled nearly 5 pounds.
For those who are fond of dallying with the little long

noses—pickerel—Lake Keuka offers some good grounds
on the eastern shore. Starting from the little point jut-
ting out just below the Grove Springs Hotel, it is good
pickerel ground all the way up to the point about a mile
above the hotel, and then all ov«r the little bay beyond tie
point.

We have marked their ground thus : —

.

The best bait to use for these little fellows is a No, 2
brass Sldnner casting spoon with a little piece of white
belly from another fish on the hook as bait.

One of the best table fish, and as gamy a fish as any
angler wishes to have playing on his rod, is the large
perch of 2 to 3 pounds, which are quite plentiful in Lake
Keuka. They will be found both on the bass and pickerel
grounds.

Gibson's is about the best spot to stop on the lake for
the fishermen, as the best fishing lies all along in front
of the hotel, and further, one can secure good and reliable

guides there.

To reach Keuka Lake the best route is to take the Dela-
ware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad to Bath, which is

six or seven miles from the lake. From Bath the angler
can take either the Bath & Hammondsport Railroad to
Hammondsport, or take a carriage and have an hoards
delightful country driving. From Hammondsport
steamers leave regularly, calling at all the hotels and
principal points all the way up to Penn Yan, at the head
of the East Branch. Any angler spending a few days
fishing the waters of Lake Keuka will be sure to be well
rewarded and return perfectly satisfied, with a determina-
tion to try again his skill against the plucky, finny tribe *i
this queen of waters. J. Churchward.
Aug 6

Trouting in California.

Good results are being realized at the present time by
anglers who are visiting the mountain streams of Cali-

fornia, but the grandest stream as yet visited by tJte

writer is the Truckee River. The accommodations
afforded sportsmen by the Southern Pacific Company
cannot be excelled. Take San Francisco as a center; by
leaving on the 6 P. M. train the angler reaches the
Truckee River the follow'ing morning, and, if he so de-
sires, can be on the stream at 7:30.
There are several hotels along the route, but the prin-

cipal and best stopping place for anglers at present is

Boca, a few miles from the State line. Good fishing may
be had at almost anj' point on the Truckee. Boca has itis

admirers, the Union Mills its admirers, Floriston its ad'
mirers, Verdi, also, its admirers. When the new hotel
which is now in process of erection at Floriston is finished,

it will be well patronized, especially during the months of

July, August and September.
The Truckee River is well stocked and well looked

after, and great credit is due to the California Fish Com-
mission for the admirable manner in which they look to

the interests of the anglers in protecting the fishes during
the fall and early spring, when so much illegal fishing

is being carried on by the natives on the different sections
of this stream. Quite a number of arrests were made this

spring, and the offenders were heavily fined.

The San Francisco anglers who visit this stream year
after year have each their respective haunts where the
trout hide. For instance, Geary's Flat is known to all

anglers, and is well whipped in the latter part of July
and the first week in August. Wells' Riffle is another
equally prolific stretch. Butler's Salmon Roe Pool is also

well known. All sportsmen who want good trout fishing

should not fail to visit this stream, the angler's para-
dise, in California and Nevada.

In fishing on this river, it is well to be provided with a
pair of gum boots, leather soled and hob-nailed. A great
many, however, discard the gum boots and use a pair of
trout shoes well nailed. The rocks and boulders, which
are very plentiful, are quite slippery, and at certain times
of the season covered with a greenish moss, which makes
the foothold anything but secure. In fording the Truckee,
which can be done at several points between Truckee and
Reno, it is well to be supplied with a wading stick. It is

of great assistance, and never in your way if tied to your
button hole and allowed to float in front of 3'-ou while
fishing down stream or when Stamding in mid-stream.
The market fisherman is a very necessary adjunct to the

average angler who visits' the Truckee River for the first

time. If unsuccessful the first few days and he wants
to send home a mess of trout to his friends, he simply
pays 25 cents per pound for 15 or 20 pounds, ships them
to the city and no one is a bit the wiser, except, perhaps,
an angler or two who have to resort to similar methods
and must necessarily keep mum.
The rainbow trout take a spoon readily in the middle

of the day, when they will not look at a fly, however
artistically placed before them. A Mr. LaForge, who
was a resident of Boca for a number of years, was the
most successful spoon fisher on the Truckee. He in-

vented a spinner which is used now by a majority of the
spoon fishermen, and it is known as the LaForge spin-
ner. It does excellent work, and can be had only at Boca.
In spoon fishing on the Truckee it is well to «se a
moderately stiff split-bamboo 7-ounce rod. and for fly-

fishing a 5^2 or 6-ounce rod. The best flies are the
coachman, royal-coachman, red-ant, red-spinner, grizzly-

king, professor, queen-of-the-waters, caddis. March-
brown, jungle-cock-wing, brown-hackle, red-body and
gray-hackle, yellow-body, tied on Nos. 10 and ic hoc^s
for morning and mid-day fishing, and Nos. 6 8 and 10 fof
evening fishing.

^
A large, gaudy-colored fly, just at dusk,

allowed to sink, is a great laller.
* 70 many of the readers of this ys^Jviable pfipef, 3 WOT^
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from California seems ahnost like a voice from the

wilderness, but it must be remembered that in our State

the Forest and Stream has a great many friends, who
are always glad to learn of advantageous places to in-

dulge in the greatest of all sports. The sportsmen of
other States raay be some day induced to try our streams.

James Watt.

June in the Wild Woods.
BY PAUL TARBEL.

"A thing of beauty is a joy forever:

Its loveliness increases; it will never

Pass into notliingness; but will keep

A bower quiet for us, and a sleep

Full of sweet dreams, and health, and quiet breathings—
An endless fountain of immortal drink,

Pouring into us from the heaven's brink."

This beaittiful simile is as true now as when Keats
wrote it, and its truth will become more and more general

as the tone of the nation's moral and intellectual standards
improve. It is a lovable thing to have a beautiful im-
amigatiouj but after all, beautiful fiction written by beauti-

ful imaginations is lovable only for its portrayal of fancies

and facts into one harmonious Avhole—as it pictures ideals

and nature as we would like to have it in every day life.

The fascinating qualities of Mary Johnson's ''To Have
and to Hold" lie largely in the wonderful descriptions of

the colonial conditions and the almost photographic repro-
ductions of life in the wild woods. It is natural for
humankind to yearn unconsciously, to be near to nature's
heart.

Many instincts lie inherent within us, which speak
up at times to prove to us that we are after all but nature's
children. Nature is to-day, and ever will be, what it was
thousands of years ago. Sufficient unto the day is the
happines.s you cati get out of it, and it were much better
if we can see only the good things of this world and let

the evil die for want of attention.

I want to tell 3^011 about a country, and it is only a

AN EMERGENCY SHACIC.

I would wait. The thing was wonderfully, yes, fearfully,

concocted, and why we arrived safely at camp after a

drive of seven miles is beyond iny ken; but Bob's child-

hke confidence in both was so captivating that each time

after trying to knock over son^e majestic pine, instead of

driving aroimd it, and expressing our desire to assist by

walking the remainder of the way. Bob would exclaim,

"No, siree. Sit still. We're all right! You can't break

this rig."

Just a mile from Glenbrook we passed through some

. r

AN INLAND BASS LAKE.

woods, that presented an exceptional opportunity for a

view. Here it is. The wind blew from the west, from
the unknown. I turned my head and it beat against my
forehead, cold and fragrant with the essence of the forest

—pine and cedar, dead leaves and black mould, glen and
hollow and hill—all the world of woods over which it had
passed. The ghost of things long dead, which face or
voice could never conjure up, will sometimes start across
our path at the beckoning of an odor.
The entire ride of seven miles was an unbroken chain

of enchantment, but some of its fascinations were lost in

our efforts to maintain a state of equilibrium. Bob proved
a skillful driver—only once were we really anxious.
And here is a picture of Camp McGregor, on the shore

of the lake. It did not take us a great while to don our
camping garments, and soon Ave were on the shore, re-

viewing the grandeur of our surroundings. Before us
lay the lake, a sheet of Avater so placid and limpid that

it resembled a bed of the pure northern atmospJierc, com-
pressed into a setting of hills and woods. The lake is

about three and one-half tniles in length and from one to
one and a half miles Avide.

Of course, its margins Avere irregular, being indented
by bays and broken by many projecting points. There
is one effect such scenes ahA'ays produce, and that is

solemn solitude and sAveet repose. On every side, look
AA^hich ever way you will, there is nothing meets your
vision but the mirror-like surface of the water, the placid
view of the lieaA-ens and the dense setting of the woods.
So rich and fleecy Avere the outlines of the forest that
scarce an opening could be seen, the whole visible earth,
from the rounded hilltop to the Avater's edge, presenting
one unvaried hue of unbroken verdure. As if vegetation

the last to turn away. The binoculars were in my pos-
session, and looking toward a point about a half-mile
distant, I noticed something moving, and watching closely,
presently saw emerge from the water line a large doe and
two beautiful fawns. I called to Christy and Knapp to
return, gave them the glasses and asked them to look.
They did, and saw what I had seen. We then and there

determined to lay for doe and faAAms the following day,
and, if possible, obtain a fcAV photographs of live deer in
the Avild Avoods. How Ave succeeded I Avill relate to you.
Let me say a word here about my guide, James Ford-

ham. I had written to him to meet me at the McGregor
Camp, and Avith his usual promptness he arrived about
supper time. Jim is a reliable, sober and industrious
guide. A man Avho loves nature and her Avays instinctively
—a good hunter and a splendid fisherman. The next
morning we breakfasted and all were afloat by 4 o'clock.
Remember, in June jn Vilas county it is broad day-
light until 9 o'clock in the evening, and the sun begins
to throw its first rays before 3 o'clock in the morning.
Knapp and Christy, both able and enthusiastic fisher^

men, determined to spend the day trolling for muskeU
lunge, pike and bass, but Jim and I, Avith our glasses
and camera, were after closer acquaintanceship with Mrs.
Doe and children.

I had spotted the exact location of the appearance of
the deer the evening before, and pointing the place out to
Jim, he stated it Avas at the mouth of Lost Creek. Lost
Creek leads to Lost Lake, as Plutn Creek leads to Plum
Lake. I might mention here, there are about eight fine
lakes easy of access to Big St. Germain.
A half-hour's row brought us to our destination, and

looking along the shore Ave distinguished many fresh deer
tracks. This view of Lost Creek shoAvs the exact spot
Avhere deer cros.s constantly, and Jim advised locating
here. Of course 1 adopted his suggestion, and if you will
look closely at the picture on the right shore you will see
our boat.

I moved about ten rods toward the lake, and entrench-
ing myself amid the profuse shrubbery, I arranged my
camera on its tripod, had its focus arranged that if any
live thing crossed on the point in the left of the picture I

TWq nSHERMEN EACH WITH A BASS ON HIS LINE.

had only to squeeze the bulb to obtain its likeness amid the
Avild surroundings. The heaven was clear as could be, the
air invigorating as pine-laden atmosphere must be, and
the beauty and quietness of the surroundings can be
judged by this vicAv.

Jini started for the dam, about tAvo miles above, to ex-
amine some deer licks, which he promised to keep salted
to itisure good sport when the season fell due, so now I
had about three hours' uninterrupted quiet before me.
Everything bore that serene expectancy which is so char-
acteristic of this locality. Noav and then a robin, a tip-

up or a kingfisher, and now a lone Avood duck, would pass
up or down the stream. The surface of the beautiful sheet
of water was now glittering like a gem in the rays of the
rnorning sun, and the setting of the whole, clothed in the
richest verdure, was lighted up with a radiant smile.

Is it any wonder that Deerslayer, Avhen asked Avhere his
sweetheart resided, ansAvered: "She is in the forest
hanging from the boughs of the trees, in a soft rain, in the
dcAv upon the grass, the clouds that float about in the
blue heavens, the sweet springs Avhere I slake my thirst,

and in all the other glorious gifts that come from God's
providence."
But where is the doe and her twins?
Hark! What's that? Looking intently toward the

point, I see two tiny spotted toddlers wading out from
the bushes. Not more than four or five feet, but there
they are as plain as life can make them. They are cer-
tainly not over two or three Aveeks old. spotted like two
leopards, ears so large and aAvkward looking, their knees
hardly seem able to support their ungainlv little bodies, but
happy as the children of the forest only know hoAV to
be when no danger is nigh and big mama is present to
warn and Avatch over them.
But Avhere is mama ? Ah ! here comes the stately old

dame. First she puts only her nose out of the bushes,
looks up and doAvn the stream, sniffs the air, and seem-
inglv satisfied that all is well, she sIoavIv and maiestically
walks out in midstream and takes a drink. The little ones
by this time are cavorting like two kittens, splashing the
water and making a great deal of noise. Mama is

afraid- evidently, there is too much noise, for she backs ou>
of the water, and the little oms obey her instructiorjs and
frIllft.HlfltIv follow.

twelve hours' nde from Chicago, that contains within its
borders as much of natural grandeur, simplicity and
beauty as any human heart can desire. A country of
wild woods, of peaceful lakes and streams, of ruggedness
and health-giving influences, of wild deer and partridges
of eagle and song birds, of all things as primitive and
Jovable to the student as the dav Master John Rolfe took
to wife Pocahontas, or Captain Ralph Percy so romantic-

- ally Avedded Jocclyn Leigh.
Oh, for a day in June in the wild woods of Vilas county

Wisconsin! I have ju.st returned from there, and the
breath of all things I saw and heard is still upon me
1 take It for granted you love such things, or why would
you be reading this paper?

I shall talk like a plain man, who knows not intimately
nature, nor her ways, but who loves it all, oh ! so dearly
Like one who has eyes to see and ears to hear. Not a
scientist am I, nor an expert fisherman or hunter but
that IS not necessary, for the country I am going to tell
you about is not in need of diplomats to make it known
nor expert anglers to catch its fish, nor practical gunners
to obtain its game.

It is a beautiful country for plain people. Believe meyou can_ catch as many muskellunge or black bass withyour plain rod and hue as yonder nabob with high-priced
spht bamboo, reels, flies and other paraphernalia, all of
which makes it patent that he pretends to a knoAvledge noone can master. ^

Star Lake Wisconsin, is on the Chicago. Mil-
A\^ukee & St. Paul Railway Six miles this side
Of that terminus is a side track in the verv heart' of
the wild Avoods, termed by courtesy Glenbr8ok That
IS where my friends. Knapp and Christv. and your ser-
vant, leave tht luxuries of sleeper and diner It is June
Q. igoo. and Ave are here for a ten days' outing Our"
destination is^ Bob McGregor's camp on Big St. Germa-n
Lake, one of the three hundred distinct waterways of
Vilas county
Glenbrook is reached at 11 o'clock m the morning-Bob had been notified days before t6 meet us with 'hispony and buckboard. It AVas my intention to -print aphotograph of Bob's backwoods Kvery. but he hSSeS

that the [defj of poRVfeyance Avas patentrfble. and he Avished

DESERTED LOG ROAD NOW A RUNWAY.

were not satisfied with a triumph so complete, the trees
overhung the lake itself shooting out toAvard the light,
and there were miles along its shores Avhere a boat might
have pulled beneath the branches of hemlocks, alders^
beeches, birches or melancholy pmes. In a Avord, the
hand of man had never yet defaced or deformed any' part
of this native scene, which lay bathed m the sunlight, a
glorious picture of affluent forest grandeur, softened by
the balminess of June.
Mr. Knapp had brought Avith him a pair of binocular':

and through the magical power of these glasses all dis-
tances and effects were brought close to our delighted
vision. We acted like a trio of children. ''My turn next,"
and when at last we heard the Unmusical toot of the" sup-
per horn,, we A\'ere Inath to go. But go we did. I ws^-
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Fortunately, there is quite a clearing along the left

bank, and slowly and stealthily backing about lo feet up
the hill, I gain a position where I can plainly see mama
and the babies without being seen or heard.

The old lady is quietly feeding, nipping the tender

branches with much relish. The little ones think it is

time for their breakfast, and to watch them as they pull

at their source of nourishment reminds me of a full-

blooded Jersey cow with a calf. I wonder if long years

ago there was any relationship existing between the two?
The doe is a big female. She weighs 200 pounds. She

wears her spring and summer garment—her red petticoat.

The duties of maternity evidently agree with her, for

she is sleek and fat. Now mama compels the toddlers to

stop eating, and even gives the largest of the fawns a slight

tap on the head to prevent his rushes for more sustenance.

This furry thing promises to be a buck, for he is deter-

mined to get what he wants, but his mother is too quick
for him. She leaps from one side to the other with the

agility that only a deer possesses, and now both little oties,

entering into the spirit of play, run and jump in imitation

of their mother. Now the dame runs twenty rods up
the hill, and the little ones follow. Now they all come back
pell mell. No sooner have the little ones reached the

water's edge than they repeat the performance again

and again.

How proud mama looks ! Were there ever two such

lovely fawns ? Not to her way of thinking. After having
run about ten times, they evidently tirs and come iip to

partake of the maternal font. But instinct teaches that

it is not good to eat when so heated from violent exer-

cise, so the mother leads them to water, lets them drink

and then again tempts them to repeat their performance
of running and romping. It strikes me the mother has an
object in view. Can it be to teach her young to gain

strength and surefootedness? I think so. Now the two
urchins come tumbling down the hillside with an im-
petuosity that is undeniable. The smaller one of the two
is enabled to stop just at the water's edge, but the baby
buck is coming so quick and he has so little control of

himself, he tumbles from the embankment and falls with

a resounding splash into the water, and then begins to

bleat exactly like a calf, as much as to say, "Mama, mama,
sister pushed me in the water. Come help me, I am hurt."

And now I make my mistake. The entire affair is so.

ludricous, I laugh, and that very loud, and then you
should see the doe. One quick look in my direction, one
quicker jump into obscurity, a call for her offspring and
that settles it. Then I think of my camera, and pressing

the bulb, the best I can do is to give the picture of the

scene where this happened. . I am very sorry, but will try

and do better next time.

In a short time Jim return. I tell him of all I have
seen, and he tells me so much of the deer licks and the

profusion of tracks and deer that we embark and row up
the creek to the dam.
Counting the turns and twists of the creek, it is a four-

mile row, but we take it slow and admire our surround-
ings. Here is a picttire of the dam and the old logging

road. And if you have good eyes and will look where you
can see the water, you will see two large deer. I was too

far distant to obtain a distinct picture, but I hope the

general beauty of the spot will recompense you for the

failure to locate the deer.

The rest of the forenoon was spent in this neighborhood.
I counted before 11 o'clock eighteen deer, crossing and
recrossing the creek below the dam. I watched a bald-

headed eagle steal his breakfast from a fish hawk and
then sail back to his nest to keep warm the one solitary

egg. I saw a litter of wildcats (there were three), the

old one snarling and raising her hair as such varmints do
when cornered or scared.

"Jim, what is that coming down the road? Why, yes,

two brown dogs. What kind
"

"No, Mr. Tarbel, those are two bear cubs. Wait and I

will scare out the old one."

With this, Jim jumped down the embankment and
ran toward the cubs, howling like a fiend. He had not
gone more than twenty rods when the she bear broke the
woods, and with an angry growl called her young ones
and was lost in the shrubbery before you could count ten.

And this continued all day, one scene of wonderful
things, native and wild, health-giving and educating.

At noon we ate our lunch and then started for the big

lake. The rest of the day was to be spent in fishing. At
the junction of the creek and lake is a small bit of sandy
beach; attached to a stick pushed well down in the

sand was fluttering a note. We were soon in possession

of it, and we found it to be a message from Knapp and
Christy, asking us to come to Lake Content. Their guide
had impressed them with the fishing possibilities of the
little Jake, and even Jim acknowledged it was a renowned
place for black bass.

Lake Content lies almost parallel with Big St. Germain,
north of it, and there is a little thoroughfare connecting
the two, not more than three rods across. As we came
naerer to this point, Jim pointed out the exact location to

me. but I could not distinguish it.

As the bushes hung in the water beneath and pines that
had the stature of church steeples rose in tall columns
above the smaller birch, beech and hemlock, until their

branches intermingled, the eye at even a short distance
could not detect any opening in the shore to mark the
egress of the water. In the forest above no traces of this

outlet were to be seen from the lake, the whole presenting
th same connected and seemingly interminable carpet of
leaves. As we came within a few rods, the thoroughfare
stood plainly revealed, and while Jim pushed the boat
through, I walked across the narrow strip of land and
beheld Lake Content. It is small in comparison with Big
St. Germain, but is unquestionably one of the most beauti-
ful spots in all the world.

Friend Knapp and Christy with their guide and boat
were soon sighted, and having arranged my fishing tackle
we slowly trolled toward them. When within six rods of
them they both shouted, and looking I saw that both had a
large fish on their hooks. I thought this would be an ad-
mirable pioture to produce, so here you are. My friends
had excellent luck, and showed more than forty fine bass
and pike, and one i4-pound muskellunge.
The rest of the day was spent in fishing, and in calling

the attention of one another to diversity of events. Now
it rnight be a deer on the shore, then an exqee^iingly lucky
i^tril^e, but whatever the occasion, it y?'a.s pure, native.

healthy, life-giving joy and recreation, every hour of

which added weeks to man's life and mental vision.

We stayed at McGregor Camp one week; we were
hospitably entertained by genial Bob and his wife; we
brought home each a very large box of bass, pike and
muskellunge, and laid our plans for the hunting season to

come, with great hopes and expectations.

How sorry we were to leave it all. I know that I felt

it was no uncommon privilege for any one to enjoy such
surroundings constantly, and pictured to my mind the

possession of a home in this wilderness, where I would
be content to live from one day to another, enjoying

nature.
"Paul, you know you would like it for a few weeks, but

you would soon tire and yearn for the tumult of the

city," says my wife. Well, it may be I would, but I doubt
it, and now while I write there comes to my mind a little

haven of refuge Jim and I built last fall near a runway,
where we spent many an hour unseen and unheard, and
had all the tribe of Wahpitas come dangerously close

to us. I walked to this place with my friends, and here-

with present you a picture of it. with my guide, Jim, and
my friend, Christy, in the foreground.

Well, it is time to say good-by. I have written a

great deal, but probably have said little to interest you.

However, I will do better next time. Don't let me forget

to say when we got ready to go to Glenbrook, Bob Mc-
Gregor was the proudest man in Vilas county when he
drove us in a brand new three-seated buckboard attached

to two fine young horses, which reminded us forcibly of

our other ride, because it was so different.

Bass Fishing from the Car Window.
Cleveland, O., Aug. 7.—The average commercial

traveler of to-day is too much engrossed with business

to take advantage of the opportunities that are afforded

him from time to time to go fishing. Then, on the other

hand, every man is not an enthusiastic follower of Wal-
ton. Our tastes vary according to our early education.

Some prefer horse races, others baseball and tennis, or

perhaps golf, but for me, give me a fishing rod and a

nice quiet stream or small lake and I can soon forget

every earthly care as I patiently wait for a rise.

The sunshine of the past few weeks has brought on the

fever again, and many are the fish that I have caught (in

my mind, of course) from the car window.
As I am gliding swiftly through the country in the

early springtime, when nature is donning her beautiful

summer garb, how often do I see a nice pool beside some
giant boulder, or a sunken log where I am almost sure

that an old 3-pound bass is awaiting his opportunity to

seize a nice fat minnow or frog. How cautiously I ap-

proach the spot and make my cast; the minnow lands

just at the edge of the shadow, there is a swish and a

splash and away he goes, making the reel fairly sing.

Careful now lest I strike him too quickly. Ah ! the steel

is firmly set and he is off in his mad rush straight for the

opposite side of the pool. See ! he breaks and shakes his

head in his vain endeavor to free himself from the cruel

hook. Away he goes again, and the merry click of the

reel is sweeter than the sweetest music. Careful now, for

he is making for that old sunken treetop, and if he suc-

ceeds in reaching it he is almost certain to free him-
self. At last his rush is checked, and I start to reel him
in slowly, inch by inch. Now he is off for another rush,

and goes straight for the bottom, where he sulks for a few
seconds, but after a little coaxing he has finally turned on
his side. Isn't he a beauty? Now if I can only land

him successfully, won't he be a prize ! He makes two or

three more short rushes and is finally brought to net, and
after weighing him I find that he tips the beam at

pounds, and another one has been caught "from the car

window."
The thought occurs to me here that a great many of the

fishing tales that we read from time to time in some of our

sporting journals, that are beautiful from a rhetorical

standpoint, are manufactured in this way, so to speak, and
.the fish that are invariably caught are (a great many of

them) caught from "the car window" or in the easy chair

of the den. I much prefer the genuine article, how-
ever, and have managed to steal away several times during
the season for a quiet day with the bass, but my catch, as

regards numbers, has not been very large.

On Decoration Day I successfully landed two 3-

pounders and one weighing 2 pounds—not so bad after all,

considering the fact that they were caught in the Chagrin
River, about twenty miles east of Cleveland, a stream that

is almost "fished to death" on account of being easily

reached by street cars from the city.

I expect to leave on my annual fishing trip about Aug.
27, and many are the preparations that have been made by
myself and friend, L. F. B. He is an enthusiast on the

fish question, and his good wife informs me that if I

don't stop relating stories to him she will be compelled to

start an aquarium in the bath tub and stock it with some
good-sized fish for his special benefit. Our destination

will be Rondeau. Canada, and if the fishing is as good as

last year, I hope to report some good catches of bass and
pickerel. If any of the Forest and Stream family, resi-

dents of Ohio, desire good bass fishing during September,
this is certainly the best place I know of. It is easily

reached from Cleveland—only four hours' ride by steamer,

and good hotel accommodations. If you go during Sep-
tember vou will not be disappointed.

Wah-Wah.

Boys Dynamite Trout" Stfeams.

The Newburgh Journal of Aug. 11 reports that Dr.
Willett Kidd, the game protector, learned recently that

some lads had d3'namited a trout stream in Sullivan coun-
ty in the vicinity of Livingston Manor. He went out to

Sullivan county this week to investigate the matter, and
learned that the boys had exploded a dynamite cartridge in

Cat Tail Creek, a natural trout stream which empties into

the Beaverkill at Livingston Manor. The stream had
also been stocked bj^ the State, and there was a great deal
of indignation among the sportsmen at the willful viola-

tion of the law. Many trout were killed by the explosion.

One of the dynamiters pleaded guilty before Justice .of the
Peace Peter Millspaugh, and paid the full penalty. Warf-
rap.ts will be is'^ued for the femainder of the party^

Tarpon Fishing at Tampico.
Kansas CitYj Mo., Aug, 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I note that you have published my paper on "Winter
Fishing at Tampico," but am sorry that you did not see

fit to reproduce more of the photographs that I sent you,
for the reason that perhaps some of your readers will

think that the big tales I told about fishing need some
ocular confirmation.

1 note a few typographical errors, but only two of them
are of any consequence. In two places you call a salt-

water pike a "whalo" instead of "robalo." This error is

due primarily to my bad handwriting, and secondly to my
typewriter, who failed to interpret it properly. The sec-

ond error is yours, for you make Dr. Howe say that the
head of a big tarpon that he landed looked like that of a
"sow" instead of a "cow."

After writing the paper that you have published. I

made, early in March, another trip to Tampico with Dr.
Howe, staying there five days and catching in all thirty-

five fish, four of them being large tarpon and the rest
principally jackfish. In one day, inside of an hour, I took
two jackfish, each exactly 4 feet in length. They must
have weighed 50 pounds apiece. Unfortunately, I had
no scales with me that day to find out their exact weight,
but they were by far the largest jackfish that I have ever
seen or heard of. I took them at the mouth of the river
above the city, just where the Mexican Central Rail-
way crosses.

Dr. Howe did some pretty big fishing with his hand
lines at the mouth of the river opposite the city. In about
four hours one day he took four sawfish that measured
from 13 feet to 15 feet each in length. He caught also
two or three tarpon and jackfish while I was with him,
and after I left, a number of others. In fact, he struck
some very fine fishing after my departure, as some photo-
graphs that he has sent me will testify.

_
My object in writing you this letter is to call the atten-

tion of those of your readers who are tarpon fishermen
to the fact that it is now practicable to arrange for
fairly good accommodations at La Barra for next winter.
I am trying to induce Mr. Frank Hetfield, the hotel
keeper, and Mr. Robert Farley, the taxidermist, at Tarpon
(Aransas Pass), Texas, to go down to Tampico for the
months of December, January, February and March.
When I saw them about a month ago, they had nearly
made up their minds to do so. All they want now is a
Httle encouragement from tarpon fishermen, so I would
suggest that those of the fraternity who want some ex-
cellent sport next winter, correspond at once with Mr.
Hetfield and make arrangements to go down there. The
to^vn of La Barra is a watering place for Tampico and
vicinity, and the few houses there are in great demand
through the summer months, but in winter they are
empty, consequently Mr. Hetfield could at very little ex-
pense arrange to furnish fair accommodations for sports-
men. He would provide cots and bedding and would
set a much better table than is to be found at the hotels in
Tampico. Mr. Farley would be prepared to mount tarpon
and other fish for any sportsman who might desire his •

services in that line. He does his work exceedingly well.
If my business will permit, I shall go down there early

in December and take with me several friends.
If I can furnish any other information to gentlemen who

contemplate trying the fishing at Tampico, I shall be
pleased to do so. My address is No. 664 Gibraltar Build-
ing, Kansas City, Mo. J. A. L. Waddell.

Canadian Angling Notes.
Whenever we Canadians do any talking or preaching to

the fishes, it is not usually on the lines of the sermon
preached to them by St. Anthony of Padua ; nor do we
read them anything from the columns of Forest and
Stream^ preferring to keep our business secrets to our-
selves. Therefore I hope that I am violating no trust when
I quote from a letter just received from Brooklyn,
in which the writer—a well-known member of the New
York Press Club—says : "I shall start on my vacation
Sunday, the 19th inst., and have promised myself the
pleasure of dropping in on you about Wednesday morning,
the 32d. Can you give me a little advice on the subject
of flies? I suppose I will need some for both trout and
ouananiche. This is strictly confidential. I don't want the
fish to know I am coming. Poor fish

!"

There may be others in the position of my Brooklyn
correspondent, and so at the risk of repeating what I have
written on former occasions, I shall mention some of the
flies that are likely to prove most serviceable for both
trout and ouananiche in Canada, from the present time
to the end of the fishing season. Ouananiche are taking
smaller flies on the Grande Decharge than they rose to in
the early part of the season. Jock-Scott and silver-doctor
should be tied on No. S or 6 hooks. Duller colored flies

may be used on No. 4 or 5 hooks just now, for the water
is heavy on account of recent rains. Should fine weather
set in—and we have had scarcely any of it here this year

—

still smaller flies may be required, and it will doubtless be
well to have some on No. 7 or 8 hooks, such as the Gen-
eral-Hooker, cow-dung, hare's-ear, queen-of-the-water,
etc. The brown-hackle and coch-y-bondhu are often very
telling lures. In the rivers flowing into Lake St. John,
somewhat larger flies may be employed, and I understand
that the ascent of the Peribonca to Lake Tschotagama, ajl<5

of the Mistassini and Ashuapmouchouan rivers is likely #Q
be made during the next five weeks by several parties of
visiting anglers.

The standard flies for trout in this north country, after
the Jock-Scott and other small salmon flies, are the Par-
machenee-belle, grizzly-king, professor, queen-of-the
water and coachman, in about the order above given,
though many others are successful, including all of those
recommended above for ouananiche.

In the shape of a box of handsome fresh ouananiche
that reached me this morning from Lake St. John. I had
visual demonstration of the splendid sport being at pres-
ent enjoyed by anglers on tbe Grande Decharge.

Press of literary and other engagements has kept the
undersigned so closely chained to business that he has
had but part of six days' fishing so far during the sum-
mer, but in that time, notwithstanding the lateness of the
season for salmon fishing, he was fortunate enough to

get some rare sportj including a successfvil fight of oae
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hour and fifty-five minutes with a 36-pound fish anothtr

fish of 33 pounds, one of 28, and a number of smaller

ones, which left an average weight, however, ot 19/2

pounds. Mr. Joncas and Mr. Lavoie, two companions,

did almost equally well, and would doubtless have done

much better, but that their guest was always compelled

to occupy the best of the pools, with his young daugUter,

who has two good salmon to her own credit.

The salmon season has been a very satisfactory one.

It is estimated that Mr. J. J. Hih and party took out of

the St John River, on the north shore of the Gulf nearby,

half a ton of fish on their fly-hooks. The run of fish to

the St Paul River in Labrador was so large that one

man. and his son secured in nets a hundred barrels of

fisH

Mr. Sam Ehrich, of New York, has had good sport on

the Nepisiguit. ^, , , , ,j ^ ,

Mr. James R. Wilson and Dr. Shepherd, of Montreal,

have been very successful this season on the Grand Pabos.

It was the Doctor's first experience in salmon fishing, and

he was fortunate enough to land a fish of 42 pounds, after

a struggle of three hours.
. F H Daniels and party, of Worcester, Mass., have had

good sport on the Little Cascapedia, and Messrs. Law,

Patterson and Small have done well on the Godbout.
E. T. D. Chambers.

Qdebec, Aug. 10.

New England Anglers.

Boston, Aug. 11.—Mr. John G. Wright's fishing on

the north 'shore of Lake Superior was not so much of a

success after all. The trip by steamer was delightful. A
tug was chartered to take the fishermen to Bolkow Bay,

and from thence they were to fish the river entering the

bay When they arrived at the bay they found that a

jam or boom of logs completely blocked the entrance to

•the river's mouth. There was nothing for it but to make

a landing below and tramp through the woods for five

miles to the river. This was done with considerable dif-

ficulty, and after reaching the river the trout fishing was

unsatisfactory. Conditions were against the fishermen

and Mr, Wright sent his rods home by express and put

• in the time saihng about on the fine steamers that ply

the lake. At the entrance of some of the bays, partic-

ularly the Sou, the pickerel or pike fishing was good, but

Mr. Wright went out for trout fishing. Now he says

that the whole of a fishing trip is in knowing exactly

where one is going.

Mr. E. C. Stevens, of Boston, is putting in some time

pickerel fishing at Lake Dunmore, Salisbury, Vt. He
came home the other day with a bad bite on his hand.

It was that of a big pickerel. In attempting to remove
the hook, after the fish was in the boat, a vicious snap

of the cruel jaws caught the fisherman's hand. The pick-

erel weighed 5 pounds. Mr. Stevens says that it vvas all

the one they got hold of that morning and he did not

care to tackle another in exactly the same way. Mr. C.

A. Brown, who is summering in Plymouth, finds some
good bass fishing in the ponds there. There is a kind of

a close masonry about exactly where these bass are

caught. The forunate fishermen say, "In the Plymouth
ponds" and stop there. When one remembers that there

are dozens of ponds in the town of Plymouth the feeling

is that the information is not very definite. Bass fishing

is fair in the vicinity of Falmouth, with some tautog
being taken. Bluefish are positively scarce in Buzzards
Bay so far this season.

Mr. N. C. Manson was in Boston Friday on a flying

trip from Camp Leatherstocking, Richardson Lake, Me:,
where he is summering with his wife and brother. He
reports the fishing remarkably good for those who
know how to find it. The fishermen at the Upper Dam
are having pretty fair luck, but of late some of them
have been fishing the West Arm, in deep water, and have
been taking a good many trout. The water in Richard-
son Lake is at spring height and the report is that the
Union Water Power Co. is going to keep it so for win-
ter use. This is widely different from a year ago, when
they drew of? some 20 feet of water and there were no
rains to fill the lake till nearly spring. It is a fact that
high water is good for the fishing in any lake. The
weather is remarkably cool there, while they have had
showers and rains almost every day for six weeks; no
drought. The woods are almost as full of water as in
the spring. A curious storm occurred there a week ago
last Thursday. A big shower came up over the moun-
tains. Soon it burst in the form of fine hail, which
actually drifted to a depth of several inches in the vio-
lent wind When it was over Mr. Manson went out and
gathered panfuls of snow or fine hail and pelted his
wife and brother with snowballs. Aug. 2 the mercury
fell IS degrees in eight minutes, going down to about
40 and slaying there over night.
Boston, Aug. 13.—The latest fishing report- is of a sal-

mon of six pounds, caught by the veteran angler. T. B.
Stewart, who is summering at the Upper Dam, Me., as
usual. A big salmon was also hooked at the Birches the
other day, but escaped just as the net was being put
under him. He was estimated to weigh twelve or fifteen
pounds. Better fly fishing is reported at Billy Soule's
pleasant Island camps. Late Moosehead reports are of an
improvement in the fly fishing there. The wardens there
are after the killers of a bull and a cow moose, the bodies
of both of which have been found floating in the water.
The cow moose was evidently shot through the head.
A big moose recently ran into the city of Bangor, Me.,

and finally brought up in Mount Hope Cemetery. It
seems that he was looking after the last remains of some
of his kindred, but sportsmen suggest that he should have
gone into the taxidermist's shop there. But later Water-
ville, Me., has carried off the palm for having big game
close at hand. The other evening the proprietors of one
of the millinery stores of the city were talking with some
carpenters about repairs to be made, when they heard a
big crash in the back room of the store. The crash was
followed by the rattle of hoofs on the hardwood floor.
Investigation showed the presence of a deer that had
crashed through the window of the room. The animal
immediately rushed into the front shop, when the car-
penters attempted to catch it. There it went through
another glass door, or window, and gained the street.
It then ran up one street and bounded into a gentlfeman's
grounds, where it hid in th^ sfinibbery, f^nd could not hp

found. It is evident that the deer was being chased by

dogs, and running down the back way in the rear of the

stores on Main street, had sought refuge m the millinery

store not being aware but what the glass window was

empty space. It had been badly cut, probably by the glass,

since it left considerable blood in the store. The Fish and

Game Commissioners and wardens say that they are

having much trouble from the chasing of deer by dogs

that happen to come near to the farms and settlements.

They find that both the shepherd dogs and collies will

chase deer whenever they happen to find them. They

have been obliged to order several dogs destroyed. This

is very displeasing to the owners of the dogs, and they

swear vengence on the inoffending deer. Indeed the

Maine papers mention one farmer of some political influ-

ence as coming out and proclaiming: "Down with all

game laws. Stop all appropriations for the protection of

fish and game and the payment of wardens and commis-

sioners." He is trying to get a hearing, and will work

to send men of his own stamp to the coming Legislature.

He says that the farmers get nothing for the sum paid by

the State, while a lot of drunken and immoral men are

drawn into the State to hunt and fish. Besides debauch-

ing the people with whom they come in contact, they ren-

der it unsafe to be in the woods during the hunting

season ; their guns and rifles not only killing one another,

but endangering the lives of everybody living in and near

the game sections. Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Fahhfol Horse.

Chicago, III., Aug. ii.~The other day, while walking

along the street, I saw a Httle group of persons gathered

about some object which served, as sometimes almost

anything will serve, to draw together a city crowd. It

was only the body of a horse, a dead horse. It was a

large, white horse, though not of any distinguishing qual-

ity to command especial attention at that stage of its

career. It was lying with its head on the curb, and its

troubles were over; so much for sure. The harness was
already stripped from it, and no doubt made ready for

some other horse, which was, perhaps, glad, or sorry, to

take the place of the dead one. It was only one of the

little brute tragedies, I was about to say one of the brutal

tragedies, of city life. :

Yet this horse had a story. ^ He was a hero of a horse.

For a good many years he had drawn a horsecart in the

fire department, and he was intelligent, faithful, trained.

There came a call for the horsecart, a run for a little,

nasty, fire in some back alley. The day was hot, the way
a bit long for an oldish horse. The big white horse paid

no attention to these minor details. It was his business

to run with the cart, and he ran, full and fair up in the

harness every foot of the way. When the driver pulled

up at the edge of the curb, and the men began to unreel

the hose, the old horse gave a sigh, lay down with his

head on the stones, and died. He was a dead horse then.

That was why they took the harness off from him and
gave it to some other horse.

The old horse had been chained to business all his life.

He never quite got to the place when, after a time, he

•was going to take a vacation. He had been a good faith-

ful servant, and always pulled up in the collar. After a

•time he was going to see Ijetter days. Maybe he does now.
He was going, after a while, to be turned out to pasture

:now and then; but they never quite got around to that

part of it. He was a fine horse, splendid horse, worth a

heap of money, because of his intelligence and his train-

ing and his gameness. He's dead now.
It's a good deal that way with men, when you come to

think .about it; "

!

If you can't go fishing while you are alive, what chance
have you got when you are dead, and another wearing
•your harness? .

"
,

And yet what a kick there was in that good right foot

!

•Why didn't he kick, jUst a little? Why didn't he reflect,

just a little? : _

He's .dead now.. He was a fine horse, grand horse, very
good, very faithful, very intelligent ; and very dead. Ap-
parently he will be dead for a considerable term of years..

Had he read "Omar Kliayam," he might have gone fish-

ing, and so perhaps have missed that particular fire. I

wish he had. There ought to be something better in life,

or in death, for a horse or a man, than to end his life in

the harness, and die with his head against a stone.

A Record of Heat.

Chicago is always breaking records, in one thing or

another, and when she can find no other records to break,

she breaks her own. This past week has broken the Chi-
cago record for sustained heat, the thermometer hanging
around the 93, 94, 95 and 96 hole almost all the time. The
usual lists of deaths and prostrations are printed daily,

and it has been only the hardy who could say that the heat
did not seriously trouble them, Under such conditions,

such a thing as sport is hardly to be thought of, though
a great many have left the city in order to get to the
cooler country, and have taken their fishing tackle along
as well as their ducks and bathing suits. All above here,

and far out into the Northwest, the hot wave has been
hanging on for a week, and the end is not yet, though
rains are falling in Minnesota, and a shower here in Chi-
cago to-day has created the hope that things are soon to

improve. The outlook is poor for good fishing this week,
though it is likely this is the last serious hot spell for the
Northwest this season and that we shall soon have the
beginning of the fall.

It has been a bit wonderful, when one comes to review
the season, to note how the bass fishing has picked up in

spite of heat and dry times, in all the lower Wisconsin
country. At first the season started off badly, but it has,
if anything, improved, and has been good even in sultry

August, when the bass have needed a palm leaf fan more
than they have a square meal._ The good old Fox Lake
chain still turns out bass and pickerel for those who know
how to go after them, and to all appearances will keep
on doing so for some time to come.
Perhaps President Nat Cohen of the State Fish Com-

mission has something to do with it. It is very likely, for
the commission has been steadily planting native fish

right along, not monkeying witli ^rout and ring-tailed

wonders from the Old World, but just plugging along,

seining a few carloads of native fish out of the bayous, and
dumping them into places where they will do most good.
Mr. Cohen was good enough to give this office a call this

week. He is as full of enthusiasm, as ever, and reports all

things lovely. j

"Who, What and Where.

Mr. C. W. Smith, of this city, had a nice little trip to

Grass Lake last week. He got fourteen pickerel and
twelve bass in two days, his biggest pickerel weighing

734 pounds, and his biggest bass 4% pounds. _He had
eighty-five pounds of pickerel—not a bad showing for a

water within sixty miles of Chicago, and fished by thou-
sands of anglers every season.

Mr. Chas. 01k has again hied him to Lake Villa for a go
after the bass. He is getting to be one of the regulars.

Messrs. L. F. Crosby and Mr. Harry Miner are going
up again to their favorite Avaters, Wind Lake and Wa-
bassee, out of Burlington, Wis. They got forty-seven fine

bass on their last trip in there. Mr, Miner has been up
once nearly every week during the summer, and has
caught several hundred bass in there, more than anyone
of whom I have records this season.

Much has been said of this Wabassee and Wind Lake
country, but not everyone knows all about it and its ac-

commodations. It is best reached out of Burlington, Wis.
There is no hotel, but J. L. Larson's farm house on Wa-
bassee Lake will take in guests. This lake is sometimes
called Minister's Lake, because a parsonage was once
built there for the pastor of a Norwegian church. This
lake does not show such big bass as Wind Lake, but the
latter can be reached in a short time, and boats can be
obtained within fifteen minutes' walk of Larson's house.

It is a quiet, restful sort of place, and as may be noted,

can produce bass upon occasion.

Two Kings.

The 37J<2-pound muscal lunge which was reported caught
very early this season at Sand Lake, Wis., by Dr. Baxter]

of this city, who went in with O. von Lengerke and Chas.

Lester, has been mounted and is now shown in the win-
dow of Von Lengerke & Antoine's store. It is as hand-
some a 'lunge as I ever saw, and is the record fish for

Wisconsin this year. It is surely a kingly-looking fish

and a monarch of the fresh water sea. Next to it in the

same window is a good tarpon, 103 pounds, which vvas

taken by Mrs. Coon of this city. Here we have the king

of the salt water game fishes, and a very nice show the

two kings make.

Some Michigan Grayling*

Very interesting is a photograph which is this week
sent in by Mr. Joseph Horner, manager of the Consumers'
Ice Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., a photograph which
shows four fish. A dozen years ago it would not have
been regarded with much interest, but it is a curious thing

to-day, because the fish are grayling. It seems that the

grayling are not really all gone, but are very few and far

between. Mr. Horner says, in his letter accompanying the

picture: "T send you a photograph of my first grayling.

I was anxious to get a few before they were all gone.

The four shown in the picture are the result of two days'

work on the Manistee River, the fish being fair specimens;

from 10 inches to 12 inches long. I got one, on a fly, not

three inches long, but the largest ones took salted mirl^

nows. I heard you were looking for grayling, so thought

I would console you with this picture of some grayling,

at least."

It is too bad that there can be no way to save this

species. The thought comes all the more naturally, be-

cause Mr. Horner speaks of taking a very small grayling,

whicli would seem to indicate that the fish did breed at

least to some extent last year.

The thought comes all the more naturally, because Mr.
Horner speaks of taking a very small grayling, -vvhich

would seem to indicate that the fish did breed, at least

to some extent, last year.

Chisago Fly-Casting Clab.

Mr. Mansfield and Mr. Lovett are expected early in the

week from 'Frisco and will be kept here as long as pos-

sible after the meet is over.

E. Hough.
Hartfobb Building, Chicago, 111.

Barnegat Fishing.

Barnegat City., Aug. 13.—Sportsmen this week have

been dividing their time between the fishing and the snipe

shooting. The flights of snipe are not very strong as yet,

but there have been enough to make it interesting.

There have been but few surf fishermen here this week,

and as a consequence the catches of red drum have not

been large in numbers, though some of the drum caught

have been large in weight. One weighing 36 pounds was
caught by Mr. Brown, of Camden, surf fishing in prefer-

ence to using a boat. He also caught an 8-pound striped

bass. Two other men named Brown from Woodbridgo,
N. J., are well to the front in striped bass fishing. Their

catch included one of 21 pounds, one of the largest caught
this summer, and another of 14 pounds.

At this place one can take his choice of the kind of

fishing he Avants. If he is a novice, he generally goes out

in the bay for weakfish, which anybody can catch with a

common bamboo rod, using shedder crab or shrimp for

bait. If he is an angler, who enjoys the sport of landing

a gamy fish, he may try surf fishing for striped bass or

for red drum. Still others chum for the drum, and try

the slews and channels for the striped bass. Others think

that the sheepshead offer the most sport, and they are

content to wait all day anchored off the point in the chan-

nel for a bite or two. Several have been caught lately,

their weight running from 8 to t2 pounds. Mr. Ridgway
has been the most successful so far at this kind of fishing.

"Uncle Cale" Parker, who for many years was the best

sheepshead fisherman on the coast, is getting too old and
too feelDle to follow his favorite sport any longer.

Fishing outside and in the inlet is also very good. Out
on the banks the sea bass are biting rapidly. It is current

report that John Adams, a handline fisherman, made
seventy dollars last week catching sea bass on the banks

find shipfinf them to the city marlcets. -"yhere they only
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bring about three or four cents pei' pound—wluch means
he must have caught at least a toR of hsh with hook and
line. The croakers, porgies and big weakfish have also

been biting in the inlet. Weakfish weighing 5, 6 and 8

pounds have been landed, but the bluefish have been com-
paratively scarce. Still blues can be expected at any time
in August, and every cottager and each surfman at the

station house has his favorite squid outdoors so that he
can pick it up on' the run if any one calls out that the

"btuefish are on."

Walter G. Berg, chief engineer of the Lehigh Valley
iiailroad, with two friends, made a catch of 75 croakers
Ttnd 68 big Aveakfish outside one day this week. Some of

the weakfish were eight pounders.
Mr. Duffy and Mr. Calhoun, of New York, wlio are

stopping at the Sunset Hotel, boast of 216 sea bass, 25
"Hukes" (or flounders) and a few porgies, which they
brought in after a day spent in the inlet.

But these are only sample catches ; dozens of others do
as well. Fishermen frequently fish from the inlet board-
."walk, arranging a comfortable place to sit, and cast out
lOto the swift running tide which cuts in close to shore.

ScRANTON, Pa., Aug. 13,

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
It may interest some of your readers to know that they
can reach the best fishing ground for red drum or channel
bass on the Jersey coast at Barnegat City by leaving New
York on the Pennsylvania road at 12:20 for Barnegat
Pier. A small steamer connects with this train for Barne-
gat City, where they will find excellent accommodations
at the Oceanic. The boat connects with the morning train

returning. This has only been put on this summer. If

they secure the services of John Adams they will be
almost sure to get fast to a drum. In an hour and a half's

fishing one afternoon last August I was fast to four of

these big fish, and landed- one with rod and reel that

weighed 32 pounds. I had about 150 feet of line out, and
he fought every foot of the way in. They are a very
game fish, but they must not be confounded with the black
drum. '

J. H. Fisher.

New Fishing Grounds.

QuEENswATER^ L. I., Aug. 13.—^The rush to the new
fishing grounds, known as Queenswater Ridge, was so

great that it was soon fished out. As soon as the

phenomenal catches by amateitr fishermen were reported
the fishing smacks located the grounds and remained on
them night and day until they were so far exhausted as to

make fishing no longer profitable. New fishing grounds
have been discovered east of the old Fishing Banks, but
they do not as yet yield fish as freely as Queenswater
Ridge did when it was first discovered. Bluefish have
been very erratic in their biting. Some days the catch
has been good, while other days no fish were hooked.
Weakfish are becoming scarce. Sea bass, fluke, porgies

and blackfish are the fish which fill up the barrels of the
fishing parties.

Wreck Lead, L. I., Aug. ii.—^Joseph Murphy, the

comedian, is having a great run of luck fishing from his

sailboat, the Kerry Gow. One day last week he broke
the local record by catching sixteen kingfish. Another
day he caught fourteen weakfish. Fish are biting freely

out at the wreck of the Iberia, and few parties come in

with less than a barrel of fish.

Chicago Fly-Casting.

Chicago, Aug. ii.—^Here is the score of the contest of

the Chicago Fly-Casting Club held to-day. Our open to

the world tournament will be held Aug. 17 and 18 at

North Lagoon, Garfield Park:
Long Distance Accuracy Bait

Distance and Accuracy, and Delicacy, Casting:,

Fly, Feet. Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent.
I. D. Belasco 89 .. .. 93 1-5

I. H. Bellows 99 . . 95 1-2 93 2-5

L. I. Blackman .. .. 88

C. F. Brown .. .. 85 2-3

H. Greenwood .. .. 87 3-5

H. G. HascaU.... 9S .. 94 1-3 96 2-5

N, C. Heston.. .. .. 94 4-15

E. R. Letterman. .. .. .. 96 2-15

C. A. Lippincott.. .. .. 93 94 13-15

F. N. Peet 98 .. 94 5-6 92 4-15

A. C. Smith 97 .. 911;} 87 11-15

H. W. Perce .. S3 96 8-15

H. H. Aiiisworth, .. .. 93 1-2 92 13-15

G. Hinterlightuer. .. .. .. 86 4-0

Holders of Medals—Long Distance Fly, I. H. Bellows

;

Accuracy and Delicacy, I. H. Bellows; Bait Casting, H.
W. Perce.

Geo. G. MuIrrell, Sec'y and Treas.

Little Sebago Lake.

Medford, Mass., Aug. lo.—^The Ridgewood club house.
Little Sebago Lake, Maine, membership composed of

Medford, Mass., gentlemen, has been open the past
six weeks and will not close its doorS until the last of
September.
The veteran fishermen, Messrs. Childs and Dunbar,

have been sojourning there the past week, during which
time the guests have been amply supplied with black bass
and white perch.

As usual at this time Cf year, in these waters, the bass
rise to the fly very Httle, live bait and the troll being
the only sure way of getting a good catch. Only a few
years ago this lake was stocked with white perch, and
this is the first season that they have been caught in any
quantities.

As a whole, the fishing in these waters has been better
this season than for many years past, several 4J/^-pound
bass having been taken by different parties. Secretary
Covelle being among the number.
The club building was greatly added to in the early

spring, giving greater accommodations than ever before.

E. S.

*^n the Louisiana Lowlands."

Ingram, Pa.. Aug. g.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Fred Mather's "In the Louisiana Lowlands" is an ex-
cellent book—as handsome as it is good. Every line of
Mather's is worthy of preservation. There are through-
out his writings such an intelligence and such a spirit of
geniality and kindness as to mak? him lovable.

T. J, CHAPMAN,

Newfoundland Salmon Fishing.

Editor Forest and Stfeanl:
Induced by the statements in the N. F. Railway folder

I paid a visit to the island and found, after fishing on
several rivers on the west coast, that the salmon fishing

was poor. About 80 per cent, of the salmon caught with
rod did not run heavier than from four to five pounds.
As regards the larger fish, of from ten to fifteen and
sometunes twenty pounds and more, of which there were
a fair number, they take a fly very badly and do not rise

as readily as the larger salmon do in the Canadian rivers,

where also although there arc trout, there is no such
swarm of very small salmon as found in all the rivers

in Newfoundland. Other sportsmen whom I met cor-

roborated my experience.

As regards trout, there is good sea trout fishing in some
of the brooks up to three pounds in weight, but as any
one knows, these fish give poor sport, as they never
jump. As regards trout fishing in the lakes, it is beneath
contempt, the fish being in very poor condition and
weighing from a quarter to half a pound, or less.

In the face of these facts what becomes of tbe state-

ment in Mr. Reed's folder respecting the island, that
"Tourists are satisfied that the sport of salmon and trout
fishing cannot be equaled in any other part of the world" ?

Comment is needless.

But there is more to come. To back up this ridiculous
and most inaccurate description, appears on the folder a
photo representing an angler and his guide on the bank
of a stream with rod and landiiig net (it should have
been a gaf¥), and lying at their feet nine large salmon that
appear to be from about twelve to twenty-five pounds

—

truly a magnificent day's sport. Well, I discovered that
this picture was "faked," as these fish were caught in a
net, and then the photo was got up. Viator.

he Mmttel

Fixtfffes.

FIELD TRIAI^.
Aug. 21.—Emmetsburg, la.—Third annual field trials of the

Iowa Field Trials Association. M. Bruce, Sec'y, Des Moines, la.
Aug. 28.-Sioux Falls, S. D.—Inaugural field trials of the South

Dakota Field Trials Association. Olav Haugtro, Sec'y, Sioux
Falls, S. D.

Sept. 3-4.—La Salle, Manitoba, Can.—Western Canada Kennel
Club s annual field trials. A. Lake, Sec'y, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Can.
Sept. 6-7.—Brandon, Manitoba, Can.—Third annual field trials of

the Brandon Kennel Club. Dr. H. J. Elliott. Sec'y.
Sept. 11.—Carmen, Manitoba Can.—Fourteenth annual field trials

of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'y, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Can.
Oct 30.—Senecaville. O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett. Sec'y Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake View, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice. Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
No. 20.

;, .—Illinois Field Trials Association's second
annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.
Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of

the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Maroon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 20. —. Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.

C. Peterson, Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 22.—Glasgow. Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Qub's annual

field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth .annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

Cat and Dog.
From the London Spectator.

It is time that the controversy concerning the superi-
ority of cat or dog should be discussed on some more
general ground than that of British feeling or human
egotism. The case is prejudiced, if we are to weigh the
cat's merits on practical grounds, for the cat is essentially
dramatic; or if we are to estimate her character from the
Western point of view, for the cat is an Oriental ; or finally
if we are to consider the moral qualities of the cat solely
in relation to the desires of the human being. In all such
cases the vulgar estimate of the cat would be the true
one; and according to this vulgar estimate the cat is a
domestic, comfortable animal, usually found curled up
like an ammonite, essentially selfish, essentially cruel,
and apart from these two drawbacks, essentially feminine.
"The cat is selfish, and the dog is faithful." This sums
up a judgment founded on willful denseness and gross
egotism. In respect to what is the dog faithful and the
cat selfish? The judgment rests on this—that the human
being is a very little portion of the cat's world, but is the
all-absorbing object of the dog. Here, plainly, Greek
meets Greek, and we had better let the accusation of
egotism alone.

It is commonly said that cats are devoted to places,
and not to persons. We have never found this true;
but, if it is the case, it not improbably results from the
fact that many people are devoted to kittens, but not
to cats. Then the cat's devotion is transferred to the
scene of her romances, the corners where she has lain
in ambush, the place where she has secretly viewed the
movements of her foe or of her prey, the place where she
has experienced the surprising and absorbing joys of her
kittens. The truth is that the scope of a cat's emotion
and experiences too nearly resembles our own. We
prefer the devotee. It is thus this general scope of life

that chiefly differs between difJerent races of animals.
The moral qualities differ from individual to individual.
The dog's conscience takes a somewhat higher rank

than the cat's for the chief part of his moral code he
accepts as a law given by a higher being. He shows a
desire for moral approbation when he has behaved well;
he is depressed by moral disapprobation quite apart
from the fear of the whip. But a cat defies the exter?isi

code if it dare, and covets admiration rather than moral
approbation.

/Esthetic sensitiveness seems more developed in the
cat than iti the dog. The keenness of a dog's intelligence,
combined with the inferiority of nature that lies behind
it, makes the employment of the senses almost entirely
utilitarian. Among esthetic sensibilities the enjoyment
of music is the keenest and most common, and the per-
ception of color perhaps the rarest. Neither the cat nor
the dog can compare of course in musical susceptibility
with the parrot, who is shaken by storms of emotion;
but we have known a cat to show very marked pleasure
in a whistled tunc. It is common to find dogs who
"sing" following, to some rough extent, high or low
notes of music; but one doubts if such imitation is

conscious or based at all on enjoyment. The dog ap-
pears depressed, with lowered head and tail, or un-
comfortably excited, and a kind of thrill precedes the
sounds. On the other hand, both cats and dogs appear
to be conscious of the sounds they utter until experience
of definite teaching has shown them the result. Facts
seem to point to the conclusion that the voice is not.
purposely produced; and that though sounds may give
warning or guidance to other animals the utterance is

dependent on physical impulse. When the impulse is im-
itative, it may depend ultimately on such sensation as is

felt by some people in the throat when a Bourdon stop
is on the organ, atid by most people when they hear, for
instance, the cheering of a large crowd. If this is so, We
are on the wrong tack in comparing the sounds of ani-
mals, varied and specified though they are, to language,
and should rather compare them to weeping and laugh-
ter, which provoke an imitative response, or even to the
sounds of a man who has early become dumb through
deafness. For in such cases it is not purpose, but effi-

cient cause, that must be the subject of inquiry.
With regard to color, both cats and dogs appear to

have little jesthetic perception. We have heard of a
dog appearing to prefer scarlet to blue, but it is diffi-

cult to eliminate the effect of association in dealing with
a single instance. Cats, however, seem to show a definite
aesthetic perception of texture—esthetic, for it is not
ordinary bodily comfort which rules. They may like
to sleep on velvet, but they revel, waking, in the feeling'

of crackling paper or texture of stiff silks. And there is

a well-authenticated story of a cat which goes into the
garden to lick the undersides of foxglove leaves, and
cannot be kept from trying with his tongue the texture
of flarmelette. But the keenest Eesthetic pleasure for a cat
lies in the region of smell. The dog uses smell m.erely
as a medium of information, but the cat revels in it. She
will linger near a tree trunk, smelling each separate
aromatic leaf for the pure pleasure of it, not. like a dog,
to trace friend, foe or prey. If the window of a close
room is opened the cat leans out, smelling the air. New
dresses are smelt, partly perhaps for future recofnition,
but also apparently for pleasure. A strong smell, above
all a spirituous smell, is not only disagreeable, but
absolutely painful. Lavendar water may please a tiger,

but it will put a cat to flight.

This apparent power of aesthetic enjoyment in the cat
is counterbalanced in the dog by a quality we are wont
to rank highly, yet not without a haunting misgiving.
The dog has a rudimentary sense of humor. It is the
commonest thing in the world to see a petted dog try
to laugh off a scolding. If he is encouraged, if his fool-
ing is successful, he will repeat it again and again with
growing exaggeration, wnll roll with wide mouth and
absurd contortions, or fly at one's face to lick it. On the
other hand, he will recognize that teasing is a humorous
proceeding, and when he begins to get bored will try to
stop it humorously.
Now the cat is solemnity incarnate. To punish it is

to cause instant offense, to tease it is to outrage its

dignity. The better bred a cat is the more easily is it

offended. But the "sense of the ridiculous" is after all

a gross quality; and the humor of one age seems
vulgarity to the next. A cat is never vulgar. The old
Egyptians said that a cat reasoned like a man, and the
root of the matter is there. In the dog there is a quicker
intelligence, a greater adaptability, and more facility in

planning. But a dog cannot, as a cat can, determine its

own end and purpose, and live its own life. He is after

all the kinsman of brer fox; but the cat is a scion of

royalty.

Yachting Fixtwres, J 900,

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
afso of changes which may be made in the future.

AUGUST.

15-17. Hull-Massachusetts, midsummer series, 25ft. class, Boston
Harbor.

16 and alternate following days, Newport Y. R. A., 70ft. series,

concluding races, Newport.
17-18. Annisquam, open, Annisquam.
18. Mosquito Fleet, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
18. Royal St. Lawrence, Hamilton trophy, 22, 20 and 17ft. classes,

Pointe Claire, Lake St. Louis.
18. Horseshoe Harbor, annual, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
18. Canarsie, Corinthian race, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
18. Quen City, 20ft. class special, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
18. Norwalk, club, Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
18. Penataquit Cor., annual open. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
18. Winthrop, handicap, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
18. Beverly, Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay.
18. South Boston, handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
18. Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
18. Columbia, championship, Boston, Boston Harbor.
18. Duxbury, 18ft. class, Duxbury, Mass.
18. American, club, Newburyport, Mass.
18. Quannapowitt, commodore's cup.
18. Seawanhaka Cor.. Center Island cup. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
19. Hudson River, ladies' day. New York, Hudson River.
20. East Gloucester, open, Gloucester.
20. Manchester, handicap, Manchester, Mass.
23. Plymouth, open, Plymouth Harbor.
25. Haverhill, third championship, Haverhill, Mass.
24-2g. Inland Lake, Lake Geneva, III.

Royal St. Lawrence, Lake of Two Mountains regatta.
25. Duxbury, open, Duxbury, Mass.
25. Nahant, dory class, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
25. Huguenot, annual. New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
25. Manhasset, special. Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
25. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
25. Penataquit Cor., special. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
S5. Jamaic* Bay, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay,
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25. Kingston, club, Kingston, LfHP?*^ m,==,.1„,s<.«s Bar
25. Corinthian, championship, Marblehead, Masweh^^^^^ Bay.

25. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.

i: &nrkt"cor.. Center Island memorial cup, Oyster Bay,

Long Island Sound.
25. Queen City. 17ft special, Toronto, Toronto Bay.

27 Caoe Cod. open, Provincetown. Mass.
, ^ , t„t,„^

^:31 :?eawanhaka and Philadelphia Corinthian, interclub matches.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.

28. Wellfleet, open, Wellfleet, Mass.

3L Wollaston, open.

Cruise of the Crescent.

The Skipper's Yam.

As a native expressed it later, the water of Great Bay

IS "spread out pooty thin." It is a large circular bay

probably five miles in diameter, and the average depth is

about 4ft.; but in many places it is nearer ift. at low

water. Upon further exploration, the entrance to Mark s

thoroughfare appeared impracticable, and the chart

showed no thoroughfare dedicated to any of the other

apostles. So when the Crescent was agam afloat and the

crew had scrambled aboard, we sailed along the southern

meadows, keeping well off shore, to look for a more pro-

fane passage. In a few minutes we came up to an oyster-

man in his punt and hove to to ask him where we could

find a passage into Grassy Bay. Such of his answer as

was audible a boat's length away referred us to an in-

definite "over vander" and a "stake," supplemented, as

we drifted apart, by a sweep of the arm covering some

ninety degrees of the horizon. Thanking him, we filled

away again, much encouraged, if not enlightened. After

sailing about two miles we opened up a wide cove, and on

the opposite bank of it, saw three shanties, where infor-

mation regarding our course might be had. But right

across the mouth of the cove stretched an ugly bar, show-

ing yellow just below the surface of the water. Skirting

this bar, it was found to end about 50yds. from the

meadow, and beating up this passage we rounded a

point and found ourselves in a narrow thoroughfare.

But where are we ? and Does the creek go our way ? were

the questions that nobody could answer. So we ran the

boat's nose on the meadow (we had no tender) at the

m(5uth of a little creek on the banks of which were the

three shanties we had seen from the bay. They were

occupied by market fishermen from Atlantic City, who
spend the night here, fish at dawn, and wait for the tide

to take their catches across Grassy Bay. In answer to our

hail, an obliging brother (they fish with hook and line, not

nets) paddled out in his sharpie and informed us that we
were in the "Main Ma'sh Therfer" (Main Marsh Thor-
oughfare), and that Grassy Bay lay beyond the next

point, a quarter of a mile away. He said the tide was
too low for us to get through that night. We were in no
hurry, however, and our new friend, after supplying us

with fresh water, came aboard and piloted us to an an-

chorage where fish were to be caught. After giving us

elaborate instructions as to the course across Grassy Bay
and drinking our health in ten-year-old, he left us to furl

and "stop" the sail and get the tackle out.

He Was a good fellow and knew his ground (or water),
for the "weakies" bit at once, and bit hard and kept on
biting. The Cook, a true sportsman, insisted on return-

ing to the water all fish that could not be used. The
Skipper seconded this, to be honest, in a half-hearted
manner, for 'tis hard to part with a fine fish that you
have just fought to a finish. The temptation was too
much for Koons, who quietly dropped his fish into the
box, whence most of them mysteriously found their way
back to their swimming grounds. Koons said he didn't
mind this; it was quite right in theory, but he hadn't the
heart to release liis captures himself. The crab bait ran
low and Koons baited with the white belly of a weakfish.
He soon had a strike, and his line ran out until the reel

was nearly empty, and Koons was so frantic with ex-
citement that Walt had to hold him to prevent him from
jumping overboard. Then the line came back slack, and
when it was reeled in the hook was gone, the gut cut off
close to the line. The Skipper said it was a shark, and
Koons said he would catch it. He did hook it, or another
one, with the same result. Then Walt got out a trolling
squid, tied it on a heavy bluefish line and baited it with
half a weakfish. Result, a bite, a slight tug, a cut line and
a departed squid. Then Koens lost a squid in the same
fashion, and we adjourned for supper. After that inter-
esting event was over, Walt prepared a shark line by wir-
ing a heavy hook onto the end of the sheet rope, and bait-
ing it with a generous slice of weakfish, let it drift out
with a bit of board for a float. His sharkship had prob-
ably had enough of hook diet, for he declined to take the
tempting lure. It was almost dark by this time. The
wind had died out and our piratical friends, the- mos-
quitoes, from the surrounding meadows put in their ap-
pearance and made Koons wish he was a smoker. Fortu-
nately, \vhen the full moon rose, which was shortly after
the daylight faded, a cool west wind sprung up, which
drove the pests away and insured a comfortable' night's
sleep. Their sweaters on. the crew disposed themselves
comfortably on top of the cabin to enjoy the pipes and the
music of Koons' mouth organ. The Skipper indolently
baited up and cast his line down tide, and, stretched full
length, puffed contentedly. Feeling a tug, he struck, and
there came a rush that brought him quickly to hi? feet
Then began a great fight. The fish, a shark by the way
It swam, ran out fully 50yds. of line before it was stoppedNow it came back for the boat, swimming low down just
cleared the cable as it passed across the bow and made
another wicked rush as long as the first, and came back
under the stern. This necessitated some firm persuasion
to prevent the ime fouling on the rudder, and another wild
run followed. So it went on back and forth and round
and round the boat for fully twentv minutes. The con-
test was rendered more exciting because even in the
moonhght it was impossible to see the thin, dark silk line
and the movements of the fish had to be followed bv
watching the tip of the rod. At last it was led gently but
hrmly uu to the quarter and Waft slipped the net under a
Tolb. shark. It was hooked in the lip, so that the gut was

.
rmrely dear of the sharp teeth, which accounted for the
capture. A few blows of the hatchet quieted the ugly
brute, and he was laid on deck to be weighed at Atlantic
Uty-: \\ e had neglected to provide ourselves with scales
although. ?s supfgestfd whpn )ie pleanin^ t|jem^

the weakfish had a-plenty. As their scales however, are

not Government standard, I have refrained from stating

any weights on their authority.

The tide would not serve for an early start next day,

so we sat until a late hour, singing all the songs we

knew and enjoying the fine moonlight effects on the rip-

pHng waters, the green meadows and the far-seen line of

low hills to westward marking the boundary of the hab-

itable mainland of New Jersey.

The next morning was warm and fine, and by 7 o clock

the Crescents had had their swim and were at work

preparing breakfast. The cooking debate between Koons

and the Cook had by this time become a rather perfunc-

tory performance, Koons having gradually and grace-

fully retired from the contest. Of course, he had not

really wanted to do the cooking from the first, but, being

a lawyer, naturally seized upon the opportunity for an

argument. Upon examination of Walt's shark line,

which had been set over night, it was found that the

bait had been eaten off, but the wired hook was left.

After brealcfast, while waiting for the tide, the rods were

gotten out, and though the fish did not bite as fast as on

the previous evening, the .sport was good. We were able

to contribute a goodly number of fish to the load of our

friendly fisherman of the night before when he passed

us returning from his early morning expedition on Great

^
At II o'clock, the flood tide being two hours old. the

fleet of sharpies got Under way and we prepared to fol-

low them. Just as the Crescent began to forge ahead

under the influence of the gentle south wind, a large

catboat came into the thoroughfare and we lay to for

her to pass, in order to follow her lead. A quarter-mile

sail brought us into the peculiar piece of water (?), Grassy

Bay. We had wondered why no soundings were given on

the chart for the greater part of this bay, but the reason

was now plain. The chart gave the soundings at low

water and at low water the upper half of the bay has no

water in it. At least the surface of the water is so close

to the roots of the tall sea grass that it is hardly visible.

The lower half of the bay is composed of shallow flats,

but is crossed by a deep channel, propbably cut by the

tide making in from Bigantine Inlet, though we did not

investigate this.

Well, we followed that other boat along the north

shore of the bay, moving very slowly through the long

grass, which was now barely covered by the water. For

some reason the other boat's sail was single reefed and

the Crescent soon forged ahead of her, and not tacking

soon enough, grounded in the mud. And what soft mud
it was! But we didn't want to wait for the tide to float

her, so overboard went all of us and got her head around

and worked her back into the wake of the other boat,

v/hich we then followed, spilling the wind out of our

own sail to keep astern and making short tacks until the

channel before mentioned was reached. There the Cres-

cent filled awav, and passing through a break in an ugly

looking bar that appearently extended all the way across

the bay headed for the bridge of the Brigantine Railroad.

Through not knowing the best water, we kept too far

off the" meadows here, and trying to lay a straight course

tor the drawbridge ran into a flat again. But the fresh-

ening wind heeled the boat enough to reduce her draft

somewhat, and with board up and sheet started she

bumped across the obstruction into deeper water and

tacked for the draw. .The Cook was engaged in the

preparation of one of his famous "stews." while Koons
braced the stoves in a more or less upright position. It

was the first and last time they tried to cook while under

way. Every time the boat came about a lively duet of

—

well, unparliamentary remarks—was audible in the cabin,

and at last the Cook put his head out the door and

swore if the boat was not "sailed straight" he would

desert at the next port. It was pointed out to him that

the watch on deck was not responsible for the velocity

of the wind and the rough water and he retired grumbling

to his fire. After passing through the draw a boatman
whom we hailed informed us that our way lay through

the second "therf'r," and a beat of half a mile brought

us to said "therf'r," a mere creek about 50 feet wide

Half way through we anchored to permit the cook to

serve up his "stew," which, to tell the truth, was well

received. Then we got under way once more, but tried

to sail too close in, coming into the last reach of the

thoroughfare, and stopped for a moment, while Walt
and the Cook (in "the altogether") combined duty and
pleasure by taking a bath and pushing the boat off the

sand at the same time. Crossing the arm of Absecon
Inlet, known as Main Channel, we entered another narrow
passage through the meadows and came out into Abse-

con Channel and opened up a view of Atlantic City, a mile

away. A few tacks down the channel, with the Crescent

heeling until the lee rail was submerged and bounding
over the slight swell from the ocean, brought us to the

inlet pier. The big catboats here threatened to crush in

the sides of the lighter built ' Crescent, and an arrange-

ment was soon made with Capt. C, of the Star, to moor
our boat at his wharf on the canal. There the Crescent

was tied up and the crew donned their shore clothes and
landed to "take in" the sights of the overgrown and too

popular resort. Atlantic City, with its rushing crowds
and its miles of side shows and photograph galleries on

the ocean front, had few charms for the Crescents; they

love the sea too well, and the proper atmosphere for its

enjoyment is absent from the place in July and August,

at any rate. What the crew did and the sights they saw
in Atlantic City the Skipper, having spent his time with

his family, who were summering at the shore, knows
only by hearsay. It has nothing to do with the cruise

any way. Koons was unfortunate enough on Monday to

lose his light rod, reel and line. Starting for a day's

fishing, he was getting his tackle ready and left it on
deck coming out of the canal. The word was given to

stand by ready to jibe, but Koons did not know the

nature and results of jibing in a fresh breeze, and when
he picked himself up and got out of the cabin his rod
was gone. The water was shallow at that point and
Koons and Walt jumped overboard and waded back, but
were unable to locate the spot, and thereafter Koons
fished with a heavy rod and heart.

Tuesday fornenoon the setting in of the flood tide found
all the Crescents on board and a gale blowing from the
northwest. Shortly before 11 o'clock our little yacht,
under close-reefed mainsail, left the sheltered "eanal"
and dashed o\ er the lop^ s\v^lls across. tl>e inlet., 3.roi;\^nd

the "staked island" and up the Main Channel. Across
the entrance to our "second therf'r" was a bar. which the

tide had not yet uncovered, so we went two miles fur-

ther and tried two other passages, both of which we
found too shoal a short distance in. So we ran back to

the original thoroughfare and found enough water around
the edge of the bar to let the Crescent through. When
we came out into Grassy Bay the tide had not risen enough
and we anchored in a sheltered corner to wait for it and
have dinner. The afternoon sail across Grassy Bay was
without special incident except a rather lively time hunt-
ing, in that three-reef gale, for the elusive passage across
the bar in the middle of the ba}'. For the rest, we found
good water, and about 4 o'clock dropped anchor in the
Main Marsh Thoroughfare, where we had decided to
remain over night for the sake of the good fishing. Run-
ning into the meadow bank to catch some crabs for bait

we encountered an ancient fisherman, who told us that

he would not for any consideration swim in those waters,
as we had done when we anchored there before. He said
the morning we left an 8-foot shark had been seen in the
thoroughfare. Koons was sure this was the fish that had
taken his hooks off, for anything less than 8 feet he was
sure he could have held. The A. F. was reminded by
this of other blood-curdling monsters of the deep that
he had seen, and treated us to stirring accounts of their
capture until the supply of bait was sufficient, when we
put off for our anchorage. The sport was again excel-
lent and we were able to present some twenty-five fish

to the master of an oyster sloop that passed about half
an hoi* later. In return the sloop's foremast hand
dumped a supply of luscious bivalves into the cockpit of
the Crescent. Koons was so delighted at this exchange,
which for a time relieved him from the painful necessity
of returning his fish to the water, that he volunteered to
open the oysters himself, which he did, and they proved
a pleasant addition to the supper. Another pleasant even-
ing further endeared this lonely anchorage to the Cres-
cents, and they unanimously resolved to come again and
stop there next year.

[to be concluded next week,]

Oconomowoc Y. C. Regatta.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 11.—Argo, the crack 20-footer owned

by Mr. L. F. Gates, of Oshkosh. this week at the regatta
of the Oconomowoc Y. C, won both main prizes—the
Oconomowoc Y. C. cup and the Green Lake cup. This
gives the Oconomowoc cup to the Winnebago boat for a
permanent possession.

Meteor, owned by Robt. Nunnemacher, Milwaukee
Y. C, won the Pabst trophy.

Entries for the regatta were Problem, Walter Dupee,
Oconomowoc Y. C. ; Imp, C. D. Peacock, Jr., Chicago
and Green Lake Y. C. ; Harriet H., Henry L. Hertz,
Pistakee Y. C. ; Avis II., Wm. N. Pelouze, Oconomowoc
Y. C; B. & F., H. R. McCullough, Green Lake Y. C.
The above are all Chicago-owned boats. Other entries
were: Robert Nunneinacher's Meteor, Milwaukee Y, C.

;

W. L. Davis' Anita, Neenah Y. C; L. F. Gates' Argo,
Oshkosh Y. C. ; George Brunder's Aderyn. Pine Lake
Y. C. ; William H. Meyer's Dora and William Kieclc-
hefer's Dorothy, both Pewaukee Y. C, and Gardner
Green's Peerless and Hayes Murphy's Galatea, both
Oconomowoc Lake Club.
The regatta was sailed under Inland Lake Y. A, rules.

Wm. Cothroll was official measurer.

FIRST DAYj AUG. 6.

The fast Fox Lake boat, Harriet H., which made so
good an impression at the Fourth of July regatta of
Columbia Y. C, at Chicago, took the first heat for the
Oconomowoc cup. She was handsomely sailed by Nick
Morris over the nine-mile course, four and one-half miles
and repeat, and held matters well in hand, except ©n the
short leg, where there was windward work. In the latter

Argo gained upon Harriet. Problem, Dupee boat, seemed
hardly at its best in the stiffish wind that prevailed. The
boats crossed the line in the following order : Harriet H.,
Meteor, Problem. Dora, Argo. Harriet dropped to lee-

ward and led. Meteor and Problem fought a little duel
under a slack wind in the lee of the island, and later

drew out well up with Argo and Aderyn, Harriet by this

time having established a decisive lead. The main in-

terest was between Harriet and Argo, and between Meteor
and Problem. Argo made her gain in the brief windward
leg, a half mile in length, and she went up from fifth

place to second, leading Aderyn, Meteor and Problem.
The start was flying. Following are the sailing times

:

Harriet H., Pistakee Y. C 1 00 30
Argo, Oshkosh Y C 1 01 42
Aderyn, Pine Lake Y. C....i...^.. 1 02 05
Meteor, Milwaukee Y. C. 1 Uii u7
Problem, Oconomowoc Y. C 1 03 36
Zaza, Oconomowoc Lake Club 1 05 28
Dora, Pewaukee Y. C 1 06 34
Avis II., Oconomowoc Y. C 1 09 54
Galatea, Oconomowoc Lake Club 110 20
Peerless, Oconomowoc Lake Club 1 11 K

SECOND DAY, AUG. 7.

Argo made it two straight to-day and cinched the cup.
The wind was stiff', and she could stand it. Admirably
sailed by Luhm, her skipper, she gave her nearest rival a
very handsome beating. The same course was sailed as
before, twice around the triangle. Wind, W.S.W. and
fresh. The order of start was Argo, Galatea, Harriet
H., Dora. Meteor. Aderyn, Problem, Zaza, Peerless, Avi.s

II. On the second leg, the windward one, Harriet seemed
not to point in the same class with Argo, and was also
outsailed by Aderyn, which ran up from fifth place and
got within thirty seconds of the leader. A duel between
Aderyn and Harriet on the third leg, off the wind, lost

time for both boats, and gave Argo a fine chance, which
she was not slow to improve, so that she had a clean lead
of one minute at the end of the first round, On the
second round Harriet out-maneuvered Aderyn and gained
a lead very lively at the turn for the first leg, but this duel
of the others continued to give Argo the best of it, and
she gained a two-minute lead, Harriet now second.
Times

:

Argo 0 58 07 Zaza 1 07 39

Harriet H, . . 1 00 25 Galatea 1 09 25

Problem - - 1 02 25 Dora ...109 28

Ademi 1 02 31 Avia II 1 09 32

^etebr . 1 05 44 Peerless 1 f)? 4T
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The two winners were started for the third race, the
rubber, at 3 P. M. The wind was stronger than in the
morning. Harriet exchanged courtesies with Argo, this

time going over the line first. Harriet hugged the wind
inshore to fend Argo out of the windward berth. Harriet
lost the wind inshore, and Argo got a lucky puff outside a
bit further, and forged ahead and to windward of Harriet,

blanketing Harriet. At the first turn Argo led by forty

seconds. Soon after the turn Harriet ran aground and
lost two minutes getting off, Argo finishing the first round
of the course three minutes and twenty-seven seconds
ahead. On the next round, Harriet, in the windward
work of the short leg, gained four seconds in a half mile,

but this was but a drop in the bucket, Argo being too far

in advance, and winning with a lead of four minutes and
fourteen seconds. Times:

Argo 0 53 08 Harriet H 0 57 22

Argo thus won the Oconomowoc cup.

THIRD DAY, AUG. 8.

Another factor came into the racing to-day. "Walter
Dupee's boat Problem proved indeed a problem for them
all, and won the first heart of the Green Lake cup race in a
hair-raising finish with Harriet H., the fast Fox Lake
craft which has been so close to the line at every finish in

these waters this season. At one time Harriet was two
minutes and thirty seconds back of Problem, but she was
nicely handled, collaring Problem for the place almost at

the line. The latter, however, was sailed coolly and
pluckily, and Skipper Walt saw the bow of Harriet mid-
ships of Problem as he went across.

Argo, which won the series yesterday, played in hard
fortune to-day. Harriet handed her a blanket at the start

and set her so far back that she never could challenge
either Aderyn or Meteor. Just past the first buoy B. & F.
cut in and Avent into third place, but went aground not
long after. Harriet lost of her time in a case of repairs,

her traveler carrying away. At the Narrows she had,
however, made up a lot of distance, and getting here a nice
fiaw of wind, closed up with Problem, which had outrun
all competitors to this short distance from the home buoy.
Harriet actually passed Problem for a moment, within 200
fathoms of the line. Another puflf caught both boats, and
Problem seemed to have the better of it, crossing first by
a half length. Times

:

Problem 1 18 05 Dora 1 24 25
Harriet H 1 18 07 B. & F 1 24 44
Meteor 1 22 51 Imp 1 24 54
Aderyn 1 23 04 Zaza Withdrew.
Argo 1 23 16

FOURTH DAYj AUG. 9.

Argo, beaten yesterday, would not be denied to-day, and
again made it two straight, winning the Green Lake chal-
lenge cup, handily taking the measure both of Harriet in
the morning and Problem in the afternoon. The wind
was stiffish and to Argo's liking. In the first race of
the day the boats crossed the line at the start as follows

:

Harriet, Aderyn, Imp, Problem, Meteor, B. & F., Galatea,
Argo, Dora. Harriet had something to the good, but on
the weather leg let Argo up to within ten seconds of her.

On the last leg the wind was abeam, and it was a pretty
fight between Harriet and Argo. At the Narrows Argo
had collared Harriet, and she outfooted her thence home,
winning by thirty-seven seconds. Meteor and Problem
also made a close thing of it for the leaders. Galatea
stood by to help B. & F., which had carried away a
shroud. Times

:

Argo 0 59 30 Harriet 1 00 07

It was now between Argo and Problem, the hard-fight-
ing Harriet being at last out of it. The two winners had a
merry fight of it, Mr. Dupee making a splendid showing
with Problem, double reefed and with a storm jib only,
and, even so, giving the stiffer boat a tussle which she will
not soon forget. Problem led by ten seconds at the
weather buoy, and by eighteen seconds at the end of the
first_ round. This, however, was the end of it. Argo
carried full canvas, and was too good in this weather for
Problem. At the first turn Argo had passed and gained
forty-five seconds on Problem. On the short weather leg
Problem pointed nicely. She set a working jib. but it was
now too late for her to hope, and Argo showed her heels
to Problem thence in. Times:

Argo 0 57 31 Problem 0 58 47

FIFTH DAY, AUG. ID.

For the Pabst trophy, open only to yachts of Waukesha
county. Wis. A stiflF wind. The start was in following
order: Aderyn, Problem, Meteor, Zaza, Dora, Avis,
Peerless, Galatea. Avis capsized in the first round, at
the end of which the order was Aderyn, Meteor, Problem,
there being forty-two seconds between the leader and
Meteor, Problem twenty-three seconds back of Meteor.
The rest were outclassed. On the next round Meteor
picked up considerable time on Aderyn. and the latter
claimed a foul on a close shave which Meteor gave her on
the third buoy. Foul was not allowed, and Meteor won
by thirty-three seconds over her nearest rival. Times

:

Meteor 0 58 30 Dora 1 04 56
Aderyn 0 59 30 Galatea 1 09 00
Problem 0 59 28 Peerless 1 11 22
Zaza 1 02 02

Argo Sold to Milwaukee Men.

Pleased very much by the fine showing made by the
Oshkosh boat, Argo, Messrs. W. A. Starke and R. E.
Giljoluann. of Milwaukee, made her owner an offer for
her. the price said to be $1,000. and Mr. Gates sold the
boat, which will hereafter sail under the Milwaukee
burgee. _

3o-Footei-s at Newport,
The 30-footers sailed a race on Aug. 6 in a strong S.W

breeze over the Dj^er's Island course, the times being

:

Dorothy. H. Y. Dolan ^^oTIx'
v eda, G. Bacon 5 04 10
Esperanza. W. B. Duncan, Tr .

".

5 OR =wVaqv ro ITT.. W. Rutherfor"d o nsWa Wa. R. Brooks | %
PoUywotr. A. H. Paget o fto 97
Asahi, w. s. Miller

: :

i

" ! ! ! ! 1 i ! 1 ! 1 ! ! ! .' i;: !^ 10 11

On Aug. 7 the 30-footers were joined by three half-
rsters, the latter sailing over eight-mile course, wbilf:

the 30-footers sailed over an eighteen-mile course to

Dyer's Island and return. There was a light N.E. breeze,

and the times were:

30-Footers.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Wa Wa, R. Brooks 3 08 00 5 55 19 2 47 19
Veda, G. Bacon 3 08 00 5 55 36 2 47 36
Vaquero III., W. Rutherford 3 08 00 5 55 47 2 47 47
Asahi, W. S, Miller 3 08 00 5 56 58 2 48 58
Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Jr 3 08 00 5 57 48 2 49 48
Dorotliy, H. Y. Dolan 3 08 OO 5 57 58 2 49 57
Pollywog, A. H. Paget 3 08 00 5 58 36 2 50 36

Half-Raters.
Breeze, G. Roelker, Jr 3 16 23 4 .32 52 1 16 29
Eaglet, W. Grosvenor, Jr 3 16 15 4 34 29 1 18 14
Hawk, W. Gammell 3 16 19 4 39 28 1 23 08

A sweepstake race was sailed on Aug. 8. The race was
started in a light south wind, which became stronger
before the finish, and the course was a triangular one.
Wa Wa ran ashore, and Pollywog and Dorothy withdrew.
The times were, start 3:14:

Finish. Elapsed.
Asahi, W. S. Miller 5 46 58 2 .32 58
Veda, G. Bacon 5 47 19 2 33 19
Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Jr 5 49 12 2 35 12
Vaquero III., W. Rutherford 5 51 18 2 37 18
Wa Wa. R. Brooks Withdrew.
Pollywog, A. H. Paget Withdrew.
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan Withdrew.

On Aug. 9 a race was sailed in a light wind, which
shifted from N. to S.W. The cour.se was sixteen miles
from Rose Island to Fiske Ledge and return, and the
times were, start 3:36:

Finish. Elapsed.
Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Jr .5 56 31 2 20 31
Pollywog, A. H. Paget 6 00 46 2 24 46
Veda, G. Bacon 6 05 03 2 29 03
Wa Wa, \l. Brooks Withdrew.

On Aug. 10 a race was sailed over the Dyer's Island
course in a good S.W. breeze. The start was made at
3:20 and the times were:

Finisli. Elapsed.
Wa Wa, R. Brooks 5 42 04 2 18 04
Pollywog, A. H. Paget 5 42 24 2 18 24
Veda, G. Bacon 5 42 31 2 18 31
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan 5 44 46 2 20 46
Esperanza. W. B. Duncan, Jr 5 46 01 2 22 01
Vaquero TIL, W. Rutherford 5 46 37 2 22 37
Asahi, W. S. Miller Withdrew.

Gofinthian, Y. CtvawEi mm flBMSAi

Burgess Y. C
MARBLEHEAD—^MASSACHUSETTS BAY,

Monday, Aug. 6.

The Burgess Y. C. sailed its open race, postponed from
July 26. on Aug. 6, in a light, variable breeze, that just
moved the yachts along, the times being

:

25£t. Class.

Flirt, Fabvan

Sintram, W. P.

Raceabouts.

Knockabouts.

Suzzane, F. Brewster

Handicap Class.
Xever Did, D. H. Follett
Sally IV., L. S. Percival
Mistral, T. W^ Little
Onda, T. Greenough
Water Lily, J. D. Safford
Geisha, C. W. Jaynes
Dragon, C. M. 'Baker
Nameless, W. H. Stuart, Jr

21ft. Cabin Class.
Harriet, L. T. Harrington
Rambler, Pommeroy Brothers

18ft. Class.
Dauntless, Benner & Patten
Fantasy, William Allerton
Perhaps, J. E. Robinson
Lobster, C. E. Hendrie

16£t. Class.
Moccasin, A. D. Irving 2 07 26
Gee Whizz, F. G. Macomber, Jr 2 08 00
Ugly Duckling, C. F. Lyman 2 20 26
Cyclone, F. G. Macomber Withdrew.

Dories.
Toodo, B. C. Melzard 2 22 25
Barbara, J. Blaney 2 24 10
Raggy Lug, W. H. Brown Withdrew.

The judges were J. H. Goodwin and Isaac B.
Gee Whizz protested Moccasin.

Elapsed. Corrected
.2 48 20

,2 41 23
.2 49 37

.2 51 14

.3 02 00

.3 13 3a

.2 40 01 2 40 01

.2 45 07 2 43 31

.2 51 14 2 51 14

.2 51 21 2 49 45

.3 05 12 2 54 00

.Withdrew

.Withdrew

.W^ithdrew.

.2 57 07

.3 01 37

.1 24 18

.1 29 14

.1 41 02

.2 53 23

Mills.

Manchesteif Y. C
MANCHESTER, MASS.

Tuesday, Aug. 7.

The Manchester Y. C., of Manchester, sailed its annual
open race on Atig. 7 in a light N.E. breeze. There were
twenty starters, but no close finishes, the best being in
Class K, in which Jolly Roger beat Pirate im. 155. The
times were:

Special Class.
lapsed.

Hanley. W. F. Bache 1 24 50
Nixie, S. J. Connolly

.'..'.'.'.".'.Withdrew.

Class D.
Flirt, Fabyan & McKee j 32 94
Onda, John Greenough ^ mat
Never Did, D. H. Follett .'.

. .'.['.'.'.'.'.'.'.l 40 28

Lookout, A. H. Higginson 1 33 02
Hostess, H. M. Faxon !!!!.'!! !l 35 07

Harriet, L. T. Harrington. 1 t;7 99
Wind, c. E. Getting, Jr ^^^v^v/^'.'.'.^ oi

Class K—Raceabouts.
Jolly Roger, B. B. rro\vninshield 1 Oft

Pnate. R. C. Robbms. ...'.itltl
Tunipoo, J. L. Bremer 42 42Runaway Girl, Tweed

, . .
'. '.1 45 27

^ Class T.
Dauntless, Benner & Patten. I Vi n?
Petrel, C. H. Lunt.. 1^ M
Perhaps, J. E. Robinson.... '.

. 1 ^1 w
Circe II.. F. L. Pigeon J 54

2

'

Fantasy, W'm. Allerton
i ! . ! !

!

'. ! "l 58 41
Lobster. C. E. Hendrie 1 =a j-^

Joque, Walter Kelly .'.'.'.' .'...'...'
..'Withdrew.

Class X.
Only One, J. F. Perkin?, 9 09 10
Rikki Tikki, Loring Brothers .2 33 10W^tch, Henry Wigglesworth 9 <q m
Freak, E. C, Fitch.... '

: : : r. r. '.WitMrL
The judges were A. G. Wood, G, W, Mansfield, T- H.

P. podg;e and S, J Connollv ,

• -
-

M.4RBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Wednesday, Aug. 8.

' The Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead, sailed the first

race of its midsummer series on Aug. 8 in a light south
breeze, the times being:

Elapsed. Corrected.
30ft. Class.

Hanley, W^ F. Bache 1 39 03 1 39 0.?

Empress, Hayden & Parker 1 48 36 1 48 .36;

Al Kyris, J. F. Brown 1 49 30 1 49 30i

Cartoon, Howard Parker 2 05 10 2 05 lOj

25ft. Class.
Flirt, Fabvan & McKee 1 42 31 1
Never Did, D. H. Follett 1 ,57 49 1

18ft. Class.
Fantasy, Wm. Allerton 1 57 05
Dauntless, Benner &- Patten 1 51 06
Lobster, C. E. Hendrie 1 58 59
Perhaps, J. E. Robinson ..1 59 38
Nymph, Oscar Perkins 2 00 22
Joque, Walter Kelly 2 05 06

21ft. Special Class. -^i^vV

Lookout. A. H. Higginson .'. . d..ll 52
Hostess, H. M. Faxon..!.. ..'3^6 56

Class A—Raceabouts; ' -

Jolly Roger, B. B. Crowninshield 1 44 OS
Sintram, W'. P. Fowle 1 48 20
Pirate, R. C. Robbins 148.52
Banderlog, Joshua Crane, Jr 1 50 .35

Class B—Knockabouts.
Opksah IL, S.H. Foster 1 50 13
Theresa, L. Davis 1 59 52

Class C—Handicap.
Saliy IV., L. F. Percival 1 44 56
Mistral, T. W^ Little 1 51 15
Gossip, P. Brooks 1 46 5f)

40 44:

57: 49J

1 49 43-

1 51 06
Not meas,.

1 54 28
1- 57 OC:

2 01 00

1 11 52
1 11 57

1 38 39
1 44 58
1 46 591

1 48, 25
1 52 37
1 54 31
1 56 36;

1 58 0.3:

2 03 12.

39 39'

43 02:

46 42:

48 58:

Dragon, C. M. Barker 1 56 48
Isis, C. H. Mayo 1 58 54
Yarico, H. E. \ erxa 2 02 56
Brigand, H. A. Morse 2 04 59
Lillian. H. E. W^hitney ,. .2 10 38
Ouivet'te, F. A. C. Hill .....2 13 41

Class D—Handicap .Knockabouts.
Agnes, D. C. Holder. Jr 1 41 41
Comet, H. P. Benson 1 46 05
Thistle, A. P. McKinnon 1.. 1 46 42
Water Lily, J. D. Safford 1 4g 58
Spinster, F. O. North ] 53 41
Maia, Everett Paine '.Withdrew.

16ft. Class.
Gee Whizz, F. G. Macomber, Jr 1 04 50
Moccasin, A. D. Irving.. 1 05 27
Ugly Duckling, C. F. Lyman '.'.['.1 08 00
Mowgli, W. I. Palmer 4 40 48
Rikki Tikki, Loring Brothers ^ ..1 12 12
Cyclone, F. G. Macomber 1 14 27

J"^^.^^ ^^'^''^ Keith, D. H. Follett and G.W. Mansfield.

H«n Y. c
HULL—^BOSTON HARBORi

Saturday, Aug. 11.

The Hull Y. C. sailed a club race on Aug. 11 in a
strong S.W. breeze, the times being:

HO Class.

Ai 1.' T -D
Elapsed. Correctcti,

Al kyris, J. F. Brown 1 58 05
Empress, Hayden & Parker 1 58 54
Hanley. W. F. Bache 2 26 42 . , . !1

25-Footers.
Flirt, Fabyan & McKee 2 03 54
Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 2 05 46
Little Peter, J. J. Moebs 2 10 48 .' .. ..

21ft. Plandicap Class.
vShyessa, Douglass 1 41 22 1 31 22
Ntke. C. A. Coolev 1 43 4"? 1 31 4'>

^^v'^^Ti
^y"""^: 1 38 57 1 31 57

Darthea, W B. Lambert 1 33 58 1 33 58
Caterpillar^ W . P Keyes 1 52 03 1 36 03
Dabster, G. D. Ketth 1 40 33 1 37 33
Swirl .. 1 44 50 X 40 50
Squaw, A. M. Bhnn Withdrew.

18ft. Handicap Class.
Barbara. A. F. Hayden 1 43 20 1 30 40
Zaza, Lauriat & Humphreys 1 46 00 1 35 00
Goblin, G. W. Canterbury 1 47 17. 1 36 17

The judges were Miss Bessie M. Carter, L. B. Flint
and H. N. Nute.

Daxbury Y. C.

DUXBURY, MASS.

Saturday, Aug. 11.

The Duxbury Y. C. sailed a race on Aug. 11 in a good
S.W. breeze, the times being

:

21ft. Class.

^ . „ . Elapsed.
Fanny D., A. E. W alker 1 49 20
Geisha, W. T. W'hitman 1 49 gi
Scamper, Reed Brothers 1 55 5G
Nancy Hanks, P. W. Maglathlin 1 57 12

18ft. Knockabouts.
Lobster, C. C. Clapp 1 55 37
Dazzler, Goodspeed Brothers 1 56 37
Spider, H. Hunt 1 57 23
Kittawake, H. M. Jones 1 59 30
Milady, F. R. Adams [2 02 37
Oom Paul, G. R. Cushman !

"2 03 03
Handicap Class.

If, F. B. Norwood 1 51 32
Rainbow, \y. Ormond 55 03
Dolphm, Is. Morton 1 53 02
I'edera, J. Simmons !l 58 48
Random, H. W. Ottow ^ .-Withdrew.

Gaff and Spritsails.
Salona, C Foster 2 28 40
lankee, Harvey 2 33 32

"Whinthfop Y. C
WINTHROP—BOSTON HARBOR. .

'

Saturday, Aug. 11.

The Winthrop Y. C. sailed a handicap race on Aug. 11,
the times being :

'

25ft. Class.
Elapsed.

Ideal, H. W. Whittier 1 36 30
Alert, John MacConnel! 1 23 52
Cygnet, J. R. Hodder .Disabled.

21ft. Class.
Thetus. R. W'. Clark ....11753
Ruth. A. S. Richards...^ 132 13
Zoo, Horace Waitc

, 1 35 24

ISft. Class.
Tliehna. E. Tewkshurv 0 56 10
Hector, H. W. Hubbard 0 57
Delia, W. D. Allen 0 52 26

15ft. Class.
Flash, W H. Myrick ...1 06 19
F^va, H. FImn ." 01 53
r?p?r, W- W, Colson '

! !
.',1

Ifi Ifj

Corrected.
1 11 30
1 14 52

1 13 53
1 15 13
1 IS 24

« .50 10
D 51 1.3

0 52 26

0 46 19
0 46 .52

0 51 IS
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MINNESOTA.
Photo by Notman, Montreal.

I RED COAT.

Photo by Notman, Montreal,

Seawanhaka International Chal-

lenge Cup.

Sixth Match—Royal St Lawrence Y, C.—White Eear Y, C.

Third Day—Second Race.

Monday, aug. 6. ^

1 Windward and Leeward.

The shrower of Sunday afternoon was followed by an-
other between 5 and 6 A. M. on Monday—a small thunder
storm with little wind. It cleared, however, by break-
fast time, and the morning was hot and calm. The St.

Louis towed the boats to Pointe Claire at noon to find

no wind about the lake, and it was not imtil 2 o'clock

that a light S.E. breeze came across from Chateaugay.
The St. Louis at once ran up to the Beaconsfield mark of

the triangle and anchored for a starting line, and as soon
as the steam j'acht Nama could be hailed she was sent
away to log the course and lay the outer buoy. The pre-
liminary signal was given at 2:50, before the Nama
started, the preparatory at 2:55, and the start at 3 o'clock.

The course was two miles from off Beaconsfield Point
across the lake almost in line with the cross on Nun's
Island.

Minnesota crossed first, very shortly after the gim, with
Red Coat on her weather quarter. With the very light

air, even less than on Saturday, and perfectlj' smooth
water, all parties looked for a certain defeat of the red
boat. Within a minute after crossing Minnesota came
.about, -and on port tack barely cleared Red Goat's bow,
the latter at once tacking on her weather, when Minnesota
came about again. She gained nothing by three short,

tacks to compensate for the risk of fouling in the first

tack. They worked along, the crews to leeward, and it

was soon apparent that Red Coat was at least holding
her own, and that Minnesota was not leaving her as on
.Saturday. For the first half hour it was a question wliich
of the two was gaining, one or the other of them taking -a

little lead. Red Coat was plainly holding on better' than
Minnesota, and pointing quite as high. As they neared
the mark Red Coat began to show a steady gain, which
amounted to over a minute at the end of the leg.

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Red Coat 3 42 40 0 42 40 0 01 20 0 01 20
Minnesota 3 44 00 0 44 00

They set spinakers to starboard and ran home slowly,
going a little by the lee and jibing spinakers off Pointe
Claire. The first round finished

:

Leg.
Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 4 19 18 0 26 38 0 00 52
Minnesota 4 20 10 0 26 10 0 00 28

Round.
Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 1 19 18 0 00 52 0 00 52
Minnesota 1 20 10

They started to windward under the same conditions
as on the first round, but the wind fell before the middle of
the leg was reached. About 5 o'clock the wind shifted to
the east for a short time, while a thunder stortn was ma-
king up in the north. The outer mark was timed

:

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Red Coat 5 02 50 0 43 32 0 05 38 0 06 30
Minnesota 5 09 20 0 44 13

What little wind there was at the turn fell entirely, and
at 5 :20 it began to rain, while the clouds grew heavier and
blacker in the north. The yachts were becalmed, so far
as any visible wind was concerned, though they made a
little progress toward the mark. The storm to the north
finally sent out a breeze from N.W., which caught Red
Coat first and brought her in to the line with storm jib
and sheets flattened. The end of the round was timed:

Leg.
Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

B#d Coat......... 6 03 20 1 00 30 0 04 00
^linnesota 6 07 20 0 68 00 0 02 30 .

Round,
Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 1 44 02 0 03 08 0 04 00

Minnesota 147 10 , .. . ...

The only question now was whether the wind would

hold until' 7 o'clock. The storm was still threatening,

with a little thunder and lightning and rain most of the
' time.' but its future developments were very uncertain.

; "There was still fifty-three minutes left before the time limit

expired, and with booms well off the port quarter both

boats were making good tiine. The outer mark was
timed

:

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Red Coat 6 17 02 0 13 42 0 02 58

Minnesota 6 20 00 0 12 40 0 01 02

. It was now a beat to the finish, and as long as the wind
held the boats moved very fast, but about 6:30 the wind
fell again. After a little time it came in harder, and
when Red Coat was within 300yds. of the line she stopped

and tied in her second reef, standing on across the line

under reefed mainsail only, Minnesota making a spec-

tacular finish as she came up and drove over the line un-

der full sail. The firiish Vas timed:

Leg.
Finish. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat ......6 48 38 0 31 36 0 00 04 0 03 02

Minnesota .;6 51 40 0 31 40

Round.
Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 0 45 18 0 03 02

Minnesota 0 44 20 0 00 58

Elapsed. Elapsed.
Red Coat 3 48 38 Minnesota 3 51 40

By the time the yachts were made fast astern of the

St. Louis, it was dark, and the rain was falling. They
ran otit into the lake to pick up the mark boat, and it

vi;a.s. nearly 8 o'clock before the St. Louis and her string of

yachts and boats, made fast to a long towline, ran into the
club pier at Dorval. ' The race conmiitte and the two
crews 'were invited to dine with Vice^Com. Simras at the
Forest and Stream Club at 7:30. but it was nearer 9
o'clock when they met, a party of about twenty. The
'dinner passed off very pleasantly, and the party broke up
at a late hour.

Fourth Day—Third Race.

TUESDAY, AUG. 7.

Triangular Course.

Though the rain ceased during the night, it began by
6 o'clock on Tuesday morning, a light, steady drizzle, with
next to no wind, the vanes showing N.E. Owing to her
mainsail shrinking with the wetting of Monday's showers,
Minnesota shifted to the new sail used in the first race.

AH hands spent the morning about the club house, with
no hopes of a race, but unwilling to miss any possible

cliance which might turn up. About noon the wind
freshened a little, though it was still raining, and after

luncheon it was decided to go up to the course.
The St. Louis reached the starting mark off Pointe

Claire about 2 :oo, and sails were set on both boats, the
preliminary being given at 2 :20 and the start at 2 :30, the
course being sailed with buoys to port, making the third
leg to windward.
Red Coat crossed first in the weather berth, breaking

out her balloon jib and spinaker on the line, while Minne-
sota, but a little astern, lost some little time in setting her
kites. Shortly after the start the rain stopped, and as
there was now a moderate breeze and smooth water, the
boats reached off very fast, Red Coat holding her lead
easily. They jibed at the Beaconsfield mark as follows:

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Red Coat. ..2 41 12 0 11 12 0 00 18 0 00 18
Minnesota ...2 41 30 0 11 30

With booms well off they reached very fast for the
second mark, St. Louis preceding them. When the
steamer had run the full distance there was no mark to
be seen, and there was nothing to do but to .stop the
yachts as they came up. Alcyone, Nama. Wild Rose,
Chipmuiik aij4 tb? other yachts and IauncJ;e§ were all

hunting for the mark, and after a time the triangular

float was discovered, quite near to the St. Louis, but with

the pole and target floating in the water. The float was
liauled on board and the pole reshipped and stayed, and
the orders were given to return to the line for a new start.

Tlie two yachts beat tip to the line with a good breeze, and
the new start was made at 3:40, tlie weather now being

clear. . The sky was overcast and gloomy, but there was
a good breeze, and altogether the conditions were favor-

able for both racing men and spectators. The Duchess
of York was out, with a very small party, and there were
quite a number of sailing boats, dinghies, skiffs and other

small craft. Again Red Coat led over the line, setting her

spinaker smartly, while Minnesota first set her b^_"oon

jib and then her spinaker. They ran very evenly, Minne-
sota once going ahead but Red Coat repassed her at the

Beaconsfield buoj'. which was timed

:

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Red Coat 3 53 00 0 13 00 0 00 08 0 00 08

Minnesota 3 53 08 0 13 08 .....

The wind was almo.st abeam on the second leg, arid

they traveled very fast, tlie times being

:

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Red Coat 4 00 20 0 07 20 0 00 13 0 00 21

Minnesota 4 00 41 0 07 33 . . . . ,

They flattened in at the buoy and held on to port tack

for a short time, but the wind was now more to the east

than at the start, and the greater part of the course was
sailed on a long starboard tack with a short hitch at the

end. The first round was finished :

Leg.
Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 4 15 00 0 14 40 0 01 29 0 01 50

Minnesota 4 16 50 0 16 09

Round.
Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 0 35 00 0 01 50 0 01 50

Minnesota 0 36 50

Red Coat again set her spinaker more promptly than
Minnesota ; the second and third rounds were both repeti-

tions of the first, except that both boats carried working
jibs instead of balloon jibs over the second leg of the third

round. The times were

:

First Leg.
Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 4 26 38 0 11 38 0 01 30

Minnesota 4 28 08 0 18 00 0 00 20

Second Leg.
Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 4 34 27 0 07 49 0 00 10 0 01 40
Minnesota 4 36 07 0 07 59

Third Leg.
Leg.

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Red Coat 4 47 25 0 12 58 0 01 15 0 02 55
Minnesota 4 50 20 0 14 13

Round.
Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 0 32 25 0 01 05 0 02 55
Minnesota 0 33 30 . . . . .

Third Round—First Leg.
Turn, Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 5 00 00 0 12 35 ..... 0 02 05
Minnesota 5 02 05 0 11 45 - 0 00 50 ... .,

Second Leg.
Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 5 07 50 0 07 50 0 00 08 0 02 13
Minnesota 5 10 03 0 07 58

Third Leg.
Leg.

Finish. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Red Coat .5 22 30 0 14 40 0 00 04 0 02 17
Minnesota 5 24 47 0 14 44 .....

Round.
Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Red Coat 0 35 05 0 02 17
Minnesota 0 34 27 0 00 38

Elapsed. Elapsed.
Red Coat ..,,...1 42 30 Minnesota 1 44 47

This finished the fifth match of the Royal St. Lawrence
Y, C, with a record of three straight races. That the
visitors were disappointed is a matter of course, but they
certainly showed no signs of it, every one of the large St.
Paul contingent accepting the result in the best possible
spirit. The only expression of ^egret was on the part o^
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the Canadians, that such opponents had not at least scored

one race after the fine showing of Minnesota on Satur-

day.

Immediately after Red Coat had crossed the line, Com.
Ordway gave notice to the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C.

committee on the steamer of the intention of the White
Bear Y. C. to challenge for next year.

On Tuesday evening Com. Molson gave a ball at the

yacht club in honor of the Americans. The club house

and grounds were handsomely decorated and illuminated,

and as the weather was merciful for once and with-

During the cruise there will be the usual races for the

owl and gamecock colors and a race for launches. . .

At I o'clock the yachts left the rendezvous for the

starting line. There was not enough breeze to sail the

boats, the yachts merely drifting to the line. At i ;30,

the time for starting, there was still no breeze, and at 3
o'clock the siart was finally made in a light southeast

breeze that just moved the racers. The race was twenty-

one and one-half miles, over a three-leg course.

At 3 o'clock the cutters were sent away. Syce cross-

ing the line first, followed by Countess, Effort and

RED COAT.

Photo by Notman, Montreal,

MINNESOTA.

held the threatened rain, the affair was most enjoyable.
On Wednesday Minnesota was shipped on a flat car and the
party started for home in the two private cars, all

promising to return next year if their challenge is ac-

cepted. Not only did the best of good feeling prevail
throughout the whole contest, but the Americans prac-
tically owned Lake St. Louis and the adjoining shores, en-
joying a free and unostentatious hospitality which can only
be rightly appreciated by those who have attended the in-

ternational matches at Dorval.

New York Y. C. Cruise.

Rendezvous, Glen Cove.

GLEN COVE TO HUNTINGTON BAY

—

COMMODORe's CUP.

Monday, Aug. 6.

The first day of the New York Y. C. cruise dawned
dreary and foggy. All day a mist hung over Hempstead
Bay, and, until late in the day, there was not enough
wind to ripple the surface of the sea. There were
gathered at the rendezvous on Monday the following

craft

:

Steamers : Corsair, J. P. Morgan ;
Intrepid, Lloyd

Phccnix; Viola, Abram Baudouine ; Artemis, F. G.

Bourne; Barracouta, Edward Ivelly; Electra, Elbridge T.

Gerry; A'lirage, Cornelius Vanderbilt; Radha, Adrian
Ise.in, Jr., with the Regatta Committee on board ; Cler-

mont, A. Van Santvoord; Kismet, J. Maxwell;
Varuna, George F. Dominick

;
Tide, C. Hoyt ; Flor-

ence, A. H. Alker
;

Llewellj-n, W. B. Brannegan

;

Columbia, James Stillman ; Scout. August Belmont

;

Electra, E. C. Benedict; Wild Duck Gen. Francis V.
Greene; Nirvana, W. R. Sands; Duchess, Leonard J.

Busby; Privateer, R. A. C. Smith; Embla, J. T. Will-

iams; Marietta, H. B. Moore; Parthenia, A. H. McKee;
Anita, George B. Wilson; Nourmahal, John Jacob Astor;
Akela, W. H. Ames; May, A. Van Rensselaer; Satanella,

Perry Belmont; Reba, Nathaniel Witherell; Maspeth,
Cord Meyer; Altair, E. D. Trowbridge; Tillie, F, L.

Osgood; Forget-Me-Not, W. H. and G. P. Butler.

Schooners : Katrina, J. B. Ford ; Hildegarde, Geo. W.
Weld; Constellation, Francis Skinner; Wayward, Chas.

Smithers; Quis.'^ctta. H. F. Lippitt; Latona, H. C. Eno

;

Fleur de Lys, Henry Walcott; Shamrock, H. P. Ward;
Rosemary, F. C. Fletcher; Emerald, W. E. Iselin; Ki-

wassa, E. P. Morse ;
Uncas, C. P. Buchanan

;
Ingomar,

Morton F. Plant ; Sachem, Frederick T. Adams ; Glen-

doveer, Malcolm Graham Jr. ; Crusader. S. L. Heu.sted,

Jr. ; Gevalia, H. W. Coates ; Carlotta C. F. Ulrich ;
Alert,

Clement A. Griscom ; Meteor. E. J. Hall ; Rusalka, F. F.

Olney ; Indra, J. M. Richmond ; Laurus. J. C. Ayer.
Cutters: Rainbow, Cornelius Vanderbilt; Yankee, H.

P. Whitney and H. B. Duryea; Mineola, August Bel-

mont; Hester. C. L. F. Robinson; Hussar. James Baird:
Sistae, J. B. Rhodes; Shark, F. L. Ames; Isolde, F. M.
Hoyt; Ahair, Cord. Meyer; Astrild, A. G. and H. W.
Hanan; Athlon, E. B. Haven; Wasp, C. H. Dodge;
Kiowa, A. H. Fowler; Eclipse, L. J. Callanan; Ondawa.
H. J. Roberts; UA-ira, R. P. Doremns; Sayonara, C. B.

Hendrickson; Jessica, J. M. Macdonough; Syce. H. S.

Redmond; Hebe, J. R. Maxwell; Lotowana, I. O'C.
Sloane; Comitess, O. Sanderson; Xara, W. I. and E. C.

Van Wart; I?olt, C. N. Nason; Altrurian, F. A. Haight.
The programme for the cruise, weather permitting,

is as follows:
Monday, Aug. 6—Race for the Commodore's cup from

Glen Cove 'to Huntington Bay.
Tuesady, Aug. 7—Squadron run, Huntington Bay to

Morris Cove.
Wednesday, Aug. 8.—Morris Cove to New London.
Thursday, Aug. 9—New London to Newport.
Friday. Aug. ia=—Newport to Vineyard Haven.
Saturday, Aug. 11.—Vineyard Haven to Newport.
Sunday. Aug. 12—The squadron will remain at anchor

at Newport.
Monday, Aug. 13—Races ofif Newport for the Astor

cups.
'Tuesday, Aug. 14—There will be a meeting of the

captains on board the flagship at noon-.

Kiowa. Shark, Astrild, Altair, Hester and Hussar II-

all crossed after the firing of the handicap gun. The
schooners started next, with Wayward in the lead, Quis-

setta next, and Indra, Uncas and Rusalka followmg.

Constellation, Katrina, Latonia, Ingomar, Neaera and

Kiwassa were handicapped. The 70-footers started at

3:15. There were in this class Rainbow^, Mineola and

Y'ankee. Virginia was at Bristol undergoing repairs.

The wind was still very light, and it was almost a drift-

ing match to the first mark. At 5 o'clock a fair S.S.W.

.

breeze sprang up, which later freshened considerably and

the race was finished in a good breeze. Cornelius Van-
derbilt's Rainbow crossed the finish line first, 3m. 49s.

ahead of Mineola. Yankee finished 2m. i8s. latet^ than

Mineola. Rainbow therefore won the Commodore's cup

Second Day—First Squadron Rua.

HUNTINGTON BAY TO MORRIS COVE.

Tuesday morning promised no better than Monday,
with a heavy mist and a flat calm. Shortly after li o'clock

a light wind blew in from the east, and at 12:15, when
the cruising trim sloops were sent away, a good wind
was blowing. Interest again centered in the 70ft. sloops,

in which class were entered Mineola, Rainbow and Yan-
kee. Virginia had not yet joined the fleet. Mineola got

over the line first, Rainbow following, with Yankee last.

Mineola led throughout the race and beat Rainbow by
i6ra. 58s. and Yankee by 20m. 30s. Corona was the

first boat to finish, reaching Morris Cove at 3:21:20, and
won the first leg of the races for the cup given by Vice-
Corn. Belmont for schooners sailing in one class. Jessica

lo.st her bowsprit and topmast and Vinita lost her bow-
sprit. The yachts finished in an eight-knot breeze, and
the times were:

'

Sloops-—Class H.
' Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected,

Hester 12 17 56 3 3t 45 3 16 49 .....
Astriid 12 15 42 3 45 01 3 29 19

Sloops—Class J.
'

Sayonara 12 16 51 4 20 30 4 03 39 4 03 39
Wasp 12 15 20 3 47 48 3 32 28 3 22 28
Fredonia 12 15 53 5 18 02 5 02 09 5 02 02
Petrel 12 16 31 4 48 56 4 32 25 4 28 30

Sloops—Class K.
Shark 1^ 15 42 3 53 17 3 37 35 3 37 35
Altair ...12 18 38 3 59 18 3 40 40 3 40 40'

Xara .•..-..,....12 20 00 5 45 19 5 25 19 5 25 19>

Hussar ir...... 12 15 42 4 38 51 4 23 09 4 23 0»
sistas ...'.r.. 12 16 IS 42226 4 06 11 4 06 11
Ondawa ...12 17 28 . 4 50 05 4 32 37 4 26 35
Svce 12 15 02 3 45 12 3 30 10 3 30 10
Lbtowana 12 15 00 4 45 57 4 30 57 4 25 04
Jessica .12 IT 14 5 02 09 4 44 55 4 43 48
Uvira 12 18 54 5 25 53 4 06 59 4 01 15

Sloops—Class L.
Hebe .12 18 21 4 11 51 3 53 30 3 53 30
Vinita Withdrew.

Sloops—-Class M.
Countess 12 16 42 4 30 56 4 14 14 4 14 14
Effort 12 15 24 4 31 35 4 16 11 4 16 11
Kiowa 12 17 46 4 39 36 4 21 50 4 21 50
Cymbra ......12 19 38 5 H 30 4 51 52 4 51 52

Schooners—Class A.
Constellation 12 25 00 3 38 58 3 13 58 3 13 58
Corona 12 24 59 3 21 20 3 56 21 2 50 18
Hildegarde 12 25 00 3 28 50 3 03 50 3 03 50

Schooners—Class D.
Ouissetta 12 20 35 3 36 46 3 16 11 3 16 11
STatrina 12 22 35 4 10 25 3 47 50 3 42 26
Latona 12 21 25 3 56 48 3 35 23 3 35 23
Ingomar 12 22 13 4 13 59 3 51 46 3 46 35

Schooners—Class F.
Kiwassa 12 17 46 4 39 36 4 21 50 4 21 50
Wayward -.12 23 51 4 23 11 3 59 20 3 51 53
Neaera 12 24 35 4 34 42 4 10 07 4 04 11
Indra 12 23 38 4 18 32 3 45 04 3 45 04
Uncas 12 22 26 5 15 50 4 53 24 4 53 24
Rusalka 12 22 18 4 53 05 4 30 47 4 30 47
Gevalia 12 22 59 4 41 32 4 18 33 4 15 48

Sloops—70ft. Class.
Mineola 12 30 42 3 55 40 3 24 58 3 24 58
Rainbow 12 32 03 4 13 59 3 41 56 3 41 56
Yankee 12 32 05 4 17 33 3 45 28 3' 45 28

C. D. Mower.

W. P. Stephens.

ON BOARD THE ST. LOUI.S.

C. A. Reed.
T. W. Taylor.

W. Q. Phillips.

Montreal Witness Photo.

H. Van Vleck.

L. P. Ordway.

in her class, Quissetta in the schooner class and Syce
in the sloop (cruising trim) class. The times, as they
had been taken when the club ^ boat left, were:

Sloops—Class H—Racing Trim.
.Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Rainbow 3 17 00 6 46 08 3 29 08
Mineola 3 16 41 6 49 3.S 3 32 57
Yankee 3 17 00 6 52 15 3 35 15

Schooners—Cruising Trim.
Constellation .3 10 00 7 02 34 3 52 34
Ingomar 3 10 00
Ouissetta 3 07 46 6 59 30 3 51 44
Katrina .3 10 00 7 14 39 4 04 39
Latona .....3 10 OO .

..' ..

Kiwassa .3 10 00
Wayward . .3 07 43 .....
Indra .3 OS 20
L^ncas . .3 08 43
Rusalka 3 09 03
Neaera .' ". .V..........,.,w3 10 00 .....

Sloops—Cruising Trim.
Huron ..'...3 03 28
Hester 3 05 OO

Astrild 3 05 00 7 20 IS 4 15 18
Wasn ........3 02 44 7 06 50 4 04 06
Shark 3 05 00 7 12 03 - 4 07 03
Altair . .3 05 00
Hussar II '........3 05 00
Sistae .3 03- 24 . .-. ..

Svce 3 00 55 7 00 42 3 .59 47
Hebe ..: ........ ..3 02 57 7 20 09 4 17 12
Effort .. ; 3 Oi2 09 . .'. .....
Kiowa 3 02 13
Countess 3 02 24

Third Day, Second Squadron Ron.

MORRIS COVE TO NEW LONDON.

Wednesday, Aug. 8.

On Wednesday morning there was a moderate east:

wind, and the start was made at g :50, Syce being the first

over the line. Virginia joined the fleet Tuesday night, and,
led the boats over the finish line in the run to New Lon-
don, beating Mineola. the next boat in, by 22m. 21s. By
noon the breeze had flattened down badly, and the yachts:
were scattered over miles of water. Yankee was be-
calmed for more than an hour and was beaten ih. 45m. 5s.

by Virginia. The times were:
70-Footers.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mineola 10 50 20 4 33 41 6 28 21 6 2& 21
Rainbow 10 06 15 4 39 33 6 33 18 6 33 18
Yankee 10 05 20 5 54 45 7 49 25 7 49 25
Virginia 10 06 40 4 09 20 6 02 40 6 02 40

Sloops—Class I.

Hester 9 50 29 6 15 14 8 25 45 8 25 45
'

Astrild 9 54 59 6 14 00 8 19 01 8 19 01
Isolde 9 50 35 6 50 12 8- 59 37 8 59 37

Sloops—Class T.

WasD 9 51 56 6 04 24. . 8.12 24 8 12 24
Sayonara -. 9 51 43 7 04 05 9 12 22 9 10 49
Petrel 9 52 15 6 34 15 8 42 00 8 38 37

Sloops—Class K.
Sha.'-k i.... 9 00 41 ^4 40 36. , 6.49 55 .6 49 55
Altair 9 50 21 5 05 50 7 1 5 29 7 15 29
Hussar II 9 51 25 7 05 00 9 53 45 9 53 25
Sistae 9 54 07 6 36 42 8 .32 35 8 32 25
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7 00 11
7 26 34
7 11 08

09 14
31 39

18 15

Syce »vv.'. 9 54 29 Withdrew.

Lotowana S ^ f

f

Undawa 9 54 ^
Uvira 9 52 53

Sloops—Class L.

Aibicore 9 51 27 7 37 34

TigJess .
3 54 25 Withdrew.

Sloops—Class M.
i.-ffnrt ... 9 51 11 6 55 55 9 0-1 44
^'^'^^^

9 52 35 withdrew.

9 Oi 03

9 23 15
9 10 47

9 46 07 9 46 07

Kiowa .

.

Countess 9 51 55 6 05 5U

Schooners—Class A.

Hildegarde 9 58 22 2 60 49

t Vmstluation 9 58 22 5 4b 2o

cZna .
95719 5 48 28

Schooners—Class D.

( ),iissetta ^ ?^

-Katrma 10 00 00

Latona 9 06 50

Ingomar 9 08 14

Schoners— Class F.

Wayward « 59 05 6 05 47

.Neaera 9 59 05

.indra 9 59 oi

•Uncas 10 00 00

Kusalka ,^ ?S
•Gevaiia 10 00 OO

5 24 36

6 05 11
6 23 12
6 22 22

8 13 55

7 52 27

7 48 13

7 51 09

7 28 34

8 05 U
8 26 22
8 24 OS

S 06 42

8 21 49

9 15 45
6 20 54

7 15 42

Withdrew.
7 38 30 9 40 27

6 IG 40 8 16 45

9 04 44

8 13 55

7 52 27

7 47 57

6- 13 50

7 28 34

8 04 38

8 26 22
8 16 53

8 06 42
8 15 35

y 15 45

9 40 27
8 14 57

Fotfftli Day, Third Squadron R«n.

NEW LONDON TO NEWPORT.

Thursday, Aug. 9.

A light N.N.W. wind blew on Thursday when the

3'adus btarted for Newport at 10:25. Beiore the yachts

jnade the nrst mark the breeze had become very light, and

a strong ebb tide helped to make trouble for the skippers.

J he wind shined continually, but was never strong.

Mambow was the hrst to hnish, crossing the line at

5:20-12 The winners in the various classes were : Kain-

bow, yuissetta, byce, Wasp, Mayllower and Hester. Ihe

day's racing was uneventful and unsatisfactory, and it was

late at nignt before the last of the yachts finished, ihe

following times were taken up to 8 o clock

:

Rainbow ^ nf
Quissetta 1.... 5 28 25

Mmeoia *> 15 52

gvce 6 53

AVasp 7 09 41

Maj'liower • 7 29 00

Hester 7 29 01

Yankee 7 46 39

Virginia 7 5117
Isolde

'J AO 2n
. Ingomar ° 40

The scene in the harbor at night was a brilliant and

spectacular one. More than 200 craft of all kinds were

anchored there, and a full moon and clear, starlit sky

•added to the charm of the picture. The fleet was the

Jargest ever gathered in American waters.

Fifth Day» Fourth Squadron Ron.

NEWPORT TO VINEYARD HAVEN.

Friday, Aug. 10.

Friday morning promised no better than Thursday.

There Avas very little wind and a great deal of heat. A
light breeze sprang up at about 9 o'clock, which in-

creased to such an extent that at 11:50, when the sloops

were sent away, a good S.W. breeze was blowing. Hilde-

garde and Constellation fell in together for a duel, while

the 70-footers closed in in a pretty raee. It was the best

day's racing of the cruise. Virginia was the first to finish,

but was disqualified for sailing inside the middle ground.

Wasp, Sistae, Petrel, Latona and Katrina were also dis-

qualified for the same reason. The times were:

Sloops—Class I.

Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Hester 11 50 13 4 07 30 4 17 17

Astrild 11 52 23 4 21 44 4 29 21

Isolde 11 51 17 4 21 18 4 29 01

Sloops—Class J.

Wasp 11 5157 Disqualified.

Sayonara 11 50 17 4 43 12 4 52 55

Petrel 11 51 28 Disqualified.

Sloops—Class K.
Shark 11 50 40 4 29 03 4 38 24

Sistae 11 51 51 Disqualified.

Syce 11 50 44 4 32 18 4 41 34
Ondawa 11 53 28 5 57 25 5 03 57

Sloops—Class M.
Effort 11 29 03 5 11 23 5 22 20
Kiowa 11 31 33 5 02 59 5 11 26

Schooners—Class A.
Hildegarde ..11 56 01 3 50 52 3 54 51
Constellation 11 56 04 3 45 02 3 49 24

Schooners—Class B.
Corona 11 55 38 3 46 59 3 51 21
Mayflower 11 57 55 4 03 50 4 05 55

Schooners—Class D.
Quissetta 11 55 17 4 05 25
Katrina 1158 18 Disqualified.
Latona 11 55 15 Disqualified.

Schooners^Class F.
Wayward , 11 57 .S3 4 26 57 4 29 24
Indra 11 56 53 4 41 13 4 44 20
Uncas ...12 00 00 4 46 23 4 46 23

Special Class.
Virginia 12 05 56 3 49 00 3 43 04
Yankee 12 05 1 2 3 59 50 3 54 38
Mineola 12 05 54 3 50 53 3 44 59
Rainbow 12 05 16 3 50 21 3 45 05

Corrected.
4 17 17
4 29 21
4 29 01

4 57 26

4 38 24

41 34

03 57

20 20
11 26

54 51
49 03

3 51 21
4 03 16

4 10 08 4 10 08

4 20 24
4 44 20
4 46 23

Disq'd,
3 54 38
3 44 59

3 45 05

Sixth Day, Fifth Squadron Run
VINEYARD HAVEN TO NEWPORT.

Saturday, Aug. 11.

A brisk S.W. breeze, which blew steadily all day, made
Saturday's run as interesting as that of Friday. The
start was made early, Syce crossing the line first at
9:45:14. Constellation and Hildegarde had an interest-
ing race. Constellation losing her foretopmast, but beating
Hildegarde 2m. 50s. Mineola again led the fleet over
the finish line, and won the Brown cup and the cup
offered by F. H. Lippet to the 70-footer winning the
greatest number of runs. Quissetta won the Vice-Com-
modore's
jority of

cup, offered to

the runs. The
the schooner
times were:

winning the ma-

Sloops—Racing Trim.
Start. Finish.

Mineola 10 01 20 2 43 21 4
Yankee 10 02 00 2 49 02 4
Virginia 10 00 41 2 51 37 4
Rainbow 10 00 15 2 53 44 4

Sloops—Class I.

Hester

9

48 29 3 13 22 5
Astrild

9

46 16 3 26 19 5
Isolde

9

46 21 3 22 01 5

Sloops—Class J.
Wasp

9

45 67 3 '39 56 5
Petrel

9

46 18 4 09 54 6
Sayonara 9 45 32 Withdrew.

Sloops—Class K.
Shark

9

45 22 3 56 08 6 10 46

Elapsed. Corrected.
42 01
47 02
50 56
53 29

42 01
47 02
50 56

53 29

14 33
40 03

35 40

53 59

23 36

14 33
40 03
35 40

53 ,59

21 37

Syce ; 9 45 14

Ondawa 9 45 18

Effort

4 .05 40 S 20 26
Withdrew.

Sloops—Class M.
.... 9 46 00 4 29 10

Schooners—Class A.
Constellation 9 51 34 3 23 33

H ildegarde 9 52 36 3 27 04

Schooners—Class B.

Corona 9 50 52 3 00 17

Mayflower 9 53 21 3 31 46

Schooners—Class D.
Quissetta 9 50 38 3 15 55

Catena , 9 50 22 3 27 29

Katrina 9 52 03 4 11 16

Schooners—Class F.

Indra 9 53 14 4 12 .37

Wayward 9 .53 46 Withdrew.
Uncas 9 52 29 W'ithdrew.

6 20 26

6 43 10 6 43 10

31 59

34 28

09 25
38 25

25 17
37 07
19 10

31 38

34 28

09 25
35 46

25 17
37 07
18 39

6 19 6 19 23

Seventh and Eighth Days, Astor Cups,

NEWPORT.

Sunday and Monday, Aug. 12-13.

Sunday was lay day for the fleet. The day was spent

quietly, everybody resting for the races for the Astor
cups on Monday. Monday proved to be the best day of

the entire cruise. A strong S.E. breeze blew in from
the sea, and the conditions were right for an interesting

race. Syce ran on a rock on Saturday and was unable to

race. This left eleven boats in the race. The Vineyard
Sound course, 38 miles, was selected. The starting gun
was fired at ii o'clock, Altair crossing the line at 11 :oo :o4.

Rainbow two seconds later, followed by Mineola, Isolde,

Virginia, Hester, Shark, Yankee and Astrild. The start

for the schooners was signaled at 11 :o5, Quissetta crossing

fifty-three seconds later, six seconds ahead of Corona. At
the first mark the yachts were timed

:

Finish.

Mineola 1 50 30

Rainbow 1 53 21

Virginia 1 59 52

Yankee , 2 00 05

Hester 2 10 05

Corona 2 10 30

Isolde 2 15 25

Astrild 2 26 20

Quissetta 2 37 40

Altair 3 3^ 60

Shark 2 39 00

Elapsed.
2 50 22
2 53 15
2 58 56

2 55 28
3 09 00
3 04 31
3 14 39
3 21 21
3 31 47

4 37 46
3 34 44

The wind had freshened and had shifted slightly east.

Soon after rounding the first mark Yankee's balloon jib

topsail was ripped at the clew, and the crew had some
ditficulty in getting it down. In the reach to the Hen and
Chickens Lightship Rainbow gained forty-one seconds on
Mineola. As the yachts rounded the second mark they

were timed as follows;

Finish.
Corona 2 34 20
Hester , 2 39 M
Isolde 2 42 00

Fini.sh.

Mineola 2 15 30

Rainbow 2 17 40

Virginia 2 24 12

Y^ankee 2 25 40

Spinakers were set to port for the run home. Hester

carried away her topmast, and was in trouble. Rainbow
continued to gain on Mineola, but Mineola crossed the

line first, forty-five seconds ahead of Rainbow. The times

at the finish were:
Sloops.

Start.

Virginia 11 00 56
Mineola 11 00 08
Yankee 11 04 37
Rainbow 11 00 06
Hester 11 01 05

Astrild 11 04 59
Isolde 11 00 46
Altair ....11 00 04
Shark 11 04 16

Finish.
3 57 25
3 51 00

3 57 -35

3 52 07
32 47
33 04
20 37
48 40

50 34

Elapsed, Corrected.
4 56 20

4 50 52

4 52 58
4 52 01
5 31 42
5 28 05
5 19 51
5 48 36
5 46 18

56 29

50 52
52 40

51 37
24 33
09 33
01 19

13 14
10 56

Schooners.
Corona 11 05 -59 4 08 28
Quissetta 11 05 33 4 37 18

5 02 29
5 31 25

5 02 29
5 13 43

6;0 46

Mineola won the Astor cup for sloops ; Corona won the

Astor cup for schooners; Isolde won the Redmond cup
for Class I sloops ; Shark won the Robinson cup for Class

K sloops.

G)rmthian Y. C Open Reg:atta*

MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY,

Saturday, Aug. ii.

The Corinthian Y. C. sailed its open regatta on Aug. 11

in a .strong S.W. breeze, the times being:

Special Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Cartoon, H. Parker 1 02 49 1 02 49
Lookout, A. H. Higginson Withdrew.

Third Class.
Monsoon, A. W. Erickson 1 37 22 1 30 29
Dauntless, Bennet & Patton 1 33 41 1 33 41
Lobster, C. H. Hendrie 1 43 00 1 42 50
Fantasy, W. Allerton 1 53 43 1 47 39
Petrel 1 51 29 1 51 29

Joque, W. Kelley 2 01 03 2 05 57

C^l^ss A.
Jollv Roger, B. B. Crowninshield. .

.'

1 26 43 1 26 43
Banderlog, J. Crane, Jr ...,.1 27 44 1 27 44
Sintram, W. P. Fowle Disqualified.
Runaway Girl, H. Tweed Disqualified.

Class B.
Qpitsah, S. H. Foster 1 30 50 1 30 50
Jacobin. T. E. Jacobs 1 30 55 1 30 55
Spry, R, Stone 1 32 59 1 32 59
Suzanne, F. Brewster Disabled.

Class C.
Louise, E. McWilliams 1 23 59 1 18 37
Yarico, H. E. Y^erxa 1 28 05 1 21 23
Qnda, J. Greenough 1 25 49 1 21 38
Sallv IV., L. F. Percival 1 23 48 1 22 58
Dragon, C. M. Barker 1 29 43 1 24 41
Quwett, F. A. C. Hill 1 34 48 1 24 44
Isis. G. H. Mayo .....1 30 45 1 28 18
Elvira, M. Bartlett 1 32 06 1 28 45
Lillian, H. E. Whitnev 1 40 32 1 30 28
Geisha, Mr. Taynes 1 42 30 1 34 08
Brigand, H. A. Morse 1 48 22 1 42 30
Owana Withdrew.
Gossip , Withdrew.

Class D.
Spinster, F. O. North 1 19 13 1 16 50
Mara, E. Paine , 1 23 44 1 19 46
Fife, J. A. Jennings.. 1 24 31 1 21 21
Soubrette, Mr. Moot 1 28 03 1 24 03

Ugly Duckling, C. F. Lvman. ......
."

0 38 24 0 38 24
Gee W^hizz, F. G. Macomber ...0 41 00 0 41 00
Moccasin, A. D. Irving 0 42 06 0 42 06
Rikki Tikki, Loring Bros 0 43 # 0 43 40

Owana and Gossip were disabled.

The Corinthian Y. C. sailed the final races in its mid-

summer series on the morning of Aug. ii in a good S.W.
breeze, the times being

:

Handicap Class.

„ ,,
Elapsed. Corrected.

Sally IV., L. F. Percival 1 28 58 1 28 58
Isis, G. H. Mayo 1 32 18 1 30 31
Mistral, T. W. Little .1 32 42 1 30 55

Quincy Cup Boats.
Lookout, A. H. Higginson 0 58 45 0 58 45
Hostess, H. M. Faxon 1 04 24 1 02 37

Class D.
Thistle, A. P. Mackinnon .' 12125 12125
Spinster, F. A. North 1 24 26 1 21 59
Maia, E. Paine 1 26 07 1 22 02
Water Lily, J. D. Safford 1..1 23 41 1 22 52
Fife, J. A. Jennings 1 33 12 1 ?,() .55

The Seawanhaka Cup.
The following comment on the Seawanhaka cup matcli

is from the Montreal Witness, a paper whose standing is

almost as well known in the States as in Canada:

The successful defense of the Seawanhaka challenge cup
for small yachts has become so much a thing to be ex-
pected, that Canadians generally are in danger of forming
the opinion that it is a natural and easy thing to achieve.
This is very far from being the case. The demands upon
the mental and physical energies of our able designers
and sailors which it entails are very onerous, and the
rnen who respond to them are entitled to every considera-
tion. Nor is it a small thing that Canadians should win a
victory such as this. Yachting is to-day what the piratical
cruises of our Viking ancestors were, the manifestation
of the latent sea power and prowess that is our in-
heritance, and is there a better measure of men than their
success in compelling the winds and the waters to serve
their will? The races have passed off without a single
hitch or an unpleasant word, and the White Bear Club
has captured—if not the cup—our respect and esteem.
It encountered hard luck on Saturday, and bore it

magnificently, and if we are to lose the cup we hope it will
be to such thorough sportsmen. The designer and cap-
tain of Red Coat has again designed, with labor, scientific
knowledge and great practical ability, not one, but four
successful boats, to a new rule, and has, in taking the
selected boat to the front, displayed ability, courage and
capacty for sheer hard work that are altogether ad-
mirable. Mr. Duggan does not stand alone in the defense
of the cup ; he is bravely and ably backed up by his club
and his crew, but his is the ability that makes the effort
victorious, and Canada can well be proud of the amateur
designer who has made a record such as no professional
designer has ever made, and the amateur sailor who has
won five international yachting contests in five years.

Texas.

H0U6TON, Texas, Aug. lo.—Editor Forest and Stream:
In looking over your issue of Aug. 4, page 95, I noticed
an article signed by Mr. E. Hough, of Chicago, and I
am very much surprised that you would publish a letter
that would slander the State of Texas by calling it a
famine-stricken and pestilence-stricken State. Mr. Hough
is evidently ignorant of the conditions of Texas or he
would never have made such a statement as he did, and
it should be strictly understood that any one that has ever
been in Texas would not make any statement of this
kind.

Our cotton crops, you know, amount to over three and a
half million bales every year; our wheat is exported all

over the wforld; almost every known article of food we
can raise in this State; our mining industries are very
large and Texas is now coming to the front as one of the
greatest rice producing States of the Union.
When he speaks of pestilence in this State, the records

drown him out; we have had no pestilence since the yel-
low fever some thirty years ago. and we have had no
diseases except those which are local.

We have hundreds of miles of paved streets and roads
in the State.

Have you never heard of the Congressional appropria-
tion to dig a deep-water channel from the Gulf of Mexico
to this city? The contract for this has been let.

We trust that you will correct the referred to article.

Theo Bering, Jr.

if yon want your ahoot to be aanouoced here wtai In
flottce like the following:

Fixtures.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENTS.
Sept. 12-13.—Salem, N. Y'.—Interstate Association's tournament,

under auspices of the Osoma Valley Gun Club.

Aug. 14-15.—Xenia, O.—Xenia Gun Club's tournament.
Aug. 15-16.—Akron, O.—Akron Gun Club's tournament.
Aug. 15-16.—Rochester Ind.—Rochester Gun Club's tournament.
Aug. 17.—Crawfordsville, Ind.—Voris vs. Crawford, for Elwood

cup.
Aug. 17.—South Norwalk, Conn.—Third open summer shoot of

the Naromake Gun Club. £. H. Fox, Sec'y.
Aug. 18.— Newark N. J.—E C cup and championship of New

Jersey, between Messrs. F. E. Smnock, holder, and H. H,
Stevens, challenger, on grounds of South Side Gun Club, at 1:30;
merchandise shoot same day and place; open to all.

Aug. 21.—Springfield, Mass.—All-day tournament of the Spring-
field Shooting Association; grounds near Indian Orchard.
Aug. 22.—New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the New Haven

Gun Chib. John E. Bassett, Sec'y.
Aug. 22-23.—Oswego, N. Y.—Riverside Gun Club's tournament:

$100 added. G. W. Tully, Sec'y.
Aug. 23-24.—Lafayette, Ind.—Tournament of the Lafayette Gun

Club, under sanction of the League. J. Blistian, Sec'y.
Aug. 23-25.—Arnold Park, Lake Okoboji.—Amateur Park tourna-

ment.
Aug. 24.—Walhalla, S. C.—Shotgun tournament of the Semi-

centennial, under auspices of the Walhalla Gun Club. J, A. Steck,
Sec'y-Treas.

'

Aug. 25-26.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Tournament of Wisconsin League
of Gun Clubs.
Aug. 28-31.—Arnold's Park, Okoboji Lake, la.—The Indian

tournament; $700 added. T. A. Marshall, Sec'y. Keithsburg 111.
Sept. 1-3.—Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club's tournament.
Sept. 3.—Schenectady, N. Y.—Fourth annual Labor Day tourna-

ment of the Schenectady Gun Club; bluerocks and magautrap
Harry Strong, Sec'y.

Sept. 3.—Trenton, N J.—Labor Day tournament of the Walsrode
Gun Club. George N. Thomas, Sec'y.
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Sept. 3.—Seven Stars, Near Pottsville, Pa,—All-day shoot of the

Pottsville Game and Fish Protective Association.
Sept. 3.—Haverhill, Mass.—Haverhill Gun Club's open lourna-

nient; distance handicap.
Sept. 3.— Meriden, Conn,—Fifth aiinual Labor Day tournament

of the Parker Gun Club; $25 added. C. S, Howard, Sec'y.

Sept. 34.—Blandon Park Richmond Va.—First annual tourna-

ment of the Virginia Trapshooting Association under the auspices

of the ^\'e^t End Gun Club. Live birds and targets. Franklin
Stearns, Mgr.
Sept. 3-4.—Muncie, Ind.—Two-day tournament of the Magic Cit^

Gun Club. One day at targets, one day at .sparrows. Chas. E.
Adamson, Sec'y-

Sept. 3-4.—Sylvan Beach, Oneida Lake, N. Y.—E. D. Fulford's
live-bird .md target shoot.

Sept. 4-5.—North Platte, NcTd.—Tournament of the Buffalo Bill

Gun Club on Col. Cody's Scout's Rest Ranch; $250 added. Geo.
L. Carter, Mg;;.

Sept. 4-6.—Wichita, Kan.—^Tournament of Kansas State Sports-
men s Association. G. Parham, Sec'y.
Sept. 6-7.—Shcrbrooke, Can.—Tournament of the Shcrbrooke Gun

Club.
Sept. 12-13.—Homer, 111.—Arinual tournament of the Triangular

Gun Club; one day targets; one day live birds, C. B, Wiggins,
Sec'y.
. Sept. 12-13.—Pen sacola, Fla.—Two-day shoot of the Dixie Gun
Club; bluerocks and live birds, V. J. Vidal, Sec'y.

Sept. 14-15.—Platte City, Mo.—Trap shoot of the Platte City Gun
Club. S. Redman, Sec'y.
Sept. 18-21.—St. Thomas, Ont—Tom Donley's fourth annual

tournament; live birds and targets.

Sept. 27.—Zanesville, O.—Tournament of the Zanesville Gun Club.
L. A. Moore, Sec'y.

Sept. 27-28.—Erie, Pa.—First annual target tournament of the

Erie Rod and Gun Club; $100 added money. W. S. Bookwalter,
Cor. Sec'y.
Sept. 28 and Nov. 13.—^Dexter Park, Brooklyn.—Under auspices

of the Greater New York Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live

birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club in

the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shoot-

ing commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A.
Webber, managers.

Oct. 2-4.—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun Club's three days'
tournament.

Oct. 11.—Greensburg Ind.—^Tournament of the Greensburg Gun
Club. C. D. TiUson, Sec'y.
Oct. 12-14.—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Gun Club's tournament;

targets and live birds. Emile Pragoff, Sec'y.

Oct. 19 and Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road,
J.—Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men

team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized
gun club in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweep-
.stake shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier
and Dr. A. A. Webber. managers.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Aug. 23.—Interstate Park, Queens.—yVugust contest for the

Dewar trophy.
Sept. 11 and Oct. 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—LTnder auspices

of Medicus Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds per
manj 29yds.. Members of any regularly organized gun club in the
U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting
commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A.
AVebber, managers.

Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;
25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun
. Club—Saturdays.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Cltib secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have tinted. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all suck matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company

^ 346 Broad-
way^ New York.

Under date^ of Aug. 10 Mr. Louis H. Schortemeier, 201 Pearl
street. New York, writes us as follows: "A series of team contests
at live birds, open to teams of three men from any regularly
organized gun club in the United States, will be held m the
months of September, October and November, 1900. Shooting for
sweepstakes begins at 10 A. M. Team shoot at 2 P. M. each day.
The dates are as follows: Tuesday, Sept. H, at Interstate Park,
Long Island; Friday, Sept. 28, at Dexter Park, Long Island;
Wednesday, Oct. ly, at John Hen Outwater's, New Jersey; Friday,
Oct. 26, at Interstate Park, L. I.; Tuesday, Nov. 13, at Dexter
Park, L. I.; Friday, Nov. 23, at John Hen Outwater's, New Jersey.
The team shoot will be three men on a side, 20 birds each, or a
total of 60 birds to a team. All at 29yds. rise. The 20 birds may
be shot at by individual shooters in an optional sweepstake. All
sweepstake events will be handicapped by the management. En-
trance to team contests, price of birds only, at 25 cents each.
To the winning team each day will be given a sum equal to 1%
cents for each bird shot at on that day, including sweepstakes and
team shoot. . To the three high guns qualifying in five out of the
six contests in the team shoot, or individuals shooting at the 20
birds with them, there will be divided % cent for each and every
bird shot at in the entire six contests, team shoots and sweepstakes
included. A trophy will be given to the club team winning the
greatest number of shoots in the six contests. These contests will
be held under the auspices of the Medicus Gun Club, at Interstate
Park; the Greater New York Gun Club, at De-xter Park, and the
Moonachie Gun Club, at John Hen Outwater's. Managers, L. H.
Schortemeier and Dr. Ashley A. Webber. 168 North Sixth street,
Brooklyn."

The Bristol Sheepbake is the main event at the Parker Gun
Club's Labor Day shoot on Sept. 3, at Meriden, Conn., and, like
the regular programme events, it is open to all. The bake is
divided so that each competitor can tie, if he have the necessary
skill and endura;nce. There are ten events on the regular pro-
gramme at 15 and 20 targets, $1.30 and $2.40 entrance, and one
event at 10 pairs, $2.40. There is a total of 175 targets, and a total
entrance of $18.50. Grounds are open at 8:30 A. M. Programme
starts 9:30 A. M. Purses will be divided by the Rose system,
four moneys. Price of targets, 2 cents, included in all entrances.
Shooters may enter for price of targets only in all events. Take
electric cars to Hanover Park. Cars leave depot every 15 minutes.
Loaded shells for sale at club house. Guns and shells shipped
to C. S. Howard, prepaid, will be delivered at the club grounds
free of cost. A Bristol Sheepbake dinner will be served on the
grounds, consisting of baked lamb, sweet potatoes, Irish potatoes,
fried^ sweet corn, etc. Tickets, 50 cents. Apply to the secretary,
C.

f^.
Howard, for further information.

•t
The Shcrbrooke Gun Club, of Shcrbrooke, Can., have added one

more day to their tournament, and the dates are now Sept. 6 and
1. On the invitation card sent out to shooters by the club is the
following: "Our tournament will be held Sept. 6 and 7. It comes
in Exhibition Week, and railway rates are extremelv low from all
points in Canada and the Northern States. We have the best
and prettiest grounds in Canada—every one says so, and every
one knows. We give good shoots. Our programme will be mailed
to you in a few days, and we think you will like it. It will
consist of about 170 targets each day, in 10s, 15s and 20s and Rose
system will prevail. There will be two-money events for you and
six-money events for the weaker brother, and three, four and
five money events for all. The regular events will be shot over
the magautrap, and the ever popular merchandise series over
expert traps. Come and see us at home. You will enjoy your-
selves. Stay over and see our exhibition. It is a good one "

r"- • It

The programme of the Riverside Gun Club, Oswego N Y
•V^V^r^"*^ announces $100 in cash added, and that there

will be four general average prizes—$10, $7..'i0, $5 and $2.50. Allwho compete for averages must shoot through the programme
and those who .shoot for targets only are not eligible for them'
Ihere are twelve events on each day, at 10, 15 and 20 targets
entrance ba.sed on 10 cents per target. Targets, 2 cents, included
in all events. Magautrap and bluerocks will be used All
moneys divided 40, 30 20 and 10 per cent. A first-class meal may
be obtained on the grounds at reasonable rates. Out of town
shooters may ship their shells and guns to C. A. Tanner Oswego
which will be delivered on the grounds free of charge '

Shootine
commences at 9 o'clock, Mr. G. W. Tully js the secretary

Under date of Aug. 11 Mr. Franklin Stearns, of Richmond, Va.,

writes us as follows: "The tournament of which programme is

inclosed will be held on Sept. 3 and 4. We have decided on ac-

count of the large promised attendance and niimerous requests

for two days to add the extra day on which there will be both
live birds and targets, all sweepstakes, as the merchandise prizes

will be assigned to the first day. Through T. W. Tignor's Sons,

of this city, the Remington .Arms Co. has donated a fine gun
to be shot for in events No«, 8 and 9 combine<i These events will

be counted as per progiamme in the merchandise prizes and sweep-

stakes. I-'or tne gun contest an extra entrance fee of $2 will be
charged, to create a fund to be used in purchasing each year a

Remington gun for the annual meet."

Mr. T. H. Keller, the tireless and ever popular "T. K.," Eastern
representative of the Peters Cartridge Co., is enthusiastic over
his company's new shell, the Peters Ideal, which after much ex-

perimenting has been brought to a high degree of perfection.

As to quickness of ignition, highest velocity and best pattern.

Mr. Keller earnestly asserts that a trial is all that is necessary to

convince :iny one of the new shell's excellence in every particu-

lar. Business duties have so thoroughly occupied his time of late

that he is seldom seen on the firing line now as compared with
former years, but when he does appear, no one receives a more
spontaneous welcome, and no one is more of a leading spirit in

making the gathering enjoyable.

Baltimore is developing a class of shooters who are in the front
rank of skill, as class men. On Aug. 7 Mr. Hood Waters engaged
with Dr. H. E. Lupus in a match at 100 targets, and made the
excellent score of 9a to 93, the latter a score which is not to be
considered lightly. Mr. VValers unfortunately is still forced to
use crutches, hence the score, in his crippled condition, raises
the inquiry in one's mind as to whether he might not have secured
the other 2 targets had he been free from injury. We are in-

formed that they shoot a return match, same conditions, on the
Baltimore Shooting Association's grounds on Thursday of this
week.

K
The Haverhill Gun Club, Haverhill, Mass., will give a distance

handicap shoot, open to all, on the club grounds, on Sept. 3,

Labor Day. The handicaps will be 16, 18 and 20yds. Shooters
whose skill is less than SO fier cent, will stand at 16yds.; between
80 and 85 per cent, inclusive, 18yds.; over 85 per cent., 20yds.
The Rose system will govern. There will be eleven 15-target
events, $1.25 entrance, targets included at \>/i, cents each. Lunch
served free of charge. Shells for sale on the grounds. The club
will add $10, to be divided among the three high guns—$5, $3
and $2. Ratios 5, 4, 3 and 2 in sweepstakes.

The Chesapeake Gun Club, of Newport News, Va., reorganized
recently. Otticers were elected as follows: President, Thomas F.
Stearnts; V^ice-President, Dr. Joseph Charles; Secretary, G. B.
James; Treasurer, D. M. Ausley; First Field Captain, C. Bargamin;
Second Fieid Captain, W. K. Stowe, Jr. Much interest was mani-
fested, and a large number were in attendance. A team of five
members will be selected to represent the Chesapeake Gun Club
in the groat shoot to take place in Richmond on Labor Day,
Sept. 3.

There will be a contest for the Dewar trophy at Interstate Park
on Aug. 23. This is the third of the series. The two previous
contests for this trophy were won by Dr. A. A. Webber, who used
his new Gfcarles Daly pigeon gun for the first time in the first
event of the series, killing 25 straight from the 30yd. mark, and
24 in the second contest, 49 out of 50 in all. The series, however, is
a long one, running till June, 1902, twenty-four events in all, so
that there is still a wide margin for changes of leaders.

On Saturday of this week at 1 :30 P. M. Messrs. F. E. Sinnock,
of Newark, and H. H. Stevens, _ of New Brunswick, again join
issue for the E C cup, emblematic of the championship of New
Jersey. This race should be very close if the one on Aug. 4 be-
tween them for this trophy is good data to judge from, as they
tied on 46 out of 50. In the shoot-off at 10 targets, Mr. Sinnock
killed straight, and thereby won by 1 target, 'there also will be
merchandise events open to all, same day and place.

Mr. Ed Taylor, the eminent ballistic expert and trapshooter,
completed 25 years, Friday of last week, in the employ of his com-
pany. In the quarter of a century he has seen many changes in
arms and ammunition, besides being a conspicuous factor in bring-
ing them about. Robust and athletic in physique, he can shoot
pistol or shotgun with great skill, and can now, as in the past,
trail a moose to his lair with the best of the youngsters and
oldsters.

On Aug. 7, on the grounds of the Baltimore Shooting Associa-
tion, Messrs. Tom Deford, Jr., and Louis McKim, members of the
L"<ridge Hunt Club, engaged in a match at 25 live birds each, for
$400, this being their first experience at the traps. They tied on 17
—a remarkably good score, considering their inexperience in this
specfel branch. In the shoot-ofT at 10 birds Mr. McKim killed
straight; Mr. Deford lost 1 and the match.

The team shoot of the Naromake Gun Club, South Norwalk,
Conn., of which mention was made in our columns last week as
being limited to Connecticut clubs, is open to clubs of any State.
Shells and guns may be shipped to Mr. E. H. Fox, South Nor-
walk, Conn.

•I

J-.L. D. Morrison, of St. Paul, Minn., an amateur shooter,
distinguished himself as a performer of skill and endurance with
the shotgun, as will be noted on reference to the report of the St.
Paul tournament, published elsewhere in our columns.

Our correspondent Hawkeye, in the report of the St. Paul
tournament, mentions that the St. Paul Rod and Gun Club con-
templates holding a three days' tournament the first week in
September.

le

The Erie Rod and Gun Club, of Erie, Pa., announces its first
annual target tournament to be held on Sept. 27 and 28, with $100
added. Mr. W. S. Bookwalter is the corresponding secretary.

•e

Mr. F. M. Merriken. Secretary of the Staunton, Va., Gun Club,
on Aug. 10 broke 50 targets straight in a 50-target event, and what
crackerjack could do better.'

Besnard Waters.

Charlottesville Gun Clofa.

Charlottes vii.r.E, Va., Aug. 11.—The scores made by the
Charlottesville Gun Club, Aug. 10, follow:
First event, 25 targets:W O Watson... 1111011111111111111110110—22

^""y .1101111101111101111111111—22
o^g^e 1011111111111111111111111-24

i'^
a-'ker .0010111110100111110111011—17

rf^e'.son 1001001010001010110000100— 9
i^vine 1100100101101101001001110-13

^ --" • 01 lllOlllOllOllTlllllllll—21Anderson 0010111110111010101101101—16

J.^
atidell OlOlOOllOlOllllOlOllllOll—16^now llOlOllOlllllimilllOUl—21Twyman 1111111101111001101110101—19
Second event, 25 targets:

Bruffy llllOlllUllOimilllllll—23
lllllllllUllimillOlllO—23

\°y°- • -• 0111110111111110111000100—17
Anderson .... ...... OlllOllOmoillTOllOOllU—IS

1000001olonioooooioioooo— sWatson llllllUOOmilllllllllOl—Oo

f 1111111111111111111111111-25
Walker llHlOlOllllimillOlOUO—20

D. R. Snow, Sec'y.

IN NEW JERSEY.

^alsrode Gun Club.

TRENtoN, N. J., Aug. 8—To-day marked the regular monthly
badge contest of the Walsrode Gun Club at their grounds at

Hutchinson's Lake, a little way below Trenton. Thomas captured
the gold badge again, winning twice in succession, and Oakley
won the silver batdgc after shooting off a tie with Coates. The
other events were sweepstakes for tickets for our Labor Day tour-
nament. A funny thing occurred with Van Arsdale. Besides
shooting one chance for himself, he also shot for Martindale. He
scored 8 for himself and tied with Coates for 9. Shooting off the
tie he made 5 to 4 for Coates, winning the ticket for Martindale.
Two team races at 25 birds per man were shot by Thomas and

Farlie against Coates and Thropp.
Events Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 were for tickets; No. 4 was the tie of

No. 3: No. 6 was for the badge shoot, 10 to qualify for the compe-
lion; No. 7 was the gold badge shoot; No. 8 was the tie of No. 7;
No. 9 was the silver badge. The scores:

Events: 123456789 10 11
Targets : 10 10 10 5 15 15 15 15 15 10 .

Van Arsdale 10 8 9 4 14 13 11 ... . 8 .

Thropp 6 C 6 . . 10 10 11 . . 12 7 .

Farlie 9 7 5 . . 10 11 12 . . 10 6 .

Thomas 6 7 8 . . 11 13 13 . . 11 8 .

Oakley 5 9 3 8 9 .. 11
Mickie 12 12 12
Coates 9 .. 9 13 9 4
Martindale 9 5

Match, two-men team, losers pay:
Thropp 1111110111100101101001111—18
Coates 1001101110110111100011110—16—34

Thomas 1011101111111101111111101—21
FarHe 0011111111011111011111011—20—41

Same teams, same conditions:
Thropp 1011101110011110111101111—19
Coates 0110110001111101111101011—17—36

Thomas 1110111111010111010101011—18
Farlie 1111110111111010111111110—21—39

Trap at Yardville.

Widmarm's grounds; Hurlingham rules, 50 cents entrance; one
money:
W Widmann 2222222222222222022222222—24

2222222222U2222222222222*—23—47
G Page 2221121212111112212211021—24

1122121111201121211212111—2^8

At the close of the shoot at Widmann's Page challenged .all of
the local shots, Farlie preferred.

Outwater's Shoot.

Hackensack River Bridge, Aug. 7.—The live-bird shoot given by
John Hen Outwater, managed by Mr. L. H. Schortemeier, was a
success. There was quite a good attendance and several extra
events were shot in addition to the programme.
No. 1 was an extra event, $3, birds included. No. 2 was the

Hackensack handicap, a preliminary event at 7 birds, $3, birds ex-
tra, three moneys. Rose system.
No. 1 was the first regular event, the Hudson handicap, 7 birds,

$3, birds extra, three moneys. Rose system. No. 2 was the Bergen
handicap, 10 birds, $5, birds extra, class shooting, 40, 30, 20 and 10.
No. 3 was the Essex handicap, 7 birds, $3, birds extra, class
shooting, 50, 30 and 20. To the three high guns $10 was divided,
$5, $3 and $2. The scores:

No. 1.

Reuben, 29 11101—4
Steffens, 29 22122—5
Otton, 29 20211—4
Hav/es, 27 12201—4
Dr Davis, 27 02212-^
Koepel, 29 12212—5
N-dgel, 27
Whitley, 27
Morfey, 33
Capt Money, 30
Tracy, 29
Piercy, 29
Halle, 29
Count, 28

No. 4.

Steffens, 2f9 2222221121—10
Reuben, 29 2212220221— 9
Otton, 29 211*121202— 8
Hawes, 27 1210012120— 7
Dr Davis, 27 2212221002— 8
Koegel, 29 2202110022— 7
Morfey, 33 220222222*— 8
Capt Money, 30 2212200'»02— 6
Tracy, 29 1220012122— 8
Piercy, 29 *222002222— 7
Hall, 29 2212220210^ 8
Count, 28 ..1121220H!/-

8

Demerest, 28 12*1101222— 8
Nagel,, 27
Whitley, 27
Shoemaker, 28

No. 2.

1211222--7
0101112—5
1110122—6
1201102—5
2121011—6
2121222—7
0111011—5
0121121-fi

No. 5.

1222111—7
2210221—6
1112120—6
012210*—

4

No. 3.

1122222—7
1222112—7
0201211—5
0122101—5
1-^12010—4
2012212—6
1*01010—3
221220*—

5

2222202—6
1111020-5
2I1JI212—

6

2222220—6
2222112—7
2011222—6

No. 6.

•211211110— 8
2101111121— 9

1121211-
2222222-
0121102-

2122222223-
1011212212-

-10

- 9

2012222—6
12*0021^
1002002—3
1122121—7
0120*22--t
0011*12—4
2022222—6

2222020220— 7

21612612**— '6

2C0211020W

0222*22022— 7

Forester Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., Aug. 11.—The regular monthly shoot, owing to
the intense heat, was slimly attended, but four shooters putting
111 an appearance. We were to have started off to-day with mer-
chandise prizes to shoot for, but with the vote of the shooters
present we changed our programme. The scores:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5

J J Fleming 22 8 9 8 9 Weller 14 8 9 8 7O Smith 19 8 Koch 14 5 9 3 2
Event No. 1 was at 25 targets, followed by 10-bird events.

John J. Fleming, Sec'y.

the 50-target event

Staunton Gun Qub,
Staunton, Va., Aug. 7.—The scores made in

on Aug 7 and 10 are appended:
Aug. 7.—Event at 50 targets:

111110011imillllllllllllllllllllll01011011110011--43
^wfken 11111111111111111111011110101001111111001111111111-43Hams .

.
.lllOOOllllOllllOllllllllllllUlOllllllllllOllOOllO-40

Kiracofe omiiiiioiiiiiiioioiiiiiiiiini.:aiiiiiiimoimi-44
Steinbuck lllllOilllOllllllOllllllllllOllOOllllinniimOll—43guensen lUllOlllllOllOOOlllOOlllOlllOOOllOllOOOIlOlllOlU—33Hoge ooooiiioiimooiomoooooiiioiioniooiiiiooiiooiii-29
Opie OOlOOOOlOOllOOOlOlOOUOOOOlOlOOOOlOlMOOllOOOlOHO—17McCoy llOlllllllllOllOllllllOllllllOOinOlOlllUlOOllllU-39
E F Wayman. .

. .llOlllllllllllllllllllOlllllOlllllllliiiliiuuiu^j
Aug. 10.—Event at 50 targets:

Garber OllllimilllOlllllllOlllllimOllllllOOIOllimOl—42Steinbuck OOpOllllllCilllOlllllUlOllOlllllOniOllimillluIIS
McCoy 110100110OOO10OllO111100111imillll010millllll0ll35
Wise OlOOOOOOlllOOOllllOlOllOlOOllOlOllOlOlOlTllOlllOll-2^^
Harris .

., 1111011in01000(nil010111111111l01111001I111010111-37
O E Smith lOlOlOlllllOOOOllllllOllllllOllllOllOlliriOllllOllI^T
Merriken llimmillllllllllinillllllllllllinilnuillll-Jo

^- M. Merriken.

Robin Hood Gun Club.
Swanton Vt Aug 6 —The regular club shoot at the Robin

?"''' Swanton, Vt.. on Saturday afternoonthe 4th, was a ladies day, as over one-half the large audience pres-ent were ladies who were very much interested and liberal intheir applause when a grand-stand break was made. The scores:
Events:
Targets

:

Cathy

Hunter .1,1,.

n

N P L
Richardson

, .

.

Martin

Belf
Dickson
Worthen

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 15 20 10 15 20 5p 25 25
7 11 16 6 9 16 19
7 11 18 10 13 15 'e 23 22
7 9 13 6 11 16 7 18
6 11 14 9 10 15 8
6 11 13 8 10 13 6
8 13 13 8 10 13 6 26
7 11 16 7 14 14

8 7 5
5 17 13

'4 '3
18

8 12 13

5,

14
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WESTERN TRAPS.

Eureka Gun Club.

Chicago, Aug. fi.—In the mouthJy- contest of the Eureka Gun
Club, of Lyons, held at Joliet and ogden avenues yesterday, David
Chicken won the trophy in the main event. E. Bingltam made the

high average ol 93.33 m the sweepstakes. The main event was at

20 targets, unknown angles. 'Ihe scores:

Cop le, Chicken 19, \V. Brown 11, Bowers 17, Plumber 16, Ku-
bick 11, Werner 11, F. Brown 13.

Sweepstakes, unknown angles:

Events: . 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15

Cop 13 9 12 14 13
Bingham 14 l4 14 14 ..

Bowers 11 11 12 13 .

.

W Brown ........ 13 lu 14 13 10

F Brown 11 . . 9 14 .

.

Chicken 10 8 13 12 15

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15

Bloomoerg 6 4

Gerber 5 . . . . . . .

.

Filz 7 10 ..

Kubick 10 8 11

Plumber 6 .. 11

Crescent of Chicago.

W. K. Whonie won the trophy in the bi-weekly live-bird con-

test of the Crescent Gun Club at Brigfiton .Park yesterday, at 10

live pigeons. The score:
CrocKer b, Kcner 5, Whorrie 10, Irwin 9, Crandall 7, Hedley 7,

Eck (j, \Vhite b, i-ord 6, Auer 6, Friend 8, HipKin 5, VVies 8.

The day's shooting ended with a sweepstaKes at 10 targets from
the magauirap. vvuurrie, irwin, Iriend, li,clwards, Engsirom and
Crocker scored 10 each; Colburn, Ford and White, 9 each; Wies,
Eck and Crandall, 8 each; Ehas, 7; Eberle, Auer and Hipkin, 5

each; Tlidlerj 4; Myers, 3.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, HI,

Garden City Gun Ciub.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 11.—The following events were shot to-day
at the shoot ot the Garden City Gun Club. The club shoot at 15

birds resulted as follows:

Leffingwell 1201222121^ 9 21120

Palmer *02222u222— 7 11121 0 12212 12120
Irwm 2121222222—10 ,,,

Dewey 1011U11221-- 8 ..... .
'

*E S Graham 22*2022222— 8
Barto 22222 1220 12222- 110
*A Smith 22122 20 21210
Amberg 21211 2111 21112 21222
O'Brien 22111 2110
Levi 21001
*Visitors.

Kavelrigg.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, Aug. 11.—^The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the Garfield Gun Club's fifteenth
trophy shoot of the season.
The day was sultry and very hot, with but little wind. K. Kuss

and C. P. Richards tied for A medal on 24. W. P, Northcott won
B on 23, while W. A. Brabrook captured C on 19.

As many of our members are out of the city our attendance was
the smallest for a long time, only nineteen participating in the
trophy event. The scores:
Team race:

Northcott 110111111111110—13
R Kuss ..111111111101111—14
Smedes , 111010111101111—12
Young 001101111111111—12
Brabrook i 1 1 100001110010111— 8
c Kuss : ; .000010011110101— 7
Pollard 101111111111001—12
Thomas 001010010101001— 6
A McGowan ; 001011000010000— 4
*Dr Huf? .lOOOlOOOOllllll— 4—92
Richards 111011110111101—IjJ
T Eaton 111101001111111—12
Dr Meek 111111011011101—12
Hellman : 100111111101010—10^W Kuss 110111011100111—11
Dr O 'Byrne 111111101011011—12
Barnard 001011111000001— 7
P McGowran ,. 100111000101111— 9H Richards 001100000000000—2
*Dr Huff : 100010000111111— 4—91
*HufI's score divided.

Fifteenth trophy shoot:
N H Fcrd 1101011011111001001111101—17
P McGowan 0000100000001010100000100— 5
R Kuss 1111111011111111111111111—24W P. Northcott 1011110111111111111111111—23
A McGowan 0110011100111010110010111—15
J D Pollard 1111001111011100111011011—18,
DrJ.W Meek 1111111101111101111101111-22
C R Richards 1111111111111110111111111—24
1 L, Smedes 1111111111111110111111010—22
Dr C C O'Byrne 0111110111010101110011110—17
A Hellman 1111111010101111111111110—21
1 Eaton 1101100111111111111111111—22
F G Barnard 1001111100101000110011111—15H Delano 1000111100011011110111111—17

f,
E- Young 0110110011111110111111111—20W A Brabrook 0011100111111111110101111—19

Dr Huff 0111101110000000000000111—10
L Thomas 1010110111110101111100001—16
<- I^tiss 1011100111111101111110110-19
Sweepstakes:
Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 15. 10 5p J5

Ford , 10 9 . . .

.

P McGowan 5 5 6 . .

Events: 1' 2 3 4
Targets: 15 10 5p 15

O'Bvrne 9 8 .

Hellman 11 10 6 14R Kuss 14 10 9 14 Eaton ...]...'.'.'.'.'.['.'.'. 12
Northcott 14 10
A McGowan 8 5
Pollard 11 8
Dr Meek 11 7
Richards ,....12 7
Smedes ...11 5

5 8
8 ..

7 13

6 .. Barnard 8
5 . . Delano 7
8 .. Young 12

. . . . Brabrook
7 12 Dr Hufif .. 3

" "

2 10 Thomas . . 7.6."!
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Chicago Gun Club.

Chicago, Aug. 11.—This was a very poor day for target shooting
as It was a very dark day, with rain. Nevertheless, Buck made
the high score m the trophy event—24 out of 25—with his new
gun. There was a poor attendance, most of the members being
taken up with golf. Members who do attend have decided to take
out a search warrant for the officers of the club, as they have for-
gotten ho\y they look, excepting the president, who is here rain
or shine. The scores:
Medal shoot, 25 targets:

, 1000111001000111111110100-14
P.. J, ^."^"^ 1111111111111111111011111-24

.
1011111111111111111000110-20

Dr. Morton 0101110111111111111111111-22
^°^'If 1011001110111111110111111-20Dr Carson 1111111111111110001011111—21

w 1101111111101110101101001-18

w i?
Stannard 1111111110101110111111111-22W alters . .

.

-. 0000101011 1 00111101010110—13
Monthly trophy:

^"ck 111111101011000-10 R B Mackvi^:lllllllllimio_i4Dr Morton ...110111111101111-13 Stannard 10110111111111oIIl2^owles 111110111111101-13 Walters 1 11111 OlOOlllltllDr Carson ...111100011101101-10 •
-iLiij.auiuiiii

Practice, 15 targets: Milliken 7, Buck 12, Vietmier 11 Morion
6, Bowies 11. Mack 8, Stannard 12; Walters 1.

^^^"'^O"

Practice, 15 targets: Carson 9, Buck 12, Bowles 11.

"Whoever runs this paper," remarked .the. walrus who hadpicked up an old copy of the T^ew York Diurnal HrA,,i»T K,!^
polar relief expedition, "is a lobster."

J^^^rnal, dropped by a

".What's the matter;" asked his mate.
Why.- he says, 'Under' no' circumstances should von o•f^ ;r,t^

llphif Pret"'
' ;^^'^here are we to TtlnV-^lZ

Fort Smith Gun Club,

Fort Smith, Ark., Aug. 5.—Although the annual tournament of
the Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association generally marks the
close of the trapshootmg season in the town in which it is held,
quite an interest is still manifested in the game in this vicinity.
On Saturday, July 28, for instance, the club threw 1,300 targets

in the regular bi-weekly prectice shoot, and I believe we throw
more targets in Fort Smith than in any other town of its size in
tlie United States.
On this occasion we had as a visitor Mr. M. A. Hanson, of the

St. Louis Gun Club, and though shooting a strange gun and
strange shells, he nevertheless demonstrated that he was a good,
hard, consistent performer, as his scores will indicate, for be it

known we have one of the most deceptive grounds in the South
over which to shoot. The targets are thrown hard and far and the
background is the heaviest kind of green trees.
On Aug. 4 Mr. Herbert Taylor, of St. Louis, representative of

the Dupont Powder Co., was a guest of the club and proceeded to
make life miserable for the good ones. Herbert is not only a good
shot and a good fellow, but is quite a ladies' man, and many of
the fair regret his early departure.
On Aug. 4 Mr. Walter Mulraney won Class A medal on the fine

score of 23 out of 25. This Was Walter's first win of the trophy in
four years and he was heartily congratulated on his splendid
shooting.
On July 28 Mr. Kimmons won the medal on a score of 22, tieing

with Leach and shooting the latter out in a miss-and-o.ut, as he
lost his first bird.
Following are the scores for four practice shoots:

Shot
at.

..... 75Leach
Durden 100
A C Williams.. 160
Trobridge 50

Sliot

at.

Leach ....100
Knott 150
Kimmons 125
Hanson 100
Mulraney 150
A W Boyd 75
Williams 125

Shot
at.

Leach 90
Taylor 75
C H Boyd 75
Harrington .... 25

Shot
at.

Kimmons 25
C H Boyd 50
Mulraney 125
Dowd , 50

Broke.
61
66

87
29

Broke.
77

114
93
70
105
51
69

Broke.
72
60
40
12

Broke.
20
33
81
24

Av.
.813

.600

.5s0

.580

Av.
.770

.760

.744

.700

.700

Av.
.800

.800

.533

.480

Av.
.800

.660

.648

.480

Shot
at.

Webber 100
Dowd 25

J B Williams.. 25

Gardner ....... 50

Shot
at.

Echols 50
Webber 100
C H Boyd 50
Rosamond ..... 50
Hunt 100
Dowd 75

Shot
at.

A W Boyd 25
Dowd 50

Webber 75

Shot
at.

Hartwell 50

Leach 125

Webber 50
Rutherford .... 25

Broke.
55
13
11
10

Broke.
27
51
21
21
37
13

Broke.
9
16
21

Broke.
24
70
14
7

Av.
.550

.520

.440

.200

Av.
,540

.510

.420

.420

.370

.173

Av.
.360
.320

.280

Av.
.480

.560

.280

.280

Leach.

Auburn Gun Ciub.

Auburn, Me., Aug. 12.—Herewith are the scores of our annual
tournament, held Aug. 8. The morning promised an ideal day
for shooting, but about 11 o'clock it began to rain and kept it up
pretty much all day, which made the shooting rather unpleasant at
times; but with a good warm fire in the club house and^a nice
warm dinner, the boys managed to keep up spirits and do a very
good job at smashing targets, especially the Waterville squad,
which you will see is shooting in great form. If the State shoot
is not held up their way next year it will be a great surprise to
most of the shooters in the State. We always thought they only
had five men in their club, and if one of them should be sent to
Congress or elected President we should stand a show of beating
them, but up bobs Dana Foster, with his pump gun, and has to
try real hard to miss even a few in an all-day shoot, so we may as
well give it up that they have the invincible team of the State,
though we are going to keep after them as best we can.
Our Saturday shoot was a success, as usual, and the veteran

G. R. H. shot the afternoon programme through without a miss.
The scores:

Events: 1
Targets : 20

G R Hunnewell 17
C. E. Conner.... 17
Ashley 17
Geo Cobb 17
F Emerton 16
S Adams. 17
T Coleman 13
Arthur 20W R Rich 16
C Randal 17
N N Taylor 19
A E Neal 17
F W Files 18
F W Harrington 17
E T Wyman 16
S A Greene 16W H Stobie 13
D P Fo.ster 19
S L Preable 20W A Reid 15
V L Jordan 15
\V S Whitmore 11
O L Barker 12
H E Doten 13
T Libby ..

Weeks

3 4
20 15

17 13
19 14
13 11
17 13
14 12
15 12
16 13
18 15
18 10
17 11
19 12
16 13
17 15
17 12
13 9

19 15
18 10
19 15
19 13
18 13
14 12
14 14
12 9

15 11

5 6

20 15
17 14
20 14
14 13
18 14
10 11
15 13
14 9
19 13
18 13
17 11
18 13
15 12
15 10
13 15
12 6

19 15
18 14
17 15
20 14

17 10
10 12
14 12
11 11

7 8

20 15
20 13
18 13
16 11
16 13
13 8
18 14
12 12
20 14
16 14
17 14
11 14
17 15
16 13
14 15
13 10

16 14
18 14

15 14
20 15
14 13
13 14
11 9

13 U

9 10 11
20 15 25
17 14 21
14 12 20
16 14 16
16 13 12
14 9 14
14 14 15
8 11 19

18 15 24
17 14 23
18 15 22
18 14 21
15 14 23
IS 12 19
15 13 19
7 9 11

18 15 21
IS 15 25
19 13 25
19 13 24
17 11 19
20 15 21

is

Shot

14 11 17 15 22
. . 11 9 12 13

C.

at. Broke.
200 175
200 173
200 152
200 170
200 132
200 155
2(X) 140
200 190
200 172
200 173
200 174
200 m
200 166
200 164
200 118
200 181
200 176
200 189
200 192
200 159
200 159
140 100
160 103
70 53
95 78
75 45

E. Conner.

Minneapolis Gun Club.

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 9.—The weather to-day was entirely
too warm for the shooters and very few turned out for the regular
programme. There were some good scores made, those of Mrs.
Johnston, stone and Thompson being e.specially worthy.
As'I write the name of Mrs. Johnston it reminds me' that Annie

Oakley will be in the city on Monday. I have heard a number of
persons make the remark: "The loads or the birds she uses are
•fixed. • Now I want to say to those who are of this mind that
they are very much mistaken, and I give the following a= my rea-
sons

:_ Annie Oakley shot through the last four or five Grand
American Handicaps, which events are recognized as the cham-
pionship events of the United States, and she got into money.
Miss Oakley is a most charming and pleasant person to meet and
fhe has scores of friends who are not only proud of her acquain-
tance, but who appreciate her skill and will back her in any fair
race, be it at targets or live birds. Miss Oakley' while in the city
will be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. S. John.ston, president of
the Minneapolis Gun Club. - '

The scores:
Paegel badge 25 singles: Thompson 21, Johnston 19, Mrs. John-

ston 20, Stone 22, bpear 16, Dow 14, Brown 19, Moore 19, Hoey 8
Stone won badge.
Club badges, 10 singles and 5 pairs: Barber 9; Hoey 8, Dow 10

Stone 15 Spear 7, Thompson 18, Johnston 16, Mrs. Johnston 14
Browri 15, Downer 9, White 13. Thompson won senior badge'
Mrs. Johnston won junior badge. Barber won amateur badge
Schhtz badge, 25 singles: Thompson 22, Johnston 21

'

.Johnston 22, Stone 21, Spear 12, Dow 15, Klosterman 8 'w
Brcwn 23. Brown won badge. • -

'

Val Blatz badge, 15 singles: Thompson 13, Johnston 12, MrsJohnston 11, Stone 11, Spear 7, Dow 9. Thompson Won badge

Mrs.
P.

Catchpole Gun Club.

Woi.corT, N. y., Aug. 9.—The .scores made on our grounds to-
aay are as follows:

Wadsworth llimmoilOllllllOlllOI-21
Fo^^;'" omouoiiimimioi 0000-17
^"'''5^ lOOOlOOlllllllOTlllOOlOOO-14
Wadsworth iiiimiiiiiminmioii—24

lUlOmilQllll 1111011111—23
,

llllllllllOnilllimiOll-23-69
^^owler 1011111111111101111111110-22

iiommoiiiioimiiiioi-21 .

iiimiiiiiinioiimiiii-24-67
E. A. W., Sec'y.

Events : 1 2
Targets: 15 50

Hicks 13 40
King 10 38
Francis lO 29M G B 8 30
Schultze 15 ..

Lupus 15 ..

Standard Gun Club.

Baltimore, Md., Aug. 7.—Notwithstanding the intensely hot
weather there were thirteen shooters present to-day at the fifteenth
shoot of the club. The guns in longer events became extremely
hot. Storr was high njanj J9hn was next, and Franklin was third.

I he scores

:

Events : 1 2
Targets: 15 50

John 14 46
Storr 15 47
franklin 14 44M R A........ 13 43
Hill 13 43
Dixon 11 43
Johnson 12 43
After the regular events were finished a match at 100 targets, fora purse and price of targets, was shot between Mr. Hood Watersana ur. ti. F. Lupus. Both of these men have been shooting in

nrst-class form of late, and as the Doctor is considered very strongon these grounds it was thought he had a good chance of beat-
ing out his opponent. Yesterday, however, Mr. Waters was in
rare good form. He made a run of 40 straight in practice, and
I'i a,

[^"^^ smoothly, catching his birds nicely, until

1 t iTt^-'"^'^'' ^ straightaway, which was hit hard, but only
ousted, this was scored lost, making a straight run of 104. In all
he shot at 155 and broke 150. To beat this kind of shooting was
too much lor Dr. Lupus, who made a good score—one which would
T"- "ufl^ ^

'f'^^-
^^^'^ ^^^^ 25 targets of the race were broken

straight by each contestant.
Mr. Waters shot a Parker gun, Schultze powder in a Smokeless

shell; Dr. Lupus shot a Winchester gun. Leader shell andDupont powder. The scores:
Hood Waters. 1111111111111111111111111—25

llllllllUllllllllllimi-26
1111111111111101111111110—23

-r, TT -c- T- 111111111U11111111111111-25-9SDr H E Lupus lOmilllllllllOlllllllll-23
01111011111111imiliiiii_23
1111811011111110111111111—22
llllllllllllllllUlllUll—25—9.5!

Trap Around Reading,

.u^^tH^^^' ^^^•^^"^A,l}--4t the monthly medal shoot to-day of

AJ^^-, Club, of this city, Howard Saylor, president
o. the club, won, breaking 23 out of 25 targets. Dietrich, with 22,was second, and Hunsberger, with 21, third.

Pottsville, Pa., Aug. 8.—At a meeting of the Pottsville Fish andGame Protective Association, of this city, held to-night, it was
aecided to hold an all-day open target tournament on the club'snew grounds at Seven Stars, near Pottsville, on Labor Day, Sept.
3. l-ine merchandise prizes will be offered in some event.s, and a
fine programme of open s\^eepstakes is being arranged The
club has secured the services of ArUiur Fink, of Reading, tomanage, and a fine squad of assistants to assist. Pottsville i=i
situated m the coal region, and this shoot will draw crowds of
shooters from all sections. Any person desiring a good time
should make it his business to visit Pottsville on Labor Day and
have the Pottsville boys entertain him at the shoot. Samuel Gore
IS secretary of the Association, and will answer anything desirable.
West Chester, Pa., Aug ll.-Phoenix Gun Club came here to-day

f^.r.^"^^,'*^" ^9^,^ '^l"!^ 1" a team shoot by the score of 178
to ll2. Ihe scores follow:

Phoenix Team.
Johnson 11
Hollman .13
Phelert 13
Smith 16
Willson 12
Crothers H
Hogue 9W Miller 14H Miller 18
Harris 16
Hogue 11
Dotterer 12

West Chester Team.
Williams .12
Howard 1. 16
Brinton ]!!l5
Lumis ,11
Mowry 15
Holland ."13

Ferguson 13
Henry J4
Sellers , "."le
Ford .....'...,10
Torpey ;''i2
Pechin 12Buck 20—178 Gill ....",'".'.'.*...'.. '.

'. [ [ '13—172
' Duster.

J. F. Weiler Gun Qub.
Allentown. Pa.—There were shooters in fair numbers at the

last monthly shoot of the J. F. Weiler Gun Club. C. F. Kramlichwho has held the gold medal for several months, again won it witli
a score of 20 out of 25, in the medal event. Nos. 1 and 2 were at
live birds. The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 7 6 10 10 25 Targets: 7 6 10 10 25L Straub 7 Gossner .., 6

C Moyer 4
C Blaydon 5 .. 3 14
J Jones 7 .. 5 4 15
C Trexler 5 . . , . 5 19
C E Kramlich..., 6 .. 7 .. 20
J Mennig 4
C Straub 5

"

G Keifer 5 .. ..

O H Acker '

. . . . 7 8 17
C Walker 6 2 ..

N Eckert .5 .. 9
S Blandon 5 . . .

,

J Bauman 5 B ..

Straub 17
Griesemer 15M Elose .. 6 5..

In an event at 10 birds the scores were: Sobers 9, C. Miller 6
J. Hahn 7, C. Walker 8, B. Foelker 9, C. Blaydon 5, J. Jones 8
Gpo^ Painter 8, M. Brey 9, C. Kramlich 10, M. Keppler 4, Q. Rit-
ter 7.

«- A.

In. an event at 6 birds the scores were: Steckel 4, T. Hahn 5, J.
Tones 5, C. Blaydon 3, C. Miller 5, B. Foelker 6, C. Kramlich 6.
Sobers 4, Geo. Painter 6, Q. Ritter 6.

Bellows Falls Gun Club.

Bellows Falls, Vt.—The gun club grounds' record was broken
bv C. H. Gibson, scoring 98 out of 100, missing the 90th and 91st
targets.
Tne Bellows Falls Gun Club held its weekly shoot on the club

grounds, Drislain's field, Thursday afternoon, Aug. 9. . They had
for visitors the crack shot J. S. Fanning and F. C. Gale and
Stephen Bartlett. The people were anxious to see Mr. Fanning
shoot, as he held the grounds' record with 95 out of 100, with f.
R. Hull second with 94 out of 100. Below is the score for the
afternoon

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets : 10 25 25 25 5p 15

J Fanning 10 24 25 .. 9
Dr Morrison... 10 20 .. 20 .. II-
F. Gale 7 15 12 14 .. 11

5
22 3 11

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 25 25 25 5p 15
M H Ray 8 13 22 23 .. ..

E Norwood.... 9 23 22 22 6 ..

C Gibson 10 25 25 25 .. 13
C Shepardson.. 6 19 10 .. . . ., A RayH Fassett ..... 9 17 18 .. 7 .. C Capron
Dr Knight 7 16 . . 14 7 11 S Bartlett 17
Event No. 2 was for gold a watch and was won by Gibson with

2.5 straight. Event No. 3 was for a camera and was won by
Gibson with 25 straight. Event No. 4 was of the Flint cup series
and Gibson scored 25 straight.
The next shoot w^ill be held Friday, Aug, 17.

C. H. Gibson, Sec'y. *

Country Gun Club.

Myerstown, Pa., Aug. 11.—With the awfully hot weather and an
extraordinarily har.d west wind, a few shooters faced the traps
this afternoon, but made poor totals. The attendance was better,
however, than the last lime. The next shoot the number will be
greater and more interest be -shaivn. Hope to have better
scores to show the next shoQt:

Events:
. Targets:
M Shanamaii 2
Risser 1 '4

T Shanaman i 2 "i
'W Dietz.... 4 g 6
Blecker 5
G Shanaman 4

12 3 "Events: 123
10 10 10 Targets: 10 10 It)

.T Noll 5 8 5-
R Shanaman... 4 Q-S'
T Dietz 4 7 .3
H Leitner 3 , . 7

T Weigley 7 2
Gassert .. 5

J. L. Dietz,

"De man dat's dissatisfied an' shows it by workin'," said
'

Eben, "kin be credited wid hone?" .^ml^itjon; hutlde..mai
shows It by talk'fif''^ Sin' nuffift' but a plain kicker."—Wash

i

Star.

tTncle
man dat

Washington



Aug. i8, 1900.I FOREST AND STREAM.

Interstate at Newport, Vt.

The fourth Interstate tournamentj 1900, opened at Newport, Vt.,

wnder favorable conditions as lar as numbers were concerned,
there being eight squads to begin the day s sport. The weauier,

however, was not propitious.
The shooting began at 9:30. By 10:30 rain came, and- from this

hour on until 4 F. M. the shooters on the line were obliged to
stand in the rain. About this time iManager Shaner called the
shooting to a close for the day, leaving 50 targets to be shot at

in the first day's programme.
The morning of the 8th dawned with a leaden sky,, pouring

rain, sodden ground and general gloom.
As the early morning hours wore on disconsolate shooters could

be seen moving around the hotel or gathering in groups aj&cuia-

ing the probabilities of clearing weather, of which no signs were
given—only masses of rain clouds from horizon to zenith, and it

rained.
Finally hope departed; and when this goes in all human affairs

the heart breaks and there is complete resignation to the in-

evitable. The dispirited shooters began to arrange for the exodus.
The Newport, Vt,, Gun Club is a brand new attair, very recently

ofganizedt many of its members having no experience at the
traps. Mr. Benj. Norton, of the Hazard Co., is to be compli-
mented on bringing the Newport shooters together in club or-

ganization and rendering them much valuable assistance gener-
ally.

The officers are: T. A, Woodbridge, President; H. Robbins,
Treasurer; J. R. Akin, Secretary.
The entertainment committee at the tourney were the following

club members; A. E. Grow, M. Brown, C. Huntington.
Among the visitors were members of the Sherbrooke Gun Club,

of Canada, all good sportsmen and leading business men, as fol-

lows; C. H. Foss, G. C. Thompson, N. G. Bray, F. M. Craig,
VV. E. Loomis, J. Kirkpatrick and C. D. White; and from Sutton
Junction came two more good men, to wit, A. W. Westover and
H. Hibbard.
The W. R. A. Co. were represented by J. H. Cameron, the

ijuiet man, quietly getting in his work, and Mr. C. E. Roberts,
who lends color to any assemblage he attends and whose popu-
larity is increasing, Ben Norton, of the Hazard Powder Co., with
Ben's smile that makes a man content with everything in this
life. Happy Jack Hallowellj of the U. M. C. Co., was more than
usual in evidence, for he did some referee work that called for
prompt action in the face of a contradiction. Well, the earth
ceased to move in that minute of time, and then the shooters
went right on shooting, glad of the prospect of being able to get
to their homes alive.
Mr. J,ick Fanning, of the Laflin & Rand Co., was present, shoot-

ing not quite up to his usual high average, W, L. Colville and
B. Leroy W'oodward, of the Dupont Powder Co., were present.
Mr. VVoodward interested the spectators by his remarkably quick
handling of the gun. Jack Hull, of the Parker Gun Co., kept
pace with the leaders; his Adonis figure made an exquisite fore-
ground to the landscape. And there was Bob Root, of the C. F.
Pope Co., Providence, R. I., the phenomenal New Englander.
What possibilities there are for this light-hearted, even-tempered,
cheerful-under-all-circumstances man, to say nothing of his execu-
tive ability in conducting the accounting department of a tourney.
I have heard eleven men ask eleven different questions at one
time on matters pertaining to the scores, the division of money,
sale of cartridges, change of places in a squad, the best load to
use, the delicacy of flavor of the Providence lobster broiled as
compared with the crustacean found in other places, and Bob
answered all quickly and correctly. There was, however, a soft-
ening of the voice when he referred to the lobster question. When
a real bad man goes to Bob and enters a vigorous protest, vul-
garly termed "kicking," then Bob is at his best. He don't say
a word, only looks at the man, his eyes growing sadder and sad-
der until that kicker moves away, completely ashamed. Why,
I've known the most vigorous of these gentry to shed tears after
undergoing one of Bob's sad looks.
The gentlemen from Sherbrooke, Canada, announce a tourney

for Sept. 6 and 7. The scores:

Tuesday, Aug. 7, First Day.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15

Fanning 10 18 19 14 15 19 12
Hull 12 14 20 14 12 18 14
Djckey 13 14 20 14 13 17 14
Le Roy 14 14 17 14 14 19 14
Hallowell 10 12 15 13 12 17 11
Root 14 11 17 13 8 12 8
Griffith 14 11 17 13 13 17 14
Hammond 12 14 14 11 13 18 13
Baker -x..,,.. 13 12 13 7 12 18 12
Bartlett 14 11 14 10 15 17 13
Marlin 8 13 15 14 14 20 14
Budlong 9 9 7 6 10 14 8
Selby 10 8 12 9 7 16 .

.

A H Fox 12 15 14 13 13 17 14
Halcombe 7 7 9 8 9 14 9
Bray :..v>. 11 12 11 14 14 17 13
Thompson 9 10 14 14 10 16 9
Westover 11 10 17 12 11 17 13
White - 13 13 15 15 13 19 15
Walton 9 10 12 . . . . 17 13
Worthen 7 7 10 11
Phelps 10 10 17 10
Morgan 11 10 16 10
Cathey 11 9 14 12
French 7 11 12 8
Greenwood 14 12 17 11 12 17 10
fcwiveller 12 12 18 12 12 14 12
Norton 10 12 11 11 13 13 7
Roberts 10 9 11 11 9 13 9
Cameron 9 8 11 10 8 8 11
Lovenin 5 6 3 4 5 .. ..
Williams 12 8 13 13
Vermont 14 13 15 11 .. .. ..
Kirkpatrick
Craig
Stetson ....

Huntington
Miller
Grow ......

Aiken
Loomis
C H Foss .

Hibbard ...

10 10

13 10
.. 1

.. 2

.. 9

.. 1

.. 8
15 n
13 10
20 14

Shot
at.

115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
100
115
115
115
115
115
115
85
65
65
65
65
65

115
115
115
115
115
80

65
65
45
35
15
15
15
15
15
35
35
35

Broke.
102
105
105
106
90
83
99

95
90

94
98
63
62

98
63
97
82
91
103
61
35
47
47
46
38

93
92
74
72
65
23
46
53
28
23
1
2
9

1
8
26
20
34

Wednesday, Aug. 8, Second Day.
Events

:

Targets

:

Fanning .

.

Hull ...
Dickey ...

Le Roy .

.

Hallowell ,

Root
Gri filth ...

Hammond
Baker
Bartlett . .

.

Marlin , , .

.

Budlong .

.

A H Fo.x .

Benedict .

.

White
Cameron .

.

Roberts . .

.

Vermont .

.

Williams
Norton
Greenwood
Worthen .

.

Morgan . .

.

Beck
Bush
Thompson
Westover ,

.

Bray
Bullard ....

Adams
Fhileyson .

Stetson ,

.

Huntington
.Aiken
FosK
Bughee ..

1 2 3 4 5 6
15 15 20 15 15 20 Broke.
15 14 16 13 14 17 89
14 11 14 12 13 17 81
13 16 16 14 12 17 87
15 14 18 13 14 20 94
14 14 16 13 14 16 87
11 U 15 12 11 15 75
9 14 17 10 12 14 76

12

14
13 16 13 13 16 83
11 17 12 11 16 87

12 13 17 14 12 16 84
IX 13 14 13 11 14 76
9 7 5 10 S 7 46

15 15 17 13 14 18 91
12 11 15 9 11 15 73
11 13 14 » 12 19 • 81
7 8 14 9 9 14 61
14 9 11 8 7 14 63
13 14 13 14 14 17 85U 8 15 6 12 9 61
9 9 11 9 11 12 61

10 11 15 10 12 13 71

7211 13 14 10 11 13
10 S 12 9 10 14 63
11 9 13 8 7 11 59
11 10 11 7 11 14 64

12 14 8 14 17 65
14 15 9 12 15 65
9 9 11 9 15 52
10 10 12 9 IS 54
10 12

8
10 9 13 i>4

•1

r

r,

1

1

8 14

r(

tv
•

27
5 i R

S u

Grow
H Lindsley
Sheldon ...

W Lindsey
H E Lane.
Swett ,

Vigneault .

5
17

Dick Swiveller.

Dusted Targets.

The "dog wagon" fed you well.

W'hite, of Sherbrooke, Canada, won several firsts.

Baker and Hammond shoot woodchucks nicely, don't they, boys?
Marlin and Bartlett were right up among the leaders the first

day.
The change of background made the game a hard one, indeed.

Some of the boys thought so.

Percy Benedict, of the City Park Gun Club, Ntti Orleans, looks
charming in his red hat.

Fanning was not in his usual form. Too much wojk has made
him a little stale. A short rest is needed.

J. J. Hallowell, Howard Marling, Jack Fanning, Cv E. Roberts
and Ben Norton were of much assistance as referees.

Budlong suggests that the Interstate Association shingle its old
tent. It wouldn't be a bad idea, as it leaks badly.

Griffith was somewhat out of form and did not shoot up to his
tisual average. When at himself Jed can make them all hump.
B. H. Norton represents the Hazard Powder Co. and W. L. Col-

ville the Dyppnt Po.wder Co. They are both good, fellows and fast

friends.
Don't lose sight of that man Dickey. He represents the Parker

gun and E. C. powder, and if he can't be on top he will be there
or thereabouts.
The officers of the Newport Gun Club are as follows: President,

F. A. Woodbridge; Vice-President, W. C. Loveless; Secretary, J.
R. Aiken ; Treasurer, Harry Robbins.
Three thou.sand si.x hundred and twenty-five bluerocks were

trapped the first day and 3,3.50 the second day. This was not half
bad when the miserable weather that prevailed was taken into con-
sideration.
Manager Shaner was the recipient of several presents from his

friends in the Providence Gun Club who attended the tournament.
He is thinking of starting a drug store one of these days.
There was a rumor that one of the prominent people present

had purchased a half interest in the night lunch wagon while here.
At any rate the "dog wagon" was very much in evidence about
noon the first day.
A. H. Fox represents the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. He

is real clever and surprises the boys sometimes with his big scores.
When at himself Fo.x will give any of the crackerjacks a brush.
Hammond is all right, and that is no joke, and shoots a fine gait

as long as there is no hoodoo in his squad. He says he d'dn't get
nervous until he met the hotel clerk after' getting mixed in the
number of Budlong's room.
The thanks of the Interstate Association, as well as those of the

Newport Gun Club, were tendered to Mr. R. C. Root for valuable
assistance in the cashier's office. They may make them better than
Robert, but we haven't -run across them yet.
John J. Hallowell, who represents the Union Metallic Cartridge

Co., lent valuable assistance toward making the tournament a suc-
cess. He ably ass-'sted Manager Shaner, taking charge of the
score boards, refereeing or doing anything else required of him^

*^ St. Paul Totirnament*
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 5.—The fifth annual tournament of the St.

Paul Gun Club, held at the Intercity Shooting Park, Aug. 3 and
4, was a success in every way.
The shooting was done from two magautraps, and at bluerock

targets.

Seventy-five shooters faced the traps the first day, and thifty-six
shot through the entire programme.
There were fifty-nine entries the second day, and twenty-five

finished the programme.
There were twelve 15-target events on the programme for each

day, besides a five-men te'am contest for the H. C. Hirschy Blue
Ribbon trophy at 100 targets to each team, Aug. 3, and the Min-
nesota Game and Fish Association trophy at 25 targets the second
day.
Manufacturers' agents were permitted to shoot for targets only

without cost—a new and good departure from the old system of
having those who shoot for targets pay two cents for each target
shot at.

The trade was represented by Fred Gilbert, Dupont powder,
Parker gun and Winchester shells; C. W. Budd, D. M. C. Co.,
Parker Brothers and Hazard powder. ; Russel Klein, Peters
Cartridge Co. ; H. C. Hirschy, Hazard Powder Co.
On the first day Gilbert had high average with 165. The second

day Budd and Morrison were high with 167. In the team shoot
for the Blue Ribbon trophy, the Wheaton, Minn., team won,
beating the St. Paul Rod and Gun Club team No. 2 1 target.
In the contest for the Minnesota Game and Fish Association

trophy Mr. Morrison, of St. Paul, won the trophy for the third
consecutive time. Mr. Vander, of Wheaton, gave him a good
race for the trophy, and it was a good hot shoot-off, each man
scoring 10 straight in the first tie, 9 each in the second, Morrison
winning in the third tie with 9, to Vander's 8.

Mr. H. C. Hirschy had charge of the office work, and was the
right man for the place.
Mr. W. P. Brown, manager of the park, looked after the traps

and saw that squads were ready.
The weather was very warm, with a stiff breeze blowing directly

in the faces of the shooters.
The targets were thrown about 65yds., and owing to the wind

were quite erratic in flight.
...

Mrs. Johnson took part in most of tht events, and with her new
Parker did some good shooting.
Mrs. Murry was on hand the second day and made some good

scores. Mr. and Mrs. Shattuck were out' both days, but did not
take part in the shooting.
A number of the visiting sportsmen were royally entertained by

Mr. and Mrs. Shattuck on Friday night at their home, and several
letters were read from friends who promised to attend the tourna-
ment, but for some reason not given did not come.
We were informed that the St. Paul Gun Club will hold a three

days' tournament the first week in September, either on the State
Fair grounds or at the Intercity Shooting Park. This is the week
of the Minnesota State Fair and will insure a good attendance.
They have not decided as to what kind of a programme they
will have, but as the St. Paul Rod and Gun Club are up to date
it will no doubt be a good one.

Friday, Aug. 3, First Day.
Events; 1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Broke.

Wade 12 10 12 12 12 7 9 8 8 7 11 9 117
Thompson 12 13 13 13 14 15 12 14 13 12 14 14 157
J C . 14 10 14 11 14 11 14 15 12 12 13 13 15.'3

^Vallace 13 11 11 10 12 11 14 13 11 11 II 14 142
Lribbs 12 13 13 10 11 13 12 9 12 9 9 12 125:
P Hauser 13 13 11 12 13 10 11 12 14 14 13 11 147
Danz 11 11 14 12 10 11 10 11 6 14 w w
thief 13 11 12 12 14 13 12 It 13 13 12 13 149
Wilkinson . 13 12 12 6 14 9 12 11 15 12 13 14 143
F Novotny 10 12 11 13 12 8 13 10 14 12 11 w
Agard n 10 11 6 10 13 0 11 S 11 10 118
i^rindly 13 7 13 12 11 10 15 13 10 12 7 12 137
^hell 12 13 13 14 13 13 12 10 15 13 13 11 152
Bennett 11 10 10 9 10 13 13 12 12 12 7 13 1.32
I;'"'ton 12 9 12 12 11 13 11 15 13 8 I3 U. 140
Palmer 11 9 9 10 w w 10 7 w w w w
Davidson 14 9 12 11 13 11 11 12 12 14 13 15 , i47
Evander 14 15 13 13 13 9 9 13 14 14 14 14 155
Sorenson 10 12 12 11 12 10 9 11 13 12 T3 13 138
Baily 12 13 10 12 11 9 12 13 14 14 14 13 147Kon 10 12 12 14 11 14 13 13 11 12 w w
Foster 12 10 9 12 7 11 13 9 9 13 13 10 128Demmick 7 10 11 13 13 11 6 6 14 .. ..
Steege 13 13 12 13 9 6 15 14 12 H 14 10 142
Curt 11 11 11 8 11 12 13 10 15 11
French 14 13 12 13 11 34 11 14
Stokes 12 11 11 13 12 12 13 6 14 13 8 6 m
Biffton 14 14 12 10 9 14 13 12 12 14 9 9 132
Parker : : 15 13 13 13 14 13 13 10 12 14 14 15 159
Johnston 14 13 13 13 14 13 13 10 12 14 14 15 133
F C Fulton 9 7 10 10 5 -

Bergen _ . 9 10 11 11 9 12 11 iS 10 11' 12 U " 135
Jewell ..' 10 12 11 10 - 9-14 14- 11 .. .. ;•,

"

.Vlrs Johnston ...12121411 711 8 81313 •

Dr Hoyi .;. 10 12 12 13 12 9 10 11 13 12 12 10 l-fl
liabD 13 10 11 It 14 12 13 12 13 13 3-3 14 W
Blossom 15 m 14 }M4 13 13 10 14 13 TS-l? j(;o

Ebe 12 12
Hughes 14 12
Kelsey ....12 14
Gilbert , 15 14
Hirschy 12 14
Morrison 12 15
Budd ......14 14
Kline ^,>.,. ...... 10 12
.Sprague ..-:-><-:-•;,>•.. 12 12
Seymour ..ij.i.i 12 6
White 11 8
Wells 9 10
Gotzian 9 11
Newton 8 w
A L J ohnson . . 6

Gaven 10 ..

Cat 13 12
Druto 12 13
Hays 32 9

M F Kennedy 9 12
Fredette 11 11

Glazier 12 12
Doc
Bull
Bug
Daly
Thomas ..

Nelson
Hoffman
Carl
Melich
Edwards
Bancroft
Bryan
Ma'aney
N P Nelson
Holt
Perry

11 13
11 11
12 12
15 14
13 14
13 13
15 13
11 12

12 13
12 7
7 7
11 13
11 12
13 w
.. 6

6 ..

15 ..

11 ..

9 9
10 13
9 9

11 12
14 13
14 ..

11 12

13 10
13 12
13 11
14 15
13 T4
14 12
13 11

11 12
12 12
9 8
9 ..

13 9
13 12
10

12 1211
13 14 14
10 13 .

.

15 13 15
15 13 IS
14 11 13
13 11 15
12 12 15
12 14 13
12 13 10

14 B B
16 IB 121

32 12 13
11 14 13
16 |B' 13
12 13 H
13 14 n
13 14 14

9 11

14 12 10 14 13 13
9 .. ..

m
165
161
160
155
146

M4

13
10 .,

11 11
8 ..

12 12
14 IS

14 14 14 11 . . .

.

10 32 11 12 12 10

15 13 14 11 14 10 12 6
.... 13 12 11
.. .. 6 5 1111 .. ..

.. 4
.. 7 .. 13 11 .. .,

.... 10
.. 10

.. ., 8 9 .. .. .. ..

.. 11 10

., .. 6

12 12 12 v.

13 10 14 . . 9
10 11

Shoot for the H. C. Hirschy Blue Ribbon trophy, 100 birds, tw
the team:

Minneapolis G. C. Team No. 1.

French ..17
Stokes i 11
Biffton 12
Parker 18
Hirschy 18—76
St Paul R & G C Team No. 1.

Morrison 14
Thompson 16

J C 15
Fischer ....16
.Spralty .16—77
St Paul R & G C Team No. 2
P Hauser 18
Danz 14
Chief 16
Wilkinson 16
F Novotny 17—81

Wheaton, Minn., Team.
E Vander W
Davidson , 17
Sorenson 15
Palmer 14
Bartry 17—82
Minneapolis G C Team No. 2.

Melich 14
Johnston ..13
Mrs Johnston 14
Stone 11
Nelson 11—6.3

St Paul G C Team.
Gotzian 15
Holdt 14
Carl 6
Spear : 14 ^

Kelsey 5g

Saturday, Aug. 4, Second Day.

Events: 123456789 10
Daton 14 12 15 10 9 12 12 14 14 8
Wade ,. 8 9 10 12 13 9
Biifton 30 11 13 12 13 13 13 9 13 14
French 13 14 13 15 14 11 12 13 12 13
Parker 13 14 13 12 14 13 14 11 13 12
P Hauser ; 14 13 13 11 14 12 13 13 15 13
Danz 13 11 15 9 11 9 7 12 14 10
Chief 14 13 13 12 12 12 14 13 10 10
Wilkinson 13 13 14 13 14 10 14 15 12 10
Gotzian 14 11 14 13 11 14 13 11 12 9
Burt 12 11 11 12 12 10 13 8 ,. ..
Wallace 11 13 14 12 14 14 10 10 10 ..
Thompson 14 14 15 11 13 10 14 10 13 14
Steege 14 10 12 13 11 13 12 10 14 12
Foster 10 11 7 8 12 13 9 10 ..
Hughes 12 9 15 11 12 10 14 14 14 11
Ebe 14 12 10 11 13 12 13 14 8 11
J C 15 12 10 10 15 13 10 11 11 10
Bennett 14 14 13 13 13 8 14 12 13 13
Demmick ... 12 9 14 12 8 11
Brindley 13 11 13 11 11 5

'.

Di-xje 13 12 5 9 9 10 .. 10 13 12
Shell 12 13 13 14 12 11 13 12 13 12
Glazier 12 12 9 13 13 12 8 9 . . .

.

Kribbs 12 11 11 12 12 13 12 8 13 14
Bergen 12 10 9 9 14 9 8 10 12 .

.

Kelsey , 10 12 15 12 13 12
Bug , 12 12 12 12 13 8 10 9 12 8
Fulton 12 14 11 10 .. ..
Buyer 10 11 11 12 13 10
Gilbert 14 13 14 15 14 11 15 14 13 11
Hirschy 14 15 15 13 14 13 11 14 12 12
Morrison 14 11 13 14 15 13 14 15 14 15Budd 32 15 15 15 14 12 14 13 14 14Khne 12 14 14 14 18 9 11 14 13 10
Sprague 15 13 14 12 12 10 13 14 13 15
Kabo 12 12 15 13 14 10 13 10 12 15
Blossom 10 15 15 12 14 11 11 13 13 14Yank 10 9 14 14 14 13 10 10 11 15
Kidd 14 13 15 13 10 9 14 13 11 13Newton 13 .. 10 .. 7 .. 10 .. 9
Thomas 8.. 8.. 9.. 6
gutro 9 13 12 .. ., 13 .. ,

Henry 9 g 9 12 12 10 12 10 11
Mrs Murry 12 . . 12 12 13 . . 9 . . .E Vander 14 15 13 13 11 14 14 14 .

Davidson , . 15 13 11 14 12 11 13 14
Seymour : 14 15 13 13 12 11 li !G p Baily .. 13 13 11 9 .. .Daly 12
Spear

\

"
12 '9

"e
.'

Car! 7 6 5...
Alberts 7 4 4
Cat — i3 15 u ic

:

A S K,, 14 q
Soi-enson \\ 8 ii .. .'i

White 3
Doc " "

g
0

.'

11 12 Broke.

10 12
14 9
14 12
12 12
10 8
12 11
12 10
12 12
10 ..

13 io
13 13

14 is
12 8

143
153
155
155
129
146
150
146

151
147

149
138

12 8 147

11 11

is ii

14 15
14 14
15 14
14 15
8 14

11 12
13 12
15 13
12 14
14 14

147

i45

163
161
167
167
155
154
151
156
146
153

4
11

Palmer .'. ii

Minnesota Game and Fish Association trophy, 25 birds
Highhouse ...
Mrs Johnston
Johnston
P Hauser
Wilkinson

McGraw 18
Parker 22
Morrison 24
Hirschy 23
Gotzian 19
Roe 14 Mumy
Cook . 21 Brindly
E Vander 24
Davidson 19
Thompson 18
Novotny 17
Tarbell 21
Spear 12
Bergen 17
Kribbs 21
Danz 15
Brown w
Burnett , 15
Fischer ..19
Nelson 22

Shoot-off at 10 birds:
Morrison ....10
E Vander 10

Shoot-off at 10 birds:
Morrison 9

Shoot-off at 10 birds:
Morrison 9

Morrison winning the trophy
retains the same.

per

Buver
Phi.ster
Hays
Doc
F Novotny
Maily . .

.

Richter
.

Baker ......
Thoma.s . .

.

Alberts
l\Irs Murry
White

man

:

. . . .21

....20

....20

....24

...24

...22

w
. . ..20

...r4
...,19

. . .w
. . ..w
. . . w—

w

. . ..w
...19— w
...17
...10

P Hauser n
Wilkinson iill.'.'."!.'.'!.'!!.'.' 9

E Vander

E Vander. ..

for the third consecutive time
Hawkeye.

Take inventory of the good things in this Issue of
Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was given
lastweelc. Count on what is to come next week
Wa5 there ev^r In «;? ^he world a more abUQdaat
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Peters Cartridge Co* Tournament.

Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 7.—It was the grandest amateur shoot

ever given in the South. Some time since the Peters Cartridge

Co., of Cincinnati, O., decided to give the boys in the South a

tournament, and it was decided that they hold the same at Bir-

mingham, Ala. Their representative, Mr. John H. Mackie, was
sent here to arrange for the shoot and make all preliminaries, and
under Mr. Mackie's management and the auspices of the Birming-

ham Gun Club, with R. H. Baugh as assistant manager, the grand
success was obtained, viz. : The largest amateur shoot given in

the South in years, .showing- an average entry in each event of

forty-four shooters.

On Sunday, the 5th, the shooters commenced to arrive, and kept

arriving until the morning of the 8th. They were from all over

Alabama, Tenessee, Mississippi, Louisiana and Georgia. Monday
afternoon was devoted to practice. The background for the tar-

gets was very bad, and combined with this the ground rose to

quite an elevation, which made it very ditScult for the boys to

"get on to 'em." This accounts in part for some of the poor
scores made.
The fun started promptly at 9 o'clock on Tuesday mornmg, with

a full entry of fifty-four men, and kept up until darkness closed

the sport. Two sets of traps were used—the magautrap and the

Sergeant system. It was one incessant popping of guns and the

call of the shooter, "Pull" and the reply of the referee, "Dead" or

"Lost," as the case m.ight be. Your correspondent at one time

about midday, after partaking of a hearty lunch, undertook to ref-

eree the match, and the cool breezes and balmy air, with the

steady popping of the guns, threw him into a doze. There is no
place in the writer's memory where he has enjoyed an outing bet-

ter than he did at the Country Club, on whose grounds the shoot
was held.
In the first day's programme each contestant who shot through

the full programme shot at 175 targets. Mr. Abe Frank, of Mem-
phis, Tenn., won the first day's highest average of 91% per cent,

followed closely by Dr. Wilson, of Savannah, Ga., who scored an
average of 90 per cent. Mr. Frank led Dr. Wilson 3 birds on the
opening of the last day. Each killed 150 out of the 175 shot at,

and that left Mr. Frank winner of the handsome trophy donated
by the Peters Cartridge Co. to the winner for the highest average
for the two days.
Mr. E. J. Squires, of Cincinnati, O., a representative of the

Dupont Powder Co., shot the highest average of all for the two
da'ys, but as he was not entitled to shoot in the amateur ranks he
was debarred from winning the trophy.
There is no doubt but Dr. Wilson would have won out had he

not been taken ill in the early morning of the last day's shoot.

Aside from the shoot the spectators and participants were
greatly amused and entertained by Mr. Frank, whose tricks at

9 17 8
8
2

.. 10
5 15 .. 11 10 20

.. 20
12 ..

6 8
15 15

*Lemcke 9 9 15 8
Perkins 11 812 9
Watson 5 7 8 5

J S Foster 7
Ragsdale 11
Banks 9

Watson 6 4

L C Smith 11 12
Stillman 10 10
Havnes 7

Fuller 8

Adams 9 . . .

.

McDonald 7 . . 11

Lipop 11 21
Reif 18 17
Lacy 8 5

Wednesday, Second Day, Atig. 8.

Events: 123456789 10
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 25

Frank 9 12 17 12 14 20 15 14 17 21.

•^Squires 12 15 20 14 13 16 15 14 20 22
Abbott 12 11 19 12 12 18 12 15 16 23
*Avery 12 11 16 12 13 14 10 7 18 20
Wilson 14 9 17 11 14 17 14 13 18 24
Eastham 8 11 16 12 10 14 11 13 16 13
*I<;aufmann 11 14 15 9 11 17 10 13 13 13
Brown 14 14 18 13 11 15 14 12 18 22
Baugh 9 10 19 13 14 19 13 12 14 22
Smith 12 9 13 11 10 14 S 9 15 14
Vass 10 13 17 14 14 16 13 12 19 24
Broyles 11 11 20 11 12 IS 12 14 16 18
Garthe 9 10 12 9 13 18 12 11 15 22
Henderson 14 10 17 13 13 15 12 15 17 19
Livingston 13 13 IS 14 15 16 12 13 17 22
^^oodworth • 11 9 13 10 9 13 11 10 17 13
Pooler 12 12 12 12 11 11 8 10 12 16
Reif 11 8 16 9 15 13 11 8 14 19
McCormack 11 12 16 14 13 17 14 14 15 19
Freidman 10 13 16 13 13 15 14 12 12 17
Foster 10 12 16 13 13 19 12 14 19 20
Oliver 12 9 16 10 11 11 13 12 18 20
Marlowe 14 13 15 15 7 12 8 11 14 17
Etheridge 12 12 15 11 14 17 10 10 14 24
Aird 15 13 15 9 10 12 10 11 17 21
Gray 12 9 15 11 8 13 10 11 15 21
Moody 12 12 17 13 12 13 12 10 13 19
Joyner 11 11 18 12 11 17 12 10 16 16
Thompson 11 9 15 10 12 17 11 13 14 19

AT BIRMINGHAM.

legerdemain were so marvelous that he would be a credit as Her-
mann's successor. The only Irby Bennett—^he was on the grounds;
also Harry Lemcke, the very popular Southeastern representative
of the Peters Cartridge Co., from far-away Savannah.; also Maurice
Kaufmann, the New Orleans, and Mr. John E. Avery, the Atlanta,
representatives of the cartridge.
After the shoot was concluded a memorial was passed among

the shooters by Mr. Robt. Baugh, of the Birmingham Arms Co.,
the signatures to attest the appreciation of the shooters and Bir-
mingham in particular to the Peters Cartridge Co. for their liber-
ality and sportsmanlike spirit in promoting trapshooting in the
South, and also many thanks to Mr. John H. Mackie for his able
management of the shoot; and trusted that the time would not be
far distant when this company would give a shoot, if not here, in
some near point in the South, when there is every reason to be-
lieve there would be a large, if not larger, shoot, as all partici-
pants were so delighted that they have all promised to attend any
shoot given by this company within 200 or 300 miles of their re-
spective homes.
Thirty dollars cash was added by the management to the last

event and helped send the boys home happy and closed the whole
shoot with great satisfaction to all.

Below are full scores of the two days:

Tuesday, First Day, AtJg. 7.

•Events: 123456789 10
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 25

Frank 13 15 19 14 15 18 13 13 18 22
''Squires 13 14 19 13 12 20 12 13 18 22
Burke 11 11 13 8 9 6
Wilson 14 15 18 15 14 18 13 14 15 21
*Avery 13 8 13 13 7 17 10 13 14 19
Eastham 12 13 18 11 10 17 9 13 15 22
"Kaufmann 12 12 12 13 14 15 15 14 16 19
Brown 13 13 14 13 15 16 13 15 17 20
Baugh 13 13 12 12 9 19 10 13 17 22
imith 11 10 13 12 9 17 12 12 17 19
Etheridge 13 13 14 11 13 17 10 10 18 17
Pmkston 12 11 13 13 8 12 8 13 15 .

.

Broyles 12 10 15 11 14 16 9 12 15 18
i^arthe 12 11 13 8 13 15 10 6 14 15
Pooler 8 12' 14 9 11 11 9 12 16 18
J^urton 10 10 15 10 12 15 10 9 . . .

.

Kirke 11 10 14 14 9 12 10 9 14 17
^^ird 14 10 15 9 14 15 10 U 18 20
Livingston 14 13 19 13 12 18 12 10 18 24
Sid Paul 11 13 16 12 10 9 9 13 13 19
Jersey ... 9 8 12 9 13 .

.

Wocdworth 10 11 13 10 12 16 8 12 17 19
Henderson 13 9 12 11 12 16 11 10 16 12
Grey 12 9 12 12 11 18 9 11 15 17
Moody 11 11 17 14 15 17 12 11 15 21
•Toyner 9 12 14 12 10 20 10 11 13 15
1 hompson 7 12 13 12 10 17 10 10 13 19
Brednardello 13 13 14 10 8 13 14 12 12 18
Girard 9 15 14 13 9 14 12 10 17 19
Ppphai^- 7 12 15 6 6 17 9 13 14 17
Fletcher 11 14 16 12 11 20 9 13 16 21
Long 12 12 9 10 9 16 15 13 14 19
Vass ; . ; 10 11 17 14 12 17 10 12 15 24
Ch^^^

, 1?! 12 15 11 13 18 7 15 17 20
Paul . 13 11 8 12 12 18 8 13 14 21

McCormack 15 12 16 12 12 14 12 13 16 24
Freidman 12 13 11 11 9 16 12 12 15 23
Foster 13 14 16 12 12 17 15 14 14 22

9 ?'er 13 13 16 10 12 18 13 14 10 20
Abbott 12 15 19 11 14 2fl 12 10 18 20
Fpwlkes 9 11 13 14 13 14 14 17 20
Warren 7 9 11 10 8 . . 7 10 11 20
^"^orean 11 10 , . 13 12 . . .

.

Marlowe 6 $ 9..
Ji^riggs

, %i ;; ;: ;;

Popham 10
Girard 13
Fowlkes 14
Long 10
L C Smith 15
Bregnardello '. . 10
Fletcher 13
Chase 9
*Bennett 11
Bauns 10
Morgan 10
Kirke 10
Turton 12
Pinkston 9
Perkins 9
Watson 9
Chamberlyn 6
Cole 9

J PI Brown 8
Chamberlain
McDonald ,.

Jersey .

.

Perry
Lipop
Hudnaw

14 17
10 13
10 15
17 11
14 17
7 16

11 15
14 15
10 12
8 7

10 14
10 16
10 11
11 16
11 12
6 10
5 ..

8 ..

6 ..

13 11
8 11
13 11
8 8

12 9

7 12
10 12
14 9

9 12

8 10

7 ..

10
8
7
9

7

17 12
17 13
15 8
13 7
15 13
10 8
12 13
17 12

18 U

12 17 18
12 17 20
n 16 20
12 13 13
14 18 22
13 13 16
12 16 18

9 18 20
10 12 13

.. 912

10 10 11 18

.. 8 .. 11 9 12 ..

9 10 .. .. 10 ..

14 10 .. .. 10 .. 10
12 15 16
.. 10 14 10 17 .. ..

9 14 17

8

Broke.
151
161

150
143
151
124
126
151
145
115
152
143
131
145
153
116
117

124
145
135
148
132
126
140
133
125

133
134
131

141
134
127
102
149
112
134
137m

Broke.
160

156

157
127
140
132
150
146
132
136

i22
117
120

i25
136
153
125

i28
122
126
144
126
128
127
136
116
143
119
142
134
130
146

135
149

133
151

Total.
317
3U
308
306

1st Day, 2d Day.
*Luther J Squires 156 161
Abe Frank 160 151
Dr Wilson 157 151
John Livingston 153 153

Abe Frank, Memphis, won first average and medal.
*Shooting for targets only.

Notes.

There was a race between Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee for
a watermelon, but the winners of the race, who were the Alabama
boys, failed to get the melon,
Dick Pooler, after the first day, said: "I will give Mr. Pooler's

gun, also Mr. Pooler, a talkin' to, and to-morrow we will both
go out and break them all"; but evidently he forgot to, from the
looks of his score. Dick generally shoots at the top.
R. H. Baugh (to whom a great deal of credit is due for the suc-

cess of the shoot, as he kept it before the boys' eyes all the time
by. sending notices to them and working like a trooper) shot a
good race and was one of those who were most pleased over the
success of the shoot.

Charlie Reif got in late the first day. He gave as his excuse
that he was taken sick. Of course, we will have to believe him
because his looks bore out his statement.
The traps and shells seemed to vie with each other for best

record. The traps made but one miss and there was not a single
missfire or balk among all the Ideal or New Victor shells used.
The Birmingham squad—Eastham, Brown, Baugh, Smith and

Fowlkes—held their own and took down a good share of the purses.
Mackie was here, there and everywhere, one of the busiest meii

on the ground.
Mr. Vaughn, cashier, had the money ready for the boys the sec-

ond day by 4 o'clock; also the averages figured out. That speaks
well for both the cashier and tfie management.
Abe Frank, of Memphis, we can't say much about, as everyone

knows him; but we think his name ought to have been Hermann
No. 2 from the tricks he played on the boys at the grounds.
The photographer took a picture of Lemcke, Avery, Kaufmann

and Mackie. the representatives of the P. C. Co. The united
beauty of these gentlemen, however, was more than any eoctra
heavy plate glass could stand and smashed the plate the instant
the shutter was opened.

L. J. Squires, of Cincinnati, inade it look like the targets were
not hard to break, as he made dust of them very nearly every time
he pulled the gun to his shoulder.
Harrv Tones came out t<3 t]ic grounds on th* second day with

a 12-foot Boxer's or Chinese gun and said Irby Bennett had to
shoot it and Peters cartridges.
Moody says: "Take those right quarterers away, as I can't

hit 'em."
Dr. VV'ilson, of Savannah, wants them thrown a little harder the

next time.
Genial Harry Jones was here, there and everywhere, and his

jolly ways and comic remarks pleased the crowd. He tried to
shoot one event, but would not let his score be published, as he
said his friends would not believe it if they saw a straight score
after his name.

Fitchfaurg Rifle and Gun Club.

FiTcuBURG, Mass., Aug. 10.—The club held its seventeenth
regular shoot of the season this afternoon, with sixteen shooters
present. The excessive heat and the wind from an approaching
shower made the conditions very unfavorable for high scores for
the first few events, but after the shower passed it was quite a
model afternoon. We had with us to-day Mr. Thompson from
the Orange Gun Club, and judging from the way he broke the
targets, being on strange grounds, and it being his first experi-
ence shooting over a magautrap, should say "he's all right."
We were glad of the presence of three of our own members-

Messrs. Dix. Hawkins and White—who have been constant at-
tendants, but this year have been unfortunate in having trains so
that their runs came on the dates of our shoots. We hope the
combination is broken now and they will again be with us at each
shoot.
And there are those Leominster fellows, who are always around

when there is any shooting going on, and how we should miss
them if they should stay at home. Their genial ways always add
to the enjoyment of the occasion. They seemed to be in better
spirits than usual to-day. It must be they hadn't forgotten the
event at Gardner on Wednesday last. We haven't either; but
then I shan't say much about it. We came in third, and I agreed
with one of the members of the team when he said, "The only
reason we weren't fourth was because there were only three
teams."
We don't seem to be much good in a match. We do our best

shooting when it doesn't count, and we are all asking ourselves,
"I wonder why? I wonder why?" But we always have a good
time just the same.
Appended are scores of to-day's shoot in fuU:

Events

:

Targets

:

1 2 3 4 6 7 8,9 10
10 10 10 25 op 10 10 10' 10 25

8 7
4 8
3 ..

5 7

Bean

4

6 5 15
Dix

7

4 4 16
McDonald

4

6 5 17
White

5

5 5..
Cutler

7

6 4 13
Converse

7

6 5 17
Esty

4

8 5 19
Andrews i,,, 8 5 16
Russell 10 8 12
Stickney 5 U
Farrar 4 16
Hawkins 4 12
Rob 19
Ashton , ,. .. 2 ..

Thompson ., 19
Wilder
AU events unknown angles from magautrap.

M. A. Cutler, Treas.

6
7

4 ..

9 23
8 22

4 8
5 5
8 10

.. 2
7 9

9 18
7 18

617

Mississippi Valley Notes.
Programmes are out announcing the amateur shoot to precede

the big Indian tourney at Lake Okoboji. The dates for this event
are Aug. 23, 24 and 25. Targets are to be thrown on the Sergeant
system, and the programme calls for ten 15-bird events each day.
On the 24th a special race will be shot at 20 birds for a sterling
silver cup. The management will be in the hands of Hinshaw
brothers, who offer five high average and four low average prizes.
While this is to be in all respects an amateur shoot, many of the
experts will be present, getting in form for their own affair the
following week, and it will in all likelihood be one of the big
shoots of the year in the Northwest.
The Lewiston, 111., Gun Club gives its annual midsummer tourna-

ment on the 15th inst. Targets will be thrown from magautrap at
2 cents each, and the programme calls for fifteen events, embracing
200 shots.
The Knoxville Gun Club is one of the thrifty new shooting

organizations of north central Illinois, holding practice meets every
week. The following scores were made at the last gathering:
Events

: 123456789 10
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 Av

Burnside 7 10 9 10 10 10 9 10 9 .. .933
Charles 7 7 9 8 8 7 8 761
I Lewis 876679766 .. .688
J H Lewis 7 7 7 5 6 7 5 8 10 .. .688
Houk 7 6 6 6 9 5 7 6 675
Butt 5 6 4 7 8 5 8 7 6 7 .660
Babcock 6 3 7 8 8 7 8 7 6 5 .SSi
Pierce 4 5 5 7 5 7 6 7 607
J C Lewis 4 4 5 8 8 3 6 5 503
Some very good shooting was done by J. H. Lewis, having shot

over a trap but once before.
Mr. Pierce wasn't up to his usual clip, but says he will lean a

little more forward in the future.

L— - 11 - F. C. RlEHL.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

At Least It Helped,

Editor Forest and Stream:
I thank you very much for the article on "Domefticating Wild-

fowl," by Fred Mather, from your paper of March, 1899. I find it

quite interesting and helpful, and I feel under obligations to you.
Your kindness brings to mind a time twelve or fifteen years ago,

when my sons and some of their chums used to go camping. There
was one boy among them who quoted Forest and Stream for
everything. It got to be a joke among all the others, when they
wanted to emphasize a point as being the truth (even when it

wasn't) by saying, "But is is so; Forest and Stream says so."
The young man referred to cooked by its authority; hunted by it;
fired by it; ate and slept by it, and no other way could be right
while he was camping. That same young man afterward studied
medicine, and is now a prominent doctor in my city (Syracuse),
and for the past three years has been the city bacteriologist, and
likely to continue so. I suppose all this came about through
Forest and Stream!
The wild ducks are doing finely, I will let you know later about

them. Andrew Boyd.

Picturesque and Sportsman's Paradise.

Mount PoGono, a charming spot in the highest part of the
Pocono Mountains, from which the Delaware Water (Jap and the
Delaware River may be seen, is reached by the Lackawanna Rail-
road. Firs and pines cover the mountain sides. The climate is
said to be extremely healthful. People suffering from asthma or
hay fever go there. There are several hotels, of which the Pocono
Mountain House and the Wiscasset are perhaps the largest. Ding-
man's Ferry, in the Delaware Highlands, is about 25 miles from
the Gap, and may be reached by stage from Stroudsburg, on the
line of the D., L. & W. The region is picturesque, and much
frequented by sportsmen. Blooming Grove Park, the hunting
preserve, is near by.—Review of Reviews.

—

Adv.

Reduced Rates to Chicago via Pennsylvania Railroad.

account G a R. HNCAMPME.NT.

On account of the Thirty-fourth Annual Encampment of the
Grand Army of the Republic, to be held at Chicago, Aug. 27-31, in-'
elusive, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company will sell excursion
tickets from points on its line to Chicago, at rate of single fare for
the round trip.

Tickets will be sol4 on Aug. 25, 26 and 27, good to return until
Aug. 31, inclusive; but by depositing ticket with joint agent at
Chicago prior to Aoon of Sept. 2, and the payment of 50 cents,
return liMit way be extended to Sept. 30, incfusfve.—
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NEBRASKA PRAIRIE CHICKENS.

Nebraska sportsmen speak in high praise of Governor

Poynter's attitude respecting game protection and his

recent action in prodding the sheriffs to do their duty-

is deserving of hearty commendation. As related in our

Omaha correspondence, while the State has an abundant

supply of law and adequate machinery for protecting

prairie chickens, the market-hunters have actually been

in the supremacy in certain districts and have had

things all their own way. A vigorous campaign is now

waging to suppress them, and in this Governor Poynter

is taking commendable part. In this he is making a

record worthy of emulation by other executives.

The known attitude of the Governor of a State has a

prodigious effect upon the way in which the game and

the fish protective system is administered. When a

Governor of Illinois a few years ago vetoed a measure

for the protection of introduced game birds on the

ground that it could not rightly be made an offense to

k l] game birds, his stand had an immediate and ap-

preciable influence to weaken the popular respect for and

observance of all game and fish laws. In New Jersey

to-day the well-known aggressive hostility of the Gov-

ernor to game and fish protection has seriously weakened

those interests. On the other hand, when the present

Governor of New York recognized the importance of the

protection of fish and game, calling attention to

it in his message and promising for it his official support,

that action was recognized as a distinct and effective

impetus. The case of the Nebraska prairie chicken ap-

pears to be a desperate one, but the citizens of that

prairie State have no reason to abandon their game pro-

tective activities so long as they have a chief executive

who is ready to do his duty.

WASTED DAYS.

Not even the royal sportsman has all the heart desires.

Ii is related of King Humbert that one of the unsatisfied

•rishes of his life was to come to America for a Rocky

Mountain hunting trip after mountain sheep. His busi-

ness of being King held him too closely; and even had

the assassin's shot not found him out, it is improbable

that he v.'ould have resigned his throne before becoming

too old to think of a mountain climb for sheep.

On the other hand, there died at his Adirondack camp

the other day an American railway king, who, with

every opportunity for game, big and small, and game

fish right at hand, had never paid the slightest attention

to either. His Adirondack "camp" was a camp in name

only, being one of those elaborate and luxurious sum-

mer residences which mark the new Adirondack era and

have about as much woods camp character to them as a

."sportsman's "den" with pictures on the walls has to the

lair of a grizzly. In it was not even the atmosphere of

camp lite relaxation, for in his Adirondack camp this

wonderful man of affairs kept busy a force of stenog-

raphers and clerks, while he exercised that capacity

lor continuous labor which made him a prodigy among

the business giants of his time.

With free access to all the well-stored game countri^

penetrated by his railroads, and with the choice fishing

adjacent to his Adirondack summer home, C. P. Hunt-

ington never knew what it was to sight a rifle or wind a

reel. One of his boasts was that he had never wasted a

day in fishing or hunting. It would be simply a matter

of tallying to find a million people who might say the

same thing, but who are not by virtue of having wasted

no time with rod and gun any the nearer being Collis

P. Huntingtons or railway kings. There are others, too

—

and it would be only a matter of tallying to count a

million of them—who have made a life success which

amply satisfied them, yet who have found time to get

some of the pleasures of the fields and the streams as

they have gone along, and have not by any means counted

their fishing and shooting days as wasted hours.

The doctrine of the merit of persistent industry is so

familiar that we are wont to ascribe to continuous labor

an inherent virtue which it does not possess. It is no

credit to a person that he sticks to business so per-

sistently that he never takes time for recreation. "Wasted

days"—those days are wasted which a person who has

enough already devotes to getting more. There is such

a .
thing as inordinate wealth getting, jtist as there is

inor<3inate fishing for a score. The; young man is in less

danger of wanting appreciation that he must hustle, than

his elder is of not finding out that there is something in the

world besides business. Everywhere about us we see

the melancholy spectacle of old men holding their noses

to the grindstone because they have never learned, and

are now too set in their ways ever to learn, that there ai-e

green fields and solemn forests and the open sea, not to

mention the diversified resources of a dignified leisure in

the town. We may count on the fingers of one hand the

cases we know of those who have missed success in life

because they wasted their time with shotgun or fishing

line, while the city directory is full of the names of

those who would to-day be vastly better off had they

learned the art of rational recreation.

THE DOG FOR PRAIRIE CHICKENS.

In the good old years of long ago, yet years which

are not so far in the past as to be beyond the memory of

men now still alive and active, at this season of the

year the members of the literary canine world were agi-

tated from its center all around to its circumference over

the momentous issue as to which breed of dog, or which

individual dOg, was the best prairie chicken dog. Un-

der the impulse of vindicating his own convictions and

convincing or confounding his opponents,, each writer

contended as nature best fitted him, thus the debates were

vivacious to a degree; for, being participated in by the

wise and learned, the witty and stupid, the men of peace

at any cost and the literary gladiator of war as a pleasure,

the discussions were conducted with that figurative nicety

and directness of pen and pencil which is said to ma-

terially prevail when the shillelaghs are swinging through

the air and cracking every head in sight. Alas 1 have

the glories of the chicken dog, as a matter of common

debate, departed? Where now are the lengthy and in-

volved theses of the dog, brindle in color and bob-tailed in

expression, which w^s uncompromisingly held forth as

the only true type which could run three days from

sun to sun, and find more chickens the while than all

the rest of the dogs in the country collectively? Where'

is the contention that the native was better than the im-

ported dog, the reds were better than the blues, the

Irish were better than the English, the Gordon better

than the Irish, and the pointer better than all?

The glories of the shooting world have not been the

le^st impaired; they exist to-day to a greater degree

than ever, but the ignorance and the opinionated

vehemence of the old days have gone. At the present

day, -the sportsman knows that the right kind of chicken

dog has a bob tail or a long tail, is red or white or blue

or yellow or all combined, is setter or pointer, his merit

resting on usefulness as a worker. The agreement which

has been established came about naturally when left

to the arbitrament of the true sportsman instead of the

multitude who at that time were commercially crying

their dogs for revenue as the huckster cries his wares.

When we compare the literature of the canine world

of to-day with that of the years some time since, we can

congratulate ourselves on the greater knowledge, the

tolerance of opinion and the decrease of the vulgarian,

though there may not be so much raw enthusiasm.

THE CAMPERS' CRIMES.

If all men were what they should be, the camper would

be a joy and a delight to all his kind. He, of all others, is

the man whose life, while in camp, should be innocent

and void of offense. He has left behind him the cares, the

worries and the temptations of every day life; he has

nothing to do but enjoy himself. He should be happy

himself and a cause of happiness to others.

Notwithstanding all this, the camper is sometimes an

injury to his fellows, and a curse to the country, where

his vacation is spent. The damage that he does is seldom

or never willful, but is due to ignorance and thoughtless-

ness, causes which may be as criminal and as harmful

as if the blackest intent provoked hurtful act.

To-day the newspapers tell us of terrible forest fires

raging among the mountains of Wyoming and Colorado,

which are said to have been started by campers. In the

West the past winter was one of very light snowfall, and

to many sections the spring and summer brought no

rain. The forest floor has lost much of its moisture, and

is ready for the spark. The match carelessly thrown

away, the pipe knocked out, the half-burned cigarette

dropped on the ground may any of them start a blaze

which no human effort can control. Far more dangerous

than any of these, however, is the neglected camp-fire,

from which the live coals may be scattered by a puff of

wind, or the fire from which, attacking some dry root,

may eat its way along under the ground for hours or

days, and at length, under favorable conditions, start the

blaze whose results no living man can foresee.

It is bad enough to witness the results of such a fire in

the timber, to ride for days through what was once a

forest of living green, abounding in life of plants, in-'

sects, birds and mammals, now dead and barren of any

living thing, a forest of naked sticks, charred black by

the fire or weathered white by the winter storms, where

the only sound is the humming of the wind through the

treetops or wailing scream of two crossed and rubbing

branches. All this is sad enough to behold, but in itself

is only a sentimental injury. Besides this there are

economic damages which we cannot measure in money,

although we know that their cost is enormous.

The neighboring range may be burned off and the live

stock accustomed to feed there must be moved away or

starve; the ranchman's hay, his buildings, even his stock

or his family may be destroyed ;
finally the water supply

of a considerable area may be so diminished that its

productiveness may be greatly changed and great loss or

even ruin may result to the dwellers in the section. All

this may happen because some man or boy—a camper

—

was too careless or too lazy to put out the spark of his

tabacco or to carry a bucket or two of water to throw

on the fire.

The pleasure-seeking white man might profitably imitate

the Indian whom he is so likely to despise, but who has

been taught to care for himself and for others. Like

the red man, he might well crush out with his fingers the

last Sipark on the extinguished match, spit upon the

burning end of his cigarette until it no longer burns, and

pull apart his camp-fire an hour or two before leaving

camp, so tliat for the most part it may have gone out.

Let him think a little, and realize the injury that his

carelessness may work for others.

When Thomas Best issued the ninth edition of his

"Art of Angling," he wrote in praise of the pasti'me:

"Not only kings and princes, but even queens and ladies

of the first rank, have taken a delight in this rational

and pleasing recreation." And to give emphasis to the

participation of the fair sex in fishing, he embellished his

little book with the frontispiece which we copy to-day in

our angling pages. Here she is just as she went fishing

one April day in the year 1810, and a pretty picture

she makes in costume quaint to modern eyes. The flies

are interesting. Some of them are known to the present

day; Best describes eighty-nine, and tells how to make
and use them. The artist who drew this picture ^ad

one trait well developed among his successors of to-

day; he has given us a bent rod and a loose line, two

things which are never found in conjunction in natttre.

There were artists two thousand years ago who were

more technically correct in those little details to which the

sportsman's eye goes first. Here in outline is a fresco

from a house in Pompeii. It is Venus and Cupid angling,

and while Cupid has hooked a fish, the mother has made
him her prize. There are no lax lines to the rods in

this picture; its author had perhaps been fishing him-

self in the Bay of Naples and knew that when the rod

is bent the line is taut. This interesting example of

Pompeian art is now in the possession of Mr. R. B.

Marsten, editor of the London Fishing Gazette.

Bob White is making his way around the globe. From
New Zealand comes a favorable report of the work of

introducing the American quail into that country. The

birds were sent from Kansas via San Francisco, and

after a long and tempestuous voyage, which proved fatal

to a large number, 430 of the first consignment reached

their destination, but the death rate then proved to be

very high. Subsequent shipments were more successful,

and lots of from 20 to 200 have been distributed at

a dozen different points. In its fifteenth annual re-

port the Wellington Acclimatization Society notes that

the quail are doing well in their new home. One serious

drawback to the enterprise is found in the poisoning

operations which are carried on extensively for the sup-

pression of the rabbit pest. Large numbers of the bird^

are known to have perished from this cause,
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Canoeing in South America.
\Concludedfrom page 123.]

I had hardly recovered from the "steamer" fri^t

when, as I was passing very close to a bluf¥ along the

bank, standing perpendicularly about twenty feet* high, a

rush and a grunt denoted that a drove of capybaras^ on

the top of it had been surprised from their repose. The
brutes, acting upon the impulse, scenting danger,

plunged headling for the water, regardless oi the direc-

tion of the object of their surprise. Imagiifc my horror

when a dozen or more of those monsters darted from
the precipice directly at me, as it it seemed.

_
All but

one struck the water short of me. That one jumped a

few feet over the canoe. They were in weight from 60

to 200 pounds each and raised quite a commotion about
my craft. It was only good luck that saved me from

being sunk by them, for if any one had landed in or

on the edge of my loaded boat nothing could have pre-

vented such a catastrophy. This animal is of the rodcn-fr

family and abounds in great numbers in central South'

America. It is killed for its flesh. Persecuted by the

crocodile and hunted upon land by the tiger, it must
often wonder if life is worth living. Whe^n in motion
it has the appearance of a hog, but when seated on its

haunches "it looks like nothing but itself" is th^ besi

description one can give of it.

Alternating from paddling to drifting, often dozing
throughout the evening until midnight, I find myself
hard aground on a sand shoal. Overcome by my con-
stant work for three days and nights, I resoh^e to tie

up and for a few hours have quiet rest. Before day-
light I was aroused from my slumber by the sound
of human voices. Throwing of¥ my muscetero I looked
out upon the river and saw below me in the moon's
rays a canoe being pushed against the current by two
Indians,' the first human beings 1 had seen since leav-

ing my starting point. As they came along thay passed
close to me and cried out in poor Portuguese, "Sobier
se amego meo, amana aque" (Arise, my friend, the

morning is here).

Before breakfast time I had reeled oft a good num-
ber of miles to my credit toward Curumba. Shooting
a fine wild turkey I landed, built a fire and roasted it,

greatly enjoying the meal after the early morning run.
Then resuming my paddle, I sped before the current,

feeling in the best of health and spirits, passing bend
after bend of the river, whirlpool after whirlpool safely

at each point, and little thinking what awaited me be-
fore the sun designated the hour of noon. At lO o'clock
I had come to within two or three miles of the most
northerly point of the Dorado Mountain,s, where the
river divided, and I chose the riacho instead of the main
river and was emerging from this to the main river,

having no thought in the least of danger. The swift
current rapidly carried me out in the cross rip, when to

my horrer I saw dust and leaves rising in the air tlircugii

a deep valley and from the moimtain sides. The whirl-
wind struck the river, covering several acres of space,
and rapidy moved in my direction, kicking up the
water in spray as it advanced. Being a half mile from
shore, I knew my situation to be a bad one. In less
time than it takes to tell it the squall had struck the
rip. The spray became so dense that I could hardly see
beyond it. There was no time to retreat, for jn a
minute it surrounded me, kicking up short waves that
tumbled into my craft from head to stern, filling it in-
stantly. My load being about all dead weight and
.stowed well forward, the canoe dipped hoad first As I
jumped to clear the suction the sinking canoe would
cause I rpmember saying aloud, "Well, I'm in for it this
time." Swimming ofif a few yards, I looked back to
see if anything of the load had floated. I saw my
bolsa, containing some clothing and some illustrated
magazines; also my camera and a hand satchel con-
taining my valuable papers and journal of eight months'
writing, with about two hundred photos and pencil
drawings.
The satchel being of the most importance, I swam for

it, and when within a few feet it turned over on the
side, havmg filled with water, and sank out of sight.
Turning my attention then to my camera in a water-
proof case, I secured it, swam to the bolsa again, opened
and deposited the camera in it and tied it up again,
resting my left arm upon it for a life preser\'er. See-
mg my paddle drifting, I secured that also. The bolsa.
bemg water proof and air tight, gave me great confi-
dence.
The squall that had so suddenly come upon me passed

as quickly and left the river again as cahn and tranquil
as if nothing unusual had happened. The country on
the west side was flat and immdated for miles away
back from the river, and the east side for a consideraVk
distance was also covered with water, although the
mountains were plainly in view, and toward that shore
I began to guide myself and baggage. Looking from
the middle of the stream toward either bank one could
see no sign of the inundation, for hanging from the
tree tops and branches grew dense masses of lemis
matting together to the edge of the water; but upon
coming near to where the shore seemed to be I found
the water very deep and the bank of vines so thick as
to render it impossible to find a safe landing. When
going up the river several weeks previously w-e had
passed an Indian village of the Guato tribe, whick I
Tecokned to be only a few miles distant. Being com-
fortable in the

_
warm water and drifting rapidly. I con-

cluded to continue my downward course until I should
arrive at their settlement, unless I became exhausted,
rather than to seek for refuge among the branches of a
tree, where one could possiblj^ wait for many days be-
fore a passing steamer of a charta might come that
way to offer assistance. In all these rivers, along the
shores there exists a small, ravenous, golden colored
fish called peranu. These now attacked my ankles and
bare feet with their exceedingly sharp teeth and ren-
dered it necessary for me to again work out to th&
center of the stream, where they never go, as lar,get-
fish are sure to prey upon them, and in deep water ithere
was less danger from alligators, so abundant. It was
ffpirj my situation ^uitft interesting to sintice thp earmchm

ox vultures, everywhere present, especially in cases of

distress. From their distant soaring high up overhead,

hardly discernible to the naked eye, often like black

meteors they pierced the air in my direction. Coming
to witbing a few feet of my h«ad they would dart up
again with a whirring sound, mournful in the extreme

to me, aad then circle back again to their lofty place

of observatien. There were at times hundreds of car-

rion crows with their sharp eyes upon me, ready to

pounce down and pick out my eyes at the first evidence

of weakness on my pa-rt. Days seemed to pass instead

of the five hours ' from the time I entered the water

until, upon burning a point, there appeared before me a

long line of shoal above water, at the end of which was
.staked a log cauoc, and its occupant, who appeared to

be an Indian, fishing with a rod and line. His sharp

eyes caught sight of me as soon as I saw him. Standing
upright and shading his eyes with his hand, he quickly

saw the nature of t'he object drifting toward him, and
hastily pulling up the stake that held the canoe he pad-

dled into midstream in my way. While yet several yards

off he began to jabber in his Indian tongue to me, but

not being aijle to understand him at all I kept silent

myself. As I duifted in reach of him he reached out
and cawght hold of my bolsa and dragged it into his

canoe, then grabbed the paddle from me, leaving me
IWpless in the water. I must confess that it looked
much as if he intended to steal my life preserver and
paddle and leave me for the fishes and alligators or

vultures, and then made a motion as if to paddle away.
Two or three violent strokes brought me in reach of

the gunwale of his canoe, which I grabbed with both
hands and wisrkcd hand over ha^nd toward the bow, and
to save me from upsetting him the Indian could do
nothing more tlixm to stay in the stern and balance it

until I had pulled myself up astride the bow. There I

sat for a minute looking at hrai and he at me. The
Indian had an e.Npression of "Get out of here," while
I would have liked to hs^'t said, "What are you going
to do about it?" Plad he made a move toward me I

would have t'urned the log over instantly; but after mak-
ing a few grunts and gesticulations he picked up his

short pasldle and headed down stream, where about two
miles below was the Guato village, at which place wc
landed,
A large crowd of braves, squaws and their children

at once surrounded me in evident curiosity. My res-

cuer also seemed to receive a good share of attention.

He was looked upon as a great hero. The naked chil-

dren, at first shy and not a little frightened to find a

white man in the midst of them, soon became confident,

and as T opened the I'ittre bflggage saved with me they
crowded Eroimd and expressed great curiosity as one
after another of my effects were spread out to dry.

While opening the bag to put my camera in it some
water entered and ran down among the illustrated jour-
nals at tlie bottom. As they were spread out on the
beach to dry the Indians pounced upon them like a'uI-

tures, being completely carried a\^ay with the illustrations

they contained. A^ter a few minutes of consultation
among themselves, they' laotioned me to follow a guide
thciy seemed to have deputized for my 5^)6^31 benefit.

He took rae to a small hut made of bamboo with a
pahn leaf roof about 200 yards baCk from the river and
ushered me into it with all the grace of a more civilized

indivicfoal, with a few grunts, as they seemed to me then,

and mach gesticulation conveyed the information that all

the h;it and all the surroundings were at my disposal.

Expressing my thankfulness as best I could, I proceeded
to imake myself at home as he went back to his people.
This Indian I soon learned was their chief cacique and
medicine man.

Shortly after donatfons in the shape of fo«^3 enough
for a dozen men were brought to me from different

directions iri calfeba.sh or mata shells, but neither knife,

fork nor spoon to aid in feeding myself. The food con-
.sisted of cooked meats, fish and beans all together in

chowder form. All during my slay with that tribe of
nearly a month the sfime cfturse of food was served.
My first occupation in this new element was to manu-

facture the, to me, most indispen.sable knife, fork and
spoon of wood, which served me thereafter. Much of

my spare time was put in by making such articles of
hard wood for many of them as presents, seeing their
apprecHatioB and desire for them.
Much of my timfe was occupied while a guest of the

tribe upon the bank of the river watching for a iJassing
charta or possibly a laaneh by which I could make my
departure to some more modernized habitation. Curum-
ba wag still nearly 300 miles down the river and Cuyaba
600 or 700 north. During my stay with these Indians I
had an opportunity to see a little of their habits in life,

upon which I might write at length, were it not best for
me to hurry along with my adventures. They sutfeisted
by means of hunting, fishing and raising cattle that
roamed oyeF ^t. mountain sides and broad esteros be-
yond. T.^y made grefat show of affection for their wives.
husbaHds and children. It was quite an affecting scene
to witness the departure and the arrival of a band of
Irantens. Their departure was given to a great show of
lamentatio-n and affection on the part of the squaws, par-
ticwlarlr. and upon their return into the village again
their coming seemed to have been heralded far in ad-
vance, for the women and children would hurry out to
meet them and toj relieve their husbands or lovers of their
burdens and bring in tKe tuophies.
When called u])on to mojurn the death of any of their

people it wa,«( a custom aainong the scjuaws to sit upon
the ground, put their head down between their knees
and then roll around and around the corpse until ex-
hausted, and again, aftep they have sufficiently rested,
they fall in line with those already dancing in a circle
around the body.
One cannot describe the horrible torture they endure

and inflict upon themselves during these orgies, tearing
their hair and cutting their flesh from head to foot with
a sharp stone or flint which they hold between thumb and
finger and jab into their flesh at interv-als. When they
kll bleeding and exhausted they are dragged out and
their places in the circle taken up by others. During the
day time fhe men take n© part in this ceremony, but at
flight they indulge in hideous howling and contortions.
They hold in each hand some vegetable shell resembling
a long slim sc|uash shell. These they fill with stones
and awing about with all the energy they possess until

they x<tf> fall exhausted, to he fragged awa,v. "ITie

Diety they despise and worship or propitiate the Evil
Spirit only.

Having been told that these people sometimes indulged
in flesh of their own kind for food, as soon as' I could
talk with them at all I asked one of the squaws who
brought me the every day potchara why they did not
make a feast of me. She answered by poking at my
ribs and shaking her head doubtfully, as much as to say,
"You are not fat enough." Happening to b<„ one of the
1-ean kind was no doubt my salvation. My conversation
among them was conducted principally by the means of
my pencil through picture language. After I had been
with them nearly a month I was surprised one morning
to see them engaged in launching a large canoe, and
then they loaded it with hides, tallow, beeswax and jerked
befef. They were evidently preparing to go on a voyage
to some trading station, and as Cumaba was the nearest
I hoped they were going in that direction. My hopes
were not vain, for after all was ready they sent one to
inform me that I could go with them.
The canoe was manned by six stalwart braves, who

after taking a very affectionate farewell seated themselves
three on each side as near the bow of the canoe as they
could sit and began paddling down stream. They had
taken on board several hunting dogs, and their bows,
arrows and spears. Whenever the banks of the river
along the course would admit of the dogs running they
were let on shore, and when their barking denoted
game at bay the Indians would land and in a short
time return with the skin or bring the whole animal
with them. Twice they had brought on board tiger skins,
and as we were nearing Curumba, having a desire to see
them kill a tiger, I made it known to them that when the
dogs had stalled another I wished to go with them. We
had not long to wait, for the barking of the dogs brought
again the excited ejaculations from the Indians: "Tegre!
Becho! Bechod" Following the savages, who went
through the dense undergrowth of weeds, thorns and
brambles like .so many snakes, we soon came upon
the object of our pursuit. Looking up into the branches
of a large tree that the dogs were guarding, there, crouch-
ing on one of them, gazing down with an expression of
confidence, sat the tiger. After taking a careful survey of
the surroundings, five of the Indians took their stations
with spears in hand, while the other came over to me with
a bow and arrow and asked me to shoot the brute "with it.

That was a new departure for me, but realizing their pur-
pose, I took the bow, fixed the arrow to the string, took
aim and let it go ; but as the bow was so stiff for me to
pull back, not being accustomed to it, resulted in a very
weak effort to drive the tiger from his perch, the arrow
striking him and glancing off into the forest beyond. The
savages were much amused at my poor shot, but called out
to me to try it again. Fi.xing another arrow, I took de-
liberate aim and hit the tiger on the head, but the force
was so weak that the arrow fell back to the ground. The
tiger evidently did not like to have his ears pierced with a
sharp stick like that, and seeming to comprehend that I

was his persecutor, turned toward me, lashing his tail and
showing his teeth defiantly. Concluding to defer my
tiger shooting until I could avail myself of another rifle,

I handed the bow to an Indian and walked off to a safe

distance to witness the combat. I had not long to wait
to see the finish for one of them took the bow, lay doAvn
upon the ground, fixed and sighted the arrow, holding
the bow between the toes of both feet, .^.way went the
arrow with a twang from the bowstring, striking the
tiger in the shoulder and piering him to the arrow head.
With a snarl of pain and rage he jumped from his perch
about 10 feet high, and not being able to gain a new hold
upon the branches fell back to the ground, to be caught
in its descent on the points of two spears in the hands
of the Indians that ran under him as he fell. It is need-
less for me to say that after those two thrttsts and an
arrow through its vitals no danger existed from con-
tact with it. Hastily removing the skin (which is valued
at about $10 in gold in that country'), we returned to the
canoe and resumed our journey, reaching Curumba the
next night.

There I met a former acquaintance who AVas in charge
of a small steamer running monthly trips from Asun-
cion, Paraguay. He granted me a first-class passage to
-Asuncion on his craft, where I was obliged to stay for
three months before I could secure funds C-qi-- New
York. J. G, Kma

Sooner.
A HAzy. still, Indian summer day, with scarcely a

breath of air stirring; a grove of beech and maple, each
tree aglow with gorgeous coloring of red and gold, set

like a flaming jewel in the deep green of the surround-
ing forest of pine and hemlock, spruce and cedar; in the
grove a spot wliere two runways, faintly traced in the
carpet of red and gold under foot, crossed each other, and
at their intersection, the only blot upon the landscape,
the only thing to mar the beauty and the perfect har-
mony of this scene, where all else harmonised—a man
with a gun, and that man myself.

The picture immediately loses half its charm. I felt it

then. I felt my presence to be a profanation of this fair

temple of nature. I felt—but just at that moment m.v
ears were greeted with a sound that sent laJl further
thoughts and feelings scattering among the dead leaves

at my feet; a sound that is music to the ears of all lovers

of the rod and gun, the far-away baying of a hound hot
on the trail of a deer.

In a moment I was all eagerness. My sense of un-
worthiness vanished and in its place came a desire, for

slaughter, and I made ready to desecrate that lovely

spot by murdering one of the most beautiful of God's
creatures. The deep voice of the hound sounded nearer
and nearer, coming from the trail on my right. This
was strange, thought I, for the deer had gone in that

direction on that runway not more than an hour before.

I expected him to do as other deer had done before,

circle around and come in on the runway on my left,

which led to the lake. Evidently this one had doubled
on his tracks or something was happening. The dog
was very near, but where was the deer?
Down the trail he came, giving tongue at every other

jump—not the deer, not the antlered buck I had pic

tured in my mind, btit only the hound—only Sooner
all his glory.
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"You fool 1" I shouted in my wrath. "You blankety

blank idiot, you! You are running on your back track."
He was somewhat startled and pulled up so short that

he performed a pecluiar evolution of his own invention
before coming to a standstill. He gazed at me reproach-
fully and withdrew to a safe distance and sat down to
think out the situation. It had been such a fine run and
he had been having such a beautiful time until my harsh
voice broke in on his dream and brought him back to
earth. True, he was running on his back track, but it

was an unintentional mistake, and mistakes were liable
to occur among the best of us. And then Hogarth's
warning came back to me and my anger evaporated.

"Sooner's Sooner," he had said to me when I started
out. "At times he's all right, an' at times he's a dern
fool. You'll git mad as thunder at him, but 'twon't do
you no good. Ef he spoils yer buntin' with one o' his
smart tricks y' needn't be s'prised. Yessir, Sooner's
Sooner, an' when you've said that it covers • the hull
bizness."

I lit my pipe and with a "Come on, you fool dog,"
started back to camp. Sooner trotted at my heels look-
ing bored. That was my first hunt with the most en-
tertaining dog I ever knew.

In appearance he was a strong, well built, deep chested
hound. His color was liver and white and he was well
marked. He had a fine head and ej^es that could almost
speak. So much for externals. It was his internal
mechanism—the working of that wonderful, fertile brain—^that made Sooner what he was.
He never did a thing twice alike. There was a de-

lightful uncertainty in his every act. He was as full of
surprises as an Arkansas mule—if you have any idea
what that implies.

It is a strong comparison, but Sooner's history will
bear me out in it. These surprises were not always of
a pleasant nature. One moment you would be aston-
ished and filled with admiration at that dog's sagacity;
at the next you would be wondering if a bigger fool on
four legs ever walked the earth.
Old Hogarth had a Yankee's keen sense of humor

and enjoyed Sooner hugely. He was very fond of Him;
but for that matter so was everyone that knew him. He
was always such a "good fellow." After some especially
brilliant achievement of an idiotic nature he would look
.at you with his big brown eyes and .=;ay, in dog language:

"Never mind, old man, it will be all the same a hun-
dred years from now. We made a mistake this time,
but we'll try and do better next time."
That was one of his strong points—the faculty of al-

ways rnaking you a party to his blunders. His manner
never implied the use of the personal pronoun. It was
always "We." Sooner would have made a good editor.
He di.splayed such sublime sang froid when he should
have been in disgrace and shirked responsibility so easily.
Although he Avas five or six years old when I first

knew him, he still retained manj^ of his puppyish ways.
He had an utter disregard for what he ate. ' All food
looked alike to him, and moreover, he had the reckless,
devil-may-care disposition of a puppy. He weighed con-
sequences after a thing was all over. He lived entirely
in the immediate present. When he had an object in
view he went at it with all his energy in an undeviating
path. He never took a roundabout course. If a wind-
fall were in his way when he was anxious to get any-
where he went through, or over, or under, the windfall.
This might take more time than going around the ob-
stacle, but it fitted in with his idea of the proper way
of attaining one's object. On the other hand, if he
just "went out to see," as Hogarth expressed it, the long-
est way around was always the shortest way home.
His expression was deceiA-ing. It was that of a

thoughtful, studious-minded dog whose one object in
life was to do right. He had a habit of puckering up
his brow, like a person in deep thought, as though he
carried the affairs of the forest on his shoulders. This
expression was usually intensified after he had made a
bigger fool of himself than usual.

Bill and he were great friends. Sooner understood
Bill better than Bill understood Sooner. When Bill

got the "buck fever" and threw his rifle in the lake at a
buck, Sooner appreciated the act as something worthy
of himself. It may be that he did not thus reason it out,
but it was very apparent that Bill was imbued with the
selfsame reckless disregard for consequences that pre-
dominated in his own actions.

Hogarth's other hound, the Old Gal, had a great con-
tempt for Sooner, but this did not worry the latter in the
least—in fact, he seemed to reciprocate the feeling be-
cause of the Old Gal's conservative disposition. Of
course, there were other dogs about the place, but they
were all of a nondescript character and not worthy of
mention on the same page with Sooner.
Sooner was a waif, or, more correctly speaking, a sol-

dier of fortune. No one knew his antecedents. He had
dragged himself into Hogarth's yard one day, worn out
and exhausted, after a long run on the trail of a buck.
There was no telling how far he had come, as a fast

hound will cover many miles in a day and keep it up
for two or three days. But he had driven the buck into

the lake and the Hogarth boys had killed it; therefore
they treated the dog well, and as he liked the place he
remained and became one of the household. For reasons
already given, Hogarth named him Sooner.
The time Sooner discovered he had fighting blood in

his veins marked an epoch in his life. He overestimated
bis ability, it is true, and suffered in consequence. A new
settler moved into that part of the country and estab-
lished himself about si.x or seven miles from Hogarth's.
Regarding the size of his family he was far behind
Hogarth, but when it came to dogs, it was simply a

walkaway. Several breeds were represented in this col-
lection, but the "yaller dog" predominated.
Sooner undertook to clean out the entire crowd alone

and unaided. It was something of an undertaking and
he spent six out of seven days in the hospital while the

war was on.

"He doesn't seem to be much of a fighter," I re-

marked to Hogarth one day when the subject was under
discuession,
"Oh, he kin fight all right," Hogarth repliedj "it's

his iedgment what s wrong. Sooner's a fust-rate fighter,

but he's a dern poor jedge of dorgs."

He was game, though, and stuck at it until he had
conquered each one of the new dogs in turn, with the
exception of a huge brindle bulldog. With this dog he
employed strategy. . He bowed down before him and
addressed him with smooth words and made friends with
him, and then one day he enticed him over to his own
home and all the dogs tfiere pitched on the brindle bull
and half killed him. Sooner became more blase than
ever after this achievement. It so plainly showed lais

superiority to all the rest of dog creation.
This fighting trait was unusual in a hound, for as a

rule they are peaceably inclined. It served to accentuate
the fact that Sooner was not like other dogs.
"He's the derndest cuss y' ever see'd," said Hogarth

on one occasion, when the conversation had drifted
around to Sooner. "He's did a few things what can't
be beat by no dorg livin' or dead. Ever tell you 'bout
the time I got ketched in a b'ar trap? No? Waal,
'twas this way:
"One day I got a "idee in my head I'd do somethin'

smart consarnin' a big b'ar what was foolin' 'round
these yere parts, so I got out a big b'ar trap I had an'
fixed 'er up ready fer bizness.

" 'Whar y' goin'. an' what y' goin' t' do?' sez the old
woman to me when she see'd me start out, Now, the
old woman's allers wantin' t' know somethin what don't
consarn her, nohow. She axes sech plum foolish ques-
chins. As they ain't no sense in arguin' I jest sez: 'I'm
goin' out t" see,' sez I. 'Twas plain 'nuff I warn't goin'
shootin' with a b'ar trap. Course I took my rifle 'long
in case of accidents, as you never kin tell when you're
goin' t' need it most.
"Waal, that was onct I didn't show up so all-fired

smart after all, the way things turned out. I sot the
trap all riglit an' sot her t' hold any b'ar fer keeps ef
he got to monkeyin' 'round it. I had 'er fastened 'round
a tree with a slipknot in the chain. After workin' 'bout
two hours, mebbe more, an' jest as I was ready to start
fer hum, I made a mess of the hull bizness gener'ly by
steppin' in the trap myself. Don't know how on airth I
come t' do sech a dodgasted foolish thing, but I done
it, an' thar I was ketched 'round the ankle tight 's I'd
want to ketch any b'ar. b'gosh. I was five miles from
hum, an' night comin' on, an' 'twas cold at that. 'Twarn't
what y' might call a cheerful layout. My gun was leanin'
up 'gainst a tree out of reach, an' I couldn't let nobody
know whar I was. An' seein' I hadn't said nuthin' to
nobody 'twarn't likely they'd find me in a hurry, Y' see,
that's whar I wam't so smart arter all in not answerin'
the old woman. They's no tellin' when you're right
when you're dealin' with wimmin,
"Waal, that-air trap hurt worse'n the devil, I kin tell

you, an' did consid'able cussin' to sort o' ease the pain.
That helped some, but it didn't loosen the trap, an' I
couldn't git at it proper to open it. I forgot t' say that
Sooner'd come 'long with mc. He'd struck a trail the
fust thing, near whar I was settin' the trap, an' gone
yelpin' off on it, same's usual. Now, here's where the
funny part o' this yere bizness come in. As I was settin'
thar wonderin' how things was goin' to end, all to onct
I heerd Sooner '^way off in the woods, an' it seemed 's

if he was comin' toward me. I listened close, an' you
bet yer life the next twenty minutes seemed like years
afore I could know fer sartin that he was a-comin' my
way. When he got whar I thought he could hear me I
hollered an' whistled like anythin', but he never heerd
me, but kept on comin' nearer an' nearer. Seein' they
warn't no sign of a deer, I made up my mind Sooner
was runnin' on his back track. An' sure 'nuff he was.
He come nigh runnin' plum into me, but when he see'd
me he pulled up short an' stared fer a minit or two, an'
then he sort o' took his bearin's an' sot down to think
things over.

"I called to him purty loud an' he come up lookin'
sort o' s'prised an' innocent like. When he see'd what
was wrong he looked at me as much as t' say: 'Waal,
you're a bigger fool 'n I thought you was.' An' then he
did some thinkin' fer a spell. After a bit he raised his
head an' sniffed 'round, 's ef he was gittin' his bearin's,
an' then he lit out an' left me. I was mad, 'cause I
wanted to use him some way. ef I could, an' I was sure
I wouldn't see him again. I yelled an' whistled an'
cussed at him, but he never noticed me, but jest kept
a-goin', an' T never see'd him run so fast afore.

" 'Twas gittin' dusk when Sooner left me an' it got
dark purty soon, an' thar I was with nuthin' t' do but
trust- t' luck that somebody'd find me. An' 'twarn't
much of a chanct to gamble on, at least fer that night.
"Twas three or four hours arter that, I reck'n—seemed
like years—when all t'onct I heerd a rifle shot an' bimeby
Sooner's moosical voice j'ined in with the shootin', an'
then I knew what that-air dorg 'd bin up to. He'd gone
'way back hum fer help. Arter a while he led 'em to
me—Bill and the boys—an' they onloosened me an'
rigged up somethin' like a stretcher an' carried me hum.
Sooner didn't make no fuss over what he'd done, as
some dorgs might have done. He acted just 's ef he
•was used to savin' people's lives every day.
"When 1 got hum the old woman was layin' fer me,

an' she said, sez she;
" 'Stepped in a b'ar trap, did you? What did you do

that for? Next time mebbe you'll ansur a civil queschin,
an' then ef y' git lost we kin find you,' sez she. 'Serves
y' right, this time.'

"They ain't much use in arguin' with wimmin, so I

said nuthin', but I've allers had more respect fer Sooner
since that time—likewise fer the old woman's queschins."
Such was Sooner. Many years have passed since I

last saw him and it is doubtful if he is still in the land
of the living. I have an idea that he "died with his
boots on," if I may so express it, for he was not fated
to come to his end like an ordinary dog.
When I think of Sooner my thoughts stray back to the

old haunts and I smell the pines and the hemlocks and
the spruce, and I listen to the wind whispering and
sighing, and even moaning (it must be a sad tale it tells

over and over again so many times) and I feel—ah, well,

you know the feeling.

Fayette Durlin, Jr.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday and as much Mrlier as practicable.

The Sliding Rock of Papase'ea.
"Oh, I say now!" exclaimed the Captain of the British

gunboat then on guard duty in Apia Harbor, "you can't
expect a man to believe that sort of thing, you knowUt course, whatever you say about the political affairs of
this beach I must believe, for that's your line of country
and I m here to do your shooting for you whenever itbecomes necessary. But it is pretty stiff to ask me to be-
lieve that you sit in the wet and go sliding down a face of
rock without hurting yourself."

"Still it is a fact, none the less, and a very exhilarating
fact, indeed as you will confess if only you will try it
for yourself."
"Now, madam, that is rather too much. You have'

entered into a conspiracy with my wardroom officers
to make this tour of guard duty memorable to me First
you got me bragging as to putting up heavy weights, and
it is true i can put up more pounds than any one of the
ship s company, and then you whistled up the bow oar
in your boat and had him beat me at my own game
JNext you led me on to make the remark that it would be
easy to include that waterfall of yours in some morning
stroll; It took me all of fifteen hours of breakneck work
to get there and bac-k in one day, a1id I was in such a
state that I could not go to the German Consul's 'bier-
abend

. Now you are trying to get me to give an ex-
hibition of coasting down a hard rock for the amusement
ot your fellow conspirators in the wardroom country. Atmy time of life, and having attained command rank I
must decline to assist in the undertaking."

' But Captain, will you accompany us if I promise you
solemnly that the First Luff shall do all the experimental
sliding, or the Engineer or even the Paymaster?"
"Why it's positively absurd. You know that thehuman body will sink in water. And this water you

say IS only 2 inches deep. Now, in the name of all
hydraulics, how are you going to slide like a bubble on
tiie surface of the water and not touch the rock below?
But on your solemn assurance that I can inspect all the
conditions before venturing on any such exhibition, and
that you will interpose no objection to my sacrificing
all of the junior officers in turn, I am willing to "join your
outing party."

It was because the captain of this particular British
gunboat was just as good as gold and as strong as an
ox, to say nothing of his being as green as grass about
bamoa, that the preceding conversation was due. He
had been induced to make a few tripjs into the bush, and
after the hard experience he was beginning to be a
-trifle suspicious. But as to the Sliding Rock at Papase'ea
there was no reason for such suspicion, as will be made
clear in this story of the trip.

Fortunately for Capt. Rason's peace, the trail to
Fapase ea is so regularly traveled by the residents of
Apia and the few tournists who liave the time that it is
open to equestrians all the way from the beach to within
100 yards of the bathing place. That in itself was a great
thing, for foot travel in Samoan bush is anything but
easy, and one learns to welcome any spot for the ter-
minous of an excursion which will obviate the wearisome
footsteps in the steaming atmosphere under the thick
shade of the tropical forest. Here comes in the ad-
vantage of having a practically amphibious boat's crew.
The first of their duties was to row the boat and sing but
on shore excursions it was their duty to attend on horse-

'

back, and the opportunity was offered them to carry on
little speculations on their own behalf by renting ponies
when such an opportunity arose, as in this case, when it
became necessary to mount the greater number of the
officers of the H. B. M. S. Royalist.
A trip to Papase'ea is always a picnic and a jtnerry-

making, for there is something invigorating about the
water of the mountain stream, which is so much cooler
than any water on the beach as almost to seem cold, that
It is impossible to avoid growing rapidly hungry. And
there is something so unusual about the sport on the
rock as to set even the morose in good humor. At the
same time it must be remembered that the Samoans re-
gard it a solemn duty to eat on all occasions when there
IS anything edible. But in the islands it is just as easy
to extend dinner hospitality in the bush as it is in the
best domestic appointments. It resolves itself down to
an enumeration of the number of cans that must be
opened and the number of corks that must be drawn
and those are operations that can be done just as well in
the woods and by the streams as under the roof of a
house.
The boat's crew were sent out ahead, each armed with

the necessary provision for the picnic. But even with
them out of the way, it was an imposing cavalcade that
set out from the Consulate on the road to the woods.
With the British officers and the Samoan girls and the
interpreters and the inevitable Talolo, the party
amounted to more than twenty, and that is a large num-
ber in Apia except on steamer days. It made a long
and sedate cavalcade down the beach road in strict
obedience to the municipal ordinance against riding
faster than a walk. The Royalist contingent had come
so freshly from a long cruise that none of them felt like
galloping and probably all were just as well satisfied to
know of the state of the law. This was made quite mani-
fest when the party turned back from the beach and into
a long stretch of good road exempt from any restriction
on .speed. Here the Samoan girls started their half-
broken Tongan ponies into a speedy gallop and laugh-
ingly challenged their respective officers to catch them.
To attempt to chaperon the next two miles of horse race
was about as futile as it would be to play propriety to a
three-ring circus. By wise use of a seemingly impractica-
ble short cut (this was due to the wisdom of Talolo) along
a soppy trail through a taro swamp and then a clump of
sugar cane with a few water jumps and a pig fence of
stone to clear, it was possible to get ahead of the race-
and to capture the First Luff and the girl who had taken
the lead. As the other galloping pairs came up they too
were stopped, and last of all came the Captain, pounding
steadily on in the' rear with a much winded little rat of a
pony that had never carried the weight before. All were
then content to settle down to a more sober and decorous
pace, for the naval contigent were beginning to feel that
no matter how experienced they might be in riding the
waves it called for a different seat when it came to a flat

race in Samoa,
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Since turning inland from the beach the road had been

a straight causeway in the swamp, known as Tiger Bay,

and the only thing to see was the taro, the cane and the

banana—no shade for this whole stretch of race course,

and no breeze, for the trade wind has never the force to

make itself felt behind the coastal fringe of cocoarmts.

But when the higher ground was reached, the character

of the scene underwent a change—the swamp was left

behind, the road now lay under the grateful shade of tall

trees and between clumps of bushes loaded down with

gorgeous blossoms. Samoan houses began to appear

under the shade of the breadfruit trees, with then- great

and jagged leaves, and around a bend in the road vve

came upon the town green of Vaimoso, with its chief's

orator standing in the shade to hail us with the never

omitted Question, "Whither go ye?" and to propose that

we alight and drink kava. But Talolo, whose delight it

is to do all sorts of mannish things, replies in form that

America and Britannia are out upon important affairs of

state and cannot delay, but that some day we will return

to see this lovely town of Vaimoso, and will talk wise

politics with its chief. In studying Samoan it is not so

much a question of grammar as- of learing to lie grace-

fully. Ta'lolo was born that way.
Beyond the village we began to ibreast the hill, and

climbed and climbed over a broad road half overgrown

with weeds, until we came upon the tew houses

which make the little settlement of Lotopa, where a few

settlers have cleared the bush and set out plantations of

coffee. Here the government road stops short in a clump

of bushes. Here also were the boat's crew in waiting

with the supply of refreshments. There was the begin-

ning of a mutiny when Samuel a and his outfit discovered

that this was not to be an eating station, although he had
gone to the trouble of gathering nuts and bananas and

leaves for plates. But as it was only an hour from the

Consulate, and as, in addition to wdiatever breakfast they

may have had with their own families, each of the crew

had consumed a pound-tin of corned beef, half a tin of

salmon, unlimited cabin biscuits, and all the sugar soup

or tea wanted, it was felt that they could manage to

bear up for a little while longer. It was. not so much
that they were individually hungry as that they were dis-

posed to yield to the Samoan national hunger, which is

invariably excited by the presence of food.

At this end of the road a broken-down stone wall

gave an opportunity to squeeze through^the close clump

of bushes, and then it was seen that there was a narrow

trail behind. Here there was no tendency to gallop or

scamper, for the trail is too narrow and too crowded with

stones to permit of any relaxation of the attention. The
path was cut up with the roots of the high trees, and
every root in the soaking mold was a trap for the feet oi

the unwary, for with the closest care one or other of the

ponies would slip on such a root and then would follow

a series of wild gymnastics which were the reverse of

steadying to the rider, no matter how much they might

tend to restore the equilibrium of the pony. Another

forest danger was from the low-hanging branches and

fi-om the lianas pendent from tree to tree. These fre-

quently hung so low as to sweep a rider from the pony's

back. -I had long since trained my boys when going

ahead and encountering any such obstruction to give

warning and to use the cry, "Low bridge." That seems

plain enough for most people to know what to expect.

But it bothered at least one of these young Englishmen.

About five minutes after Sarauela had set up that shout

for the first time, and it had passed back all along the

line, we had stopped in a fairly smooth and open place

for the duller members of the party to overtake us. One
of the junior officers then said: "Do you know, I just

made a most stupid error. All the Samoans shouted

something that sounded almost exactly like 'low bridge,'

and ever since I have been looking out for a bridge. But

of course there wouldn't be any real bridges iii this_

jungle, and of course I was misled by the similarity of

words in the two languages. But it was a droll blunder,

now, wasn't it?"

With the assistance of a diagram and a concise recapit-

ulation of the history of the Erie Canal, I thought that I

had made my explanation of the phrase sufficiently clear.

"Yes, yes; I understand," my navy boy repHed. "When
you say "low bridge,' that's only a figure of speech. But,

don't you know, it's rather mLsleading. You see, you are

looking out for a bridge that would be underfoot, and so

you have no warning about the low branch overhead,

don't you know; and then you are swept off the pony's

back. Of course, it's only one of your ways, but you

have so many odd ways, you Americans. The idea of

calling a branch a bridge, it's most extraordinary."

At last the trail through the damp depths of the forest

led our party to the sound of dashing water, and we
found ourselves in an open space which afforded grazing

for the ponies. The sound of the falling water was plain,

but no water was in sight. Struggling through the high

grass of this small meadow—grass that measured more
than 6 feet—we came to a jumping-off place, where a

steep and wooded slope led down to a .small mountain

stream, which was making noise enough for a river.

Here we scrambled down the bank with the assistance of

roots and projecting rocks and hanging vines, and at

every step regretted that we were not monkeys. Once
safely at the foot of the descent we were at the summit

of the waterfall.

So far as goes the geography of the unusual, there are

but two such sliding rocks in the world—one in the

Negri Sembilan region of the Malay Peninsula, the other

in the bush at the back of Apia. They depend for their

interest on the feature in common that a deep pool is

overhung by a slant of rock, over which trickles a

stream, and that by sitting in the stream at the top of the

rock the swimmer may be phmged with high speed over

the rocky surface and forced deep into the pool below.

It is said in behalf of the Samoan Papase'ea that the slide

is longer and steeper, the plunge more rapid, and the

"submersion in the pool deeper than in the Malayan ex-

araple. , . ,

This waterfall in the Samoan bush is, m fact, triple.

The lower cascade has only about 5 or 6 feet of fall, and

the basin at the foot is shallow. The middle one of the

scries has a fall of no more than a dozen feet, and the

basin is only slightly deeper than the one below. The
upper cascade fails 30 feet, and the basin is so deep that

the swimmer coming over the fall does not touch bot-

tom at the end pf the pkmge, although his velocity is

excessive. The Samoans call these respectively ihe

swimming places for children, for women and for men.

It is to the latter only that the name of Papase'ea prop-

erly applies; and very few travelers ever think of looking

at "the lower cascades of the series.

The breakneck trail down the hill slope lands us in a

leafy amphitheater, where stepping stones enable us to

cross and recross the stream, while overhead the branches

mix and meet to form a grateful shade. The lower side

of this bowl in the valley is marked by a dike of vol-

canic rocks, worn smooth by the coursing waters, which

pour along in an ungovernable torrent when there are

storms in the hills. The upper ring is filled with a pool

some 6 feet in depth and bounded by the smooth rocks

and the trunks of tall trees. Into this pool flow several

rills, which trickle at ordinary stages of the water from
several slopes of the hillside. It is probable that these

rills are all parts of the same stream which has been

split up by obstacles above. Nothing at all is known
about the stream higher up in the mountains, for its bed

is quite impracticable for travel—what with the rocks in

one place and the fathomless bogs in another and always

the dense tangle of low-lying branches and interlacing

lianas. And it" the explorer comes upon a stream higher

up in some clear place, it is impossible to identify it as the

Papase'ea stream, for there are so many brooks on the

Samoan mountains that one cannot be safely distin-

guished from another. It is probable that the stream is

one of those which drain the central morass on the

Tuasivi, for its waters are so cold as to point to a

soi.trce at a high altitude. Wherever these w-aters come
from, they all collect in the pool.

This re'servoir serves as a pressure regulator for the

falls. After the heavy rains the stream is a raging

mountain torrent, into Avhich it would be suicide to

plunge, as any one can see who will watch the force with

which it tears out trees and great blocks of rock from the

banks. But at ordinary stages, when there has been no
storm in the higher altitudes, the water scarcely trickles

over the portion of the volcanic dike which constitutes

the sliding rock.

The first 3 or 4 feet of this dike are nearly level, and.,

owing to the wearing oi the frequent floods as smooth a.s

so much glass. The water trickles in a narrow channel

worn but a few inches below the common level. The
next 40 feet pitch downward at a sharp angle of the same
glassy smoothness. Then the rock breaks off abruptly

about 10 feet above the surface of the water in the lower

basin. This lower pool has been excavated by the floods

to a depth of more than 30 feet, and has nearly vertical

sides, so that there is only one small area of shallow

water near the lower outlet. A geologist would prob-

baly class it as a large pot hole with a diameter of about

40 feet. Into this pool the length of the slide is about

50 feet, the last 10 of which are in the air, the slide along

the rock being some 40 feet of length, with a vertical

descent before reaching the final plunge.

When the water in the stream is low—that is, in gen-

eral, when it is safe to essay the slide—there is not

enough water going over the dike at the right spot to

make it advisable to slide, for much escapes over other

channels, and those channels are so filled with rugged
rocks as to discourage any travel which involves the

principles of sliding friction. But by damming the other

outlets the water held in reserve in the upper pool can be

concentrated until its whole volume passes over the

smooth channel in the dike, where it can make the

sheerest plunge to the basin below. When thus gathered

the stream is about 3 feet wide at the brink of the fall

and 2 inches deep.

Capt. Rason was still more than ever disinclined to

engage in such sport after he had looked the ground

over and had measured the depth with his finger. He
took refuge in the science of hydraulics and proved to his

own satisfaction that the slide could not be made in 2

inches of water without damage some how.
Meanwhile the others of the party were going to see

the thing through without regard for mathematics at all.

One of the Samoan girls undertook to carry one of the

young lieutenants over the rock just to show how.

Down in the stream she sat and instructed him to sit

behind her. The attitude was just the same as in coast-

ing on a double-runner sled in the lands where there is

snow. The principal point to be observed is that the

lieutenant shall look steadfastly over the girl's left

shoulder while she wears her head to the right, for if the-

two heads should come together when they strike the

water in the basin it might do damage. Having received

all the necessary instructions, the pair inched along the

rock until the full force of the stream caught them. Then
tliey went at breathless speed on the surface of the falling

cascade down to the final flight through the air, and
were submerged in the basin at the foot.

The Captain, being in no restricted sense responsible

to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty for the

well-being of the officers committed to his care, watched

the flight wnth anxiety, which was not relieved until he

saw his officer climb out of the basin in good order and

start to clamber tip the face of the rock. Then, con-

vinced that the impossible was the easiest sort of thing

if only you saw how it was done, the good Captain

hastened to be the next to go over. Declining all aid,

he sat in the stream, but he was too eager in hitching

himself forward to the place where the current over-

comes gravity. The force of the water took him broad-

side, and before he could correct his position he was sent

rolling as well as sliding. Thus he came to the final

flight head downward and made a magnificent dive into

the basin. Thenceforward for an hour or more there was
a steady succession of dripping humanity, Samoan and
European each awaiting the turn to go over the rock.

Only one anxiety tended to mar the enjoyment—an

anxiety voiced By my young Talolo between plunges

when he asked, "Bimeby I think so we eat for you, for

me?" Reasured on that point, Talolo subsided, and the

fun went on.

The last plunge was the most daring of all. The
engineer officer undertook to walk down the slope in the

water. He explained that he was sure it was not as dan-

gerous as we might think it, for the whole of his weight
would tend to keep him on the rock, and the only pur-

chase the water would have on him would be his ankles.

He did walk steadily down the slope in the swirling

water for at least 20 out of the 40 feet of the slide. Then,

as the current was carrying his feet out from under him.

he gave a jump forward and apparently intS the Hasirtj,

But he said—and it Is more probable—that he landed on
hi,s feet lower down the slope and took a second jump
thence into the basin. Such a thing had tieVei' been
heard of before at the sliding rock, and the Samoan wit-

nesses may be counted on to put this record slide into

their traditions.

But sunset was fast approaching, and no Samoan is

really comfortable in the bush after dark. As soon as we
reached the Lotopa road again the sunset and then the

ride home was made in brilliant moonlight.
Llewella Pierce Churchill. -

One Day in a Sonora Gamp,
I HAD a very strong impression that w'e ought to move

camp. Our surroundings were pictui'esque; there was
abundance of feed for our horses; wood and water were
right at hand; it was only seven miles to a base of sup-
plies, but . The but meant that the drj' bed of a river
at the commencement of the rainy season is an excellent
place to leave. So we went about ten miles up the Santa
Cruz, where the little caiion terraced back from the
springs that are the source of the river, and on a shaded
platform some 8 feet above the stream we pitched our
tents. E.xpecting to be here for at least two weeks, the
ground was leveled off in front of our principal street,

and our artist even went so far as to bring agaves and
cactus from the adjacent hills and lay out parterre after

parterre in the howling wilderness—a wilderness it was
indeed, but no desert. Ash, sycamore, walnut and willow
shaded us. Festooned over these were gigantic creepers.
Gaudily colored birds with harsh voices chattered from
branch to branch, and large squirrels, similar to our
eastern fox squirrel, offered tempting marks for our .22s.

We knew that w-e should have plenty of sport in the
quail, partridge and pigeon line, but Ave were not calcu-
lating on any large game for at least a four days'
journey. Then we expected to find numbers of antelope,
bears, lions, besides very good fishing in the Yaqui River.
So on this particular July afternoon when Q. and Will
came in from taking the horses some four miles away
to pasture, and reported that they had seen a. couple of
brown bears and had probably wounded one, and that
fresh deer signs were to be found within 150 yards of

camp, we were undecided whetlier to give them the horse
laugh or to be filled with unwonted enthusiasm. I had
seen deer tracks up the canon only the week before, so
I knew that deer were somewhere in the country, but
the bear proposition I took no stock in. Nevertheless a
hunting party was made up and started out at daylight
for whatever luck might throw in their way.
A dozen birds that were waiting to be classified and

skinned and a press full of plants that needed changing
stood between me and the trip. Furthermore, I knew
that a twenty-five-mile tramp and lying out for a night
or two would be on the programme for the boys, and I

had no desire to risk either the time or strength on any
such uncertainties, I worked patiently hour after hour
until my stomach indicated the approach of ,noon. Then
I was interrupted by a quick step, some more birds were
throwm upon my work bench, and Van, breathless from
running, asked:

"Say, do you know anything about bee trees?"

"So far as reading Thoreau and Burroughs and Forest
AND Stream, and listening to John Muir expatiate on bee
trees in Yosemite, I am pretty well posted, but I've never
had any practical experience in the matter. Why?"
"Oh, I think I've got a bee tree doAvn here—not a

very big one, and it may not be a bee tree at all, but I
think it's worth looking into."

It did not take many minutes for those of us who were
left in camp to hit the trail down cation. The first who
started was armed with a pint cup and a teaspoon. The
rest were somewhat better prepared for the work before
them. Twenty minutes later we turned out of the gorge
into the rolling grassland, where rocks are covered with
maiden-hair fern and, making rare patterns in the green,

an oxalis is found strikingly like the wood sorrel of the

New England mountains. Not was this all, for the

fragrance of the jasmine was wafted to me for the first

time, and I felt that violet, orange blossom, magnolia
or any other perfume was not to be compared with the

odor that now filled the air. I wanted my botany press,

but before I could make up my mind to return for it the

tree that we had come to examine was located.

It was indeed a very small oak, the trunk proper being
only some 5 feet in height. Near the top_ of the trunk
was just such a hole as a high-holder back in the Eastern
States would have pre-empted for a nest A very few
bees were passing in and out of this very small hole in

the very small tree. I began to think that the pint cup and
teaspoon would hold more honey than we could possibly

get. Fortunately for the rest of u,s, Van had faith, and
believed that faith without works is dead. So he encased
his head in a mosquito-proof helmet, put on his gloves

and commenced to chop into the tree about a foot below
the hole. The music of a circular saw in a country saw-
mill was just about duplicated in the heart of_ that old

oak. It was a gentle, suppressed rumble at first, with

a gradual crescendo, until the saw seemed to be making
250 revolutions a minute. Then came the shrill wail of

agony that indicates that a knot has been struck, and out

of the hole the bees poured—big and little, young and
old, but each especially desirous at that particular time
to make use of his business end.

When the excitement had somewhat subsided and from
a safe distance the rest of us saw Van standing as still

as a statue, his helmet covered with bees, we held a little

coimcil of war and determined to try the effects of a

smudge. A fire was kindled about three rods away, and
under cover of the dense smoke that arose from the damp
oak leaves we pushed it nearer and nearer, until thi.'

bee song ceased and Van was able to resume work with

the axe. Before the tenth stroke a thin streak of sweet-

ness came out with the blade and commenced to drip in

golden lines down the rough brown bark. Two vertical

blows and a section of bark was split off, exposing the

mass of comb that filled the central cavity. This filled

tw© large pails, and then a second hole was chopped
near the ground, a second* section was split off, ancl oui^

hard work was done.

We forgot the pigeon potpie. and the squirrel stew that

had beeii simmering over the fire for three or four
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lu)ms. We were not even envious of the bear hunters.
We suuply went back to camp and proceeded to extract
honey by the most primitive method. Two flour sacks
were filled with comb and hung in the stiti. The honey
that dripped into the vessels beneath was clear and of a
rich amber color. It was much more fragraint than any
honey that we had seen before, and the five gallons that
we carried were as acceptable to us as anything in the
provision line that could have been purchased. Supper
was over. The day's work was done. Bees and birds had
alike gone to rest. The last rays of the sun were yet
playing in the walnut leaves overhead as though rehictant
to give the new moon a chance to show herself. As
we were sitting, half-dreaming, at our tent doors, there
came from the caiion the sound of a rifle shot, and then
another. It was not like the boys to shoot simply to let
us know that they were nearly home, and they Avould not
waste their ammunition on small game. While we were
yet wondering, Will staggered into camp under as pretty
a load of game as one would want to see. Over one
shoulder hung a bear cub, and over the other a-deer that
was yet almost smoking hot. We relieved him of the
task of skinning and dressing, as well as of getting his
own supper, and soon his comrade, Talton, came in, and
as the two sat by the camp-fire they told the story of the
day's adventures.
They had gone about two miles from camp, follow-

ing up the creek, when they jumped a deer. The boys
greeted it with a fusillade, but apparently it got away un-
hurt. The boys didn't care very much, and besides it

was bear that they were after. A deer was only good to
practice on for elevation. An hour more of stiff walking
and the sun was beginning to beat down very hot upon
them. Hughes and Hanson were in the lead, and at the
same time that they were endeavoring to locate some
carrion of which they had just got a sniff an old she-bear
with two cubs sprang up in the very direction in which
they were looking. Over a little hill and down into a
cafion before the two H.'s had fairly gained their senses
bruin jogged. Then the lead commenced to fly. Others
of the party came tip, and a great butte, a mass of caves
and cliffs, was surrounded. The report was—and it has
since proved true—that there were lion dens galore as
well as bear dens in that rocky fortress. However, the
boys tracked and scoured the region for the rest of the
day and not a sight of the old bear did they catch, though
they killed both of the cubs. Four of them agreed to

stay out all night for a possible morning shot. Will and
Talton were to come in and tell us, so that there would
be no cause for anxiety in camp, and they had jumped up
the deer that Will brought in, Talton waiting to get a
shot at its mate.

It was the next night before all the boys came in, and
they brought more venison, the other cub, two foxes and
a few pigeons. Almost a week has passed, but the old
she-bear cometh not to bag. Almost every morning
we see her fresh tracks within a quarter of a mile of
camp, and the horse wranglers get daily shots at the
brown, unwieldy mass that hides among the cliffs. Even
as I have been writing the report has come that she has
taken refuge on a ledge from which she may be easily

dislodged. Five of the boys have gone to get her, but
I have lost no she-bears. I prefer just now to watch the
sunlight in the walnitt leaves, to listen to the creek, to

smell the jasmine. When the game comes in I like to

hurrah mth the boys and to eat my share.

The deer that we get are much smaUer than the black-
tail. They dress from 50 to 60 pounds. Our cubs dressed
about 40 pounds each. Have not yet seen a sign of a

rabbit on this side of the line. One little

pest visits us nightly.* The little skunk is alto-

gether too common for pleasure. He is smaller,

slimmer and varies some in his markings from the North-
ern skunk. Withal he is inclined to be vicious, and will

often use his teeth in preference to his natural mode of

defense. The Mexicans are more afraid of him than they
are of snakes or lions, claiming that a skunk bite in-

variably produces hydrophobia. But I doubt it there is

any kind of a bite that the Mexican and Yaquis cannot
cure with ,the herbs of this land. The Yaquis especially

have a most wonderful pharmacopoeia, and I believe that

some day they will add greatly to our materia medica.
Far from being the savages that newspapers represent

the Yaquis, they are more intelligent and more honest
than the average Mexican, and an American can travel

.

among them without the least fear of molestation.
Shoshone.

Rto Santa Cruz, Sonora, Mexico, Aug. 6,

What Cows Were These?

100 Spommen's finds.

Some ol the Queer Discoveries Made by Those Who Arc
Looking for Game or Fish,

13

Two bo3^s—Jerry Coons and Frank Lyons—while trout

fishing" in Black Creek, near Coalton, Pa., found the

skeleton of a man in a hollow tree at -the foot of Roar-
ing Falls. A tin box, 6 inches square, lay by the side

of the skeleton, which was standing erect in the hollow
trnk; The box contained $135 in gold coin, the latest

date being 1855. There was nothing in the box or any-
where about the skeleton that threw any light on the

identity of the remains. The boys divided the money
between them and the bones Were buried in the Method-
ist graveyard. The old hollow oak has been known
for many years. It is a gigantic one and it was known
to have been hollow, but was never explored. There is

no possible' way of determining who it was wlto chose
this grave or how he died.

14

A cave was found by some hunters, who accidentally
discovered it while chasing a wounded wildcat near Red
Bud, 111. The cave is situated in the region known as
the "Sinkholes,"" which is eight miles west of Red Bud.
The, entrance to the cave is about 7 feet in diameter, but
aft'^y^ntfe^iilg; th'e's^^ varies, it beitig io to 25 feet to ^:hc

ceiling in sprrte places. In the center 'o;f this c'ay<i flows
a stream of clear water, which contams numerous small,
eyeless fish. A number of them were caiight and placed
upon exihibition, but they lived only a few days.

In my capacity of cowpath inspector, 1 have usually
been able to recogiiize all the quadrupeds I met with.
Just now, however, in an excursion into colonial history
i have come upon the trail of some herds of uncertain
breed. I have been reading extracts from the reports
which the French Jesuits stationed among the Indians
of central New ^Vork sent to their superiors. The
"Jesuit Relations," to use their own title, arc a mine of
r,atural history as well as of ecclesiastical, political and
ethnical history. Readers of Parkman's works will re-
member how deeply he delved among them.
These^ missionaries to the Five Nations were sent from

lower Canada, and, excepting those going to the Mo-
hawks, they commonly went by the St. Lawrence River,
Lake Ontario and Oswego River. The journals of their
voyages abound in interesting incidents and observations.
Simon Lemoine with a companion went from Montreal

to the Onondaga village, near the site of Syracuse, in the
summer of 1654, when northern New York was an un-
broken wilderness, with no white inhabitants. He re-
peatedly mentions encountering herds of "cows" or
"cattle," as the French word is translated, and it is not
quite clear what animal is meant. Perhaps some reader
of Forest and Stream has considered the question and
is prepared to answer it.

Five days out from Montreal, and beyond all settle-
ments, Lemoine made this entry: "July 22.—The rapids,
which for a season are not navigable, compelled us to
carry our luggage and canoe on our shoulders. On
the opposite side I perceived a herd of cattle [wild cows,
another translation words it] grazing at their ease in per-
fect security. Four or five hundred are sometimes seen
in this region in one drove."
Having completed his errand at Onondaga and re-

turned to Lake Ontario by the Oswego River, whh an
Indian escort, he notes: 'Aug. 22.—Coasting quietly
along the shores of this great lake, my sailors kill with
a shot from a gun a large stag. My companion and I

content ourselves with looking at them broiling their
steaks, it being Saturdaj^ a day of abstinence for us.

"28 and 29.—The chase stops our sailors, who are in
the best possible humor, for flesh is the paradise of the
man of flesh."

The Frenchman's "stag" may well enough have been
a Virginia deer, and offers no puzzle. Two days later
Lemoine writes: "First day of September.—I never saw
.-jO many deer, but we had no inclination to hunt. My
companion killed three, as if against his will. What a
pity, for we left all the venison there, reserving the
hides and some of the most delicate morsels."

Evidently the game hog of lo-day is the same old game
hog. It is pleasing to find that in old times, as in our
times, his witless slaughtering was reported with a pro-
test.

Again the missionary meets with the questionable
"cows." It is is Sept. 2, and apparently back in the St.
Lawrence again, that he writes: "Traveling through vast
prairies, we saw in divers quarters immense herds of wild
bulls and cows. Their horns resemble in some respects
the antlers of the stag.

"3d and 4th.—Our game does not leave us; it seems
that venison and game follow us everywhere. Droves of
twenty cows plunge into the water as if to meet us.
Some are killed for sake of amusement by blows of an
axe."
A certain idea of amusement is always to be expected

in a certain class of persons. These savages who pre-
ferred to amuse themselves with the vivisection of their
prisoners had on this peaceful occasion to content them-
selves with knocking down cows too unsophisticated and
tame to escape them. Their lineal descendant mentally
and morally is the "sportsman" who hammers a swini-
ming deer's skull with an oar in default of chance of
ability to kill one legitimately.

In 1655 the Jesuit Francis le Mercier with others made
the trip to Onondaga. The party ran out of provisions
on the way up the St. Lawrence, found poor hunting for
a time and was reduced to straits. "At this jtmcture,"
writes Mercier, "we made prize of a wild cow. The
poor beast had been drowned; its flesh was already in a
state of decay, but appetite being a superior cook, with-
out salt or spices, we still found this meat not only very
acceptable, but exceedingly well flavored." In short, it

was "high," skyhigh perhaps, but high and appropriate
to the most aristocratic palate. The missionary con-
timies:

"On the 15th [October] God caused us to pass from
destitution to abundance. Eight bears had fallen into
the hands of our hunters. Immediately all our people
became butchers and cooks. Nothing was seen but flesh
and grease and skins. Four pots boiled continually^ and
when it came to the knives and teeth no one asked for
bread, wine, salt or sauce. It was most excellent, with-
out seasoning.
"On the 17th the .abundance continues; our people

killed tliirty bears. One man killed ten for his single
portion. A singular ceremony followed this great
carnage, which was to drink the grease of these bears
after a meal, as we drink hypocras in France. Afterward
every individual rubbed himself from head to foot with
this oil.

"24th.—We arrived at Lake Ontario, a very beautiful
lake, Five stags were killed this evening at the entrance
of the lake. The incident was sufiicient to stop our
party. * * * It is pleasant to witness the swimming
of herds of cows from island to island. Our hunters
often intercept their path as they return to firm land
and place themselves at the landing placeSj conducting
them to death at the most desirable spot."
Now what were the animals that these educated men

agreed to call by a name which other educated men
agreed to translate "cows"? It would hardh^ have been
natural lo apply such a name to the small common deer,
and they seem to have used the word stags for these and
to have distinguished them from the "wild bulls" hy
saying that the horns of the latter resembled the antlers
of the former. The moose roamed northern New York
and the females might naturally enough have been called

cows, hut neither they nor the deer collld have been ex-
pected in droves of hundreds. Some of the Jesuits'
references suggest the buffalo, but did they ever throng
these dense eastern forests? And how could their horns
be said even to "resemble in some respects the antlers
of the stag"?
Should we not conclude that these wilds of New York

were stocked in that earlier century with the elk, now
so long unknown in the East? The language of the
tiavelers seems to fit the appearance, the gregarious
habit and the comparative tamcness of that animal. What
is known as to their former existence in our North
Woods? And as to tlteir •disappearance if they once
were here?

Leaving the "cows," whatevjpr they were, whether
elk, moose, buffalo or caribou, we find in the Jesuits'
reports frequent mention of more familiar denizens of the
•woods and waters. In the summer of 1656 a company of
French went from Canada to Onondaga Lake to make
a permanent settlement. The priest who reported the
trip wrote that on the shoals of the Oswego River "our
people took while journeying thirty-four salmon, spear-
ing them with their swords and striking them with their
oars. They are so numerous that we could strike them
without difficulty." •

It is Avel! known how the salmon swarmed in these
streanis before their passage was blocked by dams and
the forest which had shaded their spawning grounds
was turned into sawdust to pollute the \yater. Their
capture was an important industry on the Onondaga
River after tite settlement began.
The Indians pointed out to the Frenchmen the salt

springs, which have figured so largely in the history
of .Syracuse, and one of the Jesuits observed that "in
spring there gather around these salt fountains so great
a quantity of pigeons that thousands are caught in a
morning."
There were less desirable visitors also, which we rec-

ognize easily enough from the description, though the
Canadians had not met them in their more northern
home, "There are found here," says the "Relation,"
"certain serpents, unseen elsewhere, which we call ser-
pent a sonnettes. because in creeping they make a noise
like a locust or grasshopper. They bear at the end of
their tails certain round scales, connected with each
other in such a manner that a simple motion produces
this peculiar noise, which can be heard twenty paces off.

These rattles continue to make a noise after the death of
the serpent, though not so great as when alive. The
inhabitants of the country say that the scales are an
antidote to the poison, which is very virulent. The flesh
is said to be as well 'tasted as that of the eel, and is

efficacious in fevers; the flesh is much used for food.
Its body is about 3 feet long, larger than a man's wrist
and marked over the back with dark and yellows spots,
except the tail, which is nearly black. It has four teeth,
two above and two below, long and sharp like needles.
They bite like a dog and cause the venom to flow into the
bite through a little black spur, which they draw out of a
sac in which the poison is inclosed. The person bitten
presently swells and dies after a peculiar manner. We
know not whether they are attracted by the salt; but this
we know, that at our residence, surrounded by springs of
fresh water, we are not troubled with them."
Nor do I know whether the decline of the salt busi-

ness at Syracuse is associated with the disappearance of
the rattlesnakes, but to the best of my knowledge the
snakes have gone with the pigeons. May the pigeons
get back first. Bristol Hill.

[The question asked by your correspondent is ansAvered
by another extract from the "Jesuit Relations'' to which
reference was made in Forest and Stream two months
or more ago, and which we here reprint. It was written
in the autumn of 1646 by the good Father Hierosme
Lallement from Quebec. He says:
"There is found here a speeies of deer different from

the common ones of France. Our French call them 'wild
cows,' but they are really deer; their branching horns
have no likeness to the horns of our oxen, and their
bodies are very dissimilar and of much greater height.
These animals go in troops, but to assist one another
during the winter they follow one after another, the
first ones breaking the way for those that come after; and
when the one which breaks and opens up the path is
tired it places itself last in the beaten path. The deer
in France do the same in crossing a river Avhen they
happen to be in a herd. According to report, these ani-
mals hardly stop in one place, continually traveling wdthin
these great forests. The Elks do the contrary. Though
they walk together, they observe no order, browsing here
and there, without straying far from the same shelter.
This is what prompted some days ago a Savage, who
wished to become sedentary, to say that the Elks were
French, and that other sort of roving deer Algonquins,
because the latter go to seek their living hither and thither
Avithin these great forests, and the French are stationary,
tilling the earth at the place Avhere they make their
abode. Besides these deer, there are two other species-
one of which is similar or which has much likeness to our
deer of France, the other of which is believed to be the
Onager or wild ass of the Scripture. It would be using
repetitions to a1;tempt to speak of them in this place."
Here the "wild cows" are obviously what we to-day

call elk; the "Elks," what we call moo.s"e ; the deer similar
to tho.se of France, the Virginia deer; while "the Onager
or wild ass of the Scripture." which. Father Hierosme
uitimatcs, has been sufficiently described in the Good
Book, is, of course, the caribou.]

Forest Business Problems.

-vT^^' '^^ '"^CUENCK, Forester to the BiUmore Estate, Biltmore,A. C has prepared a valuable: pamphlet entitled "Some Busines.s
Problem.s of American Forestry." The problems "were compiled
^^Jth a view to showing the American wood owners the financial
character of professional forestry. The object in forestry as inany other business, is the production of high and safe interest in
capital. The problems cover a wide field. Lender the conditionsnamed_ one shows that a Florida longleaf pine tract of lOD 000
acres- IS worth $9 per acre; another that the owner of a vellnw
poplar tract m the Claw Hammer Valley, N. C. should dispose of
all trees having a diameter of 21/^. feet or more; another that it ismore profitable for the owner of % .spruce forest to cut down to14-inch diameter trees only, than to ID mclies or 12 inches- anothf.,'
that under conservative lumbering a Minnesota white nine trartwll pay 7 per cent, on the investment; and so on, with a varieiv
of cases. The pamphlet is supplied for one dollar bv the FrptT^i^
Broad Press, Asheville, N. C. ' ^ ^"^ ^i-encb
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Cranes.
Troy, N. Y., Aug. 14.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Can you state if the brown or sandhill crane (Grus
canadensis) is the young of the white or whooping crane,

(Grus americana) ? Some of the writers make this

claim, but I have never heard any one in the West make
such a statement, and it does not seem reasonable, as

where I shoot in North Dakota there are 500 sandhill

cranes where one white crane is to be seen.

Very few white cranes are shot in the West, but I

understand that there is no difficulty in getting them in

Florida. There is a white crane that frequents the

marshes near the Everglades that has a line-toothed

comb on one of the toes and has beautiful white feathers.

Can you give me the name for this bird? C. E. W.

The brown crane (Grus canadensis) is not the young
of the white or whooping crane (G. americana). The
young of the last named bird is in general color white,

more or less patched and overlaid with rusty. The head
is completely feathered—has no bare patch on crown or

cheeks. There are two species of brovfn crane (G. cana-

densis and G. mexicana), which differ chiefly in size, the

first being slightly the smaller of the two. In neither

of these are the cheeks normafly naked, as they are in

the white crane. The "white crane" of the Florida Ever-
glades, referred to by our correspondent, is not a crane
at all, but a heron (Ardea occidentalis) , a species equal-

ing in size or larger than the great blue heron (A.

herodias)

,

Great confusion exists in the popular mind as to

what is a heron and what a crane. A very large majority

of people no doubt believe the two terms synonymous
and apply either to almost any large wading bird. As
a matter of fact, howevei", the similarity between cranes

and herons is wholly superficial. They are different in

structure and in habits, and persons accustomed to see

both birds are not likely to mistake one for the other.

Setting aside the physical differences, which are those

to' which the naturalist Avould first call attention, the

many obvious differences in habit will readily be detected

by any one whose attention is called to them.
Those who have had an opportunity to see any of our

cranes on the wing know that they fly with the neck
stretched out at full length before them. As a rule they
fly during the migration in large companies, and are very
noisy, calling to one another at frequent intervals with
loud resonant—if guttural—cries. Often they fly so high
above the earth that while these cries may be heard, the

birds which utter them are too far up in the sky to be
seen by the human eye. Sometimes in such a ckse a

long search of the sky may reveal a few black specks, seen

for a moment, only to be lost again, ,which are the

migrating cranes.

In western North America cranes cannot in any sense

be considered birds of the marsh. Although, of course,

they often alight on sandbars in the rivers and along
streams, yet they are, in fact, birds of the upland, of

the high prairie, feeding, marching about and dancing

—

for they do dance—far from wet lands.

The heron, on the other hand, will be seen to fly with
the neck bent upon itself so that its head eeems to rest

between its shoulders and to be supported from below by
this bent neck. Herons are usually—but not always

—

solitary in their flight, and at all events never gather in

great companies during the migration, as do cranes.

They breed, however, in colonies, which the cranes do
not. The greatest number of great blue herons that we
have ever seen together was at daylight one April morn-
ing, when twenty-eight—flying in a loose company—were
seen to reach the Connecticut shore—apparently from
the South—and alight there. Herons as a rule are silent

birds, the night heron being perhaps the most noisy of

our common species, and this only utters an occasional

croak. They are distinctly birds of the marsh, delighting

in wet places, from which they draw their food. In-

deed, one of the physical characteristics of the
herons is closely related to this life, passed in large

measure where heavy grass, reeds and bulrushes grow
close together. This is the extreme compressibility of

the body in certain species by which the process of

squeezing its way among the close-set stems is made
easier, a character which reminds us not a little of the

same adaptation in the rails. The cranes, on the other
hand, usualty have stout, robust bodies.

The herons are most closely related to the storks and
ibises. There are about seventy-five species, scattered

all over the world, and usually inhabiting tropical or
temperate regions. Some of the forms are quite ex-

traordinary.

All herons, except the so-called hammerhead (Scopus)
are provided with the curious powder down tracts

—

"greasy, yellow spaces covered with tufts of gray or
black filaments, disintegrating into bluish or whitish
powder." These tracts are found on the back, breast and
belly in dift'erent species. They have been stated

to be phosphorescent and to give out a liglrt which aids

the bird in its nocturnal fishing !

The plumage of the herons is loose in contrast with
that of the cranes, which is decidedly compact.
The true cranes are few in number by comparison witli

the herons, there being only abovit fifteen species, of

which America has the three already mentioned. Their
nearest relations in America are the courlans or crying
birds of Florida and the rails and coots.

A Poison Ivy Poison Antidote.

Carthage, O., July 30.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Sorne time in July, 1899, Mr. Henry Talbot alluded to

that bane of camp sites, poison oak or ivy. I wrote an
article describing an ever ready antidote, sending a

stalk of the herb known localty as "ragged milk weed"
—and as I have since learned also as "China lettuce"

—

and asked for the botanical name. In a foot note to the
published article you said that you were unable to identfy

it and requested a pressed leaf and if possible the
flower. By this mail I send in package a full plant cut

in three sections. Also upper sections of two at different

stages and tops after branching and flowering. I have
been unable to see a flower, but the final stage is like

wlaat follows the blooming of the dandelions. I also

send some pressed leaves, and hope that you may be able

FOREST_ AND__STHEAM.

to identify it, and will give the botanical name. Used
as a wash after scraping or macerating, it is the best

remedy I ha\'e ever seen used, ainj shoiild be generally
known. E. S. Whitaker.
The plant is the prickly lettuce (Lactuca scarioln—

Linn.).
_^

The Plover's Southern Flight.

Olathe, Kan., Aug. 23.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I heard the first note of fall to-day, the clear, bubbling
treble of the upland plover high in the clear sky. They
have raised their broods and now by twos, threes and half-

dozens separated by many yards in the air they are flying

leisurely to their winter home in the South. Of all the

signs of the fall, this is the earliest. They nest early. I

found many of their nests in the prairie grass here when
I was a boy. Four beautiful, buff-colored eggs, spotted

with maroon, very pointed, always completed a set. Their
eggs are as large as a prairie chicken's, but the bird

does not look to be one-tenth as large in body. One
would not believe the eggs belonged to the bird unless he
were assured that it were so. The prairies in central

Kansas are covered by these birds now. They are burst-

ing with fat and are delicious eating. They are nearly all

gone in eastern Kansas, and I kill but a half-dozen once
or twice a year here now. Frank Hodges.

mti^ md 0nm

Duck Shooting with Fred Mather.
[It may be rememb'ered tliat in the autumn of 1898 Fred Mather

published in Fokkst and Stre.^m a note saying that he would like
to make a cruise in congenial company on Long Island Sound.
Our correspondent, Mr. VV. H. Avis, responded, and out of the
cori-espondence grew a duck shooting excursion, of which Mr.
Avis writes pleasantly as follows:]

Somehow this note seemed to hit me. Not that 1

suppofeed it was intended for me personally, but i had
often engaged in just such trips on the Sound. I

penned regrets that I was unable to join him on such
a cruise at that time, owing to the heavy rush for war
materials, and the inability of gun workers to get time
off. But I proposed a cruise just as soon as the Avar

should end. This brought an immediate response, and
opened the way for a most pleasant correspondence,
which continued to just before his lamented death.
The season was too far advanced before an oppor-

tunity offered for a cruise. Then came a chance for a

vacation, and duck shooting being in season, I secured the

use of Mr. William Barker's cottage at Sachem's Head,
Conn,, and invited Major Mather to choose a cotnpan-
ion and join me. He accepted, and invited Dr. Bashford
Dean. I met them by appointment at New Haven on the

arrival of an evening train from New York on Nov. 9.

Through some juggling of the railroad management, the

time table had been recently changed. The train which
I had figured on getting in fifteen minutes or so had been
taken off. and this necessitated a wait of over three

hours. We visited my brother, G. E. Avis, and passed
a couple of hours listening to selections on the piano,

singing, and in telling yarns. Major easily led in the

story telling, and he kept us in a roar with his ready wit.

It a letter written Oct. 19, 1898, he had said, "I am old,

but don't grumble about it, and hate the old duffers who
do. I was sixty-five on Aug. 2—not as spry as a boy, yet

I somehow consider myself to be one." The curtains of

gloom rolled back in his presence, and jollity reigned
supreme.
We landed in Guilford near midnight, and a box on

wheels dignified by the name "stage" and with just

.seating capacity for four was awaiting our arrival. A
small lamp burned in the forward end and cast dim,
sickly rays, which scarcely lighted the interior. A rough,
jolting ride through a night as black as Erebus landed
us at our destination.

At I o'clock we had what the Major termed "breakfast

No. r." A look at the weather before turning in re-

vealed a threatening aspect. The darkness was so in-

tense you could feel it, and masses of ill defined blobs

scurried across the sable dome; right out of the south-

west they came. Falkner's light burned like a living coal

in the chilly gloom, and the surf tolled a solemn requiem
on the sands. A drop of rain gave ominous notice of

foul weather for daylight. We retired at 2 o'clock.

"Though the fog be dark around us,

And the storm blow high and loud.

We will whistle down the wild wind.

And laugh beneath the cloud."

Daylight came foggy, cloudy and wet with rain. The
wind roared fiercely out of the east, and whirled the mist
curtains in fantastic distortion across the tumbling, white-
crested, leaden seas. The surf lashed the somber, stream-
ing rocks with sidlen fury, and its steady roar inter-

jningling with the heavy downpour on the shingles re-

sembled the sullen boom of artillery amid the rattle oi

musketry. Not much of a day, indeed, for duck shoot-
ing, but "what a day for ducks!"

I had overcome the habit long ago of growling at the

weather, yet I was sadly disappointed this morning. I

cared little on my own account, but I did want the Doc-
tor and the Major to get as much shooting as possible,

especially on account of Dr. Dean's time being so limit-

ed, It was absolutely necessary for him to reach home
on Sunday evening, as his classes needed his attention

on Monday. But he and the Major seemed perfectly

contented. "Harry," said the Major, "don't worry over
trifles. We realize that you feel for us, and know that

,vou never ordered this. You are exceedingly long of

iimb, but not lengthy enough to turn the faucet off. Let
us let her sprinkle unmolested. We are satisfied, the

ducks are satisfied, and after you referee one of Dean's
pancakes 3'ou will be satisfied—and there you are!"

The pancakes were decidedly a revelation, and set off

a substantial breakfast to perfection. After dishes were
washed decoys were overhauled, guns were put in order
and ammtanition was got out. When all these matters
were attended to the day was well advanced. Then
while the Doctor ajnd the Major took a whirl at chess I

donned rubbers apd went in search of a boat for the mor-
row.

(Aug. 2S, igdd.

Rain fell in torrents all day, but what cared we? It waii-

chess, jol-ce, song and laugh; and when we retired late in'.

the evening it seemed :as though wre- had- never been
stranger.s.

'

Morning broke in light and shadow^ MefCt blustering;',

.squalls swept across the water nut of the west, and it was
miserably cold. Hcvvy cloud masses scurried over the
heavens and cast swiftly moving light and shade patches
over the green, white-crested surges. The shore was a"
line of seething breakers, and the sea was churned
into foam on the off-shore rocks. Intermingled with. this

tumbling worid of turmoil could be seen the outlines Osf
-

a few close-reefed vessels and swiftly moving flocks of.

ducks.
After a hot hastily prepared breakfast the dishes were

left to take care of themselves. Rubber boots, sweaters
and overcoats were donned; then the decoys, guns and
other plunder were lugged down to the boat, which
rode in comparatively smooth water in a depression of
the beach.
Something had been left behind, and the Doctor and I

returned to the cottage for it. On our way back to the
boat we saw the Major and the proprietor of the Sachem's
Head House leaping and running over the rocks along
the shore; they were shouting and pointing seaward.
The cause of their excitement proved to be the boat
adrift—decoys, guns, shells, oars and all! She rose and
fell on the waves and courtesied at us in a tantalizing
manner, and she drove on before the wind just about
so feet outside the line of breakers. We had left her
untied with the tide rising and the wind off shore.
The shore trended northeast, and I knew something

must be done quickly. Should the boat cross the bay
.she might strand on Vineyard Point, which forms the ~

east shore of the bay, but there was a possibility of her
mising that point—then good-by boat, guns and all I As
she wouldn't come to us I weitt into the breakers. It

was a case of getting soaked, but it solved a vexatious
problem. We bailed the boat out and the Doctor vol-

unteered to get her out through the breakers. It took
a stiff argument to keep him from tackling the job, but
I was already wet, and there was no use of two of us
being in that condition. After three or four attempts
I managed to get her through, and the fun was ended.
How to set decoys in such a wind and sea presented

another serious problem; but after a rough and tumble
bout with the elements Dr. Dean and I solved it. The
wind persisted in a dogged attempt to sweep us into a

seething vortex, where the sea boiled over a jagged
reef just north of Hump Rock, but we couldn't see it

that way. After the task was finished I returned to the

cottage for a change of clothing.

Ducks were not plentiful, but the few that flew shore-
ward liked the appearance of our decoys. They came in

singles and small bunches, and "Mark south" and other
directions was soon the only talk. A bunch of broad-
bills came out of the southwest straight for the decoys.
Right heartily were they fusilladed, and two dropped
to our music—one dead and the other wounded.

It took a slashing tussle with wind and wave to cir-

cumvent the cripple. Then on our way back the Major
keeled over an inquisitive broadbiU which swam to the
decoys while we were in plain sight.

It was cold on those rocks, and the Major stood the
exposure well for one of his years. Now and then he
would rise from his cramped position in a cleft in the
rocks, raise his arms above his head and stretch. Then
he would stamp around and say, "Boys, I am stiff enough
to cut up into railroad spikes!" Then he would wipe
his glasses, pull his corduroy hat more firmly on his

head, take a good look around and drop out of sight
again. Not a murmur—not the least word of com-
plaint ever came from him; but there was ever ready a
joke on his lips.

The wind shifted to northeast, and as the tide lowered
the sea lessened in the cove. The Doctor and I had man-
aged to keep warm chasing cripples and drifting decoys,
but the decoys now stopped drifting and cripples were
getting scarce. By lunch time we were four broadbills
and one coot ahead of the game, to say nothing of a
ravenous appetite!

Ducks were scarce indeed that afternoon, our limit

being an old squaw and a coot. There was enjoyment,
however, in patronizing the sheltered nooks and in

breathing the pure outdoors. We watched the vessels

sailing through the Sound and examined the barnacles
and other marine life which grew on the rocks. It wa.s

after sundown by the time the decoys were tip and the
boat made snug for the night.

It is generally claimed that coots and old squaws are
worthless as food. This theory is decidedly erroneous.
Dr. Dean took the breasts of the coots and the old squaw,
boiled them in onion water for ten minutes, wiped them
dry, then broiled them just enough to sear on each side.

They were then cut checkerboard fashion on either side,

had a lemon squeezed over them and were salted, pep-
pered and buttered. They were then placed in the oven
a short time and served hot. That was decidedly the

best tasting dish I ever sampled. Perhaps it was the
appetite, but we were blessed with a bountiful abundance
of other food, there being on the table pancakes, pota-
toes, beans, raw onions (in a letter relating to the com-
missary the Major had said, "Onions first, last and for-

ever."), sliced ham, bread and butter, cake, jelly, jam and
apples; but the king dish was the coot and old squaws.
Supper over at last, and the guns having been thor-

oughly cleaned and oiled, finally came the gathering
round the table, and good-natured banter on the events,

of the day was followed by an e.xceedingly well-told

story of travel and adventure in Italy by Dr. Dean.
Then came anecdotes and a witty recitation by the
Major, who let himself loose, because, as he confessed,

"I feel like a boy to-night." In one of his letters he had
said: "I am not young, but like a lively companion,
because t am mentally lively." We retired fairly sore
from laughter over the Major's wit. It could indeed be
said of him:

"Over manly strength atid worth, ,

• At thy desk of toil, or hearth,
;

Played the lambent light of mirth.''

Saturday broke fair.and mild. There was a little wind
and a slight swell rolled out of the southwest. The off-

shore rocks were covered, and this necessitated our set-
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ting the decoys off the point again. Ducks were exceed-
ingly scarce, especially in the cove. Few came to the
decoys, and they were coots and old squaws exclusively.
The Major and I partly killed the monotony of waiting

for shots by getting the Doctor's lo-gauge shells mixed
with our i2-gauge ones. This caused us to have busi-
ness on hand. Two coots came for the decoys, -and our
guns failed to work. The Doctor had a monopoly of the
shooting for a while. It took half an hour to rectify our
mistake.

The Doctor passed most of the time lying in the
sun and reading a book. I crawled over to the Major
and said, 'T am sorry that ducks are so scarce. People
here informed me that they were plentiful."

"The Major looked over the top of his glasses and re-
plied, "I have known you but a short while. I took you
to be a person who counts the success of a trip by the
fun and rest one gets out of it, rather than by the amount
of game one shoots. I hope I have not been mistaken?"

"I hope not, Major, but you and the Doctor have
come"
"Tut, .tut. Now don't worry about us at all. We are

enjoying ourselves immensely. Just see Dean lying
on his back over there. He is totally oblivious of
the absence of ducks and is so interested in his read-
ing that he doesn't hear us talking about him. Only
see what a beautiful vermilion the sun is painting his
nose. This is freedom for him and for me too. The
Doctor has forgotten for the present that there are such
places as colleges and lecture rooms."
We watched a flock of old squaws feeding in the

dazzle of the sun just outside of Hump Rock. Presently
the Major looked up and half in soliloquy said: "Yes,
this is freedom, indeed; for me—this is rest. If you
had read between the lines of my note to Forest and
Stream you might have discovered the wail of an old
man who wanted to get out' into the sunburn. The wail,
in fact, of one who has outlived his comrades of the
rod and line. Yet somehow I don't feel old. No, I feel
as if I never could be old. I wanted to engage in one
more campaign before I die and for two months have
assisted in organizing a regiment. Then came disap-
pointment. -The Governor promised to take us and went
back on his word; but let it pass. I got discouraged,
tired and weak."

"Major, if I only had sand enough to go to war I
think I would like to enlist in a regiment commanded
by you."
The Major smiled and said: "I would like to com-

. niand a regiment of sportsmen. I think they would
prove good soldiers, who would take things as they
come and not grumble about the weather or grub. War,
you know, is the grandest game that man plays, and
hunting tigers, bears and other wild animals doesn't
compare with it. The game, you see, lacks arms and
intelligence. I missed my vocation in not going to
West Point; but in times of peace the army wo.uld be a
dull place for me."
The tide was half out and the wind gone entirely when

we returned to the point, after lunch. The Sound was
smooth as glass and not a cloud flecked the deep indigo
sky. Long Island hung an even defined mirage far down
on the southern skyline, and away in the east wings of
pear] seemed to float against ethereal blue. They were
sails. The outermost rocks showed 3 or 4 feet above the.

surface and just beyond them a flock of ducks showed
as large as ostriches.

The decoys were taken up and we rowed out to the
rocks, where we set them again. We found some dif-

ficttlty in secreting ourselves, but the slowly falling tide
aided us in overcoming this.

The Doctor was absorbed in the contents of his book
and appeared to be oblivious of his surroundings. Ap-
pearances are sometimes deceptive, however, and this
proved to be such a case. The magic word "Mark!"
caused the sportsman to overcome the student. Quickly
dropping his book he grabbed the lO-bore. There was a
commingling of flash, roar and smoke and a duck tum-
bled from somewhere out of the air and lay motionless
on the water far beyond the outermost limits of the
decoys. It was the most remarkable shot made on the
trip and fully 80 yards away.
We stayed until the sun dipped like a burnished shield

of gold into the emerald sea. Then a faint night air
breathed raw and chill across the darkening waters. It

came out of the corner where Falkner's eye was flashing
and caused infant waves to murmur low complaints
against the somber rocks. We got our decoys and left,

and five ducks—old squaws and coots—^lay in the bottom
of the boat.

When we reached the cottage the fire was out and it

was chilly. This puzzled us, for we had left a good
coal fire at noon and had adjusted the drafts so it

would keep. A fresh blaze was started, the kettle was
filled with water, and we drew close around the stove;
but it grew colder. A look revealed the fire barely
blazing. "It evidently needs lubrication," said the Major,
reaching for the shovel and kerosene. The flames roared
and the pipe got red hot. "Just a little coaxing, you
see, and there you are." In about three minutes we
began to freeze again. "It is singular it doesn't burn,"
said the Doctor. "The wood was perfectly dry,"
"We will piunp oil as long as it lasts," replied the

Major, and suited the action to the words. Again there
was a roar and the pipe turned red. For a while we
were nearly roasted; then gradually began to freeze.

Once more was oil applied, but with no better success.
Finally the kettle got to snapping and hissing in a way
that portended an explosion. One of us lifted it from the
stove and it was empty! I had filled it to the brim, and
the mystery was solved. An examination revealed a
large hole in the bottom, and it had been a contest be-
tween fire and water.

After supper we had company. An elderly gentleman
with a red nose and high-pitched voice called. This in-

dividual developed a nervous tendency to absorb all the
red-eye in camp. Between imbibitions and expectora-
tions of tobacco juice on the front lids of the stove he
{mparted the information that he was a veteran of the
Civil War and a church deacon. He grew sentimentally
eloquent and told us of his deep love for his neighbors
and about the way they persecuted him. Then came
army reminiscences, and he frankly and unblushingly

owned that but for his valuable services the war would
have ended differently. We admitted that the man's
modesty was ghastly.

"What corps were you in?" asked the Major at the
first chance,
"Fifth—noble Fifth. Experience, did you ask? Gad!

You bet I've had experience. Why, why, you won't be-
lieve me, I know. Most people I talk with get jealous
of what I saw, and did, too. Gad! I rode seventy-five
miles"
"Pardon me, comrade," interrupted the Major; "your

narrative, I have no doubt, will prove interesting, as
well as pathetic; but before you proceed I would like a
little information. Tell me, was it in the Fifth Army
Corps that you learned to stew rum in tobacco juice?"
And he pointed at the top of the stove.
Our caller blinked and was phazed. Then he tried

to assume an injured air, couldn't, and finally compro-
mised by pouring out four fingers without being asked.
Then he buttoned his coat, extended a cordial invita-
tion to himself to call at any time and drifted away in
the darkness.
"Nerve counts for much in the fight for existence,"

said the Major, "and that duffer has plenty of it and
will get through life without hurting himself. I'll bet
the commissary saw more of him than the firing line
did."

There was more shooting on Sunday than wc had heard
at any time, but not by us. After breakfast the Doctor
and I voted for a walk, while the Major preferred to
work on some promised manuscript.
Our walk took us to Chimney Corner, where the club

house stands. To the northwest the water was alive with
coots and old squaws; and there was a sprinkling of
broadbills. Down in the west a long line of boats ex-
tended from shore far out into the Sound. There was
a constant popping of guns, and all in open defiance of
game laws.

The morning sun shone warm and touched with soft
luster miles of this romantic shore line, and the island-
dotted waters. Five miles to the west lay those emerald
gems of the Sound, the wondrously beautiful Thimbles,
with which legend has connected the pirate Kidd. On
one of these islands a curious hole in the solid rock is
said to have served as a punch bowl for Kidd and his
crev;^. In another there- is a harbor named after the
pirate captain, and it is perfectly invisible a few yards
away. The supposition is that Kidd's vessel found
refuge here, as by lowering her topmasts she could be
completely concealed.
Returning to the cottage, we found that the Major

had made not the slightest headway with his manu-
script. The deacon-veteran had paid him a visit.

Dr. Dean left us that night. We missed him very
much during the rest of our stay.

We had just cleaned the dishes when the owner of the
boat w;e were using dropped in. The conversation drifted
to a discussion of game and fish laws. Like many other
misguided people, our visitor argued that laws of this
kind are made for the benefit of the wealthy to the dis-
advantage of the poor. "I would like to know," said Tie,

"what right any man or set of men has to tell mfe tliat

I can't shoot a bird whenever I want to. What right
have these people to tell me when and how I shall take
a fish? They didn't make the birds and fishes and they
don't own them, neither." This argument was empha-
sized with a resounding thump on the table and a dull
look of wisdom.

The Major toyed with a fork and asked: "Do the
birds and fishes belong to you?"
Our visitor looked puzzled an instant, then answered:

"No; but they don't belong to them, neither."
"Who are the owners, then?"
This was a poser—something our friend had not

thought of before. His natural antagonism to wealth
and intelligence had ever laid at their door the blame
for what his contracted mind considered an injustice.

He sputtered and stammered and finally said: "They
belong to me as much as they do to them."
The Major tapped the table with the fork. "Yes, ray

man," he said, "these thiijgs belong to you just as much
as to them, but no more. The game and fish belong to
all of the people, and the people rule in this country.
You should understand that all the people of a State
have more right to tell one individual when and how
he can take their fish and kill their game than one indi-
vidual has to kill and take what belongs to all. Now,
what right have you to kill and take the game and fish

which belong to all when the established rules of all

distinctly say you shall not do so? Ought you to hold
special privileges over all the people?"

"That's nice soundin', but," with a look of triumph,
"what right has this game got roamin' 'round on my
land? And what right have these fish to swim in the
water that flows through my land? What right have
people got to fish and shoot on my land?"
"The fact that game roams over your land and that

fish swim in the waters which happen to flow through
your land gives you no right whatever to kill and take
fish and game out of season. You must know that the
State specifies conditions even under which you are priv-
ileged to hold and own land. Fail to pay your taxes and
the government under which you live will confiscate that
which it has allowed you to hold under conditions. If a
man's cow or horse gets on your land, that neither es-

tablishes your ownership to the animal nor gives you
the right to kill, although there are laws under which
you may collect damages. The State reserve^s condi-
tions under which game can roam over the land and
fish live in the waters within its limits. If people tres-

pass on your posted land that authority which tells you
when and how you may take fish and game will prose-
cute them."

Our friend had evidently strurfc a hard proposition.
He scratched his head and said: "Well, jest to be
agreeable, we'll allow you're right. But whab hurt can
it do to catch fish at any time?"
"When I was a young man I saw the Western' plains

covered with thousands of buffalo. Do you know that
at the present time there is not a herd of fifty wild buf-
falo on those plains? There were no laws govern-
ing the slaughter of the animals at that time. Let
me tell you that wise game legislation at that time

would have preserved the buffalo and that eyes as young
as yours could have feasted on just such sights as mine
did. Wild pigeons used to darken the sun. They have
gone with the buffalo. Game laws would have kept them
with us indefinitely and they could have been huiuted to-
day. Men who believed as you do, rich and poor alike,
dehberately exterminated them. As it has been with the
pigeon and buffalo, so it would have been with the fish.
I have been connected with State and National fish'

commissions and can speak with authority when I tell

you I know many rivers and streaius which used to
swarm with fish, but which became barren through lack
of judgment in fishing them at all times and in all ways
and never replenishing the diminishing supply. 'Wise
laws and scientific fishculture have reclaimed some of
these waters and they are once more prolific. This has
cost time, study, work and a heavy expenditure of money;
and this has benefited you as well as the richest man in
the United States. Now, my man, are you in favor of
protecting or destroying this great work?"
"The words, "Are you in favor of protecting or de^

stroying this great work?" acted like an electric shock.
He slapped his knee and heartily said: "Well, I swear,
I never heerd sech a lecture about fish and game afore.
From now owt you can -count me in on fish and game
protection. I'm mighty glad I come over to-night; it's

done me a pile of good."

When he had gone 1 congratulated the Major. '*You
are a most successful fish and game protection evangel-
ist,'' I said. "I would have got mad at the start."

"Yes,'' he answered, "and lost your man. I never
argue with such materi.al unless I think there is a chance
to convert it._ It would not do to get mad, for it is just
as essential in life to know how to land your man as
it is to know how to land your fish. Keep cool, don't
get excited, and you may land both; and there you are."
Monday broke beautiful indeed. The sun shone with

summer warmth and the surface of the Sound rose and
fell in measured, unwrinlded undulations. The soft
sighing of the infant surf curling on the sands resem-
bled the low, even respirations of a weary sleeper. Hump
Rock's ebony head barely showed, for it was flood tide
and the smooth-running sea, dipping to within a foot
or two of the rock's crest, scintillated like a silver crown
circling the head of some black chieftain. Imagination
conjured Falkner's Island, with its lofty lighthouse, di-
rectly amidships, as a giant ocean greyhound anchored
in a burnished sea. Sails dotted the water like snowy
wings of living things, and flocks of ducks here and
there resembled silent, gondola fleets.

Few ducks decoyed that glorious morning, btlt it was
here, on Vineyard Point, that I suffered the mortification
of discharging my gun prematurely. While ducks were
scarce, yet the Major was present to observe things.
"See that little old squaw out there?" said he. "There
he goes, down to the bottom. Does it occur to you that
the little fellow isn't doing ail of that diving for fun?
While we are talking he is skirmishing around on the
bottom for something to eat. He may find a clam, but
the chances are against him. The little chap is working

—

working_ that he may live. There are human grunters
who whine through their existence and claim that the
world owes them a living; but nature teaches that the
right to exist depends on the ability to gain a living by
work. The world knows and cares nothing about such
presumptuous duffers, and it's a pity they were ever
born." I think the Major was right.
After lunch the Major preceded me from the cottage

to the boat, When I arrived at the beach he was con-
versing with an elderly gentleman, the driver of a gro-
cery wagon. "There's a fine flock of ducks jest bej^end
the pi'nt," the man was saying. "I see 'etn as I druv
over the top of the ridge. Ef you git t'other side of the
pi'nt you kin sneak on 'em dead easy an' kin knock over
a hull lot at one shot."
"Thanks, my friend, but we neither shoot nor eat

such ducks as those. That breed is juiceless, indigestible
and bad for the liver."

"Good gracious! Is that so? What in thunder kind
uv ducks be they, anyhow?"
The Major's face was as solemn as that of a Sphynx

as he answered: "They are wooden, ray friend. We
set them out there this morning."

"Git ap, Jack! Git ap, I say! Dang yUre lazy bones!
Wooden—wooden, hey? Well, I'll be blowed!" A bend
in the road hid the outfit.

It was nearly low water, so the decoys were shifted
to a point off Hump Rock. A few ducks were lured and
we got an occasional shot. A coot puzzled us by swim-
ming to a rock out of range, where he waddled out of
the water and began to preen himself in the sun. He
seemed decidedly at home and our firing failed to dis-
turb him. I finally started after him with the boat.
"He will fly before you get in range," said the Major.
I expected he would, but he did nothing of the kind,
for I rowed to within 25 yards and knocked him over.
The Major declared the performance very unusual. The
duck was not a cripple and an examination revealed no
sign of blindness.

A few ducks lay in the bottom of the boat when the
keel grated on the sand after sundown. Two little girls
tripped toward us. One carried a tin pail. "Please,
Mister, get me a pail of water?" said she. I got the
water while the M!ajor joked with them. I have failed
to mention that these little ones met us with the same
request every evening. The Major hugely enjoyed chaf-
fing and joking with them and always "wondered" if

they would meet us on sur way in. He evinced a deep
love for children, and I mention this simply to illustrate
this good feature of his personality.
Next day proved peculiar—the most peculiar d^y for

successful duck shooting, perhaps, that could be imag-
ined. We failed to get out until near noon, and the fall-

ing tide was not 3 feet below the crest of Hump Rock
when the decoys were anchored off that spot. Not a
ripple disturbed the surfaca—not even a noticeable swell.

There was not a breath of air, and it was uncomfortably
hot in the sun. The Sound resembled a limitless rat
of molten metal, owing to a gauzy haze. Out of #ie edge
of the mist curtain from all directions Soundward came
ducks in singles, pairs and bunches. An incessant string
swept to the decoys and we lay on top of the rock in
plain $ight and fusilladed to our hearts' contend. It was
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hard to disttng.uisli the ducks at times in the dazzle, and
after the sun had made some westering it was utterly'

impossible to see those which came out of the west

straight down a blazing path which made the eyes ache

to look into. I never saw ducks decoy so well, and our

guns got too hot to hold. Under the prevailing condi-

tions we were wretchedly ofiE in judgment and killed

but few. After firing all our ammunition we had just

nine ducks—all old squaws and coots. Then the distance

to the nearest decoy was measured, and it was just 45
yards. It looked not an inch over 20 yards. No won-
der we missed so many.

I went after ammunition, and when 1 returned the tide

had receded so that it was possible to get 10 yards nearer

the decoys. This atTorded better opportunity, too, for

concealment: but as the sun nearest the horizon a breeze

sprang up and the ducks stopped decoying. •

Next day broke chilly, with rain. So exceedingly mis-

erable was it that we decided not to go out. As the

Major had a lecture on for Friday night and would be
compelled to leave next da}^ at the latest, we voted to

end the trip. Then, at 12:15 P. M., we bundled our
belongings into the deacon-veteran's grocery wagon and
after a three-mile drive through rain and mud we boarded
the train for home. The last thing T heard the Major
ask our driver ran like this: "Comrade, does it partic-

ularly benefit your horse when you squirt tobacco juice

&\\ over his gambrel joints?"

Blunt, jovial Major Fred Mather! The last T saw of

him was as he wended his way to the lunch counter in

the New Haven depot, after a farewell handshake. He
had a wait of forty minutes for the express. He, Dr.
Dean and myself had arranged for a trip through China-
town after New Year's, and I anticipated a I'oyal time.

The Major,, however, was subpoenaed as an expert wit-

ness in a trout brook case at the last moment and the

Doctor and T were comjiellcd to make the trip without
him. I was sorry, for the ATajor missed a capital time

and we missed him.
I received a number of letters from Wisconsin from

him and cordial invitations to visit h-m. He seemed
to enjoy mj^ discomfiture over the premature discharge
of my gun and usnally mentioned it whenever he wrote.

In one of his last letters he said: "When near Duluth.
Minn., pull my latchstring. but don't shoot off your gun
when a flock of bears is coming in."

His letters suddenlj^ ceased and I wondered over it.

for he was always prompt about answering. There came
a ride home from the city with Fok-est and Stream in

my pocket. The horse stopi)ed at a wayside trough to

drink and I opened the paper. Two heavy black words
nearly took my breath away—'"Fred Mather." Hv would
never write again, inore's the pity.

Personally I had Icnown thi? Major but a short while,

but through his writings Jic had been a friend from my
boyhood days. SomehoU' I contracted a deep liking for

this man. who was old in years but not in spir-it. Like

wine, with years this liking will improve.
In one of my first letters to him I expressed admira-

tion for his writings. His answer was characteristic.

He said: "You have said that you read my articles in

FoRKST AND Stream and that you admire them, I am
glad to know this. They are what I have observed in a

lifetime of fishing, and there is a heap we all have to

learn. Y''ou will be disappointed when you meet the

writer." "Disappointed" should have read "delighted."

I quote what appeals to ?ne as a beautiful pen picture:

"On the wall of my den hangs a pair of buffalo horns
saved from the slaughter of that day. Below them are

a pair of sttowshoes and the sword of an officer of the

line. Sometimes an old man rests his eyes upon these

relics until the ijresent is forgotten. The rushing bison
with their thundering tr.amp and grunting snort go by
in cotmtless herds, which somehow change into battalions

of armed men with glistening bayonets and ragged col-

ors,, which afterward fade into the lirown of the forest

and the stillness only broken by the fall of the snowshoe,
until he is aroused by a soft hand cm his shotilder and a

soft voice by his side says: "Hadn't you better get
ready for dinner? You've been asleep."

Perhaps the great hereafter holds as delectable a region
as the beautiful Indian belief, and that the author of the
l)eautiful pen picture above has found that place. Who
knows but that an "old man" has found perpetual youth
and his "comrades of the rod and line" on shaded shores
by mystic waters where spirit zephyrs softly sing?

William H. Avis.

Nebraska Prairie Chickens.
Omaha_, Neb., Aitg. 20.—The lovers ef sports afield are

just at present having a serious time of it in this State
as a result of their vigorous efforts to preserve the prairie
chicken and quail from extinction. The market-hunter
has made such inroads through Nebraska in the past few
years that sportsmen fear that the birds will totally dis-
appear if severe measures are not resorted to. But the
market-hunter is not easy to curb, and as he has a certain
sort of following in the northwestern section of the
State, he is making a fight for existence that is surprising
the opposition. Agents of the State Associaton are ma-
kng arrests in different parts of the State daily, and a
very vigorous campaign is being carried on to stop illegal

shooting. C. H. Curtis, of Omaha, is the State agent who
has charge of the prosecutions." The State Association
has found systematic work necessary, as the authorities
in the western counties appear to be in sympathy with
the market-hunters and do nothing against them, except
in a perfttnctory way that is not effective. Governor
Poynter last week sent an open letter to all Nebraska
sheriffs, recounting the charges that prairie chickens are
being slaughtered in open violation of the law and
threatening to have somt; ofificials impeached if they did
not enforce the law. Following this us, Mr. Curtis, ma-
king his headqttarters at O'Neil, the center of the finest
cliic.ken grounds in the world, has begun to make arrests.

It is against the law to ship birds by express or freight
during the closed season, but a common trick is to shiii

I he birds in trunks and boxes under cover of merchandise,
but when the game is to go to New York. Chicago or
some other remote point this trick cantiot be resorted to
m hot weather. Mr. Curtis last week caused the arrest
of a nmnber of Northwestern trainmen at O'Neil for

participatiiig in a ?ie,w tricJi.. The mf^rk^t-huntefs fi?c up

a deal with certain trainmen, and when a train runs into

the town where they have brought their supplies the big

box with ice is loaded on the end of a train like the news-
boy's box of stock. The trainmen see to it that the box
is delivered at its destination. Thus, if a game inspector

suspects that birds are being shipped Dy express or

freight from a given point, he can only watch the offices

of the company, and thus the game is shipped otit under
his very nose without danger of detection. Sigce the

State Association has discovered the new trick, how-
ever, thotisands of chickens have been confiscated.

The market-hunter in Nebraska has been shooting

chickens since June 15. At that time the chicken is not

fully feathered and cannot fiy very far at a time. He is

not protected and thus is ea.sily exterminated. Market-
hunters who are unable to ship their stock otit as fast as

killed, place them in cold storage until Sept. i. Last
year 1,200 chickens were found in one house at Alliance,

Neb., by the State agents and confiscated.

The market-hunters find the business very profitable.

On the Omaha market a dozen young prairie chickens

were worth five dollars. If they can be gotten to Chicago
or St. Louis the price is just doubled, and if they can

be gotten into the New Y^ork market the chicken is very
nearthly worth its weight in gold. The market-hunter
himself gets about 40 cents each for the chickens, and
his expenses are very light. Even as scarce as chickens

are in Nebraska to-day, a market-hunter can get ten to

fifteen daily. This means twice as much money as can be
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earned at any other vocation during July. August and
September. By that time the fields through Nebraska
have been swept so clean that it ceases to be profitable

to hunt for the market. The birds Jiave been thinned
out so and so badly scattered that a htinter must cover
many miles in a day to get a few birds. Ten years ago
when the market-hunter began his work in Nebraska it

was no trick for a man with a single gun to get a hundred
chickens a day.

In 1893 the writer visited Holt county. Nebraska, with
a party of Chicago sportsmen. In a single afternoon's

shoot each gitnner killed more than a dozen chickens.

This is the center of the chicken country and the birds

are plentiful there if anywhere. Two j'ears ago T went
back there with the same company of Chicago shooters.

After a hard day's work seven chickens were secured,

divided between six guns. This was the record. Where
covies were to be found in every stubble field to the

number of t\<'enty-five in 1893, single birds were to be
found last year. These were Iiadly scared and would
hurdle off into the brush a mile ahead of the dogs.

Chicago and Eastern gunners might as Avell stay at

home this year. Two years later, if the present campaign
succeeds, perhaps some sport may again be had on
Nebraska's flower-studded prairies, but not now. Even
the lobelia, the bright, blue prairie flower txpon the seed
of which the pinnated grous(r feeds, seems to be disap-

pearing from the prairie of western Nebraska as if in

syivpathy with the birds that once regaled themselves
beneath its cooling leaves. This bright blue blossom was
at one time as common to the prairies of Nebra.ska as the
goldenrod. and wherever it was to be found near the open
stubble the chickens were sure to be. G. C. P.

Longf Island Snipe.

Massapequa, L. I,, Aug. 21,—It may interest sortie of

your many readers to learn of the .snipe shooting to be
had in this section. The snipe are with us now, and some
good bags are being made. The outlook is very good.

Mr. W. K. Benedict and friend, of New York, spent
the day with the snipe yesterday, killing forty-two large

ones, including plovers, yellowlegs. robins and willets,, algo

a basketful of smaller snipe.

The guides report an unusually large quantity of

meadow hens this season also. E. M. B.

Bay Birds at Barnegat,

Barnkgat City, N. J., Aug. ^q,—Bay birds are flying in

far greater mimbers now. and out on .Sea Dog Shoal They
are killed by the score and the hundred daily. Samuel
Hufty, City Controller of Camden, has a record of 72,

38 and 60 in three successive days, many of them bittern

and wjllet, Elasi?,

.^(?f ihf luf of good ihings in WQQdcraft in our adv.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Chicken Coontry.

Chicago, III., Aug. 19.—From very trustworthy sources
1 have to-day the following information regarding good
prairie chicken country in Mininesota and North Dakota:
"With reference to your verbal request regarding in-

formation as to points where there is pretty fair chicken
shooting, please note the following list

:

"Bellingham, Halstad. Thief River Falls, Warren,
.A.rgyle, Stephen and Hallock, in Minnesota, and points
on the Ellendale line, Hankinson, Rutland, Ellendale. etc.,

and others in North Dakota. In the vicinity of Willmar,
Atwater and Litchfield on the Willmar line.

"These are a few points from which I have I'eceived

good reports of the numbers of chickens. There are
other localities which I have no doubt are equally as
good, but these, I have reason to believe, will prove very
favorable for the first two wrecks of the season."

Protection in Ohio.

Hon. O. C. Brown, Judge of the Cotlrt of Common
Pleas, Dayton, O., has issued the following call to the
farmers and sportsmen of that State to join in a pro-
tective movement for the game birds:
"The present unsatisfactory and contradictory laws

enacted by the last Legislature, ostensibly for the pur-
pose of better protecting the birds, fish and game of our
State, furnish ample proof that there is a great lack of
accurate information as to what measures will best

accomplish the purpose aimed at.

"Some of the most useful and beautiful song and in-

sectivorotis birds are not protected at all. Certain mi-
gratory game birds, useful only as food, which breed in

Ohio, are lost to us entirely, by being protected so late

in the season that none remain when the hunting season
opens.

"In accordance, therefore, with the resolutions adopted
and the instructiotis given me at and by the convention
of fish and game protective clubs, held in the city of
Columbus, February last, I hereby give notice that a
meeting will be held in said city at 10 o'clock A- M., Tues-
day, Sept. 4. 1900, at the Chittenden Hotel, for the pur-
pose of organizing" and forming a .State Fish and Game
Protective Association, and all farmers' clubs, fish and
game protective associations, gun clubs, fishing clubs and
all organizations having as one of their objects the pro-

tection and preservation of birds, fi.sh and game are
hereby earnestly invited to attend, to unite in and form
a State organization for the object above stated.

"The State fair will be in progress from Sept. 3 to 7.

Half-fare rates will doubtless prevail Upon all railroads

runnmg into Columbus.
"Let us have a strong turn-out, as the importance of the

subject should command the attention and , support of all

thoughtful men-
'

"By direction of the committee.
"O. C. Brown, Chairman.

"R. T. DoBSON, Akron, O., Secretary.''

Back from Alaska,

Mr. Flarry Lee, well known as a big-game hunter in

the West, whose successful Alaska hunts have been
chrf)nicled^in the Forest and Stream, called at this office

to-day with Mr. Crane, of the Savage rifle, to pass the

time of day. Mr. Lee is just back from a two months'
trip in the West, this time to the Yellowstone National
Park and other parts of the Rockies. He reports a

splendid time, and Mr. Crane reports a splendid business.

E. Hough.
TIautfort) Building, Chicago, III.

Massachusetts Shore Birds.

C. A, Brown, who is summering at Plymouth, says that

the boys, mostly local gtinners, are getting a good many
graybacks, yellowlegs and peep of the shore side at

Plymouth. He continues to have good luck bass fishing

in Great East Pond in that town, taking six good.- ones
on a trip the other day. L. J. DePass, son of L. W.
DePass, a boy of only twelve years, has spent a week
gunning at a camp owned by his father and another
gentleman, on an island off Ipswich Bay. He has a little

j6-gauge gun, and loads his own shells with two drams
of powder and half an ounce of shot, or thereabouts. On
the present trip he has killed eighty shore birds, the
most of them game of good size, including yellowlegs

and snipe. His anmtunition gave out for his little gun,
but the .shooting was too good to leave, and he took the

hig TO-gauge of his father's partner and used ^ it with
good success. He said: "I had to hold her pretty sohd
or she would kick me over."

Aug. 20.—Two. Boston gunners brought up a good bag
of shore birds from the vicinity of Essex Bay and Aimis-
quam Saturday. They disposed of their game ,in the

nrarket. although they would scarcely like to be termed
market-hunters. They say that some good flights of gray-

backs, yellowlegs and other snipe have gone along. Sev-
eral gunners went down to Plum Lsland Saturday, and
several started for the vicinity of Monomoy. They say

that they do not intend to shoot Sunday, for there is no
Sunday down there. All the summer guests, at eve)-y

point a:long the beaches, are sailing, playing golf, or at

some other amusement, every Stinday : not the slightest

difference can be noted from any other day. "Why
should we not .shoot?" Special.

Game m the Indian "lemtory.

Velma, I. T.—In the Indian Territory August finds us
\vith quite an unusual supply of game. The heavy floods

which last year destroyed our quail crop have missed us

this year, and the result is, I believe, twice as many
quail as I ever saw here before, The woods and fields

are just simply teeming with them, t think. T am safe

in saying I could easily kill \OQ in a single day within a

r;idius of one mile. "The prairies now 'are covered with
upland plover, as they are every summer in this locality,

and although there is hardly any game law here, very few
quail are shot before October—it's boo hot I guess for the

market-hunter to keep his game, and the netter waits un-

iij tl)^ weather is gooier so l^e. can shiii lijij "^r^ss^cl
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poultry" to Kansas City or Ft. Worth. It is pointedly a

"breach of the law to net quail or ship ihem out of the

Indian Territory, but they do it just the same, and I

for one am going to try to prevent some of it. I am
now in communication with the proper authorities, and I

will let Forest and Stream readers know of the de-

velopments.
Regardless of the fact that deer for some time have

been a "scarce article" in this country, I learn from re-

cent reports .that further north from the Rush Creek
country, on northeast even into the tliickly settled Okla-

homa, an abundance of deer have been seen of late. I

have It from reliable authority that on Little River in the

•'Pot' " country (Pottawatamie county, O. T.) there is

quite a number of white-tailed deer which are ex-

ceedingly tame. We have here also the pinnated grouse in

great abundance later in the season, and quite a number
remain here through summer, nesting and rearing their

young on tlie adjacent prairies. Altogether, considering

the small number of sportsmen in this counti-y, the pros-

pects are flattering for a good time when the leaves be-

gin to fall. W.

[m mid ^iv^t ^ist(ing.

Chicago Fly-Casting Club Open
Tournament*

Chicago, 111., Aug. 17.—The third open tournament of

the Chicago Fly-Casting Club began to-day under rather

discouraging circumstances, though this was purely on

account of unfavorabile weather. The skies were threat-

eninig all the morning, with showers of rain, and by 11

A, M. the downpour was so heavy and continuous as to

cause the discontinuance of the work at the buoys, the

judges being fairly, drowned out of their position on
the boat. This brought the contests late into the after-

noon, when at last the rain ceased and there appeared

promise of a better day to-morrow.
The grounds at Garfield North Lagoon to-day were

arranged with the expectation of a pleasant time, and
indeed the time was pleasant in spite of surly weather.

Three tents furnished accommodations for the working
force, the dining force and the guests and members. The
latter had a large marquee just back of the western

platform, and this was resident for the most of the

attendance during the frequent squalls. Lunch was
served in the open tent at about noon, during a let-up in

the rain. The local arrangements were all that could

be required.

Tliere were just three communities represented in the

tournament—^two only besides Chicago—yet there were

present without doubt the best casting talent of the

country, and the display of casting was a great one. From
San Francisco came JMr. and Mrs. W. D. Mansfield, Mr.

and Mrs. E. A. Mocker and Mrs. A. K Lovett, all the

above gentlemen members 'of the San Francisco Fly-

Casting Club, and anglei's not only of reputation, but of

great skill. These men to-day showed in the front rank

of every cojnpetition, and are to be expected well in the

front at I lie end of the tournament. This may be said in

spite of the fact that every one of the California men
is suffering with illness caused by the change of climate,

and is feeling much below his personal average of fitness.

Mr. Moclcer is perhaps better physically than the others,

as he has been in this part of the world for several days,

coming on ahead of the others for a little fishing over in

Berrien countjr, Mich. Mr. Mocker made a hard run in

the dry-fly work to-day, ranking very high in delicacy,

and losing out only at the hands of the accuracy depart-

ment. Mr. Lovett and Mr. Mansfield took .first and

second in the distance and accuracy contest with the

fly, and they made a very fair Start in the team con-

test/ all-round casting, in which only the bait feature

was run off to-day.

The representation from Grand Rapids, Mich., could

not have been better chosen. With the veteran John
Waddell came Mr. Chas. B. Kelsey, Mr. Douglas Berry,

Mr. Asa Stewart. The Grand Rapids men made a hard

fight fot first in the dry-fly, and each of them showed
himself in perfect control of his implements in that trying

competition. It was thought at first that Mr. Waddell
had this event safe, then Mr. Kelsey veered into_ favorite's

place, Mr. Stewart also making a good try for it. Grand
Rapids does not so much run to bait-casting, and not so

much was asked of her men in that line. Neither was it

expected that the Coast men would care so much for

this art as the Chicago boys, who have perhaps mastered

this work better than any anglers in America. The end
is not yet, however, in the bait work, and we may have
surprises in store to-raorrow.

Chicago did not want to win anything in this tourna-

ment, but yet must try her sportsmanlike best to do
so, of course. To-day Chicago was first in the bait

work of the team contest, and she took first in the dry-fly,

second in the same event, and tied two men for third.

This is a great honor for this city, for dry-fly is the past

mastership of the angle, and her men met the best in

the land to-day.

Valuable Prizes.

The club list of special prizes is a long and attractive

one, as is shown hereinafter. Special mention should be
made of the handsome trophy brought along by the San
Francisco boys from their club, to be offered for the

prize in distance and accuracy, both bait and fly. The
diamond of this trophy is a beauty, and the enameled
flies and leader loops which are let into the gold facings

are samples of really artistic design and execution. It

is a vast and lovely world, that of the great American
West Coast, and it is in the forefront of artistic as well

as material things. Fine men and fine women grow there

aiuong other fine things, and so far as Chicago can see,

the miiiTl occupation on the Coast seems to be that of

cu.'^ting tbc fly.

Rules of the Competitions,

Tlie following are the general rules governing the com-
pctitioTl? pf thr tnurrlP^men^

•

RULE I.

All persons competing for prizes shall pay an entrance fee as
follows: One event, $3; two events, $5.; three events, $7; all

events, $10. Entries to each event close 30 minutes beEore contest
cemmences,

RULE II.

The captain shall be the executive officer of the day, and shall
examine and approve all tackle used in the events. The secretary-
treasurer shall receive all entrance fees and issue cards to con-
testants, designating their number in the order of competition. The
time-keeper shall start and close all events. He shall signal the
judges with a flag, and call time to the contestants.

RULE III.

The contests shall be governed by two judges and a referee.
In case of disagreement the referee shall decide. The decision
of the referee shall be final, except as to a question of interpretation
of rules. In svich a case contestant shall have a right of appeal
to the executive committee, provided that notice of such appeal
is given to the captain before the close of such contest.

RULE IV.

All casting shall be done single-handed only.

RULE V.

Competitors may con.sult their own wishes in choice of reel and
line, but lines must not be knotted, leaded or weighted, and bait-
casting reels must be free running.

RULE VI.
The leader shall be of single gut, and shall not be less than 6

flor more than 9 feet in length. One fly 'only shall be used, of a
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size not smaller than No. 12 or larger than No. 6. Snell must not
exceed 6 inches in length. Hooks shall be broken off at the bend.
Half-ounce rubber frogs used in the bait-casting events will be
furnished by the captain.

RULE VIL
No cast shall count after the judges have notified contestant that

fly is missing until same is replaced.

RULE VllL
If tackle breaks contestant shall be allowed to replace same if in

the opinion of .tJie judges it was defective.

RULE IX.
All ties shall he cast off immediately after the contest. The

loser shall be entitled to the prize next in order.

RULE X.
No one except active contestants and captain shall be allowed

nearer the judges or casting pier than 10 feet; and any contestant
distracting the attention of the judges, time-keeper or active con-
testant in any manner whatever, shall forfeit all rights or claims
and be barred from any future contest of the club.

RULE XI.
The general rules and usage of the club shall be used in deciding

any question that may arise not covered by the rules in this pi'O-
grammc.

First Event, Accuracy and Delicacy, Fly.

Shortly after ir o'clock A. M. the first event was be-
gun, that of accuracy and delicacy with the fly, six-
teen entries. The sky was lowering, the wind very puffy
and hard to gauge, the buoys being shifted several times
in the attempt to escape its caprices. The conditions
could not be called good, yet were not outside of sporting
conditions. Judges were W. H. Talbot, of Nevada, Mo.

;

Douglas Berry, of Grand Rapids, Mich. Referee, Geo. A.
Murrell, secretary of the chtb. The Chicago men made a
fair showing in this competition, though hardly in the
same class with the two Coast men, who went to their
work with a confidence that seemed to show a perfect
familiarity with the winninig points of the game. Mr.
Mansfield used a v'ery hea^^y line in his work, size D.
which also was apparently used by Mr. Lovett. The lines

of these two casters cut straight and true across the
buoys, there being only two requirements, to get the fly

the right distance, and get it inside the ring^s. The
Chicago man most nearly approaching this straight,

heavy, slashing tournament gait w^as Harry Hascall, of
Chicago, who also appeared to use the Coast form of full

body work rather than the canonical wrist motion which
is of such small avail in tournament casting. Mr. Bel-
lows, a favorite for place at this game, made a fair show-
ing only. Had it not been for Mr. Hascall the two
prisco pxpert§ wQuld have beep in a clas§ by theiris^elY?*

and several grades away from the rest of the talent. The
scores of 98, 97 1-3 and 96 were the one, two, three places.
At the short buoy Mr. Mansfield lost but one point.

On the second lie made a little bobble, the wind coming
up in a gust just then, and here he took a demerit of
4. On the third hoop he was set back 3. Mr. Lovett's
work was very consistent, and he scored perfect three
times at eacli ring, losing four points, each time one foot
from perfect, certainly a very memorable exhibition of
careful casting. Mr. Ha-scall lost his gait on the second
ring, losing 2 on the first, 6 on the second, 4 on the third.
Mr. Waddell lost 4 on the change to his second buoy, a
bit of hard luck, as he was centering his rings admirably
up to that point. Mr. Kelsey, of Grand Rapids, also
cast in very good form, and his work was model in many
ways, he losing points chiefly on the swing from one buoy
to the next. A close heat was trotted between Capt.
Letterman and Mr. Rev. C. A. Lippincott, the former
92 2-3, the latter 92 1-3. The scores:

First EvetU.—Fly-casting, fixed distance and accuracy, at rings
25 inches in diameter, 50, 55 and 60 feet. Rod not to exceed 8%
ounces. There shall be made five casts at each ring. One minute
shall be allowed in which to extend line to 50-foot buoy. When
the contestant has extended his line and is ready, he shall call
".Score," and the next cast thereafter shall be counted. When
five consecutive casts have been made at 50-foot ring the judges
will announce "Next ring." Contestant, if he so desires, can
make not to exceed five dry casts before dropping his fly at the
55-foot ring. A like procedure shall be followed between 55 and 60
foot rings. If fly falls inside of ring it shall be scored perfect; for
each foot or fraction of a foot from ring a demerit of 1 shall be
scored. Fly striking ring will be scored outside. The sum total
of such demerits divided by 3 shall be considered th? demerit
per cent.; the demerit per cent, deducted from 100 shall be the
percentage. The contestants having the largest percentage shall
ue declared the winners.

I. D. Belasco 78 1-3, I. IT. Sellows 92, L. L Blackman 70 2-3, C.
F. Brown 76 2-3, U, Greenwood 90 2-3, H. G. Hascall 96, E. R.
Letterman 92 2-3, C. A. Lippincott 92 1-3, F. N. Peet 93 1-3, H. W.
Perce 87 1-3, A. C. Smith 92 2-3, A. P. Stuart 85, C. B. Kelsey
89, J. Waddell 91 2-3, A. E. Lovett 98, VV. D. Mansfield 97 1-3.

First prize, diamond medal, Chicago Fly-Casting Club: A, E.
Lovett, Leonard rod, 8 1-2, 98 per cent.
Second prize, English fly-rod, value $15, Montgomery Ward &

Co.; leader book and two dozen leaders, value $12, Wm. Mille &
Co.; total value of second prize, $27: W. D. Mansfield, Leonard
rod, 8 1-2, 97 1-3 per cent.
Third prize, one year's subscription to the American Field,

value $4, American Field Publishing Co.; extension rod case, value
$3, Lanz, Owen & Co.; gold-plated fly-pin, value $5, Geo. H.
Burtis; total value third prize, $12: H. G. Hascall, Devine rod, 8 1-2,

96 per cent.
Fourth prize, expert reel, value $2, A. F. Meisselbach & Brother;

one-half dozen bass flies, G. II. Burtis, value $1.25; two dozen bass
flies, value $2, Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.; total value fourth
prize $5.25: F. N. Peet, Leonard rod, 8 1-4, 931-3 per cent.

Fifth prize, artificial minnows, value $1, F. A. Pardee & Co.;
four dozen flies, value $4, Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.; total
value fifth prize, $5: A. C. Smith, Devine rod, 81-2, 92 2-3 per cent,

.Sixth prize, two alligator bait lines, value $2, J. L. Van IJxem;,
one P. S. ball bearing bait, value ,50 cents, P. & S, BallBearing Bait
Co.; one revolution bait, value 50 cents, Wm, Shakespeare, Jr.;
total value si.xth prize. .$3: E. R. Letterman, Chubb rod, S 1-2, 92 2-3
per cent.

Second Event, Team Contest, Bait.

Judges. Mr. Mat Benner, Mr. A. Stewart; Referee, Mr.
A. C. Smith.
The bait section of the team contest was next taken

up. but was discontinued for a time on account of a
heavy rain, which made it impossible either to cast or
to score. Three teams entered for this, one each from
Chicago, Frisco and the Rapids. Messrs. Mansfield and
Lovelt tnadc the Coast team,' Messrs. Waddell and Kelsey
the Michigan team, Messrs. Hascall and Peet the Chicago
team. This was a very interesting competition and was
closely watched by all present. Individually, it was hot
for a time between Messrs. Hascall and Lovett, and it

was thought once that Hascall was next to top man, but
the figures proved his running mate, Fred Peet, to be
entitled to second place. Hascall's last shot at the blue
buoy was a 3, and Lovett followed with a 2, both men
meeting applause, as it was then thought they were prac-
tically tied.

Mr. Mansfield does not claim to be a master of the free
reel, but he showed himself a thinker and an original
man in this as in his fly work. He had his reel screwed
tight up, so that it ran far from free. It was his theory
that this would prevent the fatal backlash, and give
him better control of his bait. He did well in practice
on this basis, somewhat dangerous to attempt, but in
his trials in the contest he met two or three facers which
set him hack pretty badly. Twice he struck perfect, but
once he caught a sharp stop, which landed him 50 feet
away from the buoy, a distance which he could never
make up.

Mr. Peet scored 3 perfects in this work, and main-
tainied a very killing average throughout. Mr. Waddell
was perfect twice, but twice he came to grief, and landed
60 feet away from the mark, which gave him a sad task
to make up. Mr. Hascall was perfect 3 times, but once
made the fatal "bad one," going wide 17 feet. Mr.
Lovett, winner, was perfect twice, and 9 feet was his
worst deviation from the buoy, a very even and regular
gait indeed. Mr. Kelsey was a beginner with the bait, but
pluckily held on through the somewhat snnoyinig ordeal
of the free reel. Scores

:

A. E. Lovett.. 9714-15
W. D. Mansfield „ 86 2-3 92 3-10
H. G. Hascall.. i.r..;.;....: :..9610-15
F. N. Peet : 97 7-15 971-15
Tohn Waddell 85 8-15

C. B. Kelsey 74 8-15 801-30

Third Event, Dry Fly.

Fourteen men entered for this exacting contest. Of
these, Mr. LoA^ett was perhaps favorite, on the showing
of practice during the afternoon, where he was watched
closely by some of the knowing ones. He was a favorite
also late into the actual competition, and in the opinion
of the writer was given just a shade the worst of it, if

anything, in the delicacj^ side of the scoring. The wind
was not so fresh then, but the fresher wind is an ad-
vantage and not a disadvantage in this work, for a little

ripple of water disguises a ripple by the fly. However, all

this scoring must, of cour'^e, be much a matter of opinion,

and the result was that given onl}^ after dividing the scores
of two judges for delicacy (Mr. Babcock and Mr. Letter-

man), and of two for accuracy (Mr. Benner and Mr,
Berry). I liked Mi;. Lovett's theory of dry-'fly fishing

very much. His retrieve is especially good, hardly Itaving
a discoverable mark upon the water. Mr. MansfieM
has, as usual, a different theory, and I would not c»l'.

it impraclienl, nnd no doubt it would catch fislt l^s
{ICCiiracy is, of {wsrse, very gr^atf but tPiCaif^?^ pf*^
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line is much quicker and more impetuous, not requiring

the time which is used by such casters as Kelsey, Waddell
or Lippincott. The latter gentleman was favorite for

this contest in many minds, and surely made a grand

showing, his retrieve being especially good. Hascall also

did fine work. Mr. Ainsworth is a new member of the

Chicago Club, and did creditably indeed. The third of

the Coast men, Mr. Mocker, was in the very first flight

in the delicacy part of the contest, but fell away a bit

on the accuracy. Mr. Babcock, one of the judges, scored

the following demerits on his sheet, which tallied pretty

closely with those given by Mr. Lctterman : Lippincott,

6 off; Lovett, 8 off; Mocker, 6 off; Kelsey, 6 off; Hascall,

8 off; Dr. Brown, 20 off; Mansfield, 8 off; Peet, 12 off;

Smith, 6 off ; Bellows, 4 off ; Perce, 32 off ; Waddell, 2,

off; Ainsworth, 12 off; Stewart, 28 off. Mr. Waddell's

score for delicacy was the best made in the lot, only 2

points from perfect. So much for fishing rainbows in a

quiet pool. Space lacks to present in full the scoring of

the other judges. Totals follow

:

Third Event.—Dry fly-casting for delicacy and accuracy, at i-ings

25 inches in diameter, 35, 40 and 45 feet. Rod not to exceed 5 3-4

ounces. There shall be made five casts at each ring. Contestant
allowed 30 seconds to extend his line by dry fly casting to 35-foot

ring. Scoring shall begin the first time fly strikes water. When
contestant has made five casts judges will announce "Next buoy."
Contestant must then lift, liis line, and in not less than one nor
more than five dry casts, feaeh the 40-foot buoy, scoring to begin
first time fly strikes the water. A like procedure shall be fol-

lowed between 40 and 45 foot rings. If fly falls inside of rmg it

shall be scored perfect; for each foot or fraction of a foot from
ring a demerit of 1 shall be scored. Fly striking ring will be
scored outside. The sum total of such demerits divided by 3

shall be considered the demerit per cent. ; the demerit per cent, de-
ducted from 100 shall be the accuracy per cent. Each contestant, if

he so desires, can make not to exceed five dry casts between each
score cast. In addition, there shall be kept an account of delicacy;
100 per cent, being considered perfect. The delicacy percentage
shall be determined by the two judges and referee; if necessary
in this event more judges shall be appointed, each of whom shall
mark the per cent, in which, in his opinion, the contestant is

entitled. 1 he sum total of such percentage as so marked, divided
by 3, shall be the delicacy per cent. The delicacy per cent, and
accuracy per cent, shall be added together and divided by 2, and
the result shall be the percentage.
A perfect cast is: (1) Fly to fall by its own weight without a

splash, (2) On first cast fly must float. (3) Leader to fall on the
water with no apparent disturbance of surface. (4) Retrieve must
be made without cutting the water by leader or fly. Demerits
are: (1) Splash of fly, 2 to 10 off. (2) Failure to float fly on first

cast, 2 off. (3) Splash by leader, 2 to 10 off. (4) Bad retrieves,
2 to 10 off. (5) If fly strikes water on first cast between buovs,
10 off. (6) Failure to retrieve on last cast, 10 off. Two or more
demerit charges may be added together on each cast to obtain
total demerit. Loose line on platform or coil or line in hand is

not permitted in this event. Contestant may begin with fly ex-
tended from tip the length of rod. Each retrieve must be made
•with rod, excepting that contestant may grasp line and make
partial retrieve by stripping line once only.

I, H. Bellows 97, C. F. Brown 89 1-3, H. G. Hascall 96 1-6, C A.
Lippincott 961-2, F. N. Peet 941-6, H. W. Perce S9 1-3, A. C
Smith 961-6, A. E. Lovett 951-2, E. A. Mocker 95 2-3, C B
Kelsey 94 1-6, W. D. Mansfield 95 1-2, Douglas Stewart 9i 1-2." H
H. Ainsworth 96, John Waddell 94 2-3.

First prize, diamond medal, Chicago Fly-Casting Club: L H.
Bellows, 97 per cent.
Second prize, split bamboo rod, value 1^30, Von Lengerke &

Antoine: C. A. Lippincott, 961-2 per cent.
Third prize, Martin automatic reel, engraved, value $20, Martin

Aovelty Works: Divided by A. C Smith and H. G. Hascall, 96 1-16
per cent
Fourth prize, fly-book and three dozen flies, value $7. Mont-

gomery Ward & Co.: tourist repair case, value' $7, Wm. Miffs &
Son; total value fourth prize, 114: H. W. .\ins\vorth, 96 per cent.
Fifth prize, four dozen flies, value $4; artificial minnows value

$1; total value fifth prize, 15: E. A. Mocker, 95 2-8 per cent.
Sixth prize, two alligator bait lines, value $2, L L Van Uxem

Divided by A. E. Lovett and W. D. Mansfield, 95 1-2 per cent

Visitors.

There were several ladies who attended to-day, among
them Mesdames Mansfield and Mocker, of San Francisco

;

Mesdames Bellows, Peet, Russell, Murrell, Perce, Letter-
man, with others.

A prominent guest was Mr. W. H. Talbot, the maker
of the well-known Talbot casting reel, who was in evi-
dence upon the grounds in person, as well as in the form
of his popular product. He brought with him as a special
gift to Mr. F. N. Peet, the handsomest reel the latter
ever saw, a pure silver, gold-mounted, diamond-set reel
with spindle running in bored agates, a handle of red
agate and an exquisite ornamentation. The work on
this reel is of the very finest. Mr. Talbot says he would
not like to duplicate it for $ioo. Three years ago he
promised to make Mr. Peet a fine reel if he would win the
club medal for bait-casting with a Talbot reel. This is
how the promise was kept—certainly very handsomely.
Members of the club very generously offered to enter a
sweepstakes for it if Mr. Peet would put it up, but he
had to decline.

Gear.

Mr. Mansfield used an English fly-reel and line in his
work, with an American rod. Most of the bait rods are
of the short, 7-foot pattern which was originated in
Chicago. The long-distance fly-rods are, of course, of
the clumsy, powerful, ii-foot type, more forceful than
elegant of look. The display of fine angling goods is a
notable one, for every man here is an expert, which
means something of a crank, and each with a half-dozen
outfits of the finest sort.

Looks.

Mr. Mansfield, as earlier mentioned in these columns, is

a man of medium height, stocky, strong, sanguine of
temperament, with sandy moustache and blue eyes. Mr.
Lovett is an older man, taller, a bit gray, with nowerful
form. Mr. Mocker is younger than either of his com-
panions from the Coast, in the middle weight class, and
of heavy, muscular build. John Waddell is a sporting
figure as he stands at score, lean, angular and active, and
he turns away with a good strong walk which he got on
the Pere Marquette. Mr. Kelsey is a bit lighter than
Mr. Waddell, and Mr. Stewart is older, grown a bit gray
in good works. Harry Hascall and his friend, Ashley
Smith, of the local forces, are much alike—^youngish
looking, slim, dark and active. Mr. Bellows is hea\'y
and powerful of build. Mr. Perce, the Club President, is

very slender and tall. Mr, Lippincott is a spare and
muscular man, who would be a hard one on a trail if
trained to it. And so it goes. It is hard to pick a type
for a fly-caster. The good ones come in all sorts of
packages. We have the best packages here that the coun-
try can scare up to-day.

Satarday, Scconcf Day, Aug. J8.

To-day ended the tournament, and it was a day to be
remembered. The weather was awful. The fickle Chi-
cago climate made one of its kaleidoscopic changes.

Yesterday we had rain all day. To day we had a heat—

a

terrible, dense, moist, sweltering heat—the worst which
any of us have felt in Chicago this summer, which has
been the worst summer ever known here in the opinion
of many citizens. At the top of the Auditorium tower
down town, where the cooler breezes from the lake had
sway, the thermometer stood at 92 degrees. What it

was in the hot little valley near the lagoon, surronded
by trees and houses and large buildings of the car barns,
exposed to the full rays oi the sun, and cut off from
every breath of air, is something which must be left to

guesswork, since there was no thermometer on the
grounds. It was no doubt 98 or 100 degrees, probably
more in the sun. This, and this alone, prevented the
tournament from being a very satisfactory meet in every
Avay. It did not stop the jollity, but it left Chicago under
a deep cloud in the minds of all the visitors who have
come so far to attend this meeting. It would seem
unwise to chance another meet in August, though it rs

much a matter of chance in this climate at any date,

Californiaus Sick.

Under these oppressive weather conditions the San
Francisco men suttered very much, Mr. Mansfield worse
than any ol his friends. He tried to do some work in

the morning events, but by 2 o'clock collapsed under the
ailment which has nearly brought him down for the past
few days since leaving home. He was forced to retire

from the accuracy bait contest and did not enter for the
long distance fly-casting event, his own specialty, and
lhat for which he came all the way to Chicago. He
hoped to make a new record. No man could make a
record here to-day with the fly. The air was dull and
heavy and the best of the visitors said it was like casting
against a brick wall to try to get a line out. There was not
a breath of air to aid. In tliese trying conditions John
Waddell, of Grand Rapids, failed of doing half what
was his due. Mr. Mocker, of the Coast, made a nice show-
ing with the long fly, but was not at lus customary gait

at all. The hardy, active, well-seasoned athlete from
'Frisco, A, E, Lovett, quite captured the honors at the
long fly, being alone in his rank at 105 feet, though dis-

gusted at what he called a poor showing, Mr. Lovett
has made a good record here both days. He takes back
to San Francisco the handsome special trophy offered
by his club for best average 111 accuracy at bait and fly,

the beautiful matchbox mentioned in the list of prizes.

The Chicago boys wanted this very much, but they could
not reach it.

In the long distance bait-casting (distance and ac-
curacy combined, properly speaking), whicli was held on
the green, nothing of interest turned up, unless it might
be termed interesting to see a lot of the best bait casters
in the country go all to pieces in a contest like ^ lot of
beginners. Everybody went wild. This event has not
been popular with the Chicago boys for three years and
the visitors were not partial to it. Mr. Salter's wan was
on a better average adherence to the line, though he did
no very long work with the frog, Others had a bit of
hard luck here and there from a bouncing frog, which
.'icored off from a cast otherwise much better. Nearly all

kept safe in the gourtj hut the best pf the experts made
iluke after fluke.

Records Broken in Bait Accuracy.

One event of to-day was worth going far to see and
gave a distinguishing quality to this tournament. This
was, the accuracy bait contest, which brought all the tal-

ent on hand. All the records of the country, and indeed
of the world, were broken to pieces. No club record
has ever approached those of to-day in open tournament.
Every man seemed at his best, and for some occult rea-
son the conditions seemed as good for bait casting as
hey were poor for fly-catsing. Time and again the
uoys were hit plump with the frog at 60, 70 and 90 feet

from the score. It would have been a hardy bass that
would have lingered near the marks in this contest. It

was inore like pistol shooting than casting. Especially
gratifying was it to see that Mr. Kelsej^, of Grand
Rapids, w^ho had such hard luck yesterday at bait work,
to-day made one of the best scores and went ahead of
some of the best men in America. So marked an im-
provement is as much a source of felicitation as though
he had really won first-, and it is not all of the game to
win all the time. Mr. Kelsey's score of 97 would have
been easily top score two years ago on these very
grounds, and might be again at any future time, for the
entire entry seemed to be outclassing themselves. Smith,
Peet and Hascall, of the locals, took all the premier
honors, but they put up so hot a game that there was
no getting a look in, The Coast came in here after
Grand Rapids, Mr. Lovett putting up 96 4-5, certainly
enough to win at any ordinary gait.

Teani Contest Falls.

The team contest was decided on a two-thirds basis,
only two of its features being worked out, the long dis-
tance fly being discarded, since Mr. Mansfield could not
cast, and his team was therefore unqualified. Grand
Rapids withdrew.

_
and Messrs. Peet and Hascall, the

Chicago team, having won in the first two features—deli-
cacy and accuracy fly and accuracy bait—were left un-
opposed and were declared winners.

Long Distance Fly Disappointing,

The long distance fly-casting, the event which was
watched for with greatest interest by all and which
brought out the best part of the crowd perhaps, was a
disappointment, as above indicated. There was not a
man who felt that he had done his average work in this
specialty, and both workers and spectators were disap-
pointed. Many wished to see Mr. Mansfield cast, but
there is no reason to believe that he would have ap-
proached his own average records had he competed to-
day. The weather was a fluke of the worst sort and the
fly-casters are lucky to get off alive.

The Pacific Coast party goes on East from here to-
morrow and will visit points on the Eastern seaboard
in the hope of striking a decent climate. The Grand
Rapids men say there is no place like home. Really, the
Chicago club must apologize for the weather it put on
tap. It need apologize for nothing else.

There w?is a big crowd out to-day, perhaps 400 per-

sons, forty or fifty of these ladies, relatives of members'^
and visitors and all much interested in the work. Iliesev.
made themselves as comfortable as

.
possible under th&

trees and in the tents. Even at sundown the heat had
*

abated but little.
,

.

One very well satisfied gentleman was Mr, W. H.^
Talbot, the reel maker from Nevada. "I am from Mis-
souri," said he, "and you will have to show me if any
reel is better than mine. It won every prize in all the
bait events, all the winners using it except Bellows,-
Belasco, Greenwood and Letterman. I am thinking now
of moving the club to Nevada." _

Team Contest, Dry Fly.

The first event of the day was the second lap of the
team contest, that at dry fly, delicacy and accuracy. Air
heavy, wind imperceptible. Messrs, Hascall and Peet
won by a scant margin over the Coast men. Mr. PeeL
was perfect three times on the first buoy, lost 8 on the
second and 7 on the third, his delicacy bringing him lipi

better. Mr. Hascall lost 6 on his first buoy, 9 on No. 2;

and 7 on No. 3.

Mr. Mansfield was perfect five times in all, though he
lost 7 on No. I, 6 on No. 2 and only 4 on No. 3, the
furthest buoy. Mr. Lovett was perfect twice, both oni

No. I, losing 3 on No. i, 9 on No. 2 and 8 on No. 3,.

His delicacy saved him out.

Mr. Waddell, of the Grand Rapids team, was perfect:
once;. and he lost on his accuracy side, falling back 6/

on No. I, 9 on No. 2, 13 on No. 3. At delicacy he was;
better. Mr. Kelsey improved clean through, losing &
on No. I, 13 on No. 2, and only 2 on No. 3. In delicacy
he did well. Scores.

Chicago Team.—F. N. Peet 961-2, H. G. Hascall 95 1-S; totall
95 11-12.

San Francisco Team,—W. D. Mansfield 951-6, A. E. LoveW 96::
tol.il 95 7-16.

Grand Rapids Team.—John Waddell 94 1-6, C. B. Kelsey 94 5-6:;
total 941-6.

The Chicago team having won also the contest, as re-
ported yesterday, and the long distance fly contest being
abandoned, the Chicago team was declared winner of the;
team contest. The Judges to-day were E. R. Letterman,
Douglas Berry; referee, E. A. Mocker.

Event No. 2, Long Distace Bait.

Judges, L. F, Crosbj', Geo. M. Lee; referee, E. A.
"Mocker. There were seventeen entries, the best of those
present. They all cast like a picnic of drunken sailors,

man after man retiring with a short fluke to think about-
Sometimes the frog bounced, but more often it was the
reel. Fred Peet was picked to win this and went out
after it hard, but caught a crab at the last cast. Bellows,
Hascall, Smith, Lovett-—all the standbys—fell down oine

after the other, Mr. Salter was the most consistent per--

former and kept to his knitting. His average of I03>^:

^
feet, it must be remembered, is really not so good in

figures as on the ground, the demerits for side cast beinj*-

subtracted. The scores:

Bait-Castiqg for Distance and Accuracy Combined.—Casting toi

be on a lawn within a court 30 feet wide, with tape line extending;
down the center. Five casts shall be made with half-ounce rubber
frog. Score is made from spot where frog rests. If frog first strikes
outside of court, cast is lost. If it first strikes inside court and;
bounds out, cast is counted. Perfect cast is within 1 foot of tape
line. For each additional foot or fraction thereof from tape line-
a demerit of 1 shall be scored from the distance indicated by;
nearest point on tape line.

G. W. Salter 103 1-12, A. E. Lovett 100 2-15, A. C. Smith 96 1-6,.

F. N. Peet 9317-20, C. A. Lippincott 8613-60, H. G. Hascalll
76 37-30. 1. H. Bellows 74 5-12, H. VV. Perce 73 59-60, J. Waddell:
72 5-6, E. R. Letterman 721-60, W. D. Mansfield 69 12-20, C. F..
Brown 641-5. N. C. Heston 63 13-60, L. i: Blackman 62 9-60, C. B..
Kelsey 52 37-60, D. Berry 53 14-15.

First prize, diamond medal, Chicago Fly-Casting Club: Geo. W,.
Salter, 103 1-12 per cent..
Second prize, Wilkinson split bamboo bait rod, value $15, L. S.^

Willcinson Co.; C. & N. ticket, value ?10, Chicago & Northwestern.
R. R. Co.: A. E. Lovett, 100 2-15 per cent.
Third prize, Shakespeare reel, value $15, Wm. Shakespeare, Jr.:

A. C. Smith,' 96 1-6 per cent.
Fourth prize, Bristol steel rod, value $6.75, Horton Mfg. Co.

;

two Burtis baits, value .$2.50, Geo. H. Bijrtis; total valtic fourth
prize, $9.25: F. N. Peet 93 17-20.

Fifth prize, four dozen flies, value $4, Montgomery Ward & Co.;
two artificial minnows, value $1, F. A. Pardee S: Co.; total value
fifth prize, $5: C. A. Lippincott 86 13-60,

Sixth prize, Harrimac landing net, value $2.25, A. F. Meissd-
bach & Brother; one Burtis bait, value $1, Geo. H. JJiirtis; t>vo
artificial minnows, value $1, F. A. Pardee & Co; total value sixth
prize, $4.25: H. G. Hascall, 7617-30 per cent.
Seventh prize, two alligator bait lines, value $2, L L. Van ilxemi;

one P. & S. ball bearing bait, value 50 cents, P. & S. Ball BVaring
Bait Co.; one revolution bait, value 50 cents, Wm. Shakesi>care,
Jr.; total value seventh prize, $3; I. H. Bellows, 74 5-12 per cenf.

Third Event, Accuracy Bait

This was the big show and was worth the price of

admission. Such bait-casting was never before seen in

the West, and as the West is the originator and perfector
of this .system it is likely its equal was never seen in aU
the world. It looked very easy, man after man taking
the pace and SAvinging in close behind the nearest rival!

and cast after cast landing against or in and around the
distant buoys. There were three rounds at the sets of
five buoys, distances of 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 feet from the

score, change of distance arbitrary. Each man thus hadl
fifteen casts and the element , of chance was eliminated.
Jt was a long and hot contest, but it was eagerly watched
throughout in spite of the burning sun. At 80 feet

Harry Hascall hit the buoy plump on top, the frog tak-

ing a long bounce. At 70 feet he struck against the side

of the buoj' support. At 100 feet he was time and again
around the point, and he never had a fluke of the reel.

Neither did Kelsey, of Grand Rapids, who this morning
could not have cast downstairs with the windows open,
At 70 feet he was against the buoy, and at 100 feet he hit

it plump. After that he could not miss. Peet was never
far from center at any station and held an even, killing

gait all through. He struck the yellow buoy, 100 feet

away, full with his frog on one cast. Smith, wiry and
lean like his fishing companion Hascall, seemed also
unable to miss the buoys, and his was the best exhibi-
tion of accurate bait-casting that has ever been put up
in any contest, club or open. His control over the bait

was marvelous. Lovett followed his own system of cast-
ing beyond and pulling down on the mark. He made
prettv work, all the more remarkable from the fact that
he did it with a strange rod—one of the club rods—he
having broken his own this morning. Salter was doubted
able to win this event also, and he did not Waddell
was in hard hick, though his 80-foot work was fine.
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Perce, the resident oi the club, was only 5 inches off

on the 70-foot buoy, Lippincott missed the 8o-foot buoy
once by a scant 2 inches, Letterman did nice work also,

and indeed it seemed as though everybody in it was
doing good work. It was not known for some minutes
after the close of the contest who was the winner, Mr.
Hascall being thought first so far as the spectators could
tell. It was a near enough thing to leave every man
plenty of comfort. Judges, W. H. Babcock, A, Stuart;
referee. Geo. M. Lee. The scores

:

Fifth Event—Accuracy bait-casting at buoys 60. 70. 80, 90 and lOO
feet. Three oasts shall be made at each buoy with half-ounce rub-
ber frog-. The order of buoys to be announced by the captain.
All contestants to finish casting at first buoy before the next is
announced by the captain, and a like precedure throughout the
contest. If frog falls witnin 1 foot of buoy cast at, it shall be
considered perfect; for each additional foot cr fraction thereof that
frog drops from such buoy a demerit of 1 shall be made; the sum
total of such demerits, divided by 15, shall be considered the
demerit per cent. ; the demerit per cent, dedticted from 100 shall
be the accuracy per cent. Fre^-rtmning reel only allowed:

J. B. Armstrong 75 2-5. I. D. Belasco 96 11-15, L. I. Blackmau
88 2-5, e. F. Brown 89 1-15, H. Greenwood 96 2-3, H. G. Hascall 98,
N. C. Heston 80 2-5, E. R. Letterman 96 2-3, C. A. Lippincott
94 3-5, F. N. Peet 98 2-15, H. W. Perce 82 2-3, G. W. Salter 96 2-15,

A, C. Smith 98 2-5, H. H. Ainsworth 91 14-15, A. E. Lovett 96 4-5,

G, Hinterleitney 941-5. C. B. Kelsey 97, T. Waddell 79 8-15, D.
Berry 85 13-15, H. Parker 93, I. H. Bellows 95 1-3.

First prize, diamond medal, Chicago Fly-Casting Club : A. C,
Smith, 98 2-5 per cent.
Second prize, Talbot reel, value $28, W, H, Talbqt: F. N. Peet,

98 2-15 per cent.
Third prize, spiral fiy-rod, value ?20, F. D. Devine Co. ! H, G.

Hascall 98 per cent.
Fourth prize, Gayle reel, value $15, Geo. W. Gayle & Son; C. B,

Kelsey, 97 per cent.
Fifth prize, split bamboo fly-rod, value $15; two dozen flies, value

$2; total value $17; Montgomery Ward & Co.: A. E. Lovett, 96 4-5

per cent.
Sixth prize, one Lenson fly-book and four dozen assorted flies,

value $12, Wm. Mills & Son; one All Right reel, value $1.75. A.
F. Meisselbach & Brother; total value sixth prize, $13.75: I. L.
Belasco, 96 11-15 per cent.
Seventh prize, one dozen Burtis flies, value $2; one-half dozen

leaders, value $3; Yawman & Erbe automatic reel, value $8, Yaw-
man & Erbe Mfg. Co.; total value seventh prize $13: E. R. Letter-
man and H. Greenwood, 96 2-3 per cent.
Eighth prize, tapered fly-line and half-dozen leaders, value $6.25,

W.J. Cummins; two dozen flies, value $2; total value eighth prize,
$8.25: H. Greenwood won tie on 7.

Ninth prize, Burtis baits, value $2. Geo. H. Burtis; two artificial

minnows, value $1, F. A. Pardee & Co.; total value ninth prize,
$4: G. W. Salter 96 2-5 per cent.
Tenth prize, two alligator lines, value $2, J. L. Van Uxem;

bait, value $1; total value tenth prize, $3: I. D. Belasco
95 1-3 per cent.

Fourth Event, Long Distance Fly.

Only ten men qualified, Mr. Mansfield at the last mo-
ment deciding not to compete. A rather hollow victory

was won by the husky and fit looking Lovett, who cast

as though his future happiness depended on reaching the
further shore with his fiy, and who distanced all com-
petitors, Fred Peet being nearest to him with 102 to his

105 feet.

Mr. Feet was first at the score. It was blazing hot, and
he was drippinig with perspiration from the hard work
with the big rod. He cihanged rods twice and seemed to

have rather hard luck in keeping control of his line

sometimes. The air was heavy and dead. Mr. Peet was
irregular, part of the time away from the floats, but his

pluck and strength brought him in for two or three long
ones, and he came in second.
Mr. Kelsey followed Mr. Peet. A fine high back cast,

but he lacked driving power to the font, reaching the

end of the float line rarely and weakening in the ordeal

of heat and stifling air.

Dr. Brown, third at the score, made hard work of it

and did not get on the floats more than once or twice.

Mr. Smith followed. He handled his back cast with
a sweep that kept it high and he showed good control
of his line, though tiring at the hard work.
Mr. Bellows was next and showed good form with

the big tournament rod, as is his custom, but he said

it seemed impossible for him to get his leader straight-

ened out. It may have been that a slight air met the
fly at that part of the course.
Mr. Mocker was next. He showed much strength

and carried a nice back line. He went to the floats at

once and repeatedli', showing a very good control over
his line.

Mr. Hascall was next and made a good impression,
though slight for such heavy work. He knows the game
and was soon along the buoys, with three very nice lies

and a very jair average of direction- and control.

Mr. Belasco also made a good impression. Mr. Lovett
says he could teach Mr. Belasco to do 115 feet in a week.
He is large and strong, though yet shy in a few points
of the game. His work improved under Mr. Lovett's
coaching.
Mr. Waddell again played rather in hard luck, though

he. showed a mastery of his tools and knew the game
nicely. He could not account for the folding up of his

best casts and retired with a puzzled look. It may have
been that the air was now freshening against the score.
Mr. Lovett was picked for winner before he had done

a half dozen casts. He was not there for any other
purpose, either, and was eager, indeed a bit nervous. He
was on the point of asking for a change of direction in
the line of the buoys, for a faint air could be plainly
felt coming in now and then toward the score, though
it was baffling and shifty. Mr. Lovett at once went
along the buoy line and clung there handsomely, his win
being very decisive. The scores

:

Fourth Event.—Long-distance fly-casting: No limit to rod or
line. Ten minutes shall be allowed to extend fly to greatest
possible distance. No time allowance for replacing fly.

Judges, E. R. Letterman. Douglas Berry; referee, E. E. Critch-
field; timer. C. H. Chadwick.
L D. Belasco 91 feet, I. H. Bellows lOO feet, C. F. Brown 80

feet, H. G. Hascall 100 feet, F. N. Peet 102 feet, A. C. Smith 93
feet, C. B. Kelsey 92 feet, E. A. Mocker 95 feet, J. Waddell 75
feet, A. E. Lovett 105 feet.

First prize, diamond medal, Chicago Fly-Casting Club: A. E.
Lovett 105 feet.

Second prize, Silkine fly-rod, value $30, John M. Kenyon: F.
N. Peet, 102 feet.

Third prize, Emeric fly-book, value $,">, Clabrough, Golcher &
Co.; Mackinzie box. with one dozen leaders, value $10, A. Carter
& Co.; total value third prize, $15: H. G. Hascall 100 feet.
Fourth prize, one dozen leaders, value $5; two dozen flies, value

$2; total value fourth prize, $7: I. H. Bellows 100 feet—lost on tie
with Hascall,

Fifth prize, two artificial minnows, four dozen flies: E. A.
Mocker 95 feet

Sfsrth prlie, tw-alHgator baft lines, valtie $2, I. L, Van Uxem

:

A. C. Smith 98 feet.

Eveoiflg Meeting.

Tfie casting was concluded a trifle after sundown, m

heavy, murky, dead air. The handshakings of farewell
soon began and the pleasant party dispersed, the greater
part to assemble a little later at the Park refectory,
where a little collation had been prepared by the Chicago
Fly-Casting Club. Freshened up by the change of sur-
rounding, a pleasant hour was passed by the members
and visitors, speeches and presentation of prizes being the
closing order of the day and of the tournament. The
prizes were awarded as hereinbefore mentioned, the San
Francisco special prize going to Mr. Lovett on a score
of 98 at distance and accuracy with the fly and of

96 4-5 in accuracy with bait, a total of 97 2-5" per cent.
Mr. Salter took the bait average on 99 89-120, receiving
the Van Uxeiii ;rod. At an early hour the meeting ad-
journed.

_ E. LIouGTi.
Habti-orij Bifixurae, Chicago, III.

A Boy and a Salmon.
Quebec, Aug. 16.—Editor Forest and Stream: Ofiicial

business recently called me away for a few days below
Quebec. I spent July 23 and 24 at Matane, about 200
miles below Quebec, on the south shore of the estuary
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
A little over a mile up the Matane River is a large

saw mill belonging to the firm of Price Brothers, of
Quebec, and at the foot of the dam of this mill begin the
salmon pools belonging to the Matane Fish and Game

A POMPEIIAN WALL FRESCO.

Club, composed of a few gentlemen residing in Quebec,
Ottawa and other cities. The fly-fishing having been
very satisfactory this season and the people not poaching
nor otherwise causing any trouble, the club rewarded
them by throwing open the fishing to the villagers, who
all thoroughly enjoyed it while I was there. Unfortu-
nately, I did not bring my salmon rod with me. Had I

done so I should have had capital sport.
I saw one fine salmon killed by a man who had only an

ordinary bamboo pole and line, with no reel. I saw
another party, who had a fine salmon rod and reel, lose
three salmon running. But the strangest fish capture was
by a young boy, who had a rather long common bamboo
pole with a line tied at the top. He fastened a good-
sized salmon fly to the line, without leader, and tried his
luck for sea trout. After two or three casts he found his
fly taken by a fresh-run 15-pound salmon, which, after
leaping twice, made a dash and broke the line off at the
top of the pole. The boy felt awfully cut up at losing
his fish and his line and fly. After thinking over his
misfortunes for a few moments, he decided he would
take a boat, row out, and try and recover his line and
fly. He soon discovered his line floating on the water,
caught it and began hauling it in, when the salmon, which
was still fast, showed decided resistance. The boy, fear-
ing to lose his line again, quickly took a turn around the
thwart or seat of the boat, which stopped the salmon
from going any_ further. He then rowed ashore, towing
his salmon, which was fortunately well hooked by the
big fly-hook well fastened back of the tongue. Then the
boy triumphantly hauled the fish ashore.
When I returned here, I told this story to some of my

friends at the Garrison Club, who appeared to think I
somcAvhat exaggerated. I therefore wrote my friend, Mr.
John H. Patton, the Collector of H. M. Customs at
Matane, and asked him whether what I related was really
the truth and nothing but the truth. I inclose Mr.
Patton' s letter, giving the age and name of the boy and
vouching for the truthfulness of my story, and add'ng
another, which you are welcome to publish if you think
they interest brother anglers, fish stories beinjr iti.st now
fashionable and in order. J. U. Gregory.

Matane, Aug. 13.—My Dear Mr. Gregory; T duly
received yours of the 3a inst. The circumstances you

allude to respecting the boy catching a salmon with a
bamboo rod and no reel is a fact. He is a son of Mr. Jos,
Lavasseur, fourteen years old, and an expert fisher.
A rather singular circumstance happened, when I was

present, many years ago on a salmon fishing excursion up
the River Matane with the late Sir A. T. Gait and his
son, John (now one of the firm of Gait & Gait, of Winni-
peg). We were up in two canoes, and arriving at a
salmon pool named Boncannien. We told Jack Gait to
put up his trout rod to see if there were any fish in the
pool while we were camp making. After fishing a short
time, he called out, "I have hooked a fish." We at once
joined him and witnessed as hard a fight between fisher-
man and fish as could be wished; it lasted over one hour,
and when the fish was played out one of our boatmen
waded out and took up the fish, and to his astonishment
could not find the fly in the fish's mouth, but after further
inspection found that the gut had made a half-hitch
around the salmon's tail, and Gait had been playing himm that extraordinary position, the fly hangng about 6
mches below the tail of the fish. Yours sincerely,

John H. Patton.

Tarpon Fishing.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 7.—Editor Forest and Stream:

li you will fijrnish the necessary space in your columns
i shall write a series of letters on "Tarpon Fishing," ad-
dressed to the readers of your -aper, with the intention
of starting a discussion on the subject, for the purpose
of making more popular this finest of piscatorial sport
and providing all necessary information for those who
purpose giving it a trial.

Tarpon fishing has obtained among fishermen in gen-
eral a reputation of being rather slow sport, involving a
great deal of long and tedious waiting for few if any
strikes. This is due to the fact that the fishing has gen-
erally been done in a wrong manner and in wrong places.
It has often been told to me that certain parties have
spent two or three weeks in Florida in winter, fishing
every day and all day long for tarpon, with the result
that they caught either none at all or only one or two
fish. Such an experience as this no tarpon fisherman
or even would-be tarpon fisherman need ever again an-
ticipate, for there are times and places where the silver
king bites often and fiercely, and where a man who knows
how to do it can land several fine fish per day.
The series of letters that I purpose writing will be upon

the following subjects:
First—Where to go.
Second—Tackle and outfit.

Third—How to fish for tarpon.
Fourth—Allied fishing.
Before commencing this task, I am going to ask each

tarpon fisherman who reads your paper to contribute his
quota of information to the general fund by taking a hand
in the discussion of these papers, criticising whatever he
may disagree with, and supplementing them wherever
possible with data from his own experience or from thai
of others upon whose word he can rely.
The information thus amassed would prove of great

interest and usefulness to anglers for the "grande
ccaille," consequently I would ask the privilege of col-
lecting It later on into book form, so as to make it
available for everybody.
Tarpon fishing is only in its infancy; and no matter

how popular it may become it will for the following
reasons never be exhausted:

First—The supply of fish is practically unlimited.
Second—Tarpon fishing is recreation for only the well-

to-do, as the expense that it incurs is comparatively
great.

Third—This fishing involves nearly always a long
journey to and fro; and
Fourth—The fish is unsalable in the market, and only

the very small ones are really fit for food.
Such being the case, no one need fear that, by making

public what he knows about tarpon haunts, he will be ruin-
ing good fishing grounds and spoiling his future sport,
as would be the case were one dealing with bass fishing
in a small lake or district.

Before beginning my labors on the proposed series
of letters I would like to obtain some encouragement
from a few of your readers by having them notify me,
preferably through your columns, that they will help me
otit on the work by taking part in the dis.cussion.

J. A. L. Waddell.

Megfanttc Qluh*

Reports from the Megantic preserve continue to note
the best of fishing, with members and guests well satis-
fied. The latest reports say that bass fishing is good in
Megantic Lake, in the vicinity of the club house. F. A.
Nichols has taken a black bass of 4^/2 pounds there. The
same reports say that partridges are really very plenty,
and excellent shooting is promised as soon as the season
opens. Special.
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On Bayou TecBe.
From the souf de wind am blowin,

In my dugout I is goin

Down de bayou to dat eddy whar
de catfish loves to hide;

Whar de gray moss am er swayin,

An de pearches dey is playin

Roun de roots of dat old cypress

down by de rivah side.

Den I baits em wid a fish worm,
An I lay I make some fish squirm;

I'll des show dem finny beauties

dat der aint no flies on me.

But ob skeeter dar's er plenty,

An Ise shore dars more dan twenty

Hundred tousand round yer. Shoo!
Dey's so thick I skase kin see.

Ob de pearches dar is many,
An dars catfish more dan any,

An Ise shore ter cotch er plenty

fob de comin ob de de night.

But long time I tries er minner
An as shore as Ise er sinner,

I done fished fob half an hour
an I didn't git er bite.

Whar dem sunfish an dem daces?

Deys done hid in fohty places.

Ise des honin for dem fishes, an
I nevah likes ter wait.

Now dat beats de berry debbil,

Dat I nevah gets er nibble

When I sees dem lazy fishes er

swimming roun de bait.

All de day de fish am risin,

An its mighty nigh surprisin,

But I specs dose fish aint hungry
an dey aint er gwine ter bite.

Some fine day deyll be er nappir^.

An er line I'll gently drap in,

When dar appetite am better an
I'll catch em des fur spite.

Now de ebenin sun am sinkin.

An Ise d®ne er heap ob thinkin

Bout dem fishes. Specs deys done been
hooked des as like as not.

Ise done tired ob dis yer fussin,

An Ise done right smart ob cussin;

An fur me I spec old Satan will

make it mighty hot.

Dar de gators gin to beller;

An T knows fur dis ole feller

It am much safer up de bayou
endurin ob de night.

Tho Ise mighty fond ob fishin,

Yet I lacks a heap ob wishin

To be bait fur a gator, cos he
takes so big er bite.

Now de whipporwills am callin,

An de chiUens am er squallin,

De ole woman's in de cabin wi(^

her stew pan clean and bright.

Roun de harth she goes a-singin,

Cos she thinks dat Ise er bringin

Home a mess ob pearch or catfish,

but I nevah got er bite.

Now de white man when he fishes

Am de very first who wishes

For to wake up all de neighbors
wid de blowin of his hon.

If I is an ole lame nigger,

I dont cut no sich er figger.

For dar h about dis fish tale

no lies, as sho's yo bon.
Bayou Teche.

ANGLING NOTES.

The Zulo Fly.

A I.ETTER that came to me at my home while I was
in Canada was written by Mr. Charles Stewart Davison
acknowledging a copy of an extract from the Forest,

Fish and Game Commission containing an article by
Prof. E. P. Felt, the State Entomologist, on "Insects

Injurious to Forest Trees." The article has three col-

ored plates (and I will send copies to those who may
desire them until my supply is exhausted), showing the

insects described in different stages of development, and
one of them arrested the keen eye of Mr. Davison, who
writes of it as follows:

"One thing which will not come amiss to your pisca-

torial mind I note— i. e., Plate 2 (Fig. 16), two speci-

mens of the maple borer moth; at rest and expanded
seem to indicate a reasonable basis in nature for the

"zulu," especially the small scale-wing variety of that

on occasion useful lure; but equally they point (if we are

to follow nature in our flies) to the desirability of a light

yellow hackle tied palmerwise over the black body. I

suppose Prof. Felt would be horrified to think of his

cVccurate and excellent plates being considered, even

momentarily, from the point of view of 'guides to fliy-

tiers.' Apologize for me to him for my audacity in so

doing."
Mr. Stewart need make no apology to any one, for

any person who can give a sound reason for the ex-

istence of some of our wonderfully made artificial flies

is to be commended, and I am sure that Prof. Felt will

be delighted that he has been discovered to be the means
of accounting for the existence of the zulu as a counter-

part of something in nature rather than the product of

an aiagjer's mind, who has moments of aberration, or

lucid intervals, whichever way one chooses to put it,

when artificial flies are to be constructed or created.

The Zulu has never been an especial favorite of mine,

•gT|d I am not particularly familiar )s\\h it, but I recalj the

red tag which the maple borer possesses, and that the

fly has a black hackle tied palmer-fashion and wound in

with either silver or gold tinsel, and it is quite possible

that the creator pf the Zulu had the maple borer in mind
when he gave the fly to the angling world. The Reuben-

Wood I considered the fancy of some angler who desired

to add to the already long list of flies, until Uncle

Reuben told me that he had simply copied a natural

fly he saw on the water. The Lord-Baltimore I first saw

as a black bass fly, and accepted it as another fancy, until

the late Prof. Mayer told me he first tied the fly as a

trout fly, copying an insect that he had found on the

water in Maine. Observant anglers may yet find the

Ethel-May, the Genevieve and the Sairy-Ann to exist in

nature under some long Latin name, and thus justify

their creators for building the flies, even if they never can

be justified for their selection of names.

Salmon Rtvef.

Since writing the last batch of "Angling Notes" I have
visited Salmon River, N. Y. ; in fact, only returned from

there this evening. The State having made an appropriation

for building fishAvays in the stream, I went to see the

conditions which existed and find what necessity there

was for fishways. Last year at least fifty to seventy-five

salmon appeared in the river at the lowermost dam on

the stream in the village of Pulaski and attempted to

jump the dam, which has a long apron below it. The
fish were unable to scale the dam, as at every jump they

fell on the apron. There are four dams on the stream

between the lake and Salmon Falls, all within a distance

of a mile, and not one of them would stop a salmon for

one minute if there was a sufficient amount of water

running over them at the time the fish appear, but the

fish came into the river the last of August, and the dams
at that time were dry. So much of the water is used for

power purposes and" diverted through races to mills that

I found all the dams absolutely dry. The lowermost

dam—four miles from the lake—is the only one having

an apron, and it is also the highest, being feet. This

dam is verv old, except at one end, where a log sluice has

been constructed with an apron 26 feet long, and is to be

rebuilt. The next dam was being rebuilt while I was

there. The entire bed of the stream is rock and gravel,

and contains no fish other than trout above the lower-

most dam. The gentlemen I met at Pulaski are of the

opinion that a considerable number of salmon were taken

by questionable means last year. Above the uppermost

dam there is a;i abundance of water, and if the salmon can

be helped over the dams, and before and after escape

the poachers, they will find spawning ground, as they did

when the river teemed with this fi.sh early in the century.

The salmon have reappeared in the river as the result of

plants made in the stream by the United States Fish

Commission, and I have no doubt that after the fishways

are built—as they will be as soon as possible—Mr. Cos-

tello, the member from Oswego county, will introduce

a bill for their protection until they can have a chance to

re-establish themselves in Salmon River. It would be

interesting to know the season of the year salmon for-

merly entered the river, as August seems late, even con-

sidering the distance the fish have to travel from the sea

to reach it, when it is considered that they enter the

St. Lawrence in May. Possibly there are those who
can throw light on this subject.

Brook Trout from"' the Sea.

Every salmon fisherman is, I presume, more or less

annoyed by trout taking the fly when casting for salmon.

I think that trout under these circumstances have been

characterized by one writer as "vermin," The salmon

fisherman makes no efifort to hook the trout that rise to

his salmon fly, but often they will hook themselves, and

they then have to be taken in and renioved from the

hook. This year I was troubled less with trout taking

the salmon Ily than in former years; but one day the

conversation at luncheon turned to the, subject of sea

trout fishing late in the season, and in the afternoon the

canoemen said that the run of trout from the sea was just

beginning in the Ristigouche, and that all the trout went

down to salt water and came into the river again when
the smelts ran up from the ocean to spawn, as they fol-

lowed the smelts and fed upon them. I had caught trout

that were very silvery, showing that they certainly had

been in salt water to acquire the prefix "sea" to the com-

mon name "trout," but I had also caught trout that

showed no signs of having been to salt water. Every

evening when returning to the house from up or down
river the shore opposite the farms would show a number
of children and older folk fishing from the bank for

trout, and one evening I left the canoe and walked the

last half mile and examined a number of strings of trout

caught by the children. Some of the fish were unmis-

takably sea-run trout, but each string had fish that had

not been to sea to acquire the silvery coating which is

an indication of this journey, and from what the settlers

told me the trout had not been up from the sea long

enough to lose the sea livery, I noticing that all the

smalf trout, which I should call yearlings, had not a

suspicion of coloring to indicate the influence oE sea water

and food, and that many of the two-year-old fish (I am
assuming their age from comparing them with trout in

confinement in hatchery ponds) also lacked the silver

over the spots. So I was led to bebeve that yearling

trout do not go to sea, and that all two-year-old trout

do rot remain hi fresh water all the year. In fact, I did

not see any trout that I thought had been regularly to

sep. They had been down probably to the tidal portion

of 1 he river in brackish water, and the run of larger trout,

which comes later in the season, may be fish that are

regular old salts; but I am satisfied in my own mind that

it IS a mistake to sav that all trout in the Ristigouche go

to sea, for I cannot believe that any of them go until they

are of a size that I would call.two years qld.

New York Fish Commtssiofl and Yearling Troot.

Ever since the creation of the Forest, Fish and Game
Commission of New York, in 1895, when the rearing of

fiugerting and yearling trout was inaugurated in the

Ijublic hatcheries of the State, the output of fish of these

size,s has steadily increased, and the demand for them
has increased far beyond the means of the Commission to

.sUppiv. The fingerling trout are sent out in the fall, as

a rule! when they are from six to eight months old, and the

yearlings are sent out to be plaiited wheii they art? froiii

twelve to fourteen months old. Trout will spawn the
second fall after they are hatched, and though they are
about eighteen months old they are still generally called
yearlings. Last year the Commission introduced a bill

in the Legislature which provided that it should have
power to close streams that they were planting to re-

stock them for a term not to exceed five j'ears. The
Commissioners of other States have this power granted
them by their Legislatures. With this power the Com-
mission could rear trout until they were twelve months
old and then close a stream for a year and plant the year-
ling in it. Before the trout could be taken legally they
would have had an opportunity to spawn in the stream
once at least, for closing a stream is to prohibit all fishing
in it. When the bill I refer to finally passed and became a

law it provided that the Commission could close streams
that it was trying to restock, only when requested so to

do by a majority of the town board in which the stream
was situated. One solitary to\vn board has made such a
request. This law left the Commission as powerless as
it was before, and as the law now stands the Commis-
sion may plant a lot of yearling trout in a stream and
the planting will occur about the time that the trout fish-

ing season legally opens. The yearlings planted by the
State are from'S to 9 inches long, nearly all over the legal

limit of 6 inches, and t;he hatchery men may put the fish

in the stream one week and the next day or the next
week the fishermen may catch them all practicaUy, and
the stream is no better off in the way of permanent re-

stocking than it was before, and the only result is the
turning in a lot of yearling liver-fed trout that the State
has reared at considerable expense to furnish very poor
sport and Worse food for a lot of men and boys who will

not look forward beyond the ends of their respective

noses, but will clamor for more yearlings to be treated

in a like manner. At the August meeting of the Com-
mission the State Fish Culturist recommended to the

Commission that no more yearlings be reared by the

State until the Commission had power to reap the benefits

to be derived from rearing yearlings by closing the

streams in which they may be planted until they have had
an opportunity to spawn at least once. By this arrange-
ment the State will save the expense of feeding- the fish

through the winter, from six or eight months of age up
to twelve or fourteen months of age. The Commission
very promptly adopted the recommendation, and the

days of yearling planting in INew York are over until the

end aimed at in rearing yearlings ican be acGompllshed
legally.

Last spring I caused to be planted in a brook near

where I live 500 yearling trout, and I did it against my
judgment, but at the request of my physician and others

who are earnestly interested in restocking a splendid

natural trout stream that had been overfished. .
Every

possible means was taken to keep the planting of the

stream a secret. The Avagon with the fish drove to one
stream and the men made a pretense of planting the trout

and then they were taken elsewhere and put in the water.

While it was of necessity known that the trout were
planted somewhere, it was believed with good reason

that the precise stream was not known. I wrote a letter

to the local papers saying that the fish had been planted

in streams in the vicinity, and if the fish were not caught

this season they would spawn in the autumn and do niuch

to repopulate the brook with trout. Furthermore, the

fish were liver-fed and not the best of food until they had
fed on the natural food of the streams.

I might as well have addressed myself to the north

wind, for one young man caught some trout 7 to 9 inches

long most unexpectedly (thirty or forty fish), and he

informed other young men of same caliber that he had
discovered where the fish were planted, and they set to

work to catch all that they could of them, and from what
I can learn I think they have succeeded. The first young
man boasted that no cock-and-bull story about being

poisoned with liver-fed trout would frighten him, and he

would take what he could, liver-fed or otherwise.

A former Fish Commissioner planted' some yearling

trout near his home, and the next year he was asked if

he desired another lot of yearlings, and he said, "No,"

very emphatically, and then explained that when the first

plant was made fishermen followed the wagon contain-

ing the trout from the car to the streams and began

fishing before the men who did the plantmg had left

the stream.
Streams can be restocked if the fish are given a cnance

to live for a year in it before they are killed, but it is use-

less to try and stock a stream if the stock fish are taken

out within a month after they are planted. If the law-

makers give the Fisheries Commission poAver to throw

safeguards around the fish they plant I presume the Com-
mission will resiune the planting of yearling trout. The
men composing the Commission are presumably selected

for the oflice because of their fitness for this special work,

and it is fair to suppose that as they make this their busi-

ness they are better fitted to judge of the needs required

to make fish planting successful than any town board m
the State, and then too they are not influenced by local

influence. They desire to be known by their work and

take pride in it that it shall be succesful, and it is pretty

safe to trust them with the details that will make it suc-

cessful, for if it were not so they would not in all proba-

bility have been appointed to fill the office. A man who
devotes his time and his thoughts to the work of a

forest, fish and game commission may not know how ta

tune a piano or on which side to inilk a cow, but the

chances are that he will know more about forest, fish and

game than a justice of the peace or a town clerk who
has never been called to exercise his judgment in these

matters. - ,
A . N. Cheney.

^'Fishes of North an4 Middle America."

Wf have received from the National Museum Paift IV.

of "Bulletin No. 47. the Fishes of North and Middle

America," by Dr. David Starr Jordan and Dr. Barton

Warren Evermann. This fourth and concluding volume

contains numerous addenda to the text of the first three _

parts and illustrates more than 950 of the fishes included

in the work. This descriptive catalogue is a monument

of industry and erudition. The Systematic Arrange-

ment as eiven in this last vokmie shows that "the Jisli

fauna of North and Middle America, as now imderstood

bv the present authors, eitibraces 3 classes, 30 orders,

225 famihes, 1,113- ^eg^ra, ,^3? si^ibge^l?r|,. 2.^93. gK?'*^"^

and 135 subspecies.'-
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Barnegat Fishing.
Barnegat City, N. J., Aug. 20.—When the bluefish are

about, few sportsmen spend much time on any other kind
ot fishing. There is an exhilaration about hauling in

bluefish from a fast moving boat, with the swirl and
break of the waters on the shoals all about you in the

narrow inlet, the dart and plunge of the gamy fish, the

roll of the yacht, the salt spray in your nostrils, even
the pair of fingers torn and cut by the friction of the

swift-moving , stout squid line, that captures alike the

novice and the old-time sportsman.
For a fortnight past the blues have been in the inlet

occasionally, and for the past few days all the time. It is

a sight to be remembered to see twenty or thirty yachts

sailing about the bar, their white sails gleaming in the

bright sun one moment, and purple or orange in the shade
as they go about on the other tack. While thej'- have not

caught bluefish in such large numbers as often happens,

still nearly every yacht has gotten its share. Captain

Joel Ridgway, for many years keeper of the Life-Saving

Station here, but who was retired by a grateful Govern-
ment last year because of advancing years, has been

showing that he is still good for something when he has

salt water under him, by sailing fishing parties this

summer. On Friday he had out Mr. W. C. Mackie, of

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, and they made a catch of

forty-five bluefish. Some of these were as heavy as 7

pounds. On Saturday and Sunday the catches ran

smaller in numbers, but were well distributed among
the various boats.

Kingfish, or barb, which many sportsmen consider one

of the gamiest of inlet fish, have been biting finely of

late. Mr. E. G. Chandlee, of Philadelphia, was out Sat-

nrday with Capt. Al Sprague, who seems to have an in-

stinctive knowledge of where fish should be found, and
returned with forty-eight barb. Ex-Senator John Taylor

has also been here from Trenton, trying the barb, and has

been very successful in attempts.

The catch which excited the most comment on Sun-

day was of four big black drum, caught by Dr. Wal-
hauser, of Newark, who was out in the yacht Olive, Cap-

tain Henry Brown, of Forked River. These big fish-

were brought in to the dock and were admired by every-

body. Two of them weighed from 50 to 60 pounds each

;

the other two were 20-pounders. The fishermen had

caught a few bluefish, but had anchored and were chum-
ming for sea bass and porgies, when the drum happened

along. There were more in the school, but it isn't every

one who can land a 50-pound drum, and so some of them
escaped.

Sheepshead are always one of the most desired of all

fish by the anglers, who boast as much over a 12-pound

weakfish as they would over one of those 50-pound drum.

Messrs. G. W. Savage, of New York, and V. H. Skirm, of

Trenton, have been among the most successful sheeps-

head fishermen this week. Their catches ran up to 10

and 8 pounds to a fish.

Mr. T. W. Synnott, of Glassboro, N. J., has been

having fine sport fishing, and so has General Superin-

tendent Frank Sheppard, of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

who has had his sail and power yacht Sculpin.
Revolver.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

"Western Salmon Fishers.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 19.—Mr. W. B. Mershon and

friends, of Saginaw, Mich., are back from his salmon

water on the Cascapedia. The party was made up of Mr.

and Mrs. Mershon, Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Harvey, Mr.

and Mrs. Geo. Morley an,d Mrs. Jack Morley, Avith a

boy or so, nine of the party in all. They had a fine

time, and though late for the salmon, were lucky enough

to get some anyhow. Mr. Geo. Morley killed three, his

bast one of 31 pounds, and his first salmon. Mrs. Harvey

killed one of 29 pounds, and Mr. Mershon one of 23

pounds, which, added to his fine take on his earlier trip,

surely gives him a nice season to remember. Of trout,

Mr. Harvey took one of 4^2 pounds, one of 3^ pounds.

Others were taken of 2^ pounds, etc. The trip was most

delightful for all, and the ladies return exceedingly well

pleased with the experience.

On the York.

R.ev. C. A. Lippincott, of this city, is one of our best

known fly-fishers, and his name figures prominently in

the annals of the Chicag-o Fly-Casting Club. Mr. Lip-

pincott is lately back from a most pleasant visit on the

York River, of Quebec, where he fished three weeks as

the guest of Mr. Reid Murdock, of Chicago, who con-

trols that entire river. Mr. Murdock has been on this

stream for twenty years or so. and has bought thirty

miles outright and" leased the balance of the fishing waters,

so that he ha* a grand property, with three lodges and

several guardians. Mr. Lippincott had never before killed

a salmon, and his luck was most gratifying, He killed

twenty fish in all, his heaviest 30 pounds, and on the day

he got this biggest fish he also had fish of 26, 20, 11 and 10

pounds. His average for the stay was 16 7-9 pounds. A
salmon of 37 pounds is the record on the York, where

the fish ordinarily do not reach the great weights. The
experience was one which deeply delighted Mr. Lippin-

cott, and he speaks in greatest admiration of that region.

From the Rockies.

Mr. Leonard Goodwin, of this city, has returned from
his angling trip in the Rockies. Most of his fishing was
done near St. Anthony's Falls. Idaho. He had grand
sport, and is in love with the Rockies. Fish (mountain
trout) of 3 pounds they had in abundance, and Mr.
Goodwin says he could ask no better sport.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

Bigf Bass in Brome Lake.

Sutton Junction', P. Q.—Among the many beautiful
lakes for which the Province of Quebec is noted, Brome
may be mentioned as one of the best knoAvn and most
centrally located. It is situated sixty miles from Mont-
fcal and fgrtj miles ffoni Sherhrooke; and extending as

it does from Knowlton to Foster, it taps the branch and
main lines of the Canadian Pacific Railway. The former
crosses an arm of tlie lake about two miles out from
Knowlton, thus rendering Wah Wah's dream of ''Bass

Fishing from the Car VVindow" a practical possibility,

as the railwaj' bridge is one of the best known locations

for pickerel and powt, with an occasional bass.

In Brome Lake fishing is always good, but this year it

is better, pi'obably due to better protection during the

spawning season. The citizens of Knowlton, alive to the

interests of their toAvn, subscribed liberally toward the

maintenance of special wardens during the months of

April and May. In the early part of the season many
fine strings of pickerel Avere taken, but the month of

August has been a record breaker for large bass, one
man taking thirteen, which wciglicd 60 pounds, and a few
days later he again landed twenty, ten of which tipped the

beam at 50 pounds after they were taken ashore. Another
party landed 100 pounds in a day, and still another cap-

tured an 8-pounder, Avhich, I belicA^e, is the record for

the lake. Such sport as this is hard to find, and the man
Avho could not appreciate it would be content Avith little

short of .pie three times per day and ice cream Sundays.
A. W. Westover.

San Ftancisco Fly-Casting: Club.

Medal contests, series 1900, Saturday, contest No. 11,

held at Stow Lake, Aug. 11. Wind, light west; weather,
windjf

:

Event Event Event
No. a. No. 2, No. 4,

Distance, Accuracy, Event No. 8, , Lure
Feet Per cent. Acc i Del. ^ Net % Casting^

BatUi 87 .93.8 91 70 80.6
Brotherton .... ]16 SB. 4 91 73.4 &2.2
Brooks 103 73 86. 8 70 78.4
Edwards 100 84.4 90.4 7.5.10 SS.l
Hiller 83 84.8 77.8 . 64.2 70.11
Wuikr m 95 78 76.8 77.4
Reed 106 92.8 86.8 73.4 80
Young 98.6 93.4 94 73.4 83.8

Judges, Battu and Young; Referee. MiiUer; Clerk,

Smyth.
Medal contests, series 1900, Sunday, contest No. 11,

held at Stow Lake, Aug. 12. Wind, light Avest; weather,
foggy ;

' *

Battu an 85.8 90 70.10 80. .5

Brotherton ... 120 84.4 91.4 80.10 86.1
Brooks 02 8.5.4 84 68 76.4
Everett 105
Daverkosen ... 114 82.8 90.8 73.4 82
FouIk,s 90 85 79.4 73.4 76.2
Hiller 74 77 70.10 73.11
Mullor 100 89 86.4 81,8 84
Young 96 88.4 8S 77.6 82.9
Keed 105 95 S6.4 75 80.8

Judges, FonJks and Everett; Referee, Battu; Clerk,
Smyth.

Lake Aobofn.

Boston, Aug. 18.—Salmon fishing at Lake Auburn.
Me., has held out well into the hot Aveather. It has not
been particularly brilliant at any time this year, only an
occasional fish being taken. But the catch has been
sufficient to keep up the interest. Avith a great many
boats out. Last Aveek Dr. Jenkins, of Philadelphia, caught
a salmon of OA^er 4 pounds, and a few days before a

citizen of Auburn got one of 6-pounds. Noav the alarm
begins to be spread that the Avaters of that lake are being
contaminated by fishing, and particularly by the fact that

a number of summer cottages are located along its shores.

Both LcAviston and Auburn draw their Avater supply from
Lake Auburn. Prominent citizens haA'c come out in

neAVSpaper articles claiming that the drinking Avater of

the two cities should not thus be polluted. They would
ask that all fishing be stopped, and that all the cottages
be torn down. Fish Commissioner Henry O. Stanley has
been called upon for his opinion. He ridicules the idea

of contamination liy Avhat fishing there is done on the
lake, and by the few cottages along the shores. He
regrets that the fishing has held out so well. He Avould
have preferred it to have stopped short off at about the

same time as on other seasons ; so late and successful fi.sh-

ing draws hard on the supply, Special.

The Black Bass Record*

The record weights for black loass so far as ktiown to

us are as follows:

Small-Mooth, JO Pounds.

This fish Avas caught in Round Lake, Warren county.
New York. Tt Avas weighed and the weight vouched for
by Mr. A. N. Cheney.

Small-Moutfa, J IX Pouncls.

Another fish, caught in Glen Lake, Warren county,
N. Y., Vyras reported to have weighed 11 J4 pounds; and
Mr. Cheney believes the record to haA^e been authentic.

Large-Mouth, 23^4 Pounds.

Caught in Florida and recorded in Forest and Stream.
The head is preserved in this office.

Tile Salmon Rivers.

BosTONj Aug. 18.—The salmon fishermen are return-
ing, and the general report is that the catch has not
been as good as usual. The Ristigouche fishermen are
not generally Avell satisfied, so far as heard from, while
fishing in the Tobique has not been satisfactory. Dr.
John Bryant, the Avell-knoAvn yachtsman, has returned
Avith his boys from the Tobique. He found the fishing
A-ery poor. Still, there are some exceptions to the re-
ports of poor luck. Mr. D. H. Blanchard has returned
from his river, the Southeast Branch of the St. Mar-
gueritte, and had good sport. He took about thirty
salmon, some of them up to over 30 pounds. Mr. Walter
M. Brackett, the salmon painter, has returned from the
same river. Mr. Brackett's portion of the riA'er is a little

further doAvn, or below Mr. Blanchard's. He has taken a
salmon of 41 pounds, a very fine fish, with scA'eral others.
On the other hand. Mr. Blanchard's partner in the salmon
river, a Philadelphia gentleman, fished the pools of their
river before Mr. Blanchard got there, \vith the result

pf scarcely a salnioti. Special.

The Salt WaterlLeague.
The regular monthly meeting of the Protective League

of Salt Water Fishermen was held at Wall's Hotel, in

this city, on Monday evening, Aug. 20, President Theo-
dore Biedinger presiding. The reports of the Secretary
and Treasurer showed a flourishing condition of affairs

in the League, and much enthusiasm was manifested by
the members present.

President Biedinger announced that an agreement had
been reached Avith the Hudson River Netters' Organiza-
tion Avhereby the latter Avill co-operate Avith the League
in its efforts to have a law enacted obliging the netters
to raise their nets three days of each Aveek. and thus
give the fish a chance to go up the river. The League
introduced a measure at the last session of the Legisla-,

ture to this effect, but it was vigorously opposed by the
Netters' Organization, and was defeated. The informa-
tion that the netters are now supporting the League in

its efforts to pass the bill is very encouraging.
The League Avill also introduce a measure at the next

session of the Legislature prohibiting the menhaden fisher-

men from netting within five miles of the shore. Senator
Depew, one of the directors of the American Fisheries

Company, who operate the menhaden nets, has promised
to support the bill.

Mr. F. Felger, of NeAvark, N. J., informed the mem-
bers that he has organized an association to aid the
League in its fight by having laws enacted to protect the

Jersey shore from netters. This association already has a
membership of seventy-fiA-e.

A letter was read from Col. Milliken, of the Board of
Directors of the League, to the Forest, Fish and Game
Commission, requesting that, inasmuch as the League has
done more to protect the salt water fish than anv other
organization, it be consulted in the matter of appointments
of game wardens. The reply of the Commission was

.

that the protectors appointed by the old Commission are

protected by the Civil Service laAV and cannot be rc-

moA^ed Avithout cause. As there are no charges against

these protectors, there are now no appointments to be
made, but the request of the League would be placed nn
file and receive proper consideration.

Mr. L. H. Johnson, of Asbury Park, N. J., spoke of

the conditions confronting the fishermen of the Jersey
shore. He recounted some of his experiences in. the

good old days before the shore A\^as lined Avith nets, when
lo-pound bluefish caught on hook and line Avere not
scarce, and Avhen one could get a good catch of AA'eakfish

in places Avhcrc there are noAV none to be had. Mr.
Johnson attributes the change- in affairs to the net fish-

ing. Formerl}^ he said, one could see hundreds of

pounds of menhaden on the shore, Avhence they had been^
driven by the bluefish, which came in close to the shore.

Now these menhaden are caught in nets 1,800 feet long,

and, there being nothing for the bluefish to feed on, they

no longer come Avithin reach of the surf fishermen. At
Seabright there are two nets each about half a mile

long, and CA^ery morning from four to six tons of fish are

taken from the nets. These fish bring two cents per

pound in the New York market. In ansAver to the con-

tention of the netters that the League is attempting to

deprive honest men of a means of earning a liying, Mr.
Johnson said that before netting was carried on to its

present extent the Jersey coast was alive with small boat
fishermen, fishing with hook and line for the market.
These men greatly outnumbered the netters of to-day,

but they have been driven out of business by the ad-
vent of the nets, and have been obliged to seek other

means of employment. Mr. Johnson advises the use of

the sea clam for bait for striped bass in preference to

the shedder crab and blood worm so commonly used.

President Biedinger said that enormous loads of fish

are sent each day to Barren Island to be converted into

fertilizer. Many cases of good fish, packed in ice, just

as they Avere received from the Jersey coast, are sent

down each day, because the marketmen cannot get their

prices for them from the peddlers. Tt is this wanton waste
of fish that the League is working so hard to preA^ent.

The next meeting of the League will be held at Wall's

Hotel. t6o West Thirty-first street, Ncav York, on Mon-
day, Sept. 17.

Tarpon and Remora in Rhode Island Waters.

Providence, R. L, Aug. 11.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
If for nothing else, Narragansett Pier will become noted
this season for the capture of fish rare in these Avaters.

The latest acquisition is a remora or sea sucker, Avhose
home is in the waters of the China Sea and the east coast

of Africa. The specimen was caught on Tuesday even-
ing off Billingston's dock by Frank Chase and Fred
Whitford. This inhabitant of far-aAvay Avaters is of

peculiar formation, with a body similar to that of an
eel, Avhile one side of the head is round and the other

flat. The one caught is only 14 inches in length. An-
other tarpon has also been secured in the same trap in

which the first one Avas caught at the Pier some two
weeks ago. The last specimen is almost' identical in size

with the first fish caught, being about 5 feet in length

and Aveigliing some 55 pounds.
Large catches of squiteague continue to be reported

from all parts of Narragansett Bay, though the individ-

ual fish are somewhat smaller than those of last season.

W. H._ M.
[There is one remora (Remora remora) whicli is

found in Atlantic waters north to the latitude of New
York; and another (R. brachyplera) which extends to

Cape Cod.]

A Bigf Brook Trottt.

Ellenville, N. Y.—A brook trout caught by DcAvitt

LoAv in feeder of the LackaAvack Stream, near here,

Aveighed 6^4 pounds, and measured 26 inches. R. L. C.

Wisconsin Fishing^.

Good reports of muscallonge fishing come from Rhine-
lander and ManitOAvish, Wis., AA'ith pike and bass fur
variety.

S(?e the list of gooi filings in Woodcraft in'gur (|#, ^ok,
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FIELD TRIALS.

Aug. 21.-Emmetsburg,.Ia.-Third annual, ^1^1 Moines*** 1^.
Iowa Field Trials Association. M. Bruce, ^ec v Des Momes la.

Aug. 28.-Sioux Falls, S. D.-Inaugural field trials oi the somn

Dakotk Field Trials Association. Olav Haugtro. Secy, bioux

^Sept^'3^:-La Salle. Manitoba, Can.-Western Canada Kennel

ClubV annual field trials. A. Lake, Sec'y. Winnipeg. Manitoba,

*^s"ept. 6-7.-Brandon, Manitoba, Can -Third annual field trials of

the Brandon Kennel Club. Dr. H. J. Elliott. Sec y.

^eot 11 —Carmen Manitoba, Can.—Fourteenth annual field trials

of the Manitoba pTek Trials ciub. Eric Hamber, Sec'y, Winnipeg,

^OcfaX-Senecaville. O -Monongahela yalley Game and F^h
Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. ir-eterson,

^&'7?-HaiJ"conn.-Connecticut Field Trials Cmb', field

trials. J. E. Bassett, Sec'y^ Box 603, New Haven, Conn._

NoV. •'7-8 -Lake A^iew, ^kich-ThM annual fieW trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice. Sec'y, Grand Rapids,

^Nov 12 -Bicknell, Ind.-Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent' Fkld Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,

^°l^nv n—Chatham Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternadonai Field Tdals Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'v.

Nov 16 -Newton, N. C.-Eastern Field Trials CluS's twenty-

second annual field tr^lr^^'^'?'',^;^,^'"^^^
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

,

20 -—- — .-Illinois Field Trials Association's second

annual field tri'als. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y Mattoon, 111.
^

Nov 20.-Ruthven, Ontario, ean.-Second annual field trials of

the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon. Jr., Secy,

W^"„'i^°^^"°Pa^lcentral Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.

^-N^^rii^-GlSo^^^K Field Trials Club's annual

n'or|!f-P^/r^rMo'-Fouftf the Missouri

Weld Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y Sedaha. Mo
Nnv ?n—Newton N. C—Continental Field Trials Clubs sixth

annSIi 'field'' Uials-Members' Stake. Dec. 3. Derby. Theo.

Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill. Conn.

Mad Fits and Other Fits.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It is humorous to notice the positiveness of some

people .md the creduHty of others who ohserve their

positiveness. Let them say a mad dog was killed and

the fact is settled. They know all about the disease and

can diagnose without a possibility of error.

But I leave these wiseacres to speak of several cases of

fits that came under my notice. I had a pointer that had

been poisoned with strychnine, but which, by the timely

use of laudanum and tannin, recovered. After that he

would occasionally have a fit, which I could quite easily

distinguish from the spasms caused by strychnine. One
day. as I was sitting in my house, somebody called,

"There is something the matter with your dog!" I ran

down stairs to find him pitching and falling, and trying to

get on his feet. To prevent him from plunging against

objects, I held him down until his symptoms passed of?.

At the time there was a young man near who seemed

half scared to death; and the way he vaulted the fence

was a credit to a double-somersault acrobat.

Another man who was at work on the roof of a house

nearby yelled with the voice of a catamount, "Kill him 1

He's mad!"
. .

He was then four years old, and lived to do service in

the field for about seven more years.

I had a fine Gordon setter that was taken sick, and I

had reason to think he had been given poison by some
person with whom the Golden Rule was no more than

honesty with a thief. He kept in his kennel, and a sicker

dog I never saw, to all appearance. His mouth \yas

flecked with foam, and when I offered him food or drink

he would turn away his head, as if to say, "Don't urge

it; I loathe it." Perhaps nine persons out of ten would
have declared he was mad; but he showed not the least

inclination to bite anjlhing. Seeing that death was in-

evitable, I led him out and shot him, which in my sorrow

T would not have done could I have trusted the police-

men and others, whom I had known to do the most
bungling work of this kind.

Incidentally, white froth is not an indication of rabies,

but a stringy, ropy saliva is.

A dog was taken with a fit in this city, and was at

cnce shot at. Wounded, he ran, with a lot of boys and
men after him with shotguns, wrought up to the highest

pitch of excitement and vengeful impetuosity. They
shot him after he had crept under a house to escape his

tormentors.
Dogs and cats are liable to fits. Cats sometimes act

strangely. I had one that would start on a sudden to

run around the room with uncommon swiftness, as if

being hotly pursued. .One day the door stood half open
and she leaped over it as though it was a fence but 4 feet

high. N. D. Elting.
Central City, W. Va.

International Field Ttial Club's Derby Entries.

Chatham, Ont.—The Derby will be followed by the
Ail-Age Stakes, open to all pointers and setters, irre-

spective of former winnings, the entries for which close

on Nov. I.

At a meeting of the executive committee held at the

Garner House, Chatham, on the 8th inst., the following

gentlemen were invited to act as judges: Dr. Totten,

Forest; J. S. Armstrong, Detroit, and A. Harrington,
Leamington.

Engli.sh Setters.

Charles Mills' Nell's Dash (Dick—Brighton Nelly).

John Kime's Lady Dot (Druid, Jr.—Lady Dell),

W. B. Wells' Selkirk Hope—(Tony's Hope—Luna),
j. B. Dale's Lady Sparkle (Dan Thiers—Lady S.

Gladstone).
Geo. Kime's Dell's Pride and Tripley's Grace (pedi-

gree not given).

H. M. Graydon's Hidden Mystery (Brighton Bob

—

Venus).
H, M. Graydon's Top Gallant (Roy of London-

Fanny).

J. B. Evans' Nelly Evans (Roy of London—Fanny

^^'i. W. Shaw's System (Druid's Count—Belton Girl).

L. H. & M. A, Smith's Rhoebe's Kate Wind 'Era

(Tony's Boy—Rhoebe Wind 'Em).

L H. & M. A. Smith's Rhoebe's Dan Wind Em
(Tony's Boy—Rhoebe Wind 'Em).

Pointers.

Marcon & Morton's Lord Jingo (Lad of Jingo—

J W Aitken's Count of Kent (Duke of Kent—Belle).

J W. .\itken's Duchess of Kent (Duke of Kent-
Belle).

Points and Flushes*

Mr. R. B. Morgan, well known as a trainer and field

trial handler, but more specially in later years as a

trainer for field work specialty, has settled m Pryor

Creek, Indian Territory, and has already achieved a

distinctive popularity with his new neighbors. The Pryor

Creek Clipper devotes three columns to Mr. Morgan and

his kemiel, and therewith publishes a portrait of Mr.

Morgan's famous English setter, Mandan. a celebrated

winner in his da3^ back in the 8o's. Mr. Morgan was

one of the first to be identified with field trials m Amer-

ica, and his name is conspicuous in their history as being

among those who achieved success.

The prize list of the nineteenth annual dog show of

the Danbury Agricultural Society, to be held on Oct. 2

to 6 at Danbury. 'Conn., can be obtained on application

to Mr. G. M. Rundle, the Secretary. Mr. James Morti-

mer will superintend the show. The judges are Messrs.

Dudley E. Waters. Grand Rapids, Mich.. St. Bernards;

George Jarvis, New York, pointers ; Dr. H. Clay Glover,

New York, setters and fox hounds ; A. D. Lewis, Hemp-
stead. L. L. collies and sheep dogs; Geo. F. Reed. Bar-

ton. Vt. beagles; Henry Jarrett. Chestnut Hill. Phila-

delphia fox terriers ; Wm. M. Caswell, Rye, N. Y.. Irish

terriers; Chas. H. Mason. New York, all other breeds.

Entries close on Sept. 20.

Yachting Fixtures, J900.

Secretaries and ttiembers of race committees will confer a favor

by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following hst and

also of changes which may be made in the future.

AUGUST.

23. Plymouth, open, Plymouth Harbor.
25. Haverhill, third championship, Haverhill, Mass.
24-25. Inland Lake, Lake Geneva Til.

25. Royal St. Lawrence. Lake of Two Motintams regatta.

25. Duxbury, open, Duxbury, Mass.
25. Nahant, dory class, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.

25 Huguenot, annual. New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.

25. Manhasset, special. Port Washington. Long island Sound.

25. Hull-Massachusetts, club. Hull. Boston Harbor.

25. Penafaquit Cor., special. Bay Shore, Great South Bay.

25. Jamaica Bav. open. Canarsie. Jamaica Bay.

2.5. King.ston. club. Kingston, Lake Ontario.

25 Corinthian, championship. Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

25! South Boston, ladies' day, City Point, Boston Harbor.

25. Ouannapowiftt. , . , ^ ^ -n

25. Seawanhaka Cor., Center Island memorial cup, Oyster Jiay,

Long Island Sound.
25. Oueen City, 17ft. special, Toronto. Toronto Bay.

27. Cape Cod. open. Provincetown, Mass.
_

27-31. Seawanhaka and Philadelphia Corinthian, interclub matches,

Ov.ster Bay, LonR Island Sound.
28. Wellfleet. open. Wellfleet, Mass.
31. Wollaston, open.

It seems that the 70-footers are not the only yachts

which are suffering from lightness of construction. Here

we have the 51-footers Shark and Altair hauled out, with

their bows twisted in much the same manner as the 70-

footers, only worse. It is said that Shark's stem re-

sembles a letter S. This sort of experimenting may
undoubtedly bring out a Cup defender which will put

the challenger for 1901 up a hollow tree, but there is not

much satisfaction in it for the men who have had these

boats built.—Boston Globe.

Cruise of the Crescent.

The Skipper's Yam.

Next morning, after a swim (abridged but riot aban-

doned because of the A. F.'s shark stories) and breakfast,

the Crescent was once more gotten under way and went
dancing across Great Bay and past the fish factory with-

out incident until she grounded in the bight of a bar at

the Aijchoring Islands, back of New Inlet. A little

maneuvering in the teeth of a strong ebb tide soon got

her clear, and she was once more in the deep water of

the inlet, and courtesying to Father Neptune like the

little lady she is. Crossing the inlet the Skipper trolled

with the only remaining squid' on the boat on the chance
of striking a bluefish. He caught nothing, however, but
launches of floating sea grass, which necessitated con-
stant reeling in and—remarks. The Cook said the re-

marks were uncalled for. until he was invited to try it

himself. A heavenly smile illumined his features a mo-
ment later and he reeled in a huge tangle of seaweed.
When he saw what he had caught—well, the Skipper was
justified. By noon the Crescent was moored at the

wharf of the Beach Haven Y. C. and dinner was in

order. After that important feature of the itinerary was
disposed of the Skipper lay down for a pipe, and owing
to the satisfying nature of the Cook's performance fell

asleep almost immediately. The crew thereupon meanly
deserted him and went over to the beach for a walk and
a surf bath, and the Skipper slept peacefully until their
return about 4 o'clock. As soon as a supply of fresh
water had been put on board from the Hotel de Crab
we sailed out to the fishing grounds and enjoyed an hour's
good sport before supper. After tliat meal the biting
fell of? until the Skipper noticed that some kind of fish
were feeding on minnows at the surface of the water.
Taking everything off the line but one hook, fie baited
up with a nice juicy joint of crab, having a long streamer
of white meat attached, and allowed the tempting morsel
to float out on the tide. The bait was snatched almost
immediately, and after a struggle the larg-est weakfish
of the cruise was boated. The surface fishing for weak-

fish was a new wrinkle to the Crescents, and the absence
of any lead on the line, allowing the fish more play, made
better sport than any they had yet enjoyed. At this an- ,

chorage we spent another fine moonlight evening, en-
livened by the presence of some gay sailing parties from
Beach Haven. During the night we were wakened by
a terrific jolting and creaking and found that a north-
erly gale had risen and a strong flood tide was holding
the Crescent stern-on to it, while the big waves beat away
as though they were trying to batter her to pieces or at

least tear the rudder off. Making the tjUer . fast,, we
turned in again and slept as best we could until morning-.
The gale continued and the Cook refused to get break-
fast with the boat dancing around like an unbroken colt.

This necessitated running in to the Beach Haven wharfs
where the water was quiet. v\fter doing full justice to
the Cook's weakfish (and beans) we got under way for
Barnegat Bay. By the time the upper end of Little Egg
Harbor was reached the gale had died away to a zephyr.
The reefs were shaken out, but still in the narrow chan-
nel of lower Manahawken Bay our progress was slow,
wind and tide setting against us. Walt, in an abbreviated
costume, stood in the bow and sang out "Hard a-lee!"
whenever he saw yellow water ahead. Between times he
deftly netted the crabs as they sprawled by on the surface.
Then he would give the net a twist and send the lively
crustaceans sliding aft over the top of the cabin, to create
a panic in the gentle breasts of his shipmates.

After a tedious beat against wind and tide up a chan-
nel averaging 70 feet in width we reached the Tuckerton
Railroad bridge. Through an error of judgment in try-
ing to pass the wrong side of the draw there was a mo-
mentary m-ix-up of boat and drawbridge. The Skipper
called for assistance to get the Crescent clear. There
was no response. Walt, Koons and the Cook were gaz-
ing enraptured at a group of fair mermaids who were
bathing from a boat moored nearby. There was no
moving the crew. They did not wake from their trance
until the unaided efforts of the Skipper had swung the
Crescent clear of the bridge, fortunately without damage.
Then they wanted to know what the hurry was, anyhow.
Wriggling out through the tortuous channel into the

open bay, we anchored to wait for the tide to cover a few
of the bars and incidentally to discuss the ever-welcome
lunch. The sail up the bay in the afternoon was rendered
interesting by the entire disappearance of the channel.
We searched all the way across the bay for it. Then the
Crescent ran aground, and all hands, wading alongside,
sailed her about a hundred yards through a bed of mud
and grass. Finally the rising tide simplified the search
for water and we rounded Gulf Point and were once
more in Barnegat Bay, The wind was rather light from
the N.N.E. and the Crescent bowled merrily along, ap-
parently relieved, as were her crew, to feel aqua salus un-
der her keel, in place of terra mudda.

Five o'clock found the Crescent off Cedar Point and"
her crew fishing for their supper. Then, as the rising
wind and darkening sky portended a rough night on
the bay, we ran into Cedar Creek, where we obtained
fresh water and found a delightful anchorage in the lee

of the pine woods. Soon the aroma of coffee and frying
fish (and beans) mingled with the odor of the pines and
the crew gathered about the homely board and did full

justice to the fare.

The next morning, Friday, after the usual prelimi-
naries, we ran up before a fresh southerly breeze to
Island Heights. By the time we reached Good Luck
Point the wind had increased to a gale and we were
obliged to reef for the run up the river. The post office
and other points of interest in the borough were visited,
including an ice cream saloon and a provision shop, after
which we" sailed over to Swiss Cottage Cove, our first

anchorage, for a swim and dinner. After dinner the
Skipper kept ship while the crew went ashore to pick
huckleberries in the woods. •

In the afternoon it dawned upon the Cook that the
next day would end the cruise, and as a fitting finale for
the oming he set to work to prepare a stew that should!

'

eclipse all his previous efforts in the culinary line. The
result would certainly have been a finisher in more than
one sense had the Crescents not been mercifully provided
with ostrichlike digestive apparatus. The Cook is an
economical cook. He was determined that nothing
should be wasted. He overhauled the stores and put
them all in his pot and stirred tliem» up. Some of the
ingredients of this delectable concoction were a can of

tomato soup, a can of chicken soup, a can of baked
beans, salt pork, meat of two weakfi.sh, potatoes, new
onions, pickled onions, eggs, doughballs, more baked
beans and other things. The Cook said he could eat
some for supper and the rest would do for the next day.
It did. Walt says fiis share did for several days and the
Skipper was waked during the night by Koons tossing
about and trying to batter down the centerboard trunk,
apparently under the impression that it was the Cook,
liowever, beyond these slight expressions of discontent
there were no bad results, which shows beyond perad-
venture that there's a Divinity that shapes our ends,
rough-stew them as we may. Koons has been worried
ever since. He is afraid his failure to die at sea that
night proves that he was born to be hanged.
The gale from the south had continued all day, and

toward evening we went out close reefed to see how it

looked on the bay. As we ran out from the sheltering

woods the wind caught our bit of rag and the good little

Crescent heeled over until the water was boiling along
the bottom of the cockpit combing. The water was
smooth, but out beyond Good Luck Point the whitecaps
were running, and as we ran into them a big one struck
the bow and came aft in a sheet over the top of the
house, the most of it catching the skipper in the eyes
and mouth. Koons, who, as has been remarked, is not
a sailor, always expressed the utmost confidence in the
Skipper's judgment, but when that first wave came
aboard his pathetic reference to his wife and little ones
indicated that what little confidence he had left had been
transferred to Providence. It didn't seem to comfort
him much either. It was rough weather, but easing the
sheet and humoring her, the Crescent took it very well,

if she did wet her crew pretty thoroughly.
Landing at the pier at Seaside Park, we strolled over

and took a look at the ocean, which seemed to us scarcely
so rough as the bay we had just crossed. Then the
Cook heated up his stew and trse crew were so hungry
he had to go and buy some ham and eggs to supplement
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wiiat was left of the stew for breakfast. We had intended

to run down to Cedar Creek that night, so as to be on
the fishing^ grounds early in the morning, but the gale

showed no signs of abating and the drawbridge was
impassable against such a wind and tide. At 4 A. M,,

'however, when some one rudely awakened the Skipper

by yanking him off the seat where he slept the sleep of

the just, the conditions were more favorable, and after

a hasty breakfast the Crescent was once more got under
way and lieaded down the bay. It was almost 7 o'clock

when wercame to anchor at the shell beds. This time we
were after fish to take home, therefore they bit very

.slowly. After a time the Skipper discovered a reason for

this in the fact that the fish were feeding on minnows
at the surface, while we were fishing near the bottom.
Quickly putting on a small float with 2 feet of line below
it and a long white streamer of crab meat for bait, he
made a cast, and in about two seconds was playing a

lively weakie. The other fellows adopted the same
method, and in an hour and a half we had boated some
forty fine fish, including two hake which the Cook had
enticed from the depths. We were much amused during
this time at the antics of a little silver-sided fish about
3 inches long which played leapfrog. Koons was fishing

with a small, spindle-shaped float and the little fellow

would leap over it and immediately turn and leap again.

He kept this up for perhaps ten minutes, When Koons
had a strike the fish would wait until he made another
cast and then begin the game again. But now it is time
to weigh anchor for the last sail, for the wind is light and
railroad trains, like time and tide, wait for no man. So
put by your faithful rods and hoist the sail and take your
last look at the broad bay, the sand beaches, the light-

house, the green meadows backed by the darker green
of the pine woods, and whisper a prayer that you may
live to come again next year. Then get to work and
clean those fish while I hold the tiller and enjoy the
sail. Now we are rounding Good Luck Point, the fish

are all cleaned, the duffle is packed in that much-abused
trunk and the end is near. Koons and the trunk were
put ashore at the Island Heights Station and a little later

we brought the Crescent up to Mr. Kirk's wharf at Toms
River and left her. With many regrets we turned our
backs on the happy, fr©e life of the past two weeks and
took the noon train to town, with all that that means
of drudgery, convention and commonplace. The cruise
was over. ^ '

Beverly Y. C
^ wing's neck—^BUZZARDS BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 18.

The (Open race of the Beverly Y. C. on Aug. 18 was
sailed ira a moderate S.W. breeze, the times being

:

25ft. Knockabouts.
Elapsed.

May iQjieen, D. L. Whittemore 3 00 09
Uiula,. W. H. Winship 3 12 22
BriunJidlde, S. R. Dow Not timed.

21ft. Knocabout Class.

euakeress, W. F. Harrison 2 20 02
yrilla, R. W. Emmons 2d...., 2 21 20

Sylvia, S. D. Warren 2 24 11
Amarita, L. Bacon , s 2 25 61
Kestrel, L. S. Dabnev 2 2(i 01
Edith, C. M. Baker 2 26 02
Bohemia, R. L. Barstow ; 2 27 00

Fourth Class Cats.
Howard, H. O. Miller..... 1 53 03
Weasel, F. Burgess ...1 53 57
Hod, H. B. Holmes 1 57 05
Daisy, Howard Stockton 2 01 16

15ft One-D.esign Class.
lUarda, J. Parkinson, Jr 2 06 22
IFlickamaroo, N. F. Emmons 2 06 47
Vim, F. W. Sargent .2 10 11
•Teaser, R. M. Emmons 2d .....2 10 27
IPeacock, R. Winsor 2 10 49
Go-Bye, S. G. King 2 11 15

Httll Mosquito Fleet Y. C.

HULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Aug. i8.

The regular weekly race of the Hull Mosquito Fleet
Y. C. was sailed on Aug. i8 in a light west wind, the
times being:

First Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Swirl, W. A. Comey 2 13 46 2 13 45
CaterpUlar, W. Keyes 2 24 53 2 21 53
White Grow, A. L. Crowe ....2 28 35 2 26 35
Majove, C. Berry 2 28 45 2 26 45
Beth, S. W. Crocker 2 32 27 2 28 27
Shyessa Withdrew.
Douglas Withdrew.

Second Class.
Ripple 2 25 09 2 23 09
Tech, H. E. Lynch.... 2 29 34 2 29 34
Marion, H. Manson 2 37 42 2 36 42
lEsefsee, Geo. Johnson 2 41 13 2 41 13
>Oom Paul Not timed.

G>Iumbia Y. C.

I CITY POINT—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Aug. i8.

The third championship race of the Columbia Y. C.

was sailed on Aug. i8 in a light westerly wind, the times
being

:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Acme, Hiram Patterson... 1 14 11 1 09 11
Catbryn, J. R. Young 1 17 35 1 10 50
Sfrideaway, Clarence Snow 1 17 30 1 12 07
Nelka, G. H. Coy 1 23 01 1 13 46
Annie A., Tames Leveredge 1 20 50 1 14 05
Katie M., tohn Murray 1 27 41 1 18 18
Uranus. Thomas Mitchell 1 27 51 1 18 21
Josie M., Harry Houston Withdrew.

The judges were Com. E. J. Powers, C. F. Heath and
A. J. Beckenhuis. The race of Aug. 4, which was not
finished, will be resailed and the championship decided
on Aug. 25.

Dttxbufy Y. C
DUXBURYj MASS.

Saturday, Aug. 18.

'The 18ft. knockabout class of the Duxbury Y. C. sailed

a race on Aug. 18, the times being: -

Oom Paul. George P. Cushman 1 48 23
lobster, C C. Clapp 1 50 02
Spider, H. H. Hunt 1 50 30
Dazzler, Goodspeed Bros 15106

Annisquam Y. C. Series.

ANNISQUAM, MAS.S.

August 16, 17, 18.

Preparatory to the Annisquam Y. C. series of three

open races for Y. R. A. classes and the H, O. boats on
Aug. 16, 17, 18, three of the latter and the 25-footer

Early Dawn sailed over from Hull to Gloucester on
Aug. 15, the prize being a $50 cup. The wind was light

and variable all day, shiftmg between south and east.

The times were:
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hanley, W. F. Bache 3 34 30 3 34 30

Empress, Havden & Parker 3 36 25 3 36 25

A Kyris, T. F. Brown 3 43 39 '3 43 39

Early Dawn, J. E. Doherty ..-.3 57 57 3 ,54 31

Hanley wins the $50 cup.

On Aug. 16 there was a heavy rain and fog until late

in the afternoon, the race being postponed to the fol-

lowing morning. In the evening there was a band con-

cert, vaudeville show and dance, at which many were
present.

On Friday morning there was no wind, the race being

started in a calm at 11 o'clock to sail once around
the small triangle, 5 miles, with a time limit of ih. 45m.,

which was afterward extended to 2h. A light breeze came
in, very fluky and variable, but enough to make a race,

the times being:

25fi. Class.
Elapsed. Corroded.

Flirt, Fab van McKec 1 18 00 1 47 24

Haniey, VV. F. Bache 1 59 58 1 59 58

Early Dawn, J. E. Doherty 2 01 15 2 00 30

Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 2 01 31 2 00 46

Empress, Hayden & Parker 2 00 48 2 00 48

Al Kyris, J. F. Brown 2 01 38 2 01 38

Cartoon, H. Parker 2 05 14 2 05 14

Handicap Class.

Althea, Colbv & Smith 1 45 13 1 45 13

Opitsah IE, 'S. H. Foster 1 56 50 1 55 32

Ouiretta, F. .\. C. Hill 2 09 08 1 58 50

Tabasco, Pear & Richards 2 08 45 2 04 00

21ft. Cabin Class.
Runaway Girl. H. Tweed 1 52 08 1 52 08

Ariel, A. W. Gosber 1 55 26 1 55 26

Usona, J. Terry 1 55 42 1 55 42

Rambler, B. Pomery 1 56 00 1 56 00

18ft. Class.
Dauntless. Benner & Patten 1 47 21

Snap Shot, T Perry 1 49 30

Nymph, A. B. Perkins 1 50 05

Circe II., F. L. Pigeon 1 51 05

Ida B., J. C. Merchant 1 52 30

15ft. Class.
Evelyn, D. H. Woodbury ...^

Lynx, F. L. Cunningham
Gaboo, W. O. Adams
Wink, D. G. Langland
Tabasco III., S. H. Wiggin
Squab, F. L. Pigeon

15ft. Class.

Only One, J. F. Perkins
Dorothea
Zaza, A. D. Friend
Duno, M. W. Parker

18ft. Class—Skiffs and Dories.
It, J. D. Riley
Tizadore, H. V. Friend
Naomi, P. G. .Saunders
Victor, Chester Chase...-
Oom Paul, F. Blatchford

16ft. Class—Skiffs and Dories.
Tabasco, W. R. Rowe
Maude, F. P. Bovnton. ..

Rag Time, E. W. Noyes
Bob Evans, L. F. Allen

45 24
47 08
48 12
53 18
54 09

55 43

41 16
41 30.

45 28
2 06 45

1 37 32
38 20

39 20

57 02

01 20

40 33
44 08
.52 15
55 47

By 3 o'clock, the start of the afternoon race, there was
a light southerly breeze, which freshened during the

afternoon. The triangular course was badly laid off, one
side being very short. The times were

:

25ft. Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Empress. Hayden & Parker 1 23 28 1 23 28

Flirt, Fabvan & McKee 1 27 42 1 25 49

Hanley, \V. F. Bache 1 26 27 1 26 27
Al Kyris, J. F. Brown 1 29 39 1 29 39

Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 1 34 02 1 32 09

Early Dawn, J. E. Doherty 1 35 10 1 33 17
Cartoon, H. Parker Withdrew.

Handicap Class.
Alethea, Colby & Smith 1 36 12 1 36 12

Opitsah II., S. H. Foster 2 13 52 2 09 03
Tabasco, Pear & Richards 2 28 00 2 20 58

Susan, Quincy Bent 2 43 00 2 33 55

Quiretta, F. A. C. Hill 2 58 00 2 43 17

21ft. Cabin Class.
Runaway Girl, H. Tweed 1 48 15
Rambler, B. Pomerov..... 1 54 30

Usona, J. Terry '. 1 58 43
Priscilla, D, W. Taylor 2 38 42

18ft. Class.
Dauntless, Benner & Patten 152 10
Snap Shot, J. Perry 2 02 18
Nymph, O. B. Perkins 2 15 20
Ida B., J. C. Merchant 2 20 35
Circe II., F. L. Pigeon Withdrew.

15ft. Class.
Evelyn, D. H. Woodbury 2 49 38
Gaboe, W. O. Adams 3 03 00
Lynx, F. L. Cunningham 3 21 22
Wink, D. G. Langland 3 27 00
Tabasco III Withdrew.
Squab W^ithdrew.

15ft Class
Only One, J. F. Perkins '.

"

2 56 12
Dorothea Withdrew.

"18ft. Class—Skiffs and Dories.
It, T. B. Riley 3 03 52
Naomi, P. G. Saunders 3 30 00

Tizadore, H. B. Friend 3 33 00

Class F, dories, did not sail, the race being postponed
till Saturday.
On the last day there was a light S.W. breeze in the

morning, but just at the start it shifted to west or west by
north, and continued to freshen until there was all the

boats could carry without reefing. The times were

:

25ft. Class.

Hanley. W. F. Bache

Hermes, A.

guivette, F. A. C.
pitsah II.. S. Fo

Susan,

A. Y. C.

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 23 00 1 23 00
1 23 45 1 23 45
1 25 14 1 25 14
1 27 03 1 27 03
1 30 21 1 28 28
1 30 50 1 28 57
1 34 05 1 32 12

1 30 15
,1 38 40 1 33 09
1 33 59 1 33 59
1 34 15 1 34 15
.1 45 21 1 36 51
.1 47 58 1 40 28
1 .53 33 1 43 5fi

21ft. Cabin Class.
Rambler, B. Pomery .1 33 30

Usona, J. Terry , 1 34 50
Runaway Girl, H. Tweed.. 1 37 03
Ariel, A. VV. Gosher 1 40 02

18ft Class.
Dauntless, Benner & Patten 1 26 50
Circe II., F. L. Pigeon 1 29 10
Njnnph, O. B. Perkins; 142 10

15ft. Class.
Evelyn, D. H. Woodbury 0 45 30
Gaboo, W. O. Adams 0 45 02
Wink, D. C. Langland 0 47 18
Squab, F. L. Pigeon.... .0 46 25
Tabasco II., H, LI. Wiggin 0 46 32

15ft Class
Only One, J. F. Perkins 0 47 20
Dorothea, Alec. Findlay.. 0 48 55

18ft. Dory Class.
It, J. D. Riley 0 50 15
Naomi, P. G. Saunders ....0 5142
Tisadore, H. W. Friend 0 52 58
Kathie, E. W. Frazer 0 59 53

16ft. Dory Class.
Tabasco, W. P. Rowe... 0 54 04
Maud, F. P. Boynton 0 56 30
Rag Time, E. F. Noves 1 01 27
Victor, C. Chase....' 1 08 52
lola, C. Daggett 1 12 30

The judges were Arthur G. Wood, Chairman; Com.
Luther S. Bent, F. W. Hastings, Felton Bent. Com. W. A.
Tucker, Capt. D. H. Follett, Benjamin L, Knapp, Walter
E. Stone and Arthur Millet.

The visitors received every courtesy and attention from
the home club, tugs being provided to meet the yachts
and tow- them in. In addition to the races, entertain-
ments were given every evening.

Corrected.

Usona, E.

American Y. C.

NEWBURYPORT, MA.SS.

Wednesday, Aug. 15.

The American Y. C, of Newburyport, sailed its post-
poned open regatta on Aug. 15 in a light south wind, the
course being 8 miles, naut. The times were

:

Class T.
Elapsed.

Dauntless, Benner & Patten 1 43 14

Class S.
E. Prior 1 48 36

Special First Class.
Metoxen, G. W. Rodigrass... 2 12 09
Truant, William Balch. . . 2 14 25
Aeolus, R. Jacoby 2 28 15

Special Second Class.
Njnnph, O. Perkins 1 50 03
Live Yankee, H. T. Moody 1 58 49
Latsigane, W. A. Usher .......2 07 55
Raccoon, W. C. Thompson 2 06 56
Spurt, E. A. Amend 2 24 52
Witch, Cogswell & Smith... .2 34 19
Sue. F. C. Currier 2 44 32
Anything, H. B. Higgins 2 45 04
Nimrod. J. S. Powen. Withdrew.

Bros ...Withdrew.
Todd ....Withdrew.

Special Dory Class.
T. Wilkey 1 32 58

Rag Time, E. F. Noyes ..1 41 14
Victor, Edgard Chase 143 10
Friskie, Harry Moodv -.wl 49 30
Go Ahead, A. W. Greenleaf 2 14 08
Alice, C. Hewlett Withdrew.

46 35
46 53
03 35

17 01
26 00
34 46
35 24
50 20
04 55
11 50
16 39

Curlew, Perry
Emanon, J. C.

Daniel M., H.

Plymouth Y. C
PLYMOUTH^ MASS. ^" ~'

Saturday, Aug. 18.

The Plymouth Y. C. sailed a ladies' race on Aug. 18
in a light breeze, easterly at the start but shifting to
S.W. The times were:

18ft. Class.

Tj .
, ur J

Elapsed. Corrected.
Rambow, VV. Osmond 1 20 16
Challenge, E. B. Atwood 1 21 58 [ ..
Kittawake, H. M. Jones 1 24 44 •

•- ••

Milady, F. R. Adams 1 26 14 .

Raguda, William Burgess, Jr 1 26 59
."'

Dolphin, N. Morton 1 28 33
Grace, M. S. Weston, Jr 1 28 45 "

. .

Handicap Class.
Nancy Hanks, P. W. Maglathlin 1 17 28 1 15 58
Fanny D., A. E. Walker T 1 19 39 1 18 09
Frolic, J C. Dawes 1 36 52 1 22 52
Geisha, W. T. Whitman ...1 24 06 1 24 06
Rose Standish, J. T. Stoddard .1 33 57 1 26 57
White Swallow, E. W. Watson 1 35 43 1 28 43

The judges of the race were Cornelius F. Bradford,
George D. Bartlett and J, F. Bittenger.

South Boston Y. C
SOUTH BOSTON—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Aug. 18.

The South Boston Y. C. sailed a handicap race on
Aug. 18 in a light S.W. breeze. At the secoind buoy Nah-
ma, Velma and Jungfrau were in collision, Nahma being
protested by the others. The times were

:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Tacoma, .1. F. Ring 1 59 58 2 20 58
Duster, J. T. Ball 2 02 04 2 25 04
Fantasy, William AUerton 1 58 32 2 23 32
Jungfrau, H. B. Bailey 2 09 08 2 30 08
Nahma, A. Bamber 2 19 47 2 42 47
Julia, Munroe & Perkins 2 26 24 2 44 24
Alesha, William Smythe 2 26 42 2 44 42
Helen, Warren Spurr 2 35 48 2 48 48
Alice, F. H. Cheetham Withdrew.
Velma, J. F. Trotman Disabled.

The judges were Arthur Fuller, G. H. Godfrey and
Frank Williams.

Quincy Y, C.

On Aug. 18 the Quincy Y. C. sailed a race from Quincy
to Marblehead Rock, the times being, start 2:30:

Elapsed.
Eclipse, H. A. Jones 4 35 00
Cleopatra, F. H. Crane 4 45 00
Moondine, W. H. Shaw 4 50 00
Velleoda, F. Rice 5 00 00
Yseulet, L. O. Crocker 5 10 00
Goblet 5 35 00
Countess, D. Davis 5 35 00
Ida J : 5 45 00
Hustler, Whittemore & Rollins ...5 55 00
Canacum, J. C. Morse..-.-.-.-.; 6 05 00
Pauline, G. Brown 6 08 00
Pautag, F. H. Gray .....6 55 00
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Newport Y. R. A. Special Races.

NEWPORT—OFF BRENTON S RF-EF.

TiiE fifth race of the Newport Y. R. A. series for the

7oft one-design class, which was to have been sailed on

Aug i6 was sailed on Aug. 17. On the first day there

wa'^ a fresh breeze, but with so much sea as to make it

daiK^erous for these delicate creations. There was very

little wind early in tlie morning, but at 11 -.40. the tune

of starting the race, a Hght S.W. breeze was blowing.

The course was a triangular one of 15 miles and repeat.

Rainbow was the first to cross the hne, 24s. after the

cnm followed closely by Mineola. On the reach to the

first mark Yankee gained im. 23s. on Rambow, the times

at tbe first mark being:
Turn.

12 02 00
12 03 10
12 04 50

." 12 05 15

Elapsed.
0 21 36

0 22 46
0 20 13

0 22 15

Rainbow
Mineola
Yankee
Virginia •

Baby jib topsails were set on all the yachts for the

beat to the second mark, miles. On this leg^Yankee

continued to gain, and rounded the mark first, the times

^^'"S" Turn.

Yankee
] ]] f„

Mineola
i 1 9 21Rainbow | n

Virginia 1 18 14

The third leg was a run to the lightship, 55/2 miles,

^pinakcrs were set but were soon taken in. Mmeola

and Rainbow had a close race of it, Yankee still leading

as the times were taken. at the third mark:

Elapsed.
1 06 50

1 08 32

1 10 21

1 12 59

Turn.
.2 03 30

.2 05 55

.2 07 00

.2 10 00

Elapsed.
0 51 50

0 55 13
0 54 39

0 51 46

Yankee
Mineola •

Rainbow
Virginia '

On the reach Yankee lost several seconds by carrying

a babv jib topsail. In a freshening breeze, with lee rails

awasli, the yachts were timed on the first leg of the second

round : „
Turn.

Yankee 2 25 50

Mineola 2 30 10

Rainbow , jf^l
Virgiiiia

The .second leg to windward was sailed in a good

breeze, Rainbow taking the lead from Yankee, the times

the mark being:

Elapsed.
0 22 20
0 23 15
0 23 45
0 23 10

Elapsed.
0 51 40
0 57 25
0 55 25

0 53 15

°' Turn.

Rainbow Hq ?|
Yankee t Hl^
Mineola

^ f 1^
Virginia 3 iO ^0

As the run to the finish line was started a squall ap-

proached from the N.E. Rainbow and Yankee were able

to finish before the storm broke, but Mineola took m all

sail and was towed into the harbor. Virginia finished

under jib and mainsail while the storm was at its height.

The times at the finish were:

Start.

Rainbow iM^o7Yankee ^ E
Virginia

tillMineola 11 40 28

Finish.
4 02 48

4 04 09
4 13 21
Withdrew

Elapsed.
4 22 24
4 21 32
4 30 21

On Saturday the start was postponed nearly an hour for

lack of wind, but at 12:25 the start was given over the

15-mile triangle, the first leg to windward. Rainbow,

Mineola and Yankee crossed promptly, but Virginia held

back until the time was nearly up. Rainbow gained

in the windward work, the first mark being timed

:

Turn.

Rainbow 1^1

Virgifiia 1 2' 30

Mineola • HHr
Yankee 1 34 15

Elapsed.
0 58 57
0 57 37
1 02 38

1 08 24

the secondWith spinakers to starboard, they ran off

leg as follows:
Turn. Elapsed.

Rainbow 2 21 45 0 55 25

AlbTeola .....2 24 30 0 56 15

Virginia . . . ..v. . v, v..,..*> 2 25 00 0 57 30

Y^ankee 2 30 55 0 56 40

They then jibed and ran to the line, the round ending:

Turn. Elapsed.

Rainbow : 2 45 00 0 28 15

Mineola 2 48 30 0 24 15

Virginia 2 49 15 0 24 15

Yankee 2 55 40 0 24 45

On the wind again, Yankee broke tacks with the others

and lost badly, the time at the first mark being:

Turn. Elapsed,
Rainbow 3 35 30 0 50 30

Mineola 3 38 05 0 49 35

Virginia 3 40 00 0 50 45

Yankee , 3 50 .30 0 54 50

Spinakers were again set to starboard and they ran over
the second leg in almost the same time as before, except
that Yankee brought up a breeze with her

:

Turn. Elapsed.
Rainbow 4 32 45 0 57 15

Mineola 4 34 .50 0 56 45
Virginia 4 .37 40 0 57 40

Yankee 4 42 40 0 52 10

The race finished:
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Rainbow 12 25 23 4 56 23 4 31 01
Virginia 12 29 53 5 02 26 4 32 33
Mineola 12 25 37 4 58 32 4 32 55
Yankee 12 25 51 5 09 54 4 44 03

The eighth race was sailed on Aug. 20 in a very light

and variable wind, but one round of the triangle being
.sailed. There was no wind at 11:30, and a postponement
was ordered, but at 11:55 the boats were sent away with
a light breeze on a reach for the first mark. Rainbow
went over first, with Yankee close under her lee and
Virginia just astern of Yankee, Mineola being the last,

with 5s. handicap. A little while after the start a shift of
wind to S.E. gave Mineola the best position, and the
first mark was timed:

Mineola 12 27 00 Yankee 12 31 00
Rainbow 12 27 35 Virginia

] .12 43 00

The wind was on end, but very light on the second
leg, and the race was slow. Virginia tried the inshore
tack and was badly left. The second mark was timed

:

Yankee 1 44 51 Mineola 1 49 02
Rainbow 1 45 20 Virginia !2 26 01

Rainbow and Yankee turned close together, the former
taking the better position. As they ran down wind
she managed to make a clear lead on Yankee, and finished

just ahead. The last leg was run under spinakers until

near the line, when the wind headed the j'achts and they
came in on a reach. The times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Rainbow. Cornelius Vanderhilt... 11 59 .32 2 40 34 2 41 02
Yankee. '

IT. P. Duryea & H. P.

Whitney 11 59 42 2 40 58 2 41 16
Mineola, 'August 15elniont 12 00 00 2 42 U 2 42 11
Virginia, W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr...n 59 06 3 03 42 3 03 46

The score now .stands: Yankee. 9 points; Mineola, 8;
Rainbow, 6 : Virginia, i. The ninth race will be sailed on
Aug. 22. The owners of the 30-footers have offered a
cup for a special series of heat races for the 70-footej's,

the yachts starting" in pairs.

3o-Footets at Newport.

The 30-footers sailed a race on Aug. 11 in a strong
S. breeze over the Dyer's Island course, the times being:

Finish. Elapsed.
Doroth\-, H Y Dolan 5 .33 01 2 11 01
Esperanza, W^ B. Duncan 5 .33 52 2 11 52
Wa Wa, R. Brooks ..5 34 45 2 12 45
Vaquero HI., W. Rutherford ..5 35 29 2 13 29
PoUywog, A. H. Paget 5 37 14 2 15 14
Asahi, W. S. Miller 5 38 11 2 16 11

On Aug. 14 a race was sailed over a 12-mile course in
a N. breeze, which later shifted to S., the times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Wa Wa 3 38 00 5 33 12 1 55 12
Hera 3 38 00 5 33 34 1 55 34
Vaquero III 3 38 00 5 33 44 1 55 44
Dorothy 3 38 00 5 34 57 1 56 57
Asahi 3 38 00 5 36 40 1 58 40
Pollywog 3 38 00 5 38 03 2 00 03

On Aug. 16 a race was sailed in a good N.E. breeze.
The start was made at 4:08, and the times Avere:

Finish. Elapsed.
Hera 5 34 32 1 26 32
Asahi 5 38 01 1 30 01
Pollywog 5 39 58 1 31 58
Wa Wa 5 44 12 1 36 12
Vaquero HI 5 45 07 1 37 07

»

The Hefreshoff 5J-Footers.

The following is from the Providence Bulletin of Aug.
15; it is corroborated by similar reports from other
sources

:

Tlie two new yachts of the 51-foot racing class, Altair,
owned by Cord Meyer, of New York, and Shark, owned
by Lothrop Ames, of Boston, arrived at Bristol from
Newport yesterday afternoon in bad condition from the
rough seas they experienced in the Astor cup races of
Monday. They are, if anything, in a worse condition
than were the 70-footers after the last race in the series
sailed for the Newport cup. Both had their bows twisted
very badly and lifted upward to a greater angle at the
forefoot than were the 70-footers. Cocked up in the air
as are their forebodies, from a point below the waterline,
the stems from a point just abaft of where the forestay
leads to the deck bend downward, making the twist some-
what suggestive of the form of the letter S.

Shark was hauled out on the marine railway last even-
ing to be repaired and have extra bracing. The frames
were twisted and there were indications of the rudder
post having started, one of the planks was broken, and the
underbody showed indications of the planks working
violently as the white wood of the edges of the planks
c^iild be seen. Oakum hung out of the seams forward
also.

Altair was hauled out on the Walker's Cove marine
railwaj' this morning, and was probably a trifle worse
ofi: than Shark in her underbody. Shark having had metal
braces on each side of her forefoot two weeks ago, which
probably made her a trifle stiffer. Altair had her stem
scarf started by the strain forward so much that there
was a seam open nearl}^ its whole length a quarter of an
inch in width above the scarf. The oakum hung out in

strings under the forefoot, while water trickled out of the

seams down toward the bottom of the lead. The ab-
sence of metal keelsons in the construction of the boats
naturally makes them weak when in a seaway, working
the frames out of shape and making the planks see-saw
with each other when carrying sail.

Mineola, Mr. Belmont's 70-footer, arrived this morn-
ing for a new boom.

The Fisher Cup.

Ox Aug. 18 Mr. Frank M. Gray, of the Royal Canadian
Y. C, went to Charlotte, N. Y., as the representative of
the club, bearing a formal challenge for the Fisher cup,
now held by the Rochester Y. C. The cup will be de-
fended by Genesee, now owned by C. M. Van Voorhis, of
the Rochester Y. C, and the challenger will be repre-

sented by either Beaver or Minota. These two yachts were
sold after the Canada cup races of last year, Beaver to

Dr. Garratt and others, and Minota to Mr. Beaumont
Jarvis, all of the R. C. Y. C. Within the past two
weeks Minota has been hauled out at her builder's

yard, Oakville, and the lead added last year, on top of
her original lead keel, with some inside ballast, has
been transferred to the fore end of the keel, deeping
it there, thus increasing the stability and adding to the
lateral plane. Beaver has been unchanged since last

year, and carries the same .sail plan. Trial races between
the two will be sailed this week, Mr. .iEmilius Jarvis
handling Beaver and Mr. H. _C. McLeod Alinota. The
cup races will probably be sailed off Charlotte on Sept.

8, 10 and 11.

Joke,

I note with some interest and not a little concern the
protest printed in the Forest and Stream of Aug. lo over
the signature of Theo. Bering, Jr. The latter seems to
think that I have much damaged the State of Texas by
referring to it as a land of "famine and pestilence." and
goes on to give statistics showing the size and dignity
of his native land. What I wrote regarding this com-
monwealth was not primarily intended to cause the State
to stop doing business. I called it, playfully, with a bit of

Chicago pei-siflage, a land of "famine and pistolettce."
Pistol. P-i-s-t-o-1. I reckon Mr. Bering knows whei-e
the expression "famine and pestilence" came from, aiid
perhaps he may remember the former reputation Texas
bore as the land of the pistol. I ought to have, labeled
that joke. Indeed, perhaps the proofreader killed it by
correction, I don't know, I am sure. The main thing is

to assure Mr. Bering that I have eaten many square
meals in Texas, and hope to eat some more, and that I

have a greater affection for no State and no people than
for this same. If the wheels of her commerce have been
temporarily clogged by this unlabeled joke, I trust she
may now begin to do business again. Privately, I am of
the opinion that the above joke might have been better,

but it was as good as I could afford for the money I

am getting. I savvy all that deep water improvement,
etc., for I have been there. This was a deep water joke.

E. Hough.

A. C A. Membership.

Western Division—R. H. Henkle.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Clofa.

San Francisco, Aug. 5.—At the Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club
on July 15 few were in attendance, the majority being out camp-
ing and shooting game. Scores, Columbia target:
Back scores, riHe class medal: N. Robinson 199, Dr. H. C.

Trask 150.

All comers' rifle medal, 200yds.

:

A B Dorrell (Pope .32-40) 553356 17 24 6—56
2 10 10 1 3 6 6 10 8 8-64

Rifle record:
Dr J F Twist(.22-15 Winchester) 99 115 120 124

.22 and .25 rifle medals, 50yds.

:

A B Dorrell 20 26 29 29 31
Dr J F Twist 23 24 27 28 39 41 43
Mrs C F Waltham 30 36 38 41
G H Taubles 37

Pistol record scores: Dr. J. F. Twist 75, N. Robinson 63.

Twist ^revolver medal: Dr. J. F. Twist, 99, 99.

Aug. 5.—Many of the members have returned. Dorrell is on the
sick list; Washburn, Daiss and Dr. Twist came to the range, but
previous exertions at camp had destroyed their shooting equi-
librium at targets. They rested. Dr. Twist invited us to feast upon
his first iDuck, and such a banquet seldom falls to our lot! He held
it at his bachelor quarters, and only one married man (O,
Feudner) got in. Drs. Trask and Hunsaker are in the wilderness
hunting bear and deer. If they are as successful as Dr. Twist
and as generous we shall have venison enough for this
"season. This luck has followed us. We, with Hoadley and
Becker, spent two weeks at Mr. M. W. Fairbanks', 27 miles out
of Cloverdale, and we sat down to venison at his table the first
night out. He is one of the old-time hunters, sixty-two years
old, and a fine shot now. He killed a spike-buck from his house
while we were there with his .22-15 Maynard. The Maynard is his
favorite. Little hunting was done by us, we preferring to talk
and shoot with Mr. Fairbanks, who gave us much of his ex-
perience in the past. He ha§ a houseful of firearms, ancient and
modern. Becker and Hoadley were greatly taken up with them,
and he very generously presented them each with an old-fashioned
Colts powder and ball revolver. The .45 which Becker got was
similar to one which, Mr. Failbanks said, was the only weapon
he carried while tending his 20 miles of bear traps. He said he
had shot as high as three deer a day with it, and kept a dairy

•

farm of 250 head supplied during the season with venison.
Hoadley 's relic was a sinall Colts powder and ball revolver, ivory
handle, gold-plated cylinders, and remainder silver-plated and
highly^ engraved with an eagle in relief on the handle. Becker
and Young took their revolvers, and used them largely during
their trip. Becker used King's No. 1 Smokeless powder, both
Becker and Young doing very satisfactory work. Young's last four
shots were four kills—two squirreds and two bluejays—one squirrel
being over 50yds. and the jays about 40yds. Becker killed a rabbit
at 76yds. Af 20yds, with King's Smokeless and his Colts service, he
welded four consecutive bullets together in an oak tree. They
penetrated 3%in.
Young placed four consecutive with King's Smokeless and hi.s

bullet (which weighs about 218grs.) in the 1-ring at 2f)yds. These
welded, but did not penetrate over 2!n., being softer. Becker
shot the regular bullet ('.44 Russian), but hardened to about 1 to
20. This seems

^
necessary to get the best results with nitro

powders. There is more joy in hitting small game with a revolver
or pistol than in killing large game with rifles. Young laments
the loss of his pistol and revolver, which were cracked and ruined
by nitro powder.
Now for our home scores, which were made under trying

weather conditions Class medals, one entry, members only, rifle,
200yds., off-hand shooting. Experts:

'

A H Pape 11 49135964 7—59
Back score 9 3 5 4 3 1 5 8 2 14—55
Sharpshooters:

G Bariey (.2o-'M Winchester repeater).5 9 7 2 4 11 9 14 8 10—79
Marksmen: Mrs. C. F. Waltham 122.
Pistol, class medals, 50yds. Experts: F. O. Young '57, G. M.

Barley 64.

Marksmen: Mrs. G. Mannel 78, Mrs. C. F. Waltham 84, G.
Mannel 86, O. Feudner 113.

Back scores shot with revolver:
O Feudner 119 107 S5 104 78 101
Feudner likes this weapon and will excel with it undoubtedly

if he persists with it as he has the shotgun.
All comers' re-entry matches, 50yds. Pistol medals:

Ed Hovey 44444631 8 4—12873572E43 3-48
35 6 11 73761 3-52

Other scores were: F. O. Young, 55, 59; P. Becker, 58: Mrs.
Mannel 85.

Twist revolver medal:
P Seeker 60 67 80 81F O Young 62 62 62
O Feudner 125

.22 and .25 rifle medal :

'

Capt F Kuhnle 20 18 23 23 26 28 31G Mannel 31
0 Feudner 32 32 33 38 39
Mrs Waltham 32 40

Rifle, 200yds.:
F O Young 525484347 1—43

9 2 6 2 11 3 6 12 6 4—61
Other scores were: A. H. Pape 69, G. Mannel 74, 86.
Military and repeating, Creedmoor count: P. Becker (.30-30

carbine), 46, 4.5, 44. consecutive.
Record scores, 50 yds. Pistol: Mr. Prichard 49 61 64- G

Mannel 72; Mrs. Mannel 72. ..
'

F. O. Young, Sec'y-

Elite Schuetzcn Corps.

Brooklvs.—At the regular semi-monthly .shoot of the Elite
Schuetzen Corps on Aug. 4 at Cypress Hills Park the following
scores were made:
P Andrassy , 22 15 23 22 18 23 22 23 22 25—215

22 18 23 25 20 23 16 21 23 22—213
22 22 24 21 16 25 16 17 23 20—206

1 Martin « 21 21 16 22 21 23 20 20 20 19—207
19 19 22 21 17 16 22 23 23 23-205
17 19 20 22 20 21 23 18 19 21—200

J Kaufmann 19 16 23 22 22 23 19 23 18 20—205
19 15 25 19 23 17 22 19 21 16-196
21 20 15 15 21 22' 17 21 20 20-192

F A Schlitz, M.D.... 20 21 18 18 12 21 20.23 18 19-190
• 19 16 14 23 17 19 23 17 14 18—180

20 15 14 19 18 19 20 18 19 17—173
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Cincinnati Rifle Associationt

( iNCiN^ATT, C—The followitig scores were made in regular
cuitipetition by members of llie Cincinnati Kifle Association on
-\ng. 20 at Fiiur-JJile House, Reading road. Conditions: 200yds.,

oli-jiand, at the .st.'indard American target. HasenzahJ was de-

clared champion for the day with the fine score of 91. Thermometer
registered VS. JAixht wind, 4 to S o'clock:

Uasenzahl S 9 8 10 10 10 10 8 9 9—91
10 9 8 8 7 10 6 8 9 8—83
8 8 8 10 10 7 7 6 10 8—82

Roberts S 10 8 8 10 10 8 7 8 9—87
6 10 7888 10 99 8—83
79 10 77 10 977 10—83

Pavne 7 10 9 9 G 9 9 10 9 6—84
9979 10 6877 10-82
y 10 9 8 9 0 10 6 6 9—82

Gindele : : 10 9 10 10 8 6 9 8 8 6-84
997 10 985 10 6 9—82
9987 10 10 956 8—81

Drubc 8 8 9 6 10 7 9 9 5 8—79
6 10 6893979 9—76
8 10 7687866 6—72

Tonscher 7 7 7 7 9 7 9 5 10 10-78
10 8 6 9 10 8 6 7 6 8—78
76 7' 98 10 985 7-76

Trounstiiie 8 5 8 7 7 8 7 8 8 10—76
10 57868969 4—72759875788 7—71

Toijf 6 7 9 8 9 5 6 7 9 8-74
10 986 89374 7-71
66 10 4652 98 5—62

Rifle at Shell Mound.

San Francisco, Aug. 13.—The weather conditions at Shell

Mound range were unfavorable yesterday, as it was foggy. The
range, however, was well patronized. Capt. L. Siebe, the pro-

prietor, is making improvements preparatory to the Big "Bundes-
fest" next July. All Coast marksmen are a unit in their efforts

to make this shooting festival a succes.s. We hope to have a large

delega.tion from east of the Rocky Mountains. Scores of yesterday:
Germania Schuetzen Club monthly class medal shoot: First

champion class, F. P. Schuster, 227. 216: second champion class,

R. Stettin, 206, 201. First class, J. F. Bridges, 218. 207; second
class, D. Salfield, 202. 200; third class. T. Beuttler, 177, 171; best
first shot, J. F. Bridges. 24; best last shot, F. P. Schuster, 25.

San Francisco .Schuerzen \^erein monthly medal shoot: Cham-
pion, D. B. Faktor. 449: first class, R. Stettin, 405; second class,

not filled: fourth class, J. Beuttler, 365; best first shot, D.* B.
Faktor. 25; best last shot, F. Schuster, 24.

Norddevttscher Schuetzen Club monthly bullseye shoot: F. P.

Rust 368, F. Rothjun 460, J., P. Schuster 840. J. De Wit 858, G.

Schultz 909, F. Koch 9.32, H, Stelling 1,069, D. Salfield 1,175. H.
Huppert, 1,198, J. Gefken 1,287, A. Mocker 1,297, W. Gottschalk
1,298.

Independent Rifles' regular monthly medal shoot: Corp. P.

Schonie 43, C. Iverson 27." Sergt. G. Mitchell .38, C. Schefer 23, R.

Bither-29, J. H. Kuhlke 44, IT. Gaetgen, Jr., 20, H. Felix 26, H.
tJaetgcn 34, Lieut. E. Moenning -34, J. W'. Reiley 8, F. Brink-
•mann 21, D. Steffens 27. A. Wolfgramm 14. Dr. W. A. Meier-
dierks 34, Sergt. T. ILeinbokel 17, H. Marzholf 35, F. Schmidt 29.

(Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club rifle scores.—Gold medal:
D Faktor 222: A. B. Dorrel, 213. 213, 220. Silver medal: J. F.

Budges 201, 211: H. Hinkle, 210, 206. Bushnell trophy: D. W.
McLaughlin 216, 214. 223, 217; F. P. Schuster, 207. Second class

trophv: J. Killimann, 208, 197. 199. 193; G. Tammeyer, 194.

AU comers' pistol, SOvds. : J. E. Gorman, 93, 95; M. J. White, 91;

\V. Bennett, 79; L. C. Hinkel, 78. Rqeel.

Rtfle Notes.

At Riverhead, L. I., a rifie club was recently formed, with officers

as follows: President, Col. James Storer, of Aquebogue; Vice-

.Presidents, George O. Benjamin, of Riverhead, and John H.
Corwin and CMiver Corwin, of Aquebogue; Secretary, John Bag-
shaw, of Riverhead; Treasurer, W. F. Flanagan, of Riverhead.

The Zettler Rifle Club's programme for the remainder of the
season, is as follows: Aug. 26, Sept. 9 and 23, and Oct. 14.

The Savage Arms Co., of LTtica, N. Y., have received a cablegram
froni Paris, conveying the information that they have been
awarded the gold medal for the finest firearms.

If you waot yoMt shoot to be aonouaced here tend Is

notice like the following:

Fixtures.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENTS.
Sept. 12-13.—Salem, N. Y.—Interstate Association's tournament,

urider auspices of the Osoma Valley Gun Club.

Aug. 22.—New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the New Haven
Gun Club. John E. Bassett, Sec'y.

Aug. 22-23.—Oswego, N. Y.—Riverside Gun Club s tournament;

$100 added. G. W. Tully, Sec'y.
Aug. 23-24.—W'orcester, Mass.—Grand tournament of the Worces-

ter Sportsmen's Club. Open to all. A. W. Walls, Sec'y.

Aug. 23-24.—Lafayette, ind.—Tournament of the Lafayette Gun
Club, under sanction of the League. J. Blistian, Sec'y.

•Aug. 23-25.—Arnold Park, Lake Okoboji.—Amateur Park tourna-

ment.
Aug. 24.—Watson's Park, Chicago, 111.—J. A. R. Elliott, chal-

lenger, against E. S. Graham, holder, in a contest for the

Dupont Smokeless Powder Championship trophy. Begins at 2

o'clock P. M. o .

Aug. 24.— Walhalla, S. C—Shotgun tournament of the Semi-
centennial, under auspices of the Walhalla Gun Club. J. A. Steck,

.Sec'y-Treas.
Aug. 2.5-26.-Milwaukee, Wis.—Tournament of Wisconsin League

of Gun Clubs.
Aug. 28-31.—Arnold's Park, Okoboji Lake, la.—The Indian

tournament; $700 added. T. A. Marshall, Sec'y, Keithsburg, 111.

Sept. 1-3.—Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club's tournament.
Sept. 3.—Schenectady, N. Y.—Fourth annual Labor Day tourna-

ment of the Schenectady Gun Club; bluerocks and magautrap.
Harry Strong, Sec'y.
Sept. 3.—Trenton, N. J.—Labor Day tournament of the Walsrode

Gun Club. George N. Thomas. Sec'y.

Sept. 3.—Seven Stars, Near Pottsville, Pa.—All-day shoot of the
Pottsville Game and Fis'n Protective Association.

Sept. 3.—Flaverhill. Mass.—Haverhill Gun Club's open tourna-

ment; distance handicap.
Sept. 3.—jNIeriden. Conn.—Fifth annual Labor Day tournament

of the Parker Gun Club; $25 added. C. S. Howard, Sec'y.

Sept. 3-4.—Blandon Park, Richmond Va.—First annual tourna-

ment of the Virginia Trapshooting Association, under the auspices
(if the West End Gun Club. Live birds and targets. Franklin
.Stearns, Mgr.
Sept. 3-4.—Muncie, Ind.—Two-day tournament of the Magic City

Gun Club. One day at targets, one day at sparrows. Chas. E.
Adamson, Sec'y.

Seirt. .3-4.—Sylvan Beach, Oneida Lake, N. Y.—E. D. Fulford's
live-bird and target shoot.

Sept. 4-5.—North Platte. Neb.—Tournament of the Buffalo Bill

Gun Club on Col. Cody's Scout's Rest Ranch; ?250 added. Geo.
L. Carter.. Mgr.
Sept. 4-6.—^Wichita, Kan.—Tournament of Kansas State Sports-

men's Association. G. Parham. Sec'y.

Sept. 6-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Tournament of the Sherhrooke Gun
Club.
Sept. 12-13.—Homer. 111.—Annual tournament of the Triangular

Gun Club; one day targets; one day live birds. C. B. Wiggins,
Sec'y.
Sept. 12-13.—Pensacola, Fla.—Two-day shoot of the Dixie Gun

Club; bluerocks and live birds, V. J. Vidal, Sec'y.

Sept. 14.—Salem, N. Y.—Live-bird shoot of the Osotua Valley

Gun Club. William L. Campbell, Sec'y.
Sept. 14-15.—Platte City, Mo.—Trap shoot of the Platte City Gun

Club. S. Redman, Sec'y.
Sept. 18-21.—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley'a fourth annual

tournament; live birds and targets.
.Sept. 19-20.—Zanesville, ().—Tournament of the Zanesville (.un

Club. L. A. Moore, Sec'v.
Sept. 27-28.—Erie, Pa.—Ftfst annual target tournament of the

Erie Rod and Gun Club; $100 added money. W. S. Bookwalter,
Cor. Sec'y.
Sept. 28 and Nov. 13.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn.—Under auspices

of the Greater New York Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live

birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club in

the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shoot-

ing commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. Schortemeier jand Dr. A. A.
Webber, managers.

Oct. 2-4.—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun Club's three days'
tournament.

Oct. 11.—Greensburg Ind.—Tournament of the Greensburg Gun
Club. C. D. Tillson, Sec'y.
Oct. 12-14.—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Gun Club's tournament;

targets and live birds. Emile PragofT, Sec'y.

Oct. 9 and Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road,
N. J.—Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men
team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any (organized

gun club in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweep-
stake shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier
and Dr. A. A. Webber managers.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Aug. 23.—Interstate Park, Queens.—August contest for the

Dewar trophy.
Aug. 25.—Interstate Park.—Two-men team race, at 50 live birds

between Dr. Wm.'Wynn and T. W. Morfey vs. Dr. A. A. Webber
and G. Hagedorn.

Sept. 3.—Interstate Park.—Labor Day shoot of the New L'trecht
Gun Club ; live birds and targets.

.Sept. 11 and Oct. 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Under auspices
of Medicus Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds per
man; 29yds., Members of any regularly organized gun club in the
U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting
commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A.
Webber, managers.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clu6 secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Sireatn Publishing Company, 346 Broad-
way., New York.

The Interstate Association's trapshooting tournament given for

the Osoma Valley Gun Club, Salem, N. Y., Sept. 12 and 13, has

a programme of ten events each day—seven at 15 targets, $1.50

entrance, and three at 20 targets, $2 entrance. Bluerocks V/2 cents

each, included in all entrances. Shooting commences at 10 o'clock

the first day and 9 o'clock the second day. To reach the grounds
from the south, trains leaving Troy, N. Y., at 7:45 and 10 A. M.
and 1:55 and 5 P. M. reach Salem in less than two hours.

From the north, trains leaving Rutland, Vt., at 8:30 A. M.
and 3:45 P. M. reach Salem in less than two hours.

The club's shooting grounds are about five minutes' walk
from hotel headquarters. The Rose system will govern the

division of moneys in the ratios 8, 5, 3 and 2. Guns
and ammunition forwarded to The Ondawa, Salem, N. Y., will be

delivered on the shooting grounds free of charge. Loaded shells

will be for sale on the grounds. A special purse of $15 will be
presented by the Osoma Valley Gun Club to the expert shooter

making the highest percentage shooting through the entire pro-

gramme; and a $10 gold piece to the amateur making the best

percentage shooting at not less than three-quarters of the targets

specified in the programme. On Friday, Sept. 14, the club will

hold a live-pigeon shoot, of which the events are as follows: Five

birds, $3, four moneys; 7 birds, $5, five moneys; 10 birds, $7, six

moneys; 15 birds, $10, two moneys for every ten entries or frac-

tion thereof; high guns. Other events to suit the shooters. Birds

25 cents. Handicaps, as far as possible, to be arranged according

to the schedule of the Grand American Handicap. Headquarters
for sportsmen, The Ondawa House and the Central House. The
eminent trapshooting general, Elmer E. Shaner, will command on
the firing line, during the tournament. Mr. W'illiam L. Campbell
is the club's secretary.

The programme of the Schenectady Gun Club's Labor Day
(Sept. 3) shoot presents twelve events at bluerocks thrown from
a magautrap. There are two events at 0 pairs, $1.15 entrance;
four at 15, $1.25; four at 10, $1.15, 65 cents and 40 cents; one at 20,
$1.30, and one miss-and-out, 25 cents. Money divided 40, 30, 20
and 10 per cent., e.xcept No. 6, at 10 targets, 65 cents entrance,
which has two moneys, 60 and 40 per cent., and No. 9, which has
10 targets, 40 cents entrance, one money. Targets 2 cents,'

Manufacturers' experts and professional shooters may enter for
targets only. Others may shoot for targets only if they wish to do
so. Lunch and shells may be obtained on the grounds. Take the
Union avenue trolley cars at the Edison House, going east to the
golf links, at 7, 22, 37 and 42 minutes past every hour. Shells,
^uns, etc., sent care of V. Wallburg, captain of the Schenectady
Gun Club, will be delivered on the shooting grounds free. Shooting
commences at 10 o'clock.

The Times states as follows: "Aug. 18.—Members of the Key-
stone Shooting League are preparing for their coming match with
the Phcenix Gun Club team, which wdll be shot on the grounds
at Holmesburg Junction next Saturday. As the team match calls
for 50 targets per man the shoot yesterday was at a like number,
a prize being awarded to the high gun, which was won by Howard
Ridge, who broke 47 out of 50. The targets were thrown very
fast, and aided by a strong wind they made very difficult targets
for the marksmen to hit. The shooting was in two strings of 25
each. In the first string Ridge broke out straight. Mink second
with 23. In the second string Ridge lost his first target and fin-

ished with 22. Early in the afternoon John Hallowell and_ B. F.
McFadden shot a match at 50 live birds, Hallowell winning by
killing his 50 straight."

For some weeks I\Ir. T. W'. Morfey, Chief of the Bird Depart-
ment at Interstate Park, and by grace of g«>ocl shooting, chief of
shooters about New York, has been considering the matter of

openly challenging any three shooters of New- Jersey to a match
at 100 birds each, the three matches to be shot on the same day at

Interstate Park. \Vhen asked about the jar and fatigue of shooting
at 300 birds in one day, he tilted up his nose scornfully_ and de-
clared it was as easy to shoot at 300 birds in one day as it was to
drink a lemonade in August. But first-class shots are nearly as
plentiful as first-class mosquitoes in New Jersey, and if they '(the
first-class .shots) should hear of Morfey's craving there might be
blood on the moon, figuratively. Still, Morfey is a gladiator at
present So there you are.

It

Elsewhere in our columns will be found an acceptance of Mr.
Elliott's challenge to Mr. Gilbert, to contest for the E C cup,
emblematic of the inanimate target championship of America.
Aug. 31 and Arnold's Park, la., are the time and place fixed upon
for the match. The indications are that Mr. Elliott will be a
busy shooter in the latter part of the month, for Mr. E. S.

Graham has accepted his challenge to contest for the Dupont
lrr-ol -- nnd fixed upon Aug. 24 and Watson's Park as the date
and place. ^

Mr. L. A. Moore, secretary-lreasurel- of the Zanesville Gun
Club, under date of Aug. 15, writes us as follows: "Please an-

nounce through Forest and Stream the change of dates for the

tournament to be given by the Zanesville, O., Gun Club. In
place of Sept. 27, as formerly announced, change to .Sept. 19 and
20, At the request of numerous prominent shooters who have
signified their desire to be present, the above change was made.
From present indications, the attendance will be very large, the

team event alone insuring forty-eight shooters booked to date. As
this is a handicap tournament, the amateur here has protection all

sufficient, and no doubt will be largely in the majority. The
programme will be out soon. Any one desiring a copy can re-

ceive same by writing to L. A, Moore, secretary."

ing the Twin City Gun Club, of Royersford. Pa., the
this to say: "The old Twin City Gun CJud has dis-

Concernir
Press has --^

banded, and Aug. 11 a new club was organized, which will con-
tinue to use the same name. These ofiicers were elected: President,

Samuel Hines; Vice-President, George Quay; Secretary, George
Diethl; Treasurer, Jacob Johnson; Captain, H. E. Buckwaher.
Seventeen names were secured on the charter. The club decided
to change its present quarters, and will locate its club house
in D. Sower's meadow, along the troMey line near Spring City.

They also decided to hold an all-day shoot on the new grounds
Tuesday, Sept. 11."

^
Capt. A. W. du Bray (Gaucho), the distinguished representative

of Parker Brothers, recen tly visited the city of Winnipeg, Man.,
and, as will be noted on referring to his communication, "Rem-
iniscences of Winnipeg," published this week in our trap columns,
he is profoundly impressed by the genuine sportsmanship and •

hospitality of that far Northland, though, strange to say, the far

North, to residents of Winnipeg, is considered as being a thou-

sand miles further toward the North Pole. Frankness compels
us to say, however, that Capt. du Bray's experiences in Winnipeg
were not a one-sided affair, for the true sportsmen of that city

were gainers in forming his acquaintance as he was in forming
theirs.

?
The programme of the Annual Summer Target Tournament^ held

under the auspices of the Hamilton Gun Club, Hamilton, Conn.,
Sept. 1 and 3, announces $279.25 in cash and prizes. There are

twelve events on each day, 10, 15, and 20 targets, based on 10 cents
entrance, excepting No. 10 on the first day, a merchandise event
at 10 targets, 50 cents entrance, and Nos. 6 and 10 on the second
day, the first of which is a handicap at 25 targets, $3 entrance, for

the Bell organ, and the second a three-men team race, 25 targets

per man, $2 per man, entrance. These special events are open to

Canadians only. Manufacturers' agents and experts may shoot
for targets only. The Rose system will govern the division of the

moneys.

The New Utrecht Gun Club will open its fall season at Inter-

state Park with an all-day shoot on Labor Day, Sept. 3, when, in.

addition to the regular club shoots, a series of open sweepstakes
will be provided at both pigeons and inanimates. These events
will be open to every one, but the club reserves the right to reject

any entries that may be objectionable. In addition to the sweeps,
the club will offer appropriate trophies to the winner in both club

and open events.
it

Mr. F. E. Sinnock, of Newark, again made good his title to hold
possession of the E C cup, emblematic of the championship of

New Jersey, in his contest last Saturday, with Mr. H. H. Stevens,

the challenger, of New Brunswick. The score was 46 to 45. Im-
mediatelv after the contest the holder was challenged by Mr.
Wm. B.'Widmann, of Yardville, N. J., and the challenge was ac-

cepted. ^
On Saturday of this week there will be a two-men team race at

Interstate Park. Queens, between the redoubtable gladiators Dr.
W'm. Wynn and Mr. T. W. Morfey on the one side, and Dr. A. A.
Webber and G. Hagedorn on the other. It is a handicap race

at 50 birds, the contestants standing respectively at 30, 33, 30 and
28yds. This should be a close and interesting race under the

novel conditions.

The programme of the Worcester Sportsmeji's Club, published
elsewhere in our columns, is of special interest to shooters, par-

ticularly New England shooters. There will be a contest for the
championship of New England, and a three-men team race, be-

sides the other programme events. Mr. A. B. F. Kinney, of

Worcester, has donated $-50 in cash to the tournament.

In our report of the match between Messrs. Widmann and Page
at Yardville, N J., published in Forest and Stream last week,
it was mistakenly stated that the match was for 50 cents a side,

whereas it was fo'r $50 a side. The match was at 50 live birds, and
the very excellent scores of 48 to 47 were incomparably above any
50-cent limitations.

I
Mr. Ansley H. Fox, of Baltimore, writes us under date of Aug.

18 that "C)iit of the local and out-of-town shoots which I have
attended this week I have scored 510, an average of over 95" per
cent, on the entire 542 shots. I have only been using a pump
gun for the past ninety days."

it

The October shoot of the series given under the management of
Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber, at Outwater's
grounds, is fixed for Oct. 9, instead of Oct. 19, as at first an-
nounced. The dates of the series will be found fully set forth
in our "Trap Fixtures."

At the Brantford Gun Club's shoot, Brantford, Can., Mr. C. A.
Montgomery, of Brantford, won the silver cup given by the club
for high average, he making the excellent performance of .923

per cent.

The Dansville, N. Y., Gun Club has fifteen events in the pro-
gramme of its Labor Day shoot, Sept. .3. The events are at 10, 15
and 20 targets, $1, $1.50 and $2 entrance, with a liberal guarantee
of monev. Targets 2 cents. Shooting commences at T):30.

In the contest for the championship of the Yonkers, N. Y.,
Gun Club recently, a 50-target event, the second- one for the cup,
Mr. A. Rowland was the winner with a score of 39.

Bernard Waters.

Brockton Gun Clab.

Brockton, Mass., Aug. 11.-

did some very poor shooting,
shoot; No. 7 the handicaps;
to 14 doubles.

Events

:

Lc Roy
Worthing
Wood
Hepner
Leonard
Stork
Taylor
Grant • .

.

Horace
Porter
Pratt

-It was a very hot day, and we all

Nos. 1 to 5 was the handicap prize
Nos. 9 to 11 were singles; Nos. 12

1 2

8 9
8 7
6 S

9 10

S 8
9 7

9 10
6 7
5 5

10 8

S 8
8 8
9 9

6

9

7
8
8
6

7

6 7
44 3

88 9
38 11

44 8
37 13

39 11
33 10
7 ..

9 6

9 10 11 12 13 14
47 6 . . , . 8 7 10

7 6 9 6 6 6
S 6 .. 7 5 ..

6 7 8 7
5

9 7
F. Leonard, Sec'y.

In the Louisana Lowlands.

Appearing first in Forest and .Stream, these little stories are
rescued from the oblivion of yesterday's newspaper in answer to the
demand of many readers. Col. Mather stands sponsor for the
genuineness of the incidents upon which the sketches are based
in his statement that they happened while he was engaged in the
Louisiana Lowlands collecting specimens for the United States
Fish Commission. The dialect is wonderfully well imitated, the
incidents amusing, and the character studies admirably done.
Breezy, sound and entertaining, these stories are among the best
Southern talcs that have appeared for many a year.—Philadelphia
J,edger.
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Trapshooting: m the Past and Ptesent.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It is so many years since I fired my first shot over the traps

that i. hardly realize how the years have slipped away. I had been

shooting m the covers in this section for some time, and although

my first attempts on our fasu-nymg ruffed grouse and elusive wood-
coclc were ratiier unsatistaclory, 1 Jcept on, and constant practice,

combined with a little common sense, brought a most decided im-

provement.
, 1 1 -ir

To me then, as to others who were new to such work, Ivilling a

pigeon at 2iyds. rise looked very easy. Practical work, however,

showed that 1 could not always kill them, in those days trap-

shooting meant 2iyds. rise, ground trap, one barrel, gun below

elbow until the bird was on tac wmg, with an bUyd. boundary.

As I look back to the old days on the grounds of the Iremont
Gun Club, of Boston, i think we enjoyed ourselves fuily as much,

if not more, as at any ot the more recent tournaments where
graven images took the piace of live birds, and where the princi-

pal object seems to be to use up as many targets and cartridges

as possible, and to give every one so much sbooting that one day

is all an ordinary shooter wants tor some time.

At tournaments in times past the gun was held below the elbow

until the bird was on the wing. Only one barrel used. Now, 1

claim that with the expert of to-day holding his gun at the

shoulder, pointing at the trap before the word "Pull" is uttered,

and with the use of both barrels (.even though the rise be aOyds.

instead of 21yds.), a pigeon stands much less chance of getting

away than under the old rules. 1 do not wish to underestimate

in the least the skill of the present expert. Will any of them under-

take to equal some of their best scores as made under present ruies

by shootmg at selected birds, gun below the elbow, use of one
barrel, 21yds. rise, 80vds. boundary?
With the advent "of the artificial targets, the Legowsky clay

pigeon, and its successors of asphalt make, tournaments multiplied

m all parts of the country. It was always easy to have an
abundant supply of the graven images on hand, whereas with live

pigeons it was often the reverse.

While the supply of wnd pigeons held out it was easier to get

enough oftentimes, but what birds they usually proved to be!

After being crated about, they no more resembled a wild pigeon
in its natural condition than does a crow in its flight resemble a

ruft'ed grouse. Plunge traps usually had to be used to get them
ofl' the ground at all.

.

To return to the tournaments: At first, such events at artificial

targets were well attended. They were open to all. In my time
I have taken part in shooting contests in many parts of the

country from Canada to New Orleans, and the tournament having
the largest attendance of actual shooters and where the money was
paid in freely was at the first Legowsky clay pigeon tournament at

(jrand Crossing, Chicago, in the spring of IShi.

About a year after the above event, the "kicker began to be

heard from, and he and his relatives have been very much on
hand ever since. The kicker as 1 have met him was never much
of a shot. He came of the stock which might shoot for a genera-

tion without improving. When he made numerous misses they
were accepted as a matter of fact, and the usual remark, "It is of

no use, I cannot break such targets!"
The men who became good shots (some of them no better

adapted physically than those who did not improve) and who
therefore won were those who took pains to improve who when
they missed certain shots knevv that it was on account of poor
holding.

, n-
At the third tournament of the Legowsky Clay Pigeon Co., at

Springfield, O., in the spring of 1863-,- the question arose of what to do

in order that the men who could not shoot (and who apparently

never would take pains enough to learn) would wiii as much as

the good shot. It seems to me that -this question has been a

puzzle ever since, and bids fair to continue so.

No doubt many of the shooters who attended the Legowsky
tournaments at Chicago, New Orleans and Springfield remember
Ben Teipel, of the Cincinnati Club. Teipel cou.d shoot as well

as the best of us, both with his gun and his mouth. Should there

be what Edger, of Marlboro, Mass., called a "jaw" going on, Ben
was sure to take part. Eloquence, however, was not his strong

point; yet at a well attended meeting one night during the

tournament at Springfield, O., where the question of handicapping

or barring certain good shooters came up, Teipel made the first

and so far as 1 know, the only speech of his life. His language

may not have been as choice as it could have been, yet it was

^"^As^I^-'eraember, he said: "I started out as a trapshooter a few

years ago. I could not shoot very well, and when 1 went to

tournaments I put in my money and never saw it again. I made
up my mind that I must learn to shoot better or stay at home.

1 kept pegging away, and now I can shoot as well as the fellows

who used to beat me. Now some of you say, "Bar him out, or

•Handicap him so that he cannot win.' To with such rules.

Learn to shoot as 1 did or stay at home."
. r

Now I am out of trapshooting, and have been practically tor

some ten vears past. When 1 was in it I claim that I was second

to no one 'from New England, and my record then as made in open

competition will prove it. lo-day 1 am one of the "has beens.

I am told, however, by some of the old-timers that tournaments,

particularly in New England, are growing poorer every year (as

far as attendance of men who shoot through the programme, win

or lose, is concerned).
I recently attended a tournament of the Boston Association

at Wellington, Mass. This tournament was advertised as one at

which the poor shot would compete on even terms with the expert.

The manager of the above tournament is one of New England s

best expert-amateurs. His showing as such was proven time alter

time. My first meeting (to my recollection) with this gentleman

was some years since at the outlet of Lake Rossignol, in JNova

Scotia. It was just coming out with a bull moose which i had

shot, while he was just starting in. I certainly admire his

courage in attempting to run a tournament satisfactorily to a'

Settling the Chinese question (to me) would be as easy. V\ ell

the tournament was well attended. When our party reached the

grounds there were in all some twenty men with guns on hand.

I was glad to see the old grounds again (I had not been there tor

some ten years).
, „ , ^- , ,

The veteran O. R. Dickey said, "Stark, I am glad to see you

once more. I have not seen so many men on the old grounds tor

a long time." As the time passed, shooters (or at least men with

guns) kept arriving. They did not show up with the promptness

of the old days. Still there were a good many. The programme
gave a certain number of events, and m some cases there were

something over sixty entries; but it seems that quite a percentage

entered for the targets only.. In no event was the entrance tee

over $1.30, including targets. Just think of it I .Shooting simply

for practice. Tournaments were different m the old days. JNever-

theless, I am glad I was there. A few of the o d-timers were oii

hand. Most of ' them plainly showed they were old fellows. 1 • H.

Keller, of Peters cartridge fame, was on hand, and 1 was glad to

meet him again, even if i have a slight grudge against him, inas-

much as he gave me a little advertising some years since, as

being present at a New England tournament armed only with an

umbrella. Tee Kay had a sort of irritating effect on me, however,

at our last meeting. He is not as young as he was once, and

what is provoking he does not show his age as he should, it is

very evident he has an easy time and nothing to think or worry

about except getting a good dinner, and the way m which he

kept the scant supply of waiters busy proves iny statement. 1

never had any cause to think Tec Kay was much of a shot, and

I really think he has lost none of his skill.
. .

There was a time when it would have been a picnic for me to

have tackled him. To-day—well! I have nothing to say except that

if he will come up to Concord on Labor Day, Sept. 3, I will shoot

him a friendly race on the grounds of the Concord Club for a box
of quickest-on-earth cartridges, or any other reasonable stake.

Or should he prefer to visit me at the old .homestead after Sept.

l.'i I should be happy to entertain him, and will guarantee that if

he will follow me through our covers for a couple of days I will

give him some shots at our elusive ruffed grouse and guarantee

him that he will not exterminate many of them, and also that he
will lose a few r'ounds, which I think he can spare. You are a

good fellow, Tee Kay, and I mean all I have said. You arc the

only one of the old gang on whom age leaves no trace, and whose
skill with the gun neither grows more nor less. Come up and visit

me, and I will introduce you to some good fellows, and you can
cither sell or give away a few of your quickest-on-earth cartridges,

and thus combine business with pleasure, and you may have all

the grouse both of us kill. C. -Stark.
DUNBARTON, N. H., Aug. 16.

Platte Gun Club's Programme.

The Platte City Gun Club ha,s issued the programme of its fall
shoot as follows:
"We do not think you can afford to miss the fall shoot of the

Platte City Gun Club at Platte City, Mo., Sept. 14 and 15. We
have as fine a background as you cduld ask, and a magautrap and
a set of expert traps. We will charge only 1 cent for targets, and
divide the remainder of the purse by the Rose system, viz.: 15-
target events, four moneys, 6, 5, 4, 3; 25-target events, five moneys

FOREST AND STREAM.

7, 6, 5, 4, 3; 50-target events, six moneys, 7, 6, B, 4, 3, 2. Interstate
Association rules.
"On Friday, Sept. 14, events 1 to 9will be at IB bluerocks, entrance

$1.50; event 10 at 25 bluerocks, entrance $2.
"On Saturday, Sept. 15, events 1 to 9 will be at 15 bluerocks, en-

trance $1.50; event 10 at 50 bluerocks, entrance $4.
"This being purely an amateur shoot, experts and manufacturers'

agents will not be permitted to share in the division of the purses,
but we will be glad to see them and have them shoot for the price-
of the targets.
"We will furnish tents and camp on the grounds during the

entire shoot, and Eriday night have a good old time around the
camp-fire, feasting upon fried fish and old-time Virginia burgoo,
prepared by two Kansas City epicurian sportsmen whose reputation
as burgoo masters is second only to their prowess at the traps.
"Our club boasts of perhaps the best fisherman in the State, and

as the Platte River abounds in excellent fish he assures you all
you can devour, and you will be interested in hearing how he
caught them.
"This combining an outing with a shoot is a novel thing, and we

think a good thing
—

'twill add years to your life.

"Come, shoot, cat, drink and be merry with us, for to-morroy
you may die. A. D. Park is president; S. Redman, secretary."

lAvG. 25, 1900.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Worcester Sportsmen's Glob's Programme.
The following invitation and i)rogTamme has been issued by the

Worcester Sportsmen's Club for its grand tournament at Worcester,
Mass., on Aug. 23 and 24. We suggest to the management, not
as from fault-finding, but from friendly interest, that its handicaps
are very faultily arranged, as 18yds. is practically no handicap at
all for an expert, nor is 14yds. any advantage to the novice. The
true theory is to set the expert back so that he will have real
difficulties and thereby bring him down to the level of the average
shooter, who should be at a mark whereat he can perform best.
At 18yds. the expert has no such difficulties, while the novice at
14yds. has practically all the faults and failings that he has at
16yds.
Following is the circular:
"We extend an invitation to all shooters to come, and we trust

this programme will be satisfactory to all. If you cannot come
pass this programme to your friend and invite him to come. \Ve
hope to have 100 shooters, and will be prepared to accommodate
them, and give them all the shooting they want. Shooting will
begin each day promptly at 9 o'clock, and the following programme
will be shot:
"On Thursday, Aug. 23, Nos. 1, 2, 5 and 6 are distance handi-

caps at 10 targets, with an entrance fee of 70 cents; Nos. 3 and 4
are open events at 15 targets, entrance ?1.30; No. 7, 25 targets,
open, entrance $2; No. 8, 25 targets, open, entrance $0.
On Friday, Aug. 24, Nos. 9 and 10 will be distance handicaps at"

10 targets, entrance 70 cents; Nos. 11 and 12 are open events
at 20 targets, entrance $1.40; Nos. 13 and 14 are distance handi-
caps at 15 targets, entrance $1; No. 15 is an open event at 25
targets, entrance ?5; No. 16 is an open event at 25 targets, with
an entrance of .?2.

"In all distance handicap events experts will shoot from 18yds.}
semi-experts from 16yds., and amateurs from 14yds.
"Events 7 and 8 on Thursday will constitute one-half of a 100-

bird race for the championship of New England for 1900, and
events 15 and 16 on Friday the other half; but any shooter who
cannot attend both days will be allowed to shoot the whole 100 on
either day. The shooter who breaks the most targets in the lOO
will receive $25, and the amateur who breaks the most targets in the
100 will receive as a prize a silver loving cup emblematic of the
amateur championship of New England for 1900, donated by the
well-known jeweler F. A. Knowlton, of Worcester, Mass.
"Event 12 will be a three-men team race, and the teams will be

made uj) as follows: Cards bearing the names of two amateurs will
be put in a box and will be drawn by the expert shooters; each
expert will add his name to the two on the card which he draws
and thus complete the team. The prizes will be $4 to the first, $3
to the second, $2 to the third, and $1 tp the fourth,
"Mr. A. B. F. Kinney has very generously donated $50 to make this

tournament one of profit as well as one of pleasure to you, and we
have tried to place tlie money in such a manner as to be satis-

factory to all shooters; $15 will be given for the highest averages
of the two days' programme—$10 to first and $5 to second.
"Secretaries of clubs will please distribute programmes among

their members. All of the popular loaded shells will be for sale
on the grounds. Dinner at the club house at 12:30. Take Green-
dale cars for the grounds, stop off at Huntington avenue." All
sweeps optional. Sweepstake moneys divided 40, 30, 20, 10 per
cent., class shooting.
"A. B. F. Kinney, President; A. W. Walls, Secretary."

ON LONG ISLAND.

Talfcisms.

A RECENT issue of the Brooklyn Eagle has the following:
"There is some talk of Mr. Jim Elliott being matched to shoot

one of the New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club cracks at Interstate
Park early in the fall, the local man to be backed up by the
club; but who the selection will be cannot be told at the present
writing. When the subject was broached at the shooting grounds
the other day, Mr. Bobby Welch was spoken of. but the latter re-

marked that he would be very busy during tne balance of the
year, and respectfully referred the job to Capt. A. W. Money.
The veteran stated that he would not be able to shoot such a
match, as all his time would be taken up in trying out new guns,
and that he did not think he would be able to get one to suit
him in time to shoot Elliott a match. He believed that if such
a match v/ere made Mr. Tom Morfey would be the proper man
to represent the local contingent. Morfey replied that nothing
would ^ive him greater pleasure than to show Elliott that the
latter did not know a little bit about trapshooting, but that on
account of gathering in his crops he would be unable to undertake
the job. Several others were spoken of, notably Mr. Ed Banks,
but as he was not present his views could not be learned. How-
ever, if Elliott should come on there would no doubt be a dozen
ready to relieve him of some of his cash if a match on terms fair

to both could be arranged.
"The remark made by Morfey about gathering in crops really

has some truth in it, as Tom has branched out as a farmer since
he took up his residence at Interstate Park. He has an able
assistant in Mr. Herbert Dressel, and the pair have been studying
so hard of late that they can now tell potatoes from cabbages.
Dressel claims that he is particularly fitted for a country life, and
that he had often thought of marrying a farmer's daughter and
spending his days among the butterflies and the birds. Morfey's
farm is quite ah institution. One cannot help seeing it as he
enters the main gate, stretching away to the left as far as the
house, and Dressel is authority for the statement that there are at

least twenty different kinds of cabbage planted in that big patch."
It is hardly to be assumed that the farm work would interfere

with a match, as a deer standing in the middle of the afore-
mentioned cabbage patch could browse around its outer edges.
At the present time no raw cabbages could interfere with any
match if Mr. Morfey and any other great artist were seriously
inclined to meet. Nothing tends to decrease the list of champions
as does competition, Nothing tends to add to the laurels of the
champion as does competition and victory. However, Mr. Elliott
is not a man who comes under the head of delicatessen as an
opponent in a shooting match, and however such race jniglit end,,
if it ever came to pass it would be a great one.

Eureka Gun Club.

$2 entrance, high gtins:

Hagedorn, 28 .'. 11210
Dr Wynn, 29 21110

Dr Webber, 30

C M Lincoln, 28
W^ebber, 31
Wynn, 30

Hagedorn, 28

Dr .Tones, 30

-All the events were 5 birds,

02102 1221* 20120 12021
20021 122*2 1211* 21212
22022 22222 2*222 22222
21122 11*22 02020 02122

20222 22222 22222
2122* 11112 12112
21112 11111 1111'*

.12121 22212 2211*

Chesapeake Gun Club,

NEwroRT News, Va., Aug. 17.—The regular weekly shoot of the
Chesapeake Gun Club yesterday afternoon for 50 birds resulted
in the following scores; G. B. James 43, T. F. Stearns 43, Dr.
Charles 40, B. B. Semmes 40, E. W. Milstead 38, Rufus Baker 34,

A. G. Fifer 33, W. K. Stowe, Jr., 30; Dr. Lee Robinson 25, -D. M,
Ausley 22.

The shoot in Richmond on Labor Day (Sept. 3, 1900) will, I
think, be well attended. We hope to take with ua at least ten
men, and Portsmouth will have as many.

Thos. F. Steakns.
Prest. Chesapeake Gun Club.

Owatonna,
At Ow^tonna, Minn., the Twentieth Century Gun Qub has been

organized with the following membership: President and Captain,
F. G. Schuman; Secretary and Treasurer, Edward Zamboni. The
-members of the club are as follows: F. G. Schuman, Edward Zam-
boni, Siivy Zamboni, William Gumboski, H. Sanders, Jr., Emil
Buboltz and Albert Markson. The club will hold bi-weekly meet-
ings on grounds northeast of this city.

Indians.

The bills are out for the Wild West show at Okoboji, la., Aug.
28-31. This programme book is done into verse by Mr. F. C Riehl,
of Alton, 111. The portraits are good, and the descriptions pat
and clever. As to the shoot, watch the smoke. It will be a warm
one; $650 cash. Three big trophies. All the shooters will bring-
their wives and families, and any Indian leaving his family at
home must pay a fine of $50. This shoot will be the most sociable
one ever held in the West, and following the amateur shoot earlier
in the week at the same place, will surely close the Western
season with the best of good feeling.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, Aug. IS.^The following scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the fifteenth trophy shoot of
the season. K. Kuss and W. P. Northcott tied for honors of the
day, winning the medals in Classes A and B respectively on a
clean score of 25 straight, while J. D. Pollard and A. McGowan
tied for C medal on scores of 20.
The day was excessively hot and the atmosphere, owing to the

great amount of humidity, was very enervating, making it an ex-
tremely unpleasant day for trapshooting. The attendance was fair,
considering atmospheric conditions, twenty-two members partici-
pating in the trophy event. The scores:
Fifteenth trophy event, 25 targets:

A McGowan 1111101110111011110101111—20
P McGowan OlOlOlllOllUOllllOOllllO—ITw p Northcott mmmuiiiiiiiimiu—25
Tramp ^.^ UlOlOOllOlllUlUOllllll—20R Kuss iiiiiniiuiiimmuiii—25L Thomas i...^ i„v ..-w
C Kuss OOOllOUlOOOOllmiOOOOOl—12

Pollard 1110111100111111111111001—20
C P Richards UllUlll lllOlOlOlomill—21
Dr J W Meek , lllUlOlUmOOllllllim—22A HeUman llllOmilOlllUllOlllllO—21T L Smedes lOllOOllllUU 11011111111—21F I Cooper 0110111111111111011111110—21

A
•••<• OHlOlOlimillllUOOlOn-19A D Dorman UOlllOUllUllllOOllOOll-19H Delano IIOOUIOIOIIOIIOIOIIOOOIO—14

/i Ford lOlOlOOllllOllOllUllOlll—18
G JBarnard 111101001 1011010111110011—17
C H Graves 1110010110010100110011010—13

J ^ olff
• •, • ' llOllllllOOllOUllllOllOl—19

Dr C C O Byrne 1111010100101100110111100—15M J Lowry OUOlOOUUOlllOOOUlOlOl-15
Team shoot, 15 targets per man:

:^"ss , 12 Northcott 12Dr Meek .. 14 Hellman ..12C P Richards ....13 Young ^....13
Smedes 14 Pollard ..13
Tramp 13 j ^olff 8
V5>oper 9 A McGowan 9
Dorman 12 Ford 14
Ir°^v/y 8 Barnard 11
5%9''?7«s 3 Dr O'Byrne 6P McGowan 6 H Richards 4.
Dejano r...... 6 Marshall 5C Kuss 5-115 c Kuss 5-112
Sweepstakes

:

A f-?'^
10 15 15 5p Targets 15 10 5p 15 15 6pA McGowan ... 9 4 4 Young 9 4 9 9 .

.

P McGowan . . 11 6 5 5 8 . . Dorman 8 3 12 14 6
Northcott 14 9 7 12 .. ,. Delano 5 3 9 7 4Tramp 12 9 7 12 .. .. Tommy 7R Kuss 15 8 Barnard 9 4 15 14 5Thomas 9 6 R Kuss 10C Kuss 10 .. Ford 3 9....
^ol'ard 10 8 9 12 .. .. IT WoIflF !. ., 8
^<=hards 11 9 5 12 .. .. t)r O'Byrne 8Meek 11 6 A Smedes 1Hellman ....... 14 7 ., 12 7 .. M J Lowry 8 .. 14 4^medes 8 6 5 6 6.. Dowd 11 ..F I Cooper .... 10 6 H Richards 3 ..

Diu J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Chicago Gun CluD.

Chicago, Aug. 18.—In No. 3 the conditions were walking towardunknown targets. The scores:
Medal shoot, 25 targets:

y,'?;!!?^^'" 1101111111111100111110011—2(1

1j 1 iiiiiomoiioimiooiiioi—19
TS.-'iJi^. • • • • iiiomiiiiiioiniioooiii—20Dr Morton

...^ 0010001001111110101111111—16
i^or^off ^ .IIIIOIIUOIOOIIIOOIOIIOII—17
Monthly trophy, 15 targets?

Vietmyer
, .101111110111101—12

Milliken ^..IIOUOOOOIIOOOO— 6O J Buck lOOUlllimoU—12Dr Morton 111110011011111—12
Borroff 100101011110001— 8
Sweepstakes:

1111110110 — g

iiiiiiiioii—10
11111011011— 9

Targets: 25 Bp 10 15
Vietmyer

, 21 7 7 14
Milliken 10 5 3 9
O J Buck 20 5 6 13

Targets

:

)r Mortc _ . _
Borroff 4 ,

* u
,y 25 60 10 15

Dr Morton 16 8 4 U

Minneapolis Gun Qub.
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 16.—The attendance at the' shoot of

the Alinneapohs Gun Club was not as large as usual, owing to
the absence of several of its members, who are attending the
southern Minnesota State shoot at Rochester. Some very trood
scores were made considering the wind, which blew direct in the
shooters faces. Ihe following are the scores in the different
events, shooting at Intercity Park:

.^^ ^'l "^^i
15 targets: Johnson 13, Mrs. John-ston 9, Hawkins 8, De La Barre 11, Sfeeley 9, Noerenberg 9, Berber

11. Johnston won badge.
b v.

Schlitz diamond badge 25 targets: Johnston 22, Mns. Johnston
1^' Z ^i^^'If ^\ f N^^'^y 15, Noerenberg iS, Gerber
lb, iitone 21. Mrs. Johnston won badge.

91 n?T.'^R"'°"o,*'xT^^' Johnston 22, Mrs. Johnston
21, Dc La Barre 21, Neeley 19, Noerenberg 16, Gerter 17, Stone 19.Johnston wen badge. «> > •» ^•^juti j.^.

<=tnn"i\^Mlf' 'l'?^'^^ 1"^ 19oP=ii''*= Johnston 16, Mrs. John-ston 15. Neeley 11, Noerenberg 12, Gerber 17, Stone 12. Johnstonwon senior badge. Mrs. Johnston won junior badge. Gerberwon amateur badge.
uoukc. uctoci

Jackson—Feckford Contest.

Schenectady, N, Y., Aug. IS.—Herewith are the scores of the
Jackson and Feckford match for the possession of the Kilgour
medal. T.ickson's score was 72 to 61 for Feckford. The match
took place to-day and the weather was fine. There was not much
wind. Jackson has held the medal for a long time. Feckford chal-
lenged him to contest for it and Saturday, July 25, was fixed upon
for the contest. That time Feckford won the medal by a scare
of 63 to 54. This was the first time that Jackson lost a race in
three years, Jackson challenged Feckford immediately and the
contest was set for Aug. 18. In the latter match Jackson won bv
11, tlie score being 72 to 63.

Mr. Jackson is the expert of the South End Gun Club, of TroyHe has won the Rensselaer Co. trophy for the past three years and
some fine medals also. He also is a member of the Schenectady
Gun Club, as is Mr. Feckford, the latter residing in Albany
They will shoot again on Saturday, Aug. 23, for the Kflgour
medal, on the Schenectady Gun Club^a grounds, and on Monday
Sept. S, this dub wdl hold its fourth annual J "^--^r T)iy tourna-
ment.
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In the Mattef of Handicaps—I.

In target shooting, handicapping by distance is now coming into

such general vogue that some information concerning it may be of

special interest to new clubs, and even to older clubs, which have

given the subject but little if any thought. Before treating of its

particular details, let us consider some of the principles on which it

rests.

As every one knows, the trapshooters, compared one with an-

other, vary greatly in the skill which they possess in the use of

the shotgun. Among the thousands of them there are degrees

from the lowest to the highest; but, as in most every other inter-

est, the majority of approximate skill will be found between the

two extremes, the intermediate degrees.

For the sake of illustration rather than for any nicety of pre-

cision, let us assume that the average of tournament skill is from

70 to 100 per cent. It probably varies even more, but at this

estimate it is evident that there is a wide difference in the capa-

bility of shooters who enter a competition. Indeed, it not infre-

quently happens that there are extremely variable degrees of ability

in the same individual, which may manifest themselves one event

after another many times during the same day, or perchance the

in-and-out shooter performs phenomenally well one day and unac-

countably poorly the next.

The high class men—those who can shoot up to a certain high

standard of excellence with reasonable certainty day after day—are

few indeed as compared to the great sum total of shooters. On
the other hand, the shooter who does not improve with practice

and who has not an ever lively belief that he can do better next

time is rare indeed.

But in tournament matters the amateur—by the way, a misnomer
as it is generally used, for it is mistakenly applied to him who
shoots poorly instead of to him who is not a professional—long

since discovered that he could not be even moderately successful

in competition with the expert on even terms, and therefore he

for a time competed very little or not at all in such sections of the

land as had afforded the best opportunities for his trapshooting

schooling. The modesty of the beaten trapshooters, exhibited by
refraining from competition, was regretfully observed as a matter
of course, and a cure for it was sought.

However, instead of directly considering the matter of skill as

between man and man, the point wherein lay the true equity, there

were by wise men evolved many "systems" more or less intricate

which governed the division of the moneys, and which, thougli

professing to make a more equitable division and competition for

the "amateur," were fallacious, misleading and inadequate. It re-

quires but little thought to perceive that juggling with what a

shooter is competing for detracts not a jot from the skill of the

man opposed to him, nor adds a jot to his own chances. When
one considers the irrelevancy of such efforts and their abstu-dities

"in practical use, it will appear strange that they should ever have
had so much serious consideration.

It may be safely assumed that a poor shot and an expert, stand-

ing on the same mark in competition at a target tournament, are
not in equitable competition, regardless of what mathematics may
be applied to the division of the moneys. Under these conditions

the winner is known before a shot is fired. As a matter of

figures, it is conceded that the money can be so divided that the

tailender will receive a part of it, but, so far as having an equal

chance with the expert—a chance to have the honor of beating him
as well as to have the honor of winning the prize—the poor shot

has none, though under such systems he had a constant chance
to be a tailender.

Let us assiime that there are two shooters, A and B, in ' com-
petition, and that A is a 95 per cent, class man, while his opponent
fluctuates about SO per cent. Let us further assume that they have
$10 as the subject of competition, §5 put up by each. Now, if we
juggle with the $10 with any kind of a system, as a matter of equity
it does not even remotely affect the competition between A and B.

A breaks his 95 per cent., and B his 80 per cent, just the same,
regardless of how the money may be divided. There thus is

no competition between them in its true sense. A knows to a

certainty that he can beat B. He therefore does not need to ex-

tend himself. On the other hand, let B exert himself to his utmost
and there still is such a distance between him and his opponent
that there is not, excepting as a matter of trapshooting fiction, any
race

If we consider that the $10 are so divided that A gels $5.10

and B gets $4.90, and that B after all is but 10 cents loser, we are

then confronted with the proposition that he quite as well might
have shot for 10 cents in the first instance, and furthermore that

if he shoots times enough with A, it is but a question of the

number of times before the money is transferred from his inicket

to that of A.

Now the common sense method of establishing an equity between
A and B is to deal directly witli them. We observe the differences

of skill and we proceed to establish a handicap. B can perform
best at a certain mark, which let us assume to be say 16yds., and
we place him there. Put A at 20, and if he is still too strong for

B, put him buck still further. Do not for a moment consider that

there is any ditiliculty in the problem of making A equal to B in a

competitive sense. There is none. Nothing can be done to make
B shoot better, but much can be done to make A shoot worse. It

is only a matter of putting him back far enough, whether he is

shooting at either live birds or targets. There is a distance point
at which there is a reasonable equity of competition between A
and B, at which both will have to exert themselves to their

utmost to win, and at which there is a real race between the two
opponents, instead of a mere juggle for the money. This prin-

ciple holds good among a greater number of competitors as well

as it does between A and B. It establishes an uncertainty as to

who can win, and so long as this uncertainty is maintained there

is interest and competition.

However, tournament managers, up to within a very recent •

period, seemed reluctant to meddle with the experts seriously

by setting them back to a greater distance, and hence any kind
of other makeshifts which were plausible on their face and
sufficiently well supported to get a trial, served to divert the
multitude of shooters till such time as numerous practical tests

exposed their fallacies.

Under many of the old "systems," so far as any equity of com-
petition is concerned, the weaker shooters never had it. It was a
cinch from first to last for the expert. The neglect of the true

solution is all the more astonishing in view of the fact that the

true principles of handicapping were observed in live-bird shoot-

ing, as well as in other forms of competition. In running races

the superior horse carried a greater weight; the faster sprinter gave
his weaker competitor some yards of start; the trotters were
guarded by classification, etc., but, strange to say, target shooters

were supposed for a long time to be properly safeguarded by some
intricate mixing up of the moneys which were to be shot for.

Such was not unlike the system of the old doctor who gave an
emetic to remove a splinter frbm the foot of a patient.

The- recent Gr-inf) American Handicap Target TocmaTnerit jil

Interstate Park, while not the first that adopted the principle of a

distance handicap in a target tournament, was the first which

adopted it in a comprehensive and efficient manner. Some man-

agements had rathei- timorously adopted 14, 16 and 18yds. as con-

taining the elements of a handicap, and some had even used the

20}'d. mark, but it remained for the Interstate Association to adopt

distances which would establish a true equity among the shooters.

This tournameiTt determined a great deal in respect to handicap-

ping and to the ability of the experts, all valuable for future

reference. It determined that the latter were so far superior to the

average shooter that the matter of a couple of yards back of 16

was too insignificant to be worthy of consideration. It determined

that the 16yd. mai-k as a standard is too close for the average

shooter of to-day. It should be reserved in a hartdicap for the

weakest shooters. However much this mark may have been correct

in the early days of trapshooting, or, rather, after the early days,

what with improved guns and loads and the greater skill of the

multitude of shooters, it for a standard is too close now; 18yds.

would be better.

The average tournament shooter, standing at 18yds., is not

handicapped in the least, and as for putting the expert at ISyds.

with the idea that he is thereby handicapped, it is absurdly er-

roneous. Placing a shooter at 14yds. with the idea that he thereby

receives an advantage is still more erroneous. A shooter who is

not good enough to have a fair chance in a tournament on his own
skill from the 16yd. mark cannot be benefited by standing nearer,

for if the No. 1 and No. 5, at 14yds., are as wide apart as at 16yds.

the angles of the targets are much more acute, the field of vision

is not so wide, and the load of shot has not time to scatter so

for if the Nos. 1 and 5 traps at 14yds. are as wide apart as at 16yds.

mark, his chances to win in any tournament are very remote in-

deed. He .should bear in mind that no handicap can compensate

for an absence of a reasonable degree of skill. There is, or

should be, a distinction between a handicap and a school of shoot-

ing. If, however, a novice chooses to enter a competition, know-
ing that his skill is inadequate to reasonably insure success, it is

his own affair, and yet he could obtain equally as good schooling

at much cheaper rates. If he enters with an idea that a handicap

will compensate for the absence of skill, he deceives himself if

there are any important differences in the skill of the contestants

—

and in tovu'nameuts there generally are such ditferences.

It was shown at the recent Interstate target tournament tliat

targets could be broken with much success from the 30yd. mark.

At the 16yd. mark the shooter can see his target well, the target

angles are not particularly acute, and the targets are well within

reach of his gun even when near the end of their flight. This

should be the closest mark. The real handicapping begins after

the I8yd. mark is passed. The distances then begin to be more in

harmony with the ability of the better shooters and the powers
of their guns and loads, and to tax their skill.

The matter of handicapping will be further treated in following

papers. Bernard Waters.

Reminiscences of Winnipeg.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Chatting one evening in South America with Gott.schalk, the

famous pianist, I ventured to ask him how it was that he had
named one of his beautiful compositions "Recuerdos do Para."
Why Para and not some other larger city? Said he, in a
dreamy waj', "Well, friend, I have been about this world a great
deal, but f never have left a place with more genuine regret than
Para. To me there is a charm about the place which I cannot
describe, and can. still less shake off; so I dedicated that piece
to the memory of Para."
And so it is, for while it may be true that the wanderer seldom

forms a lasting attachment for any one place it is equally certain
that some particular spot rivets itself into his mind with far
greater force than many another—be it for some person or persons
for whom a warm attachment is formed; be it for some special
attraction in the way of scene or episode; some startling surprise,
coming as it does to break the monotony of routine travel ; ,or
some series of such affairs, clinched the more firmly by acts of
imiycrsal kindness and good fellowship extended to one far away
from home and friends,

Pos.sibly Gottschalk, though encountering less tinsel and glitter
in Para at the mouth of the Amazon than in Paris on the Seme,
felt that his reception there was of more spontaneous sincerity
and therefore more charming to him. Hence we now have
"Recuerdos do Para" and no "Recuerdos de Paris."
Tci me, then, in an humble way, I say "Recollections of Winni-

peg, ' for a combination of all the pleasures that go to make some
phases of life brighter and happier than others overtook me at
Winnipeg, that bi-ight and shining spot -in the far-away North,
whence my mind constantly reverts with feelings of deepest ad-
miration, gratitude and delight.
An attempt to analyze in a cold-blooded way why we like or dis-

like some places, people or things is an unsatisfactory task—

a

tedious one. We are aware that children and dogs intuitively know
their true friends, and so it is with the genuine born-in-the-wool
sportsman. There is an unseen and indescribable bond which, ' in-
tangible though it be, fastens one man to another, regardless of
religion, politics, creed or nationality, and that bond is sports-
manship. We remember with unfailing fondness the chum who
divided his la.st few shells when birds were flying low and fast.We remember the men who shoot on their own side. We never
forget those who, though loving their horses and dogs best, have
still breadth enough of soul to see good points in ours where they
exist, and we love them the more for it—for these are the manly
men, who most heartily applaud a good shot, a bold leap, or a
plucky act of any kind. These are sportsmen, and I verily "believe
that no place of equal population can boast of more of such men,
take them as they come, than can Winnipeg.
Naturally my mind reverts to Winnipeg, Land of the Far North—albeit cold and bleak in its long winters, yet fostering as it does

v.'arm-hearied men, sportsmen.
Dense centers of population are not calculated to -develop in man

the same noble traits of character that we find in more sparsely
'Settled localities, so perhaps it comes about that the bold and
sturdy men who first pitched their tents in far-away lands, re-
moved by many miles from civilization, develop many sterling
traits of character which might have remained dormant had they
lingered around the old homestead fireside in ease and luxury,
"^dependent of help, excepting that which their wealth procured.

\\hatever be the cause, the effect is the same. The chivalrous
hospitable Southron strides into your affections by his genuine
politeness, affability and spontaneous generosity. Every well-
bred_ traveler has commented on this, nor could he do otherwise,
for it is all as apparent as the blazing sun, the moss-covered
grand old oaks, the singing of the mockingbird, the glorious
Mississippi surging down its widespread banks.
Whatever else he may have lost in the way of sheckels and

chattels, the born Southern gentleman has these traits, and they
have proclaimed him what he is—a prmce if in his power, a hos-
pitable host always, perchance with only a meager meal to divide,
but always with an open heart and a free hand, and therein lies
the charm of it.

My first visit to Winnipeg, though a flying one, brought back to
me many of the fascinating traits of the far sunny South, and
tjiough getting but a hasty glimpse I stood amazsd at the
similiarity of its people. Now. having seen and known more of its
men, I find a still greater resemblance, for never in my life have
I been received with more cordial hospitality, courtesy and bon
camaraderie than at Winnipeg—Land of the North—cold and
bleak in the winter though it be!
So I say with reluctance and deepest regret, au revoir, yo-u big,

brawny men, whose handshake savors of a tug of war; au^ revoir^
my friends, whose lusty, hearty cheers make the woodland rine;
au revoir, brother sportsmen, but not farewell. Think kindly
as you may of your erstwhile guest of one who can never forget
Winnipeg.

^
_. Gaucho.

"No, yon kain't go swimmin'," cried old Farmer Hardman* "I
got this here axe tew grind, an'

'

"Oh," protested his young son, "I don't wanter be a-griridin'
ihet ole stone all the time."
"Why. you worm! How dare ye? Ye'll do as T say."
Then, tradition has it, the worm turned.—Philadelphia Prest

The Brant County Rod and Gtin Clab.

BrantfordT* Canada, Aug. 17.—Appended are the scores of our
tournament, held Aug. 13 and 14. Mr. C. A. Montgomery, of this

city, won the handsome silver cup given by the club for high
aggregate, with .92,3 per cent. Mr, Forest H. Conover, represent-

ing Dupont Powder Co., was a close second.
There Was a good attendance of both shooters and spectators,

and the presence of Mrs. Draisey, a lady shooter from Gait, created

a decided interest in trapshooting in this city:

Monday, Aug. 13, First Day,

Events: 12 3
Targets: 15 15 20

Bates 8 12 12
Price 10 13 17

Conover 14 13 20

Summerhays 13 12 19

Cartier 10 10 .

.

Di-ai.sey 11 11 13
Wayper 13 13 18

Reid ........... . 9 13 16

Stevens 12 12 17

Mud 11 17 17
Westbrook 14 12 17

Mrs Drai.sey 32 .. 15

Montgomery 13 14 18

CutGliffe 13 14 18
Birdsal! 14
Wilson , 16

Hunt 13
Bugger 16
Fletcher 16
Mitchell
Smith 14 17
Marmalade' .. 14
Robins 19
Clin.: .. 17

4 5 6 7 8 10
25 20 15 25 15 15
22 15 11 24 13 11

21 19 13 24 13 14
23 16 14 23 15 14
24 19 14 21 13 14

22 17
14 15
22 16
21 13

20 17
16

23 20
25 16
20 12
19 16
.. 11
22 16
16 ..

13 20 12 ..

15 23 14 14
11 20 11 12
13 23 14 15
7 16 10 10

15 20 13 11

i.3 22 is 15
14 19 13 13
12 19 15 13
13 23 14 12

i3 20 12 ii

'g

Total.
128
144
152
149

149
121
144
112
13»

iss
147

18 15 12 18
16 16 11 20
22

Tuesday, Aug. 14, Second Day.

Events: 1
Targets : 15

Bates 30
Conover 15
Reid 9

Stevens 12
Summerhays 14

Price ,.13
Montgomery , ..>...>...•. 13
Westbrook 11
Cull 12
(^harles 10
Wayper 12
Mud 10
Cutcliffe : 14

Gray
Mitchell ..

Newlands ..

Mrs Draisey
Draisey

2 3
15 20
14 14
14 38
11 19
10 ..

14 38
12 15
15 37
10 14
8 ..

.. 15
12 18
9 ..

13 16

5 6 7 8 9 10
20 15 25 15 20 15
12 11 19 13 12 13
19 12 25 14 17 13
18 . . 17 12 10 10
16 11 22 11 19 12
18 15 23 10 19 12
16 12 24 12 15 12
20 13 25 13 17 14
.16 11 20 11 13 U
.. 8 .. 15 15 13
.. 4 .. 13 .. 12
18 13 28 13 19 14
.. 10 .. 9 .. ..

15 10 38 12 19 13
. . 13 13 8 10 8

Total.
118
147

148
132
147

142

8 15

A. B.

9
12 14

.. .. 12 .. 13

.. .. 13 16 11
Cutcliffe, Sec'y.

Zanesvifle Gun Club.

Zanesville, O,, Aug., 21.—Herewith find scores made at prac-
tice shoot on Thursday last. This change of date was made at the
request of numerous gentlemen who desired to attend, but found
if held the latter part of any month the u.sual necessary trial

balance would prevent. So numerous were such requests that the
club quickly saw the impossibility of pulling the tournament
through in one day, so they decided as above.
The programme calls for five 10 and 15 target events and two

20-target events for each day, with an entrance of .$1 and .$1.50 for
the two tormer, per se, and $1 only for the 20-target events. The
latter being for merchandise prizes only, and for amateurs only,
no one ever having made over 70 per cent, is eligible to these
last two events.
Money divided in the first two named events Rose system, 5, 3,

2 and 1, with privilege for targets only, should satisfy the most
pronounced amateurs.
The main feature of the tournament naturally centers in the

team event, to which the club adds a very handsome and valuable
prize. Five men and one substitute to constitute a team. All
members of a team must be members of one club and enter as a
ckib team. Each team pays an entrance of $25. Each to shoot at
125 targets per day for the purse and prize. Purse divided 50, 30
and 20 per cent.
At this writing eight teaitts are entered for this event.
The tournament will be a handicap one, 90 per cent, men being

placed at 22yds., and 70 per cent, at 16yds.
Shooting will be done over a magautrap and one set of expert

traps will be rigged up in case of accident to the magautrap, or the
impossibility, owing to a very large number of shooters, of carry-
ing out the programme over the magautrap.
The club is an old and very popular one, its membership con-

sisting wholly of merchants and business men. It has had a wide
experience in giving tournaments, hence those desiring to attend
can be assured of a royal welcome and an enjoyable time. For
programme and particulars write to L. F, Moore, the secretary:

Scores made at practice shoot by the Zanesville Gun Club
Thursday, Aug. 16:

Shot
at.

Porter 50
Hall 50
Kemp 100
Ensign 50
Rev iere 50
Moore 75
R E V 100
Wiles 50'

X Y Z 75
Holloway 50
Warner 125
Hartmeyer 50

Broke.
46
45
89
41
40
57
75
37
55
35
88

Av.
.92
.90
.89

.82

.80

.76

.75

.74

.73

.70

.70

.70

Shot
at. Broke. Av.

Hull 50 34 . 68
Gary . 110 73 .66
Chappelear .... 50 33 . 66
Ingler ....100 62 . 62
Brown ,50 31 62
Mercer 100 61 .61
Reasoner 65 40 61
Powers ........ 50 28 . 56
Dennis 100 54 .54
Jones 75 36 . 48
Lihenthal 50 22 44

L. A. MbORE, Sec'y.

Staunton Gun Club.

Stauntoj!, V^^. Aug. IS.—Herewith find scores made by themembers of the Staunton Gun Club this week:
Event at 50 targets on Aug. 17:

Qpie OOOjOOAlOllGOlOlOOOtmOOOOOlOllllOllOlOOOOOOlOlOll—17
Steinbuck 00110100111011110111111111001111010010100010111111—33
Garber 1 1111110101111101111011101111111101100101111110111--10
(J E Smith . ,113 311101111111110011111001111] 1111001111010010001—.37

Pawson 010O0O1110O1O11001O01OO013OO10000O000OOOI1110OO101—IS
I^ii-acofe OOlllOOlOOlllllllllllOlOlllOllOlllllllllIllOOllOll—37
Event at 50 targets on Aug. 14:

Quensen lllOlHOllCtOilOllllllOlllOllllllOllOOOllOllOlUllO—36
Steinbuck 11100011111110110010111111110111101101310010111101—36
Garber .lUlllllOlimillllOmillflOllllUllllliOllioOOllllll—39McCoy llllllllllOlllllllllllOlOllllllHlinoOllTlllllllll-44
Merriken 10011101111111111011011111101111001101111111110111-40
O E Smith .... . .001000011 0101111011111001011001 OlOOOOOOOTOlOOOlOll—23
Summerson 11111111130111111011100101111111011101017)000110111—37

Event No. 1, 25 targets:
Quensen HOllllllOllllirUllOllll—22
Summerson 0331111001111110000111101^-17

Event No. 2, at 25 targets:
Quensen 1111113333101010111111111-22
bunimerson lOllllllOOOlOllTOllUllll—1!)

McCoy , llOlOOlllllllllulllOlUll-20
Sproul 1111011101111111111100011-20
O E Smith 1111010010110110110101100—15

Aug. 15.— Event at 25 targets:
Merriken 131110110111011T011111111—21McCoy

, . .0111101110311101111101111—20
Steinbuck , 0111111111110010011011101—18
Garber , 1110101111111110111011011—20
Quensen OllUlOlllllOOOlOOllllOll-17

Mr. Gilbert's Acceptance.

Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 14—Editor Forest and: Stream T am
pleased to accept the challenge of Mr. J. A. R. Elliott as out/
lished, to a match for possession of the E C Cup, emblematic of
the inanimate target championship of America. I beo- to nam-
Friday. Aug. 31; 1900; and^ ArnQlil's Park; la., as time and place
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Mississippi Valley Notes.

W T Craig won first average at the Roodhouse Gun Club

tournament, Aug. S and 9. He scored 93 per cent, of his shots.

The Progressive Gun Chib, of East St. Louis, gave a pleasant

shoot at its grounds on the Belleville Turnpike road Aug. 1^.

The shooting o£ Stephen LePage was a feature of the day. ±le

averaged about 95 per cent, on programme events dropping but

8 targets, an-d making a continuous run of sixty-odd straight kilJs.

The Heims Club trophy was shot for in the one 20-bird event

and Frank Payeur won on 19, and it made him feel so good Uiat

he remembered all the boys at the refreshment counter,

scores are appended;

The

2 3

8 11
Events ; 1

Prendergast . 9

Collins 9

Chase 9
Dr Clark .... 6
Spencer 10
Riehl 9 10 13

Bellcour 7 6 14

4 5
9 32

9 14 10 13
9 14 9 15
5 11 6 10

9 14 10 13 10 20

9 14 9 19

6 12 5 14

6 7
7 18
8 16
9 17
9 13

8 9 10 11 12

7 14 18 14 8

9 13 17 9 8
9 11 18 13 7

9 14 17 15 6

9 14 20 13 9

8 13 18 14 .

.

5

P Baggerman 8 7 14 8 12 8 18 8

LePage 9 10 15 10 15 10 17 10 15 19 13 9

Schiess ...... 9 8 14 7 12 7 17 9 12 13 13 7
" 6 13 7 11 8 16

7 15 9 11 7 14

8 15 '9 15 '9 I8 '9 15 13 10

8 12 .. ..

Shot
at. Broke. Av.
160 135 .843

160 140 .875

160 140 .875

160 126 .787

160 1.51 .943

160 152 '.9b6

160 133 .830

9 10

9

Zip

W Baggerman 7

Dr Cetind ... 9

Payeur 9
Johnson
Coleman 812.... 4

Carev 9 .. .. 5

Bald'win 7 13 7 16 8

Holmes 6 14 8 15 7

Becker 14 10 17 8 .... .. ..

Miss King 11 8 18 .. 10 14

The monthly medal shoot of the Peoria Gun Club was held on

July 12 at the handsome grounds north of the city. Fifteen mem-
bers contested, Leisy proving the winer with .a score of 43. The
detailed score is here given:

Bordeaux 1111011111110001111111111-21

Walters .
1111110011011011110111110—19
llOlOllOlllOUOOlOlOllOll-16—35

Web er llilllllOOlllOOU00111010—17
0101000100000011101111010-11—28

C Portman 1110101001110110011111111—18^ x-orima«
0111011110111001110111000-16-34

. 1110111111111111110111011—22
1100111111101110111101111—20—42

Leisv 1111111111111111111101111—24
^ ' 1111011111111110110100110—19—43

Simmons 1100101111110011010101110—16
0110101011100001110101010-13—29

Mills 1111011111011111011000111—19
1110101101001011111111011—18—37

Sammis 1111111111110111101110111-22
1110110101111011101111111—19—41

Heilman 1111011110010111111011111—20
1111011101011011011111010-18—38

Trunk 1001100101111101111000100—13
1011010001110100000100001—10—23

B ell 0100111101111011100110100—15
0000000000011011100011100— S—23

Shamo 0101011111011111101110011—18
1101001001100011001100010—11—29

McClugae-e 0100100010000100100001111— 9

1000000011011001011110010—11—20

Johnston 1011101001011001011010010—13
" 0000000011001011011110000— 9—22

Following the medal contest Tom Scott brought out a coop of

his famous live birds and gave the boys some trouble in a 7-bird,

$3, birds extra, miss-and-out. The honors in this event were di-

vided by Leisy, Meidroth, Portman and Scott. The scores follow:

Meidroth 1211121Leisy 1212121

Mills- .1201210

Simmons 2201001

Sammis .2021212

Bordeaux 2201212

Heilman 1121210

Portman .....1112212

Scott 1121212

Weber 1012221

Wolport 1110212

The Lewistown, 111., Gun Club gave its annual summer shoot

on the loth inst. The boys were unfortunate in having a very

wet. unpleasant day, but it takes more than a little rain to dis-

courage a crowd of Illinois enthusiasts when they have gathered

for a day of their favorite pastime at the traps. Shooting began
late, but a programme of fifteen events was nevertheless carried

out and all enjoyed the occasion thoroughly. E. E. Deterline car-

ried oft' the honors for the day, with xom Marshall, Guy Burn-
side and Joe Thompson hard after him. Out-of-town visitors were

J. E. Fulton, Athens; J. C. Ramsey, Manito; Thos. Tucker,
Williamsfield; T. A. Marshall, E. E. Deterline, Keithsburg;_ L.

Avery, Erwin; Gus Portman, Peoria; Guy Burnside, Knoxville;

J. C. Thompson, Canton; J. B. Nye, Rushville; Joe Estes, Cam-
den; J. P. Fleming, Ipavia; J. E. Fulton, Athens, 111.

The officers of the club deserve special credit for the happy,
businesslike manner in which the shoot was conducted. The

Events: 1 2

Targets: 10 15
Guy Burnside .... 10 14
Deterline 10 10
Tom A Marshall.. 9 14

John P Nye 7 8

Lnc'.en Gray
T C Thompson...
Bishop 7

Gus Portman 7

W N Butler 4

Tucker . . . . 7
Ramsey 6 11
Avery 7 7

Fulton 6 9

Estes .' S 9

J R Maguire 13

H W Masters
F M Love ..

C.V Groat ..

Dilwonh
H McCumber
J P Flemming ,

.

Purdy

3 4

10 15
7 14

10 13
10 14

9 7

7 12
6 12
8 12
8 12
6 ..

5 7
7 12

7 13

6 12
..12
4 ..

.. 7

.. 11

5 6 7

10 15 20

7 10 16

8 13 16

8 9 17
9 10 9

8 11 17

9 15 16
6 12 12

8 14 ..

3 .. ..

8 9 10
10 15 10

10 11 10

7 14 10

15 10

12 6

11 8

14 7

10 7

15 10

11 12 13 14 15
15 10 15 10 20

15 9 13 10 17

14 9 14 10 20

13 8 13 10 17
13 9 12 9 17

13 9 10 S 17
14 10 14 10 17
9 7 8 8 14

11 9 14 ...

.

8 14 16
8 13 17

10 12 9

9 14 7

12 7 12 10 18

.. 11 .. ..

5 14 ..

6 7;.
.. 9 ..

7 8..

10 14

4 9..
.. 11 5

6 12 9

7 .. ..

7 .. ..

.. .. 8

10 9 6 17

13 5 6 15

Av.
.865

.890

.883

.720

.705

.865

.700

.806

.433

.620

.802

.707

.603

.766

.600

.577

.653

.742

.700

.700

.723

.750
Riehl.

A Notable Shooting Event.

When brave meets brave with scatter gun,
Then must the fragments fly.

One, of the most striking and unique shooting programmes that

has come to hand lately—or indeed in the history of the sport of

trapshooting in America—is the invitation and prospectus ot the
. second annual tourney of the Indians at Lake Okoboji, la., Aug. 28,

29, 30 and 31. Bound in neat pamphlet form, the drah cover sur-

mounted by the embossed figure of a typical brave in war paint

and full regalia, the first glance at the booklet prepares one for

something unusual. Lpon the first page the tribe extends a gen-

era! invitation "to all sportsmen to be present with wives and
childi-en." Continuing, they state that the "Squaws and papooses
of the Indians will be there in a body in charge of tepees, and
will furnish entertainment to wives and children of visiting sports-

men."
The shoot is to be held at the beautiful Arnold's Park grounds,

the traps throwing targets directly out over the lake, with five

miles ot clear water for background. The shooting will^ commence
promptly at 9 each day, latest devised American Association rules

governing. Moneys will be divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 in 15-bird

and 30, 25, 20, 15 and 10 in 20-bird events; all ties to divide. Targets
will be thrown at 2 cents, and nothing deducted. Shells shipped to

Chas. H. Copley, Spirit Lake, la., will be cared for and delivered.

The programm.e calls for 2pO targets each day, with $140 dailv added
to purses. Eighty dollars also will be distributed to eight high
guris for the four' days, and three silver cuys will be awarded in

the 90, 80 and lower' classes.

The feature of the programme, however, that will make it valued
and lasting beyond the life of the usual missive of its kind is the
m.ain text, comprising the poetical "Legend of the Scatter Shoot,"
a true ,

to life photo of each of the twelve braves, and a paragraph
of eight lines of ver^e describing in happj' style the idiosyncrasies

of each., Surely it wjU be a rn^eeting well wbrtfe attending.

The text of the vet^gs will Isle- appreciated th* general reader,

p-nd is fiere fiven; ' ''V

Indiaa Anniversary, J900.

Long ages since, when in the land
Erst fell the game to hunter's hand.
There dwelt on Okoboji's shore
An Indian versed in savage lore;

And every habitat he knew
Of beast or bird, that ran or flew

—

A prophet-priest, profoundly wise.
Who looked at life through deathless eyes.

Him to consult great chieftains came
Ere going forth to deeds of fame

;

None doubted e'er his counsel just,

Each took his word in perfect trust;

And so it came that none could vie

In skill of hand or practiced eye
With these brave warriors of the West,
^Vhen they drew bow in any quest.

But when at last Neanthe came,_
The prophet for his own to claim.
The grizzled seer, all undismayed,
Called to his side the strong and staid

—

The ablest shots of hill and vale,

(ireeted each guest with friendly hail,

He gave to each a magic dart.

Aye to preserve the hunter's art.

"Methinks," he said, "the world will change
To scenes and customs new and strange;
But while the sun and moon endure
The shooting instinct is secure,
And ever to the Indian race
A mark that nothing may efface.

The gift as marksmen to e.xcel.

Will echo, to the last farewell."

So taught, our Indians come to-day,
To shoot, forsooth, at birds of clay:
For through these countless moons the use
Of arms, oft followed to abuse.
By base disciples, so hath told.

That field and fen no longer hold
Sufficient for the greater need
That marked the prophet's dying creed.

Throughout the land, north, e&st and -W^St,

These warriors have pursued the quest
Of honors on the titled field,

.'Vnd none was ever heard to yield
The least advantage when the game
Held trophies for the tribal fame;
And many a noble piece, well won,
Hath fallen to their scatter gun.

Now, all contention laid aside.
The tribe is met once more to bide
A season by the ve-rdant shore,
Rich in its fund of golden lore;
To know that life is yet a boon.
In social pleasures to commune,
To call the roll of fixed commands.
And name each warrior where he stands.

There's Thomas A. Marshall, the worthy High Chief,
A mighty big Indian—the honored top sheaf—
The Long Talk, so named from his capital scheme
To signal afar through the jingle machine.
He shoots the long arrow that killeth afar.

And giveth him place among many a star.

Go ask of the gunners down Handicap way
What think they of Marshall, and mark what they say.

George W. Loomis, the grave and austere.

The frank, open-hearted, and always sincere;
Chief No Talk, they_ call him, a title most blest.

Bespeaking the spirit that rules in the West;
The unostentatious that ne'ertheless leads
And winneth its way through the language of deeds.
We joy in his presence, his absence bewail.
And fear him in battle, where few dare assail.

And there is Fred Gilbert, Big Indian, Heap Talk,
Whom oft we have singled to win in a walk;
Who puts both his voice and his gun to good use
When down on the marshes he calls the wild goose.
But be this a warning to whom so it suits,

That Fred never talked quite so well as he shoots.

Ami 'ware to the warrior who conjures his mind.
That he in this Indian a victim may find.

Now Budd, as Chief Dago, was surely misnamed,
Since for his complexion how could he be blamed?
And surely none ever showed livelier cheer
Or wisdom in counsel than he hath done here.

He fought with the foremost in many a fray.

And oft for his standard hath carried the day.
And here is a maxim, as every one knows.
That Charlie's a leader wherever he goes.

Frank Parmelee stands, like the bison he knew,
A growth of the West, just as broad and as true;

With' wit ever ready, nor stutters may stump.
The pointed replies of Chief Buffalo Hump.
He shoots from, the shoulder that nears his off eye.

But. mark you, his record is always up high.

And all the world knows there's a flood of good cheer
Afloat in the melee when Parmelee's near.

Here's Rolla O. Heikes, the Bald Eagle, beware!
This title means more than an absence of hair,

The eye of the eagle is his at the score,

And he hath won medals and laurels galore.

He loves a fair circle and plays a good hand.
The best of good fellowship's at his command,
And ne'er was an evening of livelier cheer
For all, than when "Pop" and his banjo appear.

And Chauncey M. Powers, who wasn't content
With old-fashioned methods, but needs must invent
A Wipe Stick, so handy that cleaning a gun
Is almost, by contrast, a skinful of fun.

A prince of good fellows, with only one flaw.

Perchance, in the lack of a nice little squaw.
He shoots like an Indian, the best of his race,

And he's a good warrior who follows his pace.

Now, Richard S. Merrell, Chief High Kick, you know.
Can pay all the debts that the prodigals owe;
For failure to do when the battle is done.

The dance of devotion, saluting the sun.

But Dick's a good Indian, and cheerfully gives

Himself to the task that our homage receives,

He stands for devotion to duty, whose name
Hath won for these warriors a flagon of fame.

"'And Elmer E. Neal; the Black Diamond, who comes
With midwinter comfort to gladden our homes.
He's short, and he's broad, and he's jovial withal.

And his smiles like a shower of mulberries fall

On all who approach, he's an Indian of worth.

Both pertaining to things on and under the earth;

A typical Hoosier, a leader of men,
And all who have met him will know him again.

This one is McMurchy, Chief High Ball, you know;
The fruits of the corn and the vine when they flow

In due moderation, bring wit and good cheer,

But Harvey's a benedict now, and I fear

The Indians have lost and shall know him no more.

As he who was first in their circle of yore.

But e'en as we know him we honor him most.

And here's to him doubly a health and a toast.

Yes, Tripp is an Indiaa both wise and discreet;

He rides in the wagon and spareth his feet.

Although he can set a remarkable pace
When up at the score for a forty-bird race.

He's suave and he's blase, and sarcastic as,well,

And other thinsrs, too, that the muse may not tell.

We miss him to-day, for he's over the sea.

Alone 'mongst the heathen in fickle Paree.

And William R. Crosby, Chief Kinnekinnic;
Wherever the battle he stands in the thick.

And shoots as he chews on the succulent weed,

A paa« that is almost a marvel indeed.

Who aye hath encountered that bright, kindly eye
Knows well what it is with his mettle to vie;
He's honest and fearless, whatever befall.

And "Fair as Bill Crosby" 's watchword for all.

So have we named them one by one,-*'

And now the minstrel's task is done;
It but remains for all to know
That pleasure here to come and go
Is left to each; whate'er desire
For entertainment may inspire.
A gala season—let it fall

As one for each and each for all

—

That long years after it may hold
A place in memory's crypt of gold.

F. C. Riehl.

Naromake G«n Club.

9 15 10 20
6 10 5 16

11 10 17

8

9 11 10 14 8
7 10

5 10
8 19
3 12

7 13 7 13
7 14 5 13
8 12 10 12
6 11 9 7

9 9 11 10 15
7 .. .. .. 6 ..

14 .. 13 8
12

6 . . 6 13

8 13 8 11
4 8 4

.. 14 6

.. 10 ..

7 6 7
7
6

8 8

SoiiTH NoRWAi.K, Conn., Aug. 18.—Herewith are the scores of
our (hird monthly summer open shoot. We had a fair aggrega-
tion of shooters and several good averages were put up. Event No.
10; team shoot, open to teams of five men, was not so well pat-
ron-zed as we had anticipated. New Haven was not visible, nor
was Bridgeport. South Norwalk won easily on a score of 131 out
of 150 targets, or close to 88 per cent, which is a rattling good
team average, at least for this locality. '

'

Johnny Jones, the official scorer of the Grand American Handi-
cap, was with us and acted in a like capacity for the Naromakes.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14
Targets: 10 15 10 20 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 20 10

Hammond 9 14 8 15 9 15 9 13 7 12 8 18 18
J L B 9 14 10 13 10 15 10 13
Keller, Jr 4 10 7 17 5 12 5 11
Fruit 7 15 8 17
Hendrie 8 14 8 13
Fox 8 13 10 15
Bishop 7 8 5 13
Drake 8 12
G H Ferris 6 ..

Blandford 14 10 16
Reeves , 6 ,.

McNallv
,
.. .. 11

Elder 16
Bell
Finch 9 7 ..

J Sturges 8 4 .. ..

Solev . 4 2
Hull' 11

8
'..

Morehouse 6....
Haggerty 2..,.
Event No. 10, team shoot, five men each, 30 targets per man:
South Norwalk—Hammond 26, Fox 27, Drake 28, Lewis 23, Gehr-

mann 27; total 13L
Stamford—Fruit 25, Hendrie 22, Reeves 25, McNally 23, Capron

26; total 121.
J

'
y

W estport—Finch 17, E. Sturges 17, J Sturges 13, Soley 8. Hull 18,
total 73. • -

Glen Rocfe Gon Club.

Gl.EN Rock, Pa., Aug. 16.—The crack Baltimore shooters were
strongly represented at the successful shoot of the Glen Rock
Gun Club to-day. Mr. A. M. Sictz managed the affair ablv and
smoothly. The regular programme called for 150 targets, and had
nine events, but two extra events were added and shot after th.e
live-bird shooting was finished, late in the afternoon, near dark,
so that they are not really a part of the programme, though added
to it in the scores for the sake of convenience. In the pro-
gramme events Schultze was ahead of all competitors. With the
two extra events added he and Fox tied on 1G6 out of the total of
180. On live birds Schultze and Malone killed straight through
the entire programme. The scores

:

Events: 123456789 10 11
Targets: 10 15 20 15 25 10 20 20 15 15 15

17 19 14 15 15
18 20 13 14 12
15 18 14 12 14
18 20 14 13 15
9 13 10 10 12

11 11 8 7 6
8 13 13 10 13 7
7 13 17 10 6 11
6 9 17 12 14 14
7 15 15 12 12 15
3 .. .. 4 8..

Total.
166
161
151
166
125
95

102
118
144
146
34
2

Fox 10 12 18 15 22
Malone 9 11 17 15 23
Burke ...,,,„,.,>>..>,.. 9 12 16 13 21
Schultze' . . 7 14 20 15 23
Leland 7 9 13 9 17
Sietz 6 10 10 7 12
Wiley 7 10 13 8 .

.

Eyster 2 9 13 10 20
Burnham 8 12 17 14 21
Krueger 9 12 19 11 19
Bortner 6 4 9 .. ..

Falken.ster 1 1W Krout 6 12 7 .. .. 9 .. ..

C Krout 8 10 6 .. .. 8 .. ..

D R Bortner.... 7 .. 14 9 7 8
Sparks 9 11 6 7
Spangler 15 12 . . .

.

Burns 16 14 14 12
Gouchman 15 U 8 .

.

Beck 9

Event No. 7, 10 singles and 5 pairs.

Live birds.—First event, 7 birds: Fox 7, Malone 7, Burke 7,

Schultze 7, Leland 7, Burnham 7, Krueger 7, Eyster 6, Spangler
6, Burns 6, Beck 6, Lauber 6, Wiley 5, Bortner 4, Gouchman 3.

Second event, 7 birds: Malone 7, Schultze 7, Burnham 7, Leland
6, Eyster 6, Gouchman 6, Burke 5, Krueger 5, Sparks 5, Sietz 4,

Wilev 4, Burns 4.

Malone, Burke, Schultze, Krueger, Burns and Gouchman quit
with 3 straight kills in a miss-and-out.

34
32

55
33
27
56
84
9

Robin Hood Gun Club.

SwANTON, Vt., Aug. 16.—The heavy rain on Saturday, Aug. 11,

tept all but the fox and duck shooting element away from the
Robin Hood Gun Club shoot, and they could only weather three
events, which are given below:

Eivents: 12 3
Targets: 10 20 10

N P L... .. 16 9

Martin 9 15 6

Bohanon 9 16 w
Austin 6 16 10

Events: 12 3
Targets: 10 20 10

Dickson 6 12 8
Frink 14 9
Carpenter 6 15 7
Robinson 9 8

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Gettysburg, Luray, Washington,

PERSONALLY-CONDUCTED TOUR VIA PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

Over the battlefield of Gettysburg, through the picturesque
Blue Mountains, via Hagerstown and Antietam, and down the
beautiful and historic Shenandoah Valley to the unique Caverns
of Luray: thence across the rolling hills of Northern Virginia
to Washington, is the route of this tour—-a section of the country
intensely interesting from both a historic and scenic standpoint.

The tour will leave New York 7:55 A. M., and Philadelphia 12:20

P. M., Saturday, Sept. 15, in charge_ of one of the company's
tourist agents, and will cover a period of five days. An ex-

perienced chaperon, whose especial charge will be unescorted
ladies, will accompany the trip throughout. Round-trip tickets,

covering transportation, carriage drives and hotel accommodations,
will be sold at the extremely low rate of $25 from New YorK, $24

from Trenton, $22 from Philadelphia, and proportionate rates from
other points.

.. . , . , . .

For itineraries and full mformation apply to ticket agents.

Tourist Agent, 1196 Broadway, New York; 789 Broad street,

Newark N! J.; or address Geo. W. Boyd, Assistant General Pas-

senger Xgent, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia.—^t;.

inmerS to ^arresfiand^nis.

So notice tafaen of anonymoiu commanlcatlona.

N G. W. C, New York.—T'ne distance handicap on live birds

is by far the best and is the one generally in vogue. Giving a.

shooter extra birds has little to commend it as a handicap, and
much can be said sgainst it as not being of the nature of a handi-

cap at all. If the shooter continues to win, continue settinf him

back till a win for him ceases to be a certaiinty.
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ANNOUNCEMENT.
We shall begin next week the publication of two im-

portant series of papers of practical sportsmanship, each

of which will extend through several issues. The first

series will be on

American Wildfowl and How to Take Them.

By George Bird Grinnell. The chapters first to be pub-

lished will give a general description of the duck family

as useful to man, together with a particular description of

each individual of the family, including the swans, geese,

brant and ducks, with illustrations by Edwin Sheppard,

the well-known illustrator of Baird, Brewer and Ridg-

way's ''Water Birds" and other works. By means of the

text and pictures to be given in Forest and Stream

it will be practicable for the novice to learn his ducks

and for the older gunner readily and certainly to identify

any strange fowl that may fall to his gun. The second

series of papers will be on

Training the Hunting Dog for the Field and
Field Trials.

By B. Waters. This is an exhaustive and in every sense

practical manual of instruction for developing the field

dog for its highest usefulness as an adjunct to the gun

in the field; and the successive chapters will command

attention by reason of the common-sense and efficient

system set forth. These are among the features which

in the months to come will maintain the interest and

usefulness of the Forest and Stream as a sportsman's

journal.
\

- ^

IN THE WILD RICE FIELDS.

Scattered over the northern country between the

Hudson River and the Missouri are many thousands oC

reedy swamps and shallow lakes, and great stretches of

wet meadow land, where the wild rice grows. In the

spring, so soon as the water is warmed by the genial

rays of the advancing -sun, the tiny pale green spears

show themselves above its surface, and, all through the

hot summer, grow taller and stouter, until, whien August
comes, the tasseled heads begin to bow with the weight
of the flowers, and a little later the soft, milky grain

appears in a waving crop. In the good old times, be-

fore the white man's foot had explored every recess of

our land or his plough furrowed every prairie, or his

crooked gray fences disfigured each landscape, these rice

fields were the homes of innumerable wild creatures.

On their borders the herons built their nests, and in

the open waters, among the stalks, they did their fishing.

In and out among the stems, the wild ducks and grebes

swam in daily journeyings, while the rails and the coots

ran or waded or climbed among the stalks undisturbed.

Here the muskrat had his f^me, living, in the sum-
mer, perhaps, in a hole on some higher piece of ground
and in winter building for himself from the reeds and the

stems of the rice a house, sohd, substantial and im-

pervious to the cold. Here too lived thz mink, taking

his daily toll of fish or frogs from the water, sometimes
killing the muskrat and now and then feasting greedily

on the eggs or the young of some bird whose nest he
had despoiled.

Among the rice or the reeds the blackbirds built their

hanging nests of grass, supported by three or four natural

columns, and all through the heat of the June days the

mother bird brooded her pale blue, black-streaked eggs,

swinging easily to the movement of the rice stems, like

the sailor in his hammock at sea. More solid and sub-

stantial were the houses built by the marsh wrens; round

balls of grass, deftly woven about a stalk of the rice,

roofed oyer as well as floored, and with only a narrow

hole for the passage in and out of the tiny owner. Some-
times a single pair built half a dozen of these nests near

one another before making a habitation that pleased

them, and those that they had left were taken by the

bumblebees for homes in which to do their housekeeping.

Rarely, in such marshes, might be found the nest of

the great gray goose; the female brooding her eggs on

a solid nest placed on a foundation of reeds and grass,

the faithful gander not far from his mate, ready at an

instant's warning to fight bravely in her defense, should

prowling fox or coon or wolf approach his home. Then,

after the yellow goslings were hatched, the pair led them

by well-known paths hither and thither through the rice

fields, telling them where the best food was to be found,

where danger might lurk, and teaching them how to

live their lives.

But it was when autumn came and the ripened grain,

loose now in its husks, began, as the breezes blew, to

drop down into the water below, that the greatest ac-

cessions came to the life of the wild rice fields. Now
from the north, singly and by tens and hundreds and

thousands, came flying the hordes of water fowl which

had been hatched and reared toward the borders of the

Arctic Sea. Their numbers were beyond belief, and such

as no man of the present day can hope to see again.

Flock after flock, they came dropping down into the

marsh, until the open spots were crowded with their

dark bodies, and from the concealment of the reeds,

where no water could be seen, tumultuous clamorings

told of other thousands hidden there. In those days,

when ducks were food for the infrequent dwellers of those

regions, the single discharge of a gun would supply the

hunter with birds enough for several days; then, no one
thought of shooting ducks or geese except to eat, and
indeed ammunition was often far too valuable to be

wasted on birds. In the old days it was the practice of

the Indians, when camped on the borders of the wild

rice lakes of Minnesota and Manitoba, to enter the water,

and, fixing a chaplet of grass or rushes about the head, to

wade very slowly close to the flocks of unsuspecting fowl,

and, seizing them by the feet, to draw them, one by one,

beneath the water until enough birds had been obtained
to satisfy their wants.

To such lakes and sloughs, where the birds regularly

came to feed on their migration, the gunners of years
ago used to resort, and, taking station on some point of

land or on a muskrat house or in a boat concealed in

reeds, to have, without the use of decoys, such shooting
as to-day is hardly dreamt of.

SNAP SHOTS.
In the autumn of the year 1S40 the first white explorers

of California, whose adventures were forcibly told in

1898 by our correspondent Mr. H. G. Dulog, reported

that in the waters of the Gulf of California they saw a

great serpent. As described by Martinez, who chron-

icled the adventures of the little band, its head was of

the bigness of a wine cask and it had eyes about the

size of a breastplate and long white teeth, As it swam
fast through the water about 200 paces from the shore
it held its head high above the surface, and over the

waves were seen from six to nine folds of its swimming
body. In the summer of 1900—^360 years later—certain

Americans who were engaged in the contemplative pur-
suit of fishing in these same waters—off Guaymas—saw
and promptly reported another sea serpent whose de-
scription would well enough fit the one reported by
Martinez. Thus, after three and one-half centuries comes
to us confirmation of the observations of Father Jayme,
Martinez, Estreda and Bejar.

There are many idle hours in camp—hours when for

one reason or another neither fishing nor hunting is in

order. He gets the most out of camp who has resources
to employ these by-hours in something besides simple,

vacuous indolence and laziness. A fortunate principle

of human nature is that study of a subject awakens and
promotes interest in it. If we investigate any branch of
the outdoor world—bird life, the growth of vegetation,

entomology, the structure and distribution of the rocks

—

indeed, any such subject, simple or complex, we discover
the universal experience that such study gives enlarged
opportunities of entertaining on^'s self amid woods sur-

roundings. And so it is well to make provision for

increased camping enjoyment by equipping for it with a

knowledge of some one of these branches of natural

history. The more one knows the more one is eager to

know. Thus, by the principle we have referred to, of

the growing interest which always comes with the acqui'

sition of increased information, one may return from his

outing with a gain of something more than the moose

head or the shoulder of venison. All the realm of nature

is the sportsman's for his study and gratification. It is

not to any one's credit that the camp hours unoccupied

by hunting or fishing hang heavily, when the day^ from

dawn to nightfall, might be^ full to the minute.

The action taken recently by the American Fisheries

Society looking to the erection of a monument or me-

morial tablet to the late Professor Spencer F. Baird is

worthy of all praise. The project deserres the support

of every one interested in fish or fisheries and ought to

be carried through successfully in a very short time,

Prof. Baird was one of the greatest of scientific Ameri-

cans, but was at the. same time so modest and retiring

that his achievements were for the most part known
only to men of science and not to the great public. It

is high time that steps were taken to erect a lasting

monument to his memory, and the Fisheries Society may
be congratulated on having set on foot the plan. It is

proposed to erect this memorial at Woods Holl, the scene

of much of Prof. Baird's work in connection with fish-

culture and marine, biology. The members of the com-
mittee having the matter in charge are Dr. H. M. Smith,

chairman; Hon. E. G. Blackford, Dr. E. W. Blatchford,

Hon. Geo. M. Bowers, Frank M. Clark, Vinel N. Ed-
wards, Dr. Bushrod W. James, Hon. Geo. F. Peabody,
Hon. Redfield Proctor and W. de C. Ravenel.

Acting Superintendent Goode, of the Yellowstone

National Park, under date of Aug. 27 reported to the

Secretarj' of the Interior the welcome news that forest

fires, which had been raging in the Park, had been ex-

tinguished. The conflagration was for the most part

confined to dead and down timber, and the telegra^n says;

"The last report from the scene of the fire is to the

effect that it is completely extinguished. Was held at a
point about two miles from the road until extinguished

by the rain. The burned district is out of sight qi any
travel, and damage to the beauty of the Park is re-

nj^rkably slight.""

The financial value of forests as pleasing elements in

the landscape are beyond compute in regions which de-

pend upon the attractiveness of their scenery to promote
the tourist business. From the White Mountains and the

Rockies this summer have come stories of forest de-
struction by the lumbermen in New Hampshire and by
fire in Colorado, which threatens seriously to impair their

tourist value. The marring of the sweep of forest seen
from Glenwood Springs would be nothing short of a

national calamity; and when we read of the passive

acquiescence in the skinning of New Hampshire moun-
tains we marvel that the citizens of a State which draws
its revenues so largely from scenery-allured summer vis-

itors can be so fatuous as to make no effective protest.

The prize of $100 or a gold medal of equivalent value
presented to the Military Service Institution by Dr.
Louis L. Seaman for the best paper on "The Ideal

Ration for an Army in the Tropics" has recently been
awarded. It was won by Capt. E. L. Munson, assistant

surgeon, U. S. A., whose contributions to Forest and
Stream will no doubt be remembered by many of our
readers. Dr. Munson's energy and ability haVe kept him
well to the front during these late years of war. and as
time goes on he is likely to be more often heard of.

"There are many lakes in Lapland abounding in fish

to a miracle," wrote a historian of the country nearly two
centuries ago, "and these lakes are called by the Lap-
landers Saivq—i. e., Holy—because they look upon
them as sacred, and v/ill not allow the least dirt to be
thrown into them." If during the last two centuries the
people of America had shared something of the Lapps'
reverence for the waters stocked with fis.h, so that these
should not have been converted into sewers and poison-
ous and deadly drains, our fishery rescaiFceis would h^v@
been the richer for it to-day.
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The Weed that Catches Fish.

In the Vaiala Reef there is in particular one pool that

attracted me from its first discovery. It is easy to find,

for the bearings are plain. Stand on the beach in front of

the Consulate, in which for j^ears this country has tried

vainly to find some rhyme or reason in the affairs of

Samoa, Set your back against the tall flagstaff and wait

until the one clear spot in the outer fringe of breakers

shows the false passage which has more than once been

mistaken for the entrance to Apia harbor, a mistake which
even a rowboat cannot afford to make. Then wade out

in the warm water of the lagoon along that line and about

two-thirds of the way to the barrier reef the pool will

be found; in fact it is the first really deep water.

My first experience with it w^as accidental. Wading
at first, and then swimming when the coral would permit,

I suddenly found myself floating where the water was 30

feet deep. It was as clear as crystal, blue as the corn-

flower, and my downward gaze saw cA-ery detail on the

white sandy bottom and on the coral walls.

I swam across the pool and took a position where I

could study its detads.

Experience alone can yield any faintest conception of

the marvelous beauties of these pools in South Sea reefs;

mere words of description Avould seem turgid, and no one
would venture to put on canvas the brilliant colors which
alone could do justice to the oceanic garden. The corals

are ^bvered with vivid colors such as the rainbow alone

can match, the tip of every stony spray and twig in this

submarine shrubbery is as gay as the brightest flowers in

'longshore gardens, and the gentle flow of the water gives

them a semolance of motion such as they would possess if

they were really plants instead of stalks of solid lime-

stone that cut and tear whatever is dashed upon them.
In and out among the trunks and branches, the water
seeming almost a sort of atmosphere, fly schools of

painted fish, which in their thousand hues rival the

brightest birds and butterflies of the upper air.

It was the fish tliat most attracted me in this pool. I

had become familiar with the bright colors and odd
shapes of these denizens of the tropical sea, but never
before had I seen fish exactly like these, which seemed
to have a monopol}'^ of this basin, and I seldom saw
them elsewhere in the same waters, and then only singly

and not in schools as they were here. The pool was
about 60 feet in diameter and roughly circular in its

. outline. Of just how many of these fish were in it I

should hesitate to express an opinion, but there were at

least half a dozen distinct schools, and in each school
were many individuals. They were shaped like the
.mackerel, almost uniformly less than a foot in length, in

color a brilliant violet, with a quieter shade doAvn the
backbone and on the fins and tail, Avhich Avere a
dull drab; gill coA'ers, bright scarlet, the «ame color
appearing on the rays of the fins and in a series of
smoothly circular spots along the median line of each
side graded from one as large as a cent just behind the
gills to a mere pin head at the tail.

The name of the fish I never learned. We have no
museums or works of ichthyological reference in Samoa
:to help me out. I described the fish with painstaking
accuracy of detail to Tanoa Avhen I returned to shore, but
his only reply Avas that he did not knOAV it. Then I

made him AA^ade out Avith me to the pool, and gave him an
exhibition of the living animals. He looked Avith much
care at them, then he soused his head into the pool to get
a better view under the surface. When he came dripping
to the surface he gravely pronounced that they AA-^ere

"i'a sa," which meant no more than that they Avere fish

tabooed for the benefit of the chiefs, and that he Avas
not high enough in rank to knoAV anything about them.
I fear that this was a A-ain delusion, for the density of
the ordinary Samoan ignorance on the most common
questions of natural history is seldom illumined by a
single ray of comprehension.

- Not satisfied Avith Tanoa' s general ignorance nor con-
tent with the mere looking at this living picture of one
of tropical nature's OAvn aquaria, I could not rest until
I had caught some of the fish themselves. The first
day was confined to observation. I Avaited until the aiarm
of the school at my sudden and terrifying appearance in
their zenith had subsided, then worked around to a
stem of coral on Avhich I could rest Avithout casting a
shadoAv into the pool. From this incouA^enient perch I
watched them feeding Avith an eye to learning Avhat bait
would most attract them.
In Avaters so crowded Avith animal life of the loAver

orders, it Avas by no means easy to see just Avhat these
gaudy violet and scarlet fish Avere feeding on. Clearly
they Avere not bottom feeders, for each of the schools
was hovering in the middle depth, ncA^er sinking to the
sands, and only rarely making rapid dashes to the sur-
face; it Avas equally clear that they did not feed on the
corals, and in general it seems that the coral pulp is dis-
pleasing to all the South Sea fi.sh, although the crustaceans
find much of their sustenance in the living tissue of
the reef-forming corals. So far as I could observe the
food of these fish, it seemed to be the small jelly fish
and the zoea stage of the crustaceans. It Avas observed
that all the feeding was done from beloAv upAvard; no
amount of food beloAv the school attracted any atten-
tion, but anything above the school Avas followed upward
to the surface or until the animals dodged beloAV their
finny pursuers and there found immediate safety. Later
on I found that there Avas an anatomical reason for this
upAvard feeding. Under each eye Avas a ridge or shelf of
hard bone or cartilage Avhich served as a blinder to cut
off all the vieAv doAvnward—in fact, the fish could not
look OA'er their loAver eyelids, and Avere necessarily blind
to all that was soing on in depths below them. lii addi-
tion to the purely marine food supply any small bright in-
sect that floated on the surface caused a wild rush of all

the fish, and in most cases the insect, unless it Avas one of
the hard-shelled beetles, AA'as snapped up.

This seemed to give me all the necessary information
as to the taking of violet fish Avith scarlet trimmings, even
though they Avere held under a taboo for the high chiefs
for I had my own opinions as to the relative rank of
cofi^ee-colored magnificences and the American Avoman
in fgct, the best wgs not a \yfiit too goo4 for me if onlv

I could catch it. This may not be altogether in harmony
with the general ofiicial instructions that my husband had
receivetl to pay strict attention to native ideas of rank

and the pomp of circumstance so long as they did not

affect our foreign relations, but the diplomacy does not

exist which shall interfere Avith the rights and privileges

of the American Avoman Avho would go fishing. Tanoa
had instructions to collect a bait can full of young jelly

fish and another of the zoea stage of the crustaceans. JVIy

OAvn more scientific task Avas to Avhip up a feAV flies that

should suggest the gorgeous brilliancy of the native but-

terflies. It Avas not difficult to get the materials—a stone

thrown Avith the skilled aim of any Samoan boy would
bring out of the leafy coronet of the nearest cocoanut

palm a native parrot, gay Avith all the shades of red and
blue and green that one could desire. My supply of

crewels furnished all the rest of the chromatic scale, and a

good long dip in cocoanut oil Avould fix the silks so that

the contact of the salt water Avould not change their

colors or soak them into a soggy tangle. Fitrthermore,

Samoan experience argues that the cocoanut oil is a good
lure in itself for the fish of the islands. My lightest

rod and strong silk line completed the equipment. For
the rest I needed no more than my bathing suit, for in

the neighborhood of the reef barrier there Avas no telling

Avhen some larger Avave might leap over the coral Avail and
set me afloat. To my preparations I added a much Avorn

camp stool, for the coral is not a comfortable seat, and I

preferred to take no chances.

I must record that all these preparations Avere in A'ain.

I tried the rainboAv fish with jelly fish and Avith young
crustaceans. The bait was attractive enougli to the rain-

boAV fish. As soon as it reached the Avater, they rushed
for it immediately, but they Avere AA'ise enough to see the

hook, and with a derisive Avhisk of their tails they shoved
the lure aAva}' and returned to something less dangerous.
When I found that this Avas useless, I tried chumming.
The fisii gobbled up the bait as it sank through the
Avater, and the little that did reach the sands Avas Avithout

effect, for chumming can never be of any good Avith fish

that have brackets imder their eyes AA'hich cut off the vieAV

doAVUAvard.

Next I tried my gorgeous flies. It is not a little hard to

cast under the steady blast of the trade Avind, but I

felt that I Avas sifting my confections of crewels and
parrot feather on the surface of the Avater in much the
same style as a fluttering insect Avould SAvamp itself in

the foreign element. The fish seemed to think the same,
for they came rushing to the surface in what seemed
eagerness to snap up the pleasant food. But again the
little glint of Kirby blue shoAved the falseness of the
pretense, and the rainboAvs flashed away. Probably AA'hen

the schools Avere in safer depths some Avise old fish quoted
to them sage finny proA'erbs such as "All's not fly that
flutters," and "Beware the good meal that has a string

tied to it." I do not knoAV that Samoan fish haA-e such
proverbs, but from my experience I suspect it. At any
rate, bait and fly proved absolutely useless.

By this time I Avas not alone. All children are curious,

and the Samoan youngsters are no exception. One can
hardly blame them for v-Avanting to see Avhat Avas going
on. It does excite attention that cannot be avoided if the
marine landscape presents .such a prominent picture as

that of a Avoman in a bathing suit sitting three-quarters of
a mile out in the Pacific Ocean on a camp stool Avith a

green-lined Avhite sun umbrella over her head. Without
being a saA^age, almost anybody Avould Avonder Avhat such
a spectacle might mean. Accordingly I found half a
hundred of the little children of Vaiala wading out to

me, content to sit quietly on the coral blocks and Avatch
Avhat might happen. In a general Avay I had come to

recognize long since that my movements provided these
small and laughing savages Avith their closest approxima-
tion to the juvenile delights of the circus.

Having all these spectators, I put them to use. I

recognized that rod and line Avould serve me not at all in

this tide pool so provokingly crowded Avith these gay
fish that scorned the hook, no matter hoAv cunningly con-
cealed. But I had some hope that a net Avould prove
effective. Therefore, I dispatched some of the children
to shore to borrow nets for me. They brought back a
magnificent assortment, for I had not followed all the
niceties of the language in describing just AA^hat sort of
net I needed. There is a single word for all this sort
of fishing gear, and that Avas the word I used, not remem-
bering that each variety of net has its own name, and
that no Samoan ever knoAvs enough to use the slightest
particle of common sense in aid of one Avho is not adept
in the niceties of their language.

I had asked for fishing gear, and it Avas fishing gear they
brought me—gear of eA^ery sort that they kncAV. Here
came a youngster packing out a length of rope covered
with tassels_ of cocoanut leaves, a thing that could be
of no imaginable use in my deep pool. Next was a
quartet struggling Avith a Avooden hand barroAV heaped
high Avith a hundred-fathom seine, of Avhich the meshes
Avere so large that it would hold nothing smaller than a
codfish. Others carried small dip nets, Avhich could be
used only in the shalloAvest pools. I had asked for nets
and it Avas nets that they had brought me, according
to the best of their lights. Some had even brought out a
stock of fish traps of basket Avork, but they Avere of no
more service than the nets. Yet from the mass of ma-
terial placed at my service, and for Avhich I knew I .should
have to rcAvard each youthful bearer, J did manage to put
together a purse net that would fit Avithin the pool. With
the assistance of the children I succeeded in setting this
in the pool, but, of course, all the fish had been frightened
into the safe seclusion of the coral forest. After the
net Avas set I Avaited for the fish to come back. It Avas
altogether useless. The fish SAvam up to the outside of
the net and looked at the meshes, then they SAvam back
under the coral and told the others that there was
something wrong. At every twig of coral I could see a
fish gazing curiously at the pool and its treacherous
contents, but not one Avould venture out where I might
gather it in.

The stir on the reef and the errand of the children on
the shore had interested Talolo. He did not knoAV what
I was doing, but that I was doing something Avas enough
to bring him to me. I explained that I had been trying
to catch these rainbow fish Avith bait and with the fly. His
first comment Avas that fish of this sort were forbidden
to all but chiefs. That Avas a thing I knew already, for
Tanoa had told me, and anyway, I «xplained that it made

no difference to me in the least, for I Avas entitled to the
best there Avas going. Then he explained that they
Avould not take the hook under any circumstances. I

thought I kncAV this already by dint of experience. Next
1 shoAved him my purse net, only to be told that it was
impossible to net these fish, a truth of Avhich I was
rapidly becoming convinced.
"What shall 1 do, Talolo?" I asked, "If you and the

rest of the chiefs eat these fish there must be some way
of taking them, and you must show me hoAV,"
There Avere few things that Talolo liked better than

bossing a job, and particularly Avhen by so doing he could
give me a ncAV demonstration of his theory that I had no
business to tackle the natural history of Samoa Avithout
his guidance. To the crew of small children he delivered
a set of positiA^e orders, Avhich set them at work collecting
the nets, including the purse that I had set in the 'pool.

With surprisingly little delay they lugged their gear back
to shore, and to one of the more trustAvortliy youngsters
my rod and appurtenances Avere intrusted, AAdth direc-
tions that he wake Tanoa up from his afternoon nap and
tell him to dry it carefully, because, Avhile it was no
.good in Samoa, I might Avant to use it some time in my
own home.
Then Talolo found a seat in the water alongside of my

camp stool and proceeded to tell me stories. He told
me hoAv much he loved me, but by this time that was a
Avell-Avorn fiction and was understood to be no more than
a preliminary step to the request for the satisfaction of
his manifold wants. From this he branched off to the
solemnity of the taboo that existed over these fish, and
the dreadful happenings that Avere bound to make them-
seh-es felt in the insides of any man or woman who
should venture to eat them Avithout being to the manner
born. Even the one method Avhich Avould catch them was
forbidden to those of Ioav estate under most unpleasant
penalties. After all, he was of the opinion that my
rank -and station v»as sufficiently high to admit me to

share in these fish, and my goodness of heart tOAvard him
Avas so great that he Avas sure that I would bestow on
him some slight gift in recognition of his services in my
aiisistance.

By the time this harangue Avas finished and Talolo had
received assurances that he would not go unrcAvarded. the

children came Avading back, and each one bore a back
load of green vines with large round leaves. The plant

Avas in a general Avay familiar to me. That is to say. I

bad often noticed it groAving on the beaches just above
high-Avater mark. But I never had seen it in floAver, nor
did I knoAv of any reason Avhy it should be held above
any beach Aveed. It was not at all ornamental, and I

Avas unaAvare of the fact that it Avas useful.

The children built up a platform of coral blocks on the
reef and carried it above the level of the water. On this

platform the back loads of vines Avere deposited and each
carrier set at Avork making them up into tight bundles a
yard or so in length and about a foot thick, tied around
carefully every feAV inches. When the bundles were aU
made up, one of the children gave Talolo a stout stick,

with AA'hich he beat each bundle several smart blows.

Then tying to one of the bundles a fcAV sinkers of coral

rock, he cast it into the pool as near the center as pos-

sible. The same was done Avith the others, and a con-

siderable area of the sandy bottom Avas cOA^ered Avith

these green fagots.

Of course the very first bundle frightened all the fish

aAvay to iheir hiding places in the coral thickets, but as

soon as the last bundle had made its splash the schools

of fish returned to their feeding ground. We sat on the

brink of the pool to aAvait developments. For fully five

minutes nothing happened. The vines Avere anchored at

the bottom, the fish sAvam above, and I Avas ready to vote

Talolo's efforts as great a failure as my. own. But then

a chan.ge began to make itself manifest in the deepest

school. Instead of sAvimming lazily the fish began to

dart hither and thither on irregular courses and then
to swim hurriedly to the surface, where they clustered

nearly straight up and doAvn, with their mouths out of

Avater and gulping air. The surface current and the

breeze drifted these fish to the edge of the basin, where
the children picked them up and put them in my creel.

In a fcAV moments another school floating a trifle higher

Avas similarly affected, and came stupefied to the sur-

face, and Avas caught.
It Avas clearly one of the vegetable fish poisons of

which I had heard as being extensively in use in the

South Sea islands. The clubbing which the bundles of

Aveeds received set free the actiA^e sap, and it gradually
mixed Avith the water at the bottom and thence extended
upAvard in the still basin. This could Avell be the case,

for at the bottom the coral walls were practically

solid, and whatever current of the moving tide there
might be was confined to the upx)er levels. The stupefy-

ing influence of the Aveed seemed to extend actively up-
Avard for 10 feet—at least above that depth the fish Avere

not sufficiently affected to bring them to the surface. I

noticed also that in the case of fi.sh Avhich Avere brought
to the surface the effect of the poison seemed to wear off

in about fiA^e minutes, and after their recoA-ery they
seemed to suffer no ill effects, but SAvam about placidly in

search of food.

Talolo convinced me by actual test upon himself that
the weed is harmless to the hitman system. I nibbled
one of the stems and found nothing but a slightly sweet
sap, which reminded me more of the juice of a water-
melon than anything else. But on taking some salt

Avater into my mouth Avith the sap I foitnd the taste,

changed to a shai'p and pungent acid. It is probably
that sea change that acts upon the fish.

By the time my creel Avas filled to overfloAving,; and
the last fcAv fish had been strung on a stem of the AveeH
that caught them, the seat of my camp stool Avas aAvash.
I gave the Avord for the return to shore, for. I never
could feel at ease with my broAvn kindergarten in deep
water, even though I knew full well that every smallest
baby of the lot could s<. m before it had learned to Avalk
on dry ground. It ahvays brought me into sympathy -

with the clucking Dorking that has hatched out a clutch
'

of ducklings. Accordingly, I gave the word for the
long Avade back to the glistening beach. But Talolo
would not have it so at all. Even if I Avere forgetful, he .

kncA^' that there were several things yet to do. With a
national facility at speech-making, he harangued the
small tribe, and laid down the law to them with all the
authority that a chiefs sop cou](3 exercise. Immediately
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c\'ery one of the children took a prompt header into the
pool and swam to the bottom, from which they collected
all the poison vines, and did not rest imtil the}^ had
"dragged them into a tide channel, where they might
lioat away. I should hardly have thought of tjiat last

detail, but it argues in Talolo a recognition of the prin-
ciples of game preservation. When that had been ac-
complished Talolo told ofT the detachments of youngsters
who were to carry ashore my various belongings, re-

serving for himself the fish, and then I noticed that the
taboo on the fish had proved so strong that not one of
meaner rank had so much as touched them.
On the beach he and I conducted the important opera-

tion of counting the catch. As he laid them out in

order on broad banana leaves, I reckoned twenty-eight,
but Talolo positively announced seven. When I first

encountered that proposition I had found it hard to
understand, but in time I became reconciled to the
mysteries of Samoan counting, even though I never
really acquired the art in all its niceties. The "tasi, lua,
tolu, fa" became as familiar to me as my "one, two,
three," but I was always forgetting when two were one
and when one was one, and when three were one. Co-
coanuts are an example; two drinking nuts count one;
palusami, if I remember correctly, it takes three to be
counted as one. Evidently with "these tabooed fish the
unit was four. After the count Talolo claimed two, mean-
ing eight according to my count, for his father Le Patu,
inasmuch as he was chief of the village, and therefore
entitled to his rake-off in accordance with the princi-
ples which are found universally applicable to rank and
station.

As to m.y own "five" of the gayly painted fish (really
twenty according to my arithmetic), I lost no time in
putting them to the pan test. Like all the smaller fish
of the coral waters, they were good eating, yet not so
conspicuously good as to account for the chiefly taboo
that has been placed upon them. Biit I had an amusing
experience with Tanoa when it came to cooking the
dinner. He had a shadow of title to rank as a talking
man in some distant village, and indeed he had no
greater delight than to bawl ceremonial speeches on
my behalf, but a talking man is far removed from a
chief, and he explained that he was not high enough
to touch these fish. After a long argument, I did suc-
ceed in convincing him that he could do for me what he
could by no means do on his own account. So he dressed
the fish and put them on the pan, but I could see that
he was b}' no means at his customary ease. We had some
for dinner and some for breakfast, and still there were
several left over, since not one of my domestics would
dare touch the fish for their own food. After break-
fast I heard Tanoa shouting a speech on the village
green outside of our compound, and the burden of his
address was that out of the goodness of my heart I was
presenting to the chiefs of Vaiala "three" of the tabooed
fish, which of course meant a dozen. This was as good
as any way of disposing of them, for there was no way
of keeping them for the next dinner. The talking man
of Vaiala made a long speech in acknowledgment, and
then the highest chief there present stalked out from
the great house of the village, picked up the leaf on which
the fish lay, raised them formally to his head and car-
ried them from view. As it was not long before the
smoke began to curl up from the village pit ovens, I

have reason to believe that my fish fed the chiefs.
Llewell.\ Pierce Churchill.

Three Feathered Fishermen.
One summer afternoon not so very long ago I was

lying in the" shade of some alder bushes on the bank of a
little Connecticut stream pulling at a friendly old pipe
and watching the pale blue smoke curls roll gently out
over the water. I had been fishing, or pretending to fish,

for nothing in particular, and had been as successful as
such indifference deserved. In other words, I had not had
a nibble, and I thought I would just finish my pipe and
then saunter up the river to a spot where the" fish were
more enthusiastic and would usually bite at anything, pro-
viding there was a hook attached to it.

I arose and stretched myself and was about to pick up
my rod and make a start, when, from a dark opening in
tlie woodland which lined the further shore, a large slate-
blue bird came flapping slowly across the water toward a
strip of grassy bank some 50 yards above me. With his
graceful neck curved back between his shoulders, and
with his long, black legs trailing rudder-like in his wake,
there was no mistaking the majestic form of that prince
of fishermen—the great blue heron. He alighted, and
with a few long, deliberate strides took up his position
near a small clump of reeds, where he stood as motion-
less and inconspicuous as a weather-beaten stump. I sank
down again in the shadow. There were now several
reasons why I would not walk up the stream. In the first

place, I could not violate the etiquette of the sport bv
disturbing a fellow member of the Walton brotherhood,
particularly as his supper depended on his success. But
apart from all courtesy, I had a great curiosity to see
this master craftsman display his skill; I felt that interest
and respect which nearly all amateurs feel for the work of
a professional.

As he stood there with his head drawn close to his
body, his attitude appeared to be meditative rather than
alert, but I knew that his eyes were taking note of eveiy
ripple on the water, and every movement beneath its

surface. For some time he remained absolutely motion-
less, but presently I thought I noticed the head moving
stealthily forward. Then, as though propelled by a steel
spring, the spear-like bill was hurled into the water, and a
moment later my friend was beating to death the first fish
nf his "string." He swallowed head first, and with
his bill and crest still wet and shming he resumed his
attitude of meditation. There was no unseemlv hnrvy or
excitement as we sometimes see displayed by other birds

;

just quiet confidence, silent dignity. I instinctively felt

that I was in the presence of a gentleman : unobtrusive
himself, and for reasons of his own desiring to be left

alone. Again there was ajightning thrust, and an unfor-
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tunate green frog was soon following the fish. Before the

surface of the water had become quiet again, the heron
was standing impassive as before. Now he slowly raised
one leg, and tucking it under his wing, stood perfectly
steady upon the other one.

It was some time before he struck again, and in the
meantime he might have been a snag sticking out of the
bank for any evidence of life wduch he gave. At last, how-
ever, the seeming snag leaned slightly toward the river.

There was a movement Avhich the eye could not follow, a
swirl in the shallow water, and the heron jerked his
dripping head into the air. He had missed his aim.
There was nothing but the fact to show that he had not
been successful; not the slightest visible irritation or im-
patience as he quietly resumed his former attitude.

I watched him fishing thus until the long shadows of

BLACK-CROWNED NIGHT HERON.
Photo by E. H. Baynes.

the trees across the riyer crept over the water, and until

at last he mounted slowly into the air and disappeared
oA'er the wood from which he came.
Thus did I first become personally acquainted with this

noble bird, and I felt myself a privileged character, as one
who is taken into the confidence of some old and illus-

trious family, and day-dreaming, my thoughts went back-

to the time when the ancients regarded the heron as an
augur and consulted him concerning the coming of storms
and tempests. Then, in imagination, I followed the bird
to the middle ages. I was out upon a great plain, bordered
by a wood on one side and by a river on the other. The
wood was the home of a thousand pairs of herons, and in

the early mornings the sun shone upon the plumage and
spear-like bills of an army of birds as they Avinged their

waj' at vast heights toward the river.

It was afternoon now, and the herons were beginning

LITTLE GREEN HERON.
Photo by E. H. Baynes.

to return from their feeding grounds, singly and in twos
and threes. Presentlj- a gay party appeared upon the
plain

;
knights and ladies in quaint costumes, mounted on

spirited and richly caparisoned horses, and all laughing
with good-nature and the anticipation of amusement. It

was a royal hawking party, equipped for heron-hawking.
They were accompanied by four Dutch falconers and a
man on foot carried six couples of trained peregrine fal-

cons on an oblong frame of wood padded with leather.

This man walked in the middle of the frame, which hung
by two leather straps from his shoulders. All the hawks
had leather hoods oyer their eyes, and sweet-toned
tinkling bells were hung upon their leg rings. One of the
knights called the chief falconer and made some inquiry
about the wind. The man pointed to a few fleecy clouds
which were drifting against the blue skv' in the direction
of the heronry. This appeared to be satisfactory to the
knight, who nodded his head, and immediately the fal-

coners began to take the falcons from the frame. When
each had a -bird upon his wrist, they mounted their horses
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and sat watching the sky m the direction of the river.

Presently a heron flAdng at a great height appeared, com-
ing homeward on the wind. Two of the falconers rode
out again upon the plain and stationed themselves directly
in his path. When he was almost above them, they slipped
the hoods from the heads of the falcons, which, looking
upward, were but a moment in catching sight of the heron.
The straps which held the birds to the wrist were quickly
loosened, and encouraged by the cries of the falconers, the
hawks dashed away skyward. They rose in a spiral, and
the heron, seeing the approaching danger, also began to
soar. The falcons, however, being much swifter of wing,
soon gained upon their prey, which, the better to evade
the expected attack, disgorged his cargo of three or
four fish in mid-air. One of the hawks, now rising well
above the heron, half-folded her wings and descended
like feathered lightning upon her prey. The latter, how-
ever, alive to every movement of his pursurer, shifted
from under at the critical moment, and the falcon, missing
her aim, shot far below hirn. The second falcon now
coming up, "stooped" in her turn, to be evaded as skill-

fully as the first one had been. Six times did the noble
bird escape the merciless talons of the hawks, and each
lime did the latter return to the attack. At the next
"stoop," however, the heron, doubtless wearied by his
many efforts to escape, was unable to evade the furious
onslaught of the falcon, who struck him full upon the
neck. The other falcon now made her ".stoop." and
"binding to," all three birds on outspread wings came
floating down together. As soon as they reached the
ground, the heron began to thrash about with his bill, and
a falconer running up grasped him by the neck to prevent
him from injuring a falcon. As a reward for their
work, the hawks were given a live pigeon, which they
tore in pieces and devoured in the presence of the
falconer.

In the meantime a couple of fresh hawks were let loose
at another heron, which also succeeded in dodging its

enemies for some time. At last, becoming tired and
seeing a falcon swooping down upon him, he threw back
his head as though to ward oft' the blow, and received his
adversary upon the point of his long, sharp bill. The
force with which llie hawk struck was sufficient to drive
the bill through her body, and hawk and heron came
tumbling to the ground together. The hawk was dead,
but the heron was taken alive, and later in the day sent
up for a single falcon, who struck it down at the first

^•stoop."

As they came to the ground, the scene changed, jyid I
imagined myself wandering with Alexander Wilson in
one of the great cedar swamps of southern New Jersey.
Now we were Avading knee deep in Avater hidden by green
scum, and stained to the color of coffee by the decaying
vegetation of ages, Noav we Avere forcing our way
through tangles of close-growing laurel, or scrambling
over rotting, moss-covered tree trunks. Overhead the
tree tops Avere locked together, shutting out the sun
and causing a perpetual gloom. At times the stillness
Avas broken by the hammering of a Avoodpecker. or the
guttural croaking of a frog; and occasionally from the
depths of the lonely forest came the hoarse scream of a
heron. We pressed on through treacherous bogs and
almost impassable undergroAvth to a dismal spot where a
score of giant cedars stood with their gnarled roots
^^quirming like water snakes in the slimy ooze. In the
top of each of the.se trees AvaA^ed a great mass of sticks,
and above them majestic birds flapped back and forth,
honking loudly like Avild geese. We Avere in a heronry of
great blue herons. We climbed up to some of the nests
and found them rather shallow and lined with smaller
sticks. Some of them contained four large light blue
eggs, and others pearl-gray young. The latter were fat
and heavy, and Avere doubtless well-supplied with fish
and frogs by their untiring parents.
As I Avafched them I thought I heard Wilson calling

me, and as I started up to go to him I found myself stiU
lying on the bank of the little Connecticut stream. It
Avas already (Jusk. and my clothing Avas damp Avith the
falling dew.

I took up my rod and creel and started homeward along
the river. Frogs were tuning their bagpipes near the
liank, and bats could be seen flitting and Avheeling against
the Avestern sky. A voice from the air almost above me
called "Quok," and I looked up to see the dim form of a
large bird hurrying along tOAvard Long Island Sound. An
instant and the gloom had SAvalloAved him, but from the
rising mist there came to me that lonely cry, each time
more faintly than before, Avhich ahvays has for me a
subtler charm than the brilliant music of the brown
thrasher or the little flute-like whi.stle of the Baltimore
oriole. It- was the' A'oice of the black-crowned night
heron, whose black, white and gray plumage makes it the
most conspicuous member of its family to be seen in New
England. Night herons are much more numerous than
their big, blue cousins, and some single heronries con-
tain the nests of more than a thousand pairs of birds.
Nevertheless, OAving to their nocturnal habits they are
not so frequently .seen, except in the breeding season Avhen
the voracity of the young often causes them to visit their
muddy feeding grounds both by day and night. Their
food consists chiefly of small fish, Avhich they capture
along the shores of both fresh and salt water. The young
birds in their first plumage are totally unlike their
parents. They are grayish broAvn in color, and for a
long time they were suppo,sed to be the female birds. As a
matter of fact, hoAvever, the latter so closely resemble the
males that it is almost impossible to distinguish them
Avithout resorting to dissection.

If we leaA'e out of account their more distant relations,
the bitterns, but one other member of the family besides
the two herons mentioned nests in Ncav England. This
is the diminutive green heron or poke. We see the
little felloAv most frequently along the shores of ponds
and creeks or the banks of wooded streams, where he
wades for his food of small fish and frogs. Sometinies
he may be found standing perfectly rigid, waiting for fish
to come within striking distance, or watching for the re-
appearance of a frog Avhich is hiding in the mud. In the
latter case the moment the luckless batrachian pokes his
nose out of his hiding place, he is seized in the heron's
bill, beaten to death on the bank and swalloAved at the
convenience of his captor.

Unlike most other members of their family, Jittlcgreen
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herons do not usually nest in colonies, single pairs often

reigning over a considerable area of woodland. That they

do sometimes nest in colonies, however, 1 know, for only

last spring 1 saw two heronries, one of which contained

twenty-three nests. It was on a wooded island some

three or four hundred yards long by perhaps a hundred

yards wide, covered with saplings averaging about twenty

feet in height, and with an undergrowth of wild azaleas

and other bushes. The nests were all built in the saplings

from twelve to fifteen feet from the ground. Most of the

neste consisted of a mere handful of black sticks, so loosely

put together that in many cases the eggs could be seen

^irough the bottoms of them. I examined several nests,

none of which contained more than five eggs, though these

herons do sometinies lay six. They were of a uniform

pale blue color,, and had a beautiful dull surface. Even

-those in the same nest in many cases differed greatly in

size and shape, thsugh "elliptical" wojild describe the

outline of most of them. The birds themselves were very

much agitated and flew rapidly back and forth above tjieir

nests, squawking loudly. Occasionally one of them would

alight on a tree and walk along a branch to some point

commanding a view of the nest. Here he would crane

his long neck and walph me suspiciously, all his move-

ments being accompanied by a nervous twitching of the

tail.

The young birds bear a strong resemblance to their

parents, from which they can be distinguished, however,

hy the blackish streaks on the neck and underparts and

the wide bufTy margins of the wing coverts.

All the herons are fishers, and they are not only

among the most skillful, but also among the most quiet

and orderly members of their craft. ^Moreover, they take

onlv what they need for food. They are true sportsmen,

reb'ang entirely upon their own skill, and have never been

known to use nets, dynamite or poison. Therefore, they

should be treated as sportsmen by their less skillful human
brethren, and should not be subjected to the uncourteous

and sometimes cowardly and inhuman treatment which

they MOW receive. Their ancestors have fished in these

streams for thousands of years, and in spite of most
grievous provocation, not a member of their family has

been guilty of a breach of the peace. Lower your guw
then, take" up your heron snares and makes these timid,

harmless birds your welcome guests. No
_
more

picturesque bird than the heron exists, and the sight of

him standing motionless on the bank of a stream or

pond is worth many fish. In him, moreover, you have an
opportunity to entertain a distinguished guest—a friend of

Alexander' Wilson and a companion of Izaak Walton.
Ernest Harold Bavnes.

Stamford, Conn.
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Game North of the Line.

Kipp, Mont., Aug. 20.—Years ago, not so many years

either, but a long, long time when measured by the

changes which have since taken place, there was a broad,

deep wagon trail scarring the prairie from the head of

navigation on the Miss^ouri River in Montana to the

rivers of northwestern Canada. In the days I speak

of, the International Boundary Line had not been sur-

veyed, and no one knew where Uncle Sam's territory

ended and the Queen's began.
The prairie was covered with buifalo and antelope in

those days ; the breaks of the rivers and the cottonwood
groves swarmed 'with elk and deer. On every high

ridge, along every range of river bluffs, bands of the

wary big-horn cropped the short, rich grasses, com-
paratively safe from the pursuit of man. And along the

streams, by the borders of prairie lakes and springs, were
•to be seen the smaky lodges of the prairie people—the

Blackfeet, the Bloods, the Piegans, Gros Ventres and
Sarcees—lords of an almost illimitable dorinain, oppressors
of surrounding tribes, enemies of the white men who
ventured to penetrate their country and exploit its wealth
of robes and furs.

Regardless of the dangers which daily and nightly

beset them, a band of bold-hearted traders annually

started from the Missouri River, and with wagon and
pack train penetrated the -v^ilds of this Northwestern
country. Indian arrows and bullets could not stop them

;

they traveled northward to the St. Mary's, the Belly and
Old Man's rivers, and further to the Little and Big Bow,
the Red Deer and the Saskatchewan, and with axe in one
hand and rifle in the other, built impregnable forts, where
they stored their goods—dry and wet, but principally

wetland fleeced the Indian of his hard-earned robes.

And why not? Sentiment and ethics were all very well

% their place, but they had no place in the grim realities
' of those days. The Indian wanted alcohol, yet would
murder those who furnished it when he had a chance.

The trader risked his life to supply it; consequently, if

" Ke could make the Indian pay a $7 robe for a drink of

diluted spirits, was he getting more than he earned?
In . those days might made right, and, after all, that is

nature's inexorable law. In spite of our boasted civiliza-

tion, does not that law rule the world to-day? Read the

daily papers and—think.
' •Nothing now remains of the traders' trail but dim

I'and grass-growH furrows. The buffalo were extermi-
' iiaited. Railways penetrated the country, and the long

strings of "bull trains" freighted with robes, with the

•pelts of elk and deer, wolf and beaver, became a thing of

the past. And the traders, one by one, in time were
"biiried under the sod or drifted to other climes. Only
thfcc or four remain who can tell of those wild and ex-

citing days,

'.Recently the writer had occasion to revisit the Northern
coimtry, but instead of going by bull train or on horse-

back or in a dead-ax wagon drawn by a pair of wall-eyed

cayuses, we boarded the sleeper of a Great Falls and
Canada train at Great Falls and steamsd rapidly out of

the station, following practically the route of the old

wagon trail clear to Lethbridge, Alberta, the present

terminus of the road. Leaving the Missouri, we fol-

lowed up the Valley of Sun River, past the painted houses

of ranchmen, past vast fields of timothy and alfalfa and
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waving grain, where formerly we had- seen the painted

lodges of the Blackfeet in a setting of red; drying-

buffalo meat and white-fleshed robes. Kok-sis-stuks-kwi

(River-of-the-Pile-of-Rocks) is the Blackfoot name of

this stream. The word sounds something like that for

sun ;
likely .some early adventurer made the mistake, and

as Sun River it has ever been known to the white men.

The north fork of this stream, instead of starting from

the summit of the Rockies and flowing directly east-

Avard, as most streams on this slope do, follows a wide

timbered and prairie valley for over a hundred miles

straight south from its source before it breaks through a

deep caiion out into the plains. Probably this valley and

its bordering mountains afford the best big-game shoot-

ing now to be found in Montana. The few parties who
have tried it report plenty of elk, deer, big-horn, goats

and bear.

Leaving the Sun River, the railway climbs out and

over a wide stretch of high, dry prairie land, and then

down into and across the Valley of the Teton. Arid

then we climb out again ^nto the high table land, and in

an hour or so come to Maria's River, so named by Lewis

and Clark after one of their sweethearts. Kai'is-i-sakta

(Bear River) the Blackfeet named it in the long ago, and

even in the writer's time it deserved the name, for

grizzlies were uncommonly plentiful along its breaks

and timbered bottoms. Here, where the railway crosses

the stream, was once a trading post, a quadrangular con-

struction of log buildings and palisades. Fort Conrad

we named it, and for many a year it was the center of a

large fur trade. Not a trace of the fort remains; the

ever-changing river has been eating away the bank upon
which it stood, and at last taken it all down in its

yellow flood. It was here in the spring of 1882 that the

last Indian skirmish in northern Montana took place. We
had a large band of horses, which were corraled every

night, and turned out to graze during the day time in

charge of a herder.. In the afternoon of this day, the

herder left them to graze on the hills until dusk, while he

came in as usyal to get his supper, but when. he went

out again, not one of them was to be found; where he

had left them, a long, befeathered "coup stick" was
planted in the ground. He hurried back to the fort, gave

the alarm, and there was a grand rush by every one for

rifles and cartridge belts, saddles and bridles. Fortu-

nately, some thirty lodges of Piegans were encamped
across the river, and they not only gladly loaned what

saddle horses were neededj but insisted on joining in

pursuit of the thieves. It mattered not to them who they

might be, for they were at war with all surrounding

tribes. It was quite dark when the pursuit began, so

dark that the trail of the marauders could not be seen, so

one party rede away to the south, one to the north and a

third, under the leadership of Jack Miller, eastward over

the hills bordering the river.

The raiders were a band of about 100 Crees, and as

we found out later, they had lain in the brush several

miles below the fort for some days watching for an

opportunity to get away with our herd, or that of the

Piegans. Through some misunderstanding or unforseen

circumstance, when they took our band, five of the Crees

failed to be on hand in time, and three or four miles

below the fort Miller's little party ran right into them.

Likely the Crees thought they were their friends bringing

them" some horses to ride, but when they saw their mis-

take they fired a volley at the approaching horsemen and

ran down into a deep hollow between the hills. It was so

dark then that they could only be seen by the flashes of

their guns, but on the other hand, their pursuers, standing

or riding about on the rim of the basin and outlined

against the starlit sky, afforded a very fair mark. Bul-

lets flew thick and fast from the Winchesters on both

sides. Miller's horse -was shot from under him and

tumbled over and over, throwing its rider a heavy fall, but

luckily doing him no harm. Tail Feathers got a glancing

shot, which neatly cut his scalp open from his brow to th^

back of his head, exactly on the line where he parted

his hair. He fell to the ground as if the bullet

had penetrated his brain, and was unconscious for some
little time. Little Dog was the next victim, getting a

shot in the thigh, and then Bear Paw had two fingers

shot away. But despite wounds, the little party kept

shooting away into the dark hollow, and gradually the

fire of the Crees dropped away, until one gun answered

them, and finally that ceased too. Then, with perhaps

more valor than discretion, Miller, Tail Feathers and
Bear Paw charged down the steep incline. Three of the

Crees were dead, one dying and the other had fired

away his own and his comrades' last cartridges. But he

was game to the last; he rushed at them with his gun
clubbed, but he fell, pierced by several bullets, at their

horses' feet. It was a proud moment for the Piegans.

They scalped the enemy, took their arms, and cut off

several feet and hands' for -their women to kick and
knock about the camp.

We never recovered our horses. Likely they were
sold and traded, or kept concealed in the country far

north of the Saskatchewan until we gave up trying

to trace them.
The Marias was always a great country for sharp-

tail grouse and sage hens, and a ranchman who boarded
the train at this point said that they seemed to be as

plentiful as ever, few of the settlers having the time or

caring about shooting them. We also learned that a

number of white-tail deer are to be found in the river

bottoms, and are rapidly increasing, the ranchmen having
all agreed not to molest them, even in the open season.

They are said to be very tame, allowing teams and horse-

men to pass within a couple of hundred yards of them
without paying any heed whatever. South of Marias
and particularly between Fort Conrad and the Knees, a

couple of buttes thirty miles distant, antelope are said to

be fairly plentiful.

A run of ten miles northward from the Marias brings

us to Shelby Junction, where we cross the tracks of the

Great Northern Railway. Leaving the Junction, the train

runs up the left side of what we used to call the Alkali

Flat. This was, in the rainy season, the hete noir of the

old-time traders and freighters; even a hght shower
would make such a sticky paste of the soil that it was
impossible to cross it mth loaded' wagons. For a dis-
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tance of eleven-.tniles in this flat the railway runs by the

side of a narrow,' shallow, grassy lake. It is a great

breeding place for all kinds of aquatic and shore birds,

and we saw thousands of them floating on the watar
and walking about on the bars. It was May 18 when
we passed there, and we were surprised to see a flock

of some twenti' or more snow geese rise from the shore

in front of the engine and circle out into the lake. Con-
ductor Waghorn told us that last year a flock of about
the same size remained on the lake all summer, which
was still more surprising, for we had alwaj^s believed. that

these fowl never stopped south of the Great Slave Lake
country. Is it possible that, as Mr. Waghorn thinks, they
breed in these northern Montana lakes?

And now, after a little, we approach the Rocky Spring
Ridge. I would that I had time and space to tell of the

part this long range of frowning bluffs has played in the

history of northern Montana ; of the battles between the

difi:erent Indian tribes, and between the Indians and
white men, which have been fought along its slopes and
rocky walls. • But that is not the purpose of this article.

What I started to do, and have been so long getting at,

was to tell the readers of Forest and Stream something
about these Northwestern plains and the shooting to be
found here. Probably there is no other place in all

America which affords such splendid antelope, sharp-tail

grouse and water fowl shooting combined as the country
lying between the International Boundary Line and the

South Saskatchewan, in the vicinity of the Great Falls &
Canada Railway. Going over and returning, we saw
each time numerous small bands of antelope from the

windows of our car, especially in the vicinity of Milk
River, which is crossed thirteen miles north of the line.

Those who dread the fatigue and vexations of a pack
trip in the mountains, and who yet wish to get out for a

breathing spell in the high, dry altitudes of the North-
west, cannot do better than to give this country a trial.

Starting from Coutts, at the Boundary Line, or from
Milk River Station, further north, one cannot help

having a successful trip, no matter which way he goes.

Personally, I would prefer to go down the river, camping
along its brush and timbered bottoms. A four-horse

team and Avagon for carrying the tents and supplies, and a

gentle saddle horse for each sportsman, would be all the

outfit required for such a trip. Except for one or two
ranches, and a station of the Northwest Mounted Police

in the vicinity of Writing Stone, twenty miles east of the

railway, the country is yet uninhabited. For some years

the Canadian Government has not allowed its Indians to

go -forth and butcher antelope, and as a consequence the

shy and beautiful' animals are rapidly increasing. How-
ever, they never have been scarce in this vicinity; the

almost illimitable and deserted plains stretching away to

the east and north afford a vast breeding ground for

them, where they are seldom disturbed by man.
At the place called Writing Stone, the river rushes

through a rock-walled cafion, on the sides of which in

by-gone days the Indians were wont to picture their deeds
of war, their encounters with fierce animals, and their

dreams. These pictographs show up as plainly now as

they did the day they were so laboriously cut into the

rock by patient hands. With rude flints, and perhaps
later with steel, the simple red men have here left a record

of their life well worth traveling a long distance to see.

Below Writing Stone the bottoms are heavily timbered
with cottonwood, affording shelter for white-tail deer,

which are fairly numerous. In the breaks and cowloirs of

the river ridges, and especially northeast of the Sweet
Grass Hills, mule deer can be found in sufficient numbers
to insure good sport. Still further eastward, where the

wild plum and cherry grow in profusion, the patient

hunter may be rewarded by a shot at a grizzly. Several

have recently been seen by the Mounted Police.

As yet this country has never been shot over by sports-

men, excepting Lord Swansea, of England, who several

years ago bagged six antelope, several wolves and coyotes

and any number of chickens in less than a week. -He is

a large shareholder of the railway, and slept every night

in his private car on some side track along the line.

Sargeant Farver, of the Mounted Police, told me that,

with a good dog, he could raise from fifty to one hundred
coveys of chickens (sharp-tails) a day along Milk River.

This stream along most of its course is very sluggish, with

innumerable slews and pond holes, where ducks and geese

breed, and which afford a resting place for the great

flight of fowl to and from the North. There are also

hundreds of shallow, grassy lakes, some many miles in

extent, lying north and south of the river, where the

best of shooting can be had from Sept. i until winter.

Canvasbacks and red-heads are almost as plentiful as

the other ducks after Oct. I.

Let not the pot or market hunter who may chance to

read these lines think that he can come out here and ply

his nefarious trade. The game laws of Canada are

strict; the Mounted Police, here, there and everywhere,

are ever on the lookout, for just such men, and their

shrift would be short. What has been written here is

solely for the benefit of Forest and Stream sportsmen

readers whose creed is moderation, and who believe in

fair play. Such will receive a hearty welcome from the

guardians of the Boundary Line, true sportsmen them-

selves, and they will do all in their power to insure the

visitor a pleasant time. J. W. Schultz.

North Dakota Prairie Chickens.

Fargo, N. D,—On the opening day of the chicken

season, the 20th ult., at Tower City, N. D., our party

bagged forty, and on the 21st thirty-eight. The weather

was suffocatingly hot. The hemp fields were uncut and
many birds, especially second broods, were still under
cover in the flax. The shooting will be better later on.

The sportsmen here consider that the season opens too

soon. Sept. i would be early enough, and I think that

Sept. 15 would be ^tilj better.

A. W. Du Bray.

New Jersey Shore Birds.

B.wviLLE, N. J., Aug. 25.—There are very few bay

birds flying, and the fish seem to have moved, as tV-ev are

not biting very fast. _ Herb.
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Tame Deer but Not Tame Work.
Perhaps the following details of a little rifle shooting I

did a few days ago, under conditions which at the first

glance seemed quite incompatible with the necessity for
skill with the rifle, may be of use to those of your readers
who may be placed under similar circumstances and want
to get a little sport out of unpromising materials.
The house where I am at present residing in England

has a large park surrounding it of some 400 acres; the
wall is partly of brick and partly oak palings ; the ground
is undulating with clumps of trees of great 'age, and
several ponds. I have a herd of some 100 spotted fallow
deer (Cervus dama), some seventy black fallow deer
{Cervus dama norwegi—thtsa. are very rare), and a dozen
Japanese deer {Cervus sika). As the deer increase very
rapidly, it was necessary to kill four of the largest bucks
of the light or spotted fallow deer.
There being ladies and children often passing through

the park, I selected a rifle of as small a caliber and small
powder charge as possible, to reduce the danger of any
one being hit by a glancing bullet. My rifle was a double-
barreled .36-cal., hollow express bullet, with wooden plug
in hollow, and carrying some 8 grains of black powder.
The deer being intended to give away to friends, as veni-
son, I decided only to shoot for the brain.

Starting about 4 in the afternoon, I found that it was
* impossible to still-hunt. The bucks (it being Aug. 9 and
their horns still in velvet) were Ijdng in a bunch under
some trees, where it was impossible to crawl up to them
unperceived. With park deer the wind does not much
matter, as they are so used to people passing to and fro. I
therefore walked up to them. They got up and stood
looking at me, bunched up so close that I did not dare to
try and shoot at the head of any one for fear of hitting
the body of another. I slowly walked round them, at
the distance of about 50 yards, trying to get them strung
out _a little, and after about twenty minutes I was just
getting a big one to step out from the rest, when two
ladies came walking down a path, behind them and started
them off on a run.

They went right across the park and picked up a lot

of does and the Japanese deer. These were a nuisance
during all my subsequent shooting, as they are so bold
they will come right up to one and get in the way of a
shot, and then go and stampede the fallow deer. The
Japs are so rare and difficult to get over alive in Eng-
land that one must be very careful not to shoot one by
mistake. Besides this complication, two fallow bucks
which I had recently purchased to cross with my deer,
joined the bunch, and I had to be most particular to
keep my eye on both of them for fear of shooting one of
them by mistake.
After a lot of hard walking and occasionally running, I

cut off a small lot of about fourteen deer, which included
a very fine buck, and induced them to get toward the
brick wall at the bottom of the park. There was a
round pond here, and I used the bank (the water being
very low at the time) to get within 30 yards of the buck.
He was standing a little apart from the rest, his tongue
out from running and looking back over his right shoulder
at me. Standing up, I took a steady aim and put the
bullet between the lower lid of his eye and his eye. drop-
ping him in his track without a kick. On skinning him
we found the skin was not cut, and curiously enough his
e\-e was not injured, only slightly pushed out of its socket.
The bullet had gone on into the brain and broken up
there. His horns had seventeen points. This had taken
me nearly an hour and a half's hard walking and running.
Next day at 10 o'clock I started to get the remaining

three bucks. When I went out I found all the deer werenow
thoroughly alarmed, and did nothing but bunch up as close

as they could, the bucks lowering their heads and push-
ing into the middle of the bunch, and every time I leveled
the rifle there was a wild stampede. I therefore got old
Blackstone (2:20) into the road wagon and got my man
to drive round the herd constantly, "rounding them up"
whenever they tried to break away. In this way, after

about half an hour, we got a small lot containing a good
buck by themselves. I got them to stand -close to where
I had shot the buck the day before, but made a bad miss
when I shot at his head, as he dodged and shook his head at

the shot. I think I must have gone just over between his

horns, as I aimed high for fear of breaking his jaw. He
rushed up toward the stable, and just as I was getting
up to h'im for another shot, my coachman's two smallest

children came running out almost onto him. He whipped
round and went under a clump of trees by the kitchen
garden, and stood looking to the right. Resting my rifle

against a tree trunk at 30 yards, I put the bullet in at

one ear and out at the other, dropping him stone
dead, shot through the base of the brain.

The rest of the bucks in this lot were too small, so I

left them and went to look for some more. My trotter

worked out another small bunch out of the big herd, and
T went round two of the ponds at the lower end of the
park for over an hour, trying to get a big buck without
nitting the two big ones I had bought for breeding, and
which, unfortunately, were also in this bunch. At last

I got a long shot, about 80 yards, at a big buck, who
stood clear for a moment, but the bullet went through his

left ear, I took out the telescope and had a good look
at him, but saw that no damage was done—only a clean

hole through the ear.

Tn a few minutes I got a shot at another one facing
inc. nearly in the same place, at about the same distance,

.'^^t the shot there seemed to be fireworks of blood all

round his head, and he made a big rush and dive, and
then went and stood among the other deer. On looking
at him with the telescope. I found that I had hit his right
brow point, close to the head, and splintered it into frag-
ments, these fragments being held together by the velvet
of his horns and hanging down his face. He was not
quite as big a buck as I had at first thought, and after

very carefully examining him I came to the conclusion
that there was no serious damage done, and so left him.
To-day I saw him feeding with the rest of the deer, quite
A\ell, and the place all dried up and nearly healed.

I at last got this bunch down near the nightingale
walk, and a big buck stood under an oak looking back at

me. I took an off-hand shot at 35 yards and got him
in the poll clean through the brain, and he fell stone dead.

He had thirteen points, but was heavier than either of
the others I had shot. I now needed one more. There
was one buck with the points half-way down each horn
in the form of a cross which I particularly wanted to
spare for breeding purposes, as I wanted to perpetuate
that form of horn, but unfortunately he was just the one I

got for my last shot. I was so intent not to shoot any
of the other bucks I wanted to spare, that I forgot him
for the moment, and his horns being in velvet, he did not
show these crosses distinctly, the points not having
reached their full development. I worked a bunch round
almost the same way as the last, and he stopped almost
where the other had fallen and got the bullet at 40
yards through the brain. He had twenty points, and
was the biggest buck in the park, barring the two new
ones I have just imported.
The above rather long-winded description shows how

I got two days' hard exercise and the need of fine work
with the rifle, out of what at first sight looked like

shooting which would require no skill. W. W.
K^NT, England.

Game Prospects in New Hampshire.
As the open season draws near, it may be of interest

to know what the prospects are. From what I ha/e
seen, I am inclined to think ruffed grouse are rather
scarce. I have not, however, been looking about to any
extent. In years past I always saw quite a number of
birds while driving along our country roads. The past
summer has been an exception, and I do not recall seeing
over half a dozen grouse in all. Not long since I went
out late one afternoon to try a dog, intending to buy
him for a friend. It was very hot, and dry, and I went
over some ground before finding anything, and then
started four grouse, which seemed to be all in that brood.
The birds were about half-grown and very wild, getting
up some 35yds. ahead of me and making a long flight.

I wish to say something regarding the above dog. He
is a good-looking pointer, said to be six years old. His
owner said he would point and trail a bird well, but
would not retrieve. As I could buy the dog for the
small price of $5, I advised my friend to take him, which
he did. Since, I have received word from him that he
would not take $50 for the dog. From what some of
my neighbors tell me, I should judge there may be a
fair number of young grouse in this section. Of course
such reports are usually circulated just before any
season opens, and often they fail to materialize.
As for woodcock, from my experience of nearly thirty-

five years in this section, they seem to be following our
former supply of wild pigeons. Some seasons we get a
fair number of flight birds, but the supply of those
locally bred seems to be a thing of the past.

At the last session of our Legislature, during the
winter of 1898, an ineffectual attempt was made to adopt
the Platform Plank of the Forest and Stream. Various
States were realizing the necessity of such a law. Massa-
chusetts was one where it was most needed. Boston
had long been looked upon as the free dumping ground
of all sorts of game from all parts of the countr3^ The
game dealers there were a hard crowd to beat. Yet
Massachusetts got ahead of New Hampshire in the
matter of prohibiting the sale of game. Great credit
is due to those men of the Bay State who were untiring
in their efforts to preserve from utter extermination
what grouse and woodcock were left.

I was talking recently with a man about the closing of
the Boston market. He has in the' past killed a good
many birds and usually sold most of them- wherever h
could get the best price; yet he said to me, "We wan
such a law here in New Hampshire if we are to hav
anything in the future to shoot."
There are market shooters, however, who see, or thinl

they do, a chance to get higher prices than ever with th(,

open market of Massachusetts closed. I know a young
fellow who formerly lived near here. I think he is the
best bush shot in the State. As an exterminator of
ruffed grouse, he is hard to equal. This man can and
does earn good wages at his trade, yet when the open
season draws near he quits work entirely and spends all

the season (day after day) hunting. He is a market
hunter in every sense. Every bird means so many
dollars or cents. He wants every one he starts, and the
way in which he will follow up a wild and wary old
grouse has caused many of them to think life not worth
living. Now, this man said to me recently that just be-
fore the season opens he should come to New Hamp-
shire and locate the broods of birds, and when the open
time came he should put in all the time hunting and
that he expected to sell his game in Massachusetts for a
higher price than ever. I told him then and there, be-
fore some of his friends, that if I could hear of his ship-
ping game out of the State I would do my best to con-
vict him, and I would put my friend Wentworth, of the
Game Commission, on his track.

Unfortunately we cannot prevent at present the open
sale of game in this State. The market shooter can and
will kill ten times his share. We can, however, make it

hot for the fraternity when they try to ship their game
out of the State. Last year, after the season closed, I
heard from a reliable source, of a party froin Massa-
chusetts who spent some time in a certain section of
New Hampshire and took home with them seventy-five
of our grouse, which they sold for a high price iii the
then open Boston market. Now, should this party
attempt the coming season to repeat their performance
of last year (and as I understand of previous years) I
will endeavor to see that they make the acquaintance
of Mr. Wentworth just about the time they cross the
line, and I will guarantee them they will have good cause
to remember the meeting. In all probability, what I have
said will not be read by the party I refer to. The
fraternity of which they are shining lights, as a rule, do
not read Forest and Stre.'VM, nor anything of an ele-
vating nature.
We have here to-day a fair supply of ruft'ed grouse, and

with the protection they should have they would last

to a certain extent indefinitely. To the genuine sports-
man, the man who goes out with dog and gun for
recreation, and who is well satisfied with what birds he
can use, or perhaps, if unusually fortunate, enough to
spare for some friend who is "chained to business," we

extend a cordial welcome. As a rule, they pay well for
what grouse and woodcock they bag. They surely leave
an equivalent in dollars and cents.

I have been told that practically there was no differ-

erence between the man who shoots for the market and
him who shoots for sport, and that both would kill all

they could. This may be -true to a certain extent. There
are men who never think of selling any of the game they
kill, yet at times some of them will kill for the sake of
killing when an opportunity offers. They, however, are
exceptions. In the market shooting class there are no
exceptions; they always kill all they can, and only regret
not being able to kill more.

I am glad to say that the Granite State has to-day
a Governor who is heart and soul interested in its

welfare. He is not a sportsman. Nevertheless, he is a
credit to old New Hampshire. He is young and he is

progressive. He is the originator of "Old Home
Week." Other States are following his example. Un-
fortunately his terra soon expires. Doubtless he will have
a worthy successor. Yet I cannot but think, could we
have him for another term New Hampshire would gain
thereby.

It may seem somewhat incongruous to speak of our
State's chief executive under the heading of- "Game
Prospects of New Hampshire," yet I take the liberty of
so doing, knowing how keenly he is interested in all

things pertaining to the good of his native State. To
show that he is interested in game protection, I will quote
a few words from his last address at an Old Home Week
gathering. "The fostering of those resources which
make for the pleasure of the sportsman and the natural-
ist would be of incalculable value to us as a State."
New Hampshire has to-day a fair supply of game,

both fur and feather. It is not what it has been; yet
such as it is it is well worth protection, and the most
practical protection is to stop the sale.

C. M. Stark,
Dumbarton, N. H., Aug. 22.

Illinois Prairie Chickens.
Chicago, III., Aug. 25.—Mr. Allen W. Jones, of Clin-

ton, Conn., writes me under date of Aug. 20 regarding
his chance of getting a chicken if he comes to Illinoi?.

State Game Commissioner Harry W. Loveday is a
prairie chicken shooter himself, and he has a great
many invitations to come out for a chicken shoot at the
opening of the chicken season with one or other of the
many local wardens. Hence he may be supposed to
have a better knowledge of the chicken crops at different
places than almost anybody else. He to-day told me
that the supply of birds is reported to be very flatter-
mgly large in many different parts of the State. He
thinks La Salle county is about as good as any. Minonk,
in that county, has a lot of birds now. Rochelle, in
Ogle county, is another good place. Grand Detour, also
of Ogle county, is good. Still another point in this
county is Earlville, and I have advised Mr. Jones to go
to Earlville and to inquire for Mr. J. J. Poole, who is
Congressional warden at that point.
Other points which are reporting a lot of birds now

are Streator, III, Gaiesburg, 111., and Henry, in Mar-
shall county. That is down toward the duck marshes.
At Le Roy, m McLean county, there are birds reportedm numbers at this writing. Mr. Robt. Simple is warden
there. Belleville, in St. Clair county, is yet another point
which is said to be good. It is thought that these places
are all more or less well patrolled, and so far as is possible
to determine these are as good points as any in Illinois
to try for a chicken hunt in season. One should get
there as close to the opening day as possible. I was
amused to-day by a gentleman who took me to task for
mentioning a point where he went hunting four years
ago and had poor luck. The same point is very good

)j
length admitted that one resident

told him he had himself killed seventy-five birds in one
day at or just before the opening of the season. That
is where the birds go. The chicken crop is swiftly har-
vested, no matter where you go for it, in these days.

TT ^ E. Hough.
Hartfokd Bdildikg, Chicago, III,

Further on the Same Subject.
Michigan City, Ind.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have been much interested in Ransacker's exposition of
the term sportsman, but think his conclusions all wrong
io arrive at a correct definition of the word "sports-man we must first look at the meaning of the qualify-mg word sport. It is defined as pastime, diversion,
amusement, etc. A sportsman must therefore be one
tond of sport. Anciently almost the only pastime of the
upper classes was field sports, and gradually the term
sportsman was restricted to those who enjoyed this par-
ticular form of amusement.

It seems to me plain that Webster, when he defines asportsman as one who pursues the sports of the field
"

and adds, ' one who hunts, fishes or fowls," intends the
last as only explanatory of what these sports are If
a man hunts or fishes or fowls for his diversion he is
a sportsman

; if for any other reason, he is not. He may
adopt these pursuits for gain, or because his physician
has recommended them, or for many other reasons, but
unless the pleasure of the occupation is the incentive he
is no sportsman, but simply a hunter or a fisherman

that a man who follows hunting or fishing for a Iiveli=
hood takes pleasure m his occupation does not make him
a sportsman, for the simple reason that business, not
pleasure, is the determining factor. Many mechanics
take a certain pleasure in their work, but we would
hardly be justified in speaking of a shoemaker for in-
stance, as engaged in the diversion of making shoesOn the other hand, a sportsman is not necessarily a
gentleman. He is no more apt to be so than are "the
devotees of any other form of amusement. He may be
a game or fish hog; he may be a low blackguard butwhen he pursues game or fish for amusement he' is asportsman and no amount of abuse, however well de-
served It may be, can affect his position as such It
is a pity all sportsmen are not also .gentlemen but such
is very far from being the case. A taste for field sport=
no more makes a man a gentleman or fits him for their
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companionship than does a preference for football or

golf; in fact, 1 believe any canaid sportsman will admit

that out of fifty men who go aneid with guns or betake

themselves to the waters witn rods or tish poles for sport,

a greater proportion will be ignorant, worthless charac-

ters than would be found m the same number who
sought almost any other respectable amusement.

It is for this very reason that I^orest and Stream is

essentially a sportsman's paper. There is no other ckiss

so desperately in need of instruction as they. Not in-

struction as to how to get the largest bag, or the longest

string of fish, bwt how to get the greatest amount of

pleasure with the least destruction of the. sources of

that pleasure.

If every sportsman in the countiy would read Forest
AND Stream regularly tor five years, there would be a

wonderful elevation of sentiment among them; but as

that- is too much to expect I can only wish it to be in the

hands of as many as possible, especially of those who
need it the most, 'the sportsmen who are also fish and
game hogs. ' Lexden.

100 Spommen's fina$. J i^
Some of the Qtieer Discoveries Made fey Those Who Are

Looking tor Game or Fish.

Harvey Wolf, while hunting recently near Galesburg,
III, made a peculiar discovery a mile from the village in a

piece of woods belonging to the heirs of the late Lyman
Qua. It is an excavation some 8 feet square and s feet

deep, which was evidently an enlargement of a natural

depression. In one corner was evidence that fires had
frequently been maintained, and empty cans were in

great abundance. A wild cherry tree growing near the

excavation was cleated from the ground to the height of

its lower branches, a distance of probably 25 feet. It is

evident that the tree had at some recent period been used
as a lookout. Notwithstanding its apparent accessibility

the locality is, owing to its peculiar situation, a retired

one. Many people connect the discovery with the numer-
ous petty depredations which have at various times dis-

turbed citizens there. Others are inclined to the belief

that more serious offenses may have made a hiding place
desirable to those who constructed this one.

Weldon F. Fosdick, of Hackensack, N. J., found five

$1,000 7 per cent, gold-bearing bonds. He went to the
Bergen county almshouse to transact some insurance
business. Being a hunter, he took a short walk in the
woods near the almshouse and was attracted by a squir-
rel, which led him to investigate a hollow tree. He saw
a piece of newspaper sticking out of a hole in the tree.

He pulled the paper out and found the bonds wrapped
•up in it. They were wet, but otherwise in good condi-
tion,

17

While hunting foxes in Essex, Conn., the deep baying
of hounds at a certain point attracted tlie attention of the
sportsmen. Investigating, they found the dogs in an
immense thicket of briers. After many attempts they
cut into the thicket, when to their surprise they saw a
large cave at the foot of a heavy ledge of moss-covered
rock. A fire was built at the mouth of the cave, and
when a fox sprang from the hole it was shot. The
vault was about 20 feet in length and 17 in width and
from 9 to 10 I'eet high. Within it were two old candle-
sticks, a number of lead bullets and an old-fashioned
flintlock gun with a decayed stock. It is believed that
this cave was once the hiding place of settlers when
beleaguered by Indians.

The Forest amd Stkeam is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as mnoh sarlier as practicable.

ANGLING NOTES.

Trout and Acids.

Never do I go into Sullivan, Ulster and Delaware
counties in summer but I am impressed with the number
of boarders to be found in every village and every farm-
house. It is one of the most picturesque regions within
the borders of the State, and it is. not to be wondered at
that the people from the hot cities fl:ee to this mountain
region of pure air and good country living. Every habi-
tation seems to harbor its quota of summer boarders,
and boarding appears to be the chief industry of that
region. Great flocks of broiling chickens at the farm-
houses, and acres upon acres of garden truck in the rich
valleys, and herd after herd of Jersey cows in the pa.stures
indicate that the summer boarders in the counties I have
named are well nourished by tlie food provided by the host.
The summer boarder desires something more than good
air and food and shelter. He seeks rest and change, and
desires to be amused. I shall not attempt to recount the
various forms of amusement to 'be found in the country,
but fishing is one of them, and the region I have referred
to is rich in trout streams and trout lakes, and waters
where coarser fish may be found. The State has one
fish hatchery in Sullivan county, and i§ to build another
in Delaware county, and one would think that the people
who entertain the .summer boarder and thereby live, would
lise every endeavor to foster the trout fishing to amuse
and entertain their bread and butter. On a recent visit

to the region of which I am writing. I found it infested
with acid factories that were running their refuse into
the streams and thus killing the fish. I was in a measure
prepared to find thgt injury was being done to the fish

in the streams by a letter I had received from Mr, E. R.
Hewitt, of New York, who said he found dead trout in a

stream he was fishing near Fallsburgh, and he said the

fish were killed by an acid factory on the stream which
permitted its refuse to run into the water. Mr. Hewitt
is a chemist and knows whereof he speaks. However, I

was not prepared to find the acid works so numerous as

they are. One of the acid factories was on Spring
Brook, one mile from the point where it empties into the

Beaverkill, and the brook is two miles above the State

hatchery. I sent a man to procure some of the water and
send to me, and also to dip a bucket of it from the

stream and put a trout of known size into it and note the

result. He reported that a 6-inch trout placed in the

bucket of water lived four minutes, and when I saw
the sample of water, I was surprised that the fish lived

as long as it did. I was informed that the owner of the

factory was "largely interested in the boarding business,"

but the boarding business and the acid btisiness will not
mix any more than oil and water. The owner of the

factory having heard that an agent of the State had been
investigating the cause of the death of trout in the

stream, at once removed the poison from the stream and
ran it into vats, which he built at sufficient distance from
the brook to insure that it would not seep into the stream.

As soon as evidence can be procured, the State will

bring an action against other owners of acid factories

if they do not, upon proper notification, cease to poison
the streams and kill the fish. One thing is st;re, as I

have reason to believe—the State will not in the future

furnish trout for any stream that is in any way tainted

with refuse from an acid factory, for it would be a waste
of fish to plant them in such waters.

One stream that was recommended for the proposed
Delaware county hatchery had on it a saw mill and an
acid factory. It is for the interest of the people in that

section who are in the "boarding business" to be active

in taking measures that will put a stop to the poisoning
of the trout streams, for unless this is done it would be
far better for the State to abandon the hatchery in Sulli-

van county and devote the money now used for its main-
tenance in hatching and planting trout where they will

not be killed by acids as soon as they are put into the

water.
I believe, however, that the people when they realize

the injury that is being done to the fishing by these

factories will of themselves take action to abate it, and
that their apparent apathy on this subject is because they

do not understand how their own interests are being
damaged by stream pollution.

Water Pollwtion Generally,

Our present law upon the subject of water pollution is

not definite enough, as to be ettective it shoiud prohibit

pollution absolutely. The English sporting papers have
for months been devoting much space to the subject of

river pollution, and one article in Land and Water is so
to the point and appears so nearly to conditions in this

country that I shall make extracts from it:

"That some need for legislation exists may be readily

gathered from accounts m newspapers of fearful and
wholesale destruction of fishes, and gross pollution of

streams, only perhaps in a short paragraph pithily de-
scribing the terrible results of the incursion of in-

jurious matters into a well-stocked water. People seem
to regard such waste of life as a mere nothing. The
Legislature has been exercised as to the matter on occa-
sions, and has brought forth one or more bills on the

subject of the repression of the evil. We still read that

further legislation is absolutely needed, legislation of a
practical character. =:= * * There must be as little as

possible discoverable in the acts that may cripple in-

dustry, a strong guard against anything that may cripple

free use of water for fishculture."

That the sanitarians chould be ready to join with the
sportsmen and pisciculturists follows as a matter of course.
They both want one and the same thing. Why have they
not made common cause before, and made their voices
duly heard in formation and demonstration of a strong
public opinion? Such a force, if only properly used,
cannot well be resisted by any body, however influential it

may think itself.

If only people would but interest themselves more in

this question of pure water, river pollution and waste of

polluting matters would very soon automatically come
to an end. If we only look with sufficient care and eyes
that want to see, there is seldom any real difficulty in

finding some useful outlet for "wastes" of manufacture.
A way having been found for neutralization or other

remedial treatment, the next question is the best manner
of presenting the subject to the persons affected; in other
words, the polluters. The whole gist of the matter re-

solves itself into one problem.
Given a strong public opinion, determined to stop

existing eivils, respecting or resulting from injurious mat-
ters in any way admitted from any source into waters,
would not the existing powers of the Legislature be
strong enough to cope with the existing evil ?

Is their present form of a really practical and workable
nature? If it is not, how could it be altered?
Such inquiries, whatever their source, Government

or other, so far from harassing an honest industry, might
in the future, as in the past, throw some new scientific

light on the source of danger and so remove it, as well
as suggest or indicate ameliorations in the processes, for
which the manufacturing interests would be ultimately
grateful.

A manufacturer does not like to have his special work
overhauled. As long as he commits no nuisance he need
have no apprehension of interference or inquiry. The
scope of any inquiry should be strictly confined to cases
wherein pollution of water or air has actually occurred,
and none but offenders can complain with justice of any
proposed inquiry or legislation. This point amply suffices

to disarm opposition of, or on the part of, any right-
minded person, and no trade secret would be violated.

All opposition to a law which would absolutely prohibit
the pollution of our waters comes from manufacturers
who apparently have little regard for the rights of others.
Sawdust and acids and other poisons are permitted to
run into the streams on which mills are situated simply
because it is cheaper to foul the water in this way than
to remove the cause of pollution and dispose of it on the
shore. A representative of one Qf the lar^e paper mills

in northern New York said to me when I told him that

the lime from one of his mills was killing the fish below
the mill : "Would you have us throw all these men out
of employment because the refuse from the mill kills a
few fish that some rich fisherman might otherwise catch?"

"No," I said. "I would have you employ more men
and build vats on shore and let all your refuse run into

it and then dispose of it, and not injure the people below
you on the stream who got a fair amount of fish from the
river to add to their food supply before you built your
mill ; and I think you would feel better if you ceased
what I consider a high-handed outrage and a violation of

the spirit of the law, even if your dividend were decreased
in consequence one one-hundredth of one per cent, per
annum." It is always the same old story of throwing
men out of employment to please idle fishermen, and it's

absurd on the face of it. One mill on the Hudson was
threatened by the State with an action for polluting the
water, and they erected vats and conducted the waste
into them, and within a month a man came along and
paid tlie mill owners 25 cents per ton for the waste, but
the mill owners never sent a note of thanks to the State
for compelling them to do something that added to

their revenue and their self-respect.

A large saw mill, also on the Hudson, ran its sawdust
into the river until the river bed for miles was a mass
of decomposing sawdust. It could not possibly remove
it from the stream, and what were a few fish compared
to an industry that employed labor ! The mill finally

found they could save money by burning the sawdust in

an allied industry, and at once troughs were constructed
under the mill, belts with scrapers were placed in the
troughs and soon the sawdust was gathered automatically
and conveyed from a central sawdust pit by team to the
adjoining mill, where it was burned. The truth is, the
industries as a rule find it cheaper to run all the waste
and poison into the streams, and apparently they care not
one sou what becomes of it or what damage it may do to
the public at large if they are permitted to save t^hem-

selves the expense of taking proper care of it, and the
evil will go on until the law, a law that cannot be dodged
or evaded, compels the owners of the mills and factories

to remove the waste from the streams. It is wrong,
absolutely wrong, to permit such a state of things to

exist, and the chances are that once the factory and mill

owner is made to abate the nuisance he will find a
market for his waste. It is his business to do this, not
the business of the general public, so long imposed upon
by those who poison our streams and fill them with
waste. The labor question has never entered into the
question at all. It has been and is a matter of dollars and
cents required to remove the waste and dispose of it on
shore, and some day a long-suffering people will arise

in their might and insist that laws of health, decency and
economy in the food supply shall be complied with.

Stocking with Adult Trotit.

Dr. Drummond told me in Montreal- that in 1892 the
L'aurentian Club placed 132 adult trout, fish 3 to 4 ounces,
in Lac au Foin, a body of water of about fifteen acres

that never before contained trout. This lake was con-
nected with two other lakes, one three by one miles in

size. Now all three of the lakes are well stocked with
trout, and on Aug. 3, 1899, two dozen were taken that

averaged 2 pounds in weight, and one weighed 4 pounds.
It is unnecessary to say that all the lakes were abundantly
supplied with food for the trout, and that after the plant-

ing in 1892 the lake was not fished to death by the club

members to see if they could catch the 132 trout planted

for stocking purposes, as would have been done had the

trout been planted in public waters in New York. This
example shows what can be done in the way of stocking

a body of water if moderate fishing only is indulged in

after the fish have had time to establish themselves in it.

Late Salmon Fishing.

Hurrying to a train in the Union Station at Albany one
day last week I met Mr. William Sage, and finding the

train ten minutes late, we had a little fish talk. He said

that after I left the Ristigouche heavy rains raised the

river, and apparently many salmon passed up river to

spawning grounds above the rod fishermen, but as the

river ran down again, the fishing was good, and he be-

lieved it would be good to the end of the season as

limited by law. He said that Mr. Kennedy, Ptesident

of the Ristigouche Salmon Club, killed over seventy fish

in the Ristigouche and Cascapedia, and on two ' days at

least he had to stop fishing because he had killed the

limit, which I think is eight fish, though it may be ten.

An Ancient Reel.

A gentleman who has on several occasions furnished

me with interesting information on fishing subjects, has

put me under fresh obligations by sending me an old

fishing reel, of which he says: "The reel was given to

me by a man who told me his grandfather made and used
it seventy years ago. The man is now forty years old, so

it is quite probable. I do not know that there is any
particular history connected with the reel or whether it

ever helped any one to land a fish. You will see that one
of the bars which hold the disks together is removable
by taking out two screws iti either end, and when the

bar is removed a screw driver can he inserted to reach a

screw hole in the reel seat, and this makes it evident that

the reel was fastened to the butt of a rod with a screw.

Reel seats were probably Jiot in use when this reel was
made, or if so the maker did not know of them. I think

I would prefer to fish with a hand line than such a

weapon. Do not sent it back, as I will present it to you
as a relic of old times."

If my correspondent had said the reel was reputed to

have been made 170 years ago, the reel itself bears no
evidence to dispute it. The disks are of brass and the

spindle a bit of iron wire bent on the outside ^to form a

crank handle, and the reel has no click or check of any
sort, but otherwise it closely resembles a modern reel in

form. The bearings of the spindle are much worn, and
other indications are such as to convince me that the reel

has seen much service. I think a proper abiding place

for this relic is the case in Forest and Stream office, and
there I will send it to bear witness that long ago some
enthusastic fisherman made for his own use. in all prob-

ability, a reel that was "the best he knowed."
A. N. Cheney,
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The Great Back Bay of Lake
Champlain^

Editor Forest and Stream:
In more than one of my very pleasant cliats in the

past, I have been told by you that if any angler discovers,

or thinks that he has discovered, anything new in regard
to black bass, it is his duty to give it to the world, and
that the only way in which he can do so is through the
columns of Forest and Stream.

•I have just returned from a two weeks' trip to the

Great Back Bay of Lake Champlain, which is near the
northern end of the lake, and where most of the black
bass in the lake are to be found. The most noted resort

for anglers who visit these fishing grounds is known to

the Post Office Department as the Lake View House, but
to the angler it is known as Samson's. Why the United
States Government should take delight in misleading
anglers and giving most absurd names to fishing resorts

is past finding out.

For many years, running through the forties, fifties and
sixties, the most magnificent and best known stream in

this State was the Beaverkill, lying largely in Ulster

county, and there are very few veteran trout anglers in

this State who have not spent many days and weeks at

the delightful retreat known as Murdock's, and the post
office on this stream should have been known by that

name, but the post office through which alone Mr. James
Murdock could be reached has always, until recently,

been known by the ridiculous name of Shin Creek. Why
this name should be imposed upon the post office can be
easily imderstood. About two miles below Murdock's
there is a little tortuous stream emptying into the Beaver-
kill, which comes down from the mountain side, full of

small trout and running through ravines in many places

between high and ragged rocks and full of ugly stones,

and no angler ever followed the body of that stream

with unprotected shins without feeling that the name
of the post office was eminently appropriate, and we must
look elsewhere than to the United States Post Office

Department for sentiment.

In the fifties many anglers discovered that the upper

part of the Rondout Stream was a fair rival to the

Beaverkill, both in the beauty of its surroundings and
the wealth of its trout, and an angler impressed with his

discovery exclaimed "Eureka !" and somebody caught the

expression and in the early sixties a post office was estab-

lished about two miles below the delightful resort known
as Smith's at Sundown on the Rondout with the digni-

fied name of Eureka, and many an angler has failed to

reach either of these streams, because he did not know
the post office address of either James Murdock or David
B. Smith.

It is quite in line with the above suggestions that I

had a peculiar experience in trying to reach the fishing

resort generally known as Samson's, and situated on the

east shore of the Great Back Bay, about six miles from
St Albans. Like many other anglers, I have known of

the fine fishing at this place for many years, but have

always known of the resort as Samson's, and when I

stepped from the cars about 5 o'clock one morning in the

last week of July and was met by a person who asked if

I was the angler who was to go to the Lake View House, I

very promptly answered ''No," with the result that I had
the privilege, after getting my breakfast at the hotel, of

hiring a team to take me to the Lake View House.
After arriving there I found that the person who was

sent for me was impressed with the dignity of his posi-

tion as driver for the Lake View House, but very

promptly condoned the n.atter on his promise that here-

after when he goes to the depot for visitors he will re-

veal himself as simply representing Samson's, so that

other anglers will not fall victims to his mistaken ideas of

his true position.

Those desiring to reach this delightful resort can leave

New York on the New York Central & Hudson River
Railroad at 8:45 A. M.. reaching St Albans at 7:55 in

the evening, which means an evening ride to Samson's, or

they can take the train leaving New York at 6:23 P. M.,

reaching St. Albans at 5:25 in the morning, and by
telegraphing to W. J. Samson at St. Albans, which will

be forwaided by telephone, a team will be found at the

depot, and boats provided, so that anglers taking the

night ride can be assured of substantially a full day's fish-

ing on the next day.

The name of this place—Lake View House—is quite as

appropriate as that of Shin Creek. The house, which
will contain about thirty guests, is situated on the east

of the Great Back Bay ; to the southeast can be seen the

majestic outlines of Mt. Mansfield, the highest of the

Green Mountain Range, being something over 4,000 feet

in height. To the southwest can be seen Mt. Marcy, the

highest peak in the Adirondacks, with its crest some S?400
feet high, while all the adjacent mountains of the Adiron-
dacks are in full view. In front stretches the Great Back
Bay of Lake Champlain, containing several large islands

and extending some twenty miles north and south, and
from six to eight miles to the west.

This bay contains many reefs and shoals, where the
water is from 10 to 15 feet in depth, and in many places

the water is from 75 to 100 feet in depth, where those who
are fond of deep-water fishing can take a large amount
of wall-eyed pike.

The fishing during the last week in July and first

week in Atigust was only moderate, as might have been
expected, and I visited the place for rest and recreation
with a knowledge that it was too early for good fishing.

The habits of the bass are perhaps a little more pro-
nounced here than in many places, and that on account
of the depth of water in the lake. In the latter part of
May or in June, when the water has become somewhat
warm, they are to be found mostly on spawn beds along
the shore, as there are no streams running to or from
the lake which they could frequent for the purpose of
spawning. After brooding their young they may be
found along the shoves eating crustacea. fresh-water crabs,
etc., for a short time, and then as the water becomes
warm they sink into the deep water.

In the latter part of July they form in schools and can
frequentlj^ be taken on the reefs, which are quite abundant,
hwX tlie- larger bassj^ ^hicl^ frequently vi'eigh from 4 to 5

pounds, are generally taken in the latter part of August
or in the month of September in water from perhaps 15
to 20 feet in depth. My largest catch during my trip con-
sisted of twenty small-mouthed bass, ranging from i to

pounds, not counting, of course, seventeen bass weighing
less than a pound, which were returned to the lake alive.

My main object in writing this article, however, is to

state a fact in regard to the black bass in this bay which
came within my personal knowledge, and which I think
is peculiar to the present year.
During the last week in July and the first week in

August I saw quite a large number of the largest female
bass which were taken and which would weigh from i to 3
pounds, cleaned, and noticed that in many of them the
spawn was fully ripe, while in many of the others I

noticed incipient spawn, which in the course of nature
would not mature until next spring.

The season, it is true, has been about two weeks later

than usual on account of the late spring, but, in any
event, the bass should have been through spawning not
later than the first week in July. Mr. Samson also in-

formed me that many of the bass which I did not see
also contained spawn fully as ripe and perfect as that

found in fish taken earlier in the season from the spawn
beds, and yet these fish were taken from the schools
which were roaming over the reefs and shoals, and I

could see nothing in, the lake to indicate that the fish

were not entirely through spawning.
I write also to say that if the present practice of taking

bass in the lake with nets, which is permitted at certain

seasons under the laws of Vermont, and also from the
spawn beds, is continued, they will be practically de-
stroyed in the next few years. The State of Vermont,
which owns this part of the lake, has passed laws
sufficiently stringent to prohibit illegal fishing, but those
who should enforce them simply wink at all the violations

of them, unless, perhaps, they should catch some luckless
stranger coming from a distance, and by arresting him
make a show of enforcing the laws.

While on my trip I met a couple of residents of St.

Albans, who told me that the fish protectors did. not
pretend to enforce the law against the residents of that

place or against those who live on the shores of the
lake, although they knew of its violation, and to cor-

roborate their statement, they told me that it was a com-
mon custom for persons living in St Albans to take bass
during the close season from the spawn beds, and they
further informed me that during the last spring or early

summer they visited the lake with the knowledge of the

fish protector during the close season, and that on one
of these visits they took from the spawn beds, between 4
and 7 o'clock in the afternoon, eighty large bass, some
of them being of the weight of at least 3 pounds.

It is due to Mr. W. J. Samson to say that he refuses to

furnish bait to those who violate the law, and endeavors
to discourage its violation, but if those who thus violate

the law cannot take the bass in any other way, they simply
take them with a naked hook from the spawn beds, and the

larger the fish the more easily can it be taken in this way.
The question is a very simple one, and it is this : If

the taking of bass from the waters of the Great Back Bay
with nets is permitted at all hereafter under the Vermont
law, and if those living in the vicinity are permitted to

take them from the spawn beds or during the close

season without risk of prosecution, then these magnificent

waters are doomed as the natitral home for the small-

mouthed black bass. As it is, the fishing in these waters

has already suffered seriously from the practices to

which I have referred, and unless they cease, and that

immediately, they will be entirely abandoned by anglers

in the near future.

I found while on my trip that the people living near

these waters have an impression that the bass are so

abundant and their chances for reproduction so great, that

their numbers are not likely to be reduced to any great

extent, either by illegal fishing or fishing with nets; but

this is a grave mistake. The grounds in this portion of

Lake Champlain suitable for spawning purposes are not

very abundant; there is no large stream running into or

out of the lake in this vicinity where the bass would
naturally go for the purpose of spawning, as the bass of

Lake Ontario go down the River St. Lawrence, or those

of Lake Erie down the Niagara River to within half a

mile of the falls, and where the small fry would be

largely protected against destruction by their natural

enemies, but the bass are forced to spawn in the lake

itself, and as it abounds, among other fish, with yellow

perch and rock bass, it is only a question of time in the

near future when the bass will be reduced to a point

where these natural enemies of the small fry will prevent

Recuperation. Some twenty years ago the waters of the

St. Lawrence teemed with black bass, and anglers visiting

this river were always sure to find sport, but these bass

largely came from Lake Ontario and went many miles

down the river for the purpose of spawning, and were

taken before their return to the lake in large numbers
and without reference to size, with the result that the

black bass fishing in this river is at the present time so

indifferent that anglers for them are forced elsewhere

for the purpose of enjoying their favorite sport.

Ten or twelve years ago there were no better waters

for taking large black bass than the Bay of Quinte, but

the Canadian Government has allowed, and still allows,

fishing for them at certain seasons with nets, with the

result that the large fish particularly have been to a great

extent destroyed.

Those who now visit the Great Back Bay are, as a

rule, not content with a few large fish, but save and

destroy all that are taken, little and big, and when they

have more than needed for their own use, frequently pack

them in ice and ship them either to their friends or to

market.
It is not too late to save these magnificent waters, but

in order, to do so the taking of bass with nets must

be prohibited, the laws protecting the spawn beds and

establishing a close season must be respected and en-

forced; all small bass bass must be returned to the

waters alive and the daily catch to an angler or to a

boat limited, as it is now under the laws of Canada and
those in the State of New York, and the State of Ver-

mont must also provide a sufficient number of protectors,

lespetaally for thiese ^\•ate^s, vAth. th^ same powe-rs to

make search and arrest those violating the law that are
now given to fish protectors under the laws ur tnis State,

J. S. Van Cleef,
POUGHKEEPSXE. Aug. 30.

A Novice's First Fish.
Boston, Aug. 25.—-Mr. S. C. Dizer has just returned

from a fishing and canoeing trip from Moosehead, through
the Carry, the West Branch, the lakes, and down the
Allaguash to New Brunswick. He says that this is one
of the most delightful trips to be imagined. There is

scarcely carry or tramping and toting enough to give
a man good exercise. Still, there is paddling, which the
voyager may always do, if he chooses. At Long Lake he
made a pause for fishing, and had remarkably good suc-
cess. He landed four or five doubles, weighing as
high as 2^ pounds to the fish in one case. In another
case the double was a trout and a big chub. Here the
skill of the guide was required to land the slow and
down-pulling chub attached to the sprightly trout, bound
to come to the surface. The net was first worked under
the chub, and then it was the matter of a moment to get
it under the trout, Each of the five doubles of Mr. Dizer
was netted without losing a fish. They counted fifty-six

deer in all, many of them at Long Lake. They also
saw six 'moose, two or three with good antlers, already
far advanced in the velvet. One deer was noted with 4
remarkably broad and full pair of antlers. The guide
suggested that they would be out of the velvet in a couple
of weeks. The guide paddled - Mr. Dizer up to within
about a canoe length of a while doe. The light was
splendid. What a chance for a camera! But, alas! Mr.
Dizer had no camera. One old doe stood and stamped
her feet at the canoemen with the greatest independence.
"A most beautiful sight," says Mr. Dizer. Mr. D;zer
planned and the guides cut a new trail down to Chase's,
on the left side of the river, and along by the river. He
says that it is shorter and better than the old trail on the
right side of the river. It does not leave the river, which
makes it much pleasanter for tourists than the old trail,

which leaves the river for a long distance,
Mr. L. George Brown has just returned from a camp-

ing and fishing trip to the Upper Dam, Rangeley waters,
and he brings back a pretty good story of a Lewiston,
Me., business man who had suddenly become an angler,
whom he met there. The Lewiston man had evidently
never caught many fish, although he hardly admitted but
what he was an expert angler of many seasons. He
arrived with his party one night, to do some summer
fishing. Early the next morning he was at the Dam, rod
in hand, and descended to the apron to wet his line.

The rest of his party were not quite as anxious as he, and
stood on the bridge watching. Almost the first cast the
angler felt a tremendous pull. He lost all control of his
nerves and all care for the opinion of his brother anglers
in a moment. Dropping his rod he grabbed the line with
both hands. Luckity, it was a new and a strong one. He
drew the fish in, hand over hand, in a moment, and had
him out on the apron. The fish was leaping and writhing
at a great rate. The man was excited. The fish would
get off the apron and into the water. Jumping on the
fish with both feet, the man soon had him under him-
self. Holding him down with both hands, his knees and
body, he shouted to his companions on the bridge : "How
shall I kill him? How shall I kill him?" They directed
him to get his hands about his gills and hang on. This
the excited fisherman did, and soon had a 6-pound land-
locked salmon under control, which he triumphantly held
up before the astonished gaze of his friends, with the
question, "Who says I don't know hov/ to fish in Range-
ley waters?" 'No one presumed to argue the question
of the angler's skill, while congratulations were in order.
Aug. 27.—Members of the Inglewood Club, with in-

vited guests, have lately been enjoying an outing at their
club belongings. Loch Alva, New Brunswick. In the
party last week were Hon. Henrv E. Cobb, ex-Mayor of
Newton; Mr. and Mrs. Morton Cobb, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
J. FoUett, Austin Follett, Wm. Done Follett, Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Brown, all of Newton; Mr. "and Mrs.
Burt March, Master Buster March, Col. and Mrs. Hop-
kins and family, Judge Dunbar and Mr. John C, Curtis,
of Boston Etnd Mr. Creelman, of Colorado. The fi.shing

has been fairly good for August, and was pretty generally
indulged in. _Mr. Follett and his two sons were about
the most persistent fishermen of the party, and one even-
ing Mr. Follett took twenty-six trout, all on the fly.

"But," he remarks, "this was one of the best catches
of the trip," Mr. Brown fished about all of one hot
day and caught two little trout, from a spot near the lily-

pads, which the Follett boys had located. Every mem.-
ber of the party is charmed with the location, and the
Inglewood Fish and Game Club is a permanent institu-
tion. By being members of this corporation or guests
of the same, the visitors are saved the disagreeable bother
of fishing licenses, such as have been troubling anglers
from the States so much the present season, and con- •

cerning which appeals have been taken to . the Govern-
ment at Ottawa.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Crane, of Boston, have ended their'

vacation and fishing at the home of the Megantic Club,
Mr. Crane had caught i.ooo trout on the trip up to last
Thursday, and says that he could have caught a great
many more, had he desired. Nearly every one of these
trout, be it remembered, has been returned to the water
uninjured. The fixed rule of the club is-that no fish shall
be saved, except they are wanted for the camp tables.,
Mr. Crane says that the fishing has been , poor of late in
Big Island Pond, doubtless due to the hot weather. But
L Pond is all that the angler could wish. He says that ^

he could easily take too trout there in a day.
Fishing in Maine waters is holding out most wonder-.'

fully. The great question is, Can the stock stand- up: .

under another such season? A Mr. Mitchel has lately',
taken a sahnon of 6^4 pounds and one of 414 pounds, and.
a Mr. Lilly one of 5 pounds, at the Mouni-ain View
House, Xangeley Lake. A lady, Mrs. Coburn Haskell, of
Cleveland, O.. caught a salmon of 6 pounds and ro
ounces at Bemis last week. Mr. Walter Raymond, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., is having remarkable success with illu- . .

minflt«d flies of his own' invention, at. Pleasant Isla,nd r
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Camps, Cupsuptic Lake. He brings in handsome strings

of trout almost any evening when he tries his flies. Pos-
sibly here is one of the secrets of the unusually great

catch of trout and salmon from Maine waters the present

season—new and improved fishing tackle. I thoroughly
believe that very many of the trout and salmon taken
from the Rangeley waters late this season have been on
the Stanley and other spinners. Other inventions are

also rife for the taking of trout and salmon. What is to

be done to keep up the supply of fish against the improved
apparatus? Others are alarmed concerning the supply

as well as I, and the best-posted anglers of the country
are asking what the Maine Legislature will do this winter
toward restocking. The Shilo Fishing Club, of King-
field, Me., is to stock Tufts, Dutton and Grindstone
ponds out of its own pockets. It will also ask to be
allowed to screen the outlets. Special.

A Few Miles of Fishing on the

Upper Delaware.
By the Upper Delaware we mean that part of the river

which runs from Deposit down to Port Jervis and Mil-

ford, Pa. For successful bass fishing in these parts of

the river, the water must be in the right condition; it

is so when it is low and clear. Fishing is never very

satisfactory in the Delaware when the water is high or

colored, or both.
We present to the readers of Forest and Stream a

rough pen and ink map of the Delaware River from
about a mile and a half above the Lackawaxen station

on the Erie R. R. to about three miles below the Shohola
station, a distance by the river of nearly eleven miles, but

by the railroad only about eight. This stretch of water
includes some of the finest pools and holes in the river,

and consequently some of the best fishing. Before pro-
ceeding further with our subject, we can advise our
readers that the condition of the river from Port Jervis

up to Deposit can always be learned promptly by apply-

ing by letter and inclosing postal card for reply to any
of the station agents along the line of the Erie R. R.
from Port Jervis .to Deposit., or by application to the

general passenger agent, New York office.

Should any fisherman start when the water is right,

but on arrival at the proposed fishing grounds find that

something has happened in the meantime to throw it

out of condition, his trip and time are by no way lost.

Should he make Lackwaxen his objective point, York
Pond is only a mile and a half or two miles from the

station; he can take his guide, outfit and bait up to this

little lake, and as it is entirely formed by springs it is

never out of condition; it is only a question of whether
the bass are on the feed or not. Should the bass not be
on the feed, the angler can give his attention to pickerel,

which are numerous and average a good size. York-
Pond is as pretty a little piece of bass water as any
angler ever wet his line in. If Shohola should be the
point of arrival, and the river is found to be out of

condition, Washington Lake is only three or four miles
away, and is always an excellent bass and pickerel water.

If the angler finds the Delaware in proper condition

—

and it is seldom otherwise during the fall season—we
can guarantee him a warm reception from the gamiest
family of black bass that ever strained a rod either in

lake or stream.
The best live baits for the Delaware River are small

catfish, grasshoppers, crickets and helgramites. The
best artificial baits are the Delaware-belle and black-
princess trolling baits and the following artificial flies:

Black-princess, Montreal, yellow-Montreal and silver-

doctor. The black-princess will take, on an average
seven or eight bass while either of the other flies is

catching one. When trolling in the eddies or casting in

the rips with minnows we always use a No. 2 silver

Skinner's casting spoon.
We will now make a start at Lackawaxen from the

Delaware House dock, having Fred the guide as our
motive power and companion. He knows the river well,

and is an_ honest, faithful, trustworthy guide. The only
trouble with Fred is that he is rather inclined to get one
up pretty early in the morning and keep one out until

long after the dinner bell has ceased to ring in the even-
ing. Weariness of arms and hunger are things unknown
to Fred when the bass are on the feed, and if there is an
old bouncer anywhere prowling around seeking what
he can devour Fred is almost sure to run across him
ajid sVake a fin before the sun sets over the western hills.

From tlie Delaware House dock we will row across the
river and commence trolling up stream close to the New
York shore, this being the deepest side of the pool and
th? c^rfent being ^ Ii|tl? §tronsfer there tb^n anywhere

else. Explanatory of how to fish this water, we will use
two rods—one on each side of the boat. On one line

we will have a No. 2 silver Skinner's casting spoon with
a minnow on the hook; on the other a Delaware-belle.
About half way up the pool we cross the outlet of York
Pond. It is always well to circle that point of water
two or three times before moving any further up. It is

seldom that one passes over the mouth of York Pond
outlet without getting two or three bass, and generally
pretty big ones. From here we will continue along the
New York shore to the head of the pool. We will now
take our boat up into the rips about the center, where the
current is running swiftest, cast anchor, take off the
spoon from the hook with the minnow on it and fish the
boiling water as it enters the eddy with the phin minnow.
It is well to allow the minnow to run down as far as 50
to 75 feet into the pool. As soon as this boiling water
has been fished with minnows, we let our boat run down
about 75 or 80 feet, then cast anchor again and fish the
smooth water with crickets, grasshoppers or helgramites
if we have any. When we have thoroughly tried this
water, we again put on our trolling rigs and work down
the Pennsylvania shore until we come to the point on
which the Delaware House stands. Just off this point
there is a deep hole, which we have marked on the map.
The water is about 14 or 16 feet deep. We anchor our
boat on the edge of this hole and still-fish it with what-
ever live bait we have. There are always some very large
bass lying in this hole, and if fished in the evening, just
before sunset, one is almost assured of getting two or
three good fish out of it. It is no uncommon thing
to take into ihe boat twenty-five or thirty bass out of
the Lackawaxen pool, and • generally a few thoroughly
good ones.

W e will now leave our boat and scramble around and
get below the dam while Fred "shoots the chutes." We
will enter the boat again below the canal bridge and
swing out into the river. This pool is known as Tower
Eddy; it is very uncertain at all times. Occasionally a
few good fish are taken, but more often only a few
small ones. We will shoot the rips on the New York
side and anchor directly our boat strikes smooth water.
Just below this point there is a little drain running into
the water, probably from the canal. One very often
picks up one or two large bass still-fishing here. From
this point we will commence trolling again, crossing the
eddy and working the Pennsylvania side. From Gan-
non's Eddy we will run down to Dunavan's (a few short
rips only divide the two). This eddy should be thor-
oughly fished by trolling, keeping principally on the
Pennsylvania side. At the foot of Dunavan's Eddy on
the Pennsylvania side there are two rocks standing
well out of the water in about the center of the rip. The
first rock is about 75 feet from shore; the second one
about 100 feet from the shore. Just below the second
rock—say 30 or 40 feet—there is a deep hole; we have
had several good catches from it. On one occasion we
got four fish, every one running between 4 and 5 pounds.
This hole should be fished with live bait.

We will now drop down to Big Cedar Eddy, which is

very much like Dunavan's Eddy, in that the bottom is

full of big boulders, which are first class hiding spots
for the big bass. The principal fishing is from the center
to the Pennsylvania shore.
From the foot of Big Cedar the river takes a sharp turn

and forms almost a semi-circle of shallow rips; these
are not worth fishing. Around the bend of the river
the rips end at the commencement of the pool known as
Four-Mile Level. Here the conditions change; the
deep water and the fishing is on the New York side.
Anchor your boat on the right hand side of the first

strong current, shown in our map, and fish it with live

bait. From this point move 50 feet nearer to the New
York shore and fish this current in the same way. They
are two excellent spots for big fish. Troll the eddy well
before leaving it, as it is all good water on the New
York side.

From Four-Mile Level down to Shohola, a distance
of nearly two miles, the river is one continuous mass
of rips and big holes. Magnificent catches can be made
in this water by casting, but there is not 10 yards avail-
able for trolling. The first pool of importance that we
strike again is known as Little Cedar Eddy, and is situ-
ated just abpve the bridge which leads from Shohola
on the Pennsylvania side to Barryville on the New York
side.

'

Commence fishing this pool at the foot of the rips;
anchor your boat a little distance up into the rips and
use minnows and helgramites. A little distance down on
the New York side, just off the pine trees, is a deep
hole. This is a good spot for large fish. On the Penn-
sylvania side, just above the bridge, there is a clamp
of rocks; juit abpve and a little off these ro^ks is ap-^

other very deep hole. This is a good spot for wall-eyes.
After still-fishing the above-mentioned spots, the eddy
can be trolled up and down and alongside the main
current, which starts in at the head of the pool on the
New York side and crosses over about half-way down to
the Pennsylvania side. Just below the bridge there are a
good many rocks, some of which show out of water.
This is an excellent spot for bass. Anchor your boat
and still-fish with live bait among them. As the current
is very swift, a heavy anchor is necessary to hold the
boat. Just below these rocks and rips there is a small
eddy known as Shohola Eddy. It is not of much ac-
count. The angler may be lucky and pick up one or
two small fish. From this eddy the river for about a mile
and three-quarters is one continuous mass of holes and
rips. The water is very swift, and requires an expert
guide to successfully take the boat down through it. No
novice to the river, however good oarsman he may be,
should attempt to go down these rips without first

taking some one who is acquainted with the currents to
point out the peculiar turns and twists they take.

Nevertheless, this stretch of water is a magnificent
fishing ground. One hole in particular has always been
a favorite of ours. It lies running in on the Pennsylvania
a favorite of ours. It lies at the mouth of the Shohola
Brook, which is quite a large stream running in on the
Pennsylvania side.

After leaving this turbulent and rapid, water we enter
one of the grandest pools in the Delaware. We have no
hesitation in saying that it contains more big bass of

4, 5 and 6 pounds than any other pool in the river. Th4
water on the Pennsylvania side is very, very deep, and
probably stands next to Narrowsburg as a wall-eyed
pike hole.

The best way to fish this eddy is first to commence at
the head and drift with the current along the Penn-
sylvania shore, using live bait. The ground should be
gone over, up and down, at least a dozen times. Occa-
sionally anchor in some good water and still-fish for
about half an houi-. At the lower end of the eddy on
the New York side, just at the commencement of the
rips, the water takes a sharp little turn and runs up
quite close to the canal. This is known locally as the
Horseshoe. It is probably not more than 50 feet across.
The water has a circular sweep, as shown by the arrow
marked on the map. It is probably 12 to 16 feet deep and
is always literally alive with enormous big black bass.
We have stood on the canal wall when the water has
been clear and counted as ihany as thirty to forty bass
lying on the bottom or moving gently around. We
would make a big wager that not one of these bass would
scale less than 3 pounds, while the majority would run
4, 5 and 6 pounds each.
Any clear day when the water is bright this school of

fish can be seen. The best way to fish the hole is to
anchor your boat about 20 feet from shore at the upper
end of the_ horseshoe, where we have put an X on the
rnap: use for bait the biggest minnows you can get, or
little catfish 5 or 6 inches long. Cast your bait toward
shore and run off line fast enough to allow the current to
carry it along its natural course. Do not draw the line
in until you find the bait has left the horseshoe and is

being carried down into the rips. Some of the biggest
bass we have ever taken in the Delaware have come out
of this little hole. But the funny thing is, you will never
get more than one or two at a time.
We make it a rule always after catching one or two

to leave the spot and go back into the eddy for an ho?ir

;

then try it again.
If the angler is of a nervous temperament and is leaving

Shohola to fish Handsome Eddy we would advise him to
get out just below Shohola Eddy and \^alk along the
canal towpath until he strikes Handsome Eddy. It is
only about a mile and a half, and by the time he gets
there his guide, if he is a good one, will be in waiting for
him, with a nice dry boat; but if the guide is a duffer
(like some we have seen come down these rips)
the angler will meet a sorry looking individual, having
the appearance of a "drowned rat," his boat upside
down, and his oars scampering merrily down the next
rip.

The probable reason why Handsome Eddy is such an
exceptionally good pool is that it is so seldom fished.
No one has a boat on it, and being about midway be-
tween two stations on the railroad anglers very seldom
either go up or down it, and is generally religiously left
alone.

James Churchward,
New York, Aug. 10.

The FoKBiT *m Stkeaji is put to press each week on Taeiday.
Correspondence iatoided for publtcstion should iccch us Ui«

4
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Newfound Lake.

Newfound Lake, Bristol, N. H., Aug. 25.—The fishing

season for lake trout and landlocked salmon at this lake

has about gone by, and closes one of the most successful

seasons we have ever had. Of course, there are the usual

grumblers, men who are too "tired" to row a boat, or too

dilatory to start out in the morning. These have had
their usual luck (0), but with the diligent fisherman the

story has been Veni, vidi, vici.

To recapitulate all of the lucky or, more properly

speaking, the earnest fishermen who have been rewarded
with fine catches of trout or salmon, would tax your

readers' patience too much. It will suffice to say that out-

side of the State a few may be mentioned whose busi-

ness engagements only allowed of a day or two to fish.

From Massachusetts the Boston Eames-Coburn party

took seven trout, largest 14 pounds. From Gloucester, the

Smith party, a fine string of salmon, average 5 pounds.

From Northampton, the Kingsbury party, trout and sal-

mon. From Danvers, Wm. Burns and party, trout. From
Springfield, D. Campbell and party, salmon and trout.

From New York we had a devotee of fishing in Ex-State
Senator Wm. L. Sweet, of Waterloo, who, by the way,

said he would like to bring with him in 1891. B. B. Odell,

now talked of for Governor of New York.
We had the pleasure of again meeting Mr. Wm. D.

Kelley, of Philadelphia, president of the Clearfield Coal
Corporation, who was accompanied by his son and
daughter, the latter gracefully landing a lo^-pound trout

after fifty minutes of steady strain on rod and reel. A
•flady from Braintree, Mass., made a remarkable catch of

five fish (total 39 pounds) one forenoon, the largest a

salmon of 12 pounds.
The next in order in this county is the open season

for game, which begins Sept. 16, and indications are

that game of all kinds indigenous to the State is plenty,

especially deer, as numbers have been seen this summer
swimming in the lake for their health and sniffing around

the hotel piazzas, presumably to get a look at the other

'dears." H-

Fishing: at Asbury Park.

AsBURY ^ARK, N. J., Aug. 2$.—The past week has

given us a small taste of surf fishing and of small

fishes. What are known as school bass have been quite

plentiful all along, running in size from i pound to 3
pounds in weight, What we need is a regular shake-up

of old Neptune, which will send the big fellows in. I

have on several occasions taken three and four on a single

tide. While they are always welcome, still the "big one"

is always looked for.

On Thursday morning we saw what was a most wel-

come sight, reminding us of ye olden times. A school of

blues broke inshore within ,50 feet of the sarid, cutting

and slashing a school of menhaden. Not a man had
squids along, and. of course, there was nothing to do
but let them take their departure with ranks unbroken.
The fishing in river and bay is not up to the standard

in most places; the extreme heat has no doubt had some-
thing to do with the matter, and sport should improve
from now on. The Shrewsbury and Raritan at Keyport
are giving about the best returns so far as large weak-
fish are concerned. Some good catches have been made
at both points the past week. Bluefish and channel bass

are biting freely at Barnegat Inlet. I expect to visit that

point within the next two weeks for a few days and try

my hand at that most interesting game.
Leonard Hulit.

Alaska Grayling.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The mention by your correspondent of grayling in the

northern tributaries of the Yukon is interesting. This, of

course, is Backs' grayling, which is different from the
Michigan and Montana varieties. Lt. Schwatka men-
tions having found them in the main river in 1883. In
the near future a trip down the Makenzie River by
steamer and via the Ft. McPherson trail to the Porcu-
pine country in Alaska will be a pleasant summer out-

ing, or the tourist may crogs the divide from the Peace
River to the Pelly, an eighty-mile portage.

Chas. Hallock.

Rhode Island Landlocked Salmon.
Fish Commissioner Wm. p. Boardman has stocked

Sneach Pond at Cumberland Hill with a large quantity

of landlocked salmon fry. The ponds in the immediate
vicinity of this village would also have been stocked, but
the law requires that a brook must empty into the pond,
and as there is no bjook emptying, into Sc'qbt's Pond or
the new rivef, both of them were omitted irj t^e distribu-

tion.

Points and Flushes.

The Philadelphia Dog Show Association begs to an-

nounce that its dates have been changed from Nov. 21,

22. 23 and 24 to Nov. 28, 29, 30 and Dec. i. The show
will be held at Horticultural Hall, and the committee now
have under consideration the matter of the prize list and
the list of judges. The following bench show committee
will be in charge of the show: Clement B. Newbold,
President ; Edward Moore Robinson, Alexander Van
Rensselaer and Louis A. Biddle, Vice-Presidents ; Mar-
cel A. Viti, Secretary; S. Boyd Carrigan, Treasurer;
John C. Groome, C. Leland Harrison, Reginald K. Shober,
James W. Paul, Jr., Robert Toland. John W. Geary,
Francis Edward Bond, Mitchell Harrison, D. Murray
Bohlen, Henry Jarrett. Sidney W. Keith, George R.
Packard. Mr. James Mortimer will be superintendent
of the show, and Dr. C. J. Marshall veterinarian. All

communications may be addressed to Marcel A. Viti,

Secretary, 320 Witherspoon Building, Philadelphia.

Entries for the third annual bench show of the Texas
Kennel Club, to be held at Dallas, Texas, Oct. 9 to 13,

close Sept. 25. Entry blanks and all necessary informa-
tion can be obtained of the superintendent. Dr. Geo. W.
Clayton,Box 914, Chicago. 111.

American Ganoe Association, J 899- J 900.

Commodore, W. G. MacKendrick, 200 Eastern avenue, Toronto,
Can.
Secretary-Treasurer. Herbert Begg, 24 King street, Toronto, Can.
Librarian. W. P. Stephens, Thirty-second street and avenue A,

Bayonne, N, J.

Division Officers*

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Vice-Com., H. C. Allen. Trenton, N. J.
Rear-Com., Lewis H. May, New York. ,

Purser, Arthur H. Wood, Trenton, N. 'J.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., John S. Wright, Rochester, N. Y.
Rear-Com., Jesse J. Armstrong, Rome, N. Y.
Purser, C. Fred Wolters, 14 East Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., Frank A. Smith. Wercester, Mass.
Rear-Com., Louis A. Hall, Boston, Mass.
Purser, Frederick Coulson. 405 Main street, Worcester, Mass.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., J. McD. Mowatt. Kingston, Ont., Can.
Rear-Com.., E. C. Woolsey, Ottawa, Ont., Can.
Purser, J. E. Cunningham, Kingston, Ont., Can.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., Wm. C. Jupp, Detroit, Mich.
Rear-Com., F. B. Huntington, Milwaukee, Wis.
Purser, Fred T. Barcroft, 408 Ferguson Building, Detroit, Mich.

Regatta Committee: R. Easton Burns, Kingston, Ont., Can.,
chairman; Harrv Ford, Toronto; D. B. Goodsell, Yonkers, N. Y.

Meet of 3900, Muskoka Lake, Aug. 3-17.

Official organ, Forest and Stream.

1-3. Toronto, club cruise.
8. Toronto, fall regatta.

15. Toronto, sailing races.

Fixtures.

September.

American Canoe Association,

Twenty-first Annual Meet.

cockbitrn's point, big island, lake rosseau, muskoka.
Au^. 3-17.

While in its annual search for pleasant camping
grounds the American Canoe Association is bound to no
one locality, but is free to choose within a very extensive
area a new site each year, as a matter of fact
the meets are held for three out of four years
among the Thousand Islands of. the St. Lawrence River,
with an occasional excursion into some new and distant
region. In the course of twenty years of this wandering
the Association has visited Lake George four timeSj
Lake Champlain four times, the Thousand Islands nine
times, the Canadian lakes once, the Hudson River once
and the seaside- once^ After four successive camps on or

the immediate vicinity of Grindstone; Island in the

St. Lawrence, there was last ytfer a desire for a change,
and as the Northern Division was willing to take, thou.gh
out of its turn, the commodoreship and the meet, the
choice most naturally turned to the interior of Canada.
The beauties of the Muskoka lakes, of which all Canadians
are justly proud, have been extolled at many of the
meets, and when this locality was named as its first

choice by the Northern Division, it was accepted by the
Association without objection. To those who, without
having visited Muskoka, had looked into the question of
its availability for an A.. C. A. camp at some future time,

two objections presented themaelves^—the distance from
the geographical center of membership, and the nature
of the ground, which is generally unsuited for a lai'ge

camp. While some misgivings were felt on both points,

and as it proved with good reason, the proposition of Com.
MacKendrick and the Northern Division for a meet at

Muskoka was willingly accepted by all other officers and
members, and there -was a general disposition to make
the meet a success* That this has been accomplished
will probably be conceded by practically all who attended
the camp, especially those who were there for the longest
time. At the same time, it will probably be a very long
time before another A. C. A. meet is held on the Mus-
koka lakes.

The lakes themselves proved all that their many ad-
mirers claimed—a clear, bracing atmosphere, beautiful
scenery on every hand, rocky and wooded shores and
islands, many studded with picturesque cottages, and
yet with only a remote suggestion of civilization, as the
houses were well hidden in the thick woods. The water
was, if possible, finer than the air, clear and pure to ,a

remarkable degree, with a softness that made it perfect
for baching. The weather was all that could be asked ; in

commton with all other parts of the country, the hot wave
was felt about Muskoka, and in the early part of the
meet one could sleep all n'ght with hardly a sheet for
covering, -v^hile as a consequence of the intense sultriness

there were several heavy showers. On the \yhole, how-
ever, the campers were far more comfortable there than
in Tororgo, New York, Montreal or even, the summer
resorts. In ordinary seasons the climate must be all that
is claimed for it. The camp itself, in personnel and
amusements, was a thoroughly enjoyable one; a pleasant
lot of people, many well acquainted from former meets,
and with a larger proportion than usual of ladies, man-
aged to make the two weeks pass very quickly, with
nothing startling or sensational, but with constant occupa-
tion of one sort or another appropriate to the occasion

—

paddling about the islands, fishing, bathing, watching the
races, excursions on the lake steamers, camp-fires at
night. The number registered—175—was comparatively
small, as the remote location prevented the usual casual
attendance of old A. C. A. men who run up for a- Satur-
day and Sunday in camp ; all hands, however, were canoe-
ists, or, at least, campers, and prepared to enjoy them-
selves in camping fashion. There were no tourist or
hotel parties; no invasion by the country people, and
there was no attempt at elaborate dressing. The matter
of dress, once much discussed, has settled itself; those
who raced, especially the paddlers, wore jerseys and
white duck trousers, while those who lounged about the
camp and did no racing and little or no peddling wore
the usual yachting rig—cap, blue serge coat, outing shirt
and white ducks. The ladies contented themselves with
plain clothing, well-suited for every-day wear about the
camp or afloat.

The two difficulties inherent to the general site—tlie

distance and the nature of the ground—were felt by all,

and they will probably prevent another meet at Mus-
koka for many years. The distance—or rather the time

—

from Toronto is a serious obstacle, especially to those
who have already made a night's journey to the secendary
starting point. The writer left Toronto at 11 A. M: on
an express train and reached camp at 7 P. M., after a
most tedious journey of only a little over a hundred
miles, with many delays both on the train and the steamer.
Coming home, the steamer left camp at 9:30 A. M., and
the train reached Toronto at 6 P. M. As Toronto is

about fifteen hours' ride from New York and Boston, it

was practically a matter of a full day and night. The
camp ground was selected only after many searches by
Com. MacKendrick, and others who were more familiar
with the Muskoka District, and from all that we oan
learn, it is one of the few sites which were at all avail-
able. Though wild enough t® all appearance in passing
in a stfifemer, the shores and islands have been prettj
nearly all purchased by summer residents, from Pittat-

burg. Pa., in particular, and other distant points in the
States and Canada, and apmparatively few spots ar« left.

Of these, all are marked by the. same charsietertstics

—

hiMy and very rough ground, wfth numerqits rogks, md
few beaches and landing .places, and an abuntfejice of
second growtli trees

, and prQtJably trnderbrus^i ^ well,
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Being private property, with a summer cottage in the

midst of the grounds, and held at the regular summer
rental, the camp site was selected only after a thorough
search had failed to discover anything else at all suitab 1

The island, for it is practically such, though nominally
peninsula of Big Island, is entirely too small for a

A. C. A. camp. The ground is quite high in the cente .

very rough and rocky for walking. The tents in mai
cases were pitched on an incline. Only portions of tl

shore gave access to the water, and there was but o-

beach where the canoes cotild be hauled up easily ana
safely. Though the racing courses cottld be seen from
the wharf, which was in a convenient and central loca-

tion, many of the tents liad of necessity no outlook over
the water, owing to the growth of trees in front.

^

leasing the ground, the Association was obliged to giv(

guarantee that no trees should be cut or injured,
shown by the sketch, the camp ground was excellent
its general layout, but it was entirely too small. T'
main camp and Squaw Point were within easy earsh
and everything was a Httle too crowded. Had the islr

been about double the size and had it been possible to tn,..

out all underbrush and many of the smaller trees, it would
have made an excellent camp ground. The wharf was
conveniently placed, with the camp store, headquarters and
the mess tent near at hand; the ladies' camp was on a
pleasant hillside well up over the water, and the men's
camp would have been all right with a little more room to
spread. The house was, of course, out of place in the
midst of a woodland camp, but it was there and could
not be dispensed with. During July Com. MacKendrick
and his family occupied it, also living there during the
meet. The drawing room served for the business meet-
ings, and the wide piazzas were very pleasant of an after-
noon, all being welcome when Mrs. MacKendrick dis-
pensed tea. The neces.'^ity of locating the mess tent im-
mediately alongside the house was unfortunate, as it made
the tent very hot by .shutting off the breeze. Of the mess
itself, run by a caterer from Toronto, it is only neces-
sary to say that it was better than la,st year, but by no
means satisfactory in the quality of the food and the
nature of the cooking.

In comparison Avith the Thousand Islands, there is

very little" to be said in favor of Mtiskoka for an A. C. A.
meet. While the climate niay be superior, the change i.';

one that is felt but slightly by those from the coast.
To a man from Boston or New York, the difference Ln
sky. water and air on the St. Lawrence and on Muskoka
is a small matter; both make a change from the salt air
that is grateful for a time. In the matter of scenery there
is little to choose, but the broader waters of the St.

Lawrence, with the shores now wooded and now in open
meadows, have nothing to fear beside the steeper and
m.ore densely wooded shores and the narrower waters
of Muskoka. Either place is good enough for a summer
outing, probably the best to be found among the summer
resorts of the East, but in the two important points of
accessibility from the States and Canada alike and of the
number and excellence of the camp sites, the advantages
are entirely on the side of the St. La-wrence. Those who
hg.\e seen iVluskaka tliis year through the medium of the
ipeet, will never regret it; b'til where the tune is limiteH tq

two weeks, one could see the three lakes to far better

advantage by omitting A. C. A. meet for one year and

sinply making a thorough tour t)f Muskoka.
Of the administration this year, it can with justice be

said that it has been energetic, business-like and sys-

tematic, and so far as can be seen prior to the annual

financial reports, the Association has been maiiaged suc-

cessfully. A great deal of work has fallen upon the

shoulders of Com. MacKendrick. and for this year at

least the office has been no sinecure. The various com-
mittees were made up of good and reliable men. but it

has so happened that many of them have been able to do

but little work. The immediate arrangements for the

camp, preparing for •wdiarf,'tent floors, etc., were in' the'

hands of Mr. R. Osier Wade, of Toronto, who
after doing the preliminary work was prevented by'

a change in his business from attending the meet,

so that in the absence of all but one of the original

committee, this work fell upon Cora.. MacKendrick per-

sonally. His lieutenant and .aid was his nephew,_ once the

little Mac of the Jessup's N?_ck meet, now a strapping ^^oung

man. The arrangements in this department were very

.satisfactory. Those who' ordered in advance found their

tents ready pitched, with floors and cots, the tents and
cots being rented. The regatta committee, after the

many-sided troubles 'of last year, was picked by Com.
MacKendrick with great care, and was an exceptionally

good committee, but at the last moment Mr. R. Easton
Burns was detained at home by business, leaving only
,Mr. Goodsell and Mr. Ford to manage the thirty races.

Mr. H. R. Tilley took Mr. Burns' place, and proved a

i
capable and efficient substitute. The committee was
further strengthened by Messrs. W. J. English and W. C.
Jupp, as starter and judge, and by Mr. C. F. Wolters, as
clerk of the course. The judges were both experienced
and skillful, and in the hands of Mr. Wolters the records
were kept in perfect form, every event being recorded in

full in the book immediately on the return of the com-
mittee from the finish. The regatta work was done en-
tirely from the shore or from boats and canoes, no launch
being hired. There were few protests and no general com-
plaints. The races were bulletined in season and run off

as nearly to the schedule as the weather permitted.
The work of the transportation committee, owing to

various circumstances, was practically done by two mem-
bers, Mr. D. D. AUerton, of New York, and Rear-Com.
Hall, of Boston, the local arrangements with the Grand
Trunk Railroad being made by Com. MacKendrick. It

is but fair to say here that in addition to his other duties,

and through Sec'y-Treas. Begg being unfamiliar with this

work, Com. MacKendrick edited the Year Book, and
personally secured the very large number of advertise-
ments which it contains.

In accordance with the wishes of the executive com-
mittee, a very simple arrangement was this year adopted
for the headquarters. A small tent was pitched for the
Commodore and a double one beside it, with a fly in

front, for the Secretary-Treasurer, who was in attend-

ance all the time. In this tent the trophies were dis-

played and the office and post office were located. On
the platform in front, beneath the fly, a long table of pine
boards was built, where pens, ink and paper could be
found at all times, a great convenience that was duly
appreciated by men and ladies alike. For those naturally

th:rsty ones who had accepted 'the hearty invitation of

the Commodore to leave their bars at home, a big, new
washtub was filled with official lemonade, a truly tem-
perance beverage that was free to all. The contracted
area and the nature of the ground, made in part of de-

cayed trees, left but few places, for camp-fires. There
was one in front of headquarters and one in Squaw Point.

The attendance this year was distributed between the

Northern, Atlantic, Central and Eastern divisions, the

Western Division sending but two men, one, of course,

being Vice-Com. Jupp. The Northern Division was
naturally well represented, especially from Toronto and
from summer residents of Muskoka, who took part in the

races. The A,tlantic Division sent a party of over fifty,

including a number of ladies, the New York C. C. party

numqfering about twenty. Among those present were
Vice-Com. Allen, M. D. Wilt, R. J. Wilkin, P. F. Hogan,
L. J. Hall. J. J. Armstrong, C. F. Wolters, H. R. Tilley.

Hugh Neilson, J. N. MacKendrick, C. P. Forbush, J.

McD. Mowatt, R. B. Burchard. W. P. Stephens, R. J,

Wicksteed, L. W. Seavey, Paul Butler, R. N. Cutter.

S. R. Upham, F. C. Moore, H. H. Smythe and C. V.
Schuyler. Mr. Butler had no canoe, but lived on a

house-boat with his nephew and nieces, the brother and
sisters of Mr. Butler Ames. The list of old members
who were not present would be a very long one—Vaux,
Whitlock, Gibson, Oliver, the two Wackerhagens, Fred-
dy Mix, Winne. Barney, Ford Jones, Edwards, Col.

llarry Rogers and many more who once were the A.
The following was received during the meet from two

old members:
Dawson City, Aug. 10, via Toronto. Aug. 17.—Regret

being unable to attend. Kindest remembrance to old

friends.

Edwin E. French.
Constance G. French.

The sailing canoe, so far as the evidence of this meet
goes, is a thing of the past. There 'vvere in camp eight

decked sailing canoes, one being a new one. Mr. Arch-
bald had his famous Mab, and with her was the older

Mab I.-, sailed by Mr. G. T. McMurrich, a Toronto
yachtsman, but a novice in canoe sailing. Mr. Moore '

had a liew canoe. Pioneer II., a very handsomely built

boat of Spanish cedar, the work of a local builder on
Coney Island Creek. She \vas of much the same model
as the f6ur canoes built for the New York C. C. last year,

with little fr.eeboard and no sheer at all, but greatly su-

perior workmanship. The old Az Iz was present, also

Mr. Sparrow's old Eel, and hidden away in a clump of

bushes near headquarters, apparently not floated this
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season, was Com. MacKendrick's old racing canoe Mac.
This year the Sailors' Union was not to the fore. There
was not the requisite number, ten, to make the trial race
compulsorjr, and none was sailed. From such opinions
as were expressed during the meet it is evident that there
is no ardent desire on the part of any one to revive the

sailing canoe, either in the racing machine class, a re-

stricted fast cruiser class or a one-design class. As far

as Ave heard any opinion as to the new Royal C. C. cruis-

ing class, it was unanimous to the effect that these craft

were too large for such transportation as is necessary
in this country.
The great interest this year was in the paddling" racing",

there being an unusual number of paddlers, and some
very good ones, in camp, largely from the Toronto C. C.

With the finest sailing waters in the country at its very
doors, Toronto C. C. has no sailing canoes except Mab,
and there is not a sailing man in the Toronto C. C. to-

day. The club brought up two war canoes, the onlj^

ones in camp, and several good races were paddled, but
between scratch crews, as it was impossible to get any
other and even diflicult to make up the requisite number.
The programme of the races was as follows:

.' Record.

Event No. t: Paddling and sailing combined, mile
alternately; total 3 miles; time limit I'^A hours. Start
to be made under paddle. The same seat shall be used
as in event No. 3.

Event No. 2: Paddling. 14 mile with turn.

Event No, 3: Sailing, 4j4 miles; time limit 2 hours.
Note.—The rules governing the record events will be

found in Rule 5 of the Racing Regulations.

Sailing,

Event No. 4: Trial race, under Rule r of Sailing Regu-
lations ; 6 miles ; time limit 2% hours. Starters in the
trophy sailing race to be selected from this race under
Rule 5 of Racing Regulations.
Event No. 5: Trophy sailing, 9 miles; time limit 3}^

hours. See Rule of Racing Regulations.
Event No. 6: Dolphin sailing trophy, 7J/ miles; time

limit 3 hours. The caiioe winning first place in event
No^ 5 will not be allowed to compete in this event.
Event No. 7: Novice sailing, 3 miles; time limit ij^

hours. Open only to members who have not sailed a
canoe prior to Sept. i. 1899.
Event No. 8: Cruising canoes, 3 miles; time limit ij^

hours. See Rule i of Racing Regulations.
Event No. 9: Open canoes, paddle mile to wind-

ward, and return under sail.

Event No. 10: Open canoes, 11^2 miles.
Event No. 1 1 : Atlantic Division cup.
Event No. 12: Central Division cup.
Event No. 13: Eastern Division cup.
Event No. 14: Northern Division cup.
Note.—In events Nos. 9 and 10 canoes must conform

ro regulations governing canoes for paddling races.
Events 11 to 14 will only be held if not sailed at Division
meets. Pegatta committees will arrange their own races.

Paddling.

Event No. 15- Trophy, i mile straightaway.
Event No. 16: Novice, j4 mile with turn; single

blades. Open only to members who have never paddled
a race outside their own clutv races.
Event No. 17: Open canc# Vj ]m\e w'ith turn: single

.blades,
'

,

s .

Event No. 18: Tandem, ^ mile with turn; open canoes;
single blades.

Event No. 19: Decked or open canoes; single pad-
dling; J/> mile with turn; double blades.

Event No. 20: Rescue race No. i, men proceed in usual

A. C. A. WAR CANOE TROPHY.

wa.v. No. 2, men to be lined up on shore. When gun
is- fired No. i upsets his canoe and No. 2 launches and
proceeds to the rescue, picks up his man and tows the
capsized canoe across the finish line. Open canoes;
single blades; J4 rnile straightaway.
Event No. 21 : Fours, % mile with turn ; single blades

;

open canoes.
Event No. 22: Tail-end race, 5-4 mile; open canoes;

single blades. Paddler to kneel in stern and paddle
stern first with the wind.
Event No. 23: Relay race; open canoes; single blades;

iH miles over sailing course; three men from each club
or division.

Starters paddle around first buoy, pass an article to
second men, who paddle around second buo}', passing
to third men, who paddle to finish.

Event No. 24: Ladies' tandem; ^ mile straightaway;
open canoes; single blades.
Event No. 25: Hurry-scurry; run, swim and paddle.

.A short portage will be introduced in this event if prac-
ticable.

Event No. 26: Tournament; poles to be provided by
the committee,

War Canoes.

Event No. 2"^] A. C. A. championship, i mile with
turn,

'

Event No. 28: Tug of war, i minute heats; best out of

3 heats.

Event No. 29: Division race, mile -with turn. Each
Division may enter any number of crews.
Event No. 30: Race between picked teams from the

A. C. A. and the Muskoka Lakes Association, for a

trophy donated by G. R. R. Cockburn, Esq.
If three clubs from the Northern Division enter teams

the Division will put up a trophy for a Northern Divi-
sion race.

Notes.

All canoes entered for paddling races will be measured
and weighed.

All events in which less than two entries present them-
selves will be canceled.
In events where less than three start only one prize

will be. given.
In paddling races all turning buoys will be left to port.

The committee reserves the right to add to this pro-
gramme at the meet by notice posted.

R. Easton Burns,
Kingston, Ont., Chairman.

Harry Ford,
D. B. GoonsELL.

Entry List A. C. A. Races 1900.

Mab II., C. E. Archbald Koj^al Canadian Y. C, Toronto
Mab I., G. T. McMurrich Royal Canadian Y. C. Toronto
I'ioneer XL, F. C. Moore New York C. C, New York
Chance, H. H. Smythe ,.New York C. C, New York
Vana, Woolsey Carmalt New York C. C, New York
Az Iz, Geo. W. McTaggart New York C. C, New York
Eel, J. W. Sparrow ..Toronto C. C, Toronto

, A. McNichol Toronto C. C, Toronto
, E. McNichol Toronto C. C, Toronto
, P. J. Syms Toronto C. C, Toronto
, R. R. Woods Toronto C. C, Toronto
, T. Simpson Toronto C. C, Toronto
, Geo. H. Dill Toronto C. C, Toronto
, R. N, Brown Toronto C. C, Toronto—
, J. J. Vaughan Toronto C. C, Toronto
, \Vm. Alexander Toronto C. C, Toronto
, H. G. Dilmuth Toronto C. C, Toronto
, E. A. Blackball Toronto C. C, Toronto
, M. D. Wilt Red Dragon C. C, Philadelphia
, T. McD. Mowat Kingston Y. C, Kingston
, E. R. McNeil Britannia B. C. Britannia Bay, Ont.
, A. L, Lynch Britannia B. C, Britannia Bay, Ont.
, L. Turcotte Britannia B. C, Britannia Bay, Ont.
, W. R. Percival Britannia B. C, Britannia Bav, Ont
, E. J. Minett Toronto R. C, Toronto

——
, S. A, Minett Toronto R. C, Toronto
F. C. Bloomfield Hamilton, Otit.

, H. C. Allen Park Island C. A., Trenton, N. J.
, T. Henry Cleveland C. C, Muskoka
, W. J. English Peterboro, Ont.
, W. " W. Crosby , Inniton
, Wm. Carter

-, D. S. Pratt, Jr... VVawbewawa
Event No. 1—Record Combined.—Aug. 13, 1 A. M. Wind N.

to N. W. light; water smooth; start 10:38.

Finish.. Elapsed.
Eel, J. W. Sparrow Withdrew.

, G. W. McTaggart 12 00 16 1 22 16

Event No. 2—Record Paddling.—Aug. 15. Wind S. by W.
light; water smooth; start 10:00:47.

Finish. Elapsed,
•, G. W. McTaggart 10 05 30 0 04 43

Eel, J. \V. Sparrow...: 10 05 35 0 04 48

Event No. 3—Record Sailing.—Aug. 14; start 11:00.
Finish.—=

, G. W. McTaggart 12 07 05
Eel, J. W. Sparrow Withdrew.
Event No. 4—Trial Racci—No entries.

Event No. 5—Trophy Sailing.—Aug. 15. Wind S. by W,
erate; stai't 3:00.

1st 2d 3d
Round. Round. Round.

Mab II., C. E. Archbald—
3 17 35 3 34 50 3 54 55

Az Iz, G. W. jNIcTaggart

—

3 21 30 _ 3 39 40 4 02 40
Jaoni, G. T. McMurrich

—

3 24 10 3 44 30 4 06 45
I Chance, H. H. Smytlie

—

3 23 10 3 43 20 4 07 10

Vana, W. Carmalt—
3 28 00 4 02 30 4 30 00

Pioneer 11,. F. C. Moore

—

3 18 10 Withdrew.
Event No. 6—Dolphin Trophy.—Aug. 16.

erate; start 3:48:05.

Elapsed.
1 07 00

mod-

4th 5th 6th
Round. Round. Round. Elapsed

4 13 45 4 82 45 4 52 31 1 52 21

4 22 30 4 45 00 5 05 00 2 05 00

4 28 35 4 53 00 5 16 45 2 16 45

4 29 40 4 53 40 5 17 55 2 17 5S

4 55 55 5 19 45 6 53 15 2 53 15

1st 2d 3d
Round. Round. Round.

Az Iz 4 12 35 4 30 55 4 48 45
Chance 4 12 30 4 31 20 4 51 10
Pioneer II 4 10 55 4 29 20 4 48 05

Wind W. by S. rnod-

4th
Round. Finish. Elapsed.
5 06 20 5 26 45 1 38 40
o 10 50 5 32 30 1 44 25
Withdrew.

Vana Broke rudder—withdrew.
Event No. 7—Novice Sailing.—No race—only one entry.

Event No. S—Cruising Canoes.—No race—only one entry.

.
Event No. 9—Open, Paddle and Sail.—Aug. 14; start 12:18:38;

paddle % mile to windward and return under sail.

Turn. Finish. Elapsed.
, F. C. Bloomiield 12 25 30 12 31 40 0 13 02
, A. McNiehol 12 25 00 12 31 55 0 13 17
, C. E. Archbald 12 26 10 12 32 45 0 14 07

Event No. 10—Open Canoe Sailing.—Aug. 16. Wind light; little
sea; start 11:49.

^r . T„ „ „ Finish. Elapsed.
Mab III,, C. E. 'Archbald 12 27 43 0 38 43
Az Iz, G. W. McTaggart 12 31 30 0 42 30

, E. McNichol 12 48 50 0 59 50
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Event No. 11—Atlantic Division Cup.—Aug. 16. Wind W. by

S.t moderate; start 3:48:05.

1st Round. 2d Round. Finish. Elapsed.

Pioneer II 4 10 05 4 29 20 4 48 05 1 Ob 00

Az Iz 4 12 35 4 30 55 4 48 45 1 00 40

Chance 4 12 30 4 31 20 4 51 10

Vana Broke rudder—withdrew.

Event No. 12—Central Division Cup.—Canceled ; no entries.

Event No. 13—Eastern Division Cup.—Canceled; no entries.

Event No. 14—Northern Division Cup—Canceled; no entries.

Event No. 15—Paddling Trophy.—Aug. 15. Wind S.W. by W.,

light; water smooth; start 11:42.
. , -r-i j^ Finish. Elapsed.

R. R. Woods , 11 50 57 0 08 57
' E T Minett 11 51 16 0 09 16
'

T HcD Mowatt 11 51 28 0 09 28

; -E. McNichol 115145 0 09 45

F. C. Bloorafield..,. 11 52 05 0 10 Oo

, M. D. Wih ^'Xi^l^'J'''^^'^-
^ D. McNichol Withdrew.

H. C. Allen Withdrew.

Event No. 16—Novice, Single Blade.—Aug. 13. Wind light;

water smooth; start 3:42.
-r-. , -n., „aFinish. Elapsed.

, p T Svms 3 46 511-5 0 04 51 1-5

; g: W. McTaggart ... 3 46 59 0 04 59

^ J Simpson Disqualified tor louling.

Event No. 17—Open Canoe, Single Blades.—Aug. 15. Start

2:33:35.
Elapsed.
0 04 10 1

0 04 13 2
3
4
5
6

.... 7

8

Finish.

E. T. Minett 2 37 45

R. ±). Woods 2 37 48

A. McNichol
T. Henry
F. C. Bloomfield
R. N. Brown
E. McNichol
J. J. Vaughan
Event No. 18—Open Tandem.—Aug. 14; start 10:00

F. C. Bloomfield and Minett ,,..0 03 48 1-5

R. Woods and T. Henrv
E. McNichol and A. McNichol
E. R. McNeil and W. R. Percival

A. L. Lynch and L. Turcotte.

R. N. Brown and George Dill

Event No. 19—Decked or Open Canoes; Single, w-ith Double

Blades.—Wind light; water smooth. Aug. 13; start 3:00.

E. T. Minett, disqualified --X ax no
"°

1

H. C. Allen 0 04 02 1

E. McNichol , i
T. McD. Mowatt " ..c.:...,

^
F. C. Bloomfield • *

M. D. Wilt... Ar:i,'y
A. McNichol ; V V • V • • • •

u
••Withdrew.

E. J, Minett was disqualified for fouling buoy at turn.

Event No. 20—Rescue Race.—Aug. 13; start 5:00.

S. A. Minett and E. T. Minett Disqualified.

E. McNichol and A. McNichol i

A. L. Lynch and D. Pratt...... •

^

E. R. McNeil and W. R. Percival ,d

R. D. Woods and T. Plenry „•,•,••• •

Minett brothers disqualified for failing to fill canoe on capsize,

as per racing instructions.

Event No. 21-rours.—Aug. 13; start 3:30.

P:. R. Neil. W. R. Percival, L. Turcotte D J. Lynch 1

n. Tacks, D. Pratt, J. J. Vaughan, R. Woods... 2

G. E. Dill, E. McNichol, A. McNichol, R. N. Brown 3

Event No. 22—Tail-End Race.—Aug. 15; start 11:30.

E. McNichol • • • i

T. Henry i

A. McNichol ^
F. C. Bloomfield *

G. W. McTaggart %
W. R. Percival - • 2
Geo. H. Dill ' — i
R. D. Woods ,

Event No. 25—Hurry-Scurry.—Aug. ,15; start 5:30.

A. L, Lynch 1

E. McNichol i
D. Pratt ^- ••

^
W. R. Percival 4

F. C. Bloomfield f
A. McNichol ' S
M. D. Wilt •"

I
J. W. Sparrow °

Event No. 26—Tournament.—Aug. 16, 6 P. M.
E. McNichol and R. N. Brown 1

M. D. Wilt and D. Pratt, Jr 2

H. C. Allen and A. McNichol 3

E. Minett and T. Henry ; f
N. A. Powell and J. McD. Mowatt 5

G. W. McTaggart and F. C. Moore 6

Event No. 27—War Canoe Trophy.—Aug. 14; start 5:30; wind
S.W., strong with sea; course almost to windward.
Toronto C. C—R. N. Brown (stroke), A. McNichol, E.

A. Blackball. George Dill, D. Cuff, T. Simpson, H. Jacks,

J. J Vaughan, R. Woods, H. Dillmuth, W. R. Percival, L.
Turcotte, E. McNichol (coxswain) 0 07 54

Park Island C. A.—F. C. Bloomfield (stroke), E. T. Minette,

D. Pratt, Geo. W. McTaggart, T. Henry, W. W. Crosby,

R. R. Woods, Wm. Alexander, E. R. McNeil, A. L. Lynch
H. C. Allen, Wm. S. Garter, W. J. English (coxswain) ... .0 07 59

Event No. 28—Tug-of-War, War Canoes.—No entries.

Event No. 29—Division Race, War Canoes.—No entries.

Event No. 30—War Canoes, Picked Crews.—Aug. 13; start 4:30.

Wind very light; water smooth.
A. C. A. Crew—R. N. Brown (stroke), Geo. Dill, A. Mc-
Nichol, J. J. Vaughan, D. Pratt, A. Cuflf, H. Tackes, F.
Simpson, J. McD. Mowatt, E. R. McNeil, A. L. Lynch,
\\'. R. Percival, L. Turcotte, P. J. Syms, E. McNichol
(coxswain) 06 06 4-5

Muskoka Lakes Association Crew.—T. Henry (stroke), B.
Minett, A. G. Bell, S. McK. Brown, J. D. Dunn, G.
Monteith, M. Henry, A. Minett, J. McCulloch. V.
Robinson, W. A. Smith. P. S. Blackford, W. Woods, E.
Minett, J. D. Murrich (coxswain).^.

Extra Race—Ladies' Hand Paddling.—Aug, l6j start 11:00,

Miss Jessie Ames................. 1
Miss S. H. Ames 2

Miss Bertha Allen 3
- Miss Powell 4

Mrs. H. C. Allen 5
Mrs. M. D. Wilt 6

Special Event—Ouflwale Paddling.—Aug. 16; start 6:30.

E. McNichol f;. 1
A. McNichol ..... ...n .... . ... 2
G. VV. McTaggart r..i»v..r.-t. 1... . 3

R. N. Brown 4

Port Carling Cup—Paddling.

—

Aug. 16; start 4:00.

E. R. McNeil, W. R. Percival, L. Turcotte, A. J. Lvnch....... 1
R. Woods, R. N. Brown, T. Henry, E. McNichol 2

Geo. Dill, A. McNichol, J. J. Vaughan, E. H. Blackball 3

As will be seen from the above list, the entries were

almost all for the paddling events, and in open canoes

without names, the day having gone by when a canoeist

was known as a mark of fame by the name of his canoe.

The races began on Monday, Aug. 13, and continued

until Thursday night. There were no outside spectators,

the camp throughout being remarkably free from visitors,

only an occasional party in a launch or sailing boat stop-

ping for a time. The record races fell through entirely,

only two men competing, and only one of these finishing

in two of the three races. The trial race, Event No. 4,

was dropped for lack of the requisite ten entries, as there

were but six qanoes entered for the sailing trophy. This,

the great race of the meet, was practically a duel between
Messrs. Archbald, who has held the cup in 1894, 96, 97

and 99, and Moore, of New York. The race was sailed

in a moderate and rather puify breeze, with clear weather

and smooth water, the second leg of the course being

free and the first and third reaching, Mab II. took the

lead at the start, but Pioneer II. made a good race over

the first round, being but 35 seconds astern. They sailed

very evenly on the first and second legs of the second
round, Pioneer catchting Mab at the second mark; but

here Mr. Moore's slide broke and dropped him many
fathoms deep into the drink. He came up and righted his

canoe, but she rolled over the other way; then he re-

gained his slide, floating at a little distance, and again

mounted the canoe and tried to ship it, this time split-

ting it into two separate pieces. After his withdrawal, it

was only a sail-over for Mab. The other sailing races

were uninteresting—^the novice sailing and the cruising

classes had no entries ahd the Dolphin trophy and the

Atlantic Division races were very tame, the other three

division races failing entirely.

The paddling trophy race was well contested, and in

good water, the course being straightaway. Unfortu-
nately the boats were thrown together near the start by
the lack of room between two islands, and several fouled

and either spoiled their chances or withdrew entirely.

Mr. Minett led for over half of the course, but was finally

passed by Mr. Woods, who sat in his canoe and paddled
a very short, quick stroke, which he held from start to

finish. It was not a graceful or apparently an effective

stroke compared with the long steady swing sometimes
seen, but being sustained steadily it drove the boat to the
front in the last quarter.

The paddling race for decked or open canoes with
single or double blades resulted in the disqualification

of Mr. Minett for fouling the mooring line of the buoy
at the turn with his paddle, and thus swinging the canoe
around quickly, In the Rescue race he was also dis-

qualified for tossing his canoe over q[uickly without fill-

ing her with water and then emptying her, as the in-

structions demanded. Several war canoe races were
schediiled, the principal one being for the permanent
war canoe trophy presented this year by Messrs. Mc-
Caskill, Dougal & Co., of Montreal. This is a large

panel of polished oak bearing a copper shield very
handsomelj' etched, the central portion bearing a photo-
etching of a war canoe at speed. It is the work of Mr.
R. Hemsley, also of Montreal. The Toronto C. C. made
up a club crew, and Vice-Corn. Allen undertook to make
up a second crew from such paddlers, regardless of divi-

sions, as were in camp. The result was that two men
from the T. C. C. fifteen had to go with the eleven
men, all that could be mustered for the other crew, thus
making two crews of thirteen men each. The course was
a mile straightaway, and as it happened, to windward in

a fresh breeze and a lively sea, the boats being in pretty
rough water at times. The T. C. C. crew won, after

a well-contested race.

During the first part of the meet the members made
excursions about the lakes. One day a number went over
to the Muskoka Lakes Association at Beaumaris, where
the two war canoes with scrub crews paddled a race.

The principal entertainment of the meet was the storming
of the Taku forts, of course under the management of
Mr. Seavey. The whole affair was entirely impromptu.
While about the camp, with nothing to occupy his time,

Mr. Seavey noticed the small, rocky island about a hun-
dred yards from the point, and made plans to utilize it

for the benefit of the camp. Sufficient funds were raised

by a public subscription to purchase a supply of boards
and joists and to send to Toronto for rockets, Roman
candles, red fire, etc. With the aid of some volunteers, in

particular Mr. R. J. Wicksteed, of Ottawa, one of the

old A. C. A. men, a high fence was built, in the outline of
a fort, surraiounted with a very celestial pagoda. A few
dry colors were procured and with but one old paint
brush and some rags and sponges, the amateur artists

set to work under Mr. Seavey's instruction, and by literal

daubing turned the " structure into a very fair imitation

10 53 45

10 53 50

Event No. 23-Relay Race.-Aug. 16; start 10:37:49

1st Mark, 2d Mark. Finish.

E. McNichol 10 42 40

R. N. Brown......... 10 49 30

A. McNichol........

R. Woods 10 42 30

T. T. Vauehan 10 49 20

\\ Henry
R. J. Minett .If) 48 42

r. C. Bloomfield „-.„..,,. 10 49 10 „„ ^
D. Pratt 10 53 58

Event No. 24—Ladies' Tandem.—No entries. By request a
tandem race for tandem canoes, roile straightaway, open, single
blades was sailed,

A. McNichol and Miss .Mien. ..v, %,',>.,.>,. .,i...O 02 01 1-5 1
£. McNichol and Miss FowelI<..i<><.>>f'ti....... . .> 2

3)1. D. Wilt 'ifji, Wilt-.x ...,.<...,.... -. ,,
^ •^JIJE STORMING OF THE TAKU ¥QTLJ%
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of a stone fort. The natural color of the wood was left

in places, and by the use of black, red and yellow, the
fort at a distance of 20yds. would pass for a very
good piece of scene painting. The pagoda was decorated
by several rows of Chinese lanterns around the different

roofs. The part of Li Hung Chang was taken by Mr.
Seavey himself, with various Boxers to support him in

the defense of the fort. The allied fleet, of war canoes
and other craft, was headed by the British war canoe, un-
der command of Admiral Wicksteed, the American in

command of Admiral Wilkin, the Japanese under Ad-
miral AUerton, while the German navy was under the
personal command of His Imperial Highness, William
n., impersonated, without permission, by W. F. Gouin-
lock, of the* Toronto C. C. What, with torpedo boats,
sampans, junks, dispatch boats and other small craft, a
very formidable fleet was mustered in the bay at sunset.

Owing to a lack of harmony among the allies, it was
nearly 9 o'clock before the fleet advanced, the band, a

cornet on the shore, proudly pealing "God Save the
Queen." The American navy was greeted with "Star
Spangled Banner" and "Yankee Doodle," while William
II. led his warships into action to the stirring and ap-
propriate national anthem, "Ach Du Lieber Augustine."
The iiring began from the fort, and was returned with
spirit by the fleet. One rocket from a warship struck
squarely in the center of the fort, in close proximity to

the fleet of Li Hung Chang. The battle lasted for about
half an hour, making a beautiful spectacle, the many
rockets crossing nnder the dark skies. In the end the
forts were fired, but being built of wet lumber, they
burned slowly, and long after midnight they were smol-
dering, though only a pile of ashes remained in the
morning. The photo was taken by leaving a plate per-
manently exposed in the camera during the entire en-
gagement. The affair passed off most pleasantly, the only
drawback being the presence in camp through the rest of

the night of a large horde of Boxers, who in language
and manners quite sustained the reputation given to them
by the newspapers. The efforts of the Commodore suc-

ceeded in driving them to their tents at last, but even
then it was nearly sunrise before the camp was quiet.

The subject of rowdjdsm in camp came up again this

year in more public form than usual, and in spite of the
earnest efforts of the executive to secure a reasonable
amount of quiet, decency and order in camp. After the

disgraceful lack of discipline last year, a number of mem-
bers who are not teetotalers or more than ordinarily

rigid in their ideas, were of the opinion that some change
was necessary if thd camps were to be kept up. In view
of this feeling, quite generally expressed by old mem-
bers, and of his own ideas on the subject. Com. Mac-
Kendrick has for the past year used his personal in-

fluence to induce men to come to camp without the

private and club bars, and to assist him in restraining

the few turbulent ones who are certain to turn up at any
large gathering. The result was not specially gratifying,

as the vaudeville performances began on one of the first

nights in camp by the singing of an obscene song to an
audience, including some of the officers and more
prominent members, who accepted it without rebuke.

With this beginning, the noise and disorder increased

to such a point within the first few days that Com.. Mac-
Kendrick called a meeting of the executive committee and
tendered his resignation of the oifice. This was not
accepted, and promises wfere made that every aid would
be given him in maintaining his authority and suppressing
the growing disorder. This year, as in the Hay Island
camp of last year, the ladies' camp was so close to the

main camp that the singing and foul language about the

camp-fires late at night could be plainly heard—in fact, the

sort of noise which has characterized many A. C. A.
camps between taps and sunrise can be heard only too

plainly for upward of a mile on a still summer night in a
clear atmosphere.

After this trouble was settled for the time, there came
to camp a member of one of the largest canoe clubs, a

man who had not been to the meets before, and in spite

of the presence of ladies about the island by day and of
the neighborhood of the ladies' camp at night, had his

own ideas as to the amount and kind of both language
and liquor which were appropriate to a gathering of

gentlemen sportsmen. After two nights, a second meet-
ing of the executive committee was called and the offender
was invited to leave camp, which he did, one of his fellow

club members, though not directly censured by the com-
mittee, accompanying him. Prior to this, however, the

noisy all-night revels of this party disturbed a camper, a

tnerabcr of tjie Toronto C. Ci who und^rtooH to f^rgue

with the party, and met with some pretty striking

language. He left camp next day and returned to

Toronto, taking up the matter in the paper with which
he is connected. This article aroused a great deal of

feeling among the members, and resulted in several letters

to the various Toronto papers.

The earnest efforts of the Commodore and some others

to maintain order in camp have met with a very dis-

couraging reception from the men at large, even though
they do not partake in or approve of the disorder. In

almost every case a few words at the outset from any of

the officers or the older men would stop matters before

they were fairly under way, but most men will at least

hang around the crowd to see what is going to happen.

We remember well the quiet, gentlemanly and decided
way in which at a very pleasant camp-fire at the meet
of 1889 at Stave Island, Mr. D'Arcy Scott, of Ottawa,
then quite a young man, requested a .gentleman to stop

a song he had just begun. The evening had passed up
to that time with music by mandolins and banjoes, and
the singing of "Alouette" and the regular camp songs,

but one then popular member had come to camp with a

private repertoire of his own, A very few words at the

right time settled the matter for that evening at least.

Offenders in these cases are of three kinds. First, the

common hoodlum, who shows just what he is by day, as

well as by night
;

fortunately such are quite rare, as

there is little in canoeing to attract them, and they are
usually so bad that there is no trouble in expelling them.
Second, the younger men who are not particularly bad
in themselves, but who think there is something smart in

playing the "bad man," so far as liquor and bad language
will let them. They are generally as easily influenced
for good as for evil, and if kept within bounds by the
example of the older men and the officers, and a judicious

word now and then, they make little trouble. The third

class is composed of men of good social and business
standing at home, prominent in social and other clubs,

sometimes active canoeists. For fifty weeks of the year
they masquerade as gentlemen, but they come to the meet
for a couple of weeks of relaxation, with a trunk full

of bottles and a mind well stored with choice songs and
stories. It is this class which makes the trouble in

camp. Secure in their recognized position, these men can
laugh at the efforts of a few of the officers to discipline

them. In fact it has even at times happened that th^y
controlled the executive committee. To oppose them at

all requires a great deal of nerve and moral courage on
the part of the Commodore, and to oppose them success-
fully a great deal of tact is also necessary, as they are
clever and apt to secure the sympathy of a great many.
Even in the present case, there were quite a number of
men who professed to be in favor of a clean and decent
camp, and yet thought that it was very hard that a man
should be expelled from the camp for merely being pub-
licly drunk and offensively and foully noisy. The popular
idea seems to be that the unquestioned harm to the
Association, the direct insults to the officers and to the
ladies in camp, and the annoyance to the men who wish
to sleep at least between midnight and 7 A. M., and who
object to a . continual flow of foul and senseless noise, all

count as nothing if the offender is known as a "good
fellow."

This year the division meetings were held within the
divisions, except the Northern, which met on Aug. 14
and elected the following officers: Vice-Com., G. A.
Howell, Toronto; Rear-Com., R. Ea'ston Burns, Kings-
ton; Purser, Norman Brown, Toronto. Committee—
Walter English, Peterborough; E. D. McNeill, Britannia
Bay.
The question of the meet of igor proved quite a serious

one. At the meet of last year the prospects were dis-

cussed, as is usual, and it was decided that as the North-
ern Division was willing to take the present meet out of
its turn, the meet of 1901 might be open to the new
Western Division should it prove willing and able to take
it. The matter came up again at the annual meeting of
last November, most of the memlDers being favorable to a
meet in the West, provided the conditions were favorable.
This year the Western Division sent but two members to
the meet, and there was no indication that it would be
able to manage a general meet next year. This being
the case, it was the" turn of the Northern Division, accord-
ing to the regular rotation. The other divisions were not
particularly anxious for the meet, the Eastern having in
view a possible salt-water meet in a year or two, but not
being ready for it now. The Northern Division agreed
to take the coming meet, and nominated Mr. H. R,
Till^yi of the Toronto C, C, fof Commodore, hut Mf,

Tilley, who was in camp, declined to serve for private

reasons. The meeting for the election of officers was
held on Aug. 14 and adjourned to the following day.

As Mr. Tilley then declined the nomination, Mr. C. E.

Britton, pf Gananoque, was nominated, and notified by
by telegraph. A final meeting was held on Aug, 23, and
Mr. Britton having accepted, was unanimously elected.

The election of Secretary-Treasurer was left open until

the Commodore-elect could be consulted as to an asso-

ciate officer from the same locality. It was the unanimous
opinion that the next meet should be held on the St.

Lawrence in the immediate vicinity of Gananoque and
Clayton. A number of points in connection with the

administration of the Association were discussjed at the

meetings, and a special committee was appointed to pre-

sent a uniform system of accounts for the Association in

all years and for the divisions. The executive commit-
»tee will meet again in October or November at the call

of Com.-elect Britton, and probably in Kingston or
Gananoque, so that it can inspect such sites as are pro-
posed for the next camp.
The prizes were presented on the evening of Aug. 23

in the mess tent, the regular prizes being shields of gold
and silver mounted on polished oak, the design of Mr.

J. D, Kelly, of the Toronto C. C. Special votes of

thanks were passed to Mr. Cockburn and Mrs. Eaton for

prizes donated and to the donors of the war canoe trophy,

also to Mr. Seavey for his labors in amusing the camp.
The photos were taken by D. J. Howell, 5 King street,

west, Toronto, who has a large number of views of this

.and previous meets.

Yachting Fixtares, J900.

SEPTEMBER.

1. Quincy, open and club handicap, (Juincy, Boston Harbor.
L Mosquito fleet, club handicap, City I'oint, Boston Harbor.
1. Indian Harbor, iall regatu, Greenwich, Long Island Sotyid.

1. Hartford, special.

1. Larchraont, special classes, Larchmont, Long Island Sound,
1. Hudson KiVer, fall cruise. New Vork, Hudson Kiver.

1. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Boston Harbor.
1, yueen City, cruising race, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
L Heverly, open. Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay.
1. Winthrop, handicap, Winthrop, iioston Harbor.
1. American, club, Newburyport.
1. South Boston, sailing dinghies. City Point, Boston Harbor.
1-2-3, Columbia, cruise to Marblehead, Boston, Massachusetts Bay.
1-2-3. Squantum, cruise.
1-2-3. Corinthian of Marblehead, cruise.

1. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Center Island cup. Oyster Bay, Long
Island Sound.

2. Haverhill, race and chowder, Haverhill, Mass.
3. Atlantic, 36ft. and smaller classes. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
3. Larchmont. fall regatta. Larchmont, Long Island Sound,
3. Quincy, handicap, Quincy. Boston Harbor.
3. Nahant, dory class, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
3. Sachem's Head, annual. Sachem's Head, Conn.; L. I. Sound.
3. Norwalk, annual. Long Island Sound.
3. Canarsie, ladies' race, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
3. Newport, club, Newport, Narragansett Bay.
3. Norwalk, annual Norwalk, Long Island Sound. '

3. Taunton, club, Taunton, Mass.
3. Penataquit Corinthian, fall race. Bay Shore, Great Sotltll Bay.
3. Jamaica Bay, club, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
3. Corinthian (Phiia.), club, Essington, Delaware River.
3. Portsmouth, club, Portsmouth, N. H.
3. Winthrop, swimming and rowing, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
3. Lynn, open, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
3. Beverly, open. Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay.
3. Ouannapowitt, yacht and canoe races.
4. Quincy, club, Quincy, Boston Harbor.
7. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
8. Hull-Massachusetts, invitation race, Hull, Boston Harbor.
8. Seawanhaka Corintliian, fall regatta, Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
8. Larchmont, schooner cup, Larchmont^ Long Island Sotind.
8. Queen City. 22ft. knockabout class, Toronto, Toronto Bay.
5. Haverhill, club, Haverhill, Mass.
8. tt-rntaquit Corinthian, special, Bay Shore, Great South Bay.
8. Manchester, handicap, Manchester, Mass.
8. Columbia, cruise to Hull.
8. Winthrop, cruise to Hull.
8. South Boston, handicap race to Hull.
8-9. Y. R. A. of Massachusetts, rendezvous at Hull.
8-9. American, cruise, Newburyport.
8-10. California, cruise to Suisun, San Francosco Bay,

11. New York, fall sweepstakes. New York, off Sandy Hook.
15. Manbasset. closing race, Port Washington. Long Island Sound.
13. Atlantic, fall race. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
15. Atlantic, club. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
15. South Boston, sailing dinghies. City Point, Boston Plarbor.
22-23. California, cruise to Martinez, San Francisco, San Francisco

Bay.
22. Riverside, fall regatta. Riverside, Long Island Sound.
22. Canarsie. Commodore's cups.' Canarsie. Jamaica Bay.
22. Haverhill, fourth championship, Haverhill, Mass.

Inland Lake Y. A. Regatta,
p

Aogosjt 20-23.

Lake Geneva, Wis., Aug. 20.—The third annual re-
gatta of the Inland Lake Y. A. began this morning un-
der very pleasant auspices, and if the outlook shall fulfill

its promise of this date the event will prove all that
could be asked. This is a very pleasant and suitable
place for the regatta, the lake itself quite large enough
and deep enough to give good sea room and steady
breezes, and the local arrangements of a nature to make
ever34hing run smoothly. This is one of the most dis-
tinguished of the Northern summer settlements, and the
pretty sheet of water is surrounded with the pleasure
palaces of men who can afford to have chocolate ice
cream and pie for breakfast every day if they want to.

The local club is endeavoring to give all the visitors a
good time, and doing the best it can, as are the local
hotels, to take care of an unexpectedly large contin-
gent of outside tourists and yachtsmen. The enterpris-
ing Northwestern Railroad with good foresight some
time ago issued a pretty and valuable little folder de-
scriptive of the lake and of the proposed regatta, and this

of itself has done much to bring a handsome crowd of
handsome people. The village bears a very prosperous
look to-day.

The weather promises to be better this week than it was
last, during the extremely hot spell, and if the wind
holds to we shall see keen work here this week. The
races are set for 11 and 11:05 daily for the two classes

—

the twenties and the seventeens—this allowing ample time
for the finish and a long afternoon for rest and enter-
tainment A busy programme of excursions, dances,
stag parties, smokers, etc., has been laid out for the
pleasure of the visitors, and it i§ likely tl^ai; tWngs will bQ
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meny as one or more marriage bells throughout the

week.

Camp and Boat Accommodations.

A very commendable feature of the local arrangements

is the long row of tents, nearly a score m number,

which stands under a beautiful row of leafy maples on

the bank of the lake opposite the startmg pomt. Here

the visiting clubs have their quarters for crews and

owners, and this is really the center of affan-s, though all

the hotels are crowded. Just beyond this comely spot

are th*e big boat houses of the Geneva Y. C., and here

there are ample accommodations for all the visitmg craft.

At the close of each race the yachts are to be brought

around to this dock, run up on a floatmg track and

trundled on a truck to a berth for each on trestles, where

she can be thoroughly inspected alow and aloft, and

where she is perfectly safe from injury. This work is

all done by the men employed for the purpose, and the

skipper and crew after a race have only to get into dry

clothes and take a rest. In time for the race each

boat will be put into shape at the dock for the hands of

her crew, all the hard work being done by the local work-

men. This relieves the crews verj^ much and is a feature

which has elicited much favorable comment.

Officers.

The following are the officers and members of the

^
Members of the Association—White Bear Y. C, Green

Lake Y, C, Delavan Y. C, Pine Lake Y C., Lake

Beulah Y. C, Fox Lake Y. C, Milwaukee Y. C., West

End Y. C, Lake Geneva, Wis.; Lake Geneva \. C.,

Minnetonka Y. C. Oconomowoc Y. €., Pistakee \.G.,

Pewaukee Y. C., Oshkosh Y. C, Nodaway Y. C.^Nee-

nah. Wis.; Oconomowoc Lake Club, Chicago \. C.

Neenah Y. C Lakeside Y. C, Fond du Lac; S. & C.

Boat Club, Edgewater. _
,

Officers—J. W. Taylor, Pres., White Bear Y. C, ad-

dress Globe Building. St. Paul, Minn.; Benjamin Car-

penter, Sec'y and Treas., Lake Geneva Y. C, address

208 South Water street, Chicago, 111. Executive Com-
mittee: Frank H. Libbey, Oshkosh, Y. C; Henry L.

Hertz, Pistakee Y. C; Benjamin Carpenter, Lake Geneva

Y. C.

Following are the ofiicers of the Lake Geneva Y. C.

H. H. Porter, Jr., Com.; Byron Boyden, Vice-Com.;

JuHan Rumsey, Rear-Com.; H. A. Beidler, Sec'y and

Treas. Executive Committee: H. H. Porter, Jr., Chair-

man; Benjamin Carpenter, Julian Rumsey. Directors:

H. H. Porter, Jr.; Byron Boyden, H. A. Beidler, Ben-

jamin Carpenter. Julian Rumsey. Lawrence Heyworth,

Wallace Fairbank. Entertainment Committee: J. H.
Moore, Chairman; H. G. Selfridge, Lawrence Heyworth.

Press Committee: Lawrence Heyworth, Chairman; H.

H. Porter, Jr.; Benjamin Carpenter.

Pfograme and Roles.

The daily programme, showing the order of the week's

work, follows:

Monday, Aug. 20—Lake Geneva Y. C. regatta, open to

all boats in the 20ft. and 17ft. classes of the Inland Lake

Y. A. Prizes presented by the Lake Geneva Y. C.

Tuesday, Aug. 21—First race in each class for the ig.oo

championship of the Inland Lake Y. A.

Wednesday, Aug. 22—Second race in each class for

the 1900 championship of the Inland Lake Y. A.

Thursday. Aug. 23—Third race in each class for the

1900 championship of the Inland Lake Y. A. The Inland

Lake Y. A. gives a first and second prize in each class

for the series.

ORDER OF R.\CES—TO DECIDE WINNERS.

The I. L. Y. A. championship cups shall be awarded

as follows: There will be three races in which all qual-

ifying boats may compete, then: (a) If the same boat

wins all three races she shall be declared the winner of

the cup. (b) If one boat wins two races and another

boat one race, they shall race against each other until

one of them has three races to her credit. She shall then

be declared the winner of the cup. (c) If three different

boats each win one race, these three shall sail one race,

the winner of which shall be declared the winner of the

cup. These rules apply to both classes. Each club is

entitled to one entry only in each class.

Friday and Saturdaj% Aug. 24 and 25, will be reserved
for the sailing off of postponed races, etc.

COURSES.

Monday, Aug. 20, in' the Lake Geneva Y. C. regatta,
the course for the 30ft. boats will b^, ffom.thfe starting
]jni? off the city of Lak? G'eiieV'at, ground bu'by No. 4,

the head of the lake, and return. The course for the
17ft. boats will be from the same starting line, around
buoy No. 3, between Kave's Park Hotel and Williams
Bay.
Tuesday, Aug. 21, Wednesday, Aug. 22, and Thursday,

Aug. 23, in the races for the championship of the Inland
Lake Y. A., one of two courses will be determined upon
bj' the judges on the morning of each race. At their

discretion both classes may be sent twice around a

triangle in Geneva Bay, or from the usual starting line,

once aroimd the buoy No. 3, between Kaye's Park and
Williams Bay, and return. All buoys must be left on
the port side. The finish line will be the same as the
starting line, which will be between the liome buoj^ and
the judges' boat.

START.

A preparatory gun will be fired on the judges' boat
at 10:45 A. M., and a red flag displayed for ten minutes.
A warning gun will be fired at 10:55, and a blue flag dis-

played for five minutes. The starting gun for 20ft. boats
will be at 11 o'clock, and a white flag shown. At 11:05
the gun will be given for starting the 17ft. boats and the
signal of the Lake Geneva Y. C. will be hoisted. If a
race is postponed until afternoon three guns will be
fired and a blue flag will be hoisted over a white one.
In .such event the preparatory gun will be given at 2:15
P. M., a warning gun at 2:25 and the start of 20ft. boats
at 2:30. and of 17ft. boats at 2:35.

Should a postponement until the following day be
then decided upon, three guns will be fired and a blue
flag hoisted over a white one.

STEAMERS.

The o^TiefS and captains of steam yachts, public
steamers and all power boats are earnestly requested to
keep off the course. The yachts Tula, Ethel Mary, Ad-
miral and Cygnet will act as patrols. These will fly a
white flag crossed with red. The public will confer a
favor and aid greatly to make a fair race by obeying their
instructions.

The Entry.

The following boats are Itere, with names of the nom-
inating clubs shown. In this list are the best boats of
this year that have come out of the West, as well as the
standard winners of last year and the year previous. The
delegations from each competing club are very full, and
as each boat is well manned and is here to win, there is

all probability of a very interesting as well as exciting
week of sport. This is the most typical and valuable
meeting of yachts and yachtsmen ever held in the West.
There is a feeling that we are getting close to type in
the best of the 1900 boats that we have here. Individual
comment on different boats will be_ more proper later in
the week:

2OFT. CLASS.

1. Oshkosh Y. C, Caroline F. H. Libbey
2. Fox Lake Y. C, Louise H. D. Ford
3. Pine Lake Y. C, Aderyn Geo. Brunder
4. Oconomowoc Y. C, Problem. . .Walter H. Dupee
5. Milwaukee Y. C, Meteor Robt. Nunnemacher
6. Green Lake Y. C, Imp C. D. Peacock
7. Pewaukee Y. C. Argo Giljohann & Starke
8. White Bear Y. C, St. Paul L. P. Ordway
9. Neenah Y. C, Anita W. L. Davis

10. Lake Geneva Y. C, Mahoohoo. . . H. H. Porter, Jr.
11. West End Y. C, Duchess Hudson & Taylor

12. Delavan Y. C, Henrietta

14. Pistakee Y. C, Harriet H Henry H. Hertz
15. Lake Beulah Y. C, Lassie ...Byron Boyden
16. Chicago Y., C, Juanita D. B. Southard
17. Cedar Lake Y. C, Algonquin ..Geo. Braun

17FT. CLASS.

30. Fox Lake Y. C, Flying Fox W. H. Lyford
31. Nodoway Y. C, Tramp C, B. Clark
32. Neenah Y, C, Sox R. R. Davis
33. White Bear Y. C, Attila L. P. Oi Iway
34. Pewaukee Y. C, Serapis J. W. Sheets

35. West End Y. C, Runaway Girl Mark Healey
36. Pine Lake Y. C, Fortuna A. H. Vogel
37. Chicago Y. C, Annie D. B. Southard
38. Lake Geneva Y. C, Coon Kellogg Fairbank
39. Saddle and Cycle B. C, Neola G. M. Pynchon
40. Lake Beulah Y. C, Sakita A. D. Erskine

The Course.

The daily course is one of two which are laid out, the

longer one being up through the narrows of the lake,

the shorter a triangle laid out in the bay off the town, and

in view of the boat docks throughout. The longer course

Was sailed to-day in the open regatta, for the four hand-
some cups offered by Lake Geneva Y. C, two in each

class. The outcome of to-day's sailing shows that every-

thing is practical and very well calculated to bring out

the actual quality of the entry.,

Monday's Race, Lake Geneva Y. C. Regatta,

The free-for-all to-day for the handsome special prizes

offered by the entertaining club was watched with great

interest, and by none more eagerly than those who are

concerned with the development of the Western designs in

these craft. Would the past year, as has so frequently been

the case, prove as far behind the procession as though
it were a century ago, or would the best of last year's

boats prove close rivals of this year's product? There
were the two new St. Paul boats of Amundson, one for

each class, the St. Paul and the tidy little Attila, the lat-

ter a mere shell, whose hull would weigh not over 40oIbs.

and whose whole lines and finish are of the most cob-

webby sort. Another by the same designer is the old

Avis, once owned by Wm. Hale Thompson and now
sailed as Henrietta, of the Delavan Y. C. This boat

was good enough to win everything at Oshkosh two sea-

sons back, but is not thought dangerous now. Then
from Oshkosh comes the brand new Caroline, two
months old, a freakish looking thing with forked bow
and stern, concave under hull and a general half cata-

maran look, which may or may not prove dangerous.

Jinimie Jones designed this new and odd one. Davis,

also a Winnebago builder, is on hand with Aderyn, one
of his last year's boats, and a good one, and he is also

the designer of Anita, a new one of this season and
much liked on the bigger water to our north in Wiscon-
sin. Mahoohoo is a local boat designed by Mr. H. H.
Porter. Problem, sailed by Walter Dupee for the glory

of Oconomowoc, is a 1900 boat, and Gus Amundson, her

builder, is here to watch her try. It may be imagined
that it was anybody's book before the start, and the

results, as reviewed this evening, leave it anj'body's book
still, for if there are any such things as in-and-outers in

boat building these twenties show it.

It was a last year's boat that won the coveted honor
in the 20ft. class to-day—^Aderyn, the tried and faithful

Winnebago craft, whose record of last year is so well

sustained by this victoiy to-day.

In the little fellows the march of time in boat building

was more apparent. It was all Attila, and the fragile

creature did not give her competitors a look in at the
proceedings.
The White Bear pennant received another elevation in

Problem, which sailed- a clever third next to Mahoohoo,
the local entry, which was in second place, to the general
surprise.

_

In the seventeens first and second went to Neola and
Sox, both this year's boats, and very likelj^ looking ones.
Annie, the new Chicago seventeen, capsized and her
crew had to be picked up, her skipper, D. G. Roblin,
sticking to the hull for quite a watery wait of it till

towed in.

Accidents.

The wind was fresh and gave some of these lightly

built craft all they wanted. Caroline, the bootjack from
Oshkosh, broke a traveler and could not effect any re-

pairs. Another Winnebago boat to come to grief was
Anita, which carried away her mast clean and nigh about
broke the hearts of her admirers, who, however, found
comfort in the fact that her rival, Caroline, did not take
the race herself. Algonquin was another to capsize, and
old Henrietta parted a throat halyard, while Harriet H.,
the Fox Lake boat with the weird history of good and
bad luck, kept up her record with a jib that went out of
commission at a very bad time. Mahoohoo could tell

a hard luck story also, her spinaker boom giving way
on the run home. In the seventeens the chapter of acci-

^AKS GENEVA.
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dents was continued, though not td so great extent,

Runaway Girl parting a shroud and withdrawing from
the course.

The Course.

The course sailed to-day was something like seven

miles and return, being from Geneva Bay to a point well

toward the other end of the lake, near Lake View. The
general direction was soiithwest, and as the wind was
close to that point, most of the first half of the course

was to windward, and the return practically free. The
first mile or more was a beat a windward, with a little

easier sheet for the last portion of the course on the

first leg.

The 20-footers crossed the line in the following order:

Aderyn, Mahoohoo, Meteor, Juanita (the old Chicago
boat Bald Eagle renamed), jproblem, Argo, Harriet H.,

the rest scattering; but the start on the whole was good.

There are no time allowances and there has been hard

work to get them all down to the rule, Caroline sacrific-

ing qvxite a section of canvas for one. St. Paul, Aderyn,
Caroline and Anita were apparently out for a hot fight,

for they all drew in and took the best of the windward
positions. Inside the half mile Meteor led Harriet and
Louise. Harriet, however, drew well to the front, and
at the Narrows challenged Aderyn for a smart brush
through, until the Fox Lake boat met the misfortune

that temporarily crippled her. Problem bettered her

rather bad position clear through to the rough weather

beyond the Narrows. Anita clung to Aderyn and liked

the lumpy water apparently very well, closing up within

a hundred fathoms of Aderyn not far from the turning_

buoy, at which point she lost her mast and was out of

it for the day. Aderyn was well sailed, and she showed
good windward work. St. Paul was not so good in point-

ing as was expected of her by the more sanguine.

Aderyn won her race on the first leg, having a lot

of water between her and her next rival after Anita was
disabled. Harriet H. had fought up into a good place

for the turn, but could not quite reach it when she stood

for it and had to go about again, giving place to Ma-
hoohoo. Old Henrietta was in the running at the buoy,

but here met her misfortune. At the turn the order and
times were as below:

Aderyn 12 25 30 buchess 12 31 05

Mahoohoo 12 28 50 Problem 12 32 15

Meteor 12 30 10 Imp .12 39 00

Harriet H 12 30 25 St. Fatal 12 39 55

Argo ,s 12 30 55

All broke out spinakers for the run home, and at this

Walter Dupee found something to his liking with
Problem, which drew up into third place from a bad
berth in seventh. Mahoohoo also liked this free work
and cut down the lead of Aderyn sharply, and St. Paul
did better at this than at the beat. Aderyn, however,
was not to be robbed of her long advantage and she

romped in with a bit to spare, the following being the

times:

Aderyn 2 13 48 Meteor 2 19 00
Mahoohoo 2 14 20 St. Paul 2 20 15
Problem 2 16 59 Imp 2 23 19
Harriet H 2 18 37 Juanita 2 30 19
Argo , 2 18 39 Lassie ...2 30 53

Duchess 2 18 59 Louise 2 3119

The Seventeens.

The little boats sailed the shorter course, turning at

the Williams Bay buoy, abotit four and one-half miles

and return. They did as well as the big ones in what
sea they found. Attila was an easy first, working well

forward" in the windward work and displacing Tramp,

/

CAROLINE.
Designed by Jimmie Jones, Oshkosh, Wis.

which was best away. Attila passed Coon, which at one
stage led her. Neola and Sox were the only ones that
gave her any bother, and these she shook off before the
turning buoy was reached. Her stock to-night is very
high. The smaller boats do not seem so closely matched
as the twenties. The times were:

Attila 1 54 30 Sakita 2 03 06
Neola 1 57 U Tramp 2 05 09
Sox ,...1 59 27 Coon 2 1158
Flying Fox 2 0115

Tuesday—First Championship Race.

To-day brought out a surprise and set yachtsmen to
wondering yet more strongly if the end has not been
nearly reached on the present lines of improvement in
these small craft. There was a fair field and no favor
and it was not a this year's boat that won, nor was it a
last year's boat. It was the old grandmother Avis, now
known as Henrietta, which was built in 1898. She was
considered a good boat "in them days" and she seems
to be worth a casual thought to-day. She gave the
smart Anita, considered one of the best of this year,
nearly two minutes of a beating. One may call it luck of

th? wind puffs or fortune of good sailing—and Henrietta

was well sailed—but here, are the facts, and the de-

signers are looking down their noses and wondering if

they have not perhaps conquered all the world.

The Start,

The course to-day was about the fnnef or Geneva Bay
triangle, twice around, or eleven miles in all. The
wind was fresh, though none too regular, and was from
southeast. The first leg was sailed free, the second
reaching, and the run home was a beat to windward.
The start was a lovely sight both for yachtsmen and lay

spectators. The boats were all well maneuvered and
went over the line close packed, all under balloon and
spinakcr and offering a vast mass of canvas. The sev-

enteens were sent ofl^ five minutes astern of the twenties.

There was any quantity of jockeying and crowding, and
at this some of the boats lost valuable time, though it

was hard to break awfiy from the ruck of craft that massed
in, together for some distance beyond the line. The fight

indeed continued up to the last leg of the race, when

ADERYN.
Designed by Jimmie Jones, Oshkosh, Wis.

one or two of the well placed ones got finally pocketed
and could not pull out in time.

Argo, winner of the Oconomowoc regatta this sum-
mer, slid into rather the best berth to one side of the

bunched boats and held on well in the lead, reaching the

first turn with a bit to spare, close followed by Aderyn,
Henrietta and Problem. Argo took the lee berth of the

nearest ones on the second leg, and here Anita saw her

chance, for she set a balloon jib and raced past Argo.
This trick pleased Problem, which also passed Argo in

similar fashion. Aderyn and St. Paul stood up above
Henrietta and went on, lapping Problem and crowding
her out of her chance for the second buoy, the order at

the second turn being Anita, Aderyn, St. Paul, Problem,
Argo, Plenrietta, Mahoohoo.
On the weather leg they went into a merry war of

jockej'ing again, splitting tacks and keeping a jealous eye

each on the other. Henrietta stood out into the lake

further than the others and was rewarded by a better

breeze. Henrietta on her first tack showed ahead of

Argo, Mahoohoo and x\nita. Problem had by this time
out-m.aneuvered St. Paul and Aderyn and challenged
Henrietta and x\rgo, which were now a near thing to-

gether. Between Argo and Problem there now ensued
a hot fight, and in their close attention to their personal

matters of lufiing and jockeying they apparently forgot

Henrietta, which led the procession at the first turn of

the home stake by over two minutes.
Running- free for the second round. Problem found

something much to her hand and put up a stiff gain on
Henrietta, which now had become a favorite in spite of

her two years of antiquity. Argo kindly put up a
blanket for Problem and citt down her speed, btit at the

turn Argo was badh^ handled and made a poor showing
when she rounded to. The time at this fourth buoy was:

Henrietta 12 06 49 Meteor 12 08 48
Problem 12 08 14 Arijo 12 08 55
St. Paul 12 08 22 Anita 12 09 12
Mahoohoo 12 08 32

Thus it was still a very close question between the
old boat and several others. The boats back of the
leaders, however, began the old fight with one another
all the way down the next leg. At the fifth buoy the
order was Problem, St. Paul, Mahoohoo, Meteor, Argo,
Anita. Problem went furthest inshore, but played in

bad luck and got squeezed oxtt by St. Paul and Mahoo-
hoo, which put her in a tight pocket. These three now
fought out a bitter little battle and alowed the next
three back of them to creep up and take a hand in the
internecine war. They fought it on out. Meantime,
Henrietta held calmlj^ on and won nicely. The time
was:

Henrietta 1 46 14 Meteor 1 51 25
Anita ....1 48 05 Harriet H 1 53 25
St. Paul 1 49 03 Algonquin 1 57 05
Argo 1 49 07 Juanita 1 57 25
Aderyn 1 49 37 buchess 2 00 05
Mahoohoo 1 49 47 Caroline 2 01 11
Imp 1 50 20 Lassie 2 0130
Problem 1 50 50 Louise 2 06 35

Man Overboard.

Young Hertz, son of Com. Hertz, of Pistakee Y. C,
was one of the crew of Harriet H., and in tending the
spinaker boom was knocked overboard. He was prompt-
ly rescued by means of a life preserver that was tossed
to him. The loss of time was not very considerable.

Weeds.

Caroline, a strong tip by the knowing ones, finished in
the last division, much to the surprise of many of her
friends from Winnebago. Seeking for excuse for this,

her crew found that she had picked up a mass of weeds
on her board, quite enough to account for her dull and
logy work.

The Little Fellows.

Meantime, the seventeens were following the same
course. It became obvious that the races in this division
are apt to be fox chases. Jt ivas all Attila again, and
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Gus Amundson must have felt a certain pride at seeing

two of his boats—Henrietta and Attila—designs of the

past and of the present, take first honors respectively

to-day,
Neola was first over the Une, Sakita second, Attila

taking the last place in the sart. They held these rela-

tive positions well on through the free leg, Sox and
Annie pulling up into it a shade as the first turn was
neared. Reaching, on the second leg, Neola bettered
her lead, the rest of the fleet being still well behind, with
Attila in the fourth place. Attila now had a brief duel
with Annie, the new Chicago boat, but soon took her
measure and passed her as she liked, Attila now went
out after Sakita and collared Neola for the lead at the
home stake on the first round, Neola, however, holding
tiie weather berth to the turn. They now straightened
out for the second round, and on the first leg, running
free, Attila simply sailed away from everything else and
won with a lot to spare, the times recorded by the
judges being as follows:

Attila ...1 52 25 Sox 2 00 .38

Neola 1 56 22 Flying Fox 2 02 48
Sakita ...,„.,.,. .1 58 10

Time was not taken on Tramp or Annie:
A review of the fleet to-night finds Henrietta certainly

with one win to her credit, though she is not feared for

to-morrow by some of the others. Caroline insists she
can beat the lot when she carries no weed ballast under
her keel. Anita, sailing with a new mast to-day, gives
warrant that she is to be recokoned with. Problem is a
good possibility. Aderyn does not look so likely and
St. Paul has rather lost favor, though • White Bear
neighborhood has glorj' enough left to-day at that.

Wednesday—Second Championship Race,

Anita, the Winnebago 1900 boat, won first to-day in

the twenties. Attila made it two straight for the cham-
pionship and leaves the isstte for the second class out
of doubt.
'Caroline, the Winnebago bootjack, was second in the

twenties, and a very close second indeed. The wind was
only a fiuke and either boat might have had the better
of the varying airs in the inner bay Avhere the finish

came.
The day was fair, the southeast breeze light and puffy,

especially in the bay where the home stake was located.
The course was twice about the inner triangle, the first

leg running free, the second hauled and the last reach-
ing, broad.
At the start Harriet H. was first over the line, Aderyn

second, the rest not so well ofi. As they lined out the
order was seen to be Harriet H., Aderyn, St. Pattl, Argo,
Duchess, Caroline, Problem, Henrietta, Anita, the last

five pretty well bunched together. They did nothing im-
portant on this leg and rounded the first buoy in the
following order: Harriet H., Aderyn, St. Paul, Argo,
Problem, Henrietta, Anita, all the others in a close
bunch back.
On the windward work of the second buoy Harriet and

Aderyn led on the starboard tack. Argo came up be-
times a»d St. Paul for a short time was in the argu-
ment. Imp, Caroline and Meteor stood off on the port
tack, and when Imp came about she was crowding up
on Harriet. Anita held well up into the wind and gained
a very enviable position, which now seemed to be cov-
eted b}^ the bootjack Caroline, which began to split

tacks, though well to leeward, so that it could not be
told which boat had the lead until they ran close on to

ATTILA.
Designed by Gus Amerudson, St. Paul.

the second buoy. It was on this leg that Anita and Caro-
line showed their heels to the fleet, and thenceforward
these two boats had most of the attention. The order
at the second buoy was Anita, Caroline, Henrietta,
Aderyn, and back of these a way were Imp, Argo, St,
Paul, Harriet, Mahoohoo.
Harriet and St. Paul had a warm brush to the buoy at

this second turn. At this point a strange sail was seen
in among the others and proved to be the 17-footer
.•\ttila, which started five minutes after the twenties and
had here run up among the bulk of their fleet. On the
reach home Harriet the capricious got sulky and quit,
not pointing where she should. The pace grew too hot
for a lot of them and the duel between the two Winne-
bago boats went on. At the home turn the order was
Anita. Carofine, Henrietta and Aderyn together, Argo,
Imp, St. Paul, Harriet H., Mahoohoo.
They now were off for the second round. Anita set a

balloon jib and began to outfoot the fleet. She outran
everything but Caroline, which also put up her balloon
and clung on desperately, though with Argo creeping
up now and again on Caroline in third place. At the
approach to the first buoy of the second round Argo
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haa passed Henrietta and Aderyn, the rest strung out.

At the turn they stood Anita, Caroline, Argo, Henrietta,

Anita having a lead of nearly one minute over Carohne,

the others rounding to about thirty seconds apart in the

procession.
For the fifth leg the skippers took different courses

and those who made the longest tacks to starboard

seemed to lose by it, among these Harriet, Henrietta,

St. Paul and Mahoohoo, Problem now coming up and

passing the three boats that were next ahead of her.

It was on this leg that the duel became bitter between

Anita and Caroline. They stood off on the port tack

and then began a series of short tacks, tit for tat, all

down the leg. This was much to Caroline's likmg and

she cut down Anita's lead and finally challenged her,

laying a course across the bows. Caroline was too

anxious and the wily Davis made her luff, but she hung

on and came back again, so that at the turn she was a

scant thirty seconds astern of Anita. Aderyn was one

minute thirty seconds back of Anita, Argo two minutes

later, and then Henrietta, sha^dng the buoy close, ahead

of Imp and Harriet H.
The run home, reaching, was an exciting continuation

of the due! between Anita and Caroline, and would have

been a still hotter matter had the wind held steady all

through the leg. As it was, under the shifting condi-

tions of the air off the high bluff, Caroline actually took

the Avindward berth away from Will Davis, which is

considered a hard thing to accomplish. It gave her no
eventual advantage, for as she came on Anita caught a

better puff of air ahead and slowly forged on, while Caro-

line lay almost becalmed. Thence in it was a luffing

match, with all the skill of both clever skippers in play.

Caroline got a bit of a breeze and crawled on and on, so

that within a hundred fathoms of the home stake it

seemed that she lapped Anita, though it was claimed

that she did not. Aderyn now got some wind and closed

up a bit on Caroline, but no one had eyes for anything

but the blood-curdling, waiting, crawling duel between
the two Winnebago boats in the lead. It was no longer

a matter of seamanship, but a matter of luck. The boat

first to get a slant of air would be the first to cross.

Fortune favored Anita, which caught enough wind to

carry her slowly over in advance. Anita finished four-

teen seconds ahead of CaroHne, Aderyn. which had laid

a long course and got a nice slant of wind, crowding up
into third place within four seconds of Caroline, bene-

fited largely by the scrap between Anita and Caroline.

Argo came in for fourth place. Times:

Anita 2 03 42 Harriet H 2 08 04
Caroline 2 03 56 St. Paul 2 OS 05
Aderyn 2 04 02 Tuanita, Disqualifiea......2 09 27

Argo -.2 04 54 Meteor 2 10 33
Henrietta 2 06 12 Duchess 2 12 16
Problem .....2 06 33 Algonquin 2 13 13
Mahoohoo... 2 06 52 Lassie 2 15 30

Imp 2 07 30 Louise... 2 22 04

There were no mishaps in this race, except that at

the start Juanita, the one-time Bald Eagle, fouled one
of her competitors at the line, going over before the

gun and then getting into trouble when she came about
ior a second try.

The Seventcens.

There was nothing but Attila in the second class, and
she administered another decisive beating to her asso-

ciates. From the position on the observation boat not
much could be told of the little ones, as the twenties were
followed closely. It was easily to be seen, however, that

the championship is a hollow thing for Attila. That she

will win to-morrow is accepted as a matter of course.

To-day Annie did not finish the course. The official

times of the seventeens were as follows:

Attila 2 07 44 Sox ....2 19 52
Neola 2 16 38 Flying Fox 2 20 21
Sakita 2 19 27 Trami) 2 21 32

Thursday—Third Championship Race.

The interest was raised to yet greater pitch to-day. A
third winner was produced in the first class, Aderyn,
winner last Monday, which to-day proved a very dan-
gerous one for the best of them, though she has reached
the dignified old age of one year. Problem took away
the honors from Caroline in a weird drifting finish for

second place. The whole finish in this race was unsat-
isfactory, it being a fluky wind for Aderjm and a still

more fluky one for Problem in second place.

In the seventeens Attila made it three straight for the
championship, as was expected, there being but a languid
interest in this affair, so far foregone. To-night Attila

was bought by Mr. B. B. Felix, of Fox Lake Y. C.

The Start,

The weather was fair and warm, the faint wind S.W.,
the start being made to windward, and the course set

being the long run up the lake to the buoy opposite Will-
iams Bay, thence home, the race being thus windward
going out and nearly free for the run home.
The boats crossed the line in the following order:

Aderyn, Problem, Juanita, Mahoohoo, St. Paul, Duchess,
Anita, Imp, Caroline, Meteor, Lassie, Argo, Harriet H.
Back of the first-class boats the seventeens were started

in this order: Attila, Sakita, Tramp, Sox, Neola, For-
tuna. Three-fourths of the way in on the home leg
Attila again showed in among the 20-footers.

In the line-out of the big fleet after they spread across
the line at the gun, St. Paul, Anita and Louise stood far

inshore on the port tack. Adern kept well out in the
middle of the bay, followed by Caroline and by Meteor
and Duchess. The in.shore boats seemed to have made
a mistake and did not catch the slant of wind they ex-
pected for their long tack to the Narrows. Mahoohoo
was sailed as though she intended to go ashore on the
point, and everyone wondered what was the idea in
standing so far inshore. The example of Aderyn might
have taught the inshore boats a lesson. She caught a
better breeze out in the open and forged steadily ahead,
pointing up splendidly and apparently being out on a race
all of her own. She did not tack once until she had
gotten far out into the Narrows. Her only rival was
Caroline, who pointed well up. Duchess and Meteor liad
their measure taken, but the bunch was far astern of
these, well strung out. No one spoke of Problem and
the latter was not at any early stage of the race a feature
in the game. The first and second boats stood on this
tack for over twenty minutes. Meteor at the Narrows

found, her jib was pulling her head off and tried to use
a storm jib, the change doing her no good at the gait

which was then going in the first flight of the twenties.
Caroline was first to go about at 11:28, Aderyn going
about at 11:29.

They had to beat through the Narrows, and at this
point Duchess again showed in the game. The main
interest was already centering in Aderyn and Caroline,
Anita, winner of yesterday, being far back among those
who had misjudged the fickle Geneva wind and that had
lost their chance in the race on that account, and engaged
in a scrap with St. Paul. Caroline made up a lot of way
under this split tack work, and fought Aderyn as hard
as she had Anita the day previous. It was thought at
that stage that Caroline would win. The wind was
fresher when the boats passed out through the narrower
part of the lake and began to figure on the turn.
At this point, well within sight of the buoy, a peculiar

thing was going on. Far up to windward above them
all and sailing so close to shore that one could have
tossed a biscuit from the boat to land, the game little

Problem came edging rapidly along, as independent of
the others as though she were out for a leisure sail.

GUs Amundson, her designer, had her tiller, and Walter
Dupee, her owner, was tending sheet. She was doing
lovely work and all the guest boats and pleasure steamers
saluted her repeatedly as she came right in among the
gallery and held on high into the wind until she had the
buoy well in view. At this point Argo retired from the
race and went to her dock.
Sudden interest now attaching to Problem, which had

come up out of absolutely nowhere, speculation began
as to her chances to win. Her work free in light wind
was reviewed, and she at once became a hot favorite for
winner of the race. Her stock rose yet higher when it

was found that Avhen she went about at last and stood
over toward the buoy she crossed the bows of both
Adryn and Caroline. This was at 12:01.

Meantime, Caroline and Aderyn were chopping away
at short tacks and it was seen that Caroline had earned
first place over Aderyn, for she crossed Aderyn's bows
twice as they rushed desperately near on opposite tacks.
While they fought it out Problem made a spectale of
them both by rounding the buoy five minutes ahead of
them at 12:25:13. Problem at once broke out her bal-
loon and set a great pace back for home, going almost
hull down before the nearest rival got around the turn.
Caroline displaced Aderyn at last and was about the buoy
at 12:30:13, Aderyn at her heels in 12:30:17.

Straightening out for the run home, Caroline set her
balloon jib and made chase for Problem, that was slip-

ping down the lake like a ghost. Aderyn here appar-
ently deliberately threw the race away, for she stood
far inshore on a port tack, and went back on practically
the same line upon which Problem had come up when
she made her big gain on the first leg. Problem and
Caroline kept down the middle of the water. Now Ma-
hoohoo came up out of nowhere in particular, and Louise
for her first time got a brief look at the leaders. Ma-
hoohoo shaved the buoy too close and apparently fouled
the cable with her board, for she lost a lot of time and
lay still for the best part of a minute, going about at

12:38:15. Duchess made it in 12:39:12 and Lassie, an-
other unexpected appearance, in 12:39:28. Mahoohoo
on rounding to broke out spinaker and Duchess a bal-

loon jib. At this point the little Attila again showed,
out of her class and well in among the big boats.
• Caroline and Problem both winged out now, and at

this Caroline, which is tipped to be a rough water
boat, showed she could do a thing or two in the light

wind as well and began to gain very rapidly on Problem.
Far off to their leeward was Aderyn, but the latter now
began to surprise everybody by beginning to come up in

the front position, apparently having caught the breeze
which she sought inshore. The race was thus still un-
won and might go to anybody. The three leaders as they
approached the Narrows on the return began to draw
closer in together and there was a prospect of a gj-illing

finish. Such, however, was not to be the case.

The wind, which had been none too steady on the way
out, now became still more faint and freakish. It seemed
to come not in any steady, even quantity, but in long
slants and streaks, which might or might not strike any
given boat, even closely as they were now placed to-

gether.' It was not, therefore, a yachting finish which
now came off, but a mere drifting match, in which luck
was the determining factor.

Problem had a bit of trouble with her spinaker at the

start of her run home, but it then began to draw better,

and she footed it handsomely for a mile or more. Caro-
line also broke out her spinaker and seemed to do as

well at this free work as vaunted Problem. Caroline be-

gan to crawl up on the latter slowly but steadily and had
the air held at this stage would have passed her. They
seesawed away in exasperating fashion, Aderyn meantime
sailing fathoms to their inches in the air she was getting

now. At 12:56 Aderyn passed Caroline, and at 12:57 she
drew on ahead of Problem, every inch of her canvas
drawing; It was now getting too close to the home
stake for many incidents of this sort to happen without
some one getting a beating, and at this point Aderyn
was picked to win.

Caroline still hung on Problem's _ stern and bitterly

fought for the lead. She crept up in a slant of wind,
lapped Problem and blanketed her, but the next moment
lost the puff which drove her up. At this time Aderyn
was a hundred fathoms in the lead of both. Problem
had just enough wind left in her shaking sails to push
ner nose on in advance of Caroline. A half minute later

Caroline again tried for it and passed Problem by a

nose for the first time on the home run. For six minutes
Caroline held the leading position over Problem, with
no gain to mention, the jibs of both boats filling and
collapsing almost alternately. Then Problem got a
breath of fresh air and at 1:14 she lapped Caroline. At
1:16 she passed Caroline, her canvas now drawing full,

Caroline lying becalmed a biscuit toss away from Prob-
lem. Problem challenged Aderyn for the lead, the lat-

ter now having a turn in the doldrums. Now the spin-

aker of Problem seemed to be of more hurt than help, the
wind .shifting a point or so, and she took it in. first

Aderyn and then Caroline following thist maneuver.
They now all three lay in irons. A steamer gave Prob-
lem and Caroline a bit of wash, from which Aderyn was
more free. All this time the wind was fresher back up

the lake, as it had been for these three leaders, and Ma-
hoohoo, Duchess and Louise came bowling on dgwn
into the field of vision.
At 1 :26 there came a little rippling puff of air upon the

\yater, wrinkling up the surface into tiny ripples, in a
line which gradually worked on out from shore toward
where the three boats were lying, less than a quarter of
a mile from the line—indeed, only a few hundred feet.
It was seen that the first boat to get this puff would be
the winner. Aderyn, lying slightly in advance, was the
lucky one, and she got under way, leaving Problem and
Caroline becalmed. Then the little wrinkle on the water
reached out as far as Problem and the latter drew away a
few feet from Caroline, which lay further out in the
lake by a dozen yards. There it failed and faded away
and Caroline was lying idly waiting while Problem be-
gan to travel. Meantime Mahoohoo came boiling on
down in a stronger .flaw. It was too late for any hope
for Mahoohoo or for either of the two boats which had
fought for an hour so stubbornly for the advantage.
Aderyn crossed the line a trifle in advance. The sailing
times for the ten or eleven miles course were as below:
Aderyn 2' 28 32 Henrietta ,.,..2 40 32
Problem 2 29 27 St. Paul .....2 40 47
Caroline 2 30 35 Anita ..2 43 48
Mahoohoo 2 32 20 Meteor .2 49 13
Duchess 2 35 55 Imp 2 51 46
Louise 2 36 07 Harriet H 2 54 07

There was thus another winner in the field and there
are to be three boats in the final contest to-morrow.
Surely it is an even thing among the Western boats this

year.
, ^ | ^ j

Attila Wins in Second Class.

It was so empty a contest in the little ones that the
judges did not even keep the time on any of them except
Attila, who won her fourth race of the week with amus-
ing ease, the sailing time over the same course as that of
the twenties being 3:00:01. If ever the old nautical joke
about there being "no second" was true it was in this

case. The new owner of this fair craft may feel that he
has got a winner. If the closeness of the 20ft. competi-
tion continues to-morrow as it has all through the week
the man who owns the winner dare not say that he
actually has a winner, for. there are two or three others
which are nearly as well entitled to the name, so very
even is it between them. For instance, Caroline to-day,
after her technical defeat, remains quite in the class with
either Aderyn or Problem, and would be as safe a boat
to back as any of the three for a series of a dozen races.

The Annoal Meeting.

The annual meeting of the Inland Lake Y. A. was held
to-night at the "headquarters" at the public library,

though why the title of headquarters was given this place
is a mystery, as no one has been able to find there any
member of the local club, which is host of the meet this

year. The meeting began with practically only visitors

present, Mr. Taylor talcing the chair at about 9 o'clock.
The following clubs were present by delegate or proxy:
White Bear, Green Lake, Delavan Lake, Pine Lake,
Lake Beulah, Fox Lake, iVIilwaukee, West End, Ocono-
mowoc Lake, Oconomowoc Y. C, Chicago, Lake
Geneva, Neenah, Pistakee, Pewaukee, Oshkosh, Noda-
way and Saddle and Ccyle.
The rules were suspended and Saddle and Cycle Boat

Club, of Chicago, which had no formal delegation pres-
ent, was allowed to vote through two unofficial repre-
sentatives.

The first thing taken up was the vote for place for the
next meet, and here there was a hot fight. It was known
that Pewaukee Y. C. wanted the m.eet, and Com. Con-
way was there to take it home in his pocket. Upon
the other hand. Green Lake Y. C. was equally eager to

get the 1901 meet and had a strong delegation solid.

Com. Conway held proxies from most of the lower clubs,

his defeat being due to the vote of Fox Lake Y. C,
which did not vote as did its near neighbor, Pistakee
Y. C.

Oshkosh and Neenah each put in a feeble bid for the
meet, both admitting that it might be the turn of some
other club now, though it is conceded that Winnebago
is the best sailing lake in the Association country. Com.
Conway explained that Pewaukee could offer good hotel
and I restaurant accommodations, would take care of all

boats daily and receive and ship same, and would board
the crews free and furnish a guest steamer, a band and
other features. Com. Conway alluded feelingly to the
near location of Waukesha, whose water has made Wis-
consin famous. He showed maps of Pewaukee Lake and
made a strong case.

Mr. Edward Rosing spoke for Green Lake. He said
he was not there to try to buy the meet, but could offer

good boat accommodations, boats hauled free, good
hotels and the best sort of a sailing course. The informal
vote that was taken showed Green Lake with 7 votes,
Pewaukee 5, Oshkosh i, Neenah 5. Com. Libby with-
drew the name of Neenah. On the formal ballot Green
Lake received 10 ballots, Pewaukee Lake 8, and the
meet goes to Green Lake. Com. Conway moved that
the vote be made unanimous and it was so ordered.

Sec'y Carpenter now came in and his report ensued,
showing that the Association has a balance of $100 or so
with all bills paid. Two new members were admitted

—

Cedar Lake Y. C, of Indiana, and Saddle and Cycle
Boat Club, of Chicago.
Com. Gilbert, of Neenah, suggested September as a

better month than August for the meet. It was decided
to refer the time of the meet to the executive commit-
tee, the latter being advised to set a date in September
when the moon was full or nearly so.

Professionals Barred.

Rather important action now followed. Com. Ord-
way, of St. Paul, moved that henceforth the by-laws
should prevent the admission of any professional sailor

into the competition as skipper or member of crew.
Com. Ordway said; "We want to get back to the pure
Corinthian basis on which we started, and which ob-
tains in the East. I know it is a temptation to use pro-
fessional help in this way, and one likes to see his boat
developed to her best possibilities, but it is far more im-
portant that we develop young sailors of the amateur
sort, who will order new boats of these same profes-
sionals and sail them for themselves. By a profes-
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sional I mean any man who works in Making and sail-

ing-boats, not a designer or fitter."

A long discussion followed Com. Ordway's proposi-

tion, though it was of a favorable sort. It was explained

that this should not take ef?ect until the igoi meet. Coni,

Ordway then attempted to define the term "professional"

and found this difficult, as have a great many men before

him. The definition was at last left to the executive corn-

mittee, which was instructed to report to a special busi-

ness meeting this coming October in Chicago. It is

very likely that the committee also will find it difficult

to make a complete definition of the term professional,

but there is practical agreement as to the policy of the

Association, in this regard.

Change in Measorement Rules.

This was very proper action and it was followed by
Com. Ordway with another matter of yet greater im-
portance—not less than the change of the measurement
rules now in use by the Association. It is apparent to

all that the boats now produced are rarely fit for more
than a single season, and Com. Ordway said he had seen
Ijoats in the East which were so strained even in their

trial races as to be ruined and worthless. It seemed to

him that the proper thing would be to work toward a

stronger and more enduring type of boat, so that one
could feel that he had a boat, one which he could sell if

he wanted to and one which would last more than one
season if one cared to keep it for further sailing. He
therefore proposed an amendment to the rules abolish-

ing the Avaterline measurement, and using the Royal St.

Lawrence Y. C. scantling rules, cutting down the meas-
urements solely to sail area. This he said would allow

a builder to build his boat of any length he liked and any
water line he chose, and if he cared to make it 30ft. he
could, if he thought he could drive such craft with 500!:.

of sail. He thought the result would be a better craft as

a type, a boat and not a rule-beating machine. Com.
Ordway was asked to send copies of the Royal St.

Lawrence Y. C. rules to each member and the matter
was referred to the October meeting of the Association's

executive committee. Com. Hertz, of Pistakee, moved
that this fall meeting be held and that it be given full

power to pass upon the proposed changes of these rules.

This was carried.

A vote of thanks was extended to Com. Norton, of the

West End Y. C, of Geneva Lake, for the handsome cup
which he presented to the winner of the 20ft. champion-
ship. ' This cup must be won two succeeding years to be
owned by the winner.

Election of officers resulted as follows: Mr. J. W.
Taylor, of St. Paul, re-elected President; Mr. Ben Car-
penter, of Chicago, re-elected Secretary; Messrs. W. L.

Gilbett, of Neenah Y. C; C. D. Peacock, of Green Lake
Y. C, and W. H. Lyford, of Fox Lake Y. C, Executive
Committee.

Friday—^Thc Final Race.

Anita won by ten seconds. Thus say the judges. A
half-dozen newspaper watches declared it to be only
six seconds, four seconds, two seconds. It was but a

ghost of a win.
Aderyn, the 1899 boat, sailed by her owners, H. O.

and George Brunder, of Milwaukee, with R. F. Schorse
and A. C. Riebrock as crew, made a rare fight for the
honor. She was well sailed except in one instance. On
the home leg of the first round she was too slow in

breaking out her spinaker, and allowed Anita to close in

on her and make the best lead which had been attained
at any part of the race.

Henrietta, which was hardly able to look in at the race

for the first five legs of the course, gained more than
either boat on the last leg, and made a respectable third.

Anita was sailed by her owner and designer, W. L.

Davis, of Neenah, with Will Krueger, Frank Levins and
Jimmie Jones as crew. It has been said that the two
best .sailors in Wisconsin are Will Davis and Jimmie
Jones, and Anita would seem to show this to-day.

Jimmie Jones, it will be remembered, designed Caroline,
which has fought Anita so hard all through the week, and
which in one's personal opinion better belonged in the
finals than at least one other. Mr. Davis designed Aderyn
last year himself, and perhaps he was guessing several
times to-day which was the better boat of the two.
Aderyn came up close enough plenty of times for them
all to talk it over in sociable fashion.

Anita this morning before the races was favbrite for

winner, with Henrietta as well backed for second as

Aderyn.

The Start.

The start was a pretty thing. The night previous there
had been rain, but the morning cleared, and a wind of
steady and fairly fresh quality came in from east. It was
seen that there would be a whole sail breeze, outside at

least, and it seemed that the regatta was about to end
with at least one yachting finish.

The fifteen-minute gun found the three boats, each
turned up within an inch of her life, exercising around
in the bay, as eager and active as race horses. They
made a beautiful picture as they flitted back and forth
and made passes at the line and returned to wheel
agaiiTi with the swallow-like speed and ease peculiar to
these rule-breakers and record-makers, the 20-footers of
the inland lakes.

They got the five-minute gun and came back- behind
the line, in view of the packed boats and docks. Each
skipper knew his business, and it was sure to be a close
thing. Davis timed Anita to the very second. He
edged her up to the buoy and let her lie motionless for a
moment. Her boom swung a trifle at the right mo-
ment, and she crossed at the gun without a lost fathom
of space to cover. Lapped on her was Henrietta, with
Aderyn in the lee berth, only five seconds back of Anita.

It was reach, beat, and free this time, respectively for
the first, second and third legs of the inner triangle,

though really it was something of a beat at times on the
first leg out. The course was twice around the triangle,

perhans about ten miles.

Anita whipped over to windward berth at once after

the start, Aderyn next to her, but not so high into the

wind, Henrietta further to leeward. Aderyn, after a

short run, took a notion to cross old Henrietta's bows,

and did so, and not content, repeated the trick a moment
later, as both dropped over inshore, hunting for more
wind, which is a common occupation of a yacht on this

freakish lake. Then a bit of sailing happened which
surprised nearly all who witnessed it. The old grand-

mother drew up on Aderyn on the lee side and lapped

her, apparently having caught the wind she wanted. A
moment later she sailed clean past Aderyn to leeward

and ran ahead of her a couple of hundred yards, laying

chase to Anita, which was running for dear life out

further in the open. Henrietta made a pretty try for

windward berth over Anita. Each boat was now reaching

with main sheet slightly started, and it was no walkaway
for any one of the three. They rounded the first buoy

in following order:

Anita 11 15 30 Aderyn 11 16 48

Henrietta 11 16 12

They now came to the crucial test of the windward
work, and at this Henrietta did not do so well, and began

to fall oflf rapidly. Anita was held up stiff, and as the

wind was fresh here at the time, both Anita and Aderyn
heeled far over, Anita showing a glimpse of her center-

board more than once above waterline. All the crews
were out, legs and all, and it was a really pretty bit of

yachting here for the spectators. Aderyn outpointed

both the other boats here tmmistakably. Anita was first

to tack, going about to port at 11 :20. Aderyn challenged

her on the opposite tack, but Anita luffed up and declined,

going to starboard. Aderyn pointed up handsomely,

and swiftly ran up into the windward berth and passed

Anita decisively, easily outfooting her at this stage of

the game. Henrietta stood far down to leeward, a quarter

of a mile at least, and did not come about on port tack

till 11:26:04.

Aderyn's windward work was wonderful, and she

.sprang to favorite's place at once. She seemed able to

make the buoy on the one reach. Anita meantime tacked

four times within a couple of minutes. This looked like

amateurish sailing, but it was not, and was on the other

hand very good sailing. Davis was simply feeling around
for the wind that Aderyn was getting. He could not

find it, and so saw the Milwaukee boat rapidly slipping

away from him. Aderyn, how-ever, had to make a port

tack, which she did at 11 ;3i :o6. She then set out for

the buoy straight, followed at 11 :3i :34 by Anita, which
made a close thing of it after all at the turn. Henrietta

came up on a long tack from far down the bay. Times
at the second turn

:

Aderyn 11 32 08 Henrietta 11 36 38

Anita 11 34 23

They now came to the test of running free, and to

this the Milwaukee boat took very kindly forthwith,

though she set no extra canvas. Anita upon the other

hand was keener to see the advantage she had here, and
it was right here that she won the race. At once she

sprung a big cloud forward, and it was seen that she

was using her big spinaker as a balloon jib. This was at

11:37. Anita began to overhaul Aderyn hand over hand,
though the latter had established a good lead before Anita

was well straightened away on this leg. Aderyn showed a

very culpable lack of seamanship here, for she must have
seen what the balloon was doing for Anita. To make it

still worse, Aderyn, now getting well up into the inner bay,

where, for some mysterious reason, the home stake has
been established—the very flukiest part of a fluky lake—

•

lost her wind, and even her working jib fell flapping.

This was easy for Anita, which bowled on down upon
her with everj' inch drawing full. Aderyn now fumbled
about, lying actually in irons, and losing all her beaut ful

start, while she tried to get up some sort of canvas. She
broke out spinaker just in time, or Anrta must surely

have passed her. Meantime, from every throat came the

cry, "Look at Henrietta!" The latter liked this side

of the course. She came down with a big kite-like bal-

loon floating high at her masthead and pulling like a
team of runaways. Never was a prettier sight seen on a
yachting course than that offered by this grand old one
both times she came down the free leg in this race. She
would have done them both at this sort of thing, and
as it was, made a distinct gain on both.

Now Anita ran into Aderyn's calm streak. Everybody
anathematized such a place for a yacht finish, the air in

this little bay failing entirely at the very place it was
w'anted to be regular and calculable. In the luck of the
wind, Anita had a shade the better of it, and took a bit of
air from Ader5'n now and again, as she crossed her. It

was a pass by courtesy of the wind, however, for just

at the home stake the two were nearly lapped. With one
of his smooth dodges, Davis jibed his boat square around
the buoy with his spinaker still up. and was off,- with the

big sail coming down, for the reach before Aderyn was
about. Time at the home buoy, first round:

Anita 11 46 28 Henrietta 11 48 32
Aderyn 11 46 33

On the reach, second round, where Anita had stood up
furthest the first time around, Aderyn again took the
honors in the pointing, and she was handsomely sailed

by the Brunder combination. Henrietta, as before, got a

quarter of a mile to leeward, and Anita drew further
inshore than before on this leg. They got out into a
fresh and steady wind here, and all the boats were well
heeled over. Aderyn once more insisted upon first place,

and it was exciting at the fourth turn, where the times
were

:

Aderyn 12 03 08 Henrietta 12 05 00
Anita 12 03 13

Henrietta was first about after turning this buoy. Anita
and Aderyn standing pretty well on. Aderyn went about
before Anita, and she' held the windward berth. Close
hauled, she now led Aiiita isoft. The latter, however,
seemed this time to redeem herself a bit as to windward
work and apparently pointed as well as Aderyn. She
gained upon Ader3'n, and it grew a see-saw up to the
buo3\ all the boats now showing plenty of wind and
needing seamanlike handling. To the Wonder of every-
body, both Anita and Aderjm stood up so well that
neither needed to tack for the full leg, both having judged
the distance perfectly when they stood on past the last

turning buoy. They made the second buoy as follows

:

Aderyn 12 14 42 Henrietta 12 16 08
Anita 12 14 53

The last boat v(ras thus making a gain over her former

position. Aderyn was again in the lead at the same
station as on the last round, but Anita was now only

eleven seconds astern of her, whereas Anita was two
minutes and fifteen seconds astern at the same point upon

the former round.

The Finish.

On the run home Aderyn was first out with the

spinaker, Anita following, winging out. Henrietta broke
out her big balloon and again made a grand sight as

she came down before the wind on her gallant, though
hopeless, chase of the two leading boats, her balloon far

aloft, seemingly detached from the boat and impelled by
some invisible hand.

Anita and Aderyn had but eleven seconds between them
at the turn, and they had to work through the zone of

varying and baffling airs. In the luck of it, Anita drew
alongside, and the two lay snde by side, the two big spin-

aker s folding and flapping. As they were able they feebly

zigzagged in tiny tacks, fighting for the better berth of it.

Aderyn tried to cross Anita's bows, but Davis would not

permit, and managed to keep his boat on the better side

of the last fluky chance, luffing across Aderyn's bows.
Again Aderjm tries for it, but her spinaker falls hope-
lessly against the stays, and Anita crawls over the line,

inch by inch, not over four seconds ahead, Aderyn not
rounding the buoy, and Henrietta sweeping also inside

the buoy. Titn'e officially taken:
Anita 2 24 51 Henrietta 2 25 35

Aderyn 2 25 01

Review.

The regatta can be called nothing but successful, and
it brings forward .some very interesting deiuctions,
which, however, may go for naught next year. As to

Lake Geneva as a place for holding this regatta, it is

hardly likely the village could get a vote from those who
were visitors there this year. The boats were splendid,

and they were sailed in a sportsmanlike manner, and the

local camp and care of the boats were perfect. Socially

—

and there should be a social side to these pleasant meets

—

the week was one of frost and chill, and in regard to this

there was much quiet comment among the visitors, which
Green Lake Club would do well to avoid next year. As
to the village accommodations, they cotild not by any
possibility have been worse. The hotel which was the
"official hotel," perhaps by virtue of some contribution,

though that is not stated, was good enough to raise its

rates to nearly double its customary charge, and more
than treble what its accommodations were worth. It

furnished neither light to work by, table to feed by, nor
bed to sleep by, and on the whole was all that a hotel

at such a time should not be. There was also a firm of
"official photographers," who charged $2, $1 or 50 cents
apiece, as they could get it, for pictures of indifferent

sort, by virtue of its appointment, presumably. It would
be very much more pleasant not to make such comment
upon an event otherwise exceedingly pleasant, btit it is

due to the Association that the facts be known to those
who were not present. Let there be no more club frosts
or village hold-ups.
A heavy rain fell this afternoon and put a hard task

on those who were shipping boats home. As the train

pulled out for the East, nothing was heard by way of an
echo of the regatta except the low murmur of the waves
upon the shore, and the harsh, strident crunch of the jaws
of the millionaire cottagers eating their evening pie.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building. Chicago, 111.

[Several photos of the yachts are unavoidably left

over until next week.]

The Fisher Cup.
The proposed match for the Fisher cup between the

Rochester Y. C. and the Royal Canadian Y. C. has been
arranged, and the races will be sailed on Sept. 8-10 and
the following .days, until one yacht has won three races^
The match was first proposed by the Royal Canadian
Y. C. in the following letter:

Toronto, Aug. 2, 1900.—Secretary Rochester Y. C,
Rochester, N. Y. : Dear Sir—At a meeting of the sailing
committee of the Royal Canadian Y. C, held last night, it

was stated, in conversation with some of our friends
of the Rochester Y. C. on the occasion of the recent meet
at Cobourg, that your club was anxious to receive a
challenge for the Fisher cup from one of the 3S-footers
built by ^xs for last year's Canada cup races, but on re-
ferring to the printed conditions of the Fisher cup it

was fotmd that ten months' notice was required. I was
requested, however, to write to you to ascertain whether
the proper notice would be waived if the R. C. Y. C, sent
a challenge to race for the Fisher cup, off Charlotte, be-
tween Sept. 8 and 15 with a yacht in the 3Sft. class.'

Our club has not yet official knowledge that the owners
of our three 35-footers eligible for such a race would be
willing to put their yachts in the club's hands, but we
believe that they would. Meanwhile, we are writing
this letter to ascertain if you would entertain such a
proposal. I am, dear, sir, yours faithfully,

F. J. Ricarde-Se.wer, Hon. Set'y.

^ A, favorable answer being received from the Rochester
Y. Q., the following was sent

:

Toroiito, Aug. II. 1900.—John F. Griffin, Esq., Cor-
responding Secretary Rochester Y. C. : Dear Sir—I have
to inform you that_ the Royal Canadian Y. C. have the
honor to challenge for the Fisher cup, at present held by
your club, with a yacht in the 35ft. class.

If agreeable to you, Mr. Frank M. Gray, chairman
of our sailing committee, will present a formal challenge
in Rochester, and arrange all details of races, on Satur-
day evening the i8th instant, on arrival of steamer
Toronto at Charlotte.

An early reply advising us that this date for meeting
is satisfactory, or arranging another date, will greatly
oblige.

I have the honor to remain, yours, etc.,

F. J. -Ricarde-Se.a.ver, Hon. Sec'y.

On Aug. 18 Mr. Gray went to Charlotte, and after
a meeting with the officers of the Rochester Y. C, every-
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thing was arranged to the satisfaction of both parties

and the following formal acceptance of the challenge was
sent:

To the R. C. Y. C, Toronto, Ont. : We hefeby accept

your challenge of Aug. 14 for the Fisher cup. We name
the yacht Genesee as the defender of the same. Yours
truly, A. G. Wright, Com.
Rochester Y, C., Aug. 18.

The full condition,s of the race were drawn up at the

conference and signed by both parties, the yachts to

be of the 35ft. class, in which the Canada cup was raced

for last year, and up to the scantling tables in construc-

tion.

Both Beaver and Minota are still in the Royal Canadian
Y. C, and in commission under new owners. No
changes have been made since last year, except that in

view of this match being made, Minota was hauled out

at her builder's yard, Oakville, the first of this month and
some extra lead, which had been added on top of the fore

end of her original lead keel, with some carried inside,

was molded on to the fore end of the keel, thus lowering

the weight and increasing the lateral plan. Both have
the same sails as used last year. On Aug. 18, in a

club race in a light breeze, BeaA^er beat Minota, both
bemg sailed by their owners. On Aug. 20 a trial race was
sailed, Minota being sailed by Mr. McLeod, her de-

signer, and Beaver by Mr. Jarvis; the wind was light

and Beaver won by im. 32s. On Tuesday afternoon a

second, trial took place, again in a light and variable

wind, the times being

:

Pirst Race—Start, 4:25:02.

Finish. Elapsed,
Minota 5 03 25 0 38 23
Keaver 5 03 30 0 38 28

Second Race—Start, 5:10:22.
Minota 5 52 22 0 42 00
Beaver 5 54 00 0 43 48

The race of Wednesday was in a very light air, only

a drifting match, each being favored in turn, the times
being

:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Beaver 4 58 05 6 23 45 1 25 43
Minota 4 55 22 6 24 15 1 28 53

On Thursday two more races were sailed in a whole
sail breeze from the east, the times being:

First Race—Start, 4:22:05.
Finish. Elapsed.

Beaver , 4 55 50 0 33 45
Minota 4 56 00 0 34 00

Second Race—Start, 5:05:00.
Beaver 5 38 30 0 33 30
Minota 5 39 10 0 34 10

The races will continue daily, starting shortly after

4 P. M.
The races will attract much attention from the yachts-

men of the lakes, and it is probable that a large number
will be present at Charlotte. The Royal Canadian Y. C.

fleet will cruise over, and other races are probable be-
tween the Toronto and Rochester boats, as the Hotel
Ontario cup is also open for competition. Genesee will be
.sailed by Mr. C. G. Davis, who handled her so suc-
cessfully in the Canada cup races of last year, in which
she defeated Beaver.

Newport Y. R, A,
SPECIAL MATCHES.

,

'
~

Newport, Aug. 22-24.

The ninth race of the 70ft. series, sailed on Aug. 22, re-
sulted in a foul between Yankee and Alineola II. at the
first mark, the latter being so disabled that she with-
drew, both making protests. With a fresh S.W. breeze,
all carrying second club topsails, they were sent away at
II :40 to the eastward, to sail two rounds of the is-mile
triangle. Yankee crossed to windward and 8s. astern of
Mineola, while Rainbow was nearly handicapped. As
the two leaders reached way fast in close company, Yan-
kee to windward set a protest flag, claiming that Mineola
fouled her." As they nearer the first mark on starboard
tack to luff round, Yankee was clear ahead, and as she
rounded, Mineola crossed her wake and luffed round in-
side and to windward of her. The two came together, a
man was swept off Mineola's bowsprit, and Yankee with
her bowsprit demolished Mineola's headgear. They
.dragged along together, the man being picked up by a
boat from Mineola after he had caught a life buoy.
When they were cleared, Mineola had lost her jib, stay-
sail and bowsprit and withdrew, being towed to liristoL
Yankee was somewhat damaged, but she continued, both
Rainbow and Virginia being astern at the turn. Tliey
beat to the second mark and reached in, the round bieimg
timed

:

, Finish. Elapsed,
Yankee 1 12 59 1 32 27
Vjrgjnia 1 14 54 1 3S 35
Kainljow 1 15 57 1 341

The second round was timed:

„ .,
Start. Finish. Elap-sedl.

Yankee 11 40 32 2 46 34 S m (!&
Virginia 11 41 10 2 48 4C 3 07 27
Rainbow 11 44 43 2 49 04 3 04. 21
Mineola 11 40 24 Withdrew.

This race made the record, Yankee 10 points, Mineola
8, Rainbow 8, Virginia i.

The last race was sailed on Aug. 24 in stormy weather,
the wind being strong from S.E. varying to S.W., with
heavy rain, though there was little wind near the end.
All set second club topsails, but Virginia parted a halyard
and dropped hers to the deck, fortunately with little

damage. She set a jib-header in its place, her crew, a
green one, working slowly. At the start at 11 :S5, Rain-
bow went over promptly, and just to windward Mineola,
while Y^ankee crossed just before the handicap gun. They
beat out to the outer mark with a heavy rain and plenty
of wind. As the catboat had drifted, the committee
boat took its place as a mark. The turn was timed

:

Mineola ..12 48 OO Virginia 12 56 28
Rainbow 12 49 01 Yankee 12 57 25-

They reached to the second mark under balloon lib
topsails, and then trimmed down for a close reach to the
line, where they were timed:

,
Finish. Elapsed.Mmeola 1 34 25 1 3ri7Rainbow ,.1 35 25 1 40 15

Virginia 14310 1 46 37
Yankee 1 43 51 1 44 05

^
Virginia attempted to set her club topsail, but was

unable to do so and withdrew. Yankee ' did excellent
work to windward on this leg, her time being 44m. sos., as
compared with 48m. 3Sc, for Rainbow and 49ra. 35s. for
Mineola. They carried spinakers over the second leg
and reached home in a light breeze, the final times being ':

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Mmeolu 11 55 08 3 19 24 3 24 16
Kambow 11 55 10 3 21 06 3 25 56
'Y ankee .11 59 46 3 25 17 3 25 31
Virginia 11 56 23 Withdrew.

New York Y. C
THE LIPTON CUP.

New York, Sept. 13.

As was announced on the flagship at the rendezvous
for the annual cruise, the $i,ooo cup presented to the
chib by Sir Thomas J. Upton, will be offered in Class H
(single-masted vessels and yawls, not over 80 and over
70ft. racing length), and will be sailed for on Sept. 13
over a 30-mile windward and leeward course, out from
the Sandy Hook Light A^essel. Should there be no
finish within the time limit (6>^ hours), the race will be
started on successive days, Sunday barred, until decided.
Sailing directions (with chart) can be obtained at the
club house after Sept. i.

The steamer Cepheus (Iron Steamboat Company) will
be put on for members and their guests. She will leave
the foot of West Twenty-second street at 9 A. M., land-
ing there on her return. Members' tickets, $2; extra
tickets, $3. All tickets will include lunch, exclusive ox
wines, etc., and may be obtained from the committee at
the club house.

. S. Nicholson Kane^
Chester Griswold^

J Wm. Butler Duncan, Jr..,

Regatta Committee.

Sag Harbor Y, C.

SAG HARBOR—PECONIC BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 18.

The Sag Harbor Y, C. sailed its first race on Aug. 18

in a light S.W. wind, the times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Wa Wa 1 50 37 3 39 25 1 48 48
Mehanatack 1 50 55 3 49 55 1 59 00
Winifred 1 50 16 3 51 00 2 00 44
Taylor 1 50 52 4 01 00 2 10 08
Ghbe 1 51 05 Withdrew.
Haganock , 1 52 00 4 05 ^0 2 13 20

Fixtures.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENTS.
Sept. 12-13.—Salem, N. Y.—Interstate Association's tournament,

under auspices of the Osoma Valley Gun Club.

Sept. 1-3.—Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club's tournament.
Sept. 3.—Schenectady, N. Y.—Fourth annual Labor Day tourna-

ment of the Schenectady Gun Club; bluerocks and magautrap.
Harry Strong, Sec'y.
Sept. 3.—Trenton, N. J.—Labor Day tournament of the Walsrode

Gun Club. George N. Thomas, Sec'y.
Sept. 3.—Seven Stars, Near Fottsville, Pa.—All-day shoot of the

Fottsville Game and Fish Protective Association.
Sept. 3.—Haverhill, Mass,—Haverhill Gun Club's open tourna-

ment; distance handicap.
Sept. 3.—Meriden, Conn.—Fifth annual Labor Day tournament

of the Parker Gun Club; $25 added. C. S. Howard, Sec'y.

Sept. 3-4.—Blandon Park, Richmond Va.—First annual tourna-

ment of the Virginia Trapshooting Association, under the auspices
of the West End Gun Club. Live birds and targets. Franklin
Stearns, Mgr. ^ii

Sept. 3-4.—Muncie, Ind.—Two-day tournament of the Magic City

Gun Club. One day at targets, one day at sRarrows. Chas. E.
Adamson, Sec'y.

Sept. 3-4.—Sylvan Peach, Oneida Lake, N. Y.—E. D. Fulford's
live-bird and target shoot,

Sept. 4-5.—North Platte, Neb.—Tournament of the Buffalo Bill

Gun Club on Col. Cody's Scout's Rest Ranch; $250 added. Geo,
L. Carter, Mgr.

Sept. 4-6.—Wichita, Kan.—Tournament of Kansas State Sports-
men's Association. G. Parham, Sec'y.
Sept. 6-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Tournament of the Sherbrooke Gun

Club. s

Sept. 12-13.—Homer. Ilh—Annual tournament of the Triangular
Gun Club; one day targets; one day live birds. C. B. Wiggins,
Sec'y.
Sept. 12-13.—Pensacola, Fla.—Two-day shoot of the Dixie Gun

Club: bluerocks and live birds. V. J. Vidal, Sec'y.
Sept. 14.—Salem, N. Y.—Live-bird shoot of the Osoma Valley

Gun Club. William L. Campbell, Sec'y.
Sept. 14-15.—Platte City, Mo.—Trap shoot of the Platte City Gun

Club. S. Redman, Sec'y.
Sept. 18-21,—St. Ihomas, Ont.—^Tom Donley's fourth annual

tournament; live birds and targets.
Sept. 19-20.—Zanesville, O.—Tournament of the Zanesville Gun

Club. L. A. Moore, Sec'y.
Sept. 25-27.—Omaha, Neb.—Fifth annual target tournament of

the Dupont Gun Club. H. S. McDonald, Sec'y.

Sept. 27-28.—Erie, Pa.—First annual target tournament of the
Erie Rod and Gun Club; |100 added money. W. S. Bookwalter,
Cor. Sec'y. i

Sept. 28 and Nov. 13.—De.xter Park, Brooklyn.—Under auspices
®f the Greater New Y'ork Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live

Mrds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club in

the U. S, are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shoot-
ing commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. Schortemeier and Dr, A, A.
Webber, managers.

Oct. 2-4.—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun Club's three days'
tournament.
Oct. 11.—Greensbung, Ind.—Tournament of the Greensburg Gun

Club. C. D. Tillson, Sec'y.
Oct. 12-14.—Louisville, Ky.--Kentucky Gun Club's tournament;

targets and live birds. Eraile Pragoff, Sec'y.

Oct. 9 and Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road,
X. .T.—Under auspices of the Moonachie Gub Club; three-men
teani race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized
gun club in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweep-
stake shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L, H. Schortemeier
and Dr. A. A. Webber managers.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.

CONTEST'S AT INTERSTATE PARK
and G, Hagedorn.

Sept. 3.—Interstate Park.—Labor Day shoot of the New Utrecht
Gun Club; live birds and targets.

Sept. 11 and Oct. 26.—^Interstate Park, Queens.—Under auspices
•of Medicus Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds per
Tnan: 29yds.. Members of any regularly organized gun club in the
U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting
•commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A.
Webber, managers.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weels;!:} shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays. . .

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The prngraliniH- oi John Parker's ' tenth annual inteniationai

shootmg iQurnanient is now ready for distrilnition. The tourn.H-
meiit is open to all, and will take place on Rusch House grounds,
Jetterson avenue, Detroit, Mich., Sept. 11 to 14. Shooting on the
hrst three days at 9 o'clock; on the fourth day at 8 o'clock. There
arc ten events each day, of which live are at 15, four at 20 and onp
at 25 targets. To each event each day $5 is added. The entrance
IS based on 10 cents per target, except in the special events. Ol
these A'o. 6, for the Peters Cartridge Co.'s international handi-
cap trophy, at 25 targets, has 75 cents entrance. Event 6, the
-King Powder Co. s two-men team international handicap trophy, is
at 25 targets, $1.50 per team. Event 6 on the third day is the
leters Canridge Co.'s international expert trophy—no handicap,
every one at 21yds., entrance 75 cents. The price of targets is
included m all entrances at 2 cents each, excepting events 6
i'lve dollars in cash is given to the best average on the first day.
Sept. 14 1.S hve-bird day. The programme is: Event 1, 5 live bird=
entrance .$3; divided GO and 40 per cent. Event 2, 7 live birds'
entrance $5; divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent. Event 3, 10 Hve birds'
entrance $7; divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Gillman Barne-^'
inteiniational live-bird trophy, value .|1.50: handicaiis 20 to 32yds.
Event^ 4, 25 live birds, entrance $25, $50 added; divided 30, 25, 20,
15 and 10 per cent. Entrance includes price of birds. The man-
agement -adds important information as follows: "Messrs. Hodgson
Howard Marks donate an expensive and handsome trophy to
any Micnigan or Canadian shooter making the highest average
any one day on targets during the tournament. All target events
shot under handicaps—14 to 21yds. There is a good chance to takem the excellent bass hshing on St. Clair Flats, also a little duck
shooting, though rather early. Take car in I'ront of Yv'ayne Hotel
and transfer to Jefferson avenue through car, which runs direct

no f^r"""!*^-- ,^'"P shells, etc., to Hodgson, Howard & Marks.
93 Woodward avenue, and they will be delivered free of charge
on grounds. First-class up-to-date meals at Rusch House on
grounds. Iish, frogs and chicken a specialty. Shooters protected
from weather. Plenty loaded shells on grounds. Extra live-bird
sweeps shot every day. Birds and traps ready for practice at all
times through tournament. Practice shooting Monday, Sept 10
Rules and conditions: American /Vssociation rules. No targets
will be thrown over 50yds. Target monevs divided 30 25, 20 15 and
10 per cent. All of the target trophies become the propertv of
the winner. The Gillman & Barnes' live-bird trophy must be won
three times, not necessarily in succession. Nobody has won it
over once. Class division in live-bird events. Plenty of helpCome and see a first-class up-to-date shoot. If anybody by his
shootmg on the first day proves that he is unfairly classified the
mistake will be rectified the next dav. Address all communica-
tions to John Parker. 465 Junction avenue. Detroit, Mich. Paul
Weise is the manager."

A long list of merchandise prizes is enumerated in the pro-gramme of the Virginia Trapshooting Association's first annual
tournament, Sept. 3 and 4, at Blandon Park, Richmond, Va There
are eleven events for the first day, of which the fifth is defined as
follows: "Event No. 5, to be contested only by five-men teams
representing trapshooting clubs in Virginia, 50 targets per man.
the winning team to be the holder of the Virginia Trapshootino-
Association's team cup (solid silver .$50 cup) until the next annual
contest, the club first winning the cup three times to be entitled
to permanent possession. A medal to be given the highest in-
dividual score in any competing team. Ties to be shot oif in the
ne.xt succeeding event or events. Gold stick pins to be given
the five shooters composing the winning team; high scores to
choose. " § and 9 are at 20 targets, a handicap on the total
ot 40 bluerocks for a Remington gun. No. 11, at 20 targets, .$2.40
entrance, is a consolation race, governed as follows: "Winners
of merchandise prizes in previous events are barred from competi-
tion for same in event No. 11. This event must be shot through
by those contesting for the high average medal, and the scores
in the same will be counted in awarding sweepstakes. Time per-
mitting, ties for prizes in this event will be shot (sff at 10 targets
per man; otherwise they will be decided by 'toss up.'" Sept.
4, the live-bird events will be arranged to suit the pleasure of the
shooters. Birds, 5 cents. Target entrance based on 10 cents.
In target shooting, the programme of the preceding day will be
followed. Magautrap and one set of expert traps will be used.
Shooting commences at 9 o'clock each day. A permanent organ-
ization of the Association will take place at the store of T W
Tignor's Sons, 1219 E. Main street, Sept. 3, at 8:30 P. M. Gunsmd ammunition sent in care of this firm will be delivered on the
grounds free of charge. Shooters "caught" dropping for place will
have their entrance money returned, and will be barred. Manu-
facturers' agents may shoot for targets. Free wagon will take
shooters from the cars to the grounds. Lunch served to shooters
free of charge. Murphy's Hotel will be headquarters. Mr.
Franklin Stearns is manager, and his address is P. O. Box 6,
Richmond, Va.

Ihe programme of the Sherbrooke Gtm Club, Sherbrooke, Can.,
for the two-day tournament, Sept. 6 and 7, is alike for each day.
jhere are twelve events—two at 10 targets, $1; eight at 15 targets,
$1.50, excepting one at $1; and two at 20 targets, .$2 entrance. The
Rose system will govern the division of the monevs. There will
be a merchandise event at 12 targets, 18yds. rise", expert traps,
unknown angles, -50 cents entrance, entries unlimited. Ties in
this race will be shot miss-and-out. Concerning its policy, etc.,
the club sets forth the following: "Sherbrooke" again invites all
amateur trapshooters to come and break bluerocks. This year
we have changed our date to Exhibition week. The Eastern
Townships Agricultural .\ssociatiun holds its great show Sept. 3
to 8. It is the biggest thing of the kind in the Province, only
excelled in all Canada by that of Toronto. It is very largely
patronized by

_
Americans as well as by Canadians, and for thi"s

reason the ^railway fares arc reduced to nominal rates from all
points in Canada and the Northern States. The regular events
of our programme will be shot over the magautrap. For this
style of shooting ou:- ground is particularly well adapted, as it is
perfectly Hat, while the background is good from all positions.
We have made a- little innovation in the system ot division of
moneys, which we think will meet with the approval of everybody.
Instead of using the same ratios in all events, we have varied tlie
divisions .so as to make some appeal to the hitters and some to the
missers, while in every case each will get exactly what he earns.
Of course we are Rose systemists all the time. \\'e always .use the
best of paid help in every department, arid can promise 'a nice,
smooth-running shoot. When we say that John W. iVlcNicol will
fill the office of cashier, everybody will know that that important
position will be in the best of hands. Professionals and agents
are particularly desired for the sake of their c'<>mpany, but will
shoot for targets onlv."

The Triangular Gun Club, of Homer, 111., offers an. attractive
programme for its tournament, Sept. 12 and 13. The first day
is devoted to targets, of which there are twelve events, eight of
which are at 20 targets, entrance $1..50 to $4. There is one event
at 10 pairs, $2; one at' 10 targets, .$2; one at 15, $1, and one at
25, 25yds. rise, use of both barrels. The second day will be
devoted to live birds. There are six events, two at 7, three at 10
and one at 15 live birds, $7, $10 and $15 entrance; handicaps, 26
to "Slyds. Magautrap rules govern the target shooting. No
bang, no bird. Refusing difficult birds not allowed. Targets 2
cents; pigeons 25 cents. The programme also contains the fol-
lowing: "The club extends a cordial invitation to all trap-
shooters to attend our fall tournament, and it is our desire to give
our patrons and fellow sportsmen two solid days of shooting.
Although we have held a number of small tournaments (all of
which were well attended), this is by far the largest we have
ever undertaken, and you can rest assured we will bend every
effort to make it a howling success. Our grounds are Inside
the corporate limits, being only a few blocks from depot and
hotels. They are equipped with a magautrap and set of live-bird
traps. We also have a set of expert traps, which will be called
into use if occasion requires. Sufficient canvas will be erected to
protect shooters from any kind of weather. Also plenty of seats
will be at hand, and everything made as comfortable as no.ssible^
Guns and ammunition shipped to C. B. Wiggins will be delivered
on the grounds free of charge."

In the team race between Dr. Wynn and Mr. T. W. Morfey on
the one side and Dr. A. A. "SVebber and Mr. G. W. Hagedorn
on the other, at Interstate Park, Queens, L, I., on Saturday
of last week, the former won by a score of 88 to 85. The race was
closely contested throughout. The two medical gentlemen stood
at .30yds., Morfey at 33 and HagedorJi at 28. Each one shot at
50 birds, $12.50 per man, losing team to pav for the birds. The
birds were a mixed lot, averaging well as to good quality, with
an occasional swift, strong bird, which taxed the skill to tb«
Utmost.



Sept. i, igoo.] FOREST AND STREAM. 1T9

Mr. Paul LitzTce, who in his spare days for some years past has
devoted his energies unselfishly to the upbuilding of trapshoot-
ing interests and to the Jiterary features of sporting journalism,
has made his debut in a wider field, which is more commensurate
with his literary taste and talent, namely, that of news editor
of the Little Rock Advertiser, which is now soon, as per its

announcement, to become a daily. In its editorial reference to
the new pen it has added to its collection, it states: "The policy
of the paper will of course remain unchanged. It will continue
to battle for the masses and the interests of the common people,
as it has done from the first issue. Mr. E. E. Audigier, the city

editor, will continue to make the paper the most tip-to-date in
the city, and with the new blood infused by the acquisition of
Mr. Paul Litzke as news editor, the paper will not only con-
tinue the most popular in the city, but cannot help but become
still more popular and influential."

It

Mr. E. T>. Fulford, of Utica, N. Y., announces that the pro-
gramme of his shoot at Sylvan Beach, on Labor Day and the
following day (Sept. 3 and 4), is open to all, and all are cordially
invited. There will be fifteen events at 10 targets each, four
moneys. Pose system. On the second day there will be ten
events at 10 targets, and one event at 10 live birds, $5 entrance,
three moneys, class shooting, 40, 40 and 20 per cent. Pigeons, 25
cents extra; targets, 2 cents extra. Heaquarters at the St.

Charles Hotel. This programme should appeal to the great body
of shooters who desire sport and competition at a fair ex-
penditure.

In the contest for the Dupont trophy, at Watson's Park, 111., on
Aug. 24, between Messrs. J. A. R. Elliott and E. S. Graham, the
iormer being the challenger, each contestant shot at 33 birds.
Elliott won with a score of 32 to 28. Concerning this match, Ravel-
rigg writes us as follows: "There was a strong wind from south-
west, quartering in on the traps. Elliott had good luck in having
Ihe dog retrieve his seventh bird, which took wing on the dog's
approach, end was all but over the boundary fence. Graham
had hard kick on his 28th bird. It struck the ground about 6ft.

inside and bounded over the 2ft. wire fence, dead."

Mr. C. H. Curtis, captain of the Dupont Gun Club, of Omaha,
Neb., has been quite busily engaged of late in the interests of
game protection. Under date of Aug. 24 he writes: "I have been
up in northwestern Nebraska prosecuting market hunters. I did
not have the best of luck, but have got that class of hunters pretty
well scared out. You can bet we are doing all we can to stop
them." The Dupont Gun Club has fixed upon Sept, 25, 26 and 27
for its tournament. Mr. H. S. McDonald is the secretary.

The fir,st annual outing. Leavenworth, Kan,, of Aerie No. 55
F. O. E., will be held on Senator Stone's farm, Sent. 9. The
shooting programme consists of twelve events, 15 targets each,
$1..50 entrance. The average money for shooting through the
programme is divided as follows: First, $5; second, $3; third, $2.
Targets will be thrown free. The shoot is open to all. Convey-
ances will meet each train. Mr. H. W. Koohler is the manager.

I
Capt. A. W. Money, of the E. C. & Schultze Powder Co., de-

parted for the famous waters of Lake Okoboji last week. It is
said that his son, Mr. Harold Money, will return with him, after
which it is safe to expect that there will be a general shaking up
of champions and championships in the East, for the young
gentleman, when he hied Westward some months ago, was of the
very best in skill at the traps.

•6
There were five contestants for the Dewar cup at Interstate

Park, Aug. 23. This is the third contest for this trophv, and as
in the previous ones was won by Dr. Webber, he killing 24 out
of 25 at the 30yd. mark. In view of his record for this trophy and
the relative showing of his competitors it would seem to be' time
that the skillful Doctor went back 1yd.

In the twelve-men team contest of the Keystone Shooting
League, of Philadelphia, and the Phcenix Gun Club, of Phoenix-
ville. Pa., last week, the former was victorious by a score of 501
to 458. Each man shot at 10 targets. This contest is the first of
a series.

Mr. E. C. Fort, captain of the gun club at Fremont. O.. writes
us as follows: "Messrs. M. C. Sanford and E. C. Fort will shoot
a match at 100 targets and 25 pairs on Sept. 4, for the champion-
•ship of Sandusky county, and $25 a side and the gate receipts."

Bernard Waters.

At Hot Springs.'

Hot Springs, Ark., Aug. 23.—Trapshooting has been somewhat
at a standstill for a few weeks past, owing to the extremely warm
weather and the absence of several shooters. Interest seemed
revived again to-day, and seven shooters faced the score.
Mr. Norton, representing the Peters Cartridge Co.. made us a

friendly call, and although he did not shoot in his usual form he
did very good work.
Considering our grounds, which are very hard, and that we throw

very sharp angles, few strangers have made a creditable score
over our traps.
Williams usually gives a good account of himself at the score,

but to-day he stubbed his toe in the last half.
De Long worked hard for a straight, but on his last target,

which was an easy one, he failed to break it. He will leave'to-
roorrow for Lake Okoboji to participate in the Indian Wolf
tourney.
There is -sbTne talk afloat about giving another big shoot here

this winter. If such should be the case, we will give the best shoot
ever held here, and every one knows we usually give good ones.
Herewith find scores of to-day's shoot:

De Long lllllllllllllllllllimillllllUllllllllllllimiO—49
O Bryan lllOllllOOlOllllUllllllllOlOlOlllOllOUmoilllll—40
Williams 11111111111111111011111111110110111010011110001101—40
Rix lllUlllllOlOlllllOlOllOlllllllllllOlllonillUOll—42
Norton 10111111110111111111110111111111110110101110111111—43
Collings lllOlllOlllllllllOllOmillllllOlOlllllOnilOlOlll—41
Sammons 11101101000111111111111111011111110111011110111111—41

Secretary.

Minneapolis Gua. Club.

Minneapolis Minn., Aug. 23.—The attendance at the weekly
shoot of the Minneapolis Gun Club was small, but the day was
perfect. The best shooting was done by French. Most of the
old regulars did well.
Paegel diamond badge: Johnston 20, Mrs. Johnston 21, Hirschy

19, French 23, Nelson 15, Steck 17, Stone 20, Neely 19, Rymers 10,
Hoy 8. French won badge.
Schlitz diamond badge: Johnston 22, Mrs. Johnston 19 Hir<;chy

24, French 23, Nelson 16, Steck 24. Melich '17, Mrs. iSielich 18
Gonnella 16, Rymers 12, Stone 19, Neely 17, Smith 15.
Ties: Steck 4, Hirschy 5. Hirschy won badge.
Club badges, 10 singles and 10 pairs : Johnston 17, Mrs. Johnston

14, Hirschv IS, French 19, Neely 17, Nelson 14, Melich 18 Mrs
Melich 12, Steck 13, Stone 14, Barber 10, Hoy 9, Pauly 11.

'

French won senior badge, Neely won junior badge, Melich won
amateur badge.
Val Blatz diamond badge, 15 singles: Johnston 15 Mrs. Johnston

14, Hirschy 12. French 12. Nelson 6, Steck 12, Melich 14, Mr=
Melich 7, Gpnnclla 10, Rymers 7. Stone 11, Neely 11, Matt'son 8,
Moore 14, Hazard 15. Johnston won badge.

Bellows Falls Gun Club.

Bellows Falls, Vt.—The Bellows Falis Gun Club held its
weekly shoot on the club grounds, Drislain's field, Thursday
afternoon, Aug. 23:

1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
10 25 10 5p Targets : lo 25 10 5p

7 Ray 18 . . .

.

9 Capron 22
7 Dr Morrison '.

. . . IS io
6 Dr Knight 19 9
5

Events

:

Targets

:

Shepardson 921 9

Norwood 9 22 S
Gibson 9 22 9
Russell 10 20 9
Underhill 619 7

Event No. 2 was for the Flint cup. The last event was miss-
and-out. Below is the score:

Gibson lllllllllllllllllllllllll
bhepardsoii llllllllllllllllUlO
Underbill HI 111 111111111110
Russell 111111111110
Norwood 111111110
Dr Morrison . ... ,110
pr Knight JJO

The lowa^ Tottfnaments*

Indian and Amateur Shoots at Okoboji Lake.

One of the most important shooting meets of the summer, if

not of the entire year, began this week at Arnold's Park, Okoboji,
la. It must be borne in mind that, while these two tournaments
are entirely distinct and under different managements, they arc
really linked together as one—an amalgamation of the local ama-
teurs and Budd-Gilbert shoots of other years. Preparations were
made and work done jointly, but this week's enterprise, as such,
was entirely in the hands of Messrs. Hinshaw brothers, of
Okoboji, who deserve much credit for the vim and up-to-date
business methods with which the event was carried out. In this
connection", however, must not be overlooked the work of the
genial Mr,_ F. C. Whitney, who as secretary and purser gave the
utmost satisfaction, and left nothing to be desired,

Okoboji Lake.

It was indeed a happy coincidence that brought the Iowa
amateur and Indian shoots together here at this time. Okoboji
is a beautiful lake, in the garden spot of a peerless Western State.
With an altitude of 1,900ft. above sea level, it is one of the highest
points in Iowa; thirty miles long, chemically pure and teeming
witli fish, it lies jeweled within a circle of low hills in the crater
of a volcanic upheaval of the unknown ages of the world's history.
A more pleasant and appropriate point for a midsummer tourney
could be found nowhere in the midcontinental States—a state-
ment borne out by the fact that last year's attendance was this
year more than doubled.
Arnold's Park is situated on this east shore of what Is known as

the West Lake; it is of easy access by either the C, M. & St. P.
or the Burlington railroad system, the latter requiring a picturesque
six-mile drive over from Spirit Lake, and the indispensable con-
veniences of post office and good hotel accommodations, Mr.
W. _P>. Arnold, the genial proprietor, accorded the shooters a
special rate, and placed everything at their disposal for the two
weeks of the double tourney.

How Targets "Were Thrown.
It was the original idea of those two worthy Indians, Charley

Budd and Fred Gilbert, to place the traps right out over the
lake, so that any target thrown would be silhouetted against a back-
ground of clear water, and the plan worked out to perfection.
Two sets of expert traps were placed just in the edge of the lake,
and targets, specially manufactured for the occasion, were hurled
out 70yds. across the water. It made a very pleasant combination
for shootin.g, but flights and angles were thrown somewhat into
confusion by the reflection of the sun at different times, and
scores were thereby more or less adversely alTected. Traps and
targets were in the hands of the manufacturers' own repre-
sentative.

Those "Who "Were There.

Among the well-known amateiir and professional trap shots in

C. and L. Hinshaw, Okoboji, la.; F. S, Parmelee. G. W. Loomis,
H. S. McDonald, D. Morrill, Omaha, Neb.; L. F. Crissman,
Ottumwa, la.; N. E. Johnson, C. W. Budd, Des Moines, la.:
R. H. Sykes, Beverlv, 111.; Webber Grommar, Bavlis, 111.; T. A.
Marshall, Keithsburg, 111.; Guv Burnside, Knoxville, HI.; W. R.
Crosby, O'Fallon, 111.; F. C. 'Riehl, Alton, 111.; C. M. Powers,
Decatur, III.; Frank Eiodges, Olathe, Kan.: E. E. Neal, Bloom-
field, Ind. ; C. D. Lindermann, Adams, Neb.; John Redfern,
Sloan, la.: H. P. Blaisdell C., E. Schmidt, La Verne, Mo.; E. A,
Johnston, Sigourncy, la.; F. C. Whitney, Des Moines, la.; Capt.
Sedam, Denver, Colo.; Harvey McMurcliy, Fulton, N. Y. ; Rolla
0._ Heikes, Dayton, O.; W. C. Portman, 'Luke Baldwin, Jackson,
Minn.; E. Bird, F. Churchyard, Fairmont, Minn.; J. G. Smith,
Algona; J. O. Koethe, Omaha; Ed Peck, D, Bafinger, Sioux
Rapids, Ta.; Wm. Mitchell, Perry, la.; E. R, Hickerson, Moberly,
Mo.; J. L. Middleton, Omaha; E. G. Wallace, Marshalltown, la.;
Capt. A. W. Money, New York; D. F. Pride, Cincinnati, O.;
E. Fulton, Athens, 111.; J. H. Tamm, B. J. Sibbert, Dennison, la.

Preliminary Sweeps.
On Wednesday, Aug. 22, a short programme of seven pre-

liminary sweeps was shot, Fred Gilbert making a run of 80
straight, and losing but 2 targets. Fred has been practicing at
shooting over the water, and the game was not so new to him
as to most of the boys, who found the flights of the birds over
the water rather deceptive. Some good general averages were
made, however.

First Day, Aug. 23.

Everything was propitious on the opening dav. Just a light
breeze 111 from the lake kept the air comfortable' and added zest
to the shooting by occasionally whipping a target into an unex-
pected ttirn. The targets were going about 60vds., but did not
look so fast, and many of the boys, especially late comers, who
Had missed the opportunity of previous practice, found the game
anything but easy.
Fred Gilbert sustained his first pace, losing but 4 in the pro-

gTamme. Tom Marshall and Geo. Hughes came next with but
^Z, and then came Budd and Crosbv with 13 skips each. The
squad consisting of Neal, Marshall, Parmelee, Gilbert and Burn-
side made another "record," scoring 75 straight in the last event
oi the day. the scores follow:

Events: 123456789 10
«1

, 13 12 14 12 13 14 11 14 14 15
Parmelee 15 13 13 14 13 14 12 14 12 15
;>ll'e'-.f 15 15 15 14 11 15 13 15 15 15

V,"'"'"'''? 14 14 13 13 12 11 15 11 14 15
Marshall 14 11 14 13 12 15 14 15 15 15

12 13 12 11 13 14 14 12 12 13
McCartney ^. ....... 8 12 13 13 12 10 12 12 14 14
H"fihes 15 13 15 13 14 14 14 14 12 14
i^udd 14 13 15 12 14 15 13 14 13 14
J<;''"V-°" 14 14 13 11 14 12 15 14 15 15
J^afch 12 13 14 14 13 12 12 10 14 13
Schwartz 13 12 15 12 13 12 14 12 13 14
Mitchell

_ 14 14 12 12 13 15 14 14 15 13
S A Smith 12 14 12 13 12 10 10 13 12 11Baldwm 11 9 11 11 10 8 5 10 13 9
Bird 14 12 12 13 13 14 11 13 11 11
Portman 5 13 11 6 8

13 11 12 12 10 13 7 12 15 13
„••:•,• 13 8 11 9 13 U 12 12 13 11C H Smith 10 11 6 9 11 9 6 10 8 11

Church 15 12 14 12 13 11 12 12 15 12
E, Hin.shaw 13 10 11 12 12 6 9 11 S 12
Lirulcrmann 12 14 14 11 14 14 14 13 15 14
J. G, Smith 10 12 13 9 14 12 11 11 13 13
Crissman 15 10 15 8 14 12 12 14 13 14
Crosby 14 12 13 13 15 14 14 12 15 15
Rjehl 12 13 13 15 14 15 13 12 14 13
L"ie'l

.V. 15 12 12 12 15 13 13 13 14 13
Kedfern ,. H 10 13 9 13 11 11 13 11 14
Loomis .

.
-. 14 13 11 13 13 12 13 11 14 11

L. Hin.sh.aw 9 12 13 14 13 13 12 14 15 13
Carlysle 10 14 12 12 8 10 10 10 9 10
I'.rapyin 12 11 13 12 M 14 12 13 9 12
Blaisdell 9 10 7 8 11 10
Sandy U 15 14 14 15 14 13 12 is 13
Morrill 10 11 12 13 11 10 7 10 13 13
\\allace 12 14 13 15 14 13 14 12 14 14
^Valker 13 12 12 12 11 11
Schoen 11 10 11 10 12 13 12 13 15 13
Mclntyre 13 11 10 12 9 12 9 12 14 11
Svkes 12 . . 15 11 12
Hodges 12 14 13 15 10 11 11 14 12 13
Beron 7 S 9 10 14 11 14 11
(irommer 11 11 13
C"lver IS 12 12 i2 12 ii
Campbell 13 11 15 9 12 14
Sedam , . 14 9
Poty , 13 16 ii 10 12 i.3

.Schuvler 7 ,5 u 9
"

Schur 9 8 11 .

.

Copley 9 8 11 . . [

Nicholson 12 9 12
"

"

Second Day, Aug. 24.

The morning broke dark and lowering, promising a wet dav btitthere was no ram beyond an occasional sprinkle. However a' <;tiffwind developed early in the forenoon, which increased steadilvmo almost a gale, beatmg down upon the birds, and making

Broke.
132
135
146
132
138
126
120
138
137
136
127
130
136
119
108
124

Ay.
.880

.900

.973

.880

.920

.840

.800

.920

.913

.906

.846

.866

.906

.793

.720

.826

128 .853
118 .786
91 .606

128 .853
104 .693
135 .900
118 .786
127 .846
137 .913
134 .893
132 .880
126 .840
125 .8.33

128 .853
105 .700
122 .813

136 '.m
110 .733
135 .900

120 '.m
113 .753

i25 .'83.3

shooting so diflScult that averages sufTered greatly. VV. R.
Crosby succeeded in negotiating all but 8 of the 150 targets on
the programme for the day, while Gilbert and Linderman lost

9 each, and divided second honors. Crosby also got the long
run for the day, breaking the first 60 straight, and fiinishing a run
from yesterday of 100.

The scores are appended:

Events : 1
Neal 12
Parmelee 13
Gilbert 14
Burnside 13
Marshall 14
Kline 11

McCartney ., 9
Hughes 14
Budd 13
Johnson 14
Linderman , 14
Crosby 15
Loomis 13
.Sandy 13
Morrill ., .. 10
Patch 15
Wallace 11
Mitchell 12
S A Smith 10
Riehl 14
Linell 14
Crissman 14
Ij Hinshaw 14
Redfern 11
Kehm 13
Campbell 10
Culver 7
Tamn 8
Doty 11
E Hinshaw 12
White 13
Peck 12
Franklin 11
Sedam - 11

J G Smith...... 13
Eckman 12
.'Vrgraves 11
Schoen 12
Mclntyre 13
Kissel 3
ITodges 14
C H Smith
Nicholson
H ixon
Stevenson
Capt Money ,.

Elmer
Bevan .........v.'...,<,v,.. ..

Shear
Van Stanberg ........... .

.

3 4
14 15
14 10
I 414
13 15
13 14
13 13
15 14
13 14
14 15
14 12

12 15
15 15
13 11
II 14
11 12
11 10
12 12
15 14
13 11
13 12
13 14

11 13
11 12
13 11
10 13

9 10
12 8
9 12

10 12
14 12
13 14
11 11
10 13

5 6

13 13
13 10
14 15
13 12
13 15
11 12
14 13
12 12
12 15

13 12

15 15

14 15
13 11
15 15
11 13
9 12

15 15
13 12
12 12
13 14
13 13
12 10
14 14
12 12
11 12

9 ..

10 14
11 11
10 ..

8 13
13 13
11 10
9 12

7 8
12 14
13 12
13 14
12 13
12 12
10 12
10 10
13 13
14 13
15 13
14 13
14 14
11 12
10 9
11 12
11 10
10 11
12 13
12 11
15 13
13 11
7 13

12 14
11 9
7 11

9 10
12 11
13 11
14 14
14 13
12 13
12 13
12 14
12 12
11 13
13 15
15 13
11 14
8 13
11 14
10 12
15 8
10 13
13 13
11 9

12 12
13 12
13 13
12 12
8 9

14 13

8 11 10 11
11 13 14 12
7 11 .. ..

11 11 11 13
14 12 12 15

Broke.
130
121

141
131
132
119
125
129
135
135
141
142
117
126
115
114
122
130
110
131
130
118
12s
109
115

'96

111

iie
132

11 11 11 11 114

Av,
.866

,806

.940

.873

.88)

.793

.833

.860

.900

.900

.910

.940

.780

.840

.766

.760

.813

.866

.733

.873

.886

.786

.853

.726

.766

!646

.740

'.773

.880

11 .. 11
13 10 .

.

13 14 12
12 12 12

13
9

13

5 14 12 14 7 10 12 9 108 .720

11 11

12

., 15 .. ..

8 1112 9
6 12 13 8
9 . . 9 12

11 11 11 10
9 11 8 12
8
9 8 8 6

A splendid silver cup donated by the management was shot for
the last thing on the programme, and was won by Geo. Hughes, of
londa, la., after a shoot-ofl: with Kline and Scheer.

The Springfield (Mass.) G«n Club.
Excellent weather conditions, beauitful grounds, good man-

agement and a select gathering of shooters, all combined to make
A

all-day tournament of the Springfield, Mass., Shooting Club,Aug. a very enjoyable affair. Although only about twenty-five
sliooters faced the magautrap, we have no hesitation in asserting
that another meet, similarly conducted, will find double that num-
ber ot the devotees of the sport on hand with guns and am-
munition. *"

Among the out-of-town shooters who participated were A VV
btacy, the crack shot of Belchertown, Mass.; Messrs. Ray Nor-wood and Gibson, of Bellows Falls, Vt, ; Harvey, of Windsor
Locks, Conn.; Fov/ler, of Westfieldd; Judson, Denison, Shearer,
tucker Chapin and Crosby, of East Brookfield; Medico, of Am-
herst; Manchester, of Munson; Downing, Bolt and Blarney, ofHolyoke, and Gamwell, of Pittsfield. While not heavily repre-
sented as regards numbers, the trade furnished a contingent not
to be surpassed for genial good-fellowship, good shooting and solid
worth, m the persons of Jack Fanning, of the Laflin & Randlowder Co.; Mr. Hull, of Parker Brothers, and Capt. Bartlett, ofthe Marhn Fire Arms Co.

v i,

Among the members of the club, Merritt, Coates and Jordan
very decent pace at the trap, as the following scores will

Events

:

Targets

:

Stacy
Coates ..

Ray

Harvey

Manchester '.,

Capt Barlictt "."
Hull

:

Fanning
Chapin
Crosby ,[]
Medico
Bolt

Event No. 7 vs-as at 5 pairs and 10 singles,
thirteen extra events were shot, the names and scores of win-ners of hrst money m which were as follows-
iixtra No. 1, 10 targets: Gibson and Stacv 9

Fvtr« Nr" I'
ta^'g^'^ts: Jordan, Panning" and Chapin 10,

vfu-t ^r.- 1' m'^'^^^'l'^^V, ^-^'"i '''^^1 Chapin divided, 12.txtid ^o, 4, 10 targets: Merntt 9.
L.xtra No. 5, 5 pairs: Stacy, Coates and Merritt 7.

^^Jixtra No. 6, 15 targets: Stacy, Jordan, Harvey, Merritt, Denison
Extra No. 7, 10 targets: Stacv 10.
Extra No. 8, 10 targets: Jordan 10.
Extra No. 9 15 targets: Stacy and Harvev 13.
Extra No. 10, 10 targets: .Stacy and HarVev 9Extra No. 11, 15 targets; Medico, Stacy Harvev 14Extra No. 12, mias-and-out : Jordan 8, '

'
"

Extra No. 13, 5 pairs: Coates and Merritt 8.

. . J. PI. E.

City Park Gun Club.
New Orle.aks. Aug. 20.-Notwithstanding a rain storm of nntrsual severity yesterday, a few of the enthusiasts at the rl vbu-d game defied the elements in an attemp" to connect withthe elusive target. All th ngs considered, the sporT was \roodsome fairly good .scores being made. There was a merttn/ c ion the grounds, the sense of which was that fh/^Tnll„ %

'^mte'tla''' ''''i
^^^<^^^^^^ veeklv tots

I''-
S-enera interest in trapshooting thfoughoi Lthe South has remarkably improved during the oast ve^r ?nVlmost promising field for the manufacturer i.s open!

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events- 1 ? ^ d r « -
Targets: 10 15 20 10 15 20 25 Targets- 10 15 20 10 1^; 9nMcKay 9 13 15 10 15 19 23 NoWce !; , . 7 1.3 15 ^9 ?r

Benedict.... 9 13 16 8 12 . . 22 Newman 15
'

' 9 inSaucier 9 11 19 9 14 . . 23 Dupont ^ -
??.

Hufft 4 9 .13 -'1

Handicap shoot, 25 targets:
Benedict

111111111011101111Hlliio_22— O-''?McKay 1111111111111010111111111-23-0 'ASfuc'er 111111111imi111lliiooii_23_ 0--
100100000110111111HOU01_J5_ 4~iMifufft 1 1 11011 o'^ooooooooiimioi-i£1 R -n

l^<^^-man 1010l10l0'l00l00l0noi00ll0-l0- qZi^dupont oiooioooooiomiioooouicClii-ioroi
Tie, miss-and-ouc

:

McK,ay 1111 SauWer . -..-.^

Percy s, B^;^-Ei>lc^,' "Ssb'y,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 10 15 10 10 15 20 10 15 10
9 10 15 9 10 13 18 8 14 9

•7 8

10
15 9 7 9 18 7 10 8

8 13 8 6 11 17 9 14 7
a 9 13 8 8 12 18 8 14 9
5 7 14 8 6 13 9 10 9
7 6 12 10 9 11 8 12 9

89 9 13 S 8 14 8 15
8 4 8 5 is

8
6

6 7 5 9
'7

9 9
'7

9
'&

6 9
8 4 8 9 4 '8

6 10 11 9 6
"9

11 3 13 7
8 7 11 9 7 9 15 9 9

9
S

14 6 7 9 14 7 12
"&

12 7 7 13 14 9 12 8
8 11 9 8 9 17 8 13 10

10 11 8 9 12 12
9 14 9 10 14 17 's i4

'9

8

9

11 10 10 14 17 10 13 7
14 9 9 14 16 9 15 8

8 8 14 17 9 14 10
5 7 11 11 7 S

16 7 11 s'5 '7
7 10 7
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Keystone Shooting League vs. Phoenix Gun Clofa.

Philadelphia Pa., Aug. 25.—The series of matches between
teams of the Keystone Shooting League and the Phcenix Gun
Club began at Holmesburg Junction to-day, and resulted in a vic-

tory for the home team. There were ten men to a team, and
each man shot at 50 targets. As a team score the Keystone's was
quite high, as they broke 501 targets out of 600 shot at, a trifle

over 84 per cent. The Phcenix team scored 458, i?, targets less

than their opponents. The targets were thrown from a magautrap.

The weather was close and sultry, so that gun barrels became hot

and unpleasant to handle, and perspiration flowed copiously.

The Kevstone team took the lead at the very start, and were
never headed off, each squad gaining a few targets. The shoot-

ing was done in squads of six men, three men from each team
making a squad, each squad shooting at 25 targets per man be-

fore retiring.
For the visiting team J. H. Miller did the best work, breakuig

46, H. C. Buckwalter, the crack shot of the Club, breakmg 45.

For the Keystone team W. N. Stevenson made the high score, 47;

Laiidis second with 46.

score—47—Landis second with 46.

Following the team match several sweepstake events were con-

tested, Howard Ridge winning the bulk of the money. The
scores follow:

Phoeni.\: Gun Club, of Phceiiixvifie, Pa.

W Miller .....llOlOlllllimOOlUnUlO 20

1111110111111000101110111—19—39

Harris 1010110100111111110111011—18
1001111101010110110001101—16—34

Holnian lOUlOllOnOlOllOOOllim—17
iiiooiniionioiiiimioi—20—37

Hagenbothan 1011010111111111011111011-20
IIOIOIUOUOIOIOIIIIIIOII-IS—38

Crothers lOlllOllllOOOUlOOlllllll—18
1110010000111111101011111—17—35

Buckwalter 0111111111111111111111111—24
1111011111100111111111110—21—45

Tohnson 1011111011111101111111111—22
1111110011111111111100111—21—13

Smith 1100111010110001110111101—16
1100110111100111111010001—16—32

Dotterer 0111111100111111011111000—18
0111101010111110100011011—16—34

T H Miller 1101110011111111111111111—22
- 1111101111111111111111111—24—46
Wilson , 1110111101010111111110110—19

1110011011110101100110011—16—35
Pehlert 1111111111111011101011011—22

0101011011110111111011011—18—40—458

Kevstone 'Shooting League, of Philadelphia, Pa.
Landis llllllOOllllllllllllillll—23

1111110111111110111111111—23—46
Stevenson llUlllllOllllllllllllllO—23

1111111110111111111111111—24—47
Longneckor 1111111111111011011111011—22

OllOlOlllUOlllllllllOlli—20—42
Ridge 1111101111111110111001011—20

1111111111111111111111110—24-44
Tohnson 0111100111101111011110111—19

0111110011011011110111100—17—36
Hallowell 1111111011111111111100111—22

1011111101111111111110011—21—43
Eames 1110011111111111111111111—23

110101001111111111110111 1—20—43
Wolstencroft 1111101111111111111110100—21

1111001111011111100101111—19—40
W H Pack 1110001101100111011111111-18

1111111010111111111110011—21—39
Cartledge 1101011111111101110110111—20

1001111011011011010111111—18—38
Fisher .1111100111111111111110100—20

1111111011011111010111110—20—40
Hen rV 1111100111101011111111111—21

1111111111111101111110011—22—43—.501

Sweepstake events.—No. 1, 15 targets. $1 entrance, four monej's.
Rose system:" Pehlert 11, Torpey 9, Ridge 15, J. H. Miller 14,

Tohnson 10, Hallowell 13, Buckwalter 11, Dotterer 9, Crothers 10,
Holman 12, Smith 9, Wynn 9, Fisher 10, Cartledge 13, Hobbs 14,
Davis 10, Russell 12, Landis 12, Stevenson 11.

No. 2, same conditions: Cartledge 11, Henry 12, Johnson 12,
W. H. Miller 9, Buckwalter 13, Holman 12, Hallowell 13, Dotterer
11, J. H. Miller 7, Crothers 8, Torpey 8, Ridge 15, Sanford 8, Rus-
sell 13, Hobbs 11.

No. 3, same conditions: Johnson 9, Wilson 10, Buckwalter 14,
Henry 14, Hobbs 12, Russell 13, Hallowell 11. Dotterer 11, J. H.
Miller 14, Holman 11, Torpey 9, Cartledge 11, Ridge 14.

ON LONG ISLAND.

Chariottesville G«n Chsb.

Charlottesville, Va., Aug. 26.—Herewith find scores made at
the two last shoots of the Charlottesville Gun Club. Some of
our younger members are improving rapidly, and are making the
old stagers" look to their laurels.
Much interest is being manifested throughout the State in the

State shoot, to be held under the auspices of the West End
Gun Club, of Richmond, Va., Sept. 3. This club is one of the
largest and best equipped in the State, and all visitors to the
tournament, under able management of Mr. Franklin Stearnes,
may be assured of a royal good time.
Event 1, at 50 targets ; shot Aug. 17

:

W O Watson 1101111110110111111111011—21
1111111111111111111101101—23-44

Snow 1011111111110101111111111—22

^ ^ ^ „ 1111110111111011111111111-23-45
G L Bruffey 1101111111111011111111111-23

1111111111111111111100111—23—46
alker 1111100011111011111111011—20

, ^ 1111111111111011110111111-23-43
Loyd 0111100101111111111111111—21

.^^ 1111010111110111101111111-21-42H Watson 1111111101100111101011111—20

^ ,
0000000001110111111011110-13-33

Cocln-an 110111100011001110] 011111—17
0111110100001101100101110—14-31

Johnson OlllOlOlllUOUllOllOllll—19
. ,

lllOllllllOlOOlOlOlOlOin—17—36
Anderson 1011110111110001101110000—15

1011001101111010001100111—15—30
Event 2, at 25 targets, shot Aug. 17: H. T. Nelson 13, Lawson 8

Robertson 14, Keller 17, Waddell 16. Morvant 17, C. E Buckle is'
E. Bruffey 21, W. O. Watson 19, Anderson 15, Loyd 23, Snow 23.

'

Event 3, three-men team race; shot Aug. 24:
G L Brufty 1111111111111111111101111—24

1111111111111111111111111—25-49
George 1111111111111011111111111—24

1011111111111111011111011—22-46
Snow 1111111111111111111101111—24

1110111111011101101101111—20—44-139
Loyd 1111100100111100111111101—IS

0111111011000101111111010—17—3SE Brufiy 1111111101111111111111111—24
1001111111011101111111110-19—13

\V () A\afson 1010111111101110000111111—18
1111101110110101001111111-19-37—11.5

Kvent 4. at 25 targets: shot Aug. 24: Walker 22, Anderson 1'
Keller 16. Robertson 13. Waddell 17, Pevton 20, Morvant 21
Event 5. at 25 targets: McGhee 12, Buckle 9, Irvine 7, Twyman

14, Walker 18, .Anderson 16, Peyton 22, Morva-t T K jMarshall 20.

D. R. Snow, Sec'y.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Walsfode Gon Club.

Trenton, N J., Aug. 21.—At the shoot of the Walsrode Gun
Llub last week the weather was stormv—continued showers.
Event No. 1 was a preliminarv race at 25 bluerocks, Thropp

v.'imimg.
Thomas ran 15 straight in event No. 4, and went up in event

No. 8 on doubles.
Farlee ran straight in event No. 10.
Coates had a new Parker, and did excellent- work, as did ThrOpp

and tarlee aJso.
"^-^

Targets- 10 15 25 10 15 15 10 10 15 op 15
gliomas 8 12 19 9 13 15 8 9 11 3 12
l^arlee 10 13 . . 9 10 12 9 9 12 6 12

.V-!-'^^^*
9 11 .

. 3 4 13 S 9 ;il 7 13
1 hropp g 10 20 7 12 12 7 7 10 5 12
Harrison S i 311 g 7 13 g jg
u'jnneiiev ,, 7 11 5 ...... w

Shooting atjlnterstate Park.

The Dewar Cup.

Aug. 23.—The Dewar cup competition was the main event of the
day, and had five contestants. The conditions were .$5 entrance,
birds extra, handicap. Dr. A. A. Webber was the winner with the
excellent score of 24 out of 25, and this was his third successive
win, and all the wins which have been made for it. The scores:

Dr Wynn, 29 001112122221221*211111212—22
W M Thomas, 30 222222*2222222222222222*2—23
StefTens 29 ^ . . .112220221021110221)1212012—20
Dr Webber, 30 2222222222222202222222222—24
Darhler, 28 2*222200212*1022220222222—1&
Lincoln, 28 012222220220200*200*22200—14

Five birds, $2, high guns:
Webber, 30 22220—4 Darhler, 28 22201—1
Wynn, 29 20012—3 Thomas, 30 22222- 5

.Steffens, 29 20121—4

Wynn-Morfey vs. Webljer-Hagedorn,

A most interesting and closely contested match was shot at In-
terstate Park, Queens, ;Vug. 25, between two-men teams. Dr. W.
Wynn and Mr. T. W. Morfey against Dr. A. A. Webber and Mr.
G. W. Hagedorn. The birds were good as a whole, though
mixed in quality, with very few sitters and quite a number of
screamers. The performance of Morfey from the 33}'d. mark
was quite admirable. He started in a bit unsteadily, but after
the 11th round he began to get the swing and time, killing 37
out of the remaining 39. Dr. Webber was close up with 44.. Mr.
R. A. Welch acted as referee:

Morfey and Wynn.
T W Morfey 22220*2222*22222222222*22—21

2222220222222222222222222—24- 45
Dr W Wynn 22121111112212*2122121102—23

2*22102221221*21021222120—20—43

88
Webber and Hagedorn.

Dr A A Webb6r 202222222222222222222*220—22
02*2202222222222222222222—22—44

G W Hagedorn 12211121122*1112021*100*2—19
1111011211121212111202101—22—41

85
Fifleen-bird evetit, high guns:

Thomas, 33 222222222222222—15
Welch, 30 12212*1.21212*22-13
Lockwood, 28 11*022*21122202—11
Wynn, 29 21121*002*12121—11
Several miss-and-outs were shot.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Elliott Wins Dupont Trophy.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 25.—T. A. R. Elliott yesterday found E. S.
Graham, of this city, easy for the Dupont trophy, which the latter
had won from Joe Barto not long ago. Graham set the number of
birds at 33, but this was no hoodoo for the Kansas City crack, who
only went into a trance and forgot to wake up until he had killed
them all but one. Graham was not quite so fortunate, losing 2
out of the 25-string, and 3 more out of his last eight. Two of
Graham's birds were dead out of bounds, his first bird shot at
going out in this way. He then killed 7 straight, missed, and
then killed 15.

Elliott was first at the score, and he killed straight out to his
12th. After that there was not much to write about on his side
of the sheet.
The birds were very fast and strong. Wind, high and incoming.

The score:

Trap score type~-CopyrigM, 1900, by Fgrisi and Stream Pub. Co.

S451221541B85154488588142
JAR Elliott. .2 21222222220221222222232 2—24

82184825
22222222 e—32
2B41111884245141841258441

E S Graham. ...* 22222220222222222222222 2—28

1 8 4 4 4 4 5 5

02*0 2 221 — 5—28
a. HOUGB.

Hartford Building, Chicago, Jill.

GarfieM Gun Qub.
Chicago, Aug. 25.—The appended scores were iiiadfe on our

grounds to-day on the occasion of ..the sixteenth trophy shoot of
the series.

S. E. Young carried ofi' the honors and also Class A. medal
on a score of 22. W. P. Northcott won Class B medal on 20, and
A. D. Dorman won Class C medal, also on 20.

The day was an ideal one for trapshooting. A light breeze
blowing, quartering across the traps, made the flight somewhat
erratic, but not enough to discourage even a beginner.
Twenty shooters participated in the trophy event, several others

coming later.

Trophy shoot, 25 targets:
.1 D Pollard lOllllOOlOOlOOOOlUOOllll—14
.V McGowan 0000110111100111010101110-14
R Kuss llllOOllllllllOOlllOlllU—20W P Northcott 1111111111110111111100001—20
Dr J W Meek 1110101011110110111011111-19
C Kuss 1100100000000010000001000— 6
F I Cooper 1110011010011011111101111—18
R E Tarney 1111011111111111111101111—23
T Eaton OlOlOlllOllllUOllOlOllll—18
C P Richards 1110011110011101111111111—20
S E Young 1111101111111111111110101—22
F Barnard 1101110101111001011111111—19
Dr Morton 1111011111100101111111110—20
H Delano » 0001111101100001110011110—14
\ Marshall 0010110011101100111011111—16JAR Elliott ..lllllllllllOOmilllUlll—2g
Dr A Huff OllOOWaiOllOOlllOOllOOll—13
J NVoiff oiiioiiiiiioioniooomii—IS
F Wolff OOOlOOOOlOOOU'ODlllllOOOO— 9
D M Parker OOOllOlllOOOOOOOOOOlOOOOl— 7
Dr Liddy 1101011111111111101010110—19

Sweepstakes:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 6 6 7
Targets: 15 10 5p 15 15 15 10 T.irgets: 15 10 5p 15 15 15 lU

Pollard 13 9 7. ^..12 7 Barna?d 7 7 "I T 12 9A McGowan. 9 8 .. 5 5 Dorman 4 q q kj
R Kuss 12 9 9 11 .. 13 9 De Long .... 5 8

'

Northcott .. 12 9 15 8 Elliott '.'

s 9
Dr Meek.... 10 8 J Wolff i ..
C Kuss 6 W Jones sio 9

'

Cooper 10 13 4 Ralph 19 lq
R Tarney. . . .10 8 .... 12 10 . . Liddv • • •

i| w .

.

Richards ll 9 4 15 . . 12 9 Delano " "

9 "fiA Steele.... 12 8 Marshall " " c
Eaton 10 5 7 14 ,. 9 6 Huff v

'

"l
" k

Young 7 10 7 ' •• ^

Team race, IB targets:
F G Barnard...... 11 Dorman lo
R Kuss 1? Elliott V.V.'.V "15
T Eaton ^ Richards -to

Pollard .....50 Dr Meek 12
Marshall U T Wolff "lO
Cooper ....14 Delano , -i-i.

O T Barnard 6 Dr Huff r
Dr Liddv 14 A McGowan in
Tamer 11 F Wolff 5
Voung

5—108

Young 5—104

Chicago Gun Club,

Chicago, IU.> Augi 25.—Besides the following, a few extra events
were shot; ' "

:

Handicap cup shoot, 25 targets: Vietmeyer, 1, 21; Irwin, 1, 20:
Buck, 8, 24; R. B. Carson, 1, 18; Cady, 1, 14; Mrs. Carson, i 20.
Monthly trophy, 15 targets:

Vietmeyer . . . .111111011111111—14 Dr "Morton . . . .000111101101111—10
Irwin 110011110011111-^11 Cady 101111001001111—10
Milliken 001010100000110— 5 Mrs Carson .. .101110111111011—12
Buck 111101111010011—11 \V Stannard... 110111111010111—12
R B Mack.... 010101110011101— 9 Dunbar OlOllOlOOlOlOU—

8

Dr Carson 011101100110011— 9 Smith, Jr 111011111101101—12
Trophy shoot, 25 targets: Vietmeyer 23, Irwin 23, Milliken 14,

O. J. Buck 17, R. B, Mack 21, Dr, Carson 19. Dr. Morton 22,
Cady 16, W- D, Stannard 22.

Bellows Falls Entertains Fitchburg.
The Bellows Falls Gun Club held its weekly shoot on the club

grounds, Drislain's field, Friday, Aug. 17. The boys received notice
that tlie Fitcliburg Gun Club would pay them a visit and arrive
on the 9:30 A. M. train. A committee, consisting of Messrs. Ray,
Norwood and Gibson, met the visitors at the depot and escorted
(hem to the Hotel Rockingham, where arrangements had been
made for an early dinner, which was served at 10:30. After dinner
the club had a barge in waiting and conveyed the visitors to the
grounds, and shooting began at 11:30, twenty-four shooters taking
part. The club had for visitors the following named gentlemen:
Mr. J. S. Hull, representing the Parker gun; Messrs. Wilder,
Converse, Cutler, K.ob, Estey and Dr. Russell, of Fitchburg;
Mr. Andrews, of Leominster; Messrs. Lasure and Nelson, of
Winchester; Messrs. Laggard and Kingsbury, of Walpole, and
Mr. Nelson, of Bernardston. The two events that caused the
most excitement were Nos. 3 and 4, Mr. John Flint offering «
cash prize of $5 for high gun in a 25-target event, and No. 3 was
decided on as the event. Messrs. Converse, Underbill and Gib-
son tied at 23, and on shooting off the tie Gibson won out with
10 straight. Event No. 4 was a team race of seven men, and
was won by Fitchburg with a score of 135 to 133 for Bellows
Falls. Two of the Bellows Falls men shot poorly. About 3,000
targets were thrown during the afternoon. The only regrets
were that the Fitchburg boys had to leave for home so early
(3:30); but they waited until they only had time to catch the
rear platform of their train. We hope to be able to meet the
Fitchburg team again this fall and have another match with
them, as the record now stands one win for each team. Below
is the score for tlie day:
Team match:

Fitchburg.
Wilder 22
Converse 21
Cutler ...19
Dr Russell 17
Esty 19
Andrews 20
Rob

Bellows Falls.
Ray 22
Norwood 22
Gibson 21
Capron ,." .......14
Knight 16
Morrison 18

.17—135 Underbill ..20—133

Events:
Targets

:

Rob ....

Esty ....

Andrews

Dr Russell

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
25 25 25 25 10 25 8p 10
18 17 20 22
22 15 23 21 7
21 23 21 19
14 19 IS 17
13 14 16 19
19 21 15 20
11 15 16
21 14 21 16 6
15 20 19 26
24 23 25 24 io

"9

21 21 22 22
21 19 21 22 21 io
22 24 23 21 io 21
19 19 13 18 18

'9

21 15 IS 14 15
16 16 17 io

ie
22 23 20 9 22
20 15 id
17 11
14 9 4
14 14 5

Fassett
Nelson
Taggard
Flint
Kingsbury 4
Bidwell , 5
Event No. 6 was on the Flint cup. The last event was miss-

and-out, which was won by Norwood, with 19 breaks.
C. H. Gibson, Sec'y.

The Country Club.

Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 8.—We, the undersigned, desire to
express to the Peters Cartridge Co. our hearty thanks for one of
the most enjoyable and successful tournaments ever conducted in
the South, Their contributions to the different events have been
most liberal.

The large attendance and the remarkable success of "the shoot"
is largaJy due to the Company's wise and judicious selection of
Mr. J. H. Mackie as manager. His name will hereafter serve as
.the guarantee for a pleasant tournament.

R. H. Baugh, Birmingham, Ala. ; T. J. Watson, Birmingham,
.Ma.; E. J. Huchall, Pratt City; VV. P. Lueg, Alba, Ala.
The Birmingham Club, composed of forty men, has instructed

its secretary, R. H. Baugh, to sign the above.

R. Trenton, Pensacola, Fla. W. T. Tinglejr, Trenton, N. J.
F. A.. Gricler, Birmingham, Ala. H. Jones, Birmingham, Ala.
C. A. Jones, Birmingham, Ala. E. P. McDonald, Birmingham,
J. R. Livingston, Chattanooga, Ala.
Tenn. O. E. Porter, Chattanooga,

N. B. Oliver, Tuscaloosa, Ala. Tenn.
S. Marlowe^ Tuscaloosa, Ala. J. J. Grady, Jr., Sheffield, Ala.
Gleene Foster, Tuscaloosa, F. H. Woodworth, Chattanooga,
Ala. Tenn.

W. T. McCormick, Tuscaloosa, F. C. Etheridge, Macon, Ga.
Ala. J. C. Boyles, Columbus, Miss.

S. Friedman, Tuscaloosa, Ala. H. H. Chamberlayne, Patton,
Cros Smallwood, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Ala. J- B- Chamberlain, Birmingham,

Eli Abbott.
, ^ -Ala.

G. E. H. Forney, Birmingham, Irby Bennett, Memphis, Tenn.
Ala. W. W. Garth, Columbus, Miss,

Lee Moodv, Bessemer, Ala. Jas. H. Campbell, Franklin,

T. B. Aird,' Pratt City, Ala. Tenn.
Jas. A. Kirk, Pratt City, Ala. H. Voss, Mobile. Ala.
A. H. Frank,, Memphis, Tenn. Joe Brignardello, Memphis,
Thos. Maxwell, Tuscaloosa, Tenn.
Tenn. G. H. EUerbe, Birmingham, Ala.

E. J. Brown. Birmingham, Ala. Robt. Smith, Birmingham, Ala.
H. S. Smoth, Birmingham, Ala. Jesse W. Brown, Woodward,
C. F. Eastham, Birmingham, Ala.
Ala. W. T. Vass, Mobile, AJa.

Magic City Gun Club,

The second annual Labor Day tournament of the Magic City
Gun Club, at Muncie, Ind., Sept. 3 and 4, has a target pro-
gramme on the first day and live birds on the second. There are
twelve target events. 10 and 15 targets, based on 10 cents per target.

All shooters entering for the entire target programme will receive
a rebate of $1.50. Magautrap rules. Targets 2 cents. There
are four Hve bird events on the second day, at ID, 25 and* 10 spar-

rows, $2, $5 and ?2, and a miss-and-out, 50 cents. The 25-sparrow
event is for the State championship. The spare time will be
devoted to e.xtra sparrow and target events. Sparrows 10 cents,
with a rebate of 2 cents for each one killed. Four moneys, except
in miss-and-out. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. Shoot rain
or shine. Ammunition and lunch to be obtained on the grounds.
Ship guns and shells to Chas. A. Adamson, who will deliver them
on the grounds free of charge.
This is the season of the year when the yotmg man's mind

turns lightly to thoughts of shooting in verse. Read and take
notice of the club's invitation:

"MAGIC eiTY GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT.
'-^Sept. 3 and 4, 1900.

"There's going to be a great big shoot given on Labor Day,
You must come, brother shooter, you must come;

There'll be bluerocks in the sky, and everything but rock and rye.
You must come, brother shooter, you must come,

"There's going to be some big guns at this shoot, so they say.

You must com.e, brother shooter, you must come;
Jim Head may trip up Neal, but Doc Britton's sure to heal,

And Ed Rike m.ay Heike our way on that big Labor Day,
Yott must come, brother shooter, you must com?."
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TWO PRACTICAL SERIES.

We begin to-day the publication of two important series

of practical papers. The first is that on "American Wild-

fowl and How to Take Them," by George Bird GrinnelL

The chapters which are to follow will give a particular

description of each individual of the family, including

the' swans, geese, brant and ducks, with illustrations by

Edwin Sheppard, the well-known illustrator of Baird,

Brewer and Ridgway's "Water Birds" and other works.

By means of the text and pictures in Forest and Stream

it will be practicable for the novice to learn his ducks

and for the older gunner readily and certainly to identify

any strange fowl that may fall to his gun.

The second series of papers, of which the first chapter is

printed to-day, has* to do with "Training the Hunting

Dog for the Field and Field Trials," by B. Waters. This

is an exhaustive and in every sense practical manual

of instruction for developing the field dog for its highest

usefulness as an adjunct to the gun in the field; and the

successive chapters will command attention by reason

of the common-sense and efficient system set forth.

These are among the features which in the months to

come will maintain the interest and usefulness of the

F*0REST AND Stream as a sportsman's journal.

THE TIM^ OF YEAR.

The season of maturity is at hand. The rye and the

wheat fields that in midsummer shone with yellow stubble

are hidden now. by the green of the ragweed, which

through the winter will furnish food for many birds. In-

the cultivated fields, vegetation is dying down and the tall

stems of the corn are yellowing as the grain grows hard.

Already from some trees crisp brown leaves are falling

to the ground, while others are beginning to show the

colors that denote their ripening. The spikes of the

goldenrod are brilliant now with orange blooms, and the

white panicles of the wild carrot wave in the breeze above

the green rowen of the mowing lots. Whitened by the

dust tossed up by every passer, the asters bloom along

the roadside. The drone of the cicada is less sharp now
than it was a month ago, the nightly cry of the katydid

slower and more sleepy
;
yet, beneath the stone in front of

the house or hidden under the floor near the fireplace, the

cricket trills his song with as much energy as ever.

The farmer has begun to gather his crops ; the birds

and the mammals have reared their young and are resting

from their labors; the larvae of insects are spinning their

cocoons; seeds are dropping off the weed stalks. All

things are making' ready for the long rest which is to

prepare the way for the production of another year.

It is at this time that the gunner fares forth to harvest

for himself the fruits of the field, now, alas! so much
more scanty than in days gone by. Aside from the sum-

mer woodcock shooting, still practiced in a few States, the

first shooting is that of shore birds and rail, which is

desultory and local and often very unsatisfactory. Then
follows the first shooting at prairie chickens, which

happily promises this year to be very good. The long dry-

time whicli brought .anxiety, to the farmer's heart, insured

a good crop of birds to the sportsman.

It will not be until a. month or two later, however, that

shooting can be enjoyed at its best, for it is when the

•"cather is cool and crisp that, men and dogs alike show

the greatest energy and are able to put forth their

best effort to follow up the wary denizens of field and

copse. Then, when the ground at morning is hardened by

the frjJst;- when 'the air js plear, fres}^' bracing, sq

that each respiration delights and stimulates; when the

leaves have for the most part fallen from the trees, so

that it is possible to see even at a considerable dis-

tance the gray shadow which, darting among the branches,

reveals the prey for which he longs, the gunner may en-

joy to the full the pleasures of the field.

And yet in,.the old days there was surely a charm about

the sport of rail shooting. The gunner who stood silent

in the bow of the skiff as it moved slowly through the

swishing grass never knew precisely what fortune might

have in store for him. The next bird that rose before the

boat might be a silent rail, flapping off on uncertain

wing; or an awkward bittern, complaining with raucous

voice against the disturbance of his solitude; or a heavy

black duck, quacking a loud alarm to all his fellows; or

a bunch of bkiewings, rising in a close inass and then

separating into fragments like an exploding shell. Some-

times, if the boat passed close to the shore, a brood of quail

might even rise with startling rattle from some weed

patch where they had been resting, or out in the river a

ruffed grouse might wing his silent way from shore to

shore.

In those days, though we shot with muzzleloaders yet

sometimes the spoils were great. Perhaps if they had been

less great we might have more birds to shoot to-day.

BRINGING IT HOME.

The shooter who is looking up the seasons and the

shooting restrictions as given in his Gaflte Lazvs in Brief

is apt to be perturbed when he finds that he may not

bring home from the shooting country he plans to visit

the game which he fondly trusts will fall to his gun. The
average sportsman has just enough human nature in his

composition to make him want to bring his game home
both as a substantial evidence of his success and as a

good thing which he would enjoy sharing with his

family and friends. To be denied this privilege is in many
in.stances regarded as a harsh deprivation; and there are

many considerations which support the contention that

the non-resident shooter should be permitted to take

home with him a reasonable amount of the game he has

killed.

When a non-resident shooter pays a sum of importance

for the privilege of killing game within the boundaries

of a State which by statute discriminates against non-

resident sportsmen, he should in common fairness have

the privilege of taking home his game,, just as the resident

sportsmen take theirs home. If he is prohibited from

taking with him any game without the limits of the State,

he is deprived of all advantages other than the mere

pleasure of pursuit and capture. The State therefore is

almost the sole beneficiary from the effects of such non-

resident legislation. By the license fees it adds to the

resources of its treasury, the game killed by the sports-

man is kept within the limits of the State, and therefore

adds materially to its food supply, while large sums of

money are expended by the visiting sportsmen for the

ordinary expenses of living, thereby adding to the com-

mon wealth. Hotels, livery stables, railroads—in shorty all

.such institutions within the iState—are gainers from the

influx of sportsmen.

As a matter of equity, the paj^ment of a considerable

sum of money directly to the State would imply the

giving of a commensurate consideration in return. It

cannot be said on good grounds that the mere privilege

of pursuing and capturing the game is such a sufficient

material return for the license fee, for the reason that the

capture of the game adds materially to the food supply

of the State, and therefore contributes a material benefit

to the people. Besides, there is nothing in the license

which guarantees am' game or any capture. The licensee

merely has the privilege of finding game if he can and

taking it if he can under certain restrictions. As few
sportsmen ever sell their game, there is nothing to re-

imburse them aside from the mere pursuit and capture.

All. sportsmen take a just pride in returning with

trophies of their prowess and skill. To take fish or

game; and then to be forced to leave it behind one. con-

stitutes . an outing without a climax. If- one were per-

mitted to take with him without the State a certain limited

quantity of game as his absolute property, it would not

in the least detract from the purpose of game preservation,

yet wouM give a ma^ep^l and equitable retuq? for money

directly contributed to the treasury of State, and in-

directly contributed to its welfare through the^ common

channels of business aitd living expenditure.

In equity, the giving of a material consideration requires

a material consideration in return. Such non-resident

game laws as exact all the material advantages while con-

ceding in return only the immaterial, violate this principle

of equity.

By conceding the ownership in a' cei^tain limited amount

of game to be taken out of the State by ^the non-

resident sportsman who. has complied with all the laws

pertaining to it, the game supply of the State ,would not

thereby be the least endangered. The common restrictions

as to amount, and that the owner must accompany the

game—restrictions now in force in many States—are

formed properly to safeguard the people's interests. In

such manner the law abiding sportsman who has paid

well for all privileges would arrive at his doniicile with

something to exhibit and enjoy instead of a mere memory

of things which have been.

The purpose of the absolute non-export law is, of

course, to check the shipment of game to market; and

if the strictest prohibition were necessary to secure this

end, there would be no complaint. But the -experience of

several States has abundantly demonstrated that the

market shipment may be stopped without depriving the

sportsman of taking his game home with him. A law

absolutely forbidding the carrying of ganie out of the

State is therefore unnecessarily harsh.

THE SPORTSWOMAN AND HER WEAPON.

The sportsmaH who is the father of a family very

naturally looks forward with pleasant anticipations to

the time when his boys shall become his pupils and com-

panions in the field. But if he have the misfbrtune or

good fortune to have no boys, but to be blessed solely

with girls, what then?

Nothing can be pleasanter than to share enjoyments

with one's dearest friends, and this certainly, ought to

include both sexes, yet some consider it an impropriety

in woman to engage in field sports. That must depend

largely on the view that is taken of field sports^ whether

they are cruel in their nature or rather whether that

element is predominant, for it cannot be denied that

suffering is inflicted in their exercise. But -one sports-

man's implement there is, with which the sportswoman

may secure her trophies of the field, with the absolute

certainty of inflicting no pain, and which demands no

more time than the gun to become skillful in its/ use, while

more caution, patience and woodcraft are. calle4 for, to get

within proper range of the object.

The sportsman may stalk his- game to within two or

three hundred yards and obtain as fair a shot with his

rifle as he desires, or with the smoothbore to the shorter

range of that weapon, and be reasonably sure of cutting

down the flying bird or running animal ; but the wielder

of the camera must gain a closer range to secure the

game. Yet when secure, it is for all time_|n ypmangled

trophy, entire amid its actual surroundings, not |a pair of

antlers or a head jutting from a blank wall, nor brvish nor

tanned pelt telling no story. There are n.o close seasons

to be heeded, and rarely a trespass sign prohibiting the

use of this harmless instrument. ;

The grouse strutting on the drumming log. h'js brown

wife sitting on her nest among the arbutus jblushing

blossoms and ru.sty leaves or blustering arid flu^ering in

defense of her scurrying chicks; the woodcoclj: nesting

in the tussocky swamp side; the hare in her| summer

suit of brown—are all as fair game, as wh.en.the .grouse

—

cock, hen and full-grown brood—skulk in 'fr,ogt-painted

thickets ; or the woodcock lies close under ' the golden

leaved birches on a sunny October hillside ; of the hare

when she sits in her form as white and silent as the snow

around her. ..

In all this hunting with a camera there is the same
• "althful exercise, the wholesome exhilaration, the need

< as much woodcraft to insure success .as in i hunting

.vith the deadly gun. Having all these advantages with

no tendency toward hardening the heart and without a

suspicion of unwsmanliness, it offers our wives, sisters

and daughters all that they caji desire in tine way of out -

door recreatioWi
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In the Philippines.
Mindanao, P. I., June 25.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 send you by this mail a box containing the skin of a
bird killed in a marsh near this station about a month
ago. As it may be lost or injured in its journey of

10,000 miles or more to New York, I will describe it.

A curved and jagged scarlet colored beak, black head,

tawny crest and neck, black body and wings, white spread-
ing tail of ten feathers (like a white-headed eagle), with
black tips, black legs and talons.

A chief of Duganob sent me a bolo, and said that he
would try to obtain a Moros Lantaca from the Moros
of the hiils, who, I am informed, still have in their pos-
session two or three iron helmets and a chain armor
taken from the Spaniards in early days.

The town of Dapitan was settled in 1531 by a Baloano
named Pagbaya, who held the title of Prima of Dapitan,
and established the Fort Ilihan with 800 families. Later,

-

on the arrival of the Spaniards in 1564, they received them
cordially and established the Church of Dapitan.
There is a tradition that there was once a very beauti-

ful woman here whom the Sultan of Zolo wanted very
much. He sent for her, but she refused his advances.
Thereupon the Sultan sent sixty ships and there was a
fierce fight in the bay, which left the Sultan ten ships
and much disappointment.
When the natives went on board of the first Spanish

ships, they were naturally astonished to see the sailors

eating stones (sea biscuit) and fire (cigars), and letting

loose thunder and lightning.

In 1717 this Province was established, and a civil force
of natives organized and maintained until the Spaniards
left in December, 1898.

According to the records, this Province contains 13,000
native Christians and 20,000 Supanos, or unbelievers.

These are the fellows that the Spaniards used to fir.e

square bullets at. To hold these people in check, to

maintain order and see that the civil laws are properly
administered, one company of U. S. Volunteer Infantry
is stationed here.

The climate is delightful and dry. with cool nights.
Prior to April i there was no rain for several months.
Since that time we have had about 10 inches. The country
is hilly and mountainous, covered with forests. Monkeys
abound. It may be said that we have monkeys to burn.
It is as common to see the soldiers leading their monkeys
down to the beach to catch sand crabs as it is to see (in

the States) a lady with her lap dog.
Cocoanuts are plentiful. The soil is sandy and affords

good natural drainage. The products are: Hemp, 8,000
picos

;
rice, 50,000 cavanes

; corn, 10,000 cavanes
;
copra,

S.ooo picos ; sweet potatoes, 1,000 picos
;
gave, 1,000 picos

;

ube, 1,000 picos; lumbia, 100 cavanes; buri, 50 cavanes. A
good quality of tobacco is raised. Schools are the great
institutions here, and much attention is paid to them.
The boys form in company line and go through the
setting up exercisers. They are learning English rapidly,

and are polite and neat. The women weave from hemp
the_ banana and pineapple fiber, a beautiful fabric of
varigated pattern, as filmy and soft as lace, which they
make up into waists and blouses.

Life is easy here, with fruit in abundance, fish in the
sea and hogs and chickens running at large, conse-
quently there is not much ambition to work, but I think
they do very well considering the climate and condi-
tions. Though there is no priest here, the people seem
devoted to their church, and there is a constant clanging
of bells and succession of services and feast days.

_
There is a fruit here that grows on a tree of good

size, that tastes like a mixture of mango and muskmelon,
as large as two cocoanuts, with a green rind, rough like a
hubbard sqiiash. The bananas are the finest I have seen
anywhere, and supplied almost at nature's price. Good
cigars are obtainable at $2 (Mexican) x^er hundred.

In the hills a small species of deer is found. On the
island of Mindaro is found a wild buffalo, so-called

—

small,
_
fierce, with curving horns. The soldiers had in

captivity here a small dark-furred animal, with large
brilliant dark eyes, rarely surviving captivity. The cap-
tain oi the Manila told me the name of it the other day,
but it has slipped my memor>'. To our great regret, it

died. A noisy bird, like our meadow lark, has been
noticed. .Snipe are plentiful. *

[The bird above described, which came duly to hand,
is one of the hornbills (Cranarrhimis Icucocephalus) , a
species found only in the Islands of Mindanao and Cami-
guin, in the Philippines. The species is evidently not
common, for the Smithsonian Institution in Washington
had none until this one presented to it.

The hornbills are an interesting group of old-world
birds, not very distinctly related to the todies and king-
fishers. They are of great size, unwieldy, slow of flight

and have enormous beaks, ornamented with a huge horny
crest or casque. The bones are large, but very light, their
walls being very thin, and they are much permeated by
air. The hornbills are thought to be the survivors of a
very large family, which is now for the most part extinct.
Of some of their habits of life. Dr. Alfred Russell

Wallace writes as follows: "They have powerful wings,
but their heavy bodies oblige them to use much exertion
in flight, which is -therefore not very rapid, though often
extended to considerable distances. They are (in the
-Indian Archipelago at least) entirely frugivorous, and it

is curious to observe how their structure modifies their

mode of feeding. They are far too heavy to dart after the
fruit in the manner of the trogons; they cannot even fly

quickly from branch to branch, picking a fruit here .and
there; neither have they strength nor agility enough to
venture on the more slender branches, with the pigions

"

and barbets; bxit they alight heavily on a branch of
considerable thickness, and then. looking cautiously
round them, pick off any fnu'ts that may be within their
reach, _ and jerk them down their broad throats by a mo-
tion similar to that used by the toucans, and which ha.s

been erroneously described as throwing the fruit up in
the air before swallowing it. When they have gathered
all within their reach, th'ey move sideways along the
•firapcJii lljy s^ort jumps, oj- rfjtlier ^ Vin4 of ^\\vMt, nnd

the smaller species even hop across to other branches,

when they again gather what is within their reach. When
in this way they have progressed as far as the bough
will safely carry them, they take a flight to another part

of the tree, where they pursue the same course. It thus

happens that they soon exhaust all the fruit within their

reach, and long after they have left a tree the barbets

and Enrylaimi find abundance of food en the slender

biranches and extreme twigs."

The breeding habits of the hornbills are extraordinary.

The eggs are laid in holes in the trees, and after the

female has entered to sit upon her eggs, the male walls up
the hole, leaving an aperture large enough only for his

mate's bill to pass through. Through this narrow open-

ing she receives her food, which usually consists of fruit

of one kind and another, often of figs. The hole &s de-

scribed by Mr,. Horne is finally but little wider than a

man's finger. A great deal has been written about these

birds, whose curious habits have attracted the attention

of many observers.]

BiU.

Bill was Hogarth's eldest son. As I have had occa-

sion to remark before, he was a big, red-haired, red-

bearded giant, slow of speech and bashful to a painful

degree. He was a simple child of nature—a big, over-

grown boy—the kind ot a man that never grows old.

Sooner was the same kind of a dog.
Bill's age was anywhere from thirty to thirty-five. No

one seemed to be very well posted on this subject. Old
Hogarth's information was rather vague and indefinite.

"Don't know," said he, "jest how old Bill is. He's

somewhar 'round thirty, more or less. Can't say which.

Y' sec, they was one or two what come afore him an'

died. An' they come so fast in them days, me an' the

old woman sort o' lost track on 'em, an' never could

zactly place Bill, nohow. Can't see as how it makes
nmch difrunce, 'cause he won't live no longer from
knowin'."

Bill was the least concerned of any regarding the date

of his advent into this world of misery. He was a

stoic, in a w^ay, and took everything for granted. I had
known him for some time, and had hunted with him
several seasons before I discovered that he possessed
ideas outside the ordinary routine of his daily existence

—in fact, that he was a true "backwoods philosopher."
I doubt if he had anything that might be called a re-

ligion. Such things were apt to be overlooked in the
education of Hogarth's children. But Bill had theories
of his own that served him very well, in lieu of some-
thing more definite—more orthodox—and so he fretted

not his soul.

It was a pleasure to watch him in whatever occupation
he was engaged for the time being. He never went at

a thing in a half-hearted way, but always with a great
rush, and he threw his whole soul into anything he
undertook, and worked himself up into a state of wild
excitement. He always had "buck fever" when he saw
a deer—always. This seems almost incredible when you
consider that he had been born and bred in the woods.
Some of his deeds while under this spell are almost past
belief.

We would start out early of a morning with the dogs
—Sooner and "the old gal"—running on ahead. We all

knew that Sooner was liable to err at times, and our
mterest was never greatly aroused until "the old gal"
added her treble to Sooner's deeper bass. But this
knowledge made not the slightest difference to Bill.

Let either dog give tongue, and away he went with wild
yells, covering the ground with great strides, and clear-
ing logs, and other impediihents in his path, with
mighty bounds.
He would "keep a-goin' " until he struck a runway,

then he would sit down and wait for the rest of us to
come up, occasionally giving a loud halloo to let us
know his whereabouts. We would place ourselves at
our respective stands, and Bill would generally make
for the shore of the lake, to be on hand in case the deer
should take to water. If this happened, there was sure
to be much excitement in his neighborhood for the time
being. I remember one incident that is apropos.
A big buck broke cover near Bill's stand, and dashed

out into the water. Bill fired and succeeded in wound-
ing the animal, but not seriously, and it struck out for
the other side of the lake. Bill was immediately "pos-
sessed," and with a yell that brought us all forward on
the run, he hurled his rifle at the deer, and then plungedm the lake in pursuit of the game.
He was a powerful swimmer, and gained rapidly on

the wounded buck. He reached his side just as the dogs
dashed out of the woods, and just as Jim appeared on the
dhore some distance below. This was Jim's first deer
hunt, so we forgave him after it was all over, but it was
excitmg while it lasted. Bill had seized the buck's
antlers m his powerful grasp, and a mighty battle was
on. The dogs were drawing near, to lend a hand in the
fight, when Jim opened up with his repeater and com-
menced blazing away indiscriminately. In vain did we
shout. He kept it up until he had emptied his rifle, and
then he "came to" and sat down in a state of collapse.
Fortunately the bullets went wide of the mark. That
is the greatest sensation Jim ever created in his whole
life.

Bill was oblivious t© his surroundings. Let thunder
crash and mountains fall—what mattered it to him so
long as he had a deer in hand? In spite of his great
strength, unarmed as he was, he had all and more than
he bargained for, and it was an even match between
him and the buck, when Sooner arrived on the field of
battle. That ever-ready dog sailed into the fight with
the confidence born of blissful ignorance, and they made
an. end- of the buck just as Jack and I arrived "on the
scene. We hauled the exhausted but triumphant Bill
aboard, and likewise the much-disfigured Sooner,
But apart from these outbursts. Bill was,a, silent,' easy-

going, good-natured giant. You could not 'impose upon
him, for the simple reason that he was so far above an}'
thought of self that imposition was entirely out of the
question. It was second nature for him to. sacrifice hib
own for some one's else comfort. I first got. an insight
jnjo his fruf rli;|r:irter f-nu fall when hf rijitj T wer- alone

in the woods for three or four weeks. Jack and Jinl
had each "married a wife," and therefore they could
not come. Foolish men.

,
Sitting about the camp-fire of an evening. Bill's

tongue would become unloosed, and at first bashfully
and then gradually gaining confidence in himself as I
proved an appreciative, sympathetic listener, would he
unbosom himself of his strange thoughts and fancies.
All that was needed was a little maneuvering on my part,
a little gentle coaxing, and when once under way his
shyness wore off, and he sailed along—if I may use the
expression—like a ship without a helmsman, blown in
whatever direction the varying current of his thoughts
might direct.

Civilization as embodied in myself—the civilization of
a big city—was one of the problems of life he could not
grasp.

"Hit's a dern funny thing," he said to me in his slow,
easy drawl, one night as we were sitting at the camp-
fire, "how you folks come way up here huntin'. Seems
's ef haff the fun was in jest sprawlin' 'round in yer old
clothes. Can't see why y' don't wear 'em to hum. Don't
seem 's ef 'twould be much what y' might call sport, bav-
in' to go 'round all togged out an' oncomf'table, 's ef
y' was goin' to a fun'ral, the hull blessed time. Hit beats
me why y' do it, I sh'd think a man what likes the
woods the way you do would jest naterly live in 'em
where he could be comf'table,
"Now, all I wear most the year, when 'tain't cold, is a

flannel shirt an' a pair o' blue jeans, an' a pair o' shoes—sometimes. The shoes is jest as it happens. I'd ruther
go barefoot any day. Barefoot 's a heap more com-
f'table 'n shoes, an' more naterl like. Dad's old woman's
great on style—sometimes. She'd have a feller wear
shoes the hull blessed time when they's strangers 'bout.
The^old woman's got consid'ble what y' might call pride.

"Clothes is funny things t' me. Y'ou city folks think
a heap more of 'em than y' orter—clothes an' money, too.
Guess y' ain't no happier 'n I be, nuther. Guess y' ain't
no more what dad calls edefied, seein' the tall houses
an' the cars an' all them other contrapshuns y' have to
hum in a b'iled shirt than I be in my old flannel one
here, a-seein' all they as t' see in the woods an' a-smellin'
the pines an' the hemlocks an' the s.pruce, an' all them
things all day long.
"Seems to me they's more fun lyin' with yer back up

'gainst a mossy log, watchin' the red squirrels fightin'
an' jawin' each other 'bout nuthin*. jest like the old
woman gits at dad 'casionally. an' listenin' to Sooner
makin' a fool of hisself on a trail of his own make up
an' all the time knowin' 'tain't nuthin'; or ef y' feel sort
o' like doin' somethin', jest cuttin' yerself a pole an'
goin' down to the stream an' yankin' out a few leettle
speckled cusses fer supper, or else in jest sittin' 'round
the fire, same 's we be now, chinnin'. Seems to me all

that's a heap more fun an' more edefyin'—as dad says—
than sweatin' in a big city, with a b'iled shirt on an' a
collar, jest tryin' to make more money 'n some other
feller, an' never gittin' anuff at that, an' ef y' want a
breath of good, fresh air havin' t' come way up here to
git it, as y' say y' do; I say hit beats me why on airth y'

live like that when the woods is so much better. I know
the feelin', 'cause when I go up to Peshtigo fer fun or
anythin' else I'm allers alfired glad t' git back to the
woods again. Hit beats me how you kin stand it."

It beat me also, and so I changed the subject.
"Bill," said I, "you ought to get married and have a

home of your own.' Have you never thought about it?"
Bill blushed like a school hoy.
"Onct I did," he replied, grinning sheepishly. "I got

all I wanted that onct, an' I reck'n me an' no gal ain't
goin' to jine hands right away in a hurry. As dad sez,
"Wimmin's queer.' He's bin married a long time, an'
had a hull lot o' kids an' sperience, an' ef he ain't
f'milyer with their trail by this time 'tain't likely I sh'd
know much 'bout the bizness. 'Tain't my line, nohow,
m.arryin' ain't. I only tried onct, an' that was more'n
nuff fer me.

"I sez to myself, as you was jest sayin':
" 'Bill,' sez I, 'hit's 'bout time you was a-hitchin' up

with some gal an' gittin' married,' sez L
"'Twas in the spring o' the year, when a feller gits

kind o' restless like, an' I'd bin doin' some loggin' in
the winter, an' had a leettle money saved up—mebbe
sixty or seventy dollars—so I thought 'twas as good a
time 's any fer huntin' up a gal, as they was no tellin'
how long my pile would last, an' I hitched up an' druv
to Peshtigo.

"They was a hull lot o' loggers in Peshtigo. spendin*
their money an' gittin' drunk, an' raisin the devil gen-
er'ly. I put up at a hotel an' begun lookin' 'round fer
a likely gal to sot up to. Seein' 's I was a-courtin', I
thought I'd put on a leettle style, so I bought a bran'
new pair o' shoes an' a pair o' red socks. My! but
them socks was red—redder'n my hair, b'gosh, an' that's
some red.

"Waal, 'twarn't till next day I 'spied the gal. I went
into a eatin' house to git some grub, an' thar I seed her.
She was waitin' on the men what was eatin', an' a-sassin'
of 'em plenty. She had the reddest hair I ever seed
barrin' my own, an' was freckled as a turkey egg. She
was a right smart size fer a gal, an' had a deep voice. I
sot over in a corner an' watched her, waitin' fer the men
to git out so's I could have a clear ti-ail to work on.
W^iile I was sittin' thar a-waitin an' a-wonderin' how to '

begin my courtin' them new shoes begun hurtin' an'
burnin' like fire. I stood it 's long 's I could, an' tlien
I jest naterly pulled 'em off an' sot thar with them red
socks more'n loomin' up. They certainly was red an'
no mistake.
"Bimeby most the rnen left, an' the ones what stayed

was too drunk to notice much, an' the gal come over
to me.

" 'Waal,' sez she, sort o' snappy like, Vhat kin I do fer
you?' sez she.

"Thinks I, 'I'll have t' say somethin' perlite,' so I up
an' sez, 'That's purty hair o' yourn.' sez I.

" 'None o' yer lip,' sez she, 'or I'll have you thrown
out. People what lives in' glass houses shouldn't throw
IK") stones,' sez she.

"*I ain't throwin' no stones,' vsez I; T meant what I
said, an' I reck'n I orter be 4. gcio4 jedge,, 'cawse my
tjwn hair sort o reqdish.

I
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Go 'long!' sez she; 'c{ y' want some grub say so or
f'lse git out. I ain't got no time fer fooliii:'.'

"JMot knowin' what t' say, I sez, 'Give me some grub,"
and she went arter the grub.

" 'She's got sperit,' thinks I. "But sperit 's all right.
Dad's old woman's got a heap o" the same artickic, an'
dad's managed t' git on somehow. I guess she'll do.'

Jest then she come back. She sot the grub down with
a. bang, an' started t' go.

' 'Let's talk/ sez I.
" ' 'Bout what?' sez sKe.

'Bout gittin married,' sez I, not knowjn' what else
t' say.

'What y' givin' Us?* $.ez, she. "^'er ever sakes, what
do y' mean, anyway?'

" 'I mean what I say,* sez I, 'Let's talk 'bout me 'n'

you gittin' married,' sez I.

" 'Go 'long,' sez she. "Yoti've bin "drinkin/ sez she.
" 'I ain't nuther,' sez I. 'I mean every dern word I

say.'
' 'You're crazy then,' sez she, laffin' at me.
" 'No more'n you be,' sez I, gittin' my dander up. I

jest naterly hate to be laffed at.
" 'You're a queer un,' sez she. 'My ! what red socks

!'

sez she, lookin' at my feet. 'They're redder'n yer hair.
Be them yer courtin' socks?'

'Skuse me,' sez I, feelin' purty cheap; 'I plum forgot
tny shoes was ofif,' an' I tried t' pull them new shoes on,
but I'll be cussed ef they'd go on. They'd shrunk np
or my feet had growed bigger, I never could tell which,
'cause I ain't tried t' git 'em on since. Anyhow, I

couldn't no more'n git my big toe inside 'em, an' she
stood thar, laffin' more an' more.
""Dern the shoes,' sez I, gittin' riled. 'The queschin

is, will you marry me, red socks an all?'
" 'What y' want to many me fer?' sez she.
" ' 'Cause I come here to find a woman,' sez T, 'an

you're her. An' cause you've got sperit an' are large, ah'
'cause you've got sech red hair, like mine,' sez I, thinkin'
1 had her fer keeps.

'You're guyin' me,' sez she, an' before I could say
I warn't she up with a big dish of boiled cabbage an'
squashed it over ray head so hard the dish broke. An'
then she ran out the room, laffin' fit to kill.

"I dug the cabbage out my hair, an' picked up my
shoes, an' went out an' hitched up, an' druv hum. I
sorter laid it to them red socks, but I ain't hankered arter
no wimmin since. Guess I'll git 'long all right by my
lonesome. Dad's right. Wimmin's queer.
"Guess we might 's well turn in ef we want t' git up

early in the mornin'. Hope I ain't talked too much."
"Not enough. Bill,' I made answer. "But it's getting

late, so we might as well call it a day. Good-night, and
don't forget to call me early." And then we turned in.

Dear old simple-minded Bill. I envied him many
things, but most of all his honest simplicity, and his
contented mind. Bill was a gentleman. The very best
of Lhem all—one of nature's gentlemen. '

,

Fayette Durltn, Jr,

Gens des Bois.

Vn.—Simeon J. Moody.

Until ten years ago the Tupper Lake section was a
wilderness. Scattered here and there were sportsmen's
hotels of a rather primitive type, but the trapper and
squatter still had things pretty miich their own way, and
there were no stores and no trade aside from an occa-
sional peddling fur buyer. Then came John Hurd with
his railroad, and almost in a night the second largest
town in the Adirondacks sprang up in McLaughlin's
cow pasture—a sprawling, unpainted and unlovely con-
glomeration of frame shanties, with the scarf marks of
the saw still fresh on the raw lumber. The town swarmed
with pot-hunting Canucks from over the border, who
hunted on Sundays and did their best to exterminate
the game by every illegal device known to man, while
along with the smooth talking commercial men came the
land owners filled with an inflated appreciation of the
A-alue of their forest areas that boded ill for the old
settlers lacking deeds for their fire-scarred clearings.
The subsequent history of Tupper Lake is best told in
figures, with a plentiful sprinkling of dollar marks.
About all that connects the town to-day with the un-
commercial era are the few old-timers who remain.
The pioneer of these is William McLaughlin, who was
born in Calais, Me., in 1812, and who came to Tupper
Lake with a lumber company forty-seven years ago.
Gardiner Simonds was then trapping from his camp at
Simonds' Pond, and a hunter named Cole had cleared
an a.cre on the shore of Raquette River and supported his
family on venison and fish as a mainstay, with a few
vegetables by way of a relish. Saranac Lake callage was
the nearest point where supplies could be had in summer,
and in winter there was little communication with the
outside world, except by way of Potsdam, forty miles
away.
McLaughlin started the typical backwoods lumber

farm, which is designed primarily to furnish hay for the
horses. The first year hay was drawn all the way from
Lake Champlain, sixty miles through the center of the
Adirondacks, across frozen lakes and over mountain
ranges by the poorest of makeshift roads, At times
when storrtis delayed progress some of the teams ate
up all their hay and turned back without ever seeing
Tupper Lake. It was customary for three or four teams
to travel in company, and all were fed from the load of
one of the sleds.

White pine was the only timber cut. It was floated
down the Raquette River to Hewittville. three miles
from Potsdam, and there sawed into lumber. The river
was then in much better condition for floating the logs
than it is to-day, and only thirty-five days were required
for the drive, whereas logs that go by this route at
present are from seventj^-five to one hundred days on the
way. Continuous driving has scooped Out the banks
and widened the stream, and with less water, it is a vastly
more difficult and tedious matter to get the logs through
than it was in the early days of lumbering.
Aside from the lumbering, hunting and trapping fur-

nished the only inducement to settlement.

A hunter named Clark came in from Vermont about
(lie same time McLaughlin i-cachcd Tupper Lake, but
left after a two years' residence in the w.o.ods, and was
succeeded by Simeon J. Moody.

Sim Moody.

Though a nephew of Mart Moody. Sim Moody is

three years his senior, having been born March i, 1830,
at Saranuc Lake, where his father had gone from Keene,
i\\ H. At the age of twenty-four Sim anoved to Tupper
Lake. iMcLaughlin had not made much headway with
his farm, and there was then not more than half a
dozen acres of cleared land about Tupper Lake. To
the soiitb the forest stretched unbroken a hundred miles.
The woods were full of game and fur, and trout abounded
in all the streams and lakes.
Moody was already an expert hunter and a fine rifle

shot, despite the fact that he had only recently acquired
the art of .shooting left-handed. This was necessitated
by an accident. Some years before, while standing on
a fallen tree chopping, the log had given way and he had
been precipitated on the upturned edge of his axe, sever-
ing the principal chords of his right hand, and making
it impossible for him to pull trigger with it.

Moody's First Bear.

Like most backwoods boys, born with a love of hunt-
ing. Moody began shooting as soon as he was able to
carry a gun. His first game was a bear, shot in a trap.
Some men who were coming up the Saranac River
twelve miles below the village happened unexpectedly
upon seven bears feeding on chokeberries at the edge
of one of the little natural meadows of the river bottom.
They had a rifle, and fired at the bears, but did not .suc-
ceed in killing any. Sim's father heard of the occur-
rence and traveled post haste to the spot, carrying three
traps with him. He set the traps, and the first time he
visited them he had two bears, and eventually he suc-
ceeded in^ capturing the entire seven, a striking instance
of his skill as a trapper.
Sim visited the traps with his father, and was allowed

to kill one of the bears. Apparently the old gentleman
was breaking in the boy much as he would have broken
in a dog to hunt. Soon afterward Sim killed a yearling
buck while alone in the woods, and though only twelve
his career as a hunter had begun.

Bears and Deer.

The same year that Sim killed his first bear his father
shot a bear in its den within sight of the Lower Saranac.
He was on his way back to start a deer, accompanied by
a mongrel bulldog. The dog ranged ofif through the
woods, and presently the elder Moody heard him barking
furiously at a hole under the roots of a birch tree.
Moody thought the dog had a hedgehog in the hole, and
hurried over to pull him off, but

.
when he reached the

spot he found that larger game had been located. He
clirnbed upon the roots of the tree and stamped, and
seeing tlie bear's nose cautiously thrust out from the
gloom he pushed his rifle barrel down between the roots
within a few inches of the head and fired, putting a ball
directly between the bear's eyes.
The bear had made a snug nest of leaves and bark, and

Moody had quite a task clearing away the debris before
he could pull his bear out. "Bears come out in the
spring in good condition," remarked Sim. "It is the
same with a woodchuck; when they first come out wood-
chucks ai-e always fat. They claim bears come out the
2d day of February. I knew one to come out that time.
It was a tame bear at Dannemora Prison that was left
out doors and had to hustle for himself pretty much
the same as if he had been in the woods. He came out
the 2d of February and wallowed all around over
the snow drifts. That was the first time he had been
out of his den since fall.

"Jess Corey had one on Indian Carry that used to
den up. Old Baker had a big one that denned up every
winter for four or five years till he sold him to be sent
to Italy.

"Those bears were left out where it was cold, and they
had to den up to keep from freezing, whether they got
food or not. They would make themselves some kind of
a nest, and then when it snowed on them they were all
right. Bears generally manage somehow to den up
just before a storm.

Bear Trails and Tracks.

"At Indian Carry I once saw where four bears had
gone along in the snow, and you couldn't have told
Avhether there were four or a dozen, for each bear stepped
exactly in the footprints of the bear ahead. I followed
the trail a piece till I saw where the old bear had turned
and walked up a road a little, and the three cubs behind
had cut across lots, each one taking its own course.
When the cubs came to the road they all got into the
old bear's trail again. It would have made^ a man feel
funny to see those four bears snaking along nose and
tail through the woods about dark. I have often seen
where two bears traveled together on snow, and they
always made but the one trail.

"A bear toes in like an Injun. Hedgehogs' tracks
and coon tracks are like a bear's, but there is a con-
siderable difference when you come to examine. A
coon has a foot a good deal the shape of a child's, except
that it is more peaked at the heel. A hedgehog's track
is broader and more stumpy.

Natural Curiosities.

"I've got a white hedgehog skin by way of curiosity.
I killed a big buck over here late one fall with little
nubs of horns only half an inch long. He ought to
have been carrying a heavy set at that time of year. He
was all right physically, and I never could see what ailed
his horns. Another time we killed a doe in the river that
had wool on her just like a .sheep. You could pull the
wool out by the handful. It was nearly white and longer
than a deer's hair, and it was curly just like a sheep's
wool.

Trapping and Hunting.

"I've always trapped since I lived in the woods here,
and I've ketched my share of fur, I guess. I've ketched

hundreds of mink, oIUt, black cat and 'saple,' and I
guess there ain't anybody better on foxes. In war times
mink brought as high as $12 and $14. I've sold lots for
$10. Good otter and fisher were worth $10, and 'saple'
$1.50. My trapping lines ran to Raquette Falls, and
down the river to Sol's Island, and south to Little Tupper
Lake.
"The deer I shot were sold to Bartlett and Baker at

Saranac and shipped to New York. 1 helped kill 125
deer one fall with father and McLaughlin. Hi Averill
hunted with us, too. We killed them on the river and
around Tupper Lake, still-hunting or with dogs, accord-
ing as we could do best.

"In rutting time bucks run to water 'soon when a
hound is after them. Their necks are swelled, and they
can't stand to run far.

When Deer Were Plenty.

"I hunted for the market for years. Thirty or forty
years ago game was plenty. There were ten deer then
to one now in the very best hunting ground that is left.

1 went out one afternoon from my house and killed
three nice deer in two hours, and the next morning I got
two more, and' all five were hung up there in a little
piece of woods, where you could see from one to another.

"I was still-hunting on a light fall of snow out by a
swamp. 1 followed a trail up into a little sag of sprtices
and saw a buck feeding. I put my knee on a big log
and fired at him and then dropped back behind the
log and loaded. When I had a charge in the old gun
I got up again, and over to the right I saw a doe looking
at me. I shot at her. and she went off out of sight
and when 1 got another charge in I followed her. I
hadn't gone three rods, when I saw another buck. I
shot him, and he lay down, and I went to look for the
first deer, and found the doe lying dead close to him.

"I hung up my three deer and went home, not having
been away from the house much over two hours.
"The next morning I went out to get my deer, and near

the place where they hung I ran on to two mere. I was
just coming out of some thick balsams into a little glade,
when I saw a buck standing there. I fired at him. and
he circled within a rod and dropped right close up.
Before I could get my rifle loaded I saw the doe looking
at me. I hurried, but she went off in the woods before
I was quite ready. It must have been mv lucky day,
though, for she stopped before she went far, and I fol-
lowed her up and got a sight and dropped her handy to
the others. All five deer were then within a few rods of
each other, and the three bucks and two does were full
grown and as fine specimens as you ever saw."

Wolves and Foxes,

^
"I haven't seen a wolf in this country for thirty years.

The last wolf's track I saw was in the snow on Little
Tupper twenty years ago. Now that the wolves are
gone, I think the foxes kill a great many deer in the
spring of the year, when they are dropped. They often
find where foxes have kiled the little fawns. I think a
bounty should be put on foxes, for deer ain't any too
plenty now, and we need all we can raise.

The Last Moose.

"The wolves went off into Canada. I think the moose
did the same. My brother Phineas got the last moose
killed in this country. Bullard and Leonard, of Malone,
Avere with him m the boat, and thev were jacking on Bog
River below Mud Lake. Bullard had a single barrel
rifle that carried a ball bigger than my thumb, but when
he saw the moose the critter seemed so big he didn't
dare shoot. The moose Avalked right up to the boat and
put Its head over the jack and looked at them and
Bullard never shot till after it 'had turned and was walk-
ing away. The ball hit the moose in the side and killed
her. She was a big cow, and after that no more moose
were killed m this country that I heard of. I don't re-
member the exact year Phineas killed the moose, but
It was just before the war, for he went to the war, and
died as a result.

Travels of a Beaver.

"There are some beaver on the St. Regis now at Whit-
ney Pond. Only two beaver were killed on the Raquette
since I have been here. The last one was killed fifteen
years ago. That's it over the door. I had it stuffed and
mounted as a curiosity. My father killed nine beaver
over on the St. Regis and broke up their colony. The
next year one of the boys saw some work on Wolf Pond.
He brought me a stick a beaver had cut and asked what
did it. I went over there with him and saw the work,
but the beaver hadn't stopped there.
"Later on, I went up the Raquette to a bend, where I

had killed the other beaver a long while before, and
here I found the second beaver had stopped, too. There
was a lot of driftwood in the bend, and he was livingm the bank in under the drift. He had his trail where
he got his alder and popple for food, and in one place
where a logging boom was in his way he cut right
through it instead of going around.
"That beaver had traveled a long way to get to the

place, and I don't see how he ever found it. From the
St. Regis he had crossed over by way of Fish Pond to Long
Pond, and then into Floodwood on Rollins Pond on the
Saranac. After that he got into Big Wolf Pond on the
Raquette by way of Pink Pond, Meadow Pond and Long
Pond, and then through Little Wolf into Raquette Pond
and the river. Animals know a lot more than most
people give them credit for knowing. That beaver wasm water most of the time, but there were ulaces where
there wasn't even a little brook to follow, and he never
got off the trail, and went right through to the spot he
set put to reach."

First Growth Pine.

Neatly banked up beside the fence at Moody's farm
last winter was a pile of several cords of shingle blocks
cut from first-growth white pine trees that had been dead
nearly half a century. All were sound and serviceable,
though some of the sections were much whiter and closer'
grained than others. Moody explained the difference
by stating that part of the pine had been cut with the
sap in it, while other trees had been killed by fire or
flood, and stood till the sap drained out.
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"Some of the blocks are from the tree old Clark cut
to cover this house forty-seven years ago," said Sim.
"I believe they are just about as good now as they
were then. These first-growth pines are noble trees to
last."

"Yes," said Fred Moody, Sim's son; "seems as if

some of them never would rot. At Wolf Pond we wanted
to get out some shingles, and we shaved them from an
old first-growth pine that had fallen so long ago it had
birch trees growing on it half the bigness of my leg.

The Northern Adirondack Rairoad cut through a point
on Wolf Pond Brook, and in the sandy soil and innck
rhey found trees buried two or three feet under ground
just as sotmd as they ever were."

"Tell you what I see up at Corey's," said Sim. "They
dug a ditch to drain a pond and took from it a balsam
stick that had been cut by "a beaver. It laid there on the
cable, and somebody asked me when it was cut. 'Don't
know,' I said. 'Looks new.' Well, sir, it came from
under three feet of solid ground."
"Hardwood jrusts and moulders away," sai'd Fred.

"Pine and cedar and such wood lasts a long time under
the right conditions."

The Horns in the Tree,

A local newspaper contained an item which seems at
one time or another to have been printed in half the
newspapers in the United States relative to the set of
deer's antlers embedded in an oak tree, which are on
exhibition in the State Museum at Albany. The item
sains its point by its explanation that the horns became
embedded in the tree while on the head of the living
deer. It cites the familiar fact of deer fighting trees
and brush to rid their horns of the velvet^ and draws
the conclusion that this particular deer did the thing a
little too well, and drove his horns into the young oak
with such force that he could not extricate them, and so
perished.
Sim grunted his disgust at the theory. "Some hunter

put them_ there after the deer was dead," he said, with
the positive assurance of a man who knows. "Dave
Cronk, of Saranac, has a set he cut from a beech tree
that had been laid up there years before and were covered
by the solid wood. Didn't you ever notice how when
the lower limbs drop off the second-growth pines the
wood covers the nubs? You'd think the trees were
clear as a whistle til! you came to saw them up, and then
you found them full of knots. A growing tree covers
anything it gets a chance to cover, as a matter of self-
protection. It would cover the ends of those deer horns
just as it covers an old limb. That's the natural way to
look at it. Don't need anv fish story to explain the
fhing."

J. B. BuRNHAM.

Night Witchery on the Lily Pond.
"WoN^T yoU get some pond lilies?" These words cam«-

from sweet lips—long since but dust—to the farmer's boy,
at a time when the pressure of farm work forbade the lass
of time for what was looked upon by those having
authority as foolishness. But the wish and the will found
a way, and so at night the light boat was loaded into
the wagon, the old torch used on so many night excur-
sions by brook and river was filled and trimmed, and
darkness found the boy on the shores of the little pond
where the lilies grew. A few moments sufficed to unload
the boat and drag it through the border of tall grass and
water plants out to the open water; then the torch was
lighted, the oars put in place and a journey which
opened up to the boy a new world was begun.
On one side the familiar meadows of the Agawam

stretch away into the darkneps ; on the other the hillside,
covered with trees, rises abruptly to the upland. The
hlies which through the day are open, are closed at night,
showing through a jacket of green just a bit of white as
the light of the torch reaches them. A few strokes of the
oars sends the boat among the lilypads, and the gathering
begins, at first just the prosaic picking lilies. But gradu-
ally the spirit of the darkness, brooding over water and
meadow and hillside, takes possession, and the boy feels
as if he were intruding where no mortal had right to
enter. The air, damp and heavy, is so laden with the
sweetness of the lilies, that if it were possible one were
drunk with their perfume. The trees massed against the
sky take the form, 'here, of men and beasts striving for
the mastery, there of castle, turret and battlement. The
ineadows, lighted by thousands of fireflies, reach away
like a fairyland. The cry of the plover coming clear and
distinct from the darkness overhead seems like the wail
of some lost wandering spirit. A little bird, stirring in its
sleep, gives out a few notes so liquid and sweet that they
but add to the glamor of the night. The old logs on the
hillside, glowing with phosphorescent fire, seem like the
camp-fires of the Spirit Land. The waters of the pond
withm the circle of the torchlight are as black and pitiless
as those of the river over which the old Charon ferries
his unwilling passengers. The boat seems lifted up and
floating, not_ on water, but upon some liquid between
water and air. A floating branch brushing against the
boat seems like hands from some invisible power reach-
ing up to draw the boatman down to destruction; and
so when the cry of some stricken wild creature comes
from the hillside, in very terror the oars, resting in their
locks, are seized and the boat is sent for shore and
safety. But a few strokes break the spell of the night-
time, and with a low laugh at his own fears, the boy re-
members the beloved and his errand, and the gathering of
the_ sweet plunder goes on. The night heron, disturbed
m its fishing, flaps heavily away; the mu.skrat, resenting
the intrusion of strangers in its domain, disappears in the
liquid depths; the frogs, with notes of bass and treble,
keep up the concert of the night, and sometimes the hand,
reached oiit for the jacket of green and white that holds
the heart of sweetness, closes unsuspectingly on the
clammy, squirming wh'te and green jacket of a froggie
sitting motionless on a lilypad—and with what energy the
little fellow is sent out into the darkness. But^soon
enough lilies are gathered to satisfy even the greed of
the lover, So the boat is sent ashore and the boy, tired
but happy, goes to home and rest.

All around us are new worlds if we but have eyes to
see and ears to hear. Pine Tree.
Empobta, Kan,

The Copperhead.
It is strange and regretable how little true informa-

tion the general public has about snakes. Careful studies,

and observations on living individuals, enable me to

give a good description of the characteristics of the cop-
perhead, which is in my opinion the handsomest and
most interesting of our venomous snakes. T shall be well
pleased if the plain and truthful statement of my experi-
ences in this line shall give some satisfaction to the
readers of Forest anti Stream.
The copperhead, scientifically named Ancislrodon con-

lortriXj or Agkisfrodon, as it is more recently spelled, be-
longs to the family of pit-vipers. This latter name is

derived from a curious, blind depression on the upper
jaw, between the nostril and the eye on each side of the
head. It is, according to the size of the individual, from
one-eighth inch to nearly a half-inch deep. Nobody, as
yet, has found out in what consists the function of this

pit.

The color of the copperhead varies according to locality,

the condition of soil on which it lives, age, and particularly
the time before and after sloughing, or, popularly termed,
shedding. About three or four weeks before this process
is accomplished the color of the snake becomes dull and
the markings of the skin nearly, or often completely, dis-

appear. But as soon as it appears in its new raiment, it

is like a new being, and is with difficulty to be recognized
as the same snake as before.

The coloration does not always correspond with the
name of the reptile; there are far more specimens clad in

shades of gray and brown than the really copper-colored
ones, which are most beautiful. The original of the

^
Leonhard Stejneger, one of our most prominent author-

ities concerning the poisonous snakes of North America,
says:_ "The distribution of the copperhead in a general
way is co-extensive with that of the banded rattlesnake
{Cro talus horridus), though as a rule it does not extend
quite so far north. As a compensation, it goes consider-
ably further south in the western portion of its range, ex-
tending into the southern part of Texas."
From Texas came the two beautiful specimens which I

have been so fortunate as to observe during an extended
period of time. Besides man, its worst enemy, the copper-
head has many others in the animal kingdom which
work for its destruction. Owls, hawks, weasels, skunks,
cats and hogs, ,ind, last but not least, several kinds of
snakes—for instance, the black snake, popularly called
racer; the king .snake and others—not only kill, but devour
the venomous reptile..

It is therefore wise not to destroy indiscriminately these
and other harmless species, against which only "people
afflicted with prejudice or ignorance can wage war. Na-
ture herself seems to check the increase of this dangerous
serpent, for it is not very prolific. The female copper-
head produces, so far as known, only once a year, bear-
ing from eight to ten young ones, which are born alive.
This is quite at variance with the accounts of some sensa-
tional writers, who put the number as high as fifty and
more.

I am sorry that I cannot give this handsome reptile
any other testimony but the worst in regard to its charac-
ter. In spite of the best treatment, the two snakes de-
scribed above remained violent, indomitable, vicious to
a degree, from the day of their arrival to their very end.
All naturalists, some of them, as for instance, Garman,
having observed numbers of this kind for years, declare
unanimously that the copperhead can never be tamed.

I regret it very much, because the sight alone of these
gorgeously colored and marked creatures was a treat

THE COPPERHEAD—PHOTO FROM LIFE BY A. W.

present illustration is one of these, and if the camera had
been able to reproduce the color as faithfully as the very
characteristic markings, there were no need whatever to
give any further description. This copperhead is of a
bright terra-cotta color, even with a tint of coral red, par-
ticularly on the head. The lighter ones of the transverse
bars are shaded in pink, and almost white, while the dark
markings in rich chestnut-brown»are in striking contrast
to the shiny red of the general color. The abdomen is

of a very pale coral tint with symmetrically disposed dark
patches at the sides of the ventral scales. Toward the
tail the pink fades into yellow on the lower side, while
on the upper the red turns into dark green.
A second specimen was of an altogether diflferent colora-

tion, but had identically the same markings. It was of a
soft ash-gray with a most delicate hue of pink, with al-
ternating cross bands of nearly milk-white and hazelnut-
brown. The abdomen was cream-colored. It was a very
handsome snake too, but not nearly so beautiful as the
other.

The exaggerated photographic perspective gives here
the head of our' reptile far smaller than it is in reality.
It is rather large in proportion to the body, triangular in
shape and bearing nine large, lustrous crown plates well
in front between the tip of the nose and the eyes, over
which the superciliaries project and give them a peculiarly
fierce expression. The yellow or reddish eyes have ellip-
tical pupils, indicating nocturnal habits. The back part
of the head is covered with small, wart-like scales that
continue on the conspicuously slender neck, but become
large and keeled along the body and stand in twenty-three
rows. There are 150 to 160 abdominal plates; the sub-
caudals are entire, except the last twelve to eighteen,
which are divided. The tail is short, conical and ends in
a curved, pointed horn ; it occupies only one-eighth of the
length of the body, which scarcely ever exceeds 3 feet in
full-grown individuals.

I refrain from giving a description of the working mech-
anism of the poison apparatus, which is about the
same as in other snakes of the viperine order; it is a
topic for itself. But I can say that the venom of our
reutile is considered less virulent, compared volume for
volume, than that of the rattlesnake. A bite of either of
these snakes may cause but little trouble, under some
circumstances, or may prove absolutely fatal under dif-
ferent ones. The venom itself is a viscous, greenish-yel-
low fluid, closely resembling the white of a raw egg.
As abiding places, the copperhead favors marshes or

meadows Avith high grass, shrubbery and rocks, where it

finds^ sufficient shelter and can lurk for its prey, which
consists of small mammals, chiefly rodents, birds and
frogs.

to tne every time I looked at Ihettj, the red specimen
. in particular.

The copperhead in all its actions conveys so thoroughly
the idea of wickedness, of malice, that the superstition
of those poor people who see in every snakelet the im-
personation of the evil one may be excused when the
reptile in question is concerned.
What magnificent attitudes of challenge and defiance

the creature assumes when its ire is roused by the slightest
provocation I How the threatening eye sparkles, the
tongue darts in rapid succession, the tail quivers with
excitement! Every nerve and muscle is ready to throw
forward the back-bent head, mouth open and fangs
erected, to deal the fatal blow. And yet the snake is

only on the defensive; it relies upon the terror wliich
its appearance inspires to keep intruders at bay ; it never
attacks so long as it remains unmolested, or pursues those
who retreat in time, whether human being or animal, ex-
cept when it is hunting for food. Moreoven it is only

.

too glad, after so much display of animostiy, to retire to
a place of shelter for its own security—a trait characteris-
tic to most of the dangerous reptiles, wdiich denotes
cowardice.
The photograph of this snake was taken under particu-

larly trying circumstances, with the result of many spoiled
plates. A badly lighted room, a very refractory subject
that could scarcely be induced to keep still for a'moment,
while a time exposure of at least twenty seconds was
needed, and with no understanding whatever on the part
of the "sitter" for an artistic arrangement, calculated to
enhance his beauty, made a complete failure of a first

attempt. The repeated handling, poking and waving at
the snake, although most gently done, to get it into
one of its strikingly characteristic positions, rpused its

temper to such a degree that in a fit of violent contor-
tions it fell from the table and struck wildly at every-
thing used to lift it up again. Finally, in the paroxysm
of rage, it bit itself twice—once very near the neck and
once in the middle of the body. From the latter wound,
distinctly visible punctures, oozed two drops of blood,
drying soon after. In consideration of the excited state
of the animal, the hope to obtain a good picture was
given up for the day, and it was put back in its cage not
without apprehensions that the self-inflicted wounds might
have bad consequences. And so it was indeed. Contrary
to the belief of many—even scientists—that no venomous
reptile can poison itself or any other of its k'nd, our
beautiful copperhead soon gave unmistakable signs that
it was seriously and, as the end proved, fatally affected
with its own deadly venom.

It lost first some of its exuberant vitality and on
the third day after the accident a whitish eruption, simi-
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lar to mildew, broke out, first about the nose and the
wounds, later spreadifig all over the body, until it was
completely covered with an ugly looking tetter, and death
came within a week. As soon as the first white spots

isegan to extend, another attempt to obtain a successful
photograph of the snake was made in haste.

In spite of a beginning sluggishness, the creature was
still so lively that it was necessary to cover a table with
glass plates, on which the rapidity of its locomotion was
not only considerably impeded, but also easier to be con-
trolled.

Animal photography—even under favorable circum-
stances—always requires quite an amount of patience, but
a camera and a copperhead are a combination to test the
equanimity of an angel, particularly when the operator
takes it at heart to obtain a real good picture. The last

tin when the snake behaved tolerably well for once, it

remained quiet during fifteen seconds, but soon became
aervous again, beginning to shake the tail. This necessi-

tated the capping of the lens before time. The result was,
of course, far from perfection, and I feel inclined to

apologize for presenting it to the public. It may only be
accepted for the reason that it shows nevertheless how
the reptile looks. The photogj-aph was intended originally

just for private use, in memory of my beautiful copper
head. A. W.

Hints on Pheasant Rearing.

Dr. T. S. McGillivkay, of the Canadian Pheasantry,
Hamilton, Canada, has written some useful data about
the birds and their rearing; and these, though intended for

the author's own correspondents, will prove of general in^

terest and value. He writes

:

English. Chinese (Mongolian), versicolor, Reeves and
Elliotts are in full phmiage at five months old and breed
freely the following spring, sometimes before they are a

year old. The young hens of the English, Chinese and
versicolor (Japanese-) usually lay better than the old ones.

The yoUng Reeves are sometimes so wild that they will

not breed the first year; but when kept tame they breed
freely at 3 year old. The males of silver, Swinhoe, Lady
Amherst and golden are not in full plumage until after

they moult the second summer, when they are a little over
a year old; but the golden and Lady Amherst will breed
freely at a year old. Our 3'oung golden hens did better

this past summer than the old ones, and the chicks are

wish to sell, as the feathers alone of the adult male will

bring about $8.

4. How long do pheasants' eggs take to hatch ?

Golden from twenty-one to twenty-two days, Amherst
about twelve hours longer, Chinese, English, versicolor

and Reeves twenty-four to twenty-five days; silver and
Swinhoe twenty-eight days.

5. How many hens to a cock?
Golden, English, Chinese, Elliotts, versicolor and Reeves

you can keep one cock with four or five hens ; silver and
Swinhoe should be kept in pairs.

6. Is there custom duty on pheasants?
Pheasants pass free of duty between Canada and the

States.

7. Why is it so hard to get purely bred golden
pheasants ?

The golden and Lady Amherst belong to the same genus,
and interbreed so freely that there can scarcely be found
in Great Britain or America, a golden pheasant that is

not tainted with Amherst blood or vice versa. The first

cross gives a beautiful bird far handsomer than either

parents, and this has tempted most fanciers to cross them,
but after the first cross the colors run together and pro-
duce a mean mixture, with no decided coioring.

8. What is the best way of hatching pheasant eggs?
We find Cochin bantams the best incubators for

pheasants' eggs. They should be set on clean ground, out
of doors, where there is no impure air.

9. What time of the year is the best to buy pheasants?
We always advise new beginners to buy their pheasants

in the early fall, for besides getting the same birds for

half the money, it gives them an opportunity to study
the habits of the birds before spring, when the breeding
-season begins. In fact, there are some of the wilder
varieties of pheasants that will not breed the following
spring if shipped from their original homes and to strange
caretakers later than December. Most pheasants should
be in their breeding pens a month before the laying season
begins, and should not be disturbed till the season is over.

10. What is tlie cheapest way to make a pen for a pair

of pheasants?
The cheapest pheasant house we know of can be made

by taking three 12-foot boards, 14 inches wide. Then
take a piano box which is just 6 feet across the front.
Take out the lower front 14 inches from the floor up.
The piano box (6 feet) and the piece you cut out of the
piano box (6 feet by 14 inches) will make one end ; that
with the other three boards (14 inches by 12 feet) will

/
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stronger birds. The Swinhoe may lay at 3 year old, but
seldom does, and the silver not till two years old.
The most common questions are the following:
1. Give a full description of all the pheasants you

breed.

We have ten varieties of pheasants, all of unique
beauty, whose plumage is as varied as the rainbow, and
it is impossible to give a description in a fetter or circular.
We would 'recommend a book on pheasants which will
give as nearly as is possible, in black and white, a descrip-
tion of the different kinds of pheasants.

2. Do pheasants require artificial heat in winter?
No. Most breeds of pheasants will stand as much cold

as the prairie chicken. Some of our birds we leave in
the open air the frostiest days and nights, when the
thermometer is far below zero.

3. If a persofi wishes to start pheasant raising with,
but one breed, what variety would you recommend?

If the bird's are wanted for shooting preserves, we
would recommend the English or Chinese (Mongolian);
but for pets there is none so suitable as the golden. They
require but little room (12 x 12), and are very hardy,
^as\ to rais<£, readily tamed and always in demand if you

give you a square yard of 12 feet. Fasten the corners
with hooks and eyes. Do not nail. Then nail woven
wire on a 2 x 2 scantling frame, which raises the wall
of the yard another 2 inches, making 16 inches high, which
is enough for pheasants when covered in with woven wire.
Better to have the covering in two or three pieces. A
small door should be cut in one of the side boards for
the convenience of food and water. Unscrew the sloping
boards on top of the piano box, put Iiinges on and convert
it into a lid that can be lifted up or locked down. Put
roosts in the piano box, and all is complete for a pair of
pheasants. When the ground becomes soiled this pen
can easily be moved.

Pheasants should not be allowed to see out of their
pens during breeding season. They should know no
world but the world within the walls of their pen.
A comn\on shed with a waterproof roof, and no cracks

between the boards to cause a draught, facing the morn-
ing sun, is a first-class place for pheasants—except the
Swinhoe and silver, which might require a little more
protection in this cold Canada of ours.

IT. Is there more money in raising pheasants than
fancy poultry?

Yes, vastly, at the present day—after you have once
secured for yourself the stock. We will here reason it out
A pound of pheasant flesh can be produced as cheaply as
a pound of chicken flesh. Now we will compare the
profits of raising chickens with those of golden pheasants
as being the favorite and most profitable of pheasants.
We will take say ten pairs of the best bred large breeds of
chickens. Out of these ten pairs, no matter how well
bred, you cannot get more than two pairs that will sell

for fancy prices, the defects in fowl are so numerous.
Ptit it that the two perfect pairs will sell for the same
price as the pheasants, or balance them off at $10 per
pair; the other eight pairs bringing market price at say
»3o_cents per pair—$4,80, which makes in all $24.80 for the
chickens. There are no culls among well-bred pheasants.
The pheasants, ten pairs at $10 per pair, $100. Allow that
the fowls will weigh 15 pounds per pair and the golden
pheasants S pounds per pair; this will give you $2 for
every pound of pheasant you have raised, and about 16^
cents for the chicketi flesh. If the hens when raised are all

sold at market prices (say 60 cents per pair), the propor-
tion would be as 4 cents to $2 in favor of the pheasants—
i. e., every pound of pheasant raised would sell at $2, and
hen flesh at onl}^ 4 cents, and yet it costs as much to pro-
duce a pound of hen as a pound of pheasant. Besides, if

an old cock pheasant dies in full plumage you sell the
feathers for from $6 to $8. If a rooster dies it is all a
loss. We find that pheasants' eggs are much more fertile

than the domestic hens' eggs, and with us, young
pheasants are more easily raised than chickens.
Our final advise is—Beware of cats.

A Strange Chinese Deer.

Recent dispatches from the vicinity of Pekin, the seat
of the Chinese fighting, tell of a scout made by American
troops through one of the hunting parks of the
Ernperor of China, which lies close to the city, and
vv'hich is known as Nan-hai-tzu. This park is famou.s
as one of the places Avhere the Emperor of China takes
his pleasure, and it is also of especial interest to natural-
ists as Being the one place in the world where the re-
markable_ deer known as Elaphurus davidianus is known
to exist in the wild state. This species, which is known
to the Chinese as "the four dissimilarities" and is said
by them to show points of resemblance to the deer, horse,
cow and ass, was named for the celebrated missionary
and traveler, the Rev. R. P. David.
Some years ago we printed in the Forest and Stream

a picture of this strange deer, which is now reproduced,
together with the following notes:

In its conformation this deer is very different from the
others of the family Cervidce. The head is somewhat
short, the hips very heavy, and the feet very deeply
split. The tail, which is much k)nger than in any other
kind of deer, terrninates in a bunch of long hair, being
thus like the tail of a bison. But perhaps the most re-
markable character of this strange anim.al is the horns,
which seem to be placed on its head backward. All
known deer have the frontal prolongations so disposed
that the antlers have their points directed forward, but
in the present species this is not true, for the points of
the antlers are directed toward the animal's hips. If
these antlers should be put in the hands of the taxi-
dermist, he would be almost sure to direct the points for-
ward, thus exactly reversing the natural position.
This animal is timid, excitable and fierce. \ mere

nothing sufficies to excite it. It moves about but little
m the day time, but seems much more active at night.

Until within recent years this animal was unknown to
naturalists. The first ones brought to France were
obtained from officers of the household of the Emperor
ot China by M. De Bellounet, the Minister of France to
Pekm, but before this pair reached the Jardin d'Acclima-
tation at Paris, the Zoological Gardens of Berlin had
already received one.
Vye do not know whence this deer comes, nor of what

region it is a native. We only know that for centuries
the species has lived in freedom in the parks of the
Emperor of China, as the fallow deer lives in our
European parks.
This animal is a dweller in the forests, and fears neither

cold nor storm. It has a rough coat, doubled in winter
by a warm fur, which it sheds in spring. Its color is
dirty white or a pale fawn. Every year in the spring
the females in the Jardin d'Acclimatation each give birth
to one young one, whose growth is altogether remark-
able, for in the autumn the young, then about six
months old, are almost as tall and heavy as the adults.
Besides having bred in the gardens at Paris, a number

of these deer have been raised of late years in the park
of the Japanese Emperor at Uwino at Tokio, as well a«m the zoological gardens at Berlin. The species seeni^
to be hardy and easily reared, and perhaps might adapt
Itself to captivity in any land.

It would be interesting to learn whether during their
scout through the Imperial Park at Pekin, our troops
saw any of these deer or had an opportunity to taste their
flesh.

Not the Passenger Pigeon in Caba.

Six or eigpht months ago, when the old yet ever new
question of the passenger pigeon was interesting our
readers, Mr. C. H. Ziegenfuss wrote to us that near
Santiago de Cuba, where he resided, pigeons were
abundant, which were said, by persons who should
know, to be passenger pigeons.
We wrote Mr. Ziegenfuss, asking him to send us some

of the remains of the bird to which he referred. For a
long time nothing was heard from, him, but at length a
letter came containing som.e fragments of a pigeon,
but the letter having been mislaid we are only now
able to announce the identification of the bird sent on.
Tt IS Coiumba squamosa, Bonn., a species found in several
of the West India Islands, .and common both in Cuba
and in Porto Rico. The general color of the bird is
dark bluish or purplish slate color, and it does not in
any respect resemble the passenger pigeon, for which it
appears to have been taken.
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American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

I.—TJ^Ducfc Family.

No group of birds is more important to man than that

known as the duck family. They are called the Anatidce,

from the Latin word Anas, a duck, and belong to the
order LamelUorostres, or birds whose bills are provided
with Jamellffi, by which are meant the little transverse
ridges found on the, margins of the bills of most ducks.
Sometimes, as with some geese, the lamella appear like

a row of white blunt teeth; in the shoveller they con-
stitute a fine comb-like structure, which acts as a strainer,

while in tlie case of the mergansers they have the appear-
ance of being real teeth, which, however, they are not,

since teeth are alwaj'S'implanted in sockets in the bone of

the jaw ; and this is true of no known birds, except some
Cretaceous forms of western America and the Jurassic,
ArchcEOpteryx.

The bill is variously shaped in the members of the
duck family. Usually it is broad and depressed, as in the
domestic duck ; or it may be high at the base and approach
the conical, as in some geese; broadly spread, or spoon-
shaped, as in the shoveller duck, or .almost cylindrical
and hooked at the tip, as in the mergansers. Whatever
its shape, the bill is almost wholly covered with a soft,

sensitive membrane or skin, and- ends at the tip in a
horny process which is termed the nail. From this fact
the family is sometimes called Unguirostres, or nail-

beaked.
The body is short and stout, the neck usually long;

the feet and legs are short. The wings are moderately
long and stout, giving power of rapid and long-continued
flight. There are various anatomical characteristics, most
of which need not be considered here.

One of these, however, is common to so many species,

and is so frequently inquired about by sportsmen, that
it may be briefly mentioned. In the male of most ducks
the windpipe just above the bronchial tubes on the left

side is usually expanded to form a bony, bulbous en-
largement, called the labyrinth. Except In one or two
species the female does not possess this enlargement, and
there are some of the sea ducks {Fuligulince) in which
it is not found. The labyrinth varies greatly in different
species. In some it is round and comparatively simple,
in others large, and instead of being more or less cylin-
drical in shape it has the form of a long three-cornered
box. The labyrinth has been stated to have relation to
the voice of the bird, but what this relation is has yet to
be proved.

In addition to the labyrinth, some species of ducks have
an enlargement of the windpipe near the throat, and the
swans have the windpipe curiously coiled within the
breast bone.
The plumage of these birds is well adapted for pro-

tection against wet and cold. All possess large oil glands,
and the overlying feathers, ' which are constantly kept
oiled, protect the down beneath them from moisture, and
form a covering whose warmth enables the birds to en-
dure an Arctic temperature. There is a great variety in
the coloring of the plumage. The sexes in the swans and
most geese are alike, but in the ducks the male is usually
more highly colored than the female. The males of some
species are among our most beautiful birds, as the mallard,
harlequin, wood duck and the odd little mandarin duck of
eastern Asia, while in others the colors are duller, and
in the female and young are often extremely modest and
subdued. Most of the fresh-water ducks possess a patch
of brilliant iridescent color on the secondary feathers
of the wing which is usually either green or violet. This
is called the speculum. A less brilliant speculum is seen
in some of the sea ducks.
The males of certain species possess peculiar develop-

ments of plumage or of bill, such as the curled tail
feather of the mallard, the long pointed scapulars and
long tail feathers of the old squaw and the sprig tail,

the peculiar wing feathers of the mandarin ducks, the
stiff feathers on the face in some sea ducks, the crests
of many species, and the peculiar processes and swellings
on the bills of certain sea ducks.
The duck family is divided into three sections—the

swans, the geese and the ducks proper. These last again
are subdivided into shoal water or river ducks, or diving
ducks, and mergansers or fish ducks.
The swans are characterized by their large size and

extremely long necks, and are usually white in color,
although the Australian black swan forms a notable ex-
ception. The naked skin of the bill extends back to the
eyes. Only two species—with a European form attributed
to Greenland—are found in North America. One of
these, the common swan, covers the whole country, while
the slightly larger trumpeter swan is found chiefly in
the West. The swans constitute a siili-fainily of the
Anatidce, and are known to ornithologists as the Cygnince.

Less in size than the swans and in form -intermediate
between them and the ducks are the gee«e. They have
necks much longer than the ducks, yet not so long as
the_ swans. Like the swans, they feed by stretching down
their necks through the water and tearing up vegetable
food from the bottom. Geese and swans do not dive, ex-
cept to escape the pursuit of enemies. Most geese are
found within the limits of the United States only in
autumn or winter, and breed far to the north, although
up to the time of the settlement of the western country
the Canada goose commonly nested on the prairies and
along the Missouri River, sometimes building its nest
in trees; that is to say, on the tops of broken cottonwood
stubs, standing 30 or 40 feet above the ground. The
settling up of the country has, for the most part, de-
prived these birds of their summer home, and it may be
fjuestioned whether they now breed regularly anywhere
within the United States, except in the Yellowstone
Park, where protection is afforded them.
With the geese are to be included the tree ducks, a

group connecting the sub-families of the geese and the

ducks, and known by naturalists as Dendrocygnece. They
are found only on the southern borders of the United
States, and thus will but seldom come under the notice of
North American sportsmen. They are really duck-like,
tree-inhabiting geese. There are several species, occur-
ring chiefly in the tropics.

I'he true ducks are divided into three groups, known
as Aiiatince, or shoal-water ducks

; Fuligulince, or sea
ducks, and Mergince, flsh ducks, or mergansers. These
three groups are natural ones, although the birds belonging
to them are constantly associated together during the
migrations, and often live similar lives. No one of the
three is confined either to sea coast or interior, but all

are spread out over the whole breadth of the continent.
In summer the great majority of the birds of each group
migrate to the further north, there to raise their young,
while others still breed sparingly within the United States,

where formerly they did so in great numbers.
As is indicated by one of their English names, the

fresh-water ducks prefer fresh and shallow water, and
must have this last because they do not dive for their

food, but feed on what they can pick up from the bottoms
and margins of the rivers and pools which they frequent.
The sea ducks, on the other hand, are expert divers,
manjr of them feeding in water from 15 to 30 feet deep.
The food of the mergansers is assumed to consist largely
of small fish, which they capture by pursuing them under
the water. They are expert divers.

The food of the fresh-water ducks is chiefly vegetable,
consisting of seeds, grasses and roots, which they gather
from the water. That of the sea ducks is largely animal,
and often consists exclusively of shellfish, which they
bring up from the bottom. Yet with regard to the food
of the two groups, there is no invariable rule, and many
of the sea ducks live largely on vegetable matter, while
the fresh-water ducks do not disdain any animal matter
which may come in their way. Both groups, with some
possible exceptions, are fond of grain, which they eat
greedily when it is accessible. The far-famed canvas-
back derives its delicious flavor from the vegetable food
which it finds in the deep, fresh or brackish waters of
lakes, slow-flowing streams and estuaries, while the
widgeon, which is one of the typical fresh-water ducks and
is equally toothsome, feeds only in shoal water.
The flavor of any duck's flesh depends entirely on its

food, and a bird of whatever kind whicli is killed after
living for a month or two in a region where proper
vegetable food is to be found will prove delicious eating,
whether it be canvasback, redhead, widgeon, black duck
or broadbill. On the other hand, a black duck, redhead,
broadbill or canvasback, which had spent a month or two
in the salt water, where its food had been chiefly shell
fish, will be found to have a strong flavor of fish. Thus
the fine feathers of a canvasback are not necessarily a
guarantee that the bird wearing them possesses the table
qualities that have made the species famous.
Hybrids between dift'erent species of the fresh-water

ducks occur quite frequently, and many perfectly authentic
examples of this have been examined by competent
authority, although in many instances a supposed hybrid
is nothing more than some species with which the gun-
ner is unfamiliar. In his great work, "The 'Birds of
North America," Audubon figured a hybrid under the
name Brewer's duck. Hybrids between the mallard and
the musco\'y, the black duck and the pintail are not un-
common. One of the latter, which I still possess, I killed
in Wyoming, and I have killed several black duck-mallard
hybrids in ISTorth Carolina. Besides these, ducks have
been killed which appear to resemble a cross between
mallard and gadwal, between teal and pintail, and even
between wood duck and redhead. On the other hand,
some years ago, when my gunner picked up a male Eng-
lish widgeon which I had killed, he suggested that it was
a hybrid between a redhead and a widgeon.

It is to be noted that the hybrids supposed to be a cross
between the black duck and mallard, while possessing
the general appearance of the black duck, appear to ex-
ceed either parent in size, and that the males often possess
the curved tail feather of the male mallard.
Ducks and geese are to a great extent nocturnal in

their habits. Many, if not all of them, migrate by night,
and in localities where they are greatly disturbed on their
feeding grounds they are 'likely to pass the hours of day
in the open water far from the shore and not to visit their
feeding grounds until evening or even dark night. In
rnany places along the New England coast it is the prac-
tice during cloudy nights, when the moon is large, to
visit- the hills in the line of flight to shoot at the ducks
and geese which fly over from their daily resting place on
the salt water to their nightly feeding ground in ponds,
rivers and shallow bays, or before daylight in the morn-
ing, to resort to the same places, in the hope of getting a
shot at the birds as they fly back toward the sea.
During moonlight nights the birds frequently feed at in-

tervals all night long, and in many places advantage is

taken of this habit to shoot them either by moonlight or
by fire lighting.

Ducks are found all over the world, and appear equally
at home in the tropics and on the borders of the Arctic
ice. There are about 200 known species, of which not far
from sixty are found in North America. Their economic
importance is due not merely to the fact that they occur
in such numbers as to furnish a great deal of food for
man, but also because of the feathers and down which
they produce. To the inhabitants of many regions they
furnish clothing, in part, as well as food. In some parts
of the world, whole communities are largely dependent for
their living on the products of these birds, subsisting for
portions of the year entirely on their flesh and eggs,
and deriving a large part of their revenue from the sale
of feathers and down. Many examples might be cited of
northern latitudes where the gathering of eggs, birds or
feathers forms at certain seasons of the year the principal
industry of the people.
A familiar species, whose economic importance to dwell-

ers in high latitudes can hardly be overestimated is the
well-known eider duck. This bird is occasionally shot
on the Long Island coast in winter, and is then a common
visitor to northern New England. Its slightly differing
forms breed on the sea coasts of the northern parts of
the world, and are very abundant in the Arctic regions.

In Greenland, Iceland and Norway the breeding grounds
of the eider duck are protected by laws which have the

universal support of the inhabitants. Indeed, these breed-
ing grounds are handed down from father to son as prop-
erty of great value. Every effort is made to foster and en-
courage the birds. Sometimes cattle are removed from
islands where they have been ranging in order that the
ducks may breed there undisturbed, and a careful watch
is kept against depredations by dogs and foxes. Accord-
ing to Dr. Stejncger: "The inhabitants [of parts of
Norway] take great care of the breeding birds, which
often enter their houses to find suitable nesting places,
and cases are authenticated in which the poor fisherman
vacated his bed in order not to disturb the female eider
which had selected it as a quiet corner wherein to raise
her young. In another instance the cooking of a family
had to be done in a temporary kitchen, as a fanciful bird
had taken up her abode on the fireplace."

On many of the breeding grounds in Iceland and Nor-
way the birds are so tame as to pay little attention to the
approach of strangers. Often the nests occur in such
numbers that it is difficult to walk among them without
stepping on them. On the little island of Vidoe, near
Reikjavik, almost all the hollows among the rocks with
which the ground is strewn are occupied by nests of the
birds. Here, too, they occupy burrows especially pre-
pared for them, as with the sheldrakes in Sylt.

In "Baird, Brewer and Ridgway's North American
Birds," Dr. T. M. Brewer quotes Mr. C. W. Shepard,
who, in a sketch of his travels in northern Iceland, gives
the following account of the tameness and lareeding
there of the eider

:

"The islands of Vigr and Oedey are their headquarters
in the northwest of Iceland. In these they live in un-
disturbed tranquillity. They have become almost domesti-
cated, and are found in vast multitudes, as the young
remain and breed in the place of their birth. As the
island (Vigr) was approached we could see flocks upon
flocks of the sacred birds, and could hear their cooing
at a great distance. We landed on a rocky, wave-shorn
shore. It was the most wonderful ornithological sight
conceivable. The ducks and their nests were everywhere.
Great brown ducks sat upon their nests in masses, and at
every step started from under our feet. It was with
difficulty that we avoided treading on some of the nests.
On the coast of the opposite shore was a wall built of large
stones, just above the high-water level, about 3 feet in
height and of considerable thickness. At the bottom, on
both sides of it, alternate stones had been left out, so as
to form a series of square compartments for the ducks
to nest in. Almost every compartment was occupied, and
as we walked along the shore a long line of ducks flew
out, one after the other. The surface of the water also
was perfectly white with drakes, who welcomed their
brown wives with loud and clamorous cooing. The house
itself was a marvel. The earthen walls that surrounded
it and the window embrasures were occupied by ducks.
On the ground the house was fringed with ducks. On the
turf slopes of its roof we could see ducks, and a duck sat
on the door scraper. The grassy banks had been cut into
square patches, about 18 inches having been removed, and
each hollow had been filled with ducks. A windmill was
infested, and so were all the outhouses, mounds, rocks
and crevices. The ducks were everywhere. Many were
so tame that we could stroke them on their nests; and
the good lady told us that there was scarcely a duck on the
island that would not allow her to take its eggs without
flight or fear. Our hostess told us that when she first

became possessor of the island the produce of down from
the ducks was not more than 15 pounds in a year; but
that under her careful nurture of twenty years it had
risen to nearly 100 pounds annually. Most of the eggs are
taken and pickled for winter consumption, one or two
only being left in each nest to hatch."
Although breeding in great numbers on the coast of

Labrador and in other Canadian waters, the eider duck
is practically not protected there, and indeed is scarcely
made use of commercially in America. We have not yet
advanced sufficiently to take advantage of our oppor-
tunities.

Dr. Leonard Stejneger, in the "Standard Natural His-
tory," writing of the Europe'an sheldrake {Tadorna)—
which must not be confounded with any of the birds
(Mergus) which we of the United States call sheldrakes
—almost parallels Mr. ShjCpard's account, but on a
smaller scale. He says: "The inhabitants on several

of the small sandy islands off the western coast of Jut-
land—notably, the Island of Sylt—have made the whole
colony of sheldrakes breeding there a source of con-
siderable income by judiciously taxing the birds for eggs
and down, supplying them in return with burrows of
easy access and protecting them against all kinds of in-

jury. The construction of such a duck burrow is de-
scribed by Johann Friedrich Naumann, who says that

all the digging, with the exception of the entrance tun-
nel, is made from above. On top of small, rounded
hills, covered with grass, the breeding chambers are first

dtig out to a uniform depth of 2 or 3 feet. These are then
connected by horizontal tunnels and finally with the com-
mon entrance. Each breeding chamber is closed above
with a tightly fitting piece of sod, which caif be lifted up
like a lid when the nest is to be examined and plundered.
Such a complex burrow may contain from ten to twenty
nest chambers, but in the latter case there are usually

two entrances. The birds, which, on account of the pro-

tection extended to them through ages, are quite tame,
take very eagerly to the burrows. As soon as the female
has laid six eggs the egging commences, and every one
above that number is taken away, a single bird often
laying twenty or thirty eggs in a season. The birds are
so tame that, when the lid is opened, the female still sit3

on the nest, not walking off into the next room until

touched by the egg gatherer's hand. When no more fresh

eggs are found in the nest, the down composing the
latter is also collected, being in quality nearly equal to
eider down."
The importance of the wild fowl to the natives of north-

ern climes has been indicated, and it is well known that

in the United States the killing of these birds on their
migrations and during their winter residence is a matter
of some commercial m.oment, giving employment to many
men and requiring the investment of not a little capital.

Years ago, when the birds were far more numerous than'

now, isolated posts of the Hudson Bay Company in'

Canada depended for support during a part of the year
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on the geese that they killed during the migrations and
dried or smoked. Gunning for the market occupies many
men during the winter, and the occasional great rewards
received for a day's work in the blind or the battery lead

many to make a serious business of it, though it is quite

certain that, taking the season through, the work will

not pay ordinary day's wages to the man who guns.

Nevertheless, we knew of a gunner who in January, looo.

killed $130 worth of birds in a day, and of another who
in February, 1899, killed $206 worth in one day. It must
be remembered that this gunning is going on during the

whole winter all over the South every day except Sun-
day. The number of birds killed must be very great and
must far exceed those hatched and reared each year.

Moose Hunting.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The season is fast approaching which brings to mind

sweet recollections of past vacations in the wilderness,

spent in pleasant company, during the most beautiful time
of the year. It also rekindles in the heart of him who
is a lover of rod and rifle that irresistible desire to go
back to lake and river, mountain and valley, buckboard
and tote road, tent and camp-fire. The nearest thing to

the actual enjoyment of a hunting or fishing trip that

the city man can get is the pleasure of reading the ex-
periences of other sportsmen in Forest akd Stream.
Though some of them are highly colored, they are, never-
theless, very interesting. Some are more than interesting

—they are surprising, as is the one entitled "Mr. Mu-
late's Big Moose," Forest and Stream, Nov. 4, 1899. I

quote this from it: "Your correspondent knows of a
resident of New York city who has just returned from
Canada with the heads of three large bulls," etc, In what
part of Canada, I would like to know, can any one
legally kill or have in possession at one time three bull

moose?
Mr. Noah Palmer's article on "Moose Calling" in the

number for Jan. 27, 1900, was very interesting to me,
particularly as his experience accords with my own re-

garding the abilities of guides in "calling" moose. My
experience, extending over a period of nearly twenty
years, leads me to believe that there is not one guide in

fifty who can "call" moose, and I have studied the art for

many years, and have "called" many moose
;

still, I am
sure there is much for me to learn. My studies have been
made with Indian hunters of the largest experience, and
much has been learned by listening to the vocal pyro-
technics of the moose ladies themselves, and sometimes
at close quarters, I cannot help believing that the number
of moose killed by calling is very small, and that there is

httle danger of their extermination from the practice.

Regarding the propriety of "calling" moose, I cannot
agree with Mr. Alden Sampson, Forest and Stream, Jan.

20, 1900. "Calling" is just as sportsmanlike as "sneaking"
upon them, which any one can do when the conditions are

favorable on the snow. To "call" successfully, the hunter
must have patience, be willing to -suffer loss of sleep, cold

and discomfort ; he must be able to so control his nervous
system that he can defy "buck fever" when a moose is

approaching. To call successfully, the hunter needs a
musical ear, and a musical memory, and even then it is

difficult to remember and reproduce the call and whin-
ing of the female moose. Many men can make sounds
that will elicit an answer from a bull under certain con-
ditions, but it requires skill and experience in the art to

make him come into the open, or into the water. There
are times when moose, like other animals, will come, ap-

parently through curiosity, to almost any sound. I have
known a moose to come to the sound of the axe while my
guide was felling a tree. Caribou are inquisitive, and
will come to investigate a noise, just as deer will some-
times return after being unsuccessfully shot at to see what
it was that frightened them.

If moose calling be practiced at night, a moonlit one and
absence of wind are essential. It is almost useless to

shoot at these animals, however close you may be to

them, on a dark night, and if there be any wind they are
almost sure to get one's scent and run away. Moose
do not always come "straight as an arrow" to the "call,"

They will sometimes mistake the direction from which the
sound comes, as did one which I called on Oct. ll, 1896,
on a bog in Maine.
A few minutes before 6 o'clock that evening, in com-

pany with my guide, the ground was reached where we
intended to camp until morning, but as it was so calm
and still, and we had yet a little daylight, the guide pre-

vailed upon me to call. An answer came before I had
time to remove the horn from my lips. The moose, ac-

companied by a cow, which tried to stop him by whining
and a short call, came to the head of the bog and passed
down behind the bushes almost to the lower end of
it, about half a mile, "grunting as he went.
When I found that he had mistaken my position, I

wanted to call again, but the Indian said. "No ; he find us

;

he find us." It was rapidly growing dark, and at last the
moose stopped grunting. I called again. He answered
and came back toward us, but it was so dark when he
reached the base of the knoll upon which we had taken
our position that we could not see him. He and the
cow could be heard tramping around near us, and break-
ing sticks for some time afterward, then wind and rain

came and they moved away, apparently without scent-

ing us.

It is rather remarkable how moose sometimes act when
shot at in the night time. Ten years ago I shot a very
large bull on a clear moonlight night; he was standing 80
yards away in a shallow lake facing me. Two bullets
from a .45-70 Winchester rifle were placed in his chest,

and he came straight for the canoe;, hut dropped 30 yards
from it.

Three years ago I called a moose for a friend. The
animal came to a stand about 15 to 20 yards from us on
the edge of a lake; he was looking toward us as we
approached in a canoe. At the fir.?t shot he made three
leaps straight for the canoe, and one more leap, it seemed,
would have landed him on top of us. but he suddenly
changed his direction, went by the canoe, and came to a
full stop in the water a few yards to the right of us. With
his broad side in view, one shot from a .30-40 Winchester
dropped him immediately, hut he was almost as quickly

on his feet again, when a second "pitt him out." Why
the two moose should have come sti"aight toward the

canoe I cannot explain, except that becoming rattled

they simply jumped in the direction in which they were
headed. I don't think it was for the purpose of attacking

the canoe.

Much has been written in your journal about the

relative merits of the various rifles used in moose hunting.

It seems to me that the man behind the gun is a greater

factor in determining success or failure than the weapon
used.

Almost any of the ordinary calibers are good enough
for moose if steadily aimed at the right part of the animal.

The .30-40, .40-65, .45-70, .38-56 are all good enough for

the distance within which game animals are usually shot

—

viz., 150 yards. I prefer the .30-40.

Now about the reports and advertisements from the

big-gate regions. Why do not the reporters from these

places tell us about a few of the unsuccessful parties who
have hunted there? I hunted nearly six weeks in New
Brunswick last fall and saw only one fair head in all

that time, and saw the tracks of Only two large moose,

I went into the Province again on snow in December, and
found an abundance of small tracks, and this in a region

that has a reputation for moose. I met the late S. L.

Crosby, of Bangor, returning from the left-hand branch
of the Tobique last fall; he told me he had seen twelve

moose on his trip, only one of them a bull, which he
shot, and it had a very good head. Last year I saw three

heads on a train coming from New Brunswick. One of

them had a fair set of antlers and the other two w^ere the

heads of j'oung moose, having two to four points on a

side, but they were all reported as fine heads (to Forest
AND Stream, I think).

In New Brunswick one misses the deer. At the rate

caribou are being killed there, it probably won't be long
before a close time will have to be called upon them. New
Brunswick has shortened the season for moose and cari-

bou. The season now opens on Sept. 15 instead of Sept.

I, and the license fee, which was $20, is now $30. This
looks as if the Provincial authorities believe that the

game is disappearing too rapidly and too cheaply.

I have met more hunting parties on my trips to the

Province than on similar trips in Maine. I have hunted
in the Miramichi, Tobique and the Canaan River regions
of New Brunswick, and very extensively in the best

regions for game in Maine, where I secured some fine

moose heads. I should reply if questioned about the

game countries as follows : Maine and New Brunswick
are about equal for moose, mostly cows and calves. Deer
are wonderfully abundant in Maine, and only fairly

plentiful in parts of New Brunswick. Caribou seem
plentiful in some parts of New Brunswick. Some ten

years ago I hunted in Nova Scotia, and moose were more
abundant there than in any country I had ever visited, and
from what I hear about the Province I am inclined to

think they are still plentiful there,

I think the game interests of Maine and New Bruns-
wick are being more efficiently guarded than ever be-
fore, and still there are men -who, when an opportunity
offers, kill more moose and caribou than the laws allow

—

in other words, take what does not belong to them and
therefore must belong to some one else, or to the State,

for the State inflicts the punishment.' I am wondering
whether larceny W'Ould be too hard a name to apply to this

oft'ense. The railroad, the pulp mill and the forest fire

are fast robbing the north %voods of their beauty and
attractiveness, and the time is coming when something
will have to be done to save the woods, in order to

preserve the water sheds, for 'tis well known that cut-

ting away the timber causes the streams to dry up.
Sportsmen should do all they can to prevent forest
fires, while they are powerless to help in other ways.

Camper Out.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST*

Opening of the Shooting Season.

Chicago, 111., Sept. i.—To-day is opening day for the
West. All the city is on foot, on horseback, or on wheels,
and is moving out into the fields and marshes. Not
for a half-dozen 3'ears has the outpour of city shooters
been so great as it is this week, and not for very many
years have the prospects been so good that those w^ho
go out will get something to show for their pains. It

may be stated with every confidence that this is a good
game year, not only for Illinois, but for the entire
Northwest. It is something of a surprise to discover
that, in this time of threatened extinction of the prairie
chicken, the latter bird is by no means a thing of the
past tense, but is strictly within the plans of the shooters
of to-day. So far from the chicken being exterminated,
even in Illinois, it is more abundant this fall than it has
been since the first year following the three years close
season we once had' in this State. With changed habits,
and shorn of many of its erstwhile lovable characteristics,
it is true, yet none the less as big and brown and comely
as ever, this old-time Illinois product is to be found in
numbers enough to entitle it to a front rank position in
the possibilities of the week current. By the middle of
the month there may not be so many birds, and they will
know more than they do to-day. but to-morrow, and for
the next week or so, there will be many a man who will
get good chicken shooting, and get it without going to
Dakota or Minnesota.

_
Reports continue to point to La Salle and De Kalb coun-

ties as the best chicken grounds for this State, though, of
course, this by no means covers the situation for so large
a bit of country as the big State of Illinois, The southern
half of the State, naturally a better breeding ground and
at least shot no harder than the northern end, has per-
haps a better stock than the average of the upper part
of the State, but in that lower country it is practically
all corn, and the shooting must be expected to be mostly
an evening hour along the edges of the corn and sutbble.
At least so advises me my friend, Warren Powel, who
says he can show me some chickens, but only a half-hour
before dark each day. In mid-day the birds "hole up"
in the wide cornfields, and are almost impossible to work
to any advantage to the dog.

I hear there are some chickens out at Waterman, west
of Chicago, a local warden saying that he knows of eight

coveys there upon which he can put his hand without ariy

trouble as soon as it becomes legal to do so. This tip

is to be used by two or three shooters, who will probably

go out there to-night. Others are going to De Kalb
county, among these Oswald von Lengerke, who will try

it at JVIinooka first to see yyhai validity there is in a strong
tip he has from that town, where a local shooter advises

him he is sure of sport this week. At this point last fall

one shooter killed 200 prairie chickens in thirty days
to his own gun, which is extraordinarily good for this

State in these days. He said he never had any trouble in

getting a dozen birds a day, not hunting very hard at that,

and he thinks there are more bigSs there now than there

were last year.

Lee county has a lot of birds this fall, but that is a

hard place to break into, the farmers having a number
of associations for the prevention of outside hunters
coming in on their grounds. It was in this county that the

old Rising Sun Game Park was formed, of which I wrote
some years ago, at which time a friend and myself had
very nice shooting near Ashton, in Lee county. The big

grouse have always hung around those old-time feeding

and breeding grounds, and without doubt many of the

boys at Ashton, Lee Center, Amboy and other local

points, to say nothing of the few Chicago shooters who
have the entree there, will get a grand bit of sport there.

Docks.

The chickens will not be the only birds to occupy the

attention of the men who are starting out this week-end,
for September also opens the duck season for the North-
west, It is pleasant to be able to say that this year is a

good wet one on the old-time Horicon Marsh, and the

club men who have fought the bitter fight for those pre-

serves will have a substantial reward this fall, if they

can keep the bandits at arm's length. There is a nice

stage of water, and water is all that was ever needed
there to assure good sport. • A few of the Chicago con-
tingent are going up to Horicon to-day, though others

think it still too warm for a duck shoot, and will wait
until a cooler 'time comes. The bulk of the Northern
flight will not come down for thirty, forty or sixty

days, of course, and any shooting on the Wisconsin
marshes in September is on local birds.

It used to be the case that we could get some fun along
the good old Kankakee on Sept, i, on the wood ducks and
teal which breed there, I have recorded bags of two or
thi-ee dozen birds to the gun on the Kankakee on open-
ing day, within the last five years, and this all served_ to

keep up the reputation of the stream, though the shooting

rarely lasted for more than a week on these local-bred

birds. This fall, I am sorry to say, the crop of local

teal or wood ducks does not seem to amount to much.
There may still be a few plover hanging around. After
a while there will be a few jacksnipe, but not very many
in any likelihood, and perhaps in October a scant and
hurried flight of Northern ducks, but the ruining of the

Kankakee progresses so steadily that it is hardly fair to

tout that region as a burning success any more, or at

least not for this particular fall.

Quail.

One thing is sure beyond the remotest peradventure, and
that is that we are going to have more quail this fall in

Illinois and Indiana than we ever had, or at least more
than is remembered by any of our shooters. Ducks will

be a poor or a patchy crop. Chickens will be a better

ci"op than the average by a long way. The quail crop
will break the records. This bird seems to be the sal-

vation for our Western sport. There is no finer sport on
earth than Bob White affords, so that our local men may
feel quite happy at the prospect of the season.

Extraordinary News from Northwestern Game Fields.

St, Paul, Minn,, Aug. 31.—This entire city is up and
moving awa3^ The streets are crowded with hunters, and
many a wagon goes by with a dog tied to the tail gate

and a portable boat in the wagon bed or trundling on a

truck behind. It is said that the exodus of chicken
shooters and duck shooters was never so great as it is

to-day. It is a pleasure to be directly upon the spot at

the opening of the season, when the opening really means
something by way of game. The men here are very
businesslike in their outfit, and there are a hundred
perfectly lovely dogs to be seen about the stores, the

streets and the depots. (I have counted sixty-five bird

dogs in this town at odd moments to-day, some of

them very likely lookers.) Roger Kennedy bought him
a new dog by mail this week, and got him this morning by
express. He was in luck, for the dog is a beauty, with as

handsome a marking and as good a set of running gear

as I have seen for a long time. He has a head big as a

tin kettle, but he isn't meant for the bench, and I

prophesy he is a bird dog, without ever having seen

him work. You can pretty nearly tell whether a dog has
sense by the way he acts.

Locai gun stores say there will be from 200 to 500
shooters leave this city to-night on the way to the chicken
fields, among these a few Eastern parties, one from
Massachusetts, who have gone, and left no names behind
them. The counters of the gun stores are crowded by all

sorts of men and all sorts of dogs, and all in all, this is

the loveliest shooting spectacle I have seen for many a

day in the old Northwest, toward which the thoughts of

our upland shooters turn so instinctively these days.

Lots of Birds.

There are lots of birds, thousands of birds, birds almost
everywhere. This is what every shooter you meet here
tells you to-day. This statement applies for Minnesota,
North and South Dakota. There has not been for ten

years so grand a crop of birds, and perhaps not for

twenty years have so many young birds been produced
in proportion to the breeding stock left over. The con-
ditions have been simply perfect, not only for breed-
ing, but for the shooting, now that the shooting season
is here. At first the weather Avas phenomenally dry, hence
just right for the domestic plans of the grouse. Then
there was a dry summer, though not too dry for good
feed. Lastly, within the past thirty days, there hz\c
been copious rains over much of the Northwest, so that

it is sure the dogs will be able to run without any trouble.

The heart of the chicken shooter has much license to be
glad.
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Chicfceos Raise Two Broods.

Of course, we all know that the quail will very often
rear two broods in one season, though usually this occurs
far to the south of this latitude. It is not of common
knowledge, however, that the prairie chicken ever raises
a double brood in the same year. Indeed, in all my life

time of acquaintance with this bird, I never heard it

even mentioned that it ever did such a thing. M. F.
Kennedy, of St. Paul, tells me that he once knew it to
happen, more than a dozen years ago, but never but that
once. This year, the "double clutch" is again not only a
possibility, but an actual fact. The report comes in from
different localities, notably from the neighborhood of
Bird Island, where it is proved beyond a peradventure.
What this means for the current and the future chicken
crop of the State may easily be figured. I do not hear
that the birds bred twice in Dakota, but there is as much
reason to suppose it there as here, subject to exceptional
local conditions. This does not mean the not extraordi-
nary instance of a second laying after the first nest has
been destroyed by accident, but the successful rearing of
two full broods of young. In very many instances double
coveys have been seen this summer, the young birds of
two sizes, but all under care of one hen. The old bird
seems to keep the two coveys under charge, the same as
she does one. The first brood at this time may be very
likely almost full grown.

What to Use.

A writer in the current issue of a New York magazine
states that in the month of September drams of
powder and a load of No. 8 shot is about the right thing
for prairie chickens (perhaps for a i6-gauge). I remem-
ber that two years ago in the Red River Valley of
Minnesota I was out on Sept. i with some gentlemen
who found it difficult to stop the wilder birds with No.
6, and one shooter was using 5's. Fred Merrill, with
whom and his brother, Dick, I shot at Stuart, Minn., a
few years ago, used No. 4, and excused this rather unusual
choice of a load by saying that he did not like them to
get up and go away out of range. It is 'not necessary to
state "that no shooters now use so light a load as that
mentioned, which is below the proper quail load for any-
thing but a i6-gauge. The average gun used by the
shooters of this country is the 12-gauge, and the load is

ordinarily No. 7 at this date, with 3 drams or more of
stiff nitro. These big birds are getting fast and strong
very rapidly. They cannot be handled now as they could
in July and August. It is wonderful how quickly they
get educated after the full forces of the shooters.

Points.

There are different points which seem to be commonly
accepted as good ones for chickens this fall. Minnesota
men, of course, patronize home chickens a little bit
more than they would were there no gun license in
North Dakota. Crookston, Minn. ; Hallock, Minn. : Litch-
field, Minn,; Bird Island, Minn,; A¥indham, Minn,;
Heron Lake, Minn.; Avoca, Minn., are all points which
are spoken of very well to-day by those with whom I
have been talking. South Dakota is alive with birds this
fall, they say, Webster or Preston will be good to re-
member there, or almost any place well out on the new
line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. New
roads mean good shooting for a year or so.
Out here, upon the edge of the actual shooting grounds.

we_ are in closer touch with the shooting game than in
Chicago, but by this time to-morrow there will be a good
lot of Chicago men through here on their way out for
a share of the fun in what is no doubt to be the best
season known in the Northwest for many a long year.

„ E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III,

Maine Guides.
Boston, Sept. 3—The celebrated Snowman case is

to be tried again at the September" term of the Supreme
Court at Farmington, Me. It will be remembered that
Elmer Snowman, of Rangeley, one of the older and best
known guides of that region, believing that the guide
law of that State infringes upon his constitutional rights
as a citizen, has declined to take out the requisite license:
that he has once or twice been prosecuted and brought
before the courts for guiding without a license, and been
beaten and fined by the lower courts. Last year his case
was carried up on the question of constitutionality of the
guide license law. The Law Court, after retaining its
decision for many months, decided that the law is con-
stitutional, but sustained exceptions preferred by Snow-
man's counsel. These exceptions related chiefly to the
judge's charge to the jury, and their being sustained gives
Snowman a chance for a new trial. Snowman is an un-
married man, with no one to look out for but himself, and
hence his brother guides look upon him as just the one
to carry their case through the courts. How well they
love the guide law is shown in the fact that almost the
entire cost of Snowman's defense and carrying the case
up to the full bench has been paid out of a fund con-
tributed by the guides themselves. The cost of the
coming new trial will also be paid by them. The guides all
over the State are deeply interested. In a newspaper in-
terview Snowman is reported to have stated that there
is still $250 at Moosehead, contributed by his brother
guides, that has not yet been touched. The feeling is so
intense at Rangeley that it has been carried even into the
school question, and the teacher of the high school has
been ousted because he was favorable to the side of the
Fish and Game Commissioners and the local game war-
den. The guides are reported to have turned out in a
body for the purpose of defeating the warden faction, at a
secent town meeting. A well-known Rangeley guide said
to me the other day, "I wonder that Commissioner Carle-
ton has so little tact and is so stubborn concerning the
guide license law. He makes enemies of the guides in that
way, where they should be his friends. The guide law, as
I understand it, amounts to little or nothing to the State.
Though the Commission taxes every mother's son of us $r
a year, the License Bureau, that has had to be established
at the State House, has cost for clerk hire, etc., about all
the license fees have come to. If he bad given us some

sort of a law that would have helped us, a law whereby
we could have entered into some sort of a competition as

to our ability, and then have rewarded the best and
most experienced of us with a State license and a badge,
we would have gladly paid even $5 for the same. But, as

it is, any boy who can row a boat, and some who can't, can
get a license, and is just as good as the best and most
experienced of us under the law. I have a case in mind
now where last year the brother of a gentleman in Bos-
ton took out a license, just to evade the law requiring

that non-resident sportsmen hunting in Maine must be in

chrage of a registered guide. The brother is a Maine
lumberman, and did not even accompany the hunting
party of his brother, only to show them where to camp,
going back to his mill at once,"

The case mentioned by the guide above is not the only

one, I know of a Boston party fitting out to hunt deer
in Maine, and they don't intend to employ a guide at

$2.50 per day. The brother of one of the party lives in

Maine. He has already taken out a guide's license,

although he has not yet guided a single daj^ He will

accompany his brother's party on their hunting trip.

Sept. I opens the season in Maine, when sportsmen
may lawfully take a single deer for camp purposes, by
taking out a $6 license. But the deer may not be
transported from the State. Still, "the antlers will be
left to be transported later." A Bangor report says that

this is the second year of the September license law, and
by the Commissioners it is regarded as a success ; since no
more deer are killed than before the law's passage, the
State receives something for its game. Last year nearly

3,000 licenses were issued, for which it is estimated that

about $16,000 was received by the State, while not more
than one man in four killed a deer. This law applies to

the counties of Oxford, Franklin, Somerset, Piscataquis,

Penobscot, Aroostook, Hancock and Washington.
Special.

Meadow Hens Plentiful,

QUEENSWATER, L. I., Sept. 3.—The meadow hen shoot-
ing has never been better than it has been since the open
season began on Aug. 16. The birds are found on the
flats along the edge of the meadows and abound the
salt ponds. They are easily shot and a good bag may be
obtained in a few hours.

The Rise of Don Antonio.

He was a very superior person, this Don Antonio
Oromo, and interest in him was accentuated by certain
legendary waiths, possibly of the imagination, that drifted
in and out and were common talk about the gayly deco-
rated boat stands of Santa Catalina. Don Antonio cer-

tainly never claimed to be a descendant of Montezuma, or
that his ancestor was a grea;t captain of Viscaino's
fleet, which visited the island in 1602; in fact, nothing
could be traced to him except a statement that his grand-
father once owned the island and traded the property,
now worth millions, for a white horse; why white no one
knew. I had fished with him as the guest of a friend on
divers occasions, and the only words he uttered were, "Si,
seiior," in a mellifluous voice in response to the stern
demand for more chum when, possibly, he had fallen

asleep. Yet despite this, Don Antonio had "an ancestral
reputation," which a certain manner, suggestive of
romance, lent color to. No one had ever heard of him as

a boatman or fisherman; indeed, a Mexican rival in the
gaffing line, of no particular ancestry, laughed loud and
long when he learned that Tony was going to row during
the tournament season.

"What, him !" said Nicola. "He never see a gaff in he
life. He fish? Why, he don' know a tuna from a skip-
jack. He mak' me tired, he do, there's a fac'. Tony
rowin'? Eh! who say he's a don? He better be up
Middle Ranch grubbin' cactus; there's wha' he b'long."
Don Antonio must have heard these and other criticisms,

but he said nothing, and whether deep down in his Aztec
heart he was determining to give back these taunts, blow
for blow, no one could tell; but the fact remains that he
was another example of what opportunity will do for
latent genius. He was bom to fame, and at the end of the
season, not long after the mid-summer solstice, still silent

and imperturbable, he stood, a prominent figure in one
of the greatest feats in the world of angling, overshadow-
ing and silencing all his critics among the boatmen,
gaffers and chummers of the island.

It came about as follows : The tuna season at the
island closes for some mysterious reason on or about Aug.
I, though specimens have been reluctantly caught in the
middle of that month, and their high and lofty tumbling
may be witnessed far into the fall. The ending of this

season of muscular conclusions with the greatest of
game fishes finds a small army of expert anglers, who
delight in the excitement of this big game, with summer
but partly gone and the tuna retired from the field, its

season being May, June and July. It is now that the
resources of nature, so far as they relate to big game at
the southern California islands, become apparent, and
instead of putting away the split bamboo and green-heart
rods and big tima reels, the angler, who perhaps wears
the blue button of the Tuna Club, turns to the black sea
bass, that giant of the tribe, that is peculiar to the
Kurisiwo, where it flows by the kelp-Hned shores of
southern California. A fierce war has always waged in
the vale, of Avalon, where it open? into the summer sea,
over the respective qualities of this bass ponderous enough
to be the Atlas of the fishes and

"'Sustain the spacious heBvens"

of the sea.

A few choice spirits, doughty knights of the rod—and
I will not gainsay their skill and prowess—bear the
standard of this fish on their escutcheons and claim that
it is the hardest fighting game of these waters, the
superior of the tana or any of the gstet conquestadores

of the angling arena. In the Tuna Club they have their
black sea bass cups on which their winning names and the
ponderous weights of their catches are engraved; their
linked gold badges, worn proudly at annual banquets, and
like all minorities, they claim the world as ,theirs. As
each season larger fishes in both classes—tuna and black
sea bass—are caught, the tension becomes more acute.
The boatmen side with their employers, and so by virtue
of his patron, perhaps Don Antonio became an advocate
of the big bass and in his way fought its battles with
the tuna gaffers, and bore their gibes and scorn with
easy philosophy. "Los paises del sol dilatan el alma," he
once_ retorted to his disputant, whereby 'Don Antonio
implied that those born in this land of the sundown sea, as
Joaquin Miller has it, haA^e so much expansion of the
soul that such things do not worry them; and so he met
the knights of the tuna, held his peace, and blew the blue
smoke of his cigarettes out over the vermilion-tinted
waters of Avalon.

If one were to take a small -mouth black bass, build it

up until it was 6 feet long and stuff it until it weighed
anywhere from 200 to 500 pounds, some conception of
the appearance of the black sea bass (Stereolepis gigas)
of Santa Catalina and southern California in general
might 'be formed. It is a perfect bass in form and feature.
Its eyes are blue; its upper surface tinted old mahogany,
and its under surface gray—a mighty creature of solemn
mien.

"Deep in a cavern dwells the drowsy god
Whose gloomy mansion nor the rising sun,

Nor setting, visits, nor the lightsome noon:
But lazy vapors round the region B.y,

Perpetual twilight, and a doubtful sky."

Ovid might well have had the great bass in mind when
descanting upon the Home of the god of sleep, as while
the tuna frequents the high sea, now blazing its way into
the sunlight, the black sea bass lives in the canopied
forests of kelp, whose long green leaves form caves and
retreats of fantastic shape ever changing with the cur-
rent, that sweeps along the rocky coast in whimsical and
erratic measure.

It has been my fortune to take many of these fishes
weighing from 100 to 347 pounds with a small hand line,

to have lost many with the rod, and once to have been
fairly beaten in a short rod trial of twenty-two minutes.
Taking the fish on the hand line (though I would not
be understood as commending it) is not without its excite-
ment, as my capture of a 247-pound specimen off the rocks
may illustrate. We rowed around the south end of the
island, passing t-he long Pebble Beach, by the sea lion
rookery, whose inmates stared at iis lazily, roaring and
barking hoarsely by the Sphinx's head that gazes eternally
into the west, where

"Tempestuous Corus rears his dreadful head,"

then turned to the northwest and over the long ground
swells, moved up the island to the restless kelp beds—^the

home of the bass. The shore here is precipitous and
wild; beaten by the winds of centuries, and colored with
all the tints that mark the simsets of this isle of summer.
There is no shore line in rough weather; the pitiless sea
piles in, buffeting the very base of lofty mountains, and is

tossed high in the air in white flocculent masses amid the
booming and crash of contact with seen and unseen rocks.

Directly back of Avalon, a half-mile off shore, in 60
or 70 feet of water, lies a vast submarine forest of kelp
for which the bass invariably make when hooked inshore.
Within 100 feet of the surf is another kelp bed, whose
leaves lie along the surface and repel the waves—the feed-
ing and spawning ground of the fish. In one of the little

bays formed by the kelp, we anchored, hauling aboard
one of the. great leaves for the purpose, that could be
tossed over at short notice. It is a sport in which the
angler must at times let patience possess his soul ; and 1

have sat for hours feeling the throbbing line without a

strike; but this is the exception.
Our line, baited with a 7-pound whitefish, was tossed

OA^er and allowed to sink within 4 feet of the bottom, and
with a turn about the rowlock, we waited, fishing be-
times for sheepshead with the rod, a gamy creature
ranging up to 15 pounds.
So engrossed were we in this sport, taking the big

banded fellows as fast as they could be fairly and honestly
played, that the object of ouf trip was all but for-
gotten. But suddenly the sheepshead ceased biting, there
was an omiiious pause; it was either sharks or bass. I

reeled m my line and took the bass line in hand. The
current was running to the south, and played upon the
line with a gentle musical rhythm. Now a mar\^lous
jellyfish fouled it and was rent asunder, or a mysteriotts
olive-green kelp frond swept along like' a living thing, its

dim shape faintly outlined against the blue. Th& ocean
was as smooth as glass, the wind gods were resting, and
the only break on the clear surface'was the fins of yellow-
tail, that glistened in the sunlight as they patrolled the
kelp, or the fairy sails of the siK'er and blue velella as
it rose and fell—an idle ship, on a windless sea. Suddenly
I felt the line tauten ,as though the coming flood had
increased in intensity. How it thriftfed and imparted to
the nerves a tingling sensation ! Greater and greater came
the tension. I dropped the leaf anchor oyer and paid out
a foot, now two, very slcwvly, now gradually increasing
until the line was gliding ©ver the side like a livitig thing.
The boat, fhat by actual test " weighed but 125 pounds,
whirled gently around, then having given the unknown 10
feet of line, I stood up and struck home. Down on my
knees, almost overboard, I went, jerked by the fierce
response, and through my unyielding hands hissed the
line, churning and ciJtting the water, slicing it into great
crystal sheets.

I had the coil amidships,- and it fairly leaped into the
air as the fish made its rush. 30, 50, 100 feet. I seized a
coil and braced back. Nearly elbow-deep went my arms
in the water; down went thCi^oat, my companion jumping
to the bow to offset i(* down until the water was
dancing at the rail ; down until the man in the bow seemed
to be up in the air ; down so deep that my face was so near
the surface that I could hear the mysterious crackling
sound against the keel. I was about to give way to this
doughty plunger when he turned. I sprang to my feet and
took in the line. In a great circle he surged around
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the boat, and I gained by desperate hauling, not moving

the fish, but pulHng the light boat to him. in this way
making 30 or 40 feet. Then, without warning, he jerked

me to rny knees again, and with sturdy lunges strove to

take the boat under wa^er, and I was content to give, inch

by inch, foot by foot, until he calmed down. The bass

was now headed for the off-shore kelp bed, half a mile

away, towing the boat so rapidly that the foam rose under

the stern in an ominous wave. The secret in this fishing

is to fight the game continually, for does the man at the

line rest, the bass recovers in an equal ratio and the

contest may be kept up until it reaches some retreat off.

shore and plunges into the kelp, breaking the line. To
prevent this I played the bass constantly, haiding when I

could and slacking only to prevent foundering; now flat

on the bottom, bracing to withstand a desperate rush ; now
taking in the line, feeling savage blows, never stopping,

until fifteen minutes from the time of the strike I saw a

gigantic black and silver form coming slowly out of the

blue. When the fish saw me it plunged down in a vicious

rush, but I turned it up again and by strenuous effort

brought it near the stern. The boat was so small and

light that my companion lay in the bottom to preserve

the equilibrium, and I attempted to gaff the monster, hold-

ing the line in my left hand and gaffing it amid a terrific

flurry. Once the iron in, it was jerked from niy hand

eight or ten times, and I nearly followed it overboard.

For half an hour I maneuvered, and every time the fish

was brought within 5 feet it either plunged down or

. rushed around in a manner that boded ill for our safety;

indeed, twice the boat almost foundered. The wind had

sprung up and was now blowing fresh from the north-

west, and the sea had picked up in a surprising fashion,

adding to the difficulty; but finally the bass was brought

alongside and after many efforts a rope was passed

through its gills and mouth and lashed. Then we sat back

to breathe and eye the rising sea. The boat, instead of

rising on the swell, was held down by the fish, and it

was evident that a breaker might sink her.

It was impossible to get the fish aboard, and to tow it

aroimd Church Rock, where there was a_ heavy sea,

seemed inviting disaster; but we attempted it. and after

running the gauntlet of the Sphinx, in an hour's pull, had

the fish in smooth water. For five miles we towed it,

finally meeting some fishermen, whom we hired to aid us

in hauling the fish aboard. The fish almost filled the

boat, and I sat on my game while my companion rowed.

But we were so low in the water that the least sea

would have foundered us. so we engaged the men to con-

voy us in, and finally entered Avalon Bay masters of

the situation.

Similar experiences characterized other catches, and

induced the belief that the big bass could be caught with a

rod. It remained for Major Charles Viele, of the Cavalry,

to demonstrate that this could be accomplished. I accom-

panied him to the same locality one morning, aiichoring

over a school of fish, undoubtedly, as they bit fast and

furious. The steam launch Avas anchored in shore, and

the Major opened the campaign by casting from the small

boat alongside. The moment he hooked his fish the

boatman pushed off and rowed after the game, adopting

the method so successful in ttma fishing. The bass took

him 100 yards or so to sea in the first run. In the mean-

time I had cast from the launch, and hardly had the

bait reached the bottom before my reel began what proved

a requiem for lost tackle. I was firmly anchored, and

the bass took my line and tip; then more line and two

tips, and after I had hooked fotir fish and used up my
rods, demonstrating that I could not stop them, I threw

over a hand line, and presently landed a bass of icq

pounds ; then one of 248 pounds, the latter with the aid of

the Major, who, singularly enough, left his fish after

two hours' fight and came aboard for lunch and reinforce-

ment. The bass had towed the boat about, giving them

a royal battle, and had finally reached kelp and fouled, but

it was still on. The line was tautened and the rod lashed

to a tin oil can and left floating. Later a grapnel w^as

successfully used to tear away the kelp, and in half an

hour the bass was gaffed, and with two other large fish

we steamed for port. The Major's bass weighed 227

pounds, while my hand-line catches weighed respectively

100 and 248 pounds. I had timed him at the strike, and

he brought his fish to gaff in two hours and thirty-eight

minutes.
This was in 1894. Then came the catch of Mr. S. M.

Beard, of New York, who took several large fish with rod

and reel, and finally that of Mr. F. V. Rider, formerly of

New York, now of Pasadena, who in 1898 startled the

angling world by landing in fifty-fiye minutes a bass

we-ghing 327 pounds—a feat accomplished only by a de-

termined and continuous fight. During this time the

fish towed the angler several miles, making a series of

furious rushes before it was brought in. giving its captor

the record of the largest fish ever taken with rod and

reel. During the Tuna Club tournament every effort was
made to break this record. Col. R. A, Eddy, of San
Francisco, an enthusiastic member of the Tuna Club, took

five black sea bass weighing respectively 240, 246. 322, 227

and 196 pounds. Mr. F. V. Rider landed three fish

weighing 175. 182 and 151 pounds; Dr. Bently three of

150. 184 and 165 pounds; Col. Daniel M. Burns, one fish

of 218 pounds, and Mr. George B. Jess, one of 14S pounds.

These catches are quoted here as being very remarkable

when it is remembered that each was made with a twenty-

one-thread linen line, little larger than many anglers use

for a 5-pound small-mouth black bass.

During these days Don Antonio was still rowing. I

frequently saw him in the • afternoon, when the purple

shadows were creeping out from the lofty cliffs along

shore, near the tuna grounds ; or he would be seen riding

a heavy swell in the lee of the Sphinx, looking as imper-

turbable, as he chummed for his patron, as the great face

that was bathed in the spray of the restless sea. On
such a day I hooked a bass off the kelp beds and lost

it. then with the camera photographed a more fortunate

angler, Mr. F. V. Rider, whose boat was rushing away
with a wave of foam beneath her stern, despite the

vigorous efforts of the boatman. Again I hooked a bass

that with brilliant burst of speed took 300 feet from the

reel and carried the boat on with surprising force, It

is always the largest fish that escapes, and this was surely

the "record breaker." I could hardly move it. and the

Hne sang and hummed like a lute touched by some mystic

fingers deep in the sea. It was a question of stopping the

bass before it reached the kelp bed, half a mile off shore.

For twenty minutes I vainly lifted and essayed to reel,

each moment the fish nearing the dreaded kelp forest

The approved and only method of procedure was to

raise the rod gradually with both hands, then lower it

quickly, reeling as it dropped, but I believe I never swayed

this monster far from the even tenor of its way. Ex-
hausted, I handed the rod to a companion; he too failed,

and the great fish, now but a memory, dashed into the

kelp and so passed out of history, leaving a dangling

line alone to tell the story.

It was near the end of the season that Don Antonio

crushed his rivals among the boatmen of Avalon. The
long days of summer were growing shorter, the cool

winds that had made the island an ideal spot for angling

were dying down, and day after day the sea lay like a

mirror, its surface cut by shoals of innumerable fish. The
sea birds were coming down from the north—long, un-

dulating lines of shags passed north and south, clouds of

gulls followed the bait catchers, and the west at night

became set in autumnal splendors, ineffable tints of gold

and red. The delightful fall fishing season was on—
September—with two more fishing months to follow. A
rain had cleaned the sleeping air; the blue haze on the

distant mountains softened the rugged outlines; the

chaparral and trees took on deeper tints of green—all

telling of the waning summer and the coming of the

island winter, the season of flowers.

One morning when great bands of vermilion shot up-

ward from the horizon, cutting deep into the sky, Don
Antonio rowed his patron out from this Pacific Vale of

Avalon, that in Celdc mythology is a "paradise in the

Western seas." The channel was calm, and the rhythm

of the tide gave a gentle undulation to the kelp leaves

that lay bare, glistening in the rising sun. The tide was
low, and all along shore the black beard of kelp brought

out the rocks in strong reUef. On the points eagles stood

pruning their feathers for the day; a school of sea lions

were making for their rookery after a circuit of the north

shore, and as the boat rounded the point and entered

the light green water as fair a sea and smooth, stretched

away as one would ever see. Don Antonio dropped Ins

anchor near the beach, half a mile above the rookery in

sight of the sea lions that lay basking on the black

rocks, arranged his rope to cast off at a moment's notice,

placed his oars in position, baited the hook with 3 or 4
pounds of albicore, and while the angler made the cast

began the chumming which is supposed to aid and abet

the capture of fish in all climes.

The equipment of this black sea bass angler may be of

interest. His rod and reel were designed especially for

leaping tuna and black sea bass; the silent reel was
equipped with heavy patent anti-overrunning brake and

leather thumb brake, and held perhaps i.ooo feet of 2_t-

thread linen line. The rod was a split bamboo, 7 feet in

length, with long butt and single joint with agate guides.

A 6 or 7 foot bronze w-ire leader was attached to the

line, the hook being a Van Vleck pattern—a singular

shaped silver hook in favor among tarpon rod experts as

rarely coming out,

A light wind sprang up and stirred the air and swung
the boat to the east, gently rippling the water. As the

moments slipped away the angler leaning back in his

chair, with rod across his knees, the line overhauled and
between his fingers, as the big reel had no click, glanced

over the San Clemente Channel at the long, low island

that loomed up in the blue haze. It was not a day of

waiting. Presently came an ill-defined tightening of the

line; it might have been a drifting kelp leaf possibly the

shifting current ; then it slackened, and the angler took his

rod in hand, his right clasping the butt, the left caressing

the bamboo grip above the reel, as he well knew that the

largest of game fishes in the bass tribe are the most deli-

cate biters. There was no mistake here, and Don An-
tonio dropped his cigarette, threw off the turn of the

anchor line and held the buoy in his hand. Now the line

was slipping, inch by inch, through the smooth agate

guides, and Don Antonio, dropping into Spanish in his

excitement, whispered hoarsely, "x\hora, ahora !" But
not yet; the bass might have the heavy bait merely be-

tween its lips to be jerked out by a too hasty strike. An-
other foot, until 10 or 12 had gone, then the rod rose in a

strong well-directed strike, and the gam.e was on. Stse-

stse-ceese-ceese ! goes the line, hissing through the water,

the silent reel unburdening itself to the measure. Over
goes the buoy, around whirls the boat and bravely they are

away. Stern first it surges with Don Antonio holding

back gently at the oars. The rod pounds the air under the

terrific jerks and the expert at the rod is almost lifted

from his seat by the impetuosity of the rush. Directly out

to sea the fish goes, headed for deep water, and as at this

particular point there is no kelp, the combat was to be on
its merits. In a few seconds the boat was rushing stern-

first into the swell beyond the lee of the island, a big

wave beneath the combing stern. Ten. twenty, thirty

minutes slipped away, and the boat was well off shore

where the wind was rising, and the angler meantime
had done little but hold the rod, vainly pumping with

700 feet of line out, the fish ever boring down. After a

desperate effort it was turned when it rushed in shore, and
at the end of an hour was again towing them seaward.

Sometimes a few feet of line would be gained and as

many lost, the fish adopting tactics designed to wear the

unsuspecting angler out; rising suddenly to plunge down
with irresistible force to circle the boat, then to run in.

Don Antonio all this time held the oars in silence, back-

ing water, offering all the resistance possible, and keeping

the stern of the boat to the fibh. The sea was rising under
the northwest wind, r.r.d to sit in the stern of the boat

rushing against a heavy sea was to invite disaster. Once
a big comber came surging in and rein had to be given

the wild steed tiiat, fortunately, turned inshore again,

overrunning its former course. But it was presently a

question of cutting away the fish or foundering, when
the angler, in an inspiration, bethought him of a bottle

of oil in the boat, and a moment later Don Antonio was
pouring it over the side. The change was magical; the

fluid mysteriously blazed a spot to the windward of the

boat perfectly smooth, and presently the singular spectacle

was witnessed of a low boat in the center of a heavy
sea, yet in a zone of perfect calm 10 or 12 feet across.

Here Doii Antonio held the boat while the angler re-

newed the struggle, and two hours from the strike, reeled

the fish to the boat. Up it came, slowly swimming
around in decreasing circles, and as its full proportions

dawned upon him, Don Antonio made a fervent appeal

to the saints. The bass seemed as long as the boat—

a

giant—and as it turned, its huge tailed deluged the men
with oil and water. It was then that Don Antonio reached

out and gaffed the heaviest fish ever taken with rod and

reel—gaft'ed it well. But what then? It struggled like

a wild beast, threatening to carry the anglers down, and it

was only after a mighty contest that the bass was securely

lashed astern ; even then it could not be towed, as they

were three-quarters of a mile off shore. A passing boat,

wdiose oarsman was a rival of \he Don. was hailed and

came down to them, and with the comaraderie of sports-

men the world over, offered their services. By the com-

bined efforts of five men the bnss was battled into this

boat, the fish filling it. the cr \v taking to the other.

In this way the bass was towed into Avalon, where it

was forthwith triced up on a huge crane and weighed.

"Three hundred and seventy pounds, seiior."* Little won-

der that it had towed the boat eight miles and had been

saved only by pouring oil upon the water.

In this way did the record pass to Mr. T. S. Manning,

of Philadelphia, and as Don Antonio walked through the

little town that night, he was followed by^ a crowd of

Mexican bovs, who said in hushed tones, "It is he; he

gaffed it." His victory was complete, and on the record

book one may read after the entry of his patron's catch,

"Don Antonio Oromo, boatman ;^the largest game fish

ever gaft'ed."

Charles Frederick Holder.

*On Aug. 20, 1900, Mr. Franklin S. Schetick, of Brooklyn, toolc

a aSO-pound black sea bass, killing it in twenty minutes. He
thus holds the record and wins the cups and prizes in the Tuna
Club tournament of tliis year.

ANGLING NOTES.

The Pioneer Fish Breeder of New York.

A FEW weeks ago, when writing of pioneer fish

breeders and giving the experiences of Gen. Schenck. I

had it in mind to follow with brief mention of Hon.

Stephen H. .A.insworth, of West Bloomfield, Ontario

county, N. Y.. who was the first to hatch fish artificially

in tliis State, and therefore the New York pioneer, and

who as such has had scant justice done him in the litera-

ture of fish breeding. In May, 1889, Mr. Ainsworth

wrote me a long letter concerning his experience, and

this evening I made a search for it, with other papers

relating to his experiment, and now quote his own
language:

-nt -^r

'T was born in Burlington, Otsego county, N. Y., on
the 9th day of March, 1809—eighty years ago last March
—and had to work my way up as best I could. My
advantages for an early education were very poor, but I

had a great deal of energy and a world of push, and

have been successful in my business operations from

boyhood to this time. I constructed my trout ponds in

1859 and commenced the artificial cultivation of trout in

i860. In 1862 S. P. Allen, the editor of the Rochester

Democrat and Chronical, visited my ponds and wrote a
long article about them, and printed it in his paper. It-

was this article, I suppose, which brought Seth Green

here soon after to examine the ponds. Green soon after

went to Caledonia, N. Y., and bought a portion of the

creek, and came back and wanted me to go in partner-

ship with him and teach him how to take the spawn and
how to manage the trout and spawn during the time of

incubation, etc., which I refused to do, but told, him if

he commenced in the business I would write him and his

place up and send all my orders for trout and spawn to

him, which I did as long as he was in the business; and
I went to Caledonia several times to teach him to do
every part of the operation, from taking the spawn to

the hatching and care of the fry. Vv'hen the State de-

cided to commence the cultivation o'f fish. Judge Folger,

then State Senator from this district, wrote me wishing

me to be one of the Fishery Commissioners, but I did

not desire the office, and recommended Seth Green.

He was appointed and served through his life in one
capacity or another, and made a good officer. So it is

a positive truth that Seth Green learned trout culture

of me.
"Morris, in his book 'American Fishculture,' Philadel-

phia, Porter & Coates, 1868, gives all the facts of my
success in the cultivation of trout, and what I did for

Green, and copies may be had of the articles I wrote

tor his benefit about his ponds, and also copies of the

article by S. P. Allen, about my ponds, which brought

Green to me. In fact, quite a portion of his book is

devoted to my discoveries in trout breeding.

"I was really the first sitccessful propagator of brook
trout in this county. Prof. Ackley and Dr. Garlick

hatched a few eggs in their office in Cleveland before I

did, but I did not know it for years after.

'T was a member of the State Assembly in 1861; Presi-

dent of the Fruit Growers' Society of Northern New
York, and President of the Agricultural Society of

Ontario county. I have two medals—one from the New
York State Poultry Society, 1869. for the best spawning-

race, and the other from the Societe Tmperiale d'Ac-
climatation of Paris, France, for my improvements in

Pisciculture, 1869. A silver medal of the first class, and
I was made a life member of the Society."

,

Mr. Ainsworth was a fruit grower in western New
York, and piped a number of small springs to bring

them together to make his trout ponds. His invention

of a spawming race consisted of a double screen of

wire covered with gravel. The trout ascended from the

ponds to this artificial race, and in removing the gravel

to make a spawning bed exposed a wire screen, the

mesh being of such size as to permit the eggs to fall

through to a second screen underneath of a mesh small

enough to hold the eggs. The eggs were fertilized

naturally, and the eggs first deposited were safe from
any spawning trouts that came later that might desire

to eat the eggs of their predecessors. It is true that
Ainsworth's spawning race is obsolete, but the same is

true of other inventions in fishculture that were con-
sidered improvements subsequent to the spawning race.
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There can be no doubt that Mr. Amsworth worked out

his improvements on independent lines, for the very

nature of his invention is the best proof of this, for he

copied no one, and he has told me that he had never

heard of Jacobi, Remy or Gehan when he commenced
his fishcultural work. I think he is in error, however, in

thinking that Garlick and Ackley only hatched a few

trout eggs in an office in Cleveland. Their first ex-

periments were conducted in an office building, and it

was there that Dr. Sterling was called to see the trout

embryos, and strangely enough Dr. Sterling was the

only American who witnessed the experiments of Remy
and Gehan in Paris, conducted under the directions of

Prof. Coste. Sterling was a classmate of Garlick in

Cleveland before he went to Paris, but he assured me
several times that the Paris experiments made no im-

pression on his mind, and he knew nothing of Garlick's

experiments until he was called to see the fry that were
hatched in 1854 in the office of Drs. Garlick and

Ackley. Subsequent to this, however, these pioneers

did have a hatchery. Just before Dr. Garlick's death he

presented me with half a dozen copies of the now very

scarce "Treatise on Artificial Propagation of Certain

Kinds of Fish, by Theodore Garlick," in which the

author said: "The plan adopted by Prof. Ackley and
myself, and which we find to answer the purpose in

every respect, is as follows: At the head of the spring

we built a house 8 feet in width and 12 feet in length.

We placed a tank made of 2-inch planks, 4 feet wide by
8 feet long, and 2 feet deep, in the end of the building

nearest the bank. The water from the spring enters

the tank through a hole near the top, and escapes

through a similar hole at the other end, from which it is

received into a series of ten successive boxes. These
boxes are 18 inches long, 8 inches wide and 6 inches

deep, and are so arranged that the first is much higher
in the series than the last one. They must be filled

with clean sand and gravel to the depth of about 2

inches, the same being placed at the bottom. The
impregnated eggs are to be scattered over and among the

gravel, care being taken not to have them in piles or
masses."

This, I think, will show that Garlick had a regular
hatchery, much after the manner of a hatchery of to-

day. In fact, just before Dr. Sterling's death he made
an effort to restore the hatchery for the purpose of hav-
ing it photographed for me, and the work of restoration

was in progress at the time of his death.

The fact that Garlick did have a hatchery and did
hatch trout on, a greater scale than a mere othce ex-
periment, does not alter the other fact that Mr. Ains-
worth was the first man in New York State to hatch
fish artificially, and that he was one of the pioneer
fish breeders that few people in this day and generation
know of as such.

Black Bass Baits.

Black bass have long had a reputation of being
peculiar in regard to the kind of bait that they are par-
tial to at different times, and probably there is no fish

taken with bait for which so many different kinds of

baits are provided by the fisherman who seeks this

capricious fish. Crayfish, minnows, dobsons, worms,
grasshoppers, crickets, artificial fly, larva of the dragon
fiy, frogs, trolling spoons, are but a partial list of the
lures employed to bring this dusky fish to the landing
net. In West Virginia I found a fisherman M'ho swore by
a black lizard as the most killing bait for black bass.
In the Potomac River young bullheads arc deadly, but
at times nothing that the fisherman can command will

prove attractive. Twice this evening I have been told
that the black bass fishing in Lake George is very good
this year, and that the common eartli worm is more
deadly than minnows, crickets, grasshoppers or cray-
fish, the baits commonly in use. In Glen Lake, not far
from Lake George, the golden shiner (bream) was for
a period of time the most effective liait that could be
employed as black bass bait, then yellow perch took
the place of the golden shiner and killed most of the
very large black bass recorded from this lake.

Black bass do not look with favor on a bait with
which they are not familiar, and in a lake that never
contained crayfish this bait was almost unnoticed until
the crayfish were planted and became abundant, and
then it was effective. The same I have found to be true
of the dobson, for while it is an excellent bait in waters
where this larva is found naturally it is comparatively
worthless in waters where the bass are not familiar
with it.

Many years ago I went to a small lake tliat had been
stocked with black bass, and I made a business of pro-
viding baits of various sorts, and sent an extra wagon
with a boatman and a man to care for the horses, and
they took the baits. We had dobson, white and black
minnows, grasshoppers, crickets and crayfish, as well
as spoons and flies.

Not a thing would those bass take all tliat dav of the
baits provided, until late in the afternoon I noticed a frog
in the bait bucket, that the oarsman had caught while
we were at luncheon. I put that frog on my hook, and
the moment I cast it on the water a bass took it, and
i caught two more fish on the same frog. The oars-
man was put on shore to get frogs, and when they were
secured the bass took them furiously, and we left them
in a bitmg mood when the setting sun told us it was
time to start for the hotel where we were spending the
summer. That evening I related my experience to a
gentleman m the hotel, and the next morning at day-
light he started with the same oarsman I had had and
they went to the lake and caught frogs, but the bass
would not look at them. Not until thev had caught
minnows in the outlet on a minnow hook did the bass
respond to their lure. This note would not have been
written had I not been on the Niagara River the past
week and there found that shedder cravfish was the
best bait for black bass. I know that it used to be
thought that crayfish xyas not the proper bait to oft'er
bass until September, but in the Niagara the cravfishwas suppcme ,n the middle of August, and I saw a mas-

f^hlf l^'l
" ""V \^'^^^ employee fishing

or black bass, Two hours after I return home I am informed that worms are the best of baits in a take where
crickets Ayere .?;cneral1y considered as good a- the b,-ct

When the new fishway was built, it was not placed in

the old channel where the salmon and alewives were
accustomed to go, but was placed, as Dr. Morris stated,

where the fish did not go. Furthermore, although it

complied with the regulations of the law, perhaps, it was
so constructed that at night it could be closed so as to

prevent the salmon from going through. Again, the

old fishway was removed and the dam raised higher and
slabs, sawdust and all kinds of mill refuse have been and
are alloAved to run in the stream, polluting it to the ex-

tent of being an unhealthy, unsightly and dirty obstruc-
tion even to navigation.

Several years ago, in a public town meeting in the ad-

joining town of Edmunds, which lies just across on the

other bank of the Dennys River, a resolution was adopted
inviting the State Fish Commission to come to the

town and investigate the state of affairs, and also hear the

opinions of the inhabitants of the town upon the subject.

Alas ! the Commission came not ; they turned a deaf ear

upon the subject, and in consequence the mill people are
in control.

An arm of the Cobscott Bay branches inland from the
Passamaquaddy Bay at Eastport for over seventeen miles
and gives tidal water nearly up to the mill site of the
Dennysville Lumber Company. The shores on either

side are far more picturesque and beautiful than those
of Mt. Desert or Old Orchard. Fi,sh and game, deer,
ducks, partridges, even bears, certainly abound. Shad,
which were formerly caught, have disappeared. Ale-
wives and salmon are not as plentiful as formerly. Un-
less some action toward their preservation is taken, the
trout and black bass and pickerel may follow. In the
months of R smelts are»general]y plentiful, and one may
obtain, almost for the asking, clams and an abundance
of that rare and delicate mollusk, the scallop. Board i.'

for bhiclc bass. So it will not do to decide what is the
best bait for bass in one lake or river because a certain
bait is good in another. The local fisliernien can tell far
better what is the correct bait to use than for the visiting
fisherman to depend on any fine spun theory as to baiLs
that he has been successful with elsewhere,

Brown Troot.

Every little while some one asks how to catch brown
trout that have been planted in some particular water and
established themselves therein, and in a letter that 1
find waiting for a reply a correspondent says that after
the brown trout were planted in a local stream they grew
rapidly, and at two years of age would rise to the fly, but
after that time they would not take fly or bait. The
brown trout is a more rare fish than our native brook
trout, and fine tackle and fine fishing is necessary to
bring the fish to basket. If a man will use gossamer
leaders and very small flies, and cast the flies ever ,so

gently on the water, he will succeed in killing brown
trout, but such leaders and flies as are required for
brown trout fishing the average fisherman would con-
sider only fit to catch minnows. The brown trout can
be taken at night with larger flies and stouter leaders,
but in the day time it must be "fine and far off" to kill.

Just here i am reminded of a conversation with Mr.
Archibald Mitchell one evening in June when Ave Avert
salmon fishing on the Ristigouche. He was looking over
my stock fly-book, and noticed some fine trout casts
that he had sent me from Scotland when he was there on
a visit. The leaders were of drawn gut, and the flies
Avere No. 16 and 18 hooks. He said that when he Avas
a young man in Scotland the manner of fishing was to
use a single fly like one of those on the cast, and watch
the stream for a rising fish. When a rise was discovered
the fly was cast to fall directly in the circle on the surface
of the water made by the rising fish. The cast was
measured, of course, with the eye, and the moment the
fly alighted, if it was not in the proper spot, it Avas at
once retrieved and another cast made. Even if the fly
alighted propcriy it was not allowed to sink, but was re-
drawn before it became submerged, so that it was by a
succession of casts at a rising fish that the fishing was
done, and never permitting the fly to sink beneath the
surface of the water. At once it occurred to me that this
may have been the origin of dry-fly fishing, for in the
latter style of fishing the fly is cast on the surface a
little above the rising fish and the fly swims over it by the
action of the current, and is then retrieved if there is
no strike, and the fly is dried by switching it backward
and forward in the air to dry it before another cast is
made.
Brown trout anglers in this country may learn from

this the delicacy required in successful fishing for this
trout, and it has been planted so extensively that soon or
late the anglers who would bring the fish to their baskets
must practice the highest degree of the angler's art-
fine and delicate casting with the finest of tackle.
The State of New York has adopted the policy of de-

crcasuig the output of brown and rainbow trout and
iiicreasmg the output of native brook trout, and to this
end the State ponds have been and Avill be again gone
over to remove the stock of large breeding brown °and
rauihow trout and materially reduce the stock and in-
crease the stock of native trout. This is made neces-
sary by the greater number of applications for the tiatiA^e
trout over those of other species. The broAvn trout in
the hatchery ponds and in the hatching troughs and rear-
ing races is a more hardy fish than the native brook trout
and less subject to disease, but the demand for it is not
so great as for the native fish. The red-throat trout
promises well, but it is not yet sufficientlv established in
Eastern waters to determine ju.st Avhat its standing Avill
be in the salmon family in Atlantic waters. In the
West it is highly prized, and years ago Avhcn I caught this
fish 111 Utah and Wyoming. I thought it the equal of the
Eastern brook trout on the hook. This fish has not been
planted as extensively as the brown or the rainbow, hut
It has been planted in a number of good waters, and in a
few years avc aviII know just what position it Avill fill in the
fish worid. yv N. Cheney.

Take Inventory of the good things in this issue of
Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was given
last week. Count on what is to come next week
Was there ever in all the world a mor^ ^hu^dai^^t
^•lakl^ «tor« at iwortamen'A reading?

Panther Lake.
ri

Andover, Sussex County1 N. J.

Panther L.-\ke is one of the most beautiful little sheets
of water east of the Alleghany Mountains. Had spme
scenic arti.st planned its shores, he could not have made a
panarama more pleasing to the eye. All of the northern
and western shores are covered Avith heavily timbered
.spurs and hills, with here and there miniature" precipices
and bold, rocky points. The eastern shore is undulating
and rolling meadow lands with a perfect picture of pre-
cipitous broken rocks surmounted and surrounded by
pines in the center. The southern shore rises very abrupt-
ly for about 50 or 75 feet; the slope is covered with
magnificent chestnut and oak trees. Behind this fringe
stretches the luxuriant peach orchards which belong to
Mr. Chrispell.

These crooked and interesting shores encircle a sheet
of water absolutely spring fed. Many years ago it was

PANTHER LflK£.

thoroughly stocked with smah-niouthed black bass, Avhich
have thriven wonderfully, and to-day we can safely say
that Ave know of 110 water that contains bigger ones. AVe
have fished Panther Lake many a time, and generally
get some good fish out of it, but the bass in this water
are peculiar to themselves in the Avay they feed. First
of all, we have ncA-er been able to take one by casting
or trolling; aa'c have ncA^er been able to take one either oh
crawfish, helgramites or minnows. We have caught a few
on crickets and grasshoppers. The best baits for them,
Avhicli are very plentiful in the neighborhood and easily
obtained, are frogs and perch about 5 or 6 inches long.
Any one can take a few worms and go into one of the
little bays of this lake and catch perch enough in half
an hour to last him a whole day's fishing. Mr. Chrispell
must have a private farm of frogs, for if you express a
wish to him for a few, within half an hour he will have
half a pailful for you.
The bass appear to feed in spots in this lake; we have

never caught any beyond the jllaces which we have
marked. The first place is Burnt Rock. To fish this

spot, anchor your boat as closely to shore as you can

;

your bait should not be more than 15 to 25 feet from
the shore. The second spot we would mention would be
around the old ice house point; quite a sandy bar runs off

this point, and the bass come out on the bar mornings and
evenings to feed. The next spot to try is the cold spring
which lies midway between the old ice house point and the
southern shore. Another good place is about the center
of the southern shore. Anchor j'our boat about 50 feet
out and lay your bait 15 to 25 feet from the boat toward
the shore. The next spot is off the new ice house point.
Anchor your boat quite close to shore—^in fact, cast your
anchors on the shore—and fish 15 or 20 feet from the
boat.

We will now start down the lake, pass through the
narrows and take the shore on the right hand side. We
have taken a few bass here, but A'ery fcAv ; also a few
around the islands in the lower part of the pond.
NoAV for the modus operandi. Anchor your boat, bow

and stern, and draAV your ropes pretty tight so that the
boat cannot swing Avith any breeze. The angler can use
one or more rods, which should all have reels on them
Avhere the click is movable. L^se a 3-foot leader with a
four o or five o hook, put a buckshot on the line end of
the leader, throw your bait to or 15 feet aAvay from the
boat and allow it to sink to the bottom. As soon as it is

settled, lay your rod across the boat and take the click
oft' the reel, so that it runs freely: do not attempt to

strike the fish on the first run, or Avhen running, except
when the bait is small. As soon as the line begins to

run off the reel you may know that a bass, and a big one.
has taken your bait. It is well then to take
up the rod and place your thumb ever so lightly on the
line in the reel to pre\'ent it's o\-errunning. As soon as
the bass has stopoed (and he may not stop under 60 or
80 feet, and sometimes more) you can then put on the click
again and wait for the second run. As soon as you feel

him on the .second run, snub him good and hare], as you
]i;\vc n lot Hue w,d a gmt <kn\ of «;l5i,si;i<;vly t^j
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OA^ercome. He may not start off on a second run for a
minute or two minutes. They generally dispose of a frog
much quicker than a perch. We have always found that
frogs are the best bait in the morning and perch in the
evening, and we have never been able to induce the bas's

of Panther Lake to take anything, satisfactorily, in the
middle of the day. Experience has taught us that it is far
more remimerativc from g in the morning tmtil 4 in the
afternoon to either do a little mountain climbing and get
some of the most magnificent views within a couple of
hundred miles of New York, or to while away the interim
coaxing pickerel and big, perch out of the weeds. There
are any quantitj^ of them to be caught, and coming ottt of
cool spring water their flesh is hard and sweet, and makes
an excellent morsel for the table.

The way to get to Panther Lake is over the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western R. R. It is somewhere about
fifty-five miles from New York, You take the main line

to Waterloo and there change to the branch train which
is in waiting. Tell the conductor that you are going to
fish Panther Lake and want to be ptit oflf at Mr.
Chrispell's.

. All the conductors on this branch line are
good fellows and sportsmen. If there is no one to get
off or to take on at the flag station a quarter of a mile
below, they will stop the train directly opposite Mr.
Chrispell's house, where you have onl}' to walk across the
road into his garden. By writing to Mr, Chrispell a few
days in advance, you Avill find him waiting alongside the
train when it stops with a healthy country smile and a
warm welcome for you, also any quantity of information
of where to go for the big fellows in Panther Lake, He
has boats on the lake and will always get a man to row
you if 3-ou so desire. Mr. Chrispell's post office addregs
is Panther Farm, Aiidover, Sussex county, New Jersey.

This is an exceedingly nice little spot for any one to
stop for a day or two when he feels that he would like to
have a tug of war with an exceptionally large bass. But
no .sportsman must go here with the idea that he is going
to get thirty or forty bass, or even twenty bass, a day;
he is only likelj' to get t^ree or four in the morning, and
as many again in the evening, but they will run anywhere
from 3 to 6 or 7 pounds.
About a mile below this lake is another known as

Cranberry Lake. It is simply a large reservoir to feed the
Morris and Essex Canal. It is an exceptionally good bass
water early in the season, but in the fall we cannot recom-
mend it,_. as it is simply a mud hole, the water of the
lake having been drawn off during July and the early part
of August to keep the canal full.

August, 1900, " JamES ChurCHWARB,

New England Waters.
BosTONj Sept, I.—As the autumn days draw nearer a

a great many trips are being planned. Mr. George C.
Moore, of North Chelmsford, and Dr. French, of Boston,
start this week for Cheyenne. Wyo., on an extended
trip. They will stop at Cheyenne long enough to witness
the annual round-up of cowboys, cattle and broncos, and
the festivities of that occasion. They will try the
shooting in Wyoming, and then go to South Dako'ta for
prairie chiclcen shooting. Both are crack shots, and
both love the shotgun and rifle. They will be absent
several weeks. Deer hunting parties are already being
prepared for many sections in Maine, and the general
report is that deer are more plentv in that State than
a year ago. Mr. A. T. Waite, of the Boston Ilerald
staff, has just returned, with his wife and son. Master
Courtland B. Waite, from a visit to the Upper Dam. It
was the height of the boy's ambition to see a deer, and
he saw one. With his father he visited Richardson Pond
one day and saw seven deer. They also tried to jack
photograph deer at night. The guide paddled them well
up to a buck standing in the water. The old fellow took
alarm and leaped for the shore. There he turned around
and stamped his feet and snorted, to the great delight
of the boy. His father turned the jacklight on to his
majesty, and in a twinkling he was off, not even leav-
nig time for any sort of a camera shot. But the boy
almost wilted with envy or disappointment the next
day. Chester Swett, who was guiding a party of fisher-
men at his camps on the same pond, was out in a boat
with a lady. They saw a deer swimming across the pond.
Swett put after him Avith the boat and caught him. He
hitched him Avith a fope and pulled for the shore.
The moment the feet of the deer touched bottom he
was up in the air and off. The lady was nearly drowned
Avith his splashes. Swett had hold of the rope, but Avas
twitched out of the boat arid up on the shore, nearly
overturning the boat with the lady. He clung to the
rope, and finally got the deer down. But in attempting
to fasten his legs the guide Avas cut and kicked by the
sharp hoofs till he Avas bloody and black and blue. At
last the deer Avas tied and quiet, and S<.vett proposed
putting him in the boat and pulling around to the camp.
But the lady Avould not have it. Not much She did
not propose to be upset by a Avild deer! Swett con-
cluded to shoulder the deer and carry it across the woods
to the camp. There the deer was fixed up and induced
to stand and have his photograph taken. Since then he
has been liberated, and is away in the woods. All this
young Waite did not see, and hence his disappointment,

Mr. Elmore C. Ayer, with his family, has been on a
fishing trip to the streams in the neighborhood of The
horks, Me. He found the trout fishing excellent, thouo-h
It was mid-August. He was also pleased with the small
hotel Avhere he stopped on the Canada road, a few miles
above the Forks. There are reports of good bass fish-
ing m the ponds at Lisbon, Me. Mr. Richard O. Hard-
ing and C. H. Danforth and Avife are just in from a
bass fishing trip U, Pine River Pond, North Wakefield,
^. H. They took nine bass from 2% to 3^'^ pounds
Mr. Danforth is so pleased with the fishing there and the
location that he has gone back for another pull at the

ss.
_ Special.

See the list of good things in Woodcraft in our adv. cols.

The FOBEST AND STREAM is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reacti us at th^
late«t by Mon<1ay and as vnv^h ^Tli?r a* practicable.

Hints on Grayling Culture.
BY DR, JAMES A. HENSHALL.

(Read before American Fisheries Society,)

The successful culture of the Montana grayling and the
safe transportation of grayling eggs, under proper condi-
tions, are no longer matters of experiment. My first at-
tempt, two years ago, to hatch and rear tlie grayling on
the same lines as those usually pursued Avith trout, was
almost a total failure, owing to a lack of suitable condi-
tions and a want of experimental knowledge concerning
the character of the eggs and habits of the fry.

The published accounts of the experiments of Seth
Green and Fred Mather with the Michigan grayling in

1874 were both meager and unsatisfactory, and availed
nothing ; nor Avas I able, consequently, to obtain any
additional or definite information on the subject from Mr.
Mather, who seemed to have forgotten all the details con-
nected with his experiment.
Both Green and Mather pursued the same method in

hatching and feeding the grayling as Avith brook trout,
which leads me to doubt that either of them succeeded in
rearing the fry.

In the first place, grayling fry cannot be reared in the
hatchery in cold spring water, owing to its low tempera-
ture, and the entire absence of natural food, for neither
air nor food exists in spring Avater as it issues from the
ground.

Neither can the fry be induced to take the artificial

food generally used for trout fry, to any great extent, in
the hatching troughs.

In my first experiments I Avas much chagrined and dis-
couraged at seeing the diminutiA^e organisms curl up and
drop dead to the bottom of the trough, notwithstanding
a great variety of substances had been oft'ered to induce
them to feed.

At this time I Avas impressed Avith the apparent re-
semblance of the grayling fry to the lake whitefish fry,
both in size and appearance, which led me to think that
they also requir(xl similar food. Upon examining the
fry under the microscope I discovered that my surmise
\yas correct, inasmuch as the grayling fry had two fang-
like retrorse teeth in the upper jaAV similar to those in
the lake Avhitefish fry. This fact at once solved the
problem. It Avas imperative that they be supplied with,
such natural food as is found only in the Avater of streams
and lakes. «

Acting upon this hint, I turned all the remaining fry
into a sheltered, shallow bight of the creek that floAvs
through the hatchery ground. There they did well for
several weeks, when they sought other portions of the
stream.

In the following autumn I constructed a large pond and
supplied it with creek water by a ditch 1,500 feet in
length. From this pond I supplied the nursery ponds
AA^th creek water. By holding a glassful of this water to
the light hundreds of small crustaceans {Enfomostraca)
could be observed, appearing to the naked eye like specks
of dust, and this was just Avhat the grayling fry needed, as
my subsequent experience proved.
Another desideratum to be considered for grayling is

the Avarmer temperature of creek Avater as compared Avith
spring Avater. They also need sunshine. While trout
fry usually seek the shady side of the ponds, the grayling
fry prefer the sunny side.

My method is noAV to transfer the fry, as soon as thev
begin to swim on the surface of the water in the hatching-
troughs, an(J^ before their yolk sacs are entirely absorbed,
to the nursery ponds. They take kindly to the change, and
at once begin foraging for their natural food of crusta-
ceans, insect larva;, etc. They are extremely active for
such small organisms, and pursue their minute prey un-
ceasingly. Soon thereafter they can be taught to take
liver emulsion, and still later they begin to eat each
other, for they are as much addicted to cannibalism as
the pike-perch fry. The only remedy for this proclivity is
to provide twice as many fry as it is desired to rear, and,
as soon as practicable, to separate the larger from the
smaller ones.

In stocking streams Avith grayling fry it is my opinion
that they should be planted Avithin a fcAV Aveeks after
they are transferred to the rearing ponds, or even as
soon as they begin to SAvim freely, as is done Avith lake
Avhitefish fry, provided that suitable places be selected
in the stream. ShalloAV, Aveedy situations in the eddies or
back Avater of the smallest tributaries should be chosen.
There they Avoxdd find their requisite food, and be safe
from the depredations of larger fishes.

At our grayling auxiliary station some two million fry
are planted each season in the adjacent creeks as soon
as they begin to swim, and the result is very apparent
the following autumn, Avhen the waters fairly swarm
with grayling fry several inches long. The grayling
is quite shy, and a wilder fish than the trouts, and cannot
be so easily tamed—another reason in faA'or of their being
planted early in life,

A very important matter to be considered Avhen the fry
are placed in the rearing pond is to see that there is
no leakage in the drain boxes, and that the screens are
caulked in their grooves, and the screens themseh^es
reinforced by perforated tin of the smallest caliber, other-
AVise many fry Avill escape. I have lost thousands from
leaky outlet boxes, when, apparently, they were perfectly
tight. But, as grayling fry Avill worm themselves, a't

first, through a pinhole, it is evident that the utmost pre-
caution must be observed to prevent their escape.

Previous to the present summer I have had considerable
trouble in shipping grayling eggs safely. The period of
incubation being short, and the shipment occurring during
hot Aveather, it seemed impossible, Avith ordinary means,
to transport the eggs to a distance Avithout a loss of from
25 to go per cent., OAving to the high temperature to
Avhich they AA-ere subjected en route.

Heretofore Ave have used the ordinary egg shipping
case, Avhich. Avhile ansAvering well for trout eggs, has
proved a failure, even when Avell supplied Avith ice, for
grayling eggs. Last winter I devised and built a re-
frigerator case that has proA'ed to be just the thing needed.
A brief description of this case may not be amiss: The
outside box is 30 inches square, and from 12 to t8
inches deep, according to the number of eggs to bn
cavried, mwi[ x{H,n of lighi stuff, say ''A imh thick, oi

the same depth as the outer hex, and 27 inches square,
without top or bottom, is provided. The space between
the outer and inner walls is packed tightly with dry
sphagnum moss or dry sawdust. The stack of egg trays-

is placed in the center of the box, leaving a space about
5 inches between it and the inner wall, which is filled

with broken ice. On the top of the trays is a hopper, with
perpendicular sides, 4 or 5 inches deep. The vertical sides
of the hopper allow free access to the ice chamber aroiandl
the stack of trays. The trays are 12 inches square on the
outside and but inch deep. This permits twice as
many trays in a stack as with the ordinary trout trays.
The eggs are placed in a single layer on each tray and
coA^ered with a piece of mosquito netting in the usual
Avay, but no moss is placed over it, as grayling eggs Avill

not admit of as much pressure as trout eggs; the outer
membrane of the eggs is quite thin and easily ruptured.
By this method of packing the trays are received at Boze-
mari Station in as perfect condition as they leave the
auxiUary station, after being subjected to a Avagbn haul of
forty-five miles and 250 miles by rail, and at a tempera-
ture not exceeding 40 degrees Fahrenheit. This has been
also the condition in Avhich they arrived at distant points,
according to reports received, even, as in some cases, when
they were en route a Aveek.

As a matter of experiment several trays of eggs were
shipped but six hours after fertilization to Bozeman Sta-
tion, with the result that fully 25 per cent, of the eggs
hatched. Heretofore similar experiments with green eggs
resulted in the loss of all the. eggs before their arrival.
By maintaining a temperature of not to exceed 40 degrees
Fahrenheit the development of the embryo is retarded, and
the eggs can be safely shipped to any distance so long as
this condition is observed. It is my opinion that grayling
eggs can be safely shipped within one or tAvo days after
fertilization, but this has yet to be determined by experi-
ment. Should this prove to be true, it will be an im-
portant factor where the eggs are to be shipped a long
distance, requiring several Aveeks for the journey.

An Enemy to Brook Trout.
L\ the summer of 1899 a disastrous epidemic made its

appearance among the brook trout in a Long Island
hatchery. The first evidence of this was seen in May,
Avhen the director of the hatchery found in one of the
ponds a trout whose side Avas pierced by a clean-cut hole.
This hole Avas thought at first to have been caused by the
bill of some bird like a kingfisher, but later other dead
fish Avere found with similar wounds, and after a time it

became evident that some disease Avas at work, and
during the summer the fish died at the rate of hundreds
every day, until at last in December every fish in the ponds
had died.

In October the attention of Mr. Gary N. Calkins was
called to the matter and an investigation begun. This
showed that the disease Avas caused by a hitherto un-
described genus o-f parasitic protozoa. This extremely
loAv form of life belongs to the same class as the malaria
germ, although the effects of the parasite on fish in no
Avays resemble the effects of the malaria germ in man.
The affected fish is sluggish in its movements and is

evidently of diminished vitality, while holes like those
above referred to frequently occur. Sometimes one or"
both eyes have gone, in other cases patches of skin and
the muscle lying under it have disappeared, leaving large
holes or depressions in the body. Other fish still are
Avithout fins or lower jaAvs.
While the investigation Avas carried far enough to shoAv

hoAv the disease acts and hoAV the fish becomes affected,
tAvo very important points, its origin and its remedy, are
as yet unknown. Mr. Calkins determined, hoAvever, that
the spores of the disease are taken into the digestive
tract of the fish, that they there develop into adults, Avhich
are not more than one-thousandth of an inch of length,
that these adults penetrate the muscle cells of the in-
testine, that here spores are set free which are carried to
all parts of the body and at different points form accumu--
lations Avhich prevent the natural nourishment of the sur-
rounding tissues, which then die and fall out, leaving
holes in the body walls. Mr. Calkins has named this
parasite Lymphosporidium truttce. The matter is of the
very greatest interest to trout breeders and anglers, and
It may be hoped that further investigation will shoAV not
only the cause, but the cure for the trouble.

The Dam at Dennysville.
Dennysville, Me., Aug. 21.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Being a resident of Dennysville, from where
Dr. Robert T. Morris writes, describing the conveniences
and inconveniences of our little community, and, having
noticed his article in the Forest and Stream upon the
subject, I take the liberty to corroborate the same. In
Avriting I do so from a sense of justice to the people in
our community, Avho, for the past five years, have been
compelled to look on and behold the AA^anton and dire
destruction of that Avhich for, perhaps, ages past the
Dennys River Avas noted, I have it upon the authority of
old residents of the tOAvn that Dennysville enjoA's the
reputation of being the. first river in the United "States
(as early as 1832) where salmon were killed with the fly,

I also Avrite with a hope in my heart that it is just
possible that the agents of some society, established per-
chance for such a purpose, may glance at my state-
ments and investigate the same. Should they do so. I
cannot but feel assured that they Avould find some method
or means to restore the condition of affairs.
Had I been in existence prior to or coincidental with

Father Adam, and been consulted as to where, from the
months of May until November, I desired the location of
the Garden of Eden. I, Avithout a doubt, Avould have
answered in favor of a location at or near by Dennys-
ville. As a typical spot of nature, it is complete. Situated
upon the west bank of the Dennys River, it lies extending
back over a series of beautiful sloping hills, cool and
pleasant as a Aiaryland i\Iay day throughout the whole
summer long, and is indeed a veritable nineteenth century
paradise.

WqW^V^V* s^it« 0^ th.Q - facl t^iat two Washington
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county judges are connected with the Dennysville Lum-
ber Company, owing to quite a disturbance having been

created over local wholesale poaching of the salmon,

which were caught illegally, complaints were lodged, and

the lumber company were compelled to build a fishway, as

the old one was not deemed to be a fit or proper one.

cheap and accommodations homelike and fair, but the

territory is in the hands of the Philistines.

Our only hope of salvation is that among some of your
interested readers there will arise some philanthropic

David, who will study the situation, see the benefit ho

will be doing humanity and subdue GoHath, or inform

vour readers as to how to go about it to do the same.
Taxpayer.

Cannot Be Measured in Coin*

Occasionally, and without giving the matter due con-

sideration, people characterize our great trout breeding

establishments as mere toys, playthings for the benefit of

the rich or idle. Point to the unanswerable statistics of

the' marine, the salmon and Great Lakes hatcheries, and
ask triumphantly, "Where are yours?" There are some
things in the world whose value cannot be measured even

in coin of the realm. The statistics of the brook trout

are graven on the heart.

In the Koran there is a passage reading thus: "If a

man have two loaves, let him sell one and buy a lily;

bread feedeth the body, but the lily is food for the soul."

So it is. In pursuit of the brook trout, in wandering mid
field and forest, by shady brook and rushing mountain
torrent, in communion with nature in her wilder, grander

moods, the weary souls of countless thousands have been

refreshed and strengthened into truer, better and nobler

lives.—W. T. Thompson in paper read before the Amer-
ican Fisheries Society,

MwIIet in the Colorado.

On the third of this month a large number of mullet

were taken in the Colorado at this place. They were
taken mostly by the Indians with dip nets. This fish is

said to be very abundant at the mouth of the river, about

150 miles below here, but so far as 1 can learn they seldom
reach this locality. A number also entered the Gila chan-

nel. One jumped into a boat. It measured 15 inches

long from the point of its nose to the end of its upper
tail fin, and weighed 17 ounces.

A salmon {Phyctrocheilus lucius, Girard), weighing 21

pounds, was taken in the Colorado this morning. Be-
cause of the late rains in the country the river water is

running almost red. Pima.
Yuma, Ariz , Aug 24.

A 67-Pound Drum Fish.

Long Beach, L. I., Sept. 3.—A local fisherman who was
fishing in the surf for bass, hoqked what he believed to be

a small whale. After a lively struggle the fish was
brought near enough to the shore for bathers to get a
hold of it, and it was dragged up on the beach. It was
a drum fish weighing 67 pounds, and was 43 inches long by
13 inches in circumference. It was a remarkably fine

specimen, and one of the lai^gest fish ever caught in this

vicinity.

Whe Mmnet

Fixtures,

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 6-7.—Brandon, Manitoba, Can.—Third annual field trials of

the Brandon Kennel Club. Dr. H. J. Elliott, Sec'y-
Sept. 11.—Carmen, Manitoba, Can.—Fourteenth annual field trials

of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Eric Hamber, Sec'y. Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Can.
Oct 30.— Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton. Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett. Sec'y, Bo.\ 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7-S.—Lake View, Riich.— Third annual field trials of the-

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice. Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. VV. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—N™ton, N. C— Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y. Greenfield Hill, Conn.
No. 20. .

.—Illinois Field Trials Association's second
annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson. Sec'y, Mattoon, III.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven. Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of
the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
W indsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 20. . Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.

C. Peterson, Sec'y. Homestead. Pa.
Nov. 22.—Glasgow. Ky.— Kentucky Field Trials Club's annual

field trials. Barrel Gibson. Sec'y. Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annua' field" trials of the Missouri

'Field Trials Association. L. S. Kddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. 30.—Newton. N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo,
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill. Conn,

Trainmj? the Huntinq- Dog
For the Field and Field Trials.

I.—General Principles.

Dog training, considered as an art, has no mysteries,
no in.surmountable obstacles, no short cuts to success.
By certain methods, man simply appropriates the efforts

of the dog to his own service. Once that his prey is

found, man has great powers of destruction ; btit as com-
pared to the dog, he is distinctly inferior as a finder. By
concerted action, man and dog can find and capture much
more than they could if working independently. In his
search for prey, the dog's purpose is distinctly selfish, as
is rnan's, but being much inferior he m.ust needs take the
position of servant. However, his pleasure in the pursuit
is so great that, even if denied possession after the prey
is captured, there is still sufficient incentive to satisfy
his self-interest and generally he is content to exercise
his best effort for the pleasure he feels, with some hopes
to share in the fruits.

The dog is gregarious by nature, and prefers to hunt in
packs; but the concerted action of the pack, in the effort

to capture its prey, is not the'inariiier best adapted to the

requirements of the sportsman. In the pack, the dog mayj

in the efforts of a common purpose, recognize and defer

more or less to a leader; but, while this characteristic to

hunt in company is of value to the sportsman, the manner
of its exercise to best serve his purpose must be subjected

to much modification and restriction in some of its parts.

The dog, when working to the gun, must take a part so

distinctly secondary that it is that of servant. To suppress

or restrict his inclination to take the leading part so far

as it is against the best interests of the gun, and to

school him in some special knowledge for its advantage,

constitute an education called training or breaking.

The art of dog training is acquired by intelligent study

and practice, as proficiency in any other art is acquired.

All who have the time, talent and industry may become
skillful as dog trainers, as all who have these qualifica-

tions may become skillful in any other accomplishment,

trade or profession. But, in the education of the dog. as

in the education of boys and girls and men and women,
there is no educational system which compensates for

ignorance and inefficiency if deeply grounded on the part

of the teacher, nor for incapacity on the part of the

pupil. There must, at least, be the ability to learn how
to convey knowledge on the one hand, and on the other

the ability to receive it. else there can be no proper

progress.

The mental capacity of the dog and the knowledge
necessary to serve him througltout his life are infinitely

less than those which are necessary to man, but none
the less his manner of acquiring knowledge is in a way
similar to the manner employed by man in his own efforts

in that respect.

Some years ago, when the ability to train a dog was
considered as being in the realm of the marvelous,

_
it

was looked upon as a "gift," a something of capability

conferred by nature, and quite independent of experience.

At the present day, sportsmen have no faith in the skill

of him whose knowledge is only such as Is innate from
birth. On the other hand, any system held forth as

having some inherent virtue, whereby a dog may be
trained quickly and thoroughly regardless of his capacity

to receive training or his trainer's capacity to give it de-

notes that the advocate of such, system is very simple

concerning the matter of which he treats or else is not

over scrupulous as to the manner of treating it.

While this work will fully set forth a description of

the natural qualities of the dog. their relation to field

work, and the best manner of diverting them from the

dog's own purposes to the purposes of the sportsman, suc-

cess in the application of this system depends entirely on
the trainer himself. Some natural capability on his part

with some experience to supplement it is essential before

any substantial progress is reasonably to be expected.

The mere reading of a work on dog training, and some
hit or miss attempts at appIjHng its precepts, do ttot con-

stitute an education in the art. An accomplished dog
trainer is not the product of some hours of reading with
thereto added a few more hours of trouble with a dog.

He who acquires the art must acquaint himself with

dog nature, with the details of practical field work as they

relate to setters and pointers, and, to a reasonable de-

gree, with the manner of imparting knowledge to a crea-

ture so much lower in the scale of inteHgence than him-
self, He, furthermore, must specially school hira'^elf in

the quality of self-restraint ; for in the attempt to govern
man or dog, it is essential that the governor learn to

govern himself. However good the instruction may be in

iLseit, It m no wise can compensate for the inefficiency

consequent to ill temper if the latter be exhibited. In short,

no treatise can do more than set forth what should be done
and what should not be done.

In dog training, as in all other branches of human
effort, there are men who are eminently efficient and men
who are otherwise, and yet the man who is eminent in one
profession may be distinctljf incompetent in all others.

Apart from these extremes, the average man may atta'n to

useful, practical efficiency as a trainer. To determine
whether one can train or not, it is necessary to make the

attempt, for without such trial one cannot know definitely

anything concerning his ability.

While this work will treat fully of the dog's capabilities

and the proper maimer of conducting his education for

the service of the gun, from the foregoing remraks it is

clear that the matter of patience, industry, perseverance,
good temper and talent lies with the trainer himself. Inci-

den'ally, it may be remarked in respect to patience and
good temper, that no one can train dogs successfully

without them, or. at least, a partial equivalent in per-
severance and self-control. Yet while they are prime
requisites, they are oftenest the least observed by the im-
petuous amateur.
Hurry and harshness always seriously retard the dog's

education instead of advancing it. In most instances
the beginner gives the dog an order, then hastily proceeds
in a conversational way to tell him what it all means, and ,

failing to accomplish his purposes in a moment, he be-
comes irritated,' warm and inclined to use force. If the
dog struggles to escape from what is so amazing and pain-
ful to him, yet from what was intended to be an instruc-
tive lesson it begets anger and this in turn begets violence.
The transition from the A B C's to a flogging is commonly
very quick, in the first attempts. Being advised so fully

on this point, the beginner should exercise the greatest
care in observing self-control and an intelligent considera-
tion of the dog's powers ; but strange to say, the advice is

at first rarely heeded.
Sooner or later, the trainer must learn that punishing

a puppy teaches it nothing useful ; that it evokes distrust

and resentm_ent ; that it lessens or destroys all affection for
the trainer and all interest in his purposes; and that
when fear dominates the puppy, he, being in a disorganized
state of mind, is incapable of learning even the simplest
lessons. When in this state, his confidence must be re-

stored by kind treatment, and then a greater degree of
patience and self-restraint is necessary than was neces-
sary before.

If the amateur would consider the days when he was a
pupil at school himself, he would thereby better grasp the
disadvantages under which the puppy labors. With a bet-
ter intellect, with the advantages of a language both oral
and written, and with more years at school than would
measure twice the age of the average old dog, the average

boy makes slow progress even in the rudiments. If, in-

stead of patient teaching, the teacher shook him by the
collar, cuffed his ears or kicked him in the ribs as the
true method of conveying knowledge, no sensible person
would expect the boy to learn much ; indeed, corporal
punishment, even as a corrective, has been almost entirely

abolished in the public schools. And yet the same patient
effort on the part of the teacher in educating the boy is

much the same as that to be observed in the education
of the dog.
Dog training, in any of its particulars, ts not a matter

of set forms and arbitrary methods. Each particular
pupil should be developed according to his inidvidual char-
acteristics. There are hundreds of little differences of
dog character and capabilities to be noted and considered,
and until the trainer can perceive, understand and take
advantage of them, his attempts to teach will be more or
less arbitrary and mechanical. He may now and then
have some success with an arbitrary method which hap-
pens to fit a certain dog's peculiarities, but it is merely a
happening. It requires but little thought to perceive
that it is absurd to apply a set method alike to the nervous,
the weak, the stupid, the intelligent, the lazy, the timid,
the slow, the industrious, etc., for such must result in

many failures.

Methods therefore should be adapted to the circum-
stances of _(»ach individual case, compromising as much as
possible with the idiosyncrasies of the pupil with a view
to obtain the best results and not with a view to main-
tain any arbitrary method. By kindness, and not attempt-
ing to force progress beyond the dog's capacity success
will result in every case where it is possible. Nothing
progressive in learning can be expected of the mentally
weak, the constitutional loafer, or the dog whose nose
is functionally incapable of serving up to the require-
ments.

So far as the dog's education is concerned, the trainer
may proceed on the theory that the dog learns only from
practical experience; that all the advantages of oral

commAtnication possessed by man, excepting a few of
limited degree, are denied to him; that his intellect and
his ability to learn readily are far inferior to those of
his teacher; that he needs time in which to learn, as did
his teacher before him, and that in the matter of force
against force he is practically helpless. Let the lessons

be prepared and taught with a recognition that his puppy-
hood corresponds to infancy, and thereby afford him an
opportunity to learn them from his standpoint The
teacher's standpoint, if it ignore dog nature and dog in-

tellect, may be incomprehensible to him.
The beginner should also bear in mind that the dog's

education proceeds on- certain lines regardless of the

terms used to denote it. Thus the terms "training" and
"breaking" have a common application. As commonly
used, their significance is synonymous. Either one, how-
ever, apart from their technical significance, could be
construed as having distinct meanings. For instance, it

may be considered that a dog is trained to do what is

right and broken from doing what is wrong. Theoretic-
ally, the former may not presuppose any punishment at

all, while the latter may presuppose more or less; prac-
tically, the theory is a failure, Several writers have drawn
a fine distinction between the words as they relate to

training, as though therein lay the fundamental principles

of the art, though it is quite independent of any juggle

of words. A dog trains on without punishment if he
does not need it; if he does need it, it should be given to

him. Some dogs require very little punishment; some
require a great deal. If he needs punishment, punish
him ; if he does not, do not punish him. The amateur may
take his choice of terms, but this is the correct procedure
u:\der either; it is all a matter of training or a matter of

breaking or a matter of both as the trainer pleases. How-
ever, at no time does a dog need punishment simply be-

cause the trainer is angry at him. It then is a matter en-

tirely distinct from training. Venting anger on a dog is

tin proper part of his education.

The dog is naturally fond of company. He prefers the

society of his fellows, though he recognizes the domination
of man, and has a profound affection for him.._ Neverthe-

less, his purposes when seeking prey are quite independent
of man and quite selfish, when they have their unchecked
natural play. He may love his master with a fervor

unlimited, but all that is no factor when he is in hot

pursuit of a rabbit. From the untrained dog's point of

view, the chase and its possibilities are strictly a matter

between himself and the rabbit,* in manner similar to

the relation between dog and dinner; and the whistle, loud

commands and praise, he then alike ignores. This self-

interest displayed by the dog is an important factor in his

training, for there must always be sufficient incentive

of a selfish nature to induce his best effort.

There are writers who solemnly affirm that the instinct

to hunt is by nature implanted in the dog for the benefit

of man. or at least such small number of men relatively as

can sally forth afield to kill birds. The nature and acts

of the dog oppose this egotistical assertion on every point.

The dog never enjoys himself better than when on a self-

hunting outing; the proceeds of his efforts he needs and
uses for food when he is permitted to do so and when
on his predatory excursions he rather avoids than seeks

the com.pany of man.
In a wild state he seeks his prey in a manner similar

to that in which he seeks it in his excursions afield when
domesticated. It is his manner of obtaining a food_ supply,

and hence the manner of obtaining the wherewithal to

satisfy the cravings of hunger. Meat is his natural food.

He craves it as the ox craves grass when hungry, and
each eats according to its nature. Man does not care for

the grass as food for himself, and not wanting it. he does

not deem it worth while to assert that the ox seeks grass

instinctively for the benefit of man; yet he does want the

dog's prey, and therefore it is quite an easy matter to

assert unthinkingly that the dog chases rabbits and other

game, not for himself, but for his master, b€>sides on
his own accouijt being a great destroyer and consumer of

vermin. However, as the dog is naturally carnivorous and
utilizes its prey for food the facts seem to indicate that

his seeking instincts are for his own organic preservation.

However, aside from the matter of mere profit to hiih,

the dog takes a fierce pleasure in the pursuit and capture.

Over and above the obtaining of a food supply, he finds

a savage delight in conquering and killing. Thus sheep
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killing dogs and wolves, when they attack a flock of sheep,

kill far more than they need for food. Most dogs will

attack a rat or rats at sight, and never cease their efforts

till the last one is killed or escapes. By a course of educa-

tion, either direct or indirect, all domestic dogs are taught

what animals they may kill and what they may not. With
setters and pointers, this is not always an easy task, as

any one who has been out in the country with some ma-
ture, city-bred dogs on their first outing can testify. The
farmer's sheep and poultry then have cause for alarm.

This instinct to pursue and kill is dog nature, and more-
over it is good dog nature. Checked to proper limitations

and schooled to the sportsman's purposes, the traits dis-

played are what make the dog a useful servant. He has

the inclination, intelligence and capabilities for hunting;

these the sportsman applies to the furtherance of his own
pleasure.

Left to his own inclination entirely, the dog hunts for

himself. Nevertheless, his passion for hunting is so great

that he will subpiit to much restriction in his methods
and great loss in respect to what he captures, before he
will desist. Yet too much restriction may lesson his

ardor; too much punishment may suppress all effort.

So far as teaching the dog how to hunt is concerned,

the trainer is such an imimportant factor that he is hardly

wort'h considering; but he is an all-important factor in

giving the dog the necessary opportunities to learn. These

being given, the manner of 'seeking, or whether he seeks

at all, lies with the dog. The beginner generally falls into

the error of attempting to train the dog before the latter

knows anything about seeking or finding. The true

method is to permit the dog to- seek and find in his own
manner, and then school his efforts to the use of the gun.

However expert a trainer may be, any efforts directed

toward improving the dog's natural methods of hunting

are likely to end in failure, or are likely to mar them.

If a dog is naturally deficient in speed, nose, stamina, in-

dustry, intelligence, etc., no trainer can supply the qualities

which nature omitted. It is impossible to make a good
dog out of a naturally poor one, though the reverse is

possible. In this connection it may be mentioned that a

good pedigree is not necessarily a guarantee of a good
worker. A poor dog with a fine pedigree is no better than

a poor dog with no pedigree at all. The test of field merit

is the test of the individual himself; the excellence of an

ancestry may be something entirely apart from any

qualities possessed by the individual, or it may be present

in a greater or less degree; it all is as it may happen to

be. The dog as a worker must stand or fall on his own
merits.

In character, intelligence, stamina, industry, selfishness

and unselfishness, etc., dogs vary quite as much as men
vary, and there are no hard and fast rules for the training

of the one any more than there are for the training of the

other. He is the best teacher of man or dog who can

best understand the capabilities of his pupil, so modifying

or combining methods that they are presented in the best

manner to the pupil's capacity and the circumstances of

the particular case. To determine nicely all these points

requires close observation and good temper, and also the

teacher must always keep in mind the two standpoints,

his own on the one hand as a teacher imparting knowl-

edge, and on the other that of the dog whose intellect is

relatively weak, whose ability to acquire ideas is rela-

tively limited, and whose nature is such that the lessons

of servitude are repugnant to him. Although compara-

tively slow in learning the lessons inculcated by his trainer,

the dog is quick to learn how best to apply his powers for

the benefit of his own needs.

The beginner who feels his way carefully along will

make much better progress than he whose efforts are

marked by inconsiderate haste. It is easily perceived

that if the trainer does not endeavor to understand the

nature and capacity of his pixpil, his efforts to teach will

be far from good. And yet what he fails to learn at first

he must learn at last, for he must learn to understand his

dog before his dog can learn to understand him.

Let the amateur consider that the dog's education is

properly a matter of weeks and months, and not a matter

of a few lessons carefully given or many lessons forcefully

given ; that the trainer's haste does not in the least add

to the dog's ability or inclination to learn, and that a puppy

is an undeveloped" creature which needs age for the proper

development of its reasoning powers.
B. Waters.

Points and Flushes.

We are indebted to Mr. C. W. Buttles, of Columbus,

O., for a fine reproduction of a field trial scene, showing

dogs in competition, mounted judges and spectators. It

represents some of his artistic effort.

The Greyhound (English) Stud Book, Vol. XIX., con-

tains the names, colors, ages and pedigrees of greyhounds
registered therein up to June i, 1900; and full informa-

tion on subjects relating to coursing. It can be obtained

of Mr. Horace Cox, Field Office, Windsor House, Bream's
Buildings, E, C, London.

Aug. 30 the Ladies' Kennel Association decided to

offer its premierships and specials at the shows to be hdld

in the following cities: New York, Boston, Philadel-

phia, Chicago. Providence, Cleveland, Baltirnore, Dan-
bury, Milwaukee, Pittsburg and San Francisco.

M. K. Bird, Hon. Sec'y L. K. A.

The Connecticut Field Trials Club, of which Mr.
John E. Bassett, P. O. Box 603, New Haven, Conn.,

is the secretary, is earnestly interested in promoting field

trial interests and sportsmen's interest in the East. Its

field trials are open to all New England and will be
run at Hampton, Conn., commencing Nov. 7- The
Derby is open to setters and pointers whelped after Jan.

I, 1899. The entries to this stake close Oct. 3. The
All-Age Stake is open to setters and pointers which
have not won first prize in any recognized field trials.

Entries close Oct. 17. Forfeit $5 arid $5 additional to

start in each stake. Purse divided 50, 30 and 20 per

cent. The judges are Messrs. John C. Chamberlin,
Bridgeport, Conn.; Ransom. T. Hewitt, South Wethers-
field, Conn., and Joseph T. Lane, Hartford, Conn. Mr.
E, Knight Sperry is the president of the club.

Yachting Fixtures, im
SEPTEMBER.

7. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Boston Harbor.
8. Hull-Massachusetts, invitation race, Hull, Boston Harbor.

8. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fall regatta, Oyster Bay, L. I. bound,

g. Larchmont, schooner cup, Larchmont Long Island Sound.

8. Queen City. 22ft. knockabout class, loronto, Toronto Bay.

3. Haverhill, club, Haverhill, Mass.
8. f i-r^taquit Corinthian, special, Bay Shore, Great South Bay.

8. Manchester, handicap, Manchester, Mass.
8. Columbia, cruise to Hull.
8. Winthrop, cruise to Hull.
8. South Boston, handicap race to Hull.
8-9. Y. R. A. of Massachusetts, rendezvous at Hull.

8-9. American, cruise, Newburyport.
8-10. California, cruise to Suisun, San Francosco Bay.

11. New York, fall sweepstakes. New York, ofT Sandy Hook.
15. Manhasset, closing race. Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
13. Atlantic, fall race, Sea Gate, New York Bay.

15. Atlantic, club. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
15. South Boston, sailing dinghies. City Point, Boston Harbor.
22-23. California, cruise to Martinez, San Francisco, San Francisco

Kav
22. Riverside, fail regatta. Riverside, Long Island Sound.
22. Canarsie. Commodore's cups. Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
22. Haverhill, fourth championship, Haverhill, Mass.

The Fisher Cup Matches.
CHAKL«TTE^ N. Y.—LAKE ONTARIO.

Sept. 8, ID, II.

The full conditions agreed to by the Rochester Y. C.

and the Royal Canadian Y. C. to govern the coming
matches for the Fisher cup are as follows:

Conditions governing the match for Fisher cup, to be
sailed between yachts representing the Rochester Y. C.

and the Royal Canadian Y. C.

Rules.—The racing rules shall be those of the Lake
Yacht Racing Association as existing at this date, sub-

ject to such conditions and variations as are herein pro-

vided and in accordance with the deed of gift dated

Nov. 5, 189s, and the supplementary conditions in con-

nection therewith, dated Nov. 5, 1898.

Construction.—The yachts shall be of wooden con-

struction in accordance with_ the scantling tables in the

rules above mentioned.
Size of Yachts.—^The competing yachts shall be in the

35ft. class.

Number of Races.
—

^The winner of two out of three

races shall be declared the winner of the match.

Dates of Races.—The first race shall be sailed on Satur-

day, Sept. 8, igoo, and the other races on consecutive

days thereafter until completed, Sundays excepted.

Courses.—The races shall be sailed on Lake Ontario
oft' Charlotte, the first course to be over an eq,ui!ateral

triangle of 3>4 nautical miles to the leg, twice round, or

21 miles in all.

The second course shall be five natttical rhiles to the

windward or leeward and return, twice round. The
steamer bearing the buoy for this race shall be started at

the time the preparatory gun is fired.

The third course, if a third shall be necessary, shall be

arrived at by the toss of a coin between the skippers of

the competing yachts, the one winning to have the right

to name the course, the same to be either a repetition of

the triangular course or a course to windward or leeward
and return and the same distance as the course on the

second day. The triangular course shall be so sailed that

one side of the triangle shall be to windward if possible.

In windward and leeward races all buoys shall be left to

starboard and in triangular races all buoys shall be left to

starboard or port, as directed by the judges.

Time.—All races shall be started at 11 o'clock A. M.
Any race not completed in five and one-half hours by the

winning yacht shall be resailed.

The start may be postponed by the judges:
First, in case of fog.

Second, if in their opinion the space round the starting

line is not sufificiently clear at the time appointed for

starting.

Third, in case both yachts consent to a postponement.
Fotirth, in case of serious accident to either yacht, as

hereinafter provided.
Fifth, should such a course appear to them desirable.

And in case of postponement the judges shall determine
the time for starting, but in no ease shall a race be
started later than i P. M.
A 3-acht crossing the line before the starting signal is

given shall be recalled by five short blasts of the whistle
and the hoisting of her national flag.

An unfinished race shall be resailed until completed.
Accidents.—In case of accident to either yacht prior

to the preparatory signal notice thereof shall immediately
be signalled to the judges, who shall have power to post-
pone the race if the accident, in their opinion, is sufficiently

seriotts to warrant such a course, or if an accident
occurs during a race the yacht to which the accident has
happened shall have sufficient tim-e to make repairs before
being required to start in the next race.

Scrutineers.—Each yacht shall have on board during
the races a representative named by her competitor whose
weight shall not exceed isolbs.

The names of the scrutineers shall be given to the
judges not less than twenty-four hours before the first

race and the scrutineers shall report to the judges within
six hours after the termination of the race.

Management.—The races shall be sailed under the man-
agement of three judges, none of whom shall be interested
in either yacht. One shall be appointed by each club, and
the two so appointed shall select a third one on or be-
fore Sept. I. and they shall act as judges and timekeepers
and settle all disputes. The decision of a majority shall be
final in all matters.
The judges shall be the regatta committee referred to

in the rules of the Lake Yacht Racing Association.
Measurements.—The certificates of the measurers of the

Rochester Y. C. and the Royal Canadian Y. C. given
under the rules of the Lake Yacht Racing Association
shall be accepted by the judges unless they or a majority
of them shall deem it expedient to make a fresh tneasure-
ment before or at any time during the races. Each yacht
shall be entitled to a copy of the certificate of the other

yacht and in the event of a fresh measurement being

made sliall be entitled to have a representative present

when such measurements are taken.

Crews.^—The crews shall be limited to six 'men, whose
total weight shall not exceed i.osolbs.

Instructions.—Charts of the course and instructions

shall be furnished to the competing yachts not later

than 7 o'clock on the morning of the race.

Alterations.—These conditions may be altered or

amended by mutual agreement at any time.

As the result of a number of trials, Minota was selected

last week to represent the Royal Canadian Y. C. Mr.
^^imilius Jarvis will sail her. Mr. Doris has been at

Charlotte since Aug, 28, fitting out and sailing Genesee.

The America Cup.
The following is from the European Edition of the

New York Herald, and confirms the opinion that Sir

Ihomas Lipton has no immediate intentions of chal-

lenging for the America Cup:

Sir Thomas Lipton. in conversation with the Queens-
town correspondent of the Daily Telegraph at the Royal
Cork Y. C, said that no time had been mentioned for

the international race up to the present.

"You see," he remarked, "there is no challenge yet sent

to America, and consequently arrangements could not be

made.
"I intend calling my new yacht Shamrock, the same

as her predecessor.

"The challenger will have the advantage of testing her
sailing qualities when she is built with the old Sham-
rock. They will have trial races. I have not changed, nor
do I intend to change, the construction of the old boat, so

that she may have a fair trial with the new boat in

exactly the same shape as she was when she competed
with Columbia."

A,sked if he considered American yachtsmen equal to

British, Sir Thomas said:

"I do in every respect. I say without fear that there are

no finer yachtsmen in the world than Americans."
He could never ascertain, Sir Thomas went on to say.

why American yacht owners sought after British skippers

so much as they had. He expressed his gratitude to

the yachting fraternity in America for the extraordinary
welcome they gave him and for their sportsmanlike con-

duct in the management of the races, and for the general

courtesy extended to him. He received mascots and other

tokens of good luck from all parts of America, from Eng-
land as well as from Ireland, and from Germany.

Fitzsimmons, the great pugilist, even sent him a horse-

shoe, but all in vain. The best boat won on her merits.

*T did not," he added, "spare money on Shamrock's
build, nor in racing, nor in equipping her with crew and
gear. She cost ten times as much as any other yacht
that ever raced for the America Cup, besides what it cost

to take her across the Atlantic."

Sir Thomas was then asked if there was any truth in

the report that appeared in the newspapers that the next
challenge would be made by him under the auspices of

the Royal Cork Y. C.

He replied that there was not, as that matter had not

yet entered his mind.
He had received a cablegram that day from Mr. J. V. S.

Oddie secretary of the New York Y. C, inviting him to

attend the race for the Sir Thomas Lipton cup. but unfor-
tunately he was unable to do so.

He was at present going on a visit to his friends in

the west of Ireland.

Asked if he would retire in the event of another chal-

lenger appearing in the field. Sir Thomas answered:
"Undoubtedly. I have had one chance, and I would
make way for any one else, and in addition, I would place

at his di.sposal my yacht, Shamrock, for trial races pre-

vious to the departure for America."
Finally, Sir Thomas expressed a decided opinion that

Shamrock was the best craft in England adding that the

boat that went to America mttst be able to vanquish
Shamrock easily to have any chance of winning the cup.

Kingston Y. C.

KINGSTON, MASS.
"

Friday, Aug. 24.

The annual race of the Kingston Y. C. on ^A.ug. 24
was sailed in a freshening S.W. breeze that called for
two reefs before the finish and disabled many yachts.
The times were

:

25ft. Class.

Elapsed. Corrected.
Hermes, A. W. Chesterton ................... .2 27 51 . ,,

Areyto, L. D. Baker........ .. ......... .Disabled.
Early Dawn, J. E. Doherty. .................. .Disabled.

21ft. Cabin Class.
Zaza, Tech boys ......2 27 38 . .. ,.

Scamper, Reed Bros........ .2 31 56 .

Usona, C. Pryor ....2 47 30 . .. ..

Geisha, W. T. Whitman............ Disabled.
Dosia, E. A. Phemister Disabled.
Fanny D., A. E. Walker Disabled.

ISft. Class.
Dauntless, Benner & Patten 2 38 51
Raduga, W. Burgess ..... 2 43 00 , ^. ..

Knockabout Class.
Spider, H. H. Hunt ...2 39 32 ... .

Kittawake, H. M. Jones.................. 2 40 09
Lobster 2d, C. Clapp. ......................... .2 40 39 . .. ..

Miladi, F. R. Adams.................... 2 40 48
Dazzler, Goodspeed Bros. .................... .2 44 54
Oom Paul, G. P. Cushman. .Disabled.

Handicap Class.
Emerell, P. H. Lowe.... 2 49 05 2 37 05
White Swallow, E. Watson..... 2 50 17 2 38 17
Dolohin, N. Morton , 3 00 53 2 49 53
Rainbow, W. Ormond 2 57 59 2 49 59
Veritas, A. Holmes................... 3 08 07 2 50 07
Latona, C. Foster Withdrew.
Nancy Hanks, P. W. Maglathlin. . . ........Disabled-
Rooster, A. E. Walker......... Disabled.
Mildred L Withdrew.
Frolic, J. Dawes..... Withdrew.
Solitaire, B. B. Baker. .......................... Withdrew.

Forest and Stream is a chosen medium for the inter-

change of experience, opinion, sentiment and suggestion

among its sportsmen readers-; and communications on
these lines are welcamji^ ** sslumns.
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Dttxbury Y. C,

g* DUXBURY^ MASS.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Duxbury Y. C, regatta was sailed on Aug. 25 in a

wisd shifting from S.W. to N.E., and only of moderate

istoenafth. The times were:

25ft. Class.
Elapsed.

Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 1 01 56

IBeatrice, Tohn Cavanagh 1 04 24

Darly Dawn, J. Doherty 1 04 37

21£t. Cabin Class.

TUsona, E. Prior 1 06 26

Tanny D., A. W. Walker Ill 16

Halcyon, S. C. Winsor 1 14 14

Scamper, Reed Bros 1 15 05

2aza, Tech boys .1 36 04

Knockabouts.
aCittawake. H. M. Tones 1 21 38

Oom Paul, G. P. Cushman 1 23 48

Dazzler, Goodspeed Bros 1 27 07

."Milady, F. R. Adams 1 27 28

.'Spider, H. H. Hunt 1 28 14

Xobster II., C. C. Clapp 1 29 13

Handicap Class.

-Rooster, A, Watson 1 05 46

"Mildred, S. P. Morris 1 10 53

.Solitaire. B. Baker 1 41 21

Dolphin, N. Morton 1 26 02

Emerell, Low Bros 1 22 32

•Challenge, E. B. Atwood 12138
Dauntless, Benner & Patten 1 24 39

Corrected.

0 50 46
0 54 53

•Grace, M. S. Weston, Jr.... 1 28 02

Veritas, A. Holmes 1 50 51

Dewey, C. F. Wadsworth 1 33 10

Random, G. P. Cushman 1 38 33

Frolic, T. C. Dawes 1 41 34

RainboW, W. Ormond 1 32 34

White Swallow, E. W. Watson 1 36 02

Latona, C. Foster 1 43 25

The judges were George E. Fowle, Jr., of the Duxbury
Y. C; Com. John C. Dawes, of the Kingston Y. C, and

Com. C. F. Bradford, of the Plymouth Y. C.

00 37
02 02
03 32
03 38
0,4 39
10 02
10 51
11 10

1 14 33
1 14 34
1 14 34
1 16 52

1 20 23

Boston Y. C.

SOUTH BOSTON—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Boston Y. C. sailed a club race on Aug. 25 for

cups presented by Com. B. P. Cheney, the wind being

quite light from the eastward. The times were:

Class A.
Elapsed.

Clarette, Waher Burgess : 1 49 .55

aCftlinda, F. F. Streeter 1 53 11

(Griselda, A. F. Armstrong 2 00 16

Class B.
Tlirt, F. W. Fabyan 1 39 47

Merle, W. D. Turner 1 51 55

Helene, W. S. Burgess 1 53 08

Sue, A. M. Blinn 2 10 33

Tourmaline, C. W. Chapin 2 10 35

Class C.
Anita, E. H. Tarbell 1 52 29

Coquette, B. D. Amsden 1 53 23

Meander, E. B. Merriman 2 05 34

Neptele, L. S. Hapgood 2 06 30

Special Class.
Restless. H. I. Turner ; 1 51 56

Elaine, Frank Hartley 1 55 11

The judges were J. A. Stetson. C. G. Browne, W. H.
Bangs and H. W. Wesson.

Marine and Field Club—New York C. C.

BENSONHURST—GRAVESEND BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Marine and Field Club held a race on Aug. 25 in

honor of the New York C. C, there being three classes—

•

the N. Y. C. C. knockabouts, N. Y. C. C. canoes and the

Marine and Field Club knockabouts. The wind was
A'ery light, but races were sailed, the times being

:

Canoes—Start, 3:05.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Az Iz 5 09 06 2 04 06 2 04 06

Theo 5 12 18 2 07 18 2 07 18

Pioneer II 5 19 30 2 14 30 2 14 30
Chance Withdrew.

New York C. C. Knockabouts—Start, 3:25.

Pebble 5 55 51 2 30 51 2 30 51
Spots 5 59 30 2 34 :30 2 34 30
Minx 5 59 39 2 34 39 2 34 39
Wraith 5 54 35 2 29 35 2 29 35
Venture Withdrew.
Blue Flag , 5 54 59 2 29 54 2 29 54

Marine and Field Club Knockabouts—Start, 3:40.
Skylark Withdrew.
Kelpie 5 56 03 2 16 03 2 16 03
Quinque 6 00 18 2 20 18 2 20 18
.Stinger Withdrew.
Sweetheart 6 01 42 2 21 42 2 21 42
Vixen 6 00 35 2 20 35 2 20 35
Flying Fox 6 01 07 2 21 07 2 21 07
Venture Withdrew.

In the evening about forty members of the New York
C. C. dined at the club house as guests of the Marine
and Field Club.

Beverly Y. C.

WINGS NECK—BUZZARDS BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The race of the Beverly Y. C. on Aug. 25 proved little

more than a drift in spite of a light wind at the start.

The times were

:

25ft. Knockabouts.
Elapsed.

May Queen, D. E. Whittemore 2 03 33
Ulula, W. H. Winship 2 07 22
Eina, Tohn Parkinson 2 13 25
Brunhilda, S. R. Dow 2 15 08

21ft. Knockabouts.
Quakeress. W. F. Harrison \ 2 08 01
Cyrilla, R. \V. Emmons 2d 2 10 29
Amanita, L. Bacon 2 12 31
Kestrel, L. S. Dabney, 2 14 30
Sylvia, S. D. Warren 2 15 58
Bohemia, R. L. Barstow 2 18 12
Edith, C. M. Baker Disabled.

ISft. Class—Cats.
Howard, H. O. Miller 1 53 .30
Hod, H. B. Holmes 1 56 20
Daisy, Howard Stockton A 58 It

15ft. Class—One-Design.
Uarda, J. Parkinson, Jr \ 4g 55Vim, F. W. Sargent.". !l 48 10
Peacock, R. Winsor ] 15103
Teaser, R. W. Emmons 2d 1 05
^^licka.niaryo, N, F, Emmons ]

'rj\

2;

Corinthian Y^'IC. | ^Sm^

MARELEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The postponed race of the Corinthian Y. C, of Marble-
head, from Aug. 18, was sailed on the morning of the

25th in a light easterly wind, the times being:

Raceabouts.
Elapsed.

Jolly Roger, B. B. Crowninshield 1 21 44

Bander Log, J. Crane, Jr 1 23 17

Sintram, W. P. Fowle 1 24 58

Runaway Girl, H. Tweed 1 26 43

Scapegoat, C. H. W. Foster , 1 27 25

Knockabouts.
Opitsah XL, S. H. Foster 1 35 36

Suzanne, F. Brewster 1 37 01

Jenny Wren, F. E. Peabody 1 41 04

Theresa, L. Davis 1 43 12

Class A.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Dragon, C. M. Parker < 1 32 38 1 31 42

Yarico, H. E. Yerxa 1 35 38 1 32 51

Isis, G. H. iVTayo 1 35 22 1 35 22

Class B.
Fifi, J. A. Jennings 1 36 11 1 34 16

Thistle, A. P. Mackinnon 1 36 26 1 36 26

In the afternoon a race was started with six classes, but

owing to the light wind only one finished, the times

being

:

16ft. Class. .

Ugly Duckling, C. F. Lyman 1 15 34*

Gee Whizz, F. G. Macomber, Jr 1 17 41
Moccasin, A. D. Irving 1 22 06
Mowgli, W. I Palmer , 1 23 00

Cyclone, F. G. Macomber
,

1 23 07

Williamsburgh Y. C.

north beach—FLUSHING BAY.

Sunday, Aug. 26.

The Williamsburg Y. C. sailed a race on Aug. 26 in a

flat calm, varied by a heavy thunder squall, only a few
yachts finishing. The times were

:

35ft. Class—Cabin Sloops.
Elapsed.

Portia, Brush & Feldman 5 50 00

25ft. Class—Cabin Sloops.
Imp, J. Weir 5 09 00

Olympia, O. Reid Withdrew.

25ft. Class.
Innocent, Rawlingson & Fleming 5 04 00
Emily, B. E. Buckter Withdrew.

20ft. Class—Cabin Catboats.
Rover, Gus Swartz 1 02 00
Eagle, C. Hartman Withdrew.
Edith, E. V. Roseman Withdrew.

25ft. Class—Cabin Catboats.
Lizzie. A. N. Philips 0 58 00
Calanthe, William Sheaf Withdrew.

25ft. Class—Open Catboats.
Aztec, Com, Kells Withdrew.
Paragon, William E. Long Withdrew.

20ft. Class—Open Catboats.
Edith W., Fred Eardley Withdrew.
Undine. James Lurstein Withdrew.
Kite. K. Wertheim Withdrew.
Halcion. A. Berthel Withdrew.

Hull-Mass Y. C.

HULL—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. sailed a race on Aug. 25
in a moderate easterly breeze, which came in late in the
afternoon, following a calm morning. The times were:

H O Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Al Kyris. L F. Brown 2 04 23
Ilanley, W. F. Bache 2 04 55
Empress, Hayden & Parker 2 06 15

21ft. Handicap.
lacobin. T. E. Jacobs 2 17 19 2 14 19
Caterpillar. W P. Keyes 2 37 15 2 22 15
Swirl, C. H. Lunt 2 28 27 2 25 27

18ft. Handicap.
Zaza, Humphrey & Lauriat 2 20 27 2 08 27
Goblin, Geo. W. Canterbury 2 31 39 2 17 14
Barbara, A. F. Hayden 2 31 24 2 19 24

The judges were Herbert N. Nute, Wm. E. Sherii^s and
Laurence B. Flint.

Royal Hamilton Y. C.

HAMILTON—^BURLINGTON BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Royal Hamilton Y. C. sailed a race on Aug. 25,
the times being:

30ft. Class—Start, 2:30,

Finish. Elapsed.
Hazard 4 05 10 1 35 10
Hiawatha 4 24 30 1 54 30
Happy Thought 4 28 05 1 58 05

25ft. Class—Start, 2:35.
Rosemaryn 4 34 40 1 59 40
I'll Away 4 35 30 2 00 30
Koko 4 35 45 2 00 45

16ft. Skiff Class—Start, 3:15.
Sara ; 4 51 20 1 36 20
Flight 4 56 15 1 41 15
Sothis 5 03 25 1 48 25
Amah 5 34 25 2 19 25
Kink Withdrew.

Corrected.
1 35 10
1 39 30

1 43 05

Hull Musqoito Y. C.

HULL—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Hull Mosquito Y. C. sailed its weekly race on
Aug. 25 in a light easterly breeze, the times being:

First Class.

. 1
, r ,j Elapsed. Corrected.

Aspenet. Litchheld 4 55 15 4 55 15
Jewel, Tilden .....5 16 28 5 08 28

Special Class.
Beth, Crooker 5 09 11 5 09 11
Tech, Lynch 5 13 14 5 09 14

Second Class.
Rila, King • 5 22 54 5 20 54
Marion, Manson ; 5 24 57 5 21 57Oom Paul, Putnam 5 30 39 .5 24 39
Isidora, Cleverly 5 28 13 5 26 13
Esefsee, Johnson 5 38 11 37 11
Jiipplc. Maxwell

, ... ,5 42 6^ . 5 43 53

East^Gloucester"' Y* C. ^Annual Race.

GLOUCESTER, MASS.

Monday, Aug, 20,

The East Gloucester Y. C. sailed its

on Aug. 20 in a fresh N.E.
25ft,

breeze
. Class.

Hdcp.

annual open race
the times being:

Onda, Greenough
Khalifa, Tucker

30ft. Class—Handicap.
Rambler, Pomero3' 4
Althea, Colby & Smith ....Scratch.
Ofjitsah II., Foster 4
Alice and Maud, McCurdy.... 1
Marvis, Smothers & Brooks 5

Elapsed. Corrected-

Ariel, Gosbee
Lillian, Bates
Angel, Cox
M. L. E., Endicot.

Dauntless,
Circe II.,

Benner
Pigeon.

&
21ft. Class-
Patten

5
1
8
5

-Open.

Petrel, T^unt
Bernice, Lawson Bros.
Nymph, Perkins
Kamador, Lorell Bros.
Snapshot, Perry

21ft. Class—Cabin.

Woodbury
Pigeon
Smith

winners were

:

17ft. Class.

-L Oi XO 1 91 ACi

1 55 04 1 51 04
1 04.
J. L>0 Ut X 06 U4

J. 0^
1 57 53 1 56 53
2 02 00 2 57 00
2 02 00 1 57 20
2 01 00 2 00 00
2 08 28 2 00 28
2 09 08 2 04 08

1 51 07 1 09 16
1 51 39 1 09 56

2 00 57 1 17 46
2 01 08 1 20 40
2 02 01 1 22 05
2 14 40 1 33 05
Withdrew.

1 38 58 1 02 24
1 45 30 1 10 01
1 47 14 1 13 17

Evelyn,
Squab,
Tibita,

The winners were: Onda, $20; Rambler, $15; Althea,
$10; Opitsah II., $5; Dauntless (subject to protest), $12;
Petrel, $12; Bernice, $8; Nymph, $5; Evelyn, $8, and
Squab, $5.

The judges were Messrs. P. W. Merchant, A. L.
lett, Archie Moore, W.
Stanwood.

Mil-
E. Parsons, J. R. Jeffrey and I. E.

Shelter Island Y. C.

SHELTER ISLAND, L. I.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Shelter Island Y. C. sailed its annual regatta on
Aug. 25 in a light breeze, the times being:

43ft. Class—Start, 1:50.

Length. Finish. Elapsed.
Hebe, J. R. Maxwell 43.00 5 09 46 5 09 46
Eidolon, James Weir, Jr 42,00 5 34 03 3 43 32
Effort, T. M. Smith 36.00 5 34 03 3 43 32

30ft. Class—Start, 1:55.
Oiseau, T. R. Maxwell 29.73 5 17 59 3 22 59
Marion, F. M. Smith 28.87 5 26 20 3 31 20
Martlia, Weber & Dun 28.06 5 44 30 3 49 30
Othlie, O. E. Lohrke 5 43 36 3 53 36
Jessica, George E. Reynolds. ,27.95 Not timed.

25ft, Class—Start, 2:00.
Mariposa, Herbert McCall. .. .21.00 6 04 21 4
Sito, II., R. R. Otis 23.29 5 00 44 3
Evelyn, A. E, Bancker 23.47 5 00 59 3

30ft. Class—Catboats—Start, 2:00.
Regina, O. A. Lamont 30.00 6 00 25 4
Fugitive, Birdsall 6 04 42 3

28ft. Class—Catboats—Start, 2:35.
Duchess, Samuel Pickardt. ., .16.17 6 01 30 3
Nueva, T. ^, . Brigham 17.69 5 06 05 2
Winniwish, A. Kuttroff 15.45 6 17 20 3

20ft. Class—Catboats—Start, 2:35.
Nan Ven, C. R. Hendrix 19.83 5 04 05 3
Rattler, W. P. Henes 20.00 4 52 38 2
Merula, F. W. Jenkins 20.85 4 58 24 2

15ft. Class—Catboats—Start, 2:35.
Surprise, F. M. Smith 15.00 5 30 23 2
Anemone, Lawson 15.00 5 25 07 2

04 21
00 49
00 59

00 25
41 42

26 30
21 08
42 20

29 05
17 38
23 24

55 23
50 07

Corrected.

3 29 45
3 46 45
3 50 52

3 58 21
3 48 34
3 00 59

Shinnecocfc Bay Y. C»

GOOD GROUND—SHINNECOCK BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 18.

The Shinnecock Bay Y. C. sailed a club race on Aug.
18 in a light breeze, the times being:

First Class.

, .
Elapsed. Corrected.

Melody 3 04 35 2 58 28
Orang Booven 3 22 40 3 19 19
Kestrel ..3 24 30 3 24 30
Sweetheart (disqualified) 3 34 35 3 17 22
Harmony 3 29 56 3 25 02

Second Class.
Brunhilde 3 21 25 3 21 11
Lady Margaret ..' 3 22 59 3 21 19
Iris 3 26 34 3 26 34

Third Class.
Defender 3 19 28 3 17 22
Wyvern 3 21 19 3 19 29
Esperance 3 23 00 3 23 00
Halcyon 3 28 33 3 26 27
Hibon 3 40 39 3 30 48

Melody won the Queen of the Bay cup in addition to the
class prize.

Moriches Y. C.

CENTER MORICHES—MORICHES BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Moriches Y. C. has been presented by Henry Mc-
Aleenan, of Brooklyn, with a cup valued at $300, to be
sailed for annually by yachts of the club, and to become
the property of the member who first wins three races.
The races will be handicaps. The first race was sailed
on Aug. 25 in a light S.W. wind, the times being:

Allows. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Melody 4 24 40 1 49 40 1 49 40
Dodo : 0 50 4 23 09 1 48 09 1 47 19
Sappho

2

00 4 25 45 1 50 45 1 48 45
Harmony

3

11 4 30 15 1 55 15 1 52 04
Haster

5

50 4 25 51 1 50 51 1 45 01
Gem

7

20 4 39 30 2 04 30 1 57 10

Columbia Y, C.

CITY POINT—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Columbia Y. C. sailed its final championship race
on Aug. 25 in a light easterly breeze, the times being

:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Cathryn. J. R. Young 1 47 31 1 33 15
Acme, Hiram Patterson 1 44 55 1 34 55
Strideaway, Clarence Snow, 1 47 45 1 37 00
Wasp, James Nolan ...1 47 30 1 37 00
LTranus, Thomas Mitchell 1 55 50 1 39 50
Nelka, G. H. Coy 2 01 59 1 44 59
Annie A., James Leveridge Disabled.
Miawa, Charles Davis Withdrew.
Marguerite, Frank Mason Withdrew.

The judges were Com. E. J. Powers, Frit? Pfund, A. J,
Bccketihuls and, Theodore Cainpbiell.
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INLAND LAKE Y. A. RACES. THE START, AUG. 22.

The 3o-Footers at Newport.

While the Seanwanhaka cup races, the New York Y. C.

cruise, the Island Lake regatta and other important events

have been interesting yachtsmen throughout the country,

the owners of the Newport 30-footers have been having

plenty of fun in the exciting racing which this fine class

gives. On Aug. 19 a race was sailed over the Rose

Island course, around Brenton's Reef, eighteen miles, in a

fresh south wind, the times being, start 3:34:
Finish. Elapsed.

Hera, R. N. Ellis 5 05 15 1 31 15

Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Jr 5 05 55 1 31 55

Asalii, W. .S. Miller 5 OG 10 132 10

Vaquero III., W. Rutherford 5 08 35 1 33 35

Wa Wa, R. Brooks Withdrew.

Wa Wa fouled Esperanza and withdrew.

On Aug. 20 a very good race was sailed over a course

from the outer harbor around Beaver Tail and Seal Rock,

two rounds, in a fresh S,E. wind, the prize being a cup

offered by W. S. Miller. The times were, start 3:34:
Finish. Elapsed.

Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan 5 53 32 2 19 32

Wa Wa, R. Brooks 5 56 50 2 22 50

Hera, R. N. Ellis'. 5 57 05 2 23 05

Vaquero III., W. Rutherford 5 58 35 2 24 3.^.

Pollywog, A. H. Paget 6 01 10 2 27 10

Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Jr 6 03 52 2 29 52

15ft. Class—Start, 2:39.

Breeze, W. G. Roelker, Jr 4 56 40 2 17 40

Eaglet W. Grosvenor, Jr 4 59 25 2 20 25

Hawk, W. Gammell, Jr 5 02 15 2 23 15

On Aug. 21 the course was around Brenton's Reef,

Vaquero, W. Rutherford G 41 20 3 11 20

Dorothy. H. Yale Dolan
i H r,5

Esperanza, W. H. Willard '^.^'.^

Asahi, W. S. Miller Withdrew.

Pollywog, A. H. Paget Withdrew.

On Aug. 25 the Dyer's Island cour.se was sailed in a

good S.W. wind, the prize being given by Mrs. Almeric

Hugh Paget. The times were, start 3:19:

Finish. Elapsed.

Wa Wa, R. Brooks 5 41 07 2 22 07

Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Jr 3 44 19 =^ 25 19

Polh'wog A H Paget... 5 45 51 2 2b ol

Vaquero 'ill., W. Rutherford ^> 46 17 2 27 17

Hera. R. ' N. Ellis 5 51 31 2 32 31

Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan Withdrew.

On Aug. 28 a sweepstake race was sailed in a light and

variable wind, over an eight-mile course, the times being,

start 3 :27

:

Finish. Elapsed.

Hera, R. N. Ellis r. 25 26 1 58 2(i

Pollywog, A. H. Paget 5 29 21 2 02 21

Vaquero III., R. P. Carroll 5 30 00 2 03 06

Dorothv, C. W. Dolan 5 30 47 2 03 47

Asahi, W. S. Miller Withdrew.
Wa Wa, R. Brooks Withdrew.

Another .sweepstakes was sailed on Aug. 29 around

Brenton's Reef, the wind being fresh from the south.

The times were, start 3:38:
I Finish. Elapsed.

Dorothv, C. W. Dolan 5 IS 21 1 40 21

Wa Wa, R. Brooks 5 21 01 1 43 01

Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Tr 5 21 42 1 43 42

Pollywog. A. H. Paget 5 22 04 1 44 04

Vaquero III., W. Rutherford 5 24 11 1 46 49

Asahi, W. S. Miller Withdrew.

On Aug. 30 the Dyer's Island course was sailed in a

strong S.W. wind, again for a sweepstakes. Pollywog

fouled Hera and withdrew. The times were, start 3:20:

Finish. Elapsed.

Dorothy, C. W. Dolan 5 33 47 2 13 47

Vaquero III., W. Rutherford 5 34 09 2 14 09

Asahi, W. S. Miller 5 36 31 2 16 31

Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Jr 5 36 38 2 16 38

Hera, R. N. Ellis 5 37 43 2 17 43

Pollywog, A. H. Paget Withdrew.

Woods Holl Y. C
wood's holl, mass. •

Saturday, Aug. 25,

The Wood's Holl Y. C. sailed two races on Aug.

25 in a light S.W. wind, the times being

;

Regular Regatta.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Susie, E. E. Swift 1 32 03 1 30 53

Fish, F. C. Foster 1 34 48 1 33 18

Emma, A. M. Ferris 1 34 46 1 33 26

Florence. W. L. Howes 1 34 36 1 34 07

K. T., W. M. Ferris 1 35 44 1 34 14

White Dove, J. P. Sylvia 1 36 42 1 35 22

Maxine, G. P. Clark 1 44 01 1 44 01

Cup Contest.
Susie, E. E. Swift 1 32 03 1 31 48

Fish, F. C. Fo,ster 1 .34 48 1 34 04

K. T., W. M. Ferris 1 35 44 1 34 14

Emma, A. M. Ferris 1 34 46 1 34 31

Florence, W. E. Howes 1 34 36 1 34 36

White Dove, T. P. Svlvia 1 36 42 1 35 58

Maxine, G. P." Clark.'. 1 44 01 1 42 01

Huguenot Y. C. Annual Regatta.^

NEW ROCHELLE—LONG ISLAND SOUNU.

Saturday, Aug, 25.

The Huguenot Y. C. sailed its annual regatta on

25 in a very light and variable wind from S.E. to

The times were

:

43ft. Class—Start. 12:35.

Length. Finish. Elapsed. Cor
Eurybia, Charles Pryer 40.02 5 08 40 4 33 40 4

Fleetwing, C. M. Fletcher.... 43. 00 5 15 00 4 40 00

36ft. Class—Start, 12:35.

Anoatok, J. E. Martin, Jr.... 34.00 4 40 18 4 04 38

Yawls—36ft. Class—Start, 12:40.

Possum, W. N. Bavier 36.00 5 21 15 4 41 15

SIoop.s—30ft. Class—Start, 12:45.

Alerion, A. H. Alker 29.70 4 49 30 4 04 30

Boreas, Cord Meyer 30.00 Withdrew.

Cabin Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 12:55.

Rochelle, E. Kelly 25.00 3 53 30 2 58 30

Open Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 12:55.

Amomo. C. S. Towle 25.00 3 50 30 2 55 30

Agawam, W. L. Diaz 22.50 Withdrew.

.Special Class—25ft. Cabin Sloops—Start, 12:55.

Alcedo, G. C. Allen 25.00 4 26 40 3 31 40

D. F. Fox, J. E. Van Hagen..25.00 Withdrew.

Cabin Cats—25ft. Class—Start, 12:55.

Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby. .23.50 3 17 00 2 22 00

Raceabouts—Start, 12:50,

Sis, F. T. Bedford, Jr 3 34 18 2 44 18
Spindrift, Pirie Bros .3 42 00 2 52 00

Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start, 12:50.

Thelga, A. P. Thayer 21.00 4 01 ,30 3 11 30
Scintilla, J. R. Hoyt 21.00 4 08 00 3 38 00

Open Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 1:00.

Ox, R. N. Bavier.,.. 21.00 3 43 00 2 43 00

Rod, Ralph Law 21.00 3 36 40 2 36 40

Open Cats—21ft. Class—Start, 1:00.

Mongoose II., Simeon Ford.. 21. 00 3 20 30 2 20 30

Aug-
S.W.

rected.
30 29

ANITA.

Winner of Mland Lake Championship. Designed by Will Davis,
Oshkosh, Wis., 1900.

twelve miles, for a cup offered by H. B. Duryea, the times

being, start 3:33: ^. . , ^- ^Finish. Elapsed.
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan ..5 15 51 1 42 51

Wa Wa, R. Brooks 5 17 47 1 44 47

Pollywog, A. H. Paget 5 19 09 1 46 09

Vaquero III., W. Rutherford 5 19 18 1 46 18

Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Jr 5 20 10 1 47 10

Nora, R. N. Ellis 5 20 13 1 47 13

15ft. Class—Start, 2:35.

Breeze, W. G. Roelker, Jr ,.4 45 40 2 10 40

Eaglet, W. Grosvenor. Jr 4 50 40 2 15 40

Hawk, W. Gammell, Jr 4 51 20 2 16 20

On Aug. 23 the fleet sailed around Brenton's Reef

again in a fresh S.W. wind for a cup offered by H. P.

Duryea. Dorothy fouled a lobster pot and withdrew.

The times were, start 3:35:
Finish. Elapsed.

Pollywog, A. H. Paget 5 21 57 1 46 57

Hera. R. N. Ellis 5 22 58 1 47 58

Asahi. W. S. Miller , -....w.i......5 23 29 1 48 29

Wa Wa, R. Brooks * 5 21 44 1 50 44

Esperanza, W. B. Duncan. Jr 5 26 01 1 51 01

Vaquero III., W. Rutherford Withdrew.
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan Withdrew.

On Aug. 24 the course was around Bishop's Rock, two
rounds, making thirteen miles. Pollywog took the ground

and Asahi gathered so much eelgrass that she withdrew.

The times were:
Finish. Elapsed.

Wa Wa, Reginald Brooks 6 40 08 S 10 08

Seawantiaka Corinthian Y. C.

OYSTER BAY—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C. had two races scheduled

for Aug. 25, one for the Leland challenge cup, held by
Bee and challenged for by Wyntje, in the morning, and
one for the Robert Center memorial ctip in the afternoon.

The first race was declared off for lack of wind, after a

long wait. The second was sailed in a light breeze from
S.W.. the times being:

Raceabouts—Start, 3 :.50.

Finish. Elapsed.
Scamp, Johnston De Forest 6 47 52 2 57 52

Raider, H. M. Crane 6 47 57 2 59 57

Knockabouts—Start, 3:55.

Seuta, Daniel Bacon 7 10 30 3 15 30

Bee, Nelson B. Burr ....7 13 18 3 18 18

Wvntje. F.'S. Hastings 7 14 31 3 19 31

Heron, F. R. Coudert 7 17 33 3 22 33

Annisquam Y. C,

ANNISQUAM, MASS.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Annisquam Y. C. sailed a race for the special class

and the 15ft. class on Aug. 25 in a fresh south wind, the

times being

:

Special Class.
Elapsed.

Ruth, Reed 1 54 41

Trifler, Howes 2 07 06

Schatz, Bent ...2 13 38

15ft. Class.

Lynx, Cunningham • 1 58 56

Evelyn, Woodburj- 2 05 35

Tabasco IL, Wiggin 2 07 50

Wink, Laneland ^ 08 42

Gertrude, Damon 2 09 42

CAROLINE.
Designed by Timmie Jones. Btiilt by Jones & La Borde, Oshkosh,

Wis., 1900.

Spunk, Proctor Smith 21.00 3 43 20 2

Kildare, T. A. Mclntyre 21.00 3 35 00 2

Kazaza, T.
J.

McCahill .21.00 3 37 40 2

Special Class—21ft. Open Cats—Start,

Miriam, J. M. Price 19.86 3 46 40 .2
Spindrift, M. Goetchius 18.60 3 47 30 2

Cabin Cats—21ft. Class—Start,
Psyche, W. N. .Stevens 20.00 3 59 00
Marion, J. P. Donovan 21.00 3 52 50

18ft. Knockabouts
Pagan, R. W. Jackson 20.18 3 45 1
Bronco, H. C. Ward 20.18 3 39 3

Open Sloops—^18ft. Class—Start,

43 20
35 00
37 40
1:00.

2 46 40
2 47 30

1:U0.

2 59 00
2 52 50

3 32 00
3 46 00
3 43 10
3 45 28
3 41 30

Start,

Sora, W. Hoey, Tr 18.00
Palame, W. W. Swan 18.00

Nora, L. Iselin 18.00
Palm, C. A. Miller 18.00

Nike, Guy Forbes 15.64
Open Cats—18ft. Class

Sneeke. R. Bavier 18.00 4 22 40
Dories—Start, 1:10.

Rudder, PL Stevenson 2 58 OO

Dud, G. A. Cory 2 57 40
Prize, H. H. Van Rensselaer 3 12 45
Scat, D. R. Howland 3 02 .30

Start, 1:05
" 2 50 15

2 42 35
1:05.

2 27 00
2 41 00
2 38 10
2 40 10
2 36 30

1:05.

3 17 40

1 48 00
1 47 40
2 02 45
1 52 30

45 36

31 47

The winners were Eurybia. Anoatok. Possum, Alerion,
Rochelle, Amomo, Alcedo, Win or Lose, Sis. Thelga, Rod.
Mongoose H., Spindrift, Marion, Bronco, Sora, Sneeke
and Dud.
The race comm'ttee included Messrs. J. Nelson Gould,

H. C. Ward and E. Hanford Sturges. Mr. T. R. Ebert,

of the New York Athletic Club, gave a special cup for

the raceabouts, won by Sis, _
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Indian Harbor Y» C.

GREENWICH—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Indian Harbor Y. C. sailed its fall race on Sept. i

in a fresh easterly breeze, the times being

:

.Schooners—65ft. Class—Start, 12:40.

Finish. Elapsed.

Wayward, C. Smithers 4 02 48 3 22 48

Katrina, J. D. Ford .-3 56 15 o lb it>

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 12:50._

O Shima San, H. 1. Pratt

Anoatok, J. E. Martin, Jr .....Withdrew.

Yawls-36ft. Class-Start, 12:50

Escape, G. Matthews
99 fn ^ ^2 40

Freya, G. J. Bradish •iJK^
Flora, H. H. Laudon Withdrew.

Sloops-30ft. Class-Start, 12:55

Alerion, A. H. Acker -•••3 5o 20 3 00 .0

Margnerite, J H. Dingee. ... .3 56 65 3 01 55

Enpronzi, A. Peats. m ^ 00 09
Oiseau, J. R. Ma.xwell. 3 55 09 3 00 09

Catboats-Cabin and Open-25ft. Class-Start, 1:05

Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby.. • -.3 37 24 2 32 M
Vagabond, Fancher and Bartrara. ............ -3 27 20 i /O

Kenwood, A. B. Cornell ...Withdrew.

Keel Sloops-25ft. Class-Start, 1:05.

Murmur, B. Wood.. - 3 31 37 2 26 2/

Adelaide, Dr. J. M. Woodbury 3 24 01 2 19 01

Rochelle, Edward Kelly. .3 04 53 1 b\) bi

Centerboard Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 1:05.

Amomo, C. S Fowler . .. VVithdrew.

Robin Hood, George Garland 3 27 25 ^ d£ Ab

Raceabouts—Start, 1:00.

Sis, F. T. Bedford 3 07 09 2 07 01

Racer. H. McCrane. 3 09 33 2 09 3a

Snapper, H. E. Maxwell .3 12 24 2 12 24

Scamp, J. De Forest .........3 11 56 2 11 06

Spindrift, Pierce Bros •
.....Disabled.

Colleen, L. R. Alberger. 3 1.. 15 2 13 15

Open Sloops-21ft. Class-Start, 1:10

Ox, Robert Bevier ' 3 54 18 2 44 IS

Open Catboats-21ft. Class-Start 1:10

Mongoose, S. Ford 3 15 56 2 05 56

Kazaza, F. J. McCall 3 50 5' 2 40 57

Vera, A. M. Bradley WitMrew.
Spink, A. D. P. Smith Withdrew.

Open Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 1:15.

Maya,- Anderson Dana 3 58 51 2 44 51

Open Cats—18ft. Class—Start, 1:15.

Hi ]ink, H. B. Towle....
)^i'7^ns''''''- no 08Wee Winn, F. Sherwood 4 17 08 i V>Z 08

Canarsie Y. C»

CANARSIE—^JAMAICA BAY.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The open fall regatta of the Canarsie Y. C. was sailed

in a reefing S.W. breeze that proved too much for several

of the yachts. The times were:

Cabin Cats and Sloops—20 to 30ft.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Hattie E., C. J. Fitzmaurice 4 45 52 2 10 42

Irene, George Winter 4 37 42 2 02 42 2 02 42

Madelaine, Dr. Nradiier.
_

Withdrew.

Open Cat's—20ft. and Over.

LiHie S W Scheer 4 40 28 1 54 18 1 52 23

Tennie, W. J. Gallagher..... 4 39 26 1 55 20 1 55 20

Caddie, E. Y. Karr . 4 43 56 2 02 06 1 56 16

Siren, F. ]. McGeehan Withdrew.
Tarn o' Shanter, H. Sparr Withdrew.
.\rrow. Com. C. J. Neilsen Withdrew.

Open Cats—16 to 20ft.

Ideal. Walter Smith 4 56 29 2 05 35 2 05 35

Lochinvar, J. Sabin 5 09 31 2 20 51 2 19 29

Alert, W. Mayer 5 11 05 2 23 54 2 22 10

Sweetheart, J. H. Mayer 5 12 14 2 24 32 2 22 15

Anna, A., G. H. Garner 2 48 04 Withdrew.

The winners were as follows: Cabin cat, Irene,

Canarsie Y. C, ;
open cats, Lillie S., Jamaica Y. C, and

Ideal. Carnarsie Y. C.

Lillie S., of the Jamaica Bay Y. C, won the prize for

the fastest time over the course, and Jennie, of the same
club, second prize.

Manhasset Bay Y. C.

PORT WASHINGTON—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. I.

The Manhasset Bay Y. C. sailed its annual fall regatta

on Sept. I, the times being:

21ft. Knockabouts—Start, 3:35..

Finish. Elapsed.
Scintilla, T. R. Hoyt .........5 2(33 1 33

Lassie, E. C. Wallace...... 5 30 17 1 55 17

18ft. Knockabouts—Start, 3:40

The Scoot, T. Wicks.... 5 56 22 2 16 02

Chinook, W. P. Morgan, Jr.... 6 04 24 2 24 28

Jessica, George Bowles .Withdrew.

Cabin Cats—Start, 3:45.

Chisbe, W. T. Reed 5 49 54 2 04 54

Hypathia, Mr. Belden 5 50 45 2 05 45

Flat Bottom Open Boats—Start, 3:50.

Gazelle, G. C. Cox 5 56 03 2 06 03
Warn Pum. F. Cox . 6 04 22 2 14 22
Katie, E. Reynolds 6 05 10 2 15 10

Fox, J. Reynolds..... 6 05 40 2 15 40

The winners are Scintilla, Scoot, Chisbe and Gazelle.

Brooklyn Y, C.

BATH BEACH—GRAVESEND BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 18.

The Brookljm Y. C. sailed a race for the Commodore's
cups on Aug. 18 in a fresh southerly breeze, the course
being a four-mile triangle on Gravesend Bay. As a

squall threatened near the end of the second rojjnd, the

race was called by the committee. The times we're:

Class A—Sloops and Yawls.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Charlotte, A. McKay 3 49 00 5 39 43 1 50 50 1 46 45
Ojibway, John R. Brophy...3 50 45 5 39 10 1 48 25 1 48 25
Dulwich, C. Kempton 3 51 00 5 51 45 2 00 45 2 00 45
Hermes, j. E, Haviiand 3 52 20 5 53 38 2 01 18 2 01 18
Belle, D.J. Cu'pepper 3 49 30 6 ^2 55 2 13 25 2 13 25
Frolic, W. Bonner. 3 53 30 Withdrew.

Class B—Open and Cabin Cats.
Cleoto, N. T. Cory 3 54 30 5 39 45 1 45 15
Oui Vive. G. Freeth 3 i4 15 5 34 55 1 40 40 i 40 40
Ethel, T. G. Webb 3 5'? 20 Withdrew.
Minnehaha, W. H. Phillips..4 04 30 Withdrew.

The iudges were Com. F. S. Turner, Fleet Capt. Charles
A. Kelly and R. W. Rummell, chairman of the regatta
committee.

Penataqait Corinthian Y.

BAY SHORE—GREAT SOUTH BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 18.

The Penataquit Cor. Y. C. sailed an open regatta on
Aug. 18 in a very light S.E. wind. Two important cups
were raced for, but there was not enough wind to make
the races interesting. The "Queen of the Bay" cup was
won by Constance, the holder. Another trophy, called

the Smith-Pinkerton-Tucker Combination cup, was put
up by the owners of the yachts Elinore, Pinkie and Wee
Three, of the 30ft. class, for these three boats alone. It

was won by Wee Three.

36ft. Class—Sloops—Start, 11:05.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Impatience .....2 50 45 3 45 45 3 45 45

30ft. Class—Sloops—Start, 11:00.
^

Pinkie VVithdrew.
Gayety .3 16 33 4 06 33 . 4 06 17
Elinore Withdrew.
Wee Three 3 25 53 4 15 53 4 13 4B
Marie .3 23 25 4 13 25 4 11 09
Osawana 3 49 00 4 39 00 4 32 48

25ft. Class—Sloops—Start, 11:15.
Edice .Withdrew.
Scrap .....3 24 10 4 09 10 4 15 16

21ft. Class—Sloops—Start, 11:20.
Constance 11 20 04 4 00 04 4 00 04
Surprise. 11 52 40 4 32 40 4 15 01

25ft, Class—Catboats—Start, 11:25.
Wanda ...2 23 05 3 58 05 3 58 05
Jupiter 3 46 12 4 21 12 4 21 12
Dorothy 3 43 19 4 18 19 4 14 46

21ft. Class—Catboats—Start, 11:30.
Peggy 3 49 32 ' 4 19 32 4 18 OO
Tifi , ..............3 49 42 4 19 42 4 18 33
Grace Withdrew.

The annual meeting of the club was held at the club,

house in the evening. The reports on committees were
read and approved after which the following officers for
the ensuing year were elected: Com., J. Adolph MoUen-
hauer; Vice-Com., Regis H. Post; Rear-Com., Charles
A. Schieren; Treas., R. A. Bachia; Sec'y, Freeman T.
Hulse; Board of Governors George W. Elder, Rawson
Underbill, Joseph E. Owens and J. M. Ceballos.

Keystone Y. C.

TACONY—DELAWARE RIVER.

Sunday, Aug. 19.

The Keystone Y. C. sailed a club race on Aug. 19, post-
poned from the preceding Sunday. The wind was fresh
N.W. The times were:

Skiffs—Start, 10:45.
Finish. Elapsed.

Alberta, J. Millington 12 01 30 1 16 30
Gluey, Hugh Ayres , 12 03 30 1 19 30
W. Gloss, VV. Knowles 12 03 303^ 1 19 301/^.

F. Reilly, W. Wagner , 12 07 OO' 1 23 00

Second Class Duckers—Start, 10:50.
Martha, Geo. Wheatcroft ..12 07 00 1 17 00
Anna V., Geo. Le Sage.. 12 08 30 1 18 30
Edith M., Horace Ayres 12 09 00 1 19 00
Effie D., W. Collom ; 12 11 30 1 21 30
Little Harry, J. Hirst... -....12 13 00 1 23 00

First Class Duckers—Start, 1:24.
Albert S., C. Shallcro.ss ..2 22 20 0 58 20
Bertie S., W. Clausen 2 22 35 0 58 35
George B., Geo. Pass 2 23 55 0 59 55
Bessie, S. Y. Dingee 2 21 00 1 00 00
McGinty, Geo. Le Sage 2 24 30 1 00 30
J. Hurst, R. Brown..... ..2 25 10 1 01 10
Flounder, J. Brewer 2 26 00 1 02 00

Skififs—Start, 1:09.
Alberta, J. Millington 2 10 50 1 01 50
F. Reilly, W. Wagner 2 10 58 1 01 58
Gluey, Hugh Ayres 2 11 56 1 02 56
W. Glosser, W. Knowles 2 12 58 1 03 58

Second Class Duckers—Start, 3:05.
Edith M., J. Pfister ; 4 12 50 1 07 50
Litthe Harry, W. Clausen 4 14 55 1 09 55
Anna V., Geo. Le Sage 4 16 55 1 11 55
Martha, Geo. Wheatcroft ......4 17 22 1 12 22
Effie D., S. Y. Dingee 4 17 30 1 12 30

Larchmont Y. G
LARCHMONT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Special Race, Saturday, Sept. i.

The Larchmont Y. C. sailed a special race on Sept. i

in a moderate easterly breeze. Isolde and Astrild were
matched together, while Altair was present to meet the
altered Hussar II., whose mast has been shifted aft 3ft.

and rig changed from jib and mail sail to cutter. With a
good breeze from the east, there was, of course, a tumble
of sea. Hussar II. made but a poor showing in the first

part of the race and finally parted her bobstay and with-
drew. The times were:

Cutters—€Oft. Class—Course, 30 miles—Start, 11:35.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Astrild, Hanan Bros - 4 54 54 5 19 54 5 19 54
Isolde, F. M. Hoyt 4 54 03 5 19 03 5 18 09

Cutters—51ft. Class—Course, 22 Miles—Start, 11:40.
Altair, Cord Meyer, Jr 3 19 40 3 39 40 3 39 40
Hussar II., James Baird Withdrew.

Cutters and Yawls—43ft. Class—Course 22 Miles—Start, 11:40.
Katonah, Dudley Williams 4 31 50 4 51 50 4 51 50
Albicore, S. J. Hyde 4 29 36 4 49 36 4 37 26

Sloops—36ft. Class—Course, 22 Miles—Start. 11:45.
Countess, O. Sanderson ...4 09 24 4 24 24 4 24 24
Cherokee, E. W. Clark, Jr Withdrew.

Sloops—18ft. Class—Course, 11 Miles—Start. 11:5^
Sandpiper, A. Belmont 2 47 02 2 55 02 2 55 02
Kingfisher, R. Belmont 2 58 23 3 06 23 3 06 23

'

Gloucester Y, C.

GLOUCESTER—DELAWARE RIVER.

Saturday, Aug. 18.

The Gloucester Y. C, sailed the third championship
race on Aug. 18, .the times being:

Second Class Duckers—Start, 3:00.

, ... Finish.
Eisenbrown, A. James 3 50 00
Jc McGinn, John Lewis 3 51 00
Pat r)wens, Joe Peoples 3 52 00

Third Class Duckers—Start, 3:10.
Catharine C, B. Wilson 4 20 00
Freda K., C. Dunlav 4 22 00
Annie T., F. Kurtz 4 23 00

The judges were George L. Kurtz and T. Minnehan.

A Dangerous Yacht Race.
From the New York Times.

Sir Thomas Lipton may or may not be something of a
wag. If he is, he may easily be suspected of preparing
a practical joke on the yachtsmen of this country. Sir
Thomas has offered a handsome cup to be sailed for by
the 70-footers off Sandy Hook. The date selected for this
contest is Sept. 13. Possibly that will prevent the joke
from working itself out in all the beauty of its details.
But then, again, it may not. For there is nothing in the
world more uncertain than the weather. And September
is one of the coy months of the year. If the first of the
fall months is in one of its sweet moods, the sun will
shine in yellow splendor through a soft blue haze along
the New Jersey coast every day and the surf boats will
go in and out through the surf as carelessly as they would
enter and depart from the mouth of a creek emptying
into a river.

But Sir Thomas Lipton no doubt remembers that last
year he lay with his Shamrock and Erin in the Horse-
shoe, and day after day in September the wind blew a
fine whole-sail breeze and the white horses raced north-
ward along the coast. A thrash to windward meant wet
decks and a leaping bow^sprit. It was rare yachting
weather, and Shamrock had no races to sail. What a pity
that such weather should be wasted ! Who forgets
that when the Cup race dates arrived in October the winds
went to sleep and the white horses were stabled? Day
after day the fleet went out to the starting point, but the
breezes would not blow and the month was nearly sped
ere the contest was completed. Sir Thomas remembers
all that. And so he offers a cup for the seventies, and
they are to sail for it in the rnrddle of September.
Now let us suppose that genuine summer yachting

weather makes its presence felt along the Atlantic sea-
board about that time. Those white horses will come
out of their stables and will go galloping northward once
more. When the seventies start out from the lightship
they will have to butt their way seaward against a blue
water roll. There will be no Gay Head to shut off the
flying seas from the southeast and no Long Island to hold
in check those from the southwest. It will be genuine
ocean racing.

And that will not be good for the ne-w 70-footers. Does
any one suppose that Sir Thomas is ignorant of the fact
that, when it blew off Newport, these remarkable racing
machines almost went to pieces and that two of them
came near foundering from stress of weather in a fresh
whole-sail breeze? It is hardly possible that Sir Thomas
does not know about that. Now. can he really have
thought to tempt the seventies to their destruct'on by
offering them a cup to be raced for off the Hook ? Would
it not be the yachting joke of the century if these four
latest products of American designing skill went out to
sea and were w^recked in the attempt to sail a race in open
water? Let us hope that their designer and builder will
get them all sufficiently stren.gthened with piano wires ere
they make the perilous venture.

Bristol Y. C.

BRISTOL, R. I.

Saturday, Aug. 18.

The Bristol Y. C. sailed a club race on Aug. 18 in a
fresh S.W. breeze, the times being:

First Class—Start, 2:35.

„ Finish. Elapsed.
Maria, F. E. De Wolf .....5 14 15 2 39 15
Ragnild, H. Ostby 5 1 815 2 39 15
Cornelia, R. W. Comstock, Jr 4 55 46 2 20 46

Second Class—Start, 2:37.
Budget, Almy Brothers... 5 21 20 2 44 20

Third Class—Start, 2:39.
Caroline, A. S. Brownell 5 29 30 2 50 30

Fourth Class.
No entries.

Fifth Class—Start, 2:43.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gloria, F. P. Howe ....4 28 10 1 45 10 1 41 45
Volante, W. H. Thurber 4 35 05 1 55 05 1 55 05
Alice, L. M. Minsher VVithdrew.

Sixth Class—Start, 2:45.
Opossum , . . . , , 4 21 45 1 36 45

Canarsie Y. C.

. JAMAICA BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 18.

The Canarsie Y. C. sailed a club race on Jamaica Bay
on Aug. 18 in a very light S.E. wind, making a drift at
the finish. During the race, when Arrow was in the
lead, one of her crew, Mr. Wolf, was knocked over-
board by the boom in a jibe, but was picked up, tbough
Arrow lost her first place. The times were

:

Open Catboats Over 20ft.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Uneeda .3 21 22 5 34 45 2 13 23 2 13 23
Trebler .Withdrew.
Caddie -r. ......... .3 22 15 5 36 10 2 13 55 2 12 40
The Arrow .....3 21 48 5 36 25 2 14 37 2 14 27

Open Catboats Under 20ft.

Ideal 3 29 07 Not timed—walkover.
Sloops and Cabin Catboats.

Cornelia 3 18 16 5 34 43 2 16 14 2 16 14
Madeleine 3 19 30 Failed to finish time limit.
Irene 3 16 35 5 36 42 2 20 07 2 12 57

Jamaica Bay Y. C
ROCEAWAY—^JAMAICA BAY.

Saturday, Aug. 25.

The Jamaica' Bay Y, C. sailed an open race for catboats
on Aug. 25, the times being:

First Class—Start, 3:45.

Finish.
Sweetheart, Dr. J. C. Meyer, Jamaica Bay 6 20 00
Eunice, C. Krause, Jamaica Bay 6 45 00

Second Class—Start, 3:40.

Tennie, W. G. Gallagher, Jamaica Bav 6 00 00
Minnehaha. O. L. Roehr, Bayswater Y. C 6 02 55
Arrowy C. J. Neilson, Canarsie Y. C 6 04 30
Mildred-M3'rtle, C. AV. Hay, Jamaica Bay 6 10 30
Mattie, F. L. Starke, Bayswater Y. C Withdrew.

Third Class—Start, 3:50.
Wee Madah, F. L. Nichols, Bayswater Y. e.,.6 46 00 3 54 00

Elapsed,
2 40 00
3 00 00

20 00
22 55
24 30
30 30

4
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Knickerbockef Y. C.

COLLEGE POINT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Hampden class of the Knickerbocker Y. C. sailed

a race on Sept. i, the times being

:

Elapsed.
Mi Babe, Com. S. H. Mason 1 50 09

Zena, F. E. Barnes 1 57 58

Indian, J. O. Sinkinson 1 57 59

Blue Bird, Irving Sands 2 00 28

Blackbird, Rodman Sands 2 10 18

Billiboy, W. G. Newman 2 15 02

In the afternoon the fleet ran over to Port Washington
to visit the Manhasset Bay Y. C.

The Newport Lcakabouts/'

The Newport "leakabouts," otherwise known as the

seventies, have been most interesting boats whenever they

could be persuaded to stay afloat long enough to sail a

race. In good, hard cruising weather they have a tendency

to seek shelter "where haply lies their petty hope in some
near port or bay," and there they get pumped out and are

towed to a shipyard to be doctored. After receiving steel

plasters and other attentions they appear again, looking

as well as ever, and, with all their faults, they certainly

have supplied the best racing of the season.—New York
Tribune.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I hereby give notice that at the next meeting of the

Executive Committee of the American Canoe Association

I shall move the adoption of the following resolution

:

"Resolved, That the term of office of the member of

the Board of Governors elected from the Western Divi-

sion of the American Canoe Association shall be deemed
to have begun on Oct. i, 1899, and to expire three years

thereafter, or on Oct. i, 1902."

The effect of this resolution will be that the present

members of the Board will retire in the following order,

thus avoiding confusion: Northern Division member,
1901; Atlantic and Western, 1902; Eastern and Central,

1903.

I shall also offer the following:

•'Resolved, That the election of commodore from and
selection of the location of meets in the territory of the

various divisions, as at present constituted, shall be in

the following order : Central, Northern, Atlantic, Eastern

and Western."
I also inclose a copy of certain proposed changes in the

racing regulations which I have forwarded to the Regatta

Committee for their action in accordance with Chapter

IX. of the By-Laws, and Rule XXII. of the Racing Regu-
lations. Henry M. D.\ter.

To the Regatta Committee of the American Canoe As-
sociation. Gentlemen : In accordance with Chapter IX.,

Sub-Division 8 of the By-Laws and Rule XXII. of the

Racing Regulations of the American Canoe Association, I

hereby submit for your approval the following proposed

changes in the racing regulations of the A. C. A., and
[ hereby give notice that at the next meeting of the

Executive Comm-ttee of the Association I shall move
the adoption of the same:

First. To amend Rule I. of the Racing Regulations by
adding after the word "canoes" at the end of the para-

graph therein contained entitled "Dimensions and Limita-

r,ion=:—Sailing," the following:

"No fixed metal rudder shall be used, and all drop rud-

ders must be so constructed and fitted that the same when
drawn up shall not project below a fair line along the

keel."

Second. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the

above paragraph, and after the change above proposed, the

following: "In all sailing and combined races, no rig

other than a practical hoisting and lowering rig shall be

used."
Third. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the

above paragraph, and after the changes above proposed,

the following: "No deck sliding seat shall be used in

any race."

Dated New York, Aug. 31, 1900.

Henry M. Dates.

Nessmok's Canoes.

Tarpon Springs, Fla., Aug. 23.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Sixteen years ago a drayman drove up to

Tarpon Ranch with two canoes packed in one box-

—

the Smarty, weighing i61bs., and the Rushton, weighing:
gibs. 150Z. The two canoes w"ere in company for over a

year, then they were separated. The Rushton was car-

ried by Nessmuk, while he remained in Florida; the

other and larger canoe has been paddled early and late

by Mrs. Tarpon.
While Nessmuk was here he kept the Rushton busy.

After she left she was owned and paddled by a young
lady in Anclote. But young ladies will get married, and
then thev have no use for a canoe, and so the Rushton
has got back to Tarpon Ranch again, and is snugged up
alongside the Smarty, apparently well pleased to be here.

.\nd the two canoes barring a few scratches, are as

ready for the water as the day they were taken out of the

box sixteen years ago.

Poor old Nessmuk! The sight of the little lo-pounder
calls back the many pleasant cruises we have had together.

He was a pleasant companion. He had failings—as who
has not?—but he was intensely human. May he have a

better canoe in the happ}^ hunting ground.
Tarpon.

Columbia Rifle and Pistol Clufa.

San Francisco, Aug. 19—Columbia Kifle and Pistol Club had a
range full of shooters and visitors to-day. Conditions were un-
favorable for fine scores, but nearly all the contestants gained on

their totals of ten best scores. The trip into the hills after game
has done the bovs and girls good. Mannel beat his average with

.22 rifle, using Peters semi-smokeless .22 long nne cartridges.

Becker shot U. "M. C. lactory ammunition in his new service

.44, with good results, and he made his usual average (45, Creed-

moor) with his .30-30 carbine, Dorrell led in the riHe contest, and

Young did good average work with Peters .22 shorts in the

pistol contest. Edgren introduced a new feature at the noon
hour. He desired to see if throwing the hammer and putting the

shot would strengthen his nerve lor shooting. He hurled the

16ib. hammer 150(t. and put the shot 3Sft. "How easy il seerns, said

Dr. Twist, and he caught ihe hammer and sv\ung it around ms head

like a buzz-saw; but, alasl he couid not let go. It was a question

for a moment whether the Doctor would come out right end up,

but he did, and the ladies and gentlemen cheered him with a

heai-ty laugh. Onlv the Doctor, Edgren and Young tried the

sphere, the others " believing it would ruin their holding; but

Edgren returned immediately to the stand and put two shots into

the 6-inch ring at the 200yd. range, and Young and Dr. Twist shot

bettei- than usual with pistol. It is argued that strong men need

work or vigorous exercise before shooting, and we think weak
ones need it to strengthen their nerves.

The scores, Columbia target, off-hand shooting; open to all

comers. Rifle, 200yds.:

A B Dorrell, consecutive 316866546 9—54
8 2 10 1 4 4 13 5 11 5—63
528261185 12 10—69

C M Daiss 77 11 7269 10 4 1-64
V. m uaisb. 365778 10 14 6 7-73

9 1 10 6 5 4 612 13 1—67
13 3 5 9 10 4 6 1 12 13—76

Back scores, class medals: A. J. Brannigan 88, G. Hoadley (,30-30

carbine) 102, N. Robinson 160, 196.

Military and repeating rifles: P. Becker, .30-30 carbine, 46, 44, 45

(Creedmoor count).

Pistol medals:
F O Young.. , 5 53233846 1-40
^ ^

3 1 2 6 3 5 6 8 8 4-46327U33736 3—47393682647 ir-5Z

Dr Twist 58, 60, 64, 66, 85; back score 68; G. Hoadley 61, 61 85;

back score 79; C M. Daiss, back scores, 57. 60; Mrs. Mannell 72,

P Becker 71; Dr. H. W. Hunsaker, back score with .38 S. & VV.

revolver 72; A. J. Brannigan back score, 94; J. Trego, back

score with .32 revolver, 94; N. Robinson, back score, 104.

Twist revolver medal ; „

p Becker 51 63 64 81 90 99

F O Ynung 52 62 61 69 72

.22 and .25 rifles. 50yds.: G. Mannel 20, 21, 22, 23; A. B. Dorrell

22, 28, 30, 31; Dr. Twist 24, 27, 33.

Kecord scores, 50yds, .22 rifle: Mrs. Mannel 38, N. Robinson 56,

00 60
"Pistol:' Mrs. Mannel 77, N. Robinson 82, Miss Childs 89, A. J.

Brannigan 98. „ , , -r. 1

Mr. Horace Stevens has formed a pistol and nile club at Bakers-

field Cal. It will be run on the plan of the Columbia Pistol and
Rifle Club. Mr. Stevens has been a constant visitor at the

latter club's shoots, and loves the sport for sport's sake.
F. O. YouNO, Seo'y.

Fixtures,

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENTS.
Sept. 12-13.—Salem, N. Y.—Interstate Association's tournament,

under auspices of the Osoma Valley Gun Club.

Sept. 6-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Tournament of the Sherbrooke Gun
Club. , rr- 1

"
Sept. 12-13.—Homer, 111.—Annual tournament of the Triangular

Gun Club; one day targets; one day live birds. C. B. Wiggins,

^Seo't. 14.—Salem, N. Live-bird shoot of the Osoma Valley

Gun" Club. William L. Campbell, Sec'y.
, , ^.

Sept. 14-15.—Platte City, Mo.—Trap shoot of the Platte City Gun
Club. S. Redman, Sec'y.

, ,. ,

Sept. 15.—Omaha, Neb.—Contest for the Republic cup between
Mr. Frank Parmelee, holder, and Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, challenger.

Sept. 18-21.—St. Ihomas, unt.—iom Donley s lourtti annual

tournament; live birds and targets.
. , .„ ^

Sept. 19-20.—Zanesville, C—Tournament ot the Zanesville Gun
Club. L. A. Moore, Sec'y.

, , , ^. . ^
Sept. 19-20.—Pensacola, Fla.—Two-day shoot of the Dixie Gun

Club; blucrocks and live birds. V. J. Vidal, Sec'y.

Sept. 25.—Worcester, Mass.—All-day shoot of the Worcester
Sportsmen s Club. A. W. Walls, becy.
Sept. 25-27.—Omaha, Neb.—Fifth annual target tournament of

the Dupom Gun Ciub. H. S. McDonald, Sec'y.

Sept. 27-28.—Erie, Pa.—First annual target tournament of the

Erie Rod and Gun Club; ?100 added money. W. S. Bookwalter,

Sept. 28 and Nov. 13.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn.-Under auspices

of the Greater New York Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live

birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club in

the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shoot-

ing commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A.
Webber, managers.

, ^ ^. . , , , ,

Oct. 2-4.—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun Club s three days

tournament. , . ^ ,

Oct. 11.—Greensburg, Ind.—Tournament of the Greensburg Gun
Club. C. D. Tillson, Sec'y.
Oct. 12-14.—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Gun Club s tournament;

targets and live birds. Emile PragoflP, Sec'y.

Oct. 9 and Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road,
N. J.—Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men

team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized

gun club in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweep-
stake shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier
and Dr. A. A. Webber managers.
Oct. 13.—Altoona, Pa.—Altoona Rod and Gun Club's live-bird

handicap. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y, Altoona, Pa.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day aifternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK
Sept. 11 and Oct. 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Under auspices

of Medicus Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds per
man; 29yds.. Members of any regularly organized gun club in the
U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting
commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A.
\\'ebber, managers.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance.' First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun
Club—Saturdays.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Dixie Gun Club, of Pensacola, Fla., has changed its dates

to Sept. 19 and 20, so as not to conflict with the Chattanooga shoot.
There are events at live birds and bluerocks; the latter 2 cents,
the former 25 cents. 'The live-bird purses will be governed by
class shooting, 50, 30 and 20. The Rose system will govern the
target purses; 5, 3, 2 and 1 in 15-target events; 7, 5, 3, 2 and 1 in

20-target events. Manufacturers' agents may shoot for targets only.
Merchandise will be given for average prizes. A fish dinner w'ill

be ser\'ed each day. Extra events will be shot after the programme
events are finished. Rates have been secured from all points.

Those who wish to secure hotel accommodations in advance can
dn so by writing to the secretary. Mr. B. Forbes.

K
On the grounds of the South Side Gun Club Saturday of this

week has been designated as the date for the next contest of the
l£ C cup. whose significance is the championship of New Jersey.
Mr. F. E. Sinnock, of Newark, N. J., is the holder and
Widmann, of YardviUe, is the challenger.

Mr. W.

Dr. A. A. Webber, of Brookl\Ti, and Mr. S. Van .Mien, of
Jamaica, L. I., have arranged to shoot a lOO-bird match at Tnter-
slate Park, for 1100 and the cost of the birds. Judging from
former performances the match should be close and the scores
good.

K
Mr. John Wright has claimed Sept. 20 for his all-day live bird

and bluerock shoot at Interstate Park, L. I. The programme
will be ready in a few days.

The "Handy Book for Trapshooters and Sportsmen, issued by

the King Powder Co. and the Peters Cartridge Co., of Cincinnati,

O. will be sent to any applicant upon application to that com-

pany, or to Mr. T. H. Keller, Eastern agent of both companies,

80 Chambers street. New York. It contains trapshooUng, ritle

and pistol rules, etc., and a full description of their popular

products.

At the last shoot of the Michigan State League, Bay City,

Aug. 22 and 23, Frank Shearer, of Bay City, won the expert cham-

pionship, scoring 24 out of 25. Chas. Flanders, of Flint, Mich_.,

won the semi-expert championship with a score of 23 out oi <so.

F C. Merrill won the amateur championship with a score of 22 out

of 25. All used Peters Cartridge Co.'s ammunition.

K
Owing to Monday of this week being a holiday, and the conse-

quent pressure in the printing office of Forest and Stream on
Tuesday of this week, we regret that the publication of somei

communications is necessarily postponed to next week.

f.

Under date of Aug. 28, Mt. Thomas Donley, of St. Thomas,
Ont., writes us as follows: "Kindly announce that on account of

pressure of business, I am obliged to postpone my tournament
from Oct. 18-21.. I will notify you of the dates later."

R
The contest for the E C cup, emblematic of the target champion-

ship, shot at Lake Okoboji, la., Aug. 31, was won by Fred
Gilbert, the holder. Mr. J. A. R. Elliott was the challenger. The
scores were 143 to 128.

•S

Mr. Paul H. Gotzian, secretary of the St. Paul Gun Club, St.

Paul, Minn., announces that -S350 will h" adf^'*'^ to f-'e

,— tournament, to be held at Inter-City Park, Sept, IS, M
and 15,

Mr. Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, Iowa, has issued a challenge

to Mr. J. A. R. Elliott to contest for the cast iron badcfp. now
held by him. Plis challenge is published elsewhere in our columns.

In the Indian shoot at Lake Okoboji, Mr, Fred Gilbert won
high average; Mr. W. R. Crosbv wa^^ ne-'t. A f-i'' '•^nrt of this

int-eresting event will be found elsewhere in our columni,

H
Mr. W. R. Crosby, of O'Fallon, 111., has cbaHeneed iVtr. F^pd

Gilbert, of Sp-'rit Lake, la., to contest for the target championship
of which the E C cup is the emblem.

Saturday, Sept. 15, has been agreed upon as the date for the
contest for the Republic cup between Mr. Frank Parmelee, holder,
and J. A. R. Elliott, challenger.

«e

In the forenoon of Oct. 13 the Altoona Rod and Gun Club, of
Altoona, Pa., will hold a live-bird handicap. In the afternoon
there will be target events.

Bernard Waters.

In the Matter of Handicaps—IL
(Continued from issue of Aug. 25.)

By an error in the previous paper, when treating of the 14yd.

mark and its fallacies as they relate to handicaps, the meaning

was obscured by using the word "traps" instead of the word

"score," as follows: "A shooter who is not good enough to have

a fair chance in a tournament on his own skill from the 16yd.

mark cannot be benefited by standing nearer, for if the No. 1 and

No. 5 marks are as wide apart as at 16yds. the angles of the tar-

gets are much more acute, the field of vision is not so wide and

the load of shot has not time to scatter so wide; for if the Nos.

1 and 5 traps [this should have been Nos. 1 and 5 marks] at

14yds. are as far apart as at the 16yd. mark his chances to win

in any tournament are very remote indeed."

To bring out this point clearer, let us assume that either tlie

magautrap or the Sergeant system is used. The shooters, stand-

ing at No. 1 and No. 5 marks, are respectively then at the ex-

treme right and left of the score. Let us further assume that the

score is moved forward till it is even with the traps. The shooters

at Nos. 1 and 5 will have many difficult crossing shots betimes,

for it is self evident that standing in close to the extreme right and

left of the traps introduces conditions which are against the best

success of the shooter. As the field of vision of the average man
is about 60 degrees, it is apparent that if an object is placed tpo

close to the shooter it is then within a very narrow field and is

much more difficult for him to see, and when seen its flight is

much more difficult to follow. Thus the shooter standing at

18yds. has a much wider and better field of vision than has the

shooter who stands at 14yds. The former can see much more of

the target's flight at the first glance and can cover and follow it

better with the gun. If instead of placing the shooters forward

and back on parallel line's which intersect the 16yd. mark they

were moved forward an"d back on lines radiating from the center

trap, there would be real and equitable handicaps adjusted. To
more fully illustrate, let us assume that the handicaps are to be

from 14 to 25yds. Then the 25yd. marks are in the circumference

of a circle whose radius is 25yds. Now, if lines are drawn from

the center trap through the 16yd. marks to the circumference of

the circle, and if the shooters are placed where these lines inter-

sect at the different scores, a real handicap will be established.

The scores then will be as a whole fan-shaped.

Every yard back of the 16yd. mark will have added difficulties to

the shooters who stand on them and every yard nearer will have
its advantages. Shooters standing then at the Nos. 1 and 5 marks
at 25yds. would be the ones furthest to the right and left of the

traps and those standing at the 16yd. mark or the 14yd. mark, if

there was one, would be the closest to the center. At the latter

mark the flights would approximate more to straightaways, while

at the 25yd. mark they would be mostly difficult angles.

In the average club shoots a handicap from 16 to 20vds. is

enough, for the reason that very few clubs have a membership
whose best skill averages over 85 per cent., decreasing from that

to 50 per cent., more or less. Compromising with the factors

which one must consider in the matter of handicaps at target

shooting—that is to say, the field of vision, the spread of the

shot to such a degree that the shooter reaps the best advantages
from it according to his skill and the equity of the competition

—

the 16yd. mark is close enough for the nearest score. The true

theory of handicapping is to place the weaker shooters at the

mark where thej' can shoot the best, then placing the other

shooters, according to their ability, on the marks back of the

weaker ones. Therefore, the proper procedure in handicapping is

to set the good shots further bade instead of moving the poorer

shots forward of the 16yd. mark, for setting a good shot back and
at the same time moving a poor shot forward in no wise estab-

lishes an equity. It is an easy matter to put any shooter back
far enough, however well he may shoot, so as to establish an
equity with the shooters on the 10yd. mark. By such a theory and
pract'ce a true competition is established instead of a trapshoot-

ing fiction.

The length of an event in relation to the number of targets it

contains should be considered in the making of handicaps. In
short events, say in a programme made tip of 10 and 15 target

events, the better shots should be penalized more severely than
when in the 25. 50 and 100 target events, for in such short races
the expert is likely to make betimes runs of 10 and 15, and the
purpose is to make him shoot just as hard and with as much o£
a remove from a cinch as the man who is at the nearest mark. If
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the weakest shooters haye not a reasonable degree of skill, noth-

ing in the way of a handicap will compensate for it-

The favorite handicaps of managers of the smaller tournaments

at present seem to be from 16 to 20yds. as to distance, with thc

16, 18 and 20yd. marks for choice. Using but three marks simpli-

fies the work of the handicapping committee, but it would be

better to utilize the 17 and 19yd. marks also. By so doing the

handicaps can be adjusted with greater nicety. However, when

hut three marks are used, probably, in a general way, no

belter plan for handicapping can be suggested than to place at

the 16yd. mark all shooters whose average is below 80 per cent.

.Shooters who average from 80 to 85 per cent, should be placed at

the 18yd. mark, and those whose average is more than 85 per cent,

sliould be placed at the 20yd. mark. Indeed, the 85 per cent,

shooter not infrequently makes straights in short events and should

be watched rather closely. Managers should reserve the right to

change the handicaps, one event with another, as they see fit, in

order to maintain an equity. If a shooter should so far forget

himself and his fellows as to shoot poorly with the intent to ob-

tain a better handicap, as soon as he begins to take advantage of

it he can readily be put back again, so that in the long run he is

a loser by his trickery.

The foregoing refers to the liandicaps in a general way as to

the distances. There are many other particulars which refer to

the idiosyncrasies of the shooters or their peculiar capabilities,

which should be considered by the handicap committee when im-

posing the handicaps. To illustrate this point, let us assume that

there are two experts, A and B, who at 16yds. can to reasonable

certainty break 90 per cent. Let us further assume that A shoots

in much qtiicker time than B and thereby catches his targets and

breaks them, much closer to the traps. While 4yds. back might

not make any special and material difference to A it might make
a vast difference to B, the slower shot, especially in windy weather

and bad lights. Again, some shooters perform quite well in short

events, while in the long events they, from lack of stamina or

nerve, "go to pieces." Whatever personalities the shooter may
have in the way of affecting his shooting, they are good data for

consideration in the making of a handicap and are essential in

establishing the proper equity. It is therefore a requisite that the

handicap committee should know the shooters.

To the end that, in respect to tournament handicappiiig, the

readers of Forest and Stre.xm should have their information from
the very best authority on this subject, I wrote to the famous and
able manager of the Interstate As#3ciation, Mr. Elmer TL. Shaner,

of Pittsburg, Pa., for his views. With that promptness and cour-

tesy so characteristic of him, he replied as follows:

To begin with, I don't believe tliat 2Dyds. is far enough back,
as it does not give the handicapper enough leeway to properly
handicap that great class of tournament shooters who average from
83 to 90 per cent. That is the hardest class to place on the
proper mark.
However, going on. a basis of 14 to 25yds., I would place them

about as follows;
94 to 95 per cent, men, 25yds.
92 to 93 per cent, men, 24yds.
90 to 91 per cent, men, 23yds.
88 to 89 per cent, men, 22yds.
86 to 87 per cent, men, 21yds.
84 to 85 per cent, men, 20yds.
82 to 83 per cent, men, 19yds.
80 to 81 per cent, men, 18yds.
78 to 79 per cent, men, 17yds.
76 to 77 per cent, men, 16yds.
74 to 75 per cent, men, 15yds.
72 to 73 per cent, men and under, 14yds.
To some people the foregoing handicaps may seem severe, but

if yon want to be jnst to all you must watch out for that great
intermediate class of shooters; you can easily take care of the
crackerjacks and the poorer shots, but you must be careful what
you do with the "between ones."
Some of these days when I can find time I am going to arrange

a scale of handicaps on a ba.sis of 16 to 30yds. I do not mean
jt to be an official one by any means, but just for my own satis-
faction and by way of comparison when an argument turns up,
as it occasionally does, of all of which you are aware.

The manner in which the scratch men pulverized targets at

Interstate Park during the handicap and the skill they displayed

quite sustains Mr. Shaner's opinion that 25yds. is not enough for

the back mark.
Bernard Waters.

The New En8:Iand Championship.
At the shoot of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club, held at Wor-

cester on Aug. 23 and 24, the main event of the two days was the
contest at 100 birds for the championship of New England, which
vyas won by me last year on a score of 98 out of 100. The condi-
tions governing the contest were set forth in the programme as
follows, viz.: "The shooter who breaks the most targets in tlie

100 will receive $25 and the amateur who breaks the most in the
100 will receive as a prize a silver loving cup emblematic of the
amateur championship of New England for 1900, donated by E. A.
Knowlton, of Worcester."
There were, therefore, two championships at stake—the absolute

championship of New England, which could be won by either a
professional or an amateur, and the amateur championship, which
could be won only by an amateur.
At the conclusion of the 100-bird race the scores stood as fol-

lows, viz. : Federhen 96, Leroy and Sawin 95 each. I had un-
doubtedly won the absolute championship again and the .$25.

At the finish of the race I went into the club house, put up my
gun and went to the office, which was in charge of Mr. Walls, the
secretary of the club, under whose management the shoot had
been held. I asked him for the money due me and it was paid.
1 then asked Mr. Walls for the cup. He replied: "You do not
win the cup; that is a second prize." A championship cup a sec-
ond prize!

1 called his attention to the programme, which stated that the
cup represented the amateur championship of New England; that
I was an araateUr, had broken the most targets in the 100 and had
therefore won it. iMr. Walls made no reply, but left the club
house. Mark you, Mr. Editor, not a question did he raise in. Inan-
ner or shape as to my standing as an amateur.
Mr. Walls returned to the office in about five miriutes and I

again demanded that he deliver the cup to me. He then set up
the claim that I was an "expert." Well, Mr. Editor, what does
that mean? Hundreds, yes, thousands, of amateurs are "experts,"
but they are nevertheless amateurs. The term "expert" means
nothing more than possessing a certain degree of skill. Paid
expert. Ah, that is another story.
There are but two classes recognized in the shooting world,

viz. : Professionals or paid experts constitute one class and ama-
teurs the other. There were several well-known professionals at
this shoot, namely, Leroy, Fanning, Hull, Dickey and several
others.
The definition of what coiistitutes a professional or paid expert

has been fixed for years and no one ought to know it better
than Walls. He does know it, Mr. Editor. The defitiition is

printed in the books issued by the Interstate Association, has
been recognized by all the shooters in the United States and all

the well-known sportsmen's papers.
The definition is as follows: A professional or paid expert is

a person who shoots for hire, whether he be paid in money, guns,
ammunition or anj'thing else. All others are amateurs.
In the latter class I am and always shall be. I have been recog-

nized as an amateur in all the New England and Middle States
- in which I have shot, and I have attended hundreds of tourna-
ments in the last eight years. Not even a stispicion can be cast
upon my standing as an amateur. I challenge the world to pro-
duce a single act of mine which will in the slightest way affect
my amateur standing. I challenge Messrs. Walls, Kinney or
any member of the Worcester Sportsmen's club to do it. Mr.
AValls himself wrote an article in the Forest and Streaii this
spring, in which he described the score made by me last Septem-
ber at Worcester, and the closing words of his article were: "This
remarkable shooting was done by an amateur. Herbert M, Feder-
ben, Jr., of Boston," ,

Mr. Walls claims that at a recent shoot of the Boston Shooting
Association, of which I am president, I classed myself as an
''expert." This statement is not correct. I classed myself as an
"expert amateur," as a reference to the programme will show.

It would have made no difference if 1 had classed myself as an
"expert," for, as 1 have already explained, an expert may be an
amateur. "Paid expert" is the dividing line.

I offered, iNfr. Editor, to leave the decisiort of the: xjtiestron to
the shooters present. Walls refused. I offered to leave it to the
sportsmen's i)aper.s—the Forest and Stream, the American Field,
Shooting and Fishing, all recognized as standard authorities by
the whole shooting world. Mr. Walls again refused and declared
that he would decide the matter on rules of hi.s own.

In spite of my protest and the indignant expression of opinion
ullereil by men wliose names arc household words in the shooting
world, namely, Leroy, Dickey, Hull, .Marlin. Wheeler and a host
of others, Mr, Walls gave the cup- to Sawin,, a member of the
V\ orcester Sportsmen's Club, whom I had beaten by 1 bird. Gave
the championship cup to an amateur who had just been beaten by
an amateur in a race for the selfsame cup.
Was I an amateur when I broke 98 out of lOO, and did I sud-

denly become "expert" when T broke 96 out of 100? To show the
l)alpable outrage of the ilecision on Mr. Walls' own reasoning,
viz., his "expert" theory, iMr. Walls himself classed Mr. Sawin as
a "semi-expert" at events shot at this verj^ shoot.
Mr. Kinney, the president of the club, was very profuse in his

l)ersonal offer to give me another cup. Mr. Walls would take
away the cup which rightfully belonged to me. Mr. Kinney would
make two amateur champions, one of whom had just beaten the
other. What a perfect incubator of championships these worthy
officers of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club were.
Now, Mr. Editor, Mr. Walls' decision cannot change mv stand-

ing as an amateur; neither can it take away from me the two
championships which I won. He has simply, as secretary of the
Sportsmen's Club, given a cup which belongs to me to another
man. For that wrong 1 have a remedy at law and shall avail my-
self of it, probably before you print this article.
The Worcester Sportsmen's Club should immediately call a

meeting and disavow the action of their secretary and endeavor to
remove the shadow which has been cast upon them bv his action.
I think they will when they appreciate tlje injustice he has per-
petrated upon a brother shooter.

Herbert M. Federhen, Jr.,
23 Court St., ifeoston, Mass.

Aug. 30. •

•

[.\n expert may be either an amateur or professional, and the
term therefore does not necessarily denote professionalism.]

Fitchbtifg Rifle and Gtrn Club.

FiTcHBDRG, Mass., Aug. 30.—The Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club
held its regular shoot yesterday afternoon, and it was the ap-
pointed time for the second match in a series of three between
Leominster, Gardner and Fitchburg. The conditions were ten
men from each club, 50 birds a man, unknown angles, shooting in
squads of five, and each squad shooting at 25 birds before retiring.
The afternoon opened up with perfect conditions for such an

event, and after a few events were shot for practice the match
was called at 2:30. The Leominsters started in with their first squad
and were allowed to shoot at their 50 birds with a slight wait
after 25 to allow three of their members to get back to their busi-
ness. This proved a little advantage, as the perfect conditions
were soon interrupted by an approaching thunder shower, and
by the time Fitchburg's first squad got half through their second
25 it burst in all its fury. Rob called "Pull," the bird started, and
as he pressed the trigger a bolt of lightning struck a pine tree
abont 150yds. from the shooters' score, the pull board was thrown
from the puller's lap, he and the trap boy both receiving a slight
shock, and the shooters at the score were all more or less dazed.
It is needless to say that the bird that Rob shot at was lost, and
also the next few shot at by the men after they had felt themr
selves over to see if they were all there.
The judges soon called time, and all retired to the house for

shelter unharmed to wait for the shower to pass over. After the
shower the light was very bad, and Gardner's and Fitchburg's
last squads were much handicapped. Leominster won by 18 birds
and Fitchburg was second. The next match will be shot at
Leomin.ster, Sept. 19, when Gardner or Fitchburg are due to win.
Below are the scores of the three teams:

Leominster.
Rice 01111111011111111111111110100110011111111111111111—43
Wood 11 nOllM 110111 11111001101111100111101111111111101—40
Morse 010101111 11111101001101111001111111010000000011100—30
Legate 1111100111110111111111100110110110100010111110100.1—35
Burbank . . . .11101111111011110111111111001111011111111110101111—42
Gates HlUlllOllOlOOOlOllllOlllOUlOftJlOllOllllllOlOOll—34
Powers 010100010111 J 11101 OllllllOlOOlllllllllllllllOnnO—37
Andrews . . .110101111 11101101110011111101010111111111110111110—39
Stickney . . .11111111011111011010101100011010011001110100011111—33
Farrar 00001111111111111111100011010011110110111111111110—37—370

Fitchburg.
Rob lOlOOllllllllOllOllOllllllOlOOlllllOOlOlll 00101110—34
Bean 11010101111101111110001111010111001110010000011011-31
Donovan . . .101101100010010111101110111111111111111111030I1000—35
Taylor 11111111110101001101110101111111001100001111101111—36
Walton loiouiiiioioiooiioiiioiooiiooiioiiioiiihnoiomi—33
Wilder 01111011111111111111110100110111111111010<311011110—39
Converse .

. .11101111011111111111101111110110111111111100110100—40
Cutler 11111101111111101111111111100111101101111111111111—44
Esty OlOOOlOOinOllllllllllOOllllllllOlOOOlllOOlOOllOll—32
Russell 00001101101111010010010110101111110100110101010011—2^352

Gardner.
Le Noir .. .lllOlllllOOlOlllimillllOOlOllllllinilOOOllllin—40
Dodge 00001111100100011111001100100100110100000101010100—22
Knight

. .
. .OllllllllllOnOlOlllllllimiOOOlOllOlOlNJUllUll-39

Leland lOlllOlOllOOlOllOOllllOlllOOOOWailOlOOOlOOOlIOOU-^0
Crabtree . . . . 000111110110011111111111000101011011111011 OOlilOll—34
Sawin 11101101011111111001111100100101010111111111111010—36
Morse 00001101111011111101100011011101010100110011000000—26
Shattuck ..OlllOOMlOOOllOOOllOlllOOlOOOlOOlOUOlOlOllOKXllOl—23
Knowlton... .lOOllOOnilOllllOOOlliXllOOOOOlllOllllllOllillullll—32
Turney 00111111010001010101101110011100001000101101110011—27—.305

M, A. Cutler, Treas.

Trap at DupontlPark.
St. LotTS, Mo.—This was a 100-pigeon sweep, shot Aug. 26.

The birds were a good summer lot. The boundary was 21yds., or
Monte Carlo. The race was shot at Dupont Park, St. .Louis:
B'ake . , 1110112122212022212222212—23

222*221221121221122222222—24
2202221121222222221i*121j3—23
22222222*2222220022222021—21—91

Spencer : 110*2*1112222022220222121—20
12112121222*21112211112*1—23
111121*11 11112*121 1111122—23
11022211 211 22222221 102222—23—89A lexander 11211211111121211 22i21*ll—24
21221112211112201 122201*1—22
1122111212111212011221112—24

J 110111111*211122210212121-22-92
Prendergast 111*12221220211111 1111212—2;-l

20211111111 *212*101121012—20
1212102211112*12111112121—23

1211121122122111121122022-2'l-90
i^elby 11221201110002121021 21210—19

1 01202010112111122*1 1211 0—19
222*2212010111201111*1122—20
1211100121221212122112211—24—82

Chase 2222222220110012222222120 -?>1

2112221211221212222222221 —95
222122112222222111*221212—24

,^ ^, ,
2111121222222222112002122—2.^—93

Dr Clark 2*21221222**11] 2321222'>1'>—W
1221*2212011211U221121 11—
22*1211 22222].222122'21121—2'!

„ ^ _ - 2111212122012112212122221-24—
St. Louis. Sept. 2.~The second match was shot on Saturday

afternoon, Sept. 1. The birds were a poor lot, mostly, now andthen a good one. This was the second race between these teams
the other being won by the .same team on the score of 68 totwo weeks ago. The scores

:

Chase , . , „ : . . . . 221112221122222222222222"—23Dr Clark .... , 2222212222222222211221202—24
B'ake 1122211122022021112*02122—21-70
Elliott .,,..,„... i .:, i i .. .-J 1121112222221112*21 1211 11—24
Cabanne 2022222222222111222221222-24
Mermod 121112122221220*121122122-23-71
Sweepstake shoot:

Prendergast .2221122221211221222121222—5>''

Gnesedieck 2122222112212221212121222—5.5
«er 221202212122332*211112102—22^ . ^ Dave E. Elliott.

The Indi&a Shoot,
And mighty were the bravrs whn fouglil,

^

And noble was the fray.

^V^^ J"dians began their second annual tournev and pow-wow
at Arnold's Park, on the east shore of Okoboji, the grandest lake
in the Northwest, on Aug. 28. I do not know who it was who
first applied the name Indian to this aggregation of the foremcstwmg .shots whom the world has vet produced, but the title was'
surely well placed; and if the shades of old Chief Okoboji and hi.s
gallant warriors are aware in the Happy Hunting Grounds o£ what
transpires in their old haunts they must be well pleased that their
name and title has been so worthily bestowed.
Never in the history of trapshooting was a more truly repre-

sentative and cosmopolitan crowd of shooters brought together
in this country for a tournament of target shooting exclusively,
and rarely if ever has the management been as businesslike and
satisfactory in every particular. None need take offense at this
statement, for it must be remembered that these men have been
following the game for lo, these manv moons, and when their
aggregate knowledge and ideas arc brought togcth er on one
e\ cnt and practically applied the acme of accomplishment may
well be expected.
Such was the case here. Every Indian had his duty assigned,

ana went about it with the philosophical stoicism that characterized
the nature of ' the first Americans." The grounds—the same used
at the amateur shoot of the previous week-^werc remodeled and
made as nearly perfect as possible. The targets were thrown as
never before from two sets of expert traps, at a tension that
hurled them out over tlie blue waters of the lake full 70yds. froni
the score. 1

The time chosen was propitious, inasmuch as, coming in the last
week of the summer season, most of the guests had gone, and
the shootcr.s, many accompanied by wives and families, had every
advantage of accommodation and service. And it is only fair to add
that the owners and management of the park did everything in
reason to make things pleasant and agreeable for all. The social
end of the occasion was therefore no small part of this meeting
and It is this that will be remembered and cherished long after
the details of scores and averages are forgotten. There were
music, dancing, bowling, boating, yachting and fishing parties
galore whenever shooting was set aside, and time hung heavy on
no one s hands.

,-9!^ .Monday afternoon, the 27th, a special programme of eight
lo-bird sweeps was shot, W. R. Crosby winnitlg first place with, an
average slightly above 95 per cent.

First Day, Aug. 28,

The weather w:as wonderfully propitious for tlie inauguration of
the big shoot. Not a cloud flecked the sky, and there was justenough breeze blowing lo make the day pleasant. Arrangements
had been made whereby each of the Indians was responsible forone squad ot shooters, and he had to .see that they were alway.i
ready at the score when called. Thus much time was saved, and
targets throxvn at the rate of 2,600 per hour. Big Chief Marshall
promptly at 8:30 called the crowd to attention and announced the
code of lules that would govern the tourney, and at 9 o'clock
sharp the first gun was fired. Late arrivals for this particular
occasion w-ere Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Johnston, of St. Paul; H. C.
Hirschy, of St. Paul; Col. A. C. Courtnev. of Syracuse; C. £. De
n?R^' °^ Springs; V. A Rossbach, of Des Moines; LO Brien, of Sioux City; J. A R. Elliott, of Brooklyn; Ed Bingham,
ot Chicago; Dan Bray, of Omaha; F. C. Rice, of Chicago.
Ihere were altogether forty-eight entries for the day, and theprograrnme was finished by 4:30 in the afternoon, when several

e.xtras followed, the shooting continuing until late. Crosby was
high man for the day with 11 lost. Gilbert and Hirschy being
close followers with second and third.
Scores are appended

:

Events : 1
Courtney 10
Johnston 12
De Long 13
Burnside 14
Neal 14
Crisman .... S
L Hinshaw 11
Marshall 13
Doty 8
Linell 14
Crosby 13
Linderman 15
Sandy 13
Kline 13
Riehl
Budd 14
Rossbach 10
Morrell 12

I A Smith 11
Slocom 14
White 15
Hodges 11
Heikes 13
J O'Brien 8
E Hinshaw 11
Gilbert 15
Hirschy 13
Mrs Johnston 13
Johnston 11
Henry 11
Loomis 13
Capt Money 13
Kersher 13
Elliott 11
Sconce 1,^,

Roberts 12
Ward 16
Parmelee 15
Bird 10
Agard 9
Beran 13
Franklin . . 1!
Bingham

, 11
F C Rice 7
Sedam
Kay
Shear
Stone

5 6

11 14
12 15
13 16
11 16
14 16
14 18
10 15
13 19
12 14
13 20
15 20
13 19
13 16
12 16
13 17
14 17
13 15
11 16
15 11
11 16
10 19
11 15
14 19
12 14
10 18
13 18
14 18
13 12
9 19

13 17
9 17

13 IS
11 16
11 14
12 IS
12 14

11 16
12 16
10 14
11 15
15 12
13 17
11 13
12 11

7 S
13 11
10 12
10 It

13 15
14 13
12 15
12 12
13 12
13 14
12 13

14 14
14 12
13 15
12 9

15 12
14 13
8 12

10 11
10 12
12 13
14 13
11 15
10 13
13 7
6 12

15 15
14 14
11 13
13 12
14 13
11 10
13 14
12 1]

13 11

11 14
9 9

15 15
11 11
11 13
8 9

12 15
11 12
14 11
S 12

14 11
.. 11

9 10
16 12
18 13
17 13
19 14
18 14
15 14
17 14
17 12
18 14
17 15
19 15
18 13
18 13
20 14
10 12
19 12
16 13
14 9
8 12

18 15
17 15
16 15
15 13
16 13
16 13
20 10
20 15
15 13

20 13
17 14
15 S

IS 12
12 14
IS 15
19 13
15 S
10 ..

19 14
17 13
IS 12
15 S
15 13
17 13
15 13
10 13
16 14
16 11

11 12
11 17
14 16
12 19
13 20
14 IS
13 IS
11 17
15 20
14 14
14 19
14 18
13 20
15 10
15 20
13 17
13 20
11 16
14 14
9 20

12 17
12 15
12 14 .

13 18
13 15
11 16
14 19
15 IS
10 15
13 17
11 15
6 11

10 17
8 17
14 IS
15 19
12 15

14 17
13 IS
11 12
11 18
13 18
15 17
15 16
13 10
12 13
11 ..

Broke. Av.
153 .765
161 .805
168 .840
175 .875
177 .885
172 .860
163 .835
181 .905
164 .820
176 .880
189 .946
182 .910
179 .895
168 .840
170 .850
182 .910
148 .740
155 .775
152 .760
170 .850
170 .850
160 .800
175 .875
152 .760
14S .740
186 .930
185 .925
154

. .770
167 .835
105 .825
139 .695
171 .855
160 .800
168 .840
178 .890
350 .750

isi '.m
161 .805
156 -780
140 .700
171 .855
174 .870
151 .755

Second Day, Aug, 29.
The weather was as perfect as on the opening day, but there

that made the flight of targets very uncertain, and the result wa^
tZl^^. l^'X^-

''''"^^^ scores. Only a few men sustained or

^ ? 'n^^"-'"i ^''"''['J' .^^-era^'^'^T "n*^ these was Gilbert, who
htvrl \v-, P'^?^' Hirschy being second and Crosby
hIhv in nnn .ilT"KP''°™Ft,"^'' ^^"^ programme was finished
early, 10,000 targetii being thrown during the day. T
}^vents: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12
Courtney 12 12 17 12 13 15 12 14 15 15 12 16
Johnston 12 14 13 11 11 16 13 15 17 15 12 13De Long 14 13 15 14 14 16 12 15 17 1.2 11 17
Burnside 13 15 19 15 14 17 13 11 IS 14 14 19
]*feal 14 11 17 13 13 19 14 10 13 12 13 16
tnsman 14 14 14 15 8 16 13 13 19 13 15 19L Hinshaw 13 12 17 13 10 18 11
Marshall

, 10 13 17 13 13 16 15 11 17 15 14 20
Doty 10 13 IS 12 8 17 14 12 17 13 15 17
1'inell 11 14 15 12 12 15 10 13 19 12 11 17
Crosby 9 15 19 15 13 20 13 15 17 14 15 18
Linderman 15 10 18 14 14 17 15 15 18 13 11 19
Sandy H 13 15 14 15 18 15 13 IS 12 13 18
Lline 12 15 18 12 13 20 14 13 19 14 15 17
Riehl 13 12 15 12 14 17 13 14 18 13 10 17
Loomis 11 12 14 10 7 17 7 12 17 14 10 18
Capt Money 9 11 16 12 13 19 9 12 15 12 9 16
Franklin . 8 12 18 13 14 13 12 13 16 13 12 16
Elliott 13 15 16 11 12 19 12 15 15 14 13 15
Sconce . . 11 13 15 14 13 17 13 15 18 12 15 IS
(iilbert 14 15 19 15 13 19 14 15 17 15 13 20
Hirschy 15 13 19 14 14 20 12 IS 19 13 15 18
Mrs lohliston S 13 17 11 7 17 12 14 16 12 10 19
1 S Johnston 11 14 15 13 13 17 11 11 14 5 8 15
iTenrv 14 14 17 14 9 16 15 12 16 14 11 IS
White 14 13 14 12 15 17
Hodges 10 11 15 19 11 13
Heikes 13 13 19 15 10 IS 13 13 18 11 14 19
O'Brien 14 14 13 11 12 IS 13 S 1<; 1", 11 17
E Hinshaw 13 15 13 14 11 17 1113 16 13 12 16
Budd 13 14 19 13 13 17 12 13 17 14 12 13

le scores:

Broke. Av.
165 .825
167 .830
170 ,850
182 .910
170 .850
173 .865

174 '.m
166 .830
161 .805
183 .915
179 .895
178 .890
182 .910
167 .835
149 .745
153 .765
161 .805
170 .850
174 .870
189 .945
187 .935
156 .780
147 .735
170 .8,50

174 1870
1R0

164m .m



Sept. S, igoo.] FOREST AND STREAM. 10^

Rossbach 10 11
Slocom 12 12

J A Smith 12 14
Bray 14 14
Roberts 7 10
Parmelee 14 14
Drake 9 9
Bingham 13 14
F C Rice 10 12
Bird 12 11
Wallace 10 12
Franklin 9 ..

Carey 9 10
Kay 12 15
Agurd 10

17 10 8 16 11 13 15 10 7 12
15 13 12 18 12 15 16 13 11 17
11 10
16 13 10 18 15 14 15 12 12 19
8 ..

20 11 13 17 13 13 18 12 12 19

ifi 14 12 18 12 ii is 13 ii is
14 14 9 19 11 14 17 13 9 16
18 7 9 15 12 14 17 13 14 16
16 13 12 17 .9. <

11 9 10 12
15 13 .. ..

9 7 15 10 8 10

140 700
166 !830

172 '.m

176 '.m

i73 '.865

158 .790
158 .790

i25 !625

Thifd Day, Aug, 30.

This was a repetition of the two preceding days, with a clear
sky and wind enough to keep the shooters guessing as to flight

of targets. Crosby and Gilbert continued their game of seesaw,
the former again winning first place. Several of the boys im-
proved their averages materially and the programme was shot
through at a merry pace. The scores:

Events: 123456789 10 1112 Broke. Av.
Courtney 14 14 14 11 12 13 13 13 18 13 12 IS 165 . 825

Johnston 12 14 17 13 14 19 13 14 14 8 13 17 167 . 835
De Long 14 14 17 15 13 18 14 14 IS 14 13 19 183 .915
Burnside 12 14 16 13 14 17 12 14 18 14 13 18 175 .875

Neal 14 14 17 10 12 17 12 15 19 14 13 19 176 .880

Crisman 10 9 18 11 12 18 14 11 16 10 14 15 158 . 790
Bingham 14 10 17 15 14 15 14 14 15 11 14 16 169 . 845
Marshall 15 15 19 13 14 19 15 12 18 14 15 19 188 .940
Doty 14 13 18 12 15 16 12 13 18 11 12 19 173 .865

Lmdl 11 14 18 12 14 20 14 14 20 15 14 17 186 .930

Crosby 15 15 19 15 14 18 14 13 20 15 14 19 191 .955

Linderman 15 15 15 12 15 19 14 14 17 13 10 17 176 .880

Sandy 15 13 18 13 11 17 12 11 15 13 12 17 167 .835

Kline U 12 19 14 11 16 14 14 19 13 15 17 176 .880

Riehl n 12 20 15 10 17 14 13 17 14 11 18 17^ .860

Loom is 12 14 18 9 11 17 U 10 18 14 13 15 162 .810

Capt Money 12 14 18 14 9 19 12 12 18 13 11 18 169 .845

Franklin 12 13 15 13 13 20 13 13 16 15 13 15 161 .805

Elliott 12 12 17 13 12 18 14 12 17 12 14 20 173 ,865

Sconce 15 1 5 19 14 14 20 13 14 19 12 15 19 189 . 945

Gilbert 14 14 19 15 14 19 14 13 20 13 14 18 187 . 935
Hirschy 14 13 19 14 12 17 13 14 IS 14 15 18 181 .905

Mr.s Tohnston 8 6 14 11 15 15 11 10 17 11 11 15 145 . 725

T S Johnston 10 13 14 10 10 12 10 10 17 13 13 18 140 .700

Henry 10 12 20 12 l"3 18 13 12 16 14 15 17 172 .860

Bird 13 12 17 12 12 17 11 13 16 14 12 IS 167 . 835

F Rice 14 13 16 10 12 19 12 10 16 12 13 15 162 .810

Heikes 12 13 18 14 13 20 11 15 14 14 14 20 178 . 890

O'Brien 10 15 10 11 14 16 13 12 16

E Hinshaw 13 12 16 13 14 18 13 12 14 10 13 18 170 .850

Budd 15 15 16 15 12 18 15 15 17 13 14 17 182 .910

Rossbach 12 12 15 12 10 14 12 11 15 14 12 14 153 .765
•

Slocom 11 12 17 14 10 IS 13 14 16 12 15 16 168 .'840

Carey 9 9 16 17 8 11

Bray 14 14 14 13 11 18 15 12 18 14 13 20 177 .-875

Parmelee 15 12 19 14 14 18 15 14 19 14 12 20 186 .9.30

Kersher 11 14 15 13 12 15 11 9 11 6 12 16 150 . 750

Morrill 12
Longfellow 17 .... 13 9 1

Battle Ax 10 13 9 9 11 11 .. 17 12 12 13
Wells 12 15 11 6 15 12 .. 13 8 9 15

Van Stanberg 11 11 .. 15 10 11 15
Tackson 16 . . 9

ICay 13 1117

FotJrtli Day, A«g. 3 J.

Everything was favorable and conditions combined to make the
last the crowning day of the big tournament. General averages
were about sustained. Fred Gilbert again came to the front

and won the high average for the tournament, Crosby finishing

second and Hirschy third. The scores follow:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12 Broke.
Com-tney

14

13 15 10 12 16 12 13 16 11 14 15 161

N E Tohnson 14 13 15 10 12 16 12 13 16 11 14 15 161

De Long

13

12 20 15 14 17 15 12 19 13 13 19 182

Burnside

12

10 20^ 14 12 18 15 14 19 11 14 20 179

Neal 13 13 16 13 12 19 12 15 18 15 14 17 177

Crisman 15 14 19 14 14 19 15 14 18 14 13 17 186

Marshall 14 15 19 13 14 17 14 14 17 14 12 17 180

Doty 15 13 13 12 14 15 14 14 18 13 9 14 164

Linell 15 9 17 14 12 19 13 13 18 13 14 16 173

Crosby

14

15 20 15 13 19 14 13 19 12 14 18 188

Linderman .

14

11 19 14 13 15 11 14 20 13 15 20 179

Sandy 1.5 13 18 13 14 17 14 15 15 13 12 19 178

Kline 14 12 18 15 13 18 14 14 17 13 14 18 180

Riehl

14

13 15 13 13 19 12 14 17 12 13 15 170

Loomis 11 12 18 14 14 17 10 11 15 11 13 14 .160

Bingham 9 13 16 13 13 18 14 11 17 10 14 15 163

Franklin

12

13 15 13 8 16 10 9 10 11 13 18 148

TAR Elliott 12 14 16 14 12 18 13 15 19 13 12 17 175

Sconce

14

14 19 12 14 20 13 11 18 14 15 20 184

Gilbert 15 13 IS 14 13 20 15 15 18 15 15 19 190

Hirschy

13

15 20 14 15 16 14 13 20 13 14 18 185

Mrs Johnston 14 13 18 15 12 16 12 10 15 11 13 15 164

Johnston 14 13 12 13 11 14 13 13 15 14 10 17 159

Henry

12

13 17 13 11 18 10 13 17 13 14 17 168

Bird 14 14 16 10 12 15 13 12 18 15 14 18 171

Rice ....12 10 17 12 1117 13 7 16 13 15 17 160

Heikes

13

13 19 15 15 17 15 13 18 14 14 17 183

Budd 14 13 17 14 13 19 15 13 19 15 14 19 185

E Hinshaw 13 15 13 13 13 14 12 14 17 10 13 16 163

Rossbach

14

10 18 7 13 14 14 8 19 14 12 17 160

Slocom 14 13 17 10 13 16 14 11 18 12 14 18 170

Parmelee 12 12 18 15 8 20 15 14 17 14 15 17 177

The foUov.'ing table shows totals and averages of all who shot
the programme of 800 targets:

First Second Third ' Fourth Total
Day. Day. Day. Day. Broke. Av.

Courtney 153 -165 165 161 644 . 805

Johnston 161 167 167 164 659 .823

De Long 16S 170 183 182 703 . 878

Burnside .....175 182 175 179 711 .888

Neal 177 170 176 177 700 . 875

Crisman 172 173 15S 186 689 .861

Marshall 181 174 188 180 723 . 903

Doty 164 166 173 167 667 . 833

Linell 176 161 186 173 696 .870

Crosby 189 183 191 188 751 .938

Linderman 182 179 176 179 716 . 895

Sandy 179 178 167 178 702 .877

Kline 168 182 176 ISO 706 . 882

Riehl . 170 167 172 170 679 . .848

Budd .......182 176 182 185 725 .906

Rossbach 142 140 153 16<J 601 • .751

Slocom m 166 168 17U 674 . 842
Heikes 175 174 178 183 710 .887

C Hinshaw 148 164 17t> 163 645 . 806
Gilbert ISli 189 187 190 752 .940

Hirschy 185 187 181 185 738 . 922
Mrs Johnston 154 156 145 164 619 .773

J S Johnston 1.67 147 140 159 613 .766

Henry 165 170 172 168 675 .843

Loomis .....139 149 162 160 610 .762

Elliott 16s 170 173 175 686 . 857
Sconce 178 174 189 184 725 . 906
Parmelee 181 176 186 177 700 . 875
Franklin 171 161 161 148 641 .875

Bingham 174 173 169 163 679 . 848
F C Rice 151 158 162 160 631 .788

The E C Cup Contest.

One of the most memorable features of this tourney was the
contest between J. A. R. Elliott, challenger, and Fred Gilbert,
Tlefender of the E C cup, emblematic of the world's championship
at inanimate targets. The match was called at 2 P. M., directly
after the conclusion of the Indian shoot programme, and it was
witnessed by what was probably the largest crowd that ever at-
tended a shooting match in the West. Mr. Gilbert was of course
the drawing card, and his friends who had never enjoyed the op-
portunity of seeing him in an important match before came down
from Spirit Lake and the surrounding country to the number of
.six or seven thousand. They were accompanied by a brass band
fully prepared to see him win, but actuated by courtesy and fair-
ness to keep their enthusiasm within bounds until the conclusion
uf the match. Then tiie band struck up a march of triumph, and
every steamer on the lake turned the pressure into the throttle
V.ilve until the noise was deafening-. Ti was a sirikimj rHiilalion

of the old hackneyed adage that a prophet hath little honor in liia

own country. Mr. Elliott, however, was the first .one to con-
gratulate the winner, and took the result in good part, i

The targets were thrown under the regulations governing this
trophy, as the others had been, directly out over the lake. Rolla
Heikes was referee, W. R. Crosby puller and T. A. Marshall and
H. J. Sconce ofKcial scorers. Elliott missed his fourth bird, and the
race was against him from that time on. At the end of the first

50 Gilbert was one to the good; on the lOOtb round he had. increased
this lead to 7, and in the doubles he ran 8 ahead. 'Gilbert shot
with ease and apparent confidence, while Mr. Elliott was mani-
festly at a disadvantage in the flight of the targets over the water,
which had fooled so many of the shooters during the preceding
two weeks.
The scores are appended;

Known traps

;

Elliott 1110111111111111111111111—24
lOlllllllllUllU 1 1 111111—24—48

Gilbert 1111111111111111101 1 11111—24
iiiimniiiimil1111111—25—49

Expert rule:
Elliott 1010111111101011111101111—20

llOllllllllOlllllllimiO—22-42
Gilbert 1111111111111111101111111—24

1111111111111111111011111—2';^-4S
Doubles:

Elliott 11 10 11 10 11 00 11 11 10 10 11 11 10
11 10 10 00 01 11 11 11 11 11 10 11—38

Gilbert 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 10 11 11
11 01 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11-46

Recapitulation : Grand
Known. Expert. Doubles. Total.

Elliott 48 42 38 128
Gilbert 49 48 46 143

Prizes and Cops.

The average cash prizes awarded by the Indians were won and
awarded as follows; First, Fred Gilbert, 752, $20; second, W, R.
Crosby. 781, $15; third, H. C. Hirschy, 738, $12; fourth. C. W.
Budd and H. J. Sconct;. divided, 725, $10; Fifth. Tom A.
Marshall, 723, $10; Sixth, Dick Linderman, 716, $7.50; seventh,
Guy Burnside, 711, $7. .

Ihree fplendid silver eiiiJs were also given by the Indians for
contestants who had followed the entire programme and shot in
the 90, SO and 70 per cent, classes. All ties in these several classes
were shot oflF at 50 targets. The first was won by Charlie Budd
with 49 scored; for the second cup Frank Parmelee also scoted 49,
and for the third J. S. Johnston was high with 44.

Little Glenn Konvalinke, the seven-year-old wonder, gave an ex-
hibition m the afternoon, and was presented with a medal bearing
a jeweled likeness of the old Chief Okoboji, the first preceptor
of shooting in this section of whom history bears record.
The scores in the cup races were as follows; 90 per cent, class;

Marshall 1011011110111111111111111—22
1111111011111111111111111—24—46

Crosby 1111111111101111011111111—23
1111111111111111111111111—25—48

Budd 1111111111011111111111111—24
1111111111111111111111111—25—49

Hirschy 1111110111111111110111111—23
1111111111110111111111111—24—47

Sconce -.
. .1110111111101111111110111—22
1111111111111111111111111—25-47

Gilbert 011111111110111011 1111111—22
1111111111111111111101111—24-46

Eighty Per Cent. Class.
Courtney 1111011111111010101111110—20

^ ,
1111010011000011110110111—15—35

^ E Johnson 1111101011111101111111011—21

^ OlOlllOOllOiiOOllllOllOlll—15—36
De Long 0101111011101010111110111—18

„ ., . 0111111111001100111000111-17-35
Burnside 1111111111111100101111111—21

,
1111111111111111110111111—24-45

eal 1] 1 101111 11011111 1011 1110—21
1110101111111111111111111—2.3—44

Crisman 1101111111001111011111111—21

^ ,,. . 1111011111111111111111111—21-45
Frankim 0000111111111011101111011—18

^. ^ lllllllUlllllllinmill—25-43
Bingham 1110111111111111111111101—23

1101111110111110000111111—19—42
Slocom iiiiimiiiiimiiiniiio—24

1111101111101101110111111—21—45
Heikes iiioniiiimnmnoini-23

„ „. .
' 0101111111111111111111111—23-46

E Hmshaw lllOOllllllOlllOlullullU—19
„ , 110011111111111111 lTlllll-2.3-42
Sandy 1111100111111111011001 101-19
„, . 111110111111111111 0111110-22^1
Khne llOOlllUOllOllllllll 11 01—20
„ 1111111111111111011110111-23-43
Henry .1111111011110011111011111—21

1011011111011111111111111-22-43
Elhott 1111101111111111011111111—23

1110111011111111111111111—23—46
Parmelee llUlllllllllllllllOlllll-24
„. , ,

1111111111111111111111111—25-49
Riehl 1111111111111111111100111—23
„ . 1111101001111110110111111—20-^3
Doty 1111111111111111111111111—25
... : „ 1001111111011111111111111—22—47
Lmell ..0111111111111111111011111-23

^. , 1111111111111111011111110—23—46
Linderman .1111111111111011111111111—24

llllllllllllllllUirOllll-24-48

^ ^ Seventy Per Cent. Class.
F C Rice 1111101111111110111100110-20

,
1101011111111111110111111—22—42

Rossbach 1111011111111111111110110—22
, . _ ^ ^ 1110110111101111101111111—21—43

.
Mrs John.ston 1111011011011111111111101—21

1101101110011111111011111—20—41
Johnston 1111111111111111011111111-24

1101110111001111111111110-20-44

Incidental Happenings.
Capt. Money proved by his deftness with axe and shovel in the

preparation of the grounds that he is a worker, as well as a prince
of good tellows.
Pop Heikes sustained his reputation as the most successful .hsherman, and his famous banjo was indispensable at the eveningcamp-nre pow-wows.
One of the great treats of the tourney was the exhibition of little

Glenri Konvalinke, of Mason City, a lad of only six vears, who
shooting a httle 2p-gaugc Parker gun centered 14 targets out of
20. standing 8yds. back of the traps.
Fred Gilbert had his meanest -half hour" of the year when hedropped in a 15-bird event during the afternoon of the first day.But he mf.de up lor this the second day.Tom Marshall fully established his reputation as an incomparable

master of ceremonies.
Jim Elliott and Bill Crosby shot a challenge race at "sTiake

cioctors, ot which the air was full on Thursday afternoon. They
found these little insects very "foxy" marks, and the race wasdeclared a draw on the tenth round.
Charlie Budd has long been known as a hustler, but he wonh.mse f new laurels m this meet, even going so far as to hitch

himseli to the front of a wagon load of targets when these ran
out m the midst ot the -program me, and had to be brought in ahurry from a neighboring barn.

It is estimated that more shots were fired in this two weeks'
tourney over Okoboji Lake than by all the duck hunters whohave pursued that sport there for twentv-five years
Frank Parmelee's cottage was ever the home of good cheer andnot an evening passed but 3 merry circle found jov and welcomeabout his camp-fire.
C E. De Long shot his new single trigger gun action, on Whichhe has patents pending, .-md demonstrated its effectiveness
•'Dude" Gilbert, as he is familiarly known in this countrv. didnot disappoint his friends, z.nd they hare good reason to be proud

ot him and his work. h'<-.uu

And they are already talking of the Indian shoot for 1901.

Match for the Republic Cup.
Mr Frank Parmelee has set Saturday, Sept. 15. as the date and(Omaha as the place w'here he will defend the Republic cup against

iished
'

challenge for that trophy was lately pub-

An International Tournament,

Opt of Ihf interesting things that transpired ,it llu' Indian

shoot was the launching and indorsement of a proposition for a
match tourney between ten of the best trap target shots in this,

country against a like team of English shooters, for a purse of not
less than $5,000. The idea was originated by Mr. Paul North, of

the Cleveland Target Co., during his recent European trip, and
he says he has no doubt but that the matter can readily be ar-

ranged. The plan is for the American team to shoot on our rapid-
fire system, using one barrel only and any standard American load,
the Britishers to shoot two barrels, on their system, and with
standard English loads, all standiag at 18yds. Mr. North says the
Englishmen are so confident of winning that they want to guarantee
our party $2,000 expense money in ease we lose; and it is hardly
necessary to state that the chance of losing is not regarded as a
seriotts possibility by our boys. The match, if arranged, will
probably be at 100 targets per man, best two in three matches;
contests to take place early in the season of 1901.

Gone a-Hunting.

This is the time of year when the desire to be abroad on fieTu and
plain becomes irresistible in the heart of the true sportsman, and
all find time and opportunity some way -for a few days or weeks
of the fascinating pastime. The Indian-Wolf shoot at I..ake
Okoboji marked the end of the summer season at the traps, and
from there the boys broke into little parties of twos and threes
going out afield.

Fred Gilbert and Mr. E. S. Rice, of Chicago, are spending a
week chicken hunting in southern Minnesota.
Elmer Neal, of Bloomfield, is the guest of Russel Kline, for

a week of hunting in the vicinity of Spirit Lake.
Jim Elliott and Capt. Boz Sedam are enjoying a shooting and

fishing trip to Excelsior Springs.
Frank C. Riehl.

Amatear Shoot at Okoboji Lake.
On the last day, Aug. 25, the contrasts presented in target shoot-

were forcibly shown in the weather to-day as compared with'
I-riday. The sky was clear, the air bracing and everything faVor-
able to good scores. Shooting began early and continued on ex-

. tras long after the programme was finished. Fred Gilbert againwon hi^average for the day, Crosby being second and Marshall /

third. The scores follow:

Events: 123456789 10 Broke. Av.
geal 14 14 12 14 12 11 13 11 12 15 128 .853
Parmelee 15 13 13 13 .. 13 15 13
Gilbert

14

13 15 14 15 15 13 14 15 13 141 .940
Burnside

12

12 12 12 12 14 14 13 13 11 125 .833
Marshall

15

14 15 15 11 15 15 13 12 14 139 . 927

iV':!"

13

10 13 12 8 14 15 14 14 14 127 .847McCartney

12

10 12 13 13 13 14 13 13 12 125 .833Hughes

15

12 14 13 14 14 U 12 14 11 130 . 867Budd

13

1.5 13 14 14 14 10 14 13 13 133 .887
Johnson

12

13 15 14 13 15 12 12 12 12 130 . 867Linderman

12

14 14 14 14 15 14 14 14 13 138 920Crosby

14

15 14 14 14 13 14 13 14 15 140 933L°o™is

11

8 13 11 11 12 8 13 9 12 108 .730Sandy

15

13 11 13 13 14 14 13 15 13 134 .893
Morrill

12

13 12 13 11 12 13 13 9 14 122 .813
Patch 11 12 10 13 14 13 12 10 14 13 122 .813
Capt Money

13

11 15 11 14 13 11 13 13 15 129 .860Hodges

10

9 12 12 11 11 10 14 7 9 105 . 700
|?lto" • 9 12 1110 12 13 10 10 12 11 110 .733
^i?hl_

13

14 14 14 15 12 12 14 15 15 138 .920
Crisman 14 9 13 14 11 12 13 13 14 13 124 . 827
Linell

13

13 14 13 15 14 14 13 13 13 135 .900L Hinshaw

13

14 14 12 11 14 12 13 14 13 130 867^edam 8 .. .. 11 13 ... 11 .. 11 ..Kehm

14

12 10 11 13 11 11 12 14 12 120 . 800

^Y^'*® 15 14 12 15 15 14 13 14 12 14 138 .920Meeves

12

13 12 12 11 12 12 8 12 7 111 .740lamm

10

9 6 U 10 14 12 14 U 12 112 .747Elmer .-..^ 14 12 11 13 13
Black 11 14 10 13 14 U 10 13 13 12 isi '.mE Hinshaw

15

12 14 14 14 14 10 11 12 10 126 840Pranklm 11 14
Nicholson 12 13 13 T. i2 ]Abrahams .. 7 7
Doty 12 i2 .. 12 ii is i5
Gpff 13 10 ..Ward

.

Stevenson
,

Paul Jones
Pillsbury

,

Stevens
Mrs Bulgin
Allen 9
Schuyler ".

:; :; ;; ..iHz a w
11 12 11 ..

Neal .^."!3l^ ^3/- ^^ISs^^-Parmelee 135 121
G^lber'. 146. 141 4^Burnside 132 -iok 900
Marshall ....T yM 1.1 m ^Klein ...126 119 127 mMcCartney 120 125 125 370
5"fhes ...138 129 130 397Budd .........137 135 133 405Johnson .....136 135 130 SoPatch .......127 114 122 363Schwartz 130
Mitchell ;:i36 ;;;S A Smith .....119 110
Baldwin ..p.^... ...... 4, ,.108
Bird ; ]i24

imS :::::::::::::::::::::::::^|
C H Smith 91
Church 128
E Hinshaw .'.'.'.'.'.'.m ilG i26 346Linderman 135 141 ^ '

J G Smith 118
Crisman :i27 ^24 369Cyosby 137 142 i40 419
l^jeh

,
1.34 131 138 4oi^^".e" 132 130 135 397Redfern 120 109

-^^^

Loomis 125 nyL Hinshaw '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.128
128

Carlisle 105
l-ranklin 122 114
Sandy

'.'.'.'.'.'.Wi 126 i.34 mMorr.U u,, 115 jjl 347WaUace i.-jg j22
ochoen 120

"' "'
Mclntyre '

. 110
'" '" •••

^^^^ ,:::::::::i25 i^s 165 338 ;75i

r-Th.t/""!^'"'-; °l
averages for the week's work placesGilbert m the lead with an averaee of %1 Tmct,,. o„„J^ }"^\'^,^

Cash prizes were awarded as follows, going ofthe amateurs: » s s.

9
15 :. 12 ..

.. 12 .. ..

.. 13 12 ..

.. 14 .. .. .. 12 ..

9 8 7

108
130

.350

386

Av.
.867

!95i
.862
.909

.827

.822

.882

.900

.891

.887

807

.769

.920

.'820

.931

.896

.882

!778

.858

.880

.771

course, only to

High Averages-Linderman. first. tl2; Marshal! second Sin-Jonnson third, $8; Linell and Hughes divided f urth $6
'

ril^ftirdTle^""''"'-'^"'^'
^"^'"^'^'-'-' «-on5:'$8; Mor-

"^^^^.AJ^J^^^^?- There were 26,000 ,.r

Miss-and-Out—Hughes ?,, Kline 2, She-ar 2.

F. C. Riehl.

Gilbert Challenges
; Elliott.

'

Arnold's Park, la., Aus:. SO.—Editor Forest anH <:/„,.„. i

hereby challenge Mr. J. A. R. Elliott to shoot me a ma ch for thicast iron badge, which he now holds. I inclose $50 forfeit.

[Fifty dollars received.]
^"^^ Gilbert.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday
Correspondence uUended for publication should reach lis at th«
latest b}- Menda^' aa much carjier ,is practicfibl?
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Walhalla Gon Club's Toaraament

Walhali-a, S. C, Aug. 25.—The first trapsnooting . tdlu'flament

of the Walhalla Gun Club took place on the 24th irist, a^id-^was

one of the most interesting—not to say unique—events' of its kind
ever seen in the South. The shooting was witnessed by a crowd
variously estimated at from 600 to 800, which was so delighted

with the exhibition that it moved up as one man close upon
the heels of the shooters, cheering the contestants after each shot.

It was a good-natured crowd, and it was out for fun.

The programme said that the object was amusement, not money-
making, and so the .spectators got up foot races, wrestling matches
and exhibitions of jumping with and without hop-skip attach-

ments., etc., for the amusement of the shooters. This may ac-

count for some of the low scores made-.
The shooting, however, was as hard as the management could

make it under the Sergeant system—i. e., low
,
flight of targets

thrown fullv 50}'ds. at extreme angles. The division of money was
by the Rose system at ratios of 4, 3, 2, in 10-bird, and 5, 4, 3, 2 in

15-bird events.' There were three full squads in each event, e.Kcept

the last, which is given below as the most representative of the
day's shooting:

Event No. 10, 15 targets, four moneys:
Peterman 111111100100101—10 Averv .lllUOllOUimi—12

Pincicnev llllOOlllOlllOl—11Jeffords 111111101111110—1.^

Peters 111001011111111—12
Hudt .111100001111111—11
Swan 111100001111111—11
Steck 111110001111111—12
Trousson 011111110110101—11

C Earle 111111001100111—11
P Earle 011001111100101— 9
T E Crayton.. 101100001101110—

S

S B Crayton... 100010100011111— S

Taynes 111001110100010— 8

The Charleston Palmetto Gun Club was well represented by
Messrs. G. H. Peterman, W. G. Jeffords, Jr., J. C. Peters, Frank
Heidt, Geo. H. Swan, Mike Trousson, F. T>. Pinckney, Jr., and
G. A. Steck. There came from Anderson, S. C, Messrs. J. E. and
S. B. Crayton and Messrs. Paul and C. Earle, while Mr. J. E.
Avery came from Atlanta.
The .Walhalla Gun Club is but two months old, .and it was not

to be expected that its members would go in and shoot the pro-
gramme through. The proposition was a tough one, and some
amateurs of long expeiience steered clear of it. - Following are
the scores

"

Events : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15

Peterman 7 13 8 11
Tefifords 9 13 7 14
Meters 7 10 8 10
Heidt 9 12 7 11
Swan 9 13 9 11

Steck 9 13 7 10
Trousson 9 14 7 10
Avery 7 6 8 7
T E Crayton 8 11 6 11
P Earle 10 9 7 10
C Earle • 7 12 7 10

S B Crayton 9 10 7 9
Pincknev 8 9 . . . . 6

R McMahon 3 9 3 7 ..

T R Earle 5

Douthit 2 2 .. ..

Hawkins 4 7 ..

Carey , 5 1
H McMahon 4
Alexander 3
Jaynes

7 14 8 14 10 10

7 11 10 14 9 13
5 10

5 13
10 11

3 9

8 11

6 7 6 8
6 8 9 12
6 11 5 9

. 11 10 10
7 10 7 8

6 .. 9 9

3

8 11
8 13
6 10
6 9

7 12
8 11

7 11

5 12
6 11
« 12
9 8

6 9
6 11

.. 8

.. 11

6 ..

Total
Broke.

102
107
80
95

102
84
91
73
88
82

4 5

.. 2 ..

5 2 8

SECREtARY.

New Haven Gon Club.

The tournament of the New Haven Gun Club on Wednesday,
Aug. 22, was a success, although the attendance was not so large
as expected. However, these seem to be the days of small crowds,
and if a club can get together twenty-five or. thirty shooters it

is doing extremely well. .

On this occasion a total of about twenty men faced the traps
and banged away at the elusive targets until they were tired.
The trade was represented by J. S. Fanning of Laflin & Rand

Powder Co.; J. R. Hull, of Parker Brothers, and Messrs. Bai-tlett
and Marlin, of the Marlin Fire Arms Co. Others from out of
town were Feigenspan and Sinnock, from New Jersey; Fox and
Drake, from South Norwalk, Conn., and Williams, from Salem,
N. Y.
Messrs. Fanning, Hull, Bartlett and Marlin shot for targets only

through the entire programme.
The three best averages were as follows: Fanning, first, .912;

Hull, second, .906; Feigenspan, third, .900.

Following are the scores:

Events : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Targets: 10 10 15 10 25 10 10 15 10 20 10 15

Fanning 8 10 14 9 21 10 9 13 9 19 10 14
Hull 8 9 14 10 25 9 8 13 8 19 9 13
Marlin 5 10 12 6 19 8 5 12 6 13 8 9
Bartlett 8 8 13 8 20 9 7 14 7 16 8 12
Feigenspan 7 10 13 10 25 8 10 12 9 17 10 13
Sinnock 9 9 15 7 18 9 6 9 9 18
Bristol 7 6 8 2 18 5 5 8 7 17
Clark 8 9 11 9 19
Russell 4 7 9 7 15

21

Harvey
Stevenson S
Claridge ....... .•.,,vt<- ..

Robertson 5 4 13 8 IS
Williams 6 9 10 6 16
Fox 7 11 7 21
Drake .. 7 7 4 17
Kittler 18
Kelly , 24
Potter 8 .. ..21
Reggiori 6 14
Hart 2 3 9 6

8 IS 10 15
7 8 8 17

12
. . 11 9 18

6 12
7 10
9 10
7 11
9 12

.. 11
9 11
6 11
6 12
9 7

9 17
9 18
7 13
7 18

8 18

9 7 11
. .. 12
6 .. 8
5 6 6

7 19
9 14
6 6
5 ..

9 12
9 11
5 12
7 8
7 13
9 10
,. 10

Extras.
1 2 3

10 15 15

'7

7 .. ..

9 15 14
7 13 14

.. 13 ..

's i2
4 10 11

10
13

11
12
11

Altoona Rod and Gun Club.

Altoona, Pa., Aug. 29.—The Altoona Rod and Gun Club will
have a hve-bird sweep, handicap rise, on Saturday, Oct. 13. This
race will be shot off in the forenoon, and the afternoon will Ije
devoted to targets.. Full particulars will be announced in due
time. The following scores were made at the recent weekly shoot:
Events

:

Targets

:

Killitts 8 11
Zeth
Sands
McNaught
Wolf

Homaii

Neylon
Dipner

Che

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
10. 15 10 15 10 15 10 1,5.

8 11 7 13 6 12 9 !>

9 13 10 13 8 13 9 14
7 12 8 11 7 10 0 12
8 11 6 12 7 10 7 12
6 12 S 11 , 6
9 12 8 11 7 12 11
6 1 6 8
6

'0
7 ia fi

1

8
7
9

7 s

.1 X
6 12 ;i 1 7 ii
6 7 5 9 4 10

2

2

McNaught 012011011—6 Homan 001102021—5
Killitts *22100200—4 Dipner 00202*222—5
Sands 2*2111200—6 Carlin 001110*00—^
Zeth 111111012—8

"
G T Bell 002210010—4

House 111211200—7

Cincmnati Gun Club.

The semi-monthly shoot for the Peters Arms Co. medal took
place at the Cincinnati Gun Club Saturday, Aug. 25. The interest
m this and other trophy events is being well sustained and the
fall promises to - furnish some lively sport for the club. Follow-
ing are the scores:

Kirsch, 16 20 19 11—50
Mackie, 7. 19 22 w
Mavnard. 6 23 22 6-50
Hevl' 23 IS 18 14—50
Fro'hliger, 2S. - 14 1,6 20—50
Jay Bee. 10 14 18 4—36
."Myers, 28 ,14 U U—M
Tuttfe, 22. 15'18. 16—49

Ties:
Kirsch. 8....... 25 25 24

Mavnard. "8, 25-24 ,„

Heyl, 11,,......,.... 35 34 ,..

19 17.14-^50
9 14 13—36
17 19 7—43

MS Portsmouth Gun Club,

PbrisMOUTH, N. H., Aug. 25.—^The second -cup contest between
teams of the Exeter, Dover and Portsmouth clubs was the main
feature of the shoot to-day. The weather was exceedingly hot.

Every preparation was made by the members of the local club
to receive and entertain their guests, and on their arrival at the
depot they were met by Mr. H. Dennett, as representative of the
club. The out-of-town sportsmen and their ladies, numbering

r"twenty>nine from Dover and fifteen from Exeter, were conveyed
in the electrics to the field, where a cordial welcome awaited them.

Presid-ent Storer and the members of the local club extended a
very hearty greeing. The ladies were present in goodly numbers
and .were as enthusiastic as the most ardent gunner on the field.

Field Capt. Merwin had everything in readiness and shooting
was at once in order. The failure of some of the traps to work
well was a matter of- regret and caused some delay, but was
unavoidable, and the purchase of a -magautrap is only a question
of a short time with the club.
As captain of the local team. Secretary Philbrick presented the

handsome cup to J. W. Titus, of the Exeter Club, vyho made a few
very happy remarks, including the wish that at the next shoot
Dover might share honors by capturing, the cup.
Thfee cheers for the winners were followed by three for each

of tlie other" teams, and then, as if even all this were not enough,
shooting continued until sunset. The full score of the team shoot
is as follows:

I )over Gun Club.
Wentworth 10010100101101111100—11
Fisher UOOIIOIOOUOOOIOOIO— 9

"

Gilles 01111101011010101011—13
Beard 11111111101111101111—18
Mitchell 111101110011.01000110—12
Morton 11111101100000111111—14—77

Exeter Gtin Club.
Tilton 10110101111101101101—14
Langley 01111011111111111110—17
Gerrish ; 10101111111101111101—16
Carlisle 01011001111111100101—13
Cooper .11001101001110011111—13
Bickford : lOOllllOllimillOOl-15—88

Portsmouth Gun Qub.
Philbrick 11101111111010101111—16
White 01011111111111111111—18
W^eston 00010011101111101101—12
Manson limOOllllOlllUlOl—16
Storer IIIOOIOOIOUOOOOOUI—10
Stimpson 11010011111101011111—14—86

It was throughout a most successful day, and heartily enjoyed
by every one. Among those present and who did some splendid
shooting was Eastman, of the Boston Gun Club, who is at present
at hii; summer home at Odiorne's Point.
Many local sportsmen also were on hand, if not to participate, at

least to enjoy the shooting. Over 2,000 bluerocks were thrown,
and the field was strewn with the fragments. Among the specta-
tors were many ladies, who evinced very, evident interest in the
sport.
The local club was on hand with full ranks, and the ladies did

their share to make the day a success. .

President Storer assumed his new duties with his customary ease
and geniality, and was in the lead in hustling for the comfort of
his guests. The shoots are plainly, demonstrating the fact that the
bluerock shooting is becoming yearly more popular and ifs par-
ticipants more numerous. It is hoped to hold a number more
shoots for the cup before the season closes.

During the day F. I. Brown officiated as judge to the satisfaction
of every one, his decisions being very fair and impartial. Maurice
Goodwin as referee also served most agreeably, with careful atten-
tion to his duties. Others whose services were greatly appreciated
were Alonzo Titus as cashier, Edward Gray as scorer, Oscar Cul-
lum as blackboard scorer, while Field Captain Merwin kept a
careful eye on the traps and -trappers.

F, Ahlers, 26
Erdhaus. 28.

Stub. 10
Dr Smith 15 12 w
Gambel!, 6 IS 18 w
Teipel, 10 11 21 w
Coutzler, 20 11 9 w
Tone's.' 35 8 1 w

Frohliger, 14. v.. .25 25 25
£ Ahlers, 13,,,, ,2§ 10_ ,

,

Warren Tournament.

Aug. 126.—Herewith "find scores of our tournament.Wakren, O
held Aug. 23:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets : 10 15 15 20 15 15 20

Shaner 8 12 13 ,19 .13 15 18
Perkins 7 12 12 17 11 14 iS
Ewalt 6 14 12 .19 15 14 19
Runnell 8 13 11 16 10 15 14
Snow 10 13 13 15 11 14 16
Phillips 7 14 9 18 11 13 16
Moore 5 14 10 12 14 9 8
Jones 7 14 12 17 .. 12 18
Eggerston 9 14 14 13 11 12 16
Schoonover 15

11
12
12

8 9
15 15
13 14
15 15
15 14
13 11
15 12
10 11
5 12
14 13
.. 11
14 14
12 ..

10 11 12 13 14 15
15 15 20 * * «

15 14 17 17 0
13 14 17
15 15 19 12 8 13
15 12 14 12 8 10
15 13 17 11 3 12
10 11
9 5
13 10 16
.. 11 ..

12 13 16

11

7 ..

13 10

io
"9

Sutclift" 8 3.. ..1111
Lemour 8 lH 13
Yarling 6 1111
Thqmas 6 5 10
Powers 6 11 8
Ward 5 10 .. .. 14 11 .. 13
Highway 4
Hershy 7 12 9 . . 7 . . 15 10
Nutt 6 11 12 17 13
Rand 6 8 7
Scott 2 ..

Naylor 9 16
McTntire 10 911 9 7 7 10 11 0 4 0
Taylor 8 10 18 11 9 13 14 14 5 0 0
Henderson 12 .. 9 10 10 10

Events 13, 14 and 15 were miss-and-outs. Ewalt and Runnell
divided in 13 and 14 and Ewalt won in 15.

RoBT. W. Ewalt.

Chesapeake Gun Club.

Ni!:wj'ORT News, 'Va., Aug. 23.—The shooting tournament, which
is scheduled to take place at Richmond Labor Day, promises to
be a great affair..

.Already it is known that teams from Staunton, Lynchburg,
Lawrencevillc, Portsmouth, Norfolk, Charlottesville and Newport
News will participate and other Virginia towns will fall into line
latei.

Mr. Thomas F. Stearnes, president of the Chesapeake Gun Club,
of "this city, has received a letter from one of the promoters of
the Richmond shoot. The letter states that seventy prizes are to
be offered and present indications point to a great success.
The local club will send a team to Richmond to represent it

and thi'^ team will be made up of the five members making the
best average in the regular weekly events of the club. At the con-
clusion of -the shoot next Wednesday afternoon this team will be
selected.
The regular weekly shoot of the Chesapeake Gun Club took

place yesterday afternoon. Fifty birds were used and the score
follows:
Ansley H. Fax 48, Thos. F. Stearnes 43, Dr. Joseph Charles 42,

(i. B. James 41, C. Bargarain 40, W. N. White 39, B. B. Semmes 39,
A. G. Fifer 35, D. M. Ausley 26.

Carolina Gun Club.

Carolina, R. I., Aug. 25.—The following scores were made on
the grounds of the Carolina Gun Club, Aug. 25. The day was a
scorcher, owing to the presence of Frank Arnold, of the Provi-
dence Gun Club, who seemed to enjoy the heat as well as any
of the boys. Fred C. Barber gave an exhibition of his skill in
breaking bluerocks -with felt wads instead of chilled shot. We
will omit the score made in his exhibition:

W Metcalf limOlOlllllOlllllOlUlllllOl-25
A E Brown .100101111101111011101111111110-23
IMetcalf IIIIOIHOOIIIIOOOIIOOOIIUIIIO—20
F Arnold '.

. .0001111-OlOlOlOlimoillOOlllll—20
C E Kenvon .110101111110010000111000111111—IQ
F N Brown 011100111111011111010110101000—19
F

. C Barber 101101110001010111101010101111—19
BaUev 011110101011000111101110011110—19
Pete llllOOlllOOOlllIn 100100110010-18
H. D-«ailey- - : 111111011000101100000111101110^18
C E Brooks -010011011111100111001100011101^17
Cyrus. 100010011110011100101010011 011—16 -

F- W. Brown, Sec'y-

The Forest AND Stream is put to press each week on Ttiesday
Correspondences intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by"-Monday 'an<J_a§ much earlier as praoticabk.

Lakeside Rod and Gun Club.

A VES-y pleasant and interesting shoot was held at Burlington,
Vt.. Thursday, Aug. 23, 1900, the same being held by the Lake-
side Rod and Gun Club. A number of shooters visited this de-
lightful city some four years ago to attend an interstate shoot
that was held here, so that the spot and its surroundings are
not unfamiliar to many of the boys.
The club only decided to give this shoot some six days before

it was held. It happened that the city was giving a street fair
that week, so the club boys thought the shooters in nearby towns
would like to take advantage of cheap rates to Burlington and
take in the fair as well as the shoot. They were favored with the
following visitors: Messrs. Barrett and Stub, from Montpelier,
Vt. ; Mr. Hicks, from Chicago, 111., who is visiting frends at
Montpelier; Mr. Porter, who travels for the window sh^de end of
the large establishment of Parker Bros., and who naturally put
a Parker gun to pretty good use; Mr. Greenwood, of Enosburg
Falls, Vt.; also Mr. B. H. Norton, of the Hazard Powder Co., was
a visitor. Particular notice and complimentary remarks were
made by several of what all thought was the most perfect system
of trapping for a small shoot. Several events of 15 birds were
shot from standing, three men to the score, taking their positions
at Nos. 1, 2 and 3 and trapping all targets at unknown angles
from No. 2 trap only. This took only one trapper and made
•quite a novel shooting, shooting at 3 and 5 targets at a time and
then move. But I can assure you the secret of the success of
this system lies in the trapper. Dr. H. E. Colvin has a colored
attendant to drive his horse, etc., whom he has also broken in to
trap targets for him, as the Doctor is very fond of taking an
afternoon off to enjoy this sport.
This colored gentleman is the quickest trapper in the United

States that I know thus far. He can load a trap j^ust as fast as
three shooters can stand there and call "Pull." Boys, try it; it

works like a charm.
'

The Lakeside Rod and Gun Club wish an announcement made
that they are desirous of again holding an interstate at Burling-
ton, Vt. They felt that the one held some four years ago did
more harm than good, because the expert and paid professionals
were allowed to shoot for the money, and these gentlemen took
about all the local shooters' money put in. They would now like
to give a shoot under the new rules to see if it would not help
the shooting in this vicinity. They have agreed to add $200, have
.five expert traps and a magautrap and will guarantee a good
shoot. Let us hope that we may see another interstate held upon
these delightful grounds. The scores

:

Events: 12 -3 456789
Targets: 10 15 15 20 15 » 15 15 Ip 'Av.

Cathey 9 11 12 15 11 4 13 13 9 .775
Phelps 8 12 1.2 17 13 5 14 15 .. .867
French 9 13 12 15 13 3 11 13 .. .820
Barrett 8 13 13 18 14 0 13 14 15 .900
Stub 9 14 14 18 13 1.13 13 11 .875

Jlicks 3 6 11 17 U 1 9 11 11 .660

Porter 9' 18 9 0 .9 10 ., .671
Norton"..... 9 14 10 0 7 7 .. .600

Greenwood 9 10 14 15 9 0 13 12 12 .780

Cdlvin 9 9 13 9 13 9 .675

Morgan':.... 7 12 17 .. .. .. 13 .. .750

Speer 7 .. 11 19 13 ... .830

Sixth event miss-and-out.

City Park Gun Club.

New Orleans, La., Aug. 28.—I take pleasure in appending the
scores made by the City Park Gun Club, Aug. 26. The rain fell

in torrents, but the shoot went on. We had Mr. Herbert Taylor,
of St. Louis as our guest.
Weekly medal shoot, handicaps in parentheses;

McKay 1111110111111111111111111—24
Saucier 1111111110111111111111111—24
Kaufman 1110011101110101111111111—20
Stone 0111110111111001111111110—20
Novice (4) lUOlllllOlllOlOOlOlilllO—18
Benedict 0011111111111111111111111—23
Smith V..: 1111110110111110111011011—20
Dupont (10) 0000011101101100100010001—21
Hufft (8) n 0011 0111100100100011110—22
Taylor , . . . 1011111111110101111110101—20

Tie on 24:

McKay 1111110 Saucier 1111111,

Event at 20 targets:
McKay 111110.11111011111110—17
Saucier 11101111110111101110—16
Kaufman 01011011110101111010—13
Benedict 4 11111110111101010111—16
Novice : 01011101111100111101—14
Novice .01010110111010010010—10
Stone . , 01011111111111000011—14
Kaufman 11111111110111111101—18
Benedict 01111101001110111110—14
McKay : imUUmiOlimiO—18
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 15 5p 15 10 15

Campbell 5 2 10
Kauiman 11
Saucier 15
McKay 14
Tavlot 13
Sm'ith 12

12 6 10
14 10 14
13 .. ..

11 .. ..

Targets: 15 5p 15 10 16
Benedict 13 8 13 9 14
Stone H ., ..

Novice 9 8 ..

Hufft 8 3..
Dupont '.. 4 12
Smith* ..12

6 15
811

National Gun Club.

Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 27.—Herewith find the scores of the
National Gun Club's monthly live-bird prize shoot, which took
place on the 24th inst. The fact that there were so many straight
scores will show to you, without any information from me, that
they were an even, fairly easy lot of birds. Nearly all were
flyers, but not very fast. The scores:

Klapinski .1121120102— 8 Bush 2220202122—8
Sherer 1112121121—10 Thomas 1222222222—10
Stuth 2102112111— 9 Uno 2212102212— 9
Case 0212211022— 8 Bogart 2202122112— 9
Collins 1211121121—10 Reed .1112201011—8
Scott 2211222122—10 Becker 1112011122— 9
Wharton 1110002101— 6 White .....1112121121—10
Gumz ..; ....2111220201— 8 Dubray ......^v.:. .2202212222—9
Deiter 1220222222— 9 Jey Ell .2222222222—10

LiNDLEY Collins.

Robin Hood Gun Club.

SwANTON. Vt, Aug. 30.—There was a fair attendance at the
Robin Hood Gun Club's regular shoot the afternoon of the 25th.
Champion Robin Hood, Jr.,. was present. So far no one has sand
enough to challenge for the international individual medal that he
holds. Below are the scores:

Events

:

Targets

:

Austin 8 U
Bohannon 9 ..

Dickson 9 12

1 2 3 4 5 6
15 15 25 20 10 20

. 12

7 10
6 15
6 16

Events:
Targets

:

1 2 3 4 5 6
15 15 25 20 10 20

Richardson 12 9 19 14 7 IS

Robin Hood, Jr 13 13 24 ..

Carpenter 11 9 .. 10
Martin 8
Flick 15 12

20
9 12
6 11
8 17
S.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT,

Rawlings Sporting Goods Co.

The Rawlings Sporting Goods Co. send us the large illustrated

catalogue which describes their extensive stock of sportsmen's
supplies and equipments. Its pages represent the development of
sporting appliances at the end of the century in every point of

sport. The catalogue will be sent free on request by the Rawlings
Sporting Gpo.ds Co., 620 Locust street, St. Louis, Mo.

The [Hendryx Co. and Spoon Baits.

The Andrew "B. Hendryx Co., of New Haven, announce that
they have purchased the spoon bait plant of the .John B. Mac-
Harg Co., of Rome, N. Y., the original manufacturers of spoon
baits, including patents, trade mark, good will, machinery, stock,

etc., and are now in position to supply of their own manufactiffe
a full line of the MacIJarg original designed spoon -baits under
the MacHarg trade marks and patents.

^
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The forest is nature's loveliest work. The
ocean, lofty mountains and great rivers are sub-
lime, but there is also something in them that is

dreadful. We can go into the forest; we can
handle it ; we feel invigorated by its air, solaced

by its tranquillity, inspired by its majesty. Hence
it is that the greatest poets of all ages have made
the forest a favorite theme and source of illustra-

tion. The forest is landscape and in some sense
belongs to the public. C. C. Andrews.

A GOLD MEDAL AT PARIS.
The Forest and Stream has been awarded a Gold

Medal at the Paris Exposition for its exhibit, in the

Palace of Forestry and Fisheries, consisting of fifty-three

bound 'volumes from the beginning in 1873 to the close

of 1899.
_ _

:'i'*n'iMiJf

I

In addition to the first prize of a Gold Medal, it has

been awarded a Bronze Medal in Class 51—Hunting

Equipments, etc. ; and recognized with two Honorable

Mentions, one in Class 49—Scientific Forestry—^and the

other in Class 52—Products of the Chase.

This is the fourth international exposition at which

the Forest and Stream has received recognition as a

journal of high merit, standing and influence. Its awards

now comprise

—

The Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876.

International Fisheries, Berlin, 1880.

World's Fair, Chicago, 1893.

Paris Exposition, 1900.
'

-

A BOY EXPERIENCE.
The thirteen-year-old son of a Baptist minister living in

Brooklyn disappeared the other day. His father had

obtained for him permission to fish in the lake in Pros-

pect Park; and when night came he did not return home.

A general police alarm was sent out ; and on the following-

day the park lake was dragged, but no clue was obtained

of the missing lad's whereabouts. Nearly a week after-

ward, when the Coney Island police made a haul of

vagrants, the boy was discovered among them; and a

very miserable and penitent boy he was. "I'm hungry and

tired and sleepy, and I want to go back home," he told

the magistrate, between his sobs, and they sent him back

lo his father and mother.

The ready explanation of a thirteen-year-old boy's

chasing away from home and taking up with tramps is

that he has been reading things. It never enters into

the heart of a healthy minded bo3'^ that there is joy among
the outcasts of society until he has imbibed the foolish

notion from some "boy's own paper" or from the story

books of adventure well-meaning fiends are forever in-

dustriously grinding out for publishers who are willing to

print anything the law allows.

There is something extremely pathetic in the discontent

and the grotesque misunderstanding of his relations with

his home and family which many a boj' from ten to

fifteen has imbibed from this literature. He moodily im-

agines that his father and mother do not understand

him and are against him. and that the only thing for him
to do is to leave home and go away somewhere where he

A\ ill have appreciation and justice Just where this some
"('•here may be is, of course, quite vague—as vague, in fact,

as are the expedients hy which, when at large, he is to keep

body and soul together. There is never anything want-

ing on this point in the books and story papers ; there the

hero always makes a shift not only to find bread and
butter, but to perform deeds of valor as well, and to win

distinction, which, if not honorable according to the. con-

ventions of society, is at least, in his boyish eyes, glorious

and enviable. ^ • "W^!

Most boys who pass through the experience happily

never get to the point of actually absconding; but even

if it comes to that, there are many much worse ex-

periences a boy might go through. This Brooklyn

youngster had a hard time in his herding with Coney
Island tramps ; but it may well enough be that the pathetic

misery of those days when he was playing the star part

of the boy's story paper hero will prove to be the making
of hiin. The medicine was bitter, but for that quality all

the more efficient. There is no reason in the world why
a youngster who runs away from home, if only he gets

back in time, may not grow up to be a successful man,

an honored citizen and a father with a boy to repeat his

own foolish escapade.

PIKE COUNTY GRIT.

A CORRESPONDENT, who writcs from Bushkill in Pike

county. Pa., complains of the constant and open viola-

tion of the game law which is practiced there. Under an

old county law the season in Pike county opened on
Sept. IS instead of on Oct. 15, as the State law now
reads ; and although the county law was repealed

so long ago as 1897, the local shooters have never paid

heed to the change, but have gone on shooting a month
ahead of time. Again, although the law expressly for-

bids the hounding of deer, it is estimated that of the 120

deer killed in the county last season, 90 per cent, were

killed by hounding, and half of these were killed in the

water. For the past ten years, it is said a party of deer

hunters from Scranton have visited Pike county and

killed deer in June; this year they went into oamp on

June 5. killed two bucks at Rock Hill Pond, and carried

them home through the back country. Game is shipped

out of the State contrary to law, much of it passing

through Port Jervis and Stroudsburg, where it might be

intercepted by wardens if there were wardens to inter-

cept it.

To relate these abuses is one thing; to provide the

remedy is another. The Pennsylvania situation is peculiar.

A game commission is charged with the duty of en-

forcing the laws, but has been given absolutely no funds

to work with. As Secretary Kalbfus has explained in our

columns, the Commission is powerless to do anything

beyond what may be accomplished hy voluntary service

or the use of funds given by individuals. It is beside

the mark to complain that the Commissioners do not en-

force the law; they are doing all that can be done with-

out funds.

The only hope for Pike county game, under existing

conditions, is to be found in such voluntary personal

activities as the right minded and law abiding citizens

of the county may be moved to undertake on their own
initiative. If there are three men in the county who have

the time, the inclination and the grit, they can ma-
terially abate September shooting, the hounding of deer

and the exportation of game. A large endowment of

grit would be required. We would be immensely gratified

to learn of its existence; and to record some practical

results of it.

MINNESOTA FORESTS.
Gen. C. C. Andrews; sends us his fifth annual report as

Chief Fire Warden of Minnesota. The document if^

remarkable for the showing it makes of immunity from

desastrous forest fires in 1899 ; only ten fires are recorded,

with a total damage of $i,.'^4i ; and of the fires only one is

credited to fishermen, and none to hunters, whereas in

previous years these two classes of woods frequenters

have been responsible for more fire damage than the total

sum here recorded. The showing for the j'ear 1900 will

be far different. The drought which prevailed for three

months, up to Juh' T. was unprecedented, and in the

oninion of many exceeded that of 1804, wh^n the terrible

Hinckley fire occurred

A. suggestive paragraoh of Gen Andrews' report i-

one in relation to the reluctance entertained b5' the resi-

dents of a district to inform upon or aid in the prosecu-

tion of one who carelessly sets the forest or the prairie

afire. "Communities often feel that a man is being

wronged." says Gen. Andrews, "if he is prosecuted: they

do not stop to think that the principal object of punish-

ment is to deter others from com.mitting similar offenses.

Very good people are liable to be careless, and when we
punish a man who, in a heedless and careless spirit, sets

a fire in very dry and windy weather, which he ought to

know he cannot control and which destroys or endangers

the property of others, he should be made an example of

;

not for revenge or because we wish to injure him, but as

a warning to many others to refrain from doing the same."

The case is cited of a farmer in Chisago county who
in dry and windy weather set a brush fire, with no one

at hand to control it, which sprea,d and destroyed tWo
thousand dollars' worth of hay belonging to his neigh-

bors; and yet the chairman of the town board refused to

make a complaint, and when at the instance of the Chief

Fire Warden the culprit was prosecuted, the magistrate

imposed a fine of only $15 and $3.05 costs. This Minne-
sota apathy is of a piece with the prevailing indifference

with which fire carelessness is popularly regarded outside

the district of human habitations. Let a house burn
down and we make a great ado over it; let a clump of

trees go up in smoke and we give it hardly a passing

thought. Yet the house ma}' be rebuilt in a month; to

restore the trees would consume the span of years of three

generations of men.

THE CHANGES ON THE MAP.
A REPORT comes from Canada that projected wood pulp

mills threaten the fishing waters of the Lake St. John
country. Engineers have already begun work on the

Grand Decharge, where mills are to be erected at a cost

of between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 of American capital.

If these enterprises shall go through, they will mean the

destruction of a fisherman's country, which without giving

it special thought we have all regarded as lying beyond
the danger of invasion even by the consuming pulp in-

dusti-y. But as one looks over the map of North Amer-
ica, and reviews the immense areas which he himself can
remember as once remote and hardly accessible wilderness

wastes well stocked wifli fish and game, and compares
their present condition with the past, he realizes how
mistaken it is to think of any wild country, even the

most distant, as safe from the invasion of modern en-

terprise. Alaska was once regarded as an Ultima Thule.

where the moose and the bear would have harbor for

centuries; but the miner who discovered the gold of the

Klondike changed all that, and changed it in a twinkling.

The significant fact is that to-day we do not actually

appreciate, even though we complain of it, the rapidity,

extent and thoroughness with which the game and fish

districts are being ruined, and how in one instance after

another the "heart of the woods" is converted over night

into an industrial center. We talk about this to one
another and write about in Forest and Stream, but we
realize it fully only when we are balked of our plan to

visit some favorite hunting ground of the past, where now
the steam whistle is heard where of yore' the elk bugled;

or when we seek in vain some new range to make up for

the old. And the pity of it is—for us and for those

who are to follow us—that if more wisely taught we might
have had all this industrial development without the tttter

ruin of the game and the fish along with it. The de-

struction of our native resources of wild life has often

resulted from carelessness, thoughtlessness, criminal heed-

lessness, instead of from any reasonable necessity. A
wiser scheme of exploitation would have given us the

profit without the loss.

OHIO.
Ohio has made a new start. At a meeting in Columbus

last week a State convention of sportsmen was organized,

the particular purpose of which is to bring order out of

chaos, to get a sane game law, and to promote in general

the interests of the man with the gun.

The serious drawback in the Ohio game Gondition has

been for years the antagonism which has held between

the farmer and the sportsman. Whatever substantial

basis for this there may have been on either side, one
fhing is certain and true beyond peradventure, and it is

this . Eliminating the ruffians and rowdies who are

not representative sportsmen, and the churls and boors

who are not representative farmers, there is no divergence

of interest between the farmers, who own the land and the

shooting rights that go with it, and the sportsmen who
seek the privilege of shooting over the land. We shall

look to this new Ohio Fish and Game Protective Asso-

ciation to do much needed work in the direction of pro-

moting a right understanding between farmer and sports-

man, and the establishing of rel-atioris between thera!j

cordial and furofitable to hoth sides.
'
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Torches on the Reef.

If any one were to ask rae if I would consent to go

jacking for chromo fish with the assistance of a piece of

an umbrella rib rubbed sharp on a stone, I should, of

course, deny that I could ever be guilty of such a breach

of the laws of true and honest sport. Yet that I have done
just this thing will be set forth in this narrative of one

nifeht's experience in the purple night of the South Sea

within the spray of the foaming breakers of the restless

ocean. The only excuse that can be offered is to plead

the custom of the country, and Samoa must be taken as

a fair excuse for all sorts of moral derelictions. It even

excused on one ghastly occasion the ofifense of dynamiting

iish—a story that must some other time be told.

Just why all moral sense vanishes in Samoa must be the

study of the practical and dogmatic moralist. The coun-

try and the climate do seem to rip the Decalogue into

shreds, and the common decencies of sport are a sealed

book. • Nowhere else in the wide world would one so

rHUch as dream of killing fish with a flaming torch and a

barbed spear, btit in Samoa it is the regular thing for all

the women of the native villages in the dark of the

moon.
It has its picturesque side at any rate, To see the

glare of the torches out at sea, the long alleys of light

reflected on the still waters of the lagoon, to hear in the

pause of the thunder of the breakers on the reef the shrill

cry of women, all this is a scene to attract the attention.

Add to this the unbroken calm of the windless evening

when the feathery plumes of the cocoanuts are stilled at

last, the ebb tide smell of the orange scum which rises

from the exposed coral, and you haA-e a scene which can-

not be matched away from the islands of the tropical

Pacific.

The reef lay a good long mile seaward from my beach

in Vaiala, and the beach was only a few feet from the

front gate of my compound. Out on the reef the torches

glared like the lights of some city seen from the deck
of a vessel becalmed in the offing. From time to time a

torch expires here and there, and the night is so still that

it takes an act of reason to overcome the imagination

which makes one think the sound of the hiss is heard as

the fat leaves fall into the Avater. In a slow progress the

groups of torches move eastward along the reef until the

fishers reach the Vailoa sands, a mile or so up the coast>

where the reef pools cease and there is no fishing grotmd.
My first source of information was, as usual, young

Talolo. The young girls of the village had been giving

me a concert on the veranda—-Lise and Fuatino and
Manima, who was a grotesque young imp of not quite ten

years. Talolo had engineered the concert and had dis-

tributed the reward in the shape of handfuls of sugar
candy lozenges, which some enterprising trader had had
manufactured in the colonies with Samoan mottoes in

birlliant red, such as "Talofa" (love) and "Lara Pele"
(my darling). In addition to his duties as impresario, Ta-
lolo had used his horsehair fly flapper to keep me free from
the poisonous attacks of the mosquitoes, which make the

dark a torment in the islands. When Fa-agaoi. the boy
whose name carried an unsolved romance of kidnapping,
had paraded the beach with the rattle of the wooden
drum which serves for curfew, the other children had
scattered to their homes. But Talolo remained, for he
seemed to hold himself superior to all the laws of the

elders and the village schoolmaster, perhaps because he
was th6 son of the village chief. Meanwhile he waged
war on the mosquitoes and idly steered his conversation
in the direction of showing how much he was entitled to

a sixpence or a tin of salmon or a pen and a sheet of

letter paper, or some other of the means whereby the lad
made his devotion to me profitable to himself.

Such talks with Talolo called for little close attention.

I knew that if he kept up his liquid flattery long enough
I would yield to his blandishments, for after all, a tin

of beef or salmon more or less amounted to little at the
time. Idly listening to the lad and idly looking out upon
the lonely sea beyond which lay home and the land where
life Was less dependent on the can-opener, sparks of
light began to flash out upon the night from the sea itself

and to attract my curiosity.

"What are the lights, Talolo?" I asked.
"Oi ! Oi ! Oi ! Se mea fa'atauvaa. Nothing much,"

he lazily replied. "Only the women on the reef, that's

all. Samalia and Fa'afili and Salatemu—that's my mother
now. you know

;
they are catching fish, good for eat for

me for you to-morrow. I'll bring you some. If they
bother you I'll make them stop until you go sleep."

Really, there never seemed any limit to the things
which young Talolo could do when he set about it, and
if I had only given him pernnission he would surely have
stopped the fishing even if it did bring a morning famine
on Vaiala. But it is not in my nature to put a stop to
anything that has to do with fish, not e'ven the eloquent
language of a Billingsgate fishwife. Accordingly. I for-

bade the boy to interfere with the torches on the reef, and
asked him only to tell me how the women with the lights
caught the fish.

"Tailo, tama'itai, ou te le iloa," he replied. "I don't
know, lady; I know not at all. That is the women's
fishery, and I am a man. How should I know what they
do?" The little wretch was only a boy, after all. He
had not even advanced to the stage of being tatooed, but
he had all the masculine scorn of female employment.
"But I am a woman, Talolo." I said, "and as such T

am entitled to know. Won't you tell me how Samalia and
Fa'afili and your mother Salatemu and the other women
catch the fish for yott and all the rest of the men to eat
in the morning after you have sung your hymn and said
the prayer?"
"Moni lava." replied the boy. "That is true indeed.

The Papalangi men are such fools. T have Ifeen wonder-
ing whether the Fa'amasino Sili would always give you
salmon and pisupo to eat in the morning when other
women here have to go out and get the fish for their

men to eat. I will tell Salatemu to take you out on the
reef to-morrow night and teach you how to get the fish

as women ought to do. But you must get ready. Have
yon a spear? Do you know how to make your torches?"

t ha*} to t'*0)ifesS my ignun-iwcc anc| laclf of preparation^

But Talolo saw to it that the •rrof sliould be corrected.

"Tanoae," he called to my servant, who was str»tchcd

on a mat around the corner of the veranda waiting to

shut up the hbuse when I should feel sleepy. "Tancm, the

tama'itai goes to-morrow night upon the reef to catch

the fish for the Fa'amasino Sili to eat in the morning, fdr

he has grown weary of giving ber things to eat, and now
she must feed him. In tlie morning yon much teach her

how to make the torches and you must make her the spear

to take the fish Avith. Now you can bring me a tin of

sardines, which will be her loving gift to me for telling

her what s\i£ shall do, and then I will tell Salatemu to

teach her how the fish are caught at nigtst when they

come to the torch."

The first thing in the morning I found tlie sunny side

of my compound strewn with leaflets of dead cocoanut
leaves. Long before I had aroused for my morning
swim the faithful Tanoa had begun the preparation of the

torches for the coming night. In case of any need, the

South Sea islander falls back upon the cocoanut with a

reliance upon its qualities which the expei^nce of ages
has shown to be well grounded. A single leaf of the

cocoanut may range from 10 to 30 feet in length. On the

tree when the trade wind blows it seems as light as a
feather; in the still night when it falls to the ground a

massive weight, which could knock a man senseless if it

should hit him in the descent. It is only in the evening
calm that these leaves fall, and the prudent when they are

abroad at night keep away from the cocoamit shade lest

they be struck by falling leaves or ripe nuts. Each leaf

has about a hundred lance-like leaflets, each 4 or 5 feet

long and some 2 inches broad. These leaflets are full

of oil, and when dried in the sun burn with a brigH:
flame and a dense cloud of aromatic smoke. It was
these leaflets that Tanoa had spread out in the sun to

give them a thorough drying before making the torches
which I was to carry for my fishing. Each torch consists

of ten leaflets laid together in a neat bundle with ends
alternating, half of the tips and half of the butts brought
together. Every few inches the leaflets are tied with a

strip of dry hibiscus fiber which in the islaads is nature's
substitute for the ball of twine of civilization. But here
enters the comical division of labor between the sexes in

Samoa. Tanoa could gather the l«aves and strew them in

the sitn to dry, btvt when it caime to collecting them in

bunches and putting the cords abotjt them, he was for-

bidden to help, for that was women's work, and I had
to wait for Salatemu to come under the guidance of

Talolo,

The making of the apear, however, was entirely man's
work, and Tanoa set about it. The sole requisites were a
10- foot pole and an old umbrella rib. The latter was
easily supplied in a land where tkere are four months of
unintermitting downpour of rain, and where every day in

the sunny season a shower may be expected. And the
gales of the hurricane season turn so rhany umbrellas in-

side out that in every hotise thsre is a stock of gamps
which have served their usefulness.

Having selected the rib from one of the broken um-
brellas, Tanoa cut it across about an inch above the
threader and half an inch below it. The spreader itself

he cut off at a distance of half a foot from tf* rib, thus
leaving a wire shaft with a toggle an inch and a half
long. The two ends of this toggle lie reduced to sharp
points by dint of much rubbing on a lapstone of smooth
basalt. When his hours of industry had accomplished the
proper degree of sharpening, he set the toggle in relation
to the shaft so that its shorter enU formed a sharp angle
with the spreader, and then liommjired the joint so that
the two parts would retain that rektiv*. position under
ordinary circumstances, yet not so tight as to prevent the
toggle from pulling out to a right angle when dra-wn upon
by the struggles of a fish imjialed upon the sharp instru-
ment. When tliis had been completed to his satisfaction,
he lashed the device with cocoanut husk sennit on the
end of the stick. The remainder oif the equipment was a
ba.sket of cocoanut leaf with a braide\d sord t|e sling about
my neck to carry tbe catch.
By this time Talolo brsught Salatetnu to inspect the

preparations, both hungry, of course. After they had
been fed a light re4>ast of a couple of bread-fruit and a
pound of tinned corned beef apiece, Salatemu assiired
me tiiat all the requisites Iwd been provided and that
she wotdd tie up my torches. Before that task had been
completed, mother and son needed the slight refo-eshment
of a tin of salmon and a hunk of cold, boil&d taro for
each, it being understood that Tanoa assisted at each of
these snacks just to show that there was no Iwrd feaJing,
even though I could not join in the meal. I have never
been able to go the limit of what Samoan.? will take in
the way of food ; no matter how inuch I have given them
by way of experiment, they have alwjays seemed capable
of taking more.

After Salatemu had eaten al! that I was prepared to
place before her, and had declared my outfit all that
could be required, I asked about the c4othing I should
wear,

"Well, yoii walk some and yotr swim, some oh the reef."
was her answer, "so you wear wlrat you swim in." This
made it plain that bathing dress was the proper garb
for the reef fishing. But tkere had to be- an arldition.
The.se Samoans go barefoot all their lives, and it is nothing
to them to parade upon the reef in their natural feet. But
unless one has undergone a preliminary training of him-
dred-yard dashes over broken bottles or solemn parades
over hot ploughshares like the early Christian martyrs, no
civilized woman used to going slxxl couki ever venture
on the reef with its jagged sprigs of coral. In prepara-
tion for the emergency, I took an old pair of canvas
pumps or Oxford ties belonging to a larger-tfooted mem-
ber of the family, and had TanOa stitch an armament of
Manila rope all over the sole*. Experience has shown
that for wading in tlie coral waters there is nothing like
Manila hemp ; even leather is cut to tatters in a few mo-
ments. This will serve to show the texture of the soles
of these Samoan women who walk on the reefs barefoot
and suffer no harm.

In the early evening when the tide was ebhiaig, Salatemu
came back to see if I wais read}-, An soon a,"* the shore
jjatclies of coral began to appeiar above the reaeding
tide. I took my spear and filung the bundle of torche-
and the creel upon my bask, firmly fast«ned ray fop*-EoIed
-hne? upon my feet.' and set forth seaward. The water
\va!< plea»ntl»y warvn. and for the first part of the way the

going was easy, for we took advantage of a slant of sand
which extended out in front of the house. I could see
little to help my steps, for the torches were not to be
kindled until we reached the reef. But I could just dis-
cern Salatemu in the darkness as my guide, and on the
right hand and the left I could hear the chatter of the
other women of the village.

All at once the bottom dropped out of the sea. There
was nothing to step on, and I found myself soused over
head and all into the warm water. My spear lost itself

instantly, and I had to swim out. When I came again to
the surface, I found that I had dropped into a tide pool,
while my guide had kept on the rim, only a few feet away
from me. With her aid I recovered the spear and found
footing once more. My torches were wet, of course, but
that made no difference, for the water does not stick to
the cocoanut leaflets. It was not the last time I had such
a ducking, for the reef is full of these deep pools, and
it is impossible to see them in advance. While our torches
were yet unlighted, the only light was the will-o'-the-wisp
glow of the coral and the sharp phosphorescence of the fish

darting from pool to pool as our advance scared them
out of cover.
At last Salatemu and I reached the dry footing of the

barrier reef. It is about 50 feet in width, broken chips of
coral for a footing, here and there a pool, and seaward the
majestic wall of the breakers thundering in from sea as
high as a house and combing over in flame-specked foani,

and at intervals brokeri by deep passages where the waves
coursed shoreward. It is close to the reef that \vc catch
the fish with jack and spear, the small fish on the shore-
ward face of the barrier coral, and the large fish such
as mullet and bonito in the passes.

When we had reached the reef it was time to kindle
the torches. Every woman had brought her store of
rnatches, and had kept them dry in a manne'r tliat they
alone cottld have thought of. The matches had been
tucked into their hair, and no matter how often the
women had been forced to swim, the matches remained
dry, because her hair was so soaked with cocoanut oil that
the water could not reach the matches. All along the
reef for a inile the torches began to gleam, and by their
light Ave could make out the dripping forms of broAvn
women holding torches aloft in the left hand and poising
the spear in the right as they skirted the reef pools. ., . >,

Salatemu had stationed me at the edge of a I0-fo6t pool
Avitli a clear, sandy bottom. At first I could scarcely see a
thing until I learned the knack of holding my torcli both
above and behind me, and of keeping my own shadow
off the strip of water Avhich I Avas Avatching. There Avere

fish there, fi,sh in plenty, for I could see them darkly flash

across the line of light. As soon as I spotted a dark
body sloAvly moAang over the illuminated sand, I cast my
spear. It struck in the sand 2 feet beyond the mark, which
continued its slow progress. Then I recalled my knoAvl-

edge of refraction and remembered hoAV the water lifts

any object and makes it necessary to aim below. The
second time I struck the object at Avhich I aimed and
brought it to the surface. But Salatemtt's laugh of scorn
soon convinced me that it was not worth the taking

—

one of the leathery sea-cucumbers a foot in length, neither
ornamental nor edible, although a close relatiA'^e of the
trepang, which is also found, though rarely noAV, atid is

Avorth its weight m silver Avhen smoked and dried for

the Chinese market. By the time I had cleared my
spear, the pool was filled Avith a school of fish, and I

cast at random.
Beginner's luck ! I drove my spear quite through one

fish and into a second, and landed both. Salatemu began
to think that she had nothing to teach me, and I was
camiy enough to take all the credit that was coming to

me for the chance shot. The fish Avere misshapen cob-

bler fish, each as large as a saucer and decorated Avith

long frills, but for all their picturesque appearance I knew
tffem to be good in the pan.

The next feAV casts were blank, until I discovered the

not unnatural mistake I Avas making. The light of my
torch Avas so sharp, the Avater so clear, and the bed of
sand so devoid of dull shade, that I Avas aiming not at

the fisji, but at their shadoAvs on the sand, and, of course,
overshooting every time. But this pool Avas noAV ex-

hattsted. and Salatemu and I moved along to another.

After bringing up tAvo or three small fish, I made a

cast and lost my spear. I could see the shaft sticking up
a little beloAV the surface, but that Avas all—the point had
stuck in the coral at the bottom. I Avas helpless, for the

tricks of jacking on the reef Avere new to me. But Sala-

temit came to my rescue, for she was familiar with such,

incidents. Like a fish herself she took a header into the

pool, and I stood by and Avatched her descent. At the

bottom she gave a tug on the spear and disengaged it from
the coral branch into which I had driven it. But that

plunge scared all the fish aAvay from that pool, and Ave

moved on.

Next we came to a deep passage in the reef which we
had to swim across. While Salatemu was showing mo
hoAv to arrange a raft of my spare torches on Avhich to

float my ligl*ed one Avhile SAvimming, I heard a rhythmical "

splasliing inshore of us. All at once there flashed into

sight a gleam of light leaping from the water. I did not
knoAV just Ayhat it was, but instinctively I cast my spear

at the spot Avhere I thought it Avould next emerge. More
good liLtck ! The spear pierced a leaping fish in its flight

through the air. Involuntarily I followed the spear, for

T toppled over into the channel and came up within reach

of the shaft before the fish had had the time to recover its

motion. Seeing Avhat Avas up, Salatemu followed me, and
Avith united efforts we brought to the solid reef a brilliant

mullet, AA'hich I found afterward Aveighed all of 8 pounds.
That ended my fishing for the night. I had convinced

all the Samoan women that I Avas capable of doing better

than they, that I could land tAVO fish on a single drive, and
that it was nothing at all to me to kill a fi.sh in tlie midst
of its leap. I Avas afraid that any further attempts AA'-ouId

"

spoil the record, and Avisely I desisted. Just about the
.same time Salatemu came to gr?ef by stepping on a .sea

urchin. Quoting the old proverb, "fofo alamea," Avhich
is nearly the equivalent of our proverb about "a hair of
the dog that bit a'Ou," Salatemu lifted up her foot and
picked off the offending urchin Avith a body about the
s'r/c of a tennis ball, and armed on its upper hemisohere
Avith spines all of 2 inches long. These snines can inflict

a very tigly AVOtind, and one that is likely to suppurate
and prove very obstinate in heaHng. Following her native
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medicine, she turned the urchin flat stdc'iip and applied its

jaws to the wound until it caught hold oi" the skui. Then
she stood like a waduig bird on one hg until the urchin
had, as she explained the opei'atiori. sucked out all the
poison and dropped of¥. When this had been accom-
plished, she picked up a slab of coral and smashed the
iicrhin and ended by eating its meat, all being necessary
lo the treatment. After this accident she could fish no
more, and we slowly waded back to store. For her kind-
ness in shoAving me the mysteries of torching fish on the

reef, I opened my creel and gave her all my catch except
the big mullet. That I felt I was fairly entitled to.

The only thing in this fishery which shows the least

infiuence of the foreigner is the use of the umbrella rib

in the spear. Before the foreigners came to Samoa with
their umbrellas to displace the aboriginal rain shield of a

banana leaf, the fish spears were tipped with the barbed
thorn of one of the indigenous shrubs found everywhere
at the edge of the bush. The thorn was just as good for

piercing the fish, and the barb held them as well as the
wire toggle, but the thorns soon broke if they hit the coral.

On the return to shore, Tanoa was awakened to clean
the mullet and to salt it to secure its keeping over night.

While he was at his task he kept up a running com-
ntentary of flattering congratulations on my skill with the
spear, as shown by my wing shot at the fish in air. But
the next morning when we had the fish for breakfast, my
graceless Talolo came around and sat on the floor of our
dining room in the shady corner of the veranda and
•developed a long chain of logical demonstration in proof
that, as usual, he shotild have a tin of something. The
gist of his argument was that inasmuch as I had "shown
that I could go out on the reef to catch the family meals
like any other woman, there was less need for hoarding
our .supply of provisions in tin cans, and on that account
we could all the more readily spare him some salmon or
corned beef or even sardines, and perhaps throw in a can
of jam.
And this was the sentiment of Talolo. without who.se

aid I should never have shouldered my bundle of torches
and tried the night fishing on the reef. It is only one of

the many reasons I had for feeling that Talolo was not
altogether disinterested in his attentions to me.

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

Concerning the Doctor.

We had pitched our camp near Middle Inlet, on the

same side of the lake as Hogarth's. The other two J.'s

were along this time. It was only their second year of

wedded bliss, but the longing for the woods and V'the

smell o' the pines" had attacked them with such force

that they had invented excuses, and resorted to subter-

fuges in order to escape for a few weeks from the re-

stricted charms of connubial Joy.

Jim claimed he was threatened with nervous prostra-

tion, due to overwork, and Jack was in a very bad way
with a combination of something he called malarial hay
fever. Neither gave evidence of the ravages of disease.

>but they explained by saying that they believed in taking
;a thing like that in time, that the disease was really lying

fdormant in their .system ready to wake up and go to

work at any moment.
I had given thetn three years to arrive at this stage of

tlie game. It generally takes that long. I knew that the
next year they would not stoop to underhand methods.
When the proper time came they would simply "go north
for a little rest," and Mrs. Jack and Mrs. Jim would
each give a sigh of relief at having them out of the way
during housed eaning time. It is good to profit hy other

people's experience. I am still unmarried.
"I met the Doctor a week or so ago," Jim announced

one evening—our third or fourth in camp.
"W^iat was he doing?" asked Jack. •

"Same old thing. Exploiting some great idea and
loafing. I told him about this trip, and he said he would
like to come along, but was too busy."'

"The Doctor is all right in civilization," said Jack,
"but he's a devil of a nuisance in the woods. He is like

an irresponsible kid. Remember how he waa always losing
himself that last time?"
"You can forgive him much, though." I remarked, "be-

cause he is such good company."
"True." assented Jack. "He is great sport, and I

wouldn't mind a week or so of him. I'll bet any man a

•dollar he will show up yet."

"I'll take you," said Jim. "He can't raise the price of

the fare up here. Here, Joe. You hold the stakes."

The next day Jack won the bet, but, as things trans-

pired, not the stakes. It was late in the forenoon—almo'st

dinner time—when we heard the rattle and rumble of a
wagon over on the old disused corduroy road that passed
our camp not a great distance away. T'he soixnd brought
us all to attention. We heard the wagon stop, and then a
call—a long-drawn out "Whoop-e-e."

"That's the Doctor," Jack exclaimed. "I told you he'd
be along. Y'^ou lose, Jim."
"Are you sure?" asked Jim.
"Sure as the dollar you lost. I would recognize that

call in Africa."

We answered the Doctor with a chorus of loud war
whoops, and went forward to meet him. We espied him
in the distance, seated in th'e lumber wagon that had
brought him thus far, and evidently engaged in an alter-

. cation with the driver.

"He doesn't seem in any great hurry to meet us," Jim
3-emarked.

"It's his way." said Jack. "He is probably trying to

rememBer why he came."
The Doctor saluted us with a graceful wave of the

hand as we drew near.

"I am trying to convince this man here'," lie explained,
indicating the driA^er,

.
"that two dollars is an exorbitant

price to charge for bringing me over from the junction.
He insists on two fifty."

"I*m derned ef I'll take a cent less," the man interposed.
"It's wuth two fifty ef it's wuth a cent. I ain't drivin'

folks 'round fer my health, mister."

"You see," said the Doctor looking griieyedl. "his mind
is not open to conviction, and arguments are wasted. If

one of you will loan me a couple of dollars I will settle

with him. Fifty cents is all the change I heive."

Jack and I exchanged winks, and I pruduce<l the stake
money and handed n over lo the Doctor, lie paid the
driver, and climbed down from the wagon and shook
hands all around.
"Where arc j'our traps?" Jack inquired, peering in the

wagon.
"My baggage? Oh, I didn't bring any. Did'nt want

to be bothered with it. Just thought 1 would .spend a few-

days with you and get a little rest. I brought some wet
groceries along that 1 thought might come in handy." He
nshed around under the wagon seat and brought out a
siispicious looking package. "I can't vouch for the quality
of it," tie added, as he handed the package to Jack, "but
it was the best I could get. It certainly cost enough."
We thanked him for his thoughtfulncss, and started

back to camp. On the way the Doctor apologized for
dropping in on us in such an unceremonious fashion. It

Avas Avholly an unpremeditated move on his part, he
explained. He had got to thinking about us, and had
jumped on the first train Avithout bringing so much as a
tooth brush—with nothing, in fact, but the clothes he stood
in. There Avas nothing unusual in this, as it was the
Doctor's waj' of doing everything. He Avas aKvays un-
prepared, and let emergencies look out for themseh^es,
trusting to providence to "find a Avay." He was one of
those people whom other people feel called upon to pro-
tect, whose troubles other people always transfer to

their own shoulders. But he was a fine story teller and
the best company imaginable, therefore Ave forgave him
his eccentricities.

When dinner was over we skirmished around, and
managed to get him rigged out, after a fashion, in a
combination suit of wonderfully ill-fitting garments, and
then we sat around him in a circle and laughed at him.
He presented a very ludicrous appearance. He was one
big misfit from the hat that came doAvn over his ears, to
the shoes that Avere two or three sizes too large.

The Doctor Avas a man a little past the heyday of youth,
tliDUgh he still retained much of his yottthful vigor. He
was scarcely above medium height and thin in propor-
tion. He still possessed a very heavy head of hair, iron
gray in color, and he wore' his beard, of the same color,
rather long; this, coupled with the mild, innocent expres-
sion of his big blue eyes, tended to give him quite a
patriarchal look.

He was easy going, almost to the extent of shiftless-

ness. In this respect he Avas not unlike Hogarth's Bill.

Many of us. if we dared folloAV our OAvn inclinations, or if

circumstances permitted. Avould belong to that school
of philosophic idlers. If Ave only dared, or if somebody
had not invented tltat perpetual motion machine called
"public opinion."

At some period in his life the Doctor had become im-
bued with a desire to acquire learning, and, incidentally,

the honors pertaining thereto. It was merely a spas-
modic burst of ambition—a spurt Avhich, from his own
account, did not last long. But before the inevitable re-

lapse set in, he succeeded in obtaining a degree of some
kind and became a doctor of something-or-other, though
of Avhat Ave ncA'er could clearly understand.

After Ave had transformed the Doctor from a patriarch
into merely a strange looking object, he borroAved Jim's
shotgun and said he Avould step out and see if he couldn't
get a partridge or tAvo for supper. He did not get a
partridge, but he did get lost, and it was after dark be-
fore Ave found him. He took the matter philosophically,
of course. He said that he had been doing circles of
varying dimensions for at least two or three hours, and
if he had kept on, in time would probably have embraced
the camp in his circuitous wanderings. He advancetl a
new theory on the .sitbject of getting lost.

"It's a case," said he, "of your right leg not knoAving
nor caring Avhat your left leg doeth. In fact, each leg is

utterly independent of the other, and both utterly in-

dependent of the rest of the body. They practically dis-
OAAm the body, and if they could. Avould detach them-
selves therefrom and go on their separate ways rejoicing.
The mind, or brain, is supposed to telegraph every move-
ment you make to the necessary muscles, etc.. involved,
but when you are lost, the connection is broken, the
wires are cut. You signal to your legs. 'Go sou'h and
go in a straight line.' Your legs respond by going niirth

and going in a circle. You can't understand it. and
doubt your own senses, but the reason is plain. Your
legs did not get the message. I consider it worth gett'ng
lost to haA'e made the discovery."
That was the beginning. If the Doctor did not get lo.st

CA'ery day, and sometimes tAvice a day, it Avas not his
fault. We decided that he AA'as doing it on purpose, that
he Avas trying to prove his theory, but after he had slept

out tAvo nights without a fire—he never had any matches
when he needed them—we changed our minds.
Jack said that when he got back to civilization he

was going to have his college confer another degree
upon the Doctor.
"What sort of a degree?" the latter innocently asked.
"L. L. D.," Jack replied.

"But Avhy L. L. D. ?" inquired the Doctor, somewhat
puzzled.

"It stands for Long Lost Doctor." said Jack Avith a
grin, and I think he Avas grateful to the Doctor for creating
an opportunity for this joke. Jack think.s himself funny.
You must haA'e a climax if you Avould have things be-

come interesting, and all on a day our climax came. I

started out one morning to set a bear trap. The Doctor
begged to go along, as he had never seen the operation.
I reluctantly consented, after laying doAvn certain rules
and restrictions.

The spot I had selected Avas near the end of an old
windfall. When once on the ground I Avas soon hard at

AAwk. In order to get rid of the Doctor's unwished-for
assistance, I told him to take my rifle and go around to the
other side of the Avindfall and see what he could see. He
gladly complied Avith my request, and his graceful figure
was soon out of sight. He had been gone ten or fifteen

minutes, and I Avas beginning to Avonder if he had broken
his record and lost himself in such a short time, when 1

heard a rifle shot. The shot Avas immediately followe.(|

by terrified shrieks and cries for help. I started in the
direction of the sound on the run. I was thoroughly
alarmed, my one conclusion being that the Doct9r had
shot himself. I dashed around the windjfall. exppctin?
to see him writhing in his death agony, but the Doctoi-

was nowhere in sight. But something else was. Sorae-
thntg every bit as interesting. Not ten rods away was
an enormous black bear. He Avas growling and snarling
with rage, and endeavoring to ciimD a small beech tree.

We discovered each other at the same mstant, and he
immediately transferred his attentions to me. It A\'as

not a time for meditation. The rapidity with which 1

shinned up the neare.st tree has neA'er been equaled. Tht
bear attempted to foUoAV suit, but luckilji- the tree VA^as too
small for hini. He could not get a good hold on the
bark, and only succeeded in raising himself a few feet
from the ground and then slipped back. This but added
to his fury. After several ineffectual attempts, he gave
it up and went back to his first tree. J noticed mat he
limped, and that one of his legs Avas bleeding. And then
I looked around for the Doctor, whose cries had suddenly
ceased, only to break out afresh as the bear left my harbor
of refuge.

"Oh, Lord, here he comes!" he cried. "He'll get me
this time, sure. Help I Keep him away, can't you ? Why.
oh. why, did I shoot him?"
And then I located him. He was up the beech tree as

high up as he could climb. He was a-straddle a limb and
hanging on for dear life. He made such a comical picture
of abject terror and despair that in spite of my OAvn aAvk-
ward predicament and my recent terror, I was obliged to
laugh. That laugn did a great deal toward restoring my
lost coin-age, and I pulled myself together and proceeded
to "size tip" the situation.

"Keep cool and don't get excited," 1 called to the
Doctor. "He can't climb the trefe.- You've A\'0unded one
of his legs. Where's the rifle?"

"I don't know. I dropped it when he started fox me.
Are you sure he can't get up here?"
"Of course not. Brace up or you'll fall out of the tree.

HoAV did it happen?"
"I saw him and he saAV me, and he started to run

away, and I shot at him, and then he turned and came/
for me, and that's all I remember till I found myself
up here. 1 wish I hadn't shot him, 1 Avas a fool to
do it."

"I agree with you," I assented. "You have made a
mess of things. He'll probably stay here and starve us
out."

As if in answer to my suggestion, the bear left the
tree and took up a position midway betAveen the tAVO
trees. He sat down and commenced licking his Avounded
leg, at the same time keeping a close Avatch on both of us.
E.scape Avas out of the question. I could see my rifle

lying where the Doctor had dropped it a short distance
from my tree, but it inight as w^ell haA*e been in camp for
all the good it Avas to me.

It Avould hardly do to repeat our conversation—espe-
cially my side of it—as the hours dragged on with no
change in the situation, save Avhen the bear furnished a
little diversion now and then by trying to get at one or
the other of ui3. It was late in the afternoon before any
signs of relief appeared. It Avas the \wlcomc voice of
Sooner that announced the arriA'al of aid. Following
his u.sual tactics, he came through instead of going
around the windfall. The bear heard him and prepared
to do battle with this ncAV foe.

Sooner broke through the tangled mesh of roots and
branches, and pulled up short at sight of the bear. He
took in the situation at a glance. He made a feint at
attacking the bear, and the bear prepared to meet him
half-way. But Sooner Avas Avise, and dashed off in an-
other direction, and the enraged bear started in pursuit.
This was my only chance. I knew thsrt the bear would

not run far, that he would return to keep guard over us.
I slid doAvn the tree and made a dash for my rifle. The'
bear discoAxred the move just as I reached the rifle, and
came straight for me. I took quick aim and let him
have it. The third shot bowled him over and ended his
career.

Vvhen it was all over, the Doctor came down from the
tree and gave thanks. He Avalked around the carcass of
our recent foe, and Avent so far as to place his foot on
ihe neck of the beast.

"How are the mighty fallen!'" he exclaimed. "Well,
Ave did for him that time, didn't we? It was not exactly
comfortable up in that tree, but it was well worth the in-
convenience to have bagged this felloAv. I don't Avant to
boast, but I am glad I had a hand in it."

"Were you very badly frightened?" I innocently asked.

^
"Oh, no! Naturally, I was just a little nervous at

first, but the feeling soon wore off. I Avas afraid that he
might get you, as you Avere unarmed, you know."
"You didn't seem at all frightened," I remarked.

"But honor to whom honor is due," 1 added, as I ob-
served Sooner cautiously approaching. "Unto Sooner
be all the glory. Had it not been for that
good dog. we would still be up a tree," and I took my hat
off to hiin and .saluted. He endeavored to appear in-
different, but he could not entirely conceal his elation.
He knew where the credit belonged as well as we, and his
pride was excusable.
Jack and Jim, Avho had come out to hunt for us, arriA^ed

on the scene in, time to help skin the bear, and Ave made
quick work of the task. I made the Doctor tell the story,
as he Avas much be.ter at that sort of thing than I. He
had a more vivid imagination and less regard for the
unA^arnished truth than myself. Modesty compels me to
state that much. He did not disappoint my expecta-
tions, although he made my share in the adventure appear
somewhat diminutive, I might say almost insignificant.
We had bear steak for supper that night, but the Doctor

would not partake of the delicacy.
"I have been seeing bear and smelling bear all day

long," he explained, "and I don't care to taste bear also."
The next day he pleaded business, and having borroAved

enough money to pay his Avay home, bade us farewell.
Hogarth drove him to the Junction.
We broke camp a week or so later. When vve went to

settle our account at the coriibination store at the Junction
the proprietor thus addressed me:
VThey's a bottle of tanglefoot charged up to you,

y'knovf."

"N9 ;
I didn't know," I assured him. Who charged it?

Did either of you buy any whi.sky here?" I inquired, turn-
ing to the other tAvo.

'*No. 'Twant them," said the proprietor of the com-
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bination store. " 'Twas the other gent what come by

himself. He wanted the best stuff I had, and told me to

^arge the biM, two d^lars, to you, so I done it, seem' he^g

was one of the partj^"
. T*

"The Long Lost Doct6r d'eserVes anothe¥"degre1ej_ S&id

Jack.- "I wondered where he got ii. I had one drink of

it and it made me think of tlie time 1 ate tabasco sauce for

datchup by mistake."

I said nothing, but I paid the bill. I have never

been able to rightly decide which was the real chmax—
whether it was when I was treed by the bear or when I

paid that bill. Fayette Durlin, Ju. ..

In the Old Plymouth Woods..
/'rffm the Boston. Globe.

Plymouth has the largest township in Massachusetts,

the oldest civili^zation, the most dramatic history and the

gr&atest wilderness. Between Plymouth village on the

north and Buzzards Bay on the south. Gar.ver and Ware-

ham on the west and the shore on the east, is an immense

tract of barren woodland, as sparsely settled as it was

two centuries and a half ago. There are a few deer there,

a few rabbits and many foxes, partridges and qua-il, while

the numerous ponds are full of black bass and pickerel,

but for more than fifty years the land has been steadily

decreasing in value.

The area of the township of Plymouth is 5o,979 acres,

or about eighty square miles, and of this territorj- sixty

square miles is practically uninhabited. The population

of . the township is estimated to be cj.ooo, of which nine-

teen-twentieths live in Plymouth village, Manomet, Chii-

tonville, Ellisville, Cedarville and the o.ther settlements

along the coast.

"The people of Plymouth live upon history, and every

carriage driver will talk off volumes in the course of a

Iialf-day ride. The monuments, the consecrated rocks,

the museums and ancient homes of the pilgrims, are thor-

oughly known, but the great wilderness is called Plym-
outh Woods with a sweep of the hand which banishes

it- from further mention. "They do say," remarks some
old. resident, "that there is a pond for every day in the

year and a mudhole for leap year." This oft-repeated

statement rather stretches the facts, but i the ponds, many
of which are large enough to be called lake5, are really a

feature of the town. William T. Davis says there are 175

which have names and contain fish. But the ponds, beau-

tiful as they are, Have attracted but a small handful of

summer visitors, who have satisfied their longings for

a.lodge in some vast wilderness. But from the first there

seemed much hesitancy about settling in the Plymouth,
Woods. The woods of pine and oak could not be cleared

without great labor, and even when a clearing was made
the soil proved to be poor and unproductive. The salt

niarshes and cedar groves to the north of Plymouth
seemed far more attractive, so the southern countr>' was
left, to a few hardy men. who, like the Indians they dis-

placed, lived chiefly by fishing and hunting.
As time went on. however, there came a demand for

lumber and fuel, which made the woods more valuable.

Wood lots were then a marketable property, and ihe

whole territory was cut. up by wood roads, many of

which still remain, apparently for no other purpose than
to confuse the traveler. But for the past fifty years the
timber has steadily decreased in value. Pitch pine is re-

placed by white pine for building and by coal for burn-
ing. The steam engine, which at first burned wood and
thus increased its marketable value, not only gave up
wood for coal, but brought coal to Plymouth in competi-
tion with the native fuel. Cordwood, which would have
brought $8 a cord fifty years ago, can be bought for $4
or $4.50 to-day. This wood costs $1.25 a cord to cut and
must then be piled up for six months or a year to season,,
with a good chance of being burned by a forest fire and
thus becoming a dead loss. Even if it escapes the fire it

costs $2 a cord to haul it into town over the deep-rutted
SE^ndy roads, so that the final profit is small. But even
this margin of profit disappears when it was shown that
the fires have frequently devastated the available wood-
land, and that it has been necessary to allow the oaks to
grow twenty or thirty years and the pines even longer
before the}"- are fit to cut.

So, as game has grown scarce and wood unprofitable,
many of the original settlers have bandoned the farm for
the town, in mo^t cases being able to sell out for a small
sum to a Portuguese or Italian immigrant. It is con-
ceded rthat these foreigners can live where a native would
starve to death. The Italians particularly seem to have
the-art of getting the utmost possible from a small patch
of. unfertile soil. They choose little farms on the out-
skirts, of the villages and do considerable business ' with
people of their own race. A typical farm - of this sort
lies just at the edge of,the woods. The rocky pasture
and the rough meadow" are bare and dry, but the cow and
spare- horse are led by boys to graze by the wayside. An
older boy was plowing over a field of stubble'under the
persoaal direction of a big, black-bearded Itahan, who
swore strange Tioman oaths • in tones ^ of thunder. His
qpipns', corn and cabbages -showed infinite care. In the
fall his harvest is easily made in time for his whole fam-
ily-' to- go to work in the cranberry bogs, where between
them they can make enough money to'last them througTi
the •winter. .

:

In the old days when woodland was ".sold >the bog land
was' thiKiwn in without even, being measured, but during
*e la^t forty years cranberry bogs have become enor-

'^.^ously. valuable, and the cranberrv industry has been
the- -salvation of the town. There is' a small income in
m9:yflowers. pond lillies, swampberries and blackberries,
which- abound in the. woods, but t^iere' have been some
gseat fortunes and many comfortable livings made in
cranberries. Cranberry bogs have recently been worth
g.s high as $1,000 an acre, and one concern cleared over
$ifX);000 from a year's business, and yet this important
njdustry do£s very little to settle the country, as the es-
tabhshed bogs are entirely deserted for three-fourths of
the year. - .' ' .

Dilring the picking .season men; women' and children.
Itakans and natives, gather at the bogs, even from so
far away as New Bedford. Some ca-.mp iipon the ground
and ?r.th*s walk miles to and from their work daily It

is a siiort 'season of three or four weeks, [requenlly inter-

rupted by strikes at the large bogs , .and .changes at the.

jjtiialf diiey; "but th« pay is good foi- picking-, white the

screening employs a limited number of people far into

the Avinter. The biggest profits were made when cran-

berries were .^25 a barrel, but the .price has siendily de-

creased to. $5 or'$6, and -a bog must be planted and tended

fgr four years before it begins. to yield. One ol the in-

terior settlers had a bog of an acre whii'h yielded 105

barrels one season,, and Avhich he finally sold for $t,ooo.

tie said it was not unsuual for families living near the bog
t9. earn $400 and more during the picking and screening

season, and his own sons had started in life that way.

But there arc many accidents Avhich may befall the

.cranberry crop, and as greater capital ' is now required

the available bog laud is coming under the control of a

few' large owners, who are prepared to put money into the

business. What with combinations of owners and labor-

saving machinery, the old settlers see in c-anberry pick-

ing a fading opportunity .-md believe that the future of

the Plymouth Woods will depend upon the summer vis-

itor and his demand for milk, eggs, berries, ice and service.

. Yet this summer visitor is wonderfully slow in coming.
It is not because the distances are so great,- but rather be-

cause the roads are so poor, that this is so. The bic.vcle

is effectually shut out of the sandy wood roads, and the

automobile has not yet made the attempt. A cottager
living near the center of the woods says that nine horses
are worked to their full capacity in keeping his establi.sh-

ment in .tottch with the outside world.
There haive been people who have sought absolute se-

clusion and a simple life, who have hidden their cottages
in thick woods by the side of a poiid, but they have been
few. The .second summer cottage was built twenty years
ago, and there has scarcely been one a year added since.

Meanwhile the big landed proprietor has stepped in and
is getting control of large tracts of land for game pre-
serves. • • • *

.

The most notable of these are Eben D. Jordan, of Bos-
ton and Robert B. Symington, the thread man. of New-
ark, .N. J. Their estates arc adjoining, running south
and west from Chiltonville, and together they hive fenced
in nearly 5,000 acres. Their fences are about 8 feet high,
of strong steel wire, with meshes small enough to prevent
dogs or foxes from getting in, or hares or low-flying
birds from getting out.

Both men are great pheasant fanciers, while Mr. Jor-
dan is also stocking his estate with deer and Belgian hares
and thoroughbred horses. He is fortunate in possessing
some of the best farming land in the township, as well as
the so-called Cathedral Woods, a group of lofty, primeArjil
pines, branchless to their top-i, and between whose trunks
a perpetual twilight reigns.

Donal S. Mackay. of Newark, is also a large owner in
the same locality. David L. Webster, of Boston, has 400
acres near Bunks and College ponds, and Albert S. Hath-
away, of Wareham. has about 700 acres near Five-Mile
Pond and Half-Way River. Edward C. Turner has 2,000
acres, but it is mostly woodland and is asses.sed at less
than 50 cents an acre. Lucy E. Tisdale, of Wareham, has
1,400 acres, while James E. Keith, of Chicago, has 500
acres near Grassy and Fearing ponds. Much of the
woodland is assessed at only 25 cents an acre, and one
parcel of 620 acres is valued at $roo or about 16 cents an
acre.

But figures are chilly things, and to get warmed up it

is only necessary to strap on a knapsack and start on a
tramp through the Plymouth Woods, from the northern
to the southern extremity! The writer having recently
acquired sea legs did this at a disadvantage, and was in
addition handicanped by extreme hot weather. Pie did
not make record-breaking time, but he saw the country
and becanTe_ intimately acquainted with some parts of it.

A side trip to Billington Sea was easily made, for it is
only a mile and a half from Plymouth post office by
good roads and parkways. They say that in 1621 Fran-
cis Billingham, being lost in the woods, climbed a lofty
tree and discovered this body of water, which he took
for an arm of the sea. One of the best authorities, how-
ever, thinks that the name sea was used in the German
sense as Zuyder Zee. At the present day the banks are
steep and thickly wooded, and only an occasional roof
shows among the tree tops.
Great South Pond, which boasts a colony of summer

visitors, is also of easy access. Long Pond, on the other
hand,' is in the center of the wooded district, so far off
any traveled road that an unexpected visitor is almost
unknown. Leaving Plymouth village by the training
green, the road leads by a few scattered houses, a farm
or two. some bits of pasture and straight into the woods.
It is second, or twenty-second, growth oak, which after
a few miles becomes mixed with pine, but either trees are
high enough to furnish shade. There is a deserted house,
a turn in the road, and then a long march along- the wire
fencing of the Jordan and Symington estates. There was
one chanberry bog, one brook, two or three houses and
four well-dressed scarecrows in something like eight
miles of 'walking. A young man with a stick, suspected
of being a pond lily hunter, killed a puff adder, said to
be a very poisonous snake. The pond lilv hunter began
by criticising other pedestrians, but after learning that they
had climbed all the Rocky Mountains he developed into
quite a decent chap, who confessed that beside collecting
pink pond lilies he was in the mayflower gathering busi-
ne:ss. the cordage working business and the cranberry
nicking business at different seasons through the year.
Ht; said that in the cranberry season he sometimes walked
seven miles to the bog and seven miles home again
every day, and he still liked walking, excent for bull-
dogs, and he carried a club for them. The lily hunter's
road branched off, unfortunately, but the next morning
he appeared again, having walked nine miles before
breakfast time.

Before reaching Long Pond the burned woods appear,
a waste of

,

grim, black stumps, .with scrub oaks springing
up around their stumps. Fine wood ashes mingled with
the sand under foot, and occasionally with the air above—
a God-forsaken country, as any one might easily believe-
but, turning sharply to the right, there is the shade of
a well-cleared grove, soon the glint of water, and on
the shore of Little Long Pond the comfortable summer
place of the Stearns family.

Just beyond is L.(.ing Poml, set like a diamond jn

white sand. There is a picturesque bridge across the

connecting stream between the two ponds, and beside it

'

i.*}. the.^sii}.aUest post oifice in IMassachtisetts. At a liberal

guess the Long- Pond post nftic.e is 18 inches in height,

<U'ptli .:\Hcl breadth, .for it. is simply a letter box, at which
every ont: acts as his own postmaster. When a man goes
to town he takes the letters left for mailing, and when
he leaves town for the lake he brings the mail for the
community and leaves it in the box for each to help him-
self. There are no regular liours or even days for col-

lections' tit deliveries, but that matters little to people
who have painted their cottages dark green and hidden
them in the thickest foliage that .surrounds the pond.
.Myron W. .Whitney, the singer, has a cottage near by;
also Charles S. Davis, a lawyer, F. A. ITatch, Howard
Davis. Mrs. Fessenden and a few others.
Gallows Pond is close by, and between them at the

turn of the road is the little one-story farm house which
used to be the home of Branch Pierce, the famous hunter
whom Daniel Webster was wont to visit. All the old
settlers tell Webster stories, and the tree where he would
hang his deer is still pointed out. They say also that
Gallows Pond gets its name, not on accimt of the men.
Imt the dter that were hung there. Gallows Pond, which
is much smaller than Long Pond, has the same beauti-
ful beach and two or three cottages on its northern bor
der. In the same group is Halfway Pond, which is, on
the whole, the most characteristic of the lot, with a more
varied scenery and a wilder appearance. From the sad-
dleback which separates them, both ponds can be seen,
and a glance shows that Halfway Pond is at a mitch lower
level.

But the thoughts of the amateur explorer were turned
toward luncheon, for the hour was late, and even a glass
of milk would seem a feast. Soon an attractive little

farmhouse was si.ghtcd, with three promising-looking
cows grazing in the neighborhood. The house proved
to be va'cant. except for -a colored boy who was gather-
ing together some old iron, and explained the utter im-
possibility Of getting milk there. Nearby was the fam-
ily graveyard of the .King family, where lay William King,
who was born in Revolutionary times. The post office

of Raymond promised much, seeming like an oasis in

the desert, but the best the genial official could do was
birch beer oft" the ice and hardtack.
Postmaster Raymond said that deer had come within

half a mile of his house earlier in the season, but he
thought there was small chance of getting them to wait
to have their pictures taken. Mr. Raymond very nat-
urally takes an interest in his post office and wants "to see
it do well, and the primitive letter box which some of the
sunimer folks at the other end Of the pond persist in
using is a constant eyesore to him.
Bloody Pond, whiich lies just east of the g-roup, is so

named from a historic fight between the colonists under
Capt. Church and some of King Philip's Indians. The
pond i.s ijearly divided by two opposite points, which
form an easy fqrding place. The settlers lay in ambush,
and when the TncUans were wading across shot so many
that the water became red with blood, or vice versa. It
is a singular example of the loose history of the woods
that the story is told both ways. Despite its sanguinary
name, Blood}^ Pond is a very picttrresque body of water,
and Walter Redding, of Quincy Point, is building a com-
fortable cottage on the western point.

In trudging back to Plalfway Pond, where he had
planned to stay over night, the traveler fell in with a
young man of the neighborhood, who discoursed upon
the dangers of a great city like Boston. The young
man had himself experienced those dangers, and finally,

with divine help, had overcome them. In a frank, gen-
erous way he tried to induce the wayward explorer to
share the benefits of a consecrated life. The incident
was one calculated to make a strong impression, illus-

trating as it did the force religion gains over people
whose lives are of necessity narrowed byi the monotony
of the wilderness.

Martin Van Buren Douglass lives on the bank of Half-
way Pond, in-the house where he was born. He is road
overseer, constable and the conservative man of the
neighborhood, and with George G. Barker, of Boston,
and Dean Briggs, of Harvard College, practically con-
trols the water front of the pond. In past times the
home of Martin Douglass has been a favorite resort of
sportsmen, and his brother. Warren, now seventy-three
years old, has been a noted nimrod. Each is an interest-
ing man in his way, but W.arren is more typical of the
old hunter, tall, lean, with a strong nose and an eagle's
eyes. He has a notion of coming to Boston some day to
see the street cars go under tlie ground. Mr. Barker,
who has a very handsome estate, shares its comforts
in the summer with a number of poor children from Bos-
ton, for whom he has built and equipped a charming;
home near the water's edge. The neighbors speak witii
great enthusiasm of the good deeds of Mr. and Mrs.
Barker and their son, who is going into the cranberry
business quite extensively.

Both south and west of the Long Pond group the
country is wild and uninhabitable,- and the wood roads
so confusing that it is considered dangerous for a stranger
to go without a guide. At one time sheep ranged in
these woods, being rounded up from time to time as cattle
are on the Western prairies. The mutton was excellent,
but the industrjr was unprofitable on account of the dogs
of the neighborhood, whose attacks upon the sheep were
unceasing. ...

To Rocky Pofid. Big Sandy. Ezekiel's and* White
Island the way is without the slightest sign of human
life. W-iite Island Pond is one of the largest in the
district, very irregular, surrounded by shady groves and
white beaches. There is a summer camp here and near
bv cranberry shanties: also a bridge over Red Brook.
Then beyond is a wilder wilderness, where the only
sign of life is -an occasional well-concealed blin-d for
hunting wild fowl in the season. After repeatedly losing
his way, but finally getting throu.gh to civilization, the
traveler struck across to Bournedale and started north by
Herring Pond, through the coast country. The bulldog
trolley is quite common in this neighborhood. Usually
a wire is stretched about 6 feet high from the house tp
the barn, and from it is hung 3 short rope, to which the
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clog is attached The result is that the dog's racing ami
barking is confined to one beaten track, and though he
often vibrates between the two buildings like a shuttle,

rhe Hves of many innocent chickens are temporarily saved.
For the most part the Plymouth woods extend east-

wfird close to the shore of the bay, and most of the scat-

tered farmers of this region depend upon fishing for a
livelihood. On a little bluff north of Ellisville, with the
woods in the background and the booming surf at his
front door, lives Capt. Ezra Pierce, who was raised at

the Branch Pierce place, at the head of Long Pond.
Capt. Pierce, though born in the woods, has lived a sea-'

faring life, and now in his old age fishes and hunts with
impartiality. He sauntered up to the house about dark,
"with a gun in his hand, having been down the road a

piece for a woodchuck, which he didn't get. His father
used to keep a tally of his deer by notches on his gun-
stock, and his record with one gun was 264, he having
killed twenty-three for four seasons hand-running. "'That
old gun, with a barrel more than 6 feet long, was bought
by William T, Davis the Plymouth historian, for $30,''

said Capt. Ezra, adding, in a drawl, with a characteristic
droll look: '• 'Twan't wuth 30 cents."

Capt. Pierce said that when Daniel Webster used to
come to hunt with his father lie would be allowed to go
too, though but a lad, as he killed his first buck, unaid-
ed, when he was fourteen years old. "Father used to call

liie Cook," said the Captain, "and Avhen he catne homf
to see that buck hanging under a tree at Gallows Pond
he says: 'What you got there, Cook, a deer or a horse?'
Well, we sent that buck up on a sloop bound for Boston,
but the sloop made two tries, but couldn't beat by Minot's
Light, so that deer was weighed in the Plymouth mar-
ket at last and knocked the record."
He said that Webster usually stuck close to his stand

and would not leave it on any account; but one day when
il was raining so hard that he could not do anything he
left his stand and wei>t back to his house. When the
great man found that young Ezra had stuck to his stand
and shot a loon he promptly gave a quarter of a dollar
k>T it Then Webster would inarch up and down the
floor, swinging his arms and singing, and he sang well,
in the boy's estimation. Capt. Pierce says the foxes are
most all poisoned or trapped out in his section, but he
still sees deer occasionally, "but they don't know my
uationality or where I come from," he. naively remarks,
in compliment to his own woodcraft.

^ Five miles beyond Capt. Pierce's, to the north, the elec-
tric railroad is reached and encroaching civilization is

elbowing the woods out of the way. From Manomet to
Plymoiith village there are farms on one side and sea-
side cottages on the other, and a man prefers to ride,
rather than walk, especially if he has done tvventv-four
miles in the blazing heat the day before.
Thinking the whole thing over, it is a pretty safe guess

that neither the landed proprietor, the cottager nor the
cranberry man will make any great change in the Plvm-
outh wilderness for 100 years to come, while the forest
fires only change it temporarily to perpetuate its bar-
renness.

The Cat.
A FEW months ago our cat gave birth to two kittens.

A- pile of straw had been provided for her in the middle
of the barn floor, as being a sunny spot in the day time.
She was very content with this place, only supplementing
ihe straw with an old piece of lace curtain which the
children had thrown across a camp chair. After several
days—a week or more—the children announced that the
knttens' eyes were beginning to open, and upon inspec-
tion a barely perceptible slit was disclosed, scarcely
enough to let any light through.
The mother cat had done a wise thing. She had car-

ried her kittens to the very darkest place she could find,

to wit. the "back bedroom" of the girls' "dolls' house,"
over in the cOmer, and there she kept them until the
kittens' eyes had completely opened and become accus-
tomed to .the light.

How did she know when it was time to take those
kittens out of the light?

When the kittens began to crawl around and occasion-
ally to slip down the first step of the stairs, she carried
them back to their dark corner with as much patience as
a human mother would carry her baby back to safety.
But a little later, when they seemed to her to have
grown old enough to have some sense, she began to
scold them, and in no uncertain accents. Still later, when
their education began, the scolding sometimes gave place
to a right smart boxing. It was irresistibly ludicrous to
see her walk up to one of them and give it a smart box
on one ear with one paw and then a similar box on the
other ear with the other paw. But before I speak of the
education of these two kittens I must not forget to re-
mark the old cat's evident knowledge of modern medical
science. She knows all about germs and the value of anti-
septic conditions, for as soon as a person or a child got
through "mirsing" or stroking or touching one of her
'infant offspring she carefully washed it, or that part of it

whicii had come in contact with the pel-son. It goes with-
out sayin.g, therefore, that the kittens grew up into comely
and healthy cats.

As nearly as I can conclude from my opportunities for
observing it. the process of education consisted in les-
sons in climbing, fighting and hunting, in the order
named: 'The method of instruction in each case was by
cxam'ple. There Avas no lecture course in cat language.
To teach them to climb, she began by getting them into
a playftil mood, which was invariably accomplished in the
good old human way of filling their stomachs. Then the
motlier cat made for a post with a great flourish and
cltii^l-jed up it about 2 feet. Before a long while the kit-
t^rts-'tried it, but the minute they found themselves off
the- ground they had an accession of juvenile fright and
bni-ked down. Following le5?sons made them more ven-
turesome, and the mother gradually increased her climb
.111(1 gradually coaxed the kittens to follow her, until now.

at sir^ months of age, they can climb trees as well as their

mother, or think they can.
Soon after beginning the climbing lessons she began to

teach them to fight and by dint of many counterfeit maul-
ings and boxing matches (1 imagine with 6-ounce gloves;
they became skilled in the manl}^ art of self defense.

Lastly she began to teach them to hunt. She would
catch a large grasshopper and call to her progeny in a
peculiar tone of voice which they soon grew to under-
stand meant "Mother has caught us a grasshopper." She
then dropped her prey in front of one of them, and if it

tried to fly away before the kitten got it she caught it

again and dropped it in front of it once more, when the
kitten pounced upon it, doubtless making use of the
skill in fighting and boxing theretofore acquired. Grad-
ually the kittens began to follow their instructor afield

and to catch their own hoppers, although the mother cat
still continues to fetch them several fat ones each day,
giving them to each of her children, turn about, and be-
ginning, so far as I have observed, with the light gray
one, for whom she entertains a preference. Perhaps it

was her first born. Who knows?
I used to think that animals were born with an in-

herent knowledge of their fimctions and duties and pow-
ers; but the more I see the more I see I was mistaken,
They learn. . George Kennedy.
St. Louis, Mo,

A Bird Lover's Back Yard.
The blucjay is a daily visitor to our back yard. His

saw-edge voice is generally the first bird note I hear in
the morning, but he sometimes intersperses this with a bit"

of song of a tender, wheedling nature, which somewhat
dulls the edge of that otherwise harsh voice of his.

liis favorite retreat at the present time seems to be
the grape arbor. How well he knows that the Concords
are ripening there. In the early morning I sneak on him
unawares, when he considers himself safe from any intru-
sion, just; to note his momentary confusion. Although
detected in the very act of eating a grape, he assumes an
"I-didn't-do-it" expression that seems wholly comical.
How he tries to brave it out! At once he is deeply ab-
sorbed in other directions, as if such a tidbit as a grape
never existed. Hopping here and there, he pretends to
ignore my presence, but still giving me a stealthy glance
now and then. This farce is kept up until finally he sees
a good opportunity to leave, and emitting a defiant note
he quickly grabs a grape and away he goes to the roof
of the barn.

Directly in the rear of this building is an alley where
the telephone wires overhead serve as a convenient perch
for passing birds to tarry for a moment to view the sur-
roundings, if for nothing else. Bluejays resort there,
sometimes half a dozen at a time, and an occasional
blackbird, robin, catbird, sparrow^ hawk and oriole look
that way also. The red-headed woodpecker and highhole
prefer the smooth sides of the telephone pole to the wires.
Whacking it a few times, through force of habit, I pre-
sfime, they fly to the tali soft maple just beyond, where
the latter invariably makes his presence known by his
joyous call note. To me it is always associated with
fresh and breezy things. To the back yard it brings the
air of the fields, the woodside. It is a haunting refrain
from boyhood.
The Baltimore oriole is a famous and persistent grape

tippler, and the catbird also loves to tast of the juicy
clusters of the Concords. Day after day I heard her
feline mew issuing from the leafy covert and saw her as
she flitted to a more secluded position. I knew that she
was there for something more than mere shade, and kept
my eye on her accordingly, until I detected her sidling up.
to a cluster, select a grape and fly with it to the big
syringa bush hard by, where she spends considerable of
her time. From this retreat she sometimes serenades
us during the twilight-^a low, tender nocturne—that to
some extent compensates us for her disagreeable squawks
and catcalls. She is more voluble in the d-y time. Often
for an hour at a time she will pour forth that curious
medley that has won for her a sort of mockingbird rep-
utation. While I admire and wonder at her singing, I do
not_ understand it; there are too many twists and turns.
In fact, it is all Italian opera to me.
Our next-door neighbor, a lady kindly disposed to the

birds, places a large dish filled with water day after dav
under a maple in her yard. It attracts the birds as a con-
venient bathing resort, as she intended it should. How
the robins, bluejays and our lady graycoat, the catbird,
vie with each other in getting the first chance to take
their morning ablutions! The latter goes about it in an
elegant, careful manner, characteristic of all her ways, but
the bluejay usually tumbles into it with a swoop and a
splash that scatters the water in all directions.

,

Almost daily I hear the weird notes of the yellow-
billed cuckoo and sometimes catch a glimpse of him as
he stealthily flits among the trees or shrubber3r. The
other day one was bold enough to perch on the clothes
lines near the house. It afforded me a fine view of this
handsome bird, and I enjoyed it. When he finally de-
tected me watching him, I caught the feaf-look in his
AVild eye as he hastily took flight.

Chickadees generally prefer the early morning to call
on us. and they are indeed welcome \nsitors. Happy lit-
tle fellows, their visits are altogether too infrequent A.t
rare intervals I hear their phcebe notes. What a sweet
bit of melody, so tender, plaintive and flutelike. The red-
liead IS the prevailing Avoodpecker in the neighborhoodA projecting piece of tin on the eaves of the house
sen^es^him lately for a drum, and what a racket he
makes, Downy and hairy are merely transients Gold-
finches now come daily to the sunflowers for seeds and
the few scattered blooms of the honeysuckle on the lat-
tice still lure tlie hummingbird. We also have the
screech owls. I hear their wailing in the big maple
beside the house when nights are darkest. Since cherry
time the^ cedar birds have not been in evidence, but yes-
terday I heard an unmistakable fine, wheezy whistleMaking a detour, I discovered a dozen or more perchine
demurelv ni the cherry tree, the scene of bygone ban-
quets, ihe fussy httle house wren pops up when least
expected and generally in out-of-the-way places His
vivaciotrs. gushmg strain is .still heard at dawn. Small as

he is, he is a factor to be reckoned with,, He, takes de-
light in berating grimalkin, for well he knows that the
sneaking creature has been the cause of many a tragedy
of a nest. The robin, with his open, unsuspicious ways,
was the greatest sufferer. Even the bluejay, who built

his nest in a maple in front of the house, was not safe
from the depredations, and the home was broken up.
Scattered blue feathers under the cherry • tree told part
of the story. The bluebird is a rarity. I have not heard
his warble or seen the flash of his blue wing since early
spring. From my limited point of observation, such an
event would be worth remembering.

I love to see the blackbirds pass by overhead in the
evening on their way to some favorite roosting place.
What an exhilarating sight! The flight to the roost
commences about sunset and is kept up until nearly
dark. At dawn they return to their feeding grounds in a
western direction. Just why these dusky cohorts should
select the residence portion of the city to spend the
night instead of some remote tree in field or pasture,
close to their feeding haunts, is one of the mysteries of
bird life. Sometimes, after the birds have passed in the
direction of the roost, the whole band will suddenly re-
turn in detached flocks, singly and in pairs. Flying
about excitedly, they settle in- the nearest wayside tree.
There is a noisy pow-wow and up they swoop again,
more circling about, and finally again depart roostward!

Theodore M. Schlick.
SfRINGFIELD, III.,

Change in a Bird's Habits.
Man's interference with the operations of nature is a

subject so familiar as to be almost worn out. Yet it is
interesting to notice the new directions in which the
earth or its inhabitants are changed by this interference.
We introduce rabbits into Australia and they devastate
the land. A few pairs of English sparrows set free in
North America have covered the continent from ocean to
ocean. In the Island of New Zealand is found a parrot,
the food of which was soft vegetable roots, dug from the
ground, honey and the nectar of flowers, but since New
Zealand and the islands of the neighboring seas were
settled by man and the industry of sheep raising intro-
duced, this parrot has given up its diet of vegetable food
and now feeds on flesh. It began by devouring the flesh
of sheep which had died, but at the present day it is said
that thfe parrots alight on the backs of living and un-
injured sheep and dig holes in the- flesh, which they tear
out with their strong beaks and devour.
A recent note published by Prof. E. Ray Lankester, of

the Natural History Museum of London, tells of a some-
what analogous change in mode of life in a group of
birds found m South Africa, known by the common name
beef eater or "ox pecker." These birds,' which are

related to the stariings, have always been regarded as
useful birds on account of their habits. They frequent
the herds of cattle and large game found in South Africa
and feed upon the ticks and grub which infest these ani-
rnals. Ihey have also been called rhinoceros birds, from
the fact that they are almost always found with these
animals. The birds are said to run over the backs, sides
and bellies of the cattle, like woodpeckers on a tree, search-
ing for insects or for the grubs which lie close beneath
the skin. So useful were these birds considered that, at
the recent International Conference on the Preservation of
Atrican Wild Animals, it was decided that special pro-
tection should be given to this species.

Recently, however. Prof. Lankester received from Capt
Hinde, of the British East Africa Protectorate, some
notes on this subject which are of great interest as show-
rag the general adoption of a new habit.

Capt. Hinde says: "The following case of wild birds
changing their habits may interest you. The common
rhinoceros bird (hiiphaga erythrorhyncha) here formerly
led on ticks and other parasites which infest game and
domestic ammals

; occasionally, if an animal had a sore
the birds would probe the sore to such an extent that it
semetimes killed the animal. Since the cattle plague
destroyed the immense herds in Ukambani, and nearly all
the sheep and_ goats were eaten during the late famine,
the birds, deprived of their food, have become carnivorousand now any domestic animal not constantly watched is
killed by them. Periectly healthy animals have their
ears eaten down to the bone, holes torn in their backsand in the femoral regions. Native boys amuse them-
selves sometimes by shooting the birds on the cattle with
arrows, the points of which are passed through a piece of

7^?,^,
°- T'J ^" ^"^h, so if the animal is

struck instead of the bird, no harm is done. The fewthus killed do not seem m any way to affect the numbers
ot these pests. On my own animals, when a hole hasbeen dug, I put in iodoform, powder, and that particularwound IS generally avoided by the birds afterward; but if
the birds attack it again, they become almost immediately
comatose and can be destroyed."

Capt. Hinde also believes that these birds carry the
cattle plague from one herd to another and thus render
useless isolation as a protection against the spread of the
disease.

Qtiail Tamed and Bantam Gone Wild.
•Tryon, Oklahoma, Sept. 3.—Editor Forest and Streim-
iiarly in the summer I found a quail's nest containing

?"?hatS' T^'^ ' ""^^^ hen, Td S^^egg hatched. The quail are now full grown and as tameas chickens, and do not wander far from the barnyard,

vvm. 't.'"^"^^
*° that they roost

^T feeT ^hn 'S'''
°^ "^^k oak tree about

^LlTwf^°r Another strange feature is

tVfli^ '"^^"^ tame, the bantam hen thltraised them has taken up with a covev of wild quail and

..9"^f .f^ -""'y ^^^'^ h^ve left in this easternP%rt of the Territory, and they are very plen Ll notwithstanding the fact that market hunters killed andshipped out many thousands in violation of the Terrftonal law last winter. Two market hunters k led

i^ore'the Lrcev"b1r'°^°°V^
days llSt winter^'lnope tne Lacey bih will put a stop to such slaughter

W. S. Chenoweth, M'. D.
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American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them*—IL
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL. <

{Continued from page 1ST.]

Swans.

Sub-Family Cygnince.

The swans are the largest of our water fowl, and the

American species measure nearly or quite 5 feet in

length. The naked skin of the bill runs back to the

eye, covering the lores; the bill is high at the base, but

broad and iiattened toward the tip; the tarsus is reticu-

late, and shorter than the middle toe. In our species

the feathers do not come down to the tibio-tarsal joint.

The two American species are white in the adult plum-

age, the immature birds being gray.

K
, The Trumpeter Swan.

Olpr buccinator (Rich.).

The plumage of the trumpeter swan is white through-

out, the naked black skin of the bih extends back to the

eyes, covering what is called the lores, and the bill and
feet are wholly black. The tail feathers are twenty-four

in number, and this character will distinguish it from
our only other swan, the species which follows. The bill

is longer than the head, and the bird measures about S

feet in total length. The spread of wings is great, some-
times 10 feet. Audubon records a specimen which weighed

38 pounds.
The young are gray, the head often washed with rusty,

but grow whiter as they advance in years. The gray of

the head and neck is the last to disappear. In the young
the bill is ilesh color at the base, dusky at tip ; feet gray.

_

The trumpeter swan is a Western species, and is

scarcely found east of the Mississippi River. Formerly
it bred over much of the Western country, though un-
doubtedly most of the birds repaired to the far North
to rear their young. Many years ago we found it breed-

ing on a little lake in Nebraska, and I have seen it in

summer on the Yellowstone Lake, in Wyoming. The
nest is built on the ground, and the eggs vary in num-
ber from two to five. •

"

In agreement with what is known of the trumpeter
swan in the United States, its breeding grounds in the

North appear to be inland. Explorers give the Hudson
Bay as one of its resorts, where it is said to be one of

the earliest migratory birds to arrive. It breeds on the

islands and in the marshes, and on the shores of the

fresh-water lakes, and is said to lay from five to seven
eggs. It is stated also that it is monogamous, and that

the mating is for life. During the period of the molt,

when the swans are unable to &y, they are eagerly pursued
by the Indians, not always successfully, since they are
able to swim and to flap over the water as fast as a canoe
can be paddled. The swan breeds also in the barren
grounds on the head of the Fraser River, and at various
points on the Mackenzie River; it has been reported also
from Norton Sound.
The note of the trumpeter, from which it takes its

name, is loud and resonant and so closely resembles that
of the sandhill crane that it is not always easy to dis-
tinguish the two apart The young birds of the year are
pale gray in color, and the plumage of the body becomes
white earlier than that of the head and neck. These young
birds are very good eating, while the older ones, as a
rule, are very tough and hardly edible.

American Swan.

Olor columbianus (Ord.).

The common swan is slightly smaller than the trump-
eter, but is colored like it, except that on the naked lores,

just before the eye, there is a spot of yellow. This, how-
ever, is not invariably present, and is usually lacking in
the young birds. The tail feathers are twenty instead of
twenty-four, and this with the fact that the nostrils oj)en
half-way down the bill (instead of being in the basal
half, as in the trumpeter swan), will always serve to dis-
tinguish the two.
The young are gray, with a pink bill, which later

turns white, and finally black. As the young grow older,
the body becomes white, then the neck, and last of all

the head.
During the autumn, winter and spring this swan occurs

in greater or less abundance all over the United States,
occasionally being found as far south as Florida. It is

rarely seen, however, off the New England coast. Its
breeding grounds are in Alaska, and Mr. Dall reported
it common all along the Yukon, and says that it arrives
with the geese about May i, but appears coming down
the Yukon instead of up the stream. It breeds in the
great marshes, near the mouth of that river.

This species is said to be much more common on the
Pacific than on the Atlantic coast, in winter resorting
in great numbers to lakes in Washington. Oregon and
portions of California, where it is often found mingled
with the trumpeter swan. It is common in winter on
the South Atlantic coast.

The whooping swan of Europe (Cy^uus cygiius) is

supposed to occur in Greenland, and is therefore given in

the ornithologies as a bird of America. It has not been
taken on this continent. It is white in color, and has the
bill black at the tip, with the lores and basal portion of
the bill yellow.

[The species described in the issue of next week will be

:

The two snow geese, blue goose. Ross' goose, white-
fronted goose and emperor goose.]

A Veteran Rhode Island Sportsman.

The late Edgar Pratt._ of Providence, was one of the
most ardent sportsmen in the State, having since boy-
hood been a lover of hunting and fishing, and had always
taken an active interest in the preservation of the game
birds of Rhode Island.

FOREST_AND_STREAM.

Mr, Pratt was born in Bridgewater, Conn,, in 1839,

A little more than twenty years ago he became connected
with the firm C. F. Pope <& Co., which for years was the

meeting place of the foremost gunners and fishermen of

the State, and it was here that he became on intimate

terms with such well-known men as Newton Dexter,
Horace Bloodgood, Henry Saxton and a number of

others who wielded the rod and gun.
Edgar Pratt lor many years made trips with these

gentlemen in the Maine woods and Adirondacks for big
game, and along the Atlantic Coast for fish, and he was
the life and soul of the party, possessing a fund of anec-
dote and always having a good story on tap. He was
quite a joker, but his jokes never had a stmg, and in

consequence his friends grew in number from year to

year.—Providence News.

Maine September Deer Hunting.
Boston, Sept. lO.-^The Maine $6 license deer hunting

season, which had started oft with someihmg of a boom,
has come near to being brought to an abrupt termination.

An Augusta dispatch of Saturday says the Fish and Game
Commissioners nave issued ordbrs tnat no more Septem-
ber licenses be sold. This is by reason of the serious

drought which prevails in most parts of that State, ren-

dering forest fires exceedingly liable. Indeed, some bad
fires have already started in Hancock and other counties,

and are ragmg seriously m valuable timber lands. I he
exceedingly wet weather which prevailed in most of the

wooded country of Maine during June and July haa been

followed by no rain at all for several weeks, and reports

say that the forests are extremely dry. Doubtless the

timber land owners have invoked tne aid of the Fish and
Game Commissioners, who have the licensing of Septem-
ber hunters in hand, to keep the hunters out of their

forests as much as possible. 1 do not understand that

it is in the power of the Commissioners to revoke deer-

killing licenses already issued, though they have -issued

orders to both game wardens and licensed guides to use

every precaution to prevent the starting ot forest fires.

The September licenses are for sale at different hunting

resorts, and the order to sell no more is likely

to be obeyed rather slowly. It is possible to date

a license back a few days. Possibly the Commissioners
may not be willing to believe that such a trick would be

attempted, but one can hardly help mistrusting the work-
ing of strch a system, especially when aware that the

licenses are for sale by the proprietors of hunting and
fishing resorts who have allowed the killing of deer by

guides and guests all through the month of August. This

is a pretty strong assertion, but I have seen a letter, writ-

ten in August, by a lady stopping at one of these hunting

resorts, to a lady friend, stating that the guides "mys-
teriously disappear at night," and that "mountain lamb"
is served on the table the next day, and for several days

afterward. The proprietor of the camps frohi which the

letter was written has the September licenses for sale.

As stated above, the September license shooting of deer-

has started off with a good deal of force, and a good many
deer have been killed. A Dixfield, Me., hunter was one

of the first successful ones to be reported. He had his

deer located. They were coming out into the fields to feed

every morning. He was on hand before daylight the

first day of September. The weather has continued as hot

as August, and the deer have continued coming down to

the water, especially since the woods are so very dry.

Hunters with licenses in hand have been successful in

killing deer by simply being on hand at the water and

near to the runways. This has been additional sport for

the late fishermen, who have dragged their stay into

September. Special.

TheLMountain Quail of North

Carolina*

Editor Forest and Stream:
I- read with much pleasure your correspondent's recent

description of the "pink beds" on the Vanderbilt estate

in western North Carolina, I have been there and seen.

But there is another location in that section still wilder,

more rugged, more mountainous, and 1,000 feet higher

on the plateau, where precipices drop 1,800 feet perpen-

dicular, a dozen waterfalls leap crags twice the height

of Niagara and lakes two miles long fill up the deep

valleys between the peaks. There are no other lakes in

the whole mountain region. Here the mountain trout

(true speckled salmos) turn the scales (their scales) at

2 pounds avoirdupois, quail fly higher than anywhere else

in the South, foxes are keener, deer run better, bears are

more lusty and wild turkeys strut more and scratch

harder than in any other part of the Blue Ridge. Once
in a while a panther (the true Felis concolor) stirs the

woody precincts of the pine-root bogs; and the delight

of it all is that it is not only easily accessible by rail and
graded turnpike, but available to the public.

For eight consecutive years this inimitable game pre-

serve of 26,000 acres of wilderness and tilled acres ad-

joining Biltmore has been policed by the mining and
hotel company which owns it, and each succeeding year
under its rules adds to the abundance and variety of its

game. Guests have privileges, under permit, to shoot
and fish all over it, and living accommodations are fur-

nished to each according to his means and choice.

I would like, Mr. Editor, to speak more definitely of
this region, but perchance other landlords would be
jealous; and besides, it needs no advertising for profit.

Each one of its three well appointed hotels has been
crowded all summer, and they accommodate, with aux-
iliary cottages, some nine hundred guests. The com-
pany owns and operates thirty-one miles of railroad, and
at its terminus mountain wagons are ready to whisk the
tourist up to Midlothian heights at a speed of five miles
an hour, or even to the sky line of Mt. Toxaway, 5,000
feet above sea level, where there is a lookout lodge which
harbors a score of such guests as desire to remain over
night and see the sun set and rise and observe the
planets in their glory. An easy carriage drive like this
to so high an altitude is phenqthwal in OTOUntain climb-
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ing. But saddle horses are available at all times when
wanted, and rough and gentle riders from every corner

of the United States go up almost severy day the year

around to register, preparatory to voting that the out-

look is incomparable, for, from the rounded summit of

Mt. Toxaway, which stands an isolated cone in the cen-

tral landscape, an undulating cincture of blue eminences
belts the horizon at twenty miles equi-distant, among
which it is claimed that no less than forty are 6,000 feet

high and upward. Such a marvelous presentment chal-

lenges comparison. Visitors to the White Mountains,
in New Hampshire, for instance, will stand in awe of

'the Presidential Range, aligned in grim array against

the sky; but here we have a circumvallation forty miles

in diameter which includes elevations like Pisgah, Mitch-
ell, Black Mountain, Chimney Top, Bald Rock, White
Top- and a dozen others, all noted and higher than Mt.
Washington. There is very little to break the contin-

uity of forest which blankets the intervening expanse,

only a clearing here and there or a bit of color lilce the

feldspar cHffs of Whitesides. But the kaleidoscopic

changes of sunlight and shsl'dow, rainbows and showers,
fogs and mists, umbrous and tenuous clouds, the play of

lightning and passing of the winds, are transcendent.
From my vantage point on the observation tower I have
seen four showers at once at different points of the

compass—seen them conceived of the vapors, bred on
the sky line, approach, culminate, drench the earth, dis-

solve and disappear in a sea of sunlight blent with
roseate, green and yellow colors like those which envelop
St. John's celestial city.

I have said that quail fly higher here than aywhere
else, and so they do. They are mountain quail, sure
enough. None of your tacky pjny woods partridges

that pick in the pea patches of the low country, but great

plump fellows that flock on the high summits and "rise"

with the sheep and young turkeys and come with the
rest to take a handout from the lodge keepers. I have
seen meadow larks, too, 6,000 feet above the sea. But
the finest quail shooting of all is around Brevard, in the
valley of the French Broad, which is here controlled by
the company I speak of. All through this month of

September they will be good flyers, and from Oct. i to

March they will be in prime condition. If I were to rec-

ommend any place in the State to sportsmen it would be
this. So much comfort goes with it, too; such effusive

hospitality and no hardship, with a winter climate
which averages 40.3 degrees, against Asheville's 37.2
and many sunny days when the temperature tantivy©
between 60 and 70 degrees; no corn-shuck shakedowns,
no sinkers, no vermin. Half way up the mountains
among the tote roads and prospectors' trails it is diffi-

cult for a novice to distinguish between the deer trails

and hog tracks. The former are the most plentiful, as will

be apparent to those who see the point. The deer's toe
is sharper than the hog's. Ruffed grouse are found in fair

abundance, while turkeys are plenty near the corn fields

and farm houses, lower down. Bear trails, worn smooth
by frequent use, traverse the woods, too often near the
pig pens, and Mr. Chas. N. Jenks, one of the early min-
ing engineers, claims a record of twenty-seven of the
brutes. Lynxes, wildcats, opossums and raccoons add to
the variety of game. The fact of the woods being bare of

leaves two months sooner there than on the Atlantic side

of the State makes a trip to Jackson county most attract-
ive, while the expense is at a minimum. The Maine
guide foolishness does not pervade this precinct. You
get your permit from the manager and the natives are
there to offer their services. There isn't much tar on
their heels in this pact pf the State.

Charles Hau.ock.

An Adventure with a Moose.
Dead River, Me., Sept. 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
On August 17 Messrs. F, D. Asche and F. D. Van Nos-
tra'nd, of New Yoik city, came up here for a two weeks'
trip. A few days were spent in fishing near by home on
the Dead River for pickerel and small streams for brook
trout, and they had good luck, getting all they wanted.
We then packed up and started for Black Brook Camp,
ten miles back in the woods, where pond fishing was to

be had for trout and where they might see some big
game.

After getting a good mess of trout and supper being'

over, I suggested that we take a row up the stream to

see some game and get some trout for breakfast. We
had not gone far when we heard loud splashes in the
water ahead of us. All kept still and I paddled on. It

.was beginning to get dark, and as we went around a turn
in Beaver Stream what should we come on to but four
moose—a big bull, a cow and two calves. We paddled
up to wuthin 5 rods of them. The bull went ashore and
started away. I ran the boat in ahead of the calves and
the cow started for the shore. The old buU was now
about 150 yards away, when he stopped and gave a loud
bellow. All the others stopped and stood their ground.
He made the second challenge and then charged on
ns, coming back into the water very near our boatj and
about this time we began to realize what we were up
against, and slowly we backed away from him, not
daring to turn around for fear of a more fierce attack.

Slowly we crept away and got to camp, all vowing that

they had been just as close t© a- "buU moose as they ever
cared to get.

Three other attempts were irfade during our stay there
to go up to Beaver Dam, and each time we were faced
by the bull and challenged to stop or expect a fight.

We all stopped. But what a chance if only it had been
open season.

The boys saw deet in every place they went; several

nice bucks. Ten were seen in one daj'. All could have
been shot very easily. They also saw a Avildcat. While
here tliey got about 100 trout and fifty pickerel, the larg-

est 672 pounds. They were well pleased with their trip

and they say if an5'' one wants to get into a wild place and
among big game they can surely find it here. They also
saw two beavers, with partridges and ducks in large
numbers. They are planning for a larger party another
year and a much longer stay, so as to be here in the
shooting season. Jim Harlow,

^

I
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The First Written Des<»iption of the Yeflowstone Park.

Mr. Olin D. Wheelefj in connection with his "Won-
derland" and other literary work on the Northern Pacific

R. R., every now and again runs across some very in-

teresting information regarding the early West, in. re-

gard to which land and period there are few men in the

country better posted than himself, Mr. Wheeler has

Unearthed an ancient Mormon newspaper, which con-

tains what he considers to be the first written description

of the Yellowstone Park, that Wonderland which he has

come so much to love and which everybody loves who
knows anything about it. Regarding his curious dis-

covery it is proper to let Mr. Wheeler speak for him-
self, with the hope that among the wide circle of Forest
AND Stream readers, comprising all sorts and condi-

tions of intelligent folk, there may be some one who
can add to the fund of knowledge already in Mr. Wheel-
er's hands. He says:

"Knowing the wide interest that Forest and Stream
takes in everytiiing pertaining to Yellowstone Park, I

wish to call your attention to a recent discovery in rela-

tion thereto of some interest and value from a historic

standpoint. I first called attention to it briefly in the

St. Paul Dispatch of Aug. 6 last.

"The early history of this region is now well known.
There seems no doubt that John Colter, one of the

Lewis and Clarke expedition (1804-6), was" the first

white man of record to visit any portion of what is now
embraced within the Park boundaries. This was some-
where from 1806 to 1810. James Bridger, the 'Old

Man of the Mountains,' saw some of the geysers about

1840-45. Capt. Raynolds—not Reynolds, as usually

written—^was on the borders of the Park land with
Bridger as his guide in i860, but was unable to pierce

the mountain barriers and penetrate the region itself.

Capt. DeLacy, in 1863, passed around Shoshone Lake
and through the Lower Geyser Basin. In 1869 Folson
and Cook spent more than a month there, and in 1870

the Washburn-Doane expedition made a thorough ex-

AMERICAN swan, .

TRUMPETER SWAN,

"Ferris started with a party of thirty men from St.

Louis on Feb. 16, 1830, and from certain statements made
I suspect he himself was from the vicinity of Buffalo.

He visited the geysers May 19 and 20, 1834.

"The geyser article in the Wasp was undoubtedly re-

printed from the Messenger. Two facts indicate this:

First, the Wasp published it a month later than the

Messenger did: second, the Mormon excitement around

western New York and eastern Ohio and in Illinois was
then high, as an inspection of the columns of the Mes-
senger shows, and many Mormons were scattered

through the New York and Ohio region. Through them
the numlaer of the Messenger containing the descrip-

tion of the geysers reached Nauvoo, and seeing a good
thing the Wasp editor copied the matter, seemingly with-

out giving credit for it. The original publication of this

fine description should, therefore, be credited to the

Western Literary Messenger of July 13, 1842.

"Since this discovery I have had forwarded to me
from the Buffalo Public Library the succeeding volinne

of the Messenger, in which the publication of the Ferris

articles is continued and concluded. In No. XXV.,
Vol. III., Jan. 6, 1844, the description of the geyser is

repeated, with a porition of the article, as first printed

left out and a few lines, material in but one sense, added.

"In the first volume—Vol. II.—there are chapters

I.-XXIV., inclusive. In Vol. III. the chapter notation

is abandoned and the articles are published as "original"

and separate ones, yet in chronological order, and there

are twenty-six of thera.

"It has generally been thought that Ferris' description,

which is also given in Capt. Chittenden's 'The Yellow-
stone National Park,' referred to the Upper Geyser Basin.

Ferris described two geyser areas—one he himself saw,

the other described to him by trappers. After a careful

study of his route and of what he says I am unable to

conclude that he visited the Upper Basin himself, but

the description given by the trappers appears to fit that

basin fairly well. What Ferris saw is to my mind very

uncertain. I cannot reasonably identify it with any area

now known and am inclined to think that he visited some
spot now extinct in geyser action, or one remote from

The facts in relation to our Western prairie chicken

crop see,m to be much as below. There was without

doubt or question an unusually large supply of birds,

nearly double the average of the last ten years. This

applied to practically all our Western States, Minnesota,
North and South JJakota more especially, and also to

Illinois in what was thought to bo less extent. The above
situation was without doubt true up to the week just

preceding the opening date. It was at that time that the

real chicken crop of the Northwest was harvested, and
more especially the crop of Minnesota and South Dakota.
The shooters who tried Minnesota found in very many
instances that they were just one week too late. They
came back home with a large percentage of stories of

half-coveys and wild birds. It is not a matter or guess

as to these matters with a chicken shooter. He knows
without the least difficulty whether or not there have
been guns in ahead of him in a country where he is

shooting. Hence it is to be accepted as fact that most of

the chicken shooting in many parts of Minnesota was
done just before and not just after the opening of the

season. This seems to be the conclusion of the Minnesota
shooters, though, of course, it is a conclusion varied with
many cases of fine sport in bits of country which had
laeen better protected. Ex-Warden S. F. Fullerton, ci£

Minnesota, went out in the country near Fergus Falls, for

instance, with four other shooters, and thJy had every
right to expect fine sport there; indeed, they did have
fine sport. The five guns in four days bagged seventy-

seven birds, an average of not four birds a day to the

gun, which is not sport. Last year they got 128 birds

on the same country. They found that they were simply

following shooters who had cleaned out the birds before

the law was up. Their experience was a very common
one, though nearly every one agrees that the crop was
something phenomenal this year, and that the sooners

must have had a picnic of most unmitigated proportions.

I do not learn so much from North Daktoa, but I am
disposed to believe that the gun license has pretty well

protected that State this year. South Dakota is said

to have been more visited by the ubiquitous sooner. From
Wisconsin I get but scattered reports, though many state

plo ration and gave us our first authentic and_ detailed

knowledge concerning this Wonderland. ' It is a re-

markable fact that until the Washburne-Doane expedi-

tion no accounts appeared from any of these explorers

that gave the public any real conception of what was

to be found there. Even the stories of Bridger and the

other trappers, who knew personally or from others

of the geysers, were so told or published as to cause

entire disbelief in them.
"It seemed, therefore, somewhat strange that, as far

back as August 13, 1842, an article accurately describ-

ing the hot springs and geysers of this region was pub-

lished in the Wasp, a Mormon paper of Nauvoo, 111.

It is due to Mr. N. P. Langford, now of St. Paul, then

of Helena, Mont., afterward the first superintendent of

the Park and well known to your readers for his partici-

pation in the first successful ascent of the Grand Teton

in 1872, that this article was resurrected from its sleep

and placed in its proper place on the record. Mr. Lang-
ford saw it and had the foresight to have it reprinted in

the Helena, Mont., Herald on Sept. 12, 1872, since which

time it has formed a part of the literature of the Park.

There was, however, no clue to the author and efforts

to discover him have been unsuccessful until now.
"A short time ago, by accident, my attention was

called to an article describing the geysers in an old East-

ern publication, which I at once connected with the

description in the Wasp, A few days later there was

placed in my hands Vol. II. of the Western Literary

Messenger, published by J. S. Chadbourne Sc Co.. of

Buffalo, N. Y., in 1842-43.

"On page 12, No. .II., July 13, 1842, under the title

'Roclcy Mountain Gevsers; Extract from an Unpublished

Work Entitled "Life 'in the Rocky Mountains," ' is found

the Wasp article, but here again the name of the author

is not revealed. On page 20, No. III., July 20, 1842, I

find another description from the same pen on the

'Chanion of the Colorado'; on page 30, No. IV., July

27, another extract from the same work on 'Indian Chiv-

alry,' and in succeeding numbers other articles ap-

peared. In No. XXVII., Jan. ti, 1843, on page 214, and
preceded by an editorial notice, the chapters frqm the

book itself are regularly begun, and now we learn who
the writer was.

"Under the general heading 'Wild Western Scenes'

is the title proper, 'Life in the Rocky Mountains,' and
then follows: 'A diary of wanderings on the sources

of the Rivers Missouri, Columbia and Colorado, from
February, 1830. to November, 1835, by W. A. Ferris,

then in the employ of the American Fur Co.'

"This well illustrates the character and scope of the

work. It is taken from the unpublished manuscript and
the contents are a treasure house of lore, respecting the

trappers, fur traders and mountaineers and their life in

the mountains seventy years ago.

the usual paths of exploration and consequently known
to us but slightly, if at all. What may have seemed to

him, or indeed may have been, a wonderful spot sixty-

six years ago, might now be passed almost unnoticed.

"I am curious to find out more about the man himself

if possible, and if any of your readers who may chance

to read this can assist me -in this line I shall be grateful

to them. As before stated, I think he came from the

vicinity of Buffalo." .

San Antonio as a Game Resort.

Away down South in Dixie lives Aztec, once a semi-

quasi-Mexican, since he lived across the line (I hope
for nothing which he cannot live down, and I presume
not, since he now writes from San Antonio). Aztec
vaunteth the charms of Santone as a game region, in-

stancing the fact that in the dooryard of one of her

leading citizens, to wit, Albert .Frederick, of_23o Obraje
street, there was on last Saturday caught a live alligator

whose load water line was above 4 feet in lineal extent.

This march of progress causes one's heart to sink.

For a long time we thought Chicago had the record for

wild animals, and we even yet occasionally kill a wolf,

a fox or a boa constrictor in our midst, as they say in
New York; but this last news from Santone casts a
gloom. We have never caught a wild .alligator in Chi-
cago, nor even heard of one in this immediate vicinity.

Still Buying Hound Pups.

Our old friend Capt. Bobo, who is now located at

Ingram's Mill, Miss., has been down in bed with fever
for quite a while back, but to-day comes a letter from
his neighbor, Capt. W. I. Spears, who says that Bobo
is up and around again, and that the first thing he did

was to buy twelve brand new hound pups, just to show
there is no coldness. I wonder what Bobo would do if

he had to live in a city where he couldn't have forty or

fifty hounds around the place. These new ones go into

commission next November and take their own chances
when theV go on a Bobo bear htmt.

The Western Chicken Crop.

Chicago, III., Sept. 8.—The returns of all things human
are apt to differ somewhat from the anticipations in re-
gard to the aforesaid things human. In no respect is this
more true than as applied to the annual chicken crop. We
predict a grand success of the annual campaign the week
before the seasons opens, and the week after it opens we
diligently take it all back again. At least, this is the
usual course of the game news regarding the Western
grouse, supply, which is one of the most elusive subjects
that anybody ever did try to hold down in a news way.
provided one is bothered with any conscience or is trying
to get at the facts".

that the birds were about as numerous as they were last

year. Near Fox Lake, Wis., the shooters went out after

ducks more especially, and they nearly drove the local-

bred ducks to the tall timber, but the chicken hunters did
not do much business with the grouse, a shooter by ngrae
of Austin, of Fox Lake, who bagged fourteen on one
day, seeming to be high gun for that neighborhood. There
are not many chicken dogs in there, and without a good
dog chicken shooting is a delusion and a snare. I have
not yet had word from my friends, Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Brown, who made a camp hunt near Babcock, but feel

.quite sure they gave some account of themselves.
Here in Illinois something of a surprise turns up. We

seem, from all available sources of information, to be
about the banner State of the Middle West in the chicken
industry. The largest bags of which I have word, with
one exception, were made in Illinois, and made within,

sixty miles of Chicago. Eddie Pope, of this city, whb
shot near Emmetsburg, la., killed sixty birds to his own
gun in two days, and this, I think, is the best bag of
which I get authentic word. Yet right here at home,
near Aurora, III., which is a thriving little city on the
Fox River, and only forty miles or so from Chicago,
three men bagged sixty-seven chickens in one day. This
last is the best Illinois bag of which I have any word. It

is closely followed by another report from Oilman, a
town just south of Chicago, on the Illinois Central R. R.,
and a place once much affected by our upland shooters.
Two guns there bagged sixty-two chickens in two days,
or rather a day and a half. A less well-authenticated bag
is reported from the Kankakee, of thirty-seven birds to
two guns, Sept. i.

Dr. Oughton, of this city, who went out with a small
party of friends from Dwight. 111., the first of the season,
comes back delighted after his experience in that once
famous chicken region, which I suppose was in its day
the original natural empire of the prairie grouse. He
got forty birds to his own gun, and says he never in all

his life saw the birds more abundant.

Two Mayors.

On opening day of the chicken season there went forth a
nice little party of two from the city of Chicago—Mayor
Carter H. Harrison, of Chicago, and Ex-Mayor Hemp-
stead Washburne, of Chicago. It is of record that these
two were mayors on different platforms, but they are good
friends, and they think quite alike when it comes to the
platform of Forest and Stream and of sportsmanship in
general. Mr. Washburne was guide, and led the way to a
P9int not so very far to the westward of the city, where
he said there Was no visible reason why there should not
be plenty of prairie chickens. They could not scare up a
good dog between them, and though they came back satis

fied that they could have made a good bag had they had
a good dog to work on the many big bunches of bird.s.
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they found, they only got about a dozen and a half of
birds between them. A malicious daily paper of this

city prints a two-column head story about their killing a
tame white turkey for a prairie chicken, but this has no
affidavits accompanying it, and nothing goes around the
city hall except a petition or an affidavit. Both the
Mayor and the ex-Ma3'or state that they are going back
later after their revenge.
Oswald von Lengerke, with two companions, who went

to De Kalb county, had poor luck, only getting thirteen
birds between them. They very likely were trailing

sooners. Indeed, it has been much a question of the
activity of the olcal wardens, and where the latter have
done their duty the birds have been found in verj' reason-
able quantities. Of course it was impossible that so big
a region as the State of Illinois should have been absolute-
ly patrolled, but it is gratifying to feel able to say that the
work was done better than we thought it could be. and
that the results are better than we could have hoped for.
It has been proved that we can have prairie chickens if

we only take care of them. Illinois has done her work
fully as well, perhaps better, than some of her sisters

further West, where the pressure on the ganie resources
is less severe.

Action of the Laccy Law«

The United States statute known as the Lacey Law
comes in thfs fall for its first proving out in regard to
the shipment of game, and this early view of its effect
would appear to show that it is destined to be of the
greatest value in the preservation of our Western game.
It is sure that it has caused our Chicago game dealers
the greatest solicitude, and they are laying" their fences
with far less of that careless arrogance which marked
their attitude in the days of the fines, and perquisite
wardens, when the street was practically wide open, and
the devil caught only the delinquents on the street assess-
ments for "protection." We used to protect the street in
the old days. Perhaps after a time we shall protect the
game. It is stated that this anxiety among the game
dealers is shared also by the hardened

. sinners, the
dealers, of New York, who are at a loss what to do about
their game supply for this coming winter. Even the
game dealer is afraid to go against the long arm of
good old Uncle Sam. At Buffalo. N. Y., one dealer, who
had gotten in ten barrels of plover and cliickens from
Missouri, labeled, as poultry, and who had started the
outfit for Boston, was nipped to the tune of $1,000. This
was in the middle of August, and it was hard luck for
the dealer, who would have been all right a few weeks
later, since Missouri is one of the few States from which
game can be legally shipped now. In 1895 Missouri passed'
a non-export law, but this seems to haA^e lapsed last
June, What this means to the Missouri game covers
this fall we may very well leave to the imagination.
Nebraska is another State, and I think the only one

other Western State, to let down the bars for the market-
hunters in law, as she has long practically done, in fact.
She repealed her non-export law. for what good reason
it is impossible to surmise, unless it was at the in.stance
of the old proverb that money talks. This fall she will
reap her reward. Her covers will be combed for her
game, and the latter will be hurried to Chicago. Boston
and New York, because during her shooting season her
game can be legally shipped. It Avould seem an easy guess
that the sportsmen of Missouri and Nebraska, seeing in
what situation they are placed, would at once hasten to
pass non-export laws as once they did. If thev do not
hasten, they vnll wake up with their game birds in cold
storage. Such a policy of dilly-dallying is fatuous in
these days. The market of New Yorlc alone could sweep
the above two States clean of every living game bird this
fall, and still clamor for more.

E. Hough.
Hastford Buimikg, Chicago. 111.

The Minnesota Park.
Mr. Charms Cristadoro writes in the St. Paul Pioneer-

Press:
\

Those working to secure a national park at the head-
waters of the Mississippi river are certainly "building
better than they knew." Every disinterested person will
concede that the establishment by the Government of such
a park within the borders of our State would attract many
thousands of visitors annually. The publicity already
given this Leech Lake region throughout the "Union bv
the advocates of this park has already given the hotels at
Walker and Cass Lake an overflowing patronage. The
arguments to be put forth for the saving of the pine
forests on the Chippewa reservation and tlic bequeathing
nf same to the people for all time to come arc legion
But above all is the plea that the denuding of the head-

^vate^s pf this river will seriously affect the whole Missis-
sippi River Valley. Every village, town aitd city along the
banks of this river from St. Paul to the Gulf of Mexico
is necessarily concerned and deeply interested in the sub-
ject. The opening up of this reservation to settlement
rneans simply a repetition of the Red Lake reservation
timber sale, where the Government only realized on be-
half of the Indians from the lumbermen '$rg8,ooo for tim-
ber cut and removed and actually worth $1,500,000—3
deficit of nearly $1,300,000 unlawfully gained and which
should be refunded to the Indians. Opposition to the
establishment of the national Minnesota park is to-dav
coming wholly from this smirce. It is with the people at
large amd the Mississippi Valley particularly to say
whether private interest shall prevail against the public
good.

And in its cqmment upon Mr. Cristadoro's urgent ai-gu-
menf, the Pioneer-Press says editorially:

_
Mr. Charles Cristadoro utters a voice of prophetic warn-

mg against the denudation of our forests. The warning
will not be heeded, we fear, until it is too late. As the
years @o by vast breadths of forest will be mown down
by the msatiable machinery of. the modern lumber camp
as our wheat fields are mown by the modem harvester—
t""* ^^o sower will come in the springtime to replenish
the bare fields with the seeds of a new crop No new
crop is ever planted to take the place of the forests swept
away at the rgt? of many hundreds of millions of feet a

year. Soon the whole forest region from the shores of

Lake Michigan to the headwaters of the Mississippi will

be stripped of its timber. At the rate at which this

denudation is. progressing it will not be ten years before
this whole forest region will be as bare of trees as the

prairies west of the Mississippi. What then? Is it true

that our rainfall will cease or be greatly diminished with
the disappearance of our forests? That our lakes and
rivers will dry up when the sheltering woods which stand
guard over their sources shall have been swept away?
That the wheat and cornfields of this granary of the world
will become a desert like Sahara? Mr. Cristadoro is of

that opinion, and he quotes the warning lessons of history
in support of this theory of the dependence of the rainfall

on the preservation of the forests. These warnings have
been repeated many times, in many different ways, with
abundance of historic illustration, but it has made no
difference in the desolating march of the armies of axemen.
The lumbermen are not considering the effect of their

wholesale destruction of our forests upon the climate.

But there is one thing which, at least in New England
and in some other parts of the country, they are con-
sidering, and that is the effect of this vast .annual whole-
sale waste of timber upon the value of their property.
Some of them at least are beginning to see that in this in-

discriminate cutting away of all timber in their path they
are wantonly wasting their capital, and that if their tim-
ber-cutting was conducted on business principles they
would so manage it as to keep in view the growth of a
new tree in place of even^ old one cut down. If re-

forestation is geiierally adopted in our wooded regions it

must be through the efforts and co-operation of the lum-
bermen themselves, acting not for any remote philan-
thropic purpose or with_ any view to the future effect on
the climate, but solely with a \Hew to the pecuniary profits

which will result from a scientific system of reforestation.
The friends of forest preservation must appeal to the
interests of the lumbermen themselves.

The Ohio Association.
Columbus, O., Sept. Z-—-Editor Forest and Stfeam>

As previously arranged, some of the representative sports-
men of Ohio met in this city yesterday and organized the
Ohio Fish and Game ProtectiA'c Association.
We hope to establish an association that will be able

to employ a few first-class fighting attorneys, who will
especially inform themselves on the game and trespass
laws and be prepared to aid any warden in convicting those
who violate either the trespass or fish and game laws.

' . We also hope to be able to encourage the passage of
honest and equitable laws that will be acceptable to all

sportsmen irrespective of their position in life or circum-
stances.

The necessity of such an association is now acknowl-
edged by all fair-minded men on account of the ignorant
and unreasonable laws now in force.

At the meeting yesterday Chairman Judge O. B. Brown,
of Dayton, occupied the chair. J. C, Porterfield was ap-
pointed temporary chairman. The Committee on Con-
stitution and By-Laws consisted of A. J. Hazlett. of
Bucyrus; Dr. D. W. Boone, of Bellaire; B. F. Seitner, of
Dayton. The Committee on Permanent Organization
was made up of J. C. Porterfield, Columbus,; George Fal-
loon, of Athens, and T. R. Smith, of Delaware.
Mr. Seitner, of Dayton, offered these resolutions, which

were seconded by Mr. Hazlett and unanimously adopted:
Whereas, The birds, game and fish are the common

property of the people, therefore be it resolved. That it is

the duty of all good citizens to protect and preserve all

song and insectivorous birds beneficial to agriculture and
horticulture, and to protect and preserve all game, game
birds and fish to the end that this valuable source of food
supply be not destroyed or impaired, and that the right
to hunt, pursue and capture and take game, game birds
and fish in a lawful manner during proper seasons as a
pastime or recreation or for food by the people, be not
curtailed by class legislation.

Therefore be it further resolved, That we, citizens of
Ohio, interested in the protection and preservation of the
birds, game and fish of our State, in convention assembled
in the city of Columbus, declare it to be our purpose
to associate ourselves together in a State organiza-
tion for the protection of birds, fish and game, and to
])rotect and defend our rights in this our common
property.
The constitution adopted provides that the name of the

association shall be the Ohio State Game and Fish Pro-
tective Association. Its objects are declared to be to
secure co-oix-rative work by individuals and clubs of the
State of Ohio for the protection of all game, game birds
and fish, and also the protection of song birds and all

insectivorous birds beneficial to agriculture and horti-
culture; to procure the enaclment of judicious and effect-
ive laws for such puriiosc, and to rigidly enforce the laws
so enacted : to advocate the public game breeding pre-
serves; to maintain a vigilant supervision over the public
officers elected or appointed to carry into effect all laws
enacted for the propagation and protection of birds, game
and fish; to ascertain, defend and protect the rights of
sportsmen, and to promote the affiliation of ail members
of the Association throughout the State.
The Association is composed of clubs, associations and

individuals interested iu the objects. The annual dues
are $1 for individual membership and $1 for each delegate
a club or association may be entitled to. The annual
meeting, composed of its officers, individual members
and delegates from each club or association, will.be held
on the third Tuesday in January of each year at such
place as rnay be designated from year to year. Each club
or association is entitled to one delegate for every twenty-
ty members or fraction thereof.

It is made the duty of each club or association _t« keep
in communication with this association, to promote the
cause of practical game and fish protection in their dis-
tricts and to notify the secretary of this Association of all
violations and prosecutions.
The Committee on Permanent Organization reported

for officers and Board of Directors the following, who
were unanimously elected: President, Judge O B
Brown, Dayton; First Vice-President, D. H. Moore
Athens; Second Vice-President, T. R. Smith, PeTaware'

Secretary, J. C. Porterfield, Columbus; Treasurer, Wm.
F. Burdell, Columbus.

Directors—E. Best, Dayton ; Dr. D. W, Boone, Bellaire

;

L. A. Moore, Zanesville; George Haswell, Circleville;

Frank Rochester. Logan; Major 'J. B. Downing, Middle-
town.
A Committee on Membership was appointed consisting

of George Haswell, Circleville; A. J. Holloway, Akron;
Dr.^ D. W. Boone, Bellaire.

The Association will meet the third Tuesday in Janu-
ary. TC)oi, in Columbus, O.

J. C. Porterfield, Sec'y-

Connecticttt Rail Shooting.
MiLFOKi), Conn., Sept. 11.—Some years ago the rail

shooting on the Housatonic River near Milford was very
good, and sometimes there would be 110 birds to a boat,

but for the past few years the birds have decreased in

number, and twenty would be a big bag.
This spring, however, there have been no high tides to

destroy the nests, or hard storms to kill the young, and
when the season opened there were a great many birds in

the marshes. These are still all local birds, the ones from
the north not having come yet. There have been but few
l;)oats on the river, and they have brought in good
bags, ranging thirty to fifty-five.

No black ducks, teal or wood ducks have been killed,

although one bluewinged teal was seen.

Rutherford Page.

Take Notice*

The Game Laws in Brief and Woodcraft Magazine
number dated July, 1900, contains the game laws of the

United States and Canada, revised to this present date,

Sept. 15, 1900. It is complete, accurate and reliable. Sec

advertisement elsewhere.

100 Spommers finds.

Some of the Queer Discoverira Made hj Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

J8

At Highland Falls. N. Y.. unusual excitement was
caused by the report that a robber's hidden treasure bad
been discovered by boys, who were hunting rabbits in

the mountains. Investigation showed that John Hager,
with two companions, chased a rabbit to a heap of rocks,

and when they began to remove the stones a quantity of

.silver was disclosed to view. The. boys carried it to tlic

Iiome of Martin Hager. who at first thought it was
Capt. Kidd's buried treasure, which is believed to be
hidden somewhere on the outskirts of that village. When
the silver was cleaned the engraving showed that most
of it was the property of hotels, some of which went out
of existence many years ago, and some belonged to, pri-

vate families further down the river.

19

R. D. Durrett, an old-time resident in Panola county,

Miss., while out on a coon hunting expedition found a

large sum of gold in a hollow tree. The amount, accord-
ing to one report, was $29,000, and according to another

$40,000. It is said that the lucky finder has not made
public admission of the fact, but the rumor has gained
general credence and some say that he has acknowledged
to his intimate friends that he found a considerable sum
in gold coin. Some ten or twelve years ago Mr. F. M.
Gilchrist, it is* said, found quite a sum of money while

tearing down an old building near the place where Dur-
rett fell into his forune. The money, it is thought, Avas

hid away many years ago, either by an old man named
Sattenwhite, who was regarded as a miset by his neigh'-

bors. or else by a man named Hunt, who some years
ago moved from Panola county to southern Mississippi

and who is still living, although in a demented state.

20

At Millerton. N. Y.. Robert Dakin was hunting on
Indian Mountain, somewhere in the wildest part. He
discovered a cave. He crawled down and into the hole,

struck a match and discovered tlial he was in <iuite a
spacious room. Ho struck another match and found
iminy relics, .such as pottery, turtle shells, teeth of ani

mals and other things. He filled his game bag with the

relics, crawled out, marked the spot and continued hunt-

ing for squirrels. The pottery i,s especially interesting.

Nobody knows how ancient it is. but it is probably of

Indian make.

2\

Chasing a I)ear in to the dense woods nf Pike county.
Pa., a few miles from Dingman, a party of hunters came
across a cave. On investigation they found it inhabited
by Austin Seldon, who for fifty .years has occupied it as

his home. The man was sick but refused aid, saying he
was well able to care for himself. After much persuasioji

Sheldon said: "Here I have lived for years and here I

liopc to die. I want no other companA^ than these moun-
tains and woods give itig, All I ask of my fellows is

that they will leave me to folloAV in peace my own
desires." When young Sheldon was married, his bride
died after a few weeks and he left the world. Sheldon
says he comes from Connecticut and his people are in

good circumstances. He lives mostly on vegetables and
chickens raised by himself.

22

Howard and Lucius Rightsell and James Barnett, while
on a hunting expedition along Deer Creek, three miles
south of Manhattan and fifteen miles east of Brazil, Iwd..
came upon what at first seemed to be a cave in a hili
about 100 feet high. The opening at the base of the
mound was found by their dog. The men enlarged it by
iemoving some boulders and crawled in. They went
down an inclined way of dry earth for about 15 feet and
at the base found and explored fourteen passages, 4 by 8
feet, each leading to a large room, from which a small
air passage communicated with the surface of the hill.

The rooms had been cut out of limestone and there were
roof supports. Bones of men and of animals were found
there,
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Fishing in Florida.

A I'lsHiNt; party, with fishing regalia, a full hamper of

toothsome edibles and a typical Florida day ! No wonder
It was that the crowd envied them as they drove off in

their light-running camp wagon. The party numbered
but four. First was the expert fisherman, the most
scientific angler of the county—a true fisherman in every

sense of the word. Next came the visitor from Pennsyl-

vania, who for three winters had practiced the art of

Florida fishing, plying his line six days a week, resting

on the Sabbath by talking "fish" and recalling to mmd
those childhood days when it was too wet to go to Sunday
school, but not too damp to go fishing for chubs in the

little brook back of the old homestead. The third

member was the Florida resident and business man
who enjoyed the sport for the recreation it brought, as

well as for the eating that always "goes." It mattered

not whether this individual fished with a silk line or a

liemp string—he caught fish, his comrades claiming for

him that he caught as big fish as he sat on the brook
asleep as at any other time. The fourth member was
the "tenderfoot," a young Pennsylvanian, who tangled

his line among those of the other fishermen, whose
"score" often became weighty from his fellow fishers'

catch, and on a return from an expedition, distributed

fish with a gusto that was childlike and mirth-provoking.

A ride of ' twenty-five miles through open pine forests,

stretches of prairie and along the shores of Tohopekeliga,

and our party halted at Canoe Creek late in the after-

noon. The two Northern men, with that eagerness that

belongs to the angler, made a rush to the creek to try

their bait and be convinced that the trout Avere biting.

The tent was pitched and hay given to the horses; later,

however, it was decided a better camp could be made
Tight on the bank of the creek. Here the "chug, chug"
of the striking trout kept up an incessant commotion in

the water as they fed on the minnows, and fairly set on
iirc the enthusiasm of the entire party. While two of

the members made camp, the visitors took off the wiry

edge of their enthusiasm by catching a dozen or so trout

for supper, each cast of tlie minnow being quickly fol-

lowed by the landing of a fish.

Supper was soon aimounced, with its steaming coffee

aiul sizzling trout, trout done to a mouth-watering
brown, that had but a few minutes before been leaping

and s|:riking in the water. How the hearts of those

Northern men pulsated with excitement as they listened

to the swish of water made by some large trout striking

only a few feet from them.
Supper was Sofin dispatched and the party betook

themselves to the bank of the creek for an hour of royal

sport. The scene was picturesque in the extreme—

a

nickering camp-fire and four very happ3% excited fisher-

men, each anxious to out-do tiic other in size and nuin-

Ix-r of fish caught during this period of ferocious feeding.

Above was a cloudless sky with the round full moon
rising slowly out of the forest on the left, while to the

right, bordered with a narrow fringe of cypress, stretched

three miles of lake. A broad prairie lay in front, its

level surface only marked by the winding sluggish creek.

The Florida men, after pulling in fish incessantly for

an hour, wearied of the sport and quit, the fish still

hungrily taking the hook. The trip had been arranged
for the special pleasure of tlie senior member of the

party, and to give him an experience of "catching fish as

fast as a baited hook could be thrown"—a statement he

had always taken with a "grain of allowance." It was
now proposed that the finishing touch should be put to

memory's pictui-e, and that the elder man should make a

record. Witli two poles and the expert angler baiting

liooks and taking oft' fish, this Pennsylvania member was
put on his metal pulling out trout for five minutes, and
such trout as they were, when it was found that he had
fourteen beauties to his credit, averaging about 3 pounds
each.

A lively minnow thrown into the water meant instantly

a strike from a trout-—in fact, they were so ravenous that

they struck at the corks on the lines, and finally to test

their rapicious appetites, a piece of skin from the flank

of a large grinuel was put on the hook and several trout

were caught with it. Provided with two buckets of

minnows from town, this rapid fishing soon exhausted
them, and while two members of the party went to the

lake with a minnow seine, the others continued to catch

trout with dead minnows and flank of grinnel. As the

two Pennsylvania members continued to satisfy their

score, it Avas discovered that the hay had been left at the

first camp site. The excitement and danger encountered
in this short walk can best be related by the man who
so narrowly escaped death, and is as follows:
"Walking along the prairie by Harwell's side, tufts of

wire grass dotted the way. Just before reaching our
first camp site, which was near a large bunch of saw
palmetto, I was suddenly hurled a distance of about 10

feet by the vigorous shove from Harwell's right arm, as

he at the same time exclaimed 'Gracious, what a rattle-

snake !' As I had seen no evidence of a snake, nor heard
any, I was inclined to believe the treatment rather a
rough joke, and asked where the snake was. He pointed
to the ground over which I had just passed and toward a

dark object, which I had thought v.'as a bunch of grass
and had moved out of my course enough to keep from
striking it with my toe. Still, not hearing the electric

sound of the rattle, and from my position it yet looked
like a dark stump, I could not yet believe Harwell saw
aright, but shifting to the side where my rescuer stood,
the rays of the moon clearly showed the large yellow
diamonds of a very large rattlesnake in its coil, head erect
and ready for business. It was not until we began to

peer closer and lay plans for killing him that he sounded
his rattles. This metallic sound on the still night air

had very much the effect of an electric shock—a cold
shiver ran up the spinal column, and a shaking of the
knees followed, when T realized the cloee call I had
made. W^ith guns at camp, our only alternative was
for one to stand guard near the snake while the other
went for sticks with which to kill him. He now soon

ended his career, and was taken back, to caitap, but was
left outside. We decided not to mention the snake

episode that night lest the fishing dreams of our friends

be intermingled with scenes of diamond-backed rattlers."

At daybreak the Northern anglers were again hard at

work away up the stream., When they came in, the elder

man had completed a score of 100. He was satisfied and

happy, and ready for breakfast. During their absence the

rattler had been stretched its full length (6 feet) beside

the tent, with its head under, just near where the tender-

foot slept. On their approach, the hideous reptile met
their eyes—the cooks indifferently ( ?) working away at

the other side. The elder man for: the moment felt the

shock, but he quickly recovered himself, and taking in

the situation, helped the plotters stampede the tender-

foot in his mad rush for his gun inside the tent, which

was unfortunately near the snake's head. He came rush-

ing out without it, his face aglow and his eyes almost

popping out of his head, saying he "Couldn't get his gun
for the snake," but determined that the trophy should be

his, he rushed frantically around, all oblivious to the

mirthful faces of the party who were simply splitting

their sides at his buck ague and acrobatic feats over the

guy ropes of the tent. Grabbing a shotgun from the other

side, it was with difficulty he was prevented from filling

the snake full of holes, and thus spoiling the skin as a

trophy. This amusing climax to the snake episode was a

bright ending of an averted tragedy.

"A fisherman will fish and a fisherman will .lie," but

no need did tliis parly have for the art of Ananiasism.

Away from Kissimmee, but a fraction over a day, they

caught fish till they wearied over it. The fish had bitten

so magnificently that at the beginning it was realized more
fish could be caught than could possibly be disposed

of, therefore care was taken to unhook the fish without

injury, and return them to the water. Of the morning,

catch, enough was saved to supply all friends with a

mess. •

.
*

.

In memory's storehouse this fishing trip in Florida ever

lingers, and those Northern men live over and over again

the delightful experience ' to Canoe Creek as they tell

it to friends in that Monongahela "Valley, where the

taking of a catfish or an occasional sucker is a feat rare

and worthy of newspaper comment.
Minnie Moore-Wilt.son.

KtSSIMMEE, Fla.

ANGLING NOTES.

Pound Nets in Lake Erie,

A JTiRM of fish dealers in New York city applied
,
to tne

Fi.sh Commission for a license for each of the pound nets

to be' operated in Lake Erie outside of the limit fixed_ by
law. inside of which no nets may be operated. The firm

paid the license fees and ol;)tained their licenses and sent

material to tire fishmg grounds to construct tlieir pounds,

and then the trouble began. Local fishermen in Buft'alo

objected to this Avholesale fishing, and Commissioner
Lansdowne, who resides in Buffalo, was appealed to, and
he. acting under rules framed by the Commission, wrote,

to the office of the Commission in Albany on Aug. 16

and directed that the licenses should be suspended until

action could be taken by the full board at their next
monthly meeting. On the first of the week following, the

president of a sportsmen's association in New York city

appealed to Commissioner Wood at the New York office

of the Commission, and he, not knowing that Commis-
sioner Lansdowne had already directed that the licenses

be suspended, also wired to the Albany office of the Com-
mission, giving like instructions. The firm of fish dealers

then appeared in Albany, through an agent, to know
why, etc., but Commissioner Lansdowne had acted prop-

erly under Rule 17, printed on every license issued, which
says : "The Forest, Fish and Game Commission reserves

.

the right to alter, amend, repeal or modify any or all of

the foregoing rules and regulations, and maj^ adopt new
ones at any time as thej' may deem expsdient. They may
revoke any license granted hereunder at any time, and
for any reason which to them may seem sufficient."

The Commissioners make the rules, and they have
power to amend or alter them at their pleasure, but the

Legislature makes the laws, and the Conmiissioners have
no power to amend or change them at their own pleas-

ure or at the pleasure of any one else, and it is their duty
to enforce them after the lawmakers have framed tfiem,

and here is one of the laws handed over to the Commis-
sion to enforce. It is .Section 73 of the Forest, Fish and.
Game LaAv:

Nets in Lakes Ontario and Erie.

Fisli may be taken with nets in the waters of Lafee Erie except
within one-half mile of the shores or islands thereof, and within
five miles of the mouth of Cattaraugus Creek; and on Lake On-
tario, except within one mile of the sIioimjs or i.slauds thereof and
within three miles of the mouth of the Niagara t-iiver. Fishermen
licensed to fish in said lakes may hang or reel licensed nets on
the shores thereof to clean and dry the same.

LTnder this and other sections of the law which permits
the use of nets, the State has granted i,i8o licenses to
net fish as follows

:

Hudson River, Section 75. , 650
Delaware River, Section 75 25
Wappengers Creek, Section 75 10

Rondout Creek, Section 75 15
Salt wa:^r, Section 76 25
Bays, east end Lake Ontario. Section 74 100
Lake Ontario, Section 73 too
Lake Erie, Section 73 IQO
Otsego Lake, Section 81 45
Minnow nets, Section 62 100
Mill Site and Perch lakes. Section 64 10

1,180

The licensing of minnow nets and nets to take coarse
fish in inland waters not inhabited by trout other than
lake trout is discretionery with the Commission, and has
been done only for obtaining bait, and the licenses were
issued last fall for frost fish, bullheads, etc., in Perch
Lake.
The matter of issuing licenses is" placed in the hands

o*f one person, who, under the general directions of the
Commission, scrutinizes all applications and bonds, seeing
that they conform to the l.aw and rules of the Com-

mission as ta fsffii and sufficiency, and who has studied

the license system since its beginning in 1895., He writes'

all the licenses and they are signed by the secretary or

assistant secretary of the Commission.
In the matter of exercising the discretiSnery powers

conferred by the Legislature upon the Commission ta

license the use of nets to take coarse fish in inland lakes,

it may be said that this power was exercised to grant only

ten such licenses in iSgg, and none were granted in i^.
The license clerk issues this form of license oflly as'

directed by resolution of the Coimnission. _

'

In Lakes Erie and Ontario the Commission has no

discretionary power, and any kind of net can he used.-

See Section 73, already quoted. All persons who have

complied with the law and the rules have been licensed

to use pound nets in said lakes, '
without reference tb

residence of applicants. The law allow.s no discretion in

the matter of licensing any particular kind of form of

net in these particular waters, nor does it limit the privi-

leges to residents of any particular locaUty as long as

they are residents of the State.
'

The license provides that no net shall be used with rnesH-

less than i>^-inch bar (this is a rule, not the law), and

the license is granted subject to the following provisions'

printed in it and forming a part of the licenses : "Pickerel,

pike and wall-eyed pike must not be taken dtaring March

and April. -
, o i'

"Muscalonge must not be taken between Feb. 28 atid

May 31. Black and Oswego bass must not be taken'

between Dec. 31 and June 16; more than twenty-four of

such fish must not be taken in any one day by any one

person; if any such fish are taken less than 10 inches in

length they must be immediately rettirned to the water-

from which taken, without injury.

"Lake trout or salmon trout less than 15 mche? ro

length, must not be taken; if caught they rnust be re-

turned to the water immediately and without injury."

These provisions are incorporated in. the license be-

cause they conform to the law and are entirely outside

of the jurisdiction of any rules that may he made by

the Commission. I shall not attempt to discuss the

merits or demerits of wholesale netting, but I have tried,

to explain the situation,in regard to the particular licenses

that were granted for Lake Erie by giving the law and
showing the difference between the kw and the rules

made by the Commi--sioners. If it is wrong to license

nets in Lake Erie,, the remedy lies in a repeal of the

law and not in finding fault with a Commission that had
nothing to do withmaking the law. Upon repres'entar;

tions made to one of the Commissioners the licenses for

the pound nets have been suspended, and what the next

step will be remains to be seen. I have heard that fhe.

fish dealers will mandamus the Commission to compel
it to make their licenses operative under Section 73r
should it fail to act favorably at its next meeting, but up.?

to this writing it is all in the air. The primary object

of a fish commission is to cultivate food fishes and
cheapen this form of food supply, and incidentally to

propagate the so-calkd game fishes, which are just as-

much food fishes, as the comniercial fishes. The fishes,

classed as commercial fishes are as, a rule much, more,
proliiic than the game fishes, and some of the former can

,

be taken only in nets, as they do not bite a J^aited hook.
For instance, the brook trout pfoduces on an average,
from 500 to 1,200 eggs, the black bass from 2,060 -to

10,000 eggs, and they iiiay be called typical game fishes.

The shad produces from 30,000 to 150,000 eggs and will

not take a hook; the whitefish produces on an average
35,000 eggs and will not take a hook; the pike perch .pro-

duces from 200,000 to 600,000 eggs; the muscalonge pro--

duces from 100,000 to 400,000 eggs : the pike, commonly
called pickerel, produces from ieo,ooo to over 600,000
eggs. Salt water fishes taken in nets and on trawls are
still more prolific, as for instance the codfi'sh, which pro--
duces over 9,000,000 eggs; striped bass, over 2,000,000: -

flat fish, 500,000 to 1,500,000 eggs; mackerel, 600,006 r

eggs; tautog, 1,200,000. It would be manifestly unfair
to permit the use of nets in a trout brook to take fish

that do not spawn much over i.Bbo eggs per fish, and '

which may require . 150 days to hatch the eggs, while it

would be, proper to net pike perch under restrictions
which first of all observe the breeding season—a fish

that produces an average- of 200,000 eggs and which re-
quires but. twelve to eighteen days to hatch. Net fish-

ermen, the men who take food fishes in a manner tt)

reduce their cost to the people, must from the very na-

"

ture of things have some rights which the law ie bound
to observe, but what these rights may be I shaJl not
venture an opinion here.

Anglers (hook and line fishermen) are apt to look oh
all netting in fresh waters with disfavor; but when they
look at the luatter dispassionately they mu^ fealize that
restricted netting is necessary if food fish is to be
placed before the people at a reasonable price. The con-
flicting interests appear to clash, -vehen each should have
its own field of operation, if the selfish element could be
eliminated and have common sense take *ts ptece.

The Staelfaead.

The steelhead tr&ut, formerly called the steelhead sal-
mon, is another introduced fish from the far 'West that
promises to do well in, at least, some Eastern waters.
They have been planted in several lakes and streams in
New York, but just what they will do in public -waters i3 -

so far a matter of conjecture.
Mr. Kent, of the Tuxedo Club Fish Committee, wrote

me in July: 'T wish to get some landlocked salmon
smelt for Tuxedo Lake. We have done so remarkably
well with the steelhead s'almon, which have proved them-
selves to be a most excellent fish and exactly suited to
our . waters, that I am anxious to help matters by pro-
viding them -vvith prooer food." Later I had some corre-
spondence with, another member of the committee, Mr.
Thos. Stokes, and I quote from one of hh letters:

"I was glad to know that you had tried the experi-
ment of planting steelhead troMt in Long Island and Lalc€
George, but fear that you have put the fry out too yoting, •

as we have found in our experience in Tuxedo that it

does not do to put thprn out before they are two years old,
so that they can protect themselves, particalarly ?l there
are pickerel or Mack bass in the same lake. We have
found that the steelhead gro-w very opidly afflter they
are put out, and are very game, and at t!ie age of
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and a half to three years will averaga fully 2 pounds in

weiglit. They rise freely to the fly, such as the black-

gnat and white-miller, seeming to care more for the

plainer fly than the highly colored. It has very often

taken me fram fifteen to twenty minutes to land one of

these fish with a 4 or 5 ounce rod. They seem rather to

prefer the white spoon with long troll, of a hook baited

with worms, to the fly.

"You ask if there is any outlet to the sea from Tuxedo
Lake. There is not, with the exception of by way of

the Ram^po River, which you know is damnied up to

such an extent that the fish cannot get back."

The one thing I have been in doubt about is, will the

steelhead remain in fresh-water lakes and make no attempt

to go to sea, as is their habit on the Pacific Coast, and
this is a matter that can be settled only by experiment.
That they will breed in fresh water when confined there-

in from birth, the U. S. Fish Commission has demon-
strated. I have planted steelheads in a Loiig Island

stream where they can easily go to salt water when so

inclined, and in several lakes in northern New York,
where they will get to sea only with difficulty after a

considerable journey by a tortuous route. It may be pos-

sible to breed the steelhead in fresh water for several

generations until they in part, if not wholly, lose the sea-

going habit, and this the State of New York is now
doing, and I think the U. S. Fish Commission is also

doing the same thing in Maine and on the Pacific Slope.

This fish has been planted in Adirondack League Club
waters, as well as in the public waters of the State, and
in club waters the- steelhead will be under closer observa-
tion than in wild waters, so that their habits and pecu-
liarities may be determined. The steelhead. the red-throat
and all other members of the salmon family hatched
artificially in New York State were exhibited alive at the

State Fair in Syracuse during the week heginnittg Aug.
27, and visitors had an opporttinit}^ of comparing the
different species 'so far as coloring and general appear-
ance goes.

Mascalonge.

The only mascalonge hatchery in the United States is

one operated by the New York Commission at Chau-
tauqua Lake, where several millions of fry are hatched
annually. The greater part of the fry is returned to the
lake, as it is the policy of the Commission to return to the
waters from which it takes fish eggs of any kind a far
greater number of fry than would result if the fish were
permitted to spawn naturally- The State has declined t(<

plant mascalonge in any waters where they did not at some
time exist, and where there is a remnant left, and fol-

lowing this rule, mascalonge fry have been planted chiefly

in the St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers, and in some few
lakes known to contain the fish to a limited extent. Last
year a considerable plant of mascalonge fry was made- in

the Niagara River, and last week I went with Com-
missioner Lansdowne on a tour of inspection of the river
on a steamer employed by the State to capture illegal nets.
The most of the mascalonge fry were planted in a

creek on Strawberry Island, and the game protector told
us that the creek contained thousands of fingerling from
the planting. When we went ashore and followed the
creek toward its source, we saw a number of young
mascalonge, and upon netting one in a landing net it

proved to be about 4 inches long, a very satisfactory rate
of growth, and greater than I had expected, but it was
accounted for by the great abundance of natural food
in the water. An incident of our visit to the island I

would not like to put in print if Commissioner Lansdowne
had not been a witness of it. Walkmg along a path by
the side of the creek, I passed under some trees which
shaded the path, overgrown with weeds and damp from
a rain the previous night. There was a slight incline
before me, and as I put my feet on it to aScend, both
feet slipped backward, pitching me forward so that I

struck the ground with the palms of my hands. The
cause of the fall was a vast quantity of caddis flies congre-
gated on the grass, and when T stepped on them I ground
them to pulp like oil, and my feet went out from under
me instantly and my hands crushed the flies into other
masses of pulp. They seemed to cover the ground half an
inch deep, and it being early and cool in the ^;hade, the
sun had not warmed them to activity, as it had an in-
numerable host of their fellows which filled the air in the
sunlight, and covered weeds, trees and a deserted house
as though they had been plastered with flies. Here was
fish food galore, and it Avas not at all wonderful with
such a supply of larv^ to draw upon as the flies indicated
the water possessed, that the mascalonge had grown so
rapidly. Minnow food was also abundant for the fish to
avail themselves of when the mascalonge get larger, and
crayfish were also plentiful, and I was told that at another
season they had a flight of May flies similar to that which
is noticeable on the St. Lawrence. The men on the
steamer have found a large numb&r of illegal nets set and
seized them, and with a thorough cleaning out of the
nets future . plftntings of fish in the Niagara should
thrive wonderfully on the rich pasturage in the water.

Albino Tfottt.

Two years ago about fifty albino brook trt)Ut were
hatched at the Sacandaga hatchery of the Forest, Fish and
Game Commission of New York, but all died but one.
This one grew finely, and was kept in one of the hatchery
troughs until it was 9 inches long. It was almost milk
white with pink eyes, and last Friday I visited the
hatchery, which is two miles from Lake Pleasant. I found
that the fish had died the day before, and it was thought
that some of the many vi-sitors had iniured it unin-
tentionally. There is still an albino lake trout at the
hatchery from this spring's eggs, but the fish is cream
color, and one eye has been iniured. so it is doubtful if it
lives long. A. N. Chkney.

NAMELESS REMITTERS.
The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. is holdinjp

several sums of money which have been sent to it fcr
subscriptions and books by correspondents who have
failed to give name and a^ldress If this note comes
to the eye of any such nameless ren:jt|:er fnjBt
be|ir from Mm,

The Spawning Habits of the

Lake Sturgeon.
BY LIVINGSTON STOKE.

(Read before the Americ n Fisheries Society,)

The first I knew about my being expected to present

a paper this year to the society on the subject of the

"Spawning Habits of the Lake Sturgeon" was on seeing

in a recent issue of Forest and Strkam that I was billed

to prepare such a paper for this meeting. If it were not

lor my having been put on the programme I should not

venture to off^er anything on this subject unless it were
under the title of "What Little I Know About the Spawn-
ing Habits of the Sturgeon."
As a correspondent wrote me recently, "the sturgeon

is a strange fi.sh." At least the lake sturgeon, which is

the subject of this paper, is a strange fish. It has a

stfangc shaped body, a strange head, strange mouth and
skin, and a strange appearance generally; and one of the

strangest things about the fish is that during the same
week, and on the same spot, you can find female sturgeon
with their eggs in almost every stage of development.'

This throws us all at sea as to their time of spawning,
ahd we are not much better off in regard to their places

for depositing their spawn, for if they ever have fixed

spawnuig l>eds where they go regularly to deposit their

eggs, I can only say that I never saw a fi.sherman yet who
knew where those spawning beds were.
Another strange thing about the lake sturgeon is that

the .fishermen; never, or^ almost never, catch a spawning
female in their nets with ripe eggs in her. They catch
them when thej' are almost ready to spawn, and when
they have just spawned, and also with eggs in them in

all stages of development, bul hardly ever with ripe eggs
reidy to be extruded.
The peculiarities of this Strartge 'fish have made it

very difficult to gather information about their spawning
habits, and still more difficult to collect and impregnate
their eggs.

The first instance that I know of sturgeon eggs being
successfully taken and hatched occurred in 1875. when
Seth Green, assisted by A. Marks, obtained from the
fishermen who were fishing at North Llamburg, on the
Hudson, a ripe male and female, from which four pans
of eggs were taken by the Cfesarian operation of cutting
the fish open. This occurred on June 7, about 10 A. M,
On June 9, about 3 P. M., the first movement of the em-
bryo was observed. On June 10 the eggs began to hatch,
and by 5 o'clock the next morning, June 11, all the eggs
were hatched out. The temperature of the water during
tlie period of hatcliing averaged ab»ut 70 degrees F.

In 1888 Prof, Ryder, of the United States Fish Com-
mission, made a very thorough study of the sturgeon
at Delaware City, Del. (see the United States Fish Com-
mission bulletin for 1888), and in 189.3 D''- Bashford Dean
made some interesting . experiments, also at Delaware
City, and since that time eggs have been frequently taken
from sea-going sturgeon. " '

All the above experiments and studies have, however,
been conducted with the salt water sturgeon (Acipenser
sfurio).

The lake sturgeon (Acipenser riibicimdus) is another
fish, and. as far as I am aware, no extended observations
in regard to this fi.ih have been recorded, except those by
William Lang, in 1890, for the Ohio Fish Commission,

hi the spring of 1899 I received permission from the
United States Fish Commission to hunt for ripe stur-
geon eggs on Lake Champlain. Two fishermen having
located at Alburg Springs, Vt., for the purpose of catch-
ing sturgeon for the New York market, I arranged with
them to have the privilege of examining all the sturgeon
they caught before they were butchered, and for the time
established myself at Alburg Springs with Mr. J. B.
Lamkin and Mr. Myron Green for assistants.
On May 18 we overhauled our first batch of sturgeon,

to the number of sixteen. Two females appeared to be
nearly ripe and we put them in our pens, hoping that their
eggs might mature sufficiently in a few days to be taken
and impregnated. Of the remainder, ten were males and
four were feinales. These were then butchered by the
fishermen. On opening the female fish their eggs were
found to be far advanced toward maturity, and it looked
as if in a week or two. at the latest, we should strike
fish with fully ripened eggs. In point of fact, unaccount-
able as it seems, we never caught any sturgeon the rest
of the season that had any riper eggs than these had. It
IS needless to tell the story of our continued disappoint-
ments. The fishermen brought in plenty of fish and al-
lowed us the utmost freedom in examining them or pen-
ning them up, as we chose, but although we followed up
the sturgeon until the latter part of June, examining them
all and penning up what we thought to be nearlv ripe,
we never came across a single ripe fish or took a' single
egg. All lliat we examined were either spawned out or
not npe, and none of those that we confined in the pens
seemed to tnake any progress toward mairurity.

I will only state that the fish we examined seemed to
grow less mature, if anything, as the season advanced, and
at all tmies the development of their eggs presented the
most perplexing variety. By way of illustration, I will
.<^tate the conduion of the eggs of the female sturgeon
that were killed by the fishermen and examined by us
on several days. As I said above, the eggs of the fish
that we examined on May 18 were in all stages of devel-
opment. The same was true of those examined on May
25. although on both days there were some that were very
nearly ripe. On the 29th, when Ave had expected to find
fish about fully npe. we examined, in all, the egg^ of four
lemales. The eggs of the first fish were only half devel-
oped, the second fish had just spawned; the eggs of the
third were just forming, .md tlie eggs of the fourth were
about one-fourth developed. The same discouraging ex-
perience contmued until the end, when, after following
the sturgeon tinrty or forty miles southward from \lburgwe abandoned this will-o'-the-wisp chase and returtied
to Cape Vmcent Station, it being then the last week in
June.

This spring, looo. I renewed the hunt for ripe stur-eon
'

ecrars. this time, however, not in the onen waters of fake
Champlain, btit m the Mi^siscjuoi River, a tributarv

which emties into the lake in the extreme, northwestern
corner of Verniortt. That sturgeon went up this river

in the spring just after the run of pike was over, was
well known, but whether they ascended the river to

spawn or to feed on the vast quantities of pike eggs and
sucker eggs -that had been deposited up toward Swanton
Dam, was not so definitely settled.

There being no funds of the United States Fish Com-
mission to spare this year for the purpose, no systematic
attempt could be made to find ripe sturgeon, but through
the obligingness of the river fishermen and the help of

Mr. Myron Green, we were enabled by persevering effort

to score some success and to make a few valuable dis-

coveries.

While the .sturgeon were running there were two gangs
of sturgeon fishermen on the river besides those fishing
at Swanton Dam. We prevailed on those fishermen—

I

do not know how, and it is a surprise to me yet, for
they never had any pay for it—to Jiold the fish they
caught until we could examine them, and also to keep in
confinement any that we thought were nearly ripe. In
this way we obtained an opportunity to examine over
a hundred sturgeon.
Without going into tedious details' more than is' neces-

,sary, I will state as simply as possible the results of our
observations, and they are as follows:

(r). The sturgeon do go up the Missis(iuoi River to
spawn. This was proved by the fact that the fish going
up the river all had eggs in them of about the same de-
gree of ripeness. Some had eggs that were fully ripe,
while all that were caught going dowrt the i-fver had
spawned out.

(2) . The sturgeon 'spavin on the rapids below. Swan-
ton dam, for they were caught here fully rijje. Mr.
Myron Green, who is a very careful and correct observer,
chinks that they lie in the deep water below the rapids
until they are ready to deposit their eggs and then ascend
to the rapids to spawn. This corresponds to a consider-
able degree with what has "been observed of the spawn-
mg habits of the pike perch.

(3) . The sturgeon spawning season on the Missisquoi
River is very short, and when the spawning is over the
fish aI1 go down the riA'er with a rush, and though there
may be hundreds in. the river one day, in forty-eight
hours there may not be one left in the river. The rush
down stream this year was on the nights of May 27 and
28. They began to go up the river about the 20th, al-

though there were sturgeon at the mouth of the Missis-
quoi River as early as the first week in May. The stur-
geon spawning season on the river this year was^ there-
fore, the week between May 20 and 27.

(4) . The sturgeon docs not alwa3'-s deposit all her
eggs at one time. A, female fish whose eggs were so
ripe and loose that they came from her without pressure
was found, on being killed and examined, to have at
least two-thiids of her ovaries filled with immature eggs.

(5) - .
When the female sturgeon is ripe her abdomen

sa.gs when the fi.sh is lifted by the tail, as in the case of
ripe salmon. Llencc there is no difficulty in distin-
guishing a ripe- female. Her eggs also flow 'from her
\ery easily; so easily, in fact, that the difficulty with a

ripe fish in artificial spawning"- is mt to get the eggs out.
but to keep them in.

(6) . The mystery of the fishermen never catchtftg; a
ripe fish in their gill nets is solved. It has been unques-
tionably a mystery why lemale sturgetm were caught with
eggs in every possible stage of unripeness, but never with
eggs entirely ripe. It is a mystery no longer, however.
The secret of it all is" that when the f«male is ripe the
eggs flow from her so easily that when entangled in a
net she throws out all her ripe eggs in her struggle to
escape, so that when the fisherman takes her out of the
net he finds only a spent fish. Mr. Green says that they
throw their ripe eggs so readily that even in taking a ripe
female ashore from the pens she would be likely to throw
her eggs before she could be quieted cnou,gh to be
stripped.

-Now that this explanation of what has seemed so
mysterious has been discovered, it appears so simple
that the wonder is that no one has thought of it before.
Very likely this has occurred to many of you who are
here present, but I can truly say that I have never found
a fisherman yet who knew the true reason of his not
catching ripe female sturgeon, or ever even hinted at it.

(7) . We succeeded in actually taking and impregnat-
ing a few sturgeon eggs. W'e found them to be glutinous,
hke pike perch eggs, and requiring the same treatment
in handli'ig and impregnating. The eggs are about one-
eighth of an inch in diameter and can be readily hatched
in the same jars that are used for hatching whilefish and
pike perch eggs, and in the same way. There is this
difl'erence. however,, between the eggs of the pike perch
and those of the sturgeon, that the shell of the pike perch
e.gg is very hard, and the shell of the sturgeon egg is

thin and soft.

Some of the sturgeon fry hatched at the United States
Hatchery on the Missisquoi River this spring were-
brought safely to Cape -Vincent Station, the first lake
sturgeon fry. I think, that were ever hatched under the
auspices of the United States Fish Commission.
As to the question whether sturgeon eggs can be

taken, impregnated and" hatched artificially, I should say
that great pains must be taken to capture them properly
and to confine them properly. In fact, the preparatioii
for this part of the w,ork must be very elaborate. If this
is not done, lake sturgeon hatching will be a failure; but
if proper attention is given to these points, I am con-
vinced that lake sturgeon hatching will be a success, at
least wherever the parent fish can be found restricted in
their movements to a small area. as. for instance, in the
Missisquoi River.
Allow me to add, in closing, that for most of tlie in-

formation acquired this spring in regard to the sturgeon
T am indebted to the persevering eft'orts and keen obser-
vation of Mr. Myron Green and to the accommodating
and liberal spirit of the river fishermen, without which
we shopld htive accomplished nothing.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should teach tis at the
latest by Monday sniJ a? much •arlier gs practicable,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Fish,

Chicaco, 111., Sept. I.—The Western season in the re-
view seems to have been rather a poor one from the
angler's standpoint, j^erhaps largely on account of the
long spells of intensely hot weather. The record on
muscallunge, so far as I can learn, still belongs to Dr.
Baxter, of Chicago, 381^4 pounds, taken in Sand Lake.
Wis., early in the spring. T hear of no bass over 6]4
pounds, that from Waukesha county. Wis. In trout
nothing of special interest appears, except that from the
Pere Marquette there were some rainbow records of 3.

4 and 5 pounds, a very good increase in average over
the weight of last year, they tell me. It is comforting to
add that the grayling, thought to be gone forever, has
this year been found again by two or three different par-
lies. I have private word from a geintleraan who saw-
some grayling brought in this montH by a friend from
the upper part of the lower peninsula. "

I recorded the
takmg of a few by yet another gentleinan of Michigan.
I had an invitation to go grayling fishing this week with
some Michigan friend.s who know what they are talking
about. I had an invitation this spring to go out this
summer with an Alpena gentleman who knows a stream
where there are still a few of these rare fish to be found.
There are still a few grayling, but thev are very few.
The records of the famous Au Sable River for large takes
of trout, brook and rainbow, continue to be very inter-
esting, more from numijers than from size, so" far as
the average report goes. All in all, the trout fishing
seems to be improving in the States of Michigan and
Wisconsin, the bass fishing holding its own, tiie muscal-
lunge lishing deteriorating. Maybe next year the scale
will be reversed. It is much a matter of guess.

There Are Grayling in Michigan.

There are grayling in Michigan. Not many; not enough
to hsh hard ; not enough to go after if you want a basket
and do not go for the gentle curiosity of it. But there are
gra3']mg there. They are breeding, and it is among the
possibilities that they may increase. Such are conclusions
based upon several reports at hand this seasqn from
Michigan gentlemen who are good enough to give the
results of their personal observations. Ojie of these, a
triend of mine, writes entertainingly as below regarding
his recent trip, which was made expressly for the purpose
ot running down a grayling rumor:

"I was awfully sorry you could not go with us. We
had a hue time, but not a great many f^sh, though we
did not expect many. Three of us in three days, though
did take twenty-five grayling. I am going to write you
all alKDut It .soon. It was a joy to once more, after a
lapse ot these many years, cast and hook with a small
tty CI\o. 10 and No. 12) my old friend with a centerboard
on his back. What a rush the first one would be; and no
one knows, who has not taken a grayling with a fly how
magnificent are their leaps to free themselves fro'm the
hook, how they shake themselves in the air and keep at
It, and how delicately you have to handle them. If this
stream could be protected so there would be absolutely
no hshtng of any kind for three years, I think we would
have Michigan grayling again. The logging is prac-
tically done, and it never will be a trout stream. We
have found both large and small grayling in it, taking
them three, four and five years old, and the next jump
was to yearlings, and I learned, just as I was coming
away, that the Fish Commission a j'ear ago put in some
Montana grayling fry. I only took one of those little
4-inch fellows after that, and on examination of the dorsal
fin, with the naked eye. I could riot discover any of those
iridescent spots that are so well known in Michigan
grayling. Had I had an inkling that those yearlings were
-Montana fish, I would have made a more critical ex-
amination, for I caught dozens of those little fellows, and
thought at the time it was a sure indication that the native
fish were breeding and breeding well.

"Just as soon as I can get time, I want to write up an
article on this grayling trip. I really feel that I have
material for something that will be quite valuable as a
fishing story, or possibly dignified with something a little
better than a story."
The story surely will be both valuable and interesting,

and the sooner the better.

Biggest Bass.

The biggest bass of which word is at hand for. the sea-
son of 1900 in this part of the world is one of 7 pounds 3
ounces, a big-mouth, taken at Fox Lake, Wis., by Mr.
Fred Lorenz, of Milwaukee, Wis, Mr. Lorenz fished with
Mr. Frank Brice, and they took a string of twenty-one
bass, whose average was over 3 pounds. It is of this
party that the slory is told that the two men cast for a
bass which they saw rise inshore, and both caught l*m.
the fish swallowing both frogs and being plaved by both
rods. This, however, was not the "big bass above
-'hroincled, v-hose weight is vouched for bv Mr. D. J,
Hotchkiss, of Fox Lake. And Hotchkiss is an honorable

E, Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

West Virginia Bass and Game.
KoMNEY, W. Va.—Editor Forest and Stream: Have

heen intending to write you a short account of our bass
fishing on the South Branch of the Potomac this seasonand of the prospects for hunting this fall. We have
caught a great many small bass and some few large ones
here this summer, but the river has been so low and we
have had such a drought and so much hot weather that
tlie large fish ha^'e not been biting. Also in our river
there 3s practically no protection on the bass With the
tie rattsmen catching bass in the spring and the people
with their cursed fish pots in the fall, together with wmany fishing, and no protection for the bass, in a couple
of yenrs there will be no more bass fishing in the South
Branch of the Potomac.
Our prosj^ects for hunting Uiis fall are goo.I, In

tact, partridges aiid pheasants are more plentiful than
for several years Our game law.s in this State are a dead
letter. They will never be i^etter until our Legislature

gives tlie game warden power to appoint a deputy in each
county to enforce the game law. In Hampshire county
lots of fishermen bring their guns and shoot everything
in sight, and at Capon Springs ,the residents kill game
and take it to the Springs and sell it to the guests at a
good price. In Hardy county, which is the most lawless
county in the State as to game laws, they have no close
season, and do as they please. In Randolph county they
run deer with dogs in the summer and shoot small game
at any and all seasons. Our turkey season commences
Sept. 15, which is two weeks, if not more, too soon.
Our $25 license law on non-residents is a farce, and only
gives the citizens who hunt to sell the advantage, and
shuts out a great many sportsmen who hunt for the pleas-
ure of it. J. B. B.

I hc League of Salt Water Fishermen.

New York, Oflice 106 West Thirty-first Street, Sept.
10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. Charles A. Shriner,
ex-protector of New Jersey, has promised to attend our
next regular meeting of the League, and Mr. F. J. Mc-
Guire, secretary of the Hudson River Netters' Organiza-
tion, has promised to be with us on Monday evening, Sept.

17. It will be one of the most interesting of the League
meetings, and will pay fishermen from far and near to

hear those two distinguished men talk. It is with pride
that I invite all true fishermen to attend. Mr. Edgar
Hicks, game protector of the New York waters, has also
been invited to attend.

It pains one that while so many fishermen go fishing, the
most of them do not even think of joining the League to

work for their own protection. They all see the cause of
poor fishing in our nearby waters, and yet they do not
come and give a helping hand to abate it. Just to
think of it—dues onlj^ $1 per year, about 8 cents per
month. Surely that is a mere trifle, and yet it helps to get
a law passed and enforced that will benefit the masses in

the end. How many there are who pay that dollar and
yet do not attend the meetings ; this also is very wrong

;

fishermen should take more interest in the meetings.
Attend, one and all, and I know that in a very short time
things will be very much as we fishermen want them.
The League is well organized and it is the wish of the
officers to make it a banner League of New York State.
A bill will be presented to the Legislature this_ coming
winter that will provide restrictions well placed to benefit
all—fishermen and netters alike—and we must have the
fishermen (tide water) with us to indorse the .same, and
then to enforce it when it becomes a law. I earnestly
hope that all will be interested in this, and above all, will
come to the meetings and hear what is being done, and
help us. as we need all true fishermen in this work to
restore good, fine fishing again. I hope to .see many new
faces at our next meeting.

T. BiEDiNGER, Pres.

he Mmml

Mexican Tarpon and Game Grounds.

Shannon, 111.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I was
highly entertained by Mr. Waddel's descriptive articles

on tarpon fishing at Tampico, and while I have never
pursued this sport and know nothing of its details, I take
the pri\'ilege of "chipping in" merely because I have been
in Tampico and feel a friendly interest for our sister

Republic.
Mr. Waddel speaks of

.

fishing parties resorting to

Tampico during the winter months for fishing in the
Gulf. Aside from this special attraction they should
find Old Mexico a most excellent ground to play over, as
her historical rise and fall and rise again are laden with
romantic legends that one can muse and dream over when
the tarpon will not bite.

Some fifty or sixty miles back from Tampico on the
^Mexican Central R. R., where the foothills begin, and on
up over the mountain ranges along the narrow cafions
and back among the plateaus, are numerous little towns,
haciendas and native clusterings. There are Rascon, Las
Palmos. Las Canoas, El Alva, Villas and a multitude of
other places along this line where abounds excellent
shooting.

At Villas, Rascon, in fact any of the places named, a
person can find all the deer, turkey and parrots a man's
heart could desire. It is only a short ride from Tampico
on a direct line, where one can go up in the morning and
back in the cA^ening. thus having a whole day's pleasure
where the game is unlimited and the noise of the rifle and
shotgun for sport is practically unknown. Also, nearer
the coast he can, if he wishes, spend enjoyable hours
with the wildfowl, snipe and other aquatic species.
These are only side trips, but I feel assured .will be

a pleasing diversion to the follower of Father Izaak when
the winds blow hard and the waves roll high.

E. K. Stedman.

San Francisco Fly-Casting Club.

Mkdal contests held at Stow Lake, Axxg. 25. Contest
No. 12. Wind, west; weather, foggy.

Event Event
No. 1, No. 2,

Distance, Accuracy,
Feet Per cent.

r Event No. 8,-

Acc. % Del. %
Battu 97 90 93 70.10

9tl 86.

4

87.4 72.6
Brotherton . .

.

J 14 94.8 90.4 77.6
8G 90.8 81.4 77.6

117. 91 90.8 84.2
Heller 79.8 85.4 73.4
Muller 102 88.8 • 90 85.10

72 90 97.4 75.10
Watt - 88 70. S

Aug. 26.

—

Wind, west; weather, :feir„

Battu 96 S7 91.4 73.4
10.1 .S7.8 79. S 66.8

Brotherton . .

.

111 91 90.

S

72.6
Daverkosen .

.

114 84 89.8 72.6
Everett 112.6 90.4 9.3.4 75.10
Foulks 95.(5 77.4 82,8

S8.4
65.10

Haight SI 83.8 70.10
tJuvek 91! 90.8 91.8 69.2
Heller 86.4 67.6

'

Chiller '95
8ti SS.4 73.4

Young 99 91.4 92.8 71.8

Judges. Everett

Brotherton,

Net it

80.11
79.11
83.11
84.5
87.5
79.4
87.11
86.7

82.4
73.2
81.7
81.1
84.7
74.3
79.7

76. 11

8O.TO
82.2

Event
No. 4,

Lure
Casting^

.^fuller
i

clerk.

Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 18-19.—Brandon, ]\Ian.—Third annual trials of the Branclpn

Kennel Club. Dr. H. James Elliott, Scc'y.
Uct 30.—SenecaviUe, U.—Monongaheia Valley Game arid Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connectictit Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett, Sec'y, Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake View, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice, Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' .Stake. Nov. 19, Derby-
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
No. 20. ,

.—Illinois Field Trials Association's second
annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'v, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annua! field trials of
the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 20. , Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A,

C. Peterson, Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov._ 22.—Glasgow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Oub's annual

field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'v, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby- Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill. Conn.

Training the Hunting Dog
For the Field and Field Trials.

n.—Instinct, Reason and Natural Development.
As tending to a better understanding of dog nature, con-

sequently as tending to a better appiication of the ways
and means of a dog's education, a brief discourse on
the instincts of pointers and setters, their powers of rea-
son in the abstract and as applied to field work, and the
best nianncr of development from the sportsman's point
of view, is essential.

To the average beginner, all dogs are simply dogs,
and all dogs are alike. This is a natural consequence
to commencing as an educator without first acquiring any
correct ideas as to how dogs learn and what they learn,
or indeed without any thought of the matter, even after
he commences the training; hence it never occurs to
him that the apparent stupidity of his pupils may be an
index of his own inability to teach. A man may be ever
so able to instruct one of his own kind, whose mental
capacity, being similar, he understands, and yet be unable
to instruct a dog, whose mental capacity is so dissim-
ilar and therefore so misunderstood. Let him carefully
note how the dog learns; how much his intellect can com-
pass lesson by lesson and how much as a whole; what to
teach step by step and how to do it and at the same
time retain his pupil's affection and confidence.
As to instinct, nothing is more difficult to define—in

fact, the definition of it has never been satisfactorily
given by even the greatest philosophers. Abstruse spec-
ulations concerning it have been advanced, but all are in
that broad realm of speculation where the intangible
reigns. No one can tell how the colt, when its age is

measured only by minutes, is impelled to suckle its dam
and succeeds in doing so, or how it knows enough to
follow her about or how it recognizes and obeys her
voice; or how young birds know how to build a nest
without ever having seen one built, or how they know
that it is necessary to build them at all, or how they
have the migratory impulse and know the proper direc-
tion to take when they migrate, or how the grub knows
how to spin an envelope around itself, etc. The manifes-
tations of instinct in the animal world are innumerable.
Even a brief treatment of them would require a volume
of space and the trainer, after reading it all, would know
nothing definite concerning them save that they ex-
isted and seemed to be independent of all experience in
their exercise.

^
Those who care to further investigate this subject will

find much of interest in respect to it in "The Descent of
Man," by Darwin; "Animal Intelligence," bv Romaines;
"The Senses and the Intellect," by Bain; "'Animal Life
and Intelligence," by Morgan; "The Principles of Psy-
chology," by James, and in works of Spencer, Wundt.
Buchner, Wasman. Hume. Wesley Mills and in those
of a host of other writers, German, French and English,
all of whom most interestingly present much to instruct
and much more to confuse the reader.
When, however, an animal consciously performs an act

as a means to an end, all the recognized authorities agree
that the act then comes within the domain of reason.
Dogs at a very early age profit by experience and dis-
play a discriminating use of their acquired knowledge.
It is impossible to draw a definite line between instinct
and reason, but the two as a whole are easily distinguish-
able. Thus the natural impulse of the dog to hunt rab-
bits or birds might be termed instinctive, while the man-
ner in which he conducts his pursuit of them in his ef-
forts to capture is an act of reason.
His physical structure closely resembles that of man.

His ^brain is somewhat similar in shape and material to
man's, and it relatively serves the same purposes. Like
tnan, the dog gains a knowledge of the external world
through the means of his senses—hearing, seeing tast-
ing; feeling and smelling, the latter being the one' most
used and the most keenly developed.
The common, every-day life of the dog in and about

the home of man displays in innumerable ways a keen
perception of cause and efifect. He learns to a nicety
what privileges are permitted to him, at what time and
place and of whom he may expect to receive his food
what people are most friendly to him. what places afford
tlie most comfortable sleeping quarters for summer or
wmter. what dogs of the neighborhood best romp or hunt
to his hking, etc. All his acts are founded on knowledge
acqun-ed by experience, and as instincts are quite inde
peiulent ol experience, the distinction is apparent.

All instincts are much aHke as displayed one animal '

with .-mother. They may vary in the degrees of intensity
but tliey are the same in kind. The mother's love for
]]?}• offsprmg, th? in^tinv't of self-pre.semtjon, ^tc, ar«
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manifested much alike by every individual. On the

other hand, acts of reason vary greatly in their manites-

tations concerning the same object. For instance, out ot

sc\eral methods bv which a purpose may be accom-

plished as in the pursuit of a rabbit, some dogs adopt

one method, some another, according to the governing

circumstances at the time, such as whether the dog wa|

alone or one of a pack; his knowledge of methods derived

from prior experience; his ability to discriminate as to

methods; his ability as to bodily powers—that is) whether

lie had sufficient speed to rush and capture at once or.

being slow, whether to make a long race on the basis

of endurance, etc. The same dog, indeed, not infre-

quently employs different methods at dififerent times to

accomplish the same purpose, accordingly as experience

improves his knowledge or maturity improves his mtel-

lect. or as dififerent circumstances govern.

Instinct holds relativelv as small t)art m the life ot the «

dog as it does in the life of man. Dogs inhent the in-

stinct of self-preservation, the maternal and paternal in-

stinct and the instinct to seek a food supply, etc., but in

the activities of life,' in choosing means to ends, their'

intelligence holds full sway.

Experience and observation add to the dog's store of

knowledge as they do to the store of man's.

The dog's knowledge is a growth. Whether he is

wild or domesticated, he has much training of mind and

body to undergo before he fits into his environment to

the b«st advantage to himself. If in a wild state, he must

learn all the wiles of pursuit, of attack and defense, both

as an individual and as one of a pack. In a domesticated

state he intelligently fits himself to his environment by

following the lines of least resistance. Cuffed for jump-

ing on the bed, driven from the parlor with a broomstick,

scolded for barking in the house or thrashed for an. at-

tempt to steal food from the table, etc., he avoids the

experiences which are painful and makes the most of

such privileges as are pleasant and allowed to him.

In time, as experience directs, his manner of life be-

comes his habit of life. He ceases to have a longing for

the comforts of the parlor and forbears stealing food un-

less he has a safe opportunity.

The moral nature of the dog never reaches to a height

which commands much ' confidence. He is naturally a

predatory animal, and his marauding instincts, though

reasonably dormant in his own home, are quickly brought

into activity on outside opportunity. In the home of

his master's friend, where he is for the first time, the

dog most bra/iently searches every nook and corner, dis-

regards his home manners and does not hesitate to ap-

propriate to his own use any food he may find. Accord-

ing to his point of view he is doing no wrong. Such is

his nature. In time, with more thumpings and niore

painful experience, he learns that the rules in force at

his own home are also the rules to be observed when
he is in other homes, and he governs himself accord-

ingly. However, he easily drifts into vagabond habits

if opportunity offers, such as sneaking off into the fields

and woods on self-hunting trips, associating with vaga-

bond dogs, etc., and at such times he will indulge in many
freaks and fancies of which he would not be guilty if

under the eye of his master.

He has a profound affection for his master, but that

does not in the least signify that he loses any of his

own individuality or interest in his own manner of life.

On the matter of his affection, by the way, he has been
lauded to heights on the one hand, quite as unwarranted

as he was depreciated on the other in the matter of in-

telligence. Dogs love their masters, it is true, but not

as a rule with the loyalty and devotion so dear to senti-

mental writers as a theme when elaborating on the no-

bility which dogs possess.

The average dog, however much he may exhibit affec-

tion for his master to-day, will be quite content to take

up with a new one to-morrow. A few appetizing morsels

of food are sufficient to excite his interest, a few pats on
the head evoke his friendship, and a few repetitions of

friendly attention win his affection. Some dogs have a

more consistent devotion than others; some are brave
and will fight for their masters as they will fight for each

other; some will run from danger, regardless of whom it

may threaten.

The dog, being gregarious, has a natural repugnance to

loneliness. In a wild state, he lives in packs with his

fellows, and observes much the same watchfulness and
devotion to the common good that he does toward his

home in. domestication.
The wild instinct of friendly alliance is expressed in

domestication. He forms an attachment for his master
and the members of his master's family. Ho may. how-
ever, form a more friendly attachment for a horse. He
concedes the domination of his master, but he concedes
the same to (he leader of the pack in a wild state.

Hounds in domestication have a leader to which they
look for leadership in the pursuit of foxes, etc.

The dog in domestication soon learns to consider his

master's home as his own. If he prowls away from
liome, seeking to investigate other homes, the dogs of
the latter consider that their homes are invaded, and they
bark furious resentment, or perchance light and give the
intruder a sound mauling. The strange youths throw-
rocks at or maltreat him if they can lay liands on him.
Thus he learns that his own home is the most pleasant
to him. He does not know of any other home, so that
accepting the best home of which lie has any knowledge
is not a matter deserving of any special eulogy.
Some writers have not hesitated to exalt the dog as

being, in many noble characteristics, superior to man.
His devotion, fidelity and unselfishness are favorite
themes. Man. too, possesses these traits. Nevertheless,
on analysis, all these qualities, as exhibited by the dog,
are found to be far short of the ideal perfection ascribed
to him. The man who first said "The more I see of
men the better I like dogs" could hardly have been
serious, or, if he was serious, he knew neither men nor
dogs, assuming that he had a normal mind. "The dog as
he really is is companionable and devotfed enough. Matt,
nevertheless, could lose the companionship of the dog
much better than the dog could that of man. In material
advantages he is a gainer by his association with man.
pn the question of animal intelligence, the eminent

philosopher. Dr. Ludwig Buchner, in his work, "Man in

the Past, Present and Future." sets forth that, "Indeed, it

is sufficiently well known that the intellectual life of ani-

mals has hitherto been greatly underestimated or falsely

interpreted., simply because our closet philosophers al-

ways started, not from an impartial and unprejudiced ob-

servation and appreciation of nature, but from philosoph-

ical theories in which the true position, both of man and

animals, was entirely misunderstood. But as soon as wc
liegan I'o strike into a new path, it was seen that intel-

lectually, morally and artistically the animal roust be

placed in a far higher position than was formerly sup-

posed, and that the germs and first rudinients even of

the highest intellectual faculties' of man are existent and

easily demonstrable in much lower regions. The pre-

eminence of man over the annual is therefore rather

relative than absolute—that is to say, it consists in the

greate.r iierfection and more advantageous development of

those characteristics which he possesses in common with

animals, all the faculties of mair being as it were pro-

phetically foreshadowed in the animal world, but in man
more highly developed by natural selection. On closer

consideration, all the supposed specific distinctive cliar-

actei;s between man and animals fall away, and even those

attributes of humanity which arc regarded as most char-

acteristic, such as the intellectual and moral tiualities,

the upright gait, and free use of the hands, the human
physiognomy , and articulate language, social existence

and religious feeling, etc.. lose their value or become
merely relative as soon as we have recourse to a thor-

oughgoing comparison founded on facts. In this, how-
ever, wc must not. as is usual, confine our attention to

the most highly cultivated Europeans, but must also take

into the account those types of man which approach

most nearly to the animals and which have had no op-

portunity of raising themselves from the rude, primitive,

natural state to the grade of the civilized man. In such

a study as this, just as in the investigation of the animal

mind, we at once arrive at the knowledge of quite dif-

ferent things from what the closet philosophers in their

pretentious but hollow wisdom have hitherto endeavored

to make us believe, and we ascertain immediately that

the human being in his deepest degradation or in his

rudest primitive state approaches the animal world so

closely that we involuntarily ask ourselves where the

true boundary line is to be drawn. Whoever then wishes

lo form a judgment as to tlic true nature of man or his

true positi,on in nature must not, as our philosophers and
sot disant 'great thinkers' usually do, leave out of con-

sideration the primeval origin and developmental history

of man. and looking merely at his own little self in the

delusive mirror of self-esteem, abstr;^ict therefrom a pitia-

l)lc portrait of a man a'ffer the philosophical pattern. He
must, on the contrary, grasp at nature itself with both

hands and draw his knowledge from the innumerable
springs wdiich flow, here in the richest abundance."

Commenting further in this connection, he writes:.

"The second volume of his (Buchner' s) 'Physiological

Pictures' will also contain an, essay upon the mind of

animals. In this essay it will be shown by numerous
well authenticated examples and facts that the intellectual

activities, faculties, feelings and tendencies of man are

foreshadowed in an almost incredible degree in the ani-

mal mind. Love, fidelity, gratitude, sense of duty, re-

ligious feeling, friendship, conscientiousness and the high-

est self-sacrifice, pity and the sense of justice and in-

justice, as also pride, jealousy, hatred, malice, cunning
and desire of revenge, are known to the animal, as well as

reflection, prudence, the highest craft, precaution, care

for the future, etc.—nay, even gormandizing, which is

usually ascribed to man exclusively, exerts sway also

over the animal. Animals know and practice the funda-
mental laws and arrangements of the state and of society,

of slavery and caste, of domestic economy, education and
Kick nursing: they make the most wonderful structures

in the way of houses, caves, nests, paths and dams; they
hold assemblies and public deliberations and even courts
of justice upon offenders; and by means of a compli-
cated language of sounds, signs and gestures they arc

able to concert their mutual action in the most accurate
manner. In short, the majority of mankind have no
knowledge or even suspicion wluit sojct of creature an
animal is.''

'

'

'

Darwin, in his great work, the "Descent of Man," hufi

a paragraph in the chapter "On the Affinities and
(.renc;ilogy of Man" whose import is .specially lo the
point. lie remarks; "Some naturalists, from being
deeply impressed with the mental and spiritual powers of
niali, have divided the whole organic \vorld into three
kingdoms—the human, the animal and the vegetable

—

thus giving to man a separate kingdom. Sr)iritual pow
crs cannot be cunipared or classed by the naturalist, but
he may endeavor to .^how, as I have done, that the mental
I'actulties of man and the lower animals do not differ in

kind, although immensely in degree. A difference in

degree, however great, does not justify us in placing man
in a distinct kingdom, as will perhaps be best illus-

trated by comparing the mental powers of two insects,
namely, a coccus or scale insect and an ant, which un-
doubtedly belong to the same class. Tlie difference is

here greater than, though of a somewhat dift'erent kind
from, that between man and the highest mammal. The
female coccus^ while young, attaches itself by its pro-
boscis to a plant, sucks the sap. but never moves again,
is fertilized and lays eggs, and this is its whole history.
On the other hand, to describe the habits and mental
powers of the worker-ants would require, as Pierre Huber
has shown, a large volume. I may, however, briefly
specify a few points. Ants certainly communicate infor-
mation to each otlier and several unite for the same work
or for games of ' play. They recognize their fellow ants
after months of absence and feel sympathy for each other.
They build great edifices, keep them clean, close the
doors in the evening and post sentries. They make
roads as well as tunnels under rivers and temporary
bridges over them by clingiug together. They collect
food for the community, and when an object too large
for entrance is brought to the nest they enlarge the door
and afterward build it up again. They store up seeds of
which they prevent the germination and which, if damp
are brought up to the ^iirffice t;o dry. They keep aphides

and other insects as milch cows. They go out to battle

in regular bands and freely sacrifice their hves for tKe

common weal. They emigrate according to a precon-

certed plan. They capture slaves. They move the eggs
of their aphides, as well as their own eggs and cocoons,

into warm parts of the nest, in order that they may be
quickly hatched, and endless similar facts could be given*

On the whole, the difference between the mental powers
of an ant and a coccus is immense f yet no one has ever

dreamed of placing.these insects in distinct classes, much,
less in distinct kingdoms. No doubt the difference is

bridged over by other insects; and this is not the case

with man and the higher apes. But we have every rea-

son to believe that the breaks in the series are simply
the result of many forms having' become extinct."

These extracts, given for the reader's consideration,

present the convictions of men who have made this and
related subjects a lifelong study, whose opportunities for

acquiring information were relatively unlimited and
whose mental equipment fitted peculiarly well to the
exactions of their chosen field of research, all of which
(|ualificd them for the making of sound conclusions.
There is a comprehensive literature 011 this subject, ex-

tremely interesting in itself, only incidentallj^ related to

the subject of training, yet worthy of the attention of

him who earnestly seeks a broad knowledge of the sub-
ject. Before making pertinent investigation on either

subject, it is not difficolt to believe that the dog acts

whollj" by instinct and that the world is flat; after un-
prejudiced investig-ation it is impossible to believe either.-

Considered as a being, physically and mentally the dog
develops much, after the manner of man, but with re-

strictions imposed brj^ nature and by man which force
him to recognize his inferiority and dependence through
life. «

Superior force is a quantity in life to which all- must
yield. Men feel its mandates; even nations must bow
to it. As between) man and dog, the latter from puppy-
hood is taught submission and dependence. ' There is

sufficient force at every point to repel all attempts which
are obnoxious to man, his master. He recognizes this
from an early age and grows into doghood with a full

acceptance of it. The exceptional dog which betimes has
the idea that he has force enough to meet force generally
goes violently into the bourne provided for bad dogs,
whence they never return. Heredity tends to" the per-
petuation of the dotgs which are most submissive. The
destruction of dogi> whicli arc of a bad or uiisuitablc
temper would tend toward' the extermination of the most
savage and the perpetuation of those which most amiably
accepted the_ place in domestication assigned to them by
man. Thus, 'they grwv up deferential by habit, dependent
from inferiority and gregarious by nature.

B. Watku.s.

Sheep Dog Trials in Wales.
Late in the summer inontilis of each yca,r the flockii of

all Wales arc left to roam at will over the hcathjit-cov-
ered hills, while the shepherds take their trusted collies

and go to compete foi" the coveted shepherd's trophy, the

Cambriiin Stake and Cup, and not only do the shepherds
of Wales compete, but they ciome from the highlands of

northern England, from far across the River Dec, to

try the metal of the dogs of all counties at their skill at

handling the flock. The events of the whole year are
figured from these sheep dog trials, and as soon as they
are run the shepherds commence to figure on their chances,
to win in the coming year. These trials are their one
relaxation from work, their one pleasure and their annual
holiday. As one drives through the vales of this great
sheep district,. the native will proudly point out that, "Yon
dorg win cup three year gone," or of another dog that

happens to he seen, " 'E's a likely brute, an' minds the

flock weel, but na ceen go fer cup." This sport is their

life, and these nimble collies are their daily helpmates
which share every joy and every hardship with their

mastei*.

Nestled down in the beautiful liills of Wales near the

ancient village of Llangollen is Plas-yn-Vivod, the home
of Captain Best, of the Royal Navy, and in his park the

trials are held, and to him is due 'the honor of having
promoted this excellent form of sport, and each year he
turns his place over to the public for the competition.

The trials afford an opportunity of observing the won-
derful training of the dogs, a chance for the shepherds
to decide their disputes as to the superior intelligence

of their animals, and a holiday for the entire country-
side.

Wale^j is the home of sheep dog trials, and the Cambrian
.Stake is the coveted prize of all Great Britain, and to

these simple shepherds it means more to win this stake

than it does to some great horseman to Avin a Derby, for

the work of these dogs is not a pastime with them, but

it is their liA'elihood and really their life.

The test consists of driving three sheep around and
through a series of flags and gates, and finally into a

small pen that has a very narrow opening, and all of this

must be done by the dog alone, simply directed by the

master, who stands near the pen. "The sheep used are

selected from different Ifocks, and consequently strange,

to each other, making tliein more difficult to handle than

if they were all accustomed to running together. The
small, wild Welsh sheep are also found much harder to

handle, and consequently make a more severe test for the

dogs. The field is a beautiful, hilly portion of Captain

Best's park, perfectly suited to the sport, as it is a natural

amphitheater, and so affords an excellent view for th'e

spectators. The dogs are required to take the sheep
over a course fully half a mile in length before they

finally bring them to the goal, all of the course being in

full view. Directly in front of the spectators and
judges, the field drops away into a little hollow, and
then rises to a steep incline to another field, and it is far

up on this hill that the sheep are held in a pen, to be
released when the word is givgn.

The shepherd directs the contesting dog from a position

near the judges' table, where a post is driven into the

ground, to which a cord about 25 feet long is attached, A
loop at the end of the cord is held on the arm of th'e

contestant during thp competition, thus preventing his
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going more tliau the stated distance in any direction. As
-soon as the dog has taken the flock through the various
openings and around the fiags and up to the pen, the
shepherd ma}' go to tlie assistance of his animal and help
him pen the sheep.
The crowd assembles early on thfc day of the trial, and

an air of expectancy is rife. The hum of conversation
caases for a moment as the first number is posted, a burst
of applause as the first dog goes on the field, and the
contest commences.
-.A.n old grizzled shepherd advances to the post and ad-

justs the cord on his arm, receives his instructions from
the judges and finallj' the word to commence. Three
sheep are turned into the field away up on the hill above,
at such a distance that one can scarcely make them out.

The shepherd raises his staff and points in their direction
and says quietly, "Hie to 'em, Lassie," and off the beau-
tiful collie bounds as straight as an arrow, but turning
every hundred yards or so to see that the direction first

indicated has not been changed. On she goes up the
hill, until she encounters the high wall that separates the
adjoining field, in which the sheep have been loosed; here
she hesitates and agam looks back for instructions.

"Gang over !" shouts the shepherd, with a wave of his
staff, indicating his wish, and over goes Lassie, and
another command of "Hie away!" sends her on up the
hill, where she presently finds the sheep, the first point
in the competition.

"Gang away back!" comes the next order, and around
to the rear of the sheep races the dog. The animal
works noiselessly, as the worst trait that a sheep dog
can have is that of barking at a flock. They are never
supposed to alarm the sheep unless it is necessary to do so
to move some stubborn member of tbe flock.

Now comes the task of sending them along tlie crest
of the hill to a flag high on the slope, around that and
then directly through an opening in the wall. "Coom in,

Lass!" brings the dog along the hill in the direction of
the first flag, with tbe little flock scampering before her.
Not always docs the master speak to the collie, but very
often a shrill whistle attracts her attention, and the
staff indicates the desired direction. Down the hill

gallop the sheep, headed far below the flag, and as it is

required that they go above it, a call of "Coom farther
in!" brings in the dog, and sends out the little flock just'
around the flag.

"Get back!" shouts the shepherd. Away bounds the
faithful dog to the rear.

"Get farther back!" sends her even more around imtil
the_ sheep are turned straight in to the wall through
which they must go. vMong this wall they run at full

• .speed, and so fast that they will surely pass the opening,
so the dog is bidden to "Coom away 'round !" and around
she goes in a great detour, heading off the flock right at
the gate. They hesitate and the shepherd gives a shrill

whistle and the dog stands fast with her eyes fastened on
the sheep. They look stupidly about for "a moment and
then one of them looks toward the opening, through which
Ihey .are to go. "Coom in steady, Lass !" calls the master.
Slowly and carefully creeps the dog. The sheep turn and
walk through the opening as naturally as though of, .their

own accord. This bit of clever work on the part of
the dog brings forth a cheer from the crowd, and as half
of the trial is successfully done, the excitement runs
high.

All this time the sheep have been kept on a keen
jump with the dog close at their heels, but the pursuit
has been so careful and so steady that the sheep are not
in the least startled or worried, and if they are given n
moment's rest they immediately commence to nibble at

the grass.

The third point has been scored, and only three minutes
and a half have been used out of the short ten minutes
allowed to complete the task, but the real work is yet to
come. The old shepherd will tell you that "any fool dog"
will bring a flock to you, but that it takes a real sheep
dog to take them away with intelligence.

The master works the dog well to the rear of the
sheep, and then bids her to "Take 'em away," and away
they go straight for the final opening, which is really an
imaginary gate between two short sections of fence, and
consequently much harder than if it was really an opening
in a fence, as it means nothing to the sheep or to the dog
lo go between these bars. The dog does not under-
stand what is wanted, while when they are put at a

gate in a fence the dog knows perfectly what is wanted
after a few conmiands have been given, and then he will
work of his own accord, with an intelligence that is sur-
prising. But with wonderful obedience the dog follows
the direction indicated by the master's staff and the words
of command. If the sheep become frightened by a sudden
rush, a sharp whistle will bring the dog lo the ground
long enough for the floek to become quiet. After a bit of
clever work the dog puts the flock through, and as they
go scampering off to the far corner of the field, the
shepherd calls for Lassie to "Git far back!" and to
"Fetch 'em up!" and in they come with a scurry and a
rush toward the pen, which is the final test. Then
cornmences an animated game of "pigs in the clover," for
it is exactly like that exasperating puzzle that was the
Page a couple of years ago.

At this stage of the trial the shepherd is allowed to

leave his position by the stake, and is permitted to
assist his -dog in penning the flock. The opening to the
pen is just wide enough to allow one sheep to enter at

one time, and they show a decided disinclination to go
into tlie inclosure. They break and run around it, and in
an instant, without any word of command, the dog is

around to head them off and bring them back. They face
the dog and stamp their forefeet in a challenging man-
ner, when they are cornered, as though they were about
to attack her. Easily the master and the dog work up on
the flock in perfect unison, and in such a careful man-
ner that the sheep do not become startled.
"Easy a bit, Lassie," whispers the shepherd, and Lassie

steps forward a couple of feet.

"Steady a bit," and she stops.
If the sheep show an inclination to bolt, tfie dog is-

cautioned to "Lie down !" and instantly she drops to the
ground and watches the sheep, unless they again attempt
to bolt. One of the sheep turns his head and looks into
the pen for a moment, and instantly the master calls

softly. "Crawl up. Lassie," and she crawls along the
ground on her belly, never rising to her feet until the first

sheep has his head well inle the pen. Where one goes
the rest will follow, so with a wave of his staff the

shepherd calls .sharply, "At 'cm. Lassie!" and the dog
rises quickly and lakes a couple of steps forward, and
in go the little flock amid the cheers of an appreciative
crowd.
That is the way of a well-run trial when every point is

scored, but not all of the dogs are so successful, and
many a shepherd goes hdme at night with a heavy
heart, full of disappointmeint because his dog did not do
his best or because of an unusually wild sheep that bolts

the flock in such a manner that no dog could keep it in.

Some of the dogs that work to perfection with a (lock

on their own hills will do nothing at a trial, and. on
the contrary, it is said that dogs are being trained for
field work simply for the prizes that would do nothing in

the field, but fortunately this practice, that only appeared
this year, has been regulated by strict rules, preventing
any but regular sheep dogs from competing.
During the morning of the trials there are two courses

on which to rmi the dogs, so that the entire competition
may be finished in a day—the Ty'ii-y-Celyn side and the
Viv^od side, and the winners of the two morning trials are
brought together in the afternoon. It is curious to note
the effect that the presence of the crowd has on both
the dog and master in some cases. The Ty'n-y-Celyn is

some distance across a little vale, and consequently very
few of the spectatofs went over, unless there was some
dog working that they wished particularly to sec.

One little brown animal came to the trials with a won-
derful reputation as a great sheep dog, and in the morn-
ing, on the far side, he carried his flock over the course
in a remarkably short time, and it looked as though he
was a very probable winner, and so when he was called
in the afternoon the crowd was full of expectancy. The
shepherd was a Welshman, and did not know a word of
English, but received his instructions from the judges in
his own tongue, and then faced the trial. The sheep
were released on the hill above, and the little dog was
told to find them, the shepherd indicating the direction
with his staff, or rather' attempting to do so, for he was
not able to convey his wishes to the dog. It was a simple
case of "stage fright," for the mountain shepherd was
completely bewildered by the crowd of people that was
looking on, and the dog suffered in conseqitencc, Up and
down the little dog ran, and louder and louder shouted
and whistled the shepherd. The crowd became amused,
and their amusement only made matters worse for the
Welshman. Finally, after a vain attempt for ten minutes,
lime was called, and another dog was sent to bring in the
sheep that were camly grazing on the far hillside, and the
shepherd called away his little dog and was soon lost in
the crowd, downcast and heart-broken at his failure.
Even the dog seemed to share the chagrin of his master,
for he hung his head and slunk away as though he realized
his fault, and yet this same dog had won his match iji

the morning in a most wonderful manner, but the failure
later in the day will be the regret of the life of this simple
shepherd. '

•
•

Dog after dog comes up to try his skill, and one after
another they meet with more or less success, but none
can lower the time that Lassie has made, and she is

awarded the coveted cup and the Cambrian Stake. The
winning of an event like this one becomes tradition in the
families of these men of the mountains, and for years
to come the children and tb^^ir children will tell of how
Lassie won the cup.
Then follow the trial for two dogs working together

and in this six sheep are used instead of three, half of
the number being from one flock and half from
another. The first part of the trial is similar to the one
with one dog. They are to be carried around the flag
on the hillside in the same manner, to be brought through
the gap in the wall and then through the opening be-
tween the two bars. All of this is infinitely easier with
the assistance of another dog, and the marvelous manner
in which they work is wonderful to watch. Back and
forth they run behind the little flock, never allowing them
10 swerve to either side, each dog obeying the commands
that tlie master directs to him. Should the sheep bolt out
of the course, the master would call, "Laddie, coom
away 'round!" "Lady, get farther back!" and as each
dog would mind the respective order they would bring the
flock back into the course. As they go through a gate, a
command of, "Laddie, watch 'em!" would bring Ljiddie
to the side of the gate to prevent the sheep from
going past the opening, while Lady would Avork back
and forth to send them through. If the dog did not
m.ind instantly, the master would call sharply, "Lady,
did'st thoti hear? Get farther back!" They work in
perfect unison, minding every gesture, whistle or word
of command, and yet at times they are fully a quarter of a
mile away.

When the last gate is passed, instead of taking the six
sheep to the pen, the contestant must separate three
specially marked ones and pen them with one dog. leaving
the other dog to watch the remaining three and prevent
their coming in with the others again.
Two of the most interesting dogs that worked at

Llangollen this year were Old Pink and Gem, the former
being given the commands entirely by whistles, while
Gem received verbal directions. Different inflections of
the whistle meant different orders to the dog. A trill
would send him far away; one similar to the ordinary
manner of calling a dog would bring him in. A rising
note would send him to the right and a falling one to the
left in just the same manner that an old cavalry horse
obej'S the trumpet calls.

Another queer pair were Handy and Sam, run hy a
shepherd from Llandderfel. Sam could only understand
Welsh, while all_ of the commands to Handy were given
in English, and it was most amusing to hear the master
as he handled the dogs in the trial.

When his name was called, he led his faithful dogs to
the starting point, and as the word was given to com-
mence, he spoke quietly to them. "Get far away, 'Andy "

he commanded to one, "Cer draw reit pell, Sam," and
away scurried both dogs.
"Get farther back, 'Andy," "Symer yn draf deg, Sam"

(Take time) , find instantly thty would obey the respective

words of warning. At times the shepherd would merely
call the command without using the dog's name, and the
effect was quite the same, as the one had no knowledge
of the language spoken to the other.
"Come 'round, 'Andy."
"Dal draw, Sam" (Keep away).
Not a little fun is created by this use of two languages

so totally different, and the crowd laughs heartily at
any new command, but at the same time they are most-
appreciative of the excellent work that is being done.
The two animals are ahnost human in the manner in
which they receive and obey the will of their master;
every word is heeded instantly and every direction indi-
cated with the staff is obeyed, always looking back
for new directions.

"Tyd yma atai i!" (Come here to me!) calls the
shepherd as the little Welsh dog goes a little too far
around the flock.

As they near an opening in a fence, the man's voice
drops into a coaxing key, as he cautions careful work
from the dogs, lest they flurry their charges and cause
them to bolt at the critical moment.
"Gorf edd lazvr!" (Lie down !)

*
"Steady a wee bit, 'Andy."
This caution has had its effect, for through they go

and on to the next part of the test.

During the trials the qther shepherds sit about with their
dogs, awaiting their turn, and watch with keen interest
the success or lack of success of their rivals. Each break
or sudden turn of the sheep is followed by hundreds of
eyes, and each sharp recovery of the flock by the dogs
is hailed with breathless applause. These simple country
folk do not hesitate to give vent to their feelings, no
matter whether it is to applaud some clever bit of work
of one of their friends' dogs, or to give a shout of
satisfaction at some mistake or bad luck of a rival. The
etiquette of applause is that a man may express whatever
his feelings may happen to be, and even though it is
directed at a failure, no offense is meant and none is

given. These men are here for a day's good sport, and
to try the skill of their dogs, and there is none of the
spirit of underhand rivalry that so often creeps into
sport where money is at stake. These shepherds have'
their strong convictions as to the relative merits of the
dogs, and they defend their views almost to the point of
blo\ys, but for all that, they bear no ill will.

" 'E's a gran' worker, that 'Andy, but 'e' nay cen Avin."
remarks an old shepherd, without taking his eyes from'
the field.

"Yon's tha' style, ta bettern Owd Pink herself."
"Na, they'll lose at the pen,"
"Steady, mon, time's close," breathlessly whispers

one, as though the dog could hear and understand.
The sheep are stubborn, although finally one turns his

nose into the pen. A cheer goes up from the crowd.
"He's won !" they cry.

So it would seem for an instant, but suddenly a little'

wether breaks, just as victory is within grasp, and whirls'
off down the green hill. Quick as a flash the faithful
Handy is around and is bringing the frightened sheep'
back to the others, but the flight of this one has startled*
the other two, and they huddle to the side of the pen
away from the opening, watched by the other dog. It
will take but a minute to bring them back again, but it is
too late. The whistle blows, time is up and the cup is

lost—not from any fault o? the dog nor of the master,
but because of the sheep. There is a great difference in
the.se little woolr animals that are turned out at the
trials, and a great deal of the success of the shepherd
depends on the character of the sheep that he happens to
draw. Some will run together, crowding their heads,
close to each other and never bolting, thus making it

very easy for the dog to handle them. Others will bolt
the moment they are loosed on the hill, all going in
different directions. In a case of this sort no dog living
could bring them together in the short ten minutes
allowed, but that is the fortune of the game, as no
allowance is made by the judges in such a case.
No matter what the disappointment may be, these coun-

try folk never show any sign of anger or of displeasure.
One old Welshman faced the trial ground with a dog,

of great reputation—one that had worked in the High-
lands with the flocks for scA^en years or more, and Avas
known to be able to handle a flock with wonderful in-
telligence.

The sheep were turned out on the hill, and the dog
followed the master's bidding, as indicated by his stafl".

and in less than a minute had discovered the slieep. With
the same Avonderful instinct, he brought them along the
hill, around the flag and through the first gate.
The croAvd cheered every movement of the beautiiul

collie, and shouts of approval greeted each success. A
continuance of such work Avould mean certain posses-
sion of the cup.

"
'E wins easy!" a shepherd boy shouts.

"Yon's a true Wales dorg," says another looker-on.
But just as the last of the trial Avas to come at the

pen, one of the flock, a young ram, bolted and made.,
directly for the crowd. A little stream in the castle
park separated the trial ground from the spectators, and
into this stream plunged the frightened ram. And there
he stayed. After him came the dog, but no power could
move that stupid bolter. The dog swam into deep Avater
oil the far side of the sheep, but to no purpose. The
sheep was tired and frightened, and, in fact, he had
con ipletely_ lost his senses, and while the dog atJtempted
to move him, the fcAV minutes allotted for the test were
rapidly slipping aAvay. The crowd "shooed" and threw
sticks at the ram, but to no avail.

"He's lost," mournfully says some admirer of the dog.
"Time's up !" calls the judge, and the shepherd whistles

to his dog and bids him to "Coom in." The dog comes
up to the master, panting from his exertions, but with his
ears drooping in a downcast expression, showing only
too keenly that he knew that he had made a failure, and
it seemed he must realize that he had lost the cup.
There was no anger shown by the shepherd, only

disappointment, and as he stooped to snap the chain on
the collar, he said gently, "Ta did weel, ma lad ; twa na
fault o' thine. Yon ram be crazy."
Another young dog was not so enthusiastic, for right
the critical moment, after a few moments' \vs,xd nin, h^
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made for the stream, and waded into it, where he stood

lapping the cooling water, utterly unmindful of the com-

mands of his master^ while the sheep scampered off to a

far corner of the field. The crowd was highly amused,

and they cheered heartily each endeavor of the shepherd

to persuade his dog to continue the test, but the collie

had enough of what he probably considered mere play,

and forthwith quit.

It must not be supposed that all of these clever sheep

dogs arc handsome, full-bred collies, for, quite to the

contrary, some of the most intelligent of them are mon-
grels of the most plebeian type. They are "just dog," but

in many cases they make the most intelligent workers in

the trials. It is a well-known and recognized fact that

the best dogs with the flocks are the lower-bred animals.

At the trials it is seldom that one of the high-bred,

aristocratic collies, such as are seen at the bench shows,

wins the cup. It is not inferred that the prize-winning

collie does not work the flock as well, but it is a fact

that the under-bred dog seems to do better work at the

trials. It is a similar fact that the majority of the

best trick dogs that are seen on the stage or in a circus

are the mongrels.
The shepherds tell many tales of the sagacity of their

dogs, and of incidents that have happened while they

were afield that makes one feel that these sheep dogs

have more than the usual amount of intelligence alloted

to such a dumb beast, and that they have more than brute

instinct.

While waiting for his turn, one of the shepherds sat

holding a little black dog that was so homely that it

would have attracted attention anywhere, and was more
noticeable here among so many fine looking animals. He
was a little ragged, unkempt looking imp with a very

white face that, with the black coat, gave him a very

impudent look. I stopped to pat his head, and in an in-

stant his tale was wagging like the pendulum of a clock

with the balance wheel missing. The man seemed pleased

that I noticed his dog, and he commenced to tell of

what great work the little animal was capable.

"But for yon dorg I na be 'ere to-day," said the

herder, and then following the story of how the dog
had saved his life.

The shepherd was away up in the highlands searching

for some of his flock that had strayed, and as he climbed

about in the rocks, he missed his footing and fell sonie

distance to the rocks below. The fall did not deprive

him of his senses, but he soon discovered that both of

his legs were useless, as they had been broken by the

fall. He was perfectly helpless, and to attempt to drag

himself to the house would be out. of the question, and
as it was late in the fall and far up in the mountains, the

cold night would be almost certain death. Shouting Avas

of no avail, as he was a long way from the house, and
could not possibly make himself heard. Gradually the

pain increased, and in a short time it was relieved by
imconsciousness.

Shortly after this, the faithful little dog appeared at

the house, and by whining and barking he showed un-
mistakable signs of there being something wrong. He
ran up the path to the mountaiii, barking furiously, and
then back to the house again. There was no doubt that

there was something the matter, and so some of the

men started out with the dog. As soon as he saw that he

was understood, he bounded aAvay up the path, only

waiting at the turns to make sure that his followers

would not be lost, and led them directly to the scene of

the accident.

That is why this little black dog, not worth a dozen
shillings, could not be bought for a fortune, and whether
he wins a prize or not, his master is fully convinced that

he is the greatest dog that ever lived.

When sheep are lost in the mountains or covered up in

the drifts of snow that pile so high on the fells of north-

ern England, or in the hills of Wales, the dogs show
this same sagaciousness in finding them, and afterward in

making the fact known to the shepherd. Whole flocks of

.sheep have been lost under the snow for ten or twelve

days at a time, and in nearly every case the faithful

dog has located them. The sheep will live a long time
when covered up in this manner, as they huddle together

and are kept from freezing by the warmth of each other's

bodies and by the heavy blanket of the snow itself. They
move about enough to make it possible to nibble enough
of the vegetation to keep them alive, and so are kept from
starvation until they are found. In many cases, however,
whole flocks are lost at one time.

James F. J. Archibald.

South Dakota Tfials.

The trials of the South Dakota Field Trial Associa-
tion, run in the vicinity of Sioux Falls, S. D., on Aug.
28, 29 and 30, were abh' judged by the eminent fancier,

Mr. Thomas Johnson, of Winnipeg, Man.
In the Derby, which had nine starters, the winners

were, first, G. W. Cortright's b. and w. pointer bitch

Jingo's Hessen (Jingo—Rose Lee Hessen) ; second, Ortiz
Fruit Farm Kennel's b., w. and t. setter dog Ortiz Pride
(Rodfield—Mark's Nellie) ; third,_ A. McLachlin's w.
pointer dog Joe Howard (Brighton Joe—Missouri
Queen) ; fourth, A. T. Burger's b., w. and t. setter dog
Cook Cousins (Count Rodfield—Lente E.).

The All-Age Stake, fourteen starters, had winners as

follows : First, J. S. Crane's b. and w. pointer bitch

Zephyr IT. (Rip Rap-—Jingo's Jay) ; second, John Otten's
b„ w. and ticked pointer dog Tick's Dot (Tick Boy

—

Kent's Queen) ; third, J. S. Crane's b, and w. pointer

bitch Dot's Daisy
_
(Jingo—Dot's Pearl)

;
fourth, G.

Clay's b. and w. pointer bitch Josie Brighton (Brighton

Joe—Jingo Flora).

Aug. 20 was fixed upon as the date of next year's

trials. Officers elected were : President, E. H. Gregory

;

Vice-Presidents. J. Otten, H. A. Subilia, G. A. Dodds and
Dr. G. T. Page ;

Secretary-Treasurer, Olav Hangtro.

A Portsmouth sportsman thought he had made a

lucky haul a few days ago. His eagle eye detected five

fine storks disporting themselves on a local waste, and.
after much trouble he succeeded in stalking them and
bagged the lot. ^ He took the rare birds to a local tax-

idermist, and a day or two later learned that the storks
had escaped from Sanger's circus, which ^y^s yisiting the

neighBurhood.—British Sportsman.

"Western Canada Kennel GIuVs Trials

The Western Canada Kennel Club's trials were run at

La Salle, Manitoba, on Sept. 3 and 4. Mr. Frank Richards
acted as judge.

In the Derby the winners were, first, J. Lemon's Dum
Dum : second, F. W. Scott's Oaken Valley; third, J. F.

Prendergast's Fly. Very highly commended. F. W.
Scott's Wapella Joe ; A. Gale's Dandy, and Hamber and
Code's Sheriff. There were ten starters in this .stake.

There were ten starters in the All-Age Stake. The
winners were, first, J. Lemon's pointer dog Sport IV.

;

second, W. H. Thompson's setter dog Rod o' Light, Jr.

;

third, A. Gate's pointer dog, Prince. Mr. Richards, the

judge, was publicly thanked and presented with a

souvenir by the club.

Is it true that if you apph^ the X rays to a dog's lungs

you will sec the seat of his pants?—The Sun.

Yachting Fixtures, J900.

9EPTEMBEB.

15. Maiihasset, closing race, Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
13. Atlantic, fall race, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
15. Atlantic, club, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
15. South Boston, sailing dinghies, City Point, Boston Harbor.

_

22-23. California, cruise to IMartinez, San Francisco, San Francisco
Bav.

22. Riverside, fall regatta. Riverside, Long Island Sound.
22. Canarsie. Commodore's cups. Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
22. Haverhill, fourth championship, Haverhill, Mass.

Following the race for the Lipton cup, the Atlantic Y.
C. will give a special race for the 70ft. class on Sept. 15

over the club's regular course, starting off Sea Gate.

The occurrence at the Quincy Y. C. open race of Sept.

I is fortunately of a sort which is now so rare as to be
exceptional, though it calls to mind the good old day.s of

the sandbaggers when a prize was not won until all hands
had gone ashore and fought for it. While the present oc-

currence on its merits is to be regretted as reflecting no
credit on the sport of yachting, the decision of the com-
mittee in refusing to consider protests legally filed with
it only makes bad worse. It seems to have escaped the

notice of the race committee that there are two distinct

and entirely disconnected points involved. The owners of

the two yachts each filed a protest against the other, and
if, as it appears, this was done according to the require-

ments of the rules, they have a right to demand of the

club and the race committee a hearing and a decision of

the alleged fouling. After the finish of the race a per-

sonal encounter took place upon the club float between
members of the two crews, a blow being .struck. This is a

matter with which the club should deal,, as an insult to

itself. It has, however, nothing whatever to do with

the foul and the counter protests. Should the matter be
allowed to rest as it now stands, a very mischievous prece-

dent will be established.

Th£ race committee of the Newport Y. R. .A., has a

mo.st difficult task in hand over the counter protests of

Yankee and Mineola, the evidence on both sides being
positive and contradictory. The committee has been
taking the evidence of a number of persons, and as yet

no decision has been annoitnced.

Larchmont Y. C.

LARCHMONT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Monday, Sept. 3.
_

The annual fall regatta of the Larchmont Y. C. on

Labor Day \Yas sailed in exceptionally fine racing weather,

clear and sunny, but with a fresh S.E, breeze that made
close racing in all the classes. The list of fifty-four

starters included Astrild and Isolde and the rerigged

Hussar II., but none of the 70-footers, only Mineola II.

being in the vicinity, on the ways at City Island for

cleaning. The start was made at li :30. On the first

round Cherokee, the new Hanley boat from Philadelphia,

fouled the first mark and sank the dory used as a mark
boat, afterward withdrawing. Hussar II., after being

badly beaten by Altair, ran afoul of the centerbord cutter

Tigress at anchor in the harbor, taking the topmast out

of Tigress. Audax broke the crouse on her bowsprit, and
O Shima San parted her throat halyards, The first round

was timed

:

Atlantic 1 14 10

Katrina 1 15 05

Wayward F
Uncas 1 37 38

Astrild 1 49 50

Isolde 1 50 05

Altair ..... ...,.,,....119 50

Hussar IX 1 24 20

Katonah 1 38 00

Albicort- 1 41 50

Countess 1 45 12
Cherokee 1 47 07

'An";it'>Ic 1 43 43
O Siiima San 1 46 12
Escape 4 57 42

Flora 2 02 00

Enpronzi 1 44 30

Oiseau 1 45 40
Rochelle 12 50 32

Adelaide 1 04 30

The final times were:

C6]teen 1 01 52
.Snapper 1 02 20

Spindrift, raceabout 1 02 52
Senta 1 06 30

Thelga 1 07 00
Rod 1 11 12
Ox 1 14 10
FHm Flam 1 19 00
Sandpiper 1 19 30
Kingfisher ...,1 21 25
Nora 1 23 .50

Dud 1 39 58
Prize 1 52 30
Louise 1 15 OS
Leisure 1 29 10
Mongoose II 1 06 30
Kazaza 1 25 40
Spindrifl;, catboat 1 54 50
Bouncer II. 1 47 10

Schooners—Special ^latch—Start. 11:35.

Racing Length. Elapsed.
Atlantic, Wilson Marshall 86.31 3 30 49

Katrina, James B. Ford.... 73.14 3 37 13

Schooners—Class F—StartJ 11^35.

Waj-^vard, Chas. Smithers .63.82 3 20 40

Uncas, C. P, Buchanan ,51.46 Withdrew.

Special TVIatch—Start. 11:33.

Wayward, Chas. Smithers ....63.82 3 20 40

Lolawana, cutter, T. O'C. .Sloanu...46.98 Withdicvv.

Cutters~7(»£t. Class—Start, 11:40.

Isolde, F. M- Hoyt 60.45 4 00 39

,^sjfil^i Haiian Eroihcrs,

—

61. g3 00 OS

Corrected.
3 30 49

3 20 40

2il 40

3 59 4.5

i W 0?

Cutters—51ft. Class—Racing Trim—Start, 11:45.
Altair, Cord Meyer ,.51.00 2 59 58
Hussar II., James Baird ....,,50.78 3 11 23

Sloops and Yawls—Start, 11:45.
Albicore, yawl, S. T. Hvde.. ......... .45.00 3 37 49
Katonah, D. Williams 42.05 3 37 03

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 11:50.
Anoatok, J, Martin, Jr. ...34.00
Countess, O. Sanderson... 35.72
Cherokee, E. W. Clark, Tr ...35.91
O Shima San, H. L Pratt. 35.81

Yawls~36ft. Class—Start
Escape, George Matthews., 30,42
Flora, H. H. Landon.. ...35.36
Audax, H, W. Eaton 30.33

35 43
3 34 48

; 81 44
37 03

32 27
3 34 48

Fouled satkeboat.
Disabled.

11 :50.

3 55 24 ... .

.

Withdrew.
Disabled.

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start, 11:50.
Enpronzi, Alfred Peats 30.00 3 37 13
Oiseau, T. R. Maxwell, Jr 29.93 3 38 27
Alerion, A. H, Alker 29.70 Withdrew.

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 11:55.
Rochelle, Edward Kelly ...24.83 1 52 52
Adelaide, J. jVL Woodbury 22.50 2 15 03

Raceabouts—start, 11:55.
Colleen, L, R. Alberger. 21.00 2 11 03
Snapper, H. L. Maxwell 21.00 2 12 15
Spindrift, Pirie Brothers 21.00 2 13 45

Seawanhaka Corinthian Knockabouts—Start, 11:5
Senta 21.00 2 22 35
Thelga, A. P. Thayer 21.00 2 23 00

Sloops^21ft. Class—Start, 12:00.
Rod, L. Iselin 19.40 2 24 28
Ox, W. N. Bavier 21.00 2 28 24

Sloops— 18ft. Class—Start, 12 :00.

1 52 52
2 11 06

Sandpiper, Raymond Belmont... 17.27
Kingfisher, August Belmont, Jr 17.27
Ncra, A. Iselin 17.27
Flim Flam, A. D. Prince.^. ..18.00
Palani, W. W. Swan ....

One-Design Dories—Start,
Dud, G. A. Cory ,

Prize, H. Van Rensselaerr :

Cabin Catboats—30ft. Class-
Louise, John Knox 28.58
Leisure, John Knox 27.96
Fugitive, Alfred Birdsall.. 28.11

. Catboats—25ft. Class—Start,
Mongoose II., S. Ford 21.00
Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby 23.50

2 34 36
2 42 29

2 49 52

Withdrew.
Withdrew.

12:00.

3 12 00
4 01 19

Start, 12:0.5.

2 19 00
2 43 37
Withdrew.

12:05.

2 01 35
^^'ithdrew.

Open Catboats^20ft. Class—Start, 12:10.
Kazaza, T. J. McCahill, Jr 19.40 2 28 .36

Spindrift, M. Goetchiu.s 18.60' 3 10 54
Spunk 19.00 Withdrew.

Open Catboats—15ft. Class—Start, 12:10.
Bouncer II., A. D. Tappan 15.00 3 10 57
Wee Winn, F. Sherwood ...14.08 Withdrew
Scoot .........14.80 Withdrew.

Hampden One-Design Class—Start, 12:10.

3 10 51Mibabe, S. H. Mason.
Zetia ,

Billiboy, W. G. Newman
Bluebird
Blackbird
Indian

20 49
3 29 .53

Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

The winners were Atlantic, Wayward, Isolde, Altair,
Albicore, Anoatok, Escape, Enpronzi._ Rochelle, Colleen,
Senta, Rod, Sandpiper, Dud, Louise," Mongoose I., Ka-
zaza, Bouncer II. and Mibabe.

Royal Canadian Y. C
TORONTO—^LAKE 0NT.\RI0.

Monday, Sept. 3.

The Royal Canadian Y. C, sailed a race for the Prince
of Wales cup on Sept. 3 over a triangular course on Lake
Ontario, the wind being fresh from the south. The times
were, start 11 :oo:

Handicap. Finish. Elapsed.
Merrythought. A. E. Jarvis Allows. 2 11 18 S 11 18
Canada, G. H. Gooderham ..0 05 22 2 34 23 3 29 01
Vreda, A. G. Peuchen.. ,.. 0 01 25 2 56 03 3 54 38
Zelma, R. A. Lvicas 0 06 56 Withdrew.
Vivia, McRae & Bath 0-11 30 Withdrew.
Beaver, Dr, Scadding 0 20 03 Withdrew.

On Sept. X three of the smaller classes raced in a
moderate easterly breeze, the times being:

22ft. Class—Start, 3:00.

Finish. Elapsed.
Frou Frou 4 41 M 1 41 00
Merlin 4 45 30 1 45 30
Aleda Withdrew.

16ft. Class—Start, 3:05.
Whitecap 4 37 00 1 32 00
Cakewalk 4 44 10 1 35 10
Caprice i. 4 44 25 1 S9 25
Sigma III 4 52 15 1 47 15
Yana Yana 4 55 00 1 50 00
Elect ra 5 16 30 2 11 30

Dinghy Class—Starts 3:10.

G E Gooderhavn 4 36 20 1 26 20
C. Sweatman 4 49 10 1 29 10
Snowdon .Withdrew.

Lake Sailing Skiff Association.

TORONTO—TORONTO BAY.

Monday, Sept. 3.

The Toronto clubs of the Lake Sailing Skiff Associa-
tion held two races on Sept. 3, restilting as follows, start

2 :oo

;

Cakewalk 3 16 12
Whitecap 3 18 57

Caprice : .3 21 24

Start 4:30:
Cakewalk 5 15 28
Caprice 5 15 35
Whitecap ..5 16 04

Cakewalk won the money prize and chatnpionship cup
for the i6ft. class. Whitecap Avon a silk flag presented by
Oldreive & Horn. The 15ft. class also raced, Sigrna
winning the Hiram Kitely cup for the second year in

succession and thus holding it permanently.

The skiffs Sheila, Sara. Ethel, Kink, Amah and Flight

came from Hamilton.

Sheila 3 22 07
Flight 3 22 12

Hustler 5 16 17
Flight 5 17 08

South Boston Y. C.

SOUTH BOSTON—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday,' Sept. i.

The South Boston Y. C. sailed its final handicap race

on Sept. 1 in a moderate easterly breeze, the times laeing

:

Elapsed. Corrected.

Emma C. Peter Coupal 1 47 :39 2 17 39

Geisha. Dr. C. E. Ryder 2 03 30 2 27 30

rielen. Warren Spurr 2 1( ai 2 27 bi

Awilda, Ormshv & McCarthy 2 05 31 2 28 31

Duster Tames T. Ball 2 23 OS 2 29 08

Nahma. 'Mr. Bamber i 2 13 .39 2 34 39

Velma '

T. Codman 2 22 IS 2 37 18

Vfeslia'. "Mr. .Smythe 2 24 40 2 42 40

bream. Dr. Dog§ett 2 4(5 IQ 3 4« X«
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ISOLDE—CUTTER.
Com, F. M. Hoyt, Stamford Y. C. Designed by Will Fife, Jr., 1895

Isolde.

The cutter Isolde, now owned by Com. F. M. Hoyt.
Stamford Y. C, was designed by Will Fife. Jr., and built

at the Fife Yard, Fairlie, for Peter Donaldson in 1895.
She was designed for the 40-rating class under the old
rating rule, and .she has been considered the most suc-
ces.sful of her class. Her dimensions are

:

Length

—

Over all 84ft. 6in.

L.W.L 60ft.

OvTrhang

—

Bow..., lift.

Counter 13ft. 6in.

Breadth-
Extreme : 17ft.

'L.W.L 15 ft,

Freeboard

—

Bow 4ft. loin.

Least 2ft. Sin.

Counter 3ft. 6in.

Draft lift. 9in.

Sail area, Y. R. A. rule 4,000 sq. ft.

Isolde is of the full composite construction, the steel

angle frames being liberally strapped and braced. The
stem piece is backed by a long and strong steel girder
which takes the downward strain of the mast. The plank-
ing is of elm. pitch pine and teak. 2in. thick, and the deck
is thick. Though designed primarily for racing, the
yacht is fully fitted below Avith all the cabins and state-

rooms common to a yacht of her size, and very comfort-
ably furnished. In her first season she made fifty-two
starts and won thirty-one first prizes and six others, the
total value being £1,162. What is more remarkable than
her record in the 40-rating class is her good performance
under the linear rating rule, in the 6.sft. class, the equiva-
lent of the old 40-rating. She is a handsome vessel and
in every way a credit to her designer.

7. The .sailing rules shall be those of the Royal St.

Lawrence Y. C.
'

This year extra' prizes Vrert offered for second, third

and fourth place.

The following gentlemen made up the .special sailing

committee : R. R. Stevenson, the donor ; David Poe,
Leslie Dowker, C. P. Sclater and W. Ernest Bolton.
The course was laid out in T .shape, one mile to each

leg, or six in all. The wind was light and variable all

through. The club steamer St. Louis towed up the yachts
from Dorval and Lakeside and carried a party of specta-

tors. A race for the one-design dinghies was won by
Mares, with Neverbudae second.

Bayview Beaurepaire Challenge Cup.
Saturday, Sept. i.

The annual race for the Bayview-Beaurepaire challenge
cup took place on Sept. 1 at the head of Lake St, Louis,
the winner being Glencairn IIIL, sailed by Mr. Duggan.
The cup, won in 1897 by Ishkoodah, in 1898 by Vixen ancl
in 1899 by .FoUy^. is held under the following conditions:

1. This cup IS presented by ilr. R. R. Stevenson, and
shall be known as the Bayview-Beaurepaire Perpetual
Challenge cup, to be competed for annually.

2. The object of this cup is the encouragement of yacht
racing on the upper part of Lake St. Louis.

3. The race is to be a handicap one, to be held on
the first Saturday in September, or as near that date as
possible.

4. A committee of five, at least three of whom shall

be residents either of Bayview or Beaurepaire, shall be
appointed by the donor, and it shall be their duty to see
that the race takes place each year, and their decision
shall govern any change that may be made in the condi-
tions governing the cup, the committee to have power to
fill any vacancy caused by the death or retirement of any
of its members.

_
5. The holder of the cup shall each year sign a declara-

tipn of trust in which he shall agree to abide by the con-
ditions governing the cup, and shall hand the same back
to the committee at least a month prior to the date set for
the race.

6. It. is intended that the race shall be open to all

yachts, irrespective of club or class, whose thickness of
hull planking is at least ^in., but the committee reserves
the right, to refuse any entries, or to debar any particular
class of boat,

Canarsic Y. C.

CANARSIE—JAMAICA BAY.

Sunday, Sept. 2.

The Canarsie Y. C. sailed a race on Sept. 2 over a

ten-mile course in a two-reef breeze from S.W. Arrow
started with one reef, but withdrew. Tam O'Shanter
lost her mast. The times were:

Class A—Cabin Catboats.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Irene, G. Winter 2 02 42 2 02 42
Hattie E., C. Fitzmaurice 2 10 42 2 10 42
Madeline, Dr. Bradner ....Withdrew.

Class B—Open Catboats Over 20ft.

Lillie S., W. Sheer 1 54 18 1 52 23
Jennie, W. Gallagher 1 55 20 1 55 20
Caddie, E. ,Karr.... 2 02 06 157 16
Arrow, C. Nielson Withdrew.
Siren, F. McGiehan Withdrew.
Tam O'Shanter, F. Sparr Disabled.
Pauline B., J. Ryan Disabled.

Class C—Open Catboats Under 20ft,

Ideal, W, Sampson ,...2 05 35 2 05 35
Lochanavos, W. Sabien 2 20 51 2 19 29
Alert, W. Mever ,., 2 23 54 2 22 10
Sweetheart, H. Meyer 2 24 .32 2 22 15
Anna A., G. Gardner Disabled.

Match Race—Open Catboats 17ft.

Bill Nye. D. Brinsley, Jr 1 31 00 1 .31 00
Viola, H. Plough 1 38 30 1 3.S 30

Lillie S, wins the $25 cup offered by W. F. Blaisdell, in
addition fo the regular prizes.

The regatta committee included W. W. Tairilyn, 'I'. M.
Mannion and Alfred Holsten.

Atlantic Y. C.

SEA GATE—NEW YORK BAY.

Aionday, Sept. 3.

There was wind to spare, from S.E., on Labor Day at

Sea Gale, and the Atlantic Y. C. laid out a course inside
Coney fsland Point. There were twenty-three entries,

but only sixteen started and nine finished, the times being

:

86ft. Class—Sloops—Start, 12:35.

Racing Length. Finish. Elapsed.
Akista, George Hill 34.75 2 14.10 1 39 10
Flossie, C. S. King .35.00 2 21 15 1 46 15
Narika, F. .F. Cornell 30.47 2 43 30 2 03 2o
Harbinger, W. W. Genet 33. 00 Withdrew.

Sloops—.30ft. Class—Start, 12:40.
Rhumama, W. T. Bernard 30.00 Withdrew.

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 12:45.
Ojibway, J. R. Brophy 22.94 2 01 50 1 16 50
Song and Dance, E. F. Luckenbach.22.68 2 07 30 1 22 30
Kittiwake, J. B. Palmer 23.30 2 10 40 1 25 40

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 12:45,
W'raith, Calvin Timpkins 20.25 2 03 08 1 18 08
Brcnco, F. C. Moore 2 16 05 1 31 05
Minnetonka, S. E. Vernon 21.00 Capsized.
Charlotte. A. Mackey 21.00 Withdrew.
Pebble, R. W; Speir 16.54 Withdrew.
Constanct, F. D. L. Prentiss.. 17.00 Withdrew.

Catboats—Start, 12:50.
Whiff, T. W. Hawkins 21.00 2 11 40 1 21 40
Ckota, N. T. Cory Withdrew,

The Newport 3o-Footcrs.

By way of variety, the owners of the Newport 3ft

footers have introduced heat racing in pairs, the first race

being sailed oh Aug. 31. Wa Wa and Hera were sent

over a course from Brenton's Reef Lightship around
one of the marks set for the races of the 70-footers.

Wa Wa won, but Hera claimed a foul, and asked for a

re.sail ; this was not agreed to, but the race was given to

11 era, Pollywog and Asahi and Doroth-- and Vaquero
were started from Rose Island to sail around Brenton's

Reef Lightship. Dorothy beat Vaquero, and as Asahi
gave up, owing to a bad leak, Pollywog won her heat.

On Sept. I two more heats were sailed from Rose
Island around Brenton's Reef in a S.W. wind, which
fell during the race. The times were

:

First Pair—Start, 4:07,.
'

. Finish. Elapsed.
Dorothy IT. Y. Dolan 5 .50 59 1 43 59
Pollywog, A. H. Paget 5 51 27 1 44 27

Second Pair—'Start, 4:17.
Esperanza, W. B. Duncan ...6 06 18 1 49 19
Hera, R. N. Ellis 6 07 44 1 50 44

Hera held a good place until she was caught on the

return by a tug with a long tow of barges.

On Sept. 3 a race was sailed over the Dyer's Island
cour.se in a strong S.W. wind for a cup offered by Mrs.
A. Cass Canfield. The times were, start 3 128

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan 5 31 32 2 03 32
Wa Wa, R. Brooks 5 .33 19 2 05 19
Vaquero III., W. Rutherfurd 5.36 12 2 08 12
Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Jr 5 37 21 2 09 21
Hera, R. N. Ellis 5 39 01 2 11 01
Asahi, W. S. Miller 5 40 03 2 12 03
Pollywog, A. H. Paget , 5 40 3.3 2 12 33

On Sept. 4 in the morning a ladies' race was sailed over
a seven-mile course in a moderate breeze

;
Hera, steered

by Miss Alice Blight, won, the order being: Hera, Miss
Blight; Wa Wa, Miss Gladys Brooks; Vaquero, Miss
Eustis

;
Dorothy, Miss Louise Potter, and Pollywog, Mrs.

Almeric H. Paget.
In the afternoon a cup presented by Mrs. Wm. Payne

Thompson was sailed for in a fresh southerly breeze, the
course being from Rose Island around Brenton's Reef
Lightship. The times were, start 3 :45 :

iMnish. Elapsed.
Wa Wa, R. Brooks 5 22 29 1 37 29
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan 5 22 47 1 37 47
Hera, R. N. Ellis 5 25 39 1 40 39
Asahi, W. S. Miller 5 25 4G 1 40 46
Vaquero, W. Rutherfurd 5 26 00 1 41 00
Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Jr 2 26 06 1 41 06
Pollywog, A. H. Paget Withdrew.

Pollywog fouled the cable of the' stakeboat at the
start and withdrew. On Sept. 5 M*r. Winthrop Ruther-
ford gave a cup, the Dyer's Island course being sailed,

start 3 :25

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Wa Wa, R. Brooks 5 49 08 2 24 08
Vaquero III., H. B. Durvea 5 50 09 2 25 09
Hera, R. N. Ellis 5 50 .31 2 25 31
Pollywog, A. H. Paget 5 50 44. 2 25 44
Dororthy, H; Y. Dolan n .51 02 2 26 02
Esperanza, W. B. Duncan, Tr 5 51 34 2 26 34
Asahi, W. S. Miller ' Withdrew.,

On Sept. 6 two reefs were needed over the Dyer's
Island course, a good sea running. The times were,
start 3 :23

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Wa Wa, R. Brooks 5 30 m 2 07 36
Dorothy, H. Y. Dolan 5 34 02 2 11 02
Vaquero, W. Rutherfurd .5 34 41 2 11 41
Hera. R. N. Ellis 5 .35 03 2 12 03
Asahi, W. S. Miller 5 36 13 2 13 13

Bristol Y. C.

BRISTOL MOUffT HOPE BAY.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Bristol Y. C, ended its racing for the season on
Sept, I in a fresh S.W, wind, the times being:

First Class—Jib and Mainsail—27ft,—Start, 2:10.

Finish. Elapsed.
Maria, F. E. De Wolf 5 00 50 2 50 50

Third Class—Jib and Main,sail Under 21ft.—Start, 2:10.
Bridget, Almy Brothers 3 57 40 1 43 40
Breeze, W. J. Rocker , . ..4 01 14 1 47 14
Eaglet, Mr. Grosvenor 4 03 15 1 49 15

Fourth Class—Catboats 21ft. and Over—Start, 2:10.
Colleen, M. Considine 5 06 27 2 50 27
Orinda, C. A. Gardner Withdrew.
Caroline, A. Brownell fi 10 OS 2 54 08
Mblem, G. E. Darling 4 51 07 2 35 07
Victor. E. V. Bowen 5 01 25 2 45 25
Pet, Schofield & Spencer 5 08 45 2 52 45
Hester, J. Haggerty 5 02 01 2 46 01
Mildred,. B. Smith Withdrew.

Fiftli Class—Catboats Under 21ft.-Stan, 2:18.
Gloria, F. P. Howe 4 1] 25 1 r,'i 'Ar>

Rival, W. C. Arnold 4 08 07 1 50 07
Elizabetli, W. D. Wood 4 13 27 1 55 27
Oune, R. W. Zuill 1 21 ?,2 2 03 ,32
Arab, J, C, Hartwell 4 17 4.r,

] 59 ^r,

Sixth Cla.s.s—Old-fashioned Catboats— Start, 2:20
Alice, H. C. Skinner Withdrew.
Volante, W. H. Thurber '

4 22 25 2 02 25
Seventh Class—Boats of Unique Design— Start, 2:22.

Opossum, y. HerreshofF 4 04 00 1 42 00
Columbia, Wood Brothers 4 05 .56 1 43 ,56
Unique, Wilkinson & Whitehead .4 04 10 1 42 10

Eighth Class—Weetamo \'. C. (Jne-Design Class—Start. 2:24.
Scump, F. (Sregory 4 29 28 ' 2 05 28
Rouge, Moffitt Brothers .' 4 26 29 2 02 29
Snail, James Hunt Withdrew.
Calamity, Roger Brooks 4 25 43 2 01 43
Ninth Class—Special for Cat Yawls ;^Oft. and Over—Start 2-30

Hadassah, W. E. Henley .'. 5 08 00 >' 38 00
Reginald, H. W. Ortby 5 :]0 ,39 .s 00 39
Alice, C. F. Herreshoff 5 06 27 2 36 27

Mosquito Fleet Y. C.

SOTJTH BOSTON—BOSTON HARBOR,

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Mosquito Fleet Y. C. sailed a handicap race on
Sept. I in a light east wind, the times being

:

First Class.

Elapsed. Corrected.
Ustane, C. J. Monarty 1 28 36 1 53 36
Alda, Com. C. P, Mooney 1 54 54 1 57 50
Myth, James T. Powers ] 55 17 1 58 47
Helen, W. M. Tracy , 2 12 00 2 04 12

• . Second Class.
Aureolu!!. R. S. Landers. 2 02 41 2 12 41
Lassie, A. Sherlock 2 01 21 2 16 21
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Beverly Y, G
WINGS NECK—BUZZARDS BAY,

The Beverly Y. C. has enjoyed a season of veiy lively

racing at its station' on Buzzards Bay, with good entries

of modern boats and closely contested races, ihe tol-

lowing are the official reports of the recent races;

Race for Van Rensselaer cup, Marion, Saturday July

2S. Judges, J. G. Palfrey and David Rice. Wind, S.W.,

light, increasing to strong.

Length.

May Queen, D. L. Whittemore. 25.00

Quakeress, W. F. Harrison .... .21 .00

Amanita 'L. Bacon ••••B-^^

Nokomis, A. Winsor ••-^H^
Uarda, J. Parkinson, Jr..

Eina, J. Parkinson........
Kestrel, L. S. Dabney....
Sylvia, S. D. Warren
Brimhilde,_S. R. Dow, 25.00

..15.00

25.00
21.00

Bohemia, R. L. Barstow.
Howard, H. O. Miller

Weasel, F. Burgess
Waskite, W. B. Scofield....

Opah, H. B. Stone
Maori, W. W. Plinney,

Vim,

.18.00

.18.00

.12.09

.26.00

.18.00

k W, Sargent 15.00

Allowance.
0 10 15

0 14 30
0114 30

0 10 15
0 10 15
0 23 24

0 10 15
0 14 30

0 14 30
0 10 15
0 14 30

0 18 27

0 18 27

0 26 28
0 09 20

0 18 27
• 0 23 24

0 09 20

0 23 24
0 23 24
0 09 20

0 18 27

Withdrew.
0 18 27 Withdrew
Withdrew,
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

Elapsed.
1 ;,5 06

1 40 42

1 44 06

1 ?S 57

1 40 34

1 54 11
1 41 04

1 46 37

1 46 46

1 43 31

1 48 16
1 54 34
1 54 49

2 03 10

1 46 37

1 56 07

2 01 22

1 49 12

2 04 49

2 15 59

Broke stay.

Withdrew.

Cor.
1 24 51

1 26 12
1 29 36

1 29 42

1 30 19
30 47
.30 49
32 07
32 16
33 16
33 46

36 07
36 22
36 42

37 17
37 40
37 58

39 52
41 25
52 35

Kotes, W. N. Swjft
Peacock, R. Winsor 15.00

Edith, W. W. Swan... 15.00

Thordis, T. B. Wales ..26.W

Daisy, H. Stockton
•••iQ-?n

Rival, A. L. Register........... 19.10

Flash, A. P. Young....... 18.

W

Columbia, H. J. \Yetherell......l5.00

Islander, G. H. Richards et al.25.00

Hod, H. B. Holmes...., 18-00

May Queen wins Van Rensselaer cup ; Howard wins cup

for catboats. , • , ^ •

Two hundred and ninety-seventh race, third Corinthian,

club house,. Saturday, Aug. 4- Judge, F. E. Cabot.

Wind, N.E., variable.
Length.

May Queen, D, L. Whittemon. .25,00

Rrunhtlde, S. R. Dow..... 25.00

Nokomis, A. Winsor • '^o.W

Cyrilla, R. W. Emmons
Quakeress, W. F. Harrison ^J-'W

Kestrel, L. S. Dabney 21.00

Edith, C. M. Baker 21.00

Bohemia, R. L. Barstow 21.00

Amanita, L. Bacon -^-^JJ

Hod, H. B. Holmes 1|-00

Howard, H. O. Miller..... •••If-^
Weasel, F. Burgess....... l»-00

Daisy, H. Stockton 1»'W

Teaser, R. W. Emmons, 2d 15.00

Flickamaroo, N. F. Emmons 1^-W

Uarda, J Parkinson, Jr..... 15.00

Peacock, R. Winsor......... 15.00

Vim, F. W. Sargent, Jr.

.21.00

.15.00

Elapsed.
2 04 36

2 07 23
2 09 15

2 06 37
2 07 11
2 07 47
2 08 56

2 11 57
2 47 38
2 01 52

2 01 55
2 02 38
2 04 53
1 44 54
1 46 08
1 46 11

1 49 51

1 50 41

Race at Club house, Saturday, Aug. i8. Judge, F. E.

Cabot. Wind, S.W., but variable. Courses. 2Sft. re-

stricted, 15 5-8 miles; 2ift. restricted, ii 2-3 miles; 4th
' 8 7-8 miles.

class cats, 8 7-8 miles; 15ft

. 25ft. Restricted Class

one-design.

Start,
Elapsed.
3 00 09
3 08 25
3 11 30

2 20 02
2 21 20

2 24 U
2 25 51
2 26 01
2 26 02
2 27 00

53 03
53 57

57 05
01 16

01 22

02 47

05 11
05 27

05 44
06 15

Aug. 25.

Elapsed.

2 03 33

2 07 22
2 13 25
2 15 08

1:20.

Finish.

May Oueen, D. L. Whittemore 4 20 09

Ulular W. Winship
f

28 25

ffrunhilde, S. R. Dow
,

...4 3130

21ft. Restricted Class—Start, 1:30.

Quakeress, W. F. Harrison.... .3 .50 02

Cvrilla, R. W. Emmons, 2d....... i] ?i
.Sylvia. S. D. Warren..... ••-3 54 11

,\manlta, L. Bacon ^ 5a Si

Kestrel, L. S. Dabney...., 3 56 01

Edith, C. M. Baker...... : 3 56 02

Bohemia. R. S. Barstow 3 57 00

Fourth Class—18ft. Catboats—Start, 1:40

Howard, H. O. Miller •••iio 9f
Weasel, F, Burgess...... •

n nc
Hod, H. B. Holmes 3

3J ?f
Daisy, H. Stockton .3 4116

15ft. One-Design Class—Start, 1:45.

Uarda, J. Parkinson, Jr ......3 46 22

Flickamaroo, N. F. Emmons ••i 4i 4i

Peacock, R. Winsor. .3 50 11

Teaser, R. W. Emmons, 2d .3 50 27

Vim, F. W. Sargent 3 50 44

Go Bye, S. G. King.. 3 51 la

This race was for club members only.

Corinthian race at club house, Saturday,

Judges, W. E. C. Eustis, F. E. Cabot. Wind, S.W. fair

breeze. Courses, 25ft. restricted and 21ft. restricted, 11^
miles; 4th class catboats, Sj/s miles; 15ft. one-design, 8

miles.
Finish.

25ft. Restricted Class—Start, 1:05.

May Queen, D. L. Whittemore 3 08 33

Ulula/W. H. Winship....... 3 12 22

Eina J. Parkinson. 3 18 25

Brunhilde, S. R. Dow ...-3 20 08

21ft. Restricted Class—Start, 1:15.

Quakeress, W. F. Harrison 3 23 01

Cyrilla, R. W. Emmons, 2d........ 3 25 29

Amanita, L. Bacon -3 27 21

Sylvia, S. D. Warren............... 3 30 58

Kestrel, L. S. Dabney... 3 29 30

Bohemia, R. S. Barstow...... 3 33 12

Edith, C. M. Baker Withdrew.

Fourth Class—18ft. Catboats—Start, 1:25.

Howard, H. O. Miller 3 18 30 1 53 30

Hod, H. B. Holmes.. 3 21 20 1 56 20

Daisy, H. Stockton 3 23 11 1 58 11

15ft. Qne-Design Class—Start, 1:30.

Uarda, J. Parkinson, Jr .3 16 55 1 46 55

Vim, F. W. Sargent. .3 18 10 1 48 10
Peacock, R. Winsor. 3 21 03 1 51 03
Teaser R. W. Emmons, 2d. 3 21 05 1 5^ 05
Flickamaroo, N. F. Emmons 3 2121 15121

Beverly Y. C. open sweepstakes race, Sept. i. Wind,
light S.W. Courses, 2Sft. class, 11^. miles; 2ift. class,

TT^ miles; 4th class (iSft.) catboats, 7% miles; 15ft.

class, 8 miles.

May Queen, D. Whittemore
Ulula. W. A. Winship
Nokomis. A. Winsor ...

Cyrilla, R. W. Emmons. 2d
Quakeress. W. H. Harrison
Sylvia, S. D. Warren
Edith, C. yi. Baker ;.

.Amanita, L. Bacon
Kestrel, L. S. Dabney
Bohemia, R. L. Barstow,.,.

Fourth
Howard, H. O. Miller
Daisy. H. Stockton
Hod, H, B. Holmes
Maray, F. R. Wright

Weasel, i^. Bureess
Go Bve, S. G. King
Vim,. F. W. Sar>Tent

T'easer, R. \V. Emmons, 2d.
Harda. 1. Parkinson, Jr

08 01
10 29
12 21

15 58
14 30
18 12

Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.
..25.00 1 10 11 3 26 55 '2 16 44
..25.00 1 10 11 3 33 22 2 21 11
.,25.00 1 10 07 3 41 46 2 31 39
..21.00 1 21 34 3 41 10 2 19 36
..21.00 1 21 09 3 41 11 2 20 02

1 20 44 3 42 10 2 21 26
. .21.00 1 21 08 3 46 30 2 25 22

1 23 16 3 51 25 2 28 09
,21.00 1 20 25 .) 3 54 56 2 34 21
21.00 1 20 15 3 57 25 2 37 10

1 Class Catboats.
18.00 1 32 10 3 19 46 1 47 36
18.00 1 30 20 3 18 56 1 48 36
18.00 1 30 52 3 19 47 1 48 55
18.00 1 32 58 3 22. .50 1 49 52

18.00 Ruled out on protest.
..15.00 1 37 45 3 21 O.S 1 48 23
15.00 1 35 02 3 20 22 1 45 S'O

..15.00 1 39 00 3 25 58 1 46 58

..15.00 1 38 32 i 25 40 1 47 OS

Flickamaroo, N. H. Emmons.15.00 1 38 00

Peacock, R. Winsor ..15.00 1 37 40
3 25 30 1 47 SO
4 25 31 1 47 61

Judges, C E, Hodges and S. G. King.

Gofinthian Y. C.

MAKBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead, sailed a cruising

race on Sept. i from Marblehead to Gloucester, starting

at 2 130 P. M. in a fresh N.E. breeze and arriving about

5 o'clock. The times were:

Schooners—Special Division A.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Puritan. T. O, Shaw 2 15 37 2 15 37

Adrienne, H. P. ^mith 2 33 45 2 28 11

Special Division B.
Baboon, A. P. Loring.. 2 49 43 2 46 43
Rondina, D. C. Percival, Jr 2 59 16 2 59 16

Second Class.
Sappho, T. W. King. 2 35.20 2 15 20
Halaia, Loud Brothers.. ...2 18 31 3 18 31

Gossip, P. Brooks...... .......2 40 42 2 25 43
Melusina, J, A, Burnham. Jr.. 2 59 45 2 42 45
Columbine, E. F. Smith 3 03 37 2 45 37
Conomo, F. E. White 3 10 25 2 48 25
Nebula, W. S. Smith 3 22 00 3 00 50

Carette, Walter Burgess,,,..., Disabled.

Third Class.
Oivana, R. Boardman.. ..^i.., 2 23 17 2 20 17
Mistral, T. W. Little , .i^. . . . i . .2 20 43 2 45 43
Sally IV.. L. F. Percival................. 2 47 44 2 47 44
Isis, G. H. Mayo 2 58 11' 2 53 12
Dragon , 3 01 30 2 55 30
Brigand, H. A. Morse 3 04 07 3 56 07
Indra, P. P. Sharpies 3 10 41 3 02 41
Privateer. W. L. Carleton. 3 15 38 3 05 38
Lillian, H. E. Whitney. 3 24 30 3 15 30
Sagola, F. F. Stanley... Niot timed.

Fourth Class.
Sintram, W.' P. Fowle 2 41 42 .....
Scapegoat, C. H. W. Foster 3 19 05

Fifth Class.
Anita, E. H, Tarbell. 46 39 2 46 39
Opitsah XL, S. H. Foster.. 2 54 00 2 54 00
Thistle, A. P. Mackinnon 3 07 24 3 04 24
Jenny Wrenn, F. E. Peabody 3 14 37 3 09 37
'Theresa. L. Davis 3 23 02 3 17 02
Hathor, C. D. Wain-wright 3 46 00 3 38 00
Agnes, D. C. Holder, Jr Not timed.

After the finish off Ten Pound Island Opitsah II. pro-
tested Anita for carrying too much sail.

With the racing yachts were the following steamers

:

Hanniel, Scymitar, Noria, Eugenia, Pilgrim, Aurora and
Valda; also the sloops Sirona, Brenda, Jackdaw, and the
schooner Frolic,

Olympic Y. C.

UROOKLYN—NEW YORK BAY.

Saturday, Sept. I.

The Olympic Y. C, of Brooklyn, sailed its fall regatta

on Sept. I in a fresh S.E, breeze, the times being:

Class A—Sloops.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Anita, Wm. H. Hopkins 3 13 23 4 41 10 1 18 13
Swallow, John Storm 3 15 40 4 41 20 1 26 20
John D., John Daniels .3 15 30 4 .35 00 1 35 00
Hamilton, Henry Kane ....3 15 35 4 40 01 . 1 40 01
Friendship, J. Samuels ...3 20 10 5 01 00 2 19 10

Cabin Catboats—20ft. and Over.
Lillian, W. S. Andrews 3 20 10 5 30 25 2 10 15
Tamie S., James J. Samuels. ...... .3 20 15 5 40 15 2 20 00
Defiance, F. Gebhardt.... ...3 20 12 5 46 12 2 26 00
Kinderhook, F. Gregory 3 23 17 5 53 29 2 30 12
Kimberley, W. S., Farjeon .3 30 08 5 58 18 2 28 10
W. J. S., W. J. Sanderson.. .......3 23 29 5 56 09 ' 2 30 40
E. L. W., J. H, Williamson 3 23 30 6 04 47 2 41 17

Sharpies.
Pecavie, C. H. Nash 3 39 00 5 40 00 2 10 00
Annie-Clarence, A. C. Haves 3 39 00 5 59 10 2 20 10
May, G. H. Borune 3 39 00 5 59 10 2 20 10
Pantaloon, G. F. Hennessey. .... .3 42 12 6 17 12 2 25 00
Hazel Kirke, G. W. McDaniels. . .3 39 18 5 56 .33 2 17 15
Seminole, G. H. Jenkinson. . . . . . .3 39 06 6 17 20 2 28 14
Wenonah, S. Avery 3 39 12 6 09 17 2 .30 07

The winners were Swallow, Lillian and Pecavie.

Cohasset Y. C
COHASSET, MASS.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Cohasset Y. C. sailed a championship race for the

raceabout class on Sept, i in a light east wind, the times

being: . . _ ^ M.\l

Raceabouts.
Elapsed.

Delta, R. B. Williams... 2 34 50

Harelda, Alanson Bigelow .2 39 30

Monsoon, J. A. Knowles ...2 41 22

Barracuda, A. C. Burrage.. ........,>.... ^ ."..2 4133
Rellora, G. Crocker. 2 43 45

Nereid, W. R. Sears....... ...2 46 55

Eleanor, F. J. Moors .2 51 02

Knockabouts.
Fancy, C. W. Barron 2 27 00

Fly, C. W. Barron 2 3140

15ft. Class.
Swallow, L R. Richardson 0 59 49

Jap, B, L. Tower 1 01 50

Chicago Y, C,

CHICAGO—^LAKE MICHIGAN.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Chicago Y. C. sailed a race from Chicago to Wait-
keegan on Sept. i, the times being

:

Class 4B.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Charlotte R 10 40 32 3 43 15 5 02 43 5 02 43

Class 5A.
Prairie 10 40 03 3 21 05 4 41 02 4 41 02

Josephine 10 40 04 3 48 22 5 08 18 5 OS 4(1

Class 6B.
Peri .10 42 17 3 41 30 4 59 13 4 56 13
Hattie B 10 50 00 3 59 5.5 5 09 55 5 09 55
Pinta .10 45 10 4 41 00 5 56 10 5 51 18

Class 8B.
Vixen 10 43 00 3 51 17 5 08 17 5 OS 17
Martha 10 47 00 5 13 40 6-26 40 6 01 11
Florence 10 43 25 5 17 52 6 34 27 6 08 58

Class 10.

Dot 10 45 25 5 26 ,50 6 41 25 6 41 25

Class 2B.
Nomad 10 50 00 :! 57 41 ,5 07 41 R 02 51
Tartar 10 50 Off 1 OC l:; f. 16 12 5 16 12
Glad Tidinirs 10 at 00 5 !t; IMl . 6 56 (HI 6 41 14

Essex Y. C.

BAYONNE—NEWARK BAY.

Monday, Sept. 3.

^
The Essex Y. C, of Newark, sailed an open race on

.Sept. 3 over a ten-mile course on Newark Bay in a puffy
S.E. wind. The times were:

Clas^; A—Cabin Sloops Over 28ft.

Finish. Elapsed.
Bijou 1 49 45 1^15
Wasp : 2 04 30 2 04 30

Class B—Cabin Sloops Under 28ft.
(jrayhng 1 58 27 1 58 27
Ella F. .....1 ,59 10 1 50 40

Class C—Cabin Cats Under 22ft.
Seabird 2 03 20 2 03 20
Alary 2 07 32 2 05 30

Class D—Half-Raters,
Maybe 2 02 49 2 02 49
My My .2 11 38 2 11 38

Class E—jib and Mainsail.
Echo ,„....„.. ....2 09 40 2 09 40
Jenet Withdrew.

Class P—21fl. and Over—Open Cats.
Tempest 1 47 24 1 51 59
Fcho 2 04 40 2 08 15
.lump 2 07 15 2 06 10

Class G—Open Cats Over 18ff.
(.".olden Rod 2 07 (.H) 2 09 10
Magdalen 2 18 05 2 18 05

Class H—left, Open Cats.
Chick .....2 05 32 2 05 47
Essex 2 11 55 2 11 56

Class I—15ft. Open Cats,
Midget ...,,2 30 12 2 30 12

Tempest won the prize for elapsed time.

Westhampton Cotintfy Gltib.

WESTHAMPTON, L. I. . ,

Saturday, Sept. i.

, The Westhampton Country Qub sailed its annual open
regatta on Sept. i over a ten-mile cour.se in a fresh S.E.
breeze, the times being-

Class 1.

Elapsed. Correc(ed.
Edna, M. S. Sanborn 1 51 32 1 47 24
Stella E., R. S. Gordon 1 50 47 1 50-47
Harmony, Dr. Wm. Carr 1 54 39 1 52,43

'

! , .(i^iags , ^
Idlewild, G. S. Halstead. . ... . 1 52 05 1 51 27
lulia, Foster Crampton 1 ,52 31 1 51 27
Melod}^ Harry Growtage, i I ?;a 10 1,53 M\
( )uijaa, Theo. Jackson. . .V. . 1 57 40 1 58 36

Class 3.

Lady Margaret, Dr. D. Raynor '. 1 57 34 1 55 10

Halcyon, Isaac GildersleeVe, .1 56 55 1 56 55
Briseis, Herbert Marlcwald, ...... 1 5 838 1 57.56
Esperance, E. S. Spink 2 00 52 1 58 08
Emigna, M. Fitzgibbons 1 58 49 1 58 21
Iris, Clarence Seaman 2 01 51 2 01 37
Oolah, Marsh,-ill Mills 2 04 06 2 02 12

Class 4.

Wixerne, Tames Crowell 2 01 37 2 01 ,37

Defender. Frank O. Came 2 02 21 2 02 05
Hiborn, Griswold Denison 2 11 12 2 03 12
Halkyn, W. W. Hallock 2 04 02 2 03 46

Idlewild and Julia sailed a dead heat. Halcyon parted
her throad halyards, but won second prize.

Hull—^Massachusetts Y. C»

hull—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Hull-Massachusetts Y, C. sailed a good race on
Sept. I in a moderate easterly breeze. The times were

:

25ft. Class.
Elapsed. • Corrected.

Flirt, Fabyan & McKee 2 25 48
Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 2 38 45
Little Peter, J. J. Moebs 2 41 13

First Handicap Class.
Jacobin, T. E. Jacobs 2 20 25 2 17 25
.Squaw, A. M. Blinn 3 35 55 2 17 55
Swirl, B. S. Snow..... 2 27 35 2 19 85
Holly, W. M. Ware 2 24 53 2 19 .53

Catterpillar, W. P. Keyes..... ..........2 35.35 2 20 35
Shyessa, Alfred Douglass 2 33 50 2 26 50

Second Handicap Class.
Zaza, Humphreys & Lauriat. 2 27 26 2 15 26
<>oblin, G. W. Canterbury 2 31 50 2 15 50
Petrel, W. H. Lunt 2 20 31 2 20 31
Barbara, A. F. Hayden..- 2 33 11 2 21 11

Matine and Field CIuK
BATH BEACH—GRAVESEND BAY.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The one-design class of the Marine and Field Club
sailed a race on Sept. i for the Luedeker cup; the wind
was fresh from S.E., making a lively race. The times
were, start 3 :35

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Quinque 5 19 55 1 44 55
Kelpie 5 20 22 1 45 22
Flymg Fox 5 21 16 1 46 16
Sweetheart ii.win.. 5 21 59 1 46 59
Stinger 5 22 14 1 47 14
Skylark 5 22 50 1 47 50
Vixen Withdrew.

The record now stands : Kelpie, W. K. Brown, 10

points; Quinque, Smith & Hilliard, 8 points; Flying Fox,
Buckman & Cones, 7 points; Sweetheart, F. B, Fi^ke, 2

points; Skylark, L. S. Eaton, 4 points; Stinger, A. P.

Qapp, 4 points.

Kingston Y. C.

KINGSTON, MASS.

Saturday, Sept. 1.

The final clip race f(5r the i8fL knockabouts of the

Kingston Y. C. was sailed on Sept. 1 in a light east wind,

the times being:
Elapsed.

Qom Paul. Geo. P. Citshman 2 10 50

Dazzler, Goodspeed Brothers ......2 1147 -

Kittawake. Henry M. Jones 2 12 30

Miladi. F. R. Adams .2 15 45

Spider, H. H. Hunt - .2 17 26

Lobster IT., C. C. Clapp 2 23 50

This- ra(Ce makes Oom Paul the champion. A special

handicap race for boys not over eighteen years old was
vvfvn by Winthrop Ford, of Kingston, in Ventas. .



Sept. is, igoo.'j FOREST AND STHEAM. Sit

Quincy Y. C,

'. QuINCY—^BOSTON H.-VRBOK,

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Quincy Y. C. sailed its annual fall regatta on Sept,

1 with a good fleet of starters and a moderate easterly

breeze. A foul at the line between two of the Hanley
2S-footers led to a personal encounter between the parti-

sans of the two boats on the club float after the finish, and
to a very strange and summary decision by the race com-
mittee. As Hanley and Al Kyris were at the line to

sitart, both on port tack, the former came about with the

gun for the line and was struck l)y the bowsprit of Al

Kyris. Hanlej^ claimed that she had fairly filled away
on starboard tack and that Al Kyris, still on port tack,

should have avoided her. Al Kyris claimed that Hanley
tacked so close to her that the foul occurred before

Hanley had filled away on starboard tack and before Al
Kyris could avoid a collision. Each side filed a protest

with the committee after the race, and as the owner of

Al Kyris, J. F. Brown was walking along the club float

he met J. . T, Bache, one of the crew of Hanley. Some
words ensued, and Mr. Brown was struck in the moitth.

He seized a chair to defend himself, but the bystanders

interfered. As a consequence of this quarrel, the race

committee refused to entertain either protest. Hanley
fared the best in the foul, and made good her advantage
over the course. Zaza was disqualified for leaving the

starting buoy on the wrong side on the second round.

The times were

:

H. O. Class.
Elapsed. Lori^tf'-

Al Kyris, J. F. Brown t 59 OS .....
Hanley, VV. F. Bachc 1 M 4r.

Empress, Haydcn & Parker ,
1' 02 in

Hit. Class.
Hostess, H. M. Faxon 2 02 ^6
Zaza, G. P. Shute ; 2 21 45
Cleopatra, F. F. Crane .....2 25 25

18ft. Oass.
Dauntless, Benner & Patten 1 11 09
Lobster, C. T. Hendrie ? 1 14 12

Zee, F. J. Stewart .1 19 40

Class A,—Handicap.
Hustler, Robbins & Whittemore 2 15 22 1 25 18
Eclipse, Dr. H. A. Jones 2 11 56 1 39 16

Harbor Light, J. W. Johnson 2 26 57 1 42 03
Omeme. W. P. Barker 2 19 55 1 43 23

C. C, G. H. Carey 2 27 50 1 49 01
Ida J„ C. C. Collins.. 2 29 12 1 51 02
Goblin, E. F. Ricker 2 34 02 1 52 01
Thetis, .S. .A.. Freeman.. 2 27 32 1 52 20
Arbutus, Hall & Merritt.. 2 27 08 1 53 03
Atoondyne, W. H. Shaw...,.*.., 2 39 56 2 01 27

jimgfrau, H. B. Bailey Withdrew.
Conicum, J. C. Morse Withdrew.

Class B—Handicap.
Whisper, E. F. Fitzpatrick 3 57 35 0 53 31
Tautog, A. A. Lincoln... 4 07 21 0 58 38
Bobolink, W. B. Vose 4 01 33 0 59 29
Supero, C. H. Alden 4 17 33 1 04 48
Yum Yum, W. Edwards Withdrew.

The judges were Com. Edwin E. Davis, Vice-Com,
James S. Whiting and J. L. Whiton, Jr.

Savin Hill Y. C
S.Wm HILL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Savin Hill Y. C. sailed a handicap race ort Sept, i
in a light easterly breeze, the times being:

Handicap Class.
Elapsed. . Corrected.

Tiko. J. D. McBeath.. ..1 41 05 1 17 05
Restless, A. B. Howland 1 40 50 1 17 50
Phoenix, W. T. Leach...... 143 15 118 15
Widgeon, A. J. Horton 1 32 10 1 20 10
Kalitan, W'. F. Patten 1 32 40 1 20 40
Kiunn, A. W. Learned 1 21 10 1 21 10
Wa Wa, C. Noble 1 32 15 1 21 15
iVlashantum, V. C. Lawrence 1 32 OO 1 22 (K)

foque, W. Kelly 1 32 20 1 22 20
Romance, L. Sears 24 42 1 24 42
Vive, A. W. B. Foster 1 46 20 1 25 20
Hattie, A. Coombs „.*,,.« .1 51 ,35 1 26 35
I Don't Know, F. F. Benson Withdrew.
Gull, W. H. Eesarick Withdrew.

Tender Olsss*
Waterberry, W. L. Russell ." 0 50 00
Heroine Jr^ C. A. J. Smith,,.. 0 54 50
.Smelt, A. A. Swallow 1 29 00 ...

Royal Hamilton Y. C.

HAMILTON—LAKE ONTARIO.

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Royal Hamilton Y. C. sailed three races on Sept.
r for the Walker and Monck. the Lucas and the Malloch
cups, the times being:

Start, 2:.30. Finish. Elapsed.
'ylytit; „ 5 .54 52 3 24 52
i-anada ...f......5 56 43 3 26 43
/elma . . . .

•. 6 04 00 3 34 00
Merrythought 6 04 35 3 34 35

Lucas Cup—Sgft. Class—Start, 2:35.
^faiia ..-....'...6 05 10 3 30 10
Beaver 6 07 53 3 32 53
Erma 6 10 10 4 05 10
^'king ;.. Withdrew.

Malloch Cup—30ft. Class—Start, 2:40.
Hazard, sailover 6 07 03 3 27 03

Qaontucfc Bay Y. C.

WESTHAMPTON BE.\CH, L. I,

Saturday, Sept. i.

THE Quontuck Bay Y. C. sailed its third race ou Sept.
r, the times being, start g -,40 :

,,, Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.Wyoen 11 08 17 1 28 17 1 ?8 17
Halkyrn .11 JO 13 1 30 12 1 30 02
Defender ..ll 11 04 1 .33 04 1 32 03
Hitiom 1109 48 1 29 48 1 24 24

The cliib" has' elected the following officers: Corn., "C.
Dehart Brower, of New York: Vice-Pres., William W.
Hallock, of Brooklvn; Fleet Capt, C. Dehart Brower
Jr.. of New York; Sec'y and Treas., William C. Kimball!
of Brooklyn: Members of the executive Committee, Erwin
S. Spink, of Brooklyn, and T. H. Beers, of New Y'ork.

The Forest ah» Stream is put to press each week on Tu^ar.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
i^*'-^ Mojidajr w aodi earlier w pncticable.

Point o' Woods Y. C.

POINT O' WOODS, L I

'

Saturday, Sept. i.

The Point o' Woods Y. C. sailed a race on Sept 1, the

final of its Saturday series, the wind being fresh S.K.

The times were

:

Class A—Start, 2:55.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
.Sylvia 4 13 55 1 18 55 I'H 30

Idyl .4 18 55 1 23 55 1'^ 10

E L W^ .......4 21 30 1 26 30 1 26 30

Class B—Start, 3:00.
Teannetle ...4 45 10 1 35 38 1 35.38

Quaker 4 55 00 1 45 10 1 55 00

Sandpiper Withdrew.

A. C. A. Membership.

Central Division—John N. French, Rochester, N. Y.

;

Ray Hill White. Rochester, N. Y. ; H. C. French, fUiffalo.

N. Y.
Northern Division—FT. W. McNeil, Toronl.o; H. R.

Harmer, Toronto; A. H. Parmley, Toronto; G. H. Dill,

Toronto; T. .Simpson, Toronto; G. J. Diverall, Toronto;
VV. W. Alexander, Toronto; H. M. Jackes, Toronto; J,: J.

Bell, Toronto; T. A. Horibrooke, Toronto; T. McMur'
rich, Toronto; f. Hockin, Toronto; A. E. Cuff, Toronto;
.f, A. Muirliead', Toronto; E, Morton, Toronto; C."M. E.

Edwards, Ottawa; 1^. Turcotte, Britartnia Bay,; '"V^,",|G.

Massey, Watertowji.' N. Y. • .'.
.

U fuu want >our ahoot to . be aoaouoced here send io

Fixtures.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENTS.
Sept. 12-13.—Salem, N. Y.—Interstate Association's tourn^inen^,

under auspices of the Osoma Valley Gun Club. '

,

•

'

Sept. 12-13.—Homer. Ill,—Annual tournament of the Triangular
Giin Club; one day targets; one day live birds. ' C. B. Wiggins,
Sec'y.

Sept. 14.—Salem, N. Y.—Live-bird shoot of the Osoma Valley
Gun Chil). William L. Campbell, Sec'y.

,

Sept. 14-15.—Flatte City, Mo.—Trap shoot of the Platte City Gun
Club. S. Redman, Sec'y.
Sept. 15.- Omaha, Neb.—Contest for the Republic cup between

Mr. Frank Parmelee, holder, and Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, challenger.

Sept. 18-2L—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's lourth annual
tournament; live birds and targets.

Sept. 19-20.—Zanesville, O.—lournament of the. Zanesville Gun
Cliib. L. A. Moore, Sec'y.

Sept. 19-20.—Pensacola, Fla.—Two-day shoot of the Dixie Gun
Club; bluerocks and live birds. V. J. Vidal, Sec'y.

Sept. 25.—Worcester, Mass.—All-day shoot of the Worcester
.Sportsmen's Club. A. W. Walls, Sec'y.

Sept. 25-27.—Omaha, Neb.—Fifth annual target tournament of
the Dupont Gun Club. H. S. McDonald, Sec'y.

Sept. 27-28.—Erie, Pa.—Fir-st annual target tournament of the
Erie Rod and Gun Club; $100 added money. W. S. Bookwalter,
Cor. Sec'y.
Sept. 28 and Nov. 13.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn.—Under auspices

of the Greater New York Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live
birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organired gun club in
the U. S. are eligible. Commences a.t 2 P. M. Sweepstake shoot-
ing commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. ' Schortemeier and Dr. A. A.
Webber, managers.

Oct. 24,—Swanton, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun Club's three days'
tournament. .

-

Oct. 11.—Greensburg, Ind.—Tournament of the Greensburg Gun
Club. C. D. Tillson, Sec'y.
Oct. 12-14.—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Gun Club's tournament;

targets and live birds. Emile PragofI, Sec'y.
Oct. 9 and Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road,

N. J.—Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men
team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized
gun club in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweep-
stake shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier
and Dr. A. A. Webber managers.

Oct. 13.—Ahoona, Pa.—Altoona Rod and Gun Club's live-bird
handicap. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y, Altoona, Pa. '

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-
day afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Sept. 11 and Oct. 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Under auspices

of Medicus Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds per
man; 29yds.. Members of any regularly organized gun club in the
U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting
commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A.
Webber, managers.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds
; |5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900

Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun
Club—Saturdays.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
C!u6 secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns., also any news notes they may care to haveprinted. Ties
on all events are considered as divided -unless otherwise reported. Mail
all suck matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broads
luayy New York.

f I'l

Moore, secretary of the Zanesville Gun Club, writes
us as follows: "Our tournament is progressing nicelv. New and
"'Closed grounds will be used. The ofifice men (thre'e) are being
drilled to make them competent. The field captain in all our
Pi'^ctice shoots is showing himself capable of handling fullv one
hundred or more shooters. The press is giving us all the space
and notonety we desire. In consequence we are all happy and
hopeful. From letters received up to this writing. Messrs. Heikes,
Fanning,^ \oung, Alkire, Trimble, Gamble, Squires. Rhoads,
Allen, Dade, Waddell and all the crackerjacks will be in evi-
dence, so you see a handicap don't scare true sportsmen. Be-
sides the above attraction, Mrs. Meyers, the present lady cham-
pion target shot of America, and Miss Nettie King, of St. Louis,
Mo., will shoot a championship match here during our tourna-
ment, at 50 targets and 50 live birds. To this may be added a
-;^tch tn shoot off a tie between Springfield and Bellefontaine O
the club IS preparing two sets of expert traps to work in con-
junction with their magautrap, so a breakdown of either will not
stop nor even delay the shoot. The tournament is a handicap
one, and will be run on the plan set forth in your paper by
Mr. ^^aters. Any one desiring to attend had better read that
article, then write me for programme, which will be headed
Handicap Tournament Given by the Zanesville, O., Gun Clnh
Sept. 19 and 20, 1900.' For further particulars see sm,-ill bill=
write 1^. \. Moore, Secretary."

it

Ctnccrning the Labor Day shoot of the New Bedford (Mass)Gun Club, the Mercury states; "During the dav about 3.000 bifiswere released from the traps and the majority of them dropped 'to
pieces It IS sad to note the insecure manner in which the birdswere held together, but this is mild como.ired with the following

•

llie rapid fire system was employed and five men shoot in ouick'
succession, the traps being sprung from the shooting stand bv'
electricity. The arrangement was devised bv George Eo^oers and'
I. T. Prosser, of 'Woonsocket. and it works perfectly " Why' were
the trap's spnm.g from the shooting stand?

Concerning its forthcotning live-bird handicap for amateurs, Oot.

the Altoona Rod and Gun Club, of Altoona, Pa., has issued the

following information: The handicap commences at 9 o'clock

.sharp; li) birds; entrance, $5; birds extra; handicaps from 25 to

33yds,, Birds will be trapped at 40 cents per pair. Entrj* applica-

tions will be received up until Wednesday. Oct. 3, inclusive, and
mvist be accompanied by $3, the price of the birds. The entrance

fee can be paid at any time before going to the score. The handi

caps will be announced the morning of the shoot. A good dinrier,

free to visiting .shooters, will be served in the club house dining-

room. Logan Valley cars from the heart of the city direct to th.e

grounds every fifteen minutes. Loaded shells for sale on the

grounds. Special loads will be furnished, if ordered when entry

is made. Interstate Association rules will govern. The handicap
cominittee will be D. D. Stine, Tyrone; C. Wendroth, Cresaon;

J. B. Holsinger, Johnstown; L. R. Leister, Huntingdon; Dr. F.

.\L Christy, Altoona. Everything is always in readiness for tar-

get shooting at these grounds, .and after the live-bird race has been
finished the remainder of the day will be devoted to this sport;

events to be arranged to suit shooters. For further information,
.address the secretary, Mr. G, G. Zeth. Local and long distance
telephone.

The programme events of the Zanesville Gun Club's tournament
are alike for each day, Sept. 19 and 20. There are twelve events

—

165 targets in all—with a total entrance of $14.50. There is also a
team event at 25 targets. Nos. 3 and 7, each at 20 targets, $1
entrance, have prizes only for 70 per cent, and under. The club
publishes further information as follows: ''Purses will be divided
Rose system—5, 3, 2, 1. Any. one wishing to shoot for targets only
can do so in any of the events. One-fourth cent ^deducted from all

targets thrown to pay high guns, 1, 2 and 3. High guns to shoot
in all events except 'i and 7. The committee reserves the right to
change the handicap on any shooter who in their judgment is not
rightly handicapped. Shooting will commence at 9 A. M. sharp,,

Magautrap will be used, and magautrap rules will govern in
connection with A. S. S. rules. .Mso set expert traps. Referee's
decision will .be final. Grounds will be open for practice Sept. IS.

Hot lunch will be served on the grounds. Targets will be thrown
for 2 cent."?. Cartridges and guns shipped to L. A Moore, secre
rary, Zanesville, O., will be delivered on grounds free at charge."

The Cedar Lake Rod and Gim Club has issued its programme for

its tiirget tournament Sept. 29 and 30, at Cedar Lake, Ind. Fifteen
target events are provided each day, mostly 10 and 15 target events,
entrance based on 10 cents per target- The total entrance the first

day is $19, the second .$20. On each day $5 is added for first aver-
age in all events, and $10 is added for the first average of shooters
who shoot through the entire programme. Targets, 2 cents. - Ma-
gautrap rules govern. Shooting commences at 10 o'clock. Division
of moneys, 50, 30 and 20 if under 12 entries; if over, 40, 30, 20 and 10
pec: cent. Ammunition and lunch on the grounds. The tourna-
mentvis open to all. Gun and ammunition shipped care of Claude
Binyon, Cedar Lake, Ind., will be delivered on the grounds free
of charge.

K
The programme of the Erie City Rod and Gun Club, Erie, Pa.,

provides ten events each day for its tournament. Sept, 27 and 28.

The events are at 15 and 20 bluerocks, entrance based on 10 cents
per target. .Ml events are at unknown angles. Manufacturers*
agents and paid representatives may shoot for targets only. The
Rose system will govern the "division of the moneys. Interstate As>
sociatiou rules will govern. Targets, 2 cents, included in all en-
tries. Lunch will be ser.ved on the ground.s. Guns, ammunition,
etc., sent in care of the New Morton House will be delivered on
the grounds free of charge. Loaded shells for sale on the grounds.
Added moneVj $100., W. S. Bookwalter, secretary.

_
-In the contest for the E C cup, emblematic of the championship

of New Jersey, between Air. W. B. Widmann, of Yardville, N. J.,
arid Mr. F. E. Sinnock, the holder, the latter won by the score
of 44 to 42. The contest took place on the grounds of the South
Side Gun Club, Newark, N. J., on Saturday of last week.

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association^^
passed through New York on Monday of this week en route to
Salem, N. Y., to manage the "last Interstate shoot of the season."
It is to be held under the auspices of the Osoma \'alley Gun Club,
Wednesday and Thursday of this week.

Mr. Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, la., has challenged Mr. J. A.
R. Elliott to contest for the Sportsmen's Review trophy; also for
the Dupont Live-Bird trophy. These challenges, with others which
h^vc been made and accepted by these and other great shots,
will make an interesting series of great matches forthcoming.

On Monday of next week, at Springfield, O., a match will take
place between

,
Miss

;
Nettie King, of St. Lonis, and Mrs. C. F.

Myers for the Daily Press diamond medal. The contest i.s fixeil
to: take place at 2 o'clock.

There were eleven teams in the team contest of the Virginia
Trapshooting Association's tournament at Richmond, Va,, last
week. The W^est End Gun Club's team, of which Stearns, Hewitt,
Boyd, Hammond and Dean were members, won on the score of
217. out of a possfble 250,

Bernard Waters.

Fitchburg Rifle and Gwn Club, Labor Day Shoot,
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Newton

.

.

Sanders 5 .

Rob
"

14 15
10 10

7 9

7 ti

9 8

6 .,

16 17
10 10

5 9

7 4

18 19 20

10 25 15

10 21 .

.

.. .. 1.1

6 17 11

10 12
8 8
7 6

9

9

9 8

9 9
7 15 - Vi

6

2 4 4...
1 .,

7 10
5 5

8 7
4 8

8 ..

6 ..

9 8
7 4
4 2

4 4
6 8
7 4

7 6

Parker Gun Clob.

Meriden, Conn.—The Labor D,ay tournament of the Parker Gun
Club had a total of twenty contestants, whose scores are as fol-
lows :

l,;vents: 1 2 3 4 5 (5 7 8 9 10
targets: is 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 1 5

' *
i arker U 17 .. .. 13 17 .. .. . . .

^ar' 14 .. .. 16 10 .. 12 14 12 ..
J-"oy 13 18 15 17 12 19 14 18 14 ..

• 13 1 7 14 19 12 20 1 3 16 12 1(1
'?a'<fr 13 19 13 16 12 .. 13 17 14 14
Vl^^ase 12 16 .. IS .. .. 12 17 . ,^ates 12 . . 12 17 13 . . 13 17 . . .

.

Robertson 12 .. . . J8 10 14
^'ckey • 11 16 14 19 13 is ii .. 15 isBradley n 18 15 19 12 ., 11 '

11 19 15 17 12 .. 12 18
H .. ., 16 ,. .. 12 17 14 .."

Stacy 16 12 ,. 11 .. 12 16 13 ISMernam • , . 12 ' • 'q

J°urdan '.'.'.'.'.'.VlT.'.V.]'.'. .714 "18 12
" "

i^,"'^^" 17 13 . . 11 17 . . ;Candgc
jgBlany , . 14. 10

Alban •
••

f
••

no pairs."
18 12 ..



Virgmia Tfapshooting: Association Toamameot.
Richmond, Va., Sept. O.—The inaugural tournamenl. of the Vii--

ginia Trapshooting Association, held under the auspices and upon
ihe grounas ot ttie West Knd Gun Club, began on Monday and
ended Wednesday of last week.

'Ihe management, from the encouragement met with from the

inception ot the matter, had high expectations of success, but.

never dreamed of the proportions it assumed. With perfect

iveather, barring the heat, and nice grounds, plenty of refreshments

dispensed under grateiul shade, 130 men taced the traps, with the

exception of the iiuffalo tournament of 1899 the largest number
ever at a tournament m the United btates.

A magautrap and a set of five expert traps were used and from

the beginning, a little after 9 o clock Monday morning, the

merry popping of the guns went on until nearly sundown Wednes-
day, when ihe last live bird was shot. The live-bird shooting was
entirely impromptu, about twenty men taking part in the various

sweeps and 'miss-and-outs," shooting up between 600 and 70(1 birds.

'The scores were not preserved, else they would be sent you with

this communication.
Under the management of Mr. Franklin Stearns, who seemed to

be everywhere at once, and always in the right place, everything

went off without a hitch or jar, except that Mr. Stearns, not

anticipating so large a number of shooters, had not provided a

sulhcient number ot sets of traps.

Among the visitors from a distance were Messrs. Schultze,

Lupus, Maione, Burk, Wicks, Collins, L. D. Thomas and A. H.
Fox, of Baltimore; Fanning, of New York, and Hallowell, of Phil-

adelphia, and here let me say that Messrs. Fanning and Hallowell

rendered invaluable assistance in ^ making things go. They were
simply indefatigable in their efforts to be useiul and have won a

warm berth in the hearts of Virginia trapshoocerSj who will always
hold them in greatful remembrance. .

The programme provided for eleven events, each carrying from
seven to nine prizes, articles of merchandise to the value of over

$600 donated by the liiclimond merchants and manufacturers of

sporting goods, but the liveliest interest centered in the contest

for the silver cup for the best team of five members of a Vir-

ginia gun club. For this there were entries from Lynchburg,
Staunton, Charlottesville, Newport News, Koanoke and Ports-

mouth and teams from the Deep Run, Lakeside, North Side, Old
Dominion and West End gun clubs, of Richmond. Some of the

visitors and their friends rather counted on taking the cup away,
but when the scratch came, the old West iind, represented by
Hammond, F. Stearns, Boyd, Hewitt and Dean, Sr., won by a mar-
gin of 9, amidst a perfect storm of applause.

The gold medals for high average and longest run were both
won by Mr. Robert L. Peirce, of Wytheville, Va., one of the very
youngest men on the grounds, and, by the way, the only one who
shot a Purdy gun. Mr. Peirce broke 87 consecutive targets and
was high gun on the two days at targets, with a percentage of .911.

Monday night, pursuant to notice previously given, the Virginia
Trapshooting Association was regularly organized and Mr. Frank-
lin Stearns elected president and Mr. J. C. Tignor secretary-treas-

urer.
It was resolved to hold a tournament on each recurring Labor

Day, the place to be determined hereafter. Below is appended the
official scores, together with a detailed account of the prize
winnings

:

.Events : 12346789 10 11
Targets: 15 20 15 15 20 25 20 20 15 15 Broke. Av.

Peirce 1.3 18 11 15 18 23 18 20 13 15 164 .911

Hammond . . 14 18 12 14 19 22 18 18 13 13 161 .894

T M Tignor 13 16 14 12 19 23 18 17 13 14 159 .883

T C Tignor 14 16 11 12 17 22 17 x9 14 15 157 .872

Hallowell 11 18 14 13 18 24 17 16 14 12 157 .872

Fanning 13 19 12 12 18 23 16 18 13 12 156 .866

Sill ings 12 17 11 14 17 18 19 19 15 14 156 .866

T F Stearns 12 16 ] 5 14 18 20 19 13 13 14 1.54 .855

W H Dean, Sr 12 17 8 13 16 23 19 17 14 12 151 .838

H A George 14 15 13 13 16 18 19 18 15 10 151 .838

Moorman 12 18 10 13 19 22 19 17 14 6 150 .833

W C Saunders,...- 11 15 12 11 18 21 17 18 15 11 149 .827

Snow 13 14 13 13 17 20 16 15 14 13 148 .822

F Stearns 13 IS 9 13 14 22 18 16 15 9 147 .816

Wavman 13 18 9 13 15 23 17 16 12 10 146 .811

Purdie 9 16 11 12 17 21 19 16 10 14 145 .805

(3 D George 13 17 10 12 12 21 17 15 14 14 145 . 805
Hewitt 12 19 14 9 16 20 15 18 13 9 145 .805
Boyd 14 13 12 12 16 20 20 15 12 11 145 .805

W '( Mitchell 10 16 10 11 16 23 18 13 12 15 144 .800
Karicof? 11 15 11 11 17 21 14 15 13 14 142 .787

Buckner 12 17 13 10 13 20 17 15 11 13 141 .783
Colquitt 15 15 12 11 13 20 17 19 8 7 137 . 761
But! 9 15 11 13 12 21 17 17 13 8 136 .755
Hart 11 14 14 13 17 17 15 13 10 11 135 .750
tiill 11 15 12 10 15 15 14 16 13 14 135- .750
]:.awson 11 17 14 11 13 21 15 13 10 10 135 .750W H Dean, Jr 9 14 11 10 17 16 16 l4 14 14 135 .750
Tolson 10 19 9 8 12 20 12 13 12 11 126 .700
Semmes 10 13 13 9 14 15 18 13 10 9 124 .688
Lorraine 8 13 10 6 15 16 16 14 11 13 122 .677
Simmons 11 9 9 12 15 15 16 13 9 12 121 .672
R M Powers, 10 10 U 8 17 19 14 12 13 7 121 .672
Harry Green 10 14 12 12 13 13 l3 13 10 9 121 .672
Hudgins 9 13 13 9 15 14 15 11 11 10 120 . 666
Dennis 10 15 9 9 12 17 14 15 6 11 118 . 655
L D Thomas 12 16 10 4 15 19 14 11 7 5 113 . 627
Grant 10 14 9 8 12 13 14 13 11 7 111 .616
John Jackson 8 14 9 12 9 15 15 12 9 8 111 .616
H T Nelson 7 12 9 9 10 15 17 16 7 8 110 .611

J A Jones 6 14 8 6 15 11 12 14 11 13 110 .611
Winta- 9 7 14 7 17 11 11 11 12 8 107 . .594
Cross : .10 13 7 11 10 14 13 13 7 7 105 .583
G A Smith 9 3 6 8 10 13 13 11 7 4 84 .466
Lupus 14 18 12 12 17 23 la IS 13 ...

Maione 15 17 14 13 18 22 19 17 14
Schultze 12 18 14 13 17 24 17 18 12
Wicks 12 16 13 10 16 20 16 16 11
Byrd 11 18 13 13 18 20 15 12 10 . . ' : . .

' ....
T F Nelson 14 15 14 14 14 22 16 19 10
Terry 13 17 13 12 17 20 18 20 12
Scott 12 18 13 13 14 18 .17 16 10
tt Fox 12 16 12 14 19 20 16 15 9
Murrell 13 16 13 13 l7 18 12 9 11
Daniel 12 16 14 13 16 20 17 18 14
Parrish 9 12 9 12 13 17 11 8 10..
Harris 4 10 10 11 14 19 13 12 7
G Thomas 10 15 12 11 16 18 18 19 13
Fllyson 14 18 11 11 12 24 15 18 13
Meriken 13 16 13 10 18 21 18 16 11
Mc Daniel 12 17 14 14 17 18 17 15 14 . . ... ....
Garber 13 17 11 10 14 17 17 11 7
Ellis 3 10 8 3 .. 12 8 9 8 4
Cushnian 11 13 8 13 17 22 16 14 12 '

A H Fox 13 18 13 10 17 19 19 17
Fairfax 8 10 10 8 12 15 15 10 -.

Burk 14 16 13 12 19 22 14 16
Venable 13 15 14 9 16 18 13 16 .. .

J D
.
Blair 3 8 9 6 .... 13 13 10 11

Johnson 11 16 11 11 . . .. 17 16 12 11
Link 10 15 14 9 16 16 15 13
H F Vaughan 12 10 15 18 9 10 6 13
Dr Charles 14 16 13 13 19 20 16
Fifer 14 11 12 11 15 20 11
H Moyer 9 9 14 10 10 11 13

J Moyer 5 18 10 9 14 16 U
Lakeside 11 16 12 11 16 21 13
Dr Lewis 2 13 10 10 13 15 .. 14 ,

Clarke , 5 8 6 9 12 14 14 ,

Cannon 9 13 10 10 14 7 8
W- A Dickerson 9 16 6 8 .. 17 11 16
Montague 7 11 14 16 10 6 11
James 11 10 10 11 28 18
Stow 8 16 11 13 13 17 ..

Dr Anderson 13 9 10 6 .... 17 15 ..

.

A B Blair.. S 13 10 13 12 9
Elliott 9 16 10 13 11 16 .....

.

Summerson 10 14 14 13 15 16
E A Watson 12 11 11 13 17 22
G L Powers.. ,vs^i.>1112 5 14 .. .. 9 .. .. n
Wood 10 610 1311.. 8..
Hillyer 7 7 14 15 14 14
Young 12 13 6 8 11
Massie S 12 13 14 14 .

. ,

Glinn 8 11 9 9 8
Ruffin 6 10 4 11 14
Williamson 914131319..
Milstead 13 16 U 11 9

S Walthall 8 11 8 7 6.. .. .. .. ..
3fuffy 14 1H31316 ....... „;

''''

FOREST AND STH^AM.

Dcnnison . i , .... i 12 14 10 10
Kerns i.... 4 K 13 5
IJix i 6 12 7 7

j Walthall 10 12 9 5

Schooler 12 15 11 9
Doyle 13 U 12 12
Cardoza 11 16 11 13
Travers 10 16 11 9
K E Dickerson 4 16 11 5 ,

Bagby 9 10 10 8
Grady 7 14 13 10
Taylor 11 10 5
Trevillian 7 11 6 ....
Williams 14 11 13
Coleman 7 10 15
Patterson 13 14 16
Barclav .... 13 14 16
Hunter 12 13 11
Page 11 12
Dr Robinson 11 11
Wingfield 11 8
Rollins 12 12
Mallory 6 ,

A M Vaughan 6
J T Anderson 12
Thraves 8
Marshall 10
Bargamin 11 IS 7 10 14 18 17 16
C N Saunders 7 13 11 7

Seventeen thousand and seventy-five targets were shot at in car-
rying out the programme.
Event No. 5, contested by five-men teams rejiresenting organ-

ized gun clubs in Virginia. Winning team to he the holder for
one year of the Association's $50 silver cup, representing the club
championship of Virginia, the club winning the cup three times to
become permanent owner. This event w-as the most interesting
of the whole tournament. The shooting was good and close—so
much so that when the team representing the West End Gun Club,
of Richmond, after a hot fight against Staunton and Lynchburg,
finally landed the winner, the cheers of the hundreds of spectators
literally retit the heavens and deafened all within many miles of
the West End's shooting grounds. The following are the scores
made by the eleven contesting teams in the order of their shoot-
ing, which was decided by lot. The conditions were 50 targets
Ijer man—250 per team:
Old Dominion G. C, of Rich-

mond.
1st 2d 1st 2d
Half. Half. Totals. Half. Half. Totals.

Williamson 23 16 39 T F Nelson 19 23 42
J C Tignor 17 22 39 R S Terry. .... .19 22 41
Han 19 19 38 C \V Scott ....22 19 41
Gill 21 17 38 L Murrell 23 19 42
G D George... 17 23 40 E Daniel 22 20 42

Lyncnburg G. C.

97 97 194 V 105 103 208
Portsmouth G. C. Charlottesville G. C.

Gallagher 23 20 43- H A George.... 22 20 42
Butt 17 21 38 Snow 20 22 42
iiyrd 21 20 41 Link 20 11 3i
Grant 14 17 31 Brulfy 23 19 42
Schooler IS 15 33 Marshall 15 14 29

S3 93 ise
North Side G, C, of Richmond.
Tolson 16 17 33
Coleman ., 23 15 38
Purdie 16 20 36
Bagby 17 19 36
Lorraine 20 18 38

92 89 181
Chesapeake G. C, of Newport

News.
Dr Charles ...19 20 39
James 23 19 42
T F Stearnes..21 21 42
Fifer 19 19 38
Bargamin 20 13 33

102 92
Staunton G. C.

Wayman 21 22
Sillings 23 22
Meriken' 21 21
McDaniel 22 18
.Summerson ...14 22

194

43
45
42
40

36

lOO 86 186
'

Blue Ridge G. C, of Roanoke.
R L Peirce.... 23 20 43
Dennison 16 23 39
S Walthall ....16 14 30 -

Dickinson 7 16 23

Fairfax 12 21 33
74 94 168

West End G. C, Richmond.
F Stearns 21 22 43
Hewitt 22 20 42
Boyd 23 20 43
Hammond 22 24 46W H Dean, Sr. 22 21 43

110 107 217
Deep Run Hunt Club, Rich-

mond.—Trap Department.
C E Dovle 24 21 45W Buckner ....15 20 35
T M Tignor.... 17 19 36

J T Anderson.. 19 21 40
C D Wingfield. 15 18 33

101 105 206 90 99 189
Lakeside Country Club, Richmond.—Trap ]3epartment.

Ellyson 20 22 42 W C Saunaers.l6 20 36
Colquitt 18 19 37 H Blair .......16 22 38
Johnson 21 20 41 _ _ _

91 103 194
The gold medal for the highest individual score in the team race

was won by Mr. W. A. Hammond, of the West End team, with
the score of 46 out of 50. Messrs. Sillings, of the Staunton team,
arid Doyle, of the Deep Run Hunt Club team, were close seconds
with 45 each. The five members of the winning team each received
a handsom scarf pin set with a precious stone.
The contest for the handsome gun donated to the Virginia Trap-

shooting Association by the Remington Arms Co. was most
warmly contested. This was a handicap event at 40 targets, and
an entrance fee of $2 was charged, to create a fund with which to
buy a Remington gun to be contested for at each annual tourna-
ment of the Association. There were fifty-nine entries for this
contest, from which were realized $118, to be expended next year
as above set forth. This event was shot in halves of 20 targets
each. The winner was Mr. H. T. Nelson, of Clifton Forge, Va.
This contest was limited to \'irginians. The scores:

Hdcp. 1st Half. 2d Half. Totals.
Ellyson u 15 18 a3
F Stearns 0 18 16 34
^^reen 6 a5 13 34
G A Smith 12 13 11 36
J C Tignor ^ 0 17 19 36
G D George 3 17 IB' 35
Gill .2 14 16 32
1 F Stearnes u 19 13 32
Semmes ...3 18 13 34
fiargamin 3 17 16 36
H T Nelson 9 17 16 40
Peirce 0 18 20 38
Lawson 2 15 13 30
I'^airfax 4 15 10 29
Boyd 0 20 15 35
Hammond 0 18 18 36W H Dean, Sr 0 19 17 36W H Dean, Jr , 4 16 14 34
'I F Nelson 0 16 19 35
T,erry 0 18 20 38
^cott 0 17 16 ,33
Moorman 0 19 17 36H Fox 0 16 ]5 31
Murrell

,. 0 12 9 21
Dennis 4 14 15 33
Venable 4 13 16 33
Daniel 3 J7 ig gg

r M Tignor

0

18 17 35
i^arrish

4

n g 23
Jones

8

12 14 34
Colquitt

,

0

17 19 36
J°^"s°?. ;•„•"''•* 0 1^ 16 33

TT 1 Michell

0

18 13 31H A George...

0

19 18 37Snow

0

16 15 31W ood

.

7 51
£i.ff 3 11 :: . ::
«t!lyer ,.,.5 14 14 33
Lorraine

, 4 16 14 34
Cushman .... .\ .,.4 16 14 34
Cross

, 9 13 13 35
Thomas-

, 0 18 19 m
• 2 17 17 36

••• 0 15 18 33
Winter '5 11 11 .,7W C Saundtrs , 0 17. 18 35
S'l Jnsrs .

., ..... 0 19 119 38
Tol*"? 4 12 : 13 29Hwdgmr 5 16 li 81

Dr Anderson ,. . . . 7 17 15 39
Dickerson G vi 16 lil

Grant 6 14 13 33
-VlcDaniel 0 4,
''fiber

3

17 xi 31
IviracoflP

3

14 15 32
H F Vaughan ,4 9 10 23
Wayman

0

17 16 33
J D Blair 3 13 13 35

The foliov*ing is the correct list of those who won prizes:
First Event—First, Maloiie; second, liammond; third, I'eirce;

fourth, Hewitt; fifth, Byrd; sixth, Tolson; seventh, Purdie.
Second Event—First Hewitt, second, Schultze; third, AlcDaniel;

fourth, T.,F. Stearnes; fifth, '£. F. Nelson; sixth, Hart; iieventh,
Hudgins.
Third Event—First, T. F. Stearnes; second, McDaniel; third,

Patterson; lourth, Hammond; fifth, Peirce; sixth, Moormmi; sev-
enth, Wayman.
Fourth Event—First, Peirce;, second, Hammond; third, Moor-

man; fourth, T. M. Tignor; fifth, James; sixth, Meriken; seventh,
Hewitt.
Sixth Event—First, James; second, T. M. Tignor; third, Peirce;

fourth, Schultze; fifth, W. H. Dean, Sr.; sixth, W'ayman; seventh,
T. F. Stearnes.
Seventh Event—First, Schultze; second, W. H. Dean, Sr.; third,

Moorman; fourth, Purdie; fifth, Boyd; sixth, R. M. Powers; sev-
enth, Sillings.

Eighth Event—First, Boyd; second, Sillings; third, Peirce;
fourth, j: C. Tignor; fifth, T. F. Nelson; sixth, Ellyson; seventh,
Gill.

Ninth Event—First, Peirce; second, Sillings; third, W. C. Saun-
ders; fourth, Maione; fifth, F. Stearns; sixth, G. D. George;
seventh, W. H. Dean, Jr.
Tenth Event—First, Sillings; second, Daniel; third, Thomas:

fourth, Schultze; fifth, J. A. Jones; sixth, Scott; seventh, Sim-
mons.
Eleventh Event—First, Mitchell; second, KiracofT; third, Buck-

ner; fourth, J. D. Blair; fifth, Lawson; sixth, A. B. Blair; sev-
enth, V\'inter; eighth, Colquitt; ninth. Cross.

John Jackson.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, Sept. 1.—The following scores were made on our grounds
to-day on the occasion of the seventeenth trophy event of the
season.

' Richards carried off the honors of the day and won Class A
medal on a score of 21; Ilellman won Class B medal on 21, while
L. \VoIfif won Class C on 7. ,
Being the opening day on field shooting, many of the members

were away taking a shy at the ducks and chickens. Weather was
hot. The scores

:

Eighteenth trophy shoot:
S E Young 0110001101011011111011101—16
A W Du Bray -.1111101111111011111011001-20
C P Richards 0110111011111111111111101—21
L Wolff 0001001001100000010110001— 7
T W Eaton 0101111011010011111111111—19
F E Pilz oiiiioiiioiniiimiuooi—20D M Parker 101001101001 lOOumOl.dlO—12
A Hellman 1101111011111111111110011—21

Dr. J. W. Meek,, Sec'y.

Chicago, Sept. 8.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the nineteenth trophy shoot of
the season.

Class A medal was won by C. P. Richards on a score of only
17, which was accounted for by the fact of his using a strange
gun.

Class B was won by A. Hellman on the splendid score of 24..

while C was won by Geo. De Clerey on a score of 14.
The weather conditions were delightful. Nothing finer could be

asked by the most fastidious. Our members are mostly away on
field shooting excursions, hence the small attendance. The scores:

Nineteenth trophy shoot, 25 targets;
Dr J. \V Meek 1011101100101011010101001—1-t
Richards .OllOlOHllOllOllOOllOllU—17
Eaton ........ .-. j-. . . .0111101011111110110110110—18
De Clerey OllllOKXlOOlOOlllOlOllOll-14
V^o]ff 00101001OUOOOlOOllllOUl1—12
A Hellman lllllllllllllllUllOlllll—21

Sweepstakes:
Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 15 10 10 15 Targets: 15 10 10 15

Dr Meek 13 10 9 12 Wolff 8 4 4 7
Richards 7 6.... Hellman 11 9 7 12
Eaton 13 9 9 13 Huff . . 9
De Clerey 8 4....

Garden City Gun Qob.
Chicago, III,, Sept. 8.—At Watson's Park to-day the handicap

event of the Garden City Gun Club was shot. The scores:

C L Rust, 3 202201100120*21011—11
S Jacob, 0 200201220120**2 — 8
Voung, 3 101112122011101112—15
Marthi, 3.. 221i:i2002l2211211 —15
W B Lctfingwell, 2 201022211212111Z1 —1&
T Irwin, 0 2202*1221101111 —13
J B Barto, 0 - 212021*21111111 —13
J H Am berg, 0 *21011 111101111 —12
Day, 2 00110210221212121 —13
Dewey, 1 211 100202201221

w

J M Uilhs, 2 20202211211011120 —13
Oliphant, 3 000020000002020202— 5

Seven birds, S3, 50, 30, 20 per cent.; also miss-and-out, $2.

Dewey 0121110—5 20 Martin 2210111—6 12a
Jacob 0121122—6 1220 (_)hphant 2201022—5 0
Leffingwell . . . .012;s221—6 1222 AmOerg 1101111—6 0
Rust , 2021212—6 2211 Barto 2222122—7
Young 0220122—5 Gillis 1011002—

4

RAVEtKlGG.

Chicago Gun Club,

Chicago, 111., .Sept. 8.—The scores made at the weekly shoot of
the Chicago Gun Club to-day are appended:
Targets: 15 10 15 25 15 'Targets; 15 10 15 25 15-

F P Stannard 14 10 15 .. 14 Dr Morton 7 13 .. 12:

CornweU 11 7 11 17 15 Dr Turck 12 .. 12
Milliken 7 6 Lane :. 10 ,.

Sundermeier 5 3 9 . , 10

Trophy shoot, 25 targets:
F P Stannard , 111111111110111.1111001011—21
CornweU 011111111101011111111 lill—22
:\Ii!liken lllOlOlllllOlOlOlOlOilUiO—16
Sundermeier 101111H1100111UOilllUl—21
Dr Morton 0111111111011111111101111—22
Dr Turck 0111111110111111010100111—19

- OOOOOlOOlOOlllllOlHOOlll—13

City Park Gun Cbb.
New Orleans, .Sept. 4.—Herewith find the scores of 'Our shoot

held the 2d inst. As usual, we had rain and plenty of it, and the'
attendance was notably affected by it. The boys indulged in a
few events for practice on live birds, but they were as a rule poor
flyers, the good birds being quite exceptional.
During the fall regular events at live birds will be held:
The City Park Gun Club will send a delegation to Mobile on the

9th for an individual race at live birds between Messrs. McKay,
of the local club, and Fowler, of Mobile, and a team shoot be-
tween the clubs. The scores;

Ten live birds:
McKay 2222222111—10 Saucier 111122*221— 8
Benedict 2112110111— 9 Dupont _ .'.1212212121—10

Novice 2222222222—10 Smokeless .1122211100—

S

Seventeen live birds:

McKay 12211221202122111—16 Novice 22221221222021222—16

Event at 15 targets: McKay 14, Saucier 12, Benedict IS.

Event at 15 targets: McKay 14, Benedict 14.
,
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Eureka Gun Oub,

Interstate ?ark, Queens. L. I., Sept. 3.—The Labor Day shoot

of the New Utrecht Gun Club was favored with good weather

and good attendance.
Miss-and-outs:

Armstrong-, 30.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

1210 1212 2120 210

2120 1120 112222212 22222112

2222 2220 222222222 2*

11* 2222 0 21212222

0 1122 121121122 1110

,1022 220 102 12*

222 121 0 0
222222*
12111212

Lockwood, 28W J B, 26
Webber
Ilagedom

10-bird Hdcp. Hdcp. for Rifle

Arinstrong'. SO 2111102111- 9 22121221112

T B Hopkins, 28 2220021121— 8

Morfey. 31 ... ! .2222222222-10

Tack. 28 2112111122—10

\V Hopkins, 28 11221022*2— 8

Wood, 28... 22*0011212- 7

Lockwood. 27 1101001012— 6

Webber, 30
Hagedorn, 28

Three Pairs
Armstrong, 27 11 10 11—5
J B Hopkins, 25 10 00 10-2
Morfey, 28 01 00 11—3
Tack, 2.5 11 11 10—5
\V Hopkins, 25... 10 11 10-4
Wood, 24 10 00 10—2
I.ockwood, 23 11 10 01-4
Hagedorn, 25 11 11 10-5
LincoJn

Club shoot, 15 birds, $10:
-Morfcv. 31 2222*2222222*22—13
Armstrong, 30

' . 211111120112111—14
Tack, 28 .120001111200212—10
1-Tagedorn. 28 22*222*21010*20— 9

Webber, 30 222222222222222—15
Lincoln, 26 200102001*12*22— 8

Match at 25 birds:
T^ockwood, 27...

^V•ood^ 2:7.

22220
222201
220120112120

'

22221
0

Three Pairs.
11 11 11—

e

10 11 00-3
11 11 10—5
11 10 00—3
11 10 11—5
11 11 01—5
10 10 01—3
11 10 11—5
10 11 01—3

2222222*20222022*12221120—20
1121021212211221101021122—22

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, L. 1., Sept. S.—The feature of the day's shoot-
ing was the excellent performance of Mr. R. A. Welch at the shoot
of the New LTtrecht Gun Club to-day. The scores:

Club shoot, 15 birds:
R A Welch, 30 112112112122221—15
T W Morfey, 32 2221111121*2211—14
T H Hallock, 2S 101211112221222—14
Dr A Webber, .30.. 22222:^2220222202-13

C E Lockwood, 28 121112221020111—13
Wm Wood, 28 : 120111112011*11—12

Sweepstake, 15 birds:
T W Morfey, 32 212222222121222-15
TH Hallock, 28 ..222111221212222—15
R A Welch, 30 2211211*2121111—14
Dr Webber, 30 ...v.f. 222022222222222—14
C E Lockwood. 28,...-, .110011021011120—10
Wm. Wood, 28 2*220202*111101—10

Sweepstakes, 5 birds, club handicap: Morfey 5, Welch 5, Hallock
4, Lockwood 4, Webber 4, Wood 3.

Sweepstakes, same conditions: Welch 5, Lockwood 5, Wood 4,
' Morfey 3, withdrew; Hallock 3, withdrew.

Sweepstakes, 5 birds: Welch 5; Morfey 3, withdrew; Hallock 3,
withdrew; Lockwood 3, withdrew.
Sweepstakes, same conditions; Morfey 5, Welch- 4, Lockwood 4,

Hallock 1, withdrew.
Miss-and-out: Welch 5, Webber 4, Morfey 3, Lockwood 2, Hal-

lock 1.

Mis.s-and-out: Welch 4, Hallock 4, Morfey 4, Webber 4, Lock-
wood 3.

-

IN NEW JERSEY.
[..

i

Walsrode Gun Club.

Trenton, N. J., Sept. 3.—The Labor Day shoot of the Walsrode
Gun Club drew a large crowd. Representatives were present from
the South Side Club, Newark; clubs from Freehold, Burlington
and from the Trenton Gun Club, and the Cannibals. Owing to the
large number of contestants it was found impossible to shoot off
the entire i)rogramme.
Secretary Thomas was busily engaged in acknowledging con-

gratulations over the arrival of a baby girl at his home.
The scores in the cash sweepstakes are as follows:

Events: 1 2 3 4 Events
10 15 10

12 3 4
Targets: 10 15 10

9 13 9 11 Harper 7
8 IS 10 12 Farlee 11 8 .,

Borden 10 .. ..

Targets

:

Peigenspan
Sinnock . ... . _

.

Widmann 6 11
H Hance 5 13 8 12 Volks 11
Thomas 8 11 6 13 Webber 8
Blue Ribbon 9 13 S 10 Harrison
R A Ellis 7 11 9
Larron 2 13 5 .

12 7 12
Mitchell 4 ..

Lawrence 2
Torpey 8 13 7 13 Williams 9 12W B Ellis 6 13 9 13 Mickcl 4

Carson 4 11
Hughs 3
Warner jg
Sinclair ;{

Muldoon 4 13 4 .

.

Tack Pattern 2 5 5 12
Thropp 8 S .. 9
Wallins SH 9..
Cole 7 11 4 4

'

Fourteen 10-target events also were shot.

x>'^"^ Hlf,
shoot the following lied on 10 targets: Peigenspan,

^^-'i^
^-'I'S' Vvidmann, Torpey, Thomas and Sinnock. In the shoot-

Oit_ Peigenspan won.

T,,?.^^"'"^^!?"
tied on the second prize event, as follows: R. A.

JtP®+, -f-T-.?,^*'^^^?' Messier, Hance, Sinnock, Blue Ribbon, Thomas,
vy. h. Jillis, Feigenspan, Thropp. Widmann, Martindale, Farlee,

tf^^son. ^alko, Williams. Messier won in the shoot-off.
Ihe following tied on S out of 10 in the gun case event: Mul-

doon, Walling, Conies, W. B. Ellis, Sinnock, Hance, Thomas,
iorpey, Blue Ribbon, Widmann, Feigenspan, Farlee, R. Ellis
Ihropp, l-rancis, Harrison, Harper, Williams, Reading, Valko
feigenspan won.
These lied in the next event on 7 out of 10: W. B Hance

Messier, Thomas, VV ailing. Lawrence, W. B. Ellis, Sinnock, Van
Doren, Coates, Farlee, Mitchell, Borden, Widmann, Blue Ribbon
Ihropp, Cole, Irancis. Reading, Carson, Worthington, Harper'
1 orpey. Cole won. » .

f .

Tn the fishing rod shoot the following tied on 6 out of 10-
Lawrence, V an Doren, Muldoon. Coates, Pattern, Thomas Wid-mann. Borden. Sinnock, Webber, Worthington, Carson Cole' Cole
and Borden tied on the shoot-off, and Borden won.

Forester Gun Club.

Newark, N. J.. Sept .1.-The Forester Gun Club claims thesecond Friday and Saturday of Aprik 1901, for its second annualspring tournament.

,JZ i'^n^ v^''-'' ^H""^^- P""^^- L. Cook second
prize, and D. Fleming third prize.

Events: 12345*6*7*8*9
J Cummings.. 578.. 861935.. 44
Stanton 6 7 9
T Fleming.... 8 10 7 S 9 4 21 2

'7

Winans

10 * 11 * 12

2 8

2 8 5 6 2 5
2 10 1 7 2 5 .. ..

1 8 2 6....

D Fleming... 9 4 7 5 7 8 IB 4 7 2 7 4 6 9
"?

Jewell 677678 19 4928 ^
Koch 7.. .. 5 51211 s'g
Tighe S ID 7 10 7 4 IS
Strader r, .5 6 5 7 9 1"

Strader, Jr. . .
. 0 S 7 8 7 7 13 .

Hedden S
Dr Cummins 7 9 6 19 3 SI 7

"

F Million 2 1; 11 10 7 3 ' 4 7 "i '=

C Smith 9 8 5 15 2 S 1 S
-

^^tJ'K 1 n-^ I" " 1 6 7 3 , --f

'Handicaps, v
,

,
. ,

Championship of New Jersey.

Newark, N. J., Sept. 8.—To-day the contest between Mr. W. B.

Widmann, of Yardville, N.
J.,

and Mr. F. E. Sinnock, of Newark,
for the E C cup, emblematic of the championship of New Jersey,

was shot on the grounds of the South Side Gun Club. It resulted

in a victory for the holder, Mr. F. E. Sinnock, by a score of 44

to 42. Mr. Hayes was judge for Mr. Sinnock. Mr- Thomas filled

a like office for Mr. Widmann, while Mr. Feigenspan acted as

referee. The scores:

W B Widmann 1011111011011111101111111—21
0110111110111011111111111—21-^2

F E Sinnock 1101110111111111111111111-23
1111111111111000111011111—21-^4

Nos. 6 and 10 below were merchandise events. Nos. 5 and 9
were the handicaps. Nos. 7, 8 and 11 were the ties. Nos. 1 to 4
were sweepstakes:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Thomas « 6 9 9 4 19 ... . fi 20 7 10 1 6

Feigenspan 10 10 S 7 1 24 10 S 1 23
Widmann 10 8 .. .. 3 20 .. .. 4 20

6
9

9

DovcflSportsmen's Association.

9 8 5 19 ..

9 2 22 .

.

. 3 20 .

.

Coates 8
Filson 7
Van Arsdale 9

Terrill 9
Weller 6 4 4 3 6 17
T^errington 10 6 8 8 4 22

Sinnock 10 9 10 .. 2 22

Colquitt, 8 8 8 8 7 4 19

Tighe 8 10 la 3 21
Dr Gardner 10 10 9 2 24

Huntington ,

6 19
3 20
4 21 10 8

9 9 6 6

9 9

8 19 7 9
4 22 10 9
3 20 . . .

.

5 20 9 7
4 16 .. ..

1 22 . . .

.

2 10
0 9

East Side Gun Club.

Newark, N, J., Sept, 3.—On Siiiith grounds to-day the live-bird
events resulted as follows:

No. 1. No. 2.

Otten 2011121021*0212—11 1212210—6
.Stef?ens 102011102212102—11 2112022—6
Matzen 1220100101211*2—10 1111201—6
Colquitt 1211221*1122122—14 2211002—5
Duston . 212101212210220—12 1*21122—6
Castle 101012110121112—12 *2121*1—

5

Koegel 2220201—5
Hudson 1111122—7
Fischer 1121110—6

.Sweepstakes:
Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4

Otten 5 3 5 5 Duston 3 5 4 3
Steffens 4 4 3 5 Colquitt 3 5
Matzon 4 5 4 2

Morristown East Side Gun Club.

Morristown, X. J., Sept. 3.—Event 1 was at 7 birds,
moneys. Xo. 2 was at 10 birds, ."iiS. three moneys. No.
10 birds, $5. No. 4 was the same as Xo. 1. No. 5 was at 5

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

J Brewer. 33 1111111—7 1111111111—10 1111110111— 9
T Drake, 32 1111111—7 1111111010- 8
Whitehead, 28.... 1110111-6 1110100111— 7
Orr, 30 ...0001111—4
Doty. 30 1111111—7 1111111101—9 1111111111—10
Pierson, 28 0101110—4 1101111110— 8
Kling 1110111—fi 1111011111— 9 1111111111—10
"

' 1111111110— 9 OUUlOlll- 8
1101011001— 6

$3, two
3 was at
birds, $2:

No. 4.

1111111—7
1111011—6

1011111—6

TTathway 0111101—5
Sharp
Armstrong
Leonard
No. 5:

Drake, 32... 11101—4 Leonard
Hathaway 11101—4 Leek ....

Sharp 11110—4

0011011—4
1111111—7
1111011—6
0101111—5

.00101—2

.00111—3

Griescdieck—Chase.

St. Louis, Aug. 31.—The race for the championship of the .St.

Louis Gun Club was shot on the club's grounds to-day. E C cup
rules governed the contest.

Unknown angles:
Chase 1101101111111111111111111—23

lllOOllOllllimOlOllllll—2«—43
Expert:

1011001101111010101010111—16
1111100111011011111100110—18-34

Doubles

:

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 00 11 10 10 00—12
10 10 11 10 01 10 10 11 11 10 10 10—15—27—104

Unknown angles:
Griesedieck

' 0100111110011011111111111—19
1111001111011011111011000—17—36

Expert:
0110111110111110100110111—18
1010010110111011101101111—17—35

Doubles

:

10 10 10 10 10 11 00 11 10 10 10 10 11—15
10 11 11 11 11 10 01 10 11 10 11 11—19-34—105

9 10
9 8

Fulford's Shoot.

Utica, X^. Y., Sept. 8.—Appended find scores for
shoot for Sept. 4 was abandoned, as no one cared
pigeons.
Considering the number of shoots held throughout

did very well. The scores:

Events: 1 2
Fulford 10 7
Loghlin 6 10
Chapman 8 8
I>avidson 8 7
Friday 8 7
Sperry 5 6

Cutty
Cavana , 6
Saraway

. . .

.

Brown 6
Dexter 7 8 8
Singer . 6 .. .. 8
Stowe 7 6 8 3 8 3
Griffin

Peute ,
,

Shepardson
Woodcock

Sept, 3. The
to shoot live

the county, I

3 4 5 6 7 8
9 7 10 10 10 8
8 10 2 4 8 10
8 7 10 8 9 8 10
6 4 5 5 5 4 6
8 10 8 7 8

9 8 7 7
7 7 7 8

4

8 7

11 12
8 9 10
9 7 7
9 9 9
8 5 6
9 10 6
8 7 8
7

13 14 15
9 10 10

8 7

8 9
6 7
8 6
7 8
7 5
8 8
9 4

C.

Sanford Defeats Fort.

Fre.mo.n-t O., Sept. 4.—The match between Messrs. M. ^.
Sanford, of Clyde, O., and E. C. Fort, of Fremont, O., was shoton the grounds of the Fremont Gun Club to-day. There was §50
as an incentive. The targets were thrown quite fast. The wind
Z^r.^

"'^,1^ ^""^ ^^^^^y- Sanford .scored 141 and Fort 136 out of
150. The former averaged 91 per cent., the latler 90.6 per cent.
Sanford used 2%dvs. E C No. 2, I140Z. No. 7 chlTled shot in
.Smokeless shells:

Singles:
Sanford 1100111111111101111111111—23

1111111111111111111111111_25
1111111111101111111111111—24

Doubles:
1111111111111111110111111-24-95

10 11 11 n 11 11 10 nil fl 11 11 11im 11 11 n 01 11 11 01 11 11 11 -46

Singles:
Fort

Doubles

:

141

. llllllllllOOllllOOlQlllU-20
iiimiHiiniiiiiioiioii—23
lllllimillliiiiioiliiii-_24
1111111111111010011111111—22-89

^ ??
11 11 11 n 11 10 11 u 11 11 n

11 11 11 11 11 11 U 11 11 U 11 11

pgrt's secAnd pair w;is lost by the safety jarring back.

—47

1^

People winging their way " 'way down East in the suinnur

time vacation hunt passing through Dover, N. H., would scarcely

believe this old town capable of supporting an organized gun
club with all modern improvements, and the interest in it extend-

ing into families and ramifying generally through Dover society.

The women of Dover, rotund, fair and niatronly, florid and
spirituelle, have an abiding faith in the club's prowess. The Dover
woman can be found at the weekly shoots, but it is on such an
occasion as was offered Monday, Sept. 3, that the Dover matron
and maid appeared to best advantage. . They simply had charge
of the entire programme, except actually firing a gun and keep-
ing scores. They were on the ground early, accompanied by a

wagon load of material that eventually resolved itself into a

broad and prodigal lunch of infinite variety. The sight of that

lioard at 12 M., just prior to the first attack on its symmetry by
Squad No. 1, will linger in memory as one of the beautiful things
wrought by woman.
Imagine, if you please, a table 60ft. long, with immaculate cov-

ering, bearing cold meats, roast fowl, sauces, pickles, cake and
pie in bewildering variety; milk, tea, coffee, gilt-edge butter; also

the ubiquitous bean, cold and hot, cooked after that recipe known
only to those who live and have their being inside the isothermal
line. Put your pencil on Canada, close to Rouse's Point, draw a
straight line south, finishing a little west of South Norwalk.
Conn. This is the thermal line of baked beans and perpetual pie.

Not only were all good things on this table, but to_ make it more
attractive, bouquets of flowers were scattered over it in profusion
and a lovely boutonniere at each plate, and to cap the whole
lovely entirety the matrons and maids smilingly ready to attend
and anticipate every want.

I should like to dwell on the subject of New England pie in

general and Dover pie in particular, but right there the pen
grows feeble, for out of the English vocabulary, rich as it is,

words cannot be found to give expression and attune the palate
in imagination to the delights of Dover pie. The Dover woman
has solved the abstruse problem of pie
To the goodly company of paid representatives and manufac-

turers' agents the writer presents his compliments, and to remind
them tliat he was the only one of the "goodly" in attendance at
the Labor Day shoot—drop a tear of regret for yourselves, gen-
tlemen.

It will be noticed the scores are not high. This is accounted
for in part by the wind; but for the rest the conditions were good
—guess it was one day when high scores could not be made any
way. Much interest was centered in the team contest, won by
the Dover team.
Miskay's shooting was the feature of the day, though not shoot-

ing up to his usual average. Miskay handles her gun in excel-
len form, shoots quick and centers the target. What a fine exam-
ple this young lady and the comparatively few other women who
shoot are setting to be followed by their sex.
The distinguished visitors were Miss. M. Kirkwood (Miskay),

Messrs. Horace and William Kirkwood, of the Boston Gun Chi'b;
Mr, W. 1^. Colville, of the Dupont Powder Co.; Messrs. Cooper,
Tilton, Carlisle, Gerrish, Langley and Elwel!, of the Exeter Gun
Club; J. Snell, of the Rochester Gun Club; Messrs. Philbrick, of
Portsmouth.
The ladies in attendance were': Mrs. C. H. Mitchell, Mrs. John

B. Stearns, Mrs. Sam'l Meseroe, Mrs., Eugene Smart, Mrs. Geo.
Beard, Mrs. Frank Fisher, Mrs. John Drew.
The officers of Dover Sportsmen's Association are as follows:

President, Sam'l Meseroe; Vice-President, C. H. Mitchell; Treas-
urer, Eugene Smart; Secretary, John B. Stevens; Team Captain,
Nat C. Wentworth,

Shot
at. Broke. Av

99
93
120
44
59
71
55
87
89
61
57
46
44
44
35
31
34
29
63
15
20
32
36
43
22
22
29

Morton .150
Langley ...... .145
Colville 160
Gerrish 95
Cooper ......... 95
Carlisle 95
Bickford 95
Horace ........130
Miskay ........130
Tony 95
Weston 95
Brown 95
Goodwin 95
MeShane 90
Horne 95
Spain 75
Webber 60
A Horne ...... 75
C Roberts 110W Tibbetts ... 45
Durgin 30
Eddy 60
Pitman 80
Kimball 80
G Tibbetts .... 45
Peavey 35
Moore 95

Cup shoot:
Portsmouth Team.

Philbrick 13
White 16
Tony 11
Weston . 9
Manson , 12
Goodwin , 7—68

Exeter Team.
Langley 12
Gerrish 7
Cooper 13

.660

.710

.750

.460

.620

.740

.570

.670
.690

.640

.600

.470

.460

.480

.380

.410

.560

.390

.570

.330

.660

.530

.450

.540

.500

.630

.300

Shot
at. Broke.W Fcrnald ..... 60 35

Ward .......... 60 27
Moses 60 40
Stevens 85 54
Beard 110 80
Philbrick ...... 65 39
Lewis .. 45 24
Griffin ......... 75 37
Ludden ..80 47
Drew . 80 48
Williams 95 48
Grant .80 50
F Wentworth.. 110 58
Snell 95 84
Sowerby .......125 38
Gillis 115 54
Fisher .. ...85 .39

E Young ...... 60 26W Tilton ...... 80 311

Manson ........ 50 32
White 35 26
Hatch ....SO 9
Seavey 15 8
Smart 35 is
Abrams 15 8
Coffin ,.15 7

Av.
.580
.450

.660

.640

.730

.600

.540

.500

.620

.600

.500

.620

.,520

.880

.300

.470

.450

.430

.490

.«40

.740

.330

.560

.500

.530

.460

Carlisle ...13
Bickford

]
'

11
Tilton '.'.'.'.U~G1

Dover Team.
wentworth n
Beard ^14
Stevens !..!!l5
Smart ]"lOL M Joy '.'.'.'.'.'.'.U

Mitchell 14—75

Dick Swiveller.

Crown
Crown Point Gun Club.

Point, Ind., Aug. 31,—Herewith find scores of theweekly sh«ot of Crown Point Gun Club. Youche was hio-h ,„averaging 9d per cent, for 110 targets from the magautrap.
"

The scores :

^

I -X'!''";-
l^„«'""les: Youche 15, G. Sherman 14 Hilde-brandt 13, Myrick 12^ Keeney 12, V. Sherman 11, Dyer 8 A Sher-man 7, Brannon 6, Hunter 6.

Other sweeps were as follows:
Events

:

Targets

:

Youche
, . , ,G Sherman

Myrick
V Sherman
Keenej'
A .Sherman

]

Brannon [[[[
Hunter
Dyer
Hildebrandt

.... U

.... 10

2 3 4 5 6 7
10 10 15 5p

8
10 25

10 9 15 10 24
8 8 12 7 20
S 8 12 7 8
7 8 6
8 8 12 7
6 5 15 6
3 5 4
3 4 "s 7 is
7 7 9 8 16
S 9 8

A New Indian,

Keithskurg, in., Sept. X-EdHor Fore.<!t and S-lrumu At •.meeting of the. Indian., held after our tonrnaZnt 4cently 1 el.'at Lake Okoboii, la,. I was instructed t« U^nA r-i i r I,
-

to write and think you fo^ t e interest man^ n *Yment. Your Mr. Frank Riehl madfman^ riends iZh
°^

and for your paper, and so far ingraTia?ed himl'lf ?, fn'^.l. Jgraces of the Indian.s that we mfdf him one 'ofShe tribe "^nndassure you that anvthmg we can do in th^ f„H„-, t ' f
vantage will be gladly attended to.

^°

Tom a, Marshall.

Crosby-Gilbert Challenge.
New York, Sept. 4..—Editor Forest and Stream- I h-rv^ ir. ireceived a letter fron. Mr VV. R. Crosby inXir.g check fo/'l'i^iantl notifying me that he has challenged Mr Fred Gilbert fi

?e,^by"^Mr!tlE=^
°^ ^^^^et ^^sli^Tn^

I have formally notified Mr. Gilbert to the above effect nn,lhave asked him 10 name pl,,<.e and date for ' the match at Ti^tonvenience. "idtcn at nia

iVKS.
Secy lUc Amcru-Tiu h C k bc\\\i}trfi Gunpowrler go.^ ^^^^^
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"Worcester Sportsmen's Club*

Worcester, Mass., Aug. 31.—The two days' shoot of the

Worcester Sportsmen's Club was a very successful meet and fair

weather prevailed and the best shots of New England were in

attendance. H. M. Federhen, Jr., who won the 100-bird cham-
pionship for 1899, last year, defended the title successfully this

year, and won the New England championship 100-bird contest

for 1900 with the score of 96 out of 100. He was pressed very
closely by Sawin, Leroy, Hickey .and Inman. Jack Hull was too

busy talking the good qualities of the Parker gun to shoot well,

and Jack Fanning could center them when he tried hard, but it

was an off spell
—"too hot to shoot good."

The boys took a decided liking to the new cashier, C. H.
Hildreth. Well, he kept up with the procession, and it was the
first time he ever saw a trapshooting tournament, and considering
that it was all a novelty to him he did remarkably well to have
everything ready to settle with the boys at the finish of the last

event. Well, come to our next all-day shoot, Tuesday, Sept. 25.

Sept. 19 we will hold an all-day shoot. We will have a good
programme and give the boys a chance to win something. Will
send programme later. The scores:

Thursday, Aog. 23.

Events: 1
Targets : 10

Stacy 9

Wheeler 9

Leroy 10

Dickey , 8

Inman 9

Sawin 9

Fanning 10

Alberto 9

Herbert 7
Baker 9

Griffith 10

Hull 8

Kent 10

Sliaw 9

Bain 6
Getchell 7
Davis 6

Coffin 7

Winchester 7
Bartlett 9

Lane 10
Hoyle
Crabtree 7
Olney 7
Carpenter 6
Pike . 6
Cutler 6

McClellan
Brown
Huling
Chamberlin
Kinney
Warren
Doten 9

Rundlett .

2 3 4
10 15 15
10 15 15
10 15 14
8 15 13

10 13 14
5 14 14

10 15 12
8 15 15
9 14 13
9 13 14
9 14 14
7 12 12

10 14 13
7 13 12
10 12 13
10 14 12
9 15 14
6 14 14
9 11 9
8 10 10
7 14 15
7 11 ..

10 14 12
7 12 8

9 12 12
8 11 9
6 10 10
9 8 11

4 6 6

5 6 7 8
10 10 25 25
10 9 23 22
8 10 24 22

10 8 24 23
10 10 23 22
9 8 25 22
5 9 22 24
9 7 23 21
10 10 21 22
7 9 24 24

7 19 20

6 19 20
10 18 19
7 20 23
8 19 19
7 21 20
8 18 21
7 23 18
8 19 20
8 17 18
8 21 ..

6 16 19
8 10 21 .

.

6 10 15 .

.

7 10 . . .

.

7 6 .. ..

6 9 .. ..

S 6 .. ..

. . . IS 21

. . . 19 19
4 7
. 4
4 3 .. ..

18

9
8
9

7
8

7
5
7
6

9
10
7

9 13

11 15

Friday, Aug. 24.

Event;;: 9
Target.s : 10

Herbert 10
Leroy 10
Sawin 9

Fanning' 9

Dickey , 8

Wheeler 9

10 11 12
10 20 20
10 20 19

10 18 18
8 20 19
9 20 19
7 20 18
9 19 20
10 18 18
9 19 19

9 18 19

10 14 16
6 17 8

10 18 19
10 14 16
6 17 15
6 10 12

Hull S
Baker 8

P H 6

Alberto 6
McClellan 8

Stacy 9

Doten 6

Marlin 4
Coffin 7

Inman —
Lenoir
Hoyle 19
Wales- 13
Burbank 16 18
Walls 9 .. 19
Shaw 16

Totals for two days, each at 260 targets: Leroy 244, Herbert 243,

Sawin 242, Fanning 240, Wheeler 239, Dickey 238, Baker 227, Hull
227, Alberto 224, Stacy 223, Coffin 188.

A. W. Walls, Sec'y.

13 14
15 15
15 14
15 14
14 14
14 14
13 14
13 14
13 14
14 12

13 13
14 11

12 12
13 13
14 11

14 10
11 13
14 14

12 14
14 13
11 12
14 11

15 16
25 25
24 24
24 24
25 24
24 23
24 24
22 21
21 24
22 23
20 24
21 17
23 19

21 17
20 23
21 19
24 22
20 24
23 ..

15 16

Brokt
113m
111
110
109
109
lOS
108
107
101
101
101
99
98
97
97
95
89
87
84
76
75
65

57
47

47
43
39
38
27
26
21
18
17
16

Broke.
136
133
133
132
128
127
126
126
122
116
105
110
109
109
99

74
70
69
67
59
28
16

Mississippi Valley Notes.

Th£ Piasa Gun Club, of Alton, held its September meeting oa
the 7th inst., and the occasion was marked by the presentation of
a new Class A medal by the president, Mr. H. M. Schweppe, to
be shot for monthly or oftener, each contest being at 50 single
targets. Eight members contested, the attendance being cut down
by the fact that dove shooting season is now in full headway in
Illinois. Riehl made the high score for this medal, and is first

winner of it. The W. C. Co. handicap medal was shot for at the
same time, one score counting in both events, and J. G. Melling
won, with a 16-bird handicap. The new shooters had rather the
best of this contest, all the class 80 or better men going out in the
first 30.

Medal shoots

:

Lane 1 :1 111101111110100000011111000111011110111111111000—34
Howell limUlllllOmillOllOOOOlllOllllOlllllOllllllOOl—39
Kiehl 011111]011111111010m011101111111111111111111im--14
Seely 0110011 101 1101110111110111111111011111110111101111—40
Schiess 11111110] 11111111111110111011111011110111101111110—43
Milling 10110101111101111101011000111001111111101000111101—34
Schwep]>e 11111111111111110101100010110110111001111111010001—36
Cole 11 ] 011101 00110111010101010010111010000011010101011—34

Shoat-ofi for Helck medal:
Schiess IIOIIIIOIIUOIOOOIO
Milling 01111111100111100011
Schweppe 1011100111
Cole 11010000010101

Following these events a number of sweeps were shot, and tlie
afternoon was altogether very pleasantly passed.
The Ilomcr, 1 11., Gun Club announces a two-day target and pigeon

shoot for the ISlii and 14tli insl. Targets first day; live birds
second. AH arc tnviled, and a good time is promised.

Ehjier E. Neal •lunounces his intention of giving ,i tlircc-day
target and sparrow shoot about the middle of October at Blooui
field, fnd. Elmer iv one of the Indians, and when he gives a slioot

!t IS always a good one. He says this one will be the bcsl that
ever happened in Hoosierdom.
Fieid shooting is now the absorbing pastime here in Illijiois, and

trap work must as a consequence sufier for some time, although
several tfiimments of no little importance are on the tapis for
the fall season.

llun. I t lu A. Marshall left Saturday for an outing and chicken
shooting trip in the land of the Canuks.

That International Tourney.

1 he infiDrntal challenge from John Bull's subjects to a $5,000
uKiich for the international championship, of whi"*.'! menlion wfis
made in this corresi3ondencc last week, has been taken up in all
oarncstness by the Yankee scatter gun artists to whom it was
addressed, and the m.atch may almost be counted on as a certainty
for next year, Rolia Heikes, to whom the communication was ad
dressed, laid the matter before tlie Indians yi their pow-wow at
the close of the Okoboji shoot, and it was formally indo'rsed at that
meeting Eight of those present ercpressed tjieir readiness to go
and assume responsibilitv for the match, and the filling of the team
will be one of the least difficult details to arrange.

It is thought that the American manufacturers will be very
/ willing to give their representative shooters the necessary leave o'f
absence, and the trip altogether need not consume mgre than a
month. The match would certainly do much toward stimulating
a more general interest in shooting on both continents and for
this reason, It for no other, ought to be encouraged

,

F. C, Riehl.

Brockton Gun Glut.

L<B.0CJfS0N, Mass. Aug. 1 to 5 -vere the prize =>ioo+
NO; 8 the lianijicaps, J^p. ? the totals, The W^^ther was very~hot'

Events: 1 2 if 4 5 6 7 8

10 7 9 9 10 47 3 50
8 9 10 9 42 9 50

Wood 10 6 7 9 5 37 11 48

9 5 8 6 35 13 48
9 7 10 10 42 10 50

7 7 9 9 38 10 18

G 5 li 5 6 5

(! 6

6

«> 5

7 2 6 6 7 6
Stark

A: iF; Leonard, St.-c\.

Haverhill Gun Club.
Haverhill, Mass,, Sept, 3.—Our Labor Day tournament proved

much more of a success than anticipated. Notwithstanding the
fact that there were a number of shoots in our vicinitv and the
day was excessively hot there were thirty-two enthusiasts present,
twenty of whom shot the entire programme of 165 targets, and a
few of the "red-hot ones" took part in three extra events ou
the 16yd. mark.
Quite a number of ,vi.sitQrs were present, Mr. Stillings, of

Lawrence; Mr. Taylor, of Portland, and Mr. T. N. Frev, of Bos-
ton, making their appearance on our grounds': and thev, ns well
as all others, can always ^expect a cordial welcome from our people.
While Mr. Frey is known all over New England as the Father

of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, a glance at his score
(Nichols) will convince any one that he can point the "scatter
gun" in the right direction. Take a look at the .summary that
follows, and note what a leveler of percentages that distance
handicap is. It has surely come to stay:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 1112 13 11
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 10 10
Angles: R U R R R U R U U R LT U U U

Lambert. 20 13 13 12 12 11 8 14 13 11 12 12
George, 20 10 12 11 11 10 13 12 12 10 13 13 14 . . 7
Spofford, IS 9 10 6 9 S 11 11 11 12 11 11
Bowen, IS 7 12 11 13 8 14 13 13 13 13 11 14 9 9
Lockwood, 18... 10 12 9-11 13 11 14 10 10 13 13 13 S 9
Tozier, 18 11 12 7 10 11 14 12 11 13 11 15 . . ..

Gonzales, 18 13 12 11 8 8 11 11 12 8 12 12 . . ,

.

Taylor, 18 12 14 9 10 11 13 15 9 13 11 13
Rule, 18 13 10 12 11 14 13 12 10 13 14 13
Leighton. 16 11 10 10 9 7 9 7 10 9 7 10 .. .. ..
Locke, 16 i.> 11 11 6 9 10 10
Child, 16 9 9 9 14 8 5 10 10 7 9 10
Follatisbee, 16 8 10 6 12 11 9 11 12 10 7 13

6 13 9 8 6 5 9

5 io 'g ii ii "g ii
8 9 9 8 4 11 5
8 12 14 13 15 10 13
8 5 5 7 7 5 7
4 7 11 9 8

Hatch, 16 7 5 7 5
Grieves. 16 11 12 9 10
Cake, 16 7 8 5 8
Thompson, 16 8 9 9 10
Webster, 16 U 10 14 .

.

Burton, 16 9 6 5 7
Adams, 16 4 7 5 5
-^llen, 16 14 13 14 13 13 15 13 14 9 li 14
Graflfam, 16 11 9 10 13
Yarp, 18 7 10
Lancey, 16 8
Holden, 16 .w... 10
Nichols. 16 12
Tuck, 18 10
Griggs, 16 6
Brown, 16 g

9 10

8 10 9 11 13 S
7 10 11 12 11 10
9 11 9 12 12 11
8 9 5 9 13 . . .

.

7 7 7 8 9 6 14 11 12 13
9 11 11
7 3 6 4 .. ..

Dodge, 16 10 11 11 11
Weston, 16 s 7
Stillings, 16

Shot
at.

Lambeit 165
George '. 165
Spofford 165
Bowen 165
TL.ockwood Ido
Tozier 165
Gonzales 165
Taylor 165
RuJe 165
Leighton 165
Locke 90
Child 165
Follansbee .... 165
Hatch ........ 165
Grieves 95
Cake 165

BroW
131^
127
109
128
126
127
118
130
135
99
57

100
109
76
70
94

7 10 8 10 .

.

. 9 10 7 S

Shot
Broke.

90
at.Av.

.793 Thompson 165

.769 Webster ...... 150 120

.660 Burton 165 71

.775 Adams 150 67

.763 Allen 165 143

.769 Graffman 60 43

.715 Yarp ...120 76

.787 Lancey 105 69

.818 Holden 105 74

.600 Nichols 90 56

.633 Tuck 165 104

.606 Griggs 60 37

.666 Brown 75 29

.460 Dodge 75 51

.737 Weston 90 50

.569 Stillings 80 43

7 2

Av.
.545
.800
.430
.446
.866
.716

.633

.657

.704

.622

.630

.616

.386

.680

.555

.537
Secretary.

Challenges.

New Y'ork, Sept. 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: Noting that in
the Police Department of Greater New Y''ork there are championsm almost every branch of sport, I have in the person of Freclerick
Durr, of the First Precinct, Borough of Manhattan, the champion
pigeon shot of the department. To prove this, I will back him
against any man in the Greater New York Department in a live-
bird match under the following condition*:

Twenty-five or fifty live birds a man, 28yds. rise and 50yds.
boundary. Interstate Association rules to govern. The contest
shall take place on the grounds of the greater New Y'ork Gun
Club, at Lebohner's Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.

J. H. W. Gray.

New York, Sept. ' 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: On behalf of
Mr. Frederick Durr, I hereby challenge (Count) C. F. Lenone to a
match under the following conditions:
One hundred live birds, 30yds. rise and 50yds. boundary, Inter-

state Association rules to govern. The match to be shot at Leboh-
ner's Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I J. H. W. Gray.

201 Pearl Street. New York.

Rifle at Shell Mound.
San Frakcxsco, Aug. 27.—Nearly all of the prominent rifle

shooters around the bay were at the Shell Mound range yesterday,
nnd the sport waxed merry as the day progressed, small side
matches being in order. Light and wind conditions were fair,
but no very remarkable shooting was done. As most of the clubs
lield bullseye contests there was in fact no special chance for any
btoken records. One very good score of 10 shots was made in the
Golden Gate Rifie and Pistol Club by Dr. L. O. Rodgers, who has
not attended the meetings for several months. His 229 rings
showed that the absence from the range did not spoil his holding.
Another prodigal son to return was F. W. Belknap, who has been
among the shooters of Los Angeles for some time past, where he
has acquitted himself with credit to the Golden Gates. Otto
Feudner, the well-known shotgun expert, is coming to the front
as a pistol and revolver shot. His rapid improvement with these
Jirearms is a matter of comment. The scores of the Golden Gates
Avere as follows:

Rifle, 200yds., 25-ring target, 10 shots, Bu,shuell trophy: D W.
McLaughlin, 224, 223; Dr. L. O. Rodgers, 223, 229; F. E. Mason,
220. 216; F. P. Schuster, 216.
Gold m.edal: F. W. Belknap, 205, 202, 204
Silver medal: J. F. Bridges, 205, 222, 206.
First class trophy: F. W. Belknao, 216, 211, 212. 204
Second class trophy: J. Kullmann, 200, 206; G. Tammayer, 315
Pistol, 50yds. 10 shots, standard American target all comer='

trbphy: J. E. Gorman 92, M. J. White 86.
^ >

-

AH comers' revolver trophy: J. E. Gorman 86, O. Feudner 74
Members of the San Francisco Schuetzen Verein held their regu-

lar monthly contests for cash prizes on the bullseye target best
centers measured by machine. Annc-^ed are the winners in their
order

:

^ L. Bendel 65, A. Jungblut 234, R. Finking 282, F. Rust 372 R
btettih 395, A. Mocker 507, C. Thierbach 535. S. Heino ^ D* BFaktor 587, Herman Huber 604, A. Bertelsen 632, F. P Schuster
i83, W. Glindemann 922, Dr. F. Crantz 1008, J. D. Heise 1017 OttoLemcke 1077. W. Goetze 1077, J. Eeuttler 1164, F. Koch 1202 Ono
Burm.eister 1231. ,

^-'-^

In the Germaaia Schuetzen Club's regular bullseye shoot for
cash prizes J. K«fldn and D, SaHie!4 tied for tihe first rriie on 25S

points, as shown by the measMring machine. The winners were, in
the following order:

J. Gefkin 353, D. Salfield 353, J. Thode 376. A. Tungblut 519, H.
Stelling- 595, Dr. L. O. Rodgers 599, S. Heirio 686, L. Bendel 699,

J. F. TSridges 733, C. Thierbach 752, J. D. Heise 783, Herman
Huber 835. .

The Red Men's .Schitet*en Corapanv held a bullseye contest for
cash prizes and the monthly compe'tition for class medals the
latter 20 shots on the 25-ring target. The results are here given:
Class medals: Champion class, Wm. Dressier, 378 rings; first

class, P. H.. Rulffs 275; second class, Capt. H. Grieg, 381; third
class, Geo. AVagner, 310; fourth class, D. Tamke, 367; best first
shot, i), Tamke, 22; best last shot, W. Dressier, 23.

First prize. Siebe medal. H. Grieb; second, W. Dressier; third,
(jeo. Wagner; fourth. V. II. Rulffs; fifth, W, Kreutzkamm.
Capt. Louis Siebe. proprietor of Shell Mound range, has gone

East on business, and while there will confer with prominent
marksmen and clubs in the interest of the 1901 Bundes Festival,
wliich will be held on his range next July. Large prizes will be
hung up. One patron has already put his name down for $1,000.
Several ^MO cash prizes have also been donated. The merchandise
lirizes will lie numerous, and some of them will be very valuable.

ROEEL,

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Qub.
Sa.n Jm<a»c.isco, Sept. 2,—Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club shoot

to-day was overcrowded, there not being target service enough to
satisfy the shooters. The matches for class and all comers' medals
are getting very interesting indeed, and some of the beginners are
.shooting m expert form. Daiss tied the experts' class score (53) to-
day with rifle. Capt. Fred Kuhnle tied the .22 rifle coast record of
16. using Peters' new semi-smokeless .22-45 ammunition at 50yds.
At our last shoot he broke all previous runs, using globe and
peep sights, at 50yds,, with 7 consecutive shots in the lin. ring.
vVe don't know that this has been done anywhere under same con-
ditions. Capt. Kuhnle is in his sixty-fifth vear, and has been de-
voted to the military and fine rifle for about twenty years. His
ability to shoot now, and his record for twenty years as a shooter
and gentleman among shooters, adds to his popularity with us. He
is a living recommendation to those who desire a sport that will
last and make them last.

Young led with rifle at long range with a fine average, and
Dorrell was a close second. Becker put up a 47, Creedmoor, with
his .30-30 carbine, which counted 75 Columbia rings.
Daiss led with the revolver and forged ahead of Young for ten

best scores.
Young led with pistol, with Hovey and Barley 1 point behind.

Ihe da)- was fairly good as to light, but a flawy wind prevailed.
Scores, Columbia target, off-hand shooting:
Class scores, one entry, members only. Rifle, 200yds: experts:

F. O. Young 53, A. B. Dorrell 65.

Sharpshooters: C. M. Daiss 53, G. Mannel 84, G. M. Barley 88.
Marksmen: Dr. J. F. Twist 114, Mrs. C. F. Waltham 138, A. J.Brannigan 160, E. A. Allen 175.
Pistol, experts: G. Barley 47, F. O. Young 50.
Sharpshooters: G. Hoadley 59, Dr. J. F. Twist 87.
Marksmen: F. Hassmann 56; back score, 71; N. Robinson 65,

Mrs. Waltham 75. Dr. H. W. Hunsaker 79, Mrs. Mannel 85, G.
Mannel 86, A. J. Brannigan 91, O. Feudner 96, E. A. Allen 99,
J. R. Trego 118.

All comers' re-entry matches; rifle medals, 200yds.:
F O Young. 837622534 5-^53511254324 8-^7652462686 4—49651 11 85696 2—59349394475 10—58536 10 39547 6—58

, 8 9 11 6 2 4 5 5 11 12—73
1<. O. \oung fired 83 shots with Pope rifie, all in llin. ring but

one, and all in 12-inch black.
A B Dorrell, Pope rifle 8336 4 5566 3-49
^ ^, ,

55675 15 6212 7—70
G Mannel U 9168784 12 6—72

7 3 3 1 5 15 5 11 17 9-76
Jililitary and repeating rifle medals, Creedmoor count: P. Becker,

47 43, 43.

Pistol medals: F. O. Young, 46, 56; E. Hovev, 47: G. Hoadley.
54, 59, 68; Dr. J. F. Twist, 55, 59, 59, 65, 68; P. 'Becker 59, 75; Dr!
H. W. Hunsaker, 66, 86; O, Feudner, 81; Mrs. G. Mannel 86.
Twist revolver medal: C. M. Daiss, 49, 53, 57, 58, 61, 63. 66. 70:

P. Becker, 64; Dr. Twi.st, 88; O. Feudner, 89.
.22 and 25 rifle medals, 50yds. : Capt. Fred Kuhnle, 16, 23, 24, 25,

26, 26. 26, 27; G. Mannel, 22, 27, 30: A. B. Dorrell, 26, 31; P. Be<^ker
22, 25, 26; Mrs. Waltham, 31; Dr. Twist, 34. 1

Resord scores, 50yds., revolver: Dr. H. W. Hunsalcer 86, T.
R. Trego 89, N. Robinson (rifle) 60, 64, 71.

R. O. Young, Sec'y.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.—The following scores were made in regular com-
petition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, Sept. 2, at
Four-Mile House, Reading Road. Conditions: 200yds., off-hand at
the standard target. Payne was declared champion for the day
with a score of 87. One of our old members was present to-day
and shot a .25 Stevens' Favorite Mr. Hopkins did fairly well
with the httle pop gun. Thermometer 9L Unsteady 2 to 4
o'clock wind:
Payne

Nestler 7
10
9

Gindele g
6

6 8 8
Roberts 9 10 8

7 10 8

Drube : 9 8
8

Jonscher 9
7
7
9
S
8 8
5 9

10 5
7 7

Hopkins 6 10
9 9
7 8

98898 10 10 99 7—87
10 10 8 8 8 10 5' 7 10 9-8586788 10 799 9-81

9 8 10 7 8 10 8 9 10—86778 10 9898 6—82
7 10 899687 8—817999889 10 9—86

6 10 7 9 10 6 8 10—81
6 10 9 7 7
5 10 7

8 10 9 8
9 7 8 6
9 7 6 7
8 6 10 7
7
7 7

Lux

Topf

8 9—78
6 10-83
8 6-81
9 9-81

8 9 10 6—79
9 8 6 10—78

6 9 10 7 9—73
8 10 10 6 4 9-78

8 10
6 9

6

4 9 10 10 8 4 10 8—77
4 6 7 9 6 10 9 10—73

8 10 8 7 7—77
4
6
4
7
7
7
6
6

7 8 4
8 9 5
7 6 2
6 6 10
7 7 3
7 6 7
8 10 6
5 4 5
8 4

3 7 7—64
5 3 4 10-^9
8 7 10 6—71
4 6 8 10-67
6 7 6 5-65
9 3 9 10—77
9 9 7 7—70
8 4 7 6-61

No notice taken of Mionymoos oommnnlcatloiu,

M. T., Clinton, Conn.—If the match was conducted under the
class system, such as is common in trapshooting, the winners
could be divided into three classes, and the four players who tied
on 10 for first would play off the tie, and the final winner of the
tie would take first. Second would go to the player who scored 11
For third the ties on 13 would play off. The other system would
be for the four who tied on 10 to play off for all three prizes. In
the lack of any defi-nite arrangem.ent beforehand, the inethod of
division to be adopted can now be determined only by agreement
of all parties concerned. Perhaps the most satisfactory course
would be to agree as to manner of division in case of ties a"d p'ay
the match over again.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

The season for the summer camper is almost over, while that
for him who goes into camp to hunt is just beginning. Nothing
is more important to man's comfort in camp than his bed. To do
good work he must sleep well, and to sleep well he must be com-
fortable. The mattresses advertised in another column by the
viechanical Fabric Co. take up but little room, but are a great
addition to the cam^pers' comfort, and it is certainly worth while
for him. who is considering the question of beddinsr for the pans-
ing fall to investigate these go'ods.

—

Adv.
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BITS OF TALK.

"It is a common enough experience, and I suppose

>ou^•c all had it at one time or another in your event-

ful careers," continued the man from Long Island. "You

have been climbing up a mountain, for instance, and

while you were actually doing your best on the face of

rock, reaching up and grasping a jutting point and then

feeling for a toe-hold and lifting yourself up, you did

not think at all about the danger you were in. You
.

were simply being cautious. You knew that you must

be careful or that you would fall; and your mind was

concentrated upon performing the separate acts by which

at last you reached the top. Now, whatever may have

been your actual danger while doing this, you did not

think much about it at the time, not in any very realizing

way at least. Your attention, as I said, was fixed upon

what you were doing. But afterward, when you have

got all out of danger and look back on what you have

been through, you are in the retrospection thrown

into a state of fear. And the curious part of it is that

you now magnify the actual danger and exaggerate to it a

ridiculous degree."

"That's so," said the man from Hackensack, N. J.,

"tor I've been scared after the act in just that way, and

have vowed never to be such a fool again as to put my-
self in the dangerous situation; and then I've gone back

and done the same thing over again, and found that

after all it wasn't anything to get scared about."

"You don't always want to go and do it over again

though." said the man who had been on the frontier

out West when there was a frontier, "not if it's In-

dians. I remember in Alontana on one occasion all of a

sudden it became a duty I owed to my family and my
country to get back to camp by the shortest route and

in the quickest way and the briefest time. I lit out, and

the Indians lit out after me, and we had it nip-and-tuck

until I fetched 'up all a-running,' as the saying is, among
our boys ; and the reds, baffled of their prey—as I'd say if

I were writing this for publication and not as a guarantee

of good faith—withdrew. And then, when I'd got my
breath, I was scared. You see, while I was running I

had no time to think enough about it to be really fright-

ened. I realized the necessity of flight, and put my best

foot forward ; but it wasn't a fright in any such sense as

the panic I was in when I cooled off and had time to

realize just what a close call I had had, or thought I

had."

"And while you are talking about this," said the Bos-

ton man, "you might consider the great moral effect of

.^uch an ex post facto fright. If my boy were as big a

fool with a gun as are some of the grown men we read

about in the neswpapers, I would wish for him an ex-

perience I had of my own when I was a boy. I was

showing to a boy companion my new gun, which had

just come from the city, and was expatiating upon the

beauty of its barrels, the grain of the stock and the

beautiful action of the trigger, when the trigger illus-

trated its beautiful action for itself—the gun went off

and the load just singed my companion's ear. He was

scared on the spot, as his white face showed, and I was
some startled too. but I had the real fright afterward,

when I spent more than a wretched fifteen minutes in

thinking about the incident that night. The fright did

its work for me. I have carried the lesson all through

my life."

"Yes." said the man from Hackensack. "A fright I

once had taught me just such a lesson
;
though the in-

cident occurred long after I had become a man and

should have put away childish things, including thought-

less playing with fire. I once had the fight and fright

of my life in the Maine woods in trying to put out a

fire .1 had accidentally started in a clump of birches, when

the leaves were down and the whole country was as

.dry as tinder. It was accomplished only after tremen-

dous exertion, and was but barely accomplished at that.

The wind was high, and under the conditions the fire

would have been extensive and frightful. My experience

was just such as you have told. I was so busy fighting

the fire that the actual panic came afterward, when I

was lying in camp and thinking about it. My scare was

also what you might call an admonitory scare, for from

that day to this I have been as careful of fire in the woods

as any one ought to be or could be in a powder maga-

zme
Admonitory scare' is just the expression," added

the Long Islander. "I would tell you about one I had

once upon a time myself if the thing that scared me had

not been so foolish that I am almost ashamed to con-

fess it. Perhaps the fact that I was young and new to

shooting may be some mitigation. It was nothing more

nor less than firing a charge of buckshot into a clump

of bushes where I had heard a rustle. At the moment I

thought it was a rabbit. Two or three hours afterward

I came to a realizing sense that it might have been a

human being; and I had an experience of this subsequent

stage of fright we have been talking about. It was an

admonition about conduct ia the woods that I have never

forgotten. I learned my lesson then just as thoroughly

and as permanently as I would have learned it had there

actually been a human being there to be slaughtered by

my foolishness."

"Your postponed and belated admonitory scares are

doubtless useful enough in their way," commented the

frontiersman, "and presumably the world has been a

safer and happier place for the rest of us to live in be-

cause of them, but it strikes me- that I'd want my boy

to be scared before he shot into the bushes instead of

waiting to find out afterward if it was a rabbit or a man.

This post-foolishness scare, so to speak, has too much
suggestion of locking the stable door after the horse is

stolen. The sort of admonitory scare calculated to do the

most good is the scare before the fact, not after it."

"Capital in theory," retorted the man from Hacken-

sack, "but the solemn fact is that there is no teacher

like experience. You might preach till doomsday and

the fool with the gun would persist in his foolishness.

But once he is scared, as I was scared, he makes him-

self a present of a lot of wisdom, and he gets it for

keeps."

"Yes," concluded the man from Boston, "it's only

when we've been scared afterward that we stay scared."

THE MAINE WOODS FIRES.

From many quarters comes the same report of drought

and unfavorable conditions for fishing and shooting caused

by the extreme dryness. Mr. G. Hills, writing from Co-

lumbia county, N. Y., says that the covers are so dry

that a woodcock might as well try to bore in a tree as

in the ground, and the birds will be very scarce this sea-

son. Mr. Henry Talbott writes from Washington that

the great heat and scarce fly water have seriously re-

stricted opportunities for fishing in the waters of the

Potomac and elsewhere in the vicinity. From Massa-

chusetts comes the story of forest fires which have de-

stroyed many acres of the venerable Plymouth woods,

which were described in our issue of last week: many
square miles of territory have been devastated, and many
thousands of dollars' worth of property has been de-

stroyed. The fires have, of course, driven out the deer,

which have dispersed throughout a wide extent of terri-

tory.

We have seen a private letter written from Maine
warning against venturing into any one of the wilderness

country of that State anjrwhere south and east of Ka-
tahdin. "The cotmtry is as dry as tinder," says the

writer, "with no rain since spring along the coast and

over in Knox and Waldo counties, and the forest fires are

the worst in seventy-five years. Hundreds of thousands

of dollars of good timber has been burned already, and
every day th^ heavy winds (Jrive the fires into fresl^

fields ; some of thei^ have a frontage of eight or ten miles

each ; and there are as many as six of these great fires in

Piscataquis, Penobscot and Hancock counties. The

danger northward is not from these fires, but from ones

set by careless sportsmen, which may blaee up any day

and become dangerous to life. I should not want to

travel on any long grassy stream like the Passadumkeag,

for example," adds the writer, "though camping on a

lake shore would be all right. But no long trips until

after the rains." Happily, at a date subsequent to the

writing of this letter, a twenty-four-hour rain has done a

deal of good in curtailing and diminishing, though not

exitnguishing, the fires, and the situation in the Maine

woods is not one so full of peril as it was before the

rain came. With the woods in such tinder-like condi-

tion as they have been this summer, to go into them is

virtually to take one's life in one's hands.

Our Boston correspondent tells us that the Maine

guides resent the implication that forest fires have been

set by the carelessness of themselves or the sportsmen

ttnder their conduct. This is a natural and commend-

able sentiment. No one in the world is more careful,

even to the point of over caution, in respect to the safety

of camp-fires than your experienced woodsman; but on

the other hand there are few individuals so fatuous as to

fire and its consequences as is the green sportsman in

the woods. The Maine guides cannot speak for the

Massachusetts and New York and Pennsylvania and

Mississippi men who invade the Maine forests and too

often have no adequate conception of the danger of

leaving camp-fires unguarded, or of throwing lighted

matches or burning cigar stumps upon the dry ground.

POUND NETS AND GAME FISH.

Before the League of Salt Water Fishermen in this city

last Monday evening Mr. Chas. A. Shriner discussed the

advisabilities' and practicabilities—which are very ofteri

quite distinct things—in relation to abolishing or regu-

lating net fishing in New York waters. Mr. Shriner

served for several years as Chief Game and Fish Pro-

tector of New Jersey, and administered his office in a

way that reflected great credit on himself and was of

great advantage to the State, until Governor Voorhees.

out of unworthy motives, displaced him. His experience

in the practical work of protection, his long and intelli-

gent study of the problem, his familiarity with the situa-

tion and his maturity of judgment as to what is feasible

and what is not, entitle his views to a respectful con-

sideration.

Mr. Shriner is of opinion that instead of striving for

absolute prohibition of the use of nets, a wiser course

would be to endeavor so to regulate pounds and purse

nets as to insure a sufficient immunity for game fish,

while at the same time permitting the taking of fish which

are not game, and which can be taken on a commercial

scale only by the employment of pounds and purses. He
recommends legislation looking to this end, and has

drafted a measure which he recommends for enactment

by the New York Legislature.

Mr. Shriner's proposed law to regulate the takin'g of

fish with purse or shirred nets makes it unlawful will-

fully to take in such nets, in the manner in which men-
haden are taken, porgies, bluefish. weakfish or any other

kinds of food fish within tide waters within the jurisdic-

tion of the State, including the waters of the ocean

within three nautical miles of the coast line, provided

that the fishing crew may take food fish for food while

employed in fishing. The act would also prohibit con-

verting any food fish so unlawfully taken into oil or any

kind of fertilizing material.

The proposed act to regulate fishing with pound nets

prohibits the erection or maintenance of pound nets in

the tide waters, including the waters of the Atlantic

Ocean within three nautical miles of the coast line, except

in compliance with the provisions of the act. It is made
unlav^'TfuI to maintain a pound net of which the leader

shall begin at a point less than 1,000 feet from low water

mark, or which shall have a mesh of less than $^2 inches,

or the pocket of which shall have a mesh of less than 3
inches. The pockets of nets must be raised on Saturday
before the hour of noon, weather permitting, and remain
raised so as to render them incapable ®f retaining any
fish, until midnight between Sunday and Monday. Biotl-j

l^\y§ provide for severe penalties.
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An Old Sweetheart of Mine.
The Parson is not looking through the window to-

day. No! the parsonage has been deserted for a time
and seems but a dim memory down on the Kansas
prairies, a thousand miles away. In fact the Parson is

something of a shiftless wanderer, with no fixed pur-

pose. He has purposes enough and they are honorable
enough, but, ah! too often abandoned at the dictation of

fate, a frivilous little flirt who seems to have complete
control of his doings. A strong, purposeful man as the
world looks at him, the Parson is under the spell of the
siren.

All the world knows how strong men have been led
astray at the beck of some so-called siren. It is thus
with the Parson. He has been flirting with an old sweet-

heart^not altogether a criminal flirtation, as the follow-
ing tale will disclose, but dangerously near it.

The scene is laid in the brush lands bordering the Red
River wheat fields on the east. The weather has been
dry all summer to that extent that it has materially re-

duced the rank growth of vegetation that usually virgates

the face of nature in this country. Recent rains have
dampened the earth till the roads are just moist and
hard enough to make driving pleasant, while the air is

cool and invigorating. Like tlie story that was to last

forever, a description of this country can be given in a
few words. In the place of the words which run "and
then another locust came in and carried off another grain
of corn," you have but to saj^, "a swale, meadow and
poplar grove beyond," and so on seemingly over all the

earth.

If you journey to the eastward of Thief River and
continue far to the northeast, the thickets will grad-
ually become forest and the meadows will become
marshes, wide and sometimes impassable. Tamarack
swamps will also come to be a feaure of the landscape.
The black, lumbering hulk of a moose crossing a marsh,
is liable to break the monotony, or the more graceful
figure of deer or caribou shows you that there is more
than mosquitoes in that vast wilderness.

Bear and elk are not unknown, as numerous mounted
specimens in all the hotels and restaurants in the vil-

lages bordering that land of swamp and tangle clearly

attest. But my route leads to the westward, where the
copse becomes smaller and the marsh a meadow, and
finally prairie level and far-reaching, and at last breaks
away into an endless chain of wheat fields.

The weather conditions have a great deal to do with
it. I have driven over the same trail twice when first

it was a dream; next a horrible nightmare. On such
days, when nightmare conditions are on, mosquitoes
swarm up from the roadside and buzz about one's ears;

there are pools of brackish water standing in the deeper
depressions of the swales; there is no breeze to drive the
mosquitoes away; there is no freshness in the air to

fortify one's weakness against the murky heat and against
•fflie onslaught of the mosquitoes; hence the nightmare.
One can stand almost any kind of hardship when the

breeze from the north rustles the poplar leaves as it

passes freighted with the freshness that makes life sweet.
Is it any wonder then that I was thrown into something
of a delirium when a personage of the feminine gender
whom I had known and flirted with in those days of yore
strutted across the road in front of me? The shock of
that old first love went tlirough me like a bolt from the
thunder riven clouds.

It made no difference to me that this old sweetheart
of mine was followed by sOme half-dozen lusty youngsters,
except perhaps that my passion was intensified by their

presence. I had a splendid Smith & Wesson revolver
under the buggy cushion, and my hand involuntarily
sought the handle, for I felt reasonably sure that I could
snip the head from the mother or any of her six hopefuls,
and then it occurred to me that the law read, "Sharptail
grouse, Sept. i to Nov. i," and this was only Aug. i. Thus
the remembrance of the law deterred me from figuring in

the "brief mentions" of the day column under the caption
of "Shot His Sweetheart."

_

An hour after I was spinning along the road, which
followed a sand ridge, and was almost arched in by
whispering poplars, when it occurred to me that I must
be close to a small lake where five years before I had
camped for a week. The place was an ideal cold-weather
camp in a dense poplar thicket. It was Nov. i, and the

ducks that passed in their flight before the wrath of

Boreas were sure to stop in that wide reach of marsh,
with here and there a patch of open water amid the fields

of bulrushes, grass and canes.
The best point of all to call the wandering pilgrim to a

brief halt was within a hundred wards of the poplar
thicket, where the tent was pitched. There were a dozen
decoys bobbing in an open stretch of water close to the
edge of the marsh. A convenient bunch of capes made a
good blind on solid bog, and a bunch of hay shielded who-
ever sat or knelt in it from the dampness beneath. It

had been cold and blustering all day, and toward night
the wind increased and the cold became more searching,

while here and there a flake of snow sifted and eddied
ghost-like from the leaden clouds.
Of the four persons who had helped to locate the

camp three had de-serted, and the Parson was holding the

fort alone. Most of the southing birds had passed, and
few that had made their summer home there still re-

mained. Now and then a single or pair would rise above
the rushes, and circling a while would drop back again
in some other locality. Again a flock would come over
three or four hundred yards in the air and pass as if they
had never seen the lake, would finally turn, and breasting
the wind drop down, making several wide sweeps and
drop gracefully in among the decoys.
Once a flock dropped close inshore, and climbing on

an old log sat a solid row of shiny green heads within 10

feet of the Parson. Then with his characteristic grim
humor the Parson loomed up out of the rushes like a
great specter and shouted, "Shoo!" and they shooed.

Such was the memory. Now, winding away through
the poplars the Parson fell to wondering if he could tell

Vv'here to turn off to reach the lake. It was a wild spot.

human kind seldom came tiiat way. At lufit in.<irincr

seemed to tell him he must be near the place, and turn-

ing into an opening on the west he drove as far as the

teams could be driven, and getting out tied them to a tree

and followed on through the narrow opening. The un-
derbrush had grown up and filled the path, but there can
be no doubt of the place, for there is an old stump where
a tree has been cut out of the way. A moment later he
is standing behind the fringe of grass that has grown
up around the old boat landing. Cautiously parting the

screen of grass, the Parson peers through.
There is the old log, and strung along its entire length

is a flock of ducks, gray, feeble looking things, com-
pared to the shiny feathers and bright green heads of that

flock of other days, but mallards just the same. When the

Parson steps from behind his screen of grass and stands

revealed with a loud "Shoo, there!" the birds plunge
from the log and go flapping and quacking away in

great alarm, while the old one flops frantically about in

the water between the Parson and her brood, trailing a

wing as if badly wounded, until the last of her youngsters
has disappeared, "and then she, too, quietly slips away
and all is still.

Take Minnesota north from the headwaters of the

Mississippi and east of Thief River Falls, and it is the

most impassable country one could well imagine
;

yet

efforts ai'c continually being made to settle it up. This
season has been exceptionally dry, and settlements have
crept back into the swamps for sixty miles to the north-

east of Thief River Falls. When the spring floods come
that country will all be under water, and the settlers

will come floating down out of there on rafts, logs or
anything that will float them, like drowned out musk-
rats. The misery that attends these floods more than
offsets any good that can come from settling the country.

This would have made one of the greatest natural

game preserves in America. All kinds of ducks and
grouse are numerous. It is an ideal breeding and feed-

ing grounds for both moose and deer; bear and caribou

are still plenty, though killed by the hundred by settlers

for food during the spring and summer months.
There must be at least twenty-five mounted moose

heads in Thief River Falls, and not the tenth part of the

heads ever came out of the swamps. When one thinks

of all the misery attendant on the settling up of this

country, and all the benefits of leaving it untouched, this

would have been a scheme beside which Mr. Cristadoro's

plan of a reserve on the headwaters of the Mississippi

would have paled into insignificance. Yet Mr. Q-ista-

doro's scheme seems far ahead of the average of human
intelligence, and though to a man far up in the forks of

a Cottonwood tree it looks as if the park measure was
beaten, still I shall hope it will carry through. God
speed the just and crush the unjust, is the Parson's

prayer ; not long or eloquent, but to the point.

When the Parson came through the proposed park
the other day on the Great Northern fast train it seemed
a brief space" between what I shall be pleased to term the

axe desert and the axe desert again. Just a few stalwart

primeval Norway, white and spruce pine, and then again

into the axe desert. As the train halted for a brief time

at Cass Lake I wondered at the crowds that swarmed
there. Were these people gathered in expectancy of the

opening of the pine lands of the Leech Lake Reservation?

I thought a moment, and decided that to be the case.

If my decision was correct, the lumberman must have

full assurance of the outcome, in which case the park

scheme is done for. This brings up the question to us

old has-beens who love to pluck flowers fresh from the

hand of nature unbent by the tramp of greed. Whence
now' The Parson.

A Teepee Tale.
"Dis storm.s, he put me in de mine of one time when

'nodder storms been, long, long time ago 'fore I'll been a

marry mans," said Washakie Jo as he poked a splinter

into a lodge fire and lit his black pipe,

"Yessir, dat time he'll been 'bout de las' of Jo, sure;

I'll fought so, anyhow, he continued, as he stretched at

full length on the pile of buffalo robes and furs heaped
up against the wind wall that his squaw had put up in-

side the lodge.
I knew that Jo had a yarn to spin by the way he

smoked, and I also knew that the best way to hear that-

yarn was to let Jo have his own way—to pay not attention

to the greasy little half-breed—just give him titne when he
was in the mood, you know, for there was a big per cent,

of Indian blood uiader that smoke-tanned hide_ of his

and every one knows that you can't hurry an Indian.

That is, every one who is wise knows it, so I smoked
and waited in silence.

Outside the teepee walls there was a wailing of wind
and the tinkle of storm-driven snow crystals hurrying
by to add their mite to the dim drifts growing higher

under the lee of the switch willows; and I knew that the

gaunt, black, skeleton cottonwoods were dancing in

rythmic order as they bowed and bent and rattled tlieir

bones in the fury of the passing blizzard.

The teepee shook and shivered in the gusts and anon
the ghostly smoke puffed back and filled the smoke hole
over our heads and then rushed upward and outward in

the storm currents a moment later.

It was snug and warm in there in the dim firelight,

thanks to the skill of the silent Mrs. Jo, who now
squatted down on the furs across the fire and looked
like an old, dim painting that had all faded away but
the bright bits where a fragment of blanket or barbaric
finery caught the glint of the red firelight. She sat

silent, immovable as a graven image, except when there
was a movement from the little sleeping form cuddled
for all the world like a white baby in the mass of furs

by her side. There was something pathetic about this

dark woman of the wilderness who did drudgery and
bore the children of Washakie Jo. She loved him. top. I

suppose, in a stoical, animal way, in spite of his dirt,

his brutality and the bad whiskey that came into the
teepee when the fUrs went out in the spring at the little

trading post perched in the shadow of the fort down there
where the hurrying yellow river bit at the clay banks
and tumbled them dovi^n, then hurried on out of the
West and on into the East forever,

Bv and by when the black pipe smoked freely Jo bega'n:

"Yessir, t|Jit Wfis fi bftrrstotmff ciat tttne. 1-11 been

wolfin' an' trap for de beaver an' git once tti While' one
bears, mebbe two sometimes—dere was good deal bears
dat time 'roun' in de Bad Lan's .in de fall—an' I'll had
good luck. I'll gat plenty furs an' plenty robe, for dere
good deal buffaloes yet. So I'll t'ought dat's good
place for winter dere an' I'll builds me good shack for

,

live in it in cole wedder. Dat's on one little creeks—^he

run to de Little Mizouri, on'y no water in him—on'y'

"

some time long pon'.

"Dat kine of place I'll builds dis shack; I'll gat plenty-

wood, plenty water, plenty evert'ing. An' back on de
hill dere'll be good deal cedar patches in de canyons

—

good place for de black-tail deers come when de snow
get deep an' drive him down from de open country.
"So I'll see all dese t'ing an' I'll t'ought dere'll been

good place for live, an' I'll mek de shack in de side of
de bank an' make good log front on him.
"By an' by I'll got all de grub an' de trap an' all de

powder an' de lead an' de pizen for de wolf, an' plenty
terbac for de smoke, an' I'll pack him all to de shack;
den I'll turned de boss loose for rustle for his own grub
till de spring an' I'll set down here for live.

"Well, dat's all right. I'll go out an' kill de deer' an'
de an'lope an'_ put in de pizen for strong so dat he'll be
good wolf bait when he'll frozed up. Well, seh, dat'll

be all right, an' I'll get good deal wolf skin 'fore long,
when juss frosty yet, an' den he'll come one big snow

—

de firs' one—an' mek de hill all white an' de cedar he'll

be all blue like de sky, on'y like under de big storm
cloud, dat kine blue dat'll be good deal black.
"An' den dere'll be. de trail all 'roun' de hill an' de

cedar an' de little Avillow in de crick bottom, an' I'll .see

dere is plenty game an' I'll t'ought dat's good an' I'll

been one smart mans for pick dis kine place for Avinter in.

"Den I'll kill more deers an' rack de pizen in him right
'way 'fore he'll got cole, an' I'll do dis kine o' way 'bout -

fifteen mile 'cross de country &ti* 'long de crick an' fix

it like dat.

"By 'n' by de snow come more an' dat'll mek. it hard
for travel an' wear de moc'sin purty bad for come back
to de shack over night, so I'll mek de sled for pack de
blanket an' de grub an' I'll goin' out den for t'rec, four
day meby 'fore I'll come back.

"Well, dat's all right, for I'll mek de camp in dc liT
canyon an' fix him good so I'll sleeps, no matter for de
cole, an' I'll got plenty skins.

"Den one time I'll been out for free day an' on'y
got de grub for one day for get back to de cabin, daf 5

air an' de skins—he's all tied up in de tree where de
wolf he can't get him, de cache, for pick him up when
I'll go back to de shack.

"Yessir; an' when de night cotne I'll mek de tamp in

de li'l' deep canyon daf 11 run 'crdss de way o' de sun
an' I'll bring good deal wood. You see, de sky he'll

doti't look ver' .good; look lak dat's big storms on de
way, an' I'll not feel purty good so far 'way from de
shack.

"Well, I'U set up an' smoke a long time by de fire an'
de air kine o' warm an' he'll don't snow. So den I'll

t'ought mebbe goin' for be thew an' I'll roll in de blanket
an' sleeps.

"Well, sir, de nex' mornin' de blanket he'll felt jmrty
warm an' ebcr't'ing he'll been so quiety when I'll woke
up, an' sir dere'll be snow on de blanket one hand deep,
an' still he snow an* d© W?in' he blow hard up 'long de
cedars on he hill. :

"An den he'll bin corer an' col'er an' all de groun'
he'll be white an' on'y can see liT way, like de fog.

"Well, I'll mek de coffee an' fry de meat an' mek liT

smoke in de pipe, an' all de time he'll get cot'er an'

col'er all de time.

"I'll fought 'bout dis storms an' de grub an' all de
fings an' I'll mek up my mine for go to de shack quick;
juss cache de sled an' de hides an' take 'long de gun
an' de liT grub '11 got lef.

"Well, seh, I'll strike out an' travel hard for de shack,
an' all de time de win' blow more an' more an' de cole
come strong so dat by'mby I'll begin for get cole an'

den I'll get mine for juss stop an' res' an' meby go to

sleep dere in de storms an' sleep till de snow stop.

"I'll fight dis feel for 'long time, for I'll know dat's

bad sign an' must get to de shack. Well, I'll come to de
li'l crick den an' I'll t'ought I'll be so tire I'll stop an'

res' an' b'il' de big fire for get warm, an' daf 11 be mos'
night.

"So I'll b'il' de fire an' set down, an' den come de
sleepy an' I'll walk an' stamp de foots an' swing de arm
for keep awake, an' de dark come.

"Well, seh, I'll fought dat I'll had to stop dere all

night an' be 'wake for keep up de fire, an' den by'm'by
I'll got warm an' set down for smoke an' cat de liT
biscuit an' de jerked ven'son, an' I'll feel better.

"Den I'll smoke de pipe, an' 'fore I'U 'member I'll

gone right to sleep dere in de storms.
"Den I'll sleepy li'l while dere, I guess so, an' den

I'll woke up quick, for somefing he'll bite my foots an'

I'll see big wolfs all cover by de snow aii' got de green
in de eye an' red in de mouse, an', seh, he'll pull my
foots in his tooths an' dat'll be all shiny white like de
fros', too.

"Well, I'll be good deal scare, I'll guess so. An' dere'll

be good deal more wolfs—one, two, free, plenty wolfs

—

all 'roun', an' de fire all gone on'y li'l' bitsy smoke.
"Den I'll grab de gun an' jtunps roun' an holler an'

de wolfs he'll ron away li'l way an' on'y show his red
tongue an' his mouse all snarly like he'll be hungry.

"Well, seh, I'll be good deal scare dere in de storms,
cos I'll know dat wolfs he'll get over bein' 'fraid in liT
while an' den maby he'll jomp an' pull me dow^n for eat,

cos he'll git so hongry on de storm.
"I'll not be tire now. I'll git de Wood all fix for de

fire, an' den I'll foun' out I'll got ajl my match wet from
de snow in my pocket an' I'll feel in de terbacker pouch
for de li'l' iron box for carry de dry match in when need
'em bad, an' seh, I'll loss it!

"An' den I'll got pretty bad scare ail' I'll .look roun'
for Cottonwood trjce for eljnibi it if .Jlat wftlfs. he^'Il bod-
der me.
"On'y iuss li'l' tree dere so big my leg, an' I'll qfan'

dere in de storms an' de wolf he'll all stan' roun' an'
show his moiuse an' juss wait iw de storms for mp to fell

down in de snow; den he'll know he'll eat m<- up an'
have no. trouble's for do it.

'mW, eeli, X\\ stiin* It .iii'=' long n'^ I'll cati an' I'll
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feel de cole Come creepy, creepy 'long on iay bau'/au', on.

my foots all 'lone dere in de storms ;an' <3e woWs alt

'roun'.

"Den, I'll sing de strong medicine song an' say
by'm'by I'll shoots all dat woKs I'll can 'fore I'll go
anyhow, an' de wolfs he'll come li't' closer all de time.
Den de big one he'll joraps quicic at me 'fore I'll looks
'ronn' most. I'll jump out de way an' shoots dat one
an' all de res' de wolfs he'll eat him up, mos' 'fore he'll

got done hollerin', an' den de res' dey'U come close up
un' set in de snow an' look at me with his greeny ej'es

an' I'll nodiss dat de light come HT bit in de eas'.

"Well, seh, I'll t'ought now I'll sliqot good deal an' de
light goin' lo mek de wolfs 'fraid, an' by'm'by ril git

away an' go on lo de shack.
".So den I'll shout t'ree, four time, quick, an' de live

woh' lie'll light for de chance for eat de dead one, an'
ur-n 1 il heard somebody holler some, 'Who-o-o-ee!' lak
dal in de storms, an' I'll hojler too, for I'll know dat'll

be de Injun holler lo me.
"I'll shoot de gun an' holier plenty an' den de wolfs

Ik'II look 'roun' over his sho'l'er ah' run away in dc
storms ati' den lots de Injun man holler.

"Well, seh, I'll been so cole an' so tire dat I'll fall

down in de snow an' can't holler den, an' I'll shoots de
gun again up in de sky air' in li'l' time dere'll comes
five, ten Injun, good deal Injun mans, an' he'll bring me
to de teepee an' take 'long de gun.
"By'm'by I'll git warm an' all right an' git de hot

dririk an' de grub an' go to de sleep.

"So den I'll stay by dfs Injuns 'bout mebbe two week
till I'll seen de squaw dere an'. I'll mek up my min' for
got marry an' stay home when de storm come. Yessir,
an" dal's how yon fin' me de marry mans irow, hey,
Lil-e-o-tah?

The silent little Avoman on the other side of the fire

east her eyes down and I thought that there was just
a ghost of a smale flitting across her dark face for the
space of a wink; it might have been imagination, though.

"Yessir, dat'll been a bad time for Jo for li'l' while,
but, I'll dunno. I'll guess dat's all right, anyhow, for

LJl-e-o-tah she'll been a pretty good li'l' gal for"
Slam!
The squaw had playfully hurled a soft fur robe' across

the teepee and completely buried Jo, his pipe and his
conrpliments in its smothery folds, from which he
emerged later chuckling in his guttural way as he re-
filled his pipe. A little while afterward there were three
silent forms rolled up in the furs. Jo and his squaw sleep-
ing as nomads can under any and all conditions., while
1 looked up at the blur of light that outlined the smoke
hole in the teepee top and waited for the roar of the
storm to bring sleep to me also.

The last thing I remember was a faint little cry that
sounded like a child, then a chanted, crooning" song
droned in a strange tongue as the Indian woman lulled
the baby to rest again—truly a strange thing to hear there
with the wild, fierce song of "the storm roaring thi'ough
the air and filling it just outside the walls of a skin lodge.

El Comancho.

Bobolinks and Rice Birds.
The Biological Suryey of the Department of Agricul-

ture has just issued an interesting paper on the "Food
of the Bobolink, Blackbirds and Grackles," by the As-
sistant Biologist, Mr. F. E. L. Beal. The subject is one
of unusual interest, for the birds in question are well
known to almost every one, and some of them at least
are regarded in certain . parts of the country with de-
testation on account of the damage which they do to
certain crops. .

The oriole is reprobated for its injury to the fruit crop,
thq blackbird for the harm that it works in the grain
fields of the upper Mississippi Valley, while under his
name of rice bird the bobolink is deemed a curse by the
rice planters of the South.
The family to which the birds in question belong is one

of great economic importance. It includes the bobo-
link, ineadow larks, orioles, blackbirds, grackles and
cowbirds, species differing widely in appearance and in
many of their habits. They destroy many noxious iti-

sects and some useful ones, many harmful weed seeds
and a certain amount of grain. The eflfort of Mr. Beal's
paper is to determine from the great amount of material
brought together by the Biological Survey what is the
proportion of good and what of harm done by the spe-
cies under consideration. The reports on the food of
The meadow lark and Baltimore oriole have appeared in
eai-lier publications of the Department. This paper is

based on an examination, of 4,800 bird stomachs.
It has often been remarked that the fruit grower who

sees with his own eyes a bird take a cherry is likely to be
convinced that the bird has injured him and should be
destroyed, taking not at all into account all the good
whicli it may do by a destruction of insects which he
<Ioes not witness. Moreover, the observations of the
average man are by no means always to be trusted. If
he sees crows or blackbirds walking about in his newly
planted field he is extremely likely to believe that they
are eating or pulling up the grain^ while as a matter o"f

[act they may be hard at work protecting it by destroy-
ing the grubs and other insetts which themselves would
feed upon it.

Mr. Beal concludes that while the investigation of the
food of blackbirds by an examination of the stomach
c ontents does in a measure confirm the popular idea of
iheir grain-eating propensities, it shows also that during
the season when grain is not accessible these birds de-
str(,y immense quantities of the seeds of harmful weeds,
.ind tliat during the Avhole of the warmer portion of the
year- even when grain is easily obtained—^they devour
a great number of noxious insects.

On the other hand, it is rather startling to learn that
of all these birds the bobolink eats the least grain, the
cedwiug the next, and then in order the cowbird, rusty
graokle, yellowhead, crow-black^bird, boat-tail grackle.
Brewer's blackbird and the California redwing. The first

two s[)ccic5 are those against which the chief complaint

has been made, notwithstanding they are tlie ones that

eat the least grain.

Attention is called to the fact that in many parts of

the country the natural autumn food supply of bobolink
and blackbird has been in a measure cut oti by the drain-
ing and bringing under cultivation of large areas. Where
once grew vast fields of wild rice which furnished food
to myriads of birds, now are pastures, hay meadows or
grain fields, and the birds turn to the new food supply.
No one of the birds of the Northern States is more

familiar or better loved than the bobolink, and its great
decrease within the past three years has been univer-
sally lamented. But on tlie other hand, these birds, as
Wilson says, are looked upon by the careful planter as a
devouring- scourge and worse than a plague of locusts.

We quote what Mr. Beal writes of the havoc' wrought
by the. bobolink of the North when it becomes the rice

bird of tlie South. He says:

_
It IS estimated that the bobolinks, with a little help

froin the redwings, cause an annual loss of $2,000,000 to

the rice growers of the South.' Much of this loss is

indirect, arising from the necessity of maintaining a corps
of men and boys as "bird minders," who patrol the fields

from morning till night, firing guns or cracking whips
to frighten the birds from tlie ripening crop. Even then
it is impossible to save all the rice, and it often happens
that some acres on the borders of the uncultivated marsh
where the birds resoit are so badly eaten that they are
not worth harvesting.
Asa rule, the shooting is only to frighten the birds, as

the use of shot would cause as mucli harm to the rice as
is doiie by the birds. The amount of powder consumed
in this way is enormous. It is not uncommon to use
100 pounds per annum, and one planter who cidtivates
a large plantation uses 2,500 pouilds in. the course of a
year.

Col. John Screven, of Savannah, Ga., in writing of the
ravages of the ricebird (boblink), says:

Its invasions are ruinous to Relets on whicli its flocks max settle,
especially if the grain is in palatable condition, and in fields ad-
jacent to marshes convenient for ambush or retreat. Eird minders,
armed with muskets and shotguns, endeavor by dischai-ges of
blank cartridges to keep the birds alarmed and to drive them from
the field. Small shot are also fired among them, and incredible
numbers are killed; but all such efforts will not prevent great waste'
of grain, amounting lo a loss of large portions of a field—some-
times, indeed, to its entire loss. The voracity of the birds seems
so intense that fear is secondary to it, and they fly, when
alarmed, from one portion of the field to another, very little out
of gunshot, and immediately settle down to their banquet * » *
The preventives in use against the ravages of the ricebirds have
been already suggested, but they are palliative only, applied at
great expense, and without commensurate results. * * *
short, no effort yet tried consistent with reasonable economy will
drive the ricebird from the field or afiford any well-founded promise
of their reduction to harmless numbers.

A more specific case of damage is that of a field men-
tioned by Mr. J. A. Hayes, Jr., of Savannah, Ga., which
consisted of 125 acres of rice that matured when birds
were most plentiful, and which, in spite of eighteen bird
minders and eleven half kegs of gunpowder, yielded
only eighteen bushels per- acre of inferior rice, although
it had been estimated to yield forty-five bushels.

Capt. William Miles Hazzard, of Annandale. S. C,
says

:

During the nights of Aug. 21, 22, 23 and 24 millions of these
birds make their appearance and settle in the rice fields. From
Aug. 21 to Sept. 25 our every effort is to save the crop. Men,
bo)'s and women are posted with guns and ammunition to every
lour or five acres, and shoot daily an average of about one quart
of gunpowder to the gun. This firing commences at first dawn
ot day, and is kept up until sunset. After all this expense and
trouble our loss of rice per acre seldom falls under five bushels,
and It from any cause there is a check to the crop during its
growth which prevents the grain from being hard, but in a milky
condition, the destruction of the rice is complete—not paying to
cut and bring out of the field. We have tried every plan to keep
these pests off our crop at less expense and manual labor thanwe now incur, and have been -unsuccessful. Our present mode is
expensive, imperfect and thoroughly unsatisfactory, yet it is the
best we can do.

Mr. R. Joseph Lowndes, of Aanandale, S. C, in writ-
ing of the bobolink and redwing, says:

1 thinJc I am in bounds when I say that one-fourth, if not one-
third, of the [rice] crop of this river [the Santee] is destroyed by
birds from the time the seed is put into the land till the crops are
threshed out and put m the barns—t shoot out about 100 kegs of
powder every September, with a fair quantitv of shot, sav 30 to
oO bags, and have killed as high as 150 dozen in a day. "In the
bird season it takes every man and bov on the plantation to mind
these birds. This work has to go on from daylight till dark in
any and all weathers and at great expense for six weeks in the
tan belore the rice is ripe enough for the sickle, and then on tillwe get It out of the fields. These birds, if not carefully itiinded,
will utterly destroy a crop of rice in two or three days.

Mr. A, X. Lucas.- of McClellanville. S. C, says:
The annual depredations of the birds are In mv opinion equal

in this section to the value of the rent of tlie land, to sav
nothing of the expense of minding the birds.

Many similar reports of the bobolink's damage to rice
have been received by the Biological Survey from South-
ern nee growers. So destructive are the attacks of these
birds that it is necessary to plant the rice previous to their
coming in the spring, so that it can be under water when
they arrive, and then to plant another lot when thev
have passed on to the North. This method is adopted
not on'}' to avoid the lull extent of the ravages of the
birds in the spring, but also that the first lot may mature
in the fall before the birds return and the second after
they have passed on to their winter home. But it fre-
quently happens that one of the crops is "in the milk"
when the birds arrive in August, in which case it is
almost impossible to save it from total destruction.

Mr. Allen C. Zard, of White Hill, S. C. says that when
nee is so planted as to "meet the birds"—that is, to be
in just the right stage of maturity when they arrive, and
they come m full force, they will destroy the whole crop
in spite of powder and shot or anything else.
As a sample of actual loss, the following statement, fur-

nished bv Col. Screven, gives his account with the bobo-
link at Savannah. Ga., for the year 1885:

Cost of ammunition ca
Wages of bird minders 300* 00
Rice destroyed, say 400 bushels '..'.'.'.'.'.[',

50o!oO

$1,045.50

Col. Screven cultivated in that year 465 acres of tidal
land, so that he has estimated a loss of less than one
bu.shel of rice to the acre, while most of the rice grow-
ers estimate the loss at from four to five bushels.

Capt. Hazzard states that in cultivating from 1,200 to

'Report of Department o£ Agriculture for 18S6, p. 247,

1,400 acres of rice he has paid as raueh as $1,000 for
bird minding in one spring.
In addition to the use of tirearnis, vanou.s other metli

ods of avoiding the ravages of the ricebirds have been
tried, but with, at best, indifferent success. To prevent
the birds from pulling up the sprouted seed in spring the
device of coating it with coal tar has been used, as is

effectively practiced in the case of corn. But the method
of rice cultui'e is very different from that of corn. As
soon as the rice is sown it is covered with water, which
remains on the field until the germination of the seed,
a period of variable length. The soaking in water so
affects the tar coating that it no longer protects the
gnaiti, and when the water is withdrawn th ^ birds at once
attack the seed. Moreover, it is stated by Capt. Hazzard
that some birds, including the ricebird, hull the grain
before eating it, an assertion apparently corroborated by
the absence of hulls in the bobolink stomachs examined
that contained rice. ( When seeds are, swallowed by
birds, the hulls usally remain longer in the stomtchs
I ban the kernels.) Ilence. on Jhis account also the tar
coating would probably have no preventive effect. An
other method is to attach small flags to stakes or to fly

kites over the fields. Looking glasses have also beea sus-
pended in the same way, but all the«e devices soon cease
to be effective. Placing pieces of refuse meat oe poles
jtbout the fields to attract the buzzards has been tried;
the ricebirds mistelvc the buzzards for hawks and avoid
the fields over which they are flying. But the scheme
is effective only for a short tii-ne,, as the birds '^obn be-
come accustomed to the presenaa of the buzzards and
pay no further attention to them.
These facts and figures are presented for the considera

tion of the people of the Northern States, to whom the
name "bobolink" siiggests only poetry and sentiment,
and by whom the birds themselves are looked upon as
alinost sacred, and are rigidly protected. It is not prob-
able that any farmer in the North will for a moment
contend that he receives from the bobolinks that nest
upon his farm so much benefit that he would be willing
in return to share the losses inflicted upon his Southern
brothers by the birds.

Insect pests ravage the crops of the whole country.
No section, is exempt from, damage, Each crop has its

destroyers, against which human energy and science
must contend with whatever success they may, and in
fnost cases some eft'ectual remedy has been devised. But
the case of the attacks of the bobolink upon the rice
crop of the Souj;h is unique and is probably the result
of a peculiar combination of causes.
As before stated, these birds are inhabitants of open

fields; meadows and prairies form their ideal breeding
grounds. So much do they avoid woods and groves that
they will seldom nest in a well-grown orchard, even if

other accompaniments are agreeable. At the time Amer-
ica y/as first settled, the whole northeastern part of the
country must have presented but few localities, and those
i:if limited area, suited to their wants. When the great
forests of New England and New York were cleared
away and transformed into farms with extensive areas of
mowing land intersected with springs and brooks, the
bobolinks were not slow to avail themselves of these new
opportunities and soon colonized the whole. At the same
time the southeastern coast region was also brought
under cultivation, and the tidal and river lands were de-
voted to the raising of rice, thus furnishing the food
needed for the augmented numbers, as noted by Wilson.
As settlement, with its attendant clearing away of forests,
spread westward, suitable nesting areas were continually
added to those already created, and the birds had abun-
dant opportunity for great increase in numbers.

Since the bobolinks pass the winter in South America,
the southern coast of Florida naturally presents to most
of them the point of departure for the long sea flight to
their winter homes. Before reaching this spot, how-
ever, they stop to rest and feed in the rice fields of the
Southeast, where they remain and recruit their exhausted
energies preparatory to final migration. A small con-
tingent, representing those that have nested in the ex-
treme western portion of their range, migrate directly
down the Mississippi Valley to the rice fields of Louisi-
ana. When the birds arrive from the North they are in
poor condition, having been debiHtated by the exertion
of reproduction, but they at once begin to recuperate
with the abundant food furnished by the rice, soon be-
come very fat, and, after a few weeks' rest, are able to
safely resume the southern journey. On the return mi-
gration the conditions are similar; the birds arrive from
their winter home tired out with their long flight, and
find the fields either newly sown with the rice or else
with the tender blade just appearing- above the ground.

"

In each case there is an abundant supply of food, and
they are soon in condition to pursue the journey to their
northern breeding ground.
Here we see the two causes which have combined to

bring about all the trouble between the rice planters and
the bobolinks: (i) The fact that the species has prob-
ably mticli increased through the extension of its north-
ern breeding ground, and (2) the fact that the rice fields
he directly m the path of migration and afford a con-
venient place for rest- ;;,fid recuperation before and after
the flight across the se,!. It is almost certain that if the
rice fields \vere far outi>ide of the lines of migration they
would ne^ er be molested. It is probable that long before
.•Vmerica was discovered the bobolinks gathered in the
inarshes on the Southeastern coast and fed upon wild
rice and other wild pl?/nts previous to departm-e for their
winter home. Cultivation of the land introduced a more
abundant supply of food in the South just at the time
It afforded a great ir rrease in nesting area in the North,

A Vcfmont "Wolf Story.

Ferrisburgh, Vt., Sept, 7.—A strange story comes from
Waitsfield, m thia State; it says that "John Carey, of
Waitsfield, shot tfiree wolves recently and obtained $36
in bounty at the town clerk's office. The wolves re-
sembled a dog v€ffy closely, excepting that they each had
but four toes on a paw, and the old wolf had pointed ears."
It is hard to beKeve that they were wolves.
My boy ard bis two comrades shot six ducks on Sept.

I. This war as well as any one did whom I have heard
of. and show vhat ^ iir duck shooting has dwindled to.

R. E, R.
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The Buffalo Bird.

Edifor Forest and Stream:
In a paper recently published by Mr. F. E. L. Beal, of

the Biological Survey, on the -Food of the Bobolink,

Black b rds and Grackles," a question is asked which

many of vour older readers should be able to answer. In

the discussion of the covvbird {Molothrus ater), Mr. Beal,

after referring to the familiar way in which the cowb.rd

associates with cattle, says: "As the cowbird is abundaiit

in the Mississippi valley and on the Great Plams, it

would be interesting to know if it formerly associated on

familiar terms with the buffalo, and such would seem to

be the case, as Major Bendire gives 'buffalo bird' as one

of its former names."
Old travelers over the plains in buffalo days who were

at all observant must have noticed that almost every

bunch 'of buffalo, and even every individual buffalo, was
l.kely to be accompanied by a considerable number of

cowbirds, which kept close to them all the time. A good
portion of the birds' time was spent wa.king about on
the ground under, or close about the great animal, and

my impression always was that the birds were feeding on
insects attracied by the buffalo, though precisely what

these insects were I could never make out.
_
The birds

never seemed to be catching flies or flying insects, but

either fed from the ground or occasionally picked at

the skin of the buffalo's back. Of course it may have

been that the movements of the buffalo's hoofs dislodged

certain insects from their hiding places on the ground, or

that the droppings of the animals attracted insects which

the birds liked.

It is readily conceivable that at the present day in sec-

tions of the country where "feeding" is practiced—that

is to say, where cattle are kept up and fattened by being

fed corn—the cowbird may in part feed on such portioiis

of grain as pass und gested through the animal's ali-

mentarv tract, but apparently no such source of food

supply could have been had from the buffalo when he

roamed the plains thirty years ago.

Concernin-g the main fact of association with the buf-

faJo there is no doubt, and the name "buffalo bird" of

course came from this association. It was common to

see a bird alight on the horn or on the thick wig of the

buffalo's head, but the more common resting place was

on the ridge of the back, where sometimes a dozen or

fifteen birds might be seen perched like chickens on a

roost, often with their heads all pointing in one direction.

The matted hair of the top of the head was often spotted

with white, and it was the rule that buffalo killed in sum-
mer had on each side of the backbone from shoulders to

rump a line of chalky white marked by the droppings of

the birds.

Often while a man was butchering a buffalo these little

birds would make their appearance and alight on the

ground close to him. or perhaps on his horse's mane or hips.

They were entirely familiar and tame, and barely moved
out of the way. for large living creatures seemed to have

no terrors for them.
The question brought up by iMr. Beal is interesting, riot

only in itself, but as indicating that a perfectly familiar

habit of a well-known bird thus seems not to have been

specifically recorded, until by change in the life condi-

tions of the animal in question it has ceased to be prac-

ticed. G. B. G.

Ntw York. Sept 12.
,

Importation oE Wild Animals.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Office of the Secre-

tary, VVash ngton, D. C, Sept. 13.—Under the authority

vested in the Secretary of Agriculture by Section 2 of the

act of Congress approved May 25, 1900, entitled, "An act

to enlarge the powers of the Department of Agriculture,

prohibit the transportation by interstate commerce of game
killed in violation of local laws, and for other purposes,"

the list of species of live animals and birds which may be

imported into the United States without permits is ex-

tended as hereinafter indicated. On and after Oct. I,

1900, and until further notice, permits will not be required

for the following mammals, birds and reptiles, commonly
imported for purposes of exhibition

:

Mammals.—Anteaters, armadillos, bears, chimpanzees,

elephants, hippopotamuses, myenas, jaguars, kangaroos,

leopards, lions, lynxes, manatees, monkeys, ocelots, orang-

outangs, panthers, raccoons, rhinoceroses, sea lions, seals,

sloths, tapirs tigers or wildcats.

Birds.—Swans wild doves, or wild pigeons of any kind.

Reptiles.—Alligators, lizards, snakes, tortoises, or other

reptiles.

Under the provisions of Section 2 of said act (as stated

in Circular No. 29 of the BiologxaL Survey, issued July

13, 1900), canaries, parrots and domesticated birds such

as chickens, ducks, geese, guinea fowl, peafowl and
pigeons are subject to entry without permits. But with

the exception of these species and those mentioned above,

special permits from the Department of Agriculture will

be required for all live animals and birds imported from
abroad, and such permits must be presented to the col-

lector of customs at the port of entry prior to delivery

of the property. James Wilson, Sec'y.

Snake Stones.

The subject of snake stones comes up agWi, iliis time

from South Africa, where they are said to be somewhat
common, and are thoroughly believed in. The^e are

white porous stones, which, when applied to a p^acc bitten

by a snake, adhere for a time until the poison is gone

out from the wound into the stone. They are then

placed in railk, which is said to cleanse them, and so to

render them again fit for use. They are believed by the

farmers of South Africa to be taken from the head of

the snake.

A good many years ago, investigation into the subject

in America showed that in certain cases, at least, the

snake stone was the calcined antler of a deer, from which

all the animal matter had been burned out. No doubt a

bit of burned bone which had lost all its animal matter

would act in the same way.
These snake stones are commonly compared to pumice

stone, which they measureably reserhble in structure and

in lightness. It would be interesting to learn jtlst what
these African snake stones, and what the Malay snake

stones, actually are.

^ttl0 md 0m
Game in Central New York.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Central New York sportsmen who enjoy wing sliobt-

ing have long been looking forward with pleasurable

anticipation to the opening of the season when rutfed

grouse can be legally killed, and local hunters are fully

prepared to make things lively for such of these noble

game birds as may be iound in the woodlands of Oneida
and adjoining counties. Reliable reports from different

localities m this part of the State are to the effect that

there will be birds enough this fall to furnish fairly good
shooting, somewhat better probably than last year, but

this is not equivalent to saying that a large bag can be

secured without hard work and lots of it. We have many
sportsmen, however, who are undaunted by the prospect

of long tramps and tiresome struggles in the tangled

thickets and underbrush when tnere are visions of

whirrmg grouse before them, and such ones, it is liKely,

will succeed in bagging a good many birds.

The conditions this fall are somewhat different from
what they were a year ago and it is probable that ihe

grouse will be found in different places. Last fail the

country was exceedingly dry, and hunters noticed that

grouse were very rareiy found excepting in ciumps of the

jewel weed or touch-me-not. This plant u.^ua;ly grows
most luxuriantly a^ong shaded streams and marshes. wJiere

the soil is moist but not actually of a swampy nature, and
for some reason the grouse manifested a decided prefer-

ence for its shelter. As the ground is not quite so dry

at present as it was last autumn, the jewel weed may not
now prove an infallible guide to the grouse hunter.

The winter of 1899-1900 was not severe enough to work
serious harm to the birds in this section, and it is believed

that most of those which escaped death by chilled shot

during the open season last year survived the chilly

weather and deep snows. The. conditions were favorable

during the nesting season for the multiplication of the

birds, as there were no extremely cold spells nor pro-

tracted rains, and the summer proved an ideal one for

them, dry and warm for the most part, with- occasional

showers, which kept the woods and feeding grounds in

prime shape. In view of these facts it is not surprising

that the early reports concerning the grouse are en-

couraging. It is not safe, however, to place too much
dependence on the first statements which come to hand
from the localities in which ruffed grouse are found, as

it has been demonstrated in the past that they are some-
times misleading. This 'may be accounted for by the

eagerness of guides or parties who harbor sportsmen on

their hunting trips to insure patronage, or, possibly, the

reports received are allowed to arouse more enthusiasm
than they actually warrant. Grouse shooting in this part

of the State is more apt to appear in roseate hues the day
before the open season is inaugurated tiian it is the day

after, but notwithstanding this fact hunters ordinarily

contrive to find a good deal of sport in it after they

recover from the dampening effects of the first day or

two in the woods, which seldom fail to be disappointing.

Of all the reports received thus far regarding the ruffed

grouse in central New York, those from along the line

of the Lackawanna Railroad are the most gratifying, and
in some localities accessible from that road the birds are

said to be very abundant. Grouse are also more numer-
ous in the Adirondack region than they were last year.

The clause in the existing game laws which prohibits

the killing of grouse from Dec. 16 to Sept. 15, both in-

clusive, meets with the approval of all true sportsmen in

this vicinity, and many of them would be glad to see the

open season still further curtailed. The young birds, as a

rule, have not matured sufficiently to warrant the open-

ing of the season late in the summer or in early fall, as

has been done in the past, and were they protected until

Oct. I they would be much more plump and in better

condition for eating, as well as stronger on the wing, and
consequently fitted to furnish more lively sport for the

hunter. In spite of all that may be said to the contrary,

the ruffed grouse has been steadily losing ground in

central and northern New York for several years past,

and a brief open season with efficient protection during

the remainder of the year is the only thing that wIU

prevent the utter extermination of these birds. Many
sportsmen advocate curtailing the shooting season still

further on the latter end, as they claim it is when there is

snow on the ground that the pot-hunters and snarers get

in their work to the best advantage.
_
The birds congre-

gate in the evergreen thickets when winter sets in, and as

a result the experienced hunter knows just where to

look for them. On the other hand, it is claimed that the

grouse are in better condition for eating then than they

are earlier in the season. But while this may be so, it is

also true that sportsmen do not care so much about hunt-

ing them in the winter, and by far the greater propor-

tion of birds taken in December are killed for the market.

It was unquestionably a wise act of the last Legislature

which shortened the open season two weeks on each

end, and it is hoped that the next Legislature will take

at least a fortnight more off from the latter end.

Another wise act would be to make the season for

shooting grouse, woodcock and squirrels uniform through-

out the State. Section 23 of the Game Laws makes the

close season for woodcock from Dec. 16 to Sept, 15. both

inclusive, identical with that of the grouse season, but

the succeeding section modifies or qualifies this by making
the close season for woodcock in Oneida county from
Nov. 16 to Aug. 31; in Ulster county from Dec. 16 to

Sept. 30; in Clinton, Essex, Warren, Hamilton and Ful-

ton counties from Dec. 16 to Aug. 15, and in Richmond
county from Jan. i to July 3, both inclusive. The trouble

with this arrangement, in the counties where the seasons

are not uniform is that it affords such hunters as do not

care to observe the game laws an excellent excuse for

being in the woods with a gun in the latter part of

August and the early part of September, and conse-

quently they can bag all the grouse they encounter with

comparatively little danger of detection, Tf the onen sea-

son for grouse, woodcock and squirrels began on the same
date, there •would be little excuse for a man to be shooting

in the woods .prior to that time, and if the report of a

gun were heard, game officials might find it worth their

while to investigate the matter.

Woodcock have been exceedingly scarce hereabouts for

a number of years, and as they are migratory birds, it

is doubtful if any protection afforded them in New York
Sta.e can prevent their ultimate extinction if they are
slaughtered in such great numbers in the South as they

have been in the past. A few have been seen in this part

of the State this fall, but thus far no very large bags
have been made. It would seem that this might be an
excellent season for gray and black squirrels, as beech-
nuts and butternuts are abundant, but so far as can be
learned they are by no means plentiful.

W. E. WOLCOTT.
Utica, N. y„ Sept. 14.

American Wildfowl and How
Take Them.— III.

to
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[^Continued from page 2t6.J

Geese and Brant.

Sub-Family AnserincE.

The geese stand midway between the swans and the
ducks in size and general appearance, though their actual
affinities are not these, the swans and ducks being more
nearly related structurally than^ is either group to the
geese. From the swans the geese may be distinguished
by their smaller size and shorter neck, by having the
lores, or space between the eyes and bill, feathered instead
of naked, and the bill proportionately shorter, deeper
and much less broad, in some forms approaching a corneal
shape. They differ from the ducks in their greater size,

longer necks and legs, and usually in the shape of the
bill, which is relatively stouter and less broad than in

most ducks. An important difference is found in the
tarsus, or naked portion of the so-called leg, between the
joint jttst where the feathers end and that below, where
the toes spread out. In the geese this tarsus is covered
with a naked skin, marked with small divisions like the
meshes of a net, while in the ducks the front of the tarsus
is covered by overlapping plates which are termed scales

or scutell^. Thus in the geese the tarsus is said to be
reticulate ; in the ducks it is scutellate.

In all our species the sexes are alike, but they are yiery

different in some South American and Old World species.

In the sub-family are included the dozen species and
sub-species of geese found in North America. They
are divided into four genera, two of which contain a

single species each, the others several each. One genus
is almost confined to Ala.ska while another has a gen-
eral distribution in the Northern Hemisphere. The snow
goose and its forms and the blue goose have a wide range,
while little is known about that of Ro.ss' goose. The dark
colored or gray gee,se, included in the genus Branta, are

very abundant along both coasts of the continent, yet are

by no means lacking in the interior. They include the

common Canada goose, with its forms, and the barnacle
and brant geese. The brant and its Western relative, the

black brant, are chiefly maritime in habit, and are seldom
found in the interior. On the other hand, the snow goose,

and some of its forms, are regular visitants to certain

points on the Atlantic coast. A few years ago a flock of

these birds was always to be found in winter in the mouth
of the Delaware River. Stray b rds are sometimes seen

on the New England coast anil on Long Island. On the/

beach which lies oxitside of Curriiuck Sound a floclc

of five hundred or a thousand of these birds is found each
winter.

The gray geese, so called, all have the bills, feet, head
and neck black. There are patches or touches of white
about the cheeks or throat, whence they have been called

cravat geese ; Ihe upper parts of the body are dark gray
and the belly and tail coverts white. The white-fronted

goose, genus Anser, is mu-ch paler gray, has the bill arid

feet pink, and has no black except spots on breast and
belly. In the genus Chen three form.s are pure white,

except for the quill feathers of the wings, which are

black. All have the head white in adult plumage,
Philacte, the Alaska type, is grayish or bluish in color,

variously marked with white.

The North American geese are birds of powerful flight,

non-divers, well adapted for progression on the land,

usually breeders in high latitude, but wintering in open

waters. Some are large birds, while others are smaller

than some of the ducks, the weight in different species

varying from 15 to 3 pounds.
They feed almost altogether on vegetable matter, large-

ly grass and aquatic plants; and sometimes, after feeding

for a time on the roots of certain sedges and other water •

plants, their flesh becomes almost uneatable from thci

strong flavor given it by this food.

Geese are noisy birds, the voice of the smaller ones

being shrill and cackling, while the cry of others, like the

common Canada goose, is sonorous and resonant.

Many years ago the geese, during the spring and au-

tumn migration, were so enormously abundant in portionb.

of Minnesota and in Califoria that they did a vast

amount of damage by eating the young wheat just appear-

ing aljout the ground. In "those days it was possible to

approach quite close to them on horseback, and the riderr

having .gotten as near as practicable, would charge

noon the feeding flock, get among them before

they could rise out of reach, and knock down several

witih a short club which he carried in his hand. It may
be questioned whether this method of killing geese has

been employed for a long time. In more recent years it is

said to have been necessary for the California ranchers

during migrations to eittploy armed men, whose business

it was to ride about, shooting with rifles at the feeding

flocks and endeavoring to keep them constantly on tlie;,

wing.

The Blue Goose.

CKen carulescens (Linn.)

In the adult the head and upper .part of the neck a*w

white; the rest of the neck, breast, back and rump bluish,

or brownish-blue, many of the feathers with paler edges; .

wing light bluish gray; secondaries blackish, edged with

white; primaries black, fading to gray at the base; taH



brown, white margined ; under parts browTiish-gfay and
white, sometimes mostly wliiLe. and upper and under tail

coverts white, or nearlj' so. The bill is pale pmk, with
white nail and a black line along the margin of each
mandible. The legs and feet are reddish.
The young resemble the adult, but have tfie head and

neck grayish brown. The length of this goose is about
28 indies ; the wing measures 16.

Like many others of our inland water fowl, this goose
often has the plumage of head, neck, breast and bclh
stained with rusty orange, as if soiled by iron rust.

The blue goose is an inhabitant of the interior, ranging
from the Hudson Bay district south along the Mississippi
Valley to the Gulf of Mexico. It is not found on either
the Atlantic or Pacific coasts, except that in a few cases
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it has been taken on the extreme northern coast of Mame.
Little or nothing is known about its breeding habits,
though the Eskimos and Indians are authority for the
statement that it breeds in the interior of Labrador; and
the occurrence of the species in Maine would seem to
lend color to this story. Moreover, Mr. G. Bamston, in
his paper on the '"Geese of Hudson Bay," states that in
the migration the blue goose crosses James Bay, coming
from the eastern coast, while at the same time the snow
goose makes its appearance coming from the north.
This species was long thought to be the young of the

snow goose, and was so figured by Audubon, appearing
on the same plate with that species. Occasionally speci-
mens are found which have considerably more white on
them than is given in the description above, but on the
whole, it seems to be very well established that the species
IS a valid one. The color of the head and upper neck
varies somewhat with age, the white of these parts grow-
ing purer and less intermingled with dark feathers as the
bird grows older.

This is one of the so-called brant of the Mississippi
Valley, and is known by a number of names, atnong which
are blue brant, bald-headed goose, white-headed goose.
OiV ble-u and bald brant. Being confined to the inland dis-
tricts of the country, it is shot chiefly on the stubbles or
the sandbars or in cornfields.

The Lesser Snow Goose.

Chen hyperhorea (Pall.).

The adult is entirely white, except the primaries, or
quill feathers of the first joint of the wing, which are
black, changing to ash gray at the base. The bill is

dark red, with black line along the margin of mandibles

;

the nail white; the legs and feet red; length, about 25
inches; wing, 15^2. In the young the head, neck and
upper parts are pale grayish, with the wing coverts and
tertiarj' feathers brown, edged with white. The primaries
are black, and the rest of the upper parts white. The
bill and feet are dark.
The true snow goose is a bird of Western distribution,

reaching from the Mississippi Valley westward to the

LESSER SNOW GOOSE.

coast, and as far south as Texas and southern California.
It, nevertheless, occurs sometimes on the Atlantic coast,
and I have known of its being killed on Long Island. It

is perhaps the most abundant goose found in California,
and occurs in large numbers all over the country from
the valley of the Mississippi west to the Rocky Moun-
tains, where it is often associated M'ith the larger snow
goose, to be described later. On the plains of Montana,
near the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, they are abun-
dant, and when they first arrive are quite gentle, so that T

have often ridden on horseback within easy shooting di=;-

tance of them, although a man on foot would not have
been permitted to approach so near.

In the Hudson Bay district both forms of snow goose
are abundant, and in old times used to form an important

article of subsistence for the Hudson Bay posts. Of late

years, however, tbe'y have become so scarce that this

source of food supply can no longer be depended upon.
V/hile the flesh of both the snow geese is highly

esteemed by some people, I have never considered it

desirable. Usually it has a strong taste of sedge, so pro-
nounced to be, to some palates, very disagreeable.

Greater Snow Goose.

then hyperbor^a nivaUs (Forst.).

Precisely similar in all respects to the preceding, but
larger. VVhile the length of C. hypcrboreus is about 25
inches, with a wing isV^ inches, that of the pVesent
sub-species is 34 inches, with a wing over 17 inches. The
two forms are_ often found as.sociated together, and it

is frequently difficult to determine to which one a bird
belongs.

^ The snow geese differ from many of their fellows in

feeding largely on the land. They walk about much as
do the domestic geese, nipping the grass and such other
herbs as please their taste, and resort to the water chiefly
for resting.

The nest of the greater snow goose, as descrilxid by
Mr. Macfarlane, consists merely of a hollow or dt;pres-

sion in the soil, incd with down and feathers. The eggs
are largo and are yellowish-white.

All these interior geese, such as the blue goose and all

the white geese, are known among the Indians and Hud-
son Bay people of the North as wavies, the blue goo.se

being called the blue wavy, the snow goose the large
wavy, and Ross' goose the small wavy. The larger snow
goose is common in Alaska. They do not breed in the
neighborhood of the Yukon, but proceed further north to
rear their young. The fall migration takes place in

September, and by the end of that month all the snow
geese are gone. In summer they proceed as far south as
Texas and Cuba, where thty are reported as abundant.
As already remarked, snow geese are .seen every win-

ter in the mouth of the Delaware, and also on the coasst

of North Carolina, about Currituck Sound.
The .spectacle of a flock of these white geese flying is

a very beautiful one. Sometimes they perform remark-
able evohitions on the wing, and if seen at a distance
look like so many snowflakes being whirled hither and
thither by the wind. Scarcely less beautiful is the sight
which may often be seen in the Rocky Mountain region
during the migration. As one rides along under the
warm October sun he maj- have his attention attracted by
sweet, faint, distant sounds, interrupted at first, and then
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gradually coming nearer and clearer, yet still only a mur-
mur; the rider hears it from above, before, behind and
all around, faintly sweet and musically discordant, always
softened hy distance, like the sound of far-off harps, of
sweet bells jangled, of the distant baying of meilow-voiced
hounds. Looking up into the sky above him be .='Pes the
serene blue far on high flecked with tiny White moving
shapes, which seem like snowflakes drifting lazily across
the azure sky ; and down to earth, falling, falling," falling,
come the musical cries of the little wavies that are
journeying toward the south land. They pass, and slowly
the sounds grow faint and fainter, and the listener thinks
involuntarily of the well-known hues:

Oh, harkt oh, hear! how thin and clear,

.And thinner, clearer, further going!
Oh, sweet and far from cliff and .tear

The horns of E-Ifland faintly blowing 1

These birds and Ross' geese often stop to rest and
feed on the Montana plains during their migration, I

have more than once killed them with a rifle at St.

Mar>''s Lake in the late avitumn, and have started them
from the little prairie pools, where they were feeding on
a small farinaceous tUber which is the root of some
water plant.

Ross' Goose.

Chen Rossii (Baird).

_
In color the plumage of the adult Ross' goose is pre-

cisely similar both in adult and yoimg to that of the larger
snow geese: that is, pure white, except for the primaries,
which are black, becoming ash color at the base. The bill

and feet are red ; the nail white. The base of the bill is

usually covered with wart-like excrescences, or is wrinkled
and roiighened- There is great difference in the bills, no
two being just alike. The young are white, tinged with
gray, the center of the feathers often being dark colored.

Ross' goose is the smallest of our geese, being about
the size of the mallard duck, and weighing from 2'% to 3
pounds. At a distance it is hard to distinguish it frorn
the snow goose, but the voice i» shriller, and the birds
rise on the wing more readily than most of the geese,
.springing into the air and going upward more like mal-
lards or black ducks than like geese. The range of this
goose is given in the books as Arctic America in sum-
mer, and the Pacific coast to southern California in win-
tet ; but, as a matter of fact, not vejfy mtjch is Icnown ah©tit

it. It has been takeii quite frequently in California ill

winter, but is nowhere abundant
In northwestern Montana it is .a common fall migrant,

coming rather later than the snow goose, and being
abundant on the heads of Milk River, Cutbank and Two
Medicine Lodge creeks through October and the first half
of November. A few years ago Mr. Jos. Kipp cap-
tured and partially domesticated there no less than nine of
these birds, but unfortunately, before the winter was over,
all of them were killed by the dogs

I have seen it there in (locks of from seventy-five to
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one hundred, and have known of sixteen birds falling to
the two discharges of a double-barreled gun. The flesh
of tho.se that I have eaten was delicious.
Dr, J, C. Merrill reports this goose as not uncom-

nmn in the vicinity of Fort Missoula, and Captain Bendire
has taken it in eastern Oregon in the spring. It is not a
bird that is likely to be met with by sportsmen except in
the localities referred to, and there it is usually shot by
being approached under cover..

The Maine Woods.
Boston, Sept. 16.—Reports come by mail and telegraph

that the issuing of licenses to shoot deer in Maine has
been resumed. A good rain on Tuesday over the greater
part of the wooded section of that State put the danger of
forest fires out of the way till the woods become dry
again, and licenses arc being obtained. Moosehead reports
say that a large number of deer are being killed not far
from Kineo. Mr, J. G, Plaisted, of Boston, shot one there
last week. Some of the Moosehead guides are very
indignant at the idea that the recent forest fires, or any
fires, in fact, should be attributed to their carelessness, or
to .sportsmen in their charge. A guide greatly dread's a
fire. "They have a holy dread of it," says a sportsman
who has spent many seasons in the Mame woods. ''They
not only fear the consequences, but they fear the disgrace.
They are fully aware that every section burned over is
ruined for lumbering, as well as a sporting region, and
they have a great interest in both. Most of the guides
work at lumbering in the winter."

In the Rangeley region the deer hunters are at work
again, since the rain has permitted the further issuing of
shooting licenses, and made it legal to shoot under those
issued before the celebr.ated order to cea.se shooting till
atter the woods were again in shape to be visited by
.sportsmen and guides. It seems that the order did at-
tempt to stop shooting under licenses already issued,
although how it could be expected to reach hunters campedm the woods, several miles from either mail or telegraph,
It doth not j'et appear. A gentleman returned to Boston
Saturday from a fishing trip to a well-known Rangeley
sporting region says that he does not believe that the
least attention was paid to the order to .stop shooting. It
is true that the hunters did not openly go out with their
rifles, but they were away from camp, and rifle reports
were to be heard any day. He says that three or four
hunters and a guide or two go out under the cover of one
license, and the hunter to whom the licen.se is made out of
course, claims the deer. .A. letter from the section of the
Upper Dam says that a few big trout have come into the
Pool, and the fishermen are after them. The writer
counted ten boats fishing the Pool on Thursdav, w'th four
persons fishing from the Aprons. Since the 'stopping of
September licenses it is hard to find any one there who
ever saw a deer, though "caucusses in the bushes" were
common up to that date. Still, mvsterious sounds of guns
were heard from the woods most any day. Mr. Eugene
Lynch, of Boston, who has been at the Dain. with Mrs
Lynch? has not yet taken his deer. Mrs. Lynch is under-
stood to have brought down a buck last year. Mr. and
Mrs. M, H, Curley, of Boston, arc also in companv with
the Lynches. Mr, Curley likes the rod better than the
gun. and has succeeded in raking several fine trout A
Montgomery, of New York, was one of the first to bring
in a buck, at Mountain View. The first deer of the
Reason, killed in the Dead River region, was taken on
Saturday Sept. 8, by a New York gentleman stopping
at Safford s. The serious fire at Carrv Ponds has been
put out. Lumbermen were sent up from the towns below
and soon had the fire in check. K very large hunting,
fishing and timber region was threatened. The rain has
stopped the fire in the Saddleback woods.
The Massachusetts season on partridges and woodcock

does not open till Oct. i this year, instead of on Sept, 15
as formerly. It is understood that a thorough enforce-
ment of the game laws in this State is to be pushed this
year. Quail may also be legally shot on and after Oct. r.
But under the new law, partridges and woodcock cannot
be sold in the market?. J. Riissell Reed has left Boston
with his dogs for a few weeks' bird shoot-ng in Maine
The law on partridges in that State was off Sept. 15, Re-
ports concerning the quantit}^' of partridges there are very
conflicting. Newspaper correspondents, interested in
hoominif certain seetions.. say that they are "very a(iqa-.
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dant," "far more plenty than last year/' "have greatly

increased," etc. But letters from parties stopping at these

.very sections say that "not a partridge is to be seen."

A Maine Vote.

.
Boston, Sept. 15.—The Hun. L. T. Carlfeton, chairman

of the Maine Fish and Game Commission, was elected on

Monday a Representative to the Legislature from the

Winthrop district. Reports to the daily papers, as well

'as private letters, say that dissatisfied Republicans, Demo-
crats and Prohibitionists united to defeat Mr. Carleton,

and fish and game matters wej-e brought into the fight.

A farmer was nominated in opposition, and it is under-

stood that he was supported on the theory that he is op-

posed to game and fish laws, and to the further fostering

(;f fish and game protection by the State. I have already

noted in the Forest and Stream a feeling of dissatisfac-

tion among a small part of the farmers in Maine. One
man has come out boldly and declared against all game and
fish laws, and wickedly assailed all lovers of the rod and
gun as drunkards and debauchers, and declared that the

State ought not to do any more to foster hunting and
fishing in Maine. He has secured only a very small fol-

lowing, and the victory of Mr. Carleton over the combined
opposition by a majority of 282 votes in a small district is

reckoned as a victory for fish and game protection and
propagation. A gentleman familiar with Maine legisla-

tive affairs tells me that Mr. Carleton will undoubtedly
be tendered the chairmanship of the Committee on Fish-

eries and Game when the Legislature assembles Jan. i

next. If that is the case, and Mr. Carleton accepts the

position, it will be next to impossible for any legislative

mea.sures to pass to which Mr. Carleton is opposed.

Now the town of Damariscotta is ahead of the other

Maine towns in the matter of being visited by members of

the big-game family. A visitor came into town early,

doubtless in the night, since he was first seen in the early

daylight, breakfasting on green corn from the garden of a

citizen. He finished his repast, roamed around the streets

a while and then disappeared in the direction of the woods.
, He was a big bull moose. Speciat,.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

' Change in the Chickens.

.'"Chicago, 111., Sept. 15.—Quite a change has comC' over
" the prairie chicken situation in this part of the world
within the brief space of the two weeks which we have
now had of the open season. At .the first of the shooting
season I mentioned heavy bags, such as 67, 62, 36, etc.,

made by different shooters within 100 miles of this city

at such points as Aurora, Gilman, etc. It was considered
certain that there was an uncommonly heavy crop of

chickens, and indeed that was so certain that there is no
reason to alter that opinion at this time. It is not thought
that all the birds have been killed, yet they have disap-

,

peared, utterly and mysteriously, as though there had
ijot been more than a very few to begin with. For the

hrst week everybody got birds; now nobody gets any.

The fact seems to be that the American prairie chicken
is getting over a good many of its one-time easy-going
habits and is becoming something of a general itself in

the field. Its habits have changed distinctly, and it is

much more difficult to make a good bag of these birds

than it was even ten years ago. It is now only the middle
of September and we have had no frosts at all thus far

in Illinois, yet the birds have begun ,to pack up already
and have practically left their earlier covey arrangements.
They lie in the big corn fields and feed at night, more
like ducks than chickens.
There will be better chicken shooting in Illinois thirty

days from now than there is to-day, for at that time the
corn will be cut down by frost, the big flocks of grouse
will be located and the hunter will have a better notion
of where to seek his game. The birds will then be still

wilder, but they will be more in evidence, and there will

exist the chances of occasional shots ' at stragglers and
laggards that lie along the edges of the corn. At least
one can then see the game, even if he cannot kill it.

This week the hunters cannot find track nor trace of the
birds, and it is a much mystified lot of shooters who
have lately been coming back home. I do not learn of
any bags of consequence this week.
Cswald Von Lengerke has been out three times after

chickens. The first time his party got thirteen, the next
time six, and this last time, on the trip from which he
has just returned, he only saw one chicken. He was
at Gilman the last time, the place where so many birds
were found the week previous. He was at Koutts, Ind.,
i«st week, with Geo. Glissman, a local shooter who had
several coveys marked down all ready to shoot on order.
They had no luck at finding these coveys, but did find
OHe big band in that some country—.about forty birds in
one bunch—out of which they could get no work.
-Another party who hunted three days around Gilman

with three dogs saw only three chickens in the three
days. Messrs. Adam. Wolff and Billy Pease, of Harvey,
hunted two days in that same section of country and they
put up only two chickens. Still another party, among
whom are Mr. D. W. Trotter and J. Wilson, are now
absent at Gilman, but from all prospects they cannot be
expected to have much sport. Mr. Harry Chester and
three friends went down to Koutts, Ind., yesterday, but
unless times have changed sharply since earlier this week
they will meet but little luck. In point of fact, the
chicken season of 1900 is over right now, so far as any
regular sport is concerned. It has been short, sharp
and decisive and the chicken seems to have the best of
it at this writing.

Docks and Jacks.

Mr. W. Johnson killed thirty-three teal one day this
week at Bluff Lake, one of the Fox Lake waters, and
reports from the same place say that there are some
jacksnipe in at that point. At the Kankakee bottoms, in
Indiana, a few jacks have been seen within the week.
Billy Mussey has gone down there to investigate, there
being a sort of leaning in his soul for this particular
and pestiferous bird. I do not think many ducks can
be hoped for along the Kankakee as yet, but one might
have a little fun down there with what teal and jacks he
could find, especially if this good weather holds.

FOREST: AND _ STREAM.

This week thousands of yellow-legs and grass plovei

.showed up on the marsh near the Maksawba Club, on the

Kankakee, so John Watson tells -me to-day. They have
found some good feeding ground down there and are

apt to hang around for quite a wliile.

The regular tali duck .shooting has not begun to the

north of u.s in VVisconsin, and the sporl thus far has
been tnainly on local ducks, about as good as it was
last year in some places and upon the average rather bet-

ter, since there has been a good deal of rain in thi- late

summer and lunce more water and more feed.

News from Iowa and the Northwest.

MViJj C. Hartman, of tlie Waterloo Courier, VValerloo,

la., is a very well posted and kindly hearted sportsman
and he is good enough t<j send the following notes on
the shooting in his neighborliood and in the States to

the north and west of him. The city of Waterloo is in

one of the oldest settled parts of the State of Iowa,
which latter i ssaid to have less waste land than any
other State of the Union and is farmed within an inch

of its life all over the section where Mr. Hartman lives.

The latter sends a very fetching photo of his outfit, friend,

dog, birds and all, and it seems pretty good to a man
who has been robbed out of his own chicken shoot this

fall. Mr. Hartman writes:

"I suppose that you have gathered your share of the

1900 chicken crop ere this; if you haven't you will regret
that you were not in it with me the morning of Sept. i.

The law was not observed as well as usual in this section
during the latter part of the close .season and fully one-
third of the birds were killed off by farmers and city

pot-hunters before the lawful period commenced. Ef-

forts were made to apprehend the scamps, but it was im-
possible to secure sufficient evidence to warrant arrests.

The first prairie chicken that I flushed this season had
been crippled. It was a morning early in July and I

drove out a few miles to run a little of the fat off from
old Pat, my Irish setter. He dodged into a clover patch
near the road and came to a stand. I got out of the
buggy and went in, a half-grown bird rising as I reached
the dog. A broken leg that hung several inches below
the other as the bird sailed away told the story. Five
others flew up, showing that at least half of the flock

had been potted. Within 10 rods of this bunch the dog
located a hen and four young ones no larger than quail.

The size of this flock also was evidence of the game
hog's work.

Sept. I, in conipanj' with Al. Hummel, I killed my
share of twenty birds. The bulk of our bag was made
on the 320-acre farm of a friend who lives five miles
south of Waterloo. We could have killed more, but pre-
ferred to leave plenty for seed and the number shot was
all that two guns should take in one day. They laid

well to the dog and all of our shooting was done in the
stubble and clover, none being followed into the corn.
"Not since 1880 have quail been so plentiful in Iowa

as at the present, and sportsmen are promised better
sport in pursuit of Bob White than they have enjoyed
in many years. The winters of 1882-83-84-85 nearly anni-
hilated our quail, but their numbers have increased won-
derfully of late years and this year especially has been
a most favorable one for hatching.
"The wild rice crop is abundant this fall, and in ponds

that have not been surrounded by pasture so that the
cattle have eaten the stalks rice beds are common and
.some fair shooting is looked for when the frosts start the
ducks southward.
"Gunners who have been to North Dakota and Min-

nesota reports ducks very plentiful. Bags of from sixty

to eighty in a half day to three guns are reported. One
shooter told me that he saw young ducks Aug. 15 that
could barely fly. Hundreds of these will be potted and
find their way to the freezers.

"A coal man who makes South Dakota informed nic
a few weeks ago that farmers told him that during the
severe drotight that section has experienced the past sum-
mer many ponds went completely dry. Ducks had
nested in many of these and it was related that the young
died from want of water, their bodies being found in

numerous instances.

"A novel way of smuggling game out of the States
where shipping of same is prohibited is reported, and it

is a new one to me. The scheme is this: Purchase sev-
eral quart fruit jars with patent tops. Fill these with ice

and pack the birds around them in your grip or trunk.
I do not recommend this, bttt advise game wardens to
keep an eye on strangers who bliy fruit jars."

A Dog Stofy.

Mr. D. C. Plum, a Chicago gentleman who has a big
cattle ranch in Texas, and who has seen a bit of sport in
one part or another of America, tells this story:

"I used to have a dog, and I thought a heap of that
dog. He was a Gordon, black and tan, and 1 called 'him
Grouse. That dog could do everything in the world
that a human being could do and a good many that no
human being could. He was the idol of our family and
the treasure of my heart. I do not expect to find just
such another very soon. I had Grouse trained and a
few of us got together in a sort of little club so that
Ave could have our dogs boarded together and well cared
for. We got a young man who was born in ]^^ichigan
and whose name was Willie Davidson. He was a good
sort, faithful and a good trainer; not the sort of man
you wotdd accuse of any sentiment, but a very good
dog trainer. We had no difficulty while Davidson had
our dogs, and we knew he loved them, every one.
"We used to go over around Chatham, Ont. I know all

those folks over there, Billy Wells and all the others.
It was near here that Grouse came to his end.
"We had a sort of stable where we kept the dogs, and

one night Willie Davidson, going to the door, stumbled
over the body of Grouse, who was curled up at the door-
step, apparently asleep. He told him. to get up, but he
did not move, and still did not move when he pushed
him with his foot.. Davidson stooped over, and, in short,
he found that it was the same old story. The dog had
slipped away into a neighboring yard, had found the
poison that was put out by some fiend of that town and
it had killed him. That ended the season for me right
there.

"A short time after that we were down in Tennessee
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and we had WHlie Davidsion with \i& to take cai'e of the

dogs, AVe shot for a time there; and one night we went
into the house where we stopped, all feeling pretty

dred. I was cleaning my own gun and Willie was busy

about something or other, when all at once I happened

to have a look at his shooting coat. Now, I had not

long before given him a very nice Enghsh hunting coat

that 1 had brought over with me for my own use. 'Why
don't you wear that Enghsh coat—the corduroy that you
used ro like when we w^ere up in Canada?' I asked hiui,

for i knew he liked that coat and had always worn it

when he was out with the dogs there. He did not make
any answer to my question, and I spoke again to him
a moment later.

" 'Why don't you wear the old corudroy I gave you?'

I asked again. Still he did not answer, but bent down
low over his work, so that I could not see his face. 1

thought something, was wrong with him and J
said:

'Davidson, man, what's gone wrong? Is anything the

matter?'

"He raised his face and looked up at me. There were
big tears standing on his cheek,s. He could hardly

speak at all, but at length he said: 'Mr. Plum, sir, the

truth is, I buried old Grouse in that coat. He knew and
liked it, and I wanted to do the best I could.'

"Well, I think he came near to doing the be.st that

any man could."
Mr. Plum did not tell his second story immediately

after his first, but this is what it was when he did tell it:

"I was out at Cheyenne, one time," said he, "ani} there

were a lot of cow men in there at the tim.e. Yrou know
what a center that city is for the cow trade. Well, it

happened that we had out there Mr. Moreton Frewen,
You have read of him; he married a sister of Lady Ran^
dolph Churchill, one of the lovely Jerome sisters, and
he has later attained a lot of prominence in English poli-

tics, as you know. Well, Frewen was out in Wyoming
looking for a chance to make a barrel of money in the

cattle business, and he was having plenty of help from
local sources by way of advice and liberal offers to turn

over all sorts of cow propositions. You know how all

that is on the range. '

. .

"In the course of events we had a little banquet at the

Cheyenne Club, which perhaps you know is just about as

good a layout as you can get in New York. You ineet

all sorts of money and all sorts of good fellows there,

and it is not a place for a man to go if he expects some-
thing crude. We had a good dinner and a lot of good
speeches. I think I shall always remember one, and
that was made by an Irishman named Plunkett, a bright

sort of fellow who was always welcome at the speech-
making stage. It was Plunkett who made what. we might
call the formal address of welcome to the visitors. He
stuttered a little in his speech and this made him all. the

more funny. <

" 'W-w-we w-welcome you, g-gentlemen,' said he, 't-to

America. Am-m-merica is the greatest land on e-earth,

W-we w-welcome here all the p-p-peoples of the earth.

W-we w-welcome the F-Frenchman, the Z-Z-Zulu, the

S-S-Spaniard, even the Irishman. W-\ye w-welcome the

C-C-C-hinaman, h-h-humble as he is. W-we w-welcome
the Austrahan to these b-b-broad acres of the w-w-wind-
s-swept p-p-plains. We w-w-welcome y-you all to

th-this land of p-plenty. Ab-b-bove all, and w-w-with
esp-p-pecial f-f-fervor, d-do w-we w-welcome here to-

night, as alw-w-ways, the E-E-EngHshm-m-man, because
he c-comes here to p-p-pay us t-t-thirty d-d-doUars for

our tw-tw-tw-twenty d-d-dollar cows.' '2 •

'

"Frewen sat solemn as an owl through it all, but'We
had reason to suspect that he did a little thinking over
this 'address of welcome.'" "

Galveston.

Galveston! Ah, Galveston! What shall the men of the

Northwest say for Galveston? Very little that can fit

such a case. Yet a sportsman, as well as a business
man, may take out his pvirse, take off his hat arid hold
out his hand.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

North Carolina Coast Game.
Wanchese, Dare County, N. C.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream.\ The bay bird shooting has not been as good
along the Carolina coast this summer and fall as u.sual, on
account of the exceeding dry weather, but it has been
better down here in Dare county than up at Currituck. 1

have been stopping with Capt. M. D. Hayman, of this

place, and made some good bags. I find for large yel-

low-legs, plover and dowitchers April and May are best

months. It is very pleasant shooting there, and I know
of no place where one can obtain better sport in this

line. This is also an excellent place for wild goose shoot-

ing, and very good for redheads and broadbills. They
have to be shot from a battery, however, and this county
demands a license tax. of $20 for, non-residents. There
is no license tax required for bay 'bird shooting nor wild

goose shooting from the islands in the sound. Capt.

Hayman has a fine lot of wild geese (live decoys), and
also battery, redhead, brant, broadbill decoys, etc. T

think perhaps the black brant shooting is better here

than any other point along the coast—I refer to Dare
county—and the Captain uses a large house boat and
follows them up.

Trout (yellow fin) and salmon or spotted trOUt (both
salt water fish) are plentiful now and make keen Sport
for the fisherman.

Sharks have been unusually saucy this summer, and
while no men have been eaten by them, some have had
very narrow escapes. Capt. James Hobbs, of Kitty
Hawk, was driving some cattle along the ocean side. A
young call among them took to the water and was imme-
diately devoured by a large shark. The only case in

which a man was ever known to be eaten by a shark
along this coast occurred at Nag's Head about fifteen

years ago, but I really think there are "man eater.s" here
at times.

The quail crop is a large one. The season was never
more favorable.

Wild celery in Currituck Sound is so abundant that

one can hardly propel a boat on its waters, and we should
have fine duck shooting there this season.
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W. H. Bray, of CurJ-ituck, and L. R, White, oi Cof-
lolla, are the only houses who take sportsmen. Most
of the property is owned by clubs..

Some fine strings of large-mouth black bass have been
taken from the fresh ponds at Nag's Head this summer,
one weighing 11^ pounds.
Any brother sportsman desiring live wild geese for

decoys will do well to write Capt. M. D. Hayman, Wan-
chese, as he has one of the finest lots I ever saw. I

shall be very glad to see "American Wildfowl and How
to Take Them," by Mr. Grinnell. I always enjoy his

articles and know this will be instructive as well as in-

teresting reading matter. "How to Take Them" is what
vvc all w-ant to know.

More Anon.

The Tsar as a Htinter.

Russia, by reason of its immense extent and com-
paratively small population, offers a magnificent variety

of sport, says a writer in Pearson's Magazine. The
woods of Gatschina, owing to their vicinity to St. Peters-

burg, are, however, ususally the scene of the biggest

battues given by the Emperor. These estates are sur-

rounded by a high wall, and are further separated from
the road outside by a ditch. Drawbridges guarded by
picked Cossacks give entrance to this imperial residence.

The woods about it, though often heavily shot, are

crowded with game.
But perhaps the Tsar prefers the harder and more

toilsome days spent in the forests of Bialowiege, not
far fronl'^Hinsk, to the south of Moscow. Here an early

start is"thc order of the day, and by 8 o'clock the whole
party have left the Castle behind them. This country
seat was built some years ago by the Emperor Alexander
II f. It is the rule on such occasions to breakfast in the
forest, and at these breakfasts the Empress is often pres-

ent, seated on the Emperors right. This is no new
fashion, for the Dowager Empress used to accompany
the late Tsar, taking her children and attendants with her.

Game abounds in these royal preserves of Bialowiege,
the list including stags, elk, wild boars, and. rarest of

all, the bison. No one, except the Tsar and his guests,

ever penetrates these ancient forests, where a tree is

never cut.

Another reason is the fear that the bison (the bison of

Europe, the aiu'ochs, in fact) is in considerable danger
uf becoming extinct. W"ith the exception of the Cau-
casian mountains, they are at the present day to be
found nowhere else except in these forests, and here they
arc shot but once in three years. Last year a hundred
were killed, the best having a fine head, This one was
shot by the Emperor himself, and Gen, Richter brought
down another line specimen. None l.iut bulls are shot—
io hre at a cow is a crime much'on a level with .shooting

a lo.K in a hunting country.
'

The stags in tliese wood^5 are splendidly grown and
very numerous. Four hundred Were shot in a few days
last year.

Since the Tsar has broached tile idea of di.sarinanient,

it is .<!aid that his views on spurt hjivc undci-g'olic a Con-
siderable modification.

Oil the Rail Ground.

MiLFORD, Conn.. Sept, 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The rail shooting here last week was quite good, and
although the bags made were not large, they were enough
to give a very pleasant day's sport.

With a companion I went out on the river on Monday,
starting at 11 o'clock, and working for two hours. He
killed fort3'-three rail and an English snipe, while I got
forty-four rail and a black duck. Three other boats were
out, one of which got thirty, one nineteen and the other

fourteen. The odd thing about the shoot is that my friend

lost one crippled bird, while by some accident I neither

missed nor lost a bird during the day. If his cripple had
been recovered, we would each have brought in forty-

five birds.

The English snipe got up from the edge of the meadow
near my friend's boat, and he killed it very promptly.
The black duck came froin up the river when the two
boats were close together and happened to turn to my
side. I had slipped a No. 8 cartridge into the left barrel

some time before on the chance of seeing a duck, and
although the bird was a long way off, the shot was heavy
enough to bring him down. The day was cool, clear and
with a good southwest wind, and the tide was excellent;

not a high tide to be sure, but a good one.

Most of the seed has fallen from the wild rice, and the

grass is beaten down by the passage of the boats over it.-

Incog.

A Watch for Mr. Hunt.

Office of the Mass.\chusetts Fish and Game Puo-
TKCTivE Association, 5 Park Square. Boston, Sept. 17.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: A meeting of the Executive
Committee was held a few evenings since at the Copley
Square Hotel. Representative Harry Draper Htmt, of

North Attleboro, was present as a guest, and was pre-

sented with a handsome, hunting case gold watch by the

committee as a token of appreciation of his disinterested

efforts to secure the passage of the bird bill last winter.

Chairman Kinne3' presided, and the presentation speech
was made by Heman S. Fay, Esq., of Marlborough. Mr.
Hunt, in a few well-chosen words, expressed his gratitude

for the gift, and his determination to continue his labors

in behalf of sportsmen's interests whenever ^his assistance

may be needed.
It was owing to the generosity of our chairman that

the committee was enabled in this manner to recognize

tlic valuable services of Representative Hunt.
Henry H. Kimbalx.,. See'y.

Fall Fish hut No Birdis.

Bayville, N. J., Sept. 12.—The large fall fish are biting

freely this week in the bay. There are no bay birds fly-

ing—in fact, they have never been known to be as scarce

as now. Herb.

^0 the list of good things in Woodcraft in our adv. cols.

Where to Hold on a Moose.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I would like to hear the opinions expressed in Forest

AND Stream as to where is the best place to shoot a

moose—that is, to inake an instantaneous kill. Let opin-

ions be expressed on these three shots : ist, directly

facing you; 2d, side shot, and, 3d, going away from you.

In regard to the first, I say place your bullet directly

in "the center of the chest a little above the brisket.

2d. Put your btdlet in the middle of the neck just for-

ward of his shoulders or behind the ear. 3d. In the

center of the rump. This last shot seems to have a

terrific effect on an animal. These are my opinions;

now let us hear from others on the subject who "have

been there."

It may interest you to hear that the game wardens at

Kineo are going to keep a sharp lookout for early moose
hunters this year, and already they have caught one man.
This fellow shot and killed a bull moose on Northeast

Carry. Warden Nicholes caught him. He was fined

$500 and taken to Bangor to be imprisoned for thirty

days. This ought to be thought of by men who think
of killing moose in Maine before Oct. 15.

There are several large bulls left in Maine, and I will

try my - luck on Oct. 15. I know where they are, and
hope to get a big head. Snowshoe.

m mid ^iver ^istjing.

A Time-Honored Institution,

BY C. H. HOOPER.

From time immemorial our family has "gone fishing"

on Dominion Day. The custom dates back so far that

even tradition as to its origin has been lost, but still one
can see some members of the family religiously carrying
huge lunch baskets and fishing rods, tackle and worms
down to the wharf and chartering the family row boat,

launch forth upon the turbid waters of Hamilton Bay.
That there are no fish in the bay matters nothing at all

to Us, fof have We not always "gone fishing" on this day
each year, and should we abandon such a hoary custom
for the trivial reason that the fish have long since dis-

appeared? Perish the thought. As we always have fished

here on Dominion Day, so surely we always shall, as

long as there is an abit^-bodied member of the family
left to keep Up the custom. In fact we look upon it al-

most in the light of a religious rite.

Far back in the archive.^ of the Hamilton Prehistoric
Society are to be found authentic records of genuine fi.sh

having really been captured in Hamilton Bay. The in-

formation, I. believe, was discovered ui)on a piece of

Indian pottery and was (Iccipliercd after much trouble,

but is not gcnel'alb' believed to be true.

It is also rUuiofcd that iiu almost perfect specimen of

the gentls "mudcat,'' preserved in alcohol, is on exhibi-
tion in tlic society's nuisetim upon spedal occasions.
This Specimen is supposed to have been caught by one
Land (the earlit.-^t settlor), and to have been the last

its race. Certainly there may have been fish here in

the pre-glaciai age, or perhaps the ttioUnd builders may
have seen them, but that is nothing to tls. Nowhere in

the verbal injunctions handed down in the family for

decades and almost centuries is any mention of fish

or catching fish. We simply "go fishing," and that ends
our duty.

Now, last Dominion Day, there being onlj^ my father
and myself at home, it naturally fell upon us to uphold
the honor of the family, so packing up the usual ample
luncheon and .shouldering our rods we started for the
wharf.
Arriving at the water, we discovered the boatman evi-

dently expecting us, He was a white-haired centenarian
and reminded me of Charon. Probably he had served my
grandfather and great-grandfather with the same ante-
diluvian "horse trough" that he brought around for our
use. So many penknives and fish hooks had been
dropped down between the bottom of the boat and the
footboards that the space was quite choked up with
them. This gave me an idea of its long service.

At last we were afloat, and deciding that the Apple-
garth Creek was as good a place for fishing as any we
rowed across to its and commenced trolling.

On the way we met several fishermen, mostly in the

sere and yellow, patiently gazing at their motionless
lloats on the greasy water. Their conversation consisted
principally of old tales and traditions handed down from
father to son, relating to "pike as long as your arm" and
mythical bass long ago galhered to their fathers. A gen-
erally peaceful feeling reigned over the scene—no splash-

ing or changing of bait could be seen, as bait once on the

hook remained intact until taken off at the close of the

day.

The Hamilton guide books inform us that "perch and
sunfish" "are to be caught" in the bay. This is mis-
leading, but the addition of one word wotdd set things
straight, thus: "Perch and sunfish are yet to be caught
in Hamilton Bay."
But still there are some stubborn people who iish here

with the firm conviction that they will succeed in captur-

ing something. I suppose it is bred in them, coming as

they do from a long line of fishermen. Most of them,
however, I was glad to see fished from a sense of duty,

like ourselves, to keep up the honor of the town, without
any absurd notion of bringing away any spoils.

It is certainly great sport trolling, to feel the rod trem-
ble as the spoon revolves and flashes in the sun; then the

gentle excitment of catching a weed and having to stop

to free the spoon. This happened on an average of once
in two minutes.
Thus we beguiled the morning. I noticed about 11

A. M. that we were beconn"ng a brilliant copper color
under the fierce heat, but did not pay much attention to

it then. Of course it was hot; it always is hot here on
Dominion- Day, especially when the water is like glass

and a thick scum rises to the surface and steams under
the fierce rays of heat. After thoroughly whipping the

creek from source to mouth, we decided to have lunch,

and as I had brought my camera to take some views of

the "fishing" for posterity to gaze at we landed on the

nearest bank and mipacked the luneh and some bottles,

the contents of which always cheer and also inebriate if

taken in proper quantities. But the lunch, like the fish-

ing, was a failure. We were not hungry, and a cow came
and bothered us, and a melancholy rustic insisted on re-

lating to us a number of uninteresting family affairs. Al-

together we were disgusted, and decided that photog-
raphy was impossible under the circumstances. How-
ever, the bottles cheered us a little and gave us enough
interest in life to commence fishing again. We de-

termined to "still-fish" in the Dundas Canal.

This canal is a rather picturesque place when it isn't

hot, but it nearly always is hot. It extends from the

bay, a matter of six miles, up to Dundas and is bordered
on both sides by miles of marsh, reeds and wild rice.

The guide book is again misleading here. It states that

"ducks abound here." The ducks of course only exist in

the imagination of the would- be sportsmen who flock here

in myriads on the first day of each September.
I was once foolish enough to come here duck hunting.

It was of course on the first, as it seems "maladroit" to

come at any other time. We were well provided with

shells loaded with BB and buckshot, and had lots of grub

and decoys. The grub was the only thing we did not

bring back intact. The shells' we took were regular in-,

stitution.s, as we had borrowed them from a friend who
was unable to attend the annual hunt. Many the weary
mile they had traveled, having made many journeys to

the marsh and returned. They had lasted many genera-

tions intact, and I suppose will last many more.

On that particular morning the marsh had its usual

number of hunters—they averaged about one to every 20

yards of marsh and were armed with every known variety

of "fire irons," from Greener guns to matchlocks and'

fuses. '

„ , ,

The "game" that morning was phenomenally plentiful^

as a large heron flew over the entire line of guns at a

height of about 700 yards from the gauntlet of them all

—and safely. It was wonderful to see each sportsman

arise as the heron sailed over him, and straightening his

stiffened joints and balancing himself in his punt, pour

into th'e game two charges of all sorts of missies, from

iron pot legs to snipe shot. But still the heron sailed on.

Many of the shells naturally missed fire; as they had so

long been reserved for this momentous occasion they

had lo.st their virtue, so it became an interesting matter

of conjecture as to which sportsman would get off his

gun safely. There was in fact quite a rivalry among us

on this subject, and quite a number of bets were ex-

changed. Some managed to discharge one barrel, and

those fortunate ones who got off both were mildly

cheered. The firing rerninded me of a military regiment

performing a "feu-dc-joie."

Every conceivable kind of report was to be heard.

Ah, it was an inspiring sight, and the air was dark with

metal for hours afterward, many putting up umbrellas

to save their hats. And the heron—well, he gave a kind

of apologetic cough fof all tlte trouble he had caused,

but he won't return. ,
,

But to hark back. In the afternoon we had quite a

shock. For one brief instant I almost thought I had a

bite. Of course it wasn't. Such a thing woidd be

against all history, but while it lasted it was madly ex--

citing. Just imagine the feelings of an astronomer who
for years has gazed at the sky as his father and grand-

father have done before him. Suddenly he sees the long

lost comet! These would have been my feelings if any-

thing so mildly impossible as a fish had fouled my line.

With this one break in the general monotony we spent

the long, still, scorching afternoon, and at exactly 6

P. M. pulled up "the anchor and rowed to the wharf. By
this time we were simply parboiled, and face, hands and

arms were extremely painful. Our Charon^ asked his

usual question. "Have you caught anything?" for prob-

ably the hundredth time, and we as usual answered.

"No." What the result would have been if we had ,said

"Yes" is too dreadful to contemplate. Of course, he

would have instantly succumbed. At last we arrived at

home, more dead than alive, scorched and burned bej^ond

recognition. It took weeks for us to recover from this

outing. Still we had kept up the custom at all costs.

We had that much satisfaction out of the affair; but when
next Dominion Day arrives I sincerely hope some other

members of the family may undertake to keep up the

ancient rite. I could not survive another.

HAmLTON, Ont.

The Salt Water League,

The regular monthly meeting of the Protective League

of Salt Water Fishernien was held on Sept. 17 at WalFs'

Hotel, 106 West Thirty-first street, New York, President

Theodore Biedinger presiding. There was an appreciable

increase in attendance over former meetings, and earnest

attention was paid to the proceedings. The reports of the

various officers and committees showed favorable progress.

A letter was read from a Jamaica Bay fisherman, calling

attention to the illegal netting going on at that place. He
gave the name of a netter who is hauling his nets every

day in direct violation of the law, and suggested that the-

League call the attention of the proper authorities to the'

case. It was decided to carry the matter to Chief Pro-

tector Pond.
.

Mr. Hesbach. former game warden of Jamaica Bay,

spoke of the harm done by the nctters in the waters of

Long Island. In Great South Bay nets are so numerous

as to interfere with the sading of boats, and carloads of

fish are shipped to New York which sometimes do not

bring a quarter of ii.eent a pound.

Mr. Charles A. Shriner, former Fish and Game Protec-

tor of New Jersey, addressed the members on the subject

of legislation as applied to fish and game protection. Mr.

Shriner advised the League to limit its efforts to secure

regulation of the net fishing rather than to attempt to

abolish it. He spoke of the difficulties to be encountered

in a fight to drive out so wealthy a corporation as the

.American Fisheries Company, but expressed an opinion

that the net fishermen would willingly compromise. He
recited his experiences as Fish and Game Protector of

New Jersey, when he fought the menha<3en net fishermen

in the courts and defeated them. At the request of the

League, Mr. Shriner has drafted a bill to regltlate the net

fisbing in Ncay York State. At the proper time these
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drafts will be revised in a few minor details and intro-

duced into the Assembly. The provisions of Mr. Shriner's

proposed measures are outlined on another page of this

issue.

At the conclusion of Mr. Shriner's able address, Presi-

dent Bie4in£;er proposed that he be made an honorary
member of the League, and the motion v/as carried amid
much enthusiasm.

Several other speeches were made, all of which called

attention to the need of concerted action on the part of

the members of the League, many of whom appear to be
indilferent to the success of the organization.

The next meeting will be held at Wall's Hotel on Mon-
day, Oct. 15.

The Carp as Food Product of

Illinois Waters.

JHf BY S. P. BARTLETT.

{Read before the Americ.n Fisheries Society.)

I TAKE up this subject with a great deal of hesitancy,

knowing what wide discussion it has caused as to its

merits and demerits, particularly its demerits, and that

the consensus of opinion may be opposed to mine; and
who am I that I should attempt to refute such varied
authority? But permit me modestly to preface my re-

marks by .saying that I deal with the results of carp
lilanting in Illinois waters alone. Here I know whereof I

affirm, and I base my statements upon my experience
only, and with profound deference to the opinions of those
who may have reason to differ with me.

,
Without egotism, I think I can safely say that few

men in Illinois have a more general knowledge of the

waters of the State than I have acquired. Tweut\'-fuur
years of active work in the Fish Commissions have taught
me many lessons, and more than once I have been con-
vinced that I have been all kinds of crank in that time.

The deductions of to-day may be diametrically opposed
to those of twenty years ago, made under similar
conditions, but with less experience to guide. From
the investigations and experiments of the \arious
Fish Commissions ha^-c come many practical results, not
the least among which has been the introduction of the
German carp. After the United States Fish Commission
had increased its output of these fishes to an extent
sufficient to give carload lots to the different States, I

was instrumental in securing a carload for Illinois, and
accompanied the car to the various ix)ints where the plants
were made, and from these plants has come one of the
largest factors in the yearly product of the waters of the
State.

It would not be worth while to record here the flood
of criticism that followed the introduction of this foreigner
into Illinois waters. This is now only a bit of ancient
history, seldom revived. I need only say that the press
generally throughout the State made a vigorous "kick"
against it, and legislation with a view to Hmiting the dis-

tribution was attempted. Yet, while at first I may have
had doubts as to the utility of the plant, I stood my
ground, perforce, and defended the attacks against it.

Public prejudice was largely augmented by the non-suc-
cess of the many who attennpted pond culture of carp
under conditions which would have made any different
results impossible. 1 he idea seemed to prevail that any-
thing would do for carp, and, starting with this premise,
there were at one time 600 carp ponds in the State, which
consisted chiefly of holes in the ground filled Mnth surface
water, devoted not to the carp alone, but free to every-
thing else on the farm—horses, hogs, chickens, ducks and
geese; and while even then some carp lived and grew, it

may be imagined that they were hardly fair samples of
their kind; and, added, to these disadvantages, they were
taken out for use regardless of conditions, at spawning
time, and when cooked were naturally pronounced unfit
for food. A few, practical enough to give them an even
chance with other farm products, by supplying conditions
favorable to the best results, did well with them, and were
well satisfied with their i-eward : but the experience oi'

the many was made the criterion of success, and carp
culture on the farm 'was voted a practical failure. The
ponds made for them gradually broke down, and the carp
were carried through the creeks to the rivers and lakes,
and here began their career of use and benefit.

For a great many years previous, on both the Illinois
and Mississippi rivers, it had been the practice of fisher-
men and farmers in the spring of the year, when the
buffalo fish "rolled," to take them by shooting, spearing
or with pitchforks, and, packing them in sugar hogs-
heads, they were shipped by river to St. Louis and other
markets. Those that remained good were sold, the soft
and tainted thrown away. The net results w'ere. perhaps,
from one-half to one and one-half cents per pound to the
shipper, and a loss to the community at large of thousands
of pounds of good fish. This improvidence continued, and
up to 1880 the output had constantly decreased, until, from
the best information we could obtain, only about one
million pounds of buffalo fish were taken on the Illinois
River in the season. They were simply "killing the goose
that laid the golden egg." Taking the buffalo at spawning
time, they destroyed not only the stock, but the increase
as well, imtil the waters were practically depleted. This
being the condition of things at the time of the introduc-
tion of the carp, it but remains to show how they improved
their opportunity and became a valuable auxiliary to the
supply of coarse fishes. For several years the carp w^ere
caught, but, having a bad name, the fishermen would
have none of them, and they. were thrown back into the
water. This, as it proved, was fortunate, for they grew
and multiplied, and the fisherm.en finally awoke to ihe
fact that there was a practically unlimited market for
them in the East, at good paying prices and began to
utilize them. Year, after year the catch of carp had
increased, until careful estimates show that 600 carloads
of them were slripped East last season from different
points on the Illinois River alone. The preiudice ''against
the fish as food had gradually disappeared in this Slate,
until now it is found in the fish markets of every town
and village, and on the tables of almost every hotel and
re=^'^aurant in the surrounding country.
For years, and seemingly to my misfortune. I was held

responsible for the introduction and defense of this much

maligned fish, and I have had plenty of newspaper
notoriety as its advocate; but I have emerged from it

triumphant, as it is to-day the universal opinion of every
responsible fish dealer on the Illinois River that the carp

was the best gift ever made by the United Siates Fish

Commission to the people of the State.

There are natural reasons why the carp should be pelnti-

ful in the waters of our Slate. Not to take too much
time, I will briefly say that the Illinois River, with its

bottom lands frequently covering fifteen miles from bluff

to bluff", abounds in low, flat lakes, into which the fish

go with the overfiows of the nver, which occur several

vnnes a year. The water of these lakes becomes very
warm, yet there is sufficient depth to prevent bad re-

sults, and here the carp tlu'ive. and from these lakes they
are taken for market. The catches are so great as to

savor strongly of the traditional "fish scory," 25 000
pounds at a haul being not at all infrequent, and some
catches have been made that would sound almost fabulous.

I append herewith a statement or report oi the Illinois

River Fishermen's Association, which will give some idea

of the financial value of this product to the towns along
the river; and when it is considered that very many of

the inhabitants of these towns depend upon the fishing

industry for a living, the benefit of this replenishment of

these almost depleted waters may be understood and
appreciated.

Peoria, for instance, ships about two carloads of carp
daily during the height of the season. They are packed
in boxes holding 150 pounds net of fish. The fish are

packed in' ice and then placed in refrigerator cars, and
not infrequently the fish still show signs of lite on their

arrival in New York, to wdiich point most of them are
shipped. Unlike the buffalo, which must be dressed and
l)acked in ice for shipment, the carp are shipped "in the

rough"—that is, just as taken from the water, with
absolutely no loss or shrinkage from the seine to the

dealer, its admirable keeping qualities preserving its edible

value perfectly.

At .several points on the Illinois River holding or live

pens have been prepared for storing the carp until -the

market or the dealer is ready for them. Notable among
these storage pens is one owned by Mr. John Schulte.

The lake in which it is built is six miles long, and
averages one-half mile in width. Within this lake he
has built a large inclosure, and the ii,sh taken during
the hot months are put into it and kept until the market
is right, when they are taken out and packed for ship-

ment. Mr, Schulte permits me to give one; instance show-
ing the results, financially, of a catch made by himself.

The owner of a mill pond wished to have the carp
taken out of it, and gave Mr. Schulte the privilege of

taking them. Mr. Schulte showed me * a check for

$1,080.35 as the net result of the carload he took froin

that pond.
Buyers from New York houses are stationed at different

points on the Illinois River all the time, and readily

take all that is oft'ercd, just as it comes from the water, at

a net price.

I give herewith a couple of letters received in reply to

my questions as to the value of carp

:

Peoria, 111., Dec. 17, i8g8.—Hon. S. P. Bartlett, Supt.

U. S. Fish Commission, Quincy, 111. Dear Sir: In an-

sw'er to your question as to my opinion of carp, will

say, as I have often said, that the carp is the bread-
winner of the fishermen, and is a cheap food fish in big
demand in New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago.
The prejudice against the carp here at home does not

apply abroad. Instead of carp being unfit to eat, scaven-
gers liviug on anj'thing and everything, devouring the
spawn of fine fish, etc., they arc a fish of fair flavor for

eating purposes ; do not eat other than vegetable matter,

such as grass, flag roots, moss, etc., and never eat the

spawn of other fish as the black bass does. Often I have
heard it said that the carp was driving the fine fish out
of the river. This is also far from the truth, as the
carp lives in harmony with all kinds of fine fish. The
only fish that does not seem to like the carp is the buffalo,

and that is because carp are too lively for them, and
they camiot stand the jumping about of the carp, but if

the buffalo have become scarcer we have their cousin—the

carp—to take their place.

In our dealings with our customers since the buffalo

have become scarce, in filling our dressed fish orders, we
have had to substitute carp for buffalo very often'. At
first there was great complaint, and orders often read,

"Don't send me carp if you have no buft'alo." We kept on.

however, substituting, and now many of the dealers who
were so strongly prejudiced against carp order buft'alo

or carp, and many huxc written us to the effect that the

people like them since they have given them a trial.

In summing up this carp question it can be truthfully

said that the general opinion of the public on .the ques-
tion is purely imagination, and has no foundation in

fact, and the best evidence of this is the wonderful de-
mand for Illinois River carp from Eastern markets, where
they are sold for Illinois River carp, and not canned for

"salmon," as many people believe. Most respectfully

yours, M. D. Hurley,
President Illinni'= Fishermen's Association.

ful now than they h*vc hma before f0r years, and con-

stantly increasing; s© are the earp.. There would seem
to be no need for me to say more in refutation of the oft-

repeated charge that carp destroy the bass and kindred

fishes.

I repeat, I am dealing only with what I know, and
what I say applies only in Illinois waters. Possibly, in

Other places, earp may exhibit cannibalistic and mur-
derous tendencies, but here they get down to business

and make money, food and friends.

Havana. 111.. Dec. 21, 1898.—S. P. Bartlett, Supt. U. S.

Fish Commission, Quincy, 111. Dear Sir : You ask me as

to cron of German carp, and my opinion of their value.

As to the crop of j^oung carp this season, will f«iy that

there is an enormous lot of them, and by next August
they will be good marketable fish, weighing froin 3 to 5
ponuds each.

The Fish Commission did a good thing when they in-

troduced the German carp in Illinois River. Carp are
in great demand and a ready sale. There is more demand
for German carp than, for all other fish taken from our
rivers combined.
From the information I get, as an official of tte?

Illinois River Fishermen's Association, from all points
along the river, the earn have brought more money than
the catch, nf all other of our fishes combined. Long live
the carp. Yotirs respectfullJ^ John A. ScHtixTE.
From a .commercial standpoint, theii, there can no

longer be jxny doubt as to the growing ponularitj- of the
carp, and as to one other alleged point against thern. T
would only say that their introduction has not in anv
way lessened the angler's chances. Bass are more plenti-

Canadian Angling Notes.
An unusual number of American anglers are at pres-

ent in the Lake St. John district. The ouananiche sea-

son, which closes to-morrow, has been a very successful

one, and there is every reason to anticipate a constant

improvement in this sport, now that the Roberval hatch-

ery has proved itself a success. Another very_ large lot

bf fry has again been planted from this institution. The
sport on the trout streams is now at about its best. Last

week it was very good, but on the lakes the larger fish

were not rising, on account of the warmth oi the water.

The frost of the last few nights has lowered the tempera-

ture of the water, and now the large fish are rising more
freely. A son of Mayor Parent, of Quebec, killed three

brook trout on one cast in the Ouiatchouan River a few

daj's ago that weighed respectively 4 pounds, 2^4 pounds

and I pound.
Large fish are now also being taken in the Jeannotte,

the outlet of Lake Edward. Among those who have

fished it this week are L. N. Joncas and Senator Paquet,

of Quebec, and Carlo Smith, of the Elgin w^atch works,

Elgin, 111,

Mr. George E. Hart, of Waterbury, and Mr. Gordon
Burnham, of New York, have taken some large trout

out of Lac des Passes, on the Triton tract, and are now-

doing the same thing at Lac des Commissaire, on the

Nonantum. Club limits. They have been joined on the

latter waters by Messrs. F. S. Bradley, of New Haven;
Mr. Brown, president of the club; Mr. Thompson, treas-

urer, and Mr. H. Beck, of New York.

Judge Kellogg and Mi". H, Chase, of Waterbury. have

gone to the Metabetchouan Club, at Lake Kikisink.

vVmong others who have lately enjoyed good sport there

are William C. Lincoln, of Pittsburg, and C. M. Cal-

houn and W. C. Bryant and wife, of Bridgeport.

.Messrs. Amo;; R. Little and Chas. W. Ogden, of Phil-

adelphia, and E. P. Ricker, of Poland Springs, have been

enioying the fishing on the limits oi the Penn Fish a:nd

Game Club, and Mr. E. W. Brewer, of Springfield, Mass..

president of the Amabalish Club, went up to-day to his

club waters, accompanied by his son and a party of

friends.

Un the Triton and Tourilli tracts there are at least a

hundred visiting sportsmen. Rev. Paul Van Dyke and

Judge Swavnc, of Toledo, O.. are among recent visitors

at the Triton, while among those on the Tourilli are

John L. Holcomb. vice-president of the Phoenix Insur-

ance Co.. of Hartford; P. A. Rawlings, of New York;

Hon. Lyman D. Gilbert, of Harrisburg, and David T,

Watson, of Pittsburg.
E. T. D. Chambers.

Qup.BEC, Sept. 15.

My First Fly.

As one advances in age and is unable by weight of

years or otherwise to indulge in sports most enjoyed in

bovhood, the mind seems to revert and memory to re-

call incidents of those early years. Recently, while smok -

ing my evening pipe, my memory went back to the day

in the long ago and tlie circumstances under which I

acquired my first fly.

A gentleman from a manufacturing town m the btate

of Massachusetts was in company with my father visiting

the farmers of mv native town for the purchase of wool.

As I remember it was in the month of June, 1836. Brook

trout were in season. This gentleman was on a certain

day an unexpected guest at dinner. My mother was

preparing the best meal she could at short notice, when

I arrived with a handsome string of trout, the result ot

a morning spent at a nearby brook. My arrival was op-

portune, for while the food supply was abundant the

varietv was limited. A short time was required to pre-

pare those .trout for the frying pan, from which they

went smoking hot to the table. This was a surprise dish

and fo-und favor, with the guest, drawing from him an

inquirv from whence they came. He was told that the

boy had caught them in a brook not far remote. He then

asked to see tlie boy, who, though hardly presentable in

his fishing clothing, came forward, wdien in substance

the following colloquv ensued. I was asked if I was the

lad who had caught the trout, and how I caught them,

T replied with hook and line.

"Did you use a fly?" , ^ -

"No, sir; we use bait;- never heard of fly bait; use hop-

pers sometimes, but mostly angle dogs."

".A.nd what are angle dogs?"
"Why. just fish worms that we find in compost heaps

or in muck in the meadow pasture."

"T fish for trout sometimes, and with a fly."

"You could catch no trout about here with fly bait:

flies are too small—wouldn't stay on the hook."

"I don't mean common house flies, but artificial flies

are what I use."
T had never before heard of artificial flics and evidently

indicated a doubt as to whether tlie gentleman was

speaking in parables or otherwise, but finally said. "I have

iiCA-er seen an artificial fly." and was in doubt if the

gentleman meant what he said. Calling me to his side

he took from his pocket a memorandum book, and from

between its leaves produced a snelled hook, around the

herd of which was wrapoed a crimson substance bound
with a narrow strip of gilt thread, with an attachiuent of

a pair of crimson wings, and said: "This is an artt-

ftclal flv." I had never seen a fly in any wise resembling

it. and" asked; "Can you catch trout with that?" He
said "Yes"; but I shook my head in doubt, saying; "I

do not think the trout in our brooks will bite at that

You can> fasten any sinker on that horse hair tied to

the hook." _ . . u
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"I don't require any sinker."

"Then how do you make it sink?"
"I don't sink the fly, just drop it gently on the water

and skip it along the surface; the fish comes up and takes

it in his moulh, when by a slight movement of the wrist

the fish is hooked."
I was deeply interested and desired to possess an arti-

ficial fiy, that I might experiment in this novel mode of

fishing. I was made happy when this gentleman made a

present to me of the fly with the request that I try it and
report to him the result when he should come again.

I accepted w-ith thanks and promised to comply with his

request. He took his departure soon thereafter, and
within thirty minutes I had that fly hook with a 6-ounce
trout attached Inmg in a willow branch at least 15 feet

above the surface of the stream. All anglers know that

a fly treated tlius is not likely to be of service long. This
one was no e.xception. Within a week from date of its

presentation my artistic red ant had resolved itself into

a naked hook with a broken snell.

Septuagenarian.
St. Louis^ Mo,

ANGLING NOTES.

Fish Applications.

The State of New York distributes through the Com-
mission various kinds of fish free to all applicants who
desire to plant the fish in suitable public waters. The
applicants have only to fill out a blank form, answering
certain questions as to conditions of water and fish food,

and the fish asked for are generally sent to the railroad

station nearest to the water in which it is desired that

the fish should be planted. I say the fish are- "generally

sent," and this qualification means that sometimes fish

are asked for that the State docs not propagate, or the

waters may be unsuitable for the fish desired, or the sup-
ply of certain species may fail in some years.

The State Fishculturist has just prepared a circular

letter to be sent out with each blank application, making
a very reasonable request of all who fill out applications

for State fish. The circtilar reads as follows:

State of New York, Forest, Fish and Game Commission. Albany,
N. Y., Aug^. 23.—Every application VilanJc furnished by this Com-
mission to those who desire fish for planting in public waters
bears a conspicuous notice in red ink which reads as follows:
"^1. B.—A separate application must be used for eacli kind of fish

desired"
'I'liis means if brook, brown and lake trout are applied for, three

blanks must be used, one for each species of trout, and each addi-
tional fish Will require an additional blank.
The Commission will furnish all Ihe fish blanks that may be

desired, but hereafler if more than one species of fish is applied for
on a single blank the application will be ignored.

This request \fss made necessary because applications
have been received by the Forest, Fish and Game Com-
mission asking for two, three and even four different

species of fish on the same blank. It is bad enough to

ask for trout fry and trout fingerlings on the saiue blank,

and even that makes confusion when the application is

entered in the application books in the office at Albany,
though suck an application can be filled, for fry are fur-

nished in the spring and fingerlings in the fall; but when
four kinds of fish are requested on the saiue blank it is

confusion confounded. The fish may have to be supplied
from four different hatching stations, widely separated
and at different seasons of the year, and one blank can-
not be divided into four parts and sent in four different

directions without impairing its usefulness. It is also

bad enough to ask for four species of trout on one blank
which may have to be filled from several hatching sta-

tions; but when trout and pike-perch and black bass and
lobsters are asked for on the same blank the proper place
for the application is the waste basket.

While on this subject, there is another phase of it

other than the one mentioned that I am sure the Com-
mission would like attention called to. and it is embod-
ied in a circular first issued nearly five years ago, and
now forgotien or ignored. The following is a part of
the circular, and it is as much in force now as when it

was first printed and sent out:

All persons who desire to obtain fish or fish fry from the Forest,
Fish and Game Commission, for planting in public waters of the
State, for under no circumstances are fish furnished by the Stale
to be planted in private waters, should apply to the Secretary of

the Commission at the oflice in Albany, for blanks to be filled

out for this purpose, at the same time stating the kind or kinds
or fish desired. Three different blanks are furnished—blanks for
t^out, blanks for fish fry (including ail fish furnished by the
Commission, other than trout and black bass), and blanks for
black bass. A separate blank must be filled for each kind of fish

applied for. All applications for trout (including brook, brown,
rainbow and lake trcul), whitefish, ciscoes, Adirondack frostfish
and smelts, must be filed in the office at Albany on or before Feb.
1 each year.
Applications for tomcods must be filed on or before Jan. 1.

Pike-perclr and niascalonge applications may be filed as late as
April 1, and applications for black bas.s as late as May 1.

jNlost of the siiecies of the salmon family reared by the State
spawn in the fall and are hatched Ihe following spring, and are
ready for delivery from March to May, depending upon the
season and the situation of the hs.tchery. The spring spawning
fishes, like the mascalonge, pike-iiercli and b ack bass, may be
delivered in May and June. Applicants for fish are notified in
advance of the shipments of fish assigned to them. Applications
for fish received after Uie dates fixed by the Commission for that
purpose must be rejected tor thai year, as assignments once made
are final. The clerical work of filing applications and assigning
millions of fi;-li is so great that it cannot be reviewed for re-

assignment before distribution begins.

The idea prevails that because trout fry are distributed
in the spring and fingerlings in the autumn that it will

answei every purpose if the applications for fingerlings
are sent in at any time before the distribution takes
place, but such is not the case. With all the applications
on file at the time fixed in the circular, those who have
the distribution in charge know how many fry must be
reserved to be reared to the fingerling age and how
many can be distributed as fry. The number of trout
asked for exceed the number the State has thus far been
able to hatch and rear and applications inust be filled

pro rata. If there was no fixed time when all applica-
tions must be on fi'e the result would be that early appli-
cations wouH be fi'led nearly if not quite in full and
there would be no. fish to fill later applications. When
jll arnlicatiors are i;j at a given time and the reports
from the varintis batclteries are received in Albany about
the same time, it is a simnle matter to make the as»*!gn-

m-en'ts of fry artd set aside a sufficient number to be
reared, alway? allowing for loss in rearing, and if nec-
essary scale the applications so that each shall receive

proper consideration, and a fair distribution will follow.

Until the fish are hatched no one can estimate how many
there will be, even from the stock fish under control at

the hatching stations.

Pike-perch may appear in great numbers at spawning
time, and, as was the case this year, over fifty millions

of fry may be hatched from eighty million's of eggs taken,

or they may fail to appear in numbers and only a few
eggs be taken. Smelt may come into the streams to

spawn, or they may not, as has been the case for two
years, and the fry hatched may be thirty or forty million

or thej^ may amount to only one million. So with trout;

the niunher of ecrgs taken may vaiT greatly, one season
with another, and applications for fish cannot be granted
until it is known whai: the State has to grant; and
when this is known and the fish and apolications are

brought into conjunction, it is smooth sailing to make
the assignments so far as the fish will go. I say so far

as the fish will go. for the applications call for ridicu-

lous numbers of fish. The banner application was one
calling for pike-perch, and had the State been able to

fill it the State fish car wottld have had to make forty-

tw6 trips, each time with a full load of fish, to fill it.

Tt is not at all unusual for an application to call for a

carload of something, which may mean from 500,000 to

T,000.000 fry or Q.ooo yearlings, and each application has
a notice requesting that not more than 500 to 1,000 fin-

gerlings be asked for at one time.

Planting Fish.

In line with what has gone before is the manner of

planting 3'oung fish, and upon this subject the State has
issued another circular, now as much a dead letter as the

one already quoted. The first paragraph of the circular

reads: "Brook, brown, rainbow and Loch Leven trout

should be planted in small spring rivulets tributary to

the larger stream intended to be stoccked. * * * The
fry should be well distributed throughout the length of

the stream (by planting in rivulets, as previously stated),

as by bunching the plant there is danger of exhausting
the food suitable for the young fish."

The directions are plain enough, but how many of

those who plant trout fry take the trouble to follow
them? Recently some one unknown to me sent me a

newspaper clipping and a newspaper illustration. The
illustration shows a man in the act of pouring a can of

trout fry into a big stream near a highway where a
bridge crosses the stream. A team and sleigh stand in

the road near the bridge and three more cans of trout
fry are on the ground near the sleigh, and I assume from
the picture and the text of the letter in the newspaper
clipping that about 20,000 trout fry were turned into

th:s big brawling stream, and the reason for it is appar-
ent from the picture. It was the easiest way to plant
the fish; the highway crossed the stream, and by carry-
ing the cans a few feet the contents of the cans could be
deposited with the least possible trouble and with dis-

patch; and yet it was all wrong, though it was done by
an employee of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission,
who should have known better. If an employee of the
Commission, in the person of a State Game Protector,
provides an example of how fish should not be planted, I

am sure there can be little fault found with those who
are not in the employ of the Commission who may fol-

low his example. True, it; is not one of the duties of a

State Game Protector to plant fish, but when they en-
gage in fish planting they, more than the unofficial citi-

zen, should know the right way to do it and do it prop-
erly. I give an extract from the letter in the clipping:

Stocfchig Streams*

To the Editors of The Herald:
1 wish to call your attention to the reproduction of a photograph

which appeared in the Fost-Standard Sunday, April 8, showing
the Fish and Game Protector planting trout fry.

For many years the State lias spent considerable time and money
attempting to stock the streams of Onondaga county with trout,
and millions of young fish have been planted, yet the question is

asked year after year, "What becomes of all these trout?" It
strikes me that this photograph may explain.
Every person who has had experience in planting trout will be

surprised and horrified when lie gazes upon the photograph of our
protector of fish in the act of murdering trout by the tens of
thousands. The title of the picture shown is "Planting Trout Fry
in Nearby Streams." The picture mentioned shows the protector
deliberately emptying a can of t>.000 trout fry into the main waters
of a large, swilt flowing stream where trout fry could not possibly
survive more than a few hours at the most. Just back are three
more cans, probably containing a total of 15,000 more small trout
waiting their turn for slaughter.
My lov<2 for trout fishing promists me to bring this photograph

to your notice, in order that the State Commissioners of Fisfieries
may not be held responsible because there is no fishing in our
county.
For the benefit of those who are not familiar with trout planting

I will quote in brief from the report of the Fish Commissioners
for 1885, page 149, which is the instructions for transporting and
planting young fish.

Had our protector first acquired information as to how to plant
trout, possibly that photograph would never have appeared in a
daily paper, and the trout fishing would be better in Onondaga
county. A Fisherman.
SvRACUSE, April 10.

There is a prevailing impression that trout fry are of

little use for stocking streams, and when they are duiuped
into a stream such as is shown in the illustration it is

doubtful if many survive. Natural conditions should be
followed as far as possible in planting try, and that means
that the fry should be planted at the sources of the

streams away from fish that will eat them, and they
should be well distributed throughout the small feeders
of the main stream to be stocked, for without food the

fry will not thrive. This manner of planting trout fry

involves hard drives through fields or woods and carry-
iug of cans by hand over considerable distances. When
the planting is well done natural conditions are im-
proved upon, and the results from such planting are
as effective in restocking a stream as though fingerling
trout were planted in the main stream. The State can-
not rear all the trout hatched to the fingerling age, as
it has not enough water at all the hatching stations com-
bined to do 'this, and many trout must of necessity be
planted at the fry stage; but if they are not properly
planted, as the circular of the Commission directs, little

benefit will be derived from the planting. If a thing is

wor k doing at all it is worth doing well, and if people
wish to res'-ock brooks with trout they must do the
work in a manner to brins: about the best results, or
their time and the State's fish are wasted.
What the State Game Protector may have had to sa.v

for himself when he saw his methods photographed and

criticised in print I do not: know; probably nothing, for

there was nothing to sayMia defense of such miserable

fish plant, which simply w'astcd the fish and made friait-

less the effort of the State to restock the water for which
the fish were intended. Had he read the directions for

planting fry, a copy of which he doubtless possessed, he
would have known he was not proceeding in a proper

manner to get the best resirlts from the planting with

which he was intrusted. That he permitted himself to

be photographed in the manner that he was is evidence

that he believed he was doing the proper thing, and
therefore I would advise the anglers' association he rep-

resented to get some one else to take charge of their

fish planting in the future.

Wfaiiefish.

There is another matter that may well be threshed out

here and now, as it is closely allied to what has gone
before. Many of our inland lakes now contain vast

quantities of the very best of food fish that is absolutely

going to waste because they are not used, and I refer to

the whitefish, one of the most delicate of food fishes and

one that will not as a rule take a hook, and therefore, to

be available as food for mankind, must be taken in nets.

The State hatches millions of whitefish, the big lake

wdiitefish as well as the round whitefish or Adirondack
frostfish, and every year a large proportion of the white-

fish hatched are planted in the inland lakes, where they

serve no good purpose, as a rule, except to feed other

fish, and it is extremely doutful if they do not destroy

more food of other fish in the same water, under present

conditions, than is gained by their serving as food them-

selves. This could all be changed if fishermen would

avail themselves of the provisions contained in Section

64 of the Forest, Fish and Game Law, which reads as

follows:
"Frostfish, whitefish, catfish, sunfish, pumpkin seeds,

bullheads, perch, suckers and sturgeon may be taken with

nets from inland lakes not inhabited by trout, pursuant

to rules prescribed by the Commission. Such rules shall

he subject to amendment (fr abrogation at any time and
may be either general or special, and published as the

Commission direc's."

This section of the law, like one or two others,

requires a key before one can understand what the words
actually mean, for on the face of it any waters contain-

ing trout would seem to be exempt from the right to

net. Not so. When ihe key, to be found in Article VII.

under the heading "Definitions and Constructions," is

examined, for there it is exp'a'ned that " "trout' includes

speckled trout, brown trout, rainbow trout, red-throat

trout and brook trout."

"Trout" does not include lake trout, for the next para-

graph states that " ' lake trout,' for the purposes of this

act, includes landlocked salmon and ouananische." I

tried to take that s out of ouananiche when I discovered

it. but it was the law. and being so the word could not

be correctly spelled without an act of the Legislature to

justify it.

With this explanation it will be observed that where
whitefish are found in inland lakes that also contain lake

trout (and do not contain "speckled trout" or "brook
trout," this redundancy of terms to designate the com-
mon brook trout being another of the unaccountable

things in the game law), the former may be taken in

nets. A license is first obtained from the Forest, Fish

and Game Commission and the netter would make a

profit on his catch and the people who buy the fish

would have one of the finest table fishes that swims.

The State hatches whitefish at Canandaigua Lake and
at Hemlock Lake (at other points as well), and in taking

eggs a small proportion of the fish are injured. These
fish and those caught in the meshes of the pounds are

killed and sold to local fish dealers at a small price per

pound, with the understanding that they must be retai'ed

at a fixed price. The demand was so great for the fish

that one dealer sought to corripel th'e State to deliver

to him all the whitefish taken in the nets. Whitefish will

not bear a long journey and arrive in the perfect state

that they are when fresh from the water, but where white-

fish can be netted there vi'M be a local demand that will

exhaust the supply, if one can judge from the experience

of the men who have had State fish from tlie nets.

Brush in Trout Streams,

If those who desire to stock a stream with fingerling

trout will go to a little troub'e in advance of the actual

planting of the 'fish they will do much to preserve the

fish or a portion of them until they have had an oppor-
tunity to spawn. This trouble consists of cutting a quan-
tity of brush and throwing it into the stream to form
hiding places and refuge for the trout. The brush must
be so thick in the water that no hook and line fisherman
can get his bait through it and out again w'th a fish op
the hook, and if the brush is placed in the water green It

.should lie long enough to lose the leaves and become
fixed in the stream. To do this well a considerab'e por-

tion of the ptre^m should be brushed near the head-
waters and the finsterlings. planted where they can avail

theni^elves of the bru'^h refuge, would be ^afe from the

hook and line man and the man w'th a net. and when
thev grow to a greater size and have snawned the trout

w'l! wortc dowr> stream to places where fliey can be
caught, in a legitimate manner, it is to be hn<^pd.

A. N. CiiEXEX".

"Tfie OuVi-^^ of My Life/'

Arefar writes from Auburn. Cak: I have had the "out-
ing of my life." Caught a lo^-nound rainbow trout on
an 8-ounce rod ; also a g-)^, an 8, and two 7^, besides

several and 6 pounders. Also got dticks and snipe

galore after Sent. i. I may be able to give you a short

paper on the subject by and by.

A Pennsylvania S-Pound Bass.

TToNEsnALK. Pa.. Sept. 14.—Mr. Georere W. Cr-^'?';. of
Carbonade. Pa., canttired with a P. & S. troll on T'nir*;-.

day last at York Lake a b'ack bass that mpa-^ur"'^ 22'4
inches in length and weighed jiist 8 pounds. This is

believed to be the largest bass ever taken out of our
fresh-vvater lakes in this vicinity. G, W, L.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST,

Movements of Western Anglers.

Ghicago, III., Sept. 15.—There is quite a little exodus

this week for the muscallunge regions of Wisconsin,

some of our anglers going out for a try at the fall run

of that fish, whose reticence and diffidence in regard to

spoon victuals this past summer has left his reputation

under a cloud. Mayor Carter H. Harrison is keeping up

his reputation as an all-around sportsman by taking a

nm up to Squirrel Lake, near Minocqua, Wis., this week

after muscallunge. This is one of the best 'lunge waters

of that much contested region, or at least it has given

the best account of itself for the past few seasons, though

it has shown nothing very heavy.

Mr. Geo. Murrell and, A. Wolfarth had pretty fair, luck

with the big-mouths at Huntley's Lake, near Lake Villa,

.this week, taking twenty-five nice ones iii one day's

casting. ^ . .

Mr. J. B. Battelle, long of Toledo, O., is this week m
Chicago on business and pays this office a call. He says

that during the month of August he struck, quit work
altogether, and taking his wife went up into Michigan,

in the St. Mary's River country, and had more fun catch-

ing trout than he almost ever did have before. He came
hack in fine fettle and thinks the time well spent.

Mr, Frank Washburn, writing from Cass county, Minn.,

reports muscallunge_ taken at Kabekona Camp of 14}^,

26 and 30 potinds this season.

Back from the Rockies.

President Gi-aham H. Harris, of the Chicago Board oi

Education, returned this week from the long trip in the

Rocky Mountains of which mention was earlier made
m these columns, and was accompanied home by his two
companions, Mr. E. Ellicott, city electrician, and Old
Bill Haskell, who was really the moving spirit of the

party since he was the one who had been out in the

coimtry before and who got his friends to take the trip.

In every way each man camt back pleased down to the

ground. They are all brown as berries and hungry yet

with the real mountain appetite. They went west of the

Yellowstone Park, fished the uppor or north fork o,f the

Snake; also the Madison, the Beaver and other streams

of that region, and during an excursion into the Park
tried the Nez Perce Creek, though with little success,

perhaps because they were too near the Fountain Basin

and the water was too warm so ]ow down. They made
Henry's Lake their center of operations and had many
side trips, shooting ducks, grouse and sage liens and
fishing to their hearts' content. They caught trout up
to 3 or 4 pounds, all they wanted, and had all the shoot-

ing and all the fun they could ask.

Considerable interest was excited among the member-
ship of the Wishininne Club, of which Mr. Harris is an
esteemed member, by a telegram which was received

from him' soon after his arrival in the mountains, and
which was addressed to Dr. Bodine at his office here.

The message asked that one '"hair mattress" be sent ouf

to him at once. It was not considered professional foi

any member of the redoubtable Wishininnes to sleep or

a hair mattress while on a cam])ing trip and there was
grave talk at the daily lunch meetings of trying Mr,
Harris for high crimes and misdemeanors. TThis sub-
ject was brought up delicately to-day in full meeting and
Mr. Harris and Mr. Haskell were both asked to explain
this mattress incident. Mr. Harris said that his telegram
was mistunderstood and that he .«ent for an "air mattress''

and not a "hair mattress," and did not ask to have il

curled, as was at first reported. There was, however,
some very suspicious talk in regard to a couple of pil-

lows which were also said to have been ordered, and un-
less Mr. Harris can explain those pillows he is apt to
rest under a very grave cloud of suspicion and will per-
haps be formally asked at a later meeting to set the mat-
ter right or suffer' summary penalties for the crime. In
the Wishininne calendar a bootleg is held a good and
sufficient pillow and is legal tender for the same. Mr.
Haskell looks as though he could tell a thing or two and
will probably be subpoenaed later as the leading witness.

Lost His Grayling.

Mr. W. J. Hunsaker, managing editor of the Detroit
Journal, writes me describing the loss of a valuable bit

' of property upon which he haid long lavished his idol-
atry, a stuffed Rrayling that he had accumulated in the
course of his sporting activities and which he classified
as the pearl of great price among his trophies. Fire
destroyed it utterly, and it looks now as though he would
have to drop work and go out and get another one. He
may be glad to note the cheering reports of the late issue
of the Forest and 'Stream, which seem to indicate that
the grayling is not yet altogether gone, though in a very
groggy attitude as a species. Mr. Hunsaker will touch
the heart of many a sportsman who has lost his pet trophy
with his words, which follow:

"You'll be pained to learn, I opine, of a disaster that
overtook me July 1. For a long' time I've been filled

with a burning ambition to catch a grayling—the fish

that is now little more than a glittering memory in Mich-
igan streams where once it .schooled by millions. Finally,
last May, on Big Creek, a branch of the An Sable, T got
one on a Parmachenee belle, in swift water, "just as the
sun went down." It was a fine specimen. 12 inches long,
and gave me a nipping fight. Well, I nourished it for
three days until I got to Detroit and had it mounted.
Then I hung it over my desk in the office and gloated
over it and let a few friends in for a gloat or two occa-
sionally, and fought the good fight with it over and over
again, until I was convinced that T was a peacherina of
an angler, without any manner of doubt. M the flood-
tide of my pride the customary fall came due. On the
date mentioned fire didn't do a thing but wipe out mv
fish from sight as with a fiery sponge. Incidentally it

burned up $80,000 worth of Journal property besides, but
that was a mere side issue. That fish was gone, and not
all the insurance companies this side of a hotter place
than Detroit in August can nut that 12-inch silver dream
back over my desk again. Factories multiply where type
and oresses and Mergenthalers may be had for a price,
but the places where grayling are turned out are growing
lonesomelv feV and far between."

Rhode Island Bass and Landlocked Salmon.

Providence, R. I.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I see

by Forest and Stream that the Fish Commissioners of

Rhode Island have dumped a load of landlocked salmon
fry in Sneach's Pond, in the town of Cumberland. Some
time ago a large lot was put into Moswansicut Pond in

Scitnate. A few days ago the Providence Journal told of

a gentleman named Geo. Jencks, hooking and success-

fully landing a bass (small-mouth) which weighed 6J4
pounds. This is all true, too, as the head was seen by a

man whom I believe to know a great deal about fish.

But what has become of the salmon fry which was
planted? It is no wonder bass grow to an immense size

when they are fed on landlocked salmon fry.

I expect to hear in another year of its as being caught
in Sneach's Pond of a like weight, for this pond was
stocked with bass many years ago. The bass of Rhode
Island will be so dainty soon Ave shall have to use small

yearling trout to induce them to bite. There are ponds
in this State which have never been stocked with black

bass, which, in my humble opinion, would be better

places to put sali'non fry into than a pond where it is

known large bass abide. When these fry are all eaten by
the bass, what a fine flavor those bass will be. People
will travel from any distance to get a bass fed by salmon
fry. Keep at it. This State, although small, has lots

of money, and if we want our bass fed with even the

speckled trout, we can have it done. Seldom.

Large Adirondack Brook Trottt.

Boston, Sept. 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have
before me two articles from your paper dated June 9 and
t6, respectively, which report that Adirondack speckled

trout have been taken of 6 pounds weight. Mr. IPhillips

states that he could get no definite information of any one
taking a larger one. The last year that T camped on Bog
River (about 1895), St. Lawrence county, my guide, Bob
Moody, of Saranac Lake, took a speckled trout from Third
Pond that weighed exactly 6 pounds and 4 ounces. An
account of the first fishing after being stocked of Spring
Pond, off Bog River, by Walter Aiken and party, would
be interesting. Geo. Fayzette, of Dr. Webb's preserve,

Ne-ha-sa-ne Park, can give the facts if he feels like it. and
I hope he will. L. O. C.

Gold Spectacles Found in Tamagamie Carry*

Montreal, P. Q., Sept. 11.

—

Editor Forest arid Stream:
In passing over the portage between Cross and Outlet

bays on Tamagamie Lake, Ontario, on Aug. 31, I found
a pair of gold-frame spectacles. Knowing that all sports-

men read Forest and Stream, I ask j-ou to be good
enough to say in your next issue that the owner can have
them by furnishing proof of ownership to me. Address
St. Croix, care Forest and Stream.

'fo Menml

* Fiztttfes.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct 30.—Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett Sec'y Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake 'view, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice, Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—^Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. 'Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov; 16.—Ne\vton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
No. 20. ,

.—Illinois Field Trials Association's second
annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of
the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov, 20. , Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.

C. Peterson, Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. _

22.—Glasgow. Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Club's annual
field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'v, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. .30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo,
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill. Conn.

Training the Hunting Dog
For the Field and Field Trials,

n,—Instinct, Reason and Natural Development.

{Cotttinued from Jrage 212.)

The life of the dog is relatively short. At ten years he
is in old age. Few of them live so long: fewer still live
much longer. In the first year of the dog's life he goes
through the same relative course of development that
fehe boy goes through in the first dozen years of his life.

For a time.' as a puppy, he is entirely helpless and de-
pendent. Gradualb'^ strength comes, and he moves about
without any exhibition of intelligence. As the brain de-
velops, the mind • begins to act, and • the puppy shows
signs of ideas. Soon play engrosses his attention, and
this phenomenon of his life, although by the average man
considered frivilous and undesirable, is essentially useful.
Puppies play furiously with each other till they are

exhausted by fatigue. After a short rest they may re-
sume their frolics with unabated ardor, It is to be ob-
served that their play is a close imitation of pursuit and
escape, of cunning attack and crafty evasion, or of am-
bush or battle, dog against dog. They seize, wrestle and
struggle in play as they do in actual fight, with the diff-
erence, however, that they use their teeth in a "make-
believe" way, and do not intentionally hurt each other.
At times the sham battle may develop into a real battle,
and then there is but little difference in the struggle save
that teeth are used in earnest This exercise develops the
dog's

_
muscles, his power of actively using his bodily

capabilities, his mental qualities and a knowledge of his
own forces and Iftnttations,

If the puppy has no companion of his own kind, he
goes through much the same fierce training with an old
shoe or. other object, which he will toss about and shake
arid rend, following the instincts of his nature in the
evolution as an organism, while feeling only that he is

having a glorious diversion. All these experiences are
ot infinite value to the animal by way of experimentation,
and the knowledge acquired in rending, tearing, lifting,

dodging, ambushing and in developing strong muscular
activity, etc., is essential to him in his mature life, eithe'

in his wild or domesticated state. In a wild state sucl
knowledge is indispensable to his existence; in a do-
mesticated state it is serviceable as a means of attack and
self-defense to him. His curiosity is also a factor in

his development. It leads him to unlimited investigation,
and thereby his nose acquires a functional power of dis-

crimination which is specially serviceable to liim.

The period of youth is a period of development. Nature
utilizes it in the most beneficent and proper manner. It

is the preparatory stage for the tasks of mature life.

Therefore, until the mind and body have been developed
in their powers according to nature's laws,, the puppy is

not old enough to attempt his education.
It is better to let him develop in his own manner till

he is a year old before the serious attempt at training
is made. The trainer in the meantime can give the
puppy unlimited opportunity to learn by taking him
frequently into the woods and fields, and permitting him
to range and seek and chase in his own manner.
The trainer in the puppy's experiences represses what

may be wrong, such as the chasing of poultry and sheep,
etc., but leaves him to his uninterrupted pleasure other-
wise. He learns the practical parts of life, from ;his own
experience, and by observing the doings of his fellows,

but he learns only from opportunity.
Dogs are very imitative. They readily learn by ob-

.scrving the doings of older and wiser and more ex-
perienced dogs. They have a limited language by which
they can convey certain ideas, and they interpret quite
intelligently the significance of certain actions of each
other and of their masters.

With a purpose to give the reader some ideas, on this

point, as well as to evoke more serious thought in respect
to it. the following from "The Descent of Man," by
Darwinj is presented. Treating of language, he re-

marks: '"This faculty has justly been considered as one
of the chief distinctions between man and the lower ani-
mals. But man, as a highly competent judge. Arch-
bishop Whately, remarks, 'is not the only animal that
can make use of language to express what is passing in

his mind, and can understand more or less what is so ex-
pressed by another." In Paraguay the Cebus asara
when e.xcited utters at least six distinct sounds, which
excite in other monkeys similar emotions. The move-
ments of the features and the gestures of monkeys are
understood by us. and they partly understand ours, as
Rengger and others declare. It is a most remarkable
tact that the dog, since being domesticated, has learned
to bark in at least four or five distinct tones. Although
barking is a new art, no doubt the wild parent species of

the dog expressed their feelings by cries of various kinds.
With the domesticated dog, we hav6 the bark of eager-
ness, as in the chase; that of anger as well as growling;
the yelp or howl of despair, as when shut up; the baying
at night; the bark of joy, as when starting on a walk
with his master, and the very distinct one of demand or
supplication, as when wishing for a door or window to be
opened. According to Houzeau, who paid particular at-

tention to the subject, the domestic fpwl utters at least

a do/;en significant sounds.

"The habitual use of articulate language is, however,
peculiar to man; but he uses in common with the lower
animals inarticulate cries to express his meaning, aided
by gestures and the movement of the muscles of the face.

This specially holds good with the more simple and vivid

feelings, which are but little connected with our higher
intelligence. Our cries of pain, fear, surprise, anger, to-

gether with their appropriate actions, as the murmur of

a mother to her beloved child, are more expressive than
any words. That which distinguishes man from .the

lower animals Js not the understanding
,
of articulate

sounds, for, as every one knows, dogs understand many
words and .sentences. In this respect they are in tht
same stage of dcvopment as infants between the" ages
of ten and twelve months, who understand many words
and short sentences, but yet cannot utter a single word.
Il is not the mere articulation which is our distinguishing

character, for parrots and other birds possess this power.
Nor is it the mere capacity of connecting definite sounds
with definite ideas, for it is certain that some parrots

which have been taught to speak, connect unerringly
words with things and persons with events. The lower
nnimals difl^cr from man solely in his almost infinitely

jargcr power of associating together the most diversified

sounds and ideas, and this obviously depends on the high
development of his mental powers."

In reference to this subject, besides giving his own
\iews at greater length, he quotes from a number of

authorities, Avho contribute valuable information, and
who concur in their opinions.

But. as remarked hereinbefore, so far as the train-

ing of the dog for field work is concerned, no ideas can
be communicated to him by means of speech. He learns

from actual experience. Such things as are Useful to

him in the struggles of life he learns readily.

Ill his place in domestic life he learns the significance

of what affects his own comfort or interests. He learns

to interpret correctly his master's frown or smile, and
learns to know b3' the tone of his voice whether he is

pleased or displeased. His watchfulness, so much, and
so thoughtlessly lauded as the expression of his devotion
to man, is merely the instinctive watchfulness necessary to

his safety in a wild .state, and is a characteristic which
he would exercise quite as readily for his own kind and
the preservation of his lair as he would for . the benefit

of man. When he barks at strange dogs or gives warn -

ing at night of the approach of strangers, it should-not
be overlooked that he considers his own home is . dis-

turbed, though it may be the home, of his master, l Much
depends on the point of view. " . -

.

In this connection it may be remarked that while' the

intelligence of the dog has been grossly underrated 'on

the one hand by superficial observers, it has been on the

other hand quite as unreasonably exaggerated by en-
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thusiastic admirers. The dog is not more intelligent than
are man}' other animals, and is inferior in this rcs'pect

to some of them. He is not to be compared to man in
this matter. Indeed, intelligence in the dog equal to that
possessed by man would be a most grievous calamity to

him. It is quite equal to the demands of his nature, and
to his position in the scale of organic beings. There are
Avriters who urge still greater claims for the dog than
the claim of high intelligence. They maintain that dogs
possess souls and therefore have eternal life, but whether
they have or not is not pertinent to the best methods of
training, and therefore to this work.
As to his intelligence, his reasoning powers are of quite

a high order on such matters as come within his im-
mediate observation. A few acts of many will be men-
tioned. Some hounds, after repeated chases of a fox,
will at some later chase lie concealed at a point which
will intercept him as the other hounds in pursuit drive
him by. Greyhounds soon learn to "run cunning." Set-
ters and pointers sometimes learn to leave the trail of an
old cock running down wind, circle around him till they
head him off and stop his running, pointing him then
accurately. All this is reasoning by the dog over con-
crete subjects within his immediate observation. If an
attempt were made to teach him that x represented an un-
known quantity, his mind could not grasp the abstract
idea, and failure would result. Primitive man displays
but little more intelligence. Such as it is, it, so far as it

goes, is the same in kind as the intelligence displayed
by the dog. In cither case a vast store of knowledge
pertaining to practical living is necessary in the sti-tiggle

for ^'istence.

his best development, it must be in accordance
with his own nature. He must have all the liberty which
can be consistently given to him. to the end that his
bodily and mental powers be developed to their best
limits. He must be treated kindly, so that his attach-
.ment to his niaster will be deep and lasting—that is to
say, associating with his master confers one of the highest
degrees of pleasure of which he has any knowledge. It

should be made to him a source of constant delight.
Play- with his fellows, chasing butterflies and little

birds, crude attempts at chasing rabbits, galloping over
the' fields in the wantonness of surplus energy and ec-
l^taric spirits, and gratifying his curiosity as to the mean-
ing- of things, etc., are quite serious enough by way of
occupation during' the months of his puppyhood. Many
ajtiateurs proceed on the theory that if left to himself
the puppy will learn many things that are wrong, and
that therefore from the beginning he must be under
constant supervision, and his development must be in
accord with certain finished educational standards useful
to- the gun. No theory could be more fallacious. The
true practice, it may be reiterated, is to permit the dog to
develop in his own natural manner, and then so train him
that his efforts are made subservient to the purposes of
the gun. B. Waters.

MJnited States Field Trial Club's

Derby Entries.

iiiENTON, Ttnu.—Editor Forest and Stream: The fol-

• lowing dogs have been entered in the United States

Freld Trial Club's derbies, which will commence on
' Jan. 21, 1901, on the club's new preserves in Benton
county, Miss.

Grand Junction, Tenn., will be club headquarters dur-

ing the meeting. The list comprises thirty-three point-

ers and forty-two English setters. No Irish or Gordon
setters were nominated.

PointefSt

' E. O. Damon's h. and w. dog Black Jack (Plain Sam

—

Qip Strideway).
G. Chisholm's 1. and w. dog Doc Light (Jingo's Light

—Gill's Juno).
N. T. De Pauw's 1. and w. bitch Jingo's Romp (Jingo

—

Nellie Croxteth).
- W. F. Bocker, Jr.'s, liv. and w. bitch Lady's Lass
(Plain Sam—Lad's Lady).

L. W. Blankenbaker's b. and w. bitch Imp (Lad of

Rush—Blankenbaker's Spuioway).
T. T. Ashford's liv. and w. bitch Itabit (Von Gull—

Hessie D).
N. B. Nesbitt's (agt.) 'liv. and w. dog Jingo's Pride

(Jingo—Speckle Gown).
Dr. C. I. Shoop's I. and w. dog Hal the First (Hal

Pointer—Aloysa).
L. W. Blankenbaker's b. and w, dog (Lad of

Rush—Blankenbaker's Spinaway)

.

J. E._ Gill's liv. and w. bitch Gray's Pearl (Young
Jingo—Gypsy Jess).

Geo. E. Gray's liv. and w. dog Odd Fellow (Young
Jingo—Eve).

Geo. E. Gray's liv. and w. dog Luck Strike (Alberta
Joe—Pearl Rip Rap).

E. F. Smith's I. and w. dog^ Eve's Jingo (Y'oung Jingo
—Eye).
W. H. Beazell's b. and w. dog Ruth's Jingo (Jingo-

Baby Ruth).
G. Crofcker's liv, and w. bitch' Tick's Maid (Tick Boy—Fawn)

.

G. Crocker's liv. and w. dog Tick's Pebble (Tick Boy
—Fawn).

J. B. Turner's liv. and w. bitch Spring Dot (Main-
spring. Jr.—Dot's Pearl).

C. J. Singleton's 1. and w. dog Keystone Jim (Jingo-
Speckle Gown).

J. C. Kelch's I. and w. dog Kelch's Joe (Kickapoo
Chancellor—f^ueen Bess IL).
W. P. Austin's b. and w. dog Tioga Sam (Plain Sam-

Lady of Rush).
T. S. Brown's 1. and w. bitch Young Eve (Young Jingo

—Eve).

r Hf^^^^'^"-^ ^""^ ^- J*'^ Howard (Brighton
Joe-r^MiB.iouri Queen) .

-T. R. Huntington's b. and w. dog J, C. (Young Jingo—Eve).
•Chatlottesville Keflnels' Ifv. and w. bitch Lolpora

miSTt66~Toxic). • i
:

-CtfarlottesviHe' KerilielV fiv, ^nd dog Kehma (Tip-
poo^Snip). . .

Charlottesville Kennel's liv. and w. dog Diaspore (Tip-

poo—Snip).

G. Y. Banks' 1. and w. dog Sam B (Jingo's Light

—

Phi).

J. H. Johnson's (agt.) liv. and w. bitch Dorothy Dot
(Rex Kent—Topsey Rush).
Thomas Johnson's liv. and w. dog Alberta Joe, Jr.

(Alberta Joe—Indiana).
Thomas Johnson's liv. and w. bitch Manitoba Blithe

(Alberta Joe—Indiana).
Thomas Johnson's liv. and w. bitch Manitoba Victoria

(Alberta Joe—Midge).
N. B. Nesbitt's liv. and vv. dog Jingo II. (Jingo— Nel-

lie Croxteth).
N. B. Nesbitt's liv. and w. dog Jingo's Spot (Jingo

—

Nellie Croxteth).

Setters.

T. T. Ashford's b., w. and t. dog Dan Urbe (Tony
Boy-^May Blue).
D. E. Rose's b., w. and t. dog Ivaiihoe (Tony Bpy

—

Flash O'Dana).
Medina Kennels' b. b. bitch Nellie Gladstone (Domino

—Nellie F.).

J. II. Johnson's (agt.) b., w. and t. dog Ruby's Druid
(Dave Earl—Tony's Ruby).

J. H. Johnson's (agt.) b., w. and t. bitch Ruby's Lady
(Dave Earl—Tony's Ruby).

F. A. Meise's b., vv. and t. bitch Glad Tidings (Dave
Earl—Accelerando).

C. M. Tway's b., w. and t. dog Boralena (Iron Duke^

—

Nellie R.).

E. L. Jamieson's b., w. and t. dog Mark Twain (Joe
Gumming—Miss Osthaus).

E. H. Osthaus' b., w. and t. dog Kipling (Joe Gum-
ming—Miss Osthaus).

A, N. Davis' b., w. and t. dog Hobson (Rodfield—
Doll Gladstone).

' W. W. Titus' b., w. and t. dog Captain Scott (Joe
Gumming—Miss Osthaus).

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w-. And t. dog Bell Boy (Tony
Boy—Lena Belle).

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., vv. and t. bitch Tomboy (Tony
Boy—Lena Belle).

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t bitch Vevay (Tony Boy—Lena Belle).
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w .and t. dog Bow Knot (Whv

Not—Bonnie B.).
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w .and t. dog Noisy Boy (Why

Not—Bonnie B.).
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, o. and w. bitch Wilna (Gleam II.

—

Trilby).

J. S. Brown's b., vv. and t. bitch Mollie B. II. (Tony's
Gale—Molhe B-.).

G. J. Lewis' b. b. bitch Ragtime Girl (Gin. Pride—Pet
Bondhue-)

.

Verona Kennels' o. and w. dog Verona Cap (Count
Gladstone IV.—Daisy Croft).
Verona Kennels' b., w. and t. dog Verona Diable

(Count Gladstone IV.—Daisy Croft).
Verona Kennels' o. aj^d w. bitch Verona Reva (Count

Gladstone IV.—Daisy Croft).
Verona Kennels' o. and w. bitch Verona Spice (Count

Gladstone IV.—Countess K.).
Verona Kennels' b., w. and t. bitch Wilhelmina (Count

Gladstone IV.—Countess K.).
G. G. Williamson's b., w. and t. bitch Leading Lady

(Count Gladstone IV.—Dan's Lady).
F. P. Harter's b., vv. and t. bitch Lady Clinton (Lady's

Count Gladstone—Nellie Gladstone).
C. W. Ferguson's b., vv. and t. bitch Spray (Marie's

Sport—Rita's Kate).
C. W. Mullan's 1. and w. dog Rob. Count Gladstone

(Lady's Count Gladstone—Selkirk's Iris).
H. B. Ledbetter's b., w. and t. dog Sp.ort's Solomon

(Mane's Sport—Isabelle Maid).
H. S. Bevan's 1. and w. bitch Lena Windem (Lady's

Count Gladstone—Iris).

G. E. Gray's b., w. and t. bitch Annie B. (Uncle B.

—

Pride of Abercorn).
C. D. Stewart's b., w. and t. bitch Tony's Dot (Tony

Boy—Druid's Daisy).
Avent & Duryea's b., w. and t. dog Dot Roy (Dot's

Roy—Gallic).

Avent & Duryea's b., w. and t. bitch Daisy (Dot's
Roy—Callie)t

Avent & Duryea's liv. and w. bitch Cora (Topscy
Ranger—Columbine).
Avent & Duryea's b., vv. and t. dog Tony Man (Tony

Boy—May Blue).
Avent & Duryea's b., w. and t. bitch Clip Windom

(lony Boy—Phcebe Windam).
James Thompson's b., w. and t. dog Ruby's Dan (Dave

Earl—Tony's Ruby).
Noble's b., w. and t. bitch Count's Lit (Lady's

Count Gladstone—Jessie Rodfield).
J. S. Henderson's b., w. and t. bitch Lady's Iris (Ladv's

Count Gladstone—Selkirk's Iris).
R. B. Morgan's b., vv. and t. bitch Dolly Manners

(Tony ).

R. B. Morgan's b. and w. bitch Marse Chan (Lady's
Count Gladstone—Lontonio).

W. B. Stafford, Sec'y.

Points and Flushes*

In our business columns the Eastern Field Trials Club
announces the conditions governing its All-Age Setter
and Pointer Stake, entries of which close Otc i, and the
Eastern Subscription Stake, entries to which must be
hied at 9 o'clock on the night previous to running the
stake. The judges announced are Messrs. Arthur Mer-
riman and Theodore Sturges; the third judges will be
announced later. The Secretary-Treasurer is Mr. Simon
^- .

^""^l^y- Greenfield Hill, Conn. ; telegraph station,
FairfieK, Conn.

that, that paper contemplates adding a kennel department
to its other interesting columns. Those words of wis-
dom would be valuable to run at its head under the cap-
tion of fixtures. It is good to paste in the dog man's
hat, and his hat is then good to keep in his hand where he
can ever see its inside.

hchting.

Yachting: Fixtures, 1900.

9EPTEMBEK.
22-23. California, cruise to Marlinez, San Francisco, San Francisco

Bay.
22. Riverside, fall regatta. Riverside, Long Island Sound,
no

Canarsie, Commodore's cups, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
22. Haverhill, fourth championship, Haverhill, Mass.

The Royal St. Lavvrencc Y. C. has received a cable
notice oi a challenge' for the Seawanhaka international
challenge cup from Mr. Lome Currie, of the Island Sail-
mg Club, Cowes. Mr. Currie is the owner of Scotia, the
challenger for the Cercle de la Voile de Paris cup last
spring. Should the challenge be accepted it is probable
that Mr. Linton Hope will design the new challenger.

Thk Manhasset Y. C. has in hand a project for a new
one-design class of keel single-handers with a small fixed
cabin. The idea is an excellent one and something of
the kind is heeded about New York, but the plans as
proposed are capable of much improvement. A couple
of years ago we urged on the Sound Y. R. A. the estab-
iKshment of a small class of single-hand keel knockabouts
of 10 to j8ft. l.w.l. and under such restrictions as should
give a fair cabin for cruising and speed enough to make
good racing. The idea was rejected then, but there is
still a place for such a class, either one-design or re-
stricted, preferably the latter if the restrictions are prop-
erly dravyn. As the Manhasset Y. C. has a prospect of
.-starting its class with ten boats and as there is still ample
time tor action, it would be Avell if the proposed plan were
reconsidered and the work placed on a broader footing
to include other Sound clubs and a design with fewer
ot the modern freak features.

Interchange of opinion, whether in ordinary conversa-
tion or m discussion and debate, is among the siost in-
structive and valuable means of forming true opinions
yet often it is poisoned by a dogmatism that will brook
no contradiction and a tempe^r which regards all dissent
as a persona! aiTront." The foregoing, published
originally in the Philadelphia Ledger, seems to indicate

Royal Canadian Y. C—Rochester

CHARLOTTE, N. Y.—LAKE ONTARIO.
The racing on Lake Ontario this season has been quiet

ni comparison with last year, when seven new 35-footers
were launched and Rochester, Toronto and Hamiltmi were
engaged m an exciting fight for the Canada cui) The
annual meet of the Lake Y. R. A. at Coboffrg was less
mterestmg than usual, very few American yachts taking
part, and the chief event of the year was the racing at
Charlotte last week, which ended the season. Two sepa-
rate matches were sailed—that for the Fisher cup in-
volving two races on Sept. 8 and 10, while on Sept. 11 an
open race was sailed for the Hotel Ontario cup, presented
by George W. Sweeney, of the Hotel Ontario, Ontario
Beach. The Fisher cup races proved very interesting, and
though the final result was a disappointment to the friends
of the cutter, enough was seen of the two boats in a breeze
and sea to justify their belief in the typ.e in other than
moderate weather. The breakdown of Minota when she
had the race safely in hand was merely an instructive
commentary on up-to-date construction, a little lack of
strength m one small member throwing extra strains on
one part after another until the rig was virtually wrecked.
As construction is as much a part of the game as type,
model and handling. Genesee, under the circumstances, is
fairly entitled to a clean record of five straight wins' in
the two international matches—for the Canada cup in
1899 and the Fisher cup in 1900.
The Hotel Ontario cup was given for yachts of 45 ft

measurement and over,- and in order to make the condi-
tions as easy as possible and to induce entries, it was
arranged to allow time on the old measurement,s by the
Seawanhaka rule, instead of compelling those not already
measured to obtain measurements under the new girth
rule. It was expected that a good fleet of starters could
be brought to the line under these conditions, the class
mcludmg Onward and Cinderella, of Rochester; Vreda
Merry Thought, Canada and the schooner Clorita, of
loronto, and Aggie, of Oakville. Canada did not cross
the lake. Onward, Cinderella and Aggie declined to start,
and Clorita lost her foretopmast while at anchor. Only
Vreda and Merry Thought started, but they gave the
spectators a close and exciting race that was well worth
watching from the start to within two miles of the finish
when chance stepped in and decided the result. Vreda
is a Watson boat, the first yacht built in the 20-ratino-
class under the then new rating rule in 1888—a steel huU
that was sailed over from Glasgow to Toronto some years
ago. Merry Thought is a local boat, a cutter of greater
beam than Vreda, designed and built by Jas. Andrews, of
Oakville,. Ontario, builder of Beaver and Minota, and
launched under the name of Winetta. She is built in part
out of the Watson cutter Verve II., the lead keel being
recast in new form, and the old elm keel and other parts
worked in. She was purchased a few years ago by Mr
-^Lmelius Jarvis, who improved her considerably and re-
named her Merry Thought, using her regularly for cruis-
mg, and also starting in most of the races of the class
Smartly handled, carrying big club topsails, and fighting
every inch of the twenty-mile course, these two old-time
craft made as good a race as .though they had cost $35;ooo
each and were leaking in every seam.

The Fisher Cup.

The Fisher cup was presented to the Chicago Y. #. in
1883 by Com. Archie Fisher, once owner of the schooner
Idler, recently wrecked in Lake Erie. The Canadian sloop
Atalanta. the fourth challenger for the America Cup. chal-
lenged for it in August of the same year, and was beaten
by the Chicago sloops Cora and Wasp, biat a second chal-
lenge was immediately accepted, the legal notice being
waived, and on Aug. 8 Atalanta won the cup. She was
at once challenged, but sailed away with the cup (o
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home station in the Bay of Quinte. In the following sum-

mer it was challenged for by Norah, of Belleville, and

taken by default, and for eight years it was securely locked

up in the Bay of Quinte. The Royal Canadian Y. C.

made several efforts to get a match for it, notably with

Zelma in 1891. but could never obtain satisfactory terms

from the owner of Norah. In 1891 the Bay of Quinte

Y. C. revised the conditions on which the cup was held,

Mr. Fisher declining to take any action in the matter. In

1892 the old sloop Onward, built at Islip,' L. L, by Lon
Smith in 1875. and long known as Lesbia about New
York, then owned in Rochester, challenged for the cup

and was beaten by Norah in July, but in a second race in

September she won and took the cup to Rochester. In

1893 the late Norman B. Dick, of the Royal Canadian

Y. C, owner of the cutter Zelma, built in 1891, challenged

for the cup. Mr. Dick had been unable to get a race with

Norah while she held the cup, but he was rather more
fortunate in this case, as fhe match was made and a date

set. Before the time, however. Onward went off on a

cruise, and the Rochester Y. C. left without a defender,

offered the cup to Mr. Dick on default. This he refused,

and the cup was left in Rochester. It has since been held

by the Rochester Y. C, to w-hom it was intrusted under
.new conditions a few years ago by the owners of Onward.

Genesee has been in commission this year, but has not

raced. She has been unchanged from last season, when,

after the races, she was purchased by Mr. Chas. Van
Voorhis, of the Rochester Y. C, one of her original crew.

As a matter of course. Mr. C. G. Davis, of Boston, was
asked to sail her again. Beaver and Minota have re-

mained unchanged except that this summer Minota's lead

keel and deadwoods have been remodeled under the d'rec-

tion of Mr. H. C. McLeod, her designer. By referring

to the lines in the Forest and Stream of Feb. 10, 1900, it

will be seen that the fore end of the lead is rounded up
quickly, somewhat as in the second Valkyrie. On trial

last year some extra lead was added, being inserted in

the deadwood just above the lead keel, and some was
placed inside. These two portions of lead have been re-

moved and neatly moulded on to the fore end of the lead

keel, the deadwoods being somewhat extended, so as to

sharpen the fore end of the bulb, lower the center of

gravity of the ballast and increase the area of lateral plane

on the fore end. The work was done by Mr. Andrews
in a very superior manner, the joining of the lead being

invisible. After a series of trial races last month, a num-
ber of short races being sailed, in which the two boats

were handled by Messrs. McLeod and ^milius Jarvis,

Minota was selected as the fastest boat in light weather,
the weather records for a series of years showing that

light winds were to be looked for off Charlotte early in

September. Mr. McLeod positively declined to sail the

3-acht in an international match, and Mr. .-Emilius Jarvis

was selected as the best man, though his experience with
Minota was limited to a few trials when she and Beaver
had changed crews in the trials.

Mr. Davis came to Charlotte a couple of w-eeks before
the races and put Genesee in trim, everything about the
boat being carefully gone over. His crew included Messrs.
C. Van Voorhis, W. M. McDuff, W. B. Miller, A. McDon-
nell and a paid hand, John Morris. Minota sailed from
Toronto on Sept. 5. being towed most of the way by the

steam yacht Wapiti, kindly loaned to the club by Mr.
Barbour. She arrived the next morning at Charlotte,

where she Avas joined by Merry Thought, Vreda, Petrel,

Aggie, Clytie, Clorita, Gloria and Oriole. Her crew in-

cluded Messrs. Fred A. Turner, James McMurray. Vin-
cent Hughes, Charles Lowndes and a paid hand, James
Young.
The conditions of the match were given last week. The

challenging club was represented by Frank M. Gray, the
defending club by T. B. Pritcliard, and J. F. Monck, of
the Royal Hamilton -Y. C, was chofeen by the two as the
third member of the race committee. The scrutineer on
Gene.see was Ernest McRae, of the Roj'al Canadian Y. C,
and on Minota Wilson IT. Cross, of the Rochester Y. C.
According to the agreement, neither boat was measured

anew, being unchanged from last year, when thej' just
measured into the 35ft. class. The principal dimensions
are as follows:

Length

—

Genesee. Minota.
Over all 44.63ft. 40.S5ft.
L.W.L 27.69ft. 30.00ft.

Overhang

—

Bow 8.18ft. 4.33ft-

Counter 8.76ft. 6.17ft.

Breadth— .

Extreme 11.63ft. 8.92ft.

L.W.L 8.08ft.

Draft—Hull i.qoft. 6.00ft.

Girth-
Hull 11.76ft. 16.48ft.

.\dded for centerboard. . . 2.82ft.

Added for draft forward. . 0.34ft.

Total 14.92ft. ......
Sail Area

—

Mainsail 1,101 sq. ft. ggg sq. ft.

Head triangle 357 sq. ft. 383 sq. ft.

Total 1,458 sq. ft. 1,382 sq. ft.

Boom 37,52ft. 38.00ft.

Gaff 2S.4oft. 22.2Sft.
Hoist 29.45ft. 22,7sft.
Leech 59.80ft. 53.00 ft.

Linear rating 34-78ft. 35.00ft.

Genesee's measurements are official, as taken at Toronto
for the Canada cup races in 1899. Those of Minota are
taken from the design, and are not her official measure-
ments.

First Day, Saturday, Sept. S.

Triangular Course.

Except for a lively blow on Thursday night, the weather
had uten clear during the week, and Saturday was a sum-
mer day, wi h a clear sky and warm sun the breeze being
light from N.E. with just a roll of sea heaving in frorn
the disturbance of Thursday. Genesee had been out of
water for several days and was launched in the rhornine

;

Minota liad been docked and painted at Toronto.- The
breeze, such as it was. held throughout the race, but was

very variable and puffy in both force and direction, and
though there were no bad flukes, each boat in turn suffered

through the vagaries of the wind. The start was made
at II A. M., the line being between the western pier head
of Charlotte Harbor and a mark boat anchored off there,

all buoys being left on starboard hand. During the pre-

liminary ten minutes the two boats seesawed about the

line some distance apart, and there was no close maneuver-
ing. Just before gun Genesee stood for the line, a little

too soon, and Minota came about on her weather and
crossed between her and the mark boat, well timed and
with good way on. The friends of Genesee were naturally

in the majority on the various yachts and steamers about
the start, and the advantage of Minota was a disappoint-

ment, but there was a loud cheer as Genesee started ahead
and ran out clear from under the other's lee. The ap-

parent gain, which gladdened the hearts of the landsmen
amounted to nothing, as in the light breeze Minota was
pointing well and holding on, while Genesee was steadily

sliding to leeward and losing ground in spite of her speed

through the water. Starting on the srtarboard tack, they
liad the sea on the beam. They held this course for over
twenty minutes, Minota doing much the better windward
work and throwing Genesee squarely into her wake when
they came on port tack and headed into the sea. Minota
had gained steadily from the start, and at the end of fortjr

minutes she had a lead of nearly three minutes. The

ence on this one leg as compared with all the others, and
it is probable that Genesee's big gain of nearly six minutes
in a little over three miles was largely due to some small
advantage in the wind. The second mark was timed;

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Genesee 2 24 43 0 31 08 0 05 48 0 07 28
Minota 2 32 U 0 36 56

They reached in to the finish with booms on the other
side, and the times showed a few seconds' gain for Minota.
On both rounds Genesee made her largest gain on the
broader of the two races. The final times were:

i-eg.
Turn. Elapsed.

Genesee 2 52 15 0 27 32
Minota 2 59 41 0 27 30

Round.
Elapsed.

Genesee 1 53 55
Minota 1 59 38

Gain.

6 66 02

Gain.
0 05 43

Lead.
0 07 26

Lead.
0 07 26

Genesee 3 5)

Elapsed.psea.
.2 15

Elapsed.
Minota 3 59 41

i After the race Minota was hauled out at the yacht
[club and her bottom and topsides carefully rubbed down.

PISHER CUP.

breeze freshened for a time and Genesee picked up per-
ceptibly, holding on better as she heeled down. She made
up much of her loss in a short time, and then about held
Minota for the rest of the beat to the first mark, where
they were timed;

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Minota 11 ,''%8 00 0 58 00 0 01 45 0 01 45
Genesee 11 59 45 0 59 45

Minota had rove off a new balloon jSb halyard, and the
rope kinked very badly, so that it was necessary to low-er

the sail after it was partly up and then to send a man
aloft to clear the turns. This cost valuable time, and
Genesee, with her balloon jib set smartly, was fast over-
taking her. They held some distance apart, Minota head-
ing to windward of the second mark and Genesee straight
for it. When a couple of miles had been run, Genesee
was about on Minota's beam, and a hundred yards to

leeward, and they held the same relati\-e positions until

wi.thin a couple of minutes of the mark, when a favoring
puff caught Genesee and put her in the lead, the times
being

:

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead.
Genesee 12 32 00 0 32 15 0 02 13 0 00 38
.Minota 12 32 28 0 34 28 .....

After a jibe at the mark they reached for home with
sheets a little harder than on the second leg, Genesee still

gaining. The end of the round was timed

:

Leg.
Turn. Elapsed. Gain.

Genesee ,. .12 58 20 0 26 20 0 01 15
Minota 1 00 03 0 27 35 .....

Round.
Elapsed. Gain.

Genesee 1 58 20 0 01 43
Minota 2 00 03 .....

Genesee stood oft' on port tack after passing the home
buov, but Minota went by on starboard tack and held
it Genesee soon coming about. It was soon apparent that,
a= in the first round, Genesee was sliding to leeward and
l^''-'nota was doing the better work, but after a short time
t1ic breeze freshened and Genesee began to increase her
lead. They broke tacks and at times were some little dis-
tance apart in a very uneven wind, which vvas freshening
from the w^estward. Frequently after tacking one or the
other was at once headed off. to her temporary disadvan-
tage. As long as the wind held Genesee continued to
gain. They were broken" off by the sea. and b^th were
compelled to make several tacks near the mark. The times
were

:

Turn. Elansed. Gain. Lead.
Genesee 1 53 35 0 55 15 0 Ql 40
Minota 1 55 15 0 55 12 0 00 03

As the result of nearlv an hour's sailing to windward,
Minota had gained just three seconds.

Startinrr ^yith a good lead and on her best point of
"-nilin.g. Gene.'^ee reached very fast and ran aivay from
Minota. There was no visible reason for the great differ-

Lcad.
0 01 43

Lead.
0 01 43

i
Sunday was another clear day, with a light breeze on

the lake, which tempted some of the boats out. Over on
the east bank of the Genesee River, just above its entry
into the lake, in a marsh of sedge and willows, lies all that
is left of the yacht which stands next to the schooner

II
I America in international yachting, the Watson lo-tonner

S.|tMadge. Built at Govan, Scotland, in 1879, and winner of

ykH '^^^s.s for two seasons, in 1881 she was sent out to New
I
York by her owner, in the care of his captain, James
"Duncan, and consigned to a friend, Mr. W. Lindsay
Blatch, then living in New York. The idea of Mc. Coats
was to test the narrow cutter against the best of the center-
|board sloops, and several series of races were arranged
by Mr. Blatch with the owners of Wave, Schemer, Mis-
tral and Shadow, the best sloops .of the day in New York

,|and Boston waters. In the seven races thus sailed, Madge
^^won six times, being once beaten off Newport by Shadow.
iHer victories over the New York sloops Wave, Schemer
|and Mistral were convincing, they being very badly beaten,
jand in some cases abandoning the course and making for
"home disabled. After the races, as Mr. Coats had no
fm-ther u.se for her, she w-as offered as a gift to the Sea-
wanhaka Corinthian Y. C, but was not accepted, and she
was used for a time by Mr. E. S. Auchincloss, and later

^'sold to Mr. E. W. Sheldon. Later on in her career she
fell into the hands of a novice, who attempted to make

^ a cruising yacht of her, fitting up the interior elaborately
%with walnut furniture with marble tops after the atrocious

§ fashion of the day. A bulwark of solid plank 2:n. thick
jWand I2in. high was built around her. the light forged iron

cleats were replaced by heavy cast ones of steamboat
|ij|5 pattern, the bowsprit and bitts were blocked up from the

i?^'^ deck to match the new rail, and everything possible was
(pi done to_ disfigure and damage the pretty little ship,

f 'i^
W^e first made her acquaintance on an August day in

• i88r, when, hurrying from the train which had carried
us home from the second meet of the A. C. A. at Lake
George, we boarded the Anchor liner Devonia at the
foot of T)ey street and found Madge securely chocked up
on the main deck aft on the starboard side. A short time
after we boarded her from a canoe oft' Torapk'nsville and
made the acquaintance of her clever skipper and his active
Scotch crew, as it proved in the subsequent races a most
capable outfit. Madge was then as pretty a ship as ever
floated, with her smart plumb stem, straight sheer, high
freeboard and fair swept deck line and deck planking.
There was no bulwark, merely a light rail, the copper was
carried well above the waterline, especially on the bows,
and the smooth black topsides were relieved by a gold
stripe and scroll

;
kept in perfect coirdition, with a fine

suit of Lapthorne & Ratsey sails, the whole appearance
was in marked contrast to the centerboard sloops of the
da3^ The construction was very heavy about the keel, but
very light above the waterline, the topsides being of
Spanish cedar and the deck very light, with beams widely
spaced. Some six years later we sighted Madge at anchor
oft' Whitestone after the improvements already mentioned.
She was almost unrecognizable, as her original hull was
sunk deep in the water through the added weights below
and on deck, while her sheer was destroyed by the high
bulwarks, and to complete the evil work, she was painted
white from rail to waterline, even over her copper. If

we are not mistaken, the sail area had also been in-

creased. She had. of course, done with racing, and little

more was heard of her, though her victories were still

working wonderful results in the regeneration of Amer-
ican yachting.

Some years later we met her again, On fresh water, with
the racing fleet of the Lake Y. R. A. ; in 1888 she was
purchased in New Yoi-k by a party of cutter cranks from
Rochester, Mr. G. P. Goulding and several associates,

and taken through the Hudson and the canals to the lake,

pontoons being used in the shoaler of the canals. Some of
the rubbish has been removed from the interior and the
bulwark was cut down to a height of about 3in., including
the rail, but she W'as still badly overweighted and below
her lines. It was a matter of principle with her owners to

carrj-^ the enormous club topsail at all times, regardless

of wind and weather, and it was a familiar sight in the
lake races to see her skating around with spreaders barelj/

clear of the water. The effect of this work was to tear the

light deck and topsides apart, and a goodly weight of

forged iron straps was added about the chainplates and
runner plates. Some six years ago Madge was condemned
by her owners, hauled out where she now lies, and her lead

was removed and sold. For some reason the planking was
all stripped off except the wales, but the deck was left.

She is now a melancholy wreck. Her great elm keel, nearly

3ft. wide, with a heavy keelson about 8in. square of green-
heart, are sound to-day, as are many of the futtocks and
sawn frames, the scantling looking immense to eyes ac-

customed to modern construction. Though only eight

miles from a wideawake American city, there is still a
length of lead pipe plainly exposed inside the hull, the

underwater discharge of the pump ; while on the sternpost

and on the rudder, wh'ch lies rot'ing in the marsh, are

three pairi of bronze pintles and l^aces. The spars,

rigging, deck hatches and interior fittings wpre stored

ashore at the yacht club, and on his arrival Mr. Jarvis
looked up the owner and made an offer for the entire

lot,' which was accepted. It is his intention to set up the
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mast, topmast, gaff and rigging in front of his home in

Toronto, with a brass plate bearing the name of the
yadit. The tiller, an iron iorging, is a cunous piece of
blacksmith work. The brass rudder cap with the yacht's
name was missing from the collection.

On Sunday mornmg a party from Merry Thought and
Gloria rowed across to inspect the wreck, and incidentally

took possession of such brasswork as still remained, as
mementoes. With the aid of a big hammer and a pinch
bar the four deadlights, still in the sides, were removed,
also the rudder braces and other parts. Mr. Jafvis retained
the rudder braces, which will probably see service on
some future yacht. Mr. Turner, of Alinota's crow, secured
a couple of big brass rings which were set into the fore
foot to lock the scarf of keel, stem and deadwood, and
Mr. Stephens carried off a pair of the deadlights and the
oak rudder stock. In spite of all her misfortunes of later

years, the wreck still shows the clean,, full lines, the fair

sweep of the midship section and the handsome sheer of
the old Madge. It will be a long time yet before she is

forgotten by 'those of the old "cutter cranks" who once
knew her so well, but it will be still longer before the
lessons she taught will be finally obliterated from Amer-
ican yachting.

Second Race> Monday, Sept. 10,

Windward and Leeward.

Monday was as fine as the preceding da.ys, with a
moderate wind from N.N.E, and a lively roll to the sea-

Early in the morning the wind blew at about six to eight
knots, but during the race it rose to nearly fifteen. Minoia
was launched about 9 o'clock, in perfect condition so far
as her bottom and topsides were concerned, having been
rubbed down and the bottom freshly painted with a tar

composition sent out from England for her last year. The
starting line was laid out to the westward of the pierhead,
the course being five miles N.N.E. to a markhoat set be-
fore the start. When the committee steamer came out
just before the start, there was too much sea to permit
her to land on the weather side of the pier, and she was
none too quiet and easy in the shor^ stop she made under
the lee to allow the committee to jump on board after
starting the race. Both boats had been out about 10
o'clock to try the wind, returning to the harbor, Genesee
tying in her first reef. They kept apart in the preliminary
work, but came tO' the line together at the la.st, and as
Genesee went over on the weather end of the line, Minota
came about close on her weather quarter, both being on
starboard tack. Before they were well settled down to
work it was apparent that Minota was the better in this

wind and sea, she pointed quite as high, footed as fast and
held to windward much better. At tlie end of the first

quarter of an hour she was a couple of hundred 3'ards
clear to windward, and doing the better work as they both
headed into the seas. Genesee was the first to tack, at

11:19, taking the seas on the beam, Minota also coming
about. Three minutes later several of her crew ran for-
ward as she was quickly luffed, and it was seen that
something had gone wrong. Almost at the same moment
three men were seen on Minota's bows, one being out on
the bowsprit. Running quite close under Genesee's lee
those on the committee boat could see plainly that her
dolphin striker or bobstay strut had given way, and the
crew were trying to repair in by wedging a piece of wood
between the bowsprit and bobstay. This was finally ac-
complished, and the bowsprit further secured by a piece of
wood lashed on top of it. The repairs were verv crude,
but they held through the race, and as the bowsprit is

quite short the boat suffered little more than the loss
of way while she was in the wind and the weight was
forward.

Minota was so far away that the work on her was only
partly visible in the sea, but it was learned later that she
met with the same trouble. The dolphin striker was
made of two light pieces of band steel, little more than
lin. wide and y$m. thick, riveted together at the ends and
separated in the middle by a space block about lin. thick.
This "truss" was light enough, and it had stood through
two seasons, but to the eye it was a flimsy aifair at
best for such a vital point. It gave way at about the
same time as that on Genesee and fell into the drink, the
paid hand coming aft and reporting that it was gone and
nothitig could be done to replace it. Mr. Jarvis gave
the stick to Mr. Turner and went forward on to the bow-
sprit and an attempt was made to wedge the pieces of the
floorboards between the bowsprit and bobstay, a distance
of nearly 3ft. As each piece of ^'gin. spruce' or pine was
wedged in it was split by the thin wire as she plunged
into the sea, until at last a piece was found with a cross
kiiot in it which held. Before this much had been accom-
plished,- the mast had gone aft so far that the shrotrds
were throwing a cross strain on the spreaders, and it was
found impossible to heave it forward to its place.

In spite of the disturbance of three men on the bows,
Minota continued to gain, but more slowly than at first,

and at 11:40 slie was at least 300yds. to windward, the
two still on port tack. Genesee was the first to tack, at
11:42. Minota coming about two minutes later in a good
position. At 11:49 Genesee came about again, and two
minutes later she tied in a second reef, as it was now
blowing pretty hard. She is steered in strong winds by a
tackle on the tiller, and this tackle had been taken to
back up the bobstay, leaving Mr. Davis more than he
could handle with the stick alone, until a couple of blocks
were found somewhere and a new tiller tackle rigged.
Meanwhile the strain had been telling on Minota's

spreaders, of light steel tubing, and she came on pork tack
at 1 1 :53 to relieve the starboard spreader. Mr. Jarvis going
aloft and trying to hack it up with sticks and lashings.
Soon after the port spreader collapsed and left the boat
in very bad shape. From this out the course of the yacht
to the weather mark was governed by the necessity of
keeping her on one tack or the otlier while repairs were
attempted on the lee rigging. Genesee was heeling to a
big angle under her dotible reefs, but .=he was gaining a
little on Minota. The latter overstood the mark and came
down for it with sheets lighted, starting home with boom
to starboard and setting her spinaker. The times were

:

masthead, and a second man went up to assist him, the

only hope being that the spreaders could be strengthened
while off the wmd so as to stand the second five miles to

windward. The boat rolled in the sea, and the mast
threatened to go out of her every minute. After being

about eight minutes on her way in, also under spinaker,

Genesee shook out both reefs and began to overtake

Minota.
The cutter had carried her whole mainsail easily through

the wind and sea as long as the gear held, but it was
evident that she could not stand the strain in her wrecked
condition, and as she neared the line one reef was tied in.

While Mr. Jarvis was busy at the boom end with the outer

reef points, she jibed over on her spinaker, immediately
jibing back. She rounded the home mark with the reef

in and jib down, setting her second jib slowly, Genesee
jibed over at 12:38, as she neared the line, and turned in

three reefs for the new bout to windward. The end of the

round was timed:
Leg.

Turn. Elapsed. Gain. Lead,
Minota 15 42 20 0 33 52 0 04 19
Genesee 15 46 39 0 31 41 0 02 11

Round.
Elapsed. Gain. Lead.

Minota 1 42 20 0 04 19 0 0^1 ID

Genesee - 1 46 39 . ., ..

On the riln in Genesee had gained over two minutes, and
with third reef in she started off in fairly good shape,

though there was more wind and sea than she wanted, and
she fell off to leeward. Minota was now jilling along

with her reefed mainsail half spilled and second jib partly

up, making a worse showing every. minute as the patched

rigging gave way. .A.fter twenty minutes the forward
starboard shroud went and there was nothing for it but
up-stick for home. The last break \\'^s in the eye of the

bronze turnhuckle, a very poorly proportioned affair, with

a very large and heavy barrel and screws of good size.

\tinorfi .

Genesee

Tunv
, :A2 OS 2S

12 14 5S

Elapsed.
1 08 ?.S

1 14 5S

Gain
0 oe 30

Lc.id.

0 00 10

As Minota ran in. Mir. Jarvis was still \vorking at the

MINOTA.

The eye which broke, .the upper one in which the shroud
was spliced, was round and .over an inch in diameter, the
metal of the ring being about ^^sin. in diameter. Just at

the top, where the strain was concentrated, a deep center-
punch mark had been made to center the casting by in

turning up the thread. The strength at this point was
utterly disproponioned to that at the bottom of the
threads, and this in turn was as much too small for the.

large and heavy barrel.

Driving easilj- off 'the wmd, Minota made the harbor
with her mast on end, about all that could be asked under
the circumstances. Genesee continued, with ample time
to finish within the limit, rounding the outer mark at

2:08, the beat of five miles being made in ih. 21m. 21s., or
6m. longer than m the first round. She ran in without
incident, and finished at 2 :39 -.25, her time for the run being
31:25, and for the twenty-mile course 3:39:25.
There was a general regret on both sides over the ter-

mination of the race, as every one was anxious to see the
match fought to a fair finish without accident. Minota's
crew took their defeat with the best possible grace, and
they had the hearty sympathy of the Genesee party. In
fact, throughout the whole meeting there was no break in

the good feeling which prevailed.
The first race showed the superiority of Genesee on a

reach, where she is as fast as her long scow-like side would
indicate ; on the wind, however, she is markedly deficient,

especially when but moderately heeled. She has not the
lateral plane to hold her, and until she is heeled far enough
and driven hard enough to roll up a strong lee wave and
give her a bearing for her bilge, she slides off to leeward
in a way which no speed on end can oft'set. While
Minota gains nothing to speak of by heeling. Genesee
gains a good deal at both ends, and in reaching this differ-

ence tells. It would seem that Minota should outrun
Genesee with booms squared, but this point was not tested
on the triangular course, and m the second race the con-
dition of the rigging and the disturbance caused by two
men aloft on Minota oft" the wind made the test of no
value.

Hotel Ontario Cup.

Tuesday, Sept. ii.

Triangular Course.

In addition to other courtesies to the yachtsmen, the
Hotel Ontario presented a handsome silver cup for a race
of yachts of over 4Sft. measurement, but as already
stated, only Vreda and Mern,' Thought were willing to
start. The weather was clear on Tuesday, but the wind
was very light from S.E., the water being smooth. The
triangular course was selected with buoys to port. Both
yachts carried their largest club topsa'ls as they worked
about the line. There was not enough wind for quick
maneuvering, but both started promptly, Vreda being
ahead and to windward, and Merry Thought in a poor
position on her lee quarter. It was a reach to first mark,
the leg lying along the shore off Windsor Bluffs, and the

mark off the mouth of Irondequoit Bay; both carried No.
I jib topsails, and Vre3a worked out a clear lead. After
some ten minutes the wind shifted so that sp'nakers
would draw on starboard side, Merry Thought ran upon
Vreda and they made the first mark after a slow race
thus far. The times were:

Vreda 11 37 45 Merry Thought 11 37 55

The wind freshened considerably at the mark, and they
started very evenly on the second leg, both setting balloon
foresails and heeling to the wales. The wind continued
to freshen until Merry Thought took in her balloon stay-
sail, when she walked through the lee of Vreda and luffed
out, but Vreda started up and held on to first place.
She took in her large jib topsail and then her balloon stay-
.sail, afterward setting a small jib topsail, but after a hard
fight Merry Thought took the lead from her before the
.second mark was reached. The turn here was so broad
that it was impossible to time the two, but Merry Thought
had a good lead as they reached close-hauled on star-
board tack. The first round was timed

:

Merry Thought 12 30 06 Vreda 12 32 03

Spinakers were quickly set to starboard and carried for
ten minutes, when a light rain began to fall. The two
stowed their spinakers and started a lively luffing match,
which took them off their course and well in toward
Irondequoit Bay. The wind freshened still more as they
neared the first mark, and Vreda lowered her big club top-
.sail for the beat on second leg, in anticipation of a squall,
while Merry Thought stowed her jib topsail. They jibed
o^'er and stood for the mark together, being timed:

Vreda 1 02 15 Merry Thought 1 02 26

Merry Thought worked out to windward across Vreda's
wake as they rounded, and soon had a plain overlap, her
bow.sprit end being well up with Vreda's waist. In spite
of this, Vreda deliberately luffed up to stop her, and then
bore away and ran out a clear lead. The promised wind
did not come, and Vreda was in sad need of a topsail, so
her second club went up, her crew working smartly, but
before the sail was drawing Merry Thought had run
clear ahead to leeward. After getting by Merry Thought
came about and crossed Vreda's bows, then tacked well
upon her quarter, but she gained little or nothing bv
this maneuver. .\s they stood on close-hauled for the
second mark, Alerry Thought weatherrng out, Vreda
reached off ahead, but in a little while .she was repassed by
Merry Thought. The .sky had cleared and the wind was
falling at i :20, when Vreda lowered her second club top-
sail and reset the big one, but still Merry Thought was
leaving her. The second mark was timed

;

Merry Thought 1 41 30 V'reda ...1 43 14

As Merry Thought had to allow im. 4s., it was fairly
certain that she would w-in with but three and one-third
miles to go. She stood by the mark on port tack for
some dt.stance, Vreda following her, but when the latter
had gone but a short distance from the mark, the wind
fell, and both were left becalmed. After some twenty
minutes of drifting they caught a very light breeze from
S.E.. and trimmed for the reach in, then Cinderella came
in from the lake with boom squared before a N.E. breeze.
Vreda caught the new wind first and was under good
headway before it reached Merry Thought, passing her
to windward and coming in clear ahead, the times being,
start II :oa:

Finish.
Vreda 2 32 32
Merry Thought 2 33 28

Elapsed. Corrected. Gain.
3 32 32 3 32 28 0 02 00
3 33 28 3 33 2«

No protest was made.by Merry Thought over the luffing
in the second round, though one would have given her the
cup.

Gloria left Charlotte for Toronto just after the with-
drawal of Minota on Monday, and with a fresh breeze
on the starboard beam, probably made a good run across,
the distance being about 100 miles. Aggie and Clytie
sailed about noon on Tuesday, for Oakville and Hamil-
ton, respectively, the weather being fair with a light and
variable breeze. Minota, in company with the steam yacht
Wapiti, left in the afternoon. On Tuesday a violent
gale swept over Lake Erie, doing much damage at
Buffalo, and reaching Lake Ontario on Wednesday morn-
ing. When it struck Toronto all hands were kept bu.sy
rescuing the yachts and boats at anchor in the bay.
Minota and Wapiti put into Oak Orchard and waited un-
ti Ithe gale was over, afterward reaching Toronto in
safety. Vreda and Merry Thought laid in Charlotte
Harbor, and so far as reported Aggie avoided the gale.
It is reported, however, that Clytie lost a man on the
passage across the lake. The wind blew over sixty miles
an hour on Wednesday, but the gale was short-lived.

Corinthian Y. C. of Philadelphia.

ESSINGTON DEL.\WARE RIVER.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

The Corinthian Y. C, of Philadelphia, sailed a good
race in the knockabout class on Sept. 8, the course being
eight miles in a moderate N. E. breeze. All of the yachts
touched the ground during the race, but Grilse and Kid
made a very close finish, the times being

:

Finish. Elapsed.
Grilse 5 27 00 2 38 00
Kid 5 27 28 2 38 28
Fareeda 5 34 05 2 45 05

The club expects to have a good fleet in the 36ft. R. M.
class for next season, there being now two new boats

—

Cherokee, owned by E. W. Clarke and Pankewis. owned
by C. W. Clark. The conditions of yachting on the Dela-
ware River strongly favor the centerboard type over the
keel ; and in a moderately deep centerboard of modern
form it is possible to get excellent accommodations, good
speed and freedom from danger of capsizing on a draft
which can be worked to advantage outside of the main
channels of the river.

Wonder, yawl, J. M. Hartshorne, has been sold to F.
M. Freeman, owner of Dragoon I., who will rename her
Dragoon II. The yacht will sail from Greenwich, C,onn..
about Oct. 15 for a long cruise down the Southern coast.
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The Yankee-Mineola Protests.

Thk decision of the race committee of the Newport
Y, R, A. in the two pairs of counter protests of Yankee

and Mineola in the race of Aug. 22 was made pubHc on

Sept. 15. The race committee found it necessary to hear

a number of witnesses on both sides and to weigh care-

fully a quantity of conflicting testimony. The full text

of the decision is as follows:

In Race, Aug 22, 1900.—In view of the fact that both

yachts have protested as to the first foul, the committee

will consider the first foul only, rejecting the second, ni

accordance with the precedent already established by

the committee that the act by which a yacht disqualifies

herself thereby deprives her of all further rights m the

race. The following are the protests and claims sub-

mitted:
Newport, Aug. 22.—To the Regatta Committee, New-

port' Y. R. A.—Gentlemen: I beg to protest the Yan-

kee on the reach to the first mark to-day for not keep-

ing clear of the Mineola and fouHng the Mineola when
luffing, the Y'ankee being the overtaking yacht to wind-

ward. Yours truly, August Belmont.
Newport, Aug. 22.—To the Regatta Committee, New-

port Y. R. A.-—Gentlemen; While regretting the col-

lision at the first mark to-day, I protest the Yankee for

coming about on the port tack when she was unable to

clear the Mineola, which was on the starboard tack and

close hauled after rounding the mark. Yours respect-

fiillys •r: August Belmont.
First Protest.—Started eight seconds ahead of the Yan-

kee, she being to windward and about a length astern of

the Mineola. The Mineola immediately luffed, after

•crossing, up to the Yankee, and when she met her the

Yankee yielded to the luff, the Mineola's compass show-
ing southeast by south. The boats luffed alternately and
bore away, the "Yankee gradually overtaking. The Min-
eola bore away till the compass showed east by south to

avoid fouling the Yankee's mainsail with the masthead
spreader, the Yankee bearing away with her and killing

the wind in the Mineola's head sheets, causing the min-
eola to luff without taking the helm, and in doing .so

the Yankee's boom end caught the bowsprit shrouds of

the Mineola. The Yankee, being the overtaking boat,

should have kept clear, and consequently the fouls were
hers. August Belmont, Owner.
Second Protest.—Wind W.S.W. ; course, E.S.E., four

miles. The Mineola approached the first mark on a broad

reach in the immediate waVe of the Yankee and about
2oft. astern of her. When about looyds. from the mark
the Mineola began trimming down and taking in her

jib topsail, and when about 20yds from the mark bore
away to leeward of the Yankee and trimmed down her
mainsail close and fit to go on the wind.

The Yankee luffed around the mark ahead of the Min-
eola and on a wider circle, owing to her coming down
closer to the mark, while the Mineola luffed on the

wind in a shorter circle, but astern of tlve Yankee. Tlie

Mineola held her way, passing the mark on the starboard

tack and headed about S.S.W.. while the Yanke sailed

around the mark with a sufficiently wide turn to leave a

free opening for the Mineola to come in without coming
into the wind. The Yankee came about and began to

fill away on the port tack without paying any attention

to the Mineola being on the starboard tack.

The course of the Mineola could not then be changed
to wear away clear of the Yankee. If held on her course
she would have cut head on into the Yankee's quarter.

The helm of the Mnieola was then put hard to port with
the owner's assistance in an effort to luff clear. The
Mineola struck the Yankee just aft of her rigging and
gradually rounded to and became locked on the port tack
under the lee of the Yankee. The mark had already been
rounded when both yachts passed the mark on the star-

board tack, and the Yankee when she came about on the
port tack did so when she was unable to clear the Min-
eola. August Belmont. Owner.
Regatta Committee. Newport Y. R. A.—Gentlemen

:

I beg to protest the Mineola for fouling Yankee in to-
day's race. The first foul occurred in the following man-
ner: B'oth boats were reaching for the first mark with
booms to port. Mineola luffed and Yankee, to avoid her,
luffed also and was heading southeast. Yankee got Min-
eola's wind and drew rapidly ahead. Then Mineola kept
off while Yankee held her luff. Then Mineola luffed
sharply, with the apparent intention of going under Yan-
kee's stern and struck the leech of Yankee's mainsail
with the outer part of her bowsprit shroud. I beg to
protest Mineola under Rule 7. The second foul oc-
curred in the following manner: In rounding the first

mark Yankee had a clear lead and tacked around the
mark. Mineola attempted to force a passage between
Yankee and the mark, and in so doing struck Yankee
just aft of the rigging. I beg to protest Mineola under
Paragraph 2 of Rule 12. Very truly yours,

H. B. DURYEA.
In the protests and at the hearing certain contradictory

statements are presented. Mineola claims to have been
forced to bear away in order to avoid fouling with her
topmast spreader the mainsail of Yankee; further, that
Yankee bore away with her and so approached her too
closely, thus ultimately causing the foul. Both of these
statements are denied by Yankee—as to the danger of
fouling the topmast spreader and as to bearing away.

In the protest of Mineola these circumstances appear
to be cited as explanatory, and the main claim is based
upon the duty of Yaakee, as an overtaking vessel, to
keep clear. In order to prove that Yankee forced Min-
eola to bear away, it is necessary for Mineola to prove
that _ a foul would have occurred had she not borne
away. As to the charge that Yankee bore away with
Mineola, and was wrong in so doing, this charge would
be included and judged in considering the general charge
that Yankee, as the overtaking yacht, failed to keep clear
as required by the rules.

In view of the conflict of testimony and the general
character of the claims under the protest of Mineola, the
committee decline to consider the above alleged facts
as distinct and separate issues and instances of foul sail-
ing, and have decided to confine themselves to the actual
fftul or contact, it being the basis of the protests and
clear as to the essential facts, and to consider all other
circumstance^ only as related to such foql. In the judg-

ment of the committee the following are the essential

facts:

First—Yankee was the overtaking yacht to windward.
Second—An overlap existed, as proved by the fact of

the foul.

Third—Mineola luffed and touched the lee side of the
leach of Yankee's mainsail with her (Mineola's) weather
bowsprit shrouds about 6ft. from the bowsprit end.
Fourth—Had Mineola not luffed the foul would not

have occurred.
The rules cited by either side respeotively appear to

cover the case. They are as follows:
By Mineola—Rule 5—Overtaking.—^An overtaking

yacht shall ,in every case, as long as an overlap exists,

keep clear of the yacht which is being overtaken, except
as specified in Section 12. The overtaking vessel, if to
leeward, must not luff until she has drawn clear ahead of
the yacht she has overtaken.
Rule 8—Luffing.—A yacht may luff as she pleases in

order to prevent another from passing her to windward.
By Yankee—Rule. 7—Altering Course.—When of two

yachts one is obliged to keep clear, the other shall not
alter her course so as -to involve risk of fouling.
The rights and obligations conveyed in these rules are

equally important and binding, and these rules must be
construed in the light of common sense and as dependent
upon and explanatory of each other.
As to Luffing—The phrase "in order to prevent" should

be noticed. In the opinion of the committee this rule
does not convey a right to luff when such luff will no
longer act to prevent another yacht from passing—that
is, the leeward and overtaken yacht has no right to luff
into the other and cause a foul when the windward yacht
has drawn so far ahead that the leeward yacht can no
longer by luffing actually prevent the other yacht from
passing her to windward. In such a case the windward
yacht is practically unable to avoid a foul, and when this
point is reached the leeward and overtaken yacht is

bound to hold her course under Rule 7. Rule 7 is univer-
sal in its application to the right of way rules, and only
by fixing such limit to the right to luff can Rules 7 and 8
be satisfactorily harmonized. Where the right to luff
under Rule 8 ceases the obligation to hold the course un-
der Rule 7 begins. This point is certainly reached when
an overtaken and weather yacht can no longer luff clear
by yielding to the luff of the leeward and overtaken
yacht.

Judging from the points of contact, it appears that
Yankee had reached such a point that .Mineola by luffing
could no longer prevent Yankee from passing' her to
windward, and that Yankee was no longer able by luff-
ing or otherwise to avoid a foul.

The question as to whether Yankee, as the overtaking
vessel, kept sufficiently clear of Mineola turns also upon
the bearing of Rule 7 upon the right of way rules. In-
a--much as an alteration of course in contravention of
Rule 7 vvoidd carry with it the responsibility of a foul
resulting from such alteration, it .seems only fair to con-
clude that under existing rules the obligation upon one
yacht to keep clear of another is limited to keeping clear
of such other yacht as does not unlawfully alter her
course.

In the present case Yankee was obliged to give all

necessary room as long as Mineola had a right to luff.

When, hovrever. Mineola was bound to hold her course.
Yankee was within her rights in giving only sufficient
room to pass clear had Mineola so held her course. In
the written and oral statements the committee finds the
luff admitted on the part of Mineola and they' find no
evidence to show that without such luff there would
have been a foul.

As to Yankee's causing the luff, Mineola claims that
Yankee in passing so blanketed Mineola's head sails as
to cause her (Mineola) to luff without change of helm.
Even if admitted, this fact does not. in the opinion of
the cornmittee, necessarily place the responsibility of
Mineola's luff upon Yankee, and especially because of the
following admissions by the owner of Mineola at the
hearing on Sept. 5:

First—It was admitted that at no time was Mineola
out of control.

Second—That the mate of Mineola. stationed forward,
gave a signal to indicate that Mineola, if allowed to luff,

would swing clear of Yankee, and that the sailing mas-

Seawanhafca Corinthian Y. C.

oyster bay-—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Sept. 6, 7, 8.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. planned for three
days of racing at Oyster Bay on Sept. 6, 7, 8, the first
two days being devoted to the raceabout class, which was
to race for a cup presented by J. R. Maxwell, while the
last day was the annual fall race. It was proposed to race
the raceabouts in pairs, but out of the five at the station
on Thursday only three were ready to start. Spindrift
could not make up a crew, and Scamp' broke the club of
her jib just before the starting gun. The other three,
Raider, Sis and Snapper, was started at 2:50, the course
being a triangle of six and three-quarter miles on the
Sound just outside Oj^ster Bay. There was a strong S.W.
wind, and Sis and Raider carried single reefs, while
Snapper tied in two. The first round was timed

:

Sis 3 55 40 Snapper 3 58 50
Raider 3 56 18

The final times were;

c- -a. ^ ,^ ,
Finish. Elapsed.

Sis, F. T Bedford 4 48 .50 2 08 BO
Kaider, H. M. Crane 4 59 15 2 09 15
.Snapper, 11. L. Maxwell.." , 'Withdrew.

After the race Mr. Bedford claimed the cup on the
ground that he had won practically the final heat. The
race committee referred the case to Mr. Maxwell, who
gave the cup to Mr. Bedford, and offered another for the
following days.

On Friday Sis did not start, and Scamp won, with
Raider second. Snapper third and Spindrift fourth.
On Saturday the wind was fresh from the east, but

after the first round it fell and came in lighter from S.W.
A very good race was sailed with a large fleet of starters.
The 46-footer Ilderim was matched against the smaller
Norota, giving her half the regular allowance. Norota
won on even time. The times were:

Cutters—60ft. Class—Start,
,, , . - Length,
lldernii. 1. \V. .Satterthwaitc 64.00

Ciitters-*43ft. Class—Start,
Mirth tl.. J. Will. Beekman 41.73
Norota, D. U. Biirnham

Sloops—:Mt. Class—Start,O bhuna San, II. J. Pratt 35.81

. ,
Yawls—.36ft; Class—Start,

.Aiulax. II, W. l!:aton :W.90
Flora, ITcnry IT. Lnudon 35.36

Sloop.s ::!Oft. Class— Start,
Oiscail. J. Maxwell. |r 29. IK
Kit.

.
W. H. Macdonald .

.". 29.93
.Merion, A. If. Alker 29.89
.Marguerite. John K. Dingec 29.96
Eijpronzii Alfred Peals... , ;M.00

Wiiidora, Jnlni (ireen

1

Finish.
4 55 OS

1:15.

4 40 56
4 36 45

1:20.

5 09 57

1:20.

5 22 10

5 52 ].0

] :25.

5 0!) 09
5 23 ;jo

n 07 32
5 16 2(i

5 10 5.S

Calboals—30ft. Class—Start, 1 :25.

30.00

Raceabouts—Start, 1 :35.
Kaidcr, H. M. Crane 21.00 •

Sis. P". T, Bedford 21.00
Colleen, L. R, Albcrgcr 21.00
.Scani|i, Johnson De P'orcst 21.0!l

r. 1:; 02

•1 19 07
» 47 15
I

.-,0 111

I 51 12

Ai).

0 15 II

t .51 37

1:10.

5 16 08
5 14 00

Elapsed.
3 40 08

3 2t> 56
3 21 45

3 49 57

1 02 10
4 .32 10

3 44 09
3 55 .30

3 42 ;i2

:'. 51 26
2 '15 5S

4:! 02

3 hi 07
3 12 15

3 15 10

3 16 12
Sloops-25fl. Cla.ss—Start,

:Miirnnir, Barclay Ward .25.00
Roehcllr. lidwjivd Kelly,.,,,,., 25.'00

Cal boats—SSft. Clas.s—Start,
I arda, II. II. (lordon 24.64
Win or Lcsc, J. S. Appleby 23. .50

Sloops—21ft, Class—Start, 1 :50.
Ox, R. N. Bavler .21.00 4 10 50

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 1:50.
Flim Flam, A. D. Prince .18.00 4 11 14

Catboats—35ft! Class—Start, 1:40.
Spindrift, M. Goetchins 18.60 Not timed.
Mongoose, Simeon Ford 21.00 3 56 40

Sloops—15ft. Class (Special)—Start, 1:55.
Moya, Anderson Dana 17.50 , 4 18 2S
Nora, Lewis Iselin 4 17 32

Catboats—ISft. Class—Start, 1:50.
Wee Win, F. Sherwood 14.08 4 20 07

-Seawanhaka Knockabouts—Start, 1:40
fferon, K. F. Coudert, Jr 21.00 5 20 31
Senta, Daniel Bacon..'. 21.00 5 20 05
Dacoit, H. H. Mossnian 21.00 Withdrew.

Special Match—Start, 1:15.
Ilderim, T. W. Satterthwaitc 54.00 4 55 08
Norota, D. W. Burnham 4 36 45

The

3,;!5

3 1

1

IL ,

3 36 OS
3 34 00

•2 20 50

2 21 14

2 06 40

2 23 28 .

2 22 32

2 30 07

3 40 31 .

3 40 05'

3 40 08
3 21 45

Avinners were Norota, Audax, Alerion, Sis,
Rochelle. Win or Lose, Mongoose II., Nora and Senta.

ter of Mineola afterward asked the mate why he (the Norota won the special match race, and sail over "nrizes
mate) ga\c the signal so soon.
The conclusion of the committee is that Yankee did as

the overtaking vessel keep clear as required; that the foul
was clearly due to Mineola's luff; that Mineola was rc-
spon.sible for luffing and wrong in so doing. Yankee is
.sustained in her protest and Mineola disqualified.

Ralph N. F.i.lt.s.

Woodbury Kane.
A. Cas.S 0ANfIELD.

Riverton Y. C.
RIV£RT0N—DELAWARE RIVER.

Monday; Sept.' 3.

The Riverton Y. C. sailed the final race of the season on
Sept. 3 in a fresh S.W. breeze that fell just before the
finish. The times- were:

Catboats—Start, 2:33.

„ _ , Finish.
Sea Gull, Lee Cook 4 56 00
Peerless, H. F. Stoddard , 5 01 15
Priscilla, Philip C. Clarkson 5 02 10
Butterfly, A. G. Marshall 5 03 15
Leila, Blair Fergusori 5 04 23

Mosquito Boats—Start, 2:36.
No. 11. A. G. Cook 4 34 20
No. 2, Charles M., Jr., & Robert Biddle, 2d.... 4 35 15
No. 15, Filson Graflf ,...^..,.4 38 15
No. 8, .John L. Bioren 4 57 00
No. 3, Thomas Walnut Fouled fiagshi'p.
No. 12, H. McI. Biddle Withdrew
This being the last race, the prizes for the mosquito

boat series were awarded, as follows-: First prize, silver
berry dish, won by A. G. Cook, 51 points; second prize,
compass, Charles M., Jr., and Robert Biddle, 2d, 44
points; third prize, nautical clock, T. H. Walnut, 22
points; fourth prize, set brass lanterns, Filson Graff, 19
points.

The catboat prizes were : First, cut glass dish, won by
Lee Cook; second, large loving cup, -won by H. F. Stod-
dard ; third, small loving cup, won by P. C. Clarkson.

In the knockabout class the Kaloola won a handsome
carving set for Capt. H. N, Emmons,

were awarded to Ilderim. O Shima .San, Windora, Ox,
Flim Flam and Wee Win.

Elapsed.
2 23 00
2 28 15
2 30 15
2 30 15
2 31 23

1 .58 20
1 59 15
2 02 15
2 21 00

Bi-ooklyn Y. C.

BATH BEACH—GRAVESEND BAY. ~ ~

Saturday, Sept. 8.

The fall regatta of the Brooklyn Y. C. was sailed on
Sept. 8 after being postponed from the previous Saturday:
The wind was light from the south, and the times were

;

35ft. Class Sloop,s—Start 3:30.

Finish. Elapsed.
Be^s

; 5 14 17 1 44 37
Kangaroo 5 16 46 1 46 46
Squaw 5 15 28 1 45 28
Olga Withdrew.

25ft. Class Sloops—Start, 3:35.
Ojibway 5 35 47 2 00 47
Song and Dance Withdrew.
Charlotte 5 58 52 2 28 52

20ft. Class Sloops—Start, 3:35.
Pebble 5 52 55 2 17 55
Pard ....Withdrew.

Marine and Field Clut,

BATH BEACH—GRATOSEND BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

The final race of the Marine and Field Club one^design
class for the Snedeker trophy was sailed on Sept. 8 in a
moderate southerly breeze, the times being, start 3 :3s :

Finish. Elapsed.
Kelpie 5 57 27 2 22 27
Quinque 5 57 50 2 22 50
Sweetheart 5 58 49 2 23 49
Flying Fox 6 00 07 2 25 07
Vixen 6 00 56 2 25 56

The standing of the yachts at the end of the Snedeker
trophy contest is -as follows : Kelpie, 18 points

; Quinqiie.

12; Stinger, 6; Skylark, 5; Sweetheart, 4; Vixen, 2.
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Larchmont Y. C.

I J4CHM0NT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

In -addition to the afinual $500 cup for schooners given

by the Larchmont Y. C, Com. Postley this year gave a

cup of similar value for the 70-footers, while the club

olYered prizes for the two imported ctitters, the si-footers

and the 36-footers. Saturday M'as clear and warm with
a moderate easterly breeze ; the course for the larger

yachts was a triangle with two six-mile sides, the first

mark being well out in the Sound, and the usual three-mile

leg across from Hempstead Harbor home, two rounds
being- sailed. -The smaller yachts sailed an eleven-mile
triangle, two rounds. The schooner cup brought out an
indifferent lot of entries, the big Corona, formerly Colonia,

and the little Qviissetta, the former allowing over thirteen

minutes, with three old boats, Atlantic, Katrina and Way-
ward. In the 70ft. class, Mineola II., Rainbow and Yankee
were present, Virginia being at Bristol. In the schooner
class Corona beat Quissetta by only four minutes elapsed

time, the little boat thus winning by ten minutes. With
a single gun for the start, Mineola crossed fifteen seconds
after the smOke, and Rainbow followed within five sec-

onds, but Yankee was nearly a minute late. The leaders

were soon hard at it to windward, .standing across to the

Long Island shore and making tack after tack in com-
pany, without regard to Yankee astern. This duel proved
so interesting that both far overstood the first mark, which
Yankee fetched nicely in due time and rounded, leaving

them to discover their error and run down with lifted

sheets to find her hopelessly in the lead. The times at this

mark were:
Turn. Elapsed.

Yankee 12 33 46 0 53 4G

Rainbow 12 41 10 1 06 10

Mmeola 12 42 14 1 07 14

They ran to the Hempstead mark under spinakers, and
were timed

:

Turn. Elapsed.
Yankee 1 22 32 0 48 46
Mineola 1 31 54 0 49 40

Rainbow 1 32 12 0 51 02

A short reach on starboard tack brought them to the

line, where the first rounded:

Turn. Elapsed.
Yankee 1 40 26 0 17 54
Mineola 1 50 10 0 18 16
Rainbow 1 50 35 0 IS 19

With Yankee lor a pilot, the others made as direct a

course as possible lo the windward mark, the times being:

Turn. Elapsed.
Yankee 2 42 08 1 01 42
Minpiila 2 50 00 0 59 !iO

Rainbow 2 51 54 1 01 23

The wind had been .falling lighter, and off Hempstead
Bay Yankee lost it for a time, but caught the first of a
light S.W. wind before the others, and the mark was
timed

:

Turn. Elapsed.
Yankee .3 39 00 0 56.52
Mineola 3 44 31 0 54 :n
Rainbow , :i 49 00 0 57 06

They ran home under spinakers before the new wind,
the times being

:

Turn. Elapsed.
Yankee 4 12 .57 0 33 57
Mineola 4 20 50 0 36 19
Rainbow 4 24 18 0 35 18

Astrild and Lsolde made a very close and interesting
race. On the first windward leg Isolde gained one minute
and one second, but she lost this and thirty-six seconds
more on the run, making up sixteen seconds on the reach
"home, so that she started the round twenty seconds astern
of Astrild. When .\strild had added one minute and fifty

seconds to this in the six-mile beat, the race was decided.
Altair played with Hussar II., as usual, beating her all

over the course. The old 30-footer, Veda, easily saved
her time over the new Herreshoff Countess, and both beat
the Hanley Cherokee. The full times were

:

Schooners—Start, 11:40.
Racing Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ouissetta, H. F. Lippit 73.59 4 52 50 4 38 52
Corona, L. Cass Ledyard 93.07 4 48 54 / 4 48 54
Katrina, J, B. Ford:... 73.14 - 5 31 03 5 16 40
Atlantic. Wilson Marshall. .86.31 Not timed.
Wayward, C. Smitbers.. 63.S2 Not timed.

Cutters—soft. Class—Start, 11:35.

Yankee, H. B. Duryea and H. P.
Whitney 76.36 4 37 57

Mineola, August Belmont 76.73 4 45 50

Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt 76.34 4 49 18

CuHers—70ft. Class—Start, 11:45.

Astrild, Hannn Brothers 61.39 5 03 35

Isolde, F. M. Hoyt 60.45 5 07 53

Cutters—51ft. Class—Start, 11:50.

Altair, Cord Meyer.... 51.00 4 13 44
Hussar IT., James Baird....... 57;7S 4 21 07

36ft. Class—Start, 11:50.

Veda, Robert Bacon .30.33 4 23 23
Countess, Oswald .Sanderson 35.71 4 18 16
Cherokee, E. \V. Clark, Jr ..35.91 4- :?3 10

4 37 57
4 45 50

4 49 18

5 03 35
5 06 59

13 44
21 07

12 04
18 16
33 10

Keystone Y. C.

TORRESDALE—DELAWARE RIVER.

Monday, Sept. 3. ,

The Keystone Y. C. .sailed its annual fall race on Sept.

3 in a fresh S.W. wind, the course being twelve miles
on the Delaware River. The times were

:

Second Class Duckers—Start, 11:16.

Finish. Elapsed.
Edith M., T. Pfister 1 39 .30' 2 23 30
Effie, D., VV. SoUins 1 43 00 2 27 00
Little Harry, Geo. Hirst 1 46 00 2 30 00
Anna, N., J. Whitehead .-1 47 15 2 31 15
Martha, George Wheatcroft 1 50 00 2 34 00

Skififs—Start, 11:34.
Albert, W. Wellington 1 46 05 2 12 05
F. Reillv, W. Wagner .1 50 05 2 16 05
Tibo, W. Hascher 1 52 00 2 18 00
Jessie, W. Knowles , 1 55.00 2 21 00
Gluey, Hugh Ayres.... ., ..1 56 40 2 22 40

First Class Duckers—^tart, l'2:38.

Bertie S., W. Clausen ' 2 38 30 2 00 30
Albert S., C. Shallcross 2 "41 40 2 03 40
Bessie, Sy Dingee 2 42 02 2 04 02
McGintv, George Le Sage 2 43 20 2 05 20

J. Hirst, R. Brown 2 47 00 2 09 00
George B., George Dingham ; 3 00 00 2 22 00
Playfo-rd, C. Gist 2 57,00 2 19 00
Flounder, J. McKane 3 00 30 2 22 30

First Class Duckers—Start, 4:14.
Bertie S., "W. Clausen ...5 28 20 1 14 20
Bessie, S. Y. Dingee 5 29 55 1 15 55
McGinty, George Le Sage 5 30 40 1 16 40
Albert S., J. Pfister 5 35 30 1 21 30
T. Hirst, R. Brown 4 .36 15 1 22 15
George B., W. Collom 5 37 10 1 28 10
Flounder, T. Davenport 5 40 00 1 26 00

Sunday, Sept. 9.

The regular weekly race was sailed on Sept. 9 in a puft'y

N.W. wind, the times being:
First Class Duckers—Start, 1:30.

Finish. Elapsed.
Bertie S., W. Clausen 2 37 45 1 07 45
Albert S., J. Pfister 2 39 10 1 09 10
Bessie. S. Y. Dingee 2 39 15 1 09 15
John Hirst, R. Brown 2 40 15 1 10 15
George B.. George Pass 2 40 55 1 10 55
Mc(;inty, George Le Sage 2 41 18 1 11 18

Skiffs—Start, 1:54.
Alberta, J. Millington ; 3 04 10 1 10 10
Gluey, George Wheatcroft 3 10 "18 1 16 18
F. Reilly, W. Wagner...; 3 18 45 1 24 45
W. Giosser, J. Grieves 3 21 40 1 27 40
Jibo, W. TIasch 3 25 00 1 31 00

Second Class Duckers—Start, 3:29:15.
Efhe D., W. Cullom 5 05 32 1 36 17
Ldith M.. J. Pfister 5 16 50 1 47 35
Martha. George Wheatcroft 5 25 .30 1 56 15
Anna V.. J. Whitehead 5 35 00 2 06 15
Little Harry, T. H. McKane 5 38 00 2 09 00

First Class Duckers—Start, 3:39.
Bertie S., W. Clausen 4 57 35 1 18 35
Bessie, S. Y. Dingee 5 02 20 1 23 20
McGintv. George Bingham 5 05 .30 . 1 26 30
Albert S., H. Fisher 5 13 45 . 1 34 45
John Hirst. B. Brown 5 15 30 1 36 30
George B.. H. Vandegrift 5 21 50 1 41 50

Hull Musquito Y. C.

riTV POINT—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

The Hull Mosquito Y. C. sailed a special race on Sept.
8 in a moderate S.E. breeze, the times being:

. ^ Elapsed.
Mojave Berry 1 19 30
Rita, Kmg 1 25 00
Teck, Sylvester 1 25 IS
Lssefsee. Johnson 1 25 23
Jewel. Tilden ...1 29 30
R'Pple .; ......1 30 30
Kewayden, Clark , t 44 23

The judges were George Smith and C. McDonald.

Y* R, A. of Massachusetts.

The annual rendezvous of the Y. R. A. of Massachu-'
setts took place on Sept, 8 off City Point, the fleet sailing

over to Hull next day and passing in review. The record
for the season is as follows:

Class D—25ft. Cabin Sachls.
Total Per- •

.Starts. Ists. 2ds. 'Ads. centage. Average.
Flirt

"11

7 :i 0 895 81 4-11

Little Peter 11 4 5 V 760 69 1-11

iCarly D.^wn ...11 4 . 2 3 650 59 1-11

Hermes 8 0 0 4 185 23 1-8

Sappho 1 0 1 0 65 11 4-5

Tmgo 1 0 0 1 85 06 2-5

Helene 1 0 0 0 15 02 4-5

Cygnet 1 0 U 0- 15 02 4-5

Class L—21ft. Open Vachts.
Hostess 6 4 1 0 465 771-2
Cleopatra 5 1 3 1 300 60
Ta.coma 5 1 2 2 300 60

Lookoia 1 1 U 0 100 33 1-3

Class S—21ft. Cabin Vachts.
Harriet " 8 5 2 0 630 78 3-4

Csona 10 4 4 0 675 67 1-2

Coquette 8 2 2 2 400 50
Zaza 2 2 0 0 200 40
Opitsah II 2 1 0 1 135 27
Rambler 1 II 1 0 65 13
Carrie M 3 (I 0 1 50 10
Dosia 2 0 , 0 1 50 .10
Minx 1001 35 07

Class T—18ft. Vachts.
Dauntless 11 10 1 0 1065 96 9-11
Fantasy 6 1 3 0 310 51 2-3

Zoe 4 1 I 2 235 43 4-5

Lobster 7 1 2 1 2rf5 42 1-7
l^erhaps 10 0 2 5 335 33 lr2
Cathryn 4 1 0 0 145 20 2-5

Circe 11 3 0 2 0 1-45 20 2-5 •

loque -. ...7 0 0 2. 130 18 4-7-

Hector 3 0 0 1 65 11 4-5

Aureolus 2 0 0 0 30 05 1-2

Class X—15fi. Yachts,
Vitesse 7 5 1 0 5C5 80 5-7
Favorite 5 1 3 0 295 59
Bed Bug 2 1 0 II 115 32 6-7

Ray .." 2 0 1 1 100 28 4-7

Cricket 3 0 0 2 70 20
Bess 1 .0 0 0 15 04 2-7

In figuring percentages, it is assumed that a yacht shall

have started in at least half as many races as any-ya.cht
in her class. . ;

,

Victoria Y. C.

HAMILTON—BURLINGTON BAY. ' '

Saturday, Sept. 8.
/

The Victoria Y. C. finished its racing on SepL 8 in a
fresh easterly breeze, the times being

;

30ft. Class—Start, 2":30.

• Finish. Elapsed.
Hiawatha ...4 49 10 2 19 10
Brenda 4 51 07 2 21 07
Happy Thought

;..5

03 45 2 83 45

25ft. Class—For Brigger Cup—Start, 2:35. ,

Rosemaryn 5 05 05 2 30 05 ,

Koko 5 05 15 2 ' 30 15
Getaway 5 10 30 2 35 30

Skififs-Start, 3:00.
Flight 5 14 10 2 14 10
Shelia ; 5 15 05 2 15 05
Firefly 5 24 05 2 24 05

Gentlemen's Dinghy Race—H. Green, J. Jutten, E. M.
Longtin.

Ladies' Dinghy Race—Miss A. Allan, Miss C. TurnbuH,
Miss M. Potter.

Gentlemen's Fishing Contest—D. Tracey, 31 fish; W.
Allan, 30 fish ; Geo. Wark, 30 fish. Booby prize, E. Doran,
I fish.

Ladies' Fishing Contest—Miss A. Allan, 9 fish; Miss M.
Potter, 8 fish; Miss M. Omand, 7 fish. Booby prize, Miss
Jean Chapman, i fish. .

In the evening the party went to the beach on the
club launch Minerva, returning to the c'Mb house about ii
o'clock.

Corinthian Y. C.

MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

The third class of the Corinthian Y. C, of Marble-
head, sailed off the final race for the class cup on Sept.
8 in a light east wind, the times being :

Elapsed.
Oivana, R. Boardman 2 12 31
Mistral, F. W. Little ','.'.2 IT Zl
I sis, G. H. Mayo 2 23 01

In the afternoon a race was sailed for the cup presented
by Com. Shaw, the wind being fresh S.E. The times
were

:

. Elapsed. Corrected.
Gossip, P. Brooks 2 23 49 2 16 57
Flirt, Fabyan & McKee .2 17 20 2 17 20
Brigand, H. A. Morss 2 31 50 2 20 51
Oivana, R. Boardman 2 29 52 2 21 38
Jolly Roger, B. B. Crowninshield ".

. . 2 28 52 2 21 59
Sintram, W. P. Fowle ". .......2 29 01 2 22 09
Iris, G. H. Mayo 2 .33 10 2 22 11
Runaway Girl, H. W. Tweed 2 :50 58 2 22 44
Never Did, D. H. Follett 2 :^5 11 2 22 50
Mistral. F. W. Little 2 34 56 2 23 57'
Khalifa, R. F. Tucker

2

:?1 10 2 24 18
Elvira, M. Barllett 2 38 30 2 27 31
Merle, W. D. Turner ..2 44 33 2 .34 12
Pifi, J. A. Jennings 2 48 03. 2 34 19
Opitsah II., .S. H. Foster 2 42 44 2 37 52
Quill, J. F. Cole. 2 48 43 2 39 06
Cycle, F. G. Macomber 3 01 00 2 47 1 6
Sally IV., L. F. Percival Withdrew.
Privateer, II. .S. Foster Witlidrew.

The winners were: Gossip, Commodore's cud; Flirt,

$15; Brigand, $10; Oivana. $7, and Jolly Roger, $5'.

Pewaukee Y. C.

pewaukee lake, wis.

Saturday, Sep;. 8.

The Pewaukee Y. C. .sailed its final race on Sept. 8,
the times being

:

Class A. - .

•

Finish. Elansed.
Pora

^ 0 01 57 1 04 51
I'orothy 6 in 30 i 13 24
(die Hour g 15 25 1 18 19

Class B.
S.^rapis , 6 07 56 1 12 56
Ruth 6 08 23 1 13 -53

Gladys Withdrew.
'

The judges were A. S. Hathaway, J. W. Bade, and .\. G.
Miller; timekeeper, G. W. Schrets. '

'
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New York Y. C Lipton Cop.

NEW YORK.

Thursday, Sept. 13.

' The many New York yachtsmen who have been una-

ble to follow the races m Eastern waters have looked

forward to the Lipton cup race for a sight of the full

quartette of 70-footers in open water. Unfortunately they

were doomed to disappointment 'through the whim of

the weather, the winds being light and variable and spoil-

ing what might easily have been the race of^the year.

On the preceding day the waters about New \ork were

torn into spray by a furious gale, a touch of the tail ol

the terrible cyclone which devastated Galveston and the

Gulf Coast. With a clear sky and bright sunlight there

came up a breeze in the early morning that by 10 A. M.

was blowing over sixty miles per hour. The wind and

accompanying high tide did much damage to yachts

about New York and the Sound, many going adrift and

being sunk or wrecked.

By Thursday morning the gale had passed and there

was but a light a:r from N.W. The four boats were ready

in good condition, having been specially prepared for

this race They were sent away over the long course

with spinakers barely drawing. They blew quietly down

wind at the rate of about four knots. The wind shifted

at the outer mark. So that they reached home on one

tack, the whole affair being devoid of interest.

"The Lipton cup was presented to the New York \'
.
C.

last spring by Sir Thomas Lipton, his original offer of

a ^500 cup being increased to one of $1,000. It was left

to the club to decide upon the class and conditions and

the- very fitting selection was made of the 70ft. class

and the'outside course. As it happened, it is unfortunate

that the cup, being of such value, was not given for a

series instead of for a single race. The race committee,

Messrs. S. Nicholson Kane, W. Butler Duncan, Jr., and

J. F. Tams, selected two alternative courses, one of fif-

teen miles straightaway to windward or leeward and re-

turn and one of seven and one-half miles to be sailed twice.

The start was set for 11:30 A. M., off the Sandy Hook
Lightship, and Yankee was ready at the line in good

season, but Rainbow was late and it was noon before

Virginia and Mineola IL came out to the line, in tow.

The preliminarv signal was given at 12 M., the course

being signaled S.E. by E. dead to leeward. The prepara-

tory was given at 12:15 and the start at 12:25. The race

would have been more interesting had the two-round

course been chosen, but the signal called for the one

run of fifteen miles and back. The start was of the safe

kindergarten sort, with three minutes in which to cross,

which spoiled the race at the outset. Yankee made a

poor start at I2::36:i4, or im. 46s. ahead of the handicap

gun. iVIineola was timed almost to the second, crossing

on the 3m. handicap gun, and the other two, Rainbow,

with 27s., and Virginia, with 33s. handicap, were better

off than the leader. All carried big club topsails and

spinakers were set to port. In a very short time the

other three had blown down on Yankee and her nominal

lead was turned into an actual handicap of im. 46s. The
work of the four to the outer mark was slow and unin-

teresting. None on the attendant yachts and stearners

expected that the race would finish within the time limit

of six and one-half hours, and as for the boats them-
selves there was no appearance of racing. Rainbow^

and Mineola held to the southward, the former soon

jibing and keeping the most southerly course. She ap-

parently caught a light draft of air which the others

missed and in time worked out quite a long lead, round-

ing the outer mark 5m. ahead. She overstood as .she

came for the mark, but there was no need of hurry. The
times were:

Hainbow 4 04 23 3 36 23

Yankee 4 08 01 3 41 47

Mineola 4 08 59 3 40 59

Virginia 4 09 52 3 41 52

The wind had been shifting as they neared the mark,
and when Rainbow trimmed sheets for home she was
able to lay the lightship easily, the breeze being S.W.
and puffy. Mineola evidently mistrusted the fickle breeze

and stood well out to windward of the others, making
a fine pictfure as the wind freshened for a time. Vir-
ginia, well astern, was having fun of her own by shifting

jib topsails, trying a large one with poor results. The
race for second place between Mineola and Yankee
would, have been interesting had it not been certain that

Yankee could not win on elapsed time, even though she
might finish first, as she actually did. The reach in was
timed:

Rainbow 5 54 13 1 49 50
Yankee 5 57 28 1 48 36

Mineola 5 .57 3,T 1 49 11
Virginia , 5 59 03 1 49 27

The full times were:
.'^lart. Finish. Elapsed.

Rainbow, Corneliiis Vanderbilt. . .12 28 00 5 54 13 5 26 13
Mineola, August Belmont 12 28 00 5 57 37, 5 29 35
Virginia, W. K. Vanderbilt. Jr... 12 28 00 5 59 03 5 31 03
Yankee, H. P. Whitney and H.
B Duryea 12 26 14 5 57 28 5 .31 14

Rainbow beat Mineola 3m; 22s. ; Virginia, 4m. 50s., and
Yankee, 5m. is.

Corsair, Privateer, Nourmahal, Vergana, Oneida,
Willada, Kismet, Elsa, Anita, Tide II. and a few other
steam yachts were out on the course. The steamer
Cepheus carried the members of the New York Y. C.
and a sister boat had a good number of outside spectators
on board.

An interesting point in this race is the introduction in
New York waters of the flashing cone of polished tin

on the mark. This device was used by the Royal St.

Lawrence Y. C. in the Seawanhaka cup matches be-
tween Glencairn II. and Momo I., in 1897, on Lake St.

Lous, a-d proved very effective. It is now used by other
clubs on fresh water. The flagstaff of the buoy "is sur-
mounted by a cone of oolished tin. about i8in. in diam-
eter and height, with the apex upward. The motion of
the buoy on the waves throws the cone about and in
sunny weather the flash may be seen for miles.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
Uteit by Monday and as mneh tarlier as practicable

Atlantic Y. C
SEA GATE—NEW YORK BAY

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The Atlantic Y. C. met with good luck m the weather
on Sept. 15 for its fall race, an easterly breeze of over
twenty miles an hour making a lively race for the 70-
footers and the two imported cutters; the smaller craft
had more wind than they wanted, but the sport was ex-
citing. The race was an open one for all classes, over the
regular club courses, the larger boats sailing around the
Scotland Lightship and the smaller over inside courses,
which, however, were quite lumpy enough to please the
veriest sea dog. Only two of the 70-footers were present.
Mineola and Rainbow, both swinging second club top-
sails, as did Astrild and Isolde. The start was made at

noon off Craven Shoal Buoy, Rainbow to windward of
Mineola. and each well timed. They sailed very fast on
the reach to the Southwest Spit, Mineola trying to get by
to windward, and Rainbow luffing to stop her, untiT they
were close up to the East Bank. Both carried jib topsails
to the elbow, but stOAved them with the wind pn end to

the bell buoy off the point of the Hook. From this out
they had a reach on port tack to the Scotland, Rainbow-
fetching the mark, while Mineola made a short tack.
They were timed

:

Rainbow 1 43 20 Mineola 1 4t) 05

Rainbow started for home with a baby jib topsail aloft,

but when she saw the big one break out on Mineola' s top-
mast stay she shifted to her No. r. It was very rough off the
Bar, but the two made good' weather of it, as they reached
in to the bell buoy, Rainbow increasing her lead: Running
in to the Spit, Rainbow did not set her spinaker until

Mineola set the example. They were timed at the Spit

;

Rainbow 2 25 07 Mineola 2 26 30

They jibed over and reached for the line with a fresh-

ening wind on the starboard beam and a good sea running.
Rainbow finislied fifty-one seconds ahead.
The race in the next class was also very interesting, the

two boats being equally well matched. Isolde came for
the line too soon, and Astrild won the weather berth, but
before they reached the Spit the older boat was ahead,
the times being:

Isolde 1 57 00 Astrild 1 58 20

At the Scotland they were timed :

Isolde 2 05 00 Astrild 2 08 30

Isolde continued to gain all the way in, finishing with a
lead of over four minutes.
Uvira agreed to give five minutes' allowance to Ondawa,

formerly the Burgess 40-footer Nautilus, a similar boat to

the well-known Nymph. Their course w'as around
Orchard Shoal Light and Southwest Spit Buoy, nineleen
miles. The cutter won by twentj'^ minutes. The fin-keel

Akista won easily in her class. The full times were:

Cutters—80ft. Class—Start. 12:G5.

Length. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt 3 00 03 2 .55 09

Mineola, August . Belmont 3 01 00 2 56 00

Cutters—70fl. Class—Start, 12:15.

Isolde, F. M. Hoyt...... 60.45 3 30 49 3 15 49 3 15 03
Astrild, Hanan Bros 61.29 3 35 02 3 20 02 3 20 02

Sloops—51ft. Class—Start, 12:20.

Uvira, R. P. Doremus 47.13 3 11 20 2 51 20 2 57 20
Ondawa, H. J. Robert 46.93 3 36 44 3 16 44 3 11 44

Sloops--36ft. Clas.s—Start, 12:25.

Akista, George Hill 36.00 3 :^3 08 3 08 08

Flossie, C. S. King 36.00 3 39 49 3 14 09 .....
Narika, F. T. Cornell... ..30.47 Withdrew.

Sloops— 30ft. Class—Start, 12:25.

Rhuhama, W. T. Bernard 30.00 4 08 52 3 43 52
Sea Flower, C. E. Soiiuyler. . .30.00 Not timed.

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 12:30.
Kittywake, Palmer Bros 25.00 3 21 07 2 51 07

Ojibway, J. R. Brophy 25.00 3 15 33 2 45 33
Song and Dance, E. Lucken-
bach 23.78 3 25 23 2 58 25

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 12:35.
Bronco, F. A. C. Moore 21.00 Withdrew.
Spots, D. D. Allerton 21.00 3 03 58 2 28 58
Wraith, Calvin Tomkins 21.00 3 03 04 2 2^04 . ..

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, r2:.35.

Venture, E. S. Ives 18.00 Withdrew.
Pebble, R. W. Speir 18.00 3 32 35 2 47 35

Rainbow won the Adams cup, a very handsome trophy.
The second prize in the class, the Weeks cup, was not
awarded. The other prizes were -donated by ex-Cora.
Weston. ' _

Glocester Y. C.

GLOUCESTER CITY, N. J,—DELAWARE RIVER.

Sunday, Sept, 2.

The Gloucester Y. C. sailed the fourth race of its

championship series on Sept. 2, the titnes being

:

First Class Duckers—Start, 4;00.

Finish.
Minnie C, Charles Dunlay". , 4 56 00
Eisenbrown, A. James 4 56 01 ^

Joe Mcdinn, Arthur Henry^ 5 00 00

Second Class Duckers—Start, 4:00.
Woodman and Florrie. Geo. Smith. 5 05 00
Catharine C, Ben Wilson 5 05:^1
Freda K., Fred Kurtz 5 07 00
Annie T., Harry Quinn

, . .5 09 00

Penataqwit Corinthian Y, C.
BAY SHORE—GREAT SOUTH BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

The Penataquit Corinthian Y. C. sailed the last race of
the season, the final of the Schieren cup series, on Sept.
8 in a fresh S.E. breeze. The times were, start 2:05:

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Gayety 4 04 38 1 59 :i8 1 59 38
Marie 4 11 53 2 06 53 2 65 03
Viking 4 12 50 2 07 50 2 04 20

Royal Hamilton Y. C.
HAMILTON—BURLINGTON BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

_
The Royal Hamilton Y. C. sailed a race on Sept. 8, the

times being:
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Vikmg .5 01 35 2 26 35 2 26.35
Erma 5 06 25 2 31 25 2 2S 21
Nadia 5 03 35 2 28 35 2 2?! 35

Manhasset Bay Y, C.

FORt WASHINGTON—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The Manhasset Bay Y. C. sailed its final race on Sept
15, starting in a light S.W. breeze, which freshened during
the race. Alerion broke her port spreader near the start,
but finished the race, and came in a close second to Oiseau,
Raider profited by a lufhng match between Scamp and
Sis and won first place. The full times were

;

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start, 1:05.

Finish.
Alerion, Lord Meyer „ 1 n ftfi

tjiseau, J. K. Maxwell, Jr 4 10 42
Empronzi, .\lfred Peats 4 Z'i 11.1

RaceaboutS—Start, 1:10.
Scamp, J. De Forest..... ......3 21 25
Raider, H. M. Crane . rt.. . .3 20 17
Spindrift, Pirie Bros .' 3 25 30
Sis, F. T, Bedford .3 21 40

Knockabouts—Start, 1 :15.

Midge, W. E. Peck S 34 45
Thelga, A. P. Thayer 3 34 02
Mistral, £. J. Low 3 30 20

S!oop.s—25ft. Class—Start, 1:2<3.

Rocheile, E. Kelly 3 12 52

Catboats—2oft. Class—Start, 1:20.Wm or Lose,- J. S. Appleby - 3 34 40
Vagabond, W. E. Folah .3 31 38

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 1:25.
Ox, R. N. Bavier '. 2 55 32

Knockabouts—Open Class—Start, 1:25.
Scititilla, J. P. Hoyt 3 36 07

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 1:30.
Scoot, F. v.- Wicks 3 01 27
Pagan, P. W. Jackson 2 53 40
Film Flam, A. S. Prince 2 52 20
Chinook, R. P'orbes Morgan, h Withdrew.
Nora, i).. Iselin..w.j ". 2.52 05
Plover, S. P. Just ,, 2.53 40

Hampd«ns—One-Design—Start, 1 :.30.

Bluebird, J. Sands 3 31 00
Mione, A. Sayre 3 34 20 •

Billyboy, W. G. Newman 3 43 15

Dories—Start, 1:40.
Dud, G. A. Corry 3 00 47
Ketch IT., L. C. Ketchum 3 01 .35

Prize, L. Janes 3 10 33

The winners were Oiseau, Raider, Mistral, Vagabond,
Nora, Bluebird and Dud. Sailover prizes were awarded
to Rocheile, Ox and Scintilla.

Quincy Y. C.

QUINCY—BOSTON HARBOR.

The following notice relating to the dispute which fol-

lowed the Labor Day race was sent out last week by Jas.
S. Whiting, secretary of the race committee of the Quincy
Y. C. : "The Quincy Y. C. has received letters of apology
over last Saturday's unfortunate occurrence from the
owners of the AI Kyris and the Hanley. The hearing on
the protests is set down for Sept. 13."

On Sept. 2 the last race of the handicap series was held
off Hough's Neck, the times being:

Class A.

Elapsed.
:^ 06 55
3 05 42
:; ii 'M

2 11 25
2 10 17
2 15 30

2 11 40

2 19 45
2 19 02

2 15 2-0

1 52 52

2 14 40
2 11 38

1 .30 32

2 11 07

1 31 27
1 23 40

1 22 20

1 22 05
1 23 10

2 01 00
2 04 20
2 13 15

1 20 47

1 21 35
1 30 33

Canacum, T. C. M
Hustler, Whittem

Moondyne. A. J. .Shaw
Beatrice, J. Carney

Class B.
Tautog, A. A. Lincoln
Whisper, E. F. Fitzpatrick

This makes the record as follows:

Elapsed. Corrected
.1 IS 36 1 18 ,36

.1 13 11 1 21 11

.1 16 51 1 24 51
,1 17 00 1 26 00
.1 18 34 1 2rt S'l

.1 21 54 1 28 &4
. . Withdrew
.Withdrew

.1 23 24 1 27 24

.Disabled.

Class A
1st

Race.
...100

60

2d 3d 4th 5th
Race. Race. Race. Race. Total.

20 100 60 60 340
10<j 40 100 20 320
40 60 20 40 \m
20 20 100 160
60 "26 120
20

'26
40

' 20

'20 100
80

20 20 60
20 '26

40
20
20

B.
40 100 100 340
60 20 140

100 120
40

Hustler
C. C
Harbor Light 20
Canacum 20
Eclipse 40
Goblin 20
Beatrice 20
:Moondyne 20
Vsulet
Medora 20
Elaine 2(j

Class B.
Tautog 100
Whisper 60
Supero 20
Yum Yvim 40

On Sept. 8 three of the 21-footers ."sailed a race, resulting
as follows :

Elapsed.
Omeme, W. P. Barker 1 20 00
Bobolink, W. B. Vose 1 20 10
Cleopatra, F F. Crane. .. . . . , .1 20 30

Wollaston Y. C.

WOLLASTON, M.ASS.

i'Yiday, Aug. 31,

Thanks to a fresh easterly breeze, the W'ollaston Y, C.
sailed a fine race on .Aug. 31. Little Peter was com-
pelled to sail alone, but she made h^r percentage of 100
in the Y. R. A. record, though she received no prize. The
open 21-footers made a good race. Hostess outsailing Lit-
tle Peter; but Tacoma tore her mainsail in shaking nut
a, reef and was compelled to withdraw. Harriet should
have won in her class, but she finished on the wrong side
of the mark boat. The times were

:

25ft. Cabin Class.

Elapsed.
Little Peter. J. J. Moebs 1 26 37

21ft. Open Class.
Hostess, H. M. Faxon 1 16 12
Cleopatra, F. F. Crane 1 29 11
Tacoma, J. F. Ring Disabled.

21ft. Cabin Class.
Zaza. G. P. Shute et al 1 24 00
Usona, E. Pryor 1 25 37
Coquette, B. D. Amsden 1 25 57
Dosia, E. A. Phemeslee I 38 43
Harriet, L. T. Harrington,. ..i-, Withdrew.

18ft. Cl9?s.
Dauntless, Benner & Pattetl 1 23 38
Lobster, C. H. Hendrie. 1 26 41
Perhaps, J. E. Robinson Withdrew.

15ft. Class.
Favorite, G. W. Blover Withdrew.

The judges were Com. J. A. Fenno. Vice-Corn. E', A
Merrill. Dr. W. G. Curtis. C. W. Page, C. F. Marr and
C, S, Jones,
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Hull-Massactiusctts Y. C
HULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

There was a fresh easterly breeze blowing at the start

of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. race on Sept. 8, but

during the afternoon it fell somewhat, and re.efs were

shaken out. The H. O. class has finally gone to pieces,

Mr. Clapp having permanently withdrawn Orphan from

the racing a few weeks ago. and Empress and Al Kyris

having since refused to race in the class, leaving Hanley

to sail alone. To-day the former pair, without the H. O.

in their mainsails, sailed the first of a series of three

races for a special cup, while Hanley sailed alone in the

H. O. class. The Crowninshield keel boat Flirt agam
sailed a fast race, beating Hanley and the two other

cenierboarders. The times were:

Elapsed. Corrected.

Empress, Hayden & Parker 2 20 31

Al Kyris, J. F. Brown 2 20 58 , . ..

H. O. Class.

Hanley, W.' F. Bache 2 21 17 . .- .

,

25ft. Class.

Flirt, Fabyan & McKee 2 19 41

Eittle Peter, H. Moebs...-,^, .• 2 30 49

Htrmes, A. VV. Chesterton ' 2 34 58

21ft. Handicap Class.

Holly, W. M. Ware 2 03 49 1 58 49

Nike, C. A. Cooley 2 06 16 ^ 07 16

Squaw, A. M. Blinn Withdrew.

18ft. Handicap Class.

Barbara, A. F. Hayden 2 08 32 2 01 4fl

Zaza, J. T. Humphrey.. 2 10 AO 2 02 32

Goblin, G. W. Canterbury 2 14 04 2 03 04

The judges were W. Avery Carey, L. M. Clark and
L. R. Flint.

After the race Little Peter protested Flirt, and Hermes
protested Little Peter for a foul at the starting line.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

The wind was still east on Saturday, and of moderate
force. A club race was sailed in addition to the second

match for tHe cup. The times were

:

H. O. Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hanley, W. F. Bache 1 52 25

25ft Cl^ss
Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 2 01 55

Little Peter, H. Moebs , 2 08 11

21ft. Handicap Class.

Lai, F. L. Dunne 1 56 40 1 40 40

Holly, W. M. Ware 1 45 43 1 40 43

Shiyessa, Alfred Doug'as 1 54 .35 1 47 35

Nike, C. A. Cooley 1 57 30 1 48 30

Darthea, W. B. Lambert 1 47 36 1 47 36

Swirl, C. F. Paul 1 59 15 1 51 15

18ft. Handicap Class.

Barbara, A. F. Hayden 1 55 51 1 46 61

Zaza, Humphrey & Lauriat 1 54 20 1 48 20

Azara, George E. Hills ' 2 12 54 2 07 54

Match Race.
Al Kyris, J. F. Brown 155 17

Empress, Hayden & Parker 1 58 0<3

Cohasset Y. C.

COHASSET, MASS.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

The raceabout class of the Cohasset Y. C. sailed a

good race on Sept. 8 in a moderate sotitherly breeze, the

limes being:
Elapsed.

Harelda, Alanson Bigelow, Jr 1 38 40

Delta, R. B. WilHanis 1 89 .50

Barracuda. C. Burrage 1 40 30

Monsoon, J. A. Knowies 1 41 10

Eleanor, F. J. Moors 1 41 53

Remora, G. Crocker 1 45 00

Knickerbocker Y. C.

COLLEGE POINT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

The Knickerbocker Y. C. sailed a race for its Hamp-
den class on Sept. 8 in a fresh S.E. breeze, the times

being

:

K. Y. C. Hampden Class—Start, 4:15,

Finish. Elapsed,
.Mi Babe, Com, S. H. Mason 6 05 09 1 50 09

Zena, F, E. Barnes 6 12 58 1 57 58

Indian, J. O. Sinkinson 6 20 55 2 05 55

Blue Bird. Irving Sands 6 24 30 2 09 30

Black Bird, Rodman Sands 6 14 22 1 59 22

Billiboy. W. G. Newman 6 21 30 2 06 :»

Staten Island Y. C
STAPLETON—NEW YORK BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

The Staten Island Y. C. sailed a race for its challenge

cup on Sept. 8 over a fifteen-mile course on the Upper
Bay, Akista, owned by George Hill, winning by ten

minutes from Siren, Com. C. F. Wiegand. '

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Hamilton, the 3S-rooter built last year by J. H. Fearn-

side f' -r the Canada cup trials,' has recently been sold to

a Bulfalo yachtsman. She has been renamed Echola and

.on Si pt. 8' sailed h-om Buffalo to Detroit to take part in

'a race on Sept. lo. The "Weir boat," as she was called

dur'ng the trial races of last year, the 3S-footer designed

and built by Hugh Weir, is now named Clytie.

« *l «
Iroquois, schr,, has been chartered by J. G, Neafie-

Whittaker. of Philadelphia, to R. M. Thompson, New
York Y. C.

•e *t »t

It is reported that Vice-Corn. August Belmont, New
York Y. C. will place an order at Bristol for a steam
yacht of about 150ft. length, to have a speed of 28 knots.

ft. *i

Marietta III., H. B. Moore, has been chartered to E.
H. Harriman, New York Y. C, who will cruise on the

Sound and down the Maine coast this fall.

The annual meeting of the Riverton Y. C. was held

on Sept. 4, the following officers being elected: Com.,

William R. Ellison, Vice-Corn., Charles M. Biddle; Sec'y,

John H. Reese; Treas., Charles M. Biddle, Jr.; Meas.,

H, Mcllvain Biddle; Finance and Executive Committee,

John C. S. Davis, J. Hayes Carstairs, Charles W. Davis,

C. C, Rianhard and E, B. Showell; Regatta Commit-
tee, Blair Ferguson, Albert G. Cook and Somervell Solo-

mon. The club has over 100 members and a fleet of

thirty-eight yachts.
^fo

The annual meeting of the Huntington Y. C. was held

on Sept. 6 and the following officers were elected: Corn.,

Robert L. Crooke, of Brooklyn; Vice-Com., .Arthur K.
Buxton, of Brooklyn; Rear-Com., Albert W. Palmer, of

East Orange. N. J."; Sec'y. Daniel Slote Wood, of Hunt-
ington; Treas., H. FI. Gordon, of Manhattan; Trustees,

.\nsel B, Gildersleeve and George "R. Rogers, of Hunt-
ington,

»? »^

The Northport Y. C, has just elected the following of-

ficers : Com., J. B. Morrell ; Vice-Com., Charles E. Van
Iderstine; Treas., Benjamin Carroll; Sec'y, H. Davis
Ackerley; Fleet Capt., I. Nash; Trustees, Edward
Thompson, J. B. Morrell, Charles E, Van Iderstine, H.
Davis .A.ckerley, Benjamin Carroll, J. H. Ireland, J. W.
Hiltman, N. S. Ackerley and John W. Arthur.

1% •? «
Jessie, steam yacht, Wm. Murfa)', lias been sold to

Major Wm. A. Wilkins, of Gainesville, Ga., who will

use Iter in Southern waters, her hailing port being
Savannah.

a? n
Hebe, the 36-footer designed by Crowninshield for

J. R, Maxwell, has been sold to Wm. Bancker, of Shelter
Island,

1^

Presto, steam yacht, designed by C. D. Mosher, has
been sold by Com. J. A. Mollenhauer, Penataquit Cor,
Y. C, to T, H, Newberry, of Detroit. Presto has proved

• a very fa:st boat, claiming a record of a mile in im. SQs.
Com, Mollenhauer takes in part payment a 55ft. launch.

Capt, Wm, Hansen, the well-known yacht skipper,
died in St. Luke's Hospital, New Bedford, on Sept, S.

He was born in Bergen, Norway, in 1847, and after
working with his father as a fisherman from boyhood he
went to sea at the age of seventeen. In 1870 he was one
of the crew of the schooner Alice and in 1871 he was in
the schooner Josephine, and a year later in the schooners
Vesta and Silvia. For six years he was in the schooner
Haze, Henry- A. Mott, as mate, and later he was in the
schooner Peerless for six years, two as master, and also
in the schooner Social. Fie was best known as skipper
of Sachem under her original owners in 1886-87. and later
of Quickstep, a good boat which he sailed well. In 1893
he was in command of Vigilant in the America Cup races,
with Valkvrio II,

•?

Anoatok, the winner in the 36ft. class in the Larchmont
Y. C. race of Sept. 3, has been disqualified on protest for
carrying a professional skipper in addition to her regular
crew. The first prize thus goes to Countess, the second
boat.

mtaiitnfi

Amendments to the Rules.
We publish below a number of proposals for the amend-

ment of the A. C. A. constitution, by-laws and racing
rules, which will be submitted to the coming meeting of
the Executive Committee. We shall publish all such pro-
posals as may be received in time in the October Canoeing
Number, and we hope to have at the same time a thorough
discussion of the various proposals by A. C. A. men
generally. All letters should reach us by Saturday, Sept.
29, if possible, and in no case later than Monday, Oct. i.

Toronto, Sept. 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I
hereby give nouce that at the next E.xecutive Committee
meeting of the American Canoe Association I shall move
the adoption of the following changes to the by-laws:
That Chapter 12 be numbered 13 and that the words

'The afitrmative vote of three-fourths of aU" be struck
out and the words, ".A. majority vote of" substituted.
That Chapters 13 and 14 be amended by being num-

bered 14 and 15 respectively.
That a new Chapter 12 be introduced, as follows

:

"Chapter 12, Order in Camp.—When a member com-
plains to the Commodore of any member or members
creating a noise after 11 P. M., the Commodore mu?t in-
vestigate the matter, and if the charge is sustained he
must request the ofifending member or members to leave
camp. The Commodore may request any member to
leave camp if, after due consideration he is of the
opinion that better order can be maintained thereby,"

W, G. MacKendrick.
New York, Sept. 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
This is a copy of certain proposed changes in the racing
regulations which I have submitted to the iRegatta Com-
mittee of the A. C. A. for their action in accordance
with Chapter IX, of the By-Laws, and Rule XXII. of the
Racing Regulations

:

"To the Regatta Committee of the American Canoe
Association.—Gentlemen : In accordance with Chapter
IX., Subdivision 8 of the By-Laws, and Rule XXII. of
the Racing Regulations of the A. C. A., I hereby submit
the following proposed changes in the racing regulations
of^the A. C. A.:

"First. To amend Rule L of the Racing Regulations
by adding after the word 'canoes' at the end of the para-
graph entitled 'Dimensions and Limitations—Sailing'
the following: 'No fixed rudder projecting below a
fair line along the keel shall be used and no drop rud-
der shall be used that, when drawn up, projects below
the said line.'

"Second. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the
above paragraph, and after the change above oroposed,
the follow-ing: 'All decked sailing canoes shall have a
cockpit large and deep enough to sit in. comfortably.'

"Third. To further arriend Rule L by adding to the

above paragraph, and after the change above proposed,

the following; 'All decked sailing canoes shall carry a
practical double blade paddle.'

"Fourth, To further amend Rule I. by adding to the

above paragraph, and after the change above proposed, the

following : 'The sliding seat shall not exceed 4ft. 6in.

in length.'

"Fifth. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the

above paragraph, and after the change above proposed, the

following: 'In all sailing and combined races, no rig

other than a practical hoisting and lowering rig shall be

used.'

"Si.xth. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the

above paragraph, and after the change above proposed,,

the following: 'Ail open sailing canoes must have at

each end water tight bulkheads or air tanks capable of

sustaining the occupant above water when swamped.'
"'

Frank C. Moore, A. C. A. 1342.

New YorKj Sept. 14.

—

Editor Forest and Stream::

Please publish the following amendment to the Constitu-

tion of the A. C. A., as required by Art'cle XII, In Article

in, insert the words "able to swim" after the words
"eighteen year.s." Henry Smythe, A. C. A, 1308.

PHrL.\DELPHiA. Scpt, 10,

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I inclose for publication the following proposed amend-
ments to the Constitution and By-Laws of the Amer-
ican Canoe Association, M. D. Wilt,

CONSTITUTION,

Article VI, Add "Section 9" as follows: "Racing
Board,—Each division in its proper turn, at its annual
meeting, shall elect in the same manner as its regular

officers, one member of that division, to serve on the

Racing Board of the Association, for a term of three

years, or until his successor is elected,"

(For duties of Racing Board see Chapter g of By-
Laws, )

Article VII,, Paragraph 3, .A^mend by leaving out the

words "a Regatta Committee of three members for

the annual camp of the A. G. A,'' after the word "ap-
point."

BY-LAWS.

Chapter IX. Amend Paragraph i by adding the words
"Racing Board and Division" between the words "Duties
of" and "Committee" in the title, making it read as fol-

lows : "Duties of Racing Board and Division Regatta
Committees." Further, amend Paragraph i by sub-
stituting the words "Racing Board" for "Regatta Com-
mittee" as the last words of the paragraph.
Amend Paragraph 2 by substituting the words "Rac-

ing Board" for "Regatta Committee" v^herever they
occur.

Further amend Paragraph 2 by leaving out the word
"and" between the words "paddling" and "trophy" on
the third line and insert the word "sailing" after the
word '"club" on the third line, making this part read as
follows: "Including the sailing and paddling trophy
races, the three record races, the club sailing race," and
insert after the words "club .saving race" at the end of
the third line the following : "Tlie paddling races for
one, two and four men with single blades, and the
paddling races for one, two and four men with double,
blades, and the relay race for teams of three men each,.,

with double blades." Insert after the words "three rec-
ord races" on the third line the words "the free-for-all

sailing race." -

Amend by substituting the words "Racing Board" for
"Regatta Committee" wherever they occur.
Rule II.,' Paragraph 2. Amend by leaving out the

first and third sentences beginning "No canoe shall be,"
etc., and "Members must paddle," etc, respectively.
Paragraph 3. Amend by leaving out the v/hole of the

first sentence beginning "A canoe which is," etc.

Rule V. .Amend the first paragraph to read as fol-

lows: "Prizes shall be given as follows," instead of
"Flags shall be given as prizes as follows."
Amend Paragraphs 2 and 3 by leaving out these two

paragraphs entirely and substituting the following:
"Prizes shall consist of shields or some lasting memento
with the event, the letters A. C. A,, the year expres-sed
in four figures, the place of the meet and the words 'Fir,st

Prize' or 'Second Prize' expressed thereon. The' prizes
for any one meet shall be uniform in shape and design.
Prizes donated for special r,uces or competitions may
be accepted at the discretion of the Racing Board. No
prizes of mioney shall be raced for. All prizes not
awarded are to be destroyed."
y\mend the fourth paragraph by leaving out the words

"if more than nine entries for the sailing trophy are
present" on the third and fourth lines. Further amend
the fourth and fifth paragraphs by substituting the words
"free-for-all" for the word "tri'al" wherever h occur.s.

i\mend by adding the following new paragraph : "There
shall be paddling races with single blades for one, two
and four men in a canoe and with double blades for one,
two and four men in a canoe, and a relay race for teams
of three men each, with double blades, one man in a
canoe."
-Amend by adding a sentence at the end of the rule as

follows: "At least one-half of all the paddling races,
including the race for the paddling trophy and the relay
race, shall be straightaway."
Rule IX., Paragraph 2. Amend by omitting all of

the paragraoh after the word "protest" on the fourth
line, and substitute the words "and a decision of a ma--
joritv of the members present sliall be final."

Add to the last paragranh of Rule IX. the sen+ence
following: "No man shall contest in •a.ny race until he-

has been two days in camp, except in war canoe races,
except by special permission of the Racing Board,"

A. C A. Membership.

Eastern Division—James'L, Powers, W, E, Piper, Geo.
E. Fickett and Wiljiam J. Ladd.
Western' Division—Geo. B. Stewart,

Take inventory of the good things in this issue ^
Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was given
last week. Count on what is to come next week
Was there ever in all the world a more abundant.
wMkly store off SDortsm^n't* re«idln)|||?
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New Jersey State Shoot.

Wimbledon Ctip Match.
"

This f?i-cat evcni, held under tlie iiuspices of theJSjew Jersey

State KiHe Association, at Sea (nrt, N. J., o.i Sept, 1, Irad twelv;c

competitors. The conditions were: Optm lo all citizens and resi-

dents of the Unite-d States, 30 shots at LOUOyds., any ride within

tlie rules, cleaning allowed, position any without artifacial rest,

i8-point handicap for miUtary riiles, C-point handicap for specia

military ritles. Prize, the Wimbledon cup, value ?500. Ihe scores:

W DeV. Foulke, Philadelphia Rifle 5 •) 5 6 5 5 4 5 5 S 4 5 5 5 f.

Association . .
^ 5

^ ^ ^ 3 5 3 4 5 4 5 5 4 r.~ 14t)

Dr W G Hud.son.Ne^v Jersey.. ..4o 5 5 4 5 5 o55uU5.4_^_^^^

Capt Hobarl Tuttle, Nfe^ Jersey. •

^ ^ 1 0 0 5 1 0 S I I 3 3 5 t H:-

Capt W B Whittemore, New Jersey «
f

0 5 3
|

5 5 4 4 3 5 4 5 5^

'^^Uitb^
°^

^ ^ ^ 0 ^ 0 I ! 0 5 ^ 0 4 I- so

Lieut \ M Anison'ist"kegt.''ft" 4 2024 0040400203Lieut A iNt /Miii,on, isi B ,

4 0 2 5 f) 0 0 4 4 3 5 5 4 4- 72

Lieut. William B. fflarten, 2d Kcgt. N. J ;
Lieut. W. VV. Cook-

son, District of Columbia; J. G Dillm, Philadelphia; Cohn K

Wise, Passaic, N. J.; Capt. Rme A. De Russey, 12th Regrt., N. V.,

Sergl^. Peter Finnegan, 69th Regt.; Maj. Henry Lohraan Jr 4th

Regt., N. J., all shot, but withdrew before the finish ot the

matclr.

Schoetzen Team Match.

Teams of five men, 10 shots per man, German ring target; en-

trance $5 per team. Prizes: Gold medal to each member of the

winnbxg .teanii,-yiVer medal to eaph member of the second team;

bronze medal. to each member of; the third team.

Zettler Rifle Club of New York—First Team.
V C Ross ... 19 19 20 22 21 21 22 24 20 20-20S

M Doi rler
i'".

l].; ... 21 24 24 19 21 21 19 22 17 20-208

H Pone 19 0 24 20 25 18 21 20 21 23-191

Geo loin er 17 16 22 22 18 21 21 21 20 22-200

II Hoiges . ; ; : ; ; ; 21 22 is 20 15 17 17 w i? 9-170-977

Chiladelphia Rifle Association.

T-T T MeWd 22 21 18 23 22 23 22 20 9 21—201

I G DilH i 23 10 18 13 20 18 16 20 21 18-177

K G Goddard 1« 20 20 23 16 14 23 15 S 21-178

r P I ttel 19 16 20 22 24 20 24 15 22 22—204

N spering it k; 23 25 24 22 20 13 22 22-204- -9U4

Zettler Rifle Club of New York—Second Team.

r P Hansen 18 21 17 22 23 20 20 24 21 20 -206

K Busse
'

' 23 11 13 22 24 24 18 22 20 19—196

(>o Purkess'' 13 20 23 22 17 16 18 20 16 23-1S8

Geo Schlicht ' .: 21 19 17 22 20 23 12 24 22 21-201

Geo Weightman 14 14 13 25 19 14 18 12 20 16-165- 956

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association.

Silliman .. 17 20 20 21 24 22 21 13 22 6—18G
W P Uhler 17 0 18 23 25 20 20 15 22 21—181

C K Tavntoi- 17 23 17 12 23 22 1 8 24 24 15—195
r c Buss 17 19 24 0 19 25 19 18 23 22—186

Dr W G Hudson 17 17 14 25 22 24 22 21 21 22-205-953

Hoboken Independent Schuetzen Corps.

A Peters 22 17 7 22 18 23 15 17 14 20—175

E Fischer : 22 20 21 16 21 24 16 21 2 22—185
A Volk 7 4 19 17 18 14 16 19 U 10—135
w Forkel - 19 20 20 13 10 16 23 18 20 16—175

E Berkmann 17 20 25 11 22 21 23 17 17 19-192-862

The Hilton trophy was held by the New Jersey contingent. The
conditions were -open to everybody; distances 500 and 600yds.;

7 shots at cat:l-,..4!sfance; rifles, any military; firing at both ranges

to .be C .n itie same day; otherwise .scores are void; re-entries

airoweo iie sco-'J^:"-

New Jersey.
Yards.^

200. 500. 600.

j riv.:^" Hayes ' 30 32 30

Private Hulschmidt 30 30 30

private Miller 29 30 32

Private Parker 27 30 31

Lieut. Martin |. 29 .31 32

Private Malcolm. ' 27 30 24

Musician McGan .' 29 32 27

Capt. Springstead 30 29 3g

Col. Reed 28 36 30

Major Lohman 28 32 31

Private Hudson .. 30 33 30

Capt. Whittemore 32 33 31

Team totals 349 372 361—1082

New York.
Sergt. Doyle

28

33 $1
Cprp. Daube

30

34 28
Lieut. Plazeltine

30

33 28
Sergt. McAlpin

32

32 32

Capt. Clarke 29 31 27

Lieut. Byars

27

28 24

Sergt. Smith

30

30 25
Private Van Heusen ,...29 25 28
Lieut. Wiswall

27

30 26
Ordnance Sergt. Covill

31

33 29
Sergt. Leushner

30

30 28
Private Dardingkeller

29

32 28

Team totals 352 371 334—1057

District of Coltimbia.
Private Appleby 29 32 26
Lieut. I^'arren

33

29 27
Sergt. Whitacre

28

28 32
Private .Dickey

28

31 28
Private Stewart

30

33 29
.Private Cash

29

36 27
Lieut. Cookson

32

30 28
Lieut. Hoh ..•,.v..-.ii,;...i...

30

28 29
Lieut. Leizear

30

29 38
Private Scott

27

31 27
Private Taylor

28

33 32
Lieut. Bell

28

27 30

Team totals 352 366 348—10G6
Eleventh Infantry, U. S. A.

Private Nritter

20

25 07
Capt. Lee

28

26 ~
30

Private Hilton

22

24 21
Private Vandeventcr

28

20 22
Corp. Coddington

24

28 24
Sergt. Chaplin

20

34 26
Col-p. Louks OG 13 21
Private Collison 19 16 13
Sergt. Richards

,

27

32 25
Corp. Atkins

25

19 15
Private Baker 17 10 20
Lieul. PhiHi|.js 21 19 17

Team totals 260 2C5 241— 772
The President's match was for the military championship oi

America. Thi.s match was sliot on Sept. 7 and 8 in two stages
the first stage at 200, 300, 500 and 600yds.. 10 sTriots at each distance!
the second ftagt at 800 and 1,000yds.. 10 siiots at each distance,
the same rifle to be used at all .stages. Competitors shot with the
rifle of the model adopted and i.ssucd by the State they represent
or the U. S. Navy or .'\rmy magazine rifle. Sergt. McCalley shot
for a record oulv. 'Hie scores:

Yards.
.

, „ , • ^ .500 GOO 800 1000 Til.
Maj J B Voung, Washington, D C.,44 44 45 42 29 2—206
Maj .1 C Beli, Washington, D C, ,,,.39 39 44 37 3G '>3—218

l'"''^ ^„KA''!V"\-,'^^'""'''''"S:ton, D t..39 42 47 35 SG 34—233
Sergt. W D lluddleston, Mass 39 38 43 40 48 23—231
Private K V Casev. New York 39 42 47 .'JS 43 31—''40
Sergt. G. TJ. Doyle, New York 42 4?. 45 43 44 '>2—5.39
Corp Daube, New York 44 42 41 44 49 40—253
Lt W .VI I'an ow, Dist. of rohimhia. .42 44 44 42 39 36—047

30 41 46 42 34—230
43 44 44 32 32—238
40 48 44 39 41-^255
45 41 40 42 14—222
44 47 35 4G 4^262
44 46 41 44 39—255

Lt A M Allison, Dist. of Columbia. .37

Sergt W. F. Leushner, Buffalo 43
Lt W W Cookson, Dist. of Columbia. 43
Private S I Scott, Dist of Columbia. .40

Cafit W F Whittemore, New Jersey.. 46
Sergt. McCalley 41

Other matches and winners were as follows:
Inspector's match, Lieut. W. Milton Farrow.
llaycs medal match, Lieut. W. W. CooksOn, District of Colum-

bia; score G7.

Gen. P. Meany match, Sergt. David McCalley Australia; score 9^1.

Wiiicliester match, Lieut. W. M. Farrow, Washington; score IS.

Members' match, Gen. Bird W. .Spencer, New Jersey; score 30.

Department rifle practice inatch, Lieut. Farrow.
Harper's Weekly inaleh, Lieut. C'oUoday, Washington.
Revolver championship match, A.sa L. A. Himmelwriglil, New

'I'ork.

Rifle and Revolver Association military revolver championship
match, Lieut. R. H. Sayre, Squadron A-, New York.

Pistol cliampionship inatch. J. B. Crabtree, Springfield, Mass,
Colt Automatic pistol niatah, C. TT. Taylor, New Haven, Conn.;

score 63.

Re-entry revolver match, Thomas Anderton, BcSstOu; score 144.
l.aflin & Rand match. Lletil. Cookson, Washington.
Carbine team match. .Squadron A, New York.
Consolation match, Lieut. H. H. Leizear; score 92.

Inter.statc military match. District of Columbia team; score 1049.
New Jersey National (3uard match, l'"ourth Regiment team, N.

Ct. N. J.; score 703.

Savage match, Sergt. G. .H. Doyle and M. Appleby, tic, 65.
Revolver team match, Battery A, First Regiment Light Artillery,

M. V. M.
B

,

s >,

Remington inatch, Sergt. W. H. Leushner; score 90.

Schuetzen Match A,
All comers' continuous match; entrance, 50 cents, tickets unlim-

ited; 200yd3., standing, body free from support; 7 shot.s on the
Standard target, with llin. buUseye; any weight rifie with any
trigger pull, .sights (including telescopic), 'and palm rest; cleaning
allowed between shots; the allowance for military rifles will be 4
points on each .string; the aggregate of three scores to count for
all prizes; lies divided; twenty prizes, ranging from $50 to J2. The
scores:
H M Pope 65 65 63-193 Nathan Spering ....59 59 57-175
George .Foiner 65 62 62-^189 F W Holt 62 GO 53—175M Dorrler 67 Gl 60-188 W D Huddleston . . .GO 56 56-172
I' P Itte! 63 62 61-18G W T Uhler 62 60 49—171
F C Ross 63 60 61—184
J G Dillin 62 61 60—ia3
H Hoiges 61 61 61—183
L P Hansen 61 59 59—179 L Brehni

C Buss 61 59 58—178 E C Goddard.W G Hud.son 59.58 58—175

P Paulsen
G SchneringW A Tewes

P J O'Hare.

Schuetzen Match B.

..58 57 54—169
,.5G 55 53—164
.60 .52 52-164
.57 56 51—164
.55 54 51—160
.58 51 48—157

All comers' continuous match; entrance, 50 cents, tickets un-
Innited: 200yds. standing, body free from support; 5 shots on the
German ring target; any weight rifle with any trigger pull, sights
(including telescopic), and palm rest; cleaning allowed between
shots: allowance for military rifles, 5 points on each string; the
aggregate of two tickets to count for the first five prizes, one
ticket for fifteen prizes; ties divided; twenty prizes, divided the
same as in Match A. The scores:
H M Pope. ..113 118—281
Geo Schlicht 114 116—230
Geo Joiner IH 114—228
George Perkins 114M Dorrler 113
Ernest Fisher 112
L P Ittel 112

F C Ross .........
H Hoiges

Dr W G Hudson.
Nathan Spering .

.

Tohn Corrie
P J O'Hare.

..114 113-227

..114 112-226

109
108

108
107

106
106

C W Dickey 112 G .^chnering 107

r P JJansen Hi H J Mehard 107L C Buss no Thomas KellerW A Tewes 110 R Busse
King's Semi-Srnokeless powder and Peters ammunition won nine

ftrst prizes—the Wimbledon cup, the Schuetzen. Interstate Mili-
tary, Regimental Team, All Comers' Military, New Jersey Rifle
Association trophy, Winchester, Military Revolver " Team and
Revolver Re-entry match.

Rifle at Shell Mound Range.
San Francisco Cal., Sept. 10.—Yesterday was monthly medalday for most of the clubs shooting at Shell Mound range. D. W.

-vicLaughlin did fine work with his new Pope barrel just re-
ceived, and F K Mason made the fine score of 231 in 10 shots, 25-
iing target, at 200yds. Scores of the day:
Independent Rifles monthly class and medal shoot: J. Kellen-

.n«^|r^?' w ''t ^^lo^*^^>''^°" 24 Skowran 27, C. Frederick-

"fi Q^'J-
Kuhlke 38, C Granz 35, F. Schmidt 13, H. Gaetjen

p' M Andrews 39, H. Feli.x 35, Sergt. H. Kuhlke 41, Lieut.L. Moenning 39.

.Germania Schuetzen Club, monthly medal shoot: First cham-mon class Dr L O. Rodgens, 225, 213; second champion class, R.

u 'on^Kna*^' '^^'''
J-

JSridges, 220; second class, J D.
Itt^'rT' 200; third class, J Beuttler, 161, 162; best first and last
shots, Herman Huber, 25 each.
San Francisco Schuetzen Verein, monthly medal shoot: Cham-pion class, D. B. Faktor, 413; first class, T. D. Heise, 424; second

class J. Lankenau, 391; third clas.s, W. Alorken, 373; fourth class,

V .
2^2j best first shot, W. Glindemann, 24; best last

shot, R. Stettin, 24.
Csmpany F, First Infantry, National Guard of California,monthly medal shoot: Lieut A. H. Irving 44, Lieut. W. A. Varnsy

^- Cleveland 39, Sergt. C. E. Surryhne 39, K. A. Mini-
ma" 3,, Sergt. H W. Doscher 34, W. M. Cohn 27, J Milledge 23,H Homer 22, L. Schatze 18, &. C. Homer 10.
Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club, monthlv rifle practice: First

class trophy, F. W Belknap 217, 225, 216, 210; A. B. Dorrell, 218;
Henderson. 218, 212. Club s ver medal: J F BridKes 206

197, 217, 213; H. Hinkel, 210; J. Heuerwas, 212. fold meda? 6 M'
|

„-"derson, 230, 219, 209, 221, •'2O8, 221; A.' B. Dorrell, 215, 215, 224;
illb; l< . W. Belknap, 228.
Bushnel! nieda!: D. W. McLaughlin, 225, 225, 227, 225, 229- F EMason, 231; Dr. L. O. Rodgers, 221.

-»-....^ ROEEL.

tf you want your shoot to be aooouoced here leod la
aotfce like the foQowing:

FixtttfCS.

INTERSTATE PARK.
Sept. 20.—Interstate Park.—Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot; live

birds and targets. John Wright, Algr.

Sept. 19-20.—Zanesville, O.—Tournament of the Zanesvllle Gun
Club. L. A. Moore, Sec y.

Sept. 19-20.—Pensacola, Fla.—Two-day shoot of the Dixie Gun
Club; bluerocks and live birds. V. J. Vidal, Sec'y

Sept. 25 -Worcester Mass.-All-day shoot of' the Worcester
Sportsmen's Club. A. W. Walls, Sec'y.

Sept. 26-28.—Omaha, Neb.—Fifth annual target tournament of
the Dupont Gun Cluli. H. S. McDonald, Sec'y.

"-^'^ent ot

Sept. 27.—Hartford, Conn.—Annual tournament of the Colt Gun
C lull. James farter, Sec'y.

SepiL 27-28.—Erie, Pa —First annual target tournament of the
Erie Rod and Gun Club; $100 added money. W. S. Bookwalter
Cor. Sec'v. '

Sept. 28 and Nov. 13.-Dexter Park, Brooklyn.-Under auspices
of the Greater New York Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 livebirds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club ir.the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 M. Sweepstake shootmg commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. Schortemeier aiid Dr AWebber, managers.

Oct. 2-4.—Swant«i, Vt.—Robin Hood Gun Slub's three davo'tournament. ^ ""^J^

Oct 3-5.-Bloomfield, Ind.-Tlie Bloomfield Gun Club's tliird•annual tournament; targets and sfiarrows: $200 added. E. E. Neal

A.

,.'-''^^•""^^''^'^1 Chester, Pa.—Annual fall shoot of the West ChesterGun Club'; |20 added. F. H. Eachus, Sec'y.
Oct. 10-11.—Circleville, O.—Fall tournament of the Pickaway

Rod and Gun Club; targets and live birds. G. R, Hasweli Sec'y
V^-~^^^^^^^^^A Ind.—Tournament of the Greensb'urg Gun

Club. C. D. Tillson, Sec y.
Oct. 12-14.—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Gun Club's tournament:

targets and live birds. Emile Pragoff, Sec'y
Oct. 9 and Nov. 2.1- Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road,

N. J.—Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club- three-men
team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized
gun olub in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M Sweep-
stake shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier
and IJr. A, A. Webber managers.

Oct. 13.-Altoona Pa.-Altoona Rod and Gim Club's live-bird
handicap. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y, Altoona, Pa.
Oct. 16-17.-Raleigh N. C.- Peters Cartridge Co.'s target tourna-

ment. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
Oct. 23-24.-Baltimoi-e, Md.-Live-bird tournament, under the

.auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association
Oct. 23-25.—Atlanta, Ga.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s live-bird tourna-

ment. Jehn H. Alackie, Mgr.
Nevvark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon. >

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.

rf^M*;.^?/ ^""r
O*:*' 2«;-Interstate Park, Queens.-Under auspicesof Medicus Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds perman

;
29yds. Members of any regularly organized gun club in the

•U S. are eHgible. Commences at 2 P. M! Sweepstake shootingcommences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Sthortemeier and Dr A AWebber, managers. .
.

Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;
25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Club-Saturdays
^^"^^"^-Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are inviied to send iheir scores for puliUcittiov in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to haveprinted. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Com^anv, 346 Broad'
way, New York.

I he programme of the Brooklyn Gun Club's shoot, lo bp held
at interstate Park on Thursday of this week, provides nine events
ot which seven are at targets, as follows: Three at 15 bluerocks,
•U entrance; three at 20, .W.25; one at 50, $2. The two live-bird
events are handicaps. They are as follows: Seven live birds, .f5;
10 live birds, |7.oO. Targets 2 cents, included in entrance. Birds

cents, also included in entrance. The Rose svstem will govern
the moneys in the bluerock events, class shooting in the live-
bini events as io.llows: Seven birds, 50, .30 and 20; 10 bu-ds, 40, 30.
20 and 10. Ihe 50-target event is the l:Sst competition for the
.Sanders-Storm, trophy. Shooting commences at 10:.30. Lunch
will be served in the Casino at 12:30. Mr. John S. Wright is the
manager.

IB

A strange thing has happened—at least it is strange from the
shooter s point of view, whatever it may be from the golfer's.
Mr. Ldward Banks and Mr. C. M. Lincoln, manager of Inler.state
lark, were proceeding Interstate shootward to Salem, N.
Ihey were discussing guns while on the boat, when Mr. Banks so
the story goes, told Mr. Lincoln to wait a bit and he would il-

•

lustrate the point by showing his own gun. He produced the
famous old case, and prilled out—a golf stick! There was no
gun. He had forgotten it. This will explain something in the
way of the first day's scores at the Interstate tournament. The
scores are published elsewhere in our columns. A strange gun
and a hurricane and a golf stick do not produce good target'scores.

_
The Colt Gun Club, Hartford, Conn., announces Sept. 27 as the

aate of its annual tournament. Its ne.xt medal and prize shoot will
be held on the 22d inst., and two more shoots will determine the
ownership of the prizes. Its tournament is open to all. There are
ten events on the programme, 10, 15 and 20 targets, 135 in all with
a toatl entrance of $14.05. Shooting commences at 10 o'clock. The
grounds are open at 8:30. Purses are divided 40, 30, 20 and 10
per cent. Targets 2 cents, included in entrance. Shooters may
enter for targets only. Loaded shells for sale. Take any electric
car east from Union Station. Transfer at Main street for Wethers-
field avenue, or Main street, south to Wawarue avenue. Mr. S. T,
Collins is the president. Mr. James Carter is secretary.

ae

Referring to the forthcoming live-bird shoot given by Messrs. H.
P. Collins and J. R. Malone, Oct. 23 to 25, the latter writes us as
follows: "The Dupont Cup will be shot for in open competition
at 25 birds, $25 entrance^ $500 guaranteed, and all surplus added;
handicaps 25 to 32yds. This should make a very attractive shoot,

'

as it is the first time the Dupont cup has ever been offered in

'

an open event in the South or East since it was first won by Mr.
Fred Gilbert, in Baltimore, Oct. 25, 1895. Programmes will be
ready by Oct. 1." This should be noted by all the great army of
shooters who desire a good programme with good competition.
Paste the dates in your hat.

K
The grand tsurnament of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club, Sept.

25, is open to all shooters. Shooting commences at 9:30; the regu-
lar programme events at 10:30. Sweepstakes optional. In all
events experts shoot at 18yds., semi-experts at 16yds., amateurs
(a misnomer) at 14yds. Moneys divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per
cent. Dinner at the club house at 12:30. There are ten events,
regular, reverse, unknown and expert; a total of 135 targets, and a
total of $10 entrance. There also will be a 100-target race be-
tween Messrs. H. G. Wheeler, of Marlboro, Mass., and E. C.
Griffith, of Pascoag, R. I.

Mr. R. A. Welch, the expert trapshooter, of New York, and Mr.
C. F. Lockwood, of Jamaica, L. L, journeyed westward on Tue.s-
day of this week to enjoy a term of chicken shooting on the
prairies, and later a term of duck shooting. They will be guests
of Mr. Emil Werk, at his shooting box in Minnesota, going
thence-to Omaha as a starting point for the ducks. Mr. 'Wekh is
in rare form in his handling of the shotgun, having missed very
few birds in the past few months, though he has shot a great deal.

On Wednesday of this week the Brockton Gun Club, of Brock-
ton, Mass., hold a tournament under the management of the
famous expert, Mr. B. Leroy Woodard. Shooting commences at
9:30. There are eleven events on the programme, with a total
of 165 targets, and a total entrance of $13..30. Theue also is a
merchandise event. The handicaps are under 80 per cent., 15yds.;
80 to 85 per cent., 17yds.; above 85 per cent., 19yds. High guns.
Money divided by the Rose system. Sweepstakes optional.

The Pickaway Rod and Gun Club, of Circleville, O., has sent
out a notice to shooters as follows: "We will have our fall

tournament at targets and live birds Oct. 10 and 11, and would
like very much to have you with us. Our shoot last fall was a
success in every way—at least we think so, using 7,870 targets and
940 live pigeons in the two days, The ladies will try and have as
good dinners as before. All will do their best to show you a
good time. Programme will be mailed you later."

The organization of the Newport Gun Club, Newport, Vt., took
place recently on somewhat novel hut sound lines, inasmuch as all
shooting or betting for iiuiney is prohibited. This is the true
theory on which to start a club whose membership is wholly or in
a large part composed of novices. It is much ,better for the,
novice to refrain from .shooling for money till he learns how ttf'

shoot for nothing. If he cannot shoot well for nothing, he is

much less likely to shoot well for something.

It

The second annual tooth tournament and clambake of the
Brooklyn Gun Club is announced to take place on Sept. 9, com-
mencing at 5:30 P. M. It will be held at Interstate Park, Queens,
L. I. The former tooth tournament was such a pronounced suc-
cess that a large number of entries is expected. High averages
will have special attention. The general opinion is thai the con-
testants will not make a miss in the entire programme.
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Under date of Sept. 12 Mr. W. L. Bowen, Sec'y South Framing-
ham Gjui Club, writes: "At the annual meeting of the South
Framingham Gun Glub the following officers were elected: L. E.
Isham, President; F. C. Underhill, Vice-President; \V. L. Bowen,
Secretary; E. E. Oliver, Treasurer; Li. A. Isham, Captain. The
above-named, with the addition of E. A. Staples and Myron C.
Clark, to constitute the Board of Directors."

Recently at Mobile, Ala,, on the grounds of the Mobile Yacht
and Gun Club, a match of excellence was shot between R'.r. T.
Carson Fowler, of Mobile, and Mr. Fred E. McKay, of the City
Park Gun Club, New Orleans. The conditions were 100 live birds,

29yds. rise, $100 a side. Each scored 95 out of 100 on good birds,

and killed straight in the shoot-off at 10 birds. The tie will be shot
off in the near future.

In the trophy event at 2(5 birds, in the shoot-off of the Chicago
Gun Club. 79th St. and Vincennes avenue, Chicago, 111., last

Saturday, Dr. Miller was high with the excellent score of 24. In
the Handicap cup Messrs. Cornwell and Steck tied on 25, and
in the shoot-off at 10 targets, the former scored straight and won.
The meeting was marked by some CKcellent shooting.

Mr. C. C. Beveridge (the Dominie) arrived in New York in the
early part "of this week, after an absence of several months, save a
brief visit on Labor Day. He will locate near New York for
some weeks in the near futxire, and then there will be more vim
in the shooting interests, for the Dominie is a formidable gladiator
with the s.catter gun.

m

In the match at 100 live birds between Dr. A. A. Webber, of
Brooklyn, and Mr. S. M. Van Allen, of Jamaica, for $100 and
the cost of the birds, the former won. The scores were excellent

—

07 to 95. Mr. J. S. S. Remsen acted as referee. The contest took
place at Interstate Park, L. I., on Thursday of last week.

The first contest of a series of four, held by the Florists' Gun
Club, on its grounds at Wissinoming, Pa., a handicap at 50
targets, 25 known and 25 unknown angles, resulted in a tie be-
tween Messrs. Anderson and Park, each scoring 53. There were
fifteen iconipetitors.

Mr. E. E. Neal, secretary of the Bloomfield Gun Club, Bloom-
field, 111., writes us that $200 in cash will be added to the events
of the club's third annual totirnament at targets and sparrows, Oct.
2 to 5. The programmes are out and can be recevied of the
secretary.

Capt. A. W. Money, of the American E C & Schultze Gun-
powder Co.; sailed on Wednesday of this week on the Germanic
for England. He will be absent about six weeks. ATI his friends
wish him a .safe and pleasant voyage and a speedy return.

Mr. C. McL. Clark (Chase), one of the St. Loxxis, Mo., amateur
trapshooters, is sojourning in New York for a few days. He is one
of the gentlemen whom it is a pleasure to meet at the traps, to the
traps, or from the traps.

S
Mr. F. H. Eachus, secretary of the West Chester Gun Club, of

West Chester, Pa., under date of Sept. 15, informs us that_ his
club will hold its annual fall target shoot on Oct. 4, and that
$20 will be added.

Mr. S. A. Crowell, of Hastings, won the Peters Cartridge Co.
handicap trophy for the third time at John Parker's international
tournament last week, and it now becomes his prooerty.

•I

At the Meadville, Pa., shoot on Wednesdaj^ and Thursday of last
week the attendance was light. Mr. R. W. Ewalt, of Warren, O.,
distinguished himself by making high average, over 90 per cent.,
as set forth by the Meadville Star.

Mr. Geo. N. Thomas, of Trenton, N. J., won the gold badge
the third consecutive time at the shoot of the Walsrode Gun
Club, Sept. 12, and is now its owner.

m
The Dupont Gun Club, of Omaha, Neb., informs us that the

dates of its forthcoming shoot are Sept. 26, 27 and 28.

Bernard Waters.

Country Gun Club.

Myerstown, Pa., Sept. S.—We pulled off the following very poor
scores to-day on our Millardsville grounds. The day was threaten-
ing rain, but otherwise was fair for shooting, but the boys were
not steady. We hope by next time to be in better trim and show
up better scores. We expect to have another shoot in two weeks.
Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were at 10 targets, practice; Nos. 4, 5 and 6

were sweeps. Ties were all divided except those for second
money in No. 4 between G. Shanaman and J. Dietz, which were
shot miss-and-out. Both missed their fourth and sixth targets, and
J. Dietz failed on the eighth. But for the lack- of time several
more sweeps would have been shot. Come again, boys, and we
•will try to show better. All are welcome.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 10 10 5 5 5 Targets: 10 TO 10 5 .5 5

Noll 6 7 4 4 2.. Dietz 2 2 3 3 1 2

X Shanaman . ... 5 S 2 1 . . 3 Weighley 2 3 2
R Shanaman,.., 1 5 5 .. 2 .. Leitner 5 3 ,. .. ..M Shanaman... 3 3 4 4 2 3 Mourty 4 6 2 3 2
G Shanaman... 4 7 S 3 2 2 Blecker 3 .. ..

Zerbe 4 5 2 W Dietz 4 4 1

J. L. Dietz.
'

Brockton Gun Clufa.

Brockton, Mass., Sept. 3.—The weather was very hot and windy.
The lirst nine shot for the silver trophy—possible 100, with added
dead birds; the one wlio, wins it three times keeps it. We have
shot three times for it, and the. score stands as follows: Leonard,
two wins; Wood, one win; Stork, one win; Grant, one win;
Tavlor, one win.

I^os. 1 to 10 is the silver trophy contest. The remainder are the
handicap totals.

^
Worthing 7 8 7 6.7 4 6 7 9 7—6S-h24— 92
Wood 5 7 7 5 7 6 7 9 9 8—70-f22— 92
Murdock 5 7 4 6 8 6 7 6 7 3—59+30— 89
Bartlett 7 7 8 9 6 7 5 7 10 IT)—78+20— 9S
Leonard 9 8 8 8 9 8 8 7 S 8—81+22—100
Taylor 3 5 7 7 9 a 10 8 3 5—1)2+22— 84
Scott 8 6 4 8 6 7 5 5 8 5—62+20— 82
Stork 6 5 6 7 9 6 6 7 7 6—65+24— 89
Grant 4 8 3 5 5
Stoddard 23635 (5 3251
Pratt 515553678 7

We shpp.t for the trophy twice a yeai—Memorial Day and Labor
Day.

A. F. Leokard, .Scc'y.

McKay—Fowler,
New Orleans, La., Sept. 11.—.\ most interesting if not decisive

race took place on the grounds of the Mobile Yacht and Gun Club
on the 9th inst. between Air. T. Carson Fowler, of Mobile, and
Mr. Fred E. McKay, of the City Park Gun Club, of New Orleans.
The conditions were 100 live birds, five unknown traps, 29yds.
rise, for $100 a side, Intense interest was manifested, and quite a
delegation accompanied Mr. McKay from New Orleans.
The birds proved to be a very 'fair lot for this season, and

although a few refused to fly, every now and then a hummer would
leave the trap, and it served to keep the shooters as well as
spectators keyed up to an intense slrnin. Buth gentlemen scored
95 out of 100. and shot the tie off at 10 on straight scores each
when I he birds gave out, '

The shooting was excellent, and in good time. The high scores
would iiulicule poor birds, ljut the inference is a mistaken one
as it was llie shooting, which was above par,

'

Fowler started badly, but shot a game race throughout, and
both he and McKay finished strons?. F.aoh made several sensa-
tional stops. The COth bird of Mr. Fowler tle\y completely arountl
the mclosiire-, apd then dropjied dead in buumls. Mr. McJCayV

96th had an appointment elsewhere. All who saw the match were
highly entertamed, and hope soon to see the tie decided.

The scores:

Trap score type—Copyright, 1900, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

2 4 8 1 2 8 S 5 5 5 2 1 5 9 3 5 8 5 1 3 8 2 5 4 3

F E McKay, 29.2 2 ^2222 2 2221221 2221 2212 2 2-25

8541548113211 1 2. 5152354321

IN NEW JERSEY.

212 22222X2 2222 112102* 2 21 2—23

5 8 12 8 2 18 5 2 4 4 3 14 2 8 5 2 2 4 8 4 5 2

t-^<-w^'-*/^^->/^T-l•Tv^'4.^-^^'^^^^<-*7<- „„2212112210 21 2 222211122J1 1—24

8 588423421215 1 5254 4 22 8. 8 14
t^ttt-+->-*-^^-+-^>\Nt )^r*/ TN-L '<!''S4 „„1112 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 1 2 * 2 2 1 1—28-95

8221884284 5 453382514 3 1825

T C Fowler 0 1 2 202 2 2 2 2 2 2221211122221 2—28

5835524552218424424511843
r^f-S//" T^ <-\->.7' t ^•^<-

1

122222 2 2 1221121110222211 2—24

11852811343243844122454 5 1

<—>TT T t \ 1 t T 1^^ ^ NH T i^-^

1 2 1112111 2 1122122 2 2V!2 2 12 2—25

52285835544348824 5 4251413

0112111 * 2111 2 1121212 2 212 2-23 95

Tie:

18515 31321

F E McKay. 1 212122 2 2 2-10

4 2 2 2

T C Fowler. 1

Percy
Scc'y City

114 15 4

2 22212 2 22
S. Benedict,
Park Guu Club

-01

ON LONG ISLAND.

Team Shoots.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., Sept. 11.—The first of the scn>s
of loam shoots managed by Dr. A. A. Webber and Mr. L. H.
Scliortemeier and held under the auspices of the Medicus Gun
Club had four contestants. Each team had three members, and
each member shot at 20 birds. Entrance, the price of the bu-ds.

The New Utrecht Gun Club team came out victorious with a score

of 56. There arc five more team shoots under the management of

the gentlemen aforementioned, as will be noted on referring to

our trap tixturcs. The scores:

New Utrecht Gun Club.
Morfey 32 -. 22222222221221212222—20

R \ Welch 30 21212222222221211120—19

Capt Money, 29 2**22022122222120222—17-56

Emerald Gun Club.
L H Scliortemeier, 29 22211222110221111222-19

Dr Stillman, 29.... 2220222212021211*122-17

S M Van XUen, 30 ' 112*1121202221100222—17—53

Medicus Gun Club.
Dr C E Kemble. 29 22221*20110112321200-15

Dr E R Wood, 29 2222200222*202222222—16

Dr A A Webber, 30 222*2120222022220222—16—47

Brooklyn Gun Club.

J R Hopkins 29 : 22211122102221222220-18

C F Lockwood, 29 20222021022111020202-14
.

H Matzen, 29.. 201112*012*201221220—14-46

In sweepstakes only: , ^

J L Brewer, 32 02222222222022022222-17

Sweepstakes No. 1, class shooting, three moneys: Hopkins
(27) 8 Van Allen (29) 8, Welch (30) 8, Schortemeier (30) 7, Lock-
wood '(26) 7, Morfey (31) 5. „ „ , • o
No. 2, same, but Rose system: Morfey S, Welch 8, Hopkms 8,

Van Allen 7, Schortemeier 6, Lockwood 5.

No. 3. same as No. 1: Morfey (31) S, Schortemeier (30) 8, Welch
(30) 8, Hopkins (27) 8, Woods (28) 8, Money (29) 7, Webber (30)

7, \'an Allen (29) 6, Lockwood (26) 5.

Webber vs. Van Allen.

Interstate Park, L. I., Sept. 13.—The contest between Dr. A. A.
Webber, of Brooklvn, and Mr. S. M. Van Allen, of Jamaica,
evoked a great deal of interest in shooting circles since the match
was made. The general consensus of opinion was that Van Allen
would beat the Doctor in a 100-bird race, he having more ex-

perience in such matches, and besides was in fine form. Indeed
his score of 95 is excellent as scores go, and \vould have won in a
majority of contests against good shooters. The Doctor killed all

his birds, the 3 lost dying dead out.

Mr. J. S. S. Remsen acted as referee, and received much praise

for the skillful manner in which he officiated.

Following are the scores, flights, traps, etc.

:

Trap score type—Copyright, igoo, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

44424481111111 1 5 555355354
1 1 \ >^ t \->t ? T^ i^T;^ \ ^

Dr Webber, 80. .2 2222222222222*22222*222 2—23

3222542221111555442123332
222222 2 22222222222222222 2- -25

,2 222 2 11225422354313142442
2 22222222222*22222222222 2-24

222113 3 554522222 5 55222221
222222222222222222222222 2-25-9T

1113124424242422222212222
S Van Allen, 30.0 222 2 2 2 22 2 222220 2 2222222 2—28

1111211432222222 2 11532251
;^ \ \*-T/» t.\\ \\ 1/J'N ^ T;»

2 2022 2 2222202222222212212- •23

15 55425552143222 2 22213115
* 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2-24

54324 2 222221115 5225555411
2 222 2 2 2iJ232 2 3 2 222 2 22 2 222 2—25-95

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., Sept. 1.5.—There was a goodly at-
tendance of shooters to-day, and the contests were marked by
a high grade of competition. Welch ran 23 straight in the miss-
and-out, missing his 2'lth, and twice ran 15 straight in the two
sweepstakes, which also were shot:

Miss-and-out

:

Welch . 30 222122111212121202222220
Jack, 28 220112212211212121122221
Morfey, 32. .

, 222222222222222222022
F \ T, 28 22222*22202220
L T Davenport, 30 21222220221*
T M Poslaus, 28 11012122111121*
Hamilton, 28 01112210210
Gaughen. 2S 2222222222
Tones, 2S (1022020

W F, 30 1210221010
Wo.kI, 2S 212212211U221222220510
Lockwood, 38 1022222*0

High gun events, each at 15 birds, 1^5 entrance: .

Welch, 30.." 211211112212121—15 30. .222122111222221—15
.lack, 28 211211111211212—15 2S. .220112212222221—14
Morfey. 32 221222222222222—15 32. .222222222212222—15
F A T, 28 222201222102222—13 28. .22222*232022201—12L T Davenport, 30 Ii!121122nil21—15 28. .221222220221*12—13
T M Postaus, 28 21021121120120—12 30..1110212211111*2-13
Paul Jones j... 2S..2022020w
Gaughen 28 . .222222222222222— 1

5

W F S ;iO..010202l010*2*w
W'uod 2S. .21221221102212^-14
Loekwoud 28..1022222*0210222—11
Harniltorv 011122102101210-]

I

Walsrode Gun Clufa,

Trenton, N. J., Sept. 12.—The wind blew a gale at the Walsrode
shoot to-day, but despite this some good scores were made. In the

badge events Thomas won the gold medal for the third consecutive

time, and becomes its owner. Cole won the silver. Coates was
high gun in the expert event, and Farlee was in excellent form
also.
The board of governors has under consideration the inaugura-

tion of a series of merchandise events, in which prizes will be
offered and handicaps so arranged that each contestant will have
a certain number of broken targets added to his score. The
entrance will be the cost of the targets only. At the business
meeting Secretary Thomas' resolution to change the name of the
club came up and was laid over until the next regular meeting in

October, which will be the annual meeting of the organization.
A number of applications for membership have been received in

the past month.
In the two-men team match at 25 targets, the scores were:

Farlcc 21, Thomas 23; total 44. Rose 20, Cole 18; total 38.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Tai-gets: 10 15 10 15 5p 10 10 Targets: 10 15 10 15 5p 10 10

Coates 9 11 5 .. 7 9 .. Coates 9 .. .. 7
Farlee 10 13 6 10 Wilson 12 7 .. ..

Rose ....... 9 10 6 11 3 4 4 Cole 6 4
Thomas .... 9 11 7 11 5 8 4

No. 7 was reverse pull.

Badge shoot, 15 targets, 10 to qualify: Farlee 12, Thomas 12,
Coates 13, Bowers 5, Wilson 9, Cole 9. Rose 8.

For gold badge; high score wins: Farlee 10, Thomas 14, Coates
10, Wilson 6.

For silver badge; high score wins: Bowers 9, Cole 14, Rose 13.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Resolutions of Respect,

Chicago, 111.. Sept. 15.—On Aug. 28, 1900, the members of the
Chicago Gt»n Club were called together in special meeting to take
action upon the death of Mr. L. H. Goodrich, a member of the
club and an ex-officer of the same. A committee was appointed
and the following expressions of esteem for the departed and of
sympathy for his wife were adopted, and the Secretary was in-
structed to enter a copy of same on the minute book of the club
and to send a copy to the Forest and Stream:
Death has taken from the ranks of our club one of its oldest

and most popular members, Mr. L. H- Goodrich, and we, as 'a
club wish to express our bereavement in the loss of our old friend
and brother Nowhere in life are the ties of friendship and brother-
hood more firmly knit than among sportsmen, and never was bet-
ter tnend or sportsman than he whom we now mourn In everv
particular a true gentleman, generous, modest and sincere excel-
ling in his favorite pastime, but never boastful when speakin<^
of his own qualifications, Mr. Goodrich may well be remembered
as a type for emulation by those who will alwavs esteem his mam-
ory as a personal friend. As a congenial compknion we shall misshim and his place among us wc can never fill. Realizing theweakness of our ability to mitigate this irreparable loss, none the
less our purpose m desiring

,

to do so is sincere and honest, andwe hereby tender to his widow our deepest and tenderest sym-pathy m this hour of affiiction. Respeclfuhv,
Dr. E. C. Morton, Pres.
V. L. Cunnyngham.
Chas. Antoine.

h^arof'^hVDa^grct-If."^
^"^^'^^^

Hartford Building, Chicago. IlL
^'

Garfield Gun Clufa.

Chicago Sept. 15, 190O.-The appended scores were made on our

deTelson R KntV''-'t\''L'^? trophy'' shoot otne season. K. Kuss carried off the honors of the dav and incidentally with said honors Class A medal on a scorl of 25 straigh

Polwd^^plfrLdTorm'^ ^"^^^"^^^ °" -hufJ.^D:
A sharp southwest breeze blew quartering across the trans ma

Twentieth trophy shoot, 25 targets:
~

A E Martin
" 0111111111101110011101110-19

W P Nor Scott
• 1100111111011011110011011-18

•R Kuss 1111111111011011111011111-22

Dr J W Meek 1111111111111111111111111-25

A McGowan 111100110101011111111llii_20

P McGowan 0101111010101010001111111-16

S E Youn^ •

•
• -OlOlOlOlllOOOlOlOlOOlOllO-l

2

T W Eatol""' • 1010000011100010100011010-10

L Wolff • • -1110100111101111111100111-19

A HenmaA ' 0000010011000101011010010- 9

H Delano
" .0111011111100110110101111-18

F G Barnard"
' ' "

" 111010011111011000011110(^15

C V RLhards'" 0101110111111110110100111-18

A D D™„ 0111111111101111111110111-22

McDonald ••• -1101111111101000101111011-18

SwJeepstak;;;
0000100000001000000001000- 3

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events-
Targets: 15 10 15 5p 15 10 Targets-

P°"f.'-d 12 9 8 6 10 .. Ralph 14

Northcott 14 q 12 R m ' ti^i
R Cuss 12 8 10

Delano 14 3 11 4
Dr Meek .. ." 10 7 i5 fZZ"'^ 10 5 12 8

$Mcf°^™"- I I
KichTrdV.:-: ^-^4 ^

Yo^fnf?;^.'!.:.- 7' '
? I

9'- ^r<i^^-„ • ' ' t I

T Wisaton....: ll V. il ^7 11 . Safr^"^ •: 5 3

M^^Tk ^Got^k^T DormanU
^:i^."V'"^ ^- Dr. Meek 6, T. W. Eat^W. A, Jones 7; total 44.

1 2 3 4 5 (>

12 9 8 6 10" r>:C^^'^-'- 15 10 15 5p 15 10

ton 9, Barnard 9, Delano 5,

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Garden City Gun Club.
Chicago, in.-i\lr, O. H. Porter, of the Garden City Gun Clubleaves for California and the Pacific Coast in a fc-w \lays As atoken of friendship he presented the club with a hmidsome silverloving cup, to be shot for by the members as the dfrectors

on behalf of the club. ''^hrdSr's'^r/.en'^arrrngeT^^^^l^^shoot tor same: A contest at the regular rh.h VhrL-^
1°['<^'-\'"S

Nov. 10, 1900, at Watson's Park; 25 li^e b rds pe. m^^ wi^f^cap allowance of birds and distances A ea'^h Etion w 1 eadded for second and third high scores
aonation will be

to^Mr.' Porte?:
*° ^^"'""^ the following vote of thanlcs

Mr. O. H. Porter, Esq.—Dear Sir- '\( n mo«.-;„.^ „c ti

and directors of the Ga'rden Ci^'Gnn^^urS^.^ ^^f.'Thepurpose of receiving the handsome loving cup you so «ne?m,slvdonated to its members to be shot for a.? the'^dnecfo^s m?gh? sle
fit, permit us, on behalf of our club, to thank you. Coming afasurprise, it is .n 1 the more appreciated, as it shows us the generousand brotherly feelmg you have for your fellow clubmen. Perm tus to accept in the same good spirit, and may the memorv ogiving It ahyays give you Us much pleasure as it does us in receivmg same.
Done by J. H. Amberg, President; PL Levi, Recret.arv andTreasurer; t. C. Hess, Silas P.ilmer, F. H. Lord. A. L Sm hand J. P. Ilolhgan. Hoard of Director'^
Chieagij, Sept. 15.

See thr list df ^rwrl tftmp in Ifmdti-aff iiv mir aM cak,
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Interstate' atTSalem. Many Tournament.

Salem, NT'VI^The' closing Interstate target shoot of the season

was held at Salem, N. Y., on Sept. 12 and 13, under the auspices

of the Osoma Valley Gun Club. The morning of the first day

promised well as to weather, but about 9 o'clock the wind blew

furiously, the disturbance probably being an outer edge of the

great Galveston storm speeding on its way oceanward. It \yas so

violent that many trees were blown over, and there was besides a

general straining of evervthing. Under these conditions, when
shooters had to brace up stiffly ta .stay on their feet, the scores

made are remarkably good.
i , c *

,

The club house is situated in the center of a large level held,

about thirty acres in area, and is only about three minutes walk

from the center of the town. A broad covered porch, a lew

inches above the level of the ground, extends across the entire

front of the club house, which, is commodious and contains every-

thing needful for the visitors' comfort.
, , ,A magautrap, five expert traps and a set of hve-bird traps, all

operated by electricity, are the grounds' equipment. A range ol

hills, woods and green 'fields form the background.
On Monday the visitors began to arrive. There were i-lmcr 1..

Shaner, of 'Pittsburg, Pa., manager of the Grand American
Handicap; J. Howard Marlin. of the Marlin Fire Arms Co.,, and
Mrs. Marlin; C. E. Roberts, of the Winchester Repeating Arms
Co., and Mrs. Roberts. ^ ^ ^ .

On Tuesday among those wlio came were J. b. I'anmng, (jf

New York, representing Laflin & Rand Powder Co.; B. H. Norton,

of New York, representing the Hazard Powder Co.; \V. L. Col-

ville, of Batavia, N. Y., and B. Leroy Woodard, of Campello,

Mass., representing Dupont Powder Co.; J. R. PIuU, of Meriden,

Conn., representing Parker Brothers; J. H. Cameron, of New
Haven, Conn., representing Winchester Arms Co.; J. J. Hallowell,

of Philadelphia, representing Union Metallic Cartridge Co.; C. H.
Gibson, of Bellows Falls, Vt. ; E. C. Griffith and F. E. Inman, of

Pascoag, R. I. ; Edward Banks, of New York city, secretary of the

Interstate Association and secretary of the E C & Schultzc Gun-
powder Co.; C. M. Lincoln, of New York, assistan1» manager of

Interstate Park, and Dr. W. L. Gardiner, of South Orange, N.__J.

:

George Bartlett, New Haven, Conn., of the Marlin Fire Arms t-o.

;

E H. Taylor, Jr., New York, of the Laflin & Rand Powder Co.;

John F. Cunningham, Valley Falls. N. Y. ; T. Edmund Doremu.'?,

Schaghticoke, N. Y. ; Mvron Roberts and Harley Guild, Rupert,

Vt.; E. J. Roberts, Flushing, L. I.; A. B. Orcutt and A. J.

Harvey, of Mechanicville, N. Y. ; Dr. B. D. Mosher, of Granville,

N. Y.
Those who reached Salem in season strolled out to the grounds

Tuesday afternoon and indulged in a little warming up practice

over the traps. T. T. Hallowell was the high gun, getting 67 out

of 70. Jack Fanning tried a new gun, which didn't sweep clean,

and he soon found himself shooting a consolation match all alone;

but when he took up a gun to which he was accustomed he placed

his mark at 46 out of 50.

First Day, "Wedaesday, Sept. 12.

Fanning, Leroy and Griffith tied for first honors with a lulal^of

1S9 killed out oi a possible 165; Hallowell was second with 135;

Hull third with 133, and Banks and Inman tied for fourth with 129.

The average number of shooters to ail event was twenty-five, and

4,500 targets were used.
The entrance fee tor each man in each event was $1.50, and the

purse was divided into four moneys, according to the Rose system,

largets were IVa cents. The scores:

Events; 1234567S9 10 Shot
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 t5 at. Broke. Av.

Fanning 11 12 16 12 14 16 13 13 19 13 165 139 .S42

HuU 7 13 14 111115 15 13 19 15 :ib5 133

Coiville 8 12 11 10 14 15 12 11 1/ 10 165 IzO

Leroy 13 15 17 8 10 17 12 15 18 14 165 139 .842

Hahowell 11 14 14 .7 13 18 11 14 1/ 13 165 la5

IViarlm lu 10 9 7 9 16 10 11 18 U 165 111

Cameron 8 12 12 8 6 12 10 11 12 11 165' 1U2

xNorton 2 6 5 5 10 5 3 9 8 4 165 57

Lincoln 8 9 14 12 12 15 9 9 18 9 165 110

C E Roberts 9 9 13 5 9 10 6 7 14 5 165. 8('

Banks 15 9 14 11 11 18 12 14 14 11 165 129

Gritoth 13 13 14 14 12 17 14 13 16 13 165 139 .842

Inman 8 10 12 10 13 19 14 13 IS 12 165 129

Ondawa 11 8 U 8 8 14 8 9 17 9 165 W.\

Uartietl 11 7 13 11 1^ 16 13 11 18 10 165 122

Uihson 9 9 17 7 11 16 12 13 16 11 165 Va
Taylor, Jr 4 6 9 7 9 10 lU 6 Y 6 Ito i4

Cunningham 9 7 8 9 10 14 12 5 12 12 165 98

Doremus S 7 5 9 10 10 5 / 14 9 165 84

urcutt 8 7 6 3 6 10 6 .. 'i .. 115 53 ....

Harvey 8 6 7 3 6 .. 7 8 .. 7 115 a2

Vermont 11 13 12 11 .. 16 13 10 17 14 150 11/

Guild

10

'/ 9 3 . . 9 .. 11 13 11 135 73

Mosher 12 7 .... 13 17 10 11 13 13 130 96

Jvommodore 10 6 10 10 16 9 11 15 11 loO 106

J Brown 14 15 14

J S Parker 4 20 4

Ji J Roberts . . 7 11 15 12 9 . . 10 95 64

iuaguire

16

11 35 27 .....

Second Day, Thursday, Sept. J3.

The weather Thursday, the second day of the shoot, was all that

couid be desired. It was delightluuy cool and the sun was hidden
by Clouds ail aay. Tlie score oi the clay's snooting shows a

marked improvement. Fanning was high with 15(—.951. i'he

scors:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8 9 10 Shot
1 argets : 15 la 2u 15 15 2J 15 15 2u i5 at. Broke. Av.

Fanning 13 ll 1/, 14 1ft 2U lo 15 20 15 165 15 1
.y51

HuU 15 12 li' 15 14 19 14 14 1/ 14 16ti 151 .915

Goiviue 15 12 12 12 12 16 12 13 la 10 165 130

Leroy 15 i4 16 14 i5 19 14 li 14 165 154 .933

Hanowell 1^: 13 16 14 14 10 li 12 19 11 1(35 142

JUarun 13 13 17 11 9 19 12 13 16 12 165 135 .'. .

.

Cameron 13 8 10 9 4 11 10 lu 10 8 165 93

Norton 6 6 7 13 5 8 5 7 12 5 165 84

Lincom 9 7 17 10 13 14 10 14 13 13 165 120

C E Roberts 8 10 11 15 8 14 6 10 13 V - 16o lu2

BanKs , , . 11 .. . . 15 -11

Gritfith 13 15 19 13 13 19 12 14 18 14 165 150 . 909

Inman 14 12 19 14 11 20 14 13 18 10 165 145

Undawa 10 7' 15 10 11 15 10 13 16 10 165 117

Bartiett 15 11 18 13 14 17 14 13 IS 13 165 146

Gibson.; ll il i5 l4 13 19 12 15 20 14 165 111

Waterville 7 12 1/ 13 12 14 11 10 13 11 1(35 120

Kommodore 12 10 15 1^ 10 14 13 14 13 12 165 125

Vermont 13 11 17 12 12 18 11 7 16 12 165 129

Guild 9 10 16 10 8 13 11 11 16 12 165 11.6

Maguire S 13 11 10 65 41

E J Roberts 6 11 12 S 65 37

Tones 8 9 17 12 10 15 10 12 17 10 165 120

liall 15 9 10 16 11 85 6]

Doremus ^, .. .. 9 14 11 15 12 85 61

Live-bird events: No. 1, S birds, $3 entrance:

Coiville, 27 01222—4 C E Roberts, 26 ...20020—2
Norton, 27 22222—5 Griffith, 2S 2222*—

4

Lerov, 30 22*22—4 Maguire, 27 1*021—3
Hull,' 30 22222—5 C H Perkins. 29.. 20222—'!:

Fanning, 31 ..22212—5 Doremus, 28 22210—1
Waterville. 26 20222—4 .ICommodore, 27 11222—5
Lincoln, 27 22202—4 Ondawa, 28 22222—5

No. 2, 7 birds, $5 entrance:
Coiville. 27 01211U-* Ondawa, 28 121222—7
Norton, 27 2122212—7 Bryan, 26 1220210—5
Leroy 30 22^2222—7 Vermont, 27 1222i22—

7

Hull, 30 2222*22—6 Guild, 27 2202220—5
Fanning, 31 222(3122—6 Graham. 27 0100102-3
Perkins, 29 1022120—5 C E Roberts, 26 11011*2—5
Doremus, 28 2*20222—5 Gibson, 27 2220201—5
Waterville, 26 ..*222212—6 Maguire, 27 21211*2—6
Kommodore, 27 10*1211—5 Griffith, 28 0221222—6

No. 3, 10 birds, $7 entrance:
Coiville, 27 1122111211—10 Doremus, 28 021*201122— 7
Hull, 30 2222122212-10 Kommodore, 27. . . .122012*211— 8
Waterville, 26 1010112211— 8 Ondawa, 28. ...... .1222*21222—

9

Bryan, 26 0101122221— 8 \^ermont, 27... .... .1222222222—10
Lerov, 30 ;. .2222222222—10 Blacklan, 26 1020111222—8
Fanning, 31.., 2111211222—10 Maguire, 27 1212111001—

S

Norton. 27 2222221222—10 Perkins, 29 **1101*012— 5
Graham, 27 002002200ij— 3 Guild, 27 2222220222— 9

RoBELiNE, La.—The scores appended were made at the tounia-

ment held at Many, La., on Sept. 13 and 14.. Only the full averages,

etc., of those who took the prizes offered for five high guns are

licre given. Twenty-three shooters in all took part. Tlii.s was a

most successful tournament, all things considered.
^
Targets were

thrown Sergeant system, and were hard, a high wind prevailing

most of the time..
, . ,,

Welch used Peters sheiks; HendersoMv Laad'er and .1.. K.

;

Caldwell, E. C. in Leader; Powder, Dupont in U. ]\L C.
;

La'ii-

breth, L. & R. in Leader. Only high guns given above. i ii.ji

shooting is booming. It took crack shooting to score, as turgci.>

were erratic. The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8:) Id

Targets: 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 35 20

T F Welch 12 13 1.^ 14 19 13 13 14 13 19

II Henderson 11 13 12 12 18 13 T3 13 34 IS

C Lambreth 15 12 13 12 18 .13 12 13 13 37

T H Caldwell 12 13. 11 13 18 13 12 14 34 19

"A L l^owder 12. 13 13, 14 IS 13 14 ,10 11 IS

E M Linscv > 9 13 "9 7 11 11 S 11 lO" 2

A Manheim M S 8 7 14 9 6 8 ,9 14

T McNc-lv fi 13 15. 1» 7 15 7 S I I 8

"E McNeelv 6 9 3 10 19 5 7 8 6 IS

Ed Estes." 4 6 9 7 8 7 6 3 13 I'i

Dr T Nash 4 2 8 14 10 9 11 12 1:! IS

W R Oliphant 11 U 4 9 8 0 f 4 HI 9

1? c (iay S 7 7 10 13 16

Leslie Powder 8 8 911 7 8 711....
Lee Powder 9 8 10 13 8 10 6 Id .. ..

I Lambreth 2 5 6 8 8 11 6 8 . . .

.

\V Dillinger 6 6 10 9 17 7 T! 7 9 14

Prof Middleton 7 7 6 8..
Tas Keegan . 4 3 7i 10

j\ R Cleveland 1 4 8. 5 7

W R Caldwell 6 IL 10 14 13 7 8 S i 14

G Montgomery 6 3 6 8 5 6 10 11 12 14

D R Dickinson 6 5 7 11

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10

Targets: 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 15 20

T F Welch 12 13 14 14 IS 14 15 13 14 19

fT Henderson 14 14 13 14 19 13 12 12 11 17

C Lambreth 13 12 11 10 15 12 13 12 14 19

I H Caldwell 13 12 14 12 17 7 9 14 13 18

A L Powder,..., 13 7 13 12 14 12 13 8 8 17

E McNeely 13 6 7 9 7 12 13 13 7 IS

T McNeelv 13 12 6 9 7 11 .12 14 13 38

"E Estes..' 14 9 S S 7 13 14 9 12 36

Dr T Nash 13 U 8 13 11 12 12 13 10 16

F C Gay 6 10 8

Leslie Powder 6 7 .._

Lee Powder 2 3 5

T Lambreth 4 S

\V Dillinger 15 13 14 12 18 14 12 11 33 18

Shot Shot
at. Broke. Av. at. Broke. Av.

T F Welch.... 320 289 .900 TH Caldwell.. 320 • 260 . 810

"H Hender.son. 320 274 . 855 A L Powder. . . 320 258 . 805

C Lambreth... 320 266 . 830

J. F. Welch.

Mississippi Valley Notes.

In the weekly competition for the Piasa Gun Club medals, Sept.

14. A. J. Howell won the handicap ti'ophy and Gilbert Lane the
president's medal. It was a fairly good ,day for shooting, but a
line of low- clouds on. the western horizon made the low birds hard
to follow.
The combined scores, counting for both medals, are appended.

Lane having missed his third bird in the miss-and-out on the
liandicap and Riehl his first on deciding score in the long race:
Kiehl 46, Howell 41, Lane 46, Schiess 37, Schweppe 32, Gaddis 41,

Cole 26.

The Illinois Gun Club boys are thinking some of having an-
other of their famous merchandise shoots some time during the fall.

Their tournament, given on this plan last year, was a marked
success.
Dr. J. W. Smith and Alex. Mermod have a novel contest on for

next week at Dupont Park, St. Louis. They will shoot at 100 live

birds eacli, the loser to pay for birds for both, furnish a supper
and a box party at the theater. This is enough to ni.aJce-one re-

solve not to do it again.
The St. Louis pigeon shots have by common consent adopted

the Monte Carlo 21yd. boundary for all their contests. It is a

pretty good thing to put spirit into the game on shooting summer
birds, but w'ould be a prettj^ still' proposition on some of the well-

groomed wind-splitters that proverbially fly from these traps during
the winter season.
Dave Elliott entertained with targets. and live birds at Dupont

Park, St. Louis, Sept. 8. The f.ict that this is dove shooting time
told on the crowd in attendance, but Dave did not allow- any one
to get lonesome. A target sw-eep programme was shot, incKiding
a .50-bird race for a handsome silver smoker set. Chas. Spicer, a
new shooter, scored the full string with bis handicap of 8, and
was in no danger until \V. B. Crosby, who vvas a visitor at the
grounds, pending his departure for the^ Detroit .shoot, slipped in

and scored 50 straight with his new Smith gun. Crosby, how-
ever, declined to compete for the prize, and the boys "smoked
up" at Spicer's expense.
Subsequently a .$2 miss-and-out at live birds was called, -Crosby

and Spencer dividing on the' 10th round. Others who lost early

in the game continued to .'<hoot for birds.

The scores follow:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 li 7

King, 8 6 IH 12 11 41 .. ..

Spicer, S 9 13 14 11 42 12 ..

Spencer. 0 10 13 15 14 14 45 15
Riehl, 0 8 13 13 15 44 13 14
Crosbv, 0 10 14 15 14 50 13 14
D Elfiott, 0 10 14 .. 13 46 .. 14
nownian. 6 13 37 .. 10
Br Smith. 3 35 13 14
Kenyon, 7 38 .. 12

Live-bird miss-and-out:
Crosbv 2122222222 Kroell 011212220002022
Smith' 2121110 Spicer 020100202202221
Riehl 2222222220 Bowman 21210
Spencer 2222221212 Kenyon 212021212111120
Dr Spencer 12112*

The Peoria Gun Club shot for its three medals Sept. 9. Geo.
Walport won Class A medal, Clyde Portman won Class 15 medal and
A. Walport won the Class C trophy. The scores are appended:
^ilills 42, Zip 37, G. Portman 44, Sammis 35, Baker 43. Wm. Hoff 40,

J. Hoff 42, Chas. Portman 84, Scott 35, Shamo 23, Clyde Portman
36, .\. E. Leisy 41. G. Walport 45. A. Walport 31.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach at the

' Monday ««4 W ipopJi earlier &? jractic^^If,

Trap Afound Reading^.

Reading, Pa.. Sept. 15.—^The target shoot held to-day on the
South End Gun Club grownds, this city, was a success. The
scores:

Events: 1 2 3-4 5 6 7 8
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Gerhard 7 S 10 6 7 10 7 ..

Archer 5 6 4 7 5 7 8 ..

Stetson 8 8 6 8 9 9 9 ..

Tack 6 10 7 8 S 9 6 ..

Goodman 9 6 8 6 6 4 8 ..

Ball 8 6 6 6 5 9 4 7
Chick , 78 8 710797
Ploman 6 8 2 .. .. ..

Eshelman ....^ 7 1 7 6, g 4 S ..

Miles 7 7 6 8 S
Williams 5 5 5 7 7
Walter 8 3 6 8 8 9 .. ..

Osborn • 3 3 7

Hamburg, 'Pa., Sept. 8.—The shooters of this place held a target
shoot to-day. John Confer winning first money by breaking 19
out of 25. The scores: "

i

'

Twentv-five targets, unknown angles-, per man: Dunkle 10, C.
Confer IS, J. Confer 19, Sousley 15, Moyer 17.

Harrisburg, Pa., Sept- 15.-^The Eastmere Gun Qub. of this
city, groundj. on Twentj'-third and Berryhill streets, will hold a
taiget and live-bird tournament on Sept. 22. The target events
will be at 15, 20 and 25 targets, with 75 cents, $1 and $1.25 as the
entrance; fees. Merchandise prizes will be awarded in some of the
target events. The live-bird events will commence at 2 P. M., tlte

-programme calling for 15 birds, $7 entrance, and 10 birds, ?5
entrance- Shells and refreshments fpv s.^1p on grounds. George TL.

Daggett is president of the olub, and J. Rudy recording sec-

retary.
Beckville, Pa., Sept. 8.—The Beckville team of ten shooters were

ricfeated here to-day in a hve-bird match by the Poltsville shooters,
each man shooting at 10 live birds, the scores being. 62 to 53.

DUStjER.

' Newport Gun Clob.'

.ViiWi'ORT, Vt., vSept. 15.—^^V meeting for the organization ol the
-Newfjiirt Gun t'hib was held in the Odd Fellows' Hall, Wednesday
evening, Sept. 5, at 7:;%. Several of those interested in this
muveiiieni were jiresent, and a club vvas organized with the follow-
ing officers: T. O. Sheldon, President; Elijah Huntington, Vicc-
I'rcsulcnt; J. R. .\kin. Secretary; H. T. Robbins, Treasurer; Harry
I louse, Director. The director, together with the above-named
officers, will constitute the club's board of directors.
Mr. S. W. Beauclerk, of Irasburg, very kindly attended this meet-

ing, and by many timely and valuable suggestions did much toward
assistuig in the formation of our club. It vvas the unanimous sen-
liment of all present that our club be conducted on a very
economical basis; that all betting or shooting for money be de-
liarred from our events; that no Sunday shooting, practice or
meetings be allowed, and* that every effort possible be made to
conduct this club on an honorable, clean, straightforward basis.
.Such a club will be a credit to the members and to our com-
munity. It deserves and should receive the hearty support of all

our citizens.
The membership fee will be only $3, and it is earnestly desired

that the business men and all who are interested in development of
clean, manly sport in our community should indprse and assist
in making the club a permanent success.
Suitable grounds will he secured and a shoot arranged for as soon

as' possible, of which due notice will be given.
The first shooting event of the new gun club occurred yester-

day afternoon. The weather being so uncertain, the postponement
and the Barton fair were causes sufficient to make the attendance
small. Another shoot will take place in the near future, which
win be duly announced. Below we give the percentage made by
the contestants:

Shot at. Av. Shot at. Av-
Hammond 50 , 480 Allbee 25 .160

Borschers 40 .500 Patterson 30 .533
Huntington 30 .300 Skinner 25 .440
Blanchard .,. 30 . 400 Lovelace 15 .400
Akin 40 .450 Sheldon 15 .466

John R. Akin, SecV

Baltimore Live-Bird Tournament.

Bai.iiaiore, Md.—The Baltimore Shooting Association has
claimed the dates of Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 23 and 24, for
its fall tournament at live birds only, the management being in
the hands of Messrs. Jas. R. Malone and H. P. Collins. The
lirogramine of the first' day will in all probability consist of a 7-

liird race, -$5 entrance, birds included, high guns to win, with three
moneys, .50, 30 and 20 per cent.; a 10-bird race, $7, birds included,
high guns, three moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent., and a 15-bird
handicap. $10 entrance, class shooting, four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and
10 per cent.

()n the second day the Dupont trophy cup will be offered in
open competition in a 25-bird handicap race, S25 entrance, birds
included, with ?500 guaranteed in the purse, and all surplus added,
class shooting, four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent., and the
Dupont trophy cup and 40 per cent, of the purse to go to the high
gun. All ties for the trophy cup to be shot off at 5 birds per
nian until the winner is declared. American Association rules to
govern in this and all otlrer events of the programme.
In the 15-bird handicap race of the first day, as well as in the

event for the Dupont trophy cup, a very liberal system of handi-
capping will be adopted and one with which no reasonable fault

can be found.
Programmes are now being prepared, and when ready will be

mailetl upon ajjplication to H. P. Collins, 22 South Calvert street,

Baltimore, Md. ^
Colt Gon Clti6.

Hartford. Conn,, Sept 12.—The Colt Gnn Cluh held its medal
shoot in conjunction with the twelfth prize shoot Sept. 9. About
thirty members took part. It also attracted a large number ol

visitors.

The club is in a very prosflerous condition, new members being
added at every meeting. '

In Saturday's shoot Jiiradley and Hart were tied with a- score o£

24 out of a possible 25, unknown angles.

The club will hold its animal tournament on Thursday, Sept. 27.

All are invited.
The summary of the last shoot is as follows:
Twenty-five birds, unknown angles: Bradley 24, Hart 24, Har-

rington 23, Colt 23. Easton 21. McFetridge 21, Nichols 20, John-
ston 20, Alger 20, Sexton 19, Purrington 19, Carter 18, Parker IS,

Rliodes 18, Hollister 38, Root 17, Hubbell 16, Hermann 16, Jones
15, Collins 14, Stone 14.

The next medal and prize shoot Will he held on the 22d. Only
two more .shoots will be held before the prizes will be distributed.

James Carteu, Sec'y-

Marshalltown Gon Club.

Marshalltown, la., Sept. 9.—The Marshalltown Gun Club held
its practice shoot Thursday, the first for a considerable time, hav-
ing suspended the practice shoots through the hot weather. E. G.
Wallace was high gun with an average of 92% out of 110 targets.

Two of the club members, Messrs. Denzel and Cook, who have
been doing Europe and the Exposition, took part in the shoot,

using their new single triggers. The guns are beauties from an
artistic standpoint, beautifully balanced, and capital specimens of

the gun builder's art from every standpoint. L. C. Abbott tried

out his new Parker trap gun in this shoot. It is a special order,

and extremelv handsome and well built.

The chicken shooters are stringing back to town with varying
tales of good or bad sport, according to the localities visited.

L. C. Abbott, D. Wheater, A, S. Tiftany and F. A. Moscrip shot

a few days at Lake Tuttle, with fair results. Joe Sander worked
the territory near Latimer, with meager results. M Putnam and
a party report fine chicken and duck shooting near Alexander.
Several other parties are not yet heard from.

JXo notice taken of auouymous oommtinlcationa.

F. P., Pottsville, Pa.—Three merchandise prizes were hung up
in a shoot. Now Havertv broke 21, Cook and Seltzer tied with

18, Wise broke 17. Seltzer, who was the party who got the prizes

together, claimed the right to distribute them as he pleased, and
after some discussion, disposed of them as follows: Ilavcrty took
the traveling bag; Cook and Seltzer shot off their tie and divided

second and third prizes-'Cook took the smoker, third prize, and
Seltzer second prize. Wise getting nothing. Now, according to

:dl rules, and customs, was this right? or how should the prizes

have been divided? -A.ns. If the prizes were not first designated
as first, second and third before the shoot began, the contestants

Avho won should have had their choice of them in the order in

which they were won. Thus, Haverty should have had first

choice; Cook and Seltzer divided and shot off the tie, the winner
taking second choice, and Wise third. Seltzer's act vvas arbitrary.

It was contrary to the usage in such cases, and in any event, as

he was an interested party it would have been infinitely better to

have submitted it to a third party. The fact that he got the

prizes together is not pertinent to the issue. When they were
offered for competition they came under the laws of shooting

unless it was otherwise distinctly specified, and if Seltzer secured

the prizes in the ordinary way he was more of a custodian than

an owner.

E. J. B., Rockford, 111.—The recipe for Col. Fox's fly dope,

which is reputed to be a sure repeflant of biting insects, is as

follows: Oil pennyroyal, oil peppermint, oil bergamot, oil cedar.

F E. quassia, of each 1 dram; gum camphor, 4 drams; yellow

vasehne, 2 ounces. M S.—Dissolve camphor in vaseline by heat;

when cold add remainder.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
H. R. Foster, Ashby, Mass.. has a fine lot of pure Chinese

pheasants for sale for stocking purposes. References: Mass. Fisb

and Game Commissioners. State House, Boston, or Fitchburs:

Gun Cbab. I- O. Cnn^'er^e. Soc'v.

—

Adv. ^
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THE PARIS GOLD MEDAL.
The Forest and Stream has been awarded the Gold

Medal at the Paris Exposition for its exhibit, in the

Palace of Forestry and Fisheries, consisting of fifty-three

bound volumes from the beginning in 1873 to the close

of 1899. - - ,1

In addition to the first prize of a Gold Medal, it has

been awarded a Bronze Medal in Class 51—Hunting
Equipments, etc.; and recognized with two Honorable

Mentions, one in Class 49—Scientific Forestry—and the
' other iri Class 52—Products of the Chase.

IDLENESS AND INDUSTRY.
Times change. In the old days the average sportsman

would have found it difficult to convince people who did

not know much about him that he was not a mere time-

killing idler when he deserted his bench or desk and
took to the woods to get a deer or resorted to the

marshes to circumvent a duck. But in this year of grace

7900 the Louisiana Legislature has given formal expres-

sion to a recognition of the fact that a sportsman is not

an idler, but is and must be an industrious worker. The
Legislature has enacted a prohibition which declares that

"no idler shall kill any game in the State." The distinc-

tion here drawn by implication is of course complimen-
tary and gratifying. In Louisiana the idler is one thing,

the sportsman quite another. One is by official decree

denied venison steak and quail on toast unless he shall

put his hand down into his pocket and buy them, while

the other is free to wing the good things as they fly.

It might be suggested that the Legislature acted upon
a mistaken asstimption when it adopted the theory that

an idler could do any damage to the game, for unless

the deer and the wild ducks of Louisiana differ from
those of the country at large they may be depended upon
to take care of themselves against any idlers, whether or

not oliicially so designated. At this stage of training the

game of America has become so well educated and is so

wary and circumspect and given to getting up and dis-

appearing upon the slightest provocation that something
much more arduous than idling is necessary to reduce it

to possession. Your sportsman must be a hustler.

One might mistakenly imagine from the accounts oc-

casionally printed describing the ease and celerity and
dead certainty with which a moose hunter goes into the

woods one day, kills his moose the next and comes out

the third, that a moose stalk a la mode was akin to

reclining on flowery beds of ease, and that bringing
down a pair of antlers was an achievement as simple as

the proverbial falling off a log. As a matter of hard,

cold, solid fact, so far is this from being true that every

moose hunter of experience knows that the days or

weeks that he spends in quest of his trophies are likely

to be the most arduous of his life. Indeed, so hard is

hunting as a field of physical exertion that it is one of

the mysteries of human nature that a person will undergo
the self-imposed punishment involved in it. To kill a
moose means to trudge through the hardest kind^ of

country; to bear back-breaking burdens; to tax one's
strength of endurance to the utmost; to be wet, tired, hun-
gry and—happy; and it is not for one carry only and
one day> hut for mile after mile and day after day until

the end is accomplished.

Doubtless by reading the easy reports of easy hunting
trips many a trusting novice has been lured into under-
taking a moose hunting expedition as a pleasure jaunt
and has been most grossly deceived as to what was in

store for him when he should leave civilization behind
m i depend upon his musdes and fortitude and grit to

carry him through. For the one fortunate hunter of big
game who brings out his prize quickly and without hard-
chio there are a hundred others who put forth the most

strenuous exertions and undergo extreme hardship; and

a large proportion of these return home without any re-

ward except the consciousness of having done their best

in the face of hard luck and the satisfaction of knowing
that there will be another season and another chance to

do it over again.

ANOTHER ADIRONDACK TRAGEDY.

The Adirondacks have supplied their deer hunting

tragedy again this season, and it is of the kind now so

distressingly familiar of a man mistaken for a deer. On
the preserve of the Tahawus Club, in Essex county, on
Thursday of last week, Dr. Bailey, of Philadelphia, and
Mrs. S. A. Kerr, of New York, were in the dusk of the

evening stationed on the edge of a clearing watching for

deer. Mr. Bailey was standing, and Mrs. Kerr, rifle in

hand, was sitting on a rock a few feet from him. The
clearing was known to be a favorite haunt of the deer. A
New York sportsman looking for game approached along

the road and caught sight of Mr. Bailey's hunting coat

through the bushes 300 yards away. He mistook it for

a deer and fired. The bullet struck Mr. Bailey in the

small of the back, passing through the body and striking

Mrs. Kerr in the right thigh. Aid was summoned and
the wounded persons were taken to the Holloway Camp,
where there happened to be among the guests a New York
city surgeon. Mr. Bailey's wound rapidly healed, but in

the case of Mrs. Kerr blood poisoning set in and it was
necessary to amputate the leg.

The ready reflection is that what happened here was
precisely what might have been expected. If a man wear-

ing a coat that looks like a deer's coat is in the bush where
deer are looked for, his coat is an invitation for the

bullet of the hunter who shoots before he knows what
he is shooting at. Whether the wearer of the coat shall

be shot for a deer or shall escape depends upon whether

or not providence sends along the premature shooter.

In these days the prudent person will stay out of the

woods, or, if he must go deer hunting, will make a long

journey into some distant wilderness where he will have
the country to himself.

The whole art of shooting as it needs to be taught to-day

may be summed up in the one injunction—Don't shoot

until you know what you are shooting at. This ought
to be dinged into the hearts of shooters so continuously

and so persistently tliat the \yords would be forever ring-

ing in their ears and the caution ever uppermost in their

minds when they go shooting.

BEARS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
It is certainly a curious incident that in the old settled

State of Massachusetts, in some of the less thickly in-

habited districts, the bears should have reappeared in

such numbers to have prompted any one to contribute to

the local papers plans for ridding the community of the
unwelcome intruders; yet Mr. Chas. Hallock tells us
that in some parts of Hampshire county bears have been
seen so frequently of late that the school children who
have to make long journeys to school have been terrified,

and we observe that Mr. Hallock has been instructing his

readers in the mysteries of bear trapping and in the lore

of bear dogs—this in Massachusetts in 1900. The bears
are not the only vermin which have multiplied to an
unwelcome degree; foxes have killed as many as fifty

turkeys on one farm in Plainfield, and there are raccoons
and woodchucks galore. This recrudescence of savagery
in New England is probably accounted for by the re-

aforesting of large areas of what was formerly farm land
or country which had been cleared as woodland. With
the new growth of forest upon the hills, the old-time
frequenters of the wil(ierness, as they existed fifty years
ago, have come back. The new condition will not be for
long—certainly not when the ambitious amateur hunters
of the Bay State learn that they may win their bear
pelts at home. And as for the foxes, there are kennels
of hounds in Springfield and Westfield and Worcester
and thereabouts that may be depended upon to protect
the turkeys of Hampshire county. With the growing
refuge the game haunts should have their old-time quotas
of game ; and there are stories of stray deec having- been
seen, not many to sure, but enough to account for
the name of Deer Hill as» > amin|^on.

MARSH FOLK.—I,

The marsh borders a great river which flows through

a wide, straight trough on its way to the sea. Alternat-

ing on either side the stream—and occasionally as islands

in the middle—are wide alluvial meadows, but little above

the level of the highest tide and often submerged in

spring and 'fall by the conjunction of high water and a

heavy easterly storm, when wind and tide combine to

dam the river's motith and to raise the stream. The bor-

ders of these meadows slope gradually down to low water

mark, and here the marsh is covered with tall corn

grass, brown fruited cattails and low sedge, while a

little above the ordinary high water's level grow in rank

profusion a thousand other moisture-loving plants.

Narrow, tortuous creeks, often dry at low water except

for a trickle which drains from the soil above, wind

through the meadows and sometimes carry a little stream

from springs on the higher land. In their waters one

may see shoals of the tiny fish, called mummy chubs,

busily hurrying here and there, or lying at rest in

the shallows, or if startled by the approach of boat or

by a shadow falling across the surface, darting away in

wild terror, sometimes in a close mass or perhaps scat-

tering in all directions, or even jumping out of the wafer

in their efforts to escape they know not what. Here, too,

are frogs not a few, and painted turtles, falling clumsily

from the bank where they have climbed to sun them-

selves, and occasionally one of the so-called terrapins or

"snappers." many of which no doubt find their way to

the markets of the great cities under the name "diamond

back." In these creeks our little friend the green heron

has fine hunting ground, and often in the mud of the

bottom at low water may be seen his four-pronged foot^

prints, and as you pass around the bend he may spring

into the air from almost under your feet, struggling and
kicking in his efforts to make time and distance, almost

as if he were weak and wounded.

If we try to imagine" how the great wide trough was

formed through which the river flows we must go back
thousands and thousands of years to the time when the

great ice sheet covered the land. Then over all the

northern country there was no life, for an unbroken
Arctic winter brooded over these solitudes whose silence

was never disturbed save by the cracking of the glacier

or the rush of the avalanche. But gradually the ice

melted, its margins drew back from the ocean, and it

retreated more and more to the northward, leaving bare

a hideous confusion of rocks and boulders and pebbles

and finer drift, through which and over which poured

torrents of water that flowed from the glacier's breast.

The margin of the" ice sheet was not even. It was
I'agged, melting in one place fast, in another more slowly,

and stretching out long fingers of ice which clung to the

drift below, as if unwilling to yield its hold on the land

it had possessed so long. One of these long fingers lay

in the great trou.gh where now the river flows, a bed
carved out through many ages by the passage of a part

of the glacier, which now had become an ice river, always
growing shorter, always retreating and now being eaten

away by the waters of the salt sea. The marks of that

carving may yet be seen, for on the rocks which now
form the sides of this trough, and which for the most
part are covered with soil, still carpeted with fairest

green, may be seen the deep scratches made by the ice

as it rubbed against the rocks, and sometimes turned
over and over against them some huge hard stone it

was carrying along in its unyielding embrace. Rising
out of the midst of one of the meadows is a great island

of rock covered now with ancient forest trees still wear-
ingr their »livery of dark green. In ancient times this

stood as a great nunatak or island of rock, projecting
above the ice of the retreating glacier, which split the
old ice current into two branches.

The centuries went by. Slowly the ice retreated, slowly
the earth became bare, slowly vegetation made its ap-
pearance: at first plants of the lowest form, and these,

as they died and rotted, made soil which nourished other
life a little higher in the scale. After a time the banks of
the river and the hills which bound it were clothed with
grass and shrubs and trees, not very different from thbse
they now bear. The mastodon, the elephant, the great
horse, the musk ox and the moose and the caribou roamed
over them now. Later these creatures disappeared. Some
became extinct and some moved away northward, follow-

jnpf the retreating ice, and other more faipili^r forms
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life took their place—deer and elk and bears and wolves

—

and soon after these came the red hunter, who with his

stone-pointed arrows slew the game and from his canoes

speared the fish that swarmed in the river, or gathered

the shellfish found at its mouth. But all the time the

river was running on its steady, unceasing way to the

sea, and was carrjdng with it the sand arfid the silt and the

fine mud, which at length formed the meadows and the

islands which are to-day the marsh.

The marsh is attractive at all seasons, but perhaps

most so in the spring and fall. Late in April, befope

the grass has started, its level surface is yellow with the

dead vegetation of the year that has passed, but the

steep sloping banks which run down to it from the

higher lands are spangled thick with violets, highest up

purple, and then blue and pale lilac, until down where

the soil is quite moist even white ones grow. At the

marsh's edge great white banks of the blossoms of the

bloodroot are piled up.^and along the twisting course

of the little creeks the blooms of the water cowslip shine

against the deep, glossy green of the rounded leaves,

3'ellower than any gold. Later come the purple blos-

soms of the adder's tongue and a thousand other flowers,

but these are soon hidden by the ever-growing grass,

through which two months later the mowers will take

their way, marching in steadfast ranks as they pile up the

long swaths of grass, and at a signal stopping all to-

gether to whet their scythes in melodious rhythm.

With the coming of autumn the grass of the marsh
has grown again, and the green is as vivid as that of

summer. Slender and light, it stands as tall as a man's

knee, and as the wind sweeps over it it bows and billows,

showing colors and shades which change under the sun-

light as if the shadows of passing clouds were falling on
the wide plain. Naw all the flowers are gone, except

that here and there along the banks, and where the land

is higher, purple asters cluster among the tall weeds.

All along the water's edge is a border of yellow, here

wide, there narrow, where the tall stems of the wild rice

stand. At one point they are upright and thickly clus-

tered, at another beaten down by the passage of skififs

shoved through them by the boatmen who propel the
hoats of the rail shooters. Scattered among the tall

stems, or in the floating herbage that has been crushed
down, lies the flotsam and jetsam of a river—^^old barrels,

baskets and boxes, a railrpad tie. a board, tin cans which
still float, cartridge shells and boxes thrown overboard by
the rail shooter—a thousand things carried backward and
forward by the restless tide and at length entangled
among the grass stems, here to remain until the winter's
ice shall grasp them and the spring break-up sweep them
away to the sea.

In aututinn the marsh life is still abundant. Great
brown butterflies float over it high in air, and at a lower
level flit smaller white ones, sometimes singly, some-
times in considerable companies. "Darning-needles,"
new risen from watery homes, where their youth was
spent, daft here and there, and prey on the smaller in-

sects which in the marsh flourish mightily until the heats
of summer are passed.

The smaller life of the marsh—never seen by the casual
visitor—is abundant and at any season of the year the
naturalist finds this a fruitful hunting greund, no matter
what the branch in which he is interested. But the gun-
ner who visits these wide meadows in quest of rail, or
snipe,, or the dueks which occasionally drop in here to
rest on their spring and autumn journeys, notices most
of all the birds, which make the marsh their temporary
home and feeding ground.

SNAP SHOTS.

We have had from time to time stories of grouse shoot-
ing in the old orchards grown up to brush of New Eng-
land abandoned farms ; and the writers of such sketches
have given us something of the poetry and romance and
pathos of the changes w^hich have converted the old
homesteads into ruins and desolation. There are few
finer touches in Mr. Robinson's "Uncle Lisha's Shop"
than the description in the last chapter of the old shop
tenanted by bees and the partridges. At the meeting of
the Old Folks' Association at Charlemont, Mass., the
other day, a letter was read from Mr. H. S. Gere, of
Northampton, which describes with sUch feeling tbe'old
abandoned homes that we are constrained to reprint it

for the benefit of Pine Tree out on his Kansas prairies,
and the many other Pine Trees, of whom—meaning those,
who have deserted the New England hills for other
latitudes and longitudes—the West is full.

In OUT angling columns Mr. A. B. F. Kinney reports
a fifteen and one-quarter pound brook trout, and for the
prize justly claims the world's record. If there is no
error in its identification as a speckled brook trout, the
fish is the largest of its kinf| of ^hjch we have authentic
iriforniation,

Fish Shooting in Samoan Seas*

Utumau always had an attraction for me on my boat

voyages up the windward coast of Upolu. It was a land-

mark to the eastward from my vfcranda, almost the last

thing that was to be seen except on some exceptionally

bright day when the sun cast a dazzling gleam on the

sands of Lufilufi, still further away and so low-lying that

it could not be seen except by such reflected light. It

was a rounded sugar-cone sort of cape that could never

be mistaken. Then there w'as a long-winded story about

Utumau that my Samoan boys never told me in full, for

a Samoan legend is a test of endurance which few for-

eigners ever have the patience to undergo. On the voy-
ages this rounded cape always served me for a landmark
of the open sea part of the trip. After we had pulled

out from under the shelter of the reef at Letongo Moun-
tain it was rowing in the ocean itself until we found the

passage into the reef again at Saluafata, and Utumau was
the guidepost to show that the quiet water of the lagoon
was only a little way beyond.
As Utumau became a familiar landmark to me I cher-

ished the desire to climb its steep sides and to sit at the

foot of the single palm tree that crowned its summit.
That seemed no difficult task, for Utumau is no more
than 200 feet high. But the real difficulty lay not ashore,

but in the sea. Just at that point of land the sea breaks
heavily. There is no barrier reef to check the waves,
even the fringing reef which clings to the shore both
east and west is here absent and the sea crashes on the
black rocks so constantly that no boat could live in the
breakers. The little matter of difficulty only served to

whet m}-- desire to clamber up the steep sides of the point.

As usual Talolo was willing to help me to my wish.
But he said it would be very difficult and we must tell

Tanoa to come along and cut the path. By rights that
should have been Talolo's own duty, but where work
was involved he had a stock of reasons why it should
be done bj-- some one else. Being quite familiar with
Talolo's methods, I agreed that Tanoa should come with
us, and in fact that the whole boat's crew should be of the
party. Under Talolo's general supervision the party was
made up, his particular care being the commissariat, and
he was not conten: until he was assured that the boat
should be stocked with cans and can openers enough
to provide for all the meals that could be eaten in a sin-
gle day, even by Samoan eaters.

As Utumau lies to windward and no small part of the
trip was to be riiade by boat', it was necessary to make an
early start, even in the dark hour before the break of
day, when the trade wind has not yet begun its day's
activity. The last point on the coast where a boat can
lafid is at Luatuanuu, and it is only in Samoa that it

could be considered a landing place at all. The fringing
reef is here about 300 yards in width and through it runs
a narrow streak of perilous channel as tortuous as the
proverbial ram's horn. At the entrance to the pass the
coral blocks are so close that oars must be brought in-
board and the send of the sea relied upon for motive
power; then at a certain corner of the channel where the
impulse of the wave ceases and the backwash is met it is

necessary to get out the oars and row hard to get into
a reach parallel to the shore; then there is another sharp
turn which can only be made when the rollers from the
outer sea do not happen to reach that far; and at the
very edge of the land itself the crew must jump over-
board and haul the boat high up on the shingle of broken
coral with the rush of the wave, and at the moment it

begins to recede must pick the boat up bodily and carry-
it above high water mark. So far as I have been able
to pin my boat boys down to positive statement, there
are four places in this pass where a capsize is imminent;
my own opinion is that it is only by a miracle that one
gets through at all. Yet this is set down in the charts
as a "good boat passage."
This pass and the little village on the shore known as

Luatuanuu were our objective point and bur plans were
made, and carried out, to reach it bright and early in order
to have our breakfast before setting out upon the two
or three miles which we shoidd have to clamber over
afoot before reaching Utumau. At this village we were
sure of a warmer welcome than the ordinary formalities
and long speeches with which the Samoans greet official

foreigners. Living the native life in this almost inacessi-
ble spot was an American citizen, old Bob Wright. Tftere
must have been a history about Bob's career, if he could
be brought to tell that which he always preserves in si-

lence. He is a Virginia negro, and he left the Old Do-
minion long before the slavery

, days passed by. But
whatever experience he must have had with the under-
ground railroad he kept to himself, and the history which
he was willing to tell began when he was a runaway
cook on a trading vessel and dropped over the side to
make his entrance into Samoan life forty years ago.
Whenever Bob paid one of

.
his rare visits to Apia he

always made a point of stopping in Vaiala to leave a pres-
ent of a m.at or a bunch of fans, or, best of all. a laying
of eggs, which w^ere the only really reliably fresh eggs
that ever came to my table. When one finds the tie of
common nationality guaranteeing one's eggs it is seen
that patriotism is after all a good thing. And old Bob
never forgot the way he had been brought up to address
"quality."_ It was a pleasant change from "tama'itai" and
the meaningless flowers of Samoan compliment, as mer-
cenary as one can well imagine, to hear the good old
word "Mistis" with which I had become familiar in my
life in the South.
Bob was there to welcome us, and even before we had

come to shore he had recognized the flag at the stern of
our boat and had run ud on a lightning-blasted cocoa-
nut the small Stars and Stripes which had been officially
condemned, but which was the only return he would ever
accept for his many kindnesses, and which meant to the
poor old exile more than can be easily appreciated.
Although old Bob appears in this narrative only as a

way station for breakfast on the way to Utumau and
the gunning for fish, I will surely be pardoned for dwell-
ing a little at length upon him. He is married to a
3amoan woman, one qf the yery fev7 fpreigpers who has

had the grace to really marry, and he has a large family
of children. In all the family he is the only one who
speaks English, except one little granddaughter who is

the apple of the old man's eye. The rest are altogether
Samoan in life and habits, the men being as fully tattooed
as any of the islanders. In everything but his own sturdy
moral fiber old Uncle Bob is a beachcomber. He lives

on the bounty of nature, but he sticks to the civilized

garb. Money comes rarely to him, and what he can col-
lect he devotes to his little half-caste granddaughter in
order that she may be brought up at school in Apia and
be folks instead of sinking into the native savagery.
With old Bob we had our breakfast, partly of our own,

supplies and partly of his fish and chickens and vegeta-
bles. The cans of meat and biscuit that we left with
him had to be_ forced upon him with delicacy in order
not to injure his sense of hospitality and his feeling that
it was his duty to gorge the representatives of the coun-
try that he may never see again, but of which he is as
ppoud as more highly placed citizens seldom think of
being.

Like most old colored men. Bob was suffering from
the classical disease known as the "misery." As he was
not an islander and therefore did not come under the
rigid prohibition of the Samoan law, a good drink of
whisky did him good, all the more because of its rar-
ity, and a small flask left for emergencies raised him to
the seventh heaven. The addition of a bottle of pain
killer and a supply of witch hazel set him up so that he
felt he could defy his misery for some time to come.
His buoyant recovery was so immediate that he desired
to go with me on the rest of the trip. But that I would
not hear to at all, and compromised on drafting into
service one of his sons and a few Samoans to help guide
and cut the path.
Walking is not nice in Samoa; the climate does not

at all conduce to such exercise in the jungle where the
br«eze never penetrates, where not even a hurricane
could stir the thick air beneath the trees. There. are paths,
indeed, according to the Samoan idea of paths, cen-
turies old, their beginnings all merged in the antiquity
of the race in these islands and their prehistoric con-
flicts with other peoples whom they class as the Ton-
gans and the Fijians. But a Samoan path is nothing but
a line of jagged blocks of volcanic rock, rarely more
than a foot in width, choosing by preference the sharp-
est saddles of the mountain ridges, devastating to the
shod foot of the foreigner, although grateful to the tough-
ened sole of the islander, to whom shoes are an unknown
torment. From Luatuanuu to Utumau we should reckon
the distance as rather less than three miles. As a matter
of time it is about three hours. This will furnish some
slight idea of the difficulties of the travel. We proceeded
in the formation known to us as Indian file, but which
is really the general system of all savage races. In the
Samoan there is only a single word tO' express any other
style of walking than this of one after another, whereby
a party @f ten, such as mine on this occasion, will be
extended over a furlong. This word is "fa'aevaeva," and
its only meaning is to walk two and two, with arms
about the waist, in the moonlight, a mere love parade
on the beach where space ofifers opportunity., For a
brief part of the trip we followed the beach just above
the wash of the breakers. On this open and exposed
coast there can be no sand; the beach is but a confused
shingle of broken stems of coral, by no means a com-
fortable foothold. There was about a mile of this and
then Timothy, son of Bob, turned oflf to clamber up a
rocky ledge. When we had reached the summit of this
ascent we reformed the procession by reason of the
change in the going. All my Samoans went ahead, each
with his long knife in hand to cut away the bushes from
the trail—for in this fertile land a single week will bury— a path in vegetation. With me was the ever fahhfu'l
Tanot,_to give me a hand at every steep place, and where
the difficulties were even greater he was ready to pick
me up and carry me over. The rear guard was Talolo.
a post quite up to his idea of the fitness of things and
the dignity of his inherited position, for in that place there
was absolutely nothing to do beyond taking advantage
of the way which others had cleared. Thus, over the
rocks, winding in and out between the great trunks of
trees, crossing and recrossing mountain torrents, we
covered the distance and reached the beach from which
rose the cone-shaped hillock of Utumau.
Up this our way led in the bed of a little stream, now

in the water itself breasting the current and the small
waterfalls, again leaping from rock to rock, always in the
shade of overhanging vegetation and helping ourselves
to climb by pulling on the tra:iling lianas of rattan and
convolvulus. The end was reached in time on the sum-
mit, where a small spring gushed forth near the roots of
the solitary palm which is so conspicuous from every
point of view. Here was a flat space as large as a good-
sized room. Here the ready knives of my boys cleared
away the undergrowth and gave them material to heap
up for me a soft couch, on which I might rest under the
palm. We had ascended into a region where the trade
wind was again felt, and under its steady blast fatigue
and warmth vanished.
From this hilltop the view was magnificent. On eiich

side the brilliant green in the sea traced the lines of the
fringing coral, and deeper hues outlined the irregular
pools within the reef where the depth was greater. From
the brilliant blue of the ocean a blue wedge between the
greens showed where the deep water came almost to the
foot of the rock and made a channel for the noisy breakers.
Still further seaward lay the off-shore danger of the "Fale
Aitu," in English "The House of the Devil," a deeply
seated sea reef far out from the shore. It is like the Vir-
gin Rocks on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, for
much of the time it is silent and safe, but at irregular
intervals the sea breaks heavily over it and then woe
betide the boat that is caught within the area of broken
water. It is a constant source of dread to the boatmen
Avhen going to windward and their expression of thanks
seems more than empty words when they have passed
it in safety. While on the summit of Utumau I saw it
break twice for ten minutes about two hours apart.
When our dinner was over and the boys were lying at

gorged ease .smoking their banana leaf cigarettes." Tanoa
was moved to tell me the storv of LTtumau. "This," he
began, "is the rock of the husband who lost his wife by
the wortl of his chief and the supernatural power of the
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fattiily god. Long years ago in the village of Luatuanuu,

'

which we have just left behind us, there was a young
chief named Utu, and he was the handsomest young man
0I all Samoa. The elders of his family sought to have
him marry the chief taupou girl of the Vaimaunga, but

' he did not want to. Over here beyond, where you can
just see to wmdward the smoke from the ovens, there
was a very handsome girl in Solosolo named U, but she
was not a taupou, for her family was but slight. On his
way through the bush in the great pigeon hunting of his
town Utu grew to know the girl and chose her for his
wife. She was not unwilling, for you know what our
Samoan girls are; the favor of a handsome chief is a
thing they cannot resist—indeed, they never try to re-
sist. So CJ left Solosolo and came along the mountain
path and by the sea to Luatuanuu and went to the house
of Utu to be his wife. But the elders of Luatuanuu would
not have her. They drove her out of the town while
Utu was gone a-fishing, and they bade her return to her
own town and tell the chiefs of Solosolo, Leota Toomata
and Leota Seiuli and Leota Leuluaialii, that not even
their daughters in Solosolo were worthy to mate with
common men in Luatuanuu. So she went homeward,
always looking out to sea if perchance she might espy
the canoe in which Utu had gone out for bonito, in hope
that she could hail him and save her from this disgrace.
But when she passed the last of the lands of Luatuanuu
and reached the first of the lands of Solosolo, right at
this spot, she met the aitu of the Leota family, who
asked her why she wept. This was at that time a flat
cape, nothing but the bush coming down to the sea, noth-
ing to distinguish it from the rest of the slope. But
Leota's god knew the place well. So she told the god
what indignity had been put upon the three Leotas by
the chiefs and elders of Luatuanuu. But the god had
no mercy; they were devils, these old heathen gods of
Samoa, and he forbade her to carry such a message to
Anoamaa and the village green of Solosolo, and he turned
her into the broad rock you see on the hillside just
behind us and tnat rock to this day is U, the maiden
who was forbiddv-n to be the wife of the chief Luatuanuu.
But that evening, as Utu came back from sea with his
canoe filled with bonito, for he was a most expert fish-
erman, he steered close in shoreward to avoid the perils
of the Fale Ai;:il. As he was running close along the
shore he heard the voice of U calling to him to help
her. Then he saw her in the stone, and even to-day, if

any man shouM hear her cry he would be able to see
her also. Then he steered up this gap in the reef and the
sea caught him Ejd broke his canoe on the shore. Then
the god of hhi lamily had pity on his sad plight and
turned him inf'O this hillock, where he remains forever
close to his v.'i,« U. Just as he was turned into stone he
was weeping, and here you see his tears flowing from
what was his head and trickling down the slope into the
sea. Since that time the Samoans have named the point
after the youag cnief of Luatuanuu and his Solosolo
wife whom the elders rejected, and call the spot Utu and
U, which is the meaning in our speech of Utumau. But
the fish which v»rcre in his canoe have remained in this
gap toward the sea, and it is a rich place to catch them."
The latter part of the story gave me an idea.. From

the elevation on which I sat it was easy to see the fishm the reef pools swimming in well ordered schools, and
now and then to espy larger fish swimming into the very
breakers m tlie gap. There was no way of getting at
them with "hook and line, for the sea was too heavy.
But it seemed feasible to shoot them from the height, and
the Samoans are so much at home in the water that I
had no doubt they would be able to land the catch. I
am by no means sure that the word catch is applicable
to fish that are shot, but in default of a better term it
must stand. On the delusive theory that I might meet
one of the wild bulls that are said to inhabit the Upolu
mountams I had carried my rifle and a bandolier of
cartridges. Greatly to his own satisfaction Talolo had
been allowed to carry my "shoot gun," but in a state
of safe emptiness, a reasonable precaution, since I knew
he would be behind me, and Tanoa had charge of the
loaded shells. My first shot at the fish was essayed with
the shotgun, but I found that the charge was too light
and the shot scattered too widely to .do more than stir
up a few bubbles on the water. This weapon, accord-
ingly, I turned over to Talolo with haU" a dozen shells
and sent him out to get a few of the pigeons which he
professed to hear on the mountain slope. As the berries
were not yet ripe at the shore, I knew that his hunt
W'ould be futile. When he came back empty handed with
the report of consecutive misses I was not at all surprised
to find that the primers had not been exploded proof
conclusive that Talolo had prepared himself to make his
small contribution of powder to the war stock of Vaiala.
The rifle gave better results. Of course I recognized

that it would be impossible to actually touch a single
fish with the bullet through 3 or 4 inches of water. But
I had an idea that the shock of impact would serve to
stun all the fish for several feet around. This proved
well tounded. Every shot into a pool where there was
seen a school of fish sent most of them white side up to
the surface. Here the rush of the waves sent them shore-
\vard and my boys ran out and caught them before the
effect of the shock had passed ofif. This was all very
easy when it was a case of shooting at schools of small
hsh m the somewhat sheltered pools. But the larger
fish m the gap attracted me. Whether they were really
the descendants of the mythical fish that Utu lost when
he was turned to stone and therefore fe-lt it obligatory to
wait about until his revival I will not venture to pro-
nounce, but from my elevated perch it was easy to see
really good-sized fish sporting just behind the crest of the
last comber and narrowly escaping the rush of the sea
that might well have smashed them against the rock
Five times I tried to shoot these larger fish; three timesmy ritle bullet came close enough to stun them, as was
proved by the immediate sight of their whites, and of
the three my boys on the rocks below w^ere able to cap-
ture two. one a fair-sized mullet and the other a young
bonito. The third drifted almost to the shore and then
recovered consciousness, with a derisive flip of its tail
righted itself and dashed seaward into safety. The rec-
ord of the two' that were taken was not preserved, for
just about that time my Samoans became suddenly hun-
gry. . They cleaned the fish and wrapped them in leaves
and cooked them without delay. I had a chance at my

share, but they were far too underdone to suit any but
an island taste.

When I examined these and the smaller fish I found
but one mark on them, showing that they had been sim-
ply stunned by the shock of the bullet striking the water,
either one or both of the eyeballs being ruptured and in
several instances forced out of the socket.
Mention has been made before of the frequency with

which the islanders are seriously hurt and maimed by the
•use of cartridges of high explosives in fishing. All this
sort of stuff is contraband by law, but the traders will
sell It whenever they get a chance, and the Samoans
have to suffer the loss of a few fingers or a whole arm
as a result of the unsportsmanlike practice of dynamiting
fish. •

I

The same objection might be raised against shooting
fish with the rifle. But when one has tried it in the
islands, when one has seen that it is practically a wing
shot at the larger fish in the breakers, and that there is
no wholesale destruction, but only a fair chance at a sin-
gle fish, with no damage done in the case of a miss the
practice is defensible as pure sport.

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

Down Among the Fishes.
In the cool shadow of an abandoned scow that lay fast

aground the bank with her battered bow half hidden in a
pillo\v of ferns, an old bass was taking his ease of a June
morning. It was just after his daintily chosen breakfast—
the pick of the swimming and flying things around and
above him—a silver-scaled, soft-finned minnow, a deli-
cate little spotted frog and two or three gaudy flies most
prized because hardest to catch. He was aristocrat of
fishes, with the corners of his mouth reaching back no
turther than the middle of his eyes, the slight jutting of
his under jaw, the thin, fine scales of his bronze armor
the nine sharp spines of the first dorsal—all betokening
the blue blood of the small-mouthed bass. He was a fish
of \yeight—a good 5 pounds—in his community, and a
patriarch to whose opinions born of much experience most
of the bass in the stream deferred, and often came to him
tor advice and to listen to stories of adventure.

Just now there were none of his kind hear him save
his wife, who hovered about mid-stream, vigilantly guard-
ing the bed where her eggs, fast glued to the fine gravel
awaited hatching. If a water-logged twig or chip came
tumbling along the bottom threatening to pollute the
sacred precincts, she seized it before it found lodgment
and set it adrift at a safe distance down stream If
any perch, siinfish or ugly bullhead imprudentiv ventured
nearer than suited her ladyship, she would rush at them
with a short but terribly menacing rush that sent them
scurrymg far out of sight. But when a sucker came root-
ing along the bottom with his ridiculous looking snout, he
was met by a more furious and persistent charge that
drove him well out of the neighborhood; for well sheknew what destruction that toothless mouth meant to
eggs While she was absent in the chase, her lord who
all the while was holding his place against the current
with a slight motion of his tail, moved a little out stream
and kept guard. It needed but a turning of his grim
front toward the small fry to send them off in swift re-
treat; but the great spotted pickerel that came scullincr
leisurely upstream, glaring wickedly about "in supreme in-
ditterence to his many enemies (and friends he had not)
was not to be scared by any such slight demonstrations'
bott-finned though he was, the cavernous mouth and its
glistening rows of teeth, sharp as daggers, were not to be
despised; and really there was no need for quarreling
witii him now, for he was not notorious as a devourer of
spawn. But an insatiate destroyer of young fish even to
cannibalism, his presence was intolerable to all parents
of fishes.

"May I ask you to pass on if you're going up sti'eara?"
said the bass, fiercely regarding his big enemy.

• Spcsen I hain't goin' tu? If it's vour mis'able aigs
youre so scared on, don"t worry; I don't want era; an'
i m goin when I git ready."
"Perhaps so," said the bass, who just then saw madame

returning, and made a signal, whereupon she boldly faced
the enemy. While she thus engaged his attention, her
lord set the spines of his back fin and made a furious
charge, raking the pickerel's bellv till the scales rattled
and blood flowed out between them. So swift and unex-
pected the charge in the manner of delivery, that the great
fish, twice the size of both assailants, turned and°fled
down the river. Congratulating themselves upon their
easily won victory, they resumed their places, she over
the bed, he under the scow, whence he began a watch
for something to satisfy his appetite, which recent exer-
cise had sharpened. Nothing appeared but a companv of
tour well-grown bass on their way to the spawning ground
further up the river. In whatever haste they might be
they must need wait on the patriarch for advice, which
he was willing enough to impart, though they harrowed
his feelings with an account of a feast of minnows they
enjoyed in a shallow near the lake.
"Never mind," said he, cheerfully; "there'll be some-

thing along by and by. Why do you go up into the
shallow water ?"

A pert young bass took it upon himself to answer "Oh
we want swift, well-aerated water. It's healthier than this
sluggish stuff, and food is plentier. Besides that, we have
a better chance to look out and see the worid in shallow
water.

"Yes, and the world has the same chance to see you"
the patriarch said. "You cannot make your beds no'r get
yourselves out of sight of every man and bov who passes
along the banks, as well as every mink that comes a-hunt-
ing by land or water, and the fish hawks and king-
fishers that cruise m the air above. Our bed is pretty
much out of sight of all these ; they can't see me through
the bottom of this old .scow; there is food enough to keep
us fairly comfortable, and the water isn't bad. though it
don t go tearing over .rocks and gravel. For me these
advantages more than offset all you get up there, and I
ought to know, for I've tried both places. I was hatched
down here, and thought it too stupid for any fish but
bowfins and billfish and bullheads and, eels, and those up-
start cousins of ours, the big-mouths.
"Yes; it is plenty good enough for the low-down

tellows, tor all they take on such airs because oieq

call 'em 'game fish.' The annoyance of their company is
the objection to this part of the river. Well, as I was
saying, I thought this no place for bass of the blue blood,
and accordingly determined to select a more suitable home
when I came of proper age. My parents warned me of the
dangers that would surround, but I held to my determina-
tion to go where the salmon used to in the old times
when they were lords of the river as we are now, as I
had heard from my great-great-grandfather, who was told
by his, as related to him by his great-great-grandfather,
who had it from those who lived in the days when red-
men instead of white ruled all the land. Those were
happy days for fish, for the redmen wanted no more than
they could eat, and had small means of getting even so
many. Their bone hooks and spears and bark nets
weren't much compared with all the contrivances of white
men. After a time one winter when we were all out in
the deep water of the lake, I found a mate—not this
lady, who is much younger than I," waving a pectoral fin
toward madame, "but one of my own age. whom I lost
long ago by a cruel death," he paused to wipe a watery
eye with the upper fluke of his caudal, "and in the follow-
ing May we came into the river and up through the dark
water to the wrinkled rapids, clattering over beds of
gravel. It was good to breathe this sparkling water and
to see through it the overhanging trees, the green banks
and the hillsides far beyond, distorted though they were
into strange fantastic shapes, as seen through the rippled
surface. There were plenty of soft-finned minnows, too,
whereon to feast, and as kingfishers were the only enemies
we had seen so far, we were well satisfied that we had de-
cided wisely in choosing our new home.
"We swam on and on, prospecting for a place that

should exactly suit us to make our bed in. but being hard
to please, came at last to a kind of fence of woven
twine that reached quite across the stream, where it ran
swift, deep and narrow for a few rods. This fence slanted
up-stream from either end to the middle, where it came
to a point, which was further extended by a contrivance
that we did not then understand, though we learned it

later to our cost. We swam the whole length along the
top, which was kept at the surface by wooden floats, but
could discover no way of passing but by leaping over.
I was about to do this when my mate called to me to
come and see what she had found. Tliis was a round
passage at the angle of the fence, into which we went a
little way to where it ended in a circular bag' that ap-
parently gave us a free way up the river. Instead of
this, it opened to a sort of chamber, forrhed of the same
kind of stuff as the fence. It w^as crowded with fish of
several kinds, all moving about in search of a way out, but
apparently there w^as none. We thought we might at least
go out where we came in, but strangely enough we could
not find the place. My mate upbraided herself without
stint for our being in such a bad bo.t, when, if my sug-
gestion had been followed and we had used our peculiar
gift, we would have leaped the barrier and gone safely on
our way. I told her there was no use in crying over lost
eggs, and the only thing for us was to lind'a way out of
the scrape we were in. though to tell the truth I had little
idea how it was to be done. What this strange contrivance
was we didn't know, but guessed it was one of man's
cunning devices for the destruction of fish, and if so, the
sooner we were out of it, the better.

"It Avas not an agreeable place to be in. apart from
the confinement and the prospective danger, for the com-
pany was not of the best. There was a big pickerel, a
coarse, vulgar fellow who scared the .smaller fish nearly
out of their scales and made very free with his betters.
There was an abominable eel constantly wriggling about,
impartially distributing his filthy slime to everything he
touched, and there were several bullheads, mighty un-
comfortable in close quarters with their sharp horns prick-
ing j'our sides.

. Then there were two or three goggle-
eyed suckers, mighty harmless looking chaps, if you didn't
know that their soft-lipped under-shutting mouths were
made on purpose for sucking up spawn. There was a
considerable number of hand.some perch, to say nothing
of ourselves, to redeem the genial character of' the com-
pany, yet it was plain to be seen that this part of the
stream was not free from spawn-eaters, as well as other-
wise unpleasant companions. But if there was any con-
solation in the reflection, this was not likely to be of much
consequence, as it would be the end of all things for us
when the men came who had set this trap for us.

" 'What did ye come up here for?' the pickerel asked, in
a surly tone; but wishing to he on good terms with all
fish in these last hours of life, I answered very civilly and
told him our purpose.

" 'Wal. I al'ays thought }-Du bass folks was a mess o'
fools, a-fussin' so wi' your aigs,' he said with a sneer on
his wicked long face. 'We dump our'n down anywheres
on the ma'sh, and that's the end on't for us; but I
reckon there's as many pickerel raised as the' is bass.'

" 'Quite enough at any rate.' I said, at which he glared
at me as if he would eat me but for the dangerous look
of my back fin. which I felt willing enough to give him a
taste of on the outside of his mouth.

" 'We hang our eggs up on bushes, where they look
very pretty, but the ducks, mud turtles and some' kinds
of fish make us a lot of trouble,' said one of the oldest
perch, speaking up quite modest and polite, 'but it's the
way we were taught, and we don't know any other.'
"At that up spoke the impudent black fellow, the bull-

head, Ef ye wants ter hev an easy job a-takin' keer o'
aigs,^ye jes' dig ye a hole in the bank an' drop yer aigs
into 't, an' then back yerse'f in. wi' ver hade aout ; ef any-
body comes a-foolin' 'raoun', jes sting him. Dat's de way
I sarves 'em.'

"The eel, who was a Canadian, said, with a cunning
laugh. 'De bes' way was for nobody know de way how
dey was Wy hees aig. Den somebodv can' fin' hees aig
for spile 'em up. Dat de way wid heel. Nobody can' tol"
you if de heel horned or if he hatch of hegg. One feller
say he come off clam, nudder feller say he come off ling.
Heel ant tol', somebody Can catch him, so he go safe ali
de tam hole feller.'

"Just then we felt the bank shaken by some one ap-
proaching, and ourselves more shaken by fear when we
saw a man slowly, slowly drawing nearer and car&fully
scanning the water and searching it with a large hook at
the end of a pole. This presently caught in our network
cage, and fixing firmly into the end of it, he slipped it
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off a stake that held it and drew it to him. We all

thought our last moment had come, and to defer it

a little, crowded into the furthest corners of the trap.

The terrible man tried to loose a cord, until out of

patience with the stubborn knot, lie whipped out his

knife and cut it, whereupon free outlet was given at the

small end of the funnel-shaped net. Then drawing the

larger end to him, he lifted it well up and emptied us all

pell-mell into the free water. Dazed by this unaccountable

deliverance, each hurried away after his own fashion,

the eel and bullheads and sucker to the bottom, the perch

making quivering streaks of gold, black and red far away

in the middle depths, my mate and I expressing our joy

by a somersault in the air and all getting away to a

safe distance except the pickerel, who hid himself m the

nearest tangle of water weeds, whence he took observa-

tions. He was a shrewd old fellow, whatever else might

be said of him, for when we fell in with him shortly

after, he gave a plausible explanation of our singular re-

lease. He said that our deliverer was a fish warden, w-hose

duty was to put a stop to all illegal fisliing. Nets were

among the prohibited devices, and in seizing this the

warden released us. Devoutly thankful for our escape, we

pursued our journey, now over wrinkles and shallows,

through swirls of swift, deep water, now in the shade of

willows, now darker shade of pine. Once we saw a mink

gliding along a bank, lithe, silent and constantly alert

for game. Next we saw him poised motionless over a

deep pool, and after a moment shoot into it so smoothly

that the surface seemed scarcely broken. In a moment
he appeared, struggling mightily with a perch two-thirds

as big as himself, which he presently quieted and towed

to the bank, where he fell to feeding, while the victim's

fins were yet quivering. Seeing a perch so large so

easily killed by a mink, we realized how dangerous an

enemy he must be to our own kind of a little less size;

indeed, we would not have cared to risk an attack from

him ourselves.

"We were swimming near the surface on the lookout

for flies, when a broad shadow fell upon the water, and

looking higher to learn the cause of it. I saw a great bird

with a sharp-hooked beak and talons, rushing down upon

us. We had just time enough to change our course deeper

when he struck the water with a force that carried him

quite beneath the surface, and threw the spray up in a

great shower. I barely escaped capture, or at least seriouS

injury, for one great talon tore the membrane of my
back fin, giving me such a fright that I bumped my nose

against the bottom in my wild downward flight. My
mate and I lay for a long time quite still, but for the

quick palpitation of our gills before we ventured to resume

our ojurney, and only then after a careful observation

skyward.
"Continuing, we entered a deep, slow pool, where many

kinds of fish were gathered, resting after the long journey

against the current. We knew by the steady tremor of

the water and the dull thunder continually dinning in our

ears that we were drawing near to a fall, and perhaps the

end of our travels in this direction. One shore of the

pool was a steep clay bank, abutting against the current

and turning the course of it along its side, where the

deepest water was. The other shore was a gravel beach,

sloping gradually to the margin, and so to deep water.

It was a pleasant resting place, but too populous to

suit us for a long stay. We' let ourselves sink to the

bottom,.got in the lee of a great stone quite protected from
the force of the current, and thought ourselves well fixed

for passing a quiet night.

"A little after nightfall we saw a bright light ap-

proaching. On its coming nearer we discovered that it

was a torch of pine knots in an iron crate at the end of a

staff carried by a man, who was followed by another, hold-

ing in his hand a long pole with a sharp-pronged spear at

the end. They came stealthily down to the water's

edge and waded in, slowly advancing as they intently

scanned the illuminated water before them, while we, sus-

pecting mischief, as closely watched their movements.
Now their attention was drawn to a large fish lying

directly above us, but he seemed quite unconscious of

it, or was dazed by the bright torchlight, and when we
gave him a word of caution, as we swam aside to a safe

distance on seeing the spear raised and aimed at him, he
remained- stationary, not moving a scale's breadth. The
next instant the weapon crushed into his skull with such

force that an outer prong came quite through his jaw.

The stricken fish struggled violently, dying the water with

blood as he was lifted from it, when we got a fair look

at his face, and to our amazement discovered it to be our
fellow prisoner, the pickerel of the trap.

"The two men were presently joined by another, bear-

ing a large net, and the first two at onfce set about draw-
ing it, one wading to his armpits as he encircled a good
part of the pool and many of the fish, with the slowly

unfolding net, and then began hauling it up the beach.

Somehow, in the wild confusion of fish dashing this way
and that, my mate and I got caught inside this terrible

net, and dashing to and fro to escape, ran against a twine

wall, now on this side, now on that, and now into the

crowd of fish at the hinder part and now onto the shelving

beach, and almost grounded on it, so that the man with the

torch grabbed me, but my thorny back fin pricked him so

sorely that he dropped me like a thistle, where by luck I

could swim, and calling to my mate to follow, rushed to the

side near the top and with a great leap cleared the upper
rope and fell safe two good feet outside, my mate close to

my caudal, both well but for the fright we were in.

"With one accord, without a look backward to see the

woeful end of our poor comrades' tragedy, we made such

haste to get away that we were in the swirl of bubble

wreaths at the foot of the falls in next to no time. As
far as we could see in the dim starlight, the white water

came tumbling down the ledge in a long slant, promising

hard, rough work that was best deferred till morning, so

we took lodgings with a family' of our cousins, the rock
bass, who' hospitably offered us refuge. We spent the rest

of the night lying at the opening of the crevice, watching
the bubbles twist and untangle as they drifted past, or now
and then a great fish, stemming the strong current up to

the churned foam and the foot of the fall, and then drift

slowly down stream.

"When morning dawned we set forth to try the ascent

bf the falls, which were like a flight of stairs, the water
pouring over each step in a broken sheet, with shallow

pools on either side that made capital and welcome

resting places for a climbing fish. There were schools

of minnows, and as we breakfasted on them, we noticed

several young fish of our own kind not longer than our

heads chasing minnows as big as themselves, and re-

marked how truly in these gallant fellows noble blood

would assert itself. However, I did not doubt that their

fire and dash were imparted by higlily aerated water in

which they were hatciied and bred, and this made us the

more desirous to raise a family in these upper waters in

spite of the dangers attending the undertaking.

*'As we leaped step after step of the rough way, I

was reminded how, according to the tradition of our old

bass, the great salmon used to swarm up the same streams

and were speared by the red men who lived here.

"Arrived at the top, we found our way more easy,

though the current ran swift over gravelly bottom. We
did not go much further before we made choice of a place

for our bed, where the river doubled a low point of gravel

and sand, channel very shallow on this side and sloping

to a good depth on the other. We selected a spot half-

way between, and carefully cleared it of coarse pebbles

;

ma'dame deposited her eggs and we devoted ourselves to

guarding them. Now and then the current would roll a

pebble or water-soaked stick onto the bed, which had to

be removed at once, or now and then a minnow invaded

the sacred precincts and paid the forfeit of his life to

madame; but it was seldom any big fish had to be

driven, which was usually easily done by both of us if

we could not accomplish it alone.

"Upon the whole, we congratulated ourselves that we
were getting on very comfortably. But it was the fair

weather that comes before foul, when day after day the

sun shines unclouded from its setting and then there

comes one dismaler than night, the sun making no sign

more than if it were blotted out by the black clouds. 1

was lying under the bank one morning waiting for my
breakfast to come to me in some form, when it appeared

in the shape of a fine soft-finned minnow drifting by, mov-
ing his fins only enough to keep his head to the current.

It was an offer not to be refused, so I dashed out and

seized him, then swam leisurely back and began swallow-

ing my captive. It was scarcely well within my jaws when
it was smartly jerked outward by some unseen power, and

increased in force the more firmly I resisted, whereupon
I received such a painful thrust in my under lip that I

was fain to let go my hold on this strangely armed min-

now, but 'it would not let me, piercing my lip quite

through, and when I tried to run away, holding me so

that I could only swim. The top of the water was
ruffled by a stiff breeze, so that objects above it were very

indistinct. I could see what held me, and that there was a

slender string extending from my mouth, and suspecting

the cause of my trouble, I jumped twice my length above

the surface and in the quick glance afforded me dis-

covered a man on the bank a short distance up stream, a

slim rod in his hand, and bent and unbent in conformity

with my movements, and I perceived after falling back

into the water that the man had some way of lengthening

or shortening the string at will, which, with the spring of

the rod, kept a constant and very painftil strain on my
pierced lip.

"1 determined not to yield to it, however it might

hurt, and at last the man, to save the rod from breaking,

was forced to let me run out several yards of the line.

Having gained this small advantage, I turned and swam
toward shore with all my might, until I reached a sunken

stick firmly fixed on the bottom, and had just time to take

a turn of the line around a projecting end of it before he

could recover the slack. He could not budge it an inch,

and I had time now to rest and recover strength. Having

done so, I braced myself for a grand effort to break

loose. I pulled with all the strength of every fin, but the

tough line and stout rod held.

"Until now my mate had not known of my plight.

Discovering it, she hastened to offer help and advice.

She saw at once how the sharp hook which had gone

through the lip was kept from slipping out by a barb, but

also that a slit was torn in the lip long enough to let it

out with a little directing. This she promptly gave, and

I was a free fish again, to my great joy and thankfulness.

The man on the bank was not so happy—finding his tackle

hopelessly foul, obliging him to break the line wherever

it would part, which proved to be near the tip.

"As he stood ruefully regarding his beshortened line

and the blank surface of stream and listening to jeers of a

comrade who now appeared on the other bank, he was
scarcely typical of the jolly angler nor of a contemplative

man greatly enjoying his recreation. He paid me the

usual compliment that is given lost fish, calling to his

friend that I was the biggest bass he had seen, which

somewhat eased the smarting of my lip. He mended his

tackle and began fishing again in the same place for me,

though he might as well have cast the bait in the pasture

grass behind him. His comrade discovered a bed and

dropped his hook on it, carefully concealed in a worm.
Mv mate went at once to remove it, but took good care

to "avoid its getting inside her mouth, holding to it by the

unper end of the worm as she bore it swiftly beyond

the edge of the bed. The angler struck smartly, and the

released hook sprang harmless high above the surface,

while we two grinned to our gill covers to see the dis-

appointment of our baffled foe. He disguised his hook

with various grubs and bugs, which he cast upon the bed

again and again, but we managed to remove them with-

out harm to ourselves, though to his great disgust, and

he went his way along to where his more lucky comrade

was having a hard fight with one of our brethren. We
swam down to the scene of the struggle to advise, and if

possible give more substantial aid to our kinsman, whom
We found in a desperate strait. The hook was fast far

back in his mouth, Avhere all efforts
_
to loosen it by

leaping or bringing a sudden strain on it proved useless.

I told him to try my plan, btit the angler prevented it by

keeping the line constantly taut. We both laid hold of

the line and pulled with might and main, now against

our distressed friend, now with him, but could neither

tear the hook from its hold nor break the line. He was
becoming exhausted, and could only work his fins feebly,

inclining more and more to turn on his side as he was
drawn gasping to the shore.

'It's all up with me,' he said, going over on his side

at last, to be drawn unresisting to the shore and gathered

in by his captor, which was the last we ever saw of our

unfortunate friend. The victorious angler, showing him
to his comrade, unbhishiiigly declared him to be much
smaller than the one he had just lost, meaning myself,

when, in fact, I was not more than tworthirds his length.

They say these fishing men always tell about the fish

they lose and don't lose, until nobody pretends to be-

lieve them-—don't know why they do, unless they, think

they are making amends for the cruelty to us by this sort

of flattery, for every fish likes to be called big.

'A week passed without any remarkable adventure.

We were frequently fished for by men with hooks, withi

.spears and with net.s, all of which we had learned to look

out for. as we thought. If a man was seen, danger was^

at once suspected and guarded against, and all sorts of

food that appeared until the coast was clear of our cun-
ning enemy.

"Once, however, I came near being fooled to my de-

struction through catching a harmless-looking drowning
fly that came fluttering along the water. Just in tirne 1

discovered that there was a slender string attached to

it, and spat it from my mouth. Closer examination re-

vealed a tiny hook hidden under the wings of the sham.

While I was having a close look, it arose from the

water, and after a flight high in air, again alighted and

fluttered along above me as before. I was already: well

enough aware of its character not to meddle with it if I

had not seen a man weilding a very slender rush-like rod

by which its movements were controlled. This he con-

tinued for some time, accomplishing nothing, but tiring

his arms and teaching me a very useful lessOn, and then

went his way.
"The eggs began hatching, and the bed was soon black

with a lively brood that required constant care to protect

them from "an increased number of enemies. Bullfrogs,

crayfish, water snakes, mud turtles and many kinds of

fish were ready to de.stroy our tiny fry. Some were ^easily

disposed of, but many were tough customers to deal

with, and gave us no rest nor time to get food, so that the

fishing men who continued their persecution had a greater

chance to tempt us with their lures, our stomachs being

cramped with hunger. When they oft'ered us live minnows
or frogs, we managed to fare pretty well by seizing the

bait below the hook, but we did not dare- try this with

worms and insects offered us,

"One day, being as u.sual nearest the bed, I saw a -most

evil-looking thing appear in the midst of our brood, on

one of which it laid hold with two strong claws and be-

gan ravenously devouring. My mate seized it at -once and

crushed it with her jaws, thereby making the discovery

that this new enemy was a most delicious article of food, in

.spile of its forbidding looks. This creature was the

helgramite, not often seen in these lower waters, but

one of the most voracious devourers of young fish, Next

day another appeared, and my good mate pounced upovi

it without hesitation. But, alas! for her too great coiat-

fidence. it was scarcely in her maw than instead of the-

anticipated pleasant tickling of the palate, she felt the. hor-

rid pang of a hook. She pulled stoutly, but the pain was

unendurable, and likely to kill her on the spot, the blood'i

Howing from the gills and mouth. She tried to bite off

the snell, but the tough gut could not be severed. I tried [

to break the line, but could not do so.

" T must go. Take care of yourself and do the best

,

you can for the young ones.' With that she quietly sub-

-

mittcd to her cruel fate, and was taken from me forever.

How I managed to rear one of our helpless brood is more;

than I know, but somehow I did save at least a third of

them from the multitude of foes, until they were of ani

age to shift for themselves, and then left those trouble^

waters, and ever since have been quite content with thif

quiet part of tlie river, as I advise you to be.

"I have told vou my experience, and now you can

choose for yourself between spending ^the summer in

comparative safety or in constant danger."

The wise old patriarch knew pretty well which would be

their choice. As is usually the case, they had decided on

their course first, then asked advice. They thanked him

and resumed their way up the river. Not one of them

ever returned, while the old bass and his present partner

lived to see that summer's brood grown to lusty fish, rais-

ing annual families of their own.
Rowland E. Robinson.

Deserted Homesteads.

The following letter from Mr. H. S. Gere, of North-

ampton, Mass., was read before the convention of the

Old Folks' Association at Charlemont, Mass. We copy

it from the Springfield Republican:
-r, . , ,

Northampton. Sept i.—A. L. Tyler, Esq President

Old Folks' Association: —My Dear Sir: Thanks tor

your verv cordial invitation to attend the old folks

gathering' at Charlemont on Sept. 5. I should be greatly

pleased to be there and give your old people a hearty

greeting, but I fear I shall not be able to attend this

year so I send vou a few words of cheer, as you suggest

In the first place, let me again congratulate your Old

Folks' Association on its successful annual gatherings.

They are unique in their character. They appeal to the

aged—to all the tender memories and associations which

surround and give a charm to length of days. Happy

indeed are they who can look back upon lives well

spent tipon pleasant associations, lasting friendships,

sunshiny years. Life at best has its trials and afflictions,

and none "escape them. Strive as we may to avoid them,

sooner or later they overtake us. Childhood and youth

are full of hope. They see no past. The fut;ire only is

visible to them. But age brings us to the lofty heights,

and from them we look back through the vista of years.,

three score and ten perhaps, possibly four score, and tO'

her of whom, it can be said, "Shc: hath done what she

could" and of him to whom the words. fittingly apply. "I

have fought a good fight, I have keot the faith,", how

pleasing the retrospect! And when your old people meet

in their annual gatherings, to talk of the things of long

ago of the davs of their youth, of the events of their

riper years, of their hopes of the future life, .how ddight-

ful to see in the past only that which has been useftjl and

good, and still is pleasing..
- . ,

I know of no other association of its kind so success-

ful as yours. It is a wonder that more of them have

not been formed, since one might be maintained in almost
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every fifteen square miles in New England. It stands
to the credit and honor of the Old Folks' Association of

Charlemont that for thirty-one successive years it has
met annually, with ever increasing interest, a joy to its

members, a pleasure to all the people of its region. Much
of this marked success must be attributed to good man-
agement, but much also is due to the hearty co-operation
of all the old people of the surrounding country. Long
may the Old Folks' Association of Charlemont live and
flourish!

Did I speak of old associations and old memories?
Blessed are they who have them in plenty, and good
ones. Those that cluster around the old homestead and
the home? life of one's youth are the most tender, the
most distinct, and the most enduring of all. Five times
this summer season I have been dut for a day's ride
among the hills of the adjoining town of Williamsburg,
arnong the abandoned farms and vacant cellars and
ruined wells and fields once cultivated, but now growing
mostly brush and stately trees. In a ride of about two
miles over and around "Petticoat Hill" I counted twenty-
five empty cellars. Seventy-five or eighty years ago
houses covered these cellars, and happy homes were
there, with large families of children, and life and thrift

and contentment were abundant. Seventy-five scholars
attended the district school in the winter. The land was
fertile and crops were good. Two deacons were among
the residents and one captain of a mihtary company.
Some distinguished people have lived there. Oliver

Smith, the founder of Smith charities, spent some of his
early years there and laid the foundations of his large
fortune in dairying. Mrs. ^Olive Cleaveland Clarke,
mother of Rev. Edward Clarke, was born on one of these
abandoned homesteads and lived to enter the I02d year
of her age. Dr. Benjamin Ludden and his brother^ Prof.
William Ludden, of Brooklyn, were born there, on a
spot now covered with growing timber. Dr. Thomas
Meekins, a leading physician of the town for half a cen-
tury, was a native of one of these deserted homes; also
his brother, Stephen Meekins, the founder of the Meek-
ins Library, which so fittingly commemorates his indus^
try, wisdom and generosity. Not a single house where
tliese people lived is now standing.
One after another of these families disappeared, until

all were g-one. None came to take their places. The
unoccupied houses and barns speedily went to decay, and
to-day not a board nor a stick of timber remain to re-
mind one of these foimier habitations. The cellar walls
have tumbled in, the chimneys have fallen down, the v^ells

have been filled, and nothing remains to remind one of
the scenes of life and gayety that there existed. From
some of these vacant cellars large trees are now growing,
and where the densely occupied school house stood there
now is a forest of oaks, maples and birches. The fields,

once tilled, are growing up to brush and heavy timber;
ihe roadsides are filled with trees, overarching the drive-
way; neglect is seen in the dilapidated fences, and the
highway is left to be washed by the heavy rains, with
rarely a visit from the highway surveyor. Aside from the
empty cellars, the principal reminders of these former
settlements are a few decrepit apple trees, relics of the
orchards that once were the delight of these homesteads,
but now storm-beaten and bearing the evidences of age
and neglect.
What memories crowded in upon me as I stood upon

the ruins of these ancient homesteads! On one of them
I was born seventy-two years ago and spent my early
boyhood. I knew the rocks and the trees and the hills
and the brooks and even the fishes in the streams. I
could tell where to find the best apples, the best nuts and
berries, and the largest trout. I knew all the people who
lived there. My feet have pressed almost every rod of
the roads, the fields and the watercourses in that region.
Everything seemed familiar, and pleasing recollections
of youthful enjoyment came uppermost. Once it was, to
rne, home.
As I go there now there is stillness in the air and lone-

liness around. Few human residents are seen there,
desolation abounds, and only occasionally there comes
a wandering stranger, who knows but little of and cares
less for the life that once was there. Six houses only
remain of what was once the most populous section of
the town. The little school house has been closed and
the few school children left are carried in a buggy to the
center village for their education, at the expense of the
town.
Yet not' all has departed. Though the people and the

houses are nearly all gone, there still remain, brighter
and dearer with the advancing years, the memories and
associations of long ago. • These are ever precious, and
I cherish those that remain with me as the choicest
treasures of my life. The hills are there still, grand, and
imposing as of yore. The same blue heavens are above,
and the same earth beneath. The same sun shines over
all the region; the same balmy summer breezes play upon
the hilltops: the same pure, sweet air, fragrant with scent
of vine and flower and evergreen tree, is there yjgt; and
the far-reaching view from these heights is ever the same
—charming, delightful, unchangeable.

"Be it ever so humble.
There's no place like home,"

and there are no memories and associations so rich in

enjoyment, so comforting to the aged, as those which
are connected with one's youth.
Have T described a section, of country whose history is

unlike that of any other? No. You have them all

around in Franklin county. Go to Hawley and other
lowns in that region and you find the same empty
cellars, the same story of former life and thrift, and the
same evidence of past and present decay The same in

true, to a greater or less extent, all over the hilly regions
of New England. It is a melancholy picture, from one
point of view, and yet there is that connected with it

which possesses an interest and a fascination which lin-

ger long with the native born and are ever welcome
companions. Sincerely yours.

Henry S. Gere.

ITih ITtJRRST ANTt Stream Is put to prtss eaeli weelc on Tuesday,
rnrrfspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

yateit by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.

The White Goat in Domestication.

The Gardens of the London Zoological Society now
possess for the first time a living specimen of the so-called

white goat (Oreamnus montanus), which, up to the pres-

ent time, has been one of the rarest animals to be had in

captivity. Occasionally the young of the white goat have
been captured and domesticated by ranchmen in the

West, but we recall only one case where it was exhibited
to the public in a zoological collection. This, if we
recollect aright, was many years ago at Woodward's
Gardens in San Francisco, Cal. The specimen was there

for a short time only. It arrived in bad health and soon
died.

The specimen in London was captured as a kid about
two weeks old by a Mr. La Montagne, who shot the

mother in the mountains of British Columbia.
At various times the Washington Zoological Park and

the New York Zoological Park have been in negotiation
with Western men who had j-oung Rocky Mountain goats
in captivity, but we believe that nothing has ever come of

these attempts to buy and sell.

More than ten years ago an extended account was
published in FotiEST and Stream giving what was then
known of a number of individuals of this species that

have been had in captivity in the West. One of the most
interesting of these was contributed by Mr. John Fannin.
Curator of the Provincial Museum of British Columbia,
form which we quote tlie following paragraphs

:

"A little bullet-shaped head surmounted by a pair of
"tiny, sharp-pointed ears, a mere handful of a body propped
up on four long and clumsy-looking legs, it was certainly

the most ungainly animal 1 had ever seen. Its coat was
of pure white wool, very short and slightly curly, and
with very little appearance of hair except in the beard,
which ju.st showed it.self beneath the lower jaw. There
was no sign of horns, although slight protuberances could
be felt beneath the skin where these would come. It was
a male, and probably not over a week old, and the Indian
had run it down on the side of a mountain after shooting
its mother. I gave the Indian his price, $2, and, picking
the little waif up in my arms, carried it to the house.
"For two weeks I fed it on cow's milk, weakened with

water, feeding it about every hour and allowing it only a
very little milk at a time. Then for a day or two I

added a little oatmeal to the milk, and before long almost
anything of a vegetable nature was eagerly gobbled up by-

it. It appeared to be always hungry, but, strange to say, it

would allow no one to feed it but myself. It soon be-
came a little troublesome, though, for, no matter where
I went, the goat followed at my heels like a dog. At meal
times it would accotnpany me to the hotel, and repose at

my feet under the table. It would follow me into the
Avoods on my short trips after grouse, and the report of
my gun had little or no effect on it. If I climbed up on
a stump and sat down for a smoke, the goat would climb
up too and sit down on its haunches by my side, and
with its nose straight out in front gazing solemnly into

the gloom of the deep forest. So long as I kept quiet it

would remain motionless. The chirrup of a squirrel or
twitter of a bird failed to attract its attention in the
slightest degree, but if I made the least motion to get
down, it was up at once and ready for a spring.

"It had a passion for high places, which 1 imagine is

born with the animal. When I first got it I made a bed in

one corner of the shed b}'' filling a low box with clean,

soft hay, the goat standing by watching the operation.
When it was finished, I picked him up and put him on
the hay, pulling his legs from under him and making
him lie down—in fact, giving him to understand that was
to be his bed. But as soon as I took my hands off him he
jumped out of the box. At tine further end of the shed,
which was about 15 feet long, stood a pile of fir bark 6
feet high, corded up in the usual way of cording firewood.
When he jumped out of the box he walked over to this

pile and stood for a moment looking up at the top of it.

Then he backed away from it till within a few feet of

where I stood, and taking a run, climbed up that bark
like a cat, and lying down on the top looked at me as
much as to say, 'This is the way we do in the moun-
tains.' From then till the day he died, his bed was
always on the top of the bark.
"He was an early riser, and long before my usual time

of getting up he would rout me out by butting against
the door. There were two domestic animals it could
not bear the sight of—a cow and a dog. But while it

wouJd almost break its neck in its endeavor to get away
from the former, the appearance of the latter aroused all

the combativeness of its nature. One day a gentleman
came into my shop accompanied by a setter dog, when
the goat immediately assumed a belligerent attitude, walk-
ing around the room stiff-legged, his little hoofs coming
down on the floor with a loud tap at every .step. Finally
he halted at a respectful distance from the dog, and with
his head lowered, bracing him-self for a last effort, he
seemed to be waiting, or about to begin, an attack. The
dog survej^ed the little creature for a moment, and then,
probably thinking it scarcely worth bothering with, lay

down on the floor and went to sleep. As the dog remained
motionless, the goat relaxed its rigid attitude and moved
cautiously nearer, until, by stretching its neck, it brought
its nose within an inch of that of the dog. Just then a
fly. disturbed chc dog's slumbers, and in bringing up its

paw to brush away the insect, it hit the goat a sharp tap
on the nose. Like the recoil of a steel spring, quick as a

flash, the boat spraung into the air, and in coming down
and trying to alight as far away from the dog as possible,

he .got tangled up in the legs of a wooden chair, which, in

his hurry to get out of the house, he carried off with
him. When he shook himself clear of the chair and looked
round and found that the house had not fallen and that
the dog was perfectly quiet, he put on a look of utter dis-

gust and skulked off into a corner of the yard, where he
lay down in a clump of weeds and remained out of sight
till the dog was clear of the premises.
"As a general rule he was quiet—in fact, mopish—but

when he did break out in a playful mood, some of his

tricks were simply ludicrous: One day I was sitting with

a friend in front of my house, when the goat, which had
been cutting up pranks, evidently for our amusement,
came and lay down at my feet. The cutting for the stage
road, which ran past the house about 50 feet away, had
left a steep bank about 5 or 6 feet high—that is, the road
was so much lower than the plot on which we were
sitting. Presently the goat got up, and walking over to
the edge of this bank, stood looking down this miniature
precipice to the road. Suddenly he sprang into the air

and pitched headforemost down the bank. I ran across,
expecting to find the little brute with its neck broken, in-

stead of which he was standing at the bottom shaking the
sand out of his eyes and nostrils. When he got through
he climbed up the bank, and turning round, performed
the same act again, turning a complete somersault on his
way down. He did this about half a dozen times, throw-
ing himself on his side and rolling down, covering him
self from head to tail with dirt and sand.

"I allowed him the full liberty of the house—in fact I
could not control him, and it was this unlimited freedom
that cost him his life. He was always with me in my
work sliop, and would always jump up on my bench and
stand sagely watching every movement I made. He had
a great' habit of picking up and chewing anything he
came across, and one day he did this with one of my
poisoned bird skins. He had taken the skin outside the
house, and the first I knew about it was when the little

fellow came running through the door toward me, and
fell before he quite reached me. I suspected what was the
matter, and lifting him, poured some sweet oil down his
throat, but he died in alDout half an hour."

About thirty years ago, though, the exact date is not
certain (those assigned to the occurrence ranging from
1869 to 1876, according to the recollections of different
individuals), a number of white goats were captuted
somewhere near Deer Lodge, Mont. One of these, tied
up with heavy rope, was photographed at the time, and
no doubt many of our readers have seen the picture. It
is not known what became of these specimens. In the
years 1879, eight individuals Avere captured near Phillips-
burg, Mont., and an account of the occurrence was pub-
lished about ten years later in Forest and Stream, and
is as follows

:

"David Dobson, his brother Thomas and a man
named Palmer made up the party, and the ground where
they captured the goats was the nearly fl:at top Qf a rock-
covered mountain about tAventy miles from the -head of
the Bighole, near where Phillipsburg now is.

' Above
the general level of the mountain top rise here and there
isolated pinnacles of rock. This flat mountain top was
the home of' a band of about thirty goats. They had
been discovered by the men, who supposed that live
specimens oi Mazama could ht sold for large sums of
money. Flaving provided themselves with a number of
dogs, one or two of which had been trained to this chase,
they started out about June 10, 1879. Proceeding with
their horses as far up the mountain as convenient, they
carnped, and the next morning ascended the rocks on foot,
taking Avith them their dogs and ropes. The goats, con-
spicuous by their whiteness against the gray rocks, were
soon discovered. They were quite unsuspicious, and
permitted a near approach. Wheii they began to move
off, the men loosed the dogs, which soon drove a part
of the band up on to a rocky pinnacle, where they stood at
bay, defending themselves by fierce thrusts of their sharp
horns at the dogs. They paid little heed to the men, who
were able to advance so close to them as to throw the
noose of a rope over the head of one of them. This having
been done, the loop of a second rope was slipped over the
first one and run up close to the animal, when it was
dragged from its perch. Two men, one on either side of
It, each holding a rope, could so, far control the creature
as to keep it from reaching either of them. In this way
they caught, in three trips up the mountain, eight goats.
At each visit the goats were wilder than they had been
the time before, and after they were chased the third
tinie they deserted the mountain and Avere seen no more.
"The animals when first caught resisted fiercely and

made vigorous efforts to attack their captors. So violent
were their struggles that several of them were seriously
mjured, and afterward died from this cause. They were
necessarily handled roughly, for they would not lead, and
the men were obliged to throw them down, tie them and
then carry them on a litter down the mountain to a point
Avhere a horse could come. Here they were transferred
to a travois, and so transported to the camp, where they
were picketed out. Of these anmials four were young and
four were adults ; there Avere three males and five females.
The young soon became tame, but the old were ahvays
savage and morose. All of the latter died within a few
days, either from injuries received at the time of their
capture or from hurting themselves by dashing about
when picketed. One of the young ones died, probably
from having been given some molasses to eat.
"Mr. Dobson stated that of the three survivors, one

was given to the OAvners of the trained dogs, in return for
the use of the latter; one Avas pledged for provisions, and
one Avas left at a ranch to be cared for, and is supposed to
have died. The subsequent history of these animals is not
known, but it is possible that one or more of them may
be identical with other captive goats to be mentioned
later—^those OAvned by Mr. Dickson."
Sometimes about 187.=; there were two young goats

captive in the tOAvn of Yale, B. C, in the possession of a
Mr. McKeon, Their life Avas short. After they had been
in captivity for about nine months the male was choked
by the rope with Avhich it was tied, and not long after
that the female died. One of these animals is said to
have come from the Skeena River and the other from the
mterior. They were brought in as little kids, were reared
on cow's milk, but soon took to feeding on grass and
leaves, after Avhich the owner had no more trouble with
them. The late J. C. Hughes, of Ncav Westminster, stated
as an,example of the jumping and balancing pOAvers of
these animals that these kids, if put in an empty barrel,
would jump otit of it and balance themselves on the chine
of the barrel. /

Another account of a tame Avhite goat was received
through the kindness of Mr. Howard Rogers, of Fern-
dale, Wash., who quoted in Forest and Stream a letter
received by him from the Rev. Jno. A. Tennant, an early
settler of the State of Washington. It reads a=; follows

•
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"I saw the goat on the Columbia River, at the mouth of

the Wenaichie, in the winter of 1871-72—I think in

December, 1871. It was caught by an Indian hunter in

the Cascade Mountains, near the headwaters of the

Wenatchie, where they are quite abundant. It was very

small when taken, and was given to a trader living at

Wenatchie, and raised by him. It was a male, and less

than a year old, but seemed nearly grown. It ran around

the house and w^as a great nuisance, as it could not be

kept out of the house, but would hide itself under beds or

wherever it could, and would be found in the morning

sleeping on the cook stove. It would go out and eat hay

wiJi the cattle, and was most pugnaciously inclined, and

woe to the cow that dared provoke its wrath, as it would

follow her for half a day, butting her at every opportunity.

Like the true goat, it was omnivorous, and this caused its

death, as it found a pair of old buckskin pants and de-

vuored the same, which was the cause of its untimely

decease shortly after I saw it. From what I saw of it I

think there would be no difficulty in domesticating the

animal if taken young."
About the year 1884 a Mr. Frank Dickson, of Butte

City, Mont., had three goats which were captured when
about six weeks old in the Cable Mountain about eighteen

miles from the present city of Anaconda. Mr. Dickson

was then living close to timber line, and allowed these

animals entire liberty to go where they pleased.^ They
sometimes wandered miles away from home during the

day, but always returned at night.

About ten years ago Mr. James Geery, then post-

master at Wisdom, Mont., wrote us concerning a tame

goat which he had owned. He said of it

:

"We shot the old one and then caught the two kids

with dogs. One of the kids was bitten so badly that it

died before reaching home ; the other was raised on cow's

milk. After it had become accustomed to being fed by

one person, it would almost starve before it would eat

anything offered it by another. But this was only while

we were feeding it on milk. As it grew older it would
eat almost anything—potatoes, bread, sugar, and it was
particularly fond of dr'ed fruit of any kind. It would
follow the members of the family about, was very playful

and not at all cross. It would lie on top of the house, on
a place I. had prepared for it, and would see a moving
object two miles off much more quickly than a man
would.

"If a stranger approached it. it would stand perfectly

still and look him straight in the eye, not moving a muscle,

looking to me as if it were on the watch for any hostile

movement.
"We have caught several, both young and old. but few

of them have lived long. We have caught old bucks that

would weigh over 300 pounds. The old wild ones are very

dangerous, as their horns are sharp and they know how
to use them. When caught young, however, they are

easily tamed, and I have caught yearlings that in a

short time would learn to eat out of the hand."
Whether the white goat will live in captivity far from

its home is not certainly known, and the specimen in the

London Zoo will be watched with great interest. .

The Vanishing Wild Flowers.
From ike Springfield Republican.

A Chautauqua lecturer the other day enlarged upon
a theme very familiar to the Republican's readers, and
whose lesson in these many years ought to have been
borne in upon their consciences; we mean the wanton
picking of flowers.

This is a matter particularly worthy of consideration

in the summer months, when the rich pleasurers and the

fresh-air children from the cities and the good bourgeois

as well rush into the country for better air and water
and the beauty of nature. All of these have the same
mischief in their hands for the flowers and ferns—they

cannot content themselves with witnessing the beauty of

the earth and enjoying the sight, but they must grab
their handfuls or their armfuls of flowers. If the new
ideas of education as a development of human charac-
ter to finer sort could reach all these people, they would
not commit these outrages, which are destroying all the
rarer beauties in the country as they have long since

banished them from the immediate surroundings of the
city. Thus the trailing arbutus used to be very abundant
around Springfield. Chicopee and Holyoke; and now,
while it may yet be found in a good many spots, there
are hundreds of its old haunts that know it no more.
Blake's woods, now a memory of the past, abounded
with it twenty years ago; it was found in many a piece
of West Springfield woods; it was frequent near Inger-
soll Grove. In Forest Park it is catalogued as still ex-
isting, but it can only be said to exist—it does not flour-

ish.' Mt. Tom, since it became a resort, is not only al-

most denuded of arbutus, in comparison with the past,

but the walking fern, one of the most curious and inter-

esting of plants, has nearly disappeared, and the cardinal

flower is quite extinct. It is the common fate of lovely
things in the rush of human greed. Connecticut was so
alarmed over the plunder of the beautiful climbing fern
and the arbutus some years ago that the Legislature
put both under protection by statute; Massachusetts
ought to do the same, for the climbing fern does grow
north of the State line, though fortunately very few know
it. The lack of respect for nature w^as .shown, by the
way, in the use to which this lygodium palmatum was
put by those for whom it was grabbed up by the roots.
Delicate and graceful, with a light, wild fragrance, all

these qualities were killed by smoothing it out with hot
irons in order to hang in festoons over lace curtains
and disfigure "parlors." The maiden-hair fern is another
marvelously beautiful plant that is treated in similar
fashion. If any one wants to see what comes to a comi-
try where tourists and summer people abound, they can
do it in the Scottish Highlands, wherever the Cook and
Gaze parties and the cockney excursions have traveled.
Whoever sees a flower or fern in crossing the Trossachs?
Except of course the heather, the gorse and the bracken,
which are too hardy and too ready at multiplication to
be exterminated. They, like our own mountain laurel,

s-weet fern, our dicksonia and eagle fern (the same as the
bracken of Scotland, though less in stature), survive ill-

usage, But many years ago Lucy Smith (see Mr. Mer-
riam's beautiful memoirs of "William and Lucy Smith")

lamented the destruction of the daintiest forest flowers

in Scotland and northern England at the hands of "cits"

who thought they loved them because they destroyed

them.
Of course there are flowers that may be plucked lib-

erally without stint, such as the goldenrods and asters,

the ironweed and the vervain, the ox-eye daisies and the

black-eyed Susans, the evening primroses, the St. John's

worts, the clovers, the loosestrifes, the milkweeds, the

joepye, the hawkweeds, the lettuces and other hardy

myriads. But the anemones and spring beauties, the

polvgalas, the arbutus, the spring yellow lily, the colum-

bine, the pyrolas and pipsissewas, the cardinal flower and

the fringed gentian—all loveliest of the floral realm

—

such vanish before the vandalism of those who ignorantly

think they love flowers. It is a trait of human nature-

love is but a symbol of sacrifice, commonly the sacrifice

of others, .

U n Qaest of the Missing: Link.

Several months ago press dispatches from Germany
announced that an eminent scientihc man was shortly to

sail for the Island of Java lor the purpose ot making

careful search for further remains of the lemarkable mam-
mal Pithecanthropus crectus, the discovery of which some

years since created such an interest in scientitic circles.

A few weeks ago it was stated that Mr. David J, Wai-

ters, a Yale student, was setiing out for Java on the same

errand, and that Mr. Geo. W. Vanderbilt is delraying tne

expenses of this expedition.

As will be remembered by the readers of Forest and
Stream, Pithecanthropus was discovered in Java by a

Dutch phvsician. Dr. Du Bois, and appears to be either

the lowest of men or the highest of the antliropoid apes—
in other words it seems to be what used to be called the

"missing link" which bridges over the gap between the

lower animals and man. Twenty years ago the absence

of this "missing Hnk" was one of the stock arguments

advanced against the theory of evolution by its oppo-

nents, who appeared to be ignorant of the fact that only

the very smallest fraction of the earth's crust has ever

been explored, and that the number of animals which

have existed since life began on this globe is known
only by a very small fraction of species.

The remains of Pithecanthropus were characteristic, and
consisted of a brain case, a thigh bone and some other

small fragments. No more interesting contribution to

science could be made than the securing of additional

examples of this animal, and it is to be hoped that both

the explorers who are starting for the island in which
it has been found may succeed in their quest.

^'Blue Vapor.'*

From northern Kentucky comes a snake story which
tells of an invasion of hissing vipers, which stand erect

on the tail before emitting their deadly venom, at the

same time hissing with a hiss which may be heard 200 feet

away. "If the venom comes in contact with a person's

skin." it is averred, "whether the fangs strike or not, death
is almost certain to ensue." As yet, we are told, only one
nest of these poisonous serpents has been found, their cus-

tom being to travel in pairs. "Last week at Ft. Thomas,
near the scene of the Pearl Bryan tragedy, a number of

soldiers who were taking a stroll were attracted by the

hissing sound in a clump of bushes they were passing.

Approaching the spot they were horrified to see a cluster

of hissing reptiles, all spitting forth a volume of what
appeared to be blue vapor. They summoned assistance,

and with the aid of several shotguns succeeded in killing

the entire lot, amounting to twenty-three."
Thus are the wonders of nature improved upon by,

the imagination of man.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—IV,
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELU

[Coniinuedfrom page 225.]

The White-Fronted Goose.

Anser albifrons (Gm.).

In the genus Anser. the bill is much less stout, than in

Chen, and the nail, which terminates it, is thinner and
less strong. The present species is generally grayish-
brown in color, the feathers immediately about the bill

heing in adults white, bordered behind by dark brown. The
head and neck are grayish-brown, darkest on crown of

head and back of neck. The body is grayish, many of the

feathers being tipped with white. The primaries are

black, the rump slate-brown, the upper and under tail

coverts white, and the tail grayish-brown margined with
white. The under parts are grayish, variously, often

heavily, blotched with blackish-brown ;
bill, legs and feet,

pinkish; the nail of the bill white; length, 28 inches; wing,
over 15. The young closely resembles the adult, but lacks

the white about the bill, this being dark brown, and has
no black blotches on the lower parts. The nail of the bill

:is black.

The Avhite-fronted goose is found in the northern parts
of both the Old and the New World, though the two
forms are separated by many ornithologists and made
different races. The American bird is slightly larger than
that of Europe, but the difference is small, and is based
on nothing but size. At all events, -for the purposes of
the gunner they may be considered a single species. The
white-fronted goose is generally distributed throughout
this country from the far North to our Southern border,
but is rare on the Atlantic coast. It occurs in Cuba as
well as in Greenland.

In all the Mississippi Valley region it is abundant during
the migrations, where it is known as laughing goose,
speckled belly, harlequin brant, pied brant, prairie brant,
and often simply as brant. It is abundant also in Cali-
fornia and occurs in large numbers as far south as south-
.ern California. In summer the white-fronted goose is

found in Alaska, where some breed, and in great numbers
on the islands of the Arctic Ocean. All Northern explorers

report it as abundant on the Mackenzie and throughout
the country bordering the Barren Lands. In America it

appears to be generally a bird of Western distribution.

The white-fronted goose feeds largely on grass, and in

former times did much damage to the young crops of

wheat on the Western coast during its migrations. It is

said to feed also on berries, and to be seldom seen on
the water except at night or when molting. The south-

THE WHITE-FRONTED GOOSE.

ward migration is undertaken late in September, and the

flocks of white-fronted geese usually make their appear-
ance on the Western prairies early in October, when they
are often associated with snow geese, in company with
wh'ch they feed and journey to and from their feeding

grounds.
The flesh of the white-fronted goose is highly esteemed,

and is spoken of as being more delicate than that of any
other goose, except possibly the young of the salt-water

brant.

The nest of the white-fronted goose is usually built on
the low ground, near fresh-water ponds or marshes, and
the six or eight yellowish-white eggs are commonly cov-
ered with down when the mother leaves them.

Emperor Goose.

Philacte canagica (Sevast.).

The emperor is one of the handsomest of the Amer-
ican geese. It is a bird of very limited distribution, being
confined to the Bering Sea and its vicinity, though veiy
rarely specimens straggle southward in winter along the
Pacific coast of the United States as far as California.

The emperor goose may be known from all the other
North American geese by the remarkable form of its bill

;

this is extremely short, with a very broad and thick nail,

which occupies almost one-third of the length. The
tarsus, or naked portion of the leg, between the toes and
the joint above, is very short in proportion to the toes.

In the adult emperor goose the head and back of the

neck are white ; the front and sides of the throat and neck
are brownish-black, slightly spotted with white; the tail

is slate-color at the base and white at the end; the rest of

the plumage is bluish, each feather having at its end a

EMPEROR GOOSE.

narrow bar of white, bordered by a crescent-shaped black

marking. The secondary feathers of the wing are slaty-

black, margined with white ; the long quills black. . The
bill is bluish or purplish ; the nail white, darker at the

edges, and the legs and feet bright yellow.

The young are similar to the adult, but have the head
and neck lead color, sometimes sprinkled with white.

AH the explorers of Alaska have found this specie.s

more or less abundant in that territory. It also occurs

on some of the islands of the Bering Sea, as well as on
the Commander Islands, on the Siberian coast. Mr. H.
W. Elliot tells us that flocks sometimes land on the

Pribilof Islands in an exhausted condition, so that the

natives run them down on the grass, the birds being un-

able to fly. Mr. Dall speaks of the exceedingly strong

odor of garlic proceeding from the raw flesh and skin, and
says that this odor makes the work of skinning the birds

very disagreeable. With cooking, this smell disappears.

The emperor geese breed on the flat, marshy islands

of the Alaskan coast, the nest sometimes being placed

amid the driftwood, even below high-water mark. Like

most other geese, the female covers the eggs with down
from her breast.

When the molting season begins the Eskimo kill these

geese in common with others, capturing them by means of

nets set on the marshes, into which the molting birds are

driven. At this time the destruction of the birds is very
great.

This species in Norton Sound is called white-headed

goose, while the name applied to it by the Russians^ is

sa-sar-ka, meaning guinea hen, evidently from the coloring

of the plumage.

t
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Snap Shots from a Corncf of Maine
Cornish, Me., Sept. 15.—Present indications point to

rather more partridges than for several years. Last sea-

son it seemed as if about the last bird had fallen, but in

the spring it was found that a considerable number had
survived the slaughter, and that the old cocks were
courageously drumming up domestic relations for the

coming year. As the dry summer was favorable for

rearing the young, and the foxes so thinned by trapping

as to make their levies comparatively light, it would
seem that the yield for the number of breeders should
be high. But partridge shooting has deteriorated sadly

hereabouts in the past ten years. Another decade at the

same rate of decline and it will be simply a thing of the

past. Moreover, from everywhere comes the same re-

port—the grouse is going. Clearly something must be
done ere long for this noble bird, or it will soon disappear
from our Northern woods.
However, it seems that the partridge is not to receive

our undivided attention the present season, for the fes-

tive grayback, after a considerable absence, is with us
once again, though in just what numbers we as yet are
unable to say. The best bag of which I have thus far

heard is eight to one gun. Woodcock, too, will be fairly

plenty, it appears, but owing to a lack of skill in wing
shooting and properly trained dogs we are unable to

realize the enjoyment from this sport that, under more
favorable circumstances, would be the case.

Deer are frequently seen, but as this county (York)
is one of those under special protection, one must cross

the river into Oxford county to shoot deer, which is

not so bad after all. A certain M.D., who in his rounds
through the adjoining mountainous parts of the latter

county has often seen deer in easy pistol range, has re-

cently provided himself with a big Colt revolver, with
which he intends to improve any such opportunities as
occur in future. By the way, an albino deer has been
hanging around the towns of Hollis and Buxton the
entire summer—a big buck, clear white save for a little

color on the ears and too of the head. A gentleman from
this way recently got a sight of hirri, while riding through
that region. The handsome fellow was feeding in a
field, and allowed him to approach within 40 yards before
he took fright. Then the man saw that three other men
had been watching the animal from behind a fence.
When he apologized to them for spoiling their fun, they
assured him the deer would soon return, which he after-

wards found to be the case. Indeed, so often was it

seen as to lead manv to believe that there were several
white deer in the vicinity.

For the fishing we have had very good sport with' the
trout, more of these fish being taken than last season, I
think, and last season was exceptionally good for the.se

times. It is not likely that we shall fare as well next
year, for the severe drought that has prevailed in this
region has dried up many of the best streams. Pond
fishing has hardly been up to the usual, a great falling
of? being es]3ecially noticeable at Long Pond, Parson-
field, which has hitherto furnished the best of sport on
bass. This season campers on that pond could with dif-

ficulty obtain enough fish for their immediate use. But
many bass and pickerel have been taken from the rivers
(Saco and Ossipee), and some big red-spot trout were
captured last winter through the ice on several of our
siirrounding ponds. I hear also that a goodly number of
pickerel, some of them huge fellows, have rewarded
anglers through the summer on moose pond, Denmark,
about twelve miles distant. On the whole, our waters
bear up nobly, but it should be remembered that there
is a tremendous drain on their resources, and there is
need of all the artificial aid possible.
But in my judgment, as before intimated, it is for the

ruffed grouse that we have cause to feel the deepest con-
cern, and upon all those who have had the patience to
worry down through this article I would respectfully
urge the necessity of doing something in its behalf be-
fore it is too late. ^Let us all give the matter careful con-
sideration, and if it be found, as would anpear. that the
bird is actually in danger of extinction, then should we
promntlv unite in a move for its better nrotection. With
the editor's nermis^ton I would like to hear from sports-
men eyervwhere. briefly stating the numbers of the grouse
in their rpsr>ective sections as comnared with former sea-
,snns. and what measures, if any. they deem necessary to
check the growing scarcity of this king of Fame birds.

Templar.

Massachusetts Game Interests,
BosTON^, Sept. 21.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I de-
sire to mention an omission in my recent letter naming
some of the trophies in Mr. Kinney's residence. I should
have stated that they were all gathered as the result of
Mr. Kinney's skill as a nimrod. He has informed me
that he has had a multitude of letters from persons hav-
ing such things to sell, which goes to show that many
of your readers are not conversant with his methods.
He gathers his trophies by his personal eflPort in the
field and is not a collector.

In a letter just received from him he writes that he
is in receipt of a great many calls for posters and ab-
stracts of the game laws—about fifty a day on the aver-
age—this notwithstanding our State Commissioners have
had twice the usual number printed for general distri-
bution. T have sent nut from this office more than r.ooo
copies of the new bird law besides several hundred post-
ers and conies of abstracts.
These increased calls indicate a widespread interest

amoncr the snortsinen of the State in the rare of yout
fish and pnmt. especially the game birds. Many peopk
sunnosp thM flip expense for this educational work is
borne hv the State. On the contrary, everv dollar the
Association has ever expended, pi*-her in this work or
in nrnspriition. has bepn derived from private individ-
ua't^ in thp wnv ci" mpmb'-rshin fppq npcl vpqriv dues-.
AH pnortsmen of p"r f^tatp shoidd be w'Mitip- to aid and

ther" is no wav In which thev can more efiFpchVely assist
in thp sroort Work than bv enrolling themselves on our
list of merribers. The admission is $5 and yearly d 'es

are the same.
Sr>me may sav: "T pn out of the State for game sjd

fish." Very good. Such have reascai to be thankful, and

at the same time, with the generous impulses which
every good sportsman experiences and which are char-

acteristic of sportsmen as a class, they should not for-

get that there are hundreds of devotees of rod and gun
who must have their recreation near home or go with-

out it.

Very few have an adeqtiate idea of the possibilities of

the State of Massachusetts to produce fish and game.
Since it has been made illegal to shoot deer they have
become much more numerous. This is one ilustration of

what may be done. A few days since I visited the Whit-
tier homestead, between the city of Haverhill and Ames-
bury, and was told that a deer had been into a garden in

the neighborhood. Mr. J. M. Stevenson, of Pittsfield,

has informed me that according to what he believed to

be reliable reports there had been seen in that section

not less than twenty deer. Similar accounts come from
other parts of the State. In some towns the wooded-
area is greatly in excess of what it was a quarter of a
century ago, and game of all kinds woukL I believe, be
more abundant than formerly but for the vastly greater

number who seek it and the wonderful improvement in

guns, etc. The State has extensive covers and is well

supplied with rivers, brooks and ponds. If our State

Board of Fish and Game Commissioners are enabled to

apply modern methods in developing our resources great

improvement in the existing .conditions may reasonably
be expected within a few years. Chairman Collins tells

me he is looking after cases of pollution of streams by
sawdust. This is work in the right direction. It has
been a matter of general knowledge that for several

years some of the best trout streams in the State have
been almost denuded of fish by the neglect of mill owners
to live up to the requirements of the statutes.

The chairman also tells me that gratifying reports are

coming in respecting the general observance of the game

ive feature of our plan is that restrictions apply to every-
body alike, and when open at all it is open to the general
public'
"Members of our Association will be glad to know

that President Wiggin and the librarian, Dr. Brangan,
have returned much refreshed from a three weeks' trip

to the Maine woods, coming out by way of Quebec and
the Gulf of St, Lawrence. Vice-President W. S. Hin-
man has recently returned from a Western trip and the
Hon. J. Russell Reed left last night with his dog Dick
for a few weeks' bird shooting in Maine.

"Posters and abstracts of the Massachusetts fish and
game laws may be had on application to ine at S Park
Square, Boston. Henry H. Kimball,
"Secretary Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Asr

sociation."

Canadian Moose for New 2^aland.

We find in the London Illustrated Sporting and
Dramatic News the accompanying illustration of a herd
of moose calves, with the note of their shipment: "About
a year ago the New Zealand Government decided to at-

tempt the acclimatization of the North American moose,
and entered into correspondence on the subject with the
sister colony of Canada. The Government at Ottawa at
once signified its intention of assisting the project by
all means in its power, and entered into correspondence
with Mr. C. C. Chipman, Chief Commissioner of the
Hudson Bay Company. The Jatter gentleman set in mo-
tion the machinery of the H. B. C, whose ramifications
extend over half a continent, with the result that a 'baker's

dozen' of calves were gathered in from Lake Manitoba
district by employees of the 'Great Company.' The baby
moose were led into captivity at a very early age

—

A BUNCH OF CAfTADIAN MOOSE FOR NEW ZEALAND.

laws in some portions of the State, and he thinks a vig-
orous enforcement of the laws is looked for by many
who have not heretofore been as scrupulous as they might
be in complying with them. The president of one active
club writes that his club proposes to put a warden in
the field very soon.
Probably it is unnecessary to inform your readers that

it is unlawful to kill woodcock or partridge in this State
fore Oct. I, and that for three years they must not be

sold at any season. I will only add an extract from my
letter, as published in the Boston Herald of yesterday,
which will, I think, be of interest to some of your readers

I

who do not see that paper

:

"The new posters which have been issued by the Mas-
' sachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association con-
tain the following summary of the Lacey bill, enacted by
Congress last winter, which will be of especial interest
to game dealers;

" "United States laws relating to shipping game. All
packages containing dead animals, birds or parts thereof
shipped by interstate commerce must be plainly marked
with name and address of shipper and nature of con-
tents. Penalty on shipper, carrier and consignee not
over $200. Penalty on common carrier for transporting
game killed in violation of laws of State in which killed

or from which its export is prohibited, $200.'

"I am in receipt of a letter from A. C. Sylvester, presi-
dent of the North Attleboro Fish and Game Association,
in which he informs me that his Association is planning
to hold a sportsman's shoxv and fair in Wamsutta Opera
House, North Attleboro, Nov. 16 to 24 next. He says:
'We propose to have the best thing of the kind ever
seen (outside the great cities), and you know that when
we set out we generally get there. We shall show live
animals, fi.sh, birds and everything pertaining to sport on
streams and in forests. There will be all the features of
a fair, with change of stage programme every evening.'
"The Association is not yet a j'ear old, its birthday

being Jan. i. iqoo, and it now numbers iii active mem-
bers.

_

Its_ method of work is laid out upon broad lines
and its aims are unselfish, and are thus explained by
President Sylvester:
"We do all our work with the distinct pledge that

the p-eneral public have all the rights pertaining to
rnembers. We stock streams, etc., and make 'restric-
tions for protection which aooly to everybody alike.
When we are unable to apply State game laws we lease
property and apply the Jaws of trespass, but the distinct-

soon after they were dropped, in fact. They were hand-
reared for six or eight months on chopped food, fresh-
vegetables, fruit, etc., care being taken to get them
sufficiently tame to stand the long journey before them.
They are about evenly divided as far as sex is con-
cerned; and were shipped off about a month ago, in charge
of an experienced Hudson Bay Company official. Our
illustration is from a photograph taken in the stock yards
of the Manitoba &; Northwestern Railway Company at
Portage la Prairie, and shows the final round-up of the
infant herd previously to their long railway journey of
1,600 miles to the Pacific Coast, Here they embark on
the steamship Aorangi for a further sea voyage of a
month or more, to the Antipodes. Good luck go with
them!"

The Ktppewa Moose Country.

MiNEOLA, N. Y., Sept. i2,.~Editor Forest and Stream:
I understand that the law on moose will be off on Oct. t
of this year in the Province of Ontario,, Canada, Deux
Rivieres, a small station some twenty miles east of Mat-
tawa, on the C. P. R. R,, is quite a rendezvous for sports-
men and a starting point for many hunting parties. To
avoid mutual annoyance, I would ask you to publish for
the benefit of such of your readers as are planning a trip
in that region the fact that our club, the Caughnawana
Fishing and Hunting Club, has leased all of the Magans-
sippi territory from about eighteen miles north of the
Ottawa River clear to the Kippewa waters, in the Prov-
ince of Quebec, and that all persons who are not mem-
bers of the said cUib are respectfully requested not to
trespass upon the club lands.

I do this because last .vear a number of persons were
greatly d'sappointed at our insisting upon their leaving
that territory. The Kipoewa waters, which bound our
leased lands on the north, embr.nce the most celebrated
moose_ country in that part of Canada and we desire to
avoid if possible having people go up there and unwit-
tingly trespass upon ns to their and our own annoyance.

Halstead Scudper, Sec'y-Treas.

STioott ti gf R csorts.

PROPRTETOKS of shooting resorts will find the advertising
pages of Forest ANn Stream the best no^stlile agpncy
for acquainting sportsmen with what attractions, their
districts have for shooters.
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Boston and Maine.
Boston, Sept. 22.—The forest fires are out. 'Over 2

inches of rain has fallen in the coast towns of Massa-

chusetts within a week, and the great danger from for-

est fires is over for the present. This rainfall has ex-

tended up the coast and well into the interior of Maine,

and the forest fires, rendered less dangerous by the lighter

rainfall of two weeks ago, are entirely out for the pres-

ent. The hunter and guide both breathe easier. The full

season on Maine deer is open Oct. i, and all can make
ready with one of the greatest dangers removed. A feel-

ing of indignation prevails in Plymouth county. A gen-

tleman, who has lived and summered in Kingston, near

Plymouth, for two years and is thoroughly conversant

with that part of the country, said to me yesterday: "I

wish that we had some of the careful, honest spirit of the

Maine guides in Plymouth county. I know_ not what is

to be done. Forest fires are getting to be far too com-
mon and long prolonged there. Our lives and property

are endangered every time there is a drought. I am sat-

isfied that the fires are set. and set with either malicious

intention or for the sake of the pay to be had for fight-

ing fires. We paid 50 cents an hour for fire fighting dur-

ing our late troubles, and then this pay was increased to

$1 an hour. No sooner than one fire was out when
another would be started. I believe that the Legislature

should take up the matter of forest fires. They occur at

every drought in the cape towns, but could not occur

but for the carelessness or malicious intent of somebody.

A commission should be appointed to thoroughly inves-

tigate the matter. We would gladly welcome the aid of

the fish and game commission or of hunters."

The Maine woods will be full of hunters by the morning
of Oct, I. Already several parties have started, and oth-

ers are making ready. They will take a few days of late

September trout fishing and a week or two in October
for deer shooting. C. E. Sprague, A. Kilgore and F.

Vaughn, of Boston, with Mr. Kimball, of Fitchburg,

started for McDonald's camps. Portage Lake, Aroostook
county, Me., Friday evening. They go via Bangor &
Aroostook to Stacyville, and thence sixteen miles by
buckboards to the lake. Fishing parties, out from the

same camps, mention seeing nineteen deer in one day.

The party will be on the ground one week in October.

Along with the pleasing reports from the hunting
regions come the unpleasant sights of deer in Boston
markets. I met a yputh yesterday with a fawn over his

shoulders. It- looketi as fresh as though just out of the

woods. He had on a white butcher's frock and was
carrying the venisbn to a hotel—about the first of the

season and entirely illegal in the State where killed." I

asked him where the deer came from and got the usual

answer: "I d'know." We wonder if this is the begin-

ning of deer illegally transported and sold here, or will

the" Maine Commissioners be able to stop it. T com-
metid this item to their attention and will do all I can

to aid them.
Some of the Boston gunners are still after shore birds,

although the shooting has been unsatisfactory so far.

The late_ rains and stormy weather should bring better

fligihts. Parties are at Chatham most of the time, but
they get only a few birds. O. H. Smith and Mr. Hilton
will go down to Biddeford Pool for a few days this week
shore-bird shooting.

Speci.\l.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Slow Dock Season.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 21.—Thus far our duck season
seems to be a little slow. Our chicken season is pretty

much over, and our quail season is yet to be. Jacksnipe
have appeared in but very small lots, and plover are none
too numerous. We are getting down to an Old World
basis here, and a good bag is something of a nine days'

wonder.
Some of our shooters have gone down to thbir. clubs

this week to have a look into the ducking situation, but
nothing very startling has turned up. The Tolleston
members have not found verv many birds in as yet. Mr.
\V. W. McFarland and Mr. Harry Meine, of the Henne-
pin Club, on the Illinois River, in quite a distant part
of the world from Tolleston, rei'jort much the same state

of aftairs. Each of the latter had eighteen teal to show
for the trip, which is not so bad for the early flight. The
teal afe^the first duck to offer 3113' sport at this latitude.

Oil ttie Kankakee marshes nothing has-appeared in the
wa_y""6f teal or woodcock to attract much attention, and
it is feared that this will prove a dull. fall on those his-
toric groumls. The draining of the big marshes has
been going along steadily, with more or less success, and
there is plenty of lo-foot corn standing now on ground
where once the snipe shooting was excellent.

The big ditch which was supposed to drain much of the
old Maksawba marsh has been more or less completed for
some time, and the Maksawba Club was assessed the tri-

fling sum of $9,600 as its share of the expense, this being
one of the luxuries of holding real estate in that county,
formerly a semi-marine region. The club did not like to
loosen from quite so much money all at once, and so
looked up the matter a little in the courts. The attorneys
discovered from the original county surveys that as the
ditch is now completed it is 18 feet higher at the upper
end than it is at the lower. It was respectfully submitted
that this sort of ditch would not drain the water the
right way for water to run, which is down bill, and that
hence the club didn't want the ditch and declined to pay
its share for it. The suit was fought for some time in the
courts, a lot of the little farmers who have holdings near
by joining the club in the fight against the assessment.
A .short time ago the courts handed down the decision,
which is that the assessment against the club does not
hold. The county will have to change ends with that
ditch somehow or other, and though thts would at first
appear a little difficult, perhaps it can be contrived. All
things are possible in Indiana.
To the north .of us the duck flight is still hanging fire

as It ts to the south, and indeed we have as yet had no
weather suffiaently rough to drive the birds down to this
latitude, Or-t. t is the natural X\m for \\% to g?t th?

first of the Northern birds, except the early shift of teal,

which drop down from one*lake to another early in the

fall, and which breed more numerously than any other

duck in Illinois and Wisconsin. There is no reason to

suppose that the fall flight will be any more of a disap-

pointment than it has been for several years, and indeed

there are many reasons to expect that it will be much
better, for the water still holds, and a duck flight is al-

ways a question of water. The Koshkonong marsh is

good this fall, and some early birds have been killed

there. This marsh may always be expected to have a

certain amount of shooting, since the lake rarely varies

much from its level. With the big Horicon marsh it is

different, for it will go almost dry in a very dry year,

the Rock River, there a very small stream, being prac-

tically dissipated in the vast area of bogs when the water

is low in that part of the country. This marsh is a big

basin, with a lot of drainage area tributary to it, and

when' the local rains are abundant it fills up, and its

hardpan bottom, down beneath a dozen feet of the soft-

est mud on earth, holds the water and supports the

vegetation which is essential on a good shooting marsh.

A few years of very dry weather will kill off the water

plants, however, and a single season or half season of

water will not be enough to establish a good stand of

feed again. This fall they are having good sport in the

old Horicon country, and if the following season shall

prove as favorable as this we may look for the big breed-

ing ground to reach much of its former prestige. The
crop of teal is good there now, though it is not yet time

for the Northern birds there.

March of the Qoail.

There still goes on, more appreciably and distinctly tliis

season than ever before, that strange march to the north-

ward of; the Bob White quail. Bob White bids fair to

be the true exponent of "furthest north" idea. Some
friends Avho shot chickens in lower Minnesota, near Fair-

mount, this fall, tell me that they never saw more quail

than they found in there while they were chicken shoot-

ing.' A number of Minnesota shooters tell me that the

email is taking the place of the prairie chicken in their

shooting calendar, and is further north this fall than
ever. So runs the tale front Michigan also. A day with
ruffed grouse

,
is a great treat, but a day on a piece of

country where there were both ruffed grouse and ciuail is

1 double treat, and not to be surpassed in the experiences
3f the field. As a possible experience, this is getting

;loser and closer every year for the Northern shooter.

'\t different times I have told of such shooting in the
Michigan lower peninsula, and I think I never had bet-

ter fun than in such mixed shooting on these two great
game birds. If they had to choose between the two, I

presume most men would prefer the quail, as it gives
more action, more shots, more sights at game, but when
both birds were accessible I noticed that a good many
of the regular shots would now and again leave the quail

or slight it and go after the grouse, as affording a bigger
sensation, if one not so frequent.

,

All over this part of the country we hear continually
that the quail are everywhere, from here south to the
Ohio River. A new quail club is forming here in Chi-
cago, with grounds on the Kankakee country of Indiana,
of which more later on when the plans are more fully

matured. There is a meeting of the executive commit-
tee called for this week.
The Saginaw Crowd is threatening to go West about

the first week in October, headed probably for North
Dakota and after ducks. They are thought to have a
strong tip on a certain spot, with no less an authority
behind it than State Warden George E. Bowers, so they
are hardly apt to be disappointed. Mr. Bowers enjoys
the personal acquaintance of pretty much every duck
and goose in North Dakota, and can tell where to go
if any one can. I suspect the Turtle Lake country, but
do not know for sure. All the stories from both North
and South Dakota say there is a lot of water and plenty
of birds. .•

"

No Law.

It has been .the same old story this fall about the prai-
rie chickens, of no law of any actual virtue so far as
stopping the early killing of the birds was concerned.
Illinois was- about the best State so far as we may guess.
None could have been much worse than Iowa, if w'e may
guess again from the personal reports in scattered cases
such as come to hand. Eddie Pope, who shot in lower
Minnesota, says that they found lots of birds, but that
they had been cut up a good deal before the law was
out. Another Chicago shooter who has a lot of farm
lands out in Iowa, went out there to shoot, and paid his
gun license for the privilege of shooting, tie killed forty-
five chickens in a week, and was very sore. Pie said that
he found no covey which had not been shot up, and he
saw a great many crippled birds. Pie learned that the
shooting began in that neck of woods about the time the
birds came out of the shell and continued regularly
through July and August. By the time the legal date
arrives in that land of unreserve the birds are pretty much
all harvested, in the opinion of this particular shooter.
There is no sort of doubt that this is the case over a
great portion of the West. I do not think it is entirely
the fault of the market shooters, though they do their
share, but all sorts and conditions of men who live near
a chicken country seem to find it impossible to wait till

the law is out. It is ancient habit, T presume, but what-
ever it is, it is almighty tough on the birds.

Michigan Forest, Game and Fish Association.

They are going to try once more over in Michigan,
it IS a hard and uphill fight, but they are going to try
Were not the men at the head of the movement so well
known, so able and so accustomed to succeed in what
they undertake, one might say in croaking mood that it
IS sure to be the same old story of a good motive, but
an object too optimistic ever to be attained. The name
of the new organization which is going to try to stop
or at least to modify the course of human events as to

fish and forests is the Michigan Forest, Game and
Fish Protective Association, and has at its head such
promment sportsmen and citizens as Watts Humphreys
W. B, MershoH. Geo. B. Morley, Dr. Chas. W. AWen
Y. Kmaler, etc,, sorn? of th^ best: men of Michi|an,

The new Association has its headquarters at Saginaw,
and the meeting of organization was held Sept. 13 at

the rooms of the Board of Trade of the latter city, with
a very full attendance. The officers and committees cho--

sen were as follows: President, Watts S. Humphreys;
First Vice-President,. W. B. Mershon; Second Vice-
President, John Baird; Secretary, Dr. Charles W. Alden;
Treasurer, V. Kindler; Executive Committee, John P.

Sheridan, E. P. Stone, Charles H. Peters, Herman Pis-

torius, Louis Smith, Charles H. Davis, George B. Mor-
ley, A. Benjamin Williams, George L. Burrows, Jr.; Ed
McCarthy; Membership, V. Kindler, Dr. C. W. Alden,
Louis Smith; Legislation and Enforcement of Laws, John
Baird, V. Kindler, W. B. Mershon; Auditing, John P.

Sheridan, George B. Morley, George L. Burrows, Jr..;

Local Organizations. Herman Pistorius, Charles H.
Peters, Thomas A. Harvey.
The purpose is to make this the parent Association,

with membership all through the State, and when any
given locality has shown a membership sufficiently large
to warrant the action, to form a local branch, to be rep-
resented by delegate to the parent society. The pro-
tection of the forests is put first in the list of purposes,
for though most of the men above mentioned are old-
time lumbermen or are interested in lumbering opera-
tions, they know the value of the forest through that very
experience, and know that the forest must be protected
if the game is to be preserved. The Association will

hold a considerable weight and will use its influence for

good and rational legislation. It cannot, of itself, reform
the whole bad system of our poor laws and slack observ-
ance of them, but it can do very much in that direction,

and it is backed by men who are above all things prac-
tical and not given to talk or to resolutions which do
not resolve.

Pearls in the Mississippi.

Benj. F. Dayton on Sept. 17 found in the Mississippi
River near Winona, Minn., a pearl which is thought to
be worth $2,000, or for which he has at least refused a
very large sum of money, though these big fresh water
pearls are nearly always overvalued by the finders at

first. T. J. McNamara. of the same locality, not long
ago realh' sold a pearl for $200, and this is a far bigger
and better one. It is thought to be the finest ever found
in the great Papa of the Waters. This shows the luck
of some men. I have fished all over that country, but
no pearl ever came my way. I preferred black bass at

the time to clams.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

Sportsman.
11

Editor Forest and Stream:
I was struck on reading in the Aug. 11 issue of the

FoKEST AND Stream the discussion by Ransacker of this

subject, anent his reply to sundry criticisms of his

former article on the same theme, by what I may term his

unique, not to say grotesque, application of Webster's
definition of the word. I very much doubt if Mr.
Webster, had he seen this discussion, w^ould have in-

dorsed the list of forest, field and water vandals whom
Ransacker names as being properly embraced in his

definition of a sportsman as "one who pursues the sports
of the field." And I further question if his assertion
that this is not a sportsmen's journal, and that the readers
and friends of Forest and Stream are not and ought not
to be proud to be known and rated at home and abroad
under that general classification of title, meets with any
general indorsement. Ransacker refers to the term "law-
yer" in illustration of his point, but does he imagine that

because some shysters and blackmailers have worked
themselves into the calling thus classified, any true lawyer
who honors his profession is any the less proud of his

vocation, or any less esteemed in the community in

which he lives and works? He cites also the careless

usage of the word "gentleman" as illustrating his point.-

It is very true that the word is sometimes too generally

used and indifferently applied, but while this is so, it has
lost none of its original significance, and to say of a man
in all seriousness that he is a gentleman conveys at once
the idea that he is also a noble man and a person to tic to.

I think, though, that part of Ransacker's trouble lies in

the fact of his having gone too far back for his definition

of the term "sportsman." Turning to the new Standard
Dictionarj', I find this definition: "A person who is fond
of, patronizes or participates in honorable field sports,

especially hunting and fishing." Ah! here we have an-

entirely different ring. This is the modern interpreta-

tion of the term. There is no calling or pastime of raarr

more truly and genuinely progressive than that of sports-

manship. Webster's definition was well enough , in his

time. Game of all kinds was abundant then ; men had not

awakened to a realization of the necessity of conservation

and protection. Even the trapper and snarer mJght per-

haps then have been accepted as a sportsman, because the

pernicious nature of his work, had not yet impressed il

self upon the public mind. But surely no reasonabU-
person will claim to-day that there is any more sports-

manship in the fellow who takes game or fish that come
to his hand dead through snares that work in the night

than in the butcher of domestic animals who sells us bull

tenderloin as first-class beef at 15 cents a pound. The
pot-hunter, market-shooter and men of their ilk may
yaunt themselves as sportsmen, but they deceive no one
as to their true standing. They do not read Forest and
Stream, and this paper does not represent them in any
way except as it holds them up to the public scorn which
they so richly deserve.

Let us not, therefore, despise nor consider for one
moment any departure from the term of which we have
been taught for generations to be proud.
The man who participates in honorable field sports.

There it is in epigram; and he who follows field sports
of any class whatsoever that are not honorable, is by this

definition not a sportsman. Any way, he is unworthy our;

serious attention, and we exalt him too much in giving
him such consideration.

Just as the gentleman is an honorable man. so the
sportsman mast be an advocate and follower of honor-
abl<? sport, «id of pone else.. "When tw goes b^o?^4
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that point, he rules himself out, and the classification
is, 1 think, sufficiently well defined. The man who
loves dog and gun, rod and reel, but finds his sport not
especially in the act of taking and killing, who finds in-

spiration in the sweep of the free winds across the
plains, who catches the melody of the woods and gathers
the philosophy and vigor of life from the sound of rush-
ing, rippling waters—he is the sportsman whom we know
and admire. That he is sometimes misrepresented and
defamed through impersonation by unworthjf persons does
not hurt his individual standing nor lower the class, and
llie interloper, we may be assured, is soon found out
and placed just where he belongs.

Let us, therefore, cease borrowing troitble by chasing
after false gods, being well assured that the sportsman
will continue to be and to stand for, as in the past, a
ilarge proportion of that element of mankind which com-
poses, in the broadest application of the term, "the salt

of the earth." Illinois,

The Parson from Indiana.
Our planets came into conjunction, so to speak, on the

train. He introduced himself to us, with a bland smile, as
a Mr. Small, from somewhere in Indiana.
"Going hunting?" he inquired, dropping into a seat

beside us.

"We are going to try it," Jack replied.

"Where are you going?"
"We are thinking of upper Michigan," said Jack, telling

a lie.

"Strange," he exclaimed, "but I was thinking of Michi-
gan m^'self."

"We were only thinking of Michigan," I hastily in-

terposed, "I, for one, am in favor of Wisconsin."
"And I am for Minnesota," Jim chimed in.

"They all have their strong points," Mr. Small agreed.
"I hadn't thought of Minnesota, but now that you men-
tion it, it strikes me as a most desirable country for real
-^port."

"You see, wc don't know just where we are going," said
Jack, desperately. "In fact, we never do know until we
get there, and even then we are never positivelv certain
about it."

Mr. Small was not in the least disconcerted at this am-
biguous statement.

"It's truly a delightful state of affairs," said he, and
his bland smile became blander. "I mean the uncertainty
t)f the thing. We are in the same boat," and then he
launched himself into conversalion, and before we had
known him an hour he had given us a complete history
of himself and all his family.

He. was a "Methodist divine," he informed us. and was
off on a vacation, which he proposed to spend in the
woods deer hunting. He had no idea of where he was
going,_nor what he would do when he got there, wherever
''there" might be. Such trifles he cheerfully left to an all

wise providence.
,

He evidently considered us instruments of this selfsame
providence, and grew greatly attached to us—so attached,
indeed, that we could not shake him off. Jack said that he
was the reincarnation of "Mary's little Iamb," and that he
had made a mistake, and took one of us for Mary.

Perseverance is a great virtue, in its place, and in the
end the Parson triumphed, and extorted an invitation, or
more correctly speaking, permission to cast in his lot with
us. He was deplorably ignorant of everything pertaining
to the woods, as his first day in camp proved. He told us
that he had read up very carefully on the subject of
hunting, and had gleaned many valuable ideas. It w-ill

only be necessary to mention one of them.
He had a brand new pair of cowhide boots, warranted

waterproof. These boots had a squeak of their very own.
Their maker must have had a patent on that squeak, be-
cause I have never heard anything exactly like it before
nor since. You could hear the Parson coming half a
mile away. When Sooner first heard it But I antici-
pate.

He also had, among his numerous belongings, a bottle
of something called asafoetida. I had never come in con-
tact with that "vile smelling stuff" before, and I never
want to again. He explained to us its uses. He said that
if you rubbed some of it on the soles of your boots it

would attract the wolves, and they would follow the trail

forever, or imtil you put a bullet through their heads. He
only hoped that there were plenty of wolves around, be-
cause he wanted to bag a lot of them.
We said nothing, but wfc reveled in the jbkfe that night.
The next morning he uncorked the bottle, and a change

came o'er the .spirit of our dreams. He seated himself
on a log and rubbed some of the stuff on his boots, as per
directions, preparatory to an assault on the denizens of
the forest, It struck our olfactory nerves at the same
time. Wc all .stopped Avork.

"Do you notice it?" said Jack, turning to me.
"I most certainly do," I replied. "What can it be?"
"Give it up. Strange we didn't notice it yesterday."
Jim said nothing. He merely rose to his feet, and'

walked around to windward of the Parson, and pointed
>ignificantly at him.
The Parson was sitting sideAvise on the log, with the

bottle held at arm's length from his aver.ted face, and
his legs stretched as far away from the rest of his body as
possible. On his countenance there w-as such an expre.s-
sion of pained .surprise, oyer which disgust was plainly
struggling for mastery, that the truth immediately flashed
upon us.

"Take it away," we shouted in unison.

_
"For heaven's sake, go bur\' it somewhere," Jack added.

"It'll drive us out of camp."
"I had no idea it was like this," the Parson wailed.

"Dear mt, what shall I do? I've put some of it on mv
boots."

"Go take a walk then," said Jack, emphatically. "Go
down to the lake and Avade around. Go anywhere, only
don't come back till it's all off. Keep walking around,
and take the bottle with you' and bury it."

"Do you suppose the wolves
"

"

"Don't stop to talk," Jack interrupted, "or everything
will reek Avith the stuff."

"If a wolf got a good whiff of it," Jiin added, "it would
kill him on the spot. Hurry Up, aTi^ 4on't come back
imti! vou are deodorir.ed."

The Parson departed, odor and all, and we did not see
him again until late in the afternoon. In the meantime
old Hogarth had walked down to camp to shake hands
with us. We were camping on his side of the lake that
trip. He was the same as ever, and time seemed to have
no effect upon him.
"How is Sooner?" was one of my first questions.
"Same's ever," Hogarth replied. "Reck'n he'll be 'long

purty soon. He started t' come 'long with me, but got
consarned 'bout a noise he heerd in the bushes, an' left me
jest t' go an' see. Reck'n he'll be wantin' t' stay over here
with you, 'cause him an' the old woman ain't on speakin'
tarms, jest now. She don't onderstand Sooner no more'n
Sooner onderstands her, an' they don't git on nohow, the
difrunce bein' that Sooner don't give a cuss, an' the old
woman gits mad's blazes, an' sw'ars she'll shoot him."
"What's wrong this time?" I asked.
"They's no tellin' what 'twas. Mos' likely jest some

dern foolish bizness. Nuthin' wuth gittin' mad 'bout.

But Sooner gener'ly fights shy o' the old woman when
she's in 'er tantrums, seein' he's got sense 'bout some
things, an' lays low fer a spell. Wish I could do like

him sometimes."
Just then the subject of our conversation trotted or,

more correctly speaking, sauntered into camp. He greeted
us politely, but without effusion, the same blase old fellow,

save for the many scars of battle that adorned different

portions of his anatomy—scars gained in his crusade
against the neighbors' dogs. He inspected the camp, and
his attention immediately became centered on the log
where the Parson had sat. Here was something new

—

something he did not understand—and he looked around
at us for an explanation. None being forthcoming, he
followed the Parson's trail a little way, and then gave it

up and came back and sat down to think about it.

At that moment an interruption occurred that brought
both Hogarth and the dog to their feet. A strange creak-
ing sound broke the stillness of the forest, a sound unlike
anything they had ever heard before, and growing louder
and louder every instant.

The hair rose on Sooner's back, and then he suddenly
bounded forward to the Parson's log. Evidently he asso-
ciated the strange sound with the stranger odor. He
struck the trail, and giving tongue with the full force of

his powerful voice, disappeared in the direction of the
lake. The other sound ceased for a moment, only to break
out afresh with renewed intensity, its even rhythmic beat
greatly accelerated, accompanied by the thud of heavy
footfalls.

"Fer the land .sakes, what on airth kin that be?" ex-
claimed Hogarth, looking about for a weapon.

"It must be the Parson,'' I explained.
"Old asafoetida, sure enough," said Jack. "I had for-

gotten all about him. He seems to be in a hurry."
The Parson suddenly emerged from the woods, coming

on the run, with mighty strides, and looking back over
his shoulder at every o her step. He sank down beside
us exhausted and all out of breath.

"Where have you been all this time?" asked Jack.
"I got lost trying to lose that odor," he explained.

"Did you hear the wolves after me?"
"Yes. We heard them," said Jack, with a A\'ink at the

rest of us. "Were they after j'ou?"
"Yes. They just started up a fcAV minutes ago. No

telling how long they have been following my trail, though.
They made an awful noise, and they would have had me
in short order if I hadn't run."
He then gave us a vivid account of his experiences dur-

ing the day. Old Hogarth was one of the most amused
listeners.

"Y' needn't be feared o' no wolves," he drawled, when
the Parson had finished his tale, "s'long's you've got them
boots on. They'd scare a wolf t' death. They'd scare any
dorg but Sooner, an' he ain't got sense nuff t' git scared.

Can't say's I ever heerd jest sech a noise afore. It beats
me how y' do it."

The Parson looked slightly embarrassed.
"I got them pretty wet," he explained, "and that makes

them squeak more than usual."
"Seem's so," the old man replied. "They must 'a' bin

made out o' hog leather, they squeak so. Waal, guess I'll

be moseyin' 'long home. Sooner'U most likely 'lect t' stay
here to-night, seein' as he's got t' Avork out the Parson's
trail. Ef he don't back track he orter be doo some time
to-night. Waal, s'long. Hope y' git plenty o' Avolves,

Parson."

After Hogarth's departure Ave had supper, and the Par-
son, for one, Avas ready to turn in early that night.
The Parson's experience cooled his ardor somewhat,

and for a few days he kept close to camp. This Avas

considerate of him, as we did not have to hunt so~"far for

him when he got lost. He Avas never out of our hearing
when he had his boots on. At the end of a Aveek, though,
his enthusiasm had returned, and nothing would do but
that he must have a shot at a deer or a wolf,

Sooner, strange to relate, had taken a fancy to the
Parson. I think it Avas because he was glad to associate

with some one Avho could give him a long start and then
beat him at doing fool things. But the day came Avhen
Sooner Avas to regret his choice, and no doubt he Avas

more cautious thereafter in picking up an acquaintance
with strangers.

The Parson determined to go hunting, and to go alone
with Sooner. We told him that if he lost himself he would
have to sleep 6ut all night, and keep walking in a circle

Avith his boots on to scare the Avolves off. He said there
was no danger, and whistling to the dog. squeaked forth
in search of big game and glory.

Sooner was the first to return. We espied him in the

distance, and his strange behaAnor attracted our at^ntion.
His usual jaunty air had disappeared, and in its place he
wore a doAvncast, dejected look, as though life had lost

half its charms for him. He came and stood before us
with drooping tail and loAvered head.
"What is it. Sooner?" said I, stroking his head.

"What's Avrong, old man?"
For answ-er he gave me one imploring look, and turned

in the direction from Avhich he had come, and started
aAvay, looking back over his shoulder as though he ex-
pected us to folloAv. \
"Something is Avrong." said Jim. "Probably the Par-

son has been up agains^ ?in4 got hirtiself into trquble

Let's go see " " ^ /
'

'

^'

"Sooner must have had a hand in it, then," I remarked,
"He looks ashamed of himself."

We followed close behind the dog for a mile or
two, when Ave suddenly heard faint cries for help in the
distance. We hurried forward on the run. Sooner still

leading the way, and the cries growing louder every mo-
ment. The sound finally led us down into a thick, swampy
place, and there we found the Parson.
He was in a serious predicament. He Avas in a quag-

mire, and had sunk in up to his waist when we arrived
on the scene. We extricated him with much difficulty, and
he Avas forced to part company with his boots in the
operation. We sat arotxnd him, and watched him try to

scrape the mud off, and list ned to his tale of Avoe.

"I don't know what you will think of me,"" he began,
"When I tell you what has occurred." He paused a mo-
ment in deep thought. "Ilow much are cows worth
around here?" he suddenl}^ asked.

We glanced at one another significantly. We thought
that his mind was wandering, and to humor him, Jim
said

:

"Oh, about fifty dollars." It was merely a blind guess.

"As much as that?" said the Parson, dejectedly. "Hunt-
ing is apt to prove expensive, isn't it? Well, it might have
been worse, but I am afraid that I have killed a cow."
"A coAV?" we all exclaimed, in the same breath.

"Yes, a cow. It it lying over there in the swamp, near
the place you found me in. You see, I am unfamiliar
with the Avoods, and have never seen a deer running wild.

Well, AA'hen I started out this morning, I had set my heart
on getting a deer. I think I might have succeeded if I had
had a good dog. This dog here didn't seem to enter into

the spirit of the thing. He didn't hunt much. He just

ran ahead, sort of snifhng around on the ground, but he
really Avasn't in earnest, I know. I blame him for much
of this trouble, although I am perfectly willing to take
my share of the blame, and pay for the cow.

"It happened like this. We Avere Avalking along in the
manner I have described, and I was sicking the dog on,

though he didn't seem to care much about my sicking,

when suddenly he stopped short and then dashed forAvard
into the bushes, and commenced barking loudly. I fol-

lowed him, of course and he led me quite a chase. And
then, just as Ave reached this swamp here, I saw that he
was chasing Avhat looked to me like a deer. They weren't
going very fast, and I managed to get a shot at the animal,

and brought it to the ground with the third or fourth
shot. It fell near the spot Avhere you found me, and I

dashed forward to cut its throat, when I fell into that mud
hole.

"As soon as I realized my danger I called to the dog,
thinking I might send him back to camp Avith a note
for 3'ou. He came and sat doAvn at a distance, and looked
at me .and then at the deer. He did this two or three

times, and then he trotted aAvay and left me. His behavior
was very strange.

"My feelings for the next hour beggar description. It

seemed such a horrible death to die. .1 cotild not see the

deer very plain—or. alas ! the animal I had shot for a deer,

for I soon discovered my mistake. It was a cow. The
discovery added nothing to ray comfort. And then you
came and rescued mc. But there can be no doubt about
it. I haA'C killed some one's coav."

We Avere speechless Avith varying emotions, but man-
aged to retain a semblance of our customarj'^ decorum.
Wc then proceeded to examine the carcass of the murdered
bovine.

As the Parson had said, there was no doubt about it.

He had slain a cow. Whose cow it was was the next
question. Then I remembered that Hogarth owned a feAV

head of cattle, and the truth dawned upon me. The cow had
strayed far from home, and Sooner had found her and
realized that it Avas his duty to escort her safely home
again. This he had set about doing, and Avas no doubt
happy over the thought that this Avould square things

with "the old Avoman," when the Parson had stepped in

and spoiled everything, and noAV Sooner felt that in some
way he AA'ould be blamed for the direful deed, hence his

dejection.

He had sat with his back turned upon us, during the
Parson's narration, a silent and unmoved listener to that

tale of shame. No doubt he felt the disgrace of having
made himself a Avilling associate of such an ignoramus
as his companion had proved himself to. be. He still held
himself aloof, and trailed along behind when we had
finished our inspection of the carcass and had started back
to camp.

"I shall be glad to get these clothes off," the Parson
remarked as he Avalked stiffly along, strangely silent, with
respect to his lower extremities, noAV that the boots were •

resting in their muddy grave. "I feel like a veritable

'man of clay.' " '
.

'

/

"You certainly look the part to perfection," Jack; -
'

vouchsafed to rcp\y. '

'

As luck Avould have it, when Ave got back to camp we
found Hogarth there in person. To him Ave unbosomed '

ourselves, and although deeply moA-ed by the tale, he
agreed to break the news to "the old woman," This re-
moved a great load from our minds, as that was a mis-
sion none of us cared to perform. We proceeded to liqui-

date the affairs of the Parson. He paid over forty dollars

to Hogarth for the cow, and the matter became history

—

oft repeated history, at that, when any of us get to

reminiscing, as wc sometimes do.
'

"I'll keep the bosses locked up," 'Hogarth said to me
in a loud aside, ''tilt the Parson goes. He might shoot
one of 'em fer a b'ar. Guess the old woman won't be
much riled, 'cause she had it in fer that caow 'cause the

dern critter was allers runnin' awaj', an' ef they Avas any
loggers 'round they ketched 'er an' milked 'er dry, an'

'

that made the old woman mad. Waal, s'long. I'll go
squar things t'hum."

As Ave were lounging around the camp-fire that evening,

the Parson thus addressed us: "When I was in that
'

quagmire," said he, "I had ample time for reflection, and
I came to the conclusion that I Avas not exactly suited

to this life. I decided that if -I ever got out of that hole

alive I Avould go back to Indiana and take a rest. A
f-CAV more such painful experiences Avould make a total

wreck of me. I think I'll give it up and go home. I'll hire

Hogarth to drive mc over to the nearest railroad station

^o-morrow."

Wp did not try to j:|ii3siia|je him, and Avere eager tg help
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him with his packing. The next morning he left, and we
heaved a sigh of relief as he disappeared from view in

one of Hogarth's antiquated vehicles.

That was the last we ever saw or heard of the Parson

from Indiana, but though lost to sight, to memory he will

be always dear. Fayette Durlin, Jk,

One More Squirrel Hunt.
When September comes I just naturally begin to think

about the woods and hickory nuts and mast (.beech nuts

and acorns), and Avonder if any "chips" are to be found

under the trees. This year there wasn't any time to go

and see, but the "boys" said there was no "mast" and

no squirrels, so I took the gun with me 'way down to

Mitchell, where they were reported to be plenty, but it was
not so, and it took mighty fine hunting and lots of it to get

only a few. It wasn't at all satisfactory, and when I

got home the gun was put away with a sigh of regret at

the thought that I was "chained to business" and might

as well give up shooting for good. After a day or two
I felt that I roust have one more stroll through the Harris

Woods, if there wasn't a single squirrel in it, just to ad-

mire the big trees once more, and to recall the many
restful afternoons and glorious autumn mornings I had
spent in those same woods. I took the gun along, more
for company than anything else, for the report was no
mast and no squirrels.

It was one of those hazy afternoons—not a breath of air

stirring, and just warm enough to make one feel a trille

lazy, and the atmospheric conditions were such that the

bits of rotten wood loosened by a woodpecker could be

heard falling through the leaves a hundred yards away.

On reaching the woods the bicycle was shoved into a

fence corner behind a bush, the gun taken 'from the case

and I hegan the walk along the old familiar hog path

that I had followed so many times years ago. Right oyer

there is where I got the fox squirrel as he was coming
leisurely down the big oak, and over there is But
what is this? Beech nuts, and the ground almost covered

with "chips." Squirrel here sure, and he will be back
here for supper, and I will see him about breakfast.

Further along the path is an old oak that used to be a fox
squirrel den. Wonder if there is one there now? Yes;
look here. A pile of walnut hulls. That is fox squirrel

sign. And here are more beech nut "chips"—lots of them.
There will be some shooting here about 4 to 5 o'clock

this evening. Here the path begins to follow the edge of a

shallow ravine, and the "chips" are to be seen at intervals

all along the path. It isn't much use to look for the

squirrels now, for thej' are keeping ([uiet till about 4
o'clock, and perhaps later, but I know now where they will

be when their feeding time comes and begin to think there

will be pretty good sport, so I sit down on a comfortable
old log that has been a restful seat for me many times

before to-day, and tell myself what a good time I'm
going to have 'long about 4 to 5 o'clock, and just think

how the old gun is going to wilt two or three squirrels

with No. 7 chilled shot.

Presently there is a faint sound of squirrel barking 'way
over toward the edge of the woods, and I get up and listen.

It is away off to the southwest? No, southeast. It is the
hardest sound to locate exactly that I ever listened to. I

slip quietly along down the ravine, walking where the
leaves are washed away so as to make no noise. The
barking continues, and after getting a hundred yards
nearer to it I have it located out at the edge of the woods,
and guess he is up a sugar or a beech close to it. Can't
tell which, but when I get within 50 yards, get a glimpse
of him as he whisks round the tree from me. I work up
within 30 yards, and the barking still continues, but he
is out of sight on the other side of the tree. I know that
presently he will get curious to know what has become of
me, and will come round. After five minutes' waiting he
whips round and shows, hanging head downward on the
side of the tree, and is an easy mark. While waiting to
get a shot at this one, a fox squirrel is barking off to the
right of ine, and after getting the gray I try to locate the
fox squirrel, but he has quit barking, and "l fail to get a
sight of him. Another gray has begun to bark over to
the foot of the bluff, and I go over there, but he quits, and
I cannot tell which tree he is on, so sit down and wait for
the squirrel to do the hunting. In about ten minutes he
breaks out again on a tree that stands on the edge of the
bluff. He is in plain sight, but it is a long shot, but as
his side is toward me and there is little chance for getting
closer, and there is a hole in the tree, and his next move
will be to get into it, I shoot. He falls and comes to the
ground some 20 feet down the bluff side and starts up
the bluff. I give the other barrel quickly, but think it was
a clean miss, for he goes right up to the tree and round
it. I watch for a sight of him going up the tree, but see
nothing of him, and conclude he has managed to reach
the hole. I climb the bluff and go to the tree and find him
dead at its roost. Two others had been barking while I

was waiting for a shot at this one, so I go over there and
wait a while, but see nothing of them.
Then I take a stroll over to the northwest corner of the

woods and hear two more, but can't find them. See lots
of "chips" under some beech trees, and make up my mind
that there will be just three squirrels bagged right "here
this evening. I sit down and take it easy till 4 o'clock, and
then start to go slowly and noiselessly to the various trees
where signs have been noted. Over at the, south side I

hear a faint patter of "chips," and slipping cautiously
along, presently locate the tree. Now is the time to exer-
cise the utmost caution, for if the squirrel sees me he
Avill immediately hide or start in a wild -race over the
tree tops in an effort to get to a hole. There is no need to
hurry, so I approach very slowly, being careful not to
make the least noise, and presently get within fair shoot-
ing distance. The leaves can be seen moving, but no squir-
rel, for the leaves are too thick. I think of going round
the tree to get a better view, but it isn't safe, and if T
keep quiet he will come in sight sooner or later, and I will
get him. After a few minutes he runs out on a long, slen-
der limb in plain sight, and is quickly brought to bag.
From here T go to the ravine, where sign was first

noted, and find another one busy with the beech nuts. I
get close enough, but the leaves are too thick for me to
see, but not for the squirrel, for he sees ni" and with a
terrified chatter starts down the tree Avith lip-htning speed
to get iiito a hole some 30 feet below him. He come; $p
fost t!)3t r fB.nnot take a snap shot till hc is within a foot

of the hole. Evidently he is hit, for instead of going into

the hole, he jumps onto a limb and in a moment his fore-

feet let go and he hangs by his hind feet, and a mmute
later falls, catchmg on another branch and hangmg as

before. While I am trying to decide whether to give him
another shot he lets go and falls to the ground.

This makes four, and the bunch looks pretty nice. Got

enough for a good Sunday breakfast, anyhow, but there

will be some more to get on those other beeches, so I

slip over there and find two on one tree. Now when I

shoot one of them, the other will make a run over the

tree tops for a hole, so I take a couple of shells in my
hand so as to be ready for some rapid work. The first

shot brings one of them, and the other is in the next tree

the first jump, and racing over the treetops at breakneck

speed, and I am shooting fast, the ejector throws out the

empties and I can put in fresh ones. The squirrel is a

good ways off, and there is only a glimpse to shoot at.

1 keep it up till five shots have been hred. Two of them

were hits, and as he runs out on a long limb to take a

big iump into the next tree he hesitates, and, of course, is

lost, for there a shot reaches him that kills. Now there

are six on the string, and it is getting to be a "mighty

interestin' " squirrel hunt. Til go and see about that old

fox squirrel and then go home. The old fox squirrel^ was

found on a beech, sending down a shower of chips. There

were so many leaves I couldn't get a sight of him, so 1

shot where 1 thought he was, and didn t get him. He
struck out over the tree tops and then the shooting began.

Six shots were more than he could stand, and instead of

jumping into the next tree, he jumped to the ground, and

was unable to get away. He was an extra large old fel-

low, and probably one that I had had fun with more than

once before. The string felt so heavy by the time I

got home with them that I weighed them. The seven

weighed 10 pounds. I was pretty tired when I got home
and the gun lamed my shoulder, but say. I'd 1-ke to go

again to-morrow. O. H. Hampton.

Tcmpetatores of Recently Killed Game*

In a recent copy of the London Nature, Mr. G. Stal-

lard prints a note on the temperatures of recently killed

chamois, wdiich will have a certain interest for big-game

hunters. Quoting Mr. E. N. Buxton, who says in his

"Short Stalks," "A friend of mine once took the tem-

perature of a freshly killed chamois, and it stood at 130

degrees F." Mr. Stallard goes on to give the results of

some observations made by him on this point. During

the last three years he has determined the rectal tem-

perature of twenty-nine recently killed chamois. These

he divides into three classes:

A. Those successfully stalked and dropped dead by the

first shot (twelve observations).

B. Those shot running (seven observations).

C. Those wounded at the first shot, but only brought

to bag after an interval (ten observations).

In every case save two in the class first mentioned, the

temperatures taken within five minutes of death ranged

between lOi.i and 101.9 degrees, the average being about

101.5 F. But a kid four or five months old had a tem-

perature of 103.2 degrees, and a doe wounded eight days

Sefore a temperature of 102.4 degrees.

Those which were shot running all droppea dead in

cheir tracks, or died almost immediately. In these_ seven,

the temperatures were decidedly higher than in the

previous class. They range from 101.5 to 104.5.

In the third class 'the temperatures are still higher, and

range from 101.7 to 106.7. Similar results were ob-

tained by a Swiss friend of Mr. Stallard, who found that

animals driven by dogs always showed a higher tempera-

ture than those stalked and killed by the first shot.

These investigations are precisely what we should ex-

pect, but they are not without interest for big-game

hunters. 1-4:1

Texas Duck Shootin<y.

Editor Forest' and Stream:
Will the recent flood in Texas injure the shooting for

ducks and jacksnipe? I suppose the salt water getting

in a sweet water lake will kill the food, but d® you think

that if we have plenty of rain it will wash the salt water

out of the marshes and the jacks will come in?

I live in Galveston, the stricken city, but thank God
lost none of my people in that terrible cyclone.

We have—or did have—very fine shooting on^ Galves-

ton Island, and near there Col. Moody has his fine lake.

I was talking last year with one of his market-hunters
and he told me that he had often killed 300 canvasbacks

in a day.- Col. Moody ships these ducks to New York
and gets $3 a pair for them. At High Island, T&x..

thirty miles from Galveston, the duck shooting included

all kinds and geese. I mean to say all the common
varieties, with snow geese and brant principally, and
jack or Wilson snipe. Two friends of mine bagged ov.er

100 there after three last spring.

I prefer duck shooting, although T do shoot snipe a

great deal. My best bag last spring, wnth a friend, was
T2g, at Alvin. Tex., thirty-two miles from Galveston.
High Island is better for ducks and geese, although win-
ter before last a friend and myself bagged 108 jacksnipe

there on Dec. 24. C. B.

[The recent Galveston horror has no special signifi-

cance with reference to ducks and jacksnipe. So far as

it concerns the jacksnipe, it occurred before their time
of migration from the North, and in any event their

habitat and feeding grounds are outside the salt water
area. As to the ducks, it does not affect them in the

least,]

"Watmng to Battery Shootefs.

In previous years it has been lawful to begin battery
shooting in Great South Bay Oct. 1, but it must be remem-
bered that the law has recently been changed, and that

Section T04 of the Game Laws as amended bv Chapter
605 of the Laws of rgoo says that "Wildfowl mav be
taken by aid of any floating device at any distance from
shore in Long Island Sound, in Shinnecock, Gardiner and
Peronic Bays, and except from Sept. 30 to Oct. 10, both
incki.sive, iij Great South Bay west of Smith's Point."

Battcrj' shooting, therefore, >viU not te laAvful in Great

South Bay until Oct. 20, and gunners will govern them-
selves accordingly. This provision of the laAv will be
found in the Game Laws in Brief and Woodcraft Maga-
zine for July, 1900, and, of course, Avill appear in the
October Brief.

An Arkansas Example.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The country lying around and south of Alma, in Craw-

ford county, Ark., has some good fishing waters, espe-
cially the two streams known as Big and Little Clear
Creek and Rosie Lake with its outlet, knoAvn as the
Deep Slough. Big Clear Creek has many fine black
bass, crappi«s, catfish and various other kinds of fi-sh,

while the small stream swarms with what is known here
as sun perch. Rosie Lake is a body of water seven miles
long and averages one-half mile wide. In many places
the water is very deep, and the outlet, which is from 25
to 100 feet wide, in many places is 10 feet deep. These
waters are alive with crappies, black and sun perch and
both kinds of catfish, and in Avinter thousands of ducks
stay in this lake and the Arkansas RiA^er, AA'hich lies just

south of the lake. I have had some good fishing this

summer on the slough and lake. The last time I spent
an evening there I was accompanied by Harry, my sevep
year-old boy, who is the most expert fisherman, age coi

sidered, I have ever seen. Arriving at the bridge which
spans the slough on the road leading to the lake, we
hitched our horse, and placing Harry on the bridge with
a small cane fishing rod, with a medium hook and
sinker baited Avith a fish worm, I went down to a log
some 60 yards from the bridge, where I was engaged in

making change to pay a darky for some bait which he
had dug for us, Avhen I heard a commoition at the bridge,

and looking in that direction I saw Harry on his feet

pulling with all his might and calling for help lustily,

while his fishing rod was bent almost double, and just

above the water' rose the head of a catfish that looked half

as large as the boy. The darky made a run to his aid.

while I called to Harry to hold his fish above water. The
darky reached him, grasped the rod and landed a 10-

pound catfish in good shape. Maybe there was not one
hapy boy on that bridge. When I asked him how he
managed to catch such a big fish he replied: "Some-
thing pulled on my hook and I thought I had it fastened

to a log till I saw his Avhiskers sticking out of the water.

Then I kncAv it was a whopper and I just went to pull-

ing and hollered for help."
This ended our luck at. the slough. We Avent to the

lake and getting in a boat soon had all the fish Ave

Avanted, landed our boat and drove home in the cool
evening twilight.

The people of this section obey both the fish and game
laws, and as a result we have good fishing and all the"

quail and duck shooting that any one could ask. Quail
in droves are raised all around Alma. I have a small

pasture five acres in extent inside the corporate limits of

xMma, and in this two broods of quail haA'e been hatched
and reared this season. Bob White sits on the fence and '

calls to his mate by the hour while people are passing
all around him.
Leaving this section and going forty miles north to

the line betAA'een the counties of Crawford and Washing-
ton, in the mountains, the squirrel hunting is as good
as any one could ask. The gray squirrels are numerous
and just now are engaged on the hickory nuts and
acorns and on the corn Avhere fields adjoin the woodland.
[ have made some good bags in the last tAVO weeks, kill-

ing from two to six at each trip in the woods, and could
have doubled this, but I never kill any more than we
want to eat. Four years ago I bought a place here and
made :pie a summer home, and each season I spend tAVO

or three months here at Brentwood and never fail to have
all the squirrel shooting I Avant. to say nothing of the

fox hunting Avhich I have Avith the best pack of hounds
I ever saw. and Avhich I have kept here.

But that is another story. I am preparing to go back
still further in the mountains to camp a few days. Avhere

there are some deer and wildcats, to say nothing of foxe'S

and squirrels, When I return I'll give the readers of

Forest .\nd Stream my exnerience and also tell them
something of an Arkansas fox hunt. •

.

J. E. Loudon.
Brfntwood, Ark., Sept. 4.

The Delaware (River.

Mr. Wm: R. Hallowell, who tells us in a postscript

that he is sixty-eight years of age, Avrites from Shoe-
maker's Eddy. Upper Delaware RiA-^er; "The fishing for

black bass has not been very good here this season, on
account of the river being so very low, the hot sun and
large quantities of small shad and other food fish. Hoav-
ever, I had a pleasant outing and fair sport. I 'took in'

some fi.sh. My largest bass weighed 4% pounds. I had
one of 3J^ pounds, two of 3 pounds ; also my share of

the, small ones, from r pound up, and 3-pound pickerel.

I had 1113^ own skiff here and fished nearly every da v.

I had a verj' pleasant outing, which did me lots of good,"

The Brook Trout World Beater.

Worcester, Mass., Sept. 20.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
.Adirondack brook trout are not in it with Maine trout.

We haA'e on exhibition in this city a speckled brook
trout caught last spring Avhich weighed at the time he
Avas taken 15^ pounds. This trout was taken in a Maine
pond, wild and unfed. He is as perfect in form and color

as anv small brook trout I ever saw. I think this trout

a world beater. At all events, if not. T am sure the read-

ers of the Forest and Stream would be p-lad to know
who caught a larger one. A. B. F. Kinney.

The FoKEST AND Stream is put to press each week on Tuesdaj'.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
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ANGLING NOTES.

Ouananiche in the Toils.

A French Canadian was .fishing on Lake George for
pike, called there pickerel. His tackle consisted of hand
line and trolling spoon. A fish took the spoon, and
then followed the greatest fight our French Canadian
iriend ever had with a fish, for, as he afterward explained,
tlie fish was as much out of the water as in the water,
and in his long experience as a pickerel fisherman he
liad never known a pickerel to act in this peculiar man-
ner. The line was pulled in by the man and taken out
by the leaping fish until it was somewhat snaiied, but
finally, with a supreme effort, an attempt was made to
yank the fish into the boat, when the hooks of the spoon
broke and the fish fell outside of the boat. In the strug-
gle the long, snarled line had also fallen outside ®f the
boat, and into this tangle of line the fish fell and with a
few struggles wrapped the line about his body until it

was helpless and the fisherman hit it on the head with a
club and reduced it to stupor and possession. The fish
was taken ashore at the cottage of my old friend Mr.
Z. I. De Long, where it was promptly identified as a
landlocked salmon and the scales pronounced its weight
lol'i pounds. After this, who will say there is no such
thing as luck in fishing?

A Fair" Black Bass.

While writing this evening, the telephone rang, and the
maid said I was wanted. There was a friend at the other
end of the line, and this conversation followed:
"A big black bass was caught in Glen Lake, and it is

now at the Turf Exchange if you wish to see it."

"How big is it?"

"Seven and one-half pounds."
"I Imve one of that size on my dining room wall."
"But yours is stuffed."

"The fish you are talking about may be stuffed for all

that I know."
"No; this was just caught, and it . Oh! I know

Avhat you mean now, but I think this fish is all straight."
"I am much obliged to you for calling me up to tell

me about the bass, but it is not big enough to cause me
to walk four blocks to see it, for I have caught larger
black bass from the same lake, and have seen them up to
TO pounds in weight. Whenever you know of a black
bass that weighs over 10 pounds, call me up. Good night

!"

Germaa Brown Trout.

For years I have inveighed against the use of tlie term
German brown trout, because it was absolutely improper.
As well call our native brook trout New York brook trout
or Connecticut brook trout, because they happened to come
from either of the States named. Over and over I have
written that the brown trout is the conmion brook trout
of Europe. In Germany it is called brook trout, and in
Great Britain it is called brown trout. We cannot adopt
the translation of the German common name, as we have
a brook trout of our own, but we can call it by its English
common name, brown trout, the trout of Izaak Walton,
and the first brown trout eggs that ever came to this
country came from England, though the first eggs that
came here to a State or national hatchery came from
Germany, and the name German brown trout has stuck
to the fish in one of the State hatcheries ever since. The
State of New York made a fish exhibit at the State Fair
in Syracuse, and when I reached the building where the
fish were and read over one of the tanks, "German Brown
Trout," I felt that I was wounded in the house of my
friends, as well as stabbed in my vitals. It required but
two seconds to pull down the cards bearing this misinfor-
mation, and it required at least five minutes to talk to the
man who prepared the cards and put them over the tanks,
and the tail end of the talk was that such an offense should
be deemed just cause for the dismissal of the offender
from the service of the State.

Effects of Restocking.

Coming from Syracuse to Albany on the Lake Shore
Limited, I sat at dinner with Senator John Raines, when
he told me that fishing in Canandaigua Lake had not been
so good in many years as it was at the present time, and
he read to me some scores made by lake trout fishermen,
and said that with little effort a man could take 20 to 50
pounds of trout in a day with hook and line, and this
condition he credited to the efforts of the State Commis-
sion to restock the lake.

Harry W. Watrous, ex-president of the Lake George
Sportsmen's Association, whose summer residence is

Camp Inn, near Hague, on Lake George, is credited with
catching a lake trout of 24 pounds in Lake George. This
is a much larger trout than was ever before taken from
the lake, 19 pounds being the record up to the time that
Mr. Watrous made his catch.

What a Few Fingerlings Will Do,

Three years ago the United States Fish Commission
assigned me a carload of fingerling landlocked salmon
to be planted in Lake George, N. Y. Hon. Wm. R.
Weed, then one of the Fisheries, Game and Forest Com-
missioners of the State, heard me speak of the assign-
ment and asked that a few of the fish be sent to Spring
Pond in the Adirondacks. This is a pond about half a
mile long and a quarter of a mile wide, and situated not
far from Bog River. T did not know anything about the
suitability of Spring Pond for landlocked salmon and I
thought the Commissioner knew no more than I did;
but when the United States fish car reached Albany a
flerk in the office of the Commission who had never
taken charge of a shipment of fish was detailed to meet
the car and take a few salmon to Spring Pond. Two hun-
dred and sixty fingerling salmon were planted in the
pond and I imagined that this would probably close the
incident; but I am very glad to sav that i was wrong m
my surmise, for Mr. Weed has told me the past season
that -several salmon had been taken from the pond
weighmg between 2 and 3 pounds, and one evening latelv
Mr. Charles Sisson, of Tupper's Lake, met me in a club
m Albany and told me of the stocking of an Adirondack
lake with salmon; that a dozen or more fish up to ^

pounds h3(J been caught and that more had b?en seen, and

it was considered that the pond was well stocked with
this species of fish. It finally developed that he was
speaking of Spring Pond, in which the 260 fingerlings,
the only plant, were deposited. Even now I can find out
nothing about the food conditions in the pond, but it is

evident that the salmon are thriving, for 3 pounds at
three years is a fair rate of growth. The same species
of fish, when planted in Lake George, grew to 6 pounds
in weight at three years of age, as they had an abundance
of whitefisb food and other food to grow fat and large on.

To Mr. Hough.

Last Friday, which was yesterday, I had a desk clean-
ing in x\lbany, and to my astonishment 1 found in a
pigeonhole a sheet of Forest and Stream with the
date June 23. In blue pencil at the top was, written,
"Will Mr. Cheney answer? E. Hough." What he de-
sired answered was indicated in blue pencil below. How
long that sheet has been in my desk or how it came
there I cannot say. My stenographer was off on a vaca-
tion and no one in the office could explain why what
was probably sent to me personally should have been
opened by a clerk, for I did not open it and it was never
called to my attention by the person who attended to
my mail in my absence.

Mr. Hough wishes me to answer some qtieries about
fish wheels and screens to prevent trout from running
up stream, and I did not happen to read his notes of that
particular issue of Forest and Stream. If it is not too
late I may say I have had no experience with fish wheels
for the purpose indicated, but fish screens can be made
to answer the purpose if the inlet stream can be confined
in a trench or sluice of wood; or you may call it a race-
\yay. The screens should be double, so that when one is

lifted for cleaning the other would remain in place and
keep the fish from running up stream. Above the double
screens there should be a third screen of larger meshed
wire to catch heavy drift that may puncture or otherwise
injure the double screens during seasons of flood. Over
the double screens there should be a hood projecting
down stream. Otherwise the trout when the impulse
seizes them to go up the current will jump the screens.
In stock ponds at the State hatcheries the red-throat
trout are the worst offenders in this respect, but all spe-
cies will qualify as hurdle leapers when the desire is

strong upon them to go up stream for spawning pur-
poses. Last summer such an arrangement as I have de-
scribed \yas made for a hatchery in the North Woods,
but in this case I put in two sets of double screens some
distance (about 15 feet) apart. The inlet stream was
confined within a race for a distance of 25 feet, the sides
of plank being at right angles to the plank bottom.
The screens worked in grooves in sides and bottom.
Beginning at the up stream end was the single screen
of heavy wire and large mesh, 5 feet from the up stream
end of the raceway. This was to hold dead limbs, for it

was in the forest, .and other floating materials of a heavy
nature which could be removed or raked from the screen
before it was lifted for cleaning. Five feet down were
the first double screens, and 15 ft. further the second
set of double screens, each set about i foot apart. This
space of 15 feet was to be covered to make a spawning
race when it was needed. Above the raceway a dam was
built across the stream with one spillway leading into
the bed of the stream and then into the race, and on one
side a second spillway, with a gate on a lower level to
draw the water down from the pond if it ever proved to
be necessary in time of flood to relieve the pressure on
ihe race. The water from the second spillway would,
when the gate was opened, flow around the race and re-
enter the stream below it. This was simply a precaution
against flooding. .

As to the second query, I cannot understand why a
man should require any apparatus to take spawn from
trout 3 or 4 pounds in weight. If the spawn taker has a
good hold of the tail with a yarn mitten on his hand
and the head of the fish under his arm he should be able
to take the spawn without injury to the fish. In this
State, when the men are taking muscalonge eggs and get
a 30 or 40 pound fish, a second man bears a hand in
holding the fish; but muscalonge of 40 pounds are much
more passive at spawning time than they are in the legal
open season when they are hooked at the end of a troll-
ing line, when it requires a strong harness to hold them.
In this State an unusually big fish at spawning time needs
only the hands of the spawn taker's assistant, and it is
common for the men to handle alone much larger fish
than those mentioned by Mr. Hough. If Mr. Hough's
friend wfll dispose of his big trout and breed from fish

to three years of age he may not get as many eggs
per fish, but he will get stronger fry and the aggregate
of eggs can be brought up by breeding a greater number
of smaller fish and there will be no need for any apparatus
to hold the big trout \yhile taking spawn.
There is, however, a box used to confine salmon when

takmg spawn. I described it several years ago in For-
est AND Stream as something designed by the late JohnMowah for this purpose. A cut was made by Forest
AND Stream of the box from a drawing I sent with my
notes, but it was overlooked and never used, and this
may be a good time to fish it out and run it. The box
was made long and narrow and open on one side and at
one end. The other end had a hood into which the sal-
mon s head was placed. Midway from the head to the
foot was a strap to hold the fish in place, and the sides
of the lower end of the box were cut away in parts for
convenience m stripping the fish, which was placed
belly up m the box. The last annual report of the U. S.
J-ish Comrnission for 1899, just issued, has two half-tone
cuts of such a box with a salmon in it in the position for
spawning, so I have gained something by waiting for
had I replied to Mr. Hough last Julv I would not have
been able to refer him to the illustration in the Fish
Commission s report, for the volume came onlv yesterday
In fact, I wondered if this was another coincidence.

Salmon for Salmon River.

In connection with my notes on the fishways in Sal-mon River. N, Y I think I said that it was generally
under.qtood that the planting of fry which resulted in a
run of hah last year was made in 1895 or '96, and the
U. S. Fish Commissioin has promised to give nieamcm-
ori^ndum of j^ll tlie salmon planted in tj^is strean], \ i,va§

of the opinion that a plant of salmon fry was made in
Salmon River long before '95, and I will back my mem-
ory on matters pertaining to fish, when I know it is not
worth one sou for other things. This evening, after a-
diligent search, I found one record of a planting of sal-

mon in Salmon River on May 14, 1884. Forty thousand
fry were planted from the Long Island hatchery fronii

eggs furnished by the U. S. Fish Commission. That
year 443,700 salmon fry were planted from the same sta-
tion and all but the 40,000 mentioned went into the Hud-
son River. I planted a good part of these myself, and-
now I wish they had all gone into Salmon River.

Last week Mr. Von Bayer, the engineer and architect
of the U. S. Fish Commission, met me in Syracuse, and
after a visit to Salmon River and an examination of the
sam.e he made all the measurements necessary for prepar-
ing plans for four fish passes. The lowermost dam is to
have an iniproved Call fishway, the improvement being
made by Mr. Von Bayer, and the other dams will have,
covered chutes, with arms to return the water and ice
heads to prevent the chutes from being qarried away or
injured. The U. S. Fish Commission was kind enough
to give Mr. Von Bayer leave of absence that he might
visit the dam and prepare the plans for the construction
of a fishway with his own improvements. The appro-
priation was small—less than half that in an ordinary
fishway bill—but it will suffice to build the four fish

passes, and I hope that six weeks hence I can say that
they are completed.

Caddis Larvae.

Having answered the queries propounded by Mr.
Hough to the best of my ability, I will return the com-
pliment by asking him a question. He says on the
sheet of Forest and Stream already specifically men-
tioned: "One discovery Mr. Wood made which is
interest. He found his trough full of little sticks of wood
at which his baby trout nibbled eagerly. He broke open
the supposed sticks and found each to be the case of a
big grub or worm. Breaking up these things, he found
his trout eagerly eating them. Then he discarded liver
and the like and fed on these larvse. He had no dead
lake trout 'after that, and this last year he raised nearly
the entire hatch, whereas last year he lost half."

Indeed this is of interest, but I would like a few frills

added to the bald statement that baby trout were fed
on caddis larvffi. How old were the trout when they
were first fed on the larvae?—for they cannot eat solid food
for some little time after the yolk sac is observed; and
if Mr. Hough will turn to page 109 of the report of the
Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission for the year
189s he will find the figures of an assortment of caddis
cases—shell, bark, sand, wood, etc.—and also an en-
larged caddis worm; but I had a line put by the side of
the enlarged figures to show the exact length, and a
foot-rule will show that the line is three-fourths of an
inch long. Baby trout will eat the worms all right
enough, but they must be larger than fry that have just
absorbed the umbilical sac. Furthermore, how many
trout were reared on this kind of food, and how big were
the trout before they took the case and the worm in its
entirety? Adult trout do not require to have their worms
shucked, and I once explained in this paper that trout
with sand in their stomachs did not take the sand for
ballast, as was claimed, but had been eating caddis worms
encased in sand.

Last season a friend furnished me with a lot of cad-
dis larv£e from his private trout pond to transplant for
trout food, and recently I mentioned the great flight of
caddis flies that I found on the Niagara River and a sim-
ilar flight on the St. Lawrence; but I would hesitate
about taking the contract to suply caddis lara: for two
or three millions of young trout in the State hatcheries;
and as for breaking up the cases, I fear the men would
elect to grind. liver instead, even if the larva: could be
procured in abundance. If the liver, after grinding, is

forced through a fine sieve to remove all stringy portions,
there should be no great danger of killing young trout—
at least there is no trouble of that sort in the New York
hatcheries. Caddis larvs is a great food for trout and
other fish, and there are some fifteen species of caddis
flies, and while I have advocated the transplanting of
the larva; to stock waters where the insect is not found
naturally, I never heard of feeding larvae in a hatchery
to young trout, and the man who has an abundance of
this food in his hatchery is fortunate; but I fear it will
not serve to feed fish on a great scale; but if it will I
desire to know more about the details. The expression
"Found his troughs drifted full of little sticks of wood"
IS confusing. Supply pipes to a hatchery trough should
not admit sticks of wood, for every effort is made to
keep the water free of foreign substances by using screns
and cheese cloth, but troughs are certainly the abiding
place of trout fry after they are hatched and for a part
of the time that they are fed on liver emulsion. This
subject of natural food is one of the hobbies I ride, and
Mr. Hough will place me under obligations if he will
get from his friend more of the details of how the larvje .

is procured, prepared and fed to the rout, as well as the
age of the trout that he feeds.

. .

.

Rescuing Trout.

The streams in Sullivan country have been extremely
low in the vicinity of the State hatchery at Rockland,
N, Y., and the men from this hatchery have been en-
gaged in rescue work. With the streams running lower

• and lower, forming pools with only threads of water be-
tween or no water at all, no one could tell when or
where the drought would end or what might become of
the trout left in the pools, so the men went to work
taking the trout from the pools and conveyed them to
other streams or parts of the stream where they would
be safe. This work was continued until rain came and
raised all the streams in that vicinitv to a degree that
made the trout in them safe for the present.

Steelhea(fs in Tuxedo Lake.

Mr. Edwin Clark JKent writes me an interesting letter
concerning the steelhead trout in Tuxedo Lake, supple-
menting which I have already quoted from a letter of
Mr. Stokes, also a member of the hatchery committee of
the club.

^ T quote from the letter in part:
"Yqh will be interested in knowing ^hg V^^vHt of our
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experiment with steelheads. They were put into tjie lake

late in 1898 and were then over two years, old and about

7 inches long. They were' not seen during 1899, except

ihat 1 heard of two being caught. Last.spring they bit

very fretly and were then about from ij4 to iVz pounds

weight, and I was told of some 2-;pounders, but I am
not sure that they were weighed. I consider this ratio

of growth simply astonishing. They are a very strong,

hard fighting fish, stronger even than the salmon, and

that is very high praise. '

,

I have at last become positive that the salmon arc

breeding in our lake. Numbers of fry have this suninier

come down through the hatchery supply pipe. i\s the

mouth of that pipe is at least 40 feet below the surface

of the lake, the fry must stay in very deep water. Have

you noticed that peculiarity in other places, vir., that the

little salmon and steelheads are rarely seen? I believe

that since we have had salmon at Tuxedo, some six years

now, not more than ten fish have been taken under half

a' pound in weight."

I do ilot know about the yOung steelheads from per-

sonal knowledge, for I do not know of any being taken

from or seen in the waters where I have planted them.

I sent some to Long Island, and Mr. Edward Thompson,

who was then SlielKish Commissioner, told me that at

two years they rose eagerly to the fly. As to the land-

locked salmon, for this is the fish Mr. Kent refers to,

it was said in New Hampshire that when they were

planted in new waters it wa;s rare to take one under 5

pounds in weight, and this I found to be the general

belief on Lake Sunapee, in that State. The salmon were

first planted in Lake George, in the State of New York,

in 1894, and three years later the first one was taken and

weighed 6 pounds. The first one was taken in Lake

Champlain three years after the first plant of the species

was made, and it also weighed 6 pounds. Since that

vear (1897) a considerable number have been taken from

'both lakes and I have failed to hear of a single fish

weighing less than 5 pounds. But one swallow does not

make a summer, and what may be true of Sunapee,

Tuxedo, Champlain and Lake George may not be true

of other waters, and yet it may help to form an opinion

regarding the salmon, its growth and first appearance pn

the hook that will stand until disproven by further

evidence, and that to the contrary. Certainly no higher

praise can be awarded to the steelhead as a game fish

than is cpntairied iji Mr. Kent's letter that I have quoted.

A. N. Cheney.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Picketet.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 21.—Mr. H. R. Reed. Western ,

representative of the American Review - of Reviews, is

just back from a fishing trip to Otter Lake, Minn., with,

his brother-in-law, Mr. L. S'. Coe. They iKid rattling

fun with the pickerel of that little water, taking some
60 pounds daily, with spoon and frog bait. Mr. Reed is

just branching out into the angling industrj^ and is tak-

ing very kindly to it. He and Mr. Coe are enthusiastic

over pickerel fishing and are now in a fair way to go

after bass pretty soon.

Trout.

Mr. B. L. Taylor, of the Chicago Journal, who was
mentioned as going up to the north shore country of

L-ake Superior last July, was in at the Forest AND
Stream office this week, looking for another tip, and I

have sent him up to Fox Lake, Wis., where I send al-

most all the broken down Chicago newspaper men whose
health needs a change. Mr. Taylor says that he had
splendid sport up in the Superior region. He camped
about fifteen miles from Grand Marais, and fished waters
of which he never heard before—rivers with canons and
waterfalls to them, and above all rivers with plenty of

2-pound trout to them. He took all the fish he wanted
and says the country is an ideal one for camping out.

He has tried the Isle Royale fishing and thinks that for

trout a Western man really must go to the Superior
country. Lie looks very well aftei; his trip, but declares
he is in need of another. We all know how that is.

Illinois Fish Commission on Seines.

President Nat, H. Cohen, of the Illinois State Fish
Commission, sends to this office an article which he re-

cently had printed in a Peoria paper, replying to cer-
tain strictures upon the work of the Commission. He
puts the matter succinctly enough from the point of the
Commission, and no doiibt the food work m.ust always
take absolute precedence over the game fish propagation.
But as to those carp—well, the sportsmen of this State
are not yet quite ready to forgive and forget. Mr. Cohen
goes on to say in his new.spaper article

;

Urbana, 111., Sept- S.—A recent article m the Star published al
Peoria, til., in respect to fishing in the streams ot the State, and
especially. in the Illinois River, brings so palpable an indictment
against the Illinois Fi-sh Commission and against tiie laws for the
protection of fish, and so grossly misrepresents the situation ol
an important industry of the State, that an authoritative reply
seems fairly demanded in behalf of the interests of the people.
As introductory to what I have to say, I quote the following

from the article in question: "The time has come when the State
of Illinois ought to prohibit all seining in the waters of its rivers
and lakes. If it does not adopt this measure it will soon have no
fish to take with hook or line. The time was when the Ohio was
filled with fish, but seizing having been permitted that rivet is now
denuded and there is no fish to be taken."
This sounds well enough to the ear of the uninformed, but it is

wholly erroneous. The fact is tlie Ohio River never was a fish
propagating stream because its current is too rapid to favor
spawning. Originally its stock of fish was replenished from the
spawning in the trubutary streams, but in later vears the sewage
from the cities along its hanks has practically ruined- the Ohio
as a stream, for game hsh. This, and not seining, accounts for the
present conditions in that stream.
In regard to the Illinois, it may be said that it is in Tact the

greatest propagating river- in the country, and this for several
reasons; First, it has .an average of say not. to exceed one-half
inch of fall to the mile for a total distance of 200 miles—probably
more now- since the accession of the great volume of water from
the Chicago drainage canal, but still an unusually small fall.
Before the draina.ffe canal water was admitted, however, the
Illinois always has had immense overflows, which spread out over
thousands of acres, and which give the fish from ninety days to
four months for spawning undisturbed before the waters again
recgdc within the banks of the stream. The drainage canal has
added 4 to 6 feet to the average stage of water in the river, and
a greater spawning area than ever, and it is therefore proportionately
a better fish spawning stream. I think I may safely say that now,
with an absolutely closed season against hooksjand lines, seines
Sn4 <»n dttier devices, coveritiRr tfie brief periocl frotn April 15 to

July 1 each year, the lUirtois and its tribtitaries would have im-

mensely more fish than they ever had.
. .

But this is all the protection required. Seining under existmg

regulations for the rest of the year would not only do no harm,

but would be necessary; and here are the reasons: tighty per

cent, of all the fish in the Illinois River are kinds that cannot be

taken with hook and line. They do not take Ihe hook. They must

be taken with nets, and cannot be taken otherwise. If semmg were

not allowed these coarse fishes—the buffalo, carp and a few others

which propagate with enormous rapidity—would soon become so

numerous ths^t the stream would be kept constantly muddy, and

the game fishes, in which anglers are most mterested, would be

obliged to abandon it. Game fishes will not habitually mhabit

muddy water. Thus the proposed prohibition of seining would

ultimately not only ruin the sportsmen's interests in the Illinois,

but it would greatly damage those who depend on the coarse food

fishes for the larger part of their subsistence.

But a.s I have already suggested, these coarse food fishes con-

stitute by far the larger part of the fish in the Illinois River and

taken therefrom. In the report of the Illinois Fisherman's As-

sociation for the vear 1899 it is shown that of 11,205,516 pounds of

fish taken at twenty different points on the river in that year

9 476,144 pounds were of carp and buffalo, which must have been

taken with seine. As these figures apply to or are derived from the

work done at onlv twenty points it seems reasonable to say that

they cannot represent more than half the annual fish catch of the

river at the most. The black bass is really the game fish of the

Illinois; but in the year covered in the report just me^ntioned

only 70,221, pounds of .them were taken, as against the 9,4ft,m

pounds of these coarse food fishes, really the poor man s hsh, which

cannot be taken except with nets. Yet we are gravely told that

.seining in' the Illinois and its tributaries ought to be prohibited.

Such a regulation would practically destroy the employment on

which 5,000 to 10,000 people between La Salle and Orafton depend

for livelihood, and the shipments from whose catch bring into the

State from $750,000 to $1,000,000 in money every year. It can very

safely be assumed that Illinois will not take any such foolish and

unjust step. -h j- a:
But the Peoria paper referred to says the seines have killed ott

the pickerel and wall-eycd salmon" in Illinois, The statement is

not justified.. To
,

begin with, these fishes are migratory- .Two

dams on the lower river—those at La Grange and CampsviUe--

prevent them from coming up stream annually to propagate, and

the pollution of the water has killed off the sujpply in the stream

above, and this explains the scarcity of these fishes on the parts

of the river above mentioned.
, .

The Star article very confidently assiires us that an acre of water

properly cared for will produce more food than 160 acres of corn.

Evidently that depends on many circumstances. There cannot

be any truth in it unless the reference is to an acre of water artir

ficially furnished with fish and food for them. Even then of course

it would require high skill surely to make this acre compete with

ICO acres of corn, which in my county this year, at current

prices, will yield about $3,200 worth of human food. But we are

dealing with natural, not artificial; conditions, and in the natural

conditions you may find fifty acres of water where there are no

fish, simply because there is no fish food, and then an acre where

fish are abundant because fish food is abundant. What the law, and

the Fish Commission in the execution of it, undertake to do is to

preserve these natural conditions as perfectly as consistent with

the convenience of civilized men and their ever increasmg in-

dustrial enterprises. To undertake more would be folly.

An argument thus shown to be faulty in its general premises

is not entitled to much consideration in the portions in which it

passes criticism upon the Fish Commissioners as a body. The
Commissioners serve without pay. They give much time, a good

deal of experience, together with the best abilities they have, to

the discharge of the duties imposed upon them, and do it for

love of the work and for the advantage of the public. In the dis-

tribution of fish alone they have added immensely to the working

facilities of large numbers of poor people who take the living

of themselves and their families from the waters of the State. The
Commissioners cannot hope to secure the complete enforcement

of the law. Many of the obstacles in the way are utterly incom-

prehensible to anv one not experimentally familiar witli them.

They cannot justly be held responsible for the failures of the

fish wardens. These officers are appointed almost uniformly on the

recommendation of local people, and they receive their appoint-

ments on the well grounded belief that they will make efficient

men for the place thev are asked to fill. The Commission insist.s

( n the obedience to the law as it is, and hopes the next Legisla-

ture may see fit to so amend it as to provide a close season ex-

tending from April 15 to July 1 of each year, a step which I think

I have already shown would immensely multiply the fish supply

,n the waters -of the State. ^ ^^^^^^
President Illinois Fish Commission,

The Park Again.

Col. J. S. Cooper, whom I name to be a sportsman

second to none in the West on his record of unselfish

labor for a common good to sportsmanship and to hu-

manity in connection with the proposed national park

in upper Minnesota, is at this writing still absent in

Minnesota, where he went the first week of September

for an outing in his beloved pine woods. Col. Cooper

is by no means done with his fight with the Minnesota

lumbermen over this park project, and it is by no means

a foregone cohclusion that he will lose his fight. Jt -viH

be remembered that this measure has passed the Senate

and that the committee stands appointed there. It ha.s

never been turned down by the House, but only denied

debate, because it was feared to be too strong to turn

down. It will go very hard indeed if Speaker Hender-

sdn shall not see it expedient to allow this measure to

coine up sometime during this coming season, and

when he does it is well nigh sure that the mea.sure will

pass in the House, as it did in the Senate. If is to be

hoped that this will be the case, not only on account ol

the actual public benefit thai will result, but on accoiinl:

of the principle of the thing. The sportsmen of .-Vmerica

have fought an uphill fight. They have met nothing but

discouragement. It would be a handsome case of poetic

justice to see this blue-eyed old man, not so young as

he once was, but just as vigorous and hopeful, succeed

in what is really the dearest object of his ambition.

Mr. Jos. Irwin, of Little Rock, Ark., writes: ".A.m just

returning from mv White River. Colo., country trip of

eighteen days. We enjoyed good sport, both shooting

and fishing. Had all the venison, trout and grouse we
could use in camp. The trout were much larger than
those taken in the earlier season last year. I think vy
buck much larger than that killed by Gov. Tanner."

A Forest Fire in ^he Rockies,

Does any one who has not seen such a thing know
what a forest fire may mean? No; it is something which
does not compose in cold type. Yet here is a descrip-

tion of such a fire, which f find in the intitial num_ber
"

of the Rocky Mountain Magazine, of Helena, Mont.,'

over the signature of my old friend and college com-
panion, Arthur J. Craven, now a successful attorney at

Helena. Mr. Craven took a trip over into the Rose-
bud country after trout and there he met that grand old

man of the mountains. Uncle Bill Hamilton, of whom
all Montana is justly proud. It is pleasing to know that

Uncle Bill is still well and hearty, that he is as interest-

ing as ever, as kindly and as much disposed as ever to

draw in the sand his maps of the Montana that was once
before the white man came, and which could not be
altogether altered by his coming. Of Uncle Bill one
could %vrite long and lovingly, for he is one of the few
real old-timers who are sterling; but it is of the forest

fire that we were to speak:
"On tlie afternoon of our fifth day the lakf," says

Mr. Craven, "something happened. Some campers, with

their families, forded the channel the evening before and

camped on the eastern shore of the lake a half mile from

the cabin. About 2:30 in the afternoon these people

became hungry. The morning catch of fish was in camp,
but had to be cooked before eaten. A strong wind was
blowing from the southwest. Their former camp-fire had
bared a safe place in the center of the little park where
they had pitched their tent, but it was windy there. So
they struck a match and started a fire close to the small

pines on the south edge of this park, so the smoke would
not blow in their eyes. But the smoke did blow in their

eyes, and this tiny flame, thus ignited from the match,
with which to heat the bottom of a frying pan, conspiretl

with the winds to burn up the world. This tiny flame,

dancing on the end of a sulphur match, like an imp from
Hades, scorned the menial service of a pot boiler; reached
up its yellow arms into the thick, resinous foliage of the

young pine, ran the height of the taller tree in a trice,

leaped like a squirrel out upon the emerald floor of the

ballroom inlaid vvith the tree tops of the ,
adjoining

grove and there waltzed in rollicking measure with
Zephyrus, with whom it is said there has existed a dan-

gerous flirtation ever since Prometheus brought down his

ardent, red-headed goblin from the heavens.
"The flames crept up the

,

mountain, and were there

caught by the full force of the gale and soon devel-

oped into a general cofiflagratiofl, in which height and
depth were covered with red surges that raced and roared
like a tornado. Frequently the fagots would be hurried

by the wind, like a skirmish line, several hundred yards

ahead of the general advance of flame, which, on strik-

ing a forest, especially of the same general height, would
sweep from the lake shore to the highest summits with

the roar of an explosion, and there leaping and lashing

into the sky would disappear over the mountain.
"Uncle Bill was with us at the cabin when the fire

began, but made a quick half mile to the scene of the

trouble on little Snow Ball, the veteran racer among the

cowboys, and soon summoned all hands not needed to

protect the cabin and our camp.
"A few minutes showed the utter futility of any furthex,

endeavor to extinguish the fire, and we then lined tip

along the edge of the grass land, determined if pti^siblb

to save the meadow to the north and east of the 'Cabin.

By this time the entire range to the east was a 'billoW of

flame. The squirrels and grouse, losing all' fear of man,
came rushing by us into the meadow, while the deer

among the ferns of the gulches far to the northeast in-

stinctively recognized the heralds on the wind and
broke into flight. And none too soon, for up those

gulches the flames burst with the thunder of the ocean

and licked their summits miles away, with a crashing:

uproar positively appalling.

"We walked lionie in the evening across the meadow
in the weird, uncanny glamor which well became thi.s

criminal desecration of nature, and listened, on the

way, to some very choice philosophy from Uncle Bill-

This man has lived among the mountain solitudes long
cnou.gh to be gifted with the quality of mdividuality—

a

rare possession, which, unfortunately, is now nearly

extinct. His rugged common sense sticks out of his

speech like the ledges of rock on a moiintain side. 'Some
people,' said he, 'need evoluting for a thousand years be-

fore they would have enough sense to go to a kinder-

garten'— a proposition which is here respectfully referred

to the many perplexed students -tji ^Qciological and polit-

ical problems.
'Tt should here be recorded that a Federal Grand Jury

at Helena found that no one was to blame. No blame
on the part of anybody for the damage to the ranch-

men below, no blame for the alarm signaled that night

from the mountain tops to the cattlemen fifty miles away
on the Yellowstone, who fought the fire off the ranges

night and day for a fortnight; no blame for the destruc-

tion of thousands of dollars of machinery belonging to

the prospectors; no blame for burning up millions of

feet of lumber; no blame whatever for the desecration of

this fair region, which nature upHfted and mantled in

grandeur and splendor for the inspiration of the earth-

worn and the weary!
"No; a Federal Grand Jury effected a permanent or-

ganization by placing a cuspidor iti the center of the

room, equidistant from the chair ot each distingtwshed

member, and proceeded with the regular order of busi-

ness of dispatching the Marshal for a few mangy Indians

who had got a little cheer into a dreary life out of a bot-

tle on the reservation; and then, after purifying the mails

and rescuing the timber lands on the public domain
from the piratical depredations of a few homesteaders
intent upon a little fire.-wood and a iew fence posts, they

indulged in low comedy in masquerade. They took up
this case and concluded no one was to blame. One mem-
ber suggested that it was the fault of the wind; another
that the campers were not to blame for getting hungry;
while a third, wiser than the rest, blamed it on the fish

—

no fish, no fire. Until finally a very wise old sage, learned
in the lavv, who was once a justice of the peace, on a car-

penter's bench in Indiana, summed up the case and log-

ically relegated wind, fish and hunger back to the .Al-

mighty as the causa proxima, and so they declared it was
the 'act of God' and found an indictment against Provi-
dence."

E. Hough,
Hartford Boildinc, Chicago, 111.

Keuka Lake.

Catawba, N. V.—I send you a photo of a catch of

Great Lake troufc or togue, caught by two anglers just

ofif this hotel, a fcAV days since. Will Dart was their

guide. This picture speaks for the fishing at the present

time without any comment, I would advise any anglers

coming here for lake trout to bring half a dozen small

Archer spinners, as bait is the thing they are taking at

the present time. A great improvement in the mode of
angling has taken place in Keuka during the last couple
of years. Instead of lines thick enough to hang' clothes

oti, the anglers are using enameled lines with g-foot single-

gut leaders, so that with this light rig it requires some
skill to bring a lo-pound trout to the gaff. I saw at least

a dozen taken this morning off the bluff that wottld

scale from 7 to lo pounds, James ChurchvtAjRio,
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- The Ballade of the Bass.

W'-HEN the dewdrops bright in the dawning gleam,

And the dimpling waters in beauty shine;

Wlien the breathings of inorn with odors teem,

Witli my rod and reel and a silken line,

And a feathered hook of quaint design,

J stand on the bank in tlie dewy grass,

At the foot of a giant Norway pfiie

And cast the fly for the g:amy bass.

When sniooth as a mirror are lake and streiiiii,

And the shady pools hold the quiet kinc,

With the lilies afloat in a noontide dream,

I lay down tlic rod and reel and line

On the shelving shore, and grandly dine

In the sylvan shades that far outclass

The dwellings of man; then lie supine,

And muse on the fly and the gamy basi

When the setting sun, with his crimson beam,
Transmutes the waters to ruby wine;

Again I return to the glowing theme,

The glory of rod and reel and line;

And there in the hour of day's decline.

As the exquisite moments swiftly pass.

With a joy that no language can define,

I cast the fly for the gamy bass.

L'Envoi.

No joy; dear fellow, can e'er be thine,

Like the curving rod and the whistling line;

Then let us pledge in a brimming glass

The far-cast fly and the gamy bass.

Zero.

Fishing at Etretat, France.
About 150 miles north of Paris and seventeen miles

northeast of Havre, looking out upon the English Chan-
nel, is the quaint and interesting fishing town of Etretat.
True, it is more of a summer resort for Parisians, and the
Casino is a more pretentious club house and far more
populous than the "fishermen's club" on the beach, which
is riierely the group of wooden capstans used to haul out
their boats, just as they were used by the Gallo-Romans
many centuries ago. Still fishing is the principal in-
dustry; and it has brought and is now bringing more than
a competence to its followers.
The bay is little more than an open roadstead, limited

at each end by a high precipice underlaid by sandstone
profusely mixed with flint. Pinnacle rocks stand sentinel-
like at the outer points, and irregular arches have been
formed by the wearing away of the softer rock, causing
semi-detached portions to take on a form resembling
flying buttresses.

The beach is destitute of sand; it is made up of coarse,
pebbles and small, rounded boulders, chiefly derived from
the tall cHfl^s. It inclines steeply and forms a shallow
crescent from north by east to northwest. The bottom
slopes off very rapidly, and depths of eight or ten fathoms
are found a few hundred yards from the shore.
On the crest of the beach are seen the dismantled hulks

of old unseaworthy boats now roofed virith thatch or
boards, opened at the side and stern by doors, and serving
as storage places for nets and other fishing appliances
temporarily out of commission. A little lower down are
the active fishing and sailing craft, hauled high out of
the reach of the great tides.

On the same level arc located the bath houses and sun
cabins of the pleasure seekers. Back of the crest the
Casino, the hotels, the fishermen's dwellings and many
pretty villas come into view. Trees, g'rass and flowers
grow luxuriantly close to the sea, and the valleys, extend-
ing to the east and southeast, are rich in verdure.

Etretat lies to a great extent below the sea level, and
imtil within little more than a half-oentury ago it was fre-
quently submerged by tides or inundated by torrents
rushing down froin the hills.ides after heavy rains. There
is now at the northwest edge of the towii a submerged
river which supplies the fresh water needed by tlie washer-
women, and makes of that portion of tlie beach a natural
wash reservoir. Holes are dug in the gravel to the depth
of two or three feet, and these fill up and remain full of
water ready for the clothes, although it is not warm.
The presence of this outflow of fresh water suggested

the ancient oyster pare (or series of connected ponds)
still moderately well preserA-ed. although not used at
persent except ior the storage of oysters from Marennes,
Arcachon and other celebrated artificial ponds. The
oysters are kept in long, rectangular boxes pierced with
holes to allow the entrance and escape of water. Mussels
are stored here in the same way. The ponds are left with
only a little water in them between tides. Their excava-
tion in the solid rock rnust have involved much severe
labor.

The boats are short, broad, deep, with little sharpness
of bow, a small stern and a strong, iron-shod keel. They
carry a square mainsail, a sinall "dandy" at the stern and
a little jib, supported above a short bowsprit, which
steps into an iron collar at the left side of the stern. The
mainmast is well forward in the bow. The lower rudder
iron is very long, so that the rudder can easily be hung
even Ln rough weather. The Etret'at fishing boat is a
rather clumsy looking craft, but it lives in severe storms,
and brings back its cargo and crew, which are the main
desiderata after all.

When a boat lands on the beach, It is quickly hauled
high up from the water line out of the reach of the
flood tide, which sometimes reaches 15 feet or even more.
The stem is pierced, low down near the keel, with two
holes, one above the other. A rope is fastened in one of
these and the other end is passed round the drum of a
wmdlass on the shore. The levers of the capstan are
pushed or pulled by men, women and children who happen
to be at hand.
The fish are sold at public auction alongside the boat

by which they were taken. At the present time all kinds
are dear except sharks, dogfish, small skates and conger
eels. The good fish include soles, turbot, dorade, rouget,
dory, bream, bass and mackerel. The dorade looks like
a scup, and resembles it in taste. . The rouget ig very much
like 9ur common sea robm—ife i» «weet aQ<i firw, but so is

our sea robin to those who know its good qualities. The
bass resembles the American striped bass rather closely,

although its stripes are not well defined. It is not so

good for the table. I am informed that it reaches the

weight of 10 or 12 pounds here, and I have seen bass of

that size in Paris.

The best and dearest fish here is the sole, and it is

high priced because of its scarcity at this season. In June
the sole is plentiful and cheap. The lobster is another
costly luxury at present, and perhaps at all times.

Speaking of lobsters reminds me of the fact that the giant

specimen which weighed 33 pounds and was at one time

living in the New York Aquarium is now on exhibition

at the Paris Exposition. I regret to say that the Euro-
peans almost without exception regard it as a stupendous
fake, notwithstanding the printed assurance on the label

of its genuineness.
It seems scarcely probable that the liking frr a French

oyster is anything btit an acquired taste. The shell, to

be sure, is symmetrical and the' meat looks plump and
appetizing, but at the first trial the effect is much like

that produced by a green persimmon. There are people,

however, who like, or profess to like, the European oyster

better than the American, and to all such the writer will

gladly contribute his share. The little black mussel that

grows on the rocks near at hand is a different article, and
it is distinctly good for the table. It is usually boiled or

.steamed in the shell and served in that condition with
. butter sauce. The flavor is excellent.

Shrimp of fair size are very abundant, and may be
bought on the beach either fresh or boiled. The rock
crabs of the tide pools and the deeper waters near shore
are known as tourtou. They resemble the common rock
crab of New York waters very closely, but grow to a

much greater size. Specimens weighing 2 potinds have
been seen by the writer, and fishermen say they some-
times attain to a weight of 4 pounds. The nearest coun-
terpart of this tourtou is perhaps the giant crab of the

San Francisco markets.
The shore appears to be barren at first sight, but if one

searches among the sea weeds and rocks at low water he
will find an abundance of snails, periwinkles, limpets and
small crabs. Dotibtless a systematic search with proper
appliances would reveal many other marine fonns of ani-

mal life closely similar to those found on the New Eng-
land coast. In looking over the debris shaken out of the

trammel nets used in fishing, a small blenny, several sea

urchins. some starfish and a ntunber of finger sponges
were discovered.

Aquatic birds have been very scarce. Occasionally one
sees a moderate sized flock of ducks far off shore, flying

always to the westward. Gulls make their appearance
only rarely. In former years the tall cliffs were fre-

quented by guillemots and other sea birds for nesting

purposes, but their persistent and senseless persecution

by armed fools drove them away forever.

Etretat is not without means of gratifying those who
are fond of sailing and fishing. Parties go out every
fine day and find plenty of amusement. The mackerel is

taken not far off shore, and the bream and bass live near
the rocks. Some of our friends tell us that the excite-

inent is not so fast and furious as in the black bass waters
of Wasconsin,' but we are going a-fishing soon to deter-

Triine just how far an angler 4,000 miles away from his

favorite fishing grounds can be relied upon to give the

English Channel its due. Tarleton H. Bean.
ETRErAT, France Aug. ,S0.

Stocking Lakes with Fish.

A WiNSTED dispatch announces the placing of a quan-
tity of large-mouthed black bass in Highland Lake; also

in Lake Waramattg and in Twin Lakes. The work was
not done by the State Fish Commission, but by private

persons, who obtained the fish from the National Fish
Commissioin.
There is nothing wdiatever to be said against the dis-

position of private individuals to take the trouble of

stocking public waters with good fish, but it may possi-

bly be well to stiggest to all who have this in mind that

they take advice from the State Commission before act-

ing, because it often happens that some particular piece

of water offers special opportunities for a certain kind of

fish that will not thrive everywhere. At Twin Lakes,
for instance, there is already a fair supply of bass, but
the lakes are adapted to supply lake trout, landlocked-
salmon and one or two other fish that will not live in

smaller or shallower ponds. The Fish Commission has
done something toward stocking with these fish, but
much more should be done, and this work should take
precedence of further stocking with black bass, especially

the large-mouthed variety. It is probable that these fish

could have been obtained from the Government instead
of the bass.

Besides this there are sometimes good reasons against
stocking with certain fish. If at any place there has
been much trouble in enforcing the law against using
nets it can hardly be good policy to stock with fish that
can be taken only with nets, because the use of nets to
take them will make it practically impossible to prevent
netting other fish. Cases of this kind have occurred.
It would not be good policy to allow any indifferent per-
son to place such fish in such a lake. A trout pond may
be ruined by the introduction of pickerel- Thus for many
reasons it is desirable that stocking should be under the
advice, if not the direct control, of the Commission, which
is expected to be familiar with all such conditions.—Hart-
ford (Conn,) Times.

The Maine Waters.

Sept. 24.—Smelting along the Massachusetts bays and
inlets is already good and promises soon to be better.
Cool, frosty nights will increase the sport. Mr. Geo.
Higgins, of Cohasset, came up the other day with a good
story of how the smelt are running. He made an early
start last Monday morning and caught forty dozen smelt
in three hours' fishing. He says that the sport was
great. The next day he went again and caught seven
dozen, not caring to fish very long. He somewhat in-
terested his friends here and they are planning smelting
parties.

Both tro«t s,nA salwQn ?^r? rising to the fly at the

Rangelcys and Moosehead. Salmon of from 3 pounds to

o pounds are reported bejng taken at Haines Landing,
Mooselucmaguntic Lake. Messrs. Parrott and Maynard,
of Boston, and Mr. Hobbs, of Bridgeport, Conn., have
been on a shooting trip to the Upper Cupsuptic waters.
They went up almost to the Canada line, camping at

night, with bears about their camp and the cry of the
Canada lynx to be heard almost every hour. Deer were
very plenty. They talk of visiting that section again for
deer hunting. From Kineo come great reports of big
game in the Moosehead region and the great "back
country" of which Moosehead is the gateway.
Richardson Lake, Me., is being drawn down at the rate

of about 6 inches a day to sitpply the mills on the An-
droscoggin below. Mooselucmaguntic and Rangeley are
still full of water. This drawing down of the water in
fall is bad for the fish. The trout and salmon go up into
the shoal water, at the mouth of the streams, to spawn.
If the water is drawn down the spawn is lost. At the
Upper Dam some of the big trout are in the pool and are
being taken. Mr. .Seth Chandler, of Lewiston, Me., took
a trout of 6 pounds there Monday and Mr. G. B. Bearce
took one of about the same size the same day. Cobbos-
seecontee hunters and fishermen are having good sport
at that lake. The Belgrade hotels and fishing camps are
still reported full. But at the Rangeleys the fishermen
are gradually winding up their lines and saying farewell
to one of the best fishing seasons ever known.

Special.

CeleWating: a Bifthday.

On a certain day in the latter part of August the fish-
ing fever seized me, and it being also my father's seventy-
foitrth birthday I quit the grindstone at 3 P. M. and
caught the 3:03 car for a small station on the Suburban
road. After leaving the car I had a short walk across
the fields to the beach where my father had preceded
me, having driven over with his horse.
He had a skiff in waiting, and after catching several

'.'mummies" with a baited net we pulled away for the
buoy, reaching it in fifteen minutes, the wind and tide
being m our favor this time. We anchored away from
the other boats and close to the buoy, where we have
had good luck before on an incoming tide. Biting was
slow, but after awhile I felt a fish (1 was not using a
float) and struck, and we soon had a fine squeteague in
the bag over the side. We picked up a straggler occa-
sionally until just as the sun went down in a purple haze
that tinted sky and water we had five heavy fish in the
bag.

About this time the other boats began to pull up an-
chor and head for shore, and as they went by us reported
their luck, varying from nothing to five—the latter boat
had five people in it, two of them ladies. As they left
us alone in the dusk the fish began to bite good, my
father taking four in succession, making our score ten
with honors even. It was now a race to see who would
take the odd fish. It fell to my lot and I played and
landed a good fish and then took my rod apart and letmy father fish what time was left to see if he could not
tie me again, but the fish had stopped biting.
We had had fine sport, hut the best of all was to seemy father, with white hair and bronzed face, fight his

fish, sometimes standing and sometimes sitting, with
light rod and r«el, giving and taking line until the net
was passed under the victim and one more fish was putm the bag. As it grew dark and a fish was landed h-
would ask: "Had I best throw over again?" I put on a
fresh bait for answer and soon the whir of the reel told
that another 3-pound squeateague was making his first
rushes, and as I look back upon it I see one fishing trio
that wjs not a failure. S S B

The Fisherman's Story.
He sat at the door of his shanty, ^

And gave his whiskers a wipe}
'

And scanned the sea for a moment,
And then began to pipe:

' 'Twas a cold, raw day last winter,
And the wind, with an angry roar,

Kipped everything into ribbons,
And pounded the dreary shore.

"And we was out in a dory
Achin' with hunger and cold,

Till we all seemed shrunk to nothm".
And, gosh! how the mad sea rolled I

'We couldn't land in the billers
Without bein' battered to death.We gasped like wolves with hunger,
As the nor' wind froze our breath.

"Then suddenly out on the water
There bobbed up somethin' black.

While all on us looked in wonder—
For it warn't no big fish back,

"Because it frizzled and sizzled.
And smoked right out of the 'wave;

VV e rowed for it, all on us frightened—
Our hunger made us brave.

"We soon hauled it into the dory.
And what do you think, by Jove?

It warn't no big sea monster,
' But a fine little kitchen stove.

"The pipe was a-stickin' upward.
And the lids was on in line;

And we warmed ourselves around il,

For the fire was goin' fine.

"Then stillness fell on the waters, .

^And the big storm all went down;
And we ate from the pan in the dven,
The turkey nice and brown."

-And then he said in conclusion,-
With an awe-inspired "alas!"

"It simply beats all thunder
Some things what comes to pass."

Overcome by his great emotion,
He gave his whiskers a wipe,

And lapsed into awful silence
While he pulled away on his pipe.

—New York Sun.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach, us at the
If^est by Monday ?R«<?h ewl.iw as pfagticafe^,
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The Dream of a Fiddler.

Nageeb Fiani, whom the Syrians of Washington street

icall "the greatest violin player in all the world,'' has gone

awav with a sideshow to play for dancers, ihe night

before he left the quarter he dreamed a strange dream;

in the morning he told it to Khabi Khayat, who used to

be an editor, and ^hayat told it to many people; now

everybody thinks that the dream proves Nageeb Fiani to

be the "very greatest player in all the world." Khayat

iaid to them : "Who but a great player could dream such

Fiani did not want to go away with the sideshow ;
he is

tired of the roving life, and would much rather he a

:guard on an elevated train. "What you theenk? ' he said.

'-Can I get job on elevator train ? Sure, I spick Eenglish

!

I am spick good enough, anyway." So Fiam would rather

stay at home; that is why, no doubt, he dreamed the

strange dream. .

'

The player thought he was in a lonely waste place, m
^he hot twilight; and the light faded fast. He had his

violin with him, and sat down to play; but he had no

heart for playing, it was so very lonely. Suddenly a great

lion leaped out of the far-off darkness, and came bounding

at him, its mouth wide open, its roars fearful to hear.

Then Fiani was near paralyzed with fear, but, by a great

effort, he managed to get the violin to his chm, and the

bow on the strings ; then he began to play, and played as

he had never played before; and so enravishing was the

music that he forgot all about the lion and thought only

of the sweet strains.

When Fiani looked up again the Iton was standing near

him, the light of rage gone out of his eyes. So, as Fiani

played, the lion crept closer and put its head on the

player's knee, and there went to sleep.

Then, out of the darkness, there came, also, a woman,
walking as though under the spell of the sweet music:

and she was young and very fair. When she saw the

lion she cried out, and turned to run away; but Fiani

cried: "Oh, beautiful young lady, do not go away! Do
not go, but come. The fierce lion will not hurt you so

long as I play."
.,

Then the young lady came confidently and sat by Fiani s

side; and the lion awoke, and when it saw her beauty it

changed its place to her side, and again fell asleep. So

Fiani plaved .sweetest music for many hours; and it was

not lonely there at all. But by and by the young lady rose

to go ; and she sped quickly into the darkness out of which

she had come. Thrice he begged her to return ; and at

the third beseeching she was lost to sight, and the lion

was with her. Then Fiani put his hand to his forehead

in lamentation. The violin dropped to the hard ground,

and then it was shivered into one million pieces; and tlie

noise of its breaking awoke the dreamer.

This dream Khahi Khayat translated for Fiani to a

reporter for the Evening Post, and Fiani asked that it be

printed in the newspaper, because it was too fine to be

known only to one man.—New_ York Evening Post,

Imttel

Fbctttfcs.

FIELD TRIAI.S.
Oct 30.—Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y, 'Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7,—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett, Sec'y, Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake View, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice. Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich. .

Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-
dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.

Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-
second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill_, Conn.
No. 20. , .—Illinois Field Trials Association's second

annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of
the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 20. , Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.

C. Peterson, Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 22.—Glasgow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Gub's annual

field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3. Derby. Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill. Conn.

Training the Hunting Dog
Foi* the Field and Field Triak

»"-

(Continued frotn page 231.)

III.—Nattiral Qualities and Gharactcifistics,

The natural instincts of the dog and his manner of

seeking prey are by the sportsman designated as natural
qualities. The term is used more in connection with
field trial competition, to distinguish between what is

natural and what is educational.
Like other members of the carnivorous familj- to which

he belongs, the dog is a meat eater. In securing a food
supply, he naturally takes to the pursuit of other ani-

mals which are his prey. His teeth are large, strong and
sharp, are set in correspondingly heavy, muscular jaws,
and his digestive organs also denote that he belongs to
carnivora. He possesses extraordinary fleetness of foot,

bodily activitj^ courage, great powers of endurance, keen
and discriminating functional powers of nose and a high
degree of intelligence in his sphere of life, all of which
are qualities essential to his existence in a wild state,

and in domestication highly prized by man.
Without a high degree of intelligence, the possession

of his destructive bodily powers would be of little value
to him. All would be worthless it he were brainless.
Intelligence and knowledge are essential to him both
in respect to attack and defense. However, his every
act denotes that he has the intelligence and the capacity
to acquire such knowledge as he needs. He plans craftily,
executes according to his plans, or changes them tg con-

form to varying circumstances. His acts are marked by

great courage and dash when in pursuit and attack, and

by great prudence and activity when he fiees from dan-

ger. He possesses a certain sagacity in recognizing a

superior force and in refraining from the attack when
the disadvantages are too great for probable success.

Singly, he does not hesitate to attack smaller animals

than himself; larger animals he prefers to attack with

the aid of his fellows—that is to say, as a pack. A briet

experience suffices to teach him which parts are the

most vital of the animals he pursues as prey, and he

inflicts injury on them accordingly. Different dogs em-

ploy different methods of attack, according to their

powers; for instance, a large dog, battling with a wood-

chuck or other small animal, rushes in, catches it in

the middle of the back, crushes in its spine and ribs, par-

alyzing and killing it quickly. Not possessing the power
to kill in such summary manner, the small dog seizes by

the throat, shakes the woodchuck till it is dazed and

unconscious, and holds on till he slowly kills it. If he

is not strong enough to shake it, he holds fast by the

throat, thereby insuring the least possible injury to him-

self while inflicting the greatest possible injury to his

prey, as this hold simultaneously attacks the jugular, the

windpipe, many important nerves, etc. The fact that

dogs employ so many different methods of attack is alone

sufiicient to prove that they possess reasoning powers.

Dogs, fighting in packs, perform at their best in secur-

ing their prey. Two dogs, fightnig conjointly, making
common cause against an animal, are relatively far more
destructive than they are fighting singly, for while one
engages the enemy in front the other has a compara-

tively unhindered opportunity to bite and maim the rear.

Several dogs in a pack therefore are exceedingly for-

midable when battling against other animals. They time

and direct their efforts most intelligently in support of

each other and in defense of each other. In the con-

certed action of all in the attack on a large animal, each

may perform quite a distinct part, yet all their efforts are

directed to the attainment of the same end. Some may
engage the animal in a sham attack in front while others,

behind, hamstring it, or tear its flanks. Turn as it may,
the attack is incessantly maintained, and every vulnerable

point is seized and injured till the animal weakens. At
the proper juncture the pack closes in on it and then

the end soon comes.
In their methods of pursuing and capturing their prey

all dogs possess many traits in common. Some, how-
ever, have special qualities for one kind of pursuit, some
for other kinds, and these peculiarly fit them for the

service of man when he attempts pursuit himself. The
foxhound has the speed, stamina and nose so essential

in the most successful pursuit of deer and foxes. Man
is deficient in these qualities, so he appropriates the

efforts of the dog to his own use. The greyhound has

the dashing speed and determination which enable him
to catch the swiftest hares or wolves, etc., in a short

pursuit.

Setters and pointers are particularly prized by man
for their natural impulse to hunt game birds, and the

natural methods they employ in their efforts to capture,

for it so happens that the methods employed by the dog
for himself are equally useful to man when employed in

his service. As setters and pointers are naturally of an
amiable and deferential nature, diverting their efforts to

the purposes of the gun is not a task of great difficulty.

The contention made herein that pointing is implanted
in the dog by nature for his own benefit, and that it is

but one detail of many others in the exercise of his in-

stinctive eft'orts to obtain a food supply, is opposed to

some exceedingly venerable teachings on this subject.

That the reader may have a better understanding of the

ancient speculation concerning the origin of the act of

pointing, and at the same time the exalted importance
of man. as determined by himself, the following excerpt

is quoted Irom Stonehenge, whom the public, in his day
and for some years afterward, accepted as, an authority on
this point:

In his work, "The Dogs of the British Islands" (edi-

tion of 1867), he writes: "As some difference of opin-

ion appears to exist with regard to setters, we have de-

termined thoroughly to satisfy ourselves as to their

origin and best form, and we have called all the best

authorities to our assistance. We propose to place the

result of our labors before the public, and to add our
own conclusions.
"There is no doubt that the sport of hawking was

known and practiced by the ancient Britons, and that

the Roman was totally ignorant of the science; but the
invader at once came to the conclusion that the system
might be improved and introduced the land spaniel, if

not the water dog also, into this country.
"These dogs roused the game, and this was all that

the hawker required of them in those early days; but in

after years, as we shall see, dogs were required to point,

or, in the language, of the quaint old writer, 'Sodainely
stop and fall down upon their bellies,' and having so
done, when within 2 or 3 yards, 'then shall your setter

stick and by no persuasion go further till yourself come
in and use your pleasure.'

"At first, then, without doubt, the spaniel was merely
used as a springer for the hawk, which was subsequently
neglected for the net; and the propensity of the dog to

pause before making his dash at game was cultivated
and cherished, by breeding and selection, until at last,

gratified observing the action of the net, he yielded
his natu'-al impulse of springing at all and set or lay
down to permit the net to be drawn over him. After
this the hawker trained his spaniel to set; then he cast
off his hawks, which ascended in circles, and 'waited on'
until his master roused the quarry from its concealment,
when she pounced upon it like a pistol shot.

_
"When used either with hawks or for the net .(espe-

cially in the latter case), a far heavier dog answered the
purpose than what we call a 'high-ranging setter.' The
net enveloped a whole covey in its meshes and few
manors would allow of many coveys being taken in a
day; whilst the disentangling the birds and securing them
allowed time for the heavy dog to :re5t aind regain his
wind."
As further bearing on this point, he refers to it again

in the same work, in the chapter on the Sussex spanial,
as follows: "About the year 1555 a Duke of Northum-
berland traiiied one 'to Isir^g fgr the net,' and SQon

afterward the setter was produced, either by selection or

by crossing the Talbot hound and spaniel."

From the implication iti the foregoing—for the origin

of the setter as well as the act of pointing are therein

only matter of implication—it was but a short step for

later and more superficial writers to assert that the setter

had a spaniel origin, and that the act of pointing had its

source in the training of a few dogs to lie down while a
net was spread over them and the covey which they had
found. Could anything be more inconsequential in the

explanation of a simple subject than that in 1555 an un-
known Duke trained a Sussex spaniel "to set birds for

the net and soon afterward the setter was produced,
either by selection or by crossing the Talbot hound and
the spaniel"? As to the origin of the setter, there is btit

one sensible conclusion—that is to say, we do not know
what it is. Up to the time of Col. Hutchinson there

were few authors on canine subjects who wrote from their

own practical experience, and fewer still who had proper
discriminating powers of mind. They accepted all the

absurdities, conjectures and vagaries of the first writers

as being good matter of fact, and did not hesitate to

repeat them as being true. By the simple process of dint

of repetition, it has come to be a general belief that the

pointing instinct originated as told in the net-and-dog
story, or as implied by it, for it docs not assert it. In fact,

it admits the existence of the instinct, as shown by the

remark "and the propensity of the dog to pause before
making his dash at game was cultivated and cherished,

by breeding and selection, until, at last, gratified by ob-
serving the action of the net, he yielded his natural im-
pulse of springing at all," etc. That is precisely the case
to-day, if we substitute the gun for the net and inter-

pret the loosely written description for the facts. The
dog of to-day has naturally the pause before making his

dash to capture. He only forbears springing as a con-
sequence of much training, and after he observes the

success of the gun on the one hand, and being firmly

denied the pleasure of springing on the other hand, we
come to the ancient and modern belief wherein he is "at

last, gratified' by observing the action of the net," etc.

The ancient writers were, moreover, handicapped by
overweening belief in the sublimity of man, and the Spe-

cial creation of all the lower animals for his benefit.

Considering setters and pointers from the same un-
prejudiced standpoint from which we would consider
tigers, wild dogs, cats and rats, etc., we observe that

they possess the hunting instinct and the knowledge of
the best manner of hunting, to the end that they may
obtain a food supply. In a wild state their existence

depends on their ability to pursue and capture. The
hunting instinct and the manner of its exercise were no
more implanted in the nature of pointers and setters to

please or profit a man with a gun than was the like

instinct, etc., of their wild congeners, the wolves, din-

goes, etc., implanted for the same purpose.
Setters and pointers, though their names might seem

to indicate otherwise, display no essential differences in

their methods of pursuit and capture, nor in their choice
of prey. They delight in hunting rabbits, squirrels and
other small animals, and prefer them to game birds as

an object of pursuit. It is not at all a difiiicult matter to

break a dog from hunting birds, and not infrequently the
amateur accomplishes this result unintentionally and un-
expectedly by punishment in his mistaken attempts to

train, the result being an unfortunate condition called

"blinking."
_ _

_

-

Not infrequently it is a task of extreme difficulty to
break the dog from his passionate fondness for hunting
rabbits. He for a time will disobey commands, ignore
punishment and strike out independently to gratify his

fondness for chasing them. On their trail he gives
tongue merrily and flies along at his topmost speed,
through punishing brier or muddy swamp, never feeling

fatigue while the' ardor of the chase is upon him. He
uses no special craft in pursuing a rabbit, and if he tried

he could not well be noisier. Still there is no need then
of craft and silence. Both pursuer and pursued are on
their feet on the earth's surface. The former boldly
utters his cry of pursuit and deadly purpose, striking ter-

ror into his prey; the latter is silent and uses his best
powers to escape.

But in the pursuit of birds the dog changes this method
radically, for, befitting as is the noisy method for hunting
the rabbit, it is wholl}' out of place for hunting birds.

The latter have wings, and the dog soon learns that, if

they are alarmed, they use therh, and that, when once
awing, they are safe. He consequently must so direct

his efforts that the birds will not be alarmed, and. indeed,
so that they will not even suspect his presence if he is

to compass his purpose. Therefore the merry cry of pur-
suit and the reckless dashing through brush and open, so
useful in the pursuit of the rabbit, no longer have place.

The setter and pointer, when seeking birds, range abou*"

till they ' strike the trail ; then they follow it carefully,

silently and alertly. As the setter nears the birds and the

scent gets warmer, he feathers; his eyes glisten; his jaws
open tremulously; he crouches as he draws nearer,
and mayhap he may drop to the ground for a
moment; his nerves and muscles become tenser
in anticipation of the approaching spring into the con-
cealment of the birds and the resultant bloody ending.
The pointer exhibits the same phenomena, except the
feathering.

The nose of the pointer or setter is his highest organ
of sense. It has wonderful functional powers, and by ex-
perience he acquires equally wonderful powers ot dis-

crimination in its use.

He follows the trail accurately by his powers of scent-
ing. When he has drawn near to the birds he has a
new problem to solve; he must accurately determine the
whereabouts of the birds in their concealment. If he
cannot do so, his skill and silence in roading them avail

nothing. The birds have probably discovered that an
enemy is about and have sought the most convenient
cover for safety.

_
When near to them he sets, stands or

points, terms which denote the same act; he is in a posi-

tion to spring to the extent of his capabilities; his eyes
are set but are nevertheless keenly alert. If he is not
quite sure of his distance and the location of the birds,

he moves, perhaps taking a better advantage of the

wind and ground, and points again. Satisfied at length

that he has made his calculations correctly, he springs

irpj^i his point with wonderful agility and generally with
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admifaWe precision, succeeding frequently in catching a

bird before it can get well on the wing, or before it can

disentangle itself from the cover in which it sought

concealment.
If he has erred in llis calculations by not using his

nose truly he may spring from his point in a wrong di-

rection, possibly thereby making a failure of the effort.

Yet when the birds rise the dog's eyes come into service,

and if he errs on the first spring he may readjust for the

second, and if there are any laggards or weak birds he still

may succeed in capturing one. If he captures and is per-

mitted to dispose of the bird as he pleases, he forthwith

eats it with great relish. The fox observes a similar

method when he attempts to capture grouse. The cat,

too, exhibits analogous methods in its attempt to stalk

small birds, etc., trusting, however, more to the sense of

sight rather than to the sense of smell.

Many centuries ago man observed this trait oi the dog
and learned that, by restraining it to limits which did not

permit of the spring to capture, it could be usefully ap-

plied to his own purposes in the pursuit of game birds.

Ranging, reading, pointing and the knowledge and
crafty application of them which comes only from ex-

perience, the trainer cannot supply. The majority of

amateurs, however, start on the mistaken theory that

they must not only teach the dog how to work to the

gun, but how to hunt birds. Dogs so taught, or rather

so untaught, become abjectly perfunctory. They lose aU
independence of action or purpose, and look to their

trainer for orders at every turn. They have lost all idea

of initiative and therewith nearly all of self interest; con-
sequently they are more or less listless and slothful in

manner and are devoid of ardor and industry.

Let the puppy range and locate the birds in his own
wild way. Let him alone. What if he flushes arid chases?
All the better. A puppy which will not flush and chase
at first is a marve-l if he is worth owning. Left to him-
self, the puppy learns to locate quickly and learns the

kind of cover and the nooks wherein the game frequents.

With more experience he will modify his puppy ways,
and at all events the qualities useful to the gun have been
developed and are in proper form for the schooling to

the gun. Developed in this manner, besides having a

knowledge most useful in the service of the gun, he will

have dash, enthusiasm, persistence and that very desir-

able quality commonly called "bird sense," which the
dog acquires for himself, and which the trainer could
not impart to him otherwise if he devoted a lifetime to it.

The foregoing contains a description of the general
and essential principles employed in the best develop-
ment of setters and pointers to their best hunting in the
service of the gun, and the proper theory on which to

conduct their training. They are essential to the field

dog, but under no other conditions is it possible to
develop the field trial dog; for while the imperfect field

dog might give reasonable satisfaction to a shooter, the
imperfect field trial dog in competition would suffer

according to his imperfections.

B. Waters.

Points and Fltjshcs.

Mr. T. W. Samuels, Secretary of the Kentucky Field
Trial Club, under date of Sept. 21, writes us as follows:
"The Kentucky Field Trials Club will hold its inaugural
trials at Glasgow, Ky., Nov. 27, 1900. Entry blanks now
ready and sent upon request."

In our business columns this week, Mr. Theodore
Sturges, Secretary of the Continental Field Trial Club,
Greenfield Hill, Conn., announces the conditions govern-
ing the club's All-Age and Subscription stakes. The latter

is open to all setters and pointers, regardless of previous
winnings. Subscription, $25, payable Oct. 15. It is trans-

ferable to any one in good standing with the club. The
All-Age entries close on Oct. 15. The club's trials will be
run at Newton, N. C, commencing Dec. 3 with the Derby.

tnchting*

The yachtsmen of Lake Ontario have been busy oL

late over the new cutter Gloria, which, though in many
details decidedly under the requirements of the scantling
table in use on the Lakes, has nevertheless made a most
successful vo3^age across the Atlantic and up the St.

Lawrence. The yacht came into Toronto, after merely
the ordinary cleaning up and painting of topsides at

Halifax, with no more signs of wear and straining than
if she had merely sailed up the lake from Kingston—in

fact, no one who examined the construction would im-
agine that she had been on the ocean for six weeks in
very bad weather. The opinion has been expressed, not
only by professional yacht sailors but by some of the
better-informed yachtsmen as well, that such a practical

test as this should entitle the yacht to enter the Lake
races regardless of the size of her scantling.

This view of the matter is perhaps natural enough in

those who have given no particular thought to the sub-
ject; but it is superficial and crude in the extreme. The
object of the scantling restrictions adopted on the Lakes
in 1897 was not merely to secure the building of strong
yachts, but to exclude the specially costly methods of

construction adopted on the coast and in England in the
purely racing classes. The idea as expressed at the
annual meeting of the Yacht Racing Union of the Great
Lakes in the fall of 1896 was that the yachtsmen of the
Lakes were not prepared to give up the general type of

yacht then in use, of a strong and reasonably light

construction such as could be had at moderate figures
from the local builders, and to pay the extravagant
prices which the lightest class of construction commands
both on the Atlantic Coast and in England and Scot-
land. The feeling at the time was that as conditions were
and must be for a long time, it would be a loss rather
than a gain to Lake yachting if the local builders were
neglected and the racing limited to a few lightly built

and very costly racing machines imported from salt

water.
It was distinctly stated at the time in the discussion

that lightness and strength were not incompatiljle, pro-
vided that cost was no object, hut the general opinion

was that the gain in speed through extreme light con-

struction, even though the yacht might be amply strong,

would be of no material value in a fleet used quite as

much for cruising as for racing; and that the added cost

would be a serious injury to the sport. The possibility

of just such a case as that of Gloria was discussed—the
bringing to the Lakes the outclassed and outbuilt yachts

from the seaboard—and at least on the part of those pres-

ent at the meeting the feeling was that such was not

desirable.

The coming of Gloria is an accident and of an alto-

gether exceptional nature; the yacht was built in the

most expensive maner, and apparently without regard

to cost, for an international match, which she won. Her
owner subsequently became financially embarrassed and
she was sold by his creditors at a time when, owing to

the war, the values of yachting property in England were
at the lowest point ever known. In addition, being of

necessity built to the rule and class of the tJnion des

Yachts Frangais, she is just enough over the limits of the

S2ft. L.R. class in Great Britain to be barred from rac-

ing there. Her present owner bought her expressly for

cruising and has no desire to race her, nor has he made
any complaint against her exclusion.

For one such yacht as Gloria on the sale list there are

twenty which both in model and construction are un-

suited for the uses of the Lake yachtsmen, giving no
accommodation for cruising and, even though strong

enough to stand the ordinary strains of two or three

years of racing, lacking in that ultimate strength and
durability which fit them for many years of useful life.

Experience has shown that it is quite possible to build

a weak hull that is fully up to the literal requirements of

the Table of Scantlings, and on the other hand that it is

just as possible to build a hull that is amply strong—for

at least a limited period—in which the scantling is much
below the limits of the table. In the case of Gloria the

frames are all of steamed elm, of very small size, but
•the entire framework of the hull is braced and stiffened

by a system of hollow steel braces between the bilge

stringers and deck stringers and between the keelson and
the deck beams. The .skin is thin, but it is all of ma-
hogany, the inner as well as the outer, and very thor-

oughly fastened with copper rivets. The result seems
most satisfactory so far as even hard sailing is con-
cerned, for a limited period; but it is hardly to be
doubted that the full life of the yacht will be materially

shorter than that of the yachts of heavier construction

built on the Lakes.
There is one point which is worthy of serious consid-

eration. The welfare of yachting on the Lakes depends
in a great measure on the presence of good local builders

who can turn out first-class work of a certain grade of

moderately light all-wood construction at a cost within
the reach of yachtsmen of moderate means. There are

some of these, but none too many, on the Lakes to-day;

and in the interests of yachting at large they should have
every possible encouragement. The only protection they
have to-day is the Table of Scantling, though some of

them are not yet wise enough to recognize the fact.

With it abandoned or even weakened, they may look to

see ..their productions beaten out of sight by even the
unsuccessful . of the outclassed racing machines of New
York and Boston, bought at low figures, and, if fin-keels,

as many are, shipped to fresh water on a freight car.

The decision in the Mineola-Yankee protests, made
public last week, has been looked for by yachtsmen with
more than ordinary interest, owing to previous protests

in the new class. It is a disappointment to find that
the committee does not deal with what was reallj^ the
more important of the two fouls, as well as the more
conspicuous one; but the decision of the committee that
at the time of the second foul one of the two boats was
by virtue of the first foul legally out of the race is a
sound one in every -way. It is known that the case has
been a difficult one for the committee to deal with, it

being necessary to hold a number of meetings and to
take testimony on both sides. To one who is familiar
with the case only through the published decision of the
committee it is not an easy matter to give a final opinion
as to its merits. At the same time, after a careful
study of the report, we are of the opinion that the de-
cision is a just one; and certainly the report itself is

clear, explicit and unequivocal in its meaning. In this

respect it is a useful addition to those precedents that
are really stronger than the rules themselves.
The first foul, the only one which can be considered, is

simple enough in its principles, the difficulty arising only
from the several claims of Mineola's protest and the
conflicting evidence on both sides. The analysis of the
case by the committee seems a fair and correct one, and
so far as we can judge from the small portion of the

,

evidence quoted in the report, the decision is just.

'

The death took place at Southampton, on Sept. 5, of
William O'Neill, the well-known racing skipper, at the
age of fifty-two years. O'Neill was born at Kingstown,
Ireland, his father before him being a yacht master. His
first command was the 40-tonner Myosotis, in which ves-
sel he greatly distinguished himself, having charge of her
si.x season. Next he had the 89-ton cutter Cuckoo, be-
longing to Mr. R. K. Holmes Kerr, for two years, and
then Mr. Hedderwick's famous 40-tonner Annasona,
which was top of her class in her maiden season, while
in her second she was again the champion, with twenty-
nine first prizes. O'Neill entered the service of Mr.
John Jameson in 1883 with the first-class cutter Samcena,
in which he again scored heavily, and then in Irex, when
he was even more successful. In 1890 Iverna was built,

and, although she did not do great things in her first

season, in 1891 and 1892 she proved the leading cutter
of the day. In 1893 Iverna's winnings were small, for
Britannia was in full swing; however, she won a stake
in a private match with Meteor (nee Thistle), then owned
by the German Emperor. Among the trophies won by
O'Neill with Irex was the Cape May challenge cup,
brought home frrom America by Sir Richard Sutton's
cutter Genesta, and which Irex wrested from Genesta
in the race from Cowes to Cherbourg and back.—London
Field.

Mr. and Mrs. C. Oliver Iselin returned to New
York last week on the Majestic after a six months' visit

to Europe. In answer to interviewers Mr. Iselin dis-

claimed all knowledge of a coming challenge for the

America Cup or pi ,any preparations to meet a possible

challenger.

Jolly Roger and Scamp*

.A. SERIES of match races will be sailed this week ofl

Long Island Sound between the Boston raceabout Jolly
Roger and the New York raceabout Scamp. It is un--

fortunate in one way that the latter, selected as the rep-
resentative of New York, was designed by Mr. Crown-
inshield, a sister boat to Jolly Roger and built in Boston;
but as her owner, Johnston De Forest, is a New York
man, one of the best of the younger Corinthian contin^
gent, there will be a certain amount of intercity rivalry

and the races will probably attract much attention. The
first two will be sailed on Sept. 26, one in the morning
and one in the afternoon, from the Indian Harbor Y. C,
Greenwich. The following is from the Boston Globe:
On Sept. 14 B. B. Crowninshield's keel raceabout Jolly

Roger arrived at Monument Beach, Buzzards Bay, where
she found Cyrilla and Quakeress hauled out and pot
leaded, all ready to give her a warm reception. Saturday
morning the first race was sailed with Cyrilla Under the
auspices of the Beverly Y. C.

In a light air Jolly Roger got the best of the start.

The wind was light to moderate through the race and
very light at the finish. When the breeze freshened Cy-
rilla picked up, and when it lightened Jolly Ro_ger re-
gained her advantage, and she finished in first place.

In the afternoon about the same conditions prevailed,
and Jolly Roger again won. This settled the series be-
tween these two boats and Jolly Roger held the field with'
the stimulant of victory to help her in succeeding races.
Monday morning Jolly Roger tackled Quakeress, also

a centerboard Herreshoff production, owned by W. F.
Harrison, which has held the championship of Buzzards
Bay for two seasons. The series was also held under the
auspices of the Beverly Y. C. Again the air was light
and Jolly Roger came out victorious.
The next race was sailed Monday afternoon in a drift-

ing air and Quakeress turned the tables on the Marble-
head boat. The final race was sailed Tuesday and Qua-
keress was again victorious, winning the series. This
race, like the others, was sailed in a very light air.

From the work of the boats the deduction has been
made that in a very light air Jolly Roger can beat the
Buzzards Bay boats, and Mr. Crowninshield is of the
opinion that in a strong breeze the same results would be
obtained. Both Cyrilla and Quakeress are longer on
top than Jolly Roger, and in a moderate breeze, when
they can just get their ends into the water, they can
beat Jolly Roger both at windward work and in reaching.
But it was a contest of designers, between Crownin-

shield in the east and Herreshoff'. The Herreshoff produc-
tion carried off the honors, and no matter what the con-

' ditions the credit belongs to him.
Next week Jolly Roger will tackle the cracks in Long

Island Sound. Her principal race will be with Scamp,
owned by Johnston De Forest, and the champion of Long
Island Sound. Scamp and Jolly Roger are sister boats
and_ the contest between them s-hould be more than ordi-
narily interesting.

The first race will be sailed Wednesday at Indian Har-
bor, and if a final race is necessary it will be sailed on
Saturday. Mr. Crowninshield is faking no chances on
these races and has had Jolly Roger hauled out for a
thorough overhauling and a coat of black lead.

Besides her series with Scamp, Jolly Roger will meet
C. H. Crane's Raider, and here will come another con-
test between designers. Another race will probably be
arranged with Colleen, to be sailed either Saturday morn-
ing or afternoon at Indian Harbor.
On Monday, Oct. i, Jolly Roger will meet Mr. Bed-

ford's Sis at Bridgeport. This will be the last regular
match race, although it is probable that the Marblehead
boat will have a chance to take part in several impromptu
scraps before she is hauled out.

Yacht Racing Union of North America.
New York, Sept. 15.—The annual meeting of the

Y'acht Racing Union of North America will be held at
the Yachtsmen's Club, 47 West Forty-third street. New
York city, on Saturday, Oct. 6, at 4 P. M.
A committee consisting of Mr, Clinton H. Crane

(chairman), Mr. Ralph N. Ellis and the secretary has'
been appointed to revise the racing rules of the Union
arid will make a report at this meeting. The committee
will be glad to receive communications from representa-
tives upon the matter of changes in the rules up to the
date of the meeting.
A meeting of the Council will be held at 2 P. M. on

the same day and at the same place.
Attention is called to the rule requiring a quorum of

fifteen representatives at the general meeting and of five
members at the Council meeting.

Frank Bowne Jones, Sec'y.

Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes.
The annual meeting of the Yacht Racing Union of the

Great Lakes will be held on Saturday, Oct, 13, at 2 P. M.
•at the St. Clair Hotel, Detroit, Mich. The officers for
1901 will be elected and the general business of the Union
will be transacted. Thus far no notice has been given
of any proposed changes in the rules. The present chair-
man of the Union is C. E. Kremer, of Buffalo, and the
secretary-treasurer is J. E. Burroughs, 309 Powers Block,
Rochester, N. Y^^

Royal Canadian Y. C.
TORONTO TORONTO BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The Royal Canadian Y. C. sailed a race for the 30ft.
class on Sept. 15, the old Burgess cutter Wona beating
Sylvia, a comparatively new boat. A dinghy race was
also sailed, the times being:

30ft. Clas^—Start, 3:00.

Finish.
Wona 4 40 10
Sylvia 4 41 06

Junior Dinghy Race—Start, 3:25.
T- C- Barber 3 58 30
E. Gooderham 4 oo 00
G. Chadwick , .4 01 0^
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Lysistrata.

As a fitting successor to two old steam yachts, nota-

ble in their day—Polynia and Namouna—the new yacht

]ust launched for Mr. James Gordon Bennett under the

name of Lvsistrata is a novelty even m these days ot

marvelous craft. With other minor features she is nota-

ble for a contract speed of eighteen knots m sea service

and a combination of the naval and yacht types m her

hull and rig. She was designed by Mr. George L. Wat-

son and built by W. Denny & Bros., Dumbarton, Scot-

land, being launched on Aug. 28. Her length over all is

ctioft l.w.l. 285ft., breadth 40ft.. depth of hold 21ft. 6m.,

tonnage 2,082. Thames measurement, makmg her smaller

by a few tons than VaHant, the largest yacht ahoal.

The hull is of steel, with twin screws, driven by a pair

of triple-expansion four-cylinder engines, 23, 38, 42 and

42 by 3oin. The four boilers have working pressure

of 200lbs.
, , , . r

In appearance the yacht is a marked departure from

the- conventional Clyde steam yacht and also from the

•new type recently developed by Mr. Watson in Varuna,

Margarita II., Mayflower and Nahina, m which the bul-

warks are carried up to form the sides of the deck houses.

Lysistrata has a perfectly plumb stem, a
_

beautilully

moulded yacht counter, and a straight but fair and har-

monious sheer, the entire form of the hull from the keel

to the rail showing the hand of the artist-shipwnght.

The deck house is of the conventional form, with a pas-

sage on the main deck at each side, but both bow and

counter are covered by turtlebacks. The deck house,

nearly 200ft. long, gives a large amount of accommoda-

tion which is considerably augmented by the space under

the after turtleback. The smaller houses are located on

top of the main deckhouse, the forward one surmounted

by a lofty bridge. One of the most striking features of

the yacht is the rig. so far as it goes, a single pole mast

just abaft the stack, with one square yard for signals.

The stack is large and located almost amidships. Like

the mast, it has very little rake, and the severely vertical

lines of the stem, stack and mast, with the straight sheer,

give a businesslike appearance to the yacht which is

most attractive. Below water the keel is very nearly

straight, the forefoot is moderately rounded up, and the

rudder hung on a straight plumb sternpost, is slightly

balanced at the lower end. The two shafts are encased

out to the hubs by projecting portions of the skin. The

bilge keels cover about half the length of the bottom.

The following description of the yacht is from the

North British Daily Mail, of Glasgow.

The vessel has been built to plans prepared by Mr.

G. L. Watson, Glasgow, and with her has been reached

the high water mark of yacht building on the Clyde.

Differing considerably in outward appearance from 'the

conventional type of steam yacht so long fashionable

both in Britain and America, she is withal a really noble

looking vessel. She is the largest and most powerful

yacht yet built on the Clyde, and she will also be the

speediest. The most .important departures which her

tnodel presents to the eye of the ordinary layman are a

straight stem instead of the usual gracefully curved clip-

per or O.G. cutwater, and the absence of anything that

can really be dignified by the name of a mast. In spite

of the want of the conventional sheer to the cutwater,

the boat shows ciuite an eye-pleasing bow, and as the

whole of the entrance lines are at once sweet and pow-

erful, she should push very little water before her, even

when going at top speed. The general body of the boat

is modeled with a master hand, and the long counter is

as graceful as Meteor's or Gleniffer's. She has one huge

funnel which indicates to the initiated that she is to be

a flyer, and with the exception of one.comparatively small

mast^baft the funnel—to be used for signaling purposes

—there is no other spar about her. The new boat is

turtledecked forward, but allowing for the want of a

curved cutwater and masts she approximates more close-

ly in general appearance to the Duke of Sutherland's

beautiful Catania than to those more recent big steam

yachts of Mr. Watson's designing. Mr. William Clark's

Tuscarora or Mr. Kenneth Clark's Katoomba.
_
She is

to be nominally an eighteen-knot boat, but it is confi-

dently expected that nearly a knot more will be forth-

coming on a pinch. T5 get that great speed she is to

be fitted with magnificent machinery of the triple expan-

sion sort, working on four cranks, the horse-power of

which will be about 6,500.

The introduction of the four crank engines to our

yachts has been very little spoken of, but few things have

made more for the comfort of those on board than those

same engines. The smoothness with which the higher

class sort work is so great that in some boats one is

scarcely conscious when they are being started. Now
the thumping and throbbing so inseparable from t\w

engines of the older yachts were among the chief objec-

tions which the more conservative of the old school of

j^achting men had to a mechanically propelled vessel,

and now that these drawbacks are being rapidly annihi-

lated there will A^ery soon be nothing left to object to

in the once-despised and sternly repressed steam yacht.

At one time the Royal Yacht Squadron would not allow

.a man to remain on its books Avho so far forgot himself

as to keep a steam yacht! Lysistrata is built of the finest

steel in that perfect fashion for which Messrs. Denny are

so famed. In this boat (and her twin sister Margarita,,

now rapi&ly nearing completion at Greenock) Mr. Wat-
son has introduced a plating novelty, as far as yacht
building is concerned—that is, the butts of the plates are

overlapped. It is obvious that a yacht of over 2,000

tons—in spite of the fact that .she is to have machinery
capable of taking her along at nineteen knots and bunk-
ers as capacious as small coal pit,s—must .still have an
enormous lot of space left for cabins and other domestic,

so to speak, accommodation, Mr. Watson has been as

successful with the utilization of this space as he has been
fortunate in imparting a look of grace and power com-
bined to the boat herself. It is unnecessarj^ to go into

details over the internal economjr of the boat, but it may
be added just in passing that the scheme of finishing

adooted for all -the more public rooms is classical. The
dining room, for instance, a handsome, airy, well lighted
aoartment, ;^=f^ long by T^^ft. broad, is done in the Gre-
cian style. Thi^ more artistic work on the rooms is in

the hands of Messrs. Waring, London, Mr, Bennett.

who has been turning over in his raiiid for several years
back the building of a great steam yacht, visited Dum-
barton recently for the purpose of seeing Lysistrata^ and
he was greatly pleased with ber.

The Massachusetts 25ft. "Class.
The new 2Sft. class of the Y. 'R."A. of Massa'chusetts

has been one of the disappointments of the year in yacht-

ing, much being expected from it and very little realized

either in the waj- of sport for the time being or of useful

trial of some intricate yachting problems. The class

was built under a new rule based on a radical change;
from the accepted formulas, and with a number of new
boats it was expected that there would be good racing
through the season and that some valuable light would
be shed -on the measurement question.

The first break came when the four new boats building

by C. C. Hahley were discovered to be outside of the
Hmitations in the detail of cabin trunk, so that they were
formally barred from the regular Association class and
compelled to race as a special class. Following this

came the discovery that though they could be measured
into the class with the required weight on board, they

could not carry their sail vvith this amount of ballast, and
when finally ballasted as they pleased through a private

agreement they ran from 26ft. to 27ft. l.w.1. instead of 25ft.

In addition to this the masts were 50. far forward that

the resulting position of the C.E. caused th,ein to steer

badly, necessitating such changes" .of rig as have de-
stroyed air useful comparisons that might otherwise have
been made as to the relative merits of lofty and low
rigs. The end has been that the class has raced in a
.slipshod, go-as-you-please fashion without regard to rules,

the ballast has been changed from day to day, according,
to the promised weather," sails on measurement haA'C

proved larger than the rules allowed, the sail restrictions

have been openly violated by a palpable evasion, the
owners have refused to allow any measurement of the
waterline, and finally, one of the four owners laid his

boat up early in the season, refusing to race, and later,

as the result of a personal encounter between two- other
owners, two more yachts have left the H. O. class, leav-

.

ing but one boat in it. The absence of these four new
boats has also been felt in the regular 25ft. class, whei-e

they might have more than doubled the interest in the

racing.

The following summary of the racing in the two classes

is given by the Boston Globe. The most interesting

point in connection with it is the excellent showing of

the keel boat Flirt, designed by B. B. Crowninshield, in

a class where the centerboards have long been supreme.

Radof Records—Table No. U

The Quincy race of Sept. i is not included in the tables

for the reason that the judges had not rendered a de-
cision on the mutual protests of Al Kyris and Hanley
at the time the tables were made up.

Table No. i shows the places in the races secured by
the boats, but table No. 2 is really the most valuable
one, as showing how many times each boat has beaten
or has been beaten by the others of the fleet. Read
across for a boat's wins and down for her losses. '

.

The first of the races of the Corinthian midsummer
series is not included in the tables, because the win of

Hanley over Nixie had no bearing on the othejr events
of the season's record. The doings of Eleanor and Or-
phan are recorded as a matter of interest. The races of

(3rphan at Hull are not included, since she was ruled out
l)y the regatta committee for failing to qualify in the

class. -

As between the three H. O. boats after the withdrawal
of Orphan, Hanley has the best record, but her margin
of wins is so small as to emphasize the closeness of the
racing in tliis class and to show the wisdom of securing
the racing of the boats by clubs whenever possible.

What might have been the result had the boats raced
out the season instead of stopping after the Quincy race
of Sept. r is problematical, but since the owners of

Al Kyris and Empress chose to consider the afl^air on the
Quincy float a mortal of¥ense and to boycott the owner
of Hanley therefor in spite of an offered apologj% the

record must stand on the racing up to tliat time.

Hanley's margin is a small but a good one.
The surprising thing about the tables is the fine show-

ing of Flirt. She has beaten the H. O. boats more times
than they have beaten her, as table No. 2 clearly shows.
She is a remarkable boat in many ways, and the writer
confesses that he must modify his opinion of her abili-

ties, formed after the Annisquam races. The way she
beat the H. O. boats at Hull down the channel in a
choppy sea a week ago last Friday was a revelation.

To an observer on Telegraph Hill the H. O. boats, as

well as the centerboards of class D, were throwin.g heaps
of water, while Flirt was going along finely with half the

fuss. In smooth water and a good breeze the H. O.
boats will win from Flirt without trouble, but when it

comes to a thrash to windward in a seaway Flirt shows
the full advantages of the keel model.
Which naturally leads up to some comment on the

H. O. models. The boats were failures in more ways
than not having sufficient depth of body to conform to

the Y. R. A. restrictions. They floated at 2Sft. waterline

with the required 2,ooolbs. of ballast aboard, but that

amount was not sufficient to give them stability in any-
thing more than a light air. In a puff they would heel,

out and throw their sterns up and their rudders out of

water in a way to make a helmsman lose his temper.
Deeper rudders and more ballast remedied this fault,

but the boats went to 26.6 or 27ft. in doing it.

Nevertheless, they are roomy boats, both on deck and
below, and are better for cruising than a narrow and deep
keel boat. With a reduced rig they will be handy, com-
fortable and able.

.Some light on the question of high and narrow vs.

broad and low sail plans was expected in the racing of

the H. O. class, but the masts on the boats were so far

forward and the center of effort of the sails correspond-
inglv out of place that no satisfactory conclusions can
be drawn. Al Kyris imdoubtedly went faster when she
changed from her original high and narrow mainsail, but
since at the time she shifted her center of effort 6in. fur-

ther aft it may well be questioned if the shift and not the

shape of the sail was the cause of her carrying a weather
instead of a lee helm.

,
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The Manhasset Y. C. J5ft Class.

The following circular has been sent out to its mem-
bers by the Manhasset Bay Y. C:

Manhasset J5ft, Raceabout Class.

A special racing and cruising class will be built itt the
Manhasset Bay Y. C. for the season of 1901.

These boats will be of the modern fin-keel type, with
, raceabout rig, 14ft, waterline, 24ft. over all, 6ft. 6in.

breadth, 3ft. 6in. draft. They have been designed as a

single-handed cruiser, having cabin accommodation for

two, or even three, but at the same time will be sufli-

ciently speedy to insure a good one-design racing class.

They will be built by Robert Jacob (successor to H.
Piepgras), of City Island, and of the best material.

The price for each boat will be $450, provided ten or
more are ordered, and it is earnestly requested by the

committee in charge of the class that members or their

friends wishing to build will address the undersigned
without delay, as the contracts for the first ten must be
signed by Sept. 30.

There will be a meeting of those interested in the class

at the club house, Port VVashington, at 7:30 P. M. Sat-
urday, Sept. 15 (date of fall regatta), and in the mean-
time the plans specifications and model may be seen in

the main room of the club house and any further infor-

mation obtained of the committee.
Manhasset Raceabout Committee-^Guy Standing,
70 West Thirty-sixth street; Edward M. MacLel-
lan, 90 Wall street; Georg A. Coryy^ 37 Maiden
Lane.

The idea of this class is an excellent one and should
have been put into effect a long time ago. There is good
reason to believe that the Skow distemper, which began
with the 15-footer Question in 1895, has now about run
its course with the majority of yachtsmen and that there

will be a revival of the demand for abler and wholesomer
types, especially among men who want to race at times,

but not in bathing suits, and who also want a yacht for

cruising and general sailing. With the present knowl-
edge derived from fast craft of all types and with im-
proved methods of construction and modern sails and
fittings, it should be pos.sible to design a small single-

hander for both racing and cruising that would be im
measurably superior to the craft used some years ago for

the same purpose. At the same time the details of the

proposed class, as given in the above circular and in the

sail plan, strike us very far from the ideal craft. The
principal dimensions, 24ft, over all. 6ft. 6in. breadth and
3ft. 6in. draft, are very good for the proposed use, and
.such a boat should by all means be of the fin-keel type,

like the did canoe yawls used years before Dilemma was
dreamed of. In so small a boat there is no gain of room
through the adoption of the S section, and the cost is in-

creased and the center of buoyancy raised unnecessarily

as compared w'ith the T section of the fin-keel type.

Ill the proposed design, however, the extreme type is

followed, the waterline is very short, the hull is shallow,

the overhangs are excessive and the fin is shortened up
as 'in the extreme racing craft, with a freak rudder. As
long as there is no measurement of the l.w.l. there is no
object in adopting the Skow type of hull; a much faster

and better boat could be had with a cleanly lined hull

of say i8ft. l.w.l., with 2ft. overhang forward and 4ft.

aft, in place of 5ft. at each end. A little added depth of

hull amidships would not materially affect the speed and
it would be offset by a lower cabin house, the one shown
on the plans being excessively high and out of proportion

to the hull. If the j^acht is to be used as a single-hander,

or even if she is to be sailed day in and day out by two
persons, with any degree of pleasure, it is a great mistake
to give her the short deep racing fin. making it necessary

to hold the tiller in hand and to .steer her every moment
while she is under way. With a fairly long fin and a

rudder hung on the sternpost in the usual way it should

be I'^ossible '0 'ash the helm and leave her to sail herself

^vhile the single-hander is cooking, eating, cleaning up
or reefing under way. and she will be far pleasanter to

.^teer at all times. On the extreme dimensions given,

the boat with the longer waterline and keel ,should co,st

no more than the proposed design and she would prob-

ablv give far greater satisfaction, both in point of speed

and comfort in cruising; while .she would be smarter and

more shipshape in appearance.

I'he Forest and .Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspojidence intended lor publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday and much earlier as practicable.
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The Cfoisc of the Niagara
-

' The steam yacht Niagara, heloriging to Howard G-ouIdj

which reached New York on Sept. 15, lay all next day
ott Thirtjr- fourth street, the o^vner "and his wife remain-
ing on board and receiving, a ieW friends.

Niagara has steamed 15,000 miles since she sailed from
this port on May 8. She carried a crew' of seventy-three
men, all told, at that time, arid'had. on board, besides the
owner and his wife. Dr. audi Mrs. ^Gleraent Cleveland as

guests. The Niagara went to Queenstown, And thence,
by easy stages, to the isle of Guernsey, Dartmouth,
Cowes, Southampton, Havre, and up the Seine to Rouen.
Here the 3'acht was. anchosed > foj fiv£ days, and the
Goulds visited the exposition. •-(•"i^ ^.ti'

The next port was'Ost^rid. awH'tEe yath't then sailed

to Leith, where Mr.. Turner and Mf.'and'MrSi Stone, of

New York, came on board to 'remaili as g'uejits for the
rest of the trip. .From t^eith the itinerary led to Kirk-
wald, the capital of the Orkney Islands, and thence to
Reykeich, the capital of Iceland. Here the Governor of
the island was received,on board with his stafif, and the
party visited the boiling springs. Whde trying to jump
across one of these "springs, the Niagara's quartermaster
fell into the water and was severely scalded.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland left the yacht at Malde, Nor-

way. They thereby escaped' the most unpleasant inci-

dent of the trip. About eighty miles from Bergen, while
the Niagara w'as proceeding under full steam, her sail-

ing master, Mr. Caws, landed her on the rocks with her
. bow out of th* water. It was at first thought that the
vessel Was in great danger, but she did not leak, and
word was sent to Bergen for tugs. Before they arrived,

'Miqwever,- Eugene- Higgins' yacht, the Varuna, hove in
-.^^ig-ht./ She .took, the Niagara off the rocks.

' /This took tWenty-four hours. The Niagara was towed
•to Bergen and there put into dry dock. It was found

' that her keel was flattened for almost the entire length
of the vessel. Two weeks of hard work by eighty men
was necessary before she was again fit for service. On
account of the time thus lost the cruise to the North
Cape was abandoned. -

The subsequent stay at Markstrand was made notable
by a visit from King Oscar of Sweden and Norway, who
came into port on his yacht during the stay of the Niag-
ara. He spent several hours aboard, accompanied by

. several ladies and gentlemen of his court. On leaving
;

lie sent his photograph: and autograph to. Mrs. Gould.
'

Later the yacht lost a blade of her propeller while
passing through the Kaiser Wilhelm Canal at Copen-
hagen. She was again docked at that point. While re-
pairs were being made Mrs. Gould went to London,
where she purchased a number of pet dogs. One of
these, the Princess Zora, cost $1,250, and is said to be
the second best pug in the world. Mrs. Gould also pur-

.
chased two other pugs and a terrier. She rejoined the
yacht at Copenhagen and the return trip was beguM.

—

New York Times.

Qumcy Y» C.
- QUINCY—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The Quincy Y. C. sailed a race for the special 21ft. class
on S.ept. 15 in a fresh easterly breeze, the times being:

r-, ^ ^ Elapsed.
Cleopatra, F. F. Crane 1 08 30
vJmeme, W. P. Barker 1 og 30
Bobolink, W. B. Vose. !!!!r'13 30

The third race of the special 21 -footers was sailed on
Sept. 22, the times being:
Bobolink, W. B. Vose

, 1 51 55
Omenie, W. P. Barker

i i i ; i; !!!l 52 08
Cleopatra, F. F. Crane .".1 53 04

On Sept. 22 the regatta committee of the Quincy Y. C.
met and made the following decision on the counter pro-
tests, of Al Kyris and Hanley, made over the race of
Sept. I

:

"The testimony which was heard having shown that
the question to be decided was one of fact—whether or
no the Hanley's sails were filled and she was on the star-
board tack when struck by the Al Kyris—the committee
reaffirms the ruling of the members of the board of
judges, whose duty it was to watch the starting line. viz.

:

That the Hanley had filled away on the starboard tack,
and was entitled to her rights on a new course (Chap.
3, Sec. ig,- Par. 10) when struck by the Al Kyris.

"In ptirsuance of the above ruling, which is fully sub-
stantiated by other members of the Quincy Y. C. who
witnessed the foul. the. committee hereby declares the Al
Kyris to be disqualified from, the race of Sept. i,

"The protest which, the Al Kyris filed against the Hanley
is not aUo-wed." ^

, ...

The -committee further voted, "That the committee de-
clines to take further action in regard to the controversy
which took place on the float Sept. i."

Spray—May B.

South Boston Y. C.

SOUTH BOSTON—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday. Sept. 9,

The South Boston Y. C. sailed a handicap race on Sc*^.

Q from off City Point to Peddock's Island in a lively S.E.

breeze, the times .being;
Elapsed. Corrected.

Golden Tiod, C. E. Bruce 1 21 41 1 51 41
Little Peter, T. J. Moebs.. 1 34 05 2 07 05
Sally Brass, Shirlev Mar.ston 1 51 57 2 13 57
Geisha, Dr. C. E. Ryder 1 52 16 2 18 16
Emma C. P. A. Coupal 1 52 25 2 22 25

i Marguerite. D. N. Palmer ..2 02 02 2 24 02
Gvnthia, A. D. Frazer, 2 14 10 2 2t 10
Duster. J. T. Ball ..,,,,,.,..1 58 57 2 24 57
Tulia, Mtinroe & Perkins............ ...2 09 37 2 27:57
Helen, Warren Spurr ." 2 13 44 2 28 44
Awilda. Ormshy & McCarthy 2 07 09 2 30 09
Katie C. C. T. Chance 2 17 19 2 32 19
Lydia, W. A. 'Wood 2 15 OO 2 33 00
Varuna, C. E. Nodwell 2 16 24 2 37 24
Sa\nvard. Theo. Nicholson 2 15 24 2 35 24
Bohemian, Field & McMahon 2 22 22 2 37 22
Velma, T. F; Trotfnan.. ..2 42.33 2 55 33
Candlepin, T. F. Wilby 2 02 33

Ida May 2 09 40

Addie Withdrew.
Empire Withdrew.
V^andal - Withdrew.

The judges were Arthiir Fuller. W. H. Godfrey, D. F.

Carew and Morris Livingston.

CHICAGO—LAKE MICHIGAN.

Saturday, Sept, 15,

The little keel cruiser Spray, owned by J. W- Keogh, of

Chicago, whose lines were published in the Forest and
Stream during April, 1898, was built in that year from
the designs and specifications of W. P. Stephens. Her
builders, Rice Bros., of East Boothbay, Me., turned out
a specially good boat, using more than ordinary care in

following the specifications so as to obtain strength and
a reasonable amount of lightness. She is ballasted with a

cast iron keel, as she was not- originally intended for

racing. During the past two summers Mr. Keogh has
sailed her in a number of races, and this season she has

won a fair number of races from May B., a new Cuthbert
boat* of lighter construction and more extreme form. Of
late May B. has declined to start in severaUraces against

Spray, but she has recently changed hands, and her new
owner turned her over to Mr. George R. Peare, owner of

Siren, one of Chicago's best Corinthian sailots, for the

final race of the Chicago Y. C. on Sept. 15. The race was
open to different classes, but only May B. and Spray
started, so that it amounted to a match between the two.
Spray has had her original cruising sail plan considerably

increased, as she proved a very able boat. She is now
carrying 795 sq. ft. in mainsail and jib; May B.

850 sq. ft., both suits being made by Wilson &
There was a strong breeze blowing, and May B.

two reefs in her inainsail and her working jib,

carrying a balance reef in her mainsail. They
from the gun at 3 P. M., May B. going over within three

seconds and Spray following on her weather quarter, five

seconds after. The first leg was a close reach to the open-
ing of the harbor, the two hold''ng their positions; after

rounding the pier they broke out balloon jibs, and after

iuiiing for a tims, Spray bore away for the Four-Mile
Crib with the wind over the starboard quarter and passed
May B. to leeward, the latter trying to carry a spinaker.

They were timed at this mark:

Spray .3 34 30 May B 3 34 40

The next leg of six miles to the Lakeview Crib was
run with the wind on the port beam, but hauling ahead as

they neared the mark. Spray still gaining until they were
timed :

.Spray 4 32 30 May B.... 4 33 tO

It was a close reach in for the harbor, with the wind
blowing upward of twentj^-five miles per hour in the
puffs and a nasty sea. May B. shook out her second
reef, but gained nothing by it, as she could not earry the

sail in the puffs. Spray continued to gain, and finished

with a lead of two minutes and fifteen seconds, the times
being, start 3 :00:00:

Finish. Elapsed.
Spray • 5 33 10 2 33 10
May B 5 35 25 2 35 25

The course of eighteen miles was sailed in good time.
Spray wins a handsome silver cup.

carries

Silsby.

carried
Spray

started

Httll—Massachusetts Y. C.

HULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. sailed a club race on
Sept. 15 in a fresh easterly breeze, the times being:

H. O. Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Hanley, W. F. Bache 2 03 15

25ft. Class.
Flirt, Fabyan & McKee 2 10 16
Hermes, A. W. Chesterton 2 11 39

21ft. Handicap Class.
Holly, Wm. Ware 2 02 04 2 00 04
Shiyessa, Alfred Douglass 2 07 15 2 00 15
Lai, F. L. Dunne 2 11 25 2 01 25
Darthea, W. B. Lambert 2 01 30 2 01 3G
Tacobin, T. E. Jacobs 2 04 IB 2 02 15
Nike, C. A. Cooley... .2 12 54 2 03 54
.Squaw, A. M. Blinn 2 19 .04 2 04 04

18ft. Handicap Class.
Barbara, A. F. Hayden 2 11 55 2 02 55
Goblin. Geo. W. Canterbury 2 16 21 2 03 21
Zaza, Humphrey & Lauriat . .Disabled.

The judges were Messrs. William Avery Gary, Louis
M. Clark and Lawrence B. Flint.

Saturday, Sept. 22.

The Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. sailed the last race of the
season on Sept. 22, starting in a light N.W. breeze, which
freshened later after shifting to north. Al Kyris made a
nominal start, to save her Hull cup record, then withdrew
and left Hanley alone in the H.O. class. The times were:

H. O. Class.
Elapsed. ' Corrected.

Hanley, W. F. Bache 2 09 42
A! Kyris, J. F. Brown ....Withdrew.

21ft. Handicap Class,
Spinster, L. M. Clark 1 52 47 1 44 47
Nike, C- A. Cooley 1 56 13 1 45 13
Squaw, A. M. Blinn 2 02 18 1 47 18
Darthea. W. B. Lambert 1 48 34 1 47 34
Caterpillar, W. P. Keyes 2 03 42 1 48 42
Holly. W. M. Ware 1 56 04 1 54 04
Shiyessa, A. Douglass 2 02 17 1 55 17

18ft. Handicap Class.
Goblin, G. W. Canterburv 1 57 53 1 43 53
Barbara. A. F. Hayden 1 54 26 1 45 26
Zaza. Humphrey & Lauriat 1 57 15 1 50 15

The judges were L. B. Flint and W. E. Robinson.

Columbia Y. C.

CHICAGO—LAKE MICHIGAN.

Saturday, Sept, 15.

The Columbia Y'. C, of Chicago, sailed its fall regatta
on Sept. 15. In Class 6 Peri won after breaking two
tillers and mistaking the firiish line. The times were:

Class 6B.
' Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Peri 2 34 36 4 23 20 1 48 44 1 42 05
Charlotte R 2 36,38 4 29 42 1 53 04 1 53 04
Pinta 2 34 18 4 38 18 2 04 00 1 56 48

Class' 7A- '

Widsith 2 35 10, '"4 32- 55 1 57 25 1 56 08
Gloria 2 34.10 4 35 05 2 00 55

Class SB.
imp ..2 34 10 4 43 22 2 09 12 2 03 20
Vixen . :2 84 44 4 39 12 2 04 28 2 04 28
Florence 2 34 36 4 66 20 2 21 44 2 14 20
Martha 2 ;W 10 4 57 59 2 23 39 2 16 00

Class 9A.
Query ..230 30 4 23 32 1 52 58 1 45 14
Gironda 2 31 32 4 28 19 1 56 47 1 49 03
Willit ...2 34 37 Withdrew.
Albatross 2 34 44 Withdrew.
Louise II ...2 31 35 4 33 16 2 01 41

Class 10.'

Dot 2'31 42' 5 02 33 2 36 51 2 25 42
Alva ...:.2 40 00 Withdrew.

Class 2—.S.;hooners.
Noraadi 2 34 19 4 25 37 1 51 18 1 50 46
Tartar 2 39 00 4 38 53 1 59 53 1 59 53
Glad Tidixigs 2. 34 02 Withdrew.

Burg^ess Y. G,

marbleheab—massachusett.s bay.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The Burgess Y. C. finished its season with a race on
Sept. 15 in a moderate breeze from S.E., the times being:

Raceabouts.
Elapsed.

Rvinaway Girl, D, Tweed ..<.i 1 11 10

16ft. Class.
Ugly Duckling, C. F. Lyman 1 05 39
Cyclon*.. F. G. Macomber , 1 07 03
Moccasin, ."V. D. Irving 1 li 10

Dories.
Too Doo B. C. Melzard 1 08 24
Oregon. C. H. Curtis .,.1- 08 45
Raggy Lug, W. H. Brown : ..1 09 3R

Knicketbocker Y« C»
COLLEGE POINT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, .Sept. 22.

The annual ladies' day race of the Knickerbocker
Y. C. was sailed on Sept. 22 in a moderate breeze, the
times being :

43ft. Class—Start, 4:00.

„
, T rr -7 .

Finish. Elapsed.
Gurnard, L. H. Zoocher 4 56 35 0 55 35
Nimrod, Dr. G. Bird 4 56 35 0 56 35

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start, 4:00.
Flora, F. G: Pauly.... Withdrew.
Porgie, J. G. Hurly 5 23 18 1 23 18
Ouananiche, Rodman Sands! 5 13 47 1 13

Catboats—Start, 4:05.
Louise, .John Knox, . . 5 01 59 0 56 50
Leisure, F. B. Myridk:. 5 02 36 0 57 36
Thisbe, W. p. Reed...,,..,. .5 00 56 0 55.56

Open Cats—Start., 4:05.
iTohc, Fred L. Kraemer i... ;..;...5 00 50 0 55 50
Marguerite, J. M. Young ....,.„-..,...';... .'5 02 53 II 57 5:?

Hampden Class-^Start, 4:10.
Zena, F. E. Barnes.; ..,..,.5 13 36 1 U3 36
Blackbird, Rodman Sands 5 13 00 1 03 00
Bluebird. Irving Sands .5 17 35 1 07 35
Mi Babe, J. H. Mason 5 10 25 1 00 25
Indian, J. O. Sinkinson 5 12 32 I' 02 32

The winners were: 43ft. class. Gurnard; 30ft. class.
Ouananiche; catboats, Thisbe; open cats, Frolic; Hamp-
den class, .Mi Babe.

Rivetside ¥ C.

RIVERSIDE—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. 21.

The Riverside Y. C. sailed its fall regatta on Sept. 22
in a strong N.W. wind that ..took the mast out of the cut-
ter Cymbra and disabled the raceabout Colleen before the
start. The times were:

51ft. Class—Start, 1:10.

Racing Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
A hair. Cord Meyer 51.00 3 16 41 3 16 41
Hussar II., James Baird 51.00 3 33 52 3 33 52

Special Match—Start, 12:20.
Vorant II., J. H. Tyson 36.00 3 05 42 3 00 20
Eurybia, Charles Preyer ..'40.02 3 03 49 03 49

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 12:20.
Cymbra, F. C. Henderson 35.57 Dismasted.

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start, 12:30.
Enpronzi, Alfred Peats

, 30.00 2 47 03 2 47 03
Kit, T. H. Macdonald..*; 30.00 2 56 01 2 56 01
Alerion, A. H. Alker 30.-00 Disabled.
Boreas, Cord Meyer

, Withdrew.
Catboats—30ft. Class—Start, 12:30.

Windora, John Green 30.00 3 30 36 3 30 36

Raceabouts—Start, 12:35.
Sis, F. T. Bedford 21.00 2 32 36 2 32 36
Raider, H. M. Crane .21.00 Disabled.

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 12:40.
Rochelle, Edward Kelly 25.00 3 28 25 3 28 25
Murmur, Barclay Ward 25.00 Withdrew.

Catboats—25ft. Class—Start, 12:40.
Vagabond, W. E. Holah . 24.06 . 2 45 30 2 45 30
Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby 23.50 2 48 56 2 47 35

National Yacht and Stiff Club.

TORONTO LAKE ONTARIO.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The National Yacht and Skiff Club, of Toronto, sailed
a race for the Barthelmes cup on Sept. 15 in a strong
easterly wind and rough sea. Several of the skiffs had
been damaged in the storm of Thursday and were not
able to start. The race was a handicap, the times being:

Start. 1st round. Finish. Elapsed.
Pirate 3 05 00 3 44 00 4 21 58 1 16 58May Belle 3 05 00 3 45 00 4 23 15 1 18 15
Corsair 3 05 00 3 47 15 4 30 10 125 10
Tainui 3 05 00 3 49 50 4 32 05 1 27 05
Dream 3 05 00 3 .51 03 4 32 50 1 27 50
Arrow 3 10 00 3 .53 35 4 '35 22 1 25 22
Vixen 3 10 00 3 56 00 4 40 32 1 30 32
Chance 3 10 00 4 01 20
Zanetta '....3 10 00 3 59 00 ...
Annie Young -...3 05 00 . .. ..

Jamaica Bay Y» C.

CANARSIE—^JAMAICA BAV.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

A MATCH for $150 and the championship of the 25ft.

class of the Jamaica Bay Y. C. was sailed on Sept. 15
over the club course between the cats Arrow, 'Lilly S. and
Jennie, the latter winning by four minutes corrected
tifne, after allowing four minutes to the others. In the
cabin cat class Orca, was first. Lulu second and Tessie
third. The race was sailed in almo-st half a gale from the
eastward.
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Scawanhaka Cor. Y. C
OYSTER BAY.

Sept. 18-22.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. arranged a race for

the 70-footers on Sept. 18, only Rainbow and Mnieola II.

being present. The start was set for 2:30, off Center

Island, at which time half a gale from the north was blow-

ing both yachts being reefed, with jib headers set. Just

before the signal, Mineola and Rainbow were ni collision,

the former losing her topmast. Rainbow sailed one round

of the course, when she was stopped by the committee.

Mineola went to City Island for repairs, while her steam

tender went to Bristol for a new topmast. The race

committee met at the club house, and after hearing the evi-

dence, disqualified Rainbow and ordered a resail.

The two met Sept. 21 in a light wind, W. to S.W.

Rainbow was well sailed and made a big gain on the

windward work, finally winning by over five minutes.

The times were

:

First Round.
1st Mark. 2d Mark. Home Mark.

Rainbow 12 49 30 2 03 29 2 32 28

Mhieok 12 49 54 2 os 59 2 37 25

Second Round.
Rainbow 3 13 55 3 41 00 4 06 52

Kola 31759 34437 41213
Racing Length. Finish. Elapsed.

Rainbow, C. Vanderbilt 76.00 4 06 52 .3 51 52

Mineola J I., August Belmont 76.00 4 12 13 3 57 13

Hempstead Bav Y. C
FREEPORT—HEMPSTEAD BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The Hempstead Bay Y. C. ended its racing season on

Sept. 15 with an open race in a strong S.E. breeze, the

yachts carrying two and three reefs. Quo Vadis was pro-

tested for fouling a mark, but the protest was not sus-

tained, nor were similar protests against other boats.

M&beJ and Beulah' withdrew after fouling marks. The

tirpes were:
Sloops—Start, 11,50.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ouo Vadis 1 52 30 2 02 30 2 02 30

E eanor . 2 09 00 2 19 00 2 14 15

tdice 1 55 30 2 05 30 1 58 45

Second Class Cats—Start, 11:50.

Ellen 2 23 30 2 28 30 2 28 25

Dorothy" 2 02 00 2 07 00 2 07 00

Beulah Withdrew.
Mabel Withdrew.
I^n . ....2 16 00 2 21 00 2 20 33

Dot 2 25 30 2 30 30 2 28 05

Third Class Cats—Start, 12:00.

RioDle 1 56 30 1 56 30 1 55 06

Eva 1 58 00 1 58 00 1 5^ 00

Royal St. Lawrence Y. C.

DORVAL—^LAKE ST. LOUIS.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The last race of the 22ft. class for the Kirke Green

trophy was sailed on Sept. 15 in a fresh S.E. breeze. At

the end of the sixth race Ivaloo and Galloo each had

15 1-6 points, and Bona Dea an even 15 points. Only

Ivaloo. Bona Dea and Koorali started, Bona Dea winning

after a good race and taking the cup. The times were,

start 3:42-:o2:

Finish. Points.

Bona Dea, Jas. Paton 4 57 38 19

Ivaloo, C. T. Williams 4 57 58 18 1-6

Koorali, S. A. Finley 4 59 08 17 1-3

Queen City Y. C.

TORONTO—-TORONTO BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The Queen City Y. C. sailed a race for the i6ft. class,

ending the racing season, on Sept. 15, the wind being

strong from the east. The times were, start 2 :45 :

Finish. Elapsed.

Whitecap 4 13 32 1 28 32

Caprice 4 23 37 1 38 37

Spray 4 25 40 1 40 40

Cotinthian Y, C
MARBLEIIEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 15.

The Corinthian Y. C. held its sail-off for the scratch

knockabout class on Sept. 15 in a moderate S.E. breeze, the

times being;
Elapsed.

Suzanne, F. Brewster , 1 33 20

Opechee, T. C. Grew .- 1 35 20

Opitsah It., S. H. Foster..... 1 38 47

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The Covves Number of The Yachtsman for 1900 is

quite up to the usual high standard, especially in the
matter of illustrations, of which there are many, large and
small. The opening article, "From Cowes to Cape
Town," contains the biographies and portraits of many
yachtsmen, among them Lord Dudley, Lord Dunraven,
the Earl of Albemarle, Lord Sudley, Lord Wolverton,
Messrs. Philip Perceval, R. C. Leigh, Andrew Coats,
Claude Allan, H. R. Langrishe and Commander De Hor-
sey, R. N., who have taken part in the war in South
Africa. A very striking photo shows the transport Kil-
donan Castle leav-ing the Thames on May 25 for the Cape
with 2,2q8 officers and men for service at the front, and
just overtaking the yawl Brynhild, under spinaker and
inizzen staysail, the leader in the handicap match of the
Thames Y. C. then under way. Another good photo
reproduction shows the royal yacht Victoria and Albert,
the old sidewheeler, at anchor in Dartmouth Harbor!
Mr. Linton Hope contributes an interesting article de-
scribing some modern freaks of English and French or-
igin. A good article on the old cutter Fiona, designed
and built by Will Fife, Sr., in 1865, has excellent por-

traits of Mr. Fife and the noted Capt. John Houston, her
sailing master, and also a view of the Fife yard at Faitlie.

Two portraits of the yacht are also given, one from a
painting made in t866 and one from a photo made as

.
she won the Heligoland cup this year. The difference
in the sails is of itself an eloquent commentary on the
legitimate advances of yachting. Mrs. Maude Speed, wife
of the author of "Cruises in Small Yachts and Large
Canoes," contributes- a sketch of a cruise on the South
coast in the four-ton cutter Lerna which Mr. Speed has
owned of late years and in which the two have made
many cruises.
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Fixtures.

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
Oct. 16-17.—Raleigh N. C.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s target tourna-

ment. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
Oct. 16-17.—Montgomery, Ala.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s two-day

target tournament, under the auspices of the Montgomery Gun
Club; added money. Jack Parker, Mgr.
Oct. 23-25.—Atlanta, Ga.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s live-bird tourna-

ment. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
Oct. 29-.30.—^Jacksonville, Fla.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s two-day

tournament, under auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club; $100
added. Third day, grand g^igeon shoot exclusively under the
auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. John Parker, Mgr.

Sept. 26-28.—Omaha, Neb.—Fifth annual target tournament of
the Dupont Gun Club. H. S. McDonald, Sec'y.

Sept. 27.—Omaha, Neb.—Parmelee-Elliott contest for Republic
cup, at 2 P. M.
Sept. 27.—Hartford, Conn.—Annual tournament of tlie CoH Gun

Club. James Carter, Sec'y.
Sept. 27-28.—Erie, Pa.—First annual target tournament of the

Erie Rod and Gun Club; |100 added money. W. S. Bookwalter,
Cor. Sec'y.
Sept. 28.—Watson's Park, Chicago.—Championship at targets

for E C cup between Messrs. Fred (iilbert and W. R. Crosby.
Sept. 28 and Nov. 13.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn.—Under auspices

of the Greater New York Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live
birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club in
the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shoot-
ing commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A.
Webber, managers.

Oct. 1.—Brooklyn, N. Y.—All-day merchandise handicap of the
Fulton Gun Club, Crescent street. East New York, 10 A. M.
A. A. Schoverling, Box 475.

Oct. 2.—Gilbert-Elliott contest for Dupont cup, at Exposition
Ball Park, at 2:30 P. M.
Oct. 2-4.—Toledo, O.—Miller Gun Club's fall tournament at

bluerocks. Geo. Volk, Sec'y.
Oct. 2-5.—Bloomfield, Ind,—The Bloomfield Gun Club's third

annual tournament; targets and sparrows; $200 added. E. E. Neal,
Sec'y.
Oct. 3.—Kansas City, Mo.—Gilbert-Elliott contest for Sports-

men's Review cup at Exposition Ball Park, at 2:30 P. M.
Oct. 4.—West Chester, Pa.—Annual fall shoot of the West Chester

Gun Club; $20 added. F. H. Eachus, Sec'y.
Oct. 8.—Jersey City, N. J.—All-day sweepstake shoot of the

Hudson Gun Club. H. L. Hughes, Sec'y.
Oct. 9.—Gilbert-Crosby contest for the E C cup.
Oct. 10-11.—Circleville, O.—Fall tournament of the Pickaway

Rod and Gun Club; targets and live birds. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
Oct. 11.—Greensburg, Ind.—Tournament of the GreensburR Gun

Club. C. D. Tillson, Sec'y.
Oct. 12-14.—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Gun Club's tournament;

targets and live birds. Emile PragofT. Sec'y.
Oct. 9 and Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road,

N. J.—Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men
team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized
gun club in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweep-
stake shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier
and Dr. A. A. Webber managers.
Oct. 13.—Altoona. Pa.—Altoona Rod and Gun Club's live-bird

handicap. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y, Altoona, Pa.
Oct. 23-24.—Baltimore, Md.—Live-bird tournament, under the

auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
^Oct. 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Under auspices of Medicus
Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds
Members of any regularly organized gun club in the U S are
eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting commences
at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber Mgrs
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap';

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20 1900
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scares for publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing CompanVyV^d Broad-
way., New York,

The Twin City Gun Club, of Royersford ' and Spring City, Pa.,
announce a tournament to be held on their new grounds Oct
6, beginning at 10 o'clock, The Sergeant system and class shoot-

","^r^^^
govern. Trolley cars leave Spring City every hour on the

half hour to the grounds, which are situated on the M & C
line, between Twin City and Phcenixville, The P. & R., or Penn-
sylvania Railroad, affords transportation to Royersford, Spring
City and Phcenixville. The programme offers twelve 'event.s—
10, 15, 20 and 25 targets, 50 and 75 cents, $1, $1.50 and $2 entrance
Ihe committee is Messrs. H. E. Buckwalter, J. S. T"hnson andl
Geo. Quay.

•6

We are informed that Mr, R. Merrill, of Milwaukee, Wis used
Sporting Balhstite when shooting at the 90ft. tower, London 'Eng
at the championship meeting last June, making a run of 70 targets'
and 84 out of 85. Using the same ammunition Mr. E. Dobie made
a consecutive run of 108 at the National Gun Club's meetins-
Glasgow. ^

^'

The programme of the Westchester Pa.. Gun Club's shoot Oct
4. provides fourteen events, with $20 added money. Targets '
cents. The competition is open to all. Lunch and loaded shells
on the grounds. Moneys divided by the percentage system F II
Eachus is secretary.

The City Park Gun Club, of New Orleans, will entertain at the
club grounds during the Carnival, the great spectacular event
of the lively season in the vicinity of the great Gulf of Mexico

The match between Messrs. Fred Gilbert and W. R Crosby for
fh^e E C cup has been postponed to Oct. 9, at the request o'f the

«s

Messrs. Frank Parmelee and J. A. R. Elliott contest for the
Republic Cup on Thursday of this week at 2 o'clock, at Omaha,

On Friday of this Week the second contest of the series inaugu-
rated by Mr. L. H. Schortemeier, 201 Pearl street, New York,
and Dr. A. A. Webber, 168 N. Sixth street, Brooklyn, will take
place at Dexter Park, Brooklyn. The conditions are three men to
a team, 20 birds each man, 29yds. rise, entrance price of birds at
2a cents each. The 20 birds may also be an optional sweepstake.
All other sweepstake events' will be handicapped by the manage-
ment. A trophy will be given to the club team winning the
greatest number of shoots in the six contests. All sweeps 8 birds,
$3 entrance, birds extra; class shooting"^ three moneys, 50, 30 and 20
per cent., alternating with Rose system, 6, 3 and 1 points. The
optional sweep in the team race has $7 entrance, birds extra, class
shooting; less than eight entries, three moneys- eight to twelve
entries, four moneys; more than twelve entries, five moneys, 35,
2o, 20, 15 and 5 per cent. To reach Dexter Park take ' Brooklyn
Bridge trolleys or elevated railroad to Manhattan Junction, thence
by Jamaica trolley to the park.

.r-J" '^'?^ Brooklyn Standard of Sept. 16. under the caption of
Trapshootmg, Old and New," by a "Field Shot," the old style

of shooting under Long Island rules, use of one barrel, gun below
the elbow, is compared with the modern style—use of both barrels,
gun held in any position which the shooter pleases-to the dis-
advantage of the modern way. The older method is also de-
clared to be nearer the style of field sihooting. Pigeon shooting
does not resemble field shooting, and cannot be made to re-
semble It. However, comparing the old style with the new, there
IS a factor in the latter which cannot be ignored—that is to say,
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. With the
use of only one barrel many birds are wounded and escape in a
maimed condition. With the use of both barrels an insignificant
number escape. It is much better to have pigeon shooting, use
of both barrels, than it is to have no pigeon shooting at all.

Ihe programme of the Bloomfield Gun Club's third annual
tournament provides two days at targets and two at sparrows—
Oct. 2, 3. 4 and 5. There will be $200 in cash added. Guns and
shells shipped to the secretary, E. E. Neal, will be cared for.
Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. Two sets of traps. Sergeant
system. Five per cent, will be deducted from purses for high
average money, to be divided equally between the ten high guns
shooting through the entire programme. There are twelve target
events each day, 15 and 20 targets, $1.50 and $2 entrance. Four
moneys when over fifteen entries; three moneys if less. There are
ten sparrow events each day, 10, 15 and 20 sparrows, $2.50 $i5 and
$5 entrance. Twenty-five yards rise, 35yds. boundary; a bird once
down within the boundary to be scored dead. Moneys divided
40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.; if less than fifteen entries, three
moneys. John Parker will manage the tournament.

The New York German Gun Club is in a prosperous condition,
its membership having largely increased. Mr. John Wellbrock
is president. On Sept. 17 there were twenty-four members present
at the club's shoot at Dexter Park. Dr. B. K. Wood, the nom
de fusil of a gentleman who saws wood instead of Bones, killed
straight in the club event at 10 birds, with Mr. J. Schlicht. The
score: Dr. Wood 10, John Schlicht 10, Dr Hudson 9, John Well-
brock 9, Henry Mesloh 9, J. H. Voss 9,. Charles Cone 9, Peter
Garms 8, Charles Matzen 8, Frederick Kronsberg 8, Adam Dietzel
7 Joseph Fender 7, Phil Moersch 7, J. P. Dannefelser 7, Joseph
Neumann 7, Charles Lenone 6, W. G. Maisenholder 6, Joseph
Sievers 5, Louis Radle 5, TI. W. Meyer 4, J. W. Marre 4, Phil
Keusch 3, Conrad PfafT 3, John Martin 0.

The bluerock tournament of Millers Gun Club, Toledo, O.,
Oct. 2, 3 and 4, has ten events on the last two days, at 15 and 20
targets, entrance $1.50 and $2. Purses will be divided according
to the Rose system, 7, 5, 3 and 2. Oct. 2 is practice day. and as
many 15-target events will be shot as time will permit. Shooting
commences at 9 o'clock. Manufacturers' experts and professionals
barred. All stand at 16yds. Targets 2 cents. Shells for sale on
the grounds. Guns and ammunition sent in care of the secretary,
Geo. Voik, 31 Erie street, will be sent to the grounds free of
charge.

,
One-half cent of each target thrown will be reserved for

average money, 30, 25, 20, 15 and 10 per cent.

In the final bout for the Sanders-Storms trophy Mr. Edwafd
Banks, the Chesterfieldian secretary of the American E C &
Schultze Gunpowder Co., gaUoped home some yards ahead of his
competitors in regular Tod Sloan style, riding on the neck of his
gun, and also on those neckses of his competitors. He centered
the targets with most discouraging precision, and worse still

broke nearly all of them, the latter phase appealing most earnestly
to the tearful judge and so-called peers. By so doing he segre-
gated the trophy for all time, so that this occurrence is not
likely to happen again. It is now in order to propose something
hard.

At the Peters Cartridge Co.'s tournament at Raleigh, N. C,
Oct. 16 and 17, under the auspices of the Raleigh Gun Club, $150
in money will be added. This tournament, and also that held
by the Peters Cartridge Co. under the auspices of the Atlanta
Gun Club, Atlanta, Ga., will be managed by Mr. J. H. Mackie,
Cincinnati, O., of whom programmes may be obtained. Also
programme of the Raleigh tournament can be obtained of Maj.
McKissick, Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, N. C, and of the
Atlanta shoot of Mr. Stephen A. Ryan, Atlanta, Ga.

The next of the team trophy contests inaugurated by Messrs.
Schortemeier and Webber, and the third of the series, will be
shot on the grounds of Mr. John Hen ©utwater, Oct. 9, Rutherford
road and Hackensack River Bridge, N. J. Take Rutherford trolley
from Hoboken, Barclay or Christopher street ferries, or from
Rutherford East to the grounds.

Mr. A. Schoverling, 302 Broadway, New York, informs us
that "there will be an all-day merchandise handicap shoot of the
Fulton Gun Club, Crescent street. East New York, on Oct. 1,

commencing at 10 A. M. Also an all-day sweepstakes shoot of the
Hudson Gun Club on Oct. 8, at 10 A. M. Opening shoots of
both clubs for winter season."

Messrs. Fred Gilbert and W. R. Crosby contest for the E C
cup at Watson's Park, Chicago, on Friday of this week, as will

be noted on reference to Mr. Gilbert's commvinication, published
elsewhere in our trap columns this week.

Mr. J. A. R. Elliott has named Oct. 3 at 2:30 P. M., and Ex-
position Ball Park, Kansas City, Mo., as time and place to defend
the Sportsmen's Review cup. He will contest for the Dupont
trophy on Oct. 2 at the same place.

Mr. N. P. Leach, of Swanton, Vt., under date of Sept. 22 writes
us as follows: "Owing to my resignation from the management
of the Robin Hood Powder Co. there will not be any tourna-
ment this season."

At Tack Parker's International shoot at Detroit, Mich., Sept. Il-
ls, Mr. W. R. Crosby broke 493 targets out of 540 shot- at from the
21yd. mark, thereby taking the gold medal for the best general
average.

Bernard Waters.

Gilbert—Cfosfay Match.

Spirit Lake, la., Sept. 18.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I Am
pleased to accept challenge of Mr. W. R. Crosby for E. C. cup, and
-i^me Watson's Park, Chicago, gnd Sept, 28, as time and place
{gr contest. FxsQ Guisxt.
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ON LONG ISLAND.

Sheepshead Bay Rod and Gon Clob.

Sheepshead Bay, L. I., Sept,
the club 7-bird event to-day. ' He
and in the shoot-off the Doctor
scores
Wm Van Alt, 27.. 210*200—3
Ed Beard, 23 0210210—4
Geo McKanc, 25 2211210—6
H Montenus, 27. ..... .2020212—

5

Ira McKane, 27 2222202—6
D J Heffner, 23 0201020—3
H Kronika, 26 0110112—5
H Koch, 27 .2122022—6
A Soeller, 23 0211010—4
J B Voorhies, 27 *110202—

4

*Gucst.
Shoot-off:

B Smith 10

20.—Dr. Hill was the winner in

and R. H, Smith killed straight,

won in the second round. The

R H Smith, 25 1221111-7
G Morris, 26 0222002—4W Seaton, 23 1100010—3
P Suss, 25 1201211—6
P Kramer, 25 2001220—4
L E Allen, 25 2012110—5
Dr Hill, 25 1222222—7W Sykes, 30 220w -

*J B Collins, 27 *100112-4

Li.*.-.^-..— - -

Dr Hill 11

Brooklyn Gun Club.

Brooklyn, L. I., Sept. 22.—Herewith find the scores for to-day's
shoot. We had quite a gathering. We have started the fall

campaign with renewed vigor, twelve shooters taking part in the
events. The scores:

Events: 12345678
Targets: 10 15 15 15 15 5p 15 10

J Williamson.; 9 12 18 13 14 10 14 9
G B Paterson 4 8 S 11 ..

N T Lane 5 6

J Goldstien 6 13 . . 11 13 . . 12 .

.

H Brigham 6 13 19 13 14 .. 13 10
F Seidel n 6 .. 10 7 4
J S S Remsen 20 12 15 .. 13 9
B F Amend 13 .. 13 9W Amend 8.. 8 8
Dr Smith 8 19 12 15 .. .. 8
G Oustcrhout 5
Burgess 2

Geo. B. Paterson, Sec'y.

Ne-wr Utfecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, Sept. 22.—The main event was at 10 live birds,
handicap. There was a contest, miss-and-out, for a rifle, which
was won by "Woods." The scores:

Tacks, 29 1222202012— 8 Lincoln, 27 2102222222— 9
F A T, 28 2222012012— 8 Post, 28 2211202022— 8
Tones, 28 **21122102— 7 Woodboy, 28 0201111200— 6
'Ihomas, 30 22222*2222— 9

Rifle contest, miss-and-out, 28yd. men two misses:
T Jones, 28 0222*0 Warren, 28 221*221122*011
FAT, 28 2202200 Lincoln, 28 21002222220
Jack, 28 .'.22202122'^22120 Woods, 28 22201212121021
Swe,ep, divided by Jack and Woods.

Emerald Gun Club.

Brooklyn, L. I., Sept. 18.—The shoot of the Emera'd Gun Club
to-day was well attended, as the appended scores will show.
Messrs. Schoverling, O'Connell, Woods, Amend and Hellers killed
10 straight in the handicap event. The scores:

Weiss, 28 ....21*1*2022*— 6 Anderson, 25 1102100010—5
O N T, 28 012*122221— 8 Ouinn, 28 .......2002212112—8
A Schoverling, 28.2222222222—10 Kay, 28 2221210112—9
Dr Hudson, 28. .. .0121111211— 9 Dr Stillmann, 30. . .2111101221—

9

Dr O'Connell, 30. .2221222222—10 Dr L, 28 1111221101—9
Clarke, 30 2222*22222— 9 Sands, 28 2222222022— 9
Duncort, 25 122*122222— 9 Joeger, 28 0*22102111— 7
Dr Woods, 28 2222122222—10 Short, 28 ..0221122222—9
Reagan, 25 12222*0212— 8 Lincoln, 28 2222222202— 9
Koll, 25 2021112021— 8 B Amend, 29 2222221222—10
Breit 28 1022210111— 8 Dr Goehl, 25 2220021002- 6
Charles, 25 110102111*— 7 Wofeul, 25 2002211112— 8
Van Allen, 30 2222210222— 9 Hellers 2212221211—10
Moore, 28 2110100212— 7 Warfield 200*010200— 3
Billings, 28 2121110021— 8 W Amend, 28 1100021021— 6
Hillmer,, 25 ''20222*020— 5 Dr Miller, 28 20211112*2— 8

Miss-and-out, $3 a corner, birds extra: Dr. O'Connell, 30yds., 2;
Dr. R. D. Miller, 2Syds., 1; George K. Breit, 28yds., 2.

Same conditions: Dr. O'Connell 9, Dr. Miller 10, Dr. Woods 5,
Dr. Stillmann 0, Breit 4.

Match, miss-and-out: Dr. Woods 2, Dr. Miller L
Same conditions: Miller 5,> Woods 4.

Same conditions. Woods 2, Miller 3.

At Interstate Park,

Interstate Park, L, I., Sept. 20.—The shoot of the Brooklyn
Gun' Club, under John Wright's management, had a good at-
tendance. A number of side events were shot beside the regular
programme, the latter being a mixed affair of live birds and
targets. Several side races were shot, the most interesting being
that between Messrs. Banks and Morfey at 100 targets, the scores
of which were as follows: E. Banks 87, T. W. Morfey 81.
In two races at 25 targets between Mr. G. S. Remsen and B.

Waters the former won so decisively by 20 to IS and 21 to 16 that
the latter declared he would never shoot again till the next time.
It might have been worse if 16 to L >

The live-bird events follow:

Seven birds, $5, birds included:
Banks 2021122—6 W Hopkins 0002012—3
Sanders .....2220222—6 T Hopkins 1212222—7
Watei-s , .-..2222220—6 Lincoln 122U100—

4

Blauvelt .....1121210—6 J S S Remsen 2222222—7
S Van Allen..... .2222221—7

W. Flopkins killed 3 and won the most money, which is a
testimonial to the equity of the class sysvem. The others had
tears to shed, but were too busy to shed them then.
In the 10-bird event Mr. Banks collogated the increment in its

premier significance by himself alone, as follows:

Banks .2111111212—10 Dr Webber 2200222222—8

^
Hopkins....,;;.. 2122022222— 9 L Davenport 1211221202—9W Hopkins 2210202222— 8 J S S Remsen

Dr Wynn... 2122210221— 9 J L Postau....
.:i022222222— 9
.2012112220— 8

Several miss-and-outs were also shot.
No. 5, 50 targets:

Banks 1111111111111111110111111—24

, ^ ^ „ 1111111110011111111111111—23-47
J S S Remsen. 1111111111110011101110110—21

^ ^, „ 1110111111111011110111111—22-43
G S K Remsen lOll-OllOlllOlllllOUlOll—19
^. ,

1111011111111110110101101-20—39
Lmcoln 1101101110101011110111110—18

lOllOOOllllllOlllllTlOlll—19—37
Sanders 0001011 110010110010111011—14

0101001101011111101011101—15—29
Gill 1111111111011111101111111—23

w
Postau 0101110111111011001110111—18

Webb er 1111101100010011011011001—15

Baltimore Shooting Association.

Baltimore, Md., Sept. 22.—To-day started the live-bird shooting
at the Baltimore Sheeting Association grounds, but only a few
shooters put in an appearance, as they have been dtSing so much
shooting on the fiats; but in our next we hope to have all the
boys practicing for our coming Dupont cup shoot on Oct. 23, 24
and 25. The boys are gomg to give you a good shoot. If you
don't think so, just come and try it.

The feature of to-day's shoot" was the 50-bird race between
Schultze and Savage for the price of the birds and a side bet
They were selected birds, and with a strong wind behind theni
made very hard shooting. The scores are considered very good
under such conditions. Schultze's 5th and 30th were dead just
over bounds; also Savage's 30th and 38th.
There was quite an interesting race for the price of the birds

5 birds each, loser to pay for the birds, between Schultze, Bonday
and Darling on one side and Malone, Burke and Savage on the
other. Schultze's side lost the first race, but won the second
The boys want to know how Schultze could possibly lose' with

that large ugly hat of hjs diked out with the blile, red and yellow
mascots brought trom Richinond?
Following are the scores;

DIAGRAM OF HANDICAPS.

Fifty birds, 30yds.:

Schultze 2121*21222222221122212112—24
2221*12112111112122011221—23—47

Savage 1222101101201211012201212—20
2112*1111211*1111022U111—22—42

Races for price of birds:

^ , ,
No. 1. No. 2.

Schuhze 11111—5 " 11211—5
Bonday 121*1—4 11222—5
Dr Darjing ; ..12110—4^13 10121-^—14
Malone .

. 12111—5 02111—4
Burke 21111—5 21012—4
Savage .01212—4—14, 10010—2—10

M. D, T.

Hughes .. 10 12 10 .. .. 8 6 7 5 ..
Scheuble 6 7 12 12 12 7 6 .

.

Schields 4
Whitley ' „. 1 ..

Brewer
. g

"

Club, shoot. A. L. H.,' Sec'y.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Jeannette Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., Se^t. 22.—The shoot of the Jeannette Gun Club
to-day was held on Smith Brothers' grounds. A good attendance
was in evidence. Team races added to the interest of the meet-
ing. Following are the scores:

Club shoot, 10 live birds:
««

Meyerdicks, 25 .... 1112111212—10 Brunie, 28 2021112211—9
Schoemaker, 25 20010010**— 3 Bohling, 28 2222222222—10
F Ehlen, 25 122201221D— 8 Karstens, 28 2*01112221— 8
Rottmann, 28 2*22211200— 7 Ralphs, 28 2002120221— 7
Mohrmann, 25 2112211121—10 Steffens, 30 1202022211— 8
Kroeger, 28 1001001110— 5 Gerdes, 25 00*0012000— 2
C Meyer, 28 12122102*1— 8 Kattenhorn, 25

2000022020—

4
Loeble, 28 2222222202— 9

Miss-and-outs:

Meyer 0
Leoble 20
Steffens 220
Kroeger 11110

No. L No. 2.

2112112 Mohrmann 120
No. 1. No. 2.

20 Karstens 2220
1111222 Leithauser 0

0

0
Wellbrock ^2212 2222220 Gerdes

Bohling 222220

Ehlen 210 210
Koegel '....221222 2222222

Team race No. 1:
Leoble 21220—4
Koegel 20020—2
Ehlen 11222—5
Rottmann 02222—4—15 Kroeger
Team race' No. 2:

Leoble .22222—5
Steffens 22221—

i

Koegel 22221—4
Karstens 00121—3
Ralphs 21002—3
Rottmann 21022—4

.10

Ralphs 1* 12

Brunie 12112—5
Meyer 22100—3
Mohrmann 12001—3

21012-4—15

Kattenhorn 02200—2—27 Gerdes

Brunie 01212—4
Meyer 20021—3
Bohhng 00222—3
Mohrmann 21*01—3
Ehlen 00122—3
Kroeger 10112—4

.00222—3—23

Hudson Gun Club.

Jersey City, N. J., Sept. 24.—These scores were made at the last
regular shoot of the Hudson Gun Club. The day was fine, but the
light was not as good as might have been. The attendance was
larger than for some time past. Some good scores were made, as
can be seen by the summary.
This was club shoot day, and C. F. Floyd came out on top.

He was shooting- a new gun—a hammer Parker—and did very
well, considering that it was the first time he used it. At the
last shoot he was shooting a pump, and broke 101 out of 104 shot at.
At the shoot to-day good scores were made by Schorty, Duke,

Piercy and De Long.
The next shoot will occur on Oct. 7, and will last all day. Re-

freshments will be served gratis, and all shooters are welcome.
Events

: 1 2 3 4 *5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Targets: 15 15 15 15 25 15 15 15 10 10 10 10

Schorty 14 13 10 13 25 15 13 11 . . 9 . . .

.

Floyd 33 8 14 14 23 13 . . 10
Piercy 13 12 . . 14 20 10 12 11
Duke 12 11 12 14 21 13 10 10
De Long 11 11 . . 14 21 11 10 11
Hausman 12 12 9 11 18 8 . . .

.

F Schoverling 10 10 .. 10 1011 10 10 6 7 "S
'5

Tones 1? .. 10 14. 8 9 11 .. 7 ..

Dyne ...,.,,.,..,,.,.,t' 9 1: § 8 9 ,5 5 710

9 8. 7 10
9 9 6
9 .. ..

V9n

Catchpole Gun Club.

WOLCOTT, N. Y., Sept. 18.—Following are scores made by mem-
bers of the Catchpole Gun Club:
Wadsworth 1101111111111011111011011—21

1111111111111111111111111-25

T, ,
lOlllimilllllimilllll-^24

* owler llllOlOOllllllUllUlllll—22
^ 1111110111111010111101111—21
J^napp 1001101001111111111111110—19

lOOlUOOOOllOOIDlllllOlOl—14
, llllOllOlllllllODlll

Burke 1111100110010111111111111—20
Strait 1111011100101010100100000—12

IIIOIIOOIOOIIOODUIIOIIOO—14

, ^ ,
iiomoooiiooooiiiioooiio—13

Scores made by the same club on Sept. 13:
Fowler 1111111111111111111111111—25

, ,
oooiiiioiiiiiimionioii—19

Wadsworth 1111111110111111111101011-22
1011011110111101011111111—20

.„ , iiiiiiiiioiiiom
Burke 1110110001011111111111011—19
Strait 1111010011101011000001100—13

J ,
llOOUllllllllllUOlOlOll—20

Wadsworth 1111011111011111111110111—22

,
iioiiioiioiiiimioiiion-20

Fowler lllllinilllUIIllllllloT—24
1001011111011111111111111—21

/_
E. A. W., Sec'y.

Omaha Gun Club.

OiiAHA, Neb., Sept. 15.—Herewith find scores of the members
of Omaha Gun Club. The birds were a very good lot, and made
the boys hustle to stop them inside the wire. The set of Fulford

.
automatic live-bird traps is giving great satisfaction.

amateur target tournament takes place Sept. 26,

A^"?, ,? '
15-target events a dav, with iflO added to each.A 25-hve-bird handicap, entrance ,$15, will be shot on the 29thOn Sept. 27 Parmelee and ElHott will shoot for the Republic cup

Practice on live birds:

Parmelee 1112212122*221111222—19
^°SS 122211**111221221211—18
Loomis 121221*22lz212222222—19Townsend 122*1121211111222111-19
Crabill . .

. 12211211111111112*21-19
Lewis 20121102222122121212—ISSmead 122222021212121w
Johannes : .1012201222

w

Twenty targets: Bates 16 Gallagher 16, Fogg 15, Loomis 18,
Johannes 14, Parmelee 19, Lewis 16, Smead 18, Macfarlane 15Townsend 17, Morrell 19, Scribner 11, Marsh 12, Downs 12, Hardin
15, Sandy 20.

H. S. McDonald.

In the Matter of Handicaps—III.

Several of our correspondents have written to us, asking for amore definite explanation concerning the plan of a distance handi-
cap, and we therefore present herewith a diagram of the correct
plan.
The dotted lines show the common plan of a distance handi-

cap. It is apparent concerning it that the closer in the shooter is
to the traps the more difficult will be the shots at Nos. 1 and 5
at the score.
The fan-shaped plan affords easier shooting for the short dis-

tance men, and more difficult for the long-distance men as will
be apparent on referring to the diagram. It therefore embodies
the true principle of a handicap.

If the shooters were placed 5yds. apart at the 16yd. mark instead
of 3yds., as is the scale of the diagram, it would thereby place the
shooters still wider apart on the back marks.
No lengthy argument is necessary to demorjstrate tlje differenrp

betweeri the two systems, ' < , \. .
..hvv
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John Parke/s Toufuament,
The great center of interest in shooting circles was John Parker's

tenth annual international tournament, held on the Rusch House
grounds on Sept. 11, 12, 13 and 14. Two large tents aftorded shelter

for the shooters, and all the equipments of traps, etc., were m
complete readiness for the activities of the competition. Bluerocks

and live birds were in ample supply, and everything was organized

to . work smoothly from .start to finish, as is the rule under John
Parker's able ani popular inanagement.
There were many ol the famous shots present, as a glance at the

scores will show.

First Day» Sept. I J.

There was a high wind blowing across the traps, adding greatly

to the difficulty of the shooting.
The Peters Cartridge Co.'s trophy was won by Mr. S. A. Crowell,

of Hastings, Mich. As a testimonial of appreciation of his valu-

able services in promoting the tournament, Mr. John Parker
presented Mr. Paul Weise a beautiful cigar case.

Events: 12345678
Targets

:

R C Kimball 10

Crowell

9 10

15 15 20 15 20 25 15 20 15 20

15
14 15 18 13 19 25 14 15 13

15 20 15

11
19

Caleb 12 14 IS 13 18 .. 15 20 15 17

Gorham 11 13 18 14 17 23 12 17 13 17

Woods 12 10 13 14 12 21 12 17 11 14

Waruff 9 11 15 12 17 19 13 15 12 13

Scott 15 15 20 15 13 22 13 17 10 19

Montgomery 13 12 18 12 15 20 U
Somerhays 11 11 17 12 15 20 10 13

Westbrook 14 13 14 12 16 19

Volk 12

Dr Allen 12

Burnside

S 15 .. ..

12 19 14 16 21 10 17 10 IS

12 IS 15 14 18 12 16 12 20

14 13 17 14 17 21 15 18 13 13

Miller n n 14 11 14 20 10 17 12 18

Hubbard 12

Snow
McMurchy
Budd

12

15 19 12 IS 22 12 17 15 IS

Crosby 13 15 18 13 18 -23 12 20 12 16

Heikes 12 14 17 11 11 16 10 12 10 IS

J E Kimball 8 11 .... 12 16 10 15 . . ..

Smith 6

Weir

10

9 S

Beck ,
13 12 17 15 14 22 14 17 12 17

Cooper 12 15 17 8 12 20 13 14 11 ..

Casey

11

12 17 14 14 21 12 16 14 15

Du Bray.. 14 14 18

12
14 14 18 12 17 .. 12 15 14 14

13 11 13 11 13 20 12 19 14 16

21 12 19 12 18

Carpente'r 10 11 12 11 16 .. 10 16 1 10 10

Miner 11 .. 15 13 18 20

Watts S 10 .. 9 .. ..

Cox 14 .. 15 .. 24 13.. 15

Trrpp 15 15 16 11 17

T Reid 9 14

9

19

14

10
20

.. k; . . 17

Wills 5

Beager 10

Petite 9 9 M H
A Reid 16 .. 17

Donaldson 10

King 10 16 19 15

Marks 18 19 10 15 11 14

Stanley ' •• • 14 22 12 18 13 18

Ciark 17 17 10 10 11 13

Fitzsimmons 13 18

Richter 17 17

Wilson .. - 12 23

Chamberlin 15 15 11
,
11 10 16

Cody 16 19 10 14 .. ..

Godfrey n 8 •• 7 ..

Klein 7 .. ..

Bobson 8 / 9

Hall , 9 •

9 13 11 15
9 IS 12 10
11 14 13 15

events, and the competition
was close.

5 6 7 8 9

20 15 20 15 20

19 14 19 13 20

15 14 15 14 15
16 12 17 13 19

16 12 17 11 20
17 12 18 13 12

17 14 19 14 17'

17 12 18 12 17
18 10 19 13 ..

ii is 19 i2 16

Second Day» Sept, i2.

The weather conditions were much more favorable for good
scores.
There was much interest in the team

for the international handicap trophy

Events: 1
Targets: 15

Crosby 15

Heikes 15
Budd 11
McMurchy 13
Ci-owell 9

Scott 14
Bates 9

Flanders 15
Cooper 10

Thompson 15
Beck 9

Burnside . 13
Snow 14
Weber 9

Gorham 10

Somerhays 13
Montgomery 13
Allen 11
Miller 14
Waruf 14
Fitzsimmons 8

Richter 10

Chamberlin 12
Hicks 10
Watts 14

Gertz 10

Kantelon 9

White 14

May 14
Kimball 7

Westbrook 9

Caleb 12

Du Bray 14
Osman
T Reid
Wilson
Noble
Stanley
Burns
Peltier

Lyman
Tolsma

2 3 4
15 20 IS
15 17 15
14 20 15

13 17 12
11 14 11
11 17 14
13 18 15
12 11 13
14 20 12
9 12 ..

14 17 14
10 13 ..

12 15 15
14 16 13
lO 12 12

13 14 10
10 15 13
14 17 14
11 13 14
13 18 12
13 19 14
8 9 9

13 17 14
14 13 11
14 17 13
13 15 12
14 14 13
9 16 12

13 18 14
15 30 14
7 .. 12

14 i? is
15 18 14
13 16 11

16 14
17 14
17 12
18 14
13 15
15 15
16 13
15 11
14 12
15 12
11 ..

14 13
20 14
.. 11
14 12
10 14
17 12
16 13

ie i2
14 10
17 15
12 9

.. 10

.. 11

.. 10

.. 11

.. 9

18 11 16
IS 13 17
15 12 17
17 13 19

19 12 19

19 14 ..

16 13 13
16 12 14

16 14 17
13 . . .

.

18 15 18
17 . . .

.

20 13 15
16 12 16
19 . . .

.

17 15 16
12 . . .

.

15 10 17
15 11 ..

17 .. ..

10 . . .

.

11 n
.. 13 ,.

15

7 .. ..

. . 10 .

.

Third Day, Sept J3»

The international expert trophy was the main event o
and it was won by Mr. R. O. Heikes, with a score of 24
Crosby's excellent sco.res were. 3 feature of the shoot, h

high average.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 G 7
Targets: 15 15 20 15 20 25 15

Crosby , 11 13 l(i 11 16 23 11

Heikes 13 13 17 12 16 24 11 17
;VlcMurchv 11 12 15 11 16 21 10
lUidd

11

12 18 13 17 21 12
Scott

13

14 IS 14 18 37 12
Crowell 12 13 19 11 13 19 13

Waruf 12 14 17 14 19 21 15
Dr Allen 15 13 17 l3 17 .. 14
Snow . 11 15 18 14 16 .. 12
Woods 12 13 19 13 18 .22 14
Somerhavs 13 12 14 12 IG 19 13
Westbrook 11 13 H 12 10 17 12
Montgomery 12 15 16 12 16 17 14
Flanders 13 14 18 14 17 13 14
Burr

11

13 16 13 16 17 14
Watts 11
Thompson 13 11 18 9 16, 17 13
Du Brav 11 W 16 9 l-f IS 11
:Kantelo;i 9 11 14 9 11 14 ..

Burnside 14 It IS 12 18 20 15
Hicks 12 13 16 11 17 18 11

Weber 12 14 IS 10 18 18 13
Gertz

13

10 14 9 17 .. 9
Miller

18

12 16 .. 9

Cox • 15
Peltier 13
Wolf 14
Bates 9

Chapman . . 11

Tifleici .
.. .. ..

f the day,
out of .25.

e winning

S 9 10

20 15 20
19 15 19

14 19
19 .13 '19

IS W 18
15 ^4 18
16 15 IS
19 12 16
16 12 18
16 12 17
19 15 17
17 13 17
17 13 19
19 15 is
18 13 19
IS 14 12

17 13
17 ..

17

Schafer 12 16

Goodrich •• •• 15

Whitney 14

Stanlev 18

; Fourth Day, Sept. U.

Events

:

12 3 4

Targets: 5 7 10 2a

Du Bray 5 7 10 24

Bates 4 7 9 25

Tohnson 3 4 7 24

'A Reid 4 .... 23

T Reid 5 .... 23

Thomas 5 4 6..
Crosby 5 7 10 23

McMurchy 4 7 10 23

Budd 5 7 8 24

Burnside 5 7 9 24

Heikes 5 V S 23

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 5 7 10 25

Sayres 5 . . 6 .

.

Cady 6 10 20

Kantelon 5 . . 23

King .'. 7 24

Cox 24

Marks 22

Burr 21
Donnelly 23
Stanlev 23
Klein' 22

Glemm 23

WESTERN TRAPS.

Cedar Lake, of Indiana.

The Cedar Lake liod and Gun Club, of Cedar Lake, Ind., will

hold a two days' tournament, Sept. 29 and 30, on the pleasant

shooting grounds of this pretty resort for fishers and shooters.

The shoot is open to all, and comes at a rather good time, just

after the first flurry of the fall field shooting season. Targets only,

.^5 daily average money, $10 tournament average. A round trip

ticket over the Monon costs .^1. Train at 8:30 A. M. Magautrap;
targets, 2 cents. F. E. Coppernol manager.

Audubon Gun Club.

^Vatson's Park, Chicago, Sept. 18.—The main event of the
Audubon Gun Club's shoot was won by Amberg, after shooting
off the ties with Felton and Gillis, the former of whom had 3

added to his score, the latter 4. The scores:

Felton, 3 211200122122220—15 Baker .., 1*1212U1222*02—12
De Wol£E *0210ll02ini220-
Rhoads 001111111121212—13

Felton *2211—4 020*2—2

J Crow, 1 12222'OOOlw
Gillis, 4. .... . .1211121210122*2—15
Amberg, 0. . . .112122111222212—15

Ties on 15:
Amberg 11022—4 21121—5
Gillis 0200

Ti'scticc

'

Felton 4 out of 5, Crow 1 out of 2, Baker 2 out of 2, Gillis 2

out of 2.

Illinois Gun Club.

Springfield, 111.—The regular weekly trophy shoot of the Illinois

Gun Club occurred on Thursday, Sept. 20, with about sixteen
members present. A high wind swept across the traps, making the
targets very erratic in their flight, and the" general scores suffered
somewhat in consequence.

Chas. T. Stickle and Arnold W. Butler tied in Class A on
scores of 23.

George E. Day won in Class B on a score of 18, and U. G.
Moore in Ciass C on a score of 13.

Appended are the scores in full:

Class A: Stickle 23, Butler 23, Hall 22, Capt. Smith 21, J.

Klingensmith 17.

Class B: Day 18, Dr. Kerr 17, Richardson 17, Lamoreaux 12,

Mrs. Butler 13.

Class C: Moore 13, Sikes 12, Dr. Hazel 8, Merion 4.

Chas. T. Sticki-e, Sec'y.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, Sept. 22.—Tke following scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the twenty-first trophy shoot of

the season.
Dr. Shaw won Class A medal on 24, W. P. Northcott won Class

B on 22, and J. D. Pollard won Class C on 21.

The weather was ideal for trapshooting, so far as temperature
and wind were concerned, but there was a peculiar haziness of the
atmosphere which seemed to trouble some of the shooters. Mr.
Rhodes, who is president of the Sherman Rod and Gun Club, of

Columbus, O., was a visitor. He said he came out to see how it

was done, but proceeded to show how he did it, and broke 25

straight in trophy event. Come again, Rhodic.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: 15 10 25 10 5p 15 Targets: IB 10 25 10 5p 15

Pollard 11 9 21 7 6 11 Rhodes 18 10 25 . . 9 13

De Clerq 6 8 15 7 .. .. Mrs Shaw 6 14

Northcott 10 9 22 Dr Shaw 9 24 .

.

Dr Meek 10 8 17 Thomas 6 16 .

Kehl 7 12 .. 3 6

Eaton 10 5 20 7 4 10

C Richards 14 9 22 .. 9 12
Ford 11 7 18 .. 9 8

No, 3 was the club shoot.

Hellman 22 10
L Wolff 12 .

.

Dr Hoff 16 ..

9 15
6 11
7 11
2 8

7 7

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

City Park Gun Club.

New Okleans, Sept. 20.—I take pleasure in appending the
scores made at the grounds of our local club last week.

_
The

improvement shown in the club as a whole is highly gratifying.
The shooting is over a magautrap; targets thrown 50yds.-

The club will entertain on its grounds during the coming
Carnival festivities:

McKay, 0 ,....1111101111111111111111111—24+ 0-24
Smith, 2. .'. .1110111111111110111111111—23+ 2—26
Campbell, 6. . .

.'.
. .1101111110111101001111011—19+ 6—25

Dupont, 30 0111111111011111100111011—20+10—25
Saucier. 0. llllllllllimillOlllllll—24— 0—34
Wewman, 10 ,. 0100011110010111100100001—12+10—22
Darcantel, 6 LI 1110111111111101000100100—16+ 6—22
Stone, 0 1111101101011111101110101—19+ 0—19
Benedict, 0 0111011111111111101111111—22+ 0—22
Novice, 4 1111111111111110011100101—20+ 4—24

Tie, shot off miss-and-out;
Smith 111101111 Dupont :..1110

Campbell 111101110

Events:
Targets

:

Benedict
Saucier
Stone
Dupont ......

Novice - — ...i

Campbell 18 6
Newman 3

Davcantel 7

McKay 9

Smith 10

10 15 5p 20 5p 15 15 15 10

12
13
9

10
H

S 18
9 18
S 15
7 .

.

4 12

13 14
14 15
10 13

10
6

15 13
12 13

I'ercv S. Benedict, Sec'v.

19 15 18.
19 11 17
16 15 19
17 10 IS
16 12 16

19 14 19

20 12 17
18 12 IS
.. 12 17

Peters Cartridge Company's Tournaments.

Cincinnati, O., .Sept. 22.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Will you
please make the announcement that the Peters Cartridge Co., under
the auspices of the Montgomery Gun Club, will hold a two days'
tournament at Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 16 and 17; added money.
Jack Parker, manager.

T. H. McKiBBEN, Sec'y.

Savannah, Ga., Sept. 22.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Will you
kindly announce in Forest and Stream the fact that the Peters
Cartridge Co., of Cincinnati, will give a two days' tournament,
Oct. 29 and 30, at Jacksonville, Fla., under the auspices of
the Jacksonville Gun Club.
The first two days will be devoted to targets; $100 will be

added each day to the programme. On the 31st, or third day,
there will be a grand pigeon match. This will be given ex-
clusively by the gun club.
There will be at least 1,200 pigeons.
Full programme will follow later. The shoot will be under the

managerrient of Mr. John Parker, of the' Peters Cartridge Co.,
which is in itself a guarantee of success.
Any information will be gladly furnished by Mr. Parker, 465

Junction avenue, Detroit, Mich.; Mr. T. H. Keller, 80 Chambers
street. New York, or by yours truly,

_ H. B. Lemcke,
Southeastern Representative Peters Cartridge Co.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

San Francisco, Sept. 16.—The Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club
shoot did not have its usual good attendance, owing to the
German shoot at San Rafael. Pape went over to win the kingship,
and he did it; at the same time he broke the 200-shot point target
record, making .388, or 15 points better than Will Hayes, of New
Jersey. Mannel and Daiss went with him and looked after his
interests. Pape shot his .32-40 Pope Winchester, using my load
of King's Semi-Smokeless powder. Pie wins diamond medal, also
prize for most points, and made 70 on 3-shot target. Daiss got 68
in one ticket, on the 3-shot target. The boys came home pleased,
and so was I, as I knew Pape could do the trick if he could shoot
undisturbed on a good day, which it proved to be. Mannel and
Daiss loaded his shells, and he shot very rapidly, finishing nearly
100 shots ahead of the others. Pape literally shot on a Columbia
12in. black, as he knows now by the disk on a 12in. black the
relative measurement by Columbia count, which is an advantage
not fully understood by marksmen.

Dr. B. H. Foreman, who knocked out some of the coast
records on German target recently, has gone to Chicago for a
long course in medicine. He did his preliminary practice on the
Columbia target, and joined this club recently. We had looked
forward with pleasure to the time when he would shoot with
us, and are disappointed. Our best wishes go with him. He will
find plenty of companions among the Chicago shooting fraternity
who will no doubt appreciate his fine shooting as much as we do.
Mr. Albert M. Divall, of the Tuolumne Rifle Club, o£ Sonora,

Cal.„ and Mr. Geo. W. Jordan, of Boston, were among the many
visitors at our shoot to-day. Mr. Jordan is recently from South
America. He had a fine three-barreled Daily with him, the rifle

barrel being .32-20. Pie tried the Winchester .30-30 miniature bul-
let with Semi-Smokeless-, primed with King's Smokeless, at 50yds'.,

and had no trouble, using telescope in keeping most 01 his shots
in the 1-ring at rest.

Young carried off the honors with rifle, pistol and revolver.- Tt
was difficult shooting at 50yds., but his 200yd. rifle work was the
best of the season for average. He placed 29 consecutive in the
7in. ring, and his score of 41 in the 6-ring. • Mr. Divall spotted 9
of the latter shots in a Sin. ring at 11 and 12 o'clock; the 10th shot
being held low pjurposely struck the 6-ring at 6 o'clock.
Dr. Twist led in the .22 rifle contest, with Mrs. Waltham close

by. Her score of 24 has never been equaled,
Becker made his .30-30 carbine hold in for a 45 Creedmoor

again. Young offered him 20 points on this score at the first of the
year, and will have to do some fine work if he wins, as Becker
has nearly a 46 Creedmoor average now.-
Scores to-day, Columbia target, off-hand shooting:
All comers' medals and prizes; rifle, 20Oyds.

:

F O Young 2 6 2 2 4 10
5 5 7 2 5 6
5 3 1 3 2 6
3 5 4 7 7 7
2 8 4 9 3 7

6 10 2 3 9 5

A B Dorrell 5 10 7 9 7 6
9 10 4 9 4 5

Military and repeating, Creedmoor count: P. Becker, 45, 44.

Pistol, 'SOyds. : F. O. Young, 48, 52. 54, 61; Ed Hovey 54, 55, 61,

58, 64, 6S; Dr. H. W. Hunsaker 55, 81, 83; P. Becker 65, 69; Dr.

J. F. Twist, 64, 73, 75.

Twist revolver medal, 50yds.: F. O. Young 53, 57, 59, 59, 61, 61;

Dr. H. W. Hunsaker 85, 85.

.22 and 25 rifles, 50yds.: Dr. J. F. Twist. 21, 25, 27, 31, 31; Mrs.
C. F. Waltham, 24, 29, 34, 34; P. Becker, 27, 28, 30, 31; E. A.
Allen, 42, 43, 45.

'

,

Record scores, pistol: G. M. Barley 56, Mrs. Walthatn 97.

Sept 17.—At the final shoot to-dtiy of the German Club at San
Rafael, Pape won first place in the 3-shot match with 73, 71, 70, 70

out of possible 75. I should have stated that in his 200-shot record

on the point target of 388 he only missed the 12in. black twice,

both shots being accidents, and going off into the ground.
Our club has a banquet outlined for him in honor of his record.

Another of our members, Dr. Henry Trask, has made a record

or two also. First he married a very estimable young lady \yho

delights in shooting, and they spent their honeymoon in the wilds

of Mendocino county. Second, the Doctor killed seven deer,

four of which he downed in less than a minute's time. He used

a .30-30 Winchester and soft-nosed bullets. The bucks were all

inside of 50yds. distance. « , ^ , ^, ~

Frkd O. Young, Rec. S^c^y C. P. and R. Club.

7
5

5
6

2 4 2
2 11 4
5 4 1
4 17

5
7
4 6
1 5

1 10—49
5 6—53

6-41
9—54
3—44
4—56

4^5S
7—60

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

The following scores were made by members of the Cincinnati

Rifle Association in regular competition, at Four-Mile House,
Reading road, Sept. 16. Conditions: 200yds., off-hand, at the

standard target. A strong, gusty 6 to 9 o'clock wind prevailed

throughout the day, much to the discomfiture of the shooters.

Jonscher was declared champion for the day with a score of 81:

Jonscher 10 10 9 8 7 9 8 6 5

10 10 6 10 9 9 5 8 7 6-80868666976 9—71
Payne 8 9 7 7 7 10 10 6 7 9-80

8 10 9 8 6 5 10 8 6 10—80
8 10 10 8 10 6 7 5 6 8—78

Gindele 10 10 8 4 9 8 8 7 6 10-809778889 10 5 8-79
8 10 8798757 7—76

Drube 7 7 7 8 10 9 9 7 9 7—80798775888 10—77746698 9" 67 8—70
Roberts 6 10 8 10 7 5 8 7 10 8—79

7 8 10 9 6 5 5 9 10 10-79
67 10 986679 9—77

Toof 9 9 7 9 10 5 7 8 8 B—77^ 669876587 9—7167787866 10 6—71

Lux 6 8 7 6 10 7 6 9 6 10—75
5 10 7 8 7 8 7 7 5 6—70784668867 9—69

Strickraier 10 5 10 8 10 9 5 5 10 4—76stnckraier
8 10 7664897 8-7S8569 10 6486 7—69

Trounstine 988868577 8—74Jrounstme
6 7 8 9 9 10 6 4 9 5-73786997867 6—73

Urkotter 5 10 6 6 7 8 7 10 6 9—74
10 58587787 8—73
468 10 76 10 75 7—70

Weinheimer . . . 10 8785 10 666 7-73weinneimer
10 5 7 5 8 5 10 4 8 8-70388868767 5—66

Elite Schuetzen Corps.

Brooklyn.—At the regular semi-monthly shoot of the Elite

Schuetzen Corps on Saturday, Sept. 15, at Cypress Hills Park, the

following scores were made:

Geb Krauss 16 17 24 23 22 15 18 16 21 25—207
21 17 21 20 23 18 19 23 19 22—203

L Zoellner 17 17 25 24 16 IS 22 20 22 24—205
IS 23 19 16 15 19 17 21 15 23-186

T Kaufman 25 19 22 16 22 21 25 23 21 16—210
J jN.auin a

-

17 21 21 20 13 22 22-197

r W Hornev 21 23 21 19 19 18 19 21 17 1^197
17 20 18 22 21 2 22 19 24 18—193

Then Wolters 20 20 20 15 17 15 16 19 16 17—175

Charles K. Hoernii*g, S. M.

Umwer$ to ^arresfiand^nis.

No notice taken ot anonymons oonuamiiloatlona,

Port Tervis.—The railroad folder gives the law correctly for 1895,

but it "is five year.'; out of date now, and many of the seasons

have been changed. The Game Laws in Brief gives all the laws

and gives them as revised to date. It is impossible fc«- any other

form of "publication than one based on the Brief's method to give

the laws so that ybit mav ^eY 'hesn.
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NEWS FROM A FAR-OPF LAND.

'Far from the common routes of the tourists, between

the Shetland Islands and Iceland, and almost under the

Arctic Circle, lie the Faroe Islands. Twenty-two in

number, mere dots upon a stormy sea and only to be

reached in fair weather, they consist of elevations of

basaltic rock rising sometimes to a height of 3,000 feet

above the waves that dash about their base. The cli-

mate—modified by ocean currents—^is not cold, yet the

win.ter is almost one long night and the summer a

scarcely interrupted day. The constant winds and the

furious hurricanes which blow much of the time prevent

the growth of trees and forbid the ripening of the hardiest

grain. The people that inhabit the islands are of Norse-

descent and support themselves by fishing, bird catching,

egg gathering and by the flocks of sheep which pasture

on the sweet grasses that the islands produce. They

gather peat, tend their flocks, capture the sea fowl and

catch the fish. Perhaps above all other men the Faroe

Islanders are at home on the storm-swept sea, or on the

narrow cliffs that the birds frequent, and they are most

expert in the killing- of whales and seals. They are a

hardy, vigorous and loyal race, but the life that they live

is as different as possible from anything that we know.

To this distant land Miss Elizabeth Taylor has gone

to live among these simple people, and we shall soon be-

gin the publication of a series of letters from her pen

describing the life of this far-away corner of the globe.

Miss Taylor is a born traveler and her achievements are

well known. Not the least of her undertakings was a

journey to the mouth of the Mackenzie "River, a trip per-

haps never previously made by any white woman. Be-

side being a traveler Miss Taylor is a trained observer, a

naturalist and a graceful writer, the charm of whose let-

ters is not unknown to readers of Forest and Stream.

In her letters from the Faroe Islands she feelingly de-

scribes the perils to which their dwellers are exposed,

tells of their different pursuits—of the egg gathering, the

bird snaring and the whale killing—and tells it all with

so much grace and feeling that these letters will prove of

exceptional interest to all Americans who read them.

And as we peruse the story of this hard life and realize

how much of what must have happened is left unsaid, we
may well wonder at the courage and endurance which

carried a frail woman through scenes of such hardship

and danger.

OCTOBER.
October first has come and gone, and in many of the

States the shooting season is now open. It is a day long

looked forward to and eagerly awaited, above all by the

young, and great are the preparations made for taking ad-

vantage of it. Gims are cleaned and polished, cartridges

loaded or ordered, and every effort is made to have all

things ready for the great event.

Too often the joyful anticipations felt with regard to

the opening day are disappointed. If the weather has

long been dry, it is found that the scent does not lie, and

the dogs fail to do the good work expected of them.

Often, too, it is exceedingly hot, dogs are fat, and, not

liaving been used for many months, are excitable and

difficult to control. If the shooting takes place in a

wooded country the leaves still hang on the trees and

obscure the sight; working through the swamps is

laborious in the hot weather, and before the day is half

over man and dog are likely to be exhausted. The quails

and partridges have not settled down to their winter

haunts, the woodcock have not yet come on from the

north; It is a time "between hay and grass," and very

often an unsatisfactory season for shooting.

Ic is true tljat some of the migratory ducks have bjegun

to come on, and there is a {>ossibility of starting from

the wide brook pr from some little lake or pond a small

bunch of wood ducks, teal or black ducks, and the bring-

ing down of .one or a brace of these gives satisfaction to

the gunner; an occasional snipe may be found on the

meadows, but we all know how uncertain snipe are. In

•October the shooting is often a disappointment.

Different people are likely to take different views of it,

but to our notion it is far better to wait until after the

sharp frosts have come to freshen up the heavy atmos-

phere of September, to clear the leaves from the trees, to

kill down the rank vegetation along swamps and sloughs

and river bank, before taking the field for serious all-day

shooting trips. Then the birds are larger, stronger of

wing, better able to take care of themselves and more

satisfactory to bag. The work of finding them is far

easier for the dog. He has then run off the fat accumu-

lated by a season of idleness, and is no longer crazy with

•excitement, but has settled down to business and hunts

in a workmanlike fashion that is the greatest pleasirre

to his owner. Then, when the birds jump, it is possible

to see them, and sometimes to make the clever double or

the careful long shot that gives such a feeling of satisfac-

tion when it is accomplished. For dwellers in the coimtry

and those who have plenty of time on their hands, the

early days of the shooting season might profitably be em-

ployed in making short jaunts of two or three hours to the

known home of some brood of quail, or to some piece of

woods where an old partridge is known to dwell, there

to give the dogs some exercise, and to work off his

superfluous spirits and bring him down to the business of

the year. Longer shooting trips might well be postponed

luntil the weather conditions are more satisfactory.

SNAP SHOTS.

A New York banker, who was, arrested in New Jersey

the other day and made to pay a fine for shooting on

Sunday, displayed a fine feeling of outrage at the in-

dignity to which he had been subjected. ' They usually

do. Let a visiting sportsman get caught in a transgres-

sion of the game law, and the probabilities are a hundred

to one that he will fume and bluster and tdl loudly and

earnestly of what a big fellow he is at home, and how
because of his distinction and importance he should be

considered as exempt from the law. Such talk. 6t course,

avails nothing, except to add to the humor of the situa-

tion; but it is always interesting as being so significant

of that common trait of human nature which leads so

many of us to imagine that legal restrictions are for all

other sportsmen but not for ourselves. Indeed, it would

be by no means difficult to find among some of the

sternest and most uncompromising advocates of the strict-

est laws with the heaviest penalties those who are them-

selves in actual personal practice consistent and constant

violators of law. They believe in close seasons, in

limited bags, in non-export laws—but always for the

other fellows, and always with a reservation in favor of

exemption for themselves.

A 'Ijjoa constrictor," "the very worst trust in the

world,"'" or "vampire''—these are hai'd names, but even

such terms fail to express the character of the enter-

prise which is denuding the mountains of New Hamp-
shire, and bringing ruin and desolation upon them, as

described in another column. The gravity of the situa-

tion cannot be exaggerated. What the remedy may be

does not appear. For while on the one hand the peopte

of New Hampshire have to deal with the remorseless

greed of the lumber operators, on the other they are

handicapped and shorn of might by their own indiffer-

ence and ignorant want of appreciation of the evil and
the necessity of its cure. There is one way, and one way
only, to save the White Mountain forests, and that is by

condemnation and the taking of the land by right of

eminent domain.

In our issue of July 7 last we printed two very re-

markable photographs of live wild deer; and a third is

given to-day, with Mr. Seib's description of the method
by which the result is achieved. The success of photo-

graphing wild deer dose to depends upon two factors:

the first is the deer's disregard of an immovable object,

and the second is the photographer's ability to remain
perfectly still despite cramped limbs, buck ague and
the fly that lights on one's nose. The pictures were
taken by Capt. L. A. Myrick, and we have never seen

any similar views to surpass them.

MARSH FOLK.-~n.

It is the birds that first catch the eyes of most ob-

servers; and they are of all sorts and conditions. Larg-

est and most noticeable are the fish hawks, now slowly

faring southward, with many a pause for rest and food,

but all to be gone before the advent of cold weather.

Patient fishermen are they, circling high in air over the

wide waters and the level marsh and the wooded hillsides,

checking themselves now and then over the water, and

then moving in short circles and perhaps hovering for

a moment over some spot, just as often a kingfisher or

a sparfow-hawk or a bluebird may be seen to hover. If

the prey seems near enough to be seized the bird drops,

like a falling stone, or sometimes in long spirals, and

when it nears.the water it either pauses, if the fish has

taken the alarm, or drops into it with outstretched legs

and a mighty splash. For a moment it rests on the

water, and then with .slow flappings of the broad wings

rises diagonally in the air with the fish held firmly in

the long, crooked talons. Then, perhaps, for a time be-

fore alighting, the successful bird flies about in the air, so

that the fish may die before it begins its meal. The great

birds are wonderfully graceful in flight, whether they

merely circle widely about with deliberate flappings or

scan the water with keenest eye or make swift diagonal

darts downward from some great elevation, when they

wish to change their place. Their white heads and under

parts make them conspicuous against the dark green of

the forests, and then they seem larger than they really

are. Sometimes, in these September days, a dozen may
be seen at one time flying about over the river, and of

these two or three will seem always to have a small fish

in their claws.

Greater even than the fish hawks is the great blue heron,

which sometimes stops on the meadow. He does not

come often, nor when he comes does he remain long.

There are too many people about, the steamboats are too

frequent and the trains pass too near. His ta,ste is for

more quiet surroundings. When he alights he stands

for a long time absolutely motionless, and many a gun-

ner has passed, without noticing it. what seemed to be a

stake standing at a distance in the meadow, and then has

been astonished to see the stake all at once come to life

and fly away just out of gunshot.

But if the great blue is rare, his cousins the bittern and

the little green heron are much less so. And there is

yet another, less in size than any of these, the least bit-

tern, which is known to few .save the ornithologist,

When by chance one is killed by a gunner, its capture

causes much speculation and all hands wonder what this

strange bird may be. With a body hardly larger than a

rail's, it spends its time among the close-set stems of

reeds and grass, which its streaked plumage so closely

resembles that with a background of grass stems it might
stand in plain view and never be detected, unless by

' chance it should move. Its big relative, the common
bittern, is less secretive, though he is very much dis-

posed to keep to himself and is seldom seen unless the

boat is shoved close to him or the gunner walks upon
him. He, too, is protected by a coat of brown streaked

with yellow, and on the ground may easily escape ob-

servation. His scent is strong, and sometimes the dogs,

careering over the meadows after snipe, will stop and
stand the bittern as they would a brood of quail.

The green heron is far bolder than any of these. Per-

haps he has not sense enough to be shy and to keep
out of reach of the gun. At all events, when started from
the grass in autumn he may fly but a short distance and
then alight again and stand watching the intruder with

more curiosity than alarm, but with all the feathers of

head and neck standing on end, like a rooster going
into battle. Let us not shoot the little fellow, who does

' no harm and is an interesting dweller of the marsh.

The noisy crows, which in respect of their constant

presence with us are like the poor, are seen now in little

companies, each of which may perhaps be a single family.

They wing their way over the tree tops of the valley, up
and down the river, bent on various errands which we
cannot guess. Often at low water they riiay be seen

stalking solemnly over the inud flats and beaches, search-

ing for food. They will not make their presence evident

by great gatherings and much noise until the weatheT*

grows colder. ""
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Among the Indians Sixty Years Ago
Among the survivors of the old-time Adirondack

guides is Louis Watso, of North River, N. Y. He be-

longs to the Waubanakee tribe of Indians and came from
Canada many years ago. His experiences as hunter

and guide would fill a good-sized volume. He began
hunting when ten years old, and quit only when the in-

firmities of age unfitted him for the chase. He is now
eighty years old, but to my knowledge it is only a few

years ago that he backed out of the woods a fine buck
he had helped secure. I have before told Forest and
Stream something about the old man, and this writing

is to describe one of his early expesiences, rather than

himself. In a kindly way he told the story to the writer

this summer.
It wiJl be repeated as nearly as possible in his own

Miords:
"Oh, yos, I have seen wild Indians. Sixty years ago,

when I was about twenty years old, my brother, who kept

a store at St. Francis, and traded largely with wild In-

dians for their furs, wanted me to go with him on a trip

to the Northwest. So we loaded a canoe with a large

quantity of goods for barter, and started. We had with
us another Indian who understood the language of the

people where we were going as interpreter. It took us
a month to make the journey. I do not know the name
of the people we visited, nor of most of the lakes and
streams we traveled on, but I know one river was called

St. Maurice, and that we went over the Divide, so that

the last waters we were on ran westward to tlie Pacific

We had a good time, for game and fish were plenty.

But we didn't need to hunt or fish at all for a living,

for the people brought us plenty of all kinds of game

—

deer meat, moose meat and bear meat, besides small
game and fish in abundance. They were verj' kind to

us. I tell you right there I saw some shootin.' As I

said, their weapons were bows and arrows, but how they
could shoot with them! At five or six rods they would
take a partridge's head off every time and not miss. I

have seen their young men do it repeatedly.

"We lived among them all winter. We had to, for the
streams froze over and we couldn't get away. So al-

together we were with them about six months, and I

must say I never saw a more peaceful or happy people
among themselves. I never saw any sign of a quarrel
among them, but always kindness and contentment.
Their living was entirely game and fish, and their cloth-
ing entirely of skins. Their blankets were made of

rabbit skins, with the hair on, cut into strips about half

an inch wide and woven together with somg sort of thong
or wood fiber. The blankets were more than half an
inch thick and very warm, so that in the coldest weather
they would be perfectly comfortable sleeping on the
ground, with one blanket imder them and another over
them, and without any fire, while we, with our blankets,
often had to keep a good fire all night."

"Did not their greater hardihood partly account for
this?"

"Oh, yes: but their blankets had a good deal to do
with it, too."

"I suppose from their peaceable lives together that
they did not have any 'firewater' among them?"
"Oh, no; they didn't know anything about that. I

suppose we were the first traders who had ever visited

them."

Photographing Wild Deer Close By.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept 17.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The deer pictures which I left with you were .taken on
the Roan Creek, Garfield county, Colo., and I will try
to explain the methods and how difBcult it is to. obtail
a fairly good photograph, when it is considered that d''

rection of wind, light, time of day, proper location, etc
must be just right.

Build a blind with sage brush, and put the camera
equipped with a Telephoto lers in position, pointing \v
the direction from which the deer are expected to come
Remove the cap from the lens, focus for a certain dis-

tance, set your shutter, and then when everything is

ready, sit down bulb in hand to snap the camera at the
right time and wait for the deer to come. Sometimes it

is a long wait and there is no deer; at other times a
short wait and plenty of deer.
But they come the wrong way—sometimes from be-

hind, at other times either to the right or left, but none
in front of the camera; consequently there is no negative
and no picture. The next day you try again. Here they
come straight for the camera! Do you know how it
feels? Just think of your proverbial first deer comiii"
for you m the open ! You wait to let it come closer, and
you shake and tremble so that you could not hit a barn
door. It is the same feeling when taking pictures at
50 or 100 feet and over. If the deer come in front of the
camera make a little noise, just enough to attract their
attention, and press the bulb. The shutter chcks: awav
the deer go like a flash and disappear quickly. This may
represent two Aveeks of hard work with a few fairly good
pictures. It is no trouble to get deer to come close to
you if the wind is in your favor and you don't move

I have hunted witk Capt. L. A. Myrick, who lives on

Ocean. Finally we reached the shore of a big lake
four or five miles across, and the interpreter said, 'We
will stop here.' We could look across the water and
see a large Indian village, but the interpreter said, 'It

won't do to go direct to- those people. If we should
they would kill us. We will wait here till they send some
one to us.' So we built a fire and set about getting
camp ready for the night.
"Within an hour after the smoke of our camp-fire

began to rise the interpreter said, 'Look there!' I
looked where he pointed and saw an Indian peeking at
us from behind a tree. His eyes shined, and he had a
bow and arrow in his hand. Our man walked slowly
toward him and spoke to him. Soon I saw another
peeking at u-s from behind another tree, and then an-
other. They each had a bow and arrow. Finally our
man made the first one understand that we were not
enemies, but had come there to trade with their people,
and invited them to come to the boat and see our goods.
But they said they' must wait and see what their chief
said about it. Then they went off, and in about an hour
several canoes started from the village and came right
across the lake to us. The chief himself was in the
party. Through the interpreter w? told him our business,
and he went to the canoe and saw our goods for himself!
Then he 3«emed satisfied that we had told him the truth,
and told us to come right over to his village. So we
put everything into the canoe again and went with him
to his village. He told us where to make our camp,
about a quarter of a mile or so from his own, and we
were soon surrounded by wild Indians and doing a big
business. Those people had a big stock of furs, and my
brother had a big stock of trinkets to trade for them.
He had a big lot of jewsharps, which cost him about
three cents apiece, and of colored cotton handkerchiefs,
which cost him about four cents apiece. Often he would
get ten dollars' worth of mink fur for a jewsharp, or
fifteen dollars' worth of beaver skins for a bright-colored
handkerchief. I asked him, 'What do you cheat these
poor people so for?' He laughed and said. 'I ain't cheat-
ing them. They hain't no use., for these "furs, and they
want these goods—it's all right.'.

"The chief give us a strip of h'ver and the w-oods
Tbordering on it for our hunting and fishing ground

PHOTOGRAPH OF WILD DEER,

1' From a photograph by Capt. L. A. Myrick.

"What about their religion?"
"I didn't hear that they had any. I never saw any-

thing to indicate it. They were just peaceful and happy
all the time—contented."
"How about their family life?"

"Oh, that was all right. They were kind, and the
men did their share of the work.
"When we came away in the spring the chief invited

us to come again, and sent some of his young men to
help us over the carries. Our canoe was heavily loaded
with furs, and the young men would help carry them
to the next water. When we started on in the canoe they
would disappear in the woods and be at the next carry
ahead of us. We always found them there when we got
there. So they went with us and helped us for four
days. Finally we told them they had better go back, as
they were getting so far from home. 'Oh, no,' they
said, 'it is only a little ways,' But they started back as we
advised them to, and would not take any pay for help-
ing us.

''We got home all right, and my brother sold his furs
for several thousand dollars."

Juvenal.

Wild Rice fo^ Wildfowl.

Wild rice has been successfully grown to furnish at-

traction for wildfowl. It is very prolific and grows an-
nually on the same grounds, requiring no car« to culti-

vate. It will grow well in almost any water that has a
muddy bottom, is not too cold and has not a strong cur-
rent, and is not more than 8ft. deep. It will succeed
in any of the Middle States and Northwest as far as
latitude 50". Rice has been found doing well on prairie
sloughs of Minnesota, the water of which is tinctured
more or less with alkali; it has been successfully intro-
duced into many of the salt marshes of the Hudson
River and Long Island, and it grows well in fresh-water
marshes and on the banks of slow-running streams.
The proper time for sowing the seeds is immediately
after it is gathered ripe, 1. e., in September. The plant
is hardy, prolific and aggressive, and usually more than
maintains a footing once established

his fine fruit ranch about three and a half miles from De
Beque, on the Rio Grande River, for a number of years,

and it was through him that I became acquainted with
the methods of taking wild deer pictures, and to him
belongs the credit of having taken the pictures I fur-

nished you. He is a fine hunter and sportsman, and a

better companion on a hunting trip cannot be found
anywhere.. Well educated, kind-hearted, he enjoys the

frien-'iship of many, and ladies or children are in his care

as safe as in their own homes. He takes but parties on
trips, has a beautiful, charming home on the Rio Grande
River, and a few weeks spent with him at his home or

on the hxmt are the most erfjoyable possible, and his

charges are very reasonable.
Let me tell you, as nearly as I can recollect, his way

of telling atout the taking of a deer picture in company
with his friend Wallaham, of Lay City, Colo., who has

quite a reputation as a wild animal photographer: Time,
July, 1898. Scene, California Park, where there was
only one quaking asp tree in the open, and not another

bush nor tree within 500 yards. "Our camera was planted

in open view. The deer would come to this tree to roll

in the dust and fight flies. The deer would see you
sitting by the tree in bold view, and would stop and
stamp their feet, but come gradually closer. The wind
was favorable, the camera slide drawn, and the only

thing to do was to sit perfectly still. If a fly. should
alight on your nose, just let it stay there and bite away.
You dare not move a muscle. They would come within

a few feet and look you square in the face, stamp and
snort, go ofif again, lie down and roll in the dust, get up
again, and take another look, as much as to say, 'Whc
are you?' You would sit there for an hour waiting to
get the deer in a favorable position. If the deer move
sideways and get your wind, away the3'- stampede, and
all your labor is lost. It takes lots of nerve and staying
qualities to get a deer or any wild animal's picture in
an open field, but the oiie we were after we got, even if

it was a poor one."

Geo. 'Dan Seib.

The Forest and Stream is put to prese each week on Tuesdi
Correspondence intended for p.ublication • should reach us at 1

latest ty Monday sad as muph earlier as practicable

I
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Old Fort Benton.
Fort Benton, Mont.j was lor years the -greatest fur

market in the world. There, season atter season, were
gathered thousands and thousands ol" buflfalo robes, elk,

deer and bear skins and the valuable pelts of the beaver,
wolf and other iur bearing animals. The entire catch
of half a dozen tribes of Indians, scattered over hundreds
of miles of sui rounding country, and collected by a score
or two of brave and enterprising traders, was brought
here each year for shipment down the river to St. Louis,
III the arlier days by fiatboats, and later by steamers.
There was something in this occupation of Indian

trading irresistibly fascinating. It was not work, but
an exciting pastime. Few who entered into the business
ever abandoned it for anything else until the buffalo
disapiiearcd and other game became scarce and there
were no longer any furs and robes to trade for. And,
surprising as it may seem, not one in ten of these traders
ever saved up money. They made enough, some of
rlivm hundreds of thousands, but it came easily and was
spent more easily. Even the wolfer, by half attending
to business, could catch in a season a thousand wolves

—

every hide worth a five-dollar bill; hu\ ten to one he
would start in the next fall without a dollar, and with
provisions bought on credit. The only ones who really
made any money in this business were, first the Ameri-
can Fur Company, and later two or three firms who
furnished the traders with goods at 300 and 400 per
cent, profit, and who also traded directly with the In-
dians.

The first trading post in this country was built on
the present site of Fort Benton, in 1846, by Alexander
Culbertson, chief factor of the American Fur Company.
It was made of adobe, was two stories high, and had
bastions at each end mounted with cannon. It was im-
pregnable to the Indians, for they could neither set fire

lo it nor climb the high walls.

In lliose days a "trade" was the occasion of no little

ceremony. A tribe of Indians, having been out on a
hunt long enough for each one to catch a bale or two
of beaver (10 skins to the bale), would return and camp
in ihe vicinity of the fort. The next morning everyone,
including the women and children, would put on their
"best clothes," paint their faces and move in a body
ti}wards lhe foft.

First came the head-chief leading one of his finest
horses, then the under-chiefs, after them the warriors,
and lastly the women and children leading horses packed
wi;h furs. It must have been an an imposing sight to
witness, for then the Indians were dressed in their
native costume, their clothing made of buckskin and
cowskin, and ornamented with eagle feathers, weasel
skins, elk teeth, and bear claws; and most of them car-
riea their native weapons, a bow and quiver of arrows,
a large, round and brightly ornamented shield, and stone
knife. When close to the fort, the whole tribe, as with
one voice, began to sing. Then from the cannon roared
out salute after salute, the great Hag was raised aloft,
and v/hile the cannon were booming and the Indians
singing, the portals of the great gateway were thrown
open and the factor, followed by one or two of his men,
came forth and greeted the chiefs. Then the head-chief
would say, "Now, to-day am I glad to meet my brother.
The white men are my friends, they are as relations to
me. Now, to-day I have brought my children with me,
that they may give you their furs. And I have also
brought this horse as a present for my brother."
Then the factor would say: "1 am very glad my brother

has come and brought his people, and I am glad to
have this go©d horse. Come now, my brother, let us
enter and eat and drink and let the other chiefs come
with us."

Then the chiefs entered the fort, where a hearty meal
had been prepared for them. But first each one was
served with a small dram of liquor. After eating, the
great stone pipe was lighted and the head-chief related
to the factor the incidents of the hunt, and while they
talked various presents were placed before them, the
head-chief, perhaps, receiving a gun, with flints, powder
and balls. Then after awhile the chiefs went out and
told their people the price of various articles and the
trade began. As an instance of the profits of Indian
trading in those days, I give below the value of several
articles in beaver skins, each skin being then worth
about $5: Flint lock gun, cost about $10, was sold for
2 obeaver; a keg of po.wder, costing $5, for 10 beaver;
sack balls, costing $5, for 10 beaver; butcher knife, cost-
ing $1, for 2 beaver; paper of paint, costing 25 cents, for
I beaver; 4 yds. red cloth, costing $4, for 20 beaver.
After a hot competition for some years the American

Fur Company sold out to the Northwest Fur Company.
When this latter firm wound up its affairs, two or three
dififerent firms started in the business. Besides trading
directly with the Indians, these firms sold goods to
smaller traders, who either followed the Indians on
their hunts or built small posts of their own in different
parts of the country. Although comparatively safe when
once they had built their little fort and were settled in
i., fiiese traders ran great risks journeying to and from
Benton, for the Indians were quick to take advantage
of a small traveling party.
Before the International Boundary Survey the country

in that region was rather debatable ground and was, of
course, imsettled. Taking advantage of this, several
Benton parties built trading posts out there, for it was
the favorite country of the Bloods and Blackfeet, and
buffalo were always plentj'.

One of these traders. Mr. Jos. Kipp, established a post
at the junction of the Belly and Old Man's rivers,
in 1872. The buildings of this place formed three sides
of a square and comprised two large warehouses, a
trade room and three living rooms. The trade room"
Joined on a warehouse, and in the partition were loop
holes, where, when a "trade" was going on. were con-
cealed several men with rifles, ready to nip in the bud
any outbreak. A counter, shoulder high, ran nearly the
whole length of the room, and behind it, on shelves,
were stacked blankets and all kinds of goods. Under
lhe counter and among the goods were concealed a
mimber of revolvers and rifles, all loaded for instant use.
On the .south side, forming the fourth side of the fort,

was a high stockade, chinked and daubed, and in the
center of this stockade, midway between the buildings

was tht; big gate. Immediately in front of the buildings
flowed the Belly River. This had always been a favorite
camping ground of the Indians. On either side of both
rivers were broad, rolling prairies, much frequented by
buffalo, and the river bottoms afforded excellent shelter

for horses.
At this place Calf Shirt was killed. I think the story

of his death is worth relating—not on account of any
bravery displayed by the whites, for they were simply
obliged to kill him, and did so—but because it illustrates

a very peculiar and not uncommon trait of Indian char-
acter. Calf Shirt was the head-chief of the Bloods. He
was a renowned warrior and the greatest chief the Bloods
ever had, from a time as far back as known. But he had
an ungovernable temper, and in fits of ai "er had killed

several of his own people, and for this he was hated and
feared. Nor was he hked by the whites, for he openly
boasted before them of the number of white scalps he
had taken. He was a man of commanding presence,
over six feet in height, weighing over two hundrc 1

pounds, and with regular and comely features.

It was in the summer time; robes and furs were 01 •;

of season, and little trading was done. Calf Shirt ha I

bought some goods of Kipp, and having no robes t >

paj' for them he left his shield with the trader as security.
Not long after, he one day entered the trading room
and demanded his shield. Kipp happened to be the only
one in the room at the time and he asked Calf Shirt
what he had to pay for it.

"Nothing," replied the chief, "I want to fight and must
have my shield. You must give it to me."
At this impudent reply Kipp thrust his hand into a

pile of blankets lying on the shelf, in which was con-
cealed the nearest revolver to him. But Calf Shirt was
watching him, and raising his right hand from under
his blanket in which he had all the time held a cocked
revolver, he rested it over his left arm, pointed directly
at the trader. Kipp, who had never taken his eyes off

the Indian, saw at a glance that the red man had the
best of it; and thus they stood. Kipp with his hand be-
tween the blankets, Calf Shirt pointing a revolver at

him,, when Geo. Scott entered the room.
"George," said Kipp, "he has the drop on me; come

behind the counter, get a pistol and kill him."
George says that the next few moments seemed a

year to him. His heart was in his throat, and he felt that
most likely his time had come; but he tried to appear
unconcerned, and acted as if he didn't see Calf Shirt.

He whistled and fussed around and finally went behind
the counter, dropped down on his knees, took a revolver,
and started to crawl back around the corner of the counter,
where, unperceived, he might get a good shot at the
chief. But just then without saying a word Calf Shirt
turned round and walked out of the door, and out of
the stockade, never once looking back. Neither Kipp
nor Scott fired at him, as they might have done, for they
did not like to arouse the Indians if they could help it.

Some of the whites in the stockade at this time were
married to Indian women. About 4 o'clock in the
afternoon one of these women came running into the
stockade, scared and out of breath, crying: "Calf Shirt
is coming! Calf Shirt is coming! He says he will kill

you all." Just as she concluded, the chief himself came
in through the open gates. He had on no clothing
except breechclout and moccasins. He was painted
for war, wore his eagle-feather war head-dress, and
carried in his right hand a revolver. He advanced
toward the trading room, singing a war song and
dancing soleinnly and majestically forward, first on one
foot and then on the other. Just at this time there were
several men in the cook room playing cards, among
them "Diamond R." Brown and Dick Berry. Dis-
tracted from their game by the shrieks of the women
and the war song, they rushed out and saw Calf Shirt
advancing toward them. At the same time Kipp and
George Scott came out of the trade room. Now what
must have Calf Shirt have thought when he saw all

those men come out, with pistols in their hands? He
knew that his time had come, that he would never
leave that place alive, but he did- not hesitate; he kept
on singing and dancing. "Boys," said one, "he means
business. There is no help for it—we must kill him"

;

and he raised his revolver and fired. Then the others
commenced.

, Crack, crack, crack, crack went the
pistols: and every time a bullet struck the chief. He
stopped, turned round, and walked slowly back, but a
little to the right, and all the time the revolvers were
going crack, crack, crack, crack, and bullet after bullet
was lodged in the chief's body, but he never flinched,
he never even quivered when one struck him. He kept
walking slowly on. Right in front of him was a pit
where the earth had been dug with which to cover the
roofs. Right into this he fell, prone on his face, but he
slowly arose, turned round, emptied his revolver at the
whites, and as he fired the sixth and last shot he fell

once more, and died. There were sixteen bullet holes
in his body, most of them mortal wounds.
A peculiarity of Indian character, illustrated by the

foregoing, is this: An Indian often gets so angry that
in the face of certain death he will seek revenge. For
some unknown reason Calf Shirt had left the stockade
in the morning without killing the trader, as he might
easily have done. He went to his lodge, sat down and
l^rooded over his wrongs, real or imaginary, and grew
angrier and angrier, until, throwing prudence to the
winds, he put on his war paint and went back to get
revenge. It is probable that he was fired on sooner
than he had calculated. His object was to get close
enough to make sure of Kipp; and after the first few
shots he was probably reallj^ killed,' and what he did
afterwards was done mechanically and not with intention.
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Blue Bunnies the Californian Fad,
"Therk is always something on the side- of California

that sets you guessing," said the man with tlie deterior-
ated lung who had just hastened back to New York for
the few weeks in each year which Make life tolerable to
him.

"If I want to live with this breathing mechanism of
mine permanently out of alignment i have to go out to
the coast for the winter. Just as soon as the early frosts
begin to shed the fruit from the mince pie tree, just as
soon as the fattening turkeys begin to cast mistaken
defiance at the President's proclamation of Thanksgiv-
ing in which I can but faintly participate, it is incumbent
on me to slide out to California. If I should neglect the
warning my executor would be put to the necessity of
a 'here lies' oyer me, and cashing in my unused trans-
portation in order to make the estate look big. When
it comes to the therapeutic properties of the transcon-
tinental systems I think that I may rank as an expert. I
know just how every line deals with the one-lungster.,
I have been over the Isthmus. With luck I may last long
enough to go through the Nicaragua Canal, if they are
not too deliberate in building it. I have taclded the Sun-
set Route, the Scenic Route, the old Central Pacific, the
Shasta Route, the Great Northern, and way down South
the Santa Fe. There is only one way that I have fore-
gone, and that is by sail around the Horn, which might
be damaging to me in the gales which live forever be-
tween Staaten Island and Diego Ramirez. When it comes
to the railroads I can give practical information on a
point not set down in any gazetteer, jiamely, the compara-
tive advantages of Sherman and Marshall's Pass on a
man whose breath comes short and with difficulty when
he gets a mile or so in the air. In the same way I might
discourse, with practical experience, on the comparative
advantages of the different climates of California com-
prehended within the four cardinal points set forth in
the jingle,

From Siskiyou to San Diego,
From the Sierras to the sea.

"Rather shabby poetry, isn't it? But it brings down
the house at any political convention in California Noman knows just who was first guilty of it, but old man
Sisson up m the Siskiyou country used to smile rather
deprecatingly when he was charged with it. If he did
do It that was the sum of his poetical offending andmuch may be forgiven a man who has his wisdom in
beguiling trout.

"I've been going to the ultimate West so long—at
least It was the ultimate West until Hawaii and Dick
Leary's moral side show of Guam and the Philippines
were tacked on—that I can't drop the old expression all
at once, that I do not have to give any thought to where
1 shall go and how I shall get there. The one thing that
sets me guessing when tbe time for my annual trip
comes, and I may say the thing that keeps me guessing
all the time I am out on the Coast, is what side show
i am going to stack up against. That's no simple thing
|t all, for there is always some new game, and the
liastem one-lungster is the come-on who pays for the
music and the free luncli and all the rest of the enticing
accessories. " -

"Let me see. The first game I encountered was when
i was set on the southern part of the State. It wasboom land, lots of land, even more boom. I was con-
vinced from the start, no man could help that when the
California boomers got after him. I believe it was seed-
less oranges that they landed me on first. Now that was
a splendid proposition and I might have made a fortune
if it hadn t been for the San Jose scale, and if I had given
all my time to it. But there are a few weeks when I
can live m New York, when I can live at what the
geographies call the confluence of the Hudson and East
rivers. Naturally I took the opportunity to come back
and naturally the bugs took that time to get after my
oranges when there was nobodv to pick them off
"The next thing was English walnuts, in the Ojai

Valley, and that was a game that spelt Wealth with a
big W in every prospectus that came my way. As a
permanent investment that is really a brilliant success
The trees are already pretty fair saplings by now, and if
nothing happens my heirs and assigns forever can amuse
themselves gathering the crop. But for a quick return
on an investment they are what you might call deliberate.
"The next thing I was caught on was choice residence

property and villa sites. I bought more of the San
Bernardino desert laid out with neat stakes than you
would believe. Each lot was a corner . property, right
next the new university, or the leading church, and op-
posite the park. They are there yet, they are waiting
for the university and the church and the park to mater-
ialize, but I shudder to read the local papers lest I may
see my name in the list of sales for delinquient taxes.
"Then I went in for shares in the grand international

Monte Carlo, at Tia Juana, half in Mexico and half in
California. That was a very enticing proposition, but
somehow or other it fell through. After that I came
north of Tehachipa, and went in for grapes, at Fresno,
and_ eventuated in phylloxera. One year I devoted to
raising watermelons in the San Joaquin valley, in com-
petition with the big sugar companies. Prunes in the
Santa Clara valley caught me one season; if you will
only stop to figure out the number of boarding houses
in the United States, and their average consumption of
this flabby vegetable, you will see how easy it is to write
an attractive prospectus when you have prune orchards
to sell. Once I got caught on the northern citrus belt,
at the Oroville fair it was, and I can tell you it takes a
pretty smart man to see the joint when they glue the
ripe oranges onto an orchard of willows or madroiio
trees-

"All those experiences have taught me a lesson that
I can profit by. But this season I've got hold of the
newest investment, and it's a corker. It's the Belgian
hare. Now you may think you know something about
rabbits. Of course you do; you've probably had plenty
of white bunnies that you could carry around by the
ears, but that's something entirely dift"erent. But the
Belgian isn't a rabbit at all; it's a hare, the raw material
of 'hasenpfeffer.' There is an ever' increasing market
for hasenpfeffer, as people learn to eat it. Hitherto the
great objection to hasenpfeffer at the restaurants has been
the suspicion that would lurk that it was made of cats,
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plain ordinary pussy cats. But now that it is known that

the great State of California has gone wholesouled into

the business of raising hares for hasenpfeffer, you ean

call for it with perfect confidence that you are not gettmg

accidentally defunct mousers. If you will only stop to

think of it, you may never have eaten hasenpfeffer, but

just as soon as our crop gets on the market you'll see

what's what.
"Belgians are a sort of blue bunny, just about the

same size as white rabbits, with pink eyes, but much
better shaped. The color is blue, somewhat like a

Maltese cat, and that color is one of the great points that

you get marks on when they hold shows. Another thing

is the marks on the paws; that counts high too. You
get more marks on shape, and the thing to avoid is to

let the little beggars get paunchy. If you let them out

in the sunlight the color sort of fades, and a bunny from
hundred-dollar stock may just through this mistake be

marked so low that you can't get more than two bits for

it. If they get their feet wet, that knocks out the fine

marking on the paws, and then more of your profit gets

marked off. If they eat too much, particularly when
they are young, the shape goes all off. So you see blue

bunnies are enough to keep you sitting up nights. The
best way is to keep them in the cellar, in separate hutches,

and when you go into a strange house you can tell the

moment you enter the door if they are Belgian enthu-

siasts. The smell fixes it. It sort of reminds you of the

menagerie in the circus, maybe not so strong, but quite

as penetrating. You've got to be mighty careful about

their feed. First thing in the morning you give them
some' chopped up carrot. Then at noon you can give

them some lettuce or a little cabbage. At night you let

them have some alfalfa hay. That's what I think is best

for them, but there are some people who will tell you
that's all wrong. To tell the truth, nobody does know
exactly. One thing is certain, you may give your Bel-

gians whatever you think best—that's your own lookout;

but whatever you give them, you must be sure to take

it out of the hutches just as soon as they stop eating.

The habit of nibbling between meals is worse Tor blue

bunnies than it is for children. And that reminds me,

if you're going to keep Belgians you've got to dispose

of your children. A baby's one idea of the usefulness of

a bunny is to swing it around by the ears. Belgians

won't stand that. Why, I've known a registered Belgian

go off sixty points just in a single interview with a

four-year-old kid; its ears were hopelessly stretched.

And you cannot leave Belgians to your servants; you've

got to make them part and parcel of your own life, and
a good big part at that.

"These are not any sort of a cheap recreation. White
rabbits are scarcely salable at two bits apiece, but

Belgians mean money. You can get a pair for $50, but

that's a mistaken economy; it's a mistake that beginners

make, but they never make it again after they have once

entered their young Belgians in a show and seen them
hopelessly ©utclassed. When you start in to raise Bel-

gians the best are none too good. If you start with

pedigree stock it will cost you $150 a pair, and even then

you are never quite sure of what you are getting.
_
The

real way is to begin with registered stock, best pedigree,

and prize winners. That will cost you $250 or $300 a

pair, but you have the satisfaction of knowing that you
have started right. Of course, your leverets will not all

turn out prize winners; no matter how careful you are,

they will slip out into the sunlight and there goes your

color, and it is an awful task to keep them from getting

their little feet wet, which is .simply ruination to the

markings on the paws. Still if you give your whole
time to it you ought to raise a good percentage of prize

winners, and the others will bring a good price in the

market—not thq highest price, of course, but something
pretty nearly as good.

"It is the great topic with all California this season.

The papers are writing editorials about the Belgians, and

every paper is running a special department on the sub-

ject, and the advertising would simply astonish you.

The future of California is assured. The hares bid fair to

do more for the State than the placers ever did. Once
in a while you will find some old fossil who gets in the

way of progress. They've got a lot of stock arguments.

They compare this sound business investment to the

Dutch tulip mania, or they call attention to the damage
that rabbits have done in Australia, or they cite the need

for the jackrabbits drives in Fresno. But you know
how that is, no matter where you go, you will find some
men who never have the sense to take up with new ideas

of prosperity. With these few exceptions all California

has gone wild over Belgian hares, and those of us who
were in at the beginning of the boom are going to make
lots of money. Just look at it a moment. Only think

of the number of people in the United States who have

never eaten hasenpfeffer, thought it was pussy cat

stewed. Well, all those people are going to eat it at

their dinner tables, and they are going to clamor for it

at their restaurants, just as soon as they know that out

in California we are breeding the Belgians just for them.

I don't believe that there are more than a million people

who now eat hasenpfeffer, but call it twenty millions if

you like; that leaves us more than fifty millions who are

going to eat it within the next few years, and probably

the coming census will increase the fieure enormously.

That's oniv our domestic market. I don't say a word
about the export trade, in cold storage, that i"; hound to

spring up. But the prospect is simply nve'-\vhelmmg.

It's the biggest boom there has ever been in California."

Llewell.\ Pierce CiruRciiiLL.

The Linnaean Society of New York.

Regular meetings of the Society will be held in the

American Museum of Natural History, Seventy-seventh

street and Eighth avenue, on Tuesday evenings, Oct. 9

and 23, at 8 o'clock.

Oct. o.—Frank M. Chapman. "Bird Studies with a

Camera." Illustrated with lantern slides.

Oct. 23.—Jonathan Dwight, Jr. "The Moult of the

Shore Birds (Limicolce) of North America."
Walter W. Granger, Sec'y.

American Museum OF Natural History.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.

Gens des Bois.
^
_

Vni.—Plomadore.

Plumadore Pond is a beautiful lake near the northern

limits of the Adirondack forest. It was once in the heart

01 a famous hunting country, and though to-day ap-

proached by the ruthless clearings of the Chateaugay

Iron & Ore Company, who are converting the timber

from a principality thirty-seven miles long and five or

six miles wide into charcoal and pulp, and though it

is only a question of a few years when the Canuck

nctters and coasters will have potted the last of its troiit

and deer, the pond, has a claim for recognition for all

lime as the sole monument of the noble old Indian who
gave it his name.

^ , -n

This man, who was born about the close of the Kevo-

lutionary War, lived to be a hundred years of age, and

in the pioneer days of the Adriondacks was one of its

best known characters. At the present time his old

associates are all dead, and there are few living who
remember Plumadore. even in his final retirement on

his little hop farm on Deer River.

The Adirondack historian of to-day has gotten the

commercial aspect of things implanted far too firmly

in his ego. To him there was nothing in the woods be-

fore Paul Smith gave up peddling stoves for hotel

keeping. Titus in his book, "Adirondack Pioneers,"

gives space to a select galaxy of bartenders and does not

fail to mention Mary Ryan, the chambermaid, but no-

where is there anything of the Plumadores, Sabilles or

"Sangermas." To Dr. Knapp of Essex, formerly of

Malone, N. Y., I am indebted for the particulars of the

following slight sketch oi Plumadore.

From Priest to Hunter.

Plumadore was born in troublous times and first ap-

pears as a waif picked up by the good fathers in a Jesuit

mission in Montreal. His parents had been killed in the

raid of some hostile band, and the boy never knew any

family or tribal ties. At the mission he made good
progress in his studies, and was early set aside for the

priesthood. By nature he was kindly and high minded,

and he would undoubtedly have made an ideal mission-

ary.

At eighteen, however, his health began to fail and

he developed a cough and other symptoms of consump-
tion. The fathers realized the danger and determined

upon a heroic remedy. They gave Plurnadore a rifle

and sent him off for a six weeks' hunt in the woods.

No doubt they had misgivings as to^the result, but it was

a choice between two evils, and that they took the risk

of losing the services of their Indian rather than his

life is infinitely to their credit.

Apparently Plumadore began his journey from Caugh-
nawaga on the south side of the St. Lawrence, and to

. this fact rather than to any ancestral influences is due

the selection of his hunting country in the Adirondack
wilderness. Plumadore probably followed the Chateau-

gay River to its chief source of the Chateaugay Lakes
and then traveled westward around the base of the Lyon
mountain group to the headwaters of the Salmon
River.*
Once around these mountains an easy level avenue

lay open to the southward to Saranac Lake, and beyond
the country was dotted with lakes and little ponds, and
was at that time one of the best fur and game sections

in North America.
Plumadore soon learned its secrets, and doing so

regained his health, the pioneer and happy exemplar
for thousands -of poor sufferers who followed later to

the Adirondack plateau.

Plumadore never forgot the mission at Montreal or

his early training, but the fascination of the woods was
upon him and he could not return. He made his home
in the Adirondacks and for many years hunted and
trapped between the State Dam on the Salmon River,

thirteen miles above Malone. and Saranac Lake. Much
of the time he was alone, but he had one favored com-
panion, Captain Peter, a Canadian half-breed from the

boundary town of French Mills, now known as Fort

Covington.

Discovery of Plumadore Pond.

It was on one of his trapping trips with Captain Peter

that Plumadore Pond was discovered. Though quite a

large sheet of water in the neighborhood which Pluma-
dore and others had often hunted, its existence was not

suspected for the reason that it lay on high gro'und off

the natural route of travel.

The trappers used trout as bait, and were accustomed
to procure them from Wolf Pond, several miles away.
In a country so plentifully besprinkled with lakes it

seemed there should be some source of bait nearer at

hand, and Captain Peter often complained of this carry

from Wolf Pond.
One day in mid-winter as the two men in company

were traveling this line the half-breed broached the

subject again. Plumadore replied that he believed he-

could discover a lake nearer at hand, and with a spirit

of prescience located it over the nearest ridge, con-
siderably to the amazement of Captain Peter, who felt

perfectly sure no lake could exist in the direction men-
tioned.

Plumadore ascended the ridge, and to secure a better

view threw off his snowshoes and climbed a pine tree

whose tops reached above the surrounding forest. His
first glance showed him the pond almost at his feet, a
circular snow covered expanse of level ice.

Captain Peter had gone about his business, and ac-

cordingly when Plumadore descended lie visited the

pond alone to test its possibilities as a trout water.

With his hunting axe he chopped a hole in the ice,

and then dropped in his hook tipped with a bit of bright
flannel at the end of three feet of line. A second later

a trout weighing fully a pound was flopping on the
ice, and Plumadore could see that the water was swaon-
ing with hungry fish. In a very short time he Sad
secured all the trout he could carry, and when he Re-
turned to camp his object lesson was an eye-opener to

Captain Peter.

*There are two Salmpn Rivers in the. Adirond^ks, one flowing
into the St. Lawrence and the other into Lake Champlain. Tlie

reference is to the former. , •
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Subsequently the men visited the pond toge.ther, and
liking the location they established a permanent camp.
It was while living iti this camp that Plumadore ncacjly

lost his life as the result of an accident.

Alone and Helpless.

Captain Peter had gone off for supplies, and possibly a

little of the natural history experience that may be gained
in a town the size of Plattsburgh, and Plumadore
was left alone to tend the trapping line. The first day
while on his customary round he struck his foot against

a sharp pine branch concealed in the snow with such vio-

lence that the snag ran deeply into the flesh and broke oft".

It was a bitterly cold day and Plumadore's feet were
numbed, and he did not at first realize the seriousness

of his injury. Long before he reached camp, however,
he could scarcely walk, and when he finally pulled open
the door of the bark roofed shanty and stepped in his

legs gave way beneath him and he fell to the floor.

He made a fire with what little wood happened to

be oin the camp, and proceeded to dress his foot. With
returning warmth and animation the foot began to swell,

and at the same ^ime the pain became intense. Pro-
visions were almost gone, and beyond a few sticks, of.

fuel there was no firewood cut. To make matters worse
a terrible wind and snow storm, set in, which could not
fail to delay his companion's return.

The morning of the day following his accident found
Plumadore unable to stand. He was confronted by the

possiblity of death from cold and starvation. He had
counted on hunting to replenish his larder, and had
barely enough food to last through the day. His fuel

was gone and the wind shook the frail cabin and rove
the snow through and across in miniature whirlwinds.
Plumadore broke up his bed and the few wooden articles

in the cabin to feed the fire. It was certain that if be
could not keep up the fire he would freeze to death,

for like most Indians he was thinly clad and provided
with scanty bedding, and the cold was greater than he
had ever known. Fortunately, before the last of the

supply thus secured was consumed, the storm abated,

and the injured man was enabled to drag himself out-

side to procure wood. With the abateinent of the storm
the cabin became much more comfortable, but one dan-
ger only gave place to another, for now there was na
food.

What Plumadore endured in the days before Captain
Peter's return will never be known in the entirety. He
melted snow and made a broth with pieces of fox

skin, and his supply of furs enabled him to stave off

for a time the worst results of the terrible hunger; and
each day he traveled around in broadening circles on
hands and knees in the deep snow for his wood supply.

W^hen Captain Peter found him he was almost gone.

Care and good food, however, and the tonic of the

woods soon restored him. The primitive conditions of

the trapper's life have a marvelous curative effect for all

ills but old age. Trappers should never grow old.

"Wolves vs. Frying Pan.

Plumadore once held at bay a pack of wolves with

a frying pan. The frying pan figured as a musical in-

strument and not a weapon. He had left the implement
in question at a temporary shanty at Wolf Pond, and
having use for it started over one day to get it, and as

this was his sole errand and he was in a hurry he car-

ried no rifle. _
•

On the way to the pond he heard wolves howling,

and before he reached the shanty they had grown un-
commonly bold and he saw several at a distance. Secur-

ing the frying pan Plumadore set out at once on his

return to the main camp. The wolves had increased

in numbers and seemed with that wonderful intuition

possessed by some animals to have acquainted them-
selves with the fact that Plumadore was unarmed.
They pressed in on all sides and he could hear them

moving in the bushes. Presently some of them ap-

peared in front sitting down directly in his path.

Plumadore had picked up a heavy pine knot with a

spur projecting at right angles with the end, and dash-

ing forward he threw this at the wolves, scolding them
at the same time. The wolves retreated slowly, snarling.

The Indian recovered his missile, retaining it to use as a

club, and as the wolves appeared more threatening than

ever he made up his mind that they would soon be upon
him. Just then one of the wolves sprang by so close

that Plumadore made an involuntary motion with his

club. The knot struck against the fiying pan, which

he still carried in his left hand, with a resounding bang,

which was not without its effect on the wolves. Noting
that they seemed disconcerted he began beating on the

pan, with the result that the wolves fell back, and he

was enabled to resume his way to camp.
He continued his solo to the accompaninent of howl-

ing wolves till the camp was reached. Dashing inside

he secured his rifle and shot down the leader, but before

he could reload the other wolves had disappeared. The
clatter of the frying pan had warned them that they had

an animal out of the common to deal with, while the

crack..of the rifle had proved it to be their terrible and

merciless foe, man.

Last Days.

Plumadore passed his declining years living on a

farm where the road from Malone to Meacham Lake
crosses Deer River. He deeded this farm to a young
man whom he esteemed, in consideration of caring for

him in his old age. He was a small man, but carried

himself well, and at Q4 was still erect and in full posses-

sion of his faculties. His eye was bright and his teeth

in either jaw in good condition. He was a firm be-

liever in Christianity and possessed a kind heart and

a generous nature.

When one of a party of visiting sportmen shot _a

crane he reproved him, telling him it was cruel to kill

one of God's creatures which was harmless and at the

same time useless for food. Though he had taken a

friendly interest in this man at first, he thereafter re-

fused to have anything to do with him.

Dr. Knapp. who knew the old man at this time, thus

describes his habits:

"Every evening soon after sundo.wn he would retire

to his boat, paddle to some favorite locality (I never

saw him use an oar) and then anchoring would spend
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a large poi'liou of the night apparently engaged in fish-

ing, but mostly in rellection, and in I'ecalling and living

over the many incidents of the past; lor it made no
difJerence whether the fishing was good or bad, every
evening it was the same, and he seldom came in before

two or three o'clock in the morning, and from that time
till half past five or six o'clock seemed to be all the

sleep he required. His only exception to this rule was
on Sunday. Nothing could induce him t- go out upon
the Sabbath. This day was spent silently and rever-

£ntly in his little room in pious meditation, broken only
by an occasional hymn tune upon his flute."

J. B. BuR>fHAM.

In Sunny Tennessee.
It is not singular that one's first day of vacation should

be spent this year in some of the lovely peach orchards ot

northern Alabama. That of my good friend, Johnnie
McDaniel, lies on the northern slope of McDaniel Moun-
tain, some eight miles from my home, and is, I dare say,

as beautiful an orchard as can be found in the State.

Uncle 'Thaniel, who drove us on that quiet road, aisled

by great pines, was arrayed in his Sunday Prince Albert
and neckcloth of flaunting hue and lively pattern. He
patted his mules none the less affectionately, however, and
prattled on to them as is his wont in the long days spent

m their company alone. The July sun had brought out
the orange and the whorled coreopsis and the several

varieties of helianthus flamed radiantly from the fence

rows. The woodthrush and the summer tanager were
still in song, and from distant grain fields came the notes

of promise for another season of quail shooting. To stand
among rows of the soft green trees, bending with richly

colored fruit, seemed justly to place the day at the top
of la belle saison. At such times even ordinary events
take on a color as though the day were blessed of saints, in

whose worship one has some part.

To middle Tennessee, where I fished in the waters of

Barren Fork, was a quick transition. To Aug. i there

had been no fishing of consequence on account of the
unusual rains, but after that time I have never seen the

sport so good in these familiar waters. The mill pond in

the town of McMinnville is well stocked with bream, rock

bass and black bass, and a successful day's "breaming"
is to be reckoned among the chief pleasures of the gentle

art in this section. One is paddled in a canoe with deft

and silent stroke along the banks, skirting the nibss

beds, and the cast, with light tackle, is made from the

prow; the goose quill float dips like a flash of light on
reacliing the water, and, if at all expert, a fighting prize

of green and gold is the swift reward.
Aside from the many discomforts of mountain trout

fishing, which somehow heightens the sport to the right

thinking angler, I regard breaming as quite its equal.

One is, too, generally more certain of a full basket, and
in these limpid streams the table quality of the fish can
scarcely be excelled. One day my companion and I

brought home 119 fish, including one 2-pound trout, the

latter being caught on a reel with some 50 feet of line.

The fishing over, I am always inclined to linger over the

beauty of this mill pond till nightfall. The four miles

stretch of placid water, the lines of birches, silvering the

green oaks and maples, and the festoons of Virginia

creeper and grape; the dripping spring, tumbling over a

mossy ledge with gentle plashes and crowded in very
honor of its quality by a tiara of jewel weed; the dark
mysterious sloughs where the great blue heron is some-
times seen standing sentinel, and where the smaller com-
mon varieties breed and live, darting in and out with

cries as Aveird as their haunts.

One fair July day we moved our house party from the

venerable shades of our town house to a cottage at

Beersheba, in the Cumberland Mountains. Here the alti-

tude is 2,500 feet, and no summer heat ever penetrates.

The views from the observatory of the hotel and the Back-
bone cannot be equaled, possibly, in all this range. The
cottagers have friendly and congenial circles where read-

ing aloud, music and cards help to speed the time, and the

best of all these diA^ersions, the long tramps to the steeps

and the gorges of Long's and Laurel mills. Stone Door
and Father Mountain. Two enthusiasts and myself
botanized for some time over a wide territoiy. and for

two weeks, almost without interruption. I rose at dawn to

linger awhile over the purpling east at Balance Rock, then
down to the twilight of Dark Hollow for squirrels. At
certain stands my ear was usually rewarded by the

familiar rasp on hickory nuts, and if within range I would
find quick aim as ni}' dainty feeder reached out for fresh

food in the festoons of small branches. As I was ex-
pected back for breakfast, my bag was never heavy, but
all the better for this, as this -splendid dish figured the
longer in our menus.

I notice with regret that the chestnut trees throughout
this section of Tennessee are dying rapidly. Up to a fcAV

years since no disease was known among them. T trust

some reader of Forest and Stream may have observed
fliis and can explain the probable cause.

Like the warblers, lingering yet a little while in this

delicious air of mid-Septeraber, I find that I too must
turn southward to the white cotton fields of work.

E. M.
Attalla, Ala,, Sept, 28.

"Wild Animals in Vermont.

Mr. Carlos L. Smith sends to the Montpelier Journal
these statistics of animals killed in Vermont during the

time from 1885 to 1898, both years inclusive:

During 3897 and 1898 there were no bounties on noxious
animals, but although there were considerable many boun-
ties paid during 1897 and a very few in 1898, they were
for those animals killed in the j^ear of 1896, after the

auditor's report had been made and the law repealed, and
before it went into effect in February, 1897. The audi-

tor's report shows for the time above mentioned that there

were bounties paid on 494 bears. 16.3 lynx. 46,313 foxes.

2TS rattlesnakes, i panther, i wolf, costing the State

$3S.353.
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The Copperhead's Bite.

Editor Porest and- Stream:
The interesting letter from one of your correspondents

about the copperhead snake was very correct in its de-

tails. The writer forgot to mention the bright green
plate present on the forehead when that reptile is at its

best. The gray coppprheads arc the very small ones, but

on account of their markings and their extreme thickness

in proportion to their length and- their large head, they

are never mistaken for any other snake.

The copperhead is certainly a most villainous reptile.

I have seen them of the length of my little finger with a

toad inside of them thicker than the end of my thumb.
Now look at your little finger and the last joint of your
thumb and you will will appreciate the comparison.
Again, I saw a copperhead in the summer of '89 at Valley

Park, Mo., that was not much longer than my arm, and
yet it had a head as large as my closed fist and its body
was as thick as my arm (my fist and arm arc consider-

ably above the average in length and size). This snake
was by far the largest I ever saw of its species, and must
have been nearly twenty years okl. Its head was nearly

severed by that enemy of all snakes, the hay mower. I

discovered it the day after we had cut the hay in a dried

up swamp that lay close to the village of Valley Park.
So much for this beautiful creeping devil.

Now, how does it feel to be struck b}^ one? I once un-
derwent that experience, and in snake days at that time
when the virus is at its worst. I had heard stories of

persons dying from the eft'ects of the bite—in fact, that

very summer a boy, a white woman and a colored man
had died inside of two weeks in that very neighborhood
from the effects of copperhead bites. I differ from your
correspondent's expressed opinion when she states that

the bite of the copperhead (Ancistrodon contortrix) is less

poisonous than that of the rattlesnake (Crofalus hor-

ridus). I have spoken to Indians from the West and
those who were native of Canada, and without exception
they have more dread of a copperhead bite than of a

rattlesnake bite. For the copperhead bite' their only
remedy is to cut a large piece of flesh out and sear with
a red-hot iron, whereas the remedy for a rattlesnake bite

was the process of copious sweating.

But the question is, How does it feel to be struck by
a copperhead ? I was once stung by a nest of bumble-
bees, and afterward counted sixteen .stings; the eft'ect

of this was to cause me to voinit and turn very pale

and weak. I can say that that incident was not even a

flea bite in comparisoii to the strike of the copperhead.
Probably the reader has sometimes caught hold of an
electric battery and found the current so strong that he
could not leave go. That is the nearest description I

pan give of the pain—you can't let go, and the pain keeps
getting worse and worse. You can't cry

; you simply
hoAvl and roar with agony. I was struck on the fore-

finger of the right hand, and it felt as if something was
tearing along the whole course of the nlner nerve to the

cerebellum. Although I was struck on the first joint of

the right forefinger, so tremendous was the pain that I

could not locate the exact spot. It seemed' to me that the

entire right hand and arm was being run over by a rail-

road train.

And here was T in a deep thought notwithstanding all

the pain, thinking what an ass I was to doubt other
people's words. The colored people in the neighborhood
told me story after story of the danger of the bite. I

thought of Saint Paul and the viper, and how they niet
and how they parted, and I said "Nonsense." If ever a

human being tried to work the mind cure I did then, as

I kept repeating over and over the word "ridiculous"
during the interval of half a minute, and the result was
that the poison thoroughly entered my system. As hick
would have it, I was onh^ a quarter-mile from a steam
bath, which I rapidly set out for. and I covered the
distance in better time than ever was made. The outward
passage of the air from my lungs was utilized to give
forth a roar that brought every one in the neighborhood
to "see." For the space of one hour and twenty minutes I

parboiled in a steam bath roaring without ceasing, except
the last five minutes, when the pain seemed to leave rae'.

While in the steam bath I was aggravated by two doc-
tors—one Avanted me to drink ammonia and the other
pure alcohol. I refused to drink anything but water-
melon juice, and came out of the process a much thinner,
paler and wiser man.

Dr. Stickney was telegraphed for to St. Louis, and he
arrived, finding me lying out on the lawn resting after the
ordeal. My right fingers, hand and whole arm were
swollen to the extreme tightness of the skin, but the pain
was gone with the exception of a dull, heavy ache in the
right lobe of the cerebellum.

"Doctor," I said, "we will visit the snake and kill him."
"All right," said the doctor. "Will he be there?"
So taking Al. 'the colored overseer of the farm, we

ascended the hill to the black thimblcberry patch, and lo

!

true to the copperhead's nature, he was there. Al dis-

patched him. The specimen in size was not to be com-
pared to the monster I have previously mentioned, but he
was brilHant in hue; the bright green plate on the fore-

head glistened- in the sxm, and all the shades of brown
were very pretty. The swelhng had disappeared by the
next morning, but a decided tenderness remained in my
right finger, and I Avent about my work and considered
the whole matter over; but I soon found but that the
worst was to come.
One month from the time I was bitten I noticed a

felon come on mj- hand close to my forefinger. This I

burnt with a red-hot iron in no gentle manner, as I was
quite mad at its arrival, and suspected something. Two
Aveeks after this I met the noon hour with a raging fever.

I went to bed for one' hour, and then got up and went to
work in the cornfield. The next day. one hour later, I had
a terrific chill, then a fever, then a sweat. People in

the neighborhood said I had the ague, and that it would
last a week or ten days. Every day for six weeks, one
hour later. I would have a terrific chill. I would shake
the whole house. Nothing could warm me. Then a fearful

fever would come tip, followed by a relieving sweat. I

asked the neighbor.s what it incaiU. They said, *'I had
ihc chills and fever bad -^->-^~^^ ^—." CThese dashes

mean silence and wide open eyes.) I said, "I had." Now
and tlien I would go to St. Louis, eighteen miles dis-

tant by train, and get next the red-hot stove and freeze

with a chill ; then i would go to the doctor's for the

curiosity of having my temperature taken, I09J^° F. As.

I would be exhausted, I would sleep there for an hour and
then return. This thing kept up. I never missed a day.

The chill and fever would follow me through the night.

September passed by, October passed by, and in Novem-
ber Dr. S. W. Dodds thought that cold water would down
the fever; but it did not. For nearly four weeks I was
treated to cold baths and a very, very low diet; but even
then JogYz" F. would be registered occasionally.

In the meantime I had been thinking hard, and I made
up my mind that all systems and theories of disease and
cure were wrong. I made up my mind that disease was
not an entity, but the circumstances that caused the
disease, and that disease is a friend and .should be at all

times aided and never combated. Acting on this hy-

pothesis I got into a hot-water bath of a temperature
one degree higher than my previous day's chill. I got into

the bath during the chill period, and I tell you it was
pleasant. At this time I was as thiji as a human could be
and live, and was as yellow as an orange. In one week
after this treatment I was well. Almost immediately
eight glands under my right arm swelled up and dis-

charged a most putrid, green-colored, vile-smelling pus.

Now you see that the purpose of the fever was to ripen

and separate the poi.son, so that it could be discharged.

During all this time 1 never took a drug.

I have often been told that the head of a mule, horse
or cow will rot off if they are bitten by this snake that

never gives warning.
After my experience from July to Christmas, 1889, I

would advise any one intending to try a copperhead bite

to first practice by having all their teeth pulled out of

their head at once and gradually learn what pain is. I

can tell the whole >vorld that snake bite is a real thing.

G. H. CORSAN.
Toronto, Canada^

A New Coon in Town.
Of late years Ithaca, N. Y., has furnished a number

of appetizing stories of wild life foreign to that which
find its developing influences at Cornell. The forth-

coming census is expected to show Ithaca as the likeli-

est cover in the Empire State, with municipal attach-
ments, in which to successfully pursue the elusive and
appetizing raccoon.
The other day Dr. Loekeby, who resides within a block

of the busiest business part of the city, succeeded in

killing a very large coon at the rear of the family resi-

dence. The animal had devastated nearby poultry houses
of select pedigree to such an extent that its early capture
dead or alive by virtue of a reward sanctioned by
municipal authority or otherwise had fairly become a
public necessity. LTpon a plebeian pitchfork the un-
tcrrified M. D. impaled the wild life outcast, and in a
voice tremulous with the spirit of conquest proclaimed
himself a benefactor of the first magnitude.
And thus Ithacans continue to maintain the city's

prestige as the foremost cover for small game within
city limits in this Eastern country.
Ruffed grouse fly against window glass and obligingly

kill themselves for effete banquets. The merry little

quail alights upon the Mayor's dooryard fence and
whistles to be broiled for a morning spread on toast.
The toothsome canvasback gayly disports itself within
gunshot of the city's bath house. The great American
polecat takes his morniirg spin along State street un-
molested. Raccoons invade the home of judges and the
abode of materia medica, and calmly offer themselves
upon the altar of the colored gentleman's Sunday dinner.
The husky carp pokes his nose in the public eye abroad
friendly waters to incite the angler to renewed deeds
of valor—but why continue to end of chapter?

Ithaca l-^^s established an indisputable reputation as the
spoi'tsman's paradise, second only to Chicago, in which
mighty city the corpulent prairie chicken is annually,
shot along the far reaches of many an unhallowed
avenue. M. Chill.
Sayre, Pa.

Fish and Mosquitoes,
From year to year the importance of the mosquito

seems to be growing, and the efforts made by man to
reduce its numbers are constantly increased. That the in-
sect is a transporter of the malaria germ seems to be pretty
well established, but the study that is now being devoted
to the subject is likely greatly to increase our knowledge
of it before long.

For most people the mere annoyance of the mosquito's
bite is justification enough for his wholesale destruction.
A good many -years ago Dr. L. O, Howard, of the United
.States Department of Agriculture, advocated the employ-
ment of kerosene for the destruction of mosquito larvae,

and it is generally believed that this method of fighting the
pest is more effectual than any other that has yet been
tried. It is quite certain that in some places the use of
kerosene has very materially abated the mosquito pest.

It is Avell known that many small fishes greedily feed
on the larvse of the mosquito, and an example noted in
Dr. Howard's recently published paper on these insects,
concerning an occurrence which took place in Connecticut
not long ago, illustrates this very well. Dr. Howard said:
"In this case a very high tide broke away a dyke and
flooded the salt meadows of Stratford, a small town a few
miles away from Bridgeport. The receding tide left two
small lakes nearly side by side, and of the same size. In
one lake the tide left a dozen or more small fishes, while
the other was fisliless. An examination in the summer
of 1891 showed- that while the Ashless lake contained tens
of thousands of mosquito larvae, that containing the fish

had no larvae."

In cases where water' must be stored in tanks or
barrels for household purposes, the use of kerosene to
de,«troy mosquito larvae might well be impracticable, and
it is

.
suggested that small fishes might be introduced into

such' recentacles in order to keep the mosquitoes from
breeding in the water which they contain.
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In the Northern Sierra Madre.

It it worth all the trouble that a person undergoes to

possess the experience acquired in getting through a

Mexican custom house, and when one has to pass two
such robbers' roosts and the line of gendarmes that ex-

tends southward for thirty miles from Lhe Arizona border,

he has served his apprenticeship and is ready for promo-
tion. A month's delay within the "free zone" was ex-

ceedingly profitable so far as obtaining good collections

was concerned, but it did not amount to much for big

game, except in the immediate vicinity of Nogales. When
we struck southward from Naco we felt that a new world
was before us, and we were fairly cut adrift from our
good old CJucle Sam. A last farewell look at the line

of barren peaks that extend from Bisbee to Tombstone
ar"^ we plunged into the labyrinth of mesquite, mescal,

yucca and cactus that lay between us and the Sierra Madre,
where there was promise of better sport than we had en-

joyed for many a day.

For four days our only game consisted of cottontails

and two kinds of partridge—the scaled and Gambel's.
Then we i-eached the Babisbe River—one of the head-
waters of the Yaqui—and entered the' footliills of the
main cordilleras. We left our first camp on the Babisbe
with high hopes, for we had been told that the region we
were entering abounded in deer, bears, wild pigs and
turkeys. Our cavalca'de had been jogging along for about
ail hour when a flock of ducks arose from the river be-

side us, circled overhead and went down not a quarter of
a mile away. Fairbanks took my gun, and, as he ex-
pressed it, "sneaked" after them. We heard the two bar-

rels go off like one, and in a few moments he returned
with a brace that were new to me. They resembled
teal, but were larger than any I had seen before. Refer-
ence to Ridgway determined them to be Abert's duck.
This first success emboldened others of the party, and •

soon two turned their pack mules over to the charge of
their accommodating friends and climbed the hills to

the right. The rest of us .just "moseyed" along until

about II o'clock, when we heard two shots from the
hunters. There one of them appeared on the hill and
signaled for a pack animal. For dinner we had the liver

of a white-tailed buck that dressed iiot less than 75
pounds. Still, the sport of the day was not done, for
when evening came, and we pitched camp once more by
the Babisbe, wc caught enough catfish to make two good
meals for ten men. These catfish li^e in swift water, and
are much better flavored and more gamy than those of
the Mississippi Valley.
At Oaxaca, Sonora, where we recruited for a couple

of days, we heard great tales about wild pigs. But
Oaxaca had other charms for us than listening to hunters'
yarns. Here we first reached the typical Mexican flora

and avifauna, and, better yet, we feasted on melons,
sweet potatoes and all the vegetables that our Eastern
market garden produces in an entire season. There is no
frost at Oaxaca, and the watermelon season lasts from
July until Christmas. We were shown one vine that was
said to have borne constantly for three years. Leaving
the village we climbed the main range by means of one
of the most picturesque canons that I have ever seen, and .

last Sunday afternoon we crossed the continental divide
and entered Chihuahua.

The Sierra Madre at this point were a disappointment
to me from the fact that they are treeless. But it is the
rainy season and the wealth of flowers is something
wonderful. The rich green of tlie new grass is fairly
spangled with all the hues of the rainbow. A long chain
of rolling hills and level uplands followed—one vast cattle
range, where we saw numerous herds of antelope, each
containing from ten to fifty head. Of course, this
'brought a corresponding change of diet. The ruins of a
large city, where the grassy mounds still retained the
square shape of the ancient houses, arrested our march
for half a day. Then we struck the valley of the Janos,
which we have been ascending for three days.
At first this valley was wide and the grass was belly

deep to the cattle. Ranches were about ten miles apart,
and each 'dobe house had its cornfield and melon patch.
Presently the valley narrowed into a succession of
beautiful canons with level parks between. In the canons
vine-clad oaks and sycamores predominated, but the black
walnut is the tree of the flats. The underbrush was
luxuriant, and it was a very easy matter to get lost.
Higher yet we struck large pine timbers, in which we
have been traveling for a day. The number of ducks
that are found at this altitude and on as swift a stream
as the Janos is a surprise to me. We left Abert's duck
in Sonora. Hei-e we find a few pintails and large flocks
of green-winged teal. Apparently the deer have never
been hunted, for they are close to the trail and allow us
to approach within 50 yards of them. In the morning
when it is clear we find them singly and in pairs, but in
the afternoon after the rain commences, they bunch, and
several are found together.
This article was commenced with the intention of

recording some of my bird notes. I find several changes
or extensions of habitat, as well as some variations in
measurement that make me believe that this region has
never been ''done" thoroughly. As a few of these items
may be of interest to your bird-loving readers, I give
some of the most important.
Anas aherti, Ridgw. Abert's duck. Hab. extends in-

land to Sierra Madre, north nearly to Arizona border.
A. carolinensis, Gmel. Green-winged teal. Common

in the mountain basin of Chihuahua. August and Septem-
ber too early for migration to have commenced.

Dafila acuta. Linn. Pintail. One large flock found on
Babisbe River, western Sonora, August.
GalUnago delicata, Ord. Wilson's snipe.
Tringa bairdii, Coues. Baird's sandpiper.
Totamis soMtariiis, Wies., Solitary sandpiper. Three

species above were found on the Janos River,- Chihuahua.
Sept. 5.

Sympbemia semipalmata inornata, Brew. Willet.
Babisbe River, western Sonora, Aug. 30.

Oreortyx pichis plumiferus, Gould. Plumed par-
tridge. Common in Grand Caiion district, Arizona.

CaUipepla squamata, Vig. Scaled partridge.
C. ganibeU, Ntitt. Gambel's partridge. Common in

desert region of northwestern Mexico, the scaled partridge
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favoring the more at4d localities, while Gambel's par-

tridge is nearer water.
Cyrtoiiy.v inoiitesnm<B, Vig. Massena partridge. The

most widely distributed so far as altitude is concerned,
being funnd in the timbered country, but not on the

deserts, from the Gulf of California to llie highest tim-

ber lands of Chihuahua.
Colwnha fasciata, Say. Band-tailed pigeon. Found in

large flocks in the oak timber of southern Arizona and
Sonora.
Mclopclia leucoplera. Linn. White-winged dove, com-

monly called Mexican pigeon.

L'riibitinga anthracina, Licht. Mexican black hawk.
An -examination of several specimens warrants me in

stating that Ridgeway's measurements are too small.

Wing of female averages 16.50, and in one specimen went
over 17.00; other measurements in proportion.

Melanerpes formicivorus angustifrons, Baird. Nar-
row-fronted woodpecker. Found extensively in western

Sonora along coast and extending inland at least as

far as Hermosillo.
Tyrannus melancholicus couchi, Baird. Couch's king-

bird. Found in upper Gila Valley, Arizona. I believe

this to be its northern limit.

Myiarclius mexicanus, Kaup. Mexican crested fly-

catcher. Western and central Sonora. The measure-
ment of several specimens proved it to be this species

rather than its Arizona congener.
Myiarclius lawrenacii olivasceus, Ridgw. Olivaceous

flycatcher. Gila Valley, Arizona.
Icterus parisorum, Bonap. Scott's oriole. Flagstaff

Crossing of Little Colorado, Arizona. May. Northern
reported limit.

Zonotrichia leucophrys, Forst. White-crowned spar-

row. Buckskin Mountains, Arizona, May.
Cardinalis cardinalis supcrbus, Ridgw. Arizona cardi-

nal. Found as far north as MogoUon Mountains, central

Arizona.
Calamospisa melanocorys, Stejn. Lark bunting. In

large flocks, northern Sonora. August.
Lanius ludovicianus gambeli. Ridgw. Califonia shrike.

San Pedro River, southern Arizona, July.
Harporhynchus crissalis, Henry. Crissal thrasher.

Northern Sonora.
Rhynchopsitta pachyrhyncha. Swains. Thick-billed par-

rot. Pine forests, Pacheco, Chihuahua. Measurements:
Length, 18.00; wing, 11.20; tail, 7.50; culmen, 2.00; height

of bill at base, 2.20.

Trogan. Anterior toes not united for basal half. Front
serration in upper mandible smaller than that figured in

Ridgway. Back and scapulars rich metallic bronze, green
varied with blue and coppery. Crown, occiput, hind neck
and chin much darker. Rump and tail coverts metallic

blue. Tail, solid blue; back, with three outer pairs of

feathers, broadly tipped with white. No white breast

band. Basal half of outer web of primaries and entire

basal half of secondaries white. Breast metallic green like

back. Rest of lower parts bright red. Length. 14.00;

wing, 7.50; tail, 7.45. Found in pine timber near Pacheco,
Chihuahua. Altitude, 7,200 feet. Sept. 10.

Shoshone.
Pacheco, Chihuahua, Sept 13.

The Granite State's Neglect.
New Hampshire'.s great wealth consists of the White

.Mountains preserved in a state of nature, and of the

Merrimac River, having its sources in the mountains,,

which flows down through the length of the State and
has been well described as the main artery of the State's

economic life. The summer resort business is estimated
to pay the State $10,000,000, and over one-half of this

income is .derived from the White Mountain region,
Nevertheless, the State has chartered a compony that
is engaged to the best of its capacity in the wholesale
denudation of the mountains—which not only destroys
the beauty and attractiveness of the region for the
summer visitor, but subjects the Merrimac to suc-
cessive floods and droughts to the great injury of the
water-power upon which large manufacturing interests

all down the stream depend. The treasurer of the big
Amoskeag cotton mills, at Manchester, recently com-
mented in his annual report on these alarming effects

of the deforesting of the country at the headwaters of
the river.

The operations of the New Hampshire land company
are described in a pamphlet recently printed by ,Rev.
John E. Johnson, a missionary of the Episcopal Church
for the mountain region. It is called the "boa-con-
strictor of the White Mountains" and the very worst
trust to be found in the world. This company is not
only deforesting the mountains and destroying the value
of the river as a water-power, but it is depopulating
the region. In its early days it was allowed to acquire
all the public lands thereabouts for next to no equiva-
lent, and has been adding to its holdings ever since by
various processes, chief among which is the crowding
out of the original settlers or their descendants by
buying land around their farms, closing up highways
and the like. It is stated that whole valleys in the
mountain region have in this way been depopulated.
The writer of the pamphlet says:
"Summer visitors to this section of the White Moun-

tains have noticed the many deserted farms and dilapi-
dated buildings and have wondered at such scenes, not
dreaming that the cause was to be found in the opera-
tions of a company chartered to do it; that this desola-
tion was due to the gradual tightening of the coils of
a boa constrictor legalized to cru.sh the human life out
of these regions, preparatorv to stripping them of their
forests; for depopulation here is not due to the causes
which have led to the abandonment of farms elsewhere
in the State. The inhabitants of this section never de-
pended exclusively upon the scant returns from their
rough farms for a living, but rather upon their winter's
work in the woods, a dependence that never would have
been exhausted had they been left in possession, since
their methods were those which are now advocated by
scientific forestry. The farmer felled some of the largest
trees in the woods every winter and hauling them out
endwise iniured nothing, but rather left the rest the better
for it. His successor, the professional lumberman, cuts
everything, rolls it down the mountain, crushing the

tUc'T. b, \.gou.

saplings, and not content \\'\ih that, often burns the

refuse for char^coal. The land company has bcssted
that extensive lumber operations never could have been
undertaken in this section without its assistance in pre-

paring the way—an assistance which in one instance

they say involved the preliminary acquisition of 60 dif-

ferent titles."

Everything is subordinated by this company to the

deforesting hidustry. It puts a veto on all summer
resort extensions which interfere with the business of

cutting and burning. No roads are allowed to be *

opened through the company's lands to points of in-

terest. Seekers after health and recreation are repelled

and driven away, it is said; and deserted farms owned
by the company, which are sought by such people for

Summer liomcs, are not for sale because that would
interfere with the prosecution of lumbering on the whole-
sale plan. In the moimtains of Pennsylvania are six

sanitariums, and in the White Mountains not one, and
one explanation is that no physician could hope to buy
a site for such an institution from the New Hampshire
Land Company. The answer to all would-be purchasers
is always. "We sell only in lots of not less than 10,000
acres, and to lumbermen"—wholesale operations in the
work of destruction thus being kept constantly in view.
Mr. Johnson's description of the situation is indorsed

as truthful by the chairman of the board of selectmen
of North Woodstock, N. H., and by other leading '-i^i-

zens of the place. He contrasts it with the public
ownership of the forest cantons of Switzerland for the
public good, and believes that nowhere else in the world
outside of the United States can a population be found
"abandoned by its riilers to such a remorseless despotism
as this vampire of the White Mountains, the New
Hampshire Land Company." Gov. Rollins ha.s called

attention to the moral degeneration of many of the rural

sections of the State, and Mr. Johnson asks whether
anything else could be expected of commtmities so
afflicted as to material conditions by a -merciless and
degrading trust as are many of those in the mountain
section of the State. The place to begin the evangeliza-

tion of rural New Hampshire is at Concord, says ivi''

Johnson.
|

The end of the processes now in ftdl swing is to be
evidently the skinning of the mountains and then their

sale at a profitable figure to the State as a reservation.
This is the game which has been played in the Adiron-
dackSj and unless there is a sudden and great awakenmf
in New Hampshire it will not stop there short of

a conclusion.^—Springfield Republican, Sept. 2-5.

mtje md 0m.

North Carolina -Hunting Grounds.
WvoMiNG, Del.—Editor Forest and Stream: While the

middle and western sections of the old Tarheel State

have become quite familiar to lovers of rod and gun,
there is a vast region of marsh and piny woods along
the coast, as yet almost unknown to the sporting world,
watered with numerous rivers and streams which flow

to the ocean and up which the tides ebb and flow. It

is on these waters the wild goose spends his winter
vacation and the different varieties of duck are at home;
while in the great pine forests through which these

streams wind and bend, there are numerous deer, turkey,

bear and wildcat. Quail also are found in evidence
wherever there is a field or plantation. I have camped
in the backwoods of Canada and tramped the trails of

the Adirondacks, have explored the dark ravines of the

mountains of West Virginia, but have never found a

spot where all kinds of game, both large and small, can

be found from one camp as can be done in these delight-

ful forests of the sunny South. There also the sports-

man's privileges are as yet but litttle restricted. He
may hunt deer with or without hounds at any season of

the year. There may be State laws for the protection

of game, but the people of Onslow and adjoining coun-
ties know little or nothing of such laws and never ob-
serve them. Game of all kinds is taken at any season.
When this section becomes known to sportmen this con-
dition will doubtless be changed.
Black bass and pike are also found in all the streams

and take the hook freelj'^ in the winter months. Foi'

years I have spent my winters in this delightful climate
and will be pleased to give any information to brothei
sportsmen, either by private letter or through Foresi
AND Stream. This locality offers great opportunities fo:

clubs who desire to secure game preserves cheap. Man_"
are alreadj' taken, but plenty yet remain.

S. H. Thomas.

Moose in ^Ontario.
H.\MILT0N, Ontario.

—

Editor Forest and. Stream: L
should be generally kno\vn, now the open season for big

game is near at hand, that the Government of Ontario

has made a short open season for moose, caribou and

reindeer. The license for non-residents is $25, allowing

the holders thereof to kill two deer and one bull moose or

one male caribou or reindeer in one year, also other species

of game in season. In consequence of the big-game re-

gions in Ontario being so easy of access by the various
lines of railway, there will no doubt be a large number of

non-resident sportsmen take advantage of these facilities

to procure a moose or caribou this season. Moose and
caribou are found in considerable numbers north of and
adjacent to the main line of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way from Mattawa to Sault Ste. Marie and Rat Portage.

North Bay, which can also be reached by the Grand
Trunk Railway from Toronto, is a favorable point to

start in from for large game. The Ottawa & Parry
Sound Railway also runs through a big-game coimtry,

moose and red deer being found within short distances of

this road.

In the Province of Ontario there are no large tracts of
the public domain leased to private parties or clubs, with
the exception of a few duck preserves acquired from the
Dominion Government many years ago, so that there will

he no danger of visiting sportsmen to Ontario trespassing.

RaXger,
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Oil for Guns
tijifbEfe iio bfdinify tifgiim§tanees use vegetable oil on

ul- about youi- giin Itigks Of iUn§; 1 affl Hot a chemist,

but my undcl-standing ist that t6 elatify {ilfei§e §il§ acids

are used and that a certain per cent. Of Sti€n acids iS

not eliminated therefrom, the quantity fetriaiiiltlf i66

small is to render their use injurious to human beings 6f

flnmials, but ample when used as lubricants to engender
a fltit grbp of rtlst.

To use a eoffimOn expffeSSion, these oils will gum;
and not only that, but fof sOiiie reasOH they are not rust

removers or preventives. In tiin€ tile eitieUent prin-

ciple mil disappear, leaving a giunmy coating tipf^ii tile

metal to which they have been applied. Nothing iS

more disagreeable than to find your gun locks working
stift and creak}', emitting a dull muffled sound instead

of a sharp clear click. Examination will disclose, if

vegetable oil has been used, the delicate mechanism of

your gun locks coated with the oil residuum. A strong

alkili will dissolve this and a thorough washing of the

gummed parts with alcohol, turpentine or coal oil will

neutralize the alkili.

The many oils advertised'for lubrication and preserva-

tion of your gun and its parts are doubtless meritorious

and will accomplish all for them claimed. Nevertheless,

t prefer the use of a home-made article which is not

only a rust softener but a preventive as well. For fflofe

than twenty yeats 1 liave Used it, prepared in my kitchen.

The matetial ftom which it is tnahufactured is easily

attainable, its preparation very siliiple, Its keeping quality

unsurpassed.
My formula is not .patented nor copyrighted. The

ingredient is obtained, at small cost, consisting of one
or more individuals of the genus Anser, well fattened,

procurable by daylight from a farmer's flock, or from
the town or village or city market. When picked and
cleaned, remove the leaves of fat from the carcass, place

them in a clean frying pan, to which add a little water.

Now deliver this to the presiding goddess of your
kitchen with direction that she try out the oil contained
in the leaves, of goose fat. The process is not long.

Care, however, must be observed that the ingredient does
not burn. Of cour^ie the frying pan will be placed in

liropet relation to the kitchen range and the fire therein.

The process of frying should go on until the fat is ex-
tracted from the substance. Then remove the pan from
the fan.ge, pour the contained fluid into another clean

Vessel, l-eturn to the range and boil Until all water is

evaporated. Then remove and allow all ebullition to sub-

side. When cool pour into a wide mouth clean glass

bottle, covfer the opening and set aside for about ten

days, at the expiration of which time you will find a

layer of stearLne superimposed by a quantity of pellucid

or semi-opaque oil of the consistency of dairyman's

cream as sweet as the scent of wild rose and of tmex-

cclled quality.

Caution.—Shouhl your cook be a German it will be

well that you secrete that bottle lest she substitute the

contents iti lieu of butter with her bread.
Septuagenarian.

St Louis.

Adirondack Deer and Woods.
Editor Forest and Stream :

1 have Several times expressed myself on Adirondack
matters in your column.s, and beg the privilege of

doing so again.
t. As to the present deer law providing that the open

Season shall begiu Sept. i: This is not favorably re-

ceived by the guides as a class, nor by a very large pro-

portion of gentlemen who annually visit the Adiron-
dacks. I talked with many guides about it this sum-
mer, and did not find one who favored a change from
Aug. IS to Sept. I for the opening of the season.

ihey say the season is so short there is no longer

any money in guiding. Many of the sportsmen who like

to get a deer each year, and who generally employ guides

in doing it, have to return home about the opening of

the season and so do not go into the woods at_ all.

This is especially true of professional men, and of^ all

who have children to enter tlie schools. It is therefore

probably true of the great majority of men who go into

the Adirondacks at all. Surely they are as much en-

titled to their share of sport as the minorty, who can

go later in the fall. I liave before urged these considera-

tions, but they arc worthy of repetition, and are em-
|.)hasized by present conditions. These work against

visitors, hotel-keepers, guides and residents in the

Adirondacks. People will have less desire to go there

if reasonable sporting privilege is denied them, and
the less visitoi'.s the less business for guides, and all

residents. Furthermore, many are disgusted with the

present law, and the tendency is to create a lack

of respect for law. 1 have heard many say, "I pre-

fer to earn money to live on. But if the law cuts of?

my opportunity to do so. I must still live, and my family

must live, and they shall not lack for meat this winter."

The conclusion is obvious; for ever}' deer saved alive

by shortening the open season, making it begin Sept. i,

two or three at least will be killed later to feed families

resident in the woods. In the interest of the guides, of

the people living there, and of all who love our noble
Adirondacks, I ask for a change in the game law this

winter, putting the opening of the season back to

'Aug. 15.

2, As to the devastation of the forests: The lumber
companies are doing this faster than any written state-

ment can make you realize. While it is claimed that

they only cut certain kinds and sizes of trees, and so

do not denude the land, I know from personal obsers-a-

tion that they are "letting in the sunlight" on large

areas in such a way as to not only affect the beauty

of scene, but the amount of rainfall. If our Solons of

the Legislature had put most of the time heretofore de-

veted to modification, and restriction of the game laws,

to forest preservation and acqvrisition of more lands by
the State, their wisdom would have been more apparent.

.A single further instance must sufifice.

It is reported that Blue Mountain, the vast, con-

spicuous and noble feature of all the splendid scenery

at Blue Mountain Lake, is this year to lose its crown

^•f evergreen timber. Scars of tJie axe already appear
on tfife mountain side, and the entifc summit is to be
laid bare, i gonfess to a feeling of righteous indigna-

tion when I heafcl f}}c report. I hope the State will

hasten to acquire all the afea. possible in the Adiron-

dacks before it is too late, both W buy the land and to

preserve the forests. And this leads to

The proposed plan of supplying New York city

and all .th€ Hudson River towns with water frOm the

Adirondack^ fcy.thfe State; I believe that in the intefest

of the people of the Cities and of the entire State, both

as regards a good water supply and the preservation

of the forests and the greatest natural sanitarium of the

East, this is the best plan yet proposed, and that the State

should speedily adopt it. JxJVEWAL.

My First Coon Hunt.
I WAS a boy then, aboUt the age wheii ihe owner of a

gun was the possessor of all. Atid an ifiyitatioli to apend
two or three days in that picturesque section ol Massa-
chusetts, the Berkshire hills, was gladly accepted. How
1 recall those beautiful, crisp autumn days ifi the htiiti'

part of October, when nature with her magic_ touch
had transformed the landscape into a picture which the

greatest artist could never dream of imitating. Having
cleaned my breach-loader and packed my traveling bag
with ammunition, 1 boarded the first train for Hunting-
ton, where the old stage driver eagerly awaiited my
arrival to drive me up the moOtitain to illy destination.

That drive waS ohe to be remembered. Imagine a foad
of six or seven mileS tip a hill almost petpendiculaf.
and every few rods we would have to drive ofer a huge
boulder, as that part of the country was noted for rocks,
and the driver remarked that rocks Were about the only
thing that grew there. At last we reached the farm
house, a weather beaten place, and to all appearances
built in Revolutionarj' days; you could lie abed and
count the stars through the cracks in the roof. But
what a place for a first-class rest, and with what ex-
hilaration I awoke the next morning, and with an im-
patient mood waited that day for evening to come, when
we were to take our guns and dogs and start for the
corn-field. I could picture myself going home with at

least two or three coon pelts and a thrilling story to

relate of that night's hunt.
At last everything was read}-^ and we called the dogs

and started. It was a beautiful night, the air was keen
and frosty, and what a moon ! So clear was the atmos-
phere that it seemed more like day than night. We
were going about three-quarters of a mile down the road
to a neighbor's corn-field, where many a coon had par-

taken of his last corn supper, and many a hunter had
gone home well satisfied with his night's sport. Having
reached the corn-field, we loaded guns and waited for

the dogs to scare up a coon. And that is about all we
did do, to wait, and as the hour of three had arrived, we
decided it was an "off-riight" and reluctantly started for

home.
Just as we climbed over the fence at the edge of the

woods the dog barked and snapped at something, and
we could hear a hasty retreat itp a tree, and hurrying
over we discovered the dogs had treed the game. There
between the branches of the tree, about 20 feet from the

ground, we could see a pair of glistening eyes. I must
admit, I was more than excited, as we had given up all

hopes of any sport that night. I waited with breathless

anxiety, while my friend George took careful aim; as

he had the heaviest gun and we wanted to be .sure of

our game, the honor fell to him. He fired both barrels,

and down came something crashing through the

branches to the ground. No sooner had it struck the

ground when the dogs had pounced on it and had it

securely pinioned. Holding the lantern to view our
prize, what was it but an old cat! Possibly it had strayed

away from some farm liouse. Just what the animal
was doing there in the w'oods at 3:30 A. M. a mile from
any house, I have never been able to decide, and we did

not feel inclined to inquire into the matter very deeply.

A solemn silence seemed to reign over both hunters and
dogs, and like a small funeral procession we started for

home. Even the dogs felt the disgrace, and one of them
hid himself for three days and did not eat anything for

over a week. The story of that night was kept secret

for some titne, but finally leaked out, as the next season
when I made another trip they were very anxious to

know how I enjoyed my "coon" hunt last fall.

W. H. W.

The Maine Woods.
Boston, Sept. 2g.-^Boston merchants and business

men who love the rod and gun cannot all get zway for

long trips to the better hunting and fishing localities,

hence they have to be satisfied with sport nearer home.
Barret's Camp, on the Concord River, in Billerica, is

well spoken of by those who find longer trips difiicult.

The camp is only a little OA^er an hotrr's ride from Bos-
ton, besides Barret is spoken of as "a white man, every
inch of him." Mr. J. H. Jones has been up there for

a week or more, a good part of the time. He was ac-
companied by his father. A. Jones, well up to seventy
years of age, but loving hunting and camping as well

as when a boy. He surprised his son by the wing shots
he made on snipe and grass birds. The wife and boy
of six were also at the camp a part of the time. The
youngster shows that he is to take after the father and
grandfather, for his greatest delight Avas sitting in the
bow of the boat with hook and line and catching perch.
They had good pickerel fishing, while squirrel shooting
was very good indeed. Mr. George C. Moore, of North
Chelmsford, Mass., has returned from his shooting trip

to South Dakota and Wyoming. He Avent in company
with Dr. French, of Boston, one of the noted loA^ers of
the gun and shooting grounds. The Doctor has not yet
returned. They found prairie chicken shooting all they
could ask for. Duck shooting Avas also great. At first

Mr. Moore, although a good wing shot, found it hard to'
hit the swift-flying ducks of that country, but h& soon
"got on to them."
The latest reports from Maine say that the leaves are

already falling fast—doubtless one of the results of the
extremely dry weather. A gentleman out of the Maine

woods yesterday says that the leaves are coming off

vefy rapidly without changing color, and that the

awtumn foliage cannot be as beautiful as usual. But the

tree.^ will be bare early, and the early hunters will reap
the advantage.

Mr. William F. Bateraau, of Boston, has been on a

htmting trip to the Megantic preserve. He secured
two deer on the Canadian .section of that preserve, the

Canadian game laws permitting of shooting deer in

September. Here he had a double advantage, for he
might have stayed over into October and obtained his

two deer on the Maine side of the line.

Partridge shooting on tlie Megantic preserve is re-

ported better than for yea: Duck shooting will be
good as soon as the weather is cold enough.

Messrs. C. L, Howes arc! Stanley Howes have re-

turned from a A'ery satisfactci-y hunting and fishing trip

to Upper Magaguadavic Lf;'s;c, New Brunswick, They
appreciats the position of tlie game laws of the British

provinces, Avliich allow of the taking of deer in Septem-
ber. They easily secured Xwa deer down the lake only
a short distance from the Hills Camp, in which they are
interested. Partridgf and duck shooting was fairly sat-

j'ifactory. But they are greatly disgusted with the fish-

ing, though the Avatcrs are not in the least to blame.
They arc sure that one of their best trout coves has
been treated with a big char.ge of dynamite. Dark liints

are dropped concerning the big haul of fish that came
to the surface after a terrific explosion. Still the game
wardens cannot seem to locate the miscreants. Naturally
the owners of the Hills Camp are much displeased, and
believe that the authorities should take promp action.

The cove where deadly explosives Avere used has been
a favorite fishing ground, where even the ladies, who
have been taken to- that camp this year for the first

time, could easily have taken trotit of from i pound to

3V2 pounds. It was one of the best fishing grounds in

the lake. Special.

The Palmetto Gun Club.
Charleston, S. C, Sept. 22.—A determined movement

has been started among the sportsmen of Charleston to
put a stop to the wholesale slaughter and final destruction
of the stock of game in South Carolina. At a recent
meeting of the Palmetto Gun Club, of this city, an
organization which is composed of representative and
leading men of Charleston, it was decided that some
steps must be taken looking to the prevention of the con-
tinual and flagrant violations of the laws which have been
passed for the protection of game in this State. Realizing
that unless something was done and done speedily, the
entire stock of game in the State would be absolutely
annihilated, these sportsmen met to face the situation
squarely and to see in Avhat Avay it could be remedied.
The meeting developed, among other things, that the
members of the gun club at least were heart and soul
in the movement and would cast their Aveight on the side
of securing strict enforcement of the game laws.

In pursuance of this determination it was decided that
the Palmetto Gun Club itself would undertake the prose-
cution and punishment of any person or persons caught
violating the laws of the State regulating the protection of
game. The club has, therefore, published the following
ad\'ertisement

:

'A reward of $10 will be paid by the Charleston Pal-
metto Gun Club to any party or parties furnishing
sufiicient legal proof to convict any person or persons of
offering for sale any partridge or partridges as prohibited
by the act of the General Assembly of the State of South
Carolina, approved Feb. 9, 1900, or in any Avay violating
the provisions of said act or any part thereof; or of catch-
ing, killing or injuring such bird or birds between the
1st day of April and the ist day of November, in any
year, as provided by law."
As will be seen, this notice applies especially to the law

meant to keep the game from being sold by commission
merchants. But it is not the intention of the men behind
the movement to make it hot for the pot-hunters and
salesmen alone. They are also going after the sportsmen
who shoot out of season. There is one laAV passed at the
last session of the Legislature prohibiting the offering
for sale or purchase of quail for a period of five years, but
there is also another statue which provides that no quail
shall be shot from the season between April i and Nov. i.

Already dozens of hunters from Charleston as well as
elsewhere have started killing the birds, a thing which
is done every year, and it is for the apprehension of these
as Avell as the marketers of game that the reward is

offered. In other words, the real sportsmen have become
alarmed at the way in which the game laws are being
violated and are determined to put a stop to it. Especial
attention is called to the notice published in to-day's
EA'ening Post in order that due warning may be given.
As an indication of the determination of the local gun

club to carry out their movement it may be stated that
a special committee has been appointed to look after the
enforcement of the law and to institute such measures
as may be deemed necessary in making the movement a
success.

The following compose the committee : (5ol. Z. Davis,
W. G. Jeffords, L. L. Cohen. W. G. Chisolm, J. R. Read."
J. A. Ball, J. A. Miles. J. W. Peterman, W. M. Mucken-
fuss, T. P. Whaley.
These gentlemen ha\ c agreed to do everything in their

poAver to urge on the movement and devote'their attention
to seeing that the game is protected in accordance Avith
the law.

Considerable interest in the movement has also been
aroused among the lawyers of the city, and a number of
them have promised to lend their support. Mr. R. C.
Merritt has been chosen as attorney for the club, and will
be charged Avith the duty of prosecuting any one caught
violating the game law.

In addition to the above measures taken it is understood
that an effort Avill be made to secure the co-operation
of the city police in catching offenders. Great assistance
could be rendered by the members of the police force in
securing proof against commission merchants. The Mayor
Avill be asked to give his assistance in this direction.
The chief trouble which has been in the way of the

enforcement of the laAvs in this State has been that there
Avas no one directly charged with their execution. This
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is -the defect vvliieh' the Charleston club hopes to remedy.
They are going to make efforts to have a special deputy
Appointed or- empower some magisterial officer.

"''The Charleston men are arranging plans so as to have
a law passed at the next session of the Legislature making

"it inGulnbent for the .trial justices of the various townships
to see that the game laws are carried out.

Though the efforts of the Palmetto Gun Club will be
'directed chiefly to the enforcement of the law in the near-

by section, it is also , their desire that their niovement
should take hold all through the State, They ask the co-

operation of all the sportsmen in every section of the State
and would especially urge upon the country papers the im-
perative necessity of assistance in carrying out the move-
ment which has now been instituted.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Game Review.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 29.—No flight of Northern ducks
has as yet appeared in this latitude. As far to the north as

Fox Lake, Wis., I hear that the shooters are still as
anxiously looking to the nortliAvard as we are here about
Chicago. A few teal are being killed at the clubs, but
these little irresponsibles go by no i-ule. There has been
a big drop in the temperature the last two days all over
the Northwest, and perhaps this means an early freeze
in the marshes of the far North, so that the birds will

before long begin their flight to the open arms and the
bloody graves that await them from Manitoba to Mexico.
If I had my choice I would not be born a duck at this

day and age of the world..

Jacksnipe have shown up-as far to the south as our
Indiana marshes, and some bags of goodish size have been
made, Oswald von Lengerkc hunts this bird very regu-
larly. A week ago, at the famous old grounds at Koutts
he got seventeen jacks and one woodcock, and he is just
back to-day from a second trip, on which three guns got
nineteen jacks on the same country. At Maksawba Club
the jacks have also been in with some regularity for the
past ten days, and they arc scattered all over, here and
there, on the better marshes of upper Illinois. I hear
that Ernie McGaffey and a friend went out this morning
on the Skokie marsh, near Evanston. for a try at the
jacks, and should not wonder if they had fair sport. To-
day the weather is just right for a good flight of jacks, and
the next week should show some fun in this part of the
world.

'Wisconsin Birds.

The Illinois chicken season is over, hut I hear still of
an occasional party up in Wisconsin who have had the
luck to kill a half-dozen birds here and there, and I do
not believe that the supply of birds in central Wisconsin
has been so sharply polished off as our stock in Illinois,

the cover up there being much heavier on the average and
the open country less in extent. At Waupaca, Wis., this
week, I saw one shooter who said that he had killed
thirty-six chickens this. fall. He was a farmer, with a fair

native pointer. He said that the partridges, meaning the
ruffed grouse, are a good crop in that part .of the State.
He also .spoke of a "wood grouse," and at first I did not
know what he meant till he said they hunted them, as they
did chickens. Then I knew he meant the sharp-tailed
grouse, which resorts to the woods or thickets more than
the pinnated grouse. I have never heard this name
use,! for the sharpie before.' At Waupaca there are a few
quail, not very many, but no doubt more than was the
case a few years ago. as all around that place the migra-
tion of quail northward has steadily gone on for some
vears. At this point there were a few Mongolian pheas-
ants released a few years ago, but they seem to have dis-
appeared and left no sign.

_
Mr. D. J. Hotchkiss. of Fox Lake, Wis., has had a

little fun with the chickens this week, and writes as below
regarding it

:

"Had a nice little time with the chickens .Saturday.
Went up to Pardeeville, twenty miles west of here, and
went out with Lyle Smith, a friend of mine. We put
up two coveys and a few single birds and bagged eighteen
of them. Were all fine, big, strong birds, but pretty wild.
The first covey, of eighteen, we put up four times before
we got a shot, then got only one bird. The next time we got
into theni plenty in the high grass and managed to get
eight of them. Struck another covey of eight and the
second time we got them- up managed to secure five of
them. The other four were single birds that had been
scattered. I lost anothe r single old rooster that carried
two loads of shot over into a cornfield about a mile away
and dropped in the corn, where we were unable to find
him. Another old rooster gave me the laugh in great
shape. He jumped from behind a small willow bush in
the marsh and passed on to another one about two rods
away, when he turned and made off straight behind the
bush where I could not see to shoot. I managed to give
him two shots between the two bu.shes. but the best I
could do with him was a small hunch of feathers. We
had a delightful tramp and lots of fun, besides getting
all the chickens we needed in our business. Had two
dogs, good ones, though they were a little fast on the
start, and did not hold the birds well for a time or two.
The birds got up the fir.?t time half a mile awav, but we
could mark them down easily and managed to stay with
them until we got our tribute from them."

New Sport in the 'West,

It is tt) be feared that the West is losing some of its
erstwhile woolly quality and becoming sadly eft'ete. A
friend in Saginaw Mich., tells me that the sportsmen of
that place have taken to shooting rail, his words thereon
following:
• "The sDortsnien here have been having fine fun this
fall shootitig the sora rail. The marshes along the Sagi-
naw River, and they are immense wild rice beds, have
been literally alive with these little fellows for the last
two or three weeks. The north wind raises the Avater and
then is the best shooting. A duck boat with a man to
punt it through the rice, a light charge of No, 10 shot and
ynn are fixed for an afternoon's sport. Bags of sixty or
eighty have not been infrequent, and every afternoon

ll^e ti'ain on tlip Pe^<e Mnvfluette to B^y city \]^

carried .sportsmen to Cheboygannin Creek, which has been

the favorite spot."

The Guide and His Gon.

The old question of guide and sportsman continually

comes up. Without doubt the guide has come to stay

as long as we shall have sport, for the hurry of modern
life practically compels the city shooter or the tourist

sportsman to save his time as much as possible on a

trip, and so he has to hire a guide in order to learn a

piece of country as quickly as possible. By hiring the

guide, of course, he robs himself of more than half the

pleasure of his trip, if he be one of the sort who are able

to take care of themselves, but this giving up part of

one's privileges seems to be a part of the surrender man-
kind makes in the social compact. The guide is there-

fore a part of society, not a part of the wild and natural

life. It is the guide who has the fun, and yoit pay him
for it.

The question of property in the game a guide kills is

OIK which, I believe, has received a certain amount of

dozen of then-i in every little town in -Saginaw Valley, waiting for
the city hunter to do business with. I am not over-stating the
case in the least. It is true that a sportsman may hire such a
htmter for a companion or guide, if he will, without doing any
harm, but it is a fact that the birds killed are soid to tlje city
liunter, and it is not only what is killed that day, but all that he can
kill during the season. Two years ago the egg crate game was tried
by market-hunters in a certain locality, but they were inlormcd
that it would not be tolerated, and that ended it. Now they have a
better market right at home for all that they can kill. I coul^
name you men from Saginaw who did not kill one bird for every
twenty that they bought and paid for. The number of birds
shipped out of the country is not a drop in the bucket compared
to the amount disposed of to city hunters. Now the question
is; VVhat is going to be done about it? The law cannot reach the
guilty ones, and if it continues in a few years every lover of the
legitimate sport may as well sell his dog and gun. These market-
hunters are out every day; they have as much principle of the
sportsman about them as a butcher; they are cleaning the game
out of the country just as rapidly as if marketing of game was
allowed. I have been out with my hounds lately, and can say that
1 do not think there is one bird for every five that were a year agoH ere, then, is a subject for every lover o£ dog and gun to con-
sider and act on. It is a delicate question to discuss in sporting
clubs, for some of the worst offenders are prominent in clubs. Wc
are powerless to cheek the evil in the country;' the
remedy must come from tlie city. One thing is certain
if the city hunter continues to give a market to the pot-
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discussion in the columns of Fokicst and Stream, and
which still remains unsettled. -Its ultimate solution will
be when human nature changes, and until then I pre-
sume the question will appear in as many different lights
as there are men who go shooting. Over in Michigan, it

secins, there are tnany shooters who go out with guides,
paying the guides a good stiff price, and keeping all the
birds that the guides kill. As the latter is in good con-
dition and steady practice, he naturally kills more birds
than his employer, and the latter is able to take home a
nice bag with him, which he can ttse, give or hang up in

the family smoke house as his conscience shall dictate.
There is little doubt that a steady industry of bird killing
in this way has been going on for years in the low*'.' part
of Michigan. I do not like to come out rabidly ana apply
all sorts of names to the shooters who have made a prac-
tice of getting a good bag hi this way. Maybe it seems
right to them. Perhaps it is their business. But inay
they not candidly look the matter over, and may they
not perhaps reconsider their earlier opinion as to the
wisdom of this course? Three years ago lower Michigan
had a lot of birds. Last year it was .shot out, as I know
very well. Do the shooters who bring in the guide bags
prefer to kill a whole lot of birds one year and very few
or none the next, or would they prefer to have a steady
supply of birds and a certain regularity to their possi-
bilities for sport? I .should myself rather have it the
latter way. I5e that as it may, there is local criticism on
the custom, and. for a wonder, .some of it comes froni
the country. A Michigan paper prints the following from
a country sportsman

:

There is one great evil to be met. and that is to stop the market-
hunter. You may be surprised at the statement, but T can prove
it. that this is really the only evil worthy of attention. You say
there is a lasv now forbidding the sale of birds. And I maintain
that the market-htu-iter has been just as busy, killed just as many
birds as he could, and marketed them at a better price this year
than any former season. The only difference is tliat formerly he
sold to the butcher, while now he sells to the alleged .sport, the
cheap skate from the city, who dresses up in hunting suit, buys
a gun and maybe a ,$5 dog for $50, and_ goes into the country to
buy hirds. He puts in the paper on his return how many birds
he bagged, omitting the price, and calls that hunting. The market-
hunter is in the field every day. rain or .sl'ine. so as to have a
supply on hand, for tlie day is past when he can make a killing
in one day large enough to satisfy the purse of the city hunter.
T could name one such hunter who admits that he has killcii

fjVCl' V^^^ sp,asoji.. "Yoy ^yjU S\^^ .T^^]^
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hunter our days for good shooting arc numbered in the Saginaw
Valley. If you wish it to remain what it has been, the best shoot-

ing grounds in the Northwest, then stop those cheap counterfeits

of sportsmen from buying birds and parading as lovers of legiti-

mate sport.

A city sportsman of the same State writes in another

paper to something the same effect regarding this prac-

tice and other things which are destroying our game so

very rapidly all over the West.

There are many alleged spprtsmen in Saginaw who go to

Hemlock, Merrill or .somewhere else, and go out shooting with a

professional guide. Now that is all right if they simp y take

liini along because he knows the country, and knows where to

have the team meet them at night, and can point out the best

places, and then let the sportsman kill his own birds fairly on the

wing or not at all; but thev do not do that; they want the guicte

to kill just as manv birds as he possibly can, and if the dog Ponns

they are more apt to urge him to take first shot, so the bird will

be idlled, rather than risk it themselves. They are out after meat

and a big bag and something to brag about. .

The fact is so many shooters think they are sportsmen, when
thev realtv do not have the first instinct of a true sportsman, i

saw in the paper some time ago an account of how^ one of our

prominent merchants had returned from his spring duck shooting

trip, giving the number of birds killed, a large quantity, and

tlien this same alleged sportsman went on to tell it was "the best

shooting he had had in vears." Did he stop_ to think that for

every duck he killed he destroyed a mated pair that would have

returned to some shooting ground in the fall with a hrood? Uid

he stop to think how worthless the birds were for the table at

that time of the vear, their breeding season? Did he stop to

think that these same birds had run the gauntlet ot a never-

ceasing shotgun warfare from the time they left their far-olT

Northern home to begin their Southern flight? They had been
shot at in Manitoba, North Dakota and on the Platte; or if they

had taken the Great Lakes as their Southern pathway, they had
been pounded all through Minnesota, Wisconsin and Illinois,

Then as Christmas time drew near and they stopped for a breathing

spcl! along the Mississippi bottoms in .Arkansas and Louisiana

and Mississippi, the Northern shooter—not sportsman as a rule-
was still banging a'Way for the Christmas holidays, "to have a

turn at the ducks down South." A little later around Arkansas
Pass and Corpus Cristi to their southernmost limit, these same
butchers with insatiable greed were banging away at them. The
local item in the Saginaw paper is but a sample of the fate await-

ing- these poor, tired-out spring birds, and the very few that aie

fortunate enough to safelv reach their breeding ffrounds in the

great Northwest, where they have the only rest they get out of

the whole twelve months.

Fof the Minnesota Park.

Gen. C. C. Andrews, the very able fire warden of the

big State of Mitmesota, has always been one of the warra-
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national park, about which we have heard so much, and in

a recent interview printed in a" St. Paiil paper he gives a

few points on the. probable course of action in case the

park matter is this season brought to a favorable issue.

If the joint committee authorized by the bill, which has already
passed the Senate, after a visit to this region reports favorably, it

'is expected an act of Congress will be passed for a commission
to treat witb the bands of Chippewas who are interested for

buying the reservation in bulk. If a treaty be made, the pur-

chase money in such case will not be paid down, but will be
credited to the Indians, and the interest thereon at 5 per cent,

will be annually appropriated and paid. The project, therefore,

will not require a large appropriation, as the opponents of the

park assert. When acquired the forest will be managed by scientific

foresters. Mature trees will be cut, the young trees left to grow
and a sustained yield perpetuated. Naturally the forest needed
for scenery and recreation around the shore of the principal lakes

will be left standing.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, lUi

The Rhode Island Season.

Providence, R. I., Sept. 29.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Thfe law on game will be off in a few days in this vicinity

and the local sportsmen are getting ready to trim the

partridges and quail. Several years ago the late Horace
Bloodgood imported into this State a number of

pheasants, which were turned loose upon his game pre-

serves on his farm in South Kingston. That they have
propagated successfully there is no question, and some
of the young have recently been seen in the vicinity of

Carolina, which is several miles away from where they

first received their freedom. There is little question that

there are more quail and partridges in the soutli county
this year than has been the case for many years when
tiierc were heavy snows during the preceding winter. In

fact, similar reports are received from other parts of the

State. The quail seem to have little fear of people in car-

riages, althougli they run to cover, but seldom take to

flight. II a pecicstrian ai)proaches, however, they are on the

wing instantly. Partridges are seldotn seen except in the

dense woods, unless hunted with bird dogs, when they arc

frequently fotmd in the "slangs" and open places, where
acorns and birch buds predominate. Rabbits are always

plentiful in almost any part of the south county, at the

commencement of the hunting season at least. It is prob-

able that there has been less unlawful killing of game in

that .section of the State this year than during any pre-

vious year for twenty years past.

The clam culture experiments which have been con-

ducted in the Wiclcford harbor during the summer under
the'direction of Dr. H. C. Bumpus, of Brown University,

has been closed for the season. A report on the lobster

experiments will be made by Dr. Bumpus later.

Blackfish or tautog are reported as being very plentiful

in Narragansett Bay this fall. Thursday afternoon Miss
Curtis, daughter of Lighthouse Keeper Curtis, of Rose
Island, accompanied by a friend, succeeded in landing
twenty-six of these fish weighing 100 pounds.
The following is from the Providence Journal of

Sept. 23

:

Philip S. P, Randolph, a prominent society man of

Philadelphia, who spends his summers at Narragansett
Pier, has once more been made the object of attention

from the Bird Commissioners of Rhode Island. He
has been haled into court and, with his hired man, who
acted as a hunting eompanion, was fined for pursuing
birds with intent to kill.

Two years ago he was arrested and heavily fined with
the same hired man, Nicholas Potter. Then he was fined

for hunting contrary to law, and also for a bird charged
as being in his possession. The game officers state. that

it has been his custom to drive into the country with a
pair of cobs in a covered trap, accompanied by Potter

and a coachman. On arriving at good hunting grounds
Randolph and Potter, with dogs and guns, left the coach-

man in charge of the team and went into the woods for

game.
It was Randolph's custom to emerge first from the

woods, and, finding the coast clear, the signal would be
given to Potter, who would then bring forth the kill.

Farmers in the south county have resented the rich man
going forth with impunity, trespassing on their lands in

search of game, when others were debarred from such
indulgence at this season. They sent complaints to the

Bird Commissioners. Friday Deputy Commissioner Louis
H. Knox, who had been detailed to investigate, came upon
Randolph as he emerged from the woods west of Perry-

ville in South Kingstown and a few minutes later secured

Potter.

They then had no game in their possession. They
were taken before Judge

_
Lewis at Kingston and ar-

raigned on warrants charging them with pursuing game
with intent to kill and fines of $20 and costs, amounting
in all to about $50, were imposed. Randolph settled the

amount with a smile, and made a remark that he would
not care if it did not get into the papers.

W. H. M.

Eclwatd H. Howell,

Mr. Chas. a. Halev, of Bath, N. Y., writes of the late

Edward H. Howell, whose lamented death occurred on
Sept. 9 at the age of forty-four: "He had been an ardent

sportsman ever since he was old enough to carry a gun
or a fish pole. No hill was too high or too rugged for

him to climb in pursuit of a wary old cock grouse. No
stream with its tangled environments of grape vines and
hrush -was hard enough to quell his ardor when in pur-

,suit of speckled beauties. Those who knew him—and
their name is legion—loved, honored and respected him.

While offering sincerest condolences to his loved family,

we feel that we have been bereft of an honored member
of society, a genuine sportsman, a gentleman and a true

friend."

Owing to a delay in the preparation of the illustrations,

we 'are obliged to defer to the next issue the continuation

of the series of chapters on "American Wildfowl." The
next number will contain descriptions of thfe Canada

goose; Hutchins' ^oose, white-cheeked goq^e apd cack-

Mng .goose.

Montana Prairie Chickens.
MissoUtA, Mont., Sept. 21.—'Editor Forest and Stream:

It may be of interest to the readers of Forest and Stream
to know how the shooting and fishing has been here this

season. Inclosed find three pictures—one of Master Ly-

man Stevens, ten years old, son of A. M. Stevens, who
made a record for himself and his dog Merkim. They
got ten chickens the first day the law was out. Another
picture is of A. M. Stevens and C. J. Lcmley, who had
hunted until they came to a fence, on the other side of

which stood a tree with this sign on, "Keep Out! No
Hunting Allowed on These Premises." Having a fair

string, we hung them on the fence and got a picture of

what we had,

There have not been so many chickens for years as this

season, owing to an early spring and long, dry summer.
It is stated by some prospectors in the hills that some

"keep out !"

of the birds brought off two broods, but I have no direct

proof of this. The crop of ducks is good on the Upper
Blackfoot, as we proved on a three days' hunting trip to

the nesting grounds.
Trout fishing was good in the early season of the year,

but low water seemed to drive them into deep pools
early, so we were compelled to use bait or make no catch,

and a fly-fisherman cannot use bait ; it makes him feel like

killing a deer with a chtb, or shooting a prairie chicken
sitting on a fence.

Large game is to come next,' dhcks and geese on the
southern fhght, and all depends on the weather here
whether we get good shooting for either or both. We
will report on them later. Bert Stevens,

Long^ Island Shooting;,

East Quogue, Long Island, Sept. 27.—There was a

flight of bay birds Monday last. Two local gunners shot

1,32, and other bags have been made of 98 and 48 within
the last few days.

The duck season opens Oct. t. There are quite a num-
ber of black ducks living on the feeding grounds, also a

few sprigs. E. A. J.

Shooting and Fishing Rcsotts.

Readers who are looking for shooting and fishing re-

sorts are invited to make inquiry of the Forest and
Stream Information 'Bureau, where information may be
had without cost.

100 Spomtnen's fina$.

Some of the Qtieer Discoveries Made fay Those Vho Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

23

The finding of the will of Abram Mosher by two
hunters in Dark Hollow, near Hamburg, Conn., while
trying to get at a nest of gray squirrels in the trunk
of a hollow tree, has averted a lawsuit. The hunters
found among the leaves and pieces of bark of which the
nest was composed some scraps of paper with writing on
them, several handkerchiefs, bits of ribbon and many
bits of twine. The pieces of paper proved to be the holo-
graphic will of Abram Mosher, a farmer living near
Dark Hollow, who died in the early part of last summer.
Mosher, through inheritance and thrift, was worth

at the time of his death more than $75,000. He was not
married, and had no direct heirs. For six years before
his death he was an almost hopeless paralytic. When he
was stricken he tried to get one of his relatives to live

with him. All refused, and,he got a young man named
George Applebee to operate his farm and care for him.
Applebee attended to the wants of Mosher faithfully until

he died. A few days before the old man passed away he
told Applebee that he had made a will in which he had
given him his entire estate, and he asked Applebee to

bring him the will, which he would find in the drawer of
the bureau in Mosher' s bedroom, Applebee did so, and
Mosher went over it carefuly to see that it read as he
wanted it to.

'

Applebee- carried the Avill back. He had just reached
the bedroom, when he heard a cry from Mosher, and he
hurriedly thtew the will on a table that stood near an
ppen vi(iiidow. Applebee found Mosher tiitconsciotia. ^e

never rallied. When Applebee went to look for the will

it was gone. He searched every nook and cranny, but

could get no trace of it.

As soon as Mosher was dead children of a second
cousin laid claim to the estate. Applebee told the story of

the will and refused to vacate the farm. He was finally

ejected and the cousins took possession. There were
persons who had heard Mosher say that he intended to

give his property to Applebee, and on the strength of their

testimony Applebee was preparing to make a fight, when
the will was found by the squirrel hunters. When the

fragments of the document were placed together it was
found complete, though badly stained. The cousins have
relinquished the farm.

24

Alexander Howell, Dean of St. Paul's in Mary Tudor's
reign, was a good angler, but his views were regarded as

unorthodox by the authorities. While he was catching
fish Bishop Bonner decided to arrest him with a view to

his trial for heresy. But Howell, though a shining light

of the Church, did not want to be a burning one too.

Having received a warning, while fishing in the country
a pursuivant was after, him ; he did not return home, but
like a wise man, escaped to Holland. When Elizabeth

succeeded to the throne he returned from the Low Coun-
tries, and, remembering a bottle of ale which he had
hidden in a hole in the bank, he looked for it, and found
it quite safe. When he uncorked it, he found the beer
excellent, and so discovered a secret, which has made the

name of Bass famous throughout the world.

25

A French fisherman who threw his line into the Seine
Canal, near St. Denis, got hold of a package containing

178 railway bonds, worth $22,000.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them m Forest and Stream.

A Memory.
There is a brook away up among the Vermont hills

Avhich has a particular attraction for at least one in-

dividual among the millions on earth. It couldn't have
the same interest for any other, because no other ever
enjoyed exactly the same exquisite thrill of pleasure that
was the writer's when he caught his first trout. It isn't

so many years ago that the sensation is forgotten. And
often when the scene is reviewed the brilliant spring day
returns, with the beauty of the fresh foliage and the
music of the purling brook, mingled with the vociferous
chorus of innumerable birds, and one wishes to be again a
boy, to wander forever by the brookside, to know that
loved ones since passed to their rest will greet one at the
door, and to be as free from care and worry as then.
The brook came down from the mountains, even then

partially capped with snow, and flowed through a meadow
where it was lost to sight in the springing grass. There
was a miniature canon perhaps two feet deep, and in the
bottom the brook flowed silently along until it reached the
wall which fenced in the mowing. There it burst through
the stones and broke into myriads of shining drops as it

splashed downward and disappeared under a low bridge
which carried the driveway leading up to the house.
The upper side of the bridge was covered deep with small
willows, but the lower side was bare and the brook
emerged to spread itself into a shallow pool where it

apparently gathered courage for its plunge through a
tortuous and rocky course along the roadside, thence un-
der another bridge, down another fall, wandered awhile
in a sheep pasture and finally lost itself in a larger
stream which came from another direction.
The boy of those days had no modern appurtenances

for trout fishing.. His rod was usually an alder tree cut
by the brookside and his line was cheap, while hooks
were few and sinkers were bits of twisted lead cut from
old water pipes. The bait was invariably angleworms
carried in a tin spice box, and the creel "was a forked
twig cut from a neighboring bush. And yet, who wouldn't
return to those days, with their primitive apparatus, pro-
vided also the keen zest and unalloyed pleasure would
return too, and, withal, the success which crowned the
efforts of the young fisherman?
This particular boy had been living in a village, but

his parents had occupied this farm that spring. He had
explored every possible nook and corner of the plantation,
including its remotest woodlands, and now it was time
for lishing. Very carefully he cut his rod, he attached
the line with extreme care, provided a more than ordi-
narily symmetrical sinker and prepared to annihilate the
trout family in that particular stretch of brook. He had
been told that it was a specially desirable trout-lurking
place, and he determined to secure one before very long.

Beginning at the upper end, contrary to all established
rules of scientific sportsmanship, he worked down the
stream, using less care than he ought, and meeting with
no success. The boundary of the meadow was reached
and he climbed the fence. He dropped his hook into
the deep hole under the willows at the end of the bridge.
There was a fierce tug. A sharp yank on the rod and a
beautiful brook trout lay struggling far back in the grass.
The house was only a short distance away, and the

boy seized his treasure and hastened with all speed to the
kitchen, where the fish was placed in the water cistern.
And he was a beauty. He was fully nine inches long,
very brightly marked and mottled, with the rainbow
colors of the Green Mountain brook trout, and which
are shown by no other known variety. And though that
is more than thirty years ago, the same trout is in the
spring which supplies the house with water, to which he
was afterward transferred.
Even though that same boy has caught fish practically

around the world, and has enjoyed the lunge of the largest
and most gamy species known, there has never been a
capture which compares in thrilling experience with the
first trout captured by a nine-year-old boy one bright
May morning a third of a century a,|o,
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A Lake in County Mayo.
A CORRESPONDENT sends US this well written sketch of

fishing in Ireland, from the London Standard of Sept.

7:

Who that has once fished in County Mayo in fine

weather can ever forget it? Sport may not always

be quite what it was in the* great days when salmon
and white trout swarmed, when the fisheries had not

been half ruined by mismanagement, needy landlords,

and ubiquitous poachers, and the angler was pretty sure

of a heavy creel wherever and whenever he went out.

Yet even now, despite many drawbacks, excellent fish-

ing is here and there to be obtained, white trout are

fairly abundant, and touching brown trout, every lake,

every river, every tiny stream that runs sparkling amid
the glens and mountains of this lovely land is full of

tliem. As for scenery, there is scarce a corner of the

British Isles, that can approach County Mayo, with its

glorious mountains, its romantic valleys and passes,

its wild moorland, its wonderful seascapes, its unrivaled
coast line. The clean, soft air, fresh, from a thousand
leagues of virgin Atlantic, is perfection itself. There
js nothing else quite like it, except, perhaps, in adjacent
Connemara. Leaving Clew Bay and its hundred islands

behind us, we drive in the little governess cart up ^ a

moorland drive, no great way above the Newport River,
which, finding an outlet from Lough Beltra, makes its

short passage to the Atlantic. A seven mile trot into
Beltra, a beautiful upland lake, set amid perfect solitude,
lies shining before us. Beyond the lake rises the moun-
tain of Croaghmoyle, behind us springs Mount Eagle;
while to the Northwest towers Nephin, one of the most
formidable of Irish mountains. From Nephin you may
stretch your gaze over the waters of Lough Conn, and
see before you in the far distance Killala Bay, where
the French landed in 1798. We make our way to one
of the few dwellings on the shores of Beltra. The lad
we find here assures us with true Irish readiness that
he has the best boat on the lough, and so we outspan,
and put up the pony. An inspection of tlie boat, which
has apparently been lying in the sun for weeks, makes
us somewhat less certain of our prospects. But the
eager boy repeats his warranty, we shove the craft into
the water, and bestow ourselves and our fishing gear.
Alas, we are not fairly afloat before from half a dozen
seams the water comes pouring in. Desperate bailing
enables one of us to keep the craft afloat, while the other
essays a few casts; but it is evident that our voyage is

doomed, and with what haste we can muster wc push
/ across the lake for another cabin, where the right boat

—

it is quite evident we have chanced upon the wrong
one—is to be found. During this hurried excursion we
have taken three decent brown trout.

Having changed boats and dismissed our late rower

—

now too downcast even to say a parting word for his
once incomparable craft—with the solace of a badly-
earned shilling, we get upon the water again under
much more favorable auspices. The sun is a trifle too
bright, perhaps, but there is a fair breeze from the
West, and a white cloud or two sails boldly across the
blue sky every now and again, chequering the lake with
cool shadows. The sea trout on Beltra have, however,
been rising none too well of late, and we are by no
means sanguine. Our boatman manifestly understands
his business, and moving steadih^ round the lough, wc
get to work, the soft breeze materially assisting our
casting operations. Three or four brown trout, the
biggest of them over half-a-pound in Aveight, are hooked
and landed, and then comes that deHghtful. boiling rise,
which can never be mistaken, of a good sea trout-
white trout as they call them in Ireland. The rise is
a good one, and the fish is firmly hooked.- and now comes
a desperate little battle betwixt fish and angler. There
is no better fighter in the world than this pluckiest of
the Salmonid(B. Three desperate leaps out of the water,
displaying the sea-trout's clean shape and silvery sides
—critical moments these—and then the fish bores away
frantically, demanding and receiving six or eight yards
of_ line. But the battle is to the strong, and in five
minutes the white trout is conquered and brought along-
side the boat. One quick sweep of the landing net.
and the fish, a beauty of just upon two pounds, lies
before us. Having administered the quietus and duly
admired tlie fair proportions of the capture, we get to
work again. Another brown trout or two, and then
follow in pretty rapid succession the bold, pulse-quick-
cnihg rises of four sea trout, three of which, varj'ing in
weight from three-quarters of a pound to one pound
and three-quarters, are, after .some minutes of delightful
excitement, brought to bag. Then some few 'more
mixed rises, a handsome brown trout of a pound and a
quarter, and after that a halt for luncheon. A water
bailiff has been halloaing to us with great pertinacity
for the last twenty minutes, and now. putting ashore
for a brief space, we are able to lull his suspicions and
produce our licences. Poachers of high as well as of
low degree are pretty numerous in Tj'eland. and although
rivers and lakes are better protected than they used to
he, a good deal of French leave is still taken in these
remote places.

_
For sea trout, as well as for .salmon, a

one-pound fishing license is required, and- occasionally
asked for^ where keepers do their duty.

It is curious, by the wav, hnw little is known of the
habits of the sea trout. Here in the West of Ireland
peasants and water bailiffs seem to be even less able to
enlighten one than their fellows of Scotland or even
Norway. When and Avhere do the heavier examples
of these fish snawn? Very few anglers, who understand
salmon and their ways pretty thoroughly, are able to
tell you. In various rivers a large proportion of sea
trout seem to return to the salt water without spawn-
ing at all. Again, many of the heavier fish seem to
hang about the_ const and eshiaries. Do these ever
ascend a river with their fellows? They love apparently
to drift up and" down with the tide, to Just taste the
fresh water .coming down from the rivers, and move on.
The smaller ^sea trout do, of course, ascend the upper
reaches and spawn: the heavy fish, it would seem, much
more rarely. Male fish, too, among- he,avy sea trout,
?eem far scarcer than among s.i1mon. One thing our
"Wavo friends are able to bear witness to—a fact well
Imown. of course, to most anglers among the Salmanfricp—and that i,?. that wliite trout, unlike their hijf cousins

the salmon, do feed freely in fresh water. Of that there

can be no manner of doubt. Upon this very morning
rhe biggest sea trout killed disgorged the remains of

several worms upon which it had manifestly been feeding

greedily. You may also find them at times stufifed with
other lood; in salt water, for instance, they are very
partial to sand eels. It is now, of course, pretty well

established that the lordly salmon seldom, if ever, feeds

in fresh water; the sea trout is, on the contrary, a hearty
gourmand in salt water or fresh, and after a spate you
will occasionally find him absolutely gorged with worm,s.

Brown trout, plucky as they are, vary greatly in fight-

ipg energy. Of course, soil, water and feeding have
much to do with this. There are three well-remembered
lakes in Norway, all lying within half a mile of one
another, and all holding good fish. In the first and. sec-

ond lakes, set amid thick pine forests, the trout were
dark, heavy and strong, but a trifle sliilr-gish. In the

third tarn, which lay among rockier and more open
surroundings, and was much less engirt with timbe)

.

the fish were lighter in color and immensely more ener-
getic in character. A brown trout of half a pound taken
in this upland water gave as much sport as a sea trout
of a pound and a half, which is, of course, saying a
great deal. In this same Norsk lake char abounded;
these deep water fish were, however, seldom taken, and
then only in the hottest weather.
Towards 6 o'clock, with a respectable creel of brown

trout, noblj' illuminated hy nine or ten silvery sea trout,

we run a,shore, inspan our pony cart, settle our trifling

account with the boat-lad, and lotli though we are to
leave this fair scene, drive homewards. As we cross
the solemn moorland, now and again is to be seen
against the glowing evening sky, plodding homewards,
a patient ass, its two deep wicker creels, or panniers,
laden to an im.possible height with turf sods, behind
which is usually perched a ragged, bare-looted boy or
girl. The turf sods, dug out of the wild bogland with
so much toil, represent, of course, winter firing

1

and
winter comfort in the humble Mayo cabin. These way-
farers and a bird or two, a heron, or, as an Irishman
would call him, a "crane," cleaving his majestic flight

against the yellow sky, or a skein of duck, or a sand-
piper, are the only occupants of the quiet waste. Near-
ing home, we cast a final glance backward toward the
lone, majestic mountains, amid which our lake is set.

Beautiful Beltra, ever fair to the eye and memory, even
among the romantic scenery of wild Mayo, how pleasant
are the days passed amid your lovely solitudes and in
pursuit of your excellent sporting fish!

ANGLING NOTES.

A Salmon Score.

One day in August as I was going to my train in
Albany I met Mr. Wm. Sage on the platform, also waiting
for a train. As both our trains proved to be ten minutes
late, we indulged in talk about salmon fishing, for I had
last seen him on the Ristigouche River, in Canada. Soon
after I made a note of what he told me about the late
salmon fishing, but he told me another thing about which
I could not make a note, as it lacked essential details, and
this was that Mr. John S. Kennedy, president of the
Ristigouche Salmon Club, had made a remarkable score of
salmon killed on the Ristigouche and the Cascapedia.
and that on three different days he had killed his limit of
eight salmon. The essential details that I refer to were
the total numbers of fish, weights, etc., and not until I was
in New York last week was I able to supply them, and
now give the score complete to the readers of Forest and
Stream. The score tells its own story, and I only call

attention to the number of fish killed on the Jock-Scott
fly. A total of 88 fish, and 56 fell to the Jock-Scott. Of
the remaining 32 salmon 20 were killed on silver-doctor,

7 on_ dusty-miller, 3 on black-dose and 2 on silver-gray,
provided I have counted and figured correctly. First I

give Mr. Kennedy's score on the

Ristigouche.
June.
13. Adam's Run, 1. 2llbs.. P. M.. Tock-Scott.
15. Mam Pool, 1, 211bs., A. M., silver-doctor.
15. Main Pool, 1, 221bs., A. M., dusty-miller.
15. Main Pool. 1. 22Ib.s., A. M., dustv-miller.
15. Alain Pool. 1, 241bs., P. M.. dustv-mtller.
]5. Main Pool, 1, 22Ibs., P. M., dustj-miller.
15. Main Pool, 1, 2'tlbs.. P. M,, silver-doctor.
16. Alain Pool, 1. 261b.s., A. M.; Tock-Scott.
16. Main Pool, 1, ISlbs.. A. M., Tock-Scotl.
16. Main Pool.'], 14lb5., A. M.. Tock-Scott.
Vi. Main Pool, 1, 191bs., P. M., silver-doctor.
16. Alain Pool. 1, 201b,s., P. M., silver-doctor."
17. Sundav.
18. Rock Pool, 3. Bibs.. A. M..' Tock-Scott.
18. Rock Pool, 1, 2.51bs., P. M„ Jock-Scott.
^ulJ^
•5. Main Pool, t, 22!bs,, A. M.. black-dosct
5. Alain Pool, 1, 91bs., P. M., Jock-ScoU
Total, 16 fish, 3281bs.

The sixteen salmon averaged 20^< pounds. Six kelts
were landed and returned to the river. Mr. Kennedy left
the Ristigouche Salmon Club at Metapedia on the rnom-
ing of June 19, and arrived at Cascapedia Club the after-
noon of the same day. He returned to Ristigouche Sal-
mon Club July 4, which accounts for the two fisli recorded
on July 5.

Cascapedia River,
.Tune.

19. Duffy'.s, ], 26lbs.. P, M., silver-doctor.
20. Rock Pool, 1, 26Ibs.. A. M.. dustv-miller.
20. Duffv's, 1. 2.31bs.. P. AT., dusty-miller.
20. Ledge, 1. 231bs„ P. M.. silver-doctor.
21. Duffy's, 1. 211bs.. A. M., silver-doctor.
21. Tent, 1, 191bs., A. M., siK'er-doctor.
21. Duffy's, 1, 251bs., P. M., silver-doctor.
21. Ledge, 1, SOlbs., P. M., silver-doctor.
21. Rock, 1, 261bs., P. M., silver-doctor.
21. Rock, 1, 171bs., silver-doctor.
22. Rock, 1, 361bs., A. M.. silver-doctor.
22. Duffy's. 1. 241bs., P. M., silver-doctor.
23. Home, 1, 181bs., A. M., Jock-Scott.
23. Duffy's. 1, 261bs., P. M., silver-gray,
23. Ledge, 1, 251bs., P. M., silver-gray.
24. Sunday.
25. Alaple, 1, 261bs., A. M., Jock-Scott.
25. Maple. 1, 351bs., A. M., Tock-Scott.
25. Maple, 1, ffllbs., A. M., Tock-Scott.
25. Maple, 1, mbs., A. M., Joct-Scott.
25. Maple, 1, 341bs., P. M., Tock-Scott.
25. Maple, 1, aibs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
25. Maple, 1, SSlbs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
26. Maple, 1, SSlbtf., P. M., Jock-Scott.

26. Limestone, 1, 241bs., A. M., Jock-Soott.
26. Limestone, 1, 351bs., A. M., Jock-Scott.
26. Limestone, 1, 221bs., A. M., Jock-Scott.
26. Limestone, 1, 281bs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
26. Limestone, 1, 131bs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
26. Limestone. 1, 26Ibs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
26. Limestone', t. 401bs., P. AI., Jock-Scott.
26. Limestone. 1, 40. bs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
27. Turner's Brook, 1, 231bs., A. AI., Jock-Scott.
27. Big Camp, 1, 281bs., P. AI., Jock-Scott.
27. Big Camp, 1, 311bs., P. AI., Jock-Scott.
27. Big Camp, 1, 321bs., P. M., silver-doctor.
28. Almonds, 1, 281bs., A. M., Jock-Scott.
28. Almonds, 1, 34!bs., A. M., Jock-Scott.
28. Almonds, 1, 351bs., A. M., Jock-Scott.
2.S. Almonds, 1, 421bs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
28. Almonds, 1, 231bs., P. M„ Jock-Scott.
28. Almonds, 1, 22ibs.^ P. M., Jock-Scott-
28. Almonds, 1, 201bs., P. AI., Jock-Scott.
28. Almonds, 1, lllbs., P. M., Jock-Scott.

,

29. Almonds, L 291bs., A. AI., Jock-Scott.
29. Almonds, 1, -Sllbs., A. AI., Jock-Scott.
29. Almonds, 1, 391bs., A. M., Jock-Scott.
29. Captain's. 1, 251bs., A. AI., Jock-Scott.
29. Big Camp, 1, 291bs., P. AI., Tock-Scott.
29. Big Camp, 1, 271bs., P. M., jock-Scott. ^'

29. Big Camp, 1, 261bs, P. AI., silver-doctor.
30. Joe Alartin's, 1, 441bs., A. AI., dusty-miller.
30. Joe Alartin's, 1, 331bs., P. AL. Tock-Scott.
30. Toe Martin's, ], 26!bs., P. AL, J'ock-Scott.
30. Joe Alartin's, 1, 331bs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
30. Joe Martin's, 1, lOlbs., P. M., Tock-Scott.
30. Joe Martin's, 1, 371bs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
30. Joe Martin's, 1, 261bs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
30. Captain's, 1, 391bs., P. M., silver-doctor.

July.
1. .Sunday. .

"|

2. Almonds, 1, 241bs., P. AI.. Jock-Scott.
2. Almonds, 1, 131bs., P. M.. Jock Scott,
2. Almonds, 1, 191bs., P. M., Jock-Scott.
2. Almonds, 1, 251bs., P. M., Tock-Scott.
2. Almonds, 1, 141bs., P. M,, Jock-Scott.
2. Almonds, 1, 251bs., P. AI., silver-doctor.
Total, 64 fish, l,7251bs.

This produces an average of 26 61-64 pounds per fish.

The score shows that on four separate days—June 25.

26, 28 and 30—Mr. Kennedy killed the limit of eight fish.

Mr. Kennedy had a guest on the Cascapedia who killed

eight fish, as follows:

June.
30. Leap Pool, 1, 261bs., P. M., silver-doctor.
.30. Leap Pool, 1, 291bs.. P. AL, silver-doctor.
July.
1. Sunday.
2. Captam's, 1, 411bs., A. AI., Jock-Scott.
2. Captain's 1, 2.61bs., A. M., Jock-Scott.
8. Doctor's. 1, 311bs., A. AI., black-dose.
3. Doctor's. 1, SOlbs., A. AI., black-dose.
3. Almond.-^. 1, 251bs., A. AL. Jock-Scott.
3. Big Camp, 1, 341bs., P. AL, Jock-Scott.
Total, 8 fish, 2421bs.

Average SO^/ilbs.

Mr. Kenned3''s score on the Cascapedia will furnish
one given to figures considerable amusement. The four
days on which he killed the limit of fish the eight salmon
weighed respectively 229. 228, 215 and 248 pounds, or an
average per day of 28^, 28!i4, 26% and 31 pounds, but
on each of three days the average was brought down by a

small fish, viz.: 13 pounds on the second day. it pounds
on the third day and 10 pounds on the fourth day. On
this day, too. the extremes met, the largest fish, 44 pounds,
and the smallest fish. 10 pounds. The 29th was almost a
limit day. with seven fish of 206 pounds, an average of

-9 3-7 pounds. There were five fish killed weighing each

40 pounds or more, and four were killed on a Jock-Scott
and one on a dusty-miller, but I must leave further figur-

ing to others, as the score will .speak for itself.

Readers of Forest and STRE/tM may recall a score 1

gave, made by Mr. James Barnes Baker, a nephew of Mr.
Kennedy's, a few 3'ears ago in the Ca.scapedia. I lost the

score, and only recently found it again, and it is well

worth reprinting, for I doubt if it was ever equaled, and
probably will not be duplicated, except possibly on the

same river. Mr. Baker in one day killed seven salmon
weighing 28, 30, 35, 35, 38, 40 and 41 pounds, or a total of

247 pounds, making an average of 35 2-7 pounds.

Kipling on Fishing.

Win- it is that when I open a book by chance I open it

to a paragraph about fishing or fish, if it so happens that

the book contains anything upon these subjects? It was
in this way that 1 chanced upon Kipling's mention of sal-

mon fishing on the Pacific Coast, and lately I noticed in

the library at home a book strange to me, and took it

from the shelf and opened it. It was "The Day's Work,"
by Kipling, and it opened naturally in my hand to a

page where my eye caught the word "tarpon," and so 1

read the paragraph containing it. It was in ''The Brush-
wood Boy," and the author says

:

"He became a member of the local Teiit Club, and
chased the mighty boar on horseback with a .short stabbing

spear. There he met the mahseer of the Poonch, beside

W'hom the tarpon is as a herring, and he who lands him
can say he is a fisherman."

I do not know as Mr. Kipling has ever taken a tarpon
lo compare his fighting qualities with the big carp of

India, but Mr. Alfred C. Harnesworth. who wrote ' of
tarpon fishing in Forest and Stream at my request after

a visit to T''lorida for the purpose of tarpon fishing, has

since been to India, and upon his return to t^otidon wrote

me that except for the heat India would be the finest fish-

ing country in the world.. He did not specify the kinds of

fish he found there, nor did he compare the mahseer with

the tarpon, as probably he could, bur if the big carp is

really so much superior to the big herring-like fighter of

Florida and Texas, that the Yankee anglers have come
to think is the greatest fighting fish of all the list, it would
be well that we knew more of the giant carp. T doubt if

any mahseer that swims can equal the jump that I saw a

tarpon make in Florida, an unhooked tarpon, but I never

have seen a comparison made between the two fish until

I read what I have quoted from Mr. Kipling's pen, and he
has not qualified as a judge. The Entyclopaedia of Sport
has this to say of the mahseer:
"The mahseer, commonly running to .50 pounds in

weight, and attaining as much as 150 pounds, has its

habitat only in large, rocky, mountain rivers."

Its habitat would make it a more difficult fish to deal

vvi\h when hooked than the tarpon, but apparently it does
not grow to the weight of the tarpon. "To continue the

description : "It is the most sporting fish in the East, the
violence of its first rush on feeling the restraint of the

hook being phenomenal, and constituting a special difficulty

in its capture. It does not take the bait as a salmon or
trout ordinarily does, leisurely rising and leisurely re-

turning to its place, but with a sudden blow which takes
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tlie angler by surprise, and which will even jerk the sal-

mon rod out of his hands, if he is unprepared. And this

blow is instantly followed by a violent rush, to Avhich the

run of a salmon can bear no comparison. The rapidity of

the dash is accounted for measurements of the tail and fins

as compared with the rest of the body of the fish, which
show that the superficial areas of the propelling and
directing powers amouut together to as much as the

superficial area of the whole of the rest of the mahseer's
body. The sudden jerk and A'iolent rush make it neces-

sary to fish for it with a thoroughly pliable salmon rod
that will yield to the first rush more rapidly than it is

possible for the angler's hand to do—to yield, indeed, be-

fore the effect of the blow has even reached the angler's

hand, and so to allow the line to run out, but for which
the strongest tacfkle that can be well used Avith a rod
must be broken. The tackle, too, must be good and
strong, and the running line, the same as for salmon,
should be 150 yards long. Other rushes also the mah-
seer will make before he yields, but none such as his first

for suddenness and rapidity." '

The mahseer has no teeth in its leathery mouth, but
it has some cruel teeth in its tliroat. I have some that

Mr. Marston sent me without giving the size of the

fish from which they were taken, but they seem large and
strong enough to compare them with the teeth of a tiger,

provided the tiger selected for comparison is not too

large. Perhaps Mr. Harnesworth, having had experience

with both fishes, will give the readers of Forest and
Stream a paragraph or two from his note book, which
would be more convincing than the broad assertion made
by Mr. Kipling, who may have written under a license

issued to poets, A. N. Cheney.

Tarpon in Texas Waters.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In my last letter I did not mention the fishing at

Galveston, but I will now take the liberty of doing so, as

. it may interest some of my brother sportsmen. I saw
an article by Mr. Waddell in your paper, in which he
says he would like to get* up a discussion on tarpon fish-

ing. I think I am the first person to help set the ball

rolling. Mr. Waddell says, very justly, that it is extreme-
ly unlikely that the tarpon will ever be exterminated.
The best reason for this is that the fish are unmarketable,
and only the well-to-do can take part in this kingly sport.

Now of late years, since the Great Jetties have been
put up, tarpon, Spanish mackerel, trout, redfish, jack-
fish (sometimes called horse mackerel), which average
in weight 25 pounds, abound. I landed one last sum-
mer weighing 40 pounds. I fought him three-quarters
of an hour with a small mackerel hook, and when I

landed him I found the barb of my hook Avas broken
off. At first I thought it must have been a tarpon, but
as he did not leap out of the Avater I kncAV what
r had, and stepped back on to a higher rock, and had a

great time. I had to handle him gently on account of my
small hook. This started me on big fish. Before this

I had dreaded them, and regarded them as a nuisance.
I have had as many as fifteen hooks and sinkers taken
by tarpon and jackfish in one afternoon.
The reason for these fish coming to Galveston is this,

and it is a marvelous sight: There is one continuous
stream of mullet running doAvn the jetties all day. In
fair weather men throw for these fish AA'ith cast nets, and
we use them for bait, and find they are the best for all

fish caught there, except redfish and sheepshead. I have
tried trolling Avith a spoon and also a piece of red cloth

for mackerel, but did not get a strike. In fishing for

tarpon Ave use a large mullet about g inches long. For
mackerel, trout and redfish a piece about 2 inches is the

best size. Jackfish don't give a cent how big or small
and take them all.

Last summer I Avas fishing for tarpon Avith the

O'Shaughnessy tarpon hook, long wire leader and a mul-
let about 9 inches long. I got a strike, and never dream-
ing that anything but a tarpon Avould have the presump-
tion to take such a mullet, I struck at him, as I have
found that the best way. Every one Avho has seen a
tarpon knows that his mouth is like a piece of iron, unless

you get him in the tongue, and I struck him hard, so as

to drive my hook into his hard head. Well, you may
imagine my surprise Avhen I reeled in the line and found
a small trout about 14 inches long hooked in the side.

I had a rather queer experience with a tarpon. I

hooked a big fellow on a mackerel hook with a copper
wire leader. I Avas then on the rocks. He left the water
three times. I then called to the boy at the pavilion
to bring a boat. The tarpon Avas lying a long way out
sulking. The boy brought the boat, and as I Avas step-

ping in the tarpon made a run. I pressed too hard on
my leather drag and fell into the boat. At the same
time the tarpon left the Avater, and on this jump he must
have throAvn the hook out of his mouth, and it caught
in his back just behind his fin. Well. Avhen I found he
Avas hooked in the back I kncAV I Avas "up against it."

It Avas then 6:30. but I determined to play him as long
as the light lasted. He started straight out to sea,

but after a very hard tussle I managed to turn him back,
and he took me back by the pavilion. That pavilion
must haA-e gone doAvn in the hurricane. Ah! that storm!
But as the man who ran the pavilion made a great deal
of money, he told me before I left Galveston that he Avas

going to put up a better one next summer, It is on the
middle—or Avas on the middle—of the North Jetties, and
many a delightful night liaA^e I spent out there. Avith the
cool sea breeze on my face all night and the Avater

lapping gently on the great granite rocks,
I haA^e had as many as fifteen or eighteen strikes from

tarpon in one afternoon; twelve is about the average
number in an afternoon. At times the- instant your line

strikes the water you have a strike. The tarpon is the
king of salt-Avater fish in my estimation, and I am not
alone. From fifty to sixty Spanish mackerel and trout
are nothing unusual in one afternoon.
The way we take sheepshead at home is with a ,32

Winchester early in the morning when they come up
to the big rocks that are just under the Avater. You
can go along the rocks early in the morning and see
then in great numbers ; a steel bullet does the work.

There is another way of killing these fish: Take a
pole about 8 feet long, drive a piece of thin iron in the

end; have it barbed, and sneak along the rocks and try

to run it through the fish. The fall is the best time to fish

for sheepshead at Galveston; shrimp is the best bait

for them.
The fishing for tarpon, trout, mackerel, red'fish and

jackfish begins in the middle of Ma}^ is pretty good in

June, and from the middle of June to the first of Sep-
tember is magnificent. Galveston is not much known as

a fishing resort, but any one Avho goes there and goes
to the Bolliver Ferry Co. will get all the information he
needs. It is from there the boat (a naphtha launch)
leaves for the North Jetties. There will be a new and
better paA-ilion next summer; and one can stay there over
night. Any one who goes there Avill leave well satisfied.

I hope I may have the pleasure of seeing some of ray

brother sportsmen from the North and East next simi-

mer. I hope Mr. Waddell will see this, for T am glad
to try and help him Avith the silver-king. C. K. B.

A Trip to the Trout Lakes.
At 8:30 on Thursday morning, May 24 last, Throop,

?Ia3^es, Dcslaurier and I left by the C. P. R. train, arriv-

ing at Buckingham station at 9:20, Avhere we found our
man waiting for us with a good team, and after a very
pleasant drive of three miles we reached the steamer
Agnes ready to start up the River Lievre with a party
of merry picnickers on board going to the High Falls
to spend the bii'thday of Her Gracious Majesty. Our
genial friend, Capt. A. McNaughton, was also on board,
as well as the ©bliging captain of the steamer, Capt.
Bothwell. We made good time, and arrived at our
destination at 12:30, where Ave found Isaac and his boy
Availing for us with the horse and jumper. It did not
take us long to get the things snugly packed, and by
1 :30 Ave were at the lake. It would surprise many people
to see the places over which Isaac's horse took our load.

He actually Avalked along a single log, and went up and
doAvn places Avhere it is difficult footing for a man to
pass.

We found the boats in good shape, and by 2 o'clock
we were at the point, Avhere tents were pitched in a
lovely spot, close to a stream of clear, running water.
.After partaking of a light lunch we got our rods and
tackle together and started out for the afternoon's fish-

ing. Throop and I going in one boat and Hayes and
Deslaurier in the other. We did not anchor, but kept
moving about, one paddling and the other casting. By
this means we of course covered a very large extent of

water, and this increased the chances of securing what
fish might be on the lookout for flies.

We rose most of them close in under the bushes and
dead trees near the shore. The day was, however, very
bright, not a cloud in the sky, and for that reason doubt-
less they did not rise very Avell. HoAvever, Throop and
I managed to land twenty-fiA'e nice trout between us.

We returned to camp about 8 P. M., and found that
Deslaurier and Hayes had some nice fish, and reported
having lost some very large ones. They did not move
very far from camp, and fished Avith both bait and flies.

Throop and I used the fly onlJ^ We found the most
killing to be the grizzly-king. Montreal, Alexander and
Zulu, and they seemed to show a marked preference
for the first-named. The largest trout I caught on the
trip Aveighed 2>^ pounds, and took a fly I made according
to no particular pattern, namelj^ body dirt broAvn seal's

fur; hackle, dark brown; Palmer Avings, and tail well
marked pintail. This fly somewhat resembles "Dr.
Shore's fancy," and is a verj- tempting looking fly.

During the evening we heard and afterAvard saw an im-
mense trout jump out of the water three or four times.
From appearances and the noise it made Ave estimated its

weight at from 6 to 8 pounds. We tried several flies

OA^er him, but he Avould not rise at them. This day
was just as bright as the previous one, and the resiflt

much the same. We returned to camp about 8:30, and
after a good meal sat around the fire chatting and
smoking until about II, when Ave turned in for the night
somewhat tired after having been up since 3:30 in the
morning and at work all day Avith the exception of about
an hour when we rested for lunch at noon. The black
Hies were very troublesome on the lake, but Avere for-
tunately not A-ery plentiful near the camp. The nios-
cjuitoes did not bother us at all until daylight. It was a
great relief to lie down in the tent at night and feel free
from the black flies for a fcAv hours. We had plenty of
fly oils Avith us of A^arious kinds, but found the tar oil

the only thing to keep the flies from biting; CA'en that
i-t(iuired renewing frequently. Nesmuk's recipe is the
best I have tried.

We Avere out bright and early the next morning, Sat-
urday, and fished until about 10 o'clock, Avhen Ave re-

turned to camp and packed up, after partaking of a
sumptuous meal. We then left for the end of the
portage, Avhere we found Isaac awaiting us (I never
kneAv him to fail to be on time), and it did not take us
long to get doAvn to the river, Avhere we divided the
fish and packed them carefully in our baskets with
plenty of ice and boughs. The steamer arriv^ed about
4, and Ave reached Buckingham at 5:30. We drove at
cnce to the railway station, and had tea at a nice, clean,
comfortable hotel near by. after which Ave enjoyed a
pleasant chat over our trip, until the train arrived at 9:20.
We reached home at 10:15. and all pronounced it, al-

though short, one of tlic most enjoyable trips we had
ever liad. Not a single thing Avent Avrong or AA'as for-
gotten> It is- not often that everything goes right on
such a trip. A slight accident Jiable to happen, or
something be forgotten or broken, which might cause
considerable inconA'enience Avhen one is away from civ-
ilization: but everything Avent Avell in our case.

The fine weather of course prevented us making a
large catch, but Ave did not go for the purpose of making
a haul, and we Avere all perfectl}'^ satisfied Avith Avhat
sport we had. Our total catch Avas sixty trout of about
T pound average Aveight—quite sufficient to make the
sport interesting.

With regard to flies we found that the proper size of
heok Avas No. 5 (old seals), and that the grizzly-king
dressed Avith a very bushy body of rather dark green
seal's fur Avas the most effective, as before mentioned.

Walter Greaves.
Ottawa, Sept. IT.;

The Sea^s Exchange.
I )owN in the deeps of the wintry sea, :

F&r from the tossing waves;

Where the clinging weed is the. ptily meed, .

•

O'er tlje sailors' silent graves.

Down in the deeps an old crab squats,

Watching with evil eye

'I'he trawl with its freight of the living dead'

A? it passes slgwly by,
I'

Above in the storm-tossed ocean trougli,

In the mist of the blinding rain,

'Fore the scourging blast the creaking maSt

Groans loud as a soul in pain.

The craft heels o'er, and the sea's long arms.

Like tentacles seeking prey,

.Suck a man from the shell in the seethmg hell,

The toll of the sea to pay.

He saw Death's hand so oft before,

Its terrors he laughed to scorn;

l?ut oh! for the widow's anguished moan
At the break of the coming dawn.

Vet the tiets are heavy with scaly spoil.

The harvest exchanged for life,

And his mates must earn for his widow's need

What he would have earned for wife.

Down in the deeps 'neath the turmoil wild

The trawl sweeps slowly past.

Up from the quiet and ghostly calm

To the force of the wintry blast;

And down in its place come the form and face

Of one who but lately laughed »

As he judged the weight of the scaly freight

In the hold of his tiny craft.

Whilst the old gray crab from his sandy bed
Crawled over the smackman's breast. ',

"More room for those who are left," be said,

"May the sea gods help the rest."

Down in the deeps the old crab watched
With active and evil eye,

As the trawl made way for the lifeless clay.

And drifted slowly by.

—Kryptos in Loudon I'^ishing Gaxcltc.

Mahseer Fishing.
To go with Mr. Cheney's notes on the mahseer, the

great game fish of Indian waters, we qUQte this story, a
British angler's experience with the fish in Central India

:

S. and myself took three days' leave to try our luck in

one of the numerous rivers knoAvn as the "Kali Sind."
Fourteen miles' ride on an apology for a road all over
black cotton soil brought us to our camp near a small
village of the usual type on the river bank. It was 5
o'clock Avhen we arrived, too late for much chance of a
fish, so Ave turned out some of the villagers to beat for
us and had a very good little shoot, getting seven brace
of partridge and a few quail before dinner time. Next
morning we turned out early and full of high hopes, fished
steadily until about 9 A. M., but with no success. The
river was clear and we could see plenty of fish schooling
about, but they treated the spoon Avith the utmost con-
tempt. Occasionally a fat mahseer would sail after it al-

most to one's feet and then turn aAvay A\'ith a Avag of his
tail. It was particularly annoying. We caught nothing
that day. The following day things were not much better,
S. got one mahseer, 4 pounds, and I got a murril, 45^.
A murril is not a A^ery sporting fish to catch. He is

heavy and dull and makes a poor fight of it, but his Avorth
as an addition to the larder is undoubted ; he is seldom
absent from any decently s'upplied breakfast table. The
first time I caught one of these fish I mistook him for a
kind of snake, and his proceedings justified my suspicion,
as no sooner had I freed the hook from his mouth than
he slipped from my hand and did sixteen annas straight
back to the tank. . I tried to grab him, but could get no
purchase on his snake-like body, and in spite of my iiing-
ing myself on top of him he slid gracefully into the
water and swam slowly away. I know him better now
and knock him on the head before he is taken out of the
landing net. *

Next day Ave Avere both rather stiff and Aveary and
turned out rather late. The dead still heat in a river
bed on a September day is something to be remembered,
and the smell of the damp vegetation is stifling, so it Avas
not to be wondered at that we were both a bit lazy and
did nO' fishing before breakfast. There was nothing in the
weather or water to-day to make one anticipate that it

would be in any Avay different from yesterday or the day
before. But that Avas just Avliere Ave made a mistake; the
niahseer had made up their minds to break their fast on
this occasion, as I shortly found out. Beginning at the
same place as on the two previous days—a quiet pool
below a ford—^I Avas into a liA^ely 2-pounder the very first

cast, and in a quarter of an hour had two more the same
size. I skipped about half a mile of intervening water in

order to try what seemed the most likely bit—a nice
rapid about two hrundred j^ards long and interspersed
Avith rocks—a shoal ran down the length of the rapid
dividing it from a quiet baclcAvater. Wading down the
shoal I could cast across the stream, and soon began to
ha\-e a lively tim^e. For more than an hour I Avas landing
or losing fish at frequent intervals—the monster of the
day, of course, defeated me—twice he took out nearly all

my line, and as I reeled him up short the second time
I experienced that blank and dismal sinking inside (T
can't discribe it better). knoAvn only to fisherman, as my
rod suddenly straightened out and the spoon came flicking

back to me across the stream. I found on examination
that the hook had broken—bad luck indeed. I put up
another spoon, which, however, did not last long. Having
cast across the stream, I was hauling in the slack when a

fish snapped up the spoon almost at my feet, the line ran
out, but being a bit kinked caught round the reel. There
was a jerk that nearly took the rod out of my hands, the
line snapped, the rod fortunately stood the strain and the
line came falling batk through the rings. That
mahseer got a jog in the mouth that fairly astonished him
and for full thirty seconds he kicked about on the top of
the Avater, getting gradually further and further down
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stream. About i o'clock the take was over. Fourteen

fish, total weight a little over 40 pounds, the largest 6

pounds, the smallest i^—nothing very great in the way
of size, perhaps, but they gave me a morning's real gOod

sport. Tiffin over, it was time to be of¥, as we had a long

ride before us, and it would not do to get caught m the

dark ; so I tramped back to camp. On seven subsequent

occasions within the next month I fished this river.

My biggest catch was three fish, and I had three absolutely

blank days, which I think bears out to a certain extent

my previous remarks on the "cussedness" of the mahseer.
^ ^ R. C. B.

Smelt Fishing in Boston Waters.

Boston, Sept. 28.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
smelt fishing season has been on tor some weeks in this

vicinity, and large numbers of this highly prized fish have

been taken. Several of the personal friends of Com.
John N. Roberts have been playing in great luck re-

cently. The Commodore (he gets his title from the

South Boston Yacht Club) has a cottage on Peddach's

Island, where he passes the greater part of his time

from May to December. I have described it before in

your columns, and it is only necessary to add that it

is all there, with a substantial addition built last fall.

The members of his family, children and grandchildren,

having relumed to the city, his fishing friends are now
being" entertained in turn.' 1 have been down twice

thus far.

Col. Henry W. Wilson was down for one fishing, and

got all he wanted. Both he and the Commodore went
to the city Wednesday, while I remained alone at the

cottage, with suggestions from the "Com." as to the

course to be pursued the next morning. Mr. George
Lakin, another enthusiastic fisherman, who occupies a

cottage nearby, was to go out with me, and as the

boss didn't want us to miss a good thing he set the

alarm clock for 3:15 A. M., and it went off accordingly.

A good breakfast was soon disposed of. and at half

past five we were at our anchors on the fishing grounds

off Bunkin Island. The day before there were eight

boats there with fourteer. fishermen, but this morning
we had it all to ourselves. After a few minutes they

began to take hold, and for three hours we had all the

fun we wanted. We weru obliged to stop shortly after

10 o'clock, as Mr. Lakin was to go to the city on the

noon boat. We had 29)^ pounds of smelts, which is

the record for the season so far as known. The Com-
modore returned on the afternoon boat—dinner was
ready when he reached the cottage, after which I took
a walk over*tbe island and gathered a good sized basket

of mushrooms. The next morning the three of us took
about 25 pounds of fish, and I returned home in the

afternoon delighted with my trip.

The Commodore is a sportsman from the word go. He
has been an active member of the governing board of

the Massachusetts Fish and Game Association for many
years. He is a big bodied, big-hearted man, and he en-

joys having his friends at his hospitable board. There is

nothing about the place too good for them, and the

only condition he exacts is that if they come to fish they

shall get up in the morning and be ready for breakfast

when he gets it on the table. The man who wouldn't

do that ought not to be allowed to go fishing, much less

to land on the island. We go again next week.
Wm. B. Smart.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Fox River Region.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 29.—The Fox Lake, 111., lake

and river region is showing good sport this week, the
best for many days. Ben Stilling, of Pistakee Bay, says
that the fishing is better there now than it has been for

years. Fred Peet, A. Wolfarth, E. R. Letterman and
A. C. Smith are among those who have tried Fox River
runs lately, from Mclfenry down. ,and they report the

fish biting freely. They used the spoon hook, and
though the weeds are still bad thej' got fine strings of

pickerel and bass.

Dr. Burnett and three friends report fine sport on
their trip at Bluff Lake,, near the Fox Lake Chain.
Near the came country. L. F. Crosby has taken 20 bass
in one day, Harry Miner 14. Harry Babcock 8. N. P.

Riley at Sand Lake, the same chain, has had good sport
with bass and pickerel, and so has Chas. Oik at Cedar
Lake. Fronr the Lauderdale Lake, further north in

Wisconsin, Walter Sharp reports the largest bass of the

season, 6 pounds.

In the Mttscallunge Country.

Mr. Geo. Jenney. of this city, is just back from a
flying trip to the Manitowish and Spider Lake. country
of Wisconsin. He had good luck, and got one of 26
pounds, one of 17 pounds, and several of weights such
as 10 pounds, 12 pounds, etc. He tries to look modest
about it. but really this is the best muscallunge score of

wMch I have had word for some weeks.
Messrs. C. T. Farson, H. Wayne, Jas. W. Hyde and

Dr. OIney are back this week from a trip in the Fificld

country. They got no great fishing in the lakes, but on
trying the Flambeau River discovered that all the 'lunge
in the country seemed to be congregated there waiting
for them. They had fine sport indeed. Though nothing
of very great size turned out, they had one of 27 pounds,
one of 15 pounds, etc. Mr. Hyde reports 16 partridge
and 17 muscallunge. which is a good mixed bag.
Mr. G. K. Thompson, city agent here of the Wiscon-

sin Central Line, is, at this writing, up in the Fifield

country with Rev, -Mr. L, Potter and wife, and they are
having good sport. The deer crop is reported by every-
body as extremely good, the fishermen seeing deer
almost hourly.

Messrs. Chas. and Louis .-Xntoine, who were this week
up at Squirrel Lake, Wis,, after 'lunge, bring back al-

most the only hard luck story of the week. They .hit

the lake when it was in bloom, though it was the last

week in September; certainly a most unusual occurrence,
for the bloom is S/Upposed to run mosth- in July or
August, But here it was, and no doubt about it, and
l;liaU|^h they fislied three day? tl^ey ^id not get ^ jriiis-

callunge. The whole shore was turned green by this

scouring of the lake, the decomposition of the vegeta-

tion sending out such a cloud of particles that one
could hardly see an oar a foot deep in the water,

.Harry Hascal and John Waddell had some fishing on
their trip to Platte Lake, Mich., but met rough weather,

so that they could not go out on the lake much of the

time.

For the next two weeks we shall probably have the

best fishing for bass and mttscallunge since early spring.

The One-Eyed Bass of "Washington Park.

For many years the guards and watchmen of Wash-
ington Park, one of the big playgrounds of the south

division of this city, have known a certain big bass

which lived in one of the park lakes, and which was
known among all the local guards and, also some of the

visitors, as the "one-eyed bass." This old fellow had
lost an optic in some way or other, and yet he seemed
to have enough brains to get along safely in this world

with only one eye.

liad this bass been in a wild water and open to assault

all the year through, perhaps his 'finish would have

come before now. In the parks of the city no angling

is permitted except for a short time in the fall season,

when anglers are allowed to fish for a couple of hours

in the morning. Yesterday morning there was an angler

patiently flogging this particular lake where the old

one-eyed bass lay. He got a fierce strike on his spoon,

and after. a steady fight of some time, he landed his

fish. There were several park laborers watching his

figlit, and when the bass was brought up the bank to

where they couid see it, they all exclaimed. "He's got

old One-eye!" The angler did not stop to give his name,

but ])ut his bass in a basket, and started down town
with him. He took the fi.sh in tn V, L,_ & A.'s. and
that must have been at Ica.st an hour after it was caught.

At that time the fish was still alive in tlic basket, and
no doubt v;ould liave liyed if retnrned to the water.

It was a big-nrouth, and it weighted 5 pounds. The
name of the man who caught this old fellow is not

known, as he disappeared before any newspaper man had

seen him. The lakes at Washington Park are turning

out some nice bass this week. At Jackson Park there

have also been some good takes made of mornings

lately.

E. Hough,
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

he Memel

San Francisco Fly-Casting Club.

Medal contests, series of 1900, Stow Lake, Sept. 15.

West wind, warm and mild.

Event Event Event
No- No. 2, No. 4,

Distance, Accuracy, , Event No. 8, , Lure
Feet Per cent. Acc. % Del. % Net ^ Casting^

Battu 89 85.4 85.8 70 77.10

94 88.4 92.8 71. S 82.2

Everett 10.5 9.3 92 79.2 85.7

92.8 86.8 7G.8 81.8

Edwards 102.6 89.4 90.4 70.10 80.7

Golclier 92 92 75.10 83.11

87.4 89.8 75.10 82.9

Mansfield 91.8 94.4 70.10 82.7

87.8 91,8 79,2 85.5

Young 99 89,8 93,4 74,2 83,9

Everett 91,1
100 84.8

Fowler 105 87,8 76 (i0,10 68.5

Haigbt 86 71,8 88,8 64.2 76.5

83 71.4 84 66.5 75.4

Huyck 95 90.8 93.8 69.2 81.5
96 91 89.8 71.8 80.8 ..

Mansfield 95.4 92.4 84.2 88.3 96.4
93.8 92 85 88.6

Muller 102 93.4 76.4 80.10 78.7

Battu .. .. •• 77
.. .. .. 67

Brotheii:on .. •• .. • 79
.. .. .. 72.1

Judges. Mansfield and Muller; referees, Brotherton and
Battu; clerk, Huyck.

Whose Was the Salmon?

TiTE angler who hooked the fish, the varying story of

which has been related in the last two issues, sends us a

new version, but there is so little likelihood of there being

any general agreement on the facts that it is clearly im-
possible to express any further opinion on the subject. A.
informs us that after the salmon broke his line, B,, .who
was fishing close to him. fished it up accidentally and got

it above the water, but the combined efforts of A, and B,

were insufficient to bring the line to the bank, C, on the

other side, was then asked to throw his line across and to

tie it to those of A, and B, (I say 'ours,' " writes A.,

"for B, and myself were acting in unison.") C. appeared
to be doing this, but it was seen that he had tied his own
line on to the broken line. A, and others had to throw
stones in order to make the fish move, and C's line had to

be assisted off rocks, C, claimed the fish on the grounds
that he had killed it. Neither B, nor D,, who gaffed it,

claimed the fish, but said it was A,'s fish, A.'s grievance
clearly is that C. was requested to attach the broken line

to B.'s, instead of which he attached it to his OAvn. Flad
he done as it is alleged he was asked to do, a new ques-

tion would arise, would the fish have been A,'s or B,'s?

The '^'atter has now been sufficiently threshed out,—Lon-
don Field,

Ftench Interest in Ottr Tackle.

FiVUBG. St. Hokore, Paris, Sept, 5.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I again read in the last issue of your very in-

teresting paoer of the Leonard rod being used by some
of the leading competitors in the Chicago ily-casting

tournament, I have sent to the manufacturers for a

catalogue of their Leonard rod, which I have heard of

as'one of the best, if not the best, of American brands,

I am told that T, J, Conroy, of New York, is another
very good maker ; and, by the way, I might say I deplore
that none of the best American fishing tackle makers have
giA^en us a chance of seeing specimens of their goods here
this year. Like myself, many French anglers I know
would be anxious to try the best American fishing tackle

and .compare it wfth the best Enghsh. of whiclj we find

very good specirne^is here. L-

Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct 30.—Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett, Sec'y Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake View, Miclj.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice, Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake, Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
No. 20. ,

.—Illinois Field Trials Association's second
annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of
the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr„ Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 20.

. Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.
C. Peterson, Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 22.—Glasgow. Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Oub's annual

field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annua) field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'v, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill. Conn.

Training the Hunting Dog
For the Field and Field Trials.

IV.—Punishment and Bad Methods,

Fear in all its forms,' bird shyness (commonly caljcd
blinking), whip shyness, man shyness, gun shyness, or
a shyness in taking the initiative in anything', is the
common result of harshly repressive and tyrannical
methods. Accordingly as the fear is associated with a
particular object so one kind of shyness may be c±-
hibitcd; but fear may be associated with several objects
if there is cause for it from the dog's point of view;
and badlj- treated dogs may show all the different forms,
with a general apprehensiveness that something dread-
ful is likely to happen at any moment. Sometimes a
form of shyness may result from the mistake of a mo-
ment, but generally it is the result of systematic harsh-
ness.

Whatever the cause, shyness of any kind 'is more or
less a serious check on the dog's training, and if it is

of the kind known as blinking, it may go far toward
rendering him worthless.
The trainer who succeeds best must have a genuine

liking for dogs, else he is predisposed to habitual harsh-
ness or indifference. Those who have no fondness for
them are rarely much of a success as skillful educators,
and generally the dog which is so unfortunate as to be
under their schooling has met his misfortunes of life

at its very outset.

While a dog may misbehave and therefore need*pun-
ishment as a preventive, it must ever be considered
that there are degrees of it, times foi- it, and a manner
of applying it which renders it most effective. One
trainer may whip a dog severely without therebj' losing
his confidence or abating his ardor; another one may
give a less punishment and still evoke shyness. The
one had the dog's confidence and affection; the other
had but a small part of them.
There are dogs which are by nature timid, but

shyness in the average field dog is a euphemistic term
for fear. When the dog is shy he is afraid. There arc
some painful associations of the past which he con-
siders may become the realities of the present, and being
a reasoning animal he is shy. He is afraid of the whip
because it is associated with painful memories. He is

afraid of his handler because the latter is a being of
superior force and dangerous in certain moods. He is

afraid of the gun if the concussion of it has strained
and pained his car drums, if the flash has hurt his eyes,

if the .sif^ll of the foul gases has offended his delicate

nose, and if he has been thrashed in a way by which
he reasoned that the noise of the gun was associated
with the thrashing. He is shy of birds if he is whipped
concerning them before he well knows what they are
or what he is whipped for; the pain then is associated
with them, and when he catches scent of them he blinks.

He becomes shy of taking any independent action if

he is constantly nagged and balked and scolded and
bedeviled, and it is a fair assumption that his master
would be so if subjected to the same treatment,' besides

having a large fund of hard luck stories witli whitih to

edify his friends.

While it is not possible to conduct the training of

all dogs without evoking a feeling of shyness at times,

it is quite possible to keep the feeling within bounds
which are not harmful, if not to dispel the shyness as

a phase of the passing moment. But if the dog's fears

dominate him, his thoughts are concentrated on his own
safety, and in that frame of mind he is not a promising
pupil,

A dog may be trained too much as well as too little.

The true theory of training is, in working the dog to

the gun. to -preserve all his natural enthusiasm, industry,

knowledge and self reliance as in manner he naturally

exercises them for himself free from all control.

When a dog is trained too much, he is said to- be

over-trained, but this term does not properly convey
the meaning of the results of over-meddling, namely,

the suppression of his proper educational development
and the slavish subordination of his will, which make
him a mere unthinking machine in the hands of his

master. By way of contra.sting the difference between
arrested mental development, let us consider the inde-

pendent action, the resourcefulness, the vigorous indus-

try of a hound or hounds in pursuit of a fox, of grey-

hounds in pursuit of a jackrabbit, of self-hunting setters

and pointers when freely ranging alone through field

and forest in pursuit of prey. These qualities, then at

their best—that is as the dogs use them for themselves—
are at the degree they should be after the dog is trained

to apply them in the service of the gun. But, if the

trailer exergises and enforces his 9wn jtidginej;it
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wliat tlie dog must do in every moment and every act,

perpetually commanding, wliistling, signaling, checking
him is his every independent purpose, he will become
so dominated and restricted in time that he will be a
creature without a will or purpose of his own, and will

look to his trainer for prompting and orders at every

turn.

From the moment of the first glimmer of intelligence

in the pUppy till the moment he dies,_he observes the

domination of man. He quickly learns that man is his

superior in force and knowledge, and he learns also that

to him he must yield. Restrictions in working to the

gun which at first were submitted to under compulsion,
in time are observed by him from self interest and habit.

If the over-trained dog makes a short cast, he retiirns

itnmediately for a command or signal from his trainer

as to what he should do next. He roads and points

perfunctorily under submission. His whole attention

and acts are engrossed in the observance of his slave-

hood; perpetually balked, thrashed and dominated, his

ardent desire to pursue and capture in his own free and
happy manner is either harmfully suppressed or entirely

extinguished, when he is in the company of his teacher.

Such are the evils of over-training.

A dog over-trained is of much less value as a worker
than one that is but partially trained but whose natural

capabilities are unimpaired. In thi.s connection, it may
be usefully remarked that practically the properly trained

dog works without any orders at all. Man and dog seek

with concerted action or supplenient each other's efforts,

working together for mutual success as a team. The
dog, allowed to work in his own manner, but restricted

more and more to apply. his work in the service of the

gun as his training progresses, in time learns that great

success results from the joint efforts of his master and
himself; and he then performs his part with an intelli-

gence a-nd a ])ractical manipulation of means to ends.,

far beyond any knowledge which could be conveyed to

him by his teacher.

A knowledge of the evils of over-training are essential

in the development and training of held dogs, but it

is still more essential in respect to lield trial dogs. How-
ever satisfactory to his owner an over-trained dog may
be in field work, he will not be considered as even ma-
king a good showing when in competition with properly

trained dogs which are performing under the critiacl eye

of the judge. But the distinctions in respect to field and
field trial training will be more fully set forth in other

chapters.

Training a dog to loud orders is a bad, coarse method
of teaching obedience. It is indicative of bad temper
in the trainer, accomplishes nothing which could not

be accomplished in a quieter way, is distinctively offen-

sive to everyone within hearing of the hullabaloo, and
gives alarming notice to all the birds in the neighbor-
hood that a dangerous bloodthirsty man has invaded
their habitat. It thus impairs success.

Oftentimes the amateur trainer takes his gun and .sets

forth to kill birds, taking a green puppy along and
making the education of the latter a mere incident of

his sport. Such is not at all training in a proper sense.

It is commencing at a point which should be at a much
later stage in the dog's education.

After the training has once been begun, regularity in

the lessons is of prime importance. For instance, it

will be conceded at once that it is much better 10 give

a dog a half-hour lesson on each of ten days than it is

to give him a lesson of five hours' duration on one day.

While a dog has very good powers of memoijj, he soon
forgets his first lessons if it is not refreshed by daily

repetition in respect to them. The trainer may have h.id

a similar forgetiulness concerning his own first lessons,

which should admonish him to be considerate.

While punishment betimes is a necessity, its use as

a whole is unnecessarily comprehensive. There is no
doubt but what it is inflicted in most instances under
a mistaken belief that it is useful in forcing a dog to

learn what the trainer desires he should learn and that

it really accomplished the desired purpose. The ulea,

so applied, is a mistaken one. Punishment never teaches

the dog anything other than in a negitive manner; that

is to say, it simply deters him from doing certain things.

It does not in the least Add to the dog's sum_ total of

knowledge in a developmental manner. For instance,

if the dog is punished for chasing a rabbit, he learns

that the act has painful associations, which are likel>

to again recur if the act is repeated, and expecting this

he forbears chasing. The punishment does not in Jii

least teach him the reason why he must not chase, nor
indeed anj'thing about chasing other than that the act

residts in pain to himself. It is a deterrent, and he tm-

derstands nothing more concerning it. On the other

hand, if he had not the natural impulse and inclination,

no degree of punishment would teach him how to chase

a rabbit or even to chase it at all. From the dog's

point of view, there is no wrong in chasing rabbit,

chicken or sheep, etc. They are his natural prey: his

delight in their pursuit is unbounded; he is following
the natural impulses of his natttre; it is his manner of

obtaining the necessities of dog life; yet if punished he

yields to superior force and desists.

There is no part of a dog's education in which punish-

ment is of any benefit except as a corrective. The dog's

knowledge increases only from experience. The trainer

can not force his own knowledge into the dog by virtue

of whip or spike collar. Even when forcing a dog to

retrieve with the latter instrument, its yalue is purely

negative. It does not teach the dog anything about
retrieving, as will be more fully explained in the chapter

treating on that subject.

When a dog's fears arc aroused, or Avhen he is made
needlessly to feel uncomfortable, worried and uneasy,

his progress as a pupil is slow. If the lessons are made
obnoxious to him, the trainer has succeeded in making
them things to be avoided or quickty ended rather than
things which have a pleasant purpose. With a violent

teacher, the dog's life is truly a sad one. His knowledge
is then acquired under the most disheartening difficulties.

Under similar violent conditions, the teacher as a pupil

would rise in rebellion and implore the world to witness

and right his wrongs. Punishment is a bad enough
measure AA'hen used as a true aid to education. It is no
part of education when used to gratify anger.

|Tntil the trainer can control his temper, if he unfor-

tunately have one which is fiery, and fit his efforts to the

dog's capacity and progress, he will be inefficient. And
these corrections of himself, no one can do for him other

than himself. His own judgment and self-control are his

only reliance, since they are personal and therefore en-

tirely outside of the scope of any system presented by

others.

B, Waters,

Ladies' Kennel Association.

,'\t the meeting of the Ladies' Kennel Association,

held at the Waldorf-Astoria, on Sept. 26, Mrs. James L.

Kernochan presided. It was decided to add the name
America to the name of the Association, and it is now
the Ladies' Kennel Association of America, Rules and
regulations were «Jopted. The design for the Associa-

tion medal was chosen. Ten new members were elected,

namely: Mrs. C. A. Stevens, Mrs. O. W. Bird. Mrs. H.
N. Harriman, Mrs. Bradley-Dyne, Mrs. Horace Stokes,

Mrs. Sidney Dillon Ripley, Mrs. R.. L. Stevens, Mrs.

F. Senn, Mrs. Thomas Moody and Miss Lillian Mocran.
It was decided to offer at Philadelphia, besides^ the

premiership, a medal to all breeds, tl.c Sands Point Chal-

lenge Cup for the best St. Bernard dog or bitch, and the

"C!eo de Merode" Challenge Cup for the best French
bulldog or bitch. A member of the Association offered

$500 for a cup of that value for the best American-bred
biilldog bitch. A member of the Association offered

by a member, and $500 for a cup of that value for the

best American-bred bloodhound, dog or bitch, bred,

owned atid exhibited in the ring by a nu-mber; to be

competed for at Philadelphia. The meeting then ad-

journed.
N, K. Bird.

Hon, Sec'y L. K. A. of yVnierica,

Westburv, L. I, ,

American Canoe Association, J900-t90J.

Coniniudtirc, C. E, Britlon, Ganaiioque, Can.
Librarian. W. P. Stephens, Tliirty-second street and Avenue A,

Bayoiine, N. J.

Division Officers.

ATLANTIC DIVISION
\^ice-Conj.. Henry .\t. Dater, Brooklyn, N. Y,

.

Rear-Com., TL D. Hewitt, Burlington, N. J.

Purser, Josepli F. Eastmond, 199 Madison street, Brooklyn. N. Y.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., C. P. Forbusli, Buffalo, N. Y.
Rear-Corn.. Dr. C. R. Henry, Perry, N. Y.
Purser, Lyman P. Hubbell, BuiTalo, N. Y.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Louis A. Hall, Newton, Mass.
Rear-Coni., C. M. Lamprey, Lawrence, Mass.
Purser, .4. E. Xiinberly, Lawrence Experimental Station,

Lawrence, Mass.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Vice-Corn,, G. A. Howell, Toronto, Can.
Rear-Com., R. Easton Burns, King.'^ton, Ontario, Can.
Pin-ser, R. Norman Brown, Toronto, Can.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., VVm. C. Jupp, Detroit, Mich,
Ucar-Com., F. B. Huntington, Milwaukee, Wis.
Purser, Fred T. Barcroft, 40S Ferguson Building, Detroit, Mich.

at

Official organ. Forest and Stream.

In dealing with the question of disorder in camp Vice-
Com. Allen gives a very mild and lenient and by no
means a correct view of the evil. It is not a case of a
few incidental offenses, but of such a state of affairs as

prevailed in a recent camp, where one prominent club

had a large tent, completely fitted up, as a free bar,

with amateur bartenders at hand by day and night; at

the same camp one gentleman, a member of another
prominent cl-ub, after working himself up to a state of

intoxication, in which he knew nothing of what he was
doing, started oft' for the ladies'' camp, with the avowed
intention of "cleaning it out," and was only restrained

by force. At the same time the executive absolutely
refused to take action in these and similar cases when
urged to do so bj' many of the older members.
As far as the area of the camp is concerned, if it

is half-a-mile or more in extent, those who object may
perhaps get out of the area of disturbance, but the

majority of men in camp, even though not specially

straight-laced, desire to pitch their tents in the main
camp with others of their club, and at the same time
object to being compelled to lie awake all night and
listen, not only to noise, but to particularly foul and
obscene noise. These performances are not exceptional,

but mark every camp, unless they are suppressed at

the outset with a-strong hand; and the Commodore who
sets out to oppose this sort of thing is vepj} a^i, to make
himself unpopular in the the end,

If the Association is, as it has always pfpfessed to be,

a model among sporting societies, appealing especially

to men of refiued tastes and gentlemanly instincts, it

is due to itself that this sort of disorder should be made
impossible in the future. The question of liquor in camp
is nattrrally closely allied to that of general disorder, but
still they are not identical. This year there was, as far

as we can ascertain, less liquor and less general drinking
than usual, a number of men who ordinarily carry
liquor with them having purposely left it home. Old
members will call to mind one club which always had
a tent with a generous supply of all kinds of liquor, and
was noted for the extent and character of its hospitality,

but matters were managed in such a way that there was
never a cause of complaint on the score of disorder or

drunkeness.

We have thus far received no notice of the annual
meeting of the A. C. A. Executive Committee, but it

will probably be held in the latter half of this month
at Gananoque, where the committee can spend a day on
the St. Lawrence, in personal inspection of camp sites.

No report is as yet forthcoming from the Regatta
Committee, but a large number of proposals for amend-
nicnt of the constitution, by-laws ^nd rgcing rules have

been made, and are herewith published. Some of these are

good and some the re^•erse, but the number ot them is

encouragmg, as indicating a more general interest oil

the part of members in the affairs of the Association.

There will be a good deal of business before the meeting,

but nothing specially difficult if the proposals arc taken

up in order and the discussion is limited to the main
points. It is impossible to discuss all the proposais

here, but we hope that members will study them well;

there will still be time in the next issue of the .Foiie.st

ANu Stream for comments and sugestions. One of the

most important proposals is that of Vice-Coni. 'Dater

for the amendment of the measurement rule, other

members also having submitted various proposals in the

same direction.

What Vice-Com. Allen modestly calls a "kick" is

worthy of a better name, as it touches thoughtfully on
some important points in the Association's aff'airs; 3t

would be a good thing if more of the members kicked

in the same manner by openly discussing the current

doings and happenings of the meet and tlie Association

in general.

Tlic subject of a jiermanent Gamp Site is one whiqh
might and should have been actcrl on long ago, and
Avhich with each succeeding year becomes more pressing
and more difficult. In 1884 the Association might have
purchased the whole nortlieast end of Grindstone Island

for $600, or less than it spent in iBgo in grading and
preparing the ground at Jessup's Neck for the camp.
As late as 1896, the same land was still in the market, at

about five times the old price, but still within its real

value as one of the few good camp sites still available

in the choicest part of the river. Since then it has been
purchased by the State of New York, for use as a State

park.
A site in this vicinity jHirchased now, if one can still

be had, cannot fail to appreciate in value, and is ad-
visable simply as a business investment or a new land
speculation. Apart from this, however, and even from
the main use of camp site for the meets whenever desira-

ble, there is another very strong feature, which has thus
far received very little attention. If the Association thus
owns and controls a camp |JiTouiui, every individual

member practically owns a site on the St. Lawrence
River, where he is at liberty to camp at will through
the season, without regard to the meet.' Many who
cannot take the time within the limited duration of the
meet, or who do not care to attend a meet at a distant

point, such as Muskoka or Ballast Island, can still en-
joy a private camp in the finest camping district in the

eastern part of the country. This one feature of camp-
ing at any time through the summer, each party, of

course, caring for itself in camp style, may be made of

inestimable value in maintaining the interest of the older

members and their families in the Association.

Amendments to the A. C. A. Rules*
We publish below an unusually large number of pro-

posed amendments to the Constitution, By-Laws and
Racing Rules of the A. C. A., to be considered at the
annual meeting of the Executive Committee, which will

be held this month. Some of these proposals were pub-
lished in the FoRK-ST and Stream through the month,
but we reprint them for the benefit of those who see
only the canoeing number. There will still be time to
discuss them in the next issue, and we hope that mem-
bers will take the trouble to read them carefully, and to
express their opinions as a guide to the Executive Com-
mittee.

New Yoric, Aug. 31.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

hereby give notice that at the next meeting of the Exec-
utive Committee of the American Canoe Association I

shall move the adoption of the following resolution:
"Resolved, That the term of office of the member of

the Board of Governors elected from the Western Divi-
sion of the American Canoe Association shall be deemed
to have begun on Oct. .i, 1899, and to expire three
years thereafter, or on Oct. i, 1902."

The effect of this resolution will be that the present
members of the board will retire in the following order,
thus avoiding confusion: Northern Division member,
1901; Atlantic and Western, 1902; Eastern and Central,
1903.

] shall off'er the following:
"Resolved, That the election of Commodore from and

selection of the location of meets in the territory of the
various divisions as at present constituted shall be in
the following order: Central, Northern, Atlantic, East-
ern and Western."

I also inclose a copy of certain proposed changes in

the racing regiilations, which I have forwarded to the
Regatta Committee for their action in accordance with
Chapter IX. of the By-Laws and Rule XXII. of the
Racing Regulations.

Hknry M. Dater.

_
To Regatta Committee of the American Canoe Associa-

tion.—Gentlemen: In accordance with Chapter IX., Sub-
division 8, of thq By-Laws, and Rule XXII. of the Rac-
ing Regulations of the American Canoe Association, I

hereby submit for your approval the following* proposed
changes in the racing regulations of the A. C. A., and
I hereby give notice that at the next meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Association I shall move
the adoption of the same.

First. To amend Rule I. ot the Racing Regulations by
adding after the word "Canoes" at the end of the para-
graph therein contained entitled "Dimensions and Limi-
tations—Sailing." the following:
"No fixed metal rudder shall be used and all drop rud-

ders must be so constructed and fitted that the same when
drawn up shall not proiect below a fair line along the
keel."

Second. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the
above paragraph, and after the change above proposed,
the following I "In all sailing and combined races, no
rig other than a practical hoisting and lowering rig

^hall be used."
Third. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the

afjove paragrstph, and aftef the changes above proposed-
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Itlie following: "No deck sliding seat shall be used in

anj^ race." ^
Henry M. Datek.

Toronto, Sept. \o—Editor Forest and Stream: 1

hereby give notice that at the next Executive Committee

meeting of the American Canoe Association I shall move
tlie adoption of the following changes to the bi^-laws:

That Chapter 12 be numbered 13 and that the words

"The affirmative vote of three-fourths of all" be struck

out and the words. "A majority vote of" substituted.

That Chapters 13 and 14 be amended by being num-
bered 14 and 15 respectively.

That a new Chapter 12 be introduced, as follows:

"Chapter 12. Order in Camp.—When a member com-
plains to the Commodore of any member or members
creating a noise after ri P. M., the Commodore must in-

\estigate the matter, and if the charge is sustained he

must request the offending member or members to leave

camp. The Commodore may request any member to

leave camp if, after due consideration, he is of the

opinion that better order can be maintained thereby."

W. G. MacKendrick.

New York, .Sepl. to.—Editor Forest and Stream:

This is a copy of certain proposed changes in the racing

regulations which I have submitted to the Regatta Com-
mittee of the A. C. A. for their action in accordance

with Chapter IX. of the By-Laws, and Rule XXII. of the

Racing Regulations:
"To the Regatta Committee of the American Canoe

.Association.—Gentlemen; In accordance with Chapter

IX.. Subdivision 8 of the By-Laws, and Rule XXII. of

the Racing Regulations of the A. C. A., I hereby submit

the following proposed changes in the racing regulations

of the A. C. A.

:

"First. To amend Rule I. of the Racing Regulations

by adding after the word 'Canoes' at the end of the para-

graph entitled 'Dimensions and Limitations—Sailing,'

the following: 'No fixed rudder projecting below a

fair line along the keel shall be used and no drop rud-

der shall be used that, when drawn up, projects below

the said line.'

"Second. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the

above paragraph, and after the change above proposed,

the following; 'All decked sailing canoes shall have a

cockpit large and deep enough to sit in comfortably.'

"Third. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the

above paragraph, and after the change above proposed,

the following: 'All decked sailing canoes shall carry a

practical double blade paddle.'

"Fourth. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the

above paragraph, and after the change above proposed,

the following: 'The sliding seat shall not exceed 4ft. 6in.

in length.'

"Fifth. To further amend Rule I. by adding to the

above paragraph, and after the change above, proposed,

the following: 'In all sailing and combined races, no rig

other than a practical hoisting and lowering rig shall be

used.'

Sixth. To further amend Rule I. by addmg to the

above paragraph, and after the change above proposed,

the following: 'All open sailing canoes must have at

each end water tight bulkheads or air tanks capable of

sustaining the occupant above water when swamped.'
"

Frank C. Moore, A. C. A. 1342.

New York, Sept. 14.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Please publish the following amendment to the Constitu-

tion of the A. C. A., as required by Article XII. In

Article III. insert the _words "able to swim" after the

words "eighteen years."
Henry Smythe, A. C. A, 1308.

Philadlephia, Sept. 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

I inclose for publication the following proposed amend-

ments to the Constitution and By-Laws of the Ameri-

ican Canoe Association. M. D. Wilt.

CONSTITUTION.

Article VI. Add "Section 9" as follows: "Racing
Board.—Each division in its proper turn, at its annual

meeting, shall elect in the same manner as its regular

officers one member of that division, to serve on the

Racing Board of the Association, for__a term of three

years, or 'until his successor is elected."

(For duties of Racing Board see Chapter 9 of By-
Laws.)

Article VII., Paragraph 3. Amend by leavmg out the

words "a Regatta Committee of three members for

the annual camp of the A. C. A." after the word "ap-

point."
by-laws.

Chapter IX. Amend Paragraph 1 by adding the words
"Racing Board and Division" between the words "Duties

of" and "Committee" in the title, making >t read as fol-

lows: "Duties of Racing Board and Division Regatta
Cominittee.'" Further, amend Paragraph i by sub-

stituting the words "Racing Board" for "Regatta Com-
mittee" as the last words of the paragraph.

Amend Paragraph 2 by substituting the words "plac-

ing Board" for "Regatta Committee" wherever they

occur..

'Further amend Paragraph 2 by leaving out the word
"and" between the words "'paddling" and "'trophy" on
the third line and insert the word "sailing" after the

word "club" on the third line, making this part read as

follows: "Including the sailing and paddling trophy

races, the three record races, the club saihng race," and
insert after the words "club sailing race" at the end of

the third line the foUowing: "The paddling races for

one, two and four men with single blades, and the

paddling races for one, two arid four men with double
iDlades, and the relay race for teams of three men each,

with double blades." Insert after the words "three rec-

ord races" on the third line the words "the free-for-all

sailing race."

Amend by substituting the words "Racing Board" for

"Regatta Committee" wherever they occur.

Rule II., Paragraph 2. Amend by leaving out the

Hrst and third sentences beginning "No canoe shall be,"

etc., and "Members must paddle," etc., respectively.

Paragraph 3. Amend by leaving out the whole of the

first sentence beginning "A canoe which is," etc.

Rule V. Amend the first paragraph to read as fol-

lows: "Prizes shall be given as follows," instead of

"Flags shall be given as prizes as follows."

Amend Paragraphs 2 and 3 by leaving out these two
paragraphs - entirely and substituting the following:

"Prizes shall consist of shields or some lasting memento
with the event, the letters A. C. A., the year expressed
in four figures, the place of the meet and the words 'First

Prize' or 'Second Prize' expressed thereon. 'The prizes

for any one meet .shall be uniform in shape and design.

Prizes donated for special races or competitions may
be accepted at the discretion of the Racing Board. . No
prizes of money shall be raced for. All prizes not

awarded are to be destroyed."

Amend the fourth paragraph by leaving out the words
"if more than nine entries for the sailing trophy are

present" on the third and fourth lines. Further amend
the fourth and fifth paragraphs by substituting the words
"free-for-all" for the word "trial" wherever if occurs.

Amend by adding the following new paragraph: "There
shall be paddling races with single blades for one, two
and four men in a canoe, and with double blades for one,

two and four men in a canoe, and a relay race for teams
of three men each, with double blades, one man in a

canoe."
Amend by adding a sentence at the end of I he rule as

follows: "At least one-half of all the paddling races,

including the race for the paddling trophy and the relay

race, shall be straightaway."
Rule IX.. Paragraph 2. Amend by omitting all of

the paragraph after the word '"protest" on the fourth

line, and substitute the words "and a decision of a ma-
jority of the members present shall be final."

Add to the last paragraph of Rule IX. the sentence

following: "No man shall contest in anj' race until he
has been two days in camp, except in war canoe races,

except, by special permission of the Racing Board."

Boston, Sept. 24.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: . Please

publish the following amendment to the Constitution of

the A. C. A., as required by Article XII.

:

In Article IX., Sec. 2, Duties of Pursers. Tenth line

after the words "be announced in one of the official

organs" insert '"giving full name, accompanied by full

residential address, name of club and name of proposer."

It is unnecessary to point out the absurdity of the

present practice of publishing names, preceded by initials

only, when directories of several cities in division of

applicant contain similar names and initials.

Louis STOUffHTON DRAKE.

New York, Sept. ly.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Finding that the A. C. A. Racing Regulations do not give

the lengths of the trophy, paddling, etc., and deeming it

wise that each kind of racing canoeist should have at least

two regular annual races to compete in to encourage him
to bring his canoe to the meet. I make the following

amendments to the Racing Regulations, a copy of which
has been sent to the regatta committee as required by

Rule XII.:
PROPOSED amendments.

Rule IV. Omit the word "three" and insert instead the

word "four."

Rule V. Paragraph 3. Add the words "by the regatta

committee."
Rule V. Paragraph 4. After the words "No. i, pad-

dling and sailing combined" insert the words "three miles,

time limit one and one-half hours." After the words
"No. 2, paddling" insert, the words "one-half mile straight-

aways" After the words "No. 3, sailing" insert the words
"four and one-half miles, time limit two and one-half

hours."
Paragraph 5. Add the words "limited to 7Sft."

Paragraph 7. Omit the words "The contestant ob-

taining the highest aggregate of points becomes the lead-

ing honor man for the year" and insert instead these

words: "There shall be a free-for-all sailing race, six

miles, time limit two and one-half hours. A one-half

mile paddling race, single blade. A one-half mile pad-
dling race, double blade. A one-half mile tandem pad-

dling race, single blade. A one-half mile tandem pad-
dling race, dotiblc buade." Insert after the words "pad-
dling trophy" the words "one mile straightaway." In-

sert before the words ''trial race" the words "six-mile."

Add to this paragraph the foUoAving words : "The Dol-

phin Trophy, seven and one-half mile consolation sailing

race, open only to the losers in the trophy race, shall be

called if there are two or more entries."

Paragraph 8. Omit entirely and insert instead these

words: "Accreaited representatives of foreign clubs

shall be eligible to start in all races."

Henry. Smythe, A. C. .'\., 1,^08,

Yonkers, Sept. 21,

—

Editor Forest and Stream: 1

have this day sent the following to Mr. R. Easton
Burns, chairman regatta committee- for 1900:

As per Chapter IX. of the By-Laws and Rule XXII. of

the Racing Regulations, I herewith submit the following

changes to the racing regulations : First, to amend Rule

I. Paragraph entitled "Dimensions and Limitations," after

sentence "Leeboards may be carried by a canoe not

having centerboards," adding the following: "The
minimum weight of a decked sailing canoe, cxclUvSive of

centerboard, shall be loolbs."

The last sentence of same paragraph amended to read

as follows: "A canoe must use the same suit of sails in

all races held at any one meet, these sails to be a prac-

tical hoisting and lowering rig. and must not exceed in

area 110 sq. ft. for a decked canoe and 40 sq. ft. for an

open canoe,"
Amend Rule XXI. by adding, "A canoe upsetting in a

race shall forfeit all claim to the prize unless in the

judgment of the regatta committee the upset was caused

by the canoe Iseing fouled by another boat, in which case

the committee must notify the canoe at Once."

Not that I personally favor all the above amendments
have I proposed them, but I think they are a few sug-

gestions along the line all seem to be thinking just now.
I think some very good amendments have been ofifered

thus far. Mr. Dater, I think, is striking at the wrong
end in doing away Avith the deck seat, as to-day it is the

safest and most comfortable thing about a sailing canoe,

but there may -be some objection to the very long seats

being used, and as I think the larger sail area has been

the direct cause for tjiis, I offer the amendment tt) tt-

duce the area to no sq. ft., and in doing this I have put
a minimuiTi weight on the boat to keep some from building
a very light and unsafe boat for the smaller area. I

don't know as I have named the right weight in this

case, as I haven't weighed any of the recent sailing

canoes, but as I understand it, a detail of this kind may
be changed at the executive meeting.

Mj' object of the amendment in reference to one suit of

sails is simply to lessen the expense of racing a canoe, as

a man will not have to provide himself with a numbe'' of
sails ranging in combinations from 128 sq. ft. to 85 sq. ft.,

but can get a reefing rig of iioft. and be on even footing

with all other men.
My amendment about upsetting in a race is offered

in a measure to make the more daring sailors more con-
servative, as we have had men start in a race knowing
full well that they would upset at the first jibe, but as

that would only delay them a few seocnds, it did not
count, but if this rule is made, they will be more in-

clined to reef before starting, thereby giving some of

the poorer sailors a better chance.
I have offered these amendments in the hope that

they may in some way help to bring more men into our
races, thereby making them more interesting to our meets
and better sport to the men taking part.

H. Lansing Qti-tck.

Fellow Membefs of the "^A. C. fA»

It is very unfortunate that so much notoriety has been
given to the unpleasantness arising from firewater at our
recent meet. I do not Consider this subject a proper one
for discussion in newspapers and magazines that have a
general circulation, but it has been discussed at length
by some who are older in the A. C. A. than myself, so
probably a few words more will do no harm.
In the first place, I think had our camp been on an

island some forty acres or more in extent, as is usually
the case, there would not have been so much complaint,
but where the different camps were crowded together in

four acres of land, and one could scarcely snore at

night without arousing the entire camp, we must natu-
rally expect the owls to make a little trouble.

Secondly, had the complainant spoken to the Commo-
dore at once and he had gone quietly to the offending
party and spoken directly to him of camp disturbances
I believe there would have been no further trouble that

night, nor further disturabnce in that quarter again
during camp; but where the matter was allowed to go
on for several days, as in this case, and then formal
action taken, it naturally made a discussion through the

entire camp, and occasioned a deal of ill will.

Thirdly, I ani of the opinion that this year there was
as little drinking as at any time during the eleven years
that I have been a memlaer. No doubt we have many
members who join the Association simply to have a

jolly carousal, and not for the benefit of canoeing and
the quiet evenings of good felloAvship, and I am in favor
that hereaftef our applicants for membershiii must be
canoe owners in good and regular standing; and we
might also add able to swim (we do not mean in fire-

water).

In reference to camp sites, the next meet will un-
doubtedly on the St. Lawrence River. Looking over
our past records, we find that almost 75 per cent, of

our recent meets have been held on the St. Lawrence.
It has been suggested that the Association purchase an
island in the St. Lawrence, where the camps may be heH
from time to time, if the divisions desire, but not neces-
sarily a permanent camp site. If a division has a bettei

location and one they particularly desire used for thei\

year we would use it; but when we returned to the St.

Lawrence we would not be compelled lo build a large
dock and spend money on floors, etc. This would not
only be a saving to the general Association, but to the
indiAndual member. We could erect a mess paAdlioi-'

rough boards that would also serve as an exceller

storage place for the winter. In this pavilion a la!*g

cooking range could be placed, also an ice chest, tlsr

doing away with two of the difficulties of the camp mesi
for it is impossible to prepare food satisfactorily with
the limited facilities for cooking that we have had, and
T am one of those who are particularly anxious that we
shall have a better mess, and if the price per day could be
raised and the food raised accordingly we believe it

would be more satisfactory. Some may say that if we
own a camp site it will not be long before we haA^e a

number of permanent buildings. It Avill be a A-ery simple
matter to establish a rule that no buildings but the
mess pavilion and the ice house shall be erected,

In reference to racin.g, Ave understand that a propo-
sition Avill be offered to form a racing board. This is no
doubt a step in the right direction, and Avill do much to

promote an interest in racing ami keep it within liinits.

Being somewhat interested in that line. I feel that a

certain number of paddling races should be specified, so
that those Avho purchase canoes for paddling Avill knoAV
that there will be a number of eA^ents at least in Avhicli

they can compete. The sailing men already have theirs

set forth in our racing regulations. I believe that we
should have a fcAv more double-blade events; that all

paddling races should be straightaAvay—the turn i.<> un-
reasonable and of no value. The best races I haA'e seen
have been in the Eastern DiAasion. They are about
evenly divided between the single and double blades,

and the idea of a turn has never yet been thought
worthy of consideration. Next year Ave may expect

—

and that very reasonably—a good attendance of the East
ern racers, and some surprise in the paddling line will

occur. I haA-e attended the meets of various divisions,

and a great many club regattas, and find it is only a

portion of the Northern DiAnsion that wish the turn

Therefore it is that I make this appeal that all may
haA^e a chance at the races without having to learn trick?

in order to win. From the small interest Avhich has
been taken in recent years by the spectators, it would
seem that Ave have too many events. We should con-
sider that at our recent meet, Avherc Ave had an ex-
celletit regatta committee, the entire number of entries

was thirty, which shows that in the future we would
probably djo as well with fewer events with a coosequent
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less expenditure for prizes, although those of us who
were fortunate enough to capture prizes are more than

pleased to have such handsome souvenirs to add to our

collection.

Another matter in connection with the race^ which to

•^e seems desirable is that our paddling races (not sail-

ing) take place the last two or three days of the first

week. I have found from experience that if a man is in

camp ten days before the races he is not in^ the best

condition for racing. It is impossible in the first place

to provide food suitable for men in training; but I do not

believe that the A. C. A. should be run solely for the

benefit of the racing men. If a member now desires to

compete successfully he should come to the meet al>out

a day before the races, and will then be in a position to

meet others who come simply for the racing, and are in

the best of form. It has been said that if we have the

paddling races the first week a greater part of the mem-
bers will leave camp right after the races. We find that

thirty out of about two hundred take part in races, and
a number of these are men who thoroughly enjoy the

good fellowship of camp. We do not think it a good
objection, for those who merely came to race and go
home immediately after. We should say, let them go
if they desire. As the races are not witnessed by many
of the campers', nor is there a great deal of interest taken

except among the contestants, those of us who would
be left in camp could haye a very good time among
ourselves.

I trust that you will bear with me for this lengthy lack.

Harry C. Allen.
Vice-Corn. Atlantic Div., A. C. A.

Toronto C C. Fall Regatta.
TORONTO ^TORONTO BAY.

Saturday. Sept. 8.

TuF. Toronto C. C. held its fall regatta on Saturday.

Sept. 8. Tlie weather was all that could be desired and

I he attendance fair. A large number arrived after the

races were over to attend the dance which is usually a

feature of this club's race days. The club championships

which are paddled for at this regatta in various classes

have usually brought out a large number of contestants,

and the small number of entries for some of the events was
very marked. It would almost incur the suspicion that

there was some understanding among the paddlers.

The. fottrs in three heats made a series of interesting-

races. The winning crew, profiting by their experiences

at the Muskoka meet, changed their style, and as events

])roved, with considerable advantage.
The war canoe race between crews in the old and

new boats was close and the finish quite exciting. Had

A. m'NICHOL.
Winner of Single-Clade Championship.

the crew in the new boat spurted sooner they would have
won : as it was they pulled down a lead which the old
boat had at 50yds. from the finish, of a length to 2ft.

The results of the races were:
International Trophy Race—Won by E. A. Mimiett.

R. R. Woods second by two lengths. Two starters.

Championship Singles—Won by A. McNichol.
Championship Tandem—E. McNichol and A. Mc-

Nichol. Tw^o starters.

Champion Fours, ist Heat—G. W. Begg, S. A. Syl-
vester, A. A. Begg, H. Begg.
Second Heat—E. A. Blackball, A. McNichol, J. J.

Vaughan, R. S. Dill.

Final Heat—Won by E. A .Blackhall's crew.
The war canoe race was won by the old boat, S. A.

E. A. MINETT.
Winner T. C. C. International Paddling Trophy, Double Blades.

Sylvester stroke, and G, W. Begg coxswain, by about 2ft.

Duck Hunt Race—Won by E. McNichol.
Tilting Tournament—Won by E. H. Richards and E.

McNichol.
The regatta committee included Messrs. E. A. Black-

hall, R. S. Dill. G. H. Begg, S. A. Sylvester (secretary),
H. A. Sherrard (chairman).
The race officials were: Starter, J. R. Marlow; judge

at finish, H. J. Page ; judges at turn, A. L. Young. A. J.

Muirhead, E. J. Hathaway : referee, E. Bell ; clerks of
course, A. M. Kennedy, A.' F. Sprott, C. F. Lobb.
The club has for some years occttpied leasehold prop-

erty on the Esplanade, where land is very scarce and
vlauable. Within a few months ex-Com. Tilley has
negotiated for the club the purchase of the property on
which the club house shown in our illustration is located.
After purchasing the property for $5,000, i\Ir. Tilley was
offered $15,000 for it. In addition-to the club house, the
rtroperty includes the water lot and other build'ngs. A
rfieeting of the club was held on Sept 22. at which the
property committee made a formal report of the purchase.
A special committee was appointed to devise a plan for

amending the constitution and creating a board of gov-
ernors to care for the extensive interests of the club.

Steps will also be taken to give fitting recognition of the
services of Mr. Tilley.

British Canoe Association Meet.
Tiiii fullowiiig account of the iuurlecnUi annual meet

of the British Canoe Association is by Mr. E. A. Wale,
the newly elected secretary-treasurer, in the Field.

This interesting and enjoyable event has proved, So
far, the most successful camp of recent years. Both in

the number of members and in their craft there is a very
welcome increase. To anyone who knows the infinite

variety and charm of cruising and camping in such well-
organized gathering it is strange that the numbers
cannot be counted by hundreds instead of scores.
Tbanks to the excellent arrangements made by the in-

defatigable Mr. Perc)^ Nisbet, who has engineered so
many camps, we have a splendid site among the trees

of a private park, and not only is the "tented field"

picturesque in itself, bttt the view across the water to

Hamble is extremely pretty. So far the weather has
not permitted of any extended cruises, but most of us
have had some .delightful day excursions up the beauti-
ful Hamble River, round to Southampton, down to

Calshot Castle, and other interesting places. Up to the
present about twenty tents have been erected, and be-
tween thirty and forty members have been present.
Among the craft there are two canoe yachts, Trill,

Mr. Fair, and Lynx, Messrs. Alison and Benist. The
latter is a fine hard-weather boat, and we may expect
to see the type increase in popularity. Of canoe yawls
we have the well-known Galatea, Mr. P. Nisbet; Cray-
fish, Major Todd and Mr. Quinn; and Porpoise, Mr.
P. Oliver. Of the R. C. C. cruiser class canoes. Slaney,
Mr. Cooper, was present for the first half of the meet,
the only other one being the Solitaire, Mr. Wale. Among
the smaller canoes we have the Prucas, Mr. Laws, who
has again shown us her remarkable speed in open waters;
Rose, Mr. Holbeche, a new member from the Midland
Sailing Club; LttcHth, Mr. Kipling; Rona, Mr. Patterson;
and the eighteen-year-old Lily of our veteran skipper,
Mr. Bartley. From the above list it will be seen that
every type of modern canoe was represented, and in

addition there were se\'eral nondescript craft which do
not come with'n that definition. On the whole, the
vveatber has not been good till recently, but now bids
fair to be very pleasant. Comfort in camp life is so de-
pendent on tins factor that the present improvement is

;nost heartily welcomed.
Saturday July 28.—The opening day found everything

in order, ihe large marquee and galley erected and the
camn steward ready for his duties. Galatea, with Messrs,
Nisbet, Sr. and Jr.. and Mr. Hodder, had arrived over-
night, and Trill. Mr. and Mrs. Fair, came round from
Southampton during the day. The B. C. A. flag was
run up and properly saluted.

July 29.

—

A very stormy day and not much cruising
done, as a heav}^ thunder shower and a gale of wind
made saihng too uncomfortable. .

July 30.—Wind still strong but not enough to prevent
Mr. Kipling sailing round from Southampton in the
canoe Ludith, one of the Clyde C. C. craft. In the
afternoon we received a w^elcome visit from Mr. J. S.
Wright, vice-commodore of the American Canoe Asso-
ciation.

July 31.—Fine day, but strong winds. Galatea, Ludith
and Rose had a fast sail up the Hamble River and found
the scenery remarkably pretty. Camp steadily increasing
in numbers.
Aug. I.—A wet morning and a hard breeze all day.

Galatea had a dusting while sailing over the cup course.
The other craft had plenty of smart sailing in the river
and up

_

Southampton Water. Mf.>srs. Oliver and Car-
dell arrived with the Porpoise and Mr. Cooper with the
Slanev. In the evening a very jolly sing-song was held
in the big tnarquee.
Aug. 2.—Another stormy day, but all hands got some

cruising in variotts directions, mostly up river- and as
about half a dozen more members had pitched their
tents the camp began to wear a more substantial look.
A-Ug, 3.—A full gale with heavy rain in the morning.

much to ihe disgust of all hands; still, some sailing was

done by everyone .present. In the evening Solitaire,

Messrs. Wale and Quinn, and other members arrived.

Saturday, Aug. 4.—Apparently the wind had got tired

of blowing' from the South, for to-day it came with un-

diminished energy from the northwest. Mr. Hodder
celebrated the change by falling xjverboard frotn Galatea;

it merely made him a little wetter than before.. As the

weather cleared somewhat in the afternoon, all hands

got some most enjoyable sailing. " A particularly suc-

cessful musical evening ended the week.
Sunday, Aug. 5.—Wind back into the southard again

and a nice morning, ending, alas! in a drenching after-

noon. The usual .short cruises up or down the river

were made in the better portion of the day, but on the

whole the camp was very quiet.

Monday, Aug. 6.—The opening day of the Cowes
week, and, unfortunately, one of dreadful weather, and
m.anj' little accidents to the vessels in the river. Several
of them blew ashore, taking an occasional bowsprit out
of some of the other craft they fouled on the way. Not
much was done in the way of sailing, the principal event
of the day being one of the celebrated crab teas for which
Warsash is famous. What a pity the B. C. A. cannot
change weathers with the R. C. C. ; our sort would do
the cruiser class much more good than the usual drifting

matches in light winds.
Tuesday, Aug. 7.—Strong wind,, but weather improv-

ing, and plenty of saihng done by all the members, ex-
ceptin.g two or three who had to return home. A few
more visitors arrived, and were entertained by Mr.
Nisbet.

W^ednesday, Aug. 8.

—

A really fine summer day at last,

and all hands started off for Southampton, where the
West Quay regatta committee were kindly giving us a

race. After a nice sail up to Netley, the wind fell very
light, and much difficulty was experienced in getting up
to the line in time: in fact, several craft failed to do so.

Rose and Solitaire arrived 3omin. after the starting gun,
but there was such a calm on that only one boat had
then crossed the line. This continued for half an hour
longer, and then in a - moment up came a splendid
westerly breeze, and all foamed off to a fairly equal start.

With a reach over two legs of the five-mile course (two
rounds) some fast sailing was done, and a very pleasant
race resulted, as follows: 1st, a 14-footer, sailing in a
class by herself; 2d, Galatea, winner in the canoe yawl
class; 3d, Solitaire, winner in the canoe class. After
sailing most of the way back to camp the wind died out,
and a long and enjoyable day was ended with paddle and
song. Much to our universal satisfaction we found that
well-beloved skipper, Mr. Bartley, had arrived. As he
is still suffering from a nasty accident, we had feared
that he would not be able to be present.
Thursday, Aug. 9.—A return to the old bad weather,

wind and rain, and the sailing committee met to map
out an ttp-river course for the Lougl\ Erne Cup race on
the morrow, in the event of bad weather. Fortunately
it was not required, as such a course would be vei-y
squally and fluky in bad weather. Most of the day was
spent in tuning up our craft for this important race, but
some time was found for cruising in the evening.

Friday, Aug. 10.—A grand day and a fine sailing breeze
for the Lotigh Erne Challenge Cup. No less than nine
entries had been received, and the course of eleven and
a quarter statute miles in one round promised a fine
sailing test. Unfortunately the wind dropped at the
start, and three canoes were carried so far below the line
by the .sluicing ebb tide that they retired, wrongly con-
sidering their chances hopeless. The others got away
well together to a pttnctual start at 2:05 P. M.. and soon
ran down to the Hamble Spit Buoy: rounding this, they
met the strong ebb running down Southampton water,
and for a long time could make but little headway.
Standing closer in shore than the others. Solitaire and
Prucas worked out a useful lead, alternately holding
pride of place. About 3:30 the breeze piped up strong,
and Lynx came up and passed Solitaire, who was leak-
ing rather badly from railway damage, Rounding the
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Alter Barn Buov off Netley, Prucas was first. Lynx

becQiid, Solitau-e third, and Galatea fourth. A fast reach

across the water to Dean's Lake Buoy produced no

other change than an increase^ in Pinicas ead iiom

this point to Black Jack Buoy below Calshot Castle was

a glorious run, in which (JaJatea took third place.

Rounding this, Solitaire lost a lot of time in tying down

a reef but had too much water aboard to stand any

chance of winning, and was passed m the long home-

ward beat by Trill and Galatea. Lynx went excel ently

on this ooint of sailing, and finished only twenty-six

seconds behind Prucas. Crayfish earned away her miz-

7en bumpkin, and had to stow the sail. The starting

and finisliing times, with B. C. A. ratings and .time

allowances, are as follows:
^ ,

Rating. Allowance. Start.

SA^fc:::::::: :i .".?S'- Ifdl
.

K
TH11 W Fair ..56 0 00 22 Uncertain. 5 08 57

S^fi.fTidd"&-Quin„::: : O Ol le uncertain.
|

1
^

Prucas, Mr. Laws 3 0 11 10 2 08 Oo 4 4b
^

Solitai^, Mr. Wale 2tl 0 13 30 2 05 10 5 13 il

«Porpoise, Mr. Oliver 25 0 14 40

*Luciith, Mr. Kipling
no

=»Ko.se, Mr. Cardell 15 0 2o 02

*lietired; unable to cross the line.

Prucas won the cup for the second year in succession,

and, from the speed she showed, I think there is little

chance of any other type of craft taking it Iroin her in

a breeze of wind. An excellent camp dinner and smok-

mg concert finishing the day.

Saturday, Aug. ii.—The day of our regatta opened

out beautifullv fine, but with little wind until the after-

noon. The first race, for canoes under R. C. C. rules,

was .started at 10:30 A. M. Solitaire was again first across

the line, but was passed before reachmg Hamble Spit

Buoy by Prucas. From here to Black Jack Buoy the

race was a mere drifting match, in which Prucas ob-

tained a long lead; but the wind dying out entirely at

this point, she drifted right away to leeward with the

tide and Solitaire, who came up last and met a new air,

turned back to Fawley with a slight lead. This was

soon wiped out by Prucas, and she led well at tawley

Buoy. A smart reach across to Hamble Spit Buoy,

livened up the race a little, but neither that nor the run

home changed the relative position, and Prucas won by

over 4min. from Solitaire, with Rose about the same

time astern of the latter. Rose, by the by, carried a

spare mainsail of Prucas in this race, and went very well

with it. She was verv abl^ handled by Mr. Holbeche,

who will' make his mark m canoe racing before long.

This canoe is the Turk-buiit Nautilus design, in which

the writer has made so many pleasant cruises in the

Severn, Avon, Wye, and Bristol Channel.

Race No. 2, for 14-footers, from Southampton; four

entries were received, but only three turned up. These

made ah extremely close start, and sailing in close com-

pany over the same five mile course as before, finished

very nearly together. The winner was Lucia, with

Myrtle only i.ssec. behind, Rikki-Tikki being a close

third.

Pace No. 3 was for canoe ya^ls and canoe yachts, but

in the light airs only three started, Galatea finrshing

4imin. ahead of Lyn.x'and simin. ahead of Crayfish, but

this race was declared void, the time limit being ex-

ceeded.
Race No. 3, a special scratch event, for all types of

canoes and the visiting i4-footers, had to be postponed

till Monday for want of wind, but at 4.30 p. m., the time

appointed for the sail and paddle race (No. 4), the wind
^

piped up and gave the competitors a heavy drag agamst

it to Hamble Spit Buoy. Here Porpoise, with two

human propellers aboard, led by a short distance from

Ro.se, with Solitaire third, and Galatea fourth. Prucas,

with only one paddle, had meanwhile given up. On the

run home Rose passed Porpoise and won by 47sec.,

Solitaire being about 2min. behind, and Galatea about

3m in.

After tea the first event was a tug of war between

port and starboard watches of the boys on the training

.ship Mercury, starboard winning rather easily. A fine

race between three of their ships' boats' crews followed.

The course, two and a half miles, was a long one, but

of their own choice, and the finish very close. The next

event was a long obstacle race, with a punishing run

up hill thrown in. Many started, but only three finished.

Fair first, Cardell second, and Wale third. Cardell

would have V/on easily, but for having to retrace his

footsteps to round a forgotten obstacle. The tug of

war, Married v. Single, resulted in an easy win for the

free and independent bachelor brigade, but the next one,

PLimble v. Warsash, was well pulled out, although al-

though Warsash had too much strength for the men who
had crossed the water. Unfortunately one event, and
indeed the whole day, was marred by a serious accident

to Mr. Percy Nisbet. A cartridge in the 4-bore starting

pistol had failed to explode, and he was in the act of

opening the breech when the cartridge exploded and
badly injured the fingers of his left hand. Every assist-

ance was promptly given, but, to our universal regret,

he has since suffered very much from a lacerated and
painful wound. After all the care and forethought he
has shown in arranging this meet, such an occurrence is

most regrettable to us, and we earnestly wish him a

speedy recovery. Bift for this unfortunate accident the

whole day passed off in a thoroughly successful manner,
and Warsash and Hamble turned up in hundreds to en-

ioy the sports.
Alf. E. Wale.
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The following is from a subsequent issue of the Field:

The British Canoe Association at the end of its camp
meet held an official meeting to nominate officers and to

propose the camp site for the coming year, 1901. The
officers elected are; Com., Mr. Bartley; Vice-Corn., Mr.
Clayton; Rear-Com., Mr. Laws; Hon. Sec'y, Mr. Wale.
The influence of the "yacht," which has been growing
in the B. C. A. for some years past, took rather a severe

hold of the club at this year's meet; and in the result

a rule has been passed which allows the fixed draft

of a canoe, canoe-yawl or_ canoe-yacht to be equal to

two-thirds of its beam, with a maximum of 3ft. 6in.

Thus a cruising canoe of 42in. beam can have 2ft. 4in.

of fixed draft; but probably no one in the canoe
classes would elect to use such an inconvenient fixture

on his boat. Possibly if racing were a little more

prominent in the club the fixed lin and bulb might be

introduced purely for racing, and prove successful at

prize winning; but such an unwieldy appendage would

as surely kill the sport as did the sliding seat.

It is a move the very opposite to that of conserving

.general utility in the canoe.

For canoe-yawls, which are usually between 5ft. and
6ft. beam, the fixed draft of 3ft, 6in. would practically

turn them into canoe-yachts; all the utility and con-

venience of the canoe nature of light draft, the

ability to cruise in shallow waters and the often essen-

tial ability to beach and haid up in bad weather are

wiped out of existence where such a cumbersome fixed

draft is adopted. At present a canoe-yawl is portable,

can be carried up a beach on the coast, or over an ob-

struction on a river, and can be conveniently carried

on a railway truck or on a steamer's deck; but add to her

a fin and bulb, or construct her hull to a 3ft. 6in. draft,

and you have a craft almost impossible, or at least highly

inconvenient, for any of these common needs and ad-

vantages of canoe traveling.

For the canoe-yacht the draft matters very little

;

we never yet heard of any classification embracing a

canoe-yacht. The title was, in fact, coined in disgust at

canoe-yawls departing from nearly all canoe principles,

and aping yachts, yet falling short of them in size,

comfort and sea-going ability. The only sign of the

canoe discoverable in a canoe-yacht is that the stern

or counter is sharp or pointed, and the sections thereof

are of bow form. This move of the B, C, A. will tend

to lessen the canoeing element of the club. The increase

in the fleet of craft with fixed draft of 3ft. 6in. will

undoubtedly require the club to hold its meetings on

deep water estuaries, at places suitable for canoe-yachts,

even though utterly unsuitable for genuine canoes, and
when this is, so the association will be a yacht club

living under the title of a canoe club, and in no way
representative of canoeing.

In regard to the above amendment of rules we hear

from a member of that club, and who certainly is well

posted in all the doings and prospects of the B. C. A.,

that immediately after the meeting it was notified that

two new "yachts" would be built; and he further states

that the B. C. A. will probably hold its next meet at

Pin Mill, on the Ipswich esttiafy, and the hope is enter-

tained that "we shall have our fleet enlarged by at least

half a dozen of the east coast canoe-yachts," If so, then

farewell to the trim-built canoe; paddle, plate and badge
must go; for surely the badg-e cunnot remain when the

ca.noe element has been eliminated.

We hear from a report of the final proceedings of the

B. C. A., and which came to hand too late, that a few

short day cruises were made in the fine weather which
graced the end of the meet, but it appears that by this

time many of the canoe men had returned home. No
doubt the Solent from Hamble affords some very pleas-

and cruising lor small yachts, but it is scarcely the place

to do an out and home canoe day cruise; the wind may
pipe up and make the return impossible. For instance,

in the B. C. A. cruise to Beaulieu the river mouth was
cleared on the return journey at dark, and had there been
anything like a fresh breeze from anywhere, such as from
south round by east, to north, the canoes could not have

made the return journey that night, or at least to do so

would have been gravely risky work. However, as things

turned out, the men seem to have had some pleasant

cruises to tone down the disappointments of the previous

part of the outing.

I he Sailing Canoe.

Philadelphia, Sept. 24.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

After reading the canoeing page of Sept. 8 and Sept.

22 it looks as if we are really going to have something
done for the material modification of the sailing canoe

into something less of a machine, and something more
of a canoe. But do the proposed amendments go far

enough? It seems to me that even if constructed in

accordance with the proposed modification, but up to

date in other particulars, she would not be a very de-

sirable craft for all-round work in good sailing waters.

Would she, for instance, be any stiffer, any drier or any
less fragile or more dependable with a fair-sized cock-

pit, double-blade paddle, hoisting rig, rudder only to

keel and 4 by 6 sliding seat, than at present?

It seems to' me that what we want is a radical difference

in construction and model, especially in construction.

Could we get at this by putting a minimum weight limit

on the bare hull, without cehterboard, rudder or ballast

of say 80 to LOO pounds, or would it be better to work
out a table of sizes for planking, timbers, keel, deck,

etc. Shall we allow 4 by 6 sliding seats, as Mr. Moore
proposes, and have them snap under us, and let us into

the drink, as happened to the same Mr. Moore not so

manv moons ago? Or shall we allow no sliding seat

at all, as Vice-Com. Dater proposes, and have the broad

part of our trousers get wet from holding her up in a

sea, and have our legs nearly sawed off by a sharp

coaming at the same time? T. faith, no. Let us hang
on to the sliding seat, which is a good thing, but let us

be moderate, and not take too much of a good thing,

but limit our taking to say 2 by 6, or the beam of the

canoe. And again, to quote Mr. M'oore, who is to say

v.diat size cockpit is "large and deep enough to sit in

comfortably," what would fit Butler certainly wouldn't

do for Moore or Dater. In this each man would have

to be a law unto himself, and we can't make that kind

of an elastic contrivance. Why not provide for two
bulkheads 6in. apart, and all the rest of the provisions

for the present cruising class? In short, why not pro-

vide for a canoe instead of a machine?
M. D. Wilt, A. C. A. No. 2263.

.six associate members. Its object, as set forth in the

constitution, is "the promotion of canoeing and small
boating, as well as of social intercourse among its mem-
bers."

Conduskeagf C. C,

For several years past Jimmy Cartwright, once of the

Puritans, has "been, for business reasons, exiled from
canoeing and stranded in Bangor, Me., a place with plenty

of water, but no canoe club. Those who know the

energetic disposition of Jimmy will not be surprised to

learn that he is now the captain of a new canoe club, the

Conduskeag C. C, of which Mr. Henry Lord is purser.

The club has an active membership of twepty-four, with

A Bit of Fisher Cup History,
Clinton, Canada, Sept. 25.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your story of the races for the Fisher cup reminds me
of the incidents in connection with Zelma's attempt to

win it, which may be worth recounting now that the
cup bids fair to come into public notice again. For
many years, up to the time Onward captured it, the rec-
ord was one of much quarreling over conditions and
little racing. So long as Norah held it her owner dis-

played great ingenuity in evading challenges, although
it is only fair to say that this boat was a cumbersome,
expensive craft to fit out for a race, and he claimed that
on two occasions challengers had defaulted after putting
him to the trouble of getting ready for them. It was
said that Onward's challenge was accepted because the
boat had no reputation as a racer, and she certainly was
a fairer match for Norah than Zelma would have been.
The race itself was more of a bit of fun during a holiday
cruise than a serious affair, and I have been told by
one of the Rochester men that Norah's owner objected
to a crew limit, and it was agreed to waive it. The
Onward men promptly unshipped some ballast and took
aboard a deck-load of their friends, who in the squally
winds but smooth waters of the Bay of Quinte held
down the weather rail, and the race was won.
Norman Dick's challenge with Zelma was promptly-^

accepted, but Com. White, owner of Onward, did not
want to break into his cruising arrangements, and at

first offered to default. This was declined, Norman
Dick preferring to await the convenience of Com. White,
so it came about that the race—-one was to be decisive

—

was fixed for some time in September of 1893, the

course 30 nautical miles, with a time limit of 6 hours.

While the friends of Onward conceded that she had
little chance with Zelma, there was a general desire to

put up a good race, although Onward was in poor con-
dition, just in from a cruise, and lacking a racing
skipper and racing crew. She was hauled out and tuned
up a bit, a crew got together, and Capt. Wood of the

Cinderella took charge. I sailed on her as scrutineer,

and remember that the first day the wind was light and
the race not nearly finished within the time limit.

The next day we were at it again, the weather un-
settled, but more promising for wind. A start was made
in a good working breeze, but a squall came up and
all tlie light sails had to come in. It was soon over, the

wind dropping rapidly, but the club topsail was scarcely

drawing again before it had to come in for another
squall, which lasted longer and then dropped to a dead
calm, in which, for the best part of an hour, the two
boats used up the time limit and made little headway.,

As one of the idlers I had gone below to assist in

preparing lunch for the hard woi^ed crew, when the

third and worst squall of the day struck us, the crew
just niangaing to strip the boat to mainsail and jib in

the nick of time. I have a lively recollection of an
amusing few minutes looking after sundry piles of sand-

wiches, which were anxious to spread themselves all

over the calain; while the Onward was laying over wit.h

the water washing green along the lee deadlights in

the cabin house, a look through the weather side show-
ing a very wicked sky, obscured by showers of spray

and driving rain. I thought it just as well that we had
a competent skipper, and an experienced skimming-dish
man at that.

It cleared again, the wind fell light, and later on we
got beautiful weather, with a moderate breeze, but all

too late; for Onward, which had led by a small margin
all day. failed by half an hour or more 'to make a race

in the time limit. Both boats made port, with disgusted

crews. There had been enough work for two or three

races, and certainly enough wind for one, if it had been
spread evenly and not laid on in chunks. There \Vas

some talk of extending the time Hmit, as it was clearly

too short for average weather conditions, but it was not

altered, and the crews turned in early for a good night's

rest, preparatory to a third attempt.

Norman Dick and two or three of his men slept

in the club house--camping out with their dunnage,
which was all ashore. I was there also, and about

midnight we were awakened by the rattling of windows
and swishing of trees outside. Norman Dick jumped
up, remarking tersely, "That's wind." and without another

word hastily dressed, and with two of his crew made
for the club dock, where Zelma was secured. The outlook

did not strike me as serious. The evening had closed

fine, with a light air, and every prospect of settled

weather. A big tug had left port wth three barges,

loaded with 600 tons of coal apiece, bound for Port

Hope, and someone had said, as we watched her steam

out, "That's a cheap way to carry coal; put that tug's

engine into a vessel carrying eighteen hundred tons and

it would make a poor show. As it is the outfit will do
five or six knots and be in Port Hope before morning.

They have a fine night for the trip." Not so much as

a cautionary signal had been displayed from the pier

end, and as it afterwards appeared, old Probs. had been

taken b}' surpirse. - -
'•

For a while I slept"the:"sleep' of a rhan who had no"'

boat to look after, but the increasing gale and heavy

rain prompted me to get up to look at the weather

soon after morning broke, .and truly it was a sight to

see. The gale was coming right out of the north,

veering at times to th.e west, and had already made a

new disposition of all loose things afloat and ashore.

Trees were down, sideshows and refreshment stands

blown in or wrecked, the grounds of Ontario Beach
strewn with debris of all kinds, everything being sodden

wet. Around the club house small craft were in every

kind of trouble, some cap.sized. others adrift, and more
ashore. An ancient chain ferryboat was no longer

"chained to business." but had broken away and gone

to smash. The U, S. -Revenue' Cutter Com. Perry had

been tied up to the pier the night before, near the en-
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trance to the harbor. Ill getting clear to run Up the

river for shelter she had twisted her rudder stocky and
liad managed to anchor just below the bridge in no
very sale berth. A heavy roll was wa^ihing up troni

the Lake, where the surf was a siglit seldom seen on
Lake Ontario. The pier ends, ten leec above the normal
water level, were bxuried under solid green seas.

Onward was safe in a snug berth, but Zelnia had dis-

appeared. It was afterwards learned that when Norman
Dick turned oitt he at once decided to make the upper
river while he had a chance to do' so. Under a shred

of foresail Zelma drove upstream, narrowly missing the

railroad bridge, the draw of which was open but be-

ginning to close as she approached. A vigorous blast

on the fog horn saved the situation, and then the skipper

realized that he was scudding up an unknown stream,

with no light to guide, and no idea of the Avater. After

a couple of miles he sheered inshore, the water for-

tunately holding good, and the boat was tied up to

some bushes. The remainder of the night was spent

hnaging the galley fire, for the wind and rain made it

bitterly cold, and all the blankets and cushions were
ashore.

Needless to say there was no thought of racing, and
soon sterner events clahned attention. At 10 o'clock

in the morning somehting was sighted out in the lake,

which with a glass was made out to be the tug which

had cleared the night before, now trying to make the

harbor with only one barge in tow. It was apparent

that she was quite unable to handle it, the two. vessels

tossing about as helplessly and drunkenly as a couple

of logs, the incessant bursts of smoke from the tug's

funnel showing how hard she was being fired.

The barge was cast off to shift for herself, the tug

making the harbor with a sad tale to tell. All had gene
well for half the passage, when the gale struck them
pretty well ahead. They kept on, hoping to make the

shelter of the north shore, but the gale and . sea in-

creased until all headway was out of the question. Some
time before dawn it was decided to turn and run back.

When the day broke only two barges were found in

tow, the third having gone down in the blackness of the

night, no one knew when. A crew of seven men went

with her. The second barge was settling rapidly so the

tug cast off and got alongside just in time to save the

crew, some of them being picked up out of the water,

a matter of no small difficulty.

With the remaining barge an attempt was made to

reach Charlotte, the tow finally becoming unmanageable

in the sea and going ashore, the crew getting off with

their lives. No doubt they struck a soft spot, and cer-

tainly a sandy beach offered more chances than the open

lake. These barges were nothing but condemned schoon-

ers, too ripe to sail, hanging together by luck for years,

until in any unusual strain they opened up all over.

All day long yachtsmen from wrecked and half-wrecked

craft straggled into the club house and compared ex-

periences. A huge fire was lighted in the assembly room
grate and quickb^ surrounded by soaking togs and wet-

through men. The place looked like a sailors' retreat

such as every nautical writer describes sooner or later,

save that there was nothing stronger to drink than hot

tea, which some one produced with the help of a yacht's

stove taken ashore for safety.

Late in the afternoon the gale moderated. Zelma came
down the river, and Capt. Wood, of Cinderella, invited

a party of us to a fine supper of stewed clams—chowder
he called it—and fried mushrooms, the latter having
grown in abundance after the heavy rainfall. We were
a cheerful little party. Outside was a dreary prospect of

wreck and ruin, sodden ground, leaden skies and a wicked
sea. Inside was the luxurious cabin of Cinderella, the

best dinner service set out, the excellent clams and the

tasty mushrooms—the gift of the storm. We discussed

the races, and as some of Zelma's crew had been obliged

to leave for home, Com. White and Mr. Dick agreed to

allow the challenge to stand until the races could be sailed

next year.

But Norman Dick had sailed his last race. He Became
seriously ill during the winter and never lived to see

Zelma fitted out again. The challenge was forgotten, and
except for the interest occasioned by the arranging of bet-

ter conditions and the proper trusteeship of the Fisher

cup, the trophy remained in obscurity until the challenge

of the present year. William Q. Phillips.

The Seawanhafca Cup.

Within the thirty days from the date of the final race

of 1900. the time allowed by the declaration of trust of the

Scawanhaka International Challenge cup, the present

holder, the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C, of Montreal and
Dorval. receiA'Cd three challenges. One of the«e was
from the White Bear Y. C, of Minneapolis, 'the challenger

of 1900; another from the Bridgeport Y. C, of Bridge-
port. Conn., and the third from the Island Sailing Club
of West Cowes, Isle of Wight. The last challenge was
first made by cable, and the confirmation by letter onlj^^

reached Montreal on the day after the time expired. The
Royn' St- Lawrence Y. C. was desirous of securing a

Briti-h challenge, as conducing to the best interests of

the cup as a truly international trophj^. and notified both
of the American challengers, who very generously con-
sen' cd to waive their strict rights in favor of the English
club.

This last challenge, like that of Mr. J. A. Brand in

1S95, the first for the cup, is in a sense a personal one;
j

"'' 'ticp1ly made b}-- an individual who is indorsed by his

idub. Last year and in the various Seawanhaka matches
for the cup, the challenges have come actually, as well

as nominally, from a club which has held trial races to

select the best boat available. In this case the challenge
originates with a British yachtsman. Mr. Lorne Campbell
Currie, who has asked a club of which he is a member to

indorse his challenge, as required by the conditions, as

individual challengers cannot be recognized. Under these

circumstances it really rests with Mr. Currie to say
whether he will build one yacht himself or

whether there will be trial races. The probabilities are

that, like Mr. Brand, he will build but one yacht, and of

course, come out himself with her.

Mr. Currie has for some years past resided in TTavre,

France, and he is a member of the Cercle de la Voile de
Paris, the Union des Yachts Frangais, Union des Yachts-

men, Cannes, and the Societe des Regattcs de Havr?» He
is also a member of the following British yacht clubs:

Royal London, Royal Northern. Royal S^outhampton.

Temple, Southampton Corinthian, West of Scotland and

tlie Island Sailing Club. At present he owns four yachts

—the steam yacht Cairngorn], 81 tons; the two Sibbick

boats, Bebelle III. and Skeandhu, and Scotia, designed

last year by Linton Hope. It will be remembered that Mt.

Currie challenged last spring for the cup of the Cercle de

la Voile de Paris, with Scotia, but she was under the

class measurement, being aesigned for the Mediterranean

races, and though well sailed by Mr. Hope, she was de-

feated. It is probable that the new challenger will be

designed and also sailed by Mr. Hope, which will make
the races of 1901 very interesting, as he is the strongest

man in Great Britain in the smaller classes when his skill

both as a designer and helm.sinan is considered. Mr.

Currie has agreed to the same conditions as this year, but

the date and full details have not yet been arranged. The
races will probably take place in the latter part of July.

Mr. Currie's racing flag has a field with the upper half

yellow and the lower half black, the device being a Greek

cross with the same colors reversed, the upper half black

and the lower yellow. The Island Sailing Club was
established in 1889, and now numbers 240 members. The
officers are: Com., Lord Colville, of Culross; Vice-Corn.,

Philip Perceval, Jr.; Rear-Corn., G. Baring; Hon. Sec'y,

Herbert Whyatt, club house, Cowes; Hon. Treas., L. J.

Allan. The burgee has a red field with a yellow castle in

the center.

The Inter-Qty Raceabotit Matches.

On Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday of last week a

series of races were sailed under the management of the

Indian Harbor Y. C. between the raceabout Jolly Roger,

owned by her designer, B. B. Crowninshield, of Boston,

and three of the New York boats of the class. The races

were all sailed in light w-eather—so light, in fact, that two
races were abandoned. The first match was for a cup

presented by Rear-Com. Alfred Peats, Indian Llarbor Y.

C. The course was a triangle with three and one-third mile

sides, starting off Little Captain's Island, Greenwich, Long
Island Sound. The first mark was the can buoy on

the Cows, off Shippan Point, and the second was a mark
boat otn in the Sound off Oyster Bay. The first two
races were set for Wednesday, a third, if it proved neces-

sary, on Saturday. Jolly Roger was steered by Frank

CroAvninshield, with B.. B., Crowninshield and E. Burton

Hart, of Newf Rochell'e, as crew. Scamp, in the absence

of her owner, Johnston De Forest, was steered by Allan

E. Whitman, with B. C. Ball and a professional as crew.

Mr. Ball was the helmsman of Ethelwynn in her suc-

cessful races against Spruce IIII. for the Seawanhaka
cup in 1895, his successful handling alone saving the

cup when it seemed lost beyond recovery at the end of

the third race.

The wind was light from S.E. at the start and the

course was reversed, making the first leg to windward, but

it soon shifted to east. Jolly Roger crossed promptly,

with a lead of 20s., gaining all the way to the outer

mark, where they were timed :

Turn. Elapsed.

Tolly Roper 11 50 35 0 50 35

Scamp . 11 53 12 0 53 12

They went across to the Cows with the wind forward
of the' beam, the two reaching very easily. The times

•were

:

Turn. Elapsed. •

Tolly Roger 12 22 46 0 32 11

Scamp .. 12 53 12 0 32 12

They ran in with spinakers to port. Jolly Roger gain-

ing, the finish being .timed:
Finbli. Elapsed.

Tolly Ro!?er 12 50 00 1 58 06

Scamp .: 1 02 05 1 02 05

The second race was started at 2:45, the mark being
set two and one-half miles to windward, the wind still

light from the east. Scamp crossed first, but with little

way on; the tw^o made a close race to the mark, where
Scamp had a lead of 9s.

Turn, Elapsed.
acamp 3 22 05 0 37 05
Jolly Roger 3 22 14 0 37 14

Once down the wind, a luffing match followed, to the

profit of Jolly Roger, whose spinaker was first set. After
running by the lee they had to jibe spinakers, Jolly

Roger handling her sails the better of the two, as. in

fact, she did in both races. The end of the round was
timed

:

Turn. Elapsed.
Jolly Roger 3 57 53 0 35 39

Scamp 3 58 30 0 36 25

On the beat but Jolly Roger showed a small gain, the

windward mark being timed:
Turn. Elapsed.

Tolly Roger 4 38 28 0 40 35

Scamp 4 :39 23 0 40 53

On the run in the Boston boat gained nearly 2m., the
final times being:

Elapsed.
Finish. Eeg. Course.

Tolly Roger 5 21 57 0 43 29 2 36 57
Scamp 5 25 11 0 45 48 2 40 11

Two races were arranged for Thursday, one in the
morning with the Herreshoff centerboard Sis, and one in

the afternoon, with the Crane Raider. The first race

Avas abandoned after a couple of hours of drifting. The
afternoon race was started at 3:10 in a light S,W. wind,
the course being two and one-half miles to windward and
leeward, sailed once. With H. M. Crane on Raider were
C. H. Crane and B. C Ball. The two crossed together
on port tacl-c, Jolly Roger to windward. Raider tacked
to clear the mark boat, but the other held on, expecting
to weather her. When this was seen to be impossible.

Jolly Roger came about, but Raiders bowsprit touched
her boom. She at once jibed and recrossed the line, ma-
Icing a new .start to leeward. Raider luffed and after

ascertaining that her rigging was all right, continued the

race. Jolly Roger gradually worked into first place, and
the mark was timed

:

Turn. Elapsed.
Tolly Roger 4 07 42 0 57 42
Raider 4 08 46 0 -58 46

They ran home under spinakers, jibing several times in

the light and variable wind, the finish being timed:

rini.sh.

Tollv Ro^-ei- 4 41 46

Ser r,' 147 00,

Elapsed.
Leg. Round.

0 37 04 1 34 46

0 88 14 1 37 00

Imniediately after the finish Mr. Crowninshield

apologized to xMr. Crane for the foul at the start.

On Saturday morning Jolly Roger and Sis started m
the postponed race, under the management of the River-

side Y. C, the same triangle being chosen as on Wednes-

day, but in the reverse direction, to the Cows buoy first.

The wind was very light from S.E., and there was a

roll of sea. The start was made at 10:50, Jolly Roger

being 55s. late and Sis 20s. astern of her. The keel boat

did the better work and increased her lead, though the

wind was very light. Her crew, however, mistook the

instructions and headed for the buoy in the Sound, while

Sis made her way along shore toward the Cows. After

some time she learned of her error from the committee

boat and withdrew, there being no possibility of over-

taking Sis. The latter turned the Cows at i P. M., and

about half an hour later gave up, as she could not cover

the course within the time limit. She was towed m by

the steam yacht Kismet, and the match was called off,

though Mr. Crowninshield proposed that Sis should enter

with Raider in the afternoon,

A five-mile triangle was marked and the race with

Raider was started at 2:35 in a light S.W. breeze. C M.
Crane was replaced by H. L. Maxwell on board of Raider,

Jolly Roger crossed a little ahead, but with Raider on

her weather. It was a reach to the first mark, both

setting spinakers after a time. They turned the mark with

a lead of 57s. for Jolly Roger, and on the beat to second

mark she increased this to 2m. 2s. They ran home with

spinakers to port. Raider making up 2s. The trnies

wei^e, start 2 :35 :

Einisli. Elapsed.

Tolly Roc-er, B. B. Crowninshield 3 44 04 1 09 04

Raider, IT. M. Crane 3 40 03 1 11 03

Though Jolly Roger's victories were all in very light

weather, there is nothing to indicate that she would not be

as fast in both moderate and heavy weather.

Lakewood Y, C.

CLEVELAND—LAKE ERIE.

The newly organized Lakewood Y. C, of Cleveland,

held its first race on Aug. xi, the wand being fresh

from S.W. with a lively sea. The times were, start 2:20:

Finish. Finish.

Gardner 3 .53 00 Corsair Disabled.

Vinco 4 04 30 Growler 4 33 20

Restless 4 14 30 y\rgo Not timed.

Tane 4 15 00 Bessie 4 29 30

Cyc^net 4 23 00 Meteor Disabled.

Frolic 4 27 .30

Corsair lost her gaft', Restless her topmast and Meteor

parted her main shrouds. The yacht Com. Gardner, E.

W. Radder, w^on the first leg for the Say When cup and

the championship fiag in her class. On Aug. 25 the second

race was sailed in a light but freshening breeze, the times

being

:

40ft. Class.
Start. Finish.

Marietta 10 40 05 12 51 32

Tane 10 39 25 1 00 30

Grayling 10 42 15 12 45 20

Corsair 10 40 lo 12 50 00

Restless 10 40 00 12 59 40

35£t. Class.

Commodore Gardner 10 39 2G 12 41 30

Meteor 10 39 20 12 4fl 00

30ft. Class.
Vinco ^ 10 38-30 12 44 45

Cygnet Withdrew.
Frolic -Withdrew.

25ft. Class.
Argo 10 38 50 12 53 12

Gypsey 10 .39 30 1 OS 18

Growler ^".10 40 05 1 12 00

On Sept. 23 a race w^as sailed over a nine-mile triangle

in a fresh breeze. Commodore Gardner won her fourth

race, taking the championship, the ensign and jack pre-

sented by' Capt. McKay, and the cup offered by the Say
'VNHien. The times were

:

40ft. Class.
Start. Finish.

Grayling 10 40 00 12 21 40

Marietta 10 40 00 12 26 41

Corsair 10 40 00 12 ;55 00

B5ft. Class.
Commodore Gardner 10 40 00 12 18 35 .

Meteor 10 40 00 12 27 00

30ft. Class.
Vinco 10 40 00 12 20 35
Bessie 10 40 00 Not timed.

25ft. Class.
Truant 10 40 00 12 25 00

Argo 10 40 00 12 45 00

Gypsey 10 40 00 Not timed.

Altair, Shark and Hussar IL

Editor Forest and Stream:
The fall regatta of the Riverside Y. C, which came

ofl' on Saturday, Sent. 22, was especiallv interesting, is-

asmuch as it gave the fast new .Sift. R.L. Altair an op-
portunity to put to her credit a faster race than any she
had previously sailed over a regular course, and likewise
an opportunity to give the new centerboarder LIussar II.

of the same class a much worse beating than in her
(Altair's) previous best performance. This race like-

wise enabled Altair -to end her racing for the season with
a better record by two seconds for a twenty-five-mile
course than Shark, her sister boat, can show.

It is exceedingly interesting to find that the very
best times made by these two t4p-to-date boats in their

first season agree to the minute and almost to the

second, thus:

Shark, Eastern Y. C, July 4 3h, i6m, 43s.

Altair, Riverside Y, C, Sept. 22 3h. i6m.- 41s.

In both races the distance was twenty-five nautical

miles. Thus the best rate per hour for the season
shown by each of these enlarged and improved editions

of the famous 20-raters Niagara and Isolde was slightly

better than seven and a half knots.

In the Riverside regatta on Saturday Altair beat
Hussar II. by a margin of 17m. gs. Hussar's best per-
Tormance for the season was at the rate of about 7
knots an hour. Jcseph Parker.
Waverley, Mass., Sept. 24,
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Pacific Intefclob Y. A.

SAN KRANCISCO—SAN FRANCISCO BAY,

Sunday, Sept. i6.

After a failure on account of the misplacing of a mark

boat, the fifth annual regatta of the Pacitic Inter-Club

Y. C. was successfully sailed on Sept. i6. At the start

Presto on port tack was protested by Amigo on starboard

tack, but at a subsequent hearing Presto was sustained

and the first prize, the $250 MacDonough cup. was

awarded to her. The times were:,

25ft. Class—Start, 12:10.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

ClidW 3 09 44 2 59 44 2 59 44

Mav 2 51 13 2 41 13

ilerope 2 54 59 2 44 59

Phcenicia ,. 3 09 56 2 59 56

Special Yawl Class—Start, 12:10.

Sorav Withdrew.
Nereid 3 1, 3 33 17 3 29 49

CvDsie " 2 38 43 2 28 43 2 28 43

Arctunii
'

.

.'. .2 43 23 2 33 23 2 29 05

30ft. Class—Start, 12:20.

Amigo .-3 39 06 3 19 00 3 17 08

/EolSs 3 31 15 3 11 15 3 08 46

Presto 3 10 16 2 50 16 2 50.16

36{l. Class—Start, 12:30.

Thetis Withdrew.
Edna 3 32 27 3 02 27 3 00 31

Oueen Withdrew.
.ffarpoon 3 14 58 2 44 58 2 44 16

44ft. Class—Start, 12:40.

Clara : 3 42 30 3 02 30. 3 02 30

Rover Withdrew.
Speedwell 3 30 09 2 50 09 2 47 37

.\eptiitie Withdrew.

70ft, Class—Start, 12:50.

Chl.spa 3 28 24 2 38 24 2 18 24

Kittiwake won the Law cup, the first prize in h^-

class. The judges were R. L'Hommedieu and C. L. Tis-

dale; referee. H. T. Emery; timers, F. C, Coykendall

and Harry Gibbs.

Oct. 29-30.—Jacksonville, Fla.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s two-day
tournament, under auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club; 1100
added. Third day, grand pigeon shoot exclusively under the
auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. John Parker, Mgr.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Sttrf, steam yacht, under charter to C. K. G. Billings, of

.Chicago, was at anchor off the New York Y. C. station

at Twenty-sixth street and East River on Sept. 25, when
she was fouled by a tow of car floats, thrown against her

by the strong tide. Her port bow was struck by one of

the floats, fouling the port anchor and tearing it away, the

chain damaging the bulwarks. The full extent of the

damage is not reported.

Narada, nee Semiraraide, Henry Walters, arrived at

NcAv London on Sept. 25 from British waters by way
of the Azores, leaving St. Michaels on Sept. 15. She has

been abroad since last June, Capt. Dudley Brand being

in command. When within 300 miles of New London
she broke her propeller.

^ ^
Lady Evehn, schr., has been sold by J. F. Ackermau to

David Dunlop, Jr., of Petersburg, Va., through Man-
ning's .'-gency.

'ifle ^miije mid §itlhrQ.

Mr. Rape's Shooting.

San Francisco, Sept. 19.—Mr. A. H. Pape, besides breaking the

record and winning the diamond medal in the king shoot, also

made the most points on Sept. 16. On Sept. 17, on the honorary
target, he made 73, 71, 70, 70, 70, winning first prize, a $75 silver

set, and the champion goblet for best average on the three
matches—king, point and honor—being the first time in the history

of the club that the champion goblet was ever won by the winner
being first on all the matches. Mr. Pape also won the first prize

for the five best tickets on honor target.

Following are the scores on king shoot of 200 shots, .point target:

A. H. Pape 38S, A. Strecker 365, F. E. Mason 3.56. K. W. li.vatt

,334, C. M. Henderson and F, W. Belknap 314, Jacob Meyer 305,

C. Tliierbach and D. W. McLaughlin 304. D. B. factor ,300. There
were seventeen entries in this match, $25 entrance fee.

Most points: A. H. Pape 504, D. B. Factor 463, F. li. Mason 429.

A. Strecker 365, F. P. Schuster 360. C. M. Henderson 343, F. \V.

lielknap 324, D. W. McLaughlin 319.

Honorarv target: A. H. Pape 73, 71; Jacob Gruhler 73, 70; E.
Schmidt 72; F. E. Mason 71; D, W. McLaughlin 71; Jacob
Meyer 70.

Best centers: A. Langer, first; A. Strecker, second; J. McMillan,
third; A. H. Pape, fourth; A. Gehret, fifth; C. Thierback, sixth;

Jacob Gruhler, seventh; P, Tacoby, eighth; F, W. Belknap, ninth;
O. Bremer, tenth; F. A. Kuhls, eleventh; M. Riebold, twelfth;

C. M. Henderson, thirteenth; W. L. Hyatt, fourteenth; F. P.
Schuster, fifteenth; F. E. Mason, sixteenth.

^

Following is A. H. Pape's score in detail, made in tlie annual
king shoot of the California Schuetzen 'Club, being tlie world's
record on the point target, 200 shots.

A H Pape

I I

-,,2 1 2 1
0
0 1 2 1

f>

•J 2—18
2 3 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1-17
2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2—17
2 2 2 3 3 2 3 1 1-21
2 3 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1-19
2 2 0 3 2 0 2 3 1 3—18
2 1 1 3 1 3 2 2 2 2—19
2 2 2 1 2 2 1 .3 2 2-19
2 2 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 3—21
3 3 1 2 2 2 3 2 3 2—23
1 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 1—20
3 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 1—22
1 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 1—22
2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2—22
2 2 1 i 2 3 3 2 2 3-21
1 3 1 2 2 1 1 2 3 3—19
1 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 3 2—16
2 1 3 1 1 2 1 3 1 3—18
2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2—17
3 2 1 3 2 1 3 3 1 1—19—388

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supphes have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-centtirj'.

Oct. 3.—Kansas City, Mo.—Gilbert-Elliott contest for Sports-
men's Review cup at Exposition Ball Park, at 2:30 P. M.
Oct. 4.—West Chester, Pa.—Annual fall shoot of the West Chester

Gun Club; $20 added. F. H. Eachus, Sec'y.
Oct. 8.—Jersey City, N. J.—All-day sweepstake shoot of the

Hudson Gun Club. H. L. Hughes, Sec'y.
Oct. 9.—Gilbert-Crosby contest for the E C cup.
Oct. 10-11.—Circleville, O.—Fall tournament of the Pickaway

Rod and Gun Club; targets and live birds. G. R, Haswell, Sec'y.
Oct. 11.—Greensburg, Ind.—Tournament of the Greensburg Gun

Club. C. D. TiUson, Sec'y.
Oct. 12-14.—Louisville, ICy.—Kentucky Gun Club's tournament;

targets and live birds. Emile PragofI, Sec'y.
Oct. 9 and Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road,

N. J.—Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men
team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized
gun club in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweep-
stake shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier
and Dr. A. A. Webber managers.

Oct. 13.—Altoona, Pa.—Altoona Rod and Gun Club's live-bird
handicap. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y, Altoona, Pa.
Oct. 17.—Muncie, Jnd.—Magic City Gun Club's target tourna-

ment. C. E. Adamson, Sec'y.
Oct. 19-20.—Louisville, Ky.—Live-bird tournament of the Ken-

tucky Gun Club. W. H. Kaye, Sec'y.
Oct. 23-24.—Baltimore, Md.—Live-bird tournament, under the

auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
Oct. 29-30.—Peru, Ind.—Live-bird tournament of the Peru Gun

Club. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y.

Nov. 7-9.—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's tournament.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Oct. 5.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's live-bird handi-

cap at 25 birds; handicaps 25 to 32yds,; optional sweep.
Oct. 12.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's shoot; varied

programme; handicap and prize event; different rules.
Oct. 18.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Match at lOO birds, $100 a

side, between Dr. A. A. Webber, 30yds., and Mr. T. W. Morfev,
31yds.
Oct. 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Under auspices of Medicus

Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds.
Members of any regularly organized gun club in the U. S. are
eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting commences
at 10 A. M. Mr. L. IT. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber, Mgrs.
Monthly contest for the Uewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds: $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.
Oct. 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Three-men team race at 20

live birds per team, 29yds. rise; members of any regularly or-
ganized gun club in the U. S. are eligible; at 2 o'clock. Sweep-
stake shooting commences at 10 o'clock.

• Oct. 30.—Interstate Park. Queens.—Match at 100 birds, $100 a
side, between Messrs, J. J. Hallowell and T, W. Morfey.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Fixtures.

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
Oct, 16-17,—Montgomery, Ala.—Peters Cartridge Co,'s two-day

target tournament, under the auspices of the Montgomery Gun
Club; added money. Jack Parker, Mgr,
Oct. 23-25.—^Atlanta, Ga.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s live-bird tourna-

ment. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
Oct. 25-27.—Raleigh, N. C—Peters Cartridge Co, 's target tourna-

ment. John H. .\fackie. Mgr.

Target and live-bird events are presented for the competition of
the shooters who will engage in the Pickaway Rod and Gun
Club's fall tournament, Circleville, O,, Oct, 10 and 11, and $60
in money will be added. There are twelve target events on the
programme of the first day, each at 15 targets and each $1.50
entrance. Four moneys. Rose system, will govern the division
of the purses. A magautrap and bluerocks will test the skill of
the shooters. Those who wish may shoot for targets only. On
the second day there are four live-bird events on the programme,
of which No. 1 is at 5 birds, $40 entrance, two moneys; No. 2, at
7 birds, $6, three moneys; No. 3, at 10 birds, $7.50, tour moneys,
and No. 4, a two-men team race, at 10 live birds per man, $10
entrance, three moneys, handicaps 26 to 32yds. Other events if

time permits. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. .'\. good dinner
will be served. The groimds will be open on Tuesday for prac-
tice. Shells and guns shipped to the secretary, Mr. G. R. Has-
well, will be delivered on the grounds. To the two experts or
expert amateurs with the best average of the programme $20 will
be given, and to the six. amateurs (not expert amateurs) with
best average of the programme $40 will be divided as follows:
$10, $8, $7, $6, $5, $4.

at

The programme of the Kentucky Gun Club provides two days'
liye-bird shooting at its tournament, Oct. 19 and 20, Louisville, Ky.
Un the first day there will be one event at 7 birds, $3 entrance,
birds extra, high guns, and the Kentucky handicap, at 15 birds,
$10 entrance, bu'ds extra. Other events as the shooters may de-
sire. On the second day the main event is the Kentucky State
championship, open to residents of Kentucky only. It is at 25
birds,^ $10 entrance, birds extra, and is for the championship of
the State and a solid silver cup, which becomes the absolute
property of the winner. This event as to the moneys will be
governed by class shooting, 35, 25, 20 and 10 per cent., and 10
per cent, to the club. No entry received after the tenth round
on either day. Shooting each day commences at 9 o'clock. The
groimds are situated at Fountain Ferry Park. The secretary de-
sires to receive notice from all who will attend, to the end that
a sufficient number of pigeons may be obtained and handicaps'
made. Cartridges may be obtained on the grounds. During the
week of the shoot reduced rates to Louisville may be secured on
account of the horse show.

•?

Concerning the resignation of Mr. N. P. Leach, mention of
which was made in our issue of Sept. 29, the Burfington Free
Press- and Times states as follows: "At a meeting of the di-
rectors of the Robin Hood Powder Co., held here Thursday after-
noon, N. P. Leach resigned his position as general manager
on account of ill health, much to the regret of his associates. Mr.
Leach will continue, however, as an active member of the board
of directors, retaining all his interests in the company. His
resignation as general manager comes as the result of the strenu-
ous advice of his physicians. Mr. Leach has worked early and
late getting the new company started, and overcoming many ob-
stacles, he has brought the Robin Hood Powder Co. to the front
rank among the manufacturing qoncerns of its class on this conti-
nent. The directors find everything running smoothly, with a good
trade already begun, and still brighter prospects for the future.
New machinery and other resources are being added to the plant,
and the success of this enterprise means much for the future of
Swanton."

Contests as follows will take place at Interstate Park, Queens,
L. I.: Oct. 18, 100-bird match for $100 a side between Dr. A A.
Webber and Mr. T. W. Morfey; Webber to stand at 30yds., Morfey
at 31yds. Oct. 26, three-men team race at 20 live birds per man,
29yds. rise; members of any regularly organized gun club in the
U, S, are eligible; commences at 2 P. M. ; sweepstake shooting
commences at 10 A. M. Oct. 30, 100-bird match for $100 a side
between Messrs, John J. Hallowell and T. W. Morfey; each man
to stand at 30yds.

On Friday of this week the Medicus Gun Club will hold a
handicap at live birds at Interstate Park, Queens, L. I. An
optional sweep is a part of tire competition. "The handicaps will
be from 25 to 32yds. On the 12th inst. the club will hold a
shoot at the same place. There will be a varied programme with
handicap and prize events, and different rules.

'

•6

In the trophy event of the Chicago, 111., Gun Club at 25 targets
Mr. Cornwell broke 24, and made the highest score. In the
monthly trophy event Mr. R. B. Mack and Dr. Morton tied
on 15 .straight, the former winning in the shoot-off. In the
handicap shoot Messrs. R. B. Mack, C. Antoine and Mrs. Carson
tied on 24 out of 25.

Mr, F. T. Sherwood, secretary of the Trapsliooters' League, of
Indiana, Bedford, Ind., writes us as follows, under date of Sept.' 25:
"The Trapshooters' League of Indiana has this day granted to the
Magic City Gun Club, of Muncie, Ind., a sanction for a tourna-
ment on Oct. 17. For further information address C. E. .\dani-
son, secretary. This is a target tournament."

In the second contest of the Schortemeier series of team shoots
held on Friday of last week at Dexter Park, Brooklyn, the teana
of the East Side Gun Club, of Newark, won with a score of 56
out of 60. The members of the team and their scores 'vvere;

^Messrs. Steftens, 20, Feigenspan 17, and Hopkins 19. The next
contest takes place on Oct. 9, under the auspices of the Moonachie
Inm Club, Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford road, N. J.

On Sept. 29 at Holmesburg Junction, Philadelphia, on the
grounds of the Keystone Shooting League, a match was shot be-
tween Dr. G. D. B. Darby and Charles E. Geikler, for a purse
of $200, the forrner winning by a score of 89 to 84. There was a
wind and fair birds, with some extra good ones betimes, which
made u reasonably good test of the skill of the contestants.

Mr. Thomas Donley, of .St. Thomas, Ont., under date of Sept.
25, writes us as follows: "My fourth annual tournament at live-
birds and targets, $1,60<) guaranteed, which was to have been held
Sept. 18-21, will take place Nov. 6, 7, 8 and 9. Programmes will be
mailed shortly. For any further information, apply to Thomas
Donlev, St. Thomas, Ont."

9t

At the tooth tournament of the Brooklyn Gun Club at Inter-
state Park there were fifty-two participants. Mr. F. T. Moore,
the president of the Interstate Association, presided, and the
dinner was a success in every particular.

m.

In another column will be found an announcement by the Peru,
Ind., Gun Club, in respect to its two-day live-bird shoot, Oct, 29
and 30. High guns will govern the division of the moneys, and
a handicap will be allowed in all events.

The Peters Cartridge Co., of Cincinnati, informs us that the
Raleigh tournament will take place on Oct. 2.5, 26 and 27, instead
of on Oct. 16 and 17. The last day will be devoted to live-bird-
shooting.

In the miss-and-out handicap contest for the Mauser rifle at the
shoot of the New Utrecht Gun Club at Interstate Park on Satur-
day of last week Mr. Kryn won in a shoot-off with Mr. Daven-
port.

At CJmalia, Neb,, on Thursday of last week in the contest for the
Republic cup between Messrs. J. A. R. Elliott and F. .S. Parmelee
the former won by a score of 96 to 95.

Bernard Waters.

Keystone Shooting League.

ITdiMES'BtJRG JUNCTroN, Pa., Sept. 29.—^The programme had
two events, each at 10 birds—one for the championship of the club,
the other for the championship of Philadelphia. There not being
sufficient time in which to shoot the two, they were shot as one,
the one score counting for both, Mr. H. Landis taking the honors.
The Darby-Geikler match started at noon' on the grounds, Dr.
Darby winning by the score of 89 to 84. The scores in the club
match follow:

H Henry 2122122121—10 B. McCoy 2220222222— 9
F M Hobbs 1222222222—10 J Vandergrift ......11122111*1—9W N Steven son... 1222222222—10 A Felix 2210122111—9
J Brewer 2112122222—10 Wynn 112*022111— 8
H Van Loon 2112222222—10 O K Knowles 1202*12112—8
H Landis 2212122211—10 Marsden 0011122222— 8.

Dr Darby 2222222222—10 C E Geikler 2212120101— 8

J Sanford .2211121212—10 B Warton 0222120022—7
H Ridge 1222222222—10 W J Davis 2201101022— 7

J Davis 1111121121—10 T Fitzgerald 2220001202—6
S HothersoU 1101211^12— 9

In shooting off the tie for the championship trophy at 3 birds
per man. Junius Davis was the first man to drop out. In the
second tie Stevenson, Brewer, Darby, Sanford and Ridge went
out. In the third tie Henry and Van Loon dropped. Hobbs and
Landis now remained, and they continued to shoot tie after tie,

Hobbs losing his last bird in the ninth tie, Landis winning.
The conditions of these events were: Keystone League handi-

cap, open to members of the league only, at 10 live bifds per man,
no entrance, every Saturday afternoon at 2:45. The members are
divided into two classcs,tA and B. The members of each class are
allowed 10 points for a straight score; 9 out of 10, 6 points; 8 out
of 10, 4 points.
The second contest is for the grand challenge trophy emblematic

of the championship of Philadelphia, 10 birds per man, no
entrance. The winner on any of the dates of this match must de-
fend on the next date against an)' and all who choose to challenge.
In the event of the absence of the holder or challenger, or if

there be no challenge on any of the scheduled dates, all resi-
dents of Philadelphia on the grounds can compete.
The competition started with twenty-one entries, all shooting

from the 29yd. mark. Out of this number ten made straight scores.

Darby vs. Geikler.

.Sept. 29.—On the grounds of the Keystone Shooting League
to-day at Holmesburg Junction, Philadelphia, an interesting match
was shot between Dr. G. D. B. Darby and Mr. Charles E.
Geikler for a purse of $200, the former winning by a score of 89
to 84. The birds were a fairly good lot, and there was some wind
to help make the shooting more difficult. The scores:

Dr Darby 22202122221222120200222222002022222222222222222122
2222222222022*222222222222222222220222222'222022222—,89

C E Geikler 00222*21222221221222222010122222222122222022220222
222220122222202222222222202220222022202*2222202022—84

Newport Gon Clob.

Newport, Vt., Sept. 26.—The second shoot of the Newport Gun
Club was held on its grounds to-day. The weather was fine, and a
very good number of shooters took part. Following is the score:

Events 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Targets: 5 5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Woodbridge 3 3 3 4
Lovelace 2 3 2 2
Tinkham 2-3 4 1
Page 1 5 4 7 9 9 6 7 9 »
Blanchard 0 1 2 2
Brady ^.n-vv 2 4
Holbrook 4 3 2 .

Patterson 0 1 8 3 5 4 5
Sisco 2 2 3 4 4 6 2
Huntington 3 0 3 9 6 5
Akin 5 4 6 6 6 3 7 8 5 ..

.Sheldon 2 2 5 2 ..

Prue 1 6 4
Moore 4
Skinner 3 2 .

J. R. Akin, See'y.

Worcester Sportsmen's Club.

Worcester, Mass., Sept. 25,—It was an elegant day to shoot, bat
everybody was off until the afternoon, when all shot well.

One hundred-target race, PI. G. Wheeler, of Marlboro, Mass., vs.

E. C. Griffiai, of Pascoag, R. I.:

Wheeler 25 22 24 22—93
Grifiith 21 23 25 20—89

Shot at. Broke.
135 111

135 109

Sawin 135 103

Doten 135 99

Wheeler 135 96

Griffith 100 80

McLellan
Alberto
;awin

Walls 135
Underwood . . i . . 100
Tutler 100
Carpenter 100
Isham 30

Shot at. Broke.
87
64
54
51
21

Winchester G«n Club.

WixcHESTEJi, N. H., Sept. 28.—To-day's .shoot of pur cltib has
scores as apiiended. We had but a small attendance:

livent No. 1: Nelson 22, Slate 16, Pierce 8. Lesure 15.

Event No. 2: Lesure 22, Burbank 14, Slate 14, Nelson 19.

Event No. 3: Nelson 22, Slate 17, Biirbank 15. Lesure 20,



Oct. 6, 1900.I FOREST AND STREAM.

Erie Rod and Gun CIub«

Erie, Pa., Sept. 28.—The fir.st annual toiiMiatnent of the Eric
City Rod and Gun Club terminated to-day, and was pronounced by
all present to be a compiete success;. The attendance was not
large^ but a hiore enthusiastic and gentlefnalily lot of sportsmen
it has never been hiy good fortune to tneet at one gathering be-

fore. They were rnostly gentlemen who shoot for the love of the

sport, and come out on all occasions of this kind, bent on having
a pleasant time, and I am stire are never disappointed.
Among the visitors present frohi a distance were J. S. Fanning,

of New York, representing the Laflin & Rand Powder Co.; W. B.
Crosby, of O'Fallon, HI., with the Hunter's Arms Co.; Jack Hallo'
well, of Philadelphia representing the U. M. C. Co.; Eugene
Mallory, of Sistersville, W. Va.,; H. D. Kirkover, Fredonia, J*.

Y.; Chas. North, J. D. Morris and F. H. Snow, of Cleveland, O.;
Howard Sergeant, sales agent for L. & R. powder; L. B.
Fleming, W. D. Harper and J. C. Taylor (Pills), of Pittsburg;
H. P. Shaner and Jas. Atkinson, New Castle, Pa.; J. A. McNory,
Greenville; W. D. Taylor and H. R. Nye, of Sharon; S. W.
Prown, of Butler, and John Dooley, of Conneaut, O.
On the morning of the first day rain fell in torrents, but ceased

at 9 o'clock. Dark clouds covered the sky all day long, however,
making the light very bad; but as no wind prevailed to interfere

with the flight of the targets this drawback did not affect the
scores to any great extent. W. B. Crosby carried off high average
on this day with 165 out of 170, his highest ran being SI. Jack
Fanning was second with 162 out of 170, with one run of 78. E.
B. Fleming, of Philadelphia, was third with 160, and Jas.
Atkinson, of New Castle, fourth with 157 out of 170.

The second day could not have been more perfect for trap-
shooting if made to order. The sun came out early and continued
bright and warm throughout the day. A slight breeze came from
the lake sufficient only to temper the warm rays of Old Sol and
assist in making this one of those ideal balmy September days
for which this section is noted. On this day, as the scores will

show, some phenomenal shooting was done, not only by the pro-
fessionals, but by our Simon-pure amateurs, several of which
ranked above 95 per cent. Jimmie Atkinson, of New Castle, scored
90; out of his first 100, and Harry Kirkover, of Fredonia, ran 99

mit of his last 100 shot at. Billy Crosby again carried off high
average on the second day with 168 out of 170. James Atkinson,
of New Castle, was second with 167. J. S. Fanning was third
with 166. H. D. Kirkover was fourth with 163 out of 170. The
prettiest shooting of the two days was witnessed in the tenth
event, the last of the programme, when the squad composed of
Fanning, Kirkover, Crosby, Fleming and Hallowell scored 99 out
of 100, Crosby losing the one target, which was liard dusted.
A pleasant feature of the tournament w-as the consistent shooting

of the local boys, especially Dr. Strangway, Will Leyer, Olic
Riblet and Seth Clover. There were thirty-four entries on each
day. After the regular programme was finished extra events were
shot until it was too late to continue the sport.
The targets were thrown from a magautrap, which worked to

perfection. All purses were divided by the Rose system, S, 6, 4,

2, except events 4 and 10 of each day, which were class shooting,
four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10.

The cashier's office was well taken care of by Chas. Van Etten
and Geo. Blenner. The management was ably assisted by those
two experienced and poptilar gentlemen, Charley North, of Cleve-
land, and Howard Sergeant, of Pittsburg. This was the first

effort of the new gun club, and they are so well pleased with the
outcome that already the members are discussing plans for a more
elaborate tournament at targets and live birds next spring.
Following are the scores:

First Day, Sept. 27.

Events: 12 3 4
Targets; 15 15 20 15

Hallinan 12 13 19 13
Booky 10 14 17 13
Leyer 12 13 17 13
Strangway 13 13 18 13
Eyle 15 15 16 11
Fanning 15 14 20 13
Kirkover 14 15 17 14

15 20 13
12 20 14
13 20 15
13 19 15
14 18 14
10 19 11
12 13 11

Crosby 14
Fleming 15
Hallowell 13
Mallory 14
Morris 9
Harper 11
Riblet 10
Lindsey 12 10 18 13
Atkinson , 12 14 20 15
Shaner 14 14 20 13
Alex 7 13 17 11
Taylor 13 10 19 12
Pills 11 13 IS 15
Welsh 10 11 11 11
Clover 12 13 15 11
Lynch 13 13 .. 13
Akins 10 15 17 14
Nye 12 14 16 12
Snow
Weber
"North
^6
Cavanaugh ...i,,,,, .. ..

Tack
Brown
Hayes
Althof
*Ten singles and 5 pairs.

17 11

18 11
17 13
16 13
19 15
19 12
19 15
18 14
20 14
12 15
13 13
16 34
13 15
.. 12
17 14
17 15
19 9
.. 11

18 15

15 13
.. 11
.. 14

.. 8
19 14
.. 11
14 ..

7- 8
20 15
13 13
16 13
18 14
20 11

17 11
23 15
I 912
20 15
20 14
16 15
18 14
18 10
18 14
18 12
20 12
13 15
17 13
18 10
16 14
17 15
.. 11

II 13
.. 10
.. 14

20 14
19 15
16 14

13
10
13
13
9

6

9 10
15 20
13 16
12 17
11 14
12 18
11 16
14 18
11 19
15 19
14 19
13 18
15 19

14 15
14 16
13 18
13 15
13 17
12 17
13 20

15 19
13 17
13 ..

15 15
14 ..

14 15
13 17
14 17
14 19
11 16
•11 16
16 13
10 16
10 16
12 14
12 14

Shot
at. Broke.
135 110
170 140
170 154
170 148
170 141
170 162
170 152
170 165
170 160
170 157
170 159
170 141
170 143
170 145
150 125
170 157
170 156
170 139
150 129
170 152
75 70

370 140
90 72

130 113
150 126
105 98
85 74
Si

Second Day, Sept, 28.

.wts: 12 3 4
„liii3:ets: 15 15 20 15

k-eyer 12 12 14 14
Strangwav 13 15 16 14
Lindsey 11 10 17 32
Weber 12 33 17 12
North 9 12 16 .

.

Mallory 15 15 17 15
Snow 15 15 20 14
Harper 12 13 16 12
Morris 13 15 17 14
Riblet 12 12 18 11

Atkinson 15 14 20 15
-Shaner >. 14 13 16 33
-Alex 9 12 36 33
Pills 10 13 17 12
Nye 14 14 16 14
Fanning 15 15 20 34
Kirkover 15 14 37 34
Crosby 15 15 20 35
Fleming 10 12 39 14
Hallowell 15 14 20 13
Dooley 10 12 13 14
Booky 12 12
Noyes 10 13
926 11
927 12
Clover 11
Latimer
Hallinan 12
Althof V 11 10
Brown
Messinger 11 . . .

.

Jack 11 11 ..

Blenner _ .. 12 17
'''Ten singles and 5 pairs.

5 6 7 8 9 10
* 15 20 15 15 20

15 35 18 13 34 20
16 15 IS 13 15 18

39 34
17 15
15 15
17 14
IG 13
•M 35
35 32

16 13
17 11

16 13
20 14
39 35

39 15
16 14
38 37
16 14

15 15
20 14
17 13

19 11
19 14
18 15
19 13
18 32
16 U
15 14
35 34
20 15
20 15
18 14
19 15
18 11

14 20
11 18
14 18
12 39
15 38
15 20

9 13

32 19
10 16
33 38
34 20
15 20
15 19
14 20
14 20
32 36

.Shot

at.

170
170
65
65
50

170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170

Broke.
147
153
50
.52

47
162

158
148
149
149
167
137
140
132
182
166
163
168
157
162
141

16
16 12 18
17 11 17
17 12 18 13 14 14 14 20

13 14 14 . . .

.

17 12 15
16 12

- . . 34 17

33 14

155 138

Heifces Diamond Medal.

BOOKV.

Dayton, O., Oct. 1.—A distressing incident occurred at the eighth
/Ti the series of weekly shoots for the Heikes diamond medal
on the Buckeye Gun Club gro\inds Friday. Andrew M. Muinma
one of the best among amateiu- trapshooters of Ohio, had shot iti
two matches of 25 targets each, scoring 20 and 23, when Harry
Dill remarked to him, "Andy, you are becoming very pale -'are
vou sick?" "No," was the response: "I never felt better in my
life, but my eyes seem wabbly and 1 don"t see good." Andy
bathed his eyes, and showing signs of distress sat down just as
Dr. Salisbury, who was in the match, came to his aid. Andv was
at that moment stricken with paralysis, his brain and entire
fight side being affected. The sufferer was taken home in the
ambwlance, was reheved of distress, and has recovered strength

of mind and use of limbs, so that physicians say he will recover
entirely.
The incident stopped the shoot, and the committee declared all

scores off, postponing the contest until Friday of this week. The
scores up to the moment of interruption stood:

First match: Mumma 20, Miller 23, Wampler 20, Herbert 18,

Emerick 21, Dill 19, Lindemuth 21, Craig 17, Altick 19, Ponice 14,

Schwind 18, Tippy 14.

Second match: Mumma 21, Miller 23. Wampler 17, Herbert 20,

Lindemuth 16, Ponice 16, Tippy 13.

In a match at 10 pairs Miller broke 13, Altick 12, Wampler 8,

Herbert 7, Schwind 6.

During the afternoon Miller broke 133 out of 150, Herbert 114,

Wampler 112.

ON LONG ISLAND.

Sctortemeier
—
'Webber Shoots.

Brooklyn, L. L, Sept. 28.—The second of the series of the
shoots managed by Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A.
Webber was held at Dexter Park under the auspices of the
Greater New York Gun Club. Five teams competed, and the

East Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., was the victor with the-

excellent score of 56 out of a possible 60. The conditions were 21

birds per man, three men to a team, and members of any
organized gun club in the United States were eligible.

Emerald Gun Club No. 1.

Van Allen 22222222220222222222—19
Remsen 202222*2222222222222—18

Dr O'Connell 122222222222222220*2—18—55

New Utrecht Gun Club.
Morfev 22222222202222222222—19
Gaughen 21112222020222221222—18

Lincoln 2002*20222200122**20—11-^8

Medicus Gun Club.
Dr Wood?. 22220222202222222202—17
Dr Miller 02232012320322212222-17

Dr Webber 22222222222222222222—20-54

East Side Gun Club.
Steffens , 11111111211211212122—20
Feigenspan ,., 222*0222220222222222-17
Hopkins ..^ .12110222122211222221—19—56

Emerald Gun Club No. 2.

Kav 122202221*110*222022-15
Schoverling 0*222002222202202222—14
Stillnian 12211112121212112111—20-49

.Sweepstakes

:

Dr O'Connell. 30 10123212—7
Van Allen, 30 2*202021—5
Belden, 27 .-.^.i........ .... ,22222212—

8

Dr Hudson, 27 12101221—7
Schoverling, 27 ..22220222—7
Remsen, 30 12212222—8

J Hopkins, 28 ..22222212—

S

Steffens, 30 11221222—8
Woods, 28

Morfey, 32 ,.>..,,,„...,..... .......

Feigenspan, 30
Kay. 27
Gaughen, 29

New Utrecht Gun Cluh,

Interstate Park, L. L; Sept. 29,—The shoot of the New Utrecht
Gun Club to-day was quite well attended. Two 10-bird events, $3
entrance, were shot, and high guns governed the division of the
"moneys.

In the Mauser rifle miss-and-otit handicap contest Mr. Kryn
won. The scores follow:

Ten birds, ?3, high guns:

F \ T 28 0201122122— 8 Wynn, 29.' 1221111212—10
Jacks. 28 1112222122—10 J B Hopkins, 29.. .1312101202—

8

Wood 28 2111212122—10 Hamilton, 28 0112122121— 9
Davenport, 30 .2222013122— 9 Martin, 28 01212*1221—8
W Hopkins, 28

22122121*2—

9

High guns, 10 birds, $3:

Tacks. 29 .0133031101— 7
F A T. 28 2222223W2— 9

W Hopkins, 28 1021112*12— 8

Mauser rifle $5 raiss-and-out handicap. The figures after the
names denote misses allowed as kills;

Jacks, 2, 29 02220
F A T, 3, 28 21110*3110
Hamilton, 3. 28 2120111110
Wood, 2, 29 113011112120
Davenport, 2, SO 2221221111111121112122
Wynn. 1. 29 2*w •

T Hopkins, 2, 29 2222*w
Marshall, 3. 28 , 12*12210211110
Hopkins, 2, 29... , 232222222221w
Krvn, 3, 28 *12322021 2221212222222
Keller, 2, 29 22*22222510

Davenport and Kryn shot off miss-and-out and Kryn won.

12121212—8
22212202—7
02221112—7
11011222—7
21222222—8
22022122—7
02232212—7
11232223—8
22221202—7
22222222—8
22222202—7
20120202—5
22222222—

S

J B Hopkins, 28... 22*2111212—

9

T Keller, 28 2*22222*22— 8

Zinesville Tournament.
Zanesville, O- Sept. 24,—The annual tournament of the Zanes-

ville, O., Gun Club was held Sept. 19 and 20 at the County
Fair grounds, which were ideal ones for the purpose, being
large and commodious, with ample seating capacity and shelter
from sun and rain. The numerous tents erected by the different
dubs present were very tastefully arranged. In the foreground
appeared one m,Hgautrap and two sets of expert traps, and with
three squads up an ideal picture was presented, and so beautifully
set that even old professional tournament rounders and experts
loudJy expressed their admiration. The management under the
direction of Mr. Geo. R. Haswell, of Circleville, O., was almost
perfect. The shooting as a whole was high class; in fact, every
one was so well pleased that he could not help but be jolly,
which made it pleasant to all; 19,000 targets were thrown the first
day, and 6,000 the second, rain interfering greatly the second day.
From the register it was ascertained there were 112 different

marksmen present during the two days, 86 being booked at one
time, the most notable, being Rolla O. Heikes, R. L. Trimble,
Frank Alkire, Luther Squires, R. S. Waddeil, Tom Bibbee, C. O.
Smith. T. Mowrey, D. Smith, Barber. Young, Ward. Bair, French,
Purbaugh, Ed and Tad Shafer. and the celebrated Sistersville, W.
Va., team, consisting of T. E. Mallory, S. T. Mallory, Ed O. Bower
(Dade), J. F. Mallory and W. Smith, and ninety-five lesser lights.
Of the shooting in general too much cannot be said, but no

matter how excellent, that of the Sistersville team as a whole
stands out boldly and clear as par-excellent, T. E. Mallory stand-
ing at the head with the high average of .936, and W. Smith with
.884 the lowe.st. the five having made a general average of .912.
Heikes, Trimble, Squires and Alkire standing at 21yds. made the
following averages the first day, which were considered good, as
the targets were thrown fully 70yds: Heikes 79, Trimble 88,
Squires 84, /Vlkire 86. The following day these experts at 16yds.
made the following averages: Heikes 88, Trimble 89, Squires 89,
Alkire 94.

The tournament financially was closed up with promptness and
dispatch, and left a goodly sum on the right side of the ledger.
Following arc the scores for first day:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Targets: 10 15 20 15 10 15 20 10 15 10 15 10

T E Mai I or V 9 14 ..

.Sid Mallory 8 14 ..

J F Mallorv 8 14 ..

Dade - 9 13 .

.

W A Smith 7 13 ..

C O Smith 7 14 ..

Hixson : S 13 .

.

Mowrey 7 14 ..

Bibbee 9 14
Dupont 8 33 .. 12
G A Smith G 33 .. 10
Park , 4 12 .. 10
Lemons ; S 9 »„ 7
Yaherling g ifl

Barber
Y'oung
Ward
French
Hall -.

Bair

8 15
7 10
9 12
8 14
8 14

8 14

14 9 14 . . 9 13 9 14 10
12 9 14 .. 9 13 9 14 10
10 9 14 .. 10 14 8 14 10
13 10 14 .. 10 12 9 11 9
11 10 11 . . 9 11 10 12 9
10 8 11 9 14 10 11 7
12 9 13 .. 10 15 6 13 9
15 10 14 . . 8 13 10 13 8
11 10 15 .. 10

8 11 6 10 8
7 14 6 13 7
^ 8 .. 7 ..

5
7

8 11 .

9 13 .

7 8 .

.79...
9 S .. .

11 10 15 .

12 9 12 .

14 9 14 .

13 6 11 .

13 9 9 .

10 8 10 .

9 13 9 13 10
10 14 9 14 6
9 12 8 14 9
9 10 9 13 6
30 13 15 13 9

7 U S> 13 6

10
12
15
12

14

8 11
9 10
6 8

10
12
9
13

6

8
9
9
9 12
8 14
7 12
8 12

13 10 13
31 9 12

9

9

5

6
7
5 .;,

10 10
.. 11
.. 13
.. 13

6
12

. 13
. 12
9 12
6 12

6 13
8 ..

11
9

8

12 9 13

7 13
7 11
7 8
9 9

10 11
9 12

11
13

7 12
.. 11
8

10

Heikes 7 14 .. 1110 12 .., 7 11
Squires 9 10 .. 10 10 14 9 13

Alkire 10 13 .. 12 8 12 8 13

Trimble 7 13 .. 13 10 12 8 14

Brown 6 9 .. 12 8 12 .. 8 11

Rice 10 12 .. 11 10 9 8 12

Murphy 7 14 .. .. 8 ., .. 6 ..

King 7 11 6
Purbaugh 8 13 .. 12 8 11 .. 10
Purdy 9 12
Morse 9 12
Hunt 7 9
Stuart 6 12
North 9 12
Hartmyer 6 11
C C Guy 6 13

McKeever 9 13
Slayton 7 13
Boyer 7 10
Brooks 7 12
Speary 9 11

D Brown 8 14
Ensign .....^.v...... 9 13
Grubb 8 10
Blankenbuler 7 10
Halloway 9 ..

Flenderson 10 12
Wolfe 5 ..

Hull 8 13
Gray 7 12
Durbin 6 .

.

G Brown 5 11
Dover 8 12
Miller 9 14
Ed Shafer 6 9.. .. 7W D Shafer 13 .. .. 9
Deiterick 8 5.. 8 6
Guest 10 .. .. .. 7
FlsllCI* • • • k • • • « a •_«•»»' *'«•' 9 15 * d 9
Warmell ...i..^. i. ........... 9 15.. 7..
R E v.. 9 12 .. 14
Wiles 8 12 17 13
Warner 9 12 18 14
Lilenthal 6 8 5 ..

L Gray 4 5 16..
Dennis 6 5 16 ..

McCarty 6 8 19 ..

Gary 6 9 18 .

.

Rankin 6 9 14 ..

Chappelear 6 9. .12
Ayres 8 9 ,- 12
Hdlden 8 12 16 12
Wilhelm 7 10 14 10
Fowler 7 12 18 13
Reviere 8 11 17 12
Kappes 6 12 12 8
Laflin . 8 12 . . 13
Gerwick 8 14 7 ,.

Powers 8 12 . . 13
Gushing 8 12 . . 13
Berry 3 6 .. 7
Barbero 8 12 .. 9
Tanner 7 9.. .. 6..
Johnson 8 12 . . 12 7 .

.

Ford 6 11
Gtinion 9 12 .. 13 10 12

13 13 7
9 14 7
8 12 10
8 15 8
8 11 8
8 .. ..

7 9 8

7 13 »
7 12 &
8 14 9

13
14

7
8

5 8

8 14

9

7

9

S
6

9

11 9
11 10

8 11 10
8 .. 8

. .. 8

13

ii

.. 8
7 .,

10 ..

4 ..

10 15

8 .. S

9 '.\

17
14
13

8 12
8 13
9 12
5 ..

8 9
5 9
9 12
9 7
8 10
6 4

8 11
5 9

8 9

7 14
9 6

9 11
6 8
9 11
9 11

8 12
9 12
9 13
9 14
9 14

8 ..

9 ..

9 ..

8 12
9 13

7 ..

9 ..

.. U
8 13
4 17
8 12
8 9
7 10
8 14
9 12
8 12
8 12

8 .,

6 11
6 11
8 11
8 12
9 13

8 U
8 11

12 .. 10 10
8 ..

9 ..

8 ..

6 ..

7 12
7 12 ..

8 .. ..

Mississippi Valley Notes*
The Lewistown Gun Club members held a very enjoyable com-

petitive medal shoot on Sept. 21. R. E. Griffitli and H. W.
Masters chose ten men each, and it was agreed that the captain
of winning team purchase a medal. The score, however, resulted
in a draw, and will be shot off in another match. The average
for the twenty contestants was but a fraction short of 69 per cent.,
which is a very good showing indeed. The boys are shooting
regularly once a week, and taking a lively interest. Scores follow:

Team No. 1.
R E Griflith 1011110111111111111110111-22

h r
0111111111111110111101111-22H H McCumtor 1011111111110011111111 1 11—22

X\P Purdy .0111111111111111010111111—22
C y Groat. .0010311111011111011111101—19

§r ^ Gustme 1111000331133111001103001—17

U, Gn er . 0100110011110000311110111—15W N Butler _]4W Strode 1101100011001001003000100—10
J F Arundale lUOlOOlOOOOlOOOOlOlOOOOO— 8—171
Butler not bemg present he was paired with Rhodes to even uo

the teams.
Team No. 2.H W Masters 1001100000110101111111101—15-W G Sharretts. 1110111101111111110111111—22

R Maguire. lllllllllllOllllOUlDlOll-21F M Love........... ...0010111111131110011111111-20
Dr Strode 1111011011111111011101010-19

^t'^'*^ -r • • • • •"
• • • • 0011111010011110011110111—17W H Rhodes. „ . .1100010301110010111011010—14

J J°5?.f,o"- • • • 0001011101101110100001111—14H B Hjll 0011111101001011101111100-16N Pamter 0100110010111010110011100-13-171

Piasa Gun Club.

In the Piasa Gun Club competition, Sept. 22, E. M. Gaddis a
nevv member, won the W. C. Co. handicap medal on 30 straight

^- -^'^^^ t'^<^ president's medal on a score of 45 out
or oO.

Lewistown Gun Club.
Below are the scores of the team shoot of our club, held on our

grounds, Friday afternoon, Sept. 28.
1 he affair was of unusual interest locally on account of the shoot

a week previous, when the same teams shot a race and tied thescores being 171 each.
While the boys did not score quite as high this time—for quitegood reasons, too, in most cases—yet, taken as a club, the scores

are all right. (jriJhth s team won out on the score of 160 toMaster's team's 347.
<= oi awj to

As a result of this shoot the club will have a fine handicap medal

bers
losing team, to be competed for by club mem-

The club already has a gold medal for the best score, but thisiiandicap medal gives every member a chance to win
ihe Club has leased new grounds, consisting of three acres, and

will fence It, build a club nouse, score sheds, and put in live-bird
traps, the traps will face northeast and have a fine open back-ground, with nothing to interfere with the view of the targetsIhis club cannot be beaten for membership and interest con-sidering the size of the town. It has been organized for 'sevenyears, and has kept interest pretty lively during that time

visiting sportsmen are made welcome.
The success of the club is largely attributable to the fact thatm practice shoots the members shoot for targets onlv and do nothave any purses, which will discourage the new members quickerthan anything and cause them to drop out

quicser

Secretary McCumber announces a one-day target tournament tobe given some time next month.
The scores:
Team No. 1—R. E. Griffith 17, L. Gray 23 C V r,rn-it if;

H. H. McCumber 22 ,VV.
, C Purdy 14, Ja's. Irundale S°S HGustme 15, H. Gner 33, VV. Strode 30, *Butler IS; total 160

*But not being present was paired with Rhodes to even teams.

xl"^ r°ku~^;.^\s^{''v'^T? ^'J-,1^- ^^^suhe 39, F. ^I. Love
15, W. G. Sharretts 18, W . H. Rhodes IS, Dr. W S Strodp 17
J. J Johnson 13, H. B. Hill 13, N. Painter 7. H. W Belts if
total 147. '

The Peori.yPekin Twin City Gun Club announces a two-dav
target and live-bird shoot, Oct 9 and 30. The tourney will beopen to all comers, largets will be thrown from three exoert
traps on Sergeant system, at 1 cent each. There are twelve tars^etand three live bird events scheduled for each day.
The Piasa Gun Club made the following scores Sept 28-
Handicap medal: Gaddis 29, Lane 29, Howell C Riehl 3uSchiess 27, Gaskins 28, Call 26. '

I'resident's medal: Riehl 45, Lane 45, Howell 44 Caddie
Schiess 41 Murpjiy 30. '

'^^''^'^

Miss-ancjirowt; Riehl 1, Lane <?
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Baltimore Live-Bird ' Tournament.

The managers of the Baltimore' Hve-bjrd tournament, Messrs. J.

R. Malone and H. P. Collins, set forth, as follows:
^

"In presenting this programme of our hve-bird, tournament, Uct.

2o, 24 and 25, we feel that it is not necessary to state that all

promises and guarantees contained therein will.be carried out to

^'^"Obs'ervin!;- that there was no' strictly live-bird tournament of

any magnitude scheduled in the Eastern section of the country for

the fall of 1900, and believing there are enough live-bird shooters

to properly support such an event, we have undertaken the task

of giving a three days' purely live-bird tournament.

"In order that our programme mav be particularly attractive, we
have received permission from Messrs. E. I. Dupont de Memours

& Co. of Wiim.ington, Del., to offer in open competition their

Dupon't smokeless powder championship trophy, as the principal

event of the tournament. This trophy has been shot ior a greater

number of times than anv other live-bird trophy m existence.

"We have endeavored to present a programme the several

events of which, entrance monevs, price of birds, handicaps, etc.

will recommend itself to the live-bird shots throughout the country,

and enable those who know how to and can shoot to Jand on the

profit side by a large majority.

"The tournament will be held on the grounds of the Baltimore

Shooting Association. These grounds are well known to a very

large number of the live-bird shooters throughout the entire

country, and by many it is said they
,

are as fast as any in the

land They are located on the Pimlico road, about 20 minutes

ride from'the center of'the city, and are easily reached by electric

cars. • , T • 1 11-1
"To reach the grounds, take either the Emden avenue or J)riiKl

Hill avenue cars to the terminus at Druid Hill Park, and transfei

to either Pikesville. Electric Park or \\ est Arlington car, which

leaves the park every 15 minute;-.
.

Xotes for .Shooters,— Headquarter.s will be at Carrollton Hotel.

Two sets of King ground traps will be in use. and birds will l>c

tranped at 2.j cents'^ All ties, except for the Dupont trophy cup.

will not be shot off, but must be divided. Please advise us at your

earliest convenience if we can expect you to be present. Ship your

shells in care of H. P. Collins. 22 S. Calvert street, and they wil

be delivered on the grounds. If you ship them by freighl. mail

Mr Collins the bill of lading, or you may not receive your shells

in time for the tournament. Shooting will begin promptly at 10

o'clock each day. First-class hand-loaded shells for sale on the

grounds. , , . ,. , , i j.

"Mr tames R. Malone needs no introduction to hve-bird shoot-

ers' and he will attend to furnishing the birds throughout the

tournament, and as he has had several years' experience in the

handling of birds he will see to providing the very strongest and

best flyers that money can procure.

First Day, Oct. 23.

"The events are: , • j •
i j i

"Baltimore Introductory. 7 birds, ?7 entrance, bird included;

30yds. rise. Three monevs—50, 30 and 20 per cent. High guns.

Ties in this event will not be shot off, but must be divided.

"Suburban Sweepstakes. 10 birds, $10 entrance, birds included:

30yds. rise. Four inoneys-30, 30. 20 and 10 per cent. High guns.

Ties in this event will not be shot off, but must be divided.

"Pimlico Handicap. 15, birds, $15 entrance, birds included; handi-

caps 25 to 32vdE., and the handicaps which contestants receive m
the Dupont cup event will govern in this event. High guns. Six

moneys—30, 20, 15, 13, 12 and 10 per cent. Ties m this event- will

not be shot off, but must be divided. „ , i

"Miss-and-out: Time permitting, miss-and-out events will he sliot

at $5 entrance.

Second Day, Oct. 24.

"Dupont Smokeless Powder Championship trophy: Open to the

world, $500 guaranteed and all surplus added to the purse. E.

I Dupont de Nemours & Co., of Wilmington, Del., offer for con-

test their magnificent trophy. The contest xs open to the world,

and the conditions are as follows: 25 live birds, $25 entrance,

birds extra; handicaps 25 to 32yds, inclusive; three moneys—
50, .30 and 20 per cent. Class shooting. „ , ^,
"Division of money in the Dupont Smokeless Powder Champion-

ship event: The managers guarantee $500 in this event, and all

entries in excess of twenty will be added to the purse and divided

in accordance with the above conditions. In addition to iirst

monev the winner of same is declared the winner of the sterling

trophy! and will hold same, subject to the rules herein published

and governing holder and future individual contests. All ties

for first place in this event will be shot off in series of 5 birds

per man until the winner of the cup is declared. Regular entries

for the Dupont trophv cup event will close at 12 o'clock noon,

Tuesday, Oct. 23, whi'ch must
, be accompanied by a $10 forfeit;

but post entries mav be made up to the time the last man fires

at his second bird b'v paying $30. Advance entries may be made
by mailing check for $10 to H. P. Collins, 22 South Calvert street,

Baltimore, Md., acknowledgment of which will be made promptly

Third Day, Oct. 25.

"Consolation Handicap, $50 added; 20 birds, $20 entrance, birds

included, and $50 added. Six moneys—30, 20, IS, 13, 12 and 10

per cent. High guns. Handicaps, 25 to 32yds.

"Miss-and-out events will be arranged to suit the shooters, time

permitting. . .

"This tournament will be under the personal supervision and
management of J. R. Malone and H. P. Collins."

WESTERl^ TRAPS.

Faiurs
Christensen .

.

Hoover
Schmelzer
Mitchell ......

Selee
Young
W'elch
Cress
Campbell
Lyman
Ed Tanner .

.

*Live birds.

Events:
Targets

:

White
Hughes
Sibbert
Klein
.Meeres
Brown
Tanner
ijoff

./'aurs

(.'hristensen .

.

iloover
Mitchell
'I'oung
W'elch
("ress
Campliell
Ed Tanner .

T Goff
Pat
Ingums
Dean
Dixon
*Eive birds.

6 11 11 11 9 9

6 11 13 i4
'9

13 12 13 12

8 12 12 13

4 12 12 12 11 13 11 18 is io

9 11 13 16 12 13 13 18 14 12

7 11 13 18 9 10 9 16 10 li

13 13 ,

.

17 n
10 11
13 12

n 1;

211

ay, Sept 20.

1 2
o
u 4 5 (i 7 8 9 10

15 20 15 15 15 15 10 15 25 *15

12 19 13 14 14 10 10 14 23

13 19 14 15 14 14 8 14 23 i2

13 19 9 10 13 10 19

15 18 14 12 13 ii
'7

11 20 ii
13 19 14 14 12 11 S 11 24 8

13 17 14 12 13 13 s 13 20 14

111 19 12 13 10 12 s 10 22

10 14 12 8

15 12

E C Race Postponed.

Chicago, 111., Sept, 26.—Messrs, Fred Gilbert and Eddie Bing-

ham paid the Forest and Stream office a visit this week, and
Fred at the time mentioned the change of date in the race between
himself and Billy Crosby for the E C cup, which was set for Fri-

day of this week at Watson's Park. "Crosby was very kind with

me at one time in postponing a match that we had on," said he,

"and of course I feel like doing as much for him. He suggested
that it would be more convenieni to him if I would agree to set

the E C date on until after Elmer Neal's tournament, and I have
written him that I will do so, and have named Oct, 9 and Wat-
son's Park, Chicago, as the time and place. This will give me
time to get around here after ray races with Jimmie Elliott at

'S^nsas City, which are set for Oct, 2 and 3,"

Status of All the Trophies.

All the open trophies are in the hands of Western men, and it

.-^eems that they are changing hands among the select few who are

in the trophy trust. To-morroy,, Sept. 27, at Omaha, Jim Elliott

shoots Frank Parmelee for the St. Louis Republic cup. On (Jet. 2

Gilbert shoots Elliott for the Dupont trophy at Kansas City.

On Oct. 3 the same men meet again for the Sportsmen's Review
trophy. Gilbert challenges Elliott for the cast iron badge, but
IClliott has not yet set the date for that shoot. On Oct. 9 Gilbert

and Crosby meet here for the E C cup.

Denison Shoot.

The Denison, la,, shoot. Sept, 19-20, was a success in the face

ol bad weather, and all who attended went away satisfied. The
local men entertained the visitors royally. The out-of-town men
were White, of Schaler; Hughes, of Fonda; Klein, of Spirit Lake;
Baughman, McGaw, Knobby and Brunning, of Breda; Schmelzer,
of Omaha; Mitchell and Selee. of Perry; Welch and Cress, of

Wall Lake. A couiile of dozen shooters in all took parf. the
scores of the two days being as below:

First Day, Sept. 19.

Events: 12 3 456789 10
Targets: 10 15 15 20 15 15 15 20 15 *15

White 10 13 12 20 14 13 14 16 11 12

Hughes 9 15 12 20 14 13 13 16 15 14
Sibbert « 10 13 17 11 11 11 14 10 ..

Klein 9 13 14 19 14 12 13 16 10 12

Meeres 7 14 14 15 15 11 13 16 13 13
Brown 6 9 11 16 13 12 .. 19 13 11

Baughman 7 13 11 16 12 12 11 10 9 .

McGaw 7 12-12 17 .. 8 ..

Knobbv « U IS 12 12 11 14 12 10 11

Tanner" S ;? 14 17 13 12 12 15 12 8

Brunning 7 5 11 15 10 14 9 12 10 ..

Cfoff 5 ;• •• .. .. .. 14 7 ..

13 .. 13

.. .. 15
15 20 15

ii') is i4
14 1(1 11

15 9 ..

14 15 11
12 19 15

.. 1(1 11

13 11 13
12 . . .

.

11 9 14
13 14 10
14 11 10
11 14 12

14 13 10
9 S 12

13 23

. . 15

13 17 .-

14 i'i

11 23 ..

22 1"'
'.

'. 15
.'

Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

Garfield Gun Club.

K. HouGu.

Chicago. Sept. 29,—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the twenty-second and last

trophy shoot of the series. Hicks won Class A medal on a score

of 24. Eaton won Class B medal on 23, and Pollard Class C on
22. This closes the target shooting season on our grounds, and
next week we start on live pigeons, and will shoot every week
until further notice. The trophy shoots will be held on_ the

second and fourth Saturdays of each month. Distance handicap,
only 10-bird events. Other Saturdays will be specials;

Trophy .shoot, 25 targets:
McGowan 110010011101111001101)0111—15

C T Keck 1111000101010010101010100—12

Xorthcott lOlllllllOllOllllOUlllll—21

Dr Meek 1111011111110111110111111—22

Mrs Shaw 1111011001101111011010110—17

br Shaw 1111011 OllOUllOOllllOlU—19
R Kuss 1101111111101111111111111—23

Pollard 1111111110111101111111011—22

Richards 011111101110111111110111 1—21
Thomas 0001110011100010110100100—11

T Eaton 1111111111111110111110111—23

E W Eaton 0001100111101010011010001—12
T Wolff 0111011110111111111111111—22

"Hellman 1101111111101111010110111—20

Delano 1101111011110011111111100—19

Gardner
' IHOOUOOllOllOlOlllOlOOl—15

McDonald OOlOOlOOllOOOOluOlOlUOll—11

L Wolf IIIOOOOOIIOUOIOIOOOUOOO—11

T Hicks lllllllllimillllllllUO—24

Sweepstakes

:

Targets: 15 10 5p 15 15 10

P McGowan... 5 5 7 9 11 ..

C T Keck 9 4 1 8 .. ..

Korthcott 10 9 8 12 14 .

.

Mrs Shaw 11 9 8

Dr Shaw 10 7 10 9 .. ..

R Kuss 12 5 8 15 13 S
Pollard 14 10 7 11 13 .

.

Richards 12 8 8,13 15 ..

Thomas 13 9 6 11 10 .

.

Targets: 15 10 5p
T Eaton 9

E W Eaton 7

Wolff S

Hellman 8
Gardner ........ .. 5
Delano .. ..

McDonald 4
Hicks 9

Dr Meek
Dr. J. W, Meek,

15 15 10
13 9 8

8 10 5
13 .. ..

13 14 10

4 13 4
11 9 ..

14 .. ..

.. .. 8
Sec'y.

Dixie Gun Club Tournament.
Pensacola,' Fla.. Sept. 24.—The tournament of the Dixie Gun

Club, held .Sept. 19 and 20, was a success, in spite of the non-
attendance of outside shooters, but four being present, viz.: M.
Kaufman, of Peters Cartridge Co.; A. H. Fox, of the Winchester
Arms Co, ; H, P. Collins, representing the Hazard and Dupont
powder companies, and Mr. J. T, Skelly, of the L, & R, Co.
These four hoboes were much in evidence, and made up in quality

what they lacked in numbers, A. H. Fox won general average with
his Winchester gun. Forbes won amateur average, shooting a
Winchester, as did Muldoon, who won second average on second
day. '^Velles, who won second average on the first day, shot a

Lefever. Mr. Skelly did not get here until morning of the second
day, and, though badly worsted from his all night ride, shot the
programme out. After the tournament the hoboes and several of

the Dixies made a trip around the bay on Mr. T. E. Welles' launch,
which he kindly placed at their disposal.
Scores of the seventh annual tournament of the Dixie Gun Club,

Sept. 19 and 20, at Kuppfrian's Park, follow:

First Day, Sept. J9.

Events: 12346789
Targets : 15 15 15 20 15 20 15 25 Broke. Lost. Total.

*A H Fox 13 12 13 16 13 20 12 21
B Forbes 14 11 13 19 13 18 11 17
*M Kaufman 12 9 11 15 12 16 14 19
T E Welles 9 13 12 17 8 16 11 19

V J Vidal 14 11 12 14 11 8 10 22
M A DuDuison 11 12 9 15 8 17 13 17
Geo Turton 9 10 9 15 11 15 9 15
*H P Collins 8 13 8 14 7 12 7 15
Wni Yates 11 6 10 7 2 10 7 20
F E Brawner 6 8 9 9 7 15 6 .

.

B D Beers 11 11 15 13 8 15 . . .

.

W K Robinson 10 5 8 8 .. 8 .. 7
C Kuppfrian.. 14 10 14 14 17 10 21
W Abbott 4 13 5

Smith 9 6 6 8..
Dixon 7 12 7

B H Fairchild 12 11 13 U 15 .. .,

F Bruce 12 11 6 11

J M Muldon 11 17 12 19 12 21

V M Fulcher 6 10 8 17 11 17
Geo Randolph 13 13 23
W S Xorman 10 16

A C Blount 12 14
P T Hooten 14 15 10 18

C T Clifford 6

Boyett 4

*Denotes manufacturers' agents, who shot for price of
and birds only.
Event No, 5, 10 live birds, 28yds,, five traps, $7.50

divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent,:

120 20 140
116 24 140
108 32 140
105 35 140
102 38 140
102 ^38 140
93 47 140
84 56 140
73 67 140

*Denotes manufacturers' agents, who shot for price of targets

and birds only.
First average, 500 Ballistite shells, donated by J. H. Lau & Co.,

won by Forbes. Second average, 260 King's Smokeless shells,

donated by Peters Cartridge Co., won by Welles. High score
event No, 4, artotype "Alert," donated by Forest and Stream,
won by Forbes, High score event No, 9, leather gun case, won
by Randolph,

Second Day, Sept. 20.

livents: 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9

|-arget.s: 15 20 15 20 15 15 15 25

lorbes 13 18 13 18 14 13 13 24

^'FoK 15 IS 13 18 14 15 13 18

Muldon 12 14 13 18 13 13 11 23

Welles 12 18 12 17 13 14 12 18

'l urton 9 IS 11 19 14 11 11 20

Fulcher 14 13 12 16 10 15 12 19
11 9 14 14 14 13 19

16 10 15 11 12 10 19

14 12 11 13 13 10 17
9 13 11 16 11 9 9 21
9 9 12 12 9 11 13 15

12 5 12 8 9 11 16
13 7 11 e 10 9 14

9 16 10 14 14 19

Broke.
126
124
117
116
113
111
107
102
99
99
90
82
81
92

Lost.
14
16
23
24
27
29
33
38
41
41
50
58
59
28

Total.
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140
120

Vidal 1^

'Kaufman 9

Beers 9

Yates ...

Robinson
*Collins 9

•Skclh 11

Uruce .-10

.Xorman 7 10 . , 8 .. ,,. .. ...

Ilooten 9 11 10 ..

Stone 3 6

Hyer 10

Zelius 4

"Denotes manufacturers' agents, who shot for price of targets

;uul birds only.
First average, 500 Smokeless shells, won by B. Forbes, Second

average. 250 King's .Smokeless shells, donated by Peters Cartridge
Co., won by J. .M. Muldon. High score event No. 2, pneumatic
recoil pad, donated by J. H. Winters, Clinton, Mo., won by
T. E. Welles. High score event No. 4, one pair leggins, won by
Geo. Turton, High score event No. 9, hunting coat, won by
11, Forbes,

'

Kvent No. 5, 10 live birds. 28yds., entrance $7.50:

Forbes 1121111111—10 *Kaufman 2221210022— §
Yates 2122121121—10 Vidal 2120121010— 7

*Fox . . 2222122221—10
Turton 2222*22222— 9

Beers 1122210112— 9

W elles 2211210112— 9

Muldon ''211121121- 9

"Collins 2222102100— 7
Randolph 2222101001— 7
Robinson ....10210''^2210—

6

Hver . . . ; . ..0021002021— 5
Turner 0010020001— 3
Zelius 2002010001— 4
*Skelly *0020O2o01— 3

Hooten 122112;ill*— 9

Norman 1*11212111— 9

Fulcher 202*121122— 8

'Denotes manufacturer.s' agents, who shot for price of targets

Mnd birds only.
Extra live-bird event, 10 birds, entrance $4:

|«"orbes 2211222122—10 Muldon 1221001121—8
Yates 1111211211—10 Vidal 0202221022—7
Norman 1121121221—10
Fulcher ; 2222212111—10
*Collins 2210221112— 9

*Kaufman 0222222222— 9

Turton 1111102111— 9

Beers 1102211111— 9

Robinson 0102210111— 7
Stone 2020200111— f!

Randolph *122001011— 6
Zelius 0000210001—3
Bruce 10*0012000— 3
Blount 0002111001— 5

^Denotes manufacturers' agents, who shot for price of targets

and birds only. CoR. Secy.

Peru Gun Club's Tournament.

Peru, Ind.—-Editor Forest and Stream: (Jwing to the interest
displayed and the large number of entries in the live-bird events
at our last .spring tournament the Peru Gun Club has decided
to give a two-day tournament on Oct. 29 and 30, which will be
devoted entirely to live-bird shooting.
In this tournament the Peru Gun Club will attempt something

in the way of division of purses, which has hardly as yet been
attempted by any gun club outside the larger cities. It is well
known to almost every sportsman in the country who has taken an
interest in pigeon shooting that the method of division of purses
most in vogue at the present time—i. e., the percentage system

—

is most unsatisfactory. The amount of the entrance in most all

live-bird events is entirely too large a sum to risk, when the
chances are that nothing will be won even if the shooter scores aU
his birds. Unless the race be a long one or the birds an unusual
lot it is indeed rare under this system that a straight score pays
more than the entrance. The Peru Gun Club has therefore de-

cided to make every race a handicap race from 26 to 32yds.,

open to all, and every purse will be divided, high guns.
The races first day will be short, and, as stated above, all will

have a handicap, and the purses divided, two high guns to every
five entries.

The second day's programme will consist of one event at 25

birds, $20 entrance, purse divided as on first day.

Programmes will be out about (Jet. 15, and can be had by ad-

dressing Chas. Bruck, the secretary, or the undersigned.^ J. L. Head.

National Gun Club.

Milwaukee, Sept 28.—Herewith find scores of the monthly live-

bird shoot of the National Gun Club, held at National Park to-day:

No, 1:

Collins 1201112211

Uno 1222021122

Scherer 1111021111

Blake 2222221202

Houghton 2222210111

G S 2222222222

No, 2:

Thomas .2202202222

Becker 1102201112

Blake 2201110221

Uno 0122111122

Bush m0212012

No. 3:

Becker 1100122120 Collins 1012221212

Uno 1211112112 Thomas 2112212212

Bagart 2220101120
Stuth 0002111122
Thomas 2220220222
Bush 22212U0102
Becker 01ull21211
Gumz 1112121021

Scherer 0121222121
Houghton 1100012002
E Gumz 1010210002
Collins 1121010112

No. 4:

Becker .

Collins ,

2012001101 Thomas 1212121121
1111021102 Uno UlOimil

LiNDLEY C01.1.1KS, Sec'y.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

targets

entrance.

B Forbes 122*221202—8
Wm Yates 112121*220— 8

F E Brawner 20U120210— 7

Geo Turton 0221110220- 7

B D Beers 1121*02021— 7

V M Fulcher 1122122202- 9

»H P Collins 21*0*22222— 7

*M Kaufman 2102222222- 9

*A H Fox 221*022222— 8

V J Vidal 2122022222- 9
:M a Dubuison 0011110220— 6
A L Rettinger 2222200202— 7W K Robinson 12*0201122— 7
T E Welles : .*1*0211010—

5

J M Muldon 1002002020—4
J J Hooten 1202202222— S
Geo Randolph ..... 011O1102OO— 5W Abbott .2202021210—7

" Hunting and Fishing in the South.

"

A book descriptive of the best localities in the South for various

kinds of game and fish. The game laws of Virginia, North Caro-

lina, South Carolina. Kentucky, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee and
Mississippi, the States penetrated by the Southern Railway. For
all information call at Ticket Office, 271 and 1185 Broadway, or

address Alex S. Thweatt, E. P. A., 1185 Broadway, New York city.

—Adv.

:Mr. Fred Sauter, of 3 North William street, New York, has

recently received a large shipment of elk, deer, caribou and an-

telope horns, among which are some very fine specimens. Mr.
Sauter also has on hand a great variety of birds, animals, game
heads, panels, etc, which make an interesting exhibit. His ad-

vertisement appears in another column.

—

Adz'.

*Denotes Itlanufacturers' agents, who shot for price of targets
and birds only.

Event No, 10, miss-and-out:
B Forbes...111111111111111111—18 Randolph .10 ' ~1
*A H Fox. 111111111111111110—17 *H CoUins.O ' _0
*Kaufman .111111111110 —ll W Yates.,. .0 —0
V Fulcher..IIUO —4 V Vidal., 0 — 0

J Muldon..110 — 2

The Stevens Arms Co. has recently brought out a new caliber

28-3O-I2I) target riflp, which has met with favor in the hpnds of

Mr H M. Pope, Mr. Herrick and other well-known riflemen,

The Union Metallic Cartridge Co. has made a cartridge to fit

this gun and their expert, Mr. U. M. C. Thomas, has pro-

nounced it a success, having secured some remarkable targets with

the .28cal. gun.—^(ii'.

The mounting of moose, elk, caribou and deer Heads is the

specialty of Rowland, taxidermist, of 182 Sixth avenue. New
York who also attends to all other branches of taxidermy, and
invites the public to, call and exainine his work. His advertise^

ment will be found •elsewhere in this paper.—
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MARSH FOLK.—in.

As one passes over the marshes or along its edge,

where the corn grass and the cattails and the tall weeds

grow, rail spring up ofteij from beneath one's very feet

•or from the bow of the boat, with clumsy flutterings and

hanging legs—the birds for which at this season of the

year the gunner searches. They kick and struggle as

they rise, but after a little they seem to "get going" and

move off with a smooth, slow flight, propelling them-

selves by constant flappings for a few yards, when, if a

good piece of cover is reached, they drop into it awk-

wardly, with hanging legs and uplifted wings, and so

hastily as often to deceive the novice—who has missed

with one or both barrels—into thinking that he hit his

bird and that it may be recovered. The old rail shooter

knows better, and he also knows that having missed his

bird it is quite likely that he will not see it again, for it

may refuse to rise, racing of? through the grass and get-

ting away before the boat can be brought near, or, if it

cannot do this, hiding or diving and clinging to the grass

with only the tips of its bill showing above the water,

until it has tired out its pursuers. This bill is just the

color of the yellow grass stalk and may deceive the

sharpest eyes. Even if the bird floats on the water's sur-

face, the brown back streaked with paler shades looks

like a spot of open water crossed by two or three slen-

der grass stems. But if the dead bird lies on its back

vhe paler breast and belly are readily seen.

In the marsh there are other rails beside the sora.

One of these, similar in general make-up but little more

than half its size, is the yellow rail, a bird long consid-

ered extremely rare, but now known to be far less so

than was once thought. It is not seen among the corn

grass, but lives well up on the meadow, where it runs

among the bogs and grass stems like a mouse on the

ground, and will hardly take to wing. Sometimes the

gunner, beating the marsh for snipe, with a young dog,

may be greatly puzzled by these little birds. His dog

will stop and point and look, and then go forward and

point again, and look, and perhaps make eager plunges

at the grass, and at last a little bird, which by its flight

he knows to be a rail, but by the white margin of its

wings he knows is not the common rail, may rise from

the ground for a short flight, and if he shoots arid re-

covers the bird he finds it this yellow rail. Once a good
many years ago a man having such an experience de-

voted an hour or two to looking for these birds, with

the result that he secured about a dozen, some of which

he shot, some his dog caught, some he caught in his

hand and one or two he killed with .his dog whip.

Besides the others, there is the Virginia rail, not very

different in size from the sora, but reddish on the breast

and with a long, sharp-pointed bill—a miniature of the

.clapper rail. These are not many, but now and then

,one is killed, as are also sometimes king rails and galli-

nules—birds which stand midway between the rail and
.the coot or sea crow.

The early risen gunner who has reached the marsh in

the gray of the quiet autumn morning is likely to hear, at

first far off, but gradually growing nearer and louder, the

.faint, thin whistle of the wild duck's wings, and perhaps

.may see them as they turn against the paling sky, or may
hear the long rush of their bodies as they slide along the

still water when alighting. They may be half a dozen
.bluewinged teal or a brood of black ducks reared not many
hundred miles away, who have journeyed from their sum-
mer home through the night and stopped here on their

deliberate southward way. All through tlie day. and per-

haps for several days and nights, they will loiter about
the river, swimming through the stems of the corn grass,

lifting the mud of the shores, startled now and then by
passing boat or railroad train, and then after a few circles

and a short flight up or down the river, alighting once
more to r&sume their avocations.

Now and then the eager rail shooter may come sud-

(denly on a group of these birds and may secur,e one or
,two as they rise, or seeing them near some shore may
by laborious crawling come within shot of them sitting on
ithe water. More rarely they will carelessly fly near a

gunner, and so may lose one or two of their number;
but the ducks killed in this way are few.

Later in the season, after the frosts have hardened and
the rail and snipe have left for good, the marsh is some-

times visited by a small flock of geese, who, taking their

way in silence from thg'salt water, com^ in aft^r 4arlc %q

feed and leave again with the morning's first light.

Talkative though geese usually are, these are silent while

in the marsh, knowing well that if their presence there

were learned, guards of gunners would surround their

resting place and close it to them for the season.

With much rustle and sharp flappings of wings there

are often startled from among the wild rice stems groups
of red-winged blackbirds, which perch on the swaying
tops, now bare of seeds, and swing and bow with anx-

ious duckings before taking safety in flight. Birds that

are black with red shoulder straps are seldom seen, but

there are many brown white-streaked ones, the young of

the year. With these there may be a few reed birds, the

bobolinks of yesterday, the rice birds of to-morrow, now
clad in their yellow plumage, and taking their way from
the North, where they are loved, to the South, where
they are hated.

Down lower in the rushes and among the cattails, and
even in the long grass of the meadow, hop and fuss, like

all their kind, the little wrens of the marsh. They ara-

familiarly wrenlike in looks and ways, and have little

fear of us as we appear on the marsh, for they will dodge
about among the reeds, almost withiia arm's length from
the boat. Now, too, the army of brown-backed spar-

rows is gathering for the southward journey, and of these

many love to hide among the reeds. There are swamp
sparrows and Lincoln's finches and not a few others,

which he who travels the marsh learns to know well.

These are some of the dwellers in the marsh. There
are not a few others, some of which in winter draw the

trapper to the snoW-covered waste—water mice and
muskrats and minks and, rarest of all, sometimes an otter.

The time was, no doubt, when all the streamlets flowing

into the river were dammed along their course by the

beaver, but that was long, long ago, and the beaver has

disappeared even more completely than the Indian.

Rarely, however, after a day when birds have been few
and shots infrequent, the gunner may see as the boat

rounds a bend a brown mink sitting on the bank or on
some floating drift stuff, busily engaged in devouring a

captured fish or bird; but he is likely to have only a

glimpse of this shy creature, for in these days the mink is

watchful and retiring.

If you have tramped the marsh until you are wet with

perspiration, or have fallen overboard and filled your

boots with water, it is pleasant on a warm September
day to strip off your wet things and put them in the sun
to dry while you lie on the grass of the bank and dreamily

gaze off over the marsh. Your view takes in a whole

panorama and you pay little attention to its details, yet

along the water's edge you see the great conical weeds

nod and bow in the wind whose sighing thri»igh the

rustling leaves above you is interrupted now and then by
the distant whistle of a train. You see the brown leaves,

fallen from the trees, on the banks, rush swiftly up

stream on the flowing tide, you watch the fish hawks
swing and soar, and the sail of some tiny boat shines

white far up the stream. The worries and the cares of

every day life fall from your mind, troubles are forgotten

and for a little while you are a dreaming boy again.

BLAME THE GRANDFATHER.
When the game potting sneaker sneaks, what is it

that induces his sneaking? We may reasonably assume
that a person of mature years, who moves in decent or

respectable, not to say polite, circles of society, would'

not of his own volition turn sneak and steal into the

woods to kill game out of season, unless there were
some compensation in addition to the mere birds he
might get. If the sneak must have for his belly birds

killed out of season, he can buy them and so save

tiring his legs in the chase of them. Manifestly there h
something more than the game that makes the sneak;

and this something is the poa'ching blood in his veins.

This indeed is a well recognized principle iia the coun-

tries of Europe where shooting is a class privilege.

There the game is preserved on estates and protected

by armed, keepers, and liberty to take it is denied those

outside. Under such circumstances there is, of course,

a constant provocation to taste of the forbidden fruit.

Stolen waters are sweet. The poacher finds real pleasure

in getting the better of preserv* and keeper. To poach
means to circumvent both game and guardian; and
human nature being what it is, the continued persistence

of poaching in a game preserve country is precisely what
might be expected. As ]|€neration follows generation c

'

game preservers, so generations of poachers follow with

them; the poaching spirit is handed down from father to

son; the babe sucks it in with the mother's milk.

But in the United States the conditions of game and

shooting are quite different. In x\meri.ca the piarsuit of

game is as yet in no sense a class privilege. The covers,

are free to all alike, under laws which in theory, intent

and practice are for the common control of all alike, and

for the benefit of all alike. Here there is no earthly

excuse for any grown up gunner to turn sneak in order

to get what belongs to him, nor any reasonable explana-

tion of his doing so, imless we find the explanation in

the presence of poacher blood in his veins. It is a

familiar fact that many immigrants bring with them their

old world prejudices against shooting restrictions and

their poaching propensities. They do not understand

the American system of game protection as being for

the public good of all alike. They regard all game laws

as obnoxious and tyrannical, and imagine that liberty

in America means license to kill game according to the

individual sweet will. Trace back the lineage of the

poacher wherever you find him in this country, and you

will discover the poacher blood in his veins.

Take for example the case of that fellow who was
rounded up by the Rhode Island constables near Narra-

gansett Pier the other day, and was made to pay a round

penalty for having sneaked off to kill birds in close time.

The newspaper reporters who chronicled his sneak ex- •

ploit, and its prompt punishment, took pains to sa^'

that the culprit was "a prominent society man of Phila-

delphia." Heaven help a society whose leade-rs are game
sneaks, even though the sneaking be bred in the bone. In

Philadelphia, as the rest of the world well knows, they

attach high importance to the grandfather. Society's

smile or frown depends upon the aaswer to the question.

"Had he a grandfather?" No man not duly provided

with a grandfather may ever aspire to be dubbed as a

prominent society man of Philadelphia, when the re-

porters tell about his arrest for killing game out of

season. Conversely, when a poacher is described as a

prominent society man, if he happens to hail from
Philadelphia, we may be sure that he had a grand-
father. LTpon the grandfather then let us leniently lay

the blame for the transgressions of the frail and pecca-
ble poaching grandson.

At the same time let us not weary of punishing the

grandsons, Philadelphians and all others, until by the

salutary chastening we shall have eradicated to the last

trace the poacher blood in their veins.

The New Jersey law forbids the export of game, and
the law is of the iron-clad class which permits no ex-
ceptions whatever beyond the transmission of game
through the State by common carriers in unbroken
packages, or of game killed in preserves. This aieans
that a New York sportsman who kills game in Orange
or Rockland or Sullivan county and brings it through
New" Jersey on the railroads is liable to have it seized

by^ the New Jersey wardens at Jersey City, and to be
arrested for violation of the law. This is, of course, a

harshness which is quite unnecessary for serving the
purpose of the statute, which is to retain New Jersey
game within the State limits. A New York sportsman
who kills game in New York and desires to carry it

through New Jersey into New York again, .niay ac-

com^ilish this by intrusting his game to the express

.
companies, which the New York law permits to trans-

port it in the express car -of the train on which the
ow»er is a passenger. In this way it will go through
and the owner will have the satisfaction of knowing that

though he has been inconvenienced, he has only com-
plied with the laws of two States, the intent of which
is to make difficult the shipment of game to market.

The tropical game preserve described by Mr. Francis
C. Nicholas affords an admirable example of wise fore-

thought for the care of a native stock of game. The
average development of a territory is planned 'and car-

ried on. without regard to the ultimate effect upon the

birds and quadrupeds which constitute a great natural

resource for food and recreation. The company opera-
ting here was extremely fortunate in having for its

superintendent on the gpound one who had the eye to
recognize the game supply possibilities and the good
sense to think of caring for the stock an,d pressrving it

from the usual effect of settlement. It is an examt>H)
\vhich may be follo'vved everywhere,
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Some^South Sea Hoodoos.

In these random narratives of fin and feather in the

South Sea, under tropical skies, in the evening calm and

the steady daytime blast of the trade-wind, in sun and

torrents of the furious rain, it is only fair to anticipate

one comment of the friendly critic. It may be thought

that the game comes to bag too easily; that the per-

centage of kills is too high to be altogether real; that

jif the fish refuse the bait they always get into creel by

some other device of net or trap. In the course of the

tales various Samoan associates in the free life of the

sea and jungle have been introduced; the aver faithful

Tan®a has been aroused from his naps to render some
needed service, the vivacious young Talolo has led the

way to mountain nooks, and has been content with the

opportunity to use the "shoot gun," and has made his

plaintive appeals for something to stay his appetite;

chiefs and common folk have contributed to the sport.

They arc all real personages, their characteristics are

drawn from the life just as I learned to know them and
to use their several talents. So, too, with the hunting;

it is all the record of real experience, the few bright

spots in an official position which was after all but an
exile. The fish were indeed taken, the birds were indeed
killed; it is all fact. But to meet this criticism that all

was too easy to be true I must devote this chapter to

the adverse influences that all of us recognize as condi-
tioning the sport of rod and gun. By this I do not mean
the bird that is cleanly missed, the fish that breaks the

tackle, the gang of hooks that get snarled in the coral.

These are but accidents of sport that might happen to

anybody and anywhere. Those which I mean are the

hoodoos that spoil all the sport of a day. We can reason
them aside as absurd superstitions in our country, but
we must acknowledge their power; but among the simple
savages there is no chance to reason thena away—they
are very present realities, and when we meet them in

South Sea waters, and on the island mountains, none
of our acquired wisdom can expunge their power.

In the islands the old gods are still very close to
present life, despite the vigorous profession of the newer
faith which the missionaries have introduced. On vil-

lage greens the stone churches rise into prominence; the
people are unremitting in their attendance upon the
services, wearing clean Avhite shirts and gaudy bonnets,
according to the sex of the worshipers, and carrying
their Bibles and hymn books wrapped in spotless hand-
kerchiefs. But in the jungle and on the waters no
Samoan quite forgets his ancestral gods, the powers
of nature, and in the domain of the hunter and the
fisher these old gods reign supreme. Moralists may
not assume to blame them as untutored savages prec-
ticing absurd superstitions of an inferior race, for if any
moralist will only go a-fishing with people of the
infinitely superior Caucasian race, he cannot avoid seeing
a few practices which may not be superstitions, but
which are certainly believed necessary to luck. What
the boy does to the worm after it is on the hook and
before it goes into the stream is proof that there is

kinship in practice between the savage and the cultured
sportsman.

These, then, are a few of the conditions which make
or mar the success of the hunter and the fisher in Samoa.
_
There is good luck in the tiny island parrot that nestsm the coronal of the cocoanut trees. It is a bird no

larger than the English sparrow, and quite as compan-
ionable. It IS an impertinent bunch of brilliant plumage
green and red and blue; it chatters all the day in the
trees, and it flies fearlessly down about the houses and
has no fear of people. Common as it is, it is credited
with any amount of "mana" or supernatural power, and
Its movements are carefully watched. There is a long
and tiresome song in Manu'a, which is now in the
United States, that arouses the anger of all the bicl«ring
Samoans in the westward islands of Tutuila and Upolu
and Savai'i, where the people think their kings amount
to something, yet have to confess the superiority of thekmg of Manu'a. It rehearses the distant flight of the
parrot from the mountain of Tau. how it passed over
each island but did not alight, and therefore left none of
Its magic power. Then the song finishes with the ques-
tion, Mahetoa, is that thy parrot? Why not catch it as it
files and then the magic power will be thine ? But the parrot
wings homeward to Manu'a without alighting and seeks
3ts nest on the mountain of Tau." This is 'enough to
start a fight when sung in the hearing of one of the
Mahetoa clan. But even outside of Manu'a the parrot
brings luck, particularlv to such as gn to the bush or
out upon the reef in search of game. If when a party is
setting out a parrot should fly down among them or
should alight upon any of their tackle success is assured
tor this reason prudent sportsmen sit in the shade and
wait tor th€ parrot to bring them luck.

Good luck IS brought also by the little gecko lizard themo o, that runs about the houses in search of its food
the eggs and larvae of insects. No one ever harms them'
and they chase in and out among all one's belongings'
ihey are timorous little animals, only two or three
inchesJong; and a finger suddenly pointed at one will

'^t'if'} ^? -f""'f ^.^V^y ^'^^ ^ of I'g'it find probably
shed Its tail to facilitate its escape from the threatened
dangen SUll_ if a mo o is found in the creel or gamebag when It is taken down for use it is a sure sign of
success. Thejr are pretty little beasts to look upon whenthey are pnised for instant flight on the rim of the creel
Jiead in a,r as if ro scent the danger, their eyes mere
Y^tical shts of deep purple in bands of orange, their

little hear?ts
"""'^^""^ '^''^'^ beat of the excited

wS^'-nll!-^
effect of the other lizard, the

k V .u"^^^
'"^^^ Fortunately it is

IZJu^A ' ''T/'. ° T"- ^lt^^°"gft common'in thewoodland ways If it is found in any of the gear of

i-Vn^'TU^'L'' u'^'"^
'"•^'^t 3^ well give up the

m^, Tf?f liast that can happep f.s failure : it is more than

likely that some distressing accident will follow the dis-

regard of this warning. It is not only in sport that the

malign influence is felt. If a blue lizard should drpp
upon the head or shoulders of a man under any cir-

cumstances, it is his death warrant, and it is very easy

for these Samoans to lie down and die from such a cause

as this. Luckil}^ the mere meeting of the pili on the

path is innocuous, for within the limits of the jungle, even

to the summits of the highest mountains I have scaled

—

and they are nearly a mile up above the sea—it is im-

possible to avoid the lizard that scampers across the

path. The pili plays a most important part in the legends

of Samoa. His original was the child of the high gods

of the ninth heaven, and that is as high as one can go
in the island succession of heavens. He had the power
of transforming his shape and of living in the sea and
in the rivers and in the springs and in various parts of

the land. From each transformation various high native

families trace their descent. But for the fisher and the

hunter he is always bad medicine.

The majestic frigate bird is another that brings bless-

ing and curse according to circumstances. When fishing

the frigate bird is all that could be desired. If he is seen
winging his untiring flight over a fleet of canoes, and
the fishers pray him to grant them fair wind, they feel

that they are sure to have the wind and to come home
with their canoes laden with the fish of the deep sea.

But ashore it is different; the frigate bird brings a bale-

ful influence on the sport of pig-eon netting. Every
night and morning the frigate birds are seen high in air

crossing the mountain ridges of each of the islands. It

is a straight passage, for these are birds of the sea and
are nevr known to alight on any Samoan island. They
come in from sea at such an altitude that it is hard to

discern their clear whiteness, but that altitude brings
them close to the tree tops over the central ridges of the
islands. These are the spots which, before fire arms were
introduced, were most affected by the netters of the
island pigeon. That hunting was a very solemn cere-
monial. It engaged for days at a time the whole popula-
tion of the seaside villages, and was conducted in strict

accordance with ancestral rules. It a pigeon party which
had taken post on the stone platforms in the earliest

dawn found a frigate bird swooping close to their nets
as the day dawned, it was obligatory to relinquish the
sport for that day. Not a pigeon could be caught, for

the will of the mountain gods was distinctly adverse.
Against such a calamity it was necessary to pray hard
and long in the last hours of the darkness, and to- take
scrupulous pains that the stone platforms should lae free

of all persons or things that were suspected of being out
of luck.

The same idea of good luck afloat and bad luck ashore
attaches to the albinoes. There are not many of them
in Samoa, and they are ghastly sig-hts, with their flaxen
hair and pink eyes, and white skins that the sun can
never tan. It is hard to understand why these few
sports of nature should be considered lucky on the sea,

for in the brilliant glare of the sun they are almost blind,
while in the depths of the jungle their vision improves
m proportion to the obscuratioii of the light. That this
commonly recognized feature of albinism has not passed
the recognition of the Samoans is brought out clearly
in one of the legendary tales that Tanoa once recited to
me. In ancient times a village only a little way up the
coast had a large number of albinoes, who seem to have
carried things with a high hand, and to have made a

nuisance of themselves by ruHng the people of the ordi-
nary coffee color. There was no respite until the legend-
ary hero Polu came that way in the course of his
self-appointed to-ur to wipe out the various demons
which then infested Upolu, a sort of South Sea Jack the
Giant-Killer. He told the people of this hag-ridden
village to call a "fono" or town meeting for sunrise the
next morning, and in the great house of the town to
make a show of yielding to their blanched and pink-
eyed disturbers of the peace by yielding them the post
of honor at the west end of the house. As it was cannily
ordered by the hero, so was it done. The albinoes came
to the "fono," and were duly gratified to find that the
place of dignity was yielded to them without demur.
But Polu asked that the screens about the house be
drawn up. Then the east was lit with the glory of the
dawn, as the deliberations began. At first the albinoes
directed affairs with their usual high hand, but then the
sun itself arose out of the morning twilight, and its level
beams entered at the eastern end where the screens were
tied up, and fell sharply in the pink eyes of the albinoes
and blinded_ them. While they were thus helpless by
reason of this clever play upon their infirmity the hero
and the people fell upon them and slew them. Ever
since that time the few albinoes have been lucky to
have along when fishing but unlucky companions on a
hunting trip. Just why this should be so no one knows,
Tanoa's only explanation is that it is an ancient legend,
and he lets it go at that.

There is nothing in all the five islands that can bring
better luck than the spider; not the small hunting spider
that scurries over the walls of houses in pursuit of flies,
but the large one, as big as the palm of one's hand, that
never builds a nest, but clings head downward on up-
rights, and watches the course of events with eyes that
gleam mildly blue. What a spider does for a living I

never have been able to discover. It moves but slowly,
it is never seen to bother a fly even at its very jaws, and
It most certainly is harmless, even though terrifying by
reason of its size. But it is lucky to have this ugly
monster about one's hunting gear. It seems fortunate
that it is lucky, for the spiders seemed to have a great
liking for the barrels of my shot gun. I became so used
to It that I never handled the gun without breaking it
down and first blowing through the barrels to dislodge
the lodgers which I knew I should find within.

Other devices which bring kick are the free use of
cocoanut oil on hooks and lines, and the careful obser-
vance of old rites in connection with every canoe and
line and paddle that is used in the bonito fishery. That
<s very complicated sort of thing indeed, and as the
bonito are by no means easy to catch, it 15 just as well
to havg somp gucb ?xcHse to fall baek on, " "

"

Now for the things which bring ill-luck and queer
one's sport afloat or afield. They are well nigh infinite.

One must be forever on guard against the chance of
meeting with a hoodoo of the most enduring conse-
quences.

The night before you must keep a watchful eye for
shooting stars. They are a distinctly bad omen in
general. They signify death of some chief indefinitely
in the direction of their travel, and the death of one of
the mighty is a bad thing. It forbids all fishing in that
direction toward which the meteor flies, it forbids all

hunting in the direction from which it comes. Even if

one accords strict observance to these rules it is just as
well when hunting along the course of the shooting star
or fishing against it to take the precaution to knot into
a corner of one's garb a black pebble and a white one
just to ward off possible mishaps.

The foot long centipede is an unpleasant companion at
any time. Some one has described him as "an unpleasant
chain of disconnected circumstances." His effect upon
the skin gives a general impression of a tug of war team
of angry wasps. When such a beast drops from the
rafters of the house upon a party about to set out for
the seaward fishing, or touches any of the gear, it is

just as well to postpone the trip, for lines will break,
hooks will catch in the coral and be lost, nets will suiely
be torn and the fish escape. But if the trip is planned
inland, whether for fish or birds, the hoodoo of such a
mishap may be wiped out by crossing a patch of growing
taro. What with the mud underfoot and the wetness oi
the great leaves of this plant, it is easy to see that the
walk across an acre of such plantation really should have
some good effect to counterbalance its discomfort.

Fishermen must observe one precaution as to the tide,
if they set out on the young flood they will have no luck.
Slack water ebb is all right. Even the half flood has no
bad effect. But when the tide just begins to make, no
canoe must ever start out. It spoils a fishing trip also
to launch a canoe bow foremost. That is true of all

water trips, whether after fish or on other business. I

have watched the crew of our own boat take it from its

storage beneath the house and set it in the water hundreds
of times, and never once did I see them launch it other-
wise than by the stern. To cough in a boat afloat is a
danger that must be averted by prompt action. If under
oars or paddles the crew immediately break stroke; if

under sail the man at the tiller makes it a point t® spill

the sail. Yet a sneeze is absolutely harmless. To ex-
pectorate from the boat into the sea is another dangerous
thing to do. A fishing trip when this happens might just-

as well be given up, for there is no hope of any catch.
It is not permitted to bail a boat in white water, except
it be on or within a reef.

With the superstitious in this country it is lucky to
meet a hunchback, particularly if one touches the hump.
In Samoa it is the worst of luck and no one would ever
dream of fishing or hunting in such company. After
such a chance encounter, the only way of obviating the
evil influence is to turn backward to the house last passed,
enter and sit down and take some refreshment, even it

it be only a draft from a fresh cocoanut. This is all

the more strange for the reason that there are very few
such cripples, and they are treated with invariable kind-
ness, being commoly used as jesters in the train of chiefs
aiid village maids.

It spoils fishing to encounter a rat in the water, and
the same is true on the reefs when the devilfish throws
one of its tentacles about the shin. As the common devil
fish of the Samoan reefs has tentacles two and three
feet long closely beset with suckers from the size of a
two-bit piece down and a considerable power to cut
the flesh, the latter incident is not only a hoodoo but a
distinctly unpleasant event. Just why the rat and the
devilfish spoil sport was explained to me by Tanoa in
another of his tales. Very long ago it happened that
the bat and the devilfish and the rat met on a dry portion
of the reef. They fell to a discussion of their relative
speed and challenged one another to a race to the beach.
The bat took wing and easily beat the others, but in the
contest for place the rat did not play fair. While it was
swimming shoreward it looked down in the water and
saw the devilfish swimming backward. The rat being
well tired out dove down to the devilfish and seizing hold
of it brought it to the surface. Thus the rat was ferried
to shore, and when the devilfish grounded in the shallow
water the rat leaped ashore and claimed second place.
Just why this account should explain the hoodoo which
these two animals put on the fishermen is more than I
could understand, but it seems to be quite plain to the
Samoans. At any rate, when I expressed my doubts
Tanoa clinched matters by getting a devilfish for my
inspection and pointing conclusively to the marks upon
its pouch which were left by the ancestral rat which
played this trick.

Of all malign influences the Avorst is the aitu, the old
Sarnoan god of place or family. Many times in these
stories of lagoon and mountain jungle I have reported the
dangers of aitu and the harm that they are capable of in-
flicting on the timorous islanders. All signs may be
favorable for good sport, yet all of a sudden some busy-
body aitu interferes and queers the whole business. The
white person never learns just how to recognize the com*-
ing of the aitu, but to the Samoan it is painfully clear.
There was only one of the simplest signs of all that f
ever learned to recognize, and that was the knotting of
the grass across the pathway. I have no idea what could
knot gra.ss in this way. though there must be some simple
explanation; but to the Samoan intelligence it is proof
positive of the passage of a malevolent demon of their old
mythology. But whether it is a knotting of the grass or
some of the more obscure signs, as soon as the Samoans
have recognized the presence of an aitu the trip might
just as w^ell be abandoned, for the obstacles will multiply
beyond all power of surmounting.
Some one or other of these signs made for the success

or failure of all my trips with rod and gun in the paths
of the Samoan forests and streams and out unon the oper^
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Reminiscences.

Was there ever a country-born Yankee boy who Idved
the woods and its wild things, or one who merely pos-

sessed the survival of savagery called by courtesy the

sporting instinct, who did not in some way try his hand
and wits at trapping? It is quite apt to begin with the

mice in the dairy room, grainery and barn under the

stimulant of a reward offered of so much a dozen. With
his outfit of garrotte and wire traps or the simpler in-

vented bowl and splint spindle, no great skill and care

are needed, though the more used the better the returns

in the pursuit *of these small deer. When he aspires to

rats he has to cope with a much more cunning animal

;

indeed, an experienced old rat will call forth the best
efforts of the young trapper. He must be careful there

are no lumps in the covering to prevent the jaws coming
together ; but sometimes a gray-headed veteran forgets his

usual caution and is unwary enough to step into a trap

the boy has set with little care.

I remember when the trapping fever first began to

burn in my veins. A girl cousin from the great city

was my playmate, and became my partner in this new en-

terprise, which was proposed by me at sight of a big rat

sneaking along the border of our playground. She was
as eager as I for the pay, and being heavier than I by
virtue of her three years seniority, she stood on the spring

while I, at the peril of getting my fingers pinched, suc-

ceeded in setting the stubborn trap. I'hen, according to

instructions previously given by my elders, aiter the trap

was staked strongly enough to hold a raccoon, we spread

a piece of cotton over it, on which a handful of Indian

meal was poured directly above the pan, and then re-

tired to await the result in what would have been a season
of unendurable impatience if it had not been for the won-
derful tales my pretty cousin told of the great cit}'. Sud-
denly it was interrupted by an ear-splitting outcry coming
from the direction of our trapping operations, a sound
of such volume that I could scarcely believe it to be made
by a rat, and by the scared look on her face my cousin

thought that some terrible wild beast was coming to at-

tack us. I started in hot haste, and assured by my
movement, she followed. As we ran past the woodpile, I

snatched a couple of stout clubs froin it and gave one of

them to her.

Sure enough, though almost too good to be true, there

was our big rat fast in the trap, tugging at it till the

chain jingled again, while "he roared an' he shoutut
millia o' murthers," as our Irish hired man declared. We
advanced to the attack in a great flurry of excitement,

threshing the ground, the trap, and perhaps occasionally

the rat, with indiscriminate blows, cheering each other

on with loud shouts, to which our victim added his shrill

plaint, altogether maldng an uproar so unusual that it

was a wonder it did not bring all the household to the

scene. We were glad enough that it did not, as our
adventure turned out. If the trap had not been a well-

wrought product of the blacksmith's forge, our wild
mauling would have broken it. But there were no others

then, the march of improvement having not yet developed
the cheap factory-made trap.

But there was mischief to be wrought in another way,
for presently one of our misdirected downright blows fell

squarely on the spring, relieving the jaws just enough to

let go the rat's foot while he was pulling with might
and main, and out slipped the foot, and away went he,

hobbling and limping, yet making speed enough to escape
our wretched aim, and he vanished in the tangled thicket

of mallows.
The woebegone . and rueful faces we turned to each

other when our captive disappeared so unaccountably were
complete expressions of bitter disappointment. But when
it was made evident beyond question that we were the
cause of the mishap, our disgust and humiliation were
greater than our disappointment. To make it worse, it

was impossible to tell whose club struck the unlucky
blow, and neither one had the consolation of saying, "You
did it!"

In vain we tried, to retrieve our luck by new exploits.

Our escaped prisoner had gained wisdom by his ex-
perience, and could not be bequiled by the daintiest baits,

nor fooled by carefulest covering of the trap, after smok-
ing it to destroy the scent of iron, which we were told

by the wise was necessary in trapping wary animals.
People who ought to know better will tell you the same
to-day, though the absurdity of the idea is apparent when
we remember that the house rat is in daily contact with all

sorts and shapes of iron implements ; and that the fox,

wariest and cunningest of animals that traps are set for.

trots unconcernedly across and along the railroad track
and crawls through the wire fence, leaving furrj^ memen-
toes 'of his passage on the barbs. It is not the scent of
the metal that causes wild animals to fear a trap, but that
of their arch enemy—man. A good trapper understands
this, and takes constant care not to touch trap, bait or
anything not covered by water or earth in trapping the
warier animals. Our veteran must have told his ad-
ventures to all the younger members of his tribe, for we
were unable to inveigle even one pink-tailed youngster
into our toils, and gave up the attempt in despair.

The boy's next step upward in the line of trapping is

usually an easy and natural one of attempting the capture
of the woodchuck and the skunk, both animals being
common residents of the open fields and counted as
enem.ies by the farmer, who takes no account of the ver-
min, bugs and grubs they destory, but only of a few beans,
chickens and eggs.

My instructor in the simple art was an old black man
who was a pretty constant member of our family in

my childhood. He aspired to nothing higher in the line

of trapping than the capture of what he called "woo*-
chucks" and skunks—the first for the pelts, the second for
the oil alone, the fur not being considered of any value.
The oil was a soverign remedy for croup and rheumatism,
and therefore in demand by youth and age.

I have as distinct a picture of Mingo as if it were but
yesterday that I saw him setting forth on some wood-
chuck's life and pelt intent, his carefully preserved straw
hat put on in honor of spring's return and worn far back
of his shining bald pate, his square-built, solid body bent
forward from the hips and rocking from side to side with
the movement of his stiffened rheumatic knees, which

made him a good customer of his own "skunks' ile," his

toes turned so far out that it seemed as if he might as

easily walk backward as forward, while his eyes would
be bent all the time on the ground in search of something
worth picking up—perhaps a pin if he walked in the
road, it in the field a leat of sorrel or a spng of penny-
royal or an early strawberry, it was a wonder to me
that he could discover a tarnished old pin among the
dust and litter of the road, and still the wonder grew at

the dozens which were ranked on the collars of tiis vest
and coat to be transferred afterward to his pin box, a
tube of hollowed elder. The sorrel was given to me to re-

gale myself with, scarcely less welcome than the straw-
berry to my omnivorous palate. The pennyroyal went
home to join the congregation of bundles and bags of
healing roots and herbs on the garret rafters, each marked
with Its name and date of gathering in my mother's neat
handwriting.
The lair of the woodchuck having been previously dis-

covered, Mingo led the way directly to it, usually on
some sunny southern bank where the first greenness of
spring showed in the young grass and the swollen buds
of the elder. .If the owner was at home he was usually
found sitting erect on his earthern threshold, from which
he precipitately retired to inner privacy with a chuckling
whistle expressive of alarm and defiance. Then Mingo
rejoiced exceedingly, for he counted the pelt of the be-
sieged as belonging to us.

A crotched stick was driven through the trap ring into

the ground firmly and and the trap set inside the thresh-
hold with a piece of paper over the pan to keep the
earth from getting under it, and the whole covered
lightly with loam, quite free from pebbles and lumps.
I watched fhe operation with close interest from first

to last, when Mingo, having pronounced his work well
done, and invited the occupant of the hole to come out
and inspect it, we withdrew quietly.

Age and experience had taught my mentor to wait the
result philosophically, but I was in a fever of impatience
and was loath to go a rod from the hole until Mingo
enticed me to the woods with stories of treasures they
might yield. If it was too early in the year for the richest
of them, there was at least black birch bark, akin in

flavor to the wintergreen berries that were crimsoning
the woodland cradle knolls where the arbutus hid its blos-
soms among the rusty leaves, any one of them a bait
tempting enough to catch a boy, to say nothing of the
pretty and interesting sights always provided by the
w^oods. Mingo cared nothing for these, but only for
what was edible, medicinal or in some way practically
useful. The range of each class seemed to me unlimited,
and he was always surprising me with some new extension
of one or the other of them. Now it was a bulb, vulgarly
and very properly called "tallow ball," for it spread
itself on one's teeth and the roof of the mouth with the
tenacity of mutton tallow. Or it was an "Indian cucum-
ber," a root slightly resembling the cucumber in taste
and crispness. Its chief fault was, there was too little of
it. Mingo knew just when the pine sapling would
yield a delicious substance from its inside bark, known
to us as "slyvers." It had a sweet, slightly balsamic taste
and had a high place in our woodland bill of fare. • The
tender, sub-acid young beech leaves and tendrils of the
wild grape had their time and place, and wild ginger
was always in favor and in season whenever it could be
found. The tender white heart of the young leaves of
sweet flag were highly prized, and the pungent root was
dug and carried home to become a prime delicacy when
sliced and boiled in maple sugar. Sometimes in moist
spots where the sweet flag grew we found and carried
home the dark green, slender stalks of the "scouring
rushes," valued for brightening tin and whitening wooden-
ware.
Among them all, enough was found to beguile me

until Mingo thought proper to examine the trap.
If it turned out that the besieged woodchuck was a

captive, Mingo loudly celebrated the triumph as was his
custom in like events. I have been told that upon the
occasion of his catching a 25-pound catfish in Little
Otter one night he raised a shout that awakened every
sleeper within a mile of him.
Sometimes a woodchuck was found taking refuge in an

old stone wall, and if his head was in sight a slip knot
was tied in a stout cord, which was fastened to the
end of a stick and so presented to the animal. He
seized it at once, the noose was drawn tightly around
the hooked incisors, and the poor woodchuck was hauled
steadily forth in spite of his protesting whistle and
growls. Next day his skin was immersed in the soap
barrel, or buried first in wet ashes to remove the hair.
After the grease was quite removed from the skin, it

went through a long process of rubbing and stretching
until it was the perfection of toughness and pliability,
and ready to be manufactured into whiplashes, shoe-
strings, ball covers and mittens.

^
When Mingo caught a skunk he approached the cap-

five with the respect due to its weapon of defense, but
whether black, half-stripe or white, the pelt was only a
hindrance to getting the oil, and when removed it was
thrown away. I do not know why it was valued so
little by our trappers in those days, since it is now in
such demand, and it was an article of commerce so long
ago as during the French occupation of Canada, for
Parkman mentions skunkskins in the export of furs. To
one Avho has seen skunks killed merely as vermin and
thrown away to rot unskinned. it seems strange enough
now to see them the most persistently trapped of all the
fur-bearers of the clearings. We are told of people who
were reduced to the dire necessity of eating skunks, but
when Mingo had one roasting before the open fire, slowly
turning on a twisted string as the fat ran from the brown-
ing surface into the seething pan, it diffused an aroma
that made me wish to forget that it was skunk that was
roasting. A hungry man could easily be fooled into
eating it and with right good relish, as my old comrade
Jim used to tell of doing.

Rowland E. Robinson.

The FoEEST AND Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.

Moose Calling from the Camp-Fire.
Much has been said ^aird written a&oiit. die elusivemoose, his quickness to scent the approaching hunter,

tiavel
^'^^^"^^ noiselessness of his

^l.^'M^'"''' ^'^'^tl would make it seem that this giant ofthe wilds could be secured only by exercising the great-

:f hurn'beings.^"^^"^^^'"^ ^'^"^ P---
In defiance oi the usual observances I ran f-P«i-;f.r fi^nfmy wif^ and I on a visit last SepteSei to New trunswick, Canada, shot two fine bull moose° and iiT eachcase we were standing within six rods of otir came firewhich was blazing most cheerfully, and Wily a^l the

Ne"^' htln\l7 tI°BoT^ '"^-'^ ^^^^'"^ ^hex>icw na\en load to Boston, changing there tn thf

sli,?t"i,vl"'h;"="'"
travel, along, when we were

?sr'^^t,rviriS" ^
We were all immensely relieved hv fhic

ment, as visions of a wreck aS or a r.il Tf^'^were flitting through our brain' 'l(fo other interruodonmarked our progress, and in due time vS^ ^^acS i
"

J uniping off place, a small town near 7h. end of the

As we passed through the principal thoroughfare of

oecul ar '?,?n''''
^ '^"^^^ "^dividual" of mostpecu iai appearance, pursuing a somewhat uncertafncourse along the road. "Who is that rhan''' T ..T i 1

our guide. '/Well," was tl'^ruV kc.S^fc^espVnse'^'h1hves down m that little house 'yonder, and that's themust you can say of him." ^
.

What naively frank individuals one sometimes meetsm these regions. I wished on one occasion t ™se TlfSof moose hide moccasins, and had given the uattern nfmy foot, together with some moose hide! to a youth whowas reported proficient in that line. When he Zerredwith the articles in question, he remarked, "I never see"such big shoes as these, but I cut them out jes Te sameas the pattern showed." This response Us too muchor my gravity, and I joined in the rorr of lauSrhat followed from our party. When I w shed° thisnteresting specimen to accept some remUneratfon fo?h.s services, he refused the money, saying thS makinghoes was not his regular trade, and Ihaf he was g ad

accent VZy'lirci:^- ' '""''^ persuaded him^^o'

It was cold and dark when we reached the guide'shouse,, and vve welcomed the genial warmFh of the bilstove in his kitchen, with the unalloyed joy tha fs at^

tSveJng '
'"'^"'''^

As soon as our supper had been well digested wefell to unpacking our camping kit, in order to inakelSearly start the next morning. ^
.

The tents were carefully disposed of in one packbedding and clothes, made up a second, camping uteSa thrrd, while provisions composed the remaimn| bundle

fr.iT

packing completed, a general stampede to bed

irfi/' 7^'i P'i"^ ^^^ed out. It seemedas If 1 had scarcely c osed my eyes when I was wakenedby a loud rap at the door, followed by the announcenient,
^JS^^ o clock, and we must start in an hour "

To slip on my hunting clothes and boots was thework of but a ew moments. I found all the guidesbusy downstairs loading our things on the wagon whichwas to accompany us, as far as practicableWe made short work of breakfast, 1 as daylight wasmakmg Its appearance over the neighboring hills. Bootsand saddles was sounded, and the expedition startedNoon brought us to the edge of a small stream wherewe stopped to "bile the kettle" for dinner. Duncan, our
chief guide, to d me that we must not rest for more than
an hour, as the only place where water was available
vyas sonie miles distant, and it was essential to reach
there before dark.

Cheese, coffee, crackers and bread served for a hasty
:>

^^'^
.T''"

s°o" climbing once more over
dead-ialls and breaking our way through the bush.Making a way for the wagon was most bothersome work
T ''.f.^f-r^^^'^^^

^° ^ell trees and drag away dead
wood. Whiffietrees too gave out with surprising fre-
quency, causing us to call a halt to make repairs.

In spite of all our exertions, darkness began to settledown on us, when we were still some distance from the
wished for camping place.

,

The patter of rain on the
leaves gave <notice that the night would be cold and
disagreeable. "How much further is it, Duncan before
we reach that stream you spoke of?" said 1. "I should
say It was a matter of about five miles," was the reply,"We haven't covered as much ground as I hoped for."
The rain was now falling fast, and it was so dark that

all idea of making our prosposed camp was out of the
question. "There's a small swamp about a mile oft", where
you can sometimes find water in the wet season'" said
Duncan. "We'd better try that, because 'taint no use
to camp till we get some water." "You travel ahead .

as fast as you can foot it, Duncan," said I, "and we'll
follow with the wagon." With exceeding difficulty we
made oitr way along the guide's trail, and finally reached
the swamp, where to our joy we found enough water to
supply us all.

Next morning we started bright and early, and at
noon said good-by to the wagon. We apportioned the
things into several packs, and then started forward on
foot. We had worked out the question of "pack-car-
riers" pretty carefully, and as a result we made satis-
factory progress.
How much sulphurous language the badly arranged

pack has caused!
_
What fiendish pleasure the different

articles take in_ disarranging themselves! The unwary
tourist starts with a miscellaneous assortment of things
on his back—hominy, flour, condensed milk, etc. In h'
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tight hand he has a eotiple o£ fishing rods, an axe and

the butter pail, in his left the paddles, a rille and a lan-

tern. 1 he traveler starts and lor the first quarter of a

mile all is serene. Then begins the excitement. His

pack starts to shift, and perambulates all over his back.

At the same time its weight is apparently increased by

500 per cent. Then the hshing rods and paddles get m
their great work. They arrange themselves in all sorts

of impossible angles, catching in all the bushes and

causing a rapid succession of three-story oaths. Finally

the camper decides to lean his pack against a stump and

rearrange. He finds that rearranging is not all that

fancy paints it. Once in a stooping position it is almost

impossible to get up again, and when he does he drops

the paddles, and so to the end of the carry.

But to return to our party. We tramped along main-

taining a reasonable amount of good nature and finally

reached our long-looked-for place that night.

This camp was near a small lake in the Tobique region,

situated between two hardwood ridges. A marshy
stretch made up the greater part of the shore, while the

scrubby pines and beyond them the hardwoods, birch,

oak, etc., stretched out in unbroken masses clear up to

the summits of the surrounding hills.

Our camping place was about four rods from the

northern shore of the lake. We cleared a space in the

dense undergrowth, and as soon as the lean-to had been
erected, set about getting fuel. We confined our atten-

tion to the securing of dead wood, so as to avoid any
chopping and consequent noise, and then all gathered

round the fire for supper.

After doing ample justice to the smoking viands we
wrapped up in our blankets and lay down by the "Indian"

fire, one of the guides puflfing away at his pipe.

How impossible to adequately express in mere words
the delicious sense of comfort one experiences in loung-

ing around the camp fire in the early evening, after a

day of tramping and fishing. The logs are snapping and
blazing, the supper has been mighty good, and when you
stretch out with your feet to the fire, your head sup-

ported oil a soft log, and look into the flames, it seems
as though an indefinitely extended occupation of this

kind would be the most delightful thing on earth.

At 10 o'clock we reluctantly abandoned our positions

by the fire and "turned in" to prepare for the next day's

labors.

At 3:30 o'clock the next morning I was roused by the

guide. Phew! How cold it was! The frost was clear

up to the tops of the pine trees, making them look like

a host of hoary old pilgrims. We completed an ex-

tremely hasty toilet, and then Duncan, the "caller," went
down to our "look-out" at the shore.

He stood there motionless for a few moments, then

raising his birch-bark megaphone to his lips let forth

a few preliminary grunts, followed by the long sustained

mournful moan characteristic of a moose call. After

this was repeated two or three times we heard a short

grunting response from the far shore of the lake. This

was followed by a low distinct chirp from Duncan, our
pre-arranged signal. Throwing off my blatiket and
picking up a gun I softly stole down to his side. We
waited expectantly, but in spite of all our solicitations

no moose appeared, and we came back disappointed.

After breakfast, leaving my wife in camp, I went with

Duncan to the top of the ridge near us and called again

without success. Suddenly the report of a gun rang out

on the clear air, closely followed by a second shot,

evidently fired from the shore.

"Come on! Duncan," I yelled, and started on the dead
run for camp, where I found my wife. "I've just shot

a big bull moose over there on the shore," she said.

"I was standing right here near the camp. He turned

into the bushes, but I'm sure he's wounded.'' I pulled

off my heavy shooting jacket full of cartridges, and
Duncan, Harry (the cook) and I started gun in hand
to where the game was last seen.

We lost no time in getting around the end of the

lake, and after traveling a quarter of a mile or more
from the camp, we came on the freshest kind of tracks.

The undergrowth here was heavy and the land swampy.
"''Now look here, Duncan," said I, "we've got to separ-

ate if we ever expect to find that chap. We'll have to

go three abreast and try to round him up that way."
This we did, arranging ourselves within calling dis-

tance, I in the center. We struck straight back from the

lake, and after going about an eighth of a mile I found
blood.

I stopped to examine it more closely, when suddenly

out of the bushes, not 30 feet away, a large bull rose to

his full height, turned and with a roar charged full at

me. I had barely time to bring my rifle to my shoulder

and pull the trigger. I knew that I couldn't afford to

miss. The big animal pitched forward and lay breathing

his last, within 20 feet of where I stood. I had mechani-
cally thrown another cartridge into the barrel immedi-
ately after firing, and I now noticed for the first time

that it was my last cartridge. I had picked up my wife's

gun by mistake, and it was well indeed that my first shot

had gone home.
The men soon joined me, and together we examined

our prize. A fine big chap he was, with fair sized antlers,

measuring, however, only 40 inches from tip
^
to tip,

becau.se of their erectness. I found that my wife's bullet

had gone through the animal's shoulder, which would
have ultimately finished him; a most creditable shot it

was. being at a range of easily 45 rods.

The rest of our day was passed in dressing the moose.
That night we were mighty tired after our exciting ex-

perience. "I will sit up till a quarter of eight," said I.

and it expressed our feelings exactly.

Friday morning opened windy and disappointing, but

Duncan kept a careful watch from our "look-out" near

the shore. Late in the afternoon I heard a subdued
chirp from his direction, and I soon joined him.
There across the lake, standing knee deep in the marshy

waters of the opposite shore, stood a moose. It was a

good 64 rods. Getting what I considered a good eleva-

tion, I fired, with no apparent effect. Hastily throwing
in a second cartridge I fired again, when wheeling sud-

denly the moose jumped into the bushes. We hurried, at

breakneck speed, round to the point where he was last

seeen. The tracks were clear for a short distance, then
suddenly ended. Even Duncan, experienced "caller" as

he was, could not account for it.

We were wandering aimlessly about beating through
the tusheiSj whe« suddenly Duncan called out "Here he

isl" Sure enough, back of k fallea tree tlieTe lay the

moose stone dead. He had been fatally wounded by the

second shot, but with the wonderful vitality characteristic

of the animal, he had gathered all his energies into that

last convulisve effort winch had carried him a good 6

rods from where he was shot.

On close examination I discovered that in my first

shot the elevation had been a trifle high, the bullet

passing through his mane and just grazing his hide.

The joy of our party can be imagined. Two fine moose

in two days' hunting! The last animal was close to the

first moose in size, being a trifle smaller.

The result of this hunting trip convinced me more

than ever of the ellicacy of small caliber rifles. I had

been until a year or two ago a firm believer in large

caliber, but had twice been giving the .30-30 a trial. I

found this size much the best for general shooting, for

the following reasons: The gun can be made much
lighter, it is easy to hit at long range and recoil is

practically negligible. i -'^ifei

It is very am.cuit, on the hand, to keep the align-

ment when firing a .45-70. The shocking power of the

.30-30 seems as great as the -45-70, and the close range

shooting of the smaller gun is just as efficacious as that

of any other caliber.

A second gun 111 our outfit proved to be very useful,

being a Mannlicher 8 mm.
An amusing criticism was made on a small bore gun

by a New Brunswick farmer whom we met just as we
were starting into the woods. He picked up both the

Mannlicher and a .30-30 rifle. After looking them over

very carefully, particularly the barrels, he turned to me
and said, "What do you expect to do with these guns?"
We told him that our fervent hope was to bring down a

few moose with them. He replied, in a patronizing tone,

"Well, of course, you can use what guns you like, but

I'd sooner have a good sized pitchfork." I happened to"

have some full mantle bullets in my pocket, so I turned

and asked him to pick out any tree which he thought too

large for a bullet from one of these rifles to penetrate.

A broad grin spread over his face, and selecting a 24in.

diameter birch tree he suggested that if one of these

rifles could shoot through the tree, he would take back
all he had said regarding the pitchfork. I raised my
rifle and fired. When we approached the tree to deter-

mine the result of the shot, we found that the bullet had
gone through the tree clean as a whistle. Another big

birch tree was in the rear of the first tree and on a line

with it. Out of the second tree we dug the bullet and
gave it to our doubting friend. When we left him the

look of wonder had not yet left his face.

Moose seemed omnipresent in this region, for that

night, after we had turned in, the two guides came
scurrying up from their tent, which was about 5 rods

from ours, to seek the shelter of our fire. The cause of

their alarm was a large bull moose, who was engaged
in whetting his horns against a neighboring tree, and

generally kicking up a considerable rumpus.
These men, who would tackle a bear in the most un-

concerned manner, were scared blue by the proximity

of the formidable animal. Their guns were up near us,

their fire was out and they were fearful lest their tent

itself wovfld be invaded by the unwelcome visitor.

While our ardor for the chase was but heightened

by our success, the New Brunswick game laws are in-

exorable, and since we had but two licenses we were

forced to bring our moose hunting to an end.

The fact that our shooting was done in each case

within 6 rods of the camp is, I believe, a unique ex-

perience, and shows conclusively that New Brunswick
is a veritable moose hunter's paradise.

C. M. C. and C. W. M.

wa.5 irrigated. Some, however, was without irrigation,

crops growing naturally.

Our jaded horses made the last three days of oui

journey decidedly tiresome, and it was the greatest

pleasure to me to find myself again in a four-wheeled
vehicle, giving me a most refreshing rest as I journeyed
on my way eastward and home from El Valle to Gallego,
a station of the Mexican Central, a little over one hun-
dred miles soiith of El Paso. R.

In Chihuahua.

Speaking of that section of country lying in the

northwestern section of the State of Chihuahua, our

correspondent writes as follows:

The El Valle Cafion is enough in itself to invite

the attention of tourists, while the Corralitos Valley,

the Chocolate Pass, Namiquipa, Providencia, Bavicora

and Temosachic valleys would be a source of great

interest from the point of beautiful scenery, etc., while

the Nallwurachic Pass, leading from the Providencia

into the Bavicora Valley, would add much interest as

well as pleasure to the traveling public. These all

formed one grand panorama of nature. Here are fields

of interest to any one who chooses to study up the

treasures of the Aztec and Indians, w^onderful formations

of rocks, while beyond the rugged Sierra Madre ai-e

lands lying westward of such marvelous beauty that I

shall not attempt to describe them. Then here and
there are the unknown homes of the Cliff and Cave
Dwellers, with some recent markings of the terrible

Apache, who, however, are now extinct.

The forests abound in game, but the streams do not
seem to contain the many fish I had expected to find.

In traveling through this strange country, wdiere we
believed no white man had ever before been, particularly

in the section where we discovered the red pine, I found
in the streams and along their shores specimens of quartz

which seemed to contain valuable mineral, particularly

one piece which I shall be pleased to have assayed, as

it seems to be of a character worthy of notice, and may
at a future period be of interest to some of our smelting
friends.

We encountered no trouble with the natives, but
were treated always with kindness, so far as they were
able to offer their services.

The climate was all that could be desired—beautiful,

warm, sunnj^ days and cool nights. For seven weeks
I rode on horseback and slept on the ground with but
two or three exceptions: and although while in the
mountains w^e would shake from our canvas coverings
in the mornings one-half inch of snow or ice, still I
suffered from no illness on that account nor any par-
ticular inconvenience, and was iil excellent health physi-
cally.

Our march was twenty, Iq'^twenty-five miles per day,
being obliged to move slowW on account of the packs.

In the locality known as El Condurusia I saw stacks
of corn which had grown from fourteen to fifteen feet

high. In the settlement of Garcia oats had obtained a
height of seven feet. Most of the land under cultivation

Wolves or Something Else.

FereisbuegHj, Vl, Sept. 27.—The Fayston wolf story
puzzles a good many of us. It hardly seems probable
that aH intelligent town clerk would give certificates for

animals without good proof that the beasts were genuine,
or could mistake a dog for a wolf. On the other hand, we
have not known a well-authcnacated case of wolf killing

in Vermont for more than fifty years. It happened about
1847 or '48, and I remember how 1 was not to be allowed
to go along with my brother to the mUster, at a cedar
swamp a few miles from our home, because I was laid

up with inflamed eyes, and had to bear not only the pam
but the disajSpomtment. It was more endurable when my
brother returned and reported that the hunt had been a
fizzle. There were not men enough to surround the
swamp, and the wolf escaped to Bristol. There a more
systematic hunt was organized and the wolf was killed.

It was in March or April, and the snow was very deep
everywhere. The last one killed before was within three
miles of niy home in the early '30's. He had come across
the lake from the Adirondacks.

Rowland E. Robinson.

Mr. Robinson sends us the story as printed in the local

paper. It runs:
"S. J. Dana, town clerk of Fayston, has just paid out

$36 in bounties for three wolves killed by Henry Cary.
Because one of John Carey's cows failed to come home
with the herd in the evening, Henry Cary started out at

4 o'clock the following morning to find it. He carried a

shotgtm. Passing through the open pasture he entered
the woods and climbed finally a ledge of rocks. Just as

he reached the summit he heard some animal snarling and
growling. Then suddenly the growling turned into a

barking noise, and from behind a log up popped a wolf
pup. At first Mr. Cary thought it was some sort of a
dog. but he knew it was not a tame one and blazed away
the moment he recovered from his surprise, 'ihe pap
keeled over dead. Mr. Cary found he had acraally kiued
a young wolf. He stood exulting over his prize when in

the brush near by he heard more barking and growling
and two more pups appeared. As they did not appear
very dangerous, Mr. Cary picked up a heavy stick and
launched it at one of them, hoping to stun it and so get it

alive. The stick, however, missed, and the pup at which
it was thrown retreated into a hole in the rocks, while
its companion made off. Mr. Cary went home as quickly
as possible for more cartridges. He returned, and, hunt-

ing about a little while, saw the two pups again and
fired. One of them was killed and the second one was
stunned by a stray shot. It had so far been a pretty ex-

citing morning for Mr. Cary. but the fun was not yet

over. Mr. Cary took his prizes home. He then placed
the wounded pup in a covered basket, carried it back to

the scene of his adventure and concealed himself behind
some brush near by. Presently a big male wolf appeared,
but it was too far away for a shot, so Mr. Cary kept
quiet. The animal soon disappeared. Mr. Cary, after

waiting some time, decided to move the basket in which
the wolf pup was whining to another spot, and stood up
He heard at that instant the brush crackling behind him,

and looking around he saw, just a little way off, the

mother wolf. He fired, and she dropped dead. Mr.
Cary had thus to show for his morning's adventure a

she wolf, two dead pups and a live pup, which netted

him, bounties and all, $48. Mr. Dana wished to buy the

live pup, and Mr. Cary finally decided to sell it. Mr
Cary afterward borrowed the pup from Mr. Dana and is

using it in the hope of decoying the male wolf known to

be at large. An investigation of the ledge revealed the

place where the pups had been reared. Scattering about
were many bones of sheep and other animals. The story

has been going about Fayston a long time that there were
wolves in the ne-'ghborhood. Mr. Dana .'^aid he had heard
them growl more than once. Just a week before Mr. Cary
killed the wolves he had seen a deer pursued by what he
thought at the time was a dog. The creature wis close

at the deer's heels. Mr. Cary thought it was a queer
looking dog and was surprised at its speed. Mr. Cary is

now certain that it was a. wolf that pursued the deer."

Windsor, N. C. Sept. 27.—Inclosed find^ a clipping

taken from the Index, a local paper published in Hertford
county, just north of here. Since the publication of the

article several more wolves have been caught, two of

which have been sent to Delaware Park, near Franklin,

Va. It would be interesting to know where they came
from. J. H. P. intimates the weight of old wolf at 175

pounds. I am not up on wolves, but have an idea that he

has overshot the mark. How large do wolves grow?
A. S. R.

The Index corre.spondent writes from Como. N. C. a*

follows: For several months the country around Coma
has been infested with, until now, some unknown
ferocious beasts of prey. In ways mvsterious hundreds of

hogs and many sheep have been killed by the midnight

prowlers. Strange and startl'ng ^^tories have been afloat,

and many renorts as to their being seen, though not

identified." Many were the -surmises . and conjectures.

Some were of the opinion that the depredators were
bears. The sad and terrible havoc thev made, however,

excluded from my mind that idea, and absolvpd Bniin

from, the charge, as hj nature the common black bear

is not carnivorous, and only resorts to ilesh, in ti^e dearth

of vegetables, to appease hunger.

Sitting in my back porch, on two distinct occasions I
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heard a most peculiar noise, which was neither the'
growling of bears nor the barking of dogs. The great
mystery—a mystery at least to many—has been solved.
A colored boy, J. H. Myrick, a few days ago was huntnig
small game in that great belt of forest land known as the
Low Woods, stretching for many miles and embracing
thousands of acres. His attention was attracted by ah
old sov\' running and pursued by some animal unknown
to him. The brave boy, though armed only wiih a gun
loaded with small shot, manfully stood his ground. On-
ward came pursued and pursuer, unmindedly of his pres-
ence, until they were within 40 feet of hun. Suddenly
the pursuing beast became aware of his presence, and
turning at the same time to fly, presented a fair mark.
With the coolness of a veteran hunter the boy discharged
the full contents of his gun at point blank range. Ihe
beast staggered, and with yelp and howl fled as best he
could. I he underbrush was thick, the boy was alone in
the very heart of the gloomy forest, and being unable to
load and pursue ere his prey was out of sight, he re-
turned home, and to many related his strange adventure,
accurately describing the place of the encounter and locat-
ing the part of the body in which the shot must have taken
effect.

A day after Mr. J. C. Taylor, on his way to Como in a
cart, was attracted by the presence of carrion crows not
far from the wood path. Curiosity prompted Mr. Taylor
to investigate, and there lay a gaunt wolf all torn and
dead. Resolved to establish the true nature of the beasts
which have made such terrible havoc, he placed it in his

cart and brought it into Como for complete identification.

He passed my home on his way and requested me to come
into the road and examine him. I instantly recognized
him, though a stranger to North Carolina. By this time
Mr. Don Spiers, Mr. Thomas Taylor and Mr. Harvey
Picot had assembled around the cart to look at the grim
monster still in death. I asked Mr. Taylor to wait a
minute and I would satisfy him and the others as to the
beast. I went into my library, and taking down a very
large natural history, showed them his picture. They at

once recognized it. I then showed them by pictures the
difference between the three well-known species of the
wolf family. The dead beast was a monster in size, meas-
uring from snout to caudal extremity fully 7 feet, and
weighing when killed at least 175 pounds. He was what
is called in zoology the black clouded wolf, an animal
peculiar only to extreme northern latitudes. Question

:

How came this animal here? We might account for
the presence of the common gray wolf or the barking
wolf of Texas,
The ^sequel of events proves that he is not alone, but

accompanied by many more. A day after the finding of
the dead wolf, report was brought that their tracks were
numerous and well defined in a field belonging to G. C.
Picot and Mr. Carter. Thereupon David Vann placed
some strong steel traps where the tracks were thickest

beneath some apple trees. His venture was crowned with
success, for upon visiting the traps in the early morning
Mr. H. B. Picot and his fine dog Bruno, found safely

caught a young wolf. Quickly came trooping to the
scene many impelled by curiosity. They clamped the
little struggling beast, and having safely tied his legs, car-

ried him to Como. The wolf is there still in a large box
in the custody of Mr. Hutchins Majette. Yoti can see

him free of charge at any time. A wolf and a dog are

of the same family, and at a distance easily mistaken the

one for the other. Some graduates in zoology, wiseacres
in comparative anatomy,' will not even believe the evi-

dences of their senses, and no doubt finding a buzzard's
callow brood. Avould swear they were not buzzards be-

cause they were white. The salient points of difference

between a wolf and a dog are few, but well defined and
established. Come, see, and observe and learn. We
invite hunters and their dogs to a grand hunt, and the

notice beolw written by the request of Messrs. Vaughan
and Majette may possibly make their coming both profit-

able and interesting. We extend a hearty invitation to

that old-time keen sportsman, Mr. P. D. Camp, who, as

usttal, has a pack of splendid hounds.
* I mean just what I write. At least a hundred sheep

and as many hogs, or rather pig.s, have in quite a short

time been destroyed in Maney's Neck by these wolves,

proving the presence of many here. The wolf slain by
the boy was a female, and her dugs evidenced the fact of

her giving suck to young. This is a serious matter and
if neglected will lead to disastrous results not only here

Wt to the county. J. H. P.

NOTICE.

A rew^ard of five dollars will be paid for each wolf killed

in Mane5''s Neck and presented at Como for identification.

J. B. Vaughan,
J. G. Majette,

Commissioners,

[We believe that the writer in a local paper has very

largely overestimated weight of the animal which he saw.

The wolf is very heavy for its size, but never, we fancy,

reaches any such weight as that mentioned. At the same
time, its weight can 'Only be estimated, as we recall no
records where wolves have been put on the scales.

That wolves should occur now in Vermont and in

North Carolina—States from which they have not been re-

ported for many, many years—is most unlikelv. and no such

vague newspaper records as those quoted will be accepted

by naturalists, until some specimen shown to have been
killed there has been identified by competent authority. It

must be remembered that in these days not Qiie mini in

ten thousand knows a wolf when he sees it.]

Seaboard Air Line.—IV.

Report to October, 1900.

^'Editor Forest and Stream:
Cool weather with a prevalence of easterly winds dur-

•' ing late April and early May caused a serious falling oft
in the usual steady passenger traffic of our spring season.
About the middle of May, however, there was a rush of

migrants, and all the woodland retreats were speedily
filled. Then followed more chill, miserable days, and the
little travelers, being afraid, I presume, to venaire further
north, tarried with us for at least a week. I felt sorry for
them, for though enjoying their society immensely, L

knew they ought to be well on their way. Still, on the
whole they did not seem to mind the delay, for despite
chill winds and dreary skies, they rollicked and sang
as though in the best of spirits. One balmy morning (my
notes say May 12) they began to move, and in a day or
two the transients were mostly gone, and we had begun to

settle down for the summer campaign with our rgeular
contingent.

Crackles appeared in large numbers early in March.
On the i6th we had a heavy storm of sleet that cased
all the tree world in ice. During the calm, bright weather
that followed, the sparkle and flash of sunshine by
day and the gleam and ripple, of moonlight at night as it

played over the woodland, were marvelously beautiful.
It was amusing to watch the grackles make a fluttering
effort to perch among the ice-bound twigs. If they had
had gumption enough to take a footful of sand with them
there would have been no difficulty, but they were not
equal to the occasion, so they slid and slipped about till

the ice thawed.
I saw the first Baltimore oriole May 7. He was in

great spirits, seemingly delighted to be back, ^or he
answered my greeting instantly in his usual breezy man-
ner.

Our less fus.sy little travelers came on in fair num-
bers. I think all the old families were represented, for
I recognized practically all my old friends. I know so
many that it is not necessary for me to take space to
enumerate, so you must take my word for it.

The gaudy scarlet tanagers were in far greater num-
bers than in years past, and a brave sight they made
among the snow-white petals of the dogwood blooms.
Cerulean warblers were also more in .evidence than

usual, and gave quite a tropical effect to their surround-
ings, while splashing in the basin of the fountain.
There were plenty of screech owls all through the sum-

mer. One little fellow used to begin his querulous whine
at about 4:30 P. M. during the latter part of May. I

had never heard them commence to grumble before twi-
light, so I took special pains to find out what his trouble
was. He had Icoated in a tall spruce, and there I visited
him, and talked with him several times. I could not
seem to comfort him, though I tried my best. He cer-
tainly looked at me and paid attention while I spoke, but
the moment I stopped he would begin his doleful whine.
As "I had troubles of my own" I was obliged to leave him
with his burden, still for many days he complained from
his perch in the spruce.
The summer passed about as usual from a birdseye

point of view, and the autumn travel was satisfactory.
Three great sea loons passed over the other day, high in

air, laughing at me as I stood and watched them. I sup-
pose they knew I wished to join them, and the idea evi-
dently amused them.

I am aware this report is more of "^a summary than is

usual with me, but you are so conversant with the Air
Line business that detail is really unnecessary.
There has been about the same amount of incident as

heretofore, and any bird lover along the line who will look
over his notes may stipplj^ all that is lacking in this

respect
Memory will bring the rustle of their unseen wings to

his ears; in his mind's eye he may see the windblown
wisps of wildfowl scudding before the gales in the yellow
gleam oi gusty sunsets.
This is part of the dividend he will receive, and if of

kindred spirit with the writer, he will treastire it and be
thankful. Wilmot Townsend.
Bay Ridge, N. Y."

Oak Pruners on Long Island.
Editor Forest and Stream t

n

I send you by mail a number of twigs, which you will

see—if you examine the larger end—appear to have been
cut off from the parent stem by the gnawing of some
insect.

The history of these twigs, so far as I can give it, is

this. In the early summer, beginning almost with the
first days of June, these twigs with the green leaves at-

tached begin to fall from the oaks and the hickory trees

and continue to drop from the trees until autumn. They
fall in the greatest abundance in windy weather. If those
found in the summer be split with a knife it will be
seen that each contains a worm, or larva, which may be
assumed to be the author of the destruction, The fall

of these twigs does not take place every year. We here
helieve that it comes only in what we call the locust year
—that is to say, in a year when the seventeen-year locusts
make their appearance. Can you tell us what the insect is

which does this damage, and what steps may be taken
to reduce it? Long Islander.

On Sept. 6 a partj'^ named Marco Dollintine, of Los
Angeles county, Cal., was tried for killing quail out of
season. The defense he set up was rather an unusual
one; witnesses were called to swear that quail were doing
a great deal of damage to the grape crop, and that the

only protection grape growers had was to kill the quail

when found in the vineyards. Mr. Dollintine himself said

that he was compelled to kill the quail to prevent them
from destroying his grapes. It was unfortunate for the

<lefense that the deputy pame warden _ w^ho made the

arrest was able to swear that the quail in question were
not within a mile of a vineyard when killed. To prove
also that these quail had not done any harm to a vine-

yard recently, at least. 1;h.eir crops were opened and
nothing but seeds of mountaih weeds were found.—Com-
mercial Advertiser.

[The twigs referred to are several fr^'m the oak tree, and
one very stout one from a hickory. They show the work
of a well-known beetle cal'ed the oak pruner (Elnhln'dion

villosum, Fab.). This beetle is slender, nearly cylindrical

in form, dark brown in color and seeming to be dusted
over with a grayish, somewhat mottled, down. Its an-
tennae are longer than the body and many jo'nted. while
the beetle itself is about half or three-quarters of an inch
in length.

Our correspondent rightly infers that the cutting off

of the twigs is performed hv the larva of this insect, the
work of which we shall briefly describe. It attacks oak
hickory, chestnut, maple and many of our common orchard
trees, as well as sumach and even the climbing bitter-

sweet. On some occasions its attacks on peach orchards
are so severe that trees are severely injured by it.

The life history of the species is given by Mr, F. H.
Chittenden substantially as follows: Tlie nrother beetle
inserts an egg usually in one of l!ie smaller Iwigs of a liv-

ing tree. The young larva hatching therefrom first attacks
the wood under the bark, followmg the grain of wood
and packing its burrow with its sawdust-like castings.

As it grows, it cuts its way toward the center of the twig,
often consuming the wood entirely around the limb and
leaving only the bark to support the twig. After this it

cuts a tunnel along the axis of the twig toward its ex-
extremity, and plugs up this tunnel beh.nd it with saw-
dust. The twig now being attached to the limb only by
the bark, the first high wind that follows is likely to break
this attachment, and the twig falls to the ground. In
the autumn, or sometimes in the early spring, ihe larva
transforms to the pupal stage, and about the last of May
makes its escape from the twig it has occupied, a perfect
beetle and ready to breed.

The question as to why the larva cuts off the twig is

one that has been greatly discussed by entomologists, and
has as yet by no means been settled. It is suggested by
Mr. Chittenden that the limb is cut off in order that the

adult insect which is being transformed within it may
have a free exit from the tunnel in which it lies by
merely cutting through tlie sawdust which plugs up one
end of this tunnel. The boring organs of the beetle are
feeble, and it could not cut its way through hardwood, and
perhaps not even through bark.

It does not appear that any very great or serious dam-
age is commonly done to trees by the work of Elaphidion,
although, as already stated, cases have occurretl where
peach and pear trees have been seriously damaged. But
the falling of the twigs on well-kept lawns and on the
edges of gardens is imdesirable as making an unsightly
mess. The simplest way to reduce the numbers of the
insect is to take up these twigs as they fall, and to see
that dttring the winter, or, at all events, before spring, they
are burned. This will destroy all the beetles which other-
wise would make their appearance.
We do not know that any connection between the ap-

pearance of the oak pruning beetles and the seveutecn-
year locusts has ever been observed.]

Vermont's Confiding Deer.

Springfield^ Vt., Oct 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mrs. Brown and myself went for a drive on a quiet back
road yesterday—one of those roads so familiar to every
country resident, where the trees meet overhead and the
rush line of sturdy yoimg undergrowth can barely be
checked at the wheel track. It was one of "iliose days"

—

you know them—October, still, warm, hazy. As we
drove slowly the rubber cushions of our tires making no
noise, we heard the drum of the partridge, the noisy call of
crows, and nearer the low fall notes of many of qitr

smaller feathered friends. As we topped the steep wooded
ridge and emerged into the pasture, in the grass-grown
road ten rods away a beautiful red deer raised her head
and gazed intently at these disturbers of the peace;

Instinctively the savage in me reached for the rifle

between us, and one hand went into a pocket for the little

round death, but memory, who had been completely routed
by this surprise, came rushing back, and I knew that in
the good old Green Mountain State this proud mother
and her young received full protection from her wise
people.

Keeping perfectly still in the carriage, we worked our
quiet little horse within 25 yards, \vhen out trotted the
fawn I Icnew was near.
Working carefully, we got within 40 feet of the pair.

How beautiful they were. The mother would nibble at the
grass, occasionally raising her elegant head to take a
long look at us. The youngster played about like a young
calf, only with more grace, stopping to thrust his small
black nose in our direction and stare at us with eyes that
showed the fear bred of a thousand years of flight.

All this time we kept moving nearer, slowly, and stop-
ping at the least sign of alarm. We succeeded in getting
within 40 feet before they resented our familiarity and
retired to the btish, and when we drove by we could see
them among the thick foliage not 20 feet away, standing
motionless. W. W.' Brown.

Food of Raffed Grouse.

North Attleboro, Mass., Oct. 2.~Editor Forest and
Stream: I am send'ng you to-day by Adams Express
five worms in alcohol, taken from a full-grown ruffed
grouse killed yesterday. I am not sure whether they came
from the crop or fronj just under the skin in hollow of
breast.

I saw the bird after it was dressed and should say was
nearly full grown and of ordinary appearance.
My experience of twenty years tells me of no similar

case. Can you tell me anything in regard to the matter?
Would be perfectly satisfactory if you briefly statu case
and reply in Forest and Stream. .A. C. Sylvester,

President N. A. F. and G. Assn.
[The five "worms" submitted by our correspondent

prove on examina'ion to be young slugs {Tcblnnof^horus
carolinensis). This species occurs from Canada to
Florida. It is a sluggish, inactive creature, found in the
woods, often imder bark or in decaying sticks or logs.
The specimens sent, after having been in alcohol, meas-
ured from about three-quarters of an inch to an inch and
a quarter in length. The adult reaches a length of about
four inches.

We have no doubt that these slugs came from the crop
of the brid in question, and either by its being torn in
removal or in some other way fell into the cavity of
the breast. They were probably eaten by the bird for
food, just as it might eat any worm or insect, and Ave
have previously known of these molluscs being taken from
the crop of a ruffed grouse.]

Migrating: Sandfiill Cranes.

Cumberland,. .B". C<; §ept 20.—^Editor Forest and
Stream: The first sandhill cranes were seen passing this
place on their southern migration Sept. 14. Their loud
calls were distinctly heard and many of the hirrU were
seen. "W, B.
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.*—V.
&Y GEORGE BIRD GRINNELU

j 1 _
[Continuedfrom page 246.]

Canada Goose,

Branta canadensis (Linn.),

Of all the so-called gray geese, the most common and
best known is the Canada goose. Of this there are four

different forms—the Canada goose, Branta canadensis;

Hutchins' goose, Branta canadensis hutchinsii; white-

cheeked goose, Branta canadensis occidentalis; and cackling

goose, Branta canadensis minima. Of these the

common wild goose and Hutchins' goose are distributed

over the whole United States, the latter being chiefly

Western in its distribution, while the white-cheeked or

Western goose and the cackling goose are exclusively

Western, although the last named occasionally occurs in

the Mississippi Valley.

The Canada goose has a triangular white patch on
each cheek, the two meeting under the throat, though
rarely they are separated by a black line. The head,

neck, wing quills, rump and tail are black; the lower

of the body. "This white collar," Mr. Ridgw^y writes

me, "is a seasonal character^ and may occur in all the

sub-species. It fades out in summer and reappears with

the fresh molt in autumn. Of this fact I had proof in a

domesticated Hutchins' goose which my father had for

eight or ten years." The back and wings are slightly

paler than in the Canada goose, while the feathers of

the breast are perhaps a little darker. The tail feathers

are i8 to 20, as in the Canada goose; the bird's length

is from 33 to 36 inches, wing 18 inches or less. This sub-

specis is also called the white-cheeked goose.

Branta canadensis minima (Ridgw.).

The cackling goose bears the same relation to the West-
ern goose that Hutchins' does to the Canada goose, ex-

cept that the difference in size is much greater. The tail

feathers are 14 to 16; the length of the bird is about 24

inches. The coloring is almost exactly that of the West-
ern goose; wing about 14 inches.

Of these four forms, the Canada goose is the only

one of general distribution throughout North America.

It is found from the Arctic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico,

and from the Atlantic to the Pacific; and during the

mm*.

CANADA GOOSE.

CACKLING GOOSE.

migrations is abundant in New England, as well as over
the more sparsely settled parts of the country. On the
Pacific coast it is less common than the Western goose, but
inland it is found in jiumbers.
The common wild goose is an early migrant, and often

passes North while the waters are still sealed in their icy

fetters. Soon after its arrival in the North, however,
iWiftfw;^^^ the water becomes open, and the birds mate and separate

Siis«jfe to select their summer homes. The six or eight eggs arc

i5;j?ss^3^ laid in ne^ts, sometimes in the marshes, sometimes on
higher land, not far from water, and again on the broken-

'.-••y-''kf:^-:^-J'jPrl-''~?fi^^0^^^^^^^ off stubs of trees, or even in a nest among the branches,
' -

- - - ^ iiigh above the ground. The eggs are ivory white, and
are carefully brooded by the mother bird. Early in

Jmie the young arc hatched and taken to the water.
Usually they are accompanied by both parents, and at

belly, upper and under tail covers white; the upper this time ,if danger approaches, they follow the mother

parts are dark gravish-brown, the feathers with paler a long Ime, nnitatmg her movements, smknlg lower

tips, and the lower parts are gray, fading gradually and lower m the water as she smks in her attempt to hide,

into the white of the belly. The tail feathers number finally diving and scattering under the water when
from eighteen to twenty. The bird's length is from 36 ^^'^^ dives. Soon after the young birds appear the old ones

to 40 inches, wing 18. The young are similar to the '^egm ^ molt, and this is a period of danger for them,

adult, but the white cheek patches are sometimes marked '"any being killed a£ this time by the Eskimos and the

with black, and the black of the neck fades gradually Indians.

into the grayish of the breast. along the Missouri River and' its tributaries, and
„ ^ , on-i\ lalccs scattcred over the gr»at plains, the Canada
Branta canadensis hutchmsn (Sw. & Rich.). goose formerly bred in considerable numbers, and twenty

Hutchins' goose exactly resembles the Canada goose years ago broods of these birds were commonly seen dur-
in color, but is smaller, and has fourteen or sixteen tail ing the summer along these rivers and Upon the prairies

near these little lakes. The settlement of the Western
country, however, has made such breeding places no longer

';iiiiil('iVniii})uiMti^^^ a-^'-ailable, and the geese are therefore obliged to journey

'mmm m^^^ '^^^ ^'^^^'^ ''^^"•'^ '^^'^"S ^^eir young.
(immiMlMMimm^^^^^^^

_
The wild goose is readily domesticated, and this fact

WnilMlmilh,
taken advantage of by gunners, who capture crippled

birds, keep them until cured, and subsequently use them

Wilm''
decoys to draw the passing flocks within gunshot of

M'Wf'i! P.'^^"^^ concealment. Not infrequently the geese

iilim*''
hreed in confinement, though it is probable this does not

Wlllm'' take place until the females are three years old. Some-
limes such domesticated geese, when tethered out as
decoys, escape and swim off to join tlocks of wild geese,
but as the tame ones commonly cannot fly, they are left

lr^.s35^f^/«7;*•^•'i;\*uv.,xtw);^^^^^^ behind by the flocks when these move away, and fre-
quently turn about and make their way back to the place

^^^^^Ci'^i^B^^i^:^^}^^^ "''^i^'"'^ th^'^ ^''^^'ow captives are confined. A case of this"^'"'*"^'
' *" sort came uiKler my notice in Currituck Sound in Jan-

HUTCHiNS' GOOSE. uary, 1900, when an old gander belonging to the Nar-
rows Island Club, that had slipped his loops and gotten

feathers. The length of Hutchins' goose is about 30 »way, made his way back, after three weeks of freedom,

inches, wing 16 inches or over. nearly to the goose pen where the rest of the stand were
' _ , , ,• /T) • j\ kept. The superintendent of the club had heard the goose

Branta canadensis occidentahs (Baird). calling for several days and recognized his voice, and
The Western goose closely resembles the Canada goose, after considerable search found him in one of the little

although it is slightly smaller. At the base of the black leads in the island.

The flight of the wild goose is firm, swift and steady,
-^-r"

'
^ ''.C

The birds commonly fly in a A or triangle, though
.'sometimes they spread out into a great crescent whose

^ ' convexity is directed forward.
The alertness and wariness of this bird have become

proverbial, and when at rest, either on the land or
water, it is particularly watchful and difficult of ap-

teS^s^SES proach,
_
Geese are exceedingly gregarious, and where

a flock is resting on the water all birds passing near
them are likely to lower their flight, and after making
one or two circles in the air, to join the resting birds. For
this reason, when flying alone or in companies of two or
three, the goose may readily be called up to certain points

_ by an imitation of its cry. Where^^geese are abundant it is^^^^—^ exceedingly common for the gunners to call such siingle

birds to within gunshot.
In windy weather the geese, when their flight obliges

them to face the gale, fly low. and often barely top the
reeds of the marshes among which they arc wintering.
In foggy weather, or when snow is falling, they also fly

low, keeping close to the water, apparently looking for
a place in which to alight. At such times they come

neck there is a distinct white collar running around the decoys with especial readiness Sometimes in foggy

xieck, and separating the black from the gray and brown weather, when flying over the land, they become ap-
i parently confused and fly about in circles, as if they had
^ .•From advaace •heets of "Th« Book of Duck ShootinB." qtlite lost their way.

WHITE-CHEEKED GOOSE.

Hutchins' goose, though so like the Canada goose iij

coloring, differs from it in habits. Its breeding place

is further to the North, and is on the coast near the salt

water. There their nests are usually constructed in

marshes near the sea, but Audubon quotes Captain Ross
as stating that they sometimes breed on ledges of the

cliffs. In winter this species is found in California and
in Texas; and on the Pacific coast great numbers are
killed from blinds, and also from behind domestic animals,

trained to • gradually approach them as if feeding.

Hutchins' goose is common in Alaska, and is reported

there by all the explorers. Mr. Macfarlane found them
also breeding on the shores and islands of the Arctic Sea.

Whether the Hutchins goose is found at all on the

North Atlantic coast appears to be an unsettled question.

The books and the gunners alike state that it used to be
found there, but if it occurs at present it is very unusual.
Like the Canada goose, the Plutchins goose sometimes

has its nest in trees. A case of this kind is cited by
Dr. Brewer, who states that in one instance four eggs of

this species were found in the deserted nest of a gj-ow or
hawk, built in the fork of a pine tree and at a height of

9 feet. The parent bird was shot on the nest.

Besides the ordinary book names applied to this species,

j.Vlr. Gurdon Trumbull, in his admirable "Names and
Portraits of Birds," quotes Eskimo goose, mud goose,

goose brant, marsh goose and prairie goose, as well as

the general term, brant, which is commonly applied to all

the smaller geese. Mr. Elliot says that among the

Aleutians this bird is called the tundrina goose.
The habits of the cackling goose do not appear to

differ at all from those of the Canada goose, but its range
is a very narrow one, being restricted during the summer
to the Bering seacoast of Alaska, its principal breeding
place being the shores of Norton Sound, It does not
occur during the breeding season anywhere south of the

^Aliaska Peninsula, the breeding birds from Cook's Inlet

southward being the white-cheeked goose. During mi-
gration it extends along the Pacific coast as far as Cali-

fornia, but the birds seen in summer along the inlets of

the British Columbia and Alaska coast are not this species

but the white-cheeked goose. It reaches California in

its southward migration about the middle of October, and
departs again for the North in April.

Suggestions for a Tropical Game
Preserve.

The idea of making a game preserve 6ft the extensive

properties owned by the South American Land and Ex-
ploration Company, Limited, suggested itself to the com-
pany's manager because of the great abundance of game
And the easy accessibility of the property.

Big- game is disappearing, and even in South America
one must be prepared to endure fatiguing marches and
long days in the saddle before, under ordinary circum-
stances, a jjlaee can be reached where big game is really

abundant.
The plan proposed is lo put the administration of game

regulations on the company's property under the direc-

tion of Forest and Stream, and to give to the subscribers

of that paper the privilege of hunting over the property.

A description of the place and the real truth about hunt-

ing for big game in South America is as follows:

The lands are situated near Colombia, South America,

on the northern slopes of the Serra Nevada de Santa

Marta, a rough range of mount^ns facing the Caribbean

Sea, but little known, and contSining great stretches of

forest land, interior valleys and lofty peaks that have
never been visited by a white man. Within these region i

every chmate can be found, from the luxuriance of the

most fertile tropics to the barren regions of perpetual

snow among the lofty interior ranges. Strange Indian

tribes inhabit the remote valleys, and wild magnificent

scenery not excelled by any, however famous, rewards
the eye of the traveler and explorer.

To reach this region one must first go to Curacao, t^^e

principal island among the Dutch West Indies, easy of

access via the Royal Dutch Mail and the Red D Line of

steamers. From Curacao a little schooner is taken to

Riohacha, in the Republic of Colombia. This sail is the

only unpleasant part of the trip, but at present there is

no other means of communication. One is on the

.schooner about two days. The voyage is always rapid,

because the trade winds and ocean currents sweep con-''

timiously along the coast toward Riohacha.
Arriving oft' this ancient city, one sees a collection of

low huts along the seashore with perhaps a dozen more
pretentious buildings. The little schooner comes to an-

chor in a protected roadstead, the waves rocking it con-

tinuously, though not with violence. Presently a large

canoe capable of holding several tons puts out fr9m the

shore, bringing the custom house officials. There is little

ceremony entering the port of Riohacha. It is away from
the general line of travel, and but little merchandise is

to be inspected. The traveler usually finds that the visit

of the authorities is in reality not an inspection but a

pleasant welcome to the once busy city of Riohacha. The
entry of the vessel is quickly made, papers are inspected

and the traveler is at liberty to go on shore at his con-

venience, and he is usually glad to get there after the

cramped quarters and rough fare of the schooner. Ar-

riving at the shore one must be carried ingloriously

thromgh the low surf and dumped on the sand, while a

crowd of men and boys fight and struggle for one's bag-

gage, which must be first taken to the custom house and
later to whatever rooms the traveler may engage. There

are no hotels in Riohacha. Before leaving Curacao the

traveler will have equipped himself with a sleeping ham-
mock, a mosquito bar and other necessities

_
of tropical

life. These are quickly arranged, and one is at home.

In a short time visitors begin to drop in. A traveler going

to the company's property will have all necessary letters

of introduction, and will immediately receive^ the atten-

tions of the most prominent people, and will probably

find good friends among them.
The ancient city of Riohacha is interesting, old and

rather dirty. The traveler is in a novel situation miles

away from the beaten track, among a population made up
of Indians, negroes, Spanish-Americans and the represent-

atives of a few proud old families.

The Indians are the most picturesque, and crowd about

one eager to see and delighted to show all their belong-
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ings. They come long distances from a country to the
eastward to trade in the city, and are continually coming
and going. In the city they are most friendly, but away
in their own cotmtry it is a different matter, and one is

not too safe in the countty east of Riohacha. But to

the westward is another regoin. No doubt the traveler

has been looking with deep interest at a great range of
mountains over which the sun is setting and the glory of

$he clouds is intensified by a thousand shades of color

frbm the glistening snow on the summits to the deep
-irpie gray -v'alleys; but perhaps a mist hangs heavily as

evening comes on-, then all indication of the mountains
is shut out.

Toward these mountains the traveler is shortly making
his way, journeying along the coast in a great canoe
Iflilanned by rough natives taking him to their village, called

''i;»ibulla.

The voyage along the coast is a novel one, made at

jght under the covering of the tropical stars that stud

the heavens so abundantly that above the sky seems all

starlight ; and as the open canoe speeds onward the sigh-

ing of the winds around it and the swash of the waves
along its sides make rhythmic music in the night. The
time occupied depends on the wind ; sometimes it is only

ll few hours, and at others daylight comes before DibuUa
'li reached. In this event the canoe is drawn up_ on the

sand, and the men ^leep during the day; the tropical sun

is too hot in an open canoe; it is easier to finish the_ voyage
the next evening. It never takes more than two nights to

reach Dibulla, and the distance is not over fifty miles.

On arriving, the canoe is taken across a bar in the river,

Xnd just beyond a sheet of quiet water is the little village

ff Dibulla, a collection of huts inhabited by very poor

j/eople. The traveler is welcomed, but here finds little

to interest him. Swarms of teasing black flies and mos-
quitoes make it desirable to stay indoors, and the people

show too plainly a sense of want and privation expres-

sively evidenced in themselves and all their surroundings.

Some, however, are strong and healthy, and on selecting

guides one is ready to start for the mountains that now
are just at hand.

Where one will start in must depend on the object

sought. If it is the interior valleys, snow-capped peaks

and strange but friendly tribes of Indians, one will go

still further along the coast to the trail, probably mounted
on an ox or bull, because the trail is too rough in the

tipper valleys for any other animal. If one seeks only to

.,oot big game with as little trouble as possible, one will

lake a staunch donkey or mule and cross the four or

ave miles of lowlands that separate Dibulla from the

mountains. It is probable that during the two or three

hours occupied in this journey one will form all sort.s of

evil opinions of the tropics in general and of the place in

particular. There will be swarms of black flies and other

teasing insects, blistering heat and dust, alternating with

swamp holes and mosquitoes. Arriving at the foothills

the way becomes pleasanter. Under the deep shade of

(he palm trees cool brooks will be found splashing along

over clean gravelly bottoms. One must walk here, and
will not go far before a cool breath coming down the

mountains will invigorate the whole body. A little

further and the teasing insects are left behind, and one

surrounded by all that is luxuriant and beautiful in

ihe American tropics—a land of enchantments only ten

or twelve days from New York. One will have a thou-

sand questions to ask. But go softly; there is no fresh

meat for supper. One cannot walk any great distance in

this country without disturbing a flock of wild turkeys,

and at any moment the heavy beating of their wings and
peculiar cry can be expected as they start flying from the

tall tree in which they were passing the heat of the day,

giving their cry of warning one to the other and flying

from tree to tree in all directions, stopping in the higher

iDranches to peer about as if reluctant to go further, yet

nxiously watching to know if they are followed. Now
caution and good sportsmanship. Work carefully

i:-om tree to tree and earn a shot; the game will be

worth killing; the meat well flavored and tender, to be

enjoyed later during the cool evening at camp higher up

among the mountains. If turkeys fail to bring sport,

which is rarely the case, then the dogs will soon find

some of the smaller animals. Wild hogs may be en-

countered, and it is so certain that game will be had on
the way to camp that one need have no fear about sup-

plies of fresh meat.
The camp at the upper part of the company's property,

not the lower camps where rubber trees are being planted,

is the place to stop. There all nature is beyond herself in

loveliness—a wilderness of forests and a wealth of vegeta-

tion in variety without number; cold, clear brooks, cool,

bracing air and that all -rewarding depth of grandeur—
that sense of the infinite in the touch of nature, un-

trammeled by man's necessities, supreme in her primeval

splendor.

Archsological evidence iii the remains of a former
civilization shows abundantly that these regions were once
populated by hundreds of thousands and perhaps even
millions of people ; and they will be again. The lands are

too good, the region too beautiful to remain unoccupied.
But the game is the interest in this paper. The South
American Land and Exploration Company. Limited, has
^es for about two hundred square miles of the best of

II''-; region; it proposes to develop the property for

mining operations and the forestry cultivation of rub-

ber, and the opportunity to maintain a game preserve will

be unexcelled and will last for years. The principal wild
animals worthy of interest are the jaguar and the tapir.

To secure one of either requires no mean skill, and he
who would be successful must have strength, endurance
and enthusiasm, for these animals must be tracked far in

among the mountains. To kill a tapir requires skill, cau-
*'on and patience. Perhaps two or three days will pass

fore the animal is finally cornered. Then one must
quick with the rifle and hold steady, for the in-

furiated creature may charge to trample on his pursuers
and gain his liberty undisturbed. To kill a jaguar requires

courage as well as skill and endurance. One may searcn
the mountains for days before overtaking the game, yet

they are abundant, and one can feel sure of an encounter.

The temper of a iaguar varies; in some places it is

cowardl}'; but in these mountains it is daring, and the
.encounter must be for a life, and one must be cool and
quick indeed. The jaguars haunt the mountains even
|it^her than the company's upper camps, ynd the way wHl

be long and rough, and when the jaguar is found the
sportsman must go forward to the encounter alone; the
guides will not follow him, the animal is so thoroughly
dreaded.
^Referring once more to the game preserve, the com-

pany owns all this beautiful property; the nature of its

operations admits of a special effort to preserve the game,
and sportsmen who care to see the tropics away from the

beaten track, to visit a beautiful region and have a shot

at big game, with plenty of smaller animals always at

hand, can be the guests of the company to shoot over
its property and use its camps, provided they are intror

duced by the managers of Fqresi and Stream. .What
will the company make by it? Nothing. It is not looking
to make a profit from guests ; but the general manager
likes to do a little shooting himself when he can get the

time, and would like to start the development of' a tropical

game preserve. Francis C. Nichols.

The Initiation of the Tenderfeet*
At a certain Adirondack cottage where for years the

clerical, legal and medical professions have been much
in evidence, with a frequent large spicing of educational
workers—for the cottage has been noted for its genial

company and the high quality of its intellectual bill of
fare—it has long been the practice of the habitues to

/'initiate" every newcomer of the masculine persuasion.

It was done, not by set formula nor prescribed ritual, nor
always by prearrangement, but usually by taking the novice
on a hunting or fishing trip where opportunities for him to

fall into some trap and play a joke on himself" were
varied and abundent, and where, if he failed to do so
unaided, a very little help would suffice to make a com-
plete success and lots of fun.

The past summer furnished two victims,' and as both
"lived to tell the tale," it is chronicled "for the sake
of those who come after," .

Case I. A young business man from the city. His
appetite for deer hunting was keen—it had long been
whetted by camp-fire tales and other items in the ex-
perience of friends at the cottage. So enthusiasm was at

the boiling point when he arrived in the mountains at the
opening of the hunting season. His first trip was with a
guide, and was unsuccessful—-for though he had a shot it

was a long one, and he failed to score. Next week the
Scribe went With him to the camp—loved from long asso-
ciation and pleasant experiences—determined that if pos-
sible he should get a deer.

After lunch at the spring packs were left in camp, and
rifle in hand we proceeded to the pond. The "watch
rock" was a little promontory rising from 5 to 25 feet

above the water, and nearly covered by trees and bushes.
To reach this vantage point we must drag the boat from
its concealment, or go a long way around, or walk a
log lying on the mud and water near the outlet of the
pond. We took the log. It was 30 to 40 feet long, some
14 inches at the butt, and about 3 inches and slippery

at the top. The Scribe led the advance, telling and illus-

trating how the feet should be placed to insure safety.

The directions were not followed. The tenderfoot per-
sisted in crossing his legs and placing his feet in the
most awkward way possible—^^toes out on either side the
log—and, nearing the small end, he began to waver, then
to slip, then to wabble, and presently, with rifle wildly
waved in air, he started for China—one foot went as far
in that direction as length of leg would permit. A brief
but frantic struggle to regain the top of the log, and the
other foot went into the mud. Then he waded ashore.
He had taken his "first degree." The Scribe offered to
return to camp with him and build up a fire to dry him
out, but he was game, and replied, "No ; the sun will dry
out my clotlies in two hours. You go up on the rock and
watch, and if a deer comes in, shoot it." The Scribe an-
swered, "Very well, I will watch, but if a deer comes
you shall have the shot." Positions were taken accord-
ingly, and within three-quarters of an hour a beautiful
deer was seen across the pond and about 250 yards away.
The Scribe crawled on hands and knees through the
bushes and called the tenderfoot. He was using both
sun and air to dry his clothes. He had nothing on but
shirt and hat. Earnest gesture drew his attention. "Big
deer. Come and shoot it !" "Why, I haven't my clothes
on! You shoot." "That makes no difference; gome
along." "No, you shoot." "I will not—^I came to give
you a shot. Here's your chance, so come along." He
came. He hoped to put his mark on the deer. The bushes
put their marks on him. Crawling on hands and knees he
reached his rifle. Sights were adjusted and he wanted to
shoot. "Wait for a broadside." In a few minutes the
coveted exposure came. "Now !" The rifle cracked and
the deer started for home. Then a hasty glance along the
sights of the Scribe's .30-30, and a quick jump, a humped
back and a limp flag told of a hard hit. Then the tender-
foot dressed—himself, not the deer which we went to
look for. While examining the trail, the novitiate took
his "second degree"—a foot and leg went into the water
full length. "Jerusalem! Now I'll certainly have to go
to camp and dry out." "All right, we'll go." We re-
turned to the log. The Scribe cut some long sticks to
aid in keeping equilibrium on the log. When the Scribe
Avas nearly across he said to the tenderfoot, "Now if you
cannot walk this log in safety with your stick, I'll go and
get the boat and ferry you across." He replied, "Oh no,
I can walk it all right with this." He did along the small
end and to the middle. Then his nerve began to fail

and he cried out, "I am afraid I shall fall off before I
get across." "No you won't. Come along, you're al!

right." "No, I shall fall off. I know I shall," and he
did. He came on the large end of the log within 6 feet of
shore, threw away his stick, grasped the overhanging alder
bushes, stood wabbling a moment and went with both feet
into the mud. He had taken his "third degree." The
camp-fire was soon blazing.

Case II. A professional gentleman from , full

of enthusiasm and gallantry. His wife and a lady, their
friend, would see the beauties of the lakes. The Scribe
had a big boat, square stern and heavy—a man standing
on the side could scarcely tip it over—just the thing for
nervous ladies to ride in till they became accustomed
to the lakes. It was borrowed. The tenderfoot weighed
nearly as much as both ladies, but he loaded the boat as
follows: The lightest weight lady at the square stern.

the heaviest in the bow and hitnseif next the bow seat.

Of course, as he started bacldng from the dock the stern
of the boat was high. The Scribe called to him, "Your
boat does not balance. Shift your oars and sit on the
middle seat." He simply turned around and sat on the
middle seat facing the bow, and without shifting the

oars, rowed the boat backward. A Hebrew came along
in a guide boat. The tenderfoot said to himself, "I am not
going to be outdone by that fellow," and, as "that fel-

low" seemed nothing loath, the race was soon on. The
tenderfoot's muscle was good. He won, and the boat
being large was not swamped by his perspiration. Soon
the steamer hove in sight. As it passed, the tenderfoot
observed a queer smile on the faces of the crew while
looking at him, but he did not suspect the cause. He
found out _ when the ladies disembarked and his eye
caught the ' square stern of that clumsy boat. He had
rowed it four miles backward. He was initiated.

The habitues of the cottage hope to fee ready for the

next candidate in 1901, Juvenal.

Maine and Boston.
Boston, Oct. 6.—^The Maine angling season closed as

it began, a remarkably brisk one. Anglers remained at

the principal resorts till the last day of the season had
expired. Many of them fished till after sundown Sunday
night, Sept. 30, hoping to get a last big trout or salmon.
L.-atcr that night the rigging was all cheerfully packed,
but on Monday morning a boat or two was to be seen
on the pool at the Upper Dam, The occupants had
no fishing tackle, but were looking for the big trout and
salmon that were to be seen there. The veteran angler,

T. B. Stewart, of New York, who has fished about
thirty seasons at the Upper Dam, says that he has never
seen so many trout in that pool as during the past
season. He will ge home greatly pleased, for the banner
trout of the season has fallen to his skill, one weighiag

8}i pounds, taken Sept. 21. The same day L. A. Derby,
of .Lowefl, caught a salmon of 8 pounds 7 oitnces. Sept.

19, G. S. Osgood caught a trout of 5 pounds 2 ounces,

one of 3 pounds 7 ounces, one of 3 pounds 5 ounces and
one of 6 pounds t ounce. On that day E. H. Abbott,

Jr., got a trout of 5 pounds i ounce. About that time
"R. N. Parish has a record of a trout of S pounds 5
ounces, a . salmon of 4 pounds and one of 3 pounds 7
ounces. On the 25th he took a trout of 3 pounds 4
ounces and one oE 3 pounds 8 ounces. On the 27th
George Hutchins caught a trout of 3 pounds 8 ounces,
and on the 28th a salmon of 3 pounds 5 ounces. The
same day R. N. Parish caught a trout of 3 pounds 4
ounces and T. B. Stewart a trout of 3 pounds 4 ounces.
On the 29th Richard Rowe. of Boston, a veteran angler
at the Upper Dam, caught a trout of 4 pounds 4 ounces.
The above catches do not include many smaller trout

used for the table and allowed to depart unharmed.
There is a boom in camps and camp lots at the

Rangeleys. Still the great trouble is that the timber
land owners will not sell camp lots on any of the Range-
ley lakes, with the exception of a part of Rangeley Lake,
and something on one side of Mooselucmaguntic. But
a number of camps are being built on leased land.

L. A. Derby and T. J. McDonald, of Lowell, Mass.,
have a fine camp under way on Black Point, MoOse-
lucma.guntic Lake. Four new cottages have been built

at the LTpper Dam the past season. Mr. N. G. Manson,
proprietor of Camp Leatherstocking, Upper Richardson
Lake, is drafting plans for a camp on a point below
his place. The camp is to be built for a friend and his

wife, who are much pleased with that section. Dr.
Haven's Beaver Island camps, on the same lake, h^ve
been sold to Mr. J. LI. McMillan, of New York, a gentle-
man of wealth, introduced to that part of the country
by J. Parker Whitney. It is reported that he will open
up several new trails to the mountains, ponds and points
of interest,

The Maine deer shooters have not yet had their usual
first-of-the-scason success. So far in October the num-
ber of deer arriving in Boston from Maine has not been
one-third of what it was a year ago. It is suggested that
the very warm weather has had much to do with this;

hunters killing deer would not try to ship them when the
weather is so hot. But I am certain that not the usual
number have been killed, for some reason or other.
Many of the late anglers staid till October, to get a few
days' deer huntin.g. Many of these hunters have been
disappointed. Some of them were on the best runways
before daylight on the morning of Oct. i, but no deer
came. The weather was bright and warm, as it has been
almost ever since. The guides say that no deer will be
taken till there coraeS cold weather enough to send them
out of the swamps and on to the ridges.
Boston gunners have been out after birds since the

opening day, Oct. i, and a good number of partridges
and some quail have been taken. C. H. Tarbox, of
Byfield, has an Irish setter that he is much pleased with.
He had never worked him till the other day. Entering
a swampy

_
run, he hoped to start a stray woodcock.

The dog did exactly as bidden. Soon he came to a fine
point. Tarbox told him to go on and flush the bird.
He did so and the game, a partridge, came down before
it had time to fly a rod, Tarbox told the do.g to go on
and retrieve the bird. The knowing animal quickly
came to another point, staunch as a ramrod. This would
never do, to point on a dead bird. The hunter some-
what severely told the dog to go in and get the game.
With a knowing glance backward at the hunter, as much
as to say, "Be careful" the dog crawled a few paces
further, when up went another partridge. Tarbox got
this one also. Then with a gay wag of his tail the dog
bounded in and broiight out one bird and laid it at his
master's feet. He did not stop here, but went in and
got the other, without a word of command. Mrs. Tar-
box says that the dog knows enough to do just what
he is told to do, and Mr. Tarbox says that he knows
enough to do the right thing, Iven when told to do
somehting else. They have a neighbor, generally a
dog hater. But that setter has gone over and made
friends with him;, goes over regularly to see him. The
neighbor remarks, "Well, I never supposed that I should
learn to love a dog as I love that one."
Boston, Oct. 8.—The truth must be told to the readers

of the Forest and Stream, even if ft mncf;] djsple^sea th«
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boomers of hunting resorts. The truth to come out this

time is that the first week of the open season on big

game in Maine has proevd a good deal of a failure. More
than the usual number of hunters have been in the

woods, many of them staying over from ihe fishing sea-

son, with the hope of getting a deer to take out. But
they have generally failed. I have seen a number of

hunters who have returned from Maine, but have failed

CO meet one yet who has shot his deer. They say that

they tried hard ; had good guides, but the deer were not to

be found. Not more than one deer a day has yet been

received at the railroads here, where ten or a dozen were
received for tlie same days of the open season last year.

A special from Bangor reports the- largest day's record

there at twenty-seven deer, against sixty-seven for the

largest day of the first week of the season last year. The
total result of the first week of the season this year has

been seventy-nine deer, passing through Bangor, against

121 for the same week a year agoi

Game Warden C. C. Nichols is out with an explanation

of this fact. He does not expect that as many deer will

be killed this year in Maine as last. He is reported to^

have said that he expects the number to fall off 200 or

300. His reason is that many sportsmen have already

killed their deer and convinced their friends of their skill

as mighty hunters, and that this year they will be in-

different about killing. Some of the guides do not agree

with him. On the contrary, they believe that the number
of new hunters will be great, and that the old ones will

take all the deer they can legally take under the law. The
true reason is doubtless the fact that the number of deer

left in Maine is smaller than a year ago. The September
license law has set loose a crowd of hunters and guides,

and they have invaded the ponds and lakes where the

deer come down, and have either shot them or driven them
away. 1 have it from a gentleman who spent the whole
of September in a good deer section of Maine that the

struggle for deer has been almost terrific. He says that

the law is a sad farce. One license is made to answer for

a vast amount of hunting by both guides and sports-

men. A registered guide, a man who tells the truth, has

told me of a case where one license has been made to do

the duty of four deer killed at one camp, during the past

September. I have visited one hunting region m3'self,

where the deer were very plenty in July and August. A
good deal of September license shooting has been done in

that section. I hunted one day, faithfully, over exactly the

same ground I hunted over on a day of about the same
dale a year ago. This day not a deer did I start; not

seeing a sign of one. Last year,- under almost the same
weather conditions, I started seven deer. The experience

of other deer hunters, so far this October, is be'ng equally

unsatisfactory. A great number of sportsmen passed

through Bingham, Me., another gateway to a good sport-

ing region, on the last days of September, not to return

till they had tried for deer in October. But some of

them have returned with most unsatisfactory reports.

They shot no deer and started very few that were seen.

It is possible that all this poor luck may be changed later,

but I do not believe it will. I fear that the supply of

deer has been sadly drawn upon, under the September
license system. Some of the best deer hunters I am
acquainted with are outspoken in declaring that Maine
deer cannot stand up under September hunting. Early

the weather is hot and the deer come to water every day,

especially when the woods are as dry as they were almost

all of September this j'car. Hunters only have to lie in

ambush, and the very last deer may be killed. In October

the rains have come, and the deer do not have to go to

water. The weather is cool, and they take to the ridges,

where it takes a smart hunter to find them. It now looks

as tliough September deer hunting in Maine especially

early September, is likely to prove a bad mistake.

The attempt of the Commissioners to shut ofT licenses

and keep hunters out of the woods during the dryest part

of September was "a farce of considerable dignity," says

a gentleman who wt;s on the hunting grounds during the

whole of September. He thinks it should be compared to

"issuing orders to captains and seamen already gone to

sea." The guides and hunters kept right on. If deer

were killed they were not brought in- during the dry

weather. If they spoiled in the woods, it was the fault of

the law and the Aveather. Special.

Care of Shotguns.
Without effort, but with a modicum of negligence, one

can in a brief period substantially ruin the finest pair

of shotgun barrels turned out from the factory of a foreign

or domestic gun maker. There are several ways to accom-
plish this result, among which I may mention the loaning

of your gun to a friend; another is to leave your gun
unclean after a day's use at game or the traps, and still

another to toss it in or out of your wagon or boat as you
might your hitching block or boat anchor

—
"there are

others." I have owned some fine guns in my day, and
have at times loaned guns to friends, which, when re-

turned, were, if returned at all, sure to be in bad condi-

tion. I became tired of that, so I purchased two double
guns for the use of friends, succeeded in loaning both,

neither of which has been, or ever will be, returned. I

am just ont of loanable guns ; no borro-wers need apply.

More effort is required, but not much more, to keep
your guns in good condition than to ruin them. In the

days of cap lock tnuzzleloaders we could never inspect

the interior of the gun's bore without removing the breech
pins. This was rarely done. We removed the n'pples or

cap cones, inserted the breech of the barrels in a vessel of
water, then with a pledget of tow or other substance
wrapped on the end of a cleaning rod we inserted the

end of the rod so equipped in the muzzle of either barrel

and pumped away, changing water from time to time, un-

til the pumped water became clear; after which we poured
through a funnel boiling water into the barrels until Ihcy

became hot to the hand ; then we drained, wiped dry, in-

serted the cones, mounted the barrels and the work was
complete, except that to guard against a hang fire we
might at times test our work by discharging a light powder
load. The b.irrels might be leaded, ntsled or pitted; if

so we were not unhappy; we did not know it.

The advent of breecliloadcrs changc<l to a great degree

the cleaning process. We can readily detect rust, pits and
leading, but most of us adhere to the use of water for

clcauiug. It is some years since 1 have practiced at the

traps. Another gentleman and myself in those years were
credited with having our guns always in the best pos-
sible condition internally and externally. I was asked
how I managed to do this. My answer was a surprise to

my interrogator. I never clean my guns with watet>—
they are never leaded, pitted or rusted, always clean and
bright inside and clean outside. I use high test alcohol,

spirits of turpentine or coal oil, generally the latter. After
using my gun, with a swab moistened with one of the

above named fluids I wipe out the barrels; then I search
for lead. This, if found at all, will be apparent a few
inches from the top of the shell chambers. If I discover
any or suspect its presence, I attach to my cleaning rod a
brush which I have had constructed of fine brass wire, and
with this brush scour the gun bores thoroughly, until I

am sure every particle of lead has been removed. Then I

wipe the barrels internally with a clean swab moistened
with one of those fluids, after which I oil with animal
oil. I treat the barrels externally with similar care, as

well as all the metal and woodwork, and finally with a
piece of oiled chamois wipe all the gun externally, when
you may, without touching any of the metal parts with
the naked hand, lay it in its case, assured it will come
out when called for in good condition and ready for

service.

SfiPTUAGfiNARiAN.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Backward Season in the West.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 6.—Our season still continues back-
ward in the West, the unusually hot weather over much
of the Northwest preventing any general southern flight

of the ducks. While any day may make a great change
in these matters, at this writing there has been no flight

of Northern birds within 200 miles to the north of this

point, and such shooting as we have had in this latitude

has been merely of a chance sort and of no great
extent. The week current should see the flight down
over much of North Dakota and upper Minnesota, but
we will no doubt hav'e to wait till later in the month for

such sport as we may naturally expect on the grounds of

'this section of the middle West.
With respect to the jacksnipe the above does not apply.

These birds have been with us now three weeks, and the
moist, warm weather has seemed to suit them, so that

they have not pulled out for the south, and are not apt to

do so for some days or weeks. The grounds at Koutts and
other old-time favorite localities are now in very fair

shape, and a decent bag is not out of the question to-day
at any one of a score of points on the Kankakee marsh.

Bill Haskell, of this city, was last week down on the
Maksawba marsh with the veteran snipe shooter, John
Watson, and they found quite a lot of birds in, though at a
point some miles from the club house. Mr. Watson
bagged twenty-one jacks and Bill got fourteen, a very
nice little shoot. They report that a few days before
their trip the birds were even more abundant, and it was
on this same ground that there was made the biggest bag
of this fall, seventy-two birds, which were killed by a

local man whose name they did not learn. This bag was
made last Saturday, a week ago, and on Firday, a week
ago yesterda3^ there was another heavy bag made, fiftj^-

two Ijirds, killed by a man fbtrni Grahd Crossing, Cook
county, whose name Mr. Haskell did not know. This
hea^O^ shooting had driven out the birds to a great ex-
tent from this countrj' where Mr. Haskell and Mr. Wat-
son were shooting, but as snipe luck goes, the very next
man in there after a rest of a couple of days is apt to

meet almost as good sport. Mr. Hoyt, a Maksawba mem-
ber who lives in Chicago, hunted close about the club

house at the same time the two gentlemen above men-
tioned were down, and he got thus close to home twelve
jacks and three woodcock, the latter the first woodcock
seen in that part of the world for some time.

There seems little reason to doubt that a very good body
of jacksnipe is now in over the Kankakee marsh region,

.and it is a good tip to try Hanna, Koutts, Water Valley
or any one of the old stand-b3^ localities as soon as pos-
sible, and before the cold wave strikes us, which is due
at almost any time thus late in the fall.

Early Birds.

Those who want to know where the game is going
might perhaps to some advantage ask the deputies at

Milwaukee, who are keeping an eye peeled a good deal

of the lime on shipments headed out of their State

for the Chicago markets. This past week the deputies
seized at Milwaukee 700 partridges and three saddles of

venison, all of the same slightly early so far as the legal

season is concerned. The owner of the game was not
discovered, but he will probabh? have a sore spot in his

heart for the wardens.

For a Sportsmen's Exposition.

Mr. R. E. Follett, mentioned some months ago in these
colnmns as in Chicago for the purpose of enlisting support
for an establishment in this city similar to those of New
York and Boston, returned to this city during the past

week, and now reports that he has received pledges of

Chicago capital sufficient to warrant calling the under-
taking a certainty and a success. The place of the ex-

position will be the Coliseum building, and the date Feb.
12 and week following. Some of the wealthier Chicago
bus'ness men have subscribed to the stock, and the good
folk of this burg will give the enterprise the support
which they are wont to accord to anything they want
and whicli is really good. The organization of the com-
pany was completed to-day, and the following officers

were elected: President, ex-Comptroller of the U. S.

Treasurv James H. Eckels; Treasurer, Harold McCor-
mick ; First Vice-President. F. C. Donald, chairman of the

Central Traffic Association; Second Vice-President and
Manager, Richard E. FoUett.

Successful Rocky Mountain Trip,

^Tr John G. Mott, of Michigan City, Tnd., whom I

referred la=t summer to Wm. Wells, of Wells P. O,, Uinta
county. Wyo., for a big-game trip, went out there a

month or more ago and is to-day just back, and is a very
much pleased man. He was accompanied by his son, Rus-
sell Molt, and eadi was successful in getting some good

heads of elk and antelope. On the first day out from their

first camp Mr. Mott killed a blacktail, and on his next
hunting day killed a grand bull elk. They then moved
camp, but for the next five days did not see any heads
that they, cared to kill. On the eleventh day Mr. Mott got

his second bull elk, another fine specimen. Mr. Russell
Mott found nothing to suit him till his sixth day, when
he got his first elk, a fine bull. On his ninth day he
killed his second bull. The party was out nineteen days
and moved camp five times. On the sixteenth day they
got three antelope—one a doe killed by mistake for a
buck—and on the following day they got three more nice
buck antelope, making eleven head of big game. They
got all the grouse they wanted, but were a bit disappointed
in the trout fishing, for Mr. Mott says the mountain trout
out there are wilder and warier than they are in Michigan
or Wisconsin. He is skeptical about there being such a
thing as an unsophisticated trout. They, however, got all

they needed to eat. They were only about forty miles
from Mr. Wells' place. They say that both their guides
were good, and the outfit all they could ask. They had
along sixteen horses in all, four riding horses, three extras
and the rest pack horses, which shows the customary man-
ner of making these mountain trips to-day. Mr. Mott
says that Mr. Wells has nearly lost all his old bear pack
that used to make so much history in Routt county, Colo.,
and later in the Wind River range, only two or three of
the old dogs being left. He does not think there are so
very many bear or cats left in that range, but says that
for elk it cannot be beaten. For a wonder, Mr. Mott
comes back entirely satisfied and sure that he was sent to

the right place, which is comforting, since in these days it

is not always sure what luck a hunter is to have in even
the best of our remaining big-game range.
At the time Mr. Mott left, there was considerable snow

falling in the mountains, and they had freezing weather
nearly every night, of course. They met on their trip

Adjutant-General V^^'illiams, of New York, and his friend,

Mr. Prime, of New York city, both of whom were going
far in and high up after sheep, and Avho are hardly yet
ready to come out.

Mr. Mott said that he enjoyed immensely his first

hunting trip in the Rockies, and he seems certainly to

have taken to it mighty kindly. He was surprised alike

to find how cold it was and how little some of the men
he met seemed to care for the cold. One of his guides
went about apparently half-clad, but was warm as toast

all the time. "That's nothing," said the guide. "You
ought to have seen Capt. McI^Teil. of the Ninety-third
Highlanders. That Scotchman who was out here not long
ago. He was right from India, and we thought that he
would freeze to death, coming from so warm a country,

but what does he do but take off all his underwear and say

it was too hot for him. He Avould sit for an hour out on
top of a ridge with a big telescope looking for game, when
the wind was cold enough to drive us all away, but that

man—whj', he'd melt out the frozen ground for 10 feet all

around him where he had been sitting, he was that

warm blooded. He was sure a warm sport."

All About Navajo Blankets,

Speaking of cold weather in camp reminds one naturally

of blankets, and chance brings up at this time a few
facts about the best of all camp blankets, the Navajc)

brand, known to all the real old-timers of the West as un-

questionably one of the finest fabrics that ever came from
a native loom in any quarter of the globe, and good in

their way as any weave of the Orient. The ownership
of a genuine "old-weave" Navajo nowadays is something
of which one may well be almost as proud as of a real

buffalo bull hide war shield of the old plains days. In

the one case or the other, there is only too much likelihood

of disappointment when the article is put under the

scrutiny of one who really knows what it should be.

I am tempted to mention of the Navajo blanket pritnarily

from seeing this week Mr. Edward Kemeys, who is re-

cently back from a long trip among the Arizona In-

dians, taken for the purpose of seeing the historic snake
dances of the Moquis and of coming in touch with the

ways of the far Southwest, as he already was with the

old-time Northwest. Mr. Kemeys has all his life been
much devoted to the Navajo blanket, and has many speci-

mens of the old weave, and he added to this collection a

couple of dozen more of the more modern sort, to say

nothing of one or two of the rare old patterns whose
age is their guaranty.

More than this, I met this week also Mr. H. J. Maratta,

an artist of this city, who has been out painting things in

the Southwest, and who knows many things about that

country which are not vouchsafed to any transient to

learn. Mr. Maratta has some blankets also, and he

knows a good one when he sees it. The dry goods stores

now ask $75 to $125 for a genuine oldrweave Navajo.

When I used to live down in New Mexico we thought

$25 too much for the best one in the world, and the regu-

lar price was a dollar a pound, and furnish your own
wool, a genuine Navajo squaw being a treasure for a

community. > am • 1 4) (

Times have changed in the Navajo industry, and the

old-time fabric has become commercialized—indeed, com-
mercialized to the point of counterfeiting. I presume it will

be news, perhaps not very welcome news, to just every-

body who has bought a "genuine Navajo," to learn that

"genuine Navajos" are made in very large quantities out-

side of Arizona. Located on the lake shore not very far

to the north of this city, in the city of Racine, a citizen of

that city runs a factory there which makes "Indian

blankets," though not calling them Navajos. I doubt

if one of these blankets would hold a bucket of water

over night without leaking, as our New Mexico blankets

did, or If the colors would not run a bit if exposed to the

rain.

The original Navajo robe was no doubt made of un-

dyed woof, and the colored blankets date back only to

the Spanish times. The natives used to take the old red

cloth, known as Bayeta cloth, which they got in trade

from the Spaniards, and unravel it, then reweaving it

after their own fashion. It was this old red cloth whirh

furnished the color scheme which was handed down in

the Navajo tribe. The old blankets were not very thick,

but were unspeakably dense and im.pevious, and showed
a hard, fine grain. The modem blankets that one buys

along tlie railroad now are soft, wtjolly looking things, and
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do not very much resemble the old-time blankets. Their
dyes are not fast, and they do not wear as the old ones
did, though sometimes unscrupulous dealers counterfeit

the wear by rubbing the surface, just as the vender of

Turkish rugs gives them age by artificial means.
Now, singularly enough, the degeneracy of the Navajo

blanket is not the fault of the Indian, but of the white
man. It was a white man, a traveling trader, who dis-

covered that the Germantown wools would do for weaving
blankets on these old Indian looms. He took these wools
to the Indians and told them that the white men wanted
that sort of thing, and the Indians used the wools to make
their blankets, thinking that they had struck an improve-
ment. They were surprised when some other white men,
who knew the old weave, refused to pay top prices for

these inferior soft-wool blankets. The Indians thought
then that white men were very inconsistent beings.

I presume that the best stock of Navajo blankets of
the real sort is now owned by J. L. Hubbell, of Genado,
Ariz., about sixty miles from the railroad. He is ignorant
of this mention. Hubbell is an old-time Arizona sheriff,

and, by the way, was the only single individual that ever
stopped a whole railway system by himself. It is said that
once uoon a time the Santa Fe Railroad forgot to pay its

taxes in some little forgotten sand county in the desert

and Hubbell strapped on his guns, threw the swiLch and
held the whole thing up till the taxes were paid. Since
then he has become an Indian trader and knows how to

get along with the Indians as no tourist can.

Hubbell conceived the idea of preserving the integrity

of the old Navajo weave, and he has done so if any one
can have done so. He employed Mara.ta and Burbank

—

the latter the well-known artist on Indian topics—to

paint in colors the old patterns of these blankets when-
ever a real specimen was secured. These two gentlemen
got him up quite a number of the old designs, known as
a"t^hentic. and ihey have an open order to-day to send him
the reproduction of any genuine old pattern which they
may come across.

This is how a real old-time Navajo pattern is to be
obtained to-day,, and it is the nearest you can come to a
Navajo, unless you are so very lucky as to pick up one of
the old indestructibles that has come down from the
first days. The trader, who is known and trusted by the
Indians and who knows and trusts them, will meet an
Iridian woman at his store. You are there, and you pick
out one of the old patterns, with all the quaint and mystic
lines and bars and puzzling figures. The trader asks the
Indian woman if she can weave that pattern, and perhaps
she says that she cannot. If she says she can, the trader
pays her then and there for the blanket, and she goes
away to her village, perhaps six:ty or a hundred miles
away. The trader pays no more attention to her, and
in perhaps six months or a year she comes in with the
blanket Indians are honest. In that way you get the
old pattern, and the nearest approach possible now to the
old weave. The trader pays the woman more for weaving
the blanket than we used to pay for the completed
blanket when we got them in the Southeast, nearly twenty
years ago. The prices have gone up. and as Mr. Burn-
bank says, the Indians are getting civilized, instancing
the fact that one tried to borrow half a dollar of him
the other day.

It is said, and I am not sure but I once mentioned
it in these columns, that some shrewd traders once broke
into the Navajo reservation and bought a lot of the best
blankets for two or three doHars ao'ece, because they
paid for the goods in bright new silver dollars, which
the simple natives thought were worth far more than an
old and worn dollar piece.

The largest Navajo blanket in the world is said to
be owned by Hubbell. of Genado. It is an old pattern, and
is 24 feet square and weighs over 200 pounds. It would
wear well as a dining room rug, but I should not care
for it on a snowshoe trip for a camping blanket. The
chief fault of the Navajo as a camping blanket for white
men is that it is nearly always too small for a sleeping
blanket, being woven by the Indians originally as a wear-
mg blanket and not a sleeping cover. It comes from a
region where the climate is not so rigorous as in the North
lands, and it is singular enough that it should be the best
defen'^e ever made aga'nst the cold. Its great weight is

its only drawback. One of the oM-time ones was both
blanket, umbrella and poncho, and nothing could phase
it. I have often seen a row of Greaser teamsters with a
freight train lying" at night on '^c-me exposed mountain
side, with only a smok}' little ninon fire to temoer the
air. with a few broken, ragged boughs for a wind break
and a -lit'le, absurd, narrow strip of Navajo weave spread
over their shoulders. Thev made no complaint, though
their bivouac might have tried the soul of many a North-
p-ti nian. There was al^n in that region the old native
Mexican blanket made of loosely woven undyed wool, so
loose that you poke your finger throush it any place, but
still quite warm much as is the rabbit hide blanket of
the Alaska Indians, which latter is said to be ideal for
cold weather.
Thus go the times, and' pat comment enough was that

made this morning bj' a certain small person who was
speaking of these very things.
"The white men have been fi.ehting 'the Indians and

billing them off as fast as thev could, and doing everything
in the world to show them that they were not fit to live.

Now that they've got the Indians about all killed, they're
taking all sorts of pains to get hold of the thinss the
Indians used, and they make much out of their blankets
and things. This seems sort of funny to me."

It is sort of funny. As for the fakps. one takes his

chances, naturally, but if von do not believe the fad part
of the above .statement, just price a "genu'ne Navajo"
in some big fashionable drv goods house. It will make
your blood mn cold. My Greaser gave two or three pe=os
for hi.s shoulder ptrio of a squaw blanket. It wotildn't
buy a corner of a "genuine Navajo" to-day at one of our
commercial emporiums.

The Saginaw Cfowd.

The special car Wm. B. Mershon reached Chicago at

S P. M. tn-dav. a"d left at f^;r5 over the Wisconsin Cen-
t— 1 for North Dakota. The partv was compo«-ed of
Messrs. W. B. Mer=hon. Watts Humnhreys. Geo. E.
Morley, C. H. Davis, Varnum Lyons, H. T. A. Harvey, of
Saginaw; Waldo Avery, of Detroit, and A. P. Bigelow, of

New York. All are well ecxept Mr. Mershon, who is

nearly ill and hopes for benefit in the North.
At this writing a cold rain is falling in Chicago, and

heavy storms are reported in the North. The Saginaw
party will be apt to meet a good flight.

Strenuous Sport.

A friend just back from California says that he ex-

amined some of the boats which are used in the lower
coa.st country in fishing for tuna and yellowtail, and he
noticed that the gunwales and stern boards were cut in an
inch or so, as though sawed, in a deep grove. This he was
informed was done by the sawing of the line on the wood
while the boat was towed by some of the big fellows that

somelimes fall to the fortune of the angler of that land.

This would seem a bit strenuous, whether it be work or

sport. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago. 111.

The Adirondack Deer.
Schenectady, N. Y., Oct. 5.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I am sorry if Juvenal cannot get to the xA.diron-

dacks, now that the opening of the deer season is put
back two weeks, and I admire his sportsmanship if he
wails merely from disinterested solicitude for the guides
and the "great majority," But I seriously question two
things—first, should the game laws be framed with any
regard to the convenience or pecuniary profit of the

guides, and, second, arc the "great majority" of amateur
sportsmen inconvenienced by the later season? With re-

gard to the first, the deer are protected and the season
circumscribed for the benefit of all who may be imbued
with the charm of huntin.g, be they guide or other, and
the guides' cry of "poor business" and "no money in

it" when the season is cut down should not "cut any ice."

Neither do I think that the guides will be so foolish as

to shoot more than the usual number of deer out of
season, from the necessity of having meat for their

families, because it would be short-sighted policy to kill

the goose which lays the golden egg, and try to wipe
out the industry by which, if we believe Juvenal, they
support their families—which, by the way, they don't.

Guiding is a side issue, and business runs good or bad
according to the chances of the season, and a guide's

cleverness in keeping a man out a week to get a deer
which might have been procured the first or second day.

Leave the guides alone. They know where their bread
is buttered.

Secondly, the "great majority of men who go into the
Adirondacks at all" go there with their families to have
a good time fishing, boating, walking, driv'ng and all that,

and depart with equanimity wheti the "season" ends with
August, while the majority of sportsmen stay at home
and work during the summer months looking forward
to the fall deer trip with yearning, and roll the anticipated

morsel in the mouth with keenest relish. They are the

men who appreciate the change in the open season for

deer, and who say it is much better as it is, for the
slaughter of the beautiful creatures is cut down by two
weeks, and the chances for good hunting increased just

so much for ottr children's children.

John A. Learned.

Big Game on the Miramichi.
Editor Forest and Stream :

The big-game season has begun well on the Miramichi,
and, so far, every sportsman who has come here from the
United States and reappeared from the woods has brought
with him his moose, and in some cases, additional trophies

of the hunt. Among those who have come out during the
past week are

:

William Crawford, of New York, and A. B. Wallace, of
Springfield, Mass., who had Ned Way and Carl Bressing
as guides. They were on the headwaters of the Northwest
Miramichi. They killed two moose and a bear—all fine

specimens—which they brought out to Newcastle on
Thursday, 27th.

L. M. Thatcher, of New York, who had Geo. McKay
with him as guide on the Tomognops. a branch of the
Northwest Miramichi, came out to Newcastle on Friday
with a big moose.
Dr. Calle and Adolphe Kouttroff, of New York, whose

guides were James Manderville and son. came otit from a

hunt on the Little Southwest Miramichi on Thursday,
27th, with two moose and two caribou. The antlers of

the moose heads spread 53 and 61 inches respectively, and
one of the caribou heads had twenty-seven prongs.

S. C. Stanley, of Lawrence. Mass., also came out to

Newcastle from Remus on the Southwest Miramichi on
Thursday, with Guide Norris Manderville. He had a
splendid moose w th him which he killed in that region*,'''

Messrs. H. McK, Kirkland and Irving Kisson, of New
York, came out to Newcastle on Thursday with two
moose, which they killed on the Guagus Lake grounds,
where they were guided by John Wambold.
On Sunday, 30th, Ernest Houston and David White, of

Boston, who were guided by Ned Menzies and Wm. Mc-
Kay on Mountain Brook Lakes, Northwest Miramichi,
brought witn them to Newcastle a moose each. They
were Ai specimens.
So far I have not heard of a single failure among

our hunters and visiting sportsmen. Among those now
on the hunting grounds of the Miramichi in quest of
moose, caribou and other big game are

:

C. C. Taylor, of Philadelphia, and two friends whi^
have Guides George McKay, Ned Menzies and Will Mc-
Kav on Tomognops.
Henry S. Grew and Alfred Rodman, on Mountain

Brook lakes, with Ned Wav and Carl Bressing as guides.
Harry A. Pitman, of Boston, on the Renous, with

Hiram Manderv'lle a« guide.

Theodore Hoague, of Boston, is also on the Renous,
guided by Duncan Manderville.

Geo, F. Dominic. Jr.. of New York, and a friend are
wi'h Guide Thomas Weaver, of Blackville, on Sabbies
River.

German Consul-General Karl Buenz. Mr. Scherkel and
Carl Pickhardt, of New York, are in the North Pole-dis-
trict, Little Southwest Miramichi, guided by Manderville
and son and others.

Edwin C. Holmes, of Boston, is under the guidance, of
Arthur Pringle in the Bald Mountain region of the North-
west Miramichi.
Mr. R. H. Armstrong, of Newcastle, in addition to

doing his own share of hunting, made the necessary local

arrangements for all the foregoing, save Mr. Holmes.
D. G. Smith.

Chatham, N. B., Oct. 2,

Wildfowl in Chincoteague Bay.
Editor Forest and Stream :

I suppose that every one knows that this bay is half in

Virginia and half in Maryland. It is hard to say exactly

where the line is, but it crosses the shoals in such a way
that we are often gunning in Virginia, and Virginia peo-
ple are gunning in Maryland. The trouble in policing

these waters has been that the law-breakers would claim
to be in Maryland or Virginia, just as it suited them to

escape punishment. Last winter the Virginia Sports-
men's Association appointed Capt. Jeffries, an old resi-

dent of Chincoteague Island, game warden, paying him a
salary for his services, and I am glad to report that at

last we are in good shape to protect the wildfowl from
light shooting and all other ways forbidden in the laws.

Mr. Jeffries is an honest, upright man, and perfectly fear-

less. A gunner himself, he is acquainted with every
crook and turn in the big bay, and is perfectly at home
on the water day or night. He knows every lawless
shooter on both sides of the line, and knew exactly what
trouble he would have when he accepted the position.

Capt. Jeffries went to each man and warned him that he
would put him under arrest the first time he caught him
at illegal work. They threatened to shoot him, burn his

house, sink his boats and do all luanner of terrible things

to him if he attempted to interfere with them. The re-

sult has been that Jeffries has nearly broken it up. Two
arrests were made, and a third man shot at him as he
was going to him. Jeffries opened on the man with his

Wincnester, and he has disappeared from these parts ior

good. Now we are in a fair way to get a good warjen
on the Maryland side, and between the two it will be pretty
hot for the lawless gunners.
There are a few black duck and teal on the marshes, but

there will be very little shooting here until the first of
November, when the big flights of shell ducks stop on the
shoals. Geese will also be here about that time, and we
are looking for a large increase in numbers. Every spring
before the one past, hundreds of these geese were killed

here in April at night with guns and fire box. Last
April under the special care of Warden Jeffries, I think
not a single one was killed. This should mean a difference

in our favor of hundreds of young geese. I have not
noticed any increase in the brant for a number of years.

The same favored localities seem to be visited by the same
sized bunches year after year, tame and easily decoyed at

first, getting slyer and slj^er as the days go by, until only by
accident is a shot .e;ot at them. Redheads and blue-

bills will be here in December, thousands of them cover-
ing the shoals and filling the air with quick-passmg
btmches. I think they are on the increase here. I never
saw them more plentiful tlian they were in '98. and there
seemed to be just as many last year. I had a gen'le-

man out last march who shot eighty-four shells in two
hours, and every shell represented a good killing shot if

the gun was held right. We have wildfowl here and we
haA'e good feeding grounds—miles of it—and now that we
are protected, we will have the best shooting north of the
Carol"nas. O. D. Foulks.
Stock roN, Md., Oct. 1.

"West Virginia Game*
MORGANTOWN, W. Va.. Oct. 2.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: It is gratifying to note that small game gen-
erally is more abundant in some parts of Pennsylvania
and West Virginia this season than for some years past.

In fact, it is many years since squirrels were as plentiful

as they are this season in Indiana county. Pa., affording
local sportsmen privileges which they had counted as
gone forever. Quail, which have been protected in West
Virginia at all seasons for four years, are so numerotts
in this section that their cheerful "Bob White" can be
heard during the season from the heart of ottr town at

any time, and it is to be hoped that the}' may be killed

sparingly and be allowed to sotmd their good cheer
through o'ur mountains and valleys.

Noth'ng can be more indicative of a community of
high-minded and right-thinking people than the presence
of a goodly amount of game birds and animals. It

speaks louder than words.
The cultivation which the Forest and Stream is giving

to the minds of its readers along that line is worthy of
the support of all persons and institutions which are in-

terested in teaching humanitj'^ to think right. It is with
pleasure that we note the return of big game to parts of
Vermont and other old Eastern States, where it had long
ago disappeared, and we now hope that the sentiment
which has so long and persistently been advocated is

reaching the people, and when the people are PO'^sessed
of a disposition to protect the game, then it will be pro-
tected as no game warden can protect it.

Wild turkeys are quite plentiful within a few miles
of here, and one of our townsmen—George Kiger—killed
two this season. ^Emerson Carney.

The North American Fish and Game Pro-

tective Association.

We have received a pamphlet of 200 pages containing
the minutes of the proceedings of the first convention of
the North American Fish and Game Protective A';.socia-

tion. held rtt Mon^real. Feb. 2, 1000, as was reported in

these columns at the time. A wide range of subjects was
under discussion, and the publication in this form is very
acceptable.

Viigfinia Birds.

Staunton, Va...Oct. 6.—Birds hav« never been known
to be more plentiful than this year. Pheasants are re-

ported to be numerous, and any quantity of turkeys. Sea-
son for quail opens Nov. i ; pheasants and turkeys, Ort. 15.

!M=^.u£»llU: .. - ; _ . - C. S.
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Seventh Annwal Spartsmen's Show.

The next Sportsmen's Show will open March 2, 1901,

Madison Square Garden, New York city, under the

auspices of the National Sportsmen's Association. We
deem it advisable to make this early announcement in

order to give ample time for preparation, both in the

trade and among those who desire to arrange
;

special at-

tractive features, as many weeks and months of prepara-

tion and careful study is necessary to arrange and com-
plete many of the exhibits, and we have learned in the

past through intending exhibitors that had they been ad-

vised earlier in the season they would have mad? hand-

somer exhibits or shown some especially attractive fea-

ture. This not alone applies to exhibits of boats, launches

and camps, but in collecting rare specimens of game birds

and animals, also fish.

The management having already received many in-

quiries regarding the coming Sportsmen's Show, is assured

and encouraged by the interest shown, and desires simply

to announce the date of the opening of the show so as to

give all intending exhibitors and those who may become
interested timely notice.

As soon as arrangements now under way are completed,

further announcement will be made.

J. A. H. Dressel, General Manager.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream,

Odd Happenings by the Riverside.

Recently looking over an old copy of a well known
English sporting paper, I came upon some stories of

"remarkable shots" made at various times at fur and
feather, many of which, to the reader unused to days

spent by "bracken and burn," would seem to partake

too much of the Baron Munchausen element to warrant
credence. But an experience gained in many outings

teaches diiTerently. Old sportsmen know that very odd
things do happen sometimes, not only in using shot and
bullet at game, but with rod and line as well. Remark-
able occurrences are not restricted by any means to the

shooting field alone, and many a fisherman could tell

of curious incidents by lake and riverside that came under
his notice while practicing his gentle art.

In this latter connectiqri, while I cannot lay claim

to being able to relate anything very wonderful, perhaps
a description of one or two singular exploits pertaining

to the wielding of the rod may not prove uninteresting.

For the possessor of a yacht, who is fond of fly-fishing,

there is no more charming cruise than one day along the

south coast of Nova Scotia in the months of May, June
and July. Many fine salmon rivers and trout strearns

empty into the different bays, on which good sport may
be had, and it-^'as on one of these, called the West River
at Sheet HarTlsir, that I had a peculiar battle with a

salmon.
This stream issues from a large lake not far from the

sea, and falls over a series of ledges between which are

good pools that fish ascending delight to rest in. I

found, when I arrived at the mouth of the river on a

bright afternoon in July—having made a most enjoyable
voyage thither from Halifax in a trading schooner—that

owing to heavy rains that had fallen previously the water
was verj' high, and on looking over the first pool I saw
to my astonishment salmon rising—not leaping with a
splash, but just coming up to the surface, and display-

ing part of the back and tail in the quietest manner imag-
inable. T never witnessed such a thing before. I

fancy they were on the move upwards, for no fly I could
show them seemed to attract attention.

Next morning, however, I was bright and early on the

spot, and killed a nice salmon of twelve and a half

pounds at the first pool on a silver-doctor, lost another
at the second, after a ten minutes' fight, got a ten
pounder at the third, and at the fourth hooked one in a
very peculiar manner, and hereby hangs my tale; At
the first or second cast at the place I rose a fish; but
though he made a great profession of anxiety to seize

it, he did not touch the fly. I rested him, and tried 3^

intervals several favorites, a Butcher, Kate, Fairy, an^
an Admiral (the latter fly is held in high esteeem on
Nova Scotian rivers, and is made with pale olive pig's

wool, body ribbed with gold tinsel, red game cock's
hackle for legs, wings from owl's tail feather-—a sort

of brownish creatn color—an<i antennse of two fibe'-i

of blue and buff macaw). But it was no use. The sal-

mon spurned them all with contempt. I was perplexed.
T confess, but bj'^ no means inclined to give him up. A'',

last finding flies useless I determined to try a phantom
minnow, and removing mv fly attached the lure in its

place. '
" "'^Wftm

Casting well across the pool. I brought the miniature
fish bv gentle jerks down to the spot where I thought.

the other side of the river, among great rough boulders

he went into the large pool below; but luckily did not, as

I feared, cut the Ime, In this place I had plenty of

sea room, as sailors term it, and smoother water, and a

better chance altogether of dealing with my lively op-

ponent. We fought the battle out bravely for half an

hour perhaps. At times it seemed as if he was going
to have everything his own way and continue Ins

voyage to the sea, at others I managed to hold him well

in check. But as the struggle went on I began to

gradually get the upper hand, and drew him toward
ine. Slowly he came, disputing every inch of the way,

until at last I caught a glimpse of him, and was much
surprised to see he was not so large a fish as the strain

on the rod led nie to believe. But why, I W'ondered, was
he coming tail first, and why had he never leaped once?
The inystery was soon solved, however, on my gaffing

and carrying him up the bank away fi-om the water—the

latter a practice I have invariably adopted since ex-

periencing the disappointment of seeing a salmon slip

off my gaff and escape. I found that one only of the

several hooks of the phantom minnow had held him, and
this was imbedded beyond the barb in the tough skin

of his side, about six or eight inches from the tail.

Trying to reason out how this occurred I came to the

conclusion that when the fish rushed at the lure he
passed closely over it, attempting to strike it with his

tail, and in turning to go down, accidentally fastened

himself in the way I have described, He weighed only
about ten pounds.

I have killed many of the genus Salmo salar, but
never before or since one that was hooked in any part

of the body but the mouth.
I had another singular experience, but of a different

kind, on the Medway in Lunenburg county, one of the

best rivers on the south shore of Nova Scotia. "Agita-
ting the insect" one afternoon on a long swift piece of

water, a little distance from the tideway, I fastened to

a fine fresh run salmon, which at first seemed inclined

to be very peaceable, and allowed me to draw him
quietly up stream to where there was a capital place to

manage him. Suddenly he appeared to become alive

to his danger, and instituted a series of rushes that were
fraught with hazard to the light gear I was using. Sha-
king his head violently to get rid of the tether that held
him. the salmon flung himself out of the water several

times and then made a desperate race for the rapid below
the pool. Down this he went, turning somersaults by the
way, and taking out ,so much of my line I feared in a
second or two it would be all run off the reel, and my
chance of securing him gone. After one of these bounds
in the air, however, to my great surprise he became quite
passive, and beginning to reel in some of my line I found
him strangely obedient to my persuasive efforts, and
brought him back foot by foot up stream, turning over
occasionally on his side and appearing quite done up.
In a little time I had him gaffed and on terra firma,

when I discovered that in his wild attempts to free him-
self he had twisted the casting line three or four times
roimd his head and nose, and knotting it in a hitch of

his own invention had half suffocated himself, the
water necessary for breathing not being able to enter the
mouth and pass to the gills.

One more incident and I have done. I remember a
very well known salmon fisher in Halifax telling me of

an odd thing he witnessed on the La Havre River, also
in Lunenburg county. I must preface, however, by
stating that the few Micmac Indians living on that
stream have long ago abandoned the evil ways of their

forefathers, and exchanged the torch and spear for rod
and line in catching salmon. I do not say this reforma-
tion was voluntary on their part, but rather I fancy
because of the river warden's watchful eye, and the
knowledge that a sojourn in Bridgewater jail awaited
the offender if caught breaking the fishery laws. How-
ever, suffice it to say that some of the Indians are now
excellent fly fishermen, and have pretty .serviceable gear
too. They tie most of their own flies, and though these
cannot be said to rival Farlow's or Johnny Reid's finish,

still they do their work very effectually. But to the
story. My friend told me he was sitting one afternoon
(like the biblical patriarchs of old) at the door of his

tent, on the bank of the river, watching an Indian lad
casting in a very workmanlike manner on the opposite
shore. Presently the lad hooked a salmon, which with
the customary rush and leap made for the middle of the
stream, and then sped downwards at the best pace it

;vas capable of. The Indian's rod showed by its con-
tracted curve he was putting the brakes on heavily, when
suddenly it straightened in his hands-^the salmon was
free. It had not only gone, but had taken with it the
whole line (which my friend afterwards ascertained was
of white whipcord), that had either been carelessly tied

l^'o the reel or not fastened to it at all. The lad stood a
moment as if cogitating what was to be done, then run-
ning to where a canoe lay drawn up on the shore, placed
his rod in it, pusfeed off, and in a jiffy was paddling
down stream like mad in the direction the salmon had
taken. When he got a certain distance down he stood
up in the canoe and began peering this wav and that in

|the water, and presently *he made a scoop with his paddle

ANGLING NOTES.

the fish was lying, and was fetching it up stream again
with as life-like a motion as I could, when with a mighty ; and lifted uo his line, which being white he readily saw.
rush and back out nf water he came at it, and waVS iNow mark the cunning of the redskin. As soon as he
honked. And then there was a proper fuss. I do no/vj'^^'^ -'^^^ hands he caught uo his rod. and commenced

' • „ . running the recovered line back through the rings from
the tip to the reel, and reaching that tied it. no doubt
securelj^ this time. Then leisurely the lad began to

/ vifad up, and as good luck would have it. he found that
the fish—which had stopped to rest as soon as the strain
was taken off its mouth—was still attached. As soon as
my friend became aware of this, he also jumoed into
his canoe, delighted with the fellow's pluck and ingenuitv.
and paddled to his assistance, and renewing the contest
with the fish the lad was towed bv him to the shore,
whfre. stennine' out. He shortly brouErht his victim to the
ga^'^—a bright lusty fish of about thirty pounds.

Doubtless. many other true stories " might bf told of
odd happenings with rod and line which, to fishermen
at least, would be of interest.

Nepos.

think there viAs a sn.uare foot of that nool that the fish

did not exnlore. Back and forth, hither and thither
he darted, but never leaped once^—a thing by the waj
that struck me as beins: very strange. At length in

spite nf all that I could do he made for the rapids at the
tail of the pool, and thoueh I p-ave him the butt as stiffly

as T dared T could not check him in the .slightest degree.
Bv the heavy strain on my rod I took him to be an im-
mensp fish.

_
Down the rapid and into the next pool

y,P rncliprl w'th lif^hteninff speed, nh,' reel singing merriV
fls T Followed as fast as I was able throuo'h the water—
for t-he trpps overhung the bank—barking my shins
h?dlv, hv the same tnke-n. against^undry rocks in my
htirrv. Here mv antaJTonist stopped about the middle,
ai^d bpfnn to sulk. However. I succeeded in starting
Viim snnn asrain bv rappinsr the metal ferru'e on the
butt of thp rod with the blade of my sheath knife, anij
then away he darted with a vengeance, this time making
ri.erht across the pool, treating contemptuously my efforts

to ?f,Qp Km. an^ over the fHrthfsf h'ttle fall from me, gn
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A New Walton,

There is to be issued in London next winter a new
edition of Izaak Walton, to be called "The Twentieth
Century Edition." It will be edited by Mr. George A. B.
Dewar, author of "Dry Fly Fishing," etc., and will be
brought out in the best possible manner as to type, paper
and illustrations, and will be sold in large paper for seven
guineas—I believe. That Mr. Dewar is to edit the work
is to give it a hall-mark of excellence that no one will'

question.

A Goose.

The goose has been used to typify stupidity for so long
a time that I, with others, no doubt, believe the goose to
be about as stupid a bird as waddles, and yet all geese are
not stupid, as I can testify. I was riding from Cold
Spring Station on the Long Island R. R. to Cold Spring
Harbor hatchery of the Forest, Fish and Game Commis-
sion, with the veteran, Mr. Totten, who carries the mail
and passengers to and from the railroad, when an enor-
mous gander appeared in the road ahead of us with wings
stretched out and head stretched up and hissing as though
he would dispute our passage. The horses turned out, and
for a moment I thought it might be a hold-up, but Mr.
Totten smiled a superior smile and reached under the
sea and produced an ear of corn, which he threw to the
gander as toll, and then he explained to me, "I feed the
old fellow when I pass, and he expects his corn as much
as the horses expect their oats at feeding time." This
has nothing to do with fish, but I feel compelled to pay a
slight tribute to one particular goose that knows enough
to recognize Mr. Totten and his team as they pass, for I

noticed that he paid no attention to a team following us,

Growth of Troot.

Once a week on an average the year through some one
asks me how big trout are at some age or another. Gen-
erally the query relates to fingerling or yearling trout, for

those have been the sizes most in demand from the

hatcheries in the State of New York for planting in pub-
lic waters. During a year I have occasion to examine a

great many young trout, hundreds of thousands, more or

less carefully, but if the general health of the fish is

good and they are well nourished and free from disease, I

have not been particularly interested to know just how
long the fish are at a given age. Since the Forest Cora-
mission of New York decided to rear no more yearling

trout for distribution, but to confine its plantings to

fingerlings and fry, the query as to size of fingerlings has
been put more freqiienth' than before. Fingerling trout may
be from six to eight months of age. The distribution of

fingerlings begins as a rule in September, when the

largest of the year's hatching are sent out, for fish of the

same age vary greatly in size, and as the larger fish are

sorted out and planted, there is more room at the

hatcheries for the smaller fish, and more opportunity for

them to get a fair amount of the food placed in the rearing

races. Within the past ten days I have visited three of the

State hatcheries—Cold Spring Harbor, on Long Island;

Caledonia, in Livingston county, and Pleasant Valley,

near Bath, in Steuben county.

At Cold Spring Harbor the men were sorting the brook
trout into three sizes, all of the same age—about six and
one-half months. In one dip of the scoop net I took from
the race containing the larger fish perhaps a dozen
trout, and the longest one that I spotted when placed

beside a foot rule measured 6^4 inches from tip of nose to

end of tail ; several were inches long, and nearly every
one appeared to be 6 inches. There were 7,000 trout

of the larger size already sorted, and I dipped the net at

random into the bunch with the result I have given, but

undoubtedly there were many in the lot that would not

measure 6 inches. Of the smaller fish of the three sizes

some would not measure 2 inches, though all were the

same age. The stronger fish had secured the most food
and in consequence had grown more rapidly than the

weaker ones. After the sorting is completed—and there

were over 100,000 to sort at that hatchery—the smaller

trout will have a better chance and will grow more rapid-

ly than before.

At Caledonia I looked over 50,000 brook trout fingerling,

dipping a few from one race after another, and I found
one 6-inch trout, and only one. The largest other than

the one were about 5 inches in length, but as at Cold
Spring Harbor, they were all strong, deep, well-fed fish

in splendid health.

At Bath I did not discover a single 6-inch fish among the

fingerlings, but 4 and 4^ inch fish were common enough,
and all the fish I refer to were hatched last spring. The
foreman from Caledonia Avent with me to I3ath, and I

told the foremen that I did not think the yearling trout

would be missed next spring by the applicants who got the

fingerlings this fall. Of course, in wild waters the large

and small trout must take their chances in the same
water, for they cannot expect exemption from cannibalistic

propensities once they are removed from the hatchery

rearing races, where they are sorted as they grow
' to

reduce cannibalism to the minimum by feeding plenty

of liver and putting the small trout out of the reach of the

larger ones. The largest yearling trout I ever measured
was a brook trout at Cold Spring Harbor, and its extreme
length was 10^ inches ; but g-inch 3'earlings are not

uncommon at the same hatchery. Nor. by the same token,

are 4-inch yearlings. With the same food trout will

grow more rapidly in warm trout water than in cold trout

water, for trout will not thrive in water above 68 de-

grees, and they grow more slowly in water that is 45 de-

grees than in water that is 55 or 60 degrees. There is no
way of telling the age of a trout that has not been reared

in confinement from the egg, and I have already mentioned

the .great difference in the size of trout of the same
age brought up bv hand at the hatcheries.

Perhaps it wouM be as well right here to qualify the

statement made above that the largest of the fingerlings

are selected for early planting. To be strictly correct. I

should have said of the fish to be planted in filling applica-

tions the largest are sent out first when the sorting is

completed. Before any distribution is m.ade of fingerlings

a portion of them will be set aside for future breeding

fish, and very naturally the largest an(^ strongest finge^-
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lings are selected for tHis purpose. Each year more than
will be required ' for breeding fish are selected and set

apart in a race or pond by themselves. At breeding times
in the second autumn these fish are gone over carefully and
the number desired for breeding are finally selected and
the balance sent out on applications. Eggs from the

breeding fish are interchanged among the hatching stations

and fresh blood brought m by obtaining eggs from wild
waters, and also by the purchase of eggs from trout from
other States, which are also distributed around the diff'er-

ent stations to keep up a continual out cross with selected

fish.
^

The State of New York is disposing of its big breeding
trout of dift'erent species at the various hatcheries, and
will breed only from two and three year old fish—always
selecting the strongest fish for the purpose to obtain a
race of vigorous, healthy trout. The big trout serve
chiefly for show purposes, and the same bulk of smaller
trout will produce more and stronger eggs.

"Pickerel."

In New York State the pike, Lucius lucvus, is almost
universally called pickerel, although some concede so
much as to call it great northern pike. If the word pike
alone is used, it generally means the pike-perch or wall-
eyed pike. I have tried over and over to separate the pike,

the pickerel and the pike-perch by describing them in this

paper, but have concluded that I will not succeed until

all the fishermen in the State become subscribers for

Forest and Stream and read its "iVngling Notes." The
reason why I refer again to the "pickerel" is that I re-

cently looked over a lot of fish applications made to the

Forest, Fish and Game Commission in which "pickerel"
were asked for. and with one exception I concluded that

the applicant really wished the pike. The State docs not
propagate any of the pike familj'- but the mascalonge, but
it does propagate the pike-perch, and it has distributed the
pike and the pcikerel on occasions, but always adult fish.

Great care is exercised when pike or pickerel are dis-

tributed in Satte waters to place them only where they
will do no harm to other fish, and that means that unless
the pike or pickerel arc already in the water the State
will not as a rule furnish them for planting. Pike and
pickerel for distribution are procured only when netting
inland lakes for other fish, and this 3'ear none of the pike
tribe were taken. They can be hatched artificially, and
have been in Germany, but it is not necessar}^ for they
are perhaps the most prolific of the fresh-water fishes, and
being spring spawners they require but a few days for

their eggs to hatch, and if they have half a chance dur-
ing the breeding season fair angling will never materially
reduce their numbers in a pond or lake, but they have
always been the mark for the man with spear and gun
when they run into the shallows to spawn. The late

Count von dem Borne told me of propagating the pike
and the black bass in his fishery in Germany, and how the
pike fry worked through into the black bass pond and lived

on the bass fry before he knew of the mingling of fishes.

I haA-^e already given the details in Forest and Stream,
but from memory T will say that at five months from
hatching the pike that had been living on black bass
fry weighed something over 2. pounds, and were 17
inches long. The State of New York may distribute pike
—the so-called pickerel—next year, but none will be sent
out this season, although applications for this fish are
coming in this fall. A. N. Cheney.

Propagation of Pacific Salmon.
BY S. W. DOWNING.

(Read before the American Fisheries Society.)

Were I writing this article solely for the purpose of
reading it before this meeting, I would not presume to

go into details and give a description of the manner of

securing the eggs and the methods employed in hatching
them, as it is taken for granted that all or at least most
of the members present are familiar with this work, but
for the benefit of those who may read the forthcoming
account of the proceedings of this meeting who are not
familiar with the work, I will give a brief" description of

the work as carried on at the dift'erent salmon stations

where I have been located during the last three hatching
seasons.

First, it is necessary to know something of the nature
and habits of the fish in question. In most of the streams,
and especially those extending long distances from the
ocean, there are two runs of fish, the first occurring in

March and April, and the other in July and August.
The fish coming into the streams in the first run go to

the very headwaters, reaching the spawning grounds late

in July and August, where they remain until spent, and,
in fact, until they die, for it is a fact not generally
known that all the salmon that ascend the streams any
distance above tidewater die soon after the eggs are de-
posited.

The second run enters the main streams about July or
August. These do not ascend the streairis to the same
distance as the first run but they enter the small tribu-
taries near the mouth of the main streams, apparently
being more mature on entering the stream, and in con-
sequence seek a suitable place in which to deposit their

eggs soon after leaving .=alt water.
The method employed by the fishculturist in securing

the eggs is to first find some suitable location on either

the main stream or -some tributarj'. and throw a barrier
across, the slats or pickets of which are sufficiently close
together to prevent the fish from passing between them,
and high enough to preclude all danger of their jumping
over, the lower end, of course, resting on the bottom.
This barrier prevents the fish from ascending the stream,
and as it is their nature to push their way as far as
there is water suflicient for them to swim in, and as they
never cease the stmggle and turn back, large numbers
congre.gate just below the barrier, which is usuallv placed
just above a deep hole where the fish He during the ripen-
ing period before seeking the riffles and shoals upon which
to spawn. Watch is then kept of the movements of the
fish, and as soon as they are seen on the riffles, fishing
commences. The fish are taken either with a seine, or are
caught in a down stream trap, into which the fish are

driven by going above them with a seine, and frighten-

ing them so that they make a rush down the stream atid

are crowded into the traps, from which they are taken,

and the ripe ones put into crates, where they are held for

the next day's spawning. The latter method of taking
the fish is preferred when the nature of the stream
will admit of it. The green fish taken are always liberated,

as they will not go away, and thus the fishing is continued
until the spawnmg season is over, and practically every
fish that entered the stream has been handled.
The need of carrying on this work on as large a scale

as possible will be more readily understood when it is

more generally known how totally lacking the salmon is

in that instinct that prompts the two sexes to seek each
other for the purpose of reproduction. The writer has
had an excellent opportunity during three entire spawn-
ing seasons to study this trait in the salmon, and never
but once has he seen the two sexes together performing
the functions necessary^ to fertilize the eggs as they are
ejected by the female, and in conversing with others who
have had ample opportunity for 6bserying these fishes for
years he has never met a" man wh6''%ad ever seen the
two sexes together at this time, as we so often see in

other fishes, such as the black bass, catfish, sunfishes and
many others, and for this reason it is safe to say that not
one egg in one thousand is fertilized when the fish spawn
,on the xeefs naturally.

A feiiiale ^vill select a spot upon which to spawn, and
if not disturbed will remain there, or nearby, occasionally
turning upon her side, and, with a pounding motion with
her tail, and, in fact, with the whole body, eject a few
eggs. This process'' is kept up at intervals of from ten
minutes to half an hour or more, until all her eggs have
been deposited, the time consumed being from a couple of

days to a week or more. The spawning always takes
place in a swift current, and where the bottom is gravelly,
and the pounding motion spoken of loosens the gravel
itnmediately beneath the fish, and, as the current washes it

from a few inches to a few feet down the stream, often a

hole from one to two feet deep is thus formed, and a
co.r,respandingly large pile of gravel made just below. The
eggs that haA'e escaped are consumed by the thousands of
river whitefish, suckers, and the several kinds of trout
with which these streams abound, as the eggs and the
gravel are washed down with the current together.

But' where all this time is the male? Perhaps lying a
few feet below her, or perhaps a few feet at either side,

but never once approaching her. The writer has reached
the conclusion that the only way in which the fertilization

of the salmon egg has ever been brought about is that
at those times and places where the fish are so very thick
in the streams that during the height of the spawning
period the whole water of these small streams is com-
pletely permeated with the .spermatozoa of the males;
and when one realizes that each large male produces a
quart or more of semen during the season, it will be
readily understood that large niunbers of eggs could have
been and undoubtedly were fertilized in this manner.
But it will be observed that the number of eggs, or the
percentage: rather, that are fertilized in this manner, is

just in proportion of the number of fish in the stream
during the spawning period, and that in the streams that
but few fish enter the percentage of eggs that are fertilized

is reduced in the same ratio, and as the number of salmon
entering the straems is becoming less and less each sea-
son, it becomes more imperative that the work of propa-
gation be carried on to the fullest extent, as it is in tliese

small streams where formerly so many fish ascended, and
where at one time the chances of fertilization were en-
hanced by the great amount of semen ejected by the males,
while now but few ascend, rendering the chances of natural
fertilization almost nil, that the work of propagating the
salmon should be carried on to the fullest extent. Every
stream or tributary that will yield a million or more eggs
should have a sub-station, and all the eggs possible taken,
hatched, and the fry returned to the stream, scattering
them over as much territory as possible. This, in the
opinion of the writer, Avould be a far better method, and
the results in mature fish would be much greater, than to
have large establishments and turn out many millions into
any one stream, as each stream or portion of it has but a
limited supply of the natural food suitable for the young
salmon, and all in excess of the number that will live upon
the food supply must necessarily perish; and as most of
these streams are in a broken country where it is almost
impossible to give the fry anything like a wide distribii-

tion, they must necessarily be put out over a very small
area. Thus it will be readily seen that in such instances
it would be an easy matter to overstock the streams, and
even if none died from starvation, some would become
stunted and never reach a normal size; besides, cannibal-
ism would be encouraged, the larger and stronger ones eat-
ing the small, weak ones.

It has been noticed that in the past few years the num-
ber of undersized salmon that Avere taken was steadily
on the increase, the last season showing a far greater num-
ber than any previous season. The only logical conclu-
sion that the writer has been able to reach is that this
is the result of overstocking the streams where the work
of propagation is carried on to any extent, numbers of the
young fish being stunted for lack of sufficient food, and,
although they live to mature, they never grow to the
normal size.

This line of reason will undoubtedly be objected to by
some on the ground that nearly all these undersized fish

are males, but it is known that the fish of any one season's
hatch do not reach maturity together; that is, a portion
will return the third year, while another portion will hot
rcturii before the fourth season, and it is our opinion that
the males mature, even if tmder size, and return with the
regular run, while in the case of the female, she does
not mature until after sufficient time has elapsed for the
ova to mature, and thus she has one more season's growth
than the male, and is consequently larger on an average,
althoiigh there are instances of very small females coming
into the streams, and some have been taken and spawned
that have weighed but from 6 to 8 pounds, and the
eggs from them hatched and the fry seemed strong and
healthy. ......
The writer is aware that this article is • but a crude

affair, but hopes that the main idea—i, e,, the need of more
extended propagation of this most valuable fish—has been
made apparent

See the list of good things in Woodcraft in our t^dv. cols.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

A Day on the Old Mill Pond.

There is something magical in the name of the old mill

pond. We all know it. - We have all been there, many
a time and oft. It is the same old mill pond, whether
it was in Maine or Kansas. We all saw it when we were
boys and girls together,- years more or less ago. Books
Gould be written about the old mill pond, and good stories.

Proof good enough of the latter fact is at hand in a
letter from a friend, telling of a single, simple day with
children for companions and no far-off country for the
scene. Sito is the preferred name' of the writer, ^nd
thus he writes

:

^ "To those, hke us, who love broad,- all-embracing Mother
Earth, and 'vvonship well with rod and gun' (as a poetic
friend once wrote to me), the simplest excursion into her
realms can fill us with a peace and joy unknown, I

think, to many al] their lives. Therefore a simple account
of a day on 'the old mill pond' with my children, may
touch a chord in you, and if you think it worth while, per-
haps in others of your wide circle, and so I will try and
tell you of it..

"This old mill pond is the scene of many a youthful
excursion of mine, and hence has for me a peculiar
charm. I had not seen it for twenty years, and as it lay
once more before me in quiet baeuty on an August
day, I was delighted and a little surprised to find it

lovelier even than my memory had dared to picture it,

A good deal of travel and considerable experience of
beautiful scenes in other lands have surely not lessened
my facilities in the appreciation and just criticism of
natural beauty, and, as I stood again on the alder-fringed
mill dam, across which runs the high road, and saw on
one hand the smooth sheet of water with its thickly
wooded banks and floating lilies, its clear Avaters and rest-
ful charm, the old mill, and, yes ! the same old miller
bustling about, and on the other side the little 'crick'

below me, almost hidden by rushes and cattails, winding
away to the bay beyond, I realized that it was not all mere
boyish recollection of good old times that kept it in my
mind when half the distance round the earth lay between
me and it—no; it was, and still is, beautiful. But I mu.st
tell what I set out to tell.

"I was with my children and we were 'going a-fishing.'

Each with a creel slung over the shoulder, a rod case in

hand and in each heart an innate love of quiet sport and a
fisherman's anticipations of what might happen as to giant
fish, 'The gray-haired miller as we arranged with him
for our boat, told us that the trout were gone, but he
had planted black bass in their stead, and now- and then
one was caught, while the yellow perch were as plentiful
as ever. -

"We soon put our rods together and rowed out on the
pond. A 5-inch perch was oUr first game. I tried a
spinner, and was soon fast in a lively fish. It is, a long
time since I caught a yellow perch, and this lo-inch fish

made such a good fight that until he was close alongside
I really thought it must be a trout. What a fine fish this
same yellow perch is, and what a good fight he makes

!

How handsome he is, with his tiger stripes, brsitling
dorsal and bright red pectorals! If he only ate as he
looks and fights he would be worthy of a high place on
the fisher's list. My chicks are good sportsmen, and at
once set our limit on perch at 9 inches, carefully returning
all fish below that length.

"We caught many fingerlings, and each child also had
the delight of a good fight with the bigger fish—from
9 to II inches. I have not caught a trout in home waters
for many a year, but it seemed to me that these perch
fought about as hard as a trout of equal size. Our light
rods bowed, the lines cut through the water and the
gamy fish fought well, often making a second and some-
tirnes even a third rush after turning on their sides and
being brought almost close enough for the landing net.
At lunch time we had a fine string of fourteen, and had
put back at least a hundred little fellows. We felt well
satisfied as v/e rowed ashore to eat our lunch under the
trees,

_
I send you a snap shot of the party, joined by a

boy friend, comparing their fish.

"After a delightful meal on the pine-covered ground
and a review of our catch, we were off again, with better
luck still to come. We nov/ determined to try trolling
for bass. I, of course, had a spinner or two among the
varied collection of duffle I always carry with me, and'
rigging this on a doubled trout leader we rowed slowly
around the pond. Several perch of large size took the
bait, and two small b'ass were caught, but put back, for we
had read up on the law and found 10 inches the limit on
bass. My eledst boy caught a small perch, and finding
him hooked through the lip by the large hook of the
spinner, I told him to leave the fish on the hook and try a
while wtih this bait, A moment later he had a heavy
tug, and, after a grand fight, amid the wildest en-
thusiasm and excitement, I put the landing net under a
16-inch black bass—a noble fish, and what a fighter ! The
fighting qualities of the perch faded into nothingness
compared with his rushes and leaps, and my hand was
shaking with excitement as I netted him. Now came the
girl's turn, and in a short time she realized her wish

—

to hear her reel buzz as a grand bass fought for liberty
with all the reckless dash of his fighting tribe. I think
we brought him to the boat too soon ; at any rate, when
about 10 feet away, and as I lowered the net, away he
went; got a heavy strain on the light leader, snapped
both its parts and was off with the spinner ! What a
sighing gasp went up from all! He looked full 2 feet
long and was so near! But all good fishers are
philosophers, and my daughter said with a sigh, 'Never
mind, father. I'll catch another'—and so she did.

"Dinner time, coming with awful rapid'ty,. found, us
with four bass of iS to 16 inches. Reluctantly we wound
up the tackle and rowed through the long shadows under
the banks to the landing. Our bass would not go in our_
srnall creels, so each child took a turn in carrying the
fine string, and if they felt prouder than their parent they_
must h$ve.been puffed up indeed.

"As the sun sank behind the woods. in.the west, a con-
tented, happy little party chattered as they trudged to-

ward home, ' Ah ! 'pleasant, wholesome, hungry trade.'
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Another memory added to my store—a beginning to those

of the chicks.

"'No joy, dear fellow, can e'er be thine,

Like the curving rod and the whistling line.'
"

Heavy Dressings of Flies.

Anent the mooted "Taylor system" of fly-casting and

lly-cutting, and the once-mentioned Japanese fashion of

riy-fishing, here is something from an English angling

iournal, the Fishing Gazette, which may prove interest-

ing to such of the Western readers of the Forest and
Stream as have acquired the habit of cutting off about

iwo-thirds of the feathers of the average fly:

"On the Wharfe, as on neighboring streams, we fish the

wet fly, and that wet fly is mostly of what is known as

the 'spider' variety. I don't think this is a very happy

name for a Yorkshire hackled fly. Such spiders as I am
personally acquainted with have a decided tendency tp

ombompong'—a podgy, plum-pudding kind of body

—

and our so-called 'spider' flies are as spare and lean in the

body as a charity dinner. They more nearly resemble a

miniature umbrella without cover, and when dry and
new have about as much likeness in shape to the natural

insect as the umbrella frame has to a barn-door rooster,

composed as they are merely of a wrapipng of colored silk

on the shank of the hook, and a turn or two of the hackle

at the head. Yet, once in the water, it is wonderful
what close resemblance they then bear to the drowned
insect, with its wings and legs clogged and clingign to its

body by reason of their water-logged condition. True, we
occasionally use a winged fly, such as the March-Brown,
but the spare, t:ny hackled flies are our great stand-by."

This comports entirely with the Japanese idea of a fly.

The little Jap hackles which Mr. J. Otis Averill sent me
are strikingly similar to the "spider" above mentioned.

A great many of our Western anglers have long ago made
this discovery pretty much independently; The average

artificial fly bought in the stores has three or four times

as much feather as will cast well or will look well_ to the

eye of a trout that is a connoisseur on drowned insects.

A wet bug is not a very imposing looking object.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Tarpon and Mahseer.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In this week's Forest and Stream I see Mr. Cheney

brings up Kipling's remark in the "Brushwood Boy" about
m.ahseer fishing in India. On a P. & O. steamer going to

India in February, '95, I heard the Anglo-Indians talking

of the mahseer and the sport they had taking it. Being
fond of fishing I made minule inquiries about this fish.

The account you copy of the fishing must have been on a

small stream, as the weights were 2 to 6 pounds, and the

gentlemen I met (army oflicers and civil servants) spoke
only of fish running from 15 to 125 pounds. The fish

giving good sport were those of 15 to 25 pounds, for they
would "give fair play after the first grand rush ; but the

very heavy fish tnake one terrific run of 500 or 600 feet

and then go to the bottom and sulk for an hour or

more, finally yielding and coming to gaff as the result of

the long, tiresome strain kept on them with a large hook
and heavy line.

My admiration for Kipling is very great, but when, as
Mr. Cheney quotes him, he speaks of the tarpon as being
as a "herring beside the mahseer," I think he is talking

of what he knows not. The anglers I talked with in

India said the mahseer was their best large game fish,

but the sport was small as compared with salmon fish-

ing, and they enjoyed it as being the nearest to that grand
.sport of anything India afforded.

Gard. T. Lyon.

And Odd Thinsrs Happen in Salt Water, Too.

Mr. James H. Cochrane, of Brooklyn, tells this story

of an experience in salt water fishing the other day
which goes very Well with our correspondent's record of

unusual happenings on the river side. Said Mr. Cochrane,
"My so:i Harry was fishing in Jamaica Bay, when he
hooked a weakfish, and after some play the line parted
above the float, and line and float disappeared. This
was at 2 o'clock last Friday afternoon. The float was
one which had been borrowed from a friend, Mr. Stol-
ler, and Harry had to make the best apologies he could
for the loss of the tackle.

"The next day, Saturday. I went fishing with my son
in the same waters: and finding no success in the bay, we
started to go around Coney Island outside. I was
doing the rowing. When w^e, were off Coney Island
Point we saw something coming in, bobbing up and
down against the tide, which was going out. We made
after it. and when we got up pretty close Harry ex-
claimed, Tt's my float.' We got almost up to it, when
it disappeared, to bob up again some distance off. Again
we approached it. and again it disappeared and then re-

appeared. This kept happening over and over again,
until I had chased the thing for an hour and a half, had
blistered my hands and was pretty well done for; and T

began to reflect that I was making a fool of myself by
chasing this bobbing, anpearinsr and disappearing lure
all over Jamaica Bav. Finally Harry saw the float down
iust below the surface c'ose to the boat, plunged his
hand down and .arrabbed it two feet under water. Sure
enough it was his float. He hnnled in the line, and on
the end was a five-nmid weakfish. Then I felt repaid
for rnv hour and a lialf at the oars.
"That night Harry took the float to Mr. Stoller and

restored it with the remark, 'I do not let any weakfish
get the better of me.'

"

Moscallong-c at Gananoque.
Gananoque, Ont., Oct. 6.—Mr. :Myer. of New York,

staying at the International had great luck fishmg on
Monday. With Frank Latimer as oarsman, he spent a
httle over two hours on the river and was fortunate
enough to secure one of the few muscallonge caught this
season. It weisrhed 34 pounds, was ^,4 inrhes long and
2434 in girth. It was sent to Mr. Spanner. Toronto, to be
mounted. In addition to the muscallonge, Mr. Myer
caught five good sized pike.

Shootingf and Fishmgf Resorts.

The proprietors of shooting and fishing resorts will

fij^d it advantageous to have them registered in the

Forest and Stream's Information Bureau, that they may
be brought to the attention of sportsmen. We are con-

stantly in receipt of inquiries for good resorts, and are

constantly giving such information.

A Handsome String of Bass.

Mr. James Churchward sends us a photograph of a
handsome string of black bass caught by Mrs. Robeson, of

Central Park West, this city, in Greenwood Lake. The
catch pulled down the scales at 32 pounds.

Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct 30.—Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A, C. Peterson,
Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett Sec'y, Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake View, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice. Sec'y, Grand Kapids,
Mich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
No. 20. ,

.—Illinois Field Trials Association's second
annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of
the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 20. . Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field trials. A.

C. Peterson, Sec'y, Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 22.—Glasgow. Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Qub's annual

field trials. Barret Gibson, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 27.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3. Derby. Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill. Conn.

Training the Hunting Dog
For the Field and Field Trials.

V.—The Best Lessons of Puppyhood.

As intimated in preceding chapters, the most useful
education to the puppy is that in nature's own school. His
best development, mentally, physically and educationally,
comes from his own powers of observation and action.
The training which he receives in domestication from
association with his master, and in the more special school-
ing in working to the gun, is but a mere incident of his
education, considered as a whole. But, as the puppy
develops, the trainer can do much to strengthen the tie's

of friendly association and evoke therewith enthusiastic
effort

_

'
'

If the trainer gives the puppy a run in the fields every
day or two, feeds him regularly, and joins him more or
less in his plays, he becomes to the latter an object of
distinguished consideration.

Furthermore, the puppy thereby is gradually dominated
and accepts his master as the one who is in authority.
His association of ideas, if pleasant, impel him to seek
his master's society whenever his self-interest is aroused,
whether' in respect to wandering about through the fields,
pursuing his prey or looking to him for food and
shelter, or enjoying the peace and comfort of mind which
come from agreeable comradeship. By such association
he forms a friendly alliance with his master, which, after
a length of time, becomes a habit of life, and if properly
cherished, a true second nature.
By joining the puppy betimes in his plays, and when

afield by permitting him to revel in the delights of
stragetic stalking and chasing young birds and butterflies,
circumventing frogs and admiring and studying all na-
ture through the organ of scent as his master studies it

through the organ of sight, he becomes waywise, gains a
knowledge of the things of the outer world, besides being
afforded the freedom of action so essential to his physical
development and well being.
A puppy kept constantly on a chain or in confinement,

as many puppies are. can learn nothing of value to his
master or himself, simply because under such conditions
no opportunity to learn is afforded. The mature city
dog. which for the first time experiences the delights of a
visit to the country, displays the most unbounded igno-
rance, though overflowing with amazement and ecstacy.
The common domestic animals excite both his predatory
interest and apprehension of danger. Even at the sight of
a cow in the pasture, though his instinct may impel him to
make a bold front, he is filled with the gravest alarms, as
shown by his waverings in alert retreats and reluctant
advances, near by the strange monster. Again he romps
about in a foolish manner, doing a thousand trivial
foolish things, at cross purposes with every happening,
with his poor mind ever tilled with wonderment.
The dog which has his liberty learns the meaning of

everything withm his environment and adjusts his de-
portment accordingly.
The dog which is confined constantly, besides being

ignorant, is mentally dwarfted and physically inferior,
more or less misshapen, with a soured temper and an
impaired canacity for companionship. In fart, if he is
kept in confinement till he matures, there is likely to be
a general lifelong depreciation of his faculties and
capabilities.

While permitting him to enjoy in his own natural, riotous
manner the ecstatic pleasure of exnendine the surplus
energy, which nature has so wisely implanted in voung ani-
nials for their htst development, the trainer will have no
difficulty in maintaining his own domination. Many
obiectionable nattifa]

,
tendencies may be suppressed inci-

dentally, such as an inclination to chase sheep or poultry.
There is no harm in pursuing them from the puppy's point
of view; indeed, he could not know that they were not
objects of legitimate pursuit and capture till he was so
taught by experience. From the siandpoint of puppy-
hood, every living thing found in the woods and fieids

is there to be chased by him. if he feels in that humor, or
to kill it if he wishes to compass its death.

In this connection, by considering how easily he can
teach the dog to blink sheep, etc., the trainer will the bet-
ter comprehend how he may unintentionally teach the
dog to blink birds. He, when blinking, merely associates
some painful experience with them. If the painfulness be
from scoldings and whippings, he quite reasonably con-
siders that they were administered for taking notice of the
birds at all rather than for flushing and chasing, the latter

being acts which from his standpoint are at first quite
fight.

It thus will be noted that a certain degree of freedom
and association with man is essential to the dog's best
education as a servant to assist in the interests of the
gun.
The training of a dog to obey a few commands in con-

finement, when his understanding is dormant and his
bodily powers urideyeloped, is nothing toward fitting him
for active, practical service.

Nor are all the advantages of companionship to be
charged to the puppy, in the matter of training It gives
the trainer the best of opportunities to study the puppy's
peculiarities and abilities. He will note whether the
puppy is intelligent or stupid, timid or bold, diligent or
lazy, calm or excitable, etc. In fact, it will be a distinct
advantage to the trainer if he cultivate a habit of close
observation of the traits and doings of his pupils at all

times.

No two dogs have precisely the same talents, nor the
same methods of accomplishing their purposes, and in-
deed most dogs vary widely in their powers and the ap-
plication of them. Each dog has an individuality of his
own, and he can best perform in his own natural manner.
Nothing therefore will be gained by any at-empts to
make him work up to some ideal, even though it be the
most famous ideal ever imagined. The idea of the ideal

can never be communicated to the dog. The most that
the trainer can do is to make the best of such powers as
the dog is endo-wed with by nature. That is the standard
every time. The trainer develops the puppy to the ex-
tent of its abilities, and hav'ng done that he can do no
more. Having done that, he has done well. If the puppy
have not the powers of greatness within him'^elf, it is as
impossible to develop him beyond its limitations as it is

to develop a man into a great orator, music'an. artist etc..

if he has not the natural talents for any of these accom-
plishments.
As to house training or house breaking, as it is more

commonly called, the puppy acquires most of it bv vir'tte

of scoldings and the broomstick. If he mistakes the
best bed and bedroom for a dog kennel, he feels that a

lashed hide, scoldings, cold looks and unfriendly surveil-
lance are matters worth noting and heeding. Also driven
from the parlor at the point of the broomstick, he avoids
it as a place of pains and discomfort. The dnrng room,
the table and the food placed upon it are. by virtue of the
broomstick, conceded by him, sooner or later to be for his
betters. Banished repeatedly from the house in disgrace
and deprived of the friendly regard of its members for
the time bemg, he suffers pain and deprivation, and hi?

own self-interest prompts him to learn sooner or later

what the household regulations are as they concern him-
self, what the penalties are if they are violated and there-
fore what privileges are accorded to him on the lines of

least resistance. B, Waters.

Three of a Kind and Another.
This picture is a reproduced photograph of the Pret-

zel-Brown family and Rex, the Setter. The names of
the Pretzel-Browns are these: Beginning at the right
hand of the picture comes first, Fritz Pretzel-Brown.
Next and to his left, Maximilian Pretzel-Brown, father
of Fritz, and at the extreme left stands Grille Pretzel-
Brown, mother of Fritz. Between Maximilian and
Grille reclines Rex. the English settei, W'ho is the digni-
fied friend and counselor of the P.-B. family.

Maximilian Pretzel-Brown was born on a stormj'^

September night, in the fall of i88g. His ancestors were
of blue Saxony blood, his father claiming to have barked
at the king one day as he passed his kennel. His patri-
cian origin possibly accounts for his somewhat over-
bearing conduct with other dogs, for, from earliest

youth, he always seemed to be spoihng for a fight. He
was what, in the=e degenerate days of slang, might be called
"scrappy," and after his monthly birthdays had reached the
number of eight, it made no difference to him whether it

was a fox terrier or a St. Bernard that trespassed ; he would
attack it tooth and nail, and generally put it to flight. But he
never attacked a dog smaller than himself. He was very
jealous of prerogatives, and when the setter Rex was
introduced into the family in 1891, Maximilian was
determined to indicate at once his position of head of
the canine household. Rex being exceedingly good
natured, excepting when aroused, acquiesced in this ar-

rangement, and it was only when Maximilian deliberat-ely

started to take Rex's chop bone from him that Rex
turned and put a small hole through Maximilian's left

ear with his sharp canine teeth.

Max, as his intimates call him, is very stubborn, as
well as slow in obeying orders from his master and
mistress. If engaged in making an excavation on the
smooth lawn in search of a mole, no amount of ordinary_
speech will cause him to desist, and it is only when the
head of the house, with stout whip, starts toward him
that he will look up in the mildest surprise and seem
to gay: "Oh! was that you? Am I wanted?" And only
then, at last, will he saunter slowly toward the house,
stopping from time to time to smell after some imaginary
aniaml. At the advanced age of eight vears he fell

desoerately in love with Grille, and married her.
Grille Pretzel-Brown was born a little lady in the late

fall of 1897. She was a gentle girl from the start, but,

as she grew apace, her fierure developed into the finest

lines. Her color is jet black, with tan markings, and
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just a splash or two of white on the chest. She sooii

developed a distinct fondness for chasing grasshoppers
and crickets, and it was finally decided to christen her
"Grille," which in German is the word for these little

chirping insects. After she became the mother of a

family, she gave up the pastime as being undignified, and
after famil}^ cares were over, devoted her energies to

mice and rats.

Fritz Pretzel-Brown occupies the right hand corner

of the picture, and anyone observing closely can clearly

see why his master and mistress have al?ectionately

dubbed him "tough citizen." Fritz is always in mischief.

Look at the shadow of a tail. No photographic lens, no
matter how sensitive the plates, how instantaneous the

exposure, could catch the tail of Fritz Pretzel-Brown.

His short stout legs have a dozen crooks in them, yet

after he has stolen a stick, or a ball, or a bone, or an old

rat from his parents, it would take a clever greyhound
to catch him in his devious diversions. His disposition

is kindly to a degree. He Avill never seek a quarrel nor

a bath, but for mischievous deviltry he stands easily at

the head of the class.

Different from all three is sedate old Rex, the English

setter. He takes no stock in moles or mice or rats.

He never notices grasshoooers. crickets or butterflies.

He won't even chase a rabbit, something that puts the

Pretzel-Brown family into fits. But put him in the

buckwheat stubble! There's his forte!

M. G
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The Amendment of the Racing Rtiles*

New Yohk, Oct. 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Among
the various propositions published in the last issue of

Forest and Stream, looking to a change in the A. C.

A. racing regulations with respect to the modification

cf the present type of sailing canoe, are some which
merit a brief discussion. Chief among these is the pro-

posal of Mr. Quick to place an arbitrary minimum limit

of weight upon the canoe, exclusive of centerboard.

Such a provision might do no very great harm if canoe-

ing were to be confined exclusively to open waters, but

for a canoe designed for all-around cruising purposes

and capable of freauent and easy transportation, any

such provision would prove really harmful. The condi-

tions of canoeing in this country differ widely from those

existing elsewhere, and with us the minirhum
_
weight

consistent with strength and stability 5s to be aimed at

rather than the opposite extreme.

To illustrate what a canoe should be, reference must

be had to the purposes for which it was designed. Take,

for example, a cruise that was once extremely popular

with canoeists, viz., from Lake George, through Lake
Cbamplain and the Sorel River to the St. Lawrence.
Here was presented almost every condition that a canoe
might be expected to encounter, from the broad slack

waters of the lakes to tlie rapids of the river, with f/e-

quent carries, where the only lifting and dra\ving power
was often necessarily the muscles of the canoeist himself.

An all around cruising canoe should be adapted to all of

the above conditions. How would a canoeist in a

hundred pound j:anoe, with the additional weight of

centerboard, sliding seat, rig and duffle, fare under such

conditions?
What we want to get away from in the A. C. A. is

the idea of the canoe as a small yacht. What we want
to encourage is that able little boat which the older

canoeists knew, light and stable, at home almost equally

on river, harbor, lake or pond, in quiet waters or in

rapids, the most independent craft that floated.

It is not the weight of the canoe or the conformity
of its lines to some single arbitrary standard of construc-

tion that needs regulation. A hundred pound canoe may
be built with its weight so placed as to allow of the

most extreme dead frse. Permit the continued use of

the sliding seat, and the tendency always will be to

whittle down the hull to the last point at which a trained

gymnast at the end of a lever can hold it upright on the

face of the water.

Abolish the sliding scat, and add the open cockpit,

which without the former appliance is a practical neces-

sity, and the sailor who must then depend upon the

.^veight of his body and his skill in handling to counter-
ialanee the wind pressure on his sails w-ill have no
other resource to aid him in accomplishing that object

than a more stable hull. Dead-rise construction would
meet with but little encoragement under such conditions.

Limiting the sail area without abolishing the sliding

seat will avail nothing. In 1895 th<; sail area was limited

to 130 sq, ft, and great expectations of improvement as

a result were indulged in. The outcome was a less stable

hull and longer sliding seat to meet changed conditions.

The canoe with a sliding seat is perhaps dryer when
sailing in rough waters than one not so equipped, but
the absence of this purely racing appliance did not ap-

pear to seriously dampen the enthusiasm of the old

canoeists, who in spite of their distressing condition

described in Mr. Wilt's letter in 3'our last issue, de-

veloped the canoe and canoeing to a high point of

popularity, which it did not lose until the advent of the

sliding seat. It has, perhaps, som„e redeeming features,

but it is a purely artificial and illegitimate addition to

the breadth of the canoe, and none of its good features

are sufficient to counterbalance the really great evil it has
done and is doing canoeing. It is the germ of a disease

that has nearly killed the sport, and the only remedy is

its complete and final extirpation.

Hentiy M. Dater.

^in. at any point; the deck planking to be not less than

3-i6in. A suitable table of scantling restrictions should

be drawn up to insure a wholesome, serviceable type of

boat.

In the early nineties canoe sailing was in a flourishing

condition on Lake St. Louis, but the A. C. A., by placing

no limit on sliding seat and sail area, tendered it im-

perative to have a canoe of -rioal draft and light dis-

placement, if races were to be won. The costlj', freak

construction thus fostered proved a death blow to sailing

canoe racing, and at the present time there is not a

decked sailing canoe to be seen on our lake.

It is, indeed, deplorable to witness the stagnation of

such a fine pastime, which so completely furnishes the

acme of single-handed sailing.

There are a number of young men here who, while un-

able to afford the expense of owning a yacht, and too ac-

tive to take any pleasure out of sailing a one-design dinghy,

would gladly turn to the decked sailing canoe, providing

the A. C. A. promoted a healthy type of boat, allowing

of comparatively cheap construction, and gave them some
assurance their canoes would not be outclassed for several

seasons. W. Ernest Bolton.

Montreal^ Oct. 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: As an

old canoeist and a farmer member of the American Canoe
Association, I have been reading with considerable in-

terest the proposed amendments to the rules governing
the decked sailing canoe which are to be discus,sed and
acted upon at the next meeting.
With the usual temerity which prompts fools to rush in

where angels fear to tread, I am tempted to offer a few
suggestions which, I think, would tend to make the sport

more popular in our locality.

First. Is it not worth considering whether a little extra

beam would not be a good thing, making a stiffer, more
roomy and all-round better craft than the present restric-

tion allows? Would suggest that the classificatoin rule be
changed to permit a maximum beam of 36in.

Second. That the length of sliding sea be limited to

36in.. or not longer than the beam of the canoe.

Third. That a hoisting and lowering rig be used in all

races, with proper reefing gear.

Fourth. That the cockpit area be at least 30 per cent
of the area of the deck.

Fifth. That the sail area be limited to 120 sq. ft.

Sixth. That the planking of hull shall not he less than

The Executive Committee Meeting-*

Com. Britton has announced that the annual meeting

of the A. C. A. Executive Committee will be held at

Gananoque, Canada, on Saturday, Oct. 20. As a large

number of amendments will be presented, it is most
desirable that each division should be fully represented.

Ik default of all positive knowledge of the intentions

of Sir Thomas Lipton, at the present time the only candi-

date for international honors, the field is clear for all

sorts of wild and baseless reports and absurd and
groundless rumors made on one side of the ocean

are cabled over to the other and then back, until by
mere reiteration they are made to assume a certain sort

of plausibility. Two weeks ago it was reported that a

challenge was certain, because Mr. Hugh Kelly, of the

Royal Ulster Y. C, had been in New York, having run

across as the guest of Mr. Howard Gould, on board
Niagara 11. Last week it was announced that there

would be no challenge, on account of the elections now
on in Great Britain. One absurd story recently launched
states that there will be a challenge, and that "Mr. John
Eustace Jameson," the great British yachtsman, will

have entire control of Sir Thomas Lipton's new venture.

So far as Mr. John Jameson is concerned, he is well

known as the maker of a fine Irish whisky, the owner
of many racing yachts, and the cousin, we believe, of

Mr. W. G. Jameson, the best Corinthian skipper in

Great Britain. Mr. John Jameson has built and owned
the famous cutters S'lver Star, Samsena. Irex and Iverna,

he has been a liberal patron of yachting for many years,

and he has been noted as a successful racing owner; but
the actual work of caring for and handling his yachts
has been done by Mr. W. G. Jameson and the late Capt.
Billy O'Neil. Mr. W. G. Jameson had charge of Brit-

annia, the representative of her royal owner, during her
best racing days. He was on board her in the noted race
with Vigilant around the Isle of Wight, and he was
mentioned frequently while Shamrock was building as

likely to be on board her in her races with Columbia.
As far as Mr. John Jameson is concerned, there is little

likelihood that he will ever assume such a responsible

berth as acting ewner of a cup challenger really owned
b}' another.
There is still time for a challenge within the ten

months required by the late Deed of Gift III., and
beyond this it. is more than likely that the ten months'
notice would be waived in case of a late chatlene:e, pro-
vided that there were still time to build. What Sir
Thomas Linton's intentions are is known only to himself
and possibly a few friends ; such statements as he has
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made withiia the last few months all indicate that he is

in no serious haste for another match.

Th«re are two rumors, current for some little time,

which' are at least plausible, one to the effect that Sham-

rock will be repaired during the winter and raced in the

Mediterranean, the other that when Sir Thomas budds

another challenger she will be named Shamrock II. The

racing of Shamrock next spring will be important or

otherwise according to the condition of British yachtinf}?.

At that time, if there is any revival and the new boyts

Sybarita and Distant Shore should be raced, and in

particular if the German Emperor sho\ild fit out Meleor

II. for the Mediterranean, the racing of such a fleet and

the test of Shamrock's merits among yachts of hei own
nationality ii> design cannot fail to be interesting. If,

however, no new boats are built, and the existing ones

are not fitted out, the mere sailing of Shamrock against

Ailsa or Satanita will be of no possible interest to the

yachting public.

The mere naming of a yacht may be a trivial matter,

and one in which an owner need consult only his per-

sonal preferences, but in the case of a match for the

America Cup, the great historic event of all yachting, it

does seem as though some other considerations were

worthy of attention.

Some of the most famous names in yachting are

connected with these contests—America, Cambria, Magic.

Livonia, Columbia, Mischief, Puritan, Genesta, Galatea,

Mayflower. Volunteer, Thistle and Vigilant. The mere

recital of these names is in itself a history to every well-

informed yachtsman, his mind instantly supplying the

details of each race. It does seem desirable that each

match of this great series, now covering the full half

century, should be individualized and emphasized by the

selection of new and suitable names for the contesting

vachts. The sentiment which attaches to such a com-
bination as Mischief and Atalanta, or Puritan and

Genesta. is entirely lacking when it comes to a possible

Columbia III. and Shamrock II. The series of Valky-

ries I.. II. and III. is already confusing to the mind in

running over the history of the Cup races, and there

seems no good reason why the iooli.sh fad of Lord Dun-
raven should be perpetuated by other challengers or

defenders.
Whether named by chance or design, the defenders of

the Cup have until very recent years borne suitable titles,

names that were at least distinctive and not obviously

inappropriate. The early names, America, Magic, Sap-

pho, Columbia. Palmer. Madeline, Mischief, were none

of them startling in originality or deep meaning, but

they answered the purpose well enough. The Paine

series. Puritan, Mayflower and Volunteer, were better

named, as were Priscilla. Colonia and Pilgrim, the un-

successful aspirants of the same era. Vigilant was a

particularly good name, embodying an idea and at the

same time new to the yacht lists. Defender was a very

poor selection, the word being a common noun, a mere
generic term applying to dozens of yachts, and mean-
ingless in its application to this one. Columbia was
still worse as being worn and hackneyed, and in actual

use on a number of existing yachts, one of which already

held a prominent place in Cup history. As for the chal-

lengers of recent j^ears, they have exhibited exceptional

ingenuity in the selection of unsuitable names. The Valky- «
rie of Lord Dunraven was worn threadbare in yachting

long before he named the first boat in 1889, and the

addition of Valkyrie II. in 1893 and Valkyrie III. in

1895 showed a further lack of originality. The name Dis-

tant Shore, given by Mr. Charles Day Rose in his prema-
ture challenge of 1895, has a place of its own as a specially

awkward misfit in yachting, though he has since actually

saddled it on a new and costly yacht. In view of the

fact that Shamrock was distinctly non-Irish in her de-

sign, constructipn and the personnel of skippers and crew,

her owner may be pardoned for once in giving her an

Irish name, hackneyed as it is; for his other offense, of

painting her green, there is no possible justification. The
unbroken coat of bright green froni water line to rail

which disfigured Shamrock last year was not only a

piece of vandalism and a violation of all artistic precepts,

but a gross injustice to Mr. Will Fife. Painted in the

convential British fashion, with boot-top of red or green,

black topsides, and gold band and trailboards, Shamrock
would have shown up as a handsome and shapely yacht,

any faults of model being reduced to a minimum, so far

as appearance was concerned. Daubed as she was, with

but one color, and that a most unsuitable one. she looked
to the casual eye a veritable box. Much of the harsh
criticism which fell on the boat was due solely to the

paint put on by the owner, and not to the form given

her by the designer, even tliough that had its own
faults.

If this fashion continues in favor we may some day
see a Columbia IIIL, painted in red and white stripes,

with a blue deck covered with stars, defending the cup
against a green Shamrock III. with a j'ellow deck.

It speaks but little for the vaunted wit of the Irish

und for the national literature that these two Irish yachts-

men have, in the first place, selected old and hackneyed
names and then duplicated them with the addition of

distinguishing numerals in later boats. It should be
possible, it an Irish name is a necessity, to find one that

is in a measure new to j^achting, and nbt obviously in-

appropriate, and with a crisp ringing sound to it. On
this side it should also be possible to find a new name
without duplicating or triplicating names that are both
ancient and conventional.

It is but natural that the long continued defense of
the America Cup has become largely a matter of senti-

ment and tradition, so that at the present time it is deep
in a rut which leads from rather than toward the general
upward course of yacht racing in the regular classes.

While improvements in rules and methods are made
from time to time in the general club racing, it is only
by slow degrees that these are incorporated in the con-
ditions governing the America cup. As this trophy is

by far the greatest in all yachting, and as a match' for
it involves an enormous expense on the part of both the
clubs and the individuals partaking in it, all the rules
and conditions should be as nearly perfect as the skill
of man can make them, in order that the sport at large

4r'7iy? ^^P^f^t j? ^^^^ degree p?'oportione4 to tjie

outlay >of bptli money and labor. Far from' this being
the case, it has often happened in the past that the'

conditions were so faulty or one-sided as to make the

races of no possible value in deciding important techjiir

cal questions, in improving the design of yachts, .or in

aiding the sport in general ways.

While much has been done in the past three contests

to remove the heavy handicaps once placed on the

challenger, and to give him a^'^fair fighting chance, the

conditions are still largely left to chance, and whUe there

is . no longer any intention on either side to handiciap or

take unfair advantage of the other, there is at the same
time no organized and hearty po-operation in the in-

terests of yacht racing.,'

One point, perhaps the. most important of all, that is

still left to mere chandc is that of the size of the con-
testants. It is not necessary now to trace out the origin

and growth of the so-called 90-footer. which monopolizes
the Clip racing—for one thing, the imaginary 90-footer

of 1887, was a very different ship, in size and cost, from
the real thing of 1899; the cost of the triplicate outfit

of canvas required for a Columbia would almost pay
for a Volunteer completely, rigged. There is no evidence
that anyone to-day wishes to build a racing cutter of

90ft. l.w.l. The challenger does so only because he can-

not feel altogether safe in risking a smaller yacht in the

face of the doubtful meaning of the new deed of gift, and
the existence of old defenders of that size, and then
the defender has to rely cJn the spirit and generosity
of a few wealthy members to build one new yacht to

meet the challenging vessel. It is generally recognized
that the resulting boats, such as Shamrock, Valkyrie
III., Columbia and Defender, are worthless even as rac-

ing machines, except for the Cup matches at long inter-

vals; that they teach no good lessons in design or
construction; that they are a permanent bar to the.

establishment of a regular class of racing yachts of such
smaller size as will meet the requirements and the means
of the wealthier racing >achtsmen.
Both sides would be better off if the size of the chal-

lengers were reduced to a point where a permanent
racing class could be maintained, but at the same time
neither is likely to take steps to bring about this change.
On this side there is a popular sentiment, based
entirely on a fallacy, which demands that the Cup races
be retained in the nominal class existing for the past
dozen years, regardless of the fact that such a reasonable
reduction of size as has been at times proposed would
give a yacht much larger and faster than Puritan, the
parent boat of the Cup class. As long as Defender and
Columbia are in existence, even though their uselessness
has been proven, and they lie season after season rusting
away, the general sentiment is that no smaller yachts
should be allowed to race for the Cup. The multitude
who hold to this idea pay nothing toward the construc-
tion and racing of these expensive machines; they de-
mand this much of a few wealthy Americans; they give
no thought to the need of a wholesome stimulus to

building and racing in the medium classes, to the en-
couragement of American designers, skippers and crews
and the recruiting of new men to the ranks of racing
owners. The one cry is that the Cup must be defended
by a 90-footer, cost what it may—to others.

If we are correct in assuming that the continued
building and racing of even larger and more costly
machines than Columbia and Shiimrock is detrimental
to yacht racing, and desired by neither party, there is

an easy and simple remedy at hand. Out of the great
fleet of yachts which haA^e figured in the defense of the ^

America Cup, either as principals or in the secondary
capacity of trial boats, every ond. we believe, is still

afloat, but most of them are out of the question in the
future. Even the four of 1893, Vigilant. Colonia, Jubilee
and Pilgrim, have long since passed out of the racing-
field. The only existing yachts of the class art-. De-
fender and Columbia, now housed over on the beach at

City Island. These yachts are srill the property of their
original owners, according to the New York Y. C-
book for the year. Defender being owned by W. K.
Vanderbilt. E. D. Morgan and C. Oliver Iselin; while
Columbia is owned by J. Pierpont Morgan and Mr.
Iselitn. These gentlemen are the absolute owners of the
yachts, and they are also thoroughly informed in the
history of the Cup races and of American yachting, and
of the present condition and needs of the sport. They
know that a.s matters stand a new challenge will mean
a new and still more costly machine, which they, before
all others, may be expected to pay for and manage. If
in their judgment the interests of American yacht racing
will be advanced by a transfer of the Cup' contests to
a smaller class, they can bring this about in a very short
time. It is only .necessary that they sell Defender and
Columbia iir such a way as to make it impossible to use
them as racing cutters.

Defender's days' are probably over-. With the large
amount of aluminum in her construction it is unlikely
that she can ever be put to permanent use as a yacht: it

is doubtful whether she wjDuld be fitted out again as a
trial boat. Her value as old metal is as great at the
present time as it is likely to be in the future, as the
top of the market was passed some months ago. Her
spars, gear, sails, etc.. can all be sold to advantage now.
before they have deteriorated by long storage." With
more durable metal in her construction, Columbia may
still be available in some form as a yacht. Reduced to a
practicable draft of 12 or 13ft., with a centerboard and
a small rig she would still make a fast and good cruiser,
and she might with advantage be converted in this way.
Her bronze plating would be far superior to steel, and
should insure for her a comparatively large price. 'Like
(he fin-keel Pilgrim of 1893. she could well be converted
to a steamer, the lead keel and fin being cut away and
a new keel, futtocks and floors added, the old plating
of the fin being used for the new garboards and lower
strakes. . Mechanically the conversion to either a center-
board schooner or a steam yacht would be a simple
matter.

If these two yachts were taken as they now stand
shored up on the beach, the keels and fins removed, and
the hulls and outfit sold, the way would be cleared for a
soeedy challenge for the America Cun in a smaller class.
With them out of the way there would be no further
SH?stipF pf the propriety pf acceptirig- such a challenge,

and as far as the challengers are concerned, they have
for years desired a smaller size. The first challenge'
from Lord Dunraven, in 1889, expressly named the 70ft.

classjand the 'representatives of Sir Thomas Lipton, who
visited New York, in September, 1898, to arrange for
the last match, came prepared to negotiate for a challenge
in the 70ft. cl'as.s, but abandoned the idea on ascertaining
that it would not be entertained by the New York Y. C.
The "existence of Shamrock is no more a factor in the
matter than is that of Valkyrie HI. The two can wel*.

be disregarded in all future international events,

The suggestidn •herd' -made is. of direct and inimediatft
importance. There can be no question of the legal and
moral rights of the owners to di.spose of the two yachts
in any way they may select. The yachts are worthless
to-day and may be so for several years, until another
challenge comes. As far as the sale value is concerned, it

must decrease every year, The effect of this large class
on the general racing has been generally rec()gnized by
thinking yachtsmen for some years. In fact, with De-
fender moored for three years in one spot, and with her
and Columbia, now similarly shelved for an indefinite
time, it can no longer be contended that sudjll a class is a
useful and essential member of the racing fleet. The
demand for a revival of some useful and practicable
class between the 90ft. and the 51ft. has been growing
for some years, and this year has found active expression
in the construction of the one design 70 class, and the
importation of three British yachts of the next smaller
size. Neither of these classes as yet constitute the
dreaded "vested interests" which bar all advances in
yachting. The Herreshoff quartette, however they may
be patched and cobbled up during the winter, are not
likely to induce yachtsmen to add to their number, and
the British yachts are of an odd measurement for Ameri-
can racing. The way is clear now, as it has not been in
the past for many years and may not be in the future, for
the establishment of a class of about 70ft. l.w.l., under
the regular rules and open to all designers.

Second to the question of the size or class of the
yachts in Cup racing is that of the measurement, at
present in a very unsatisfactory state. Under existing:
conditions the waterline only is limited, and each side is

free to over-spar at will, offering ertry inducement to
danererous wrecking above decks. If c-ommon sense
could but prevail in the making of international matches
in the larger classes, both parties would at once come
together and, failing even a passably good measurement
rule, which neither has at present, would make such an
agreement as would be plainly to their mutual advan-
taee; for instance, measurement by the Seawanhaka rule,

with crew on board and a limit of extreme draft, neither
boat to exceeed a racing measurement of 7Sft. This ii

the regular class rule of the New York Y. C. to-day, ex-
cept that the crew is specifically limited and need not
be on board when the yacht is measured, though the
latter requirement holds in the Cup races. There is

nothing novel or radical about it, and it would favor
neither side, but each would know exactly where it stood.
The limitation by racing measurement instead of water-
line is in accord with the standard American usage, and
to; a certain extent militates a.gainst over-sparring. It

would be infinitely better if both parties could agree on
a new rule, placing some restrictions -on freak features
and evasions under which an international racing class
could be built uo on both sides, the best yacht of the class
on each side being selected for the Cup matches, but the
time is not yet ripe for such a rule. Even the temporary
step outlined above would .give a stimulus to building
and racing on both sides of the Atlantic, and on this side
it would be of especial value in the encouragement of
.'Vmerican designers.

The present condition of yachting in all classes above
51ft. is most rmsatisfactory and discouraging, the" spas-
modic racing of a couple of goft. machines every few
vears does far more harm than good. Such machines are
beyond the reach of even the wealthiest of the real racing
owners, and these have no suitable class to which to
build. That there is a demand for such a class is shown
by the four_ 70-footers and the three 65-footers added to
the fleet this year, and yet these boats go a long way
from being the nucleus of the right class.

In the America Cuo the New York Y. C. has in its

hands the most powerful instrument ever devised for the
encouragement of yachtine; but for reasons not neces-
sary to enumei-ate here this instrument has long since
ceased to do good. By prompt and sensible action on
the part of the clul) and some of its members, the whole
influence of the Cup may be diverted soeedily to the
establishment of a new and much needed racing class.

With a challen,ge once in hand for a 90-footer, as it must
inevitablv be in time if matters remain as thej' are, this

chance disappears for an indefinite period, and in the
meanwhile some sort of a class will grow up haohazard.
probably a failure in itself and a bar to the establishment
of a really good and successful one.

It is now learned that an addition must be made
to the long list of partly wrecked racers. Early in the
year the new yacht Countess, designed and built by the
Herreshoffs for Oswald Sanderson, of the Lai'chmont
Y. C, struck a sunken rock, but, as she soon afterward
continued racing, it was thought the damage had been
slight. Yesterday, however, an expert in yacht con-
struction said that the effects of her wrenching stil\

existed, and could not be put right without a large ex-
pe'nse. Effort, a sister ship to Countess, produced at

the same yards for F. M. Smith, did not, like Syce and
Countess, try to measure strength with rocks, but she
is reported to be almost a wreck as a result of her shoi:t

summer's sailing. The boat is recorded as having en-
tered five races, and, though it is not known whether
or not she was unduly crowded with canvas, it appears
that she did not stand the strain. She is now hauled
up 'at Bristol. Another 'new yacht that must be re-

paired is the is-footer Shark, which the owner, F. La-
throp Ames, had to leave in Bristol because he could not
get a crew to sail her back around the Cape to Boston.
As has been printed in the Tribune, the new fleet

of 70-f6oters was more or less damaged by the season's
racinf , Tl^is fleet i? ^^Y^ gathered or abot^t tq gather
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at (he Herreshoff yards. The latest Bristol report of

Mineola is that her bow is turned up in the air and her

hull badly strained and out of shape,—New York- Trib-

une, Oct 5. . '
'

'

' . . .

.

The following is irom the New York Times:
.

A report comes from the Hefreshoffs' works that these

builders ha>ve contracts to construct ten of the fifty-one-

loot class pi yachts, to be completed in season for the

racing next summer, and that the class will be head-

quartered at Newport, as were the thirties and the seven-

ties. It is also reported that August Belmont's name
is among the yachtsmen who will own one of the new
bdats, and in Wew of that fact had his seventy-footer

Mineola towed to New York recently, to be offered for

sale.

According to Le Yacht the new challenge for the Sea-

wanhaka cup will be designed by Harley Mead, of Cowes.
Mr. Currie will try her early in the season, in time to

build another boat should she prove unsatisfactoiy. It is

probable that the English challenge will bring out a num-
ber of boats for the trial races of thfe defense from all

parts of Cana^ia, and that the new fleet on Lake St. Louis

will be national rather than local. It is reported that at

least one other English yachtsman will build a trial boat.

A VAGUE report is current, coming from Berlin, that the

Emperor William has placed an order with Mr. Watson
for a yacht a little larger than the new Sybarita, to make
her debut in the Mediterranean next spring.

The action of the council of the Yacht Racing Union
at the annual meeting, in rescinding the linear rating ot
"girth rule" adopted two years ago, leaves the measure-
ment question just where it then was, and where it is

lilcel}^ to remain so far as the Yacht Racing Union of

.\merica is concerned. Though this organization has had
a special committee at work for some time on the meas-
urement question, it has no new proposal for a rule. The
clubs and associalijjas which looked to the Y. R. U. of

N. A. for aid anl^uidance in this matter are now left

to shift for themselves. Apart from the waste of time, the

onl}' harm that has been done, except to the prestige of the

new Union, is on the Great Lakes, where a good rule was
abandoned for a very poor one, with the result that the

staunch and sturdy keel yacht in successful use on all the

lakes has been handicapped in favor of the extreme type

of cap.sizable racing machine. This result of itself is

enough to justify the strong protest which we Irad the

pleasure of making before the meeting of 1898 against

what has proved a most unfortimate leap in the dark.

The Ballasting of the 70ft. Class.

The following letters were made public in New York
on Oct. 7 and 8 respectively through all the daily papers.

We give them without any comment, as they cover all

that is known about the case to others than those directly

connected with the four new 70-footers. ' '

The first letter is addressed to the regatta committees of

the New York, Seawanhaka and other clubs, a copy being

.?ent to each :

:^ew York, Oct. 5.—Dear Sir : The owners of the four

so-called 70-footers entered into an agreement which
governed certain of the races between them during the

last summer. It was my general understanding of this

agreement that it gave the right to any one of the yachts,

at her own option, to add ballast for the purpose of bring-

ing her waterline length up to that of the longest yacht,

and for this purpose I took in additional ballast on board
Rainbow at different times.

My attention has just been called to the fact that I had
no right to take in additional ballast in any case, after the

yacht had once been measured, without notifying the

authorities under which the races were conducted, or pro-

curing an official remeasurement. It had never occurred

to me that I was obliged to comply with this condition,

but I hasten to say that I think my yacht was subject to

disqualification for taking on additional ballast without

being officially remeasured, and that she was not entitled

to any prizes won under these circumstances.

I deeply regret that I should have been guilty of such a

blunder and can only frankly say that it was a blunder,

but was committed thoughtlessly and without intention.

I cannot, of course, consent to accept any prize which
was won by my yacht in violation of the rules, however
unwittingly such violation occurred. I beg, therefore, to

say that I must decline to accept the prizes offered by your
club, to which I otherwise would have been entitled.

I shall at once notify the other owners of these facts,

and shall at the same time write to the various committees
in charge of the other races which I have sailed, and
inform them of my error and how it came to be made.

_
At

the same time I shall return all the prizesT have received

and refuse to accept the ones not yet delivered.

Respectfully yours,

I
Cornelius Vanderbilt.

The following is a statement given to the press by Mr.

H. B. Duryea

:

In an issue of a morning paper I find a reference to

myself in connection with Mr. Vanderbilt's letter return-

ing his cups, as follows:

"What called forth this letter is somewhat a mystery,

but it is rumored that Herman B. Duryea and Harry
Payne Whitnej^. who owned and raced Yankee, intimated

that Rainbow had an advantage over the other yachts

which she should not have had."
The suggestion, as I understand it, is that Mr. Vander-

bilt was driven to this recent attitude by insinuations made
by Mr. Whitney and myself. This does him great in-

justice, as well as us.

The facts are that not until the racing season was
over had we any idea that any such thing could_ have

happened. Immediately upon the information reaching us

I sent Mr. Vanderbilt a letter, of which the following is

a copy:
"My Dear Vanderbilt : It has come to my knowledge,

by such conclusive evidence as to leave no doubt in my

mind that your skipper, Capt. Parker, in the middle of our

recent racing season, and after we had all been measured

by the official measurer of the New York Y. C, changed

the trim of Rainbow by putting in more ballast, without

notice to the oificials having charge of the racing and

without any official remeasurement, in violation of the

agreement we made with each other, as owners of the

70-footer class and in violation of the rules of all yacht

clubs. I am sure you will agree with me that you should

be put in possession of the fact, that you may inaugurate

yourself the measures proper to be taken under the cir-

cumstances. Upon application from you I will, if Capt.

Parker denies it, furnish you the proof.
'

"Very truly yours,
"H. B. DURYEA.^^

We never had the slightest idea that Mr. Vanderbilt was
cognizant of the transaction, and we did precisely what we
would have expected another gentleman to do to us—
we mentioned it to no one, but informed him at once.

It is a matter of congratulation that Mr. Vanderbilt, by

his sportsmanlike action, has cleared himself of blame, as

he has in every one's mind, and Mi*. Whitney and I will

lie the first to insist that the cups remain where they are,

and certainly we will never sail for them ourselves, but

neither will' we sail in any competition in which Capt.

Parker is the sailing master of a pompeting boat.

He is the one who has placed Mr. Vanderbilt and

American yachtsmen in this position. .Capt. Parker was
to Rainbow what I was to Yankee. He managed and
sailed her, as I did Yankee. Mr. Vanderbilt had a right

to rely upon him as a person experienced in the rules of

lacing. He had sailed all his life in England and knows
that after a boat is officially measured a man may not

change the weights and immersion of his boat without a

remeasurement and official certificate showing his com-
plance with the conditions of the race.

The rule is differently stated in different associations,

and in soine cases one is permitted to give notice and be

remeasured after a race, but nowhere would it be deemed
Ijonorable to change your weights and immersion and
accept the results of a competition without an official

certificate of the measurer that your boat complied with

the conditions of the race.

A fine situation we would have been in as yachtsmen if

this matter had slept and Capt. Parker had gone home
and reported, as he quite likely would have done, that we
were given to such practices. Mr. Vanderbilt's action has

saved us from any imputation of intentional wrongdoing,

but as to Capt. Parker, the case is not the same. The cir-

cumstances showed plainly that Capt. Parker knew well

the character of his acts.

Mr. Whitney and I had been a good deal puzzled in the

middle of the season by the sudden change that had some-

how come about in the sailing qualities of the different

boats, especially Rainbow. After being officially measured
on July 13, Yankee won of the first five races four, and

was second in the other. We were quite unable to ac-

count for the subsequent racing of the boats, but neither

made nor entertained any suggestion that there was any-

thing wrong about it.
,

Just as the racing season was ending facts were stated

to us to which wc were obliged to give attention, to the

effect that Rainbow had extra ballast on board. We still

did not believe it. We knew that if it was on board it

would necessarily be removed at some time, and until the

removal had been actually seen by reliable witnesses we
would not believe any such thing. Capt. Parker removed
it at night in the most secret manner, and his men engaged
in it skulked and denied what they were doing. It was
then that we wrote Mr. Vanderbilt, believing that he had
been deceived as-well as we.
The truth was. Capt. Parker was deceiving him as to

the rule and us as to the facts.

It is fair to say that if our information is correct as

to the quantity of ballast added by him. Rainbow's im-

mersion was not only considerably in excess of the longest

boat, but in excess of the 70ft. limit of our class as well.

However, the amount of change made by adding ballast

is not to the point. We may not guess at the length of

our waterline or the amount of our immersion^ and add
and subtract ballast as we guess.

The official measurer's certificate is a title to enter a

class, and we may not change our weight or immersion
on any view of our own without official verification of our
act. This is the rule throughout the world, and no one
knows it better than Capt. Parker.

H. B. Duryea.

The Yacht Racing: Union of North America.

The fourth annual meeting of the Yacht Racing Union
of North America was held on Oct. 6 at the Yachtsmen's
Club, New York. The following delegates were present:

J. M. Macdonough, Pacific Inter-Club Yacht Associa-

tion; A. F. Bancroft, Corinthian Y. C, of Philadelphia;

F. M. Hoyt, C. P. Tower, E. M. MacLellan and Frank
Bowne Jones, Yacht Racing Association of Long Island

Sound; A. J. Prime, New York Yacht Racing Associa-

tion, and Newberry D. Lawton, Atlantic Y. C.

Mr. N. D. Lawton presided. The report of the secre-

tary showed that the membership included nine associa-

tions, comprising 113 clubs, and ten separate clubs. The
Connecticut Y. C, of Jamestown, R. I., was elected to

membership. The special committee on revision of the

measurement rule, Messrs. F. Bowne Jones, C. H. Crane
and R. N. Ellis, made a report, after which the following

resolution was adopted

;

Whereas, The adoption of a new rule of measurement
is to be considered during the coming winter, and as it is

probable that a rule will be suggested that will be gen-
erally acceptable,

Resolved, That the rule of measurement now incor-

porated in the racing rules of the Union be rescinded suid

that it be recommended that the associations and clubs

represented in the Union use locally such rule of meas-
urement as they consider most desirable for the purpose.

The following council was elected for the coming year

:

L. M. Clark and A. H. Higginson, Boston ; Newberry D.
Lawton, F. Bowne Jones. F. M. Hoyt. A. J. Prime and
Oswald Sanderson, New York; A. F. Bancroft. Philadel-

phia; Benjamin Carpenter, Chicago; G. Herrick Duggan,
Montreal; Ralph -N. Ellis, Newport; ^melius Jarvis,

Toronto: Joseph M. Macdonough, San Francisco; A. M.
Potter, Providence, and J. Adolph MoUenhauer, Brooklyn.

Gttising: a la Mode^or Much Ado About

Nothing.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Having' read a few of the perilious cruises described

in the pages of various journals devoted to the noble

sport of yachting, it occurred to me that possibly you
might like to have some of my experiences.

I observe that the most approved style is to quote

verbatim from the log. I regret I am unable to do this;

as mine went down in the late terrible gale when my
anchors dragged and my craft was brought up all stand-

ing— (I believe that is the correct expression, but if not

I daresay you will kindly supply the proper phrase)—
against the stage, where the maid servant draws the

water from the duck pond, but as the details of that

awful time are indelibly impressed upon my memory
you may rely on the fact being strictly accurate. With-
out further complaint or apology I will begin:

Bank Plohday, Aug. 6, 1900.—Eight bells just gone,

—Billy Jones come aboard, bringing luncheon basket

—followed by under-gardener wheeling a barrow full of

beer, After much exertion and difficulty wheeled this

aboard, found only way was to lighten the contents

first—they answered admirably. Take great credit to

myself for thinking of it.

Two bells.—All stowed snugly; began lunch.

Four bells.—Felt less sleepy. Suggested Billy should

see how weather was and if fine get up the mainsail.

No answer. Had a pick-me-up.
Four bells.—Billy woke .me up, said it was 6 o'clock.

He thought anchor was coming loose. Told him to go
to But he didn't, so I got up, and finding it really

was the second dog-watch, thought we'd better step

ashore and get ready for dinner.

Aug. 7, seven bells.—Found anchor had held, at least

the yacht was where we left her, i, e., jammed against

the bank under the old willow tree. Two ducks (birds)

had got on board. Billy goes after them. Being too

energetic he trips over the foresheet. Goes head over

heels into the pond. Luckily wind had lulled; not much
sea, so I am able to save him. Got a bit muddy. Water
fully two feet deep—mud six feet possibly. While I Was
doing this, awful squall got up from the E.S.E. N.
This was right off the land. Result, yacht with me and
Billy aboard blowm out into the middle of the pond.

Two bells.—The cable has parted. We are driving help-

less and broadside on to the stage to leeward. Nothing
can save us
Three bells.—We are bumping awfully against the

stage. The gardener, brave chap, sees our peril.
_
He

rushes down with the garden line. He heaves it wildly

right in the teeth of the blast. Alas! in his agitation

lie has let go of the other end and the whole bag of

tricks, iron spindle, winder and peg, all some crashing

through our weather scantling. We are doomed. The
yacht gives a few frightful lurches, fills and would have
sunk only there was not enough water just there. We
only just step a.shore in time before the mud yields and
our fine boat goes down gunwale under.

Aug. 8, eight bells.—^Arrive at the office just as the

governor gets there. No more now, but trusting this

])erilous adventure will be of interest to your readers, I

remain,
Jack-all-Alone.

Beverly Y. C.

buzzards bay.

Saturday, Sept. 8.

Courses: ii^ miles for 25ft. and 2ift. classes; 7%.
miles for 4th class catboats and 15ft. class. Wind, light

N.E., hauling to S.W. good breeze. Tide, flood.

2Bft. Class—Start, 1:05.

Length. Finish. Elapsed.
May Queen, D. L. Whittemore 25.00 3 08 45 2 03 45
IJlula, W. H. Winship 25.00 3 17 23 2 12 23
Nokomis, Alfred Winsor 25.00 3 17 44 2 12 44
Eina, J. Parkinson .25.00 3 18 25 2 13 25

Brundhilde, S, R. Dow 25.00 3 24 16 2 19 16

21ft. Class—Start, 1:15.

Cvrilla, R. W. Emmons 2d 21.00 3 31 01 2 16 01
Quakeress, W. F. Harrison 21.00 3 33 51 2 18 51
Amanita, Louis Bacon. .21.00 3 36 22 2 21 22
Edith, C. M. Baker 21.00 3 44 01 2 29 01

Fourth Class Cats—Start, 1:25.
Weasel, F. Burgess 18.00 2 54 43 1 29 43

Hod, H. B. Holmes 18.00 2 58 27 1 33 27
Howard, H. O. Miller 18.00 2 59 39 1 34 39
Daisy, H. Stockton 18.00 3 02 26 1 37 26

15ft. Class—Start, 1:30.

Uarda, J. Parkinson, Jr 15.00 3 01 22 1 31 22
Vim, F. W. Sargent 15.00 3 01 40 1 31 40
Flickamaroo, N. F. Emmons 15.00 3 02 42 1 32 42
Peacock, Robert Winsor 15.00 3 02 53 1 32 53
Go-Bye, S. G. King 15.00 3 03 02 1 33 02
Teazer, R. W. Emmons 2d 15.00 3 03 58 1 33 58

The winners were: 2sft. class. May Queen, first; Ululu,
second. 2ift. class, Cvrilla, first; Quakeress, second.
4th class cats. Weasel, first; Hod, second. 15ft. class,

Uarda, first; Vim, seocnd.

Judge, David Rice.

Dorchester Y. C.

DORCHESTER—^BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Sept. 29.

The Dorchester Y. C. held its third ladies' day on Sept.

29, a part of the programme being a race, the third and
last of the series. The times were

:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Scoot, C. Keves Brastow 1 03 30 0 54 30
Dorothy, H. A. Goddard 1 06 20 0 56 20
Athena; T. W. Souther.... 1 07 50 0 56 50
Irene, F. B. Driscoll 1 10 15 0 57 15
Marion II., George R. Coolidge 1 02 45 0 57 45

Spinster, L. M. Clark 0 .59 45 0 59 45
Louis F., R. Billings 1 14 40 1 01 40
Petrel, A. H. Murray Withdrew.

The judges were Hartford Davenport, Oliver F. Daven-
port, Charles H. Nute and Thomas Leavitt.

The first prize for the series, a silver cup. was awarded
to Scoot, the second to Dorothy and the third to Spinster.

Irene and Athena were tied for fourth place.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday and as much ^oarlier as practicable.
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FLIRT-SAIL PLAN.

The Keel SIcop Flirt.

There was a time some fifteen to twenty years ago when
the keel boat led the centerboard in many of the smaller
racing classes in the East; the development of the wide
keel sloop in Boston preceding the narrow keel cutter in

New York. Of late years the centerboard type, as repre-
sented by the Cape Cod cat family, has led in the racing
about Boston, comparaiively little attention being given to

the keel boat by racing yachtsmen, except in the knock-
about and raceabout classes. While some very good keel

boats have appeared in the last few years in the 2Sft. class,

they have as a rule been too good to win many races un-
der the existing rules.

The y^acht here illustrated, through the kindness of the

designer, B. B. Crowninshield, of Boston, was design d
last spring for the 25ft. class, in which a special amount
of racing was looked for. She was des'gned under the

new rules, and special restrictions of the Y. R. A. of

Massachusetts. As recently recorded. Flirt has raced
through the season and made a most successful showing
alongside of the centerboard boats of her class. She is

owned by F. Wright Fabyan, of Boston, for whom she
was built by David Fenton. of Manchester, Mass.
Her dimensions are as follows

:

Length

—

Over all 39ft. 634in.

L.W.L 2Sft.

Overhang

—

Bow 7ft. \V-2\n.

Counter 7ft. S-'^i"-

BreadtV.—
Extreme 9ft. 6 in.

L.W.L 9ft.

Freeboard

—

Bow 3ft. iJ4'"-

Least 2ft.

Taffrail 2ft. 2>4in.

Draft 6ft.

Displacement 5>o8 long tons.

Ballast—Lead keel 2.23 long tons.

Ratio of ballast to displacement .44

Displacement per inch at L.W.L. 926.8olbs.

Midship Section—Area 15.50 sq. ft.

L.W.L. Plane—Area 174. 12 sq. ft.

Lateral Plane

—

Area, hull 64.10 sq. ft.

Area, rudder 6.84 sq. ft.

Area, total 70.94 sq. ft.

C.L.R. from station O i3-72ft.

Coefficient 549ft.

Center of Buoyancy— .

From station O I3-I7ft.

Coefficient 527ft.

Main.'^ail—Area 785 sq. ft.

Jib—Area 164 sq, ft.

Total area 949 sq. ft.

C.E. from station 0 12.17ft.

Though intended only for racing, the yacht has a com-
fortable cabin with two sofa lockers and a berth back of

each, and 5ft, headroom, the forecastle having two ham-
mock cots. The lines of the hull are very similar to the
Payne boat Beaver, though the sections of the bow are

rounder and fuller; the lateral plane is much more cut

away than in Beaver, while the latter has the old form of

rudder. The construction will be given next week.

Manchester Y, C.

MANCHESTER, MASS.

Saturday, Sept. 29.

The Manchester Y. C. closed .its season with a sail-

off between Rikki Tikki and Witch for the championship

of the i5ft. class, sailed in a light N.E. breeze. The
times were, start 2 :30

:

Finish.
Rikki Tikki, Loring Brothers 3 34-30
Witch, Norton Wigglesworth 3 36 30

Elapsed.
1 01 30
1 06 30

National Sailing Skiff Association.

TORONTO—'TORONTO BAY.

Saturday, Sept. 29.

The last race of the National Sailing Skiff .Association
for the Hallam challenge cup came off on Sept. 29 after

being postponed from Sept. 22. The race was started at

3 :oo, in a moderate breeze, the times being

:

i " First Round. Finish. Corrected,
Chance 3 44 55 4 40 30 J 39 30
Victoria 3 56 35 4 44 30 1 43 30
Vixen 3 59 10 4 53 05 1 50 35
May Belle 4 02 35 4 52 20 1 52 20
Dream 4 05 05 5 02 50 1 59 50

Zenetta 4 05 55 5 10 00 • 2 07 3)
Arrow ,.. 4 11 20 Withdrew
Yukon Withdrew.
National Withdrew.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Despite the unpopularity achieved by the Earl of

Dunraven in this country, no one familiar with his

life will fail to recognize his ambition to excel in dif-

ferent lines, and the energy and ability with which he
attacks every' subject in which he is for the time in-

terested. Good evidence of this is given in the two large
volumes just published under the title of "Self-Instruc-

tion in the Practice and Theory of Navigation." The
very natural question whether any more books on navi-

gation, either elementary or exhaustive, are needed, is

answered by the author after a very satisfactory manner
in the preface. An examination of the work indicates

that he has made good his case as to the possibilities



of a work which should appeal to the average yachts-

man, in no way ignorant or uneducated and at the same
time neither demanding nor understanding the more'

elaborate treatises. Further than this, the work itself

is well designed to supply just such a place. It is com-
prehensive in scope and very plain and practical in

treatment; the necessary formulas and problems are

given in such a way as to be immediately useful

in themselves, and yet those who desire to go
further into the subject will find very full explanations

and demonstrations. The book is published by the

Macmillan Company, New York, the price being $7.00.

It should prove a valuable aid to the yachtsman and ama-
teur navigator who desire to understand the whole sub-

ject more thoroughly than is possible through the ordi-

nary handbooks.
•S

The small racer of Francis Herreshofif, Jr., of Brook-
lyn, named San Toy, that was launched at Bristol on

^ Sept, II, is certainly imique in the matter of light con-
struction. Of an over-all length of 19ft. 6in. and a water-
Jine of 12ft. length, she draws but 3in. of water. The
breadth is 6ft. The boat is square at both ends and is

so extremely light that two- men could pick her up and
carry her easib' with all gear on board. The elimination
of anything like moderate weight timbers for a boat of

such length is made up for in the way of interior bracing
resembling trestle work of light oak pieces, placed up-
right, and also diagonally, from stern to stern. The hull

' is remarkably flat, and is further strengthened by a cov-
ering of canvas, painted white. The deck is crown
shaped, having a small circular hatch well aft in which
to stow sails. The mast is hollow and in two pieces,

bound together with seizing. There is no headstay, the
lufif rope of the jib answering for such a stay. The mast-
head contains two brass spreaders and a forward truss
not much larger in thicknes than a lead pencil. She has
been tried in light airs, and with the wind abeam makes
almost as fast time as a catamaran. The centerboard
down with a weight of 35lbs. of lead attached to it holds
her to windward well.

Her best point of saihng is before the wind or on a
broad reach. San Toy was first named Boomerang. She
will be entered next season to race with the Fall River
racers Unique and Columbia. These boats will probably
have to allow her time.. She raced on Sept. 12 with
Opossum and beat her. On the next afternoori, in a scrub
race with Kildee, San Toy won on elapsed time, although
Kildee beat her on windward work three minutes. The
designer sailed the Kildee. San Toy ran away from her
before the wind.—New York Times.

Vamoose, steam yacht, has been sold by F. T. Morrill
to Howard Gould, who will use her between his home
at Sands Point, Long Island, and New York City.

Varuna, steam yacht, Eugene Higgins, arrived at New
York on Oct. 2, after leaving Havre on Sept. &2. Mr.
Higgins was on board, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
E. Rollins Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Alan Arthur
and Miss Arthur, and Dr. Mitchell.

Aphrodite, steam yacht, Col. Oliver H. Payne, arrived
at New York on Oct 3, from Bristol, Eng., from which
port she sailed on Sept. 22, calling at St. Michaels for
coal on Sept. 27. Col. Payne was on board, with Mr.
and Mrs. Dean Sage, of Albany, and Messrs. Kernochan,
Turnbull and Whitney, of New York. The yacht left
New York on July 10, and has spent most of the time
in Scotch waters.

•S •« »?

There is an excellent prospect of a boom in the i8ft,
knockabout class in several clubs. Additional boats are
bemg built for Duxbury members similar to the success-
ful boats of last year in that club, while half a dozen
Hull-Massachusetts members stand ready to build when
the club's regatta committee shall have changed the
present restrictions from 400 square feet of sail to 450
as now carried by the Duxbury boats. In fact one mem-
ber has already started his boat on the assurance that the
change will be made. Several Annisquam men are 'also
considering the building of i8-footers, and nothing could
6e better for the sport than to have these boats built
under one set of restrictions.
The regatta committee of the Hull-Massachusetts has

appreciated this point, and will propose to the Duxbury
and Annisquam clubs an early conference on the ques-
tion of uniformity.
Frank N. Tandy is the Hull-Massachusetts man who

has .started an i8-footer. She is of Crowninshield design
and IS being built by Lawley. In Broncho, Mr. Tandy
had a fine centerboard boat, but this time he goes to
the keel type, believing that it will best serve his pur-
pose m Hull and Marblehead waters. The boat is 29 feet 9
inches over all, 6 feet 8 inches breadth and 4 feet 6 inches
draft. Hei displacement is 4,200 pounds, of which 1,454
IS m the lead m her keel. She will carry 437 feet of sail
but 360 feet of it will be in the mainsail. The limit of 450
feet is allowed in the class.

In model she is of Crowninshield's best raceabout type,
witn a little longer ends i-n proportion to her length, and
shows very clean lines and an ea.sy form to drive. She
has a cabin 7 feet long and with 3 feet 6 inches head
room in it, amply sufficient to sit comfortably on the
transoms.

, She will be heavier than the required con-
struction, for she has i-inch frames and ^-inch plank-
mg,

_
Crowninshield has three other orders besides those

just mentioned. One is a keel raceabout for W D
Hennen, to be used in Long Island Sound; another is
a 32-footer for W. C. Alhson, of Bar Harbor, and the
third IS a Marblehead 16-foot fin keel for A. D. Irving
The raceabout will be much the same thing as Jolly
Roger, except \vith i inch less beam and 6 inches
more over all length.

Apparently the designer believes that by using the
longer overhangs to a little better advantage he can
cfispense with a little beam and thus make a finer form
The 32-footer is a pole masted sloop, with double head

rig, and is intended mainly for dav sailing, so that her
cockpit and galley will be large and her cabin compara-
tively small.—Boston Globe.

Rifle at Dayton*
Dayton, 0., Oct. 1.—The rifle clubs will continue the shooting

on the ranges, until Thurgtiay, Dec. 27, when the Twin Valley Club
will close the season with the final medal contest. The firing
stand is in the corner of a corn field, the range extending
diagonally across a mill race into a brush thicket at the foot of
a heavily timbered hill—just such conditions as the deer hunters
meet in their fall expeditions into Maine, Wisconsin and Minne-
sota. The distance is 100yds., off-hand, 4in. bullseye; centei- shot
counts 12, 4 shots each man, possible score 48, and the regular
shoot is on the last Thursday of each month. At opehing of the
season the club offered a handsome gold enameled medftl) em-
blematic of the club championship, to be contested fot each
month. On June 28 Ed Vance won the medal with a score df 40;
June 26, J. Johnson, score 43; Aug. 30, William Weaver and Jesse
Johnson tied on 39, and in the shoot-off Wcavet won. The four
best scores irt the September shoot last Thursday were as follows,
Jesse Johnson again winning the medal:,
T Johnson 10 12 12 11—45 E Glander 12 11 7 7—37W Weaver....... 9 12 12 10—43 A N Clemmer. . . . ll 8 11 4—34
The programme for Oct. 25, beginning at 2 P. M., will include

a turkey match, to be repeated on Thanksgiving Day if the mem-
bers are not all away on deer hunting expeditions.

Preble Rifle Club.

The Preble County Rifle Club held its quarterly , contest 'for the
gold championship medal on Friday, Sept. 21, with twenty-eight
shooters in the mix, 100yds., off-hand, 4 shots each; center shot
counts 12; possible score 48, and G. W'. Izor won on 44:

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in ouf
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

G W Izor
T Price
C Tice
T Leach
M Pence
J Poos
Wm Weaver
J W Trugman...
E Spitler .......
R Tice
C Glaze
F GazellW Williams
E Vance

Tlie winners, of
Clemmer, March
W. Izor, Sept. 21,

12 12 11 9—44
9 12 10 12—43
9 11 10 11—41
12 12 10 7—41
11 7 11 11—40
12 9 11 8—40
9 12 9 9—39

6 10—39
11 »-39
9 10—38
9 12—38
7 9—37
7 12—37

8 11 11 7—37
the medal for

2, score 44; W.
score 44.

12 11
12 7
10 9

10 7

9 12
7 11

H A Hinea..,..,
G Duggins ......
O Hecathorn
E Tice
A Eikenberry ....
Wm^ Shellmailt.i
C Tice
G Williams
S Lee
S Laird
A N Clemmer...:
C Wysong
G Colvill
F Crouse
the three quarters
Williams, June 1,

3 812 7-7-36

11 9 8 8-36
12 6 9 9—36
8 8 11 8—35

10 5 11 8—34
6 11 8 9—34
9 7 10 8-34
7 5 12 9—33

10 10 8 5—33
0 10 11 11—32
6 12 9 4—31
8 12 3 7—30
I) 9 6 7—22
9 10 0 0—19
were: A. N.
score 4>; G.

Deer Hunters* Reunion.
the Preble County Deer Hunters' Association held its fifth

annual reunion on the range at Eaton, Fridav, Sept. 28, witla
eighty-ejght members to pay their entrance of $1 and participatem the contest for thirty-two valuable prizes; 100yds., off-hand;
four shots; center counts 12; possible score 48. The four target.s
were life-size figures of animals—the bear, deer, moose and
mountani sheep, 2in. center over the heart. The secretary being
sore over his defeat for re-election carried off the score sheet, but
has promised to turn that and other papers over to his suc-
cessor this week. This may enable me to send the full score
for your next issue. C. C. Pitman, of West Sonora, won the first
prize, a Stevens rifle, for the best general score, one shot at
each target—42 out of a possible 48. Daniel Sinhart won first
prize on a center shot on the bear target, and Thomas Leach
on the moose target.

Silas Laird, of Eaton, is the new President of the Association;
A. N. Clemmer, of West Alexandria, Vice-President; Joseph Poos,
of Eaton, Secretary; Charles Surfcce, of Eaton, Treasurer.

Montgomery Cottnty Rifle Shots.

The Montgomery County Deer Hunters will hold their first re-
union near Brookville on Friday of tliis wedc, Oct. 5; range
100yds., off-hand.
The Dayton Sharpshooters' Society will hold its thirty-seventh

annual king shoot on the range, near this city, all day Wednes-
day, Oct. 17; range 200yds. This is the annual membership con-
test for the royal insignia, muzzle rest, 5 shots; center counts 24;
possible score 120. Highest score ever made in this contest, 115.
There will also be the regular monthly contest for the Society

championship cup, now held by Mike J. Schwind, with score of 113;
John Rappold won the trophy when first put up-^June 14—score
103.- Succeeding him in the championship line, M. T. Schwind,
July 19, score 111; John F. Beaver, Aug. 16, score 'llO; M. T.
Schwind, Sept. 20, score 113. This indicates that -high scores will
be made in the king shoot, Oct. 17. On that day also there will
be sweepstake matches at 200yds., muzzle rest, and off-hand, for
money prizes, open

, to all Ohio and Indiana rifle shots.
Dan D. Bergk is President of the Dayton Sharpshooters' Society;

Adolph Schwind, Treasurer, and Charles W. Sander, Secretary.
We have two trap trophy contests here this week, three big

rifle matches between now and Jan. 1, and enough other shooting
events for an interesting letter each week. Bullseye.

Fall Shoot of the Cincinnati Rifle Association.

The fall shoot of the Cincinnati Rifle Association was held on
their range at Four-Mile House, Reading road, Sept. 30 and proved
a great success. Riflemen from the local clubs and from Lexing-
ton, Ky., were present, and it is needless to say that the com-
petition waged hot.
The contingent from Lexington proved themselves no mean an-

tagonists, as their scores will show. They were Messrs. Dodge
and Luxon, and deserve especial mention in that ttiey came from
afar to contest for laurels, and were rewarded, •

The day was all that could be desired—cool, good light and but
little wind. A large list of appropriate prizes, kindly donated by
various Cincinnati merchants, as well as by members of the Asso-
ciation, and a number of cash premiums offered for most points,
flags and highest ticket, etc., proved tempting, and the shooters
went at it with a vim from start to finish.
The following is a list of the donors: Merchants—Peters Arms

& Sporlmg Goods Co., Powell & Clement Co., Handle Arms Co.
Fred Speth's Sons (opticians), John Bieler, Theo, Foucar, and
Adolph Jordan. Members: Gindele, Payne, Roberts, Trounstine,
Strickmeier, Topf, Uckotter, A. Lux, Nestler, Drube, Randall,
Bruns, Speth, Weinheimer and Jonscher.
The committee in charge of the affair are to be commended upon

the able manner in which they conducted it, as they spared neither
time nor pains to make it a success, and events proved that their
labor was not spent in vain. The committee in charge was Messrs.
Gindele, Payne, Trounstine, Nestler and Bruns, and to these this
Association tender.s its thanks. The following is the list of
winners on both off-hand and rest targets:
Off-hand Roberts S3, Drube 83, Uckotter 56, Payne 54 Strickmeier

28, Dodge 27, Speth 27, Luxon 27, Gindele 26, Weinheimer 26
Nestler 25, Bruns 25, A. Lux 24.

Rest: Jonscher 86, Scherer 83, Dressier 56, Nestler 54 Freitap 27
A. Lux 27, Bruns 27, Topf 27, Trounstine 26, Speth 26.' Robert! 26
J. Lux 26, Drube 26.

'

The three best tickets counted for first and second prizes- the
two best tickets for third and fourth; the best single ticket to
count thereafter.
Premiums for most points: Off-hand—Roberts, 916, $5: Gindele

613, $2; Uckotter, 597, $2. ' ' * '
^"^^e'e,

Rest—Trounstine 846, $5; Scherer, 748, $3; Jonscher, 707 S2 -

Most flags: Roberts, 11, $1; Scherer, 11, SI • "

"

Highest tickets: Drube, 29, ?1; Jonscher, 29, ?1.

E. D. Payne, Lieut. C. R. A.

Perfect Less One.
The appended, score, made Sept. 22 by Mr. C. S, Richmond ofSavannah, Ga., is extraordinary. The conditions were 30 shot<^ at-

50yds., with a Colt's .38 Army revolver, and on the standard
military target. Mr. Richmond used Peters .38 Service ammun!
tion. Out ot a possible 150 he scored 149. The score:
C S Richmond 5 55555555 5—50555455555 5-49

6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6—60—149

If yoil want yoar shoot to be announced hete send la
aotice like the folio-wing:

Fixtures.

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
Oct. 16-17.—Montgomery, Ala.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s two-day

target tournament, under the auspices of the Montgomery Gtin
Club; $150 added money. Jack Parker, Mgr.
Oct. 23-25.-Atlanta, Ga.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s live-bird tourna-

ment. John H. Mackie, Mgr.
Oct. 24-25.—Raleigh, N. C—Peters Cartridge Co.'s target tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the North Carolina State Fair Asso-
ciation; $250 added money. John Parker, Mgr.

Oct. 29-30.—Jacksonville, Fla.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s two-day
tournament, under auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club; $100
added. Third daj', grand pigeon shoot exclusively under the
auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. John Parker, Mgr.

Oct. 10-11.—Circleville, O.—Fall tournament of the Pickaway
Rod and Gun Club; targets and live birds. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
Oct. H.—Greensburg, Ind.—Tournament of the Greensburg Gun

Club. C. D. Tillson, Sec'y.
Oct. 11-12.—Clyde, O.—Clyde Gun Club's second annual tourna-

ment; live birds and targets. L. Hock, Jr., Mgr.
Oct. 12.—Aurora^ Mo.—Magautrap Gun Club's tournament.
Oct. 12-14,—Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Gun Club's tournament;

targets and live birds. Emile Pragoff, Sec'y.
Oct. 13.—Altoona, Pa.—Altoona Rod and Gun Club's live-bird

handicap. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y, Altoona, Pa.
Oct. 16-17.-Cherokee, la.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Cherokee Gun Club; live birds and bluerocks; $75 tb $100 added.
F. B. Wadsley, Sec'y.

*

Oct. 17.—Muncie, Ind.—Magic City Gun Club's target tourna-
ment. C. E. Adamson, Sec'y.
Oct..T7.—Richmond, Ky.—Madison Gun Club's live-bird tourna-

ment.
''Oct. 17.—Sistersville, W. Va.—Sistersville Gun Club's tourna-
ment.
Oct. 17-18.—Onawa, la.—Onawa Gun Club's tournament.
Oct. 17-18.—Sac City, la.—Sac City Gun Club's tournament.
Oct. 19-20.—Louisville, Ky.—Live-bird tournament of the Ken-

lucky Gun Club. W. H. Kaye, Sec'y.
Oct. 20.—Richmond, Va,—Cast Iron medal contest between J.

A. R. Elliott, holder, and Fred Gilbert, challenger.
Oct. 23-24.—Baltimore, Md.—Live-bird tournament, under the

auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
Oct. 30.—Mt. Sterling, III.—Mt. Sterling Gun Club's tournament.
Oct. 30-31.—Peru, Ind.—^Live-bird tournament of the Peru Gun

Club. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y.
Nov. 1.—Chillicothe, O.—Scioto Gun Club's fall tournament.
Nov. 13-15.—Mihden,- Neb.—Minden Gun Club's tournament.
Nov. 13-16.—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's tournament.
Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road, N. J.—

Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men team race;
20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club
in the U. S. are eligible. -Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake
shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr, L. H. Schortemeier and
Dr, A. A. Webber, managers.
Nov. 27.—Toledo. O.—East End Gun Club's merchandise shoot.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Sattu--

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's trophy shoots, second and

fourth Saturdays of each month; live-bird shoots every Saturday.
Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK,
Oct. 12.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's shoot; varied

programme; handicap and prize event; different rules.
Oct. 18.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Match at 100 birds, $100 a

side, between Dr. A. A. Webber, 30yds., and Mr. T. W. Morfey,
31yds. .

Oct. 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Under auspices of Medicus
Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds,
Members of any regularly organized gun club in the U. S. are
eligible. Corhmences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting commences
at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. VVebber, Mgrs.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.
Oct. 26.—Interstate Park, Queens,—Three-men team race at 20

live birds per team, 29yds. rise; members of any regularly or-
ganized gun club in the U. S. are eligible; at 2 o'clock. Sweep-
stake shooting commences at 10 o'clock.
Oct. 30.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Match at 100 birds, $100 a

side, between Messrs. J. J. Hallowell and T. W. Morfey.
Interstate Park, L. I.—Fountain Gun Club's regular monthly

shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and December.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, in his recent matches, has shown a form in

handling his Winchester on pigeons which is both admirable and
successful. On Oct. 2, in the contest with Mr. Fred Gilbert, at
Kansas City, for the Dupont cup, he scored 99 out of 100 to his
opponent's 98. Each score is an exceedingly high grade per-
formance. On the following day they contested for the Sports-
men's Review cup, and Mr. Elliott again made 99, while his op-
ponent scored 97, one less than that of the preceding day. This,
too, was a grand performance for each. In his last three matches

—

namely, the Republic cup at Omaha, with Mr. F. S. Parmelee (96
out of lOO), and the Dupont cup and Sportsmen's Review cup

—

he scored 294 out of 300 shot at, a performance which is not to be
considered lightly. Mr. Elliott has gone to Maryland to visit his
brother and take a rest preparatory to other shooting performances

5
Under date of Oct. 5, Mr. Thos. Donley, of St. Thomas, Ont.,.

writes us: "Owing to Nov. 6 being Election Day in the States, 1
have changed the dates of my tournament to Nov. 13, 14, 15 and
16. Kindly put a notice to this effect in your coming events
column."

E
In the 25-live-bird handicap of the Medicus Gun Club, held at

Interstate Park on Friday of last week, there were eleven con-
testants,, qf whom three killed straight, namely, Messrs. Welch,
Hopkins and Miller, the two latter standing at 29yds.; the former
at 30yds.

^

On Friday of this week at Interstate Park the Medicus Gun
Club will present a varied programme, with some novelties in
the way of the governing condj.tjons. There will be different rules,
handicaps for the events and prizes to be competed lor.

Mr. J. A. H. Dressel, secreatr^-treasurer of Interstate Park,
Queens, L. I., informs us that the 'Fountain Gun Club has fixed
upon Oct. 18, Nov. 15 and Dec, 20—that is, the third Thursday o£.
each month—for its monthly shoots at Interstate Park.

The race between Messrs. 'L. T. "Davenport," of Brooklyn, and
S. M. Van Allen, of Jamaica, at Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., on
.Saturday of last week, at ipO birds, was won by the former. The
scores were 95 to 89. The race was for $100 a side.

" «
Mr, R. O. Heikes, "the Daddy of 'em all," not in years, but in the

use of the shotgun, arrived in New York on Tuesday of this week.
• • -

On Oct. 20 Messrs.
J. A. R. Elliott and Fred Gilbert shoot for the

cast iron medal at IRichtno&d. Va.
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The programme of the Peters Cartfidge Co.'s tournament to be
held at Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 16 and 17, under the auspices of
the Capital City Gun Club, is now ready for distribution. There
are ten events each day, of which six are at 15 targets, |1.50
entrance; three at 20 targets, -$2 and one at 25 targets, $2.50, To
the 15-target events ?5 is added. To the 20-target events $10 is

added. To the 25-target events ?15. The third day will be devoted
to live-bird events, of which there are four on the programme, with
conditions as follows: Pive birds, $4| 10 birds, $7.50; 7 birds, $5;
10 birds, |7.50. Plenty of birds on hand for practice. The follow-
ing further information is; presented in the programme: "A
handsome gold medal will be given for highest average for two
days' targets. Any profit accruing from this tournament will be
added to an extra event at the close of the second day's programme.
Targets will be thrown at 2 cents each. Two sets of traps will he
used—the magautrap and Sergeant system. All events will be
shot over the magautrap, and the odd events over the Sei-geant
system. Target purses will be divided Rose system— 5, 3, 2 and 1
in the 15-bird races; 7, 5, 3, 2 and 1 in the 20 and 25 bird races.
The referee's decision will be final, except in case of doubt, when
he may appeal to contestants in squad. Manufacturers' agents
barred from contesting foi' the purses, but can shoot for price of
targets. American Association rules in connection with Magau-
trap rules will govern all target events. AVestcott Arms Co. will
be headquarters. Barbecue on the grounds. Rate of one fare
for round trip on all roads entering Montgomery. Grounds
will be open for practice Oct. 15. Grounds are located
at Cloverdale. Cartridges and guns shipped to T. M.
located at Cloverdale. Cartridges and guns shipped to T. M.
Westcott, Montgomery, Ala., will be delivered on the grounds
bird events will be divided Rose system—5, 3. 2 and 1. All live-
free of charge. Live birds will be trapped at 25 cents each. Live-
bird races will be handicap races. For programmes or informa-
tion, address WcstcoU Arms Co., Montgomery, Aia., or Tohn
Parker, care the Peters Cartridge Co., Cincinnati, O. John Parker
will manage."

ON LONG ISLAND.

The Altoona Rod and Gun Club, of Altoona, Pa., of which
Mr. G. G. Zeth is secretary, provides a live-bird handicap for
amateurs, to take place on Saturday of this week. The event will
beatr_3 birds, .$5 entrance, birds extra, four moneys, class shooting,
handicaps from 25 to 33yds. Birds, 40 cents per pair. The pro-
gramme presents further information as follows: "Entry
applications will be received up until Wednesday, Oct. 3, in-
clusive, and must be accompanied by $3, the price of the birds.
The entrance fee can be paid at any time before going to the
score. The handicaps will be announced the morning of the shoot.
A good dinner, free to visiting shooters, will be served in the club
house dining room. Logan Valley cars from the heart of the city
direct to the grounds every fifteen minutes. Loaded shells for sale
on the grounds. Special loads will be furnished if ordered when
entry is made. Interstate Association rules will govern. The
handicap committee will be D. D. Stine, Tyrone; C. Wendroth,
Cresson; J. B. Holsingcr, Johnstown; L. R. Leister, Huntingdon;
Dr. F. M. Christy, Altoona. Everything is always in readiness for
target shooting at these grounds, and after the live-bird race has
been finished the remainder of the dav will be devoted to this
sport; events to be arranged to suit shooters. For furthr informa-
tion, adderss the secretary. Local and long distance telephone."

_
The Peters Cartridge Co., of Cincinnati, O., sends us the follow-

ing: "At the request of gentlemen interested, the dates of the
Peters Cartridge Co.'s tournament at Raleigh, N. C, have been
changed to Oct. 24. and 25. The tournament is given under the
auspices of the North Carolina State Fair Association, and
licld upon the State Fair grounds. The two days will be devoted
tp targets. The State Fair Association, as well as the Peters
Cartridge Co., and others interested, are sparing no pains to make
this one of the most enjoyable shoots that has ever been held in
the South. It will be managed by Mr. John Parker, and this fact
in itself is enough to draw a large number of sportsmen from all
over the Southeastern States. The State Fair Association has
secured low rates of fare from all points in that territory. For
programme apply to the Peters Cartridge Co., Cincinnati, O.. or
Chas. H. Belvin, Jr., Raleigh, N. C." The company further advises
us that, as it is found impiacticable to get a sufficient number of
birds, the programme of the third day has been abandoned.

n
The last contest of a series of three between the Frainkford

Gun Club and the Penn Gun Club, of Norristown, Pa., which was
shot at .Bridesburgh, on Saturday of last week, resulted in a victory
for Frankford. Each club had a previous winning to its credit, so
that the final win determined Frankford's supremacy. The con-
ditions were 25 targets per man, and there were twelve men on each
team. The scores were: Frankford—Ridge 22, W. H W 22,
Myers 21, Dr. Smith 21, Morris 21, Green 20. W. Johnson 20, Redi-
fcr 20, Krier 19, George 17, Betson 15, Bourne 14—232. Penn—
Newton 23, Harris 21, Hagy 21, P. Johnson 21, F. Y. Smith 21,
Cassell 19, J. R. Yost 19, Gross 18, Gleason 18, I. Johnson 17,
McMichael 16, Dotterer 14—228.

The fourth annual tournament of the Cherokee Gun Club, Chero-
kee, la., to be held Oct. 16 and 17, offers a programme at both
bluerocks and live birds. The magautrap and Sergeant svstem will
be used. Between .$75 and $100 will be added. The management
extends a cordial invitation to all shooters. Manufacturers' agents
and professionals are barred from the purses, but will have ac-
commodations to display their goods. Guns and ammunition
shipped to the .secretary. F. B. VVadsley, will be delivered to the
hotel and grounds free of charge.

K
Messrs. Malone and Collins, the managers of the forthcoming

Baltimore live-bird tournament, are exercising the greatest pains
in respect to securing a handicap committee which will be of the
best. To act in conjunction with themselves they have extended
invitations to the members of the Grand American Handicap Com-
mittee, and we are informed that several of them have accepted
the invitation. The shoot takes place on Oct. 23, 24, 25 and
26, and will be held under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting
Association.

m.

At the recent tournament at Hartford, Conn., Capt. Geo. E.
Bartlett, of the Marlin Fire Arms Co., won high average, follow-
ing it with a similar performance at the Branchville tournament,
where he broke 95 out of 100 targets, and made a run of 52. He
was accompanied by his wife, who is known on the stage as May
Clinton, famous as an expert rifle and pistol shot, and who in the'
shoots aforementioned was second, scoring 20 straight in one event
and breaking ,S7 out of 100. She has only recently taken up trap-
shooting, but handles her Marlin repeater like a veteran.

The Crescent Athletic Club held its opening shoot of the season
on Saturday of last week, and had a good attendance, considering
that there are still so many of the summer sports to engage the
attention of the members. Dr. Henry L. O'Brien scored the
victory for the October cup. The conditions governing the cups
are handicap, 25 targets over expert traps and 25 over a magautrap
allowances added as breaks, handicaps to be changed each montli.'

at

In the second contest of the Keystone Shooting League's cham-
pionship scries Messrs. J. Vandergrift and J. Brewer killed the 10
birds which was the total number shot at in the event by each con-
testant. In a four-men team race between Messrs. Darby, \V N
Stevenson, Ridge and Sanford on the one side and Messrs. O. k!
Stevenson, Van Loon, A. C. Stevenson and Hobbs on the other
each shooting at 25 targets, the former won by a score of S3 to 76.'

16

Bloomfield, 111., on the first day, Oct. 2,

J ?^^?r ^ Ilf ke.s was high average, with W. R. Crosby second
f- J^- ?,"dd third. On the second day C. W. Budd was first,Kalph Irmible second and Elmer Neal third. In the high average

at targets Budd was first, and Neal was high average in the soar-row contests, with 223 killed. An interesting report of it will befound elsewhere in our columns.

Mr. J. L. Head Peru, Ind., writes us as follows: "In writineyou concerning the coming live-bird tournament of the Peru Gun
3S Oct. 29 and 30, which was an errorThe dates selected were Oct. 30 and .31, which correction please

annoanoe -'^ ypVf next iss\ie,''

i— " —I ^ "
.. _ u- Bernard Waters,

Crescent Athletic Club.
Bay Ridge, L. I., Oct. 6.—The opening of the shooting season

of the Crescent Athletic Club evoked great interest, and there was
a goodly attendance of spectators to watch the shooters. The
main interest centered in the contest for the October cup, which
was won by Dr. H. L. O'Brien with a score of 46, 7 of which
was a handicap allowance. Edward Banks, Bcratch, was close up
with 44, as also were C. Kenyon, Jr., and J. H. Haliock with an
equal score.
The committee, Messrs. Townsend, Sanies and Higgins, were on

hand early, and had the mechanical arrangements adjusted to a
nicety, so that for the first shoot matters ran very smoothly. The
scores

:

October cup, 25 . expert, 25 magautrap; handicap alloWahces
added:

Expert rules. Magautrap. Grand
Hdcp. Broke. Hdcp. Broke. Total.

Dr H L O'Brien 4 24 3 22 46
C Kenyon, Jr 6 25 5 19 44

J H Haliock 3 22 2 22 44
Edward Banks 0 21 0 23 44
D G Geddes 1 22 1 20 42
H Kryn , 2 21 2 21 42W W Marshall 4 20 4 20 40
C G Rasmus 7 17 6 19 36
L Rhett 4 n 3 16 33
T W Stake. 3 15 3 17 32
G Notman 3 14 2 ,17 31
Capt Borland 7 15 7 14. 29

Special prize shoot, 25 expert rules; handicap: Banks, scratch,
24; Geddes, 1, 24; Kryn, 2, 23; Haliock, 3, 23; Rasmus, 7, 21;
Marshall, 4, 19; t)'Brien, 4, 19; Dr. Little, 4, 19; Borland, 10, 19;
Sneider, scratch, 18; Kenyon, 6, 18.

Shoot-off, 25 birds: Banks, scratch, 23; Geddes, 1, 21.

Sweepstakes, 10 birds: Banks 9, Haliock 7, VVilmot Townsend
7, Rhett 5, Borland 2, Marshall 1.

Sweepstakes, 25 birds: Kryn 21, Sneider 18, Haliock 9.

Sweepstakes, 'J5 birds: Sneider 21, Kryn 20, Haliock 16.

Sweepstakes, 25 birds: Haliock 17, Kryn 16, McKenzie 16.

New Utrecht Gon Club.
Interstate Park, L. I., Oct. 6.—In the club shoot of the New

L^trecht Gun Club to-day Messrs. Hamilton, Welch and Daven-
port killed 10 birds straight. Mr. Hamilton also scored a win with
Messrs. Thompson, Lee and Gaughenin the Mauser rifle event, in
which all stood at 29yds.
The scores follow:

Club prize, miss-and-out:
W F Sykes OHIO
F A Thompson 2112112122
Lee 1221212212
Gaughen 2221222122

Club shoot, 10 birds, $10:
F A Thompson....2121212120— 9
Hamilton T212121211—10
Lee 2110121022— 8
Hill 002020W

Targets were shot as follows;
Events: 12 3
Targets: 25 25 25

Seward 12 18 14
Rodney 10 10 11
Denison 13 11 .

.

Fiske 5 10 16

Mcdicus Gun Club.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., Oct. 5.—There was a good at-

tendance of shooters at the Medicus Gun Club's shoot to-day, the
main event of which was the Medicus handicap at 25 live birds, in
which Messrs. Welch, Hopkins and Miller killed straight. Follow-
ing are the scores:

No. 1, 10 birds, $5 entrance:
Richter, 28 0221*01122-^7 Welch, 30 .1222211112—lOi

Wiess, 2S 201122**21— 7 Van Allen, 30

222222*222—

»
Amend, 28 0222222222— 9 T Hopkins, 29 2221221222-10
Webber, 30 2222222222—10 Lockwood, 28

2221220220—

8
Woods, 28 2222022202— 8 Postaus, 28.. 2111022022—

S

Medicus handicap, 25 live birds, $10 entrance:
Welch, 30 2211122121222121122222122—25
Van Allen, 30 2220222222122222222222222—24
Hopkins, 29 2222222222212322222222212—25.
Wood s, 28 2222222222212222222220222—24
Miller, 29 222222122122122121221 2222—25
Webber, 30 222222222222222Z222222022—24
Ri chter. 28 . . •. 20220002*220202w
Wiess, 28 211222122022002W
Amend, 28 211120220222222w
Lockwood, 28 0122201222121222202022022—20
Postaus, 28 01222112122222122*1221222—23

L. T, "Davenport'* vs. S. M. Van Allen.
Interstate Park, L. L, Oct. 6.—A match of exceeding interest

was shot to-day at Interstate Park, L. I., between Messrs. L. T.
Davenport, of Brookljm, and S. M. Van Allen, of Jamaica, L. I.,
at 100 live birds. 20yds. rise. The former won by the excellent
score of 95 to 89. Davenport's 5th was a difiRcult driver. His 16th,
17th. 19th. 20th and 21st were hot drivers, well killed. His 15thm the second 25 was hard hit, and died out. In his third 25 he
had six very difficult drivers, but made the 25 with a clean score.
He had lost but two in his first 75, but in his last 25 he lost three
more, and ended with a good score notwithstanding.
The luck of the draw ran about alike for each in the first 25,

Van Allen losing his 18th dead out. In the second 25 his 29th
and 30th, left drivers, were fast birds, as also were his 42d, a driver,
and his 46th, a twisting left driver. In his third 25 he lost five,
of which three were dead out, and the race was then practically
decided. .

Mr. T. W. iMorfey acted as referee.
L T Davenport, 30 1211022212211212112222111—24

11111111111221*2221221111—24
2221121122222112111221111—25

^, ,„ „„ 22211122112212*1212121*20-22-95
b M Van Allen, 30 22222212112222222*2222122—24

2120021212112222022101211—21
2*22222*222220212*2102211—20
2222222212112211202111222-2.1—89

Lockwood 20211010
Dr Hill 0011110220
Hamilton 2101112111

R A Welch 1122122122—10
Davenport 1121221211—10
Postaus 02122220]ii— S
Bill Wynn *121112110— 8

Events : 12 3
Targets: 25 25 25

Griswold 12 14 ..

Burns 14 12 ..

Arthur 6 .. ..

Vf^TERN TRAPS.

Garfield of Cliicago.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 6.—Garfield Gun Club to-dav begins its live-

bird season, and will continue to hold these live-bird shoots, if at-
tendance warrants it, each month clear through the winter, and
until the month of May. The trophy entpy closes on each trophy shoot
at 3 P. M., and the trophy series begins next Saturday, Oct. 13.
1 he trophy shoots will be held only on the second and fourth Sat-
urdays of each month, in each case at 10 live birds, 15 cents
Opportunity for live-bird sweeps will always be present and witfi
the well-known loyalty of the Garfield members to their' club, it is
fair to hope that the coming season will see the old grounds
crowded every Saturday, trophy day or not.

Garfield Club closed its season on inanimate targets last Satur-
day, Sept. 29. jjHartfokd Building, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Gun CIuB.
Chicago Oct 6.—Please find scores of the Chicago Gun Club

slioot, held to-day under very unfavorable conditions. A stronewind blowing across the traps, with low clouds and rain, is notconducive to big scores. You will note, though, that some of ourdoctors were out after medals. Dr. C. W. Carson cleaned up 25straight m the yearly trophy event. O'Brien was second with 24-Lem Wiilard and Dr. Miller scored 23 each
Mr. and Mrs. Dr. Shaw, of the Garfield Gun Club, were guests

of the Chicago Gun Club to-day. They having spent the summer
in the Kockies, haven t had their usual practice at clays
,.
Lem Willard made high average on the day. Next Saturdav

live birds and targets. Birds furnished by Ullraan & Co and arp
to be handled by the only Frank Barnard. '

^
Yearly trophy:

1111111111111111111111111-25
h 'I'^^'i iiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiooiii-i
Mrs Carson WUQimiaolOOU}iom-j§

R B Mack . . ^ ...... ; . :•. ........ V. ........ ,., 0001 110111001000111101101—14
Dr Miller .lilllllllloHlimillOlll—23
Milliken .'

; 10100001001] 1 lOi UI6OOOOI—11
Veitmeyer 1111111011101101111111111—22
Mrs Howard OlOOllllOlOOlllOlOlOllMl—14
A W Morton. OOlOllOlOimOlimillllO—IS
Dr Morton 0011110100010111111111111—18
O'Brien lllllllllllOllllllllllUl-24
Dr Shaw 1111111110111011111011111-22
Mrs Shaw 0101110000111011111011111—17
A Walters 1010000001000111111001111 -13:

Monthly trophy:
L Willard 101111111101111-^13
Mrs Carson 111111101111101—IS'
R B Mack 01011OUOlOllll—lO'
Dr Miller 111111010111101^12
Veitmeyer 11millllUlU—15
Mrs Howard 110111101000111—10'
A W Morton..... : 111111111010111—13:

Dr Morton 110111100011011—10
O'Brien 111110111111001—12
Dr Shaw 111111110110011—12
Mrs Shaw lOllUlllOlllU-13
Walters 001110000101100- 6

Team race : Dr. Morton's team

:

Dr Morton .111111111111110—14
O'Brien .111111111111111—15
Veitmeyer 111111111111111—15
A W Morton 011111111011110—12
R B Mack lOlOlHOUHlOO—10
A Walters lOOOOOOUOOlUO— 6—72
Dr. Miller's team:

P>r Miller 010111011101001— 9
L Willard 101011111111111—13
Dr Shaw ...^..,,.....101111111111111—14
Mrs Carson 111111111100111—13
Mrs Shaw 011011110011100— 9
Mrs Howard 110001000010111— 7—65

Sweepstakes:
Targets

:

R B Mack.
25 15 15 10 5p Targets:
13

25 15 15 10 5p
Mrs Howard 8 9 6 5L Willard 23 .. 15 9 10 Dr Shaw 13 8 10

Mrs Carson ...... 17 .. 11 10 .. - O'Brien 14 8 8Dr Carson ,. 11 Dr Moore 11
Dr Miller 12 15 7
Veitmeyer ^ ,. 14

Mrs Shaw 12 .. ..

Dr Morton g ..

Blue Jeans.

Garfield Gun Club. .
Chicago, Oct. 6.—The appended scores were made to-day on our

grounds on the occasion of the first live-pigeon shoot of the
season.
Weather conditions were decidedly unfavorable, it keeping up a

constant drizzle of ram and a strong south wind directly across the
traps all afternoon.
The birds were not very quick to take wing, but when once

started were a fast lot.

The attendance was not as large as usual, but was good, consid-
ering the weather; ^ '

No. 1.
Barnard, 30 ..22*102—4

Cook, 28 ...02210*-

3

L Wolff, 27
Midgely, 29......
Richards, .30

Dr Mitchell 30.
Baker, 30

J Wolff, 30

No. 2. No. 3.
20211*0022-- 6 121121-6
1221122122- 10 012001—3
201110211*- 7
1112110121- 9 122212—6
1221122011-- 9 111121—6
2112212022-- 9 1200*1—3
2111210122-- 9 021101—4
1220001101- 6 *12020—

3

2111121**1— 8
22222*21*1-- 8 221121—6
0212201*10- 6 12110*—

4

1211*20211- 8 110121—5
1112121221- 10 020101—6

IN NEW JERSEY.

Hudson Gun Club.

GlTauh'Z'.^hh ^""^-J-V"" ^'^"^t °f the Hudson^un Uub was held on this date, and an enjoyable dav waspassed in breaking asphalts. The atter-"—- '^^.^

IS noted that there were indications of

very close.

1,
"PS'^^d the regular fall season, and contests will beheld on alternate weeks, beginning Oct. 21. ThrLrounds are

ferrv
.^^^^V^om New York or Brooklyn bv CorUandt street

fege. ^itrlS:""' '""^ °« Hackensack^ |Jfv«

fleet's- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Piercf |5 15 15 15 15 15 20 25 15 15 15

Dudlev 7 14 13 14 12 14 14 16 24 13 14 l.T

Schortv
•

•
— 8 14 15 15 14 11 12 15 23 13 13

I)4e
^ •

9 14 12 12 14 12 15 17 21 12 i5

ScheubeY 7 11 8 13 13 12 12 16 20 8 . . .

pffl^^^:::::::::::::::::::::::- Vlitlll'' ''''''''

fo'n^f'
• 8 9121213'. ;: 18 2i ::::::

^-s I n?::il::::
Keiiey •

l
s lo n e e 9

Pattern ^ .. 14 ,. IQ ..

Whitley .... 9 12 10 11 .

.

Charles 10 .. ..

Tommy H 9 S
6 .. ..

A- n. Hughes.

West Chester Tournament
Wkst Chesxhr, Pa.. Oct. 4.-The West Chester Gun Club held

9 12 .. 11 12

in full, as will be seen by the appended

Haggy,
^ .

Radnor,
The programme was shot ir

scores

:

Events;
i v ^ ~ ^

Targets: 10 1^ in 1^ lA 1- .1 9 10 11 1213 14
Schultz 10 14 l! l§ If ^2 15 15 15 15 15
Hollman 6 il lo S I1 « If ? ^ 1^ 13
Wienman gUfn f

11 12 4 12 1110 10 10
Ferguson .... 7 111? c li ? 1*^ 9 3 9 12 9 .. .

j Miller ^^^]t V.I W.i 9141514121V
Haggy .".

Colville '7

12 9 12 8 14 13 7 13 13 11
1? 8 14 8 13 14 S 11 12 13

Keller^^Jr ? If IJ V.^, 7 10 11 10 10 13 12 i2 io
Deitrich\.. . : 7lfl^ 'If 11 9 S 9 13 15 11 10
Anderson .

^
? |? I H IH" 1^ 9.. ..

Cartilege •' ••
I|| .^o If

IS 11 13 11

Mink ............ . . . R 1^ Ia If II ^2 14 10 14 13
Houpt :

•

•
s f'2|?|t^«"l'H^15 14

Torpey 8 14 9 14 12 9 12 12 12 ....
.Tack ::::: in •« 4 u 12 9 12 12 10 n ..

Foulke 10 U 12 8 11 10 .. 12 8 12 14 14 .

.

Hoar 8 12 14 7

Peters :a
l^ 10 11 10 U 11 .,

Gill :..
•

• |0 • 5 14 13 .. .. ..

Lawrence 9 13 U .. 13 .. 10
Henry '5 "9 :: ^ « • ••

Taylor ' "
'it io -

Holland :; -916 ;; •• -
James
Forrest " " • . 11 12 ..•

Jackson * '* *' " - •• 4 .. ..
^ .,.,yn "'•'::i = M.i....,M ,..ws,;,«:,^^^jj^ip^ 8..10..i6;;— ' -'-I '. ^. - - JfSNS?,
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Elliott vs. Gilbert.

Dapont Cap.

Kaksas City, Mo.—Kansas City's world's champion wingshot, J.

A. R. Elliott, on Tuesday, Oct. 2, successfully defended the

Dupont championship cup against Fred Gilbert, Iowa's star as-

pirant for the championship title. It was a great contest, and took
place on that liistoric shooting ground at the Exposition Ball

Park, Kansas City, where pigeon shooting history has been made
for the past fifteen years. The race was not over until Elliott had
grassed his lOOch bird, which gave him the grand score of 99.

Gilbert shot a wonderfully up-hill race all the way, Elliott never
letting him get into the lead from start to finish, and the Hawkeye
lad was only one bird behind the veteran at the close of the re-

markable contest. Onl}' one bird was missed clean out of the 200,

and that a big white bird that was drawn by Gilbert at the 24tli

round. It was not a very hard bird, but he towered and circled

in a right-quartering direction. Gilbert shot under him with both
loads, and the bird perched himself on the grand stand to watch
the steady slaughter going on at the traps.

Elliott was in his best form, and imtil the race was neai'ly half

over threatened to tie his former famous performances on the same
grounds, he having a record of two winning races where he killed

100 straight birds—once against Dr. W. F. Carver and again when
W. F. Crosby was his opponent. He was centering his birds, and
his load was effective, and half the time he did not use his second
barrel at all. His first and only lost bird was his 48th, the
champion having made a run of 47 from the starting
of the race. It was a strong black bird that started oS
in a right-quartering direction away from the traps, and Elliott
hit it hard with both barrels. It was going at such a velocity,
however, that it was carried over the boundary line and fell dead
at the club house door. From that on to the end he killed his
birds clean, finishing with a run of 52 kills.

Gilbert, after losing his 24th bird, settled down, and from that
on shot a steady race, losing but one more bird, his 71st, and that
fell dead just over the boundary line. It was an unfortunate inci-

dent, however, as it cost him the race. The bird was a hard one,
and while the audience was naturally in favor of Elliott's winning
the crowd sympathized with the visitor, and he was complimented
by his victor and Kansas City friends on the stubborn contest
he had put up against the champion.

It was a shooting match worth going miles to see, and both
men made many remarkable kills that brought enthusiastic ap-
plause from the grand stand.
The weather was ideal for the sport, a light wind blowing across

the traps occasionalljf. The birds generally were old, strong-
flyers, and were accredited with being better than an average lot

by th^ experts. There were of course occasional duffers, but as a
whole they were up and away at the fall of the trap. Gilbert used
his second barrel at nearly every bird, but it was more from habit
than necessity, and was shot generally as a precautionary measure.

Chris Gottlieb acted as referee of the match by special request:
James Whitfield was the official scorer and W. V. Rieger pulled
the traps.

' Elliott used his favorite Winchester pump gun, and his loads
were 42grs. of Hazard powder and l%oz. of No. 7% Tatham
chilled shot in a Leader shell.

Trap score type—Copyright, igoo, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

JAR Elliott... 2 111 -2 222211211221222 2221 2-25

222 2 1 2 2121111212112221*1 2-24

2211122212 2 1 11211112 1 221 1—25

112122211212 2 121 1122 1 211 1—25—99

Fred Gilbert 2 2222 2 22222222222 2 22222 0 3-24

222222222 2 2 2 222 2 22222222 1-25

vTT^i—

—

>^-*^/^-^^^lr^/^ ixf"\'^/^^'\^
12212222 2 22222222222*222 2—24

i/H\ fc//\ \ T <- t / ^"S«<- tx/^ \ \/
22211222 2 221121222122222 2—25 98

Sportsmen's Review Cop.

Oct. 3.—The Elliott-Gilbert match of to-day was nearly a repeti-
tion of yesterday's great battle. Elliott successfully defended the
title by a score of 99 to 97. While Gilbert lost one more bird to-
day, he did not miss any, all three of his lost birds falling dead
out of bounds. This was also true of Elliott's lost bird, which
made a difference of $60 to Bob Elliott, who had recklessly bet
$10 against |50 that Jim would make a straight score. He won a
bet on 98.

Jim Elliott's great form of the past few weeks has inspired every-
body with confidence, and every dollar of Gilbert money was
snapped up quickly.
The weather conditions were practicallv the same as those of

yesterday, excepting that it was a trifle" warmer, and the birds
hardly so fast to fly.

Gilbert was the first to miss, losing" his 4th bird, a fast left-
quartermg driver, which fell dead in the bleachers. He dropped
another m the second 25, losing the 46th, a left-quarterer that made
a wide sweep and escaped the first load. Fred hit him hard with
the second, but he carried the load over the flags. All this time
Jmi was plugging away steadily, killing his birds dead with center
shots with the first barrel, and kept this up until he had scored
70 straight kills; then he lost his next bird, a fast, left-quartering
driver that was hit hard with both barrels, but was strong enough
to wiggle out. When he did strike the ground he bounced up
and stayed where he next hit the ground. Gilbert was shooting a
strong race, but had the misfortune to lose another his 80th bird
a regular duplicate of Elliott's only lost one, which fluttered over
the boundary line, where it dropped dead.

VV. V. Rieger refereed the match, and Tames Whitfield scored
Ijie score:

Trap score type—Copyright, iqoo, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

Fred Gilbert ,.,222* 2 2222222222 2 !! 2222 2 2 2 2-24

2222 2 22222222 2 222222*222 2—24

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2-25

2 2 2 2 * 2 2 2 9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 - 24 - 9^

.2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2-25

^i\i^/'';»-4^-*7'\-»Ti/-*->^^^-^K T/«^221122211121121111122 2 2 2 1—25

1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 11 1 1 1 1 * 2 2 2 v;—24

1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 ) « 2 I 1 2 2 2 25 09

James Whitfield.

JAR &,\\iotl.

Herroa Hill Gun Club.

PnTSBURG, J'a.. Oct. 1.—The live-bird season of the Herroit
Hill Gun Club opened to-day. A silver cup in a 20-bird contest
was the mam event. This was won by W. S, King, who killed
straight alone, shooting from the 30yd, mark. The scores:

First event, 5 birds:

Bennett, 28 12122—5
Cleveland, 27 21121—5
Hays, 26 02102—3

McPherson, 27 22222—5
A H King, 30 121:22—5W S King, 30 222W_5
Second event, 20 birds:

McPhet-son 12222122202222222222—19

c i--'"^- 22222221232120222022—ISw b King 22222122222222222222—20
'7"nett 22122111122222222120—19
Cleveland 11102211200101212211-^16

•« 02022201000020001122—

m

The. Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach iis at the
latest by Monday anfl as rriuch earlier as practipsble,

The Elmer Ncal Shobt.

Blqomfield, Ind.—Among the notable and most pleasant shoot-
ing events of the year must be recorded the three-day tournament
given by Mr. Elmer E, Neal, at Bloomfield, Ind,, Oct. 2, 3 and 4.

Owing to other engagements in various States, the attendance wa.'.

not so large as it should ha-»e been, and fell considerably below
Mr. Neal's expectations. But it was truly good to be with tiie

genial, jovial "Black Diamond Chief" and his associates in the
fine old State of Indiana, and fO'r all who were there the wce'c
was well spent.
Targets were thrown on the .Sergeant system, and tlicrc was nui

a balk anywhere in the programme.
The shooting range is located on a handsome plot, facin,g the

west, one mile east of town, and an excellent turnpike road makes
it easy of access. The genial Jack Parker was on hand and
managed, with Mr. Neal the executive and financial end of the
shoot.

First Day^ Oct. 2.

The weather was fair, but with a high temperature that r.iade ihe
work warm in more than one sense during a good portion ot the
day. These conditions prevailed without variation through the
week. On the first day's programme Rolla Heikes won high
average, with W. R, Crosby second and C. W. Budd third. Mr.
Budd made the long run of the day, with 44 straight. The seorcs
follow:

Events : 1
Targets 15

Stipp 13

Squires 13

Heikes 15
Trimble 14
Tripp 14
>,'eal 16
De Long 13
Hughes 13
Meyers 11
BLake ...11
Riehl 11
Yakev 13
Budd' 14
Crosby 13

Giaharn 13

Burnside 13
Markle
Ellis ..

2 3
15 20
12 15

13 18

15 19

15 20
13 18
15 18
14 15
14 20
14 17

12 16
14 19
11 15

n 20
15 19
12 16

11 18
.. 6

4 5
20 15
17 n
15 14
20 14
14 12
16 11
18 14
17 13
18 13

17 14
17 13
18 15
13 12

18 11
18 13
12 14
17 14

6 7
15 20
12 20
15 20
14 20

15 19
12 17
13 19
13 17

10 19
15 19
15 18
13 18
9 13
14 19
15 19
12 17

12 18

8 9

20 15
17 12
18 15

IS 15
17 10
18 11
15 14

19 12
18 13
19 10
19 14
16 14

10 11 12
15 20 10
11 18 8
12 18 18
15 18 S
15 18 10

11 16 10
14 17 10
13 17 7

14 20 9

13 18 9
13 16 10
13 17 10

20 15
15 14
16 12

M 14

14 19 8
14 20 S

11 12 6

13 17 ft

7 10

Total
166
182
191
ii!,'

167
182
170
181
17G
174
178
86

IS-t

185
K.3
190

6

17

Second Day, Oct. 3.

(_)n the second day an occasionally stiff breeze affected the
scores adversely, but Charlie Budd came to the front for first place,
while Ralph Trimble was second and Elmer Neal third. The
score:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets 15 15 20 20 15 15 20 20 15 15 20 10 Total.

Stipp 13 12 17 15 13 12 14 16 112
Squires 14 14 17 18 15 12 16 18 13 14 17 7 175
Heikes 13 13 20 16 15 13 18 19 13 14 18 10 182
Trimble 12 14 19 19 14 14 20 20 14 13 19 10 188
Tripp 11 11 20 16 15 14 18 20 11 15 18 9 178
Neal 13 15 19 19 15 15 19 17 12 14 19 9 185
De Long 10 9 17 19 12 10 14 14 12 13 19 8 157
Blake 11 15 17 17 14 13 17 17 14 13 16 9 172
Eiughes 12 9 16 20 14 13 20 20 13 15 19 10 181
Meyers 11 10 17 13 13 12 15 13 104
Budd 15 15 20 18 14 14 ^ 19 14 14 19 9 191
Burnside 11 13 19 15 13 13 19 14 11 11 18 9 166
Crosby 15 8 19 20 14 15 20 18 15 15 16 9 184
Riehl 12 15 17 19 12 13 17 18 13 12 17 8 173
Graham -.13 7 IS 12 15 9 19 15 9 11 16 8 152
Par.ker 10 13 15 18 13 15 17 17 11 12 19 9 169
Wolford 6 7 13
Bledsoe 10 3 13
Liv.enguth 13 11 19 16 13 13 16 17 14 13 20 10 175
Thompson 10 6 15 10 12 7 13 15 10 .. 14 8 120
- The sparrow programme called for 150 birds to the man for two
days. The birds were furnished by M. T. Hill, of Indianapolis,
and trapped by him from his own traps. However, on account
of a strike of workmen in the mines operated . by Mr. Neal. it

was decided by the shooters to run the two together, thus closing
the shoot Thursday evening.
That these 235 sparrows were shot by the men, in addition to an

extra at each end, is ample evidence that all worked smoothly and
well. The birds were a fine lot of lively little fellows, with not a
single sitter, and it wanted only a good wind to make this a . very
stiff game,

...
On the first day's lot of 150 birds, Budd was high man with

5 lost: Heikes and Neal tied for second with 6 each, and Riehl
next with 9, On that portion of the second day's programme shot,
including 85 birds, Riehl lost but 3, Neal 4 and Hughes 6. In
the sparrow programme Neal won first place with 223 scored, Budd
second with 222, and Heikes and Riehl tied for third with 219.
Five per cent, of purses was deducted for average moneys to the

eight high guns for the week; Charlie Budd won first, Heikes and
Neal tied for second, Hughes was third, Crosbv fourth, Riehl
fifth, Tripp sixth and Burnside seventh. The figures are sub-
joined:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Targets: 15 15 20 10 10 15 15 20 15 15 15 15 20 10 10 15 Total.

De Long 11 7 18 8 8 13 11 18 12 12
9 14 15 20 14 14 14 13 18 9 9 14 219
9 13 12 19 15 14 14 12 17 10 8 14 205
ft 15 15 IS 14 15 12 14 19 8 10 14 222
6 12 12 17 13 12 13 13 17 10 S 14 203
9 15 14 19 13 14 15 14 18 10 10 14 223
9 12 12 18 15 13 14 14 17 9 9 13 211
8 15 12 20 14 11 15 15 18 10 10 14 219
9 15 14 17 13 13 13 14 19 10 9 12 216
9 12 15 20 15 14 14 12 20 9 9 15 214

4 ,, ,. 25

Heikes 14 15 20
Crosby 14 12 17 5
Budd .......... 15 15 19 10
Voris 12 15 19 10
Neal 15 14 20 9
Burnside 15 14 19 8
Riehl 13 14 20 10
Tripp 15 15 18 10
Hughes 13 13 15 9
Graham 1110
High averages, three days:

Sparrows, Targets, Total,
Budd 222 375 597
Neal 225 369 592
Heikes ...219 373 592
Hughes ..214 362 576

Sparrows. Targets.
Crosby .,,205 369
Riehl 219 351
Tripp 216 345
Burnside ,,211 336

Total.
574

570
561
547

A Pleasant Pow-Wow.
Mr, Neal, in his ever happy manner, invited a company of

special friends, including the Indians in attendance, to take dinner
at his liappy home Wednesday evening. This, it is hardlv neces-
sary to add, was one of the most pleasant features of the week,
both in the present enjoyment it afforded and the glad remem-
brances which it leaves with those who were there. The feast at
Mr. and Mrs. Neal's hospitable board and the hours that fol-
lowed in association with that fine family circle will stand recorded
in the imperishable tablets of tribal fsillle.

Elliott—Parmelee.

Appended are the scores of the Elliott- Parmelee race for tlic
Republic cup, at Omaha, Neb., recently:

JAR Elliott 2222112221121121121221111—25
2212222*20212212212121122—23
2222122222222222212201121—24

^ „ 2222122222022112221221221—24—96
F S Parmelee 2222222022222222222222222—24

2222022222222222222202222—24
'2222222220222222222222202—23
''222222222322222222222222*—24—95

F. C. Riehl.

Illinois Gun Club.

Springfield, 111,—Thursday, Oct. 4, was the regular slub shout
at 25 targets over magautrap, and sixteen shooters faced the traosm this event.

Class A had six representatives, and the prize in this class was
captured by G. T. Hall on the excellent score of 24. Smith andBogardus gave Mr. Hall a hard chase for front end honors but
landed one target short. ' '

Mrs. Butler and Mr, Richardson tied in Class B, and Mrs Butler
was awarded the prize through the courtesy of Mr. Richardsonwho waived his chances in favor of tlie lady. Mrs. Butler shot
a very pretty race, centering her targets in fine stvle, and if she
continues to improve at the same rate as her scores show for the
past six months, will develop into one of the best lady target shots
in this country,

Geifert won in Class C after shoot-oflf with Dr. Hazell. Ap-
pended are the scores:

Class A: Hall 24, Capt. Smith 23. A. H. Bogardus 23, A W.'
Butler 21, Stickle 20, Klingensmith 19.

Class B: Richardson 20, Mrs. Butler 20, Call 19 Dr. Kerr 18.
Class C: Geifert 16, Dr. Hazell 16, J. H. Sikes 12, U. G. Moore 9,

Chas. Schuck 10, Chas. Schuck, Jr., 12.

CuAS. T. STicKtE, 'Sec'y-

Trap Arownd Reading".

liormsvovn, Pa., Oct. 6. -The first annal target shoot of the
'I'win City Gun Club, <if Royersford and Spring City, was held to-
cay, the crowd being rather light. The scores follow:

i-.v<:ins: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Jjirgets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

8 10 8 9
9 8
9 7
5 6
6 8

4

7 7 6 6 6
8 9
9 9

7 9
8 9
5 10
4 4

9 10 7
9 8 10
9 9 7
3 4 4
4 4 6

8 8
9 9
8 9
6 6

target events, entrance will be shot, and a -large shoot
pected. Shooters taking the Womelsdorf car at Fifth anc
heading (.car with red flag going west), will go direct to s
grounds, which are at Hamily's Hotel, Sinking Spring

Johnson 9
Smith 10
Crothers 7
r.uck 7
Miller S
I loll man 9
nines '.

,5 . . 7
Wunder 5 ,

.

N ocum 1
I 'llman ..

'2 '5 "4
^!

".

-''••adley 2 5 & 7 '9
's

V'lmer g 3 ^, 3 3 4
ytiay „ .. .. .. 6 4 5
Reading, Pa,. Oct, 6,—The target shoot to be held on the

grounds of the Independent Gun Club, of Sinking Spring, on Sat-
urday, Oct, 20, IS expected to be a well attended shoot, as thenumber ot tickets sold to date is away above the number that had
been expected. Harry Coldren, the well-known wing shot of
Reading, is placing a fine $80 Parker gun up as first prize. The
tickets are lo targets for $1, Besides sweepstake events, all 15-
target events^ .?1 entrance wiU^ be shot, and a -large shoot is ex-

id Penu,
shooting

,-, , , , , , , . 7 1 - Spring. ' Mr,
( oldren has secured Arthur A. Fink, of Reading, to manage 'the
events. Loaded shells for sale on grounds. Any information
address .Manager Fink, 426 Franklin street, Reading Pa
Harrisburg, Pa,, Sept. 22.—The annual fall target and live-bird

ti.urnament of the Eastmere Gun Club, of this city, held to-day,
was a success. Jack made two straight scores in the target events
while C. Whiteman won the 15-bird race. The scores of the live-
bird events follow:

No. 1, 15 birds:
liurnham .... .202222222222222—14
Jack 111120110112010—11
Bvers ,220221101202111—12
W Stephvens. ,2*2102212221220—12
F Clark 220202222202220-11

No. 2, 10 live birds:
G Hoffman 1112122112—10W Stephvens 22212nUl—18
Metzgar 1001022100— 5
Wilson 1212211222—10
Burnham 2221112111—10
C Whiteman ,1210211112-- 9

Target events; money divided 40, 30, 20 and 10
Events:
Targets

;

Pairnham 10 17
Kreuger 12H .Stephvens >>

Wilson ..220222222222222—14
Fields 121111112122100—13
Kreuger 11122211222122*—14
Ray 222220101011111—12
C Whiteman...121122112112121—15

Kreuger 1122211000— 7
J Whiteman .T121211110— 9
Fields 1122222210—

9

F Clai-k 0022222222— 8
Ray 1111201210— 8

Parker
Sprout

Murnane
Jack
Dietrich ,

Hummel .

Ball

Bcrgstresser
Captain
Detweiler .

,

Byers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
15 20 25 20 15 25 20 20
10 17 24 17 15 22 IS 18
12 19 23 17 11 20 19 IS
10 17 20 14 14 21 15 13
12 10 21 18 10 19 19 17
6 11 11 14 14
9 16 22 ii 14 22 17 * «

13 13 18 16 10 12
S 12 17 i4
13 14 19 16 9 21 15
10

16
14 16
17 14 19 15

17 21 16 13 25 26 15
17
9

21 17 10 21 -14 15

17 is 12 H 18 12 13
15 12 10 16 15

12 7 11

16

DUSTEK.

13

14

Keystone Sliooting League.
IIOLMESSURG Junction, Pa., Oct, 6.—In the second contest of

the series for the championship of the Keystone Shooting League
at Holmesburg Junction on Oct. 6 John Vandergrift and John
Brewer killed their 10 birds straight. The weather was sultry, and
the birds were slow in consequence.
The contest is open only to club members, and is at 10 birds

per man, handicap rise, no entrance, although there is an optional
sweepstake of |2,50,

F, M, Hobbs had a clean score up to his last bird, which he
succeeded m bringing to the ground with the second barrel, butwhen the dog went after it it proved to have life enough left to
escape over the fence.
Seven men finished with scores with one miss—Henry H B

.Stevenson, Budd, Davis, Whitaker, Hobbs and W N Stevenson—
while Van Loon and O. K, Stevenson finished in the eight elass
Three live-bird sweeps were contested. The first was at 5 birds,

and was won by Vandergrift and Budd, each having clean scores
In tlie .second event at 5 birds Henry, Vandergrift and Smith
killed straight. The third sweep was a Hiiss-and-out Henry Budd
and Brewer dividing the purse on 9 kills.

'

The wind-up for the day was a team match at targets between
Dr. Darby, W. N Stevenson, Ridge and Sanford, and Hobbs,O. K. Stevenson. \an Loon and A. C. Stevenson, 25 targets oerman. Dr. Darby s team winning by the score of 83 to 76 The
score follows:

Club shoot:
Henry. 30. 1121110212- 9 O K Stevenson, 29.0212222021— 8Vaii^nft, 30 2111111121-10 Budd, 30 ....1122102212-9H B ^-/enson, 29.1222221102— 9 Davis, 29 ..2211122201—9
Sanford, 29 *202201122— 7 Whitaker, 28.. .....2122221011—

9

bitzgerald, 28 0212220010— 6 Darby, 29. ....... .01+2022221—

7

Van Loon, 28 0220222222— S Schcnck, 27 *102000020- 3
Smith, 29 *2122122*0- 7 Hobbs, 30.... 2222221220-9
Brewer, 30 2212211222-10 W N Stevenson, 30,2222220222-

9

- Sweepstake event, 5 birds, 30yds. rise, ?2 entrance: Vandergrift
o, Budd 5, Henry 4, Brewer 4, Smith 4,

Sweepstake event, 5 birds, 30yds. rise: Henry 5, Vandergrift 5
Smith 5, Brewer 4, Budd withdrew.

'

Miss-and-out event, SOyds, rise, .$2 entrance: Henry 9, Budd 9.Brewer 9, Van Loon S, Davis 7, MOiitaker 6, Vandergrift 4, Smith 2
I he team race at 25 targets per man had members and scores as

lollows:

^'^x
Stevenson 18, Ridge 23, Sanford 23; total 83

Hobbs 23. O, K, Stevenson 23, Van Loon 17, A. C. Stevenson
13; total 76,

In tlie opening live-bird shoot of the fall and winter season, held
^,?r ^.^"r^P Club, on its grounds, at Davia Island,

Mr, VV. b. King, the famous trap shot, won the silver cup in themam 20-bird event, making a straight score from the 30yd, mark

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

?Jobcl*s Ballistite Powdef in a Hot and Damp Clmate.
Last October I took out a supply of Ballistite cartridges to

Salvador, Central America, where the climate is bad enough to
find the weak points of a nitro powder, with the temperature
varying from 67 to 110 degrees in the shade and a heavy dew at
night, even during the dry weather. During the wet season the
extremes of temperature remain much the same, but the at-
mosphere is so humid that everything fcacomes mildewed at once.
In spite of this and the variation of temperature I never found
one of Ballistite cartridges m.iss or hang 'fire, though some of my
friends using other smokeless compounds had not such a for-
tunate experience.~G, H. Ziegler in London Field.
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ROBINSON—OGDER
The present number of Forest and Stream will bring

sadness to many a heart. Richard L. Ogden and Rowland
E. Robinson, two of the oldest, the dearest and the ablest

of the correspondents of Forest and Stream, have passed

over to the great majority. The pages- that once knew
them so well will not again charm the reader with their

delightful pens. The loss to Forest anq Stream and to

its readers is as wide as the continent, for Ogden died

on the shore-s of the broad Pacific, while Robinson passed

away among the green hills where his boyhood days were
spent.

Captain Ogden was a sportsman of the old school, ener-

getic, virile, hospitable—himself a lover of pleasure and
delighting to give pleasure to others. He was devoted to

sport, in its theory and in its practice, and to him sport

meant what it would be expected to mean to such a man,
and had none of the meanings which in these later days

have often come to degrade the word. He was -an honest,

cheery, loyal gentleman, who possessed the gift of telling

frankly and most charmingly his beliefs and his experi-

ences,' and it is not too much to say that some of the

letters from his pen that have appeared in Forest and
Stream have been as popular as those of any writer.

Robinson on his part was a lover of nature and familiar

with all her varying moods. He possessed unequaled

powers of description. Keen eyed as a trained naturalist,

he recorded his observations in language so tender, grace-

ful and poetic that the reader not only saw what the writer

saw, but shared the writer's high thoughts. Nor was
it nature alone—as we understand the word—that Robin-

son studied ; for in the characters in his books, with

which we are all so familiar, he has revealed to us types of

manhood and womanhood which exist: to-day, as they

have existed for more than a century, among the moun-
tains of Vermont an4 New Hampshire. Uncle 'Lisha,

Sam Love!, Antoine and Cap'n Hill are characters that

will not die, and to many readers all over this broad

land, and, indeed, in other climes—for where has New
England not sent her sturdy sons?—they. are as real as if

we had seen them in the flesh, grasped their hard hands
and heard their drawling speech. .'

It is the personality of the men that at this time moves
us most;. We recall their kindliness, the large hearted-

ness that put them in close sympathy with their fellow

men; and so with their readers; the joyous fondness of

"Podgers" for the irrepressible small boy, and the delight

with which he narrated his mischievous adventures; the

tenderness of "Awahsoose," the heartiness with which
he threw himself into the lives of his characters, the

sweetness of his description of nature, and the kindly

humor which bubbled from his always cheerful spirit, and
which made him as dear to the friends and neighbors of

his home as he was to the most distant friends made
through Forest and Stream^ in China, or Japan, or merry
England. We reprint—for we shall all be glad to read it

again—the pleasing picture of Mr. Robinson in his home
as Mr. Buriiham found him on a visit to Ferrisburgh two
years ago.

May the earth rest lightly on the frames which held

these genial souls.

ROWLAND EVANS ROBINSON.

Tuesday morning of this week brought a letter jidst-

marked Ferrisburgh, Vt., Oct. 15, and bearing the word
"Urgent." The endorsement told what was within, even

before the seal was broken and the contents were read

:

"I know you will grieve with us when you know that

father died this afternoon. He seemed just to go to

sleep, and we were all with him. Even now we cannot
help being thankful that he i.s out of pain at last. He
had failed very fast since last Wednesday night, and
suffered greatly."

So the end- has come; and Robinson has passed away.
We of the great Forest and Stream family may mourn
for a loss which is very real and very personal to each one
of us, and we may grieve with those who are to-day sor-

rowing for their dead ; but for him we cannot grieve.

For to him. after long suffering, patiently borne, peace
ftrjd rest have come at last.

Mr. Robinson "Was widely known and beloved as a

writer, and his books have an assured and permanent
place in the literature of New England. But that which
is best worth recording of him and holding up to the ad-
miration of the world and cherishing of him in this, that

in the face of difficulties which would have dismayed and
discouraged one of weaker fiber, and under the ever

present stress of constant physical suffering, he was
buoyed up with a courage, a fortitude and a triumphing
of spirit over body, which were as admirable as they were
marvelous. In these days of heroes self-proclaimed over
the land, this man. in his retired farmhouse in New Eng-
land, was living a life whose every day and hour partook
of the heroism of which humanity stands most in need.

Mr. Robinson was born in 1833 in Ferrisburgh, Vt., and
with the exception of a brief period spent in New York
city, he had always lived in the old homestead. He came

ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.

of Quaker stock, and was a farmer, as his father had been
before him. Of his youth we all know, for he has written
of it :n many a reminiscent chapter in the Forest and
Stre.\m (we printed one only last week) ; and we have
always liked to fancy that in Sam Lovel, as painted by
Robinson, there was much of Robinson himself. We
know that the boy had a keen eye for the things of
nature—the leaf and the flower, the fern and the forest
moss, the lichen and the fungus; all these, the thousand
and one phenomena of day amd night, the ways of the
wood folk, were observed and learned with a thorough-
ness which were an abiding comfort to him in those after
years when sight failed and he could see them only as
fixed in memory. When total blindness came, as it did
more than ten years ago, it seemed doubly pathetic that
one who took such keen delight in seeing things and
studying nature's ways should- thus have had the world
shut out from him. But as we once told him half-play-
fully, but trtily,. .he. had seen more of the outdoor world
in his seeing years than the average person would though
living with sight unabated far beyond the allotted three
score years and ten. And as he had seen, so he ra.ade'

others see through the magic of his pen. It was a con-
tinual marvel that this man, propped up in bed, and in

the 4ark, could, picture the woods and the marsh and the
skies so vividly that by a graphic, illuminating touch he
could bring before the eye of the reader the thing as it

ffZSj and as author and reader both had s^efi i^:,

R. L. OGDEN.
Captain Richard L. Ogden passed away at his home in

.San Francisco on the 3d of this month. The end came

peacefully; it was, they said, practically the sinking away
of old age, the pai'ting which comes when the earthy

tenement outworn and weak can no longer contain the

spirit.

Captain Ogden was the "Podgers" of Forest and
Stream. To the readers of this journal the news of his

death will bring pain, as it has to those in this office whose

privilege it was to have known him personally and to

have enjoyed his friendship.

R. L. Ogden was born in Otsego county, N. Y. His

father was a lawyer, and among the men whom he knew
in his boyhood was Chancellor Kent. Young Ogden had

all the enterprise and activity characteristic of a healthy

bodied and healthy minded American boy, and he had his

full share of youthful experiences, which were charmingly

related in after years in a series of reminiscences pub-

lished in the Forest and Stream. Once, drawn by the

glamor of the ring, he ran away from home to join a

circus, in due time to return to the parental roof, cured

for the time of wandering, but with no daunting of that

spirit which in after years prompted him to see the world,

and caused him to know so mu:c^ of the ways of men who
make up the world. At fourteen he entered the office of

his elder brother, Major E. L. Ogden, Assistant Quarter^

master U. S. Army, stationed at Buffalo. In 1852, going

to California, he entered the office of Major Robert Allen,

Quartermaster U. S. Army, as chief clerk and cashier.

Here he remaimed until the increase of the army, when
he was appointed First Lieutenant of the Fourteenth U. S,

Infantry. A few months later he was promoted Assistant

Quartermaster of the Department of the Pacific, a position

which he held for about ten years. This was during the

Indian wars in Arizona and the Northwest, when supplies

for the army for California, Arizona and Washington
were provided from San Francisco, and Captain Ogden
handled many millions of Government funds. It was
while occupying this position that he came into contact

with General Grant, and an incident occurred which
formed one of his favorite reminiscences.

During this time he was sent by the Government to

South America in a charter ship for a cargo of commis-.

sary and quartermaster supplies, and while waiting the

slow movements of the contractors he improved the op-

portunity to make an extended trip on mule back into the

interior and along the south coast, meeting with manj*

interesting adventures. At the close of the war he re-

signed his commission and went into business with W. C,

Ralston, president of the Bank of California, engaging

with him in extensive mining operations and industrial

enterprises until the death of Ralston. At the time of

the failure of the Bank of California much of Captain

Ogden' s fortune was lost when the Kimball Company
went down.

Captain Ogden organized the first company and opened

the first mine on the Comstock ledge, with J. D. Winters

as superintendent, and was afterward largely engaged in

operating the mines of the great Comstock ledge, being

associated with Flood, O'Brien, Latham and other

prominent mining people.

During his residence in California, for a period of

twenty years he was special correspondent of the New
York Times, and at a later period wrote to that journal

form Europe, China and Japan. Among the many enter-

prises in which he was engaged in a long and busy

life was the building of a schooner for trade in the Pacifie

Islands, on which he sailed, his own supercargo, and he

used to tell how he had been made king of one of the

islands, and was perhaps the only American eitizen wliq

could lay just claim to royal prerogatives. He used to

say jokingly that at some future day he should shakft^>ff

the shackles of civilization and go back to assume a mild

sway over his loyal subjects.

During his long army experience he met and was in--

timately associated with nearly all the officers of the old;

army, including Generals Grant, Hooker, Sedgwick, Mc-
pherson, Sheridan, Custer, Sherman, Cro<)k and. others.

Not many year& ago, while living in this -city,, he

comipleted the manuscript of a book of reminisceiicfis' of--

the old army, and one day he promised to bring this down
to .the Forest and Stream office. At the appointed time

he appeared with the intelligence that a chambermaid,

mistaking the manuscript for waste paper, had thrown
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it 6ii't ; nor could diligent search ever recover it. Those

who know the charm of Captain Ogden's style and the

interesting character of his reminiscences will ..understand

in. some measure what was lost to us when these stories

of the men and the scenes of the old army were destroyed,

' 'Captain Ogden was noted throughout the army for his

horses, dogs, guns and extensive sporting outfit, and with

these, then and in later years, as is told in our yachtnig

columns to-day, he was ever ready to equip his friends.

In, recent years, as he often wrote in his "Commentaries"

an^l^OREST AND STREAM, though he had lessened inclina-

tion to use his guns in the field, he delighted as much as

ever in the contemplation of their artistic perfection, and

He' iised. to confess that he could never pass the window

of a gun shop without stopping to admire the gvtns and

perhaps envy their possessors.

Always active in the promotion of sports, he was one of

the chief organizers of the San Francisco Yacht Club,

established the California Sportsmen's Club and social

clubs. He built the first ark, the favorite type of shoot-

ing boats with California duck marsh shooters, imported

foreign game birds, and bred high class dogs. All in

.all, he led an active and busy life, during which he man-

aged to travel extensively and to see much of the world

;

.he met with many adventurous experiences, and amassed

a' store of reminiscences for the unfailing entertainment

of his hosts of friends. It was this extended experience,

this wide knowledge of the world, this understanding of

human nature with its foibles which gave character to

Ms writings and made him for quarter of a century one of

the favorite- contributors to Forest and Stream. His

stories of field incidents, his.accounts of the many curious

pets he had made of wild animals, and his good natured

"Commentaries" on the writings of other contributors, all

these were of material and style that insured an interested

reading of whatever Avas printed over the signature of

Podgers. As a writer Podgers reflected the humor and

: ijihrewdness and kindliness which made his conversation

'^l;#a.ys interesting and his companionship so delightful

t. When Capt. Ogden was a clerk in the office of the

United States Quartermaster at San Francisco, in 1855,

Gen. U. S. Grant, then Captain Grant, having resigned

liis commission, left Oregon, where his command was

stationed, and set out to return to his farm near St.

iliouis. Mo. What happened upon Grant's arrivabin San

Francisco is told in the following extracts from Captain

Ogden's diary:

i':;As r was closing the office a shabbily dressed person

.'caihe in and inquired for Major Allen,^ Q. M:, who had
ijijst left. I did not at first recognize him, but on asking

if '1, could attend to the matter of his business with the

lij^jqr, he produced a certificate for per diern services

dii, a court-martial, which, of course, identified him.

TThe
;
certificate entitled him to about $40, but it

Av^is/ incorrectly drawn and virtually void, of . which
f^^t' I "informed him, and also that we were destitute of

lunis wherewith to pay it in any case, whereupon his

countenance fell, and a look of utter despair came over
it. Ho turned to leave the office, then hesitated a
;mdment and turning back asked me if I would allow him
to sleep "on the* old lounge in Major Allen's office in

the next room, for," .said he, "I have not a cent to my
name." I said, "You need not do that; here is a dollar

for your lodgings." He replied, "I am greatly obliged,

^but with your permission, I will use the dollar for my
dinner and breakfast and the lounge will save me the

dcillar." So he slept on the rickety old lounge, and I

found him there when I went to the office early in the
"rtibrning, and when I said, "You had a hard bed," he
:ir'ejilied, "Oh, I slept well, and saved my dollar."
'"' He said that the certificate was a matter of much
importance to him, as he had depended upon the amount
to pay for a steerage passage East, and without it he
'could not do it. I was so struck with his look of de-
;;j'e,Ction that I .said, "Well, I will cash the certificate

personally, and can send it back to Oregon for correc-
tion." His face brightened up at once, and signing the
visual voucher, he said, "I km greatly obliged to you
for the favor, and now I must go and get my ticket."
It occurred to me that I could help him in that direction,

;=*0d, possibly, and said, "I will go to the office with you,
• and may get you some concession." Walking over to
• the Pacific Mail Steamship office I left him outside, and
going in explained the case to Mr. Babcock. We were
"paying the company thousands of dollars for transpor-
tation and I frequently obtained concessions for officers
:in the way of free passes for their families, hence did
jnot hesitate to ask. Mr. Babcock in his prompt, off hand
^way, said, "What do you want?" 1 said as near a free
,pass as he could give in the cabin. He called to the
Mticket .clerk, Mr. Haven, and gave o'rders to issue a cabin
" ticket on payment, of the regular fare across the Isthmus,
> which the company had ' to pay for each passenger,
r which in his case was tantamount to a free pass to New
York. I came out of the office and announced my suc-

. •cess' to; Captain Grant, who, as a matter of course, was
jdehghted, as the arrangement left him with some little

money, fifteen dollars, in his pocket when he landed in
. New York to get home with.

4 ,1.Having occasion to go to the steamer to' see friends
j:<3ffi I met the Captain again and he showed me the nice
stateroom that had fallen to his lot, and said, "This is

,
great luxury and what I did not exoect, and I am in-
.debted to you for it," and adding, "the. prospect of -ever
being able to reciprocate is certainly remote, but strange
things -hapoen in this world, and there is nb knowing-rl
..f>i)ly-wish I could see the way to. do it, for you have been
verv' kind to me, when I had no claim upon you at all."
How Drophetic his words were we all can testify, nor

did he forget the favor, for when, later, I held a com-
mi^yion, an<3 was desirops of being ordered East, he was

asked by General Rufus Ingalls to indorse my appli-

cation, he did so, saying. "Have him ordered to your

staff of assistants." General Wright telegraphed' that I

could not be spared, hence I did not get East.

Subsequently when he became President, I was written

to by General Babcock. by his order, asking, me what

he could do for me, byt having no political ambition, i

^id "nothing."
, . .

I did not see him again irom the time I bade him

R. L. OGDEN.

good-bye on the steamer until. one day about a year be-

fore his death, I met him in the elevator in Wall street,

when he at once recognized me and shaking hands, said,

"Are you still living in San Francisco? And why did

you leave the army?" I said to better my condition. He
musingly remarked, "Perhaps some may by resigning,

but isn't it pretty much the case of the hare and the

tortoise?"

THE MOSQUITO MALARIA EXPERIMENTS.

Sevebai. months ago, during ihe discussion of the

mosquito malaria theory, first formulated by Dr. Manson,

ir was announced in the Forest 'and Stre:am that an in-

teresting experiment to test this theory was about to be

made in Italy. Dr. L. Sanbom and Dr. G. C. Low, of

the London School of Tropical Medicine, arranged to

spend the time from May to October in the most danger-

ous part of the Roman Campagna, near Ostia. This is a

situation where scarcely any individual spends the night

without contracting a virulent type of malarial fever.

These doctors were to. be exposed to the night air, to

drink the water, and to take no quinine, but to use the one

precaution of protecting themselves against the bites. of

the Anopheles—the malaria-carrying mosquito. This ex^

periment.has been going on since May, the investigators

living in a mosquito-proof house during the hours wheii

the mosquitoes feed—that is to say, from an "hour before

sunset until an hour after sunrise.

On Sept. 13 Prof. Grasst visited the investigators, and

having found their physical condition excellent, he sent

a telegram to Dr. Manson, congratulating him on the

results thus far reached. It thus appears that the ex-

periment, so far as it has gone, strongly supports the

mosquito theory of malar i,a.

Furtlier evidence is-given by a Dr. Elliott, a member of

an expedition sent out from England to investigate

malarial fevers in Nigeria. He states that the members
of the expedition, although having spent months in places

noted for their malarious character, have been perfectly

well. They have, however, 'bmti m.0St bareful in their

use of mosquito nets, and themselves attribute their

freedom from illness to this care. All this is negative

evidence of very strong character, but there is positive

evidence to be had also.

Dr. Manson's son, a young man who has never been in

a malarious country since childhood, has proved the con-
verse of what has been shown by the experiments of Dr.
Sanbom and Dr. Low. By escaping mosquitoes these
gentlemen escaped also malaria, but at Dr. Manson's re-

quest there were recently sent to London three cages of

the mosquito which carries malaria, which mosquitoes
had been fed in Rome on the blood of a patient suffering
from malaria. These mosquitoes were received in Lon-
don in three batches, the first one arriving early in July
and the others respectively in August and September.
Young Mr. Manson was bitten every second day by the
insects of each batcli until they died—a period usually of
about ten days. The subject of the experiment con-
tinued in excellent health until Sept. 13, when his tem-
perature began to rise, and he showed all the symptoms
of malarial infection of a double tertian type. Further
examination revealed the presence of the .malaria parasite
io .the young man's blood.. . - .

These experiments are of^ the highest Interest, and give
the greatest encouragement to further investigation.
They will undoubtedly be continued until results havr
been arrived at so iJefinite as to be of permanent an4
lasting- \s,hm to the rgce,

A Visit to Rowland Robinson's.
^_From Forest and Streamy Dec. 10, 1898.

The other day 1 made a jpilgrimage by boat and bicycle

to the home of the sage of the Little Otter. The house
stands on a rocky elevation, twenty or thirty rods back
from 'the main road, surrounded by a native growth of
oak and beech and hickory, except in front, where the
exotic locusts and Lombardy poplars mark the approach.
A mile away on either side are Lewis and Little Otter
creeks, and in front is Lake Champlain, though no water
can be seen from the house.
The principal feature of the landscape is the Adiron-

dack Mountain range, of which there is a magnificent
view. The house is a fine old mansion, the newer por-
tion dating back of the War of 1812, and the older part
antedating the Revolution.

Inside is a wealth of trophies and much interesting

and beautiful material of especial interest to sports-
men. There are arrow-heads and implements used by
the primeval hunters of the Champlain lowlands, and
bullet moulds and rifles of the white men who followed.
The antlers of a Vermont moose are over the door, and
near by are antlers of elk and deer. On the walls hang
half a dozen guns, and sketches and paintings of game
and fishing and shooting subjects abound. The atmos-
phere of the home is distinctly artistic, for not only masi-

ter and mistress have the talent for visual expression,
but also one of the daughters. Mrs. Robinson's oil paint-.,

ings of game are truthful and felicitous, but in father and
daughter the love of line, as exemplified in black and white
illustration, is the ruling motive.

In his latest book, "A Hero of Ticonderoga," is an
admirable portrait of Rowland E. Robinson. It is the
face of a strong, thoughtful and broad-minded man—-
a man who, despite the fact that he cannot see his sdr-

roundings, takes the keenest interest in every-day life,.-

and criticises men and events with a philosophy that is.

alike humorous and kindly. What the picture does not
describe is tlie good coloring and hardy physique of the
sixty-five-year-old six-footer,

Mr, Robinson does not strike you as being a blind
man. Certainly no one ^ever parted with eyesight more
gracefully.

In conversation his look follows the speaker, and there
is no feeling of anything out of the way or call foi-

sympathy or special attention that is sometimes so awk^
ward and constraining. Robinson is a born host, and
instinctively puts his guest at his ease.

Our conversation was largely about Forest a-nu
Stream. Mr. Robinson has a love of the paper nour-
ished by many years' friendship with its editors and con-
tributors. He mentioned them all by name, and in-

cluded Schember and Day, of the printing office force,

.

hut for fear I should leave some of these FoREstf .and
Stream friends out, I will not attempt to give the list.

Of two of the brotherhood who have gone to the "ma-

jority he made particular mention. One was UffOrd.
whose story of the Irishman treed by a pseudo grizzly

recurred to memory and furnished a good laugh, and the
other was O. O. S., , the quizzical humorist, who hid
tragic suf¥ering behind a jester's mask. Robinson cor-
responded with O. O.'S., and has one letter written two
days before the latter's death, which is as free from re-

pining or self-commiseration as the moon is of green
cheese.

Of himself Mr. Robinson said little, and he took more
interest in talking of what others had written than of

his own stories of the old Yankee frontier life. In a
general way I gathered that his first love had been for

drawing and illustration, rather than writing, and that
he had only taken up the pen when the pencil and brush
Avere denied him. He js a natural story-teller, as any
one who listens to him five minutes finds out, and his

keen, natural observation, strengthened by artistic train-

ing, has apparently gained in power indirectly through
his misfortune.- The little touches in his descriptions of
landscape or such a commonplace as the expression of

berries falling in the basket in "Ras'berrying in Danyis"
show the refinement of observation.
Sam Lovel, Mr. Robinson says, is a creation and not

a portrait, but the statement will .not make him any.

the less a portrait to those who have known the fox-
hunter and fisher on the Slang.

Sam Lovel is a character with whom most sportsmen
are acquainted, and to such the truth of the likeness is

a source of neverrfailing pleasure.

T arrived at the Robinson homestead before the family
had risen from dinner, and was shown into the old-

fashioned dining room, about which was that air of

homeliness and hospitality that seems the special property
of old houses. I had already dined, but was persuaded
to take some bread and honey, and then some mushrooms
but lo and behold ! when the time came the mushrooms
were all gone. Mr. Robinson said the incident reminded
him of the case of an old Quaker lady at whoSe house
a visitor arrived cold and wet after a long drive.

"Thee are cold and wet," said the old lady, "Thee
needs spirits; won't thee have spirits? But we haven't
any spirits in the house."
As it turned out, however, the case wasn't a parallel.

Some fresh mushrooms were put on and cooked and
served up on toast, deliciously hot and appetizing, and'
better than any I had ever eaten before.

I happened to allude to the fact that Mr. Robinson
was called Judge Robinson on the New York side of
Lake Champlain, and the fact amused him greatly. "Thtse
people over here don't appreciate me," he said, with a
smile

;
"they're more apt to call me Rowl, or any old nick-

name, than Judge."
"But aren't you a judgei?" I asked. -

.

"No," said "Robinson, "not that I know.of."
Somp one ."suggested . that the: :title.; might have been

given in an honorary way, and: thert .Mrs-.. '.Robinson's
brother, wbo is an old-time. Colorado fron'tiersman, s.aid,,

"Why. Rowland, you're a Justice of the Peace, aren't "you?
In parts of New York State they call a justice Judge.
You'd better move across the lak? and gr->t the benefit of
your titlf,"

J, B. BiTRNHAM,
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short session desirable, and our arrangements for ttic

hunt were speedily perfected. . , ,

Xhe old man took his departure assuring Jfe
that he

would "be on han' wid de boy an' de dawgs at des good

"^M^ith knowledge enough of ^he sport of possum

ing with enthusiastic devotees to know that it thoroughly

tefted a sportsman's staying qualities and bore a ^ery

strong resemblance to hard work I loafed through the

day and took a long nap in the afternoon.
,

Shortly after the lamps were lighted the hunters ami

dogs were heard coming up through the gfo^^
There

wal shouting and blowing of horns, mingled with the

dear l^gle calls of the hounds, which was speed.ly

answered from the barn lot by the two house dogs.

The noise grew in volume, as every negro and everj

dog tried to make himself heard above all the rest, and

finally reached a climax when the farm manager stepped

out on his porch and split the air with three or four

rebel yells in quick succession.
j t, .

I expected to find a dozen or more men and boys

when I joined them a few moments later but found

Uncle Bob's party to consist only of himself and two

boys, Morgan and Jeff by name, and three large black

and tan hounds. .

r

They were in high glee over the success of their ar-

rival, and . seemed to think that the row they had suc-

ceeded in kicking up r<^fle.cted great c*idit on all con-

cerned.

The start was made from the overseer's house, he ac-

companying us, making it a party of five.

Only the three hounds were allowed to go, the other

dogs being safely tied lip, as they would only interfere

with the trained dogs.

No weapons were carried, unless two axes could be

so classed, but a lantern was included in the outfit at

rav special request
We made for the thick timber down along the river,

and the dogs were set to work with a "Hi dahr ^ boys,

git 'long wid yo'- an' preceed to hump yo'self's," from

Uncle Bob.
Reaching the Hver where it was

,
spanned by a foot

log we sent Morgan across first with the lantern to light

the way. Half way over he slipped, and with a fright-

ened yell fell into the river.

The light was extinguished, so we could only' judge
what was taking place by the sounds.

There was a terrible commotion in the water—cough-
ing, snorting and blowing—then we heard sounds that

indicated an arrival at the opposite bank of the river

by the unfortunate boy. "Is yo' wet?" the old man called

out.
" 'Cose I'se wet, pappy," was the reply in a querulous

tone, "an' I mo's drown-ded too."

Owing to our light being out we concluded it was
best to take no chances, so all got down and "cooned"
the log.

Arriving on the other side we found Morgan shivering
in his wet clothes, and concluded to build a fire and dry
him off.

But just as we started in to gather wood for that
purpose one of the dogs struck a trail near by, and in a
moment we were all in full cry after him, down through
the dark woods.
The other dogs quickly took up the trail, and led the

yelling crowd of hunters at top speed.
The pace was too hot for a tenderfoot, and I soon

fell behind, but enthusiastic and excited, continued to

't^n as best I could through thfe tJiick woods after my
companions, guided by the noise, tmtil I came to grief.

A vine caught my foot and threw me over a fallen

tree, knoclcing all the enthusiasm' and most of the breath
out of rati'.

When I finally regained my fe«t and found my hat I

tould hfcar nothing but the faint baying of the dogs in

the distance.

Taking the direction as well as I could, I made a fresh

start.

Aftfer I had fallen over or run into everything at all

prominent on my route, and was becoming both ex-
hausted and discouraged, I noticed a change in the
voices of the dogs, and pausing a moment to listen found
ihat they had treed.

Encouraged by this fact I made another run, and with-
out serious mishap soon came up with them.
Men and dogs were gathered around a slim oak tree,

not over a foot in diameter, and tlie excitement of both
had reached the highest pitch.

They had, ' appatcintlj^ forgotten me, and seemed
surprised when I joined them. "Hit a possum," Uncle
Bob was saying in reply to a question, "an' a- fat one,
too, lem-me tell yo':"

The tree was favorable to climb, and Morgan was soon
swarming up for the purpose of shaking out the possum.
Meanwhile I sought information as to how Uncle Bob

knew it was a "possum" and "fat."

"Knew by de way de dawgs run de trail dat it vv^as

possum, 'stid of coon, an' it fat cause it dim' little tree."

And he was right, for the next moment the dogs were
worrying a big fat possum that sounded like a sack of
meal when it struck the ground after being shaken loose
from the limb on which it had taken refuge,

"If that had been a coon we would- have' had fun," said
the farm manager.
"Well Suh," said Uncle Bob, "seein' coon fiten' de dogs

is good fun, but eatin' fat possum is sho' bettah ob'cose.
I is goin' to show yo' gentl'm'ns what my dawgs kin
do ef we duz fin' a coon, but fat possum is plenty
good 'nuf for me."
We worked back toward the low bottom by the

river where the timber was tall and the prospect best
for coons, for I had a strong desire to see a set-to be-
tween the three splendid specimens of the canine tribe

and a well developed coon.
Our progress was necessarily slow, as Morgan left

the lantern to its fate when he fell in the river, but we
soon got on what Uncle Bob pronounced "Ole man
coon's stampin' groun'."
Soon off to our right we heard a sharp quick bark,

followed by a long clear call. This was promptly an-
•swered by short eager barks of interrogation from the
other two dogs. In a few moments all three dpgs were
in full cry on a hot scent.
"Dat sho' is game," said Uncle Bob, " 'cause ole

Bustah opened de ball. Hoi' on, hoi' on; dey is comin'
dis way. Whoope-e! boys, talk to ura."
They were, coming in our general direction a,nd soon

pa.ssed near .us. .

"Coon, pappy, coon," shouted Jeff, who was the nearest
one to them as chey passed by

;
"dey runnin' de logs."

The farm manager explained that the coon always
traveled along all logs and faillen trees on his route.

• We fell in behind the dogs, and I soon fell far behind
everybody, but finally arrived on the scene of action just
as the boys were beginning with their axes on a big
poplar tree in which the coon had taken refuge. Stand-
ing on opposite sides of the tree they were making the
chips fly with as much apparent precision as though
working by bright daylight. ,

The other two hunters were lining, out .the- direction in
which the tree would fall. Noticing'itiy arrival Uncle
Bpb came to me with the request that 1 hold the dogs, so
that the four might chop turn about and get the tree
down in short order, assuring me that it was no trouble
as the dogs understood it. Taking me off some distance
from the body of the tree, and calling th.e:,dogs, he pro-
ceeded to post and instruct me,
•The dogs seemed to understand what was exr-"-ted

of them, and took position at once huddled up .ose
together.

^ ^
"Now, Suh," said my instructor, "de tree goin' fall dis

way, but hit won' com' fah nuf to hut yo', Suh. De
coon he jump des quick as de tree lite, en des den you
mus' leg-go de dawgs; but pleas'. Suh, don' let dem go
twel de tree is good down, caus' dey sho' to run undah
de tree an' git killed. Dey will rast'l wid yo' a little bit
w'en de firs' crack come, en ef de tree crack loud an' fall

slow dey will buck some, but dey won' bite yo' nar}'
bit, an' so please, Suh, don' yo' let 'em loos' too soon,
or else I lo's de bes' houn' dawgs in de whol' Nunited
States. I des sho' will."

Then seating me upon my heels imrhediatelv behind
and partly upon the middle hourid,' he put one of my
arins around the neck of a dog on each side and bid
me draw them close together until I could clasp my
liands under the throat of the middle dog.
They full3' understood the arrangement, and assisted

me by crowding up as close together as possible, so four
of us could have been covered by a shooting jacket.
My position was fairly comfortable, and I felt as

though I had purchase enough to hold a team of mules.
I was not altogether easy in my mind about the big

tree that was being felled my way, as 1 feared the old
man's estimate might be incorrect, and it might fall on
me, but the thought of the highly prized dogs I held
was somewhat reassuring. The old man might have
taken some chances on my safety, but not on the dogs'.
The chips flew as they, in turn, plied their axes, and

as each large chip struck the ground the three dogs
whined in concert and shook with excitement.

,
Before it seemed possible that the choppers were near

through their work, the tree gave a ^arp crack of
warning. .

Instantly the three dogs rose as one straight into the
air on their hind feet, bringing me up standing. My
grip held, and as the sound was not immediately re-
peated, they sank back into their former position.

I proceeded to tighten up my grip and commend myself
on my development of back and bicep muscles. Hold-
ing three big, strong fighting dogs was proving an
easier task than expected.

Another crack of the tree brought us all four up
standing, only to drop quietly back into our formed
position, showicig conclusively to my mind that the dogs
fully recognized that I was master of the situation.
A volley of cracks, accompanied by a sound of rend-

ing and breaking, came next, and the big tree started
down with a rush. I heard one of the boys call out,
"•Stan' clear; she's a-comin'," and strained my ears to
hear the first limb strike the ground, so as to loose the-
clogs at exactly the right moment. They were not jump-
ing and struggling as I had expected, but were cowering
close to the ground in a bunch, having, I concluded,
recognized the utter futihty of their struggles against
my restraining arm.
The sense of smell has long been supposed to be the

liound's strongest point. This is an error; he hears
even better than he can smell. When the first leaf on the
longest limb of that falling tree touched the ground all

three of those black and tan bunches of steel springs set
with hair triggers heard it, ?ind it fired them simulta-
neously. They shot straight up with a force that would
have broken the strongest log chain ever forged. My
vaunted strength offered about as much resistance as a
cardboard wad over 3^ drams of E C in a cylinder bore.
But I was faithful to my trust; I did not let go.

Straight up *n the air I went, turning over at least
once,, for I remember to have seen the stars shining
down into my face. I thought at the time I was above
the tree tops, but presume that was a mistake, due to
my excitement.
By rare good luck I did not strike a stump or root,

but fell flat on my back in the soft woods earth, with my
feet almost in the top of the felled tree. I was badly
sliaken up and profoundly surprised, but had no time
given me even to take stock of damage. This surprising
act, which I believed and fervently hoped to be my
"grand finale," was only the "curtain raiser." As I
struck the ground I heard, mingled with the heavy artil-
lery and fireworks of my fall, the crash of limbs as the
big tree settled down and something heavy struck me
about midships and slid to my breast. Before I could
hazard a guess as to what it was the tree bounced off the
ground and fell full l.ength on me—at least that was my
impression. What really happened was this: The coon,
a monster and dead game, jumped when the tree struck
and lit by chance on me. The dogs mounted him at once
and compelled him to fight without any choice of loca-
tion. My ambition to be in a game coon fight was
realized all too literally. I was the fortifications, the base
of supplies, the field of operations, and the coon's under-
study. And yet—I confess it with shame—I was not
satisfied. I felt that I was in bad company, and wanted
to cash out and quit the game—I mean get away.
The coon swore unceasingly in strange and awful

oaths, and the dogs were guilty of very undignified and
rowdy conduct. I had not recovered myself sufficiently
from the shock of the fall to struggle effectually, but
instinctively threw up my arms to try to protect my'face.
It was already protected—a dog had his foot in the corner
of my mouth and was apparently straining with might

.

and main to push it around and button it on my ear.
His other foot was planted on my windpipe, which he
effectually closed for the time being. The other dogs
were using my anatomy with perfect freedom, as suited
them best, and the noise was a little ahead of anything
ever heard before or since. Every few moments a hold
would break, and there would be a change all round,
but not for the better. The coon was on his back, siz-
zhng around like a drop of water on a red hot stove, rip-
ping and tearing everything he touched. Every few sec-
onds he would fasten to a dog, which would spring back,
raising the coon a foot or so.; then failing to break his
hold, drive him down on me like a battering ram, with
all the combined weight and power of the four combat-
ants, each dog setting his feet, braced with the highest
tension, into a tender spot. My dothing was quickly
npped into shreds, and my wounds came too fast to keep
count of. In one of the lightning changes a dog set
his foot against the point of my chin for a brace, and
just before my neck broke it slipped off, his nails laying
open my cheek up to the roots of my hair. I began to
call lustily for help at the beginning of the fight, but a
hound immediately crowded as much of his foot in my
mouth as it would chamber, and I quit. I had a horrible
tear in the early stages of the fight that my companions
might run in and use their axes, but after the fight had
lasted a few moments axes lost' their terrors entirely.

Flat on my back I lay, with eyes and mouth tightly
shut, certamly "in," but not of. the desperate battle. I
wondered why it was I had never realized the abandoned
brutality of the so-called sport of coon hunting. Bull
hghting was a Sunday school picnic compared with it.
I honestly .concluded that no man with a single gen-
tlemanly instinct would indulge it himself or countenance
It in others.

I have no idea haw long a period of time the fight
covered, but do know it seemed a very long time, and
know further that the coon never retreated from his first
position.

When the fray did finally cease, one of the boys struck
a match and found rae lying on my back, dirty, ragged
and bloody, with a big- dead coon stretched full length
across my breast, the dogs still tugging at him, with thdr
teet braced against me. I hoped—and believed—that
there was nothing further for me to suffer, but was dis-
appointed. Looking down at me in the most surprised
manner, the old man said: "Lawd 'a' mussy, Suh' yo'
had'n' ought to 'a run in to holp dem dawgs; w'y one
of dem kin whop any coon in de woods—des give hitn
time. I IS skeer'd de yhas hu't yo', Suh !"

They had hurt me, badly, too, but not as badly as his
Idea that I had been fool enough to volunteer for that
fight did.

We made up a fire and examined my wounds They
were many, but not deep or serious. My clothes were
literally riddled on the outside, and in places torn through
to the buff. •

°

After a rest, we started back toward home, and treed
again before leaving the woods. The other hunters and
dogs were eager, but I had lost interest in the sport I
positively refused to hold the dogs or take any other part
in this brutal pastime; and retreating to a safe distance in
the woods, sat down and waited the result.
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The coon escaped from two trees, and was nbt caught

tintu the tnird tree was teUed. 'Ihere was a great deal ol

3fiojse and excitement attendmg this km, but i had Deen

suneitcci witn both, so remained in retirement. My ap-

petite tor blood and carnage was absolutely satished. I

riaven t become aamcied tu the vice oi coon hunting. Ii

is not sport, i aamit prejudice, but it is not the prejudice

at ignurance. 1 am a vcttran, and can show scars to

.prove it. l-Ewis Hopkins.

On Medicme brook. ^
-It was one of those hot, sultry .\ugust days, so nut

that this Old world or ours seemed ready to Durst into

name, the air quivered with tne heat, and the leaves

on the bircnes and map.es and the many busues lining

tiie bauKS ot IVtedicme Jbrooic curied up, parched and

dried, because ot tne heat, hven the tali puies suuered.

inese Old Kings ot the lorest laid aside their wonted air

ot proud nidiuerence, and stretched up their arms ap-

peanngiy to Heaven. .

'•Oive us rain," they moaned, "or we perish.

It, needed but a spark to transform this vast forest into

a roaring sea of dame, and the men ot the woods knew
this and exercised due caution.

Vvith a single exception, tne fishes in the brook were

the only hvuig things that contrived to keep cool, and

even they were glad to seek the sheltering shade of the

overhanging bushes at the bottom ot some deep pool.

I happened upon this lone exception quite unexpectedly,

and aiihougii not wholly unprepared, still the discovery

came in the nature of a surprise.

1 was wading down the brook, fighting mosquitoes and

fiies, and saying things, and at the same time endeavor-

ing to keep up an appearance of hshing. Ihe trout were

lazy and responded but indifferently to the most clever

manipulation with fly or baited hook of which I was

capable. 1 was disgusted with the fish, but it was cooler

in the water than anywhere else, so I was in no hurry

to leave the stream and return to the hot, odoriferous

lumber camp where we had foolishly taken up our quar-

ters. A lumber camp in hot weather is a thing all wise

men will shun.

I rounded a bend in the stream, and stopped short in

my tracks at the sight that met my eyes. Lying in the

water at full length, and squirming about in a strange,

unaccountable manner, with only his head appearing

above the surface, was the Doctor.
Now I knew that he was fishing on the stream, but he

should have been about half a mile ahead of me, as I had

placed a full mile between ourselves when we started out

that morning. I calculated that this wotild give the trout

time to settle down and recover from the panic which

the Doctor's passage through any stream always caused

among the inhabitants thereof.
_

I knew that this inter-

vening distance would be considerably lessened by the

time we had covered three or four miles, as the Doctor
possessed ways and means of getting into difficulties

known only to himself, but we had not been fishing much
over an hour, and here he lay before me.
"What in thunder arc you trying to do?" I exclaimed

when T had fully grasped the situation, and realized that

it was the Doctor himself in the flesh and in the water.

He raised himself to a sitting posture.

"Oh, hello there," he called out in a tone of relief.

''It's you, it is? Was afraid you never would come.
I've been waiting here for hours."
"What are you wallowing around in the water for?'".

I asked, wading toward him. "Trying to get cool?"
"Cool," he cried, and I noticed that his teeth were

chattering. "Cool? Why, man alive, this water is sim-

ply frigid. I am chilled tlrrough and through."
"Why don't you get out then," I inquired, wondering

at this new phase of the Doctor's ever changing char-

acter. !

"You don't suppose I am staying in here on purpose,
or for the fun of the thing, do you?" he asked re-

proachfully. "I'm caught by the leg and can't get out.

My foot is between two rocks, and I can't budge it. For
Heaven's sake come and help me, I'm frozen."

I went to his assistance, and soon had him released
from his uncomfortable watery couch. He found a sunny
spot on the top of a huge boulder in midstream, and
spread himself out there to dry.

"It was a new experience for me," he explained. "I
was standing on one of those rocks when my foot slipped
down between them and I found myself caught in a trap.

The more I tried to pull it out, the tighter it became
wedged in. I stood there and stood there, until I felt

like one of those 'standing room only' signs in front of

the theaters. And then the thought struck me that if

I laid down in the water it . would help matters some.
But it wasn't much of a thought, after all, because when
carried into effect it only made matters worse. My foot

refused to be released, and when I went to stand up I

found that standing room had all been taken, and 1

couldn't budge. It was really a serious predicament to

be in, and might have ended disasterously for me."
I congratulated him on his escape from a watery grave,

and asked him what luck he had met with fishing.

"Nothing to speak of," he replied. "You see I am not
used to this new rod of mine, it is so long, and has

such a peculiar action. When I get the hang of the

thing, though, I'll beat you all. I know its possibilities."

Now this rod of the Doctor's was a source of no little

amusement, blended with a slight degree of awe, to the

rest of us. It was fully eighteen if not twenty feet in

length. He had made it himself—that is, he had bought
a long cane pole, and cut it into lengths of four or five

'

feet and then jointed them. The ferrules were not the

right size for the joints, but the Doctor had stitck them
on in some way, and the completed rod had as many
different angles as there were joints, and an endless
variety of eel-like movements when in use. It was a rod
full. of surprises, and, according to the Doctor, great
possibilities when manipulated by one thoroughly familiar

with, the complexity of its Character. But the Doctor
was not such a one. However, he was not easily dis-

couraEred. and strua-gled manfully, day after day, to sub-
due this strange thing fashioned by his own hands,
"When I pull a trout out the water," the Doctor

continued from his perch on the boulder, "I never know
in what direction he is going, nor where he will land.

If I plan to toss him out on the bank. he. is more than

iikely to coiiie straight at me and' slap Me in the facd.

'i'o say the least this is apt to prove disconcerting, i

have lost more than three good ones m that way this

morning. \'ou may have noticed another one, back

there, hanging from the branch of a tree about thirty feet

above the stream. I'hey often land ih trees, generally

in a tree that is hard to climb, too. How do you suppose

it happens so?"
"Can't say," I replied, "unless it's the joints that cause

the trouble. They don't seem to be properly balanced,

or something is out of order„"

"Maybe so," said he. "I'll look tlie thing over;_ not

that it will do anj' good, liecalise I've spent ihost Ot my
time since I've been here in doing nothing else."

t left him e.xaming the odd contrivance, and continued

on down the stream with a better prospect of catching

a few "lunkers" now that the Doctor was behind me. 1

had fair luck, good enough to make mfe forget the heat

and insects and other discomforts of the body. I waited

for him at the bridge where the road to camp crossed

the stream. His basket was almost empty, and I took

pity on him and transferred some of my trout into his

creel, well knowing that by the time we reached camp
he would be able to give a vivid account of just where
and how he had caught each and every one of them.

It was an extraordinary faculty he possessed.

Jack had met with better luck than the rest of us. He
is one of the few men I know that can successfully

manage a fly. I always make a botch of fly casting.

Jack was bemoaning the loss of two big trout.

"They were two large ones," he .said, sighing deeply.

"Great big lunkers. They would have gone over two
pounds apiece, I am sure. I alinost had 'em on the bank,

too. I'll never get over it, and I'll always be wondering
just how much they did weigh."
"Makes me think of an experienc^'bf mine this sunlr

mer," said the Doctor. "I was driving through the

country, and missed my way, and before I knew it night

came on, and with it a thunder shower. I was forced

to take refuge in the first house I came to. In response

to my loud halloo, a man appeared from the house, and
came leisurelv toward me. He was well on in years, but

seemed qitite active, notwithstanding.
'"From the expression of his countenance I judged

him to be of a stern and melancholy disposition. He
wore a gray bunch of whiskers, very rhuch like a paint

brush, on his chin which was constantly in motion.
Whether the motion vvas caused from the use of tobacco
or from a habit of whispering to himself 1 could not

tell, as he did both incessantly.
" T should like to put tip here l6i*#ie night if possible,"

I said. 'May I?' " ' "

'

"He looked me over carefully, including the horse and
buggy and ev^erything else in the inspecrtion,

" 'Yep,' said he, and vouchsafed not another word, but

opened the gate, and I drove. up to the barn.

"He unharnessed my horse for me in silence, and led

him to a stall and backed my buggy under a shed to

shelter it, from the. storm, and then conducted me to the

house, still maintaining that oppressive silence.

"After supper I tried to make conversation, but my
elt'orts were of no avail. There were only himstjlf and
wife present, and they were sphinxes. All a.t once,: when
I was beginning to. despair, he picked up his chair and
slowly crossed the room and planted it very deliberateh'

alongside of mine, and sat down. I smiled encourag-
ingly, but he never once looked up and his wife kept

right on, with her knittin.g.

"Suddenly he turned his head and stared at me out of

wide open, light bhte-eyfs, _a.nd 'made this remarkable
statement: .

,

" 'I ain't committed a sin fer seyen long years,' he said,

in slow, passionless tones, and then paused long enough
for .this unusual assertion to sink deep into my brain.

"Fer seven long years,' he repeated, as though he would
clinch the argument. 'Abaout eight years ago I com-
mitted two large ones.'

"It was so unexpected that I spoiled evervthing and
blurted out a loud 'Ha ! Ha !

!'

" 'We don't 'low no levity 'raound here,' the old
woman remarked, without lifting her eyes from her work.
The old man picked up his chair and returned to his

former place beside his wife.

"I felt myself in disgrace, and sneaked off to bed:
In the morning I tried to draw him out, but he was a

stone wall for silence. Haven't been trul}' happy since.

I am always wondering what those 'two large ones' could
have been. Your two trout made me think of it," he
concluded, turning to Jack.

I am sorry the Doctor told that story, because I, too,
have been wondering ever since.

A day or two before we broke up camp the Doctor fur-

nished. his customary diversion. We had been looking
for it, and had begim to think that he was going to dis-
appoint us, but he was true to himself.
There was a certain bend where Medicine Brook

formed a broad, deep pool, and in that pool there was
always a big trout waiting for me. It was my discovery,
and needle.ss to say I kept it to myself. C3n one side •

the bank rose with a steep ascent to a height of forty or
fifty feet from the edge of the stream. A big beech tree,

growing at the foot of the embankment, stretched out
its branches far over the water, and the current had
scooped out deep hollows beneath its mots,-, and thert
is where the trout loved to li'e.'n;

On this particular day I 'we^rit forth from camp with
the determination firm- in my brea>:t to break all record.^.

It was a .fine day for the 'fish? The rain had come and
goife, leavin.s a curtaii^, of fleecy clouds over the f-.u:e

of the scorching suni- the air ^vas. fresh aitd cool, and a. ^

light west wind rustled through.'the tail trees. Sur?b
the trout would bit^ - well on such :a day, and ! wiag ilt^

cliiicd to anticipate :my 'Sticcess. ,. '
,. . _

As I drew near the pool I paused and baited my:hook.
and made all -ready to cast in. and then crept catitionsly
forward. . But 'just- aS 'I gained the clump of .bushes
behind which I vv^as 'wont.~to conceal myself when. angling ;

in this bend, my attention wai suddenly arT£ste-d-:by: the
'

sound of a voi^ev. Ii ItoOked 'abont.;.bjut-.theT.e;was pu
one in sisrht. and I was be?-innTftg to. 'think; sthatvniy ear.s

had deceived me, when a slight rrustlingi*! tfie big beech
tree caused me to glance up. and the njjEStery; was -solved.
The voice belonged to the Doctor, of course.
He was working himself slowly along a limb of the

- - tree overhangiilfg lite pool, and-'fHat-teringvto himself in

unnii-stakable teniiS oi d sapproVal. Dangling from the
end or thi.* limb a trout—a Dig one weighing a pound or

more—hung suspended by a short piece of line. The
Doctor hud freed anoth'^T tislr. and evidently did not
.intend to lose this ojie-.

-So intent was he on his occupation that he was totally

oblivious of his surroundings, so I concealed myself in

the hushes and awaited developments. The further out
on the limb he got the more precarious became his
position, which fact he dfd not seern to realize, all his
.thoughts being centered on the trout.

.^.nd then something seemed to attract his attention
down stream., lor he suddenly paused, and craning his
neck to one side, peered through the leaves. Evidently
what he saw did not fill his soul with gladness, for he
settled back on the limb and made him.self as small as
possible and kept very still. At the same moinent I

heard ,the sound of footsteps, and the next instant 1

caught the glint of a rod as the slender tip flashed back
and forth through the air, and then a fluffy, tempting fly

settled lightly on the water in just the right spot, and
\vas drawn skillfully along the surface. It was q h^au-
tiful cast.

"That must be Jack," was my inward comment. Again
the rod flashed, and again the fly, btit this time one of a
dilTerent color, struck the water. It was all in vain,
though. No big lunker rose to the alluring bait, and I

could imagine Jack's rage and chagrin. He soon ap-
peared, working his way warily along.
"What a place for a trotit," he murmured softly to

hinjself. "W^onder if Joe or- any. one else has tried it

yet. Guess not, or they'd have mentioned it. Don't
unde'rstand why I don't .get a strike, though."

I was enjoying the situation immensely. I always do
when I alone have the key to a situation. The Doctor,

..judging by his expression, was mortally anxious lest

Jack shoiild discover his presence up the tree. For once
in his life he was content to remain a silent and inactive
spectator on the scene. He knew ftfll well how Jacl^
would revel in the discovery and make sport of him.
But, for the nonce. Jack's whole attention was centered
on the pool, and the capture of the trout lurking in its

depths. .- "
.

A slight filstlitag in the beech tree caused me to look up.
and I saw that the denouement was about to take place.
The Doctor was beginning to slide. The thought of
the. trout had overcome his fear of Jack's ridicule, and he

.
had made a last despennte attempt to gain possession
of the fish, but had overbalanced himself and it was all

up 'with him. AVitli a yell that awoke the echos of the
place, and eve-n startled me—though half expecting it—
the Doctor descended with a rush. He struck the water
vvith a loud splash in tlxe very spot and at the same in-
sitant that Jack's fly laiided gracefully on the surface of
the pool. .

Probably no angler eyer met with quite so great a
surprise as was accorded to Jack at that moment. It is

not much to his discredit to say that he was badly
scared. 'Twas hh "not to reason why," and he bolted up
the high bank without once looking behind him, nor
paused until he reached the top. Here he turned and
glanced back.' Not seeing a paftther nor a roj^al Bengal
iiger in pursuit he haueu in his fitad thght. The sound
of a great commotion and splashing down in the pool
reached his ears, and' he judged it expedient to hold
himself aloof and- a>vait Jevelopm.ents-.

;

In the meantime .-the Doctor was doing his best to •

drown. The water was not over his head, save in one
spot, and- he insisted upon sticking in this particular
spot. I waded in and caught him by a wavlhg arm and
dragged him to the- bank, where the water' was drily two
or three feet deep, and then withdrew to a distance and
waited for the outcome. I knew that in hiS befuddled
sta.te of mind he would not recognize, me. He soon
found his breath, and his frantic cries for help'brought
Jack to his senses, and he came leaping and sliding down
the bank into the stream, and hauled the Doctor ashore
all in a moment."
When the latter had partially recovered from the eft'ects

of his immersion, T arrived on the scene all out of breath,
and demanded explanations. The Doctor was growing-
profuse in his thanks to Jack, and Jack was trying to
look as though he did not feel like a hero, but with poor
success. -

"It's nothing. Nothing at all, I tell you," he kept
reiterating, throwing out his chest. "You would do the
same for me any day. I consider it lucky that T was
around to .save you."
"But how did it all happen, and what's the trouble,

anyhow?'" I inquired.
,

"Well, as for me," said Jack, "I was fishing in the pool
there, when all of a sudden, just as I made a cast, some-
thing came flying through space and landed square on
my fly with a yell that wquld have startled steadier nerves
than mine. I confess that for a moment I was a trifle

upset, btit the cause of all the trouble soon dissolved
itself into the Doctor, here, and as he seemed in danger
of drowning I hauled him" out. But what I don't under-
stand is where he came from. Where did you come from,
anyhow?" he asked, turning to the, Doctor.
The Doctor looked painfully embarrassed, and was

seized with an attack of coughing. W^e slapped him on
the back, and then Jack put his question again:

"Where did you come froin?"
"Oh. I just fell in," the Doctor replied, with a weak

smile. "We'd better be moving on ar I'll be catching
cold."

•

"But where did you fail frbm?'^ jack persisted.
"Down the bank. I suppose,'" I suggested, not wishing

Jack to have everything his own way. "From the looks
of the ground somebody or soroethmg has gone up and .

down there in a great hurry."
jack's yearning for information suddenly vanished.
"If I were you." he said to the Doctor, "I would be

moving about. You're apt to catch cold if you sit around
in t^hose wet., .clothes. I kno^^ a fellow that caught
pneiimonia in that way and nearly died."
"And then, they talked of other things."" I 'murrhured

as I picked lip my rod arid started on dowri'tHe stream.
.\s T left them I .hea'rd the Doctor remark that he' 'had
broken his rod. and so would' not fish any more that
day. but Avould return to camp and get on some drv .

clothes.
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By • careful questioning each one learned just how

much and just how iittie the other knew regarding the
ahajr at the pool, and when .1 reiurned in me evening
they had concocted a story that dovetued so beaut.luUy
it wouid have deceived any jury, and 1 had not the
heart to bring coniusion upon them. And yet each one
suspected the other, and in the bouom ol his heart knew
that he was merely weaving strange fancies into tair

sounding words.
"By the way," said I to the Doctor just before we

turned in, "did you get that trout?"
He stared at me Oiankiy lor a moment. "D,ear me, I

forgot all about it " he began and then checked him-
self.

.

'W'hat tiout?" Jack inquired.

"One that he dropped when he fell down the bank,"
I voiunteered. "1 saw it there when I arrived on tne
scene, just as you rescued the Doctor,"

"1 had one, but I lost him," said the Doctor resignedly.
"It was a big one. It weighed about three pounas. It s

all on account of that infernal rod. The man that told
me about it is a fraud> and I propose to tell him so some
^iay."

_

"Where is the rod?" I inquired.
"I broke it all to pieces. Ihere is nothing left of the

thing, 1 am glad to say."
"i'unny you didn't say something about that trout

before," said Jack suspiciously.

"I forgot all about it in the excitement of the moment,"
the Doctor exp»ained, beginning to show signs of ner-
vousness.
"Don't see how you could," Jack growled. "Three-

pound trout are rare."
''1 hey are that," I remarked. "They don't grow on

every tree—do they, Doctor?"
The Doctor looked worried, and maintained a dis-

creet silence. I took pity on him and addressed myself
to Jack.
"What would you have done," I asked him, "if, instead

of the Doctor, a panther had landed in the pool?"
"Don't know, 1 am sure," he answered, as though the

thought had never occurred to him before. "It would
have been a good chance to finish him with my revolver,
and I think I should have taken the risk. But I am
getting sleepy, and am going to turn in. You'd better
go back there to-morrow-. Doctor, and look for that trout.

Good night."

I have never told them all I know about the affair,

and'! still get my fun out of it when we are together.
They both are endowed with extraordiany powers of in-
vention, and it is interesting to observe the wonderful
workings of their imagination, especially the Doctor's.
He would make a good politician. He can change his
mind as gracefully as any woman, and it is so easy for
him to make himself believe anything that the occasion
demands.
Yes, the Doctor would make a first-class politician

with a big P. As a senator he would be a grand success,
but as a fisherman—well, the least said tine better.

Fayatte Dublin, Jr.

Climbing: Black Head Mountain.
I tiSED to have an idea that mountain climbers belonged

to a class of individuals with particularly lively imagina-
tion, or bumps of exaggeration abnojrmally deveioped.
But I do not think so any more. On thfe contrary, I th.nk
that cleaning an Augean stable, or anything of that sort, is

mere child's play to climbing a mountain. And yet I
bave not been up Mt. St. Elias, or even the Matterhorn.
but only Black Head in the Catskills.

On one occasion the sapient Thackeray wrote : "Young
man, never, 7tevcr climb a mountain." I first read this as
a,^boy, and 1 remember well with what contempt it in-

spired me. What a great lazy fellow that Thackeray must
have been, I thought. Oh, the presumptJion of youth—
always pretending to know better than agie! With w^hat
bitter force Thackeray's advice came back to me when ,

But I anticipate.

The sun was shining brightly when De K. and I got up
and cast our eyes toward Black Head. There was the
majestic dome looming against the sky exactly as it had
loomed for centuries and centuries. Presently a white
cloud floated over it, broke and tlien floated down the
side in fragments. This might have served to remind me
that Black Head was literally among the cloiuds, but I

pnly thought of the beauty of the picture—never concern-
ing myself with the climb before me.

Breakfast was disipatched and then we made ready. De
K. slung his camera over his shouilders and I my field

glasses over mine. In addition to these, we burdened our-
selves only with a bottle of water, .some sandwiches and
apples. Gaily as two boys bent on a bird-nesting expedi-
tion, we started off. Keeping to tlie high road for about
haff a mile, we met our worthy host, honest Walter
Schoonmaker, of Mountaindale, who, observing our jaunty
air remarked with one of his slow, wise smiles : "You'll
have a different gait coming back !" and then with another
.smile he swayed his body from side to side. We only
scoffed at him and resumed our march with the utmost
confidence.

Turning off the high road we made our way through
several fields and strips of wood and at length came to
the foothills. These seemed interminable, and so winded
one- of us that when half way up the steepest of them
he called a halt, and sitthig down grew, very pensive.
Looking up he saw that pnactically, the mountain had all

yet to be climbed. It was 'then thnt Thadceray's words
came back with such bitter • force, and the repentance of
the whilom scoffer vfzs sincjere and absolute. However,
in-a little while I got my sejcond w,ind, aivd jumping up
fek.'strtmger and more deternjiined than ever. "Advance !"

vv^s now the word. In half an hour more we got over
thfc foothills and came to t|he first real ascent. Being
w*ll broken in or warmed to our work we took this with
more or less ease. Our trail lay through a part of the
mountain which had been qecently swept by fire, and
looked very black and desolate. By lo o'clock we were
on what is known as the Hote's Back. This ascent, was
gi'adual, but at the end of ft we came to what looked
like the side wall of a house. There was no turning back,
of course, nor yet burning a?ide, for on either hand was
a deep ravine. iTiclining fc|rwatrd, therefore, until we

might have been said to Ik on ail fours, we set to wotIL
lJ»ggi"g hands and feet into the earth, we crept for-
ward cautiously. There was little or no vegelatioo to by
hold on, and the earth being loose and gravelly it is need-
less to say that we spent a bad quarter of an hour.' Not
the least anxious part of it was when De K., who is a
very fiend among photographers, unslung his camera and
asked me to pose before a piece of rock in our path.
The look I gave him, in which anguish and appeal were
blended in equal parts, would have melted any ordinary
heart, but when De K. is on photographic business bent
he is inexorable, and so I had to pose. That the camera
did not reflect my heels merely asT went crash;ng down
to destruction was due to a mercy of Providence. It

was certainly, 1 am convinced, owing to a decree of
fate, angered at De K.'s hardness of heart, that imme-
diately after this the bottle of water which he carried in
his pocket fell out and was dashed to pieces. It seemed as
if all our hopes had simultaneously met with the same
fate, and I involuntarily covered my face in my hands and
groaned. To go on without water? That was now the
question. The day being cool, we decided this in the
aflirrnative, though perhaps imprudently. Well, the top of
the "wair[ was at length reached, and to be sure we
heaved a sigh of relief, as we wiped our perspiring brows.
Then we set out along a pleateau on which the walking
was easy enough, but presently got among heavy timber
and underbrush. Trail there appeared to be none, so we
had to steer the best way we could. Arduously forcing
our way along, we came to the base of Black Head,
Now began indeed a terrible climb—c)ver rocks, fallen

timber, dense underbrush ail on a steep incline—it almost
resembled the task of Sisyphus over again. I was too
serious now to even think of Thackeray's jeu d'esprit,
but fortunately I felt no inclination to sit down. Neither
evidently did De K. Indeed, we were strung to the
highest pitch. There must be no breaking down now

!

seemed to be our mutual thought, as we silently and
laboriously moved upward. Breaking down ! That meant
a night alone in those savage and solitary wi'd?, from
which we both recoiled with a sort of horror. How long
we had been engaged in this last ascent we did not know,
or apparently care, so absorbed were we in the idea of
reaching our goal. Suddenly as the sun appears from a
rack of clouds, the latter appeared to our delighted eyes.
A vast table rock, washed to an xyoiy smoothness by the
rains of countless ages. Upon it we jumped with a cheer,
and then casting our eyes about . Well, we felt re-
warded. Wherefore attempt to picture that view! There
is in it that which strikes man dumb and makes him feel

how impotent language is after all.

An hour was consumed in blissful ease, eating our
frugal luncheon and contemplating the panorama that lay
stretched before us. De K. was the first to rise, and
again the camera was unslung and again the button was
touched—not once, but half a dozen times. But, pshaw

!

What's the good of photographing such scenery as that

!

It almost seems a desecration. I hinted something like
this to De K., but he replied that he merely wanted to
get me in, whereat I blushed and felt smaller than 1 think
I ' ever had before.

It being now 2 o'clock, we began to consider the ad-
visability of setting out on our return, but having ob-
served that the summit of Black Head seemed to be a
little higher than the rock, we decided first to penetrate
there. To do this \vas only a matter of ten or fifteen
minutes' progression. When at length we judged that we
had reached the very top we stood in silent contemplation.
The ground was covered with moss and felt to the feet
like a, Turkish carpet; pines rose up thickly on all sides
with here and there one fallen and rotting on the ground;
the light was dim like that of an old catliedral ; absolute
silence reigned, save, for a faint sighing of the wind in
the tree tops ; the place seemed full of a solemn awe. and
one felt as if he were in the very sanctuary of nature.
Through what aeons this place has remained the same, I
mused. Perchance since the great upheaval not half a
hundred human feet have penetrated here. Unconscious-
ly a sense of sadness and oppression stole upon one. as if

one were remote—far from the world, as upon the bosom
of the ocean.

It was with a feeling of relief, yet not unmixed with
regret, for there was a strange fascination about the spot,
that we_«et out on our return. Now our march was all

dovyn hill, but the same obstacles lay in our path, and
besides the downward motion was very trying on the
knees. After getting clear of Black Head with its terrible
tangle, we pursued our way along the plateau, and de-
cided, instead of returning by the "wall," to search for
another trail. This we were fortunate enough to find
about a mile further on toward Webster iMountain.
Thanks to the coolness of the day and the few apples we
carried, we had not experienced any serious thirst. There
being one apple left, De K. was for halving and eating it.

but I would by no means hear of it. With the utmost
gravity I represented that we were still far from home,
that a hundred accidents might befall, and that that ar-ple

might yet prove our salvation. De K. laughed, but he kept
the apple in his pocket until we reached the foothills.
There was it halved and partaken of joyously.
As we left the towering mountains behind us, n'ght was

falling rapidly and nothing was'to be heard but the harsh,
wild cries of the woodpeckers and the doleful quaver-
ing of the red owl {Strix asio). The latter resembles
nothing so much as the wailing of an infant, -with the
addition of some horrid quality which can only be de-
scribed as unearthly. -. Fallinig on fhe ears of one un-
accustomed to bear it, in the "forest tn the stillness of the'
night, it is almost enough to nlake the blood run cold.

Grateful was the sight of home and the shining lights
—the friendly faces of the cheerful board. We had come
out of the wilderness and having done our work we
to<-)k our ease. Frank Moonan.

NAMELESS REMITTERS.
The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. is holdia*

several sums of money which have been sent to it for

subscriptions and books by correspondents who have
failed to give name and address If this note comes
to the eye of any such nameleks remitter we trust to

ba«r Jtroni him.

Gherry-Eating Foxes.
Editor I^orest mid Stream:
The other day my farmer shot two fine spedmens of

the gray fox in the swamp not far from the house. They
had evidently been there a good while, and appear to
have been feeding on rabbits only.
A peculiar feature of the autopsies is that in the cas''

of both animals I find from twenty to thirty wild cherry
pits throughout the course of the small intestijie. I
should like to know why this is. Is it analogous at all
to the habit in the domestic dog of occasionally eating
grass? The pits at this season have nothing left on tliem
save a suspicion of wrinkled skin.

xA.ll through the summer I have found on all the fox
runs in the neighborhood droppings which contained
many cherry stones. I have always supposed that these
belonged to the raccoon, but what I saw yesterday leads
me to believe that this is not true. iPARMER.

[It is well known that several species of the dog family
in North America to some extent feed on fruit. Tiie
domestic dog is, of course, accustomed to a mixed diet,
ot which flesh constitutes only a small part. We have
seen many dogs that would eat apples, and others that
would swallow down grapes as fast as they were ofTered
to them. Domestic animals, however, have perverted
tastes, and offer no sure guide as to what wild animals
will do.

On the northwest coast we have seen the droppings of
gray or timber wolf which were composed ainnost en-
tirely of the seeds of liie salmon berry, whde it is well
known that the coyotes of the Southwest feed to a very
considerable extent on the fruit of the prickly pear. The
foxes of Alaska and the northwest coast feed almost eiv
tirely on the wash of the beach, which consists largely
of fish and shell fish; our own red fox in times of scarcity
cats fish, crabs, shell fish, eggs and even insects. The
South American guara lives largely on fruit and roots,
as does also the so-called raccoon dog of Japan. The
African fennec, which is a fox, is fond of dates, and is
said to be able to climb the date palm in order to oV
tain the fruit. There is a crab-eating dog in South
America, wdiich may be assumed to take its name from
the food It lives on. In general terms, it may be stated
that the doghke animals of Southern countries, appear
more disposed to adopt a vegetable diet than those in-
habiting the North.
The food habits of the raccoons and of the bears are

well understood to be omnivorous, and beechnuts are
^.^/^ sometimes to be eaten by the fisher or black eat
{Mustda pennantii).
The gray fox is more given to eating vegetable food

than the commoner red fox of the North, although fruit
IS sometimes eaten by that species. It is said that oc-
casionally the gray fox tears down the cornstalks and
feeds on the corn in the milk. That a knowledge 6f the
frmt-eatmg habits of foxes is old is shown by this quota-
tion, attributed to him whose name has become as a
proverb tor wisdom: "Take us the foxes, the little foxes
tnat spoil the vines; for our vines have tender grapes."

the fox grapes of Eastern American, however, so
iamihar to every country dweller, are believed to have
received their name not from the fact that they are eaten
by toxes to any extent, nor from the further fact that Jhcyhang high and so are inaccessible, but from the slightly
to.xy or musky odor which the clusters exhaleWe have no doubt that foxes commonly eat cherries
because they like them, but we should be very glad to
record further observations on this point from any of our
readers who may have had opportunity to make lhem.J

Naturalists on the Yukon.
The publication known as North American Fauna iathe especial official organ of the Biological Survey of

the United States Department of Agriculture. It li
issued at irregular intervals, and each issue is complete
in Itself, containing one or more interesting papers onbirds or mammals or fauna! areas or an account of the
.study of some special region.

In No 19 of this publication, which was issued Oct. 6
is presented a paper giving the "Results of a Biological
Keconnoissance of the Yukon River Region," preparedunder the direction of Dr. C. Hart Mefriam. CWef ofDivision of Biological Survey. The pamphlet gives ageneral account of the region, an "Annotated Lisfof the

fS^T^^T'l Wilfred H. Osgood, and an ^Annota ed

Pol -n^
Dr. Louis B. Bishop, of New ICaven,

L-onn. It IS illustrated by a number of full-page platessome giving views of scenery along the route, others
having- a bearing on the habits of squirrels, and others
still showing skulls of various mammals

thJ Wht/^M
f''^%Skagway and the tram service aboutthe White Horse Rapids have already made very lightthe labor of reaching the Yukon district. The distance

traveled by Mr. Osgood, Dr. Bishop and A. G. Mad-dren-more than i,8oo miles from Skag^vay to the BeringSea—was comfortably traversed. Their progress was
ea.sy and rapid and, except for an unfortunate capsize be-

t A T"
mosquitoes made life a good deal of aburden for the explorers, until they had become more or

ess accustomed to them, and had learned to protecf
themselves against their attacks
Mr. Osgood's discussion of the faunal regions passedover will have an especial mterest for al! biologists; themore so since the region about the upper Yukon hasnever before been studied. It is not surprising that much

interesting material should have been collectedAmong the larger game reported on by Mr Oseood
are the two species of caribou, the barren ground andthe mountain. The mountain caribou is .said to be nuitecommon m northern British Columbia, but spending hesummer on the higher groud, it is seldom killed at thatseason by traveling parties. The domesticated reindeerhas m some cases strayed away from the Governmentherds imported into Alaska and become wUd
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The Alaska moose is still numerous, but apparently

not long to remain so. In winter mo6se meat is the

staple diet for both Indians and whites, and the price

paid—from $i to $2 per pound in the mining camp

—

naturally stimulates hunting. Sheep are abundant at cer-

tain points on Lake Bennett and Lake Tagish, and Mr.

Osgood's remarks show that we have still a good deal

; to learn about the sheep of the North. White goats are

not uncommon in the coast mountains.
_
Mr. Osgood

describes in his paper several new forms of mammals.
Dr. Bishop's paper on birds includes 171 species, and

'on many of them the notes are full and interesting. He
observes that of 42 species of migratory birds—exclusive

of those with a continental range—which occur as sum-
mer residents of the Yukon Basin above Fort Yukon
31 per cent, have their center of distribution in eastern

North America, 33 per cent, near the Pacific coast, and

36 per cent, in western North America, not far from the

Rocky Mountains. Of the bird fauna of the route as a

whole Dr. Bishop says:

"The country we traversed between Skagway and
.Circle divides itself into three quite distinct faunal dis-

tricts. The coast of southeast Alaska belongs to the

Sitka district of Nelson, White Pass Summit, and the

heights above Glacier belong to the Arctic-Alpine zone,

and the Yukon Valley belongs to the Canadian and
Hudsonian zones. In the last the Canadian element is

most pronounced in the lake region, with a very slight

infusion of Sitkan forms, the strictly Hudsonian species

increasing and the others decreasing as the Yukon
winds north toward Fort Yukon. Beyond this point

Hudsonian forms predominate, giving place to Arctic,

where the Yukon loses its identity in the tundra of the

delta. The upper Yukon Valley may be divided faunally

at Fort Selkirk, where the Pelly from the Rocky Moun-
tains and the Lewes from the Coast Range unite to form
the Yukon proper, fifteen species of land and shore birds

occurring above this point which have not been found
between there and Fort Yukon, and twelve having been
recorded between the Pelly and Fort Yukon which have '

not been taken above. Of the 128 species and sub-

species found between Dixon Entrance and Fort Yukon
22 per cent, were common to the coast of southeast

Alaska and the Yukon Valley, 19 per cent, confined to

the coast, 55 per cent, to the Yukon Valley, and 4 per
cent, found only on White Pass Summit and at similar

altitudes."

The Pheasant and the Farmer.
We hear a great deal concerning the usefulness of the

English pheasant to the sportsman and of the bird's abil-

ity to take care of itself during our Northern winters, but
very little is said or printed about the value of this

species to the farmer. Yet, like most other birds of the

group to which it belongs, the pheasant is extremely
useful to the agriculturist, and most so at the season
when insects are most numerous and are engaged in

the function of reproduction.
It is in spring, summer and early autumn that the

broods of ruffed grouse wander through the swamps and
along the edges of the open fields, devouring all the in-

sects that they can capture, and the quail, with her
brood, journeys backward and forward through the

open lots, where grow grain and potatoes and vegetables,

destroying each day myriads of flying apd creeping
things which, if allowed to live and breed, would next
year destroy farmers' crops. In this good work the
pheasant takes its part, and where numerous they ac-

complish a vast deal of good. Nearly twenty years ago
nineteen pheasants were turned loose on Vancouver
Island, B. C, and protected for a term of years. They
have greatly increased and have spread up and down
the island, and this is the testimony borne in their favor
by Mr, W. B. Anderson, the editor of the Cumberland
News

:

"A bird often execrated—and this most unjustly—is

the English pheasant, or its cousin, the cross pheasant,
.

more common here. This is one of the most useful birds

to the farmer of all. He sometimes eats a bit of grain,

but pays for this tenfold by the number of predatory in-

sects he destroys. Farmers there are who condemn him
and hound him off for his grain-eating propensities, but
these are the ones who do not pause to think before rush-
ing to conclusions. The insect-eating habit is strong
in all the birds of the order gallinje, to which belong
the pheasants, grouse, partridges, quail, fowls, etc., and
the good they do in insect destroying was well exempli-
fied this season, when certain persons, preferring to let

their fowls have the garden crop in preference to the
cut worms, turned in their chickens. Those in Cumber-
land and Union who did that are the only ones who now
have any cabbages or other soft-fleshed vegetables.
Those who depended on paris green to accomplish the

work, lost more or less, especially cabbages and cauli-

flowers. The pheasant was working in the fields just

as the bantams and other fowls were working in the
gardens. Many of them fell victims to the poisoned
bran placed in the fields to destroy the worm. We
believe, however, that most of our district farmers
are fully aware of the fact that these birds are of far

greater benefit than of harm, and accordingly deplore
the untimely and unintentional destruction of so many of

them."
That the pheasant is a destroyer of insects by whole- •

sale and so is useful to .the farmer is a fact well worthy
the consideration of sportsmen and agriculturists, -when
its introduction is contemplated, and should induce
farmers and land owners to do whatever may lie in their

power to prevent the destruction of the birds and to

protect them at all seasons. While the matter as yet is

one which possessess a -practical interest- .chiefly fbr

portions of. the West and the South, where only p.hea.sants

are abundant, the growing irit-erest in this. birid and the
'-

increased attention ndw being- given, to its ..intrqductidn-

Justifies-, a consideration of this phase of its.a^se^vt^n^ss.'-"

Treatment^i for ESnake Bites.l

Having spent over a year among the native hunters and
farmers of the most primitive mountain region of south-

western Arkansas, where the number of poisonous snakes

was uncountable, including the copperhead, mountain or

timber rattlesnake and rock or diamond-back rattlesnake,

upon the uplands or mountains (and while I write I can

lift my eyes to the skin of a diamond-back upon the \yall

of my office, 4^4 feet long without the head or tail, which,

sporting seventeen rattles, fell before the muzzle of my
Winchester j\ist as he was about to spring at me, which
speaks for the size of some of the larger specimens of the

upland regions), the bottoms along the streams are

plentifully supplied with cottonmouths, water moccasins

and various kinds of adders, it follows as an axiom that

many persons are often bitten by a snake, and the native

simple way of treating it I learned in this way

:

One of the natives and I were hunting mineral out-

crops on the Boar's Tusk Mountain in June, 1896, when
we came upon a huckleberry patch and began gathering

and eating the ripe berries. My guide cautioned me to be

on the lookout for snakes, saying, "Them cussed varmints

hide under the huckleberry bushes to ketch the birds when
they come to feed on the berries," and I was very careful,

but he was not, for I soon heard a sharp cry from him, and
on looking at him saw him throw his left hand and arm
in the air and shake off and throw to some distance a

diamond-back which had struck him midway of his left

forefinger. While I was scared as badly as if I had my-
self been bitten, the hunter drew his knife and made two
quick cuts on the finger so that it bled freely and began
stripping his finger to force the blood out of the cuts. He
then took a piece of common alum out of his pocket and
bit off a piece as large as a large-sized chestnut and
chewed it up and swallowed it, and then he bit off and
chewed fine another piece of alum, which he placed upon
his cut finger and tied up with a piece of rag torn from
the bottom of his homespun cotton shirt, and then he
hunted up and killed the snake and again began gathering

and eating berries, to my surprise.

In answer to my question as to the need of going to

town to consult a doctor, he said, "The blood runnin'

from the cuts took out all the pizen, but if it didn't all

get out, the alum will fix it, but them cuts will give me a
sore finger for a day or two." The result was no swelling

of even the finger, and he said that if a man would always
cut through the bite and let the blood out and take alum
there was no danger from the bite of any snake.

W. F, RiGHTMIRE.

nn(^ ^ag mid 0m
Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream,

"The Seaboard 'Air:Untr- • ;,
'Editor Forest and Sfreatn:
tn my report of "Seaboard Air Line.—W." I wish to-.-

makt correction. For "cerulean warblers" kindly sub-
stitute "indigo birds" and oblige.

. _ WtLMOT TOWMSEND.

The Massachusetts Association.
Boston, Oct. 13.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Th€
Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association held
its first meeting of the season on Thursday evening, Oct,
II, at Young's Hotel.
An invitation had been extended to a dozen or more

of the outlying clubs to send some member who would
speak upon the "origin, history and work of his club," or
if it should not be feasible for any one to be present to

send to the secretary a written account. The responses
were very gratifying. Many of those invited came to the
meeting and others sent letters or manuscripts to be read.

In the absence of the president, Vice-President Rockwell
conducted the meeting with his accustomed grace and
ability.

The fii-st to be called upon for a few remarks was Mr.
A. B. F. Kinney, of Worcester, who referred briefly to the
work of the Central Committee last winter. He spoke of
that organization as the "offspring" of the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association, and said he should
wish to be informed soon whether the Association had
further use for the committee.
Chairman Collins, of the State Commission, spoke

briefly of the work of his Board. He said it now has
twenty-three paid deputies in the service of enforcing the
game laws. He suggested that gray squirrels and rabbits
should not be shot prior to Oct. i, as men go out pretend-
ing to be hunting those animals when they are really after
birds. ,4

Mr. John Fottler, Jr., president of the Rod and Gun
Club of Massachusetts, complimented the Association and
Central Committee for its work in securing the passage
of the bird bill, and said that in his opinion it was "the
most important step for game protection that had ever
been taken by the Legislature of Massachusetts or of any
other State."

Probably that opinion will not be called in question by
those' of your readers who are familiar with the history
:>f game legislation in the various States of the Union.
VIr. Geo. H. Hassam represented the Needham Gun Club.
He gave an outline of its history and pledged its members
to the support of any measures that should be favored by
the State Association. Mr. Geo. G. Tidsbury. president
of the Ashland Gun Club, spoke entertainingly of his
club, and said he believed every man who was a mem-
ber of such a club was almost sure to be interested in

game protection. He therefore recommended the Massa-
chusetts Fish and Game Protective Association to en*
courage such clubs and make it a part of its work to start
such clubs in every town.

Secretary C. F. Chamberlayne gave an outline of the
-Old- Colony C'ub-and its efforts tti abolishing the use of
seines, nets, weirs arid pounds in. the .waters of Buzzards
'Rayy- v; .- •'[

'

•..-^The jcn'enjbers es^hibited great interesj: in the account 6t
.the^'N.orth Attleboro-;Fish aiid'G Association, is giveil'

•by ttaevprfesident^-. ,^ir.\ A...'. C. Sylvester,'/ this" tjelng the'

yxjungest of thpse-on our list, organised Jari;/ i; i960, and
now^ numbering 140 merrifcer-s. Mr, Syjve.ster attriblites -

the-"rema?kable growth ..and success of the club to th«!^

fact that, while the -club Secures' leases pi woods and
streams and puts out birds and filsh, it does not reserve
exclusive privileges to club members, but it admits the
public at large to its territory when it is open to club

members. Representative . H. D. Hunt would have b««ii

with us if his notification had reached him m time. We
all wish success to our enthusiastic friends in North Attle-

boro, and hope all sportsmen who can will attend their

sportsmen's exposition, which is to open Nov. x6.

Others speakers of the evening were L. Frederick Rice;
of Brookline; C. J. H. Woodbury, of Lynn; Hon. R, S.

Gray, of Walpole, and Mr. C. G. Gibson, of Boston, The'
time was so fully taken up by the large number of speakers
that the reading of manuscripts was necessarily postponed
to some future meeting. The secretary has valuable
papers from Geo. H. Palmer, Esq., of North Bedford,
upon the Southern Massachusetts Fish and Game Leagrfe,

and from Mr. C. W. Walls, on the Worcester Sportsmen's
Club. Mr. M. El Hawes, president of the East Wey-
mouth Fish and Game Association, and Mr, Wm. B.

Phinney, of the Lynn Fish and Game Protective Associa-
tion, expected to be present, but were unavoidably pre-

vented. The next meeting of the Association will be on
the second Thursday of November as fixed by our b-"

laws.

Considering that it is a little early yet for evening din-

ners, the attendance of our own members was fairly good,

and all went away with the feeling that our own Associa-
tion is not "the only pebble," and that we had received

many valuable ideas and suggestions by hearing how other

clubs do things. D. T. Curtis, the nestor of anglers; Col,

Enos Stoddard, Col. E. B. Parker. Dr. B. V. Howe, Dr.

E. C. Norton, Dr. A. R. Brown, H. F. Colburn, L.

Crocker, Mr. N. Le Roy and Mr. Hewson were some of

those in attendance.
Henry H. ICimball, Sec'y.

A Wet Coon Hunt.

The Hunt in Prospect.

I SPENT the summer of 1896 in my native village in

western New York. September was creeping on apace.

A prospective coon hunt for my special benefit had
been discussed for a number of days. While the season
was hardly propitious, still I was desirous of partici-

pating in one hunt at least before my vacation ended,
necessitating my departure from boyhood scenes. Of
course, the hunt could not go on without having Jack
Rumsey along. He was perfectly willing to go almost
any night, but he would not promise much success,

because his old hound from a summer's period of

inaction had grown fat and lazy. An attempt could be
made at any rate.

Jack Riimsey,

It would be a pleasure for Mr. J. B, Bumham to meet
Jack Rumsey. The result would be a chapter in his

delightful "Gens des Bois" series. He is such a char-

acter, so filled with the lore of the woods and waters,

and few in his section of country know the hatints of

the wild creatures better than he. Successful as a fox

hunter, he is also equally skillful in following the wild

honey bee to its hidden store of sweets. Coon hunting
is his special delight. The performance of a hard day's

work on the farm is no drawback to this pursuit when
the season is at its height. Fatigue and loss of sleep

in this case are not to be reckoned with when the

right party desires him and his famous old hound as

companions. A man of medium height, powerful

frame, kindly mien and unfailing good humor, :
the

passing years have dealt gently with old Jack, for now
at past sixty he is as active as most men of half his

age, and as "tough as a pine knot," to use his own
expression..

Our Destination.

The long-looked for evening arrived. Rumsey had
made arrangements to take his team and wagon and
drive us to a stretch of woods about seven or eight

miles southwest of the village, but the weather looked
so forbidding that he deemed it better to go afoot and
explore Finn Gully anfd contiguous woods, nearer by
three or four miles, and where he had secured several

coons the previous fall.

The Party.

There were seven in the party, including Phillips, an
enthusiastic young nimrod and general roustabout, who
had often accompanied Rumsey on his various hunting
expeditions; Dowling, a jolly son of Erin, who would
be "in at the death," come what will, arid "the tiniid*

. one," who proudly claimed the distinction of carrying

the lantern. Hunting and fishing yams from Jack be-

guiled the way until the gully was reached. How dark
and frowning its defiles looked! The moon, which,

occasionally beamed forth through rifts in the clouds

the fore part of the night, was now totally obscured
in an inky sky. We were fairly launched.

In Coonland. '

_

Silently we stole along like so many dumb shapes.

Here and there along our path the glowworms showed
their miniature light, and the mysterious "fox . fire"

danced and hovered in the dark shadows. To break
the silence, a screech owl gave forth its doleful w;ail,

and "the timid one" fell gently over a questionable foot

bridere that crossed the path.

Trouble Begins.

True to the prediction of his master^ the hound did
not feel inclined to do any work. His actions were, if

anything, exasperating. After disappearing for a few
minutes, reviving foiYd hopes that we would eventually

liear the- music of his .voice in -his triumph- of-_treeing

the' q'uarry,. he would -suddenly--, ret-urn. panting. Jo the

path;^ e^'idently-'feeling' miDre - contented to .follow..-in hisn

master's footsteps.
' Jarck^s-asual-'^erenjty-wa.s., ruffled.

The faine of his:•hourid^waff..st^.stafee^^•.r''Bc)yi. 1

-tdltye?" he flnaliy satd. '^Before I-^o-eoori-bflritr^^

you 'Hgaih; I'll" .=ifta-ke-. several' trip's by: m^gelf.- arid wear
'off sorrre of the -old fsllow's let, ; ,ati(f ,/ thea fie'U be all

-•rlfehf'- X-''* o." :.?.r< f-.-' -

' "The. end" of vthe -gulf^ :-was-;fiijall3r -.reached. After
scrambling"' up a* steep • hillside, - we - emerged- into a
freshly plowed field. The hound was there before us,

acting as a sort of reception committee of one. Seeing
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that he was not inclined to do any more wandering,
.w:"thr«>v eitrsfilves on the fresh earth io rest from pur
exertions. ; . .

". '

,

Wc Were Tired.

Tobacco now acted as a soother. Jack produced
an ancient pipe, leisurely filled it, and after thf weed
was in full blast, sauntered to the edge of the woods, in

a meditative mood. An ominous silence reigned. Save
for the murmuring of a brook, the woods were hushed.

...It vvas the traditional calm before the storm. We were
^.^Imost afraid to speak. Our six outstretched figures

•were like so many clods. Finally the timid one mut-
titred something in an undertone about wishing he
were home. And now

It Commenced to Sptinkle.
^

This suggested a return, but Jack, who had rejoined
us, would not listen to it. "No," he said; "we'll work

- along the woods on top of the gully, and then if nothing
shows up, we'll go." Well, we stuck to our guide, lit

the- lantern and commenced further explorations for the
festive coon, penetrating deeper and deeper into the
woods. But it was a vain quest. The hound did not
change his tactics, and in a disgusted mood we halted
m the midst of some small pines in a corner of a high
rail fence. To add to our discomfiture

The RaJn Now Came Down
like a pent-up outpouring of the masses. Like sheep
in a pen we .huddled under the flimsy roof the pine
afforded, making the best of our miserable situation.
Jack had found a hollow under a projecting log, and,
snugly ensconced on a dry bed of leaves, was quite
willing to brave out the stoi-m.

Experience with a Grapevine.

Dowling was restless; his nature was not to be
curbed. He cast about for something to amuse the
party. From the feeble light shed by our "beacon" he
soon found it in a wild-grape vine swinging from a
pine over a bank hard by. On the impulse of the
moment he took a short run. grasped the vine and
swung off. Alas for Willie! Grapevine and all were
"consigned to the depths," and landed with many a re-
peated crash into the bushes below. We rushed to the
scene of seeming disaster to ascertain his injuries, when
we heard his voice issue forth in that time honored
Bowery refrain, "Oh. Uncle John, here I will remain."
What a comical looking object he was when he finallv
crept forth, on all fours, as it were! Not to mention
his bedraggled appearance, one tail of his old frock
coat had decided to keep company with the bushes and
briers. Forgetting the downpour, we couldn't help but
join old Jack, from his retreat, in boisterous merriment.
Willie had longed to amuse. He did.

Oar Nocturnal Devotions.

We once more resorted to our shelter under the pine,
where the rain now leaked through in little rivers!
PhilosQphicallv, we turned to "Rain" in all its phases as
a good topic for debate until Jack grew weary of it and
suggested a song. Our nocturnal devotions were about
to begin. It was a sad sound that assailed our ears
when^the timid one started up "Nearer, My God, to
Thee" in a quavering voice. This was too much' for
Jack. He crept out of his retreat and started for the
smger. but by this time the song had died awav and the
•moaning tree tops took u.p the refrain in solemn
grandeur. The basso now commenced to spout forth
'Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep," but this capped
the climax and a stampede began. A feeling to get out
of the woods was uppermost. The open road, despite
the rain, was at least preferable. "If we stay here
we'll not only be rocked, but drowned." quotli
Dowhng, and over the fence he went. Phillips
followed with the gun. But, oh. what of the lantern
bearer, the "timid one." he who was ever intent on
.stumblmg, falHng and innocently getting himself into
all kinds of trouble! Carefully reaching the top of the
fence, he fell down on the other side. No, he wasn't
hurt, hut the "beacon" had managed to get underneath
him in his rapid descent. It must have been a sorr>'
looking thing. W'e could only feel

Our Light Had Failed,

In times past I have often threaded my way on dark
nights through the boyhood woods, where I was fa-
miliar with every path, nook and corner, and rather en-
joyed the- sights, sounds and sensations that such vigils
brought. But the ways were even then beset with
obstacles, "clear sailing" was not wholly mine. Here, in
a strange piece of thick woods, intersected with ravines
and gullies, our sensations, in consequence, were not of
the pleasantest sort. We were indeed in a dilemma.
And then such gloom as enveloped us now! Could the
traditional Egyptian darkness be worse? It encom-
passed us like a shroud, twined its meshes around us,

fairly bumped into us. Our matches had also received
the "blue shivers" from our water soaked garments.
A faint phosphorescent glow was all that lewarded our
efforts for a light.

Stumbling Through the Datkness.

lileanwhile the rain came down harder than ever, but
its volume mattered little to us now. Jack admonished
us to keep close and follow him. We followed, but
somehow it was first this and then that one who would
'get separated. Feeling my way along, a queer lonesome-
hess Crept over me. I paused to Hsten, when I heard
some one (Dowling- it proved to be) say, "Who is

here?" Prompt came an answer, "I am (Phillips); let's

gather in." So we three gathered. Where tlie others
were ;was of no consequence now. (I met them the
next day.) 'Way 'off in the woods we heard the familiar
laugh of Jack, enjoying himself, no ddubt- Having lost
pur guide we proceeded to dQ sorrte guiding ourselves.
Yes, the way was rough. It seemed as though every
fallen tree and log had congregated in our path to
worry us. (I fell over three, at least.) Sudden contacts
mth trees were no rarities; the rough surface of many
a pine, maple, oak and hickory did some promiscuous
scffptrig^ against nose and cheekj and receding yftt
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branches wandered in uncertain lines across our faces

with no gentle caressing touch. I didn't roll down a

gully;, it was Dowling (I heard him enter his protest).

But I did step into a depression and - 1 thought it was
six feet deep. Thus our path Avas rnightily beset, until

we entered what seemed like some kind of a clear road.

At least there were no prostrate trees, logs, rough bark

or receding branches. And a glimmer of light ahead!

We had unwittingly stumbled on the road leading

through the gully. The highway was just beyond.

Out of the Coon's Domains.

The mud of the open road felt good. Better speci-

mens of "Weary Willies" never traveled in Coxey's
army as we trudged along. The moon struggled

through the clouds once or twice, and by its feeble light

I consulted my watch. It was nearly 12 o'clock. The
rain was still falling. The swishing of the water in

-Dowling's shoes gave forth a painful sound. In the

distance the liglits of the village glowed with a home-
like warmth and spirit. T. M. S.

Adirondack Deer.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The season for deer shooting in the Adirondack

region is now well advanced and the crack of repeating
rifles and reports of breechloading shotguns are heard
at frequent intervals throughout the wilderness. The
mountains, hills and valleys are patrolled by vigilant
hunters, some of whom are experienced in this line, and
others who are not, while lakes, ponds and marshes are

posted with sentinels, who watch day and night for the
coming of the timid deer. In those sections of the
wilderness where lumbering operations have been car-

ried on and roads cut through the woods the hunter
finds it comparatively easy to make his way about, even
though he does not pay especial attention to his bear-
ings or the direction in which he is going. These
roads are often several miles in length, and at intervals

are crossed by others, so that a person can cover a good
deal of ground in the course of a day and run little or
no risk of becoming lost. In many places on these
lumber roads there are long stretches where a view can
be had for perhaps 50 rods or more up and down the
line, and these afYord advantageous points to watch for

deer, particularly if their runways and the road intersect,

as is often the case. • In certain localities these roads
are a good deal frequented by deer, and the hunter is

more likeb' to obtain a shot by keeping to them than
he would be to plunge into the pathless forest. Lumber-
ing is being carried on so extensively that these roads
can now be found in almost every part of the woods.

Notwithstanding the great number of hunters that
have been and are in the wilderness this fall, and all

the shooting that has been done, comparatively few
deer have been killed. The woods have been extremely
dry nearly all the fall and consequently still-hunting has
been practically out of the question. It has been de-
lightful recreation walking about in the forest, but in spite

of the utmost care which could be exercised the hunter
could not move so noiselessly as to enable him to get
close to a deer. The fallen leaves would be sure to

rustle with every footfall, and dry twigs would crack with
surprising frequency, so that the deer had early and
timely warning of the hunter's approach, and when a
shot has been fired it has usually been when the game
was on the jump or run. Then, too, the foliage on the
shrubbery in the woods is very dense and this has ren-
dered it impossible to see far in any direction, excepting
in occasional localities where bushes do not abound.
At present the leaves on the bushes are mainly of a
bright yellow color, and they interfere very materially
with the work of the hunter. The leaves on the large
deciduous trees are falling rapidly, but those on the
shrubbery are the last to drop.
To be sure, there have been quite a number of deer

killed in the Adirondacks this fall, but for the most part
their capture has been largely due to luck, not perhaps
wholly luck in the shooting, but in the opportunity
therefor. Good examples of this were seen on the first

day or two of the open season this year. Early on the'

morning of Sept. 1 a guide saw a big buck feeding in
the cornfield near the Bald Mountain House, on Third
Lake, Fulton Chain, and shot him without any trouble.
Late in the afternoon of. the next day a party of four or
five hunters, who were stopping in a cottage on Fourth
Lake, started out with, the intention of spending the
night on a small pond, or ponds, watching for deer by
moonlight. They had gone only a short distance from
the cottage, however, when they started up three deer,
and their guide shot a handsome buck, which fell dead
in the highway. It has already been intimated that in
proportion to the number of shots fired the number of
deer killed thus far has been small, and this fact is, no
doubt, to a certain extent, due to the snap shots and
long range firing which has been necessary. One
hunter who watched on a lake shore four or five even-
ings and saw deer every night but one, sometimes two
or three deer together, admits having fired eight shots
at one animal without injuring it, and shooting at sev-
eral others, which he failed to hit. Some hunting parties,
who have returned from the Adirondacks after scouring
the locality they visited thoroughly for three or four
weeks,, did not get a single deer. They say the signs
of deer are scarce, and give if as their opinion that the
animals are not there any more, but have probably been
killed off. It is believed, however, by those who are
most familiar with the

_
condition of things, that there

are a great niany deer in the woods, and that this fact
will be evidenced by the number of animals' killed later
in the season.
.The hunter who sticks to the lumber roads vifhere

they can be found, not only stands a better chance of
getting a good shot at a deer than he does when prowl-
ing around among the fallen tree-tops, where he can
see only a few rods in any directiPn, but he lessens the
risk of being shot himself by mistake through the
carelessness Of some Other person. This is a point
which has a good deal of weight with many, as
accidental shootings have been so numerous in the
wilderness during the past few years that experienced
htmters and guides ar^ becoming very fautious theiif
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movements. It has been repeatedly demonstrated to

the sorrow of many hearts -and homes that there are
excitable, careless or thoughtless amateurs who are

liable to blaze, away at any suspicious looking- dark
object which they espy in the woods without pausing
'to see w^hether it is a man or a deer, or who unhesita-
tingly fire when they see a bush move and hear the
biiSh crack. Under ordinary circumstances these inex-

perienced fellows might not be able to hit the side of a
barn 20 rods distant,' but nevertheless their shots_ se^rn

deadly accurate when aimed at a fellow mortal in the

woods, and no one cares to make a. target of himseU
for them to experiment on.

Last year there were a score or more of shooting
casualties in the Adirondack region, a number of which
were fatal. Thus far there has been only one shooting
fatality this season, so far as can be learned, but that
occurred last week. Howard Sitterly, aged 20 years,

whose home was in Euclid, N. Y., while walking along
a deer runway near Otter Lake, was mistaken for a deer
and shot and killed. It is said fliat the man whp. acci-

dentally shot him has lived in the woods nearly all his

life. Ordinarily fatalities of this nature are occasioned
by amateurs, as hunters of long experience usually make
a point of seeing clearly what they are shooting att .

In view of the lamentable shooting accidents which
have occurred in the past, every deer hunter should do
all in his power to lessen the risk to himself and others.
The man who kills his friend or guide, or perhaps an
utter stranger, while hunting in the woods must neces-
sarily undergo a severe punishment from the agony of
mind which follows the act, and time will fail to wholly
obliterate the sad memory; bvit notwithstanding this

fact it would seem that there ought to be a penalty, at-

tached by law to carelessness when a hunter shoots a
fellow being in mistake for a deer. Up in the woods of
Lewis county, last week, a party of young and ambitious
sportsmen shot a valuable Jersey cow, having mistaken
it for a deer, and they had to settle with the owner for
their carelessness, but when a human being is the
victim the law provides no penalty. It seems to be a
difficult matter, in fact, to frame an act which will ex-
actly meet all requirements, and even with the most
stringent laws accidents would still be liable to occur.
In order, therefore, to reduce the danger to the mini-
mum all hunters shoxild exercise as much caution as
possible. It is a wise and important rule never to shoot
at an object unless you can see the full outline and color
sufficiently to enable you to swear to its identity.

Another extremely important precaution is in the matter
of costume. The hunter should never wear a brown or
gray coat when in the wilderness during the shooting
jcason, as when wearing either of these colors he may
easily be mistaken for a deer by some not very careful
sportsman. The writer has known of more than one
instance where experienced hunters have leveled their
rifles at objects which they supposed to be deer, but
which subsequently proved to be men in brown clothes,

and only for the rule which these hunters had made for
themselves, never to shoot at . anything unless they could
tell positively what it was, the long list of casualties
from accidental shooting would probably have been in-
creased Black clothing should also be avoided as far

as possible, as the person wearing it runs the risk of

being mistaken for a bear. Probably green, white or
red. coats, jackets or shirts are the best things for woods
wear during the shooting season, and it is well to avoid
brown or gray even in hat, vest or trousers. Many ex-
perienced woodsmen wear no coat when hunting, and
their shirts are of some very light or bright color, so
that they cannot easily be mistaken for a wild animal.
There was one instance last year, on the Fulton Chain,
where a young man shot and killed his brother, who
wore a red sweater, mistaking him for a deer, but
hunters will find that due care exercised in the matter
of clothing will go far toward preventing accidents.
Then if everyone will follow the rule never to shoot
until the game is positively identified, few, if any, of
these sad mistakes will occur.

W. E. WOLGOTT.
UricA, N. Y., Oct. 12.

New Hampsliire's Game.
The season of 1900 opened on Sept. 15. The usual

prediction of birds being plenty has failed to be verified,

as it has been doing more and more each year. On the
morning of the opening I shot five grouse within a mile
of my house. I found them scarce and but two small
broods. Young birds as well as old were very wild and
hard to find a second time. I have been out a few times
since, and made out to get a few birds by working hard;
but what a contrast to years past! In times past I could
start ten birds easier than one now, and we have miles
of good ground.
There are several young fellows in this neighborhood

who are would-be market-shooters. They sell every
bird they can get. The price offered by our market
men is considered high; yet, as one of my neighbors said
(who has hunted day after day in every cover in this
vicinity), "I can't kill enough birds so far to pay for the
shoes I wear out."
The account of the "Granite State's Neglect" in

Forest and Stream of Oct. 6 is well written. The
truth, however, of how the lumber of the White Moun-
tain region is being destroyed has not half been told. I
will see that the above article of Forest anb; Stream
i? reprinted in some of our local papers.
New Hampshire will realize the necessity, of better

game and lumber protection when there is little of
either to protect. G. M.- Stark.
DlTKBAETON, N. H», Oct." 10.

;

CsLitiet Pig:eon Shot.

New York, Oct. ii.—A carrier pigeon, having- the in-
closed ring upon his leg, was shot by mistake at Meadow
Island. Jones' Inlet, south of Freeport, Long Island, Sun-
day, Oct. 7. at about 3 P. M. The rin^ reads NHL Q494.
I send you the mfprmation, thinking that perhaps you may
be able to notify the owner, who probaWy will be glad
tP kncfw what has becotpe of his Hnd. ^as. E. Itoju

See the list of good things im Wopderofi m Mr «4k fcl^
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In the Old Dominion.
£J "And, harkl I hear the pheasant's muffled drumming,

. _ The Bob White whistles in the early morn;

^ A drowsy bee mid purple asters humming
The far, faint tenor ol the hunter's horn.

' "And now from yonder beech trunk sheer and sterile,

The rat-tat of the yellow-hammer's bill;
j j

^_ The sharp staccato barking of the squirrel,
. j

I;
A dropping nut, and all again is still

!"

Red October is here—the old year's pride, the sports-

man's joy I Decked in scarlet, and gold he comes over the

fields like a crowned prince with a great following of
huntsmen in his train.

Who does not long to follow him beyond the city walls
into the crisp woodlands, where the brown pheasant makes
the echoes, to the dark dell where the woodcock rises

on sudden wing, and ov«r the fields where the soft thun-
der of the rising covey quickens the pulses of the oldest
huntsman ?

But enough, I started out to report the outlook for
'sportsmen in the game fields of eastern Virginia. It is, as
everywhere this season, unusually fine, owmg to the dry
susnmer just past. The coveys of quail are unusually
large, and but for the forest fires that have undouiatedly
destroyed many young coveys, it seems probable that there
would be more than the land could support. When this

happens, they invariably m:grate to new feeding grounds.
However, so long as the hawk and owl, arch enemies of
the quail, are allowed to "increase and multiply" with no
premium set upon their crafty scalps to hunt in season and
out, night and day, 365 days and nights to the sportsman's
fifteen or twenty days in season, so long will all his legis-

lation for the protection of game of this class be of no
avail, and far better turn loose all the pot-hunters in
America in the fields than suffer these skilled hunts-
men to prey upon the coveys from the time of in-

cubation till the covey is destroyed. Why not divert
the efforts of pot-hunters to the enemies of the birds by
oflFering a premium on their scalps? This was done long
ago in the Old Dominion. Why not now and everywhere ?

All small game is abimdant this season—gray squirrels,

hares, oppossums and coons. Deer are killed in about the
usual numbers, but the flocks of wild tvtrkeys are said to
be the largest ever seen here, thanks to the drought at
breeding time, which to all but the sportsman was indeed
an "ill wind." L. P. Blow.
LUMBERTON Va,

: Retribution, ^
This is the forest suburban; the tnin-muring pines and the hem-

locks^

Bearing the scars of the axe, and gray with the smudge of the
camp-fire,

Stand in silence, disconsolate, as one whom all hcipe has aban-
doned;

Dreaming of epochs primeval, ajnd shuddering when in the distance
Sounds the loud crack of the rifle, and the turbulent yelp of the

sportsman.

Sighing in helpless submission at the throb of the hatchet descend-
itig.

Down through the glades of the forest, the" Fool Killer stalks on
his mission

;

Responding with kindly grace to the boughs of the monarchs -above
him;

Friendly was he with the trees, and all manner of Nature's crea-
tions;

Listened he now to their woes, as the branches with fingers caresij-

ing,

Whispered the story of shame, which told of tht loss of their
comrades.

Telling in sorrowing tones the tale of the Rape of the Forest,

Up rose the Fool Killer then, and sighing in calm resignation,
Strode through the aisles of the Ipresi straight tO the camp of the

hunters;
,

Five of the Sportsmen there were, and clad in the raiments of
Sportdom,

9}Laden with wampum gttid guns, sombreros and leggings and bug-
juice;

Beautiful picture it was, as the Fool Kiiler gazed on the tableau;
Sighed as he pondered the reason, the Which, and the Why, and

the Wherefore.

Forth from its soleleather casket the rifle is drawn, and its owner.
Proud with the pride of possession, passes it round for inspecfion;
Points to its carving fantastic, and showing the tricks of the safety,
Testing the hammers with care, admiring the sheen of the barrels,
When—bang! and four of the Sportsmen are crying in extenuation,
The v;ai! of the Imbecile ever: "I didn't, know it was loaded."

Just as the sun is descending, in the flickering haze of the twilight
Perched on a log sits a man; indeed it is one of the Sportsmen,
Watching and waiting to kill; and clad in his garments of canvas.
Furnished a mark for his friend. "lie thought 'twas a deer in a

thicket,"

Bang! and the sorrowing Sportsmen, reduced to a triplet in num-
bers.

Were "Awfully sorry it happened," and the Fool Killer smiled in

his slumber.

Hushed is the Voice of the wave, as it kisses the cheek of the
boulder,

Telling the story of him who fished for the leaping ouanansche;
Rocking the slight canoe and laughing in reckless abandon,
Shouting aloud with glee as his boatmates strove to dissaud.e him.
Fifliing now for him are the iwo disconsolate Sportsmen.
And the Fool Killer smiled in his dreams, as he rested awhile from

his labors.

Stepping ashore from hig boat, and dragging his rifle behind him,
Tangled the hammer and oarlock. But the tale is as old as the

mountains: • '

Ont Sportsman alone is left; and the Foiol Killer stirred from his
slumber,

Knowing full well that the fool is immuine from his personal folly,

Grimly whetted his axe, and-hark to the chant of the Forest!
.''Slowly grind the mills ol ihe pads, but exceedingly fine is the

Ol^V^t." Db. F. j. TOMPEtWS.
L.A>l$TKCBtm«5K, N. Y.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—VL
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

\Cvnii?tuedfrom page 806.]

Barnacle Goose.

Branta leucopsis (Bechst.).

Another species of this group is the barnacle godse
{Branta leucopsis), which is entitled to mention here

only to complete the list of our wildfowl. It is a strag-

gler from Europe, where it is very common. No doubt
it regularly occurs in Greenland. A specimen has been
taken near Rupert House, at the southern end of Hud-
son Bay, and others in Nova Scotia, on Long Island and

BARNACLE GOOSE,

in Suiffituck Sound, in North CaroHiia. It is iiot i bird
likely to be met with by the sportsmeH, ahd j'et if met
with it should at once be I'ejjOrt'e'd, since every instance
of its capture is of intsfest. It is a small bird, only a
little larger that! a brant, and may be known by its

having almost the whole head white. The lores—that
is to say, the space between the eye and the bill—the back
of head, neck and breast, are black; the wings and back
are gray, the feathers being tipped by a black bar and
margined with white. The under parts are pale gta^ish j

BRANT.

the bill, feet and legs black. The young have the white
cheek patches dotted with black, and the feathers of the
back tipped with reddish-brown.

It seems noteworthy that the few specimens of this
bird taken in America differ from specimens from Europe
in being somewhat paler.
The barnacle goose breeds in great numbers in Siberia

and Spitzbergen, and it is found in winter very abun-
dantly on the west coast of Great Britain and the north

I >!/ Il/j/j'i I/'I'll

I

BLACK BE_\NT.

coast of Ireland, In some' places in England the barnacle
goose has been to some extent domesticated, and ' has
bred m captivity.

Brant.

Branta bcrnicla (Linn.).
Two species of brant, known as the branf or brant

?oose (Brauta bernicla), and the black brant (B»-anta
nigricans)

,
occupy respectively the Atlantic and Pacific

coasts of America. Both are salt water birds, and as a
rule, no^ venture inland. They are found almost ex-

clusively on tide waters, although stragglers have' oc-
casionally been taken in the Mississippi Valley. The
ordinary brant of the Atlantic coast is common to the
Old and the New World. Both these species are small
geese, but little larger thiih RosS' fdose, -^hifehj M
already stated, is about the size df a mallard duck. The
common brant has the head, neck, breast and fore back
black, with narrow touches of white on either side of the
tieek, jtist below the Hejid. The upper parts are brownish-
gmy, mirch as in the Canada goose, but e§eh feather js

narrowly margined with grayish. The under parts Sfe
grayish-white, fading into pure white on the belly, the
upper and under tail coverts being also white. The middle
of the rump and the quill feathers of the wing are blackish.
The tail is black, as are the bill, legs and feet. The young
is not noticeably different, except that the white touches on
thi^neck are likely to be abseMt, iind white bars cross the
wing, fotmed by the white tips of the secondary feathers,

I'he black brant, or Pacific brant, Branta nigricans
(Lawr.)) is similar to ,its eastern relative,, but instead
of having the faiht white heck loilches. it has a broad
white collar about its neck, which, however, dofis flcit quit€
meet behind. The general color of this bird is much
darker than that of its eastern relative. The upper parts,
wings and under parts are dark browti, in sharp coflirast

t,o the white belly and upper and under tail coverts. The
length is about 25 inches, and ihe wing I2y2 inches.
Ihe brant has the fepvitatioh of heing the bird that goes

furthest hortb to breed, and untii rc'-efifls' its flest wds
unknown. Captain Fielden found the hrit tlest'aitd eggS
in latitude 82 degrees 33 minutes i-jorth, and subseqllenth'
many others in the same neighborhood. These riests were
on the beach, near the water; . . In Qreeiihad Dr. Walket;
who found this sBfet^iteS Heflf Oodkhaab, as ^^-fell fis hi the
mouth of Beilot's Straits, lound nests bliilt iti tile cliffs

vvhich formed the sides of the strait. On the European
side of the water the bird has been found breeding in

great numbers at Spitzbergen, where the ground -yiras

found to be covered with its nests.

During its migrations tlie brant appears on the New
ilfigl&nd coftst ill Octobejf of November, and is found" from
thfefe .soUlli aloHg tlie Atlantic as fet as^SdUth Garolifla.

Its faV'Oritc wintering ground seems to be the c6ast,s yf

Virginia and North and South Carolina, where it remaiiis

in great flocks all winter, unless driven further south-

ward by extremely severe weather. It is a gentle, unsus-
picious bird and is readily decoyed. On the Massachusetts
coast it is killed chiefly in spring on the sand bars, to

which it resorts for the purpose of sanding. In its more
southern haunts it is commonly shot from a battery or a

bush blind:

Bi-aht do iiot dive fdi" tlleif fotid, but feed in the .same

way as do geese, swans and other shoal vt*at(i't tvi'dfowh

by stretching the long neck down to the bottc^nl afld

pulling up the grass that grows the're. It is thus evi-

dent that they can only feed at certain stages of the

tide.

Brant are not uncommon in captivity, and are u<=ed

in New England as decoys on the sand bars. The flocks

of migrating birds rtltely eome up to the land or to points

of marsh where there is My opppfttittity fof concealment,

and thus few* are shot ffoln the shore, ejSCtipt q« the bars.

The range of the black brant has already been g veift.

Two or three specimens have been taken on the Atlantic

coast, but these were merely stragglers. On the Pacific

coast in winter_it is found on salt water bays and estu-

aries, Irom the Stra-ts bf FUqa soUth to San Diego. They
make their appearance itt Octobef, and leave again in

April. I

Black brant appear to be very little shot, notwith-

standing their great numbers. On their northward trif-

gration they usually proceed in small flocks of from
twenty to fifty, but at times collect in such immense tium-

bers that great quantities of them are killed. This is

especially true if the birds have to wait near the edge of

the ice for the northern waters, which they are seeking, to

become open. _ ' \

The brack brant bi^eeds Hear the Afctic Ocean. Mr.

Macfarlane found their iiestS ofi little islands in fresh

water ponds or in rivers, and saw many others on the

shores or on islands in Franklin Bay. The number of

eggs in a nest was usually five.

In its migration this species follows the Alaskan coast,

over the Bering Sea, passing outside of St. Michael's

Island, proceeding to Stewart's Island and thence north-

ward across the open sea to Golofin Sound. They are

found in Norton Sound by the middle of May, and breed

in this neighborhood in great numbers.

"Where Arc the Game Constafcl

East Rockaway, Long Island, N. Y., Oct. 15.—The
meadows and woods were overrun with pot-hunters yes-

terday, They violated the law, both by killing robins,

larks and rabbits, but also in gunning on Sunday. No
effort was made to stop them, Friday night a net wa.^

hauled in the mill pond above Charles Davison's mill, and
two large striped bass were caught. They weighed 29 and'

32 pounds. It is said that four bass have been seen in the
pond, and that a fish trap has been set to catch the other

two. The game constables do nothing to prevent the

illegal gunning or fishing. To whom 'should we appeal?
QuAHAue.

A snake came near breaking up the prayer meefng in

the Fleniington Baptist Church last night. While the
meeting was in progress' a woman suddenly discovered
the snake wriggling down the aisle. Others saw it, about
the same time, and there came near being a panic. The
cooler heads averted this, however, and one of the male
members asked the leader to discontinue the services until

he had killed the reptile. It was soon dispatched and the
meeting was resumed. It was just an innocent little

garter snake, a foot long, but some of the la'dies were
willing to aver that it was a TO-foot rattler, with eighty-
seven rattles and a button.—Philadelphia Record. .'

Take Inventory of the good things In this Issue of

Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was given
last week. Count on wliat is to cdme next week
Was there ever to ail the world a abiind^i
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AJSeptember Afternoon.
A VAST expanse of prairie, dotted here an^' there with

spots of darker green, where the rushi^s grow from the

muddy bottoms of the ponds, and there aye .also a few

squares here and there of dun-colored stubble lying

alongside other squares of corn. The sun shines through
the thin haze of smoke with a lazy warmth. The drowsy
hum of a threshing machine comes from the edge of one
of the big patches of stubble, and the cloud of dust it

raises floats slowly away in the lazy drift of air. Away
down- near the other end of the stubble three brant are

looking for shattered grains of wheat with one eye, and
watching the tbreshermen with the other.

A man carrying a gtin and' followed by an old setter

comes OA'er the top of a knoll and sits down on its top

to rest a little and take a look. He sees the three brant,

picking wheat out of the stubble. He wants one of them,

but how is he to get it? There is no cover except

the foot-high stubble. It seems a hopeless case, but the

more he looks at the brant the more he wants them,
until it seems as if he just must have one of them. There
is a big weed some 60 yards from the brant, and by
making a detour of nearly half a mile the weed can be

put between the man and the brant, so he goes back over

the knoll and out of sight. Presently he peeps over the

top of the knoll in another place, and lies down, not to

crawl toward the brant, but literally to drag himself on
his belly for 400 j^ards. His clothing matches the color

of the dead stubble, and so does the color of the lemon-
colored dog. As the man goes down he gives the dog a

word of caution, and the dog gets down and crawls along
' his master's trail. When the brant are looking for grain

the man drags himself along, and when they raise their

heads he flattens himself on the ground and lies still, and
this is very often, for the brant are suspicious, and if the

men at the threshing machine were not attracting' most
of their attention the man would soon be discovered.

It takes over half an hour to get to the big weed, but

at last it is reached, and he takes a cautious peep. It

looks a long ways to the brant. All of 60 yards, and
hardly worth while to shoot. How^ever, he has some
extra heavy loads of No. 4 shot, and will try them a

couple of times for luck, and perhaps he can get a little

closer before they fly; but the instant he pokes his head
around the weed every brant head goes up. They are

about ready to fly anyway, for the threshing machine
has stopped, and the men are watching the man with the

gun. .(s they are well bunched now is the time to shoot,

so he suddenly rises to his knees and gives it to 'em.

Whoop! Winged one. and one of the other two goes
away as if it had not been touched. The dog is sent

lor the winged one, but the man keeps his eyes on the

two that are flying away. After they have gone half a

mile one of them "lets go," and tumbling over and over

falls on a plowed field. Then the men at the thresher

give a yell of sympathy and approval, and resume their

labor; and the man goes over the plowed field and finds

the brant lying on its back with its feet in the air.

O. H. H.AMPTON.

Choke-Bored Guns.
Early in the sixties the gun store in Concord, New

Hampshire, was owmed' by John I. Eastman." Eastman
was considered the best all round shot in the State, and
1 do not think his equal has been seen here since. He
was an expert, wing shot, as.no doubt some of the old,

time sportsmen recall, who knew him in the days when
m the covers tround Concord, woodcock and grouse

were abundant. London and Canterbury and other ad-

jacent towns in those days were known to-a few as first-

rate grounds, not only for local birds, but in fl'ght time.

At rifle shooting, and also with a pistol, Eastman was
equally expert. Chicken and turkey shoots were numer-
ous then, and the way in which Eastinan knocked over

turkeys at from forty to sixty rods was rather discour-

aging to those who set them up.

Eastman had the reputation of choke-boring the

muzzleloading shotguns of those days and producing

very close, hard shooting guns. He would guarantee

1-50 pellets of No. 8 shot in a 12-inch circle

at eight rods, using x% ounces or less of shot. The
first choke-bore I ever saw was of his boring. I was a

boy then, and one afternoon I was out with a high

priced English gun, when I met a local hunter, who
after admiring my gun said he had one which would
outshoot it. He produced a very cheap looking gun.

and we tried both at targets. His gun beat niine about

four to one. Afterwards I saw some guns of. the same
boring. Usually the barrels w-ere bored to within

about one-eighth of an inch of muzzle, leaving what
looked like a ring of small wire just at muzzle. He
also used sometimes what he called the hamm.er choke,

a light hammer being tised on the muzzle. Now
the gun makers of to-day would say that such

methods of choking a gun would not be at all durable,

and probably it wou'd not, as guns are now used with

nitro powder and chilled shot, but as guns were used in

Eastman's time they were said to hold their close shoot-

ing for a long time.

There was one gun owned by a well known sports-

man of Concord which I wish to mention. This gun
was a light twelve bore, made by Hollis & Sheath.

Some time in 1864 the owner took this gun to Eastman,
asking him to make it shoot as close as possible. The
gun was first bored on what Eastman called a long
choke, som'ething like the taper choke of to-day. The
hammer choke .was also added. At an 8-irich ring
at eight rods this gun would pattern over 200 pellets,

using one ounce of No. 8 shot. At eighty yards,

using, as 1 was told. No. , 6 .
shot, it would average

from six to eight: pellets in a 6-inch circle. The owner
shot a fox at eight rods, using No. 8 shot, killing

him trstantlv. He said he shot at the fox's' head, and it

looked as though about the whole load struck it. The
ears locked 'ike a sieve on account of shot holes. The
gun shot with great penetration and always ^hot to the

Tenter.
'

The owner said that practically for about any sort

of Carrie shooting the gun was useless, when he hit a

fiiifd; It wap spoilt, and that it wmifd cut to pieces any

gray squirrel, no matter how tall a tree it was on.

This gun was sold to some one in Salem, Mass., and

I am told it beat easily every gun there shot against it.

During the winter of 1885 I saw, at New Orieans, a

celebrated gun made by W. W. Greener, which had

been treated at the muzzle with a hammer by its owner
The gun in question was Dr. W. F, Carver's celebrated

"Old Widow," and when I saw it it showed plainly the

hammer treatment.

The modern choke bores all shoot pretty well, and
many of them too close for cover shooting, yet I think

there are times when some of us would like to own
such a close shooting gun as the Concord one I have

spoken of. I know I tried for some years to get a gun
for our style of fox hunting.' I tried a number of guns
from twelve to eight bores and also about every shot

concentrator I'coul'cl hear of. Some years since I saw
a light gun one barrel of which wa.s bored on what was
called the rifle choke. The owner of the gun said that

he could kill at every shot a single duck sitting in the

water at eighty yards. Shortly afterwards I saw the

agents of this gun, and said that I wanted to get a gun
which would shoot close enough with large shot to kill

a fox at one hundred yards. They thought they could

furnish a ten-bore on the rifle choke system, which
with single B shot would kill a fox at every shot at 125

yards. I ordered two guns with the understanding that

I was to give them a good trial at a target the size of

an ordinary fox standing broadside at 125 yards, and if

the guns would average three pellets in the target I

would take them. Some three months later the .guns

arrived, and I spent half a day making targets with
them. They were both complete failures at all distances

down to forty yards. I packed up both guns with the

targets made' and sent them back, and never heard of

them afterwards.

Now the full choke bored guns of to-day shoot pretty

well. The trouble I find with many of them (and I

have given the most careful trials to a good many) is

that they do not shoot to the center of the target shot

at. They .will shoot high, low or to right, and often

to get such patterns as the makers claim, a large target

has to be used and the 30-inch circle selected.

Some years since, when the ten-bore was used a good
deal, a party of duck shooters were at Currituck.. There
was considerable talk at night about long range shoot-
ing. A sportsman present said his gun would average
three No. 8 shot in a target the size of a silver

dollar, at ten rods distance. The result was a bet of

ten dollars a side for ten shots. Every time the gun put
three or mOre pellets in the target it won a dollar, and
when it failed it lost a similar amount. The trial came ofif

on a. still day. and. the gun failed in ten shots to put
a single pellet in the target. I would suggest
to any of the owners of what they think extra close

shootin.g guns the following test: Measure exactly forty

yards from the muzzle of the gun. Drive a stake at

that distance and out one of anv of the targets now
used for trapshooting on the stake, with edge toward
the STUn. Shoot say five strings of ten shots each, and
see how many times you can break ten straight; Simplv
knocking the target off the stake does not count—it

must be broken, in at least two pieces. Trv it and let

us hear. about it.
' C. M. Stark.

DUNBARTtVK. N. H , Oct. 10.

'

The Maine Guide Law.
BosTox, Oct. i.'^.—The celebrated Maine guide case is

settled, and orobably settled for all time. The. Snowman
case, which has claimed the attention of the Maine courts
for the past two or three years, has evidently been settled,

and the Commissioners are victorious. Doubtless others
with similar cases will accept Snowman's as a test case,

fully testing the license .eiiide law. Elmer Snowman,
one of the oldest and best known guides of the Rangeley
region, a man well liked by all who have ever emolov^-d
him. a good citizen and a gentleman, conceived the idea

that the law requiring a .euide to take out a license is

oppressive and unconstitutional. He resisted in the

vear 1898. and attempted guiding without the required
license. He was arrested and arraiRned for sfuiding with-
out a license. He stood trial bv jurv. which convicted
him. His counsel, then Enc>ch Whitcomb. but later

Foster & Hersey. of Portland, filed exceptions, and made
m.otion for. arrest of judgment. The casp subsequently
went to the law court. May 19, 1899. The law court
rendered its decision, overruling exceptions as to in-

sufficiency of indictment and as to the constitutionality
of the statute under which the indictment was found, but
sustained exceptions as to the charge of the presiding
justice to

. the jury. On these exceptions Snowman's
counsel advised him to as.k for a new trial, and in it he
was also supported by brotlier guides and associations of

guides. The new trial was granted, but somehow Snow-
"'an has weakened, and at the nresent term of court at

Farmington he has withdra^'n his plea of not euilty and
has been fined hy Judge Whitehouse $50. Reoort says
that Mr..Snown)an has ntiid this fine and asked for a

''cense for guiding. W^ill the Cotnmis,sionf rs grant it?

Newspaper rumors have it that they will. The case has
excited a great deal of intierest, inasmuch as it has in-

volved a .trijlde of so much note, and TOUst be regarded
as a test of the constitutiona-lity of the latV- -,

Oct. 15.—Still the renorts .show that hardly one-half the
nuniber of deer are being taken in Main« that were taken
for the corresponding time a year aero. A- Bansror special

of Satnrdav savs the total number of deer pa=sing thro"Erh

that city for the season to date ha.< h^en 22/I ; same time
last year, 492. St'll. the week .showed, a gain of twen*^y-

four deer over the first week of the season. Other otit-

lets to the . big-game sections of that State do not t^ake
a^ good a showincr as the section above B'incor. Fronn
the Rane^eley secri'^'h very few deer have been bmuo-ht.
The section above Bingham mnkes even a noorer <=hnwing
romnare^l with a vear ago. From f'^nlish renorfc; about
deer in great abundance, the nanerc giv^n to boomins the
game regions have come aronnd to pdm'ttino- that ^^eer

are not as nlentv as la«t vear. hut "^till abundant. Thev
have also fixed un several excuses for the small number
brought out. one be'ner the warm weather, making <^por<-^-

men not care to bring out the'r trophies; another the

Jdefj tb.at wet weather and falling leave.<! have made hunt-

ing difficult and unproductive. But the true answer comes
from sportsmen returned—the deer are not there. C. E.

Sprague, A. Kilgore and F. Vaughn, of Boston, and Mr.
Kimball, of Fitchburg, have returned from their hunting

trip to Portage Lake, Aroostook county. They got only

one or two small deer, though hunting for ten or twelve

days in a good game section. Mr. Prank Gannong, of the

Boston Herald, is back from a hunting trip to the woods
above Caribou. He got no deer; saw but very few.

Mr. C. H. Fairbanks has returned from his annual

shooting trip to the Megantic preserve, where he was
accompanied by Mrs. Fairbanks. They propose building

an ideal log camp of their own on the grounds of the

preserve. He saw several deer, and got a good buck,

but did n6t see half as many as he saw on the same
grounds a year ago. He also found partridges very scarce

where they were plenty a year ago. The guides account
for this under the theory that the chicks were-killed by the

wet weather in June and July, when it rained :in that part

of the country every day, more or less, fo?- seven weeks,
Mr. W. R. Batemari' has returned from the same preserve.

He was fortunate enough to secure a bear as well as ^ buck
deer with six prongs to each antler. E. M. Gillarrt,, of

the Boston Advertiser, was out with the boy in the Read-
ing woods after partridges Friday morning. The dog
worked finely and put up one bird, which the boy, shot.

They also secured a rabbit or two. They think partridges

in their section are about the same as last year as to

numbers, but wild and very hard to get. Mr. John G.

Wright has been absent for a couple of weeks, quartered
at the home of the Commodore Club, Moose Lake, Me.
He is an active member of that club, and much interested

in restocking the waters with trotit and salmon. The
salmon are doing well, his parly having hooked on to one
or two good ones before the law came on, but being un-
accustomed to handling such lively fish the prizes got
away. They had fine white perch fishing.

Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Rockies.

^ Chicago, IM., Oct. 13.—This morning Billy Hofer, of
Gardiner, Mont., stepped into the office just as though he
belonged here, and I reckon maybe he does while he is in

this part of the world. Billy is just back from a trip of
forty-five days with two gentlemen prominent in the
ai¥airs of the Winchester Repeating Fire Arms Com-
pany, and as usual he was successful in showing his

clients plenty of game, each killing his legal two head
of elk without the slightest difficulty, and both getting
very fine heads. The hunt was made south and southeast
of the Yellowstone Park, and the party saw probab'y over
600 elk in all. and took their time in getting the speci-

mens they wished. The}- had along a Wyoming licensed
guide, as the law requires, and, of course, had to take out
Wyoming game licenses. Billy says that the local guides
kick on the Wyoming law. They don't mind it so much
if a non-resident has to pay $40, but they hate to dig out
$10 themselves. That .seems to make the law more of a
personal matter.
The Winchester party had a very pleasant time, and

put in a part of the time in fishing for trout, of which
they took abundance in the Snake River, the Buffalo
Fork and other streams wrhich they met on their voyaging
through the moimtains, which extended as far southeast
as the corner of the Wind River range. Billy says that

this year the elk horns are the best he has ever seen,' or at

least has seen for years. The past two winters have been
mild, the food good and everything has conspired to make
the big game fat and comfortable, so that the elk had full

opportuniiy for expansion in the matter of horns.
A peculiar incident took place during this trip, which

shows the occasional lack of brains on the part of a
naturally shrewd wild animal. They were traveling a'ong
through the mountains one day, with their pack train, hav-
ing two or three sets of elk antlers lashed on top of the
packs. They heard an elk whistling, and presently he
came into sight. Instead of running away, he .stood and
took a good look at the caravan of horses, and see'ng the
horns sticking up seemed to think that he had run across
a new sort of elk.which none the le=s he was plenty willing
to tackle on general principles. He came on down within
50 yards of the pack train, challenging all the time, and
seeming to be surprised that he could not pick a fight.

Billy tells me that snow fell in the Park on Aug. 19. and
it has snowed since then regularly, and the outlook is for
lots of snow. He says the coyotes are very numerous in

the Park now, and th'nks they may make trouble for the
antelope. The antelope have come down in numbers on
the Gardiner Flats already, the earliest date of their ap-
pearance there ever known, Oct. 3 seeing them there
in numbers. It tnust be prettv bad ixp in the moun'a'us
to drive them down so early. The party saw some buffalo
sign while en route through the Park, bitt did not .see

any buffalo. The Government i"? building a wagon road
through the lower part of the Park out to Cody, on the
Burlington road, and 'his work probably drove the buffalo
awav from near the Yellowstone Lake region.

Billy tells me that the whole Northwest is flooded, the
fall having been a very Avet one. Grass is a foot or
eighteen inches hi.gh in' North Dakota now, and i<; plurt
green instead of dead and dry looking, as i= n.si^aHv the
case. Between this citv and St. Paul, on the Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railroad, there have been such heavy flood'? that
for six days no train got through on one section of the
rriad. Jn=t this side of Portage. Wis., Billv saw a ^ineular
th'ng. There had been a freshet near there wh'ch had
flooded one of the =wamps. and arparentiv i*- Viad dr'ven
out of the swamp all the .spiders that ever had lived there.

They had taken refuge on the railway embankment and
had spun webs until the cla}-^ and gravel were almost en-
tirely obscured from view. Every one has noticed how
plainly a we'h'showswhen covered with dew of a m-^rning.
Billy =ays that it was a strange and wonderful sight this

morning when they came through there. It ban an-
parently been a good spider year up in that part nf Wis-
consin, for the tra'n passed through water which was
literallv covered with them. They lav in windrows, and
the -wnnd blew ridges of the dead spiders up along the
shore.

Wildfowl of all sorts are reported very abundant this
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fall out in the Yellowstone country, and, Billy Hofer thinks

thkt this is a good game year for all sorts of game m the

West.

Singular Fall Weather.

This has been a peculiar sort of fall in this part of the

world, and what Mr. Hofer says is only further mstance

of- a singular season. It has been very wet all over Wis-

consin and Minnesota for some time, especially the last

thirty days/ and at Chicago.we have had a very warm and

open fall thus far. It is indeed quite like spring, and not

only have the human beings felt the resemblance to mild

springtime, but the shrubs and trees have been utterly

deceived. A great many trees have shed their annual

coat of leaves, and are now upon the point of puttmg out

btids for a second crop. In the parks of the, city and in

the. woods adjoining here the sprouts and buds are well

advanced on their second growth for the year. We willl

have all sorts of odd things happen if this warm spell

holds out. In the woods near here there are said to be

violets in, bloom, though this is not supported by any direct

testimony.
,

' '
,

'

,

It may be imagined what effect such unusual weather

is having upon our shooting season. All calculations are

upset. The jacksnipe are no longer in evidence, and may
have gone north or south, as one chooses to guess at it.

The duck flight is not yet at hand in any unrnistakahle

extent, nor can we do more than guess at the time when
it may be expected. It is thought that the duek crop is

better than ordinary, for plenty of water nearly always

means plenty of ducks, but since the high water has

extended over a wide part of the Northwest the birds may
be very widely scattered, and the shooting not so heavy as

it sometimes is at points which always hapve water -yvhen

other regions are dry.

I do not know of any shooting near Chicago this week
worth mentioning, though I understand that soine of the

Swan Lake Club members are going down there to-day

and Monday next, which looks as though there might be a

tip in from' there. No word has come up to-day from

Koutts, Ind., saying that it is worth while to try it there

for jacksnipe, and no reports would .seem to make it a

cinch for a bag at any of our better known localities. Mr.

C. H. Willoughby is among those who will try Swan Lake
this coming week. Mr. Willoughby, by the way. is just

back froni Ashley, Minn., where he had a very successful

duck shoot this past week.
At this writing there is no report of any approaching

cold wave or storm to the north or northwest of here.

The Diving of Crippled Docks.

"I believe that the first thing I ever wrote for the good
old Forest AND Stream dates back to about 1881, and if

ihy recollection serves it was a description of a trip two

or three of us boys had recently had in floating down the

Skunk River of Iowa in the fall, and shooting ducks along

the ice banks that had formed along the river. It was
just about Thanksgiving time, but very cold that year."

We got a good many ducks, and I remember very clearly,

even to-day, how much trouble we had in getting the

birds we knocked down unless they were killed stone

dead. They were sure to dive and hide Under the ice if

tliey had a bit of vitality left to dive with, and we lost a

great many birds in that day's shoot. We had only

muzzleloaders and black powder, of course. I never have

had just such an experience as we did that day, nor

ever seen ducks act so strangely. They seemed too cold

to fly^ and would skulk and hide rather than take wing.

The ducks we killed were mostly mallards, that species

being the latest to leave the central part of Iowa in the

fall, and upon rare occasion lingering around open water

holes well into the winter time. There was but a little

open water in the center of the river at the time we made
this trip.

I presume every shooter who has very much experience

has seen ducks strike the water and then mysteriously

.disappear, never to be seen again. I for one can recall

many such experiences, though never one so extensive as

that of the trip down the Skunk River above mentioned.

Once, I can recollect, when I was a boy, I knocked down
two mallards that rose out of a little shallow smartweed

slough ahead of me. They both fell in the water, which

was hardly over 18 inches in depth at any point, a:rid which

was covered partly from view by a growth of weeds that

stuck up all over the surface. Boylike, I plunged into the

water, boots and all, not even waiting for the old dog, a

;yery good retriever, to take his share of the performance.

But, though both dog and boy did their best for nearly

• an hour in and around that shallow little slough, we never

saw hide nor. hair of either of those mallards again, and T

.had to go home with a story at which everybody scoffed

except my father, who had perhaps had similar luck him-

self some day, .
^

'

A shooter out in Minnesota writes to a local papet of

"that State this week upon this very subject of the diving

of. crippled ducks, and what he says is of interest- to

shooters, many of whom may bring to memory such ex-

periences as my own when seeing the subject mentioned

as. it is herein

:

"Le Sueur. Minn., Oct. 9.—It is a well-authenticated

fact, and known to all ornithologists and' duck hunters,

that a wounded duck will often dive and apparently not

come to the surface again, although the place is watched

for hours. In scientific works where this is spoken of it

is accounted for by saying that the duck catches hold of

..grass or roots under, the water and either drowns or dies

of its wounds in a few minutes, the death rigor of the

jaws preventing the body from coming to the surface.

: This theory is probably correct as regards ducks dying of

- their wounds ; but .that they, must otherwise drown is

certainly not correet in all cases, as some weir authenti-

- pGated - instances .have proven, in the case of spoonbills and
•sawbins,.good divers, but .it .is not likely thev "p6ssess any

• marked ability, over all other^-vvatet fovrls for remaining
- tinder water. -•

., . :
':

.
.

.'

<:

-•" -'A sawbiU was wounded and
.
dove oh being pressed l5y

the.- dog. After swimming around, for some time the" dog

took refuse on some rushes nearVby and refused to come
\Vhen called. The htinter went to dinner and remained

away at least an hour, and a h^lf, ind on his return found

•the dog: still on. the watch^. As the d6g.,fnsisted that the

duck was there, the man made a search' for if.'whifch took

considerable time, as the moss was thick, with nearly a

foot of water oypf it, l¥ll«n taken from th? mi^T the

duck was found to have a broken wiig, but otherwise vvas

not hurt, and did not appear to be in the least exhausted

by its long immersion. ,
..

"The second case was on Sept. 24, 1900, and ivas a

spoonbill. This duck dove on being shot, the hunter wait-

ing some fifteen minutes for it to come up, then went out

and found the duck hanging to some moss just Avhere it

had gone down. It was plainly in • sight, and after

watching it for a few minutes he pushied it loose, when
it swam away and was shot on coming to the surface.

"In each instance the duck was underwater longer than,

it could hold its breath, which is the ordinary method' of

water fowl when diving, and it would seem that nature

had provided them' with .son>e means of living beneath:

the water for a considerafcle leingth of time, if they re-

mained perfectly quiet. It is potssible the position they as-

sume, the body being directly over the head, has some-

thing to do with it, and it may be their condition ai suchi

times might be a suspended anitnfation, or what in a persoiv

would be called a trance state, as they pay no attention

to a slight disturbance, allowing themselves to be handled.

It requires considerable effort to loosen them from the

grass or moss to which thesy are attached."

It is commonly supposed that the marsh ducks or shal-

low water ducks
—"puddle ducks" they call them in the

South—cannot dive to any depth in the water, and can-

not secure food when it comes to going over their heads

after it. I presume every shooter has seen a flock of

mallards standing on their heads in the water, tugging at

roots or other food subrniTged in the water, and from

seeing this has thought that the birds could not go any

deeper than their length. This I do not believe to be the

case. I h^ve earlier by .some years in these columns men
tioned what I took to be a change of habit in the mallard

duck in the region of .Puckaway Lake, Wis., where these

bij-ds were so perseoitted by the gunners that they were

forced to feed at nighlt or in the open water in the day

time. It was stated by close observers there that tlie

mallards could and did drve in 4 feet of water to feed, and

that they fed in with the bluebills and other deep-water

ducks. I know that a wounded mallard can dive all right,

and am disposed to think that a sound one can if it

wants to. , 1

T.wo Gons.

My old friend J. B. H. was a sportsman of the old

school, and for the betet part of his life used the muzzle-

loader, both rifle and^ shotgun. When he was fourteen

years old, back in oM Virginia, his father gave him a
rifle, a muzzleloading squirrel rifle, such as the riflemen

of Andrew Jackson used at New Orleans, and such as

the hunters of America made famous for a century. TJiis

was a flint-lock rifle- then, long-barreled, small-bored, with

the wood extended clear out to the muzzle. There is no.

name of any maker on the gun, which would surprise the

shooter of to-day. I presume some blacksmith of the

mountains made this ancient rifle, and surely he made it

honestly. It was ever a grand arm for close .shooting, and

many is the rabbit and squirrel I have killed with it- my-
self, for it was the first gun I- ever shot in my life. When
the flint lock went out, this old rifle was altered to use

the "pill percussion" lock. Then it wa's changed again to

the percussion c^p of later days, such as was used,up to.

the time breechloaders came in. J. B. H. used this guiii

all his life, so long as he shot a rifle, and I do not think

he ever fired a breechloading rifle in his life. He killed

deer with this little bullet, and even got buffalo with it

when he crossed the plains in the early '60' s.

Up to the time J. B. H. was middle aged, he had rather

a dislike for any man who would use a scatter gun. Then

he moved from old Virginia out into Iowa, away back in

1854. Soon after that time he got him a shotgun, and it

was a singular sort of gun—very good, too, in its day and

way. I never saw but one other gun like it, and we got

that also, and so had a pair of them. The barrels were

stub twist, and the stock was made in one short piece of

wood, into which a spike or rod extended back from the

metal cover of the locks. The locks were altogether en-

cased in this malleable iron cover, lying back of the ham-
mers, but not let into any part of the woodwork, the fore

end being but a short piece and fitting back against the

iron frame of the lock covers. This peculiar build gave

the gun great strength and durability. It was never out

of order, and required but little care. Thousands and

thousands of prairie chickens and quail and ducks and

snipe and wild turkeys this old gun_ killed in its day. It

was my.own first tool at wing shooting, and so I came to

love it. .

In the cabinet which kept thes'e two old guns—which
were loved by their master more than his later breech-

loaders—there was a little black coffee pot, a riveted sheet

iron coffee pot which was sturdy as the two old guns. It

would not come to pieces or melt in the fire, or leak or

get out of humor. This little black coffee pot made the

trio across the plains along with the old rifle in i860. It

refreshed its master at many a lonely carao on the Platte,

the Rawhide, the many little streams along the old wagon
highway that la<er became the iron way to Denver.

When J. B. H. laid aside forever the things of this life

there were left the old rifle, the old shotgun, the old coffee

not, each as it had been for many years past. By his

beque-^t they came to me. This week T took them out

carefully and moed them all off clean, n.nd hung them

on the wall. I have t>. rifle rack where I keep my, nice

new !?uns. the modern breechloaders as fhev have come to

me. from the hea\'y Sharos, up. through the. Winchester

,4?-70. to the .:?o-30. which was my last ven.ture at tryin.p^

to keep uo with the times in rifles. I love all these guns, T

nresumet and tliere arf modern urn« for coffee, as wf all

knov; But on the wall, above all the re.st.. sn=nend.ed a'^

>arpfullv as T could do it., .hsng the two .old. puns of
" \ B. H.. and -the- little old coffee not: and.the. old-.tinie

flasks and nouclres from which- hf u.«edfo ln.3.d his-^rli*i.'^in

••ii> d*ys gone^ bv. -Jf there is ? fire I think T T^.qw; .what

T shall try "first 'to rescwe of my.ho-usehold.goo^^'s.. . ,

-f'- •.
: -i - • > = - ..B,. -HouoH.

TTAnTFORTi BuitDTNG.- Chicago. 111. '
'

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and. Strea.m.

ANGLING NOTES.

Eels.

.Vi?/.. fhf. list -of
,
^opd things in W00dcraft in -r)wr adv, -cols.

•The' PhUEST.XhfD;. SfRBAM !.<! ,put to prfss eacii week on Tuesdav.

Correfpordence intended for publication should ' reaeli ^t" the

l^t?st Monday m<!^ 9« WWh «*r?>fr 81 prBCtica?*!^,

Possibly on hiore than one previous occasion I have
;

called attention in tliis column to the fish "law in New-
York which permits the use of eel pots in waters not"

inhabited by trout, and urged that the law be amended-
to legalize the use of eel pots in waters where trout ate
found, for it is in such waters that eels do most harm by
destroying trout spawn. The law says that any eel pots
used in the State (for they are permitted in waters not
inhabited by trout or lake trout) "must be of a form pre-

scribed by the Fofest, Fish and Game Commission, and
it would be perfectly salt to trust this matter entirely

to. the Commission in all waters. I have urged this

upon the Commission, and recommended it to the Leg-^

islaturc, but the oid exceptions remain in the law because
some one put them there, and they must not be disturbed,

though they were conceived in ignorance of the real

needs of restrictions. To-day my eye caught a reference

to eels in a recent issue of Land and Water, and I copy
it, for the writer of the letter has evidently been recom-
mending action similar to what I have recommended, and
perhaps failed of a remedy, as I have hitherto failed.

This is the letter:

"At this season I would again remind owners of trout

waters of the importance of taking all possible oppor-
tuiiities of reducting the numbers of eels in the same.

Those fishes, so valuable for food, and so highly ap-

preciated at table, are so terribly destructive to more
valuable denizens of the waters that they frequent, that

not .one .s.hould be left to work mischief therein. This
subject has been so freely mentioned in sporting papers

in former years that there is no need to enter fully into

it at the present time. Suffice it then to merely repeat that

to secure best results in trout and trout culture, eels
*

should on no account be neglected on their descent to
salt water. Every effort should therefore be taken to

make use of them for food of man. Let, therefore, every

means be taken 'in order to reduce the number of eels

in trout waters.''

If any one has an idea that the capture of all the eelS'

that may be captured in eel pots will decrease the ulti-

mate supply of eels this idea is entirely erroneous. I

wrote an article of considerable length in Forest and
STRE.-V7i[ to show that eels did not breed in fresh water.

'

and that females only ascended from the sea as elvers.

When mature they descend again to the sea, and therei

breed, and again the swarm of elvers go up stream, to -

spread far and wide and work destruction to trout .

spawn. The eel has no fasting period in fresh water,

and spawn of other fishes is never secure from them.
All the eels that might be taken in eel pots would not\
materially diminish the supply, and the eel pots would
not take troiit in trout waters, as our law makers appear

to think. We make a certain progress in fishculture, in-

crease the iiumber df fish propagated by artificial means
and reduce the cost per thousand of hatching and rear-

ing, but 6ther things do not keep pace with this prog-

ress. No doubt that years ago, when the eel pot -law

was first' enacted, it was honestly believed that it was.

hot safe to set eel pots in trout waters, but when -ex-

perience has taught that the eel is a spawn destroyeti,

why prevent its capture in the-A-ery waters where it ddes

most harm? If a law is useless, or even a menace to

cheap food fish, repeal it. More and mOre I am- im-

pressed with the force of a remark made to me by the

late Col. Marshall McDonald, when he was U. S. Fish

Commissioner—or rather it was in a letter, and I regfet

that I cannot "now quote it verbaitim; but the idea was
that until one was ready to acknowledge one's errors

and correct them, one would, never become a successful

fish breeder ; and this will apply to law makers.

Decrease of Trout.

From the same, or another, Land and Water I cut

a paragraph^ from a letter by that keen observer and
practical angler Alder, who deplored the decrease of

trout in a certain lake system:
"The decrease in the. number of trout can only be ex-

plained, by overfishing. There is too much legal killing

of small trout, and one cannot possibly estifnate the

amount of illegal fishing." .....
Solomon in all his glory arid power and wisdom;' never

said truer than this, I put in the italics, but the words
are Alder's, and though they were intended to apply to

English or Scotch lakes, they will apply to nearly all

the trout waters in North America, and would apply to

the waters of South .A.merica as well, if they had trout

there. If it were legal to catch 3-inch trout there are

thousands who would catch them, and as it is not legal

they are. now taken illegally, artd of 'the legal trout, 6

inches, comparatively few are ever returned to the water,

even by men who' profess to the M. A. degree in

angling. If every angler co.uld become a salmon fisher-

man there would then be a show for small trout, because

some would acquire the habit of returning small trout

to the water. .-Mder has a more feasible remedy, thougih

I doubt if it will prove wholly effective until the millen-

nium, when it is to be hoped that, fishermen will be

educated to that degree that they will return to the

water all small trout, whether or n9t they are of legal

size. . His plan is .'as follows;
- "Tine .otily way :tl\at I. .can see. to combat the increase

.•:tv:'the'.fi.timbers.,of trout iciUe.d i.k t'o iiitroduce hatcheries

•.•o»-ttje-:l^?es. ' ..l'M.re;.ar^.-fl4o5t-e3fcc^llfejit. siteis. on most of

•th'e - lakes; {^r--§U£li-,;hatcheries,, aH.^^^ the number of small

:sti^m£ ^Wni'^e into -them-would giH^ an ampler s.iipply

•

of; water :tban ijvoul4 \be, .neces.sary .for operations on a

-much 'larger i!9cale.^.lth^n, ,15. w;ant.ed ;t9 renew the stock

ofi trout.'"'';.-.- -
.

.'

.-

J J.
- Alder's , faith is. sQ-tnetHmg- to, adirnre, or they have pet

ter fiahi laWs in Europe, or th^ Jaw.s are better enforced

than on- this side, of the sea^ if he thinks' a. hatchery on

f( small scale will renew the stock of trotit. Herfe vy? ?[re
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building hatcheries and scouring, the country for auit&bie.

water to enlarge th'e.output of fi^ atid incr«A$e the nuin- .

her of fingerling troiit t? be. turned out alt for the pitrpose
of renewing the stock in public waters, and always the
cry is "More, more."

I have already had my f^ing at the people who catch
the yearling fish turned out from the State hatch^eries

before they have had time to get the taste of liver; ^ut of
their- flesh, and apparently there is no way to stop'it asj

long as the legal limit of length is 6 inches and the trout'

will insist upon growing to more than 6 inches in length
before they leave the hatchery rearing races. I have^al-.

ways advocated that a limit be placed upon the num^r
of trout, or, rather, pounds of trout, that can be lega'Uy i

taken in one day, and something of this kind should; b^
done. In Vermont the legal limit of length was 5 inches
when last I fished there, and I presume it is yet, arid if

Newt.York should attempt to increase the legal length
above 6 inches I expect the. measure would be defeat^ed;

but what objection can be urged to restricting the mtm-
ber; .or weight of trout to be legally taken in one day?
We now have a restriction of this kind in black bass
fishing, and the trout need a safeguard of this sort quite
as much as the black bass, and Forest and Stkeam
is the place to discuss what it shall be.

Artificial Baits.

A correspondent asks Forest and Stream the follibw-

ing question: "Please inform me whether there are.any
authenticated instances of fishermen catching fish with
what is known as artificial bait in its varieties of frog,

worm, helgramite, grasshopper, crawfish, etCi, and what:
fish are supposed to bite at this class of bait." ;

•
.

There are plenty of authenticated cases of black' biiss

biting the artificial baits mentioned, and I presume there
are of trout, for trout will bite a metal spodn ; but while
a real crawfish, grasshopper or frog may be impaled tlpoii

a hook and cast into the water and allowed to remain as

stationary as circumstances will permit for the fish- to

inspect carefully or otherwise before they seize it, hot
so with the artificial bait. To lure with the arti&cial

frog' it should be kept in motion by casting or drawing
against the current, and the 'same is true of other baits.

So far as , the form of the artificial bait is concerned, I

imagine a black' bass would take an artificial door knob
of rubber with hooks concealed in it quite as quickly as
an artificial helgramite, if it is made by motion to simti-

late life, for it is not so much the thing itself which at-

tracts as it is the appearance of being alive. There is an
authenticated case of a fish seizing a man's nose' as he
peered over the side of a boat into the watet^,- and there

is no ktiGwn bait which resembles a man's" nose, and it

was undoubtedly the movement 5f the nose which led to

its being sore after the fish nailed" it •

D^.'Johm' D. Q'uatkenbtjs has kindly sent to fiiie^the'

follo\'^ing letter on the subject of hybrid fishes from' the
Howietoun Fishery, Stirling',' Sd^tMnd: •

'

'.'We beg to acknowledge receipt of your most inter-

esting letter in which-you ask specially as to our ex-
periments with hytirlds.i^ Most' of 'these had hd^'praietical

results, and since Dr. Day's death no fresh ones have
been made. The only hybrids or crosses now at the
fishery are the zebras, which are friade by meeting the'

ova of Loch Leyen or Fario trout with fontinalis char.

The progeny are finely, marked,: hence their name, but
are very irregular in size, and subject

,
to deformation.

We have a few ten-year-old fish up tb 4 or 5 pounds in

weight, but they are quite barren. We have also the

cross' between the 5". levenensis and S. salar. In the. first

cross there vyas a heavy loss in percentage of ova in

hatGning. The oyi^ of the brood was again melted by
S. levenensis, which rh'ade three--quaiters trout and bne-
qUarter salmon. The ova of this lot was' again im-
prcgriated' by S. levenensis, and this is the seven-eighths

tvoui and one-eighth salmon mentioned in our price list.

There is not much perceptible difference between .them
and levenensis, only they are a little thicker afid' stronger

on/the whole, and in individual fish you can stiir trace

some markings of Salmo salar. The late Sir James
Ma.itland, the founder of the fishery, whose death; was
a great loss both to the fishery and to a muchiwfder'
circle, took a keen interest in this cross. One can
scarcely call them hybrids, as they are perfectly fertile.

* * * 'There is no doubt that the introduction of

fresh
,
blood is often beneficial, but the important: .point

is to rtake sure that the new blood is from, mature
parents and from a stock as good as or better than the

native stock anii of the same family. Dr. Day says:

'By judicious selection of breeders, races may be-' im-
proved. The reverse is quite as true, that by 'an in-

judicious crossing of breeders, races may and will be
degenerated..' ".

Zebra trout were bred at Ringwood, N. J., the^'estate

of Hon. Abram S. Hewitt, and turned into the streams
annuajly with no idea of their reproducing. They were
a cross betw^een the fario. brown trout, and fontinalis,

our native brook trout. Mr. Edward Hewitt was' of the

opinion that they were earlier fish than the native trout,

or than the brown trout, but I was not impressed with
them, for T imagine I abhor a mule as much as nature

abhors a vacuum. Ringwood is the only place that I

have ever caught them, and perhaps the only place where
they were bred in this country. I say were bred, for

.they are bred there no longer. They are handsome fish

for those who like zebras, and, surely they do take the

fly and fight above the water more than our -native

trout; but when they have had all the praise possible for

beauty and grace of movement, they are mules, and
either parent is a better fish. Such crossings are well

enough, for scientists and experimenters, but the prac-

tical fish, .breeder should steer clear of mules.^ as they

are of no .use irx his .business. The State of New; York
once -went. ejctensiyelj' /into the mule; business-'at-one of

the fish- hatcherreSi arid \yhen the stock of fish were bred
to- be ringed, striped and speckled, with marks of tine

.short horn, .Devon. Berkshire, Chester, white and Irish

terriers, a merciful Providence intervened and destroyed

the whole blooming . outfit. Now the people get what
they ha-\'e a: right to expect, straight good?., without a

taiiit of cross or anj' other monkey work. Nature is not

in .the,.mule .husi^ess; it I's vnzT\ whfi respcmsible for

hybrids. There is fr^ph blood enough to be obtained
from the same species of fish Without going into col-

lateral branches just to see how much the family can
be mixed up and live.

Trout Fry and Trout Fingerlings.

On several occasions during the past few years I -have
referred to a statement tnade by the late Col. McDonald
on the subject of itrout fry and fingerlings at the time
he was Commissioner f)f (Fisheries of the United States.

T have as a rule been obliged to give the substance of

his statement, as I' had not his letter at hand, but re-

cently I ha'V'e been asked to give his exact language, and
this I am noW able to do, fqr aftei* considerable search I

. have found his letter, which was^. written to me on "March
26, iSgz! This is the exttact:

'Tf he chooses to attack the policy of planting yearling
fish it will simply stamp him as unprogressive arid past

his period of iisefulness. : The desirability of planting
yearlings instead of fry has been recognized every-
where, particularly abroad. In, France and Spain several

of the establishments have for several years been en-
gaged in rearing their fry before turning them out. In'
changing from fry to yearlings in our work I have
only followed the indications of advantage which were
apparent to me from the reports and experiences of

others, and from similar experiences of the advantage
which I had arrived at by actual test of the matter. 'The'

question of the cost seems to be the only material one
entering in; but if 100.000 fry canjje reared to yearlings
at a less cost than 1.000,000 fry can be collected, hatched
and distributed, then there is no question but that the
results in the first case will be vastly in advance of those
obtained in the second. My judgment is that 1,060
yearling fish is the equivalent of 100,000 fry, when planted
in waters frequented by small predaceous fish, such as

blobs, darters and small perch, which are found almost
universally .in. our streaftis. And certainly it will cost
much less, 'SI!owing "the; largest "tneasurc of expenditu.rc'

for it, to hatch and rear 1,000 trout than it will to hatch
and plant 100,000 fry.

"Under advantageous circumstances the cost of rearing
is surprisingly small. I think I mentioned to you before
that we reared last year at the Green Lake station, Maiiie,

in an iltiprovised hatchery 140,000 landlocked salmon at

a cost of about $1,100. This is an exceptionally favorable
case, but it illustrates what may be accomplished when
prudent, conservative and economical administration is

enforced."
Thii - letter frorh- w^hich I have quoted was written

eight years ago, and within that time the cost of rearing
fingerling fish has been reduced. I say fingerling fish,

for fingerling fish under favorable conditions may be
7 inches long, which is as long as the average yearling
trout. For instance, at one of the New York hatching
stations suckers are netted and ground in a meat chop^
per and fed to the young fish, and this form of food costs
only the time of the men who do the nettisg and the
grinding, and ' the wear and tear of nets. Liver and
lights cost 2^ to 3 : cents per thousand. Admitting
the superioritj' of ye'arling fish for planting, it is not
possible to rear all the fish hatched by State or Natioiial

commissions to the age of fingerlings or yearlings, arid

when from force of circumstances fry must be planted
this .planting will be made more effective if they are
planted in small rivulets, as I have already indicated in

a former note, than 'if planted in the m'airi stream, to fall

a prey to their numerous enemies—more numerous in the
big waters than in the small waters.

Fish Propagated by State of New York,

'

While writing the preceding note, it occurred to me
that it might be of interest if I made a iist of the fisheS;

hatched by the State of New York, for many who ask
for fish are not well informed, upon the subject. First, of
the salmon family, there are hatched at the different hatch-
ing stations: " "

Brook trout—'Fall spawning.
Brown trout—Fall spawning.
Lake trOut—Fall spawning. ;

Landlocked salmon—Fall spawning.
Sea salmon—Fall spawning.
Rainbow trout—Spring spawning.
Red throat trout—Spring spawning.
Steelhead trout-—Spring spawning. e.

Last year no sea salmon were hatched, but fo'' :''early

twenty years before they have been hatched, but <xiwayS'
from eggs fihmished by the United States- Fish Com-
mission. All the fishes named are reared at the stations

(most of them are kept in the stock ponds), and planted
as fry or fingerlings.

'

Other fishes hatched artificially are:
Mascalonge—Spring spawningi
Pike-perch—Spring spawning.
Shad—Spring spawning. <

Lobsters—Spring spawning.
Smelts—Spring spawning.
Whitefish—Fall spawning.

'

. Frostfish (round whitefish)—Fall .spawriirtg.

Tomcods—Fall spawning.
Lake herring—Fall spawning.
All of these are planted as fry soon after they are

hatched. ;
•^'>

Black bass, large and 'fetftall mouth
; yellow perch, bull-

heads, white bass, pike arid pickerel are at times dis-

tributed, but are captured as fry or adults and shipped.

The State has hatched yellow perch, sea trout. Sunapee
trout, etc., and may do so again if the occasion should
arise for so doing.

Because the State rears trout t6 fingerlings and has
reared them to yearlings before planting it is quite com-
mori . for applicants to ask for fingerling pike-perch and
fingerling or yearling other .fi.sh. Almost as soon as the

pike-perch begin to swim after they are hatched they
begin to' eat one another. ' The large-mouth black bass

are gathered as fry and shipped at once, and they eat

one another in the cans on the train.

Last spring a fishing club tried the experiment pf pre-

paring a pond to rear mascalonge fry to fingerlings before
liberating them, and the State furnished 200000 masca-
longe fry to further the experiment. A few days ago the

pond was drawn down to secure the fingerlings? to tr^nsfe|^

them to their future home, and of the 200,000 fry, but
two fingerlings remained. I note that the experimenters
do not quite know how- to explain the shrinkage but I-fj

would have been satisfied with the explanation if they"';'

had said that each of the two survivors had eaten the
remainder of the 100,000 fry after they had compounded
on one another by a"union or mixttire of elements."
Young lobsters also eat one another as soon as they are i's

hatched, and it is wonderful how fast they grow on a'^

lobster diet. At: times trout will try to do the sanie'^^'«

thing when they are scarcely an inch in length, arid 't/''

have seen them with the jaw of one in the mouth of th^^^t

other. Then, too, they will bite the tails of one anothet--
and cause fungus to form and destroy the bitten fry, but;'

in this respect they do not offend to the degree that the-'
black bass arid pike-perch do, and therefore the pike-percfc: •

are planted as soon as the yolk sac is absorbed, and troufe'i"

are reared and well fed and sorted to prevent, as far asli

possible, cannibalism among them. Put two trout of..j

same size together in an aquarium and give them no'x
food and one will try to eat the other, and from this one.:
can imagine what would happen to small trout among big/
ones if all were not well fed. A. N. Cheney. '

My First Tuna.
It will be many years ere I forget my first introductiom

to the tuna—that stubborn, savage fight&r, game to the last^]

dying rush, a terror to the tyro angler, and oftentimes, in-"i

deed, not to be conquered even by the most experienced,!'
fisherman. • ii

One beautiful afternoon when sea, sky and motmtains*
were glorious with the varying tints which seem peculiar
to Santa Catalina, I started forth with my cousin, B., in

the launch Mildred, owned and handled by Harry Elms, of.

Avalon—-and what Harry doesn't know about the game fish

of Catalina waters, also handling and gaffing the same,
when the right time comes, let some one else try and find-

out. For a while we trolled for yellowtail, and when oflE?

the Seal Rocks the keen eyes of Harry discovered signs of;

tuna off shore. The launch was headed toward them, an^'
B., reeling in his line, rigged a tuna rod, and as we hade
no flyingfish, the usual bait, we used a large smelt instead',

and the lure was .soon trolling some 150 feet astern. I

retained my yellovytail rig, but .shortened the line that 1=

might reel in more quickly and be out of the way shooildr'

B. get a strike. Suddenly 1 was startled by the screech,""

of B.'s reel, and almost instantaneously my rod was nearly
jerked from my hands, and to the music of my screaming:
reel the line fairly smoked, when I put on the leather
brake, endeavoring to check the first mad rush of the fish.

"

H. jumped to his engine and reversed, that we might gain
line. In a few minutes the two fish crossed, 'and we were
therefore, obliged to change places and pass our rods ov^r
or under to prevent a bad tangle up of lines; and as the
fish towed us out to rough water, we both realized that we
had trouble ahead. After our repeated changes of posi7'
tion back and forth, which in the heavy sea proved to be'
anything but an easy matter, both fish sotmded deeply ahd
kept up a powerful strain upon the rod. Foot by foot'
we "pumped" the fish nearer the surface by slowly raising
the rod by main strength then gathering in the slack- Unp
by lowering the tip and reeling quickly in. Several tirriesS

all the gain was lost by the fish, making a savage rush:-"
Then the pumping was resumed. After one and one-hal| ''

hours from the strike B.'s fish gradually weakened irltit

Was carefully reeled in and cleverly gaffed by Harry. Tfie
\\'eight was 96 pounds, and B. laid down his rod with' a-

sigh of relief and rubbed his benumbed fingers and aehifig
muscles.

.

.

1

. .• At this time my fish seemed to be as fresh as eVei?;'

With my light rod I was able to raise the fish but very
little at a time, and the savage rushes proved to be too
much for muscles unused to such a strain. Another hour-
passed, and as we .slowly steamed along, the fish steadily
kept with us, bearing heavily on the line, keeping it tense
as a harp string. Purple shadows slowly crept over the
sea, and up the sides of the mountains, whose tops still

refiected the gorgeous hues of the setting sun. Weaf-ily
dragged another hour. and. yet the fish showed but slight

signs of weaken-ng. Slowly and rhj'thmically came the
long, deep pulsations of the Pacific, its surface now uii-

ruffied and reflecting the last pale tints of sunset. Night
coming on, I made one more effort, but my overwbrke'd
fingers refused to work the reel handle, and I found it

impossible to use the leather brake with sufficient force,
and so after a four hours' stcuggle I was reluctantly corfi-

pelled to hand over the rod to B., for I was coriiplete|y

used up and well beaten by my first tuna. B.. who . was
now well rested, brought the fish to gaff. Weigh.f 162
pounds. Thus I lost my first chance for the coyete.d
button of the Tuna Club, the rulps of the c^ub requiring
the fish to be brought to gaff unaided. '

The following three weeks will no doubt be long; re-

^membered by all anglers in Avalon, All previous rec'brds

as to number of fish taken were broken. WonderfuV iti-

deed to witness were the spectacular le-aps of the tuna,' as
they rushed in great schools after mackerel and flyings

fish, and lashed the water into sheets of foam. Nearly
every man, woman and child became temporarily tuna
mad. During the day many eyes carefully scanned the
sea, and when a boat was discovered headed for Avari>n.
the tuna flag proudly fluttering in the breeze, great wis
the rush to the beach to greet the victorious angler and to'

sec the beautiful fish, glowing with tints of copDer. silver

and purple, brought ashore .and weighed afnid niariy

guesses as to the weight. Should the fish prove to fse the
angler's first button fish, hearty were the cortgratulat'OOs

of admiring friends, and the ever-present photograoher
posed his subject with boatman and fish, and secured an
indisputable proof of success for the del'ghted angler to

' send to his doubting frierid«. On the Other hand, ri^any

tales of woe and disaster were told by the rettirning fi'^her-

man—lines parted, rods smashed, reels wrecked, fingers

jammed, knuckles skinned ; and as a rule the larffest fish

of all, lo'^t just at the critical moment. The ladies' also

entered heartily into the spirit of the sport and keot an
eager eye upon the launch in' which their lords and riiasters

cruised up and down following the feed'rig fish.' and Aviien

. the launch stopped, reversed arid soon slowly pursued a
varj'ing course., then, it Was known that the fight had
-cornmericed/ The ..ap{re^raj\c^ of 'fhf^ flag fltmg'^q
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,!UHe, brj^€|;ie, proclaim ther'victory, tp. the 'Relighted ..better-

half on' -shore. One gentleman aft(sr Hays of patient
^

trolling struck a tuna, and while he was playing it a huge

shark bit immense chunks frotn the fighting fish which

was reeled in minus some 25 pounds of flesh. The un-

.explained rule, viz., to square the girth of the fish, multi-

piy by the length and divide by 800, which has proved to

be' reliable in getting at the weight of a fish, carne to his

rescue, and it was proved beyond all question . that the

fish, when intact, had exceeded 100 pounds, and the but-

ton was awarded, to the great satisfaction of the gentleman

and his friends. During these days the fish displayed

many peculiarities. At t'mes they would put up a tremen-

dous fight and again were landed comparatively easy, but
. it was demonstrated that with up-to-date tackle the fish

could be brought to gaff in much quicker time than has

been supposed heretofore possible.

For a number of days, owing to the condition of my
hands. I could only look on and witness the sport, but

later I got fast to several tuna only to part line or leader

by forcing the fish too liard. Then followed several

weeks, during which no bait would tempt the fish, though
they were seen in larger schools swimming with fins and
tails above the surface during the middle of the day, and
leaping high in early morning. Disappointed, but by no
means discouraged, I left the island for a few weeks.

Then again the fish began to strike and I returned to

Avalon. In a few days, with Bert Neal as boatman, I took

a 116-pound tuna, bringing it to gaff in forty-five minutes;
and again with Art. as he is familiarly called, for galfsman
and boatman, I landed one of 126 pounds in thirty-five

minutes, and therefore obtained the coveted blue button of

the Tuna Club.

Now a word to anglers in regard to Santa Catalina.

The fishing is so unlike our Atlantic coast angling, it

will prove a delightful novelty to an Eastern man. By
all means try it if possible. The island is unique. There
one's fish'ng is the perfection of ease unjl the fish

strikes, then look out. One sits in a comfortable chair

with a back in the stern of the launch with a com-
panion beside one if desired ; but if after tuna don't both

troll at the same time. You are more than liable to lose

one or both fish. In these waters no anxiety need be felt

in regard to sudden squalls or storms, for it is a per-

petual summer sea. As one glides out of the little curved
hay of Avalon past Sugar Loaf on the port and a rugged,
picturesque promontory on the starboard, one cannot but

be charmed by the lovely view of Avalon, backed by
mountains so entirely unlike any seen in the East, One
notices the varying shades of brown, gray, ash and ,pink,

'

Then one is amazed at the wonderful colors of the sea

—

indigo, purple, opal and endless shades of blue and green.

Extremely interesting is the marine life, which is very
much like that of the Mediterranean. Toward sunset

the mounta'ns, which perhaps at noon one had pronounced
barren, harsh and uninteresting, change in appearance.

The rugged outlines become softened, and as the shadows
deepen, the gorgeous hues of the sunset sky mingle with
the sea tints. Away to the east the coast range shows clear

and blue, at times snow-tipped. At this hour one is

apt to forget the trolHng bait astern, and to be lost in

admiration. Here sea birds and seals are undi.sturbed and
are very fearless, and add greatly to the .scene. The
launches are well equipped as to rods, reels, etc., though
to use one's own tackle is a source of mxic\\ greater
satisfact'on. The men 1 have mentioned also several;

others, are reliable, well posted and up to all the various
peculiarities of the fish, and will do all possil^l^ iqr the

visitor. i':s''V'

As the fishing for black sea bass, also called jewfisii, has
been recently so abl}^ described by Prof. Charles T.
Holder in the Forest and Stream, I will only mention
that in a recent issue of the Los Angeles Times the cap-

ttire of a 405-pound jewfish is recorded. The fish, how-
ever, cannot be recorded in the tournament of the Tuna
Club, for the genlleman who struck the fish, in the gen-
eros'ty of his heart handed the rod to his less fortunate

companion to land the fish. May such a spirit alway.s

prevail among all true anglers. Fishing for the yellowtail

has also been well described, and I will only add as my
humble opinion that if a 150-pound fish possessed the pro-

portiona'e strength, .speed, and dash of a 2S-pound yellow-
tail, the rod and line is yet to be devised to hold such a

fish.

Among my angling memories I shall always look back
to the haopy davs passed on the island aT)tly called the

Magic Isle, amid summer seas, Santa Catalina.
Cazador.

My First Trout.
Sitting idly at my desk this sultry afterrioon, having

disposed of the current business of the day, I, fell into

a reminiscent mood and in memory went back to home
and scenes of my boyhood—the old-fashioned country
house in which I Avas born ; the outbuildings ; the fields

m wh'ch 1 had essaj^ed to compete with the hired man
in different branches of farm labor ; the hay field where
I had spread to dry the swaths of grass cut by the
mowers' .scythes; the hill pasture from which I had
gathered the cows and conducted them to the inclosure

where they were to be milked; the gathering and garner-
ing of the var-ous products of the farm ; the multifarious

duties the discharge of which devolved upon the tarmer
boy. I saw all this, and more : for 1 saw the brook
meandering through the meadowr the source of which
was far up in the hills. I saw the very- pool with its

bordering bushes from which pool I caught my first

trout—I was the youngest of a trio of brothers, arid had
been permitted to accompany my elder brother at. times
on his fishing excursions—could carry his box of worm
bait! and such fish as he miffht catch- when strung upon
a forked stick. I had ambition above -this. I wished to
fish on my own responsibility and judgment. Repetition
of request finally procured desired permission—-a com-
mercial transaction with the villatre storekeeper resulted
in acquiring a fish hook and lead from the lining., of "a

tea chest for sinker. A cork surreptitiously taken from
the molasses jug—substituting therefor a corn cob

—

siir>n1ied f^e float. I had an alder branch for a rod: but
still I lacked a line. This I supolied. by extracting a
number of long hairs frbm the tail of the family korse,
twisting them together in a way I had learned, splicing
by introduction of .additional hairs as I proceeded, until

the proper letigth' of line had been manufacttJred. With
exception of bait box- my equipment was now complete.

A boy of eight years or thereabout does not indefinitely

postpone his first angling excursion for want of se un-
essential an article 6'f his equipment as a receptacle for

bait; my trousers pockets were utilized as a substitute.

In company with thi elder brother acting as monitor
we approached the stream. Sheltered ,,by a clump of;

willows, I quietly, dropped my baited hook into the

water of. a favorite poot, Salvelinus quickly responded.
In my excitement I forgot my instructions, an,d failed to

hook the fish. , Raising my alder sapling, elevating my
hook and a struggling trout attached two or three feet

above the water, I joyously called out "I'vjc got one!
I've got one!" My joy was brief. The „fish, not
being hooked, dropped back to its , native element.

My. grief was great, my tears were copious.

The elder brother soothed tny, perturbed erao^tions, en-

couraging me to try again. Renewing my baij I again
dropped my hook into the same water, a bite, quickly

followed, my excitement was modified. I did not forget

my admonition to hook the fish; the gentlt jerk I ad-
ministered sent that i}4-oxvnce trout on an aerial voyage,
landing it at least fifty feety away in the meadow grass.

Dropping my angling implements I lost no time in

retrieving that unfortunate fish. With it in my hands, I

made all haste to my home, where on arrival I placed

the still struggling trout on exhibiton, ' receiving con-
gratulations from the female portion of the family on
my success as an angler. In fancy I was an expert, and
from that. moment sought to, obtain an angling outfit'

conmiensurate with my conceived ability.^

Septuagenarian,
St. Louis, Mo. .

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Story of Mr. Washburnc's Troot.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 13.-—^A few weeks ago mention was
made in these columns of a very large brook trout which
was caught late this summer by Hon. Hempstead Wash-
burne, of this city, on the Salmon Trout River, and
within the preserves of the Huron Mountain Club, of

upper Michigan. Mr. Washburne showed me the skin

of this trout, which he was having mounted, and its

length was something like two feet and its weight 5
pounds pitmip. He was very proud of the fish, and
chuckled somewhat as he explained that there were
others who would haA'e been glad to have taken this

very fish. ,

Mr. Washburne is an occasional attendant upon the
midday banquets of the Wishininne Club, where there
are a few choice spirits who now and again round up
together. At the same place is sometimes to be seen
Hon. Carter H. Harrison, Mayor of Chicago. I have
at times spoken of these two Mayors (Mr. Washburne
is an ex-Mayor of this city) as friends ar^d hunting
companions. They are both members of the Huron
Mountain Club and both, very ardent trout fishers, of

a wide experience, and well proved skill. Sometimes
they both turn up at the Wishininne meet at the same
time, and sometimes they do not. The other day they
did; not, Mayor Harrison being present and Mr. Wash-
burne absent, which for the purposes in hand was per-
haps just as well. Some one spoke of this big trout that

Mr. .Washburne had caught, and the eyes of Mayor Har-
rison took on the look of war,
"His trout!" said the Mayor, "his trout! Why, that

was my troiit; It was a law down trick of Hemp to go
and catch my trout. Why, I had that fish located down
to an inch. I knew just where he was lying all the time.
I had raised him Ji' dozen times, and I had hooked him
twice that very day,' arid pa3'ed him for a while, T was
out after him that vWy' afternoon', all fixed to take him
home with me, I was juSt sneaking—whj'. say, vit was
robbery, pure robbery for Hemp to do that way!" Mayor-
Harrison's voice showed deep emotion, and .it was plain,

that he felt that he had an amdivided interest -jn that
trout. - . ' ' .s;

"I told Hemp that I had seen that. fish," he continued,
"and that I had had him on, and. that Iiwas^going out to

catch him. I showed him the very pool, thei.very log
where the fish was lying. I told him just where, the trout
would break and what he would do. Why, I knew that
trout like a brother. .A.11 I was waiting for was just the
time to start home. I was going to bring that ifish:home
with me, just to show what the place could do, , and in-
cidentally what 1 could do. Now, for that man to, sneak
in there-—what do you think I ought to do to hinj. any-,
how?

; -i t.'-" <t

"I told hira what I was going to dp ,lthat afternboii, and
we both started out together, gping in above the pool
where my fish was lying, I had been .rather careless pf
the exact look of the river just above there, and as we
fished on down I said to Hemp that I- guessed we must
be getting pretty close to my bend, where ,ti:e big trout
was. 'Oh, no, we ain't,' the villian said. *We ain't any-
where near it yet." So I let him fish on down ahead of
me and took my own time.

"After a little I got down to a place which I recognized
and knew was just around the bend from the hole where
my fish was. I thought I would shorten up the distance
a little by wading across the s'ream and taking to the
shore so as to cut across the bend and get itUo the river
at just the right place. I waded on through the sandy
path across, and took my time to the walk, thinking T

could not fail to get that trout this time sure. When
I got up to the bank I parted the brush and looked
over at the pool. And what do you think I saw?
"There was that blame robber, stand'ng up pretty near

to his waist in the water at the head of the pool, with
-his hat pushed back on his head, and a cigar stuck up
in the corner of his mouth, and about the broadest smile
on his face you. ever saw. .Talk about the cat that ate
the canary! I knew in a wink what he had on out
there at the end of his line. There was only one trout
that would bend a rod into that shape. But Hemp was too
busy to run when he heard me call to hirn and begin to
abuse him, as the head robber of all robbers. He just
grunted and kept his finerers on the reel, and. smiled and
looked hapnv. That's how. he got his trout. He can
pay the taxidermist's charges on it if he wants to, but it

is really my fi^h!"

As £0 Mr. Washburne, he sayeth not. He has the
fish, and 'it ' vt'eighed 5 pounds plump." "There wasn't a
box long enough to put it in, and its tail was curled up
at the end in the' box in which it came.

It was on this same stream and at about the same time
that there happened another fishing incident of which
Mayor Harrison spoke, and in which this same friend
was concerned. Mayor Harrison said that he was on
his. way up the river in his boat, when he saw a good
big trout, 2' or 3 pounds weight, lying under a log
in a shallow reach about midstream. He came up over
the fish, and peering down at it saw that it had something
white sticking out of the side of its head, apparently
coming from the gills. All at once the fish made a rush
down stream, and tore around like mad, churning up

,
the water savagely. Then it came back to its ^ place
under the log, but turned up its side slightly as though
in distress, of some sort. Thinking that they might be
able to net the fish. Mayor Harrison told his boatman
to try for it, and the latter passed the net under the big
trout without much trouble. At once he called o.ut.

"Why,- here's another fish fast .to this one!" and/ they
actually took out two trout, the large one first seen, and
a_ smaller one. The leader had passed out through the
gills of the big trout, the same trout which had broken
away from Mr. Washburne at that place earlier in the
day. The stretcher fly was whipping about in the water
and the smaller fish took it after the first one was a little

exhausted by its play on the rod.. The little fellow had
added to the fatigue of the former, so that the whole
proposition was about at a standstill when Mayor Har-
rison came up., He called out to Mr. Washburne that
they had taken the fish which had broken him there
earlier in the day. . From all appearances, it would seem
that Mr. Washburne is a very lucky angler, and one
hard to tie in a fishing competition.

I recall that Mr, Chas. T., Hills, a well-known bass
fisher of this city, once caught two fish with the same
ho.ok, while casting frog on Fox Lake, 111. A large
bass ran at the frog, and in ,some way the frog and hook
passed clean through its open gills and out behind,
where it was seized an instant later by a second bass.
Mr. Hills played and landed them both, much to his own
surprise when he learned what was the real state of
affairs at the ejid, of his line.

Moscallunge Catch.

One of the best catches of muscallunge this fall for
Chicago parties fell to the lot of C. H. Lester and Os-
wald Von Lengerke this. week. They went to Minocqua
Lake, a .water by no means new and quite unpromising
under the weather conditions that prevailed. Mr. Lester
got..a 30-pound 'lunge the first afternoon, and on the day
following Mr. Von Lengerke caught one of 28 pounds,
and another of t6 pounds.,

,
Others of less weight were

taken later. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago. Ill,

Asbury Park Fishing.
AsBURY Fa&k, N. J., Oct. J3.—It is really remarkable

the continued run of bass all along the coast. Since June
there has been an almost unbroken line of catches. While
the la^t two months have not produced the larger ones,
what are familiarly known as school bass have been
contipually in evidence, running in weight from'2' to 5
pounds each. Bluefish have been unusually scarce on
shore throughout ,the season, and but little hope is now
entertained of much success in that way. The rivers and
bays are still proHfic of wea.kfish and porgies, and blackfish
are unusually abundant. Weakfish are beginning to enter-
tain us now at all the piers, and at favorite points they
can now be taken direct from the beach. Last autumn 1
mentioned the fact that the croaker, a fish very abun-
dant in the lower bays, had condescended to visit us, and
\vere taken pretty freely from the boats going out to sea.
This year they have gone it one better, and are be'ng taken
from the piprs and beach direct. They consort with the
weakfish,- and are taken either with shedder or clam bait,

biting both day and night. They are eagerly sought
after, as they put up a most determined battle, fully

equaling the striped bass, weight considered. I took five

fine ones one evening the present week, and cheerfiilly

subscribe, to their title as a thoroughly game fish.

Pjekerel are now engag'ng the attention of many who
are not devotees to salt-water angling, and the fish are
more than ordinarily inclined to take the hook. Our
only bass lake has been very unproductive this year.
Usually many fish are taken, but only three have been
reported for the present year, and air small ones. What
the trouble is must be left to conjecture. That the fish

are there was proven one evening lately by one of 4
pounds springing into the boat of a pleasure party while
rowing leisurely along. They have most persistently re-

fused all baits and lures ; and some folks have been unkind
enough to say- that politics may be at the bottom of all

the trouble, and that a m'ghty convention is being held
in the depths of the lake, from which they refuse to ad-
journ for dinner. Leonard Hui.it.

A Day at Oak Swamp.
Providence^ R. I., Oct. iw.r^A party of three left this

city early Wednesday morning for a pond about seven
miles away. They were well supplied with fiddlers (small
species of crab found on salt-water beaches), salt-water

shrimp, mummy-changs and about twenty-five small perch
and pond shiners 3 inches long. Arrived at the lake which
was very low on account of the dry season for the nast

two months, we found two pa-rs of oars standing against

a farmer's barn, and not wishing to rouse him, proceeded
to the lake, took a boat and got to fi=;hinGr at 4:.m A. M.
But there was no need of being so early, for no fish were
caught until after 7 o'clock. The fir.st fish- was, a ba<;s

which took a perch bait: it was about nonnds. and -^et

us all going as we had been toM fi^h won'd not,bite with
northeast winds, but a* this v\'as the only dav M!e, three
could come together for two weeks, we had risked it.

Before this fi«h was landed • there was another bite, and
two of us were busy. AH our rods were pf very light .solit

bamboo about -6 ounce* and s5ngle-gut leaders. These
two fish were got aboard all right, and the man who got
th^ first >tt^ s^Yf hi^ qujU float stowly <3(isappeari' and we
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told him the bait was pulling it "down, but wHen Hi line
began to slowly unwind from the reel, we saw our mis-
take. It kept going out until 20 yards were drawn oif and
stopped, but no red pain.ed quill appeared on the surface.
I said, "Strike him, George. He'll have that hook in his

tail by this time." George struck him and tlien com-
menced a good fight. When he was finally "rescued" from
the water, he was a pickerel of 3 pounds, and was, of
course, hooked beyond "redemption." We all got good
fishing, and also got wet to the skin, as it rained and
drizzled all day, but when we summed up our ca'.ch we
found twenty-three bass, not any over 2 poundi weight;
nine pickerel and four perch all weighing 32 pounds. So
much for Oak Swamp in its low state.

Who ever heard of house m:ce for a bait for bass ? Aji
old fisherman told me it was the best bait for . them. T

never tried it, but would if I had any. Does any one
know anything from experience of this bait? I would like

to hear. He said hook them through the skin, in the
back and let them swim around. " Seldom.

The October Voodcraft.

The October number of the Game Laws in Brief anij Woodcraft
Magazine contains the game and fish laws of the United States
and Canada. The Woodcraft part has this capital list of con-
tents :

GRAN'THER HILL'S PA'TRIDGE. By Rowland E. Robin-
son.
IN THE FOREST.
THE OLD CANOE,
THE RE.SCUE OF MR. HUNDLEY.
KELLUP'S ANNUAL. B" TetTf-rson Scribb.
DEACON THROPE'.S PIGEONS.
ANY I.ETTER.S FOR ME? Bv H. P. Ufford.
TEHOS.'^EE T'^LAND. Pv OtJve F. Gnnbv.
FT.ORTDA INDIAN DT^ER HfTNTERS

'

AT CLCSE gUAK I EKS: The Hon. .S., the Plover and the Bull;
A Nova Scotia Besr; The Panther's Screpm ; A Time with a
Florida Allieator: The Owl'.<; Swnop; The Dog Climbed.
THE DOG AND THE TTTRKEY. Rv Inl^n James Atidubon
SENATriR VEST'S SimDAV PIGE'^N SHOot.
AUSTR,^LIAN ROUGH-RIDERS. Bv R. BoldFewood.

ImneL

Fiztufca.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct 30.—Seaecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

tToteCtiyc Association's sixth annual field trials. A, C. Peterson.
Sec'y, Homestead. Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett. Spc'v. Box f?03. New Haven, Conn.
Nov. T.—Jamesport, L. I., N. Y.—First annual field trials of the

Pointer Club of America. R. E. VVestlake, Sec'y.
.,?f?y' 7-8.—Lake View. Mich.—Third annual field trials of the
Mjchigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice. Sec'y, Grand Rapids.
Mich.

1-

Nov. 12.—Bicknell. Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-
aegendent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y. Indianapolis,

Nov. 13--Chatham. Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-
ternational Fipid Triats Cti;h. ^. B, Wells. Hon. Sec'y

13-—Harrisville, Pa.-Central Beagle Club's annual field
Trials. A. C. Paterson, Sec'y.

Riley. Ind.—Second annual field trials of the Riley
I'leld trials Association. J. L. Graham, Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C.-Eastern Field Trials Qub's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19 Derbv
Simnn C Bradlev. Ser'v. Greenfield Hill. Conn.
Nov. 20.—Robinson, 111.—Illinois Field Trials Association's sec-

ond annual fieM trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111
Nov. 20.—Ruthven. Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of

the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon. Jr,. Sec'y,
Windsor. Ontnno, Can " •.'> j-

Nov. 27.—Glasgow. Kv.—Kentucky FieM Trials Club's annual
field trials. F. W, .Samuel. Sec'y. Louisville Ky. . .

Nov 30.--Newton. N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth
annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3. Derby. Theo

-^P,'','^rJ'--'r^?"^- ^1''^-—Fourth p"niial fie'd tria's Of the Missouri
Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo,

1901.

-^J'!"- i*-.—
'^'senville Ala.—Fifth annual field trials of the Alabama

Field Trials Club. John B. Rosenstihl, Sec'y.

, J?"- 21-^I5ent'm County, 'Miss;—Tenth annual field tria's of the
United States Field Trials Club. W. B. Stafford, Sec'v, Trenton
Tenn. > -

-

BENCH SHOWS
„?«^ov. 33-17.—Vicksburg, Miss.—First annual bench show of theWest Mi.ssissipm Aericultural, Mechanical and Live Stock Ex-
position. John Dewhurst. Sup).
Nov. 2R-30.—Philf delphia. Pa.—Second annua' bench show of the

Pbi'ade'phia Doe Show Assoriation. M. A- Viti, Sec'y.
Dec. ft-lO.—Cincinnati. O.—Annual bench show of the Cincinnati

Fox Terrier Club. J. C. Trohliger, Sec'y.

1901.

Feb. 26-March l.—Cleveland. O,—Cleveland Kennel Club's annual
benrh show. C. M. Munhall, Spc'y. s

March e-9.---Pitisbiirg Pa.-Duquesne Kennel Club's annual
bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.

Training: the Hunting: Dog
For the FieM and Field Trials.

VI.—Yard Breaking.

The preliminary schooling of the dog. commonly
called yard breaking:, consists in teaching- him the prooer
acts of obedience in response to certain commands which
are of general utility as well a.s special usefulness in con-
trolliner him in his work afield and at other times. By
establishing a habit of prompt and. cheerful obedience to
these commands before the more serious training- in the
work afield begins, it is readily apparent that a distinct
educational gain is made. Incidentally, these preliminary
lessons, by the onoortunities of companidnshio which
they afford, establish the most friendly relations be-
tween teacher and pupil, if they are kindly and sympathet-
ically conducted.

Tn the first lessons, to concentrate his mind on what is
bemg taught him even for a short time, is' exceedingly
difficult and fatiguing to the doe; therefore the
teacher would better set a definite limit' to the lessons
say fifteen or. twenty mintites. He also should avoid
acquiring the habit of constantly ^ bossing and nago-ing
the minil between lessons. " .'

Within the bounds of ordinary, everyday, discipline
the puppy should be permitted to develop, unhindered in
his own way._ .If he- is bossed. and Sullied incessantly he
after a certain time loses all poycer of iridependent' in-
itiative, and IS so dominated by his tutor that he is a mere
unthinking machine.
These suggestions as to over-4iscjpIine are quite as

applicable when the dog is receiving his first experience
on game as they are when he is receiving his yard break-
ing. The subjugation of him to the entire domination of

his trainer is undesirable at any time, and its most useful

form is quite secondary to the dog's natural educational
development. Yet many good dogs are annually spoiled
or their best effort marred by rigidly restricting them to

lines of action in their yard training which are deemed
to be the correct ..thing when thej^ are actually working
to the gun.
While the trainer may have in mind the nice mariner in

which the theoretical training will fit into the practical
work, the dog is entirely ignorant that the training has
any reference to anything at all. He recognizes that he
is cramped and confined in his eft'orts, and if so treated
till it becomes habit he exhibits slavish deference at all

times. Without the ability or inclination to hunt game
the dog is worthless for field purposes. Some dogs, if

checked too much, perceive nothing then which appeals
to their self interest, and consequently they lose all in-

clination to search for birds. If the dog refuses to hunt
it is beyond the power of any one to force him to do so.

This is a point which the trainer should ever bear in

mind—that is to say, it is the dog's self interest which
impels him to seek game. If this factor is ignored alt

incentive to effort on his part is thereby eliminated.
While his natural impulse for the pursuit of birds and
his enthusiasm in his efforts to capture them are so great
that he will submit to much balking and punishment
before he will desist, there is a certain limit beyond which
he will not maintain interest and effort if the trainer is.

over restrictive.

In the yard training, as in the field work, the trainer-

should teach and handle quietly. Turbulence in most
instances denotes ill-temper or a badly disciplined mind.
The loud and incessant issuing of commands and blowing
of whistles, in season and out of season, with or without
cause, are faults common to nearly all amateurs, and for
that matter to nearly all professionals. The majority of
trainers are self taught, so that bad habits of method
and manner acquired in the beginning are likely to be
retained by them throughout their jives. Habituated
thus thoroughly to their own ways, they are quite un-
conscious of the hullabaloo which they create, and of
their offensiveness to such company as may be with
them, and of the great handicap which they impose upon
any dog which may be under their control.

Boisterous shouting of orders and constant whistling
are the cause of many flushes, and if the frightened birds
be in the

.
proximity of the dog at the time, the noisy

trainer is prone to consider that the dog is at fault rather
than himself, who is really the guilty party. When so

• noisily intent on securing obedience in an habitual
hullabaloo manner, the trainer is generally lost to all in-
xidental happenings, so far as they relate to his own
faults; ,

Ii is not at all difficult to teach
,
a dog obedience to

quiet commands and gentle signals, and it is infinitelv
better to handle him in that maniTer afield than in a
t-nanner of. noise and violence, apart from all considera-
tions of ease and elegance.

..While being taught, the dog quickly learns the signs
which indicate punishment and the signs which indicate
that the teacher is pleased or displeased. Changes of
voice and expression of countenance, whether of pleasure
or irritation, are noted and correctly interpreted. It is
therefore essential for the best progress in the lessons that
the teacher preserve an equable exterior and action at all
times, be he pleased or displeased.
.In the summer days it is better to give the lessons in

the early morning and evening, when the temperature is
coolest. When the puppy is warm and panting he suffers
much discomfort, and it is then difficult to hold his inter-
est or attention.

The puppy's mind, being immature and undisciplined,
can compass only the simplest details*; therefore it is best
to begin with the most elementary lessons. Thus his
mind will be developed in a natural manner, and obedi-
ence will be enforced without breaking his spirit or less-
ening his self-confidence. As with the child in its first
atternpts at learning, so it is with the puppy; it is ex-
tremely difficult and wearisome for it to at first under-
stand the simplest teachings or concentrate its mind on
any subject which requires thought. Under such cir-
cumstances, the amateur teacher shoidd not too hastily
assume that the puppy is stupid.
When teaching the first lessons it is better to be within

a room or yard from which the dog cannot escape even
It so mchned. Undoubtedly he will make many attempts
to do so. It is good training to permit him to make
such attempts with the resultant failures. Then after
repeated disappointments, he will abandon them' when
the lessons are given within an inclosed place.

If the trainer commands the puppy to do something
under such circumstances that obedience cannot be en-
forced, and the latter then escrfpes or succeeds in dis-
obeying, a very troublesome factor is thereby intro-
duced. The advantages of disobedience are quicklv
learned and remembered, and thereafter, when he is
(lisinchned to obedience, if pressed to a degree which is
displeasing to him, he runs away.

In^ this connection it may be remarked that every pre-
caution should be taken to prevent the puppy from run-

^^y^y- for once he learns that he can escape, the
difhculties of reducing him to subjection are many times
niultiphed. This alone suggests the wisdom of refrain-
ing from any attempts at training between lessons in
places where the puppy is not confined within walls or
tences.

The lessons should end with some play and romping
between teacher and pupil, so that there may be pleasant
associations referring to it, in the mind of the latter at
least.

From his hours of play .wherein the puppy frisks and
irolics as: he pleases hardly any fatigue ensues. He then

'

IS following the simple impulses of his own mind which
do not cause great nervous strain, overheating con-
fusion or intense worry. He abhors lessons which are
devoid of all amusement. If they are gently andamusingly given success is more progressive. After atime mental strength and stamina will develop and then
longer lessons may be given without distressing him

Later in thq training the powers of tl?e mind becorae'so

much more, vigorous that the most difficult of the training
lessons are learned with greater ease than were the far
more simple beginnings.
The commands to which obedience may be taught in

the yard lessons are as follows:

"Go On."

The command "Go on" denotes that the dog is to
start forward and work according to his master's pleas-
ure. During the early months of the pupil's puppy-
hood this command may be easily taught. It is readily
accomplished by associating it with the act of freeing the
puppy from his kennel, or uttering it at the moment of
freeing him from the chain or lead strap when he is taken
afield.

When freed from either chain or kennel, he would "go
on" whether the command were uttered or not, and this
is the main reason that it is so easily taught when the
pupil is still a tender puppy. It then is in entire con-
sonance with his inclination, and he learns readily its
import by associating it with freedom from all restraint.
A motion of the hand forward, associated Avith it, is

soon understood as signifying the same as the order, and
is quite as promptly acted upon.

If the puppy have any spirit at all, he takes unbounded
pleasure on hearing the command "Go on," or on seeing
the signal, either of which denotes that he is at liberty to
romp at his own free will.

"Come In."

"Come in" denotes that the pupil is to cease all effort
other than coming promptly and directly to his master.
It IS not so easily taught as "Go on," for the reason
that It nearly always runs counter to the pupil's in-
clination. He is rarely inclined to give up the pleasures
of free romping or other interesting purposes in which
he may be engaged at the time that lie hears the order;
therefore it in most instances is necessary to apply
force to establish the desired obedience. Nevertheless, it
should not be used till the puppy is properly matured
and the formal yard training begins, inasmuch as it tloes
not matter whether the puppy obeys promptly or not
before that tirne.

When the proper juncture arrives it is necessary to
enforce the most thorough obedience to the command
Come in"; otherwise no progress worthy of any con-

sideration can be made in any branch of training.A disregard of this order denotes that the dog is under
no control, No reluctant, hesitating or slovenly obedi-
ence should be tolerated. It is one of the easiest com-
mands to teach if the trainer is properly persistent and
methodical, and yet there are few orders more commonly
disobeyed or evaded.
Pronounced obstinacy or disobedience must be cor-

rected by force. It should be impressed upon the puppy
that obedience to the order is uncompromisingly impera-
tive; that nothing is left to his own inclination in this
matter other than prompt obedience. The discipline
established thereby in this one branch has a beneficent
effect on all other branches of the training, since it es-
tablishes a general domination of the teacher.
The spike collar is the best instrument when the ap-

plication of force is necessary. The description and uses
of It, set forth in another chapter, should be read and
carefully noted. It will accomplish the most desirable
results when used m the parts of the dog's education to
which it IS applicable; but, on the other hand, there is no
instniment more harmful or capable of more brutal action
than IS the spike collar when improperly applied
The advantages cf the collar when used to tcrce the doo-

to ' come in" are that it inflicts pain upon him at the
time and place that he is guilty of disobedience. If he is
standing at a distance from his handler he thereby hasno immunity from punishment when the collar is on his
neck. It forces him to come in, however much he may
struggle against it. In the meantime, the trainer need
not make any alarming demonstration in this respect it
being quite different from the demonstration inseparake
from the use of the whip. The force is so directly and
promptly applied that the pupil associates it entirely with
the act of disobedience.
The whip is not even remotely a substitute for the col-

lar in teachmg this order. If the puppy comes in and is
whipped, he observes that punishment is the result Hesoon shows reluctance in coming in when there are
grounds to suspect a whipping. On the other hand the
collar forces him to obey, and then punishment ceases.
II the trainer then caresses him. thereby indicating thathe has done quit^ right, he quickly learns that obedience
results in that which is pleasurable instead of that which
is painful.

The collar punishes the dog when he is in the act of
disobedience; the whip punishes after he has obeyed

Besides being promptly effective in establishing obedi-
ence, the collar is permanent in its effects.

Ihe manner of applying the collar is simple. It is puton the puppy's neck, with twenty or thirty yards of strong
light cord attached to it. The trainer, holding the end
01 the cord m his hand, trainer and pupil being anynumber of yards apart within the compass of the cordqmetly gives the order and pulls in the dog at the same
time. The latter m all probability struggles and at-tempts to run away. In his furious struggles he may at-tempt to fight the collar. In any case the trainer holdshim steadily till his flurry is all over. He soon becomes
convinced that on his part the attempt to meet force with
Torce is futile and painful.

.iw^t-'*"^™^^
anything more advanced should br made

till the dog ceases struggling and is reconciled to yield
to the force of the collar. This stage may require twoor three minutes, or two or three lessons, according to
the circumstances of the case, to prepare him for the next
stage. When he ceases to struggle, give the commandCome in and pull him within reach of the hand so
that he may be petted and caressed, as if he had done a
fine thing of his own free will, and so continuing till hehas Recovered his self-confidence and composure

the trainer next walks away, repeats the order and
pulls the dog in again if he disobevs. The latter 'soonnotes that the punishment is most likdy to occur whenhe IS away from his handler, and will endeavor to follow

5rthi°' J ^^'>'^. ^^^^y- This anticip,t£n
of the order may be guarded against by fastening a
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wooci^n:of 'iron pin foth^-c^^
collar and sticking it m the ground. The trainer then

walks' away waits a few moments, gives the
.

order

Smlv^^ the same time pulling on the cord, which m
SJn p'uHs the pin out of tL ^-und, thereby pe,^^^^^^^

the dog to come in promptly if he will da sorv.ottier

"'^iSrfeionsTourd be repeated till he will come in

promptly to the order. Next, in a room or yard rom

S'^he cannot escape, he may be drdled unthout he

<ioliar.-
• If he disobeys, it is put pn him, and the forcing

^rSi'fiSd'?!? will need^much farther disciplining in

this as in other branches of his education, as the tempta-

fon to act in his own way is a great incentive to dis-

A^^pJoper composure and deliberation on the part of

ihf t?ainer add greatly to the efficacy of;the lessons.

^Hurry and sensekss violence do much to retard progress

£d the purpose of the trainer in this as m all other

/branches of the dog's education.

, A long blast on the whistle is commonly used to

[denote the same act as the command, and it is taught in

'.precisely the same manner.

Notwithstanding the ease and thoroughness with which

it may be taught, there are few dogs which are^properly

proficient in it. At field trials in particular, the p ace

where one would expect to find the greatest perfection

in matters of obedience, it not infrequently happens that

is a laborious task for a trainer to brmg his dog m
"during a heat or at the termination of it Some field

trial handlers find it necessary to keep their dogs on cham

to orevent them from breaking away at such times as

they desire them to cease work. All this shows rank

neglect of the proper discipline, though it has for a pur-

pose the encouragement of the dog to remain out at his

work, regardless of the whistling or ordering indulged in

/ by an opposing handler. The handlers of such^dogs are

satisfied to control them in any kind of slipshod nianner

rather than to take the more troublesome and efficient

method of teaching the command specially till it is thor-

•ppghly inculcated as a matter of obedience^

.Ameadments to the Racing Rules.
'

"New" York, Oct. ii—Editor Forest and Stream: I

'dDn't agree with the opinion that sliding seats injure
'

canoHng I think that the dedine in canoeing was

caused by unlimited and insufficiently limited sail area

„ and. by standing sails, as all w^ho have cruised or raced
.

.will agree that a sliding seat makes the canoe more able,

'comfortable and dry. Before the sliding seat was m-

, vented sail was unlimited; a small dandy and large mam-

fSail were used on the prinicple that sail confined as much

,;as possible to one sail gave speed, When the sliding

,
seat enabled larger sails to be used, they could not be

iiuilt in this proportion and used efficiently, so both sails

'

were made about the same size. To balance sails and

centerboard the trunk was placed so far aft that it filled

'
up the cockpit, making it liable to -catch one's toot

,/against the trunk; so self-bailing cockpits were made a

. practical necessity for safety as well as for comfort, as

.canvas bags could not be used.
' When sail was limited to 130ft., the amount still was

• ,too' large to reduce the proportion of the mizzen to the

mainsail very much, though I feel satisfied that Archbald
.'

did reduce it to some extent. Under the proposed amend-

ment reducting it to iioft.. the sail can very largely be

;.put in the mainsail, and the mizzen need hardly be con-

..sidered in jibing, so it will be more easily carried, and the

20ft. will not make very much difference in the speed.

Regarding limiting sliding seat, I cannot see anything

-gained by if, as any seat across the boat, fixed or sliding,

-- even the width of the boat, will interfere with paddling;
'
so the only side to look at it is from the sailor's side, and

..,a light man needs a longer seat than a heavy man, and

he is generally quicker and more active, therefore can

nise a longer seat better. To limit or do away, with the

sliding seat will not prevent an athlete from haying an
• advantage over others, as I have seen one sail bang
'

prostrate on his chest on the seat, with his head toward

the boat, the rest of his body, from his chest do\vn,

Straight out beyond the seat to windward, steering with

his teeth.

I think that doing away with the self-bailing cockpit

and limiting a man's sails to one rig of two sails of iioft.

' will be a benefit to canoeing. I also think that a canoe

which upsets should be out of the race.

.. Regarding the question of a permanent' camp site, I un-

,-.derstand that the Association owns an island on Stony

; '.Lake and the canoe islands on Lake George, and those

who are interested in a permanent camp site have never

'taken the trouble to find out what rights the Association

has on these islands.

I agree with Mr. Allen that the mess charge should be

higher. . I would place it at $2 a day, as I think that this

sum would force the majority of the men to have club

• .,.and individual messes, and so bring the Association back
- - to itS' original idea of a canoe camp. . I think also that

.-the camp site committee should not sell any floors larger

.V.thaniaby 12.
'

.

" Cannot the Association or Division arrange to pay
the expense^ of hiring men to put the canoes in the cars

before going to the meet, and take them out again at the

meet, and put them in on the return from the meet?
Henry H. Smythe, A. C. A. 1308.

Winchester, Mass.. Oct. 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The many proposed amendments to the racing regula-
tions of the A. C. A. certainly show a desire to do

y., something to either entirely change the type or else

.awaken new Interest in the sport. As I understand it,

fbe latter end is desired. I think that the principal cause
'

' of the falling off in the entry list has been the fact of

.,.,„t.he meet being held always at a great distance from New
yprk.an'd Boston, I base this lipon a knowledge of the
ITljmber of sailitig canoes—I mean racing canoes—ma-

chines, if you will—within two hours' ride by rail from

either of the above cities, as compared with the number
in the Northern Division. I venture the statement that

in the last ten years there have been ten racing canoes

built in the Atlantic Division and five in the Eastern

to one in the Northern, and yet the meet is five- times

in the Northern to one in the Atlantic or Eastern. -In

iSgoat Jessup'sNeck therewere over eighty sailing canoes,

and over fifty started in the club race, and thirty-seven in

the unlimited. The meet was within reach of the sailing

men. I'believe the remedy is in having the meet once in

every four or five years down in the sailing division's

territory. It would not seem fair to the division which
has held the trophy seven times in the last eleven years

to leave it out of the list of sailing divisions; yet the

Northern is the paddling division, and sailing has always

been by individuals there rather than by clubs.

We have here in Winchester a new wideawake lot of

men who are intenselj^ interested in canoe sailing, and
every week sees five or six canoes out at a time sailing

over a triangle. Next year we hope to send a half dozen
men to the meet, but the distance will deter many more
from going. Probably next season will see a dozen
racing canoes on the lake here, and if the meet could be
held within half a day's journey the interest aroused
would double our fleet.

I am sure that it would be a serious mistake to rule

out the sliding seat. It is more than a comfort. It is in-

dispensable for any long sail or cruise. As for limiting

it in length, that is a mistake, as it acts unfairly on a

light man. I weigh iSslbs., and in '91 sailed with only
a 3oin. seat. Butler weighs i2olbs., and with a 3oin. seat

could not hold up 90ft. of sail in a wind in which I could
carry 130.

The smaller the limit of sail the- more unequjal the con-
ditions become between light and heavy men. Put the

limit down to iioft., and in a light breeze the light man
would sail away from the heavy one; and in a blow the

heavy man would have his turn, while the light man
wouH reef.

Why legislate against the fixed rudder? It is a harm-
less thing, inoffensive, and gives its owner no advan-
tage over the man who carries a drop rudder. It "is

cheaper to make by about SO per cent., and is an incon-
venience only in running ashore. Let any rhan carry
one who wants to, so long as it gives him no advantage
in a race over the other man who for his cruising consid-
ers the drop necessary.
As to standing sails, I have always until this sum-

mer used a hoisting rig, and have only lately learned the
joy of a rig without ropes to tangle, or jaws to break, or
reefing gear to get out of order; and I shall always use
it for sailing here. But if it seems that the standing sail

has got to go, and the races be for cruising rigs, it is as
fair for one as for another, and . we will use halliards

without grumbling at the meet.
I feel sure that the end is not to be accomplished by

restrictions of the sort suggested. Far better make no
new restrictions, but let the trophy be won only once by
one. man; also the Dolphin trophy, and have a senior
and junior class of entries. The juniors to be men who
had never won either first record, trophy sailing'. Dolphin
trophy, Pecowsic cup or trophy paddling. Then have a
senior prize to be sailed for if there were three entries,

and above all have a meet on this end of the, country^ or
near Long Island Sound. Why not year after next,
when the Eastern Division has its turn, hold the me^t
at some one of the many big fresh-water ponds on Cape
Cod, which would combine good camping and salt water
within walking distance, as, for instance, Nine-Mile Pond
and Centerville, only three miles from Vineyard Sound?

Hermann Dudley Murphy, A. C. A., 1784.

of. yacht .raciiig,. the:y jiave tnade certain rules of their

9wriv''with.;6ne: hatj rfe'sdlt,-^ if no other, that the effect of
the regular clut rules is weakened by such action on this

part 01 the owners of the largest racing class. Whether or
no the rumors, now current of irregularities in the ballast-

ing, of others of the class as well as Rainbow have any
substantial foundation, it is plain that the class has been
a failure in more ways, than one. It certainly has hurt
instead of hejpirig: the, establishment of a permanent racing
class within the reach of individual owners.

We learn from the Field that Shamrock is under orders
to leave her moorings in the Garelach for Scott & Co.'s
yard, Greenock, where her aluminum topsides will be re-

placed by steel, being badly corroded.

AccoRBiNG to the Yachting World, Mr. Lome C. Currie
is having a yacht built from his own design to try against
the one now in hand for him by Harley.Mead as a. chal-
lenger for the Seawanhaka cup.

As the exact conditions under which the new 70ft. class

was raced through the season are not known except to

those direcily concerned, it is impossible to pass ,a fair

judgment upon the subject of the over-ballasting of Rain-
bow, but there are certain general considerations which
apply to the class. For obvious reasons yacht racing is

carried on under a system of exact and definite rules gov-
erning all possible details and contingencies; these rules

being now uniform with slight exceptions among the
leading yacht clubs. It is not only the duty, but to the
direct interest of every yacht owner to do what he can to-

ward perfecting these rules where they are weak and
toward maintaining them to the letter as long as they
stand on the books. The owners of the new 70-footers
are among the most influential members of the New York,
Larchmont, Seawanhaka and other large clubs. Their posi-

tions as racing yachtsmen with means to build' in any
class inakes it certain that more than ordinary deference
will be paid to their ideas and wishes, and they certainly

are or should be fully informed as to the' present condition
and needs of yachting. In establishing a new class where
one was so badly needed, between the international syndi-
cate class of 90ft and the regular 51ft. class, ' they niight,

had they so desired, have done a great dea:l fdr the ad-
vancement of yacht racing. Had they proposed to the
clubs the establishment of a new cla.ss of about the size

of the 70-footers, but under regular club measurement and
rules, even with special restrictions or design and fittings,

,

there is little doubt that their overtures would ndt:<5nly.

have been accepted, but warmly welcomed as' a timely
,

step for the sorely needed revival of yacht racing.

Instead of this they ignored the clubs and the 'escisting

rules, and as individuals started, a one-design class that
at best could have but a limited influence on yacht racing. -

Apparently with no- regard to $he inter^ts pf the' clubs pT"

The America Cup.
The American people were treated to two surprises last

week, one at least of an. agreeable nature, in the news that
Sir Thonias Lipton had at last sent a new challenge for
the America Cup. By no means as pleasant was the other
information, that thrpugh a corner on pork, managed by
the same gentleman, they might have to dispense with the
succulent pork chop and tenderloin, to eat their buckwheat
cakes without the sister institution of sausage, and even
to take plain fried mush in place of the more nourishing
and toothsome scrapple. We confess that for once at
least our knowledge of what seems to be an important item
of yachting news is at fault, and we are content to quote
freely from the New York Herald, as follows:

When Sir Thomas Lipton comes across the Atlantic
with a new Shamrock, built to aid him in a second attempt
to "lift the cup," it is exrtemely likely that he will be
able to pay all the expenses of his new venture w th profits

gained in commercial contests with Americans. His
corner in pork bids fair to be so successful as to enable
him to make Americans pay for his next yacht racing
effort, and perhaps even for a third one, should the second
be unsuccessful.
Men in the provision trade all over the country are

watching Sir Thomas' transactions in pork as keenly as
the public watched the struggles of Shamrock and Co-
lumbia when the Cup was last at stake. But it is in

Chicago that the corner excites the most interest, for
Chicagoans will find it necessary to pay the piper when
the dance ends.
They have sold the pork market heavily short, while

Sir Thomas has quietly snapped up their offerings, and
they have attained the unpleasant position of men who
have sold a good deal more of a commodity than they can
beg borrow or purchase, and are faced with the necessity
of covering contracts in eighteen more days or making
private settlements with the original buyer. Under the
influence of those conditions pork has already jumped
up about 33 1-3 per cent., or $4 a barrel. And the squeeze
of the shorts is not yet ended. - 1 ,1.

It now appears that Sir Thomas has so carefully laid his

plans as to provide for the disposal of his purchases with-,

out bearing the market to any great extent, thus avoid-
ing the danger which menaces all manipulators of a corner.
The shorts are believed to have sold at least 75 000 bar-

rels of w-inter packed mess pork. Assuming that he has
bought or contracted to buy only this amount—and it may
be that his purchases are much larger^—his prospective
profit may be reckoned to a certain degree, as he is.

credited with having bought at an average of $12 a barrel.

The price is only $16 a barrel now, and should he unload
at that figure it would net him not less than $,300,000 profit.

But some old traders say that under present conditions,
when Chicago provision men have contracted to sell, at

much less than prevailing prices, more than twice as much
j?ork as they possibly obtain, pork may be- forced much
higher. If he can settle his contracts at a basis of $10
profit on the barrel his total gain will be three-quarters of

a million.

''The port market has been oversold," said a represent-

ative of Mclntyre & Marshall yesterday. "Shorts have
made contracts to 'deliver vastly more of the staple than
they can get their hands on and will have to settle with
Sir Thomas as best they may. It looks as if he had
his corner so securely in hand that a big profit is inevitable.

It is a natural corner. The shorts have brought it on
themselves."

Prices for the last few weeks indicate how frantic have
been the efforts of the men who oversold the market to

cover their contracts. During the first half of September
mess pork averaged about $11.50 a barrel. During the

latter half it. averaged about $12. In the first five days of
October it climbed from $12.57 to $14.50, gaining $1.40
.on Oct 5. On Oct. 6, last Saturday, the shorts appeared
to make a united and disastrous effort to cover, for their

competing bids forced up the price in the half day's trading

to $17 a barrel. The market has been quieter this week,
and mess pork closed yesterday at $16.

What, makes the position of the shorts peculiarly un-

desirable and that of the British yachtsman and merchant
peculiarly the reverse is the fact that new mess pork is

somewhat scarce just now. The stocks reported to the

Chicago Board of Trade at the close of business Sept. 30
were -only 35,193 barrels, and almost all the new me.ss pork
in stock is in Chicago. A good approximate estimate of

the aggregate of new mess pork in the stocks of all West-
ern cities, would be 38,000 barrels. This means pork of

the contract grade, packed since Oct. i, 1899, which is

the sort the shorts have agreed to furnish to Sir Thomas
to the extent of 7S,ooo barrels.

Meanwhile, though Sir Thomas declares his intention

of not being hard on Chicagoans at his mercy and his

desire not to cause any failures, he is taking care not to

let the shorts buy much of his pork.

, He had to face a dilemma, whether to hold the pork
and run the risk of breaking the market when he tried

tp sell at the end of the month, or to let the shorts buy.

aitd thus prevent his comer from having full swing.

.'-He was. shrewd enough to find a third course, which
will,. gr;eatly help him to build Shamrock IT.

"Bir. Thomas has hit upon the expedient of selling some
of the pork he wanted to unload to the cotton pickers of

the SoutU" said E. H. Dougherty, 'who is an authority in

the pr'dvision trade, yesterday. "In this way he pre-

. vented it froni. getting into the hands of the shorts, many
of wlioo> will he forced to make a private settlement with
him. It looks as if he could not fail to win. although

I doubt if his profit will be so high as $10 a barrel.
_
He

says he has- no dispoeition to be severe, but he is in S(

positioi^ 'bfr-s© if he wants to.;



5^CT. 20,

"At this time of the yett, whik cotton; is Ifeiijg -picked,

there is much demand for pork from laborers in the

South. Sir 1 homas has been taking the pork from the

barrels, where the product has been already delivered to

him, and cuttmg it up into 'pork strips.' These are

packed m salt loosely in freight cars and so shipped away.
For instance, the Chicago Daily Trade Bulletin, which
estimated the short interest on Sept. 28 to be 75,000 bar-

rels, reports a sale of 300,ooolbs. of 'pork strips' on Oct.

$5, and subsequent sales have been heavy. I learn through
trade channels that most of these are sales for the Lipton
interest. i

"There are 20olbs. of pork in a barrel.. He might sell

the contents of a barrel which cost him $12 at 6^4 cents

a pound as 'pork strips,' or $13 for the lot, and make $x

profit, besides having the empty barrel.- Then the men
who have contracted to sell him pork which they cannot
deliver may also have to pay him a profit on each barrel

to settle their contracts. This profit may be far larger.

"When Joseph Leiter engineered his corner in wheat he
ran against a snag, because wheat was delivered to him
at a ra,e beyond his calculations. Thci,t cannot happen in

the pork market. The whereabouts of the pork is too well

known. Nor can fresh pork be provided for delivery this

month by killing new hogs, because it takes thirty or forty

days to cure pork."

It is perhaps but fair to give Sir Thomas Lipton's side

of the mater, told in an interview in London and
cabled to New York: .

!

"My purchases of pork have now given me control of

Ihe American market, as I hold virtually the entire supply.

But I wish it distinctly understood there is no comer. I

have not bought with any speculative intent. I never,
planned a corner nor ever intended to attempt one. De-
sirous as I am of making money, I would not take a single

dollar otherwise than through legitimate business channels.

"If this present state of the pork market should in any
way reflect on my business honesty or work injury to

people in America, I would immediately let go. My
present holdings are largely the result of an accident. My
trade growing, it became necessary to lay in a supply for

contracts and future orders. Under orders my agents
began buying largely, not speculatively, but for purely
legitimate purposes.

"I intend my entire holdings foV filling the orders of

dealers and merchants with whom I do business, not for

the purpose of squeezing any speculator on the Chicago
Board of Trade. I am sorry indeed to have the impres-
sion circulated in America that I am working a corner.

That is not the Lipton way of doing business; it is not
legitimate.

"I would rather sacrifice e^i^ery jpenny than do.an un-
scrupulous or. dishonest act. Do not mistake me. If my
transactions should affect Chicago speculators and catch
some of them short I should not feel called upon to re-

lieve them, but I would drop the whole business if I

thought I was doing anything unfair, dishonest or work-
ing injury to the copntry.

"Please say to the American people that I intend no
corner, no squeeze no speculation on the Board of Trade,
I am doing only a legitimate business as any merchant
does."

The news of the pork transaction preceded that of the
new challenge by a day or two, the latter information, to

the effect that a challenge was on its way by the Germanic,
reaching New York on Wednesday of last week. On the

following day Sir Thomas, in London, kindly gave the
following interview: '

'

"My rei^pect and affection for the New York Y. C,
which I regard as the premier yacht club of the world, pre-

vents me from saying anything about my challenge, except
that it is not at all controversial and that I have every
reason to hope it will be promptly accepted. I do not
quite know how the news leaked out, for I have not
challenged by cable, and the leitter containing the challenge

is probably only just delivered. As a matter of courtesy
I desire that the contents of the letter be given out by
the New York Y. C, ra.her than by myself.

"Yes, I have every reason to believe I stand a good
chance of winning, for I would not challenge unless sure

I could get a better boat than my last. Moreover I know
I have got to get the very best going in order to achieve
a triumph over the wonderful energy and skill of the
Americans, for which no one has- greater admiration than
I. Realizing this, I have been working steadily for months
to perfect my arrangements.

"I now believe that both the boat &nd the men next
contesting for the America Cup will be an improvement
over my first atiempt. t .., ;

'

"What will the challenger be called? " Why; Shamrock
is good enough for me, and I will sink or swim on that.

I have secured a man who- is universally admitted to be
the best skipper on this side—an amkteur, who stands
easily ahead of his fellows. I can't j:ell his name just

yet. and, naturally, I cannot say much ibout the boat.

"But races that w'll rival the actual Cup races in keen-
ness of interest will be the trial contests between the boat
which Watson is designing for me and the old Shamrock,
%hh the alterations Fife is contemplating for the latter.

Both designers, the best in England, 'will be on board
their respective boats, and I can guarantee the one that

vr'ms will give you, at any rate, a close race.

"J look forward with intense pleasure to revisiting the
scene of my former defeat. I could ask for no better op-

ponent than Mr. Iselin. though whether he will again man-
age the defender, of course, I don't know. I rather hope
he will for then the conditions will be inore parallel with
those of last year."
The Gcmianic arrived on Oct. 12, and the challenge was

duly delivered by mail at the New York- Y. C. bouse, a

special n^eetins; heme called for. Wednesday, Oct. 17, to'

.receive it. until .which meeting it .wiir be .kept- p^vate. It

is. practically assured that .the new/xacht wilj be' designed-
by- Mr.r Wafc.^n. .narned. Sh"aJiH"Oe.k n.',_a;tid"w^ Ipk afrgoU.'

• I.w.i. • Of course all Tiinds. of. Te.p.OTt^ ''are cur^^ to.'

.new boats- to -he built b.y . Various. ^prominent' iyacHtsmeii

.

. ar-ssociated with the 7oftl clas|. :<5n€. rep6rris jto :tTte effect

that Mr. Duryea has" already disposed of his. intierest in

Yankee.. : .-

"

The FoSiEST AND STSteAM is trtit to presa eacji w^efc •<)a Tjiesday,; •

Correspondence intended for (niWication shoald "Teach' -lis-, at the-

latest by Monday and aa much earlier «• practicable.

Richard L. Ogden«
On the 3d of this month there passed from among us

one who m his time had played many pleasant parts.

"Jfodgers," or, as he was more affectionately styled by
his intimates, "Captain Dick," had seen much of the world
in its happiest and brightest aspects, and thougli of late

years the "grass had grown a little short,"itwa3 no dilticult

matter to s^art the bright How of his reminiscences on
any fitting occasion.
Although an intimate friend of Capt. Dick all my life,

I find myself unable to give a single date in his career,

and must perforce make this httie sketch somewhat in-

definite, but he had in some way, under the wing of an
elder brother, as a boy, seen something of the war with
Mexico, had visited Chili in pursuit of flour for the
army, and Patagonia to pass away the time while waiting
for it. About 1850 he was head of a firm running a line of

ships' to China, from whence came gorgeous toys for

my amusement, and vases and things for the garden
worth now fabul.ous sums, but which I fear we none of

us set much store by then.
Later he made several trips to Europe on mingled

business and pleasure, and the breaking out of the Civil
War found him a clerk in the Quartermaster's depart-
ment at this post. He received a commission as first

lieutenant, was promoted captain, and in the course of his
experience as quartermaster came in contact with many,
if not most, of the celebrities of the day, such as Grant,
Sherman and Sheridan, winning by his tact and courtesy
golden opinions from every one. At, the close of the
war he was persuaded by Ralston to res.gn and go into
business—a great mistake, as he often afterwards ac-
knowledged.
As a sportsman Capt. Dick was an unqtiestioned suc-

cess, not for the number of his birds or his fish, but the
number of matchless guns he could and did provide for
his friends; the rods and reels without number, and all

of the first quality, and the fact that hunting, 'fishing,
horse racing or yachting was with him truly sport, and
absolutely free from any taint of commercialism or job-
bery. There were many who shot straighter, but none
who shot more honestly; there were better sailors, but
no truer yachtsmen. In his prosperity his keenest
pleasure seemed to be in fiUing his yacht chock-a-block
with the pleasantest people he could find and filling
those people with the "best the market afforded."
He was the originator of the San Francisco Yacht

Cltib, which was organized in his oftice, one evening, by
himself and some six or eight other gentlemen, and he
might almost be said to be the originator—certainly the
organizer of yachting on this coast, since he was the
first (with perhaps the exception of Com. Johh Eckley)
to indulge in yachting as a sport pure and simple, entirely
disassociated from all thought of profit save that which
comes from bronzed faces and regenerated appetites.
For many years he was a correspondent of the N. Y.
Times, ' arid the readers of Forest and Stream have
often been entertained by him and his arguments in favor
of- centerboards and beam, of which he, was a most pro-
nounced advocate.
There are among us many, I am sure, who will say

with me that the favors for which we are indebted to
Capt. Dick were many and great, and who will for the
real affection I bore him pardon the shortcomings of
this imperfect tribute to his memory:

***

Britannia.

It is gratifying to know that after ending her career as a
racer the cutter Britannia has at it^jt fallen into the
hands of a yachtsman who will ajppreciate and use her as
she deserved. It will be remembered ihat several years
ago she fell into the hands of a couple of "promoters,"
Ignorant of yachting and unfit to own such a vessel. The
most remarkable point about Britannia is that though
built as late as 1893, and raced up to last year, she has
from the first been fi.ted up as a cruising vacht instead of
being built and raced wich "swept hold," like most if not
all her competitors. In her regular racing she was fitted
and furnished for comfortable living on board. The fol-
lowing record of her racing is from the Field:

The sale of the Prince of Wales' cutter Britannia to
Sir R. Williams Bulkeley, and the report that her racing
career is now at an end and that she will be converted into
a ketch, brings to our recollection the many classic races
won by the vessel under the flag of the Commodore of the
Royal Yacht Squadron. Britannia was built in 1893 by
Messrs. D. & W. Henderson, of Glasgow, from lines by
Mr. G. L. Watson, and she was, with Valkyrie H.. which
was constructed the same year, the best all-round racing
yacht launched in this country under the old Y. R. A

I
L. X S. A ^,rating rule, —57^33" • She., was not outclassed until the

rule was changed in 1896, and the German Emperor's
Meteor, another Watson boat, built on the Clyde, made
her appearance. In the year 1893 no less than four first-
class cutters were built—Britannia, Valkyrie IL, Satanita
and Calluna—and the racing season was one of the finest
ever recorded in this country. A great advance was made
in yacht architecture, and the four magnificent vessels were
designed upon principles distinct from those that had been
hitherto adopted in first-class racing yachts. Queen Mab,
a 40-rater built in 1892. was to a great extent a prototype

.
of Britannia and Valkyrie, and all the new boats had the
shallow sectioned pram bow and the concave longitudinal
vertical section strongly developed. Britannia's record
has never been equaled by any vessel

;
Valkyrie will he

chiefly remembered for her visit to America in 1893. when
she .\\^a.s beaten by. Vigilant in' the America Cup"^ races;
Sa-ta'ni.ta )va% noted for her remarkable speed on a reach
iij^ .strpng winds ;' .while .Calluna alone proved only a quali-'

...6'efl Jsiipc^ss; ;l|oremo.s-t. .among the performances of the:

.,P.dn"ce -o.f:'W^.les' cutter triav be' cla'^sed her victories over

.

...the AjpVrjcati .yachts Navahoe and Vigilant in -1893 and
1894 respectively; the first named never ga've serious

- trouble to Bri.tahnia. _but Vigilant came adrncs the Atlantic
. with a^gt'eat reputation'," having defeated Valkyrie, which
^^.as geperally ..regarded m . this_ country as Britannia's
.equal..; Sfraiiige to say, when Britannia met- Vigilant the
former won eleven races and Vigilant only six.

We append a table showing the prizes won by the PrinCjC

with his famous veisseir
-'

Number of First Other Total Value.
Starts. Prizes. Prizes. Prizes. i.

"

1893 43 24 9 33 1,572

1894 ...48 36 2 38 2,799
1895 50 38 2 40 3,040
1896 58 "

: 14 10 24 1,562

1897 20 10 2 12 1,000

1898 ......... -Not in commission,
1899 ......... 7 ., ..

Total .. 226 122 25 147 9,973

It will be- noticed from this record that His Royal Hij^h-

ness got the utmost out of the yacht, and only parted with
her after a change in the rating rule and an alteration in

the scale of time allowances—both were introduced by the

Yacht Racing Association in 1896—combined with the im-
provement in yacht construction and design that is botind

to take place in seven seasons, had made it impossible for

Britannia to race successfully in first-class matches.
Britannia.' be'sides being a thoroughly well-designed and
well-handled vessel, was also a lucky one, and it is the

wish of every yachtsman that the luck may not desert the
red and blue flag with the white Aeur de lys, should the
Prince of Wale.s decide to build another first-class racer.

The Keel Sloop Flirt.

Special interest is given to the plans of the keel sloop
Flirt, the first of which were published last week, by the
fact that she has been matched to sail against the centet-
board 25-footer Early Dawn for a stake of $1,000, the
races to take place on Oct. 20, 22 and 24. The accommo-
dation and construction are fully shown in the accom-
panying plans; there is all in the way of room that can
be looked for in this extreme type. The construction is

simple and strong in the general arrangement of the
principal members. The following details of the match
are given by the Boston Globe:

Articles of agreement have been drawn up and nothing
is left undone but the measuring, the sailing and the shout-
ing. There is no apparent change for a misunderstanding
and there will be no opportvmity for a kick on either

side. Both boats were well represented at the time the
match was made, Flirt by L. M. Clark, and Early Dawn
by G. J. Coles. Mr. George Lee, of Beverly, has been
chosen referee, and the appearance of his name insures
absolute fairness.

Both yachts are to be at Lawley's basin on or before
noon on Oct. 18 where they will he-measured in by G. F,
Lawley in the presence of the referee. Y. R. A. meas-
urements and restrictions are to prevail. If either boat
exceeds 25ft. waterline, the owner shall have the right to
make her fit inside the 25ft. . limit. Wilson & Silby's

certificate of sail measurement is to be handed to the
referee at the time of measurement, and said certificate

shall hold.

x\t the time of measurement the referee shall see to it

that all inside fittings as required by the Y. R. A. shall

be in place in each boat. If lafer a question of measure-
ment should arise, and either bqat is over 2sft., then such
boat shall be disqualified and tne race given to the other
by default. '

'

On each race day the preparatory gun will be fir'ed'' at
12 o'clock. Five minutes later the starting gun will be
fired, when the time will be taken. The races are to be
sailed outside, but should the weather not permit, the
referee, in his judgment, may brder them to be sailed

over an inside cour.se.

The yachts will sail folir rnile^^to windward to a mark;
thence reach two miles to a second mark ; thence reach . two
miles to the first mark, and thence run four miles to the
finish, a distance of twelve miles.

In the records of the Yacht Racing,Association for the
season it is shown that both boats have started eleven
times. Flirt has won seven firsts and three seconds, with
a percentage of Si 4-TI, and Early Dawn has won four
firsts, two seconds and three thirds, with a percentage of

59 r-ii. This looks as though Flirt should be a favorite;
she certainly will go into the field as such.
But since these records were made there have been

changes in Early Dawn, principally in her sail plan, which
have made her much faster. She beat Flirt on Labor
Day over the Nahant course, and also Little Peter which
stands one ahead of her in the Y. R. A. percentages. In
the recent match with Little Peter, in the only .race in

which both went over the course, she beat Li tie Peter.
That she has gained in speed is certam, but how much
remains to be seen at the coming races.

Her backers, in spite of the challenge and the match
with Flirt, are modest in their claims of the boat's ability

and allow that Flirt should win. This may be all right,

but people do not generally put up half of a $1 000 pu.rae
with the distinct intention of giving it away to the other
fellow, and it may 4)e that the backers of Early DaWh
are speaking modestly of their boat, but wi*h that modesty
which comes from supreme confidence underneath.
Be that as it may; Let the races be good, the finishes

close and may the best boat win.

Rainbow's Ballast.

The Lipton cup arrived in New York on the Germanic
on Oct. I2( and is now in the custody of the New York
Y. C. Mr. CorneHu'g Vanderbilt. ovtfner of Rainbow, has
resigned all claims to this cup. and also returned the cups
won in the Seawanhaka. Larchmont and .A.tlant'c races.
The New York Y. C. rega'ta committee has decid^d that
Rainbow is .not entitled to the cup, and the following
letters have been sent bv two of. the othef cammitte*='i:

New York. '©ct. 2..-^Corne1-'us Vanderbi't, E.sn., Knick-
erbocker Club~Ne\\7 York .Gity^ , Deai: ..S.ir .Ypyr cnm-
munication of Oct. dulv..received..'i'ri whichWou..state
that, .thrnugh. ;§rmi^|inderstandirig of your- rights.- you
did at different ^jnes lurinsr the last seas.oh •take, additional
ballast on board;%ain|ow after having been ofirciallv'rneas-

ured, and M'ithout nr-g'ipurihg a rem'easuremeht or tiot'ifying

the regatta committli^ of the action you had taken and
requesting a- remeasurement. , . r- -

. \.
' ' '

''

An act' of this nature, as you are.no'w aware, jt having
been called to your attention, .as you state in v6nr com-
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with the special agreement as between the owners of the
four sQ-called 70-footers.

,

The committee therefore, in carrying out the duty in-

cumbent upon them, have to advise that Rainbow is dis-

qualified in the race sailed on Sept. 8, 1900, under the
auspices of the club, for violation of Rule 25, Section 3.

Most respefctfully yours, .

Larchmont Regatta Committee,
John :F. LovEjoy, Chairman.

Oct. 13.—Cornelius Vanderbilt, Esq., Newport, R. I.

My Dear Sir: Your letter of Oct. 5, in which you state

that after Rainbow was officially measured additional bal-

last was placed on and no remeasurement was made, was
duly received. The race committee gave the m.atter care-

ful attention, and decided that Rule 2, Section 5. of the

Racing Rules of the club had been violated by Rainbow
and that cofisequently she was disqualified in the race for

the Adams cup, sailed on Sept. 15. '

'

We thank you for having notified us of your error as

soon as it was called to your attention, and are satisfied

that the error was committed through an oversight. While
regretting the Unfortunate infringement of our rules, we
are obliged to disqualify Rainbow. Re«i>ectfullv yours,

G. W. MCNULTY,
A. F. Aldridge,

Race Committee, Atlant'c Y. C.

The owners of the other three boats-r^Mineola II., Yan-
kee, and Virginia—have decla:red liositiyely that they will

not accept.any of.the cups thusvgiyeh up by Rainbow;

munication, is a direct violati»n of on6 of the racing rules

of the club. :

The committee beg to cb,nvey to you their assurance
that there is no question in their minds as to your in-'

tegrity in the matter., ftgllv; realizing that the act was com-
mitted through' lack of 'a Careful reading and understand-
ing of the racing rules and confounding them somewhat

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
' -

, .1

Mystic, schr., designed by G. L. Watson for H. C.

Smifh. Was launched at White. Bros.' yard, Itchen Ferry,

on Sept. 25. When finished she will sail for the Medi-
terranean.

•t it H
The steel auxiliary schooner designed by Messrs. A.

Carv Sinitli & Barbey for James L. Watson, of Rochester.

N. Y. former owner of Lasca-, was launched at Nixon's
yard, Elizabeth, on Oct. 13. Contrary to current re-

port', "^he Was 'named Genesee, instead of La'^ca II. Sh-^

is i4feft. over all'; iToft. l.w.l;, 27ft. breadth. i6ft. 6in. deoth
and carries an engine with cylinders and 19 by l4in.

and two .'\lmv boiler.s.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

CiNCiN.XATi, O.—The following scores were made in regular com-
petition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association at Four-
Mile House, Reading road, Oct. 14. Conditions: 200yds., off-

hand, at the standard target. Payne was declared champion tor the
day with the score of 87:
Payne 9 10 9 7 10 8 8 10 7 9—87

'8-9778 10 999 7—83
5 10 6 7 9 10 9 8 8. 7—82

Roberts 88 10 9788 10 9 8—85
9 10 10 7 6 7 9 10 9 &-^3

10 10 6 6 10 8 7 10 6 6—79
Drube 10 7 10 5 10 9 8 9 7 9—84

> • . ' - 9 4 7 5 10 5 7 8 9 8—72
10 66959586 7—71

Bruns 9 10 7 6 10 9 8 7 6 10—82
*' ' 8 5 8 5 5 10 10 7 5 10—73579956 10 76 8—72

Gindele 10 78998 10 75 8—81
86978 10 898 8—81

10 10 7957799 7—80
Strickmeier 6 6 8 9 10 10 7 7 9 8-80

6 10 969 10 896 6—79
10 5998966 10 6—78

Ne^tler 9 9 5 10 9 6 10 8 5 8—79
98 10 667887 10-^9788679 10 86 9—78

Tonscher ... 788884l0i8 8—78
'

6 9 7 9 8 5 10 W » 7-77676988688 &—71
Trounstine 7 8 7 7 7 8 8 10 8 8-78

10 7 6 7 8 8 9 6 8 7-76
10 79 10 786«6 6—75

Uckotter 99496867 10 Ifr—77
•^'^"''"^'^

8 10 6 8 5 6 9 7 10 5-74
10 9 4 9 5 4 6 « 6 10—69

Lux ' 9 10 10 865759 6—75*•-
- 10 3 7 10 7 6 9 9 6 7-74

655595 10 9 10 9-73

Tonf 7 5 8, 4 10 7 V 10 10 7—75
^ 83 9' 887658 7—69957866448 6—63

Weinheimer 697675878 8-71wemneimer
5 10 10 4 6 8 10 7 4 6—70
9 5 6 6 5 la 9 6 7 6-69

Colombia Pistol and Rifle Qufa.

San Francisco, Sept. 30.—The Columbia Pistol and Rif|e Club

enthusiasts to the number of eleven assembled at the range bept. iS

for practice and experimenting,, pool shooting, etc., to get them-

selves readv for the regular shoot. Hoadley beat his best Previous

pistol score with 40. Young was a close second with 41. With
revolver Young had 49 and Becker 50. The score sheet was mis-

laid, but the above we remerrtbered.
, , , n , ,

On Sept. 30 ten put in an appearance, and had a fine day s

sport, with good shooting all around. Dr. Twist and Hoadley

brought their rifles. The Doctor tried L. & R. powder for a

priming, and only did it once. The primer was blown out, and the

Doctor also came near being blown away with it. Dorrell and
Hvman brought their .22cal. rifles. Dorrell did some good work
wi'th his. using Peters' long rifle cartridges. Young and Hovey
did firie pistol work, using Peters' .22cal. shorts, semi-smpkeless.

Scores; Columbia target:

A B Dorrell 3 2 12 1112 1 17422221121 3-19

FO' Young 3 3 1 2 5 5 1 2 11 4-37^ 357463144 8—455373343 10 3 7-^8

Ed Hovey...... 343265356 5—42

Dr Hunsaker 5 6 2 7 4 7 9 3 3 1-47

G Hoadley 457498526 2^52
F S Washburn 4 3 2 6 3 7 8 11 3- 8-55

RevoJv.er: . ^

F O Young 2 2 3 7 8 2 3 10 5 3-^5
' 4 2 6 2 8 4 8 11 1 1-47

P Becker

5

5 4 8 6 8 5 7 6 5—59



gl8

DrHunsaker...... ......... 4 6 8 4 7 .2 U 4 12 7t-€6

Dr. Twist 85.

Dr. Hunsaker beat hi& own record with pistol; he is Hkejy to

be the dark horse in the club this year. Hoadley and Dr. fwist

shot the SwisB Club bovs a match or two, and felt much elated with

their 2fl0vds. rifle shooting—fhey won out. The younger members
of the Swiss Club want to adopt the Columbia target, as they be-

lieve it an advantage. . „
San Francisco, Oct. 7—The shoot to-day found many of oiir

scatter gun cranks after the ducks and quail, the season being

just open and game very abundant. Still there was a large number
present, many only practicing, but with the uatcntisn of domg
some good work next year.

C M. Daiss entered for a 100-shot record with revolver, and his

score of 579, or 5.79in. ring average, will stand as the 100-shot

record to date on Columbia target.
, a

jMrs. Waltham beat all in the .22 and .25 ntle match at 50yds.,

and Young led with pistol and rifle. At last shoot Young got^ the

lead on the Twist revolver match, but to-day Daiss forged ahead

7 points again.' -n ,

Dr. Twist is gaining Steadily on the pistol medal, and bet Becker
he would win out. At the same -time Becker . has taken up the

.22 rifle, and is closing in on the. Doctor in that match,
^

It looks as though several club records on class and all comers
medals will be beaten. • ^i.

Washburn got his Bisley working to-day, arid may give the

members' revolver medal a try yet, though Becker has a strong

lead on it. i . . . . , . j x
Trego and Dr. Hunsaker are both promising revolver students,

and Mrs, Trego shoots it even better than her husband. She
scored two Is in succession in her practice.

Mannel is on the sick list.

Scores, Columbia target, , off-hand shooting:

Class medals, one entry, rifle, 200yds. ; experts: „
' „ ^ ^,

F O Young.... 3 10 2282574b— 49

M^^'xSam ......-rn.^in*>--..^:.... 6 16 18 4 9 5 6 16 25 6-111

Dr Twist scored 124 in the Marksmen match.

Pistol : F. O. Young 55, C. M. Daiss 63.

Sharpshooters: Dr. Twi^t 74. .

Marksmen: Mrs. Waltham 85, E. A. Allen 99.

All comers' medals; rifle: „,.„^~,„no/o-n
F O Younff 2 5 6 5 6 10 6 3 4 3—&0
*^ ^ ^ 537479852 6-56

3 22852148 8—43
5 5 6 1 3 3 10 5 11 5-54

A B Dorrell 1 6 10 6 7 2 5 3 8 12-60

EHovev 5 6 2 33 11 16 6 7 1 9-82

Mr. Milroy 201, .„ ^ ^ . -o -o ^ aa
Military and repeating rifles, Creedmoor count : P. Becker 44.

Pistol, 50vds.: F. O; Young 44, 50, 5-3, 54, 55; Dr. Twist 54, 64;

^'
i^^^d .11' r^L%fds.: Mrs. C. F. Waltham 21. 29, 34, 36; Ed

Hovey 25: P. Becker 26, 27, 28, 29; Dr. Twist 27, 35, 37

Twi^t revolver medal ! C. M. Daiss 60, 58, 53, 59, 66, 58, 53, 62,

62 48—579 or 5.79in. ring average for 100 shots; F. O. Young
52 *

57. 58, 60.
-r. ^ c >

F. O. Young, Sec y.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our

columns continuously for a quarter-century.

If /OO want yout shoot to be aonounced bete Mouf Is

aotfce Uke the foUowlog:

Fixtures.

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
Oct. 23-25.—Atlanta. Ga.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s live-bird tourna-

ment. John H. Mackie, Mgr. ^ , , .

Oct 24-25.—Raleigh, N. C—Peters Cartridge Co.'s target tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the North Carolina Sute Fair Asso-

ciation; $250 .added money. John Parker, Mgr. ^
, , .

Oct. 29-30.—Jacksonville, Fla.—Peters Cartridge., Co. s two-day

tournament, under auspices of the Jacksonville Oun Club; JIW
added. Third day, grand pigeon shoot exclusively under the

auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. John Parker, Mgr.

Oct. 17.—Muncie, Ind.—Magic City Gun Club's target tcrurna-

ment. C. E. Adamson, Sec'y.

Oct. 17.—Richmond, Ky.—Madison Gun Club's live-bird tourna-

ment. „. , ,

Oct 17.—Sistersville, W. Va.—Sistersyille Gun Club's tourna-

ment.
Oct. 17-18.—Onawa, la.—Onawa Gtin Club s tournament
Oct 17-18.—Sac City, la.—Sac City Gun Club's tournament
Oct 19-20.—Louisville, Ky.—Live-bird tournament of the Ken-

tucky Gun Club. W. H. Kaye, Sec'y.

Oct 20.—Richmond, Va.—Cast Iron medal contest between J.

A. R. Elliott, holder, and Fred Gilbert, challenger.

Oct 22.—Jersey City, N. J.—Bi-weekly shoot of the Hudson
Gun Club.
Oct 23-25.—Baltimore, Md.—Live-bird

_
tournament, under the

jiuspicas of the iialtimore Shooting Association.

Oct 24.—Jamestown, N. Y.—Jamestown Gun Club's tourna-

ment. F- E. Bonsteel, Sec'y,

Oct 30.—Mt. Sterling 111.—Mt Sterling Gun Club's tournament
Oct. 30-El,—Peru, Ind.—Live-bird tournament of the Peru Gun

Club. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y.

Nov. 1.—Chillicothe O.—Scioto Gun Club's fall tournament
Nov. 9.—^St. Paul, Minn.—Seventh annual live:bird handi.cap at

St Paul Shooting Park. Main event at 25 live birds, ?15 entrance;
$50 added. Contest for the Hirschy cup.

Nov. 10.—Newark, N. J-—Merchandise shoot of the Forester Gun
Club. John L Fkming,' Sec'y, 21 Waverly avenue.
Nov. 13.—Dexter Park. Brooklyn.—Under ausoices Of the Greater

New York',Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds per man;
29yds. Me'mbers of any organized gun club in the U. S. are

eligible. Commences at 2 P. M, Sweepstake shooting commences
at 10 A. M. ]V!r. L. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber, managers,
Nov. 13-15.—Minden, Neb.—Minden Gun Club's tournament
Nov. 13-16.—St Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's tournament
Nov. 14-15,—Springfield, 111.—Two-day target tournament of the

Illinois Gun Club; open to alL Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y.

Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road, N. J.—
Under auspices of the Moonacnie Gun Club; three-men team race;

20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club
in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake
shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and
Dr. A. A. Webber, managers.
Nov. 27.—Toledo. O.—East End Gun Club's merchandise shoot.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's trophy shoots, second and

fourth Saturdays of each month; live-bird shoots every Saturday.
Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Oct. 18.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Match at 100 birds, $100 a

side, between Dr. A. A. Webber, 30yds., and Mr. T. W. Morfey,
31yds.

Oct, 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Under auspices of Medicus
Gun Club; three-men learn race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds.
Members of any regularly organized gun club in the U. S. are
eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting commences
at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber, Mgrs.

Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;
25 live birds; $6 entranre. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Oct 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Three-men team race at 20

live birds per team, 29yds. rise; members of any regularly or-
ganized gun club in the U. S. are eligible; at 2 o'clock. Sweep-
stake shooting commences at 10 o'clock.

Oct. 30.—Interstate Park, Oueens.—Match at 100 birds, $100 a
side, between Messrs. J. J. Hallowell and T. W. Morfey.

Interstate Park, L. I.—Fountain Gun Club's regular moQthly
shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and December.
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Cb'b— Safiirdav«

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on
L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appojnted
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Caf^ and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Citt6 secretaries are invited to send their scores /or publication in '

thete calumtts, also any news notes they may care to have prittied. Tits

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Streatn Publishing Cotnpanviyk^ Broad-

iUay\,Ne^ York.

The programme of the amateur tournament of the Peters ;

Cartridge Co., to be heldl at Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 23, 24 an<i 25, under
the auspiees of the Atlanta .Gun Club, provides target shooting on
the first two days and •livt'bird slwotipg on the third, the latter

to be,conducted by the hoiiie cTub. The target- prograinme is alike
for each day—six events at 15 targets, three at 20 targets, and ope
at:25 targets; entrance based on 10 cents per target. .There, will

be $150 added money. Inhere are five live-bird events—two at 30,

$7,50; two at 1,5, $10, and one at 35 birds, open to Atlanta Cltib

members onlv, for the club champion,=(hip and a .silver etip tol-
blcmatic of it'. A gold medal will be given for the highest average
of the two days' target shooting. Any profit accruing, from the'

shoot 'will be adde<i to an extra event at the close (A jthe Second;
dav's programme. Targets 2 cents. Magautrap and Siefgfeartt sys-,

ttm. 'IRose system—5, 3, 2 and 1—in the 1.5-target events; 7, B, 3, 2
and 1 in the 20 and 25 target events. Manufacturers' agents may"
shoot for price of targets. Barbecue on the grounds. Rate of
one and one-third fare on all roads entering Atlanta. Guns
and ammunition shipped to Conway & Dunning, 16 N. Forsythe
streetj will be delivered on the grounds free. Birds 25 cents. All

live-bird events will be handicaps, and the moneys will be gov-
erned by the Rose system—5, 3, 2 and 1. For programmes, etc.,

address Mr. Stephen A. Ryan, Atlanta, Ga., or Mr. John H.
Mackie, care of the Peters Cartridge Co., Cincinnati. Mr. Mackie
will rnanage the tournament.

^
The third of the Schortemeier-Webber series of six team shoots

was held at Outwater's grounds, Carlstadt, N. J., on Friday of last

week. Two teams contested in the team event, a race at 20 birds.

The South Side Gun Club, of Newark, scored 56 to 52 by the
Emerald Gun Club, of New York. For the benefit of those who
may'have forgotten the conditions of the team race they are again
presented, as follows: "The team shoot will be three men on a
side, 20 birds each, or a total of 60 birds to a team. All at 29yds.

rise. -The 20 birds mav be shot at by individual shooters in an
optional sweepstake. All other sweepstake events will be handi-
capped by the management. Entrance to team contests price of
birds only, 25 cents each. To the winning team each day will be
given a sum equal to-1% cents for each bird shot at on that day,
incliiding sweepstakes and team shoot. To the three high guns
qualifying in five out of the six contests in team shoot, or the
individual shooting at the 20 birds with them, there will be divided

Vz cent for each and every bird shot at in the entire six contests,

team shoots and sweepstakes included. A trophy will be given
to the club team winning the greatest number of shoots in the six

contests. These contests will be held under the auspices of the
Medicus Gun Club, at Interstate Park; the Greater New York
Gun Club, at Dexter Park, and the Moonachie Gun Club, at John
Hen Outwater's." The dates of the remaining contests are pub-
lished in our trap fixtures. The next contest takes place at In-

terstate Park, Queens, on Oct 26.
_

•t

The programme of the Jamestown. N. Y., Gun Club's tourna-
ment, to be held at Celoron Park, Oct. 24, oilers fourteen events
at targets, sweepstakes and merchandise prizes. There will be a
club team contest for a $25 trophy for Western New York and
Pennsylvania. It is subject to challenge, and when won three
times by one team is then that team's property. Shoot com-
mences at 10:30. Targets 2 cents. There is a total of 200 targets
in the programme, with a total entrance of $12.25. The management
desires that the secretary, Mr. F. E. Bonsteel, be notified of their

intention by shooters who contemplate competing. The club will~

hold a repast in the evening, concerning which it says that tickets

are $1, and that "Any one wearing a dress suit will be shot. James-'
town Gun Club's first shoot and feed, to be given Oct. 24, in the
barn of the Imperial Hotel, Celoron, N. Y. If you want to sit

down bring vour chair, knife, fork, spoon, etc. N. B.—No napkins
or tablecloths allowed. Shoot, 10:30 A. M. Feed, 7:30 P. M.;' The
menu is exceedingly humorous, such rare dishes as cowtail, pig-

tail and rabbittail soup; whales and live sardines, stuffed capers, .

Mellin's food and Canadian thistles, gnats' eyebrows larded with
goose oil, etc.

^
The live-bird tournament to be held by Messrs. Collins and

Malone, under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association,
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of next week, gives every
promise of being gratifyingly successful. It has evoked great in-

terest among the Tive-blrd shooters. Full particulars may be ob-
tained of Mr. James R. Malone, 2671 Pennsylvania avenue, or

H. P. Collins, 22 S. Calvert street, Baltimore. On the second
day a competition of special interest is that for the Dupont smoke-
less powder championship trophy, open to the world, $500 guar-

anteed and all surplus added to the purse. The programme was
published in full in Forest and Stream of Oct. 6.

t
On Thursday of this week a match of exceptional interest will be

shot at Interstate Park between Dr. A. A. Webber and Mr. T. W.
Morfev, for $100 a side, the former standing at 30yds., the latter'

at 31yds. The match begins at. 1 o'clock. Each contestant has

shown exceptionally high form of late, and therefore a close and
skillfully conducted race is anticipated. The grounds can be
reached via the Long Island Railroad from Flatbush avenue,

Brooklyn, or Thirty-fourth street ferry. New York.

*
At a meeting held on Oct. 10 the Walsrode Gun Club, of Tren-

toft, N. J., changed its title to the Trenton Shooting Association.

Kie St Paxil. Gwn Ctab anjwSOJjces its stfrst^uth anptij^jl Bvle-bijxl
ttWrttan5crit tb .'take . pkce jsn. ^ 9, at the . St. Paul Shooting
Park. The iWain event w.fll be at 25 live birds, $15. entrance, $W
-added* PurSe divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent The Hirschy
trophy, erhblerHatic Of the championship of the Northwest, will be
-tife main feature of the tournament

.
At the first trophy event of the Garfield Gun Club's fall season,

a Handicap event at 10 live birds, held last Saturday, Mr. Thos.
Eaton made a straight score from the 30yd. mark. The attendance
was lighter tiian usual, a circumstance due to the fact that several
of the members were absent on the firing line, where the ducks
glimmer.

Last Saturday, itt ,tlie contest for the October cup at the Crescent
Athletic Club s witkly shoot at Bay Ridge, L. L, Mr. Edward
Banks, the .>»crat<;h titan of the club, broke 48 out of 50—23 expert
and 2o straight over the magautrap. Mr. C. J. McDermott, with
a handicap of % and Mr. H. M. Brigham, with a handicap of
r_tiod on 17, 1 behind the high score.

r**^' A; Welch won both trophies at the Carteret Gun Club's
shoot last Saturday, though he had to shoot a tie off with the re-
rtOw:ned shot, Mr. L. T. Duryea,. in each event. Mr. Welch went
tlirough the day s shooting without a miss.

' *
\x^'^^\ 4- ^'^ s'^"^ ^ match at 50 live birds with Mr. G.
VV . bchuler, on the grounds of the Cincinnati Gun Club on Tues-
iray of last week, and won it with the score of 42 to 41. He stood
at 33yds., an extreme distance, and Schuler stood at 30.

•t

Capt A. W. Money, in a letter to a friend, announced his safe
arrival m England, with the further information that he would
leave England for Yankeeland on Nov. 6, where on his. arrival he
will receive the glad hand of welcome.

-

-
«*

On Oct. 12. in a match at 100 live birds, for $100 a side, on the
grounds of the Keystone Shooting League, at Holmesburg Junc-
tion, between Messrs. F. B. McCoy and H. Henry, the latter won
by the score of 93 to 92.

*S

-r.^",,^
match at 20 live birds between Dr. A. A., Webber and Mr.

T, W, Morfey, 20 birds each, at Interstate Park, Oct. 13, the
.score was: Webber 18, Morfey 17. The, former .stood at 3(5yds.,
the latter at 31.

•6

The City Park Gun Club, of New Orleans, have decided to
give a tournament m Mardi Gras week, and steps have been
taken to make arrangements for it

" n
*5"^^aturday of next week, at Richmond, Va., Messrs. Elliott

and Gilbert will contest for the cast iron medal.

S
The regular bi-weekly shoot of the Hudson Gun Club will take

place on the week commencing Oct 22.

•t

The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., will hold a merchan-
dise shoot on Nov, 10.

^ Beknard Waters.

HAffisburgr Shootinsf Afsoctatcon Tournament.
Hahrisburg, Pa., Oct 13.-The fall shoot of the Harrisburg

Jihooting Association, held Oct 12, was a grand success, remunera-
tive, interesting and enjoyable
Present from a distance were Mr. Thos. H. Keller, of the Peters

Cartridge Co.; Messrs. Fox and Roberts, of Winchester Co., and
a, large number from Lancaster, Carlisle, York, Lebanon, Glenrock
and Reading.
The prizes, forty in number, in two merchandise events, were

costly and beautiful, ranging from $20 to a dog collar. One of
the novel ones was ice lurnished for on§ year. A ton of coal,
a, cathedral clock, case of champagne, etc,, were others that were
hotly contested for.

The dark day, together with the speed at which the targets were
pushed out (4,000 being used in five hours), made good scores im-
possible.
One of the most popular members of the Association, "Sullivan,"

of Harrisburg^ was most sadly mis.sed, being confined to his bed
critically ill with pulmonary trouble. Kreugcr, with o^d sportsman-
like instinct during the shoot, collected a dime from each con-
testant generousry given, which was entrusted to "Brewster,"
who placed in his room a handsome bouquet of cut flowers and
roses, and as he lay on his bed and looked at them he said: "Now
I can look at them and think that each flower represents a token
of love and esteem toward me from those whom it was always a
pleasure to meet."
.'Over $3 was contributed. The live-bird event of 15 had to be
cut down to 12 on account of darkness, and was participated in
by twenty-six. The scores:
• Events:
Targets:

The officers elected were: President, Dr. E. Barwis; Vice-President,,

W. H. Mickel; Secretary, Dr. Geo. N. Thomas; Treasurer, Dr.

E. H. Ginellv. The foregoing, with Wm. B. Widmann, Chas. B.

Cble and Jos' D. Hall, constitute the Board of Governors. At the

yub; shoot, held on Oct. 10, Dr. Thomas won the silver badge for

the. third time.

Mr. Chas. T. Stickle, of Springfield, 111., secretary of the;niinois-

Gun Cltib, under date of Oct. 12, writes us as follows: "Th^". .

Iljjftois Gun Club will give a two days' tournament on targets, NoV.
l4-dnd 15, open to all. A committee now Uas the programme iti

hand, which will be issued within the coming week or ten days^

and It will be mailed to any one upon request by addressing th*

secretary. We have the best shooting grounds in the West, and our
large local entry list makes every event full of interest."

In a race at 25 live birds, 30yds. rise, at Interstate Park, on
Friday of last week, between Messrs. R. O. Heikes, R. A. Welch
and T. W. Morfey, Mr. Welch killed straight, to the tie op 24
of the other two contestants. Mr. Welch also won the first trophy
of the Medicus Gun Club, Long Island rules, 10 birds, all at

2oyds., on the same day.
K

In the contest for the E C cup, emblematic of the target cham-
pionship, held at Watson's Park on Tuesday of last week Mr. W.
R. Crosby defeated Mr. Fred Gilbert by the score of 126 to 123.

The conditions were 50 targets at unknown angles, 50 expert

rules, and 25 doubles. In the order thus' mentioned Crosby scored

47, 36 and 43; Gilbert, 41, 43 and 39., Mr. Hough tells the story

at length in "Western Traps."

Mr. Harold Money, who has been absent in the West, dnting
many months past, was in evidence in the gun colony Iri' New
York last week, looking well and somewhat stouter than when he
left. He is an admirably fine shot, and there is likely to be more
activity in gun matters about New Y'ork when he rounds into

form a bit in his practice. v
..

On Tuesday of last week, on-.the grounds of the New Castle Gun '

Club, of New Castle. Pa., Mr, James T. ' Atkirfson, sticcessfully >
defended his title to the championship of Western Pennsylvania
against Mr. Henry Born, of Pittsburg. Each shot at, 100 targets,

and the score was 91 to '77.

---*>-

The programme of the Magic City Gun Club's tournament, to
be held at Muncie, Ind., op Wednesday of this week, provides
eleven events, 140 targets m all, vHth a total entrance of -^4.
Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. There are four moneys in'allTi
events. .

H Stevenson..
McKee ......
Leland

Hess ..

Conway

Barnett

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
10 15 20 10 15 20 15 50 20 10 15 15 10 20 Broke,
6 13 16 5 14 15 12 6 16 9 6 11 13 6 16 164
8 10 16 7 13 13 11 7 15 7 6 14 14 8 16 166
9 13 17 9 13 18 14 7 13 9 6 15 12 7 16 178
7 12 13 4 13 13 12 4 16 9 5 10 12 3 15 148
B B 11 8 10 11 9 6 14 4 6 12 10 9 12 134
5 10 18 3 11 .. .. .. 10 10 .. .. 12 79
9 8 18 9 7 17 9 7 9

'5
4 10 12 8 12 140

4 10 15 4 10 6 6 2 11 4 5 8 7 6 11 114
6 12 5 .. 5 .. 5 .. 5 .. .. 6 .. 9 51
2 5.. 11 1 .. 16 1 .. .. .. 11 51
3 10 12 .. 10 .. 7 9 32
6 8,. "

ii i4 16 5 12 131
4 10 13 .. 10 U 12 &16 7 .. 14 48
4 .. .. 7 7 .. .. 16

, . 13 52
4 11 .. 10 , .. 3
.. 8 .. 4 9 .. 6
,10 9 1 3 .. 9 .. 9

7
1 .

6 ..

8

8 11 2 11
9

6 4 U
10

3 15
. . 5

4 9 7 13

93
40
21
11

103
29

Keller 9 ..

Bollman 10 ..

i Wilmpt 5 6
'Morris 3
Trafford T 8 13 U 4! 12 6
Wall 12
Byers ..10 5 .. ..

StoU 10 ..; 12 .. „ „ 6 .. 31
Roberts 7 .. 4 8 w. >V .. 19
Dewalt 3.11 .. ;. lO .. .. 9 32
Pox £.11 .. 7 14 12 8 IS 76
Seitz 12 9 6 10 37W Stevenson.. isr.. ,.7 7

Dinkle - 14 14
Roat •. .. 7 7
Lutz .. .. 14 14

No. 8 was at 5 pairs. Nos. 9 and 15 were merchandise events.
No, 11 was at doubles, walk and shoot. , No. 14 was a walk and
shoot. sfe, ,

<

\ -T-

Illinois Gun, Ovb.

Springfield, HI., Oct IS.—Herevt^h' |ife the scores made at the
last regular club shoot of the lUinofej^Swi" Club, Oct. IL
We are making active preparations rot the two-day open target

tournament, to be held Nov. 14-15. The club is in a very prosper-
ous condition:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 10 10 5p 25 10 10

: Klingensmith 7 9 8 S 14
'
8 8

4 5 6 7
5p 25 10 10

Events: 12 3
Targets: 10 10 10

_ . . Loper 6 6 4

Flynn ...... 7 8 8 10 14 .. .. C Schuck, Jr 7 4 .. 14 ..

Giefer 6 6 5 .. 13 .. .. iMrs Butler., 6 6
Collins 9 9 8 5 18 ..HaH ,.• 24 f 8
BogarduS ... 9 7 7 7 25 .. .. ' Scctt .. .. .. .. 12 7
'Lartiereaux...' 7 7 '8. .16 8 G Sikes ...j... 10 4
Butler 9 7 .... 21 9 Pickrell ..... .... „. 4 4
Cill 6 4 .. .. 17 .. ,. Moore ....^ 14 5

. Dbcksoo .... 8 d 6 15 .. .. Day 9

. Event N*. 5 was tke dub trophy ' conttet
-

, Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y,
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In the Matter bf Handlcaps—lV*

ANsr;system of handicapping to be. efiuitatle and releyatft ^should

be applied with direct reference to Che competitors, rathei- than, to

a consideration of the objects in respect to which they compete.

This desideratum is accomplished to a nicety when the handicaps

are governed by a consideration of ' distance, .' as .feitplaiiied and'

illustrated in preceding articles, on this subject. Wl'ten.§xtra targets

arc given as brokeii the true principle of a handicap' is abandoned

or overlooked.

No doubt but wliat the reluctance of tournament managers, con-

cerning the adoption of a distance handicajj, had" its source in the

responsibilities which it imposes and the thoroughness of action

which it requires in respect to the handicappers and to all the com-

petitors—that is to say, the skill of the shooters, man by man; as

it relates to the competition must be considered and definitely

passed upon, whereas, in the system, so called, the shooters were

all considered as being left at the 16-yd, mafk, the standard mai-fci

which made easy shooting for the best shooters, regardless of what

handicaps were allowed to favor the weaker shooters.

In the 10, 15, 20 and 25 target events there was almost a ceilainty

of one or more of the experts making a straight score from the

16yd. mark, while, on the other hand, there was not any particular

certainty that the irregular shooters would perform anywhere near

to the estimates of the handicappers. Thus, while seeking merely

to patch up the deficiency of the weaker shooters in the matter of

skill by giving added targets, giving misses as breaks, or extra

targets to shoot at, only a part of the shooters were actually dealt

with, and the part so considered was the wrong part at tliat. In-

stead of making it more diflicult for the experts, which is the true

theory of a handicap, the attention of many managements was de-

voted to making the competition easier for the weaker shooters.

By way of illustrating this point let us consider the handicap

which requires that the experts shall shoot at unknown angles,

while the "amateurs" are required to shoot at known angles.

Now, a known angle is so only in idea. In theory the shooter

is supposed to know the flight of it to quite a certainty; in practice

the target takes varied lines of flight and different degrees of speed,

so much so that there is nearly the same care and skill required

as in shooting at unknown angles. To the expert the known and

-vinknown angles ofter no specially distinctive differences and diffi-

culties. The long runs of breaks made this year prove this. About

the same amount of alert preparation and skill is required for the

one as for the other, for in either case the line of flight must be de-

termined. The trained hand and eye and the reliable class per-

formance of the expert are more than equal to either. On the

other hand, the amateur, so called, finds that his imperfections of

skill will have the same results, whether he shoots at known or

unknown angles. In each instance he will have similar difficulties

to encounter, and the mere fact that he knows in a general way

which direction the target will take does not compensate for his

general inefficiency. His real failing, it will be noted, is not in de-

termining the course which a target will take, bur in breaking it at

all. No efforts of the handicappers, which consider him specially

while at the same time they ignore' the stronger shooters,, can even

remotely establish an equity among the competitors.

As a system of handicapping, that of adding targets as breaks

is one of the most fallacious. Assuming that in. an event at. 25

targets there are two contestants, A and B, and that A is cori-

.sidered of sufficient skill to be placed at the scratch,. B is a con-

testant who averages 80 per cent,, but is such an in-and-out shooter

that he breaks from 15 to 24 out of. 25, with now and- then runs^ of

good shooting. The handicappers consider him an 80 per. cent,

man, and on that estimate probably would add 5 more targets to

his score or give him 5 more to shoot at. It required b^it a very

superficial analysis to make it apparent that ho handicappers can

allot a fair handicap under such conditions. The handicapper

tnust first make a guess as to the number of tftrgets the weak shoot-

er \vill break, apd then, with his guess as data, he makes a further

guess as to what extra number he will allot
,
to him. On the

other hand, under this system, the experts at the same mark as

the weaker shooters, know alm0.st to a certainty what they will do,

as: they are reliable class men, and vary but little in their per-

formance. If the expert were put back so as to introduce an

clement of uncertainty in respect to his performance, then there

would- be the true principles of a handicap for all alike. Under

the added target system handicapping the weaker 'shooter on a

guess as to what he will score, while leaving the stronger shooter

to a practical certaint}% is the height of absurdity as a matter of

equity.

Let us assume that tlie weaker shot has tT extra targiets allotted

to him in the 25-target event, and that he breaks 34 out of 25.

With (he 5 extra targets given to him he then has the absurd score

of 29 out of a possible 25. But, it is replied, the conditions

prescribe that, however many over 25 he breaks, no more than

the latter number shall be scored to him. But such conditions

are simply patches on the original error of the guesswork of .the

bandicapper. It resolves itself into a system of guesses and patch-

Kork guesses, and is furthermore faulty in jts ia,i\m^ to impose

ii.iy added difficulties on the experts.

The same remarks hold good concerting handicapping by giving

the contestant extra targets to shoot at, with the qualification,

however, that the latter system is still more faulty, inasmuch as

the shooter, who is supposed to be the beneficiary under it, has

no advantages whatever, otlier than in an indirect way. - For

instance, when the weaker shooter has 5 extra targets to shoot

at he has an opportunity to secure a handicap, but if he misses

all of his 5 targets he has not derived any benefit whatever from

the fictitious! handicap. There is thus the absurdity of requiring

the contestant to first break his targets before any advantages are

scored to him. It may ba- held that in itself it is a handicap only

by indirection, but it is far from being so with all shooters, some

of whose performances are patchy or grow worse toward the close

of a race, as nervousness supervenes, or grpw decidedly bad

when shooting one or two men tip at the extra targets, "conditions

quite distiiact from the regular squad shooting, and which" are

more in the nature of .shooting off a tie and therefore much more

trying to the nerves of the weaker shooters.

On the other hand, the handicaps which retiuire' that-an •expert

must break at least 24 out of 25 to be in the money, 'I'S still more
pernicious in its unfairness, for it practically and to. a. certainty

.in most instances legislates a large class out of the money- before a

gun is fired, and this, top, without in the least helping -the ^eiiuitj--

of the competition as a whole, for there are always ' enougli

Jtjooters who are classed as semi-experts who divide the money to

W important degree with the experts, -and ,wh6 therefore profit

-nost by their indirect disbarment, it is. further fauljtyl cbn-

sidering and dealing with a small class of the tontestantsi.Ajtst'ead of

dealing with all of them, each according to his;8lall. If this syste-m

forced all the other classes alike t<? break ^e maxifnn.m;.lre-

Bpecfively, then it would, not be so distinctively unfair:
. , ^

.

It should be apparent without argument that the establishing

«f an arbitrary standard for "ne c!a«5 ro pprfonn to while all

other classes are left without any conditions in. this respect is a

matter of unfair discrimination.-

Equally inefficient are the systems which are supposed .to

equalize the. conditions by dealing with the divisions of the

moneys instead of dealing with - the skill of the, contestants. Of

these, that known as the equitable system is the most absurd, in-

asmuch as it abandons the idea of a competition entirely. The

sum total of the purse is divided by the sum total of all the

targets, broken, which determine the value per target, and each

shooter is then paid according to the number of targets he broke

at the rate determined. It is not dissimilar in principle frorh

.paying a man so much apiece foi; making railroad ties, though it

is dissimilar in practice, since in one case ^ fifVlS. is used,- in the

other .an. axe. . .

The true principle of handicapping is that which deals W*ith *11

the shooters instead of a small part of them. This is found in the

distance handicap, a diagram of which was published in Forest

AND Stream of Sept. 29. It is well to recognize at the outset that

no efforts of the handicappers can compensate for inadequate skill,

not caxi any system of juggling with the moneys compensate

for such deficiency.

Nor should a premium be oflered on incompetency. The bet-

ter way is for the novice to refrain from shooting in competition

till he fits himself properly by study and practice, A competition

conducted on .true lines is not to determine by what hocus pocus

the moneys can be diverted to the weakest shooters. The best

performers should receive the highest rewards. Now, if we have

a lot ,of shooters of variable degrees of skill, and yet none so

weak that they are outside of the limits to be derived- from a

handicap, the distance handicap allows of a fair and equitable

arrangement of a competition. By such handicap every contestant

receives what he scores, no more, no leS5» .Ail incompetent is not

deserving of consideration.

The distance handicap, as used at the great contest, the Grand

American Handicap at Targets, this year, offered an equitable

competition to all contestants alike, whether expert, semi-expert

or so-called amateur.

.'Xccording to the circumstances of the American shooting wond
it demonstrated that the competition should be open to all alike

who have a standing in the good repute of gentlemen—that is to

say, if a man is barred it should be from some cause other than

his high degree of skill or his occupation as a manufacturer's agent.

No matter how high the skill of a shooter, under the working of

the distance handicap he can be placed at a mark which reduces

his performance to the level of the average contestant who may
compete with him.

As to being a manufacturer's agent, it is well known that they

vary in skill quite as much as do those who are not manufacturers'

agents. To force a man who may have but 80 per cent, of skill

to shoot against another man who has 95 per cent, of skill, and

this on the sole ground that both are manufacturers' agents and

therefore having the same occupation should be forced to shoot

from the same mark, is the height of absurdity. It is the more

absurd in view of the fact that under all the recognized rules

w-hich distinguish the professional from the amateur, by far the

greater part of all shooters in America are professionals. There

has', been no central governing body to take cognizance of these

matters, 'so" that shoots have been conducted with little and often

with no consideration of amateur or professional distinctions, and

therefore all shooters have been doing much the same things in

the conipetitive shooting world, with a disregard of class dis-

tinctions as they relate to professional and amateur.

It is true that the managers of shooting tournaments concede the

munificent advantage to manufacturers' agents, namely, that they

will be permitted to shoot for targets only in consideration of the

payment of two or three cents per target, but this in no wise

protects the average shooter from the expert. Concerning "for

targets only," it is impressed on the agent as being a favor, \vhile

to all others it is open as a matter of business. It is as if one who
was a groced should say to a customer, "I will sell you some but-

ter as a distinct, friendly favor because you are an>, artist, but to

all others I sell butter without asking any questions, and, in-

deed, to be frank, I am glad to sell all the butter I can at all

times, for thereby I make my money."

Let us assume that there is a class of men, say some 20O in num-
ber, who rate nearly alike in skill, say 95 per cent. Let us as-

sume that 20 of these men are barred on account of their occupation;

that leaves, 180. men to continue the good work. This 80 per cent,

who compete are not in the least benefited by the disbarment of

the 20, but the 180 experts are benefited by it, since it reduces the

competition among them, and the gross amount of moneys is

divided among a smaller number of them.

.-V competitor's rights .begin with the direct competition and

with the eirciimstances which govern it in a direct- manner. One
competitor has no more right to ask the other where or how he

got bis ammunition than he has to ask him where or how he

got his breakfast, or whether he paid his fare to the shoot or

rode deadhead. A man has his identity in his competitive capacity

and liis identity in his private personal capacity; the latter is his

cfWn. Because one man has paid an entrance fee and got his

ammunition in his Own v/ay, he is not thereby vested with a right

to .investigate and object to the manner in -which his fellow con-

ducts his private affairs. Each man's private affairs are his own
b-nsiness,

There is a simple element governing the rights between man
and- nian which if followed makes peace, harmony and equity

between all who have a true sense of sportsmanship; it is called

the Golden Rule. AH'the fallacies of metaphysical juggling may
obscure it for a time, but they cannot affect its intrinsic worth

nor its assertiveness and permanency. Bernard Waters.

WESTERN TRAPS,

Crosby Wins the E C Cup.

J, F. Weiler G«n CItjfa.

Alle.ntow.v, Pa., Oct. 11.—The scores of the John F. Wtiler Gun
Club's montlily . shoot are appended:

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
• Targets: 10 25 10 5 10 10 10 Targets: 10 25 10 5 10 10 10
C Bladen.... 4 15 5 4 .. .. (J T F Weiler 7 4
C Trexler... 9 18 8 ICeppler 7 5 6

O Acker..... 9 18 5 ft Sobers 9 6 7

T Jones 3.. 5 7 C Miller 9 7 0
A Weiler.,,, 5 7 .. .. .. J Hahn 8 10 10
P Mertz 9 ./ 8 5 M Brey 9 10
G Kramlich. 7 18 10 . . . . 7 9 Somers 6

A Grieseraer. . . 16 3 2 . . 6 .

.

Nos. 4 tci 7 were live-bird event.s.

Chicago, ill^ Oct. 13.—Billy Crosby to-day won the E C- cup in

the i"ace with Fred Gilbert. The conditions were not favorable for
high scores, for, though the wind was not strong, the position of
the score left the shooter facing a strong sunlight much of the
time, and it was hard to see the bird in many instances.
The traps did not work so smoothly as they should have .done

part of the time. Crosby had no less than' 27 balks from "broken
birds, and Gilbert 20, and though this did net to any appear-
ances lower the scores, it . made the shooting of the race very
slow. The stores, 126 to 123, are low, though, not the lowest that
have been made for this cup. On the last meeting of Gilbert and
Crosby for this same cup, [n December last, Crosby broke only,.

119, and, Gilbert was but one better,, 120. Gilbert .has won the cup
with a score of 143, and Heikes once defeated Gilbert with, the tag
score of 146, top notch for the records of the cup races. For
the time being Fred now seems to be without tableware, the,

Kan.sas City live-bird races seeming tq show that Jim, ,
Elliott

needs all the silverware in
,
the business just now, .though w^;,,trjay

expect changes in the situation at any mi|iute in fhe shooting
game.
John Watson kept score; Tom Marshall, of Keithsburg, refereed,

and the judges were W. Fred Quimby, of New York, and C. ,C.

Hess, of Chicago. The race began at 2:15 in the afternoon, and"

was witnessed by an interested assemblage of shooters, among
whom were several out-of-town men : Mr. J. L. Head, of Peru,,

111,
J
Mr. Rhoads, of Columbus, O., and others from nearby poirit.s,

besides Mr. Quimby, from New York.
The race was a close one, and owing to. the rather indifferent

luck both men were having at the game, it was. something of a
see-saw, and hence offered that interest which always pertains to a
near thing between two good ones. Gilbert was perhaps favorite

for the majority, if there can be such a thing as a favorite among,,
topnotchers to-day. Both men made fair starts in the first frame
of the race at unknown angles, and they rounded the 25-corner
only one bird apart, Crosby 24, Gilbert 23, and the scores bid fair

to run high. In the next leg of this frame, however, Gilbert missed
his first three birds, and it was very hollow for Crosby the rest of

the, way in the unknowns, he taking down 47 to Gilbert's 41,

In the expert rules the situation was strikingly_ reversed, Crosby
apparently going quite to pieces, and only scoring 15 out of his

first 25—a performance which left everybody guessing what was going
to happen next. The gap of 6 birds, had now been closed between
the two, and Gilbert was one bird to the good, with Only the,

doubles left to shoot, at which game no one has aiiy special

license to beat Fred very badly,
.

,

But in the doubles the game, came Bill.v's way once more. He
hammered out 8 of his first 5 pairs, and Gilbert came back to him.

1 bird, losing 3 of his string. The two were now tied, and-

they remained tied through the next 5 pairs, out of which each
lost 3 birds. Then "Tobacco Bill" took a fresh chew and began
to split the wood a shade too fast for Fred. In the third string

of 5 pairs Crosby got them all but one, and Gilbert lost t-vvo. The
lead was now with Crosby, and he kept it by breaking his' next 5.

pairs straight, Gilbert going back,, 2 more, birds. Each got 9

out of his last 5 pairs, each losing his last bird, and the honors
rested with the man from O'Fallon, who bore them philosophically

and modestly, as usual. .The following are the scores:

Unknown Angles. ' -

Crosby .1111111111311111111101111—24
1011111111101111111111111—23-47

Gilbert - 1111011111101111111111111—23
- ,oooiiiiiiiiqiiioiiiioioiiT-i8^i(

Expert Rules. - :. _

Crosby Ollllll 010011010100111001—15
1101011111111111111010111—21—36

Gilbert 1011011101110111111111010-^19
llUli 111111111111111111—24-43

Doubles.
Crosby 10 11 10 11 11 10 11 11 10 10 11 11 10

11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10-43
Gilbert .10 11 10 10 11 01 11 10 10 11 II 10 11

11 IQll 11 11 10 10 11 II 11 11 10^39
Grand totals: Crosby 126, Gilbert .123.

'Western Men Have the Goods .

It would seem that the Western men are the only . people in the
world who can shoot very much, ,,A11 the open trophies , are held
by the three Western men, Elliott, Gilbert and Crosby, The cast
iron badge shoot goes to Richmond,, Va., to be settled, l^trhaps
some man from the East may take, .courage and go after sortie" of
these sporting goods, which now seem to gravitate this 'wiay so
steadily.

Live-Bird Season.

From now on we have our live-bird season here in Chicago, and
the club shoots will not run so strongly to targets. Nothing of anv
great importance or interest is up in the way of matches, for the
season of real hard pestering among the boys does not begin until
cold weather, when they sometimes sit around a warm stove and
whittle and tell each other how they can shoot. We shall see .wljat
we shall see, -

.'
,

'

New Gon Clvb,

The Universal Gun Club has been formed, composed of sho6ter.=!
ol Brighton Park, a Chicago suburb, the following officers going
in for the first term: President, Oscar W. Crocker; 'Vice-President,
L, W. Co9per; Secretary-Treasurer, Hugh R, Crabbe; Captain,
Wm, D. VVhorril. The grounds and club house will be good, anj
the first club meet takes plaqe this week.

St. Paul Live-Bird Handicap Championship.
We li,-ivc another Western trophy up this fall, not open to the

world, but to a good part of a very good portion of- the world the
Northwestern States, The Hirschy live-bird cup, should prove a
very pleasant little addition to the many, incentives offered shooters
in this section, and the tournament at which the cup comes ^tip
should attract a nice turnout. Mr., W. P. Brown, ,Jr,. manager
of

_
the St. Paul Shooting Park, mentions the conditions, etc, : •

.

•

"The St. Paul Gun Club's seventh annual live-bird handicap tour-
nament will be held this year on these grounds on Friday, Nov.'.^.
The race will be at 2ti birds. $15 entrance and $50 added Monev
divided 40, 30, 20 and 10; birds included in entrance. Especia'l
interest will he taken in this shoOt. as it is for the charnpionshfp
of the NorthWe.st. 'Blue Ribbon' llirschy has offered a bea,ut,ifu)
cup, emblematic of this championship, and the shooters of Wiscon-
sin, North and South Dakota, and Minnesota will meet in this
shoot for this trophy. As this is a challenge trop'hy, you will
no doubt see a number of good races this winter, 'This shoot
is open to all, but the Hirschy trophy only to those in the .States
named. Entries sjiould be made not later' than Nov. 5 with Paul
H, Gotzien, secre"fary, St. Paul."

. E. HoifGH.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Allentown Rod and Gtin Club.

. AllentowKj Pa., Oct. 11,—The Allentown Rod and Gun Club
' held" its 'regular monthly shoot on the grounds at Griesmersville.
The scores follow: . •.

•

. Events: . 1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
. Targets : M 25 10 26. 10 10 25. " Tarfeets; • 10 25 10 25 19 'lO 25

..A De.^ch;..l„'. 4... .6 .. ".. A Kriauss... 6 15 7 12 8 ,; 15
\V DeBch....' 4 10 7 .. 7.. 10 Smith... ............ 18 .. 7
AV Fogeiman 716' 7 IS ' 9 7 16 Ulmer .. J.-'., l^-j. g ..
O Acker 7 21 6 15 9 6 2] E Pesch ,,. , , 15 , ,. , . S-B"^-.- 15
\o, 7 wftp the mct^al shoot.

Garden City Gun Club.

Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, ;0,ct, 13, -The regular monthly
shoot of the Garden City Gun Club: was held at Watson's Park
to-day. Messrs, Amberg and "Tramp," each with an extra bird
allowance, scored 15. The scores:

Comley, 1 '2112210021ini22 —

H

Gillis, 3 200122212112221*10 —14
Rust, 4 .....1000201 0012112000w .

Young, 2 20111121,011001111 .-fia
Barto, 1 -. .0022*.22222212102- —12
Am.berg, 1. ,-. . .1212222210211111 -^1,5W B Leffingwell, 0 120210122111112 —13

• Day, 2 ..211 110102102022 -^13
Dewey, 1. .12*211 2221102220w '

'

Tramp, 1 1202112221112222 , —15
. Martin, 2. , 01100201221100101 —10
Levi, 3 - 020(}21111202121w
Rubo, 2. 1121211202122121 —15
Seven-bird sweep, entrance $3:

Barto , 2220222—6 Tramp ..2222122^7
Dewey *101122—5 Amberg 2111012—

G

Martin ............... ..2122202—6 Rubo ,2021022—5W B Leflingwell 22122*2-45 Comley ...2121121- 7

Garfield Gun Club.

Ghifeago, Oc1i.'-""l3.-^The apperiHed scores were made oii ' our
grounds to-day. on the- occasion of the first trophy;, shoot of the
•season. The day was fine; and the birds were a goo.d \op ,

'

Thos. Eaton carried off the honors of the day, being -the only
one to go straight in the trophy e-vent,
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Quite a few of our regular shooters are away at Horicon Marsh
and other duck shooting resorts, oonsequently the attendance is

not quite up to our average. We expect to be able to send scores

of much larger shoots in the near^ future;
No. 2, trophy shoot:

Kehl. 28 11*0120121— 7 L Wolff, 28.. 2011011102—7
Dr Shaw, 31 11222112*1— 9 Coolc, 28 221l0u0201— 0

Mrs Shaw, 27 Ilu210i202— 7 Dr U'Byrne, 28. . ..1222111u22— 9

Thos Eaton, 30. .. .2122121211—10 Midgeiy, 28 22U2101U2U—

6

Dr Meek, il 1112111'*!— 8 Hicks, 31 1011111211— 9

J Gardner, 29 2101110111-^ 8

No. 1. No, 3. iNo. 4.

Kehl 2U2110-4 2111*1—5 *00202—

2

Dr Shaw 102212—5 111122—6 ......

Mrs Shaw 2l01u2—

i

Thos Eaton ....2iUll—

6

Ed Eaton ..OUlOll—3
Dr Meek , 10*221—4 1*1211—5
Cook 121110—5
L Wolfif 221221—6
Hicks 112212—6
Barnard 11221^
No. 1 was at 6 birds, $1; No, S, the same.

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y-

021111—5 2120*0—3

010100-

2**111-4

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Shooting Association.

Trenton, N. J., Oct. 10.—We have dropped the old name Wal.s-
rode, and adopted the title given above at the second annual meet-
ing, held on the evening of Oct. 10, the change being authorized
by more than a two-thirds majority vote of the stockholders.
Messrs. Thomas, Ginnellj' and Cole were appointed a committee

to attend to the reincorporation of the club and other details made
necessary by the change in name.
The secretary was authorized to call in the stock, and reissue

other shares to take its place. The secretary's report showed a
net increase in value of $599.81 for the twelve months just ended.
The total amount '6f shares issued was $300 at the par value ot ?10.
The officers chosen to serve for the ensuing year were: Presi-

dent, Dr. E. Barwis; Vice-President, W. H. Mickel; Secretary,
G. N. Thomas; Treasurer, Dr. E. H. Ginelly; Board of Gov-
ernors, the above and Wm. B. Widmann, Chas. B. Cole and Jos.
D. Hall; Captain, Wm. B. Widmann.
Secretary Thomas won the silver badge for the thii-d time, and

it has gone to join company with the gold one won some time
previously.
The merchandise event experiment was a success, and will be

continued.
The scores follow below:
No. 1, merchandise event: Thomas (2) 24, Coates (10) 2a, Aiend

(13) 29, Applegate (12) 28, Maguire (12) 27. Triptoe (8) 22, Steward
(11) 24. Mickel (8) 25, Borden (15) 29, Heilman (8) 15.

Ties shot off at 10 targets: Coates (3) 9, Applegate (4) 9, Ma-
guire (4) 10, Mickel (3) 10, Borden (5) 10.

Second tie: Maguire (3) 7, Mickel (2) 10, Borden (4) 10. Mickel
and Borden divided.
Merchandise event No. 2: Thomas (2) 20, Cole (8) 25, Corn (LS)

26, Borden (11) 21, Coates (10) 25.

On account of darkness, the 25-men matched coins fpr. cHtckens.
Other events:

Events

:

Targets

;

'ihomas
Borden 4 2 6
.Steward 8
Mickel

1 2 3. 4. S 6 7
10 15 15 10 15 15 15
8 14 14 8 5 14

4 5 7

I'i 13 iu

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Targets : 10 15 i5 10 15 15 15

Coates 5 10 8 6 12 9 .

.

Arend 7 6

Applegate . . 8 7 . . 6 9 . . U

Triptoe 9 12 9 6

J Heilman.. 5 11 11 9

No. 5 was badge shoot preliminary to qualify. No. 6 was gold
badge. No. 7 was silver badge.

Schortemeier
—
"Webber Series of Team Trophy Contests.

The third of the series of live-bird contests managed by Mr.
L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber was held under the
auspices of the Moonachie Gun CUib, at Outwater's grounds.
Carlstadt, N. J., on Oct. 12. In the team event at 20 live birds
there were two entries, the Emerald Gun Club team and the East
Side Gun Club team, the latter winning the contest by a score of
55 to 52. The scores:

Sweeps: 6 birds.
Dr O'Connell, 30 • ..001211—4
G Piercy, 29 221222-G
Dr Hudson, 27 *10gl2—

4

Tracy, 28 110221—5
Demarest, 28 022112—5
T Hopkins, 29 111122—6
Koegel, 29.... ' 211122—6

Sweeps: 10 birds.
Hopkins 2211102222— 9

Steltens 22211211*2— 9

Koegel 2122212222—10
Piercy 1222221222—10
Dr (J'Connell 2212212*02— 8

Kay 022211*222— 8

Outwater 2111*22221— 9

Whitlev 0211221221— 9

Tracy ' 01221*01*0— 5

Demarest 2200020002— 4

Team race, 20 birds per man:
East Side, of Newark.

Hopkins 11122222202102222212—18
Steffens 112222*1122211021022—17
Koegel 22212222211122221222—20—55

Emerald, of New York.
Piercy 22221222122122121*12—ITi
Kay 12220222*1222220222*—16
Dr O'Connell 2212220*211110211212—17—52

Forester Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., Oct. 13.—Event No. 3 was for merchandise; two
prizes; high guns, 25 targets; handicaps in parentheses. Weller
won first, Winans second. The prize in the fourth event was won
by Fleming. Other events optional sweeps. Duplicate ot this
shoot on No. 10, with a large number of prizes:

Stanton (8) . . . . 7 1 14 7 9 8 J Fleming (4) . 4 9 19 10 . . D

D Fleming (7). 6 8 10 8 5 S Winans (13) 14 7 1 6
Weller (9) 1 5 18 7 5 7 Meyer 8 10 7

8 birds.
29..21212m—

S

29.. 21122222—

8

26.. 22121210—

7

28.. 10212121—

7

28..12221022—

7

29—02121021—8
29.. 21102122—

7

10 birds.
2201221222— 9

0112222012— 8

2221122212—10
1221221*12— 9
2011121211— 9
22222*2220— 8
12111*1212— 9

Mihloii (13) .... 4 5 10

"John J. Flemisg, Sec'y.

Country Gun Club.

]VIyerstown, Pa., Oct. 13.—^^e held a live-bird and target shoot
this afternoon and had a fair attendance. Owing to the traps not
working, only one live-bird event was shot.
The first event was the merchandise, and LeitnBr and G. Shana-

man tied for the coat on straight scores. R. Shanaman. J. Faust
atid Zeller tied for second prize, a vest, .9nd decided it miss-and-
out, Zeller winning out on the fourth round. The last prize, a
box of shells, was shared by the 3s.

In the second event at targets, the moneys were divided.
Five miss-and-out contests were shot. Noll won out in the

first event on the third target. Brubaker the second on the third
target, G, Shanaman the third on the fourth target, Mounty the
fourth on the second target and Layser the fifth 011 the third
tareet.
The boys were all enjoying the sport with the low scores. The

traps bothered a few. The day was threatening, but held up for
us to make the scores.

We e.Kpect to hold another match about Thanksgiving, but
expect to have all things in working order. Much obliged, boys,
for vour attendance. We expect you at the next shoot and hope
to show you a better time.

The scores were:

Events: 1 -

Brubaker 3 2

Blecker 3 .

.

T Dietz 0 2

T Noll 3 3

K Shanaman 6 1

G Zeller 4 2

Faust , 4 3

Leitner 5 .

,

livdiU.5,: I 2M Shanaman 2 4
G_ Shanaman 2 4
Wengert 2
Rabold 0W Dietz 2
Mounty 3

J Shanaman 4
J. L. Dietz.

Division of the Moneys,
We have had numerous inquiries from shooters of various

sections of the United States and Canada asking for information
in respect to the manner of applying the difierent systems for

dividing the purses at shoots. . In response to the want, we here-

with append illustrations of the working of the Rose, Eqaitable,

Jack Rabbit systems, and class shooting:

The Rose System.

-Fifteen targets, entrance ?1.50; targets, 2 cents;

I; four moneys, ratios 5, 3, 2, 1. Ten entries:

The Purse.
Ten entries at $1.50 $15.00
Added money 8.00

Event No. 1-

added money, $

A
B
C
D
E
P
G
H
I ,

J

Win-"
Score. Points. nings.

.. 15 5 $6.25
10
8

.. 15 "5 • 6!25
13 2 2.50

.. 11
"1

i;25
3 3.75

11
. 7

Total points
Total winnings.

.16

$23.00
Less 150 targets at 2 cents. 3.00

Divided by total points. .16)20.00

3.75 Gives value of each point.. $1.25

A wins 5 X $1.25 $6.25
D wins 5 X 1.25 6.25
H wins 3 X 1.25 3.75
E wins 2 X 1.25 2.50
G wins IX 1.25 1.25

..f20.00

Total .$20.00

The ratios commonly tised are:
Two moneys, 6 to 4.

Three moneys, 5, 3 te 2.

Four moneys, 5, 3, 2 to 1.

Five moneys, 8, 5, 3, 2 to 1,

Six moneys, 13, 8, 5, 3, 2 to 1.

Any other ratios may be adopted at the shooters' pleasure. Onco
the ratios are determined, the system works with mathematical
accuracy, and the winnings are in. accord with the ratios, regardless
of the number of winners or of the number of winners who tied.

There is absolutely no faulty place in this system which offers a
premium on "dropping for place."
This system is applied almost exclusively to target shooting.

Class Shooting.

If in the event mentioned above there were four moneys, 40, 30,

20 and 10 per cent., the winnings would have been as follows:
A and D, each 15, divide 40 per cent ifS.OO

H broke 14 and receives 30 per cent, alone 6.00
E broke 13 and receives 20 per cent, alone. 4.00
G broke 12 and receives 10 per cent, alone 2.tf0

$20.00
.\pplied to both target and live-bird shooting.

Equitable System.

Suppose that the foregoing event was to be governed by the
equitable system. The winnings would then be determined in the
following rnianner. The total amount of the net purse- -.$20—would
be divided by the total number of targets broken by the winners,
which is 69, which gives 29 cents for each target. ' Each winner
then receives 29 cents for each target broken, as follows:

A receives 15 X 29 = $4.35
D receives 15 X 29 = 4.35
H receives 14 X = 4.06
E receives 13 X 29 = 3.77
G receives 12- X 29 = 3.48

Whatever the number of winners, the amount won by each is

found by determining what each broken target is worth, as above,
and then multiplying the value of such target by the number
broken by each winner.
Applied to target shooting.

Jack Rabbit System.

This system is based on the theory of paying each competitor a
certain amount—10 per cent, of his entrance—for each target he
breaks. The remainder of his entrance, represented by targets
missed, forms a purse to be divided according to the system of
class shooting. If the event is at 10 targets, $1 entrance, the shooter
gets 10 cents for each broken target.- If at 15. $1.50 entrance, the
shooter gets 15 cents for each broken target. If at 20, 20 cents for
each broken target. Let us suppose there are ten shooters in a
10-target event, ten entries, .$1 entrance, with results as follows.

:\

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I .

1 .

Receives
for

Targets
Shot at. Broke. Missed, Broken.

10 10 0 .$1.00

10 9 1 .90
10 8 2 M
10 .S 2 .80

10 7
•>
\* .70

10 5 5 .50

. 10 7 3 .70

10 C 4 .60

10 4 8 .40

10 3 1 .30

$6 .'70

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us a( the

latp^t by Monday and a? mwch earlier as practicable.

Total purse. $10.00

Broken targets.; r 6.70

$3.30

This balance, .$3.30, would be governed by the system of class

sl'.ooting.

Applied to target shooting.

Mississippi Valley Notes.

OiNK of the features of the late fall or oarlj' winter in trap-
shooting circles will probably be a week's sparrow tournament at

Indianapolis. Ernest Tripp, Elmer Neal,^ Ed Voorhes and others
of the stalwart shooters ot the Hoosier State are already talking
it up.
Guy Burnside, of Knoxville, 111., than whom trapshooting has no

more ardent supporter and follower, is being urged, and will prob-
ably conclude to give a four days' shoot at Galesburg late in

November or early in December.
Hon. Tom A. "Marshall is wearing a handsome Indian head

button sent him by Jack Parker, for the longest run of consecutive
breaks at the Indian shoot. Mr. W. R. Crosby is displaying a
similar trophy, emblematic of his having carried off the honors
at lack Parker's recent shoot at Detroit.

The Indians have selected and placed the order for the badge
vvhich is to be symbolic of that organization of stalwart braves. It

is the head of a typical Indian chieftain, mounted in colors in

the shape of a lapel button, and must be worn by all members
in all contests in which they singly or collectively engage.
In the Piasa Gun Club medal contests, Oct- 12, tTie following

scores were made: Handicap medal—H. M, Schweppe 30, 10, 15;

Henry Murphy 30. 10, 4: F. C. Riehl 30; G. H. Lane 29: A, J.

Howell 29; Fred Schiess 20; H. T. Buriiap 21, J. M. Ryrie 18.

President's medal—Riehl 45, Lane 44, Howell 42, Schiess 36, Bivnap
84, Murphy 37, Schweppe 37.

F. C. Riehl.

McCoy vs. Henry.

Phil.\delphia. Pa., Oct. 13.—For the second time within six
months F. B. McCoy has been defeated by H. Henry in a lOO

live-bird match by one bird to-day. The second match was shot
vesterday afternoon on the grounds of the Kej'stone Shooting
League, at Holmesburg Junction. As both are prominent and
well-known wing shots there was a large gathering of interested
friends, and considerable money changed hands_ on the result.

Tlie conditions were 100 birds per man, 30yds. rise, A. S. A. rules,

$100 a side.

The birds were a good lot, with now and then a screamer. Mc-
Cov drew the best birds, and he was lucky in gathering three
birds which became exhausted, flying around within the boundary
fence, the dog catching one bird by making a high jump.
McCoy was also unfortunate in having five of his eight lost

birds dead out of bounds, one, the 4lst. falling stone dead just
over the wire.

Henry had two dead out of bounds, an^ out »£ the fifteeti. lost

out of "the 200 every one was hand hit.

Henrv started the match by making a good kill and then missing
his secbiid and Rfth biV^s, This gave McCoy a coivifortable lea^

of two birtls. He was killing his birds in fine shape, making both
barrels count. On the 21st round he drew a right-quartering
screamer from No. 3 trap; the bird was hit hard with both loads,
but was going too fast to be stopiped inside the wire. By missing
his 24th bird, an outgoing twister from No. 1 trap, the score was
tied. After making a run of 23 Henry lost his 29th and 30th birds,
which g.ave McCoy a lead again of two birds. He lost one of the
lead on the 37th round, and tied the score again by missing his
41st, which fell dead just over the wire. His next miss was an
incomer, which fell dead against the club house. This gave the
lead to Henry by one bird, which he held to the end of the match,
making a clean run from the 52d to the 94th, 41 straight, McCoy
at the same time making a run of 39. The scores follow:

H Henry 2*120222211111122211221222—23
1220022122222212121122222—23
202221 22 1 111 2221211122212—24
12221221221222122201112*2—23—93

1' B McCoy 22222222222222222222*22*2—23
0222222222222222222222222-24
212222222220220»22*22S2222—22
222222222222222*220222222—23—92

ON LONG ISLAND.

At Interstate Park.

lnl)crstate Park, Oct-. 12.—Match at 25 live birds, $20 entrance:
R O Heikes, -30 2221111102222212122222222—24
R A Welch, 30 2222112222212112221222222—25
T W Morfey, 30 2222222222222222222222*22—24

Medicus Gun Club.

Oct. 12.—Shoot of Medicus Gun Club, Long Island rules, all
at 25yds.

:

Welch llllllimi— 9
Heikes OlOllllIOl— 7
Webber 0101111111— 8
-Miller 1110011101— 7

Packard 1011111110— 8
Rodman 0110110011— 6
Lockwood ........ 0101000001— 3
Postaus 0001100110— 4

0212222220—^
1100202020— 5
2022222222— 9

0200200000— 2

Ne-w Utrecht Gun Club.

Oct. IS.-rvSdOres made bjt N«w Btreeht 6un Glub
Lockwood, 28 0220001201— 5
Chapman. 27 0120001120— 5
Lincoln, 28 2112001000— 5
Gaughcn, 30 1222112022— 9 '

J Jones. 29 1202102121— 8
Davis

Match for cost of birds and $5:
Morfey, 31 222222222222*22*2*22—17
Webber, 30 .222222222222*222*222—18
Matches, 10 birds, for cost Of birds and $5 each

:

Lockwood. 28 2112220102— 8 2212122022— 9
Lincoln, 28 1112002020— 6 1222020222— 8

•<-<
,

Crescent Athletic Club.

Bay Ridge, Oct. 13,—The greatest interest centered in the
October cup contest, for which there were eleven contestants.
Mr. Edward Banks, the only shooter who was scratch man, broke
23 out of lus first 25, expert, and 25 straight over the magautrap,
thus making the excellent score of 48.
In the shoot for the special prize, a beautifully mounted panel

of game, it was won by Mr. Carl Rasmus. Following are the
scores

:

October cup, handicap allowance; 25 targets, e.Kp6^;- -25, magau-
lra]j

:

Hdcp. Expert. Hdcp. Magautrap. Total.
E Ranks 0 23 0 25 48
C J McDermott 2 23 2 24 47
TI M Brigham 4 22 3 25 47'W W Marshall 4 17 4 23 -44'

I) G Geddes 1 21 1 22 4S
C Kenyon, Jr 6 17 5 25 42
C G Rasmus... 7 23 6 19 42H Kryn 2 20 2 21 41
E L Rhett 4 22 3 18 40
Dr O'Brien 4 20 3 19 39
T M Borland 9 16 7 13 29
Dr W A Little .... .. 18 18

Special trophy, 25 targets; expert; handickp:

Handicap. Broke. Total.
C G Rasmus •. 7 20 25
II Kryn

2

22 24
Dr O'Brien

4

19 23
H M Brigham

4

19 23

J C Faulkner 10 13 23W W Marshall

4

18 22
C Kenyon, Jr

6

15 21
C J McDermott

2

18 20
D G Geddes

1

18 19
T M Borland

9

7 16
"Dr Little

4

11 15

Sweepstakes, 15 singles, expert: Banks 13, McDermott 12, O'Brien
12, Kenyon 10, Rasmus 8, Borland 6.

Sweepstakes, 10 singles, expert: Geddes 10, O'Brien 7, Rhett 7,

Borland 3, Faulkner 3.

Sweepstakes, same conditions: Rasmus 9. Marshall 8, Rhett 7j

Geddes 7, Kryn 7, Faulkner 4.

Sweepstakes, 15 birds, magautrap : Kenvon 14, Brigham 14,

Banks 13. Gedd<v; 12, Kryn 12, Rasmus 11, McDermott 11, . Borland
9, Rhett 9, Fauilkner 9. Marshall 9, Dr. Little 9.

Sweepstakes, 10 pairs, magautrap: Kryn 15, Banks 14, Brigham
13, Rhett 7.

Winchester—Northfield Gun Club.

WiNCHESTKK, N. H., Oct. 6.—Our club had a match Oct. 5 with
Northfield Club, of Massachusetts. I send you the scores.

This was a friendly match between the two clubs, held in North-
field, with four men on a side. Both clubs are young—began this

season. Our club has a shoot every week:

Northfield Gun Club.
No. 1:

Barber OlOlOOOOOlOOOlOOOlOOUlll—10
Howard 1111011110111001111111111—21
Esterbrooke 0100011010011111100101100—13

Maynard lUlOOOOOlllllOlllllllOU—18
No. 2:

Barber 1110111111100111011110111—20

Howard •• - • .1111110011111110111111010—20

Esterbrooke 1111001110110001011111111—18

Maynard OlllOlOOlOlllllllUOOUll—18
No. 3:

Barber 1111100011111010010101111—17

Howard 1111111110111111011111111—23

Esterbrooke HUOlllOUOlllllllOUOlO—19
Maynard w

Winchester Gun Club.

N ds'on''^ '.
1111111110011111000100111—18

Lesure .0101111001101111111110011—18

Burbank 1101101000110100111110111—16

Slate • . - •mOlllOlUllOOllllllOlOl-19
No. 2:

Nelson 1111100111111111111111111—23

Lesure llllllOlllOllOUll 1010111—20
Burbank 1100111100111111111101111—20

Slate lllOOlOllOlllllllllimOO—19
No. 3:

Nelson 1111111111111111011011101—22

tesurc 1011011 111011111011010111—19

Burbank 0111111110111010110100111—18

Slfite - - 1111010111111101101111111—21

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
The name Tatham & Brothers has been familiar to generations of

American sportsmen, and Tatham & Brothers, like most other
manufacturers, of whatever description of goods, have improved
and advanced their product to keep up with the requirements of the

time, Therefore, there seems nothing very startling in their claim
made in another column that th«r American Standard Patent Fin-
ished (iliilled Shot is the hardest, roundest and most regular made,

W*" m'lst have modern shot to go ^Tith modern powders.

—

Adv.
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OUR ILLUSTRATED SUPPLEMENTS.
We have provided a new series of four full-page illus-

trations which will be published as supplements with the

first numbers of November, December, January and

February. The half-tone engravings are reproductions of

the originals drawn expressly for the purpose, and the

subjects will certainly prove to be acceptable and popular.

The titles are:

Nov. 3.—In the Fence Corner. By Wilfred P. Davison.

Dec. I.—When Food Qrows Scarce. By Wilfred P.

Davison.

Jan. 5.—Quail Shooting in Mississippi. By Edm. H.

Osthaus.

Feb. 2.—In Boyhood Days. By Wilfred P. Davison.

The readers and friends of Forest and Stream are in-

vited to send us the names of their acquaintances whose

tastes are such that they might be interested in the paper.

We are printing week after week a store of the best read-

ing in th« world for the man who uses rod and gun or

who has a taste for the free life of the field and the forest.

The Forest and Stream stands for the interests which

are his; it is a weekly, monthly, yearly advocate of the

preservation of his present opportunities and the enlarge-

ment of his privileges; it preaches consistently and un-

tiringly the doctrine of the dignity and deserving of his

favorite pastimes; and it is to-day and will be in the

future, as it has been in the past, an agency for the attain-

ment of a higher standard in sport and a fuller popular

recognition of the place of recreation in a well ordered

life.

THE MONTH OF FLAME.

The face of the country is aglow with hues that presage

the death of that visible part of nature which is the

foundation and basis of life upon the land. Woods and

hillsides and swamps blaze with the changing colors.

Viewing a broad landscape, we might imagine that fire

was sweeping over the whole land. The swamp is red

with colors of deepest flame, the hills are yellow with a

milder fire. Tongues of glowing crimson shoot up the

ravines where the sumach grows, while at the edges of

the swamp, over the conical cedars about which Virginia

ivy twines, creep burning lines, soon, it wolud seem,

to burst into blaze and consume them. Over all hangs

the autumnal haze, adding vividness to the impression of

fire; a faint thin veil which hardly seems to obscure the

vision, yet blinds us to what is distant.

We read of brown October, yet in America we know no

such month. With us it is flaming October, rich and

riotous in its gorgeous beauty, the last outburst of glory

in a country whose loveliness is nowhere surpassed.

If hills and swamps are gorgeous at this season, hardly

less is the charm of the cultivated prairies, which have just

yielded to the farmer the reward of his labors. Yellow

or green, or showing rich brown soil where the plow

has passed in preparation for the year which is to come,

they offer a richer promise—if less of beauty—than the

swamps and the rough hillsides, whose barrenness is

v eiled by a lovelier mask.

If we take ows way to the great mountains of the

West, the story told there is the same. Aspens and
box elders have turned yellow along the stream, mountain

maples flame among the cliffs and along the ledges. Only
the black pines, changeless as the gray rocks to which
they cling, remain unaltered by the changing seasons.

The nights grow cooler day by day, and sometimes a skim
of ice appears on the little pools of quiet water. The
storm clouds which hover about the mountain's heads drop

softly on them a light mantle of snow, which gradually

creeps lower and lower down toward the valley, and
some day the dweller among the foothills is startled by a

furious squall, whitening the ground with snow, which
vanishes under the -next day's sun. It is warmer and
then colder, and then warmer again, until at last winter

IS at hand.

If the vegetation ripens and dies and falls, not leas is

the change of the advancing season felt by animal life all

oyer the land. Each wild creattire anticipates the cooiiag

struggle between the forces making the warmth and the

cold, and each prepares for it. The newts have retired

to safe shelters in the mud, and the frogs and turtles have

chosen their winter homes. Hordes of migrating birds fly

above thfe tree tops of the •woods or journey by shorter

stages along the hedge rows. Woodcock drop into the wet

places, snipe into the meadows; quail and ruffed grouse

journey hither and thither in erratic fashion, trying to

make up their minds what they shall do, since winter is

coming. Sometimes in their confusion they dash them-

selves against the houses, or fly through the windows or

alight on trees in the village street, anxious and be-

wildered by the portents of the coming change. Now
many of the hawks have gone, but a few still remain,

traveling southward with the small birds on which they

prey, or patiently hunting the sere fields for the mice
which are hungrily gathering their autumn stores. The
earth dwellers, too, are making ready. The muskrat has

built his house, squirrels have chosen theirs, and are

busily garnering their harvest. The raccoon still searches

along the brook side for the infrequent frog, but now he

chiefly depends on the abundant nuts, which he shares

with the squirrels and the grouse, and on the grapes

already touched by the frost, and sweet, solid and sub-

stantial. The hunters of the woods and swamps, the fox,

the mink and the humble skunk, are all busy. Food is

abundant. They are growing fat and warm coated. They
care little for the winter's cold.

In the Western mountains, too, all life is stirring.. Birds

are migrating and pine squirrels are gathering the last of

their cones. Wild sheep and goats, little though they

care for storm and cold, are working to the southern

slopes. Elk and mule deer are taking their ways by easy

stages from the mountain tops to lower altitudes, and the

record of their journeyings is plainly printed on the new
fallen snow. Here, too, is seen where the snowshoe rab-

bit has set his sign manual on the white page, where the

grouse has walked, and the fox has followed in his trail.

In the higher altitudes Nature's long winter slumber

has already begun, but lower down there is yet an inter-

val before the final cold shall come. On the prairie the

wildfowl still continue to hurry from the north, and rest

on lakes and rivers, and flock to the grain fields for food.

There they will remain until the hard frosts shall lock the

waters and drive them southward to other feeding

grounds.

The gunner is now at work thinning their ranks, -and
with him work the weasels, the minks, the foxes and the

hawks and owls, which are gathering for themselves those

birds that man has injured but has not secured. Some-
times the misrrating fowl seem countless for multitude,

vet how few they are—if we may trust what is told in the

books or by men of long experience—by comparison with

what they were in the years gone by? In the East a few
ducks are still seen—hardlv worth counting. Yet we con-

tinue to oursue them as if eager to exterminate the fast

diminishing race.

Lovely and inspiring as are the fair days of October,

there is yet about them a tinge of sadness, for we know
how brief is their span and how soon other days will take
their place; days which have their own charm, it is true,

but nothing of the richness, the beauty and the softness

of these.

Seize then the glorious October days, when the hazy
air of mid-day is balmy with the soft and languid perfume
of maturity given forth by ripened vegetation, and yet at

morning and evening is crisp, strong and exhilarating, so

that he who breathes it rejoices in the life and vigor that

it lends him. It will be long before these days shall come
again.

WHERE COMMISSIONER WOOD LIVES.

It is a not unfamiliar condition in New York city

that some of the most vicious dives flourish near the
police stations. For many years one of the worst rcs€n-ts

in the town was within a stone's throw of police head-
quarters. Seeking for the operation of the same principle
in the country, we may find it on Long Island, where
game law violation is rampant, .right under the nose& of
Forest, Fish and Game Commissioner Wood, whose -hilriie

is at Jamaica. The local papers of that section of Long
Island and the city papers which publish correspondence
from that quarter teem with items like this, printed in
the Brooklyl Eagle the other day, from Springfield, which
is three miles froai Jaammx ' '

'"

Springfield, L. I., Oct. 19.—Complaints are numerous of the

reckless conduct of gunners from Brooklyn and Manhattan wlio

are constantly shooting at birds in violation of the game laws, and

with an utter disregard of the people's safety. In some sections the

residents fear to walk about their places for ieat of getting a

charge of shot.

With all these stories of game killing out of season, we

have yet to hear of any effort to inforce the law and

punish the offenders. A correspondent who writes from

Lynbrook well remarks that it would be better to repeal

all the game laws and have done with them altogether

rather than to perpetuate existing conditions "by which

the poacher gets all the game and the law abiding sports-

man gets left." There can be no excuse whatever for this

disgraceful condition in the region contiguous to a game

commissioner's home. Commissioner Wood could stop

it and stop it at once and for good, if he would. As

long as the lawlessness lasts it will be a reproach to the

Commission of which he is a member and to himself in-

dividually.

They still elect town game constables on Long Island,

though the office was abolished by a change in the game

laws years ago, and the game constables in some instances

which have come to our knowledge refuse to arrest be-

cause they were elected by the votes of the game law

breakers. One honest and energetic State game pro^.

tector could break up the whole system of protected law-

lessness in less time than a working week of seven days,

and his hardest day's work would fall on a Sunday,

SNAP SHOTS.

A point made by a correspondent, C. A. D.. in his com-

nmnication elsewhere, that forests do not affect the rain-

fall, is perfectly well taken ; but we are not aware that

any one ever claimed that the rainfall was increased or

diminished by the forests. What is a familiar principle

is that the forest acts as a retaining reservoir for the

storage of the rainfall, and holds it back for the gradual

and permanent flow of the streams. This is now so well

understood that it is out of the domain of argument. The
New Hampshire forest conditions as described in the

article under review, were described as ruinous and de-

plorable because instead of practicing an economic and

scientific system of forest^^^ the owners of the wild moun-
tain lands were denuding them after the old American

method, which means waste and ruin. The actual con^

dition in the White Mountains as brought about by the

operations of the lumber concern in control of the terri-

tory is declared to be of precisely this nature; pnd this

being the case it is certainly high time for the State to

intervene.

The Cameron Island Club, of Walkerville, Ont.. has

prepared for the instruction of its members a cautionary

circular of instruction for their conduct in the wood's

while deer hunt'ns-. The one Darticular point on which
most emphasis is laid is stated in the caution not to shoo*:

until one is certain that the object aimed at is ?ame and

not a human being. The circular is presented in our

erame columns. We recommend all huntinsr clubs to copv

it and make it their own. Secretary Amberg well says

that "Caution is not cowardice," and that the veteran

hunter is much more afraid of accidents with hi=; arms
than the novice is who has not learned by experience the

dangerous nature of hi? weapons. Only last week an'->ther

case of man killed for g-ame was reported from the Maine
woods. This tonic of peril in the hunting cotmtrv is not

an agreeable one to return to week after week, but with

a growing list of such casualties it behooves us to be
constant in season and out of season in exhortinfr and
warning one another to a great exercise of caution in the

woods. j

Hon. Eiierene G. Blackford, treasurer of the Baird

Memorial Committee of the American Fisheries Societv,

announces that the nature of the proposed memorial has

not yet been determined, and must depend on the amount
•subscribed. The committee, however, aims to provide ^.

monument enfirelv worthy of the distincruished man
whom the society desire- to honor, leavini? the details to

be settled at .some future timr. Meanwhile, it ias been
decided to besrin the raiding of fund=:. and the committe*'

invites contributions. In view of the large number of

persons who will probably wish to participate, thp com-
mittee signifies its inclination to encourage small sub-

scriptions. Mr. Blackford's address, is ^?ulton Marlc^^

|f;ew Yo^% "
' ' "

^
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Rowland E* Robinson.
McNeil's Ferry, .Vt., Oct. 19,—Stormbound, with Lake Gham-

plain rolling five-foot whitecaps between me and the haven where
I would be, and my old Charon unwilling to risk his ancient

boat, I sit and write of the man and friend who has just passed

over to the Elysian Fields from a far more stormy sea.

Yesterday the body of Rowland E. Robinson was car-

ried to its long resting place in a little hillside grave-

yard in Ferrisburgh. In the library of his home, a mile

away, hundreds of friends and neighbors had come to

look on that brave face for the last time, and show re-

spect to the memory of the man, and some, as they turned

away from the contemplation of the calm, though
wasted, presence, glanced above at a portrait draped with

autumn leaves which had long hung on the wall.

It was the same face, but in the pride of vigorous life.

It recalled their friend as they had known him a few short

years before—straight nose, high forehead, kindly eyes,

the leonine poise, suggestive of reser\'e, force of charac-

ter and power. The face suggested the sturdy American
stock, and one is not surprised to learn that in Mr. Robin-
son's veins the two sterling strains of Virginian and New
England blood unite. His mother was a daughter of Col.

Gilpin, of the Fairfax Militia, who served on Washing-
ton's staff, and his father a rock ribbed New England
anti-slavery advocate, who not only wrote and spoke
forcefully, but practiced his principles to the extent of

making his home a depot in the underground railroad for

transporting escaped slaves to Canada.
All around the library were the usual cultivated flowers,

but on the coffin there was nothing except that homely
symbol of the woodsman—a balsam bough.

1

On one of the library tables lay a copy of Hough's
"Singing Mouse Stories," and as I turned the pages idly

over and mused on the dreamer's tales, an open letter

fell out on which I saw the name of O. O. S., and I

thought of my first visit to Mr. Robinson when his sense

of personal loss in the death of the other FoiiE.ST and
Stream writer was still new. The two men had never
met, but there was a strong bond of sympathy between
them. They had corresponded, and O. O. S. on his last

lonely pilgrimage had sent Mr. Robinson a collection of

the bcaittiful seaweed of the Pacific coast.

It has been well said that sympathy and imagination
are twin sisters. Mr. Robinson's heart went out to all

men, and if he favored the poor rather than the rich, it

was because he found the poor man the more worthy.
As Emerson says, "What a man puts in his chest he
takes out of his life." There can be no stronger negative

framed than Sam Lovel's honest, *T daowt it.'' Here is

a man who has not dwarfed his soul by swapping simple,

generous instincts for a money getting habit of mind. Mr.
Robinson's sympathy has given him insight into such
characters and won the open sesame to our hearts.

His kindness was a ruling trait. He always answered
personally all letters received from those interested in his

writings, even to the last, and as this correspondence
was heavy, it must have been a considerable drain upon
his strength. The day his illness took the fatal turn

—

Oct. 10—he wrote several letters of this character.

Mr. Robinson also had a large circle of pen friends,

particularl}^ among the older contributors to Forest and
Stream—men whom he had never met, but who, like O.
O. S., were attracted to him by the strong sympathy which
his character inspired.

This combined correspondence, in part at least, might
have proved irksome to another man, but to Mr. Robin-
son it was a real and substantial pleasure. His own
strong sympathy and understanding made him unusually
ready to appreciate and reciprocate the friendship of those
who sought him out, and he not only took an interest in

their lo-\ e of woods and waters, but also in their work-
a-day associations and their hopes and aims. Suffering
instead of hardening as it does in some and blotting out
beauty in life, put a wonderfully delicate edge to his
appreciation of human and animate nature. Mr. Robin-
son was a devoted reader of Forest a no Stream. When
Ins eyesight failed, various members of his family read the
paper to him, but chiefly it was his daughter, Mollie, who
plodded week after week through hunting stories that
must have had a sameness to her feminine ear, omitting
nothing from cover to cover. He generally reserved the
paper for S.unday reading, and called it his Sunday's
sermon. '

His first printed article was on New England fox
hunting, and his last written letter was to the editor of
his favorite journal.

_
Mr. Robinson had been Confined to his bed almost con-

tinuously since May a year ago. He battled against
sickness long after other men would have succumbed.
His mental attitude, as illustrated by his continuance in

writing despite physical ills, no doubt prolonged his life

for months. Mr. Robinson was at times despondent, as
became his nature, but there was a boyish joyousness
about him that shows plainly in his writings. It is fitting

that his last connected story should have been about a
boy, and that he gave us a fresh young life in "Sam's
Boy" at the time when he was laying down his own.
When his fox hunting article was published in Scrib-

ner's, Mr. Robinson was happy as a boy with his first

gun. Then came orders from magazines for articles on
uncongenial subjects, one of which was a description of
the Vermont marble quarries. From this grind of hack
work he turned with keen pleasure to the prescient sug-
gestion of the editor of Forest and Stream to contribute
certain sketches of New England life. As a result "Uncle
Lisha's Shop" was given to the world in 1888. This book
has become and always- will be' a classic in American
literature. -

The circle of those who comprehended Mr. Robinson's
genius is not so large as it shotild be. He has failed .of the
great popular success and laudation accredited to in-
finitely less worth}' men. He could not compreliend how
clever, shallow writers with one eye cocked on" .the

almighty dollar could cater to a false sentimentalism -by
pretending to- an. occult knowledge of animals and giving
to the birds and beasts human and unreal characteristics
idealized with a tawdry gloss. His talents were not to
be debauched in this way. He refused to work the
popular "wild animal graft." He went direct to nature
for his models and gave to all his inventions the .stamp.of
a reality not to be gainsaid.
But Mr. Robinson had a select circle of intense'ad-

Tniters, While traveling T hay? often met such persons.

and at times they seemed surprised to find that any one

else could appreciate Robinson as they did. On a train

last winter I overheard- a commercial traveler dilating on
"Uncle Lisha's Shop" and the other well-known titles, and '

advising with true missionary enthusiasm the man he was
talking' with to read the stories. He told how he had
just interested a customer in the books, and how the man
had got him to buy the whole lot and ship them with his

last bill of goods, and how delighted his customer had
been when he came to read them.

Mr. Putnam, of Boston, another commercial _ man, told

of an old gentleman at Deighton who at the time of his

last illness looked forward each week to the issues of

Forest and Stream containing Robinson's chapter as the

event of his life, and who had the articles read to him up
to the very last. Mr. Robinson's humor was always
kindly, and there was nothing in anything he ever wrote
that his friends would, wish unwritten.

Mr. Robinson's eyes began to fail in 1887, at the time

he was writing his first book. For six years he fought
against the slowly conquering malady, and wrote "Danvis
Folks," "Sam Lovel's Camp" and "Uncle Lisha's Out-
ing," though meanwhile "groping around in thp fog,'' as

he himself expressed it. In 1893 he became totally blind.

Fie accepted his visitation with such cheerfulness that it

hardly seemed a trial. No one ever became blind more
gracefully. It seemed rather to give distinction to Mr.
Robinson than to take away any part of his life. No
one felt like commiserating him. He did not need or
expect sympathy for this cause any more than for gray
hair or other natural evidences of advancing age.

In fact no one could talk with him and think of him
as a blind man, His eyes were bright and carried ex-
pression,, and he watched the speaker and turned from
one to another in conversation. He advanced to meet
his guests and visitors and shook hands in a perfectly

natural way, and he ncA^er had difficulty in talking on
topics of interest to varying minds.

\Jp to two years ago he was apparently a very vigorous
and healthy man—one with whom time had dealt lightly

—

a fine example of slowly ripening manhood. Then came
his illness, but though stricken down, he was the same
kindly gentleman as ever, never referring to his ailments
as a subject worthy of thought, but taking a keen in-

terest in men and affairs.

Day after day he lay on his hack writing on a slotted

tablet with his own hand his inimitable descriptions of
life or scenery, or corresponding with his friends. He
had that which misfortune could not take away, and
like Bunyan in prison, his heart was elsewhere, and he
saw with surer perception than those face to face with
the realities he described.
His mind was clear to the end. The last day of his

life he lay with a fixed expression and eyes very bright
looking upward. His loving wife could not believe that
the eyes were still sightless, and asked:
"Does thee see light, Rowland?"
"No," he answered, in his slow tentative way.
"What does thee see?"
To which he answered nothing. But the silence was

more eloquent than words. J. B. BtiRNHAM.

Mather, Ogden and Robinson.
Editor Forest and Stream:
When Major Mather "fell on -sleep" and the members

of the Forest and 'Stream circle mourned the loss of the
good and great man, I felt -a strong desire to add my
mite to the many beautiful tributes paid to his memory,
but refrained from doing so, fearing that I, who knew
him not personally, might take the space of some of those
who had been permitted to c'all him friend.

But now that the circle has again been invaded and
two of tlie brightest stars in the galaxy been removed, and
one of them our Nestor, I no longer hesitate, but feel that
the least in the sorrowing and personally bereaved mem-
bers of the Forest and Stream family may come with
his modest but sincere tribute. . .

How many times in sadness since the death of Major
Mather has my mind reverted to a visit to the genial
editor, of Forest and Stream shortly before the Major
left for the scene of his last labors in the Northwest.
How, as we talked of this one and that one whose work
had given great pleasure, we at last discussed . the in-
comparable Mather, and when I spoke of the strong de-
sire, long cherished, to meet and know him, and was
assured that he would be in the office in a very short
time and I might do so, and yet allowed a business en-
gagement to hurry me away from this great privilege
which was never again to offer, it is small wonder that
my regret is deep and lasting.

The tender and touching tribute paid the memory of
the two just gone, in the current number of Forest and
Stream, leaves but little to add,' save only the conven-
tional "We, too, knew and loved them," and yet we would
bring our cypress wreath.
My modest library holds few volumes that I value more

than the simple annals of honest Sam Lovel and kind,
lovable old' Uncle Lisha.

When first the knowledge came to me that the eyes
which had stored in memory's chambers the beautiful
scenes, 90 faithfully portrayed, >vere darkened and could

,
nearer more see them, it was in reality a personal and
lasting sorrow. Truly "death loves a shining mark," and
has found it in the three so recently garnered by the grim
reaper..

Measured by the happiness given others, these have
. been full, beautiful and noble lives. They will live in

'many grateftd'"and Itji^ing- he'artsi -t1^^ they have come
to-k-now-.-vr- ^ • /

; "'rbe.-Onc far-pff. divine event , , .. . .

'

' Tq Ayhich the wholecreation rnov,es."
;

. ... .......
: 'h' ... ^.r - iLV.::. :. ..^^^^S HpPKiKS...

- ehaH6^-' EiTfeTy, ' d|y'W4GhitS' "^Kaln.V'wh'jle'' ' htfntinfe 'On
vthe-; GheCok?p.*.'j5tfJp><&^^rA*a>l|^ •-'.we^t -of Pond Greelc
Statiap, f.quf\4 a .gtm,b3£rel;.oii'.whidi- -hack' 6£ the xear

;
sijSftt was jiiiscril^^i^. '.'"IjKe^entell'J'to Mike Jopes by Kit

.''Carson. m'i'$i(9" 'On-the'side.; j'ust iihder the sight, was
"ShalpS"" foilpw^'d'hy' tWentA^-thfee 'file' marks. The bar-
rel' was '-badly r'tisfed and /slightly bent ifiear the • middle.
.Near it werie found two skulls and other evidences that

• the bodies, Qf tyfo men had .bceri left there mai^y years
ngo,

In the Ozarks.
Down in Missouri, ifi the southern part of the State,

there is a county known as Douglas county. There is

nothing of unusual interest in its history—at least noth-
ing that has ever been recorded^—and the inhabitants
are unknown to fame.

If you are fond of the gun, there is plenty of game to
be had thereabouts in season in the form of wild turkeys,
quail and partridge, rabbits and squirrels, and occasion-
ally a deer is shot, but that is getting to be a rare event
of late years. On the other hand, if you are city bred
and care nothing at all for out-of-door life or the ex-
citement of the hunt you would be apt to perish with
ennui before the year was out, for the monotony of one's
surroundings down there is killing.

Once upon a time the fates decreed that I Should en-
dure existence in that out-of-the-way corner of the globe,
though for a brief period only, and in ' this they dealt

kindly with me. For a year or two I received my mail
at the combination store and post oflfice in the village of

M., and called the place my home.
Douglas county was just over the divide—that is,' a

range of the Ozark j^lotratains—and seemed far re-

moved and shut off from the rest of the world, as though
an ocean inteiwened. At the time of which I write
the natives of the county were refreshingly ignorant of

most things pertaining to modern civilization and ad-
vancement, and correspondingly wise with the wisdom
of the birds of the air and the flowers of the field that
neither toil nor spin.

Were you to mention the "higher life" to a Douglas
county man he would think that you had reference to a
life on the mountain top. In the rapid march of

progress which was beginning to make itself felt in the

neighboring counties Douglas county was a straggler,

a loiterer by the wayside, and was in no especial hurry to

catch up with the shouting, struggling procession. Many
Douglasites had never even "seen the cars," nor were they
conversant with the wonders of electricity, and yet,

mirabile dictu, they managed to live somehow and enjoy
life at that, and when it came their turn to die they had
the satisfaction of knowing that they would have as

eulogistic a funeral sermon preached over what was left

of them as the richest nabob in the land. They earned
their bread with the sweat of their brow, used strong
tobacco and drank stronger whisky, went hunting when-
ever they felt like it, and, generally speaking, were happy
—as happiness goes in this queer world of ours.

So much for the Douglas county people as a class.

During my sojourn in that part of the State I formed
an acquaintancfe with several of the male inhabitants of

the county, and also with a mule. In one or two in-

stances my acquaintanceship with these men ripened
into a warm friendship, but with the mule.it was quite

different. I could never reciprocate the interest he dis-

played, on different occasions, in my personal affairs.

The ownership of this creature of strange moods, and
. fancies was vested in an old man by the name of

Ebenezer Saunders, or just plain Eb. for short, They
never use a' man's full Christian name down there, save

on solemn occasions, such as weddings and funerals.

The mule, being imbued with a righteous desire for

independence unrecognized by man in his dealings with

the lower animals, was disposed to dispute Saunders'
title. Undoubtedly the creature felt a certain degree of

superiority to the man, and considered his position in

life humiliating. At any rate, there were moments when
he "preferred to be alone," consequently Saunders was
very often muleless.

My first meeting with the mule was one calculated to

leave a lasting impression upon me and also over-

come any desire for closer acquaintance. I was obliged

to take a long ride down into -Douglas county on a
matter of business. The large anitiial that bore me on
my journey was called a horse by the man of whom I

rented it, but on this point I had my doubts. However,
I tpok his word for it, as I was not in a position to

cavil, it being a case of "Hobson's choice."

As for the shape of this quadruped—well, that must
be left to the imagination. It was decidedly unique, and
its long nose inclined to the severe Romanesque.

Astraddle the broad, hollow back of this strange beast

I set forth on my journey. It was fifteen miles to my
destination, and I calculated that I could possibly make
it in ten or twelve h*ours if my horse (out of courtesy

I shall thus dignify him) held out at the wild, reckless

walk he had broken into at the start. I soon discovered
that he possessed a peculiar knack of stopping and stand-

ing still a full minute or two before the change in the

condition of affairs became apparent. He simply rnerged

from a walk into a statuesque pose, from which it was
hard to move him. It was a rare accomplishment.
We had covered about four mii'es

.
of this exciting

journey, when, at a place where two roads met, I was
joined by a fellow traveler, . also, heading for Douglas
county. Lie was a large, heavy set man, and his mount,
a small, dun-colored, dejected looking pony, seemed
greatly overweighted, |I ejipected' td see the poor beast
shut up like a jack-knife at any mom'ent.
This new comer ambled along beside me for some

distance,;maintaing./a profound silence, and at the same
time surrep'fitiotisly taking stock' of me out of the tail

'end of his eye.. Seeing that he persisted in his silence, T
told him' my : destination, and- to save -time my business

'.also.-.^ - This immediately removed his suspicions,' and
\iT'::I .had. wondered, at his reticence hefore, I .was now
amazed at his . volubility. ^

."He talked and. talke.d \yith all his tnight,
' " ,He., talked with all liis main;

Arid when he 'came- uiitp the end, . ' -

Then he- began' a^ain.V '
.

,. '- -

His voice soothed my noble tst6ed,'.and:I-w'a3;i6bIig6d

to kick him' often (the horse,, of, .course)., to ,:^eep him
•from sitting .down in the road and "going t-0. sleep. .,Me
.displayed a tendencj^ to sit.'. It had'b^en noticeable' for

some time back oh the .road m 'ail 't)Cca'^iQna\. yielding of
the hinder leg;?,
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The man was from Webster county, and as unfamiliar

as myself with tlie country through which we were travel-

ing. He succeeded in talking us off the right road, and
we were eompelled to stop at a farmhouse and make in-

quirieSi As we drew up at the gate we were received
with a most vociferous and boisterous welcome—a bark-
ing of dogs and- the loud haw-hee, haw-hee of a brazen-
voiced mule. The mule stood at the barnyard gate, with
his head thrust- far over the top rail, braying at us like

a creature possessed.
He was a huge black animal, seemingly all cars and

voice. He plainly resented our presence and our ap-

pearance, though which of us was the object of his

derision it was impossible to tell. Somehow I felt

myself the guilty one. My horse—but no matter.
We obtained the desired information and rode awa}^

We had gone only a few rods from the house, when
we heard a loud crash behind us, and turned in time
to see the mule leap the rickety gate, demalishing it in

the act. He came trotting after us with a pleased, ex-
pectant look, and \vc stopped and waited for him,
curious to learn what his next move would be.

W^e were not kept long in suspense. He passed on
my companion's side of the road, and as he passed sud-
denly wheeled and delivered a lightning like kick at the
pony. The pony saw^ it coming, and shied in time to
escape the brunt of the blow, which just grazed its

rider's • leg, and having had some experience in the
kicking line itself, immediately displayed an unlooked
for activity and temper of its own by charging after the
mule. The mule tarried not for the fray, but with a
final defiant fling of his hoofs in the air. disappeared in

the surrounding woods, there being no fences to ob-
struct his retreat.

Naturally we. were more than a little surprised at this

unexpected attack, but as the ugly tempered beast
showed no signs of returning the incident soon passed
from our minds.
We had gone about half a mile and my companion

had recoA^ered his volubility, when we were startled at

hearing a crackling and breaking of the bushes' bn my
side of the road, and the sound of a heavy creature
approaching. The next instant the black mule bur.st

through the underbrush and charged upon me. He
planted his heels in the underneath part of my unresisting
steed, and then dashed forward and took up a position
in the road directly' in front of us, as though he would
dispute the passage with us.

My poor beast groaned once when the blow fell—

a

very human sort of groan—and then turned his head and
looked reprovingly and half inquiringly at me with an
expression that plainly said:

"Mercy to me! what is the meaning of all this? W^hy
did you permit such a thing?"
'Ef I only had my gun with me," my companion

exclaimed, "I'd fill that doggon onery critter full o'

lead, by Godfrey Simpson Daniels."
We looked around for something to throw, but there

was nothing in sight. There never is when you need
a thing of that kind the most. The mule suddenly
changed his mind and trotted off down the road. We
quickly dismounted and secured weapons in the shape
of two stout clubs, and followed slowly in the wake of
our newly discovered enemy.
The tricky fiend adopted new tactics for his next

move, and charged directly upon us from the front. But
we outwitted him this time. We suddenly opened ranks,
and before he could check his mad charge he was be-
tween us, and we belabored him unmercifully with our
clubs, and broke them over his head and back, until he
was glad to escape without delivering his famous broad-
side. He was plainly disconcerted, as he had evidently
taken us for easy victims, and he realized that he would
have to resort to strategy in order to accomplish our
destruction.

This strange warfare was carried on intermittently for
the next three or four miles—a running fight all the

way—until Vfe.: came in sight of the next farmhouse.
There a new diversion occurred. Six very young pigs
had crawled through the farmer's fence and were dis-

porting themselves beside the road, and the mule espied
them and transferred his attentions to these innocents.
He was upon them like a devastating scourge, and killed

three of them before they could reach safety on the other
side of the fence with their more fortunate brothers and
sisters.

This wanton murder enraged us, and we summoned
the farmer with loud halloos, and told him our tale of

woe, and pointed out the murderer where he stood,
trampling nis victims underfoot and gloating over his
crime,

"Y' d6n't say?'-' drawled the owner of the pigs, when
sve had finished. '"Hit's that mule o' Saunders'. He'll
pay fer the pigs; Eb will. He's done killed 'cm that
way onct befo,re. ' Y' all mus* had a devul uv a time.
By Godfrey, don't see what Eb wants t' keep sech a
no-'count critter 'baout fer. He's alius lookih' fer

trouble. He's a ba-ad mule. He suttenly is."

The farmer opened the barnyard gate and told us
to ride in and the mule would come after us. We fol-

lowed his instructions, and the mule followed us, think-
ing that he had us at his mercy, but the farmer, armed
with a pitchfork, drove him into a corner and kept him
there until we had retired from the field.

We left them there and continued on our way re-

joicing, with the sound of the mule's brazen voice ring-
ing discordantly in aur ears long after the owner thereof
was lost to view.

In such wise did I make the acquaintance of "that
mule o' Saunders'." He Avas the most misanthropic ani-
mal I ever knew. Fayette Durlin, Jr.

[to be concluded.]

Take inventory of the good things in this issue

of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was
given last -week. Count on what is to come next
week. Was there ever in all the world a more
abundant weekly store of sportsmen's reading?

Our First Camping Trip*
We shall never forget our first campaign trip. It was

to the Adirondack Mountains in the summer of '86, and
to me will always remain one of the pleasantest incidents

in my life. There were three of us—Billy, the Fiend and
Buck, J. e., myself. We had just graduated from college.

For four years \ve had worked hard; even during the

usual summer and winter vacations we had worked.
Now, however, we had graduated and we were soon to go
forth to make a livmg and a home of our own, and per-
haps a name, and perhaps, too, to work even harder
than ever. But before launching forth into the cold, hard
world of business we thought we were entitled to a
little fun—a few weeks of genuine vacation. But what
should we do? Just how we decided this question I do
not now remember, but shortly before we received (Mr
degrees we had finally decided on a camping trip in tlic

Adirondacks. Our ideas were more or less hazy on
the subject, until we had graduated, gotten our diplomas
and foimd ourselves free to go wherever we pleased.
Then we got down to business, and system soon came
out of chaos. In a short time we had made out our
list of things, corrected and revised it, purchased our
supplies, and fotind ourselves with lean-to tent, pack
baskets, fishing rods and general camping equipments
and provisions, and—\jre,were off. We reached Utica
in the evening, and early next inorning took the Black
River R. R. to Boonville, from thence by stage twelve
miles to Moose River, a settlement containing perhaps
a dozen houses mostly dilapidated and an inn that had
evidently seen better days, but was still famous for its

trout and other game dinners. Here we had our noon
lunch and our first treat to brook trout done "to a
turn." Here was the jumping-off place— the half-way
station, the point where straw hats and boiled shirts
were laid aside and felt hats and corduroy suits were
donned. Here we first met the noted Adirondack guide
—and there were many of hnn. Most of them appeared
to be beyond middle life, and a few very old, but all,

strange to say looked
,
very much as I imagine we all

expect a typical guide to look. Most of them wore broad
brimmed felt hats of a light grass color, and with
few exceptions were tremendously fond of whisky, and
after having partaken freely were exceedingly talkative,
for during our brief noon hour we had the opportunity
of listening to some "whoppers;" but one thing was cer-
tain, their general appearance did not belie their stories
in the least. They looked as though they had Ijeen
dirough a good deal and were able to go through a good
deal more.
Shortly after one o'clock we started for Old Forge

at the foot of the Fulton Chain of eight lakes. The trip
was one of fourteen miles, and entirely through the
woods, save about two miles through what is known as
Arnold's Clearing, iiear Old Forge. Our pack baskets
filled with provisions and our camp equipment were
securely strapped on a buckboard, but we were advised
to \valk, which we did the whole distance, reaching our
destination in about four hours. W'e had been told that
the road from Moose River in was very rough, and that
we had better save our money and walk—in fact, that it

would be almost impossible to ride and at times dan-
gerous, and the road proved to be all that was said of it.

I have seen some pretty rough roads, but for roughness
of all variety, for rock and great boulders, mud holes
and broken down corduroy bridges, sharp grades and
"thank you marms" this fourteen miles took the prize.
How the team and buckboard ever got through I- don't
know, but it did, and within a half hour after we arrived.
The driver reported that he had been thrown out only
once, and then he could not help himself, as the buck-
board turned completely over. This was very evident, as
cverytliing was covered with mud. We had taken pains
and had all such things as oat meal, sugar, etc., wrapped
up in several thicknesses of paper, but on opening the
baskets we fouttd everything in a "jumble," and every
bit of the sugar, some ten pounds or more, gone. For-
tunnately we were able to replace this last article at Old
Forge before starting out on our camping trip proper.
Since then I have always put sugar, flour and such things
m strong canvas bags. They pack snug and go safely
through all sorts of jolting.
We arrived at Old Forge at about 5 P. M., and at once

ordered our supper, and while that was preparing we
f-ucceeded in hiring a boat for our two weeks' trip, and
by the time our meal was ready we had everything
packed snugly in the boat ready to shove off instantly.
Perhaps it would be well to explain here that the summer
of '86 was some six years before the Adirondack or so-
called Webb railroad was built, and the Fulton chain of
lakes, while well known to a chosen few, was in fact
comparatively a wild country.

_
One of the best features of our little trip, and I count

It the very best, was the fact that we weire all agreed to
make the trip as inexpensive as possible. We were
going to have^ no guides, nor run up any unnecessary
hotel bills. W"e were on a camping trip, and we were
going to camp that night, and we did. So immediately
after supper we bid our host a hearty good-by, got care-
fiilly into our boat, very carefully, for we at once
discovered that somehow or other it was a trifle
different from other boats we had been used
to, and we started, we hardly knew where, but we
started. We did know, however, that we must find a
camping place very soon, and with that end in view we
started up the pond and inlet toward First Lake. We
had not gone far before we found a point that seemed
quite suitable, and as it was out of view from the hotel
at OM Forge we made haste to camp, aind none too
soon, as with the high hills and mountains so close
together on either side darkness comes on very sud-
denly, and we soon learned to start early and make camp
early, But how new nd strange that first evening! I
shall never forget it, or the following two or three days
and nights. The scenes and sensations were all so new
and strange—so weird, yet so fascinating. We were
away from civilization, and away off in the heart of the
great woods, and we all felt and enjoyed the feeling that
there was considerable of the wild Indian about us.

_
As soon as we landed we put up the tent, which was

sirnply a lean-to made of oiled canvas, 12 feet by 12 feet.
This was done by tying the front corners to two trees a
suitable distance apart and at a distance of perhaps 6 or

7 feet from the ground, and fastenihg the back to a small
log out for the purpose. We then cut and trimmed a
number of fir or balsam and spruce trees, using the
branches for our bed, and our camp was made. Wood
was gathered, a fire kindled. Darkness was upon us, but
we were quite at home. Since that time I have been in

the woods a great deal and of course know a .good deal
now about camping, but whenever I recall our first night
in the woods, and our first camp and our first breakfast,
and all done in such haste and with no experienced hand
to help us or to make sttggestions, I think we did excep-
tionally well, in fact almost perfect, and I shall always
look back to that first camp with admiration.
But did we sleep well? Of course no*:. Who does the

first night away out in the woods? To be perfectly
frank, I got less than an hour's sleep* Billy and the
Fiend both declared that they slept several hours. May
be they did, but I didn't. Just as I was dodng off I

heard a bird in a nearby tree give a warning note. Now,
I had read that when wild animals were around you could
generally discover the fact by the birds giving warning
notes, so 1 listened. I was not afraid, but I just thought
I would listen—no, there was nothing. How strange
and quiet everything was, except out in the pond several
hoarse bullfrogs kept up a slow rut-k, rut-k-k-k like an
old lumber wagon coming slowly down a country road.
Chirp! Kee!! Kee!!! went that bird again—a very fierce
warning note. I listened^—no, there was nothing, noth-
ing whatever; I must behave myself and go to sleep like

a rational human being. "I must be very tired, left

early, busy all day, walked 14 miles, and here it was
getting late, awfully late." But somehow I did not feel

sleepy worth a cent. But wasn't it dark out! It was
like a bottle of ink, it was so black, and so quiet too.
The croaking of the frogs away out across the pond only
seemed to intensify the quietness and the darkness.
Hark! what was that, I certainly heard a twig snap, and
just under that bird, too. Golly! but I was wide awake
now and no mistake, and listening too, but all I could
hear was my heart beat; but I was thoroughly tired and I
knew that I_ ought to go to sleep and get rested, and
I knew that just as well as I knew anything, and I knew
that all wild animals were ten times as afraid of us as
we of them, and besides all that there were no wild
animals to be afraid of in the Adirondacks anyhow, and
I was going to sleep right away, but somehow I didn't.
Now, I don't believe I was really afraid—I was excited.

Things were new and strange. I was unaccustomed to
the unusual quietness and the black night—I might say
awful darkness. The quick turn of events and the ab-
solutely new sensatiohs had the effect of getting us into
a state ofmore or less happy nervous excitement. I
would not give a fig for a fellow as a camping compan-
ion if an introduction to wild Mother Nature such as
we had did not produce in him a so-called happy nervous
excitement.
At about 4 A. M, we were up and getting breakfast.

We had frogs' legs (fresh), oatmeal, corn beef hash
and coffee, and long before the sun shone above the
hills everything was in the boat and we were on our way
up the chain of lakes. How grand and yet how weird
and strange everything was. The water seemed so dark
and quiet, the dead and half dead trees in the marshy
bays so ghost-like, and various objects assumed at a dis-
tance through the fog and the mist rising from the lake
all kinds of fantastic shapes, and yet, with the bird notes
coming to our ears from wooded slopes and swamps, and
the rays of sunlight shooting high over our heads across
the hilltops, it seemed quite like a joyous and happy
morning in Paradise, and indeed it was all that to us, and
I think if I were an artist and wished to draw a picture
of Paradise I should choose wild Mother Nature as she
is just bei'ore .sunrise on a pleasant early summer morn-
in.ii.

None of us had ever been in the Adirondacks before,
or anywheres near them, or for that matter had ever
been off camping, so far I know, and so far as knowledge
of woodcraft, of cainping or of the Adirondacks was
concerned we were almost "infants in the woods." We
did not have a map of the woods with us; we had not
cA'en seen one.

_
We had, however, been told that the

Fulton chain of lakes lay , in a northeasterly direction
from Old Forge, and also that there were carries or
trails betw.<jea^certain lakes, but that was about all we
did know. Each of us had a small pocket compass.
We had no Adirondack .guide. As I said before, we were
going in on the cheap plan, and for ordinary camping
trips I heartily recommend dispensing with a guide. If
you do not believe this, try it and see how much pleas-
ure there is in making your own discoveries, and how
much quicker you learn the art of woodcraft. Of course,
you can get ideas from books and from guides and ex-
perienced campers, but the only way the lessons can be
thoroughly learned is to be be thrown entirely on your own
resources. Learn by hard knocks to be careful, think
and plan ahead and keep your eyes open and see every-
thing and take notice of everything, and be prepared for
every etnergeniijy. In short, to be your own guide, and
for the few days, or weeks you are out camping to be a
veritable I ndigiU, is nine-tenths of the pleasure of the
trip. It is wonderful how much of the aboriginal nature
of man comes to the surface when he is thrown entirely
nn his own resources away off in the wild woods far from
civolization, and if one is a gentleman and true to him-
self, it is not a bad nature that comes to the surface.
They say that a man does not know himself or know
what he is made of until he has suffered adversity. If he
is true and made of steel he will come out of the ordeal
stronger and better, and if rich and worthless then he
generally goes to "the dogs." he is forgotten and the
world jogs on without him; but whichever way it goes
the man who has gone through a great ordeal knows
himself better than he ever did before, and so the man
who discovers the "Indian" in himself and succeeds in.
bringing that Indian or aboriginal nature to the surface,
is not only able to know himself better but has discovered
an element in his nature worth cultivating, and that will
bring to him. when he breaks away from home and office
duties, rest, recreation and an immense amount of pleas-
ure,_ and there is no better method that I know of to
cultivate this particular feature of man's make-up
than to throw him largely, if not entirely, upon his own
resources whenever he goes away on a camping, fishing
or hunting trip into the wilds, woods or mountains.



But I tpust return to the boat of our eafii^ atart that

first morning will be a late one. We very soon found

ourselves in First Lake, It wag easy to get in, but how
to get out was the question, or rather what direction to

take. The lake seemed to be as broad as it was long, and

hills coming down on every side, but we held an even

course in a northeasterlydirection directf>' across the lake,

and almost before we knew it, somehow the hills had

shifted and we found ourselves in Second Lake. I shall

neyer forget the strange sensations I experienced while

lin'ding our way up the first three lakes that morning.

Everything wa's so odd and strange, and strangely new
The lakes were suth odd shapes, with bays runnmg back

in thfe marshes and spruce swamps, and all surrounded

on all sides by high hills, and yet as we moved along on

our general course the hills really seemed to move about

and break away at just the right time and place, and all

was grand, yet picturesque. We reached Third Lake

without much trouble, but where was the inlet that led

to Fourth Lake? All who have been there know how
utterly confusing it is, and »ven when you are in the

mouth of the inlet you can't imagine that it leads any-

where or is anyftiing more than a little bay running up

close to the foot of the hill a few' rods away. That it

actually breaiics through these hills seems impossible, but

it does and in mighty short order. The inlet of Third

Lake or outlet of Fourth, whichever you prefer to call it,

is rn shape of a letter S, and, Arange to say, not a very

large letter S either, for if the hills and woods were not in

thie way you could almost throw a stone from the shore of

one lake to the other; but if you were a stranger on Third

Lake you would never guess by looking at the break in

the hills where Fourth Lake lies.

I remember we saw a log camp across the lake, and
headed for it, and as we approached a boat, all of a sud-

den, appeared in sight right against the hill at the further

end of the little bay, and yet so near to us that it was
quite evident that the boat had just turned a bend.

Could it be possibl-e? It must be, for every other open-

ing seemed to lead into a spruce swamp, and so we
rowed into the bay-like opening. Soon it turned sharply

to the left and then as sharply to the right, and "presto

change," we were on the other side of the hill and there

was the great Fourth Lake before us. It all seemed like

magic, and indeed it was magic, and always will be

whenever I can take a new trip like this one without a

fuide and be my own discoverer. But here we were on
'ourth Lake, and on and up the lake we pulled, and

with two strong fellows at the oars and the third steering

it did not take long to reach the northerly end of the

lake. As it was nearly noon we landed and had dinner

and a good rest. For the past couple of hours our trip

had been easy sailing. Fourth Lake is about six miles

long and seldom over a half mile wide, and it was a very

simple matter to row to the upper end of the lake, but

this upper and northerly end was broad and large and
full of bays, and now that we were once more in the

boat the question was which way—west, north, north-

east or east? The hills gave little evidence. I do not

now remember how we decided to go east, except that

our general direction was northeast, but east we went,

and by some "hook or crook" we struck it exactly right.

Yes, there was a small swift stream coming into the lake

down a narrow gully between the hills. We would try

it, and so up the stream we went. I remember that at

times we had difficulty, and several times had to get out

and push the boat over the riffles, but eventually we got

up and into Fifth Lake. This lake is very small, so small

indeed that when we had gotten fairly in the center of it

we could see where evidently was the carry, for we knew
that between Fifth and Sixth and between Seventh and
Eighth lakes there was a trail or carry, and so we were
on the lookout for the carry. We landed, and sure

enough it was quite evident that this was the commence-
ment of the trail. You could see where boats had been
hauled out or pushed in the lake, and there was the

ubiquitous ernpty condensed milk can, and an old

weather stained piece of newspaper, and other evidences

of campers and—the trail. And now we were to have
a new experience. We were to go over our first trail

and carry pack baskets and an Adirondack boat, and be
quite the typical wild American Indian. I doubt if any
of us will ever forget that first trail. The picture is as

plain to me now as though it all happened yesterday.

Three fellows—-'and strong healthy fellows too—three pack
baskets of about 70 pounds each, a bundle made up of

' the oars, paddle, fish rods and an axe, and a 70-pound
boal*—only 70 pounds, but all of a sudden it looked as

as large and as bulky arid as heavy as a meeting house,
and acted ten times worse. The wild Indian went out
of us and for a good big minute we were, indeed, infants

in the woods and no doubt about it. We had never seen
a boat carried, and had tikt been told, and had asked no
questions about it. Seventy pounds! Why, there were'
no questions to ask; the whole matter was simple enough.
One would take the light bundle of oars, rods and axe,

and the other two, one at each end, would put the boat
on their shoulders and make a light, quick trip over the
carry, and then all would return and each take a heavy
pack basket.

In unloading we had noticed that the boat contained
a yoke such as our forefathers used to gather sap with
in the sugar buah, but somehow we had paid no attention
to it and thought nothing of it; and I speak the truth
when I say that had we noticed the yoke when we first

got into the boat at Old Forge we might have left it at

the boat house as unnecessary luggage unless Ave had
thought to ask some one about it. However, the yoke
was there, neatly and snugly tucked into the bow or
stprn end of the boat, I don't remember which, as both
ends of an Adirondack boat are very much alike. On
landing and pulling the boat out we proceeded at once
to carry out our. simple plan, and as I said before, to go
over the trail the first time light. Billy and I were to
carry the boat, and the Fiend everything else, except the
pack baskets. Everything was soon out of the boat and
ready. The Fiend got his bundle and Billy and I took
hold of the boat. I can't describe our surprise—the thing
seemed alive, unruly and balky; then we all three tried

getting it on our shoulders, then we turned the bloom-
ing, blasted thing over, and then, two on either side,

with a cross stick, and one hold of the rear end. On
level, open ground this latter plan would have worked

very well, bat on a steep sided hill on a crooked tfail

through brush and trees it was simply out of the ques-

tion, and as I said a few moments ago, for a minute or

so we felt like infants. Could it be pos,sible that this was
to be the end of our trip?—for to save us we never could

carry that boat over a mile carry. We could not do it

any more than we could fly. It Avas a wonder we did not

injure the boat or ourselves in our efforts, but we did

not, although we took several good tumbles trying to

goA'ern the awkward thing. I tell you about this time

we did some "tall thinking," Avhen of a sudden we be-

thought ourselves of that yoke—that maybe it had a pur-

pose—maybe it Avas to put on a man's shoulders, and on
them rest and carry perhaps the bulk of the boat's weight

and let his companion in the rear carry the light end
and steer him. Our respect for 70-pound boats had
increased wonderfully during the last few minutes, and
the idea that one man could do it all alone had in a large

measure been driven out of our heads. Let's try it!

And then we noticed for the first time notches on each

side of the boat and just about the middle, and strings

there too. Yes, that was evidently the place for the

yoke—and sure enough it just fitted. It did not take

us long then to catch the idea. Soon the yoke was se-

curely tied in place, the boat turned upside doAvn, and as

I was looked upon as the strongest I got under and
fitted the yoke to my shoulders while my companions
held up the forward end. Imagine our surprise when I

got everything adjusted and stood up straight to find

that not only the boat balanced, but that I absolutely had
full control of what a few minutes before Ave had con-

sidered the most awkward old blunderbuss of a thing

that any of us had ever come in contact with, and that I

could carry it nicely. The Fiend, and even Billy, who
was a strapping strong fellow, could hardly believe it

after the short but very unsatisfactory experience Ave had
just had, but the new state of things was only too appar-

ent, and away Ave started over the trail, and I remember
that I carried the boat fully a half mile without resting

and then gave it to Billy, who Avas anxious to experiment
with the "strange deA'ice" and experience the satisfaction

of knowing that he was' master of that particular 70-

pound Adirondack boat. He proved equal to the ordeal

and easily finished the carry. We soon had the balance

of our outfit over and once more were on the water, this

time in Sixth Lake. Buck,
[to be concluded next aveek.]

The River St. John's.
Our canvas canoes, after being afloat for two winters

and a summer on the lakes of southern Florida, and a

summer on the bay off Clearwater on the Gulf coast,

were shipped to Palatka. The St, John's with its mossi^
shores had appealed to us strongly when we made a

trip up it four years previous as pas.sengers on the

steamer City of JacksonA'ille, and we were pleased enough
to go back to such a river. With our smaU boats we
could explore every lagoon and creek, or could land and
penetrate those swamps that, with their gloomy recesses,

had seemed to us so vague. We were to launch our
canoes in a ri\'er of Wonderland, and we kncAv it.

The speed of our train after we left Clearwater was
terrific. The engineer in his efforts to make up lost

time evidently meant to break either a record or our
necks. Every carwheel spun in air. Pine Avoods Avere

changed to green currents, spotted at intervals with
orange groves, bright lakes, or skipping cattle. The
I'oadbed was loose sand ; the tracks Avere like grapevines.

Babies shrieked wildly. Their mothers avoided our
looks. Pandemonium existed. All of us Avere scared,

despondent, but unrcsigned. The assuring smiles of

trainmen did not assure. A hurricane had leveled much
of the forest the day before oirr trip, and the man at the

throttle would haA'e shamed that Avind. We escaped at

Palatka unhurt, but dazed.

The house that we occupied during the following
\\4nter stood near the bank of the St. John's. The views
from the front veranda Avere fine. The sun rose across
the wa3'. The appearance of the opposite shore changed
Avith change of light. To the left a low pile bridge with
a draw midway extended from bank to bank. The enor-
mous trombone of the draw-tender roared doleful tunes
and flashed light till Ave wept. Whistling trains on the
bridge and whistling boats on the river were constantly
demanding right-of-way. The boats were of all kinds.
Those with graceful lines had modern propellers, and
those of the scow type had paddle-wheels either behind
or at the sides. Some of these moved with lugubrious
sighing, and others with animated panting. The whole
afternoon fleet timed its departure for upstream points
in a way that resulted in a tangle at the narroAV bend
across the river. Irate captains expressed themselves
by means of bell and whistle. Towboats with log rafts,

coming from the opposite direction, would frequently
add to the confusion.

That viewWe had of the- river was entertaining. Small
boats were to be seen darting here and there. W'e could
have set the clock by the visits of the beacon-tender to
his two Hghts in midstream. Irritable little launches
called attention to their moA^ements. Larger boats,
though considered of no great importance when seen at
some of the tOAvn wharfs, were regarded with reverential
awe if they entered our coa'c, Avith a respect; like that an
elephant vs'ould haA'e caused by parading our street.

The river Avas most attractive on days Avhen it slept
6etween its mossy banks like a great giant in a Avooly
bed—a typical Florida doze, in Avhich perfume and bird
song were delightful dreams and the passage of noisy
boats was nightmare—a great large sleep that caused
the beholder to yawn and rub his eyes. The AA-ind seemed
kind to the huge St. John's at such times, and only tic-

kled his face into brightness here and there. The gener-
ous sun warmed him in his peaceful nap. The everyday
sounds became more musical. Even the saw mills were
less harsh in their tones and tried to sing a lullaby. No
wonder that the tranquil outlook, with its accompani-
ments, nearly OA-erthrew me on more than one occasion.
The calm waters Avould tempt us from the veranda to

the boathouse across the street. A moment only was
spent in launching our canoes. A fcAV strokes of the
paddles would start us well on our way. Whirling eddies
from our strokes and ripples from our small ships were

stre^fl oiii: Msttl iis & brilliant mU's. No Othef motion
could be pleasanter than the swift sniooth glide of our
boats, Shores were inspected where palmettos rustled

tnusically, shady coves entered that gave only glimpses
of the river, and bends turned that disclosed more -ex-

tensive views. Cour,sing in midstream made one- feel

that he was infinitesmal, nothing.
i\ll the local races Avere sailed over a course that lay

off our shore. The Meta always had our best wishes in

these contests, because she tied up at the pier across
the street from our gate. With her great sail area she
was strictly a fair weather boat. Many a thrill she gave
us as she darted along and rounded the furthest beacon,
turned the stake near us, passed out of sight beyond a

shingle mill, appeared again, perhaps leading, then ran
the course as before, to finish at the stake. If she lost

her captain tied up down stream; but if she won the
crew were marched past our door, and the feoat was
photographed at the first opportunity.
When a strange ship appeared in the offing, our town

made the most of its coming. Ea'cu the captain and
crew of a schooner were regarded as sea dogs of tlie

widest experience, though their most startling adventure
may have been their course up stream through hyacinths.
The small Government boats that visited us at times
were treated to ovations that would have surprised the
crew of a battleship. Officers and men Avere dined and
danced till all must have thought themselves at least
commodores. Every private yacht that came our \A'ay

had cost "a mint of money," and during its stay Avould
be visited by whole fleets of inquisitive citizens, among
others ourselves. Even small sailboats from unknown
parts excited a A'ast interest. Our location was favora-
ble for observing all these strangers.
Soon after our arrival at Palatka I built a lighter canoe.

Strips from the scrap heap in the yard of the nearest
mill were used for framing, and a piece of "scale" dressed
made a neat 4-inch coaming. A graceful craft was conv
pleted. The comtnunity admired it. A lengthy individ-
ual, Avhile he clung to the palings, remarked as folloAvs;

"That there's a inighty pretty boat of yours,"
'Think so?"
"Yes; it looks like one of thege here Indian canoes."
"Something." \

"And I Avas wondering whether HiaAvatha used a little

boat like that."

This stupendous bit of flattery caused me to faint.

People Avere so apt to regard our canA^as fleet with dis-
favor, to apply to them such epitaths as "rag-bags," and
to predict all sorts of dire calamities Avhen certain
devastating gales, horrible to think of, should wreak their
Avrath upon us. To some of our warmest friend,s, in-
deed, our prolonged immunity from the severest pun-
ishment was_ no less than offensive. Had the angry
waves engulfed our canoes these same neighbors would
have risked their lives to save and forgive us.

The liveliest time on the river was in the afternoon
when all the local craft were moving about, steamers
that gave us their wash or whistled at us if they won a
race, and sailboats from which we received taunting
cheers, and naphtha launches that were offensively im-
pertinent, and boats of fishermen that were propelled by
two rowers Avho faced each other in a bobbing game
much like kissing. Fiery towboats, Avith rippling rafts

of black logs, threatened us after nightfall, The hghts
on the draAvbridge made a brilliant display. Other
beacons far down the riA^er would become visible. The
Avaves seemed to be more distinctly audible Avhen dark-
ness had come. There was a fascination in being out on
the water at that time.

We Avcre constantly making cruises' that lasted all day'
and took us into all sorts of odd corners. At one point
Avhere barb wire fences had been erected in the water to
catch hyacinths for cattle, the herd would Avade in chin

'

deep to pasture on food that must haA'e been delicious
if the happiness expressed by cow faces meant anything.
Yearling calves had to swim, and younger fry may. have
been feeding under water. The grimacing moutjis in
sight Avere comical to see. A very large wave might
have Avrought destruction. We ahvays stopped to watch
the herd. Coavs that led such an amphibious life must
have yielded milk that was either fishy or at. least diluted.
On one occasion while going up a small creek through

cypress forest we discovered a band that contained
thousands and thousands of Avarbling robins that deluged
the wilderness with the sweetest music mortal ever heard,
their concert being more eflfectivc because of the quiet
through which we had been passing. Robins were eA'ery-
Avhere—on the ground, bushes, low limbs, treetops, or
any other perch—and every individual of them was try-
ing to outdo all of its companions. The rhythmic meas-
ure of their voices rose and rose to exalted ecstacy, then
fell to subdued passages in Avhich a pretty accompaniment
of blackbirds Avas audible. Barking squirrels could not
make themselves heard. Birds had the day. We floated
en robin music—miles and miles of it.

Many varieties of blackbirds wintered in- Florida, and
large flocks of them arose along, shore to sing in the
trees. Flights crossed from bank to bank, and burst into
song as they swept up to high perches. We often gained
positions right under these minsf:r.els fd listen to them.
The leaders Avould give a few preliminary chuts, then
proceed Avith notes more pliant than those "of a violin,

their singing accompanied by the whole band through
impressive passages, and by the grace notes of a few
delightful songsters through the subdued parts. • The
music Avould dAvindle at times to meageruess, then burst
forth with renewed animation. The concert of bird
voices and the seductive influence of climate were very
soothing.

Great flocks of migrating birds passed south alohg the
St. John's in October, and north in February. Moon-
light nights Avere the most favorable for such travel,

A general movement Avas noticeable in the air overhead
directly the sun had set. The small birds seemed to. fly

scarcely above the treetops, and the larger kinds at a

greater elevation. All sorts of notes Avere to be heard;
from the chirps of mimrte Avarblers to the croaks of

great aquatic birds. The variety of sound caused us to
speculate as to the kind of migrants oassing overhead.
There appeared to be an interval in the flight of small
•birds if herons or like creatures went by. The owls along
the river were unusually silent on these nights, and may
have been engaged with afifairs of their own.
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During the times of ttiigtation, wafblera, creepefS and
a great many other small birds were to be seen along the
shores by day. I could not identity them in their winter
plumage. Towhees and various kinds of thrushes stayed
vvith us from fall till spring, and could be heard chirping
among the small palmettos in the morning or evening.
The whistling of the cardinal grosbeak heard through-
out the day was pleasing music. The mockingbirds were
residents during the entire year, and toward spring sang
day and night, their most ambitious efforts being sere-
nades to the full-moon.
Small flocks of bufflehead and diisky duck appeared in

the fall. "VVc had fine shooting for a while, as our canoes
were scarcely noticed by them. However, the hunters
with sailboats and launches soon made the game wary.
Years ago, before much hunting was done, the fishermen
used to catch a great many water fowl in the shad nets.

The St. John's, though, is not productive feeding ground
for birds of this class.

The bass and perch fishing, the only kinds, were disap-
pointing. Negroes were almost the only anglers. Boat
[oads of them were out every warm day, and the same
shiny faces were to be seen in the same sunny coves.
None of the fishermen ever had any luck. A positive
gloom appeared to envelop eacli group. Lines of white
eyeballs glared at floating corks with a vindictive stare.

The snag that dared to interfere with any of those hooks
was punished. There was never any hilarity or song from
those boats. The occupants asked one another for bait

cither in whispers of sepulchral tones. Such intentness
on such a river was remarkable. It was impressive. We
would watch awhile, then witli gently plied strokes we
passed on. feeling as if we liad viewed the dead. I haA^e

often tried to conjecture what the result would have been
had a fish by chance plunged one of those corks be-
neath the water.
There were times when the bay in fi'ont of ollf house

became em-aged because of liarassing winds that whipped
the moss of timber on the banks, hissed whitecaps over
the water, and lined our shore with foam—a passion so
violent that we could hardly make headway against it

with canoes, and spent hours to reach the bend on the
opposite side. These trips throu";h a storm that washed
decks with waves and faces witn spra)^ while the wind
held us iiv a grip were exciting. The rowboats that

ventured out at such times were either propelled with
difficulty or with a rush. Sailboats scudded at terrific

speed with canvas reduced to the smallest rig, The wild
dreams of the river pleased and appalled all of us.

Calm days w'ere .such a contrast. The quietude of semi-
tropical shores, the mirror-like condition of water, the
brightness of sunshine, and the gentleness of breeze
soothed us into a languor in which we cared not for yes-
terday nor to-morrow, but wished to live forever in the
delightful present, and glide past banks where flowering
limbs sprinkled us with petals, past cypress forest from
whose dark depths came woody perfumes, b}' palmetto
swamps, sunny shores, sunny marshes, our course aci'oss

bay, through narrow bend, over long reach to other bays,
bends and reaches, on a river certainly the most beauti-
ful that ever existed, and in a climate the most delight-
ful. Sometimes we would land in solitudes so quiet
that the tapping of woodpeckers became an uproar, and
sometimes on shores where there were no noises.

One cruise was a varied experience. I made it alone.
Our cook, an old aunty, had provisioned my boat well,

because I reminded her so much of her long lost son
who had always been "a-pirouting around the woods."
Starting at sunrise, I arrived after three hours of slow
paddling at a creek ten miles up stream. The waj'^

through this was alternately in shadow and sunshine. The
forest was composed of huge cypress and of more kinds
of palmettos than I had ever seen before. Grapevines
and unknown vines leaped from limb to limb at dizzy
heights. Flowers were abundant. Scarcely any birds or
other living creatures were to be seen. A camp of hog
hunters shook their heads to the wag of a bloodhound's
tail when they had questioned me.

"I ain't a-saying a word ag'in your little boat—it's

right pretty, it sure is—but it 'pears to me if I was out
here by mj'^self, I'd want to be in. something big enough
to float a man."
A native at the landing further up stream told .me of

deer that he had chased into crotches of trees, then
caught alive. He marveled at my intending to camp
alone on the lake shore, declaring that there were
"scads" of bear in that vicinity. A small steamer came
upon me unexpectedly while I was bidding farewell to
this loquacious friend. A few miles more of paddling,
or ten miles of creek, brought me to Lake Crescent, a
narrow sheet that extended far away to a nearly invisible
shore.
A log road that left the lake at a place several nides

from the entrance ran back through palmetto swamp and
beneath live oak limbs to dry ground. A group of
stunted pines beyond a ditch made a suitable place for
camping. The view through cypress forest ended in a
perspective of white tree trunks. The array of cypress
knees, white stumps shaped like bottles, resembled an
army of pigmies halted in the shadows. The pine hills

inland during the afternoon were bright with simshine,
Camp, when established, was a cozy retreat.

I rested in front of the tent when work was over and
watched day change to night. The wilderness was not
lonely. Small birds like wood thrushes, their eyes nearly
as large as shoe buttons, peered at me from ditch brush,
and flew about uttering notes that resembled the fall of
dropping water. Towhees flew up from the small pal-
mettos just before sunset to inquire of one another whether
there would be light for more scratching. Squirrels in

big timber announced with barking that the sun still

slione where the upper set lived, for the light through
the high moss was indeed a glory. This faded, hills in

the opposite direction became a shadow, night enveloped
everything except the visible world around the camp-
fire. All noise except the music made by rushes of air

through high timber then ceased.

;\t the daikest hour of the very dark night I heard some
ponderous creature coming through the brush, not in a
straightforward manner, but with clumsy hesitation, at

times wallowing among palmettos or other thick growth,
divertint!; the line of its approach to one side, then to the
other, the tardiness of its appearance becoming at last
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so unbearable that 1 seized ray gun aiid awaited with
extreme trepidation the arrival of the unseen visitant.
Even when the foe had become ensnared in the brush
just beyond the fire nothing for a moment was dis-
cernible. Then I saw two glowing balls that shone from
a large black head, on which there were white horns of
wicked length, the whole countenance the most terrify-
ing apparition that ever disturbed a peaceful camper, and
being, without a doubt, that of the prince of all evil. A
well-aimed pine knot taught that inquisitive black steer
with whom he was trifling. I left for home at daybreak.
The tide, which the day before had flowed toward the

lake, was running in the opposite direction through the
creek in the morning, and assisted me again. A barge
loaded with cross ties passed while 1 was eating lunch
and afterward became a leader that would turn bends
half a mile off, to be only a moment later across necks
of land a few hundred feet wide, but deriding whistles
in time came back from a great distance. A native at
the exit of the creek was baiting quarter of a mile of
trout line with sweet potato.
Long trips were venturesome because of the water

hyacinths, the most insidious foe in those waters, flotillas
that jostled purple flags to a chorus of ''seek-seeks"
wherever they went—treacherous pirates that forever
sought to imprison mankind to punish with starvation
and other means of inflicting death. Yet under favorable
conditions they were only pretty flower beds, on which
the spike bloom could be arranged in distinct rows by
moving our boats slowly, or could be whirled into masses
of color by our paddling swiftly. Nearly every steamer,
large or small, that plied on the river had been caught
by them. Small craft were in constant danger. The
crew of a rowboat that were caught in the morning could
not be reached by steamers, and were finally rescued after
mght by laying boards on the weeds to them.
The plants accompHshed their purpose so quickly that

our cove would be changed in a few hours from a spar-
klmg bay to a weedy marsh, which would exhale muddy
odors and bring loathsome crews, frogs that made night
hideous with their singing and moccasins that crawled
ashore to lie in wait beneath the electric lights—a strange
condition of affairs that caused us to. wish for immediate
death and greatly fear it. An ofifshore breeze would
quickly disperse the floating fields with their nauseous
smells and obstreperous peediweeps, but would leave the
serpents for the cudgel of man.
Six months of constant association made us pretty well

acquainted with the river. We learned to recognize
nearly all the boats at sight. Every bit of shore scenery
became familiar. The coves, jungles, high points with
views, cypress swamps, and palmetto groves, were all
explored. The knowledge that we acquired of local
ornithology, botany and trees was something wonderful.
In February foliage came on the deciduous trees. The
first to change were the groves of small cypress in stmny
shoals. White Hmbs became tinted clouds, then masses
of green. Wild flowers appeared at about the same
time. Violets were visible on grassy banks, and blue iris
carpeted many of the swamps. Later every breath of
atmosphere was sweetened with great white flowers hung
high on the big magnolia trees. For a while limbs of the
wild pear snowed the shallows with petals. Often we
went ashore to gather deck loads of blossoms. There
never was such another playground.
But a thousand springs could not greatly disturb our

tnend the St. John's. Other large rivers have their
moods—play or work, are peaceable or angry—but the
St. John's knows only how to sleep; and sleep he will
forever and ever, through all time, while earth exists!
Sun, shine brightly; flowers, be gay; sing your sweetest,
birds; you cannot arouse from that vast slumber, that
luxurious ease, that magnitude of restfulness.

H. L. Steigee.
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The Ward Lake House.
The Ward Lake House is an inn without a host, yet no

less It welcomes the weary traveler. Supper is over, and
while the fire still flickers (wood is short to-night) I will
tell of this diminutive lodging house iti the heart of the
Hushpuckana Swamp.
Ward Lake is fed at one end and • discharged at the

other through Hushpuckana Bayou. To name it were
to name the acme of untamed nature. Just here where
the levee crosses, the Ward Lake House is situated—not
a mile from where the panther uttered his indescribable
yell, the day we crossed through the "overflow" in a skiff
a dozen years ago. Time has not much marred the face
ot nature here, and still the buck and gobbler roam near
by; ducks sometimes come in for ma'st, and now, in
the swaying, moaning cypress trees overhead the owls
hold discourse in dulcet tones.
Ward Lake is at the middle of a long march for the

levee engineer. If he left one end, he must push through,
night or day, but now man and horse can rest.
There is but one room, 10 by 12. Inside is a bed and a

small stove. Once there was found a nest of young mice
between the blankets, but that doesn't signify—thev are all
grown up now. (Maybe Mr. Hough could teach them
to smg.)
The house stands untenanted, except when occasionallv

a traveler calls who has a key to fit. ?Ie unlocks, throws
in his saddle and baggage, leads his horse to water and
gives him the "bait" of oats he has brought along. He
brings himself a bucket of water, chops some wood, starts
a hre and lights the lamp. He gets out his bread and
meat, brought along in his knapsack, takes down a coffee
pot and a box of ground coffee from the shelf and busies
himself over the fire a little while, when there evolves a
feast to be held in no great derision.
How nearly are the two ends of the earth met! In a

corner of the Ward Lake House is a long-distance tele-
phone. The house was built especially to shelter the
phone which is there for use in times of emergency by the
levee guards. Charley, out on the river front, has just
agreed to ring "before day" and have me quickly on my
w'ay again. At this 'phone you can stand and say. almost,
'Give me the world." to wit: "Give me New York"—
even have connection right into the office of Fore=;t \nd
Stream. Would you like to hear a Ward Lake owl bv
wire? Wait, I'll call him—or perhaps vou prefer waiting
till the panther gets tuned up! Tkipod.
MicsissiPfi.

Getting Lost.
t

Some Experiences in India,

Talking of getting lost, yott may remember the cases
in your own experience in which you got "turned round/^
and of others in which you got lost. You have traveled
by river, steamer or train, and have no doubt felt the
strange sensation of being "turned round," You know
for certain you are going in the proper direction, bui
you feel you are going in the opposite one to that in
which the train or steamer is traveling. This feeling you
cannot for the time conquer. But you have only to sit

still awhile, close your eyes, open them again, and ypu
are back from the land behind the looking glass, and
your world has again become normal. The same feehng
takes hold of you as you lie in bed of a night. It may be
in your own house, it may be in a strange place, some
railway hotel during a journey, for instance. But the
feeling is there; this is the preliminary state of mind to
getting lost. Merely losing your way by taking a wrong
track and wandering miles even in a wrong direction is

not what is called getting lost. You must lose all idea
of direction. The sun or moon, as the case may be, must
be to you in some point in the heavens where you know
It must not be, but still you are quite unable to collect
your senses and to ascertain your position or direction
in the faintest manner. There are some people who will
never admit they are lost. A story is told of an American
Indian who was found wandering about in a foolish man-
ner ill the woods. He was asked if he was lost. "Lost!"
said ho. "No, Indian 'not lost; wigwam lost."
On more than one occasion has it been my lot to get

.properly lost, and two of these occasions were on the
huge plain that stretches from the Pegu River on the east
to the mouth of the Sittang and the sea on the north-
west and west. Fortunately, the getting lost was for
only a few hours, but these few hours were hours of the
utmost perplexity. On the first occasion it was at night,
and I was alone; on the second I had a guide and quite
a following, and it was broad daylight.

I had been in camp near a village called Magyibinquin
and about eight or ten miles southeast of Pegu town. I
had already had a few beats in the surrounding jungles
and I .flattered myself I knew the adjacent country pretty
well, and believed that I could find my way about. We
had been after deer only. On one occasion the whole
village had come out with their nets to show me their
style of hunting. One solitary dog accompanied us, the
last of the Pegu hounds of that village, for all the rest had
already fallen a prey to tigers. And during one of the
beats It also went to join the great majority. I saw the
dog go into a bush some twenty yards off. Next there
was a yelp and then silence. The tiger had without ex-
posing himself broken the poor beast's back with a single
blow of Its paw. The country was literally crawling with
tigers. We used to pot pea-fowl of a morning in the
reaped paddy fields. If a bird shot at happened to fly
over into the elephant grass that surrounded these clear-
ings the dogs used to refuse to retrieve them, as the
chances were they would meet a tiger face to face who
equally with them was engaged in picking up the wounded
birds, ihe knowledge of the presence of tigers was one
that not only added to the excitement of being lost but
was a disturbing factor against a calm view of your posi-
tion, if you happened to be lost at night,A short two miles from Pegu is the Kalee stream. It
has a deep muddy channel lined with impervious jungle
ihe prevailing bush has a jagged thorny edged corru-
gated leaf, much in appearance like holly, for which it is.made to do duty in Rangoon for Christmas floral decora-
tions. Coming in from Payagale one morning I pidledup at a laager of country carts on the further side of this
stream. There was a tank with a big peepul tree near it
hence the place was fixed on as a regular camping
.ground. 1 he peepul happened to be in fruit and I stopped
to shoot the green pigeons that were settling' on it in
large numbers. I made a decent bag enough for the
dinner pie, and as the sun was getting high I gave up and
cantered into Pegu. While at breakfast I heard excited
tallving and saw a crowd bringing in a poor fellow who
had just been struck down by a tiger. On inquiry Ifound he had gone under the tree I had just been shoot-mg the pigeons at to pick some fuel when he was sprung
on. L confess to feeling rather creepy, knowing what I
myself had just escaped. A few days later on two men
tiad put up at a village

, on the outskirts of Pegu Whileone of them was busy making the fire to cook the even-
ing meal the other man was preparing something to cookm the rest house above. The man below says he saw a
<lark mass fly over him and the fire on the floor of th-
rest house and the next minute he saw his friend being
carried off by the tiger.

The day succeeding this occurrence I came into Peeuirom another camp. I had hoped to get back early inhe afternoon I knew the road, so had ridden in alone,and was confident I could find my way back again As
a rule It is much easier to find your way into a large townto which all traffic converges than to find your vvay out

?, i
outlying village; but I had marked the turn-

rell]'. "^V"*^
^'^^ ^ <^o"ld find it again on mvreturn The afternoon, Uowever, was well spent when

I started on my return, and I had not gone half a mile

autllLrf
"^|ht settling down on me. and I still in the

Inr kV i"*
^ ^^u^ ^'r

^^^^ 8^'°°"^ t^e gardens
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"^y^^^^ °" a brick cause-way, and before I knew where I was I was dodging aboutamong some rest houses and brushing past the very onewhere the tragedy of the previous ifight had occmredihe taking of the man so close to town had caused quite
.s<:are, and everybody was giving these rest 'houses awide berth - as it came on for dark, and I found not asoul about of whom I could ask my way. I had already"begun to lose myself, tor the rest houses were half amile out of my route To do the best for myself I madea bee hue, as I thought, for camp till T came on a cart roadand a telegraph line skirting it, and this I began to followThere was a moon of five days old in the heavens and nota cloud about. After going a short way I found

telegraph line going in a direction that was not mineOn th>s I changed front, leaving the track and ridWacross coumry. I found myself going toward / dlri^hne which looked like jungle, while my way lay across
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open plain. It was now about 9 o'clock P. I found

as I got nearer that I had struck the Kalee stream at

some point unknown. The fields in the immediate vicuutj

were dotted with grazing and crouching forms, into whicu

1 rode. All scampered mto cover. Ih© moon was now

nearly setting. I tried to reason out my direction from

the position it held in the heavens. I knew that thai

part where it was setting was the west, but I was now so

thoroughly confused I was quite unable to make a smgle

deduction. I knew I was turnea. 1 got ott my pony, and

sat tiown eyes closed to recover layseii, but wnen I

mounted again i was just as much at sea as ever. Just

then i heard the tmkle ol cattle beils a good iniie away.

I galloped over the cracked ground to the imminent

danger of my pony's legs and niy own neck, ana tound

a cart drawmg toward tne setting moon, 'ihe cart was

coming from the village where my camp was and the

driver set me on my course, i found ttiat 1 had turned

my back on my road and was going away Irom it at an

angle of 120 aegrees. Jbortunatcly the experience was

only a short one, but anything more confusing it is hard

to imagine. Un the other occasion I was not alone and

was not responsible for the guiding. But that is another

story.

Another time I started from the village of Puzandotmg,

where a fri»nd had a large grant of paddy land, to visit

another grant. It lay some 40 minutes off along a

winding footpath across a level plain. Taking the Puzan-

doung grantee's foreman as a guide, we started at day-

break, intending to come back lor breakfast, as, it being

the cold season, we would not have had a hot sun on our

return. We sauntered along, taking shots at the duck

and widgeon too, which we started uom the small ponds

and hoiiows that lay on either siae ot the track.

About 7 o'clock a fog settled down, ine fogs in

this plain are sometimes so ttiick tnat you are unable

to see your open hand extended belore you at arm's

length. Ihis tog was not one of the worst, but you

could not see further than fifty yards. I started a large

purple heron and loilowed him up. tic led me somewhat
of a dance, flying low down with short flights. I was
trying to get him at a high angle overhead, knowing the

danger of shooting low. in a log. The rest of the party

followed, just keeping me in Sight. On my rejoining

them we again started, but after going some two miles

we seemed to get no nearer our destination. The fore-

man declared we had been twice as long on the road as

we need have been, and must have passed the grant in

the fog. Immediately the tops of some houses came into

sight, as the fog lifted a little. The foreman cried out

"Here we are," and made for the huts. We had been

going on for some two minutes, when he put on a puz-

zled expression of face and said "Surely that roof there

looks like my own—it must be—^it is!" But so "turned"

was he that he actually recrossed the stream, went up

to the house, and sat down on the veranda, and it was
not until he had been seated at his own door for a con-

siderable time that he recovered his sense of direction

and could make a second start. This time we were not

longer on our way than was expected. We had been

wandering in a circle the better part of the early morning.

I should have called this a tough yarn if I had heard it

from a fisherman. I doubt whether if a person had been

the narrator my belief in it would have been much greater,

but it was a personal experience and I was bound to be-

lieve the evidence of my own senses.—Ranchman in the

Asian. ^ _

Forests and the Rainfall.

There seems to be a general belief that there is so

much cutting of timber in the New England States and

northern New York that it influences the rainfall and

causes the quick melting of the snow by the sun. Many
letters and articles are printed in the newspapers, and

even in the Forest and Stream, full of indignation

toward the wicked pulp and lumber men. Would not

the facts from the Department of Agriculture at Wash-
ington, or those of Forestry of Maine and New York, be

worth publishing?
It would seem as though a paper such as the Spring-

field Republican would investigate before publishing the

article you print in your number of Oct. 6, and see if

the facts justify it.

My observation as a sportsman and timber man con-

vinces me that the rainfall is in no way changed by the

cutting of timber. Massachusetts has more acres cov-

ered by woodland than thirty years ago. I quote ftom

an article on "Possibilities for Farm Forestry in Massa-

chusetts," by Allen Chamberlain, secretary Massa-

chusetts Forestry Association. In that article he says:

"Let us see, for a moment, what our woodland repre-

sents to-day. By the last census, that of 1895, our

wooded area is given as nearly 1,500,000 acres, and its

value as almost $24,000,000. While this is a gain in

woodland area in ten years of more than 71,000 acres, its

valuation shows a shrinkage of something over $1,300,000

in the same period of time. In thirty years the value

of our woodland has increased some $440,000, and the

acreage increase shows almost identically the same
figures. Judging by the census returns, the character of

our woodlands appears to have improved on the whole

in the ten years from 1885 to 1895, but the depreciation

in value of more than $1,300,000 seems to indicate that

further improvement is possible."

The statistics show no change in the rainfall. Thou-
sands of acres of pasture of my boy days are now cov-

ered with pasture pines, oaks and birches. Little new
land is cleared now. Does any well-informed authority

show that rain storms with a velocity of ten, twenty or

forty miles an hour are influenced by trees? There is a

greater influence producing rain. The snow is mostly

melted by rain. The sun is not high or warm enough
to do much before the great bulk of the snow is gone.

To know about the woods one must study them at all

seasons, and talk with woodmen who think, and see what
is going on. The cutting of timber is now made a trade.

Owners of the knd want the small trees saved, and work

with guides and camp owners to avoid fires. They are

the "vandals" who, when a fire is set by some careless

hunter, send out men to put it out; no one else can

afiord it. Hundreds of men are employed to watch and

vave the forests.

It seems to me that this subject is of importance, and

fhat the Forest and Stream can, by consulting such

men as the New York State Superintendent of Forests

(I think Mr. Fox) or of Maine (Mr. Oak) or of Massa-

chusetts (Mr. Stockwell), get valuable information that

can be relied on as to the actual situation.

Statistics of rainfall have been kept at Gardiner, Me.,

for about a hundred years, showing the same average

rainfall in each ten years of about 44 inches. Minnesota,

with abundant forests, shows less rain (St. Paul as the

point of observation) than Iowa, which is almost de-

void of forests (with Des Moines as the point of ob-

servation). This is from U. S. Weather Bureau. The

""Krihune Almanac" shows that the rainfall has no

relatian to forests. This is taken from U. S. Weather

Bureau.
It would seem that the increased use of coal by resi-

dents of country towns , and even by farmers, has greatly

decreased the use of cordwood, and at the same time

the value of woodlands in sections where there is no

timber for lumber.
Let a little light in on this subject as the timber men

are doing to the young trees. C. A. D.

Locusts.

During the hot, still days of Au^ist, and even during

early September, may be heard from the tree tops the

shrill cry of the "locust," a name applied by the small

boys of the tree country to the cicadas, large hemipterous*

insects found from New Hampshire southward and

westward through the tree-covered country as far as

Kansas. In the prairie region, oftentimes ravaged by

the grasshopper plague, the name locust is properly ap-

plied, and is given to the so-called Rocky Mountain
locust, which is in fact a grasshopper.

The locust of the tree country is a very different crea-

ture. He is well known to the small boy, who, when he

The periodical cicada: A, male of typical form, natural size;

c d, genital hooks; g, singing apparatus. B, male of the small

form.

finds one on the ground, looks carefully at the markings

on the upper surface of the thorax in order to learn

whether during the next year peace or war will pre-

vail over the earth. If on the thorax are markings

wMch look like the letter W, the boy knows that the

next year will be one of wars, and gravely announces this

fact to his young companions, who, with him, speculate

as to what countries will be involved. The small boy
manufactures from a straight piece of wood, some
twisted horsehair, the thick glass about the mouth of a

bottle and a bit of parchment a musical instrument

which he calls a "locust," and by means of which a

Pupal galleries of the cicada: a, front view; e, orifice; h, section;
c, pupa awaiting time of change; d, pupa ready to transform.

sound very much like that produced by the insect is

made.
Since the locusts live chiefly in the tree tops and are

rarely seen except when dead or dying they are much
less well known than many other insects, and indeed
most people have very little notion of what the creature

is that makes the loud, long drawn out and droning
sound that comes from this insect in the late summer^
The sound is caused by a peculiar apparatus possessed
only by the male locust, and situated beneath the

wings in large cavities at the base of the abdomen.
These are two large parchment-like sacks, ribbed and
gathered into many plaits and folds, and when the air

is driven with great force against these plaited surfaces

the vibrations caused produce the loud, penetrating, shrill

sound with which we are all so familiar. Other species

of locust in other lands make even more noise than any

•Hemipterous, "half-winged."

tOct. ^,

best, is found from the United States far into South
America.
One of the most interesting of all these insects is that

known as the seventeen-year locust, or cicada. The
adult of this species is pferhaps less commonly seen

than some others. It is medium in size, black in color,

has red eyes, red and orange veins on the base and
margin of both wings, and red bands on the abdomen.
Its young spend no less than seventeen years in the

ground before attaining theif adult form—the locusts

that we know.
When the female locust is ready to deposit her eggs

she pierces the slender soft stem of some twig with her

ovipositor,, making a series of parallel holes, in each of

which one or more eggs are deposited. The young-

larva, hatching a few weeks later, escapes from the hole

in which the egg was inserted in the twig, runs around
Ihe limb, falls to the ground, and at once burrows into it.

Under the ground it forms for itself a little chamber
close to some root, where it remains for the next
thirteen or seventeen years, feeding on the root, growing
slowly, and changing its covering from tim.e to time,

preparing, as Mr. C. L. Marlatt says, "for a few weeks
only of the society of its fellows and the enjoyment of

the warmth and brightness of the sun, and the fragrant

air of early summer. During this brief period of aerial

life it attends actively to the needs of continuing its

species. It is sluggish in movement, rarely taking wing,

and seldom if ever takes food. For four or five weeks the

CO 7> c cL

Egg nest of the cicada; a, a recent puncture, front view; b, same,
.surface removed to show arrangement of eggs, from above; c, side

view; d, egg cavity exposed after eggs are removed, and showing
the sculpture left by the ovipositor, all enlarged.

male sings his song of love and courtship, and the female
busies herself for a little longer, perhaps in the placing
of the eggs which are to produce the subsequent gen-
eration thirteen or seventeen years later. At the close

of its short aerial existence the cicada falls to the ground
again, perhaps within a few feet of the point from which
it issued, there to be dismembered and scattered about."

For the next seventeen years after its escape from
the egg it lives in the earth, feeding on the juices of the

roots of various trees. When the time comes for it to

assume wings, it slowly digs its way to the surface and
emerges, an odd-looking, horn-colored, wingless crea-

ture, with long, sharply hooked legs. Now, if the weather
is fair, the maturing insects climb up, often in consider-

able numbers, on the stems of trees or the posts of

fences, and digging their claws into the wood or bark
remain there until the skin of the back splits lengthwise,

and then the winged creature within creeps out of the

horny covering which remains attached to the wood.
The locust, now mature, hangs for a time on its perch,

until it has become dry, and then uses its wings to fly

away to the tree tops.

Almost every child has found clinging to the trees the

very curiously shaped cases in which the pupse of this

insect emerges from the ground, and there are few
natural objects about which more questions are asked
than these. It may be said also that there are few about
which so little information can be given by adult men
and women as these.

Some time before these pupse come out of the ground
prepared to shed their cases and to change to the perfect

insect, they have come near to the surface and may
sometimes be found under stones, sticks and rails lying

on the ground. Sometimes when the season for the

change takes place, on reaching the surface of the

ground, they build curious shelters or houses, con-

structed of clay or mud brought up from below the sur-

face of the ground. These houses are sometimes an inch

and a quarter in diameter, and the vertical chamber
within may be five-eighths of an inch in diameter and
four inches in length. The purpose of these houses has

not been clearly understood, but within a few years

Messrs. Benj. Lander and E. G. Love, of New York,
have investigated this subject, and have given what ap-

pears to be the true explanation of the building of these

chambers. They seem to be formed usually where the

soil is thin, and it is thought that when this shallow

soil becomes heated in spring and early summer, the

pupae, responding to the heat and coming prematurely

to the surface, build these houses as a protection while

awaiting maturity.
Sometimes these houses are merely irregular lumps

of soil; sometimes they are columns, quite regular, and
having the appearance of being carefully made. It is to

be noted that in some there is an orifice near the

ground, through which the insect might escape, but

more often the maturing insect breaks its way through

the top of the chamber. If one of these chambers is

injured before the insect is ready to escape it repairs

the damage by bringing up pellets of mud, which it

builds into the wall.

The vast numbers in which these broods sometimes

appear is shown by the observations of Mr. McCook, who
counted under one tree 9.000 burrows from which insects

had emerged, while under another the number of holes was
estimated at 22,500. It is said that "about some of the

trees the pupse shells became so numerous that they

completely hid the ground. At dusk the sound of the

many insects climbing up the tree trunks was quite

audible." Sometimes the branches of trees and shrubs

are so covered with the insects as to bend down by their

weight; and yet it is not known that these adult insects
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of ours, and one of the noisiest is a species found in

tropical America. The common locust, which we know
do any harm by feeding on vegetation, although in some
cases they injure trees by depositing their eggs.
Mr. Marlatt, in his interesting paper, gives an early

reference to the locust, quoting from the Barton Medical
Physical Journal of 1804, which refers to Moreton's "New
England's Memorial" as follows:

"Speaking of sickness which, in 1833, carried off

many of the whites and Indians in and near to Plymouth
(Plymouth in Massachusetts), he says: 'It is to be ob-
served that the spring before this sickness there was
a numerous company of Flies, which were like for bigness
unto Wasps or Bumhle-Bees. They came out of little

holes in the ground, and did eat up the green things, and
made such a constant yelling noise as made all the
woods ring of them, and ready to deaf the hearers; they
were not any of them heard or seen by the English in

the country before this time. But the Indians told them
that sickness would follow, and so it did. Very hot in

the months of June, July and August of that summer.' "

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Fokest and Stream,

North Carolina Wolves and Quail,

KiNSTONj N. C, Oct. 17.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Weldon Leader reports: "Mr. Tillman Picot, of
Littleton, tells us that a pack of wolves are playing havoc
with the sheep in that section. He says several have been
killed, and that he has several young ones that he cap-
tured." Littleton is between Weldon and Raleigh, on
the S. A. Line. You might get further information by
inquiry of these parties. I would be very pleased to

have you settle the matter, as rumors of wolves in eastern

North Carolina have often reached my ears of late.

Our season for quail, or Bob White, shooting opens on
the first proximo, and there are promises of plenty of

birds.

Two of our local shooters went into the adjoining
county (Jones) yesterday, where there is no close season,

and they report seeing a large number of very young
birds barely able to fly.

I have seen recently in my rambles several mixed
coveys, about half of them grown and half very young.
Our past summer has been phenomenally dry and

favorable to the hatching and rearing of the birds, and I

think there is no doubt that many pairs of old birds have
made two hatchings this season.

The fact is that the spring and summer of this year
have been favorable to the reproductive efforts of all kinds
of game. More squirrels are seen this year than have
been known to exist in the past ten or fifteen years, and
deer are occasionally reported in this county, where they
have been about exterminated.
The 'coon and 'possum hunters, however, are meeting

with very poor luck so far .as your scribe can testify of his

own experience.
The black bass and pike fishing is fairly good.

Thos. H. Faulkner,

Vermont Wolves.

MoNTPEUERj Vt, Oct. 16.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Kindly permit me to note that in your issue of Oct. 13
\ou"say: '"That wolves should occur now in Vermont and
in North Carolina, States from which they have not been
reported for many years, is most unlikely, and no such
vague newspaper records as those quoted will be accepted
by naturalists until some specimen shown to have been
killed there has been identified by competent authority.

It must be remembered that in these days not one man
in ten thousand knows a wolf when he sees it." Now
the fact that the town clerk has paid a bounty of $12
each on those wolves is pretty good authority that they
were wolves. What other animal is there which could
possibly be mistaken for a wolf? The wolf now lies

buried, and the spot has been described to me, so I ex-
pect to be able to find it, and I shall exhume the carcass

in due time, if nobody else does, and have jt mounted.
Wolves are not altogether a great rarity in this State.

In Fairlee in 1894 a wolf was killed and bounty paid on
it by the town clerk of that town, and you lately pub-
lished the mention of it in your paper in your issue last

previous to Oct. 13 page 265, article by the writer, con-
tributed to Montpelier Daily Journal, "Wild Animals in

Vermont." The so-called vague newspaper records of

killing the wolves are correct. Carlos L. Smith.

[Some years ago we received from the Adirondacks a
"wolf's" slcin, which proved to have been worn by a
yellow dog.] -

The whale does not discharge water, but only its breath.
This, however, in rushing up into the air hot from the
animal's bodj' has the moisture condensed to form a
sort of rain, and the colder the air, just as in the case of
our breath, the more marked the result. When the spout
is made with the blowhole clear above the surface of the
water, it appears like a sudden jet of steam form a boiler.

When effected, as it sometimes is, before the blowhole
reaches the surface, a low fountain, as from a street fire

plug is formed, and when the hole is close to the surface
at the moment a little water is sent up with the tall jet of
steam. The cloud blown up does not disappear at once,
but hangs a little while, and is often seen to drift a short
distance with the wind.—^London Fishing Gazette.

The Octotcr Woodcraft.
The October number of the Game Laws in Brief and Woodcraft

Magazine contains the game and fish laws of the United States
and Canada. The Woodcraft part has this capital list of con-
tents:

GRAN'THER HILL'S PA'TRIDGE. By Rowland E. Robin-
son.

IN THE FOREST.
THE OLD CANOE.
THE RESCUE OF MR, HUNDLEY.
KELLUP'S ANNUAL. Bv Teflferson Scribb.
DEACON THROPE'S PIGEONS.
ANY LETTERS FOR ME? By H. P. Uflord.
TEHOSSEE ISLAND. By Olive F. Gunby.

'

FLORIDA INDIAN DEER HUNTERS.
AT CLOSE yUAK lJtKS: The Hon. S., the Mover and the BuH;
A Nova Scotia Bear; The Panther's Scream; A Time with a
Florida Alligator; The Owl's Swoop; The Dog Climbed.

THE DOG AND THE TURKEY. By Tohn Tames Audubon.
^F'-'AT'^R VFST's: «;TtnDAV PTGEOST SHOOT
AUSTRALIAN ROUGH-RIDERS. By R. Boldrcwood

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—VIL
BV GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

\\C6ntinued/rom pag^e 308.]

Tree Ducks.

Intermediate between the true geese and the ducks
are the so-called tree ducks, belonging to the genus
Dendrocygna. Of these, two species are found along
our southern border, and occasionally afford some sport
to gunners. They are rather duck-like in form, but have
very large heads and feet, the tarsus being reticulate in-

stead of scutellate, like the ducks. In other words, the
skin of the tarsus is covered by small scales, looking like

a network, instead of by broad, deep scales which overlap
in front. This, it will be remembered, is a character of
the geese (Anserince). Moreover, the tarsus in the tree
ducks is equal to or longer than the middle toe, instead
of being shorter than it. The lower part of the thigh is

naked, and the hind toe is extremely long.
This group appears to have relationship with the Old

World sheldrakes, and with the goose-like genus Chenal-
opex, rather than with either the ducks or the geese.
They are birds of tropical distribution, and are found
only along the southern border of the Utiited States.
One .species is common in the West India Islands. None
of them, however, are sufficiently abundant to be con-
sidered as furnishing gunning, but two of the three species
belong in the list of our water fowl.

Black-Bellied Tree Dacfc.

Dendrocygna autumnalis (Linn.).

The neck, back and breast are cinnamon-brown, the
forehead somewhat paler. Sides of head, throat and
upper neck yellowish-gray. At the back of the head a
black strip begins, which runs down the back of the
neck. The middle of the back, rump, upper tail coverts,
belly, flanks and under wing coverts are black; the wing
coverts are yellowish, fading into ashy and grayish-white
on the greater coverts. When it is closed the wing thus
shows a white strip for nearly its whole length. The tail

is blackish, and the under parts yellowish-brown. The
under tail coverts are white; the bill is red. changing to
orange at the base ; its nail is bluish ; legs and feet whitish.
The young bird resembles the adult, but its colors are
duller throughout, and it lacks the black flanks and belly;
they are grayish-white, barred with dusky; length, 19
•inches; wing, g% inches.

In certain parts of Texas the black-bellied tree duck
is not a scarce bird. It is fotmd there in summer and
autumn, and at this time of the year visits the grain

BLACK-BELLIED TREE DUCK.

fields, where some shooting at them may sometimes be
had. Its name is well applied, for it perches in the trees
without difficulty, and walks about on the branches as if

much at home. In fact, it is said to pass the hours of
daylight largely in the branches of trees, and to do its
feeding and traveling chiefly at night. This duck nests
in the hollow trees, and there deposits twelve to fifteen
eggs, without forming any nest. When hatched the young
are said to be carried to the water in the mother's bill.

It is easily domesticated, and when once tamed asso-
ciates with the fowls of the farm on perfectly good
terms. When tamed it is said to be very watchful, and
to utter a shrill call at the approach of any individual or
at any unusual sound.

In parts of Texas, where the bird is common, it is known
as the tree duck, cornfield or long-legged duck, while in
Louisiana the common appellation for it is fiddler duck,
from the clear call-note that it utters at night when in
flight. It frequents the old cornfields which have been
overflowed, and from such places it may be started in
pairs, often giving good shooting. Its flesh is highly
esteemed. Some of the local names used in South Amer-
ica and in Mexico are applied to it by reason of .its

call-note.

Mr. Xantus took a single specimen of this duck at
Fort Tejon, in southern California, but this is the only
specimen known from that State. In Mexico and Central
America they are common. Dr. Merrill states that these
birds reach Fort Brown. Texas, from the South' in April.
Most of them depart again in Septem.ber or October, but
some stay until November.

FalvotJs Tree Duck.

Dendrocygna fulva (Gmel.).

The brown tree duck is a more northerly species than
the precedin^f, and is foan4 in McTfico and noftl^ws^rd

through parts of California and Nevada, as well at in
Texas and Louisiana. The head, neck and lower parts
are deep reddish-yellow, darkest on top of head, and
changing to reddish on the flanks, the longer feathers
being streaked with pale yellovy; middle of neck whitish
obscurely streaked with black. A distinct black stripe

runs from the head down the hind part of the neck. The
upper parts are brownish-black, the feathers of the wing
being tipped with chestnut. The upper tail coverts are
white; the belly and lower tail coverts yellowish-white;
the bill is blackish, and the feet and legs are slate-blue;

FULVOUS-BELLIED TREE DUCK.

the length is about 20 inches; wing, gyi inches. The
colors of the young are somewhat duller, and the wing
coverts lack the chestnut.
The fulvous tree duck, known as the yellow-bellied

fiddler in Louisiana, and the long-legged duck in Texas,
is quite common there at certain seasons. Its habits do
not vary greatly from those of the black-bellied tree duck.
Like that species, it spends much of its time in fresh
water lakes and sloughs, feeding on the grasses that grow
there, and it also visits the cornfields at night in search
of grain.

The flesh of both these species is said to be very de-
licious, and is eagerly sought after. The birds are shot
only by being stumbled on or by lying in wait for- them
as they come into or leave the cornfields.

The duck is exceedingly unsuspicious and readily per-
mits approach, so that many of them are killed. When
crippled, however, their .strong legs enable them to run
very fast, and, like all ducks, they are expert hiders,
getting into the grass and lying there without moving.
The bird is also a good diver, and if it reaches the water
is not likely to be captured. It is said never to be
found on the salt water, but confines itself entirely to in-

land pools, rivers and swamps.

An October Afternoon.
The same man who killed the three brant one Sep-

tember afternoon is on the same prairie again. He has
dug a hole 4 feet deep in the same stubble field, and
hauled the excavated dirt away and lined the hole with
stubble. He has also covered the hole with a trap door
of light boards; and the door is supported by a pole laid
across the hole under the middle of the door, so that
the door is balanced on the pole. It can have either
end thrown up quickly, as occasion may require. Bushels
of wheat have been strewn over a spot some 30 yards
from the south side of the hole, and this afternoon it is

observed that the wheat is all gone. The mallards have
been after it. It is about 3 o'clock on this particular
afternoon when the man arrives. Bunches, droves and
clouds of mallards are to be seen flying here, there and
everywhere. They have started for their evening feed
on the stubbles, and this man proposes to get some of
them.
Driving to within 50 yards of the hole, he and his two

boy assistants take some twenty tame mallards from a
crate and tether them about 30 yards from the edge of
the hole and scatter more wheat over the ground. There
are two other stubble fields one-half and three-quarters
of a mile away, and as these fields are also favorite
feeding grounds for mallards, he gives the two boys
a lot of ammunition and sends one of them to each
field, with instructions to keep the ducks away. Then he
seats himself in the hole and waits. The tethered dtscks
do not struggle with their tethers, for they have been
kept tethered at home, and know it is of no use to waste
strength trying to get loose, so they walk about a little

and eat what wheat they want.
After twenty minutes of waiting, a bunch of twenty

or thirty mallards make a circle around the edge of the
stubble, but are not satisfied, and swing off to one of the
other stubble fields, but catching a sight of one of
the boys stationed there, back they come, and after
circling a half dozen times, come in to the decoys.
Straight they come, from eighty rods away. They are
almost ready to spread their wings and drop among the
decoys, when some caprice causes them to swing out
and up instead of in and down, and away they go, as if

they -were gone for good; but they turn again and sweep
in wide circles around the field again. Once more they
come straight for the decoys, and in full faith that it is
all safe, hover for a moment and then settle to the decoys
with drooping wings. Down, down they drop. Now
they are within 30 feet of them—20 feet—6 feet. The
trap door flies open and the jack-in-the-box pops up,
striking terror to the birds, but it is too late. The puffs
of smoke, two sharp explosions, and three fall heavily
to the ground, while the rest are flying as they never
flew before. The man behind the gun drops powder
into the gun, rams down the wads, and follows with the
shot charges. Half a mile away he sees a flock of sand-
hill cranes coming straight toward him, so he quickly
hides in the hole. But it is no use; the. cranes saw him
before he hid, and as they near him they swerve away
and pass 300 yards to the right of him. Presently there
come other flocks of mallards. Some of them come to
the decoys and leave one or more of their number,
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other flocks suspect something, and after maay cir-

clings leave for good.
It is now after sundown, and the ducks have mostly

gone back to the ponds. Several flocks of geese have

been seen flying to the south during the afternoon, and
perhaps some df them might cpme over as they go back

to their roosting grounds, so the man waits a little while

and is rewarded, for here they come, not 50 feet high,

straight over him. Two shots, and the man wonders
what is the reason he can never get but one goose out of

a flock; but as he has nineteen mallards he feels pretty

well satisfied after all. It is quite dark by the time the

boys come, and the decoys are loaded in the wagon, and

a moonless prairie is as dark as a pocket. When the

horses get into the road they strike out at a lively gait

and keep it up, while the folks in the wagon hold on for

life while the wagon drops into and lurches out of

"chuck" holes that are half hub deep. The air grows
chilly, and by the time they reach the top of the hill

below which they see the lights of the village these

same lights have a pleasant suggestion of warmth and
a hot supper.

O. H. Hampton.

In the Spotted Mountain Country.
I HAVE just had three days in the woods. Two nights

were passed in a deserted lumber camp redolent of

jporcupines, and the third in a sweet, clean birch and bal-

sam shelter, where, rolled in my white rabbit skin robe
lying on the green fir bed, I could look out at the stormy
firmament through the branches of the spruce trees and
imagine the scintillating faint candles on Christmas trees

of the long ago.

This camp will be a permanent headquarters for future

fishing and hunting trips. It is on an evergreen knoll

jn a hardwood forest, and below is an ice-cold spring sur-

rounded by sphagnum moss and shaded by arbor vitas

cedars.

Two great canoe hirches rise from the slope, and be-
tween them I can see the slide scarred side of Spotted
Mountain, while other mountains of greater or less de-

gree are all around. Oct. 9 the slides on Dix were cov-

ered with a frosty snow, while a few snow crystals lay in

the curled up leaves on hardwood ridges at a much lower
altitude. This was a good hunting day, but among the

mountains the wind is never consistent, and partly from
this cause I lost two deer.

At 7 o'clock a large doe chanced to be crossing from
one ridge to another 120 yards in front of where I

traveled up the stony bed of a brook. The white clouds
overhead were sailing directly toward me, but a vagrant
puff of wind back backed on their course and gave the
deer a friendly hint of my approach, with the result that

she was under full headway when I saw her. I fired once,

but she went out of sight untouched.
Following her trail to see if 'there was blood, I found

an odd thing. In her third or fourth jump the deer had
landed squarely on a small green snake not much larger
than a lead pencil. I picked it up, not realizing at first

that it was a snake. It was the first and only snake I had
seen in this locality.

At 10 o'clock the second deer got my wind and went off

as if the devil were after him. I caught a glimpse of
him and fired, but missed again.

His trail went down the mountain side, and I could see
that another deer had gone up. Deer do not like low
levels when danger is about, and I felt sure this buck
would regret that he had gone down and would eventually
rejoin his companion. I resolved to try to intercept him,
and dedicated two hours to the purpose.

I mounted a high stump and stood guard. An hour
and forty minutes passed, and then the buck whistled
above and behind me. He had skulked along the bottom
of a gully less than a hudred feet away with a stealthi-

ness that baffled my dull senses, and I only caught a
fleeting glimpse of his white hinder parts as he again
snorted his disgust at the man scent.

At the lumber sh.unty I killed six porcupines to get
elbow room, and there are still others there, for my last

night's slumber was broken by the gnawing of survivors
not included in the above list.

I once tried eating porcupine, but tile meat tasted just
as the beast snjells, and one trial was sufficient. It is not
a difficult matter to skin a porcupine, and the fur is hand-
some when, prime, either with the quills present or after

they have been pulled out. Porcupines have three kinds
of "hair, grading from the woolljr understratum through
bristles into quills. The quills are only loosely attached,
and it is easy to see how the popular superstition of the
porcupine shooting its quills originated. If a porcupine
is shot a number of its quills will be dislodged from
various parts of its body and fly into the air, and I

have seen forty or fifty quills so projected into the side of
a wooden hottse at a distance of 5 feet at right angles to
the line of the rifle ball that killed the animal.

J. B. B.

Killing Cow Moose.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I observe in the Forest and Stream of Oct. 3 a
correspondent ^-eports having shot moose from the
camp-fire.

This is certainly a very rare case. I notice he speaks
of having his camp and camp-fire on the lake, or almost
so, where he called the moose. This is unusual and
against all the customs of moose hunting. The camp-fire
yhould be at least half a mile from the calling lake. The
safer distance is from one lo two miles.

I have just returned from a; five weeks' moose hunt
up the Little Cascapedia. Province of Quebec, and the
Upsalquitch, Metapedia.

In the Province of Quebec I was very unfortunate and
met Math bad treatment from the native guides, who were
oflfended at me for bringing my own men. The people
at New Richmond, or at least the guides, .seem to have
an utter disregard of the game laws or all laws of sport.
After towing up the Cascapedia about forty miles we
pitched camp. Our calling lake was two miles from the
river. On' the second visit to the lake our suides dis-
covered the carcasses of one cow moose and calf Wiled
as they judged about tlje f^rst- of Aiagnst. Both were ex-

po.sed, and no attempt had been made to cover them or
hide the remains in any way. A few days later they

found a third carcass of a cow moose killed about one
day before we arrived, the best portion of the meat taken

and the rest left exposed as the others. We found on
inquiry that two native guides had passed us during the

night. We were on the ground Aug. 29, the season
opening in Quebec on Sept. i.

During ray stay on the Cascapedia we called one
moose to the lake, and only had answer the one night,

but did not get a shot. Saw fresh tracks, but when the

moose smclled the decayed carcasses they left at once.

We saw the tracks of a large bull moose where he had
come to within three feet of the remains of a moose, and
made one leap of at least twenty feet. Such slaughter

of game and utter defiance of the game laws is dis-

graceful, and the culprits should be punished to the
fullest extent of the law.

Pulling camp up in disgust we came down the river,

look the train at New Richmond, arrived at Metapedia at

5 in the evening. Next morning, at 12, we started to

tow up the Metapedia River, until we branched off into

the Upsalquitch and took what is known as the North-
west Branch until we came to the forks or sheds where
all the lumber supplies for the surrounding district are

kept. We portaged in eighteen miles from the river,

reaching our camping on the third day, at 2 o'clock
in the afternoon, which was about two miles from the

Ramsa5' Brook Lakes. There are seven fair-sized lakes

within a radius of six miles. We pitched camp on Sept.

25. On the 26th I left camp at I2 d'clock for the nearest

and best lake, about two miles distant. No road, only
a blaze. At 3 o'clock that afternoon I had killed mj'

moose. His antlers were 54 inches. He weighed about
1,200 pounds. We remained at the lakes four days, saw
any quantity of fresh signs, but w'ere unable to get

another shot.

I intend reporting and takin^g aGtion when I have
secured sufficient information against the parties in New
Richmond. The game of this country should be pre-

served for those who intend shooting in proper season
and killing the game in manly sport. Unless notice is

taken of such infringement of the law a,s I have de-
scribed and reported to the proper authorities, it will be
impossible to keep the game protected J. W. Y. S.

MONCTON, N. B., Oct. IS.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Mississippi Valley Game.

Chicago, 111.. Oct. 20.—It is a great comfort to get a
good, interesting, fair-minded and intelligent letter from
a fellow sportsman now and then telling how the game
is getting on in any particular section, and such letters

arc very welcome at the office of the Forest and Stream,
as is all news of the covers and the streams. A model
letter of this sort from a newspaper point of view, or in-

deed from any point of view, is that just at hand from
Mr. E. K. Stedman, who writes from Mt. Carroll, 111.,

and tells about events and things in that corner of the
world—a very good corner, too, it has alwaj's been from a
sporting standpoint. Mr. Stedman says

:

"This has been a very backward season so far from a
sportsman's standpoint.

"Last season, the last week in September and the week
following were good duck weeks, and basing my opinion
on these grounds, I planned my trip this year for* the
corresponding weeks.

"I found plenty of water, fer the Mississippi is on a

boom this fall, the highest since '84 at this time of the
year. The lakes are full to overflowing. The small creeks
and sloughs are bank full. The water is up over the bot-
tom lands and into the timber, furnishing an unlimited
supply of smartweed, mast and seeds of all kinds. In
fact I never saw finer feeding grounds for wildfowl than
there is along the northern Mississippi this year.

"I went too early. There was no cold weather, and I

did not see any ducks or snipe, but when they do come
shooting should be the best in years. I heard there was a
small flight the iith and 12th inst., but warm weather
set in and the ducks Avent north again.

"Quail! This region has never known such an abun-
dance of quail in a decade. I was camped on the edge
of the river, and back of my camp was a partially over-
flowed cornfield, potatoe patch and millet patch. It was
full of quail. That small ten acres must have contained at
least four bevies. I had a hound puppy with me, and one
evening about an hour after 'candle time' I heard a
couple of hawks screaming outside the tent. Close by the
tent was a jumble of fallen tree tops covered with grass,
weeds, etc., making an ideal harborage for persecuted
small birds. The puppy picked up a trail near by, fol-

lowed it into this network of wild weeds and flushed at
least fifty quail. I counted five bevies as they rose. They
flew a short distance into the cornfield. I shot the hawks
as they circled over camp, and all evening I received
hearty thanks from the Bob Whites as they timidly called
to each other from among the corn and' potatoe rows.
Next morning I flushed them again within twenty steps
of the tent. The high water has driven them from the
low lands so that if the present stage of water holds
there will be fine sport on hand next month. The farmers
here have nearly all forbidden trespassing, as per inclosed
notices, taken from the columns of the Savanna and Mt.
Carroll papers. Thus you see we do have some game
protection, even if it is backhanded. But I can't blame
the farmers. Yearly thej' show me broken down fences,
trampled fields where the stock got out, stock lamed or
injured from careless shooting, and they say it comes from
allowing anybody to hunt over their farms. But a sports-
man of the right sort, one who respects the farmers'
rights, does not destroy

_
property and is careful in his

shooting should meet with a welcome from them. At
least I judge so from the numerous kind invitations T
have received to shoot over their broad acres.

"Squirrels are thick. I see in this morning's daily where
a couple of ambitious young bucks bagged thirty yester-
day. What in the devil they could do with so many or
why they should slaughter such a number is beyond my
understanding. They certainly were not sportsmen, and
'twill not take long to send the squirrels

, to the list of
the bison, pigeon, etc But this is an unpleasant ground.

It makes us think less of our fellow men when we notice

these porcine qualities, and I can only feel sorry for the

game that meets their vision and ashamed of them.
"Chicken shooting was very poor here this season, not

over 100 birds being killed in the county. A brother
sportsman told me they had taken to the cornfields, where
successful shooting was almost an impossibility, which
sustains your statements in Forest and Stream^ at the

middle part of the season when the birds had unaccount-
ably disappeared.

"Fishing has not been much to brag about this season.

Continued rains kept the water in a roiled condition dur-
ing the summer season, and now the excessive high water
has made fall fishing a vexation. At the same time it

places a needed restraint on the same fisherman, so ' 'tis

an ill wind,' etc., and we should be correspondingly happy
at their depression.

"Rabbits will be plentiful this winter, but this weather, 1
am afraid, unless it soon gets cold, will give them the
disease they are subject to during open winters, when
they are then unfit for sport or food either.

"Doves have been plentiful here this fall, and some
respectable bags within reasonable bounds have been
made. This is another delicate subject, as there exists

among some sportsmen such a sympathetic feeling for this

little bird that one is apt to get scalped even in good
company, if he seeks to class the dove as a game bird.

Personally, I kill doves when I can hit them during the

open season, hut it is expensive pleasure, as they are such
swift fliers it takes a good shot to show three dead birds
for five empty shells.

"Really good duck shooting should be had aborrt Nov.
1 anywhere in this neighberhood.
"My total for my two weeks' trip was eleven squirrels

and eight fish. No ducks, snipe or plover at all. And I

had a grand time just 'lazyin'."

Just to show the extent of the farm protective move-
ment to which Mr. Stedman refers, it may be well enough
to print some specimen trespass notices which have ap-

peared in the local papers of Savanna and Mt. Carroll.

This may serve a double purpose—to show that our West-
ern game is attaining a certain respect and a certain pro-

tection, and to show also that the farmer is a man whose
rights are entitled to respect quite aside from sporting

reasons. Perusal of this long list of notices may make
some very good fellow even a little more carefirl than he
has perhaps been -in the past while out shooting. Some-
times I sort of wonder what sort of a farmer I would be.

and what I would do to a certain sort of folk if I should

sec them come traipsing around without leave over my
ground, which I had paid my hard dollars to buy and
own, and on which I paid more hard dollars in the way of

taxes. Now here are a few of the fellows who pay taxes,

and they will serve as an object lesson, for other farmers

are just like these, who all live within ten miles of Sa-

vanna or Mt. Carroll

:

Any one found trespassing on our lands with dog or gun will be
prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Hunters forbidden.

Any one found trespassing on our lands with dog or gun will he

prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Trapping and hunliiiK

forbidden.
All persons are forbidden to trespass ynth. dog dr •gun on lands

belonging to us.

All parties are notified not to trespass 0)S til© land of the under-

signed. No hunting allowed.
Notice is hereby given that any and all persons trespassing on

my farm in .Savanna township, for any purpose whatever, will be -

prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

All persons are hereby notified not to trespass upon the John
Law farm in Woodland township either with dog or gun or other-

wise. All doing so I will prosecute to the full extent of law.

The undersigned hereby cautions everybody not to trespass on
liis land in Freedom township with dog or gun, or otherwise, as he
will prosecute to the full extent of the law any and everybody
found so trespassing.
All persons are hereby notified not to tresspass upon my land

in Mt. Carroll township, either with dog, gun or trap, or otherwise.

All doing so will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

All persons are hereby notified that any person trespassing on
my lands in Mt. Carrol township with dog and gun, or in any
manner whatever, will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

On and after this date i will prosecute any one found hunting

or otherwise trespassing on ray land west of Mt. Carroll.

One of the most manly and useful accomplishments a

city man can acquire* is to learn that he is not any better

than a country man, and probably not as good.

Farm Pfesefves

The subjects brought up in the foregoing are very vital

ones, having much to do with the success and pleasure of

the field shooter of to-day. They bring to mind another

matter of kindred nature, and that is the subject of farm
preserves, not altogether new as an idea, but new in its

application in many quarters of the Western and Southern

shooting countrj-.

Something of this came up not long ago in the conversa-

tion of a Chicago nran who told me that he had acquired

quite a little game preserve of his own out in a very good
Iowa chicken country, by simply paying the taxes on sev-

eral farms. The money seemed pretty big to the farmers,

but it did not seem so very big to the city man, who was
able to belong to shooting clubs, and to pay large sums
of money in shooting trips to distant regions. He was
willing to pay the money for the sport—for sport is the

one and imperishable product of all things on earth that

really is worth the money, but he wanted the sport for

his liioney ; he wanted to be sure that he was going to get

some shooting when he went out as far as lowa. Upon
the other hand, the farmers did not care so very much for

the birds, were too busy to go in for shooting very much,
and were not concerned with what was more or less an old

story to them, though it is more or less a new one to many
city shooters, The exchange was therefore no robbery on
either side, and both were satisfied.

I spoke last winter of a big section of country, some
25.000 acres, Avhich Capt. W. I. Spears had taken tmder
control and protected near Ingram's Mill, Miss. Capt.

Spears simply went about among his farming acquaint

ances and secured the shooting rights on their farms. He
gave for such rights various considerations, but rarely

any very exliorbitant .sums. His chief object was to bring

a considerable tract of country under a legal .status so that

it could be protected and would be protected. He wanted
for his services in this, and to cover the cost of holding

these shooting rights, a nominal sum per year, and he
said that he could_ in all probability extend his preserved
tract to an indefinite degree. His first object was to stop

the market-shooting for quail which he found was be-

ginning in that neighborhood, and he did stop it, too,
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"Sixth.—In all probability four or five of the Chicago members
will be in Wheatfield to commence shooting the morning of Nov.
10, and it is hoped our Dayton and Cincinnati friends will join us,

so we Oftn get acqviainted as a club. Yours very truly,

"John V. Clarke, Chairman,
"Chas. S. Dennis, *

"J. J- Flanders,
"W. ,L, Wells,

"Acting Committee."

Tardy and Scattering Duck Flight.

Our duck flight in the middle west of this latitude is

very tardy and very scattering, and it begins to look as

though we aren't going to have so very much of a duck
flight after all. A gentleman who spends a winter now
and then in Texas says that he this week got word
from Rockport that the redheads are already down there,

and are offering very heavy shooting. These redheads
came somewhere up North, and it maybe there are
others which have skipped this part of the worhd in

their southbound flight. Probably they went down some
of the western flyways, which are distinct from the course
of our flight here.

A few members of the Swan Lake Club have returned
from a trip to that famous ground in the Illinois Valley,
but at last accounts they could report no very heavy
shooting. Hon. Hempstead Washburne got about a
dozen birds a day during his stay, and others did not do
so well as that. He was there just too late, for last

Monday and Tuesday there had been a very heavy flight

in. There are near the Swan Lake property ' some
marshes that have been heavily baited, and these were
drawing most of the birds, the Swan Lake marsh not
having been b'aited.

At Hennepin Club, in the Illinois Valley also, the
highest bag of the season to any one gun is this week
reported, 59 birds, killed by Mr. W. W. McFarland.
This was a bit of luck, for Mr. McFarland happened to
strike in on about the only piece of marsh where there
were any birds moving. Others on the sajftfe day got
only a half dozen birds or so apiece.
Ho ricon Club, in Wisconsin, is this week having better

shooting than any other club in which Chicago men are
interested. The Horicon marsh is full of water, and
there are a good many birds in. There is a lot of snail
feed on that marsh always, and that is why the mallards
like it so well. Mr. F. A, Howe, one of our oldest and
best Chicago sportsmen, long president of Tolleston
Club, of this city, once said to me that he considered the
foods of the mallard duck, in order of its preferences,
were as follows: First snails, next acorns, next corn.
Sinartweed, as I remember it, Mr. Howe did not men-
tion, though it is a very A^aluable feed for mallards. The
Horicon m.en are trying to get a good stand of wild rice
on their marsh, and I would suggest that they also try
smartweed there, for it will thrive in dryer times and
dryer spots than the wild rice, and would be apt to
retain its hold better in that capricious region, where a
dry year may come any minute, as an Irishman would
say. "I 11 . f\-ii.^iM^\

A party of Chicago;;^shooters were up' at Horicon this
week, returning earlv in the week, among these Messrs.
T. A. Haggerty, Jack Scully, Victor Borne, Julius
Behnke. the three Wolf boys, of Garfield Gun Club, Mr.
Freistedt, etc. They had but ordinary sport, 12 mal-
lards to Mr. Freistedt's gun one day, "being about the
best, others not getting over half a dozen birds, among
ther.e Mr. Haggerty, who had six different species of
duck ;n h's bag of six. They report lots of water, and a
good many jacksnipe too, though the la<^«r are much
scattered, owing io the abundance of wet marsh for
them this fall._ The later reports from Horicon say the
mallards are just beginning to come in. and the Fond
du Lac men who belong to the club all say that there
is going to be as good shooting there this fall as there
has been for ten years. At this ivriting the weather
remains verv mild and pleasant, and avc have had only
one little cold flurry above here this past week. It was
this little drop up North that gave us what little flight
we have had.

Grouse and Deer in North Dakota. I

Nearly all the reports which come from the upper
Northwest this fall say that the flight of ducks and geese
is good or will be good. This week Dick Merrill wan-
dered into the office here, just back from a month up in
North Dakota. He was located at Williston, N. D., near
the western part of the State, and was shooting grouse
in the rosebud thickets of the Missouri bottoms much
of the time. He says the birds were there all right and
he had good fun, but the country was very hard on dogs.
The briers of the heavy thickets cut his heavy leather
leggings into strips, and it treated the hides of the dogs
much the same way.

1

Mr. Merrill says that there are lots of deer in that
locality. He saw very many deer liOrns and deer sign,
also elk horns, which were now almost crumbling away.
They made up a party of four or five and went out deer
hmiting, driving the thickets on foot, and got five deer,
Mr. Merrill getting a nice spike buck to his share. By
the way, Dick must have started for the high timber
about as soon as he got hotne, for he only landed from
Paris on Sept. 8. He was very dangerously ill of typhoid
while at Paris, and for six weeks lay in bed, not quite
sure whether he was going to get up again or not; but he
says a few weeks of North Dakota is better than a cycle of
Paree, and he is now looking pretty fit again. He talks
about a bear hunt in the Williston region. While he was
there a T5-year-old boy killed a big cinnamon henr, and

two grizzlies and two black bear were seen not far away
this fall. i\ J. .i-u.iii.-;

For Love of the MuscaUunge.

A very interesting matter comes up to-day in the form
of a press despatch froin Milwaukee, reporting a suit

brought against the wardens of Wisconsin by a Chicago
man, the despatch reading as below:

"J)ouglass Dyrenforth, of ChiK:a.go, recently caught
two muscallunge at Tucker Lake, Price county, and, ac-
cording to a complaint filed in the Federal Court to-day,
he valued the fish at $5,000. He says there were only
twenty poimds of fish. Mr. Dyrenforth did not get his
fish out of the State; they were seized by Deputy Game
Warden August Zinn and sold.

"He claims the seizure was illegal, as he was only taking
out of the State what the law allows him to carry avJray.

"If the coit't upholds the ,game warden in the seizure,
then an action will be brought raising the question of the
constitutionality of the Wisconsin game law. The case
is of great interest to fishermen and hunters from outside
Wisconsin who cotne here for their favorite sport."
An interview could not be obtained with Mr. Dyren-

forth to-day in time to include with fhis writing. There
is, however, a kernel of great interest in the above news.
All this summer the vigilant wardens at Mihvaukee
have been keeping mighty clos'e tab on the boxes of fish

that go down to Chicago, and not orfe, but very many,
seizures have been made, includin,g the fish of several
fishers of the sort we are apt to call prominen(t citizens.
There are two sides to the stories which come up about
this mattw. The sportsmen say that the wardens seize
any box of fish they can get hold of, lake the fish to the
nearest fish market, sell them, and put the cash in their
clothes. The wardens say, and it is upon the face of
things much more apt to be true, that they act cwily
within the limits of the law; that it is the exception when
s party of Chicago fishers go up to the museallung^e
country and do not bring out more than 20 pounds of
fish, muscallunge, bass and pike all counted. The law
says two muscallunge may be brought, and of course it

" would be two very small muscallunge which would not
weigh over 20 pounds.. Legally they might weigh a
hundred pounds, and if Bill Haskell, Eddie Price or
some of our other standbys caught them, I don't doubt
they would v/eigh that much; but if the dispatch reports
Mr. Dyrenforth correctly, and if his two 'lunge really
weighed less than 20 pounds, he must have had an in-
tense personal affection for them if he thinks they were
worth $5,000. The end is not yet, and we shall s.ee what
w^e shall 'see.

These laws prohibiting a man from bringing home
with him a reasonable amount of fish or game that he
has killed in a sportsmanhke manner, are among the
most distasteful ef any to sportsmen, and we should be
all the better off withoiJt them, if the world had only
sportsmen in it, and no one who would evade the law

.for mercantile purposes. The Milwaukee wardens have
put their own construction on the law. This attack
upon its constitutionality is the first of similar nature
since the suits brought against the Indiana law by the
late Judge Knickerbocker and Mr. F. A. Howe, of the
old Tolleston Club, many years ago. It is to be hoped
this test case will not be dismissed, but wfll go to the
uppermost courts and get a final settlememt. It affects
very closely rnany Chicago shooters and anglers, for
whom Wisconsin is one of the most popular and accessi-
ble sporting grounds of the day.

Deer.

If anybody has lost a deer, he can very likely find him
this fall up along the railroad of Mr. J. D. Hawks, our
trout fishing host of last spring, in the Thunder' Bay
region. The Detroit & Mackinac Railroad has near it
some of the best deer country in Michigan. Its head-
quarters are in Detroit, and inquirers can get information
by asking for it there. 1 observe that there is a three
years' close season now on in the following counties:
Alcona, Lapeer, Huron,, Sanilac, Tuscola, Macomb,
Allegan, Ottawa and St. Clair.

Quail.

Thousands of quail everywhere this fall. Tlja-t is the
common report, and let us hope it will be true after the
opening of the season, as it seems to be now.

. „ .„ ^, . E. Hough.
Hartford BurtDiNG, Chicago, 111.

Caution in the Woods.
Walkerville, Ont., Oct. 20.~Editor Forest and

Stream: In your issue of this date I notice a very in-
teresting letter from Mr. W. E. Wolcott, of Utica, N. Y.,
on the subject of "Adirondack Deer," and his reference
to the dangers that beset hunters in the woods leads me
to inclose herewith a little set of suggestions which we
have had printed for the guidance of our party, which
leaves about the end of this week fo*- the Parry Sound
District. Our hunting shanty is situated upon a small
island in one of the many rivers that Avater that part of
the country, and therefore some of the rules would not
be appropriate for general adoption. Fortisnatelv, there
have been few accidents in the Canadian woods, but the
ever-increasing number of fatalities in the woods of
Michigan during the hunting season force tls to con-
template with some tnisgivings the time when our shoot-
ing grounds wil! also be overcrowded with a vast army of
hunters, a great majority of whom are inexperienced
and prove an everln sting meinac.e to themselves as well as
their friends. C. C. Ambers.

To the credit of the South be it said that it has always

instinctively rebelled at this market shooting idea, and it

has stopped it far more generally than was ever done in

the North. It was in the South that the Forest and
Stream Plank found more than two-thirds of its support.

The South is a great country, and it is the only American
part of America. They shoot more black powder in the

South than they do anywhere else in the world, and they

raise more sportsmen to the square inch, and are further

m advance of the times in gaine protection and in real

sportsmanship. It was therefore a bit gratifying to find

so well planned and well worked out a preserve idea in

this Southern State. I put the iiiatter before some North-

ern shooting friends, and in November of this fall it is

very likely they will make a pilgrimniage to this preserve

and' perhaps take it into charge, furnishing the small

amount of capital required to hold it together in good
shape, and allowing Capt. Spears plenty of time to go

fox hunting with Bobo the bear hunter, which is tlie

chief end of man in that precinct.
,

Now, as it happens, there was some talk here this sum-
mer among a number of Chicago sportsmen of starting a

little quail club down at Wheatfield, Ind., not far from

the Kankakee bottoms, and on the "Three I" Railway.

M.T. Chas. S. Dennis was among those active in getting

up this club, and it was the first intention to preserve a

good-sized body of land and perhaps to put up a club

house, besides employing a keeper or warden. The cost

for such an enterprise as this, for a club of twenty to

forty tnen, usually runs somewhere near $100 each for a

starter, with annual dues of perhaps $25 or more. It was
thought by some of the proposed members that perhaps

the undertaking might prove less sure and profitable than

it . seemed at first sight, and so the club did not progress

very rapidly. At a little meeting of some of the faithful

on "this project, a few questions were asked of the writer

regarding Capt. Spears' Mississippi preserve, and I told

them what I knew of it. As a result, partly perhaps on

account of the knowdedge of this Southern farmers' pre-

serve, the original plans for this club were discarded.

The members resolved upon a simpler and more flexible

plan. I present this plan below, feeling sure that it may
prove of further use somewhere in this big country of

ours. There may be other little bodies of friends who
shoot together, who would like to feel sure that they can

get a few birds when they go out upon their infrequent

little shooting trips, and who will be willing to pay a small

sum for the purpose of controlling a little preserve of

their own. The plan seems to recommend itself distinctly

to such persons at this stage of the shooting situation in

the West, where farmers are yearly growing more chary

of shooters and are more and more restricting the open
shooting. It is all right to pay the farmer something.

Pay him. Yott will get full value received. For instance,

1 am disposed to think that this very vicinity of Mt. Car-

roll and Savanna, where these long lists of trespassers'

notices are printed, would be one of the best and easiest

places in the world to start a splendid farmers' preserve,

which would afford really good shooting. The plan of

the Chicago gentlemen above referred to, who are now
organized under the name of the Jasper County Club, may
be seen from the correspondence which follows, first com-
ing the letter of the farmer, making his definite proposal

to the club. men and stating the acreage he proposes to

reserve and protect for them.

"Chicago, Oct. 12.

"To Members of the Jasper County Club:
"Commencing from to-day and ending Jan. 1, 1901, T will tender

exclusive shooting privilege on land, amounting to 5,000 acres in

all, including my property.
"By sliooting privilege is meant that no one outside of the gentle-

men specified as members of your club will be allowed to shoot on
the properly; that the owners and their famihes will do no shoot-

ing, and that the services of Mr. Edw. Seidler will be engaged to

insure sucl;, as well as to reduce, as far as possible, the number
of hawks, etc., which may destroy quail.

"It is further understood that members of the club will, at least

until next session, November, 190t, stop at the hotel in Wheatfield,

Jiaying their own expenses, wagon hire and services of man in the
field when shooting. Another season it is hoped arrangements can
be made for a suitable and satisfactory club house; also that more
acreage can be seciu-ed, the purpose of this preliminary arrange-
ment being to start the club and for botla interests to be assured
that the game will be ijrotectcd on the one hand, and members pf
tlie chib live up to their obligations as far as payment of dues is

ccncerned on the other.
"In consideration of the above, for the sum of ?

, to be paid
within five days, the members of the club W'il! be given all priv-

ileges as stated; a new arrangement to be made some time during
the month of January, 1901, on a basis that I feel confident will be
c(|uitable to all.

(Signed), "II. Marble."

On receipt of the above the Committee were able to

report to the gentlemen who had been earher interested

in the proposed club, and their communication may
suggest to others an easy way of solving the problems
(if club house, board, care of dogs, etc.

"Chica.go, Oct. 17.

"To Members of the Jasper County Club:
"Pursuant with action t.iken at meeting on the 12tli inst., Wc

heg to advise you of results, viz.

:

"First.—Inclosed please find copy of understanding with Mr. H.
Marble, Wheatfield, Ind. Mr. Marble, in guaranteeing shooting
privilege on 5,000 acres, includes 3,000 of his own, which have not
been shot over for a few years past. He is a thorough sportsman
himself, knows what we want, and if everything goes harmoniously
We can depend upon his support for the future.
"Second.—At the meeting to be held next January arrangements

for the following year will be made with Mr. Marble, giving the
club exclusive privilege on same territory or more if desired, and
we are in hopes the annual dues, payable semi-annually, will be
from S25 to $35 apiece—that is, for a membership of ten "or twelve.
"Mr. Seidler reports that the prospects are better than ever, and

with the experience of this season, the present members will know
next January just what they want to do. Now as to the condition

•and standing of the club at this date:
"First,—There will he no further assessment; all our 'obligations

are paid in full, and the following named members are entitled to
all privileges to Jan. 1, 1901:

"Membership: John V. Clarke, Chicago; Chas. S. Dennis, Chi-
cago; J. J. Flanders, Chicago; Col. F. T. Huffman, Dayton, O.;
W. M. Kinnard, Dayton, O.; Frank J. Loesch, Chicago; C. E.
Pope, Chicago; J. V. B. Scarborough, Cincinnati; Vf. L. Wells,
Chicago.
"Second.—For this season privileges to be confined to above-

jilentioned nine members, with the exception of minors under
sixteen yeats of age, sons or in the family of a member, no mpTn-
ber being authorized to invite any guc^t.
"Third.—Shooting season will begin Saturday morning, Nov. 10,

lasting until Jan. 1, 19M,
"Fourth,—Our superintendent's address is: Ed SeHiler, Wheat-

field, Ind. Members will please address all correspondence to him
relative to day they will arrive and length of their stay. Should
they wish to send their dogs in advance, they m^y feel certain of
good care at the hands of Mr. Seidler.

"Fifth.—It has been left with Mr. Marhle to make up and pub-
lish shooting and ground rules, of which members will be duly
advised.

I

I
DON'T 'SHOOT |

I
Until "you see your game/'and t

I
see that it is game and

|
1 not a man. I

Suggestions for Ihe Bettej-
' Proffcffon of MerofeeJ-E—

Camefon Island.

Inasmuch as the yearly hunting trip is undertaken in
search of health and pleasure, and the killing of deer is
not so essential as to warrant placing human lives in
jeopardy, through excessive anxiety to obtain the legal
complement, it seems well to formulate rules for the better
protection ©f the members of the party.
With this end in view it has been thought wise to

suiggest:

T. That no rifles he loaded rnitil the members of the
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party. have crossed the river and are about to enter, the,

woods.
2. That all rifles be emptied of their contents before

entering the boat to be ferried to the island upon return-

ing from the hunt.

3. That no one discharge his rifle at a moving object m
the woods, or elsewhere. UNTIL HE BE CONVINCED
THAT WHAT HE SEES IS A DEER. OR OTHER
GAME ANIMAL.

]vj_ —This rule is above all others the rnost im-

portant. The great majority of hunting accidents are

occasioned by criminal carelessness in this respect on the

part of inexperienced hunters.

4. That after a member is placed in position to watch

a certain runway he is not to leave his station, even

after the dogs have passed, or have gone in another

direction, until called for by the hunter.

5. That whenever parties of two or more are together

in the woods, or elsewhere, it should be the earnest en-

deavor of each individual to see that his rifle be so car-

ried as to preclude the po'ssibility of danger to the other

members of the party in case of its accidental discharge.

6. That the rifle be never carried at full cock at any
time, whether loaded or empty.

It must be remerhbered that it is not an evidence of

experience to disregard caution. The oldest hunters re-

spect more tiian amateurs the capabilities and danger of

the arm they carry. Caution is not cowardice, but the

desire to guard as far as possible against the perils that

necessarily surround the hunter when roaming the woods
in quest of game, in common with numbers of others

bent on the same mission.

It is earnestly requested that these simple rules be
consistently followed. That being_ the case, the risk of

accident will be very greatly minimized, and the com-
fort and pleasure of the whole party very considerably

enhanced.
Nov. I, 1900.

Maine Big Game.
Boston, Oct. 20.—In the absence of the usual number

of deer to shoot in the Maine woods the amateur hunter
needs watching. Commissioner Stanley was approached
the other day by a newspaper reporter, to ascertain if

there was any truth in the report that the Mame Central
Railroad, a train of which corporation had killed a big

moose somewhere in the town of Burnham, was to be
made to take out a license, and to pay for killing the

moose in close time. Mr. Stanley was somewhat amused,
and told a story of a young Dixfield nirnrod who- was
bound to get his deer the first morning of the open sea-

son. Early he wended his way up Sugarloaf. The dawn
was just gilding the east. He saw a motion. An animal
got up. The excited nimrod fired. The beast made a
few steps, then fell in its tracks. The hunter ran up.
There lay a neighbor's Jersey calf. Mr. Stanley says
that the people there propose to have a close time put on
Jresej' calves, and think that young hunters should take
out a license. Another story comes from Kineo. A
young hunter from the city was being entertained an<l

guided by a venerable farmer. They were out in the even-
ing. Not jacking? Oh, no! That is against the law.
They Avere hunting by moonlight, and had a lantern to
show them the way home. Creeping along in deathly
silence, suddenly they saw two glaring eyes in the dim
light, shining through the bushes. "Shoot!" whispered
the farmer. The hunter let go two barrels of buckshot in

quick succession. All was still. The hunters rushed up.
There lay the game. The shot was a good one. It had
killed the farmer's old ram, the patriarch of the flock,

stone dead, and going still further, had wounded a lamb
or two, so that they had to be killed. "Blast it!" groaned
the farmer. "How in thunder came those sheep in the
woods ?" "That was a great shot, though," suggested the
young hunter. But when the farmer added the damages
to his bill for guiding and board, the young fellow thought
he would go to another hunting section next year.
Reports from the Connecticut Valley region in New

Hampshire speak of good shooting there. Deer are re-
ported in greater abundance than for many years. The
local hunters are after them. Charles Munn, of Orford.
has slain his deer, which walked down the main street of
the town quietly browsing. S. Q. Cutting, of the same
town, has killed two small deer. Squirrels and partridges
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are plenty. Reports are no better from Maine than a

weeks ago. I have seen several returned Boston deer

hunters. They got no trophies, seeing very few deer.

Commissioner Oak has attempted to explain the scarcity

of deer this fall under theory of so much rain and
falling leaves that hunting has been exceedingly difficult.

Later he expects to see the number of deer taken run to

greater figures than a year ago.

The season on moose, which opened on Monday last, has

not been successful so far as reported up to date. The
Eastern papers, nearest to the best moose sections, have

no accounts of moose taken yet. A year ago a number of

bull moose were slain the first open week. Hundreds of

sportsmen were in the woods on the opening day, and
some moose were expected Monday night, but they were
not brought to light. Some of the Boston hunters are

waiting for better reports froih the big-game country.
Speciai,,

The Fitchbtjrg Club.

Office of Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective

AssoGtATiON, Boston, Mass., Oct. 22.

—

Editor Forest an'd

Strcdm: In my last letter I gave a very brief account of

our meeting Oct. 11 in Boston, but unintentionally omitted

to mention that the Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club was
ably represented by its president. Dr. D. S. Woodworth.
The Doctor is well known as an enthusiastic sportsman,

and his brief review of the work that has been done by
his club was listened to with earnest attention. The
club has for many years been a terror to evil doers, having
been active in the enforcement of fish and game laws,

while at the same time it has been engaged in other

lines of work. It is a wide-awake, progressive organiza-

tion, numbering 150 members, among whom are many of

the ablest m.en of the city in business, professional and
mechanical circles.

The club has made a record of which it lilay justly be
proud, and has for several years been in close touch with

the iVlassachu setts Fish and Game Protective Associa-

tion, and has labored assiduously in seconding the efforts

of the parent organization to secure an increased supply

of fish and game.
Unquestionably the Fitchburg sportsmen haA'e one of

the best clubs in the State, and if the pres.sure of other

duties is not too great, I hope before long to give your
readers more detailed information pertaining to its history

and work. I hope also to find time to draw off an abstract

of some of the carefully prepared manuscripts that I

have received from other clubs.

On Thursday evening. Oct. 25, our Board of Manage-
ment will meet at the Copley Square Hotel to consider
the subjects suggested by Chairman Collins and others

at our last meeting, other matters pertaining to the wel-
fare of the .\ssociation and plans for work to be done the

coming winter. Henry H. ICtmbatx, Sec'y.

Proprietors of fisliing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

Cottonwood River Big-Mouths.
When I was a school boy on the west shore of

Cayuga Lake, in central New York, I learned in my
geography that the Great American Desert included the
greater portion, of what was then the Territory of

Kansas, while we sang with the teacher;

"Ho, brothers! brave brothers!

List, we call to theel

We'll sing npon the Kan.sas Plains

The song of liberty."

And ftdw, forty-five years later, I am writing an ac-
count of a day with the large-mouth black bass of the
Cottonwood River, 150 miles by railway southwest of
Kansa.s City and 120 in a direct line west from the eastern
State line of Kansas and about 20 miles west from the
farm Fred Mather took as a hoinestead, as described by
him in his peerless recollections of "Men I Have Fished
With."
Extending north from the Kiomeche Mountains of the

Indian Territory is a range of hills, high and rocky,
with ledges, boldly encircling the tops of the hills like
fortifications of blue and gray limestone, and this range
of hills extends about half way across the State of
Kansas, known as the Flint Hills. This county of Chase
has this range of hills crossing it froni north to south
through the central portion of the county, and the copi-
ous springs of these hills nourish and feed the Cotton-
wood River, and keep its water always of a low tempera-
ture. This river has a bed of a few shoals or "ripples"
(common name), separated by long, deep pools of clear,
cold water, in which the lordly bass flourish, kings of the
finny ttibes, and so well fed are they that as I look back
over thirteen years' fishing in its pools I can never recall a
single instance when I caught a bass with an artificial
bait othfer than a spoon hook or phantom minnow, and
never have I been able to get a strike on an artificial
fly; nor have I ever found a person who could tell when
or where the first bass were planted in its waters, except
that the early settlers say, "They were here when civilized
rnen first came here," so, like Topsy, probably they
"just growed" here, and it is on account of their
plebeian origin that they have such a depraved taste
that they only bite a good fat chub or sucker minnow,
or,_ if they can be found, the most tempting, attractive
bait is a young flathead, shovel head, yellow or mud
catfish from 4 to 6 inches long, and his clear, faint yellow
body becomes very attractive.when fastened to a hook
inserted through his skin just at the base of his dorsal
fin, and in spite of his many local names he makes the
most perfect bass bait that we can get here.

Just at present we are enjoying that perfect autumn
weather found only in Kansas of clear sunshine, warm,
drowsy days, with light frosts at night—just enough to
make the forest trees along the river banks put on
their "show day" garments of many colors, and the air
is filled with pulse-quickening ozone, so that a day
spent upon the river, foUow'- \=s course from hend to

bend, with the scenery ever changing, with a blending
of all the colors of the rainbow, reflected from the sur-
face of each pool, is a day in paradise (even if you have
a boat that leaks, which has to be bailed out about
every fifteen minutes, as was the case on the day of
which I write—Oct. 11, 1900, which will hereafter stand
out on memory's calendar for the perfect enjoyment
that fell to the lot of the writer and Ed E., one of the
editors of the Topeka Daily State Journal).
Wednesday evening we put in two hoiJirs of hard work

upon a rocky rapid, holding a minnow seine below rocks,
which we lifted and piled out of the way, catching our
bait, the young catfish I have given a description of, and
at 7 A. M. we bailed out _the (so-called) boat and started
down the Cottonwood River thrdtigh the foggy mist
that hung over its surface, and O 'the charm and the
beautiful vistas that opened up to our 4elighted eyes as
we rounded bend after bend for a distance of a mile
until we came to an old log and brush heap on the
south bank, which we quietly approached and each
dropped a minnow just outside the brush to see the
floats disappear. After giving time enough for the min-
now to be taken in the mouth we made our strikes and
drew up the lines, and one caught his bass and the
other one failed to hook his, and this style of fishing ad-
mits of no light tackle with reel and fly-rod, but in
lieu thereof each had a light bamboo solid rod of about
12 feet in length, and when the bass was hooked there
was business on hand lifting him by force from the
water to the boat, giving him no chance to play or
fight on account of the brush that lines the banks and
bottoms of the pools. Placing the captured one upon
the string, we continued this style of fishing down the
river for a distance of about one and a half miles, and
then fished back over the same course, until, just at night-
fall, we found all our stock of small minnows were used
up and only some large ones, about 8 inches long, left

in the can as we drew near a brush heap at the upper
end -of a pool. Casting two large catfish minnows at
the outer edge of the brush, they were seized and for
ten minutes we had the fun of bass big enough to partly
swallow the minnow, but not large enough to take the
hook hanging upon the minnow until lifted to the sur-
face of the water, and then dropping back, but not being
able to catch a single one, when we promised the hungry
ones that we would call upon tliem some other day, and
left them with their appetites unsatisfied, and not one
added to our string, to reach onr boat landing with
thirteen large-mouths, all above 12 inches in length
(our rule here), the lot weighing 30 pounds—not a very
large catch, but one satisfactory to those who made it

upon one of the most ideal days and of the most perfect
enjoyment that the fishers ever spent in their lives.

Truly did Izaak Walton say "that the catching of fish

was not all of fishing." W. F. Rightmire.

Vermont Fish Stocking.
From the Fifteenth Biennial Report of the Commissioners of

Fisheries and Game.

First—'As to the introduction of foreign varieties of

fish. Without any reflection on past Commissioners, it

may be said that during the past ten years no pickerel,

bass, pike or perch have been introduced into waters
not already inhabited by them, with the knowledge and
consent of the Commissioners. The Commissioners
recommended to the State Legislature, and the recom-
mendations were incorporated into law, prohibiting the
introduction of any fish, except trout, salmon, smelt and
minnows, into the public waters of this State frequented
by trout or salmon, and the violation of this law is sub-
ject to a penalty of not more than $500, and not less than

$50. It is a regrettable fact that a very large number of

our natural trout ponds and lakes have been ruined by
the introduction of foreign varieties of fish, like pickerel,

black bass, rock bass, pumpkin seeds, perch and bull-

heads. .^.11 of these fish are valuable as food fishes

commerciall}' in the waters to w'hich they are congenial.
In most of the waters to which they are introduced they
do not thrive, and after the trout have been cleaned out
by them their food supply is practically exhausted and
they prey upon each other, and in many instances become
a thin and cadaverous race, unfit for human food. They
are a curse to all trout waters. When they were intro-

duced into these trout waters, it was in the infancy of

fishcultural work. The Commissioners who did it

thought they were doing some good, just as the man who
introduced the English sparrow thought he was helping
us in increasing our song and insectivorous birds. It was
done at the same time by Commissioners in other States,

notably Maine and New Hampshire. The most of this

destructive work was done from 12 to 18 years ago. It
is a curse to the trout waters which can never be over-
come.
Some illustrious examples of this work may be men-

tioned in connection with Crystal Lake at Barton, which
ought to be inhabited by lake trout and salmon instead
of by black bass, pickerel, rock bass and pumpkin seed,s.

Seymour Lake, in Morgan, should be inhabited by lake
trout and salmon, but bass were introduced. Newark
Pond, of about 150 acres, in the town of Newark, should
be inhabited by lake trout and salmon. It is probable
tliat it was originally inhabited by the spreckled trout.

The lake is now inhabited by rock bass, known as red eye
or goggle eye. It is not the pumpkin seed, although
frequently so called. The rock bass is a valuable food
fish in some waters, but it is not of much value in Newark
Pond. It was probably introduced as food for the black
bass, but black bass do not now exist there. One of the
old reports of the Commissioners states that they intro-
duced rock bass as food for the black bass in many
waters. Even Pillsbury's mill pond, in South Barton, is

cursed with the little rock bass, so thin and cadaverous
that it is almost transparent. The pond naturally should
be inhabited by brook trout. There' is no way to ex-
terminate the rock bass in a water of this character, unless
it can be entirely drawn out._ Lake Dunmore was stocked
with all kinds of fish from Lake Champlain, many years,
ago,

Now. afi to the viQtk of the present Commission,
When we find a body of water like Newark Pond cursed
with rock bass or other useless varieties of fish, we strive

to find something mor^ yal^ablf. th^n any fis^i now h-^
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habiting such a lake, and by its introduction improve
the fishing. The wall-eyed pike is a very much more
valuable fish than the bass or any of the coarse scale fish

inhabiting these waters. It has, therefore, been intro-

duced to a certain extent in some of these lakes, but

not in any waters inhabited by trout or salmon. The
rainbow trout is a brook trout with habits similar to those

of the speckled trout. It is not introduced into small

streams inhabited by brook trout. It has been a success

in only a few places in this State. The supply, however,
is not equal to the demand, either of the State Commis-
sion or the United States Commission. It will endure
a warmer temperature of water than the brook trout, and
where it has successfully been introduced is regarded as

a valuable game fish, and equal to the brook trout as a
table fish. Senator Proctor has a pond in which he in-

troduced the rainbow trout, and regards them more gamy
than the speckled trout, and quite as good eating. The
rainbow trout takes the lower ends of the streams, where
the water gets warm and where the brook trout have rurs

out. The State hatchery does not propogate any varieties

of fish except the brook trout, lake trout, landlocked
salmon, the rainbow trout and the brown trout. Most
of the work at Willoughby Lake has been done by the

U. S. Fish Commission, but under the direction of the
chairman of the State Commission. .A.t Willoughby
Lake the landlocked salmon, of course, are not an ex-
perimental fish. They are being introduced in all the
large lakes in Maine. The lake trout is indigenous to

Willoughby Lake, but the stock has become depleted
through illegal fishing and, perhaps, to some extent,

owing to natural causes. The only new fish introduced
here is the steelhead trout, and quite a number of them
were caught last season. These fish have about the same
habits as ihe salmon, but spawn in the spring of the year
instead of in the fall. They have become successfully-

introduced in Lake Michigan, where they are regarded
as a valuable food fish, and the commercial fisheries of

that lake are of great financial importance. For the
trout streams in Vermont no fish can ever supplant the
speckled trout, and the most of the fish propagated by
the State are brook trout.

The Commissioners believe that if the State fosters the
interests placed in their hands, large financial returns will

result. The State of Maine maintains several large hatch-
eries, and considers it a good investment. New Hamp-
shire maintains eleven hatcheries, and the Labor Com-
missioner of New Hampshire reports the amount in-

vested in the summ.er tourist business of the State at

$10,442,352. in 1899. The cash income from the busi-

ness is estimated at over $5,500,000. A large part of

the money invested is along the lake shores, and fishing

is one of the chief attractions. "Incidental with the busi-
ness of summer boarders, and the opportunities it affords
all along the upward trend of farm life, in home markets
for truck gardening, poultry raising, dairy and berry
supplies, and the general awakening of public spirit and
enterprise in home conditions, surroundings, and the
well-being of the tOAvn, come the subjects of education,
rural mail delivery and better roads, all intimately linked
with the public weal, and what the best interests of ad-
vanced civilization demand."
Vermont has the same attraction as New Hampshire,

and the same opportunities to attract investments of the
above character. It is the policy of the Fish and Game
Commissioners to do what is possible in their depart-
ment to meet the demands of Vermonters, as well as the
ever increasing class of summer visitors who are wilhng
to pay big prices for the privilege of catching a few fish.

ANGLING NOTES.

Limit the Basket of Trout.

A i^EW days jigo a gentleman said to me that I was
right in saying that angler,s killed too many trout when
they were in the woods, that all men should be content
with such trout as could be eaten in camp and ten pounds
to bring home. It was my opinion that no trout should
be taken home, for surely the man who had just had a
season of fresh trout in the woods would not care for
trout that had been transported a sufficient distance to
deprive them of their flavor (and this distance is very
short), and he would not care to give his friends what
he would not eat himself. .'\ salmon will bear trans-
portation, and one who receives a salmon may consider
that a compliment has been paid to him by the man who
kills and sends it, but it is, in my opinion, no compli-
ment to kill a lot of little trout and pack them in moss, or
what not, and deliver them to a friend in a condition
more suited to the ash barrel than the table, and most
of the trout brought out of the woods are in that condi-
tion. They may not quite smell to heaven, but they are
not fresh, no matter if they have been kept on ice or
covered with ice.

It is the bringing home of trout for friends that' de-
stroys a lot of good fish, and T contend that it is not a
compliment to the friends. If one must give one's friends
fish after a vacation in the woods far from town, a nice,
fat salted mackerel is much more of a compliment, for
such a fi.=ih is good to cat.

Last evening I returned home a.fter an absence of two
weeks, and in my mail was a letter from a very dear
friend, the mother of two bo3's who will grow into first-

class sportsmen, because their parents are sportsmen, and
know hovv to train sportsmen, and I quote from the
fetter as follows: .

"We spent last Sunday with the boj's at St. Paul's
School. They are happy and doing well. G. wants his
rod, and says there is but one fisherman among the boys
here. This boy puts back all the fish he catches, no
matter what their size may be, except ones which he
kills to eat!"

I would like to know that boy, and wish I were not
so old myself, that I could be sure of living to see what
sort of a man the boy would grow into. Just think of
a boy killing but one fish of his catch, and putting all

others back in the water alive! Really, that is the first

omen that I have discovered that indicates that the
millennium may be about due. Men—some men—when
they are approaching the meridian of life, or have passed
it s few notches, discover that it is not well, or not
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decent, depending upon the particular man, to kill more
fish than can be used where the fish are killed, and they

cease to parade that moth eaten excuse of killing to take

home to friends. It is possible that at this period of

life the love for killing, which seems to have been in-

herited by most men from ancestors perhaps as remote

as the cave dwellers, ceases in a measure from being

overfed, but it is a fact that this change actually occurs

in a few men, but that a boy should exist without a

highly developed desire to kill is most wonderftd, and
shows that the world is producing better, in. sppts.

Tfoat and Low Water.

In many of the counties of New York there has been

a great drought this year ; in some sections it was un-

precedented. Streams that were never before known to

run dry presented a watercourse of sun-heated cobble

stones and gravel, with nothing to suggest moisture. The
newspapers have had items in their news columns stating

that trout have perished by thousands in conseqeunce of

the drying up of the brooks and springs, one paper

stating that millions of trout have perished,

I doubt if it is quite as bad as the newspapers would
make it, although some trout have probably been de-

stroyed by the absence of water in the streams. Trout
know pretty w^ell when the water is falling, and drop
down stream as the water recedes, though some do take

refuge in the pools where springs come in from the

bottom and where the water is cooler than in other por-

toins of the stream. In a previous note I tnentioned that

the men employed at the State hatchery in Sullivan

county had been engaged in the work of rescuing trout

in the streams that were drying up by taking them out of

the pools and conveying them to better and deeper water.

Since then I have talked with the men who did the work
and they tell me that not many trout were found in any
single pool, though the aggregate of all the poofs was
considerable. While the work was in progress the rains

came and raised the .streams beyond the danger point. No
dead fish were found, but it is true that when the streams
recede, leaving the trout in pools, their natural enemies
have a better chance to destroy them. Last year I was
informed that a stream where I had previously planted
yotmg fish was practically dried up. I examined it for

.several miles, and though pools were left where there

were springs, I did not find a single, fish alive or dead; all

apparentl.v had dropped down stream into a lake into

which the brook emptied. The fish at some of the State

hatcheries have suffered from low and warm weather, but
the loss was confined almost entirely to fry that were
being reared to fingerlings, especially to lake trout, and
the. total loss was little if any more than it has been in

other previous years, when the water has become low
and consequently warm. One feature of the drought in

its relation to trout fishing has not been commented upon
by the daily newspapers that have killed off millions of

fish with a few strokes of the pen. In northern New
York the low water has made it necessary for trout to

seek new spawning grounds in some streams. Men em-
ployed at one of the State hatcheries in the Adirondacks
have been seeking the wild trout to obtain eggs for the

hatchery, and have found the usual spawning place de-

serted because the water was too low for spawning, and
they have been searching for the trout in new places. I

will know more about this matter a little later, but now
the men have established the fact that in many instances

trout have been forced to seek new spawning places, but
that they will spawn somewhere there can be no doubt,
though the change may change the fishing conditions
,'?omewhat in the near future in such streams as are wholly
depehdent upon the natural increase and are not planted
with fi.sh reared artificially. The trout breeding this year
in new places becaitse of force of circumstances may re-

turn to their old haunts next season should there be an
abundance of water at the spawming time, but the young
from eggs deposited this fall will probably remain in or
near the waters where they may be born and there estab-

lish generations of trout for the future.

This condition will not obtain to .such a degree ir\ waters
in more southern portions of the State, where trout

spawn later than in the Adirondacks, and where the
rains have raised the streams to normal conditions be-
fore the spawning period arrives. The difference in

trout and spawning season between northern and south-
ern New York may be illu.strated by the following. On
Oct. 3 I looked over the ponds at .Saranac hatchery, and
one solitary female brook trout had entered the spawning
race. Oct, 18 I looked over the ponds at Cold Spring
Harbor, Long Island, and found two trout fanning the

gravel in one of the ponds, and both were male trout.

Oct. 15 10000 brook trout eggs were taken at the
Sacandaea hatchery, which is beyond and near Lake
Pleasant. These eggs were taken from wild trout. The
colder the water the earlier the trout will spawn, and so
the earliest eggs are taken in the Adirondacks, and as it

remains colder for a longer period than on Long Island,

the eggs require a longer time to hatch, as, for' example,
last year the average time required to hatch trout eggs
on Long Island was about forty-five days, which was
shorter than usual, and in the Adirondacks trout eggs
have been 156 days in hatching, and at the salmon hatchery
on the Ristigouche River in Canada the eggs of salmon
have required 210 days. I am not inclined to accept the
statement that millions ' of trout have perished because
of the drought, for if the destruction was as great as the
newspaper items would indicate there would be forth-
coming evidence of some dead fish somewhere, and as yet
no one has produced this evidence, and I have been pretty
well .over the State, and being interested in the matter I

have tried to get all the evidence possible on the ground.
Trout understand pretty well how to take care of them-
selves whether nature frowns or smiles on conditions
best suited to their welfare at certain places, and whep
she frowns at one place they seek another where she is

smiling. As an illustration of this, let me recite from
personal experience. During the height of the drought I

was hunting for living springs in Delaware and Sullivan
counties, and examined all that I could hear of through
friends who were interested in telling me of the best that
would serve to provide an unfailing supply for trout
hatching, At one place the streams were very dry, for
most pools, and there were rumors that many trout had
perished. No one Icnew that they had only then assumed
that they must have perished because the water was so

low >n the main stres^nis, Up in our little valley, a spur

3S1

of the main valley, there was a small brook whcih was
said never to run dry under any circumstances. I fol-

lowed this brook to its source, and it was fed by springs.

One spring, the largest of four, started high up on the
side of a mountain, and as I climbed up and up, occa-
sionally stopping to stick a thermometer in the water, I
found that the little brook which, the spring made was
full of trout, too many trout to be sustained for any
great length of time by the fish food natural to the water.
To one who had never given thought to the matter it

would have appeared impossible for trout to get up to the
places where they were, but they were there, and that
was evidence enough.

How Do They Do It?

How do little trout get up over falls and strong
water, and places seemingly impossible for trout? The
larger trout will swim up a sheer fall if the volume of
water is thick enough to envelope their fins, but trout
2 to 3 inches long seem such weak little things that a
strong current must wash them away if they were venture-
some enough to enter it.

Two days ago I was at the Long Island -hatchery of
the Forest, Fish and Game Commission of New York,
and the rearing races were being repaired. The water
had been diverted from its usual course to enable the
upper races to be rebuilt, and it was' directed through a
temporary box into a rearing pond containing several
thousands of fingerling brook trout. This gave the water
a greater head at the pond than the fish were accustomed
to. and as it came in with considerable force it fell on
an inclined plank just above the surface of the water in
the rearing pond, making for the little fish a miniature
Niagara with falls and rapids. The fingerlings instantly
tackled it, and forty, fifty, a hundred, were jumping and
in the air at the same time. The inclined plank was in
the nature of an apron below a dam, and the trout could
not clear it, but they made some grand elYorts to, and all

the time the atmosphere over the rough water was filled
with little trout. As neariy as the eye could measure the
distance, some of the little trout, 3 to 5 inches long,
jumped a foot above the water, and leaps of 6 or 7
inches were not uncommon. All day they were at it, and I
presume they will continue to jump so long as the water
comes in with a rush as it does at present. It would be
well worth seeing as an exhibition of high and continuous
leaping if the pond and fish could be moved to Madison
Square Garden during the Sportsmen's Show, and I am
sure the exhibition would draw a crowd. I advised one
friend in New York to go dow'n to the hatchery by train
and look at the show, assuring him he would be repaid
for the time it required, as he is interested in all that
relates to fish, and it would interest those who are not
fond of fish as well as those who are, and then, too,
seeing is believing. The show will probably continue at
the hatcherj' until the water is again directed into its
old course a month hence, so that if any one haopens to be
in the vicinity during that time I would suggest that a
call be made upon the leapers in the pond and that everv
witness of the athletics make it his or her pleasure to
spread the information regarding what they may see with
their own eyes. A. N. Cheney.

South Sea Whitebait.
For a few days in each year, and always in the month

of September, the South Sea people have a treat in the
way of fish—a .small stream runner smaller than the
Thames whitebait and better flavored.
The natural history of the fish is obscure. It seems to

be the fry of some fish, for when taken many have the
yelk sac still attached to them. The first that is known
of It is when schools appear in the mouths of rivers. The
river mouths at all sea.sons of the tide seem fairly alive
with the multitudes of fish not an inch long, but all swim-
ming and leaping under the impulse of the instinct to
ascend the fresh-water streams. Then they are caught
simply by sinking a piece of cloth in the water and lift.ng
It by Its four corners at once. A square of cloth 6 feet
each way will hold at an ordinary draft half a bushel of
the fi,sh, which the Samoans and many other islanders
know under the name "inanga." During the few days
they are running they are taken by millions without
diminishing the schools in the least. Enormous numbers
of them are known to pass up the streams, but once past
the bar at the river mouth they disappear from sight and
all knowledge. Even in the height of their return they are
not seen in the streams above the mouth, yet they are
never seen running back to sea. The run lasts for not
more than a week or ten days in any one stream, and on
the Island of Upolu seems to begin in the eastern stream^
earlier than in those down to the west. .A,pia harbor has
two .streams debouching into it. Not more than half a mile
separates the two, yet the school begins to run in the
Vaisingano three days before it makes its appearance in
the Mulivai, which lies to the westward.

In native cookery they are wrapped in banana leaves
and steamed for a short tiine. But the catchers eat them
raw with great avidity. Once a foreign resident secured
a mess of the dainty fish and gave tiiem to a Samoan cook
boy to ptepare after civilized methods of cookery. The
domestic tyrant was not prepared to venture on blunt
refusal, but he professed to be much shocked at the
order. When asked why it affected him that way, he
whispered that, of course, he would obey orders, ' but
he would have to do it when he could be" sure that no
other Samoan could discover what he was doing. Still
further pressed for reasons for so much secrecy, he an-
nounced that the "inanga" was, in his own way of put-
ting it, extremely "tufanua" or low caste, and not at all a
fish for one to eat so highly placed as the family he had
the honor to serve: It was a clever device, but it did not
bear the investigation which followed, the question of
foods proper to certain ranks being interesting if true.
The frying of the fish showed why the cook shirked the
task. They keep their vitality for a surprisingly long
time, and when they are put into a hot pan it is a task
of much attention to keep them there, for they hop about
like 50 many winged creatures. It was solely to save
himself this bother that the cook had invented a low
rank for a fish that is really superior to any of the most
famous whitebait, \v^tether of England. New Zealand or
Puget Sotmci. LLE^VELI,A Pierce ^x7RCHip!:,t.,
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An Enemy of Trout.
Boston, Mass.—Editor Forest and Stream: Among

the interesting incidents of our lishcultural work this year

is the supposed discovery of a new enemy to trout fry.

This is a fresh-water form (Gammartis fasciatus) resem-

bling in general appearance and size that common species

of marine crustacean found along our sea beaches, and
usually known as "sea flea" or "sand flea."

Last spring some trout fry were put into the waters

controlled by the Water Commissioners of Newburyporl,
Mass. Not long thereafter the secretary of the Water
Board, Mr. Harry S. Noyes, informed me that the

fry had been attacked by a small animal, which destroyed

a considerable number of the young fish.

T immediately wrote for specimens, which were prompt-
ly obtained. These were identified as Gammarus fasciatus

by the scientists of the U. S. Fish Commission, who, how-
ever, were of the opinion that probably a mistake in

observation had been made, since it was not thought C

THE (;ammarus.
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fasciatus would attack living fish, though it was deemed
quiti^ probable it would promptly devour fish wbfich had
died from any cause.

In order, therefore, to obtain fuller information on this

interesting subject, I wrote to Mr. Noyes for details.

In his reply he makes the following statements

:

"The only information I can give you in regard to the
Gammarus comes from the engineer at the works, who
spent some time watching the trout. He reported that if

the fish remained motionless in the water the insects would
attack them ; the trout in most cases were able to dis-

lodge them by rapid swimming, but not always. I think
he sav»? them have three dead ones one day.

"At the present time the trout are doing fintely, some
being over 3 inches long, and they seem to be eating the
Gammarus, as they are not near as numerouis as they
were."

If the observations of fishculturists in other States, or
future studies determine beyond question that irout fry
are liable to be destro5red by G. fasciatus, and likewise
that the latter is eagerly eaten by fingerling fish, then the
advocates of artificially rearing trout to the size of finger-

lings, before depositing them in brooks or ponsd to

look out for themselves, will have additional reason for
their belief. J. W. Collins.

Bullheads.
It may be of interest to your readers and at the same

time chance to serve for the more careful protection of
our angling waters to describe in your columns a couple
of fish hogs whom I came face to face with while angling
for bass at Prior Lake, Minn., last fall.

One evening just as the sun was setting I left Mc-
Kennett's place at the foot of the lake and started for a
favorite fishing spot some half-mile distant, and, reach-
ing it after a pleasant paddle, landed my canoe and
started casting off shore. At twilight, when winding in

my line preparatory to gathering a oouple of bass I'd
staked out close by me and starting on my homeward
journey, the sounds of footsteps attracted my attention,

and gazing behind, I spied two men, lugging a large sack,
approaching me. Not being in a hurry, I thought I'd

wait for them to come up, as the sack had aroused my
suspicion and set me to wondering what was in it. When
they came up I inquired, "What have you in the sack,

partners? Made a big haul of something, I surmise."
"Bullheads!" they answered. "Reckon you think we've
got our share of 'em, eh?" And sure enough the large
vSack contained an immense number of the fish mentioned,
seemingljr thousands of them.
"What are you going to do with them?" I queried,

after satisfying myself the}^ were bullheads.
"Take 'em back to the house and feed 'em to the hogs,"

they replied. Seeing my native State fish slaughtered
in the manner mentioned was too much for me to bear
to keep quiet, and I couldn't refrain from lecturing them
severely. My talk, I guess, put the idea into their heads
that I was a game warden, and after some hot words had
been exchanged among us, they picked up their sack and
walked briskly away.

I hurriedly gathered the two bass, which I didn't want
darkness to prevent my finding, then started in pur.'^uit

of the fish hogs, but when I came to look for them they
M'ere no longer following the lake edge. They had dis-

appeared in the woods and were gone. Where they
came from or where they went to I was never able to
learn afterward, but I knew they had made their haul
from the water I was fishing, and it Avas my opinion
they had made similar ones numerous times before. It

seems a pity some check can't be put on such fellows.
What will become of our fishes if they continue to be
slaughtered in numbers like the one described?

It may be possible that a few persons, and probably
a great number might say: "Well, what if those nasty,
slimy bullheads were run out of existence? They're not
good to eat or for anything else, save to prick one's
hands severely, that I can see." But ask the old angler
who has caught and saten most every kind of fish what he
thinks of the bullhead as a table fish, and the greater odds
are that he'll say: "Doubt if I ever tasted a better
fish. I've eaten all kinds, and bullheads, when properly
cooked, seem as good as the next to me." Although the
bullhead is rarely, if ever, fished for by the experienced
angler, it is surprising what an exciting battle a fair sized
fish of the bullhead family can afford. Some five years
sijice, while fishing a little Western lake—Prairie Lake,
Minn.—I saw a whopper bullhead landed, and the fight it

put up did rne much good to see.

One morning when about to push my boat off shore for
a long- row to an island in the distance, an old farmer
came up and begged me take him to a particular portion
of the w ater, and wishing to grant his desire, . I

gladly ushered him in for the ride. He had a tree branch
for a. rod, to which was attached a stout cord, on the
water end of which was a curved nail for a hook, and
with that arrangement he was going off "Fer a mess fer
breakfast," he told me. When nearing the farmer's
"favored spot a large fish splattered noisily by the boat's
side, then my friend said, anxiously, "Slow up, partner,
and, ril try ter fetch 'im." A moment after he had
lowfercd a large hunk of meat over the boat side his rod
was carried several inches tmder water and the wrestle
that then followed was very excitable and laughable in-

ifleed. After a long struggle the captive was flopped into
the boat between us, and such a large and mean looking
bullhead neither the farmer nor I had before seen. The
farmer thought, according to his judgment, that it was a
5-pounder, but I knew it -vyould lack well 2 pounds, and
probably more from the figure he stated to me. When
we reached the shore a few moments later and I held the
Ijig fish up to attach to its death string, I couldn't help
Ibut regret the fact that it hadn't started its fight against
my slender rod and afforded my reel some music instead
of yielding its last attempt at struggling to the old far-

mer's seeming crowbar and clothes line.

Shee-roo-kee.

St. Lawrence Fishing.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The majestic St. Lawrence River and its enchanting

Thousand Islands are becoming more popular as a sum-
mer resort year by year and ever gaining a warmer place
in the hearts of the American people as time rolls on. The
grand old river which links the great fresh water seas on
the northern border of our nation with the greater At-
lantic, and along whose course runs the boundary line

between two powerful countries, is in itself one of the most
beautiful streams on the globe. For many miles after
leaving Lake Ontario it moves with scarcely perceptible
current, and it is not until the Thousand Islands have
been left far behind and the city of Prescott has been
passed that the hitherto sedate river exhibits a new
phase of character and becomes boi,sterously active in the
famous rapids known as the Gallops, Long Sault, Coteau,
Cedar, Cascade and Lachine. Calmly and peacefully it

flows on undisturbed for the most part, even by the violent
.storms which sometimes visit the lake region. Safe in

the inexhaustible reservoirs which nature has so gener-
ously provided to supply it, the St. Lawrence pursues the
even tenor of its way with unchanged volume in drought
:imd deluge alike, unmindful of and unaffected by the
•causes which ordinarily occasion a diminution or in-
crease of flow in other less dignified streams. The river
varies in width from one mile or less in some places to
ten miles in others, and in depth from a few inches on the .

shoals, marshes and sand beaches to over a 00 feet in

certain localities. Its waters are of such crystalline purity
that the river bottom can be discerned in all places save
where the depth is exceptionally great, and they are
•characterized by a soft azure tint sometimes merging into
a delicate green, which lends a wonderful charm and
beauty to the river. It is at the Thousand Island, how-
ever, where the most abundant and .striking evidences are
found of the great and increasing popularity of the river
as a summer resort. The manner in which the island
region has been developed during the past few years by
people in quest of health, rest and recreation is little

short of marvelous. A quarter of a century ago or even
less the Thousand Islands were comparatively unknown,
excepting as an excellent locality for fishing, and land
could be had there at a nominal figure. Since then, how-
ever, and especially within the past decade, palatial sum-

'

mer hotels have sprung up on the islands and both the
American and Canadian shores, magnificent summer resi-

dences, many of which cost fabulous sums, have been
erected on the islands, and everywhere smaller and less
pretentious, but nevertheless comfortable and cozy, cot-
tages have been built in .such numbers in several places
as to create veritable villages. Naturally there has been
a corresponding increase in real estate values, and this
is fairly illustrated by the fact the Governor's Lsland, near
Clayton, which was once bought for $170, was sold a few
years ago for $5,000, and it is not long since an offer
of $10,000 was refused for an i.sland near Alexandria
Bay which had been bought for $100. The number of
summer visitors at the islands is annually on the in-
crease, and the past sea,son was the best ever known.
The Thousand Islands, so-called, althsugh there are

more than 1,500 of them, planted in the broad expanse of
the St. Lawrence, form one of the most beautiful archi-
pelagoes in the world. The islands proper begin &t Cape
Vincent and extend to Morristown and Brockville, about
thrity-eight miles below, and vary in size from a small
pile of rocks covered by a few small trees to others of
large proportions, one of them Wellsley Island, containing
nearly 10,000 acres of arable land. The scenery on and
among the islands is picturesque and charming, the air
is pure, clear and invigorating, and the facilities for boat-
ing are unsurpassed. Joseph Octave Cremizie, the Cana-
dian poet, in writing of the islands, said

:

"When Eve plucked death from the Tree of Life and
brought tears and sorrow upon earth, Adam was driven
out into the world to mourn with her, and taste from
the bitter spring that we drink to-day. Then angels on
their wings bore the silent Eden to the eternal spheres on
high, and placed it in the heavens, but in passing through
space they dropped along the way to mark their course
some flowers from the Divine Garden. These flowers, of
changing hues, falling into the great river, became the
Thousand Isles^—the paradise of the St. Lawrence. The
Thousand Isles—magnificent necklace of diamond and
sapphire that those of the ancient wOrld Avould have pre-
ferred to the bright gold of Ophir ! Sublime and beauti-
ful crown that rests upon the ample brow of the St.
Lawrence, on her throne of the vast lakes that display the
tinted rainbow, and return the echoes of thundering
Niagara! The Thousand Isles—charming wonder-
oases on the sleeping waves—that which might be thought
a flower basket borne by a lover's hand! In thy pic-
turesque retreats I find naught but peace and happiness,
and spend the tranquil days in singing the lays of a heart

content
! Not proud Andalusia—nor the banks of Cadiz,

nor the kingdom of the Moors sparkling-like rubies,
nor the poetic scenes of Florence and Milan, nor Rome
with its ancient splendors, nor Naples with its volcano,
nor that charmed sea where Stamboul lifts its towers,
nor the Vales of Sorrow where the fierce Giaours dwell,
nor India in its native wealth, where Para-Brahma
shines, nor the seas of verdure that Kalidsa celebrate, nor
all the treasures of Memphis, nor the rapids of the Nile,
where we seek and admire Osiris—shall ever thy echoes
repeat from the notes of this lyre which is tuned amid
these charming scenes."
Taking into consideration the entrancing beauty of the

region with the many natural advantages it possesses and
the fact that practically all the comforts and luxuries of
modern civilization are obtainable there, it is not strange
that it has become one of the most popular summer re-
sorts on the American continent. This portion of the
river also has many places of historic interest, and in-
numerable legends and tales of romantic adventure are
associated with its i^ilands, bays and channels. In addi-
tion to all its other attractions is an ihiportant feature
which must not be overlooked, and that is the fishing.
The river contains the muskallonge {Esox nobilor), the
pike proper or St. Lawrence pickerel {Esox Indus), the
black bass (Micropterus dolomiei) and several other
varieties of less gamy fresh-water fish, including the wall-
eyed pike, perch, rock bass, catfish, etc.

The Thousand Island region was a favorite resort for
.
anglers long before it was ever thought of as a popular
summer resort in the present acceptation of the term. In
those early days the river teemed with game fish, and
the labors of the angler were abundantly rewarded.- Then
came a period, however, when the greed for money
proved disastrous to the finny tribe, and net fishermen
held unmolested sway over the waters, shipping their
great catches to market, until at last there were few fish
left for those who angled with rod and line. This state
of affairs existed until 1883, when the organization known
as the Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River
was formed, its aim being the preservation, protection
and perpetuation of game fishing in the river. Through
the energy and activity of the members and their agents,
net fishing was stopped within a few years, and since
then the fishing has been constantly improving. The
Anglers' Association is now one of the most powerful
organizations of its kind in the State, having in its ranks
all of the wealthy men from different parts of the country
who annually visit the islands, as well as many of the
most prominent citizens of the river towns. The im-
portance of the work which has been accomplished by the
Anglers' Association, and which it is still doing in the
interests of the Thousand Island region, cannot be over-
estimated.

Some very large muskallonge are caught in the St.
Lawrence River, specimens weighing 40 pounds or per-
haps a little more being taken occasionally, while not a
season passes without a number weighing from 20 to 30
pounds being captured. It is a pretty good muskallonge,
however, that tips the .scales at 15 pounds, and from that
point to 20 pounds, and such prizes are quite often
brought in. The average weight of the St. Lawrence
River pickerel or pike proper is somewhere from 3 to 8
pounds, and anything above the latter figure may be con-
sidered a good catch. The.se fish are quite often captured,
however, weighing as much as 15 pounds, and now and
then one is taken which weighs a few pounds more than
that. The black bass which are brought in average from
I to 2 pounds in weight, and one that weighs 3 pounds is

conceded to be a fine specimen. Sometimes, however,
they are caught weighing as much as 4 pounds or even
a little more than that, and the.sc are the fellows that
the anglers like to talk about.
Taken as a whole, the past season has been a remark-

ably good one for fishing on the St. Lawrence. June was
a very fair month, and some nice fish were taken, but
July was very windy, and the fishing was not so good. In
August and September, however, the weather was beauti-
ful and the fishing superb. It has also averaged pretty
well during the present month. One experienced angler
says that in the fifteen summers he has spent on the
river he never before saw such splendid bass fishing as
there has been this year. A record of the best catches
made on the St. Lawrence during the past season makes
this showing:
On June 29, J. S. Cox, John Muller and R. C, Fisher,

who were stopping in Clayton, captured 75 pounds of
black bass in three hours' fi.shing, The fish ranged in

weight from to 4 pounds.
On July 6; B. French, E. Lowe and John Lavoncher, of

Alexandria Bay, caught forty-eight bass in the Lake of
the Isles, which ranged from iJ-< to 4 pounds.

S. R, Shear. Superintendent of Schools of White Plains,
with Albert Marshall as guide or oarsman, had good
success, catching pickerel on July 13. Their catch in-

cluded one weighing 12 pounds, one weighing 8 and three
which tipped the scales at 6 pounds each.

Artist Russell, who went out from Clayton fishing on
July g, caught a 3>4-pound black bass. On or about the
same date Wm. Eastern and Harry Hanson, of New York
citj-, with Louis Minnoe as guide, landed a t3}4-pound
pickerel and several smaller ones.

Mrs. Nora Bender, of Utica, and Mrs. H. J. Kilbourn,
of Grinnell Island, on July 13 captured seventy-two bass
and perch, the largest bass weighing 3^4 pounds.
At Fisher's Landing on July 27 a muskallonge weighing

21 pounds was caught by Melzer Prime.
On Aug. 3 the Smith party, stopping at Clayton, with

Geo. Lalonde, Sr.. as oarsman, caught the limit of twenty-
four black bass for the sixth consectftive day's fishing.

About this time Mrs. Smith caught a 7J^-pound muskal-
longe with a light rod and single hook.
Fred Dickinson captured a muskallonge weighing 18

pounds at Fisher's Landing on Aug. 4.

On Aug. 8 Artist C. W. Russell, of Clayton it is said,

captured twenty-seven strawberry or calico bass, the
smallest weighing over a pound. The catch was made in

the upper bay. But few of this species of fish have been
seen in these waters for several years.

In Simcoe Bay early in August a party consisting of
Messrs. King. Alexander, Coin and Vandergrief, with
their guides, Riley Allen, Stephen Leyare and Chas. Gard-
ner, in two or three days' fishing took 240 pounds of
black bass, some weighing as high as 4 pounds. The
p,1.rty went out. fnim Clayton in a yachi
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Roy Shoemaker, of Alexandria Bay, on Aug: 14, caught
seventeen black bass, the largest of which tipped the scales

at 434 pounds. He also landed six pickerel, one of which
is said to have weihged 24^^ pounds.
On Aug. 17 Oarsman Daniel Quinn, of Alexandria Bay,

caught a 12-pound pickerel in the Lake of the Isles.

About the middle of August a yachting party consisting

of Louis Marx, Nathan Strauss, Isidore Strauss and A.
Abrams, of New York city, guests at Alexandria Bay,
and a few friends visited Watterson's Point and enjoyed
a barbecue near that place. During the day a lo-pound
pickerel was captured. About the same time Miss Ruby
Fall, who was fishing in company with Capt. and Mrs.
Kratzenberg, of Utica, near Wagoner's Point, caught a

g-pound pickerel.

Late in August James Chalmers, of Bay Side, and M.
Bowling, of Virginia, while fishing near Fisher's Land-
ing, captured in half a day nineteen pickerel, the total

weight of which, was 54 pounds. On Aug. 2g the same
anglers in the same locality took 454 perch, weighing in

the aggregate 96 pounds.
On Aug. 28 John Foley, of Clayton, and his brother,

James Foley, of Illinois, with Louis Marshall as guide,

made a fine catch of fish, including a 14-pound muskal-
longe.

F, W. Emery; of Boston, who spent the summer at the

Hubbard House, Clayton, was out fishing sixty-two days
prior to Sept. r, and succeeded daily in catching the limit

allowed by law for black bass, which is twenty-four. H.
G. Gould was his guide.

John H. Dana, of Rocehster, while a guest at Alexan-
dria Bay. early in September, caught a 12-pound pickerel

Rev. W. li. Barton, of New York, who was the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Campbell, of Alexandria Bay, the

fore part of September, went out fishing one day with
the Martin party and captured two fine muskallonge, the
larger weighing 17 pounds. Miss Martin lajided one
weighing 10 pounds.

T. H. McCoy, of New York city, with Louis Minnoe
as oarsman, went out fishing from Clayton one day dur-
ing the latter part of September, and caught a pickerel

weighing toJ^ pounds, one weighing 9^ pounds, one
weighing 8 pounds and several smaller specimens, ranging
from 3 to 6 pounds. He also caught a number of black
bass, including one that weighed 2^ pounds.

George H. Marsh, Harold D. Marsh and Roy Shoe-
maker went out from Alexandria Bay the latter part of

September and caught forty-seven fine bass, fourteen
pickerel and six muskallonge.
During the first week in October the Bergman party,

who went out from Clayton with Albert Marshall as

guide, brought in a 25-pound muskallonge. Mrs. Mann,
with Charles Seymour as guide, landed one that weighed
15 pounds.
On Oct. 4 Joseph Churco and Ed Mennoe. of Clayton,

captured the largest muskallonge recorded as taken during
the season. It weighed 43 pounds.
On the same day Albert Marshall and Cahlres Seymour,

of Clayton, caught a muskallonge weighing 32 pounds.
L. E. Fry and E. Denny, who went out from Clayton

early in October, captured twenty-three fine pickerel.

A gentleman from New Y^ork, accompanied by Oarsman
McDonnell, of Cape Vincent, while trolling in Button
Bay, landed a muskallonge weighing 27 pounds.
William Howarth, druggist, of Utica, spent the past

season, as is his annual custom, at his summer residence
on Carlton Island, St. Lawrence River. In company with
his wife, they remained there from June 16 to Sept. 20,

and during that period had some splendid fishing, espe-
ciall}^ for bass. Of course, there were many days on
w^hich they did not go out to fish, but they went often,

and almost invariably met with excellent success. In
fact, they seemed to have the knack of catching bass when
other anglers in their immediate vicinity failed. At times
during the season they had guests visiting them, and
the new comers, under the guidance of their host and
hostess, also made big catches. A record kept at the
cottage of the number of fish caught by members of the
Howarth party during the season shows these totals:
Black bass, .574; perch, 726; pickerel, 95; muskallonge, i;

making in the aggregate, 1.396 fish taken. Certainly this

is a great record in view of the fact that the fish were all

captured with rod and line, and all were up to the full

size prescribed by law. No bass less than 10 inches in

length or weighing less than half a pound were kept, as a

matter of course, and they ranged from 8 or to ounces
1

up to 4yi pounds. The perch averaged from J4 to 1

,
pound, and ran from that to 2 pounds. They were very

< plentiful and of good size. The pickerel taken did not
run very large The largest one, which weighed 1214
pounds, was caught on Sept. 6. The muskallonge was
captured on Sept. 12 and weighed 16 pounds. The bass
fishing was particularly good during August ajid Septem-
ber. On Aug. 7 Mr. and Mrs. Howarth took twelve bass
weighing in the aggregate 24 pounds.
On Aug. 10 Mr. and Mrs. Howarth, accompanied by

A. C. Salisbury and Dr. J. G. Kilbourne, of Utica, who
were their guests, went out in two boats and caught
twenty-eight black bass in the forenoon and fifteen in the
afternoon. Seven of the bass then taken weighed 32
pounds, an average of 4^/3 pounds.
On Aug, 24 Mr. and Mrs. Howarth landed nine bass

which averaged in weight 3% pounds apiece.
On Sept. 2 Mr. and Mrs. Howarth and their guests,

Theodore M. Glatt and John Carberry, of Utica, caught
ten black bass, which weighed 29^^ pounds, and two
pickerel, one weighing 7 and the other 9 pounds. This
was all done in the forenoon.
The black bass fishing in Lake Ontario at and near

Cape Vincent has been better than has ever before been
known. Some of the oarsmen there who go out with
fishermen and are fortunate enough to have patrons who
angle solely for pleasure, are allowed to sell the fish they
catch. They are readily disposed of at the fish house at
Cape Vincent, and black bass bring S cents a pound.
The revenue of the guides is thus often largely increased.
One oarsman who accompanied a New Yorker frorn Tune
IS to Sept. I made a good thing out of the sale of fish,

as they caught nearly half a ton of bass during that
period. Another guide, who was in the employ of a
-Sportsman during the season, did even better than that,
for their aggregate catch amounted to one and one-
quarter tons of bass, and the fish were sold at 8 cents a
pound, the former receiving the proceeds.

Trolling with spoons is commonly conceded to be the

most effectual method of capturing the muskallonge, and
those of gold, silver, brass and copper are used accord-

ing to the weather conditions. When the sun shines

brightly a copper spoon is considered the proper thing.

When there are occasional clouds a gold or brass one is

used, and in case it is a dark, lowering day the silver

spoon is favored. Many of the most popular spoons are

constructed of two metals, showing one on the face and
another on the reverse, while some show the metal only

on tiie face, and are painted red inside. Large hooks made
of coarse wire with three or four barbs, one placed an

inch under the others, and the whole heavily dressed with

quill feathers, are i-ecommended for muskallonge fish-

ing. Stiff trolling poles, cable laid linen trolling lines,

strong silver gimp leaders with a swivel at either end,

and good, reliable reels, are also among the desirable

articles in an outfit. Trolling spoons and minnows are

used for pickerel fishing, and for black bass and perch,

minnows and crabs form tempting bait.

W. E. WOLCOTT.
Utica, N. Y., Oct. 19.

Mice for Bass Bait*

Princess Bay, N. Y., Oct. 18.

—

Edilor Forest and
Stream: I saw a question to-day in Forest and Stream,
put by "Seldom," of Providence, R. I. It is "Who ever

heard of house mice for bait for bass?"

I can inform "Seldom" that I ti'ied them for bait over

thirty years ago and seldom failed to catch a bass as lonw
as the bait held out. How I found out that mice would
be a good thing for bass was thus: On the old farm,

in Hampshire county, Mass., we had in the barn-

yard a large hogshead with one-third sawed off, and set

in the ground about 18 inches, and from a nice cool

spring on the side of the mountain we led the water to

this. We boys always had fish in it, sometimes bullheads,

perch and pumpkin seeds, etc. One day I caught a

fine black bass out of the Connecticut River, and I

thought I would take him out to the barn and put him in

the "watering tub," as we called it. We used to feed him
worjTis, liver, etc.. imtil one day we boys found a nest of

young mice in the barn with their eyes just opened; so

I suppose more out of deviltry than anything else we took
them out to the "tub" to sec if they could swim. They
CFuld nicely, but al'ter the first one was about in the

middle of that artificial lake the bass had him. Then we
put' in another, and it met the same fate, and so on until

the 4oass had eaten five small mice. The fish would prob-
ably weigh about i?4 pounds.
After that when I found a nest of mice I would always

manage to bring home a good string of bass; but I

never advertised it around amongst the other boys of

the neighborhood. This is only my experience; perhaps
others used the same lure 100 years a.go. But of all the
young mice I found I used to give the pet bass in the
barnvard watering tub, one or two out of every litter.

We kept liim (J sa.y him) five or six years. Those were
happy days.

100 $pommen'$ finds.

Some of the Qaeer Discoveries Made fay Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

23

J. A. Spaulding and party, of St. Louis, while out hunt-
ing in the swamps near Madison, Wis., discovered a
female hermit who lives in a hollow tree in the center
of the swamp. She appeared to be about thirty-five
years old, and to be insane. She fled from the hunters,
who were unable to overtake her.

24

George Johnson, who lives four miles south of Hise-
ville, Ky., went coon hunting, and the dogs chased a
coon up a large poplar. After daylight Mr. Johnson
cut the tree, and, after killing the coon, returned to the
.stump to get his axe. In the hollow of the stump he
found a stone jar which contained ^3,700 m gold coin
and two gold watches. These were undoubtedly placed
there by the famous guerrilla. Bill McGruder. One of
the watches is. marked "J. B. L." and has been identified
by J. B, iessenberry, of Glasgow, as his. Mr. Lessen-
berry was relieved of this watch in the spring of 1862
by Bill McGruder and his gang, who bound Mr. Lessen-
berry behind the counter in a barroom in Glasgow, and
after helping themselves to all the whiskev thev wanted,
went through the cash drawer and took the watch. A
few days later they were met by Col. Frank Wolfered,
who killed several of them and chased the others to the
mountains of East Tennessee.

25

The Phcenix (Ariz. Ter.) Gazette relates that "Parties
out deer hunting ran across an old ruin on the top of the
highest mountain nine miles north of Phcenix. It is

of stone, and some -of the walls are still standing ten
feet high. The old building, or buildings, covered an
area of about two acres of land. The large stones around
the place are covered with hieroglyphics."

26
•

A curious law suit is exercising the minds of the
judicial authorities of a French provincial town. Some,
time ago two sportsmen went scouring the country
round with gims. dogs and ferrets, when suddenlv they
saw a rabbit bound out of a hole, and with it, wonderful
to relate, a coin of the sixteenth century. The sportsmen
picked up the piece of money, and being unable to ascer-
tam Its age or origin, took it to the local cure and
maj'or. Being by this time enlightened as to its value
they returned the-next day to the spot, and after groping
about, hit upon a number of other coins, accumulating
a collection of about 100 specimens, almost all of Italian
workinanship, and bearing effigies, among others of
Francis de Medici, Duke of Etruria, 1585 ; of Ferdinand de
Medici, as well as of Philip the Second of Spain
Henry IV., and other high and mighty potentates—both
native and_ foreign. The owner of the ground has taken
action again3it the tvi^o sportsmen for the recovery of the
collection.
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Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct 30.—Senecaville, O.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish

Protective Association's sixth annual field trials. A. C. Peterson,
Sec'y. Homestead, Pa.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett, Sec'y, Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7.—Jamesport, L. I., N. Y.—First annual field trials of the

Pointer Club of America. R. E. Westlake, Sec'y.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake View, Mich.—Third annual field trials of the

Michigan Field Trials Association. E. Rice. Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Mich,
.Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 13.—Harrisville, Pa.—Central JBeagle Club's annual field

trials. A. C. Pater.son, .Sec'y.

No. I.^i-IG.— Riley, Ind.r-Second annual field trials of the Riley
Field Trials Association. T. L. Graham, Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'v, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
Nov. 20.—Robinson, III.—Illinois Field Trials Association's sec-

ond annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, III.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of
the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsjor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 27.—GlasRow, Ky.—Kentucky Field Trials Club's annual

field trials. F. W. SamueK Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.
Stiircres. .Seo'v. Greenfield Hill. Conn.
Dec. 10.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.

1901.

Jan. 11—Greenville, Ala.—Fifth annual field trials of the Alabama
Field Trials Club. John B. Rosenstihl, Sec'y.
Jan. 21.—Benton County, Miss.—Tenth annual field trials of the

United States Field Trials Club. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton,
Tenn.

BENCH SHOWS.
Nov. 13-17.—Vicksburg, Miss.—First annual bench show of the

West Mississippi Agricultural, Mechanical and Live Stock Ex-
position. John Dewhurst, Supt.
Nov. 28-30.—Philadelphia, Pa.—.Second annusl bench show of the

Philadelphia Dog Show Association. M. A. Viti, Sec'j'.
Dec. 6-10.-Cincinnati. O.—^Annual bench show of the Cincinnati

Fox Terrier Club. J. C. Trohliger, Sec'y.

1901.

Feb. 26-March 1.—Cleveland. O.—Clevel'^tLd Kennel Club's annual
bench show. C. M. Munhall, Sec'y.
March R-9.—Pittsburg. Pa.—DuquestJe Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.

Training the Hunting Dog.

By B. Waters, Author of **Fetch and Carryt A Treatise
on Retrieving."

Vn.-"HeeI/'

"Heel" is the order commonly used to denote that
the dog is to follow behind the shooter. There are
constantly recurring occasions for its use, such as to
keep the dog from aimlessly and annoyingly running
about; to save him from expending his strength in work-
ing out unfavora^ble or barren ground; to prevent him
from intrusive visitations to yards and houses while
passmg them, and to keep him generally in place when
the shooter desires that he stop hunting.

Special pains should be taken to teach perfect obedi-
ence to this order, as it is essential to the best control
of the dog at all times, and is particularlv useful when
two or more dogs are to be handled atiekl together.
The proper obedience to this command is not estab-

lished till the dog will come promptly to heel when
ordered, and there remain reliably and quietly till he
receives the order or signal to go 011, and all this whether
the eye of the trainer is on him or not. Restraining the
dog at heel betimes serves also to rest him without any
lessenmg of the day's sport. It also serves as- a pro-
tection to him from the attacks of vicious curs, and
from frittering away his time in visiting idle curs of
social proclivities.

Simple as is the act required in response to this order,
and notwithstanding the ease with which it can be taught,
few dogs are trained to obey it with even a reasonable de-
gree of observance. Commonly as taught the dog comes
dawdling in with contem])tuous castings to the right and
left nosing about meanwhile, and, when he at last is at
heel, if the trainer takes his eyes off him for a moment,
he casts back to the rear, begins hunting in the wake
of his trainer, paying visits to vagrant curs, or pottering
about in search of bones and garbage. A eood thrashing
is a great benefit to the offender in such "Instances.
The first lessons in teaching this command may be

given in the yard, or when taking him for a run in the
fields.

_

Then it is better to lead him with a cord which
is heln in one hand Avhile the other hand holds a whip.

At first he will go anywhere rather than behind his
trainer, and may exhibit more or less obstinacy and
resistance if his inclination is opposed. When walking
along, the command "heel" is given, at the same time
.lerkmg him toward the rear with the cord. If he after
being forced to tlie rear, attempts to go ahead of his
trainer, he should be whipped back to place, the trainer
being careful to so hit him that he will endeavor to get
behind lor safety. Then the trainer calmly resumes his
walk, and any further attempts to lag behind or to for^e
.-diead are to be thwarted as at first.

If he is resolutely obstinate and resistant a spike
collar should be put on him. Then if he charges ahead
or sags in the collar in a refusal to go at air or if he
.struggles to escape, a pull on the cord will correct him
and bring him into place at once. If he is persistent in
charging ahead, a sharp .cut or , two with the whip will
make him retreat to his place in the rear.
At every correction' the command should be repeated

so that he will learn to associate it with the act of taking
his place at the heels of the trainer, and this should be
persisted in till he will walk steadilv at heel. However
no more punishment should be inflicted than is reallV
needed to enforce the command. The regular repetition
of the lessons and fidelity in enforcing obedience to
details should be relied upon to teach steadiness rather
than violence, long lessons and hurry.
That is the first stage. When the cord and collar are

removed, he may immediately attempt to exercise ' his
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own pleasure. He must then be taught that no liberties

will be tolerated, whether the cord restrains him or not.

The trainer should keep a close eye on him, and if he
dawdles behind, or attempts to break away to the rear, he
should be forced to return to his proper place, and be
punished according to his ne/eds. Nothing short of im-
plicit obedience to orders should be accepted. If, from
the beginning, he feels that the eye of the trainer is upon
him, he will soon cease to take liberties which violates

orders.

On the other hand, he should not be kept so con-
tinuously at heel that he becomes habituated to it, or

acquires a liking for it. If he is of a lazy disposition, or
easily wearied, he quickly learns the greater comfort at

his master's heels than that to be found elsewhere.
After a time the discipline will be firmly inculcated

ind habitual. Then, whether the trainer is afoot, horse-
back or in a wagon, the dog will reliably and cheerifully

follow at heel when ordered to do so.

The advantage of obedience to the command is spe-
cially useful when two dogs are used at the same time
afield. The ability to keep one dog at heel in a trained
way while the other is working is a material advantage
in many ways; it affords an opportunity t© rest one dog
while the other is at work; it is a means of quietly re-

straining one dog when interference is undesirable, as in

reading, drawing, pointing, etc.; and it has a general
moral effect by keeping the dog in proper restraint when
he is not engaged in the work at hand.
When a dog is to be worked in company with other

dogs, it is well to teach him to go on from heel by merely
speaking his name. Thus, if the two dogs A and B are

at heel, and the trainer wishes the former to begin work,
he utters the name of A, looking him in the eye at the
same time. If B starts also, which he is quite likely to

do at first, he must instantly be brought back to heel
and kept there till the trainer orders him out. In time
each dog will learn that when he hears his name uttered
when at heel, it is the same as the order "Go on."
•When the order is thoroughly inculcated, the trainer

can take his dogs along following at heel, and send out
with perfect ease any dog that he wishes to send.

English Setter Club.

The following circular letter, from Mr. W. S. Bell,

explains itself:

Pittsburg Pa., Oct. 19.—To the Members of the English
Setter Club: The committees appointed rae

temporary chairman have made their report
as

The Committee on Nomination have formulated a

ticket and sent it out which has been voted with the fol-

lowing results: For President, H. R. Edwards, Cleve-
land, O. ; for First Vice-President, John E. DeRuyter,
San Francisco, Cal. ; for Second Vice-President, E. A.
Burdette, Radnor, Pa. ; for Third Vice-President, Norvin
T. Harris, Louisville, Ky. ; for Fourth Vice-President,

J. A. Graham, St. Louis, Mo. ; for Fifth Vice-President,
Hobart Ames, Boston, Mass. ; for Secretary. Major J. M,
Tayler, Rutherford, N. J., who are now declared to be
duly elected for one year.

The reports of the other committees I have turned over
to your permanent organization with the assurance .that

any assistance that I may be able to give will be rendered
gladly.

Eastern Field Trials Club All-Age

Entries.

Newton, N. C, Oct. 18.—Herewith is a list of the all-

age entries for the All-Age Stake.

We have ten subscriptions for our Subscription Stake:
Prime Minister—Avent & Duryea's b., w. and t. setter

dog (Count Gladstone IV.—Hester Prynne).
Roj'Sterer—Avent & Duryea's b., w. and t. setter dog

(Count Gladstone IV.—Hester Prynne).
Count Gladstone V.—Avent & Duryea's b., w. and t.

setter dog (Count Gladstone IV.—Capuchin).
Tonv Man—Avent & Duryea's b., w. and t. setter dog

(Tony' Boy—May Blue).
Sioux—Avent & Duryea's b., w. and t. setter bitch

(Count Gladstone IV.—Hester Prynne).
Clip Windem—Avent & Duryea's b. and w. setter bitch

(Tony Boy—R. Windem).
Mortimer—Robert Kelly's b. and w. setter dog (Eugene

T.—Maude).
Count Hunter—Dr. C. I. Shoop's b., w. and t. setter

dog (Count Gladstone IV.—Httnter's Queen).
Minnie's Girl—George Crocker's o. and w. setter bitch

(Antonio—Minnie T.).
Bob Acres—George Crocker's 0. and w. setter dog

(Tony Gale—Minnie T.).

Gilt Edge—George Crocker's o. and w. setter dog
(Count Gladstone IV.—Lillian Russell).

Lady's Count—J. D. Low's b., w. and t. setter dog
(Count Gladstone IV.—Dan's Lady).
Brighton Bob II.—James Thomson's b., w. and t. setter

flog (Brighton Dick—Miss Fortune),

Peg's Girl—E. L. Jamison's b., w. and t. setter bitch

(Rodfield—Lady Webster),
Senator P.—J. W. Flynn's o. and w. pointer dog

(Captain B.—Queen P.).

Daughter Gladstone—W. T. Hunter's b., w. and t. setter

bitch (Lady's Count Gladstone—Daughter Noble).
Earl Jingo—E. M. Beale's 1. and w. pointer dog (Jingo

—Pearl's Dot).
Zephyr II.—J. S. Crane's b, and w. pointer bitch (Rip

Rap—Jingo's Joy).
Dot's Daisy—J. S. Crane's 1. and w. pointer bitch

(Jingo—Dot's Pearl).
Rap's Ranger—^J. J. Rooney's 1. and w. pointer dog

(Rip Rap—Eldred Polly).

Max Gladstone—Leon S. Seay's b., w. and t, setter

dog (Greenway—Buena Vista).

Fairland Count—J. M. Watson's b., w. and t, setter

dog (Count Gladstone IV.—Rod's Petrel).

Rod's Son—R. J. Raney's b. and w. setter dog (

Jack—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. setter dog (Eugene
T.—Maud).
Why Not—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. setter dog

(Eugene T.—Miss Ruby).
Geneva—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. setter bitch,

(Tony Boy—Lena Belle).

Sport's Boy—C. B. Cook's 1. and w. setter d®g (Marie's

Sport—Isabella Maid).
Sport's Gath—G. G. Williamson's b., w. and t., setter

dog (Marie's Sport—Mark Fleet).

Sport McAllester—D. E. Rose's (agt.) b., w. and t.

setter dog (Tony Boy—Blue Belle).

Oakley Hill—D, E. Rose's (agt.) b., w. and t. setter

dog (Rodfield ).

Tramp—J. E. Reyburn's 1. and w. pointer dog (Prince
Boras—Derby)

.

Ponce—L. W. White's (agt.) o. and w. pointer dog

S. C. Bradley, Sec'y-Treas. E. F. T. C.

Champion Field Trial Association.

Trenton, Tenn.—The annual trial of the Champion
Field Trial Association will be held the week following

the United States Field Trials in January next, 01 the

grounds of the latter club in Benton county. Miss. None
but field trial winners are eligible to compete in this trial

The trophy this year, aside from a sweepstake of entry

fees, will be an elegant silver cup, donated by Mr. Edward
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bexter, of BaSton. Willilefs of All-Age stakes itt the

various State organizations can in this ttial have an

opportunity to compete among themselves for the highest

field trial honors of the year.

Entries to this stake do not dose tiU Jan. l, 190I.

W B. Stafford, Sec v.

Tattoo.

The little yacht liere illustrated has proved herself quite

fast in the open waters of Lake Erie between Sandusky,

her home port, and Ballast and Put-m-Bay islands, the

rendezvous of the Interlake Y. R. A, and at the same

time she is in model and construction an excellent cruiser.

I

• TATTOO.

She was designed and built for Mr. C. B. Lockwood, of

Sandusky, by F. W. Martin, of Waukegan, 111. Her
dimensions are

:

Length

—

Over all 32ft. 6in.

L.W.L i8ft. 3in.

Overhang

—

Bow 6ft. Sin.

Counter 7ft. loin.

Breadth-
Extreme gft. 2111.

L.W.L 8ft. 4in.

Freelioard

—

. Bow 3ft.

Least , 2ft.

Counter 2ft. 4in.

f)raTt=~ _

mil 4ft.

With board 6ft. Sin.

MaiiHsail 470 sq. ft.

Jib ^ ........ 170 sq. ft.

Total 640 sq. ft.

Measurement, Seawanhaka rule 22ft.

Mast— :

From stem at L.W.L 3ft. 6in.

Deck to truck 28ft.

Boom 25ft.

Gaff 1 6ft. 3 in.

Spinaker boom 12ft.

The breadth and iron keel and centerboard give ample
stability for the big sail plan, and the long ends leave

very little said outboard. The centerboard is entirely be-

low the floor, so that the full space in the cabin is avail-

sible. Though the head room iis limited, only 4ft., there is

;ample space for wide berths, lockers, etc. The hull is

fitted with a very complete system of air tanks, making
the boat safe in case of an accident. The interior is

very conveniently arranged for cruising, with ice box,
pantry, etc. With her moderate draft, staunch body and
good accommodations, the boat is suitable for many
waters.

"

)i.'^:(aj_jB

William E. Robinson.

On Saturday, Oct. 13. William E. Robinson, yachting
editor of the Boston Globe, died suddenly of heart fail-

ure, at his home in Somerville, a suburb of Boston. On
Friday Mr. Robinson prepared his copy for the Sunday
Globe and returned to his home at night, complaining
of not feeling well, and he remained in bed most of Sat-
urday, though with no serious symptoms. Early on
Sunday morning he was found dead in bed.
Mr. Robinson was born in Somerville on March 5,

1859, and graduated from the local schools in 1876, en-
tering a dry goods house in Boston, but leaving it after

a year to read law. Becoming acquainted with news-
paper men in his new position, he finally abandoned the
study of the law and became the local representative of
the Globe in Somerville and Charlestown in i88i, and

TATTOO-CABIN PLAN.
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a year later he changed to & sittiilar position on the
Boston Journal. He proved to be a gdod reportefj &nd
in the years following did both yachting arid general re-
porting about Boston and through New England for the
Journal. In 1891 he returned to the Globe, taking the
position, as yachting editor, vacated by the late George
A. Stewart, and since this time he has become w^ell

known personally and through his writings. In his
personality he was genial, pleasant and companionable,
an agreeable acquaintance and a good friend. In his
work he Avas well informed technically, being a practical
yachtsman, and he was an able, careful and conscientious
writer. Though his early training was that of a general
reporter, and not of an expert in yachting, he was a hard
student, and spared no pains to perfect himself in the
extent necessary to the intelligent discussion of matters
of design and construction; and though not a designer
he did the best work of the kind in the descriptions of the
models and construction of yachts. As a reporter of
yacht races he was a careful observer and ready writer.
In spite of the strong temptation to exaggeration and
falsification engendered by modern competition in the
daily press, he wrote only what he believed to be true,
and his work was eminently reliable. He was well
known to all Eastern yachtsmen, being a member of the
Hull Massachusetts Y. C, and also to those of New
York and other localities where his work called him.
With the late George A. Stewart he belonged to a later
generation of yachting writers than Capt. Coffin and
Capt. McKay, but in the comparatively short lives of
each of these younger men they have done work which
will stand beside that of the two old sailors who were
so closely identified with yachting journalism in America.
Mr. Robinson leaves a widow and two children.

Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers.

The eighth general meeting of the Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers will take place in New
York city, at 10 A. M., Thursday, Nov. 15. Through
the courtesy of the president and managers of the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers, the meetings wiH
be held in the auditorium of No. 12 West Thirty-first
street, the sessions continuing through Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 15 and 16.

There will be a banquet at Delmonico's at 7 P. M.
Friday. Nov. 16, to which members and their guests are
cordially invited. Tickets, exclusive of wine, will be
$5 each; and they can be obtained at the society's office
on Nov. 14, IS and 16.

Notice is given that in general seats will not be re-
served and tickets must be presented. It is requested that
members^ obtain tickets as early as practicable.
Members intending to propose candidates for member-

ship can secure a blank form of application by addressing
the secretary. The application should be returned to the
secretary on ,or before Nov. 13.

The Council will meet at No. 12 West Thirty-first
street. New York, on Wednesday. Nov. 14, at 3 P. M.
A hst of the papers to be read at this meeting follows:

Thursday, Nov. 15.

1. Capacity Test of a Unique Form of Air Pump. By
F. Meriam Wheeler, Esq., member.

2. Interchangp^bility of Units for Marine Work. By
W. D. Forbes, Esq., member.

3. The United States Experimental Model Basin. By
Naval Constructor D. W. Taylor, U. S. N., member.

4. The Composition and Classification of Paints and
Varnishes, By Prof. A. H. Sabin.

5. Tests of the Electric -Plants of the Battleships
Kearsarge and Kentucky. By Naval Constructor J. J.
Woodward. U. S. N.. member.

6. Coaling of the U. S. S. Massachusetts at Sea. By
Spencer Miller, Esq., associate.

Friday, Nov. 16.

7. Notes on Recent Improvements in Foreign Ship-
building Plants. By Assistant Naval Constructor H. G.
Gillmot:, U. S. N., member.

8. Can the American Shipbuilder Under Present Con-
ditions Compete with the British and German Ship-
builders in the Production of the Largest Class of Ocean
Passenger and Freight Steamships? By George W. Dickie,
Esq.. member of Council.

9. Classification Rules. By Theodore Lucas. Esq.,
member.

10. Recent Designs of Battleships and Cruisers for the
U. S. Navy. By Chief Constructor Philip Hichborn,
U. S. N., vice-presdient.

11. A Comparison of the Contract Prices of Our Naval
Vessels. By Harrison S. Taft, Esq., associate.

12. Launch of a Cruiser and a Battleship. By James
Dickie, Esq., member.

13. The Safety of Torpedo Boats at Sea and in Action
Under Various Conditions. By Naval Constructor Lloydi
Bankson. U. S. N., member.
By direction of the Executive Committee.

Fr.\ncis T. Bowles, Sec'v-Treas.

The America Cup.
As announced last week, a special meeting of the New

York Y. C. was held on Oct. 17 to consider the cliaUeno-e
of the Royal Ulster Y. C. on behalf of Sir Thomas J.
J-ipton. Com. Ledyard presided, and a large number of
meiiibers were present. The challenge was read by Sec'v
Oddie, as follows:

Royal Ulster Y. C. Mountpottinger Road Belfast
Oct. 2.—J. V. S. Oddie, Esq.. Secretary New York Y. C,
New York: Dear Sir—I am requested by Sir Thomas j!
Lipton to forward you this challenge for the America Cup,
subject, as to starts and courses and other details, to the
same conditions as upon the occasion of last race, which
wprp found so satisfactory.

The first race to be sailed on Tuesday, Aug. 20 1901.
The second race to be sailed on Thursday, Aug. 22

1901.

The third race to be sailed on Saturday, Aug, 24, igoi.

Further races, if any, to be sailed upon the same days
in the following weeks.

I, therefore, on behalf of the Royal Ulster Y. C, and
in the name of Sir Thomas J. Lipton. Rear-Commodore
of the club, challenge to sail a series of matches with the
yacht Shamrock II. against any one yacht or vessel con-
structed in the United States of America for the America
Cup.
The following are the particulars of the challenging

vessel, viz. : Owner, Sir Thomas J. Lipton ; name of
yacht, Shamrock II.

;
length of load waterline, Sg.sft.

;

rig, cutter.

The Custom House measurement will follow as soon as
the vessel can be measured for registration.

I shall be much obliged if you will cable the receipt of
this challenge. Hugh C. Kelly,

Hon. Sec'v Roval Ulster Y. C.
n ______

The following correspondence was also read:

as I was perfectly satisfied with all the arrangements
made on the last occasion and in respect of which the
Nev/ York Y. C. was so deservedly congratulated.

I sincerely trust that last year's successful arrangements
may be repeated, with the sole exception that I hope the
name of the boat that lifts the Cup may this time be
Shamrock II.

With kind regards, I am, yours faithfully,

^ , ^ Thomas J. Lipton.
J. V. S. Oddie, Esq., Sec'y New York Y. C, New York.

S. Y. Erin, Oct. 2.—Dear Mr. Oddie: I have much
pleasure in inclosing you challenge for a series of races
for the America Cun, to take place next year.
You will see that I ask for no change in the conditions.

Sec'y Oddie also read a copy of the letter which he
had sent acknowledging the receipt of the letter, which
was as follows

:

Secretary's Office. New York Y. C, 67 Madison
Avenue, Oct. 13.—Dear Sir: I have the honor to ac-
knowledge the receipt of your cordial communication of
the 2d inst., together with a challenge for the America
Cup on your behalf, from the Royal Ulster Y. C.
The challenge will be considered and acted upon at a

special meeting of the club, to be held on Wednesday
next, the 17th inst.

I sincerely hope with you that the successful arrange-
ments of last year may be repeated, but, of course, not
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that the cup will be lifted by even so fair and honored a

sportsman as yourself. I am, my dear sir, yours sincerely,

J. V. S. Oddie, Sec'y.

Sir Thomas J. Lipton.

The secretary also stated that he had written to Hugh
C. Kelly confirming the cablegram he sent on Oct. I2

and stating that the challenge would be considered at a

special meeting of the club to be held on the 17th.

On motion of ex-Com. E. M. Brown, seconded by

Major C. F. Ulrich, Com. Ledyard was empowered to

appoint a special committee with power to accept the

challenge and arrange all terms of the match. After the

meeting the following committee was appointed: Com.
L. Cass Ledyard. Vice-Com. August Belmont, Rear-Com,

C. L. F. Robinson, Sec'y J. V. S. Oddie, Chairman of

the Regatta Committee S. Nicholson Kane, and these ex-

commodores of the club: J. Pierpont Morgan, E. D.

Morgan and E. M. Brown and C. Oliver Iselin.

All these gentlemen being present, the committee at

once held its first meeting, accepting the challenge, and
the following cablegram was sent:

Hugh. C. Kelly, Secretary Royal Ulster Y. C, Belfast

:

Meeting committee held. Your challenge accepted. Con-
ditions same as they stood at close of last year's races, in-

cluding private agreement as to accidents and except as

modified as to days of races by your challenge and ex-

tend limit of time to start to 2 P. M., suitable to change
of month. Is this satisfactory? Oddie, Sec'y.

The match will consist of a series of three out of five

races, as in 1893 and 1899, sailed under the same general

conditions. Nothing has as yet been decided as to the

construction of a new defender. It is reported on ap-

parently good authority that Capt. Edward Sycamore,
who steered Valkyrie III. in 1895, and who spent last

summer in this country, will be in command of the new
cutter, which will be designed by Watson.

Address all communications to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company,

Colombia Pistol and Rifle Clwb,

San Francisco, Oct. 14.—^An even dozen of the Cfolumbia Pistol

and Rifle Club cranks were at Harbor View range to-day pool
shooting and experimenting.
Becker and Washburn excelled themselves with revolvers and

pistols. Best Scores:

Revolver, 50yds.:
P Becker

5'

56424414 9—44
F S Washburn 237S63287 6-52
F O Young 576744844 5-54

Washburn's and Young's are the possible 50, Creedmoor count,
and Washburn felt much elated, as it is his first. Becker shot a
Colt's new service. Washburn a Colt's Bisley, and Young his

S.&W.
Pistol:

F O Young 593423411 6—38525764143 5-47235398256 4-47
264 10 44257 4-48
266 10 63415 5—48

P Becker

343546846
4—47

4343 10 4 4 55 1—47
F S Washburn 2 5 4 5 8 10 5 5 1 5—50556486 10 35 3—55

4 3 2 3 7 6 10 10 10 3-5835193295 10 5-52753456662 8-52

Hoadley and Dr. Twist shot a match of 10 shots at 200yds. with
rifles. Hoadley won with 114 to the Doctor's 132. One of tlie

soldiers cam.e out with his Krag, and the boys tried it, but still

like their .30-30 carbines best for 200yds., using bullet 1 to 12.

The friends and members of the Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club
attended A. H. Rape's banquet to-night, given in honor of his

recent prize shooting at Schuetzen Club's annual world's record
on the German point target, 38S points in 200 shots, beating the

former record by 15 points. Fifty attended, and were wined and
dined by Mr. and Mrs. Rape and her two sons. Alex, the
youngest, by the way, holds the championship of the Pacific

coast in sculling.

The wild ducks supplied for the occasion fell to A. H. Rape's
gun, and were the most delicious I ever tasted. Papa Pape's
fine old wines flowed in abundance, and just put on the finishing

touches to a most elaborate repast, limbering up the tongues for

speeches, and putting all in the mood to listen to the fine

musical and literary entertainment which followed, into the small

hours. We departed with the oft-expressed wish that Rape beat

the record next year.
F. O, Young.

Rifle at Shell Mound Range.

-San "Francisco, Oct. 15.—Yesterday was an exceptionally fine

shooting day at Shell Mound range. Some fine work was done,
notably the 10-shot score, 25-ring target, by D. W. McLaughlin
in the Bushnell trophy contest of the Golden Gate Club. Mr.
McLaughlin's score of 239 rings out of 250 possible. This is the
record 10-shot score of the Pacific coast. In the same contest
yesterday F. E. Mason scored 234 rings—a very fine score.

In an adjoining stall D. B. Faktor made 458 rings in his 20-

shot score in the San Francisco Schuetzen Verein medal shoot.

He made a close approach to the record, which is 461 rings, held
by Dr. L. O. Rodgers, of the Germania Schuetzen Club. All the
local clubs formerly prescribed 20 shots to the score in medal
shooting, but there is now a tendency to adopt 10-shot scores.

Yesterday's scores:
Germania Schuetzen Club, monthly medal shoot: First cham-

pion class, F. P. Schuster 229; second champion class, Herman
Huber 213; first class, J. Bridges 203; second class. J. D. Heise
220; third class, S. Heino 196; best first shot, J. D. Heise, 25;

best last shot, D. Salfield, 25.

San Francisco Schuetzen Verein, monthly class and medal
shoot: Champion class, D. B. Faktor 158; first class, P. Stettin

425; second class, J. Lankenau 395; third class, W. Morken 373;

fourth class, Dr. F. H. Cranz 357; best first shot, J. Lankenau, 25;

best last shot, D. B. Faktor, 25.

Independent Rifles, monthly medal shoot: Sergt. J. Heinbockel
10, C. Frederickson 34, C. F. Schafer 27, H. Reinhardt .35, J.
Skowran 21, A. Dietrich 35, C. Schneider 38, G. Kellenberger 36,

Sergt. C. Worthington 18, Dr. W. A. Meierdierks 40, P. Stadmann
27, C. Lindecker 34. H. Meisner, Jr., 2, H. Kuhlke 40, Sergt, C.
Andrews 43, H. Schlichtmann 30, J. Schlichtmann 24.

Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club—Bushnell trophy: D. W.
McLaughlin 230, 211. 220, 239; F. E. Mason 223, 230, 234, 221, 225.

Gold medal: F. E. Mason 229, D. W. McLaughlin 223, C. M.
Henderson 220, 207, 205; J. F. Bridges 209, 211. Silver medal:
H. Hinkel 203, 197, 195, 201; B. Jonas 201, 198, 190. First class
trophy: C. M. Henderson 215, 212, 224, 223. Second class trophy:
G. Tammeyer 215, C. L. Reimenschinder 202.

Pistol scores, all comers', pistol: J. E. Gorman 93, 92; M. J.
White 87. First class trophy: C. M. Henderson 74, 68. Silver
medal: J. F. Bridges 70, 67. Revolver: J. E. Gorman 86, 85.

Fixtui«s.

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
Oct. 24-25.—Raleigh, N. C—Peters Cartridge Co.'s target tourna-

ment, under the auspices of tlie North Carolina State Fair Asso-
ciation; 1250 added money. John Parker, Mgr.

Oct. 29-30.—Jacksonville, Fla.—Peters Cartridge Co.'s two-day
tournament, under auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Clab; $100

added. Third day, grand pigeon shoot exclusively under the

auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. John Parker, Mgr.

Oct. 24. --Jamestown, N. Y.—Jamestown Gun Club's tourna-

ment. F. E. Bonsteel, Sec'y.
Oct. 21-2B.—Crawfordsville, Ind.—Crawfordsville Gun Club's

sparrow tournament.
Oct. 24-2S.— West Liberty. la.—West Liberty 'Guto Club's totirna-

nieui.
Ocl. 27-28. —Chicago^ Grescdnt Gun Club's tournament
Oct. 30.- Sac City, la.—Sac City Gun Club's tournament.
Oct. 30-81.—Fairmont, Minn.—Fairmont Gun Club's amateur

iournament.
Oct. 30.—Mt. Sterling, 111.—Mt. Sterling Gun Club's tournament-
Oct. 30-Bl.—Peru, Ind.—Live-bird tournament of the Peru Gun

Chib. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y.
"

Oct. 31.—Jacksonville, Fla.—Live-bird tournament of the JacK-
sonville Gun Club.
Ocl. 31-Nov. 1.—Rochester, N. Y".—Fall target tournament of the

Rochester Gun Club. F. E. McCord, Sec'y.

Nov. 1.—Chillicothe, O.—Scioto Gun Chib's fall tournament.
James McVicker, Sec'y.

Nov. 9.—St. Paul, Minn.—Seventh annual live-bird handicap at

St. Paul Shooting Park. Main event at 25 live birds, $15 entrance';

?50 added. Contest for the Hirschy cup. W. R. Brown, Mgr.
Nov. 10.—Newark, N. J.—Metchandise shoot of the Forester Gun

Club. John J. Fleming, Sec'y, 21 VVaverly avenue.
Nov. 13.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn.— Under auspices of the Greater

New York Gun Club; three-m'en team race; 20 live birds per man;
29yds. Members of any organized gun club in the U. S. are
eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting commences
at 10 A. M. Mr. L. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber, managers.
Nov. 13-14.—Osceola, la.—Amateur tournament of the Osceola

Gun Club. D. K. Douthett, Sec'y.

Nov. 13-15.—Minden, Neb.—Minden Gun Club's tournament.
Nov. 13-16.—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's tournament; live

birds and targets.

Nov. 14-15.—Springfield, 111.—Two-day target tournament of the
Illinois Gun Club; open to all. Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y.

Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road, N. J.—
L'nder auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men team race;

20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun cliib

in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake
shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and
Dr. A. A. Webber, managers.
Nov. 27,—Toledo, O.—East End Gun Club's merchandise shoot.
Nov. 29.—Milwaukee, Wis.—South Side Gun Club's tournament.

A. D. Cropper, Sec'y.

Dec. 11-14.—Watson's Park, Btjrnsidc Crossing, HI.—Annual live-

bird tournament. John Watson, Mgr.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's trophy shoots, second and

fourth Saturdays of each month; live-bird shoots every Saturday.
Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
_^Oct. 26.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Under auspices of Medicus
Gun Club; three-men team race; 20 live birds per man; 29yds.
Members of any regularly organized gun club in the U. S. aVe
eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting commences
at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber, Mgrs.

Oct. 30.—Interstate Park, (jueens.—Match at 100 birds, $1WJ a
side, between Messrs. J. J. Plallowell and T. W. Morfey.
Nov. 6.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gim Club's live-bird shoot;

open to all.
. .

Nov. 7, 14, 21, SS;—interstate Park.—Live-bird championship;
25 birds; handicaps 25 to 33yds.; $10 entrance, birds extra; sweep
optional; open to all; money instead of trophy.
Nov. 16.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's target shoot;

open to all.

Nov. 22.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's live-bird shoot;
open to all.

Nov. 27.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's live-bird shoot;
open to all.

Dec. 5.—Shoot-of? of the winneris of the November eventSj with
.$20 in gold to the winner.

Interstate Park, L. i.—Fountain Gun Club's regular monthly
shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and December/
Interstate Park, (Jueens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

'

'

Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1002; handicap;
25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.'

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The programme of the autumn live-bird tournament of the Peru

Gun Club, Peru, Ind., announces that it is open to aO. The da:tea

are Oct. 30 and 31. All events are handicaps, and high guns govern
the division of the purses. There are five events on the programme
of the first day, of which two are at 5 birds, $3.50; two at 7 birds,
|!5, and one at 10 birds, 17.50; handicaps 26 to 33yds., with dead
line at 30yds. On the second day the event will be at 25 live birds,
$20 entrance, two high guns to every five entries, and entries to
close when the last man has shot his second bird! Interstate Asso-
ciation rules will govern. Live-bird loads for sale on the grounds.
Hot lunch will be served. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock, but
on the first day events will be held open for shooters arriving on
the 10:20 A. M. trains. Live birds 20 cents, but the club reserves
the right to charge 25 cents if it is compelled to import more
birds. A postal to the secretary from those who contemplate
participating will greatly assist the management in making it.s

preparations for_ tlie tournament. Good management and excellent
Ijirds are promised. Concerning its committee the club says as
follows: "The handicap committee will be composed of the fol-
lovi'ing sportsmen, all of whom have promised to serve, and whose
names are synonymous with all that represents clegm, fair and
honest sportsmanship, namely: Messrs. Chas. W. Budd, Elmer E.
Neal, Ernest H, Tripp, RoHa O. Heikes and Hon. Tom A.
Marshall. Right here the Peru Gun Club wishes to thank these
Indians for their kindness, and to warn the kickers to stay away,
as the band will be in war paint, and will certainly be on the
lookout for an opportunity to use their scalping knives." In its

announcement the club presents the following: "In presenting this
programme of our autumn live-pigeon shoot to the pigeon shooters
of America, particular attention is called to the radical departure
from the old "cut-and-slafeh" method of dividing the purses by the
per cent. plan. The lovers of pigeon shooting are fully aware that
by the old method of dividing tlie purses it is indeed difficult to
make your very best shooting pay for the birds you shoot in a
two days' programme, and again you are confronted with that
ever cursed proposition of dropping for place. That tlie high gun
system is the proper system and that it is popular is clearly dem-
onstrated each year at the Grand American Handicap, where the
sweepstake races have from 100 to 150 entries, high-priced birds,
not a dollar added to the purses, and if you miss a pigeon, never
3 cent. The Peru Gun Club hopes by making their races short, all
handicaps, moderate price for birds and all high guns to win. to
show that the shooters of the middle West will shoot in just as
hard a game at home as they will in New York."

The Rochester Rod and Gun Club, Rochester, N. Y., announces
its ninth annual fall tournament, to be held Oct. 31 and Nov. 1.

Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. There are ten programme
events, alike for each day, excepting event 7. Of these, three are
at 10 targets, $1 entrance; three at IB targets. $1.60 entrance, IflS

guaranteed in each; four at 20 targets, ?2 entrance, one of whidi
has $25 CLuaranteed. No. 7. above mentioned, is a three-men team
raccj a handicap at 20 targets, for the championship of western
New York; entrance 13 per team. Any reguiarly organized gun
club is eligible to enter as many teams as it chooses. No per-
son allowed to shoot on more than one team. The pur«e will be
divided 70 and 30 per cent, to the two teams making the highest
scores. Event 7, on the second day, will be a political team race,
"McKinley and Bryan are expected to be present to captain the
two teams, and the successful candidate guarantees the shooter
making the highest score on his team a seat in his Cabinet."
The conditions of this race are 20 targets, 40 cents entrance. In
the 15 and 20 target events the money will be divided 40, 30, 20
arid 10 per cent. ; in the 10-target events 50, 30 and 20 per cent.
Five per cent, of all the purses will be deducted for average
money and divided each day, 40, SO, 20 and 10 per cent. Targets
2 cents each, included in all events. Lunch will be served at
(he club house. All the popular trap loads for sale on the
grounds. Headquarters at the Hotel Eggleston. Guns and am-
munition shipped to the secretary, Mr. F. E. McCord, care Gibson

Woohvorth, will be delivered on the grounds free of charge.
The distance handicap will be adopted, ranging from 14 to
20}'ds. Shooters' stand protected from all weather, rain or shine.
The members of the committee are Messrs. Geo. Borst, A. A.
Mosher, and F. E. McCord. Mr. Thos. R. Griffith is president,
Mr. E. C. Meyer is vice-president, and Mr, S. B. Williams is
treasurer.

Wt

Tom Donley's fourth annual handicap tournament, St Thomas,
Ont., Nov. 13 to 10, under the management of Mr. John Parker,
is open to all. No one is barred, and the sum of $1,300 is

guaranteed. No targets will be thrown over 50yds. Class divi-
sion in all events, and. all events handicaps. Target events, handi-

:-eaps 14 to 24yds; live-bird events 25 to 33yds. The handicap com-
mittee will be Messrs. E. H. Tripp, Indianapolis; Emil Werk,
Cincinnati; John Parker, Detroit; Bob Emslie, St. Thomas; B.
Norton, New York; Dr. J. E. Overholt, Hamilton, Ont. To
avoid delay with the Customs, ship guns and ammunition to Tom
Donley, St. Thomas, Ont. "All shooters should purchase single
tickets to St. Thomas, and receive ce?S|'icate from ticket agent,
and on presenting these, countersigned by Mr, Donley, they
will be entitled to return at one-third regular fare on any of the
lines owned by Michigan Central, Wabash^ Grand trunk, Laike
Erie & Detroit River, and Canadian Pacific railways." Each day
live birds and targets. No. 6 on the first day is the Grand inter-
national Handicap championship for the Giiraan & Barnes live-

bird trophy; 25 live birds, $25 entrance; $400 guaranteed; four
moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. No. 6 on the second day is

the Canadian Handicap championship for the Donley trophy;
open to Canadians only. Conditions the same as for the Oilman
& Barnes trophy, excepting the latter must be won three times,
the Donley trophy once. The target events are at 15 and 20 tar-

gets, $1.50 and $2 entrance. The live-bird events are at 7 birds,

$5; 10 birds, $7; 20 birds, $15; 12 birds, $10, with liberal sums of
added moneys.

•5

The programme of the Illinois Gun Club, of Springfield, 111.,

for its target tournament, Nov. 14 and 15, has twelve events each
day. There are two at 10 targets, $1 entrance; six at 20 targets,

?2; two at 15 targets, $1.50, and two at 25 targets, a total ot 220
targets for each day, with a total entrance of $22.50. Shooting
commences at 9 o'clock. Events arc open to all. Magautrap
rules to govern. No bang no bird. Reiusing a difficult bird is

not allowed. Ammunition can be obtained on the grounds. A
good lunch will be served. Shotguns and ammunition shipped to
the treasurer, Mr. Geo. E. Day, will be delivered on the grounds
free. Targets 2 cents. Rose system; ratios 5, 4, 3 and 2. To
reach the grounds take Spring street cars. For further information
address the secretary, Mr, Chas. T. Stickle.

Capt. J. A. H. Dressel, secretary-treasurer of Interstate Park,
Queens, "L. I., sends, us information as follows: "The following
events will take place at Interstate Park: Nov. 6, live birds,

Medicus Gun Club; open to all. Nov. 16, targets, Medicus Gun
Club; open to all. Nov. 22, live birds, Medicus Gun Club; open
to all. Nov. 27, live birds, Medicus Gun Club; open to all. Nov. 7,

14, 21 and 28, IntersUte Park live-bird championship; 25 birds per
man; handicaps 25 to 33yds; $10 entrance, birds extra; sweep
optional; open to all; money instead of trophy. Dec. 5, shoot-off

of the winners of the November events, with $20 in gold to the

The Frankford Gun Club, of Frankford, Pa„ in its team race
with the team of the Clearview Gun Club, of Darby, Oct. 20,

made an even competition, on grounds of the latter. The race

was close till near the finish, when the Frankford team pulled

out well to the fore. The teams were composed of eleven men
each, who respectively shot at 30 targets, unknown angles. The
scores were: Frankford—Wolstencrolt 26, Redifer 23, George 25,

Johnson 24, Betson 23, Smith 24, Green 28, Dalton 26, Morris 26,

Myers 26, Bourne 26; total 277. Clearview—Longnecker 29, Bell 22,

Harris 27, Fisher 29, Hill 18," Williamson 24, L'rian 28, Harkins 29,

Carr 17, Elwell 15, Edwards 12; total 250.

The fourth team contest of the Schortemeier-Webber series is to
take place at Interstate Park on Friday of this week. The com-
petition is open to teams of three men from any gun club in

the United States. Each team shoots at 60 birds at 29yds. rise.

The 20 birds per man also may be shot at by individual shooters

in an optional sweepstake. Sweepstake s>hooting commences at

10 o'clock, the team shoot at 2 o'clock, All sweeps are at 8 birds

each, $3; birds extra; class shooting.

Mr. E. W. Bird, of Fairmont, Minn., writes us as follows: "The
Fairmont, Minn., Gun Club will give an amateur tournament on
Oct. 30 and 31. The first day will be devoted to live birds. Five
lO-bird events, $5 entrance to each. Moneys divided 50, 30 and
20 per cent. The second day will be at targets—eight 15 and four
•20 target events, $1.50 and $2 entrance, moneys divided 35, 30, 20

and 15 per cent. Fifty dollars will be divided among the ten high
guns shooting the entire programme."

Mr. Harold B. Money, who has been many months absent in the
far West, took up shooting again after his return to this shooting
bailiwick, and demonstrated that he had lost none of his old deft-

ness in using the scatter gun. In a match with Mr. T. W. Morfey
at Interstate Park on Friday of last week, 100 birds each, $100

a side, each standing at 33yds., Mr. Money won by a score of 91

to 83. The extra distance apparently was no handicap to his

good shooting.
^

The following was recently published by the Danville, 111., Daily
Democrat: "H. W. Cadwallader, of this city, has received a chal-

lenge from W. T. Irwin, of Chicago, known to all trapshooters a»
"Tramp" Irwin. He wants a match for $50 a side, at 50 live birds.

Cad has accepted the challenge, and the shoot will take place at

Attica, Ind., at a date I0 be decided upon, and will be under the
auspices of the Attica Gun Club.

There are fifteen events on the programme of the Mt. Sterling'

Gun Club's fifth annual target tournament, to be held at Mt.
Sterling, 111., on Oct. 30, commencing at 9:30. The Rose system
will govern in the ratios of 5, 4, 3 and 2. No one barred. There
are fifteen events at 10 and 15 targets, with a uniform entrance
of $1. Added money, $15.

at

Mr. Cadwallader has lately defeated Mr. Voris in a similar race,^

and if the old Tramp has not lost his eagle eye tliis will be an
interesting and hotly contested match." We learn that Mr. Irwin
is prepared to shoot a number of matches this fall, one of which
he will shoot at Crawfordsville, Ind., on Ojst 24.

The match at 100 live birds each between Mr. T. W. Morfey
and Dr. A. A. Webber took place at Interstate Park, L. L, on
Thursday of last week, and resulted in a victory for the former
by a score of 96 to 92. Dr. Webber stood at 30yds., while hi*
opponent stood 1yd. further back.
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A cablegram sent recently by the War Department of England
to Capt. A. W. Money, Oakland, N. J., contained the information
that Mr. Noel E. Money was slightly wounded in South Africa.

He is a member of the Imperial Yebinanry, a body of fighters who
are picked men.

At the third shoot for the October cup of the Crescent Athletic

Club last Saturday at Bay Ridge, L. I., Mr. Henry Kryn with
a handicap of 2 made the high score of 46 out of a_ possible 50.

Mr. Edward Banks, scratch man, was but 1 target behind him.

In the contest for the cast iron medal at -Richmond, Va., last

Saturday, between Messrs. J. A. R. Elliott and Fred Gilbert the
former won by the score of 98 to 93. Mr. Franklin Stearns, Jr.,

acted as referee; Mr. R. F. Banks acted as official scorer.

Mr. George Piercy, of Jersey City, has challenged Mr. F. E.
Sinnock, holder of the E C cup, to contest for the championship
of New Jersey, of which the said cup is the emblem. Time and
place will be announced in the near future.

Clover 6 7
McClaren 6 9
Roach 10 8
Slater 5 6
Doyle 8 9
Sands 8 10
Fields 6 6
Keller 9 8
Fox 9 10
Schultze 8 6
Highberger 6 6
Hough 8 9
Trego 9 10
House 4 6
Kotty \ 6 0
Kiliitts 10 6 8

Nisely 9 8 9
Grant , 6 .. ..

Abe 5 6 ..

Coon 9 a 8
Richards 3 .. 3
Dipner 7

7
10
5
6

8
7

8
9
6

9

8

8

5
9

8
10
9

8 7

9
10
7

10
9

7

9

10

Choke Bore.

Trap at Interstate Park.

Interstate Park, L. I., Oct. 20.—The following events were shot
at Interstate Park to-day:

Ten birds, $5:
.Welch, 30 2112U2122 Postaus, 29 1221221022
Lockwood, 28.... 2202222122

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8.

Welch 2 221 1121111 1212 22120 11211* 1120 ...v.

Wood 120 22* 2121210 2120 22122 222210 3221 10'

Postaus 212 20 10 120 120 122210 0 0
Lockwood 120 22110 1112 21222 0 .... 1110

Lockwood vs. 'Wood."
Interstate Park, Oct. 20.—In a match at 50 live birds each be-

tween Messrs. Lockwood and Wood the former won by a score of
38 to 35, as follows:

Lockwood 021222222*001*22*2*220211—17
0*22*22222222222222?22202—21—3S

\Vood 2121211 222121101112201010—

a

120102*002020022220012120—14—35

On Tuesday of next week at Interstate Park, L. I., Messrs.

J. J. Hallowell and T. W. Morfey will shoot a match at. 100 birds

each, for $100 a side. Both are famous and skillful shooters, hence
the race should be close and interesting.

Mr. F. C. Bissett, of South River, N. J., announces a live-bird

shoot under his management on Thursday 'of this week, com-
mencing at 1:30 o'clock. He announces that plenty of birds will

be on hand for the shooting events.

Mr. W. Fred Quimby, of the E C & Schultze Powder Co., re-

turned recently from a long business trip in the West. He leaves
early this week for the firing line at Baltimore, Md., where the
good shots congregate.

The good shooters of Fremont, Neb., will have among them
in a few weeks a clerical shot of exceedingly high merit, hence
they would do weli to furbish up their slrooting gear and prepare
to defend their laurels.

9t

Mr. John W'atsonj of Burnside Crossing, Chicago, 111., informs
us that his annual live-bird tournament will be held on Dec. 11 to

14, inclusive, and that the programme will be ready for distribu-

tion about Nov. 15.

In the shoot of the Emerald Gun Club, held last week at Dexter
Park, Dr. O'Connell, Dr. Webber, W. A. Sands and J. P. Kay
killed 10 straight, that number comprising the club event.

There is a probability that Mr. W. R. Crosby, of O 'Fallon, 111.,

will challenge Mr. J. A. R. Elliott to contest for the cast iron
medal, which the latter still wears on his chatelaine.

In its third weekly live-bird shoot of the season, held by the
Garfield Gun Club last Saturday, Dr. J. W. Meek made a straight
score from the 31yds. mark in the club event at 10 birds.

m
Mr. W. L. Colville, of the Dupont Powder Co., has been

making an extended business tour through Pennsylvania of late
and has had gratifying success.

On Oct 16 the Trapshooters' League of Indiana granted to the
Peru Gun Club, Peru, Ind., sanction for a tournament on Oct.
30 and 31.

Bernard Waters.

Attoona Rod and Gun Club*
Altoona, Pa.—Not for many a day has it been my good fortune

to be present at a shoot that was more generally enjoyed by par-
ticipants and onlookers than that given by the Altoona Rod and
Gun Club on Saturday, Oct. 13. The principal event was a 15-live-

Irird race, handicap rise, 15 entrance, birds extra, four moneys,
class shooting.
A fifteen minutes' trolley ride from the center of the city lands

you right at the grounds. A spacious club house, of some 50 by
50 feet dimensions, is located in a beautiful level meadow. The
house is a model for the purpose for which it was constructed.
There is every convenience one could wish for, from a large
lounging room to well appointed dining and kitchen apartments,
where caterers serve in up-to-date style meals and refreshments
fit for the gods, and all free, too, to visitors.

On arriving at the grounds we found everything in readiness,
and promptly at 9:30 the shooting was begun. There were twenty-
nine entries, and it therefore required the scoring of 435 birds
to complete the race. This was accomplished in less than five

hours, and was very pretty work. Secretary Zeth, Capt, Kiliitts,.

Billy Sands and other enthusiastic members of the club worked
in splendid unison, and the result was that there was not a mo-
ment's delay throughout the contest. Ed Kottmann's dog Kit
did most of the retrieving, and his excellent work was the subject
of much comment. The first 25 birds were only a fair lot, but
after that they were quick starters and very fast, down to the
last crate, and it required 5ome fine work to score many of the
twisters that came from the traps like rockets. It was two to one
that nobody would go straight, and the bet was a good one.
Thirty men had entered a week in advance of the date pf the

shoot, and all save one either appeared or sent a substitute. Among
the substitutes were several rtianufacturers' agents, who shot for
the price of birds only, tjie conditions of the race not allowing
any but amateurs to enter for the purse.

After the live-bird event had been finished the remainder of the
afternoon was devoted to target shooting. The day had been a
delightful one up to this time, but now a cold rain began to fall.

This, however, did not interfere with the target shooting, as the
score is under a large pavilion and amply protected in all kinds
of weather.
The entrance to the house and that part of the grounds used

.

by the shooters were roped off, and spectators were not per-
mitted to come within the inclosure. Chairs and shelter were
provided for them on the outside. In this way the large crowd
was handled without the least confusion.

The scores follow. Live-bird handicap:
Kottj% Altoona, 27 .....220211*11121112-13
Henigan, Altoona, 26... 1111*1012011222—12
Kiliitts, Altoona, 27. 22*2*2022211222—12
Trego, Tyrone, 28 122111**1111112—13
Dipner, Hollidaysburg, 27 ....2212**122101210—11
Sands, Altoona, 28 .....**22022*2110222—10
Tosh, South Fork, 28 2012*1112010101—10
Evans, Dunlo, 26 22222'222*201122—13
McNaught, HoUidaysburg, 28 *121*22*1101212—11
Highberger, Cresson, 27 10122*2**11*010— 8
McClaren, Ebensburg, 27 02**22222002101— 9
Richards, Ebensburg, 27 100121200220002— 8
Coon, Cresson, 28 122221111*2*021—12
Kellerman, Cresson, 26 021»O'20OO2*O112— 7
Nisley, Johnstown, 27 0*1221212202220—11
House, Altoona, 27 20001110100*211—8
Grant, Altoona, 28 *212*220002*211— 9
Feeney,i Altoona, 26 21212*022021200—10
Forney, Altoona, 27 012102011102001— 9
Clover, Altoona. 28 212*22210012220—11
Bell, Altoona, 26 ,,,, *111*«011112221—11
Slater, Johnstown, 26..........' 022011**0121121—10
Roach, Windbur, 28 12122P02221122—13
Fox, Baltimore, 30 ......122222202*22022—12
Krcuger, Lancaster, 28, .

.

,

.ii..... .122122121102.222—14
Fields. Lancaster, 29 i^l.i..::

,

.".t . . ..•.\v*222221O1202222—12
Schultze, Baltimore, 30 222222122220220—13
Doerr, Altoona, 26 221**11200100]2— 8
Keller, New York, 28 222^2222222222—13

Target contests:
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Kreuger 9 6 8 10 8 7 9 8

ON LONG ISLAND.

Money vs. Morfey.

Interstate Park, L. I., Oct. 19.—To-day at Interstate Park, L. I.,

Mr. H. B. Money defeated Mr. T. W. Morfey in a match at 100
live birds each for $100 a side. Each stood at 33yds. Morfey was
suffering somewhat from rhevimatism.
Money shot in excellent time and pointed his gun with admirable

precision. While the birds were a good lot, he prevented them
from becoming hard by his quick shooting, catching them close to
the traps. He had the race well in hand from the beginning, and
won on the rather wide margin of 91 to 83. The scores:

Trap score typt—Copyright, 1900, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

8125845 5 21112222552.'1 28864
H B Money, 88..0,2 1212123232022202222222 2—22

2152845 5 1312 34524255115 11

022222222222221 2 22023222 2-28

5234512222214112222515222
2 2 2221221222222222222222 2—25

52228521 115125825 3 428 4 538

221 2 22212*222022202 2 2 2 02 2—21—91

25121111845515 8 1111123111
T WMorfey, 88.1 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2222002220222122 0—19

8612211183 5 11118111262145
0*2 2 2 2 2222202 2 22020222020 -18

5282151558232455421222122
22222222 2 2 22222222202222 2—24

11111114 2 125 1 S41231231221
2222202222222 2 0 2 02222222 2—22—88

Morfey vs. "Webfacr.

Interstate Park, L. I., Oct. IS.—The match between Dr. A. A.
Webber and Mr. T. W. Morfey at 100 birds each, the former at
30yds., the latter at 31, was closely contested, and resulted in
a good race to-day. At the end of the first 25 the Doctor was 1
ahead, but in the second 25 Morfey killed straight, while Webber
lost 4, and thereafter was never headed. He won out with 4 to
the good, the scores being 96 to 92. The scores contain the par-
ticulars, as follows : .

Trap score type—Copyright, 1900, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

28322224226121112 2 2555141
T W.Morfey, 81.2 122 2 21220 2 22*22 0 222222 1 2-22

4315144125511115235512111
222212222112111212121222 2-25

1541445252222258121215812
21222121121211111111 1 1 ^2 2-24

281122224228 5 254122414151
1221111113211111111 11211 1-25-9S

5 215111112415422321115211
Dr. Webber, 30. .2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 0 2 0 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—28

12225 125112525112 21153544
\\W -4^ / k;^ Si\ t \ "t/ <-

N

Si t N w^/*
2 22222222 2 2 22020 2 2202*2 2 2-21

26

2 1522411183881223 5 4222553
22222 2 2 2 2 22222 2 222 2 22222 2—!

8255341188221315415255254
22 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—28—92

Crescent Athletic Clufa.

Bay Ridge, L. I., Oct. 20.—A stifJ wind made difficult competi-
tion at the Crescent Athletic Club's weekly ' shoot to-day Mr
Henry Kryn, with 2 for a handicap, scored 46 out of 50. The
scores

:

October cup, 25 targets, expert; 25 magautrap; handicap allow-
ances added:

—Expert

—

—Magautrap

—

Grand
Hdcp. Total. Hdcp. Total. Total.
.. 2 23 2 23 46

23 0 22 45
22 5 21 43

.. 4 22 3 19 41
21 4 19 40
21 0 18 39
21 7 17 38
17 0 14 31
20 2 10 30
15 3 10 25

J S S Remsen.

Prize shoot, 15 targets, expert; 15 magautrap; handicap allow-
ances added:

—Expert

—

Hdcp. Total.
T J Keyes 6
H M Brigham 3W W Marshall 3
E Banks 0
Dr H L O'Brien 2
H Kryn 1

A E Corliss .- 5

Magautrap— Grand

0

14
13
11
14
13
12
11
10
10

Hdcp
4

Total.
14
13
13
10
10
12
II
II
n

Total.
28
26
24
24
2S
24
22
21
21

J S S Remsen,
C J McDermott 1

Sweepstake, 25 birds, expert: Banks 23, Remsen 23, Krvn 17
Ker^on 13, Borland 5. ^ * '

Sweepstake, 15 birds, expert: Remsen 15, Kryn 14, Kenvon 12
Marshall 12, Rhett 10, Dr. O'Brien 9, Borland 8, McDermott 6*

McColvill 2.
'

Sweepstake, 10 birds, magautrap: Remsen 9, Banks 8, Brigham
^' S^'y'V.^'

Kenyon 7, Rhett 6, Borland 5, Marshall 5, McDermott
5, Dr. O'Brien 4.

Sweepstake, 25 birds, magautrap; Remsen 24, Kryn 23. BriKham
21, McDermott J9, Stake 19, . Marshall 18. ' '

""K^a™
Sweepstake, 10 pairs, magautrap.; Remsen .15,. Kryn 15, Banln 13

Brigham IL. ..- . „._,
'

Match, S piiirs, magautrap; Corliss 7, Kryn 6,

Sheepshcad Bay Rod and Gun [duh,
Sheepshead Bay, L, I., Oct. 18.—The badge to-day was won by

Mr. John J. Pillion:

J J Pillion, 27 2222022-6 D J Heffner, 23 0100101—3
Capt Baldwin, 24 2001200—3 H Koch, 27 22*2020—4
J B Voorhies, 28 00221*2—4 H Kronika, 26 100*202-3
R Smith, 25 00121**—3 F Von Fricken, 25 220*000—2
J P Lute, 23 1000020—2 H Montanus, 27.. 2220120—5
Geo McKane, 25 00*1212—4 W Boyle, 25 ..22*0202—4
A Soeller, 23 1021022-5 I McKane, 27 .....2222*02-5
G Thiebault, 21 0000000—0 H Freyler, 23 0020101—3
F Lundy, 26 2002020—3

Elliott vs. Gilbert for the Cast Iron Medal.
RicHMOND,_ Va., Oct. 20.—Jim Elliott is still the proud possessor

of the cast iron badge, having once more proved his title to it

by to-day defeating Fred Gilbert. Score, 98 to 93. It was an ideal
day for a shoot—a nice cool breeze, not enough to inconvenience
any one, a bright sun and a snap in the air to make the birds
lively. Not that the birds needed much enlivening, for they were
quite a good lot, nearly all of them leaving the traps in a hurrj-,
as though they knew what was in store for them, and very few
needing a second hint,
. The shoot was held at Baseball Park, and a fair-sized crowd, in-
cluding many ladies, watched the race with interest, manifesting
their appreciation frequently.

Elliott had a bit the best of the luck as to birds, though there
was not very much in it. Both men made some rattling second-
barrel stops which woke up the grand stand.

_
Elliott's 2 lost birds were simply streaks, his 15th, a circling

right-quarterer, showing very little sign of being hit, and his 97th,
a circling left-quarterer, escaping, apparently unhurt. His 13th
bird came very near being a blot on his score, as it only fell 6in
short of the back line. His 50th, 58th, 67th, 69th and 81st birds were
all clinking good ones and required Jim's best efforts to stop them;
but stop them he did, in a way that made many realize what it
is that makes him champion.
Gilbert also gave a grand exhibition, and used his second barrel

very effectively, stopping many, notably his 20th (a hard incomer),
24th, 28th, 36th, 40th and 42d, which many of the spectators
thought would escape.
The birds were supplied by W. C. Lyndham. Franklin .Slearns,

Jr., acted as referee; R. F. Banks as official scorer, and W JLynham as trap puller.
The score tells the rest of the story:

Trap score type—Copyright, igoo, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

154 2 381448421 148431152415
Fred Gilbert 2 322233222322222* 2 22322 2 2-24

5345155155212281581228428
22222231322222222*3 3 0 222 2-23

2282 2 14423132242844482448
222322222 2 22222222222082 2-24

425532158584488582555288 5
\4.f"r+'^^K-^ WSi t/^/' w'l^.?! S. t->\/^ t20222321212111222222*8 2 2 *-S!0—D3

22441484442 5 4221234851822
JAR Elhott...2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 0 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2-24

116 5 12118138422 8 3 84 4 38 8 21
^^\^r*r^\r^'ixvr*-^ k*-;^ \H<-22222222221221121 2 2 V 2 2 3 2 2-25

11228 2 4814221424821825112
2212122222 2 2222121222122 2-25

5352624846285128424164314
112222231332 2 2 2 221 2 22 022 2-24-98

Wlicn Fred Gilbert arrived in Richmond Friday afternoon he
vvore around his neck a tag which his Chicago friends had placed
triere with the following inscription:
"This is the alleged 'Wizard,' hailing from the bulrushes of

Iowa, due to leave Chicago via Big Four 1 P. M. Oct 18 due

f.lT^^M ^^^^^^ Cincinnati
9:10 P. M., ticketed for and due at Richmond, Va., 3-30 P M
Oct. 19. Is harmless, except when teased by 'Brook Trout Tim'
or K.ansas City drivers.
Before the cast iron shoot W. A. Hammond and Franklin Stearns

shot a race at 50 birds for the gold medal emblematic of the
liye-bird championship of Virginia. Mr. Hammond has held
this medal since 1898, and has already defended it twice success-
fully since that date. Score:

Trap score type—Copyright. X900, by Forest and Stream Pub. C«

584313242152845344335382 3

WATT ^^'^^\t-^\^^*-/^^'^'^;^^y!'/'y^w;nKK;>^W A Hammond *22 2 22*2222 2 22201222 2 2 2 2 *-21

4424442253252411434148533
jnoooooAn«23222222222

2 2 22

F Stearns.

202222202
1821412855844188532585828
.2 2221 2 2*0*2022222202222 2 0—

—44

8212 2 42533111
22333002*23202 2

19

5484584542
' 2 2 2 1 2+20 39

R. F. Banks.

1

Keystone Shooting League.

HoLMESBURG JUNCTION, Pa., Oct. 20.—The weather was pleasant
favoring good scores, at the weekly live-bird shoot of the Keystone
Shooting League to-day.

The club shoot, 10 birds, handicap rise, sweepstake, $2 entrance
resulted as follows:

,

'

Brewer, 30 2222222222-10 Vandegrift, 30

221212*221—

9
McCoy, 30 ..,.|222222222-10 Van Leon 29. ... .222122*222-

9

Budd, 31 ....2121112212—10 Hobbs, 30., 02222222l£l SO Stevenson, 29...2222222222-10 Henry, 30..........2*11221120- 's

Geikler, 2S .2222222222-10 HaufC 28 .1*12211101-1 S
Darby, 29 ..2212221122-10 Whitaker, 29.......0222022100-

6

Seven birds, 30yds. rise, ?2 entrance: Geikler 7, Budd 7 Vandp
grift 6, McCoy 6, Brewer 6, Hobbs 6, Henry 6, Hauf' 5 VanLeon 4.

'

Five birds, 30yds. rise, $2 entrance: McCoy 5. Henry 5 GeitVf
5, Budd 5, Darby 5, Vandegrift 4, Brewer 4.

^ '

Miss-and-out, sweepstakes, |2 entrance: Henrv 27 MrPni, 9c
Vandegrift 15, Whitaker 4, Brewer I.

^"-^ci^-oy ^,
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Peters C&tttidgc Company Towfnament at

Montgomery, Ala.

The shoot given Oct. 16, 17 and 18 by the Peters Cartridge Co., of

Cincinnati, at Montgomery, Ala., was a high'y successful affair. It
was held upon the grounds of the Capital City Gun Club.
Shooters were in attendance from Peusacola, Fla.; Birmingham,

Ala.; Chattanooga, Tenn., and from different points in the State.

Two sets of traps—one magautrap and one set of three expert
I raps, .Sergeant system—were used.
The weather was fine. The Street Fair was going on all week

in town, which was the means of keeping many of the local

shooters from attending the shoot.
The shoot was managed by John Parker, of Detroit, Mich., who

as usual ga^'c perfect satisfaction to all. He was very ably as-

sisted by Mr. Maurice Kaufman, of New Orleans, the Southern
representative of the Peters Cartridge Co. The local boys also
were untiring in their efforts to make the shoot a success and
entertaining to visiting shooters. Messrs. Thomas Westcott,
Watt Jewett, Massy Anderson and Sam Smithers worked hard
and energetically all' the time, besides shooting through the entire
Ijrogramnie,

Satisfactory' remarks were constantly heard on all sides regarding
the tournaments the Peters Cartridge Co. were giving, and they
were highly complimented by all the shooters present for giving
such an entertaining and pleasant shoot. Mr. Forbes, of Pen-
sacola, Fla., made high average on the targets, shooting remark-
ably well, as the Sergeant system traps threw targets very fast,

and it was impossible for most of the shooters to make straight
scores on same. Mr. Forbes was very highly pleased with the
handsome gold trophy donated by the Peters Cartridge Co. for

best average, and requested Messrs. Parker and Kautman to give
him a lock of hair each, which he placed in the locket as a token
of remembrance.
The Pensacola boys anticipate giving a similar shoot in the near

future, and will undoubtedly ask for the services of Messrs. Parker
and Kaufman.
The live birds were far above the average, 95 per cent., of them

being hard, outgoing drivers, as the scores will show.
The boys evidently did not get enough of shooting during the

three days of the tournament and stayed over a fourth day to
shoot uiJ the balance of the live birds and targets.
Everybody left for home Friday evening very highly pleased

with the tournament. This has been the means of booming trap-

shooting in the vicinity of Montgomery, and other shoots of like

character will follow.
The trade was represented bj' Messrs. Parker and Kaufman,

representing the Peters Cartridge Co. and King Powder Co., and
James Skelly, representing Lafiin & Rand Powder Co.:

First Day, Oct. 16.

Events : 1

Targets : 15
Tones 12
Garth 13
Skelly 10
Broyles 12
Aird 15
Yates S
Randolph 13

Forbes , 15
F'ulcher 10

Webber 11
Anderson 10
Smithers 7
Wescott 9

A Henderson .., , 11
T Henderson 12
Muldon ; 12
Vidal 14
Enzor 9W Jewell 7
Livingston IS
Kaufman 12
Waddell 13
Foster 10

James 13
Goetter 5

Dawson 14
D Jewell 9

Wilkinson , 3

Graves 9

Sears , 9

Gunter 5

McHugh 9

Hines 4
Burdett
Towey
Mereweither
Cowan
O Hines
Brassel

3 4 5
20 15 15

18 13 14

19 11 13

13 12 11

15 9 8

18 12 11
15 10 15

16 13 13

19 13 15
16
11
14
13
14

13 8

5 ..

6 7

11 13
9 12

IS 10 13
15 13 13
17 11 13
15 12 8

15 11 9
14 11 11
18 11 13
18 13 9
16 13 13
15 11 13
20 14 14

is ii
14 .. ..

6 7 8
20 15 15
17 7 13

18 13 14

IS 13 14

15 9 14

14 9 15
16 14 14
17 8 13
20 13 15

17 n 13

9 10
20 25
14 17

15 18

19 20

18 21
17 20

14 17
15 16

IS 24
13 13

16 15
19 10
19 13
17 10

16 7

17 12

15 12
16 11

16 11

18 13
16 11
19 15
11 7
18 14
10 10
.. 13

14 13 18
15 17 17
15 13 IC
10 14 21
10 15 17
14 15 21
13 10 12
11 14 12
12 16 21
15 18 19
14 15 19

15 15 21
13 11 ..

13 15 19

10 ,. 18

9 ..

S 10
.. .. 9
14 17 12 14 13

14
10

13
12 16 15 9 13 14

13

Second Day, Oct i7.

Events: 1
Targets: 15

Jones 14
Garth 12
Skelly 14
Broyles 12
Aird 12
Henderson 14
Charles 13
Livingston 15
Blount 14
Smithers 13W Jewell 13
Wescott 12
Waddell 15
Yates 13
Fulcher 7
Forbes 14
Vidal 14
Muldon 11
Randolph 12
Kaufman 13
Parker 11
Brassel 11
Kirk 15
Rogers 13
Dawson 14
Anderson 12

Mathews
Allen 11
Brewer 12

Gordon 10

Hale
A\'augh

,

Co\Yan
Lowson

3 4
20 15
18 8

18 11

14 10

16 9

18 13

17 12
18 11

18 13
18 12

15 12

18 12
16 9
13 12

19 12
9 11

18 12

19 11
18 14
17 14

10 12
15 14
11 ..

16 9

14 ..

17 ..

16 ..

18 12
12 13

17 13
12 8

5 6 7
15 20 15

11 14 11

10 14 9

9 13 14

13 17 10
13 19 13
14 15 8

15 17 12

13 17 15
14 14 14
12 15 12
11 14 12

10 12 9

14 17 13
13 16 14
10 11 11
15 19 15
14 16 13
15, 18 14
11 14 12

13 15 12
11 15 14
8 .. 9

13 . , 12
12 19 .

.

.. ..10

8 9 10
15 20 25
12 15 21
13 19 19

13 17 22
7 18 18
14 13 22
12 16 13
18 18 19
13 18 21

13 IS 20

8 14 19
13 17 17
9 14 IS
14 17 23
11 17 16

is ig 23
12 18 16
13 19 21
10 17 18
11 13 22
13 17 21

1 1 15 .

.

is

12 16 14 12 19 18
11 12 12 15 15 15
12 16 14 12 17 22
12 13 13 . . 17 2]

8 .. 12 .. 11 ..

7 .. 11

. . 15 10 13 16 16

.. 14

Third Day, Oct. J8.—Live Birds,

Broke.
138

144
140
132
139
135
137

167

120
40

.124

135
130
1.3S

129
147
126

119
126
152
138m
105

152
59
59

36
15
9

27
93
9
4

22
10
13
79
S

13

Broke.
131
136

138

147
129
147
156
1.51

129
1.39

120

151

143

70

160
143

156
140

131

144
49

8S
66'

66
3S
132

126

14i
106

31
18
70
14

Events: 1 2
Birds: 5

Broyles 5
Garth 4

Livingston 4
Cowan 4
Frazer 2
Waugh 2
Canty 3
James 3
Waddell 3

J Gordon 4
Yates 4

Fulcher 1
Randolph 2
porbes 5
Muldon - - - 4
Vidal 3
Smithers 3

Jewell 2 3 5

10
Events; 1
Birds: 5

Kirk . . . ; 5W Meyers 4
Perry 5
Anderson . . . : 5
Skelly
Parker

, . , .

Kaufman . . , ,

,

Hogler
Blount
Aird

, 2
Wescott 4
E Gordon
Goetter .... .

White
McDade „ .

Towser ... ,

Otts
, , , .

.

2 3
10 7

6 4

WESTERN TRAPS.

Garfield Gun Gab.

Chicago, Oct. 20.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the third weekly shoot of the
season. Dr. Meek carried oft the honors of the day, being the
only one to go straight in the main event of the day.
The day was a fine one for shooting, being cool and pleasant,

with quite a stifl and rather gusty wind quartering across the
traps.
The birds were an unusually good lot, taking them all through.
Our members are still dallying with the elusive duck and festive

jacksnipe, and a little later will try a whirl at the quafl, and then
for the pigeons in earnest.

No. 1, 10 birds, $1.50 entrance. No. 2, 6 birds, $1 entrance. No. 3,

fi birds, $1 entrance. No. 4, 6 birds, $1 entrance:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

T Eaton, 30 1211211011— 9 11112*—5 1*1001—3 *10121—

4

C IT Kehl, 27 .021001002*— 4 210021-4 010**1—2 001102—3
Dr Meek, 31. .... .1121211112—10 11*112—5

_ Distance handicap, targeJs, H to winners

J Worn. 29 1012111110— 8
F Wolff, 26 0001021201— 5

F Barnard, 30 1022ina)22— 7

L Wolff, 27 0102022120— 6

Dr Huff

Event 5, 6 birds, $1:

T Eaton 012121—;

110101—4
101012--1

022211—5 221101-

212122—6
12*100—3

0100*1—2

022211—5
000010—1
120w

C H Kell 01211-4
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Chicago Gun Club.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 13.—Herewith arc the scores of the Chicago
Gun Club's shoot this afternoon. Live birds were the attraction.

Twenty-two shooters faced the traps, or in other words called
"Pull" and watched for the birds to come up from the tall grass.

The five traps were completely hidden from view. The birds
were strong flyers, and this is the explanation for the goose eggs.
Geo. Jioll, the 100-straight man, found them all, and our friend

Lem Wiilard also killed 16.

Mr. C. P. Richards and A. Hellman, of the Garfield Club, were
visitors. They were shooting targets at a good clip.

.Dr. C. W. Carson, the club's hustler, could not attend the -shool:

owing to urgent bu.siness out of town.
The Chicago Club seems to have a lot of willing ones to help

a shoot along, and make a visiting sportsman think he is at home.

Weekly trophv, 25 targets:
G Roll 0110111010100111111111100—17
R B Mack 1111011011011110111111111—21
Mrs Carson lllllllllUllllllOl 101101—22
Milliken 1110001111111101000101111—17
Sundermeier 1100111110101001001101001—15
Dr Morton 1111111011101111001110111—20
L Wiilard 1111110111111111111110111-23
Walters 1111110011111101101111101—20
Cornwell llOllliOlilllllllllOOUOO—19
A V Lane lOOlOllOjOOlllOOUlOOllll—14
A W .Morton lllOllllOllOOllUlllllllU—20
A W Adams 1111101101.111110010111111—20
Dr Miller 1111111101111101101111111—22
Dr Turck 0101111011011100101111111—18
Weart , 1011000101011111001100101—14
H D James 1000101111010101001011111—15
*C P Richards lllllllllOlHllllllllllll—24
*A Hellman 1111111111111111111111110—24
*Dr H C Mitchell 1110111111001111101101101—19
nV O King .1011001101111111110011100—17
Chas Antoine 1010111110111111011011101—19
Whitman 1111111111111111110101111—23

J L Jones .lOOlHOllllOUOOlOllOllOl—16
*Visitors.

No. 2, monthly trophy. Dr. Miller and Mr. L. Wiilard tied
for the trophy, but owing to darkness did not shoot the tie off:

Dr Miller 111111111111110—14
Cornwell OOlAlllOllllll—12
A V Lane 101111111001111—12
Walters 111011110111111—13
R B Mack llOllOlmUlOl—12
Mrs Carson .110111111111110—13
L Wiilard 111111111111110—14
Geo Roll ,...,101110111111111—13
A W Adams 110011011111011—

U

H James 000000000001010— 2

Sweepstakes: Fifteen targets: A. W. Adams 11, James 9, R. B.
Mack 13, C. P. Richards 15, Mitchell 13, Hellman 14, W. O. King
7, Dr. Turck 11, Mrs. Carson 11, L. Wiilard 15, Geo. Roll 12.

Twenty-five targets: C. P. Richards 21, Mitchell 19, L Wiilard 21,

Geo. Roll 24, Dr. Miller 21, Cornwell 19.

The scores in the live-bird events, each at 8 birds, follow

:

G Roll , 11111112—8 22111212—8
R B Mack... ...00012011-4 10122

w

Mrs Carson .10122201—fi

Lost 11200212—6 22020200—4
Sundermeier 10021012—5 22020112—(i

Dr Morton 22021000—4 01211121—7
L Wiilard 22112121—« 12822112—8
E S Rice ...11111122—8 ........
Wahers 10001021—4 00011110—4
Cornwell .......„;. 1 v. 10011212—6 11011120—6
A V Lane 11221010—6 22120102—6
A W Morton.. OMOlOOl—3 12120102—6W Gentleman 00010010—2 01222101—6
A W Adams 11112212—8
Dr Miller 12112111—8 11110221—7
Dr Turck .....00011020—3

J L Tones ..11212122—S
Weart 11100000—3
H D James 10200011—4 12011110—6
A Hellman 11112210—7
Dr Mitchell 20101w
W O King 00101001—3 00002022—3

Oct. 20.—Herewith are the scores of the Chicago Gun Club's
weekly shoot. The weather was very fine, and some good scores
were made. In event No. 1 Geo. Roll broke 15 straight; in No. 2
Lem Wiilard got straight. The weekly trophy goes to Wiilard
also, on 24 out of 25. In No. 4, distance handicap, Mrs. Carson
at 18yds. l^roke 24, winning first alone. In event No. 5 14 was high;
Roll, Wiilard and Mack eaoh lost 1.

The season's shooting will close in two weeks.
The Chicago Gun Club e.xpects to make improvements next

season in buildings, grounds, etc., that will be the finest in the
State. The club has a large membership, and the surplus will
be used in improvements. The management wishes all members
tij be present Oct. 27:

Monthly trophy, 15 targets:

Roll ... 111101011111010—11
O'Brien 11011111111.1111—14
Mrs Carson 111111111101101—13
R B Mack.. lllKWOlllOllll—11
Cornwell UlllOOlOllOlil—11
Dr Carson OllUOllOOOUOO—

8

Dr Morton 111110011101111—12
L Wiilard 111111111111111—15
H D James 110101111110011—11W O King 110110100110000—7
Mrs Howard 011111011101111—12
Borroff , 011111111101111—13

Weekly trophy, 25 targets;

Milliken lllllOlllOllOlOlllUlllux—20
Geo Roll 1101111111011111111111111—23
R B Mack... lOllllllOlllliniOlllOlU—21
O'Brien , .....1111111101011001110111111—20
Mrs Carson 0110110111101111111011011—19
Dr Reber IIIIIHOIIOIIIIOIIOOIIUO—19
Cornwell .1111101100110111011101011—18
Dr Carson .,.,.1111111110110001011111111—20
Dr Morton 1111111101000101111111101—19
L Wiilard ..... .,,1111111111111111101111111—24
H D James................ , .-0110100111111111111011111—19W O King ,0101000001100000010100000—6
Mrs Howard 1001000010001116111110111-14

Borroff. 11101100^.00^001010101111—15

. .minnoiiniiioiniiioi-ae
.. .11 iooiioiiioi 1 1 1111111101—20
... 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 10111001111—22
.

. .IIIIIUIIUIUI 1111111 111111—22

..llllillllOOlllflOllllllll—22

Geo Roll, 20
O'Brien, 20.................
Dr Carson, 20..............
L Wiilard, 20..............
Dr Morton, 18
R B Mack, 18 ....1111001111001111011111110—19
Mrs Carson, 18............. 11111 111 111 11111011111111—24
Cornwell, 18 .101111 1 J 101 1 U 11 101111100—20W hitman, 18 0111101 1111 1 1 111111011111—22
Mrs Howard, 16 IIIOOIOIOIIIODOIOOUOIOII—14
Borroff, 16 llj00001U0010Ul]0011110t)ll—11
King, 16 OOOUQiUlOlOUOUOOOOUOlOl— 9

Sweepstakes
Targets: 15 15

Geo Roll 15 14
O'Brien 14 ..

R B Mack 12 14

Targets: 15 15
Dr Morton 14 10
L Wiilard w. 14 14H D James., , 6

Mrs Carson U . . WO King 6 .

Dr Rcber 11 .. Whitman 13
Cornwell 12 13 Cop , . 12
Dr Carson 13 .. Mrs Howard ,. 9

.
Blue Jeans.

IN NEW JERSEY,

Hamilton Gun Club.

Hamilton Square, N. J., Oct. 13.—.\. shooting contest held here
this afternoon resulted as follows:

Match at 10 live birds:W A Mellon .-2*21212112-9 J Lockwood 1211021*12—8
Miss and Out:

J V Hutchinson 20—1 W A Mellon .211121—6
Target match, Oct. 6:

J V Hutchinson 11.10110110101011001010101-15
W A .Mellon OllllllllllllllllllllliOl—23

AY A. Mellon, Pres. H. G. C.

Mississippi Valley Notes,
In the October competition for the Peoria Gun Club's three

medals Mills, Schultz and Woolner won the A. B and C class
honors respectively. Nineteen members participated in the after-
noon's spurt, and as usual a few live birds *ere shot in con-
clusion of the programme.
The scores in the .50-target event are here given: Mills 46, King

41, Brown 28, Zip 44, Baker 37, Sammis 42, G. Portman 43, Chas.
Portmari 31, \\ alport 44, Weiberg 30, Schultz 36. C. Portman 30,
Geo. Weher 30, W'm. W-oolner 31, Trunk 34, Shamo 21, Walport 21,
.McCluggage^ .30.

The Mt. Sterling Gun Club will give a one-day open shoot at
targets on Oct. 30. Entrance fees aggregate 515, and target total is
185.

.\ big live-bird shoot is one of the things making: in trapshooting
circles at St. Louis, but dates and details are not yet ripe. for an-
nouncement.

-As the season for quail shooting approaches it may be said
with confidence that the crop of birds and prospects for sport are
decidedly the best that we have had in Illinois for years. And it
is no less sure that this pleasing condition is due largely if not
wholly to the fact that the new game law has afforded proper and
practical protection to the birds through the summer and earljr
fall season. ^ F. C. Riehl.

Kentucky Gun Club.

Louisville, Ky. -In the Kentucky State championship con-
test, held on Saturday, Oct. 20, there were twentv-one contestants.
The shoot was held on Oct. 19 and 20. Mr. Ward killed straight
alone. The conditions were 25 birds, $10 entrance, birds extra;
class shooting; money divided 35, 25, 20 and 10 per cent., and a
silver cup to first. The weather was fine, and the birds were
good. The scores in the championship event follow:

Lyons 2222222222022222202222*12—22.
-Allen 2222222221212222011120222—2S
Eawcette 2222222222221*22202222222—23
fiobson 01112212111121222*1022102-21
Duncan ..22222i2.2221i222.0222212*—23
Clay 0222120222222;;22222222202—22
Pragoff 2222222220122i2202222*212—22
Chenaiilt 222121222202202221*221222—22
Gay 22222222222222222222*2222—24
Gulp 202201i212222lll222222011—

^

Talley U22ti2o22022222222220w
McDonald 22222222*221222lo22222012—22
Powell 2222212222201222220120222—22
Le Compte 22o222222222u2l2222212220—22
Hutchings 2222222222220222222022222—23
Cariar 212211222221*11222222*21*—22
Churchill 22U222222l2200iUw
Anderson 21l2*2u220212*0w
Ward .2i21i21 222222222222222222—26
Miller .2222222222222022222222222—24
Oldham 222220020202200w

In the event at 7 lire birds the following scores were made:
Lyons 20w
Duncan 1222221—7
Allen 2110220—5
Le Compte 22U0w
Gay 1222222—7
Miller ...2122222—7

Ward ...2112112—7
Powell 2222222—7
Talley .2222u22—

«

Pragoff 2*w
Gulp 2122222-7

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
Nothing is more important to the gunner than the condition

of the barrels of his arm. Most men have had experience in
sending guns to the gun store to have the rust taken out of the
barrels, or to have them rebored, and very often the work is done
in an unsatisfactory way. The advertisement of Mr. Alex S.
McMullen, of Ilion, N. Y., indicates that some one has at last

arisen to take up the boring of guns as a specialty, and the
proper treatment of the barrels.

—

Adv

Why They Advertise in Forest and Stream.
Because It Pays.

Resorts for Sportsmen.
Burton's Bay Villa, Locustville, La.—1 have about as many

guests as I can accommodate, and all through my advertisement
through F0RE.ST and Stre-am. J. H. James.

Long Island Duck Sbooting.

East Quogue, Long Island, N. Y.—We are having black duck
shooting here. The records of five days show seventy-six snipe
and yellowlegs and bay birds and fifty-five black ducks. There
are also sprigs, mallards and broadbills, but the majority are
blaek ducks. We are seventy-five miles from New York.

E. A. Jacksokt.

East Quogue, Long Island, N. Y., Oct. 13.—Dear Sir: I have
received a number of letters from the ad that I sent to you, and I
b§ve received a number of answers from Bermuda to Massa-
chusetts.

E. A. Jackson.

Dogs.

North Conway, N. H.—I want to testify to the value of
Forest and Stre.\m as for advertising. It seems that everybody
wanted those dogs, and I bed no trouble in making a sale.

Boats.

St. Louis, Mo.—1 am well pleased with the results I have re^
ceived through Forest .\nd Stream for last year.

F&EO MfiDAxr, Boat Btuldq-,
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. FOREST AND STREAM AT PARIS.

The photograph shows the principal exhibit of the

FaREST AND Stream at the Paris Exposition, which con-

sisted of the lifty-three bound volumes from 1873 to 1899,

shown in a handsome bookcase. Dr. Tarleton H. Bean

tells us tliat the paper attracted much attention and the

current' files Av'ere in constant demand. In addition there

were shown a portfolio of illustrations which have ap-

peared from time to time .as supplements, and a series of

tlie vohimes published by the Forest and Stream Publishing

Company on outdoor life and field sports.

The Forest and Stream was the only journal of its

class to receive mention at the Exposition, and, as has

already been announced, the recognition given to it by the

judges was generous and gratifying. The awards com-

prised a first prize. Gold Medal, a Bronze Medal^and two

Honorable Mentions.

Oi.-R ILLUSTRATED SUPPLEMENTS.

We give to-day the first one of a series of four full-page

illustrations which have been provided to accompany the

first numbers of the months for November, December,

January and February. The originals have been drawn

for the Forest and Stream by Mr. Wilfred P. Davison

and Mr. Edmund Osthaus, and the subjects will, we are

sure, prove acceptable and popular, as reminders of days

in the field. The titles of the four pictures are:

Nov. 3.—In the Fence Corner. By Wilfred P. Davison.

Dec. T.—When Food Grows Scarce. By Wilfred P.

Davison.

Jan. 5.—Quail Shooting in Mississippi. By Edm. H.

Osthaus.

Feb. 2.—In Boyhood Days. By Wilfred P. Davison.

AN AGENCY FOR GAME PROTECTION.
It has often been said by correspondents of Forest and

Stream that no work could be undertaken which would
accomplish so much for game protection as to extend
the circulation of Forest and Stre.a.m among persons in-

terested in shooting and fishing, in order that they
might become interested in the subject, and read good
doctrine. If every reader of the Forest and Stream will

do u hat he can to bring .the paper to the notice of others
interested in these subjects, he will be doing for game
protection a work that will count. If, with a view of con-
serving and increasing the game and fish supply, our
renders will send in to us the names of all persons who
are interested in these and kindred subjects, we, on our
part, will do all that we can to increase the interest which
ihe}' feel by sending out free numbers of Forest and
STRE.^M containing special articles on the subject.

WOMAN IN THE SADDLE.
The question as to how a woman should sit a horse is

gradually attracting—as it should—more and more atten-

tion, and signs are not wanting that before long there

will be a considerable proportion of the horsewomen
of the country who v/ill insist on riding in the only

rational and safe way. Already in most of the large cities

—and certainly in many localities far from large cities-

there are horsewomen who ride a man's saddle, and it

is not to be doubted that this number will constantly in-

crease. It is but a few years since the short skirt,

variously known as the rainy day, golf or bicycle skirt,

began to be worn by a few advanced women, and yet

to-day it is so popular that most working women, and a

very large proportion of shoppers in the large cities

assume this garb when they go abroad.

The matter of woman's seat on a horse comes again to

public notice by a dispatch from Chicago stating that a

woman there who had entered a number of horses at the

coming Korse sh^w and expected to ride them herself In

the ladies' saddle horse class, intended to ride a man's
saddle; and that when this knowledge came to the horse
show, authorities they requested her to withdraw her
entries.

Public agitation of this matter is all that is required to

push the reform to the front, and all persons interested

in seeing the change brought about will be glad that

the question has come up again. The woman who has
ventured to bring it up in this public way, and to the

attention' of the class which is commonly denominated
"'society," is to be congratulated on her courage. But
then it has long been known that women make the best

martyrs.

Horseback riding is perhaps the most wholesome and
altogether the best form of exercise that can be taken
by man or woman, but in the larger communities its

practice is limited by the fact that it is expensive, both
as to time and money. In the country, however, this

objection exists to a less degree, and everywhere the fond-
ness for horseback riding is increasing.

Of the world's population women are by far the cou:-

servative part. They object to change, cling to the old
things and wish to do to-day as their mothers did before
them. To attempt to alter sentiments or customs among
them is to undertake a task far greater than would be
found in turning the thoughts of men into new channels.
At the same time the views of women on many matters
have changed so rapidly within the last few years, and
the sex has made such long strides toward taking its

place in many resoects on an absolute equality with
man, that we may hope that within a few years the
difference in standing which existed half a century ago
will have largely disappeared.

SETTLED.
This talk about the constitutionality of non-export

game law is corning to be somewhat wearisome. The
last case is that of Mr. Douglass Dyrenforth, of Chicago,
and his Wisconsin muscalonge. The Wisconsin statute

forbids the export of fish taken from inland waters, ex-
cept that two fish (or more if not in excess of 20 pounds)
may be carried out of the State when accompanied by the
owner. Mr. Dyrenforth was taking some muscalonge
home to Chicago, and. according to the published re-
port, was quite within his right as to the limited amount
he was carrying. The fish were seized by a Wisconsin
warden, and Mr. Dyrenforth has sued to recover $5000
damages. In the event of the court's upholding the
warden, Mr. Dyrenforth announces that he will bring suit

to test the constitutionality of the anti-export provision.
To value two Wisconsin muscalonge at $2,500 apiece

is. of course, to put a moderate and conservative price on
them, reckoned from the standpoint of the angler who
caught them; and we shall all hope that the whole sum
sued for may be recovered, or at least enough of it to soothe
Mr. Dyrenforth's outraged feelings, which, it is evident,
come high. But what shall be said of a proposition at this
day to test the constitutionality of laws forbidding the
export of game or fish? For the point is no longer
subject to test. It has already been tested and settled
by numerous State coOrts and by the Supreme Court of
the United States. In the case of Geer vs. Connecticut
this very question was at issue. The Connecticut statute
forbids the export of ruffed grouse. Mr. Geer, a game

dealer, bought some grouse, which by purchase became
his property, and carried them to New York. When
sued for the penalties, he contended that the birds having

by purchase become his property he might do with them

as he pleased. When the case got to Washington the

Supreme Court found against Mr. Geer on this point. It

held that the game of a State belonged to the State, and

the State might prescribe conditions both as to its capture

and as to its disposition after it was taken. The State

might thus provide, as in the case under consideration, that

the game might be taken only for the purpose of con-

sumption within the State. Under these circumstances it

would be impossible for any one to act[uire in the dead

game any absolute property right which would war-

rant his doing with it other than the State had provided

might be done. So as to these Wisconsin muscalonge.

The State owns the fish ; it may forbid the taking of

them at any time for any purpose, or it may permit their

capture at certain times for certain purposes. The author^

ity which prescribes the purpose of taking and the dis-

position after taking is identical with that which pre-

scribes the times and the modes of taking. We do not

hear any one affirming that he has a constitutional right

to catch Wisconsin muscalonge when, where and how
he pleases; but that contention would be just as reason-

able as the common one that a person may do what he

pleases with his fish after he has captured them.

Undoubtedly there are certain constitutional questions

involved in the game laws which it would be worth while

to test, but this one of game export does not fall within

the category. It has been settled already. And because

it is settled talk about settling it over again will end in

talk. The talk will probably continue far into the next

century, for it is talk of a kind that soothes the feelings

of the victim of the law. When one has had his fish taken

away from him or has been compelled to pay a fine, it

mitigates the severity of the penalty if he can set him-^

self up on a pedestal and contemplate himself as an

aggrieved and injured citizen shorn of his constitutional

rights.

CALIFORNIA QUAIL FOR THE APPALACHIANS,
It has more than once been suggested in Forest and

Stream that the plumed partridge of California, better

known as the mountain quail, might do well on the higher

slopes of the Appalachian Mountains, in North CaroHna,
and possibly further south. Until recently, however, no
one especially interested in the region appears to have
given much thought to the matter . However, we learn

now that Mr. Chas, Hallock. Dr. A. K. Fisher, of the
Biological Survey, and Manager Hayes, of Sapphire.

North Carolina, have taken the matter up together, and
that there is a prospect that something may be done
about it.

In connection with this, it is proposed to introduce on
the southern slopes of the same mountains some blue
quail from the Rio Grande, which will be fed and shel-.

tered in winter. These birds are easily domesticated.
Mexican children are said to use them universally as

pets, and they are said to constitute a considerable part
of the food of the people in some localities.

Of course these last are birds of a dry region, and seem
to prefer a country where the rainfall is very slight; but
on the other hand they have been introduced in portions
of British Columbia—a country of great precipitation—
and there have done well and greatly increased in num-
bers. There seems no obvious reason why they might
not do equally well in North Carolina, and if not there,
at least in South Carolina and Georgia. They are not
cold weather birds and would be easily winter killed.

Projects such as this are equally interesting to sportsmen
and to naturalists.

TALKS TO BOYS.
We shall begin in our next issue the publication of a

series of "Talks to Boys," by Mr. W. G. De Groot. To
those who know Mr. De Groot it is not necessary for us
to say that for the authorship of such a series no one
could be found better equipped than he by long experience
in the field, thorough sportsmanship and sympathy with
the youngsters of to-day, who are to be the sportsmen o£
to-morrow. The papers will be highly practical in charac-
ter, and we shall miss our guess if they do not find readers
of mature years as well as among the boys.
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In the Ozarks.
{Coniinned from last week.)

One beautiful October day the hunting fever at-

tacked me with all its old-time irresistible power, and
unfitted me temporarily for work of any kind whatsoever.

Nature called to me insistently to come out and play, and
from my office window showed me an alluring prospect

to tempt me from the dull, uncompanionable books
lying open on my desk and staring blankly in my face.

The hills stretched away on every side as far as the

eye could reach, their wooded slopes showing touches

of russet and gold, intermingled Avith the green of the

unturned foliage; overhead the sky was blue and clear,

with here and there a white, fleecy cloud sailing lazily

by; the air seemed filled with those tiny gossamer
balloons, floating along, light os thistledown, with gleam-
ing, silken cobwebs trailing far behind like the tails to

so many kites, by means of which the energetic balloon
spiders accomplish their fall moving; and over all brooded
the soft, hazy atmosphere of an Indian summer's day,

There was no resisting such an invitation. I closed

my books with a bang, hung my "out-o[-town-will-be-
back-to-mon-ow" sign on the door, and was soon headed
for the hills with a gun over mj^ shoulder and my good
dog Twist trailing at my heels. This dog was a fine

Irish setter, and his full name was Oliver Twist, which
title he had acquired from his insatiable craving for

"more."
It was his first season with the birds, and I was frying

to break him in. I had not hunted much in that part

of the country, and had never before done any quail

shooting to speak of, so there was all the charm of
novelty in my surroundings, on this particular da}^ So
far as Twist was concerned, my instruction was not
likely to prove of much worth.
But the rustle of the dead leaves underfoot was sweet-

est music to my ears, and it mattered little to me
whether I shot anything or nothing at all. In fact, when
Twist flushed a covey of quail and sent them whirring
away into the thick woods before I was within shot of

them I merely reproA-ed him with a yell, and followed
leisurely after the birds.

I got three quail out of this covey, when I should have
bagged at least eight. If the dog had been more ex-
perienced such shooting would have been enough for

him, and he would forthwith and forever have cut me
from his list of sporting friends. Fortunately for me
we were about on a par when it came to quail hunting,
and each one's attention was wholly occupied with his
own blunders.

I tramped many miles that day, up hill and down dale,

and along toward sundown bethought me that it was time
to be starting homeward—and then I made a discovery.
I did not know in what direction home was; in other
words, I was lost. Those hills were so muclt alike in

their general appearance that I could not get my bear-
ings. There was nothing for it but to strike out in a
straight line,' and trust to luck to come across some
habitation.

I put the plan -intb effect, but it was after dark before
I struck even a roadAA'ay. I would have been in a sorry
plight were it not for a bright moon that lighted up my
way and made objects distinguishable in the darkness.
I followed the road for a mile or more, and at last my
eyes were greeted with the welcome sight of a light
shining from the window of a dAvelling. I approached
this seemingly lonely habitation, and greeted it Avith a
loud "Hello, the house!" The door opened immedi-
ately, and in the broad shaft of light streaming from the
interior a man appeared, his figure assuming gigantic
proportions as he stood there framed in the low door-
way.

••What's the trouble?" he' called out.
"Lost my way," I made answer. "How far is it to M.?"
" 'Baout six mile, I reck'n," said he. "Better come in

and have some grub."
I did not Avait to be urged. Through the open door

I could see the bright fire burning in the big fireplace
at one end of the room, over which a tea kettle Avas sing-
ing merrily, and an appetizing odor of fried bacon and
baked yams was Avafted to my nostrils.

With a word of heartfelt thanks I entered the house

—

or, more correctly speaking, the cabin—and mine host
closed the door and drew up a cracker box beside the
fire with an invitation for me to sit down and make
myself at home.
We exchanged information regarding each other over

our supper. Mine host's name Avas Saunders, I learned,
and he lived in this small cabin by himself and "didn't
ask no odds o' nobuddy, hi ganny." He Avas a man Avell

on in years. His sandy hair and long, scraggly beard
were plentifully streaked with gray, but he Avas still hale
and heart}'-, and though past the three-score mark, "his
eye was not dim, nor his natural force abated." His
shoulders were bent, but this was more from his habit
of sitting all hunched over, with elbows resting on
knees, than from old age.

Further conservation developed the fact that he was
the owner of a certain black mule, Avith Avhom I bad
preA'iously formed an undesirable acquaintance.

1 declined Saunders' invitation to spend the night at
his cabin, and also the loan of his mule, and feeling
greatly refreshed after the plain but substantial supper
whistled for Twist and started for home. Twist had re-
galed himself Avith a fight Avith one of Saunders' dogs,
and had Avon the fight and the cause of it—a ham bone!
As I passed the barn a loud, blatant voice broke the

stillness of the night.

"It's 'that mule o' Saunders',' " said I to Twist as the
familiar haw-hee! haw-hee! haAA'-hee! echoed all about
the place. The sound seemed to follow us for miles, and
I gave thanks that the black demon was safely housed
for the night.

Saunders and I became good friends after that. He
v/as trying to obtain a pension from an ungrateful Gov-
ernment, he informed me, and I drew up some papers
for him, gratis,' ^nd jn tliig .Wi^y earned his lasting grati-

tude. _ . _ mA, *.^< d^iJLl

In return I received an invitation to joiii hinl Itt a

turkey hunt. I had been longing for such an oppor-

tunity, and gladly accepted his invitation; so the day

was set and I arranged to spend the night Avith him, that

we might get an early start in the morning.

Now, in all my hunting expetience I had never shot a

Avild turkey; in fact, had nevei- so much as seen one run-

ning wild. I AVas therefore AvhoUy unacquainted with

their habits, and relied upon Saunders to initiate me into

the mysteries of the sport. He was one of the best shots

and the most succesL§^ful turkey hunter in that whole

region.

We breakfasted by candle light, and then, with rifles

in hand, Avent forth in search of the craftiest game bird

of our woods.
"Yo' got t' shoot 'em in the hade," Saunders ex-

plained, as we walked briskly along through the etigp

morning air. "Ef they sees yuh filst hit's good-by,

J'onny, 'cause thev'U run like the devUl afore tlley i-ise,

an' then hit's all oft". Ther' e'n't no tlleatiei- birrlids t'

shoot, ther' suttenly e'n't, Quail e'n't nllthin' 'lOiliside

o' turkeys. Hit's a good rtiaWnin* fet 'etn; Rfeck'tt We'll

git one or two-.**
.

« j

We had tramped thfCe oJ- fofit iii5le§, Wheii Sattildet-S,

who was 'A little ahea.d of nie, suddenly paused and
motioned for me to go easy. I crept up cautiously to

his side.

"Thcr's a roost over yonder," he whispered, pointing

to a heavy clump of oaks in front of us. "Reck'n Ave're

too late; but I'll just give 'pm a try fer luck."

He squatted on the ground, drcAv a goose quill from
his pocket and placed it to his lips. Had I not been
prepared I Avould have sworn there Avas a turkey of some
kind in the neighborhood. He repeated the call several

times at' odd interA^als Avithout any result, and I was
about to advise him to "give it up as a bad job," Avhen

an answering call came from somewhere off to our left

in exact imitation of tlie sound Saunders had made.
The next five minutes Avere exciting ones. The tui'key

approached warily, and seemed in no hurry to oflfer itself

as a target for our rifles.

"I see him," Saunders sttddenly whispered. "Try for

his hade,, an* aim low."
I strained my eyes itr the direction he indicated, but

no sign of a turkey nor of any living thing could I see.

"You'll have to take him," I whispered back. "I

can't locate him. Go ahead and let him have it."

Saunders' rifle slowly came to his shoulder, there was
a moment's anxious suspense, and then a sharp report,

and—I located the turkey. At the same instant I caught
a glimpse of something scurrying away through the

underbrush on mj^ right, and the next moment heard the

flapping of heaA^y Avings. "Thar goes another," Saun-
ders shouted, springing to his feet. "Hi ganny! he Avas

a big gobbler, tew. 'We' mought 'a' had 'cm both."

We ran forward to the spot where his turkey Avas

flopping about' in its last convulsive struggles. It was a

fine large bird, and I envied Saunders his success; but
it only whetted my own desire to go and do likewise.

"Reck'n we'd better work alone fer a spell," Saunders
suggested when he had quieted the turkey. "You all

go that a-Avay an' I'll keep on straight ahade. Keep
yore eye skinned an' I'll meet yuh at t'other end o' that

ridge yonder. I mought drive one over yore Avay, an'

you all mottght drive one over t' me."
I liked this plan, as it gave me an opportunity to

blunder unobserved, so Ave separated. And I did blunder.
I crossed OA*er the ridge, walking carefully and keeping
a sharp lookout for any sign of a turkey. I had not gone
far, when my efforts were rewarded by the sight of a
pair of them disappearing over the crest of a ridge a
long distance aAvay. I folloAved after them of course, not
realizing the futility of attempting to run them down,
noAV that they had taken alarm.

I forgot all about Saunders, and "alone and with
unabated zeal" kept on in pursuit of the game. 'Twice I

caught a fleeting glimpse of their SAviftly vanishing
forms, and then they spread their Avings and soared aAvay
to parts unknown.

I seated myself on a log and rested my weary limbs
and gave myself irp to meditation. To begin with, I

knew not from Avhence I had come in my circuitous
wanderings, nor hoAV to find my way back again. Truly
those hills Avere most confusing. I wondered Avhat
Saunders Avould think of ni}' disappearance, and could
not forebear a smile as I pictured his surprise at my
mysterious vanishment.
Suddenly I Avas aroused from my rcA^erie by a slight

rustling of the fallen leaves and the snapping of a twig.
I Avas on the qui vive at once. I glanced in the direction
of the sound, and in a second every nerve in my bodj'-

Avas tingling, and my heart Avas thumping madly, and
my hand involuntarily sought my rifle, for before me, not
thirt}'- paces aAvay, appeared the head and bronze throat
of a turkey. The rest of its body was concealed by a log.
At last my chance had come. I raised my rifle, took

careful aim, and pulled the trigger. Immediately there
Avas a great commotion in the bushes, and I sprang for-

Avard and thrcAV mj-self upon the fluttering, squaAvking
bundle of feathers and kicking legs. I had my hands
full, as the turkey turned out to be a big gobbler, but
I finally triumphed, although much scratched up and
disfigured in the struggle.

I held the huge bird aloft with both hands. My bosom
SAvelled Avith pride as I gazed upon its ample propor-
tions, and I gave a whoop of joy that "made the Avelkin
ring." My shout of Adctory Avas answered by a faint,

far-distant halloo. I called again, and received another
ansAvering cry, and before long Saunders appeared
upon the scene.

"What in blazes be y' d.6in' aAvay back yere?" 'be in-
quired in puzzled tones.

"I was folloAving a paff turkeys," I replied. He
had not discovered my turkey as yet.

"FoUerin' turkeys, hey?" said he. AvIth a chuckle.
"Waal, waal! I orter told yuh 't e'n't no use wastin'
5^ore time that way. Reck'n y' faound that out by this
time, hoAVSomever. Y* seem sorter dug up like." He
eyed my many scratches, questioningly.

"What do you think of that?" Avas my proud answer,
as I stepped aside and pointed to my great prize—my
first wild turkey.
Saunders looked at the turkey, then at me, and then

Jiack at the turkev ne^iiu, and a slow smile played about

the corners of his mouth, gradually expanding, into a
broad grin

"I'll be doggonedl" he exclaimed. "Did you all kill

that air birrudi"'

"I most certainly did," 1 replied, striking an attitude.

"Isn't he a beaUty?"
"He suttenly is," the old man assented, with a

chuckle. "He's 'baout the 'finest turkey in these yere
parts. He's wuth nigh on to four dollars."

"Four dollars!" I repeated. "You must be mistaken."
"Mcbbe so," he replied. "But Sam sez that's Avhat

he give fer him."
"What do you mean?" I exclaimed, AA'ith an awful sus-

picion stealing o'er me that things Avere not what they
seemed to be.

"Mean?" said he, and I shall never, never forget that

moment; "Mean? Why, you all have gone an' shot
Sam Hawkins' prize gobbler. Sam li\'es yonder jest

qVet the hill:'*

I collapsed;

"What's to be done abotlt it?" 1 asked, helplessly,

\>'hen I had tecovered ftora the first sllock of the painful

disclofeUte:

"Nuthiti', 'cep*n pay SSttl ht -tile ttltkey,** Sattndef.*

draAvled, solemnly.
Not to dwell too l6ng on a distressing subject, 1 did

pay for the turkey—no matter how much—and I have
never been v^ery enthusiastic over turkey shooting since

Fayette DuruNj Jit.

In the Shadow of Katahdin.
"How be you?" .,T

"Fine! How be you?"
"Good! Say, you daren't go to Maine with me llj

December!"
"Don't be so stire; I'll go if you will!"

"Good! Put it there!" We shook hands, and it was
settled.

My challenger, Mr. Wilbert Thomas, of Hamdeir,
Conn., is considerably niy elder in years, but in actions—
Avcll, this yarn will probably prove that there is abun-
dant opportunity for improvement in both of \.u. Wil-
bert is an extensiA^e garden farmer, and he dispenses
luscious berries and other fruits to a confiding public
in the summer time. Then he spends part of the pro-
ceeds in chase of the elusive deer of Maine in the fall.

In accordance Avith established precedent "the eventful

day arrived." Dec. 4 found a gathering of relatiA^es and
friends of both parties at Wilbert's house. They were
there to say good-by and extend well wishes. In the
gathering w^as a cousin of Wilbert's, Avho had shot deer
in many States, and who mourned his unhappy lot in not
being one of our party. He sighed again and again, and
when the time came for the last handshake lie bolted like

a Shanghai rooster for tlie back door. He acted so
strange we feared for his sanity. "What time does that

train go?" yelled he, Avith his hand on the knob.
"In an hour and a half," answered Wilbert, in a dazed

Avay.

"I'm going, too; arid I'll see'yOU at the depot! Bang!
The door slammed, and a dark streak shot across the

fields and -disappeared over the broAv ot a hill. That
streak Avas Elizur Thomas, Wilbert's nephew, and he
Avas the first one at the depot. Wilbert and I had talked

it up for months, and made preparations. Lide did the

business in an hour and a half.

Arrived at Millinockett, we failed to find the Spencer
boys, who were to meet us there, and so Ave arranged to

stop until the next day at least at Reade's camp there.

Just east of this camp, Avithin 20 yards, floAVS the Milli-

nockett River; and Ave were told it is a good trout stream.

The camp is a neat, snug log affair, and for persons

who prefer to be in touch with the railroad, telegraph,

doctor, drug store, and civilization in general, and yet

wish to hunt deer, this is an ideal spot. The viands are

first cla-ss from a sportsman's standpoint.

Dinner over, it Avas voted to try a couple of hours'

hunt near camp. Moccasins and hunting togs Avere

donned, and Wilbert and I took to the woods on the

west bank of the river. Lide crossed the railroad bridge

and tried the east bank.
Wilbert's rifle Avas a light .45-70 Winchester, and made

to his order three years ago. Deer had fallen before it

on previous trips, and Wilbert swears by that gun.

Lide carried a .38-70 model 86 Winchester, and it had
tumbled deer in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, the

Carolinas and Maine. Lide thinks his rifle just right;

and who can blame him? My rifle Avas a beautiful little

half octagon nickel steel, .30-30 Winchester. The beauty

Avas presented to me by my shop associates the day before

ThanksgiA'ing, and was a surprise. There is greater

significance in this to me than might appear in the mere
telling. Shopmates usually need all spare change the

day before Thanksgiving, and I sincerely trust the free

contributions of my warm-hearted friends lightened the

good cheer or no Thanksgiving table—not even to the

extent of one small grain of salt. The little .30-30_is rnore

highly prized than anything else in mj' den, for it is

treasured and sacred, and its resting place shall be on the

handsome antlers of the fine old buck Avhich came Avith

it and me from the scented forests of the State of Maine.
The afternon was glorious. The sun shone brightly,

and the air Avas crisp and cold. The boughs of arbor-

vitass, hemlocks and other CA'ergreens bent under a

crystallized Aveight of crusted snow; and the dark recesses

of the forest wei'e penetrated by reflection from the
white mantle that coA^ered the ground. Here and there

red squirrels frisked, and bluejays piped discordant
notes, while snoAvbirds hopped from limb to limb.

Nearby, the ceaseless A^oice of the river added solemn
music, Avhich lent double enchantment to the scene.

We folIoAved the Nesowadnehunk road for perhaps
three-quarters of a mile. Then Wilbert pointed out a
spot in an old tote road AA'here a nephcAV of his shot a
deer two years before. Here the complexion of the

forest changed, and hardAVOod predominated. After
Avalking perhaps a mile through a heavy growth of

beech, oak, maple, ash and other trees, I had my first

sight of deer tracks—they Avere made by a doe and
fawn. They Avere not fresh, and Wilbert pronounced
them a day old. They looked good to in^, fof fheji' were
the first I had ever sf^n.
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A_ shurt way beyond the ttaclks we found anGtha?' tote
road, and right in the fork of the two roads stood i>

birch tree. The bark had been peeled from a spot 0
inches square, leaving- the clean body of the tree ex-
posed. Here, written in pencil, was a notice. It read:
"Spencer Brother.^' Camp, nine jniles." An arrow
jjointed north, the general trend of the Nesowadnehunk
road.. Wc cunsidercd this a lucky find, for it pointed the
direction of mu- destination.

We went a .sliort distance beyOnd fhe fork of the roads
and found where a large buck had crossed. The trade
vva.s iresh. and we followed it over a mile. The ex-
perience was new and fascinated me so that I regretted
To give up, even after the sun had set. Discretion was
policy here, however, for those beautiful enchanting
woods dispense heartless hospitality to the lost tender-
foot of a cold winter night.

lE/lsde vwas in Gatnp ahea.d of us, and he was thoroughly
disgusted. He had tested his patience and swearing
powers by creeping through a blowdown for over a mile
without being rewarded by sight of a single' track. He
could not be reconciled, and swore there were no deer
in the whole blasted country, He confessed to me the
next morning that he had been ready to take the first

train home after getting into camp the night before.
We were joined at supper by eight or ten men, Mr,

Reade being one. Some were guides and others were
from the village; all, however, were experienced more
or less in deer hunting.

^
After supper all hands gathered around the fireplace.

The sparks soar'ed up the chimney from blazing logs,
and we smoked and listened to one another's stories.
One yarn ran like this:

"A few winters ago I was employed in a lumber camp.
We had worked into logs all the desirable timber in the
vicinity, and the stream, which connected with the
Penobscot, Avas badly jammed with logs. So thick was
the jam that it was impossible to drive anything through.
Jim,' said the boss to me one day, 'we're out of dyna-
mite, and some one will have to go to the other camp
and get some. We must start these logs moving. How
would you like the trip?'

"Now the other camp was twenty miles away, and not
a building between, and an old tote road was the only
way. I was willing to go, hoAvever, and next morning
bright and early I was on my way. It took the best part
of the day to make the trip, for the thawing weather had
melted the snow, and the traveling was bad. I was
ready for supper and bed that night, you can bet!

"1 had breakfast before daylight next morning, and
with 20 pounds of dynamite sticks with fuses attached
on my back 1 started on the return trip. With the excep-
tion of seeing a few deer, nothing occurred untd I was
within two miles of camp. I had been compelled to rest
a number of times, and it was getting dark. I had just
crossed a strip of burnt land, and was on the point of
entering a stretch of the road which ran through a
blowdown where the young growth had reached a height
of about 20 feet, when, happening to turn my head, I
thought I saAv an animal nioving in the path behind me.
"It's another deer,' said I to myself, and paid no further
attention. It was quite dusky in the blowdown, but
my tracks of the day before could be seen in the wet
snow. Becoming tired. I sat down for a short rest. I
had hardly seated myself, when cold chills chased rapidly
up and down my spilie. Back on my track, and not over
ISO feet away, I could see the shadowy outlines of an
'Indian devil.' The animal stood motionless, and was
looking straight at me.

''To say that I wasn't scared would be a thundering lie.

Some say the 'Indian devil' (wolverine) is a cowardly
sneak, and I might not have feared this one. But to save
extra weight I had left my rifle in camp, so was un-
armed. I sat there and eyed the animal quite awhile
Finally it sneaked into the timber at the right of the
road. 'Good!' thought I. 'He's afraid to tackle me
and has gone.' I was mistaken, for I had hardly resumed
my journey, when I looked back, and there was the beast
on my trail again—and closer tlian before!
"Matters were getting serious, and I cudgeled my brain

for a scheme to get rid of my unwelcome follower.
Finally I turned and shouted back at him, and you bet
f felt good to see that cuss sneak into the timber again.
I now hurried as fast as possible, but kept a sharp look-
out all the while. Camp was a mile away, when the
shadowy form loomed on my trail again, and I was
horrified to see that it was wnthin less than too feet.
'What can I do? What can I do?' thought I. Sud-
denly I remembered the dynamite, and like a flash came
an idea. I stopped and stood still—so did the 'Indian
devil.' Then I pulled off my coat—a heavy reefer—took
one of the sticks of dynamite from the bundle, lighted a
match and touched the fuse to the flame. It sputtered,
and I placed the stick on the ground, hastily threw mv
coat over it in a manner not to interfere with the fuse, and
took to my heels.

"How far I ran before the explosion, I don't knoAv.
But I was making the best licks I ever made in my
life, when the Avoods burst into a flame of light, and a
report like a cannon shook the earth. I never looked be-
hind, but kept up the pace right into camp, where I
arrived barheaded, coatless and breathless. The whole
camp Avas aroused, and as soon as my wind came back
1 told my story. Lanterns, axes, clubs and rifles Avere
hastily procured, and all hands started back with me.
We picked up the bundle of dynamite which I had
dropped in my hurry within lOO feet of a big hole in
the ground. Then pieces of coat, hide, flesh and bones
and bunches of hair Avere found scattered Avithin a radius
of IOC feet or more. That 'fndian devil' had stopped to
smell of the old coat, and the dynamite blew him up all

light
'

Our i;airator knocked the ashes from his pipe into the
fireplace, borrowed tobacco and a match from his nearest
neighbor, situck a hght and resumed smoking; .lud
hjs eyes seemed to studj-- the moving sha.iows of cur
cirde, Avhich the flames thrcAv on the log Ava'ls, and the
gyrations of the starlikc sparks on their c ju-sc up the
chim.ncy. Then some one yawned, and Wiibert com-
placently eyed each face through his glasses, and there
Avas a look on his countenance Avhich eloq'uenHy i-Hid:
"Boys, I've heard liars before, but this chap "is the
champion of tl-tm all."

" William H. Avis,
[to be concluded.]

Our First Camping Trip.
(Conchidedfrom J>aiie 32'i.)

At the outlet of Sixth Lake the State had built a high
dam for the purpose, as we afterward learned, of storing

Avatcr for the canals, as these Avaters eventually find their

v/ay to the State canals via Moose and Black rivers.

Thus the Avaters of Sixth and Seventh lakes had been
raised some 6 feet or more, and in places had backed into

the forest for a considerable distance on nearly all sides.

The residt wfi.<i; that acres and acres of dead forest ap-

peared to have at one time grown right out of the lake,

and on all sides, except close to the dam, where avc had
pushed off. To haA^e found a landing place at any other

point across the lake would have been impossible, for to

have reached the new shores one Avould have had to

Avork his boat a long distance through water filled with
floating logs and brush, and all in the midst of a forest of

old dead trees. It Avas very evident that the outlet of

Seventh Lake came through this submerged forest sojne-

where on the north and emptied into Sixth Lake, but
Avhere? Fortunately it was early afternoon. In very
short order we had roAved across the open Avater and
skirted the woods along its Avhole northern border. We
entered every little bay and every little opening in among
the trees in hopes of discovering the channel, but all to

no effect. It was getting late, and we hardly knew
Avhat to do, and were beginning to think we would have
to camp all njght at the clam, when all of a sudden a

boat shot out of the dead forest and made toward the
carry we had lately come over. We Avere some distance
away at this time, but Ave marked the place Avell and
rowed for it for dear life. It did not look a bit like an
inlet, but Ave pushed on and soon the way became well
defined, although there was a dead forest close to us on
either side. That night Ave camped early on Seventh
Lake, and I remember that we all retired early, slept

soundly, Averc up with the lark, and all felt as fresh and
as happy as three daisies.

I doubt if it was very much after 5 o'clock when we
had finished breakfast and found ourselves once more
in the boat and making for the north end of the lake to
try and soIa^c a problem similar to the one presented to
us the day before, viz., to locate a boat trail through a
submerged forest. I will not tire any one by reciting
our troubles in detail. We eventually found the inlet,

but not until we had enjoyed the experience of having
been actually lost in the Avoods in a boat for sev^eral hours,
and the only Avay Ave got out Avas to steer a fairl}' direct
course to open water and cut our Avay out Avith an axe,
and with three fellows and three heavy pac;k baskets in

a light Adirondack boat this undertaking Avas no laugh-
ing matter, or, rather, it might have been, for the others
Avould certainly haAJ^e laughed, and laughed heartily, if

one of us had got a good ducking. It was peculiar, but
in cutting our way out we ran across the inlet, and al-

though it Avas quite a long one, Ave soon found ourselves
at the carry. Up to this time we had been troubled little

if any by mosquitoes, but the moment Ave put foot on
the landing we Avere tackled by SAA'arms and swarms of
them, until it seemed almost unendurable, and before we
got everything ready to pack over the trail Ave had to
stop Avork several times and go back in the AA^oods, take
a breathing spell and anoint our necks, faces, hands and
Avrists with coal tar. Of all the mosquito places I ever
struck I think this landing Avas the worst, and in spite
of a liberal use of tar oil, by the time we got aAvay our
faces, necks and hands were covered Avith blood, and not
one of us but had tears in his eyes. It was simply tm-
endurable, and I can Avell imagine that some of the
mosquito stories that we hear once in a AA^hile from the
Canadian NorthAvest are only too true.

If I remember correctly, the carry before us over to
Eighth Lake Avas a mile and a half or possibly tAvo miles
long; at any rate it was a good, long trail, but Avith our
experience of the day before Ave considered Ave AA^ere old
hands at it, and proved it. too, and by noon everything
Avas over, and Ave had dinner on the shore of Eighth
Lake—and a beautiful and isolated sheet of Avater it is,

too. To roAv on it Avhen its surface Avas smooth was like
floating in mid air, for the water was so clear that the
rocky bottom could be distinctly seen to a very great
depth.

In Eighth Lake is a beautiful little island, Avith a
hunter's little log cabin on it, and as it Avas Friday this
island spot seemed a good place to make camp for ov^er
Sunday, AAdiich was accordingly done.
Friday we pidled up to the northerly end of the lake,

found the trail and took a morning stroll over to
Raquette Lake Inlet. A trail ahvays has a fascination
for most people. If it is quite plain and there is no
danger of losing it yow simply abandon yourself to it

and go Avhere it leads you, without respect to your loca-
tion or regard to the points of the compass, and yotr
knoAv that in time it Avill surely bring you to Avater; per-
haps only a stream, but maybe to a beautiful sheet of
Avater. And Ave' not only enjoyed our trip on the
Raquette Lake trail that morning, but Ave could noAV say
that Aye had been as far as Raquette Lake Inlet.

This was the end of our trip in this direction. Our
plan Avas to go hastily oyer to Raquette Lake, remain
at Eighth Lake OA'er Sunday, have a good rest, and then
go back to Fourth, Avhere Ave Avere to make a permanent
camp from the balance of our two'Aveeks' A^acation, and
from which camp Ave could make, from time to time,
A'arious boating and fishing excursions.
Sunday afternoon, I remember, we discovered an old

tin Dutch oven in the AA^oodshed of the hunter's log cabin,
and having flour and baking poAvder Avith us, and being
desirous of trying my hand. I proceeded to break the
Sabbath by baking a hatch of biscuit. I had never done
such a thing before—I do not mean I had ncA^er broken
the Sabbath, but that this was my maiden effort at
baking. T read and folloAved carefully the directions
printed on the baking powder can, and for a Avonder the
biscuit were fairly good, and before night I tried it

again, it Avas all so easy, and I enjoyed the satisfaction I
derived in being so successful at such a new venture. I
AA-iil not quote any Scriptirre or undertake to explain
how it happened: I do not knoAV. T did exactly as I
did before, but the biscuit didn't. They were surely
made of flour, btrtter (I suppose) and Avater and baking
poAvder, first made into dough and then baked, but I
have never knoAvn of an instance before or since Avhere

dough or flowef and watei* first made into doughj or, for

that matter, anything in the supposed eatable line, could
get into such a hard state as that second batch of biscuit.

They Avcre harder that lead bullets. Man can dent lead,

, but you could not those biscuit. They would break
first. Of course, it Avas some time before I heard the

last of those armor-clad biscuit, but what Avould a camp-
ing trip be unless some one did something that the others
could guy him about?
For over tAVO days we had not seen a soul, and for

nearly three had not said "boo" to any one except our-
selves, and it was really beginning to get lonesome, and
so early Mondajf morning found us on the move, and on
our Avay back to Fourth Lake, and it Avas still early fore-
noon AA'hen we reached the open water of Seventh Lake.
We were aware that a fairly strong Avind was blowing,
but were not prepared for Avhat Ave saw as we came to
open Avater, for, lo and behold! the lake was covered with
whitecaps. We had heard of its being a dangerous and
rather treacherous lake, and now it appeared to be so in

dead earnest. With three nien and three full pack
baskets our boat, as you may avcII imagine, Avas well
loaded down, and it Avas not very far from the Avater to

the top of the guuAvale. We A^entured out several rods
into the open water, but felt too ticklish about going
further, and returned to the shelter of the submerged
forest. There was no place to land; we must patiently
Avait in our boat for the wind to go down or else go
back up the inlet a mile or so to the dreaded mosquito
landing; either that or venture across the lake through
tlie acres of whitecaps to solid ground. We held a long
consultation. Across the bay to our right was a log
camp. cA'idently the home of some guide. Perhaps he
would see us and come to our rescue. So we en-
deavored to keep in plain sight. Finally a little girl, to
all appearance not more than ten or twelve years old,

came out and watched us. We kncAV she saw us, and
expected every minute she would go in and tell her
father. Perhaps he was away. However, imagine our
surprise a moment later to see the little chick go down to
the landing, push oft' the boat that was there, jump in
and row aAvay out into the lake in the very midst of the
Avhitecaps; then turn around and row back, as much as
to say, "See that? There is no danger! If a little girl

in a light boat won't tip oA'er three men in a loaded
boat surely will not." I do not know if that reasoning
is logical or not—i. e., that a loaded boat is safer in a
heavy sea than a light one—nor do I care particularly.
The example had its effect, and we got through all

right, but Ave took in lots of water and got thoroughb^
Avet. We cut diagonally across the waves to the nearest
point of solid land, directly across the bay, but long be-
fore Ave got there our courage had gotten up and we
turned our boat to a point further down and finally

ended by striking straight across the lake to the outlet.

And although our confidence in ourselves and our boat
had greatly increased, yet we breathed easier AVhen we
finally glided the boat into the narroAv and quiet Avaters
of the outlet. But Ave shall ahvays remember that guide's
little daughter.

Sixth and Fifth lakes were soon reached and crossed,
and by noon we Avere once more at Fourth Lake. Noav
this lake is very large at its upper end; at any rate, large
enough to let the wind get a good sweep at it, and this
wind, if anything, had increased and Avas taking ad-
vantage of the opportunity. We kncAV pretty nearly
where Ave Avanted to make a permanent camp, and we
did want to reach this point early. We felt that Ave had
had experience, and so forth we went bravely. I won't
keep the reader in suspense. We got through with our
lives and luggage, but Ave were as Avet as drowned rats,

and really it was a dangerous undertaking. But we got
to the spot selected, and it proved to be a splendid place,
Avitli one exception. There was a good spring, and on the
beach a large section of a raft upon which we could land
or put out our boat or go out and and wash our dishes.
The one exception above mentioned Avas that the place
did not get quite enough of the lake breezes to keep the
camp free of "punkies," a very, very small fly—so small
that you can hardly see it—and yet its bite is almost as
bad as that of the mosquito. There is only one comfort
(.if a torment can have a comfort), and that is you can-
not hear them sing. I think that the song of a mosquito
is a great deal more annoying than its bite. The only
safe Avay to keep rid of the "punkies" is to locate your
camp if possible out pretty Avell on some point, for a
very slight current of air will drive them away in no
time,

"The place selected for our permanent camp was at a
point on the easterly side of Fourth Lake, about two-
thirds the distance of the lake and almost opposite a small
island called by us Huckleberry Island, it being a huge
rock rising out of the lake and literally coA'ered with
huckleberry bushes, and the bushes Avith good, ripe
huckleberries, too.
That night Ave slept in our permanent camp, and to

use a popular expression, "it was a beauty." We had
been discussing the matter between ourselves and had
made up our minds as to pretty near Avhat we wanted
and intended to have, and tliat was a nice, large, open
lean-to camp built of hemlock bark, and fronting on
the lake, Avith a good fire directly in front. We laid
out the camp 9 feet by 9 feet, and it Avas a very easy
matter to build a fairly strong and substantial frame-
work. Our canvas lean-to that we had been using was
12 by 12, and Avould cover the back and a portion of the
roof, Avhich Avould make the rear part quite light, but
this left fully 6 feet of the slanting roof in front and the
most important part of all yet to cover, and now if we
only had one Avhole piece of bark 6 feet by 9 feet for the
roof and tAvo other pieces almost as large for the sides
our camp A\'ould be perfect, and more than that it Avould
be unique, comfortable, attractive, picturesque and a
whole lot of other things. We had the idea, could we
do it? One of the things we first took notice of on
landing was a monster hemlock close by and over 3
feet in diameter. It was indeed a big proposition, biit
in the course of a half hour or so down came that tree,
spuds Avere made, and off came the bark, and that night
Ave slept in a camp made of some sticks, three pieces of
bark and a piece of canvas; but it Avas no small affair;
it Avas a full-groAvn camp, and during the ten days or

„ more that it Avas our home it served us well, was com-
fortable and never leaked a drop, although we had sev-
eral very heaA^y shoAvers. During our stay there Ave had
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many visitors, and all were loud in t'hsir praisr of mr
camp, and our large pieces of bark excited a great deal

of wonder and comment. I will not g6 mto the jolly

times we had around the camp-fire. Lindoubtedly they,

were very much like those of other and similar camps,

but this being our first camping trip somehow it seemed

as though we got more out ot it than most people did

who go camping, and undoubtedly we did.

But I must tell you something of our fiishmg experi-

ences, for this was a fishing trip as well as a camping

trip. 'None of us had ever before fished with a fly. W,^

had n,ever even seen it done. The Fiend cared nothing

for fishing; Billy was more or less indifferent about the

matter, but 1 was determined to have some trout and

to catch thetti in the regular orthodox fly-casting way or

have some experience in making the attempt. At

any rate I had learned that once in a while some fiae

brook trout were to be had at the mouth of Eagle

Creek, diagonally across the lake from us, and so one

morning I took the boat and crossed over, tied my boat

"up, worked my way along the bank, and as opportunity

offered and the bushes permitted, I gave myself my very

first lessons in fly-casting. I can't remember now just

what kind of a job I did make of it, but I worked

away, and had not gone so very far or worked so very

long before I had a strike, and, my ! but how that line

went out, and how I perspired! 1 knew it must be a

monster, and jolly! but I did want to land him. It

seemed almost an age, but gradually he came inshore.

Then of a sudden there was renewed life and another

desperate ei¥ort, and under a log he went and up on the

other side, but his strength was so near gone that he

could not take advantage of the opportunity, and by

some good fortune I was able to keep the line taut and

bring the trout back the way be came, and eventually

landed him safely. It was my first trout caught with a

fly, and was the largest I caught that season or for several

seasons thereafter, for he weighed a trifle over i pound.

It was the only fish I was able to catch that morning,

but I was very well pleased with my effort and my ex-

perience. I had had a taste of true sport that I was
never to forget but was bound to cultivate. Of course we
had broiled trout for dinner. We tried baiting a buoy
and chugging for lake trout, and in that way caught

several lake trout of from 3 up to as high as 7 pounds.

But our great experience was to come the second "VVednes-

day in the woods. We had been looking forward to this

date with a great deal of pleasure and anticipation. The
president of our college would be in the woods by that

time, and he was an old Adir.ondacker and an old and
experienced fisherman. It was he who had told us where
to go, what to do and given us the few general ideas that

we had about this whole camping trip, and his last part-

ing injunction was to be sure and meet him at a certain

camp that second Wednesday morning, and that he
would surely be there—-and he was, and so were we. I

do not remember the exact hour, but at the appointed

time we started out in what was to be really our first

fishing trip that was worth mentioning, and one we shall

afl remember, for on this little trip we were taught the

first rudiments of fly-casting, and given our first lesson in

genuine brook trout fishing, and by one of the best masters

of the art. We appreciated the privilege, and you may
be assured that we kept our eyes and ears open and
listened attentively to instructions. The Doctor and his

.

guide were in one boat and we three in another, and
away we started.

"Well, boys, we will not go far unless we have to. We
will try it at first over in this little bay to the right.

There is a little stream coming in there, and I know
of a spring hole near its mouth that I am glad to say

very few are aware of except my guide and myself."

So we started, the Doctor's boat taking the lead and
we following, and in a few minutes we were at the .place.

It seemed to us a most unlikely spot for brook trout.

Lilypads and various water plants grew up through the

water, showing that the lake at that point was not very

deep, and the stream that came in was more of a swale

filled with logs, dead trees, brush and ferns, through
which the water must have found its way so slowly that

it must be as warm as if not warmer than the lake water

—

so we reasoned. I do not remember whether we had
ever heard of spring holes before that day pr not, but we
soon found out what such a hole was, or rather is. Only
two of us fished—Billy and myself—while the Fiend
handled the oars or held the boat steady by grasping
hold of the lilypads. The Doctor had previous to our
starting out examined our rods, lines and flies, made a

few changes and had finally satisfied himself that we were
properly equipped, and in arriving on the field of action

he dr^w off to one side and directed our boat where to

proceed.
"Now, boys, I propose to catch some trout this after-

noon by proxy, and as you are my proxy you must do
exactly as I tell you. Now move up your boat about a

rod toward that tree leaning over the water there. There,
that will do. Now cast your flies out a short dis-

tance; now let out a little more line. Whoa, whoa! Give
yourself more time on the bacl< cast. No, no ; don't snap
your line like a whiplash. Now watch me."
Here the dear old Doctor proceeded to give us an ex-

hibition of fly7casting that I have seldom seen equaled,,

explaining each movement. He would choose some lily-

pad oiit in the bay as an imaginary trout, and out wouldl

shoot his line and down would come his leader of flies

so gently—twitch, twitch—then stop as though they were
truly alive and had changed their mind and were going to

rest a moment, then twitch, twitch—whizz, and away they

went on the back cast, swiftly, but the Doctor's rod

seemed hardly to move and was absolutely stationary for

a full moment on the back cast. It looked easy, and for

the Doctor it was easy.

"Now, boys, try it again—there, carefully, now. Now,
Henry, put your flies about 10 feet this side of that

stump, in the water. That's good. Let them come down
lightly ; trail them carefully. There, that's good. Don't
get anxious. What did you say? No trout there? Oh,
yes, there are! Keep on; that's all. Well, well, that
certaiiily is all right. Do you see an old log down there

under the water? Don't see it? Look sharp! It is

largely in the "mud with one end pretty well up, but per-
haps 4 or 5 feet under water. Over there? Yes, yes, I
had forgotten. I began to think that perhaps I was a

yard of so out of the way. Now work up gradually and

cut nearer and nearer until yOU Cast over' and a loitle

beyond the log."

"Oh! Oh!" . ,

"There, I knew ySu would find them. Now be care-

ful. Keep your poles apart. Take plenty of time. Well,

how do yQU like that?" as we both succeeded m landing a

good sized trout each. . , ,

At the next cast the water jUst boiled and seemed to

be alive with trout, There- must have been a doz.en or

more that sprang out of the water at every cast, and

^several times we brought in doubles. All were of. fan-

size, and sqme quite large, but none were as large as my
first tr.out. Bvt, oh ! the sport we had there for an hour

or so.
"

It was fast and furious. Between us we captured

some thirty-five trout, and then the fun stopped almost

as suddenly as it had commenced, and cast as carefully

and as skiflfully as we could, not a fish would rise.

This ended our fun for that day. ,.
The Doctor un-

doubtedlv enjoyed that fishing by proxy fidly as much as

we, and a great deal more than if he had done the work

himself.

During the following week we went on many little trips

with the Doctor and received further instruction, not

only in fishing, but in the habits of trout and where and

when to look for them, and also tried lake trout fish-

ing, and had the pleasure of seeing the Doctor land a ro-

pound salmon with a 6-ounce rod in Third Lake. The

Doctor was -very fpnd of this fishing, and undoubtedly

at that time had taken more large fish ouf of Third Lake

than anv other fislierman. •

Finally, however, oUr,, capping trip came to an end.

Our tAvo weeks were up, and if I am not mistaken we

were all glad to get back to civilization. This is generally

the case. But there is not one of us but looks back

on that first trip with the greatest pleasure, and as per-

haps among the happiest days of our life. Every day of

it was a revelation and brought new experiences, and as

time goes by the memory of it will only become dearer, at

least to one of us who on that trip fell in love at first

sight with beautiful Avild Dame Nature, and who has

ever since courted her at every opportunity to his great

blessing of health and happiness to mind, body and soul.

BtrcK.

Habits of the Buffalo Bird.

Editor Forest and Stream: "

Some weeks ago I wrote you concerning the buffalo

bird, and made some inquiry of your readers with re-

gard to its habits in old times, when it was constantly

found associated with the buffalo herds.

That letter brought to me two interesting notes—one

from Mr. J. W. Schultz, who nearly twenty years ago

saw much of the buffalo in northern Montana, and the

other from that veteran plainsman, scout and cattleman

Capt. L. H. North, whose knowledge of the buffalo goes

back forty years or more. iVi i . Schultz says:

"The Blackfeet call the owbird {Molothrus ater) ksi-

ni, which sounds most suspiciously like under buffalo.

I have asked several of the Indians what the word means,

but they cannot tell me. However, I am quite sure that

ray interpretation of the word is correct.

"The cowbird, or buffalo bird, as the old-timers used

to call it, is one of the few wild creatures that is holding

its own. Indeed, it seems to be increasing year by year.

I cannot remember that there were such large and

numerous flocks of them in the old times as we see in

recent years, and this is also the opinion of friends with

whom I have talked upon the subjecL
"I cannot learn that the buffalo birds ever associated

with antelope as they, did with buffalo, but it is reasonable

to suppose that they did. The two animals used to range

and graze together, and no doubt the birds swarmed
about both.

"Mr. Jos. Kipp says he has seen them perch on the

backs of elk along the bars of the Missouri, just as they

did upon the buffalo.

"All the Indians and old-timers agree that the bird

fed upon grasshoppers and other insects which the

buffalo scared up and put to flight as it grazed along

on the plains. Yet how many, many times we have seen

these active little creatures come wheeling and dipping

through the air, and alighting on the backs of the buffalo

of a herd, only to resume their erratic flight in a moment
or two. Often they will thus wheel about and .-^ilight on
the beasts five or six titnes in succession without ever

once taking to the ground, from which it seems reason-

able to infer that they either have an attachment for the

large ruminants and horses, or that they prefer a lofty

perch, from which they can see the approach of their

enemies, tlie hawks, in preference to resting m the grass."

Capt. North's note, though brief, is very much to the

point. He says:
"I always supposed the buffalo birds were after flies

when they were with buffalo or cattle. A friend, Mr
Gerard, tells me that a couple of them stayed in his

house one summer, and that they caught flies. They
had entire liberty to go and come as they pleased, and
when it got cold in the fall they wo(uld bring others of

their kind, and tried to coax them into the house, but
the strangers would only come to the door.

"I used to think that when they stayed on the ground
near the buffalo it was because the wind was blowing
and the flies were staying close to the buffalo's hoofs, and
that when they were on their backs and were pecking or

pulling at the skin they were trying to get the grub-
worms that are found in the backs of the buffalo and
cattle."

It is certainly interesting to have positive testimony
that the buffalo birds associated with the elk as they
did with the buffalo, but it would seem that Capt. North
has given the truer explanation of the bird's presence
on the ground, and it is altogether likely that much of

the work that they were seen to do on the great animals'

backs was trying to rid them of the grubs so constantly

found in the backs of the buffalo and the cattle. It was
not uncommon to find buffalo hides, taken off at certain

seasons, perforated by these grubs, so that when the
hides were dressed for any purpose they were seen %q

cdntain nurrlbefs of holes. The same thing may be
seen in the hides of cattle to-day. If the cowbirds suc-

ceed in relieving the buffalo and cattle of the grubs which
trouble them they perform the same service that the so-
called "rhinoceros bird" (Buphaga) does for certain

large ,^nimals in Africa.
,

It is of course well understood that flies and mosqui-
toes have great difficulty in supporting themselves in a

high wind, and that they seek the shelter of branches,
undei;growth or grass to escape the wirid',s. violence. It

is also remembered that in many portions of the plains
country of the West the wind blows almost continuously
through the day. It is readily conceivable therefore that
the flying insects which hover about large game and the
large domestic animals when the wind is not blowing,
drop down into the grass for shelter so soon as it begins
to blow. Here they would be the ready prey of the
buffalo bird, and it seems altogether probable that this is

just what happens.
The frequent flights of which Mr. Schultz speaks are

probably nothing more than the birds taking exercise, as
birds commonly do. G. B. G.
New York, Oct. 23.

The Belgian Hare.
ToRowxo, Oct. 14,

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Your
correspondent Mrs.. Llewella Pierce Churchill has ad-
mirably described the Belgium hare (rabbit) fad of Cali-
fornia. For the benefit of your readers who wish to. try
the experiment of breeding the Belgium hare (rabbit)
I Avill write what I have discovered at considerable time
and expense.
The Belgium hare is not a hare at all, but a rabbit

(Lepus mnicuhis). The common rabbit of Europe is its

progenitor, as it also is the progenitor of the Australian
and New Zealand rabbit, the domestic rabbit here and
all the fancy breeds, such as the lop ear. Angora, black
and tan, Dutch, Flemish giants, Himalaya, etc. There
are no native specimens of the rabbit outside of Africa,
Europe and Asia; in other words, there is only one
rabbit (Lepus cuniculus). What astonishes me most is

the absurd prices paid for the Belgium hare (rabbit) in
California, and the delicate, uncertain constitution of the
animal in question.

Its breeding capacity is the same as that of any other
rabbit. Its period of gestation is thirty-one days. Its

young are born naked and blind, and number from one
to thirteen, according to the age and fatness of the
mother, the very old fat does having only one. It will

breed six times a year, but is bred only three or four, as
size is one consideration in this breed. It takes six

months to mature, and if properly fed should weigh 5
pounds; in the next six it will add 2 more
pounds to its weight. A Belgium hare (rabbit) should
not weigh more than 8 pounds, as it then loses shape
and becomes clumsy, its ears will lop and its color be too
gray and not golden enough, and it thus approaches the
Flemish giant in appearance. Like the Flemish giant
and all other breeds, the Belgiums have originated in the
brain and desires of an English fancier, whose chief idea
was to breed a rabbit in imitation of the European hare
m size and color. The ideal Belgium hare is a long,

rakish animal of 7 pounds, with ItDng, straight ears, of
a beautiful bronze color. On close inspection of the ani-

mal 3'ou will observe that the longest hairs are half gold
and black, the shorter under hairs are blue, the tips of
the ears are velvety black, the belly and undersurfaces
dull white. On stroking the hairs down you will notice

them gather in jet black streaks against the gold back-
ground. Color, shape and size as like the English hare
as you can breed them is the rule with fanciers.

Ah hutch-bred fancy rabbits have the consumption.
The causes of consumption are two-fold. First, over-
feeding with oats under exercise; second, want of suf-

ficient air.

Food is a very important matter in breeding rabbits

for market or show. All green food should be free from
drops of water, and is best gathered the day before and
spread out to drain. The only cabbage rabbits should
eat is the outside dark green leaf of the curly or savoy;
lettuce and dandelion are good; chicory tops, carrots

and carrot tops are excellent; timothy is the best hay
to feed, and grass hays are better than clover hays.

Turnips make the flesh strong, and the tops are poison
to the constitution of the rabbit. Oats are the best grain

to feed the rabbit. Night or evening is the proper time
to feed rabbits, and feed them enough, so that they will

sleep all day. Whatever is left over in the morning
should be taken away from them. Dry and moist food
should be fed in proportion. Does with young should
he fed more inoist food, and more oats and less bulk than
the others, It is unnecessary to give them water unless

the weather is very hot and dry or very cold and dry,

and under these circumstances, if not given a drink they

will suffer from constipation, and the hind limbs will

become paralyzed. Cabbage .plantain and many other

weeds, also beet tops and beets, tend to cause the young
to become p tunchy and the old to suffer from diarrhoea

and slobbers. Milk or sow thistle is natural food for

rabbits; in fact any plant containing a milky opiate'

agrees with the constitution of Lepus cuniculus.

The constitution of the rabbit is so delicate that aknost-

any disease it is troubled with will kill it, and it wul be
the best plan to kill all sickly stock, and by proper out and!

out breeding, food and environment get hardened stock.

To make a success of Belgium hare (rabbit) farming
for the market, taking it for granted that there is a

m.arket at 20 cents per animal at six months old, dead,

I would advise the stock raising on a large scale. Don't
try the experiment on poor soil; there is plenty of rich

soil just as cheap as the poor a little further away from
the centers of industry. Three hundred acres would
make a good rabbit farm, divided thus: Fifty acres to

timothy hay, fifty acres to oats, twenty acres to carrots^'

There should be eighty acres of rich, low meadow land

sown with milk or sow thistle, dandelion, lettuce, clover,

timothy, oats and other grasses. Immediately beside

this eighty acres of meadow should be 100 acres of

hogbacks—^that is, land that goes up one side and down
the other. The more the ridges are lumped together the

better, for then one would need just so much less land;

in fact this space could be reduced to twenty acres if the
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ridged' werte very numerous and well defined. This
spac.e is tBe rabbit's breeding ground, and should be
well drained. Clay ridges are tlie best, as sand is apt
to give way, and is too damp during rains. By first

boring a few hundred holes into the ridges the rabbits
are giv>en a start. The hole is bored by a long, narrow
spade and should be bored not straight into the hill, but
slightly upward; this is the way the rabbit does it, and it

keeps it dry. Trees can be grown on this space, as rab-
bits do not eat the bark of trees, except when otlicr food
is covered with snow. The land and neighboring
countrif must be cleared from vermin, such as rats,

mink, skunks, owls, hawks, eagles and snakes. It Would
be best to surround the 180 acres with a wire netting
fence 4 feet high, thus L; 9 inches placed along the
ground prevents the rabbits from burrowing through,
and tliey will never try to jump over it, no matter how
wild they may be. All the ridges must be surrounded
by low land, otherwise it would be useless to fence il;

in, as high land would be burrowed under. On such a
large scale you could not alter'the bucks. The rabbits
are gathered from their feeding grounds at night time
after their bellies are full. This is accomplished by
long drag nets. None but the bucks and the late or
small does should be killed. When a rabbit is killed it

should be immediately bled and opened. The offal could
be profitably fed to skunks or utilized to manure the
soil. The above carried out on a smaller scale, say of
£fty acres, could also be made to pay.

But the question with most people is: Where is the
market? Of all rabbits, tlie- Belgium hare (rabbit) has
the best flavor, providing it is not hutch fed. Fried, it,

i3 equal to frogs' hind legs; as a pie, it is not second to
pigeon; stewed, it is better than the best beef; roasted,
it is the equal of partridge: and no chicken soup or
broth is better than it. My advice to Belgium hare
(rabbit) raisers is never to glut the market. Send them
in on very cold days, or just preceding a cold spell.

Distribute them; send each commission merchant a few.
Never send them m when the market is glutted witli

poultry. The best months will be Febrttary and March,
when poultry is high and scarce. Drive into the city

yourself with a small load now and then during cold
weather and visit the chefs of the clubs and the high-
toned restaurants, and theti the high-class butchers.,
They all like to hang up a few pairs of them even fif

they don't sell them, just for show, you, know. Of
all the cities of North America, Toronto is the most
difficult to sell rabbits in, and yet when this market is

properly studied it could be supplied with thousands of

pairs.- In writing this paper I am not considering Cali-
fornia, but the Northern and Eastern States and Canada.
We mu.st first estabh.sh a demand East, and then Cali-
fornia can wrestle with the cheaper transportation and
cold storage problems, and then they can start their
big game farms and supply us with hares (rabbits),

j

in buyijig stock to start your game farm 1 will say
that the difficulty of procuring the Belgium hare (rab-
bit) is. much overrated.. If you take a clay-colored ral)-

bit and cross it with a gray rabbit you will hnd that you
have at least ont rabbit near the color of the Belgium—

r

i<: may have a white foot or a white star on the forehead
ur a white patch. By careful breeding and foster-
mothering the young, in a few generations you can
procure as good a Belgium as it is possible to get, or
you can get a wild, burrowing cottontail buck and cross
"with a bronze, lop-ear doe, and the young will be as
nearly hke the Belgium as you would want. Again, cross
a gray rabbit on a Himalaya doe and you will hud the
young are all gray, and by careful breeding you can
procure the bronze.

One ilnaccountable mistake Mrs. Churchill made is in ,

calling the Belgiums blue. "The color is blue or
Maltese," she says. The color is bronze; gold and black
hairs cause this rich bronze color. If you blow the hair
apart you will find a second hair that is entirely out of
ight that is bluish, J^ut a Maltese-colored rabbit is an
entirely different- color from a Belgium. Some of your
readers might think that I, who never was in California,
do not know what a California-Belgium hare (rabbit)
:is Hke. I may say that the best prize winners were
sent to that State by a man in this city who imported
them from England. As a thing of beauty the Belgium
is not to be compared to the jackass rabbit-hare of the
Western States. The clumsy movement of the Belginm
as compared to the jack rabbit's grace and lightning-like
movements- is evident to a blind man. In color and
size oF body the black-taiied Texas jack rabbit-hiue
(Leptis texainis) and the Belgium are very similar, the
ears and legs of the former being much longer, and the
Texan has a larger black mark on the tops oi'the ears.
The Belgium is nothing more nor less than :i large, well-

fed, less hardy cottontail rabbit. Turn every breed of
rabbits loose in a field in the spring time, and by the
next spring y(ju will find the descendants all cottontails.
This is the natural color of the rabbit, just as the bhie-
ruck is the natural color of the pigeon. You may take
tlie prize winners of all the Belgium hare clubs and' breed
them, and you will find that they will throw young that
are off color (gray). You will notice our wild rabbits

—

some gray and some bronze—and the same can be said
of the jackrabbit hare of the prairie—some are gray and
others rich bronze. As a fad this Belgium business is

hollow, and bound to fall through. You. are breeding
the animal for color and shape, and when .you have at-
tained that, if you examine prize winners you will find
that it has got the consumption, for rabbits will not
get that rakish shape unless they have this disease. If
you are satisfied with an animal that is more stocky and
moire bronze, or grayer and not so golden, then you
have a heahhy rabbit, that is good to eat, but not a
prize winner. I have noticed that consumption is also
the cause of that lighter bronze, the color aimed at by
.fanciers. A light bronze will always beat a dark bronze
at a show. The real truth of the matter—and I think I
should know—is that if you want to win a prize you must
have a side rabbit. A large, strong, healthy rabbit never
won a prize at a Belgium show, because" they are off
color—too dark. I have written this in order to keep
your readers out of this craze. Why, some of the Cali-
fornia papers have more news about Belgiums than
about the war! And think of farmers keeping them in
their cellars! I hope that Californians will not get like
that Yorkshire man who could not speak with rage upon

discovering that the baby and not his pet prize bull dog
was occupying the cradle. I do not wish to underrate
the value of this particular rabbit in question. I have
eaten a large number of Belgium hares (rabbits)—that
is, a rabbit with bluish-colored down and bronze hair

—

atid.l can say that they have a better flavor than any
other breed of rabbits. By flavor I do not mean the
taste of the hutch nor of turnips nor highness, but free-

dom from su(-h. Next to the Belgium for flavor conies
the silver gray. ' t-,

In conclusion, I would say to Belgium farm ei'^'go info
the stock raising business in expectation of low prices,
say 35 cents per pair at the highest, and then you will

not be disappointed. I am inclined to think that one
acre will produce as mtich or more, Belgium as any
other kind of flesh, but it' would be absurd to expect the
retail public to pay more for them than for chickens or
ducks, and 35 cents is the average price per pair for
them in the LInited States and Canadian' markets.
Speaking of hare-rabbits, I do not'wisii any one to be

deceived, by the word, as there is no such animal as a

mule. Such an animal never was bred and never will be.

The h-are will not cross with' the rabbit under any cir-

cumstances whatever. G. H. Corsan.

A Record Sable Antelope Head.
TiiK sable antelope, one ol the largest and noblest of

all African antelopes, is, from its splendid horns, high
courage and the excellent sport it affords, always
looked upon by all hunters with great admiration. There
is not a handsomer beast of chase in the world than the
splendid sable antelope bull, with its coat of glossy black,
touched with chestnut, its snow-white underparts, bushy,
upstanding mane rmd fine scimitar-shaped horns, These
horns are highly valued 'trophies, and form striking
adornments to' a hali or smoking room. The sable
antelope stands about thirteen hands at the' withers.

.\ RECORD S.M3LE .-XNTEI.OPE HE.\D.

When vvounded or set up at bay it will charge savagely,
and with a few sweeps of its dangerous horns slay hah
a, dozen dogs. The female is somewhat smaller than the
male, and her coat chestnut colored, instead of black.
First discovered by the great hunter-naturaJist, Captain
Cornwallis Harris, in 1837, in the western portion of the
present Transvaal country, the sable antelope has since
been found to range over much of southeast Africa and
as far north as Nyasaland. Westward it is found in fair
abundance in the Portuguese territory of Angola. It
runs with plenty of speed and bottom, 'it is still plentiful
in the eastern parts of Rhodesia; Mashonaland, where
Mr.

,
Selous discovered it in very large numbers, being

stiff a favorite for this grand bulk. Hitherto the finest
known pair of horns of the sable antelope, measured by
Mr. Selous in Rhodesia, and recorded in "liecords of
Big Game," extended to 47% in. over the qutve. Mr.
Rowland Ward has, however, lately received a pair of
horns for setting up which measure no less than 483-^ in.

This head, a photograph of which we reproduce, was
obtained by Mr. John H. Hayes, in the Loangwa River
country, central Africa. A more perfect :

pair of horns
of the sable antelope, showing beautiful symmetry of
curves -^Uth great strength, we have never set eyes upon.—Lonjlbn' Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach ua at the
latest by Monday and as mucb earlier aa practicable

South Sea Alilis.

One of the most cotnmon molluscs of the reef waters
of 1:he South Sea froiti Samoa as far to the west as New
Guinea is the shell known only by the Samoan name of
Alili. It has a shape similar to the shell of a land snail,
it grows to be about 2 inches across, and is a trifle longer
from point to mouth, Tlie shell is striped with yellow
and reddish brown. These shells are most common on
the lagoon side of barrier reefs, where they rest among
the branches of the coral, and are not exposed to the
rough usage which would fall to them when carried away
by the heavy waves. They form a considerable article
of the diet of the islanders both raw and baked in their
own shells.

They are popular for another reason. The mouth of
every' shell is closed with an operculum which is de-
cidedly ornamental. This is a boss of shell, flat on the.
side attached to the animal tissue, where it is marked with
a whorl, which shows how it is being built up to cor-
respond with the growth of the shell, of which it forms
the lid. The other surface is rounded and very smooth;
it is' colored with a stripe of dark red irregularly blending
with a circle of a riqh green. The resemblance to an
eye is not only close enough to cause white people in
the islands to speak'of these as "cat's eyes," but has led
the wild natives in the Solomons and other cannibal
islands to insert the disks to serve as eyes for their war
gods of wood and (;halk.

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

Musk-Oxen for Sweden.
It will be remembered that some years ago the Hon.

C. J. JoTies. known more familiarly as Buffalo Jones,
made the long and diflicuff journey to the Barren
Grounds for the purpose of capturing young musk-
oxen, which he intended to bring to the United States.
How he went, what he did there, the securing of the

calves arid their subsequent loss, is all told in Mr,
Jones' "Forty Years of Adventure."

It appears that Prof., Kolthoff, the leader of a Nor-
wegian Arctic expedition, has recently returned to
Sweden, bringing with him a male and a female calf of
the nuvsk-ox. Prof. Kolthoff believes in the possibility
of acclim.atizing, domesticating and breeding the musk-
ox, and has a high idea of the value of this animal on
account of its heavy coat of wool, which is said to be
extremely strong and fine. It is reported to be the pur-
pose of Prof. Kolthoff, as soon as these animals appear
to be acclimatized, to set them free in the mountains of
the North, where it is thought they will do wjell.

It is of course well known that in ancient times the
musk-ox was found throughout the Arctic regions, but
it has now become extinct everywhere except in. eastern
Arctic America. -

.

Mayor and Chief of Police Taken In.

The current issue of the Suffolk County News reports:
"State Fish and Game Protector John F. Overton, of
Port Jefferson, is a man who believes in enforcing the
law. Learning that the law against shooting wild ducks
from sail boats in the Great South Bay was being violated,
he came over to the south side and went out in Mr.
Havemeyer's yacht on Tuesday. While cruising off Say-
ville he detected Everett Rogers, of Bay Shore, and his
friends, George B. Burgkamp, Mayor, and William Vetter,
Chief of Police of West Hoboken, violating the law. They
were arrested and taken before Justice Frederick Smith
Wright at Islip, and by advice of counsel pleaded guilty.
The three men were fined $15 each."
Commenting on this, a Sing Sing correspondent writes,

under date of Oct. 27: Great SeTuth Bay, with its report
of arrests for violations of game law, calls to mind a
snnilar case of "shooting ducks out of a sail boat" which
occurred here two weeks ago. We have a curiosity, a
local game warden, Frederick Cronk by name, who has
attended strictly to business, to the undoing of illegal
shooters to the tune of $72 for the quartet. In spite of
numerous violations this is the first instance where fines
have been imposed—a case worth mentioning. Would
there were more like Cronk. C. G. Blandford.

100 Sportsmen's Tlna$.

Some of the Queet Dfscdveries Made fcy Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

27
Colonel B. B. Jacksoti,. of Siskiyou county, Cal. tells

this story: ';^In 1849, I and eight other Oregonians ran
across ICit Carsop and General Fremont with a small
lorce of men, near the sink of the Humboldt in Nevada.
I hey had been rounded up by a lot of Indians, but we
beat them off, and all went intoi camp together on the
spot. Provisions had got pretty low, and one day Carson
proposed to me that we go out and try for some deer.We started out together, and met witli poor luck and
while separated from Kit I took a shot at a fat buck in
the brush, , but he got away from me. Just after I firedT noticed a fluttering sound coming from the direction
in which I had aimed, and upon investigation I found a
young goose, which had been slightly injured but had
become entangled in the thick underbrush and 'thus pre-
vented from escaping. At this juncture Carson came
up and I proposed that we take a rest, at the same time
telling him that I was going to mark the goose and let
It go. For this purpose I took a tin tag which always
came around the percussion cap boxes furnished by
Uncle Sam m those days, an^ marked the initials of my
name and the date on the tag in heavy and enduring
characters with a file which we carried to repair the
locks of our guns. This tag was twasted around the
goose s leg m such a manner as to prevent its falling off
and he was released. That was the last I ever heard of
the goose until May, 1894, when a letter informed me
that Jim Sturgeon, editor of the Homer Index, had the
goose in his possession, alive and well. My information
stated that the tag was intact and that the initials were
stul plainly visible."
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stheam,

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.-VIIL
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELU

\Continued from page 32T.]

The True Ducks.

The ducks may be distinguished from their relatives, the

geese, by characters already indicated. The tarsus—that
is to say, the naked portion of the leg between the joiiit

where the feathers end and that where the toes begin—is

covered in front by broad, overlapping scales, instead of

by a naked skin, ornamented with small hexagonal

scales. The ducks are usually smaller than the geese.

They are also as a rule more highly colored, though this

brilliancy prevails more in the males of the fresh-water

ducks than in the sea ducks. Nevertheless, this is not

the invariable rule, for the males of all the mergansers

and such species of sea ducks as the eiders, the harlequin,

the butterball and longtailed duck are extremely showy
and beautiful birds. As a rule, the ducks have shorter

necks and legs than the geese.

It has long been known to naturalists and to a few

gunners that in the mallard and some other ducks the

males assume during the summer a plumage very diiTer-

ent from that which they commonly wear during the

autumn, winter and spring, and not unlike that of the

female. This is not generally known, and even by
ornithologists has not been at all understood. Re-
cently, however, in the Proceedings of the Academy Qf

Natural Science of Philadelphia, for the last quarter of

1899, Mr. Witmer Stone, in a paper entitled "The Sum-
mer Molt and Plumage of Certain Ducks," has discussed

the subject in a very suggestive way.
Mr. Stone calls attention to the fact that in only one of

our ducks—the old squaw—does the adult male possess

a distinct winter plumage which is dififerent from the

breeding dress, that the old males of all our other ducks
remain in the same plumage from the time they arrive in

autumn till their departure northward in spring, and in-

timates that, judging by analogy, we should suppose that

since these ducks show no tendency toward a change of

plumage when they leave us in the spring, they must re-

tain the same feathers that covered them during the

winter until the end of the breeding season, when a

complete molt should occur and a new dress be assumed
exactly like the one just shed.

It is known, however, that this is not the fact, and as

stated, the "plumage after the breeding season" has been
described in some species. The first record of this

peculiar summer plumage in the male ducks is found in

the supplement to "Montague's Ornithological Diction-

arj^" 1813, under the head of "The Pintail {DaMa acuta)."

The observations made on some domesticated birds are

given as follows: "In the month of June or beginning of

July these birds commence their change of plumage, and
by degrees, after making a singular mottled appearance,
especially on the part of the bodj^ which was white be-

fore, became by the first week in August entirely of a
brown color. The beautiful bronze on the head, the white
streak on each side of the neck, and all the white beneath,
as well as the elegant scapulars." had entirely vanished,

and to all appearance a sexual metamorphosis had taken
place. But this change was of short duration, for about
the latter end of September one of the males began to

assume the masculine attire * * * and by the middle
of October this bird was again in full plumage."

Twenty-five years later the naturalist Waterton de-

scribed a similar molt in the male mallard, and as time
went on, other species Were found to undergo like

changes. In Mr. Ridgway's "Manual of North American
Birds," a number of species are given as having a

peculiar summer plumage resembling the female. Such
are the mallard, bluewing and cinnamon teal, the gad-
wall, widgeon, pintail and scaup. On the whole, how-
ever, very little is said in the books about this change.

Mr. Stone's examination of four species of eider

ducks brought back fi*om the Arctic by Mr. E. A. Mc-
Ilhenny, and taken i:ear Point Barrow, in the late sum-
mer or early autumn, leads Mr. Stone, to believe that in

all ducks where the plumages of the male and female
are markedly different we may expect to find this double
molt and a dull summer plumage in the male. He
points out that this summer plumage is in no sense a

nuptial dress, and that, while it may begin to appear
before the young birds are hatched, it is not seen until

after the mating season is over, and is distinctly a post-

nuptial dress. The change is chiefly restricted, to the

head, neck, breast and scapulars; in other words, to

those parts which arc most conspicuously colored.

A very important point in connection with this sum-
mer plumage is that the annual molt of the flight feathers

does not begin until it has been fully acquired, and that

as soon as the new flight feathers have become strong
enough to be used, the dull plumage, as well as the re-

mainder of the old plumage, is lost, the molt of the body
feathers proceeding in the usual way. In other words,
this didl plumage lasts only during the period while the
birds are unable to fly, for, as is well understood, ducks
molt the quill feathers of their wings all at once, and for

a time lose the power of flight. Now at such a time a

dull plumage would naturally be useful in rendering the

bird inconspicuous, and thereby protecting" it, and Mr.
Stone believes this to be the explanation of this curious
summer molt. He adds that the feathers of this plumage
are very poor and loosely constructed, like the "firgt"

plumage of young birds, which is only a temporary sum-
mer dress.

Mr. Stone quotes European authors who have de-
scribed eider ducks of different species in this dress, but
have called them young males, evidently not appreciating
the meaning of the change. He then goes on to de-
scribe in detail this summer plumage in four species of

Pacific eiders, and in the red-breasted merganser, from
which it apnears that up to July the nuptial dress of the
rnale is usually retained, but that by the latter part of

August and lii feftriy September this "9tmini«?i' moUliig;

plumage/' as Mt, Stone calls it, is fully assurhcd.

Non-DivJog Ducks.

Sub-Family /Inatina',

As has already been said, the ducks are divided into

three sub-families. Of these, the first is the Jnatince,

or fresh-water ducks. One unvarying character of this

group is that it has the hind toe simple, while in all the

sea or diving ducks it is lobed. or provided with a loose

membrane or flap. The feet of the fresh-water ducks, as

a rule, are smaller than those of the sea ducks, formed

more for progression on land than for swimming. The
fresh-water ducks feed in shallow water, gathering their

food from the bottom by stretching down their necks, or

by tipping up the body, as do also the geese and the

swans. They do not dive for food, though they often do

so to escape from danger when wounded. As a rule they

feed on vegetable matter, from which it results that their

flesh is very palatable. As it is a fact, however, that all

ducks are indiscriminate feeders, in cases where the fresh-

water ducks have access to animal food their flesh readily

acquires an mipleasant, fishy taste. There are thirteen

or fourteen species of fresh-water ducks found in North
America, most of which are familiar to gunners. Natural-

ists are by no means agreed as to the proper nomen-
clature to be applied to the different species in this

group, but for the purposes of this work it will be suf-

ficient to take that adopted by the American Ornitholo-

gists' Union in its revised "Check List of North Ameri-

can Birds." It is to be noted, however, that the order in

which the species arranged is not that of the Check
List.

Mallard.

Anas boschas (Linn.).

In autumn, winter and spring the colors of the mallard

are those of the common domestic duck, which is its

descendant. ,
The head and neck are brilliant metallic

green, sometimes showing golden and purple reflections,

as the light strikes it differently. About the neck, below
this green, is a narrow ring of white, usually broken at

THE M.\LLARD.

the back. The back is brown, or brownish gray, finely

waved with grayish white, as are the inner scapular
feathers, which darken to rich brown on the wing. The
speculum, or wing patch, is violet, with metallic reflec-

tions, crossed near the end with a black bar, and tipped
with a white one. The rump and upper tail-coverts are

black, and the tail white, each feather being grayish along
the shaft The breast is deep glossy chestnut, and the

other under parts' gray, waved with narrow black lines.

The under tail-coverts are black. The bill is yellow-
green, Avith a black nail, the eyes dark brown and the

feet orange. The length is about 2 feet and the wing,
from II to 12 inches. The summer dress of the male
closely resembles that of the female, but is darker. This
plumage is assumed in June and is lost again in August,
when the winter dress is resumed.
The female is colored much as the feinale of the tame

duck; the feathers generally are dusky, with broad, pale

yellow or buft' edges. On the upper parts the dark color
predominates; on the lower, the buff, often almost to the
exclusion of the blackish streaks. The wing patch is

colored as in the male, as are the bill, feet and legs. The
chin is almost white and the throat is buff.

No one of our ducks has a wider range that the mal-
lard, which, as has been said, is the progenitor of the
common domestic duck. It is found over the entire

northern portion of the world; and in America as far

south as Mexico, while in Europe it breeds in southern
Spain and Greece. It is believed to be common through-
out Asia, except in tropical India, and it is more or less

abundant in northern Africa. Although a luigratorj'

bird, the mallard may usually be found throughout its

range in winter, provided there is open water, and so
a place where it may feed. In many places in the north--

ern Rocky Mountains, where the thermometer often goes
to 30 or 40 degrees below zero, mallards may be found
throughout the winter living in warm springs or along-
swift streams where the current is so rapid that the
water never freezes. Thus it is seen that the winter' ,s

cold has little to do with the migration of the mallard

—

or, in fact, with that of many other ducks—and that, if

food is plenty, the birds can bear almost any degree of
cold. It is the freezing of the waters and thus the shut-
ting off of the food supply that forces these inland birds
to move southward.

In the New England States the mallard is not a
common bird, but in the Southern States, the interior
and California it is extremely abundant.

In the northern interior the mallard is shot from early
October until the waters clo'se in November, ajid all

through the winter it is-abundant in the Souther" \\3tes.
Here it feeds in the marshes along the salt v, 1 the
rice fields and along the sloughs and stream^ m.^iugh-
out the interior, and becomes fat and well flavored, and
is eagerly pursued. It comes readily to decoys, and if

one or more live ducks are tethered with the decoys to
call down the wild birds, they are quite certain to re--

spond and to ofifei' easy .tjli'oottn^ to ttw gwtinei*, l^'bmierly

.

the mallard bred in considerable numbers within- the
limits of the United States, though it has never been a-

common bird at any season on the x\tlantic coast north
of New Yqrk. It formerly bred, however, in great

numbers in' Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Michigan and
Minnesota, as well as in the prairies of the further West
and about alkaline lakes and pools on the high central

plateau. Now most of the birds proceed further north
to breed, and Canada, the Hudson's Bay country and the

shores of the Arctic Sea are all occupied_ by it during
the nesting season. Dr. Brewer states that "It has been
known in rare instances to nest in a tree, in such cases
occupying a deserted nest of a hawk, crow or other large
bird."

The mallard is one of our typical fresh-water ducks.
It is rarely Or never found on salt water, but. on the
other hand, is common on the lagoons along the south-
ern Atlantic coast, which arc brackish. Here it asso-
ciates with many other fresh-water ducks, and is fre-

quently seen flying in ciTOipany with black ducks, S|)rig-

tails, widgeons and other species.

The mallard rises from the water by a single spring,

almost straight up in the air, and then flies upward at a
sharp angle, until it has reached a height of 30 OS 40
leet, when it flies rapidly away. Its speed on the wing is

considerable, and when coming before the wind it is

necessary for the gunner to make considerable allowance
to hit it. When the mallard ris^s on the water it usually
utters several loud quacks of alarm, and when associated
in companies, as it usually is, the birds keep up a more
or less continuous conversation. When it is flying, its at-

tention is readily attracted by an imitation of its note, and
this call, made either with the mouth or with a certain

instrument known as a duck call, is often used to lead it

to observe the decoys. If it should see these, it is ex-
tremely likely to come to them.
This species readily hybridizes with certain other ducks.

A hybrid supposed to be mallard and muscovy duck is

common. So also is one between the mallard and the

black duck, and of these I have killed a number. They
bear a general resemblance to the black duck, but the
head and neck are much darker and show glossy re-

flections. Moreover, the crissum or anal region is jet

black, as are the upper tail-coverts, and the male is likely

to possess the recurved tail feathers which characterize

the mallard drake.

Many years ago, in Carbon county, Wyo., I killed a
male hybrid between the mallard and pintail. In form
it resembles the male pintail, but its head is blackish

green, witli metallic reflections, almost the color of the
male shoveler. Its breast is chestnut, and its back much
like that of a mallard. The general effect is that of a
male pintail with mallard coloring.

Perhaps no one of our North American dnGk,s is so
well known as the mallard, and yet it has coniparatively

few common names. It is called greenhead, wild drake,

wild duck, English duck, French duck and gray duck, or
sometimes gray mallard for the female. In Canada the

name stock duck was formerly common, referring evi-

dently to this bird as a progenitor of the domestic duck.
The French-Canadians call it canard Frangais, or French
duck. Mr. Trumbull calls attention to the old but now
obsolete duckinmallard. a word supposed to be a corrup-

tion of duck and mallard, duck being the female and
iTiallard the male. The word is thus the equivalent of

duck and "drake, it having been the custom seemingly to

speak of the species by this double name.

Hunting Rifles.

A NEIGHBOR has just returtied from a short trip a few

miles north of here, bringing home a good-sized deer.

He shot this deer with a ..30-30, using soft-nosed bullets.

The first shot was at 55 yards, deer standing broadside.

The bullet struck fair in the center of body, just back of

heart. The deer dropped at once, but was on its feet

and running in an instant. A second shot struck just

back of ribs, ranging forward toward opposite shoulder.

The deer then turned and ran down hill directly toward
the shore, where a third shot broke its back. The hole

where the bullet, which went through, came out is very
little if any larger than where it went in. Neither of the

other bullets went through. That which struck back of

ribs was found near the shoulder, and had mushroomed
to about one-third larger. The last bullet, which broke
the back, could not found. Now I know from experience

that -some deer require great deal more killing than

others, yet the above shooting was certainly one prac-

tical test of the rifle, and it did not prove its much
vaunted kilHng powers.
There are good points to the small bore niter lifles

—

lightness, absence of smoke, accuracy and fiat trajectory

—

yet according to such statements of practical woodsmen
like the guide Braithwaite, of New Brunswick, more
wounded game escapes than with much larger caliber.

1 will say, however, that I have known of a number of

instances Avhere deer have been shot through the body
w'ith both 45 and 40 caliber solid bullets and got away,
although followed for miles on snow.

It is some years since I took up the hunting of big

game, and I got a great deal of practical information

ijy reading Van Dyke's "Still Hunter." I wanted a rifle

which would kill at any distance I was likely to shoot

while hunting in the woods. My choice was a .45-90

Winchester half magazine, and 1 was so Well pleased

with its work that I have used no other. I wanted some-
thing, however, more killing than a ?olid bullet, and at

first tried the hollow pointed express. I found after

killing some deer that the bullet did not. as far as I could

see, open at point, and sometimes when trying them at

a target they woitld tip. I then got from the Winchester
Company some Keene split-point bullets. T found them
firlly as accurate at targets as solid bullets, and I after-

wa5<Js killed the following game with them: Three
mor»Si', five caribou, four bears and one deer. I used

cightcon cartridges to kill the above, and three of the

cartridges named used on the moose were not

needed. None of the animals went fiftv yards from where
first shot at, and in most instances dropped, at once or

within a few yards. I did not try (in fact did not have
to) any long range shooting, except once at a bear under
luost tmfavorable couditiotis, and I was sorry for it, as
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I have always been confident I could have gotten much
nearer,

1 was urged by my guide on the last caribou 1 ever

saw to try some long range shooting, The cariboti was
crossing a lake On the snow, and was so far away that

it looked about tlie size of a sheep, I waited until it

went into the woods and followed it about a mile,, killing

it with a single shot, at seventy yards. Of course, there

are times when game has been started or is on some large

open place where it cannot be got nearer to, where it is a

long range or none, but I think in spite of the stories

of killing at 200 to 400 yards, that more game is missed,

or at best crippled, and lost at all distances over' 150

yards, I refer only to such game as I have hunted, and
which is found in New England and the Provinces. I

have had considerable experience in the woods for a

good many years, and have tried to educate myself to

judge various distances in all manner of places, only to

find that I am way off oftentimes. One hundred yards

down an old tote road in the woods looks a long way.
The same distance out on a frozen lake, or open bog or

barren, does not look half as far.

Some years since a test was made at a well kiiown rifle

range in Massachusetts, of the Keene bullet, and it wa.s

not saMsfactory. The rifle used was the .45-70. and the

bullets opened at the point before reaching the target,

even at 100 yards. After hearing of the above 1 care-

fully tried some of the bullets in my .4Sz90,. at waxed
paper, and could see no signs of spreading before reach-

ing targets, It_ was afterwards admitted by the party

who tried the Keene bullet, that the fault was in the

rifle, as the twist of .45-70 wa.s much quicker than .45-90.

As for penetration of the above bullets I found it satis-

factory. I saAv two moose, each killed with a single

nhot with cartridges of my loading in a rifle similar to

mine, one at 295 and the other at 175 yards.

I want to mention the peculiar death of an old fox
liunter in this section, tie was a man j^ast seventy, but
pretty strong and vigorous. A few mornings since, he
went out after a fox. At night his hounds came home, but
he did not. A party tried to find him that night, but

failed. The following morning they again went out and
found him dead. He M'as sitting down with his back
against a large rock, his hat on his head, and his gun
with both barrels cocked across his knees. It is thought
that his dogs had started a fox and he was watching for

it when he died, apparently without the slightest motion,
CM. Stark.

DrNBARTON, N. H., Oct. 25.

Moose Hunting on the Tobique.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Diti-hif the last few months I have noticed in -the

Forest .•^Srb Stream letters from different sportsmen
about the moose on the Tobique River, in New -Bruns-
wick. One man writes that the moose are scarce and
big bulls rare; another says that he and hiswvife .killed

two big bulls withi.n a short distance of their camp-fire.

In other sporting papers I notice Avhere a man writes

of seeing and killing big bulls on the Tobiqiie, while an-
other says that there is none there.

T.ast winter I decided to go to the Tobique for a moose
hunt this fall, and so made arrangements, but by the time
I was ready I had about inade up my mind that I was
going on a wild goose chase, but my guide assured me
there were plenty of moose there, so I went.
A doctor friend went with me, and we arrived at Riley

Brook at noon on Sept. 11. Our guides had everything
I'eady, and we expected to start into the woods early, the

next morning, but it rained that night and the next day,

so we had to wait until the 13th before we could move.
We reached our camp on the afternoon of the 13th

about 4:30 after a good, hard day's tramp, and good aiid i

hungry.
Saturday, the isth, was the first day of the open season

and our guides took us over some of the country we
were to hunt in, so that we could see it, and also see

some of the poitds and lakes, around which we saw
plenty of fresh moose signs, some of which had been
made by big bulls.

Sunday being a close day, we did not go out for moose,
but spent the day in setting bear traps and taking in

sotne more of the country.
It rained again on Monday, so we did not go out until

Tuesday, which opened up clear and cool. The Doctor
and guide went one wajf, and my guide and I another.

We Aveut to some ponds where the guide was sure we
would find moose, and where we did find plenty of fresh

.signs, also signs showing that the bulls and cows had
gotten together. I was for stopping until it was time to

call late in the afternoon, but he thought it best to return

to camp and start out the next morning with a supply
of grub for two or three days.
The next morning the Doctor and his man went to the

Upper Lake to camp and stay a day or two for the
morning and evening calling. My guide and I struck
out for one of the ponds where we had seen the signs the
day before, and located in a small bog near a pond for

the evening calling, which we commenced about 5 P. M.,
and' soon had a young bull dancing around in the alders

trying to make us think he was something big; but he
could not fool us. We soon had an answer from a big

bull, and the youngster got out in short order.

The first answer from the big one was about 5:30 P. M,,
but it was after 8 before he came out on the bog. His
horns were so wide that he could not move very fast, and
it was hard work for him to get through the thick
woods ; besides, he was very cautious, and stopped a good
many times to listen; but a blat from the horn and a
splash or two of water started him ahead with renewed
vigor. At last he came out, but it was too dark to see
him, I knew he was near, but I could not locate him,
and would not shoot, as I did not Avant to Avound him
and have him go off and die somewhere where I could
not find him. My guide said he could see the white of

his horns, and told me to look for them, but I could not
see them. The gitide was yotmg and had good eyes;

I am getting along in years and wear glasses. The old
fellow stood there until he got our scent, when he went
off with a rush, trying to tear down the woods as he
Avent, and every now and. then would roar like a, wild
barnyard bull.

We "b'iled the kettle," ate some cold grub Sind turned

in, but was up again before day, ate breakfast and
started across the ridge to another pond for the morning
calling, which we reached about 5:20 A. M., and started

in to call at once. Soon we heard some old cows
tramping around in the woods above us, but got no
answer to our calls. After a little we heard something
coming down behind us, and to get a better view the

guide stood up, and at once saw a bull and cow coming
to the water. He touched me, and as I got up he

whispered, "The bull is to .the left of the big birch; the

cow ahead of him," I saw about 18 inches of moose
about 50 or 60 yards aAvay between two trees, with a

cow standing just ahead of him. She was looking at us

and seemed very restless. I raised the rifle, took good
aim just back of the fore leg and over the heart and
pulled the trigger, but there was no report, only a snap;

the cartridge had failed to go off. I pumped in another

shell slowly, so as not to make any noise, but as the

lever came into place there was a sharp click that caused

the cow to bolt and the bull followed her. When I

stooped to pick up the defective cartridge my language

was soft and sweet. The guide said the bull had a big

head of horns, but I could not see them, as they were
behind the birch and a bush next to it. If the cow had
not been Avith the bull I would have gotten him, as he

would have stood a little longer.

It rained that afternoon, so we went back to camp,
where we found the Doctor cussing his luck, his guide

having called a big one down to the lake, but could not

entice him out into the water Avhere the Doctor could

get a sight of. him.
The next three or four days it rain«d, and we did not

do much except fish and look up our bear traps, when
we found that we had caught tAVo bears.

The middle of the next week I killed a caribou. I was
fishing on a small lake when the caribou came to the

water. I was sitting on a raft made of three cedar logs

and the caribouwas over 200 y^rds aAvay. I .shot at him
rive times and hit him four times out of the five. He Avas

a young one, but had a very pretty head of horns.

On the 28th I got the Doctor to take my guide and go
to the Upper Lake and see if he could get out the big

bull he had called in ,twice. They did so, and got a

bull, but it did not altogether suit the Doctor. The next

day I shot a bull, and our moose hunt was over.

The rest of the time was spent in fishing, calling in

moose for practice (and, \by the way, I called in one
with a big head of horns) > and. packing up and getting

ready to go out. '

\ i,

If we had had good weather ywe Avould have gotten
our moose during the first

,
ten days Ave Avere in the

woods. There are plent}^ ofithem in that country, and
lots of big ones, notAvithstanding some say that they

are scarce. I am so sure
^

of it that we haA'C made our
arrangeinents for . another '^raoose hunt ,9.13. the Tobique
next year. \ - \ I

As Ave were coming' down the Tobique Ave saAv some
large heads belonging* to sportsmen going out, and at

McAdam Junction we saAV a'.fine big set that I think

must have spread over 60 -.inches.

It won't be long before\the New Brtmswick Govern-
ment will haA'C' to shorten' up, the close .season, as, the

moose are being killed off, tQQ fast. W. W. King.

In the ' Fence Corner.

The spirited, full-page ' supplenient, \entitled "In, the

Fence Corner." ' published '
in this issue of Forest AN))

Stream, is replete with the theme dear to the hearts and

memory of all sportsmen. - It vividly portrays a climax to

many different experiences when seeking quail with dog

and gun. .

*

Perchance the ^shooter ha.s plodded through tangle and

open' during many weary hours before the wjarning attitude

of his dog brought to him exhilaration of mind and for-

getfulness of fatigue in' the anticipation of the rise, the

kill and the capture.
| I

Perchance the' shooter ! has but just sallied forth in the

early season,' Avith nerves, over tense and unsteady. The

point of the dog causes his blood to course sAviftly and

his imagination to \ run riot. Visions ofj swiftly flying

birds, of sm.art kills Avith each barrel, and of finished re-

trieves glimmer through his brain. As he' nears the dog

to flush, his fingers begin' to tremble and] his knees to

wabble. When -the (birds rise Avith a roar of Avings, he

nervously discharges one barrel before the gun reaches

his shoulder, and the other one at the flock or before he

can bring it to bear steadily on a bird. He has buck

fever, with a few little birds as an origin of it. More

birds rise as he holds the empty gun in his hands, and he

resolves that never, never again will he be nervous or

hurried ot accept that illusive chance called shooting into a

flying flock,
_

Perchance flie dbg finds birds after the .shooter has

walked over miles of hill aiid dale, and from over eager-

ness or malice springs iti and flushes. All the effort has

then resulted in vexatious, lost opportunity. This is a

climax which every shooter can remember.

But to every shooter the picture has its .special climax.

To some it portrays experience of success ;

'
to others, of

disappointment, To the average shooter it will portray

successes keenly remembered and failures
,

almost for-

gotten.

The old fence, with its enticing nooks for the birds, also
'

tells its story of hopes evoked in the weary shooter, while

the woods. in the distance have an alluring suggestion of

ruffed grouse.

As a whole, the picture is most pleasing,- and, Ave, feel^a-

wish that the shooter portrayed may have good 'luck- and

a pleasant day

Vermont Game.
SWANTON, Vt., Oct. 16.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

Below please find a few brief game notes:

Woodcock.—Where, oh, where are our woodcock?
They were here in abundance in July and the first part

of August; then they disappeared. We have hunted

the country thoroughly over, and we have only found a

few single birds, where the last of July we could flush

dozens. The only solution is that they bred early in the

season, consequently were ready for their flight south-

ward when the storm of August 6 and 7 struck us. Some
of our sporting farmers say that if they can't shoot

woodcock hereafter Aug. i they Avill clear up their breed-

ing grounds and turn them into pasture land.

Ruffed Grouse.—The early dry season was favorable

for the early growth of these young birds, but neverthe-

less the coveys are few and far betAveen. Cause: too
many good wing shots nowadays. The pot-shooter who
only shoots at sitting birds does not get a shot at one
in six of the birds that he sees, while the wing shot shoots

at five of every six birds that he flitshes, Avounds and
destroys many that he does not kill outright. As the

army of wing shot.s is steadily iticreasing, the grouse
are as rapidly decreasing. Shortening the open season

will not remedy this, as the shorter the open season the

greater novelty it is, consequently the more guns will

be out. The way to keep the general public from follow-

ing a thing is to strip it of its novelty.

The true and best way to keep our game from utter

extermination is to have in every toAvnship several tracts

of woodland protected as preserves, Avhere no person
should be allowed with a gun. In these places the ruft"ed

grouse in particular could breed and rear their broods
unmolested. These protected grounds .should not be too
extensive in size—if in square form not over 200 acres;

then the game—that is, a portion of it—^would stray out

on to unprotected covers, Avhere the sportsman would
have a chance to indulge in his favorite pastime. This
Avork of securing the permits from farmers to post their

lands should be done by our fish and game leagues, and
the farmers, Avith few exceptions, would readily grant
permission to have their woodlands posted, and vi^ould

also take an interest in protecting these preserves. 1 Let
CA-ery reader of the Forest and Streammake an, effort

in;,this direction, and they will be surprised to see hoAV
easy it: will be to establish such a preserve.

Ducks.—The usual number of black ducks bred on
the "marshes around the Missisquoi Bay. The flight

ducks, OAAang to the warm season, have not at this time
of writing arrived, with the exception of the woodduck;
they have come- and gone, with another exception of a

few flocks that have recently come in, composed almost
if not wholly of cock birds.

Wi:ld Geese.—^A few flocks of wild geese for the past

two weeks have been hanging about our bays; only a
fcAV as 3'et have been bagged.
English Snipe.—The native bred snipe liaA-e been

nearly aU shot off, and the flight birds are not here; but
last night's cold snap should bring them in.

Plover.—The flight of golden plover was a small
one, and is passed. The yellowlegs and dodwits are
here in diminishing numbers. The upland plover bred
in large numbers back on our hill farms, but started

southward soon after the first cold rain in August. Un-
less the open season is extended to Aug. i our boi's will

another season be laAV-breakers, for they are determined
to have a few of the birds that they protect during their

breeding season. It is to be hoped that our present
Legislature will, for this section at least, extend the open
season to Aug. i, for if our young men break the ice and
become law-breakers on this bird, it Avill so hardeti them
that they will be likely to disregard the laws on other
game.
Deer.—Does and fawns are quite common, but vfe

have neither seen nor knoAv of a buck with horns being
seen in this part of the State.

Foxes.—-Foxes arc scarce, consequently meadow mice
are plentiful.

H.\res.—The Northern hares are numerous, though
beagles are also numerous. Lepus dinericanus Avill hold
his OAvn so long as there are large tracts of land grown up
with white birches.

Squirrels.—A few fair-sized bags of grays have been
brought in from hills Avhere the trees were not stripped
last season by the forest caterpillar. No nuts on those
hills this year.
Imported Birds.—A fcAV coveys of quail arc to be

found, the result of stocking some years ago; but no
pheasants. We expect to again this season hear favorable
reports from the black game released in East Middle-
bury, Vt. This town made no mistake in its election
of town representative this year, as this gentleman. Col,
C. C. Gilmore, is chairman of the Committee on Game
and Fisheries. Personally, he has introduced a bill to
largely increase the appropriation toward supporting otir

State hatchery.
In an agricultural State, like Vermont,' when farm

products are so low in price as they are now and have
been for years past, it would be good business for
these farmer voters to instruct their representatives to
make such laAVS as would attract the summer tourists to
come into the State and spend their money. Now the
summer A'isitor during his A^acation is going where he
can have or get recreation as Avell as rest, and their
favorite recreation is fishing; and every dollar of
public money that is expended in developing and im-
proving our fishing—hook and line and fly-fishing—will

bring back to the general public large returns. New
hatcheries should be established, fishAvays built in the
dams of our rivers, and the spawning fish thoroughly
protected; the small feeders of our trout streams should
be closed against all fishing, and during the warm months
fishing in the rapids of streams that contain bass should
be strictly prohibited, as in these rapids the baby bass
congregate and fall victims to the small boys, who take
them out by the thousand.
The last wolf killed in this part of the State was shot

in Sheldon during the Avinter of 1851, by E. W. Geer
(the Old Gent). The rifle used, a small underlock
Windsor, is now in the possession of the writer.

N. P. Leach.

Se? the list pf good things in Woodcraft i^ ow adv. cols.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Crippled Ducks,

Chicago, III., Oct. 27.—Mr. A. G. Holmes, of Green
Bay, Wis., is good enough to send doAvn a word i-egard-

ing the game situation in his section, and to give us the

benefit of his observations regarding the actions of

crippled ducks. What he says as to' the duck sticking up
only a little part or its bill above water when trying to

hide tallies with what has no doubt been observed by
many others. I have sometimes seen a redhead which
had gone under water in a place where detection seemed
impossible, lie with its body entirely submerged, and just

the head out of water, lying flat and perfectly motionless.

At such times it is only the bright, beady eye of the duck
which attracts attention, the instinct of the bird invari-

ably leading it to pick out its own color tone, perfectly

m the cover it selects. It will push in among brush or
weeds, and stick its head out into a bit of grass, weeds
or brush tips, which are as near as can be the same
color as its own head. A favorite trick of the redhead,
which is a famous diver, when it is crippled and falls in

running water, is to come up under the overhanging
willows or brush of other sort which perhaps lines, the
shore. In such cases it will always flatten its head down
close on, the water, and have it hidden by some little,

trivial bit of overhanging branch or leaf, so that the
Jiunter hardly ever discovers it except by accident. Mr.
Holmes is lucky in having been able to watch these birds
in their action under water, regarding which he goes on
to say:

"In this week's issue of the Forest and Stream there
is a mention regarding crippled ducks. I have noticed
and captured crippled ducks here on our hay veiy often,
and have watched for birds to come up but never
showed up. I have found them very frequently witli
just the bill out. and especially in this true of our red-
heads and bluebills when crippled. I have followed
them out on the bars where the water was clear, and I

could watch them and what tricks they did, and the
maneuvers they would go through are certainly sur-
prising. I have crippled redheads, and in following
them up

,
poling along in the water from three to iivc

feet deep, have seen them turn under water at the shadow
of the canoe approaching, and travel at least 60 yards
without coming up, and then only the least bit of their
bill out, and float in the water for at least ten minutes,
never showing up any more than that. I have also-taken
them out of weeds with just the bill out, that a person
could hardly see.

"Our ducks are here by the thousands, and a good
many nice bags have been brought in. The snipe are
now coming in fairly well, and I expect by the latter part
of the week they will be here in great numbers.
"Geese are also flying south fairly well. Squirrels and

coons are here in good numbers this fall,"

No FUght.

It cannot be said that we have had any flight of ducks
near hgre this fall. The weather has remained simply
superb all this week, and from all appearances intends to
remain so, the fall being' one of the mildest ever recorded
here. The birds, from what Mr. Holmes says, may be
seen to be still some hundreds of miles north of here, his
point. Green Bay, being perhaps a couple of hundred
miles above Chicago. Horicon marsh is beginning to
get a good many birds, and they are entirely contented
to stay up there so long as they have good feed and
water in abundance, as they have this year. They will
not be apt to pass this latitude until quite late in No-
vember, when it begins to freeze pretty sharply where
they now are. Nothing of consequence develops lower
down along the natural flyways which cross this country,
not even along the Mississippi, the Illinois and the other
big waterways which adjoin us, Regarding conditions
at his part of the Mississippi bottom regions, Mr. E. K.
Stedman writes, under date of Oct. 24, from Mt. Carroll:
"Dear Sir:—Conditions have changed very little since

last week. The water in the Mississippi attained its
highest mark the latter part of last week, and is now
steadily receding. Wild fowl were numerous the 21st
and 22d, but are now scarce—the river men tell me they
are flying north again yesterday and to-day. I heard of
one Savannah hunter who killed 50 ducks Sunday—using
a scull boat.

_

"Most of the low land farms were overflowed in this
vicinity—so if the ducks do come, and weather conditions
encourage them to visit, we should liave excellent sport
So much water places the sportsman at a disadvantage
inasmuch as it gives a greater teriitorv to feed ovef
than when confined to less limited feeding- grounds.
"No large bags of snipe or plover have yet been re-

ported. No geese' that I have heard of. The quail are
bein.g carefully watched by the farmers, which keeps out
the 'sooners,' so that when the season does open thev
will be in superb "condition for the nimrod.

"All in all, everything is favorable for good wild fowl
and quail shooting at this point.
"As Mt. Carroll is ten miles from the river, Savannah

more fittingly holds as to these tips.
"Wild fowl shooting and fall bass, rroppie and wall-

eyed pike fishii^g should be prime bv Nov i, if this state
of ^yeather (pntinues. If rougher weather sets in, cut the
nshmg out.

Quail.

It will be seen that all reports continue to speak of the
almost unparalleled abundance of quail. The latter bird
seewis to have fairly taken the West this fall. All over
lower Minnesota the quail are verv numerou'^ indeed
seeming to have become perfectly well estaWished, just
as they have been for many years in Iowa, and steadily
on the increase. The average of the northbound move^-
ment of the bird seems to be noticeable now in the
Thickening up of its numbers along lines where heretofore
there were not so many. Thus, as far north as Waupacam Wisconsin, there are now a good many quail where
a few years ago there would only one or' two be heard
now and then in the summer time, and no one cared tomake a regular hunt for them in the shooting season.
I he rea^m tPf this northward movement i& jiot in any

climatic change, nor in any push of quail population in

the country below. It is simply due to the fact that the
slashed-off pine regions are more and more being de-

voted to agricultural or semi-agricultural purposes. The
little backwoods farms are going further and further north
in Wisconsin and Michigan, and though they are very
poor and very dubious farms, they raise enough weed
seeds and millet and buckwheat to feed the quail, and the
brush heaps offer shelter. Give Bob White half a chance
and he will take care of himself He has no chance at

all, according to his habits, in a raw pine country.
It was this same way in regard to the extension of the

prairie chicken range to the westward. It is sometimes
thought that the prairie chicken was always abundant out
in Dakota, and what is commonly called the West, but
such is not the case. This bird followed the wheat fields

just as the quail is following the millet and buckwheat
fields. As, soon as the wheat stubbles began to appear
in' South Dakota, the chickens also began to appear in

numbers. All creatures, wild or tame, like to make a

living in the easiest possible way, and they like also to

move on out from the place where they were born and
raised, the spread of animal life being quite similar to

that of human population. In the late hard times the
railways were much troubled with tramps and workmen
who were trying to get out of the places where they could

October on- to their lands to shoot quail, but I did not
.attempt it. Saw many young quail chi<;ks

,
that were

evidently late or second broods. Met farmer boys
hunting squirrels who had three and four dozen
quail in their, pouches. Farmers claim that as the
game feed on their lands, they might as w.ell have the
products whenever wanted.

"Bass and salmon—local name for the wall-eyed pike

—

fishing fairly good. I found that a good deal of . illegal

netting is constantly practiced all along the river, both
by farmers and market men. Localities will have a big
net in common; farmers and young fellows meet to-
gether, seine the river thoroughly, and divide the fish

among them. Hence, when a rod fisherman goes out for
pleasure and a few fish, he gets only a few. Looks like
it would take State wardens posted every few miles along
the rivers to capture illegal fishers and hunters. The
difficulty seems to be that the wardens are appointed by
the farmers themselves, and they won't arrest anybody
except a few poachers from the towns."

The Wisconsin Export Law.

Mr. Douglas Dyrenforth, the Chicago man who lost
a box of muscallunge last week at the hands of the
wardens of Wisconsin, has received many offers of sup-
port from friends in his case against" the Wisconsin

MRS. LYDIA p. WILLIAMS AND THE TORCH SHE FOUND.

not get work enough to make a living. It is the same
way with game birds. They come and go with the food
supply, and occupy the earth just as their pursuers have
been doing for so long.

Poor Game Protection in Iowa.

It would seem that there is a very poor observance of
the game laws out in the big and rich State of Iowa, at
least in a.certain portion of what is naturally a very good
game region. Iowa was always a peculiar State in re-
gard to game laws. In the preceding generation much
of Northwestern Iowa was settled by a foreign element,
men who did not care to shoot and who kncAV nothing
and cared nothing about the game that might be in
their neighborhood. It was nothing to these men if alien
market shooters came in and killed off their birds, pro-
vided they did not tramp down the fields or shoot the
stock. The prairie chickens, over many foreign settle-
ments, were thus shot off to the point of extinction.
Then arose the present generation -of population on that
same soil, the children of the first immigrants. These
young men have attained the habits of the new land to
which their parents came, and most of them like to shoot.
They are more selfish in regard to their game, and about
all the protection they ask is prohibition for everybody
but themselves, which is the pure American attitude as
to game protection anyway. Mr. R. L. Blair, of Des
Moines. Iowa, covers some of these questions in a letter
just at hand, and can perhaps shed a little light on the
perplexing question. Why does not Iowa pass a good
game law and see it enforced? Perhaps the first half of
this question is all that we ought to ask. It is almost too
hiuch to ask or expect that a game law should be en-
forced. At least Mr. Blair's letter would riot indicate
much hope of it. He says:

"Believing from your letters in Forest and Stream
that you would like outdoor items from the West. I
would 'report my return from a three weeks' camping,
boating, fishing and hunting trip up the Des Moines
River. T found quail plenty, but the farmers had been
harvesting the crop since Oct. t. although the le?al
season does not open till November. Manv farmers pay
no attention to the game laws. There is a law not allow-
ing hunting on lands without owner's permission. Many
1arms are posted against trespassers, hence the owners
or occupants can shoot game out of season, no one see-
ing them or caring to report them. Prairie chickens
.were invisible in the thickly settled portions. They
seemed to be in the cornfields. Farmers with whom I
P??^m« acquaitifed actually invited me the middle of

wardens. It Is to be hoped that the matter will not be
dropped in the lower courts, but that it may really prove
a test case of the constitutionality of the law. The facts
as learned at date are that the fish were taken from the
Wisconsin Central train, at Rugby Jmiction. An official

of the latter road, Mr. F. J. Effert, whose offices are in
this city, was one of the party that caught the fish, their
angling place having been at Tucker Lake, Wis., and
the fish having been taken legally by rod and line. One
fish was taken by Mr. Eftert, one by Mr. Dyrenforth, and
one by Mrs. Dyrenforth. The fish caught by Mr. Dyren-
forth weighed ig pounds, that taken by his wife
pounds. All three of the fish were packed in one box,
which box therefore had more than two fish, and more
than 20 pounds of fish in it. Yet one of the fish was
marked with Mrs. Dyrenforth's card, the other two hay-
ing the name of Mr. Dyrenforth on them, according to
his report. The warden, August Zinn, perhaps did not
see the cards, and took in charge the evidence in what
was a prima facie violation of the law. It is to be seen
what the outcome will be. The suit is brought in the
Federal Court, in which the ambtint must exceed' $2,060
The sum sued for is $5,000.
The principle involved applies to game birds as well

as game fishes, in so far as the legality of bringing home
legally killed game is concerned, and the case is one
which attracts considerable attention here on that: ac
count.

The Saginaw Crowd's Northwestern Trip.

The Saginaw Crowd, whose special car passed through
here some weeks ago, as mentioned at the time, has re-
turned, and apparently did not have a very heavy shoot,
but as usual a very good time—a time which one of the
party, Mr. Tom Harvey, is mighty apt to consider the
luckiest sort of a time. Mr. W. B. Merhson writes as
below regarding the experiences of the party and of Mr.
Harvey:
"We arrived home last Wednesday. We had a pretty

good time. Tom Harvey, whom you remember you
described as the sportsman that had something to loan
to every one, when we were on the Grassmere trip, con-
cluded he was a regular hoodoo. His first experience
was falling down in a duck marsh, filling his boots and
getting wet all over. We then started for home to warm
him up, and .going up a stiff hill the wagon met with a
breakdown; the driver had to go to town for repairs, so
Tom mounted one of the horses to go with him. He
proved to be a veritable Westerner, and the bronco bucked
him off and ttireAv him sorne so feet, in less Xmc than it
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takes me to write this even in shorthand. In the mean-
time the other load carried off the blankets, and poor
Tom had to shiver into town on foot, though it was only
about one mile away. The next day he was lying in the
stubble sunning himself, and in taking up his gun got
his finger on the trigger instead of on the guard. Well,
j'ou know what that means—the gun went of?. He was
struck in the heel, the luckiest shot he ever made in his
life, for if it had gone half an inch to one side he would
have been a cripple for life. As it was it only tore his

rubber boot and blistered his heel, and put two shot holes
in it, but luckily the shot did not go in. We fixed him up
in good shape, and before we came home he was able
to get out and sit on a stool and bang away at ducks, but
he was so gun shy he couldn't hit anything, until finally

one lorie white goose came along and he punctured him.
"The railroad people Avere not verv swift about side-

tracking us at the proper point, and three days were
wasted before we did induce them to take us to a station

five miles nearer our shooting. It proved to be an ideal
spots, lots of white geese, quite a good man3'- ducks.
The Aveather was absolutely fine, not a cloud or a breath
of wind stirring, Avhich, of course, means no duck shoot-
ing, or goose shooting for that matter, except by chance,
but we had a lazy crowd. Ten o'clock in the morning
was as early as any of us could get our traps together
and get started, but we bad to our credit when we
started for home something OA'er 80 geese, and "^^/re than
that number of ducks. We concluded that w . . Tiime
enough, and had had a bully good time."

Minnesota Deer Crop.

It is now but a few days till the openmg of the Minne-
sota deer season, and all deer hunters who are disposed
to trv that State will be verj'' apt to have fine shooting
this fall. Tn all the northern parts of the State, in Itasca.

Beltrami, St. Louis. Hubbard and Ottertail counties the

deer are reported verv numerous. Indians have killed

'ess than usual this summer, and the supply is t\ best

for some years, according to local estimates.

The Dead and Dov/n Timber Act.

Reference has been repeatedly made in these columns.
'O the cotirse of reporting the progress of the mover^nt
for the Minnesota National Park, to the dead and down
timber act, which has been the cloak for so many shame-
less thefts of the pine on the Indian reservations. "To
make it brief, this Act of Con.gress makes it legal for a

lumbermen to cut trpes that have been burned and to take

away fallen trees. This has been construed, to make it

mild, in the most liberal way imaginable. Anyone visit-

incr that region would not think there w.ts the slightest

restriction to the cutting of the pine. The lumberm.en
have fonnd the act wide enough to give them all the
nine they want, and so have not bothered about any-
thing more at present.

It has alwa-"'s been known to th^ men familiar

with the upper Minnesota country that the pine trees on
the reservations are burned, deliberately burned, so that
the'' can be construed to be fair game under the terms
of the act above referred to, This has be.en known, but
nothing has ever been done to nunish the thieves who
do : this sort of work, and no arrest was ever made until

this fnll.
: On Oct. TO, in 'he United States Court, at

Duluth, two r>f thes" men who do the work for the lum-
ben concern. C. E. S.el^e and Harry Shearer, were found
guilty of deliberately firi"T timber in this way, and sen-
tence is expected soon. The.v may bp sentenced to three
vears' imorisonment or $5,000 fine. The wonder is that
th«=;e thefts have not been punished oftener and long ago.

This work of destroving treps or marking them to

evade the law is brought to a high point of nerfec^^ion

by the timeber thi'^vps. Sometimes a tree is slighthr

scorched bv ? fire built at its roots, the fire b'°'ng nuf'

out before it does more than blacken the bark. But this

outside firing ^'as hard to control, and was ant to spread
forest fires, which would be too much in earnest So
the lumbermen devispd a lamp, which thej- put in under
the roots of a tree, which will burn ou<- in a certain time,
and cause th** tree to fall or be disfigured enoueh to

c'aim U'ldi'r the act. Mrs. Lvdi? P. Wilh'pms. oresident
of the Federation of Women's Clubs in Minnesota, '-he

bodi' of women to whom helongs fir»;t credit for the idea
of the nark, was this fall up in the country of Cass
Lake pud Le«ch Lake reservations and she rot onlv
saw miles of fiup timber which had been ViHed bv these
lamns. but found one of th^ lamns herself, burred otit,

under the roots of one of the big nines. She brought
the lamo home as a souA^enir. and as a proof of the
malici'^'-islv false methods of the men who ar° stealing-

fr'-'m Minnei^ota her heritage of pine. E. Hotjgh.
Hartford Btjilding. Chicagro. 111.

Long: IsIan<I Deer,

The Long Island deer season law reads : "Deer shall
not be taken at any other time than between daylight and
sunset on the first two Wednesdays and first two Fridays
of November."
The fact that this year the first Thursdav (Nov. i)

comes before the first Wednesday (Nov. 7) 'has created
some uncertainty as to the open Thursdavs ; but manifestly
there is no room for doubt. The "first two Wednesdays"
are Nov. 7 and 14; the "first two Thursdays" are Nov. i

and 8. These are the four days on which deer hunting
is lawful. The Long Island wardens announce that they
so construe the law; and they hold that the possession
of venison is lawful on and after Thursdav, Nov. i.

Long: Island Dtjcfc Shootmgf.

Sayville, Long Island. N. Y., Oct. 27.—The changing
of the duck shooting opening date from Oct. i to Oct. 20
this year had the efTect of giving excellent shooting on the

.first days. The fowl began to come in soon after Oct. i,

and being undisturbed, selected their feeding grounds and
settled down to make themselves at home. The result was.
that when the season opened on the 20th there was a great
supply, and the gunners secured large bags. Our 'local
shooters ha^^e killed over 500 within the "last few days.
One hunter is credited with eighty-six in one da3^

'In Maine Woods*
Boston, Oct. 27,—Now and then a moose is being

taken in Maine, but the recerd is yet a good deal behind
that of a year ago. Frank Hutchins, of Kingfield, shot
a bull moose near the railroad station, in Carrabassett,
on Monday. The animal was evidently about se-ven

years of age and weighed 742 pounds. The antler spread
is 4 feet and i inc,h. Mr. I. flarvey Young, of Faneuil Hall
Market, Boston, has had more than his usual go6d luck
hunting in the Maine woods. He first sent Wut two bears,
that attracted a good deal of attention in the market, as
well as bringing his friends to congratulations. A few
days after he brought out a big bull moose, which was
sho-v\m at the stall of Goodnough & Freeman; the first

moose of the season in Faneuil Hall Market. Later it

is reported that he has gone back and taken a couple of
deer. .<

Mr. Ellery 'Stevens, of Waterville. Me., had a queer
hunting experience in the vicinity of Monson Junction.
After three days of very hard hunting he had secured a
fine moose. A knock at the cabin door that night
awakened Stevens and his guide, and they admitted a
stranger. In the morning the man announced that he
vas a guide, registered guide, with the powers of a game
warden; that they had shot a moose in close time; that
they must deliver the moose to him, and Stevens must
go with him. to appear in court at Foxcroft, and ansAver
for shooting the moose. Mr. Stevens protested that the
moose was' shot on Thursday, after the legal season
opened Qn Monday. But the man Avould not listen, and
claimed that he had all the powers necessary to make
an arrest and take Stevens out to the settlement. Mr.
StCA^ens, finding that argurnent Avas of no avail, and feel-

ing, sure that he could establish the fact that, he had taken
the moose legally, finally agreed to go out to the settle-

ment and answer before a
,
justice for the killing of the

moose. At this the guide seemed to let up on his man,
and told him that he looked honest, and that he would
take his word for his appearance Saturday morning.
About- this time another stranger , appeared whom the
guide or Avarden seemed to know very well, and he was
engaged to help get the moose out to the settlement.
Stevens asked the wardeiT,,for his name, but he answed:
"Oh, never mind about rS^iiame; you will find that out
soon enough." The two irien then went off to get the
moose out. which they did,' taking the. carcass along with
them. Mr. Stevens, thoroughly disgusted with such
luck, and knowing that he was not guilty of killing the
m.oose in close time, concluded not to. go out that day,
but to hunt deer instead, and let the warden Avait for him
Avith the moose. He did- so, and succeeded in getting a
fine deer.. With-this: he' started out to the settlement the
next day. Arriving there, what was .his • surprise to find
that neither man nor moose had appeared. - Later he
found that two men answering the description he gave
had gone another Avay. with a moose they pretended to
have shot.

'
"Got ' hirn mighty easy," they said. Mr.

Stevens has not yet' been able-to - find his moose, and
concludes. that he has been buncoed out of it by a smooth-
tongued stranger. Now he- believes that had he asked
for a badge or other insignia of authority, he might have
brought home his moose. ' ,

NeAvs of fatal shooting accidents with Maine game
seekers -are of terrible frequence. The last one is that
Joseph Hubert, of Augusta. Me., has fatally shot and
probably killed Harry Hillick&r, of LoAvell, Mass., with
Avhom he Avas hunting for deer in the vicinity of the
Katahdin Iron Works. In making a short cut for camp,
across a thicket, Hubert's rifle, which was cocked, was
discharged by the trigger catching in the brush, and a

in Boston the other day, in the interest of a steam auto^
mobile that he has invented. He says that the deer are
plenty around Andover and above. A number have been
taken. He is going into the woods hunting this week;
says that there is great duck shooting at Urabagog
Lake. Others bear out his testimony that black ducks
have been unusually plenty in that section this season.
Bears are reportad to be unusually plenty at several hunt-
ing resorts in Maine this fall. At Chain of Ponds,:above
Stratton, three bears have been secured. At the Ledge
House camp.s. Dead River, bears have come up into the
very dooryard. Game Warden George W. Ross, of
Vanceboro, is o-ut with the statement that there are more
deer than ever in Washington county. A great deal of
poaching used to be done in his county, but Warden
Ross says that all that has been changed. Mr. Frank
Witcher, who owns the camp at that point, from which he
and Mr. Hildreth hunted, has shot a fine specimen of
albino deer.

Coot shooting along the shores of Massachusetts Bay
is attracting attention. Chatham reports say that shoot-
ing has been good all the week. From Chatham Bay
to Monomoy the most of the shooting is had. Walter
Woodman and Louis Boyden, of Brookline, wet'e at
Chatham last week, and secured 40 coot, 6 black duck
and a .string of shore birds. Russell A. Bearse, a local
gunner, has shot within a week over 20 black duck and
75 shore birds, at Inward Point. W. B. Cutter, of
Boston, has been at Train's camp. Inward Point, for a
week, and has had good shooting. Quail and partridge
shooting on the Cape is reported to be very poor. It is

claimed that the Sunday law, forbi(tding shooting on
that day in this State, is to be rigidly enforced this
fall. No arrests have yet been made, but the officers are
reported to be keeping strict Avatch. Special.

Roping an Elk.
It was when we went to bring the branches off the

mountain that we got the elk. We ran out of meat, so'
decided to take a hunt. We had two guns between the
four of us, so Brown and I went down the cailon, while
Smith and the boy drove the timber above with dogs.
The place where we settled ourselves was near the bottom,
just opposite a bare point, which ran out, terminating in
a cliff 100 feet high.

Scarcely were we in our places, Avhen we heard the
most awful noise coming from up the caiion—whoops
that woulcl have put to shame an Indian, accompanied
by the baying of a hound and the barking of the shepherd
dogs. And suddenly on the point opposite appeared a
big bull elk, running for the cliff, with Smith in full pur-
suit, SAvinging his irope. Just as the elk reached the
edge. Smith threw and caught him around the antlers.
The elk ran_ar-ound on to a ledge 8 feet below and tried
his best first to jump over the clift and then get up at
Smith. For about five minutes he fought, the man and
horse having all they could do to hold him, and be#?ig
sometimes within 10 feet of the cliff.

We ran down the canon and climbed the other side as
quickly as possible, and when we arrived, the elk was
standing quietly, so with our Winchesters we ad-
ministered his coup de grace. The rope, Avhich had held
so long, broke as he fell dead on the side of the cliff and
he fell over, fortunately not injuring the head, which
was fairly large, with eight points.
When we began to skin him we heard the story.. It

appeared that Avhen Smith and the boy Avent into the
timber they heard the dogs barking, but they presently
came back. Smith, thinking they had found a bear, Avent

, - , ,
- in that direction and found a yearling elk track, which

..10-30 buHet passed through Hillicker's body, entering the dogs got on to, and while folloAving it jumped the
the back .mst beside the ^spinal column, and passing out old bull, which started off through the timber. How

Smith ever kept up with him I can't imagine, but he
did, and at the first open place roped him rotmd one horn
and "busted" him. The rope, however, came off. The
elk was undecided whether to make a fight or not, but
finally he headed for the pines, with Avhat result you
know. He was a fine, eight-point bull, dressing about
600 pounds, I should think. It took five pack horses to
get the meat and hide out of the canon where he fell.

His remains served as bait for the bear trap.

J. K. McK.
Shell. Wyo.

In West Virginia Mountains*
MoRGANTOWN, W. Va., Oct. 26—Editor Forest and

Stream: All who enjoy shooting are now having their
"innings" and outings. The great majority of such are.
like myself, so situated that business at this season of
the year forbids an extended trip, with the joys of camp
life and big game hunting, and must be content with a
day out occasionally, after such gaine as we can find.
A new railroad is being built from our town up

through the heavily timbered mountains, where there are
many thousands of acres of wooded land. They ^ now run
traiiis ten miles, leaving here in the mornin.g, and- return-
ing in the evening, which gives an excellent opportunity
for persons to spend a day in the mountains. As a result
of this convenience, I have been enabled to help pick the
bones of eleven gray squirrels and two partridges this
season, Avhich was a luxury denied me for several years.
However, the luxury of picking the bones is small com-
pared with that of climbing the mountains and securing
the game by careful hunting. The squirrels are not what
Avould be termed plentiful, but there being a large terri-
tory for their range, and a good supply of chestnuts
scattered all through the Avoods to keep them, there,
makes the hunting good for any but the game-hog, who
needs all he can carry to satisfy him. Five is the most
I killed m any one day's hunt, Avhich should satisfy any
sportsman, with the present condition of game.
The season for quail opens Nov. i, and there will be

some good shooting, as the law has protected them at all
seasons for some years. .

Last Aveek a man, visiting some friends here;, went up
the ncAv railroad one morning for a hunt with his new
rifle, which was a recent present from his wife. The daily
oaper had a flattering account next day of how Mr. -

had gone up the railroad and succeeded in bringing
home with him a 20-nound wild turkev, which he had
shot while (it was) flying^., Tlie tr^tH of the • ^^^X

through the abdomen. Not striking a bone^ the bullet
did not mushroom, and hence the wound was a very
small one. Up to last accounts received the man was
alive, although he had been brought out to Patten, 23
m.iles, by relays of strong lumbermen, from a camp some
fiA^e or six miles from Avhere the accident happened.
Arrived at the settlement, Hillicker had strength enough
to state that he Avished it understood that the shooting
Avas purely accidental, and that Hubert was not in the
least to blame. But Hubert can think while he lives
upon the carelessness of carrying a gun at cock through
the brush, especially with a companion near him.
Under the head of Game Notes items like the follow-

m.g are being found in the Maine papers:
"The devil himself seems to be aiming some of those

rifles m the Maine woods." "Mr. Bill Johnson has
returned to town Avith a piece of big game. He mistook
his hunting companion for a deer and killed him." "Mr.
Peter Perkins brought doAvn a fine large man the other
day. by his rifle trigger catching in the bushes." "The
Maine Legislature Avill be asked this winter to frame
some further laws concerning the carrying of guns into
he Avoods, and nossibly concerning the responsibility
)f the man Avho shoots another hunter."
All the aboA'e is simply horrible. In the blackest of

'apital letters it .«;hould be branded into the very brain
of CA^ery hunter who goes into the Avoods: "Never shoot
till you are dead sure that it is game and not a man that
.vou are pointing at. Never fire at a mere motion in the
bushes, not at a sound." "NeA^er carry a gun at cock
through the brush, nor when there is an-vbody in possible
range.

Oct. 29.—A Bangor dispatch of Saturday says that
great quantities of game have been coming in for the
week, though the number of deer to date is far behind
that of a year ago, and behind any season for three
years. For the week the number of deer recorded by
thei Avardens, Avho watch the trains at Bangor, Avas 423,
and 43 moose. This is four more deer than for the sam'e
w'eek a year ago, and two less moose. The total receipts
of deer to Oct. 27 was i.ooo, and 56 moose—
251 deer less than for the same time a year ago,
and six moose. From the Kingfield re,gion more deer-
are coming out, and a few moose. From the Rangeley
region the reports are better, with more deer being
taken and yet the record at the principal outlets. Bemis
and Rangeley. is scarcely half that of a year ago.
Mr. Tom French, of Andover; Me., whom the Rich-

ardson Lake sportsmen will so Avell remember as build-
iiig: and rtmpip.g ^ counlf of steamers on tha^ la.k?, was
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leaked out, as all such things will, and a couple of days

later some unfeeling wretch caused the following to ap-

pear in the paper: "Here is a revised and corrected ver-

sion of the storv of the man who went from here up the

M. & K. railroad last Friday and killed a 20_-poiind ^yild

turkey with his new gun. After demonstrating to him-

self clearly that he was going to get skunked, be went to

a farmer, paid the farmer one dollar for a turkey, took

it out to shoot it to make it look more gamy, and after

firing five shots succeeded in bagging it. After paying

twent3''-five cents for his dinner, he was ready to come
home loaded with turkej- and glory: any one having the

required $1.25, plus railroad fare and the new gun. can

have the same exciting experience."

Pittsburg, Pa. and the thickly populated country be-

tween here and there, send oitt an army of hunters in

everj'- direction, and it is Avith diflicultj'- that they are

kept from hunting in West Virginia mountains without

a license. Emer.son Carney.

J. W. Y. S. and His Moose.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent J. W. Y. S., in issue of Oct. 27,

1900, ought also to be prosecuted. The open season for

moose killing in the Province of Quebec is Oct. i. In
Ontario—^this year first time in ten years—Nov. i, for

fifteen days; then closed for three years. What right has

J. W. Y. S. to kill moose in September?
One Who Has Been in C.a.nada.

[One Who Has Been in Canada is mistaken in his dates.

The Quebec moose season opens Sept. i.]

A New Bfunswicfc Hunt.

Westerly, R. I., Oct. 22.—Dr. R. B. Smith, of Westerly,
and myself have returned from a hunting trip to the
headwaters of Mill Stream and Bartibogue River. New
Brunswick via Newcastle. We encountered rain and
•flood, but secured one fine bull moose with a spread of

50 inches, and two caribou. The guides were Jack Con-
nell and Jim Way. C. W. Willaud.

Spoftsmen^s Map of Maine.

Elsewhere will be found an advertisement of a sports-

men's map of Maine, which covers the hunting country
and will be found extremely usefttl by those who propose
visiting that State for game.

DON'T SHOOT
Until you see your game, and

see that it is game and
not a man.

fm mid ^iv^r f^isf(ing.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

Winninish in New Hampshire.
Charlestovvn, N. H., Oct. 24.

—

Editor Forest and

Stream: Last week's Forest and Stream had a sad

opening, with the announcement of the death of both

Rowland E. Robinson and Richard L. Ogden, and your
most appropriate notices of both of them leave little

to be said. They will be sadly missed and mourned by
these of us who, like myself, have known them through
your columns for a quarter of a century, and they leave

a void not easily to be filled. 'Todgers' Commentaries"
would seem worth preserving in book form, and the

writings of Mr. Robinson have, I think, taken an es-

tabUshed place in the literature of New England. Speak-
ing from the standpoint of a septuagenarian myself, I

think that no one has so faithfully portrayed the manners,
customs, dialect and character of rural New England
fifty years ago as has Mr. Robinson, and I predict a

long survival of his artistic portraits—for portraits they
are of originals whom many of us have seen. The
shrewd and terse Uncle Lisha. the garrulous Antoine, the

verbose Solon Briggs and the undecided Joseph Hill

are familiar to all of us, and I have known two men
who might have sat for the picture of Sam Lovel.

Some of your bright news contributors enlivened tlie

number before its close, and the sketches of Lewis Hop-
Ivins and Fayette Durlin show that there are good re-

cruits to fill the ranks as the remorseless Reaper cuts

down the old "front files."

To change the subject, I have been endeavoring for

some time to ascertain the results of the planting of

winninish in the New Hamoshire lakes, and have got
at this much information. The salmon trout reported
in the Boston Herald were not salmon at all. but merely
some of the large 2 or 3 pound trout which have always
been taken in the upper lake, or Little Diamond, but
never in the lower one. They are not only much larger

than anj'' fish taken in the lower lake, which rarely ex-

ceed pound, but the flesh is lighter colored, and has
not the "beefsteak red" of the trout from the lower
lake, of which I have taken many, but they are the
genuine salvelinvs after all. and nothing else. To
account for these differences in the trout- of the two
lakes, with* a short, open water connection. I' am unable.
My friend Commissioner Wentworth writes me on the

subject: "T don't believe there are anv fwininishl in

Diamond Ponds. I have been to them for the last eight
years and have never seen one. I have heard Commis-
sioner Shurtfelt say he once saw a small one taken there.

"There are salmon to-day in Connecticut lakes. Mas-
cnnia Lake, North Pond, in Stark (or Lnke Christine);
Silver Lake, in Madison ; Stinsons Pond. Winni-
oesaukee Lake. Squam Lake. Winnesquam Lake.
Pjin'HoI? PoiTicl, NeiiviQUTlt^ I-i^l^? and Pleasant Pnn4. m

New London. They have been put in Lake Mapabesie

and Long Pond, in Concord, but none has yet been

taken in these last two. In fact, Connecticut Lake, New-
found Lake, Dan Hole and Pleasant Ponds give the best

results so far."

I have always believed that the presence of bass in

Sunapee Lake has been one cause why it has not

yielded more salmon, but it may be due to the saibling,

which have appeared and multiplied since the salmon
were introduced, and which may have considered them
a food supply. Von W.

casionally. This species is strong and active, and is

blessed with a voracious appetite,

I have never known of a horse mackerel being taken,

with a rod or reel, but it is not difficult to imagine the.

fight one might have to bring to gaff a 75-pounder of this-

species, with the strength of a steam tug in his fins and
tail. I certainly hope some one will try his skill with
the horse mackered in the near future.

J. W. CoLr,iNS.

The Pollock as an Angler's Fish.

For many years I have been impressed with the belief

that angling for large sea pollock had in it possibilities

uf sport that only had to be understood to be appreciated.

Indeed, knowing the pollock as I do, and being aware

of the fact that during the summer it can be found in

abundance off the coast of Massachusetts near the sur-

face of the sea, it has been a matter of wonder to me that

it has so long been overlooked by the angler, and espe-

cially by the sportsman who longs for a close ac-

quaintance with a large, free-biting, gamy fish that can

be found in such numbers as to give the most eager

fisherman all the sport he wants. One may well be in

doubt if this apparent oversight is due to lack of

knowledge of the game qualities of the pollock, of un-

familiarity with its habitat, or because angling for it in

the orthodox way with rod and reel has been neglected

and therefore has not become popular.

The fact, too, that the pollock is to be had in abun-
dance in the proper place and season might be thought
to create an indift'erence toward it were it not for the fact

that what is true of it in this particular is also true of

the bluefish, weakfish and many other species that are

eagerly sought by anglers, and few of wdiich can give the

autual sport that may be obtained in pollock fishing.

The following account of angling for pollock is ex-

tracted from a letter addressed to the writer by Hon.
E. D. Buffington,- who, as is well known, has been a de-

voted disciple of Walton for many years, and has fished

for both sea and fresh-water species from Florida to

Canada:
"It was my good fortune to spend a part of last

August and September at the village of Annisquam, on
Cape Ann. Being fond of fishing, I inquired of the fish-

ermen what could best be done in that locality. I was
advised to go pollock fishing in Ipswich Bay. And as I

had had some experience of that kind before. I made
arrangements to start at 5:30 the next morning.
"In the evening I looked over my tackle and selected

a new Cuttyhunk line. No. 4-0 Virginia hooks, several

small lead sinkers and a good tarpon rod and reel, the

rod strong enough to lift about 8 pounds, dead weight.

With this equipment, the appointed hour found us in a

large sailing dory, running slowl}^ out of the harbor,

with a gentle breeze about abeam. When about a mile or

so outside of the lighthouse the boatman suggested that

we put our lines out.

"Both of us had a drail very •jnueh like those used lor

bluefish, but without the eel skin.

"I had let out 75 or 100 feet of line, when there came
a fierce tug, that would have done credit to a 25-pound
salmon, and the way that fish darted to the right and left

was something I was wholly unprepared for. For the

first five minutes all I could do was to hold on. I asked
the boatman to bring the boat into the wind, which he
did at once, and after ten or fifteen minutes of as livelj^

work as I ever had with a fish I landed a 15-pound
pollock. This was repeated with variations until wc h^.d

seventeen pollock in the boat, which weighed very nearly
200' pounds. They then disappeared, or 'went to the

bottom,' as the man said.

"I then took in my drail'and put on my small hook and
sinker. Bottom was found at about 75 feet depth. I

soon was at work again, and found it quite as much
Sport to handle a 10 or 15 pound pollock in 75 feet of

water, and get him alongside of the boat, as trolling.

Occasionally we got a cod, haddock, hake or dogfish.

But more than half the fish we caught were pollock.

When we started for- harbor at 3 P. M. we had thirty-

eight pollock, which weighed nearly 400 pounds, and at

least two-thirds of them were caught with a rod and
reel. It was fine sport, but I had had enough for one
d'dy. The day's fishing fully convinced me that a pol-

lock is as strong as or even stronger than a bluefish of the

same size. While its runs are not as long as those of a

sea bass they are much quicker, and it does not give up
nearly so soon. A salmon is perhaps quicker and does
more surface work than a pollock, much resembling
a tarpon in that respect. A weakfish is generally com-
paratively logy. A kingfish gives up much easier; the

tautog and grouper stick to the bottom and root, while
the red snapper is sinular to a sea bass. The only fish

which has the strength, gaminess and staying qualities

of a pollock is the 'jack' or 'cavally' of the South.
"Of course circumstances may vary, but taking it all

in all, I think if one wants sport and_^ cannot own a

salmon river, he will do well to go to Cape Ann when
pollock are running, and if he don't have all the sport he
v/ants he must be hard to satisfy. Indeed, when pollock
are feeding one gets no chance to wait, for the fish are

on in most cases within 75 feet of the boat and before
the line has run out."

The satisfactory experience in pollock fishing related
by Mr. Buffington will, it is hoped^ prove helpful in a

suggestive way to many who love the "gentle art." but
who do not "own a salmon river" in Canada, though
they may be perhaps able to get out where they can hear
the click of a reel or see the curve of a straining rod,

while the humming line has at its outer end a powerful
'pollock that tugs and rushes to free itself from the
cruel hook fastened in its jaw. But, while rod and reel

as well as trolling line may become well known hereafter
on the pollock grounds, attention may be directed to
angling possibilities in another direction that may rival

the famed tarpon fishing of Florida.
It is a well-known fact that for weeks in summer Cape

Cod Bay is frequented by the horse mackerel or tuny
(Orcynus thynnus), -which is often abundant. Those taken
in the pound nets usually range in weight frorti 30 to 100
pounds, though much l?irger individuals a.re caught 09-

ANGLING NOTES.

"The Big Four."

The last time that I was at home I received a letter

from Mr. George E. Hart, of Waterbury, Conn., in which
he told me of his visit to the Triton Club in Canada on
his annual vacation for trout fishing in those favored
waters. Incidentally he mentioned that he was sending
me with his letter a photograph of himself and others

that had been taken in Quebec on his return from the

club. Fie did not say who the others were, and as the

photograph did not arrive Avith the letter, I did not
know. This evening when I again returned home the

photograph was in nly mail on my desk, and I found it

to be of four personal friends—Mr. Walter M. Brackett,

of Boston, who paints salmon as no other man can; Mr.
E. T. D. Chambers, author of "The Ouananichc and Its

Canadian Environment" ; Mr. L. Z. Joncas, Superin-
tendent of Fisheries of the Province of Quebec, and Mr.
Hart. The likeness of each is good, and it would be like

finding money in a letter it one could get a bet on to bet

that when the picture was taken the air was burdened
with conversation about fish and fishing, or perhaps I

should say fishing and fish. From the expressions of the

four faces one could assume that Joncas was in a hole, for

he is very thoughtful, and Brackett looks as though he
might have asked him why his Government had put up
the annual rental of his salmon river fifty dollars a year.

Hart may have asked why American anglers who are

members of Canadian clubs have to take out a license for

guests that they take over the line to fish in club waters,

and Chambers as a newspaper man is watching Joncas

-

for his reply, that he may telegraph it to the New York
Sun. and write me about it so I can give it to Forkst and
Stre.\m. AnyAvay, the three men are looking at Joncas^

as though they had asked him something that had tnade

him thoughtful and it was up to him to explain or reply,

or say something.

Salmon in Salmon River.

Under date of Oct. 17 Flon. T. M. Costello, of AHmar,
N. Y., writes me as follows

:

"The salmon are back in the river at Pitlaski trying

to get over the dams. I was at Port Ontario yesterday
and the fishermen told me the river was full of them.
One was found dead that weighed 14 pounds. It was
killed by a "lamper eel.' Nothing has been done to the

fishways, as the river is up and the water is cold, and I

doubt if the ways will be erected this year."
First, as to the fishways. When the matter came

into the hands of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission
the United States Fish Commission Avas applied to for the

services of the engineer, Mr. Von Boyer, who improved
the Cail system of fishway, to visit Salmon River and pre-

pare fishAvay places. There Avas no time lost over this

matter. Mr. Von Boyer did A'isit the river and prepared
the plans, and Avhen received, the plans Avcre submitted to

contractors after the State Engineer had furnished esti-"

mates of materials. When a bid was received that was
within the engineer's estimates, the contract was let.

notice being given by ware, not even Avaiting for the
contract to be drawn by the Attorney-General. The bid-

der ordered the materials, but the river came up suddenly,

as he said, at a most unusual time, and work Avas stopped,

and that is all there is to it. The Commission could not let

tlie contract until plans Avere prepared and it was kttOAVn

that the Avork could be done within the appropriation.

Second, the appearance of the salmon so late in the

season, if this is to be taken as the time that they regularly

appear in the river—and I understand tliat they have
returned about the same time each year that they have
appeared since the plants of fry Avere made-—would indi-

cate that if the sti-eam is successfully restocked it

Avould furnish very little rod fishing. Mr. Costello has
fixed the time for the salmon to return as "about Oct. 12."

Now the question is, Avill salmon rise to the fly at all when
they are so late in arriving in the river?—for they have
probably been in fresh water since May or June, perhaps
leisurely making their way up the St. LaAvrencc and
through the lake to the river's mouth. The present open
season for salmon in NeAV York is from March i to Aug.
15, and Avhen Salmon River is provided Avith fisliAvays

and the salmon ascend the stream, to take them legally in

any manner the season will have to be changed. In Scot-

land there is an open fishing season for salmon in October,
and fish are then killed with fly in that month, but they are

fish that run in on the fall freshets from the sea, and as

yet Ave do not knoAV just Avhen the Salmon River fish did

leave salt Avater, or Avhcther or not they will take the fly

at all.

If the dead salmon—I say if the dead salmon—was
killed by a lake lamprey it must have been loafing sg^ne-

Avhere in fresh Avater. but from what I gleaned at Pulaski

about the reception the salm.on received last year I ques-

tion if they need be so much i:i fear of "lamper eels" as of

other things wielded by man.
Of course it is most encouraging to have the salmon

come back to the river, even though they come so late

in the season as to preclude rod fishing after they re-

turn. Up to this time I have been unable to learn any-
thing about the movements of salmon in Salmon River
Avhen the fish frequented the river early in this century
and up to the times the nets, spears_ and "lamper eels"

destroyed them, so that none came back at all until fresh

plants were made of fish artificially hatched and brought
from other Avaters. The salmon have probably spaAvned
in the river since the first plants were made, and with such
aid as the United States Fish Commission will render by
furnishing more fry from the Penobscot for planting

Salmon River seems in a fair Avay to be again considered
a salmon stream, but who will tell us about its former
conditions, when salmon were regular visitors to it?
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Fishing Out of Season.
My memory of events of my youth does not go back

so far as that of "Gran'ther Hill of Danvis," but I was
once a boy of ten, at which age my taste for fishing was
well developed, and in spring I was ever impatient for

the arrival of the time when the condition of weather
and water would justify a trip to the brook with a pos-
sibility of catching a few trout. The only close season
then known was when the streams were closed by ice. At
all other times stream fishing was not debarred.

In April of a certain year a warm wind from the
south, accompanied hy heavy rain, cleared the adjacent
brooks and larger streams of ice; a succession of days
with clear skies and bright, warm sun laid bare the
knolls and points of rocks in the hill pastures. Cooler
weather soon followed with .sufficient frost to check the
melting snow ; the streams and brooks soon cleared and
resumed their ordinary stage. Sugar making season had
arrived. One night an early morning snow fell to a depth
of 10 or 12 inches, a light, feathery "sugar snow," and
the sun shone out bright and warm, promising a perfect
'"sap day." The older males of the family were off iar-e

the sugar camp to put everything in order to secure the
expected flow of sap. The boy's legs were too short to

wade in the snow in the sugar orchard. He was left

at home to do chores about the house.
I was left alone ; the day was bright and wann ; the

chores were done ; several hours nmst elapse before any
active duties must be performed. I must meantime have
occupation. What should I do during those ensuing
hours? The thought struck to go a-fishing. Acting on
the impulse, I resurrected the trout tackle of last season.

It was all complete, but I had no bait—no angle dogs
could be found at that season. I must have bait to catch
at least one trout. With one in hand I knew how to

utilize that fish for a further supply. Five or six half-

decayed maple logs were lying in a field not far distant.

I had seen grubs in logs of that character. With an
axe I attacked one of those logs, and soon had an ample
bait suppl}'. About this time m}' mother suspected I

had something on hand of an unusual character, and asked
for an explanation. I made known my proposed visit

to the brook, which did not meet her approval. She
said I could catch no fish, would get my feet and legs

soaking wet, catch a cold and be sick, and had better come
in the house and studj- my Sunday school lesson and let

the fishing go until fishing season should arrive. I argued
that getting wet had never resulted unfavorably, the Sun-
day school literature could be consulted in the evening. I

had everything ready and knew the trout would bite.

Mother's hoy generally wins his contentioii. I carried my
point. Wrapping the legs of my pants around their re-

spective ankles, making fast with a string, that no snow
should find lodgment between the bootleg and pants, rod
in hand I struck out for the stream. The snow, moist and
soft, ranging in depth from the knee to the waist, offered

no discouraging impediment to locomotion. Speedily ar-

riving at an open pool in a bend of the stream, I impaled
a fat grub on my hook and cast it into the water. I was
not long in su.spense. A bite followed, and then a 4-ounce
trout was landed in the soft, clean snow.
Encouraged by success, I visited other pools, until six

fair-sized trout dangled from my forked stick. One other
and the last pool remained. A platform of snow over-
hung this pool, upon which I stepped to make a final cast.

The platform gave way, the boy with his impedimenta
dropped into water about 2 feet in depth. My! but that
was a cool surprise. Scrambling out, I lost no time on
a "home run," landing in the kitchen adrip, where my
mother gave me a warm reception.

I was stripped, "wrung out," put to bed. a dose of herb
tea was prescribed, concocted and taken scalding hot, and
then I was left to reflect until such a time as suited my
mother to give me dry clothing—she did not hurry about
it either. My apparel w^as finally forthcoming. I was
permitted to dress and told to resume the chore business,
and that angling would not be resinned until the season
was fairly opened. My angling enthusiasm had sustained
a severe, shock, but my six 4-ouncc trout in part com-
pensated me for a snow water immersion.

Septuagenarian.

Fishing at Harvey Cedafs*

AsBURy-PARK, N. J., Oct. T5.—To" show that fishing:
on the south coast of the State is ol the best. I append
the following just received from my friend L. P. Strecter,
who is an ardent channel bass fisherman. The catch is

for the week ending Oct. 4: L. Hulit.
C. A. Atkiras, 7 channel bass; weight 39, 2514, 25, 22, 20,

20 and 14 pounds; i striped bass, 4 pounds, and 39 king-
fish. Dr. G. B. Herbert, 7 channel bass; weight 28, 25,
22, 20, 20, 16 and 13 pounds: 3 striped bass; weight 6K.

and 2^4 pounds; 1 bluefish of S pounds. L. P.
Streeter, lo channel bass; weight 32, "27," 25, 25, 23, 23,
22. 22, 21 and 20 pounds.
Total number of pounds of channel bass: C. A, Atkins,

7 channel bass, 1651-;^ pounds; Dr. G. B. Herbert. 7 chan-
nel bass, 144 pounds; L. P. Strecter, 10 channel bass,
240 pounds.

The Smelt Fishing Season.

Boston, ^Oct. 27.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
smelt fishing season is drawing to a close. The Nan-
tasket steamer does not run after Wednesday next, and
with that means of getting to New Hull and Nantasket
waters cut off, very few fishermen go down. The sport
will continue some time longer in and around Dorchester
and Quincy hays, as those points are easy of access by
rail and electrics. I was down to Commodore Roberts'
cottage on Peddock's Island for three days this week, and
fhe weather was delightful, but the fishing was not up
to the average, owing, no doubt, to the August-like
weather. I was pleased to find Mr. Charles G. Gibson at
his cottage, and with him big, jolly Jack Burke, one of
Boston's "finest," who was on his vacation. Mr. Gibson
is a thorough sportsman with both rod and gun. an.d he
has a very comfortable and well-stocked cottage, where
•he takes great clelight in entertaining his friends, JJ^

has long been on the Board of Government of the
.

Massa-
chusetts Fish and Game Association, and with Commo-
dore Roberts and the writer constituted the committee on
the enforcement of the laws relating to fish for several

years. Mr. George B. Appleton, of the sporting goods
firm of Afpleton & Bassett, was Mr. Gibson's guest

Wednesday night. He came down for the fishing, an.i

Charley did his best, but owing to state of the tide in

the afternoon and »the young gale the next morning,,

George was obliged to return to the city empty handed.
The Connnodore and I went out Thtirsday morning,

earlv. getting our anchors down before sunrise, and we
soon began to get fish. As the sttn rose higher the wind
followed suit, btit we managed to keep our seats in the

boat for abotit three hours, when we gave it up. But we
got a fairly good catch and were satisfied.

Wm. B. Smart,

MentieJ*

Nets in New York Waters.

The Protective League of Salt Water Fishermen, whose
headquarters are at No. 106 West Thirty-first street, this

city, has, through President Theodore Biedinger, ad-

dressed a communication to candidates for the State

Legislature, asking them to declare their attitude as to the

anti-netting bills proposed by the League. The new sec-

tions which the League desires to have incorporated in.

the law are as follows:

Section 67. No person or persons, corporation or corporations,,
shall willfully take with piirse or shirred nets in the manner in
which menhaden are taken, any porgies, bluefish, wcakfish or any
other kind of food fish in any of the tidewaters within the juris-
diction of this State, including the waters of the Atlantic Ocean
within three nautical miles of the coast line of this State, either
on his or their own account and benefit or on account of the
benefit of his or their employer or employers; provided that
nothing in this act shall be construed to prohibit the taking of
such food fish as may be useful for food for the men employed
in the operations of such purse or shirred nets.
Section 68. No person or persons, corporation or coi-porations»

shall either on his or their own account and benefit or the ac-
count and benefit of his or their employer or employers render
for oil or convert into any kind of fertilizing material any foodl
fish so unlawfully taken.
Section 69. It shall be imlawful for any person or persons,

corporation or corporations, to erect or to maintain any pound
net or pound nets in any of the tidewaters within the jurisdiction
of this State, including the waters of the Atlantic Ocean within
three nautical miles of the coast line of this .State, the leader of
which shall begjn at a point less than 1,000 feet from the shore
at low water mark; said leader shall not have a mesh in size less
than 5% inches, and the pocket of said pound net shall have a
mesh not less than 3 inches.
Section 70. All persons and corporations owning, leasing or

controlling any pound nets shall raise the pockets thereof on
Saturday before the hour of noon, weather permitting, and said
pockets shall remain so raised as to render them incapable of
retaining any fish until the hour of midnight between Sunday and
Monday.
Section 2. This act shall take effect immediately.

"That reminds me."

A Florida Incidents

Joe and I were spending the winter in Florida, making
headquarters afKissimmee. One day we took our guns
and hiring a pair of saddle horses, rode out on to the
prairie which bounds the northwestern shores of Lake
Tohopekaliga. We were very much amused by the gophers
(a large species of land turtle), which were very numerous
111 this locality. They would run up the road ahead of us
as if to challenge us to a race, then suddenly disappear
in a hole. After riding some four or five miles we
found ourselves in an open country, which seemed to
abound with rabbits and quail. The first shot was
made by Joe, scoring two dead birds. Then I came in
for a shot at a rabbit, scoring a miss, but the shot had
flushed another covey of quail, and I regained my repu-
tation by scoring three dead birds on a double shot.
There was a great variety of beautiful plumaged birds,
with thousands of those little chattering paroquets which
resemble a parrot in appearance, bttt are much smaller.

It was 3 o'clock in the afternoon, and we had all the
game we could conveniently carry, so we were resting
our horses on the edge of the prairie under a large live
oak, preparatory to the start for home, I had just
ir(Ounted, and casting iny eye over the grass my attention
was attracted by the tail of a small animal which seemed
to be running away from us. I had never seen anything
like it before, and did not know what it was, but I thought
it the most beautiful little creature I had ever seen. I
said nothing to my friend, but put spurs to my horse and
started in pursuit. When I got within easy range I pulled
up and fired, knocking the little fellow over, I was
jubilant. T dismounted and ran up to it. Seeing that
the animal was not yet dead, I placed the btitt of my gun
on his neck and——. Well, I know what a skunk is now,
and I never did like the suit I had on that day, so I just
thre^v it away, and the gun seemed to kick so that I
thought it best to sell it. My friend politely refrained
from bursting his sides at my expense, but he seldom
forgets to inquire if I have killed anv skitnks lately.

W. M. W.

The October "Woodcraft.
The October number of the Game Laws in Brief antj Woodcraft

Magazine contains the game and fi^sh laws of the United States
and Canada. The Woodcraft part has this capital list of con-
tents :

By Rowland E. Robin-

tents:

GRAN'THER HILL'S PA'TRIDGE.
son.

IN THE FOREST.
THE OLD CANOE.
THE RESCUE OF MR. HUNDLEY.
KELLUP'S ANNUAL. Bv Jefferson Scrlbb.DEACON THROPE'S PIGEONS.
ANY LETTERS FOR ME? By H. P. Ufford
.TEHOSSEE ISLAND. Bv Olive F. Gunby.FLORIDA INDIAN DEER HUNTERS
AT CLOSE yUAKTKRS: The Hon. S., the flover and the Bull-A Nova Scotia Bear; The Panther's Scream; A Time with a

Florida Alligator; The Owl's Swoop; The Dog ClimbedTHE DOG AND THE TURKEY. By Tohn Tames AudubonSENATOE VEST'S SUNDAY PIGEON SHOOT ^V'^"'^""^
.

AUSTRALIAN ROUGI|rII)ERS, 5y R. 5oldreyoo<V^

Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 7.—Hampton, Conn.—Connecticut Field Trials Club's field

trials. J. E. Bassett, Sec'y, Box 603, New Haven, Conn.
Nov. 7.—Jamesport, L. I., N. Y.—First annual field trials of the

J'oiiiier Club of America. R. E. Westlake, Scc'y.
Nov. 7-8.—Lake View, Mich.—Third annual held trials of tW

Mich igan. Field Trials Association. E. Rice. Sec'y, Grand Rapids,
Alich.
Nov. 12.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of tke Ihr

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis,
J nd.
Nov. 13.—Chatham. Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y.
Nov. 13.—Harrisville, Pa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field

trials. A. C. Paterson, Sec'y.
No. 15-16.—Riley, Ind.—Second annual field trials of the Riley

Field Trials Association. J. L. Graham, Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field trials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
Nov. 20.—^Robinson, 111.—Illinois Field Trials Association's sec-

ond annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of
the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,
Windsor, Ontario, Can.
_ Nov. 27.—Glasgow, Ky,—Kentucky Field Trials Club's annual
field trials. F. W. SamixeL Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N, C,—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.
Sf'TEres. Sc'v. Grpenfield Hill. Conn.
Dec. 10.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.

1901.

Jan. 14._—Greenville, Ala.—Fifth annual field trials of the Alabama
Field Trials Club. John B. Rosenstihl, Sec'y.
Jan. 21.—Benton County, Miss.—Tenth annual field trials of the

Ilnited States Field Trials Club. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton,
Tenn.

BENCH SHOWS.
Nov. 13-17.—Vicksburg, Miss.—First annual bench show of the

West Mississippi Agricultural, Mechanical and Live Stoclc Ex-
position. John Dewhurst, Supt.
Nov. 28-30.—Philadelphia, Pa.—Second annual bench show 6{ the

Philadelphia Dog Show Association. M. A, Viti, Sec'y.
Dec. MO.—Cincinnati, O.—Annual bench show of the Cincinnati

Fox Terrier Club. J. C. Trohliger, Sec'y.

1901.

F'eb. 26-March 1.—Cleveland, O.—Cleveland Kennel Club's annual
bench show. C. M. Munhall, Sec'y. *

March 6-9.—Pittsburg. Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual
bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.

Training the Hunting Dog.
• .will I.I

By B.. Waters, Author of "Fetch and Carry: A Treatise
on Retrieving,"

"Drop" or "Down Charge."

Drop or Down Charge or Charge are terms commonly
nsed to signify that the dag is to lie down, and so
remain till ordered up. The manner of teaching obedi-
ence to it is verj simple. A cord, four or five fee: long,
is lied to the do.g's collar. The trainer holds the end
of It in one hand while with the other he foKces flie clog
to lie down, at the same time uttering the. command
"Drop." A tap or two on the shoulder is given with a
whip if he attempts to rise. After a time he is permitted
to rise and the lesson is then repeated.

After a few lessons he will understand the meaning of
the order, but may be disinclined, to obey it. Under
such circumstances the trainer holds the end of the cord
in one hand, utters the order, at the same time hitting
the dog sharply on the shoulder with the Avhip. He will
soon drop, and punishment should then cease • instantly.
If he rolls over on his back, a position which is entirely
tmdesirable, a few light taps with the whip on his paws
or chest will cause him to turn quickly over in the right
position. This is kept up day after day till the pupil will
drop promptly to the order.

If the trainer desires to teach him to drop to signal, be
raises his right hand in the air when he gives the order,
so that the dog associates it with the command. If the
Signal alone is used at any time and the dog disobeys
it, obedience to it is taught in manner precisely the same
as in teaching the oral order.
When the order is given nothing less than instant

obedience should be accepted. No nosing about seeking
lor a good place in which to lie down, or evasions of
any kind should be tolerated. The place where the dog
stood at the time of the command should be the place
wliere he should drop.

.Sonie special lessons in the open field are necessary
to make him reliably obedient therein. A strong wooden
pi-i should be firmly driven into the ground, and tQ_ it

the dog is tied, leaving him with twenty or thirty yards of
tVi e cord. He is then made to drop close by the pin.
Ti e trainer then walks away, and if the dog follows he
is taken back lo place, forced to drop and properly
ai'monished. If he attempts to bolt tire cord will check
him.

ff, however, he resolutely persists in) his attempts to
belt, a spike collar may be put on him, and after he is
snubbed by it once or twice, he will desist from his
at!empts to escape.

fie is taught to drop to shot by discharging a gun or
pistol and forcing him to drop to the report precisely
as if it were the word of command. A pistol with a light
powder charge is most commonly used to teach him
this branch. Great care should be exercised to avoid
causing gunshyness, and no attempt should be made to
teach dropping to shot till the dog is thoroughly without
fear of the gun. However, the act of dropping to shot
is of no special utility.

Dropping to wing may be classed as another over-
refinement. It has no special advantages, and has many
distinct disadvantages. It is taught by making him drop
to wing every time that a bird flushes within hearing or
sight of him, and after a time by adding thereto some
mild punishment if he is slow to understand or reluctant
to obey. However, in this respect the amateur would
best make haste slowly, very slowly, for he may by in-
discreet punishment make the dog afraid of the" bird if
its rise, is associated with too much pain. Herein lies
the cause in many instances of the serious fatiH called
"blinking."

"Hold Up/'

Hold up is the order copinionly ys.ed wk^ th? tm^x
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desires the dog to rise from the "Drop." As it 3S in ac-

cord with his' inchnation in most instances, it is quite

as easily taught as the order "Go on." A signal of the

hand, accompanving' the order, is understood by the

puppy after he observes it a sufficient number of times.

However, if he should happen to be of a sulky, malicious

nature and, consequently reluctant to obey, the spike

collar may be used to enforce obedience. It is placed

on his neck with a 'strong piece of rope attached to^ it.

The trainer gives the order "Hold up," and if the dog

refuses to obey, a light jerk on the collar or a repetition

of light jerks will quickly bring him to his feet: This

lesson repeated a few times will insure prompt and

permanent obedience.

"Toho" is the order which signifies that the dog is to

stop and stand still, much after the same manner that

a horse is supposed to respond to the order Whoa,

though unlike the latter, it is of no practical use. this

command, if properlv taught, requires a great deal ot

"pains and'labor on the part of the trainer, beside cumber-

ing the mind of the pupil with a term and its significance

having no useful purpose or application in practical

field work. Theoretically, from an extremely superficial

point of view, as the dog stands still when he points

game, there would seem to be a most useful gam m
furthering the act of pointing and backing by teaching

him to stop and stand still at the word of command.

In practice, teaching the term and enforcing obedience

to it retard rather than advance the training of the

However, the older writers earnestly set forth its im-

portance as an essential to the dog's proper education,

and made much of it accordingly. It was considered use-

ful in teaching both pointing and backing besides being

of spectacular interest at almost any time that the

dog was engaged in serious work. When he was

feathering near the game on which he was roading or

drawing, and the sharp command "Toho" caused him to

stop and stand still, it was considered that the act came

near to being a point and was therefore of material as-

sistance in teaching the real proint. On the theory that

the trainer teaches the dog to point, it was not inconsist-

ent therewith, but when we consider that the trainer does

not teach the dog to point and furthermore cannot so

teach him, the uselessness of "Toho" is at once apparent.

Nevertheless, as it was consistent with the old theories, it

served a useful purpose for the older authprs who were

not so intent on words to express true knowledge as

thev were on words to fill a book.

"Toho" is a most difficult order to teach thoroughly,

and still more difficult to enforce afield after it is taught.

If the trainer disregards all else pertaining to training and

makes a specialty of educating the dog to obey "Toho," by

the time he has accomplished it he will have spent much
more time and many times more effort than would be

required to establish correct backing and pointing with-

out it. Under it teacher and pupil are in a manner
'slaves to a worthless idea.

.

After it is taught with much labor and pains, there is

but little opportunity to use it after the manner set forth

in the older books, for out of the sum total of oppor-

tunities presented to the dog to point birds, the trainer

concerning them is in profound ignorance of the proper

juncture of time and place at which to order the dog
to "Toho." To apply the order intelligently, the trainer

must know the time and place at which the dog should

make his stand, yet ordinarily he does not know where
the birds, are, or, indeed, whether there are any at all.

If by any chance the trainer sees the birds, he seldom is

able to get the dog in the right position to fit the order;

but even if he succeeds in getting him to the right place,

his own sight and judgment are in no sense a substitute

for the dog's sense of smell and consciousness.

The meddlesome attempt to force the dog to proceed
according to the trainer's thought and plans, with the

incidental bawhngs of "Toho, toho," etc., seldom fails

to flush the birds and confuse the dog. Conditions which
make all clear to the trainer's sense of sight may be
conditions which do not in the least serve the dog's

sense of smell. If the dog stops to the order without
having scent of the birds, it is a meaningless act so far

as pointing is concerned, and if he stops to order when
he has scent of them, it has nO' more significance of a
point than if the trainer attempted to do the pointing

himself. Ordinarily, when on birds, the puppy pays no
more attention to the command "Toho" than he does to

the murmur of the gentle breezes.

If obedience is at length pounded into him^—^and there

is 'no other manner of enforcing it in this connection—in-

terest in the birds is incidentally pounded out of him.
Punishment in reference to birds is a source of

blinking. Nevertheless, some of the old school will

stoutly maintain that dogs are beneficially assisted to

point by the aid of "Toho," although dogs, as a matter
of fact, have learned to point and back in spite of it.

Even for the benefits advocated for it the "drop" fulfills

all requirements. Let us assume that the handler, for

'any good reason, desires the dog to stop roading. He
gives the command or signal to "Drop," and the dog
ceases at once. Being down he cannot sneak forward as

. he can when standing up. In either instance, by obedi-
ence to the order the dog's mind is diverted from his

work, and the handler engages his attention instead.

This will be more apparent by referring to the chapter
on pointing, backing, etc., in this work.

If the trainer nevertheless desires to teach it, it can be
made a part of the yard training, and is best done in a

. room or small inclosure. The trainer ties a cord to the
dog's collar and walks him around, giving betimes the
command "Toho," and incidentally therewith forcing him
to stand still. After he stands a reasonable length of

time, the trainer utters the command "Go on," or "Hie
on." and then the walk is resumed.

. .Lessons in this manner should be conducted day after

day till the pupil has a comprehension of the command,
and after he shows some obedience to it he may he
trained to stop on his dinner or pieces of food. A piece
:of meat may be thrown out. As he rushes eagerly for

.it he is ordered to "Toho." He refuses to obey as a
matter of course, and the cord in the trainer's hand
checks, him and prevents him from seizing the meat:
Jle is forced to stand stiU notwithstanding his eagerness,

and after a time he is ordered on and permitted to eat

the morsel. At his regular meals he may have a similar

training.

These lessons are persisted in till at length the dog will

stop promptly and reliably at the command or signal

as the trainer may desire. He can be taught so thor-

mighly that he will stop to order at every .step as he

advances to the dish containing his food, and can be held

on the "Toho" with his nose on the food. But stopping

to order on food bears no relation to a point or the pur-

poses of a point, although it may be considered as some-

thing oiit of the ordinary in the way of a trick.

The arm extended at less than a right angle from the

body is supposed to be the best signal to designate

"Toho.'^.

Admonitory Orders.

"Hi" and "Ware" are exclamations which as the trainer

chooses may be used as a warning for the dog to desist

from undesirable acts in which he is engaged, or to at-

tract his attention to a signal. Those consisting of a

single word are bast.

Irregular Commands.

Long commands, such as "Come here to me, I tell

you," "Look out," "What are you about?" "Why don't

you hunt out that corner, you fool?" etc., should be

avoided if it is within the power of the trainer to do so.

However, if he must prattle or perish, it is better to

prattle notwithstanding that it is detrimental to the dog's

best service.

The notes of the whistle or signals used to denote cer-

tain commands, and no others, should be used invariably,

and thus they will always have a fixed and definite mean-

ing.

Someimes the beginner. Avhen the dog is on birds or

seeking for them, will deliver a continued discourse

mostly devoted to the dog's utter worthlessness. notwith-

standing that the dog is but a few months old, and a

novice in respect to what is correct methods or wrong
methods.
Having taught the puppy the meaning of the orders

"Come in" and "Go on" as the first lessons, the further

soecial yard training may profitably rest in abeyance till

the puppy is eight or ten months old. Under proper

conditions he at the latter age begins to have some
maturity of ideas, has become waywlse if, he has had
proper treatment and freedom, and thus from his own
powers of perception will intelligently adjust his actions

to the governing circumstances of his life.

In teaching these commands one thing at a time

should be the rule. By observing it, the puppy will be

much more thoroughly taught and with infinitely less

confus.ion to him than if several educationary branches
ar^ all attempted at the same time.

Fetch and Seek are commands which are applicable

when the dog is desired to retrieve, and will be treated

fullv under that head.

The judges are: John C. Chamberlinj Bridgeport,

Conn.y Ransom T. Hewitt, South Wetlaersfield> Conn.;
Joseph G. Lan e ,

Hartford, Comj. ^ — , ... ;
. *

John E. Bassett, Sec'y and $r.eas;, .

P. O. Box 603, New Haven, Conn.

Connecticut Field Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The third annual trials of the Connecticut Field Trials

Club will be run at Hampton, Conn., Nov. 7. The annual

m.eet!ng will be held on the evening of Nov. 7 at Whit-
taker's Hotel, which is one of the best hotels for the

accommodation of sportsmen to be found in the State.

We request sportsmen to come visit the trials, and we
sincerely hope to please every gentleman who has entered

his dog for this season. We wish for prosperity and
success of the club. Come with us. boys and brother

sportsmen, and enjoy the outing. With the three judges

selected, Ave hope to see on one go away dissatisfied.

Derby Entries.

Daughter Conanatus—American Kennels' b., w. and
ticked English setter bitch. A. K. C. S. B. No. 55109.

Solitaire—N. Wallace's b., w. and t. English setter dog.

Lael's Monk—N. Wallace's 1. and w. pointer dog.

Good Hope Clip—N. Wallace's b., w. and t. English
setter bitch.

Evans' Pride—Evans Bros.' b. and w. English setter

dog.

Rod's Tip—Wm. G. Comstock's b. b. setter dog.
Flora Noble II.—Wm. J. Purcell's b. and w. ticked Eng-

lish setter bitch.

Starr—D. A. Goodwin's b., w and t, English setter

bitch.

Pet—O. D. Redfield's b. and w. English setter bitch.

Lady—Randolph Crom.pton's w.. b. and t. English setter

bitch.

Mushkodose—F. G. Goodridge's b., w. and ticked Eng-
lish setter dog.

Ranger Boy—Wm. J. Purcell's b., w. and t, ticked Eng-
lish setter dog.

All Age Entries.

Topsy III.—Wm. J. Purcell's b., w. and t. English set-

ter bitch.

Dash—Jesse Stewart's b. and w. English setter dog.
Rob—D. A. Goodwin's b. and w. English setter dog.
Jerry—A. A. Jacques' 1. and w. English setter dog.
fcount Navarre—W. M. Neubauer's b. b. setter dog.
American Boy—American Kennels' b. b. setter dog,

No. .17863.

Blade's Rubj'^—American Kennels' b., w. and t. ticked
English setter bitch, No. 51194.
Bruce—F. G. Goodridge's liv. and w. pointer dog.
Ruby and Rod-—Wm. G. Comstock's b., w. and t. Eng-

lish setter dog. No. 45952.
Ruby and Dan—Wm. G. Comstock's b., w. and t. Eng-

lish setter dog. No. 45953-
Nig—W, W. B. Markham's b. English setter bitch.

Prince—^J. S. Merchant's r. and w. English setter dog.
Good Hope Nellie—N. Wallace's w. and b. English set-

ter bitch.-

Glen Noble—N. Wallace's av. and b. English setter dog.
Good Hope Maid—N. W''allace"s 1. and w. pointer bitch.

Montel, Jr.—H. L. Keyes' b., w. and t. English setter

dog.
Mr. Wm. G. Comstock names Doll Gladstone for the

AFembership Stake, which is tq be arranged for 9X the

me?tiRg, "
. ..

Points and Flttshes.

Mr. C. T. Brownell, of New Bedford, ^Mass., writes' as

follows: "One of the cleverest breakers in this part of

the State, Mr^ Chas. H. Babcock, has' accepted a position

as handler for Mr. W. W. 'Van Arsdale, of McCloud, Cal.

You no doubt will hear from him later connected with the

south California field trials. He has been connected as

handler for the Mt. Pleasant Gordon Kennels for a num-
ber of years."

^ American Ganoc Association, i900-i90U

Commodore, E. Britton, Gananoque, Can.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Thirty-second street and Avenue A,

Bayonne, N. J. ' „i t« ii)

Division Officers.

ATLANT.T,C DIVISION
Vice-Corn.. Henry M. Datert Brooklyn, N. Y.
Rear-Com., H. D. Hewitt,.. iBurlington, N. J.
Purser, Joseph F. Eastmond, 199 Madison street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Vice-Com., C. P. Forbtish, Buffalo, N. Y.
Rear-Com., Dr. C. R. Henry. :?erry, N. Y.
Purser, Lyman P. Hubbell, BtiiTalo, N. Y.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., Louis A. Hall,. Newton, Mass.
Rear-Com., C. M. Lamprey, Lawrence, Mass.
Purser, A E. Kimberly, Lawrence Experimental Statioti,

Lawrence, Mass.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., G. A. Howell, Toronto, Can.
Rear-Com., R. Easton Burns, Kingston, Ontario, Can.
Purser, R. Norman Brown, Toronto, Can.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Wm. C. Jupp, Detroit, Mich,
Rear-Com., F. B. Huntington, Milwaukee, Wis.
Purser, Fred T. Barcroft, 408 Fergusoii Building, Detroit, Mich,

Official organ. Forest and Strbam.

American Canoe Association.

Anntjal Meeting of the Executive Committee.

gananoque;, SATURDAY^ OCT. 20.

What has proved to be a very important meeting of

the Executive Committee of the American Canoe Asso-
ciation was held at Gananoque, Canada, the home of Com.
C. E. Britton, on Saturday, Oct. 20. This point was
selected as being within the Northern Division and in

the vicinity within which the next annual meet will be

held, so that the committee could make a personal ex-

amination of sites. The location was not a convenient

one at this season of the year, when the summer travel to

the St. Lawrence River is ended, either for the Canadians

or Americans. The members from New York and the

East could reach Clayton only at noon, instead of 6

A. M.. as in summer, so that it was 3 P, M. before they

had crossed the river to Gananoque. At the same time, the

dir,tance from the West and even from Toronto was a

serious drawback to many members. The Executive Com-
mittee for 1900-1 is made up as follows:

Com., C. E. Britton, Gananoque, Canada.
*Sec'y-Treas., Herb Begg, Toronto, Canada. , :

Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
"

*Vice-Com., Henry M. Dater, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Rear-Com., Hobart D. Hewitt, Burlington. N. J.

*Piirser, Joseph F. Eastmond, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Executive Committee—*L. W. Seavey, New York city;

H. L. Quick, Yonkers, N. Y. ; *Maurice D. Wilt, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
CENTRAt. DIVISION.

Vice-Com.. C. P. Forbush, Buffalo, N. Y,

Rear-Com.. Dr. C. R. Hervey. Perry, N. Y.
Purser, Lyman P. Hubbell, Buffalo. N. Y.
Executive Committee—*John S. Wright, Rochester,

N. Y, ; Frederic G. Mather, Albany, N. Y ; Jesse J. Arm-
strong, Rome, N. Y.

EASTERN DIVISIONr

*Vice-Com., Louis A. Hall, Newton, Mass.
Rear-Com., Chas. M'. Lamprey, Lawrence, Mass
Purser, A. E. Kimberly, Lawrence, Mass.
Executive Committee—A. V.' Coulson, Worcester,

Mass; F. H. French, Boston, Mass.; Chas. F. Dodge,
Dorchester, Mass.

NORTHERN DIVISION.

Vice-Com., George A. Howell, Toronto, Canada.
*Rear-Com., R. Easton Burns, Kingston, Canada.
*Pur5er, P. Norman Brown, Toronto, Canada.
Executive Committee—*Walter J. English, Peterboro,

Canada; E. D. McNeill, Ottawa, Canada.

WESTERN DIVISION.

*Vice-Com., Wm. C. Jupp, Detroit, Mich.
*Rear-Com., F. B. Huntington, Milwaukee, Wis.

Purser, F. T. Barcroft, Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee—O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.;

S. B. Lafferty, Davenport, O.
Those present are marked thus *. The proxies were:

For Rear-Com. Hewitt, H. C. Allen; for H. L. Quick,

H, C. Smythe ; for Vice-Com. Howell, H. R. Tilley. Ex-
Com. W- G. MacKendrick, J. N. MacKendrick and R. J.

Wilkin, the latter president of the Board of - Governors,

were also present. •

Com. Britton was ill in bed and unable to attend' the

meeting, so Vice-Com. Burns presided in his place. The
meeting was called to order at-2 P. M'., with Herb Begg
as secretary, no sucetS§or tQ Wm Tiaving been elected a.t
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Board of Governofs*^Annual Report.

BiRQpKLYN, N.' Y., Oct. 3.—The board of governors,
since the last report to the executive committee, have held
two meetings—one at Toronto, Oct. 27, 1899, and one at

the A. C. A. camp in Muskoka, Canada, Aug. 13, 1900.
At the meeting in Toronto, the report showed a* bal-

ance in the treasury of ,$1,355.50, an increase from the
year before of $183.01.

. At that meeting also the following resolution was car-
ried;

'"Whereas, The board of governors estimate the prob-
able receipts of the secretary-treasurer for igqp to be as
follows

:

Atlantic Division $60.00
, Central Division 60.00
Eastern Division , 8.5.00
Northern Division... 125.00
Western Division. .„•. w..-. . , . w 30.00
Camp dues 100.00

Total $460.00

"Resolved, That the commodore may expend 90 per
cent, of this amount for all expenses of the year, including
committee and other expenses, and he shall pay the 10
per cent, remaining to the board of governors. In the
event of his general receipts being in excess of this esti-

mated amount, he may expend all of said excess as he
may deem best for the interest of the Association.

In case the receipts from all sources do not amount
to said estimated figure, viz., $460, or if in his judgment
an exigency exists requiring an expenditure that would
exceed such apportionment or allowance, he shall, before
incurring the same, obtain the consent of the board of
governors in writing."
At the meeting held at camp, the Central Division

notified the board that Mr. W. R. Huntington, of Rome,
was elected a member of the board from that Division, in
place of Mr. C. V. Winne.
At the same meeting the president was re elected, and

Mr.. W. R. Huntington was elected recorder, vice Mr.
C: V. Winne—^term expired.
Communication was received by the board in October,

1899, being an appeal from the decision of the regatta
committee, but the board unanimously decided they could
not go into the particulars of the appeal; that Section V.
of the "Duties of the Board of Governors" limits the
power of the board to the hearing of disputes when
referred to them by the executive committee, and there-
fore this appeal from a private member of the Association
could not be considered. 'I'i

Attached to this report will be found the finanGial
statement, from which it will be discovered that tlie pro-
visions of the resolution passed at the Toronto meeting
have not been carried into effect, as the 10 per cen-t. that
the commodore was to pay to the reserve fund has not
been as yet received.

All of which is respectfully submitted,
'(Signed) Robert J. Wilkin,,

Pres. Board of Governors, A. C.,'A.i

Brooklyn, N, Y. Oct. 4, 1900-.-

The board of governors, in account with the American Canoe
Association

:

1899.

Oct. 1, balance Brooklyn Savings Bank .$1,3.55.50
1900.

July 1, interest accrued 46.55

Oct. 1, balance Brooklyn Savings Bank $1,402 05
Respectfully submitted, Robert J. Wilkin, Pres.
Audited and found correct—Henry M. Datei:.

Secretary-Treasurer's Report.

Toronto, Oct. 18.—To the Executive Committee of tjie
American Association : I present herewith my report of
receipts and disbursements for 1899 and 1900

:

Receipts. .

Atlantic Division
; $71.40

Central Division I. 64.50
Eastern Division , !.';!!.'!!! 123!90 •

"

Northern Division 15l!93 •.-'"<

Western Division 1680
Rent of House V.'.'.V.'.'.'.'.'.': mMCamp dues

, .....,,-.17100
Rent of camp outfits

.
'.

'.V.'.' 5(J0 55
Receipts from sale of Muskoka cards '/'oO
Rent of ground John McXendrick Y'oo

^

Proceeds of Bala and Lake Rosseau excursion '. 5l'75
Proceeds of Lake Joseph excursion 13 25Code books sold..,,.. '20
Collection for firevi'orks 45 75
Sale of lumber.., ,.

"

108 00
Sale of sundry articles—flag pole, lemons' ' "hara-

mocks, candles, lanterns, tub, glasses, tent and
.megaphone 2B.59Rent of camp store... 2o.OOProceeds of Year Book ggl.gs

-
.^ale of Pms

ITT) 82Due from Atlantic Division .10.20

J", $2,573.^32
Expenditures.

Office expenses
j^g gjueneral expenses..,.,,,,.;

, 118 1'^

Camp site expenses , 1 15"? (14
Regatta committee "

Ifix'^q
Entertainment ..."'.'""*

'"-iTq'w
Printing and stationery ' 102'2q
Signal officer
Camp surgeon "\

in'?!
Pins i .

• .^"-'o

Book -;v.-:rt.. Si .

up to date I have not received the report of ' the "west^ern Division. From the report of the Atlantic. Division Ihnd the Association is entitled to $10.20, as the Purser

llf
^^"^'tted for 1900 dues, and not for initiation

lees and back dues collected during the year
I regret having to report our inability to save the S46which should be due the Board of Go4rnors to add totheir surplus.

v^^lu

A-^
had anticipated having a surplus, which, however was

dispelled by an excess of expenditure on camp site' of aconsiderable amount over the original estimate ' The
regatta was also a source of considerable expenditure

r,/t^ r^^r
°^ Northern Division tooJc an unex-

pected decline over those of last year by some $200 due

^f.^r^'- 1^° ^'J'^^T'l^"" Canadian Cano^As ociation. which absorbed a large number of our Easternmen, and also the camp dues were ntft up to the expecta-

During the year I have enro.ried 100 new members.the \ear Book, edited and pubhshed by the Com-modore and Secretary-Treasurer, was a source of con-siderable revenue.
Respectfully submitted,

A,.^-. ^ J r
Sec'y-Treas. A. C. A.

Au?}it?c| and found correct,
^.

Pofsers* Reports.

Atlantic Division,

Receipts.
1899 $157.28

1896..,.. l.OQ
1897.................. 1.00
1898.:... 1.00
1899........ 5.00
1900........ :. 238.00

Balance from purser
Dues,
Dues,
Dues,
Duds,
Dues,
Initiation fees 26.00

Expenditures.
Stationery, printing and postage. $145.00
Division meet net expenses 123.69
A.;C. A., 30 per cent. • 71.40
Atlantic Division dinner 37.15
Transportation A. C. A. meet, 1899 27.05
Transportation A. C. A. meet, 1900 4.00
Balance Oct. 1, 1900 20.99

$429.28

Membership Oct. 1, 1899.

J^ewr_ members, 1900......

Resigned
Dropped .

Membership.
$429.28

.229

. 26

. 7

. 26

255

Membership Oct. 1, 1900.
(Signed) A. H. Wood, Purser.

33

222

Central Division.

Receipts.
Balance from purser, 1899. •. $365.70
Dues, 1898 : . .1. 6 00
Dues, 1899... ,. 2o'00
Dues, 1900... 164.00
Initiiation

,
fees

_1 20 .00
Interest on deposit..... 5.05

Expenditures.
Express charges on books and trophies $3.05
Collection charges oti checks 3.85
Postage IS. 62
Postage on Year Books 10.35
Stationery 21.19
Printing 5135
Trophy .,,•.,,,(,,,.,.... 7.50 .

Bag and engraving trophy,..,..,,. 2.75.
Paid to Forbush account Western Division ITO.OO
Paid to Forbush balance, 1899...... 21 96'
New l,ec^ger...... ,^ _. 5.75
Paid to A. C. A. purser 30 per qent. of receipts 64.50
Expense of Division rneel , 170.85
Balance Oct. l...„,,_.,j, • 150.12

$585.75

New members elected 1900
Membership Oct. 1, 1900....

Membership.
.$585.75

' 20

i In reporting faienibership of Central Division as 165 on Oct. 1
I only report such members who have paid, the 190O dues. Having
sent several notices to all delinquent members and repeiving no
replies their names have been dropped from membership roll in
accordance with constitution. Article 1, Section 2

(Signed) C. F. WOLTERS, Purser.
Audited an,d found correct—Isaac Stern, H. C. Hoyt.

Northern Division.

Receipts.
balance from purser $291 62
Yearly dues, 1900.... .• 149! 00
Initiation fees

, 46 00

_ . .
Expenditures.

Printing and stationery : jj.^ 55
Postage

, ;;;; n;42
Postage on Year Books IB 25
Express and cartage ^ [ 2 .50
Exchange '25
Herb Begg, Sec'y Treas. A." C. A Isi.OS

.$486.62

$195.00

Balance on hand i T $291.63
, . ^ Membership.

Membership Oct. 8, 1900 149
(Signed)

J. E. Cunningham. Purser.

M-c N^"24°""
correct—R. Easton Burns, No. 2007; W. H.

Balance from W. W.
Dufes, 1899........;...
Dues, 1900
Initiation fees

Eastern Division,

Receipts.
Crosby $79.86

6.00
328.00
82.00

Expenditures.
Expenses executive committee to meetings 38 50
Stationery, printing, postage 65 91
Thirty per cent, collection 124 80

Di '

$495.86

Prizes, Uivision meet->
Expenses of meet.............. ....i20^'.()5Less amount collected 160.85

63.00

Subscriiption to Forest and Stream 3 00
Postage and express on Year Books IB'35
Expense of Division at Muskoka...' ' ' '2 00
Balance

1

"'

i37'io

Membership.
Membership Oct. 1, 1899 '

New Members, 1900...
Reinstated

Resigned V
Diefd ;

Transferred
Dropped

$495.86

..320

.. 23

.. 9

.. 1

.-. 1-

,.86

425

97

Memb.ershir)
.

(Signed) .328

A;

Oct.. 1, 1900-,,
_ ^

Fred CoutsoN, Purser, E. D. A. C,

Report of Gamp Site Committee.
In submitting this report, your committee, beg particu-

larly to call attention to the total disbursements of
*i.iS9-04, and total receipts of $748.09, showing a deficit
ot $410.95.

This deficit is chiefly the result of your committee en-
deavoring to have the charges for camp supplies at the
very lowest possible rate, owing to a considerable outlay
in . the way of radeage, etc., the members would be put
to; but ,in arranging the scale of prices, certainlv did not
expect, to have a greater deficit than $100 or $150Now as the only remedy for preventing any disaster of
this nature in the future, your committee strongly sug-
gests the advisability of the members bringing their owncamp supphes, such as tents, beds, chairs, etc , and limit
the responsibility of the Camp Site Committee to fur-
nishing labor and lumber for floors, etc., or in Heu of this
the Association have a perm^anent camp site

All of which is respectfully submitted, '

'

R. OsLER Wade.

^ r> ^ Chairman Toronto C. S.. C.
loronto, Ont., Oct. 19, 1900.

Detailed
Treasurer

statement of expenditures as per Secretary-

Expenditures,
telegrams, etc

R. O. Wade, sundries,
.Tohn Baillie, labor
i\Tack Gordon, labor

, . . .

Ric? J<ewis & Co., sufjdrieii per sccotint];]

$4.67
16.00
15.00

Mickle and Dynient, lumber 177.00N McCully, labor 2.63
Mack Gorcion, labor. 18.00*

'

Geo McCully, labor.......... ,6.10 '

Geo McCully, labor * IS. 70
A. Chambers, blacksmithing .75
M. Tobin, wood.,.. 4.00
R. Baillie, labor 30.70
R. Foreman, labor... , 4.43
Mack Gordon, labor 8.OO
E. Davidson, labor 13.20
R. Baillie, labor. 13. 20
G. McCully,, labor 15.10
E. Davidson, labor IB. 60
M. McCully, labor 2.63
O. StubbSj labor ;., ; 4.43
Rathbun Co., lumber and switching cars .. . 4.40
Toilet paper 3.75
Disinfectant 7]oO
Telegrams at camp as per Hanna's account; '. 1.09
Express account at camp as per Hanna's account.. 11.75
Hanna & Co., account at camp 2B.00
G. R. R. Cockburn, rent of house 350.00
Pike & Co., rent of tents 186.75
Pike & Co., rent of beds, etc 87.30
Mrs: E. C. Wallace, lumber, 35.00
Turner & Co., tents.,.,.....: 3o!lO
W. p. MacK^ndrick, sundry accounts 30.39
Muskoka Navigation Co., freighting as per account. 9.17
E. Davidson, labor 6 30

' ^'
.

— $1,159.04
•I Receipts.

Rent of outfits $500.55
Rent of house 125.00
.Sale of lumber 108.00
Sale of flag pole j 50
Refund on candles 2!04
Refund on lanterns .... ,^.00
Sale of megaphone 2.OO
Sale, of tent.... y'oi^

$748 09
Audited and found correct—H. Madeau.

H. MADEAtr.
Report 6i the Regatta Committee.

The Regatta Committee beg to submit the following
results of the races held at the meet in Muskoka, August,
1900. (The record has already appepared in the Forest
AND Stream.)

The* following amendments to the Racing Regulations
have been proposed and are presented for the con-
sideration of the Executive Committee. (See Forest and
Stream, Oct. 6.)

The proposals are so numerous that a summary has
been made which accompanies this report, and we recom-
mend the adoption of all Mr. Dater's amendments except
as to abolishing the sliding scat; of all Mr. Moore's except
that; regarding large cockpits and the carrying of double
blade paddles, these being indefinite and unnecessary;
of Mr. Quick's proposal in regard to practical hoisting
and lowering rig; of all Mr. Smythe's except where' he
would limit the sail area to 75ft. Mr. Wilt's amendments
are not indorsed except that to abolish the appeal to the
executive, and then only in case the proposal to substitute
an elected racing board for the Regatta Committee be
adopted.

It is suggested that the number of races be materially
reduced—say to twenty—in order to lessen the expense for
prizes, and because of the lack of interest taken in many
of the events.

R. Easton Burns, Chairman.

Detailed statement of disbursements by Secretary-Treas-
urer on Regatta Committee account:
July.

•12. Express on trophies Gananoque to Toronto.. $0 70
lb. Lxpress on stand for trophy, Buffalo to

Toronto
,

20. Two signs re exhibition of prizes 1.50
28. One sign re exhibition of prizes " *25

August. .

1. Shells for cannon g 25
' 2. Racing numbers 7 00
3. Express on trophies Toronto to'camp!!! '70
o. Express on trophies Toronto to camp "55
9. Express on prizes and additional trophies. 2 50
9. Rope for buoys '75

10- Twenty-four sheets of tin for' buoys! !!! ! 215
13. One fish pole '. ' '20
15. Five fish poles (for tilting) gi;

September: '
"'

— Express on prizes to Bloomfield, Hamilton 35
August. .ou

—. Telegram to McNeil, Ottawa 32
21. Express on trophies camp to Toronto!. 1?K

July.
19. Express on two shields to Ottawa... qn;

August.
—. Express on McCaskell's shield from Montreal 50

,28. Telegrams '^n
March 70

29. Surveying course 9 qt,—
.
Roden Brothers, prize shields 2-Vt\n

August.—
. Entry blanks c:n

October. •
1-5^

16. Engraving on paddling trophy m'——— $268.39

The reports of officers and committees were read the
reports of the pursers of the Northern, Atlantic 'andWestern divisions being returned for corrections Nocandidate for Secretary-Treasurer being available MrHerb Begg was re-elected, with a salary of $200 per' year!

i he Regatta Committee's report was received and ac'^

w^ff- ""^^ °" ""P^^"" Mr. Dater, seconded by MrWilkm, the meeting proceeded to a discussion of the
various proposed changes in the racing rules and regu-
lations as published in the Forest and Stream '

The following motion by Mr. Dater, seconded by Mr
Wilt, was carried, viz. : "Amend Rule No j of theRacing Regulations by adding after the word, 'canoes' at
the end of the paragraph therein contained, entitledDimensions arid Limitations—Sailing.' the following: 'No
fixed rudder shall be used, and all drop rudders inust be
so constructed and fitted that the same when drawn up
shall not project below a fair line along the keel'" To
further amend Rule i by adding to the above paragraph
and after the said change the following: "In all sailino-
and combined races no rig other than a practical hoisting
and lowering rig shall be used." This motion was pro
posed by Mr. Dater and seconded by Mr. Wilkin and was
carried.

Motion by Mr. Dater. seconded by Mr. AVilkin "That
Rule No I be amended by adding to the last mentioned
paragraph and after the above two changes the words 'Nodeck sliding seat shall be used m any race,' " was carried.
Mr. Wilt, seconded by Mr. Allen, made the followingamendment to the motion, which, however, was lost viz

*

• No deck sliding seat of a length greater than the'beam'
of the canoe be used," An amendment to the ahoveamendment, as follows, was lost, viz., moved bv Mr
Smythe, seconded by Mr. Wilkin, "That no deck sliding
seat of a greater length than 4ft. 6in. be used "

Tlie following motion by Mr. WiK seconded by Mr
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Allen, was carried, viz.-: '"To amend Rrfe i by adding

'AH decked sailing oa®o€s sliall have -Cockpit not less than

(fnft. betw«em btilkliica'ds, with a cr<?ei'ming not less than 4ft.

6bx long by t'imu widtli.' " A motion^ijlS Mr.:' Burns,

sccosided by Mr. Seavey. th'at Rule No. 22 dt racing regU-

iiations be amended as *iollows, was lost: "A canoe must

ftise the saroe suit of sails in all races held at any one

nueet, these sails to be a practical hoisting and lowermg

)rig, and must not exceed in area no sq, ft- for a •decks'd

canoe and 40 sq. ft. for an open canoe," .

The folHowing motion by Mr, Englisll, s'ecoadM by Mr,

Wilt was carried :
"A canoe must use tie same -set of

:saiJs'm all races at any one meet. Exception to be made

hi ca-se of accident, by the Regatta Oommittee."

On motion by Mr. Tilley, seconded by Mr. Seavey, that

-Rule 7 be amended, "and fflust not exceed <?oft. for an

'open canoe," was carried.

On motion by Mr. Allen, seconded by Mr. Wilt, that

"x30 sq. ft be the lm\\t for decked CSnoes," was carried.

On motion by Mr. Tilley, Sec-onded by Mr. Allen, the

following amendment to A'rticle 22, Rule No. i, paragraph

entitled "Dimension-s and Limitation," after the sentence,

•"Leebosrds may be carried bv canoes not having center-

boards," adding the following, "The minimum weight of

a decked sailing canoe, exclusive of centerboard and steer-

insc gear, shall be Sslbs.," was carried.

On motion by Mr. Tilley, secoi^ded by Mr. Wilt, the

'following amendment to Rule 5 wa,? carried, viz. :
"Amend

the first paragraph to vead as follows. 'Prizes shall be

given as follows' " (instead of flags shall be given as fol-

lows), and amend Paragraphs 2 and 3 by leaving them out

entirely aad substituting the following: "Prizes shall

rojssist <oi shields or some lasting memento with the event,

the letters A. C. A., the year expressed in four figures, the

place ofe the Mieet and the words 'first prize or second

prize' expressed thereon. The prizes for any one meet

sliall be uniform in shape and design. Prizes donated for

special racers or competitions may be accepted at the dis-

cretion of the Regatta Committee. No prizes of money
shall be raced for. All prizes not awarded shall be de-

stroyed hy the Regatta Committee. Flags shall be given

jfor the paddling and sailing trophy in addition to regu-

ilar prizes."

On motion by Mr. Wilt, peconded by Mr. Allen, Rule 5.

Parp.graph 4, was amended as follows, viz. : After the

«mds "No. I paddling and sailing combined" insert the

^#jrds three miles, time limit one and one-half hours,"

'.'v'iler the words "No. 2. paddling," insert the words "one-

half mile straightaway." After the words "No. 3,, sailing,"

insert the words "four and one-half miles, time limit two

and one-half hours." Paragraph 5 add the words

"limited to 75ft" Paragraph 7. omit the words, "The
contestant obtaining the highest aggregate of points be-

comes the leading honor man for the year," and insert in-

stead these words. "There shall be a free-for-all sailing

race, six miles, time limit two and one-half hours. A
nne-half mile paddling race, single blade. A one-half

mile paddling race, double blade. A one-half mile tan-

dem paddling race, single blades. A one-half mile fours

paddling race, single blade^. A one-half mile paddling

race, double blades, tandem. A one-half mile race, fours,

double blades." Insert after the words "paddling trophy"

the words "one mile straightaway." Add to this para-

graph the following words. "The Dolpbin trophy, seven

and one-half mile consolation sailing race, open only to

ihe losers in tire trophy race, shall be called if there are

ty^Q or more entries." Paragraph 8 omit entirely and
Snsert instead these words, "Accredited representatives

foreign clubs shall be eligible to start in all races."

Add the following sentence at the end of Ride 5 :. "At
ileast one-half of all the paddling races shall be straight-

;aM'ay." Rule 9, Paragraph 2, amend by omitting all of

itlie paragraph after the word "protest" on the fourth

line, and substitute the words, "and a decision of a ma-
jority of the members present shall be final." Add to the

last paragraph of Rule 9 the sentence, "No man shall con-

test in any race until he has been two days in camp, ex-

cept; in war canoe races, except by special permission of

the Regatta Committee."
A motion by Mr. Smythe, seconded by Mr. Dater, "That

a movable canvas bag cockpit not e-xceeding 4ft. in length

niay be used in sailing races." was carried.

A motion by Mr. Burns, seconded by Mr. Brown, "That
it is the sense of the meeting that the chairman of the in-

coming Regatta Committee limit his races to a number
not exceeding twenty." Carried.

A motion by Mr. Wilt, seconded by Mr. Smythe, "That
it is the sense .of this meeting that the Association buy
or obtain control of a permanent camp site on the St.

Lawrence River for the occasional use of the Association,

and a committee of three be appointed to look for one
and report to the Board of Governors as soon as possible,"

Avas carried. The committee appointed consisted of the

present Commodore, C. E. Britton, J. N. MacKendrick
and R, E. Burns.
The date for the 1901 meet was set for Aug. 9 to 23.

Com. T. H. B. Bartlev and Vice-Corn. Percy Nisbet,

British C, A., were elected honorary members.
As there was not the required quorum present, the

am.endments to the constitution could not be acted on. It

was late on Saturday night before the business meeting
was over. On Sunday the committee visited Sugar Island

and other possible sites for the next meet but no final

decision was made.

ton, Brockville Rowing Club; Hon. Sec'y-Treas., E. R.

McNeil, Britannia Boating Club.

The first annual meet was held at Brockvdle under the

auspices of the B. Av A. A-, on Saturday, Aug. 4. Ex-

cursions were run on all steamboat and railroad lines

connecting with Brockville, and it is safe to say that the

number of visitors at Brockville that day far out-num-

bered the attendance at any demonstration held there for

ye'ars.
^ ., tt

The officers at the 5fegatta were as follows: Umpiie,

E A. Blacki Judge, Wm. Percival; Assistant, Andrew

Daviei Timekeepers. F. B. Steacy,H.B. Coates; Clerks of

tht Course. C. A. McNaughton, H. S. Seaman. The day

was warm and an ideal one fof both sptctators attd

paddlers.
1 * ,><

The chief event on the programtM was the half-mde

war canoe race for the championship _
of Canada-. This

race was very exciting: from start to finish. Six cahofes

entered and finished h\ the following ord6r: Fiirst,

Bohemian A A. A.; second, Britannia Boatirta Cm\
third. Ottawa C. C. > fourth, Carletoh Place C. C. ;

fifth,

Brockville Rowing Club; si-xth, Y. M. C. A. of Brock-

ville.

The crews got aWay all together, and it was hard to

pick the likely crew until a few yards from the finish,

when it was seen that the Bohemian and Britannia canoes,

driven by crews of fifteen of the best paddlers that have

ever been entered in a war canoe race, were fighting hard

for first place. The Britannias, from a spectator's point

of view, crossed the line first, but the judge's boat had

drifted down stream, which gave the Britannias a few

feet more to paddle. This gave the event to the Bo-

hemians, who paddled a splendid race, The Bohemiatts

are now champions of Canada.
< 1 (« *

The fours championship race was Wol\ by the Grand
Trunk crew, with the Ottawa C. C. second and Britannia

Boating Club third. The Kingston Y. C. was repre-

sented "by a four. Carlelon Place also entered a crew.

The distance between the first three crews could be meas-

ured by inches, the finish was so close. The champion-

ship tandem fell to the Ottawa C. C, J. Maingy and Holly

Clayton carrying off the honors. Grand Trunk took sec-

ond place, with Kingston third.

The single blade also fell to the Ottawa C. C, H. B.

Cowan crossing the line first. A great deal of dissatis-

faction was expressed by tlae paddlers in this event. The
spectators in rowboats and sailing boats, canoes and skiffs

interfered with the paddlers, and it was impossible for

the men paddling to see where they were going. The race

was protested, but the judges gave the race to Cowan.
E. H. Pulford, of the Britannia Boating Club, won the

double blade single. Pulford put up a strong race and

won easily. The entries were of Carleton Place, Ottawa
C. C. and Grand Trunk Boating Club.

Canadian Canoe Association.

The Canadian Canoe Association was formed but a few
months ago, and is now one of the strongest associations

in Canada. For several years canoeing has been booming
in the country, but it was noticed by those who followed
this sport that organization Was lacking, and that there

was need of a body to govern the regattas and meets held

by the different clubs throughout Canada.
With this end in view, representatives of nine of the

strongest clubs in Canada met in Brockville last April

and launched the new Association under the above name.
Since that time the organization has done a great deal to

help canoeing, and the outlook for next summer's meet
is very encouraging.

^

The Association elected the foIlo-wing ojificers'' Com.,
E, A,, piack, Ottawa C, C.5 ?fiar-Gom.,;.C:..A-Mef

The many friends of Mr. Louis H. May. of the New
York C. C, will be interested in the news of his marriage

on Oct. 17 to Miss Clara Britton, daughter of B. M.
Britton, M, P., of Kingston, Canada.

There is an eloquent commentarj' on the present ad-

vanced methods of design in the resolution of the Y. R.

A. of Massachusetts, to the effect that it is opposed to tics

and loose turnbuckles by which, after measurement, a

yacht may be lengthened on the waterline. To what

extent such a practice, as low aud despicable as shifting

ballast, prevails in yachting, we are not aware, but the

following, from the Bo.ston Globe, indicates that it

exists:

racing. It may be the fault of no one in- particular that

there is no good m.easurement rule in use in this country

to-day. and no ptospect of the speedy adoptioi) of one]

though it is littl€ to the Cfedit of the yachting
:
bodies

that, such a State of affairs exists. Taking the rules as

they are printed, however, they are not even erfforced.

If ^very yacht club, the New York Y. C. above all as the

leading one, would refuse to time every yacht whose
measurement certificate is not in the hands of the race

committee before the start, no matter whom the owner
may be, one fruitful source of trouble would be dis-

posed of forever. Had the larger clubs followed the rules

in their books and refused to accept the entries of the

^o-foDter§ until they were officially measured by the rules,

the miserable business of Rainbow's ballast would have

been impossible. There is to-day too much special, hasty

and fooli.sh legislation in yachting, and too little that is

deliberate, wise and effective.

While there has always been a question as to the

respective merits of the system of spar measurement
originated and used as a part of the Seawanhaka rule, and
the sy.stem of the British Y. R. A. of measurement from

the sails in the case of large yachts of the cutter or

schooner rig, in the smaller classes some system of

actual sail mea.surement seems to be necessary, owing to

the diversity of figs and the absence of topfflaSt and jih

topsails-. Sinee the beginning of the small racing in the

Spruce-EthelWyn match of 1895, various methods of

measuring the headsail have been tried, all more or less

failures. This season a palpable evasion of the spirit of

the ftile has been pfactieed in Eastern watersj certain

yachts being m&asUrted With legititiiate "Wot^king JibS'

of .sihail ai-eas, and then catfying hiueh larger jibs to

windward, This may not always be an advantage—in fact

we believe that in most cases it is better to have too

small a jib than too large; but the practice has given rise

to disputes and uncertainty. It is now proposed to

number every jib plainly and make a record of the one

officially measured as the largest which may be carried

close-hauled.

The British Y. R. A, method, of measuring the entire

head triangle has been in use sinee tB8f, ana With iottHi

small changes of detail has answefed nio§t satisfactorllf;

avoiding all the disputes, uncertainty and frequent arriend-

ment which has been necessary in the case of the Sea-

wanhaka cup and other races. Whatever objections may
be urged to it, there are the plain positive merits of

simplicity, easy measurement and speedy and accurate

verification; with the impossibility of evasion. By this

rule the head triangle is linihed by three points, the end
of bowsprit where cut by the line of the fofeiliost head^

sail; the corresponding intersection of the same line with

the mast or topmast head; and the deck at the fore side

of mast. Any excess of spinaker boom beyond the for-

ward point of measurement must be added to the base-

line. While this rule might at the start bear hard on
some particular sail plans, the rule as a whole encourages

a good sail plan, though it limits the spinaker.

The other question which was brought up is of special

interest to racing men of the smaller classes, and the

smaller classes are by no means the least important

among the racers. It was voted that it be the sense of

the meeting that the association is opposed to any ad-

justable trusses or other similar contrivances which
temporarily shorten the waterline length of boats, and
that it is in favor of measures which will prohibit them.

This means that an amendment or a new law will be

proposed which will compel the sealing up of turnbuckles

after a boat has been officially measured.
Everybody knows that many of the yachts in the un-

restricted classes are strengthened by longitudinal

trusses, or struts, which are set up with turnbuckles. It

is also know* that such boats have gained rapidly in

waterline length, after having passed the measurer's

hands, but it is not positively known whether the gain has

been caused by the great strain on the boat, when under
sail, untwisting the tnrnbuckles, or whether said turn-

buckles received human aid in their revolutions. With
a law compelling the turnbuckles to be sealed there will

be no such uncertainty. It will be better for the boats,

too, for the ends will be more rigid on account of the

turnbuckles being immovable.

The Y. R. A. of Massachusetts is no more to blame in

this matter than other associations and clubs, but it is

a disgrace to yachting that such a state of affairs should

exist, and that so gross an evil should be patched up in

such a childish manner. If the associations and clubs

with whom rests the responsibility for yachting legisla-

tion had either the authority or the intelligence which
alone can justify the positions they hold, the use of

wire stays and turnbuckles to hold up the ends, whether
in the Herreshoff 70-footers or the Quincy and Sea-

wanhaka cup racers, would be made unnecessary by
such plain organic measurement rules and scantling re-

strictions as would wipe out the whole fleet of flimsy

traps, little and big, and bar all yachts not designed to

a rule which would rate every factor at its true value, and
built in a manner that would make them at least safe and
seaworthy for their first season.

It is a sad fact that the whole tendency of yachting
authority, both legislative and executive, is to shirk all

princijjles and broad issues and to trifle over petty and
insignificant details, the resuk being

^
that yachtsmen

n?.ither l<;n9'yy' nor respect tht ^itsi,!' principles of yacht

Some months ago the Regatta Committee of the New
York Y^. C. pointed out what it believed to be a fatal

defect in one of the most important of the racing rules

of the road, that securing the rights of the starboard tack.

If the committee is correct in its reasoning this rule is

now a dead letter, and any man who claims the right of

way because he is on the starboard tack does so at his

own risk. While a very trivial and unimportant rule

has since been taken up and amended, nothing whatever

has been done to amend and strengthen this rule, of port

and starboard tack, omitting the expression "close-

hauled" and substituting "on the wind" or some simlar

phrase. The matter is a vital one, and if neglected there

will be trouble sooner or later.

The recent victory of the keel sloop Flirt in her match
with the centerboard Early Dawn, following the many
victories over the best centerboards in the class during

the past season, is most interesting in connection with

the question of type, as involved in the races of the 3Sft.

L. R. class on the lakes. While Early Dawn and Little

Peter are of the same type as Genesee, shoal and wide
centerboard boats, Flirt is not only similar in type to

Beaver but very much the same in form of hull, the

main difference being' that her fin is more cut away, and
she has a balanced rudder, whereas that of Beaver is

hung on a straight sternpost. with a moderate rake.

In the 2sft. class on Boston Bay the question of rig has

been eliminated, all the .vachts, whether keel or center-

board, carrying much the same rig in areas and propor-

tions, a relatively large area of mainsail disposed of on

a short boom, with great hoist and high peak. In the

35ft class on the lakes a great difference in rig is found,

some of the yachts having the full cutter rig-, with pole

topmast and big club topsails, some, like Beaver and

Minota, having the sloop rig, but with the mast aft and

relatively large jib, while only Genesee has the Boston

rig. Whatever the case may be in general use about the

lakes, for such light weather racing as has been done in

all the important contests of 1899 and 1900 the Boston

rig is clearly the best Since the Canada cup races of

last year we" have held that her rig has been a very ma-

terial factor in the success of Genesee against both Beaver

and Minota, and that with the same sad plans on the

two the keel boat would win the majority of races, even

in light weather. The sail plan of Flirt shows 82 per

cent, of the total area in the mainsail, while that of

Minota shows btit 72 per cent.

The batde of the types about Boston has been on a

much more even basis than on the lakes. There have been

more boats and more races. All concerned have profited

by an equal amount of local knowledge, and the sail

plans and sail making have been practically the same on

all the boats. Under these conditions the keel type

has won fairly and squarely.

Shamrock I. was docked at Greenock on Qct. 26 to

be repaired and fitted for early racing next season.

Th|; |''ield of Oct. ^ commeiitss gis-=follqws,= on - the-
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perpetuation of the useless and harmful goft. class

through anotlier iiiternational matGhi

'"The second challenge of Sir Thomas Lipton for the

America Cup attracts an iniense amount of attention in

certain circles. Although tlie conditions of these races

are regarded by yachtsmen as far from satisfactory, the

much advertised international event has a strange fas-

cination for the public. In the present instance neither

the challenger nor the defender, which will be a second
edition of Columbia, will be a vessel of the type which
experienced yachtsmen consider suitable for racing in

American or Biiiish waters.
"Shamrock, thongh she cost many thousands of pounds

to construct, under British rules is really not worth the

price of her lead. The amount of money thrown away
in turning out a yacht of .Shamrock's type is probably
of little moment to the owner of a modern Cup chal-

lenger or defender, but the wasted energy expended in

designing and building vessels of this kind is an irre-

trievable loss to the science of yacht architecture.

"The purity of yacht racing is the boast of every
Corinthian sailor, but so long as the America Cup racing
is carried on for purposes other than the love of sport
and the encouraging of yacht designing, it can never be
regarded as one of the best phases of yacht racing. The
America Ctip competed for by unwieldy machines such
as Columbia and Shamrock has ceased to command the
good wislies of yachtsmen that Sir Richard Sutton car-

ried when he took Genesta to Sandy Hook."

The America Cup.
On Oct. 22 a meeting of the Cup Committee of the

New York Y. C. was' held at the club house to consider
the following cabl^ from Sir Thomas Lipton:

London, Oct. i8.—Oddie, Secretary New York Yacht
Club:—Many thanks kind telegrams to myself and Kelly.
Very willing to meet you on point proposed, but is

not I o'clock late enough, especially as I consider it

would be better to revert to original six-hour limit, tlie

shortening of which to five and a half hours at my request
was productive of at ]ea.ct one abortive race on last oc-
casion? Regarding private agreement as to accidents, I
agree to this before. Kindly wire if you approve.

Lipton.

After discussion the committee decided that no race
should be started later than i P. M., but declined to ex-
tend the time limit beyond five and one-half hours, as
in the match of 1899. The following reply was sent:

New York, Oct. 22.—Lipton, London:—The committee
adheres to five hours and a half for time limit for races, as
in conditions of last match, and accepts, as you request,
T o'clock as limit of time for starting. Is this sati.?-

factory?
. Oddie, Secretary.

At the general meeting of the New York Y. C. on
Oct. 25, Com. Ledyard made the announcement that a
yacht wotdd be built to represent the club in the defense
of the Cup, but gave no information as to the ownership
or other details. Thus far there is no reason to believe
that the plans of the two parties, for the challenge and
the defense, are known outside of those immediately
interested: Sir Thomas Lipton, Mr. Watson, Capt. Syca-
more and probably TTenderson & Co., the ship and yacht
btiilders, and on this side Mr. Herreshoff, the officers of
the New York Y. C. and a small party of yachtsmen,
who will be intimately a.ssociated with the new boat. The
positive statements and exclusive information which are
published every day are utterly unreliable, and much of it

all is obviously but random guesswork. It is reported on
the authority of a Glasgow paper that the challenger wUl
be built by Denny & Bros., of Dumbarton, Scotland, the
noted ship builders. As this firm is entirely without ex-
perience in yacht construction, it is most unUkely that
Mr. Watson will imitate the unsuccessful experiment
tried in Shamrock, deserting a firm which has turned
out such magnificent specimens of yacht construction as
Thistle, Genesta, Britannia, A'^alkvrie II.. Valkyrie III.,
Queen Mab, Caress. Meteor II., Distant Shore, Glehiffer,
Rainbow and Sybarita, with other sailing and steam
yachts, for one whose work is radically different.. The
Denny rumor looks like a clumsy guess, based on a pre-
vious report, which is .probably true, that Mr. Watson
has been experi|ii£nting, for. sVjme time with models of
a goft. cutter infthe experirnentar tank ' which this -firm '

maintains as a part of its shipbuilding plant,, In the,;
same dispatch if is actually stated as a piece of .news
worth cabling across the ocean, that the new boat is

known in the Denny yard by a number and not by the
name Shamrock II.; as though any vessel in a large yard
was ever known other than by her- yard number before
the work of construction was well under way.
As to the material for the challenger, there is a wide

field for guesswork, as only those in close touch with
the subject of modern materials and methods of con-
stmction, such as Mr. Herreshoff, Mr. Watson and Mr.
Fife, are in any way competent to express opinions.
It may be said in a general way that wood, iron, and
commercial steel are out of the question to-day„ and it is
probable that neither partj^ will care to fool .again with
aluminum; but it is a more difficult matter to those not
specially informed to choose between nickel steel, bronze
and composite. The practicability and the advantages in
strength and surface of the best bronze allovs, Tobin
bronze, Delta metal, manganese bronze, etc., have been
thoroughly tested in Vigilant. Defender, Columbia and
Shamrock; they are easily obtainable, and they can be
handled readily by such expert workers as are to be had.
It is most probable that both yachts will have an interior
frame of nickel steel, plated with one of the bronze alloys.
In view of high degree of perfection attained by Mr.
Watson and the Hendersons in the real composite con-
struction.^ a very different thing from the cheap and
nasty nmtation known on this side under the name of
composite, and which has made so much trouble this
\ ear it is quite possible that the new challenger may be
imdar ui build to VaUcyrie III., Meteor II. and the two

yachts Sybarita and Distant Shore.

It may be put dwiT at the statt that the two yachts

tvill be as close as each can be built to 90ft. waterline, and
approximately the same in type, dimensions and rig;

both keel cutters, of the extreme semi-fin type. Unless
one or the other designer concludes that he has made
some radically new discovery, and this is hardly likely,

the whole course of modern designing tends to bring the

two boats more closely together than in any previous

matches. The co^^ditions are now as fair as either side

could ask, the same for defender and challenger; the only

great inequality being that on the part of the challenger,

due to the necessity of stripping after but a brief trial, and
losing the best month of the season in the Atlantic voy-
age, while the defending boat is sailing every day against

Columbia. This of itself is a handicap that can hardly

be ^overcome where designers are working as closely to-

gether as they are to-day.

The question of Mr. Herreshofif's ability to outbuild
Columbia is now being generally discussed on both sides

of the ocean. On this point it may be said that no large

yacht built to the limit of light construction, as is neces-
sary in international racing, can be at her best in her
first season. This was proved by Vigilant and Defender,
each in turn making a hard fight for a time against a
newer boat of obviously improved design and construc-
tion, and each fieing evidently faster than in her initial

year. It is probable that Columbia is capable of much
better performance than has yet been required of her,

and that she will be much improved in igoi over her
original form. It is .it the same time evident that the
margin for imijrovement in speed is growing smaller
each year, so that before many seasons the two-year-old
boat, perfected by a long course of experiment, must be
very close indeed to the new boat, which must of neces-
sity be in many respects but a new experiment. It is

now most probable that Columbia, if fitted out as she is

likely to be next year, in the hands of those thus far

associated with her. will make more trouble for the new
boat than Vigilant did for Defender in 1895, or than
Defender did for Columbia in 1899.

The Flirt—Early Dawn Match.

Boston, Oct. 20-22.

The private match between the keel sloop Flirt and the
centerboard sloop Early Dawn for $500 per side, the
conditions of which were given two weeks since, was
decided by two races sailed on Oct. 20 and 22, Flirt
winning;, both. While the weather conditions were not
in all respects ideal, they were such as to afford a fair

test of
,
types under average conditions, it being conceded

that the centerboard is at her best in smooth water and
a moderate to fresh breeze, while the keel type comes to
the front in light breezes and again when it blows harder,
especially if there be any sea. Both boats were in the
best possible condition. Early Dawn, in particular, hav-
ing been much improved during the latter part of the
season, while she had Capt. Joe Turner to sail her.
The course for the first race was L shaped, the start being
of¥ Nahant. There was very little wind in the morning,
and the start was postponed at noon. While the breeze
was from S.E., it promised for a time to shift to S.
and the committee steamer ran out to Egg Rock, which
would make a course of four miles to windward to the
Graves whistling buoy. The wind went back to S.E.,
and the steamer ran. inside of Nahant Head, anchoring
of¥ Joe Beach Ledge. This made the first leg to wind-
ward, and a little under four nautical- miles in length, and
a mark, boat was set two miles N.E. of the Whistler, mak-
ing the required L course uf just under twelve miles.
The preparatory was given at 2:02, and the start at 2:07.
Early Dawn making a good start sqtiarely on the weather
beam

, of Flirt, both crossing on starbeard tack. The
wind was quite light and there was an easy sea at the
start. Flirt tried all possible tactics to get out of a bad
place, but in vain ior a time, Early Dawn going about
with her in a series of half a dozen short tacks. What
with a very slight gain in each tack, and a stifYer roll
to the sea, as they worked out from the shore, the keel
boat finally cleared her wind, and then it took but a very
short time to reverse the original positions.- With Early
Dawn once under her lee in spite of an effort to break
tacks, Flirt began to leave her . steadily as they crossed
Broad Sound on port tack. The sea was on the port
beam, enough of it to tell against the wide boat, but
Early Dawn was sailed well and kept footing in spite
of the \vay in which Flirt was pointing and weathering

"out. Flirt tacked first, the other following in her wake;
the wind being nqw very light. Two fishing schooners
hound out crossed the course, and Earlv Dawn was
compelled to give Way a little. Flirt, well' in the lead,
going clear. As Early Dawn tacked Flirt followed to
keep between her and the mark. The Graves buoy was
timed

:

F'irt 3 25 43 Early Dawn 3 37 5.5

In the short four miles to windward the keel boat had
made 12m. 12s. gain in spite of the serious handicap at
the start The wind had been very light and flukv, and
she had had the best of the luck, but the conditions were
too nearly even to account for more than a fraction of
this big gain.

With balloon jib set. Flirt reached out to the second
mark hardly feeling the head sea. She rounded at 3 :si -30
and Early Dawn at 4:05:50, after losing 2in. 8s. in the
reach of two miles.

After jibing round the outer mark Flirt trimmed her
balloon- .lib for a reach in with a much fresher breeze but
the wind went to the south, so that she had to stow the
ballooner and beat in under working, jib, the wind in-
creasing all the time. She tttrned the Graves at 4 :26 :42
with Early Dawn 22m. astern, at 4:48:20, the latter havin.g
lost J-m. i8s. more, in part through the shift of wind.
There was now enough Avind for the centerboard boat, and
a bit of luck with it. as it freshened very fast on the way
hom.e. Flirt set her balloon jib at the Whistler, but
when Early Dawn came up the wind was so far aft that
she set a spinaket and ran in at about her best speed The
finish was timed

:

c-,. . Finish. Elapsed. Lead.
I'";*: K 5 01 00 2 .54 00 0 10 IS
Early Dawn 5 12 40 3 05 40

The second face was sailed §fl Monday, 0&i> 22, again
in light weathet. The courSfe was from ofi Egg Rock,
around the Winthrop Bar buoy, four miles^ then S,E. tw^o"

miles around a mark boat ot¥ Devil's Back, and home
ovet the same course, the first leg benig to Windward, S-W.
The breeze Was very light, even at lilS, at which time
the preparatory was given after a wait since noon. This-
time Flirt was alert and away first with the gun, and'
just enough ahead and to leeward to give a kick to the
other boat's sails. Early Dawn tacked to get clear of the'

back wind, but Flirt was about on her weather, and they
stood on for sortie time, Flirt steadil_v gaining. She was:
the first to tack when ofif Nahant Head, but Early Dawn
stood on for some distance and picked up a freshening,
breeze from the shore, which set her going very fast ;,

while Flirt struck a soft spot a little later. Early Dawni
had quite enough wind as the two worked across Broad!
Sound against a strong ebb tide, and she about held her-

own for a time, but as they neared the Winthrop shore
the wind softened a little and she failed to catch FlirL
The latter did the better work, as they beat out across the
ebb tide, the times at the buoy being

:

Flirt 2' 34 07 Early Dawn 2 37 1,5

In the four miles Flirt had gained 3m. 8s.

They reached out to the Devil's Back mark with less

wind, both carrying balloon jibs. Early Dawn picked up
• a few seconds, the tintes being

:

Flirt 2 52 58 Early Dawn ,2 55 43

The wind had been working to the westward and now
headed them so that working jibs were set and sheeted
home for a close reach in a lightening breeze. Before
they reached the Winthrop Bar Buoy both had spinakers
ready in stops with booms dropped to port. The times
at this mark showed a gain of iSs. for Flirt in the two •

miles

:

Flirt 3 13 28 Early Dawn.... 3 16 31

They ran in with a falling wind, both moving slowly.

-

Early Dawn was in Flirt's wake, bM too ifar astern to hurt
her. The finish was timed:

Finish. Elapsed. Lead.
Flirt 4 07 30 2 47 30 0 02 UH'
Early Dawn 4 09 36 2 49 3u

While the weather conditions in both races were not of
the best, they were the same for both yachts, and the-

result was not materially affected by any flukes. Under:
conditions which represented rather what is most ofteni
found than what is always wanted in yacht racing, the
keel boat won cleanly and handsomely. As already stated!,,

Flirt, whose lines appeared in the Forest and Stream oil

Oct. 13-20, was designed by B. B. Crowninshield ; EarOy*
Dawn was designed by her builder, Shiverick, of Kings-
ton, an old hand at the centerboard type.-

Yacht Meastifement in England.

The Rating Rule Committee, appointed in August
last, has finished its work and prepared its report, which
will be presented to the council of the Yacht Racing-
Association on Oct. 24. We may therefore ex-
pect that the new rating rule will be submitted to the
general body of the association at a special meeting
early in November. The gentlemen in whose hands the
construction of the new rule was left were Mr. Manning
and Mr. W. G. Jam.eson ,(the vice-presidents of the Y.
R. A.). Mr. G. B. Thompson, Col. Bagot, Mr. W. P.
Burton, Capt. du Boulay, Mr. H. G: A. Rouse, Mr. C
E. Newton-Robinson, Capt. R. T. Dixon, Col. Barring-
ton-Baker, and Mr. R. E. Froudc, F. R. S., in consulta-
tion with five of the most eminent yacht designers,
Messrs. G. L. Watson, W. Fife, Jr., A. E. Pavne, C.
Nicholson and C. Sibbick. We have often expressed a
hope that the new rating rule will be framed so as to
produce a more full-bodied type of boat, especially in
the classes which should be, given a sound rating rule,
the backbone of yacht racin.g, namely, the 52-footers and
6s-footers. better known under their old nomenclature
as the twenties and the forties. These classes have shown
splendid sport in bygone years, and when skimming
dishes, extreme bulb fins and all uninhabitable craft are •

eliminated from yacht racing, yachtsmen will use vessels;
of this size for racing as well as for living on board toi
foilow the regattas round the coa.st as in days of yore,-.
While we await the report of the rating rtde committee,-,
and whatever it may bring forth, yacht owners may rest-
assured that their interests have been weU guarded ini
the hands of the composite committee, consisting of thei
sixteen owners and experts we have enumerated above.
—The Field.

The Lake Y. R. A.
TiiK annual meeting of the Lake Yacht Racing Asso-

ciation will be held in Buffalo, on Nov. 3. The chibs
belonging to the association are Buffalo, Royal Canadian,
of Toronto; Royal Hamilton Victoria, of Hamilton-
Queen City, of Toronto; Oswego, King.ston and Roch- -

ester Jas. S. Thompson, of Buffalo, is president, and '

F, J. Campbell, of Toronto, secretary-treasurer.
The time for sending in notices of motion has expired,

and the only business that will come up in that line is
covered in these motions, which are now in the hands
of the secretary -treasurer.

On page 13, first paragraph, strike out first four lines.,

commencing at the word "to" and ending at the word
"extent," and substitute, "To the girth of, centerboard
yachts must be added t\vice the distance between the
lower side of the keel (immediately above the center of"
area of the centerboard to the tenter of area of the cen-
terboard. when lowered to its fullest extent."
On same page, same paragraph, after "fixed keels" add

"the measurer shall record the drop of the centerboard
by measuring the pennant thereto and by making such
marks as will readilv identify the point 'to which the
measurement applies."
Page 25, paragraph "area of midship section," add

"exclusiA'e of centerboard." i

'

Page 31. "form of certificate of measurement," tenth
line, after "feet," insert, "length of centerboard pennant."

Address all communications to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company.
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The BaUasting of the 70-Footei's.

The following letter has been made public by the

Seawanhaka Race Committee:

New York, Oct. 16.—Gornelius Vanderbilt,
,

Esq.u

Knickerbocker Glub, New York:-Dear Mr. Vailderbilt

—Your letter of Oct. 5, notifying us that -you consider

that Rainbow should be disqualified in our race of bept.

18 because of your failure, through misapprehension, to

inform us that additional ballast had been taken aboard

since she was measured by the official measurer our

club, and to procure a new measurement, has been fully

considered at a meeting of our Race Committee, held

to-day.
. , r 1 -1 •

Rule IL, section 5, of the racing rules of our club is

as follows: '

. . , u
'•If a yacht, aftei- having been ofhcially measured, be

increased in load water line length, or should an increase

be made in the sail area, the yacht must be remeasured

before starting in a race." '

j, u-
It is the opinion of our committee that, under this

provision, we have no choice except to disqualify Rain-

bow. .

Permit us to express our regret that a different decis-

ion is not open to us, and our full appreciation of your

conduct in bringing your mistake to our attention im-

mediately upon its discovery, and of the sportsmanlike

spirit in which vou have dealt with this incident.

With assurances of our .personal regard, we are, very

sincerely yours,
Race Committee,

Seawanhaka Corinthian Yacht Club.

By C. W. Wetmore, Chairman.

The following additional correspondence relating to the

same matter explains itself

:

New York, Oct. 18.—August Belmont, Esq., New
York:—Dear Mr. Belmont—The Race Committee of

the Seawanhaka Club have disqualified the Rainbow in

the race at Oyster Bay, on Sept. 21, and have awarded

the prize for that race to the Mineola. Very sincerely

yours, C. W. Wetmore,
Chairman Race Committee, S. C. Y. C.

New York, Oct. 19.—My Dear Mr. Wetmore—I beg

to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of Oct. 18, in-

forming me of the disqualification of the Rainbow by

your committee in the race at Oyster Bay, on Sept. 21,

and that the prize had been awarded to the Mineola.

I cannot express to you how deeply I deplore the un-

intentional violation of your rules by Mr. Vanderbilt,

through which he is deprived of the fruits of a race won
in so conclusive a manner. T could not keep the trophy,

feeling, as I do, that I was fairly beaten by one of the

most honorable and thorough sportsmen I have ever had

the pleasure of sailing against.

I request you, therefore, to keep the cup, to do with

it as your committee may see fit during the next season.

I shall always hold myself in readiness, should you de-

termine to-ofifer it in any race in which Mr. Vanderbilt

and I may chance to meet; but please understand that I

restrict you in. no way as to its disposition in returning

it to your club. Believe me, yours very truly,

August Belmont.
Mr. Charles W. Wetmore, Chairman Regatta Com-

mittee, Seawanhaka Yacht Club, New York City.

New York. Oct. 22.—August Belmont, Esq., New
York:—My Dear Mr. Belmont—I am in receipt of your

letter of C3ct. 19, declining to accept the prize awarded
to the Mineola for our race of Sept. 21, in consequence

of the disqualification of the Rainbow.
We fully sympathize with the reasons which have in-

fluenced your action, and shall have much pleasure in

offering" this prize next season for competition between
the two yachts, under such conditions as may be mutually

satisfactory to you and Mr. Vanderbilt. Very sincerly

yours,
'

C. W. Wetmore,
Chairman Race Committee, S. C. Y, C.

James Everson.

James Everson, the boat and canoe builder, of Green-
point, Brooklyn, died on Oct. 25, of apoplexy, at the age of

79 years, havinsr followed his business actively Up to the

last. Mr. Everson is known throughout the whole United
States, both from his canoes and his boats, as well as

for his honesty and the high character of his work. As
a boy Mr. Everson was much about the water, and he
grew up in the old Whitehall boat, which was once in

general use about New York before the days of steam
ferries and tugboats, both for ferrying and for all harbor
work between the shore and the shipping. To him is

due the full credit for the boat now in universal use in

this country, under the name of Whitehall boat',, derived

from the old landing of the Battery boatmen at 'the foot

of Whitehall street. New York. The original boats of

this class were designed largely for speed, it being often

a matter of money to board a ship first; and to this, end
the general model was sacrificed, and the bpats. were
cranky and unsafe. The present boat originated with
Mr. Everson over 50 years ago, he filling out the bow
so that a man could stand up forward without capsizing
the boat, and making many other improvements in

mxodel and construction. While other builders have
imitated him, the Everson boat has long been recognized
as the best of the class.

When canoeing first started in a mild way in this

country, about 1868, through the publication of John
MacGregor's books, Mr.

.
Everson was called on to

build a Rob Roy canoe from the lines and description

thus given, and when the sport was formally inaugurated
by Messrs. W. L. Alden. G. L. Morse, Montgomery
Schuyler, M. Roosevelt Schuyler and a few others in

• 1870. Mr. Everson built a number of canoes, first from
the Rob Roy model and then from a design, Nautilus
No. 3, kindly sent over from London by Mr. Baden
Powdl. In 1878 he built, to the specifications of Com.
Alden the famous Shadow canoe, once the popular canoe
of this country. In the next dozen years he built a large
number of canoes of different models, which found their

way everywhere. Though not a canoeist himself, Mr.

Everson was a clever mechanic, a thorough boat builder,

and ever ready to work with cSnoeists in improving

their boats. Working along in the old-fashioned way,

with a good business in a small .shop, and with few hands

to help, he never worked to extend his' business, and of

late years he has done little canoe building, but he had a

large number of old customers, both among the boat-

men and among men of wealth, who came to him for the

thanks of the dub were tendered to Mr. B. B. Growain-
shield, of Boston, for photos of portraits of old yachts,
including Cleopatra's Barge, built in 1816. The follow-
ing announcement was made by Com. Ledyard:

Gentlemen, it is with the utmost pleasure that I am
able to assure ycni to-night that you need have no uneasi-
ness as to whether a yacht will be built to defend the

WATURUS—DESIGNED BY ALFRED H. BROWN.

finer class of ro .v boats. He was hked and respected by
all who came in contact with him, and the news of his
death will be regretted by a very large number of canoe-
ists, especially the older ones.

Wattifus,

The steam yacht Waturus was designed by Alfred H.
Brown, designer of Narada, Enterprise and Eugenia I.,

for H. I. H. the Archduke Charles .Stephen of Austria, and
built this year by Hawthorns & Co., Ltd., Leith. She is

175ft. l.w.l., 27ft. 6in. breadth, i6ft. 2in, depth and 611

tons T.M. Her engines are 18, 28 and 49in. by 33in. The
general style of the yacht is original for this size of vessel;

and the awning deck forward gives greatly increased ac-

commodation. She has given great satisfaction to her
owner, easily making 13]4 knots on continuous runs, being
economcial in coal and running with very little vibration.

New York Y. C.

A gener.'VL meeting of the New Y'ork Y. G. was held

on Oct. 25, with Com. Ledyard in the chair. By way of

routine business the following nominating committee
was elected to nominate a list of new officers, to be voted.

x\merica Cup. Not only will a yacht be built, but I can
say with like confidence that no effort of any sort, no
skill, no devotion will be spared to make the defense a

successful one. It would be a pleasure to me if ,1 were
at liberty to mention names, but I am not. I can only
ask you to rest upon the assurance which I give.

The Loss of the Yacht Aliris.

The sloop Aliris, of the Brooklyn Y. C, well known
about the Lower Bay, owned by William and Frederick
Langston, of Brooklyn, sailed from the Atlantic High-
lands, just inside .Sandy Hook, on Tuesday, Oct, 16, for

her anchorage in GraA'esend ]3ay. She had been lying
off the Atlantic Highlands for some time, and her owners
were intending to take her home for laying up. With
them were Otto Segelcke, of,Brooklyn, and Noah F.
Ma.son, Jr., of Bath Beach, the four going down from
New York early in the morning and getting under way
about noon. The weather was not specially threatening,
and in view of the short distance, some 15 miles, no
supply of food or water was taken. Though there was
plenty of wind at the outset all went well until oS the
Romer Beacon, when the wind freshened to almost a

Si£sMs.^^- K. ....

WATURUS.

on at the first general meeting of the club for 1901 : G.

Oliver Iselin, J. Pierpont Morgan, James B. Ford, Charles
F. Ulrich, F. M. Hoyt, Philip Schuyler, E. M. Brown,
C. P. Minton, J. Searle Barclay, and W, H. Osgood.
Thirty-one new members were elected, as follows:

Robert L. Forest, Charles W. Morgan, Francis B.
Riggs, Capt. Henry C. Haines, United States Marine
Corps; Lieut. Com.mander Charles E. Vreeland,. U. S.

N'.; Paymaster B. P. Du Bois, U. S. N.; Lieut. Marbury
Johnston, U. S. N.; Paymaster W. T. Gray, U. S. N.;
Lieut. H. A. Pearson, U. S. N.; Lieut. H. I. Cone, U.
S. N.; G. Ledyard Blair. Capt. Gjtus S. Radford, United
States Maiine Corps; Lieut. Commander James C. Cre-
sap, U. S. N.; Richard T. Wainwright, Capt. Charles S.

Sperry, U. S. N. ;
Henry B, Joy, Lieut. Roscoe Spear,

U. S. N.; Surgeon Charles A. Riggs, U. S. N-; Henry
Scholtz, Veryl Preston. Lieut. H. A. Bispham, U. S. N.;
F. M. Freeman. Capt. James G. Green, U. S. N.; Lieut.

Luke McNamee. U. S. N.; Surgeon James C. Byrnes,
U. S. N.; E. V. Douglas, Arthur, S. Fairchild, Dr.
Francis E. Doughty, Paymaster- Joseph J. Cheatjiarn, U.
S. N. ; Frank C. Henderson, Charles J. Canfield."

The chairman of the building committee announced
that the new club house would be ready for occupancy
by Dec. i. Sec'y Oddie announced that the subscrip-

tions to the club house fund amounted to $113,000. The

gale from N.W. and the yacht was soon disabled, lier

sails blowing away. She was left helples.s, and the gale

swept her bv the Hook and out to sea, the dinghy going

adrift. When nothing was heard of her after a couple

of days serious fears were felt for the safety of the party,

especially as the dinghv was picked up by a pilot boat off

the Hook On Saturday Miss Langston chartered a

tug and spent two days cruising about the Lower Bay
and up and down the coast outside, with no news of the

yacht." On Oct. 22, the British steamer Ethelred arrived

at Port Antonio, Jamaica, with the four yachtsmen^ safe

on board, the news being at once cabled to New York.

It seems that Aliris drifted out to sea in a helpless con-

dition, the small supply of food and water being soon

exhausted/ and the crew constantly wet and compelled

to bail; all Tuesday night they were washed by the heavy

seas, and all hope of rescue was abandoned. The gale

continued on Wednesday after a brief lull, but about 10

A. M. the steamer Ethelred, Capt. Nickerson, owned
by the United Fruit Co., and just from New York for

Jamaica, sighted the wreck about 30 miles from the

lightships and took of¥ the party; the yacht being aban-

doned in a leaking condition. After being most hospita-

bly treated by Capt. Nickerson the four wrecked yachts-

men were safely landed in Port Antonio, and returned by

steamer to New York.
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Yacht Racingf Association of Massachtisetts*

The ¥; 'S.. A. of Massachusetts held a ttieetmg at the

i^arker Howscj Boston, on Oct. i8. President A. H.
Higginson being in the chair. The following amende
ment to Article 3 of the by-laws was adopted: "Sec. 3.

Association members shall be eligible to office, and if

'elected shall haA-e alT the rights pertaining to the office."

This disposes of a contingency which occurred this year,

Mr. Henry M. Faxon, the delegate of the Quincy Y. C.
being elected vice-president, and later on the Quincy
Y. C. withdrawing from the Assodatign', leaving him
with., no official standing. Under the amendment asso-
'ciate members arc eligible to office, but only club dele-

gates have the riglit to vote, The following amendment
w,as passed, to meet the violatioii of the spirit of the rule
limiting jibs:

"The perpendicular shall be the height I'rom a point
half way between the upper side of the sheave oftlieupp.er
block of the halyard of the working jib and the upper
side of the uppermost jib top.sair or spinaker halyard
block to a point on the forward side of the foremast
i8in. above the decic. No j'^acht when close hauled shall

carry any jib larger than the working jib for which she
has been measured."
An amendment relating- to prizes and measurements of

winners was not adopted. .A. resolution was adopted tO'

the efifect that the Association condemns the use of
trusses and turnbuckles by which the measured length of
a yacht may be altered from time to time. The Executive
Committee was instructed to prepare a method of meas -

uring mainsails, to be presented .at a future meeting.

Lake Skiff Sailitig Association.
The ninth annual meeting of the Lake Skiff Sailing

Association was held at the RossLn House, Toronto,- on
•Oct. 21, with President Frank E. Walker in the chair.
Seven clubs were represented. The report of the presi-
dent and that of Secretary-Treasurer G. R. Judd showed
a very prosperous year. The delegates from Hamilton
ofifered a rule, which was adopted, to the effect that in
all Association races the skiff finishing first must be
measured immediately after the race by two oilficial

mea.surers appointed by the president. It was also de-
cided that all deadweight must be placed amidships in
measuring. The folloAving officers were elected: Presi-
dent, E. K. M. Webb, Royal Canadian Y. C.; Vice-Presi-
dent, G. F. Birely, Royal Hamilton Y. Secretary-
Treasurer, R. Slee, Queen City Y. C; Executive Com-

' mittee, G. R. Judd, Royal Hamilton Y. C; John Morris,
Victoria Y. C; A. J. Phillips, Queen City Y. C; F. J.
Campbell, Roj^al Canadian Y. C; J S. Ellis, National
Y. and S. C; W. A. Watts, Parkdale S. C; R. T. Cuff,
Royal Toronto S. S.. C.
Mr. Walker's_ services to the Association during the

three years of his office as president were recognized by
a special vote of thanks, The date of the WaU<er cup was
set for July i. 1901, at Hamilton. .

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
CoLONiA II., Steam yacht, formerly Alberta, has been

sold by Com. Postley to F. G. Bourne, owner of the
steam yacht Reverie.

m n n
On Oct. 21 a lire broke out at the Herreshoff Works,

Bristol, and a storehouse, with its contents of yacht
gear, lumher, etc., was destroyed. The 36-footer Effort
and the 30-footer Sirocco were badly injured, and two
catbo.ats were destroyed.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
The following scores were made in regular competition by mem-

bers of the Cmcmnati Rifle Association at Four-Mile House Read-
ing- road,_^Oct. 28. Conditions, 20<)yds., off-hand, at the standard
target. Oindele was declared champion for the day with a score

Gindele S 10 10 S 9 10 10 8 10 10—93
10 9 8 8 9 8 10 9 10 7—88

„ ^_
10 9 8 9 10 10 10 6 6 7—85

Roberts 10 7 10 9 7 10 10 10 7 10—90
8 7 9 9 9 10 6 10 10 8-86
7 9 9 10 8 7 6 10 9 8—83

rayne 10 10 6 9 8 9 8 8 10 8—86
9 8 8 7 7 10 9 7 10 9—84

_ 6 10 8 10 6 10 9 8 8 7—82
Drube

10

8 10 9 6 10 7 8 7 6—8179S66S5 10 10 6—75
„.,. 97786954 10 9—74
Stnckmeier 7 6 7 10 8 7 8 7 10 9—79

8 5 8 10 -7 10 5 7 8 9—77
9 9 8 5 7 10 7 4 8 5—72

Jonscher

9

9 5 5 10 S 7 9 9 7—78
6 6 8 10 5 6 9 10 5 8—73

. 679698578 7-72
Irounstine S S .8 .5 6 9 5 10 10 S—77

8 5 6 , 4 10 10 10 5 8 7—73
. , .

4 7 10 9 6 10 in 9 5 9-79
Wemheimer S 9 10 4 8 4 8 7 9 10—77

78 10 667977 8—75
97 6769 4,73 8-66

Lux 5 7 9 10 5 5 9 9 10 5—74558866996 8—70
^ 776785 4 96 9—68
Topf 8 5 5 6 9 7 7 9 7 7—70798178675 8—6683961 10 7 79 2—62

-Medicus Gun Club's live-bird shoot;

Fixtufes.
Nov. 1.—Chillicothe. O,—^Scioto Gun Club's fall tournament.

James McVicker, Sec'y.
Nov, 9.—St. Paul, Minn.—Seventh annual live-bird handicap at

St. Paul Shooting Park. Main event at 25 live birds, $15 entrance;
$50 added. Contest for the Hirschy cup. W. R. Brown, Mgr.
Nov. 10.—Newark, N. J.—Contest for E C cup, emblematic of the

inanimate championship of New Jersey between F. E. Sinnock,
holder, and Mr. G. H. Piercy, of Jersey City, the challenger, on
the grounds of the East Side Gun Club.
Nov. 10.—Newark, N. J.—Merchandise shoot of the Forester Gun

Club. John T. Fleming, Sec'y, 21 Waverly avenue.
Nov. 13.—Dexter Park, -Brooklyn.—Under auspices of the Grieater

New York Gun Club; three-rten team race; 20 live birds per man;
29yds. Members of any organized gun club in the U. S. are
eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake shooting commences
at 10 A. M. Mr. L. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber, managers.
Nov. 13-14.—Osceola, la.—Amateur tournament of the Osceola

Gun Club, D. K. Douthett, Sec'y.
Nov. 13-15.—Minden, Neb.—Mi&den Gun CJuId's tournament.
Nov. 13-16.—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's tournament; live

birds and targfcts. ^in^i

No^. 14-16.—Springfield, 111.—Two-day target tournament of the
Illinois Gun Club; open to all. Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y.
Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road, N. J.—

Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men team race;
20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club
in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake
shooting commetlces at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and
Dr. A. A. Webber, managers.
Nov. 27.—Toledo, O.—East End Gun Club's merchandise shoot.
Nov. 29.—Milwaukee, Wis,—South Side Gun Club's tournament.

A. D. Cropper, Sec'y.
Dec. 11-14.—Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111.—Annual live-

bird tournament, John Watson, Mgr.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's trophy shoots, second and

fourth Saturdays of each month; live-bird shoots every Saturday.
Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue,

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Nov. 6.—Interstate Park.-

open to all.

Nov. 7, 14, 21, 28.—Interstate Park.—Live-bird championship;
25 birds; handicaps 25 to 33yds.; $10 entrance, birds extra; sweep
optional; open to all; money instead of trophy.
Nov. 16.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's target shoot;

open to all.

Nov. 22.—Interstate Park,—Medicus Gun Club's live-biid ?hoOt;'
open to all.

Nov. 27.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's live-bird shoot;
open to all.

Dec, 5.—Shoot-off of the winners of thp November events, with
$20 .in gold to the winner.
Interstate Park, L. I.—Fountain Gun Club's regular moQthly

shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and December.
ititerstate Park, Queens.— Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.
Interstate Park, Queens, L, I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 hve birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Garden City Gun Club, Chicago, III., has issued through

Its secretary, Mr. H. Levi, the following circular letter to its
members: /'The next regular shoot of the Garden Citv Gun Club
will be held Saturday, Nqv. 10, 1 P. M., for the usual two gold
medals and. .$!> cash prizes. In addition we will shoot for the
handsome silver loving cup presented by our fellow club member,
Mr. O, H. Porter, which can now be seen at T. L. Van Uxen's

'Twenty-five birds, with extra handicap birds to shoot at.
the birds you shoot at in the regular club event will also count
in the cup event. Ties for cup at 10 birds, with extra handicap
bird.s. John Watson adds .'i!5 cash for second high gun, and the
club gives $5 extra for next gun. Remember the cup becomes
the personal property of the winner. Everv member owes it to
Mr. Porter and the club to be on hand to' try to win the cup.
If you are contemplating going awajl, be here that day sure. Will
arrange to let you get through early, if wanting to catch a train
to go quail shooting Nov. 10." •

•t
The programme of the Ossining'Gun Club's Thanksgiving Day

shoot presents events at live birds and targets, to be held on the
club grounds, Sing Sing, N. Y., commencing at 10 A. M.. The
live-bird events, open to all, will be shot first. No. 1 is at 5 birds,
$5; No. 2, 7 birds, $7; birds included in each event at 20 cents
each; class shooting; handicaps 25 to 31yds. There are fifteen
target events, nine of which are at 10 targets, four at 15 targets,
one at 20, and one at 20 doubles, a total of 190 targets, with a
total entrance of $15. Tai-gets 2 cents in programme events. Manu-
facturers' agents may shoot for targets only at 1 cent each. Re-
freshments served free to out-of-town shooters. Loaded shells can
be obtained. Send shells to L. A. Sherwood, Sing Sing, N. Y.
The officers of the club are: President, F. Brandreth; Secretary,
Win. P. Hall; Captain, Chas. G. Blandford.

Mr. Edmund H. Osthaus, the famous painter of field scenes, has
unlimited versatility in the practice of his profession. He has
with distinguished success portrayed scenes with dog and gun
which for fidelity and technical accuracy are uncqualed. His
more recent work of this character is a painting 20 by 15 portray-
ing two shooters who have .just arrived at the scene of the day's
shoot. One is taking a supply of shells from the .rear end of
the wagon, while the other, gun on shoulder, holds two dogs in
leash, one a setter, the otlier a pointer, and both with the spirit
and life-like character which is characteristic of Prof. Osthaus'
work. This picture was made for the American E C & Schultze
Gunpowder Co., which has had it reduced to a size for their
envelopes and letterheads, which it beautifully adorns.

Concerning the reorganization of his club, Mr. George F. Titus
writes us as follows: "After a long dormant period the Norwalk,
O., Gun Club has reorganized, and with the admission of new
blcod the club starts out with a larger active membership than it
has ever had. The club grounds are located west of the city, near
the electric line, and are considered as fine as is possessed by any
club in the State. A set of three expert traps has been put in,
housed in a brick waterproof pit. The officers are: President,
George F. Titus; Vice-President, Geo. HT. Gates; Secretary-Treas-
urer, W. J. Bascom; Captain, Frank Reily. Club shoots are held
every Thursday afternoon, to which visiting .sportsmen are
cordially welcomed."

In the contest for the Dupont champion-ship trophy at Balti-
more, Wednesday of last week, Mr. R. A. Welch was victor, being
one of three to score 25 straight at 30yds. Mr. J. W. Postans (.Mus-
grave), of Headley, England, who has been shooting at Interstate
Park for some weeks past, and Mr. R. L. Peirce were in the tie
on 25 with Mr. Welch. In the shoot-off at 10 birds Mr. Welch
killed straight, while Mr. Postans missed his 10th bird. This left
Mr. Welch the victor. The three in the tie used Schultze powder.
Mr. AVelch used a Parker gun, as did Mr. J. G. Ward, of Paris,
Ky., who recently won the championship of his State, at Louis-
ville, Ky., making a total of 76 straight kills in the different events,
and returning home with an unbroken record at that shoot.

'

•6
In the contest for the championship of Philadelphia, held on the

grounds of the Keystone Shooting League last Saturday, seven
killed the 10 birds, namely, Henry, Wharton McCoy, Bucknell,
Geikler, Hobbs and Darby. In the shoot-off at 3 birds Henry
killed 18 more, straight, Hobbs holding him level to the end of
the 15th round. Mr. E, D. Fulford was a visitor, and participated
in the first event, killing his 10 straight. He used a single trig-

^

ger Remington, which excited much interest. When he left he
' had an order for a new set of Fulford's traps.

•6
The dates of the East Side Gun Club's members' live-bird shoots

for 1900-1901 are Nov. 22, Dec. 27, Jan 24, Feb. 28 March 28,
April 2a, May 23 and June 27. Two have already taken place,
Sept. 27 and Oct. 25. Extra live-bird shoots Nov. 6, Dec. 25,
Jan. 1, Feb. 12 and 22, and May 30. Inanimate target shooting
on the second Thursday of each month. The best eight out of
ten scores to count for the prizes, amounting to $50, to be divided
among classes A and-B. Class A 29vds., Class B, 27yds.

•t
Before the event for it was completed at Baltimore last week

Mr. J. A. R. Elliott challenged Mr. R. A. Welch to contest for
ihe Dupont trophv, but the challenge did not hold good, for the
reason that a challenge under its conditions was not valid if made
before a race, in progress, was finished. Mr. T. W. Morfey
challenged for it after the race was finished, and his challenge was
accepted. Owing to Mr. Welch's desire to take a shooting trip
of some weeks' duration, the race vyjU probably be postponed till
mid-December.

In the competition for the Peoria Herald trophy, Oct. 24 on
the grounds of the Peoria, 111., Gun Club. J. C. England defeated
eight competitors. The contest was at 25 live birds, and three,
Messrs. Hall, England and Barston, tied on 24 kills. In the shoot-
off, miss-and-out, England won in the 10th round.

Elsewhere in our columns the full programme of Mr. John
Watson's shoot is published. It takes place on Dec. 11 to 14,
Burnside Crossing', III.

S
Under date of Oct. 26 Mr. Edward Banks, Secretary of the E C& Schultze Gunpowder Co., writes tis: "Mr. F. E. Sinnock, of

Newark, N. J., informs me that he accepts Mr, G. H. Piercy's
challenge for the E C cup and inanimate target championship of
New Jersey, and names Saturday afternoon, Nov. 10, and the
grounds of the South Side Gun Club, of Newark, as the date and
place for holding the match."

, i

«
The final shoot for the October cup of the Crescent Athletic

Club resulted in a victory for Mr- Edward Banks, so far as the
total of the three best scores of the month were concerned^ al-
though Mc. H. M. Brigham scored 49 to Mr. Banks' 45, the latter
being the only scratch man. This is an exceptional win, as the
scratch man has to average high form, there being no margin for
erratic performance.

I
In the fourth team contest of the Schortemeier-Webber series, held

at Interstate Park on Oct. 26, the Emerald Gun Club was vic-
torious with a score of 53 out of a possible 60, The East Side
Gun Club, of Newark, was a close second, being but 1 bird less.
The next contest of this series will be held at IJexter Park
on Tuesday, Nov. 13.

Bernard Waters.

At Holmesborg Junction«
The grounds of the Keystone Shooting League at Holmesburg

Junction, Philadelphia, Oct. 27, were the center of attraction of
shooting matters in that section. There were two contests of
special interest, namely, the championship of Philadelphia and the
championship of the league. The scores were high from a com-
bination of good shooting and easy birds.
The conditions of the championship of Philadelphia are: Ten

birds, 29yds., $2.,')0, sweepstake, A. S. A. rules. Dr. G. Darby was
the victor in the last contest two weeks ago. He had sixteen
challengers to compete against on Oct. 27, of whom Henry,
Wharton, McCoy, Bucknell, Geikler and Hobbs killed straight,
a feat which he also performed himself. The tie between the
seven straights was shot off at 3 birds per man, and the birds
were stronger and better. The scores show the results. Hobbs
made a sensational kill of a towering driving twister in the 15th
round.

Bucknell 1211221212—10
Davis -.1101122222—9
Leedom 2021111111---

9

Geikler 2222222222—10
Budd 2220222122— 9
Felix 012**12222— 7
Hobbs -..1222222122—10
Russell 0211121*11— 8
Fulford 2222221122—10

Henry 1121222211—10
Sanford 2212*11122— 9

Vandergrift 1110222121— 9
Wharton 1221111122—10
Van Loon 1222222022— 9

McCoy 2222222222—10
Stevenson 2222220*w
Brewer 2222202221— 9
Darby 2221222222—10
Tie contest:

Henry 221
Hobbs 221
McCoy . . 222
Geikler 222
Bucknell ..Ill
Darby 212
Wharton 220
League championship trophy, emblematic of the

championship of the league; 10 birds. The scores:

111
222
222
20
20

0

111
222

112
222

122
222

212
0

handicap

Budd, 30 122222*122— 9

Vandergrift, 30 2011122122— 9

Hobbs, ,30 2122122202— 9

Wharton, 29 0211021102-^ 7
Van Loon, 29

2221022222—

9

Stevenson, 29 1111012211— 9
Leedom, 27 lllOOOw
Bucknell, 29 1122122022— 9
Davis, 28 1211221220— 9

Brewer, 30. . 2122222022— 9
Darby, 29 2221222222—10
McCoy, 30 .2122222222—10
Henry, 30 1221201122— 9
Thurman, 30 220022Z220— 7
Russell, 29. 2121112102— 9
Geikler, 28 2222222222—10
Hauff, 28 21120*0012— 6

Jamestown Gon Club.
Jamestown, N. Y,, Oct. 24.—A magautrap was used to throw

the targets in the competition at the Jamestown Gun Club's tournaT
ment to-day. No. 2 was a merchandise event. The scores:
Events : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1.0 11 12 13 14
Targets: 10 15 10 10 25 15 20 10 10 15 15 10 15 15

4 .. 12
8 22 13 19
5 13 9 14

8 17 8 16
8 19 11 13
6- ..

8 9 13 11 10 13 13
9 .. 7 6 7 ..

7 5 11 12 7 12 13
8 10 12 13 . . 11 12
7 6 14 13 6 12 7

5 6 16 9 0 5 9 6 9 8

7 14 . . .

.

7 14 7 .

.

5

6 14 8 16
..-..13 9

6 12 . . 12

5 .. ^9

5 , ..

6 5 11 .. 6 ..

8 9 9 10 .. 10

3 12 12 8 ..

8 12
,. •8' 10

Walker 7 6 7
• Bartlett : 10 13 11
Holstein 5 8 12
Shelley 8 11 11
Kirkover 8 10 10
Mason ^ 5 7
Babcock '4 10
Altice 7 .

.

Coleman S
Durrell 10 ..

Scott 8 .

.

Hamilton , < 8 ^

.

W J Graff ...w^^.* ,.7 9
Mason 9 ..

Bonsteil 10 11
Adams 4

Morrison : .. .. 6 19 11 10
Fretts 5

C Jones 11 11 _ _

Rawson . * 8 ,

,

Cowan 7.. 9.. 5.. 5
Reed 6 4 8
A H Graft 6 .. ..

Bonton 3 .

.

Hanchett 3 .. 10
C G Jones 6 ,, 9
Team race for trophy cup

:

Jamestown—Altice 16, Morrison 19, Graff 14, Bonsteil 12, Bartlett
22; total 83.

Dunkirk—Scott 14, Durrell 14, Holstein 13, Shelley 17, Kirkover
19; total 77.

National Gun Club.
MtLWAUKEE, Oct. 27.—Herewith are the scores of the National

Gun Club prize shoot, which took
, place on Oct. 26 at National

Park in this city, the same being the tenth monthly shoot m this
3'ear

;

Case

Wm
Oliver
Wm Sc
Becker

Klapiiiski

First event. Second event.
2002200121— 6 2111110211-- 9
,0211011112— 8 2021121212— 9
2222200020— 6 0222220021-— 7
1001100220— 5

.2202202111— 8

.1222022221— 9

2121222221—10 liiiiiiiii--10
0022122110— 7
2222101012 8
,0221112110 8

.1010121111 8 2221120112-- 9
1002011220— 6
1202102111 8 2012210221-- 8
,0010000022 3 0101220020-- 5
0222222222 9

1000010010 3 2000120211-- 6
2112202211— 9 2111111021-- 9

2111212112--10
LiNDi;EY Collins, Sec'y.

Louisville Gun Club.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 27.—The scores made in a 50-bird contest

for the cup presented by Mr. R. S. Waddell, of Cincinnati, follow.
TThe entrance was $12.50, birds extra; 30yds. boundary; handicap
rise; class shooting. The weather was favorable and the birds
good. D. L. Miller made the high score, the excellent per-
formance of 48 out of 50.

R. S. Miller, the winner, used Leader .shells, 47grs. Schultze and
I140Z. No. 7.

H Lyons, 30 *22201212212222222122222222222222222222222*222222^7
Dr Cartledge, 28' 112022*1 0101222222212*11221112221121 22112*220220

w

D Miller. 29 2121222122211220222222111222*212222222222212222122—48W Lambert, 28.
.
.222*2121 0020222222212222022201220

w

S Hutchings, 29 . 222222222222101*2222202*2222212222222102221 2221222—44W Churchill. 29. . *2101221201**2222222101122211122112121122221122222-44
Dr Duncan, 29.

. .212*22222201212*21221122222212222211212n2222i*122^

Trenton Shooting Association.
Trenton N. J.. Oct. 24.—No. 3 was a merchandise event, a handi-

cap. In the shoot-off Coates won first. No. 4, also a merchandise
event, was won by Van Arsdale in the shoot-off-
Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 10 15 * 25 * 25

Mickie 7 13 5 21 7 25
Coates 5 10 7 21 7 23
Hall 8 .. 7 25 10 24
Thropp 3 11 .... 10 26
Van Arsdale... 6 12 4 25 5 25
Thomas 5 15 S 22 4 25
*Handicap allowances, included in the

event which are in the next columns,

Events

:

Targets:
Camp
Cole ......
Burke . . .

.

Applegate

4
* 25

1 2
10 15
6 9
6 10
7 12
2 11 12 25 14 27

3
* 25
8 23
5 22

Thropp .. 7 19

total in tlie' scores of



sag ponnsr and stream. iov, :i, ip:).

Balthnore Live-Bifd Tournament*

BAtTlMenE Mcl—Tlie Baltimore tournafticnt at live 'bia'dSy &tp
23 24 and 25,' engaged til*; participation oi Welnbers o( Amefica S

most eminent trap" shota. The competition was held tinder llu-

auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association. Messrs. ±i. I.

Collins and j. R. Malone were the promoters of it, and mo.st

enerffctically attended to the preliminary work of insuring its suc-

cess Mr. Collins, during the shoot, attended to the financial and

oliice interests, while Mr. Malone manager tiic competition.
_

The trapping was done expeditiously by boys who were stationed

iin pits conveniently neai- to the traps, and the retrieving was done

iby dogs.

Tuesday, Oct. 23, First Day.

The three programme events of tine day had conditions as follows:

jBaltimore Introductory, 7 birds, $7 entrance, birds included

;

Sdlyds rise. Three monevs—5(1, oO and 20 per cent. High guns.

Ties in this event will not be shot off, but ranst be divided.

Suburban Sweepstakes, 10 birds, $10 entrance, birds included;

aOvds. rise. Four moneys—.'50, 30, 20 and 10 per cent High guns.

Ties in this event will not be shot off, but must be divided.

Pimlico Handicap, 1.5 birds, W> entrance, birds included; handi-

caps, 25 to 32vds., and the handicaps which contestants receive in

the Dupont cup event will govern m this event. .High guns .Six

moneys ^aO, 20, 15, 13, 12 and 10 per cent. Ties in this event will

not be shot off, but must be divided.
_

Thirtv-two competitors took part in the different events. IJie

7-bird race paid each straight man $9 the 10-bird event paid each

.$19, and the 15-bird event paid_ each of the six high men
Two miss-and-out events paid each high man from ^0 to ^15.

nallowell did not' miss a bird aU day.
, ,.

Malone shot in only two regular events, and made straight

•.scores in each. ... ,
. , .

During the day there was a strong southwest wind, which made

•the shootine difficult, and carried across the boundaries some

.birds that were killed in the air.

Baltimore Introductory;

J;ar''f..:::r:::::::::iioiU
AA'ickR 2112121—7

Mosher 2222202-0

Geikler 2022222-6

P Dupont 2110221-0

Hobbs 2222222-7

Henry 1221222-7

Gilbert ^222122-7

Lerov 2222222—7

Burke 2211122-7

T W Budd 2221220-0

McMurchv 2212211—7

Ha! stead 2022102-5

EUiott 2222212-7

Suburban Sweepstakes;
Hallovvell 2221222212-10
Farley 1202122222— 9

>Wicks 2211221220- 9

Mosher 2220222221- 9

, Geikler . . . .2122220202— 8

Dupont ..2120220222-8
1Hobbs Z222222022— 9

Henry 1212212212—10

(Gilbert 1222222222-10

jLerov 2220222220— 8

Burke ..1222211222-10

I W Budd ..2212222212—10
McMurchy 1112122212—10
Hal stead 2222222222—10
Elliott 0212212222—9

Pimlico Handicap:
Hallowell, 30. .12:^2/2122222222—15

Farley, 27 222022222022222—13
Wicks, 28 022121011101211—12
Mosher, 28.... 022222221022220—12
Geikler, 27 020120202020222— 9

P Dupont, 25..122122222112211—15
Hobbs, 29 222222222222001—13
Henry, 29 111112211210111-14'

Lerov, 30 222222222220220—12
•Gilbc-rt, 32 222222222222122—15
Burke, 29 111012222011111—13
II W Budd, 28..2122021211 22211—14
jMcMurchy, 31 .122221122102] 02—13
Halstead 29. . .002220202221121—11
Elliott, :32 222121222112121—15
Fan n i ng, 31 . . . 222212121210221—14

Arm strong, 30 . 220222222212221—14

Fanning 1101215-G
Plazard^ 1122211—7
Paul J1222022—

5

Armstrong 1112211—7
Morfey 2212122—7
Postans 1220221-6
Flood 1121122-7
Krueger 2120110-5
Martm 2221222-7
Fulford 2222222-7
Du Brav 0222020-^1

Masscv" 2122222—7
Lelanci 1121122-7
Peirce 2220212—6
Hayward 2100201—4

Fanning 2112122211-10
Hazard , 1211212101— 9

Paul 2022202022—7
Malone 1211111111—10
Morfev 2122212222—10
Postahs 1222202222- 9

Hood 1222222i;22—10

Krueger 2222211202— 9

Martin ...2122212011—9
Fulford 2002222212- 8

Du Bray 0220212022— 7
Armstrong 1111202110- 8

Peirce 2222220202— 8

Seitz ...2202102020— 6

Morfey, 31 222222222222220-14
Hood. 29 220222221222211—14
Martin, 30 212222122212222—15
Fulford, 30. . . .222222202222222—14
Massey, 28. .. .222202222222221—14
Havward, 28. . .220120011222122—12
Seitz, 27 202221122221222—14
Gorman, 27. . . .122210121002110—11
Plazard Ko. 2.

27 :i21111120212212—14
Griffin, 27 111220121012112—13
Peirce, 30 222222222220222—14
Malone, 29 121211111111221—15
I'aul, 28 220222220222222-13
De Bullet, 25. .201121220211021-12
Krueger, 28. . .1212111 1 2021211—14

C'oUiti.S. 26 ,
2»2222012ao21222022222202-21

ilazard, Ko. I. 28. .. .. ,.,,20022211212102112212121*0-20

Musgrove 28 .l]2222a2222222T2222222222—25

Wagnery 28 .22aian21 2122111*2101 2121—23

Shoot-afl: of ties; ^ „ „
Welch ., 1222-111281-10 I't^iice .....2220 —3
M iisgrovc .2222222220— iJ

Thursday, Oct. 25, Third Day.

Tiievc was a ces.sation in the competition, mo.st of the sliooters

leaving after the Consolation Handicap, the conditions of whkh
were: 20 birds, $20 entrance, birds included, and $50 added. Six

moneys—30, 20, lH, 13, 32 lind 10 per cent. High guns. Handicaps
25 to 32yds.

.
,

There were three who liilled .straight in this event, Messr.s.

. Martin, Smith and Postans. These divided tirst three ritoneys,

each getting $75.75. Hallowell, Fanning and Welch were next

high, each 'having killed 39 birds, and divided the last llirec

moneys. This netted to each of the tliree $40.75.

ITaUowell, 30 2222222122''"'222122*22—19

Fanning 21212222227)112122021—19

M cM urc h v 30 1222221*21 22*2211101—17

I lenrv 29.' ,
1211*2102*1 122221122—17

Mosher 28 12221011*27.101122122-17

Hood 29 222222222232*212*02—17

Smith '^8 22222222222222222222—20

Peirce 30 22-*02222202222222222—17

Havward '27 0l22121101011110w

Martin 30 ' 22122221222222222222—20

Welch' 30
" 11222012221112221222—19

Po.stans '^9" 22222222221122212222-20

Fai-lev ''7 "

". > 2221222121^1*1222222—18

Icitz"'2t-1
" " 211*2121221020121201—10

Gilbert 32" 22222*22022202202212—16

Va,,! 28 ' 222212220221201*2222—17

Malone 29.'. 21222221012221111122-18

Kj-uegel- 26 11112022*21121100222—16

Du Brav 2s" 22202222202222022122—17

lerov "9 " 221122*2222222022222-18

ON LONG ISLAND.

Wednesday, Oct. 24, Second Day,

The main event of the day was the Dupont Smokeless Powder
Championship contest, of which the following were the conditions:
Open to the world, .$,500 guaranteed and all surplus added to the
purse. E. I. Dupont de Nemours & Co., of Wilmington, Del.,
jailer for contest their magnificent tropliy. The contest is open
to the world, and the conditions are- as follows: 25 live birds, $25
•fiatrance, birds extra; handicaps 25 to 32yds., inclusive; three
-moneys—50, 30 and 20 per cent. Class shooting. The managers
guarantee $500 in this event, and all entries in excess of twenty
will be added to the purse and divided in accordance with the
above conditions. In addition to first money, the winner of same
is declarfid the winner of the sterling trophy, and will hold same,
subject to the rules governing holder and future individual con-
-tests. All ties for first place in this event will be shot oft in
series of 5 birds per man until tlie winner of the cup is declared.
Regular entries for the Dupont trophy cup event closed ;it 12
o'clock noon, Tuesday, Oct. 23, which must be accompanied by
a $10 forfeit; but post entries may be made up to the time the
Ijist man fires at his second bird by jjaying .$30.

Tlie competition was keen and of a high order. There were
forty-three contestants. Mr. R. A. Welch, the eminent amateur,
oulshot the rest of the contestants, and won the cup. Mr. T. WV.
Morfey, the manager of Interstate Park, and one of the crack
shots of America, challenged Mr. Welch, and the challenge was
accepted. Mr. J.. W. Postans. of iMigland, and Mr. R. L. Peirce
were in the tie on 25 birds. In the slioot-olf Mr. Peirce dropped
out on his 4th bird; Mr. Postans on his 10th; Mr. Welch killed

his 10 straight and won, Congratulations were liberally bestowed
on both the winner, Mr. Welch, and Mr. Postans, who had held
him such a close race. Mr, Welch shot under the name of Arm-
strong; Mr. Postans under the name of Musgrove.
Mr. J. J. Hallowell, up to a certain point in the competition, in

cOi nectio'n with what he had done in recent shoots, had a
ruiT of 112; Fred Gilbert, under similar circumstances, had a run
of 316',, The scores:
Dupont Championship;

Gilbert, 32 ; 2222222122222022222222222—24
Fanning, ,31 *111221122022222111211212—23
i'arley, 27 12222120022121220*2122222—21
Burke, 29. . , - , 221221211121**1111101102*—20
Geikler, 27 210*212102220211220112212—20

JTenry, 29 2122112111112121111112220—24
Martin, 30 222*11111221122Z22100012*—20
Du Brav, 29 2122220222202222222222222—23
McMurcfiy, 31 1*11022111221221222212122—23

Lero y, 30 2022222222222222220222220—22

H aVwa rd , 28 00112111120212110201

w

Hallowell, :» 2222201111112222222221010—22

Ell iott 32 1211122122*22121222122222—24
Peiree, 30 . . . .22222221222222222222222222-25

m'one, 29 1111111121112221211112*2*-23
Wicks. 28 fr212l22211*O2211001lO2110—18

Pa ul 28 , 2222222222202222222022222—23

Krueger 28 12*212*010*01112211121 212—19
George, 25 221212201220*002111222022—19

Uehhs, 29 2222222222220222022222222—23
Griffin. 27 22222X2322222122220220220-22
Ouimby, 2S. .V 2222212*22101l2z222211222—23
Slosher, 28 222202211122222?222222222—24
Hazard, No, 3, 27 1221221210122225211222*22—23

SpUz 27 .20*12*2121121122022221100—19

Weit 2<i 2222220210112122220222012-^21

Bond, 28 22221111211*2211211222112—24

Hood, 29 , 22222212222222222*2222222—24
Fulford, 30 2222121222222222222*22222—24

De Bullet. 25 1001222212221207211212211—22
Massey, 28. 2120122202111200121011212—20
Morfev, 31 2122222222021*2221222*222—22

P F Dupont, 25 200122021221122*112202222—20
Armstrong. 30 221222111222222>i222222222—25
Th^ mas, 28 22222222222202222*2202202—21
T \V Budd, ^8 2111112121221122011222222—24
Middleton, 25 211212020202022011212*102—18
Smith, 29 122202202012122*^212222201-20
Le'.and, 26 1122222112222111212012221—24

"Webber—Schortemeier Series,

Intei-state Park, L. 1., Oct. 26.—The team of the Emerald ;Gun
Club, of New York, distinguished itself by making the highest

.score in the club team competition in the Schortemeier-Webber
series at Interstate Park to-d.ay. It scored 53 out of a possible

60, and was closely ptessed by the East Side, of .Newark, which

was but 1 behind. The third team in the competition—that of

the Medicus Gun Club'-scored 49; Each man stood at 29yds.

The scores follow:

East Sicle Gun Club, of Newark.
,H C Koegel '.. 10101211201222221212—17

C Steffens- 2*221011222212121020—16

J B Hopkins 11222221111122202412—19—52

Medicus Gun Club, of Brooklyn.
Dr Woods .7. .-..'....•. 22222220002022022220—14
1),- Kav 212210222122122*0112—17

I),- Miller 22222222202222022222—18-49

F.mer.ald Vnin Club, of New York.
Dr Stillman 12121222112011222220—18

H P Fessendcn 2222222022220222222*—17

Dr Day .". 122121*12212*1121223-18-53

Match, 10 birds: ,

Feigenspan, 30 2202012222 J B Hopkins, 30 2111121111

The sweeps were at 8 birds each, $3 entrance, birds, extra; class

shooting, 50, 30 and 20 per cent, alternating -\vith the Sose
svstem; ratios 6, 3 and 1. The scores;

Dr Day, 29 22220120—6 21111202—7

Dr Kay, 27 12211222—8 12222222—8

Dr Fludson, 27 21212111-8 12211112-8

; B Hopkins, 30 11221020-6 22121122-8

r J Flallowell, .30 22211112-8 21211121-8

Dr Woods 27 22200022-5 22211212-8

H C Koegel 29 22212222—8 22111211—8

FeigenspaS, 29.... 22022222-7 22222202-7

.Sanders, 26 12020200-4

Crescent Athletic Club.

Bay Ridge, L. I.. Oct. 27.—The final contest for the October
cup of the Crescent Athletic Club resulted in a victory for Mr.
FIdward Banks, the scratch man of the club, his three best scores

for the month being better than the tliree best of any competitor.

Sweepstakes, 15 targets: E. Banks 15, tl. M. Brigham 32, H. A.

Krvn 9. W. W. Marshall 8. „ „ ^ ^ -r^

Ten targets: Brigham 9, Halldek 6, Kryn 6, 'G. J. 5, McDermott
5, C. Cr. Rasmus 5.

,r * ,

Trophy shoot, 15 targets,, magautrap: W. w. Marshall 14, Mc-
Dermott 13. Hallock 13, Rasmus 11. Banks 11, Kryn 10, Brigham 12.

Trophy shoot, 15 targets, magautrap. and 15 expert: H. M.
Brighani 14, 14—28; C. T. McDermott 15, 12—27; C. G. Rasmus
15 11-26; H. A. Kryn 14, 12-26; John K. Hallock 15, 11-26;

I A Ivcves 10, 15-25; Dr. PI. L. O'Brien 11, 12—23; J. N. Borland

id 12-22; E. Banks 11, 11-22; W. W. M:arshall 8, 11-19.

October cup, 50 targets per' man; 25 expert and 25 magautrap:

II M Brigham 25, 24—49; Henry A. Kryn 22, 24—4B; E. Banks
22 23—415; C. T. McDermott 38. 2.5-43; W. W. Marshall 17, 23-^0;

C' G Rasmus" 20. 20—40; J. N. Borland 14. 19—33; J. A. Keyes 13, •

17-30; IF M. Harrington 6, lG-22; Dr. ,K. L. O'Brien 13, 20-33

John 11. Flallock 16, exi^ert only.

gteatet distance, he will be tequii'cdj before the coiitetjt takes
place, to pay the challenger the excess expense which he has iti-

curred by failing to name a neutral place.
Twelfth.—Ties for trophy must be shot ofl" on the same day of

contest, daylight permitting, and shall be at 5 bitds, until decided.
Thirteenth",—This cup shall not be shot for on Sunday.

H. C. Hirschy Trophy,

The programme for the H. C. Hirschy cup contest, given under
the auspices of the St. Paul Gun Club, can be obtained of W.
P, Brown, Intercity Shooting Park, Minneapolis, Minn. The
handicaps are 27 to 30yds. Division of moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10

per cent., with $.50 in casli added.
The conditions governing the contest for this cup are as follows:

First.—tlpen to shooters who arc residents of Minnesota, iowa,
Wisconsin, .Norlli and South Dakota.
Second.—The winner of this contest to hold cup and defend same

subject to the following rules and conditions:
Third.—All individual contests for this cup shall be shot under

American Association rules, 30yds. rise, 25 pigeons each man, $10

a side, loser to pay for pigeons shot at by both contestants.

Fourth.—The holder of the cup is subject to challenge by the:

posting of a forfeit of $10 with AV. P. Brown, manager of the
Intercity Shooting Park, Minneapoli.s, Minn., for a match; the
bolder to ivame the place, date and hour of the shoot. The date

to be within ten days after the challenge or forfeit trophy. The
holder shall give the challenger at least five days' notice by filing

the same with W. P. Brown, manager of the Intercity Shooting
I'ark, of time and place of contest, and shall deliver trophy at

place of contest in good condition.
Fifth.—Donor reserves right oE asking guarantee for sate return

of trophy, and also the right to call in trophy at any time for the
purpose of ofl'cring it in open competition by paying holder $10.

Any eligible gun club within the State of Minnesota, North
Dakota, Sotith Dakota, Iowa or Wisconsin may have trophy
to offer in open competition by paying holder of trophy $10 and
guaranteeing a purse of .$100._

Sixth.—In open competitions, the club under whose auspices
the shoot is given shall have the right to appoint handicap com-
mittee.
Seventh.—In the eyeiit Of the death or ret)tQ-«.aI from the Sta.tes

mentioned at any time before the final contest the trophy shall
revert to H. C. Hirschy to be again offered in open competition
under the rules and conditions herein specified.

Eighth.—^At the expiration of three^ years from the date of the
first contest the winners of the cup, either in open competition or
by challenge, shall engage in a special 25-bird race, $15 entrance,
birds included, for the absolute possession of the trophy; the
surplus money in the sweepstakes to be divided according to the
will of a majority of the contestans, antl in the event of their
being vmable to agree on that point, the distribution of such
surplus shall be decided by Mr. H. C. FlirscHy, the donor. Said
contest shall take iilacc at the Intercity Shooting Park, Minne-
apolis, Minn.
Ninth.—Amfiricanj Aasociattbn rules shall govern all open con-

tests,

Tenth.—The holder of this trophy shall provide suitable grounds
and the best live pigeons obtaiwi-ible at a nominal price, not to ex-
ceed 25 cents each.. He will further te entitled to all ground
benefits.
Eleventh.—The distance betveen the home of the ch.allcnger and

the holder will lie considered fair and neutral; should the holder
ol the trophy, through any mean intention, name a place of a

Crawfor<Jsvilie Gun Club.

Crawforo.SViLle, Tnd,, Oct. 25. -As per announcement which
appeared in your jourmd, the annual live-bird shoot of the Craw-
fordsville Gun Club took place yesterday and to-day. .We had
the grandest weather ever known this time of year—bright sun-
shine, and warm enough to cause the shooters to hunt the shade,
with just enough cross wind to assist the sparrows in their zig-

zag, and to carry some hard-hit pigeons over the boundary line.

It was the universal opinion of all present that the grounds and
arrangements were the nio.st perfect that could be found any-
wliere. The sparrows were lively and the pigeons strong, clean
and fresh from the country—probably not above halt a dozen sitters in
the whole lot. The good scores made may indicate that the birds
were easy. Vet not so, as 1 can toll you tljat the Shooters were
shooters and in fine fettle. •

,

This enterprising city has long been known to all shooters as
being famous for its excellent tournaments, and much of it is

due to its being the home of Ed Voris, that prince of good
fellows, and champion live-bird shot" of the State. But he has
very able assistants in Chas. E. Lacy, secretary, and Mac Still-

well, general manager. Then again there is Frank .Snyder, L. D.
Helm, Frank Davis, Chas. Servies and others to make up a great
team. This, together with the Crawford House to furnish first-

class entertainment, Vv'ill cause the boys to journey to Crawfords-
ville just as often as they get a programme announcing a shoot.
The attendance was not large, btit then they were enthusiastic

and stayers, quite a majority of them being old-timers.
Those v,'hom I remember were E. S. Rice and Tr.amj) Irwin, of

Chicago; C. W. Budd, of Des Moines, la.; E. FI. Tripp, Geo. J.
Marott and H. Comstock, of Indianapolis; J. C. Small and H. B.
Hill, of Aurora; A. C. Par.sons and his daughter Orpha, of Frank-
fort, Ind. ; J. L. Head, of I'eru; Joe Blistam and Al Livenguth,
Lafayette; \V. H, Washburn, New Richmond; C. B. Wiggins,
Homer, 111.; H. W. Cadwallader, Danville, 111.; Mr. Lamme,
Attica, and Marc Reed, of Lafayette.
The list reveals a number of old-timers, while among the tender-

feet I think honors for best shooting fell to Mr. Wiggins.
The way the 2,200 sparrows were grassed can be readily seen by

referring to the following recapitulation:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Birds :

' 10 15 20 10 15 15 25 10 15 20
Tripp 7 14 20 9 13 15 25 "8 14 17
Rice . 6 13 16 9 10 12 16 4 11 18
Budd , 10 14 19 10 15 14 23 10 14 19
Voris 9 11 19 10 11 15 21 10' 14 15
Small 7 11 17

Helm 5 .. 16 7

Irwin 6 14 IS 8 15 10 . . 7 15 IS
Davis 5 11 14
Hill 10 14 16 8 15 14 24 9 13 18
Washburn 9 15 18 9 14 14 24 9 12 20
Cadwalkider 7 12 19 8 13 T3 25 10 14 16
Wiggins 8 14 17 8 11 34.. 8 15 18
Snyder 10 13 17 9 9 .. .. 8 .. ..

Miller 5 10 13 6 ..' ..

Stillwell 4 .. .. 7 8 .. 16
Lacey, 11 . . . .

Parsons 9 .. S . . 11 . . fl .. ..

Reed 7 12 11.. 98..
This shows that Charley Budd was best man, his score being

148 out of a possible 1.55. Mr. Washburn, of New Richmond, was
second with 144, while E. II. Tripp had 142, and H. B. Hill 141

to their credit. Mr. Washburn was the Dtily- lucky winner, as he
captured a couple of firsts.

Second Day,

Pigeon shooting proved more interesting, as you will discover
a number of new names in the scores. There is a vast difference
between shooting sparrows and pigeons, hence pigeon shooting
seems the most attractive, yet I cannot sec why sparrow shooting
should not become more popular. It would, no doubt, if every
town had a'Flill to catch and trap them.
As before mentioned, the pigeons were extra good, and such aS

any good shot would enjoy shooting. Nearly all of them were'
right or left or direct drivers. Birds were retrieved by Mac
Stillwell's pointer dog Hazard, and by John L. Weber's black
octter dog Dan. Both did well, but Dan was the more lively in hi?
work, and was under perfect control.
The supply of pigeons was limitad>. aitd. anly Soiix '<?f the six

events scheduled were shot off.

Event No, 1, 7 birds, entrance $5; Budd 5, Tripp 6, Cadwallader
7, Wiggins 6, Webb 5, Helm 6, Butler 5, Sarviss 6, Voris 7, Tramp
7, McGinnis 7, Lacey B. Rice 2, Hill 6, Miller 5, Anson 7.

Event No. 2, 10 birds, entrance ,$7.50: Budd 10, Tripp 10, Cad.
wallader 8, Wiggins 10, Webb 5, Butler S, Voris 8, Tramp 10, Mc-
Ginnis 7, Lacey 8, Rice 8, Hill 9, Nutley 5, Livenguth 8, Sloro 8,

Small 6, Snyder 7, Anson 10.

Event No. 3, handicaps from 27 to 31vds., 15 birds, entrance $15:

Budd (31) 14, Tripp (30) 14, Cadwallader (30) 13, Wiggins (30) 14,

Webb (27) 13, Butler (28) 13, Voris (30) 15, Tramp (30) 15; Mc-
Ginnis (30) 13, Hill (30) 14, Stillwell (27) 18, Reed (27) 12, Anson
(29) 12.

Event No. 4, 7 birds, entrance $5: Tripp 6, Cadwallader 6,

Wiggins 7, Webb 6, Butler 6, Sai-vis 4, Voris 6, Tramp 7, Mc-
Ginnis 5, Plill 6, Miller 5, Livenguth 6, Reed 4.

Event No. 5, miss-and-out, $1 entrance. Tliis was divided be-

tween Cadwallader, Butler, Tramp and Hill.

A glance will show that the honors rest with the old Tramp, his

straight score throughout all the matches bebig an enviable one.
Forty-one straiglit is seldom made on such occasions.
Mr. Wiggins came next, having lost btit 2 dead out, 1 ol

these being chased out by the retriever. ]5udd, Voris and I'ripp

lost 3 each, while Flill lo.st 4 and Cadwallader 5.

Headquarters Crawford House.
Only think on Oct. 25 the thermometer registering 80 degrees.
'hie universal verdict was, "Well done, Crawford sville I We will

all come again." . .

Mr. E. S. Rice became so rtiiicji interested m tliem "pesky little

brown birds," with their erratic moveJnents that he fired about
300 shots first day; in fact, a few others only stopped when there
were no more in the Hill coops.
When the end came and the guns were laid away and the score

sheet was made out, it was announced that one of the oldest men
pn the grounds, viz., Tramp Irwin, had shot in every event and
made a clean record. He was warmly congratulated by all

present.
Do you realize that for a number of years sparrow shooting has

been conducted in but only a very few places outside of Indiana?
And then the sparrows were furnished almost, if not entirely, by
one man, W. T. Hill, of Indianapolis.
Sparrow shooting could be made as popular as pigeons if shooter.";

and clubs would look into this fascinating sport. It is more de-

ceiving, and therefore more interesting. The greatest trouble is in

catching, keeping and handling the little birds. Mr. iTill is M
present about the only man who has mastered the art and can
successfully trap them.
There are many things in their favor for use in tt)urnamrnr,s.

They cost but half as much as pigeons; they can be shot inr.rr

than five times as fast as pigeons; then there is no cruelty' c..>ti

nccted therewith. Pigeons are house pets, whereas the Engli.-;h

sparrows are everywhere pronounced house pests.
ViSTTOK.

Country Gun Club.

Myer.stom'n. Pa., Oct. 21.—A small crowd of members
thtir hands at bluerocks and birds this afternoon. The dav w.i :\-

fine as could be—no better for shooting. Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5 rii I
i

were at bluerocks, and No. 3 at birds.
Several small prizes were shot for in Nos, 3, 4 and 5.

The club had announced a shoot to be held on Thank.';^ • n'j

but has postponed it on account of the scarcity of pigeons. I.i

hopes to get one up at some early day. W'e" have enrolled :
•

new members, and by untiring efforts expect to swell our nii. :
•

some and thereby revive trapshooting in this section.

R Shanaman 3 0 4 3 5 (. :.

T Noll 4 2 4 2 3 J -

Risser 1 3 1 0 1 .

Greasmi l 0 0 0 ..

J L Dietz 2 3 2 3 3 l'

Stein er f> 0
'

W Dietz 2 2 1.

II Dietz
R DietK

J. ESmE Dibtz, S.'c v,
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Review of Tournaments.
The (oHowiftg is a review at its tournaments of 1!)00, issufid hy

the Interstate Association

:

Though "good wine needs no bush," time-honored custom
demands a brief resume of the Interstate Association's tenth
season.
Like its nine predecessors, it was an imqualified success, and

we can only say that no signs of degeneration were perceptible.

Interest was sustains--' to me maximum, and our programmes
Were as enthusiastica '.7 carried out as in the day of small be-

ginnings.
^

The Macedonian cry, "Gottie and help us!" is still heard m
all parts of the land, and it comes from gun clubs composed of

the right kind of material. As slated last year, these testimonials

to the worth of our work are gratifying, and the burdens gladly
assumed when practicable, but it is a confusing matter to decide
which shall obtain prcfciencc among so many worthy and ap-

preciative. Consistent with its entire history, the Interstate As-
sociation will continue to work for What it considers best for all

under the circumstances, and as in its bright lexicon of youth
it knew no such word as "fail," neither has it yet obtained even
an inkling that it will learn the meaning of decreptitude in its

operations.
Our growtli is not moss-grown, and the ever-expanding interest

taken by outsiders indicates that we are the first nistitution

of the kind in the world. The main elements contributing to our
success have been the chivalrous devotion of members to the
common weal, and not to selfish private interest, and to the
judicions combination of democracy and aristocracy iri our make-
up—democracy in putting every member on an original footing
of equality, and aristocracy in cheerfully awarding the honors to

those wlio were able to forge to the front.

Year added to year has proven that our business methods are
the best that liuman wisdom has been able to evolve, and though
we .still invite honest criticism, we have not been presented with
any plan that promises better or even equal results, nor arc
there any indications that the scepter will depart from us. We
arc still able to control our growing household and will be for an
indefinite time.

It is not considered necessary to go into detail here, as the
record of 1000 is abundantly set forth elsewhere.

Graad American Handicap at Live Birds.

The inaugural tournament for 1900 was the eighth annua! Grand
American liandicap at live birds, which was decided at Interstate
I'ark, Queens, L. I., N. Y. Aim! 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 'Ihe Interstate
Association guaranteed $1,5()0 (and all surplus added) in the main
even, which was shot nnder the following conditions, viz.: 25
live birds $25 entrance, 50yds. boundary, with a dead line at the
33yd. mark, handicaps ranging from 25 to 33yds., high gims to win
and moneys to be divided in accordance with the number of

entries received.
In addition to guaranteeing $1,500, the Interstate Association

XJresented to the winner of first place a sterling silver trophy
commemorative of the win.
The system of dividing the moneys which prevailed in 1896,

1897, 1S98 and 1S99 was .uiopted again for 1900. The entries num-
bered 224, of which number 196 were regular entries at $25 each,
15 were penalty or po.st entries at $35 each, and 13 were forfeits

at $10 each, making the total purse $5,555. The purse, under the
system of division of moneys adopted by the Interstate Associa-
tion, provided for 54 moneys. There were eight straight scores of
25 made, which took the first eight moneys, a total of $2,513.75
Twentj'-five tied on 24 out of 25 and took the next 25 monevs, a
total of $2,189.70. Thirty-eight tied on 23 out of 25 and took the
next 21 moneys, a total of_ $851.55. The eight men with straiglit

scores of 25 shot off the tie, miss-and-out, for the silver trophy.
This was won by Mr. H. D. Bates, of Ridgetown, Ontario, Can.,
cn the 36th round.
Following are the scores of the money winners:

Twenty-five straight;
T L Smith, 27 2221222212221221222211111—25
H D Bates, 2S 2222222222222222222222222—25
Arno, 27 2222212212222222221122222—25

J R Malone, 28... ...2221122112222211121121222—25
Col A G Courtney, 28....... 2212211222221212121_222121—25
Dr Casey, 28 ^.^iw 2222222222222222222222222—25
T A Marshall, 31 2222222222222222222222222—25
Phil Daly, Jr, 28 2222222122222222222222222—25

Ties on 24:

G T Hall, 28 22t)1222222222222222222222—24
LeroV, 28 2222222222222222202222222—24
Morrison, 27 2222222222222222202212222—24

J D Gay, 29 2222212222222022222222222—24
C C Nauman, Jr, 28... .....2222212222222222212202222—24
D D Gross, 27 ii::.;..,.. 2222222222222022222222222—24
A H Fox, 28 .........2222222222222222202222222—24
T J Hallowell, 2S. ; . : . i . : ^ . . i , 2222222222222202222222222—24
Hood, 28 > . . .- . . .-. 2222222222222222220222222—24
C W Budd, 29 2222222222222222220222222—24
F S Parmelee. 30 2222222222022222222222222—24
H T Lyons, 28 2222222120222222222222222—24
A F Smith, 30 .................... 2222222222220222222222222—24
H D Kirkover, Jr, 28 - 2122222222220222222222222—24
Levi Fulton. 27 2222122201211211122112221—24
A H King, 28 2222022222222222222222222—24
T li Greer, 26 2212111111222212222220121—24
E M Stout, 27.... 22222122220222222222222]2—24
E E Neal. 28 2222222222222220222222222—24W R Crosby. 31 ..^w. .. .2222022222222222222222222—24H B Fisher, 27 .....1222102211212211222222222—25
G H Piercy, 27 2222222220222222222222222—24
T L Rehrjg, 28 2221222222022222222222222—24
D C Byers, 26 2222222022222222222222222—24
M D Stevens, 27 1222222222222222022222122—24

Ties on 23:

John Parker, 28 2222222222222222200212222—23
E D Fulford, .30 2220222222222222222222022—23
T € Hicks, 28 0222222222222202222222222—23
Allen Willey, 27 2222222222222222220222220—23
E D Lentilhon, 26 2202222222222222222220222—23
Capt A W Money, 28 1202212222222212222222202—23

J G Knowlton, 29 2220222222202222222222222—23
3?uck, 26 2222220222222222222220222—23
F Schwarz, Jr, 27 2220122201211211121111121—23
Clifford, 27 2222222222021202222222222—23
G E Greiff, 27 2222222222222202222202222—23
Bl ake, 28 2222222202222222222222022—23
C yon Lengerke, 28 0222222222222222222222201—23
Ge6 W Clay, 28 0222222222222222222220222—23
Capt. Barker. 31 2222222222222222022220222—23
A L Ivins, 28 2222222222220222220202122—23W S Cannon, 25 1210220221221212111222212—23
Jay Ell, 29 2222222022222222222222220—23
G A Mosher, 27 2212222221022222022222222—23
G E Geikler, 26 2222222222220222122222022—23
R O Heikes. 30 2222222222222202220222222—23
J C England, 27 2222212221022222222222202—23
George Roll. 30 2022222222222222222022222—23
Louie Painter. 27 0222022222222222222222222—23
R Rahm, 26. 2202222222222220222222222—23
Price. 28 i ...*.» ... . . .... . . . .2222222222220222222222022—23
F E Sinnock, 27 22222222222222222022022^2—23
William Wagner, 27 2211221221112201202211222—23
Jim Jones, 27 1222212011121110122221222—23
Howard Bucknell, 27 2221122122202212222222220—23

,J S Fanning, 30 2220222222022222222222222—23
'O R Dickey, 29 22222022222222222222022''2—33
S M Van Allen, 28 2222202022221222222222222—23
R Dwyer, 27 2022222122212222222222220—23
F C Butler, 27 2222222222222222020222222—23
T B Hopkins, 27 2222222021222120222222222—23H M Hefiick, 27 2222222222220220222222222—23
Col Thos Martin, 28 2201122222212222212220222—23

Shoot-off for trophy:
H D Bates, 28 2222222222222222222222222222222222—34
J R Malone, 28 1212112222221222121221222122222120—33
iPhil Dalv, Jr, 28 2222220 — 6
Col A G Courtney, 28 1210 - 3
Dr Casev. 28 2220 3
T L Smith, 27 220 ' — 2T A Marshall, 31.... 220 —2
Arno, 27 20 — 1

Two liundred and forty-seven shooters took part in the tourna-
ment, and $13,835.40 was divided in different purses. The total
number of live birds trapped was 12,888.

Near the Metropolis.

The second tournament was given at Trenton, N. J", May ? and
nndCT ttjc ^u^ptcef! of tlte v\'al5t<p4c Quo Qvh.

Best Averages First Day.—J. S. Fanning, first, .884; H. H.
Stevens, second, .872; Edward Banks, third, .848.

Best Averages Second Day.—J. S. Fanning, first, .957; 11. H.
Stevens, second, .915; Edward Batiks, third, .890.

. ^
General Averages Both Days.—J. S. Fanning, first, ,r9Mr Hi H.

Stevens, second, .893; Edward Banks, third, .809.

The total number of shooters taking part in thfe Ititli-naTnent

waa 50. Average entry first day, 26,3; average entry second day,

23.6. The total amount of money divided in purses wn.s $.507.20.

8,795 targets were trapped during the tournament.

The Old Dominion,

The third touifnametit was given at Richmond, Va., May 23

and 24, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.
Best Average First Day.—J. S. Fanning, first, .927; A. II. Fox,

second, .921; H. C. Bridgers. third, .896.

A continuous rain from 3 A. M . until 5 P. M. compelled the
canceling of the second day's ijrogramme. A few impromptu
Hwecps were sliot, after the jarogramme was declared off. The
total number of shooters taking part in the tournament^ was 28.

Average entrv first day, 21. The total amount of money divided in

purses was $349. 7,355 targets were trapped during the tourna-
ment.

Grand American Handicap at Targets.

The fourth tournament was the Interstate Association's Grand
American Handicap Target Tournament, which was decided at

Interstate Park, »ueens, L. I., M. Y., June 12, 13, 14 and 15. The
Association added $1,000 to the purses, of which amount $100 was
reserved to purchase a sterling silver trophy for the winner of
first money in the Grand ..\merican Handicap at Targets.
This tournament was more in the nature of an experiment than

anything else, the idea being to arrange a programme that would
bring together as many amateurs as possible, and also to pit

against them, under a handicap of course, the best trapshooters in
the country. A handicap committee of undoubted experience was
selected, and the princij)af events were shot under the "high gun"
rule, precisely the same as those in the Grand American Ilandicap
at live birds.
The rule of the Interstate AssocJatipu barring matitifactUrers'

agents, paid representatives, etc., was in force in all the regular
events; but in the handicap events amateurs and manufacturers'
agents met in a free-for-all, handicapping being done by placing
the men on different marks. This was the first time in the his-
tory of trapshooting that handicapping by distance has been
applied to any target tournament on a large scale. It has ap-
parently taken the tancy of all who competed in the three separate
handicap events, and seems to bid fair to grow in popularity the
more it is tried.

Best Averages First Day—Regular Events.—Manufacturers'
agents, paid representatives, etc. (for targets only) : R. O. Heikes,
first, .9.54; J. S. Fanning second, .948; W. R. Crosby, third, .920.

Best Averages First Day—Regular Events.—Amateurs: E. D.
Rike, first, .942; T. Tallm.in, seeond. .931; R. L. Pierce, third, .914.

Best Averages .Second Day—Regular Events.—-Manufacturers'
agents, paid representatives, etc. (for targets only) :R. (). Heikes
and W. R. Crosbv, first, .9.52; J. S. Fanning, second, .929; B.
Leroy Woodard, third, .917.

Best Averages Second Day—Regular Events.—^Amateurs: E. D.
Rike, first, .952; F. H. Snow, second, .917; A. H. Fox, H. G.
Wheeler and Neaf Apgar, third, .882.

Preliminary Handicap—Open to All.

This event was shot under the following conditions: 100 Blue-
rocks, unknown angles, $7 entrance, targets included; handicaps
14 to 25yds.; high guns, not class shooting; $100 added to the
purse. The number of monyers into which the purse was divided
was deteriT.Vned by the number of entries received.
There were 70 entries, and first, place was won by Mr, H. C.

Bridgers, Tarboro, N. C, who stood at the 19yd. niarji and
scored 89.

Best Averages Third Day—Regular Events.—Manufacturers'
agents, paid representatives, etc. (for targets onlv): J. S. F,qnning,
first, .964; R. O. Heikes, second, .952; W. R. Crosby and E. D.
Fulford, third, .941.

Best Averages Third Day—Regular Events.—Amateurs: F. D.
Kelsey, first, .976; G. H. Piercy, second, .964; C. W. Feigenspan,
third, .952.

Grand American Handicap at Targets—Open to All,

This event was shot under the following conditions: 100 blue-
rocks, unknown angles; $10 entrance, targets included; handicaps
14 to 25yds.; high guns, not class shooting; $200 added to the purse.
The number of moneys into which the purse was divided was de-
termined by the number of entries received.
In addition to first money, the Interstate Association presented

to the winner of first place a sterling silver trophy commemorative
of the win.
There were seventy-four entries, and first place was won by

Mr. R. O. Heikes, of Dayton, O., who stood at the 22yd. mark
and scored 91.

Best Averages Fourth Day—Regular Events.—Manufacturers'
agents, paid representatives, etc. (for targets only) : J. S. Fanning
and R. O. Heikes, first, .964; E. D. Fulford, second, .941: J. R.
Malone, third, .917.

Best Averages Fourth Day—Regular Events.—Amateurs: F. D.
Kelsey, first, .952; John A. Flick, F. H. Snow and Wm. Allison,
second, .929; Wm. Morris, third, .917.

Consolation Handicap—Open to All.

This event was shot under the following conditions: 100 blue-
rocks, unknown angles; $7 entrance, targets, included; handicaps
14 to 25 yds.; high guns, not class shooting; $100 added to the
purse. Winners of money in the Grand American Handicap
at Targets had one yard added to their handicap. The number of
moneys into which the purse was divided was determined by the
number of entries received.

There were forty-three entries, and first place was won "by Mr.
Ralph Worthington, Cleveland, 0„ who stood at the 16yd. mark
and scored 93.

General Averages for Four Days—Regular Events.—Manufactur-
ers' agents, paid representatives, etc' (for targets only) : R. O.
Heikes, first, .955; J. S. Fanning, second, .951; W. R. Crosby, third
.928.

(Jeneral Averages for Four Days—Regular Events.—Amateurs:
E. D. Rike, first, .909; F. D. Kelsey, second, .907; F. H. Snow,
third, .895.

The total number of shooters taking part in the tournament was
101. Average entry first day in regular events, .74 2-5; average
entry second day, 82 2-5; average entry third day, 74; average
entry fourth day, 55 4-5. The total amount of money divided in
purses was $5,170.70. 52,535 targets were trapped during the tourna-
ment.

By the Sea Shore.

The fifth tournament was given at Narragansett Pier, R. I.,
July 11 and 12, tinder the auspices of the Canonchet Gun Club.
Best Averages First Day.—T. S. Fanning, first, .941; S. A. Tucker

second, .917; Edward Banks, third, .911.

Best Averages Second Day.—J. S. Fanning, first, .935; Edward
Banks, second, .506; B. Leroy Woodard, third, .900.
General Averages Both Days.—J. S. Fanning, .937; Edward

Banks, second, .908; S. A. Tucker, third, .894.

The total number of shooters taking part in the tournament was
67. Average entry first day, 44.9; average entry second day, 41.
The total amount of money divided in purses was $874.90. 14,965
targets were trapped during the. tournament.

On Lake Memphremagog.
The sixth tournament was given at Newport, Vt., Aug. 7 and 8,

under the auspices of the Newport Gun Club.
'

Best Averages First Day.—B. Leroy Woodard, first, .921; O. R
Dickey and J. R. Hull, second, .913; C. D. White, third, .895.
Best Averages Seeond Day.—B. Leroy Woodard, first, .940-

O. R. Dickey, second, .910; J. S. Fanning, third, .890.
'

General Averages. Both Days.—B. Leroy Woodard, first; .930:
O. R. Dickey, second, .893; J. S. Fanning, third, .888.
The total number of shooters taking part in the tournament was

58. Average entry first day, 31 4-7; average entry second day,
33 1-3. The total amount of money divided in purses was $217,74
7,950 targets were trapped during the tournam.ent.

The Empire State.

The seventh tournament was given at Salem, N. Y., Sept. 12 and
13, under the auspices of the Osoma Valley Gun Club.

Best Averages First Day.—J. S. Fanning, E. C. Griffith and
B. Leroy Woodard, first, ,843; T. J, -HEtllowell, second, .818: T. R

Best Averages Second Day.—J. S. Fanning, first, .951; B. Leroy
Woodard, second, .933; J- R- Hull, third, .91.5,

General Averages Both Day.— T- S. Fanning, fir.st, .89.6; B. Leroy
Woodard, second, .887; E. C. Griffith, third, .875.

The total number of shooters taking part in the tQumameiit was
32. Average entry first day, 25; average entry second ^day,^ ^1 fl"-
The total amount of money divided in purses was $329.73. 8,980

targets were trapped during the tournament.

Recapitulation.

In the table as outlined below will be found a summary of the
work accomplished during the season of 1900:

.Shooters taking part...... 5^3

Live birds trapped , 12,888

Bluerocks trapped 100,5SO

Money divided in purses $21,284.67

Though the year has been one of unrest, notwithstanding the
great material f)rosi)erity of the L'nitcd .States, and the oldest,

proudest and mo.st exclusive kingdom of the world is tottering to

a probable fall, and our own nation has been doing considerable
bushwhacking among the isles of the sea; and though these
complications added to a Presidential campaign have tended to
stir a fever in the blood of many, we arc able to say that the
present year has been one of the most glorious in our history as
an organization, and there has not been a breath of contention to
jar the harmony.

Season 1901 Totirnaments,

Clubs contemplating holding tournaments and desiring the as-
si.«tance of the Interstate Association, should have their applica-
tions in the hands of the manager by Dec. 10, in order that they
may be presented to the Tournament Committee for action
thereon at the annual meeting of the Association, Dec. 13.

Communications relating to inanimate target tournaments .should
be sent to the manager's home address: Elmer E. Shaner, 123
Diamond Market, Pittsburg, Pa.
Grand American Handicap at Live Birds, 1901:—P'ull details per-

tainitig to the ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds will be announced in due season.
Grand American Handicap at Target.s, 1901.—Full details per-

taining to the second annual Grand American Ilandicap Tourna-
ment at Targets will be announced in due season.

The Leading of Shotguns.

The following reply to a query pertaining to it is wortli reading
and noting. It appeared recently in the Tjondon Field:
In order to enlighten our correspondent and others interested

in the above subject, we have made a large number of experiments.
Three 12-bore shot barrels, with highly polished bores were used,
made of three different kinds of metal, viz., Krupp's special gun
steel, Whitworth's fluid pressed steel, and a very soft steel made
by the Siemens-Martin process. Both hard and soft shot wty-e
used, with various kinds of wadding. The results of our trij!s
may be summed up in a few words. The leading of gun barrels
is caused entirely by the absence of a suitable lubricant. So long
as the barrel is highly polished, it matters little of what metal it
is composed. In the absence of a lubricant of proper consistency
liard shot leads more than soft shot. Various lubricants were
tested, their value for this purpose being in the following order:
Mutton suet, Russian tallow, Webley's "Semper Idem," vaseline,
almond oil and olive oil.

Corroborative evidence of the above was obtained in the follow-
ing manner: Two solid disks were turned up and their peripherics
highly polished in the lathe. One of the disks was made of
crucible cast steel, the other of soft Bessemer. Bars of metal,
made by melting and re-casting hard and soft respectively,
were pressed alternately by means of a lever and weight against the
peripheries of the rapidly revolving disks—the pressure employed
being equal to two tons per square inch of the metals in contact.
When the bar made from the hard shot was pressed against the

unlubricated disk it was quickly ground away in the form of
powder. The soft lead bar resisted this disintegration to a much
greater extent. All the lubricants above enumerated were success-
fully tested upon the disks, and their anti-friction qualities proved
to be in the order stated. Whether using the hard or soft steel
disks, no frictional difference could be detected.
These results confirm us in the opinion, which we have so often

expressed, that soft felt wadding saturated with grease should in-
variably be used, in preference to the hard felt that is so generally
employed.

Clinton Bidwell Trophy,
Buffalo, Oct. 24.—The final contest for permanent possession

ot the handsome Clinton Bidwell live-bird trophy was comoleted
on Oct. 20 at Audubon Park, Buffalo, N. Y., and the trophy,
which IS a sterling silver loving cup costing the donor $150, to-
gether with the title of live-bird championship of Buffalo and
Erie counties, was won by E. C. Burkhardt.
This trophy was donated on Jan. 1, 1899, by Mr. Clinton Bidwell,

the local representative of the Dupont Powder Co., and was a
challenge trophy. Thirty-four local live-bird shots, including all
the prominent local trap shots, have endeavored to win same and
as a result the competition was very keen.

'

The conditions provided that any shooter winning one or more
contests would be eligible to contest in the final. There were
eight contestants in the final. Each shot at 50 birds, 30yds. and
resulted m three ties of 48 out of 50. In the shoot-ofl, which was
miss-and-out, C. S. Burkhardt lost his first bird and retired- R.
C. Stacy lost his sixth bird, while E. C. Burkhardt killed andwon out.
The birds were a first-class lot, and the shooting throughout was

of a high class. There have been five open to all contests and
fourteen challenge contests, besides the final contest, of which
ii. C. Burkhardt won six, and made an average of 90 per cent for
the entire series; F. G. Wheeler won five, R. C. Stacy two C SBurkhardt tw-o. H D Kirkover, Jr two, Geo. D. Cooper, 'W.' n!McCarthy and F. D. Kelsey one each.
The winner shot throughout the series iVzdrs. Hazard Blue Rib-bon powder, with I140Z. 7% and 7 chilled shot in U. M. C. factorv-

loaded Trap shells. '

Follo\ving are the scores in final contest out of a possible 50
birds, VIZ.: E. C. Burkhardt 48, R. C. Stacy 48, C S BurkharHt
48, F. D. Kelsev 47. F. G. Wheeler 47, G. D. Cooper 45 H D
Kirkover, Jr., 43, W. N. McCarthy 38.

'

Shoot-off, miss-and-out: E. C. Burkhardt 6, R. C. Stacv 5 C ^
Burkhardt 0. j >

^-

Columbus Gun Club,

Columbus, Wis., Oct. 22.-Herewith find a few scores made at
birds on the grounds ot the Columbus Gun Club

The club will shoot live birds regularly each week dyuring
the Winter season. '

,.

Mr. Guy y. Dering, our crack amateur shot, shooting a new
(^u"^-,a}u'^\-^^l^F

P'&e«n g"". just received on the morning
of the 19th, direct from the factory, made the beautiful score of 29out ot do at Al live birds.

Columbus Gun Club has one of the finest shooting parksin the State, and the club is beginning to arrange for the Trao-shooters League tournament of Wisconsin for 1901 I will sav to
the shooters of Wisconsin,

,
we will make this the banner shooi

of Wisconsin for 1901.

Shoot No. 1, 25 live birds:
G V Dering

*121212111111222111022i21-2.3H O Anderson 110222222111221112*122111-23

^^''I?'^ 122020222211110 -12O M Dering 1020202111 _ 7

Oct. 13.—Forty-five birds per man, 30yds. rise-G V Dering 1202022112222201111121212—22

^ ^ . 112222222211222221*2 —19—41H O Anderson 1210021201020220.222222011—l{s
„ _ , 022222*2222*22222222 —17-3bR Peck. 211211122w "

O M Dering.. 1212*2111w

Oct. 19.—Thirty birds per man:
G V Dering U1111222211122122011221112211-29H O Anderson mil22222*220111021011'>211222—25

"

Cremo.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday,
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monda.y and us much earlier as prgcMc^lJle.
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Mississippi Valley Notes.

The quarterly competition for the Peoria Herald trophy at 25

live birds was shot on the Peoria Gun Club grounds Oct. S4.

There were nine competitors, 24 being the high score. The birds

were of Tom Scott's famous vintage, and none of them_ waited

to.be shot, l3ut got away in a hurry as soon as released. The race

was shot as a $15 sweep, class shooting; moneys divided 50. 30

and 20 per cent. Of the three high guns, J. C. England,, of Mt.

Pulaski, lost his fourth, a strong outgoer. Tom Hall, of Spring-

field, failed to negotiate his 13th, a right-quartering driver. Barston

came to grief on a straight incomer. In the shoot-ofJ Hall lost

his 3d and Barston his 10th, leaving England winner of the

trophy. After the big race a miss-and-out was shot. Scores are

appended;
B'Srr .112121002122*201110211001—18

Hall - . 2222222222220222222222222—24

Portman 222222*U22*22201022212220—19

"VValoert .22*2212022121221221212220—22

Meidroth 2222*22**11220*122202022*—17

Baker 2222012002111212222122212—22

1% eland 212''222212215 122112222122—24

rston 2^2211211212122^2222221—24

Leisy .*00202222222022n2122**21—18

Shoot-ofJ, miss-and-out:
Hall 22* Barston 2212221220

England 1212222112

Miss-and-out sweep: Hall 5, Barr 2, Baker 3, Walpert 5,

England 2, Meidroth 5, Barston 4, Portman 3.

At St. Louis.

The initial match for a handsome trophy donated by Alec Mer-

mod was shot at the Dupont Park grounds, St. Louis, Oct. 27.

This trophy is subject to challenge and open to competition to

any resident of St. Louis or town in the immediate vlcin!t3^

Challenge races to be for price of birds, loser to pay for both, and
all matches to be shot at 25 birds; handicaps 26 to 32yds.; Inter-

state Association rules to govern.
In the Oct, 26 competition for Piasa Gun Club medals, A. J.

Howell won president s and H. Cole handicap trophy.

The big Galesburg tournament has been decided on as a cer-

tainty. Dates will be named this week.
The Danville Gun Club has issued programme invitations for a

two days' target shoot Nov. 8 and 9; open to all; 200 targets per

day; magautrap rules.

The Limited Gun Club, Indianapolis, is entertaining with a

target and sparrow shoot, Thursday and Friday of this week.

la Emulation of Nessmufc.

It is something over two years since the Forest and Stream
printed the formal notice of the organization, and constitution

and by-laws of the Nessmuk Club, of Alton, 111. That the club

has been silent since that time, not vaunting its doings in print,

does not signify that it was in any sense a failure, or did not make
substantial and satisfactory progress in the work for which jt was
designed. Quite to the contrary, indeed, it has grown in impor-
tance and interest, with an increasing roll of members, who are

enthusiastic in its behalf.

The first rule of membership is congeniality. The code knows
no distinction of station or difference of years; but let the man
who makes a trip or two on probation show a trait which marks
him as an alien to this society—and he is quickly found oait--it is

a safe bet at long odds that he will not go again.

The third annual field day was celebrated on Oct. 21. Iwelve
of the twenty members met at the dock of the trim little launch
Nina at 8:30 A. M. in full habiliments for the fray. Provender
was provided by a committee of one, backed by the treasurer.

For this particular occasion, however, it had been agreed to

.have a genuine old-fashioned trapshooting contest. A thou,sanil

targets were brought along, and these hurled at the greatest pos-

sible speed on the broadest variation of angles from one expert
trap afforded ample pastime for the crowd for hours.
The shooting is done in sets of five shots at a turn, one man

up. It is intended as a preliminary to the opening of the game
season two weeks later, and it does not matter that scores are

not up to the average published records of public tournaments.
There is no money up or. this contest, and no man's salary de-

pends upon the appearance of his string in print after it is over.

He who scores 3, 2 or 1 out of his 5 is as heartily cheered as he
who goes straight, and he knows that the ovations are not
tempered in either jealousy or derision. So, amid jest and
raillery that comes from the heart, the day files on, and comes to

the close all too soon. F. C. Riehi,,

and their representatives will long be appreciated by the shooters

of North Carolina, and we hope another year to show by a largely

increased attendance our appreciation.

The scores of each day are hereto attached:

Second] Day, Octt 24.

First Day, Oct. 24.

Events ; 1 2

Targets: 15 15

Worthen 10 IB

Grant • 10 7

McKissick 9 13

Walters 9 5

Lemcke 9 U
Crawford • • 5 .

.

Green 11 12
Parker , 12 13
Keller, Jr. . . . .-.^i^^.i,... U 11

T H Keller 6 ..

Grav S

Byrd 13

Johnson f

Jordan , , . , 12

Welch
Belvin 8 -
Eand S .. ..

Tomlinson 5 6 .

.

Diftee - 11 9

Fleming •

Ball
Hay -

Mitchell
Brenig ^
Johnson, Jr 7
Broughton 5

Upchurch 4

Hervey , 4

Second Day, Oct. 25.

3 4
20 15

19 13
15 6

16 12

i4 12
10 3

is 12
14 9

19 13
14 8

15 12

17 10
15 15
12 8

6
20
16
14
IB

5 ..

Events : 1
Targets : 15

Worthen 15

Walters 8

Turner 6
Lemcke 10
Welch 12
Bvrd 13
Keller, Jr 10

Parker 12

Fleming 11
Pennington 4:

Ed Crawford 6
Yeargan 4

Hunter 4

i\dcock 11

Walsh 12

M Hay 6W R Cr.-iwford.-. 11

T H Keller 11

Park 7
Jordan - Tl

A Lyon - ,

Guiele . .^..i-.4.*.,.i ... ,

Okey
Haws
Hill
Rothroclc
Lambert
McKissick
Cradsher
Qiirner
Hunt
Barbel
Ford
Johnson ,

Ijen Glenn
Daniels -.

F M Parker
Diffee
Williamson , ,

Critchcr
Hazlett
Green

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

15 20 15 15 20 15 15
14 19 14 14 18 13 14
. . 10 8 12

..10
10 12
5 , ,. ..

10 14 13 13 16 Ji 9

10 14 . . 11

13 20 12 15 17 14 14
10 12 ..

7
11 17

8 12 5 . . .

.

12 15 12 ..

4 12 12
4 3 10

11 .. ..

a 15 . . .

.

.. .. 6 ..

8 9 8

\?, 20 14 12 19 15 ll!

.. 15 7 .. .. 7 ..

..15

.. .. 6

9
9
6

10 10
. . 10 8 6 .

.

.. 5

.... 13 8 ..

.. .. 6

.. -.15

Broke.
85
60
78

17
56
24
23
86
56
62
30
64
42

68
25
12
20
11
32
24

6
2
7.
S

12
5

4

4

Broke.
121
38
16

32
17

102
45

117
33
11

34
4
4

1!)

12.

6

36
.50
7

11

49

23
11

7
5
30

4
106
29
15
6

8

9
9
6

20
24
5

21

,
«
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Peters Cartridgs Co.'s Tournament at Raleigh. ^^^^'^ Cartridge Co.'s Tournament at Atlanta.

Raleigh, N. C, Oct. 26.—The two days' shooting tournament at

the Fair Grounds, given by the Peters Cartridge Co.. under the
auspices of the Raleigh Gun Club, was brought to a successful
close yesterday. Both parties were more than pleased with the
results and contemplate giving a similar affair on a larger scale

next year.
The shoot was a grand success in every way; not so much in

the way of experts in attendance, but through the appreciative on-
lookers and pjarticipants. As a matter of fact the gun contest drew
a much larger attendance than any of the other attractions on the
grounds. Nearly every Tar Heel is a shooter, inasmuch as
North Carolina is the sportsman's paradise.
The shoots at Baltimore and at Atlanta drew many of the experts

away who would otherwise have attended. The fact of their non-
attendance was the cause of these old bird shooters taking a hand
in the shooting, as when they saw their friends missing the illusive

asphalts they had a desire to shoot, and there was a constant
demand for guns and shells. In fact the guns of the regular con-
testants were kept so hot that they could hardly be handled, and
one ejector was broken, but the owner said, smilingly. "It is all

right; I am satisfied if the other contestants enjoved themselves."
The local shooters took part in the majority of the events, the

Crawford brothers and Walters showing up to good advantage.
One of the features of yesterday's shoot was the remarkable shoot-
ing of Maj. McKissick, of Asheville, who tied Barney Worthen,
of Charleston, both making 92 per cent, of the number of targets
shot at. The Major should feel proud of this, as Mr. Worthen
is considered one of the best trap shots in the South, and Maj.
McKissick is comparativelj' a new shooter at targets. If the
Major keeps up his present gait he will be heard froin in the near
future.
Mr. Worthen won the handsome gold locket presented by the

Peters Cartridge Co. to the. man making the highest average
throughout the two days. Mr. T. H. Keller, the Eastern agent of

the Peters Cartridge Co., presented Mr. Worthen with the trophy
with a few appropriate remarks, and also thanked the shooters for

their attendance.
Maj. McKissick would have given Mr. Worthen a close iiicl-

if he had shot entirely through the programme. Both of these
gentlemen used Peters Ideal shells loaded with King Smokele.^s
powder, as did all the contestants, with one or two exceptions,
and the manner in which they broke their targets was evidence
that the ammunition they used had killing qualities. About 4,000
targets were thrown, and at least seventy-five to eighty different
shooters took part. A large audience of interested spectators
viewed the shooting continually, and were greatlj' pleased with
the skillful exhibitions of several of the marksmen.
The Peters Cartridge Co.'s representatives, Messrs. Keller, Sr.

and Keller Jr., Lamcke and Parker, worked hard to make ii

pleasant for all. Instructions and guns were furnished grati.s. as
the majority of the shooters taking part, though all of them natural
field shots, were not posted on trapshooting. Thej' all found
time to shoot occasionally, Mr. Parker shooting clean through
and was close to the leaders at the end.
This shoot wilt give a new impetus to trapshooting in North

Carolina. Greensboro and Durham will organize gun clubs, and
undoubtedly the Raleigh shooters will take more interest in the
sport, and when the next shoot is held here will be able to hold
their own w-ith any one.
The Fair .\ssociation managers have requested tlie Peters

Cartridge Co. to again favor them next year with a tournament,
and promise to assist them materially in a financial way if they
will come ne.xt year.

^
A few of the old-time trap shots were pres-

ent and participated in a few of the events, most notable among
whom was Mr. Jordan, of Greensboro. This gentleman in former
years shot at the traps, hnt he is most favorably known through-
out the entire United States as one of the grandest quail shots
that ever bandied a gun.
Messrs. Daniels and Glenn, also of Greensboro, shot in a few

events, and Mr. Grant, of Portsmouth, Va., shot through the
entire programme the first day, but was called away the second.
The souvenir buttons and scarf pins, made to represent .22cal.

cartridges, were in great demand, and were a clever advertisement
for the Peters rompanv. The efforts of the Pffers Cartridge Co.

Atlanta, Ga.—The totrrnament given by the Peters Cartridge
Co., of Cincinnati, O,, under the auspices of the Atlanta Gun
Club, <lct. 23, 24 and 25, $150 added money, was a very successful
shoot, even though there was a small attendance, and those who
were not present do not know what a good time they missed, as the
Peters Cartridge Co., with such men as they have to manage the
shoots they give, know how to take care of the boys. No doubt
had it not been for the rainy weather Monday and Tuesday, along
with the shoots at Raleigh and Jacksonville, there would have been
a good many more present.
The first two days w-ere devoted to targets, and the last day

to live birds. The magautrap w'as used entirely, and 3id not work
as fine as it usually does, but, like the shooters, it is bound to get
out of order once in a while. The Interstate Pair, going on the
same days as the shoot, was also a drawback, keeping a good many
Atlanta shooters away.
The birds were a good lot, and were livelier at the close of the

last race, which was partly shot in the dusk of evening, which
accounts for the poor scores made in that event. The shoot was
managed by Jolui H. Mackie, the genial representative of the
Peters Cartridge Co.. assisted by J. E. Avery, the company's
representative at Atlanta. Mr. Avery's shooting would have been
much improved on had he not had to w-ork around the
trap and assist in running the shoot. The local boys did all in
their power to assist the management, and Mr. Mackie at the close
of the shoot, on behalf of the company, thanked them all, especially
Mr. Ryan, for the help and assistance given them.
Mr. Fox made high average for the two days at targets, but

being a representative was not eligible to compete for money
or prizes. The handsome gold medal given by the Peters
Cartridge Co. for the highest average was won b)^ Mr. Geo.
Peternian, of Charleston, S. C. The picture "Steady," given by
Mr. Yarbrough to member of Atlanta Gun Club (not a manu-
facturers' agent) for best average, w-as won by Mr. Ryan. The
barbecue refreshments were served by the ladies.

The shoot closed at dark, and speeches were made by several
of the .shooters, complimenting the Peters Cartridge Co. on the
able way the shoot was conducted, and to the satisfaction of all.

Mr. Mackie was requested to manage several slibots ne.Kt year in
the South, from shooters who were here, and no doubt his company
will accept the offer and have him get them up.
The trade was represented by John S. Sanders, of U. M> C. Co.

;

J; T_ Skelly, of Laflin & Rand Powder Co.; A. H. Fox, of the
Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
All went away from the shoot satisfied, and said they hoped to

be able to attend another shoot soon given by the same company.
The scores follow:

First Day, Oct. 23.

Events:
Targets

:

Fox

1 2
15 15
15 14

15
12
11

12
9

11
13

Alston 10
Skellv 14
Baker 13
Petennan 12
Ryan 10
Swan . a

Avery 11
Anthony 13 13
Tigner 11 11
.^^gier 11 10
Holland 9 13
Bizzell 9 14
Thompson 9
Dunning
Hunter
Etheridge ..

Arnold - .

Miles -.

A L Dunn
A Dunn
Healey
Yarbrough

3 4
20 15
19 14
19 13
17 12

19 9
19 13
17 12
15 13
17 12

15 13
15 13
12 10

13 10
IS 10

17 10
.. 14
.. 14
.. 13

11

5 6
15 20
13 IS
13 15
13 18
11 17
12 20
12- 16
14 17
9 18
12 16
11 IS
12 15
12 13

7 8
15 15
13 15
10 12
11 15
14 13
13 12
9 14

10 14
10 13
11 12
13 14
6 S
12 9

9 10
20 25
19 23
17 22
20 23
20 23
19 23
19 23
17 22
19 21
18 21
16 20
16 15
16 23

Broke.
163
146
15.5

148
155
141
138
146
143
112
115
130

11 15 12 14 . . .

.

. . 17 11 . . 15 19
12 16 10 13 . . .

.

12 14 13 11 19 22
S

. .. 14 12. .. 2i
.

- 12 13 17 19

Events : 1
Targets: 15

Fox .; ,. 13
Alston 15
Skelly 14

Baker 15
Petennan 13
Ryan 13
Avery 10
Etheridge 14

.\nthony , 14

Thompson .-r.,,,^, 13
Millns 11
Holland .

.

Angier .

.

Winters 14
Hightower 12
Dunning 12
Swan .i. 13
Tigner 5
Bizzell .

.

.\ L Dunn ..

McRae

2 3
15 20
12 31

14 17
15 15
32 14

15 12
14 15
10 17
10 17
13 18
12 38
11 10

15

4 5
15 15
15 15
11 10

12 11
11 12
13 13
9 12

10 7
13 15
12 9

15 15
10 ..

.. 15
13 15
.. 16

11
8 9
9 13
8 6

12
15 8
11 8
10 12
10 8
9 12

6 7
20 16
16 13
20 13
18 11

16 14

17 14
13 12
14 ..

17 12
17 15
14 13
12 10
8 8
9 10
11

8 9 10
16 20 25
12 20 24
10 14 23
13 14 22
11 20 23
11 15 24
6 17 19

13 ..

16 11
.. 7

17 16 22
13 15 20
14 15 21
11 11 11
11 19 14
14 14 20
10 14 ..

.. 20
13 14
9 14 20
14 16 17

.. 21
.. -.15
.. ..10

Broke.
160
147
143
143
138
132

i45
146
131
103

133

Totals for the tw^o days:
Peterman 155 154—309 Anthony 143 146—289
Baker 148 148—296 Swan 138 133—271
•Alston 146 147—293 Ryan , 141 132—273

The gold medal of the Peters Cartridge Cp. "Was won by Geo.
Peterman, Cli^rleston, S. C.

Third Day, Oct. 25.

Live birds, handicap; class shooting; moneys divided 50, 30 and
20 per cent.; A. S. A. rules;

Events: 12 4 5

Birds: 10 15 15 10
Ryan. .30 9 15 14 .

.

.Swan, 20 9 14 13 9

Peterman. 30 10 15 13 S
Anthonv. 30 8 14 14 10
.Vvcry. '30 8
Angicr. 30 S 13 14 8
IJakcr, 30.,.., 9 12 13 10
Holland, 30 8 13 10 9
Kulcher, 28 8 14 13 9
Fox, 30 10 15 14 10

Events: 1 2 4 .^5

Birds : . 10 15 15 10
Tigner, 30 10 15 12 10
Etheridge 10 12 14 8
McRae 11 14 6

Thompson 14 15 8
Riley ..13 8
A L Dunn 1110
Rawson 8
W Dunn 6

Dr Thomas 7

Dr Jones 9

No. 3, Atlanta Guu Club race, was postponed, there n_c*t being
enough Club members present. ,

.No. 1 had an entrance 57.5O5 2, $10; No. 4. $10; No. 5,

iJ7.50.

Notes.

Swan says to nialce a black man retrieve, keep his shoes off

and don't feed him, atid he will then beat a dog.
Dunning doesn't like the right-quarterers. "I couldn't break one

of them if I had a cannon filled with No. 8 shot," was his je-
mark when he came in after having 19 right-quarterers out of a
20-bird race.
The Peters Cartridge Co. gave away badges, .22 short pins and

a .30-30 rubber eraser, which pleased the boys very much.
Col. Anthony remarked that the Sergeant trap house was his

only salvation. If it had not been for the house some of his birds
would never have been retrieved. The boys remarked that the
Colonel must have put com in the trap house.

Bizzell had to go to court. Pie said that the judge said lie

didn't care how many shoots there were.

J.
W. Hightower, of Americus, was missed i)n the third day.

W'onder where he was?
.\ngier made some beautiful second^barrel kills, which drew

rounds of applause.
Capt. Morrison can't be beat as a referee.

Jolly, genial Fo.x (Hazel) made friends with everybody, besides
>vinning the first average.
Dr. Holland says: "I am going to spend my money if I can't

shoot," but the writer saw where he got 19 out of 20, and thinks
he will make some of the others shoot to keep up with him.

S. A. Ryan shot in good form the first day, but was a little

oft on the second, owing lo so many balks.
Col. Anthony remarked: "I never was ktcky. I got money to-

day for breaking 9 out of 15."

Maj. Winters is still the same man he was long, long ago^jolly,
accommodating, and a joke on everybody.
Some one remarked that if the big-footed colored boys down

here were to fall on their heads their feet would be .so heavy they
would break their necks.

It was comical to see the boys in the last 10-bird race get on
their knees to sec to shoot. Baker was the last man to shoot in

the race, and he says he just heard the trap open, pointed his gun
in the direction of the trap, closed his eyes, pulled his trigger and
killed the bird.
Conway and Dunning are the' finest fellows in the world to

be at a shoot, and attend to the Avants of the shooters.
Peterman was so pleased with the medal he won, and being

a bashful fellow, was unable to say anything, although called upon
to do so,

W. H. Fogg, an old Kansas City shooter, was on the ground,
rtnd said it started his blood again to see the shooting going on.
He is now- located in Atlanta.
Swan wants them all to stop in the- air for a couple of minutes

so that he can kill straight
Rawson was on the jury and unable to get out until the last

event of the last day. He said, "The judge was never a shooter."
When speeches were in order, and after they had been made,

Col. Anthony was called on, and he ripped the boys up the back
for not remembering the ladies who served , the dinner. The
Colonel never forgets the ladies.

That genial sportsman Mr. Etheridge, of Macon, was present,
and lots of clay birds went broke qn his account.
Mr. .John Sanders, of the TJ. M. C. people, was mixing with his

many friends.
The management desire to thank Mr. J. T. Skelly for the

assistance given them, and the only suggestion the ladies have to
offer is that he won't drink as much milk at the next shoot. He
can drink milk very nearly as well as he talks powder.

WESTERN TRAPS.

14 12
.. 13

Garfield Postpones.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 27.—On account of the big industrial parade
in the city to-day, Garfield Club did not hold its trophy shoot
to day, but has set the date forward until the following Saturday,
Nov.' 3.

Benton Harbor.

Benton Harbor Gun Club, of Michigan, held a nice little club

shoot Oct. 18, with good weather and good scores. The club is

new, only organized in Tune. The officers are: Garrett Lawrence,
President; Rov Wallace, Treasurer; William Haydon, Secretary;

O. L. Shaff, Captain. The club uses the magautrap, which worked
nicely at the third regular shoot, on above date, the following-

being the scores of the seven prize winners, 25 targets, magautrap
rules : R. Wallace 19. I. R. Pearl 17, W, Cantrell 16, G. Lawrence
14, G. Hager 13, W. Robbins 12, L. Burridge 11.

E. Hough.
Hartford Bdii-ding, Chicago, 111.

John Watson's Toamament Programme.

Station R, Chicago ("Grand Crossing), 111., Oct. 26.—The pro-

gramme of the live-bird tournament to be held at this park Dec.
11 to 14 inclusive will be substantially as follows:
First Day, Tuesdav, Dec. 11.—Seven birds, entrance $5; high guns;

30yds.: 10 birds, entrance $7.50; class shooting; 30yds., two moneys,
55 and 45 per cent.; 15 birds, entrance $10, class shooting; three
moneys, 40, 35- and 25 per cent.; $25 added money; handicaps
28 to 31yds.; ladies 25yds.
The alDove will be repeated Wednesday and Thursday.
Friday Dec. 14.—Twentv-five birds, entrance $15, class shoot-

ing; four moneys, 35, 30, 20 and 15 per cent.; $100 added money;
handicaps same as above; $25 will be paid to the high gun in
combined score of this and the three 15-Dird events.
Entrance includes the price of birds at 25 cents each in all

programme events: outside such events, 20 cents each.
JOHH WA*aoH.
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YACHTING AND CANOEING.

After long connection with the Forest and Stream, as

editor of the yachting and canoeing pages, Mr. W. P.

Stephens has resigned the conduct of these departments

into other hands. As a yachting editor Mr. Stephens

possessed the qualifications of thorough technical knowl-

edge and wide, information in the several branches of the

sport, and to these was added a high spirit of sportsman-

ship, a combination of qualities, which, as reflected in the

columns of the Forest and Stream^ have given the paper

a pre-eminent place among the yachting journals of the

world. Mr. Stephens is succeeded by Mr. Albert B. Hunt,

whose equipment for the work is such as amply to warrant

the confidence that under his direction the Forest and

Stream will continue to give the best possible service to

the promotion of the interests of yachting and canoeing

in America. We have only to add that the intimate and

uniformly pleasant relations, which have been sustained

between Mr. Stephens and his fellow workers in this

office for so many years are severed not without sincere

regret on the part of his associates.

A QUESTION OF CLOTHING.

One would imagine that the question as to what cloth-

ing a man should wear when going out after game was

one that need never be asked. Yet it frequently is asked,

and is not infrequently answered in an unintelligent

fashion, which is likely to mislead the inquirer.

Obviously light clothing is needed for warm weather

and heavy clothing for cold. A man expecting to spend

the summer in Alaska or among lofty mountain peaks

should not carry with him light outer garments. It is

easy enough to lay off coat, waistcoat, sweater and even

a flannel shirt if necessary, but he who finds himself

lightly clad in a snow storm on a mountain top, or obliged

to lie out over night where fuel is scarce, is likely to

suffer. It is better then always to carry heavy clothing,

even though sometimes it does make the wearer uncomfort-

ably warm. In mountain climbing, where the long con-

tinued exertion causes one to perspire, where he is con-

tinually ascending into air that is colder and colder, and

where, when his labors are done, he sits down to rest on

the mountain peak where it is cold, where the wind is

blowing, a dense fog often sweeping along, and a cold

rain or snow storm likely to come up at any moment, the

man requires more protection than he had when climbing.

Under such circumstances many men carry a keavy

sweater tied to the belt, to he assumed on reaching the

mountain top ; others carry a coat in a pack sack. Both

plans are good, but lighter to carry and quite as warm
to wear is a shirt of buckskin, which can be slipped on

when the mountain top is reached and is quite impervious

to wind. The suffering from cold and the danger of im-

pleasant after affects are much lessened if the evapora-

tion from the skin and damp clothing is made very

gradual by some such body covering as the buckskin.

Leather coats, of course, answer the same purpose.

For the ordinary work of field and water shooting, sev-

eral kinds of cloth are commonly recommended. Cordu-
roy, mole skin, fustian and duck or canvas of one sort

and another are the ones most used. All these have

their good points and most of them their bad ones.

Corduroy is capital if properly made and well fitting, ex-

cept that it is very cold when wet, it very readily catches

fire and it is quite noisy. Moreover, if it should get

torn it is really a difficult matter to mend it, for it

cuts the thread used in sewing up a patch or in bringing

together a rip, so that the sewing does not last long. If

in lighting your pipe or in standing near the camp-fire a

spark should happen to stick in your corduroy trousers, it

will smoulder and sp-read and Uurn, until you become

unpleasantly aware that a conflagration is in progress.

A hole half as big as a man's hand may be burned in a

trousers leg before anybody recognizes what is hap-

pening. Any of these cotton goods, when they become

wet, are extremely cold and disagreeable to wear.

Canvas is good and useful. It is extremely durable,

never tearing. It has, hiowever, the disadvantage that

it is noisy, so that a man's trousers as he walks along

scrape and rattle against each other, and the bushes and

branches against which he may be obliged to press scrape

against the clothing with a sound that can be heard fifty

yards away.

The best wear for out of doors is, undoubtedly, ordinary

woolen clothing of some subdued or neutral tint. A gray

coat and trousers are as good as anything. They wear out

easily, brambles cut them, stubs of branches tear holes

in them, and after a season or two they have to be thrown

away, but they are noiseless, they do not catch fire, they do

not attract the eye of game, and they can be mended. It

is well enough therefore for the man who is going

shooting to wear out his old clothes. This he cannot

do, however, with those that are dark in color. Hats,

coats and waistcoats that are black or blue are likely ro

catch the eye of bird or mammal at once and render it

alert, watchful and ready to take the alarm.

While grays, pale browns and sedge colors are useful

everywhere, they are nowhere more so than in the

ducking blind, where often a man is plainly exposed to

view or at best is hidden only by a thin fringe of reed

through which a quick movement can readily be seen. If

you are wise, therefore, you will not wear in the blind

dark browns or dark greens, as has recently been recom-
n\ended, but will have your clothing as nearly as possible

the color of the sedge among which you are to sit.

After all, however, we must all of us remember that

it is not the color or shape of man or his clothes that alarms

the birds and the mammals. If he will sit perfectly still

and the wind is right, a deer or an antelope, a mountain
sheep or a goat, may walk up almost within arm's length

of him without being alarmed. Or the ducks will come
up and alight among his decoys even though he be in

plain sight. But let him make the slightest movement as

the shifting the direction of his gun, or the quick turning

of the head, and the game recognizes that he is alive, and
that is quite enough. As was said some years ago, in a

publication on field sports, these animals recognize danger
only in life and life only in motion.

If the shooting of men for deer continues the approved
color for hunting coats will be a bright, fiery red, chosen
for protection, that the wearer may not be mistaken for

anything wild that roams the woods.

GAME GALORE.
It has been for some time supposed that all the' game

pockets of North America were exhausted, except those

protected by private ownership or by their inaccessibility

to the general public, but it appears that this is not the

case. We have just received, under the seal of con-

fidence, a private letter telling of a country easily acces-

sible, abounding in big game and small, where the hunting
is easy and the way smooth, but a§ we hare remarked, we
are not at liberty to divulge where this country is. This
makes us feel very badly, and we extend to those who
read these lines our heartiest condolences for the chance
that they are missing. To learn of a country where no
less than four species of big game are so abundant that

the correspondent writes that there is '-no end to them,"
and to be unable to visit that country or even to tell any
one else where it is, causes us acute suffering—quite as

acute, we may say in all modesty, as that likely to be en-

dured by any of those who read of it.

Here is a region close to a railroad, easily reached by
wagon or canoe, abounding in game birds, in ducks and
geese, with possible swans, with fish in the wate-rs to vary
the menu, and as we- are assured with i6xit different

soecies ©f big game feeding in the valleys, clambering up
the hillsides or perched on the pinnacles of the highest
elevations, all of them apparently waiting the convenience
of some ardent hunter; and yet there is no hunter there,

and none going to be there, at present, as |a|; ^s.nye can
learn. li-

We presume that ther^ are many who would be glad to

visit this attractive and accessible region. We should lil^

to visit it ourselves. But for the present it is closed.

The game birds may still search for food, the ducks with

their heads under their wings may float undisturbed on the

quiet waters, and the geese may feed in the shallows or

nip the tender grass, without alarm. The four species

of big game may rest unscared on the higher lands and go

to the water and drink and stand about, and then feed

hillward again, wriggling their short tails, without fear of

alarm from the huoter's shot. It is a temporary paradise

regained.

THAT ADIRONDACK MOOSE.

Last spring Dr. W. Seward Webb released from his

game preserve at Ne-Ha-Sa-Ne Park in the Adirondacks

a herd of five moose, and announced his purpose to put

out more moose and a herd of elk. if those liberated this

year should do well. Dr. Webb's action and his inten-

tion were well known throughout the woods, and one

might think that under such circumstances, whatever

other obstacles there might be to the successful stocking

of the Adirondacks, the moose and elk would at least

be safeguarded against the hand of man. The event

has proved the contrary. A Saranac Lake correspondent

tells us that one day last week a guide brought into the

village the carcass of one of the Webb moose which he

had killed and was intent upon peddling like so much
beef. The game pi-otector promptly confiscated the meat

and arrested the guide, Charles Martin, for violation of

the law which forbids the killing of moose.

This leaves four of the Webb moose to be accounted

for. They will no doubt duly be potted and converted into

merchandise, and Dr. Webb will have been taught the

lesson that if he is ambitious to stock any public game
districts with moose or elk he must look up some other

country than the Adirondacks. There are regions where,

even if respect for the law is not suflicient to give im-

munity to imported game, the hunters are restrained from

potting it on sight by the dictates of common sense and

every dav decency, but the North Woods country is not

such a district.

SNAP SHOTS:

It is a repugnant topic and one which we would gladh'

ifrnore were it not forced upon the attention daily by
the reports in the daily papers of the maiming and mur-
dering of human beings in mistake for game. The cases

are multiolying with horrible frequency. Instead of learn-

ing caution, as might reasonably be expected, from the

casualties due to the criminal carelessness of others, big-

game hunters aopear on the contrary to be growing moro_

and more reckless. The prevailing spirit of haste and
carelessness which impels .sportsmen to shoot their fel-

lows had a melancholv illustration in Torrington, Conn.,

the other day in the funerals of two victims. One was a

Torrington man who had gone to Colorado, and being in

the country with a woman companion, had put on her
hat. The hat was ornamented with a stuffed bird skin.

A hunter took it for a real bird, fired and killed the

woman. The other Torrington victim had been in Maine.
where his companion had taken him for a deer, with fatal

effect. a f

A novel suit' has been brought by a Watertown, N. Y.,

father to recover damages for the loss of his son, fifteen

vears oM, who was drowned off Carleton Island, last

.Tuly. The boy was at the time acting oarsman for a
fisherman, and the complaint sets forth that when a
storm came up and other boats sought shelter the em-
ployer of the boy persisted in remaining in an exposed
situation, although warned in time of the approaching
peril. In the storm the boat was capsized and the boy was
drowned. The father is suing for $5,000.

Sunday deer hoiinding is a common practice in the
neighborhood of Saranac Lake, a correspondent writing
from there tells us, and the game warden "doesn't care

;

they all do it." If this report of the situation is correct
there is something here which should have the immediate
attention of Chief Pond. A protector who doesn't ca^g
should make rooni for another one yrho c&f^
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In Bowery Shooting Galleries*

If any of the Forest and Stream's reader's has th-c

notion that he is some pumpkins with a rifle and wants to

stand by that notion, let him try his skill -in the Bowery

shooting galleries against a Bowery expert. Somebody

is likely to be surprised if he does it. Seventy-five feet

will be the longest range, a ^/^-inch mark the smallest

target. From that down to 10 feet and 5-inch bullseyes

may be chosen, and any rules, or no rules at all, selected

to govern the match. There will be no flimflam game

—

just plain, straightforward shooting with .22-cal. repeating

rifles of the best and most accurate makes. The would-be

competitor can bring his own rifle if he wishes. He will

find that "the man from just, around the corner" is no

mean competitor to be shot out of sight at the first

round.

As a rule Bowery shooting does not foot up very high

on the target. The run of shooters are satisfied to ring

a bell inside an inch and a half hole: at 30 feet. Some

of them feel tha,t they are doing well enough if they hit

any part of the ' 12-inch whitewashed disks surrounding

the black bullseye. It is a sad commentary on the average

skill of gallery visitors that 'th'e- inch thick board backing

of the half-dozen metal disks has to be replaced every

three or four months because shooters can't come within

7 inches of the bullseye at a 30-foot range. Neverthe-

less there ai-e men, women and boys who can and do shoot

well in Bowery galleries, though they would not know

the diflference between a rufi:ed grouse and a hen hawk,

and could call a chipmunk a "funny rat."

M »?,

Some of the gallery shots who were trained on the

Bowery are at this minute traveling through the country

wearing buckskin clothes, large sombreros, silver trim-

mings and long hair, "the true sons (or daughters) of the

West," claiming that they were trained by none less than

mighty Indian chieftains who had scalped their beloved

mothers, etc. Curiously enough they make higher scores

on the targets than do the men who shoot game, and are

able to pass, if not unchallenegd, at least unscathed and

with credit through the West on the strength, o£ their

ability to shoot thrown pennies, pencils and glass balls,

play tunes with rifle balls (.22 cal.) and do other stunts,

though they never saw a beaver meadow, and used Bowery

salng before the Western accent was cultivated.

This is not to say that the Bowery Indian expert would

not be able to hit game at rest. Some of them do get to

shooting game after a while, and do vastly better than

the greenhorn could. Writers on sportsmen's topics fre-

quently say that- gallery practice is better than no prac-

tice at all, but that the . uncertain lights of the field

make it impossible for gallery shots to get the hang of

real hunting for some time. To one w^ho has shot in

balsam swamps, in old burnings, and in leaved or leave-

less hard-wood on all sorts of days from sleety snow to-

ward night to brightest sunshine on a clearing crust, the

theory of uncertain lights is not apt to appepal. The

Bowery gallery lights are sufliciently uncertain.

There is usually a large arc light suspended between

the shooters and the targets, 6 or 8 feet above the level

of the rifle sights. Cheese cloth is used to keep the

worst of the glare out of the shooters' eyes. Some feeble

gas fights off to the sides are good enough to light, the

sights. Added to these, in one or two of the galleries

is a gas engine to run the moving targets, which has

a jet.of flame varying from the size of a match blaze to

that of a house afire, more or less, as the wheel goes

around. That' jigger flame is more confusing than all the

rest put together.

There are many varieties of targets besides the plain

whitewashed metal disks, requiring more or less skill to

locate cr annihilate with bullets. Clay pipes, iron mice

and birds, circus poster men and women are the chief

stationary fancy targets, none of. them requiring ex-

traordinary luck or skill- to hit, though it is well to re-

member that a' shot fired at the bowl of a pipe is less

sure than one fired at the stem just below the- bowl, be-

cause the perpendicular stem includes a line shot hit

which a mere bowl shot does not. The "live targets" are

•curious to see. There are thin plaster of paris birds'

which "fly"- across the rear of the range on a

wabbly string; rats that run along the top of -a board and

squirrels that climb trees; a Mexican with a huge bowie

(nicked and perforated with bullets) • who dodges out

from beh'nd a convenient picture tree ; facing the Mexican

is a cowboy raising a .12-gauge revolver to shoot the

Mexican-; hetween the two men a tiger pursues a lion in
'

a hurdle race, arid in the foreground jig three of the

most deceptive short-range target^; ever shot at—glass

Ijalls on streams of "water. The dignified "long range"

has regulation (more or less) rjng targets on which one

may make and oresei-ve scores at 50 or 75 feet. 'Some

spe^^imens of these are . shown.

Evervthinpr m the gsillery that -^ill yield to a bullet is

nerforated- The srreasv caroet on the counter is raked

b-"- bullets; the ceiling, the sides and the floor all show the

effects of wild shots. All the woodwork within 2. feet of a

possiTlV marl^ is shot literally to pieces, The gallei'a' mat^

himself commonly has a finger or so scarred, and very like-

ly has a little bullet or two in his anatomy (but he wouldn't

admit it). Some galleries have the muzzles of the rifles

chained to the counter, which prevents the customer

pointing his gun at the .next man while watching fire

engines go past in the -street. Where the rifles are not

chained the attendant is seen to make some very catty

movements, especially if the would-be shot wabbles, which

many a shooter does.

Because a man wabbles is no sign that he can't shoot.

In fact the wabbliest frequenter of the galleries on the

Bowery is one of the best shots at anything from the

jigging fountain balls to the long range targets. He has

the St. Vitus' dance bad. It is very natural for a stranger •

who sees him fondling a gun to want to bet five to one

that he couldn't hit the side of a house, till after the

shooting. It looks like a sure win when the rifle starts

up for the jerky shoulder by yanks and fits, but the shot

is made th(^ instant the sights are in line. Then the gun

goes kiting again, and the five bullet holes in a target 50

feet away can usually be covered with a quarter, and, occa-

sionally with a dime.

H m. n
Buff Rosenbaum is counted one of the best shots on

the Bowery. He is ci^edited with putting 100 shots in a

.^-inch circle at 50 feet without a break. A gallery man
taught him how to hold a rifle when he was a boy, and

ever since he has been at it. The man who loads the

rifles is usually the best shot present, but he takes pains

to tell the customer that 35 out of a possible 50 is pretty

good shooting, and doesn't do any better to speak of

when appeapled to. Still he is anxious that the shooter

understand that better scores could probably be made by

the shooter if he'd only practice a little.

The gallery keepers are a class by themselves. Gordon,

the pistol shot, keeps one place; the three O'Brien

brothers, who do fancy rifle and pistol shooting, another

;

Oklahoma Bill, the long-haired showman, hunter and trap-

per, is there; Collins, noted as a gallery keeper, has a

place among the rest, and Coney Island Dan is a way

down Park row. Some of them have done game shooting

and some of the attendants were pigeon shots years ago.

All of them can tell stories, but they hear so many that

they arc diffident about imposing their yarns on the casual

visitor.

"I wish I had the nerve of some that come here," one

man remarked. "'Why, say ! If the elevated there were to

begin to crawl I'd be able to face it with a .22. But

they're not all nervy enough to shoot the eyes out of a

1,200-pound grizzly. One fellow came in one night. 'Say,'

he said, 'lemme have a gun, quick.' He grabbed one and

put seventeen shots into the floor before I could grab

him—thought he was shooting bugs and snakes.

"I see some come here that are pretty good, shots.

People from up town 'most all stop in some of the gal-

leries—the bells outside remind 'em of fast shooting

at the target—and try their hand for fun. Once in a while

one of the quiet fellows says to another:
"

' 'Tisn't like the gun I used last fall, eh?'

" 'Hardly. Do you s'pose you'd been anywhere now if

you'd had that little pop?'

" 'Oh. I wouldn't be surprised—up a tree most likely.'

Then there's a little laugh and maybe one of the women
sort of shudders. When I hear that sort of talk I thinks

—well, the others don't talk that way. They whoop

around and bang all over—— . Oh, no, they ain't trying to

shoot,, just banging around a bit for fun. Where they

come from every shot has to count. Yoii'd be surprised

to hear what lots of game gets killed right here on the

Bowery. Let's see! I had seven tigers killed to-day by

one man, and four or nine elephants, I've forgot which,

and shiploads of deer. I told him how to work the grip.

Another hadn't been to Afrike, but out West done a little

shooting. Used to shoot prairie dogs while riding along

on horseback—prairie dogs 'bout as big as one of them

stray dogs on Madison street
!"

"Are soldiers pretty good shots?" -was asked.

"Naw-W !" was the reply. "The poorest of the bunch,

including sailors. See that target over there, the one

with the 4-inch bullseye? That's the one they rig the

bell -00 so much, and make people think they're dandies.

They can't hit those mice up there once in five shots. They

average .about as low as anybody comes in. Why, one

night there was a boy come in that learned to shoot last

spring, and there were nine or ten soldiers here—all

sober, too—and one of them says to another

:

" 'You couldn't beat this Johnny here.' and they paid

for Johnny's shots. Why. he beat them all at everything,

and 3'ou could beat him and give him half the points."

(Notice the sublety of that.)

The gallery man, is a wanderer as a rule. He likes to

see the length and breadth of the land, and so it happens

that about the middle of the fall a number of shooting

galleries are put in which last till the days of budding

leaves, w^hen the thumoing gas engine finds its way to the

curiosity shop junk dealers, the riddled circus posters

and boards go into the Are and the targets and ^-inchi

iron backing nr? iponntc4 in coverecl wngon.<;, or taken tn

the seaside away from the hurly-burly of Bowery life.

There are many traveling galleries on the road. They

stop at country villages and inland cities, and the boys

and men take shots at the novel targets at the rate of three

shots for five cents. If there are fields, the ranges are

increased to 50 or 100 yards. If not, 15 or 20 feet, the

length of the wagon box, serves. The gallery box is home
as well as living, for the men sleep in it, and dream there,

perhaps, of the Bowery when the teSii h6rses 'i-attle their

chains or shoes.
« «l

The profits of the gallery are uncertain. Just n6.W there

is a rush of shooting which began with the first rumors

of war and will hang on for months yet, perhaps for

years. Talk of war means talk of guns, and talk of gun's

brought the young and old to "brush up a little." Thou-

sands learned to shoot r the inspiration of the

Spanish war ; more took to learning when England set

out after the Boers. As high as 6,000 shots a day ha\^e

been fired in a Bowery gallery from six rifles. Clay

pipes, glass balls and other breakables are purchased bj'

the thousands; cartridges by the 10,000 and 20,000, and

even then there are unforseen rushes which require the

use of a telephone lest cartridges run out.

The greatest number of shots are fired by parties of

half a dozen or so. The impulse is almost irresistible to

many of the viptown visitors, and five or six men and

women fire a hundred or so shots before they know it. It

is among these shooters that the practiced eye of the

gallery man discerns the real hunter and sportsman.

'I can tell a snotgun user from a man who has always

used a rifle," a gallery man said the other day. "There

is a difference in the way they bring 'the- rifle up—you

use a rifle, don't you? I thought so. A shotgun man
has to hunt for his sights and almost always shoots too

high and too quick. And there is a difference in the way
the riflemen go about their business. The fellows that

kn5w all about game shooting are three times as fast as

the target shots. They seldom center, but never throw

a bullet wild as some of the best target shots do because

of nervousness. It's mighty pretty to see one of those

old hunters come in—the way he fetches up the gun is

easy and graceful. I like to hear them talk when I

ain't too busy. I ff

"There are some good women shots live over east of

here—as good as the men, but 'most of them come, from

uptown, parties doing the Bowery and seeing Chltia-

town. They can do some good shooting, and many a

time I've seen a fellow wish he hadn't, after trying to

beat the hunting girl he's been trying. to get next with by

telling her 'bout his shooting, because she shoots. I know
one fellow that came here for a month every night so that

he could shoot. Then one night he fetched a party

down, and a five spot was itt my pocket. He shot all

around eveiybody just beautifvilly, and Avhen the girl took

up the rifle, it meant bxisiness, I tell you, but he was as

good as she was, and it took too. I see him once in a

while now, and one night she said:

" And so you taught him to shoot, did you? Well ."

K «
The rifles on the counters are of well-known makes.

They would hardly be selected by squirrel hunters, though

they do shoot -well and -yv^ould carry 200 yards on a still

day very accurately. The barrels are anywhere from 24

to 29 inches long—the latter are made especially for

galleries, and have to be purchased by the dozen. They

are a handsome gun, and the best possible for the pi-ir-

pose.

There are many kinds of visitors of the galleries. The

Chinese are occasional patrons, and some of them do

rery good shooting—far better than the average. Men
who cannot speak Enp-lish enter the places and shoot by

the score of times. Small boys and old men meet and

enter into friendly competition over the rifle sights.

Hunters who have pursued game into its most distant

retreats vie with the local celebriety for the fun of It, and

Avomcn of every color take their turns at the rifle butts.

Outside the bells jingle; inside the rifles pant—none are

free from the charm of the rifle.

Raymond S. Spe.\rs.

Oklahoma Bill gives this advice to gallery shooters:

"Stand straight up, and -when shooting in a gallery never

lay down on the counter to rest your arm, for if you

once get into that habit it is hard to break off. Stand

erect, and place your right foot 6 inches behind the left

foot, with the hoUoW of the right foot opposite the left

heel ; in taking aim, be as qtiick as possible, catch the

sight as soon as yon can, for the longer you hold the gun

to your shoulder trying to get better aim, the more shakey

your nerves will get, and your eye may become watery.

The first sight is always the best, as -shooting is nothing

more or less than good eyesight and steady nerves.

"To do fancy shooting with the aid of the looking-glass,

stand with j'our back toward the target, place the rifle on

your right shoulder so that it will balance, grasp the small

of the stock with your right hand, the thumb on the

trigger, place the glass in the left hand, and between the

thtitnb and forefinger. r?st tllQ l3fi"4 the stock of
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rifle between the butt and the small of the stock, look
in the glass and keep moving until you get the muzzle and
rear sight on a line just the same as shooting from the
shoulder. It may take some time and patience at first, but
when you once get the idea it is dead easy. Other shots
m.ay be done the same way—viz.: on top of head, over
left arm, between the legs, etc."

And to youngsters who are ambitious to try the de-
lights of roughing it in the West, he says : "If you have
always been used to living in a city and have kind
parents to look after you, plenty to eat, a good bed to

sleep in, then you should be content with your lot, for
you have not the slightest idea what roughing it means.
I myself as well as hundreds of others have on several
occasions passed many a long and weary night on the
prairie with my saddle for a pillow, and nothing -but the
canopy of heaven for my cover. Rheumatism is a com-
mon ailment among hunters and trappers ; it is a hard and
dangerous life, and I have never known of one instance
where the hunter and trapper ever accumulated any
amount of wealth. You can go in any Western village
and see old men bent with age and scarceb' able to walk
about, and if you should engage in any conversation
with them, two-thirds of them will tell you they were
hunters and trappers, and that they are now so crippled
from exposure, that the}' are not able to do any work.
Such is the case in all my experience, and I was brought
up with the gun in my hand, and at the age of fourteen
I could market as much game as some of the men."

One hears some good stories in the Bowery shooting
galleries when business is slack. Here is one Oklahoma
Bill repeats, as told by Tom Black. "Tom," Bill pre-
faces, "was the greatest hunter and trapper of his day,
and he Avas the biggest liar that ever trod in shoes. The
following is one of his lies that he often tells the people
in barrooms when he feels good :

" 'One day I was out a-huntin' and I was tired and
sot down to rest, rite along the edge of the Missoury
River, and I looked up and seen 16 Injuns comin' down
the river in a canoe. I knowed if they got hold of me
they would try to scalp me, so I jist waited till thej got
about 25 yards oflf. I was layin' down behind a stump,
and I raised my rifle and let go at 'em, and killed 6 of 'em.
and as soon as the others heard the shot and seen 6 of
their party fall dead, they seen my head stickin' up behind
the stump, and they made for the shore and started for
me with their war-whoops. I was just a little skeered when
I looked up and seen there was just to of 'em, so when
they got up to me I went at 'em with the butt of my
rifle and killed 5 more of 'em ; then I dropped my rifle and
went at 'em rough and tumble and killed 2 more with my
fist; the other 3 got hold of me and throwed me down
right close to the edge of the river, so I got hold of
one of them and held his head in the edge of the river, and
with my other hand I held another by the throat and
kicked at the 3d one with both feet. I kept this up for
about 20 minutes, and then I fainted away, and when I

come too, I saw the one I held in the edge of the river
was drowned, and the one i held by the throat was choked
to death, and the one i kicked was still alive, so I

took my huntin' knife and finished him. I tell you, boys,
that was the worst fight I ever had with the Injuns.'

"

Our Opening Day.

A Vancouver's Island Idyl.

September first ooene-d fair. A sweet south wind, soft

as a woman's kiss, drifted the early morning mist in

wreaths from off: the beaver meadows, and the solemn
stillness of the deep fir forests was only occasionally
broken by the red squirrel's hungry breakfast chatter.

Late on the evening of Aug. 31 we had risen from our
dry old battered editorial chair, a chair well seasoned
with red hot editorial swear words, and we had vowed to

our august and proof-bedraggled selves that on the mor-
row—it being the opening day for mowitch, which in the
rich and eftete East reads "deer"—we should take a
solitary jollification to our venison-hungry selves, and
stalk the wily buck for a spell, leaving the poor old
printing push to the tender mercies of the "devil." There-
fore it IS that we open this scrawl with a faint attempt
at a description of how the fresh air felt and smelt to
ourselves as, Avith Eph the Reliable of old Sharp's make
in our itching hand, we quietly traversed certain timbered
ridges, intersected by small meadows, on our way to a
pet spot.

The air was almost quiet; in the deep timber quite so.
A flicker heliographed an orange-scarlet signal for an
instant from his shield-like wing as he crossed a beam
from the rising sun. Then speeding into the forest
gloom, he disappeared, and the squirrel chippered a
volley of bad words alter him at being fooled into the
belief that a hawk had swooped at him, causing him to
drop a fat cone, and to swallow a juicy kernel so hastily
that he quite lost the delightful titillation of the palate
that should by rights have been his..

The frightful scrambling he made among the tallen
leaves to recover that sweet fir cone deluded me for an
instant into the belief that a deer had sprung up. The
next instant, however, a little winter wren told me, "No!
noi No! no!" and I went on my way with quickened
steps, as the fast rising sun warned me that my chance
for a deer that morning would soon be over.

In due time I reached the edge of the ridges where
the last one sloped down steeply into a tract of swampy
land, overgrown with trees and bushes of every in-
digenous species. This would seem to be a qvteer place
to search for deer, but, knowing their habits from long
experience, I felt reasonably sure of at least seeing one,

' and quite hopeful 'of being able to get a shot. The deer
in these parts, during the early part of the season, live

• in these thick, tangled swamps and windfalls. They
come out on the more open ridges at night, to feed and
play about on the dry, sandy ground. At davbreak they
move toward their day haunts, in which, if a' place like I

; ;pow see before me, it is useless to hunt for them, as

no care and precaution will pi event the hunter's approach
being heard by the sharp-eared beauties. Therefore it

is on the edges of these haunts that one is mo.st likely

to get a shot as they move toward cover in the early
morning. So I had made for the rim in this hope.

I had now quite got out of the deep woods, and for

some time had been traveling over comparatively open
ground, covered with dry twigs, short sallal and huckle-
berry bushes. Reaching the slope, I went part way
down and stopped by a big fallen tree to rest after my
sharp walk, smoke, and take a "tloosh naanitch"—

a

good look. Nothing was in sight, and no sound broke
the quiet btit the faint rustle of the maple leaves on the
trees in the hollow and the occasional croak of a tree
frog. Suddenly, the silence was sharply broken by an
unmistakable sound—the noise of deer jumping among
the undergrowth. The sounds came from a deep- gully
to my right, which cut the hill diagonally, the head of it

leaving the brow far to the right, while the foot de-
bouched into the swamp almost directly below me.
At first the sounds were at some distance, but so still

and clear was the air that one could hear them dis-
tinctly. Several seconds elapsed before I could discern
an}' movement, and that was nearly at the foot of the
gully, where, over a clear spot in the brush, passed one,
two, three, deer—two does and a prong buck. Pretty
as pictures, and, oh I how productive of water in the
mouth ! Out of sight they passed, to reappear in another
instant on a clear knoll under some trees at the very
edge of the thick swamp. A sharp whistle brought them
up standing, but appearing so dimly in the gloom of
the trees that to select the buck was impossible. Eph
had been at m}^ shoulder long before; just naturally
climbed there himself, did Eph. So, taking aim at the
likeHest looking deer, . I fired. A vision of a white leg
wildly kicking as its helpless owner rolled down the
kiioll, told me that venison steak would be mine shortly,
and the sound of one heavy crash m the thicket told that
its lucky companions had vanished into sanctuary.

Getting to the spot as quickly as possible, I found
the buck with a broken spine. A second shot ended his
pain, and then I sat and cogitated. Those deer were
alarmed when they came down the gully. One of two
things had caused that panic. Some other hunter on the
ridges, or a hearing or scent of me while crossing the
high ground, had sent them scurrying for the ravine,
down which they had been accustomed to travel, as
afi"ording them safe shelter to the very verge of the
swamp itself. This last theory I think the correct one.
Alas! they did not judge that I, walking .straight, would
intersect that fatal canon at the critical point. After a

smoke, I gralloched him, trussed him up, making pack
straps of his pretty legs, and started up the hill with
him.
The sun is w.ell up noWj and the shade of the heavy

timber is .grateful. The wren teetered on the root of an
upturned tree. "I told j^ou so. I told you so," she
sang. The flicker plastered up against a dead fir

solemnly thumping the hard wood for a breakfast (which
reminds me that I am mighty hungry), The squirrel was
chucking down cones from a big tree top, and apolo-
gized for swearing so shockingly with a "kurr-r-r-r, as
I passed. I rested on the trail where some white bones
marked the spot where a martin's body had been thrown
two years ago. I picked up the tiny ,skull and extracted
the delicate ivory teeth, putting them in my pocket for
cliarms. So after a while I reached home, and oh! how
heavy that deer was ! for he was fat as mud.

I was happj-. So would you have been.

Mazama.
CoMox, B. C , Oct. 19.

Gens des Bois.

tX.—James M. Wardner,

Ne.mu.y fifty years ago James M. AVardner travelled west-
ward through the Adirondacks over a road that steadily
grew worse, till finally, like Nessrauk's trail, it ran up a
tree and ended in a knot hole. This was somewhere in
the neighborhood of "the Oregon," a title given to the
sandy, rolling country on the watershed between the St.
Regis and Saranac rivers, once devastated by a cyclone
and afterward swept by fire. Storm and fire had cleared
awa}' the primeval evergreen forest, but- in its stead a
second growth of blueberries and deciduous trees and
shrubs sprang up, furnishing luxuriant feed for deer and
bears and small game, while the numerous lakes and
marshy ponds were full of trout and frequented by the
various fur-bearing animals.
Wardner cut his own road for a time till he reached one

of the ponds connecting with Rainbow Lake, and here he
stopped, fully convinced that he had at last reached the
Promised Land. With him were his household effects
and a horse and cow, A few weeks' labor sufficed to erect
a cabin and a shelter for the stock, and a day or two more
was taken up planting corn in a recent burning. The
corn was put in "Indian plant" with an axe. A gash
was made in the ground wherever there was space between
the charred tree trunks or roots, and four or five kernels
dropped in, and then another stroke of the axe alongside
the first served to cover the corn. The land received no
preliminary cultivation and little subsequent care, yet
from a very small area enough fodder was harvested to
provide for the horse and cow during the long winter
months which followed.
Moving into the wilderness in those days was not half

,so serious a business as moving to the city at the present
time. Men were content with the bare necessities of
life, and got them. Everything was free to the man who
had the brawn and the courage to take it. The only
coin was the sweat of the brow. There were no middle
men to fatten on other men's toil. Capital and labor
traveled under the same hat. Every man was his own
boss, and every day was pay day.
There were no sweet Saturday nights and sour Mon-

day mornings. No one was chained to business. When a
mian wanted venison or a mess of trout, he went and got
them—and didn't have a guilty after feeling that perhaps
his time might have been occupied to better advantage.
Nervous dyspepsia was as little known as gout, and when
a man got a rifle bullet through his body they swabbed

out the hole wnth a bandanna handkerchief on the point of
a ramrod and left the man alone to get well and tell the
story to his grandchildren. Truly those were the golden
days

!

When Wardner cailte to have a hired man, the hired
man followed a bear to the top of Jones' Hill, calling
' Bossie, bossie," mistaking its mournful cry for the lowing
of the cows he had been sent to get. Twice Wardner
caught $50 worth of fur in one day. Once it was five
mink, which sold for $45, and a "saple," which brought
^3-7S, and seventeen muskrats. The second time there
were one otter, one fisher, two mink and three or four
sapJe and rats included in the catch.

The Biter Bitten.

What might easily have proved a fatal accident hap-pened to Wardner m his early hunting experience li

£n= "^^^^n^ -^^ '^^"Sht a bear in one of histraps and killed it, and being in a hurry, he attempted
to reset the trap without the aid of levers^ Wardne" is apowerful man, weighing 220 pounds. Right over theplace he was to set the trap there happened to be a

£ ^''^^ '^'^'^'"g ft such a height above the ground that

rirl '^T-'^ ^ ^^'^ to accomplish the

nnH K
""""^^ shouldcrs against the purchase aboveand bearing down on the springs with his feet. At the

critical moment he slipped and both hands and one footwere caught m the trap.
At that time Wardner wa.S; living alone and he had

mksed'aiT''""'--. I'
'"^'^ tha?' he tould btmissed and even if his absence was noted and a searchmsftuted, no one knew the location of his bear trapsWaidner however, did not bother turning over such

eventualities m his mmd. Fortunately the spikes hadnot happened to go through his hands or leg^ but theap was pmching badly and the mosquitoes and gnatswere stinging unmercifully. It was this latter ciixum-jtance that bothered him most. Wardner says he thoughtfor a minute he would never get out and that he woS d

lot over? ^i^'
^Tdid

-IrJ, A
predicament, but he admits that hesweated some Three minutes later when he was out of

drv ''tW • ^'"^^^^"u^ " ^^"'^^ there wasi?

overb^rd Thp"
^'"^'.^"^ ^e felt as if he had beenoverboard. The way he got out was this: With his

snrint^ H? n I'li''^,^''
^" ^'^^ ""^ the trapspring He pushed down on the spring with all theto.ce he could exert, and the jaws of the trap fell far

\"f°e?thnTtr
'° could draw his hfnds out

.f^v A }-
comparatively easy matter for a man

aL Jdease'ttf"^''^
'° '""^T' «P-ng3 still furtherana re ease the imprisoned foot, and when this w^saccomplished he cut levers and .set the trap as he oi^hrShave done m the first place. By a curious coincidenceJames Wardner',s brother, Seth, once met with a siinSa?

se'? fnf/'f'"^ ^^l^'
^^"Sht in a trap which he haiset for a sheep-kill.ng bear at Vermontville Seth feltvery much ashamed of the fact, and tried to conceal t andbecame indignam if any one questioned him as to thecause ot his bandaged hands..

Infallible Hunting Receipt.

WaSwr ''"Vr' ^ Shot," saidWaidner. They are the shyest and hardest to shoot of

hunting IS that one I have mounted in the house I wasafter deer on a knoll, and he came poking along

darkv'tn^'''
ca,se where I took the direction an olddarky gave me about huntmg deer. He was one of. John

inn3d ^"'"'^^ ^'b^' ^hen I was a boy J

sa?d Til f ''S'f °/ successful deer hunting. He^aid, 1 11 tell you,' and he lowered his voice as if he was

Le dfr ' 'tw'"''''v.'\^^ ^° be dar when dey

had ^t,-if ^^^^ w ^'1 ^""^^"^ instruction I everhad. It IS easy enough to be before or after, but to 'be darWhen dey be dar is what makes the successful hunter."

Not of the Hunting Caliber.

"Some men are born hunters and some men are not"
continued Wardner. "We had a city fellow up here oAe
year that couldn't kill a deer if the two were put in a
lo-toot pen. I sent him down to the runway at the foot
01 the lake one time to watch for deer, and as it happened
there was a deer there right close by when he got to
the place. When the city man saw the deer he just stood

.i??^'^?
till the deer got frightened and went off

Ihe fact of the matter is, Mr. Wardner,' he said tome when he come to explain, 'the deer didn't stay there
hut a very few moments.'
"Another time this man was coming up the lake one

evening, when he happened to see a deer behind him on
the shore. He put both hands on the sides of the boat
to^take a good, strong look, and the next thing he knew
he d turned the boat bottom side up and he was under-
neath. It surprised him so to go into the water so sud-
denly that for a while he was lost, and didn't know
where he was. It was dark under the boat, of course and
It was some time before he knew enought to get his
head out from under it and holler.-

More Men Killed Than Deer Still-Hanting.

"Since they've stopped hounding we don't have the
hunting or the hunters we used to have. The old race of
sti 1-hunters are nearly all dead, and very few deer are
killed still-hunting now. More men are killed than deer
in some places. I am in favor of hounding. It's more
economical of human life, for one thing. You can raise
a good hound m three years, but it takes at least twenty-
five years to make a good guide."

Personal Eccentricities of Am Washburn.

Sometimes, though rarely, a woods life tends to make
a man careless of his personal appearance. Old Am
Washburn is a typo of this kind. He has always fished
and hunted, and knows and cares for nothing else, barring
perhaps chewing tobacco and food. As for clothes, he
would far rather live in a bear's hide than his own,' for
then he would have his bodily covering renew.ed- by
nature instead of unsympathetic fellow beings.
Am Washburn spends his winters in the poorhouse,

but long before the ice is out in the spring he boards a
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freight train and travels to Rainbow Lake. He knows

tliat Jim Wardner has a soft spot in his heart for a

woodsman, even though his beard is in ropes hke the tag-

locks of a sheep and the tobacco juice runs down to his

knees, so he packs along his crutches and turns up at the

back door about the same time each spring. There Mrs.

"Wardner meets him, and while she holds him oi¥ at

broom's length she sends for the hired help, and hy

promises of divers quarters and good cigars finally secures

volunteers to wash up Am.
The old hunter is taken out of sight and tubbed and

soaped, and his roapy beard and hair is cut, and he is

lathered and combed and brushed till he doesn't know
himself. Last vear two pair of shears were spoiled

cutting his hair. 'On this occasion one Bill Williams was

sent to burv the clothes which had been forcibly removed

from old Am, and for weeks afterward Am bewailed the

fact that fifteen cents had been buried with them. Will-

iams absolutely refused to dig up the clothe.s, but finally

Mrs. Wardner discovered the true cause of his trouble and

made good the loss.

Am knows what manners are, and is always pohte to

the ladies. On one occasion Mrs. Wardner sent one of

the girls to get her a piece of pie after all the pie had
been accounted for. and Am, seeing the shortage, politely

proffered the piece he had been eating. When Mrs.

Wardner was told the fact, she got up hastily and left

the table.

Bearding a Bear in His Den.

Perhaps the most thrilling of Wardner' s hunting ex-

periences is that relating to his killing a bear in its den.

Wardner tells the story in a very matter of fact way.

He tracked the bear in the snow to a ledge on the point of

Loon Lake Mountain, and saw where it had disappeared

in a dark crevice under the ledge. His brother and he

had been hunting in company, but the brother had

gone around the other side of the mountain, and Wardner
was unwilling to take the time to summon him. He
followed the bear in under the rock in total darkness and
traveled on his hands and knees upward of 60 feet before

he located the'animal by the sound of its breathing.

Drawing a Colt's revolver and placing it beside him on
the ground, Wardner lay dowrf on his face and leveled his

rifle partly by the feeling of the walls of the den and

partly by the sound of the breathing, and fired. Dropping
the rifle, he instantly seized the revolver, holding it

before him with the intention of firing it the moment he

felt the bear's body in its outward charge. He steeled

his mind to pull quickly, for if the bear carried the

revolver back in its dash over his body he might shoot into

his own heels. Fortunately for the hunter, however, the

first shot killed the bear, and the revolver was not called
.

into play.

Erratic Course of a Rifle Bullet,

Wardner once shot at a partridge sitting under a soft

maple top with one of the old muzzleloading rifles then

in use and missed it. An instant later he heard a sharp

spat and saw the sand fly at his feet. Stooping down he

found the rifle ball badly flattened and buried a couple of

inches in the sand. It had glanced twice from branches

of the maple top and gone straight up in the air and re-

turned to earth with such force that he would undoubtedly

have been killed if he had stood a foot further on.

St. Germain's Tragedy.

Wardner knew Mose St. Germain when he lived at

Big Clear Lake. He had a high opinion of his skill as

a hunter, but said he was a bad customer and vindictive

if he thought any one was trying to get the better of

him.
"I always laughed at one expression he made," said

Wardner, relating the tragedy of the old man's existence.

'He had two boys who killed themselves. Fiette, the

first, attended religious meetings and got crazy about

religion. He was afraid he might backslide, and thought

he would fix it so that he would go to heaven while he

was prepared, so he went out one day and shot himself.

"About a year afterward Levi drowned himself. They
found a boat on the shore of the pond, but couldn't find

his body. His father, mother and sisters searched for it

for weeks, but without success. On their way back they

stopped here. The old man went out to the barn to

take care of his horses and got to telling me about the

boys.
' 'There's Fiette,' he said. *He go to meeting to get

religion, and shoot himself to go to heaven. Then Levi

he think it over, and he think he'll go where Fiette is, and
he go and drown himself, Maybe he never go to same
place at all!'"

Genealogical and Historical.

WardnePs original business was school teaching. He
taught in Essex county, Ivlew York, and also in Oaio and
Michigan, and was always equal to his task of "straighten-

ing out" the large boys on occasion. His health tailed,

and he developed throat trouble, which threatened to

become chronic, and so he gave up teaching, and Lke
Plumadore, found health and happiness in the woods.

He was already used to the pio;ieer life, and knew how
to handle axe and ritle to proper advantage, havmg been

born in Chesterfield, Essex county, N. Y., Aug. 15, 1831,

when that locality was only newly settled. With his

older brother, Joshua, he used to hunt bees in Poke-o'-

Moonshine. One cloudy day when the bees did not

work, the boys amused themselves rolling boulders down
the 500-foot precipice toward the Albany Post Road, it

was in the days of coaling and iron mining and forging,

and there was a great deal of travel on the road. Every
one who came along stopped to see the sight, and soon

there was a procession of conveyances reaching a con-

siderable distance in both directions, their occupants re-

garding with amusement and no little awe the catapultic

flight of the stones that tore through tree trunks 6 or 8

inches thick and filled the air with slivers and brimstone.

James Wardner comes of good old American stock.

One of his grandfathers hauled supplies during the winter

of i8l3-i4to the American army at Sackett's Harbor, start-

ing from Lake Champlain at Westport and passing

through Keene and Bloomingdale by the northern military

road. A second military road crossed the Adirondack
wilderness -by way of the lower end of Long Lake and
Bog River- Falls. Tradition has it that our army crossed

over from Lake Champlain to the St. Lawrence iij two
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divisions by these roads. His bfmlier, Nathan Wardticr,

volunteered at Plattsburg, and_ fought through the batde

as a free lance. He provided his own provisions and took

along his hired man "to 'help in the good' cause. His

mother's father, William Manchester, also fought in this

battle as a regular, and was thought to have been kiUcd.

All next day his daughter searched the battlefield for

his body, only to find in the end that her father had been

sent off on detached duty and was safe and well.
-

J. B. Bl'RNTl.AM,

In the Shadow of Katahdin.
{Continued from ^age 343.)

Breakfast over, next morning there was trouble in

camp. Wilbert balked. It came about in this way:

Lide and I were for making tracks toward Lake Milli-

nockett and the Spencer Brothers' Camp. Wilbert

argued that he had found excellent bed and board, and

deer sign was plentiful enough to suit him. Matters were

finally settled satisfactorily to all concerned. Wilbert

stayed where he was, and Lide and I made tracks for

the promised land. Wilbert agreed to follow later,

provided we should be successful in our quest.

The Nesowadnehunk road is not as smooth as F'iftli

avenue; neither are there as many elegant mansions

there. Its Belgian blocks were laid by old Mother
Nature, and she asked no man as to the quality or dis-

position of the same. Indeed, it would seem she had so

paved the way as to forbid the trespass of man upon
her secret domains. Miniature conical peaks and Lilli-

putian valleys, swamps, lakes and streams, the whole
interspersed with natural deadfalls, are met at every few

yards; and barked shins, peeled ankles, stone bruises and

sore feet are the price extracted from the novice for the

privilege of limping, creeping, groveling, grunting and

syvearing over eleven miles of this road by courtesy.

Deer tracks, however, were as plentiful as cow tracks

in a pasture lot. We saw hundreds of them, and in

places the snow was literally tracked flat. We made so

much noise in the crtist, though, that no deer were seen.

Maine miles are "corkers,'' and it took over four hours

to cover the distance to the Spencer Camp. Just as we
concluded we never would reach there, we caught a

glimpse of the lake through the trees. It seemed we must
have traveled at least fifteen miles, but we had two miles

further to go. Finally our destination came into view

—

and a most welcome siglit it was to us.

The Spencer Camp, or Camp Eureka, as Lide and I

had the privilege of naming it one night, is neat,^ clean

and brand new. It was built in the summer oi 1899 by

its owners, and stands on the carry between lakes

Millinockett and Umbajejus. The camp is well supplied

with comforts for the sportsman, the table being very

good. There are spring beds, good mattresses and

plenty of covering. Then the Spencer boys are royal

good fellows, and do all in their power to make their

guests comfortable. The board is $1 per day. If a

guide is taken his hire would be $3 per day, making total

expenses of $4 per day.

We were met at the door by Fred Spencer, and he

was a surprised man when he recognized Lide. Of
course I was a stranger, but it took only a handshake to

become acquainted. In the large room called the "office"

a large wood-burning stove dispensed heat in abundance,

while the board floor and the peeled, bright new log walls,

hung with rifles, revolvers, knives, hatchets and cartridge

belts, presented a sight to delight the heart.

The next morning, after breakfast, Fred having gone

off for wood, we fired a few shots into a tree to test our

rifles, then started off on his tracks. They led to the

edge of the lake, and out on the ice. It was one of

those crisp, clear, ideal winter mornings, and we stood

at the edge of the lake a long while, and gazed in silent

admiration upon the entrancing scene spread before our

eyes. For miles to the east and south stretched a sheet

of ice, fringed by an irregular shore line, which was
indented with bays and clad in dark green raiment, which
intermingled with the gray of dead standing and fallen

forest giants, and beautiful gem-like islands—like emer-

alds in a ?ea of pearl—studded the glistening surface.

The boughs of nearby firs and the evergreens bowed under

a weight of crusted snow, and the ground underneath was
sheeted in a robe of white. As if to add softness, a

heavy frost lavishly coated every object, lending to the

scene the grayish tinge of dull-finished silver. The
brilliant rays of the winter sun fell from the pure un-

flecked winter sky with rainbow loveliness upon the

picture, and it seemed as if we were looking upon an
enchanted land.

Lide was first to step upon the ice, and as I followed, a

large fish, a laker, perhaps, darted away from near shore
for deeper water. Then Fred appeared rounding a

point and dragging a large sled heaped high with logs

for the huge wood burner. "Good morning, Fred,"

.said I; "can you show us Katahdin?" He dropped the

rope of the sled and an.swered: "Y''es. Jtrst step this

way." We followed to a spot beyond the point, and one
of the most glorious sights it has ever been my good
fortune to look upon was revealed. Towering into the

cloudless heavens, far above the cloud line, stood the

hoary-headed guardian of this enchanting region of

mountain, forest, lake and stream. Dark timber girted

the feet of the giant, and extended two-thirds up the

sloping sides. Then through sparse vegetation was
revealed the snow, which ever increased in density and
whiteness as vegetation decreased. Up, tip. far up into

the northern firmament lifted the haughty brow of this

imposing sentinel, and frowned upon the bewilderingly
beautiful wilderness beneath. Seared and wrinkled by
lightnings and storms, and thundering snowslides of un-
numbered centuries, Katahdin frowned down on the
world before man was born, and Katahdin will frown on
the world when man is gone. White and massive as the

thtinderheads of an advancing tornado, lifting above the

distant horizon's edge, was his crown this glorious winter
morning: and as one gazed enthralled upon the giant

and the dark blue, snow-crested, sun-kissed ranges melt-
ing into the purity of the northeast and northwest, .some-
how, with each "heart-throb, steady as the stroke of a
pendulum, something seemed to whisper: "God is here.

God. is here. God is here."

- - .Ill I mil r lif^.^rWifVi"'.!;

We returned to camp; Ihcn I'red and JeWett advised
us to go south on the Nesowadnehunk road about a
mile, and ciimb the mountain southeast of camp. "If

you look sharp, you'll find my footprints in the snow,"
said Jewett. ' Ihey lead to where I shot a deer the
other day. If you follow them, and be quiet about it, you
may get a shot. Anyhow, they lead to the Burnt Land,
and when you get there you can sit down and watch.
Perhaps that woidd be better than walking, for you can't
help making a noise on the crust, and that'll keep the
deer running ahead of you."
We went as directed, and found the tracks without

trouble, l^hey ascended diagonally the mountain side

through a heavy growth of timber, whose snow-weighted
boughs released their white burdens as we disturbed
them in passing and liberally showered us from head to

heels. This we rather enjoyed than otherwise; it was
a veritable bath of purity. Soon a level stretch was
reached, where the growth was hardwood. There was
little underbrush, fires having swept it away, and a good
view was had for a long way in all directions.

Lide was ahead. "Keep i'our eyes peeled," he whis-
pered. "We're in a good deer country, and we've got to

move awfully quiet." We w(juld walk cautiously a ways,
then stand and listen. With the exception of plenty of

old tracks, the cries of bluejaj'^s, the .steady hammering
of large red-headed woodpeckers and the flitter of snow-
birds, nothing of an encouraging nature was seen or
heard for some time. Then I^ide. who was in the lead,

slopped, looked back and grinned. When I reached the
spot where he stood he pointed to the snow at his feet

and whispered: "Fresh tracks. Deer have been here
within an hour. Look! They've been feeding off those
maple sprouts." Then he touched the pieces of crust that

had been broken by the feet of the deer; they were per-

fectly free, not having had time to freeze since the deer
passed. This of course denoted freshness.

We followed the tracks for perhaps a hundred yards,

tlien came to a spot where fallen "trees were piled in a
heap. Here Lide swore he could "smell 'em." As I

was green at the business, and had never smelled 'em, not
to my knowledge at least. I couldn't swear whether I

smelled 'em then or not. Just as I climbed on top of a

large tree trunk, however, there was a sound like boul-

ders rolling down hill; then four white objects bobbed
spasmodically up and down a number of tiines about
a hundred yards ahead, and before one could say "Jack
Robinson!" four of 'em vanished in the distance. It was
my first sight of the white flag.

"Why didn't you fire? " asked Lide, as soon as he re-

covered from his sui-prise. "Why didn't you fire?" I

retorted. His mirth expanded in a sardonic grin, then

my feet slipped oft' the log, my legs flourished in the

air and I sat on the ground from a height of 6 feet with
a jolt that loosened every joint in my body.

We followed the tracks for perhaps half a mile, and
were so cautious that it took over half an hour. I

thought it was all time wasted, but Lide argued differently.

Presently we reached the edge of the Burnt Land—at

a point where we had almost an unbroken view for fully

two miles to the south. With the exception of a trunk
standing here and there, the country had been swpet clean

by fire. The southern point of a small rise to the east

ended here and as we reached a place just opposite, Lide's

hand motioned Stop ! I stopped short. Then Lide
raised his rifle, leaned far over and fired. I jumped to his

side just in time to see three deer disappear in the

edge of a clump of heavy timber; but just this side a

dark shape lay .struggling on the ground. I grasped Lide's

hand and congratulated him, for he had killed the first

deer—a large doe. The shot was an excellent one, for

the distance was over 125 paces, ^nd the bullet had passed
through the neck.

We tried to drag the deer out, but soon gave up the

job. Lide finally decided to return to camp and get

Jewett. While he was gone I sat on a small knoll and
kept a good lookout. I had been sitting there an hour
when three shots rang out a short distance away to the

north. They were followed by a solitary shot. Presently

Lide and Jewett appeared. "What have you been doing
while I was gone?" Lide saluted. "Three fool deer have
been feeding within 200 yards of you, waiting to be shot!

Why, you must have been asleep I" I thought so, too.

"Did you hit any of them?''

''I don't think so. They were a long way oflf. I fired

three times and Jewett fired once. Then the deer made
tracks for the heavy growth."

Jewett had a rope, and we hung the doe up and Jewett
dressed her. He pronounced the weight over too pounds.
It was near sundown, so we didn't tote the meat out that

night. Jewett assured us that it would be perfectly safe

there, and would carry easier when thoroughly frozen.

On the way to camp we stopped at the place Avhere

Lide and Jewett had done the firing, and Jewett went over

where the deer had been feeding. "Come here,

boys !" he cried. "Lide, you hit one of those deer, and
hit it hard !" We hastened over, and sure enough one of

the deer had been hit hard. There was blood in plenty,

and we followed the trail until Jewett said it would be
folly to stay in the woods longer. Then we reluctantly

gave up. determined to take up the track aga'n in the

morning. Lide and 1 agreed to hire either Fred or

Jtvi-ctt to make the trip to the Hunter's Home and in-

form Wilbert of the day's success, and induce him, if

po.ssible, to come out.

It was warm in bed that night, but bitter cold outside

the camp. The trees cracked and snapped like smothered
rifle reports, and the lake groaned and grumbled like a

fiend in pain.

''I tell you what, boys, it has been a cold night, and it's

a cold morning, too." Fred's voice awoke me out of a

sound dreamless sleep. I yawned and asked : "How
cold do you call it?"

"All of 10 below zero." They told me in Millinockett

afterward that Fred was right.

.'\fter a good warm breakfast we were ready fbr busii-

ness. Fred prepared for his trip to Millinockett. and as

Lide wished to follow the track of the wounded deer and
hankered for another shv at the Burnt Land di'^trict, on
Jewett's advice I dec'ded for a trip on the ice. "You can
traA^el more quickly there, and will stand a good chance of
seeing a deer on one of the points," said he. "\''ou want
to keep near shore, though, and look sharp all the while !"

The Nesowadnehunk road runs parallel with the edge
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of the lake for some distance here, so Lide started out
on the ice with me. We had nearly come up with the
second point from camp when a doe jumped up, almost on
the extreme end of the point, and was otf like a tiash. i
aimed quickly at the place where the deer disappeared and
fired. We hurried over and found where my bullet had
struck a tree trunk that was hidden by intervening boughs
when I fired. Then Lide stepped further out on the
ice and saw the animal hustling through the woods. We
went on a way further together, then Lide struck out for
the Burnt Land.

1 now went along the shore very cautiously, for I ex-
pected to see a deer jump every second. If any deer were
there, however, my shot must have frightened them away,
for I walkd over two miles without seeing hide or hoof,
h'inally I caine to one of those gem-like islands and
thor.giit T would work my way across it. After spending
fully iwenty minutes to gain a hundred feet, T discovered
1 had made a gigantic mistake, and I hereby warn any one
who might contemplate a trip to Maine to shun all such
inlands as he would a pestilence.

Fair to look upon are these islands, indeed, but look and
be content. Entice yourself not to stroll on one, for they
are a delusion and a snare. The heavily foliaged timber
hides a chaotic mass of uprooted trees, distorted roots
and tangled vines. Then, when the lake gets its dander
up it just slings everything adrift right up into this
mixttire, and the resultant tanglification can give a Florida
hammock cards and spades and beat it out of sight for
demoniacal disorder. Your headway is up and dowru Six
or eight feet in the air you climb, down j^ou jump, three
feet ahead you go, then up again. Hanging from the
edge of an eight-story buildfng by your hands in a night-
mare is real, ecstatic enjoyment compared to a jaunt like
this. To help matters out, cute little cakes of frozen
snow shower from the boughs and dance and wriggle
down_ your spine and across your solar plexus, and gradu-
ally fill your trousers from the knees up to the waist-
hand. Righteous, indeed, is he who can make a trip like
this and not break the Third Commandment.

For awhile the return to camp was made just as
cautiously as the trip out. Then the love of nature over-
came the ambition of the sportsman. A keen wind swept
out of the north—right down from Katahdin. Puffy
clouds chased across the heavens and glided along the
sides of the giant, but not as high as his lofty crest by
lialf, and their dark shadows incessantly drifted over the
unbroken sea of forest beneath. Far away over the ice
to tho northea.st, just beyond the emerald point of a jewel

-

like island, away down where the ice glittered like an
ocean of diamonds, a dark object moved along. Was it

a deer? Who can tell?

Dinner was ready when I reached camp. I was ready,
too, and so was Lide. We had followed the track of tlie

wounded deer and found where it had lain over night.
Then as the morning track showed no signs of blood, after
following it a couple of miles he gave up tried the Burnt
t^and without success, then returned to camp.
That afternoon Lide and I climbed the mountain near

camp. We kept a sharp lookout, but found nothing. It
was near .sundown when we reached camp, and a dozen
lumbermen were there. Just before dinner in walked
a sportsman named Snow and his guide, Guy Haynes.
A very interesting evening was passed around the big
wood-burner. Mr. Snow and his guide had hunted all

the wa}^ from Norcross that day without seeing a deer,
although signs were plentiful. They had spent several
days trying to get a shot, but withotit success; this was
owing to the noise made on the ciaist. Mr. Snow lives
near Bangor, and is a farmer. He is also an old and
ardent deer hunter, and has met considerable experi-
ence. His yarns were very interesting. When he dis-
covered that Lide was a farmer, the hunting ciuestion was
dead so far as they were concerned. All hands were then
regaled with an, animated dissertation on the propaga-
tion of pumpkins, squashes, tuniips, cabbages, beets,
onions and celerj', etc. Then ensilage, brewery grains,
garbage, compost heaps, manures and different brands of
fertilizers came in for discussion. The discourse was
continued even after we were in bed. The last I heard of
the conversation ran like this: "Some raise the dwarf
celt-ry for market, and others raise the giant variety; but
for ray part I say give us "

The next morning Mr. Snow and his guide departed for
Norcross. Then the lumbermen collected their belongings
together, strapped them to their backs and left for their
winter homes to the north. George White, a teamster,
stayed at the camp. He had a pair of strong, heavy
horses, a tote sleigh and a heavy wagon, and was left

behind to tote for the luinber camps from Millinockett
to the Spencer camp. Then from here to a point ten or
twelve miles north another teamster would tote the loads
left by White. Then another would take the loads at
his end of the route and keep them moving. In this way
necessaries were kept pouring into the lumber camp con-
tinuously.

When all "had gone, Lide and I struck out for the Burnt
Land, and we hunted as cautiously as ever, but saw no
deer. Plenty of them were there, though, for there was
an abundance of sign ; but the deer kept out of sight.

After a while we came to Lide's doe, and as the carcass
was frozen stiff we decided to tote it out. This was an
easier job than I expected, and in less than an hour we
h'ld it down b.v the side of the road. Here we found the
sled (left b}' Jewett the afternoon be dressed the deer)
and so shifted our load to runners. It was hard work
gettira; the sled through the drift stuff to the ice, but
after this was accomplished the rest of the trip to camp
was easy.

Fred had returned from Millinockett, but without Wil-
bert. Lide stayed in camp the rest of the day. but the
weather was so fine and the air so bracing that I couldn't
resist a trip to a little bog where the dnj before we had
found the entrails and hoofs of a deer which one of the
oi'csts of the cainp had killed some days previouslJ^ This
liog was perhaps two acres in extent, and was coverad
with tall, withered grass, and the snow was one network
of tracks. Heavy timber surrounded the place, and as I
brushed the snow from the trunk of a fallen tree and sat

df vvn. I felt confident of getting a shot. I sat there fully

an hour, and saw nothing but woodpeckers and snow
bird '5. Then, suddenly, off to my right and not over 20
var ls away, an animal loped through a bar of golden sun-
light. Tr was in and out of sight in a second and there

W.I- no time even to raise my rifle. In that brief time.

however, I recognized the animal as a lynx, or, as it is

called in that section, a "lucive." I found it had been
feeding off the entrails of the deer out of sight of me
while sitting, but not over 50 yards away. Had I not
crossed the bog, in all probabifity I would have got a
shot.

From the bog I made a wide detotlr on the south side

of the mountam, and enjoyed some beautiful views, then
descended on the north side, struck the road and went out
on the ice of the lake near camp.
Never could eye behold a scene more grandly, softly

beautiful than I looked upon that evening. Back of the
emerald forest's crest, like a wondrous globe of gold
floating in a boundless, purple sea, the sun was slowly
sinking to his rest. And his soft-shinning, mellow shafts
fell far out athwart a world of frozen forest, lake and
stream, and touched its furt;hest limits with delicate
fingers of scintillating light. Then his lower rim rested
an instant on the western forest's crest; lower, lower he
sank, and seemed gradually to melt away, and far to

the east, miles away, beyond the lake's wood-bound
shores, slowly, stealthily, surely the shadows of night ad-
vanced. Now the dusky legions reach the eastern shores
and the frosted, snow-fringed woods and purple islands
softly blush under a last, clinging good-night kiss.

On, on to the west the shadows creep. The sun slowly
melts from view. But look on Katahdin—the giant king
of these realms. From cloud line to his pure while
crest he is a blaze of soft, reflecting glory. Yet up his

prottd, lofty sides the shadows quietly creep, and obliterate
the rainbow tints in their advance. Already have they
overwhelmed the lofty ranges to the northeast and north-
west, but the king's crown still burns with the soft, deli-

cate radiance of creamy pink, which gradually fades and
dies ; then for a single instant a narrow ribbon of
gold gilds his crown, and, like extinguishing the flame
of a candle, or the departure of a soul, in a breath it has
gone. As if all nature were under a spell, no sound
breaks the death-like stillness, and, as the dusky shadows
have o'erwhelmed the land, ,so does a forlorn loneliness
steal over and oppress the soul, for one realizes his

smallness, meanness and helplessness in the vast solitude
of these wilds.

Presently the holy silence was intruded on by a harsh,
discordant sound. The rude jangle of bells came from
the south. Faint at first, the sound grew louder. What
could it mean? The mystery was soon solved. The noise
came from the Nesowadnehunk road, and the bells were
of the horses that were drawing the tote sleigh on the
return from Millinockett.

It was dark when I entered camp, but the lamps were
not yet lighted. I hung my cartridge belt and rifle on a
convenient peg and started for the kitchen. The form of
a man leaned carelessly against the kitchen door casing.
I supposed it was Lide, and was about to pass. "How be
you?" said a familiar voice. It was Wilbert The old
sinner couldn't stay away, so had come through with
George White and the tote sleigh.

We were a happy, reunited family of sportsmen, and
we sat late around the stove and "swapped lies." George
White contributed some interesting anecdotes, and he
appeared such an honest chap that we took quite a
shine to him. He was a stranger to Jewett and Fred, as
well as to Its. In his inelegant way, Lide rightly sized
Mr. White up, to our satisfaction, at least, when he
said: "No man can be bad that takes as good care
of another man's horses as that man does."
Among the yarns told that night was one by Jewett.

Conversation had drifted to the subject of getting lost
in tire woods, and several stories had been told, when
Jewett said: "Once I was cook in a barkers' camp, and
one dark night, about 9 o'clock, we heard a rifle shot away
off in the woods. One of ottr crowd was for answering
right off, but I told him to wait, and not to answer unless
there was another shot. That fellow was green, though,
and Avould have his way, so he tired. Soon there was an
answer, and he fired again. This brought another answer.
Then shots began to sound in a number of directions, and
that fool of ours kept banging away. In about an hour
we saw lights flickering in the woods in all directions, and
in fifteen minutes our camp was filled with the maddest
lot of men I ever saw. I tell yoti what, they were ugly

!

There were more of them than there were of us, and they
came from another barkers' caiup that had located about
two miles away the day before. They had gtms, axes
and clubs,, and we had to talk mighty nice to avoid a
pitched battle then and there. Finally they went away,
but not before they had chopped ever}' stitch of clothing
that was hanging on our clothes line to pieces. One of
their party had fired the first shot from a rifle that had a
cartridge stuck in the chamber, and they thought some
one was lost when that fool of ours answered. Never
answer the first shot you hear in the woods, unless one of
your own party is missing. It riles men who have worked
hard all day to go stumbling about in the woods for two
hours at night on a fool's errand." Wm. H. Avis.

Her First Outing.
We had been married just a trifle over two years be-

fore I found time to take a genuine, good, old-fashioned
camp. .\ friend and I had been making arrangements
all summer for a fall trip, and one autumn evening as 1

was packing the grub chest, I heard a voice say: "I
wish I were going with you." All -I could say was. "I
wish so, too," adding, "You shall go next year." The
next day John gave up the trip, owing to some pressing
commercial transaction, and as I told my wife at dinner
hour that she was to accompany me this ytar. her joy
knew no bounds.
Our luggage was transported to the river by rail and

wagon, we following by train when the final day came,
llie next morning when we awoke, black, wet clouds were
seen scurrying from the northwest; a chill wind blew, and
it looked like rain any minute. But to the query whether
5he wished to start on such day, you wauld have thought
the sun was beaming brightly and everything auspicious
for a pleasant trip, as she replied, "Of course. I expected
this kind of weather camping out." So we started loiter-

ing down the old slotigh, coming out upon the Father of
Waters, everything new and novel to her 'nature-loving
ej-es. How she loved the water, the wild woods, the
green fields and running streams, uttering exclamations

of delight and surprise at each turn of the creek as new
beauties were brought to view.
The camping place reached and all the luggage packed

to the Old cabin, we prepared dinner and had just seated
ourselves around the frugal meal, when it began to

blow and rain, while we congratulated ourselves on our
good luck in getting settled before the storm broke.
Then followed a week of pleasant, idle days, during

which we hunted, fished and boated, her chief delight
being to sit in the stern of the boat and float idly with
the current as the warm sun tempered the autumn air

with a delicious, languorous sensation hard to describe, but
most delightful to enjoy and appreciate.
We did not get a great amount of game, for we had

come out to rest, not to work; but we had just enough
to keep the kettle full in case of company, and there were
growing appetites that kept the surplus down if the com-
pany failed to appear.
We took long walks through the aged timber, watched

the turning of the leaves. We watched the autumn fogs
and mists settle over the river at eventide, and saw them
rise and evaporate under the sun's influence at dawn.
We saw the wild fowl in the evenings as they hurried
south on swift beating wings, and heard their gabble as
they fed in the neighboring rice lakes, and we saw
great flocks of blue herons on their annual pilgrimage, and
heard their discordant squawks as they flew laboriously
along the watercourses. We saw where the muskrat and
coon had been feeding the night before, and heard the
screech and hoot of the owl in the big timber. We saw
the snipe and plover come in on snappy, frosty evenings,
and had glorious sport with them next day on marsh and
upland. We heard and saw immense flocks of blackbirds
as they settled down among the rice beds in the evening,
and listened to their melodious chucklings as they fed
next morning. In short, we seemed to see and hear, enjoy
and appreciate every atom of the wild, wild woods life

around us, and were happy and contented, with no cares
or worries, and when it was all over, my wife vowed
that her first trip would not be the last.

E. K. Stedman.

The English Sparrow in Texas.
San Angelo, Tex., Oct. 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
While I am not a friend of the English sparrow, it has
occurred to me from my knowledge and observation of
him that perhaps to some extent he has been unjustly
assailed in the United States generally. My personal
acquaintance with him, however, is of only about five

years' standing, and that in this city alone.
He made his advent here about five years since, and for

the last three years has been in full force.
Having been a reader of Foest and Stream for the

last twenty years, and having of course imbibed from
the columns thereof that there was no good in him, and
that no native bird could withstand his combative "crim-
inal aggressions," and being a lover of all bird life, wild
natives especially, I was certainly sorely grieved for the
sad fate in store for my little friends ' when I learned
for the first time that their enemy of extermination had
arrived; and you may be sure that I have kept a close
watch upon him ever since, and now desire to record the
result of my observations.
This city comprises 5,000 inhabitants or more. The

surroundings are principally prairie, with timber inter-
spersed, enough for ample supply of bird life. In the
city we have; one nice park of about five acres, well set
to a variety of shade and ornamental trees, among which
are quite a number of Russian mulberries, which bear
fruit annually in the greatest profusion. The mulberries
also adorn many of the streets and private residences, as
also do many other varieties and shrubs, aff'ording an at-
tractive habitation for all of our native birds. "The birds
have availed themselves most liberally. A partial list

includes red and white crested song sparrows, chipping
sparrows, orioles, wrens, redbirds, finches, mockingbirds,
scissor-tails, tomtits, grackles, blackbiruo, ^owt)irds-
American cuckoos, Mexican canaries, and many others.
These birds were in bountiful supply, and on friendly
terms with all, and cheering us throughout the year with
their merry songs, at the time of the advent of this
much detested "vermin of tlie air." I have kept a close
watch upon him ever since.

Of course he has pre-empted every available nesting
place in and about the eaves and gutters of the buildings,
barns and otithouses; and his eternal chirrup, chirrup can
be heard at all times of the day; but I have never yet
seen him in combat with, any of the native birds, nor
have the natives seemed in any way to have abandoned
the premises, but are still in full force and as exuberant
of song and good cheer as ever.
Just back of my office, on the rear of an adjoining lot,

is a small grove of cottonwood trees now in full leaf,
making a dense foliage, and the English sparrows have
selected it as a roosting place, and every evening about
6 o'clock they swarm into this grove for their night's
rest by the thousands. On yesterday evening I was
watching them from my window coming into this roost-
ing place, when I discovered quite a number of grackles
and blackbirds among them. On closer observation, and
watching them until the grove was fairly alive with bird
life, and staying until they had settled down to their
night's repose, I was satisfied that at least one-third of
the number were grackles, and that all roosted together
that night in that grove on the most intimate and
friendly terms.
That he is combative and will contend for his rights

there is no question, for I haVe seen them fight each other
to the death.

I remember reading several years since a communica-
tion from Goodrich Jones to one of our local papers, in
which he stated that he saw in the city of Waco, in this
State, a combat between English sparrows and a butcher
bird, in which the butcher came out victorious, killing
five of his adversaries in the battle and coming out hini^
self unscathed. But Mr. Jones did not state which side
brr'tght on the engagement.
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I am of the opinion, from what I have seen of him, that

in this section of country at least, if not attacked by other

birds the sparrow will keep the peace and live on friendly

terms with them. In other words, that he will only light

on the defensive. Milton Mays.

AmericanUEgrets.
NoTWiTMSTANDli«rG the law against killing the plume

birds of Florida, the murderous work still goes on,

altiiough coniined to the dense and far-away Everglades.

These gruesome swamps hold many secrets ; here and there

the hunter and adventurer come upon refugees from

justice, and here some of Uncle Sam's deserters, with

pointed guns call out, "Hands up!" to the intruder, lest

he be some Government detective upon their tracks.

Such characters, with others equally lawless, live by

the chase and upon the spoils of the herons and egrets.

As a Avell-known hunter of Kissimmee, on his way
home from the Everglades with his alligator hides, was

l^addling through a dense cypress slough, he heard the

clattering cries of some starving egrets. Stopping the

boat, he Avent to the place' and found that some plume

hunter had been there. The ground was strewn with

about a hundred carcasses of the parent birds, and repre-

sented the last of that rookery. From tlie tall tree tops

came the cries of the little ones, whose cries appealed so

strongly to the hunter that he climbed the tall trees,

an almost superhuman work, and secured eight half-

starved birdlings, of different sizes and ages, of big white

heron, or American egret. They were brought to Kis-

simmee, but under the circumstances could receive but

poor attention on the way in the matter of food. They
were hungry little fellows, and willing to eat many things

unknown to their native taste.

So difficult are these birds to capture, on account of

the tall trees in which they build, that after years of

efforts to secure a pair for the yard, these from the

Kissimmee hunter were the first we had been able to

procure.
A few words as to the oldest pair, and this brief chap-

ter is closed. While only cartilage and skin, as the

bone was unformed, and being half-starved, these birds

showed a beauty in their snowy feathers and small crest

and their strong piercing eyes. With almost deafening

voices they would beg for food. They were male and
female, and as with the great blue heron, the female was
the bolder, more pugnacious and like a spoiled unruly

child in her eating. The male bird was ready to eat

what was presented; but she would beat her wings, shake

her head and beg with a loud clattering voice, refusing

to eat bread and milk because she preferred rare beef and
minnows. The zoologist can never comprehend the

nature of any creature by the most careful inspection

of the stuffed skin. .The vital nature of these baby birds

became a most interesting study. Fresh from the

C3''press forest^ belonging to the wildest of flying birds,

they knew no fear, recognizing a friendship and eating

from the hand, taking the finger into their mouths after

the manner in which tliey take the beak oi the parent

bird. While the long, dilated throat would have its

imswallowed food, the continuous qua-qua, qua-qua

would keep up as long as food was in sight.

When these young birds had been on the premises a

few clays confined in a box a venture to try them in a

small part of the yard partitioned off by wire was made.
They had grown strong enough to toddle around, and a

fear that the old hens might attack them kept us on the

alert, till the pugnacious natures of the toddlers showed
us tliat no care would be necessary as to attack from the

hens, crane or dog. With feathers ruffled, they would
extend their long necks, and with a cry intimidate any
bird which approached. Even Jill, the large crane who
lords it over the entire yard, turned and walked majes-
tically away, leaving the egrets to their own domain. We
found the birds creatures of strong habits, even at such

an early age, for they, should not have been removed
from the nest for several weeks.
With the thought of the pretty picture they would make

on the green lawn they were brought inside. Here they

were restless, and paced up and down the wire, running
up a.gainst the netting till we found they would have to

be put back to their first quarters. In their efforts to get

back the male hurt himself in some way, and grew more
and more helpless. In this helpless state he dislocated

one of the cartilage-like legs. He grew worse, but

showed a tenacity of life that was marvelous. His case

was pronounced hopeless, and after intense suffering he
succumbed to the inevitable.

The remaining six egrets were then gotten from the

hunter, who had grown tired of them and had given up
all hope of rearing them, for they had been storm-beaten,

fed on improper food and were so feeble that thej^ could

not hold their heads up. Every effort to feed and nurse

the little creatures was put forth. In this weakened
state they showed intelligence—on the approach of a

stranger would qua-qua a disapproval. From the tenac-

ity with which they held to life we hoped from day to

day to raise at least a part of thein. One feature no-
ticeable was the strong, clear, shining eye that lasted as

long as life with them. No strength came to them, and
the end was the end of all creatttres.

Minnie Moore-Willson.
Kissimmee, Fla.

The Belgian Hare Fad*

"JxjST after 1 came East," remarked Alexander B.

Minting, of San Diego, Cal , "there was printed in the

Heard About Town column of the Times a statement
about the danger to agriculturists of the Belgian hare
fad that has gained .such a curious hold on the affection.

s

of breeders of pet animals from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The note of warning seemed almost prophetic to me when
I opened my mail tliis morning. A letter from my son
tells me that the supervisors of our county have just

passed an ordinance compelling owners of Belgian hares
to keep them closely confined, and fixing a penalty for

turning them loose of not less than $20 nor more than
$100. This all came about from the announcement of a

woman living near me, that she would turn her hutch of

about 300 of the animals loose. They had bred so rapidly

and had become such a care and nuisance that she could
abide them no longer. Now, the young of the hares feed
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on the tender bark of young fruit trees in preference to

anything else. As we are a great fruit-raising section, the

loosing of a lot of Belgian hares would spell ruin for our

fruit ranches. So a general protest against the turning

wild of a lot of these rabbits, that breed almost faster

than a man can count, followed. Belgian hares are so

common out our way that people will no longer eat them,

and I know one Los Angeles breeder who will give any

one all the hares he can take away. Yet he paid $1,500

for an imported buck, and $1,000 for three does, which

were the foundation stock of his hutch. Now he is

doing all he can to exterminate what has corne t6 be an

unmitigated nuisance in his vicinity, as some of the young

got loose and are doing all sorts of damage to frmt

trees. The Belgian hare is a greater nuisance than the

English sparrow. You people of the East and Middle

West will so find it in a couple of years unless steps are

taken to prevent the hares from running wild in the

woods and fields about your cities. If the Belgian hares

were allowed to propagate at will for five years there

would then be more of them in the United States from

their natural increase than there are of all other animals,

wild and domestic combined. The market for rabbit

meat is by no means unlimited, as those Avho breed for

this market will find in a very short time. That satis-

fied, what are you going to do with the nuisances?"—

New York Times.

Duel Between an Elephanr ^u<i a Lrc rnoiive

Last Friday tbe first goods train from Teluk .An;.oii

to Jpoh, on nearing the twelich mile post from Teluk

Anson, was brought to a standstill
,

by Driver Russell,

who noticed a big tusker elephant in the midst of the

permanent way. A grand contest then ensued between

elephant and engine. The elephant repea .ediy charged

the engine, and this game went on for nearly an hour.

The driver occasionally backed the en.gine, and then

the elephant would stand aside from the track, but on

the engine again going forward the animal would return

to the track and renew its charges. The driver describes

the onslaught of the elephant as most terrific, particularly

on one occasion, when he feared the smoke box door had

been battered in. Of course the driver coukl have

charged at the tusker, but then the great probability

would have been that the engine would have been de-

railed. Doubtless suffering from a sore head at the futile

contest between ivory and iron, the elephant altered its

tactics, and, turning its rear portion to the iron steed,

endeavored to push its antagonist backward. Here
came the chance for the driver, who quickly turned on
steam and gradually pushed the elephant off the line, but

in doing so one of the engine wheels went over the hind

legs of the elephant, and thus Mr. Tusker was disabled.

The goods train then proceeded on its journey, bearing

evident marks of the struggle on the cow-catcher and
the smoke-box. Several pieces of broken tusks were
picked up, and these are comnL-^cding a good price.

The passenger train was following quickly behind the

goods, and Guard Fox, who was in charge, quickly let

the elephant have one of his field artillery shots, and so

settled the obstinate old felh.w. It is remarkable to add
'that this same engine was the identical one that ran

into an elephant five years ago on the line a little lower

toward Teluk Anson.—Perak Pioneer, Malay Peninsula.

The White Rhinocefos*

Naturalists interested in the larger fauna of South
Africa have for several years regarded the white rhinoce-

ros (R. simus) , which was found from the mouth of the

Zambesi River southward, as extinct or nearly so, and, in-

deed, the extinction of this magnificent animal was one

of the strongest arguments that was advanced to bring

together the Congress which recently met for the pro-

tection of big game in South Africa. Recently, hpwever,
Major A. St, Hill Gibbons, the traveler who made the

remarkable journey through Africa from south to north,

killed near Lado, on the Upper Nile, a rhinoceros which
he regarded as the white rhinoceros. He brought back
with him the skull of the specimen, and Mr, Oldfield

Thomas, of the Natural History Museum of London, con-

firms Major Gibbons' determination and declares the

animal to be R. sinms.

Although it has previously been reported that a white
rhinoceros existed in the Upper Nile country, no speci-

mens have been brought out and submitted to the

naturalists, and the descriptions given of the animals seen
and killed there were so vague that they left it quite

uncertain as to what it really was.
In the notes in Nature in which Mr. Thomas announces

this interesting discovery, he calls attention to a curious
parallel to it in the discovery by Mr. W. Penrice in Angola
of a zebra closely allied to the true Cape zebra, which is

nearly extinct there. In the case of these zebras the

species are not the same, but the relationship is close.

The October "Woodcraft.
The October number of the Game Law."? in Brief and Woodcraft

Magazine contains the game and iish laws of the United States
and Canada. The Woodcraft part has this capital list of con-
tents :

GRA.N'THER HILL'S PA'TRIDGE. By Rowland K. Robinson.
IN THE FOREST.
THE OLD CANOE.
THE RESCUE OF MR. HUNDLEY.
KELLUP'S ANNUAL. By JeflTerson Scribb.
DEACON THROPE'S PIGEONS.
ANY LETTERS FOR ME? By H. P. Ufiford,
TEHOSSEE ISLAND. By Olive F. Gunby.
FLORIDA INDIAN DEER HUNTERS.
AT CLOSE OUARTERS: The Hen. S.. the Plover and the Bull;

A Nova Scotia Bear; The Panther's Scream; A Time with a
Florida Alligator; The Owl's Swoop; The Dog Climbed.

THE DOG AND THE TURKEY. Bv John Tames Atidubon
SENATOR VEST'S SUNDAY PIGEON SHOOT.
AUSTRALIAN ROUGH-RIDERS. By R. Boldrewood.

.1.. J-—

^ Talie inventory of the good things in this issue ^
X of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was X
V given last week. Count on what is to come next ^
^ week. Was there ever in all the world a more %
X abundant weekly store of sportsmen's reading? %

i
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—
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
thejn in Forest and Stream.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—IX.
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

| J
[Coniiimed from page 846,]

Black Duck or DtJsky Dock.
Anas obsctira (Gmel.).

This species and the two forms which are next de-
scribed are closely alike, so much so that by any one not
an ornithologist only a careful comparison will dis-
tinguish them. They are birds similar in size and form
to the mallard, but very different in color.

The black duck is brownish-black or dusky, all the
feathers edged with pale jrellowish. The head arjd neck are
streaked with yellowish. Of this there is least on the
top of the head and the hind neck, which are sometimes
nearly black ; most on the sides of head and throat. These
last are sometimes almost buff, without any streaking.
The speculum, or iridescent wing patch, is sometimes
metallic-green and sometimes violet, edged with bladk.
The bill is yellowish-green and the nail dark, while the
feet are orange red, the webs dusky. Length, 22-

inches; wing, ii. The sexes are essentially alike.

The dusky duck, better known as the black duck, is-

most abundant in eastern North America. It is the com-
monest of the fresh-water ducks of eastern Canada,.
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and the New England
coast, but when it gets as far south as the Chesapeake
Bay and North Carolina it finds its relative, the mallard^
there in numbers as great as its own and associates tvith.

it on terms of equality.

The black duck, while feeding almost exclusively in
fresh water, by no means avoids the sea coast. On the
contrary, in the New England States it spends most,
of the day resting on the salt water and only visits the
iriland streams, swamps and marshes to feed during the
night. In these localities it does not disdain such salt-
water food as it may pick up, and in the early/morning at
low water I have seen great flocks of these birds feeding
on the sand beaches and mud flats off Milford, Conn.,
where their chief food must have been the winkles that
are so abundant there.

The black duck is not common in the interior, thougfo
it has been reported from near York Factory. Dr. Yar-
row has reported it from Utah, but these birds were, no
doubt, mottled duck (A.

f. maculosa). I, personally, have

BLACK DUCK OR DUSKY DUCK.

not seen it west of Nebraska, and there only on a very few
occasions. The specimens then noted may have been
mottled ducks. It is occasionally taken in Iowa and
Minnesota, but so seldom that most duck -shooters do not
know the species. Occasionally a man whose experience
extends over fifteen or twenty years .of gunning there will

say that he has seen the bird two or three times. It has
been reported as breeding in great numbers about forty
miles north of Winnipeg, Manitoba.

In mild winters the black duck remains throughout
the season in Massachusetts and Connecticut, but some-
times, if the cold is bitter and long-continued, the ice

covers its customary feeding grounds, and its food be-
coming very scarce, it grows so thin that gunners refuse
longer to kill it. At such times it sits off shore in the
sea, or, if the ice extends very far out from the shore,
upon the ice, and almost starves to death. We have once
or twice seen birds caught in muskrat traps which were
nothing more than skeletons covered by feathers.

In New England the black duck is considered one of
the most acute of all our fowl, and is very difficult of ap-
proach. They often refuse to notice decoys, and, owing
to their keen senses and constant watchfulness, are not
shot in great numbers. The gunners believe that their

sense of smell is very keen, and will not attempt to ap-
proach them down the wind, believing that the ducks will

smell them. ^

The black duck rises from the water in the same man?-
ner as the mallard, and its note is not to be distinguished
from the mallard's, In the Southern States, where they
feed chiefly on grasses and rice and wild celery, they are
delicious birds, but on the New England coast they ac*-
sometimes found to be very inferior table birds.

In the South the black ducks often congregate in flocks-'

of several hundred, resorting especially to little flag,

ponds in the marshes which they especially aflect Hetf
they appear to have lost much of the suspiciousness whickl
they show further north, and often come readily to decoyi;;^
responding as easily as the mallard .to the quacking eif
duck, man or duck-call.

,

More than almost any of its relatives the black duck
seems to be a night feeder, and nigjht long its cries-

may be heard through the mjur.&h; yet it is, of cotaat^ m%
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feoown that all ducks feed at night, especially when there

is a moon, and the very common belief that the black duck
does this more than others may be without foundation.

The black duck is frequently domesticated, and does
well in confinement, though often after two or three gen-
erations it loses its cliai-acteristic color. Domesticated
.Jjirds are frequently used as decoys, and with great
effect.

While the black duck breeds chiefly to the north of

the United States, nevertheless many rear their young in

Maine, New Hampshire and occasionally even as far south
as North Carolina, though there is, of course, a possibility,

that the birds breeding there may belong to the next
species. The nest is usually built on the groilnd, con-
cealed in high grass or rushes, and the eggs vary in num-
ber from six to eleven or twelve. The3' are grayish-

white, with a very faint tinge of green. Mr. Geo. A.
Boardman, of Calais, Mc., however, reports that he once
found a duslcy duck's nest in a cavity of a leaning birch

tree about 30 feet high. The young, from the time the.v

are newly hatched, are expert in hiding, and at tlic ap-
proach of danger make for the shore and conceal them-
selves among the grasses.

Florida Dasky Dock.

Anas fulvigula (Ridgw.).

The general color above is brownish-black, as in thi-

black duck, but the feathers more widely margined with
yellowish, giving a generally paler cast to the bird. The
chin and throat are always plain unstreaked buff, these
[being finely streaked in tiie black duck. The speculum is

green, sometimes tipped with white, which may then form
a bar across the wing. The bill is olive-yellow and there

is a triangular spot of black at its base, near the angle
o£ the mouth. The legs and feet are orange-red. The
length is about 20 inches and the wing lo. The female
is somewhat paler than the male. .

The Florida duck is an altogether lighter colored bird
than the dusky duck and there can be no question as to its

specific distinctness nor of the ease with which it may
be distinguished if the differential characters are borne in

mind. These consist (i) in the alto.gether paler colora-
tion, the under parts being buff, streaked with dusky, in-

FLORIDA DUSKY DUCIC. ^

Stead of the reverse; (2) the plain buff cheeks, chin and
throat, these parts being thicldy streaked in the dusky
duck; (3) the black spot at base of upper mandible, next
to corner of mouth; (4) the green instead of violet
speculum.
The Florida dusky duck, while similar to the black

duck, may thus easil3'' be distinguished from it. The
general differences are much paler color and absence of
streaks on the cheeks, chin, throat and fore neck, besides
a difference in the markings on the bill. This bird was
long considered to be a pale southern race of the black
duck, but of late years has been considered a valid species.

Its range is a very restricted one and it is confined ap-
parentb"- to southern Florida.

In habits it does not differ greatly from the ordinary
black duck, except so far as its surroundings necessi-
tate a difference. During the winter it resorts for food to
the fresh-water ponds during the day and at evening flics

to the shores about the islands, where the night is snent.

The birds mate in late winter and early soring and the
broods are hatched in April. The nest is olaced in heavy
grass or vegetation, which is often so thick as to conceal
the eggs. Often the nests are placed at the foot of a
palmetto or other bush. It is said that many of these
nests are destroyed by the hurning of the gra=!s. which
takes place each year in certain portions of Florida in

order to make way for the fresh grass for the cattle.

The eggs of this species are said to be similar to those
of the ordinary black duck, but are a little paler and not
auite so large. It is altogether nrohable that all the black
ducks killed in Florida may belong to this species.

Mottled Dock.

"Anas fulvigula maculosa (Sennett).

The mottled duck resembles the Florida duck in the
characters given aboA^e, except that the cheeks are streaked
instead of plain, the speculum violet instead of green and
the general coloration rather darker—mottled rather than
streaked. It is described by Mr. G. B. Sennett as fol-

Jows: Top of head blackish -brown, .margined with ver\'

pale buff. Chin and throat isabella color. Cheeks, buffy
white, ^v^th narrow streaks of dark brown. Feathers of

Wea.st. wjpgs. upper narts and flanks blackish-brown,
raar^ned with pale buff. Under parts buffy white, each
feather -wfth a broad blackish-brown mark near the tip,

giving a decidedly mottled appearance. Under tail-coverts

blacln.sh. with outer marc-ins of inner webs reddi';h-buff

:

those of outer webs huffy-white. The four middle tail

feathers hlaclcish-brown. the others brownish. Under
surface of all tail feathers light gray. The speculum Is

metalliGrpiirple, its feathers .tipoed with whiTe. Length
about 10 inches, wing 10 inches.

The rnottle4 difck described by Mr. Sennett as a sub-

species of thg Florida duck, closely rgsemfeles it, The

cheeks, however, are somewhat streaked with brown, as in

the ordinary black duck, though the throat is unstreaked

and the general appearance of the bird is spotted or

mottled rather than streaked. The difference in color

of the speculum in these three forms of black duck is a

real one, and of importance. It denotes the average effect

of color independent of changes due to the angle at which
the light strikes them.
Very little is known about the habits of this sub-

MOTTLED DUCK.

species, which appears to be confined to eastern Texas
and Louisiana, and to extend its range north as far as

Kansas.
These three forms are ' so much alike that it is not

probable that the average gunner will be able to distinguish

them apart. They occupy different regions, and while

their ranges probably overlap, it is not likely that the

Southern forms are ever found much beyond the re-

gions which they are known to inhabit.

Maine Game Conditions.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have just returned from a hunting trip in the Maine

woods and the reports. in regard to scarcity of deer are

true. I not only found this out myself, but heard it on

every side. The deer have been greatly diminished in

the State. Whether the September shooting has caused

this or not I do not know, but I do know that there are

not so many deer in Maine as there were last year. The
chief cause of this is the great snow and sleet storms of

last winter, which killed hundreds of deer and grouse.

One trapper told me he found in one instance seven

deer in orfe yard that were frozen to death. I went to a

noted deer country this year and found very few.

The moose are holding their own nretty well and
are very plenty, but there is some talk of putting a

close time on them next y^av.

Some eighteen or twenty moose heads have come over

Northeast Carry. Moosehead Lake, so far, but only a

few were large ones. This fall has been extremeh'

mild, and instead of finding moose on the hardwood
ridges, where they generally are at this time of year

(Oct. 25), most of them were killed on low burnt land

and on waterways and near snring brooks or low marsh
lands. So guides who took their sportsmen on the high

ridges for the most part did not get their moose.
A word to the true sportsman. Never let your guide

under anj'' circumstances carry a rifle, and see that he
leaves it at the home camo. A man who needs a man be-

hind him to make "sure" he will get his moose by his

"putting in" his shot, better keep out of the woods, and
A'-et this is done over and over again. In some instances

which I know of, the sportsman has handed the gun to

the guide, and told him to shoot the moose, he was so

frisrhtened.

Beaver are increasing in Maine, and if only let alone

will be plenty. Their "workings" are one of the most
interesting sights in the woods which one chances to

come across in a canoe trip. Birchbark.

Nov. 3.—^Not all of the shooting accidents are serious

this fall, though terrible enough at the best. Now and
then one comes pretty near being laughable. A Boston
hunter, prominent in Faneuil Hall Market, is noted for

his good luck in hunting and the amount of big game he
lands there every season. The boys hold him in great

respect, as to his shooting qualities. He has recently re-

turned from a trip to the Maine woods. Reports say that

he was not as successful with big game as usual, though
he killed a pretty big specimen of live animal. Coming
out of the woods three of them, rather crestfallen be-
cause they had secured so little game, a partridge sud-
denly appeared in the road just ahead of the horses.

One of the three guns cracked at the bird. It was a
dead miss, but the game did not fly. "See me take him!"
our friend said, and his shotgun cracked. There was
great commotion with the poor old horse. The hunter
had shot him squarely between the ears, and he was so
badly injured that he had to be killed then and there, and
the hunters had to walk several miles out to the settle-

men. Luckily, the horse was not a valuable animal, and
our friend of the market got off quite easily. But the
story leaked out. and the boys in the market got hold
of it. A few days after the guide of our friend who suc-
ceeded in shooting the horse appeared. Then the boys
advised the hunter to settle with the man for his horse
and have no more trouble about it. "Pay the man," they
"said, "and not be mean about it." He had already done
so, and thej' knew it. But they allowed that it was too
bad to deprive the man of his horse without remunera-
tion. They have given the hunter a new name—a Latin
name. They call him Domesticus Shooti Horsibus.

Messrs. W. C. Harding and Theodore Ripley, of the
Boston Herald, and their friend. R. H. Farewell, are out
of the Maine woods, and haA^e had great success. They
went to Dana's camp. Their route wa^ from Patten,
twenty-three miles to Sebois, thence seventeen miles by

the Eagle Lake road to the vicinity of Little Millinockett

Lake, in the Alaguash region Though hard to reach,

they pronounce this a great game country. They saw
from six to twenty deer every day, and secured all the

law allows. But it fell to Mr. Ripley to carry off the

prize. It was a monster moose. His antlet spread was
57 inches, from forward to back tine 37 inches, width
of right palm 12 inches, left palm 10^2 inches, points on
right antler 13, left 10. From nose to crown the hiiiid

measured 37 inches, length of back, crown to laiJ, 7 lect.

The bell on the neck was pure black and was S inches
long and 8 inches deep. The color was generally black,

but tinged with gray on shoulders and at othGi' pointij.

The beast weighed at the railroad 781 pounds.. Thu
hunters say that they took out over 200 pounds of entraiU
and blood, and that he must have shrunken at leaSt roo

pounds before getting him out to the railroad. This
brings the weight up to about 1.T00 potmds. It took
four horses to draw him out of Ihe woods^ The head
is being mounted, and promises to be one of the finest

ever brought to Boston. Frank M.cKennt'y, Ihe guide,

tells them that he kept watch of the big game in that

section last winter; that the deej- fared vtiry hard in the
deep snows. In the spring he found (he bodies of

tweny-six deer that had perished doubtless in the snow.
He believes that the lack of deer in some sections of

Maine this fall is due to the fact that they died in the
deep snows last winter.

Mr. J. E. Hall, of Bangor, has been on a Ixiuiting: .trip

to Caribou and Square Lake. He tells a Boston friend

that the deer arc now on the hardwood ridges, and that

they are hard to get. He believes that thc-y arc really

plentiful in that region, while moose are more numerous
than last year. He says he stopped a few days ai. D. S.

Cummings' camp at Square Lake. Just before he got
there Cummings and another guide had come upon two
bull moose engaged in deadly combat. " They were so

interested in their battle royal that they did not notice

the hunters, who watched them soiw time before shoot-

ing them both. Special.

New York, Nov. 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Hav-
ing recently read in Forest and StreAint a not very en-
couraging report of hunting prospects m Mame. I write

to give you my experience in that State last month, think-

ing it may interest those -wha contemplate a hunting trip

this year.

I left Mt. Kineo on Oct. 13 for the Northwest Carry, and
camped that night at Nigger Brook. The next morning
we proceeded up Elm Stream to the dam, a distance of

perhaps three miles, and finding there an old lumber
camp, we occupied it in preference to making use of a

tent.

I hunted four days, and in that time killed all that

the law allows, and all by still-hunting. The deer were
small—in fact, I only saw two large bucks—^but there

were plenty of them, and I had no difficulty in obtaining

easy shots. I saw at least twenty. The moose, while a

very large one, had a spread of only 45 inches. I saw
afterward a finer head, and signs, were plentifxiL One
ball from a .45-70 was sufficient to drop my moose in

his tracks, but that struck him between the eyes. Two
other moose heads were brought out to Mt. Kineo while
I was there, and I know of three more moose that were
killed in that vicinity, and this within the first week after

the season opened. The Elm Stream country. I was told,

had not been hunted over recently, most people beileving

they would stand a better chance by going further into

the woods.
My success was largely due to the fact that T had for

a guide Simon Mayo, of Mt. Kineo, one of the best

hunters I have ever been out with.

The large hotel at Mt. Kineo is closed, but the Cottage
is most comfortable. I had my family with me, and Mr.
Judkins was a most agreeable host. I will be glad to
give further information on this subject to any one who
may desire it. A. D. Elsworth.

With the Woodcock.
Often when "chained to business" has Forest and

Stream come as a welcome guest, and tnany an hour
that perhaps would ha^^e been spent otherwise has been
turned into an hour of pleasure by the perusal of the
columns of this my favorite journal.

It has been said that it is a long lane that has no turn-
ing, for after having been confined closely to business
all summer, lately I have been enabled to take an oc-
casional day afield. Let me tell you about one which, for
this part of the world, we considered pretty good from
a game bag standpoint, and exceptionally good from a
pleasant outing standpoint. "We" included Billy, Charlie
and Jack and three dogs. Billy is on old hand, having
many a woodcock to his credit. Charlie had never killed

one, and Jack could onlj'- go him one better, having'
killed his first a few days before, on Thanksgiving Day.

Five A. M. found the three of us seated in a Gladstone.
Avith dogs, guns, ammunition and grub safely stOAved
aAvay, and a start was made. Billy was captain, having
had lots of experience and knowing the country round
like a book. It was decided to try some reported good
woodcock ground about seven miles from toAvn and
about half a mile off the main road. Six o'clock found us
near the place, and the horse was allowed to take it easy,

as it was y&t almost too dark to see to shoot, the morn-
ing having turned out very cloudy. However, it was
soon light enough, the horse was secured in a con-
A^enient fence corner, guns put together, cartridges put
into pockets, and a little lunch eaten for breakfast, and
then we take to the bush. Billy said he had never had
an}' luck just around there, and only tried it on account
of Avhat others had told him. We hunted it carefully, all

the most likely and unlikely spots being thoroughly
gone OA'er, but not a feather did we raise.

After spending about .an hour here, we decided to

try another place about half a mile the other side of

the main road. Billy and Jack left the rig to try some
snipe ground on the Avaj', but Mr. and Mrs. Wilson and
family Avere not at home. Next a patch of cedars Avas

passed, and out Avhistled a woodcock in front of the
dog. but too far off for a successful shot. The next
bush tried was a mixture of swamp avUIoavs, poplars,

alders and an occasional cedar and balsam. On the edge
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of this, out of a brush pile, the dog started a cottontail

rabbit, and Jack had the first shot of the day and scored
a beautiful miss, only succeeding in taking a little fur

off the liindquarters and making bunny go past Billy

hke a cyclone, but not available for a shot. JSIext

Billy put up the woodcock whose acquaintance we had
made short]}' before, but I don't think he liked our looks,

for he would not let us get a good look at him. Perhaps
he was shy. A little later a partridge gave Jack a special

invitation to knock his head off by jumping on to a log
a few yards away. The invitation was accepted, but Mr.
P. would not wait for the answer, but slipped out be-
hind a clump of willows and kept them between hinaself

and Jack for 50 yards or more, so that the second barrel
could not be used. This piece of bush was thoroughly
hunted, but although both the woodcock and partridge
were twice flushed, we failed to scoi-e.

So far we had been hunting (to us) new ground, so Billy

decided to go to some parts that he knew. A drive of a
mile or two brought us to the place, being a fringe of
poplars, willows, alders and cedars along the banks of a.

small creek, with here and there small patches or
veritable islands of same out in the fields. In the first

patch two woodcock were flushed, the first very wild,

and after being disturbed twice and having two barrels
put after him at long range could not be located. The
other jumped up behind Jack and was brought down by
Billy. The next bush was a hardwood of a few acres
extent, and separated from the main hush by about 50
yards of open meadow land. Jack was stationed in this

opening, and Bill}^ and Charlie worked down toward him.
Presently Charlie got a snap shot at a partridge, but
failed to connect, but a minute or tw^o later, by following
up its line of flight, Billy got a broadside shot and
succeeded in winging his bird with the second barrel.

And then followed a race. Did you ever try to catch a
winged partridge? Well, don't, unless you are in train-
ing for a steeple chase. However, the bird was caught,
and finding that only the outer tip of the wing was in-

jured it was decided to take it home alive, as it was a
young bird, and keep it with some pheasants already
owned by Billy. We now entered the fringe of bush
along the creek, and had only gone a few yards, when
Billy bagged another woodcock, and a minute or two
later still another. Then it was Charlie's turn, he get-
ting a fine bird, the first he had ever shot. Billy downed
two or three more in fine style, and Jack missed a beau-
tiful_ chance of getting a fine partridge b}' being tangled
up in a brush heap just at the supreme moment when
the bird got, out almost from under his feet. This was
too much for Billy, and he threatened to chastise Jack
if he missed another bird,

Now, Billy weighs about 220 pounds, and is all muscle.
The threat had the desired effect, for the next bird, a
woodcock, was flushed and brought down by Jack.
We now began to work over in the direction of our

horse and rig, taking in a strip, of poplars on the way.
Jack had been working on the outside o[ the bush the
greater part of the morning, because Billy always gives
others what he thinks the best stand, and usually the
birds will make for the edge and thus give a good, clear
shot to the one stationed there, but so far not a single
bird had reached the edge; several of them may have
started for it, but they were generallj'- stopped by Billy.

It was decided now that Charlie and Jack should
take the inside and Billy the edge. Jack was evidently
intended for a dog, for he had no sooner entered the
bush than out jumped a woodcock just behind him, and
as it rose above the poplars Billy brought it down. A
few yards further on another was started, and about 75
yards further two more were put up. one of which Jack
wounded, but was unable to find it. The other was
bagged by Billy a few minutes later.

Ram had been threatening all morning, and it now
began to fall in earnest, and Charlie said he would go
for the rig and meet the others at a specified point. The
rain was now falling very lieavily, and as there was no
shelter there was nothing left to do but to "grin and
bear it." It was out of the question to work among the
dripping trees, even the dogs kept to the outside, and
thus a good part of the best ground was missed. At
last Tive came to a small patch of bush in the open fields

not more than 50 yards long, in which Billy said he was
sure "we should find a pair of woodcock. At first it

seemed that we should be disappointed, for men and
dogs failed to raise a feather in going from one end to
the other. We turned, Billy taking the outside and
Jack again playing dog. Again this was successful, for
bang! goes Billy's gun.

'

"Did you get him?"
"Yes. Wait till I put in another shell."

A moment later Jack takes a step or two forward,
and whir-r-r-r, out goes another with that peculiar
whistling noise, right straight toward Billy, but turns
as it catches sight of him and scoots along the edge
not more tlian 3 feet from the ground. Bang! bang!
snaps Billy's Greener, and another and. as it proved, the
last woodcock for that day was added to our string.

A walk of fifteen minutes brought us to Charlie and
the rig. Into the latter we climbed and started on a
four-mile drive to some snipe grounds. On the way we
had the pleasure, while passing through a swamp, of
seeing a beautiful cock partridge standing on the road-
side, but he disappeared before a shell could be put in a
gun. Near the snipe marsh a country church shed
afforded us shelter. Here the horse was fed and a small
fire kindled, over which we were soon drying out
drenched clothing, and eating our lunch at the same
time. Half an hour later the rain had stopped, and we
started out after snipe, but they were very scarce, the
flight from the north not having arrived yet. Only one
bird was secured. A short walk brought us to some
more good woodcock and partridge ground, but although
three or four birds were put up, none was brought to

bag. Tracks were now made homeward, and after a

seven-mile drive we arrived there, wet, tired, hungry,
but happy with thirteen woodcock, one partridge and
one Wilson snipe to our credit—not so bad, considering
that the first-mentioned bird is comparatively rare around
here.
During the drive home the following question was

asked: "Well, are we not three blankety-blank fools
to drive about twenty miles, walk about twenty miles,

get smking wet through, hungry an<i tired, and all fcrr

the sake of a few birds?" The answer was unanimous:
"Well, we may be, but we'd do it again to-morrow if

we only had the chance."
To those who love "nature in her wildest moods" o\

in any mood, the fullness of creel or size of bag is )t

the measure of sport. Owing to the mild weather this

fall leaves are staying on the trees A'ery late, and the
ever varying colors of the landscape, with its lights and
shades, with here and there the vivid green of the fall

wheat, the golden brown of the stubbles, or the darker,

richer brown where the plow has done its work, the

whole surrounded or interspersed by the glorious hues
of the autumnal woods, added much to the pleasure of

our day with the woodcock.
Later.—The partridge is doing well; secm.s to be

quite reconciled to new home and companions.
Jay Bejl

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Bobo and Some Bear Stories.

To-day, Bobo, the bear hunter of JS'Iississippi, looked

at my fingers, and was glad. He could count them, and
he smiled.

About three years ago some sort of a malignant growfth

assailed Bobo's left eye, and in spite of such care as he
could secure for it, the eye got no better, and occasioned
both Bobo and his friends much uneasiness. This week
Bobo was on the point of starting for a bear hunt in the
bottoms, where there were some bears using at a point
that he knew. His friends got about him, and urged
him to go to Chicago instead of the Delta cane brakes.

He arrived here Tuesday, and that afternoon submitted
to an operation which removed the troublesome growth,
which was found attached to the ball of the eye, and had
attained considerable proportions. The next day Bobo
was able 10 talk and sit up. and he declared that he had
never felt anj' pain at all. either during or after the use
of the anaesthetic and the knife. The second day he got
up and dressed, and has never gone to bed since then,

except at his regular hour at night. The doctor will

not let him leave the room for a week, and unless Bobo
frets himself to death from being caged up, we will send
him back home m a few days better than when he came
\xp here.

The surgeon says he never saw a patient like Bobo,
and considers his rapid recovery as most extraordinary.
"Things never did seem to hurt me very much, any-
way," Bobo said to me to-day. And then he told me
some things I never heard of before. "One time I was
out in a dugout, with a friend," said he, "hunting in the
overflow, and I noticed he had his gun pointing right

square toward me, and I told him to move it. 'Wait
till I get around this cypress knee,' he said, "and I wil.'

Well, he waited, and just as he passed the root the gun
caught on it, and swung back in the boat, and bang! she
went, and he shot me square in the hip with a load of

16 buckshot, at a distance of about two or three inches,"
Bobo paused at this point, till at last I asked him what

became of the buckshot. "Oh, I've got a good many of

them scattered up and down my leg yet," he said, as
though that didn't mtdce much difference. "There were
two or three of them VA^ent out at the sole of my foot."
Tills accident I never heard him mention before, and it

surely was a peculiar one. The full load of buckshot
went into the fleshy part of the hip and thigh, and tra-
versed the limb downward, some of the shot lodging and
some breaking the skin four times, and really going out
through the foot. He told me this accident occurred
at the point where we forded the Sun,flower River on
the first bear hunt I ever had with him, and they had
to paddle up stream for nearly fifteen hours before he
got help at the settlements, It would surely have killed
anybody else, and it would have killed him, had not his
friend, Boney Lovell, been in the boat also. The latter
had been through the war and been shot up a good deal,
and had learned something of surgery, and he saved Bobo
a leg right there.

"Another time," said Bobo, "I was out in the woods,
where a man was chopping wood. He somehow let

the axe fly out of his hand, and it came over to me and
struck me right square in the thigh with the edge, the
handle sticking up in my face. It stuck up straight in
the bone of the thigh, and I don't see how it kept from
ruining my leg, for I felt the axe-bit cluck! when I
pulled it loose. I had to ride a good ways on horseback
before I got home, and I could not get down off the
horse alone. My boot was full of blood, and I fainted
that time, and near bled to death."
From all these things it might be inferred that Bobo

is a pretty hardy sort of citizen. Indeed, he is one of
the sort who lived fifty years ago, and he is a type-
survival.

Speaking of accidents in the hunting field, Bobo went
on to tell how careful he always is in carrying a loaded
gun through the heavy cane cover in which his hunting
is done. "I was oixt one day with some of my men
along on the hunt," said he, and T had a good chase after
a bear, and we were getting ready to head off the chase
at a little open slough. One of the boys, Sam, was
carrying his gun, full cocked, over his shoulder, pointing
backward. I spoke to him to call his attention to it, and
just then whang! she went, and he shot Pete, another
man who was just coming up behind, crossing the slough,
square in the forehead, and killed him dead.
"Another time I was out with a right oldish gentleman

who was a bird hunter, and who had along with him a
double-barreled shotsun loaded with bear charges. He
carried both barrels full cocked, and I spoke to him of it.

He said he had carried a gun that way all his life and
thought he knew how to carry one as well as anybody.
Just then I heard the bear coming, and just then this
man went off into an epileptic fit, to which he was
sometimes subject. His friends took care of him and
I went on and killed the bear right then. I hadn't got
more than a few yards away before, whang ! went his
gun, and he shot a hole in the groimd. Then, whang!
it_ went again, and he shot his horse's foot off. How
did he do it? No one knows. No one ever knows how
it hapoens, it but sometimes does happen."
Bobo apcf I have talked bear a good deal together It\

the four days I have been in the room with him. "You
know where you shot the bear out of the big tree?" he
said. "Well, right at the foot of that very same tree we
bayed up a big bear, one hunt since then, and I killed it

There, and we cleaned it right w'here we did yours,
"There are a good many bear at one place over in a

ways from where we made our hunt, and the fact that
there are some farms in there doesn't seem to make
much difference. Over on the Black Bayou there was a
fellow building a wire fence this fall one day, he and a
boy. The boy was doing the work and the man was
standing up near the house, and about then a big bear
began to climb over the wire fence, trying to get through
to where it was used to watering. When the boy saw
the old fellow poke liis nose over the fence he dropped
his tools and made a running jump for a tree there was
near there. The man saw him go up the tree and
asked what was the matter, and the boy told him a bear
was after him. The man grabbed his gun and started
around the corner of the house, and right then the bear
jumped down inside the fence and started angling across
the yard. The fellow drops his gun right there and makes
a flying leap for that same tree, and he went plum to the
top of it in about two seconds, and says he to the
boy, who was above him up the tree, says he, 'Move up

!

Move up !'• The boy told the story on him, and the fellow
didn't like it any too well.

"A bear is a curious sort of thing, anyhow," continued
Bobo, a little later. "I don't believe they care for folks
very much if they find the feed good. One time a man
come told us to come and make a hunt' for a bear that
was aroimd his place. He had a trap set, and as luck
W'ould have it my old dog, Alcorn—you remember him?
the one that had his jaw shot up so bad—stepped right
into this bear trap. There was a little block of wood
kept the jaws apart just enough so it didn't hurt his
leg very bad. I held him fast so he couldn't break his

leg, and two of the boys opened the trap, and as soon as
we turned him loose, off he went with the rest of the
pack, full cry. We rim that bear right around to the
field where we started, and right up to the watering
trough at the corner of the hoitse. He hadn't known
it, but that bear had been watering there at that man's
house for several nights. He said his dogs used to come
into the house, and his horses always snorted when he led
them up to water there, but he hadn't guessed the bear
was right in his house, almost.
"One time, at another place," said Bobo. "I was out

running -a bear pretty near by myself, and I met a party
of gentlemen, and the}' fell in behind me just as I was
going to kill the bear, I ran in a way from my horse
and killed the bear, which was just beginning to come
down out of a tree where it was treed. I told -them I

was sorry they had not told me sooner who they were
(it was Senator Poindexter Dunn, member of Congress
from Arkansas, and some friends), for then T would have
waited for them to come up. (But I don't see how I

could, for the bear was coming down mighty fast.) They
asked me if I knew R, E. Bobo, and I said I did, and then
I told them who I was. They said they were looking
for me, and to make it short we .made a hunt together.
Their dogs would not run a trail worth a cent, but Avould
quit, but I had a fine pack then, and we never failed to

get a bear if they jumped him. Well, we found one little

field of hard corn—it was right late in the fall by then—
the first field of hard corn T ever knew the bears to

bother, for they like the corn when it is soft. I reckon
they couldn't get anything else to eat, and so took to

this field. We hunted in there four days with my pack,
and we killed 2 100 pounds of meat out of that one field

for a starting ground.
"Senator Dunn was so pleased with the sport we had

that he w^anted to buy my pack of fourteen dogs. He
offered me a section of land for the dogs, but I told him
the}' could not he bought. Jim Dunn, a friend of mine,
owned six of the dogs we sometimes hunted together, and
he sold his six to Senator Dunn for a half-section of
the land. He not lotig after that sold the land for

$3500, which goes to prove that a good bear pack is

worth some money,"

The Park and Its Benefits.

It is commonly supposed that the proposed Minnesota
park would mean locking up from the State of Minnesota
the great heritage of pine. Such is not the case, as the
following statement from Prof. S. B. Green, of the
Forestry Department of the State University, points out
in a clear and logical way in a plan which he suggests.
"The immediate effect of putting the reservation into a

park on this plan will be very apparent. Two-thirds of
the standing timber, to the value of $1,666,400, will be
cut at once. This will mean the employment of a large
number of men, and will start a period of great activity

in the country near by. But when this has been done
the source of wealth will not have ended, as in the
ordinary cutting of timber. There will still be employ-
ment in the park for probably one hundred or more men
continuously, in the harvesting of $74,000 worth of annual
increase, the building of roads, the making of fire lanes
and other employment; and should the United States
Government decide to locate a company of cavalry here
for fire protection, there will be in addition the supplies
for this force. This will, with the families dependent
upon the employees, etc., probably mean the location at

once, and permanently, of 500 persons on or near the
reservation, many of whom would be in families, and this

would make a large and permanent market for the farm
products of the country near by. In addition to this, the
natural attractions of the section are such that many
tourists would come in. each of whom would leave some
money behind, and this would assist in making a per-
manent demand for supplies by the hotels located here.
It is probable that one or more sanitariums would be
established here for the cure of pulmonary d^seases. which
would be open the year round. School houses would be
opened in the park, and the better agricultural land be
used for agricultural purposes.

"If the above figures are correct the pronosed park,
merely as a financial venture, will take care of itself, and
as an example in good forestry and a place for recreation
for our people it ought to be worth very much. Besides,
from the purely economical standnoint, the establishment
of this park would have the effect on the surrounding,
country that the establishment of any great, permanent
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manufacturing concern has, and would undoubtedly re-

sult in much improvement over the ordinary way of

cutting timber in this State which so often has left a trail

of stagnation behind it."

E. Hough,
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

In Iowa Game Fields.

Marshali-town, la., Nov. i.—Duck shooters straggling

in from northern Iowa lakes report dull sport. One party

has been at Ruthven, where a hunting shack with com-

plete equipment found few ducks coming in. The weather

has been unfavorable to duck flight, having been spring-

like and warm. The ducks are still in the far northern

waters. Though the migration flight which twenty years

ago made our Iowa feeding grounds the best of sports-

men's resorts has moved further west, there are still a

number of excellent duck points in the State. The writer

has in mind a rice lake where he did his chicken shooting

this fall where the ducks drop in by thousands on their

semi-annual flights. He does not care to advertise it, but

will answer any inquiry from legitimate sportsmen. No
market-shooters need apply.

Quail are especially numerous this season. In a short

drive through the rural districts I have counted a half-

dozen bevies. A sentiment in favor of sparing them would
exist strongly were it not for the fear that a hard winter

might render the shooter's self-denial useless by the de-

struction of the birds he spared. Good cover is abundant

close to the city, and good sport obtainable by an hour's

drive.

The Gun Club is in a flourishing condition, and with the

return of such members as have been absent at resorts

and on extended trips to Europe and elsewhere, will

hold their weekly shoots, E. G. Wallace, who is de-

veloping into an expert target shot, came home from the

recent Ottumwa meeting with second high average.

Rowland Robinson is represented in our city public

library by a single work, his "Danvis Folks." It is a pity

that a complete list of his books mav not be found in every

public library or reading room, for he taught the un-

written gospel of the groves and streams as no one had
done Isefore. His sightless eyes turned backward in

retrospection saw more and better than the unclouded

retinas of others. With the exception of Ian Maclaren, no

writer has given us such pen pictures, such character

sketches. Pure as the mountain brooks he knew, sparkling

and clear as their rippling shallows, all he wrote whispered

of a brave broad man whose absolute knowledge of na-

ture led him to love its every manifestation from man-
kind to a blade of grass. How many of us there are

who, rtterly unknown to him, knew and loved him
through hi-, pen and mourn his departure, will never be

known. But I shall teach rny boy to read him and
.strengthen thereby an intuitive love for the woods, the

covers and the streams—the only heritage he may ever

receive from n\e. Surely among the Elysian fields there

must be mountains, brooks, low.lying lakes and wind-
waved woods whereon his reopened eyes may feed and
where hi'^ unchained feet may wander. Let us hone so.

MOSCRIP.

A November Afternoon.
All the morning the sky was hidden by solid gray

clouds, and a keen northwest wind swept across the

dreary dun colored grass of the prairie, and rustled

noisily among the dead blades of the corn. At noon

the snow began lo fall, the cold and the wind increased.

The ducks grew restless and sought the cornfields for

shelter and food. They seemed to know that they had

Imgered in this bleak country as long as they dared

to. and that the time had come for them to fill their

crops with corn and then begin a long flight to the

south.

The man with the gun stepped out of doors. It was
chilly, dreary, and the warm .stove invited, him to stay

by it. He turned to go in, but thought he would first

go around the house and look over the big cornfield.

The snow was so thick that he couid not see more than

three hundred yards; but within his range of vision were

mallards, apparently tliousands of them, scores of flocks,

all flying low and circling and wheeling over the corn.

In five minutes he saw a dozen bunches of them settle

into the corn. He turned and went into the house, but

the hot stove and the warm room had no charms for

him now. He slipped on the old "dead grass" shooting

coat, saw that the powder flask and shot pouch were

full, dumped a whole box of Ely felt wads in his pocket,

slipped a box of Ely waterproof caps in his vest, and

picking up the gun, gave a look at the old setter, who
got up from behind the stove, and the two old friends

went out into the storm.

A little way out in the corn a big flock wheeled into

range and two shots brought down one mallard. At
the report of the gun, thousands of mallards rose all

over that one hundred and sixty acres of corn, with a

roar and rush of wings that sounded above all the noise

and tumult of the storm. After watching the ducks a

few minutes the man and dog looked at each other.

"Well, Sinner, they're here and they are going to stay

too. The way to do it is to go to the leeside of the field

and work back against the wind; then the shooting won't
scare them so much. We will sure get 'em this time."

Sinner wagged his tail, and cut a few capers, which
meant "You bet," and they took their way along the

side of the corn toward the far end' of the field, the

man paying no attention to a number of fair shots he
might have taken at ducks that flew in range. The
man and the dog talked to each other as they went along,
and the great prospect for sport and the stimulating
influence of the snow and the bracing cold made them
so exuberant that they actually stopped two or three times
to shake hands over it.

Having reached the lee side of the corn just in time
to see a lot of ducks settle in the corn a hundred yards
out in the field, they walked swiftly toward them.
Going slowly as he neared the spot, the man presently

saw what looked like a cluster of small stakes about
knee high. They were not thirty-five yards distant, but
no inexperienced 63^6 would have taketi these motionless
stakes to be the upstretched heads of inallards, but that

was what they were, and a man of go6d vision could

have seen an eye in each of those inert looking stakes.

Shooting where the stakes showed the thickest, three

ducks were laid out dead, and the second barrel brought

down one as they rose. Before the gun could be re-

loaded, several good shots were oflfered by ducks that

rose and wheeled over the field. The man stood right

there and loaded and fired for more than an hour, taking

nothing but easy shots; and almost every shot bagged
a maflard. The ducks seemed to be so blinded by the

snow, or so intent on filling up with corn before they

started south, that they paid no attention to the man, and
but little to the shooting, for the noise of the storm and
the swishing corn blades made the sound of the gun
seem far away.' At last the ammunition was getting

low, and the bag of ducks very heavy, for there were
some thirty-odd of them. The man stopped shooting and
tied the ducks in two bunches together; then taking a

leather strap from his pocket, tied the two bunches
together, threw the strap over his shoulder, and marched
to the house. By the time he got there his load was so

heavy that he weighed it. It weighed 98 pounds. Next
morning the storm was over. The sun shone bright, the

wind was quiet, the thermometer below zero, the ponds
frozen, and high in the air long lines of ducks, geese and
brant sped southward.

.So ended the duck season of 1874 in western Iowa.
O. H. Hampton.

Colorado Deer.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Below is an extract from a letter written by Capt. James

L. Bradford, of New Orleans, from Glenwood Springs,

Colo., early in September. The Captain is an enthusiast

of the old school—the "Sam Lovel" school—whose ardor
is tempered with moderation. His record of the chase is

garnished by many antlered heads and many inches of

notches on his several rifle stocks ; but he knows when
not to shoot, and his letter betrays an undertone of

sorrow at the unsportsmanlike slaughter of the Colorado
deer;

" * * * I got back here last night from a hunt
up in the high 'parks' about forty miles to the northward.
I was gone just nine days, having only three full days in

the camp, the rest of the time having been spent in reach-
ing and getting out of that inaccessible region. I went
from here by rail twelve miles westward to Newcastle

;

thence by vehicle to Rawson's Ranch, on the White River
—the- highest one up that stream; thence, seventeen or

eighteen miles northeast by pack animals to the camp.
"The elevation of the camp ground is about 10,000

feet, and the mountains and peaks around it go much
higher, the whole region being well watered, and all, ex-
cept the peaks and mountains, generally covered with
forests of aspen, Norway pine, spruce pine, etc. Prob-
ably three-fourths of the surface is covered with timber
and all with uncommonly fine grass, wild oats and other
food for deer.

"There were some elk, a few antelope about the parks
and as for deer. I fear to tell you the truth—I never
would have believed such things. Thej- are there by
thousands. The biggest, fattest, stupidest things you ever
could imagine. I went out on foot parts of two days, not
traveling over two or three miles each time, and suppose T

saw thirty or forty each day, chiefly does and half-grown
fawns. The law allows each hunter to kill but two
deer (no elk), and they must be bucks. I only went out to

secure two big bucks, intending to prepare them to be
mounted whole by the taxidermist here, hence refrained
from shooting until a big buck presented himself. I

easily got a shot at one (four does leading him), and
brought the great buck and his antlered glories down. A
gtxide helped me to prepare that one. When that task
was done, I had no desire to get the other, so did not
fire another shot.

"Coming down the trail by pack next day, a herd
sprang up out of the tall grass, and, as usual, stood
stupidly gazing at Us. The buck stood only 60 yards
off, till I drove him away. I had not the heart to shoot
down the noble animal and leave him where he fell. But
many of the hunters are not so scrupulous, and dailj' slay

the bucks, perhaps bringing in the head and hams to

the camp, leaving the rest for the wild animals and
magpies. The taxidermists have my skin, horns and
hones, and promise me a fine job of it.

"* * * They are very fat always, and the bucks
will often go to 300 pounds in weight. But there is

no pleasure nor skill in hunting or killing them. Indeed,
no one hunts them at all. Two or three persons ride
along together, usually leaving canip about 10 or ti in the
morning, and soon the deer, singly or in herds, begin
to jump up. They usually stop at short distances to

stupidly stare at the intruders, who, having selected the
buck, one, two or all of them will fire, and the great
buck usually .stands till he is shot down. If he doesn't
fall in sight of them, they ride on and repeat the opera-
tion till one falls at a convenient distance. Often they
leave them where they fall, not even bringing in the head
or the hams—never anything more. Some (but few)
hunters shoot down does and fawns, and leave them, too,

where they fall. Had I shot at all, as they offered, I think
I could easily have killed twenty a day, all from the
saddle.

"In the early days in south Alabama—in 1850, '51, '52,

etc.—where I have always heretofore thought and said
that the deer were more plentiful than anywhere else in

the world, they were not one-fourth so abundant as I

found them here. But there is no sport in ' hunting
them, nor any skill required to kill them. A true sports-
man scorns such slaughter. A boy ten years old shot
down a monster buck. Town boys, tenderfeet and all

shoot them down about as well as veteran hunters."
The Captain will pitch camn in the Coldwater Swamp

again this fall. His buck will be bagged there by dint
of all the wiles of sportsmanshio. He will scout beyond
the outposts of Buck Ranch and return with much spoil

of victory. Tripod.
Mississippi.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
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A Deer in^ the Village.

Essex, N. Y., Oct. 31.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

used to think I was a lucky hunter, but having just lost

my fourth chance at deer since Oct. i I have been com-
pelled to revise the opinion. I had just finished my
sponge bath this morning, and had on one shoe, when,
happening to glance out of the window of the room I

was in, which is on the ground floor of my house itt

Essex village, I saw a yearling doe not over 25 yards

away. The deer was skulking along by an arbor-vitae

hedge, and had apparently just come up from the shore

of Lake Champlain, which is less than 100 yards away.
A ten-gauge shotgun was at my elbow, and in a drawer

beside it were some shells loaded with No. 6 shot. I

had a few buckshot shells somewhere, but on the spur of

the moment could not remember just where I had put

them. As this passed through my mind, the deer raised

her head and looked toward the house, and apparently

hearing some lioise made a couple of short jumps and
disappeared through the hedge. If she had waited a

second longer I would have sent a charge of No. 6

through the window at her, but by the time I had the

shells in the gun she was out of sight.

Stopping a moment to pull on my other shoe, T ran

to the back door and out of the house hatless and clad

only in my underwear. The wind was blowing from
the south, and the deer had gone north, and to cut this

veracious story short, I did not see her again, though

I returned to the house and dressed and carefully hunted
over two neighboring pieces of woodland.
Apparently she had followed a small brook which runs

within fifteen rods of the house down to the lake, and was
making her way back, possibly, to the Boquet Moun-
tains, three miles away, when I saw her.

Only a short time ago a deer was killed by squirrel

hunters in a small piece of woods south of the village,

and deer have been seen quite close to Essex at various

times during the summer.
I have not heard of any one else seeing this particular

deer which is the occasion of this letter. It was a little

before 7 A. M, when I saw her, and few persons were
abroad. J- B. B,

Shooting in Western Pennsylvania.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The reports recei\*ed from all parts of the country-

show an unusual number of squirrels. Quite a number df

very fine black squirrels have been shot near here, an

unusual circumstance of late years. Gray squirrels are

abundant—evidently on their autumnal migration.

Rufted grouse and quail show up in goodly numbers,

while rabbits are plentiful enough to assure good sport

as soon as the season opens.

It takes a man with some life and nerve to stand a day's

tramping over our rugged hills, which are in many places

very precipitous, but the sport afforded will well repay

all effort. Our State has some of the finest effects in

woodland, sky and hill contour to be found anywhere,

an the Allegheny River and its numerous tribuatary

creeks aft'orcl some good sport for the lovers of rod and
line. One day last month Uncle George

_
came

down from Jefferson county for one more trial with the

black bass, and he proved that in spite of his 70 years

he was too wise for half a dozen nice ones in one daj'-'s

fishing. He fished from the same shore rocks that he
used while fisbin.g here before the war of '61-65. Some
day I may spin a string of anecdotes and fish yarns of.

strings of pike and pickerel in Eastern waters, trout in

mountain streams and bass and perch in the streams. of

Pennsylvania, Virginia and other States, incidents of the

fishing life of Uncle George during his 65 years' devotion
to rod and line.

I believe that the most obdurate landowner could be
won over to espouse the cause of the gentlemanly (note

the ly) gunner if properly handled. By some means get
him to your town or city home, and treat him right, and
then tell him you would like to go shooting with him.
He will invite you to hnnt on his farm and will get per-

mission of all his neighbors to hunt on their farms. As
a rule city residents would not care to permit farmers
strolling into their grounds, and lounging in their ham-
mocks, or circling about the driA^es on their bicycles,

without so much as a "by your leave," and in some
respects Turalists are - mtich like mortals as found in

cities.

If the farmer has a bo}'^ or girl interested in field sports

or natural history, you might make a staunch friend by
mailing j^our read copies of Forest and Stream to be
re-read in that farmhouses home with more interest than
you ever dreamed of. Try it and prove the truth of my
su.ggestion. George Enty.
Templeton. Pa.

Northern Pennsylvania Shooting.
Sayre, Pa.—The delightful days of latter October have

furnished those who love to be afield many hours of rare
enjoyment. Ruffed grouse abound in plentiful numbers
in nearly all the likely covers of these northern counties,
and while the shooting maj' be classed as of the strictly

rugged sort, it has its glorious compensations. These
vanishing October days have been fully the equal of those
which have swept along the avenues of time in former
years. With hillsides aflame with those colors which
only the Divine artist has at ready command, and with
the fine, soft air tiding gently across country to heal
and exhilarate, the sportsman has indeed found himcslf
under fairly ideal conditions. Large scores on ruffed
grouse, the noblest member of the elusive grouse family,
are the exception in this section of Pennsylvania, but
the air and the sunshine and the visions of a graceful
landscape more than equalize any deficiencies which
from some viewpoints may appear to exist.

Mors and more it has come to be an accepted phrase
of the brotherhood that it is not all of shooting to shoot;
and to a greater degree than ever before men who go
afield are now measuring their pleasure by the elements
of health and vigor in the air, and the inspirations
aroused by studying the ever lovely face of nature, rather
than by what the handy hammerless brings to the coit
pfocket.
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So it happens that more sportsmen are voicing thpir

regret at the departure of sunny October than it is com-
mon to note, and so likewise must depart the chief joys

of glad hours afield. Probably a greater number of birds

will be shot from this date out than usual, because the

supply is greater and men will pay stricter attention to

the hard, exacting side of the sport than during the

days when air and scenery existed in happier combination

to divert and impel their attention. In the vicinity of

Ulster, Towanda, and in some of the country about

Sayre, points reached on the main line of the Lehigh
Valley R. R., good shooting may be ha.d on ruffed

grouse. Gray squirrels are to be found in this same
country. Over the State line in New York, at Van Et-

ten, Lockwood and North Spencer—points all reached

on the Lehigh system—satisfactory grouse covers are

to be found.
Wildfowl are not moving to any extent as yet in this

country, and reports from Cayuga Lake are equally

unsatisfactory. M. Chill.

Adirondack Hounding.
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Nov. 2.

—

Editor Forest and

Stream: Hearing that a moose had been killed near

this place, brought in and was at the meat market, I went
to look it over. 1 found a fine looking bull moose which,

judging from the horns, size and general appearance, was
about three years of age and estimated to weigh nearly 400

pounds. Its sides, hips and shoulders, with the under
part of the body, were nearly jet black, with bluish gray

along the back and head, also on the legs below the body.

The horns had a spread of about 2 feet, carrying on
each horn one tip, or sharp point, aside from the flat-

tened or broadened part of the horns at each upper end.

A person in the crowd stated that the man who shot

the moose had been arrested and would be fined. The man
who killed it, a guide and hunter, so I heard, brought
the moose in for sale same as if it was a calf or any other

animal fit for meat. I am sorry for the man, also for

the moose, as I would much rather it was alive and run-

ning in the woods.
Public opinion, as far as I can judge, does not seem to

favor the strict enforcement of the game laws, and the

consequence is that hounds are out and running each

Sunday, sometimes long into the night. I am told that a

certain class of men hunt on Sundays and presume that

this accounts for the fact that the dogs are out on Sunday.
If one asks why the dogs are allowed to run deer, the

answer generally is, "Oh ! some men keep dogs and they

will get out and have a race." If you suggest that it

is against the law and ask why the game warden dots

not attend to the matter, you may be told. "He doesn't

care ; they all do it." And if you ask further how it is that

some one does not shoot the dogs, as the law allows, you
will be informed, "That no one wants trouble over a

dog. and if one should be shot no person would own it."

Most men, qualified to express an intelligent opinion

on the subject, will readily admit that hounding of deer

is one of the most flagrant violations of the game law ;

that one dog will kill more deer in one year than a

wolf would in a life time, as the wolf only kills to eat.

while the dog kills for slaughter, yet thousands of dollars

were paid out by the State for bounty on wolf scalps in

order to give the deer a chance to live and increase, while

now some persons breed and keep dogs in the woods, al-

lowing them to kill deer the year round.
It would seem to be the better policj^ to keep all dogs

out of the woods and let the deer become so plentiful

that more and more men will com.e into the Adirondack?,
making a better support and living for those who live

in the woods, and who cater to and work for those who
come here to hunt.

Parties residing here and who wish to still-hunt go
away to some place where hounding is not tolerated in

order to find good hunting. It would seem that this

fact alone would help bring about such a condition of

public opinion as would cause the enforcement of the

present game law. ***

All in Western Massachusetts.

Goshen, Mass,, Oct. 30.—Wildcats, raccoons and foxes
have become so numerous in Hampshire county, Mass., as

to warrant the organization of hunt clubs. The Western
Massachusetts Fox Club, of Westfield, will hold its annual
hunt on Nov. 15 and 16. A banquet will be served. The
speaking will be a feature. Worcester will send up a

large delegation and a pack of hounds, and many other
places in New England will be represented. Invitations
will be sent out to a number of prominent men in different

sections. It is expected Congressman Lawrence will be
on hand at the banquet, and there is a possibility of
Lieutenant-Governor Bates accepting an invitation.

Patrick Connor, of Barre, shot a wildcat which meas-
ured 4 feet 3 inches and weighed 21 pounds. It was
handsomely marked with dark tiger stripes. Otis
Witherell shot a wildcat on his farm near the reservoir
in Westhampton which weighed 18 pounds. He says
that wildcats are common in the vicinity. The same day
Charles Bartlett shot a large coon.
Benniamino Reamouth, a mighty Italian game stalker

of North Adams, shot his hunting mate, Peter Leonesio,
while up a tree, mistaking him for a bird. Perhaps he
thought he was a jay?
A number of Mongolian pheasants have been seen at

some distance from the place where they were liberated
in Goshen.

,

D. A. Gould's woodchuck dog, Rover, of Plainfield,

has a record of thirty or more woodchucks for the season.
Shooters who cross the line into Remont say that coons

are abundant. Three sportsmen from Williamsburg and
West Springfield killed nine near Wardsboro.
Henry Shepherd, aged ninety, has just accomplished an

eight-day horseback ride of 200 miles, and returned to his
home in Northampton. He made the tour of the Hamp-
shire Hills, and was accompanied by his son. Thos. M.
Shepherd and President Eddy, of the National Bank of
the Commonwealth, Boston. He takes annual rides of
this sort regularly. Coxey,

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach at the
latest by Monday apd 99 much eai*!!^ ^ pra«^f%bl&

The Bore ofj^Guns.

New York, Oct. 30.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

read with interest Mr. Stark's remarks on the bore of

guns in a recent number of the Forest and Stream.
1 think, however, that he is wrong about the shooting
of most full-choke guns. A friend of mine had a Baker
gun, the right (cylinder) barrel of which shot to the

left, and centered about 4 inches too liigh—as he thought.

Finally I got at the trouble by noticing that he held to

the left and high unconsciously. You see, his right eye
was considerably Aveaker than the left on'e. As soon as

he began to shoot left-handed the gun centered all right,

and I saw him put fifty-three No. 8 shot in a small visit-

ing card, holding the muzzle sight on a nail head in

the center, at 30 feet. The pattern was perfect, and the
card fell apart after the discharge.

I have an old Shattuck "American Side-Snap," No.
12 gauge, 30-inch barrels, that will shoot one or two
small lead bullets up to 75 yards, as well as a small rifle.

I learned this by putting a couple of buckshot on top
of my brass shells, loaded with No. 6. for long shots at

gray squirrels, and hardly ever missed the game at any
distance. The smaller shot sometimes landed with the

larger ones at long distances, but not often.

If a man uses ?. single-barrel gun, his charge will

center pretty well, even though his eyes are unequal in

strength, and with a double-barrel his left barrel will

do better work than his right when both are full choke.
I am taking the ground that he has been shooting with
both eyes open. Peter Flint.

A Prairie Chicken Inctdent.

The people about the Ravalli Hotel were treated to a

rather strange experience last Wednesda3^ and one which
could scarcely happen in a country less noted for its

winged game than the Bitter Root Valley. The people
in the kitchen were startled just before noon by the
crash of falling glass from one of the dining room win-
dow's, and at first thought that some malicious or careless
person had thrown a stone through it. In fact, one of
the girls in the laundry said she had seen the stone fly

across the lawn and through the window. Mrs. Green
called her husband and they hastened to the dining room,
where, to their great surprise, they found a prairie

chicken gasping its last on the floor, its throat cut with
the glass through which it had come. The only surmise
is that the chicken had become so frightened at some-
thing that it had lost its head and dashed into the window
without really knowing where it was going. The force
with which it struck may be in a measure realized when
it is told that the glass which it crashed throi:gh is a
heavj' plate glass, 5 feet square. An almost similar ex-
perience was had a couple of weeks ago, when a duck,
seeminglj- as badly rattled as the chicken, drove against
the flag pole of the hotel and dropped quivering and
dying upon the roof—Ravalli (Mont.) Republican,

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

ANGLING NOTES.

Disappearing Ducfes.

St. Augustine, Oct. 2g.^Edifor F&fi'st anat Stream .-

It's not a matter of very great consequence, I suppose, but
I'll add another pair to Mr. Hough's mysteriously dis-
appearing ducks. One dav on the Calumet two of us
were after ducks in a small boat, my companion rowing
very quietlv along near the edge of the grass and I stand-
ing guard in the bow of the boat, when a pair of mallards
popped up within about 10 j'ards of us. and both fell, an-
oarently stone dead, before they had got fairly under
headway. We supposed thev were a badlv cut up pair,
hut when ^ve went tn take them in out of the wet not a

feather cottld we find, and though the water was clear of
srass in front of us. not a sign of them could be seen.
We had to leave without them. Didymus.

New Jersey.

Bayville, N. J., Nov. I.—To-day found more birds than
I have ever found in any Northern State. There are
hardlj' any duck, brant or geese in the bay. There has
been no snipe this season. Herb.

See the list of good things in Woodcraft in our adv. cols.

DON'T SHOOT
Until you see your game, and

see that it is game and
not a man.

"That reminds me."

They are telling in the Lake George tegion 6i a. New
Yorker who appeared there last summer, with designs
upon the bass fishing which were altogether out of
proportion to his experience in the business. He had
a camping neighbor, however, who had both the designs
and the experience. Seeing him bring in a string of bass
one evening the New Yorker aslced him what bait he
had used, and was told that it was crickets. The next
morning he was seen skirmishing aboxit industriously
with a spade, but apparently in vain, for he approached
his neighbor and said: "Would you mind having your
boys dig me some crickets? I can't find a oje."

. , C^P-FiRE,

^*An Old Man's Holiday."

Mr. Edward Marston, the father of Mr. Robert B.
Marston, has given us another most charming little book,
with the title "An Old Man's Holiday." He adheres to
his pen name of "The Amateur Angler" on the title page,
but in this day it so thinly veils his identity that I have
dispensed with it for the purpose of this note.
Charming is an adjective that has become rather

hackneyed in writing or speaking of men, women and
books, but years ago it seemed to me to be most appro-
priate in describing the elder Mr. Marston's little books,
for his writings really charm his readers, and I like to
adhere to the descriptive term with each succeeding
book, for the charm grows more and more potent.

Listen to the dedication

;

"To my son, R, B. M. (Piscator Major), and to my
good friend, G. Y. (The Professor), expert anglers
both, my frequent companions on my Angling Excursions,
I dedicate this little book.
"The thoughtful care of the former in all that contributes

to my welfare, and especially in providing me with the
needful implements of destruction when I go a-fishing.
and the unselfish anxiety with which the latter, by good
advice and ready help, sought to save me from many a
scrape into which my juvenile rashness and inexperience
must otherwise have plunged me, surely deserve and
demand this slight recognition of their goodness, and I
seize with pleasure the opportunity which is here aflforded
me of -expressing to them my love, my gratitude and my
good wishes. The Amateur Angler."
Some years ago Mr, R. B. Marston sent me some pink

and some white hawthorns, or Mays, as they call them
on the other side, and they have grown famously, and
the frontispiece of the little book now before me is a repro-
duction of a photograph showing Mr. Marston the elder
and Mr. Marston the younger on "Our seat under the
May tree." There are a fishing house and a landing net
and a fly-rod and a river in evidence, and it might easily
be imagined that the May fly were up. The other illustra-
tions in the book are chiefly from photographs. One is a
reproduction of a May fly, and this is the legend:

'

"Here Is a picture of the G. O. M. May Fly imitation,
after it had been worn in the gill of a trout for over
nine months, as described in the last chapter. Of
course, there is no particular novelty in finding a fly in a
trout's mouth, but it is somewhat of a novelty to be able
to identify the fly, and to find it in such a perfect state
of preservation after so long a time of wear and tear."

It is remarkable, indeed, to find a fly in a trout's mouth.
This fly was fixed outside the gill, after nine months, and
therefore I copy the description in the last chapter;
"The Major caught a brace of trout and several trouble-

some grayling; the largest trout was about 1% pounds,
and by this trout there hangs a tale. When I was fishing
in the same meadow last June I lost many a trout and
many a May-fly. Now it so happens that in the gill of
this trout was found, firmly hooked, a perfect May-fly,
the G. O. M., with 6 inches of gut. He has worn and
no doubt been \ery proud of this distinctive decoration
ever since. It seems to m.e to be a very remarkable thing
that a fly and hook should have been in that fish for more
than nine months, and now as perfect and fresh as if it

had been in m}"^ pocketbook all the tim.e. The gut is

rather rotten.

"The gold tinsel around the body is as bright as ever
it was. One Aving is slightly mangled, as if other envious
trout had tried to nibble it. I fully believe that fly is

mine, that I lost that fish on that particular spot last

June. The only doubt I have about it is that I then esti-

mated the fish I lost as at least ly^ pounds, whereas this

one, after nine months' growth, now weighs only 1%
pounds, and on the other hand, you know how much
larger are always the fish you lose than those you take!
The fly is distinctly a G. O. M. of Mrs. Ogden Smith's
make."
The book may be the record of an old man's holiday,

hut it is written with all the vigor and exuberance and
exhilaration of youth, and may the same hand continue
to write books with the rigor and charm of perpetual

youth.

Adirondack Ponds.

Mr. L. O. Crane, of Boston, writes me the following
interesting letter: "I note in your 'Angling Notes' in

Forest and Stream of Sept. 29 that you cannot find out
anything about the food supply in Spring Pond up Bog
River. It should not be difficult to get this information,

for the pond is well known by all Saranac guides, and it

is easy of access.

"It was a few years ago, when I fished it last, very well

:stocked with chubs and other small fish, especially with
sunfish, which fairly swarmed there. A great many
trout of 5 pounds weight have been taken there on troll

and with live bait, but as far as I can learn never one
on a fly-casting, though a great many have been taken

on flies trolling, even with no bait on, and I am satisfied

if they were fished for persistently at the right time

they could be induced to rise and could be taken casting.

"Spring Pond was without trout until something like

fifteen years ago Walter Aiken, of Franklin Falls, N. H.
(now dead), with, I think, Lem Corey (gone too), and
Robert Nichols, as guides, brought over from Grave's

Pond twenty trout and released them at the Spring Pond
landing. Nineteen of these fish swam off all right, and
one turned up and was taken out. This stocking Avas

kept a secret for some years, and they_ did not try the

pond from year to- year, probably thinking it would not

pay for the time expended, until on one trip one of the

party saw a large fish rise while crossing the pond on the

Avay to Grave's Pond, and they then decided to troll it.

The result was a surprise. They took something like

fifteen or twenty trout that were_ all about of the same
size, and averaged in the vicinity of 5 pounds each.

George Fayette, who works at Ne-ha-sa-na, was in the
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scrape, and can give you the correct figure. Other
trout and bait were afterward brought over from Bog
River and the pond stocked in that way, but I think that
up to the time I stopped going there no more trout were
brought from Grave's Pond, as it was a mile over the
mountain and hard to keep them aUve. We could always
tell the river trout, as they had a longer head and under-
shot jaw, while the "Graves' Pond trout had short fins,

head and even mouth, and grew silvery with very bright
red spots, and I considered them as fine as any trout I
had ever seen. I mean to try them again some tune by
casting the fly. I made applpication once to stock Spring
Pond with trout, and the fry was granted to me, but I
did not accept them, as I understood the river was to be
closed at that time.

"Spring Pond is a beautiful sheet of water, fed by
springs, with no inlet or outlet that can be found. I am
glad the landlocked salmon are doing well there. Put
them in Three-Pound Pond and Silver Lake and Horse-
shoe Pond. Plow would they do in the river? They can
get deep water by stopping in Hitching's Pond or North
Pond, and could run into Horseshoe easily. I could
write a book or so on Bog River, but will say good night."
Mr. Crane thinks it should not be a difficult matter to

find out about the food supply for fish in Spring Pond,
but as a rule the only way to get reliable information is
to go to the pond about which information is desired, or
send some one and investigate the food question.
The blank applications furnished by the Forest, Fish

and Game Commission to those who desire fish, provide
that this question shall be answered : "What is the natural
food of the fish?" The answer most generally given is,

"Don't know." Sometimes this is varied by "The usual
food," "Minnows," "Chubs."
These answers tell nothing. If water contained nothing

but "chubs" and "minnows," it would not sustain trout,
for small trout cannot live on minnows, for the minnows
arc larger than the trout. Natural trout waters provide
insect and crustacean food, and the ordinary observer
would overlook it, as the smaller forms of Crustacea are
minute, as they must be to furnish food for trout fry.
There must be other food in Spring Pond than chubs and
sunfish or the landlocked salmon would not have done as
well as it is known that they have. Only last evening I

met a gentleman on Senator Depew's special .train, from
which he is stumping the State, who told me as we were
dmmg that he had been to Spring Pond, and that almost
on the last day of the open season this j'ear a friend gave
him a landlocked salmon which he estimated to weigh
3 pounds, and it was caught in Spring Pond. The special
stopped to let me off near my home at i o'clock in
the morning, and in a mail which came at 2:30 in 'the
mornmg was Mr. Crane's letter, which I have quoted
above. ^ A. N. Cheney.

Tuna Club Prize Awards.
AvALON, Santa Catalina Island, Cal., Oct. t.—The

Executive Committee of the Tuna Club begs to announce
the decision of the judges in the rod and reel anglhig
tournament of 1900—May i to Oct. i. The tournament,
the second of its kind, was inaugui-ated to encourage the
use of the lightest tackle in the capture of the large and
remarkable game fishes of these waters, and thus insure
a reduction in numbers of fish caught. The committee is
happy to report that there has been a notable reduction in

^ the waste of fish ; rods are universally employed, and lineii
larger than a 24-thread for tuna and black sea bass, up to
380 pounds, are not used. The tournament of 1900 was
a mai-ked success, and it is estimated that 4,000 or 5,000
anglers contested for the prizes during the five months
tournament; among them were Avielders of the rod from
every State in the Union—some gentlemen coming from
England purposely to take the leaping tuna. A feature
of the season's fishing was the difference in time in
taking tunas over the previous season—many being landed
in from ten to twenty minutes. One hundred and forty-
one leaping tunas were taken with the rod during the
tournament, ranging in size from 164 pounds to 22
pounds. The record of Col. C. P. Morehouse of a 251-
pound tuna was not beaten. The club record of Mr. T. S.
Manning, of a black sea bass weighing 170 pounds was
beaten by Mr. F. S. Schenck, of Brooklyn, N. y'., his
notable catch, of a fish weighing 384 pounds, being the

- largest game fish ever taken in the world with rod and
reel and 21-thread line. Adjt.-Gen. Barrett, of
California, having taken the largest leaping tuna of the
season (164 pounds), becomes president of the Tuna Club
for 1900 and 1901. Col R. A. Eddy, by virtue of taking
the largest number of tunas, becomes vice-president.

Holders of Cups, Medals and Rod Records in 1899..

Largest Tuna—Col. C. P. Morehouse, 251 pounds
first; C. F. Holder, 183 pounds, second; H. St A. Earls-
chff, 180 pounds, third; F. V. Rider, 175 ponuds, fourth.
Black Sea Bass—T. S. Manning, 370 pounds first-

T. S. Manning. 330 pounds, second; F. V. Rider 327
pounds, third; F. V. Rider, 324 pounds, fourth; Col. R A
Eddy, 322 pounds, fifth.

White Sea Bass—E. M. Boggs. 58 pounds, first; F. F
Gernsh, 56 pounds, second: Mrs. F. V. Rider, 50 pounds
third.

Yellowtail—F. V. Rider, 48 pounds, first; F F
Gernsh, 37 pounds, second; Mrs. H. W. Hoyt si^A
pounds, third.

'

Aizes Won in 1900—May J to Oct. I.

All catches were made with rod and reel. 21 and 24
thread lines. Every fish brought to gaflF unaided.

CLASS A.—^LEAPING TUNA.
First—For exceeding club record, 251 pounds. Prize -

Tuna Club gold medal and Banning cup. Not won.
Second—For largest tuna of the season. Prize : Presi-

dency of the club. Won by Adjt.-Gen. A. W
Barrett, of California, weight of fish 164 pounds

,

Third—For the second largest tuna. C. J. O'Kell
weight of fish 148 pounds.
Fourth—For third largest tuna. H. J. Flei.shman and

Col. R. A. Eddy (tie), weight 142 pounds.
Fifth—For first tuna of the season. Harry Harkness

Pasadena.
S'^'th—To lady taking a tuna of any size with rod and

reel. Prize
: Gold medal. Won by Mrs. James Gardner.

Avalon, 136 pounds; Miss O. B. Clark, Los Angeles, it8
pounds; Mrs. J. C. Connor, Colorado Springs, 116 pounds;
Mrs. A. W. Barrett, Los Angeles, 22 pounds; Miss E. L.
Bernard, Cincinnati, 20 pounds.

CLASS B.—BLACH .SEA BASS.

First—For e:xceeding club record of 370 pounds. Prizes:
Tufts-Lyon cup, Rider-Macomber medal. F. S. Scheiick,
Brooklyn, N. Y. (world's record), weight of fish 384

Second—For the second largest bass. Col. R. A. Eddy,
weight of fish 362 pounds.
Third—For third largest bass. F. S. Schenck, weight

of fish 350 pounds.
Fourth—First black sea bass of the seasan. Col. R. A.

Eddy, weight of fish pounds.
Fifth—To lady taking a black sea bass of any size. Not

won.
CLASS C.—WHITE SEA BASS.

First—First bass of the'season. T, W. Holron, weight,
44 pounds.
Second—For largest fish of season. (Tie), E. L.

Doran, AvSlon; J, S. Vincent, Saginaw; weight, 48
poun.ds.

Third—For s.eGond largest bass, E. L. Doran, weight,
46 pounds

CLAS.S D.

—

YELIjOWTAIL.
• First—For largest fish of the season. John F. Francis
gold medal. T. S. Manning, weight of fish, 32!/^ pounds.
Second—For largest yelloM'tail taken by a lady. Mrs.

E. N. Dickerson, New York, weight of fish, 24^4 pounds.

CLASS t:.—^ROCK BASS.

Fir.st—For largest fish of season. C. W. Thompson,
weight. 6J6 pounds.

Second—For second largest fish. C. C. Paine, weight,
6 I -16 pounds.

CLASS F.—SHEEPSHEAP.
For largest fish of the season. Col. R. A. Eddy, San

Francisco, weight of fish, 21 pounds.

CL.^SS G.

—

WHITEFISH.
For largest fish of the season. C, C. Paine, Cleveland,

weight of fish, q pounds.

CLASS H.—ALBICORE.

For largest fish of the season. G. W. Kellogg, weight
of fish, 3154 pounds.

CLASS T,

For the largest game fish taken by a lady. Miss O. B.
Clark, Los Angeles, tuna weighing 118 pounds.

CLASS J.

To boatman of angler taking first tuna of season, James
Gardner, boatman for Harry Harkness.

T. S. Manning, Chairman; Col. C. P. Morehouse, F. V.
Rider, Chas. F. Holder, Col. R. A. Eddy. Dr. H. K.
Macomber. Frankliii S. Schenck, E. L. Doran, Judges and

.
Executi\'e Committee.

Fish and Game Wardens.
BY CHARLES E, BREWSTER.

(Read before the American Fisheries Society.)

The rapid depletion of our waters of their food fishes by
reason of the vast increase both in number of men en-
gaged in fishing and the number of nets used has made it

necessary for the enactment of laws for the artificial
propagation of the desirable kinds of fishes to restock
our lakes and streams.
This work has usually been placed in the hands of

State boards of fish commissioners. Their duties are
the taking of spawn, the hatching of the eggs, the appor-
tioning of the fry to the various waters, and superintend-
ing the depositing of the same. *

In my own Stale of Michigan, with her more than
2,000 miles of coast line bordering the "Great Unsalted
Seas," with her thousands of inland lakes and streams
all teeming with fish, the question of either protection or
perpetuation did not present itself to the earlier citizen.
Whitehsh and trout were abundant in the Great Lakes,
and every settlement near enough to the coast to do so
had a few nets, usually owned in common, and used for
the purpose of taking fish for their own use only.
In the coast towns a few men had nets and made fishing

their business. The nets were of large mesh, and the fish
taken were necessarily so. Sailboats onlv were used, and
three men could handle two gangs of gill nets, possibly
three miles long, one gang only being in the water at a
time.

But with the rapid increase in population conditions
changed. Factories and manufacturing plants were built
to utilize the product of our forests. Sawdust and slabs
were dumped into the waters without protest. This
oft'al, as It became saturated, sank and shifted around on
the bottom, driving out the whitefish. Fishermen cleaned
their fish on board their boats, dumping their offal into
the lake.

'

And then came the tug fishermen; and with the advent
of the tugs came a marked increase in the number of
nets used, Methods of handling nets and fish have been
improved. Steam lifting apparatus has taken the place
of men, and it is now possible to lift nets on a single
tug at the rate of four miles an hour, and it is not an
unusual thing for fishermen to set a single gang of nets
fifteen m.iles in length.
John O'Neil, a prominent cpmrherGial fisherman at

Charlevoix, informed me that on Oct. 29 (the last day of
the open season) he had seventy-five miles of gill nets in
the water.
But to return to the sawdust and oital matter. It be-

came apparent in the course of time that the fish supplym the Great Lakes was decreasing, and in 1865 the Legis-
lature passed an act making it unlawful to "put into any
of the waters of this -State where fish were taken any
offal, blood, putrid fi.sh or filth of any description," and
imposing a penalty of $300 for its violation.
.Special acts were also passed regulating the manner

of taking fish in the inland lakes in some of the counties.
In iS/i the first general fish law was passed. It regu-
lated the manner of taking fish both in the Great Lakes
and in the inland waters.

Still the depletion eontinued, and in' 1873 a law was
enacted "To estabjish 4 Board of Commissioners to in-

crease the product of the fisheries, and to make an ap-
propriation therefor." This act appropriated $7,500 for
the use of the Commission for each of the years 1873
and 1874, to cover all expenses, both the building of a
hatchery and the necessary expenses of the Commission,
and it was their duty "to supervise generally the fishing
interests, and secure the enforcement of all the laws re-
lating to the protection of fish and fisheries in the State."
No compensation has ever been allowed any member

of the Board. They have served the State absolutely
without pay. Uniformly men of broad gauge and thor-
oughly in love with their work, they have served the
State faithfully and well, and the perfectly appointed
hatcheries, with their beautiful buildings, the inland
lakes and streams, repopulated with the most desirable
kinds of fish, stand as a perpetual m^onument to the
earnest, intelligent work of the Michigan Fish Com-
mission.
They have stocked our streams with trout and other

game fishes; our lakes with bass, pike, perch and lake
trout. They have also given us the German carp. But
in spite of the enactment of all of these laws, the results
were not entirely satisfactory. They were not enforced.
Local officers winked at the most flagrant and open vio-
lations. The commercial fishermen used small mesh
nets. And in the inland lakes and streams spears, dyna-
mite and nets were used without danger of prosecution.

In 1887 the president of tlie National Sportsmen's As-
sociation, the Hon. A. L. Lakey, of Kalamazoo, intro-
duced a bill "To provide for the appointment of a game
and fish warden." Mr. Lakey had accepted the nomina-
tion, and came to the Legislature for the sole purpose
of revising the fish and game laws, and to provide for
their enforcement. He met with a most determined op-
position, but succeeded in getting his bill through both
houses, and it was approved by the Governor March 1=;

1887.

The term of office of the State warden is four years.A brief comparison of the conditions existing before the
appointment of a warden may be interesting. During
the entire four years preceding the appointment of a
State warden there was a total of fifty-six convictions in
the State. During the four years' administration of the
Hon. William Alden Smith, the first Michigan warden,
494 convictions were secured. During the year just
closed, being the first year of the administration of the
Hon. Grant M. Morse, 867 cases were handled, with a
total loss of only eighteen, by acquittal. More than
$20,000 worth of nets and fishing appliances were found
in illegal use, seized and condemned..
Thus is the work of the Fish Commissioners supple-

mented and aided by that of the warden. It has been
said, "He is indeed a public benefactor who causes two
blades of grass to grow where but one grew before."
The Fish Commissioners of Michigan have accom-
plished more than this. They have increased the product
of our inland waters a thousandfold; our lakes are being
carefully stocked; our streams are already full. The
stocking of our Great Lakes with the rapid growing
trout and the peerless whitefish is being systematically
carried on. (They have seen the error of their ways and
have abandoned the propagation of carp.)
Their work is beyond praise, and the results obtained

will forever remain commemorative of a philanthropic
work well done, a stewardship faithfully kept.
And side by side with the encomiums passed upon the

Fish Commissioners will go forth the thanks of a grate-
ful State for the forceful and splendid work of her State
game and fish wardens.

Tip-Ups for Ice Fishing.
Answering your inquiry as to whether we have ever

done any fishing through the ice, we beg to say that
we believe we have tried every known way and device
to

_
catch fish, tip-ups included. We have joined in

hoisting a sheet between masts of a ship, and on dark
nights placing lighted lamps against it to attract the
flying fish in the Indian Ocean. We have taken a hand
at the windlass and assisted in hoisting a monster shark
aboard in the Red Sea. We have been perched in the bows
of a sailing ship, trying to harpoon porpoises as they
jumped, tumbled and dived around and across her bows
as she gallantly sped her way over the sapphire Avaters
ot the Mediterranean. We have joined in the chase of a
whale only to find that their powers of locomotion are
enormous, and that the water they spout is very wet.
And, while the memories of bygone days pass in review
before the nimd, others equally fantastic and interesting
follow on in the panorama of piscatorial adventure. We
remember dark nights on an Indian river, when we were
being drawn down a roaring rapid in a frail dugout
canoe by a mighty mahseer. We also remember the in-
variable duckings we got on these occasions.
We must next turn to the quiet picture of catching

little crawfish in the mountain streams of India.
Picture one stretched out full length on an overhanging

"

rock over a likely little pool, with bait in one hand and
rod in the other. The bait consists of a piece of cocoa-
nut about an inch square on the big end of an eeikel, the
rod a loop made from a fiber from a banana leaf on the
small end of another eeikel. An eeikel is the rib of a
cocoanut palm leaf about 2 to 3 feet long, and tapers from
one-eighth of an inch in diameter at the big end down to
a fine point. The fisherman selects a likely hole and
di-ops the bait, holding the eeikel in his left hand. Pretty
soon if there is a crawfish in the pool it will crawl out
from underneath some big rock and cautiously make its
way over to the bait. The fisherman then commences to
tidde its sides and back with the loop. Many is the
jump forward and backward the little "fellow will take
before he will allow the loop to be moved without his
jumping. Then gradually the loop is passed up over
one eye; a quick twist of the fingers and the loop is
wound up tightly, and the crawfish soon finds himself
among friends waiting to receive him in a native grass
basket. We have many a time taken enough in an hour
to make a curry for two people; and let us assure qur
readers that there is no curry made in the Orient that is
more tasty or toothsome than one made of either craw-
fish, shrimps or prawns.
But as usual we are wandering from Our subject mat-

ter, which tip-ups and fishing through tl^e ice. From
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the commencement of this article our mmd has wandered

many thousands of miles, more than half way around the

globe and in a few minutes has run from shivermg zero

into sweltering tropics. Our readers must thmk up to

this point that the headlines of this article must be mis-

placed; it is not so, only our thoughts and pen ran not.

We acknowledge that we have done some hshmg

through the ice, and (in a whisper) we hope to have a

turn at it this winter. Like all other grown-ups, we

make the excuse that we go to amuse the children and

, give them a good time, whereas m truth—and like all

other grown-ups, too—we take the children along as an

excuse We spend hours in the evenings making the

necessary paraphernalia, and have the children around

Gin- knees. We try to persuade ourselves that the work

is all absorbing to them. In a short time, on taking

our eyes off the work, we find they are gone, and learn

that it is only we ourselves who are the interested party.

We heave a sigh, and say the youngsters will have lots

of fun with these tip-ups when the ice is good. It is

doubtful whether the recreation and bracing atmosphere

of a dry crisp winter's day is not as beneficial to the o d

boys as to the young. For our boys we have a fatherly

and fellow feeling; for all young Waltonians we will

describe and give cuts and instructions for making four

different kinds of tip-ups. There is plenty of time be-

tween now and Christmas to make as many as will be

required:
^ , , ,. ,- ^t. i.

Lines —The cheapest kind of 12-thread linen line that

can be obtained. Twenty foot lengths are required for

each tip-up. , .

Hooks.—No. 2-0 Aberdeen are the best; they should

be eyed. The wire in an Aberdeen hook is finer than

any other, size for size, and does not injure the minnow
proportionately.

Sinkers.—Split an ordinary buckshot and fasten it to

the line about i foot above the hook. Anything heavier

is detrimental, as it prevents the minnow from working

around.
Tip-Up No. J.

This is the most primitive device we know of, yet a

very good one. It consists of an ordinary bush from the

woods about 7 feet long, which is fixed in the ice A.

About 18 inches or 2 feet from the bottom leave one of

the branches and from it a mere twig, B. Close to the

top C fasten the end of the line, and directly over it a

piece of red flannel for the flag D.

The line must now be prepared, and this applies to all

of the other tip-ups as well. Attach a piece of lead to the

hook and ascertain the depth. When the lead is on the

bottom, tie a loop in the line at the level of the water.

When the loop is tied, pull up the line, take off the lead

and put on a minnow. Drop it into the hole and let it

sink until the line is out as far as the loop; then place

the loop over the twig B. This will place the minnow
about 18 inches from the bottom—the right place for it

to be. Coil the spare line around the hole, so tha,t it

can run out without any obstruction. When a fish bites,

it draws the loop off the twig and runs out the spare line.

As soon as it comes to an end, the tugging of the ffsh

pulls down and waves the flag. The first boy there has a

chance of either pulling the fish up through the hole or

knocking it off the hook against the ice, which often

happens to the inexperienced in this kind of fishing.

Tip-Up No. 2.

This is a device easily made. (Cut i.) Take a piece

of wood 18 inches long, 2 inches wide and 5^ inch thick,

and with a fret saw cut out the slot A i foot long and
I inch wide. Then hollow out the two ends C^ and C".

This is to form a reel to wind the line. At one end cut

a notch, D. It should be about V?, inch deep. This is

to place the loop of the line when setting the tip-up. At
the opposite end fasten a red flag. This can be done
with a piece of wire about 6 or 8 inches long, E.

Cuts 2 and 3 show the operation. Secure a straight

stick >2 inch in diameter, 3 feet long. This can be cut

from any bush around the pond. Pass it through the

slot A and .let the ends rest on the ice on either side

of the hole (cut 2) B. Then draw the tip-up out over

the ice until the cross bar B is in the position shown in

cut I, B—I. Drop the minnow in the water and place

the loop in the line over the notch D. When a fish bites

it pulls the end of the tip-up down, which slides until

the cross bar is in position. (Cut 3 and cut i, Bl) The
flag is now hoisted and requires attention.

Tip-Up No. 3.

This is the best we know of, and probably the one
most easily made. Take a complete rib from an old

umbrella, cut off the pivot bar i foot from the joint E.

Cut off the end of the rib where it fastens to the top of

the umbrella. String on this end a round sinker, D,
about an ounce in weight, but see that the hole, in this

sinker is large enough to allow it to run up and down
the rib easily, When the sinker is on, heat the en4 of

"7^

tiie rib, and with a pair of round-nosed pliers turn the

half circle F. At the other end of the rib fix the red
flag C. Take the short pivot rib and drive it into a piece

of wood 2 inches square and 18 inches long. Sharpen
the end of this wood to the form of a wedge, B, for in-

sertion into the ice. To set this tip-up, run the ball up to

D\ The weight of the flag and the extra length of

the rib on the other side of the pivot will hold it in this

position. Drop the minnow into the hole and put the

loop of the line over F. When a fish bites, it pulls the

end down and drops the ball to position, D". The flag

is up to position C". The fish is on.

Tip-Up No. 4.

This device requires a considerable amount of me-
chanical skill to make it nicely. Take a piece of wood
21-2 feet long, 2 inches wide and lA inch thick, and 9
inches down from the top fasten the spring flag pole D.

This pole is made of 14-gauge br-'ss spring wire. Wind
one end two or three times around some iron instru-

ment about yk inch in diameter, leaving both ends turned

out on the inner side, thus:

a piece of wire (cut 2C). The ends of this wire should

be turned and passed through the wood work, and either

again turned or riveted. The end B can be fastened in

the same manner. It will now be found that if the wire

(D in cut 2) be brought down to a horizontal position

and let go suddenly, it will fly back and strike the wood
work with a sharp click, which on the ice can be heard

500 feet away. To fasten the flag to the pole it is neces

sary to solder on another piece of wire, as herewith

shown:

L
(
'I
• 1

'1

This is the side placed against the wood w^ork shown
in dotted lines. One end of this spring should be cut

short (cut 2B), say 2 inches; the other the length your
fancy may suggest (cut 2D).
Through th? eye forrr^ed by winding the spring pas§

Through this eye the material for the flag can be

passed and securely fastened with a needle and thread.

We must now form the trigger. This is done by turn-

ing an eye on the end of a piece of wire, and fastening

it to the wood work with a staple, G. About 6 inches

from the bottom end bring down the flag pole to a little

below the horizontal, and turn another eye in the trigger

wire at the point of intersection, E. Cut off the trigger

wire 14 inch from E and turn the loop F. The de-

vice is now ready for operation. Bring down the flag

pole and pass eye E of the trigger over the end of the

pole above flag H, cut i. Then pass the loop of the

line over the trigger F, as shown in cut i. Drop the min-

now and be ready for a call. When a fish strikes it pulls

the trigger off the flag pole, and up goes the flag with a

click. By putting a couple of cleats on the .side of

any wooden tip-up, as shown in Cut 3, K' and K'. a reel

is always gvailahle to wind the line on when fishing is
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through for the day. To feel that the time you may
spend on making tip-ups is not thrown away, you have
only to duplicate the specimen fish showai at the foot
of tip-up No. 4, which can easily be done, I trust, on
home waters available to readers of Forest and Stream
all over the ice zone. New York fishennen may do it

on. any of the following waters:

On the Line of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railroad.

Lake Hopatcong.—Lake Hopatcong station. 46 miles
from New York.

Budds Lake.—Three miles from Stanhope station, 48
miles from New York.

Panther Lake and Cranberry Lake.—Whitehall Summit,
flag station, 56 miles from New York.

When fishing Panther Lake, ask the conductor to

Th^ Man With the Barrel
"Oh, I could not stand being followed about by a man

with a barrel to take all my fish from me!" Such has
been the impatient exclamation of many an tinglish

angler when told of the conditions under which he must
fish in German waters. Doubtless the angler is deprived
of his solitude. Perhaps to a certain extent a little of the
romance attaching to the sport may be rubbed off if

one's consciousness be fixed too closely on the thought
that one's captures are for the market or for the pot.

But these drawbacks can be easily exaggerated, and the
German method really possesses merits and advantages
so many and so great as to far outweigh such sentimental
considerations.

Let us take a typical day on a German river. We call

on a miller and ask his leave to fish. The worthy man,

put you down at Mr. Chrispell's door. The lake is on
his farm. A letter addressed to P. J. Chrispell, Panther
Lake Farm, Andover, N. J., a little in advance of your
visit will insure bait and a hearty reception. Along
both the FrankHn and Branchville branches a few miles
from Andover are many ponds available for fishing-
through the ice.

On the Line of the Erie Railroad.

Monroe station, 49 miles from New York.
Round Lake, i mile distant from station.
Walton Lake, ij^ miles distant from station.
Mount Basha Lake, 3 miles distant from station.
Chester station, 55 miles from New York.
Glenmere Lake, 3 miles distant from the station.
This is the best Avater we know of. A letter addressed

to Mr. Cabel, proprietor, Glenmere Lake Hotel, Florida!
Orange county, New York, will insure bait, plenty of
fish and a trap to meet you at the station.
Shohola station, iii miles from New York.
Washington Lake, 4 miles from station; al water.
Montgomery Lake, 4 miles from station.

Greenwood Lake, 45 miles from New York; an ai
water. James Churchward.
New York, November.

knowing that our catch will be so much money in his
pocket, cordially wishes us luck, and with alacrity pro-
vides us with a "bursch," a yokel, to follow us with
the customary receptacle. This is not a barrel in general,
but a tin or zinc vessel of a sort of cigar shape, tapered,
truncated and flattened. There is a square hole in the
top with a lid to admit the captures, and the whole is

slung- from the shoulders of the bearer from two rings,
so placed that the water slops about inside marvelously
little. As we pass through the miller's garden we see
buried hi a bank and covered with a lid a little tank,
which is to receive our captives, while here and there
from^ trees along our length of water hang suspended
nets in which the capti\*es may be put and left in the river
to save carrying them from place to place.
From time to time, as luck justifies us, we have to let

our bearer take back his burden to the tank. With

The Salt Water Leagtie.

The Protective League of Salt Water Fishermen held
a special meeting on Oct. 31 at its rooms, 106 West
Thirty-first street, this city, at which letters from nominees
for the Senate and Asesmbly were read, pledg'ng their
support to the bills to be introduced by the League into
the Legislature at its next session. These bills provide
for the restriction of netting in the waters within the
jurisdiction of New York State, and were printed in full
in last week's issue of Forest and Stream. The number
and tone of the letters would seem to indicate that the
League will have powerful support in the next Legislature,
and the members are greatly encouraged with the progress
their organization is making in its efforts to protect the
salt water fish of the State. Several of the candidates
addressed tht meeting, and gave their personal pledge to
aid the League in passing its bills; The next regular
meeting will be held on Nov: 19.

graylmg in particular does it behoove us to be careful, for
tl-iey are delicate fish, and readily die if kept in too con-
fined or crowded water. In the evening we tip Fritz
his mark and go our way rejoicing, having had an ex-
cellent and most intelligent gillie, who has shown us
where the best fish lie. netted out our fish, unhooked
them, and assisted in recovering our flies when hung up
u! trees, etc. He has saved us also: (i) The handling
ot slimy fish; (2) the carrying of our landing net and
waterproof; and (3) the carrying of our slimy and evil-
smelling catch—and that is a serious item on this water
When all is over, the "fisch handler" comes along,

summoned in advance by the prudent miller, the captives
are w^eighed (and a very interesting and ingenious
process the weighing is), the good miller receives his i
mark 50 pfennigs a pound for the trout and 60 pfennigs
a pound for the grayling, and the fish are carried off
alive to market. None are wasted, ^o^ none ar? killed

till they are sold. The miller is delighted with the result
of our day, and begs us earnestly to come again.

Let us translate this process into English, and sup-
pose a farn-ier or miller granting fishing rights upon
such conditions. Think of the inducements to him to
stock and preserve his waters, and to look after the
purity of the stream! Think how easy for respectable
applicants to secure leave to fish. Think of the profit of
the riparians, and of the saving of the waste of trout life.

There is only the sentimental objection, and in a reason-
ably good day. in the excitement of fishing, the thought
that the pot is behind one is practically forgotten. Fritz
is often a capital fellow, with a fund of information ready
for you, and his services in lightening the load upon
oner's shoulders make a very appreciable addition to the
day's pleasure.

The drawbacks of the system are that it cannot be
taken into wild parts, nor can a long stretch of river
far from the tank which is to receive the catch be readily
fished without undue strain upon the shoulders of the
"bursch," and on the breathing apparatus of the fish.

—

London Fishing Gazette.

Tarpon Fiihing.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am going to say a few words on tarpon tackle, and
how to hook a tarpon. The rod I prefer is of green-
heart from end to end (lancewood is very good with an
ash butt), from 8 to 10 feet long, with German silver
guides and reel seat (a man must suit himself about a
reel seat; there are a great many good ones on the
market to-day). My reel carries 600 feet of No. 24 silver
lake (Cuttyhunk) tarpon line, and is controlled by a
leather drag. This drag can be turned back when you
are ready to cast.

Now as to hooks and leaders, I have tried them all, and
I take fine piano wire, have it cut into pieces 2 feet long
and join four of them together, making an 8-foot leader,
A man can make his leader just as long as he pleases.
People differ—especially over fishing tackle and guns.
My favorite hook is the O'Shaughnessy. In Galveston
we have to use a float and sinker just heavy enough to
keep the cork well up.
Now that we have the tackle, the next thing is how to

use
_

it. Let us find ourselves standing on the North
Jetties in Galveston. At first, casting with a stiff rod and
a leader sometimes a foot longer than your rod is very
awkward, the more so if you have cast with a fly. But
you learn to cast, and now you are ready to meet the
silver king. He comes with a rush, and your hand drops
to your reel (we are out for the first time after tarpon
and are pretty clumsy at first), the crank is turning
sixty miles an hour; it hits you on the hand, and you—
well, then you go to put your thumb on your leather
drag, but you put it instead of on the drag (for the begin-
ner always forgets to lay his drag on the line after cast-
ing) on the line itself; and it is hot. I have done this
time and again, and it hurts far more than an ordinarv
burn. Ah! the silver king leaves the water; he seems to
shake his lordly head; your hook goes in one direction,
your mullet in the other. You wonder how, after hook-
ing three or four, that the hook never seems to get
hooked. Here is one secret: When a tarpon strikes,
you strike him back. Look into the fish's mouth, and
you will see the reason for this. One out of fifty might
hook himself. After you "have got your tarpon firmly
hooked, keep cool; don't get excited' when he jumps.
Each tilTie he jumps he loses a great deal of strength.
Keep as much strain on your line as it will hold. A
tarpon nearly always cuts your line when he jumps and
falls on it. A man who lands a tarpon with a i-foot
leader deserves ten times more credit than a man who
lands one with a lo-foot leader. If he falls on your line,
good-by, tarpon.

I hope that some brother sportsman who has fished for
tarpon will write what he thinks the best tackle for
tarpon, and how to catch them—a true sportsman is
always ready to learn.' The reason I prefer a piano wire
leader is that it is not much larger than the line, will
hold anything, and does not frighten a fish as a thick
one is apt to do. You will get three strikes on a thin
leader where you get one on a thick one—that is my
experience. C. K. Byrne.

P- S.—I am on a ranch in western Texas, and I never
saw so many quail. I am having a great time with
them, and plenty of wildcat hunting with hounds

C. K. B.

A Forty-Nine-Poand Muscalonge.
A MUSCALONGE was caught in a seine on Fox Lake, III.,

the other day, and taken to Chicago, which weighed when
caught 49 pounds, and when weighed in Chicago 45
pounds. The length was 4 feet 2 inches, and the g.rth 26
m.ches. The Chicago Tribune tells the story of its cap-
ture: "Thursday afternoon Game Warden Ratto, with
two helpers, Pete Johnson and Albert Peterson, were
dragging a huge seine through Fox Lake for the purpose
of catching the carp and all other objectionable fish which
are a menace to the game fish. The day before they had a
catch of 1,350 pounds of carp, together with nineteen gar-
fish and other objectionable species. In the morning they
had caught 800 pounds of carp, and regarded their^day's
work nearlj' over.

"As they were dragging the 600-foot seine in for the
last time, it felt rather light, but the men who. were
holding It said that the carp were making more commo-
toin than they had ever known them to before. The net
was finally dragged up to the boat and it was found that
there were some 300 pounds of carp. But in the bottom
of the net was a fish which made the eyes of the old
fishermen stand out in wonder.
"Thrashing about in a frenzy, with scales gleaming in

the sunlight, was the biggest muscalonge that Mr. Ratto
had ever seen. His immense mouth was snapping at the
carp, and as he felt himself being dragged toward the
boat he made frantic efforts to go through the net. But
it was too strong for him and he was unable to break
out. The two fishermen got him to the surface of the
water, and were about to pull him into the boat when
with a desperate fling, he knocked both of them over and
the net sank once more into the lake. The fishermep were
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obliged to let the net go three times before they finally

got the immense fish into the bottom of the boat

"The fish finally expired, and when taken ashore and

weighed it was found that it tipped the scales at 49

pound';. Game Warden Ratto thought the catch was such

a remarkable one that he brought the fish to Chicago,

where it was on exhibition during the day. Last night it

was put in cold storage and will be mounted and sent to

the Smithsonian Institution at Washington.

"Of the fishermen who saw the fish yesterday not one

could say that he had ever seen a larger one. Several

said that' they had heard of fish weighmg 54 pounds, bat

the instances could not be given specifically.

"The largest fish ever caught by Dow B. Lewis, who

is a fisherman of considerable repute, weighed 28 pound-?.

Dr O W. Nixon, another well-known muscalonge fisher-

man, caught one weighing 33 pounds. These appeared

to be about the limit. _ ^ , ,
•

"The catch was the more peculiar, as Fox Lake liai

never been supposed to contain muscalonge."

An Odd Take.

The other day at Gananoque, Ontario, while Master R.

Andrews and H. Williams were out for a boat ride and as

they were near Gibson's wharf, they saw a fish come to

the top of the water and shake himself. Quickly rowing

near they found about 10 feet of line going through the

water. Thev put down an oar and twisted the line around

it, and pulled in a nice muscalonge Avith a trolling spoon

and hook in its mouth.

Fixtures.

.

FIELD TRIALS.

Nov ]2.—Bicknell, Ind.—Third annual field trials of the In-

dependent Field Trials Club. P. T. Madison, bec'y, Indianapolis,

"^"nov. 1.?.—Chatham, Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club, W. B. Wells Hon. Sec y. .

Nov. 13.-Harrisville, ^Pa.-Central Beagle Club's annual field

^""nov. i^-m—Rik"" Ind.—Second annual field trials of the Tliley

Field Trials Association. J. L. Graham, Secy.
,,„„„t^,

Nov. 16.-Newton. N. C.-Eastern Field Trials Club s twenty-

second annual field trials-Members;^ Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.

.Simon C Bradley, Sec'v, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
. ,

Nov 26.--^Robinson. lil.-Illinois Field Trials Association s sec-

ond annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson. Sec y. Mattoon. Ill

Nov. 20.-Ruthven, Ontario, Can.-becond annual field trials of

the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec y,

™v°'27-Glasgow!"kv.-Kentucky Field Trials Club's atinual

field trials. F. W. Samuel, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.

Nov. 30.-Newton, N. C.-Contmental Field Trials Club s sixth

annual field trials-Members' Stake.
,

Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.

Sturses Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
, ,"

Dec 10 -Paris, Mo.-Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddms, Sec y, Sedalia, Mo,

1901.

Ian 14 —Greenville, Ala.—Fifth annual field trials of the Alabama

Field' Trials Club. John B. Rosciistihl, Sec'y.

Tan. 21 .-Benton County, Miss.-Tenth annual field trials of the

Uiiited States Field Trials Club. W. B. Stafford, Sec y, Trenton,

BENCH SHOWS.
Nov. 13-17.—Vicksburg, Miss.—First annual bench show of the

West Mississippi Agricultural, Mechanical and' Live Stock Ex-

position. John Dewhurst, Supt.

Nov. 28-30.—Philadelphia, Pa.—Second annual bench show of the

Philadelphia Dog Show Association. M. A. Viti, Secy.
_

Dec 6-10 —Cincinnati, O.—Annual bench show of the Cincinnati

Fox Terrier Club. J. C. TrohUger, Sec'y.

1901.

Feb. 26-March 1.—Cleveland; O.—Cleveland Kennel Club's annual

bench show. C. M. Munhall, Sec'y.

March G-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club s annual

beJ-ch show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.

Training the Hunting Dog.

By B. Waters, Author of "Fetch and Carry: A Treatise

on Retrieving."
/ _____

Vn—Pointing, Backing, Ranging, Quartering, Dropping to

Wing, Unsteadiness, Brace Work,

Pointing.

The pointing instinct, possessed and exhibited by

nearly all setters and pointers, is a conspicuous charac-

teristic of their methods in capturing their prey. Contrary

to Avhat is commonly maintained, it has no natural

reference whatever to the service of mankind.

Man observes that he can usefully apply the pointing

trait to his own profit, and he utilizes it accordingly.

In like manner he utilizes the powerful horse as a beast

of burden; his speed for purposes of rapid transportation:

his hide for good leather; yet all these properties were

originallv for the horse's own benefit.

The aiaility to point well is essential to the existence

of the dog when in a wild state, since it is a material aid

to him in the struggle for existence. In domesticity, he

does not lose the instinctive desire to pursue and capture

prey. He, like man, has the hunting instinct strongly

present, notwithstanding the centuries of domestication.

,
He easily reverts to a wild state, utilizing then the

powers and methods for his own preservation which

man rather egotistically avers were implanted for the

benefit of man himself.

Man can neither force nor induce a dog to seek birds

if the latter refuses to do so; and the dog refuses when
there is nothing left which appeals to his self interest.

The voluntary efforts of the dog, exhibited when in

search of prey, man restricts within certain limits to his

o-s\Ti service and thereby appropriates to himself the

fruits of the dog's labors. And herein is where many old

and new writers erred in their inferences. They observed
that the dog could be so trained that the shooter was
the beneficiary of his work, and they rather illogically

dedi'iced that therefore the instinct was acquired for the
benefit of mankind.
When a dog, -.'/ith more or less rigidity of posture,

stops to the scent of game or prey, the act is called

pointing, setting or standing. It is observed in a mofe
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or less rudimentary state in all dogs which are used for

hunting purposes, and is sometimes exhibited even by

curs which have no pretentions whatever to good breed-

ing, or for that matter to any breeding at all.

The following excerpt from Stonehenge has furnished

nearly all writers their data for the origin of the pointing

mstinict: "The setter is, without doubt, either descended

from the spaniel, or both are offshoots from the same

parent stock. Originally—that is, before the improve-

ments in the gun introduced the practice of 'shooting

flying'—it is believed that he was merely a spaniel taught

to 'stop' or 'set' as soon as he came upon the scent of

the partridge, when a net was drawn over the covey by

two men. Hence he was made to drop close to the

ground, an attitude which is now unnecessary, though

it is taught by some breakers, and notably to fast dogs,

who could not otherwise stop themselves quickly enough

to avoid flushing. Manifestly, a dog prone on the ground

allowed the net to be drawn over him better than if he

was standing up; and hence the former attitude was

preferred, an additional reason fpr its adoption being,

probably, that it was more easily taught to a dog like

the spaniel, which has not the natural cataleptic attitude

of the pointer. But when 'shooting flying' came in

vogue, breakers made tlie attempt to assimilate the atti-

tude of the setting spaniel—or 'setter,' as he was now
called—to that of the pointer; and in process of time, and

possibly also by crossing with that dog, they succeeded,

though even after the lapse of more than a century the

cataleptic condition is not fully displayed by the setter

as by the pointer."

It would be difficult to crowd into" the same amount
of space more trashy nonsense than is contained in the -

foregoing quotation, and yet it' has served writers for

generations as good warrant for asserting as fact what
it merely presents as conjectures or probabilities.

Modern writers do net hesitate to assert that the

setter is derived from the spaniel, though Stonehenge
qualifies it by stating: "Or both are offshoots from the

same parent stock." In plain Engli.sh, he did not know
what they were derived from. Again, it is much easier

to evolve the dropping attitude from the point than it

was to evolve the point from the dropping attitude. The
instinct which, moreover, is conceded to have been nat-

ural to the pointer, has a far fetched theory most labori-

ously worked out to explain its existence in the setter.

Why it should be natural to the one and not to the

other, Stonehenge leaves it to the reader to solve as best

he can. He also treats the point as being cataleptic, and
advances that , trait as a reason why it was necessary to

make the setter drop when the net was thrown over him.

The point is neither cataleptic nor remotely related to

the cataleptic state. The pointing dog is keenly alert

"in every faculty. His eyes glow, his nostrils play as

they inhale the scent, his judgment gauging the place and
distance of the prey, and his muscles tense and ready for

instant action in the quick, powerful strike to seize! and
hold.

Any cur of good hunting instinct and ability may be

taught to hunt and point birds with more or less success.

In the course of time he learns that success in the pur-

suit and capture of birds is consequent to silent and
careful effort only. The pause to capture, called point-

ing, is a mere incident in the exercise of the general pur-

pose. It may have even a wider application, as exhibited

by hounds and even by curs which have been 'trained

to road and stop on deer, keeping close in front of the

deer hunter while so roading and drawing, and timing
their efforts with exquisite judgment for the success of

the gun. • Strange dogs, meeting on the highway for the

first time, not infrequently stiffen and feather as they

stealthily draw toward each other, mimicking ambush
and attack, or preparing for actual battle, according to

their whims or the circumstances. The uses of pointing

as exercised in the dog's activities, comprehend a much
greater scope than that considered by the sportsmen.
The act of pointing is exercised with rare intelligence.

Setters and pointers, as a matter of reason, employ dis-

tinct methods in the pursuit of fur and feather. When in

the pursuit of rabbits, they are openly vigorous and dash-

ing, giA'-e tongue merrily, and pay no heed to cautious

effort. When the rabbit is afoot, they trust largely to

their swiftness and endurance to effect a capture. On
the other hand, if the rabbit is b'ing concealed they en-

deavor to compass his capture by craft much after the

method employed on birds. When in pursuit of birds,

they are silent, painstakingly cautious, and tense from
uncertainty. Thej'^ draw then as closely as possible be-
fore making the final pause, and spring to surprise and
capture.

These different methods are a necessity from the differ-

ent circumstances governing the different cases. They
are self-evident when we consider that the rabbit must
remain on the earth's surface; that it leaves a trail of

scent, which is ever a clue for its pursuer to follow;

and that the battle cries of the latter so alarm and con-
fuse it that its capture is made easier thereby. On the
other hand, the birds having wings must not be alarmed
at all if a capture is to be effected, for alarm is equivalent
to escape.

It thus is clear that the different methods employed
are imposed necessarily from the circumstances of the
case. Nor are these peculiarities of method employed
solely by the dog. Foxes draw on rabbits and grouse
in a similar manner. Cats have an analogous manner of
drawing on birds and vermin; indeed, as they often ven-
ture the attempt to capture birds in the most open
places, they exhibit even greater degrees of craft and
caution.

We may safely conclude that as it is a natural trait

of the pointer, it therefore is an equally natural trait of

the setter, as it also is more or less so of all other dogs
and animals which seek birds and small animals as
prey.

a"Westmiflstef Kennel Clufc.

Hempstead, Long Island, N. Y., Nov. 2.—The West-
minster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth annual dog show will

be held in Madison Square Garden, NeAV York, on Feb.

19, 20, 21 and 32, 1901-

Jas. Mortimer, Sec'y an4 Sup't.
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Fox Hunting in the South.^ I
From the Baltimore American.

Drink, puppy, drink; and let every puppy drink

That is old enough to lap and swallow;

For he'll grow into a hound and we'll pass the bottle round,

And merrilly w'll "whoop" and we'll halloo!

The season is here when sportsmen all over the

country, where opportunity for such sport exists, are

turning their attention to the pursuit of Reynard. The
horn which has lain idle for a twelve-month is burnished
up, the kennel is visited daily, and the music of the pack
is the sweetest tune the hunter can hear. Apropos of

this season, a brief review of the sport in the past and
the pursuance of it in the present is opportune.

England, of course, stands at the beginning of the

noble sport. Historians have said that it was born in

France, and while such may have been the case—for

there are few countries where the fox lives that he is

not hunted in some manner—England is, properly speak-
ing, the home of the original fox hunter as the sport is

recognized to-day. In the pursuit of the coveted "brush"
began all the forms of "point to point" racing, "steeple-

chasing," "drag" hunts and 'cross country riding. Rey-
nard cannot be overtaken in any country where he lives

without leading a jolly dance over heartbreaking fences.

Hence the origin of the breed of horse known as the

hunter. England is the home of the sport of fox hunting,

and, indeed, is now fam.ed for her splendid hunt club

organizations and packs of great hounds; but when this

country became a colony of Great Britain, the cavaliers

who settled in the South, and especially those who re-

mained in Maryland and Virginia, brought their love

for the sport with them. Reynard was found in numbers,
and the horses and hounds were a natural consequence.

The sport throve, and the Father of his Country, history

tells us, was an enthusiastic follower of the pack over

the hUIs of his Virginia home. Slowly the sport spread,

and even the stolid Dutchmen and British Puritans be-

came, half-heartedly, at first, and, finally, enthusiastic

followers of the grandest sport on earth. Since its intro-

duction into this country it has grown steadily. Nothing;

has servecl to hinder its progress, and to-day Americas
hunting horses, American hounds, and, finally, American
horsemen have no peer, even among their English

cousins, from whence it came.
Hunt clubs are found all over that part of the United

States where the sport is indulged in at all, such as the

Genesee Valley Hunt Club of New York State; Chevy
Chase of Washington. P. C; Elkridge, Overland, Pa-

tapsco and Green Spring Valley Clubs of Maryland, and
clubs too numerous to name throughout Virginia, prin-

cipal among them being those in the heart of the horse

and fox hunting section of the State, in and about the

counties of Loudoun and Fauquier, Va-., where the Pied-

mont. Leesburg and Warrenton Hunt Clubs head the

list.

From the last named section have come, and continue

to come, some of the finest fencers and all 'round hunters

in the country. There many horses, now with big rec-

ords and prices after their names, first saw the light of

day in the blue grass pasture fields along the base of the

beautiful old Blue Ridge Mountains. No grander country

for the use it is put to can be imagined. The fertile lands

are watered by mountain streams as clear as crystal, flow-

ing through the blue grass meadows, where the young colts,

soon to begin their education, play in grass up to their

knees. Truly, it is the horse paradise. The land for the

most part is owned by men who make the breeding,

raising and training of the himter a specialty, and the

animals they have sent away speak more eloquently of '

their success than can any written statement.

The breeding and education of the hunter is an inter-

esting study for those who take an interest in the horse.

It is the aim, of course, to get a breed of horse which, as

nearly as possible, should fill the following requirements:

First, he should have enough of the thoroughbred in

him to give him "bottom" or endurance, and also cour-

age. He should be compactly and firmly built, with

clean legs and muscular shoulders and thighs, to aid him
in his Avork, and lastly, he should jump. Of
course, the last is a thing he must be

_
taught

though many animals are instinctive jumpers. This horse

is about as close to the perfection hunter as one can be.

The size, of course, is a consideration, though not a vital

one. for many small horses have achieved wonders. The
nearer a horse can come to 16 hands the better apt he

is to carry 160 pounds over the fences, which Aveight all

horses should be up to, and Avhich is generally the weight.,

required by judges in the hunter classes at the variouS"

horse shoAvs. But suppose such a horse has been suc-

cessfully foaled. From that time until he is sold he_is

under the constant Avatch of his OAvner, who brings him
up as patiently and carefully as a mother does her child.

Patience, above all things, is the most important factor

in successfully raising and training a horse of any kind,

> and particularly a hunter. From the time when he is'

Aveaned from his mother his education begins. Often

Avhen a yearling a saddle AA'ill be put on his back and he
Avill be led about to accustom him to the sensation.

When he is turned three years, work is begun on him,

in earnest. If he is a spring colt, that is, born in the,

spring, the Avinter preceding his third birthday is passed

in quieting him. and, as the trainer calls it. "handling"

him, or getting him used to the saddle, bridle and stable
;

life. If he is Avell groAvn, and Avith no physical defects, he
is ridden by a boy or jockey for the first time that spring.

"This epoch in his life is generally accompanied by ob-

jections from him. and a lively half hour is the result,

but after tAvo or three rides he finds out that nothing is

going to hurt him if he behaves himself, and so he goes

along comparatively quiet. After he is thoroughly brokea

and "bridle Avise," that is he understands AA'hat is meaiw
by pulling either rein, Avhich he generally understands*

perfectly in the course of two or three_ months, wijh

patient treatment, his jumping education is begun. Dif-

ferent trainers have different methods, but the best

method is the folloAving: The trainer, on an old, reliable

hunter, goes over tAVO or three low fences, and the colt,

in the hands of a light jockey, is persuaded to follow.

Sometimes, of course, trouble is experienced, but _@ejl-

erally a horse with th? breeding described instinctively

1
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loves the sport. After a few such trips across the country,

over low jumps, the fences are raised, and the old horse

is dispensed with. He generally by this time understands

the work, and goes about it thoroughly. His faults in

form are carefully corrected, and the finishing touches

put on him, one of which includes generally "dockmg"
his tail.

Sometimes it is said that to jump a horse is cruel,

that it is an exercise which is foreign to his nature; but

no greater mistake could possibly be made than for one

instant to believe such to be the case. Any one who has

ridden a well-bred, high-slrung horse at a big jump, and

who has felt the quiver of excitement pass over the noble

brute: who has felt hmi gather his mighty muscles for

the leap, and setting his ears forward and taking the bit

in his teeth, make that irrestistible rush before the actual

spring is made, cannot think anything but that he loves

it as well as his rider.

By the time all the details of his training have been

mastered and he has proved himself up to all that was
expected of him, he is taken to his first meet. This ex-

perience is generally marked also by many exciting hap-

penings. He is all of a fidget, anyhow, at 5 in the morn-
ing, when the sun's rays haven't even begun to appear

and the frost and mist are yet hanging over everything.

The slow ride of a mile or so in this bracing weather only

serves to wake him thoroughly. How he wishes for a

:

gallop to warm him up! But his rider, who, this time, is

generally his owner, won't let him. He is in a very mis-

'chievous humor when the place where the club is to

meet is reached, and after he gets there the blast of the

;fox horn and the baying of the hounds succeed in pro-

woking him into a spasm of terror, which he generally

(displays by performing the most fearful and wonderful

"bucks," that sometimes would put a Texas broncho to

Ihis trumps to equal. After a while he is quieted, and the

<dogs are put into the covert where Reynard is supposed
ito be. The old hunters stand still, but with their ears

ipricked up for the first deep note of the hound who
"finds." He doesn't see how they can be so unconcerned.

He fidgets, rears and pulls, while his owner endeavors to

soothe him. While he is standing still for the first second
.since he has been there, a wild chorus from the hounds
crashes into the morning silence, a long, red something
breaks out of the covert on the far side and lays a course

toward the mountains, 12 miles away, the huntsmen rise

in their stirrups as one man and give the "view halloo,"

and he—well, he forgets everything. He is conscious of

a rush of horses' hoofs, a stampede at a high stone wall,

which he clears with 18 inches to spare, for the art of

husbanding his strength he has not yet learned and will

not until taught by experience.

He is mad for the first three or four fields.' So pro-

voking that the quiet hand on his reins won't let him
go! He is sure he could pass the hounds and catch the

fox himself if his rider would only give the chance.
But after he has laid a mile or so behind him, he gives

up his wild plunges and settles down to the long, rapid,

, untiring gallop of the other older horses, taking each

i fence as it comes with just an inch or so to spare, and
; picking out the easiest gaps and best jumps, which latter

)he is aided in doing by his rider, who, like the true

r sportsman, knows too much to tax his horse's powers by
/Tiding over the biggest jumps, thereby running a risk of

ikilling his ambition in his first hunt. He is pulled

rslowly in to the death, and is glad enough to stand and
icatch ,his "breeze" while the master of hounds is getting

vfhe ifux from the dogs and taking its brush.

^uch is his first hunt. Thereafter the note of the

ihound on the trail is his sweetest music, and the blast

of the horn and the "view halloo" his ambition to hear.

Old horses turned out in the fields, to pass their declin-

ing years, have been known to follow a hunt as they fly

by, taking every jump and coming in at the death with
the rest.

Beside fox hunting, polo, shooting, ball games and
; all the other games do not deserve the name of sport.

"Every quality that it cultivates is good, requiring, as it

t'does, undoubted skill, physical courage and strength, all

lof which are numbered among the highest virtues. No
'sjsort causes the same degree of excitement as does the
rscene before the start and the exhilarating feeling when,
'On .a good mount, you ride over the fields and fences to

the music of the pack in advance. In conclusion, the
advice of an old huntsman, down in the section of Vir-
ginia previousl}' described may not be out of place. An
amateur was askinug him "how to learn to fox hunt."
The old fellow looked pityingly at him, and said; "Son,

; the best way I know is to throw your heart over the fence
and ride after it/^

The Blandford Fox Hunt,
The second annual fox hunt of the Blandford, Mass.,

'Fox Club was held Oct. 31 and Nov. i. If possible, the
•event was one of even greater pleasure than that of last

year. There were twenty-five participants in the hunt,
and they were rewarded with four brushes for their day's
work. The driving was not extremely good, the wind
affecting the dogs so that they could not keep the trail.

The hunters assembled at 8 o'clock and went to North
.street, letting loose the dogs at the house of C. R. Ripley.
Thirteen dogs were cast off toward North Blandford.
During the first hour Clarence W. Bates corraled the

first fox. and this was the only one captured during the
morning, though the dogs followed several unsuccessful
trails. In the afternoon E. H. Williams, of Southwick,
fell upon another fox • at about 2 o'clock near Lewis
Nye's hill. George Jones, of Blandford, -\vith seven dogs,
got another fox, and Charles Clark, of Chester, was the
last successful hunter. H. L. Herrick and Levi Dayton
both saw foxes and got a shot at them, but sometliing
was the matter vvith the guns, and the foxes are still

alive.

The dog which was so conspicuous in last j'ear's hunt
had an exciting escapade a few days ago which put him
out of business for this hunt, and there was little holing
this 3-ear. This dog is said to have holed a fox and got
wedged into the hole, He remained there for nine days
until he grew so poor that he was able to turn arottnd in

the hole and thus escape an awful death. The other dogs
were very erratic yesterday as a rule, and many rabbits

were followed in place of the foxes.

The hunters returned late in the afternoon weary and
hungry, and were enthusiastic for the banquet of the

evening, which was prepared under great difficulties by

Landlord Oatley.
The Blandford fox hunt was brought to a successful

close Thursday, Nov. i, and at least two more brushes

were added to those secured the day before. The Lloyd

family was prominent in the sport of Thursday, and
George B. and Virgil Lloyd each brought down a fox.

The hunters covered the territory in the south part of

the town, near the main branch of Little River, and the

hounds were set at work near the soapstone quarry on

the E. H. Osborne farm. There were about thirty en-

thusiastic men in the party, and they enjoyed the finest

sport of the hunt between 9 and 10 in the morning on the

Osborne farm. The dogs were quick to find a fresh scent,

and then followed music dear to the hearts of the sports-

men. A half-dozen hounds were soon in full cry, and
the scurrying fox little realized what was in store for him.

He kept to the woods for some time, and then ventured

into the open and bounded over a stone wall close to a

sleepy hunter, who realized what had happepned a few

seconds later, when the dogs went, over the wall and
disappeared down the hill toward the quarry. Others had

seen him, however, and he was quickly turned about by

two harmless shots. Back he came, close to his old track,

and T. J. Cooley, of Westfield, urged him along at a

faster gait with a charge of shot that evidently fell short

John E. Cooney also emptied the contents of both barrels

at the fleeting fox, and again he completed a circle, with

the dogs making the woods resound with their excited

cries. George Lloyd was true in his aim, and the bunch
of animated fur went tumbling down the road. It was be-

lieved the shot had caused the death of the fox, but no, he

was up and away in an instant, though his life was
slowly ebbing away. The hounds were soon upon him,

and the brush was then seen dangling from the pocket of

Clark Deering, who appropriated the pelt, evidently con-

cluding that as long as he picked up the fox he should

have the prize. It was Mr. Lloyd's fox, though, and
rather than have a "scene," the action of Mr, Deering
went unchallenged. This "drive" on the part of the dogs

was the most exciting of the two days, and the fox must
have made a circuit within a radius of a half-mile no
less than three or four times. It was an unusual oc-

currence and caused considerable excitement among the

hunters. The fox was shot at six or seven times. There
w^ere several other good runs during the day, and Virgil

Lloyd killed his fox near the Isaac Richards place. Charles

N. Lewis, of Westfield, toppled over a stray fox near the

place where he attempted to dig out a inan, dog and fox

last year, but he was unable to get sight of him again.

Dogs were put on the trail, but stopped giving voice before

going a great distance. No trace of the fox was found
and it is the general opinion that it was another case of

"sneaking" a "brush." Had the fox gone further the

dogs would not have stopped. It is therefore safe to

claim that three foxes were killed during the day. The
membership of the club has materially increased this

year, and is now not far from 105.—Springfield Re-
publican.

Continental All Age Stake.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The entries for the Continental Field Trial Club's All

Age Stake number in all twenty-seven. Ten subscrip-

tions have been taken for the Free for All Subscription

Stake

:

Mortimer—Robert Kelly's b., w. and t. setter dog
(Eugene T.—Maud).
Senator P.—^J. W. Flynn's o. and w. pointer dog (Cap-

tain B.—:Queen P.),

Verona Lena.^—Verona Kennels' b.. w. and t. setter

bitch (Rudge Gladstone—Nellie R.).

Joe^—Avent & Duryea Kennels' b., av and t. setter

dog ( ).

Sioux—Avent & Duryea Kennels' b., w. and t. setter

bitch (Count Gladstone IV.—Hester Pryne).
Count Gladstone V.—Avent & Duryea Kennels' b., w.

and t. setter dog (Count Gladstone IV.—Columbine).
Prime Minister—Avent & Duryea Kennels' b., w. and

t. setter dog (Count Gladstone IV.—Hester Pryne).
Tony Man—Avent & Durj^ea Kennels' b., w. and t,

setter dog (Tony Boy—May Blue).
Roysterer—Avent & Duryea Kennels' b., w. and t.

setter dog (Count Gladstone IV.—Hester Pryne).
Earl Jingo—Erwin M. Beale's 1. and w. pointer dog

(Jingo—Pearl's Dot).
Bob Acres—George Crocker's o. and w. setter dog

(Tony's Gale—Minnie T.).

Minnie's Girl—George Crocker's o. and w. setter bitch
(Antonio—A'linnie T.).

Gilt Edge—George Crocker's lem. and w. setter dog
(Count Gladstone IV.—Lillian Russell).
Doctor Brown—G. L. Thomas' b., w. and t. setter

dog (Count Featherstone—Topsey F.).

Lady's Count—J. Douglas Law's b., w. and t. setter

dog (Count Gladstone IV.—Dan's Lady).
Jack—P, Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. setter dog

(Eugene T.—Maud).
Geneva—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. bitch (Tony

Boy—Lena Belle).

Why Not—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. setter dog
(Eugene T.—Miss Ruby).

Selkirk Milo—Oakland Kennels' b., w. and t. setter

dog (Selkirk Dan—Selkirk Tama).
Count Hunter—Dr. C. T. Shoop's b., w. and t. setter

dog (Count Gladstone IV.—Hunter's Queen).
Sport's Gath—G. G. Williamson's b., w. and t. setter

dog (Mark's Sport—Mark's Fleet).

Oakley Hill—Chas. F. Hartmetz's b., w. and t. setter

dog (Rodfield—Susie D.).

Hal's Hope—Peterson & Bell's b. and w. setter bitch
(Harold Skimpole—Hunter's Nellie Bly).
Eldred Lark—Theo. Sturges' b., w. and t. setter bitch

(Cincinnatus Pride—Antonia).
Daughter Gladstone—W. T. Hunter's b., w. and t.

setter bitch (Lady's Count Gladstone—Daughter Noble).
Zephyr II.—^J. S, Crane's b. and w. pointer bitch (Rip

Rap—Jingo's Joy).
Dot's Daisy—^J. S. Crane's 1. and w. pointer bitch

(Jingo—Dot's Pearl).

Theo Sturges, Sec'y.

Points and Flushes*

The Philadelphia Dog Show Association desires to

announce that Mr. Robert Toland has offered a silver cup
for the best pointer at its forthcoming show.

Who Shall Defend the Cup?
The challenge from Sir Thomas Lipton for a match in

igoi was received by the New York Y. C. and yachts-

men generally with an amount of enthusiasm which made
it certain that the task of defending the Cup would be
no perfunctory one, but that so far as the finances were
concerned there would be no trouble in raising any
reasonable sum for the construction of a new defender,
and, if necessary, the racing of Columbia as a trial boat
during the season. Had the matter been laid before the
club at the meeting of Oct. 17, at which the challenge
was accepted, as it might with all propriety, a syndicate of

representative men could easily have been organized on
the spot to put up the required amount. Instead of this,

the matter has, as usual, been taken out of the hands of

the club and referred to a committee with power to do as
it pleases. So far as can be .ascertained, it has up to date,

three weeks after the meeting, done nothing, though there
are various rumors afloat as to what it proposes to do. At
a later meeting it was announced by Com. Ledyard that

a defender would be built, but that the names of those
interested could not be given out at present. This action,

so similar to that in past years, has given rise to a report
that a difference has arisen between two elements in the
club, and that one party will build and run the new
boat without the aid of the other. To put the story in

concrete shape, it is said that the feeling which has existed
between different owners in the 70ft. class through the
season is so strgng that some of them, though anxious to

take part in tjie defense of the Cup, will be barred from
all opportunity' to do soj in particular it is rumored that
Mr. Herman B. Duryea will not be connected with the
new boat.

^

The private affairs of the New York Y. C. are not mat-
ters of public interest, and if anj^ differences exist within
the club it may be left to settle them as it pleases; but
the defense of the America Cup is in every sense a
national affair. The time has gone by when it could be
conducted on the P. B. D. principle, by special com-
mittees that were responsible neither to the club at large
nor to the yachting public. The action in the present case,

of delegating to a special committee powers which rightly
belong to the club as a body, and of concealing matters
which might and should be known to every member, is

suspiciously like that attending the adoption of the new
deed of gift in 1887 and the sitppressing of Lord Dun-
raven's complaint in the matter of Defender's ballast in

1895. The serious trouble which lias resulted in these two
cases, as in many others, from this policy of secrecy and
concealment, should be a warning against similar methods
in the future. At the present time there seems to be no
good reason why the defending syndicate should not be
formed openly and the right man to manage the new
boat chosen in public. There are certain things which
it is not desirable to announce, but the knowledge of the
ownership of the new boat and of the man who will com-
mand her can be of no possible advantage to the chal-
lenger. Should the Cup be lost through an error in the
selection, the officers of the New York Y. C. will have to
shoulder a very heavy responsibility.

Capt. Sycamore on American Yachtmgf.

In speaking of his recent trip to America, Capt.
Sycamore, the captain of Shamrock II., said to the
Glasgow correspondent of tlie Boston Herald:
"Good sportsmen, and fond of salt water^, as I knew

the Americans to be, I must admit that I was a trifle

surprised to find in the course of my turn round how
widespread the liking for yachting has become. It is

not only the clubs of which we hear over here, but there
seem to be hundreds of others about the islands and bays
and creeks, and my impression was that the average
American owner takes more direct interest in his sport
and the boat than some of the gentlemen who keep the
racing on this side going. This season the interest in
American racing'seems to have centered principally in
the class of one-design 70-footers. It is said they are
one-design, and they certainly look it, but whether they
are all of one speed is a very different matter. Frankly,
I don't like them, for they are neither good as boats nor
pretty to look at. Mark you, I do not say that they are
not fast. Going at all free, they seemed to me to get
through the water very smoothly and very quickly; but
of course this opinion is pretty much guesswork, as they
have only themselves to sail against. Their principal
fault seems to me to be in the construction, and I am
quite prepared to believe most of the stories told of
the serious trouble they give in hard weather. So far as
I have had an opportunity of judging, I should say that
the difficulty has risen from an attempt to turn out ex-
ceedingly light composite boats without making sure that
the workmanship and the provision for taking up and
distributing the strains were suflicient to enable them to
stand the pull of their big sail spread. So far as their
looks go, that is after all a trifle, for one can soon work
up an admiration for any boat, provided only that she is

fast enough.
"I never had the slightest doubt," he said, "but that

the Columbia-Shamrock races were won by the Ameri-
can boat purely on her merits; but now, after seeing them
both, I ani more than ever convinced that we never had
a chance in anything of a breeze. The Columbia has, I
think, the prettiest hull that ever I saw on a big boat, and
I think that j'ou could no more bring Shamrock into
condition to beat Columbia than you could put wings on
her and teach her to fly. Whether Plerreshoff could im-
prove on the Columbia or not I do not know—he has
not done so in the 70-footers—but he has a grand boat
there, and one that would take a lot of beating."



St. Louis*

The Royal SU Lawrence Y. C. Steam Tended*

All who were present at the Seawanhaka cup matches

between the Royal St. Lawrence Y C and the White

Bear Y C or who have visited Lake St. Louis during

the past summer, have commented most favorably upon

the new steam tender built during the winter for the use

of the club. The question of a suitable steamer for club

use has been under consideration by the Royal St. Law-

rence Y. C. for some years, a special boat being urgently

needed in connection with the many races sailed for the

Seawanhaka cup since 1897, while one is also required tor

regular club use throughout the whole season. ihe

steam yachts of the club fleet have been placed at the

disposal of the race committee during the international

races, but all of them which are large enough to accom-

modate the committee and guests are of too great draft

to land at the club pier at Dorval, where the water is very

shoal and boulders are only too numerous. As the club

station lies inside of Dorval Island, with a shoal from

the west end of the island well up the lake, the larger

steam yachts have to run up the main channel, around

the end of the shoal and then down to Dorval, lying off

shore and taking passengers by means of rowboats. A
great deal of time has been lost m this way, both m
starting out and returning in previous races. While there

is plenty of deep water m most parts of Lake St. Louis,

the whole north shore is quite shoal, and there are long

shoals through, the center of the lake. At the same time

there is room enough to kick up quite a formidable sea

on very short notice. It was necessary to have a steamer

of very shoal draft, not over 2ft., if possible, large enough

to be safe and able to carry a good-sized party comfort-

ably, and fast enough to run with the racing 20-footers

in setting marks, timing, etc. Such a boat has been talked

of for several years, but nothing offered that was suitable

and also within the limit of price, which was neces-

sarily low, as the club has spent a great deal of money m
recent years on the house and grounds.* During the past

winter the matter was taken up anew, the_ financial end

being assumed by a corporation formed within the club

to manage the boat shops and provide a club steamer.

The task of designing a suitable boat, as none was to be

found in the market, was assumed by Arthur L. Drum-

mond, Esq., a member of the club and an amateur de-

signer, itie contract was given to Davis & bons, of

Kingston, Untario, a very reliable firm, and the result

has ueen most satisfactory.

The new boat, St. J_ouis, is 65ft. over all, 6oft. water-

line, i3tt. breadth, 2fc. draft, with a displacement of

11.60 tons, 'i he coefficient of displacement is 0.50, curve

of areas of the bow and stern each being a true curve

of versed sines, in order to reduce the expense, the

regular stock machinery of the builders was used, a

simple non-condensing marine engine with link motion,

the cylinder be.ng 8 by 8in., with a propeller 35:n. diam-

eter and nominally 4ft. pitch. The boiler is built by
Davis & Sons, under the Roberts patent, water tube, 4tt.

Qin. by 4ft. gin. and 5ft. high. A Northey duplex feed

pump, an injector, a hand pump and an exhaust feed

water heater are the accessories, the whole engine room
outfit being very simple.

The fore overhang gives some necessary deck room
and improves the appearance over a plumb stem, while

with the cutting away below water it enables the boat

to make a landing on a shoal beach. The sheer is quite

high forward to meet the short seas of the lake. The
screw works in a hollow of the bottom, which reaches

nearly up to the deck at its highest point. This has
worked to well that Mr. Drummond informs us that he
would not hesitate in another boat to raise the shaft to

the level of the waterline. A watertight hatch in the

after deck gives access to the wheel, and by putting weight
in the bow the hub may be raised clear of the water for

any repairs. The freeboard is kept low aft for con-
venience in boarding from boats, and the peculiar form of

the counter has proved very convenient in practice. The
crews of the racing yachts towing astern can haul up their

boats and step aboard very easily. Another advantage
discovered in bathing from the yacht is that one can
eas'ly climb on to the stern from the water and step

on board.
The forward cabin is for the use of members, and there

is a ladies' cabin aft, both fitted with toilet rooms. The
bunkers, on each side of the boiler, have 50 cu. ft. capacity,

2,5oolbs. ; hard coal being used. The upper deck is

built strongl}^ enough to carrj^ all the people who can find

standing room. A number of hinged seats are fitted to

each side of the house, turned up out of the gangway
when not in use, but giving additional seating capacity.

The steering is done from the -fore end of the upper deck,

the portion between the wheel and the funnel being used
by the race committee, a pole being provided for the signal

flags.

As used in the international races, the boat answered
perfectly, being powerful enough to tow a number of

boats at a good speed from the club station to the starting

line, and fa^t enoueh to run from mark to mark so as to

time every turn. She was kept running day after day at

this work w'thout develoning any defects. In the ordinary
club racing she leaves Dorval about noon with a whole
fleet of racing yachts in tow, and calls at Lakeside, Point
Claire ^nd other points, where members who come out
from Montreal on the noon train join her. She follows
the races carrying the committee and spectators, and
after the finish she takes fleet in tow for home. She is
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also tised fof picnic's khd exctii'slotis about Lake St.

Louis and up into the Lake of Two Mountains. The gen-
eral specifications are as follows, the construction being
cheap, strong and durable, and well suited for the purpose.
The design is applicable to many localities where similar
conditions exist. With some modification of the arrange-
ments it w^ould make an excellent yacht for private use.

Specifications for Steam Yacht St, Louis.

General Conditions—The vessel is to be finished com-
plete, ready for sea. She must proceed from Kingston to
Montreal under her own steam and will only be accepted
after inspection by the Government inspector at Montreal
and a satisfactory trial showing that she is perfectly
tight and that everything is working smoothly and well.
The contract includes in addition to the hull, engine, boiler
and steering gear, the flag poles, as indicated in the
drawing, Sampson post, cavals. towing posts, chocks at

bow, sides and stern for mooring and towing lines, coal
hole covers, and everything necessary to the coriipletion
of a first-class vessel of this size, with the exception of
the cabin work, which is to be finished as further specified.

Material—All material must be strictly first-class. Tim-
ber to be of good quality, well seasoned and free from
large knots, rot, wane, shakes, sap or other imperfec-
tions, all to be satisfactory to the purchaser's inspector.

The fastenings throughout to be of wrought iron, where
possible galvanized.
Frames—Oak sawed ij^in. sided, 4in. moulded, double

spaced, 3ft. centers with two 2x2 stem bent frames be-
tween each sawed frame. The sawed frames to be bolted
together with screw bolts ^in. diameter, i8:n. centers
where frames are straight, and 9in. centers at the turn
of bilge.

Keel—4x9 rock elm, stem 6in. sided white oak, sister
keelsons on each side, 4x12 tamarack where inside of hull,
and on each side of the tunnel where rabbeted for plank-
ing to be of white oak or rock elm. Keel and keelsons
to be in long lengths and where joined to be properly
scarfed with fish pieces, and thoroughly bolted. (The
outer keelsons were also of tamarack.)
Planking—To be of white or yellow pine, full i^in.

.stock. To be in long lengths not more than 4;^in. wide
above the waterline, except sheer strake, which may be
8in. The butts to have not less than sft. shift, unless
three planks intervene, all butts to be made on oak butt
blocks, the end of each plank to be connected with at
least three %in. screw bolts. The planking to be fastened
to each sawn frame with at least three 3^in. wrought
boat nails, galvanized, and to each bent frame by at least
two wrought iron boat nails, clinched. (The bottom
wa-i planked with tamarack, the topsides with white pine.)
Clamps—To be 3x6in. pine at center in long lengths well

scarfed and bolted where joined, to be bolted to each
frame head wdth Kin. screw bolts. Clamps may be
thinned at ends to 2x6in.
Deck Beams—To be cut of proper camber of pine 2x3in.

at center, spaced I2in. centers securely fastened to clamp?
with ]4m. bolts and spiked to frame heads. At fore and
aft ends of each cabin a 4x3 beam to be worked into
bulkhead, four heavy beams in all.

Deck Plank—White or yellow pine full I'Ain. stock noi
over 3in. wide, in long lengths with butts well shifted,
fastened to deck beams with two 3^in. wrought gal-
vanized boat nails at each beam.
Framing—All framing to be thoroughlv well done in

accordance with the best practice, stem, deadwoods breast
hooks to be of proper material well fastened. At each
heavv beam fore and aft of cabins fasten lodging knees,
sunnly and fit necessary floors in tamarack or oak under
engine, boiler and throughout hull, and proper oak

stringers for engine and boiler bed. Particular attetitiori
must be paid to the framing of the tunnel and stern, which
the builder must arrange to the satisfaction of the pur-
chaser's inspector.

Finish of Hull—The fastenings of outside plank to be
punched 3-i6in. deep and the holes paid and flushed with
good putty, seams to be thoroughly caulked with cotton,
paid sind flushed with putty. Fastenings in deck plank to
be. counter-bored and filled with wooden plugs, seams
to be thoroughly caulked with cotton and paid with
marine glue. The whole of the hull to receive three coats
of the best white lead paint. All bright work to have
three coats of the best spar varnish.
Rail—Fit oak rail i^x4in. finished bright, to be set

at least 6in. above the deck on say 2x6 pine plank on
edge, bolted to the covering board.
Covering Board—To be of oak rabbetted for ends of

deck plank.

Rubbing Strake—To be 2x3 oak carefully fastened to
sheer strake and covering board wdth scarfed joints To
be left bright.

Cabin—To be built as shown on plans of pine with
3x4 stanchions every 6ft., extending down to the main
floors and intermediate stanchions, 2x3, finishing at comb-
ing. The outside to be neatlv covered with smooth
matched lumber ^in. thick. Waling at windows and plate
for roof beams 2x3. Roof to be well constructed, of
sufficient strength to carry the whole space covered with
passengers, the deck to be covered with 8oz. canvas painted
with three coats of white lead. Sliding windows glazed
to be provided as indicated on plan. Fit double paneled
doors at aft end of ladies' cabin and fore end of forward
cabin, also into small rooms for water closets in each
cabin. Two partitions, one at each end of machinery
.space, both to be closed without doors. Fit companion
slides and stairs, two sets.

The engine room to be fitted with coal bunkers, having
proper iron covers at deck, to have iron ash pit, and to
have the woodwork thoroughly protected wherever there
IS danger from fire. All cabin work to be well finished
and to have best white lead paint, three coats inside and
out.

Steering—Wheel on a stand on top of cabin with proper
steering gear all fitted to tiller on the rudder, all this
w-oodwork on hull and cabin to be done same as shown on
plan furnished by the purchasers, in a good workmanlike
manner, according to the usual way^ of this class of
yacht work.

TABLE OF OFFSETS.

Stations spaced 6ft , level lines spaced ]ft.

J

Heights above Base Line

Stations.
Bottom
of Keel B'loor.

Top of
Kail.

7 1

2 2 6 8

2 1 4 1 6< 6 2

8 9 1 2 5 8

i 4 10 5 .3''

1 7 5

04 6 4 S4

1 1 6 4 6

2 1 8 4 4

S 1 4 4

% 11 1 T 4 5

2 4 5

Half-Breadths.

Rail

1

1

3

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

2

4

6

6

31

08

14

No I

Level
Line.

[

Load
Water-
lin-.

No 1

Water-
linu.

i

1 1

8 24 2 2

4 9 8 104 2 2"

0 8 4 11' 3 103

6 16 5 6 4 T

6 2« 5 T8 4 91

6 16 5 T_ 4 9i

5 11'

5 4

4 18

1 84

1 5 52

t 1 8

1 1

1 t 81

1 81

4 72

1 11"

3 10

|8 8

2 2

A New 5f-Footer.

The success of Larry Huntington's Rochellc has
brought him an order for a 51-footer of the same type
lor next season.. She is for Mr. Edward Kelly the
present owner of Rochelle. Considering that Ro'chelle
was designed for racing under British rules, and was not
altered during last- season, it is all the more remarkable
that she made such an excellent showing on thi-^ side
In the new yacht Mr. Huntington will not be handi-
capped by any racing rules, except those that the boat
sai s under in these waters, and for that reason the
Kelly boat ought to be a more consistent perfonii<^r in all
weathers. Much time has been spent on the plans of the
new boat, and he is confident that she will beat Altair,
bhark, Syce and any new boats that may appear in the
class another year. The boat will be about 4&ft. long on
the waterlme, by far Mr. Pluntington's largest produc-
tion. The .summary of the past season's racing show^
that three of his boats hold championships in their
respective clas.ses. Their names are Rochelle, Monaoose
IL and Ox.
Mr. Huntington has bought the property adjoining his

present yard, where he is to erect a new and larger shop
and It IS here that the boat will be built. A channel i,s

now being dredged up to the new site which will p-ive
Olt. of water at low tide. All work with the exception
of spar making will be done in the new shop and the
present shed will be used for the storage of spar-^ sails
and small boats.

The following steam yachts have this week gone into
winter quarters in the basins of the Gas Engii^-' and
Power Company and Seabury & Companv at Morris
Heights, New York: The To;neti:e, E. E. Smithers •

the Margaret. J. H. Rutherford; the Annbel T Camp-
bell Smith

; the Hirondelle,, J. F. Zimmerman
; tli > Reva

George L. Ronalds; the Raynham, E. S. Woodward' the
Calypso, Mrs. JuHa Curtis; the Genevieve. L D Fi'ske-
the Aflegra, Charles M. Pratt; the Franeda. Er?nk Be-
ment; the Halcyon, the Hiawatha, Julius Fleischmann-
the Wachusett. Edward Weston; the Hfldegarde (auxiK
iary), Blakeley Hall; the Marjencha, Dr, H. .^..^Mande-
ville; the Rex, Alexander Stein, and the Eleanor, R W
Cummings. • .• ^
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Scawanhafca Cap Clxallenge*

Mr. Lorne C. Cureie, the challenger for tlie Seawan-

haka Corinthian international challenge cup, is said to be

as a designer and helmsman the most skillful yachtsman

in Great Britain in the small classes. He is a member

of four French and six English yaclit clubs. He owns the

steam yacht Cairngorm and the cutters Bebelle HI.,

Skeandhu and Scotia. The Island Sailing Club, of West

Cowes, Isle of Wight, backs his challenge. The present

holder of the cup—the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C—re-

ceived challenges also from the White Bear Y. C, of

Minneapolis, and from the Bridgeport Y. C. These two

generously waived their rights in favor of the English

club.

Havre^ Oct. 13.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I am
obliged for the copy of your paper with article regarding

the Seawanhaka Corinthian cup. I should like to thank,

through your intermediary, the White Bear Y. C. and the

Black Rock Club for their courtesy in waiving their

rights in order to allow a British challenge to be accepted

by the Royal St. Lav>rrence Y. C. I have ordered a boat

from Harley Mead, of East Cowes, and she will be tried

against whatever others are built. It is at present im-

possible to say how many other boats will be built, but I

am in hopes that there will be at least two more, if not

three. Besides the members of the Island_ Sailing Club

who have agreed to come out, I have received offers of

help from total strangers, which shows the interest the

challenge is exciting in England. Alessrs. Algernon

Maudslay, Marmaduke Pike and A. Collingwood Hughs
Avill form part of the creAV, and we shall probably come
out six or seven strong. Should the races for the Amer-
ica Cup come off in August, as is rumored in yachting

circles, we shall try to see them. Lorne C. Currie.

The J. P. Phinney Challenge C«p.

Mr. J. P. Phinney, a well-known Boston yachtsman, has

offered a perpetual challenge cup for small yachts on the

west coast of the Gulf of Mexico. Interest in yachting

has spread so rapidly along the Atlantic .seaboard and

the Great Lakes during the past few years that it is to

be hoped that Mr. Phinney's sportsmanlike action will tend

to create a more general interest in yachting in Southern

waters.

South Boston, Mass., Oct. ig.—Editor Forest and

Stream: In answer to your kind favor of the i8th inst.,

will say I shall be glad if you will make mention in your

world-wide paper regarding the perpetual challenge cup

I shall give for small yachts on the west coast of the

Gulf of Mexico. I shall make my headquarters at Tarpon

Spring, Fla.. so I can be near my orange groves, so I can

plow the land when I cannot plow the Gulf. If the small

yacht building for me at the celebrated yard of George

Lawley & Son Corp. proves what we hope for her, f

shall bother the best of them to stop her or "lift" the cup.

I will drop you a line when we get the regattas started.

James P. Phinney.

The New Challcngfer.

The following is from the European Edition of the

New York Herald, under date of Nov. 5

:

Sir Thomas Lipton is conferring at Glasgow with

George L. Watson, the designer of the new challenger for

the -America Cup. In reply to questions Sir Thomas
declined to make any statement in regard to the building

of the new racer in question.
^ _

'The design and construction of the yacht," he said, 'is

entirely in the hands of Mr. Watson, m justice to whom
it would be unfair to make any statement."

From other, but authoritative, sources, however, it is

learned that Sir Thomas' visit to Glasgow was for the

purpose of signing contracts for the building of the yacht.

These, as anticipated, have been placed with the Hender-
sons, Meadowside yard, the builders of Thistle, the three

Valkyries, Britannia, Meteor and Sybarita.

The date specified in the contracts for the handing

over of the vessel is March 30. The framework will be

laid down this week.
The greatest precautions are being taken to preserve

secrecy regarding the design. A footpath along the banks
of the Clyde, which skirts the Hendersons' yards, is

already closed. ^

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Word comes from Punta Gorda, Fla., that Capt. P.

Johanson and his thirteen-year-old son arrived there

safely after a fifty-nine days' voyage in an open boat
from Gibraltar. Both father and son were feeling well

and suffered no mishaps during the trip.

^ ^
Officers of the Colombian army arrived in New York

a few days ago to take the steam yacht Atlanta to south-
ern waters. Atlanta was purchased from Geo, J. Gould
by the Colombian Government on July 20 last. Since
that time she has been at Erie Basin, where she was
armed with several machine guns and her vital parts
covered with a thin armor plate. Atlanta will be used
by the Colombian Government for quelling rebellion's

along the coast.

«t «e «t

At a joint meeting of the ways and means committees
of the Toledo Yachting Association on Oct. 22 it wais

decided to hold there in 1902 the biggest interlake regatta
ever held in America. Such a meet had been arranged
for in connection with the expected centennial, and the
Association has decided that instead of changing or
abandoning the plans they would be enlarged and
broadened and the force of the united yachtsmen of the
city put behind them. President Richardson has prom-
ised the largest prize ever offered.

8^ 1^ 8^

George C. Taylor, of Islip, L. I., is having a h©use-
boat built that Avill cost $25,000 when completed. The
boat will be 90 feet long and 25 feet wide, anii will

rigged as a sloop. The interior fittings will be very
somplete, and the finish throughout will be of mahogani^,

8^

George Lord Day's fine schooner yacht Endymion
arrived in New York on Oct. 31, after a stormy passage
from Southampton, England, of twenty-seven days,

8^ 8^ 8^

The auxiliary yacht Laurel, of the Atlantic _Y. C,
owned by Mr. R. Pease, was burned at her moorings at

the Thimble Islands, a few days ago. The cooking stove

set the cabin fittings on fire. The owner and crew were
afraid of the large supply of oil on board and abandoned
the boat in the tender. The Laurel was burned to the

water's edge, and is a total loss.

8^

The steam yacht Normandic,' owned by Charles W.
Dumont, that was wrecked a few days ago, has been
raised by the Chapman Wrecking Company. The yacht

had been laid up for the winter m the East Beach Canal

CUP OFFERED BY ME. JAMES P. PHINNEY.

at Northport, L. t. During the late gale she broke from
her moorings and went ashore. The salt water has
damaged her engines,

1^ 8^ 1^

F. Bowne Jones has an order for a 130ft. steam yacht
for Charles J. Canfield. He has sold the schooner Mon-
tauk for Com. L, C, Ledyard to W. H. Langley, and the
sloop Liris tor T. J. McCahill to Robert Barrie, of Phila-

delphia.

8^ 4^

Gardner & Cox have gotten out plans for a 180ft, steam
yacht for J. C. Cassatt, who formerly owned the
Eugenia, also designed by Gardner & Cox. This year
the boat was sold to Mrs, A. S. Van Wickle. They also
have orders for two 30ft. keel sloops for members of the
Shelter Island Y. C, a 43ft. cutter to beat JNrira, a class

of 25-footers for members of the Larchmont Y. C, and
four ^6ft. centerboard sloops for members of the Phila-
delphia Y. C

Address all communications to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company,

Of Fred Mather's "In the Louisiana Lowlands." the
New York Observer saj'S : "These sketches are mainly
descriptions of plantation life, and camping and fishing

experiences in Louisiana, shortly after the close of the
Civil War. They are life pictures of Southern scenes and
a)iTditi0ns, set in vivid color, and dravvn in accurate lines.

ft is a gOfctd, ^ean^ wholesdmie tKX)k."

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

It you want yout shoot to be aQoounccd here send io

aotlce like the foUowlogj

Fixtures.

Nov. 9.—St. Paul, Minn.—Seventh annual live-bird handicap at
St. Paul Shooting Park. Main event at 25 Hvc birds, $1.5 entrance;
$50 added. Contest for the Hirschy cup. VV. R. Brown, Mgr.
Nov. .9-10.—Danville, 111.—Danville Gun Club's tournament.
Nov. 9-10.—Bowling Green, Ky.—Bowling Green Gun Club's

tournament,
Nov. 10.—Newark, N. J.—Merchandise shoot of the Forester Gun

Club. John J. Fleming, Sec'y,, 21 Waverlv avenue.
Nov. 10.—Newark, N. J.—Contest for E. C. cup, emblematic of

the inanimate championship of New Jersey, between F. E. Sinnock,
of Newark, and the challenger, Mr. G. H. Piercy, of Jersey City,
on the grounds of the South Side Gun Club.
Nov. 13.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn.—Under auspices of the Greater

New York Gim Club; three-men team race; 20 Jive birds per man;
29yds. Members of any organized gun club in the Li. S. are
eHgible. Commences at 2. P. M. Sweepstake shooting commences
at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber,
managers.
Nov. 13-14.—Osceola, la.—Amateur tournanient of the Osceola

Gun Club. D. K. Douthett, Sec'y.
Nov. 13-15.—Minden, Neb.—Minden Gun Club's tournament.
Nov. 13-16.—St. Thomas, Ont.—Tom Donley's tournament; live

birds and targets.
Nov. 14-15.—Springfield, 111.—Two-day target tournament of the

Illinois Gun Club; open to all. Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y.
Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road, N. J.

—

Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men team race;
20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club
in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake
shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and
Dr. A. A. Webber, managers.
Nov. 27.—Toledo, O.—East End Gun Club's merchandise shoot.
Nov. 29.—Milwaukee, M^is.—South Side Gun Club's tournament.

A. D. Gropper, Sec'y.
Dec. 11-14.—Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111.—^Annual live-

bird tournament. John Watson, Mgr.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's trophy shoots, second and

fourth Saturdays of each month; live-bird shoots every Saturday.
Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.

1901.

Jan. 15-18.—Plamilton, Ont-—Hamilton Gun Club's eleventh
annual tournament; live birds and targets; open to all. H.
Graham, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices ' of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapsbooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Nov. 7, 14, 21, 28.—Interstate Park.—Live-bird championship;

21:1 birds; haiidicaps 25 to S3yds. ; $10 entrance, birds extra; sweep
optional; open to all; money instead of trophy.
Nov. 10.—Interst.ate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's target shoot;

open to all.

Nov. 19.—Interstate Park.—Dupont championship cup shoot be-
iween Messrs. R. A. Welch, holder, and T. VV. Morfey, challenger,
at 100 live birds each, commencing at 1 o'clock. Sweeps before and
after the race.
Nov. 22.—Interstate Park.—^Aledicus Gun Club's live-bird shoot;

open to all.

Nov. 27.—Interstate Park.-Medicus Gutt- Club's live-bird shoot;
open to all.

Dec. 5.—.Shoot-off of the winners of the November events, with
$20 in gold to the winner.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two mUes beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds.. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

2.5 live birds; $5 entrance.' First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, L. I.—Fountain Gun Club's regular monthly
shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and December.
Interstate Park, Queens.—AA'eekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.

1901.

June —.—Interstate Park, L. 1.—Forty-third annual tournament
of" the New York State Association for the protection of Fish and
Game. "

June 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., N. Y.—The Inter-

state Association's ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tour-
nament at live birds.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invited to send their-, scores /or publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may t^are to have printed. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unle^i. otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company., 346 Broad-

may., -Menu York, ij

j
j{

The Club house of the Peoria Gun Club was destroyed by fire

recently. Concerning it the Star says: "The building was quite

a good-sized affair, and 'contained all the: club's effects except the

magautrap, including expert traps, live-bird traps, canvas cover-

ing' for stands, stoves, gun racks, tables, chairs and 7,000 targets,

as well as wire fencing and many other articles of value to the

clui). The loss on building and contents will foot up close to

SSOO, on which there was an insurance of but .$200. A new club

house will be erected just as soon as the insurance is adjusted, and
it will be one of the finest in the West. The cost will be in the

neighborhood of $2,500, and will be modern, in every respect."

•5

The Picayune of Oct. 27, in its enthusia.stic comment on Buffalo

Bdl's Wild West show, which amused and instructed the courteous

residents of New Orleans recently, says: "The shooting and
practice of Miss Annie Oakley was something marvelous, and.

despite the unsteady and at times flickering light, she rarely

missed the glass balls thrown from the traps, and when she did

miss the first shot she invariably broke the ball with the second,

and this from a rifle." That was in the last week of the show, after

an eight months' season. Mr. and Mrs. Butler go to Hot
Springs for a four weeks' rest.

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association,

under date of Nov. 1 ' announces the dates of the next great

national live-bird shoot as follows: "At the regular
_
monthly

meeting of the stockholders of the Interstate Association, held

Moiiday, Oct. 29, it was decided to hold the ninth annual Gran.d

American Handicap at live birds during the
.
week commencing

April 1, 1901. The' resolution was also passed that the tourriament

should be held at Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., N. Y."

It

At Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., Oct. 30, Mr. J, J. Hallowell

defeated Mr. T. W. Morfey in a 100-bird race for $100 a side,

each standing at the 30yd. mark. Commencing at 2:28, it was
finished in the remarkably short time- ofc.,one hour and eight

minutes, which is believed to be the record time for a match of

that kind. Morfey's great form during the past months, at any
mark, from 30 to 33yds. led many to believe that he wotild win
the match, but Plalloweil of late has been in great form himself,

and made the crackerjack score of 97, winning the race by 4 birds.
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In the match between Messrs. W. T. Irwin and H. ^V. Cad-

wallader, shot at Attica, Ind., Oct. 29, the former won by a score

o£ 47 to 4(), each shooting at 50 birds. Mr. Irwm lost 2, dead out,

his opponent having an equal loss in this respect. Ihe boundary

was Suyds., and theretore the performance of the shoptei'S was ex-

ceedingly praiseworthy.

On Oct. 80, on the grounds of the Carteret Gun Club, at Garden

City, L. I., an interesting four-cornered race took place between

Messrs. H. Money. H. Yale Dolan and Robert A. Welcii, of

Carteret Gun Club, and Col. Tom. Martin, of Bluffton,, -S. C, at

50 live birds, 30yds. rise. Messrs. Dolan and Mone^ tied on -IS,

Mr. Welch was next with 47, and Col. Martin scored 44..

In the competition at the Peters Cartridge Co.'s Jacksonville

Kiurnament, Oct. 29 and aO, Mr. Barney Worthen tied Mr. Jack
l^anning on the first day with an average of 97 per cent., each

breaking 170 out of 175 targets. Dr. Wilson, of Savannah, Ga.,

won high average for the. two days, with an average of 9« per cent.

At De.xter Park, Brooklyn, L. i., the fifth of the Schortemeier-
Webber three-men team contests will take place, 20 live birds per

man. Members of any organized club in the United States are

eligible. Team race commences at 2 o'clock; sweepstake shooting

at 10 o'clock.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., and Nov. 19 are place and
date for the contest between Messrs. T. W. Morfey and K. A.

Welch for the Dupont championship cup. Sweepstakes will be
the programme before and after the match, which begins at 1

o'clock.

Dr. J, E. Overholt, President of the Hamilton, Out., (mn Club,
announces that Jan. 15 to 18 are the dates fixed upon for the

eleventh annual tournament of his club. The tournament, live

birds and targets, will 'be open to all.

( >n Saturday of thi^ week Messrs. F. E. Sinnock and G. TI.

Pierey, challenger, contest for the E C cup, emblematic of the
championship of New Jersey, at Newark, on the grounils of the
South Side Gun Club.

In a match at 100 birds each between Messrs. D. li. Walton and
R. H. Wallace, at Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111., on Oct.
21, for the price of the birds, the former won by a score of 74 to 43.

Owing to Nov. 6 being the day on which the American citizen
makes his mark in respect to the political questions of the times.
Forest anu Stream went to press on Monday of tliis week.

Capt A. W. Money, of the American E C & Schultze Gunpowder
Co., is due in New York on Thursday or Friday of this week, after
several weeks' sojourn in England.

Bernard Waters.

A Tramp Beats Cadwallader.
Attica, Ind., Oct. 29.—The match that yon mentioned in last

issue to come off here between W. Tramp Irwin, of Chicago, and
H. VV. Cadwallader, of Danville, was shot here this afternoon upon
the gun club's grounds. It proved to be very interesting, as was
witnessed by many of the citizens of this and the surrounding
towns.
The conditions as to grounds and weather were against the

shooters, while the birds were an extra good lot, and kept the
shooters very uneasy at all times.
The weather was warm, and the sky was overcast for the greater

part of the time. As the end was nearing, a very black cloud came
up, and in a few moments after the last gun was fired the heavens
opened and the rain fell in such quantites as to prevent the con-
tinuation of a little target match.
As to grounds, it had been arranged to have the shooting on

a level meadow, and the veteran Daddy Ryan and .Squire Harvey
spent a day's time arranging them, only to sec their labors go for

naught, as a sudden and unexpected incident happened, and they
had to use their regular target ground. This was not a proper
pigeon ground, as the traps were set in a depression, and there
was a decided up-hill slope just back of the traps. _This would
cause the shooter to undershoot, especially with the tirst barrel.
After a little maneuvering on part of the contestants, the follow-

ing selections were made, viz. : C. B. Lamme to hold stakes and
keep the official score; Al Livenguth, of Lafayette, referee; George
Miller, trap puller, and J. L. Webber to handle his dog Dan to do
the retrieving. It was agreed bj' both that birds near the traps
should be brought in by the trappers, and those falling at some
distance from the traps should be retrieved by the dog.

T will here just note that the dog had little to do. yet he
brought in one of Tramp's and one of Cadwallader's that fell in-

side the regulation boundary. I should have mentioned previously
that the boundary used was but 30yds. from the center trap. The
scores made were as follows:

Tramp 0121111211122*221112*11112122122211112212221222222—47
Cadwallader 22i)22112222121221*221212212222*12111211li202111222—4f>

.\bove shows that the Tramp got a bit rattled on Jiis first, and it

got away without much if any punishment. He claims—and justly,
too—that the trap was not pulled over, and the bird got away be-
hind it and was thus lost. Cad fared better, stopping his first

neatly and using the second for safety. Each shot in turn, and
Tramp was killing all dead with the first, but Cad slipped up on
his 3d shot, a very easy one, that could hardly fly beyond the
boundary line. Both made many goot shots, .and at th'e end of
the first 25 Cad was 1 ahead. But as Cad lost 2 out of the last
25 and the Tramp ran out straight from the 21st shot he lost the
match by 1 bird.
The work of Webber's dog was fine, and the referee had it all

his way. and was very correct and impartial save in one instance

—

where Tramp let a bird get on the ground before firing. The
referee said afterward he thought it his business to call dead and
then for the other party to challenge. Be that as it may, the bird
was scored dead, and did not affect the result.
The match was so even that the many spectators were much in-

terested, and they expressed a desire to hear of these good shots
Ijeing matched soon again. A. B. C.

Peters Cartridge Co/s Tournament at Jackson-

ville, Fla.

JACKSONVI1.LE, Fla.. Oct. 30.—To-day saw the closing of the
second and last day's successful shoot given by the Peters Cartridge
Co., of Cincinnati, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gun
Club. It was characterized by a mar\'e!ous exhibiHon of trap-
shooting, and the scores were remarkable under the fact that the
targets were not easy marks by any means.
In the amateur ranks Barney Worthen tied Jack Fanning, of

New York, the second daj' for high average on a percentage of
97, each breaking 170 out of 175 targets shot at. The main feature
of Mr, Worthen's shooting was the fact of his breaking 69 targets
straight, which is considered something extra fine for an amateur.
Mr. Worthen was much pleased with his score, and says he owes
it to his load, which was 3drs. of King's Smokeless, l^^^oz. No.
.7^ chilled shot, in Ideal shells. -

Dr. Wilson, of Savannah, made the high amateur average for the
two day.s, viz., 96. For this remarkable performance he was pre-
sented with the handsome gold locket donated by the Peters
Cartridge Co. for the amateur making high average of the tourna-
ment.
Mr. John Parker also shot in nearly every event, and was well

up among the leaders at the finish. As he had the management in
hand, this was a great strain on him, and his good shooting under

the circumstances was remarkable. Col. Anthony, the old re-

liable, was also up with the leaders.
.

After the shooting was concluded for the day a meeting ot the

sportsmen was held at the Duval Hotel, where Mr. Irby Bennett

in an appropriate speech presented Dr. Wilson with the trophy.

The Doctor responded in an equally appropriate manner. .Viessrs.

Fanning, Parker, Spcrry and Col. Anthony were called upon tor

speeches. and many happv stories were told, until a. call was made
for the dining room. I'here the hungry sho-ters de"VMistratrrt

their ability around the mahogany in as excellent a manner as

thev did at the traps. An aMiecd mat tiie buu.jt waa .. t,.a.^..

success, and a full and just meed of praise was due the 1 eters

Cartridge Co. for their generous and sportsmanlike siiirit in giving

a new impetus to Irapshooting, particularly here in Florida, where
trapshooting was on the wane.
A memorial of thanks was drafted and presented to the repre-

sentatives of the Peters Cartridge Co., Messrs. Parker & Eemcke,
for their interesting efforts to make the shoot a successful and in-

teresting one, and" thanks to Ur. Sjierry, secretary of the Jack-

sonville Gun Club and host of the Duval, for his efforts to make
the visit of the shooters also a pleasant one,

.After tJie tournament one day was devuicd to hve-bird shooting.

It was sweepstake shooting entirely. The birds were a fair average

lot. Toward the last there was a miss-and-out event until it came
down to Fanning. Fox, Parker and Baker. It ^vas getting darker

every minute, and soon Fox lost; a little later Fanning went out,

and then it was down to Parker and JiaKer. Alter eacu round 1

contestants went back a yard, starting from the 30yd. mark back

to 40, when Baker won, Parker drawing a dark bdic bird that he

had to get down on his knees to see. It was not seen by Parker

or the spectators until it got too far away to be killed,
_

Baker was congratulated by all for 'his game race. He is from
Griffin, Ga., and he will soon be among the crackerjacks. Shooters

want t9|!ook out for this voung man. He i.s only eighteen years

old.

Below find scor'es: '

First Day, Oct 29.

Events : 1
Targets: 15

Wilson 15
Fox 15
Baker 12
Worthen 12
Simmons 12
Black 10
Woeltzen 14
Holtzendorf 12
Morrison 12
Anthony 13

Swain 13
Brewer 14
.\llen 10
Smith 12
Barnes 19
Parker 14
Ronald 12
Craig 11
Morse 11

Fairhead U
Lemcke H
Sperry 14
Fanning 14

Lester ..

Bowen
Battle
Lorraine
Long
Muller

3 4
20 15
18 14
IS 15
17 14

10 13
IS 11

18 11

15 11
12 12
12 11

16 14
17 13
16 14
15 10
19 15
18 12
18 13
20 14
16 ..

17 12
.. 12
.. 12
.. 14
20 15
13 13
7 8

S 8

5 6
15 20
15 20
13 20

14 19
14 19

13 17
14 18
11 14
14 20
9 14

15 19
12 IS
14 17
15 16
14 19
10 15
14 18
11 IS
.. 16
11 14
15 15
11 ..

12 17
14 18
12 15

's ii
14 ..

.. 16

7' 8
15 15
15 15
14 14
12 14

16 13
11 13
S 10
10 11
13 11
7 11

14 15
11 14
14 15
13 13
15 13
12 13
13 13
13 13
11 12

9 IC
20 25
16 24
19 24

19 21
18 24
16 22
T7 23
14 22
16 20
11 20

13 23
15 22
16 23

17 21
16 22
16 22
16 23
12 24

18

.. 13 .. ..

15 14 19 24

Second Day, Oct. 30.

2
6
14
S

12

Events: 1
Targets : 15

Wilson 13
Fox 15
Fanning 15
AVoeltzcn 12
Baker 14
Black 12
Parker 14
Morrison 9
Worthen 15
Anthony 15
Brewer 15
Holtzendorff 11
.Mien 11
Ford , 11

Blue 14
Lemcke 8

Sperry 12
Ronald 14
Simmons 15
Tngersoll 13

Stripling
Norton
Lorrinnc •>

Lester >......^.;.. ........ ..

Fairhead •'•

Bacon
Long
.Anderson

2 3
15 20
15 20
15 17
14 19

12 13
14 19

13 14
13 20
9 12
15 20
14 14
13 19
13 11
13 16
12 15
12 12
12 17
.. 20
15 19
14 20
10 ..

8 ..

10 ..

15 19

4 5
15 15
14 15
15 15
14 15
11 13
14 12
10 13
14 13
12 12
15 14
14 13
15 14
14 9

13 15
9 14

12 14
13 13
12 15
15 14

13 15
13 ..

10 11
11 9

14 15
.. 15

6 7 8

20 15 15
19 15 15
20 15 14
20 15 15
15 10 11

19 15 14

15 9 9

18 14 14
17 8 7

19 15 15
15 15 12
20 13 13
15 13 11
19 11 12
IS 11 14
17 12 12

9 If

20 25
19 24
20 25
19 24
.. 21

19 24
16 20
18 25
15 19
19 23
19 23
"17 24
16 21
17 22
12 IS
20 22

. . 13 13
17 14 11
18 14 9

17 22
18 22

11 10 12
11 5 15
16 ..

12 18

ii ii

is 16 20

15
13 17 19

Florida,

Broke.
167
166
157
157
145
140
131
142
120
155
149
150
141
161
139
153
1.19

74
91
61
47
83

167
72
23
40
28
24
12

Broke.
169
171
170
il8
164
131
163
121
170
154
163
134
144
134
147
63
85
158
158
36
92
61
111
15
49
8
23
49

Limited Gun CIuB.
IviHANAPOLis. Ind.—The sixth annual autumn tournament of

the limited Gun Club was held on Nov. 1 and 2. Among the
famous shooters present were Ed Rike. Dayton, O.; W. R.
Crosby, O'Fallon, 111.; Charles Budd, Des Moines, la. ; Fred
Gilbert, Spirit Lake, la.; Guy Burnside.s, Kno.xville, 111.; Rolla
O. Heikes, Dayton. O.; Luther Squire, Cincinnati, O.; Ralph
Trimble, Dayton, Kv.; Elmer E. Neal, Bloomfield, Ind.: H. VV.
Ca(lwallader, Danville, 111., and W. T. Irwin, Chicago. The com-
jietitinn Was at targets and sparrows.

First Day, Nov. I.

Gilbert's. shooting was the feature of the day, he breaking all but
2 of the 217 targets he shot at. The main event was the Grand
Hotel cup, a 50-target race, in which the professional shooters-
entered for the sweepstakes were not entitled to shoot for the cup.
Gilbert and Heikes split first money, each scoring 50 straight.
Iripp won the cup with a score of 48. This is the fourth time
he has successfully defended it.

In addition to the twelve events at targets one extra event at 7
pigeons was shot during the afternoon, resulting as follows: "Tripp
Marott, Gilbert, Heikes, Irwin, Cadwallader, Crosby, Comstock
and Budd, 7 each; Neal and Burnsides, 6 each; Craig, Werke and
Parry, a each.
The programme for the day included ten events at sparrows, the

first at 10 sparrows, ?3 entrance, and the other nine at 15
sparrows, $4.50 entrance. The scores:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Ril<c 9 11 13 12 11 14 14 46 13 13 12 12
Crosby 9 13 13 14 13 15 15 48 15 13 15 15
^\]dd 9 15 15 13 15 14 14 45 14 13 12 14
Gilbert 10 14 15 15 15 15 14 50 15 15 15 15
Burnsides 8 12 12 14 15 13 14 4S 12 14 14 12
Heikes , 6 11 15 15 13 15 13 50 13 15 15 14
Squier ...... "4-.--. 10 14 14 12 13 12 14 49 13 15 14 15
^Jrimble 1 9 12 15 15 15 15 14 46 13 15 15 14
J^e^l S 14 12 14 11 13 13 45 14 13 14 13
T "TP 9 15 14 13 13 14 14 48 14 14 14 13
<-'ad .. , 9 13 10 15 13 14 13 37 11 14 13 14
Tnvin 9 13 10 12 .. 11 .. 42 .. 12
Partington 9. 13 13 15 10 13 14 46 .. 14 14 13
Rabbitt S 12 7 11 12 12 13 .. 10 12 14 14
^^

ebb , .-. 8 10 8 ..
iarry .. ^ .. .-. 14 14 13 13
{prison .. 46 12 13 12
Lpns 34 .. .. 10 11

V'^r,'^' 36 12 14
Moller , . . . , g
Jack 47 1

;

Second Day, Nov, 2.

Th(? programme called for teii sparrow events, th^ first-g!t M

sparrows, $3 entrance, and the other nine at 15 sparrows, each

$4 50 entrance. When seven events had been concluded there

were not enough birds left to complete the other events. Six

men, however, completed their 15 birds in the eighth event.

Fred Gilbert killed 108 sparrows out of a possible 115. He en-

tered the extra pigeon contest at 7 pigeons, killing 6, makmg
his complete record for the day 114 killed out of a possible 12;^,

Tripp and Heikes were the second highest in the sparrow events,

each killing 105 out of the possible 115.

The scores in the extra live-pigeon event at 7 birds were as

follows: Tripp 6, Parry 6, Crosby 6, Heikes 7, Smythe 4, Lilly 7,

Budd 6, Gilbert 6, Burnsides 7, Voris 7, Marott 6, Rike 7, Irwm
6, Adamson 7. Wilcox 6, Comstock 5.

The scores in the sparrow events were as follows:

Events

:

Tripp . .

.

Heikes ..

Burnsides
Crosby ..

Gilbert ..

Neal

Budd
Parry

Smythe
N'oris .

.

'Charles
Kike
Lilly
Comstock ;>>......;.... -r^.. , . . . •

Moller 10

Marott

1 2
0 4 5 6 7 8

8 13 14 14 14 13 15 14

8 lo 14 15 14 14 12 13
7 13 13 13 12 13 11 12
9 11 15 ,12 14 13 14 lii

10 13 14 14 14 14 15 14

8 14 15 13 12 13 15 16

8 B 10 9 12 7 5
8 15 13 13 11 15 14
8 10 12 14
7 13 i5 14 12 12
4 11

'7

9 i.5 13 13 12 11 12
4 n
6 U 13 11 15
7 ii

14 fO
r '9

12 li 's

11 9 9

ON LONG ISLAND.

At the Carteret Clab's Grounc's.

Oct. 30.—On the grounds of the Carteret Gun Club, at Garden
Cit}% to-day, an interesting four-cornered race took piace between
four crack shots, whose names appear with the appended scores.
Each shot at 50 birds from the 30yd. mark. The scores:

H Money, Carteret G. C 2222222022212222222122222—24
2222222222221221222~01222—24—48

H Y Dolan, Carteret G. C 2222221222122222122022222—24
*22222222221212222L222222—24—48

R A Welch, Carteret G. C 2222221122122122222210222—24
1 20212222221 21 091 ?9v9999l _9f!—17

Col. T Martin, Bluflfton, S C 2222222202202220222222012—21
22211212222122ulZ2iian/i!ii^;i3—44

Haflowell vs. Morfey.

Interstate Park, L. I., Oct. 30.—To-day there was a great match
between Messrs. J. J, Hallowell and T. W. Morfey, in which the
former came out victor. The conditions were 100 live birds, $100
a side, 30yds. rise. Hallowell maintained the high form which he
has been displaying in recent tournaments, and made the excellent
score of 97, leading his opponent at the finish by 4 birds. The
match began at 2:28, and was ended at 3:36, a remarkably short
time. Mr. E. D. Fulford was referee; Mr. C. M. Lincoln was
scorer. The details follow:

Trap score type—Copyright, igoo, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

2 15 8 5 8 12 2 5 5 4 14 5 4 5 2 12 2 3 3 5 2

J Hallowell, 80..2 211222111120211111 1 2011 2- -28'

1584248143 1, 48,') 31252184211
2122211221 2 1211111 2 12211 1—25

11415 24315 514181422211113
121222110111121222121212 2-24

21814452154455355 '3 1185213
12222122222111111a a 11222 2-25 9T

252124388 2' 525145254 8 22141
T WMorfey, 80.2 12220122111212112111 2 22 1-24.

521811251812344115241 54 28 ••

^ 4- J" v!'<>,'h/ \ li' jT i^r"/ ''N

112122110121111210111111 2—28

2 5 2 5 14 15 5 2 14 14 2 5 115 15 4 8 2 2

0 2 21122122122212011011 2 2 2—22

8442114411181221215212342
^it,^\/7i^»>4 4.\^(^V+4-^i^/ k^^+.^/H/^/k/
0 221221 2221111112112^111 1—24-98

WESTERN TRAPS.

Garfield of Chicago.

Chic.\go, 111., Nov. 3.—The semi-annual meeting of Garfield Gun
Club will be held next Wednesday evening, Nov. 7, and it will
then be ^determined whether the pigeon shoots are to be con-
tinued. The season prizis will be awarded and other matters of
importance taken up. The club is in fine fettle this season; Dr.
J. VV. Meek, an ideal secretary for a shooting club, has finished
the compilation of the season's averages:
Season trophies awarded: Class A, R. Kuss; Class B, W. P.

Northcott; Class C, J. D. Pollard. Targets thrown during the
season, 36,543; targets broken during the season, 24,390; club
average, .6674; targets thrown during season in trophy shoots.
10,780; targets broken during season in trophy shoots, 7,135; club
average, .6618. Club average 1893, .7183; 1894, .7129; 1895 .7131-
1896, .6696; 1897, .7205; 1898, .7144; 1899, .6096. Officers: T. P.
Hicks, President; Thos. Eaton, Vice-President; Dr. J. W. Meek.

cock. Official Scorer,

John Watson's Annual.

Your Uncle John Watson is at this writing chasing his pigeons
around the feed lot in order to get them in good hard condition.
The regular annual tanglefoot will be given as usual, as soon as the
weather gets good and cold, the dates being set for Dec 11-14
The programme will be right, and the pace v-ill h° warm.' Th.'s
is the clearing house shoot for the year in the West, and any-
body who thinks he has anything coming to liim in the pigcun
game will do very well to pack his gun and a little cash and
head for this village two weeks before Christmas. It is a game
for the shooters, and the past reputation of the event is enough to
warrant for the success of the shoot this year.

Wants It.

E. H. Tripp seems to want the Grand Hotel cup of Indiana as
would appear from his annexing it for a second season at 'the
.sjioot of the Limited Gun Club, at Indianapolis, this week. Fred
Gilbert missing but 2 targets in a day, seems to be getting back
.some of his u. g. f., and will probably be pestering Jimmie Elliott
plenty before long.

Hartford Boilding, Chicago, 111.
^'

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at th^
latest by MQRday and inuch earlier as practic^bk.
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Peru Gun Club.

Peru, Ind.— i'Jie first autumn live-bird shoot o£ the Peru, Ind.,

Cun Club, which took place here on Oct. 80 and 31, was, while

.si;jnething of an experiment on account of the manner of dividing

the purses, certainlj' a success in every way. The attendance

vas good, tlic weather could not have been better, barring a slight

.-ihuwer on tlie morning of the 3Uth, ihe traps worked splendidly

and the entries kept well up from start to finish while it is believed

by those in attendance that for the number of birds trapped in the

two days a better lot was never provided by a club anywhere. A
reference to the names of the shooters present will show any one
that- they were men capable of judging a pigeon.
King's live-bird traps were used, set according to the revised In-

terstate Association rules, and instead oi rop.e pulls, strong wires

were run through small pipes along the surface ot the ground
back to about the 26yd. score, where all the wires were conducted
back through one large pipe to the puller's stand well back ol the

32yd. mark. This made a quick, sharp pull in response to the

shooter's call, and there was no possible way to see which trap

was pulled until the trap opened, and the bird was usually out

Jike a streak.
. ,, t

The following visitors were on hand, and nearly or quite all of

them shot out the programme from start to finish: Emile Werk,
Cincinnati, O. ; Rolla Heikes, Dayton, O.; VV. R. Crosby, O'Fallon,

111.; W. A. Zink, Monticello, Ind.; Chas. B. Lamme (Butler),

Attica; W. T. Irwin (Tramp), Chicago, 111.; M. J. Smith, Hunt-
ington, Ind.; Fred Gilbert, Spirit Lake, la.; Chas. \V. Budd, Des
Moines, la.; H. J. Sconce, Sidell, 111.; Elmer and Edgar Apperson,
Kokomo, Ind.; Guy Burnside, Knoxville, 111.; Elmer E. Neal,
Bloomfield, Ind., and Ernest H. Tripp, Indianapolis. These, with
the home contingent, made up of Messrs. Wm. Daniels, Frank
Dunbar, J. S. Butler (Ben), and J. L. Head, kept the entries well

around seventeen in most of the events. Scores for the first day's
shooting were as follows:

First, while some little preliminaries were being arranged,
Messrs, Werk and Heikes shot at 5 birds each to see who should
pay for the 10. The result was a tie on 5 each, and as both were
shooting so well, it was deemed advisable to call the race off, as
the club had only about 1,400 birds on hand, and there was
danger of these two cracks using them all, and there were others
who wanted to shoot:

First Day, Oct. 30.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Live birds: 5 5 7 7 10 7 Live birds: 5 5 7 7 10 7
E Werk, 30 4 3 5 5 7 4 F Gilbert, 32... 4 5 6 7 10 6

R lieikes, 31... 5 5 4 5 10 6 C Budd, 31 5 5 6 7 10 5
\V ( rosby, 32... 5 5 7 7 10 6 H Sconce, .30. . . 4 5 7 7 10 5

J ticad, 30 5 3 6 5 , 9 5 E Neal, 31 0 5 6 6 8 6

W Daniels, 27.. 5 5 .. 4 9 6 G Burnside, 30. 5 5 6 4 9 6

'»V Zink, 29 5 4 7 5 8 7 Ben. 26 4 6 .. .. 5

Jtutler. 28 3 4 6 6 10 6 E Apperson, 29 6 6....
'Iifliiip, 30 4 5 7 7 10 7 Ed Apperson, 27 3.. ..

At Smith, 29.... 4 4 6 6 7 4 F Dunbar 6 9 5

Event No. 1, 5 live birds, ?3 entrance, fourteen entries, five

nuneys; As the purse went to high gtms, the money all went to
straights.
Event No. 2, 5 live birds, fifteen entries, six moneys, to high

gv.ns : The straight scores absorbed all the purse in this event.
Event No. 3, 7 live birds, .$5 entrance, sixteen entries, six .high

f
iU)!- to win: The straight scores paid 110.40 each, the 6s paid
1.15 each.
Event No. 4, 7 live birds, $0 entrance, seventeen entries, six

high guns to win: The straight scores paid ?9.95, and the 6s $1.10
eacli.

Evetlt No. 5, 10 liye .birds, $7.50 entrance, fifteen entries, six
high guns to win: The straights paid $10.70 each, absotbing the
purse.
Extra event No. 1, 7 live birds. ?5 entrance, class shooting, 50. .30

and 20 per cent: Tramp and Zink took first money, $13 each. The
6s received $2.20, and the 5s $2.10 each.
Extra event No. 2, 15 targets, $1.50 entrance, fourteen entries,

four moneys, 35, 30. 20 and 15 per cent. : Sconce and Neal 14,

Crosby, Zink, Budd, Ben and Burnside 13, Gilbert, Daniels ami
Heikes 12, and Dunbar and Smith 11 each, divided the money.
Tramp, Crosby and Sconce were easily the best performers of

the day. Tramp missed his first bird in the first event, and never
did lose another this day. The bird he lost was of the unkillable
kind, going out of No. 1 trap, and was a low left-quartering driver
that, if not stopped quickly, could never have been stopped, as he
was too fast.

Crosby did not .lose a bird until his 3Sth of the day, and it died
inside the boundary, after having flown just outside. It was a hard
piece of luck after this ever stately and magnificent shooting ex-
pert had cut down bird after bird the quality of which must be
seen I0 be realized.
Mr. Sconce lost his 3d bird of- the programme, and then ran 33

straight, losing his 37th and 39th. He is one of the best amateurs
at the traps, and as fine a boy as lives.

Second Day, Oct. 31.

The second day, Oct. 31, brought plenty of sunshine and
Ernest Tripp, which just meant more sunshine. He is about the
busiest man around a shooting tournament, and woe be unto the
management of an affair where Ernest is. He had no sooner
reached the grounds than he was unanimously elected manager of
the whole_ shooting match, but about the time Harvey Sconce lost
his 9th bird in the miss-and-out Ernest saw trouble ahead, and
stated that he had all he could do to manage Elmer Neal, and re-
signed.
There was but one event scheduled for this day, and that was at

25 birds, $2 entrance; high guns to win. This event had twelve
entries,_ and was a most interesting one. The birds were even
better if possible than the day tiefore, and it was predicted by J.
L. Head that there would not be a straight score. This seemed a
pretty risky assertion in the presence of the talent at hand, but
proved a true one, as the scores will show.
As a preliminary a $2 miss-and-out was proposed, which was to

be at 30yds. rise, and birds extra. It drew twelve entries, and was
a pretty race, and at the end of the Gth round had six contestants
still in. Sometliing was said about dividing, and wWle such sug-
Kcstion was being made some one else (who was out of the race)
slii'gested that they must shoot until the new manager said stop.
'M.e 7th and 8th rounds went along with Crosby, Gilbert, Neal,
Tramp, Scorice and Budd going a merry clip, but several of them
looking anxiously at the manager, whose cold, sinister eye told
tliem to go on. Harvey Sconce lost his 9th, and the manager
looked like he wanted to resign then, V)Ut when Charlie Budd lost
his 10th and started after the manager he quit then and there, but
first decided that the miss-and-out was finished. Tramp. Gilbert.
Ciosby and Neal divided the $24 in the purse, and the big race
V as on. Scores

:

G Burnside, 30 22222202*2102221221222220—21
E H Tripp, .30 22221 221 221 2'*2*1220111120—21H J Sconce, 30 22222120!2012222*2222*222—-nW R Crosby, 32 ]2imil21*111*I212210121—22

- F Gilbert, 32 222221112*2221222222222'^2—

H

C W Budd, 31 2222012122*12121211122211^23
E E Neal, 31 2121212212221122220222222—21W A Zink, 29 3n*11212222110'2ll]212100—21
Tramp. 30 *22222122122112021222222«'—22
T L Head. 3 J 222222222221121*2*22*202"—21
R. O Heikes, 01 222222222222222102121 22^^2—2+
E Werk, 2S

, ,.,2221222*11222112120222220—22

Gilbert, Neal and Heikes each drew $46.25, and Chas. W. Budd,
being fourth high gun with 23, took the remainder of the purse,
$24.75.

A consolation race was then proposed, and was at 7 birds. $5
entrance, class shooting, 50, 30 and 20 per cent., and this event had
sixteen entries. Scores:

E H Tripp. 30 2221012-fi H T Sconce. 30 2222222—7
T L Head, 30 122202fi^=i C W Budd 31,... 2111022—6
y Dunbar, 27 1212211-7 ^V A Zink. 29 01*2212—5
Ben. 26....... 1*12221-6 R O Heikes. 31 2220222—fi

Butler. 2S..............l*->2222—K R E Neal, .31 ..2222122—7W Daniels. 27. ....... .*12202n—l T„mn. 30 2212021-6W R Crosbv. 32 ..2102112-^- F ^V>rk, 2S 01*11*1^
F Gilbert, 32. ........ .2222211-7 G Burnside. 30 2220212—6
Dunbar, Gilbert. Sconce ?'id Neal each drew $6i50. the 6s each

drew $1.95, and the is S5.20—another example of the pot luck
system.
The last live-bird event of il;e tournament was another $2 miss-

and-out with birds extr?. This event had ten entries, and on the
8th round Tripp, Cro-bv arid Gilbert divided the $20.
A 15-target event. $1 -oO entrance, drew fourteen entries: Sconce

with 15, and Heikes. Barnsidc. N'eal. Dunbar and Tripp with 14
Daniels, Budd, Crosby and llilbm with 13. Head and Butler with
12. took the money.

Another 15-bird race drew twelve entries, and was v/on bv
Sconce and Bud.] 15. Gilbert, Crosbj^ ^nd Purnside 14, Heikes

and Tripp and Daniels 11. Tramp, shooting for targets only,

scored 14 in this event.
In all, there were 1,192 birds trapped, and there were not a dozen

sitters.

There was one singular feature of the tournament, viz., the ab-

sence of the crack hve-bird shots of the nearby cities, such as

Chicago, Louisville, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Toledo and Detroit.

This was a shooting match pure and simple, just such as most
pigeon shooters love, yet not one of these cities was represented.

However, the shoot was a crackerjack, and the^ boys were the

losers by being absent.
The Indians were in rare good humor. Good weather, good birds

and sufficient entries to make a good shoot, and they in conse-

quence made life a burden to J. L. Head. That gentleman was
without a gun, his own trusty Smith having been sent to the

factory for some slight changes and had been delayed in return-

ing. J. L. shot every gun on the ground except Pop Ward's
and Elmer Neal's. These gentlemen say they feel slighted. Some
of the shooters were charitable enough to attribute Jim's poor
scores to the use of so many guns, but Jim says privately he
was mighty glad that gun didn't get back. He never would
have had an excuse for missing so many if it hai
Somewhere in the programme it was promised that there would

be plenty of shelter for shooters. A large top to a fflerry-go-'round

tent was procured at no little trouble and expense to provide the

promised shelter. It was about 50 feet in diameter and ample as to

size, but being somewhat old, had a number of small holes in the

top, which let in plenty of light, but when the first small shower
came the boys were surprised at the way the old thing turned
water, though the rain was of short duration. As soon as Fred
(jilbert saw the holes in the top he accused Tramp Irwin ol hav-

ing been out patterning his gun. 'J'he second day during the
big race there was a strong wind, and about every half hour a slit

about 10ft. long would appear in the top of the tent. The Indians
would then look up a programme, call a meeting and take poor
Jim Head to task. Before night about all that was left ot the
tent was the ropes and poles, and thei-e was not much left of Jim.
What would a live-bird shoot be without Pop Werk. Always

pleasant and congenial, no matter haw tough hig luck—how he
did kill some of the screamers! He was tmfortunaie in drawing
incomers, the one bird upon which he seems at all weak, and he
always lost just at the wrong time, not being able to get his scores
to run together. Pop makes a big shadow, but it is the sincere

wish of the Peru boys that it may never grow less.

And while speaking of the Peru boys just notice liow Will
Daniels, Frank Dunbar and J. S, Butler shot live birds and stayed
in the game. Daniels attracted the attention of the crackerjacks,

and they all predicated for him a bright future as a pigeon shot.

He had shot at just 10 live birds before this tournament. Dunbar
had shot at less than 50, and Ben had never shot at a pigeon, yet

here they were going against the hardest game in the world with
a shotguUj and they all have some straight scores to their credit,

too. Daniels shot m hard luck, losing his last bird in the extra
event of the first day, and in the 10-bird race did not lost a bird
until his 9th. Both these birds were lost just over the boundary,
and they cost a pretty penny, too. Frank Dunbar lost his 8th

in the same race. Here is a remarkable shooter, and is without
question the best performer in Indiana, considering his ex-

perience. He di\Tded several firsts. J. S. Butler is a crack Wabash
engineer, has owned a gun less than six months, but likes the
game and is certainly a comer on live birds,

There may be some people shooting pigeons better than Tramp
Irwin, but they do not go in flocks, attd the majority of them
are less than fifty-two years of age.
Elmer Neal had a severe handicap, being on the line with such

veterans as Rolla O. Heikes and Charlie Budd, but he never did
anything but saw wood, and was in the bunch in the big race.

The three 24s in the main event have no kick coming, (jilbert,

Heikes and Neal each lost a bird that is of the kind that absolutely
refuses to be killed. Any men living to Icill 25 straight don't want
to beg for any one of these three birds.
Charlie Lamb (Butler) was a stayer, and while he, like Pop

Werk, could not bunch his hits, he scored a straight in the 10-

birti race. He, too, was shooting everybody's gun.
W. A. Zink, of Monticello, is also a stayer, and is no slouch

with his Winchester.
M. J. .Smith of Huntington, is another all-day man, but Mike

was suffering from a severe headache, and his scores were poor

—

Tor Mike.
T. Bill Crosby, like Fred Gilbert, was 'way back yonder at

32yds., but he was without question the star performer, unless it

was Tramp T., who shot his new 32in. Smith, and he "simply
paralyzed" the hardest of birds with his first barrel, nearly always
using a needless second for safety. The birds he lost in the main
event were all killed, but the birds were lead carriers, and straight-

away twisting drivers, going just outside.
Pop Heikes had a new single-trigger Remington, and he has

not quite accustomed himself to her hang, but he was one of the
24s, and had no apologies to ofifer at that score. It could hardly
have been beaten.
The Dago Chief Charlie Budd, as the Senior Chief present, had

a busy time keeping his fellow members of the tribe, Messrs.
Heikes, Neal, Crosby, Tripp and Gilbert, in line, and inaking them
good Indians. However, Charlie was just 1 behind in the main
race, and the only one to secure 23.

'

Every one was sorry to hear of the accident to the Hon. Big
Chief Marshall, and were unanimous in regretting his absence, as
Tom was to be present to handicap the Indians. We all wish
him a speedy recovery.
One of the boys. Jack Cavanaugh, who never misses an event at

a Peru shoot, was in Maine hunting moose. He was missed, as
was Jack Parker, who has heretofore managed every tournament
given by the Peru Gun Club. Jack is in the sunny South looking
after a tournament being given by his company.
Does any one know a nicer boy than Guy Burnside? And a

steady, clever shot he is. Guy promises to give a shoot at Knox-
ville, 111., in December, and right here stick a pin. Everybody
is going. If being a good fellow and a sportsman has anything
to do with drawing a crowd, Guy will have to run a shoot about
ten days to handle his crowd.
Poor Jim Head! He thought he was rid of the gang when the

hacks came to take them to the hotel, and after waving them all

a temporary good-bi' until he could see them off in the evening,
he went in to the cashier's office, and had hardly gotten inside,
when he was seized from behind, carried out upon the field, bound
hand and foot and blind-folded, and stretched out upon a large
table just ready for the dissecting broad axe or some similar in-

strument of torture, and made to promise never, never, never again
to allow a programme of the Peru shoot to promise ''plenty of
shelter for shooters." His life was spared, but he was wrapped
up in fragments of the "plenty of shelter for shooters" and there
is no telling when he would have been released, as the Peru
boys said they would not help him after his poor shooting, had
not Pop Werk taken a fatherly interest in him and relea.sed him
from his perilous (?) position. Jim says it is his tvirn next, and
he will fix these fellows when there alone and single-handed.

.\t 7:25 P. M. the entire party, with one or two exceptions, left

for the Indianapolis tournament, where they will shoot bluerocks
and .sparrows. Tliey left nothing behind but the best wishes of
tlic I'cru people, who will always extend to them a hearty wel-
come.

, Charles Bttock, Sec'y.

As to Gun Names and Amateofs.
The courteous and talented gentleman who writes the interest-

ing notes under the' caption "Heard About Town" in the New York
Times has the following to say concernin.g the subjects of which it

treats

:

" "If shooting at pigeons from traps is a legitimate and a gen-
tleman's sport,' observed a gentleman at one of the clubs yes-
terday, "why is it that so many of our men shoot under assumed
names? .-\re they ashamed of the game, or is it because they do
not want the fact known when they are beaten? Neither reason
is very sportsmanlike. Take that contest for the Dupont trophy at
Baltimore last week. Robert A. AVelch, of this city, who won it.

shot under the name of .\rmstrong until the cup was won, when
it became known through the public prints that Armstrong was
none other than "Bob" Welch. The runner-up in the race was an
Englishman. J. \Y. P.ostans. who shot as Musgrove, until it was
ceftain that he would capture second honors. Then the news-
paper reporters were told his right name- There are a dozen
men who shoot about the country, theoretioally for the love of
the sport, and who are not known to be in the employ of gun.
ammunition or sporting goods houses, who always shoot under
rn ass'-.mcd name. Some are known bv shooting men only by
I'leir shootinc alias, and "-ould be horrified if their actual name
should bet into print. One, for instance, is the brother of a
prominent clergyman in Brooklyn, a very quiet man, whose per-
sonalifv 's absolutely unknown to the "ten he m.eets before the
I raps .' dozen or more times a year. He is about the only one
1 am familiar with whose actual personalitv is much of a mystery.
Men about town know the aliases of the merchants, banker's,
lawyers and business men of all sorts who shoot under names
other than their own. I do Icnow of oijp Q^st where there is ^

reason for the assumed name. The man had promised his wife
that he would not take part in trapshooting after he was married.
Yet he has kept at it, and the woman knows nothing of it

because of his alias and his ingenuity in the invention of yarns
to account for his whereabouts on days when there is shooting at
the Carteret Gun Club grounds.'

" 'Touching that same subject of trapshooting,' remarked a
c«mpanion, 'how., is it that Mr. Welch, for example—I use his
name only because of his recent victory for the Dupont trophy

—

can retain his status as an amateur when he rakes down some-
thing like $600 in cash by his victory in that race? His amateur
stattis is never questioned, though he shoots against professionals.
If a man should make such a rake-off in a billiard mateh, a yacht
race, a game of golf, or accept even $5 for winning a foot race
or a boxing bout he woiild at once be declared a professional.
Where is the distinction, and what is the difference-?' "

"The. whole crowd gave it up."
[Shooting is a gentleman's sport, and when a gentleman en-

gages in it he considers that he has not thereby in the least re-
signed his personal capacity and privileges. He is under no more
obligation to herald his shooting doings to the public than he is
to confide to it any other of his doings which concern only him-
self.

Many times a gentleman assumes a shooting name, not in the
least because he is ashamed of shooting, or engaging in it, but
because he considers that his doings are no concern of the public.
Nor are shooters the only men who consider that the curious
public is not entitled to a knowledge of their private affairs;
as to the point of view much depends on whether one is viewing
or being viewed.]

Garfield Gun Glob.

Chicago, Nov. 3.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the second trophy shoot of the
seascm. Eighteen shooters participated in the trophy event, and
several others, coming too late to enter that event, engaged in
the other contests of the day.

'l"he weather was fine for shooting—a_ sharp S.W. wind blew
across the traps, ni.nking Ihr birr'';, '."hich were art exceedingly
fast lot, almost all left-quartering drivers.

C. J. Wolf carried off the lionors of the daj", being the only
one to go straight in the main event.
The attendance was something like old times, and shooting con-

tinued until darness put a stop to it.

Dr Shaw, 31 2222020222— S Von Lengerke. 31, .2102012222—

8

Mrs Shaw, 26 001*202101— 5 T Wolff, 28 1211*11210— 8
C 1 Wolff. 27 1121111121—10 "W Northcott. 28. .1212111120—

9

C "H Kehl, 27 1*10201111— 7 L Wolff, 28 , . .12120in211— 8
A McGowan, 28. .. .0001012102— 5 Midglev. 28 1210022210— 7
Dr Meek, 31 l'*2011*211— 7 C T Keck, 27 ;.2ni002?2n— 7
T Eaton, 30 1012211111— 9 T Gardner, 29 000202010*— 3

E Eaton. 28 0210122222— 8 T P Hicks. 31 11112211212— 9

S Palmer, 31 '^220201222— 7 M H Shaw, 28. .. .0222220*12—

7

Event No. 2, 6 birds, $1 entrance: Kehl 3, T. Eaton 5, Palmer 6,

Von Lengerke 6. Hicks 5, M. H. Shaw 3, Wade 5.

Event No. 3, 6 birds, $1 entrance: Dr. Shaw 5, Mrs. Shaw 2,

C, J. Worn 2, H. Kehl 2. A.. McGowan 3, Dr. Meek 5, T. Eaton
1. E. Eaton 4, Palmer 5, Von Lengerke 4. J. Wolff 4.

Dr. T. W. Meek, Sec'y-

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Clob.

San Francisco, Oct. 21.—Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club had
some remarkably fine shooting to-day. F. O. Y^oung broke the
club's 10-shot revolver record with 9 shots in_ the 5-ring and the
10th only i4in. away. C. M. Daiss followed him closely. Both
Y''oung and Daiss have lowered the record of 10 best scores held
by J. E. Gorman, with the revolver. Daiss leads Y'oung by 10

points with 4S6 on this match—and both were confident of winning.
Daiss used Y^oung's old combination of semi-smokeless^^ and
Dupont's, while Y'oung switched off

^
to-day and used King's

smokeless and semi-smokeless, with which he not only made the
37 record, but 32 consecutive shots in the Sin. ring. The am-
munition was crimped solid for service use. Young also used
King's smokeless for priming in his military and fine rifle, with
fine results. Pape tried it to-day and made 49 and 51 consecutive
with fine rifle and later on 43 in a match with Hoadley, giving
Hoadley 30 points. Hoadley lost, though he made 75, the best

he has yet done in competition. Capt. Fred Kuhnle came all the
way from Petaluma, and put up the best 50yd. average, shooting
with .22 rifle and Peters 7-45 inside lubricated cartridges, ever

recorded, making 206 in 100 consecutive shots, off-hand, or 1.03in,

average from dead center The record here for 10 best scores is

191, while his 10 consecutive are only 15 points' behind, Fred
uses globe and peep sights, and, like old wine, improves with
age, being sixty-five years of age. Ed Hovey led with pistol, and
Young with military rifle.

Scores. Columbia target, off-hand shooting:
Rifle, 200yds.; back class medal scores:

A I-I Pape 6 3 5 4 3 3 10 4 3 8-49
4 53649436 7—51

G W Hoadley 16 2 8 2 3 15 7 4 15 3—75

Dr. H. C. Trask 106, 119, 153.

Military and repeating rifle, Creedmoor count:

F O Y''oung 48 46 45 45 44 44
A H Pape 47 47 45 -14 42

Sharp's military, open sights, 61bs. pull; pistol, 50yds.; back
class medal scores: A. H. Pape 55, 80. 98; G. W. Hoadley 64.

All comers' pistol medal: Ed Hovey 49, 57; P. Becker 54, 59,

59, 60, 61, 65; F. O. Y^oung 55, 56, 61; Dr. J. F. Twist 57, 71, 75;

G. W. Hoadlev 59, 60, 62, 62, 72.

Twist revolver medal, all comers: F. O. Young 37, 46, 52, 60, 64,

65, 66; C. M. Daiss 42, 46, 46, 51, 62, 64, 64, 72, 78, 79.

.22 and 25 rifle medals; all comers, 50yds.:

Capt Fred Kuhnle 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 1 3—21222238121 2—20222242213 1—21
2 2 2 1 1 3 2 1 2 1—17112241123 2—19242223323 1—24
1 3 52 3 1144 2—26112213123 4—20
22312123-3 2—21
3 1 22 1 2111 3—17—206

Ed llovev 2- 143121132 — 20

Dr J F Twist 32 31 32 35

Record scores, .22 rifle, .50yds. : Capt. Wuerschmidt 49, 50.

We have just received from Dr, Baker, of Walnut Hill, the

tickets on which is registered his wonderful run on the Columbin
target at rest shooting recently at Walnut Hill.

Pape has demonstrated that a rifle barrel properly cut and
manipulated with machine rest will keep on or in the lin, ring

at 200yds., and we send congratulations from this club herewith
to Dr. Baker for being the first man to demonstrate the posi
sibility of inaking the possible on the lin. ring at rest shooting
at the same distance. .\ 10-shot match will be in order.

F. O. Young. Rec. Sec'y.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
A correspondent writes: "Streets, foads, landscape, river and

harbor views bel<mg to the puhlic. Nobody has the right to

disfigure them with signboards and posters, and no deparl-

nient can properly give such privilege. The only legitimate
method of advertising anything is in the papers. There every-
body who wants to see the Advertisement knows where to find it.

?)nd those who do not want to see it need not be annoyed by it.

This sensible rule prevails in England, and I am- glad to see that
i' lias been adopted by the municipal governments of Cleveland,
Kansas City and other progressive communities. When France
prepared to receive the visitors to her Exposition she washed
her face of all the advertising signs and placards ivith which the
principal points in her scenery were disfigured. New_York should
make a similar cleaning along the elevated roads. an3 should not
spare the "cards' that are lacked up in the cars and on the
stations. People with things to sell have no more right to

thrust their advertisements in our faces than thev have t© t^arr.v

their goods about, as they used to do in the old times when a
merchant was a peddler, Other times, other manners; and this

an age when advertising is justly restricted to the press,"—
K[ot?l Jlegister
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GAME EXPORT.
The growing tendency to forbid the shipment of game

from the limits of a State is likely to receive an im-

petus from the eifect of the Lacey Act. The prominence
given to the Federal act by the press has directed at-

tention to the non-export laws as g-ame protective ex-

pedients, and the more familiar the public becomes with

this system the stronger it will be. The non-export

law should be of universal application; every State in the

Union and every Province in the Dominion should

adopt such a regulation and enforce it rigorously.

To stop the transportation of game is to stop the sale

of game.

To stop the sale of game' is nine-tenths of game pro-

tection. '

The Lacey Act makes no new rule respecting the
transportation of game from one State to another. It

simply gives effect to the respective State laws on the
subject already existing. It provides, in short, that a
violation of a State non-export game law shall constitute
also a violation of the Federal law. If the statutes of

Montana forbid the export of game from Montana, the
Lacey Act makes the forbidden export an offense, under
the interstate commerce law. and provides a penalty
lor it as such.

While non-export laws are to be desired in all States,
those laws which forbid absolutely the carrying out of
game or fish are in some instances unduly severe. In
New Jersey, for instance—cited because of the wide-
spread hardship the non-export rule has imposed—the
law forbids absolutely the carrying of any game out of
the State. A New York city sportsman who goes into
New Jersey for shooting and bags his half-dozen birds
may not take them home with him. and naturally he feels

aggrieved. As a sportsman said the other day, "It is not
as if I were a pot-hunter who wanted to take game to
sell

;
I only want to bring- the birds home to my family.

That is a part of the satisfaction of going shootiiig-—if
a fellow has any luck, to take his game home."

sential. In States which forbid the export of game, but

permit the owner to carry with him a limited amount,
this concession to the visiting sportsmen has not rendered
the staute any the less effective and useful. The sports-

man should be permitted to carry home his game. The
amount allowed may well enough be small; but the man
who spends time and money to get his game should

not be compelled to leave it behind him.

GRAY SKIES.

Sportsmen would be willing to undergo the depriva>
tion sucli laws Nvork, if this were essential to the effi-

denc)' of a nc i-e-xport regul^tip|i, feyt i^ j^o* sq «^

The days have come of gray skies and dripping rains.

Faster and faster have dropped the falling leaves, until

now they carpet the ground in the woods, and are heaped

in windrows along the brush patches and in the fence

corners. Some are yet soft and green, and the feet of

the wayfarer push them aside with a soft rushing sound
like the hiss made by a retreating wave as it hurries down
over the hard sand of the beach to overtake its fellows;

others; are crisp and harsh, and rattle and break under the

foot with a noise that warns each woods dweller within

hearing that some clumsy creature is approaching who is

strange to the forest. The branches are almost bare. Al-
ready many of the trees and shrubs have lost their leaves,

and looked on from the hillside above, the swamp shows
gray—a mass of naked twigs. The great oaks still hold
their leaves, brown, stiff and rustling, but where scrub
oaks show, singly on the borders of the swamp, or massed
on the hillside, or contrasted with black scrub pine or
conical juniper, their leaves glow with the color of
cooling iron from a blast furnace.

The days and nights are colder now, and the sharp
frosts have come. Already they have closed the little

prairie ponds, have fringed the pools in the swamps with
a jagged rim of ice, and have hardened the surface of the
lumps of black mud along the brook side. The berries

that still hang upon a hundred shrubs are shrunken and
wrinkled now, and their pulp has dried up and is hard and
tasteless. Flowers are gone, fields have lost their color,

and only in the depth of the swamp where the woodcock
still feeds are patches of grass that is still bright, or in

the brook under the running water the waving cresses look
up at you fresh and green as in summer.
Beneath the apple trees of the orchard the ground is

.strewn with fruit, red and yellow and green, or brown
where the early harv^est has rotted and retains its shape,
but nothing else. In the country apples are so coinmon
as to be worthless, yet how much good and how much
pleasure these tons upon tons of fruit would afltord, could
they be distributed among the poor of the great cities, who
never taste an apple fresh from the tree.

The bluewinged teal and the shoveller have long ago
gone south, but along the coast the hardy black ducks
remain, feeding at night in ponds, brooks and spring
holes, and by day sitting on the salt water, safely far
from shore.

The ducks of the prairie stay now on the wider, open
waters, and are resorting more and more to the corn-
fields, where grain and weed seeds furnish them a fat

subsistence. The mallards still wake the echoes along
the streams and in the timber with tumultuous quackings,
sprigtails whistle and blackjacks croak.

The prairie chicken broods long ago ceased to keep by
themselves, and now the birds are found in great packs,
v.'hich are as wild as hawks. The quail have chosen
their winter feeding ground, and have settled on some
grain field where the ragweed grows thick and the swamp
i,': convenient, or have selected a corn lot adjacent to the
woods. The ruffed grouse are working down into the
swales. In the swamp and along the edges of the forest
the old pa'tridge still scratches busily among the thick
strewn leaves to uncover the chestnuts that the October
gales rattled down from their brown burrs, or deeper in
the wood feeds on the three-cornered nuts of the beech
until its crop is full to bursting.

The hardening ground has warned the earth worms to
seek safe shelter from the winter, and the moles are
burrowing deeper, while woodchucks and prairie dogs
have begun their long sleep. Squirrels still dig in the
frosty ground to bury nuts, which .soon they will have to
unearth again. Through the shortening days the striped
chipmunk, which we might think had a case of inter-
mittent mamps, makes hurried and frequent journeys from
his hole to the farmer's late standing shocks of com, re-
taming with distended cheel? poyches to add to Us over-
flowing store.

By day and night now the hunters are abroad, for this

is the moon of hunting, On two legs or on four, back-»

ward and forwat-d they traverse the land, working de'

struction to the simpler creatures which furnish thenj

their food, and often, too, working it on each other.

Unending warfare goes on between the wild creatures

from year's end to year's end, but now the bird shooters

are at work in the stubbles, and in the underbrush for

grouse, for quail, or for the woodcock flight—so small to-

day. Decoys have been gotten out, their strings tested,

new weights attached, and here and there a dash of paint

applied. The fox hunter takes his hounds abroad and their

mellow music may be heard echoing from hill to hill, and
bursting from the woods, all through the day and some-

times far into the night. When the full, round moon
shows herself, the forest often resotmds with the sharp

bay of the coon dog, and with the yells and exclamations

of the hunters, who excitedly follow the dog and at last

gather about the tree where the ringtailed prey has sought

safety. '

Though its skies are gray and often drip tears, and
though the earth is dull and brown, yet who shall say

that November has not its charm?

WARDEN LOVEDAY'S REPORT.
That report of Game Warden Loveday, of Illinois, is

deser^'ing of special attention. It sums up the result of

effort intelligently applied to the protection of game.

Mr. Loveday has demonstrated in Illinois what has been

shown in some other States, and remains to be shown in

a yet larger number, that the actual enforcement of the

game and fish protective statutes will change the atti-

tude of the public toward them from one of apathy and

contempt into one of interest and respect. While it is

true in a general sense that a law will not amount to

anything which has not public opinion to back it up^ the

principle is not less well established that public opinion

may be rallied to the support of the statute simply by a

determined stand on the part of the authorities. The
indifference which has permitted the game laws to be

dead-letters must not be confounded with any real oppo-;

sition to the laws. The reason that the poachers and the

"sooners" and the market-hunters have had things all

their own way is not to be found in active antagonism

to game protection, but in a l^ick of popular information

and appreciation of what protection means for the com^
munity. The agent of the law who sets about his task

with such intelligence and determination as Warde^n

Loveday's report shows he exercised may be assured

of ultimate success, which may be looked for just so

soon as the people in general know what the purposes

and the benefits of protection mean for the many as

against the few.

SNAP SHOTS.
If one professes not to believe in luck, let him go moose

hunting; or if he may not achieve that, let him do the

next best thing, read Mr. W. N. Amory's story of hi§

hunt and of the part luck had in it.

A note elsewhere relates that at least one hunter's life

has been saved by the Forest and Stream's display-

type injunction, "Don't shoot until you see your game,

and see that it is game, and not a man." It is probable

that there have been other cases; but just a single one
is sufficient to have justified the caution. We shall

keep it standing. In these days of perfected arms and
many men in the woods, the exhortation "Don't shoot"

constitutes the teachings of the whole art of shooting.

Vermont has an open season of the last ten days of
October for deer hunting; and Commissioner Titcomb gets

reports through the postmasters of the numbers of deer
killed in the several counties. So far as the returns

have been made, 123 deer have been reported. Windsor
county led with forty-eight, Rutland reported thirty-

seven, Bennington ten, and the rest were dispersed over
ten counties. The largest buck, reported to have weighed
by actual weighing 385 pounds, was killed by Frank G.
Goad in the town of Montgomery. The law protects
d6es, b«t several were killed. A large snow-white deer
was seen, but not killed.

The New York Journal had an illustration of Long
Island hunting the other day, picturing a pointer dog
staunchly standing % '^pll elk, thf elk joyoualy bagling
ajeanwhile,
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China, the World's Last Great

Game Pr«;serve.

The opening tip of China which seems Ukely to follow

the present occupation of Peking by the allied forces will

probably wipe out the last great game preserve m the

world. It will be surprising to many to iearn that not-

withstanding the enormous population of China and_ the

early invention and use of firearms in that country it is

to-day the best stocked with game of any country in the

world. In the plam about Peking, where the vidages are

so thick that the population exceeds 2,000 to the sq:uare

mile, wolves, raccoons foxes and weasels are so thick as

to be pests. The wolves particularly are so numerous and

fearless that no winter passes without a great many lives

being lost. All Chinese villages are surrounded by mud
walls for protection from bandits and prowling animals,

and it is customary to paint large white rings on these

mud walls in order to frighten the wolves away. The
Chinese explain that the wolves either take the rings to

be traps, which they avoid, or else to be the rising sun,

which causes them to slink back to their lairs. During
the summer the Chinese villagers are too much engaged in

gathering their crops to attempt much in the line of

exterminating the pests. But wolf hunts are quite com-
mon in the winters. The villagers beat out the fields and
drive the wolves into pits or caves, where they are dis-

patched with swords and pikes. It is a common thing

in all parts of China, even the most thickly populated, to

see wolves trotting along the roads or crossing from
cover to cover.

The Chinese shotgun or gingal has never reached a

high enough development to be of much service in

banting. The barrels are cast, and many of the cheaper

ones look as if made of pot metal. They are mounted
on stocks that look like exaggerated pistol handles. But
the Chinese have never invented anything like the per-

cussion cap. Their guns have no triggers or hammers;
instead there is at the base of the barrel a small vent and
flash pan. Over the stock is a holder shaped like our
hammers, made of soft steel and split so as to hold be-

tween the two fingers a piece of lighted incense or punk.

In order to use this weapon, the Chinaman must fill the

flash pan witn fresh powder, blow the ashes off his pimk,
take aim and then with his thumb push the holder for-

ward until the lighted end of the punk touches the powder
in the flash pan. So uncertain is the weapon that the
Chinese rarely use it, except in pot-hunting for rice-

birds, blackbirds and that class of game.
The reason that foxes are so numerous is that the

Chinese, who believe in the transmigration of souls, think
that human spirits prefer to go into foxes rather than into

any other animal. Consequently they never kill foxes for

fear they may be injuring some departed spirit.

Most of the Chinese hunting is done with traps. The
moors and plains abound in partridge, grouse and rab-

bits, and the Chinese take immense quantities of them by
means of nets and runnig nooses. For larger game they
resort to pits and deadfalls.

It is not generally known that the mountains of north
China abound in bears, both black and brown, and that
leopards and tigers are by no means uncommon. The
so-called Siberian tiger, which is the most magnificent
specimen of the cat family, far surpassing even the royal
tiger of India, is really a native of the mountain ranges
that lie between -the plains of Mongolia and Manchuria
and the plains about Peking, where the allies are now
operating. In early days the hunting of leopards and
tigers was a feature of the royal hunt, which sport reached
its greatest popularity in the reign of the Mongol dynasty
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The Ming
dynasty which followed them also found many devotees
of the chase, but they confined their hunting to the
less dangerous pursuit of the deer, and established the
m.agnificent deer parks which are now to be found near
Peking. The famous decoration of the Peacock Feather,
which has been the subject of so many international
jokes in connection with Li Hung Chang's yellow jacket,
was originally awarded to those membea; of the royal
suite who succeeded in killing a stag. The early em-
perors of the present Manchu dynasty were also great
sportsmen, but for the last forty years the throne has
been occupied by minors, and the manly pastime has
fallen into disuse.

The northern deer park lies in the mountains about
fifteen miles northwest from Peking, and incloses one of
the most magnificent preserves to be found in the world.
It takes in the spur of the mountains and the valleys on
either side. The whole is surrounded by a heavy brick
wall, about 3 feet thick and from 12 to 15 feet high. The
interior of the park which contains one of the largest
herds to be found in the world, is traversed by paved
roads and paths, winding up the mountain side, past
springs and waterfalls to the most picturesque hunting
lodges. The buildings are now largely falling into deca^,
but they still show traces of their former magnificence.
The walls too are falling down in places, and it is be-
coming quite common to find on the mountains outside
of the park deer which undoubtedly have escaped from
the royal herd within. The deer in this north park are of
a giant red variety, magnificent antlered animals, re-
sembling our Am.erica waniti. btit peculiar in hav'ne: a
somewhat lone tail, which carries a brush. The southern
deer nank. which lies in the plains south of th? Chinese
canital rovers an area of about 100 square miles, and is

remarkable for a breed of deer unlike anvthing known
anvwhere el=e in the world. It seems to be a k'ud of
elk, b"t is without horns or has onlv the merest knobs
or rudiments. The Chinese commonlv c^ill it the mule,
deer and it is h'kejv that thi'i name indicates a hvbrid
orifin. Thpv call it the szu-puh-Fiangr. which indicates
that it is neither nf the four useful animals—hor«e, deer
camfl and nx. This d^er is a verv larsre pnim.al nf a fawn
or Htrht <Trnv mlor. and with a r>eculiar mild croakin? tone
to it<: vil} which seems curiously out of place in so large
an ''ritmpl.

T^a grrpat vanetv n-f crqrne and its' shi'ndanre i<: mt
nprniiar tn anv v^rt of Chnia. but ex<-pnd= frnm thf n^-i'-"-

of Mongolia to the tropical ranees along the coast of the

south, and nowhere else in the world is there such a

variety of climate and country. There are mountain

ranges across tbe north, the soutn and the central part of

the country, gradually increasing in height from tiie coast

toward the interior, dividing tne country into tlie great

valleys of the Yellow, the Yang-tse and West rivers, with

intervals of plateaus and bottoms, lakes and plains, and

beyond them" all the wilds of Manchuria and the deserts

and salt lakes of Gobi,
r 1 ,

The Mongolian plains are peculiar for a species of wild

chicken wnich is undoubtedly the progenitor of our

present domestic fowl. It is a large bird with brilliant

colored comb, and having the brownish yellow coloring

and red and black mark.ngs on neck and tail that were

peculiar, to our early barnyard fowl. The chicken is a

good game fowl and a strong flyer. It is most excellent

eating, and is taken by the Mongolians in large quantities

and brought down to the Peking market.

The game market of Peking is probably one of the

best to be found in the world. Owing to the steady climate

which prevails in north China after the winter has once

set in, It is quite a simple matter to preserve the game
for almost any length of time, and the Mongol camel

trains come into Peking with deer and grouse, wild

boars and partridges, bears and Vv'ild chickens, antelope

and duck, wild sheep and goats, and, what is considered

by the Chinese one of the greatest delicacies, the wild ass

or onager, which is highly prized because it is so hard to

capture. They also bring in immense quantities of furs

—

sable, marten, weasel and stoat, and great quantities of

squirrels, whose skins are used for lining the immense
fur robes that are common among all of the better classes.

Probably the most common game bird of China is the

pheasant, which ranges over the whole empire from the

Amur River south to Canton, and from the east coast to

the mountains of Szuchuan. The common varieties with

the gold and silver pheasants are well known, but Szuch-

wan is the home of two varieties not so commonly known
—the snow pheasant, which is pure white, with small red

wattles and comb, and the Pallas, which is remarkably

brilliantly colored; it is called by the Chinese the hoki, or

fire hen.

The southern provinces are remarkable for a species

of monkey which has the most wonderful coloring to

be found on a fur-bearing animal. It is large, the adult

standing from 3 to 4 feet high. The face is orange, sur-

rounded by tufts or yellowish hair, with a dark band
across the forehead. The body and the upper part of

the forearms are a light brown with longer hairs of gray

interspersed. The lower parts of the arms are pure

white, while the hands and thighs are a most intense

black. The tail and a large triangular spot over it are

also white, while the legs are a brilliant red. A more
grotesque and striking animal cannot be found, and it

matches well in its varigated colors the gold fish and
Mandarin ducks which are also peculiar to China. China

is also remarkable for being the home of the most northern

species of m.onkey known; these live in the mountains

north about Peking in a latitude from 40 to 45 degrees

liorth. Its hair is thick and of a light brownish color.

The face is greenish, but turns white if the animal is

kept long in captivity. They enjoy playing in the snow
and apparently suffer none from cold. They are easily

tamed and remarkably intelligent, but as they grow to

such large size, reaching nearly 4 feet in height, they

soon bskcome too large to make good pets. Szuchuan also

has a species of ape which lives in the higher mountains.

It is heavily mansd to protect it from the cold,_ and has

strong, brawny arms. It is called by the Chinese the

run-hiung, or the man -bear, which name they ha.ve given

because of its human form and the fact that it hibernates

like a bear. It is said to be good eating, and is con-

sidered a great delicacy by tihe Chinese.

Many parts of China are infested by herds of wild dogs,

which are hunted mainly for their fur. The dog skins of

Newchwang are a recognized brand in the market. They
have long, fine black hair with curled bushy tails, with

black or sometimes pale yellow bellies. They are prob-

ably the original species from which the modern Esqui-

maux dog has sprtmg. There are a great many varieties

of wild sheep and wild goats, which are killed for their

skins, and the dressed carcasses are taken to the game
markets of the north. The domesticated sheep of China
are peculiar for their broad tails, which are attached to

the body all the way across the rump and measure about

10 inches long and about 4 inches thick. The tail is a

solid mass of tallow, over which the sheep has no control

,
except to give it a slight wiggle. The sheep are white

with black heads, and make most excellent mutton.

China also contains many varieties of pigeons and
doves. The country about nearly all of the great cities

is full of them. The natives are very fond of them for

food, and the eggs and blood of pigeons are regarded as

preventive of smallpox. The Chinese are great pigeon

fanciers, and one of their great sports is _the_ stealing of

pigeons from one another's cotes. This is done by

fastening whistles on the tails of their own pigeons for

tlie purpose of attracting the pigeons from other flocks,

and thus bringing them, back to their own cotes when-

wearied with flying. The air of the cities is full of the soft

.(Eolian notes of these pigeon whistles.

As there is so much marsh and swampy country in

China, it is natural that it should be a great country for

snipe and plover. These are trapped by a preparation

of quicklime spread along the shores, into which the birds

run and ^iick fast. "China, of course, is known as the

greatest duck country in the world. There are prob-

ably more domesticated ducks used in China than in all

the world beside. And with her enormous system of

rivers and lakes, it is natural that geese, swans, mallards, .

teal and Mandarin ducks should abound in great quan-

tit-es. These are som,etimes Idlled from traps with the

old Chinese muskets, but in some parts the natives flood

their rice fields and then with empty gourds over their

heads wade out into the fields among the ducks, catching

them by the feet and nulling them under.

The great sport of falconry, which once numbered
among its devotees all the courtiers of Europe, now sur-

vives alone in China. The emperors of the Mongol
dvn.istv were famous for their love of falconrv. and it is

•Old that thev emnloved no Ipss than 71^000 attendants in

their haivk'ng pxcursions. The love of the sport survives

to this d^v. Falcons, hawks and eagle= are all tatiffht to

pursue their auarrv and one of the sights of Peking tfv
,

day is the great falcon market in the southern cky, justJ

outside the great Chien Mun, or Meridian Gate, of the

Tartar city. Here thousands of hooded birds are ex-
posed for sale, on great racks. In Mongolia the golden
eagle itself is still trained for the chabC, and is quite

commonly used in hunting deer.

The ichthyology of China is rich. The streams, lakes

and rivers abound with fish of all kinds, and even the sea

along the coast is particularly rich in choice varieties. It

is probable that fish forms the greatest single article of

diet except rice, and one of the great peculiarities of the

fisli markets is that fresh fish are nearly always sold

alive. You go to the markets and find shallow tubs and
tanks full of wriggling fish, from which you select the

one you desire. It is delivered to you alive, and no
household is complete without the great crockery barrel

or kang in which the fish are kept alive until they are

ready to be cooked,
China is still an undiscovered land to our great army of

sportsmen, but with the settlement of the present dis-

turbance tho.se who still hope to enjoy the danger; of

bagging large game will find almost their last opportun ties

there, while those who are looking for big bag,-; of le st-r

game will find in the moors and mountains and streams
and lakes of China richer rewards for the sportsman s

quest than can be found anywhere else in the world.
Guy Morrison Walkek

Luck in Moose Hunting.
I HAD the pleastire last year of writing an article fo?

Forest and Stream on the moose country of Maine,
My camping place was on Nesowadnehunk Lake, which
is about the center of the best moose hunting district of

the State. This year I arrived at the same camp (named
Camp Pha;nix by its proprietors. Hall & McLain) on
Oct. 15, the opening day of the moose season. 1 remained
in camp for fifteen days, and hunted nearly every day
faithfully and persistently for the big bull moose which
still eludes me, bttt which I think awaits me yet upon
one of the hardwood ridges about Nesowadnehunk Lake,
and I hope to try again for him next year.

The present history includes some consideration.- of the

matter of luck in moose hunting. But before beginning
the story, let me premise with a short description of the

method of moose hunting during October. By Oct. 15 the

rutting season is so well advanced that no reliance can
be placed upon calling moose with the birch bark horn.'

Even at an earlier season I fancy this method of finding

the game in Maine would not prove particularly suc-

cessful, for the reason that the cows are in majority and
there is now no such fierce rivalry upon the part of the bull-

for the protectorship of the cows as one time there was.
The laws of Maine for a number of years have protected

cow moose and spike-horn bulls, allowing each hunter

to shoot only one bull of mature growth. In consequence,

if my observation goes for anything, there are at least

two and possibly three cows for every bull moose left

in the woods of Maine. But even if under other con-

ditions moose calling were profitable, I do not think this

method of hunting the splendid game should be indulged

in, fascinating in the extreme though it be. It has for

its foundation the perpetration of a fraud; it is .con-

ceived in deceit, and is executed in unfairness, for when
successfully adopted it too often brings the game within

rifle range too close for true sportsmanship.

On the other hand, none of these objections can be
raised against still-hunting. The hunter must fairly match
his wits against the keen senses of the game; he must
be possessed with perseverance which knows no fatigue,

and all of his knowledge of woodcraft must be availed of.

Yet in lieu of all these qualities, he may simply be
endowed with phenomenal luck and still get his bid)

moose. Last year I saw a number of moose around the

water during October. This year, whether the season

was earlier or whatever the reason, they had abandoned
their lake and water ranging for the seclusion of tho

hardwood ridges of the forests. No tracking snow is apt

to fall and lie during October, and the sportsman is re-

duced to still-hunting without snow to find his game.
With the ground thickly strewn with beach leave.-- and
tender crackling branches, this is a very noisy style of

sitll-hunting, but it certainly is true sport, for every fair

advantage remains with the hunted game.
Twelve times this year I left camp at daybneak and

paddled to some point on the shore where our daily tramps
began for the secluded haunts of moose. Our average

walking time was seven or eight hours a day. My guide

was Will McLain. an agreeable companion, a thorough
woodsman whose knowledge of this section of Maine i^,

supreme; an enthusiastic sportsman himself, and certainly

one of the best still-hunters in Maine. Yet day after

day I hunted without firing a shot. We ran across deer

every day, but I would not shoot them, for I was after

bigger game. We successfully still-hunted under the

difficult existing circumstances nine moose in all. That
i-s to say, we tracked and found or ran across by chance

nine moose in the woods, all of which I believe I might

have shot had I tried, with the possible exception of two.

AH of the nine moose we saw were cows, excepting

one, which was a small spike-horn bull. On more than

one occasion we approached within 40 yards of the

cows.
But here is where the element of luck entered, as I shall

try and tell. On two distinct occasions, when hunting of

course with due attention to the direction of the wind, we
came upon two cows. Both times the bull was just beyond
in the thickets, and when the cows made off they carried

the bulls along Avith them. Now had we approached at a
slightly different angle, had we skirted the ridge instead

of going straight over it. on each occasion we would
.itill have been to leeward and we would have come i^pon

the bull before scaring the cows. One day, after the

bull and his two cows took alarm and struck off at their

rapid trotting gait, we trailed them past and within 10 feet

of a spot we called our lunching place. At a certain

location by the s^'de of a spring a few davs before we
had made a comfortable seat of bal«am boughs on a

huge log. Twice had we lunched at this spot. On that

particular day we had intended to lunch there and at

our very lunch hour these three moose, one a bie bull,

judn'T^? solely bv the shape and of his track=- for

we did not get sight of him, passed within 10 feet of our

luxurious resting place.

Another day we were foljowiin^ the trail of a bull ai^d
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cow moose along an old winter wood road. The cow was
loitering behind and presently we came upon her, and
she stood and watched us curiously, a fair open shot well
within 50 yards, but the bull was beyond and out of sight,
and when the cow took alarm and made ofif she carried the
bull along with her, and we got no sight of him. It is

obvious that with good luck the cow would have been
ahead and the bull loitering after to give me the earnestly
desired shot. Two days later Mr. Charles Dodge, of
Lowell, Mass., a fellow sportsman at Camp Phcenix, killed
his bull moose on this same wood road, not far from
where we had seen the cow. And his luck being in the
ascendent, he also shot two splendid bucks upon the
same trail, and the two heads, taking them together, were
the finest two buck heads I have ever seen.
A few days thereafter I concluded to rest one day in

camp. At a late hour, or near 11 o'clock A. M., Mr. John
1^'orbes, of Boston, another sportsman at camp, requested
the loan of my guide for the day. It was his last day in
camp, and he was temporarily without a guide of his
own, and as I wished him the success which was not
his yet, I cheerfully complied. At dusk they returned
with .a splendid bull moose head, .the finest that was
brought into camp this year. Possibly, but by no means
certainly, the head might have been mine instead of Mr.
Forbes' had I gone out that day and he remained in
camp. Still I envied him not, for it was his individual
good fortune his last day in the woods, while my own
kick seemed adverse, hunt as hard as 1 might.
There were three bull moose shot at Camp Phoenix this

October, including one claimed by a certain sportsman
as his own, which was presumably shot by his guide—but
that is another story. Last year there were eight bull
moo?e shot at Nesowadnehunk Lake, including those
killed after tracking snow fell. But to resume the con-
sideration of luck in moose hunting, I shall recall some
of the experiences last year. On the first day of the
open season my hunting comrade. Mr. Alfred Lauterbach.
of New York, shot his bull moose upon the lake shore not
an hour from camp. Another bull was shot the same day
by a Dr. Moore, of Philadelphia. Later on Mr. Lauter-
bach and I, Avith our guides, went deeper into the woods
and camped in the very heart of the moose region. We
remained two days, and I was totally unsuccessful, though
signs of moose were certainly plentiful enough. Dui-ing
our absence from Camp Phoenix a Mr. Abercrombie, of
New York, arrived, and at his first attempt killed his
bull. When we got back to the lake at the end of two
days we found Mr. Abercrombie had arrived, shot his
moose the day of his arrival, and had already departed,
taking his moose head with him out of the woods. He
shot his game upon the Telos trail, where I had hunted
itnsuccessfully but a few days before. Finally, however,
last year my opportunity came, and I got my shot at the
splendid bull moose which I had so ardently desired.
But this is a story of such extraordinary misfortune
that I shall not relate it in detail. I regret to say that
I wounded my game severely and yet was unalDle to
recover him, so that I fear he died miserably in the
woods. Much would I have preferred to have missed him
clean, so that I or another sportsman might another time
have had a fair chance at him.
The incidents above related came directly under my own

observation. I could relate some other examples of good
"luck as they were told to me. and which I believe to be
true. For instance, a couple of years ago one sportsman
at Camp Phoenix was hunting moose and stopped at a
spring in the woods to drink. When he raised his head
after drinking there stood a splendid bull moose within
40 yards waiting accommodatingly to be shot, and ac-
cordingly he was shot. One day my guide and his partner.
Luther Hall, Jr.. were lunching at an old wood landing
on a deserted wood trail. Presently a fine bull moose
walked down the trail within easy shot and Will McLain
shot him.

Last year just as I was going out of the woods at the
end of October I met a party of four sportsmen with their
guides coming into camp at Nesowadnehunk Lake. They
came late to wait for tracking snow. Subsequently f
learned that each of the four sportsmen got his bull moose.

I fancy that I have demonstrated that a fair chance is

given any sportsman even in October to shoot his bull
moose in this section of Maine, while, if the tracking
suows of November are waited for, the chances are much
improved. Of course-, luck is an element to be con-
sidered always, but the very uncertainty of the sport con-
stitutes one of .its chief charms. The 'likelihood of run-
nmg upon a moose at any moment in the woods revives
the tired hunter, and day after day keeps his spirits con-
stantly exhilarated. His watchfulness must be ever main-
tamed; his vision must be keenly exercised without a
moment's lapse ; he must be silent and patient, earnest and
vigilant hour after hour, and possibly day after day. In
my own case I found no wearisomeness nor disp-ritedness,
though totally unsuccessful, if success be measured onlv
by the amount of game bagged. Yet I rejoiced in the free'-
dom of the woods and in the exercise of those qualities
which the sport requires. So I look back upon the ex-
perience with pleasure marked with no regrets, but only
with love and admiration for the noble sport of still-
Ininting moose.

Possibly the relation of my own experiences may in-
cline other sportsmen to visit this section of Maine. To
such the following general information is offered:
Nesowadnehunk Lake is situated about twenty miles
north and a little, west of Mount Katahdin, and is reached
from Patten by buckboard. The distance i^ fifty-two
miles and the trip takes two full days and is by no means
an easy journey. The lake may also be reached from
Norcross. the first few miles by steamer, and the rest of
the way by canoe and wood trail. The distance is a little
shorter than by way of Patten. I have gone in both
ways, and found the Norcross route the more com-
fortable.

Hall & McLain are the proprietors of Camp Phcenix
on Nesowadnehunk Lake. Their post office address is
Patten, TVIe. Luther Hall, Jr., was my guide last year
and Will McLain this year. I believe there are not two
better guides in the whole of Maine and I cannot too
highly recommend them. Their camp is the most delight-
ful :amp it has ever been my good fortune to occupy.
Besides the main log cabin, there are three or four small
cabins prepared for the comfort of their guests. In my
uwn case, during the latter p-Art of my stay I was the

sole proprietor of one of these smaller log cabins, which
contained besides other comforts a good spring bed, fur-

nished with mattresses and blankets and fresh white
sheets and pillow cases. My only criticism is that there
seemed to be almost too much luxury for a camper out.

A man might take his wife to Camp Phoenix with perfect
security. Last year during my stay a young doctor from
New York brought his wife with him, and she proved
very sportsmanlike and had her shot at a bull moose, as
indeed did every <^ne else at Camp Phoenix last year.

W. N. Amory.
New York. NovemTier,

In the Shadow of Katahdin.
{Concluded/rottt. page S65.)

Sunday was spent pretty much in loafing ai-ound camp,
out on the ice and taking things comfortably. The day
was cloudy and gave promise of snow. This is what we
were praying for, and all hands predicted a fall before
morning.

After supper that night Wilbert exposed Fred's ability
as a violin manipulator. Fred protested, but we were
obdurate in our demands, so there was nothing for him
to do but take down the old violin and tune her up. It

was late before we retired, and Fred fairly made the old
violin talk. Jigs, waltzes, marches and popular songs were
rattled off in sliort order. Then there were airs of a
solemn and sacred strain, and all became silent and
thoughtful, and tender expressions unconsciously stole
into the face of each listener. Why should old familiar
airs of long ago cause the rude walls of a hunting camp
with its hanging rifles, cartridge belts, knives and all

paraphernalia connected with the chase to fade? To
fade and vanish like morning mist under sunlight rays?
As the notes come softer, and the rings from the old brier
Avood widen out until one looks beyond their ever ex-
panding circles, what mysterious influence is it that causes
the curtains of time to drift noiselessly apart, and reveal
to tender memory the sacred aisles of the past?' Back,
back into the long ago ; down the sunny paths of child-
hood ; back to the old home and the family gathering
round the family board ; back to the dear familiar faces
circled where voices were raised in song, faces that are
drifting one by one from sight—into the great and
mysterious beyond? "Into the sacred realms of the past
memory alone may enter—the body is barred forever."
Then, as the music ceases, thought slowly returns on the
wings of the present, and one thinks of the good wife
and little ones slumbering under the stars away down
there to the south, and tenderly smiles, for surely they
are safe—safe under the vigil of the Ruler of the stars,
Monday found all hands early astir. The sky was still

overcast and the indications pointed strongly to snow, but
none had yet fallen. It was agreed that this must be a
day of hard work, for there was but one more hunting
day—Tuesday—left to us. Wednesday must see us on
our honieward journey. To make the day's hunt suc-
cessful, if possible. Fred volunteered to join us. so after
breakfast we all left camp together.
"Now, boys " said Fred, "the best thing is for you all to

go over to the Burnt Land and station yourselves in good
places. I'll give you plenty of time to get there. Then
I'll go round to the other side of the mountain and walk
up to the Burnt Land from that direction. You must
.keep a sharp watch, for I feel sure of driving deer to one
of you." This, we agreed, would be a good way to do.

_
After reaching the Burnt Land each took up a posi-

tion. In this matter of position I got decidedly the worst
of it, for I was stationed where I could see but four
objects—Wilbert to the right the top of Lide's head to
the left, the top of a small knoll behind, and a small clump
of trees in front. It was as if I had been let down in a
bowl and couldn't see Over the edge. In the end, however.
I was as well off as the others. In about an hot^r Lide
whistled and motioned us to tbe knoll on which he
stood. Fred was there, and Lide was the only one who
had seen anything, and he was mourning because he had
let two deer go by in long range without risking a shot
at them.
A council of war was held, and resulted in sending Lide

and me into the heavy growth that lined Smith" « Creek.
It was our business to drive out any deer that might be in
there to Wilbert or Fred. We performed the task faith-
fully, and found fresh tracks in great numbers, but always
leading ahead. This, of course, proved that the deer
knew we were there, and that they were keeping out of the
way. At one place we came to a large marsh, and the
snow was literally tramped hard in places. Many of
these tracks could not have been over an hour old yet
not a deer was seen by us. Finally we came to a wide,
circling stream, and the ice was clawed and scratched
where deer had slipped in crossing. In about an hour
we emerged into the Burnt Land again, and met Fred and
Wilbert. They had seen nothing.
From here Lide and I hunted the west side of the

creek to t]ie south, and Wilbert and Fred hunted the
east side in the same direction. Every place that showed
the Ica.st indication of harboring a deer was thoroughlv
hunted, but all to no purpose. The crust gave so much
warning that Fred finallv decided it was useless to hunt
further. Then all hands Fred excepted, started back
for camp. Just as we were entering the' door a shot was
heard, and Fred came in an hour afterward and said he
had wounded a large "lucive." He had hit the animal
hard, and followed a trail of blood over two mile^, but
the "lucive" escaped. Fred had a afood bunch of blood-
.stained fur to show as evidence. I have failed to men-
tion that, with but few exceotions. on everv deer track
would be found either "lucive" or wildcat tracks.

Wilbert and Lide decided to go out no more that dav.
I shouldered my rifle and climbed the mountain to the
bog where I had seen the "lucive." T had hardiv seated
myself near the deer entrails when it began to rain : then
the snow commenced to loosen and slip from the heaw
laden boughs, and startling sounds came from all direc-
tion > causing me to start time and again, for they re-
sernbled the approach of animals. Excepting a few red
squirrel- and some .'^nowbirds, of which one of the latter
nearly frightened me out of my wits bv brushing my
mouth Willi its winffs and nearly living down my throat

a cute little white weasel, with a black tipped tail
which ran round and round me and came within a vard

of my feet at times to look up into my face, I saw
nothing. Yet I sat and sat there m the drizzling rain and
noted not the passing time. Finally i aimea the rifle
at an object on the further side of the bog, and was sur-
prise'd-It was too dark to see the sights. "Great Scott!"
thought I, "I've got to be moving if I expect to reach
camp to-mght." it was fully time, for I had consider-
able difficulty in following the trail. The light streamed
through tne windows and out into the darkness when I
reached camp, and Fred stood outside the door. "I'm
glad you've come," he said. "I was getting anxious."
And so were the rest.

Tuesday broke cloudy, foggy and drizzling, The snow
had softened and the crust was gone, "It's the best day
yet, boys, and if you don't get a deer it'll be your own
fault," said Fred.
Our course was north on the Nesowadnehunk road, and

we were to try the marshes where Lide had fired at four
aeer. What necessity there was for us all to go in a
bunch is beyond my comprehension. I figured if we
struck out in different directions it would give three
chances to .see deer, and that there would be but one
chance if we hung together. I was always voted down in
this contention, however, and always bowed to the will
of the majority. Of course I am a novice at deer hunt-
ing, and perhaps it may come to me some day that there
is a better show in one chance than in three.
The snow was so soft and wet that a cautious' footfall

could not be heard 20 feet away. It seemed to me that
the fog could have been dispensed with to advantage, and
perhaps it was the only drawback.
The bogs were about a mile away, and when we reached

them we spread out and hunted cautiously to the east.
Islands were scattered in all directions, and we scrutinized
each one closely as we came to it., The low-hanging fog,
however, prevented a good view for any distance. We
hunted through the mist about a mile, then Lied and I
met near one of the largest islands and held a consulta-
tion. Our confab ended in a decision to hunt back in a
southwesterly direction.

In the dry snow which usually prevails in this northern
wilderness there is nothing so good for the feet as a heavy
pair of woolen socks with heavy woolen, stocking-like
leggings, which cover the pants leg and fasten at the knee,
drawn on over them, and moccasins. Under dry snow
conditions this rig is certainly Avarm and comfortable.
But heaven help the victim who wears the outfit in wet,
sloppy snow, and rainy weather. Lide's and my feet
were sopping before we had gone a mile that mornins, and
as we took an icy footbath about every five minutes, our
wet feet were half-frozen all the while. "VVilbert wore
shoes with high arctics over them.

After making some little distance on our new course,
Wilbert loomed to sight through the fog. He was stand-
ing on the southerly end of one of the islands. We saluted
and a deer blew within a hundred yards, just south of
Wilbert. A sparse scattering of trees grew out of the
long bog grass and bushes, and we felt sure of seeing
the deer. Lide and I slowly worked our way down
there and found the tracks of a doe and fawn. Had
It not been for the prevailing misty conditions at the
time, we certainly would have seen these deer.
Now began a bit of tracking, the like of wh'ch I never

had seen, but which I am willing and anxious to ex-
perience again. Through heavy foliaged arbor vitEE, pine,
spruce and hemlock; through boughs dripping with
moisture; over the trunks of uprooted forest giants, and
among a dead, fallen, tangled riot of branches and roots
along the edge of the lake, we persistently followed those
deer. And on three different occasions I raised my rifle
onl}' to lower it again, for I caught only the faintest flicker
of the white flag. Soon the doe and fawn were joined by
a buck, and we vowed to keep the trail. Mile after mile
did we follow those deer, and we saw them a number of
times, but only for the

.
fractional part of a second.

Once_ we came to the road and hurriedly placed our com-
Rass in the snow, carelessly noted the points and went on
i hen we came to the top of a knoll which overlooked a
thickly wooded valley, a deer blew and deer scrambled
out of that valley in every direction, and the foliage was
so dense that we saw none of them. Finallv, about noon
we decided to give up. and started for camp. But where
was camp? We were lost.

A small brook flowed near by, and Lide was for
following It in its windings. "It must flow into Lake
i-Millmockett, ' said he, "and if we folloAv it we're bound
to come out right."

•!?T*
^i^'^ction doesn't agree with the compass."

said i. 1 his puzzled us. According to our' calculations,
based on the compass when we set it in the snow we
.sliould go southwest, but the brook flowed southeast,' and
in.stinct seemed to draw us in that direction.
To cut a long story short, we wandered around awhile,

and I cut a rabbit nearlv in Iavo with the .30-30 "What
are you going to do with that thing?" Lide asked. "Go'ng
to have it for supper to-night," T- answered. "We can't
.stay in these woods all night without something to eat
L,icle laughed, and we soon saw the mountain near camp.
-Hor all that, however, we crossed the carry and passed
camp withm 200 yards without' knowing it. Then we
went two miles to the south and found the trail leadin^r to
the rttle bog Avhere I had seen the Ivnx. From here we
reached camp about i o'clock, and found Wilbert toastino-
his shins by the fire.

No\v tlmt we had leisure to think matters over we
tound that we had become mixed when we placed our
compass on the snow. We were careless and got the
pointer on S^ instead of N, This, of course, reversed
-t. and VV

.
Therefore, our course should have been as

instinct dictated—southeast instead of southwest Hadwe gn^en the matter a moment's consideration we ought
to have known we couldn't cross the road without o-ett'ino-
on the west side, for we had started in to hunt on the
east side. \\e were so interested in the chase that we
became careless and got rattled. Moral: Never be
careless, and don't get rattled in, a country like theMaine Avoods. It may mean death if you do.
On this subject of getting lo,st in the Avoods of Maine

or m any similar section, ahvays carry a good compass agood hatchet, a knife, pler^- of matches, lots of am-
munition and some salt. Tlie minute vou find you are
surely lost and that it is useless to go further, just get towork and build a lean-too under the lee of some good
bog. Now cut boughs for a couch and fill your temporary
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dwelling with them, then gather plenty of fire wood. If

you get a chance, knock over a rabbit, squirrel or any

stray animal you may see, for you may get hungry before

you get out of your scrape. Vv^hen night comes and you

are satisfied they must be anxious about you at camp, start

the fire in front of your mansion, sit under shelter on

your bed of boughs, poke the .muzzle of your rifle out

every fifteen or twenty minutes and let her go in the air.

I have never had occasion to follow this advice, but^that

it is sound I am sure, for it was given me by Maine

guides. i\f 1 I

Since writing tke above the thought has come: Would

it not be well if every permanent camp was supplied with

a large box kite or a huge sphere (similar to those used

by the press boat in the last international yacht races), to-

be flown several hundred feet in the air every day? At

night colored lights could be attached and suspended m
the air, far above the earth, and higher than many hilL-.

Or, in case of a person being lost at night, rockets could

be set ofl; and the wanderer given a chance to locate camp

in this way. It would seem that the kite or sphere by day

and the colored lights at night ought to prove as good a

guide to the lost hunter as the lightliouse is to the

mariner, especially as the hunter seldom strays many
miles from camp.
The rain had ceased and a high wind had set in from

the southwest. Somehow I felt uneasy and wasn't satis-

fied to stay in camp. It was impossible to start Wilbert or

Lide, so I finally shouldered my rifle and started off with-

out them in the direction of the Burnt Land, Instead of

going there, however, I kept on up the mountain. Up, up

I climbed until the lake was spread out far below, and as

the fog had cleared I could look a long way over the sur-

rounding country. The sky was still overcast with swiftly

flying clouds, and the gray day was entirely devoid of

those beautiful colorings which attend bright sunshine.

Katahdin was visible to half his height, his summit being

hidden in the clouds. Somber and forbidding was his

aspect, as if he were a veritable monumental personifica-

tion of death.

Presently I reached a place near the extreme top of

the mountain, and the wind swept in a gale around me.

The trees bent and swayed, and a forest monarch over lOO

feet in height went like a pipe stem into three parts and

thundered to the ground, and not over 50 yards from

me. I was on the point of returning when a large buck

appeared to view, not over 30 yards away. He was

motionless and had not seen me. Now was my chance,

and I took it. There was no sign of buck ague, and be-

fore he could know it he was mine. It was a job to get

him down the mountain. The way was steep, however,

and free from underbrush, so I managed it after awhile

and left him hanging by the side of the Nesowadnehunk
road.
Camp was crowded that night. Late in the afternoon

sixteen or eighteen lumbermen walked in. and two sports-

men, Mr. M. C. Chase and his son, of Sebes Station. Me.,

came in on a tote sleigh from the north. They had fotir

deer—two does and two fawns. They had shot their

game in the neighborhood of Pockwockaraus Lake, and
reported hundreds of deer.

It was the last night in camp, and the quietest of the

trip. The lumbermen were just going into the woods, and

all were strangers to us, and strangers to one another.

They were the most weary, sleepy, homesick appearing

lot of men I ever cast eyes upon. Some lay upon the

board floor with their bundles for pillows and drowsed,
others wrote letters and none talked. "It's their first day
together," said Jewett. "After they reach camp they'll

soon become acquainted, and '11 have some good times

together, as well as hard ones."

There were no merry shouts, no stories, no boisterous

laughter, and no music round the old wood burner that

night. The floor of the big room was carpeted with

heavy, coarse blankets, on which tired and sleeping men
lay.

The next morning saw a hustling time in camp. The
lumbermen were given their breakfast before daylight, and
the gray of dawn saw them on their journey to the north.

The horses were hitched to tote conveyances, our deer

were loaded, we shook Fred and Jewett heartily by the

hand, and took the last view of camp from a bend in the

road and were soon out of the shadow of Katahdin.
William H. Avis,

New Haven, Conn,

Rivcf Views.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The dwellers in New York city sometimes see curious

sights. For example, on election day, Nov. 6, while walk-
ing with a companion on the upper part of Manhattan
Island and looking out over the Hudson River, I saw
coming down the river high in air a dark line, which
carried my thoughts far away from this big town. It

was a flock of ducks far above the water, and reminded
me of the flocks of trading canvasbacks and redheads
that may often be seen during the winter oh our South-
ern bays and broad waters. They were a long way off,

but not so far but that I could count twenty-three birds,

which I recognized as broadbills, bluebills, or blackhead's,

according to the locality where they are found. The
birds kept on down the river, and growing more and more
dim to the sight, finally disappeared from view.
From the same point, looking a little west of north, I

could see rising and falling on the rippling waters a

hundred or two birds, some white and some dark gray or

brown, which were, of course, sea gulls, most of them no
doubt the common herring gull of the coast. They are

familiar residents all through the autumn, winter and
spring on the Hudson, notwithstanding the recent an-
nouncement by an astonished reporter of one of the New
York papers of the presence during a hard blow of gulls

in the bay, which he declared had been blown into the
harbor from far to seaward, although the storm of which
he wrote was a heavy westerly gale.

,
Although the days when men used to go woodcock

shooting around the Collect Pond, snipe shooting on
Lispenard Meadows, quail shooting on the Dykeman
farm and wild pigeon shooting on Manhattanville Hill are
long passed, it is still possible now and then for the sports-
men to see game within the city limits. M. M.
New York\ Nov. 10.

Florida Ratiieis.

Speaking of vericjmmi.s- snakes, there have been more
diamond-back rattlers killed in this immediate vicinity

during the past moiiih than In several previous years

combmecl, due probably to the lact of the water in the

Kverglades being unusually higii, causing the snakes to

take to the narrow strip ot hign pine lana along the bay.

The score thfs fall, so far as Iviiown, is eleven snakes,

nearly all large ones. Yesterday a farmer driving through

the woods had a rattler strike at one of his mule's hind

legs, but it missed and hit the felloe of the front wheel,

"spat," then fell under the wdieel and was run over, but

the heavy load of lumber passing over him failed to take

much of the fight out of the rascal.

An examination of the fangs showed them badly shat-

tered by the blow he gave the wagon felloe.

The writer recently had his nervous system nearly

ruined by a huge specimen which the mowing machine
stirred up in the tall prairie grass. Not having anything

.suitable with which to dispatch such a rattler, we kept him
on the defensive, while one of the boys ran to a house
near by for a gun.

This rattler w^as tlie largest we have ever seen, being

fully 6 feet long, as large around as a man's arm and
with eleven rattes. Though a mighty disagreeable job, we
succeeded in saving that skin, and mean to have it tanned

some day.
Reckoning that a rattler does not grow a • rattle tiU

three years old, and one a year after that, makes this one
fourteen years old.

It is rare that one hears of any one being bitten down
here, but the Florida rattler's bite is considered to be

almost sure death, unless very prompt measures 'are

taken, such as amputation, or immediately cutting out a

large chunk of flesh. When dogs are bitten, they usually

die in a few minutes.
Some of the more cautious hunters ifl tramping through

the saw palmettoes, which everywhere cover the rocky

ground, carry a small hypodermic syringe and a strong

solution of permanganate of potash, to inject into the

holes made by the fangs, but the old residents go every-

where with nothing more than a pocket knife, relying on
the warning rattle to protect them from danger.

C.^MERAMBT.ER.

BiscAVNK Bay, Fla.

• Little 'Sissy succtwnbed to the great law of nature—her

gourmand appetite leading lu an overfeed of beef, w'hich

caused a siclcness thai lusted a week. During tliis time

she hid herself under ttle house and refused to take any
notice of any one. in her Aveakened state the cool

weather affected her, and we wakened one morning to

find our pet dead. Minnie Moore-Willson.
K.IS.SIMM11K, Fla.

Sissy: A Florida Pet.

One of the most unique pets that it has been my good
fortune to study and train was a water turkey or snake

bird. In domestication the bird is very rare, not because

of its scarcity in Florida, but because of the difficulty in

rearing it. Like the domestic turkey, until the pin

feather age is passed the water turkey is delicate and
tender. A domestic fowl could not be tamer nor show
more affection than little Sissy, th? water turkey. It was
during a severe illness that a nest of these birds made
an impression never to be forgotten. Perched on a

stick, the three young birdlings were carried into the

room to be viewed from their improvised perch. As
I beckoned for them to be brought closer, one of the

birds jumped from the stick and waddled up toward my
head. I placed my hand on its long, slim neck and it

responded with a chirping, quavering voice, swaying its

head backward and forward, its soft trilling voice sound-

'ing as sweet and as musical as the notes from an yEolian

harp. Its body Avas covered with soft downy white. The
nurse took the bird's recognition as a good omen, and it

was carried with the others to the perch outside.

The most careful attention could not save the two, but

the one survived, and by the time the mistress was able

to be out the birdling had changed from a soft downy
thing to a full-fledged bird, with mottled black and gray

shining feathers, and a fan-shaped, flute-edged tail. With
its yellow webbed feet and duck-like legs, it Avould waddle
to strangers as well as friends, its long snake-Hke neck
extended and often with wings outstretched to aid the

progress. Hunger seemed to be a chronic state with

the bird, and while the long throat (which, by the way,
could be distended to take a good-sized fish) might be

full of unswallowed food. Sissy would show the same
eagerness for the next bit, pleading, coaxing, waddling

around, swaying her head and picking at the dress skirt

with her long, needle-like bill, with its saw edges, in such

a positive manner that the cloth would have to be cut

to extricate the beak. She could catch food thrown to

her with a degree of preciseness equal to a professional

ball catcher; and having caught it, would toss it up in the

air a foot or two and catch it as it descended in the position

she wished to swallow. In catching fish or minnows she

did the same, first darting for the prey in the pool,

piercing the fish, then tossing in the air and swallowing

head first. The bird would follow us "all about the lawn
her little duck legs being assisted by the outspreading

wings.
She loved the water, bathing frequently, diving under

until no sign of her could be seen, when suddenly at the

other side the long, slim neck would appear, to go out

of sight as soon, and appear at some other place. Then
out of the water she would come, looking like a

bedrabbled chicken. She would then arrange her olumagc
and would think she was "dressed" for the day, but

into the water she would go again ; then when plumed to

her' native taste she would seek the perch and w'th her
head under her wing, sleep the sleep of the tired surf

bather. Whatever the water turkey may be in its native

haunt.s, domesticated, it is pugnacious and jealous, being
ready to attack the dog, cat or the large whooping
cranes.

The water turkey ranges throughout Florida and
builds its nest on some limlj overhanging the Avater. The
eggs are usuallj^ three in number and white with a bluish
tinge. As they sit on the bushes along a water course and
are alarmed on the approach of any object, they dart un-
der the water, where they can remam a considerable
length of time. Looking away beyond, one may see a

snake-like object floating lazily on the surface of the
water. ! ilff

The Belgian Hare Mania.
from the Lotidan Iheld, Nov. iJ.

La RoCHEroucAULD, 111 one of his maxiras/-enUiieiates

the theory ttiat there is soraettiing in the misfortunes of

our Dest iriends that is not aiiogether displeasmg to u.->.

'iliis IS certainly true in minor matters, and we enjoy a

laugh at the loliies ot our acquaintances wittiout any
hesitation or contrition, vve ourseives attord our Amer-
ican cousins abundant opportunities of laughing at our
prejudices and practices, and accept with ttie same good
numor the opportunities they otter for retaliation.

It is singular that a delusion wnich has been extinct on
this side 01 the Atlantic for many years should have been
resuscitated and taken firm root in the United States,

where it is noAv flourishing, and has a paper specially de-

voted to its interests. U his delusion is not altogether un-
prohiable to the Lnglish, for several Americans are over

Here at the present time, endeavoring to purctiase at the
most absurd prices what they are pieaseo to regard as a

new and usetul hybrid called the lielgian hare. Several

letters on the subject have been received, and, suppressing

the name of the writer, who dates from Lowell, Mass.,

U. S. A., I may quote the following

:

"Can you kmdiy give any mforinatioa where I can pur-

chase in England lor importation to this country any
full-blooded rtngfish or Belgian hares? If you know of

any estates where there arc any for sale would you kindly

notify the owners of the fact that I am open to purchase

in large quantities if they will only correspond Avith me.

naming breed and price, as I am forming a large com-
pany tor furnishing the American provision market?"

In England it is well known that Avhat are called Belgian

hares are not hares, that they bear no relation whatever to

the Avild hare, Lepus timidus, but are simply large hare-

colored varieties of the domestic or tame rabbit, Lepus
cuniciUus. The fraud—for really it may be justly so

called—of representing these animals as hybrids between

the hare and the rabbit originated in France some quarter

of a century or more ago. The animals represented as

hybrids, leporidcs or hare-habbits, were sold at very high

prices, whicii no doubt they are commanding in America
at the present moment, and I am ashamed to say that they

Avere largely sold by the Acclimatization Society in Paris.
' They were believed in by many of our agriculturists. The
late Mr. Pusey had a large stock, which I visited, arid

found a number of hares and rabbits in loose boxes,

'i hey were open to the control of the stable boys, so that

the experiments Avere perfectly worthless from a scientific

or accurate point of view. Mr. Pusey believed m the

existence of the hybrid, and thought that he had obtained

it dc novo. Btit the experiments that were conducted

strictly by such observers as the late Mr. Bartlett at the

Zoological Gardens 'and others showed that no such-

hybrids could be obtained, and when Ave consider the fact

that the rabbit is born perfectly naked, helpless and blind,

in the bottom of a deep burroAv, and that the hare is born

in the open, covered with fur and able to run immediately.

Ave shall at once see that a hybrid between two such

differently constituted animals is very unlikely to occitr,
,

Moreover, the flesh of the hare, as is well known, is dark

colored and highly flavored, while that of the rabbit is

white and comparatively tasteless. All these facts ten.d.tb

show the improbability of the existence of such an animal

as a hare-rabbit, and all experiments proA^e the impos-

sibility of obtaining it. The so-called Belgian hare is a

large "variety of the domesticated rabbit. It is well known
now to all rabbit breeders, and is not regarded by them as'

having any connection whatever with the hare. Males

of this breed have been in many cases turned out into our

rabbit warrens with the intent to increase the size of the

Aviid rabbit, and to introduce fresh blood into the warrens.

I am not singular in my view of this animal, as may be

seen by the folloAving extract from the last edition of the

Encyclopasdia Britannica

:

The Belgian hare is a large variety of a hardy and prolific

character, which closely resembles the common hare in color, and
is not tmlike it in form. Some few years since many of these

animals were sold as leporides or hybrids, produced by the union
of the hare and the rabbit; but the most careful experimenters have
failed to obtain any such hyltrid, and the naked, immalure con-

dition in which young rabbits are born, as compared with the

clothed and highlv developed young bares, renders it exceedingly
unlikely that hybrids could be produced. Nor does the flesh of

the Belgian rabbit resemble that of the hare in color or flavor.

A closely allied variety, though of even larger size, is known by
the absurd name of Patagonian rabbit; it has no relation to the
country after which it is called.

This was published in 1886. We may suppose that this

craze for the Belg'an hare in America is really only a

form of the ridiculous mania respecting fancy a..ira4l3

which sometimes takes possession of .people. If any one
advertises an animal as a new breed it immediately be-

comes in great demand by fanciers. Let us take, for ex-

ample, the case of poultry, in which new varieties are

eulogized, and are bought by fanciers without any re-

gard to price. The variety remains in favor a few years

and then drops from its place of pride. There are faiciers
"

who recollect the absurb etilogism of the Cochin now no
longer in esteem. Spanish fowls were at one time to be
seen on eA?ery gentleman'.s estate. They, too are gone.

Useful fowls still hold their own. and the old English
Dorking IS still esteemed by these who know the value
of a good table fowl. At the present time the la t ir 'V

folly in fowls is the introduction as a pure breed of t'.ie

Faverolle, a French farmyard mongrel fowl, about th:;

qualifications of Avhich the English fanciers are squab-
bling.

The Belgian hare in England fs now tiiiiversally recog-
nized as a mere A^ariety of the ordinary species, r.nd it is

difficult to avoid smiling at the demands of Amor'can
correspondents for "full blooded" English or Belgian-
hares. Doubtless there Avill be a good deal of money made
by the importation of large hare-colored rabbits into

America, but the advantage will be with the venders ajid

dealers, and not with the purchasers.

W. B. TF.OETMI';rE<?,
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The Linnaean Society of New York,

A jreguljU? meeting of the Society will be held in tlie

American Museum of Natural History, Severity-seventh
street and Eighth avenue, on Tuesday evening, Nov. 27, at

ii'i o'clock. A lecture Avill be given by Mr. William
Dutcher: "With the Sea Birds on the Maine Coast,."
Jllustrated with lantern slides.

Walter W. Granger, Secretary.

tmne ^dg md 0m
Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

iheni in PqsEST anu Stream.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—X.
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

{Continuedfrom page 86T.]

Gadwall.

Anas strepera (Linn.).

The general colors of the gadwall duck are gray,
most of the feathers being nearly white, crossed by nar-
row bars of black or blackish-brown. In the adult male
the head and ueck are pale browriish-white, thickly
speckled with black or blackish-brown. The top of the
.head and back of neck are often rusty brown and the
throat is yellowish, sometimes dotted with brown. The
breast and

,
back are buff, or nearly white, marked wit;h

dark slate brown or even black bars. The back, scapular
featiiers and sides, white, with cross bars of black: the
lower part of the back still darker, changing to absolute
black on the upper tail coverts. The long scapular or
shoulder leathers are fringed with reddish-brown; the
j,reater coverts at the bend of the wing bright chestnut.
.'Speculum white, edged beneath with velvety black, and
with broad patch of the same in front, between the
white and the chestnut. Belly and under tail coverts
black; tail gra^', fading to white at the edges; the rest

of the under parts white. The bill is bluish-black and
the legs and feet yellow, with dusky webs. The adult
female is much like the inale, except that she is duller
throughout and she generally lacks the black of the fitU-

plumaged male. Usually there is no chestnut on the
wing, but the speculum is white and the bird may be
known from any other fresh-water ducks b^^ this charac-
ter. The young are still more dull in color. Often the

speculum is indistinct, but th'ere is usually enough of
it. with the bill, to identify the -species. Mr, Gurdon

fthe widgeon and the pintail, and gadwalls are very sel-

dom killed by comparison with other species. So far as

1 1,
we know this bird ought to be on the increase. It seems
to differ from most ducks in not being gregarious and in

preferring to keep in pairs or very small companifes,
perhaps made up of the members of a single family. It

pays little attention to decoys, and, in ray experience,
seldom comes to them, although occasionally shot when
Hying by.-

The gadwall has a number of common names, of which
two of the most familiar are gray duck, applied also to

two other species, and creek duck, which is used along
the Atlantic coast. Besides this, it is known as speckle-
belly, from tile dark markings often seen oir the under
plumage; blaten duck, which is nearly a translation of
its Latin name; Welsh drake and German duck, given
by Giraud arid probably now obsolete. Its similarity to
the Avidgeon is indicated by its names, widgeon and gray
widgeon, used along the southern Atlantic coast, and in

England it is sometimes called sand widgeon.
The nest the gadwall is built on the ground and is

a mere depr^sion, lined with dried grass or leaves, and
sometimes with down. It is usually near the wat-er's

edge and well concealed. The eggs are of a pale creamy
yellow.

IS^ 'iE\jtofean'„ "Widgeon,

Anas penelope (Linn.).

This species, so familiar in the Old World, is a not un-
common straggler in North America. It has been killed
in so many different places that it is important that it

should be described here. In the adult male in autumn
and winter the head and sides of neck are bright rufous,
almost the color of the head of the male red-head, but
without the metallic gloSs, or still more like the head of

am

GADWALL.

Trumbull was the first to call attention to the presence in
highly plumaged males of a well-defined black ring, ex-
tending almost around the neck, between the lighter
f^'athers of the head and neck and the darker ones of
the breast.

The gadwall duck is distributed over almost the whole
tiorthern hemisphere, being found alike in Europe, Asia,
Africa and North America. At the same time it is not an
abundant bird anywhere, apparently never occurring in

large (locks nor even in frequent small ones.
In North America, however, its distribution is gen-

'Sral, but is chiefly westward. Still it has been found
Ijreeding on the island of Anticosti. in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence. It occurs in New England and Long Island,

and to the south of this, generally along the Atlantic
coast. A female was captured in Bermuda in 1849.
The gadwall is not uncommon in Illinois, Minnesota

and generally through the Mississippi Valley, and for-

merly bred to some extent over the whole country. It

is said to be common in California in winter and has been
taken on the Pacific coast of Mexico, as well as in

British Columbia. Its chief breeding grounds, however,
appear to be north of the LTnited States, although no
doubt to some extent it passes the summer in the high
mountains of the main range frotn Colorado northward.

Although the male gadwall is a very handsome bird,

p.-irticularly striking in his combination of quiet yet
effective colors, there is something about the species which
reminds one strongly of the widgeon. Often in a large
flock of widgeons there may be a small nttmber of gad-
wall«, and often the giinncr will .see from his blind a
stnall flock of birds approaching him, which at first he
imagines to be widgeons, but which, when they have come
closer, prove gadwalls.

It is difficult to understand why the gadwall is so
S'^arce a bird. It is true that in his ornithological report
of the Survey of the Fortieth Parallel Mr. Ridgwav tells

us that he found it by far the most numerous ditck during
the breeding season in western Nevada, where, in the
valley of the Truckee River from the base of the Sierra
Nevada Mountains to Pyramid Lake, it outnumbered all

other 'Species together. Yet there appears to be no region
known where it occurs in great flocks, like those better
kn.iwn species with which it commonlv associates, as

EUROPEAN WIDGEON.

the male green-winged teal. The forehead and' crown ot
head are white, often shaded with rufous, so as to be
cream color or even pinkLsh. The chin is white; throat
and part of the front of the neck black. Often there is

a cluster of small blackish or greenish feathers behind
the eye_ and on the back of the head, and sometimes the
sides of the head are minutely streaked with dusky. The
breast is purplish gray; the sides, flanks and back waved
with cross bars of black and white, the effect being
somewhat like that of the same parts in the male green-
winged teal. The tertiaries, or long feathers growing
from the third bone of the wing, are gray on their
inner webs and velvety-black edged with white on the
outer. The wing coverts are white and the speculum or
wing patch brilliant metallic green, sometimes changing
to black at the extremity. The upper and lower tail

coverts are black, the other under parts white, the wings
and tail brown, the tail often edged with white. The bill

IS bluish, its nail black, and the legs and feet gray. The
length is about 18 inches, wing between 10 and II
inches.

In the female the head and neck are yellowish-red,
dotted with black or greenish spots, and sometimes the
top of the head is altogether black. The general color
of the upper parts is brown, the feathers being edged and
barred -with whitish. The wing coverts, instead of being
white, are merely tipped with white, while the speculum
is dull black or in the young sometimes even grayish'
The under parts are white, as in the male.
The female of the European widgeon is not always to be

easily distinguished from certain plumages of the Amer-
ican bird, but its bill and general aspect will always
identify it as a widgeon, and a specimen about which
there is any doubt should always be preserved for sub-
mission to an ornithologi.st.

This species belongs to the Old World, yet has been
found over much of the New. It occurs regularly in
Alaska and breeds there, and. no doubt, it is 'from this
fact that it has been killed in California, Illinois, New
York, Pennsylvania. Maryland, Virginia and Florida.
I have killed it in North Carolina, but it occurs there 80
seldom that it is not at all known to gunners, and my
boatman when he picked up this bird took it at first for
a red-head and afterward for a hybrid.

Its habits, as observed in the Old World, do not
greatly differ from those of the American widgeon, and
it is said to be as numerous in certain parts of Europe
as our bird is here.
During the molting season the male loses his bright

colors, which, however, are regained in the early fall.

New York Special Protectors.

At the meeting of the State Forest, Fish and Game
Commission, Nov. 8, the following special fish and game
protectors were appointed: Dr. W. B. Savage. Ea.'jt

Islin. L. I.; Sol Saxton, Jr., Babylon; Simeon Johnson.
William Smith. Tottenville; Charles Wagner. Prince's
Bay.; C. V. Tobin. Huguenot; James Gilpin, Green
Ridge; G, K. Gill, Great Kills; J. W. Zimmerman. West
New Brighton: Winnie Nehnmec, Bohemia: W. S. Mead
Woodstock: G, O. Shields. New York city; Dr. B. W.
Severance, Gouverneur: J. M. Scoville. Clinton; Willjatn
Koch. Jr.. Whitehall; Seymour Poineer, Branchport.

'

Maine Game Conditions.
Boston, Nov. lo.

—

A bitter complaint comes from the
Magalloway section of Maine concerning the scarcity erf

deer this year. Formerly, and particularly in 1899, it was
considered one of the best deer sections in the State. Now
one of the oldest guides in that part of the country, who
has hunted and trapped there for nearly forty years, tells

some Boston hunters who liave just returned that not
for several seasons has he found deer so scarce as this
fall. He blames the September license law for this
scarcity. He says that the woods were full of hunters in
September. Very few who went into the woods in
September armed with a license limited themselves to the
one deer specified. They killed as many deer as they
wished, keeping the head and hide of one only in sight at a
time to show a warden in case he should appear. Such
licenses have been made to cover all that a party chose
to slaughter. Another hunter says: 'T did not note the
number of dead deer we came across on a trip down the
Magalloway from Parmachenee. There were a great many
of them. Some of them had not been cut at all if they
happened to be poor and thin. If they were plump and
fat, the saddles had generally been cut away. Most of
the dead deer were does, this makqing a bad matter
worse." On another trip up the river a guide tbld a
Lewiston hunter: "You will find dead deer enough up
the river. Every turn in that very crooked stream stinks
with them." It must be remembered that all this shooting
was done before October began. Jacking is also prac-
ticed on the Magalloway, although strictly against the
law. The report of shotguns has been heard many a
night in that section all through the late summer and
early autumn. Boats and canoes are to be found at
every hand with arrangements for supporting the jack
lights. The same can be found at Metalluc Ponds, and
at some of the ponds in the Richardson Lake region.
Dekd deer have also gone to decay on the shores of that
lake and inlets in many cases, generally before the be-
ginning of October. The hunting of deer with dogs has
also been indulged in on the lower Magalloway. Nothing
has been heard of the operations of any warden in that
section the past season.

C. B. Seagraves, .of the Cambridge Chronicle, and G.
H. Fosgate, of the same city, are out of the Maine
woods, having had good success. They went to the
upper Dead River region, and sixteen miles from any
settlement. Mr. Seagraves secured a moose with a fine
head and antlers, and they each got their quota of deer
They found the deer fairly plenty, and not over hard to
get. The moose was shot near night, and the guide
advised letting him lie without dressing till morning. This
proved to be a bad misfake, since the weather was warm'
and the animal should have been drawn at once. In the
morning it was a bad job to disembowel him. and the meat
was m so bad a state that they hesitated about bringing
It out at all, but finally decided to do so. They now
have him in cold storage, but do not expect much from
the meat. Always insist on your big game being dressec|
as soon as possible after shooting. If your guide is
faithful and knows his business, you will not have to insist

P^^"^ countrj'men will take to ship game
out of Maine illegally is worthy of a better cause, besides
It rarely pays, even if the game gets to Boston. If th^
traudule.nt shippers could see in what contempt they are
held by the very receivers who get the game, they woald
forever desist. These receivers know that the shippers
are under the ban of the law, and dare not complain of
any sort of treatment they may get, hence the sharp re-
ceiver returns to the shipper about what he pleases. But
the illegal shippers are at it again this year. The other
day a warden seized, at Eastport Junction, what pur-
ported to be a bundle of bear meat. The feet and legs
of a bear protruded from the cloths, but inside were the
meat of a couple of deer and some partridges. The
old scheme of shipping partridges in a big jug or demi-
john has been revived again this year. It was exposed last
year m the Forest and Stream. The wardens at Harring-'
ton found the other day the tops of some whisky ju^-s
sticking up out of a crate. Investigation showed that'
only the tops were there, or top parts, and under each'
were partridges, the straw and crating leaving nothing in
sight except the tops of the jugs. Let all the shippers!
remember that by law of this State partridges are illegal
and cannot be sold in Boston.

Still the record of deer passing through Bangor shows
a falling off. The total to the end of last week was
I,564 deer and 88 moose, a falling off of over 300 deer
and 8 moose from a year ago. From some regions the
returns are better. The region above Kingsfield is still
sending out a good many deer, probably ' more than a
year ago though no record was kept then. From the
Strong Station, on the Sandy River Railroad. 38 deer
were shipped m October, against 43 for the same month
last year. A gentleman who has been watching the game
returns at Lewiston and Auburn writes me that the
falling off m big game taken by the hunters from that
section is a bad one, and that unless something better
is done for protection than is now being done both thegame and fish of Maine are doomed to early extinction.
Mr. George L. Smith, of Gardiner, who has charge of the
wild lands of an extensive owner, informs a Maine paper
that he finds a marked falling off in the number of deer
on the lands covered by him. In July he went over the
thirty-rnile trail from Jackman to Blakesley Lake and
saw^ thirty-one deer. In August he was over the same
route, and saw only three ; in September, one : in October
two. He does not believe that deep snows, bobcats or any
other cause but the scarcity of food is causing the diminu-
tion His idea is that the deer, finding feed scarce, are
working into other regions.
Shore bird shooting continues good along the shores

ot Cape Cod, but the past week has been too stormy and
rough for the hunters. ~ Sheldrake shooting is good from
Morris Island to Monomoy. The shooting boxes of thenew Brant Island Club are yielding some good .strings
of ducks. It IS understood that a great many black ducks
have been taken by local gunners the recent moonli.:fht
nights. For this sort of shooting it is necessary that the
hunter shall know beforehand where the ducks "are likely
to come into the creeks and inlets to feed. The Plum
Island gunners are having fair luck, but the birds are
reported shy and bedding far off shore. Special
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Talks to Boys.—

L

Bovs, I want to have some talks with you about

things that most boys like to hear about, and a good

many old men, too. The editor ot t'oii&ss awu bTKiiAM

has said thai he would g.sc me space 111 his paper to

tSilk to you, and i sliall leil you some things tiiat will

interest a good many of you, and that 1 hope will do you

like boys, and some of the best times I have ever had

out of doors have been with boys. To me they are often

much more interesting than older men. 1 like to be

with them, to hear what they have to say, and to answer

as lar a» 1 can aii tue many questions thai tney ask. All

boys are not alike any more than are all men. There are

boys that are mtei.igent and others that are not very

bright, but all boys are alike in some respects—they are

Usually natural truthful, interested in finding out about

things and full of energy. 1 his last is one of the things

that 1 like best about them. 1 hey are full of animal

spirits, and when tliey try to do anything, t^iey try to do

it with all their m.ght. i like to see Doys race and

play hard, and make a lot of noise, and the boys that try

hardest to do things and always keep trying, become the

men who are successful in after life. 1 like to see boys

who are earnest, hbnest, and who love fair play. I

like to see a boy who is willing to fight if he sees a girl

or a smaller boy being imposed on, but a boy \vho is a

sneak and who lies to get himself out of trouble is a pretty

poor stick, and not likely to be greatly respected or

much thought of by any one—after he is found out.

I mean to talk to you about things that will make your

bodies strong and hardy; things that are innocent amuse-

ments, and things that, if you can become interested

in them, will give you always something to think about

that will be pleasant; will give you a broader interest in

life, and will keep you from getL ng into mischief of one

sort and another, as you are growing up, and when you

become men. These things are the sports of the field

—

recreations which take us out of doors and bring us close

to nature and to all the beautiful things that nature has

spread about over the earth on which we live. I mean
shooting, fishing and the kindred sports that all boys

naturally love.
^

Some people speak of boys as young savages and use

the words with rather a bad meaning, implying that

Ijoys have no regard for the rights of others. In a sense

this is true. Boys are likely to be thoughtlc-s, which

means selfish, and to think of their own pleasure before

they think of the comfort of other people. Boys are

young savages in my estimation, too. but when 1 call

them savages I mean that they are young people who
are natural. They have enough of the savage about them

to like to hunt and fish, and to camp out, as the savage

did, and still does. They like to be able now and then

to lie al)out in the dirt, feeling independent and for the

time being accountable to no one except themselves.

I have shot and hunted and fished and camped for many
years, over a good part of North America, and I have

had a great many good times that I am .sure you too

would have enjoyed, if you could have been with me.

I do not mean to tell you about thc-e goods times, for

that would take too long. What 1 shall try to do is to tell

you how you may gel as nuich pleasure as possible out

of the shooting a'nd fishing and camping trips that you

may make, and may have as little trouble and annoyance

as poss ble.

When I first started out into the wilds, T had no one to

teach me but had to learn for niyself by hard experience

many of the things that 1 sliall tell you about. This was
a great many years ago, and I remember that on that first

night in can'ip. one of the party was a man whose name
to-day is familiar to most boys, and whom many boys

liave ^een. That was Buffalo Bill. Then he was not a

showman or circus rider, but a simple plainsman and
scout, and a very good fellow. His long hair, which to-

day is gray, was yellow then, and his tall, handsome
figure clad in buckskin greatly impressed my imagination.

It is worth while for you to learn these lessons about

shooting and fi.-hing and camping, for your own com-
fort, but this is not all ; the comfort of other people is to

be considered, and you will be more pleasant companions

and more helpful to those with whom you may be asso-

ciated on your trips, if you know how to take care of

yourselves." and how to do your share of the work. You
will enjoy learning how to shoot and shooting, learning

how to fish and catching fish, learning how to camp and
living in ramp. I shall try also to tell you something
about how to treat your dog because almost every boy
has a dog and ought to know how his dog should be

treated. The affection which the dog feels for his rnaster,

and his fa thfulness to that master, have passed into a

proverb, and it is well worth while that every boy should

learn how to treat his dog. I shall not tell you much
about handling a dog for the field and by this I mean
using him in shooting birds—there are plenty of books
in which you can read about that—but I shall tell you
something about his capacity for learning, and the com-
fort that a well-trained dog can bring to his master, and
this I hrpe you will lay to heart.

1 shall not have anything to say about hunting big

game with a rifle, because most boys do- not have an
opportunity to do much of this. But it is worth while for

every boy to have a small rifle and to learn how to

use it.

The boys to whom I wish to talk are young fellows in

their teens. In a few years they w'll be the men who are

doing the world's work for America' and I should like

them to start in the right way both as to their pleasures and
their toils, so tliat life hereafter may -be ea'^ier for them,

and the work that they do, whatever its nature, may be
better done and so more effective. We all know that

it is impoc^ible for a man to hand over to a boy the ex-

perience that the man has gained through many years of

hard knock.s!. but he may say some things to them that

wi'l help them along.
'

T cannot teach you to he good shots ; that you will have
to teach yourselves—to hammer it out by long practice

and hard wnrk. Some hoys are physically and mentally

better nualiPed ''o learn to shoot than others, but all, if

they win take pains not get discouraged, and try hard, can
easily learn to become fair shots, and to do creditable

Wori< in the field or at the targets.

The main thing that is required is practice, but prac-

tice must be intelligent. A boy or a man can stand up

through half his Lie, toss his gun to his shoulder and

press the trigger, and perhaps never in all tiiat tune

hit anything except by accidtiit, but if his gun fits hnn

and if he is willing to take the. trouble to try to find out

where his charges go, it will not be long before he is in a

posit.on when he misses his aim to know why he did so.

You will find that a great many men who are good shots

cannot tell how it is that they hit their bird-S perhaps

cannot even tell you how it is that they aim at them. But

when they have missed a shot, they can almost always exr

plain to you why they missed it and where the shot

went; that is to say, whether they miscalculated the

flight of the bird and shot before or behind it, or above

or below. Yet they have shot so much, and shoot.ng has

become to them so nearly automatic, that they do not

know what the operations are that they perform, nor how

they perform tlrem.
, , , ^ ^

I think I was thirteen years old when my first gun

was given to me, and whatever 1 learned about shooting

with it I taught myself. 1 iiad a good many accidents

with this gun but fortunately 1 never kided anybody

with it, though perhaps I frightened a good many people.

My shooting was done in a region where there were

many inhabitants, and where there was no game at all

except now and then a duck on the river, or sometimes

in the autumn a few wild pigeons, so that most of my
shooting was at robins and highholes. which, in those

days, my comoanions and I were glad to get.

But the first gun I used was not my own. It was an

old musket borrowed from the crippled vUage tailor, so

long and so heavy that I could not hold it to my
shoulder, and so could not use it wi'-hout a rest. I used

to go shooting w th another little fellow, a year or two

older than I. and we took alternate ^hots from tins great

gun, one standing in front of the other ami offering his

shoulder as a rest when a fence rail a stone wall or the

branch of a tree was not at, hand for .sxrch use. Our

expeditions were always secret, and I fancy that we never

killed anything. If we did, we never dared to take it

home.
In the later days after T came to lidssess n gtm. my

companion and I u-ed to estab'i-li ourscrvc: near :i dog-

wood or wild cherrv tree, and there -^hnmofiiHy In pot the

kingbirds robins aiid higlilioles which Hew nto the tree

to feed on the fruit. A morning spcwt at mch a si.-iiid often

yielded us half a dozen robins. Sind perlmns two nr

three of the woodpeckers, which we proudly carried

home and fiub?c(|uciulv had cooked.

The first game liird that 1 ever saw was a woodcock

that I had started one morn-ng out in the garden. I

.saw it on the ground and from picture* that i bad

seen, knew what the bird was and. huirying to the

house, got mv g'.in to kill it. When T returned I d d

not see the b'ird. and while walking along looking for

it. it got up under mv feet and flew away, and i fired

both barrels at it. The next morr'ng the same (hing

hanpened, and 1 think for a week I had wno<lcock shoot-

ing in the sarden each morning before breakfast, and

finally the woodcock left the n'ace unharmed, He was

oniv the fir^t of manv of kind that afterward had a

similar experience with my gun. ^ ^
W. G Dt; Gkoot.

Game Keeptra and Poachers,
English Correspondence o£ the Ci uniry (Jcutlenian.

Tiir. wealthy noblemen oi Ji^ugland expend vast sums

of money iipoii ihen game preserves, which are the lutesl

in ihe world, ulten eminacmg liiuiisands ol acres ul

mooriand and niea.low, weli-cultivated larius and beauti-

ful (uresis u' e\ergref;n Ifce.s and shrubs, which allord

the game birds protection from rain and shelter fioin

stuvnis. If trees are cut down, young ones are planted

in their places, and every precaut.un is taken to preS'jrve

the naiurul beau.y ui woodland and field. Stringent laws

were enacted ages ago for the protection oi game and

the punishment of poachers, and these are everywhere

rigorously enforced.
.

But notwithstanding the severe penakies imposed

upon the trespasser, when taken on the preserves, there

appears to be a certain fascination about this unlawUll

sport that many men, otherwise honest, are (juiie unable

to resist. There is a natural love of adveiilure in the

human heart, and if there is danger to be encountered

and courage re<juired to meet and overcome it, it is

relished by many all the more. Perhaps it is only the

same reckless love of adventure that nerves the soldier

on a battlefield to do a deed of draing, that also prompts

the poacher to snatch a hare irom under the muzzle

of the keeper's gun. I know an estimable lady, living

in the county of Somerset, who once set a wire and

caught a hare on the preserves of a neighboring noble-

man, and was well pleased over the adventure, though

she had game in plenty all her own.
The keepers are vigilant, skillful and incorruptible.

They usually wear a suit of brown velvet, carry a fine

gun, and some of them are always on duty, no matter

how stormy or cold the night. Where the preserve is a

large one there are several underkeepers, and each one

has his separate beat, like the policeman on the city

streets. These men are thoroughly familiar with the

haunts and' habits of every animal on the preserves.

They are made aware of the presence of trespassers on

the grounds at night by the flight and cries of startled

birds, the sudden alarm of slumbering flocks, or the

barking of their dogs. They have studied the habits

of all wild creatures found anywhere upon the lands

they guard, and as they are generally the sons of game-
keepers, there has been handed down to them, as heir-

looms from their fathers, all the forest lore and ex-

perience of the former guardians of tlie preserves. They
remove the earth carefully from ant hills, and the entire

nest is then taken away and given to the pheasants,

which are extremely fond of both eggs and larvae. If

a keeper should find a hare or rabbit caught in a gin

or wire, he does not take it from the trap, but concealing

himself carefully, awaits the coming of the poacher. If

the latter offers resistance to arrest, a fight always en-

sues, sometimes resulting fatally to one or both com-
bafants.

The animals against which the gamekeeper wages
ceaseless war are the crows and magpies, which eat the

pheasants' eggs_, and weasels, stoats and polecats, which

destroy the young oi rabbits, hares and game birds.

Owls are also fond of all the young things under the

keepers care, and he sets steel traps un the tops of poles,

where these birds of wisdom are almost/ sure to alight;

and as the trap is of circular form and covers all the

top of the pole, it is unnoticed by the . owl, and many
are thus taken. Cats arte also inveterate poachers, and
are kil.ed by the keepers when seen provyhug over the

preserves. AH these animals go to make up the game-
keeper's museum, and are nailed up on barn doors as

proof of his watchfulness and skill. Foxes also destroy

much game, but they are far too valuable to be in any
way injured, and their depredations must be endured,

and they are always carefully protected by the game-
keeper. If chickens or other poultry are destroyed by

foxes, their owners are .always paid their full value by

the hunt.

Bands of gypsies ,wander,y,continually up and doAyn the

green, secluded lanes of England, and when near a game
preserve many a pheasant,' hare and riibbit is roasted

over tlieir camp fires and eaien tinder some spreading

tree, or beside the whitethorn hedge where the nightin-

gale sings and the primrose blooms. They know the

haunts and habits of evcy animal on the prescrse quite

as well as the most experienced and observing keeper,

and are dishonest, bold and cunning. They know the

secret of covering hedge hogs over with moistened clay,

and ihen baking them as in an oven, thus avoiding all

danger from their quills. They are skilled m the selling

of snares and the making of traps, and ihey can nnii-aie

the call of any bird, or the cry of any animal, and are

the most inveterate and successiul poachers in the king-

dom, VVhen out for game they are generally followed by
a lurcher—a crossbred dog, resembling a mongrel gray-

hound, having pricked ears, a shaggy coat and usually

of a yellowish-whue color. He is lleet, keen of^ scerit

and hunts always m silence. These dugs are must care-

fully trained—will immediately hide themselves on the ap-

prcdcn 01 a stranger, and are exCe.leiu relnevers and
carry every hare or rabbit they may take to their

master's feet. Rabbits are caught by poachers by stretch-

ing nets in front of iheir burrows, and the lurcher is

then sent out to drive them into the warren. Many are

sure to get entangled 111 the meshes of the n'et, when
they are easily captured. Hares are often taken in the

same way, only the nets, then set in front of gates and

gaps in hedge rows, entangle them as llvy atienipt to

run from one field into another. As a full gruwn l)are

will weigh front 10 to 14 pounds, and its meat iS of

excellent llavor, it is more sought after by the poacher

than any other animal on the preserves."

Law breakers, when trespassing on the lands of others,

keep out sentinels or scouts to watch the keepers and.

give notice of their approach. The danger s.gnal—al-

ways agreed upon among themselves before the raid is

undertaken—may be the closely imitated cry of some
night bird, the barking of a fox or the b, eating of a lamb.

When discovered by the keeper?, anil unable to escape

by flight, they endeavor, tp conceal' ihelUselves behind

hedges, at the" bottom; of ditches, or among the foliage

of evergreen trees. Gypsy poachers often cttrry with

them well-trained game cocks, trimmed ready for battle

and armed with long steel galls securely fastened on

over their spurs, and if a pheasant should chance to

crow within the hearing of these midnight prowlers, he

is immediately answered by the cock. Now the 'male

pheasant is one of the most pugnacious of birds,.and. will

never decline the wager of; battle, but fighting at such

a disadvantage, he is almost invariably ki-lt;d. by the

game cock, to be afterwards served up at a gypsy least.

The rabbit warren is generally located under a large

sand bank, which is completely tunneled in every direc-

tion by these little rodents—thousands sometimes in-

habiting the largest of these subterranean cities. They
devastate the grain fields of the farmers living near their

warren, to which they retreat. ^on being alarmed. The

owners of preserves furnish the farmers with wire net-

ting, with which they inclose their fields, but the rabbits

will often burrow beneath it and dq much damage to

the crops. Fair minded land'ords, however, are always

willing to compensate the farmer for the loss sustained,

as they also are for poultry destroyed by their foxfes, or

damage done by the hunters during the chase. As
rabbits cannot articulate sounds, and spend most oF their

lives in communities under ground, their method of

giving alarm is peculiar; for when any danger threatens

they thump the ground with one of the hinder feet, and

thus produce a sound that can be hea'rd at a considerable

distance.

Stags and fallow deer are generally kept in parks and

the royal forests, and are not often found in the game
preserves, though sometimes, of course, they are under

the keeper's charge, together -with the. other animals

not mentioned here.

Many stories of fierce encounters between game-

keepers and poachers are told of winter nights around

the firesides of the humble homes oi England; and the

following was related to me by an old keepe.r, over a

mug of ale at a wayside inn in the county of Somerset:

Some years ago, a gamekeeper, in the vales. of Devon
had a handsome daughter, loving all outdoor life, and

courting the kiss of sunbeams and the fall of dewdrops

on her wealth of golden hair. She frequently accom-

panied her father, both by night and day, on his rounds

over the preserves, on which occasions she carried a

light gun, loT^g practice in the use of whiJi had made
her a splendid shot. Her accepted lover was a reckless

lad of the farmer class, a keen sportsman, but never even

suspected of poaching. One night in autumn, when the

full moon shone brightly at intervals, only to be hidden

a moment later by dark clouds sailing across the sky.

she was left alone in the forest, her faiher having gone

to a distant part of the wood to watch for poachers.

Her attention was soon arested by a slight rustling

among the laurel leaves by the brooks-de, and the

startled cries and sudden flight of birds; and a moment
later a tall man, holding a golden pheasant in his hand,

stepped out from among the dense foliage into the open

space before her. A great black cloud came drifting

over the moon and hid her beams, but the girl knew that

a poacher stood before her in the darkness. When or-

dered to surrender, he turned and fled, laughing as he

ran, for he had recognized llie keeper's daughter by the
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glint of moonlight that had fallen on her face, while his

own remained in shadow. She, thinking only of her

duty, and never supposing that the lieeing fugitive could
be any one dear tu her, fired her gun in the direction

he had gone, and inimedialely heard a smothered cry of

pain and tlie fall of a heavy body among the ferns.

Hastening to the spot, she found her lover lying pale

and still, with the moonbeams now shining full upon his

face, and blood flowing from a wound in his shoulder.
Reviving him with water brought from the brook, she
•hurried hiin away by unfrequented paths, heedless of the

shouts of her father, who was running to her assistance.

The shot were all removed and the wound healed
quickly, and there is not now a happier home than theirs

among all the sheep farms of New Zealand.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Bobo and Some Bear Stories.

. Nov. 3.—Our bear hunting friend, Bobo, is up and
around, and his doctor tells hnn he may go home. Bobo
wiil harvest about 1,000 bales of cotton this winter, and
likewise several dozen bear, if his eye continues to im-
prove as it is at present. Pursuing my investigations in

bear lore at the fountain head, as it were, I asked Bobo
how a black bear was in the habit of killing a hog.
"He don't kill him at all," said Bobo; "he just eats

him." This seeming not quite plain, he went on. "When
a bear tackles a good fat hog," said he, "he just lies right
down on the hog's back. He may carry a hog away in

his arms, but when he wants to go to work on h m, he
just Hes down on him, A panther or a wolf will kill a
hog, but a bear never troubles about that. He just begins
to eat him, always beginning at the back of the neck. He
ti'ill eat on along the back, and many a time I have known
a hog to come home mutilated in this way. When a bear
has eaten enough of a hog, he turns him loose. Maybe he
thinks he will come back and get another meal later on. I

have often seen hogs come home with a big chunk eaten
out of the back or sliouider. A neighbor of mine had a
fine sow which came home one time with pretty near her
whole back eaten off. From that time to this all the
little pigs of this sow are born with a sag or ' a hole
along the back bone."
Bobo reiterated his often expressed contempt for the

black bear as a fighting animal. He said that he had
been bitten a couple of times by bears, but never seriously.

He did know one case where a man was knocked
down by a bear and pretty badly chewed up. The old
bear hunter told me something which shed a little light on
his own methods on a hear chase. I have often spoken of
the fact that in three- fourths of the hunts he will be the
one to get in and kill the bear, and that he will not wait
for his best friend to shoot the bear if he gets the chance
first.

"I had eight of my best dogs killed by a wounded bear
once," said he, "and I never like to take any chances, for
my dogs will pile in on a bear as quick as they hear a
shot, thinking he is killed. This man just grazed the
bear's head. The dogs piled in and he killed eight of
them before I could get up.

"Now, in your mountain kind of bear hunting, you
always read about shooting a bear through the shoulder
or spine so as to stop him and break him down. Most
of iny shooting is at a range of 10 or 15 yards. Unless I
can put the gun almost at the head of a bear and be
sure of killing him stone dead, I never try to make a head
shot. I also try never to make a shoulder shot. In
running bear with dngs, you do not want to cripple a
bear or stop him when you shoot him. Always shoot
him well back through the hollow of the body—pretty
low down is best—and then let him run. He will run
till he drops dead, and will not kill any dogs. If you
break a leg on him. or get him down before the fight ii

out of him, he is sure to ruin the pack for you."
The above advice is ex caUiedra, for I presume Bobo's

equal in bear hunting does not live to-day, if, indeed, he
ever lived. His invariable good luck shows a well-per-
fected .system. He told me that in one season he killed

352 bears out of 153 which were run by his dogs. This
is not a bear story, but plain truth, and if there is any
American hunter who can equal it his name is not forth-
coming.

1 1 would seem hard fortune indeed that would rob this

'veteran of further enjoyment of his favorite sport. I

caught him sitting up on the l)ed yesterday, trying to see
if he could shoot from his left shoulder and use his

right eye. I told h'm a good many men are able to do
this by mtfan=; of cast-off gun stocks. This seemed to re-

lieve iiip niintl. But we "all hope that Bobo's good left

eye. has not yet lost its cunning, and that it will continue
to look through the rifle sights for niany a year yet to
come.

For Ihe St. Francts,

Mr. W. O. King, of this city, used to shoot, and then
got chained to business. This week he reformed, and
bought a trunk full of sporting outfit. He had one tray
of guns that co^t him $600, and everything else heart
could desire. Yesterday he started for the St. Francis
country of Arkansas, and there is every reason to sup-
pose that his reform is going to prove permanent this

time. Charlie Antoine expects to send him a few
thousand shells later.

Any one wishing to shoot quail in Tnd-ana will find

plenty of birds near Warsaw, on the Nickel Plate, and
almost anywhere from North Judson to Huntington, on
the Erie. Servia, on the Erie in. Indiana is a good
point to keep in mind, and perhaps our friend Max
Middlcton Would take out parties. there. One could pick
lip a few qua'l along the fields and ridges near Shelby, on
the' 'Nfonon. or better vet, either east or west alonfr the
Three I.'s R. R. from Shelby. There may be certain local

abundance or scarcity, but it is thought that the supply
at (he^ above mentioned points is going to be stirely

satisfactory. The experts say that it is best to get about
156 miles south of here for the cream of the quail shnot-
ing. hut 60, 70 or 80 miles will take one into good
sbonting.

The latest word from Ihe l\Tichigan covers seems to be
that quail are pot so abundant ip proportion as ruffed

Jacksnipe.

We have not had much of a jacksnipe season thtis

far, the unusual weather havmg upset all calculalions in

regard to that bird as well as the ducks. This week there

is a good lot of jacksnipe in on the Fox River marshes in

the neighborhood of Fuckaway Lake. Three days ago
the weadier there was cold and rainy, with promise of

storm.

Stolen Gunst

On Wednesday oi^ this week the cottage of Mr. Wilde
and his friend Mr. Marks, on the grounds of the Calumet
Heights Club, in Indiana, was broken open and entered

by a youth named Harold Walters, the son of a former
keeper of the club. There were four or five guns taken

from the house, together with clothing, etc., the loss in-

flicted being considerable in extent. Fortttnately, how-
ever, the detectives put Upon the track of the alleged

burglar were able to locate and capture the latter. The
goods were traced also, and at this writing there is a

very good possibility that the perpetrator of the theft will

be sent over the road for a heavy sentence. It was
erroneously reported by the daily press that the club house
had been broken open and $3,000 worth of material stolen.

This was not the case, Walters sold one of the guns to

Joseph Du Brcuil for $n and another for $2. He admits
his guilt and will now have to take the rewards of this

kind of conduct.

Landmark at Fox Lake Gone.

The old Howard House, of Fox Lake, 111., run for

nearly a generation by Ed Howard, as a sporting hostelry,

and patronized extensively by Chicago shooters and
anglers, was destroyed by fire on Thursday evening of
this week. The estimated loss is about $40,000 and both
the old building and the new addition were burned, as

well as two cottages. The annex, which was formerly
occupied by the Fox Lake Yacht Club, went with the rest.

As these buildings are situated far out in the country
and with but meager precautioiis for preventing or ex-
tinguishing fire, it was impossible to save anyth'ng from
the ruins. Ed Howard is one of the old-time sportsmen
of this country, and many a tale he can tell of the good
old days when canvasbacks were thicker there than black-

birds are to-day. Fox Lake is a wild celery water, and
was once as fine a sporting ground for ducks as any in

the land. The fishin.g is good there even yet at times.

Many Chicago habitues will sympathize with Mr. Howard
in his loss.

Debeque Lion Hunt

The second annual procession of the Western Slope
Huntin.g Association left Debeque, Colo., on Nov. i.

It is the intention at this writing of those engaged in

this procession to slay a vast quantity of elk, bear, moun-
tain lions and other appurtenances. Last year was the
first big circle hunt, and Governor Tanner of Illinois was
one of the di=tinguished guests. This year Governor
Tanner is not there. It is difficult to see much virtue in

side hunts or circle hunts, but it is a redeeming feature
of the latter enterprise that it customarily does I'ttle

more than frighten the game. It is more or less difficult

to round up a lot of grizzly bears, mountain lions, moun-
ta,in sheep etc., in a box cafion, there to devour them
at one's leisure. The animals have a perverse way of
neglecting to be rounded uo. If the htmt were as de-
structive as its projectors claim it will be, it might very
well be stopped b" the State authorities, along with the
round-ups of the Utes and Snakes, against which the
whites have always made much outcry.

Wolf Bounties.

At Deadwood, S. D., a wolfer, by name of W. G.
Wilson, was this week arrested, charged with obtaining
w^oif bounties under false claims. It is alleged that Wil-
son and some friends have obtained $2,000 bounty from
Pennington county, S. D., after having obtained bounty
money for the same lot of pelts at Glendive, Mont.
Wilson and his companion. W. B. Werd, claimed that
they were able to get wolves easily by means of a secret
scent which they used. The secret would appear to be
an open one at present.

The Minnesota Pine.

We have all heard that Secretary Hitchcock has with-
drawn from the market all the Indian pine which might
be sold under the dead and down timber act. It was
understood, and was announced with a certain flourish,
that this resolution on the part of Secretary Hitchcock
was iron clad, and that he would not waver in it, at least
until after there had been Congressional investigation
of the alleged timber thefts in the Indian reservations of
iMinnesota. On Oct. 26 Indian Agent Capt. W. A.
Mercer, of Leech Lake reservation, was called to Wash-
ington by Indian Commissioner Jones. Now comes the
report that Capt. Mercer recommends the sale of more
thari 130,000,000 feet of timber on the Indian reservations,
stating that the timber will be wasted if not sold, since it

is more or less burned. Secretary Hitchcock has asked
the Attorney-General for an opinion. The t'mber is on
the White Earth reservation. The agent proposes to
divide the timber into 40-acre tracts. If the larger
portion of such a tract is burned over the green timber is

to be sold along with the burned. We have heard many
things about this Indian pine and the Minnesota park, and
it would be ill-adv'sed to express anv opinion except one
indorsing the loyalty of both Capt. Mercer and Secretary
Hitchcock to the proposed Minnesota park. Yet to a man
tip a tall Minnesota pine free, it would at first, sight seem
that the lumbermen could not ask anything much better
than the action proposed by Cant. Mercer. These things
overcome us like a summer dream.

Good Mosquito Crop.

The other morning I got a letter which bore the re-
turn card of Mr. H. B. Jewell, of Waba ha, Minn., and
hence naturally expected something good. It was there.
When I opened the envelope there fell out on the desk
what I took at first to be an EneUsh .sparrow, or a
jack-^nine '"n a dried condition. Mr. Jewell says it is only
the p'ain Minnesota mo'^quito of the common or garden
variety. One wou'd gather that there were more mos-
quitoes than ducks in his part of the world, for he goes
on to say, "The duck shooting so far tips fajl l^^^s Ije^fl a

disappointment in this section, and particularPy for" ihe

rca.soii liiat the conditions of food and water ne\or have
been more favorable, and we looktd lur a good iligiit. but

it has not yet come. But then one camiol cxptci guod
duck shooting in July weather, which has prevailed uust
of the fail. Up to this date there has been but one
frost that amounted to anything, and mo.squitoes are

thicker and more ferocious than at any time during the

summer. No one here has ever seen anything in the

mosquito line that equals the particular breed that we
have now in hand for size, length of wing and staying

qualities, for an ordinary wind does not artect thein and
they will alight on one's pipe when smoking, and no lotion

or preparation phases them at all. I inclose a sample of

this kind of mosauito, which has made out-door life a
burden for the past month or so.

"More licenses to hunt over in Wisconsin have been
taken out here than last season. Still, there are many who
hunt without a license, and say the rest of us are foids for

paying out money for one. Those of us who have a

licen.se are rather hoping that a game warden will put in

an appearance some time this fall. I have never yet met
one in Wisconsin."

Grand Quail Crop.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 10.—The quail crop is a grand one.

The predictions are more than true. Not fur many years

have there been so many birds as there are this tail iu

Illinois, and the same is true in great part for Indiana.

From the northwest corner of Illinois to its lower ex-

tremity there are all the birds any shooter could ask.

Anywhere below a hundred miles from here the supply is

wonderfully good. I would suggest as good [loints Arcula,

Neoga, Mattoon, Carbondale. I'lamsey and a, most any
town of those latitudes well down on the north and south
railroad lines.

I heard from Mr. J. E. Windsor, of the C. & E. I. Rail-

road, that last week four guns catue over from St. Louis and
shot near Thebes. III., killing over 800 quail. Another
bag of sixty was made near Neoga. Messrs. C. W. Stock-
dale and A. E. Rupel, of Grand Crossing, bagged sixty

between them one day this week. Mr. Bokcr, superin-

tendent of the Amboy division of the Illinois Central

Railway, bagged seventy-five quail this week at Kam-cy,
111. Mr. O. von Lengerke, who is just back from a three

days' hunt in the Neoga region, got twenty-one quail his

first day, forty-eight the second, and eleven the la-t day,

the dogs quitting at noon. There were two guns of the

party.

The special hunting car of the Saginaw Crowd, of
Michigan, went into coinmission this week, and will be
out on the roads near Saginaw until Nov. 25, visited from
tiiTie to time by members of the party as they are able to

get time to come out.

During the next thirty days the shooters of this part of

the West need not complain. This is a great game
year, and there is plenty within reason for all.

Docks.

With the ducks we are not so fortunate, and there is

not much rea.son to expect anything but a short fliglU

this fall. This morning there was falling the first snow
of this season, a very great change from the mild weather
which has prevailed almost up till now. Snnw fell to a

depth of 3 inches over upper Wisconsin early this week.
In Michigan there was a good tracking snow yesterday.

On Monday and Tuesday the ducks were go'ng «outh in

large bodies at Swan Lake Club, probably in advance of
the cold wave which is now with us over all the Middle
West. To-day at Fox Lake in upper Illinois, the red-

heads and canvasbacks are coming in by thousnnds and
there will be shooting there for a brief time. There has
been a heavy body of birds hanging aroimd in the middle
section of Wisconsin for several days, though this storm
probably sent them out. Koshkonong ough' to be a good
tip for the fir^t days of the coming week. There U. how-
ever, but little rea'Jon to look for any vprv extended
shooting, and the likelihood is that the remainder of the
flight will hurry on down without any very extended stop.

For the St. Francis.

I missed an awfully good time this week and Ii5>«'e not

yet grown reconciled to that fact. Mr. J. R. W'nd^or,
above mentioned in connection with nuail reports, i- now
south on the St. Francis River of .Arkan-as with a

sjiecial car and a party of frien<ls of the very be«f "ort,

among the=e Mr. T. A. Haegerty. of fhi-; ci'y: Mr.
Foote, of the Illinois Ste^l Conmanv, and T thiik. Mr.
Thorne, of Montgomery Ward & Co. w'th other' eu'^uilt

to make un a nice party. I was asked to io'n lb'* p"-'y,

and naturallv the world is gloomv richt at this time. T'^ev

have iu=t about hit the big fliolit that ha« g^ne ilnt^'n

ahead of this storm, and they will he strictlv in it. They
•purpo-^e shooting on the St. Francis for a few d-'y^ anfl

then coming back up into Tllino's to sho^t quail for a

couple of days. All in all. they should have a splendid
time.

Arkansas Non-Export Law.

The new connections of the C. & E. f. Railroad take
it directiv into the best of the open shontinc in the St.

Francis district, and I take it that the general pa^st-ngcr

department of that road will answer anv inntrr'e": as to

the locations, etc. I notice the ff)!lowincr information in

a little booklet the above road has iu«t put out

:

"Neither will the laws of Arkan^a* in'e'-f-rr in anv
way with the sportsman carrying home all the fi-h and
game he may secure. There a law prohihit-nf? th"
sh'pment of game outside the State which ^vas inteiv'ed

to prohibit the indi"criminaf p killing of fi-h an'' rntne
by market-hunters, bti't the CireiiU Court of Cra'gb 'ad

county, in a contested case tried la^^t v^ar. he'd t'-'n* >''!<;

does not apply to the sport^tnan w'm kil'« (i'^h nnd crnnie

for hi": own n.--e and nlea'^'Te. No h*t'en«<» fof for fis''»r(<^

and luinting is collected from v'sit'ue enor'sinrn Tlie
decision above referred to ha^ also been sustained by the
State's Attorney of Arkansas."

,

Only Two Left.

Missouri and Arkansas, if T am corrfct. ,Trf» now Jh*?

only two Spates Av'dch do not nrohiliit tbf thinm«'n» of
game out.'^ide the State. The Chicn^'n Bamr- nnflcf?« fire

fi;U of game, of cpMrse, and the dealers s|.!Qyl4 !5i4fd!|'
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expected to be veiy candid as to their methods, but a

peculiar question comes to mind in this connection. If

Missouri and Nebraska should swing into line on the

Forest anb Stream Plank, and also forbid the export of

game, would not the mere possession of any game at all

for sale be evidence that the law was violated? Illinois

game not being marketable, if no other game could be

lawfully shipped from any other State there would seem
to be but few legs left for the dealer to stand upon.

Speed the day.

Minnesota Law Not Observed.

There Avould seem to be a very pretty kettle of fish

up at Heron Lake, Minn., if the following clipping from

the St. Paul Pioneer Press be correct:

"A pot-hunters' monopoly, said to have been formed
with the knowledge of the local game wardens at Heron
Lake, Minn., since no steps have been taken to prevent

illegal shipments, which are said to have been tremen-

dously heavy during the past three weeks, is ruining tlw

finest canvasback and redhead duck shooting that has

ever been afforded in Minnesota. The combine again.st

sportsmen has been so strong that the pot-hunters' patrols

on the lake have succeeded, it is claimed, in driving every

man off the lake who does not shoot for the Chicago

markets,
"The shipments from Heron Lake to game commis-

sion firms in Chicago have aggregated from 500 to 1,500

birds a week for nearly a month past. Even this ruthless

slaughter has made no apparent effect upon the supply.

Late last week it was reported that the canvasbacks and
redheads were coming by the thousands.

"Old hunters in St. Paul say that there has never been

a time in Minnesota when better sport could be obtained

than at Heron Lake. Only a few have made the trip, and
these have been driven off the water by those that con-

trol the situation.

"Two lines of railroads enter Heron Lake and the

shooting grounds are easily accessible. Both railways

have notified the local game wardens of the conditions

which are keeping all honest sportsmen from the lake,

both in the interests of fair play and for the sake of their

patrons. Complaints have also been made to the State

Commission, but absolutely without effect. The monopoly
•continues absolute and in spite of Sections 10 and 13 of

the game laws providing that no person may ship any
manner of aquatic fowl from the State without becoming
liable to imprisonment and fine. The Chicago markets

are receiving their daily consignrwents, the heaviest, it is

said, ever sent out of the State iti violation of the law."

South.

Mr. C. H. Heath, of this city, has gone south for a

try at the mallards of Reelfoot Lake. Tenn. Mr. D.
•Flowerre. of Helena, Mont, has outfitted here for Ft.

Mej'er. Fla, Mr. John M. Roach, president of the Union
Traction Company, of Chicago, is back from a successful

trip at Punta Gorda, where he caught among other fish a

monster jewfish which was nearly as big as the boat.

Game in &e Far Northwest.

Mr. Harry ,C. Sexton, of Mansfield, O.. is a lucky man
—a happy man. He has just had what I take to be his

first trip up into Dakota, and naturally he is charmed with
the appearance of that wilder region and its game. I

must let him speak of it in his own words

:

"In the last issue of Forest and Stream," he says, "I

read with more thari, ordinary int^est your report of Mr.
Dick Merrill's hunting around Williston, N. D. I passed
through Chicago on the night of Oct. ,3 on my way home
from a hunting trip in that country. We left the train

at'Buford and drove about fourteen miles southwest
along the Yellowstone River bottoms into Montana, and
pitched camp in the cottonwood timber along the river.

That is a great country for deer and grouse. The easiest

hunting for 'chickens was right along the river bluffs,

where we flushed them from the sand into the willows,

fhen again out on the edge of the prairie where the rose-

bush thickets run out into sage and grass land. It was
no trick at all to get anywhere from six to a dozen birds

apiece in a couple of hours' huutiug. Lakes are scarce
in that country. There were a few ducks and geese work-
ing back and forth along the river, but nothing like I

saw from the car window after I get back toward Devil's

Lake. Once T remember when the train stopped at a
,smali way station for water of seeing some- one's bird dog
take a couple of steps into the grassy edge of a pond
alongside of the track, when up went a jacksnipe and
darted across the water and dropped into the grass on
the other side. The dog threw up his head and Avatched
the bird settle, tbpn galloped around and chased him
back to my side ^SSn. I couldn't stand that, so looked
another way. when I saw a flock of ducks on another
pond near by. while two more bunches were circling

around over the town with no one to disturb them—as
common and plenty as blackbirds or robins here at home.
This is all old to you, but I couldn't help writinsr and
adding my testimony to what you have alreadv published."

E. HoacH.
Hartford B^rii-DiNG, Chicago, 111.

A Stcamsliip Company FJncd.

The International Navigation Company, which runs the
American Line of steamers between this r>ort and South-
ampton, was fined $100 in the Court of Special Sessions
last week for having had in possession game in the close
,season. The complaint alleged that the company had had
in its possession on its various ships, warehouses and
piers, wild game in violation of Sections 20. 38 and 39 of
Chanter 20 of the game laws, and enumerated the fol-

lowing violations: Between April 30 and Sept. i, about
^po wild fow1_: betwieen Dec. 16, i8og and Oct. 30, igoo,

about SOD quail ; betwen Dec. 16, 1899, and Aug. i. igoo,

about 200 grouse ; between Dec. 15. 1899, and Aug. 31.

1000, abotrt 150 woodcock; bet^en May r and Aug. 31.
about 200 English snipe, plover^ailbirds, mud hens, gal-
linule. grebe, bittern, surfbirds. curlew, water chicken
and shore birds, and between Feb. t and Aug. go, about
TOO English phefasants.

The Forest aotj Stmam is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
Ifitest by Monday and ss mach esrlfer u practicable.

An Adventure with a Sladang.
From the London Field,

Scarcely three years have elapsed since the late Cs^Jt.

Syers, once a well-known sportsman in the Malay Pen-
insula, was killed by a wounded sladang {^Bos gaurus),
which he had followed up. That so experienced a shikar
should have met his death from an animal whose natural
cunning and vindictiveness when wounded were well

known to him only emphasizes the caution that is re-

quired when engaged in such an undertaking. As a warn-
ing to others I now propose to relate an adventure which
I had a few years ago while tracking a wounded sladang
in the Pahang jungles. On this occasion, owing the
inferior weapons with which I was armed, both I and my
gun-bearer were placed in considerable danger.
By the v/ay, before I proceed with my story I would

wish to point out the absolute necessity for using heavy
weapons when pursuing big game in the Malay Peninsula.
During a period extending over twelve years I have been
shooting in Africa, India, Burma, and Malaya, and with-
out hesitation I can affirm that no more dense and matted
jungle exists for the hunter than is to be found in the
Malay Peninsula. Owing to this dense cover nearly all

big game has to be shot at close quarters, and to minimize
the danger incurred a sportsman should use his heaviest
rifles that his physical qualifications will allow him to.

Since Capt. Syers met his untimely death in Pahang, the
authorities of that State have brought in force a set of
rules and regulations with reference to big-game shooting.
As these rules stand at present no one can shoot big game
unless he obtains, and pays for, a pass, and even then heAg
prohibited from indulging in the pastime unless IrSP
weapons come up to the required standard. If the pass
obtained is for shooting elephants, bison, and rhino, then
the would-be sportsman must be armed with a weapon not
below the caliber of a double-barrel ten-bore, burning a

large charge of powder. Whether such a law will prevent
fatal accidents remains to be seen ; in any case, unless the
hunter, -in addition to his weapons, possesses skill and
coolness in time of danger, he will find that even heavy
rifles will not always get him safely out of an awkward
position. However, I am digressing, and must leave these
matters to begin my story.

During the year 1895 it was my lot to be stationed in the
jungle at the mouth of the Tembeling River, which is one
of the innumerable tributaries of the River Pahang. My
duties consisted in looking after a detachment of military
police, and also in trying to glean information abou
Malay rebels who vvere never to be found. Early on(
July morning, as I was peacefully slumbering 1 wa:
suddenly awakened by a tickling sensation on the sole-

of my feet, and dimly heard my faithful henchman, Che
Wan, murmuring "Tooan, tooan" (Sir, sir) . I soon jumpec
out of bed, and ascertained from Che Wan that some
Malays had come in from a neighboring village to report
to me that a man named Dollah had been killed on the
previous evening b}' a sladang.

Briefly, the story was this : The deceased, together witH
a friend named Smun, had gone out hunting sladang. On
this expedition they had wounded a large bull, and after
tracking him for two days they had again come up with
him in company with a couple of cows and their young.
On winding the hunters the cows M'ith their little ones
made off, but the wounded bull turned and faced his

pursuers with snorts of rage and defiance. Dollah and
Smun quickly got behind a convenient tree, and from this

coign of vantage fired at the sladang, which stood facing
them about 15 yards away. Dollah's weapon missed fire;

Smun's shot, however, took effect, hitting the animal, as I

afterward ascertained, in the jaw. Without further warn-
ing the brute rushed on his tormentors. Smun managed
to swarm up a tree near at hand, out of danger, but Dol-
lah, while making for another tree, tripped over a pro-
jecting root and fell. Before he could rise the sladang
was on tim, and gored him through the throat and
thigh, and then tossed him before making off into the
depths of the jungle.

As I was the nearest police officer and only European
within fifty miles, the people from Dollah's village had
come to report the accident to me, and also to ask for
permission to bury the body. This, then, is the reason
why I was so early awakened. Much as I regretted poor
Dollah's sad end, I was highly elated at the chance of
getting a shot at a sladang, for although they are plentiful

throughout the Peninsula, a hard-worked Government*
official can seldom get away to hunt them. As it hap-
pened, I had not brought my heavy rifles with me to

Kuala Tembeling. and the only arms that I could procure
at a moment's notice were the Government Sniders, with
which my men were armed. Plowever, rather than lose
the sport I determined to run the risks, anything for a

change after six months' fruitless watching for rebels who
were unwilling to take the initiative. As soon as I had
made all arrangements for my departure I started at about
8 A. M. for Dollah's kampong (village), which was
situated about four miles upstream on the opposite bank
of the Pahang River. My companions consisted of one
Sikh police constable (Hira Singh), a Malay ditto, each
carrying a spare Snider, and three Malay guides.
On arriving at the village I viewed Dollah's remains and

found that he had been gored through the throat, the
wind-pipe having been severed, and the sladang had also
driven one of his horns clean through the right thigh
Besides these ghastl}'- wounds, the body was dreadfully
bruised, and it was evident that the sladang when he
caught his victim had determined to stamp out the last

spark of life. After I had made the few necessary in-

quiries I gave instructions for the body to be buried, and
then started off for a Sakai (a wild tribe) camp situated
from the Malay village, about an hour's journey through
the jungle. Soon aftar our departure Malay No. i dis-
covered that he had "sakit prut" (a .stomach-ache), so we
left him behind and went on without him. Arriving at
the Saki clearing about 10 A. M., I obtained three trackers,
and also got rid of another Malay guide, who was Iwrs d,r

comhat sakit kaki. After we had left the wild men's
camp behind us, our joumev lay through the big jtmgle.
up and down innumerable hills—for the bison ever loves a
hilly country, and the gase with which this heavy animal
makes its way over dmicult ground is truly M'onderful.
We had to wade through several mountain streams, and
as the ground under foot was moist and the atmosphere
damp, owinf to recent raitJs. we werp much troqbled by

pestilential leeches. By 12 o'clock, after alternate heavy
walking and climbing, we arrived at the spot where Dol-
lah had been killed. The place was marked by a pool of
coagulated blood, and on examining the ground, I learnt,
-from his footmarks, that the sladang had chased the un-
fortunate man round and round tlie tree troni behind
which he and Smun had fired.

We now halted, and after we had rested and refreshed
the inner man my Sakais started to pick out his spoor.
When they had satisfied themselves in which direction the
wounded animal had gone, we all made a move. My chief
tracker, a one-eyed Sakai, led the way; I came next, then
my Sikh P. C. with a spare rifle, and the remainder in

rear. We had hardly proceeded half an hour in this

fashion when my guide struck, and said he was frightened
to proceed, because, as he averred, he had seen or heard
the ghost of the departed Dollah moving in the trees. As
the sladang' s footmarks were quite plain on the moist
ground and the jungle fairly clear from undergrowth, I

took up the tracking, telling the Sikh to keep close to
me with his rifle ready. I had only been tracking for
about half a mile, and was following the tracks round
the contour of a small hill, when suddenly I came face to
face with our quarry, which stood about twenty paces away
snorting and pawing the ground. Up went my Snider,
when, to my consternation. I found that the nipple and
striker had become unscrewed and the weapon was use-
less. I looked round for my Sikh and found that he was
soine distance in rear. This made the situation awkward
— in front a stamping, raging brute, bent on mischief, my-
self practically unarmed and no tree at hand, To turn
and run appeared the only thing to do, and this I did
with all agility. Alas, I had not gone far down the side
of the hill when my foot caught in a cane brier and
over I went, with visions of poor Dollah's mutilated corpse
in my mind, and the recollection that my last quarter's in-

»surance money was still due. However, luck had not
/luite deserted me, for when I turned to run, witli the.'

sladang in rear, I gave my Sikn a chance of firing. This
he promptly did, and the sladang, hearing a .shoi^from an
unseen enemy, stopped, turned and bolted. I now picked
m.yself up, and, calling my forces together, I made it very
clear to the Sakais that one of them would have to do
the tracking in future, ghosts or no ghosts. After a

short delay we again set out, I in the meantime having
exchanged my useless rifle for the one carried by the
Malay P. C. After another hour's tramp 1 noticed my
Sakais in front making signs that we had again come irp

with our quarry. Going cautiously ahead, at a short di-^-

tance away through the undergrowth, I .saw the outlintJ

of the sladang. which was evidently waiting and on the
alert. The Sikh being at my elbow, I whispered to him to

have the second rifle ready, and after a steady aim fired.

As .soon as I had done so the sladang turned and wn;^

away. I ran after him and gave him a parting shot from
my .second rifle as he disappeared from view. We quickly
followed in pursuit, and as I now found fresh blood on
the trail I knew that at least one of my shots had taken
effect. On and on we went, till we came to a small
stream with a steep bank on the far side. Here our
sladang had evidently had a bad fall in getting over—

a

r'->od sign, as this showed that there was something very
m>. h amiss with him. I was anxious to press on, h\i\

as evening was closing in I finally determined to return

to the Sakais' camp for the night and resume the I'.unt in

the morning.
After spending a restless night, owing to innumerable

mosquitoes, we were ready to start at 6 A. M. on the fol-

lowing morning, and had a tedious walk to the stream
where we had left off the chase on the previous evening.

On the far side of this stream was a small glade covered
with long, coarse grass and dense canebrake, a favorite

retreat, my Sakais told me, for sladang. In this small

patch of lalang (long, coarse grass) it was most likely

that our quarry was lying up, as, owing to his wounds and
the grueling we had given him on the previouv day, it was
scarcely probable that he would leave so secure a

sanctuary.
The Sakais now began reconnoitering by climbing the

trees bordering the padang (glade), while I and my Sikh
posted ourselves among the branches of a tree inside il^

We had scarcely gained a secure footing when 1 heard an
"Ah, ah," from the Sakais, this being a warning that they
had heard or seen the sladang in the long grass. .Whe;.
I heard this signal I climbed higher up the tree, and f

then caught sight of our quarry, which had just risen from
the ground and was standing about 40 yards awaj'. 1

fired a shot into his back behind the dorsal ridge, and saw
him stumble forward as the bullet struck him. Quick a-

lightning I changed rifles with Hira Singh and gave the

bison another shot from my elevated position before he
disappeared in some canebrake on the left of the padang.
Feeling sure that our quarry was again badly wounded. 1

determined to follow him into the tunnel by which he had
entered the canebrake. Creeping cautiously along with
my faithful Sikh at my heels, we had not proceeded far

when I caught sight of the bison a few yards ahead. Just
as T aimed. Hira Singh, accidentally tripping, clutched my
arm, and where my shot went to I am unable to say. As
the sladang came on I dropped my empty rifle, and,

springing at the overhanging branch of a tree, 1 pulled

myself out of reach of the sladang, which tried to strike

me with his horns as he charged. Sitting within a foot

of my foe. what was my horror on looking down to see

Hira Singh lying at the foot of the tree, while the sladang
was sniffing at his prostrate form! All I could do was to

kick the wounded beast in the back, which T did with the

utmost vigor.

Imagine my feelings as, perched in the branch of a tree,

unarmed, I could render no assistance to my faithful fol

lower, who I expected at every moment to see gored to

death underneath me. Suddenly I noticed a convulsive
shudder pass through the sladang's huge frame, and then

as some foam-covered blood bubbled forth from his nos-

trils he moved slowly away, evidentljr too sick to wreak
his vengeance on the Sikh, who now seized his oppor-
tunity to crawd out of sight. The sladang now remained
standing about 10 yards from my perch, and as he ap-

peared groggy T hoped to be able to slip to the ground
unseen, recover my rifle, and finish him. However, as

soon as I made the slightest attempt to descend the brute
shook his head at me in such a resolute manner that I

thought it best to remain where I was. After watching
me for some time he at last moved slowly away and
stood, partly hitidra. on % small lfno|I. Dropping gently to
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the ground, I picked up my rifle, and, getting close to

the bison, I brought him down with two more shots, and
then gave him a final quietus, while Hira Singh, who liad

now turned up, murmured prayers to "Allah."
When T gazed on my prostrate foe T could not help

admiring his splendid proportions. A young bidl in his

prime, he had offered a stubborn resistance to unequal
odds, and to the last had shown a bold front to his re-

lentless foes. What a chase he had given us, and how
nearly had my success ended in a ghastly tragedy similar
In poor Dollah's! Forced by circumstances to use an
inferior weapon against so redoiibtable an antagonist, I

had been successful, but my advice to others before they
make a similar attempt is the same as that offered by
Mr. Punch to people about to get married, and that is

"Don't." And 1 will further emphasize mV advice by
syying that any one attacking dangerous game in th'clc

jungle with light weapons only deserves any catastrophe
that may befall him, for he is simply courting disaster.

G. FiTz W. C.

Warden Loveday's Work.
From the Annual Report of the Illinois Game Warden.

It is with keen satisfaction that I am able to say that
the conditions for game protection, and the outlook for

the preservation of the beneficial birds and animals of
the State, are better to-day than they have been at any
time in the past. It is a certainty that the people of

Illinois at large are at last awakening to the realization
of the importance to the State's welfare, that lies in the
proper protection of the insectivorous and game birds
that make their homes in our farms, fields and woodlands.
The labor for the preservation of the different feathered
species has been so well started that there is no question
but that the future will see full fruition of the work.
The farmer is becoming convinced rapidly that protective
game enactments are as much for his benefit as for the
good of the sportsman. He is coming to know the full

vakje that the insectivorous birds are to agriculture and
he is lending his assistance to the enforcement of the
s.atutes which, while protecting the birds, are also in

a large measure protecting the interests of husbandry.
Although the agriculturist himself may never use a gun,
he has found that he has as much at stake in the en-
forcement of the law as any sportsman in the State,
lo state the case succinctly, everyone ms coming to know
that the game and bird laws of Illinois are made for the
benefit of all classes and not for ir#lividuals.

It was only three j^ears a:go when there existed a
sent ment in most of the counties in Illinois that almost
I orbade the oilicers of the law to hope for the conviction
uf a person charged with the violation of a game law.
To-day, such has been the progress of public opinion,
ti'.crc is scarcely a place in Idinois where proof of guilt
w....i,oi: secure ilie punishment of the offender. When

.iiist taking hold of the work in an ofticial way, I was
to.d that it wotdd be a sheer impossibility to enforce the
inw in the southern half of the State. Undeterred by
ihc warnings given, the work of enforcing the law was
ijvgun and in nearly" every county convictions were se-
^ored, although at the time ihis office was working
iiiider the old law, which was as lull of errors as a sieve
!s of holes.v It is undoubtedly true^that many people
V scaped prosecution, but this grew out of the statute
i.m.tation of the law. I had but ninety days in which to
wv^rk, a time wholly insufficient to allow me to cover
Liioroughiy the country. In addition to this handicap
the deputy wardens had far less power to act than they
nave under the law to-day.

Sentiment has entiieiy changed in the southern sec-
lions of the State. The people have learned that a game
law is as good as an.v other law, that it is capable of
enforcement and deserving of respect. I am glad to be
abie to say that the southern counties now rival those
of the north in their desire to see the game and birds
of the State properly protected. Throughout the entire
sections under cofisideration the appointment of deputies
is constantly -asked tor.- The men appointed are. in al-

most every instance, men of standing in the community
in which they hve. I am in constant receipt of letters

asking for information and general literature on game
l->rqtection. My office hours are kept busy in replying.
This fact .shows better than anything else, perhaps, how
interested the people are in the subject and how bright
the future is for the preservation of the feathered and
inrred species.

A little more than two months ago 1 sent out a gen-
eral inquiry to points throughout the State, having for
i s object the discovery of how well the game law had
been respected, and whether or oiot there was any
marked increase in the animal of bird life of the State.
1 received in reply scores of letters, and almost without
ixception the WTiter.s said that never within- their ex-
Ijerience had the laws been so well observed. The in-

crease of quail was reported form all sections to be little

short of phetiom.enal. The reports on prairie chickens
were generally extremely favorable, and to the effect

that there are more of this species of bird this season,
than for many 3-ears past.

The reports from_ game wardens are similar to those
which have come from private citizens. In some in-

.stances wardens and deputies have not made a single
arrest, but this is not owing to a dereliction of duty,
hut simply to the fact that in their districts there have
lieen no violations. It is undeniably a fact that having
wardens scattered all over the country, with ample power
to act. has had a deterrent effect on would-be offenders
a.cainst the game laws.

Immediately after my installation as State Game
Warden under the old game law in May. 1897. almost
niy first thought was that if I would do the most good
lor the people of the State in the way of protecting and
preserving their game supply, T mtist put a stop to tin-

work of the market hunter. In order to do this I felt

that T must stoo the handling of game in our markets
out of season. I was aware that much game was bought
and sold in the close season, and that this was particu-
larly the case in Chicago. The question wa&-liow to
effectually put a stop to tliis illegal traffic.

Several self-styled game protectors advised me to
make war on the common carriers. It struck me forci-

bly, however, that inasmuch as these advice g-ivers. al-

thotigh ficcf^rding- to tjieir own statements they had been

working for years, had accomplished nothing for game
protection, it would hardly be wise for me to follow their

counsel. It did not seem to me at all probable that the

general managers of our great transportation lines and
express companies could be in league with a lot of pot-

hunters and South M'ater street law violators. As a

result of this feeling I wrote to the traffic managers,
told them what I wished to accomplish, how I proposed
to do it, and recjuested their co-operation in the protec-

tion of _game. I received a reply to eveiy letter, and
without exception, the answers were expressive of not
only a willingness but of an anxiety to help me in the

enforcement of the law and in the bringing of all violators

to justice. From the men in attthority in the express
and railroad companies were sent letters to every agent
in the State with explicit orders to render me all as-

sistance that was possible, to secure the law's enforce-

ment. .Since that time sub-agents throughout the State

have been my active assistants, many times going out of

their towns as witnesses for me, and this at the expense
of the companies which they represented. In view of

this fact, I think the people owe the common carriers

a debt of gratitude for the part they have taken in the

securing of the increase in our game supply.

There are cases where the agents of the trarjsportation

companies are deceived so cleverly by unscrupulous
game shippers that they cannot be blamed for falling

victims to the deception. Here are some cases which
will mark the point which I wish to make. A box con-
taining two dozen preserve jars with the usual airtight

screw tops was shipped. The lid of the box was so
carelessly put on that the tops of the preserve jars could
be readily seen. This apparent carelessness was really

to aid in the deception, for the preserve jars contained
a gross of quail. One box which was marked "Rabbits"
contained thirty-two of those animals, but they had all

been "dressed out" and five dozen qtiaii were found
sewed up within the carcasses. Milk cans are often

used to contain birds and animals shipped out of season.
Cases with eggs at the top and bottom also are often

pressed into service. The birds or animals are placed
between the egg layers, and are thus effectively con-
cealed. A small barrel containing ten dozen quail was
put within a larger barred and filled in above, below and
around with hickory nuts. A box marked "Cash Regis-
ter" held within its compass two dozen prairie chicken
and forty-two quail. Two saddles of venison were
shipped inside two bales of hay. Two large packing
cases, marked "Household goods" and with bed quilts

and ticks plainly visible, contained over two hundred
partridges, and several saddles of venison. Between the
boards of one of these packing cases, a sewing machine
leg, stuck out, and there was an old clock packed away
inside that rang an alarm every time the case was moved.
This particular instance marks better than any other,

perhaps, the amount of ingenuity that law-breakers will

exercise to violate the plainly written statutes.

The statute expressly forbids the marketing of Illinois

killed game except water fowl, and I am glad to be able

to state that notwithstanding the tneans taken to violate

the law the marketing of Illinois game has been practi-

call}'^ stopped. In the years 1897 and 1898 thousands of

birds were seized while in transit to Chicago dealers
from dift'erent parts of the State. All those shippers
that coidd be traced within the time limit allowed by
the then exi.sting statute were punished. This had the
desired effect. Although the same care and diligence
have been exercised recently that were exercised then,

' only three packages of Illinois game were seized in

Chicago during- the last year. In these three cases both
the shippers and receivers were punished and made to

contribute to the game protection fimd.

In the months of November and December, 1898, I

gave up my time to the southern part of the State, where
I went to stop the shipments of game to St. Louis, and
to the cities of the East. My efforts .were rewarded by
the seizttres of great quantities of birds in nearly every
place that I visited. In the main this game was intended
for the markets of St. Louis. The game dealers of that
city made a great ado through the newspapers, making
all sorts of threats of what they were going "to do to me."
The abuse and threats had no other effect than to help
me in the suppression of the illegal traffic. The shippers
of the birds were in many instances traced and punished,
though I am sorry to say that a large number were al-

lowed to escape through the jnistaken kindness of the
country justices. In the next year, 1899, during the
same months I made the same trip much better prepared
for the work than I had been the year previous. This
time my labor was reinforced by that of several men who
accomnanied me, but the effect of the rigorous prosecu-
tions of 1898 was shown by the fact that the trip resulted
in only one seizure, that of a small box containing five

dozen quail.

The gravitud? of the people to the last General .Vssem-
bly for the passage of the non-resident hunters license
law is practically without measure. The statute prohibits
residents of other States from killing game in Illinois

without procuring a license so to do, at a cost of ten
dollars. The people of the border counties, and more
particularly of that section near the city of St. Louis,
have the most reason to be pleased at this paragraph
in the s atute. Heretofore the farmers of the State have
been annoyed almost beyond endurance by hunters and
their dogs who overran the farms, killing everything
that they could find that could either fly or crawl. Even
the domestic fowls and the pigs and sheep of the agri-
culturist were not safe from the irresponsible mob of
Inmters that infested the fields. This year not one com-
plaint that any depredations have been committed has
come to my knowledge. The people from other States
that have taken out licenses are real sportsmen, having
shown that they are such by this action, and they are not
men who would infringe on the rights of those over
whose land they shoot. The irresponsible gunners who
would violate the law by shooting withottt legal per-
mission so to do, know that our wardens are doing their
duty, and so they are afraid even to make the attempt
to trespa.ss. Only four cases of this latter kind have
been reported. In each of these instances prosecution
has follewed and a conviction been secured.
The first of these cases was a flagrant one. It was

that of Frank Eberle. of Ruriington, Iowa, who came
into Henderson county, Illinois, to shoot ducks, with-

out a license. He was arrested promptly by Deputy
Warden Deklague. After a trial he was found guilty in

the county court, but he appealed to federal jurisdiction

on the ground that the license law was unconstitutional.
The case was tried November 6, 1899, before Judge
Kohlsaat of the United States bench. Eminent counsel
were employed on both sides and the case was warmly
contested, but the presiding judge, after due considera-
tion, decided for the People of the State of Illinois.

Another case was that of Herman Anderson, who
undertook to ignore the law by duck shooting on the
preserves of the Crystal Lake Club without providing
himself with a license. He was arrested by the same
deputy who apprehended Eberle. Anderson refused to
obey the officer of the law and threatened to shoot him
if he attempted to do his duty. This fellow was not
brought to book until extradition papers were issued
for him. He was taken to Oquawka. the county seat of
Henderson county, where he was tried and found guilty
on three counts: Assault, trespassing and shooting with-
out a license.

Recommendation for a License*

I would earnestly recommend to our next General
Assembly what I consider to be the absolute necessity
of amending our present ssk.me law, by adding a section
which shall provide that each of our own citizens who
wishes to shoot within the State shall pay a license fee,

not to exceed one dollar a year, for the privilege. This
license would in no sense be a hardship, and it would
result in the raising of sufficient fimds for the protection
of game without calling upon the general fund which
comes direct from the taxpayers. The men who kill the
game would be in reality, by the payment of the small
fee, simply providing for the further increase of the birds
and animals and for the perpetuation through the com-
ing years of their own field sports. The general tax-
payer who does not care to shoot would be relieved of
a burden. The money thus raised would, at a fair esti-

mate, amount to $25,000 each year. This sum added to
the money collected from fines and from the payment of
non-resident licenses would create a fund sufficiently

large to pay the deputies for the hard and conscientious
work they perform in the pursuit and prosecution of
offenders against the law.

Another excellent object to be attained by this local
license fee would be the placing in the hands of the
commissioner and his subordinates a record of every
gunner in the State. In addition to this, it would aid
largely in the work of arresting non-resident trespassers,
because evry shooter would be obliged to be possessed
of a license of one kind or the other. There is not the
slightest doubt that at present some persons living be-
yond the State limits declare themselves residents of
Illinois, and the wardens, fearful of making a serious
mistake, let these doubtful hunters go their way.
Another recommendation that I would urge upon the

Legislature is that spring shooting should be abolished
bylaw. The birds coming from the south in the spring
are, so to speak, birds that are coming home. As a
matter of fact many of the ducks, geese, snipe and plover
are mated before they leave the limits of Illinois. The
continuous shooting at these fowl from the moment
they cross the Ohio river until they pass into Wisconsin
prevents thousands of the mated ones from breeding in

sections of the State favorable to the raising of their

broods. With the entire doing away of the spring-
shooting, good fall shooting would be assured. Every
duck killed in April means twelve less for November.
Every jacksnipe Icilled in the spring means one brood
less for the autumn. It is a fact that in the spring water,
fowl, like all other kinds of birds, for that matter, are

^

unfit for the "table. They are poor and tough and tens
of thousands of them go to waste in the market for the
lack of purchasers. There are mapy other reasons why
spring shooting should be stopped, and most of these
will sttggcst themselves at once to the true sportsman.

"Wardens and Deputy "Wardens.

There have been appointed throughout the State 274
Avardens and deputy wardens, and 3^et, as a matter of
fact, the country is not properly covered in some of the
coimties. The reason for this state of thngs is that in the
tmcovered places I have not been able to secure the
services of reputable and competent men. Under present
t-onditions it is a hard matter to get citizens of standing
to accept deputy wardenships. As a matter of fact, all

these otiicers shotdd be paid salaries for certain months
in the year, and in addition should get traveling ex-
penses from one county to another while on duty.
Many of the wardens in the service are business men

of means, who have not accepted the position for gain,
but simply because they love the birds and desire to see
them protected. Many of these men in their reports of

what they have done show that they have actually lost
money, in sums ranging from $25 to $150 in individual
cases, because of their devotion to their work. Almost
every line of business and every profession are repre-
sented in the ranks of the wardens. There are lawyers,
doctors, senators and representatives, whose personality
has as .strong influence in working good to the cause as
has the prosecution of occasional offenders.

Seizures of Game.

The keeping of a close watch at all railroad stations
by my wardens and deputies during the last year has
resulted practically in the stopping of the shipping of
game to the markets from points within the State. After
the old offenders among the shippers had suffered some
losses that hurt their pocketbooks, they stopped the
practice. As the result of this strict enforcement of the
law very little game has been seized within the last year.
.After the beginning of the close season, February 5, only
fi_\ e packages of game came to this market from other
States and none from our own. The seized packages
contained a mixed lot of birds, prairie chicken, ducks,
snipe and plover. Nearly all the birds were in an ex-
tremely bad condition. Altogether there were seized
three hundred and seventy-two birds, which were as-
sorted, and the good ones sent to cold storage to remain
unt!l_ Oct._ I, when they will be sold or given to
charitable institutions. One of the seized packages con-
tained some hen prairie chickens with breasts destitute
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of feathers, a fact which showed conclusively that they

were killed while nesting.^ Some female teal ducks were

found in the same condition.

Game and Bird Protective Associations.

Since the passage of our present game laws, many as-

sociations for the protection of game and birds have

been formed throughout the State. In the northern and

middle counties particularly, the farmers have banded

together and posted warnings about their farms to keep

out trespassers. They have done this not only to save

the game birds, but to prevent the shooting of song and

insectivorous birds, which the agriculttxrists have come

to know at Jast are so vitally necessary for the preserva-

tion of their fruit and grain, through the constant war-

fare which these birds wage against crop destroymg

worms and other insects.

There has been recently formed in Sangamon county

an organization known as the State Game Reserve As-

sociation. It comprises the three townships of Buffalo,

Buffalo Hart and Mechanicsburg. The entire section

has been posted at considerable expense with warning

notices. The members of the association have agreed'

that for three years no prairie chickens or squirrels may
be killed, and that only a limited number of quail shall

be shot.
' The preserves are open only to the members

of the association, each one having a pass signed by the

president and secretary. A reward of $25 is offered by

the association for the conviction of anyone trespassing

or shooting on the grounds. On the farm of the secre-

tary ot the association, Henry C. Garvey, at Buffalo, a

pheasantry has been established, where hundreds of im-

ported pheasants are bred each year. These birds will

be turned loose as soon as it is considered practicable.

The State Game Reserve Association, with its stringent

rules, will undoubtedly do a good deal for the game sup-

ply in that part of the State in which it is located. The
"overflow" of the birds and animals from the associa-

tion's preserves will do much toward increasing the

general supply of game.
I wish to call particular attention to the work of the

Illinois Aubudon Society, which has for its object the

protection of all kinds of birds. Mr. Ruthven Deane,

of Chicago, an actix^e member of the American Ornitho-

logical Union, is the society's president. Miss Mary
Drummond, of Wheatoii, Illinois, is the secretary. I

have not words at my command to express m.y appre-

ciation of the extended and thoroughly unselfish work
of this society. Unlike organizations formed solely to

protect game in order that the shooting harvest may
be increased, the Aubudon Society looks only to the

.saving of the birds for the general good of mankind.
The society is agressive, and it is doing particularly

efficient service among the children of the State.

The State Sportsman's Association has a name that

should gu.irantee its standing and usefulness in the mat-

ter of the protection of birds. I am sorry to say, how-
ever, that although its State charter named game Rro-

tection as one of his prime objects, the organization, in

the last few years, has degenerated into little more than

a trap shooting club. It is a matter of congratulation,

however, that a new spirit has come over the associa-

tion and it is to be made,what it was originally intended

it should be, a protective as well as a shooting club.

James R. B. Van Cleave, a thorough sportsman and a

thorough believer in game preservation, has been elected

preside'nt. This fact alone insures a proper future for

the club. No member will be admitted who will not

pledge Irimsclf to the protection of game and the en-

forcement of the State law.

During the year that the new law has been in effect

we have secured a total of 142 convictions out of 203
cases brought to trial Scores of cases have been in-

vestigated upon complaints, which^ however, did not

have sufficient ground upon which to base prosecution.

The fines assessed amounted to $1,464. There have been
thirteen people committed to jail. In accordance with

the law one-half of the amount of fines assessed, $732,

Tias been paid to the wardens making the complaints.

Of the amount remaining. $208 has been paid into the

State treasury, leaving a balance still due the State of

$433.29. This amount is being held back either by State'.^

attorneys or by justices of the peace, although I have
made every effort to collect it on behalf of the State.

The officials' excuse for keeping the money is that the
- counties where the fines were collected are in arrears,

and that while this is the case they have the right to all

money penalties inflicted.

Cuvier Club Dinner.

The Cuvier Club, of Cincinnati, will hold its twenty-
seventh annual banquet on Wednesday, Nov. 2t. The
menu card bears this sentiment: "Our game birds and
game fishes are a precious heritage to be guarded care-

fully and used judiciously, if we are wise and far-

.seeing. bestowing benefits on ourseh'cs and succeeding
generations, or to be recklesslj' squandered, like the for-

tune of the spendthrift, leaving to posterity not even a

memory, but a simple tradition of the noblest races of
feathered and finny creatures nature ever produced.
Which shall it be?"
The list of good things to which the Ctiviers will ad-

dress themselves includes these supplies from stream and
field; Kennebec salmon, muscalonge a la Cuvier, Cali-

fornia .^almon, fillet of Virginia deer broiled, boned breast
of broiled prairie chicken a la Cuvier, breast of ruffed
grouse, partridge, saute, larded snipe, broiled quail on
toast, roast quail, bluewinged teal duck, breast of wild
turkey.

A Penmylvatiia Elk.

Mr. C. Tielenius had on exhibition at his restaurant
in the Staats Zeitung Building, this city, last week, the
carcass of an elk killed on his preserve at Mount Pocono.
Monroe county, Pa. The animal was a yearling buck, and
Avcighed when dressed 185 pounds. It was shot by Count
Cuno von Campe on Nov. 3, the third day of his hunt.
This is the third elk killed at Mount Pocono since the
onening of the season on Nov. i. Five years ago Mr.
Tielenivrs turned out twenty-.<?ix p]k. and to-day he has >^

Jierd of T50,
'

West Virginia Mountains.
MorgAntowNj W. Va,, Nov. 3.

—

Editor Forest and ,

Stream: Profiting by the experience of past contributors

to the columns of Forest anu Stream, I forsook m.y bed

at 4 o'clock A. M. last Tuesday morning, "rustled" an

early breakfast, fastened my gun to the bicj^cle and sallied

forth in the early dawn, and at 7 o'clock was seven miles

up in the mountains, where woods of goodly scope were
found. Hiding my wheel in a tree top—the tree was lying

down—I went forth in search of a cure for physical in-

disposition, and incidentally and secondarily, to find any
wild meat that might be straying my way.
Very soon I was greeted by the familiar and pleasing

quack, quack, quack, qua-a-a-a of a gray squirrel, which
greeting was repeated at intervals all day. The newly
fallen leaves were deep and dry;, so that going quietly

was out of the question, and I just stood about quietly

and moved slowly from place to place, enjoying watch-
ing the falling leaves. Seeing a gray squirrel going

away from me, I shot at it, barely expecting to get it on
accotmt of the distance. It went on unharmed and went
up a tree and began to bark. I shot again and missed,

when it went on up the tree, and I moved nearer, when I

saw it away in the top. I shot again and crippled

it, and it jumped to a chestnut tree and started down a

limb, in the forks of which was a nest of leaves, into

which I felt sure it went, as I .watched carefully for it

to leave the tree, and did not see it. I shot into the

nest, and when it failed to come out, concluded, of course,

it must be dead; and not to be outdone, I climbed up to

Notes from Iowa.
Nov. I came too soon this year, for it marked the finale

of legitimate fishing in Iowa. It came too soon because
of the delightful weather which obtains this fall, and be-
cause the fishing for walleyes, pickerel and bass never
was better here than right now. However, the boys
regretfully reeled in or lost the last one, dissembled the
rods, and turned to the milder pastime of lying about
the size of the one he had out of the water, discussing
the merits of reels and the proper method of hooking
a minnow.

Fishing has been good this season. Here, \Vhere the
Iowa is a comparatively small stream, and the city full

of fishermeji, individual catches are necessarily limited.
The river is fished to death; but at some little distance
from town excellent sport may be had by the Waltonians
who know where to go; and despite the farming com-
munities with the company seine and the occasional
dynamitard (who should be blown to his own place by
his favorite explosive) there are still localities where a

real fisherman may find sport that will make his hair
curl.

Seining goes on quietly, but vigorously. Not by
market fishers, but by farmers and inhabitants of small
towns and villages. A half-dozen farmers chip in and
buy a seine. Some Saturday afternoon they, their wives
and children constitute a seining party that furnishes all

kinds of tun and plenty of fish for Sunday's dinner table.

Parties from villages sneak out and take a barrel full of

game fish in an evening. The worst feature and the one

THREE TIGERS IN FIFTEEN MINUTES.

the nest, not less than' 50 feet, and found the nest empty.O
I will always wonder where that squirrel went. That was|
four shots gone and nothing to show for it. ^

The next four shots brought me three gray squirrels
and a red one, which atoned for the bad start. Don't)
speak disparagingly of the red squirrel, even as a game
animal, and do as I have often done, passing them by
with contempt, without even wasting a shot. If yor
get a chance, especially where game of lai-ger size is

scarce, kill one and have it nicely cooked, and if you
do not agree that it is well Avorth a load of shot aside
from_ what little sport it might be, why you can send the
next' one to me. I got home from my day's outing that
evening with a good appetite, a choice mess of meat and
a new lease of life.

By experimenting I fbund the easiest way to carry a
gun on a wheel is to sling the gun on the back instead
of tying it to the wheel. I find the wheel a great con-
venience in getting to the hunting ground in suitable
weather and over suitable roads.

I would like some one who knows to explain for what
purpose squirrels build nests of leaves in the forks of
trees. Is it to rear young or simply to lie in to hide?

Being a former resident of Wyomnig, I take an in-

terest in the affairs and happenings of that State. The
Saratoga, Wyo., Sun of Oct. 25 says; "The Laramie
Plains Live Stock Protective Association has arranged to

contimte the paying of bounties on predatory wild animals.
Since last March, when the State appropriation became
exhausted, the Association has paid bounty on 379 coyotes,
123 wolves and 28 wildcats." Emerson Carney.

The Weight of Quail.

St. /\i;gustine, Nov. 3.—Why is it that I cannot induce
any of your correspondents to give the weight of quail
m different sections? A Virginian said last year that
the quail in that State was larger than in any other part
of this cotmtryj which I doubt. I have weighed two
large cock birds here and they weighed exactly 5 ounces.
Now I feel quite sure that a Long Island or Jersey quail
will pull down 6 or 7 ounces, if not more.
Now don't all weigh your quail at once, or Forest and

Stream will not have room to print the list.

DiDYMTJS.

An Extfaofclinaty Tiger Hunt.

Our illustration, from the London Illustrated Sporting
and Dramatic News, shows three tigers killed within a
space of fifteen minutes by Sir Vikar-ul-Umra, Prime
Minister of Hyderabad. India. All three tigers were full

grown, and the one shown in the foreground was an
enormous hegst.

§ff (hf Hsi of good thm^^ i» If^oodcraft in om q<^v. eolif.

which renders the suppression of the practice extremely

ytdifficult is that the farmer sees no harm in it. The river

«runs past or through his field. He owns and pays taxes

''on the sandy bottom it Hows over, ^nd he can't see why
he should wait for his city brother in the knickerbockers

! and high rubber boots to come and "snake" out the fish

with a limber pole and a shiny reel. For himself he

doesn't care about the rod and reel business. He wants

results, and he gets them with his one-hundred-foot drag

net. There's a^big family, and the hired man, and they

all li;-e fish. He wants a "mess." He gets it all right

enough, and when the man with the limber pole comes
along- he wonders why he doesn't get a rise by that big

boulder in mid-stream. There's a good reason. The old

bass which formerly resided there is assisting to push

the wrinkles out of the hired man's vest.

The farmer is a good fellow and in other respects an
exemplary citizen. Individuals do not wish to inform on
him. Officers know him, and evade the unpopularity;

of information and arrest. And so it goes.

The star fishing point on the Iowa, and according to

the writer's observation in the State, is at Steamboat
Rock, thirty miles north of Marshalltown. Bass of dif-

ferent varieties, walleyed pike, croppies and pickerel

abound in the clear water among the stumps and

boulders and beneath the beetling rocks that palisade

the banks. The fishes are not only abundant, but bred in

pure cold water, are game as a Claibone cock. The
writer and several friends have enjoyed "and tested their

fighting qualities on a number of occasions during the

season. The best catch by our party of six was 52

pounds of bass and walleye in a morning's fishing.

And that's enough.
This string was caught at the dam, and the long reaches

of river north where fishing is best were not disturbed

by us owing to a lack of boats. Next year the writer

intends spending his vacation there with the game fish

and the squirrels, of which latter the name is legion.

Moscrip.
Marshalltown, .la., .Nov. 2,

Taken for Bruin.

Barre, Vt.. Nov. 9.—The open season of ten days for

shooting deer closed in this State Oct. 31, and up to date

the writer has not heard of a casualty resulting from a man
iDeing taken for a deer. The accidents are not reported to

the press, while the ones which might have proven fatal

seldom are printed. I know of one life last season which

would have been sacrificed but for the words of the

Forest and Stream, "Don't shoot." The above words
were ringing in the hunter's ears as he was about to

press the trigger. He withheld his aim a moment and

the life was saved. Another inci4ent this season was told

me by .one of principals, where ^ man wa'; iaken for ft
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Two men were on a deer hunting trip. In the morning
of the first day's hunt a bear was sighted feeding beneath
an apple tree; the bear took flight and a shot was lost.

On the following morning an early start was taken, and
on reaching the hunting grounds objects were scarcely dis-

cernible, but in the dim light the supposed Bruin was
again sighted beneath the apple tree, and this time within
easy range. A whispered consultation was held. There
v.'^as doubt in the mind of one whether it was the bear or
a stump, but the other was positive it moved. While
discussing the situation it was plainly seen to move by
both, and now there was one doubt left. The only ques-
tion, should they shoot in the dim light or wait. It was
decided to shoot. The better shot dropped to one knee,
cocked the rifle and peeper through the sight. It was an
uncertain shot, but he thought he could kill it, and was
pulling the trigger when the black object beneath the
tree j'elled, "Hold on." The .supposed bear was a man
\vrapped in a big overcoat watching for deer. He had
sighted them when they first came into the clearing, and
supposed they could see him plainly also. There is no
doubt that many similar incidents have occurred, but too
much cannot be printed on the subject. B. A. E.

Massachusetts Association.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Asso-

ciation held a very enjoyable and successful meeting on
Thursday evening, Nov. 8, at the Copley Square Hotel.

Mr. Harold Hutchinson, secretary of the Massachu-
.setts Rifle Associatijan, and Mr. James O'Brien, of the
Ashland Gun Club, were elected corresponding members,
and Commissioners J. W. Collins and E. D. Buffington
honorary members of the Association.

Dr. J. T. Herrick, president of the Sprinfield Sports-
men's Association, was elected to life membership, and
Mr. F. J. Pope, of Somerville, to yearly membership.
VVm. A. Macleod, ex-president of the Megantic Club,

who was expected to relate his recent experiences in

salmon fishing in New Brunswick, was compelled to be
. absent, which was a source of much regret to all present,
but the time was fully occupied to a late hour by other
speakers.

Mr. A. W. Sprague, of Gleasondale, Mass., who re-
cently returned from Presque Isle, Maine, laden with
trophies of his skill as a nimrod, gave a graphic descrip-
tion of this year's experiences, as well as those of pre-
vious years. Being a native of Aroostook county, Mr.
Sprague knows just where to go for partridges, deer,
bears and moose, and has been fortunate enough to get
his quota of all, although he admitted that in one in-
stance a moose which he secured was shot by his guide.
Mr. Sprague impressed his hearers as a very unassum-
ing and truthful sportsman, and his story was listened
to with the closest attention.
He was followed by Mr. M. E. Hawes, ex-president of

the E. Weymouth Fish and Game Association, who gave
a brief account of the forming of his society to protect
birds and fish. By the efforts of its members, he said,
the ten miles of Fore and Back rivers have been patrolled

" and illegal seining has been made dangerous for those
engaged in it. He explained how he had been able to
get an appropriation of $200 a year from the town to aid
in this work. The association' now numbers more than
150 members.
After Mr. Hawes. President Wiggin called upon Prof.

F. W. Putnam, of Cambridge, who has been for many
years an honorary member of the association, and was
formerly a member of the State Commission on Fish
and Game. He spoke of the beginning of the work of
the Commission, and the first attempt to propagate fish
in the United States, mentioning the labors in those days
of Dr. Wheatland, of Salem, Commissioner E. A.
Brackett, Hon. Theodore Lyman, Prof. Agassiz and
Capt. Atwood, of Provincetown. As is well known. Prof.
Putnam is now in the lead as an anthropologist, and his
prfesence and his remarks furnished a rare treat to our
members.

Ex-President E. A. Samuels spoke of the standing of
the association outside of our own State, and said it had
been a source of pleasure, as well as a surprise, to him
to learn that its history and work had become known
throughout the country, and this, he said, he believed
to be due largely to the fiequent reports of its doings
published m Forest and Stream. He expressed the
opinion that the association should have at all times
permanent headquarters.

President Wiggin announced the committee to nomi-
nate candidates for officers for 1901 as follows: Dr. E
W. Brannigan, Hon. Robt. S. Gray. Arthur W. Robin-
son, Dr. Geo. H. Payne, Wm. S. Hinman, A. D. Thayer
and George H. ]\ioore.

Representative Harry D. Hunt was one of the guests
and informed me that the N. Attleboro Association has
made extensive preparations for the Sportsman's Ex-
position, to be held in that place from Nov 16 to 24
Some of those present were Waldron B. Hastings

Thos. H. Hall, Dr. W. P. Woodward, of Middleboro;
A. B. F. Kinney, of Worcester; Ivers W. Adams, C A
Barney, Charles Stewart, N. Le Roy, Edward J Brown'
Lonng Crocker and Dr. M. A. Morris, of Charlestown'
who had shot his moose every year for the last half-dozen
years, and recently returned from a successful trip to
New Brunswick.
The readers of your paper who have political aspira-

lions will do well to read the subjoined extract from a
Worcester letter published in the Sunday Globe of Nov
11 relating to the re-election of Hon. John R. Thayer

the National House of Representatives:
•Mr. Thayer is president of the Worcester Fur Company

whose only object is hunting foxes for pleasure, and he is
a hunter himself of great renown through the district in
which the chase after Reynard is esteemed an ancient and
honorable sport, so that when he got out in the country
he was right at home among the farmers, as well as the
city men Avho hunt foxes for diversion. More than that
3ilr. Thayer is an expert on fox hounds, and there isn't
a hound in Worcester county that he doesn't know by
name, and of which -he cannot tell the pedigree at sight, so
pvery fox hunter in the county—and pretty nearly'' every
man outside of Worcester rify js a fox hunter—is a
]\]^r\n CT the Congressman. 1

"Away back in the town of Paxton Mr. Thayer was in-

troduced to an old man he ran into out hunting with a
pack of his own hounds. The old man didn't just like

the idea of talking with a Democrat about politics, and
he never had a thought of voting for one for anything
from constable to President, but as soon as Mr. Thayer
got to talking with him about his hounds, and had
praised them up, for they really are very fine dogs, the old
man was won.

"Later he admitted to some of his friends that he was
going to vote for John R. Thayer, because he was a good
fellow. Rallied at having decided to vote for a Demo-
crat, the old man said : 'You needn't talk to me. Any
man that knows ez much about haounds ez he does, and
likes 'em ez well, is a good feller, and I'm goin' to vote
fer him anyway.'

"In the very most active part of the campaign, when
the workers of both parties were driving all over the
district making personal appeals to the voters by day
and addressing gatherings of them by night, Mr. Thayer
announced that he was going to take a day off' and go
fox hunting with the Worcester Fur Company, and he did.
Even some of his friends told him that he shouldn't take
the chance of losing a day from his campaigning, but it

made no difference to him, and when the voters read in
the Worcester papers that he had stopped campaigning for
a day to go after foxes, and more, that he was the only
man of the party to bring jn a brush, it made him more
votes that he could have gained by personal talks with the
men of his district.

"Mr. Thayer is a famous story teller, and his popularity
in that line is as great in the committee rooms at Wash-
ington as it is in the back districts of VVorcester count}-.
Back in the country he tells the farmers of the good
things he has heard in Washington, and in the latter city
he is always in demand to tell the stories he has found in

Massachusetts, and particularly among the fox hunters."
Henry H. KiMBAi.L.^Sec'y.

'

The Ohio Situatioix.

Ci.EVELANu, O., Nov. 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:-
The Ohio law is a disgrace to the statute books of any
State, and about all the sportsmen can do is to bear it, for
it is too bad to grin and bear it.

_
The law gives only twenty days of' shooting, and at a

time that is too late in the year for mOst of the migTatory
birds.. I , -i L

."

It allows one to have certain kinds of game in posses-
sion when it is illegal to kill it, and then to kill same
game at a time when it is illegal to have 'it in possession^
Hard to obtain conviction with'such law.
As we only have biennial sessions^ of the Legislature

there is no relief in sight until 1902.
The law is so manifestly unfair and unreasonable that

there is a great deal of unlawful shooting done, and I
gi-eatly fear an increase of this kind of shooting and a
growing contempt for all game laws.
There is this silver lining to the clouds, however, and

that is that all sportsmen all over the State are thor-
oughly aroused and determined to have laws passed at
the next session of the Legislature that will be fair and
reasonable to all concerned.

I think it will be possible now to have a good gun
license law passed that will do more to control unlawful
shooting than any law we have eyer had.

^ J Paul North.

New York League Meeting-.

New York, Nov. i, 1900.
The annual meeting of the New York Fish, Game ,and

Forest League will be held at the Yates Hotel, Syracuse,
N. Y., at 10:30 A. M. on Dec. 6, 1900, and a full

, at-
tendance is hoped for.

In order that they may be fully discussed at the annual
meeting, all proposed amendments to the present game
laws should, if possible, be. forwarded to the Chairman
of the Legislative and Law Committee, Mr. Walter S.
Macgregor, 41 Wall street, New York city, prior to the
first day of December, 1900.

Applications for membership should be made to the
Secretary, who will gladly give any further information
which may be desired.

Robert B. Lawrence,
Ernest G. Gould, Sec'y, President.

Seneca Falls.

A 62-Inch Moose Head.
Mr. C. E. E. Ussher, General Passenger Agent of the

Canadian Pacific, tells us that late in October a moose
head was taken out of Kippewa district by Mr. J. C.
Bates Dana, of Worcester, Mass., and shipped from
Kippewa to Montreal. The spread was 62 inches. A Mr.
W. S. Lincoln, of Worcester. Mass., at the same time
shipped two heads from Kippewa to Montreal, one of
which had a spread of 58 inches.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

ANGLING NOTES.

Long Island Ducks.
East Quoque, L. I., Nov. 10.—The change in the

weather has brought the ducks in the bay. Several good
bags of ducks have been made; ten mallards, with black
ducks, widgeons, sprigs and broadbills. If weather con-
tinues the outlook for shooting will be good. Quite a
number of sheldrakes have come in the bay since the
change of wind. E. A. 'Jaqkson.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.

DON'T SHOOT
Until you see your game, and

see that it is game and
not a man.

Trout Fry and Iced Fry.

More and more the New York applications for public
fish for stocking waters that are public (for under no
circumstances will State fish be furnished for stocking
private waters, and I might alsoi say that the State of
New York does not furnish fish for stocking the waters
of other States, be they public or private) demand finger-
ling fish, particularly of the salmon family, and conse-
quently fewer trout fry are asked for. There is no
reason why fry properly planted should not give good
returns, but the trouble is to have the fry properly
planted, as I have pointed out in former notes. Very
recently I met a committee of gentlemen in Cattaraugus
county to look over various places where trout fry may
be reared to fingerhngs, and one of them gave me a leaf
from his experience in planting fry. He said he had been
just as successful in planting fry as in planting fingerling
fish, because he took the fry to the very headwaters of the
streams and planted them at the sources, taking the fry
from the cans in a dipper and depositing not over six
to twelve of , the little fish in a place. This made con-
siderable hard work, fot each can probably contained at
least 3,000 fry, and to plant six to twelve and carry the
can to another point and repeat the operation required
tinie and hard work, but Mr. Blessing assured me that
this sort of fish planting brought as good results as when
fingerlings had been planted. The fish so distributed
were assured of a fair division of the food in the streams
and were placed where they would not be eaten by their
larger brethren of the same or other .species.

^ This evening I was looking at the circular of the
Solway Fishing Company, of Dumfries, Scotland, and
noticed What it had to say about fry. Mr. Armistead, the
proprietor of the fishery, is a man of large experience as
a fish breeder, and wfiat he has to say on the subject
must have weight, and as I desire always to present a
case fairly, I give an extract from the circular

:

"Many of our correspondents we find prefer fry, and
have been remarkably successful in stocking waters with
them. Fry do very well, and are ^o much better under-
stood than they were twenty years ago that we have far
more confidence in recommending them. There are cases
in which it would be injudicious and possibly useless to
use fry for stocking, but such cases are exceptional. The
great secret of success with fry lies in having good healthy
fish."

The trout fry sent out by the State of New York are
good healthy fish—there can be none more so—and if they
were not they would not grow into the good healthy
fingerling fish that are so frequently commended by those
who receive them. Breeding fish are carefully selected
and only healthy specimens are used for breeders. The
stock fish are changed between the different hatcheries
that have stock "ponds. Fish above four years of age are
now disposed of by planting them in public waters. Fresh
blood is introduced by taking eggs from w:ld fish, and eggs
are obtained from waters outside of the State. The differ-
ence between the cost of fry and yearlings is exemplified
m the circular before me. Fry from selected fish are
sold at $6.25 per 1,000, and selected yearlings are sold for
$75 per 1,000, If yearlings are not properly planted they
will amount to little more than fry improperly planted, so
it remains, if one is to be successful in fish plantins?. for
the applicant for State fish to see that, whether the fish are
fry or fingerlings, they are properly placed in the water.

Sometimes I think it would be money well invested for
the State to insist that all fish be planted by men from
the State hatcheries, and then, if these men did not do
the work as it should be done, to get others who would.
It is a great saving of time and money for the State to
deliver the fish, whatever they may 'be, at a railroad
station into the hands of the applicant, and go on to other
stations with other assignments of fish. In this way a
m.essenger might distribute 60,000 fish in three days that
would require a week or more to plant if the messenger
put every fish in the stream himself.
However, I have wandered away from ice on trout fry.

I was greatly surprised to read in the Solwav circular
this declaration

: "We have often heard of fry being iced
for a journey. No wonder they did not succeed. Here
ice has never been used for such a purpose, except under
the most exceptional circumstances."
There is no reason why ice should not be used, and

there is every reason that it should in transporting fry,
and no harm ever came from using it, and if ever fry
failed to succeed, the failure cannot be charged to the
use of ice in the cans on the journey from the hatchery
to the Water where the fry were planted.

This may appear to be strong language in the face of
ithe quotation, and I mean it to be, for if it is wrong to
ice trout fry in the cans on a journey, the State and
national fish commissions have been doing wrong for
years and continue to-day to do wrong. Nevertheless
they are very successful in so doing.

_
Occasionally I have heard some one wonder that ice

IS used in a can of young fish, only because they happen
to think that the ice may strike the fish or iam them
against the side of the can. In a can the ice floats at the
top of the water and the trout fry, like all fry of the
.salmon family, hug the bottom. It is for this reason thst
round cans are used, for if they were square corners th-
fry would crowd into the corners at the bottom ani
smother.
Over and over again have fry (and older fish, too) been

lost for want of ice, and the ice question is a rather ten-
der subject with me. One night I started with a lot of
choice trout fry for an all-night journey, and I was
plentifully supolied with ice, as I supoosed but ther°
was a fire in the express car, and the ice melted in th-;
cans- at a fearful rate, and in the middle of the night the
ice gave out. The sleeping cars in the train contribu<-c [

each a small quota of ice. but not enough to save the
fish. To be sure, the cans were overcrowded at the start,

t^Hl's was g, tnatter of necessity, and an extra (^tsantity
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of ice had been ordered in consequence Ice wouW

have saved the fish in spite of the crowding, but lack oi it

killed them I can look back over a score of instances

where lack of ice caused loss of trout and other fry, and

where the presence of it would have saved them. A
particularly aggravating case was of a messenger de-

posited at 2 o'clock in the morning at a junction with

50,000 sea salmon fry, and no ice. The messenger had

been almost forced to take a tram he did not wish to

take' to bring about the situation in which he tound

himself Sea salmon were as scarce then as now, and as

soon as he could get a message to me over -the railway

wires I procured ice and met him with it. in the mean-

time he pumped his fish, and when I met him about

'Z^ 000 were dead, and those still alive were very sick, ice

would have saved them, and knowing how ice has saved

fish fry for all the vears since Dr. Garlick the father ot

fishculture in America, discovered the use of ice in trans-

porting fry, about 1853, I cannot understand why any

fish breeder should intimate that icing fry is wrong or

hkely to operate against the success of the fish planted

after being iced. If it were wrong or injurious we \yould

not have anv fish in this country as the result of artificial

breeding, for all our fry are iced in the cans when

transported, aad it is for this reason that every hatchery

in the State has an ice house, and why now that ice is

exhausted in some of these ice houses, the State is paying

a ton for it at nearlv every point where the btate ftsu

car is sent. Let no one be alarmed if he receives trout

fry with ice in the can: rather let him rejoice.

Salmon River Salmon.

Yesterday I received a salmon from Salmon River.. New
York It was an Atlantic salmon, but not very fresh, as

it had reached me in a very roundabout way, and the

ice was melted, and I did not wish to spend much time in

examining it closelv. How the fish was taken I do not

yet know, but it had marks on its sides showing it had

been injured in some way. Several round marks showed

old wounds and a peculiar glazing of the skm where the

scales were absent. Possibly it was similar marks on the

fish previouslv referred to that was found dead that gave

rise to the opinion that lampreys had caused its death.

To me it>did not look like the work of the lamprey in

the case of the fish received yesterday. The journey from

the sea to Salmon River must be a long one to bring the

first fish to the river in the month of October, and there

are perils of divers sorts between the sea and the sweet

water of Oswego county, of which we know little at this

time, but can imagine much. Suffice it to know now

that the fish are Atlantic salmon, and that as the result

of a salmon plant the fish are returning to the river

annually.

Fish Weirs.

Some of the New York fish and game protectors re-

cently made a visit to the Delaware River at Port Jervis

and followed the stream upward for forty or fifty miles,

destroying the eel weirs in the stream. I saw Protector

Leavitt the dav he returned to Albany after his raid, and

asked what he found in the weirs, for it has been con-

tended that nothing but eels are taken m them. He did

find eels, barrels of them but he also found black bass

in many of the weirs. It has been the custom for resi-

dents of Pennsylvania in many instances to huild their

weirs on the New York side, and the residents ot New
York to build their weirs on the Pennsylvania side, so the

protectors destroyed all the weirs they found, no matter on

which side of the river they were found, and the Penn-

sylvania protectors have done the same thing. Some of

the weirs were so massive that they had to be blown up

with dynamite, but all were destroyed, no matter what

their character or where they were found, but the owners

escaped, for word went up the river faster than the

protectors could move, telling what they were there for.

New Hatchery ai.d Rearing; Poe s.

At the meeting of the Forest. Fish and Game Com-

mission on Nov. 8, action was taken on the selection of

a site for a new State hatchery in Delaware county.

Evcrv situation suggested by the people in the county—

for the law provides that the hatchery must be erected m
Delaware countv—has been examined, and on Nov. 7 the

hatchery committee made a final visit to a site near

Hobart.' The time was limited, and Mr. Edward Coy-

kendall. superintendent Ulster & Delaware R. R., fur-

nished a special train to take the committee from Kingston

to Hobart and return, that the members might be in

Albany on the 8th. The State Engineer had prepared a

survey of the site, measurement of water, etc., and at the

regular meeting the site was formally adopted. It will

comprise about ten acres, on the farm of Mr. Jos. Hiller,

.about one-half mile from Hobart Station, on the Ulster

& Delaware R. R., in the town of Stamford. There are

six springs, each with a temperature of 46 degrees

Falir.. and together they were flowing enough water in

August and again in September to hatch 20.000.000 of

trout eggs. From the upper spring to the Delaware

River it is a distance of 2.300 feet, and there is no op-

portunity for flooding, as the springs form in a meadow
and the resulting brood flows through the meadow to the

river, giving a fall of over 14 feet, all the head neces-

.sarv for hatching purposes. The railroad is but a few

rod's from the stream and parallel with it and .it connects

with the West Shore R. R. at Kingston and with the

Delaware & Hudson at Oneonta, The railroad company
will build sidings at a point opposite the proposed

hatchery. I doubt if a more favorable location could he

selected anywhere for a hatchery with an abundance of

desirable water as to temperature and quality, and con-

venience of distributing the fish hatched in the hatchery

when built.

The Commission also selected a site for rearing races

and ponds in Cattaraugus county near Lime Lake, and

Lime Lake is near Machias Junction. The bill providing

for these ponds reads "for a hatchery and rearing ponds."

but it never was intended to erect a hatchery in Cat-

taraugus county, for the reason that the capacity of the

present hatcheries is over 53,000,000 trout eggs alone, and

in one year the Commission hatches under 10,000,000 of

eggs. The Commission with its present water supply can

rear but. about one and one-half millions of fingerling

fish, and it is for this reason th^t additional water is de-

sired for rearing races and ponds. The site selected by
the Commission is on the line of the Pennsylvania R. R.

(Western New York & Pennsylvania), forty-four miles

from Buffalo, and the springs are within sixty rods of

the track. The water supply is abundant for rearing a

great number of fingerling trout, alid the nearness of the

location to Buffalo will insure cheap transportation of

food for the fish to be reared. It is probable that the

people will donate the site, and Senator Higgins informs
me that a highway would be laid oirt from the water to the

railroad station, less than a mile, if the Commission
selected this site. During the dry season, so widespread
and so severe in New York this year, the springs at

Lime Lake gave an abundance of water, with a tempera-
ture of 48 degrees Fahr. at the springs, and the surface

water in the brook was 53 degrees Fahr. When the races

are erected trout fry will be taken in the State car 'from
other hatcheries, where the water is limited, and reared

at Lime Lake until the time for distributing them as

fingerlings. The site is admirable from the point of

railway connections in taking the fry from other

hatcheries, and in distributing the fingerlings and for

other reasons it is most desirable for a rearing station.

Nessmofc's Drinking Cop.

This evening a friend said to mc : "What a curious
match box you have on your desk. What is it?" The
match box is such a familiar feature of my desk that it

long ago ceased to be curious to me. It is Nessmuk's
drinking cup, and is of his own manufacture. It is a sec-

tion oi a cow's horn I scraped and polished, the bottom
of the section having a piece of wood fitted into it so that

it will hold liquids. Nessmuk cut into the horn at the

base these words, "Temperance Cup," and filled the let-

ters with ink, perhaps, so that they are conspicuous. He
said it was a temperance citp, not from the kind of
liquid it would hold, but from the quantity. It is

inches high and lY?, inches in diameter, and had seen long
service before Nessmuk gave it to me years ago. One day
my daughter put matches in it, and thereafter it was
designated as a match box. at^d kas ?o Served in spite of
its legend.

Spawning of Trout.

The unusual warm weather in October and early No-
vember of this year has caused all the fall spawning fi.shes

to be quite late in depositing their ova. The foremen of

all the State hatching stations in New York have the
same story to tell, that trout in the stock ponds are
slow to run into the spawning races, and that trout in

the wild waters have not yet made their beds, so that the
season for egg taking is unusually late. One State em-
ployee who is prosecuting work in new waters as an
experiment, writes under date of Nov. 7 : "Fished until

midnight on two beds last night. Caught twelve lake
trout, eight males and four females, the latter not ripe

yet. No whitefish have yet come into the nets." On Nov.
8 he wrote: "We fished the lake trout beds last night, but
owing to winds and rough seas had to take up the nets
soon after o o'clock. We caught twenty lake trout
weighing from 6 to 9 pounds each. Six of them were
females, not ripe. I think it will be fully three days
more before they will be ready. None had spawned."
Up to Nov. 4 the different State hatching stations had

taken a total of eggs as follows : Brook trout, 1,095.000

;

brown trout, 645.500, and lake trout. 3,245,000. In addi-
tion. 1,000.000 brook trout eggs have been secured outside

of the State for crossing with stock fish and for planting

when hatched in State waters. Over 3.000,000 of the lake
trout eggs were secured by an agent of the State in Lake
Michigan, and even there the trout were later than
usual in spawning. It is curious to look over the reports
of the foremen and find that at one station none scarcely

of the brook trout have spawned, but the brown trout are
spawning freely. At another .station it may be just the
reverse, the brook trout are reported as spawning and
scarcely any of the brown trout. At one station all the

trout in one pond have spawned, while in an adjoin'ng
pond there are no ripe fish as yet. The prospect seems"
fair, however, to secure a larger nunrber of trout eggs
than usual, as the State has joined with the Lhiited States

in the expense of egg taking, and from this sour-ce. which
is not touched unon in the above figures, there is the

promise of a goodly number of trout and whitefish eggs.

Fish are at times very uncertain creatures about furnishing
eggs, as I have previousl.y noted, di^ast year the smelts
did not appear on Long Island, and in place of getting

25.000,000 or .TO.Ooo.ooo of eggs, there were but a million

or so taken. What is true of smelt is true of other fish.

A. N. Cheney.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Record on Western Bars.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 3.—It seems altogether likely that

the record on Western bass this year is to be held by an
Eastern man. Mr. W. L. Porter, of Waterford, New-
York, has been fishing up at Lake Gog bic, Mich., and
has been having very good luck with tn; big ones. He
has taken one of 6J/^ pounds, another of 6 pounds, one

pounds, within the last two days, thus scorng a

second bass to weigh 61/2 pounds. He caught another of

6J4 pounds" not long ago. This week he capped all his

performances by taking a beauty of 6V4 pounds. This fish

was aUve two days ago. and is being kept for mounting
later on. It is thought to be the record fish for 1900 in

this part of the world. All the above bass were small-

mouths.

Nepigon and the North Shore.

Mr. W. O. Watson, of Charlottesville, Va.. wants to

know something about the north shore of Lake Superior,

and* I wish some of our friends who know all about
that country would answer the questions which he asks.

iHe writes:
"I see but little nowadays in Forest and Stream about

the north shore of Lake Superior, around about Nepigon,
as a trout region. Is it played out? Have always had a

desire to go there, but have never been able to get much
information about it. Can you help me out? Is the. fish-

ing really fine? What are the charges for guides, etc.?

What are its drawbacks? I shall be grateful indeed for

any information y.ou can give me. When is best tirne to

go? Possibly you can give me the names of parties who
have been there recently."

Although not personally familiar with the Nepigon
country, I think I may say in a general way that the

-Nepigon is by no means an exhausted stream.- The
Canadians manage those things better tiian we do. I

think the best time to go there would be in the late

summer, and at that time the fly would be pretty bad.

A party customarily hires Indians—two Indians to each
boat—and the fishing is done chiefly from the canoe, as I

understand it. I do not know the price of the guides, but
the)^ are experienced and reliable. There are regular
camping grounds, and, in fact, the whole thing is pretty

much cut and dried. I think the main thing to do would
be to take a shawl strap full of money, and to get to

Port Arthur some time in August. There are many
readers of the Forest and " Stream who have made this

trip, and from these I do not doubt there will be many
replies to Mr. Watson's queries.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

The Michigan Grayling.
BY A. C. BABBITT.

(Read before the American Fisheries Society.)

Dr. Henshall's papers on Montana grayling were
deeply interesting to me, carrying my thoughts backward
to a time when Michigan's type of the species

—

Thymallus
tricolor—were almost the sole occupants of at least 1,000

miles of limpid, running spring water, of varying width
and deepness, threading the pine clad sections of twenty-
three counties of the Peninsula State, lying north of a

line drawn from the south line of Oceana county on
Lake Michigan, running northeasterly to the lower side

of Arenac county on Saginaw Bay. In the early seventies
most of the streams and tributaries in the followin.g list

were literally overstocked with graylings. The northern
portion of Arenac county is traversed by the Au Gres
River, which mingles its waters with those of Saginaw
Bay. Thence north, flowing into Lake Huron, are the Aw
Sable, Black, Pigeon and Sturgeon rivers, besides two
branches of the Thunder Bay River, the Rainy River

'

and Canada Creek. From the apex of the peninsula
south the waters of Lake Michigan receive those of the

Maple, Boyne, Jordan, Boardman, Manistee, Little

Manistee, Pere Marquette, White and Muskegon rivers,

all of which were originally the home of the grayling.

The one grayling stream of the Upper Peninsula is the

east branch of the Ontonagon River, which empties into

Lake Superior west of Keweenaw Point. By coast line.-

the mouth of the Ontonagon is upward of 400 miles from
the coast of the Lower Peninsula. On account of the

strictly non-migratory habits of tri-color, it would seem
that the Ontonagon specimen should receive a separate

classification.

My acquaintance with grayling dates from previously.

Dr. J. C. Parker, of Grand Rapids, had identified the

species, from specimcn.s taken from one of its most
southerly habitats. Hensey Creek, a branch of the Muske-
gon River. We early settlers of Crawford county, how-
ever, were ignorant of the fact, and many long evenings
were partly taken up with discussions as to u.j nenu-.y

of the fish, with which the streams of the county
abounded. Supposedly a species of trout, its specific name
depended on the particular stream from which it was
taken. In that locality it was generally desfgnated Au
Sable or Manistee trout. By some, however, it was
claimed that this stranger was no trout at all, but more
hkely a "cisco or jack salmon," while others, wiser in

their own coticeit, pronounced this rara avis a "cross be

tween a sucker and lake herring."

In 1875 the upper portion of the Au Sable and Manistee
rivers retained yet their primal beauty ; their stock of

grayling was practically intact. A catch of 58 pounds
was not an uncommon thing as a result of one day's

fishing with a fly-rod. By this means the demand from
Chicago, Cincinnati and Detroit for grayling was over-

supplied, so little was this delicious table fish known^ As
its fame as a game fish and an epicurean dainty spread,

fishermen came from afar, who almost invariably pro

nounced it superior to brook trout in both of these

qualities. It is to be hoped that an effort will be made to

propagate Thymallus tricolor by methods similar to those

employed in the propagation of its congener if: Montana.
Two questions in regard to T. tricolor have for some time
engaged the attention of fishculturists ; first, inquiry as to

the cause for the rapid depopulation of grayling streams;

second, why have attempts at artificial or protected propa
gation of the species been economic failures?

Owing to the gregarious and fearless nature of T.

tricolor, I believe that the same amount of fishing on a

grayling and trout stream of similar character would
make a greater impression on the stock in the grayling

stream than in the trout stream. The real cause for the

practical extermination of Michigan grayling, however,

has been logging operations. On account of their peculiar

spawning habits, the log drive has year after year prac-

tically shut out that function, besides undoubtedly de-

stroying numbers of adult fish.

T. tricolor's habits are for ten months m the year

strictly local. During this period he will occupy a portion

of a river's bed circumscribed by one square foot of space,

No matter if hundreds are domiciled in a bend of the

river, each and every one keeps separate house. If dis-

turbed, driven out, each returns to the precise spot which
he formerly occupied. About March 10 there is a genera!

exodus from their haunts, a run down stream. When
nature prompts their return they begin a lingering ascent

or up run, perform_in,g spawning functions on the way
up stream, at points for which the gravid fishes have a

special predilection, on either sand or gravel, according

to the character of their habitat. T. tricolor's habits, or

preferences, are immutably fixed, as unchangeable as

fate. She has a preference for a particular portion of

the river's bed on which to spawn, and there she will

deposit her eggs or not at all. If a log jam rests on the

spot of her choice, as is often the case, being piled from
the bottom to the surface of the water, she will hold on to

her eggs until the germ dies rather than cast thep in any
other place. These traits render it an impossibility to

propagate the species anywhere else but in their pative

haunts.
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In short, the Michigan type of Thymallus must have

a down run. She must also find her spawning ground
unobstructed on her return or propagation of her kind is

off for that season. The experience of several years
devoted to efforts at domestication of grayling cp.nvinces
rae that it is impracticable.

1 believe, however, that protected propagation of
Thymallus tricolor is both practicable and feasible, pro-
vided a stream can be found where logging operations are
a thing of the past, and where enough grayling have sur-
vived to serve as a nucleus for future operations under
the protection and manipulation of fishculturists.

Tip-Ups and Ice-Fishingf,

Pat£rson. N. J., Nov. 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stfeain:
The article on tip-ups in your last issue is very interest-

ing for people who like that kind of sport. I have no
doubt Mr. Churchward is reliable, but I .see a difficulty

in his last proposition, that New York fishermen may
enjoy the sport on the lakes mentioned. Among these
lakes he includes Hopatcong, Budd's, Panther and other
lakes in New Jersey. Of course, there are fish in those
lakes, and these fish can he taken by means of tip-ups, as

I have seen it done, but I wish Mr. Churchward would
tell me where he is going to get his ice from or whether he
expects New York anglers to pay $20 for each fish taken.

Pickerel fi.shing is prohibited in New Jersey from the

last day in November to the first day of May, and, un-
less Mr. Churchward has made arrangements for a very
material change in the 'seasons, that is just the time we
may exnect ice in our New Jersey lakes in the future,

judged by past experience. I do not know which would
he more expensive, to cart ice to the lakes in the summer
for the operation of tip-ups, or to pav $20 per fish during
the winter months. Chas. A. Shrinee.

Fixtures,

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 13.—Chatham, Ont.—Twelfth annual field trials of the In-

ternational Field Trials Club. W. B. Wells, Hon. Sec'y. .

Nov. 13.—Harrisville, Fa.—Central Beagle Club's annual field

trials. A. C. Paterson, Sec'y.
Nov. 15-16.—Riley, Ind.—Second annual fidd trials of the Riley

Field Trials Association. J. L. Graham, Sec'y.
Nov. 16.—Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club's twenty-

second annual field ti-ials—Members' Stake. Nov. 19, Derby.
Simon C. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
Nov, 20,—Robinson, 111.—Illinois Field Trials Association's sec-

ond annual field trials. O. W. Ferguson, Sec'y, Mattoon, 111.

Nov. 20.—Ruthven, Ontario, Can.—Second annual field trials of

the North American Field Trials Club. F. E. Marcon, Jr., Sec'y,

Windsor, Ontario, Can.
Nov. 27.—Glasgow, Kj'.—Kentucky Field Trials Club's annual

field trials. F. W. Samuel, Sec'y, Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.
Dec. 10.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
1901.

Jan. 14.—Greenville, Ala.—Fifth annual field trials of the Alabama
Field Trials Club. John B. Rosenstihl, Sec'y.

Jan. 21.—Benton County, Miss.—Tenth annual field trials of the
United States Field Trials Club. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton,
Tenn.

BENCH SHOWS.
Nov. 13-17. —Vicksburg, Miss.—First annual bench shoiw of the

West Mississippi Agricultural, Mechanical and Live Stock Ex-
position. John Dewhurst, Supt.
Nov. 28-30.—Philadelphia, Pa.—Second annual bench show of the

Philadelphia Dog Show Association. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.
^

Dec. 6-10.—Cincinnati, O.—Annual bench show of the Cincinnati
Fox Terrier Club. J. C. Trohliger, Sec'y.

1901.

Feb. 26-March 1.—Cleveland, O.—Cleveland Kennel Club's annual
bench show. C. M. Munhall, Sec'y.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.

Training the Hunting Dog.

By B. Waters, Author of "Fetch and Carry: A Treatise

on Retrieving."

Vin,—Pointing, Backing, Ranging, Quartering, Dropping to

Wing, Unsteadiness, Brace Work,
i —

.

Pointing (Continued).

Not infretiuently the pointing instinct is exhibited at

a very early age, and in rare instances it is dormant
past the age of niaturity. Usually young puppies are

profoundly afi^ccted hy the scent of game birds or the
sight of other birds. On the latter, they will draw and
point by sight, springing after and chasing them the
moment that they take wing. At first, under the stimu-
lus of tlieir purpose, they rush heedlessly in to capture,
and failing it thej'- chase senselessly and riotously, Fail-

ure develops greater caution. As they grow older, they
use their noses more and exercise greater craft.. As to

methods, they vary and are determined by the intelli-

gence and idiosyncrasies of the individttal.

A precocious display o( pointing does not in the least

indicate that the pupp3' making it is superior to his fel-

lows, for it requires no high degree of mental or physical
abihty to stand on a point. The act, moreover, may be
done foolishly and aimlessly as any other act may be
done, The nose of the dog requires a certain degree of
training to become a trained organ of scent. Skill

in its use therefore comes from experience.
Commonly the first eft'orts of puppies at pointing are

awkward and inefficinet. Dift'erent kinds of effort are
indicated by certain scent^ as the body scent and the
foot scent, and hy different degrees of intensity of the
same scent. The best manner of following scent, wind
and character of the ground considered, is also an im-
portant factor. If the dog presses too closely on the
birds, he flushes them; if he stops too far away from
them, he is outside of the limits wherein he can make a
successful spring, and therewith a reasonably successful
attempt at capturing them. If he runs about over the
trail aimlessly or potters to and fro, the birds may run
entirely away from him.
Errors in the first attempts are to be expected. The

dog learns_ only by his successes and failures! After a
time his judgment and functional powers of nose be^
come so developed and trained that he can discriminate
between the body scent and the foot scent, and when
pointing can estimate with precision the whereabouts
of the concealed birds.

The purpose of the point is twofold; the dog when set
endeavors to accurately locate the birds by his powers of
scent, and he then is in a better position to spring vigor-
ously to capture. When he makes his point, every mus-
cle is at its utmost tension. The opening and closing
jaw regulates the intake of air so that the nostrils will

not be disturbed in their act of nice discrimination; the
eyes are setwith a fixed bloody purpose. He may determine
in an instant the whereabouts of the birds, or it may take
him some mnn7ents. When he is satisfied that he has
them located, he springs in with astonishing energy
and quickness, and many times is successful in captur-
ing before the birds can take wing, or, taking wing, he
may capture before they can get beyond his reach. He
can spring a few feet before a bird can rise from the
ground a like distance. He makes many mistakes
nevertheless. Sometimes, through eddies of wind or
bad judgment, he may jump in the wrong direction, or
he may make his stand too far away from the birds and
when he makes his spring he falls far short of reaching
them, etc. Dogs in this respect vary greatly in skill.

The points of the dog, as they are naturally made in
furtherance of his own purposes, as shown when he is

not trained or but half trained, have a vigor and inten-
sity which are much greater than those of the trained
dog. In time the points of the latter gradually become
more or less, perfunctory. He learns that he must not
spring forward to capture and that therefore there is

no need to set himself rigidly for it. He may even
become slouchy on point, and some dogs learn to lie

down instead of standing up as a dog on point naturally
should do.

All dogs, however, which lie down on point do not
do so as a matter of ease or indifference. Some do so
as a matter of education; others as a matter of caution,
sneaking forward very close to the ground when on trail,

and dropping to the ground betimes for the purpose of
concealment, something after the manner in which cats
stalk their prey. Their alertness in playing to the gun
IS not diminished by being deprived of the pleasure of
springing to capture: they are intent on intelligently as-
sisting the success of the gun, and by being- instrumental
in the capture their self-interest is preserved.
The trainer in diverting the dog's efforts in seeking

game preserves as much as possible all the dog's point-
ing methods up to the juncture whereat he has located
the birds, stands to collect himself and is ready to spring
in, to flush and capture.
The fl.ush and capture are all that the dog is taught to

forego. The point is useful to the shooter; the flush is

not. Therefore the dog is indulged in the exercise of
his own self interest in so far as permitting him to find
and point birds; further than that he may not go without
offense.

As mentioned hereinbefore, the dog in his finst at-
tempt should be permitted to seek and point and flush
in his own manner, the trainer exercising some judg-
ment as to how much experience is necessary to bring
him to the pr.oper stage for training to the gun.
The matter of whether the dog is headstrong or

timid, or quick or slow to learn, or whether the oppor-
tunities are meager or abundant, etc., is for the exer-
cise of the trainer's judgment. There is no arbitrary rule
to determine it.

When the proper time arrives for steadying the puppy
on point, if he flushes he is brought back to the place
where he should have pointed and there is forced to
remain til! he rcovers from his excitement and foregoes
his purpose. As the flush is repeated opportunity after
opportunity, the trainer evinces more and more disap-
proval by scoldings and more or less punishment, accord-
ing to the requirements of the case.
At length, when the puppy has been taught what is

required of him, if he springs in and flushes he is more
severely punished, and as to how much punishment is

necessary the trainer must exercise some nice judgment.
Some dogs require very little; others require a great deal
of punishment.
The trainer is most likely to err in hurrying too much.

He is anxious to have the puppy pointing at once, and
he is apt to use the whip too soon and too often in
consequence. There is, in .this connection, a certain
difiiculty in making the dog understand that the pursuit
of the birds is not for his own benefit; that he is to stop
short where his every natural irnpulse is to go on, and
lhat punishment has reference to steady pointing and
thus to the interests of the shooter. By injudicious pun-
ishment the dog may mistakenly understand that he has
dotie wrong in finding the birds at all, and thereafter
when near birds he may shy away from and quietly leave
them so as to avoid the war which is likely to ensue
if he happens to flush them. This act is called blinking,
and is about the worst fault that a dog can have. Not
infrequently weeks are required to cure it, and the
trainer, who was the cause of it, from the fear he inspires
m the pupil, is unable to cure it. A change of trainers
is therefore then necessary. This alone should make
clear the need of proper deliberation in training the dog
to stanchness on point.

Excessive violence defeats its own ends. The dog
cannot be taught to point if he has no inclination to do
so. The instinct is slow to develop in some dogs.
It may be latent for one or two years. If the
dog shows good capabilities otherwise, he should not
be condemned because he is disinclined to point in his
^uppyhood.

The self interlest of the dog may be excited by acts
which are pleasurable or profitable, or both combined.
Seeking birds is such an enthralling passion that he will
submit to much painful restriction before he will desist,
though in time he can, by improper punishment, be
forced to do so.

By habit the dog's nose becomes his chief organ of
sense. He relies on it implicity. If his master returns
after a short or long absence, though he may see him
distinctly, he will circle around till he catches scent of
him, thus verifying his eye sight, after which he is per-
fectly satisfied pf correct identification,

If it should happen that the trainer so donnnates the
pupil, or that the latter is so subservient that he is dis-
inclined to take any independent initiative, or that he
is slow to engage in hunting, it is better to let him have
a course of self hunting on his own account. Dogs
thereby acquire great skill and confidence in the appli-
cation of methods, developing their intelligence and
knowledge to an astonishing degree.
The unrestrained pursuit of prey is the dog's greatest

pleasure. Once he learns self hunting, on opportunity
Jie will steal away from home to indulge in it. He seeks
the companionship of vagrant boys or dogs which are
inclined to hunt like himself, cither of which gives him
the freedom from restraint which he so much values
When on a self hunt the duration of his absence is
sometimes measured by the degree of fatigue which he
can suffer, at other times by the degree of hunger or
by the degree of hunger and fatigue combined. Some-
times he may be absent a few hours; sometimes several
days, returning thereafter in a state of skin and bone
and vvorn, weary and famished. When seeking thus for
himself, he will plod cheerfully through mud and snow
will swim cold streams of water; will work in brush and
brier; will gallop bravely into woods and open, ever
eager to find and capture, rarely desisting until physi-
cal exhaustion prevents him from engaging further in
the pursuit.

He, in one self-hunting outing, learns more than he
generally learns m weeks when under the domination
of his trainer. When self-hunting, all the natural hunt-
ing qualities and inchnations which are born in him have
the free play unhindered. Then he learns to follow the
trail with quickness, precision and enthusiasm; to distin-
guish the forward from the back trail; the body scent
trom the foot scent; the places which are likely to be and
which are not^likely to be the haunts of birds; to mark
the flight of flushed birds and its probable length. In
short, he learns the values of all the circumstances which
are to be considered in the matter of pursuit and captureOn the other hand, once that the dog has learned the
deh.ghts and freedom of self hunting, there is no break-
ing him from indulging in it. He will sneak away when^
ever opportunity and inclination impel him to it, prowl-
ing for miles everywhere throughout the surrounding
country, generally in the company of some other dog
or dogs of hke proclivities. Confinement is the only
preventive of such acts.

A Hunting and Retrieving Cat.
Uncommon among cats is Wuzzy, the son of Mut/

for Wuzzy goes a-hunting. He does not hunt as ah
cats do, but, instead, goes with hunter and gun and re-
trieves game, the accomplishment coming partly from
herecjity and partly from long, patient and careful train-mg While m India several years ago I saw a cheetah,
or hunting leopard, that had been trained to bring downgame at the command of its master. This opened a field
of possibilities m training animals of the cat kind and
the question immediately arose regarding the domestic
cat. It a wild animal could be tamed and trained why
cou d not one that was already tamed be taught to do as
well. After experimenting for several years on thesemes in a disconnected way, I found that it would takelong continued and patient effort to succeed.

I became the possessor of a beautiful Australian tiger
cat, who responded to the name of Mutz. Mutz was
affectionate and of good disposition, and I began train-
ing her to hunt ^yhile she was a kitten. It was a most
difficult tindertaking, and when I had reached a point
in tier education where she would follow me, a short
distance from the house and pick up birds that were shot
she became the mother of three kittens. Two of these
were consigned to a bucket of warm water at birth but
tJie third was so beautifully marked that he was saved
borne one remarked that he was "a wuzzy little cat " andWuzzy he was named.
The coming of family duties effectually stopped the

urther education of Mutz, and the effort was transferred
to Wuzzy. Wuzzy s lather was evidently a disreputable
old fellow but the son's markings were even more per-
fect than those of his mother, and now he is a miniature
tiger m all but disposition, for a more lovable and lovine
cat It would be difficult to find. The nomadic instincts

h's la^'ier, combined with the training of his mothermade Wuzzy an ideal subject for experimentation, and assoon as he could play I began to teach him to retrieve
Fatience is the paramount idea in training a cat A

scolding will undo the work of days and a blow will ruin
any cat. A cat will be a companion, but never a slave
Jf you teach it anything it will do it because it wants
to-never because it has to. All this I had learned in the
school of experience before I began teaching Wuzzy and
the result is that now, at the age of one year he has
never been scolded or struck, and is utterly Without fear
Ihis digression may give an idea of what it means to
teach a cat.

After Wuzzy had learned to retrieve he was taught
to fol ow at request—not command—and then rome to
shoulder. A dog is taught to come to heel, but Wuzzy
preferred my shoulder, and would climb there and re-
main perched there during the long w^alks. Now came
the most important and most delicate part of his educa-
tion He would retrieve and would follow; would he
stand^fire? Would he retrieve birds? Beginning with a
small rifle, which made but slight sound, I gradually
accustomed him to the discharge until he would sit onmy left shoulder while I fired a shot from the right
The next lesson was to combine the sound of the gun

with the idea of retrieving, and on firing I threw the ball
with which he was accustomed to play and he quickly
associated the gun and the ball. Then the ball was dis-
placed by a dead bird, a linnet or sparrow^ freshly killed
and It took but a few lessons to teach him to "retrieve
the bird as readily as the ball. The next lesson consisted
in hanging the bird to a limb and dropping it as the gun
was fired. He soon learned to watch the motion of the
gun and his keen eyes detected the feird before the shot
His eagerness and expression of expectancy showed his
impatience and the trigger was scarcely pressed before
he was off for the fallen bird.
Having sufficiently inculcated into his mind the se-

quence of events, I now put his lessons in practical opera-
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tion and took him on his first hunt- He followed me
readily for about a quarter of a mile, and then showed

a desire to return home. Calling him to shoulder, I shot

a linnet. He watched the motion of the gun with evi-

dences of delight, and as the bird fell he sprang to the

ground and brought the bleeding^
:
trophy to my feet.

This was sufficient for the first , day, and we returned

home, where he received the bij-d as his share of the day's

sport. •
.

'

, , : r ,

Every day for a week I continued to take him further

and further from hoine until I felt that his education was

about complete. A tramp of three miles and back had no

terrors for him, and his bright golden brown eyes were

often first to discover the hidden bird. I have not yet

succeeded in teaching him that all birds are not game,

nor have I succeeded in getting him to retrieve rabbits

and squirrels. Like all of his kind, he has an antipathy

for water and will not venture iri after birds that fall in

streams.
.

The details of our most recent hunting trip are typical

of his work, and will serve to show to what extent

Wuzzy's education has been carried. I started out one

evening and gave a peculiar whistle, which the cat has

learned to recognize as his particular call. He came
sleepily around the corner of the house, as if half-inclined

to resent interference with his nap, but when he saw the

gun his resentment passed and he was all life and action.

He frisked about like a dog, running up and down my
clothing, climbing trees and scampering along the top

of fences for a few hundred yards, when he settled down
to business and began casting about for game. Espying
a dove on a dead limb, he crouched and began lashing

his long tail in perfect tiger motion. Thus he lay until

I sighted the bird, flushed it and brought it down, when
he was ofif, swifter' than a dog, and grasping the flutter-

ing dove almost as soon as it touched the g'rotind. Before

I had the dove strung on my game carrier he was
crouching again, and it took me several minutes to dis-

cover that the object of his solicitude was a little wren
hopping about among the bushes. I had some difficulty

in convincing Wuzzy that the wren was too small for us,

and he gave me several reproachful looks after we had
left it behind.

I was first to sight the next bird, and flushed and
dropped a meadow lark While the cat was looking in

another direction. In-stantly on the sound of the gun
Wuzzy was alert, and noting the aim of the gun, he was
ofif like a shot after the bird, which he found by circling

like a true hunter. Thus the hunt progressed until we
reached a spring, about three miles from home, just at

sundown, the time when doves delight to drink, and then

came what I consider the brightest achievement of the

cat.

Hiding behind a scrub oak, I called Wuzzy to shoulder.

His bright eyes were constantly watching, and when a

deve appeared flying swiftly toward the spring, the cat

was trembling with' excitement until the bird alighted

for its evening drink, then he bounded: from my shoulder

to a nearby rock, and stood lashing his tail which the

frightened bird flushed and swiftly winged its way to fall

by a shot. Retrieving the bird, he waited patiently until
^

the next appeared, and the performance was repeated,

until approaching darkness drove us home. I have shot

over many hunting dogs that would try to find game
when the shot was fired, whether the bird fell or not—
Wuzzy never makes this mistake. Two doves were
missed, and flew av/ay unharmed, and the cat made no
attempt to follow them, but immediately returned to my
shoulder.
As a sequence to his training, Wuzzy has picked up,

of his own accord, certain habits that are usually con-
sidered to belong especially to the dog. He objects to

being left at home when any member of the family goes
visiting, and will EoHow to the neighbor's, and if the visit

happens to be a long one he will give most reproachful
3''owls from the front porch until the hint is , taken and
the visit -put short. Occasionally, when we have spent

the evening at a neighbor's, we have been_ followed by
Wuzzy, and we were always sure to find him curled up
at their front door when we started home.—San Fran-
cisco Chronicle. '

Connecticut Field Trials Club
Nov. 7 the Connecticut Field Trials were run at Hamp-

ton.

Derby Class.

The Derby class had the following entries:

Flora Noble H. (Lancaster—Topsy IH.), handled by
owner, W. J. Purcell, with Evans' Pride (Ch. Cincinnati
Pride—Albert Bonnett). Handled by C. H. Evans. ;

Mushkodose (Nox—Bess), handled by Orin T. Baker,
with Sohtaire (Jim Rod's Lou), handled by C. Hawkins.
Good Hope Clip (Baxter—Tony Lit), handled by C.

Hawkins, with Pet ( -

), handled by owner, O.
D. Redfield.

Ranger Boy, a bye (Lancaster—Topsy HI.), handled
by owner, W. J. Purcell.

First prize, Evans' Pride; second prize, Flora Noble IL

;

third prize, Pet.

Some very fine work was shown throughout the trial
Evans' Pride did creditable work, showed good speed,
ranged well and very staunch. Flora Noble II. was well
under control, easily handled, very careful and steady.
Pet, for a seven months old puppy, did fine work and
showed good training. Steady to shot and wing and
retrieved dead qiiail.

The day for field work could not' have been finer if it

had been made to order. •

An attendance of about fifty people followed the judges
and enjoyed the outing very much.
The Derby class was disposed of at 3 o'clock P. M.
Three brace of the All-Age was run. This used up

the afternoon, and the party adjourned to the hotel, where
they found a nice dinner waiting.
At 8 o'clock the annual meeting was called to order by

President E. Knight Sperry, who made a very interesting
speech, referring to his experience with bird dogs in
days gone by.

ISlr. F. M. Chapin told the boys a story regarding his fox
hunting in southern Georgia, and his daring ride on
Jack the Ripper, also his loss of $10 bei th^t a red fox
woyid not dimb a tspee.

Judge Clark, of WilHamantic, was introduced by Presi-

dent Sperry. Mr. Clark entertained the party for about

one hour, giving his experience with the fox hounds and
fox hunting, referring back to his schoor days when quite

a youngster in respect to waiting in a certain place where
'foxes crossed the roadway on which he went to school.

Mr. Clark said the music those hounds made seemed to

have a charm to his ear, and why he waited words could

not express, for many a morning he was late at school

just because he had to wait to see the fox cross the road-

way. In Mr. Clark's remarks he said it was a true sports-

man who loved his dog. and a blessing that every sports-

man had the best dog he ever owned. He requested the

party to stand to their title—a sportsman—be a gentleman
and a true sportsman—regard the Sabbath day as God's

day, and six days for usual avocation and sport.

Following the speeches, the election of officers for the

ensuing year took place, as follows: E. Knight Sperry,

President; Dr. J. E. Hair, First Vice-President; H. L.

Wade, Second Vice-President ; N. Wallace, W. G. Com-
stock and E.. S. Gordon, Board of Governors; F. M.
Chapin, Secretary and Trea.surer, Pine Meadow, Conn.

John E. Bassett, former Secretary and Treasurer, re-

signed. Mr. Bassett has been Secretary and Treasurer

since the club organized in 1898. A vote of thanks was
extended to him for the interest he had taken in the

club. Mr. Bassett thanked the members and said, "What
I have done I have done with a pleasure to myself, and I

hope an honor to the club." No further business, the

meeting adjourned.

Nov. 8 the All-Age Stake continued. Dogs drawn as

follows

:

Montel, Jr. (Montel—Gvpsy Belle 11.), handled by
trainer, H. L. Keyes, with Prince ( ), handled
by tra-'ner, E. L. Post.

Good Hope Nellie (Antonio—Duff), handled by
trainer, C. Hawkins, with Count Navarre (Soudan

—

Rhasne), handled by trainer, E. S. Gordon,
Glen Noble (Lem Gladstone—Glen), handled by trainer,

C. Hawkins, with Blade's Ruby (Sir Jock—Ruby Fel-

ton), handled by O. D. Redfield.

Dash ( •— . ), handled by owner, Jesse A.
Stewart, with Ruby's Dan (Dan Gladstone—Gath's

Ruby), handled by owner, W. G. Comstock.
Nig (Shot—Queen), handled by owner. W. W. B.

Markham, with Ruby's Rod (Kingston Mark—Ruby),
handled by owner, W. G. Comstock.
American Boy (Kingston—Many Troubles), handled by

trainer, O. D. Redfield, with Toosy HI. (Van HI.—
Gina), handled by owner, W. J. Purcell.

Well may the boys of New England be proud of their

president and extend to him many thanks for guiding
them to the beautiful land of Hampton Hills, where every
sportsman's dog had a fine showing on qiiail and fair

judging by Mr, R. T. Hewitt and Joseph G. Lane.
First prize, Count Navarre; second prize. Nig; third

prize. Ruby and Rod and Blade's Ruby divided.

Concerning ^'Training' ttie HtintJng Dogf/*

Utica^ N. Y., Oct. 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

want to congratulate you on your magnificent work on
the dog which you are publishing.

I long ago drifted away from the old line of breaking.
When I would ask old trainers why a dog wanted to chase,

break shot and flush, some would answer, "Pure cussed-
ness," and when they licked them so they would not do
so, they had a gun-shy, bird-shy, cowed dog or a blinker.

I by accident let a dog run his first year wild. By work-
ing through the county the dog would hunt to his heart's

content, and going over the Blue Mountains brought in

many young wild turkeys and partridge.

He would hunt and locate his game to a nicety, point
them long enough to be sure they were there, and catch
them.

I only had to kill a few birds over this dog to teach
him to point longer.

When saying to old dog breakers that I believed in

the above theory, they laughed at me. They said it was
impossible.

I take some pride in what yoti say, as I have long
believed in your way of breaking, yard breaking, making
him point, never stopping, directing him here or there or
saying one word to him, according to tny experience—all

rot.

I believe your book should be in every boy's hands in

this country that ever intends to break a dog for the gun.
If any one don't believe'the above is right and will come

to Utica any time while the \a.\y is off of ruffed grouse, I

will show them a dog that is never directed or spoken to

except to encourage him. He hunts according to the way
you are going and the speed you are going, uses his own
judgment as to wind and cover and ground, and hunts in

his own natural peculiar way.
They might say I had an extra good dog. The above

way, which corresponds so clearly to the views of such
an able authority on the dog. will bring out all there is

in the dog, and the dog's ability will depend on the

experience he gets as to absolute perfection.

E. D. FXJLFORD.

Deatli of P. T. Madison*

We are informed that Mr. P. T. Madison, of Indianap-
olis, Ind., died at his home on Friday of last week.
He had been in ill-health during many recent years.

He was conspicuous in the field trial world, having
filled the office of secretary successively in several field

trial clubs, notably the Indiana Kennel Club, the United
States Field Trial Club, the Continental Field Trial Club
and the Independent Field Trial Club, to the latter of

which he filled the office of secretary at the time of his

death. He also wasi the owner of dogs which were
successful in field trial competition, the most conspicuous
of which is Rodfield,

It was stated in these columns last week that officers

of the Colombian Government had arrived in New York
to take Mr. George Gould's yacht, Atalanta, to her new
home. Owing to their not making the final payment for
the yacht, the sale was declared off, the Colombian
Government forfeiting the $70,000 they had already paid.
The change of government in Colombia is responsible for
the failure to purchase the yacht. It is now stated that
Gen. N. Bolet Peraza, of the Venezuelan Government, has
offered Mr. Gould a sum considerably in excess of the
amount that the Colombian Government was to pay, and
in all probability the yacht will go to the Venezuelan
Government.

A CABLE frorn Glasgow states that the contract to build
Sir Thomas Lipton's new challenger, Shamrock II., has
been awarded to D. & W. Henderson, the builders of the
three Valkyries. March 31 is the date set for the com-
pletion of the boat.

Minnesota.
We are indebted to the builder, Gus Amundson, of

White Bear Lake, Minnesota, for the accompanying de-
sign of the racing sloop Minnesota, the challenger of this
year for the Seawanhaka cup. The yacht was designed
and built by Mr. Amundson for a syndicate headed by F.
M. Douglas and Cass Gilbert, of the White Bear Y. C.
The story of Ler races with the Royal St. Lawrence
Y. C. representative, Red Coat, was told in the Forest
AND Stream of Aug. 11-18. These races left no doubt
as to the superiority of Red Coat in her home waters,
but at the same time it is a question whether the defeat
of Minnesota was not due to the fact that she was un-
suited to local conditions, rather than to defects of
design or construction. Mr. Amundson has been very
.succesaful in many classes on the Minnesota lakes, but
his experience has been limited to these small, land-
locked waters, and he has had no opportunity to visit

Lake St. Louis and study the locale of the Seawanhaka
cup races or the defending fleet. One great point of
superiority in Red Coat, as in all the Duggan boats, was
her freeboard and power, fitting her for the rough water
so frequently encountered on Lake St. Louis. She was
ahead of Minnesota in this respect just as Glencairn II.

was superior to El Heirie in 1896, and Glencairn II. to
Momo in 1897. So far as we are aware, no thorough test

has been made of the Duggan boats on the Western lakes,
the prevailing type being of light power and low free-
board.
The design of Minnesota speaks for itself as to fair

and easy lines and a generally good form, there being none
of the extreme freak features which prevail in nearly all

the modern skimming dishes. The whole form of the
boat, as partly shown in the large picture, is fair and
sweet, without the characteristic hump in the bow which
marks so many of the class. Not only were the lines

fair in the design, but the boat herself showed a very
fair body, something difficult to attain in this flat form
of hull and in light construction. In general workman-
ship and exterior finish she will stand beside anything yet
seen in the class, there being not merely good but very
fine work in all parts. Her planking is of J^in. smooth-
lap, with frames i]4 by Kin., spaced 6in. There is a
flat keelson of ?^in. cedar for the full length inside, on
which are the bedpieces of the trunk. The planking is

ship-lapped, the upper strake is of mahogany and the
rest varnished of white cedar, and the deck is covered
with oiled drilling. The coaming and similar fittings are
of mahogany. The centerboard is of 5-r6in. steel, the
peculiar shape being shown in the picture. The
dimensions are:

Length

—

Over all 36ft. 3 in.

L.W.L. . 26ft. 8 in.

Overhang

—

Bow Sft. 9 in.

Counter 3ft. 10 in.

Breadth-
Extreme 7ft.

L.W.L 6ft. 5 in.

Draft 5 in.

Freeboard

—

Bow ift. 4J^in.

Least II in.

Counter 11 in.

Mast, from stem at L.W.L 7ft.

The official measurements taken just before the cup
races were as follows:
Mainsail

—

Boom 24.Soft.

Hoist 15.84ft.

Gaff 14.33ft.

Clew to throat 28.42ft.

Leach .'^5-33ft.

Area 385 sq. ft.

Head Triangle

—

Perpendicular 19.12ft.

Base .. . . 11.62ft.

Area 109 sq. ft.

Spinaker boom 18. t6ft.

Spinaker per 25.25ft.

Total sail area 494 sq. ft.

L.W.L 25.50ft.

Points an<i Flushes*

A Challenge fof the Canada Ctrp.

Word comes from Toronto that Com. George Gooder-
ham, of the Royal Canadian Y. C, has announced h's in-

tention of challenging for the Canada cup. The challenge

will be forwarded to the Chicago Y. C. in a few days.

Then a conference will be held by the representatives of
the two clubs to arrange for the preliminaries of the race.

The western Massachusetts Fox Club held its annual
meet at Westfield on Thursday and Friday, 'Nov. i!i

9nd 16.

On Nov. 8 the yacht Prndenpe, Capt, Sterling, from
Boston for New York, which was dismasted off Boston
Light and was towed back to the city by the police boat
Guard4a4i, is owne4 by J. H, Hutcliins, of New yofk.
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The Measurement Rule in England
The special coinmittee of the Yacht Racing Association

of Great Britain, on the subject of the revision of the
measurement rule, has at last reported a definite proposi-
tion, as told below in detail from the Field of Oct. 27.
Considering the breadth of the discussion of the meas-
urement question since the last alteration of the Y. R. A.
rule in 1895, we were in hopes that the committee which
has been considering the proposals for a new amendment
for some time past would deal with the question in an
mtelligent, thorough and scientific way and offer to the
yachting world a new formula such as has been anxiously
looked for on both sides of the Atlantic. The result is iii

every way a disappointment, as the committee has been
content to patch up a rule that was poor enough in the
first place. The linear rating rule, known in this country
as the girth rule, is changed by the substitution of one
nevi^ factor for an old one, and an alteration of the con-
stant. The. new factor is that proposed by Mr. Benzon
and already discussed in the Forest and Stream—in
place of the skin girth only being measured, the chain
girth, that is the length of a chain or tape drawn under
the keel from waterline to waterline, and not necessarily
touching the skin at all points, is taken and used in place
of the skin girth, with a correction added in the form of
four times the difference between the chain girth and the
skin girth. It is apparent that, as the girth rule actually
promotes a dangerous type of shoal centerboard boat, un-
less a heavy penalty is placed on the use of a centerboard,
this new rule must operate in a similar manner; at least in
the ordinary type of centerboard yacht without an external
keel, the skin girth and chain girth are identical, so that
the correction, 4 d, would disappear from the formula. To
offset this, however, a special provision is recommended,
that in all cases the draft is to be taken as not less than half
the beam. To this, which is certainly bad enough, is

added tlie recommendation that overhangs be taxed. It
would be a waste of time to discuss this proposed rule in
detail, but taken with the utter failure of the Yacht
Racing Association of North America to enforce the girth
rule in this country or to recommend anything better, and
the absurd, complicated and ineffective formula proposed
by N. G. Herreshoff with which the New York Y. C. is

now laboring, the outlook for a fairly good measurement
rule from any quarter is most discouraging.

The council of the Yacht Racing Association met at
the Royal London Y. C. on Oct. 24, and unanimously
adopted the report of the rating rule committee. It will
be seen that the lengthy deliberations of the council have
resulted in throwing out the proposals ( i) by Mr. Linton
Hone, for measurement by radius of inscribed circle; (2)
by Mr. M. Heckstall-Smith. for taking the area of section
without any tax unon girth; (3) the displacement rule
sugerested bv Col. Bucknill. and several other proposals,
while the rule originally proposed by Mr. G. F. Flemmich
and Mr. Benzon. and subsequently advocated by Mr. R. E.
Froude. in a letter tn the Field of Aug. 11. with certain
restrictions and modification'^, has been adopted.

In our comments upon this rating rule in August last
we said that our only regret Avas that Mr. Froude had
not extended his remarks to the large classes as well as
the small, and we are very glad that the council lias taken

this view and made the proposed new rule applicable to

all classes. The introduction of four times the difference

between skin girth and chain girth will probably produce

a vi^holesome and fairly full sectioned boat, while the ex-

treme bulb keeled type, no matter whether they are deep

finned boats like Norman, or shallow finned boats after the

fashion of Sakuntala, will be very heavily taxed. A 52-

footer like Samphire, and a 65-footer such as Kommo-
dore, .will be practically struck off the rolls, while all the

fine sectioned "forties," with poor accommodation and
insufficient headroom, will suft'er in proportion. At shal-

law drafts the rule becomes a tax upon draft, and as

such it is not desirable; but what may be called the un-

desirable area is prohibited by the restriction which pro-

vides that the draft will be taken as not less than half

the beam. This means that, supposing a yacht has 13ft.

beam and her draft is only Sft. 6in., then, for the purposes

of the rule, when measuring the chain and skin girths,

the measurements will be taken to a point 6ft. 6in. below

the L.W.L. In the area of drafts deeper than 0.5 beam the

rule is but a moderate tax upon draft, and, from the

tendency of vessels to run into excessive depth of keel

under rules that do not tax draft at all, it is apparent that

no ill effects will be felt on this score. Th'c tendency of
this rule should be to encoui'age a yacht like an enlarged
Bona 111 the big class, a yuecn Mau m tue OS-iooicrs, a

Penitent in the S2it. class. Vvhue tlie fastest 3(b-fu0Ler

would probably be a boat of i'oreila's type, it is possible,

however, that a yacnt with a rnucU tuner section would
prevail. \Ve do not attach inucn importance to the sug-
gestion to limit the overhangs at either end to 30 per

cent, of the L.W.L., because so soon as the fuller mid-
ship section appears overnangs wiU of necessity disappear.

It is impossible to make use of an objectionable overnang
in a boat with a deep body amidships. We mean by an
objectionable overhang one that makes an abnormally
fine angle with the L.W.L. It is satisfactory to noie that

the question raised by the owner of Bona in the Field of

Sept. 29, namely, the allowance between cutters and
yawls, has been dealt with in a mamier that may give some
encouragement to cutters about go rating. The loUowmg
table shows the working of the clause relating to the
yawl's allowance in its revised form:

On a 50-mile course:

4 33-

9 52.

,14 41.
. 2 20.

11 23
i; 33
22 39
I 36
7 42

12 44
5 25

8 55- -10 50

Present Proposed
allow- allow-

ance u.sH. ance u.y4.

M. S. JVl. S.

A cutter of 100 rating allows a yawl of 100. .14 18

A cutter of 100 rating allows a yawl of 95. .19 37
A cutter of 100 rating allows a yawl of go. .24 36
A cutter of 95 rating allows a yawl of 100.

A cutter of 95 rating allows a yawl of 95.
A cutter of 95 rating allows a yawl of 90.
A yawl of 100 rating allows a cutter of 90.
A yawl of 100 rating allows a cutter of 85.

We append the olficial document forwarded to us by
the Yaclit Racing Association.
Report of the Rating Kule Committee.-—Adopted by

the council Oct. 24, 1900.— io ti. K. Id. tlie prcbident
and council of the iTacht Racing Association:

(The committee appointed consisted ot the members
of the council, assisted by the naval architects whose
names were recorded in the Field of Oct. 20. J
The committee have held "several meetings, and on two

occasions all the yacht designers attendea. Alter fully
considering the numerous proposals that had been sub-
mitted, the committee, witli the unanimous concurrence
of the yacht designers, decided to recommend the follow-
ing rwle- _ _

L -f-
B

-f 0.75 G +- 3d -f- U.& « S A.
_= Linear rating.

L = Length on L.W.L. measured as at present. B =
Beam extreme as at present. G = Chain girtn taken at
the same station, d = Difference between cnain girth and
skin girth taken as at present. S.A. = bail area measured
as at present.

That the classes remain as in the present rule. In
taking the girth measurements the present provisions as
to hollows in profile, etc., are to hoid. 'ihe dratt will be
taken as not less than half the beam.
That if the overhangs at either end exceed 30 per cent,

of the L.W.L., the excess shall be added to the L.W.L,
measurement. That existing boats be exempt from this
provision for the years 1901 and 1902.
That in the first clause in the appendix the rating of

yawls be reckoned for time allowance as 0.94 of tneir
actual rating, instead of 0.92, as at present.
That the ninth clause m the appendix shall be worded

to apply to yachts built prior to the passing of the new
rule, with the proviso that this clause shall be limited to
the years igoi and 1902.—On behalf of the rating. rule
committee, A. Manning, Vice-Pres.,

B. Heckstall-Smith, Sec'y.
The council recommend that the new rating rule should

be in force for five years.

Mr. Chester W. Chapin is having an auxiliary pole-
mast schooner built at the yard of Mr. Lewis Nixon,
Elizabethport, N. J., from designs by Messrs. Gary Smith
& Barbey. The yacht is of steel, 82ft. over all, 60 ft.

waterline, 19ft. beam and 3ft. gin. draft. The same
designers have closed a contract for another schooner
with C. & R. Poillon, of South Brooklyn. This yacht
will also be an auxiliary; she is 94ft. over all, 68ft. on
the waterline, 20ft. 4in. beam, and loft. draft.

MINNESOTA.
Photo by Notmaa, Montreal,
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The Y« R. A» of Long Island Sound.
The November general meeting of the Yacht Racing

Association of Long Island Sound was held at the
Yachtsmen's Club, 47 West Forty-third street, New York
city, on Nov. 8, to discuss several amendments to the
racing rules suggested by the Executive Committee.
Of the several amendments submitted, that of abolish-

ing time allowance, excepting in the first classes of
schooners, sloops and yawls, brought forth a heated dis-
cussion. Mr. Frank B. Jones, who was among those
members who wished to see time allowance abolished,
said he believed that it would be better to begin a new
century with cleaner and better racing in the smaller
classes, and that the abolition of time allowance would
bring about this result, and that the out-built boats could
be better taken care of by a system of handicapping, the
old boats seldom winning a race and often hindering the
modern boats under the present system. Mr. Seward
was in favor of retaining tim.e allowance until a satisfac-
tory system of handicapping cotild be organized,, for he
was of the opinion that the old boats were entitled to some
consideration. It was finally decided to put the amend-
ment before the members for a vote, and when it was
found out that several members were absent and their
colleagues did not have the proxies made necessary by the
rules of the Association, it was decided to allow this
amendment to go over until the March meeting of the .

council.

The amendments that were adopted without opposition
are as follows

:

In the measurement of the sail area of yawls, to meas-
ure the base line without regard to main topmast or mast-
head and gaff.

To abolish the requirement that metal plates be affixed
as permanent marl-s at the ends of the load waterline.
To provide that official certificates of measurement

shall be shown to the race committee when so requested.
To abolish the special allowance for schooners, yawls

and catboats in mixed rig races.
To allow yawls to, sail in the relative sloop classes at

option of owners, if alone.
To allow raceahouts to sail in the 25ft. class of cabin

slooos at option of owners.
To limit the number of professionals in the crews to

four in the 43ft. classes, three in the 36ft. classes and twom the 30ft. classes.

To allow the removal of doors, provided they are kept
on board.
To provide as a signal for shortening course a red

Taall hoisted under flag B.

To provide that the spinaker boom shall be carried on
the mast when in use.

To revise the tables of scantling restrictions and sim-
plify the general specifications.

To introduce in the definition and limitations of the
raceabout class the cabin restrictions of the 21ft. load
waterline class of knockabouts of 1899.
As there were some changes to be made in the re-

strictions of the raceabout class at this meeting, several
of the owners of these boats were present. Among those
who attended the meeting were : Chairman C. T. Pierce
and Sec'y Charles P. Tower, of the Executive Commit-
tee of the Yacht Racing Association; Clinton H. Crane,
Allen Whitman and H. M. Crane, Seawanhaka Cor-
inthian Y. C. ; Edward M. McLellan and C. D. Mower,
Manhasset Bay Y. C. ; F. M. Hoyt, Stamford Y. C. ; T.
H. Macdonald, Bridgeport Y. C. ; O. H. Chellborg and
Harry Stevenson, Knickerbocker Y. C. ; Ward Dixon,
Hempstead Harbor Y. C. ; F. S. Sullivan, Harlem Y. C.

;

Frank Bowne Jones and C. F. Kirby, Indian Harbor Y.
C. ; J. D. Sparkman, New Rochelle Y. C. ; H. C. Ward,
Huguenot Y. C; M. R. Durham and W. H. Childs.
Pequot Association ; E. C. Seward, Sachem's Head Y. C.

;

C. E. Silkworth. Sea Cliff Y. C.-; Charles Lane Poor,
Shelter Island Y. C, and H. H. Gordon, Huntington
Y. C. .

The Ballasting of the 70-Footcfs.

The Yachting World of Nov. i, which we have just
received, comments further on the ballasting of Rainbow
and publishes the two following letters from Mr. Cornelius
Vanderbilt, one to Mr. H. B. Duryea and the other to
Capt. Parker.

iliL.

Metropolitan Club, Oct. 5.—My Dear Duryea: I am
in receipt of your letter of the 29th ult., which came to me
as a very, great surprise.
You say that you, have found that ballast was added

to Rainbow during the past season, and you assume that
Capt. Parker put it on board without my knowledge. I

desire to acquit Capt. Parker of all blame in the matter
and to say that extra ballast was put on board by my
order, and I wish to assume the responsibility.

It was my general understanding of the special agree-
ment entered into by the owners of the 70-footers that I

had the right to take in ballast, until the waterline of my
yacht became equal in length to that of the longest of
the four yachts. As soon as I signed the agreement I

sent it to you and did not keep a copy of it, and had

not seen it again until after receiving your letter, when I

obtained a copy of it from one of the other owners.
As Mineola and Virginia were considerably longer on

the waterline than Rainbow, I added ballast for the pur-
pose of making her waterline equal to theirs, but for ne
other purpose.

It never occurred to me that it was necessary for me
to give notice of this increase in ballast or to request a

remeasurement. I find now, however, much to my sur-
prise, that in this I was mistaken, and I therefore wish to
express my deepest regret at having committed this

error. I am sincerely sorry that I should have been
-guilty of such a blunder, and I wish to say that I was
entirely wrong.
Of course, under these circumstances, I shall return

all prizes won by Rainbow during the season, and shall

at once notify the other owners of these facts. I shall also
write to the various committees in charge of the races
which I have sailed and inform them of my error. I beg
to thank you for having called my attention to the mat-
ter. Yours very truly, '

C. Vanderbilt.

New York, Oct. 12.—Capt. George Parker: Sir—^A

communication from Mr. Duryea, one of the owners of
Yankee, was published in the New York papers last

Monday, in which Mr. Duryea set forth a copy of a letter

which he had addressed to me. He did not, however,
publish my reply. I inclose a copy of this communication.

I think it is only fair to you that you should be informed
of the fact that I answered Mr. Duryea's letter to me by
saying that I acquitted you of all blame in the matter

;

that the extra ballast was put on board Rainbow bv my
order, and that I wished to assume th'^ re -n-^nsibility

myself, and to this end I inclose you a cooy of my letter

to Mr. Duryea. of which you are at liberty to make sucb
UFe as you please. Yours truly,

C. Vanderbilt.

Tfie N. Y. Y. C. and the Cttp Defense,

No official announcement has yet been made bj^ the

N. Y. Y. C. of the names of the men who will compose
the syndicate for the new boat. That the syndicate has
been f'^-med and all necessary money svibscribed there is

no doubt, and the delay in making a formal announce-
ment as to the identity of the men is a reasonable one,
considering the great task on hand for the selection of the
best po^jsible manager and skipper for the new boat. That
the cup will be ably and safely defended there is no
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doubt, but it is a ma Iter of great delicacy to decide on'

the man who is best fitted in every particular to have
charge of the defender, particularly vi'hen there are sev-
eral excellent men in the field who are available. At
present writing it looks as if Mr. Morgan would head the
syndicate, with Mr. August Belmont as his right hand
man, and Mr. E. A. Willard as manager and skipper of
the boat. There is a persistent rumor that Capt. Wringe
is to act as sailing master. This hardly seems credible,
because the placing of an English skipper on an American
Cup defender would raise such a storm of criticism that
it would necessitate his removal, even though he would
act only as Mr. Willard's advisor. Mr. Willard has
done little yachting since he had charge of Vigilant in
the trial races against Defender in 1895, although he sailed
on Mineola with Mr. Belmont several times during the
past season. He is a good yachtsman and his selection
would meet with general approval. Mr. Herman B.
Dur3'ea and Mr. Wm. B. Duncan, Jr., have been sug=
gested as good men to assume the responsibility, and as
they are -both very popular and have had extensive ex-
perience in sailing these big boats, the selection of either
one would meet perhaps with even more general satisfac-
tion. Now that Mr. C. Oliver Iselin has consented to
take charge of Columbia during the trial races, he will
in all probability act as an advisor in the sailing of the
defender. In view of the satisfactory outcome of the Cup
races since they have been in the hands of the N. Y. Y. C.
perhaps it would be well to withhold criticism of the action
on the part of those men who are in charge of the de-
fense of the Cup.

The Payne Law Again.
Although a number of steam and sailing yachts, some

of large size, have been brought into American waters
by American owners within the past two seasons, nothing
has been done to disturb them or to enforce the law
originally known as the Payne bill. It seems from the
following, in the Sun, that the United States is now
in chase of poor old Lady Evelyn, the little schooner
imported by the late Sir Roderick Cameron nearly ten
years ago. Just why this 'boat, imported long before fhe
law was passed, should be picked out, after being so
long undisturbed, in preference to some of the more
prominent ones recently imported in defiance of the law, is

something which we are unable to understand.
The Treasury Department at Washington has just

notified the Collector of Customs of the law regulating
foreign-built yachts in - these waters. The matter was
(brought up through the sale of the yacht Lady Evelyn
to David Dunlop, Jr., by Major J. Fred Ackerman last
month. The Lady Evelyn was brought to this country
by the late Sir Roderick Cameron, and in 1892 was
purchased by A. E. Tower, of Poughkeepsie, who in turn
sold the boat to Major Ackerman. The yacht is not en-
rolled in any regularly organized yacht club of a foreign
nation. The Treasury Department rules that she must
be entered and cleared at each port under the laws gov-
erning vessels not of the United States, must on entry
from a foreign port pay an alien tax of 50 cents a ton, a
tonnage tax of 6. cents or 3 cents per ton according to
the port from which the yacht is entered, and comply
with all the laws regulating the entry and clearance of
vessels. It is also ruled that as she is owned by a citizen
of the United_ States she does not have the privilege ex-
tended to foreign yachts of entering or leaving port with-
out clearing at the Custom House or paying tonnage
tax.

Model Yachting.

The members of the New York Model Y. C. held a
series of races off Steinway on Nov. 6. The Sirdar won
the special race for the Smythe prize. There were three
starters. The Ripple won the race for second class
sloops.

Off the club house of the American Model Y. C, South
Brooklyn, there were races in the. afternoon. Meta won
for schooners, Ella for third class sloops, and Wasp for
second class sloops.
The Wave Crest Model Y. C. held its last regatta of

the season off Bay Ridge. The Nellie C. G. won for
second class sloops in two heats, Tam O'Shanter for
third class and Nanska for first class sloops.
The Brooklyn Model Y. C. held its last events of the

season on the lake near the Reservoir at Prospect Park,
and though some of the craft will remain in commission)
Nov. 6 closed the season for all practical purposes by
the club members until next spring.

White Bear Trophy Winners.
Chicago, III, Nov. 3.—Keewaydin, owned by Messrs. H

A. Merrill and Geo. Ring, has been awarded the Gotzian
cup of the White Bear Y. C. of St. Paul, emblematic of
the open class championship of the season. This trophy

f ^^s* y^ar by H. Van Vleck. Jennie R., owned
by Mr. Geo. W. Rodenburg, wins the Dellwood cup

H.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
At the Herreshoff yard, Shark, 46-footer, hauled out in

the north shop, had the greater number of her outside
planks stripped off both above and below the waterline
Ihe steel plates are now being fitted to her underbody
in the same style as the Yankee's plates.
Nothing has been done to the sloops at Walker's Cove

that were badly burned in a fire two weeks ago The
whole forebody of the 35-footer Effort is blackened and
charred. The sloop Sirocco, lying beside her, is in still
worse shape, as her deck and top of cabin trunk have been
badly eaten by the flames. Another boat in the same yard
Evelyn, a yawl owned by Perkins Bros., is burned to the
timbers in places. She is offered for sale. Both J B
and Nat Herreshoff evidently think that a firebug is at
work, as, since the fire at Walker's Cove, two watchmen
or policemen have been engaged to examine their premises
and their residences at intervals during the night to see
that no mischief is being wrought.

In the Walker's Cove yard the designer's steam yacht
Squib was hauled out for the winter a few days ago The
sloop yawl Spalpeen, owned bv R. M. Riddle, was laid up
there Wednesday. Other craft laid up there recently are
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the freak San Toy, owned by Charles F. Herreshoff, 2d,

and the Opossum, same owner.
Ihe past week Edward I. Brownell sold his sloop yacht

Adde to Joseph Shaw, and Charles S. Wheelwright sold

his sloop yacht Aurora to Edward I. Brownell.—Boston

Herald.
1^ ^ ^

In the heavy gale on Friday last Sainbow, Cornelius

Vanderbilt's 70-footer, broke from her moorings and

went ashore off the Herreshoff shops at Bristol.
_
She

was hauled off later and found not to be seriously

damaged.
J^i 4^

The Roberts Safety Water Tttbe Boiler Company is

building a 400-horse-power boiler for' the steam yacht

Admiral, two boilers of 500-horse-power each for the

Craig Shipbuilding Company, of Toledo, also their eighth

boiler for the U. S. Revenue cutter service.

^ ^ ^
Dr. Willett Kidd, of Newburg, N. Y., has sold the ice

yacht Snowdrift to parties in Maine. She will' be used

on a lake near Augusta, Me.

8^

Mr. Frank T. Morrill has purchased the steam yacht

Privateer (formerly Buccaneer). She is lying in Tebo's

basin.

*e «t If

James M. Bayles & Sons, of Port Jefferson, N. Y., are

building a 130ft. steam yacht for Miss A. W. Thayer, of

Roslyn, L. I.

Capt. Charles Holmes, who was in charge of the yacht

Idler, which foundered on July 7, was indicted for man-
slaughter by the federal grand jury in Cleveland on Oct.

12. Holmes is charged Avith criminal carelessness in

handling the yacht. Idler was owned by John and James
Corrigan. Six members of the Corrigan family were
drowned when the boat foundered in a squall.

^ 1^ 1^

The schooner yacht Montauk, owned by Mr. William
C. Langley, is on the ways at Poillon's yapd, South
Brooklyn, and will be given outside lead and a thorough
overhauling under the supervision of her designer, Capt.

Philip Ellsworth.
•5 « 1^

The sloop yacht Truant, with Mr. F. L. Haines and
wife on board, arrived at Beaufort, N. C, on Thursday
last from New York.

I? n K
The catboat Baby was destroyed by fire at Atlantic

Plighlands, N. J., on Oct. 31. Baby was owned by W. L.
Bass, of Brooklyn, and was valued at $1,000. She was
partly insured. Changa, another catboat, was also de-

stroyed. .Both boats were in their winter quarters at

Lpcttst Point,.
9^ 9^ 1^

Mr, Samuel H. Vandergrift, of Pittsburg, Pa., has
placed an order with the Gas Engine and Power Com-
pany and Seabury ,& Company for a steam yacht 85ft.

long, to be used on the St. Lawrence River. She will be
named Cherokee. There will be a mahogany deck house
forward, which will be used as a dining room; a dumb-
waiter will connect with the galley below. The crew's
quarters are forward. Aft of the machinery space come
the owner's quarters, which consist of two staterooms,
toilet room and saloon. The machinery consists of a
Seabury triple expansion engine, with cylinders yin.,

ii^'m. and i7Kin. by a stroke of loin. Steam will be
furnished by a safety water tube boiler. She will be fur-
nished with an electric light plant and a search light. A
iSft. naphtha launch and a cutter will be carried on the
davits. A speed of fourteen miles an hour has been
guaranteed.

The yawl Wonder, now Dragoon II., owned by Mr.
F. M. Freeman, left New York on Nov. i for a cruise
around the Island of Cuba. Mr. T. Webber, the designer
and builder of Drag«on 11., will accompany Mr. Free-
man during part of the trip.

^ ^ ^
Mr. Charles G. Davis has gotten out the plans for an

auxiliary yawl for Mr. Eugene Lentilhon. She is 35ft.

long on the waterline, ssft. long over all, lift. Sin. beam
and 3ft. draft.

1^

The steam yacht Aquilo has been sold by Mr. W. P.
Eno, through the agency of A. J. Mcintosh, to Mr.
Samuel L. Jarvis.

^ ^
The yawl Natka was reported at St. Louis a few days

ago. She is on her way from New York to New
Orleans.

H >l IC

The auxiliary yacht Utowana, N. Y. Y. C, Mr. Allison
V. Armor, arrived at New London last Saturday from
Bermuda. She has been cruising abroad for .seven
months or more. The yacht entered at the Custom House
and left about noon for Erie Basin,. New York, to go
into winter qitarters. Utowana had a rough passage.
She came into port with her foretopmast housed.

« «
. Mr. Henry B. Anderson, of this city, a member of the
N. Y. Y. C, has purchased the steamer City of Quincy,
and during the winter will have her converted into a
houseboat. The City of Quincy is 86.4ft. long, 23.3ft.
beam and 7.7ft. deep. She registers 11 1 tons gross and
68 tons net. She was built in 1894, at Braintree, Mass..
and_ formerly hailed from Boston. The Quincy will make
an ideal houseboat, it is said, and when her alterations
and refittings are completed will be used on Long Island
Sound.

•t •!

Mr. Eugene Higgins' steam yacht, Varuna, N. Y. Y. C,
will leave port on Wednesday, Nov. 14, at 8 o'clock in
the morning for another crui=e in foreign waters. The
yacht will call at Bermuda, Madeira and Gibraltar, and
then make an extended Mediterranean trip.

The yawl-rigged yacht Adele, Capt. C. E. Mille, from
New York for Port Cortez, put in to Charleston, S. C, on
the night of the 5th after having made very bad weather
down the coast. The Adele is 72ft. over all, 6ift. 6in. on
the waterline, i8ft. gin. beam, 7ft. 6in. draft and of 38.73
tons gross. For four days the Adele was out in the worst
weather of the season. She lost some of her gear, had
two boats smashed and was washed from stem to stern

by the seas half of the time. Capt. Mille declares, how-
ever, that she behaved splendidly through it all. The
yacht was recently bought by J. C. Welch, of Port Cortez,

from a member of the Yonkers Corinthian Y. C, for a
pleasure craft. Mr. H. C. Gifford, of New York, is on
board, bound for Honduras, to make extensive invest-

ments in rubber. The Adele was built by Mather &
Wood, of Port Jefferson, N. Y,, in 1891. She was
lengthened in 1896, and then changed from sloop to

yawl rig.

Harrison B. Moore, of the New York Y. C, has sold

his s\yift steam yacht Marietta to R. T. Wainwright. of

Philadelphia, who was elected to membership in the New
York Y. C. at its recent general meeting. It was also re-

ported that Mr. Moore has purchased the British-built

steam yacht Zara to replace the Marietta. Both the Zara
and the Marietta are at present out of commission.

•S •! X
Isaac E. Emerson, of Baltimore, a member of the

New York Y. C, has sold his steam yacht Nydia to F. J.

Lisman, of this city, and has purchased Mrs. A. S. Van
Wickle'-s steam yacht Marjorie. Both yachts are now
out of commission and berthed for the winter at South
Brooklyn.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores /or pu-biication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company., 346 Bread-
wayy New York.

The October Woodcraft.

The October number of the Game Laws in Brief and Woodcraft
Magazine contains the game and fish laws of the United States

and Canada. The Woodcraft part has this capital list of con-
ten ts:

GRAN'TITER IITLL'S PA'TRIDGE. By Rowland K Robinson.
IN THE FOREST.
THE OLD CANOE.
THE RESCUE OF MR. HUNDLEY.
KELLUP^S .^NNUAL. By Jefferson Scribb.
DEACON THROPE'S PIGEONS.
ANY LETTERS FOR ME? By H. P. Ufford.
TEHOSSEE ISLAND. By Olive F. Gunby.
i?LORIDA INDIAN DEER PIUNTERS.
AT CLOSE QUARTERS: The Hon. S., the Plover and the Bull;

A Nova Scotia Bear; The Panther's Scream; A Tinie with a
Florida .Alligator; The Owl's Swoop; The Dog Climbed.

THE DOG AND THE TURKEY. By John James Audubon.
SENATOR VEST'S SUNDAY PIGEON SHOOT.
AUSTRALIAN ROUGH-RIDERS. By R. Boldrewood.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here send in

notice like the following:

Fixtures.

Nov. 14-15.—Springfield, 111.—Two-day target tournament of the
Illinois Gun Club; open to all. Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y.
Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road, N. J.

—

L'nder auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men team race;
20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club
in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake
shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and
Dr. A. A. Webber, managers.
Nov. 27.—Toledo, O.—East End Gun Club's merchandise shoot.
Nov. 29.—Milwaukee, Wis.—South Side Gun Club's tournament.

A. D. Gropper, Sec'y.
Nov. 29.—Newark, N. J.

—
"rhanksgiving Day shoot of the

Forester Gun Club; live birds and targets. John J. Fleming,
Sec'y.
Nov. 29.—Sing Sing, N. Y.—Thanksgiving Day shoot of the

Ossining Gun Club; live birds and targets.
Nov. ,30.-Dec. 1.—Omaha, Neb.—Kansas City-Omaha ten-men

team race, 50 birds per man.
Dec. 5-7.—Gait, Ont.—First annual shoot of the Newlands'

Shooting A.ssociation
;

targets and live birds; ad"ded money.
Andrew Newlands, Sec'y.
Dec. 11-14.—Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111.—Annual live-

bird tournament. John Watson, Mgr.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's trophy shoots, second and

fourth Saturdays of each month; live-bird shoots every Saturday.
Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.

1901.

Jan. 15-lS.—Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club's eleventh
annual tournament; live birds and targets; open to all. H.
Graham, Sec'y."
April 16-lS.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of tlie

Kansas State Sportsmen's As.sociation.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W, Feigenspan, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Nov. 7, 14 21, 28.—Interstate Park.—Live-bird championship;

25 birds; handicaps 25 to 33yds.; $10 entrance, birds extra; sweep
optional; open to all; money instead of trophy,
Nov. 16.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's target shoot;

open to all.

Nov. 19.—Interstate Park.—Dupont championship cup shoot be-,
tween Messrs. R. A. Welch, holder, and T. W. Morfey, challenger,
at 100 live birds each, commencing at 1 o'clock. Sweeps before and
after the race.
Nov. 22.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's live-bird shoot;

open to all.

Nov. 27.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's live-bird shoot;
open to all.

Dec. 5.—Shoot-off of the winners of the November events, with
520 in gold to the winner.

Interstate Park, Oueens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on
L. I._ R. R. Trains direct to grounds." Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park. L. T.—Fountain Gun Club's regular monthly

shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and December.
Interstate Park, Queens.-Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.

1901.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Oueens, L. L, N. Y.—The Inter-
state Association's ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tour-
nament at live birds.

. June —.—Interstate Park, L. I.—Forty-third annual tournament
f,r Ne-^v York State Association for th'' protection of Fish and
Game,

The daily press recounts a most grievous accident which befell
the famous trap shot, Mr. H. Yale Dolan, of Philadelphia, on
Monday of this week; "Robert Toland brought the news to Phil-
adelphia that H. Yale Dolan, the son of Ttiomas Dolan, of the
Didener-Dolan-Elkins street car syndicate, had been accidentally
shot and seriously injured by his brotlier Clarence while they
were hunting on a marsh of the Chesepeake Bay, close to Havre
de Grace, Md. The two brothers had separated, and both were
shooting behind blinds. Clarence was the iirst to start a bird, and
as he whirled around to shoot at it his brother came into range.
Owing to the blind, Yale Dolan was not in sight of his brother,
and Clarence did not know of his presence until Yale shouted
that he had been hit. Then Clarence found that some of the shot
had hit his brother in the breast and had passed close to the
heart. It was seen at once that 'Mr. Dolan was seriously injured,
and every care was given to him until physicians, wlio were
hastily summoned, arrived. They ordered that .Mr. Dolan be car-
ried to Havre de Grace as quietly as possible. A vehicle was ob-
tained, and he was removed to a hotel. There the physicians
made a closer examination of the %younds, and finally said that
while Mr. Dolan was seriously injured the wounds were not
necessarily mortal. They,^ advised against removing Mr. Dolan
to his Philadelphia home, as tiiey thought that the strain of
traveling would be too much for him."

The exceedingly sound and interesting communication by
"Gaucho," published elsewhere in our trap columns, is worthy of
the careful perusal and the remembrance of all trapshooters, as
well as of all who can appreciate good common sense. There are
some shooters who would benefit by reading it daily for a month
or two, and some, whose memory is bad, would benefit by reading
it monthly for an indefinite time—that is to say, in respect to the
men who forget in one month that they had been severely drubbed
in shooting competition the month before—so that they may have
glimmerings of freedom from the thralls of suckerdom.

On last Saturday, on the groimds of the South Side Gun Club,
Newark, N. J., in the contest for the E C cup, emblematic of the
championship of New Jersey, Mr. F, E. Sinnock, the holder for
some time past, was defeated by Mr. George H. Piercy, of Jersey
City. The result on the 50 targets was a tie, each scoring 43.
In the shoot-off at 10 targets, Piercy broke 9, Sinnock 8. Mr.
C. W. Feigenspan challenged the winner, and his challenge was
promptly accepted. The contest will take place on the grounds of
the East Side Gun Club, and although the date is not definitely
fixed upon, it will probably be on the day of the December target
shoot of the East Side Gun CVab.

In the Election Day shoot of the Carteret Gun Club, Garden
City, L. I., Nov. 6, the November cup was won by tne crack
shot Mr. L. T. Duryea, from a field of eight contestants, killing
7 birds straight in the main event, with Messrs. J. W. Masury,
H. Money and I. E. Emerson, and in the shoot-off, miss-and-
out, won the cup in the twelfth round. The Election Day cup, at
10 birds, 30yds. rise, was won by Mr. R. A. Welch, who shot out
Messrs. Masury and Duryea in the eighth round pf the tie.

The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., will hold an open
Thanksgiving Day shoot, live birds in the morning, targets in
the afternoon. Mr. John J. Fleming, of 21 Waverly avenue, is -the

secretary. Lunch will be served on the grounds. Shells will be
on hand for tlie accommodation of those who wish for them.
The competition will commetjce at 9 o'clock.

A ten-men team race at 50 birds per man has been arranged
between Omaha and Kansas Citj;, to take place at Omaha, Neb.,
on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1. This will be the third of these intercity
team races, and

.
of the two preceding contests, each has a win

to its credit. "There will be sweepstake shooting on Nov. 29 at
Omaha.

H
Capt. A. W. Money, of the American E C & Schultze Gun-

powder Co., returned from England last week, looking much
improved and invigorated from the effects of iiis trip ' abroad.
There is likely to be more activity in shooting matters about
New York from this time forward.

Capt. Arthur W. du Bray, of Parker Brothers, was in New, York
on Monday of this week. He has covered an immensity of terri-

tory during the past few months in the interests of his company.
In a few days, after a visit at the home office, he starts on a
trip in the South.

H
The last of the Schortemeier-Webber team contests takes place

at John Hen C)utwatcr's grounds, .Rutherford road and Hacken-
sack River bridge, N. J., Nov. 23. Sweepstakes at 8 birds, en-
trance $3, birds extra, to; coBlmence at 10 o'clock. Team shoot
at 2 o'clock.

In the six-men team match, 50 targets per man, in the inter-
collegiate trap contest between Princeton and the University of
Pennsylvania, the former won by a score of 2110 to 188. The con-
test toQk place on the grounds of the Clearview Gun Club. Darby,
Pa. The return match will take place on a date to be fixed upon
later.

K
Mr. E. Hough, in "Western Traps," mentions the gratifying

fact that the Hon. Tom Marshall, the fear of all aspirants to
Grand American Handicap honors, and the e.steerned of all shooters
or unshooters, has nearly recovered from his recent injury.

K
The_ secretary of the Newlands Shooting Association, Gait,

Ontario, announces that the first annual shoot of his organization
will take place on Dec, 6 and 7. The i)rogramme is now ready for
distribution.

«?

Dec. 4 to 7 is the time fixed upon for the Galesburg tournament,
and of the four days three will be devoted tQ contests at target
events, and the fourth at live birds.

?
In the s_econd contest for the Crescent Athletic Club's November

cup last Saturday, Capt. J. N. Borland made the highest score, 47
out of a pos.3ible 50.

K
The Brooklyn Gun Club held a holiday ^isot bn Election Day, at

which the manager, Mr. John S. Wright, is credited with making
the highest average.

The second Interstate Park handicap at 25 live birds per man
take.s place on Wednesday of this week, commencing at 1 o'clock
Sweeps o^ptional.

Mr. Piatt Adams, well known to trapshooters, contemplates a
trip Southward in a few days, to spend the winter months in a
warmer clime.

Mr. J. "Pattern" will shoot a match at 50 targets, with Mr. H. S.
Sellers, standing respectively at 19 and 16yds., at Interstate Park,
on Dec. 3.

Bernard Waters.

Peoria Gun Clufa,

In tlie semi-annual contest for the Peoria Gun CTub live-bird
trophy at 10 birds per man, Oct. 29, Whiffin, a new shooter and
B Class man. was the only one able to score straight, "The
scores were: Sammis 8, Mills 9, Meidroth 9, Hurlev 7, McGusken
7, WhifBn 10, Grant 5.

. „ . _ F. C. RiKHi.
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ON LONG ISLAND.

At laterstale Park.

Nov. 8.—A match was shot at Interstate Park tci-day between
Messrs. J. A. R. Elliott and J. M. Postans, of England, at 50
Jive birds for ?50, the former winning by a score of 47 to 44. The
match was shot in forty minutes. Ihe score:

JAR Elliott, 30 22122211111202222211 2121fr-23

J M Postans, 30 211222H2202111iJ201202021—20
2221222112222222221202221—24—44

Other events v^ere aS follows: Twenty-five birds, .flu, 30yds.:
R A Welch 22102122222222n2n222*wTAR Elliott 2222222212122122222221112—25
T W Moriey 2Z1222122112222I222222222- 25

Dr Wynn 212*22*002*22212201210102-17
Col Martin 2l2212122221ii22i222112122—25

Miss-and-out, $5, 30yds.

:

R A VVeich 22111122122111120JAR Elliott ............2211112222112222120
T W Morfey 221U22210
Col Martin 22122T2221122121122
Dr Wm Wynn... 1102221121w

Lincoln vs. Lockwood, 28yds.:
Lincoln ... ... , 210222022122212—13
Lockwood 1022201122120*1—12

Nov. 7.—The first of the series of Interstate handicaps, the con-
ditions of which will be found in "Trap Eixtures," resulted as
follows:

S M Van Allen, 30 , 2222222222222212222222222—25
John Hopkins, 30.... 2222222220212221222222221—24
Kay, 2S , ilM'luXZj, OiMz.OiU2ui;zi;iZi2—20
Lincoln, 28. 12202222202222zz2*.;022220—20
Ramapo, 28 022221202*210020220021121—17

Match, 50 birds, |50, 28yds,:
Lincon .1222212112*12212121001222—22

12121202*00O1022222/;21 2iJl—18-^
Ramapo .0011O0121222022222£r.j220O—17

00122210200222020l2jGi222—16—33
Ten birds, $5, high guns;

S M Van Allen, 30.2222222222-10
7 Hopkins, 30 2122112210— 9
Kay, 28 .2*22122121— 9

Lincoln, 28 2022220012— 7
Ramapo, 28 222*022020-- 7

Medfcus Gun dub,
Nov. 6.—The shoot of the Medicus Gun Clab at Interstate

Park was well attended. Among the shooters were some famous
experts, as will be noted on reference to the scores:

10 Birds. Miss-and-out.
Dr Woods, 28 2222222223—10 0
Col Martin, 30 2222221122—10 22211222222—11
Piercy, 30 12222222*2— 9 22222221112—11
" A R Elliott, 30 222221*220- 8 20M Postans, 30 ....0222111120— 8 1212221222*—10
m Hopkins, 28 22221121**— 8 22220

Hawes, 28.... .,...1212021102— 8
Lockwood, 28 2202*21212— 8
Chapman, 26 01211*2000— 5
Dr Webber, 30 2222222222—10
A Doty, 28...... 0222020222-7
Dr Miller, 30.... ,

Miss-and-out

:

Col Martin, 30
Dr Woods, 29..... 2022*—

8

Piercy, 20. .........02*22—3
Dr Webber, 30....,,»,.;..r... ........20222—4
A Doty, 30.. 22222—5
Hawes, 27..., 11022-^
Elliott, 31.... 12222—5
Postans, 30 , ..11221—5
Martin, 30 ....
Lockwood, 28

Ten birds, Long Island rules, |5:TAR Elliott nmiUll—10 Wm. Hopkins llllUllll—10
r Webber ...lUllllill—10 A Doty. 1110111110—

'

22222222222—11
22222222222-11
222*

22211222222-11
22222—6
11112—5
2222^5
02222-4
12022-^
2211*-4
12212—5
20211-4
20101—3

Dr Miller.... 1110111100—7
Col Martin MlllUlll— 9
Geo Piercy ...0111101110—7

Lockwood 1010000000— 2
Pr Woods 1000001000— 2
C M Lincoln 1011111000—6

Crescent Athletic Qub.
Bay Ridge, L. I., Nov. 10.—The November cup second contest

was a matter of keen competition at the shoot of the Crescent
Athletic Club, held to-day. This is a handicap event. The scores
were:
Second November cup, 50 birds, handicap : Capt. ' Borland 47,

Rasmus 46, Dr. Keyes 43, Hopkins 42, Graham 41, McDermott 40,
Marshall 40, Stake 37, Kenyon 38, Dr. O'Brien 41.
Other events were as follows:
Sweepstakes, 10 targets: C. J. McDermott 3, J. C. Faulkner 5.

Capt. J. N. Borland 4, C. G. Rasmus 4, W. D. Marshall 4, c!
Kenyon, Jr., 2.

Sweepstakes, 15 targets: McDermott 10, Kenyon 9, Faulkner 9
Marshall 8, Dr. O'Brien 8, Capt. Borland 2.

Sweepstakes, 15 targets: Faulkner, 7, 15; Kenyon, 4, 15; Dr.
Keyes, 6, 15; J. O. Graham, 7, 15; L. C. Hopkins, 5, 14; Marshall,
4, 12; Rasmus, 4, 12; Dr. O'Brien, 2, 9; T. W. Stake, 2. 8. Shoot-
off^ miss-and-out: Dr. Keyes 1 Graham 0, Kenyon 0. Faulkner 0
Consolation cup, 25 targets: Capt. Borland, 11, 25; Dr. O'Brien

4, 25; Faulkner, 10, 21: Stake, 3, 21; McDermott, 3, 21; Kenyon
6. 18; Hopkins, 7, 15; Graham, 10, 16; Dr. Keyes, scratch. 11.

'

Carteret Gtio Qub.
Garden City, L. I., Nov. 6.—The Election Day shoot of the

Carteret Gun Club was distinguished by competition of a high
order. Of the contests in which the members engaged two were
for cups, the November cup and the Election Day cup. In the
November cup event at 7 birds there were nine entries, ?10
entrance, the famous bandmaster, Philip Sousa, being one of the
competitors. This was a handicap event. Four tied on straight
scores, and in the miss-and-out Mr. L. T. Duryea shot out his
competitors, Messrs, H. Money, T. W. Masurv and T. E. Emerson
in the 10th round. The scores of the November cup contest were
as follows:

L T Duryea, 29 2212222—7
H Money, 30 1222222—7
T W Masury, 29 2222222-'7
I E Emerson, 27
P Sousa, 28

2222222—7
20222w

R A Welch, 30 222202w
T S S Remsen, 29 20222w
F W Duryea, 27 222200w
J G Smith, 28 22220w

Shoot-off : L. T. Duryea 12, Harold Money 6, J. W. Masury 6,
I. E. Emerson 0.

After that event the members engaged in a 7-bird sweep, and
Messrs. L. T. Duryea, J- G. Smith. R. A. Welch, Harold Money
and J. W. Masury tied on 7 straight. In the shoot-ofj Smith and
Welch divided with 10 kills each.
The Election Day cup was at 10 birds, $10 entrance, SOyds. rise;

tics shot off at 3 birds. The scores:

R A Welch 2222222222—10
T W Masury 2222222'^2a-10
L T Durvea 2222222222—10
T S S Remsen 22221 2220w
J G Smith 22202222W

F W Duryea 20022222WH Monev .22220wW A H Stafford....20220i)0w
1 E Emerson .... .200w
P Sousa 0020000

Shoot-off: R. A. Welch 8, J. W._ Masury 1, L. T. Diiryea 6.

Ossioing Gun dub.
Sing Sing, Nov. S.—The new grounds of the Ossining Gun

Club were formally opened to the members on Election Day.
Several events were shot, but a brisk wind blowing directly across
tlie traps materially lessened the possibility of making good scores.
The events were as follows:

Targets

:

10 10 10 10 25
A Rohr 1 4.. 4..
I T Washburn, Jr 4 7 8 9 22W P Hall 7 8 .. 8 22W Smith 3 5 4 5 ..

C Biandford 7 20
G Calkins ........ 3 5
L Sherwood 5 7 5 ..

P Valentine 2 4 6 2..
Dr E Sherwood.. 7 5 5 .. 17

J Chadeay^ie 6 4.. 4 ..

Targets: 10 10 10 10 25
A Bedell 5 5 5 5Wm Carpenter.... 3 7.. 6 ..
A Carpenter...... 6 4 1 ..

J Carpenter,,..,,.. ... .. 0H C.arpenter...:... .. 2 6 3Wm Fisher 6 7 6 ..
H YonoUa 4 1 ..
C Washburn , 1 .. i.K McAlpin 7 .4
A Sherwopd-.. B ..

C. G, B., Capt

Ha.n(iicappmgf by Distance.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The old adage which says "It is a long lane that has no turn-

ing" appiies most forcibly to the system so long in vogue govern-
ing taiget shooting contests, lor now at last, alter these many
years, we are going to have a radical change, and one, let us
hope, that will increase the number of contestants and insure to
those competing a fair chance by more nearly equalizing men of
various degrees in skill, "ihe onty wonder now is wny handi-
capping by distance has not been unanimously adopted long ago.
True, Mr. John Parker, of Detroit, has at different times devised
ways and means by which shooting men wure put on a nioic tu^dl
footing, and some of his schemes were very clever, to say the
least of them. From one so thoroughly acquainted with the
multitude of shooters, and so well up in. the art himseit, one could
hardly expect otherwise.
Then we have had the known trap and angle brigade-, as against

the known trap, unknown angle, expert squads, but it was soon
made quite ap[)arent that these same experts invariably smashed
more targets Irom unknown angles than did the lambs at known
ones; so that, too, fell ott, ana soon oecame ousoicie.

It has remained then for the Interstate Association to bring
forth what is destined to become the recognized handicap, ana
one that must prove such, be the skill of the contestants never so
great, for it stands to reason that distance, though lending
enchantment to the view, certainly magnifies and accumulates, by
virtue of its length, the number of goose eggs per centum in any
man's score.
The Interstate Association has given most evident and ocular

proof of its prestige in America in such unmistakable terms—vide
the Grand American Handicap at pigeons—that no one needs doubt
as to the outcome of this time-honored system of di.stance in
shooting affairs, albeit new when relating to .shooting at targets.
The idea of men whose shooting skill ranges from 75 to 95 per

cent, competing on an even keel is sublimely absurd; so ridiculous,
indeed, that one is astounded at its having survived even one
season's trial; yet it has been going on for more than twenty
years, and men who in other games and sports have always
recognized thf subject of "class" seem to have always ignored this
most important factor in toto when target shooting, for they have
put up dollar for dollar, and stood yard for yardj shooting at an
equal number of targets with others who were always and easily
their superiors, anywhere from 10 to SO per cent.

Strange, but nevertheless true, moreover, when we calmly con-
sider that the only sop graciously tendered the aforesaid lamb
has invariably been the threadbare and well-worn rejoinder that
these 95 per cent, men were once 75 per cent, calves themselves!

The individual and team scores follow:
Princeton Team—H. Laughlin 39, J. fapear 39. Jl. I' . Elbert -iT.

McWilliams 21, T. O. Withee 33, R. McMillan 31; total 2U0.

Pennsylvania Team—W, R. Baldwin 39, S. F. Weaver 3d, J*
Loudon 32, B. Parrish 32, F. M. Law 28, A. R. Adamson 22;

total 188.

Illinois Gun Club.

Springfield, HI.—Herewith are the scores of the Illinois Gun
Club's live-bird challenge trophy event, snot in tlus <:uj .sja. ).

Burnside won the cup on a straight score of 25. Craig, Hall and
England, each of whom scored 24, gave the winner a jiard ijaitic

for possession of the trophy, but Mr. Burnside was in hne lorm
and could not be headed. Our tournament on the 13lh and 1-lth

promises a good entry list:

G Burnside, 30.,, 22222222222222?'"- 22222222—25
VV T Craig, 30 II212II112I lUzT.-iim.ll—21
Tramp Irwin, 30 12122J 10222u2221li./22ai:o-.ii—20

J C England, 30 121i20222222221i2li21i:i iH—21
G T Hall, 30.... 22J2z2ii222i:32222.j22*2i2z-^-2i

C S Magill, 29 i::lil--'-2tOi21i2:il22*2220—20

A H Bogardus. Jr, 29 .li<J*ll*1120l210illl010121-49
G Solomon, 28 2J21'il*2zlUti22^uz2ul22i—20
F R Richardson, 28 22(l21U11222j222111Ullill—22
R Solomon, 30 liAUllll;ii2olUi)20i01i;il—21
F Workman, 28 22v011i!o2i;21i2oC01222m2—19

Cha.^. T. Sticklb,' B-cy

Keystone Shooting League.

Philadelphia.—The clear, cold weather Saturday afternoon,
Nov. 10, was conducive to bringing nearly three dozen trapshooten-
together on the grounds of the Keystone Shooting League, ii\

Hoimesburg Junction, Pa., and those who did not take part, but
were on hand to witness the sport, voted it one of the best after
noon's sport seen on these grounds lor many a day.
The birds were a high-class lot. The stiff wind which blew

across the field helped them in their flights materially, the men
were in fine form, and the scores were high.
Vandegrift was the winner of the challenge cup, but only, aftei-

a hard race, as Henry, Hobbs and Davis also killed straight at

10 birds. In the shoot-off Davis missed his second and Hobbs
his sixth. Henry and Vandegrift had a hot race, and Henry
lost his eleventh bird dead out of bounds, while Vandegrift killed.
The scores

AT PETERS CARTRIDGE CO.'S TOURNAMENT, MONTGOMERY, ALA.

So learn to shoot and go thou and do likewise" has been ding-
donged m the ears of the childlike novice, until now he hardly
dares venture a remonstrance, so sure is he of being sat upon

—

sat upon hard—and rather than flinch, he grins and bears it for
a time, and then in disgust and despair quits and tries some
other game where he stands a better chance for his white alley.
And this Spartan-like advice of "go thou and do likewise" has
driven into oblivion thousands upon thousands of men willing to
learn and anxious to excel, so lar as relates to target shooting.
But, oh, my lads, think how long they have stood the gaff! There

has been but one redeeming feature to the whole affair, and that
is the invvard satisfaction of the lucky chap who has mastered the
art in being able to slam back to the 75 per centers the "learn
to shoot," etc., and with pardonable pride and exultation to
pat himself on the back and say, solto voce, "1 used to be a
sucker myself"—or meself, according to where the man learned
to speak his mother tongue.
Well, we start now on a new era. A man's skill will place him

on his own pedestal, be it at 16, 18, 20 or 22yds.; beyond this, very
few will go, at least not for some time to come, lor there are
so many good shots now in open competition that the 22yd.
limit is apt to be the jumping-off place until we shall have men
who, at that distance, are still too formidable.
At any rate, the novice will feel that he is being protected, for

if distance is the proper way to handicap men when pigeon shoot-
ing, it stands to reason it must be jeven more so when target
shooting, as all targets are flyers, and none come in, whereas
many pigeons are incomers, and on these one is better ofit at 30
than at 26yds.—obviously so, in fact.
But now let us be fair to the better shots, for after alJ fair play

is the only element that can keep any game alive; so do not let
us be too magnanim9us in overdosing the good shots by being
too liberal in giving them a greater distance than they merit.
Don t jump a man to 22yds. because he has made a few good
scores. Let the good ones gradually climb the ladder, rung by
rung, but don't break their hearts by making them stretch toomany rungs at a stride. Let them win at least as often as the
poorer shots, for that is nothing more than they deserve, while
such management will keep all on their mettle, and there is the
.secret and gist of the whole game.
Of one thing we may be certain: This distance handicap is

going to develop greater speed and accuracy in shooting than has
heretofore been attained. It will bring forth a body of men who
will be masters of the art and will assurediv out the long-distancemen of America in the foremost rank the word over.
Two things will necessarily imperatively follow—greater speed

in the men, and, if that be possible, greater range and efficiencym the guns and loads. It seems hard to realize how the good
guns of to-day can be improved, and yet that is precisely what we
thought ten years ago. True, our loads are also' better, but even
with our present loads our old style guns cannot perform with
the regularity and steadiness of modern ones. So it is quite
probable that when the limit of speed in the man shai' >•!>••<» h«>,^n
attained it will then resolve itself into a trial of guns and loads, as
to their reaching and smashing qualities, all of which will surely
serve to forge American skill, both as to the men and their
accouterments, still further to the front, placing them both, beyond
question, the bast in the world. Gaucho

Challenge cup shoot, shot for semi-monthly; 10 birds, 30yds. risei

Davis 2!i^iiiZ212—10
Darby 2022..22210— 8

Vandegrift 1112122111—10
O K S Z2lt0lzl
Smith .22120202**— 6

Van Loon ....1221*11222—9

McCoy .Ii22*22122*— 8
Fitzgerald ......... 2021122212— 9
Henry 1111121111—10
Hobbs 1222222222—10
Brewer .....2222001122— 8
Loser .....12001*1100—5

Shoot-off for ties. 3 birds up:
Vandegrift .111 221 211 211—12
Henry ....221 222 112 1* —10

Eighteen shooters entered in the club handirap, and six fn-
ished with straight scores. Brewer killed 9 and took more than twice
as much money as the straights. Davis iiuled 8 and a.so oeai
out the first_ men in the money. The scores:
Club handicap, 10 live birds, handicap rise, open sweepstake.

$2,50 entrance

:

Hobbs
Davis ,

...222 210

...10

F McCoy, 30 222222222^-10
C Fitzgerald, 30....122000
H Henry, 30. ..... .2221112211—10
F Hobbs, 30....... 2220220022—

7

T Brewer, 30 1122122220— 9W Stevenson, 30, . .2222222222—10
D Sanford, 30

2111100212—

8W J Davis, 28 1012210211— 8
Dr Darby, 29, . . . . .22222* O??— 7

J Vandegrift, 30. . ,2221311111—10
O K Stevens, 28. . .1111212220—

9

C Geiklcr. 29 .2222222222—10
F Van Loon. 29. . .2112*12211—

9

H Thurman, 29. .. .1010221220—

7

A Wynn, 28 1201112002— 7
J Whittaker, 28.. . .112U12001(J—

6

G Gregory, 28 112: Oi;02-)0—

4

.Anthony, 30 2122222122—10

IN NEW JERSEY.

Forester Gun Club,

Newark, N. J., Nov. 10.—There was but a small crowd present,
owing to the attraction at our next door neighbor's. We will
have an open house, all-day shoot on Thanksgiving Dav, com-
mencing at 9 o'clock A. M. We will shoot for prize-s, handicap
conditions. I have just fixed our grounds, so vve can shoot live
birds. We will make a start on Thanksgiving morning. Lunch
and shells can be had on the grounds.
The scores in the regular monthly events, all at 10 targets, follow i

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Skinner 8
Holley

, 2
D Fleming 4
T J Fleming 9
Meyer , , . , ,

.

10 4 6 9

9 9

7

E C Cop.
J. J. Fleming, Sec'y.

10
2

Princeton vs. U, of P.

"The first of the series of intercollegiate team shoots between
Princeton and the Universit-y of Pennsylvania was held on the
grounds of the Clearview Gun Club at Darby, Pa., Saturday
morning, Nov. 10. A strong wind blew hard across the field the
bluerocks were high, fast and eccentric, and it was hard for the
shooters to get the wind and gauge, so none of the men shot Sn
their usual form.
The match was the first half of a team match that is fo be shot

for a silver cup. The return match will take place at Princeton
at a date to be agreed upon. The terms of the shoot are sixmen to a team, 50 tareets per man. Ifivd'. pse. at nnknoivn s"f7Vs
The shooting was close all through, but Princeton's (enm finaliv

beat the Penn team by 12 poia^. (he scores b«iag 209 tor Priasd-
tvft and 188 for Penjj-

Newark, N. J., Nov. 10.—The contest for the target champion-
2} New Jersey, of which the E C cup is the emblem, between

Mr. F. E. Smnock, the ho.der, and Mr. George H. Piercy the
challenger, resulted in a victory for the latter. The race 'took
place on the grounds of the South Side Gun Club, The condi-
tions were 50 targets, unknown angles. The contestants tied on
43, and in the shoot-off at 10 targets, Piercy won by 9 to 8. The
scores

:

F E Sinnock 11111011111111110111101101110011111 111101111111111—43
G H Piercy......llllllOllOlOOllllOimilllllllllllllllOllOllllllll—13
Tie, at 10 targets:

Sinnock 0111111110—8 Piercy 1111011111—9
Sweepstakes and merchandise events were shot as follows. No

6 shows the handicaps of merchandise events 5. No. 8 of No 7
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Feigenspan, 2 24 23 23 22 25 1 10 0 10 0 8
Piercy. 2... 23 20 21 ..

Whitehead. 4 30 10 .. 15 25 2 10 1 10 1 9Weller 9. 7 13 14 16 25 4 10 2 7 .

Sinnock, 8.,., ,^ 2M7 iv ..
> .. ..

Gardner. 6 18 17 19 " " " " "
Terrill. 5 10 21 n ' " " " " "

3 .. 22 25 '3
16 '6 k V. V.Wilson, 8 21 23

Henxish, „ 1525 5 'I
'9 " "
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WESTERN TRAPS.

Garden City of Chicago.

Chicago. 111., Nov. 10.—It was a good turnout at Garden City

trdpiiy shout to-day, seventeen men facing the cold wind for the

sake of trying conclusions with a good, hard lot of birds. The
old duck shooter, Mr. J. Gillespie, took all the young folks down
the line good and hard, and won the handsome Porter loving

cup trophy with the handsome score of 39 out of 40 shot at, which
is strong enough gait for anybody to go.

Garfield of Chicago.

At the semi-annual meeting of the Garfield Gun Club, held
Nov. 7, it was decided to change the trophy shoots from second
and fourth to the first and third Saturdays of each month. Special

shoots will continue on intervening Saturdays. There will be an
all-day shoot held on Thanksgiving Day, beginning at 10 o'clock
A. M., and this shoot will be made a trophy shoot, to make up for

the one recently lost. The Saturday immediately following will

also be a trophy shoot, owing to the change to first and third
Saturdays.

Better.

Tom Marshall was in town this week, and says that his bad arm,
hurt not long ago in a fall, is getting all right again, and will

soon allow him to be pestering around.

Coming.

Christmas is coming, and so is John Watson's midwinter shoot.
Both will be joyous occasions, and both are worth remembering
well in advance. One is as much a fixture here now as the other,
There is every promise of a big shoot here this winter, and we
need it, to stir things up.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, Nov. 10.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day. C. J. Wolff carried off the honors again, scoring
.9 out of 10 in the first event, and killing 10 straight in the other.
He is rapidly coming to the front as one of our strongest shooters.
The afternoon turned out a good one for shooting, although it

was decidedly threatening until about 3 o'clock, which fact ac-
counts for the small attendance—the smallest in the history of the
club

:

T-W Eaton, 30 011120*121— 7 101210121*— 7
C J Wolff, 27 12212112*1— 9 2221111112—10
L Wolff, 26 2111210012— 8 *20122*010— .5

Dr Meek, 31 1*1222*111— 8 21122111*1— 9
Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Garden City Gun Club.

Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111., Nov. 10.—The member
of the Garden City Gun Club turned out in good force to attend
the club regular monthly shoot to-day.
In the regular monthly event the scores were as follows:

Gillis, 3 122222221112212 —16
Day, 2 11201122100120211—13
Palmer, 0 211212112221202 —14
Tramp, 0 021112222122222 —14
Ambergf 0 2220211*2222201 —12
Rubo, 0 2121022022**011 —10
J Crow, 1 2112*10I10101*0w
Rust, 4 10212121111012212—15
Barto, 1 0222222221122122 —15
T-«vi, 2 22221222*0*222221—15
Reeves, 1 202***1021112110 —10
Antoine, 1 111221222112212 —15
-Wells, 1 112122212111122 —15
O'Brien, 2 2222201222212122 —15
Odell, 0 122222222222222 —15
White, 1 1222222*0022202w
Card, 2 20202221200112*22—12
Handicap shoot for loving cup, presented bv Mr. O. H Porter-

tiillis, 4 1222222211122122122112122 —25
-•ay- 4 1120 11 2210012021101211

w

Palmer, 2 21121 211222120220*imoi011 —22
I ramp, 2 02111222212222222221I022220 —23
Amberg, 2 2220211*222220121210w
R»bo, 2 2121022022**01110011001100w
T.Crow, 3 2112*101101 01*0w
m&i, 5 002121211110122122120222122001—25
Irarto, 2 022222222112212222111**2022 —93

22221222*1*2222212020022212202-

202***1021112110112102inw
11122122221122121122211*121 -

1121222121111221112121221

.22222012222121222201'ail222 -

Levi, 5

Reeves, 2
.Vntoine. 2

Wells, 2 .

•s/Brien, 2
C^rdell, 2 12222222222222222222Z2222'
White, 2 1222222*0022202w
Card, 5 20202222200112*2210*110l0w
Shoot-olT of ties on 25 for cup:

£ii"is, 1 1'212120212-IO Wells, 0 *ril212121 -

?^'st, 2 22222221202-10 Odell, 0 222222020w
i^ntome, 0 OlUOw
Second shoot-off:

Gillis

-24

-25

-24

-25

.22122 Rust 2210

Trap at Holmesburg Junction.

HoLMESBURG JUNCTION, Pa.. Nov. 6.—The series of holiday
shoots was begun on Election Day at Holmesburg Junction, Pa„
with a fairly good support in the attendance of shooters. The

^; weather was delightfully pleasant. The birds were strong and
vigorous. Two events were finished—one at 15, the other at 10
birds. '

~

In the 15-bird event Henry, Landis and Ru.ssell made clean
scores.

In the extra event at 10 birds Hobbs, Geikler and Russell killed
strrnght.

Fifteen birds, handicap, $7.50 entrance:

WnrH ^"Vn
111111212212121-15

bantord 30 111220012222212—13
IJavis, ib. 022*2*122211022—11
brewer, .jO 221221222202101-13

HnKUc' In 212122211121111-15
JJ°°°f,' fa 220211201221222—13
Russell 29 222221222222222-15
\ ynn, 27 02**12120112212-11

I;?, -if,' 222*2;?222222222-14
\\ hittaker, 28 012022200112*20-. 9
!• el 1 x, 30 .... ^ ........ 221220222222222- 1

4

Icn birds, 30yds., $5:
TJenry .1202112122— 9 Brewer ''2*2112102- - S
laford 22222*1222- 9 Whittaker 5110222200-7
T^obbs 2122222222-10 Geikler 2221299222_i(Pavis 2121202120— 8 Russell 22W2i5ot>1 I
Landis .1022212210— 8

iw

Clearview Gun Club.
,-..^'o^>,l*]'—The Fisher cup in the monthly shoot of the ClearviewGun Club at Darby. Pa., 'to-day was the chief object of compe-
tition. The match was at 25 targets, thrown frnp, a mr-n "r?-

IV^ ZLrfi'^'^^^^° ^K^T^-, ^^"' allowance of 1 tar^get, scored 2.i. Prince tied by breaking 13, with an allowance of ill

Hdcp. Broke. Total.
Bell 1 22 23
Prince 10 13 23
Fisher 0 22 22
Urian 0 22 22
Hill 0 21 21
Harris 0 20 2li

Horner 4 16 20
-Anderson ... 0 20 20

Edwards
Downs ]

Cartledge ... 0
Elwell

I

Leicht fi

Carr 2
Poyser 7

17
16
16
15
9
11

5

Hdcp. Broke. Total
18

17

Ifi

16
14

13

12

Two teams, captained by Messrs. Anderson and "DrSan sliot sr.atch at 25 targets per man .Anderson's teani had the* be?t ofthe match until the last two men shot, when Urian's t^m went
^'Y.^d and won out by 30 targets. The scores follow;

17, Ho^'l-K^S^^^" ^' ^^"^^ 21, Downs 23, Bell

Anderson's Team—Anderson 22. Cartledee 21 T?Iwp.11 91 ttj
wards H Prince 12, C^rr lO; total UO, " * ^'

Concerning the Jacksonville Tournament.

New Haven, Nov. 11.—In your account of the Jacksonville
shoot of the Peters Cartridge Co. you say that Barney Worthen
tied Jack Fanning for high average the second day, eacli breaking
170 out of 175 targets.
In justice to myself and the Winchester Co., I must ask you to

correct this ttiistake, as your scores of the shoot will show that

1 won high average the secofld day by breaking 171 out of a possible

175 targets, thereby beating both Fanning and Worthen 1 bird for

the high average on the second day.

I would also thank you to state that Fanning and myself tied

for first average on the entire two days' target shooting, each of

us losing but 13 targets out of a total of 350 shot at.

I am aware that your information of the shoot was furnished by
the representative of the Peters Cartridge Co., who, in his

anxiety to push shooters using Peters ammunition, possibly over-

looked the fact that a representative of a competitor had won iiigh

average for the second day and tied for high average for the entire
target programme, as well as making the best average on tlie! tbird
day at live birds in the regular programme events.

I do not wish to intimate by the tone of my letter that irty

friend Lemcke, of the Peters Cartridge Co., wlto is the gentleman
who wrote the shoot uj) for the papers, is not a fair-minded gentle-

man, but the fact remains that 1 was robbed of the honor due me,
if I may term it such, for my work at Jack.sonville.

I sincerely trust you may find some way to give me the credit
due me in your ne.Kt issue, and at the same time you liiight also
mention the fact that within the last three weeks 1 have a.ttended
the tournaments at Atlanta, Jacksonville and \\'aycross, and that
I have been first in each of these, averaging over 95 per cent, on
over 1,000 shots fired in the regular events of these tournaments.

I am writing the ^\'illchester Co. at this date to the effect that
T had written you this letter, and trust they may see same, or.

rather, the facts set forth by this letter, made public in vour next
issue. ______ Axsi.F.v H. Fox.

Mississippi Valley Notes.

The flight of ducks being unusually late has favored the hunters,
and some fine bags are reported in this portion of the big valley,
Mr. Guy Burnside has fixed the dates Dec. 4. 5. 6 and 7 for

liis big target shoot at Galesburg. This tournament, is indorsed
by the Indians, and will be one of the big events of the early
winter circuit. There will be three days at targets, .$200 in qasli

added, and 200 targets daily on the jjrogrnmme. Tlie. last day
v/ill be devoted to live birds. Moneys will be divided on the class
system, three and four in 20-bird race.':. The shoot will be 'held
on the famous Williams Racetrack at (ialcsburg. and will be open
to all comers. On the second day the .Schnielzer trophy, now held
by Fred Gilbert, will be shot for. F'red Whitney, of _Pes Moines,
will be behind the counter. Shells should be sent to C'nion Hotel.
Galesburg, and mail addressed to Mr. Burnside at Knoxville.
Guy Burnside won the Illinois Gun Club live-Mrd trophy on the

November contest, with a straight score.

A H Pape.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Qub.

.Sa.n Francisco, Oct. 28.—The usual number of Columbia Pistol
and Rifle Club shooters assembled to-d.iy at Harbor View to prac-
tice and experiment. Smith Carr, our old-time revolver shooter,
was iTresent and showed he could hold as well as ever. Trego as-

tonished us by his fine work with his Colt's .32 revolver loaded
with King's smokeless powder.

Practice scores; Columbia target, 50yds.; revolver:

J R Tfego 1 4 2 3 i 7 6 6 5 8—16

2 12 7 10 3 3 13 11 3 8—72
*P Becker 3 3 6 10 1 1 14 4 7 2—51
tF O Young 9 5 4 2 10 4 3 2 3 5—47
TSmith Carr ; 2 5 2 10 5 6 B 6 3 7—52

3 4 7 10 3 8 1 '5 11 5—55
*CoIt's service .44. tS. & W. .44, All used King's powder..

Pistol

:

F O Young 126324475 6—40143937 2 90 1-45
82 10 2834. 4 6 3-45

Dr I F Twist 6 3 5 11 7 10 6 10 5 8—VI

1247S216 7'6 4-57
536 10 23 10 98 8—64

11 4 8 11 7 6 3 4 10 5—69

Hymenn, Edgren, Du Bois, Brannigan and Barley spent the

lime in breaking their new rifles and revolvers in for future service.

Barlev has a Ballard action in which he has a new Winchester .32.

Brannigan uses a .25-35, and found a lOOgr. bullet did satisfactory

work. Becker tried his new military .30-40 at 50yds. with- miniature
charge and made a group equal to 19 when placed in center of tar-

get. Trego is a genius; he has several new inventions already.

Nov. 4.—A large number of shooters were present to-day at the
Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club's shoot. The weather conditions
were unfavorable, but some fine work was done. Capt. Kuhnle
led again with the .22 rifle, and C. J'l. Daiss with the revolver

increased his lead over Young to 25 points. Kuhnle is now 6

points ahead of the club's record for ten best scores, which was
held by Dorrell with 191 points, and Daiss is 31 points ahead of

Gorman's record with revolver, with a total of 472 for ten best

scores.
In practice at home Capt. Kuhnle tied the Walnut Hill record

of 11 on Columbia target at 50yds., using globe and peep sights

and Peters' .22-7-45 new cartridge, with inside lubricant, and
Stevens rifle. Young led W'ith pistol and musket, and Pape with
fine rifle. Young used King's C. G. semi-smokeless in his musket
and primed with King's smokeless, with very satisfactory results.

Young's 44 with pistol to-day made him tie with the club's record
lor five best scores out of the twelve entries allowed members
during the year, with a total of 217 held by J. E. Gorman. Young
did it with' a Stevens pistol (second-hand, and thrown away as
n. g. by Daiss), using Peters' .22 short semi-smokeless cartridges,

and his last nine consecutive scores, one allowed each month,
were as follows, viz., 32, 49, 45, 47, -51. 57, 50. 55, 44, the first four
and last counting. Gorman shot long rifle cartridges, loaded with
black powder, which have been considered without equal; hence
the remarkable part of this shooting.
The class contest with rifle between Pape and Y''oung is mighty

close. Young leads by 1 point. Pape had to beat 56 to gain, and
only succeeded in tieing it. Young undertook to protect the non-
experts against Pape in the military and repeating rifle matches
by giving them 20 points handicap, Creedmoor count, and Pape
has lilood in his eye, but he has not got the true combination o£

King's powders yet for his Sharp's musket, while Young has;
hence he did not do as well as he might in two shoots, but to-

night he a.sked for information and got it from Young, and next
shoot he will probably make the fur fly.

The boys are sitting- up nights studying powders and sights, and
liarpels and bullseyes galore, just to lovver one point more on
their winning scores, while the meniber ahead goes complacently
to bed to rest, to dream, and to snore-
Scores, Columbia garget, off-hand shooting: Rifle, "class medals,

200yds.: experts; one entry:

A H Pape (i 2 4 J2 8 5 6 - :•, 6 4—56
11 1 5 14 5 5 4 1 10—61

Sharpshooters: G. M. Barley 117-

Marksmen

:

G Floadley... 2 9 3 15 6 5 5 7 C 7—65
Mrs Waltham 3 9 6 6 6 11 14 8 9 IS—87
Dr. J. F. Twist 110, Dr. H. 0. Trask 161, E. A. Allen 168, N. A.

Robinson 205, back score 232, G. Mannell, back score 88.

Pistol, class medals; experts; one entry:

F O Young 3 3 12 5 4 2 3 3 3 6—44
G M Barley 2 2 7 4 1 1 2 4 11 3—48
C M Daiss 2 66419629 7—52

.\ H. Pape, revolver, 96.

•Sharpshooters: G. Hoadlcy 78.

Marksmen: Mrs. Waltham 68, Mrs. Mannell 88, back score 65;
G. Mannell, back score S3; N. A. Robinson 98; back score, 90.
All comers' re-entry matches: Rifle, 200yds.: F. O. Youne, 61;

R. Mannell, 66, 73, 73, 79, 84.
'

'

^'

Military and repeating rifle match, 200yds.

:

_ _ Creedmoor.
P O Young 6 5 S 9 5 6 4 IB 5 8—71 487789283115 9—69' 4719 7 8 3 3 19 5 4 15—74 47

11 6 1 18 2 5 10 5 14 &-78 46
11 3 3 10 14 4 4 7 13-S3 45

8 516 4 18 8 7 6 11 G—89 47
5197S 5 14 8 4 12 9—86 46727 10 8 9 5 15 7 13-83 46
6 9 4 10 10 4 8 10 8 15—84 45

Both contest^ts used Sharp's military rifle, open sights, 61bs.
pull. Rings count for all-round diploma, and Creedmoor for medal.
Twist revolver medals, 50yds.: C. M. Daiss 43, 57, 58, 58, 59,

46, 62, 62, 69, 96; F. O. Young 54. 59, 63, 63, 69.

Pistol medals, 50yds.: F. O. Young 50; P. Becker 53, 62, 64,
Ufi; G. Hoadley 74, 77.

.22 and .25 rifle medal, 50yds.: Capt. F. Kuhnle 18, 24, 24, 26,
20, 27, 21, 22; P. Becker 23, 27, 28, 29, 31; A. B. Dorrell 25, 27, 28,
29.

Dorrell just returned from the mountains near Fresno, and said
he killed thirty-eight mountain quail one day; he also said it snowed
6in. in one hour's time. The snow drove him out, and he was
somewhat jarred, as he rode five miles down hill on a log as
a drag for a wagon.

F. O. Young, Rec. Sec'y.

Cincinnati Rifle Aseociation.

CiNCfNSATr, O,—The following scores were made in regular
coinpefitiofl by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association at
h'our-Mile House, Reading road, Nov. 11. Conditions: 200yds.,
off-hand at the standard target. Gindele was declared champion
for the day with the good score of .91. Weather cool and cloudy.
Wind from 4 to 6 o'clock:

Gindele 9 7 10 9 9 10 9 10 9 9—91
8 9 10 10 7 10 8 2 10 7—87
8 7 8 9 10 10 9 9 8 8—86

I'ayne 7 10 10 ,9 7 9 10 9 9 9—89
10 7 9 8 10 7 9 10 10 8-S88786898 10 10 10—84

.Vestler 7 7 7 9 9 9 9 10 9 10—86999699 1!! 68 10—85
7 10 668711797 10—80

loii.scber 9 10 698896 7 10—82
10 10 10 7 10 6 7 5 9 6—80969479796 10—76

liiHius ....I 887 8 9769 10 9—81
' • 8 6 10 5 10 8 5 9 9 6—76

10S76 651D88 8—76
Trounstine 10 5 10 7 7 10 6 7 10 9—818895846 10 8 7—73

7 0 7 8 9 9 7 .4 6 5-68
Roberts

6

10 6 10 9 6 8 9 9 7—80
4 10 6 10 6 9 ,8 7 10 7—77
10 7867 6'ij89 10—77

Lii.\ 10 6 7 6 8 9 8 8 6 8—76
10 93785975 10—73
8 6 8 10 9 7 6 5 6 5—70

Topf

10

7 9 8 6 6 6 8 9 4—73
10 6 6 5 7 7 B 7 5 9—70
4 10 7 4 57837 9-64

Drube 5 7 9 7 7 9 4 8 7 8—71485587 8 10 6 7—6866858 3 876 8—65
*C Payne 999968657 10—78

*Rest. This score was made by Clarence Payne, the twelve-
year-old son of E. D. Payne. iThis is the first full score ever shot
by him, and he had fired but five or six shots previous to this oc-
casion, and then at intervals of weeks apart. It looks as if he will
be a "chip off the old block." Who knows?

Championship of New York.

The annual 100-shot match for tlie championship of New York
and vicinity was held at Annbruster's ranges, Greenville, J.,
under the auspices of the New Jersey Association of Riflemen, on
Election Day.
This contest for supremacy at 200yds. with the Schuetzen Rifle

has been an annual affair for the past eight years, and as most ot
the cracks of the entire East participate, it practically decides the
yearly championship. The entry list this year numbered seven-
teen, and with few exceptions the best men of the entire country
were represented.
Last year, Michael Dorrler was the winner, with a score of 2,246,

which established a new 100-sliol record. This score was thought
to be high-water mark, but Dorrler on Election Day eclipsed his
'99 record by putting up the phenomenal score of 2,257. ^

Fred Ross was second with 2,243, a score that will win 99 times
out of 100,

Dr. W. G. Hudson was third with 2,210. The veteran Will
Hayes was fourth with 2,194, and O. Boyce fifth with 2,190.

Dorrler, the winner, captured the handsome medal presented by
the King Powder Co. and the Peters Cartridge Co. Ross secured
the Armbruster medal for the best ten-shot string, scoring 235.
Dorrler had a string counting 236, but as winner he was not
eligible for two prizes. Hayes had a string of 234, O. Boyce one
of 233, and Dr. Hudson 229.

The shooting of the four high men was a remarkable exhibition,
as they made no less than 394 bullseyes out of the 400 shots,
Ross making the remarkable run of 100 straight bulls. Dorrler
left the black but once. Hudson twice and Hayes three times.
This event should be of great interest to riflemen over the entire
country, and the newly organized National Rifle Association
should take it upon themselves to establish a similar contest' in the
middle West and West.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

He Finds Forest and Stream Indispensable.

Cherriton, Va., Nov. 4.—Inclosed find check for my advertise-
ment for another quarter. I find I carinot do any business with-
out the aid of your valuable paper. J. Lucius Cobb.

Charles Gilchrist, Esq., Port Hope, Onl.—If the rice you are
sending now is as good as we got last year we will be satisfied,
for last year's is growing fine, and we notice that the ducks con-
gregate on the lakes that it was sown in. Sincerely yours, Ed. P.
Noble, Hon. Sec'y, N. L. F. and G. C.—Adv.

Sport and Travel East and West.

There is probably no big-game hunter in the world whose name
is so familiar to other hunters as Mr. F. C. Selous, whose books
on travel and hunting in South Africa are so well known and so
interesting. Mr. Selous' occupation in earlier life is understood to
have been that of an elephant hunter and head hunter and this
profession Has of course given him tremendous experience and
grreat success.
His last volume, issued by Longmans, Green & Co., tells enter-

tainingly of hunting in Asia Minor, and of hunting trips made to
the Rocky Mountains. Extremely interesting are these accounts
of sport after the great maral stag and the long-horned wild goats
of Asia Minor, which are almost like the ibex. To us on this side—probably because Uiej' are so much more familiar to us—the
stories of elk hunting and mule deer killing in the Rocky
Mountains seem much more tame.
We believe that it was with our correspondent Wm. Wells that

Mr. Selous made his trip into the mountains, and it is not strange
that with so excellent and experienced a guide he killed an
abundance of game—more indeed that the law should allow, or
does at the present time.
The bool* is very fully illustrated and beautifully printed, and it

is certainlv well worth reading. We notice a few examples of care-
less proof reading in the Latin names, which occur quite fre-
quently, such as Nestoma for Neotoma and Speotitis for Speotyto.

"The Eagle's Heart."

Mr. Hamlik Garland's last novel, though dealing iiot iit all with
sport or matters connected with it, yet has its scenr laid chiefly
in the further West, and treats of the cow countrj^ and the life
of the cow man. The story is told with the charm inseparable from
Mr. Garland's writing, and the truth of the pictures of that old-
time life, which has now almost disappeared, is so vivid that in
this respect alone the book is likely to become a classic. Persons
who are interested in knowing something of this ancient life will
wish to read "The Eagle's Heart" as much for the story that it tells
of that life as for the adventures had by its hero, though these
ar§ suffi?ietltly ^pititig,

'
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HARD TIMES COMING.

Winter is at hand. Over much of the land the hard

cold has already set its grip upon the quiet waters; in

parts of the north and west white snow covers the ground

;

mcst of the birds have flown southward, fearing less the

cold—which they could endure—than the scarcity of food,

which means weakness and death.

Before long the cold and the snow will extend over the

whole northern land, the bird life which in summer is

scattered universally over the whole continent will have

all swept southward in a great wave, and the land beyond

the limit of frost will be crowded with twice its former

number of feathered inhabitants. In the bright land to

which they have gone there is warmth, sunshine, cheeri-

ness and food, while at the north there is cold and hunger.

Yet the hardy inhabitants of our mountains, prairies and

woods and swamps are well fitted to endure the rigors of

bitter winter if only they can have abundant food. The
inuskrat builds his house—a warm shelter from which he

sallies forth only now and then; the fur of the mink and

fox is thick, long and heavy; the squirrel and the raccoon

dream away the days in homes well protected from the

cold, and venture forth only on bright or warm days, hid-

ing themselves again when it grows colder.

The feathers of the birds have grown thicker ; the quail

at night crowd together in the shelter of the swamp, and

at mid-day sit cuddled up in a fence corner sheltered

from the wind and well warmed by the sun. The grouse

loiter along the warm side of the alder run, and at night, if

the cold is hard, perhaps use the feathery snow for a

blanket. Bluejays, chickadees and kihglets spend the

bitter night in the thick cedar trees, their bodies puffed

out into little balls which the feathers standing on end

keep warm. Among the naked trees of the woods, and

whirling like snowdrifts across the white fields, are many
strangers from afar—white owls and snow buntings, pine

grosbeaks, crossbills and other vagrant birds of the north,

whose wanderings in search of food carry them here and

there over wide stretches of country. Yet when a place is

fotmd where food is abundant, they remain there day

after day. or week after week, until forced by hunger to

renew their quest.

A great degree of cold can be endured b}^ our winter

birds, provided only they have sufiicient food to eat.

Warm covering is needed against the keen frost, yet after

all what is chiefly required is fuel to feed the internal

hrcs by which the cold may be withstood. Yet in winter

seeds and fruit for the vegetable feeders may be hard to

find, since the snow buries all food that has fallen to the

ground. Nevertheless the seeds and berries of many
shrubs and trees—the sumach, the mountain ash, the cedar

rind the pine—still cling to their stems and support an

army of birds that but for them could not exist.

A multitude of insect eaters—the woodpeckers, nut-

hatches, creepers, titmice and kinglets—all tiny birds

that one would hardly imagine could resist the cold—are

at home in our winter woods where they live well and

do a world of good. They find their food in the crevices

of the bark, on the under sides of dead leaves, and in the

crannies of the rail fences, where, all through the sum-
mer noxious insects were at work depositing their eggs,

from which next spring might be hatched a pestilential

brood to destroy farmers' crops. It is the business of

these tiny feathered heroes of the winter to combat this

evil, and unknowingly to perform for man a service

whose money value cannot be measured exactty in dollars

and cents, but which, we may be sure, amounts to a very

large percentage of the sum annually received for all our

agricultural products. By most birds this helpful work
is done only in the summer, and the destruction is of

adult insects alone, but the tiny cold weather gleaners

work all the year round in season and out, and, quiet, un-

obtrusive, unthanked and even unknown, they enable us

to live our lives in the land and to exist as a people.

It is worth the Avhile of every one who can to do
something to make the winter easier for the birds that

stay with us. They do not give us sweet songs ; they do
not brighten our lawns with gay plumage, but they work
for us all the while. Now is the time of hardship for

all wild life, and each one of us may well do what lies

in his power to lessen that hardship. Grain for the

ruffed grouse should be scattered in the warm places in

swamp and in forest where the snow first melts. In the

fields anjl coverts \yhere th^ quail live, shelters shoiild be

placed to keep the birds from being covered up by snow,

and abundant food should be provided. On the trunks

and branches of the trees here and there may be tacked

up pieces of fat meat or of suet, on which the nut-

hatches, creepers, titmice and kinglets will greedily feed,

and which may help them through some bitter night.

The cost of doing a little work of this kind is nothing.

The trouble is slight; but the reward to be reaped in

watching the birds which have been attracted close to the

house is great. Pleasures such as this are denied to city

dwellers, and urban bird population in winter consists

chiefly of sparrows, which are on bad terms with many
of our native birds ; but let the country dweller once do

this work, as many country dwellers have done, and he

will wish to do it every winter.

POSSESSION IN CLOSE SEASON.
We give the full text of the decision of the New York

Court of Appeals in the case of the People of the State

of New York v. the Buffalo Fish Company, Lt. The
point involved was the constitutionality of the law which
forbids possession in the close season of fish imported

from without the State.

The action was brought by Protector Pond against the

Buffalo Company for having had in possession pike,

pickerel, bass and muscalonge in the close season. The
defendant admitted the fact of possession, but set up in

defense that the fish had been imported from Canada
under provisions of the United States tariff laws ; that the

State law conflicted with the United States law in regu-
lating commerce in fish, and was null and void because
infringing upon the interstate provisions of the Federal
Constitution, and because it deprived the defendant of

property without due process of law. To this answer the

plaintiff demurred upon the ground that it was not
sufficient to constitute a defense; the demurrer was over-
ruled and an appeal was taken. The Appellate Division
certified three questions, all substantially comprised in

the first one, which was this;

"Are the provisions of Section no of the Fisheries,

Game and Forest Law, as amended by Chapter 109 of
the Laws of 1898, prohibiting the possession of pike and
pickerel during the close season for such fish in New York
State, in conflict with any provisions of the State and
Federal Constitution when applied to pike and pickerel

imported from Canada, under the customs laws and regu-
lations of the United States which have been duly com-
plied with, or do the facts alleged in the defendant's
answer constitute a defense to the first cause of action
set forth in the complaint?"

The court by a vote of four to three has sustained the
defendant, and has answered the questions affirmatively.

We print the decision in full as written by Justice O'Brien,
giving also the dissenting opinion written by Justice Gray.
This decision is in direct conflict with that in the

Phelps-Racey case, which has long been an accepted
precedent, not only in the State, but elsewhere, and has
been cited with approval by the United States Supreme
Court.

We are not advised as to what further course the
Forest, Fish and Game Commission may take in the case
but we sincerely trust that they will not abandon it. The
case has not yet been tried on its merits. We believe that
it may yet be won. It must be won if the laws forbidding
the sale of game and fish in close time shall amount to
anything. The application of the principles involved is

by no means limited to New York State. If this decision
shall be held to be good law. it will mean the nullification,
for instance, of the Massachusetts statute forbidding the
sale of grouse and woodcock. It will give us open fish

and game markets the year around for game imported into
a State; and that will mean an open market for fish and
game taken in the State. We have already pointed out
that under such circum.stances as those wrought by the
New York decision the clause of the Lacey Law which
declares that game imported into a State shall be subject
to the State law will afford no. protection. For if. as the
court holds, the New York law does not apply because
its application would be unconstitutional, it cannot be
made to apply by act of Congress, because Congress can-
not in any way by statute nV^r thr^ cnns'^fti.itional prin-
ciples involved. If a law forbiddmg the possession and
sale of imported fish is unconstitutional. Congress cannot
make it constitutional by the ep^ctment pf l^\y,

THE USUAL WAY.
On Thursday, Nov. 15, in Mt. Vernon, Westchester

county, on the very borders of New York, two deer were

discovered by a man who was out gunning in the swamp.
The deer were a buck and a fawn, and the gunner

promptly killed the fawn, and returning to his home
spread the news. At once all the population possessed of

firearms turned out for the purpose of slaughtering the

other deer, but at last acounts it had not been killed.

Where the animals came from is as yet unknown. It

was thought that they might have escaped from the park

of the New York Zoological Society, but the authorities

there deny that any deer have been lost. It is probable,

however, that they may have escaped from the grounds

of some individual possessing a private deer park.

The ruthlessness with which such strays are killed when
they make their appearance in unusual localities is only

another evidence of the innate savagery of civilized man,

It might be imagined that the appearance of these rare

animals would be hailed with delight, that people would

vie with each other in eodeavoring to protect them and

to make life easy and agreeable for them. But this is

seldom the case. If it is a moose turned out in the

Adirondacks, where no wild ones have been seen for

nearly forty yars, some butcher comes along and promptly

puts the knife to its throat; an escaped deer in the very

outskirts of New York city suffers a like fate, and in

Connecticut a few weeks ago the appearance. of two deer

called out a large number of hunters, although the law in

that State absolutely protects deer. As long as so large

a proportion of our population is so eager to destroy

life, the prospects of game protection are not bright.

SNAP SHOTS.

In the' United States District Court at Fresno, Cal.,

last week. Judge Wellborn rendered a decision which

held that the act of June 30, 1898, authorizing the Secre-

tary of the Interior to make regulations for the protection

of forest reserves is unconstitutional because, in effect, it

delegates legislative power to an administrative officer.

Just how far the decision if sustained will nullify the

existing system of protection for the forest reserves can-

not be determined without a more detailed report; but it

is manifest that if the ruling has an application as eX'

tensive as appears on the face of it, there is call for inj-"

mediate action by Congress to provide regulations to pro--

tect the preserves. The regulations made by the Secre--

tary of the Interior presumably are wise, and necessary;

and embodying wisdom and necessity, they should be

given force by Congress.

The system of delegating to the Secretary of the In-

terior authority to legislate for the protection of public

property has been in operation for years in the Yellow-

stone National Park. By the act of 1894 it is provided

that the Secretary of the Interior shall make such rules

and regulations as he may deem necessary and proper

for the management and care of the Park and for the

protection of the property, especially for the preservation

from injury or spoliation of all timber, mineral deposits,

natural curiosities or wonderful objects, and for the

protection of the animals and birds from capture or de-

struction, or to prevent their being frightened or driven

from the Park. And violation of any such rule or regu-

lation is made a misdemeanor punishable by fine or im-

prisonment. Thus it appears that the delegation of legis-

lative power to an administrative officer with reference to

public possessions is no new thing.

When M. Menier, of Paris, bought the Island of Anti-

costi to make a game preserve of it, there were living

there a number of settlers whom M. Menier proceeded

to dispossess. The eviction involved great hardship,

("anadians interested in the fate of the Anticostians found

new homes for them at Garland, in Manitoba, whither

they went in the summer. A report now comes that they

are in a pitiable condition ; eight have died in an epidemic

of typhoid fever, and general destitution prevails.

Minnesota has a five da3^s' open season for moose and
caribou from Nov. 5 to I^v. 10, and although the game is

reported to have increase|[. the season this year has been
a pooj one. There was jio snow on the ground, very
few moose were seen and the five days' hunting has
little effect on the game supply.

I
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The Omohundro Mule Show.
"Oh, Mis' "Melia—I beg yo' pahdon, Gunnel Fairfax,

'

fo' intehruptin' of what you's sayin', but I sutt'nly mus'

speak tub Mis' 'Melia. Oh, Mis' 'Melia, you mus' speak

tuh Mis' Amy an' make hei- quit her projickin' foolish-

-

ness. Mis' Amy she ain't done nui^in but tnhn her cheer

. 'round in this here little crib an' talk tuh this yere smooth-

face boy, an' 'tain't respec'ful tuh the horses no how.

An' thet boy! 'Pears tuh me he couldn't set onto yo'

father's ole chestnut 'thouten tumblin' off at the teenties'

tinies' jump on the hull fahm. Do you tliink he could.

Gunnel Fairfaxi"'

"S-s-h, Mawmy" said the lady in the front of_ the box
at the fashionable horse show. "'Remember this is the

North, and the ways are different from Virginia ways."

"Well, ef that ain't the betitines'! They sholy ain't

Fehginyeh ways, 'deed they ain't. Jes' look at all them
folks walkin' an' walkin' 'roun', an' they ain't one of 'em
lookin' at the bosses, but jes' at they own selves. That
ain't Fehginyeh ways, an' I hope tuh goodriess I won't

hafter live otitwell it gets tuh be Fehginyeh ways. Massy
me! Jes' look yander at thet bay. An' see thet gray

'longside er him!' An' thet black, ain't he the prawncin-

est? Would anybody down tuh Richmond tuhn they

backs on bosses like them? Would they jes' look at

people wdien they's bosses to look at? Yo' knows how
it is, Gunnel Fairfax. People's no 'count, they jes' grows.

But a boss, .ye've gotteh breed him, an' ye've gotteh rar

him. an' then ye've gotteh train him. An' when I see

jes' people like these yere disrespec'ful tub bosses like

those yar thet's been bi-ed an" rared an' trained, why it's

sutt'nly scan'lous. an' I shall be 'shamed to tell of it when
I gets back tuh Warsaw."
"Maybe, Aunt Martliy," said the gray Virginian, "it's

because these people want to take a good look at you in

this box with ^^our mistresses."

"Huh!" said the old woman with a snort. "Don'
quality up Norf have suhvants or only this yere hired

help? My mistisses? I should say sOl Why, I thank
my Lord I'm Mis' 'Melia's mawmy, an' I usetah b'long

tuh ole Mis' Emmy, that's Mis' 'Melia's maw, an' Mis'

Amy's my own sweet lamb. They all got the same name,
but we has tuh call them different so's not tuh mix 'em

ap, fer it 'pears tuh me they's always had that name f'um

mother tuh daughter ever sence they's been any of the

name in tidewater Fehginyeh. An' then tuh see my own
Mis' Amy listenin' tuh a boy tbat_ ain't got the sense tub

look at the bosses, even if he is 'fraid tuh ride 'em, it's

puffecly scan'lous. An' them other folks thet's walkin'

'roun' an' 'roun' an' lookin' at everything but the bosses

—why, ef anybody behaved thet way at ole Majah's mule
show, well, I dunno what ole Majah he'd 'a done tuh

'em. Ef they was hands he'd 'a taken his hound thong
an' jes' flayed 'em alive. An* ef they was people he'd

'a stepped over to where they was neglectin' the show
an' he'd invite them cold an' polite tuh go pistol shootin'

with him an' he'd duel them ontwell they was daid. That
was afore the wah when a Southern gemman could do all

them things. It wasn't ole Majah Omohundro, it was
ole ole Majah Omohundro, him that was my Mis' 'Melia's

maw's paw. But you 'member thet mule show. Gunnel
Fairfax, 'cause yo' was there yo'se'f. Them was good
times in Fehginyeh afore the sogers come down there

wiv their shif'less Norvern ways. Once they was a

gen'ril er a corp'ril er some such kin' of a Yankee tole

me I was free an' didn' b'long tuh Mis' Emmy. I was
right smart mad ontwell I thought he was on'y a Linkum
soger an' mos' likely didn' know no better. Ef they had
been any sense in me bein' free I could 'a bought myse'f

f'um Mis' Emmy, an' ole Marse he'd 'a give me the
money even ef 'twas 'leven thousan' dollais, an' I guess
I was wuth all thet when I was young an' likely. But I

never was free, an' thet's why the fam'Iy has gotteh
s'port me now when I ain't overly much good at workin'
'roun', an' thet's howcome Mis' 'Melia she sent me this

elegant Bombazine dress tuh come Norf in, an' Mis'
Amy she »cnt me my elegant bunnet that's safely packed
away in my ban'box down home tuh Warsaw, an' I wore
this yere bandanna 'cause it's comfortable even ef 'tis

a little more .subdued."

"Do tell us about the mule show. Aunt Marthy!" ex-

claimed Miss Amy. "It's not fair to arouse our curiosity

and then to disappoint us."

"Yo' better ask Gunnel Fairfax 'bout that show," said

the old woman, " 'cause be was a part of it, bein' j'-ounger

an' friskier than he is now."
"After that statement, which is almost a charge that at

a remote period of my life I was a mule, I must tell you
some of the stor^', such as it is. but the true historian of

the affair should be Aunt Marthy there. Old Major
Omohundro had seen one of the English country horse
shows, and thought it would be a fine thing for Virginia.
But there was a different plan of society: there were none
of the small farmers for whom the English shows are
devised, and in fact the greater part of the population
was itself owned by the few gentry who had their places
in that part of the country. As with the population, so'

with the horses, the titles to each class were vested in
the same owners. Horse shows were, therefore, out of

the question. But if there was one thing devised bj-

nature and providence to bring out the enthusiasm of
our at that time, unemancipated working class, it was an
exhibition of mules, with prizes offered for various points
of excellence, The negroes knew the mule, they loved
the mule. They both served the same master, and there
wa-R a deep bond of sympathy between these two that
had not received a fair deal in Nature's game. Major
Omohundro caused public proclamation to be made
throu.ghoiTt the five counties that when the harvest was
over *-here would be held a show of mules on his place
rxQRT Warsaw, with prizes for the heaviest mule and the
lightest mule, for speed, for pull, for endurance, for sren-

^ral wickedness—in fact for everv qualification with which
't IS Dossible to endow the mule. Of course, there was
to be a feast for all the hands, and in the great house
*here was to be dancing for the young folks, and cards
for the old o"*^*; of the ne'S'hboring families. At that
time. IS .A.unt Martbv has said, both younger and friskier

thil'l T li^ve beei] for many ''of the,^e years. I thought

more of a dance until the sun was up than of the finest

hand that ever was drawn to.
" Well, the .appointed time came around. The old Omo-

hundro house was crowded with the neighbors, who came
flocking in for the frolic, and where space was found for

the mules and the negroes Avas a dense' secret of the

quarters and the stables. The show was announced to

last three days, and a different set of mule contests was

appointed for each day. The affair made quite a stir

in its time, and the hotel in Warsaw Gourt House was

tilled with gamblers from Baltimore and Washington, and

even so far up James River as Richmond. You understand

that in those times no gentleman was supposed to hold

any opinions except such as he was willing to back to

the limit. So there was a prospect of winning or losing

something on those mules. But the judging on the

winners of each class was a spectacle. The committees

approached the task with the same feeling of respon-

sibility as the committee here, and they were just as

careful as though apportioning large sums of money in-

stead of mere store orders for sugar or dress goods.

It may seem to you ridiculous, but I assure you it was
conducted very seriously. Old Major Omohundro had

a fine sense of his dignity, and was not a man to be

trifled with, and if there had been any manifestation of

disrespect to him he would have called the offender to a

strict account. This show was the first of its kind, and

then the war came on us and we had no thought for

shows of anything but men, and afterward there w-ere

times when we should have been lucky to have the mules

to plow with and not bother about exhibitions. But it

seems to have made an ijnpression on Aunt Marthy, so

she probably had a good time."

•'That ain't all the story, Mis' Am}^ of ole ole Majah
Omohundro's mule show," said the old woman. "Gunnel
Fairfax, how come you ain't said a word 'bout that

famous kicking mule an' my little Mis' 'Melia thet wa.s

walkin' right inteh his heels, an' when he kicked yo'

got there fust an' picked up Mis' 'Melia before the cruel

heels done hit her, an' they w^eren't no damage done
'cept your ribs thet was broke an' your head .stove in so

thet yo' didn' knoAV nothin' for th'ree hours? .\in't thet

the way yo' come to wait for Mis' 'Melia teh grow up
so's yo' coidd marry her an' be Mis' Amy's paw? How
come yo' don' tell the hull story of thet mule show when
yoivre'tellin' it? Thet's what for I ain't got no patience

"with these yere people that don't look at the bosses: it

sholv ain't respec'ful teh the bosses, an' it's scan'lous."

Llevvella Pierce Chuechill.

An Old-Time Indian Night Attack.
In the year i860 Lieut. Whipple (now Gen. Wm. D.

Whipple) was stationed at Fort Defiance, Ne\v Mexico.
This post is in the heart of the Navajo country, and is

179 miles west of Albuquerque, N, M. This was the

nearest town where a white man lived, except that there

was a missionary at Laguna, an Indian pueblo about
one-third of the distance Irom Albuquerque to Fort De-
fiance. There -were no railroads west of the Mississippi

River in those days. The present thirty-fifth parallel

railroad runs not far from Fort Defiance, which is now
an Indian agency.
The post was badly located for defense, being eom-

manded on one side by a range of hills rising abruptly

to a height of about 450 feet, and on the other side by a

ridge about 30 feet high. A cation cut through the range
called the Gahoncito Bonito or beautiful little canon, and
through it flowed a stream, atid this it was that furnished
the reason for the anomalous location of the post in a

country where water is not plentiful. The Navajos were
then, as now, a powerful tribe, and could muster 5,000

warriors. They are a pastoral people, had in those days
large flocks of sheep and a few cattle. They also culti-

vated the soil to a small extent. They were not nomadic,
like the Apaches, but only moved from one locality to

another to obtain grazing for their flocks. The writer

is of the opinion that their mode of life resembled very
closely that of the Patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
They are fine specimens of the North American Indian.

The writer has measured the height of the present chief,

Manuelito, and he stands 6 feet 3 inches.

The garrison of Fort Defiance at the time of which I

write consisted of three small' companies of the 3d In-

fantry of about fifty men each, and Whipple was first

lieutenant of one of them. Innumerable wolves (the

big gray wolf or lobo) infested the country, as they

obtained a fat liAdng from the flocks of the Navajos.
Their prowling time was of course at night, and the post

dogs entertaining a wholesome dread of the lobo, retired

to the security which the close proximity of the build-

ings of the post afforded when night came on. It must
be remembered that the post, as it was called, was not
a post in the proper sense of the term. There w-ere no
defensive works, but it was simply a collection of houses
and barracks in the form of a rectangle, with the corral

for the beef cattle beyond one corner, overlooking the

stream, which flowed out of the canon and convenient to

the place where the beeves were slaughtered for the use

of the garrison, and sufliciently far removed from the
quarters not to be a nuisance. Beyond another corner
of the rectangle was the sutler's store, but near enough
to the quarters to be convenient at all tintes and to re-

move as far as possigle the danger of being shot by a

prowling Indian should one wish to go there in the

evening.
The Navajos at this time were very arrogant. It was

soon after the Mexican war. and they resented every
interference with their old-time prerogatives, one of

which was to go for the Mexican cjn any and all oc-
casions. Incidents are related of Navajos riding through
the streets of Santa Fe, the capital, stopping in front of

the open door of the little Mexican houses, and with
their long lances taking from the griddle the tortilla or
corn cake which was being cooked for the family and
appropriating it to their own use. Of cotirse our pres-
ence in Fort Defiance was intolerable to them, and they
were accordingly hostile. It was our duty to compel
good behaxaor so far as we could, but they had never
been disciplined before, and they did not like it. Now
they are as gentle as their own lambs. They had evi-

dently planned to wipe out the garrison, and the time
t]xec} for the rqassacre was tire night of Aprjl 30, i860,

On that day it so happened that Lieut. Whipple was
officer of the day. The proper discharge of his duties

required him to visit the guard at least once between
o'clock midnight and reveille. He went out to perform
this duty about 2 o'clock A. M., and in crossing the

parade ground on his way to the guard house noticed
that the post dogs were all outside, contrary to their

usua,l custom. Why were they out? was the qttestion

that immediately appealed to the officer. He could hear
them barking at something out in the darkness. It could
not be wolves, because, as before stated, the wolves
drove the dogs inside the post at 8; it could be but one
other thing, Indians, and they could be assembling at

that time of night for no good purpose. It must be for

an attack upon the post at the favorite time for Indian
night attacks, and that is just before daylight. Upon
reaching the guard house the lieutenant called the atten-

tion of the sergeant of the guard to the suspicious cir-

cumstance just mentioned, and directed that the two
reliefs off post be awakened, have their equipments on
and their guns in their hands; that the drunimer have
his drimt strained and be ready to beat the long roll,

the signal of alarm, which means that danger is immi-
nent and that every man must turn under arms on his

company parade ground and there await his othcers.

Then taking a patrol he visited the sentinels posted out-

side of the Iniildings, called their attention to the situa-

tion, and directed them not to walk their posts, but to'

keep down, and hidden as much as possible, as theiir

lives probably depended upon it, and to fight tO' the
best they could when the attack began. He returned to

the guard house, dismissed the patrol, and went back to

his quarters to await results.

About 4 o'clock the al;tack was made. Stiddciily the
place resounded with the yells of the savages and the
ominous roll of the drum. To full}^ appreciate the latter

it needs to be heard under similar circumstances. Lieut.

Whipple, anticipatirtg the attack, was in his company's
quarters in a moment, directing his men to dress tliem-

selves carefully, as it was uncertain when they would
get back to their quarters again. Much to the astonish-

ment of the attacking Indians, they did not find evcry-
liody asleep, but were given such a \yarm reception by
the alert guard as compelled them to retire temporarily
for consultation.
This refers to the m&tn attack.

The sutler's store not being guarded, did not fare so
well. When the companies were formed each irepaired

to the place previously assigned it, and by an' order
anticipating the possibility of just such an attack, Lieut.

Whipple, with bis company, had been assigned to. the
beef corral, not only because it was a pretty good post,

but also to prevent the Indians running off the

cattle. The margin of the little stream below the corral

w^as full of Indians, yelling and whooping with all their

might, and that seemed to be about what the attack had
dwindled to in that quarter. The company reached ther

corral withottt mishap, and once inside Lieut. Whip])le
gave the order to the men to lay their guns over the
top log and aim at the noise coming from the bed of the
stream. It -was still pitchy dark, and nothing cmild be
seen. The guns being placed upon the log, then came
the commands, ""Ready! Aim! Fire!" The flash from
the volley for an instant lit the darkness, and the noise

ceased. In the meantime the company assigned to the

sutler's store found it full of Indians, looting to the best

of their ability. They bad smashed the windows and
thus effected an entrance. The first window smashed
was that to the clerk's bed room. The clerk stood not
upon the order of his getting out, but got out at once
into the yard and hid behind a headboard leaning against

the fence and about ready to be erected over a soldier's

grave. Here at the sutler's store was where the only loss

of life occurred, so far as known. One soldier was
killed, and. the writer thinks, one wounded. Nine In-

dians were killed, and the ""rest—they ran away." They
must have been a disgusted set when they discovered
that among their loot a lot of boxes containing bottles

from wdiich they expected much held nothing but ink.

Down at the corral everything had remained quiet

after the volley, and day began to dawn. A member of

the company said to Lieut. Whipple, "Will the Liftinent

allow me to get out of the corral and see what we killed

when we fired the volley?"

The answer was, "Houlinan, you will find nothing. If

we did any execution, all dead or wounded have been
carried away by their comrades. That is their way.
Besides, look at that hillside rising above us. Every
rock and log and tree has got an Indian behind it with a

rifle in his hand, and the moment you break cover you
are gone."

"Still, if the Liftinent will allow me, I would like to

try it."

"Go, then."

As liad been foretold, the spattering of bullets that

came from that hillside was more than had been antici-

pated, and showed that they w^ere still there in force, al-

though not an Indian was to be seen.

The Indians having been driven away from the im-
mediate vicinity of the post, the commanding officer

directed Lieut. Whipple to remain with his company
for the common defense, while he (the commanding
officer) went out with the other companies against what
appeared to be the main body of the Indians. They
went out and engaged them; the Indians retreated fight-

ing. The sound of arms grew fainter and fainter, and
finally ceased, and the troops returned.

Thus ended the attack on Fort Defiance, one of the

fewr attacks that were ever made by Indians upon a

military post, and when we think of what might have
been but for a little vigilance we cannot agree with the
poet that in all cases,

"Of all sad Avox^s •of tongue or pen.

The saddest ate these, it might have been."

LOTO.
NOVE.MDER, 1900.

See the list of good things in Woodcraft in our adv. cols.
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An Outing m Acadia.—1.

BY EDWARD A. SAMUELS.

That glorious stretch of country midway between
Annapolis and Liverpool in Nova Scotia is a favorite
region among the lovers of the rod and gun who have
become acquainted with its many attractions. It con-
tains almost innumerable lakes and streams which teem
with the spotted trout, and in its extensive coverts great
numbers or ruffed grouse, woodcock and hares are found.
In the wilderness, away from the small settlements

which are scattered along the post road, moose are
Uiirly abundant, and many handsome pairs of antlers
have been broug;ht awsy as trophies by American sports-
uien.

Among the lakes the scenery is picturesque in the
extreme, and the beauties of Rosignol, Cedgemacougie
and the Fairy Lakes have been limned by many eminent
artists.

So abundant are the grouse in this region that almost
every copse of young birches, maples and alders con-
tains a covey, and they are also often seen in the grain
and potato fields of the settlers, where they run about
as unsuspicious of danger as so many domestic chickens,
The byroads around Kempt and Maitland seem to be
favorite habitats of these birds, it being a common oc-
currence to see them perched on fence rails along the
loadw^ay, from which they will not fly, even if a whip
from a passing carriage is snapped at them.

In addition to the moose, the other large game are
black bears (which are too plentiful for the farmers),
the Canada lynx and the red fox. The caribou was
formerly abundant, but is now, I think, never met with
so far south in the province.
For many years I have enjoyed my outings in this

favored section, and it was on one of theise that the fol-
lowing incidents occurred:

I had arrived at the cozy farmhouse in one of the little
settlements which I usually made my headquarters on
the second day of my journey from Boston, and after a
good night's rest, which T thoroughly appreciated after
my long ride of thirty miles over rough and mountain-
ous roads, had started out bright and early on the follow-
ing morning with rod and creel, and accompanied bv
John Mack, my trusty guide and canoeman, for a day's
sport among the spotted beauties.
My forenoon's success had been most satisfactory, and

we had landed from our canoe on a wooded point which
jutted out into the lake for our midday lunch. Our meal
had been eaten with true sportsmen's relish, the trout,
which the guide had broiled on a primitive gridiron, made
of interlaced green twigs of the birch and maple, over a
bed of coals, having proved a grateful addition to the
menu. I had stretched myself upon a soft mass of
leaves and moss beneath the dense shade of a venerable
beech tree, in which comfortable position I was en-
joying my after-dinner smoke, when a number of small
greenish insects drifted down upon me and began to
crawl over my hands and clothes.
"What a swarm of pesky plant lice there is around us!"

exclaimed the guide, who was brushing some of the
mtruders from his neck and face, as he lay on the ground
near me. "There must be a big family of them in the
neighborhood."
"No doubt," I replied. "These insects are among the

mo^t prolific of breeders, and large colonies are quickly
established wherever a nucleus is formed."
The insects were of a light green color, and most of

them were wingless; they were aphides, and had prob-
ably been disturbed by the smoke of our camp-fire, which
had ascended among the foliage upon which thev were
foraging.

_
They soon ceased to annoy us, and the guide, re-

filling his pipe and lighting it, resumed his recumbent
position for a quiet siesta.

My interest in the aphides had been awakened, how-
ever, and in a short time I arose and began to search
among the young alders which surrounded us for an
opportunity to study the little pests in their own abiding
places. I use the term freely, for terrible pests they are
to farmers and fruit-growers, their attacks on all kinds
of vegetation being very destructive.
A little clump of white birch saplings near at hand soon

gave me a good opportunity to study the insects, and
with my pocket magnifying glass in readiness I watched
their movements intently. There were many hundreds
of them sucking the sap from the foliage and the
tender bark of the young trees, their sizes varying from
the smallest mites but recently hatched to the adult in-
sects. Most of them were wingless, a few only being
provided with organs of flight.

Through the glass I watched them as they drew out
the sap or wandered leisurely about on the bark. They
were sociable among themselves, a score or more gather-
ing in a bunch or huddling around a number of adult
insects.

Presently a number of ants which had been suspicious
of my intentions and had kept away made their ascent
of the trunk of the small tree near which I was stand-
ing, and after inspecting me for a few moments, to make
c:-rtain I was not an enemy, they proceeded to some
f>f the plumpest aphides and began to tickle them on
the end of their abdomens, using their antenna, or so-
called "feelers," which extend in front of their heads
for this purpose.
The little green insects did not seem to object to the

tinllation, for they quickly raided their bodies, and the
ants, putting their mouths to the tubes which led from
The ends of the abdomens of the aphides, received a
drop of honey which exuded from them.

Like little cows, the insects seemed quite willing to
be "milked." and the ants filled themselves to repletion.

I had witnessed this interesting performance before
on several occasions, but had never been favored with
such an abundance of specimens to study. The smaller
aphides seemed instinctively to vield their modicum of
honey, for their raised their little bodies as soon as .an
art touched them.

This action of toilkittg the aphides by the ants was
first observed by a naturalist named Huber, who made
many interesting expe,nments with them and published
a lengthy account of his investigations.
Darwin, to test the accuracy of Huber's statements,

experimented with a number of the aphides in a most
careful manner. On one occasion he removed all the
ants from a group of about a dozen aphides on a plant
and kept them away for several hours; alter this inter-
val he felt sure that the insects would excrete. For
some time he watched them through a lens, but none of
them excreted. He then tickled and stroked them with
a hair in the same manner—as well as he could—as ttie

ants do with their antenna:, but he met with no success.
He subsequently allowed an ant to visit thein, and it

immediately seemed, by its eager way ot running about,
to be well aware what a rich tlock it had discovered. It
then began to play with its antenrta; on the abdomen
first of one aphis and then another, and each as soon
as it felt the attennie immediately lilted up Us abdomen
and excreted a limpid drop of sweet juice, which was
eagerly devoured by the ant.
Darwin, in commentmg nnally on these faets, says,

"It is certain from the observations of Huber that the
aphides show no dislike to the ants; if the latter be not
present they are at last compelled to eject their excretion.
But as the excretion is extremely viscid, it is no doubt
a convenience to the aphides to have it removed; there-
fore probably they do not excrete solely for the good
of the ants."

The aphides which were at work before me did not
probably inflict any great injury upon the birches, al-
though I have seen young trees fairly blighted by these
insects. But there are some species which are terribly
destructive. One, called the cotton louse or aphis, works
sad havoc among the cotton plants. Another species
attacks the wheat plant; another the oat, and others
various garden plants. In fact, almost every plant
has a variety peculiar to itself, and some have more
than one species, and were it not for their numerous
enemies they would be an insufferable pest.
Although we accept as a truism that nothing in nature

was created in vain, we are very often at a loss to de-
termine the economic value that certain forms of life
possess. We study them closely, but fail to establish
their utility, and often finally consider them as worthless,
if not absolutely noxious. Among these are the aphides,
which are regarded as being simply noxious without a
single redeeming trait.

To the naturalist, however, their many peculiarities
always furnish subjects for study, and among these their
methods of reproduction are the most interesting, for,
unlike other insects, the aphis does not pass through
all the metamorphoses or changes before they become
perfect or adult insects. For example, an insect ordi-
narily lays its eggs from which the grubs or caterpillars,
called larviE, are hatched. After a stated time these
change their form and assume the next or pupa stage
of their existence. In this they remain for a greater
or less period of time, when they change to the imago or
perfect insect stage. For instance: A moth lays her
eggs, from which the caterpillars are hatched; these
are of course at first very small, but they eat voraciously
and grow rapidly until finally they spin cocoons, incased
in which as pupas they remain motionless and without
feeding. At the proper time the form changes, the
imago shape is assumed, and the moth crawls out of its
silky covering, which it dissolves with a fluid secretion,
which acts on the silky fibers like an acid.
Unlike the other insects, the aphis does not seem to

go through all these changes, for at one period of the
year it is found to be oviparous, and at another vivip-
arous. It has also most remarkable powers of fe-
cundity, it having been estimated that one aphis may in
five generations be the progenitor of upward of six
billions of descendants, and, as has been stated, there
may be twenty generations in a single year. Another
curious fact telating to these interesting little insects is

WINGED APE[.TS> MUCH ENLARGED.

that the wingless larvse when hatched in the spring may
produce a number of broods even while in that stage.
With such remarkable powers of reproduction the

aphides would become a terrible pest if nature did not
provide many enemies to keep their numbers in check.
Myriads are eaten by titmice and other small birds; the
little round, spotted beetle, known as the "lady bird," de-
vours them by thousands, in fact almost entirely sub-
sists upon them, and several small ichneumon flies de-
posit their eggs in their bodies. These little parasites are
very industrious, and they lose no opportunity to accom-
plish their work. The ants instinctively recognize them
as enemies of their "milch cows," and make every effort
to drive them away.
Probably the most active and relentless enemies of

the tribe are the so-called lace-wing flies, which feed
almost exclusively on the aphides. Their eggs, ac-
cording to the entomologist, Mr. F. G. Sanborn," who
was a most patient investigator, are laid on twigs or
leaves where the aphides are abundant, and to prevent
the eggs being covered with the exudations of the
aphides and suffocated or devoured by small predacious'
insects, they are fastened at the top of a small pedicle or
stalk spun from the abdomen of the parent like the
thread of a spider.

tACE WING FLY AND EGGS.

The young hatched from these eggs are of an elongated
form, with sharp sickle-like jaws, with which thev p-'erce
the tender bodies of the aphides and suck their juices;
they are very voracious and destroy a vast number of
the pests.

I had consumed more time in watching the aphides'
than I was aware of, and found on consulting my watch
that the afternoon was tar advanced, i hastened to die
spot where we had eaten our lunch and found that the
guide had gathered up the d.shes and other iienis of the
lunching outiiL and p.aced tlicm in the eauoe. and was
awaiting, patiently, for my coming. He made no ccm-
ment on niy long absence, for he knew my way., ot r.jd,

and in a very short tmie our light craft was on its way
to the Spring Hole brook, impelled by our sturdy paddles,
which we w.eided .with all the vigor, if not the grace, of
trained athletes.

I doubt very much If there is a drop of aborigine blood
m my veins, but if I were descended from a long and
unbroken line of red men I could not have a greater love
for the canoe than 1 now possess, and nothing can j^ive
me a greater pleasure than that which I derive fron/lhe
use of the paddle. It is an ideal exercise and sport, and
the movement of the canoe over the placid surface of
the lake is the poe.ry of motion, and the delights tiiat
accompany it. the blue sky above us; the gentle, balmy,
perfume-laden breeze; the blue and purple mountains on

LARVA OF LACE WING FLY^ ENLARGED.

the* distant shores, all combine to make what is to me
a periect enjoyment, Ihe pool that I have mentioned
was soon reached; it was a broad, deep arm of the river,
and near its head was evidently a large spring, for the
water was very clear and apparently cold.
Ihe kdlick was soon aropped and I began casting,

i he sport that followed was very exciting, the tiuut
coming to the flies in numbers, at almost every cast a
pair being hooked, and John was kept busy in lauding
the hsh and in packing them in some wet ferns and o )oi
swamp moss which he had placed in the stern of the
canoe. The fish, however, were not large, their average
weight being not over half a pound.
For a short time the trout ceased to rise, and pushing

the canoe ashore we lighted our pipes and rested the
pool for a brief period. John busied himself in dressing
and packing the fish while I sat on the bank of the stream
and watched the numerous insects which disported them-
selves on the surface of the water.
The whiriigig beetles were most abundant, their ridicu-

WHIRHCIG BEETLE.

lous half tipsy way of darting around in a circle making
them appear much more numerous than they really were.
The insects may be seen on almost every fresh water
stream or pond, and their curious antics have, no doubt,
attracted the attention of every angler and canoeist. They
belong to the family of water beetles called the Cvrinidce,
trom gyros, signifying a circle, the name being gi/c"!
them because of their habit of gliding madly round and
round on the water. They are insectivorous in their
habits, but as they feed chiefly on other water insects
or aquatic plants, which are of no value, they are of but
little importance in the economy of Nature.
They occasionally migrate from one body of water to

another, generally at night, and they are often attracted
by the lights in dwelling houses.
There is a much larger water beetle called the Dytisais,

and its habits are far less innocent than are those of tlie

WATER BEETLES {DytisCUs).

whiriigigs. It is of^en called the water tiger on account
of Its savage attacks on other aquatic insects. In fact, it
sometimes attacks tadpoles and even small fishes. It is
very voracious, and will feed on any living thing it can
conquer.
These beetles often take wing, particulariy at night, and

fly well. The Dyhxcida receive their name from the
Greek word dytes, which means a diver.
The-r larvje are long and cylindrical, and their large

fiat heads are armed with scissor-like jaws, which they
use, with fatal effect on their victims.

Take itwevtorj; of the good things in this issue
of Forest and Stream. Recall tvhal a fuittl was
given last week. Count on what is to come uexl
week. Was there ever in all the world a more
abundant weekly, store of sportsmen's reading?
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Fob.est and Stream.

Talks to Boys.—^IL

I DO not think that a boy of twelve is too young to have

a gun. Perhaps he is too young to go shooting regu-

larly, but a boy of that age may well enough have a gun

given him, and learn how to handle it and take care of

it, even if for some months afterward he does not take

it out into the field and actually shoot it off. A boy who
is twelve years old ought by that time to have some
feeling of responsibility. He ought to realize that he is

only one person of many in the family or community in

which he lives, and that the people in that family or

that community cannot get along comfortably unless each

member considers in some degree the comfort and the

wishes of the other members as well as his own comfort

and his own wishes.

We all know that the government under which itll

civilized people live is founded on this principle of con-

sideration for others. The laws which govern us are

framed for the purpose of giving to every citizen all the

liberty that he can have, consistent with the rights and
comfort of other people, but where the comfort of one

man interferes with the comfort of many others, the law
provides that he shall not have the liberty to do the

thing which is agreeable to him but is harmful to his

fellow citizens. This rule prevails in all communities,

civilized and savage, and people who now know much
about the Indians tell us that even they had laws and
rules of this kind, and that they had officers who were
like policemen and constables, and who saw that these

rules and laws were obeyed. Any one who was much
about Indian camps in the old times when they governed
themselves, remembers that in each camp there was what
were called soldier bands—young men who kept order

in camp, and carried out the rules laid down by the

chiefs and the counselors for the general good. If wild

savages knew enough to live in this way and to carry

on a government which considered first the good of the

majority, how much more should we who boast of our

high civilization endeavor to live up to this principle.^

A person who is selfish and is thinking all the time

about what he wants to do, and not at all about what other

people would like, will make everybody about him more
or less uncomfortable, and after a "time these other people

will not care very much whether he has what he wants or

does what he wishes to do. A boy who is of that tem-
perament ought not to be given a gun so early as one
who is more considerate of others.

In these days of machine-made firearms, it is an easy

matter to purchase a gun light enough to be carried for

several hours at a time without overtaxing your strength.

Such an arm should certainly not weigh over 6 pounds,

but 5 or 5^ pounds would be better.

A few years ago there was quite a rage for guns of

very small caliber, 16 or even 20 gauge, but the arm
most commonly carried by gunners in this country is the

12 gauge. There are distinct advantages in the smaller

gauges, especially for light guns, and among these is the

fact that the ammunition is smaller and lighter, and so

more easily carried, while, if the 16 or 20 gauge gun is

held properly, it is just as effective as a larger bore.

I think if I were choosing a gun for my nephew, it

would probably be a 16 gauge gun, and I should hope that

this would be useful to him for four, five or six years,

until he had pretty nearly attained his growth and was
able to carry a gun weighing 7 or 71/2 pounds.
Many of the modern guns, as you know, are made

without hammers, and the breaking down of such a gun
to remove the empty cartridge cases, or to load the gun,

cocks both barrels, which cannot be uncocked again ex-

cept by pulling the triggers. The old-fashioned hammer
guns, of course, could be uncocked by putting the thumb
on the hammer, pulling the trigger and letting the hammer
fall gently until it caught at half-cock. These hammer-
less guns, however, are provided with what is called a

safety catch, which locks the triggers so that the ham-
mers cannot fall. This is a little piece of metal just

back of the breech, which slides backward and forward,

and which when pushed backward as far as it will go
exposes a metal plate on which is often engraved the

word "Safe." When you can see that word the firing pins

cannot fall, and the gun is safe. The gunner carries his

gun with the safety catch pushed back, so that by no
possibility can the gun be discharged. Before that can be

done the safety catch must be pushed forward so as to

cover up the word "Safe/' and the trigger must be
pulled. The person who is carrying the gun can tell at

a glance whether his arm can be discharged or not. A
man who uses such a gun trains himself after a little so

that when he throws the gun to his shoulder he frees the

safety catch covering up the word "Safe," and then either

barrel or both can be discharged. In some guns the safety

catch is placed in the side of the lock, but it is always
where it can be instantly felt or seen, so that the shooter

knows whether the firing pins are locked or free.

There are some old-fashioned people who are still afraid

of hammerless guns; they cannot see the hammers, and
forgetting to look at the safety catch, they are uncertain

whether the gun is cocked or at half-cock. They are

afraid of an accidental discharge, and they do not like

what they call these new-fangled weapons. Now, long
ago all guns were discharged by a spark created by
knocking a flint against a piece of iron. The sparks from
the flint flew down and touched off some powder which
lay in what was called the pan, and this conveyed the fire

to the load in the breech of the gun. Such guns were
called flintlocks. When percussion caps were first in-

vented and guns were changed over from flint to percus-
sion. locks, and later when the breechloader was, invented
and came into general use, both these improvements were
regarded by a very large number of shooters with the same
feelings of suspicion. A great many old fogies would not
give up their flintlocks and use percussion caps. It took
quite a little time for the spark from the flint to ignite

the powder and for the fire to travel down through the
touch-hole to the powder charge, and these old fogies

were used to waiting for all this to happen. When per-

cussion caps were invented they were afraid of them, and
said that they made the gun go off too quickly and spoiled

their shooting, while, when the breechloader became popu-
lar, there were a great many men who declared that the

breechloader did not shoot nearly as hard as the muzzle-
loader, and not only would not bring down game at great

distances, but wotmded many birds at close range which
went off to die and were never recovered. All this, of

course, has long since been forgotten, but at the time
these subjects were of great interest to men who shot. I

think you will be perfectly safe if you choose a hammer-
less gun, and are properly instructed in the way to handle
it before you carry loaded cartridges out into the field to

shoot.

Your father or your uncle, or whoever chooses your
gun for you, will no doubt see that it fits you, for you
must know that it is quite as necessary to have your gun
fit you as to have your shoes or your coat or any article

of your clothing comfortable and well fitting. No two
boys are built just exactly alike, and every boy ought to

have his gun fitted to him. The stock must neither be

too long nor too short, too straight nor too crooked. A
boy with a long neck will require a gun with a crooked
and a long stock, while a boy with a short neck and short

arms may find a straight and rather short stock best for

his use. You may have to try half a dozen guns before

you find one that suits you. The test is this: Throw the

gun up to your shoulder, bend your head and neck for-

ward until your cheek almost touches the stock, and then

look along the rib between the barrels and try to see the

round knob of the sight over the breech of the gun. If

just over the breech you can see that round knob
naturally and without any effort of lifting up or putting

down your head, the gun fits you, or nearly so. But if you
can only see the breech and cannot see the knob at all,

the stock is probably too crooked for you or perhaps too

long. With such a stock you will be sure always to

shoot under your birds. In trying to catch the sight you
should not see any part of the rib between the barrels,

merely the round knob of the sight over the breech.

It riiay very well be that when you stand squarely and
throw your gun up to your shoulder, looking along the

barrel straight to the front, your face will come down
very naturally and you will be able to see the sight with-

out any eft'ort and just as you should. This is satis-

factory as far as it goes, and you may believe that the

gun fits you in this position. But this is not enough.
Having found a gun that comes up just: right as you look

to the front, turn your body to the left as you bring the

gun to your shoulder, and point the barrels upward and
to the left at an angle of forty-five degrees, and see if

you catch the sight naturally in that position. Try sight-

ing the gun looking in various directions, to right, left,

upward in front and straight in front, and try to secure an
arm that fits you in all these different positions. It may be
that you cannot find one that is quite to your liking, but

you may find one which suits you in two or three of

these positions, and if you get such a gun you will have
to make a little eft'ort to adapt yourself to it in the

positions where it does not seeni to come up just as you
feel it should. Select the gun. other things being equal,

which comes nearest to suiting you, and if it comes up
right in most positions you had better take that.

Do not be discouraged or mortified if you cannot easily

find a gun that fits you. It is better that you and your
father or uncle and the salesman should take some time

over the matter than that you should get a gun that

you can use only with effort. With a gun which fits

you it will be easy for you to learn to shoot. It may
be very hard for you to learn with one that does not
fit you. The friend who goes with you to choose the

gun knows this as well as I do, I think, and he will prob-
ably not be satisfied until a properly fitting gun has
been found for you.

Of course some one may say to you that the matter
of having your gun fit you is not important, that it is

important that a gun should fit a grown up man, yet, as a

boy is constantly growing and changing in height and
perhaps in length of arm and in other proportions, it is

not so essential that the gun should fit him. People who
say that are wrong.' If a boy begins to shoot with a

gun that suits him, little by little, as he grows, he will

unconsciously adapt himself to the gun, and will find

that he can continue to shoot easily and effectively with it

even after he has grown np. Do not be satisfied until

you get hold of one that suits you.
To-day the matter of choosing a gun is quite different

frorn what it was thirty years ago. Nowadays guns
are made almost altogether by mach{ner3r, and broadly

it may be said that all guns by well-known makers are

good, and that the statements of the salesman with re-

gard to them may be accepted. Still, as a gun not quite

up to the standard may occasionally get into the stock, it

will be well for you to look closely at the fittings of the

one you select, and to see that the iron and the wood
everywhere come close together, so that there are no
open joints through which water might leak. Notice
carefully, too, that the lever works smoothly, and see to

it especially that the two triggers have an equal pull. It is

very disconcerting as well as dangerous to have the

triggers pull off with different pressures.

Each man who shoots has his own notion about how
heavy the pull of his trigger should be. Many gunners of

great experience recommend rather a hard pull of 6

pounds—that is to say, a pull so hard that a string tied

to the trigger and supporting a 6-pound weight will just

free the hammer. It is not good for a boy, when he be-

gins to use a gun, to have the triggers with a very light

pull. At the same time you can readily learn to become
accustomed to any light pull, but do not fail to see that the

two triggers pull with the same pressure.

The old-fashioned large square gun cases shaped some-
what like long, low trunks and with room enough in

them for a lot of tools and some cartridges, are not much
used nowadaws. Instead, the more light and compact
hand cases made of sole leather and with two com-
partments—one for the barrels and the other for the
stock—are more convenient and more generally used. It

will be well, if practicable, for you to have one of these.

You will also need a jointed cleaning rod, for which, per-
haps, there is a pocket in the gun case ; but for your own
use at home, I advise you to get a straight, slender strip

of seasoned hickory wood, 5 or 6 inches longer than the

barrels, and to have it dressed Ao^n to a size whicH
will easily enter the barrel,, say half an inch in diameter.
At one end the last 4 inches of this stick may be left
larger than the diameter of the barrels, so as to form a
handle that is easily grasped. Have the last inch and a
half of the other end dressed down on both sides to a
thickness of one-quarter of an inch and have a hole
three-quarters of an inch long by one-quarter of an inch
wide cut through the flat part of this end. Through this
hole you can pass the rags which you will use in cleaning
your gun. Besides these things you will need an oil

can, which should be small and need not hold more than
half an ounce of oil.

When you get your gun home see that it is kept in a
place free from dampness. It is well not to keep it on the
ground floor, and perhaps there is no better place for
it than your bedroom. If you are anything of a me-
chanic you might make for yourself a pair of wooden
hooks on which to hang the gun in its case, and also a
box with a hinged lid, in which to keep your gun things. •

This you might make large enough to hold a couple of
hundred cartridges, but if you do this you must have a
smaller inner box with a hook and staple for your gun
rags, your oil can, the swabs and the wire brush, which
screw on the jointed cleaning rod that you will need for
cleaning the gun. A number of firms make very com-
plete outfits of gun implements, and perhaps it will be
simpler for you to buy one of these outfits, which are
not very expensive, and then you will feel quite sure
that you have everything that you need to keep the gun
in good condition.

There is one enemy to a good gun that is always on the
watch and ready to do it harm. This is moisture, and
this enemy has two allies which live in boys. Those
allies ,{ire» carelessness and laziness. After using his

gun, a boy may come home with every intention of clean-

ing it at once, and just as he reaches the house he rnay
see some friend who wants him to go off and do some-
thing that seems particularly attractive. He is likely to

rush upstairs put down his gun and run off to join his

companion, thinking that when he comes back he will

clean the gun, then when he returns he foi'gets about it,

perhaps for two or three days, and when he goes to clean

his gim iie finds that inside the barrel are some spots of

rust that he cannot get out, and that perhaps have pitted

the barrel so that it will never again be quite as bright
as it was. This is the first victory gained by moisture,

'

with the help of its friend carelessness.

A boy who owned a good horse and did not remember
to feed it and clean it would be thought a no-account-
boy, and in the same way a boy who owns a good gun and
is too careless or too lazy to take good care of it is rather

a no-account-boy. W. G. De Geoot.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—XL
BV GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

{Continuedfrom page 885.]

American Widgeon, Bald-Pate.

Anas Americana (Gmel.).

The male bald-pate has the forehead and crown of the

head white, margined on either side from the eyes to
the back of the head by a broad band of metallic green,
the two bands meeting behind and sometimes running
a little way down the neck. The head in front of the
eyes and the sides and upper neck are white, thickly

dotted with black. The throat is nearly white; the lower
neck, fore-breast, back and sides lavender or purplish-
gray, sometimes quite rich. The feathers of the sides
are cross-barred with fine lines of black; the back is

finely waved with lines of paler, changing to distinct

lines of blackish and white on the lower back; the upper
and under tail-coverts glossy black; the tail brownish-
gray; the wing-coverts broadly white, some of them
tipped with black, so as to make a black bar across the
wing. The speculum is green and black; the lower
breast and belly white, which extends up on the sides of

the rump. The bill is light bluish, with a black tip, and
the feet are somewhat darker, with still darker webs.
This is the color of the most highly plumaged males,

and from this there are all gradations down to the much
duller female, which entirely lacks the green head-patch,
the large white wing-patch, and in which the speculum
is very much duller, being merely blackish, with a white
border in front. The general aspect of the female is

streaked and speckled with blackish brown and whitish,

becoming darker on the breast and sides of body. The
upper parts are grayish and the under parts nearly white,
the under tail-coverts being barred with black and white.
Young males usually have the breast purplish-gray, the
speculum brilliant, and traces of white wing-coverts.
The bald-pate or widgeon is widely distributed through-

out America and is found in winter as far south as

Mexico and even Central America. It is an occasional
straggler to Europe, but is found there only by accident.

,

At the present day it is merely a winter visitor to the..

United States, except in certain portions of the West,
where a few widgeons may still breed on the high central

plateau or on the flanks of the Rocky Mountains. It is

not commonly found in New England, yet Mr. Board-
man has reported it as found near Calais, Me., and it

occurs occasionally on Long Island. Further to the
south, however, in Chesapeake Bay and on the coast
of North and South Carolina, it is a common bird in

'

winter, occurring in great flocks and eagerly soughtj
after for its flesh, which is very highly esteemed.
The widgeons reach the United States usually in the

month, of October, and great numbers of them winter
in the Southern States. On the Atlantic coast they are
constantly foimd associated with other species of fresh-

water ducks, as well as with the canvasbacks and the

red-heads. It is said that they especially seek the com-
pany of the canvasbacks when these are feeding, and
that they rob them of the grasses and celery which
they bring up from great depths which the widgeons
could never reach. At all events it is certain that they
associate with the canvasbacks, and no doubt they feed
largely on the leaves of the plants of which the canvas-
backs eat the roots. Certain it is that at these tinies

and in these places the flesh of the widgeon, is so ex-
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cellent that it cannot be distinguished from that of its

larger and more famous companion.
The widgeon is regarded as one of the shyest of our

ducks. Of it Dr. D. G. Elliot, in his admirable book
on the "Wild Fowl of North America," says: "The
widgeon is one of the wariest of our ducks, suspicious
of everything, and not only is unwilling to approach
any spot or object of which it is afraid,, but by keeping
up a continuous whistling alarms all the other ducks
m the vicinity and consequently renders itself very dis-
agreeable and at times a considerable nuisance to the
sportsman. However, its flesh is so tender and palat-
able and it is such a pretty and gamy bird that one is

inclined to forgive many of its apparent shortcomings.
The usual note of this duck is a low, soft whistle, very
melodious in quality, and when on the wing the members
oE a flock keep continually talking to each other in
Lhis sweet tone as they speed along. They fly very rap-
idly and usually high in the air in a long, outstretched
line, all abreast, except perhaps the two ends are a little

behind the center bird, who may be considered the
leader. When only moving from place to place in the
marsh, and but a short distance above the ground, they
proceed usually without any order or regularity, remind-
ing one sometimes of a flock of pigeons. The pinions

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

AMERICAN WIDGEON.

are moved with much quickness and the long primaries
give a sharp-pointed shape to the wing that causes the
birds to be easily recognized. Flocks composed of a
number of widgeons and sprig-tails are often seen, and
the combination is a very unfavorable one to a sportsman
who may be hoping for a quiet shot at close range.
"As the birds approach the decoys some widgeons will

whistle and edge out to one side, as much as to say, 'It

may be all right, but I don't like the looks of it,' and he
will be followed by another suspicious member. Then
the pintails become uneasy and begin to climb and look
down into the blind, and the patient watcher sees the
locks too often sheer off to one side and pass by. But
should there be some birds present, as often happens,
which are heedless of all warnings or suspicious titter-

ings, and keep steadily on with the evident intention to
settle among their supposed brethren, then, as they
gather together preparatory to alight and the sportsman
rises in his ambush, suddenly the air is filled with dart-
ing, climbing birds, who shoot off in every direction,

)ut generally upward as if the flock was blown asunder,
and all disappear with a celerity that is astonishing, and,
to a nervous sportsman, with results that are mortifying."

Notwithstanding this watchfulness, widgeons often

come very nicely to decoys, and a passing flock, espe-
cially if it be small, may frequently be turned from its

course by a low, soft whistle and will swing into the de-

coys and drop in a series of beautiful curves until they
are almost over them. Then, however, the gunner must
Waste no time in selecting his bird and holding properly
on it, for the widgeon is able to get out of danger with
considerable speed.
This species is extremely common in California, where

it is eagerly sought after. In the Mississippi Valley
region it is not so abundant nor so greatly esteemed, for

there the mallard, on account of its greater size, is

preferred.

The breeding grounds of the widgeons include the
whole of British America and Alaska, but its summer
home is rather in the western portion of North America
,ind away from the sea cOast. The eggs are creamy
white in color.

Among the names given, by Mr. Gurdon Trumbull,
n his excellent work so frequently referred to, are green-
leaded widgeon, bald-head, southern widgeon, Cali-

ornta widgeon, white-belly and poacher. Other names
ire bald-face, bald-crown, wheat duck and smoking duck.

Weights of Some Jersey Quail for ^'Didymus.

Toms River^ N. J., Nov. ig.—Two largest of Satur-
day's bag, 7 ounces each_; two smallest. 5^/2 and SVi
Jltnces, respectively. ' Heaviest two birds I ever shot and
kVeighed tipped 8 ounces each, and believe there are more
f that weight here.

The Octotef Woodcfaft.
The October number of the Game Laws in Brief and Woodcraft

Magazine contains the game and fish laws of the United States
ind Canada. The Woodcraft part has this capital list of con-
.ents

:

RAN'THER HILL'S PA'TRIDGE. By Rowland E. Robinson.
CN THE FOREST.
CHE OLD CANOE.
THE RESCUE OF MR. HUNDLEY.
KELLUP'S ANNUAL. By Jefferson Scribb.
OEACON THROPE'S PIGEONS.
\NY LETTERS FOR ME? By H. P. Ufford.
'EHOSSEE ISLAND. Bv Olive F. Gunby.
FLORIDA INDIAN DEER HUNTERS.
\T CLOSE QUARTERS: The Hen. S., the Plover and the Bull;
A Nova Scotia Bear; The Panther's Scream; A Time with a
Florida Alligator; The Owl's Swoop; The Dog Climbed.

THE DOG AND THE TURKEY. By John Tames Audubon.
SENATOR VEST'S SUNDAY PIGEON SItOOT.
WSTRALIAN ROUGH-RIDERS. By R. Boldrewood.

Change in Western Shooting Situation.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 17.—The current week has witnessed
a great change in the shooting situation for this part of
the country. The phenomenally mild fall has all at once
become winter, and winter of no uncertain sort. In the
upper peninsula of Michigan snow has fallen to a depth of
2 feet. The same storm has been central along this longi-
tude as far south as lower Illinois. On Tuesday we had
heavy snow in the lake region, and the fall amounted to
I or 2 inches as far south at Mattoon, 111. At Effingham,
111., there was a sudden drop in the temperature and a
very high wind on Tuesday, but no snow to amount to
anything. There is no doubt whatever that the rough
weather has set in for the season. It is good shooting
weather, and healthier and heartier than the softer days
of the mild October that has just past. The change in
the weather has produced greater activity in the operations
of our shooters, both of the marsh and the uplands. The
duck shooters are looking for their last chances at the
flight, and the quail shooters will welcome the cold, which
will cut down the unusually heavy growth of vegetation
that has thus far afforded a rather too abundant cover
for the birds.

The duck flight, such as it is, is as far south as the
Meredosia Flats of the Illinois River. Mr. J. Grafton
Parker and his son, J. Grafton Parker, Jr., report that
they are having good shooting at the above locality this

week. The birds should be in at Hennepin, and to some
extent at Swan I-ake. In the main, however, the earlier
predictiori of a light flight and a sudden one seems about
to be verified. I cannot learn of any considerable shoot-
ing in the Kankakee country. The ducks have acted in a

most singular manner this fall. There was a heavy flight

in over central and lower Wisconsin, and large numbers
of birds were reported from Green Bay, on tlie west side
of Lake Michigan, and also, singular to relate, from
Charlevoix, on the east side of Lake Michigan. These
birds have adopted a few fashions of their own. Where
they have gone no one can tell exactly.

Western Quail.

Without question this is one of the greatest quail years
we have ever had in this part of the country. It is only
a question of dogs. Any one who has a really good bird
dog can go out into inner Illinois, 100 miles south of
here, and get a decent bag of birds any time from now
throughout the next two weeks. A good many have been
out and have brought back nice bunches of birds. Vic
Cunyngham and Charlie Antoine are absent now on a
week's shoot at Rochester, Ind. They are in one of the
good quail countries, and will have a story when they
come in.

Billy Mussey is away on a little quail shoot at Milford,
111., with one of Col. C. E. Felton's blue-blooded setters.

He ought to have some fun, and perhaps get a few birds.
Mr. R. B. Clark and his friend, Mr. Trotter, are back
from a point they do not care to mention, with six or
seven dozen birds.

The mernbers of the Calumet Heights Club, located in
the sand hills just below Chicago, are having good sport
this fall,_ and to a most unexpected extent. It is no un-
usual thing for them to put up half a dozen to a dozen
bevies of quail in a day in those sand hills which, until
recently, have been quite devoid of any game. Several
bags of fifteen to twenty birds have been made on quail,
and one day there were, six rufifed grouse brought in.

Some years ago the club planted some quail in these hills,

but they have never appeared in any considerable numbers
until this fall. It seems that the quail have been doing
exceptionally well everywhere this year. The shooting in
these southern sand hills is very hard, the birds dis-
appearing when they are once flushed, so there is every
likelihood that a good stand of birds will be established
in that country, now that a stock has been produced.

Wild Turkeys in Illinois.

I suppose it will be news to most folk to hear that there
are any wild turkeys in the State of Illinois. Yet it is

true that there were this week brought to the city three
fine specimens of IlUnois wild turkey. They were killed
in Alexander county, not far from Cairo, by the special
car party of Mr. J. C. Windsor, last week mentioned as
starting for a shooting trip in the South.
The above party was made up by Mr. Windsor, man-

ager of the Danville District Coal Company, who had
with him the following friends: Messrs. L. D. Doty, of
the Illinois Steel Company ; H. R. Lloyd, of the Milwau-
kee & St. Paul R. R. ; N. S. Birkland and T. A. Hag-
gerty,. all of Chicago; Stacy H. Van Valkenberg, of Dan-
ville; W. H. Bonner, of Clinton, Ind. The car left

on the C. & E. I. R. R. on Tuesday, Nov, 6, and the
first stop was made at Kinmundy, 111., where a bag of
seventy-eight quail was made. This is an ideal quail country,
and the birds are very abundant, though the cover is pretty
rough and the shooting none too easy. From Kinmundy
the car was dropped down to Tamm. 120 miles south,
where the party was met by Mr. David Saxton, formerly
of the British army, but now superintendent of the
3,600-acre farm of Mr. Tamm, of St. Louis. Mr. Saxton
entertained the party royally at this point, and the quail
shooting was found to be superb. On the next day, Thurs-
day, the car was dropped down a short distnacc below
Tarnm, to a point where there is any amount of quail,
squirrels, etc., to say nothing of a horseshoe lake where
later in the fall mallards are very abundant. The party
started in to shoot quail here, but were told by the local
guide. Mr. R. Y. Shook, that they could get some wild
turkeys if they cared to hunt for them. They agreed to do
this, and finally located the range of the birds in a
tract of virgin forest of about 3,000 acres in extent. They
not only learned that the turkeys were there, but put
them up on different occasions, at one time flushing a
flock of fifteen of these great birds. They also saw a
roost, but did not stop to take advantage of this discovery.
Such birds as thev got were knocked down on the wing
after being flushed. There were six birds knocked down,
but three of them were crippled and managed to get awav.
The party brought back three fine ones, and naturally felt

somewhat elated. Mr. T. A. Haggerty, who gives me
these facts, says that Alexander county is a grand shoot-

ing region. Their hunt was made only three miles from
the Mississippi River, and on the sand bars of that stream
it is no unusual thing to find large numbers of wild
geese. The party will make another trip in about three
weeks to the same country, I see no reason in the world
why I should not cheerfully promise to go along.

Jasper County Club,

Mr. C. S. Dennis opened the season on Nov. 10 on
the grounds of the Jasper County Club, near Wheatland,
Ind. He shot with Charlie Seidler, the club keeper, and
the two killed forty-two birds in two days. Mr. Dennis
reports abundance of birds on the preserve. Mr. W. L.
Wells and Mr. J. V. Clark will accompany Mr. Dennis
to the club next Tuesday.

Indian Summer in Tennessee.

Mr. Sam B. Dow is kind enough to write some interest-
ing notes regarding Forest and Stream topics in his
locality, dating his letter from Knoxville, Tenn. Beauti-
ful indeed must be his part of this big and beautiful
America in these Indian summer days. I wonder if all
good Tennesseans of to-day know the once fatal sig-
nificance of the term Indian summer? To-day it is the
chosen time of the sportsman's year, but once it was the
dread of every settler on the streams of Kentucky and
Tennessee. The dim haze allowed the Indians to make
their incursions secretly and with safety, and many a
family found its end in death and desolation at that
treacherous time, which now we hail as the pleasantest
season of the year. But Mr. Dow must speak of Ten-
nessee matters as they are to-day.
"We are now in the midst of our east Tennessee Indian

summer, he says, "and in my experience of traveling
from coast to coast and from Maine to the Gulf, I am yet
to experience such days as we have here during the
period known as Indian summer. Other sections may
have their Indian summer days, but we are always ready
to back ours at a 2 to i shot as against any other sectionm the United States. Who would not after having
spent such a day as this one, where one can go out for
an afternoon walk or drive, and be so entirely comfort-
able in a flood of golden sunshine that lights up a
thousand hills and valleys, and beyond them the great
Smokies on one side and the Cumberland Mountains on
the other? A look in any direction will show the green
second growth of buds creeping out among the count-
less millions of red, yellow and golden leaves that tell of
the approaching winter which makes itself felt to us
rarely ever before Christmas.

"I have lived here since 1864, with the exception of
about seven years spent in Texas, South Carolina and
Horida, three years of which was spent in camping on
the Florida east coast, and many were the days of fine
sport I enjoyed while there.

"I hunt more or less each year as business permits, and
trom all reports this is to be the banner season for
quail, there having been no beating rains or hard storms
during the past breeding season to destroy the little
chicks. If I could accept all the invitations received it
would require every day in November to meet them
One old friend says : 'You have been promising for years
to come out and shoot with me. I am not going to let
you off this year. I have fifty coveys of birds on my
tarm, and I want you to come out and let me prove it

'

Another said T will guarantee to show you twenty
coveys a day. What more does a man want? About all
the farm,s are posted, keeping out the pot-hunters and
darkies. I Ins, with our law prohibiting trespassing, saves
thousands of birds that would otherwise be destroyed
every year, so during the next four months beginning with

'

iNov. I i anticipate some excellent sport.
"Two years ago our gun club succeeded in having alaw passed by the Legislature making it a penalty to net

or trap birds or ship them out of the State, and now
since we have the Lacey law passed by the late Congress
to help us, we hope to make our game laws doublv
ettective, and I think every sportsman in the land shouldmake it his particular business to uphold the very letter
at that law, and thereby help its effectiveness.

l^our years ago, with the assistance of our gun club I
purchased one and a half dozen Mongolian pheasants and
had them put out on the foothills of the Smoky Moun-
tains on protected and posted land, and we had a Statelaw passed, effective for five years, making it a penalty

•.t7^^j ^° caught with one of those birds
either dead or alive, and at the May and September terms
of the court we have furnished the judge with copies
ot that law, with the result that he charges the Grand
Jury to examine all witnesses on same and order the
stierifts to post copies in public places. Now almost evervman, woman and child knows what it means to kill or
capture one ot these birds. A year or so ago a boy
caught one and brought it to town. A deputy sheriff sawhim trying to sell it, and warned him that such action
would either cost him $25 or a sentence to jail, and that
the bird must be returned to where it was caught and
liberated. Ihe deputy went with the boy and saw that it
was done. From all reports, it seems that these birds
have done remarkably well and are multiplying rapidly
and spreading over a considerable territory, many having
been seen m the big mountains twenty miles from where
first put out. A gentleman told me of having found a
nest of forty-one eggs and another of twenty-one eggs, all
of which hatched, he having afterward seen the young
chicks._ The chmate is favorable to their increase and
there is an abundance of food, and this is the nearest
railroad point. Even were the law out, I do not believe
they could be exterminated, but to try and establish them
on a larger scale we are going to petition the Legisla-
ture to extend the law for five years, with perhaps fifteen
to twenty days open season in November or December of
each year of this extension.

"After coming to this town in 1864, I took a boat andwent by rail to a point where the road crosses the French
±sroad River and floated about 100 miles to Knoxville
duck shootmg. I was urged by friends not to make the
trip, told that I would never get back alive, would be
swept by the tide over dams, run into fish traps setswamped in the rapids and have all" sorts of mi.shaps thatwould probably cost me my life, so my efforts to get a .

tnend to accomoany me were all in vain. I was laughed
at by some and termed a fool by others. However I

"

persuaded an old river man to accompany me, and for



years since then every nvei" about here is eovefed wiih

ducR sliuoiers wiitn uitre la ucie euoug): to float tntiai, aad

twcuiy to tinny uiacKies, teai aua nuaaido iwg-.ta(.r are

cousiuered an excellent two uays' shuoc, wnerea^ seveniy-

five to a nundreci wuU two to i.en geeae useu to make uy a

good day's hunt, 'i tie ducks seem now to go south earxy,

witn the result that we do not see very many.
"1 have snot duck., ana seen tntm laa ai uie middle of

the river and disappear, and a ciose watch on eitner bank

never showed where they went, so .1 conclude that the

theory of their holding to weeds or brush under water

accounts for this mystery.
"i.ast year 1 noticed m Forest and Stream where a

flight of milkweed bulterHies passed Mew York city on a

certain date going south. '1 wenty-three days ait^rward

thousands of them passed here, and i have otten won-
dered if it were not the same flight. 'Ihis year I have

seen very few.

"Thousands of martins nest here, coming into the city

to roost. The first hight of them start south on Aug. i8.

and on Aug. 27 to 29 the first flight of bull bats or night

hawks passes here, going south, while bluebirds, rob.ns

and other migrating birds stay longer. This is a great

country for rabbits and squirrels, and they are brought

into the market by the hundreds from November to the

spring. Every year seems to bring about the same crop,

"A few woodcock and jacksnipe stop here. The spr ng
flight usually gives two or three days' nice shooting.

The best shooting I had last spring was right after a

snow storm, when about 10 inches of the beautiful cov-

ered the ground. I found from two to six at the spring

holes, and with wading boots did not lose a crippled

bird.

"AD readers of Forest and Stream must have sad

hearts, for Mather, Robinson atid Ogden will never be

excelled by the many able contributors during this gen-

eration.

"If in your travels for business or plea'^ure you should

come through east Tennessee, plea=e remember that you
have many friends in the Queen City of the Mountains
who would be glad to welcome you and your friends and
make your stay pleasant, and be assured of a hearty

welcome by the old hunters."

Fdfm Preserves and Cit7 Shooters.

My friend at Mt. Carroll, III, adds his mite to that

testimony regarding Westtni game and game matters

which IS always so weicome at luis ornce. 1 don't know
that he has much chance to get up an a^sociatiun of sports-

men which will stick in his part 01 the country, but me
time will come wiitn ad th.s wul be mucn easier and
more natural. Most of the shooting clubs hnd their

membership in the larger cities, and tins may pe.haps he

the reason for part ot the feeling between tne tanucr and
the city shooter. 1 have aiways noticed that it was
dilficuit to create mucn sustained enihusiaaii for the

game laws in the smaller communities, wuich rece ve

their support from the agricultural element. Yet 1 tancy

that the tirst step wouid be one that would count,

even in such smaller towns. Two or three men m.g.it

gel together and preserve two or three farms. If any one
objected, it might be pointed out that if they put up a little

more money a few more farms could be add^d to the

preserve. In this way the matter would gradually become
understood, and in all l.kelihood would not meet with

very great opposition after the first year or so. It Will

seem that the writer (Mr. Stedman) has been acquainted

with grief before now in some of these matters. He
remarks

:

"Your idea of a body of sportsmen organizing a club

and paying taxes assessed to the farmer, or else puicaasing

shooting privileges, has the right ring to it, and should

meet w.ih neany favor by tho^e whu can afford such a

plan, and it ready would not be expensive either, as taxes

are not so high in this "neck o' the woods' that it requires

a walking bank to procure the collector's receipt. On
the other hand, as to the purchasing outright of shoot-

ing privileges.- I have never found the tarmers very

exorbitant when approached by the right man in the right

way. I find the average farmer a very level-headed, sound

business man. His calling does not allow h m to dress

his person in as fastidious a style as his citified brother,

but he is the equal of us all ju t the same. Treat him and
his as becomes a gentleman and he will be found to pos-

sess a warm spot for the intelligent sportsman, whi.e at

the same time he retains a dislike for the city 'smart Aleck'

who walks around his premises poking vulgar remarks at

the general appearance of matters and things in general.

"Last week the river overflowed some cornfields in the

lowlands, and what ducks came south immed ately sought

the ripe corn so conveniently hanging at their disposal.

A farmer told me of a couple of men with boat, guns and
dogs who penetrated the cornfield rowed the boat over

the corn stalks and broke them down so that in the neigh-

borhood of seventy-five bushels of corn was lost by their

thoughtlesness. He didn't complain about the shooting

of the ducks—in fact enjoyed the sport himself, and 1 ked

sportsmen as a rule—but hi-; corn, his dollars and cents

wasted with no compensation except curves and oaths

when he requested them to be more careful of his prop-

erty—-that made him feel 'sore,' as he said. His pasture

lands, timber sheds, barns, hay, straw, fences, stock,

everything he has to him represents dollars and cents. It

i.s his and he has paid for it. He wouldn't come to

your city home and tear the gate off the hinges, shoot at

your woodshed to see how his gun patterned, shoot at the

horse or cow w'th small shot just to see it jum.n. Yet he

tells me this is the class as a general thing that comes

uninvited and without permission, to show him how much
suoerior the 'city fellow;' are to the country 'cl^d h_o"p°r.'

That's his side of it. and nine ca=e': in ten he is justified in

his estimate of the class of shooters he meets on his

farm.
"But there is another cla'^s which he would be g''_ad to

meet and I feel asctned welcome with that hospitality

which the real sportsmen know so well how to appre-

ciate.

"There is am"1e eroimd in th?'S rni-"n*-v to cprrv f^ut the

scheme advocated bv vnu. pnd T wonM wplf^^me t^e rnan

or men w^n would ta'-e fh^ im't-'ntivp in that d't^ction.

I would dn sn mv^elf. onlv T bave tri'-d s'^^ a^yr) to

orPTn<7p Hubs for enme pr^tect"nn nnd ot'-prwi-e 'n th's

neisrhborhnod and met with =0 manv fn'l'"-ps. Ih-^t the

project would seem doomed at the start with myself as a

working head. They were all eagei to join the dtrb arid

willing to nave illegal shooting and semmg stopped, but

woUiU not subscribe their names lor tear some feliow

woUid not buy a pound of meat, sack of Hour, bar of

soap or some other trade article at their stores. They
thought ten or twelve game law violators could boycott

their business interests. 1 still retain the gilded titiC of

temporary president of several game protective cmbs that

failed to materialize, simpiy because of man s selfishness

and greed or human nature.

"'there are good chicken, duck aild" Stripe groiands, some
woodcock and squirrels and coon timber for one whg
loves the delights of Southern sports, and most excellent

quail cover here. All it needs is protection and a club

working under the idea lined out by you wouid have as

grand tall shoot ng as is afforded at any point in the

State ; and the fishing cannot be beat when seiners are

placed out of existence. 1 make no mention of spring

shooting, as I am opposed to it, but it would also be good
for those who cannot see beyond their noses."

Smartweed.

Mr. E. P. Alexander, of Georgetown, S. C, writes as

follows regarding smartweed a^ a duck food

:

"1 note m Fokkst and Stream with great interest that

mallard are fond of smartw^eed. Is it the seed or the leaf?

Also, is the plant sviitable to cultivate in art ficiai duck
ponds or preserves? Will it grow in water, and is seed of

it easily getable? Another also, could snails be induced to

come to one's duck preserve for the benefit of the maLard?
Any hints you can give in your weekly letters as to prac-

ticable ways of improving the duck feed in preserves I am
sure w^ould greatly interest many readers bes des myself."

I think Mr. Alexander would do very well to write to

Mr. W. A. Wheatley, of the Wauponaca Duck Club, of
Memphis, Tenn., or perhaps Mr. Wheatley may see this

and reply publicly to Mr. Alexander as I hope he will.

Mr. Wheatley is about as well posted on duck feed as any-
body I know.
Smartweed is a comnion plant in the West, and I think

also in the South. It is a stout, stiffiish, tree-like plant

with reddish or deep pink colored stem and limbs. I

have seen it standing in the water in sloughs out in

Iowa, but there we used to find it thickest in low places

wdiere the water had receded and left a dried-up bayou bed
with mud bottom, It was once common in the gardens
of central Iowa, and may be yet. though of late years I

have not heard of it being so abundant, it being a great

nuisance as a weed, and hence severely handled by farmers

and gardeners. I do not know where the seeds could be

obtained. It is on the '^eeds that the mallards feed, the

seeds being abundant, dark colored and hardish, like shot

when dry.

Perhans snails could be planted, but as to that it would
seem to be chiefly a question of hav'ng ju=t the sort of a

soil and water that the =nails would naturahv orefer. The
Floricon marsh, of Wisconsin, is alive with them, and
that i<: a very deeo, soft, muddy marsh with shallow edges

running out into meadows. I hone somebody will en-

lighten Mr. Alexander further on these points.

Accidents Among Deer Hoaters.

A Chicago daily newspaper last year tried to keep track

of all the acc-deuts among deer hunters m our Western

woods and at the end ot the season claimed to have

learned of over 100 different cases of accidental shooting.

Ihis fall there have been but two men killed m Wiscon-
sin so far as known. The season is still young.

1 was speaking of some of these things the other day

at Van Uxem's gun store in this city, and Van pooh-

poohed at me, and said he had never heard of such a

thing as a man getting shot while hunt.ng deer. He
seemed to think that sort of thing was merely imagined

by the newspapers. We got to talking later over the

force of the modern nitro rifles, and some one commented
upon the fact that a man might be shot by one of th.>se

guns and never knowh where the bullet came from. There

was a young man standing near the counter all this time

listening to what was said, but making no comment of his

own. When the far-away quality of the .30 cal hers was
mentioned, he quietly pulled up his sleeve and showed a

wrist and forearm that had a deep, livid scar, sunken far

into the flesh, where the arm had been split open almost to

the elbow. A bullet had struck right at the pomt where

the hand joins the wrist and had gone straight back,

luckily not smashing any of the bones.

"That's what one of them did for me," he reinarked,

simply. "I never knew where it came from, bitt it came
very near gett'ng me."

This was what might be called a lucky accident, for

had the shot come from a little greater ang'e it must have

gone through the body instead of striking the arm. I

learned from the young man that his misfortune occurred

four years ago. 'while he was out hunting deer near

FifieM, Wis. He was alone at the time but soon met an

Indian, who took care of him. The Indian simply got a

lot of swamp mud. and tied it on the arm under sheets of

bark. It was kept thus for four or five davs without

touching. The young man's name is R. Emblade, and

he lives on Fletcher avenue, this city. He says that the

wound never nained him to amount to anything though

the force of tbe blow turned htm clean around when he

was struck. He never heprd anv '=hnt. and never saw any

one who might have fired it. It was simo'y one of the

m.v'^teriou'; accidents of modern deer hunting and fur-

nished nroof enourrti to persflade Van that maybe the

newspapers were right.

In November?

.An esteemed contem.p'^rary in th-'s city makes editorial

mention of a curi^uq fact in natural hi<=torv: "Q^ads

have been riermitt^d to midtin'v tmtil th^ir ch'^erv notes

mav now be he^^d all alone the ngth the quail tranter

u<^fd to beat." M" con. it is onK' in summer time

that you ^^ear t'lp ch^p-^v riote nf P5ob White all alonsr t''^e

path. Thev d^n't whittle much now unless th^v ffet

srofi-ered, and then it is not a cheery note, but an anxious

note. E. HpiTGH.

Hartford "BurtBTNG. Ctiicago. 111.

TTie FouEST Awn Strbam is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspnndpnee intended for piihtication shmitd reach us at the

latest by Monday and u much earlier aa practicable.

Maine Game Repofts.
Boston, Nov, 17.—The Mctrantic t^ish and Game Club

has just closed one of the ihodl successiui seasons siucc its

oi-ganization, botn m regard to tne entertainment ot mem-
bers and guests and aa to nnailc.ai results. The man-
agement has airbaay put mtii at work making furtne-r

improvement of camps and boats and arrangements tor

the greater comfort ot memoers and guests. The superm-
tenuent and caretakers are now at wurk stripping trout at

Big Tsiand, and already about 40,000 trout eggs nave be^n
secured for the haccheries. A commi.tee nas b^en ap-

poimed to look into the matter of arrang.ng one or more
nursing ponds, into which the fry may be pat and brought
up fo one year old, instead of turning them loose at once,

only to be destroyed by Other fish.

' Mr. D. C. P.erce and wife and H. W. Sanborn and
wife are off on a hunting trip to Mr. "Pierce's camp at

Chain of Ponds, Meganac preserve. Mr. Jeremiah Rich-
ards, another of the Megantic members, and family had
fine sport at Chain of Ponds in October. They secured

two bears and three fine deer heads. Mr. W. S. Richards,

a Megantic member, has returned from Newfoundland,
where ne secured seven caribou heads. One of them is

exceptionally large and fine, wdth widespread and sym-
metrical antlers. W. G, Carey and a fr end, from Schenec-

tady N. Y., have gone into the Maine north w..ods, by

way of Staceyville, Aroostook courity, for a hunting trip,

C. A. Barney, S. F. Johnson, Horace S. Dame and L.

Dana Chapman, secretary and treasurer of the Mtgantic
Club, started on Friday for a ten days' hunting trip to

Jo Marie Lake, Aroostook county.

M. D. Cressey, Willis Kimball. C. O. Lailer and R.
Tomfliorde have recently returned from a very success-

ful hunting trip to Spencer Pond. Their camp was about
twenty-five miles from Moosehead Lake, at the foot of

Spencer Mountain. They were in camp almost three

weeks, and secured their full quota of deer, including

several good bucks. They found the weather very dry,

wdrich rendered the hunting exceedingly difficult. The
deer could easily be started but the dry leaves gave
warning of the hunter's approach, and the deer were on
the alert. One morning it rained, and that day they were
more successful than any other, the leaves making no
noise. Mr. Lailer says that he learned from the guides

that at one time la.st winter there were 7 feet of snow
in that ne'ghborhood followed by a cruel crust that

would not support the deer. A great many died of

starvation, being tmable to move aliout for food. The
guides told him that they had found scores of bnnes, in-

dicating where the deer had died. S ill, Mr. Lailer also

learned that the demand is universal, cnecially from
the lumber land owners, that the September license law
be repealed.

Many hunters that I have interviewed are very hopeful
that th's obnoxious license system is doomed. They say
that generally the best citizens of Maine believe that the

law is a great mistake 5 that it has worked decidedly
against the deer the past season. Licensed hungers have
greatly abused the law. and game wardens are not able

to detect the illegal shooting. It is currently under-
stood, in several sections of that State, that a hun er and
his guide, each hav ng a Sentember license, can continue
to kill all the deer they can find; either one license or the

other can be made to cover the deer they happen to be
caitght with. Several prominent citizens of Maine—men
interested in hunting and in the welfare of the State—
have lately been interviewed by Maine newspapers of
prominence, and in every case published the men are
pronouncedly aga'nst the September license system. The
directors of the Megantic Club have unanimou ly voted
to request the Alaine Fish and Game Commissioners to

stop all September deer hunting on the lands of their

preserve. They will also request the Canadian Govern-
ment to do the same thing. They are satisfied, after the

most careful consideration that deer cannot stand up un-
der September hunting; that they are coming to the water
and into the clearings everv day. where 't is too ea.sy to

des'roy them. Later they take to the ridges, and become
much more wary.
The Flarry B. Moore hunting oarly has just got out of

the woods from a very succe«'^fu1 deer hunting trip. In
the party were Messrs. R, H. W. Dwight Leroy S.

Brown George C. Moore. Harry B. Moore, John A.
Faulkner and Luther Faulkner, son. They had out-
rageous weather the most of the time, but there came
about 2 inches of snow at last, that answ^ered for tracking-,

although frozen and a good deal "craunchy" over the
leaves. But they secured ten deer in all, each man shoot-

ing one or more. Two beautiful bucks were among the
number, one that dressed 215 pounds, brought home by
George C. Moore.
The returns from deer hunting in Ma'ne are rather

better. Tracking snows have been enioyed by the hunters
in some sections, and th''; has brough'^ more sati-factory

restdts. Returns from Bangor say th;it the record of

big game passing through that citv for the week was 2iQ

deer and four moose. This is behind the same week a

year ago. For the month of November, so far, the

record has been .^70 deer and sixteen moose, both records

a. good deal behind a year ago. For the -reason to da e

I 921 deer have been recorded and ninety-five moose. T'^e

moose season closes Dec. T, and unless the hunter'; shoidd

be umtsually forttmate in the remaining dav^ of Novem-
ber, the record \vV] show a great falling off. The deer

season is open till Dec. t.=;, however and there is a chanc-e

that the record may be imnrovpd. The onen season on
deer in Vermont has ju<;t closed, and a renort says that

117 deer have been taken in that State, an in'-rease of

twenty-seven over last vear. In New Hamp'^hire some
deer are being taken although not as manv a'^ .a vear asro.

In that part of t'le State bordermg on Mame there is coni-

nlaint of Sentember shooting the re="lt of h'f-ens'ng ^ho"t-

ins in tha*- State. It is a'=o darV'v h-'n»-'-d that bound^ are

still allowed to run deer in ^^he Magallowav '•ec'i'^n. D°pr
are seen A^erv frenuenfv near the settlement's in ""V^ame

and Nfur "Rampcti-re alm'^=t a"= of^en a= nn<^ c^tild ^ee

\]-\pi~n in tbp fore=t=. T^^" -^ther dav a b"'"k cwm t^e rivT

at Skowhegan, at the Eddv.,^aboiti- b^i-f a mil" b°''o"'^ ^he

vil'fjg-p. A dflv or t-<vo a-f<-pr three rl^er ?pen in a

field ah'^ut a m'le belmv fhf sum" v^^^vo. In the towns

ah^ng the y\ndr^=^'''^p'p'm thev ar" frequently seen m the

fields. In Cumberland county, where they are still pro-

I
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tecrcd by law at all seasons, ihey are reported to be quite

plenty. On the borders of Sebago Lake they are very
ircqucndy sten. Uvcr ihe ±<ranKi.n & Megan cic Railroad
ttw a^cr nave been shipped tlic past weeK. m spue of

the fact that there has been one good tracking .-,now.

Mr. C. F. Jones, of Newton Highlands, secured a buck m
the Dead R-ver region lasi. week, and Air. H. B. Jones, of

the same place, a buck weighing about 200 pounds.
Boston smelt fishermen continue to practice and enjoy

the sport. Mr. Frank A. Rein is a lover of smelt fi:;hing.

He took a week ago fourteen dozen at one trip, and
the week before twelve dozen. Fie takes a gocd string

about every trip he makes. Oft Quincy and around the

bays and inlets m that section arc favorite smelting

grounds. A good many Boston smelt fishermen go down
after business hours Saturday and come back Monday
morning with some good baskets of smelts. The curious

feature is that these fish are all caught Monday (?) morn-
ing. There is a law against fishing Sunday. A liitle

spurt was made about enforcing it a year ago, but it has

scarcely been heard of since. Perhaps Sunday shooting

in some sections might get a man into trouble, but Sunday
smelt fishing goes right along undi.'^turbed.

Special,

New York League Meeting.
New York, Nov. i.—^The annual meeting of the New

York Fish, Game and Forest League will be held at the

Yates Ho. el, Syracuse, N. Y., at 10:30 A. M., on Dec. 6,

1900, and a full attendance is hoped for.

The objects of this Association are to create and foster

a more general public sentiment in favor of fish, game
and forest protection, to procure the enactment of laws

for the protection of fish and game, and for the preserva-

tion of our forests, and to promote the observance of

such laws.

In order to carry out these objects, we must earnestly

ask the co-operation of all fish and game clubs and asso-

ciations within this Sta^e who are not already enrolled in

the League, and urge upon them the great desirability of

joining forces wnth us in order to secure yet more united

effort in attaining these objects.

The initiation fee of $5, including as it does the dues

for the year commencing on the first Thursday after the

first Monday in December, when our annual meeting

takes place, gives to each club the privilege of sending

two delegates to the annual meeting.

The game laws of our State are at present in much
better sltape than they were a few years ago.

The constant tinkering by the Legislature with the game
laws is, however, a serious menace to fii-h, game and

fore.=t protection. Bills are constantly being introduced

which, aiming to grant exceotional privileges to certain

localities, create a general feeling of distrust, and seriously

interfere with the enforcement of good measures.

The careful weighing of the merits, or faults, of pro-

po'-ed game legi--lation,'by the persons most interested, the

•indorsement oi what is deemed desirable, and the oppo.si-

tion to what i« deemed objectionabfe is the main business

'that comes before our meetings, and after the election of

officers for the ensuing year, and the adjournment of

the said meeting, our Legislat-ve and Law Committee

keeps careful watch during the entire session of our State

Legislature of all proposed lesri'^btion affecting the game
laws. In order t'-'at they may be fully discussed at the an-

nual meeting, all proposed amendments to the present

game laws shouM if possible, be forwarded to the chair-

man of the Legi'--lative and Law Committee. Mr, WaHer
S. Ma'-p-reg'-ir No, --ii Wall s'reet, New York city, prior

to the first dav of Decpnib^r. IQOO.

y^rlT^^icatir'f^s frr iripmi-iersluo shonid be made to the

secretary who will g'adly give any further information

which irs&y Ite desirpi'l

UmtKVT B, Lawrence, President.

Ernest G, Gdt'Lft, ?pcretarv.

Seneca Falls.

Mr. Martindale's Moose.
"I WAS just a thousand miles northeast of Philadelphia,

in the wilds of northern New Brunswick when, after a

wait of three days and three nights, I killed the 'Big

Moore of the Little Tobique,' said fhomas Martindale.

"We were out all \\ ednesday night, Thursday and

Thursday night. My guides had shown me some enor-

toous footprints on the shore of the lake. I said they

were caribou tracks, that no moose ever had such a big

foo., and that the stories of 'The Big Moose of the Little

Tobique' were mere hunters' tales, without any founda-

tion. Friday we were out all day and evening, again on
the banks o'f Muddy Lake. Out on a little cedar point

we wa ted for hours and hours, with the thermometer
down to the freezin.g point.

"A good- sized bull moose and a cow came down to

feed. I could have killed .he bull, but I was waiting for

larger game. As the night fell Love, the guide, went up
around the head of the lake and repeated his 'call,' imita-

ting the cow moose perfectly with his birch-bark horn.

Night had fallen and the darkness aws almost inky, when
1 saw a monster form come doAvn the trail near where I

lay. Then it got so dark that I couldn't see mj' hand
before my face, I heard something flounder into the
water, and I was sure that a big moose was in the shal-

lows feeding. We half crept, half walked back to camp,
reached there at ii P. IM., and at 3 A. M. were back at

the lake watching and waiting. Just as daylight broke,
when I was lying on my sleeping bag and rugs, nearly
fro/en, my long-awai'ed opportunity came,
"A monster moose, such as I had never seen before,

came up out of the lake and stood on the bank, parti}'-

outlined a.gainst the sky. I gave him one shot with my
Mannlicher. It went throuerh h"s heart and he rolled
down the bank into the water dead. Then my guide and
I executed a kind of war dance in celebration of onr
victorv. and we went back to camn. Ear'y Saturday
morning we took our other guides to the lake, dragged
the b'sr fellow out of the water and cut him up. He
we'-<^hed 1.200 pnmds: his antlers were 55 inches across
and his h.-^ofs itj^ inehe,"? in length from the tip of the

toe t-o 'Hp h^H.

"TJie big h\U>vf litifj ev{<l^ntly been shot at m^ny tipies,

He had a bullet hole through his antlers, several bullets

and buckshot m his body and many scars on his feet.

Since coming home 1 have received two letters, one from
a New York broker and another from a Lonaoner, who
say they are quite certain that I succeeded in killing a

moose that they had shot at several times. I sent the

hide to Fredericton, N. B., to be made into moosehide
boots, and the head to a taxidermist in Boston. When
mounted it will be sent to Philadelphia. The feet are at

the Academy of Natural Sciences in this city."—Phila-

delphia Press.

A West Virginia Association.

MoKGANTOWN, W. Va., Nov. 16.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Up to this tmie there has been no organized
move toward the preservation of fish and game in our
locality. The local sportsmen are now tak ng steps to

form a fish and game protective association. A call will

be issued in a few days for a meeting, which will form a

permanent organization. It is the intention to get from
twenty-five to fifty people in the organ zation which will

include people of the surrounding country as well as of

the town. They will do all they can to prpevent hunting
out of season, and in an illegal manner in season. Re-
wards will be offered for the arrest and conviction of
olTenders, and every effort used to make it hot for those
who have no more sense and sportsmanship than to vio-

late the laws which are founded on common sense and are
for the protection and preservation of our game. A score

have already signified their intention of joining the society

and the rest will soon be canvassed.
The mistake is sometimes made in forming associa-

tions of this kind, of confining the membership to citizens

of the town or city in which it is formed. One good live

member living away out in the country is of more prac-
tical value to the association than a haIf-do;^en who live

in the city or town. Make the farmers feel that it is their

interests that are being protected, and not that of merely
saving the game for the town people to go out and shoot,

and not that it' is only done in the interests of the town
people, as manj' farmers are led to think.

A few days ago while out for a short walk I flushed a

covey of at least a dozen quail within five minutes' wa'k
of the court house. Very few bird dogs are kep*- here,

and the birds have a good chance to live. Hounds are

the favorite dogs in these parts. Many of the peonle

through the country and in town own hounds, and fox
chasing comes to the front as a sport, not for the Fake of
killing, for many of the hun's are at n-'ght but just to

hear the dogs. In chasing foxes in the day time anv red

one wh'ch may be started is shot at the fir«t opportunit3^

but a gray one is left to pass by unharmed.
Emerson Carney.

A Parisian's Plight.

The Lake of Cazeaux in France is surrounded by
marshes, where snipe, ducks and water fowl are always
to be found. There high rubber boots are a necessity for

in these marshes there are some places where the inex-

perienced sportsman may get a very unpleasant mud
bath. Let him beware of spots where green grass seems
to invite him to place his feet. They are very decei.ful,

for that grass is only a crust of earth 6 inches thick, under
which is black mud. If unfortunately you sink in such
a place do not move, yell for help keep still, for the

more efforts you make to get out of it the deeper you will

sink. The guide vised to such accident- will he p you otit.

Speaking of this reminds me of a very funny event. Four
of us were at Cazeaux snipe shooting ; one of our friends
had invited a young Paris'an sportsman, who was a regtt-

lar dude, to join us. The first morning we went out he
was dressed in a beautiful white flannel suit, better for

tennis playing than for snipe shooting. His friend told

him he had bet er put on an old shooting suit, and advised
him to take a gu'de. He laughed, saying that he knew a'l

aboitt shooting dresses, marshes, meadows and snipe
shooting. We started and instead of keeping company
with us he went hy himself. At first we did not pay
attention to it but after a while, not seeing him and not
hearing any gun report, we began to feel uneasy about
him, knowing that some places were if not exactly dan-
gerous;, bad enough for an inexnerienced man. So we
hunted for h'm, and finally fotmd him in a mud hole, try-

ing to extricate himself but unab'e to do so, and too
proud to call for help. We came just in time, for he was
quite exhausted. Our men took him out of his bad situa-

tion. But what a sight! Black from foot to head, he
looked as if he had been cleaning stovepipes.—London
Field.

Ducks Under Water.

In Camp on Union Lake, Minn.. Nov. g.—Editor
Forest and Stream: Ly'ng in my tent the other day I

read in a recent issue of your paper in your Chicago
correspondence an account of a sawbill duck being held
under water for an hour by a dog, and then com ng out all

right. Next day while I wa^ out hunting a sawb'U with
broken wing fell in shallow water, and I re rieved it

alive. With the duck in hand I resolved to .see how long
it could hold out under water, and thrust 't under and he'd-

it there. At the end of four minutes, before which it lay

very contented with its head thrust under a b't of
moss, it made a desperate effort to get its head above
water, and, I not being prepared for its sudden effort, suc-
ceeded. I then let it get fully recovered and thrust it

under again. At the end of four minutes, as before, it

again made efforts to get its head out. but I heM it

under, and ^n one minute more it was dead. After be-

ginning to show distress it died as quicklv as it would
had its head been severed with a hatchet. I can 'et mo'^t

any kind of duck nass unchallenged but these "fish hogs"
always get a call from me.

If any sportsman lo'^ps a duck bv divmg which stav?

under water more than five minutes, t^e can re'"t assured it

is winking at him from some «afe hid'nsr. Neither will

they drown themselves by hanging on to 'he rnncs.

E. P. Jaques.

The FonEST AND -Stream is put to press each week on Tue.iday.

Correspondence intended for puhlicatinn should reach 9t tftf

latest by Msndajr snil 4a mupt) wUit |)rftct>e»ble.

Long Lland Shooting.

Wednesday of last week, the 14th inst., closed the

Long island deer season. The number of hunters out

was not great, and comparatively tew deer were killed.

One of tnese, however, was captured by CapL Geo.
Green, of Sayville, a veteran of seventy-eight years, who
on this occasion killed his firsc deer. Ihree or four other

deer were killed near Sayville, and it is said that Mr.
Chas. Cheshire, of Riverhcad, killed a good buck near
Ronkonkoma. Two or three of the deer killed were
does.

The cold weather of last week, though it lasted for

only a few days, brought with it great numbers of ducks,
so that it is said that Jiis is one of the greatest flights of
fowl known here in the last fifty years. The ducks which
came are of the usual sort.s—coots, broadbills, some ruddy
ducks redheads and black ducks. These birds have given
excellent sport to the battery shooters in the western part

of the bay, but in East Bay the shooting is all from
all points, batterj' shooting being illegal there. There are
places where the blinds are so thickly placed along the

shore as to be not much more than a gun shot apart.

The news of the gre.at number of birds here spread
rap'dly and brought together a great number of

.shooters. There has not lately been any real good duck-
ing weather, but 'f this should come as it is likely to, great
bags will undoub ediy be made. Even as it is there has
been shooting good enough to satisfy most people, three

gunners having killed loo broadbills in one day about
two weeks ago. Rereads are renorted to be more
numerous than U'^ual. and have ca'led out the market-
shooters in numbers, since these birds spH at $1 50 a nair.

The abundance of ducks here has called to the water's

eds"e almost all 'he gunners, so thpt qnnii and other nn-

land birds have been neglected. The fowl mnv rnmnin
here until freezing wpat'-'er comes, which w'll close the

watpr- of Grpflt South Bay and force the ducks further

southward. We do not hp,ir a" v^t of a^v con<-''^"rab'e

mtm.ber of geesp being seen in the bay, a fact which may
be ^'-counted for by the continued m.'M and pleasant

wpaf'->pr. - Long Islander.
Sayville, L. I , Nov. 16.

Vermont Lcag'tic.

At the annual meeting at Montpelier la^t week the

election of officers resulted in the follow'ng choice:

President. J. W. Titcomb, of St. Johnsbury; Vice-Presi-
dents, W. R. Peake. Bristol; N. W. Fi-k, Isle La Motte;
E. A. StTiith, St. Albans ; T. N. Vail. Lyndon ; Dr. W. S.

Webb, Shelburne ; Hon. Red'^eid Proctor Proctor;
Gen, J, J. Estey, Brattleboro; Secretary. E. T. Brad-
ley, Swanton ; Treasurer, C. F. Lowe, Mon':pelier.

Execut've Committee—T. M. Chapman, Middlebury;
E. W. Bartlett. East Dorset; T. R. Stites St.

Johnsbury; F. H, Wells, Burlington; P. N. Da'e,

Island Pond; H, J. Rtiblee, Montgomery; George^ W.
Squire, South Hei-o ; H. G. Thomas, Stowe ; H. W.
Bailey, Newbury; C, N. Brady, NewDort; Ira R. AHen,
Fair Haven; L. Bart Cross, Montpelier; F. W. Chiids,

Brattleboro; J. E. Pol'ard, Chester. Member^hp Com-
mittee—M. C. Berry, Burhngton ; George C. Fisher^ Lyii-

donville; L, S, N-^rton Bennington.
More than sixty new members were elected.

A banquet followed he bu'-'iness meeting. It was past

midn'ght when the gathering broke un. Every one present
expressed the utmopt satisfaction and the meeting is con-
sidered one of the best the League has ever had. An
interesting and valuable feature was the exhibif'on of

s ereopticon views showing methods of fishculture, with
explanations by President Titcomb.

M issachussetts Prospects.

Danvers, Mass., Nov. 17.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Shooting has been very good for this part of the State.

More quail than last year. Partridges fairly plentiful. A
good flight of woodcock about Nov. i. Foxes are scarce,

so mivch so that the fox hunters are discouraged. Coast
shorting has been good on the coast. Haven't seen a wi d
goose this fall. J. W. B.

Florida Quail.

Tallahassee, Fla.. Oct. 2,3.-—Open season for quail in

this State begins on Nov. i and lasts until March 15. The
crop of birds is good. Numbers of Northern shooters
are obtaining quarters for parts of the season.

R. C L.

A Bear Fam ly.

Cumberland B. C. Canada, Nov. 7.

—

Editor Forest
and S'ream: Mr. Frank Jaynes of this place, is the suc-
cessful hunter this week. On Saturday, Nov. 3. he
killed four black bears, an old male and female and two
cubs. A. B.

William Smith, of Merrick, L. I., went hunt'ng in com-
pany with Ernest Miller. While ihe young men were
walking across a field Smith .stepped on the handle of a
scythe which was concealed from view by underbrush.
The long blade flew up with force, indicting a terr b'e

wound in Smith's right leg, above the knee. The blade
penetrated the flesh to the bone, nearly severing tlie leg
from the body.

I DON'T SHOOT I

I
Until you see your game, and t

1 see that it is game and |
1 not a man. 1
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Proprietors of fishin|r resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Fohest and Stream.

The Rangeley Lakes of Maine.
BY J. PAKKER WHITNEY.

The season has been a favorable one for fishing and
.shooting. From my experience, extending -over many
years, I should say that the trout are about as plentiful as

ever. Of late years the landlocked salmon (Salnio con-

iinis) have become fairly plentiful, particularly in the

Rangeley Lake proper, where first introduced, some
fifteen years ago, and also in the largest lake, the Moose-
luckmaguntic, though less so as yet, and still less in the

Richardson lakes. In the latter a member of my family
caught one weighing yYz pounds this season. The salt-

water smelt introduced a few years ago has increased
extensively and extended rapidly to all the lakes of the

range. This fish seems to readily habituate itself to most
all fresh-water lakes, and has increased to a very large

extent in the Rangeley waters, although confined to a

small size of 3 or 4 inches in length. Although large

numbers are observed dead floating upon the sui'face of

the water in the spring time, the increase seems hardly
to be affected. This fish is apparently an admirable food
for the salmon and trout, and in the spring would
seem to be the principal food, as their stomachs seem to

be crowded with them, and I have repeatedly observed
from fifty to seventy in a single trout of large size.

I consider without question the smelt to be the most
valuable fish for food stocking of fresh-water ponds and
lakes.

The landlocked salmon varies in size largely in the
fresh-water lakes where placed. In the Sebago Lake
they reach a weight in some instances exceeding 20
pounds, and in the Rangeleys they arc often caught up
to 12 pounds, while in the Schoodic lakes, where they
have been long domesticated, and where I have caught
many hundreds, they seldom exceed 5 pounds. In Cali-

fornia, near Point Reys, in Crystal Lake, controlled by
the Country Club, and where I aided some years ago in

introducing the landlocked salmon, they gained most
incredibly in weight in less tlian four years, from a few
ounces up to 5 and SV2 pounds. In this lake the feed

was almost entirely insectivorous, and largely—and in

fact I might say almost wholly—on the larva of the
caddis fly, which abounded most plentifully, and which
seemed to be the whole contents of all the stomachs I

examined at various times. I regret to say, however,
that the flavor of these salmon is distinct!}^ off from
any I have ever eaten, arising, I believe, from the almost
exclusive diet. These salmon, however, will rise well

to the fly, and are vigorously game like. Crystal Lake is

infested also with a red salamander lizard, known as
water devil, quite common in California waters, and
one of the toughest and most tenacious reptiles of the
batrachian family, although quite harmless. These
lizards are 3 or 4 inches in length, and swim rapidly
about with the aid of their tails, Their sldn and structure
is so tough that it requires a very sharp knife to separate
them, and they have a A^ery tenacious life. I found one
day on the shore of a lake a salmon between 4 and 5
pounds weight, freshly dead, and upon examining it

found one of these lizards firmly fixed with a deathly
grasp in the throat of the salmon, likewise dead. The
result was plain enough that the salmon had seized the
lizard and the latter had secured his deadly hold in the
salmon's throat, from which I had a good deal of diffi-

culty in parting it. I was told by one of the cattle herders
that he had seen other instances, and in his opinion the
salmon fed upon the water devils and the latter in

the lake had inuch diminished since the salmon had been
put in. The odor of the water devils when cut up is very
disagreeable, and it may be that this accounts for the in-
ferior flavor of the fish.

While trout are fonder of insectivorous food in prefer-
ence to any other, and it is a well-known fact that while
growing will gain doubl}^ in weight on this food over a

fish diet, it is observable that a deterioration in flavor

occurs from this exclusive food. I have taken trout in

ponds at high altitudes in the Rocky Mountains, above
timber growth, where such waters were hardly free from
ice in July, where the trout food was exclusively in-

sectivorous, and decidedly lacking in flavor.

Returning to the Rangeley waters, there is an existing
feature which is ordinarily overlooked, and which is one
in reality of great importance and constitutes the base
of the superior fishing which exists there. I refer to the
infusorial element which is so universal and profuse.
This is the primary constituent essential to young fish

life. The young trout or salmon, when relieved of the

umbilical sac, is of minute proportion, and is unable to
live upon the surface ephemera or food of after life, and
subsists wholly upon the infusoria, as do all the small
fry generally designated as minnows, of which there are
a dozen varieties in the Rangeley waters. It is also the
principal food of the fresh-water smelts. The profusion
of small fish in the lakes supplying the principal food of

the trout and salmon accounts for their number and
superiority, without which they would be lacking, so
that in reality the primitive cause is the infusorial ele-

ment. This element abounds in all ponds, lakes, rivers,

and even ditches where decaying vegetable and animal
matter exists, and in countless profusion. It is found
in thermal springs, and rivulets flowing from - snow
banks and glaciers, and in salt as well as fresh water.
No form of life can be more universal and extensive,
while of so minute a character in the sea, and in many
fresh waters, as to require the strongest magnifying
power to clearly observe. Even distilled water, upon
exposure to the air, will exhibit the life. Freezing docs
not destroy it, nor will a deprivation of its watery ele-

ment. It may be dried in the sun for many days, but its

germ form when drifted with the dust to reviving waters
will again take on active life. Ehrenberg, a celebrated
German authority upon the subject, estimates the re-

production capacity of a single one to exceed 200,000,-

000 in the space of a month. The variety of the in-

iusoria i§ ej^tensive, more tjian a hundred being classified,

The remarkable feature of this element in the Rangeley
Lakes, which by no means is limited to these waters, is

the comparatively large size of the infusoria, which is

undoubtedly gained by the large quantities of vegetable

stain from the adjoining forests. The water is by no
means clear, but of an opaque character, occasioned by
the excess drainage from the woods. On a favorable

day, with the sun's rays aslant, the protozoa element is

clearly discernible to the naked eye. The most favorable

occasion for observing it without magnifying power

—

for I have never applied the latter—is in the winter at the

surface of a hole cut through the ice. Here after a day
or two the larger infusoria will collect, doubtless at-

tracted by the light, when those of a large size will be
observed. My attention was drawn to this many years

ago when I was in the annual habit of visiting the lakes

for fishing through the ice with live bait. It was a habit

1 had much pleasure in, of watching and teasing the trout

in the water below the ice. This I accommodated myself
to by selecting a good locality for trout, where the water
was not OA'er 8 or 9 feet in depth, with a sandy bot-

tom. Lying upon some blankets, with a single one over
my head, and a bookless line with a sn>all chub tied at

the end and a sufficient sinker, I would bob for the trout,

which after a while would come swimming along, and
noticing the bait would, first indifferently, but after more
vigorously, engage with it. By drawing away the bait

at the critical moment, after considerable teasing the trout

would follow up the bait, it being withdrawn, and having
a fair-sized hole of something less than a foot square, and
2 feet or more of ice, I would shortly get the troiit up
near the bottom ice, and finally, at a last excited dash,

rapidly withdraw the bait, with my hand at my side.

The trout, following to the surface in its excitement,

would for a moment be too confused to dive below,
giving me in that moment the opportunity to rapidly

put my hands below and cast him out upon the ice, un-
harmed, but much alarmed. This may appear difficult

to do, but is really quite simple, and I have taken four

or five trout in a forenoon from a single hole in this

manner.
But I am digressing, though it was during these side

plays that I observed the Poligastrica and Rotatoria, two
prominent species of the infusoria, white, pulpy sub-
stances, some of which were of pinhead size. The clear

sandy bottom, and the thin blanket head cover, which
by no means excluded the light, gave abundant oppor-
tunity to observe that the white specks at first mistaken
for pollen or other foreign intrusion had a motion
equal to several inches in a short time, and cottld be
observed in the still water moving in various directions,

some apparently with a revolving motion, and others

without visible action. Many have advanced the spon-
taneity or protoplasm theory concerning the protozoa,

which is a subject of much discussion, and lately a prom-
inent Germant savant has advanced the theory that this

element is the primitive origin of all life—all vegetable

and animal—which now exists upon the earth. A some-
what startling theory, but that life must necessarily

have started upon this once molten mass in a very prim-
itive form is clearly evident, but how may or may not

be soWed.
Eels abotmd in the lake, but not very plentifully, and

I have never known them to be caught with bait—large,

iustj', white and yellow bellied ones. I have, however,
seen a few weighing froin 10 to 12 pounds, which were
caught fast in the narrow spaces between the logs of

the apron below the Upper Dam during their night

passage from the lake above. The golden chubs are

often caught up to 2 pounds in weight. Suckers of equal

size, and quite a variety of small fry. Turtles of large

size exist also, but only one have I ever seen with a foot

and a half diameter, which in a great gale and some-
what disabled I caught on the shore.

But the mysterious fish of the lakes is the blue-black

trout (Sahno oquassa) entirely distinct from the Salmo
salvelinus, with which it has no affiliation, being, strictly

speaking, an arctic trout, which in some peculiar manner
has found its way to the Rangeley waters, as well as to

a few other Northern lakes. As ordinarily taken they
weigh about five to the pound, the maximum being near

half a pound. The fish is quite distinctly a trout, with
fine coloring and red spots. It has in contradistinction

to the square tail of the Salmo family a swallow tail and
a blue back and exceedingly small teeth. The fish is

long and slim for its weight, and for food purposes in-

ferior, though claimed by many to be equal to the ordi-

nary trout, but to my taste soft and muddy. One might
fish the Rangeley for years and never encounter one or
suspect its presence, yet they exist in large quantities.

Rarely—in fact I have never Heard of but one or two in-

stances where they have been caught with bait, and that

in deep water. They are strictly denizens of the deepest
parts of the lakes, and apparently subsist exclusively

upon ground feed. This ground feed of the lakes is an
important element with all fish, composed of insectivo-

rous varieties and largely viscous matter, which settles

profusely.

In the latter part of the month of October—from the

20th to the 30th—the blue-backs find their way to the

mouths of some streams, and ascend more or less into

the quick water, where they deposit their spawn. Their
appearance can be counted upon by the 24th almost to a

day, and the quantity assembled is immense', and in

some instances so compact is the mass that barrels full

can be netted from a small space. During the brief

period of spawning they are easily taken after dark from
the shallow quick water by one wading among them
equipped with a lantern and hand net. I have often taken
several hundred of them upon an occasion of this kind.
Their tenacity of life I have noted as a peculiar feature,

for I have had them out of water for several hours of a
cold evening and fully revived some of them by placing
them in a barrel of fresh water, where they have survived
for several weeks, and in fact would have survived much
longer but for the freezing up of the water. This fish

would undoubtedly stand solid freezing under favorable
conditions equally well if not better than the fontinalis,

of which I have frozen up scores, and fully resuscitated

after several days of freezing. The trout as a delicate

fish must in this respect be handled much more care-

fully than other kinds. I have given considerable atten-

tion to the freezing of fish, especially trout, during the

winters, when I have been at the Rangeleys, cjnd (he

results I have so far obtained are as follows, relating
especially to trout:

That trout may be frozen solid without destroying life.

That they may be fully resuscitated after several days'
freezing.

That they must be frozen quickly and at a temperature
equal to 10 to 15 degrees below zero.
That while frozen they must be completely protected

from the sun.
That while frozen they must not be submitted to a

temperature below zero, but in one sufficient to prevent
any thaw.
That in resuscitating in water an abundant supply must

be given.
That the water must be at a temperature of from 28

to 30 degrees.
That the temperature of the apartment must be kept

at about the same level.

That the thawing must be so regulated that from 25
to 30 hours must be given before the fish is restored.
Upon being numbed and frozen quickly before life is

seriously affected by exposure out of water, and kept and
thawed as mentioned, they will resume their natural and
normal condition, and when returned to the lake will
swim off at a lively rate. The commoner kinds of fish
m.ay be frozen and restored with much less care.
The bullheads or hornpouts, which have a great

tenacity of life, may in cold weather be frozen up and
thawed out to life very readily. I remember an instance
of some being caught in another locality from the lakes,
where they were left carelessly on a boat house floor,
and speedily froze up together, which in a week after-

ward were all, but one or two, fully restored to life and
activity by the cold-water cure. The bullhead is a good
liver out of water if kept moist and cool. I vvell re-
member when a boy catching them on a misty night, and
after leaving some of them in the wet grass behind me
finding them alive in the morning.
Most fishermen are familiar with the mansh grass

chub netted along the seashore, which retains life so
long out of the water. In former years, late in winter I

have frequently carried them up to the Rangeleys for
liA'e bait, packed in cigar boxes, with flannel between
layers. They will keep lively for some days if kept cool
and put in water over nights.

I am of the opinion that all kinds of fish in the lakes
hybernate more or less as frogs do during the winter
months, and certainly become dormant to a considerable
extent, and I do not doubt that trout in a limited way go
into the fluffy mud somewhat as about all the chubs and
small fr}' do. In the open season the waters fairly swarm
with the latter, while they are difficult to find after

January.

I have given some attention in this particular during
former years, when the season was open for winter fish-

ing through the ice, and made many excursions to the
Rangeleys for this pleasure, and especially to enjoy the
many attendant auxiliaries. These excursions were made
during all the winter months, from December to May,
from the first making of the ice to its going out. In
December and January there is a notable scarcity of livs
bait, and in Februari^ and March very difficult to find,

although I have sought for them in dozens of places,
both in deep water and shallow, and those places where
1 have obtained any in the late months were in the
vicinity of springs, and hardly to be obtained, excepting
in the early hours of morning and those preceding sun-
down. I have frequently had to go out fifteen or twenty
miles in the adjoining country and fetch them from
spring holes. Yet the trout caught are seldom empty
of small fry or chubs, and it is quite likely that the trout
root them out to a considerable extent from the mud, and
that trout do root in the mud a good deal is indicated
by the earth and often lumps of clay found in their
stomachs. I have caught large trout often with a small
handful of clay balls in their stomachs, which have re-
mained after the probable exudation of loose earthy
matter. The parasites attached to trout fins so noticeable
in the winter and early spring, and which soon disapear
in open water, indicate their earth frequenting. While
in December and early January the trout are compara-
tively plentiful in a few feet of water below the ice, they
are mostly off in from 15 to 40 feet of water afterward,
but I have seldom found them below, So feet. In winter
they are mostly at the bottom or within i or 2 feet of it.

In this season the contents of their stomachs are quite
miscellaneous—glutinous ground feed, chubs, varieties

of small fry, rarely blue-backs, suckers, and in a few in-

stances I have found whole clams in shell up to 3 inches
in length.

Insensible to Cold as the Rangeley fish seem to be, they
will invariably die in a short time when confined in a car
and pushed down under and next to the ice, while they
will live a long time in a weighted car if sunk to the bot-

tom. The sluggishness of the trout is clearly apparent
in the last part of the winter, and I have often caught
them in this advanced condition, when I have wondered
at their ability to take the bait. I am of the opinion
that many of them go into the mud alongside of the othei

fish.

Trout vary greatly, and have more distinctiveness

than most animals, and a personality which is quite

clear. They group in families, and have their home
grounds apart from others. This is quite apparent in

winter fishing, when lines are set in half a dozen different

localities. The distinctiveness would be surprising to

one who has not given attention to this feature. Al

most all the fish from the different localities in a catch

of thirty or forty trout in a day if mixed together can al-

most singly be separated, as caught without much diffi-

culty. They will vary in weight as to length particularly,

and almost as much so in coloring, and also in several

ether features. If one in a particular season is removed
unhurt to another locality it will return almost imme-
diately to its original place. I have often experimented

in this respect. One day in the winter I removed four

trout, all exceeding a pound in weight, from a locality

and transported them a distance of three miles from
where caught. Two days after I caught again three of

the four trout at the first place. There was then about

2 feet of ice, covered with over a foot of snow. The
trout were most distinctly marked. They found theif

Wtiy back ?is readily as a man familiar with Nevv York

i
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would find his way home from Wall street to Central
Park or to Brooklyn or to Jersey City, or a countryman
to his native village in sight of his church spire three

miles distant. The trout were first caught in the after-

noon and liberated after dark at the second place. I

have no doubt they were at home on the following morn-
ing. This seems puzzling, but is quite clear. How
fishes find their way in the water, be it fresh or salt, is an
unsettled question, but not in my mind. It would re-

quire an illustration at some length, which I will give

at a later day.
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Tarpon Fishing.

I.—Where to Go.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 28.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

In my letter of Aug. 7 I offered to write for your paper

a series of ajticles on tarpon fishing, with the intention

of evoking a discussion on the subject by anglers of "la

grande ecaille," and suggested that I would like first to

obtain through youv correspondence columns a little

encoiaragement from other tarpon fishermen in shape of

promises of help in the task I have undertaken.

One only, however, has come to the fore, viz., Mr. C.

K. B., in your issue of Oct. 6. To this gentleman I beg
to extend my hearty thanks for his letter, and to request

that he will continue his courtesy by discussing each

of my succeeding papers. Tarpon fishing at Galveston

is a subject that would interest many sportsmen through-

out the United States, for that city is readily accessible

from a large portion of the country. It has been my in-

tention for more than a year to try the sport at that

place; and I hold an invitation from one of the members
of the Galveston Tarpon Club (this may not be the

exact name of the organization) to try the fishing there

and test the facilities, so that if the conditions prove
satisfactory I can join' the club. As before going to a

new fishing ground I always make as thorough an in-

vestigation as possible concerning the conditions affect-

ing the sport, I shall later in this letter ask Mr. C. K. B.

(whose full name and address it would be interesting to

know) to answer in your columns a number of questions.

But now to get down to business.

The first of the promised papers is entitled ''Where

to Go," and it is with that subject this letter shall treat,

although I fear that, after perusing it, many of your read-

ers will come to the conclusion that the writer of such

a paper ought to be a much more experienced tarpon

fisherman that I, who have not yet even attained to

the century mark, my score to date being only sixty-

three. However, if I have good luck a month hence at

Tampico, I may reach that limit which is supposed to

warrant a sportsman in terming himself a "tarpon fish-

erman." And just here let me state that I hope to spend

the last week of November, and, if my work in Mexico
will permit, the first half of December at Tampico or

La Barra, six miles therefrom; and that it would give

me true pleasure to meet there at that time a few kindred

spirits from this country who desire to test the sport at

what I consider to be the ideal fishing grounds of the

world. Knowing the place well, and being supplied

abundantly with tackle of the right kind, I could make it

pleasant there for any true lover of the finest sport on
earth.

My address at Tampico will be in care of A. B. Ross,

Esq., C. E., Resident Engineer, of the -New Wharf.
The first tarpon resort that I shall mention is the one

that I know most about, viz., Aransas Pass, the post

office name of which is Tarpon, Tex. This place is sit-

uated at the extreme eastern end of Mustang Island, and

is reached by sloop from Rockport, some fifteen miles

distant, the sail requiring from two to six hours, ac-

cording to the conditions of wind and tide. Rockport
is reached only by the San Antonio & Aransas Pass

Railroad, and the journey there from the north or east

is somewhat slow. This counts against the resort more
or less; but the sport and the accessories are good
enough to i-epay the long journey.

The hamlet of Tarpon contains not more than twenty
houses and about seventy-five people, a large portion

of them making their living out of tarpon fishing. There
is an unpretentious but comfortable hotel called the

Tarpon Inn, kept by Mr. Frank Hetfield, a genial and
accommodating host, and his good wife, who looks care-

fully after the welfare of the guests. The rooms are ex-

ceedingly clean and comfortable; the table is fairly good;
the service is quite satisfactory, and the water supply is

now wholesome, although in times past it was just the

contrary. There is no style whatever about the place,

there being an unwritten rule to the efifect that any man
who goes to the table with a coat on has to set up the

drinks for the crowd. These drinks, by the way, are

all right, especially the native wine, made on the main-
land between Rockport or Corpus Christi.

There is generally at the hotel a small number of

pleasant people, including a few experienced tarpon fish-

ermen, who are always ready to be of service to the

novice.

Boats and skilled boatmen are almost always to be
had, and Mr. Farley, the taxidermist, is always there

during the season, prepared to moimt skillfully and for

a moderate charge the results of the fishermen's prowess.
The hotel rates are $2 per day or $10,50 per week;

the boatmen's charges, including boat and bait, are $2.50

per dai^ or $3.50 for two persons in a boat; and the

price for mounting a tarpon is $12.

The fishing grounds are practicallj^ included in the

pass proper, a stretch of water about a thousand feet

wide and a couple of miles long, extending from Point
of Rocks to the end of the jetty. But at times there is

good fishing above Point of Rocks, where the water is

much wider, and at others the fish are found outside in

the gulf, although it is only occasionally that the water is

calm enough to go there. I have had excellent sport on a

number of occasions close to St. Joe Point, across from
Point of Rocks, at other times close to the shore of

Mustang Island, at others close to the shore end of the

exposed portion of the jetty, and at others out in the gulf

near the submerged portion of the jetty. Sometimes the

psh run in midchannel, ?ind, too often, they are not to
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be found anywhere in the neighborhood. Fishing at

Aransas is a very uncertain business—you may strike it

rich, and again you may go a week or more without
hooking a fish. For instance, when I was there during
the latter half of last June I had nine strikes, and landed
five large fish during the first forenoon, yet my average
for the outing was hardly one tarpon a day, for in two
weeks I had twenty strikes and landed twelve. This, I

believe, is the highest percentage on record at Aransas,
the average being about one out of ten, and among the
experts about one out of five. In a subsequent paper
I shall tell my method of fishing, by which I now man-
age to land fully one-half of the fish that strike.

Besides tarpon, one catches at Aransas Pass juckfish,

jewfish, salt-water pike, kingfish, sharks of several
varieties, including leaping sharks, stingrays (some of

enormous size), channel bass or redfish, Spanish mack-
erel, trout or weakfish and skipjacks or ladyfish, besides
any quantity of small fishes of many kinds, which may
come under the general denomination of "pan fish."

Good fishing can sometimes be had on mackerel and
jackfish, the other varieties being caught only occasion-
ally.

Two years ago at Aransas I wound up my trip by
taking in a forenoon twenty-one fish of six different
kinds, weighing in all fully 350 pounds. The next fore-
noon I killed over fifty ducks to my own gun.
There are other places in the vicinity of Aransas Pass

where tarpon can be taken, and where at times fine sport
can be had, among others Flower Bluft', over toward
Corpus Christi; Shell Banks, half way between Tarpon
and Rockport and a mile or two to the west of the
main channel, and Mission Bay.
Concerning Flower Bluff I know nothing, except from

hearsay; but I do not believe it would pay for any one
except a resident of Corpus Christi to go there, as the
fishing at the pass is so much better, and as the water
is so wide as to make fishing impracticable when the
Avind blows at all hard.
As for Shell Banks, I took one 5J^-footer there after

sunset, beaching it in seven minutes by the watch, as I

was in a hurry to get another, in which ambition, how-
ever, I was disappointed, because the struggles of the
fish on the sand broke my wire, and it took me so long
to get on another snell that darkness stopped the fishing.
By the way, though, I have heard that it is practicable

to catch tarpon by moonlight. It seems to me that this
would be unsatisfactory, as one would miss seeing so
much of the fun.

It was told me that in September and October, when
the northers are blowing so hard that there is no fishing
at the pass, the tarpon congregate in great numbers at
Shell Banks, but that there is no one there to catch them.
Some day I hope to strike it rich there under these con-
ditions.

As for fishing at Mission Bay, it is no place to go to
except for a couple of days. It lies to the northeast of
Rockport some twenty miles or more by water, and is

reached by sloop, provided the master of the vessel
knows the channels. Fully one-half of the way is

through shoal water. The fishing ground is a very
small stretch of narrow but comparatively deep channel,
say 6 or 8 feet, between an extensive bay or mud flat and
the larger bay. One should run his sloop into the chan-
nel and moor her head and stern against the bank.
Generally the water is muddy, so the fish don't strike
well, but when they do the fun is fast and furious. When
the water is running out and soon after the tide has
turned, the fishing is best; but I have heard that some-
times they strike all day. It appears to me that there is

only a small number of tarpon at this place, and that
they are old residents. At any rate, I could see what I
deemed to be the same tarpon jump or rise at exactly the
same spot time after time, but after our trolling up and
down a few times they appeared to get on to the game,
and would pay no attention to the bait. One morning,
however, I had six strikes in an hour and a half, landing
only one and nearly landing another. I failed to set the
hook into the other four, owing to the fact that I was
fishing from a stationary boat without a boatman, and
that I had out a long line with a large cork float at the
upper end of the snell. On this account I could not
strike the hook in before the fish jumped. My eldest
boy had a hard fight with a big fish the next morning,
but lost it while it was being brought to gaff, and I
landed a stingray that must have weighed fully one
hundred pounds.
The surroundings at this place are utterly desolate,

most of the ground being submerged at very high water,
and there is hardly a habitation to be seen. On a calm
night the mosquitoes must be plentiful, so I adivse sports -

men who try this locality to take along some mosquito
netting. Now that I know that these insects inoculate
one with malaria, I have a much greater espect for them
than I had in my younger days, when I used to sleep
among swarms of them in the Georgian Bay country
without any shelter or protection whatever.
Mission Bay channel is not a good place to land a

tarpon, as the banks are steep and the water so narrow
that one naturally prefers to fish from the bank. Indeed,
it is the only safe thing to do, for the tarpon are likely
to jump into the boat. One that I hooked came so near
to doing this that I hurried ashore and finished the fight
from the bank.
There is another similar place just across the bay from

this point, and about six miles by land, nearly due north
of Rockport, where there are said to be some tarpon; but
it is not as good as Mission Bay channel, although there
is a hotel there where sportsmen are accommodated, es-
pecially for the duck shooting in winter. Nobody that
I ever heard of goes there for tarpon.
The next locality that T shall deal with is Tampico, but

as I have latelj^ written for Forest and Stream a full

description of my last winter's outing there, I shall sim-
ply state that the best spots for tarpon are near the outer
ends of the jetties, at the mouth of the river just op-
posite the city, and at the mouth of the next large river
some three or four miles above, just where the Mexican
Central Railway crosses. There are a few other fair

spots, but these three are by far the best points. At the
mouths of the branch rivers the best fishing is generally
to be had when the tide is going out. and at the jetties

I have had usually the best luck in the forenoon.

I wj\s tolfl that there is another river, soin^ thirty miles
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from the Panuco, on which Tampico is situated, where
there are three or four times as many tarpon as there

are in the Tampico waters. Some day I may explore this

locality and report thereon afterwards. One would need
a steam or naphtlia launch, though, to make the trip.

Vera Cniz is no place to go for tarpon fishing, for

several good reasons. First, while there are certainly

some tarpon there, there is no special place for them to

congregate, owing to the fact that no stream empties

into the harbor, which is entirely artificial. Second, there

are no facilities for fishing, and no one there knows
anything about the sport. And third, and most important
of all, there is always yellow fever at Vera Cruz.

Alvarado, some forty or fifty miles further down the

coast, is an entirely different kind of place. The town
is small and not unhealthy, and the location is beautiful.

There are fish to be caught, but how many and at what
times of the year I cannot say. I tried the fishing once
with a hand-line from a large and unwieldy canoe, no
skiffs being available, but soon gave it up and contented

myself with watching my companion and some natives

catch some fine jackfish and channel bass with long cast

lines and heavy sinkers. It struck me that there must
be times at this place when one could get excellent sport

on tarpon.
At Tlacotalpam, some twenty-five miles up the river

from Alvarado, there are said to be lots of tarpon during
the months of March and April. The natives harpoon
them and shoot them on the jump with bow and arrow

—

at least this is what an old resident American assured
me. No one had ever caught a tarpon there on rod and
line, and the old fellow I talked to would hardly believe

that such a thing is possible, but as he saw my tackle he
concluded that I must have bought it for fishing pur-

poses, so T might possibly be speaking the truth when I

told him that I had caught tarpon thereon.

At Coatzacoalcos, on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, I

endeavored to test the tarpon fishing, but as I spent all

of my time at that place in bed with a severe attack of

coast fever I had to transfer my fishing outfit to my
assistant, who had never even seen a tarpon. After try-

ing a couple of times without getting a strike, he gave
it up. but brought me some tarpon scales that he found

on the beach, proving the existence in these waters of

"la grande ecaille." Inquiries among the fishermen, owing
to their ignorance and our bad Spanish, elicited very

little information of any value. They say that at certain

seasons tarpons are plentiful, but that the river is in-

fested with sharks, two men having caught eighty of

them in a single day, all of them being small—only about
four feet long. No one would care to go to Coatzacoal-

cos especially for the sport. It is too far away, and last

summer the yellow fever more than decimated the popu-
lation.

How far south the tarpon ranges I have been unable

to ascertain, the only information that I have succeeded

in collecting being contained in the following extracts

from a couple of letters from my old friend and former
professor, Alfred S. Bertolet.

"It is true that the tarpon is unsalable in the markets
of this country. But along the northern coast of South
America it is used as food, and is generally found in the

markets of the coast towns. I remember seeing a few

years ago at Cartagena fishermen bring in sabalos in

numbers. They were taken, I was informed, by harpoon-
ing. If this is true, I would say it is the most sensible

way of capturing them.
"It was frequently served in the hotel I was staying

at, and I thought it was good. Several fellow guests said

they preferred it to all other kinds of fish in that market.

I fancy a few experiments in the art of cookery would
prove to you, Megalops atlanticus, Cuv. & Val., a fish fit

for the table. I assure you it is far better than any species

of our game Esox.
"I regret that I cannot give you any reliable informa-

tion concerning the habitat of the tarpon in South Ameri-
can waters. It was represented to me that its range

includes the whole northern coast of South America, and
that it is consumed in considerable quantities by the

people of those parts.

"However, only at Cartagena had I an opportunity to

verify the truthfulness of this. It was there, while de-

layed nearly a fortnight during the month of February
several years ago_, I used to amuse myself by strolling

early every morning through the market place. There
were always some tarpon—one morning I remember
counting eight. KM the fish were adults.

"As served at the hotel the fish was certainly not 'tough

and oily.' I fear its edible qualities have been largely

condemned on hearsa3^"
Concerning the edible qualities of the silver king I can

give Prof. Bertolet's remarks a partial indorsement, for

on two occasions I have had 20-pounders served, and
have found them fairly good eating, but I have never

tackled an adult specimen, although I saw them sold by
the cross section in the Tlacotalpam market. I have
noticed, though, that while the Mexicans appeared quite

grateful for jewfish, pike and even jackfish, they were
not eager to take the tarpon I offered them.
There is one more locality where I have twice tried

tarpon fishing, but without success, although there were
plenty of the fish there at times, and some immense
fellows too. I refer to the neighborhood of Sabine Pass
and Port Arthur, Texas. Notwithstanding my poor suc-

cess I feel confident that by going at it in the right way
and at the right season, one could obtain excellent sport

in that vicinity. A few tarpon have been caught there

during the last two or three years, but the fishing that

is done is only desultory.

If this article meet the eye of my friend, Mr. Craig, of

Port Arthur, I hooe he will contribute his share of in-

formation to the fishing fraternity by describing in de-

tail in Forest and Stream the haunts of the grande
ecaille in his district. The best points that I know of are

along the east side of the east jetty, close to the oyster

bank opposite the town of Sabine, and at the mouth of

Ta5'-lor's Bayou, where the new ship basin is being ex-

cavated. At Keith's Gully there used to be many tarpon,

but the ship canal closed the mouth of this, so the tarpon
go there no longer. It would not surprise me to learn

that there is good sport to be had in the canal itself, for

a Japanese friend of mine, who was -down there last sum-
mer, told me that he saw a number of tarpon juwpinif

in the canal as he passed through it on a laufich.
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The season for tarpon fishing around Sabine Lalce is

comparative!}' short, beginning af.er the fresh water has

stopped running out in July and August, and ending with

the coming of the northers in October. I shall probably
never go again to this place for tarpon fishing, but if my
work takes me there I shall carry along an outfit and
have another try. There is one point about this locality

that it would not do for me to forget to mention, viz.,

that there is a really first-class hotel at Sabine and another
at Port Arthur. Good boa. men, however, are, or were,

scarce, those that I picked up wanting to be at anchor
most of the time, and one of them getting half drunk
while out on the gulf. Perhaps, though, Mr. Craig has
broken in some of ihem so ihat they now know how tO'

row for tarpon fishermen.
There is a tarpon fisherman at Houston, Texas, whose

name I have forgotten, from whom I would like to hear
concerning the fishing waters in his vicinity, and I feel

sure that at or near Brownsville, Texas, there must be
fine trapon fishing, perhaps during the entire year. It is

possible that I shall succeed in getting some sportsman
at that place to discuss this paper and tell all about the
sport in his locality.

Concerning the tarpon fishing in Florida, I know noth-
ing except from hearsay, but I judge that it will not
compare at all favorably with that at Aransas Pass and
Tanii)ico. It is to be hoped that some of the Florida
fishermen will come forward and give us the benefit of

their experience.
Between Sabine Pass and Florida lies a long stretch

of coast line, and there must be tarpon along it, but I

have never heard of any being caught there. Maybe
someone else, though, knows something about it and will

fell thereof.

Again, I have heard that there are tarpon along the
coast of Cuba, but have never learned of anyone catching
any there. Pos.sibly some other sportsman knows.
To what distance north along the Atlantic coast of

Florida the good tarpon fishing extends I would like to
know, as well as how far north in ;he Atlantic the tarpon
has yet been found. Docs the fish exist anywhere else

than along the .American coast of the Atlantic and that
of the Gulf of Mexico, for instance in the Pacific Ocean?
And now for a few questions that I would like Mr.

C. K. B., the Galves'on fisherman, to answer:
First—Can one obtain at G. first-class boatmen who

are accustomed to row for tarpon fishermen, and what is

the charge per day for boat, boatman and bait?

Second—What are the facilities for beaching the fish,

or does one have to take them into the boat?
Third—^About what percentage of the time during the

fishing season is it practicable to fish, and how many
days per nioiuh are too stormy?

Fourth—Is there any special danger of one's skiff

being swamped?
Fifth—Is the current between the jetties at any time

too strong to row against?
Sixth—-Are tarpon to be had every day in the season,

or is it only once in a while that they come in?
Seventh—Does the water ever get too muddy for fish-

ing; ai^d if so. how long does it generally remain so?
Eighth—What are the facilities for obtaining mullet

for bait?

Ninth— Ts there likely to be much trouble from inter-

ference by sharks?
Tenth—How late in the season does the tarpon fishing

generally last? In my opinion it should not finish before
the middle or end of October.

In concluding this already rather long x^aper, I desire
to urge once more the tarpon fishermen of America to
take part in its discussion in order to make more popular
the sport of tarpon fishing, compared with which all

other fishing, unless it be for the tuna, is tame.
It is likely to be some months before I can write the

next paper of the_ series, viz., that on ''Tackle and Out-
fit." and .by that time I may have some more fishing ex-
perience to relate. In the meantime I hope to see this

paper evoke a large and valuable d'scussion.

J. A. L. Waddell.

Pop-Squash.
Editor Forest and Stream:
You will probablv wonder who. where or what is Pop-

Squash, but if so it will be a confession that you have
never visited that natural home of the small-mouthed
black bass, the Great Back Bay of Lake Champlain.
This bay, as you know, lies on the eastern shore of the
lake near the north end. just below the Canadian border.
What the future of this bay is to be is a problem, wh'ch

must be settled in the very near future, and that by the
joi'-'t artion of Canada, Vermont and New York.
The bav proper is abou'- fifteen mi'^es long, and extends

wos*erlv from the main Vermont shore some six miles
to Hero Island, in the same State. The water in many
places is over a hn"d''pd feet in denth. and the wall-eved
pil.-e ^vbich find their best sr>awn'ne" ground north of the
Canadian line abound durincr the suminer in th-^se deep
waters ar.r! are taken freely by those who like deep
wa'er fi'^hing.

The b'ack bass he-re are sa'd to he rinntinanv inlelli-

frcnt. and a <;torv is told about them which T w'n elve for
the fpasnn that the Irad'Ho"'; of ^ nlar^ should be given
for "-tint thev worth, rind which is a« foHowq:

"Ali^'nv vpf)r«; ^rrr, fhp lar"-p.Tnnntliod blnrV bass wfre
vprv ?bi/nri3r.+ ip S"". AHiaus Bav and some o^-hpr waters
b-incf on the Vp'-tnonf- sbore. '"st S'^"th of the Great Bnrk
P-iw. b'^*- 5)t t'^^'' time thp F'^b foiimissinnprs of the
gt^fp of ,Npw YorV tt-TOllcrh S-'tti (%rppr\. undprfnotc to
str><-v tbp ti'atprc nf ^hp ^J+n^s M-i'Mi Mack bass, and it was
V''*' a rp^1 "Of borti of knowledge.'

"T^t- fTp"cl-''5l1 In h's ?H»n'rab'p bf*>oVi; on ^''"^ b'^ck
bnoe crivpi; flip -sr-pw.!; of manv nprcons; -(urbo r'^im fhat

fb" 1i-»vo_rr'0"*^'<p'' V>i>er rrb-p n« rrriArl <!«->n'-t a<; flip ^mall-
mo"'''pd -5>"d hp b'rri'p^f rtpartv ifdor<!p>; fhoco v^i^w"?.

"TKic rtT^t"''iri ennrrit: to bnvp bppri p-nfo^-fntTio/^ bv *!pt1l

fTrpnri ni'd tbp T<?e1i PoT>irn'«^<?'oM»ir'! rf ftils Cf-ofp, for it

{c rtn'nrioi"! b'^t tVlocp anolvinor for Ko5c; ti^vp b'<Pn
f^Vi'Irrnd to t^it-p both t-"rir(c; Of fion" nt rill ^It't'oinvb thc
gpT,M n-<r>"«Vpf? o"br ^n'prp anobpfl f'^r or r?pc?rp4,

"XToiv tbp trarl'tthn is tb^'' coo" tbp T^rorp.Tvinii'fiof^

'h-.cf '-n fbpBp Tij»'i-^bii« ws^'fTs l^pjird nf tbp p-ifp'^p'^mortv

bi"b foiror vt'hh which the"" Were «o reenMed thev m<-
grafed to that pprtion of thg mUh^fP fl?4 oi the Iske

lying near Rouse's Point, on the New York side, to show
their appreciation of the favor in which they are olticially

heJd in this State. It is also asserted that they are very
safe and happy there, as they are not often fished for."

But this is not what I staited to write abont. About
six miles from St. Adsans is the old fishing retreat known
to the U. S. P. O. Department as "Bay View House,"
but to the angler as 'Sampson's," situated right on the

shore of the bay, which abounds in shoals and reefs.

The fish were evidently disturbed this year by the heavy
blasts attending the construction of a new railroad on
Hero Island, which drove them constantly into deep
water, but this will not occur in another year.

Some two or more miles north of the house a peculiarly

shaped rock some three hundred feet from east to west
by two hundred wide rises abrupdy out of the lake to

a height of about thirty feet, and this bears the dignified

name of "Pop-Squash," Extending from it are a couple
of bars or reefs, and they usually furnish excellent sport.

I did not try these grounds on my first trip, but reserved
what I hoped would be my best day's sport until my
second one, and selected my last fishing day.

The day promised to be delightful. We started in a
fairly brisk south wind, but before w'e reached the ground
it had increased to a gale. Angling was out of the ques-
tion, and we drew up our boat on the lee of the island.

Some disgruntled angler must have met a like fate before

me, for I found a nook in the rock where he had found a

place m which to lie, and where he had put a stone for

a pillov^, and following his example I lay down and went
to sleep, my oarsman doing the same, and we slept till

the middle of the afternoon, only awaking to get our
lunch.
The wind was then abating, but it was the calm before

the storm, for after angling for about ha'f an hour a
fierce thunder shower drove us to the shore, some half

a mile d'stant. where we found refuge in a frame house,
and which was spared by the lightning which struck
near by, and then we puUed for home against an in-

creasing gale, and in another storm.
Did I catch any bass? Oh, yes. but the catch was

limited. It consisted of two fish, and as one did not weigh
over a poimd, half of my catch was returned to the lake.

And the retrospect of that day? It is delightfhl; an
anelers bfe is alwavs ftill of lights and shadows, and the
right is ahvays bne-hter by reason of the shadows.
There is an exhilaration in danc'ng over the water in

a I'ght boat when the waves are high and the lake is

ronsrh; in racin.g with a thunder s'^orm for a place of

refusre'. and then watching the storm break over the lake

and the hit^h mountains bevond, and then seeing the
sun break forth and reveal in the eastern sky a double
bow of promise for a clear morrow.

It is not all of angbne to fish, and the person who thinks

so knows but little of the true angler's greatest pleasures.

The success which I expected is only a pleasure deferred,

for if I am fortunate enough to vis't the Great Back Bay
in another year, mv first riav will be spent on the bars
and reefs and shoals at Pop-Squash.

J. S. Van Cleef.
POUGHKSEPSIE, NoV. 12„

The Fisherman's Dteam.

Crackt.ed the logs to a tnerry tune.

Twisted the arrowy toiifiruca of flame;

Over the carpet the shadows stole.

And leapt from waiscot to curtain pole.

The tempest without eddied and whirled.

Shuddered the dog, on the hearthrug curled.

Yawned a fisherman, not very old,

Muttered, and loUed in his easy chair;

"Oh, it's just my lurk!" reflected he,

And grazed at the ceiling absently.

Despite his very persistent zeal,

He never managed to fill his creel.

Rattled the windows, and creaked the doors,

Ticked the old clock in the dim-lit hall;

Wearv of thinkine, and vexed of soul.

Dazed by the shadows that round him stole,

Languor over the fisherman crept.

Weighed on his eyelids, so that he slept.

Kippled the water and pJayed the breeze.

Warbled and chattered the feathered throng:

Never yet had the fisherman seen

Such wonderful fi.=h in pond or steam;

Siich wonderful fish that simply took

Whatever bait he put on his hook. _ _

Doubled the rod, and quivered the line,

Darted the float on its downward way;

Over pnd over the beauties rolled.

And fla'^hed their aides in the sunshine .gold.

Shvness or craft they seemed to have none;

Never, T ween, was such splendid fun
!

ChucWd the fisherman merrilv.

Gathered the sweat on his youthful brow;

Strewn nnd flonnins about on the gras.=:

W^re sperimpn fish of everv class.

When. In! his line, it suddenlv brn1ce>

Cursing his luck, the fishertnan. woke.

SmoTildpred the los-s on the di.«nia1 hearth,

E'-hopf'l the so^itarv midniwht hour.

M^rvpi'np' much at the tbino-"; he'd seen.

;^^n(-+pr;ne' oft. and thnufhtfnl in mien,

The •fishermpn sat .ind mused awhite.

Then over his face there crept a stnile.

"^.i-oiiprS tl-io Ifliichtpr srid roUiVVfnfr sone,

l^^'ntr'"!^. *V<p ipet snd sn'^rtsmpn's tale:

c1''>r,+;r.a1 cot^e. and rottipr cold.

Thp whiV t^p r?=h vnune' fi^l'prman told

Of sfiprt hp'd hfd in a eertsii stream,

Nor uttered, n '^'ofd about a drpam.

—Phil Sansom m London Fishing Gazette.

Thf Tr>vi>^r awt» Stwf^w is T>"t t" rtrfse earh weeV an Tuesday.
Cfirr««Tt'nn^*^f'e \nif^At-A for pnbtieatton rfietild Veacli tis at tlje

Possession in Close Time*

Tfac People vs. Buffalo Fish Company, Lt.

Following is the full text of the decision of the Appellate Court
of New York in the case of People vs. Buffalo Fish Company, Lt.,
referred to in our editorial page..

Elon R. Brozvn for appellant. The Legislature has
power to prohibit the possession of fish or game during
the close seascpn, as a police regulation for the better
protection of fi,sh and game, and such power is not in-
consistent with the provision of the Federal Constitut.on
in regard to interstate or foreign commerce, or the provi-
sion of the State or Federal Constitution for the protec-
tion of private rights of property. {Fhelps v. Racev,
60 N. Y. 10; Bclloivs V. Elmendorf, 7 Lans. 462; People
v. Gerbcr, 92 Hun. 554 ; N. Y. Assn. v. Durham, 19 J. &
S. 306; Laxvton v. Steele, 119 N. Y. 226; 152 U. S. 133;
People V. Doxtater, 75 Hun. 472; Geer v. Conn., 161 U.
S. 519; Organ v. State, 56 Ark. 267; Ex parte Maier, 103
Cal. 476.) Limitations of property rights m fish and game
have exceeded the limitations of such rights in all other
chattels, because fish and game have always been held
to belong to the State in trust for the people of the State.
(Organ v. State, 56 Ark. 270; McReady v. Vtrg.nia, 94
U. S. 391; State v. Beal, 75 Me. 289; Gentile v. State,

29 Ind. 409, 416; People v. Bridges, 142 111. 30; State v.
Roberts, 59 N. H. 256; State v. Tower, 84 Me. 444; Com-
momvealth v. Manchester, 152 Mass. 230; 130 U. S. 240;
Chambers v. Church, 14 R. I. 398; Allen v. Wyckoff, 48
N. J. L. 90.)

William L. Marcy for respondent. The statutes in
question violate and infringe upon the commerce clause
of the Constitution of the United States. (Const, of
I?. S., Art. I, Par. 8; R. R. Co. v. Husen, 95 U. S. 465;
State Freight Tax, 15 Wall. 232;Ward v. Maryland, 12
Wall. 418; IVelton v. State of Missouri, 91 U. S. 275 ;

Henderson v. Mayor, etc., 92 U. S. 259; Chy Lung v.

Freeman, 92 U. S. 275; Scott v. Donald, 165 U. S. 58;
Walling V. Mi-chigan, 116 U. S. 446; Boivman v. C. &
N. W. Ry. Co., 125 U. S, 4,6^; Leisy v. Hardin, 135 U. S.
100.) The statutes in question work a destruction of
property and defendant is deprived of its property without
due process of law. (Colon v. Lisk, 153 N. Y. 188;
Foster v. Scott, 136 N. Y. 577; Davidson v. New Orleans,
g6 U. S. 97; People v. Gillson, 109 N. Y. 389; People v.

Hazi'kins, 157 N. Y. i; Magn^r v. People, 97 111. 320;
Collins V. New Hampshire, 171 U. S. 30; Davis v. Mc-
Nair, 7 Cr. L. Jour. 213.) The effect of the determina-
tion by this court that the fish and game laws of this

State arc unconstitutional so far as they prohibit the
possession of fish lawfully purchased in Canada and
brought within the State, does not invalidate and destroy
the force or effect of the Game and Fisheries Act in this

or other States, but the scope of these laws is limited to
fish and game caught or killed within the boundaries of
the State. (Schollenbergef v. Penn., 171 U. S. i ; Powell
V. Penn., 127 U. S. 678.) The object of importation is

sale; it constitutes the motive for paying the duties; and
if the United States possess the power of conferring .the

right to sell, as the consideration for which the duty i.*

paid, every principle of fair dealing requires that they
should be understood to confer it. (Schollenberger v.

Penn., 171 U. S. i.)

O'Brien, J, The statute of this State for the protec-
tion of fish and game forbids any per.son, under pain of
indictment and civil penalties, to either "catch, kill or
be possessed" of certain fish named during what is called

the close season therein prescribed. The defendant had
in its possession during that season three different kinds
of fish described in the statute, and this action was
brought to recover the penalties denounced against of-

fenders for violation of the law. The defendant in its

gtnswer alleged that its business is dealing in fresh fish

on an extensive scale, and for that purpose maintams
stores in various cities of the State ; that it purchased the

fi.sh in question from dealers in Ontario and Manitoba in

Canada, imported it into this State for sale at Buffalo
under the revenue laws of the United States, paying the

duties thereon ; that in so doing it was lawfully engaged
in trade and commerce. The plaintiff demurred to thi.s

answer, thus admitting the facts, and insists that in law
they do not constitute a defense. The courts below held

that the demurrer was bad and that the facts constituted

a good defense.

't he appeal presents two questions : First, with respect

to the true meaning and scope of the statute, and,
secondly, if it means what the plaintiff insists it does, with
respect to its validity. I think that the statute is valid

when reasonably and fairly construed with reference

to its purpose and object. It is a penal statute, and, there-

fore,, not to be enlarged by construction or applied to

cases not within the intention. We all agree that the

purpose was to protect fish within the waters of this

State. There is absolutely no room for disagreem.ent on
that point. The Legislature had no interest or purpose
to protect fish in a foreign country or in some other

State, and had no power in that regard. Statutes^ should

be construed, if possible, so as to avoid absurdity and
manifest injustice. (People v. Jaehn-e, 103 N. Y. i8i2.)

They should receive such construction as to render them
practicable, just and reasonably convenient. (Roscn-
placnter v. Roessle, 54 N. Y. 262.) They should be con-

strued to avoid, if possible, const'tutional restrictions

and understood in a sense within such limitation^, rather

than in conflict with them. {Sage v. City of Brooklyn,

89 N. Y. 189.) Their validity must be determined solely

with reference to constitutional re^trieti'-ins, and not by
natural equity or justice. (Bertholf v. O'Reilly, 74 N. Y.

509.) The statute in question does not in terms or by
any reasonable implication, forbid a person to "catch k'll

or' be nosse«sed" of fi<^h in a fore'sn country. We all

agree that our statute does not forbid a person to "c^tch

or kill" fi>;b of any kind in Man-toba, but it is ?aid f-iat

when one br'nsrs the fish so caught or killed into this

Stntp the penalties of our statute attach to him at once.

With all rfsnect T am constrained to sav that this \- not

a t-oaconfiblp or triVnblp ?nfprnr'=fa*'ion r» n<>nal =ta*^ijte.

What it mean's and all it mer»n= t« to fnrb'd nnv nrrs'^n to

eatrb. ki^l or be T«^<!sesFP<S of thp <i=b descr-'bod fr'-^m the

waters of this S*ate. Tlhe word "posspsi^ed" ohvinnsly

ypfer^ %q thPS§ fisfi tfjp catching or kplin^ of whi9h is
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iorbidden—that ,is to say, fish in the waters of this State,

and not those procured in a foreign country. It is simply
a perversion of the statute to hold tnat the mere posse.-.sicn

by any person within th.s State of the fish described in

the statute during the close season is a violation of it,

without regard to the pJacc where it was procured, or to
the manner obtained. {CommomneaUh v. Hall, 128 Mass.
410; People V. Neil, 71 Mich. 325.)

It has long been the practice with keepers of summer
hotels in this State to purchase at the proper season of
the year in Canada, and in other States, game in large
quantities and preserve it in cold storage for use in the
close season, but if this statute is to receive the narrow
^nd literal reading contended for they are all subject to
indictment and civil penalties, since they are certainly
possessed of this game during the forbidden period.
There is scarcely a county of this State in which private
fish ponds are not to be found, constructed and main-
tained by private persons on their own land, in which fish

of the species described in the statute are kept and propa-
gated. The fish in such ponds are private property. They
have been reduced to possession and are within the
dominion of the owner. Is it a violation of the statute
for a person to catch or kill fish from his own private
pond? If it is, and the owner refrains from it during
the close season, he will still violate the law, since he is

possessed of the fish all the time, and the only way he
can escape from the pains and penalties of the statute is

to open the pond and let the fish out.

In the case at bar the statute is pushed Isy a literal

reading to a point quite as unreasonable. In my opin'on
the law has no reference or application to a case where the
fish have been imported from a foreign country. The
conceded facts of this case take, it out of the reason and
policy of the law.
But it is argued that unless the statute is construed to

inhibit the possession, during the close season, of fish

imported from a fore'gn country, it cannot be enforced,
but will be evaded by false swearing. This means that
if the summer hotel keeper, the owner of the private
pond and the foreign importer, under the circumstances
stated, are allowed to escape, then some one else may
falsely pretend that his possession of fish during the close
season was obtained in a similar manner when in fact
he is really guilty of violat ng the law by procuring
them from the waters of the State. This argument seems
to be based upon the notion that unless the innocent are
convicted the guilty may escape. It assumes that in the
interpretation of a penal statute, such a remote danger
must be anticipated and guarded against. I think it puts
rather too much faith in the potency of perjury as a
defense to an honest claim, and too little in the capacity
of courts and juries to distinguish truth from false-
hood. When it was proposed to change the criminal
law and permit an accused person to testify in his own
behalf, the proposition was for a long time resisted by
similar arguments. It was said that the temptation to
svvear falsely under srtch circumstances was so great that
crime could tiever be punished if the accused was per-
mitted to testify in his own behalf; whereas experience
has shown that a person on trial for a penal oft'ense very
rarely, if ever, helps his case by falsehood. Indeed, it

may be safely asserted that the new law, instead of
thwarting justice, as antic-pated. has been a very great
aid in the enforcement of the criminal law. There is not
the slightest reason for giving a strained and unnatural
construction to the statute in question in order to meet
such an imaginary danger. The possesison of the fish or
game at the forbidden season, within this State, is prima
facie evidence that the possessor has violated the law, and
the burden is then cast upon him of proving facts to show
that the possession was lawful. If he has no better de-
fense than one based on falseliood, it will be entirely safe
to trust to the power of cross-examination and the in-

telligence of the court and jury to detect and expose it, as
in offenses of much greater magnitude. The contention
of the People in this case is virtually to the effect that
possession in all cases instead of being prima facie proof,
is conclusive, and no facts can be shown to explain or to
take the case out of the statute. The accused would not
even be permitted to show that he acquired the possession
within the State at a time when it was perfectly lawful
to do so.

But if this is what the statute means and it is to be held
that the conceded facts of this case are within its penal
provisions, then I think it is clearly invalid as in con-
flict with the commerce clause of the Federal Constitu-
tion. In this view of the case, the question and the only
question is whether a State statute can be lawfully enacted
to prohibit a citizen of this State from buying fish in

Canada, importing it into this State under the revenue
regulations of the United States, and exposing it for sale
here. There is no question at all about the competency of
the States, in the exercise of the pohce power, to enact
game laws. The "question is whether such laws can be
so framed as to prohibit or restrict by penal provisions
the importation of an article of food in universal use.
That fish is such an article of food and the subject of
foreign and interstate commerce. I asstune no one will
deny. That the purchase of fish for food in a foreign
country and its importation here for sale, as such, is a
branch of foreign commerce, is too clear for discussion.
That the statute in question forbids the possession, and
consequently the sale here, of an important article of
food, is equally clear. Upon the construction contended
for. the fienal provisions of the statute absolutely inhibit

the possession of the property at a season of the year
when it is most in demand as an article of fond. That
the statute operates as a restriction upon the defendant's
bu-^iness as an importer and dealer in fish, no one can
doubt. That a statute so operating is in conflict with the
exclusive power of Congress to regulate fore-'gn com-
merce is not questioned, and vet the contention is made
with great earnestness that this statute is perfectly va'id.
The rea'^oning upon which this conclu=ion is based if I

understand it, is that the State has power to nass game
laws which no one denies; that the obiect of thi"^ statute
was to protect game m this State and not tn interfere

in anv way with foreign commerce, and, since the mi'-pnee
that the Legislature h?)d in view wa<! lawful and laudnble.

the =tafn«e is good, a1lhoii<rh. in fact, it doe« nroh'bit or
restrict the importation of fresh fi«h as an arncle of food^

li the legislature ditt not inten4 to restrict foreign com-

mence, as is asserted, th|;n it is obvious that the statue

should be read and interpreted according to that intention,

in which event it would have no application to the facts of

this case; but, strangely enough, it is g.ven a meaning
which imputes to tlie lawmakers just the contrary, smce
it is said that the possession of imported fish is in terms
inhibited. The good intentions of the Legislature will

not save a State statute from condemnat.on when it in

fact conflicts with the supreme law of the land. If it

restricts the freedom of commerce, as this certainly does,

then it is void, no matter what name may have been
given to it, or what good purpose it was intended to pro-

mote. An act to protect game or to promote health may
be so framed and applied as to restrict or regulate tratfic

in some article of commerce, and when it does it is just

as obno-xious as if passed for that purpose under a title

expressing that very intent. It will njt do to hold that

the Constitution can never be violated except when the

Legislature intends to. It is frequently violated with
the verv best intentions. (People v. Haivkins, 157 N.
Y. I.)

'

I pass over the suggestion that the statute may be
considered as a health law and applied as such, since the

sport of fishing and hunting promotes health. The num-
ber of people who can indulge in the sport are so few
comparatively, .and the number who are obliged to buy

. fish in the market for food so large, relatively, that a

defense of the law as an agent or handmaid of the public

health cannot be taken quite seriously. Reasoning of that

Idnd enables us to deceive ourselves with names and
words, but fails to prove that a law wh'ch prohibits the

sale of a healthy article of food, imported from a foreign

country, is a valid exercise of power. It m ght as well

be argued that a statute prohibiting the sale or pos'-'ession

of intoxicating liquors imported from abroad or from
another State is not what it professes to be, but a health
law in d'sguise, since it operates to restrain a few people

from ruining their health by excessive drinking. The
question in this case is n,ot solved or advanced one step by
arg'uments to show thai; the statute is a healthful exer-

cise by the State of the police power with respect to

internal objects. We must always come back to the in-

quiry as to its effect upon trade in an art'cle of food, when
applied to the conceded facts of this case.

The law on the question has so often been stated by
the highest court of the land, in accordance with the

rules already stated, that much further discussion would
be out of place. I will recall only a few of the more
recent cases. In Bowman v. Chicago, etc., Ra'hvay Co.

(125 U. S. 465) it was held that a State has no power
to enact laws for the purpose of protecting its people
against the evils of intemperance whxh, in fact, operate
to regulate commerce and forbid the importation into

the State of intoxicating liquors without a certificate

first obtained from the State authorities that the person to

whom the goods are cons^gned is authorized to sell liquor

under the State law, although the act was passed with-
out any purpose of aft'ecting interstate commerce, but a^ a

police regulation to protect the health and morals of the
people. The same doctrine was repeated in a more recent
case. (Scott v. McDonald, 165 U. S. 58.) It was again
held in Leisy v. Hardin (135 U. S. too) that liquors are
lawful subjects of commerce and a State is without power
to restrict or prohibit their impor ation from a s'ster

State, nor, when imported, prohibit their sale. In Minne-
sota V, Barber (136 U. S. 313) it was held that a State
statute conceded to have been passed in good fai h for the
protection of the public health, which forbids the sale

within the State of certa'n meat products, unless the ani-

mals were first inspected therein before thej' were killed,

is unconstitutional and void. The same doctrine was
subsequently reaffirmed. (Brimmer v. Rebman, 138 U.
s. 73.)

In Schollenberger v. Pennsylvania (171 U. S. i) it was
held that a statute of the State which forbido any person
from selling, exposing for sale or having m possession
oleomargarine was invalid, in so far as it operated to

prohibic the introduction of the article into the State
from another State. It was admitted that all these statutes
were based upon the undoubted police power of the State
to protect health and morals, but the good intentions with
which they were enacted did not save them from con-
demnation, since thej' operated as a regulation of or
restriction upon, interstate commerce, and so far as they
had that operation ihey \Vere void.

If there is any difference in principle, or any sound or
reasonable distinction pertinent to the qvtestion now be-
fore us, between a statute intended to protect fish, and
to foster and promote sport, or the pastime of hunting and
fishing, and those to protect health by providing for an
inspection of animals to be used as meat, to promote
temperance and moral'ty by forbidding the sale of 1 quors,
or to suppress fraud by restricting the sale of imitation
butter as food, I have not been able to perceive it, and
I may add that no one has yet attempted to state it. If

there is any distinction at all it would be against and not
in support of a statute intended only to promote sport
and pleasure. That is all laudable enough, but not so
important to the body politic as laws to protect health, or
suppress crime and promote morality; all of which have
been held to be void when so framed as to regulate or
restrict interstate or foreign commerce. If the statute
in question has the meaning and eft'ect claimed for it,- then
its operation cannot be better illustrated than by the ad-
mitted facts of this case.

It seems that had the defendant at the time it imported
fish also imported meat, liquors or oleomargarine, all the
latter art-cles would be protected from State laws re-
stricting their sale or possession by the commerce clause
of the Constitution, while the fish would be subiect to
the penal restrictions of the game laws. I cannot be-
lieve that this is a reasonable or tenable view of the law
applicable to this ca^e.

It will not be profitable to review or di scus"? the game
laws of other States or countries, or the dec'^'on- nf
local courts interpreting the same. It may be admitted
that these Sta*-es have game laws as dra<:tic as our own.
but that has no bearing on the qtie=tinn now before us.

The learned counsel for the plaintiff Vias not fo"nd anv
anthnr'tv in anv State murt to sustqin {Vie "f^nocj- Jnn t'lat

game 1aw.s. however framed, can be so applied as to pro:-

hibit the imnortation of an art'c'e of food in g^Pfra' use
from a ftxrei^ country or another State into this Stat^

and exposing it for sale here. It must always be borne
in mind that this is the only question that we are n.jw
concerned with. The statutes and decisions in ojief
States furnish no light on th^s question. Indeed tne
strongest case that the learned counsel for the People has
been able to find in favor of his contention is one decided-
by this court. (PHelps v. Racey, 60 N. Y, 10.) But it is

admitted that the principle upon which that case was
decided was subsequently overruled by the Supreme Court
of the United States, and that upon the question now
under consideration it is no longer law. (Pierce V. Me'W.
Hampshire, 5 How. [U. S.] 504; Lcisy v. Hardin, 13S
U. S. leOi 118; BoitHnan v., Cnicago, etc., Raihvay Co.,
125 U. S. 507.) That case rests entirely upon the proposi-
tion that a State law regulating foreign or interstate com-
merce is valid unless Congress has made some regulation
on the subject, a principle wh.ch has been compiecely
overthrown by Jie court of last resort, as w-U be seen
from an exam nation of the cases cited.

Passing from the collection of State statutes for the pro-
tection of fish and game and the decisions of State courts
as to iheir scope and effect, which occupy such a promi-
nent place in the brief of the learned counsel for the
People, it would perhaps be unjust to his argument to
ignore two cases in the Federal Court which h? c aims
support h's contention in some way. If they do, they are
entitled to great weight and con--ideration, since the de-
cisions of that court upon this question are the supreme
law of the land. If they do not it may be ^afely a serted
that the learned counsel has found no controlling au.hor-
ity to support the proposition that a State may enact a
sta yte which makes it a penal offense for the defendant
to buy fish in the markets of Manitoba or Ontario, in

Canada, -mport it into this State and have it in h'.s pos-
session at Buffalo. If the court of la:t resort ha ever
said anything .ending to support this pr'pi^ition. even
by construction or fair implication it is doubtless a "tlnr-
ity binding upon this court. But it is very clear, I th nk,
that it has not.

Lawton v. Steele (152 U. S. 133). Tha'- ca--e decided
three propositions, none of which have any re'ation to
this case, (i) That the State had the power to regulate
the manner of taking fish from waters within its juri-d'c-
tion. (2) Tha: it had power to forbid fi hing in surh
waters with nets. (3) That the nets destroyed in that
case, being of comparatively small value, the S*ate had
power to declare them a nuisance and summarily abate
them.

Geer v. Connecticut (161 U. S. 519). That case decides
the following points: (i) That a State statute wh.ch for-
bids the kill ng of game for the purpose of convey ng the
same beyond the limits of the State, or having i in pos-
session with that intent, is valid. (2) That wi d game
within the State belongs to the whole people in com-
mon and that legislation to prevent its extinct on by con-
veying it out of the State wa- not in conti.ct with the
Constitution. (3) That the individual who caught or
killed it within the State acquired not an ab-olute but a
qualified property in it, since the use or enjoyment was
limited to the boundaries of the State. '

(4) That since
the use or enjoyment was limited to the people of the
Sta e it was not the subject of foreign or interstate com-
merce, though it was the subi3ct of internal commerce.
(5) Not being the subject of foreign or interstate com-
merce, but merely of internal commerce, the statute was
not in conflict wi.h the commerce clause of the Federal
Constitut'on.

Every proposition embraced in these two cases mav be
and is freely admitted, but not one of them has any bear-
ing on this ca.=e. In the first case it was held that the
S.ate had power to forbid fishing with nets and in order
to make the prohibition effectual, to declare th - nets a
nuisance and de=troy them summarily without liab 1 ty for
compensation. In the second case it was held th- 1. inas-
much as the State owned all the game w'thin its limits, it

might legislate to keep it there and cou d forbid any one
from convejdng it out of the State and enforce such nro-
hib'tion. But I am unable to see how all this or anything
in those cases helps the plain iff's position in this ca-^e^

Here the defendant bought fish in Canada as a comm-rc'al
article, where it was lawfully exposed for sale impor ed
it into this State under revenue laws, and had what was -

clearly his own property in his possession, and bxause
he is possessed of his own property so acquired the
statute in ques.ion subjects him to indictment and civil

penalties. It would be difficult in this view to imagine a
plainer or more direct interference with foreign com-
merce than this case presents.
The ma'n proposition, after all, in support of the

plaintiff's conten ion is based more upon policy and ex-
pediency than upon law. When fairly stated 't is this:
A statute to protect fiph and game within the State d es
not protect unless i. inhibits the importation cf fi h and
game from a foreign country or another State. When this
propos'tion is carefully examined it will be fnund to be
not only without any foundation in fact or in experience,
but when ap^lied to cases like the one in hand the mani-
fest tendency is to defeat the very object of tl^e law, wh'ch,
of course, must be assumed to be protection. The in-
dividual who is permitted to hunt and fish in Canada or
in another State, and bring w'th him here the fruits of h's
labor, will do very m.uch less of hunting and fishme at
home. If his warfare upon game or fiii is carried rn in a
foreign country, or in another State i would seem *^o

be unwise to nrevent ^im for the oumose -"f pr'-i*-pct"ncr fi h
and game at home. The game law t'^at cuts off t^-e snn-^ly
from abroad diminishes rather than increa'-p- and ^r-t^rt?
the supply at home. Legisla^'on that won'd or^hibi*^ the
defendant frorh draw'.ng a sunnlv of hp<^h fish from
Canada during the clo'-e season 'imnV f^rnishe'' a «*''-~ng

temutation to procure it from t^-"^ waf^rq of t^j- S*^ate,

even in violation of law. It i<: said tt.pt t^pre is a "a-s-on
in^erpp" in "-.pn to kiM or cap''ure gam° in snite nf nemi
laws forb'dding it. If that be so it wmM c^em t-^ be
wlsd'^m to allow the uassion to ex^pTrl itself hv r>erm't-

tinsT tViose AA'ho eniov it ti ca'^'^'^r" an^' i-,«/-'irn° •-,o5;"<»t-c'^4

of fis'h nr cmme C^^irlp nr r-thor '^^^'^r.r ,„i->^^o itnp

law nermit.= t*-. rather than furnish a temptation to vio'ate
th" 'aw at horne d'"-intT the do^p reason. To fo'-h'-' fh^
takips" of fish m a fofPiVn contif-ry or qi1'^^-t^f.)- Sf-ite

where it 's lawful, bv --^iir own pi+i^ens di'vincr {he spi=''-n,

or the possession within the ^tate of what h so ta''"n,

tends to exterminate rather than protect f^sh here, Thf
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legislator who would protect the forests of this State

by prohibiting the importation of lumber or timber from

Canada, or from other States, would be rated as a

visionary theorist, but in a certain degree that is the prin-

ciple upon which the argument for the People m this case

proceeds for the protection of fish and game. What is

true with respect to the forests is equaly true of every

other natural product of the soil or of the waters of the

State, so that it is plain that the plaintiff's theory of this

case when put into complete operation all around the

boundaries of the State, would, instead of protecting fish

and game, go far to exterminate both.

But all these considerations are subordinate and col-

lateral to the main question, and when they are all weighed

and examined we are brought back again to the real situa-

tion which the case presents. Admitting, for the purposes

of the argument, that the statute in question means just

what the plaintiff's counsel claims for it, the important

fact still remains that Congress has permitted the de-

fendant to import fresh fish upon payment of certain

duties. It has paid the duties and complied with the

Federal regulations, but when the article is brought here

the State steps in and forbids the defendant to have rt in

its possession, and, of course, forbids the sale. This

creates a direct conflict between the regulations of Con-

gress and those of the State, and consequently the latter

must yield to the former. The State had no power to

extend its police legislation to such a transaction, and,

of course, had no power to forbid what Congress had

expressly permitted. -, . ,

The case, in my opinion, was correctly decided by the

courts below, and the judgment should be affirmed.

The Dissenting Opinion.

Gray, J. (dissenting). The questions certified for our

decision are questions of law, which were raised below by

the demurrer to the defenses interposed in the action.

They are these : Are the facts that these fish were law-

fully taken in the Dominion of Canada and that they were

purchased there by the defendant and by it imported into

the State of New York, upon payment of the duties fixed

pursuant to the United States tariff laws, a good answer

10 the claim of the People that the Fisheries Law has been

violated by having such fish in possession and is the State

statute, for inhibiting the possession during the close

season of this State, in conflict with the Federal Con-

stitution, or with the Constitution of this State?

It is not, nor can it be, seriously contended, as I think,

that the law is in conflict with any of the provisions of the

Constitution of the State. The case of Phelps v. Racey

(60 N. Y. 10) should be conclusive upon that point;

whatever may be said of it upon the Federal question

raised. The Federal question is whether the statute, in the

particular feature in question, violates, or infringes upon,

the provisions of the Constitution of the United States,

which authorize Congress to regulate commerce with

foreign nations and between the States. The defendant's

contention upon that ground has been sustained below.

The theory of Mr.Justice Lambert's opinion at the Trial

Term, which was adopted by the justices of the Appellate

Division, is, as I apprehend it, that in making unlawful

the possession of property, which has been imported under

the sanction of the Federal tariff laws, the enactment of

those provisions of the Fisheries statute by the Legisla-

ture conflicted with the power vested in Congress under

the commerce clause . of the Federal Constitution re-

ferred to.

It was, also, observed by the learned justice, in his

opinion, that "the object of the statute is to protect the

game fishes in the waters of the State, and that object is

not promoted by depriving citizens of their property in

fish which have been caught and killed outside of the

jurisdiction of the State, and which have become com-
ponent parts of commerce, and the law cannot, therefore,

be sustained as an exercise of the police power except as it

deals with those fish which may have been taken within

the jurisdiction of the State." Prior to this decision of

the learned court below. Phelps v. Racey was regarded as

settling the question of the legislative power to do just

what has been done in the law now attacked. That was
an action which was brought under the Game Law of

187 1, to recover penalties against the defendant for having
in possession, contrary to the statute, certain game birds

during the close season. The defense was that the de-

fendant became possessed of them during the open season,

or they were received from the State of Minnesota or

Illinois, where the kilHng at the time was lawful. Thus
the situation was the same as in the present case, so far

as it presented the legal questions. It was there held

that the fact alleged that the game "was either killed

Avithin the lawful period, or brought from another State

where the killing was lawful" constituted no defense;

inasmuch as the penalty was denounced against the selling

or possession, irrespective of the time or place of killing.

The objection of a want of power in the Legislature to

pass the act was held to be untenable and it was said that

the measures best adapted for the protection and the

preservation of game "are for the Legislature to deter-

mine and the courts can not review its discretion. If the

regulations operate, in any respect, unjustly or oppres-

sively, the proper remedy must be applied by that body" ;

and the provisions of the act, though seemingl}' stringent

and severe, were not "foreign to the objects sought to be
attained, or outside of the wide discretion vested in the
Legislature." In speaking of the argument that the law
violated the commerce clause of the Federal Constitution,

Chief Judge Church deemed it unnecessary to consider
"how far the exercise of the power of Congress under
the provision would interfere with the authority of the

State to pass game laws, and regulate and prohibit the

sale and possession of game either as a sanitary measure
or for its protection as an article of food. It will suffice

for this case that the statute does not conflict with any
law which Congress has passed on the subject." The
authority of this case upon the constitutional right to

enact such laws has been widely recognized in the State

courts, where similar statutory provisions were assailed,

and among other cases might he cited those of Magner
V. TJie People (g/i 111. 320) ; Conimonzvealth v. Savage
Ct5S Mass. 278) ; State v. Rodman (^8 Minn. 393), and
Roth V. State (7 Ohio C. C. 62). In England the case of

Whitehead v. Smithers (L. R. [2 Com. PI. Div.] 553)
may be referred to as in point ; where Chief Justice Cole-

fid^e observed of the act for the protection of wild fowl,

passed in 1876, that "the object is to prevent British wild

fowl from being improperly killed and sold under pre-

tense of their being imported from abroad." (And see

Price V. Bradley, L. R. [16 Q. B. Div.] 148, upon the

Fresh Water Fisheries Act.)

In the court below, Phelps v. Racey was deemed to be

no longer controlling, for the reason that its principles

have been '"overruled by subsequent judicial authority."

The reference is to that part of the opinion which suggests

the proposition that, in the absence of the enactment of a

law by Congress, the States may regulate commerce among
themselves. This doctrine, though supported by author-

ity at the time {Pierce v. New Hampshire, 5 How. [U.

S.] 504), would seem to have been overruled by later

cases (Leisy v. Hardin, 135 U. S. 100; and SchoUenberger

V. Pennsylvania, 171 ib. l) ; which hold that laws inhibit-

ing the receipt of an imported commodity, or its disposi-

tion, amount essentially to a regulation of commerce with

foreign nations, or among the States. I consider, how-
ever, that the Fisheries Law presents no conflict with the

commerce clause of the Federal Constitution and that it

is purely a governmental regulation, within the legiti-

mate exercise of the police power of the State, relating to

a matter essentially of internal policy, as affected by a

common public interest. It was quite unnecessary to the

decision of Phelps v. Racey that Cliief Judge Church
should have expressed himself as he did upon the question

of the bearing of the statute upon the commerce clause of

.

the Federal Constitution, and it did not prevent tTie

decision from being controlling upon the main question.

There is no question of interstate or foreign commerce,
in my opinion, but, merely, one of whether, in the in-

terest of the protection and preservation of game fishes,

the Legislature may not competently enact a statute^ so

stringent in its provisions as to insure the accomplish-

ment of the end in view ; however, it might result in an
apparent restriction of the liberty of the citizen. Com-
pared with the legislation which was sustained in the grain

elevator cases (People v. Budd, 117 N. Y. i, affirmed in

143 U. S. 517), where the right of the Legislature to fix

the maximum charge which a person might make, in his

own business, for elevating grain, and to limit the charge
for shoveling to the actual cost, was upheld upon the

theory that the business was one which, by reason of its

magnitude and character, was affected by a public interest,

this statute is mild, indeed. The exercise of the police

power, which is necessarily vested in the State Govern-
ment for the proper regulation of matters which con-

cern the well-being and prosperity of the community, with-

in constitutional limits, rests in the wise discretion of the

Legislature. When its operation is in the direction of so

regulating the use of private property, or of so restrain-

ing personal action, as to secure, or to tend to, the com-
fort and welfare of the community, no constitutional

guaranty is violated. (People v. Ewer, 141 N. Y. 129.)

It is implied in the social compact that, in matters of

public concern, the interest of the individual shall always
yield to that of the public. The Legislature is not the

final judge as to what is a proper exercise of the police

power and its acts in that direction are subject to review
in the courts; but, where a public and beneficial purpose
is evident, the courts will not substitute their judgment
for that of the legislative body. The remedy must be
found in an appeal to the legislative wisdom.

In Geer v. Connecticut (161 U. S. 519), a case arising

under the Connecticut statute in relation to game birds, it

was said that "the right to preserve game flows from the

undoubted existence in the State of a police power to that

end, which may be none the less efficiently called into

play, because by doing so interstate commerce may be
remotely and indirectly affected (citing cases). Indeed,

the source of the police power as to game birds =i= * *

flows from the duty of the State to preserve for its people

a valuable food supply." (Citing Phelps v. Racey and
other cases.) In Lawton v. Steele (152 U. S. 133, affirm-

ing our decision in 119 N. Y. 226), the police power of

the State was discussed and it was said that "the preser-

vation of game and fish has always been treated as within

the proper domain of the police power," and that "the

State may interfere whenever the public interests demand
it and in this particular a larger discretion is necessarily

vested in the Legislature, to determine, not only what the

public interests require, but what measures are necessary

for the protection of such interests." (Citing cases.)

"It must appear," the opinion holds "iirst, that the in-

terests of the public generally, as distinguished from
those of a particular class, require such interference ; and
second, that the measures are reasonably necessary for the

accomplishment of the purpose and not unduly oppressive
upon individuals."

The object of this statute was to protect and preserve
certain game fishes during the breeding season ; an ob-

ject, manifestly, in which the people of the State may be
presumed to be more or less keenly interested and which
is recognized, as Judge Church observed, in all civilized

countries. The purpose is to protect certain fishes within
our jurisdiction, with no reference to those of other
States or countries. If they may be brought into the

State within the close season here, as articles of commerce
protected by United States laws and, therefore, placed
lieyond the reach of the State laws declaring and regu-
lating an internal policy, the result Avould be to facilitate

evasions of the law and to make detection difficult, if not
impossible. The general tendencies of human nature, it

might, not inappropriately, be observed, are such as to

make necessary so strict a law as to render obedience to

the mandate certain. The statute aims at preventing game
fishes from being unlawfully taken and exterminated, and
any regulation which' tends to secure that aim should be
regarded as a legitimate and fair exercise of the police
power.
Not an arbitrary, but a wise and politic, purpose is evi-

dent in this statutory regulation, touching as it does the
interests of the people in a form of food supply, as in a

form of sport. I cannot understand its being likened to
such legislation as was condemned in People v. Hawkins
(157 N. Y. i). There the act required all goods made by
contract labor to be labeled "convict made," when pos-
sessed and offered for sale, and it was held to be repug-
nant to the commerce clause of the Federal Constitution

;

because "a regulation of commerce by means of which
the value of merchandise made in another State was to be
depressed, or its sale prohibited." It_ was a restriction

upon the freedom of commerce to permit the same articles

to be put upon the market freely, if made in factories;

when, if made in a prison in another State, a citizen,

having lawfully purchased them, could not expose them
for sale without branding or labeling them as "convict
made."
Nor can I perceive that the doctrine of the oleomar-

garine cases is applicable. (SchoUenberger v. Pennsyl-
vania, 171 U. S. I.) There is a clear distinction between
legislation which discriminates with reference to a manu-
factured food product, not impure nor unhealthful, and
legislation which seeks to preserve the game fishes within
the waters of the State, either as a natural article of food
supply or as a form of public sport. In the one case
there is an interference with commerce, as commerce; in

the other case, commerce is not aimed at, but the preser-

vation from extermination of the People's property in

game fishes. In the one case there is interference with
commercial dealing in a manufactured product, which,
not unreasonably, may be said to lack justification in

those ordinarily recognized principles upon which the

police power of the State is properly exercised; while in

the other case the preservation from extermination of the

game fishes within the jurisdiction of the State reasonably
commends itself as legislation in the interest of preserv-

ing to the People a valuable natural and common food
supply, which is deemed in danger of being destroyed and
which it is, therefore, the duty of the State to prevent
b}' the exercise of its undoubted police power. The
SchoUenberger case dealt with the prohibition by legisla-

tion of oleomargarine as a law "which prevents the in-

troduction of a perfectly healthful commodity, merely for

the purpose of in that way more easily preventing an
adulterated and possibly injurious article from being in-

troduced. We do not think this is a fair exercise of

legislative discretion, when applied to the article in ques-

tion." (Per Peckham, J., at p. iS-)

I think if importations may be excluded which might
affect the public health, that they may be excluded if

tending to endanger the enforcement of a law intended

to protect and to preserve the People's property rights

in game and fishes. There is no danger that legislative

encroachments upon individual rights will be encouraged
by such a decision. The presumption which obtains in

favor of the constitutionality of legislative acts is not

met here by any reasonable objection. The only, and the

evident, object of the statute is to protect the garne fishes

mentioned during a season allowed for breeding and
development and must surely be within the admitted range
of the duties of State government.

It should be observed, in connection with the views
expressed, that by Section 190 of the Code of Civil Pro-
cedure our jurisdiction to review is confined to the ques-

tions certified. In this case they demand of the court

whether the statute they refer to is in conflict with any
provision of the State or the Federal Constitution. Other
questions are not here ; which might be suggested as

affecting the construction of the statute in its effect upon
some exercise of private rights, in one way or another.

I think that the judgment should be reversed and that

the questions certified should be answered in the negative.

Parker, Ch. J., and Landon, J., concur with O'Brien,

J., and Werner, J., concurs on first ground stated in

opinion; Haight and Martin, JJ., concur with Gray, J.,

for reversal.

Judgment affirmed and questions certified answered in

the affirmative.

The Salmon^s Tei-m of Life*

What is the natural term of life among salmon? asks

an English writer. Fishculturists have settled all about

their birth, babyhood and arrival at maturity; but it yet

remains for some one to answer the question with which
I started this note. That pike attain to a great age has

been placed beyond all doubt. It is not believed, in the

present day, that the legendary pike, 267 years old, ever

had any existence. Two or three huge pike, bearing en-

gnaA'-ed rings, have been found dead; but there always

were practical jokers, and the legends on these rings can

be taken cum grano salis. The size of fish is largely in-

fluenced by food supply, and mere weight is, therefore, no
real guide to age. The only authenicated captures of

old salmon, marked in infancy by rings or fin-cuttings,

give us nothing older than ten or twelve years. These
marked salmon were all approximately 30 pounds in

weight, and we may therefore assume that they had
attained their maximum growth. How much_ longer

would they live—barring accidents? I have discussed

this question with scores of intelligent men who have

been netting and trapping salmon all their lives, and the

consensus of opinion put fifteen years as the extreme

limit of a salmon's life. In that period he might become
a 50-pounder, but there are giants and pigmies among
salmon as among men. The size of the river of their

birth bears some relation to the size of the salmon them-

selves; and the patriarch of a small stream may die of old

age without reaching 20 pounds weight. Pike undoubt-

edly live to the age of forty or fifty years at the outside,

but their lives are somnolent by comparison with the

arduous strife and struggles 'of a salmon's existence.

Onondaga Anglers.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Anglers' As-

sociation, held in Syracuse, N. Y., last week, the report

of the fish and game protector was read. A summary
of his work for the past two months showed a total of

forty-eight nets of various kinds captured and destroyed.

These nets included traps, fykes, seines and gill nets.

They were taken from Oneida Lake, Onondaga Lake
and the Seneca and Oneida rivers. Just at present the

pirates are very active, and it is proposed to continue

the work with unabated vigor until the waters are frozen

over. A proposition was made to employ a second pro-

tector, and if the funds of the Association permit, this

will probably be done.
The folloAving were elected members: James M. Bel-

den. Michael Whelan, L. C. Smith, E, M. Brown and
A. A. Kempter. The following committee of four was
appointed to solicit members: John H. Forey, R. V.
Miller, S. T. Betts, M. J. French and A. _H. Schwartz.

A committee was also appointed to wait on the Board
of Supervisors and ask for an appropriation for the use

of the Association during the coming season.

John H. Forejr and C. H. Mowry were elected dele-

gates, and George B. A¥ood and L. S. Morgan alternates

to tl^e annual convention of thf; New Yorlc LeagtJe.

I
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The Oar Fish.
The oar fish takes its name from the two vertical fiiis

which much resemble a. pair of oars. It is of wide dis-

tribution, having been reported fi'om points so widely
separated a.s Scandinavia and New Zealand. The Standard
Natural History describes it under the name of Regalecus
banksii, by which it is known to naturalists, as follows

:

"In these ventrals are represented by single styliform
rays, more or less dilated and oar-like at their ex-
tremities, and distinct ribs are developed. The species
appear to inhabit rather deep water, and some of them
grow to a very large size, or at least attain a great
length. The species of which most specimens have been
seen or cast ashore along the coasts of the Scandinavian
Peninsula and Great Britain occasionally reach the
length of at least 22ft. But little is known of its habits.

One was observed alive, but in a dying condition, about
six miles from land, lying on its side. When approached
by a boat the fish 'righted' itself, and came with a gentle,
lateral, undulating motion toward them, showing its crest
and a small portion of the head above water. When

'it came alongside a man struck it with a hooked stick, and
it made off with a vigorous and vertical undulating mo-
tion, and disappeared as quick as lightning under the
surface.' Twice the fish escaped its pursuers, but a third
attempt enabled them to capture it, two men putting their

arms round the fish, and lifting it into the boat. This
specimen was feet long. The Regalecus hanksii has
received from the English the name of oar fish, and has
also been mingled with the traditions of the sea serpent,
and been described as such.
"From the engraving the fish has irregular black strokes

across its body. The two oars are under the body close
to the head ,and the head is furnished with about twelve
plumes, representing a cockatoo's comb."

The Fly-Fisherman and Fanny.
A Fishing Fancy from tJie Chicago Tribune.

'*Apt alliteration's artful aid" has been employed, con-
sciously or tmconsciously, in a most effective manner by
writers from time immemorial ; and when the alliteration

is really apt it seems to lend a factitious force to the lan-

guage. The tendency toward its use woidd seem to be
rather natural than forced; for the law of association of
scenes, sounds and sensations generally naturally sug-
gests alliteration ; and the writer is influenced more than
he is aware of in his selection of words.
The average reader, however, is generally impressed

with the idea that there is something extraordinary in

the alliterative art; but this is only because he overlooks
the vast possiblities of so copious a language as ours.
As an object lesson on this subject the Tribune prints
a bit of literary trifling written by a Chicago student of
language. It serves at least to illustrate in a striking
way the vastness of the English vocabulary, and here
and there the real aptness of alliteration.

Frisky Frederick Fernando Foftescue, famous fly-

fisherman from Frankfort, fully forty-five, finely fixed
financiall.v, fancied fascinating Fanny Flabella Fitzher-
bert, fairly fifteen, from faraway Florida—funny fantasy
for forty-five. Firstly, fastidious Fanny, feeling fancy-
free, furtively fled for freedom from Fred's frequent fond
familiarities, for fear Fred falsely flirted for fun—fine

finesse for fifteen.

Fortescue, finding Fanny fractious, fretted forlornly for
fortnights; finally feeling fatigued from foolish fault-
finding; furthermore finding fishing fine, farmers friendly,
fishermen few, forsook fretting for fly-fishing.

Flinging far factitious fluttering feather flies, fabricated
for fetching foolish fish from foam-flecked floods, flowing
freely from frigid fountains, Fred fortuitously found
Fanny Flabella filially fetching for Father Fitzherbert
fragrant flowers from fertile fields. Forgetting fastidious
Famiy's fad for fashionable formalities, foolhardy Fred,
firing fishingrod, flew forward fairly fondling Fanny's
lair form.
Frivolous Fanny, fancying Fred Foolishly fresh, flout-

ingly frowned, frightened Fred from further forwardness;
furthermore, feigning feminine fury. Fanny fled fleetly

iorestward from Fortcscue's friendly familiarities.

Frustrated Fred, feeling foully forsaken, forebore
further fun, fly-fishing. Fiercely flinging far five fine,

fat, flapping fish, fraudulently forced from irigid fluid,

for Friday's fast-day feast, Frederick forthwith frenziedly
followed Fanny's fetterless flight.

Fanny, feeling fearfully flurried, flitted far faster, fleeing
from Fred's flagitious freshness—Fortescue fruitlessly

following Fanny's fairylike form. Fugacious Fanny fre-

quently faltered from fatigue; .finally, feeling fagged from
furiously fleeing for fifty-five furlongs, Fanny's frail,

fevered figure fell flat, feet foremost.
Full forty frowsy females flew forward for Fanny's

frail figure fallen flat; fifteen fearfully foul fagots, fool-
ishly filliping Fanny's fair fingers; fifteen fiendishly fre-
netic frips, fanning Fanny's forehead; five frightfully
freckled frumps, furnishing frayed falcon's feathers for
fumigating Fanny's fainting fit forthwith; five furacious
feminine felons, fraudenly filching Fanny's fine feminine
frippery.

Faithfully following Fanny's faltering footsteps, Fred-
erick Fernando, fuming frightfully from festination, for-
tunately finding Fanny faintly flushing from fetid feather
fumes, foiled further fraud. Facetiously flinging forty
farthings forward for feminine fees, Fred forbade further
fumigation for freeing Fanny from fainting fits. Forty
frightfully fat females, fickly forgetting Fanny's forlorn-
ness, forthwith fiercely fought for filthy farthings.
Fanny finding flight futile, felicitously forebore further

feminine finesse, for Fanny Flabella felt flattered. Far
from finding fault, Fanny forgot Fred's former familiar
freshness; for Frederick's faithful following firmly fixed
Fanny's favor forever.

Fred freely forgave Fannj''s foregoing finicky freak

—

foolishly flying from friendship; for Fanny's frankness
foreshadoAved folly forever fled. Feebly fluttering from
fainting, Fanny's fair features flushed flamingly from
Fred's flagrantly fervent fondlings. Faithful Fred, feeing
fervidly fond, fatuously figured for future felicity forth-
with. Fanny firstly feigning fretful frowns, flushed
furiously, faded taster, faltered, fidgeted, fanned fussily—-
finally frankly R-xed l^rida,v, February fifth,
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Fanny's fond father, finely fixed for foreknowing funds'
fluctuations, furthermore finding financial facilities favora-
ble, furnished for Fanny's festival fabulously fine foulards,
fleecy flannels, fluffy feathers, P'rcnch frocks, filmy fazzo-
lets, furthermore fifty fantastical female fixixi'Sj fairly
flooring Fanny.
Far from famishing folk, Fred's faithful feudatory fol-

lowers furnished for feasting frumentaceous food, fish,

flesh, fowl, fruit, flowers, furthermore five fine fermented
fluids. Farmers fetched from fertile furrowed fields,

flour's farinaceous food; fishermen, floating from fathom-
less fiords, fetched fine fresh flapping flat-fish, further-
more frog^ for frying; freeborn foresters found finely
fatted fawns from frondent forest friths; familiar friends
freely furnished for fricasseeing full-fledged fowls from
-fecund farmyard flocks: fruiterers fitly furnished for feast
finishing food, fifteen fanciful foreign-fruit flavored frap-
pes; famous florists freely flung forth fragrant flowery
festoons for Fred's fair fiancee; facetious festal factotums
filled foaming flagons from faucets flowing full-flavored
frothy fenncnted fluids, famous for fallaciously filling

foolish fellows fearfully full.

Forty filigreed flunkies flaunted fluttering flags; fizzing
fireworks flashed; fifty fulgent flambeaus' flared flicker-

ingly; five flutists fluted fantasias; fourteen florid fat-

faced fiddlers fiddled furiously for fandangos; four fan-

tastical farandoles following, faultless female forms flexu-

ously flitted fairylike; funny fellows feeling frolicsome,
footed floors featly.

Finally, fiddlers feeling fuddled from fermented fluids,

fairly fell, fracturing fiddlestrings, funnily finishing Fred's
first family festivity. Felicitating friends, feeling flaccid

from foregoing frolicsome freaks, fled flinging fond fare-

wells. Felicity followed forever. Finis. Zero.

North American Fish, and Game Association.

Mr. L. Q. JoNCAS, superintendent of Fisheries of the

Province of Quebec, has written the foUov^'ing letter

:

In conformity with a resolution of the North American Fish and
Game Association, moved by C. E. E. Ussher, Esq., seconded by
S. T. Bastcdo, Esq., and tmanimously adopted on the second day
of February last, which resolution reads as follows:
"Resolved. That a committee be formed of two representatives

from each State and Province to report at next annual meeting
on possibilities of harmonizing the fish and game laws of the
Provinces and States. The said committee would be formed thus:
"New York, C. H. AVilson, J. H. Seymour; Maine, H. O. Stanley,

Charles A. Oak; New Brunswick. lion. Mr. Dunn, D. G. Smith;
Vermont, J. W. Titcomb, H. W. Bailey, F. G. Butterfield: Massa-
chusetts, John Fotler, Jr., F. S. Hodges: Ontario, S. T. Bastedo,
Dr. G. A. MacCullum; Quebec, C. E. E. Ussher, L. Q. Joncas,
N. E. Cormier. The convener of this committee to be Mr. L.

Q Joncas."
~I have the honbr to invite you to a meeting of the above-
mentioned committee, which will take place in Montreal at the
Government Hou.se, St. Gabriel street, on Thursday, the 13th day
of December next, at 10 A. M. I do sitieerely hope that you
will be able to attend.

I have the honor to be yours faithfujly,

L. Q. JoNC.lS, President.

This notice, sent out to the members of the committee,
is dated Nov. 15, and so but a month will elapse before
the date set for the meeting. Mr. Charles H. Wilson, one
of the members appointed to represent the State of New
York, would be glad to receive any suggestions from
sportsmen or others in the State interested in bringing
about a uniform fish and game law and a reciprocity of
interests hetween the States and Canada, and present
any well-founded suggestions to the conunittee for con-
sideration, to the end that Parliament and Legislature may
be petitioned to enact a rational and uniform fish and
game law, acceptable to the people on both sides of the
line. Mr. Wilson may be addressed at Glens Falls. N. Y..

and he will be glad to present to the committee the sug-
gestions as to changes in the laws which he invites,, it be-

ing a matter in which he is greatly interested.

A. N. Cheney.

Rhode Island Trout Stocking;.

Charles A.^HoxSie has contracted to furnish the State
Fish Commissioner.s with 40,000 trout, which will be used
to stock the streatns and ponds throughout the State.'

W, H. M,
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100 SDommett's finds.

Some of the Queer Discoveries Made fay Those Who Ate
Looking for Game of Fish.

28

A party of hunters in Kansas discovered a natural

cave about one and a half miles north of Wilmot, on the

line of the Frisco railway. The party were out on a hunt
for chickens, rabbits and other game. Attention was at-

tracted to the cave by the do,gs. The aperture to the

cave was simply a small hole in the surface of the high,

rolling prairie. The young fellows noticed that the

aperture would admit thei passage of a man's body and
decided to explore the bowels of the earth if necessary^

They slid down the opening, which was solid rock from
the slight fringe of grass on top, passed through a nar-

row niche in the stone below, v/hich came together in a

kind of wedge shape, then slid further down, alighting

on firm foundation about thirty feet from the surface of

the earth. When the boys reached the bottom of the

shaft they experienced a decided change of climate. They

had half anticipated a snake or scorpion crevasse, but
suddenly discovered that no snake or scorpion could live

in such temperature. They found plenty of room. They
had entered a cavern containing nature's- finest wonders.
The temperature was icy. The breath of the young ex-
plorers froze as it was wafted to icy walls on either side.
Stalactites hung from the ceiling, and there were most
beautiful representations of lamps, fishes, etc. Some of
the explorers claim that they went at least a quarter of a
mile, and that the cave became larger as they progressed.

29

While a British angler was fishing on the river Teviot,
and under the shadow of Roxburgh Castle, his attention
was attracted by the roundness of a stone which had
afforded him footing in making a difficult cast. The
stone was more than half embedded in the bank, and the
visible portion almost entirely under water. On being
dug out of the embankment the stone was found to be
entirely round, and it bore marks showing that it had
been chipped into shape. The ball, which is of sandstone,
measured 42 inches in circumference, and its weight is

95 pounds. All the circumstances strengthen the sup-
position that it had been used as a missile for warlike
purposes. The missile is of exactly the same dimensions
as some of the stone balls which are deposited at the side
of Mons Meg at Edinburgh Castl*, and date from 1496.

30

Robert Varirk, a gunner, while in a wild tract of land
near the Gloucester (N. J.) city waterworks, saw a pair
of rough shoes protruding from a hole in the butt of
a big oak tree. Varick kicked the shoes and found the
owner alive. He was a sure-enough wildman. A crowd
of young men were led to the .spot. They found the
queer dweller in the tree sleeping. He was aroused by
Harry O'Neil's stern command: "Hey, there, old man;
come out so we can see you." The wild man crawled
slowly from the hollow and was marched to the Glouces-
ter City fTall, and placed in charge of the police. The
man was given a hearing on a charge of vagrancy before
Mayor Boylen. He said his name was Herman Zeller.
his age forty-five years and his home Philadelphia. The
hollow in the tree is only about three feet in diameter.
The man hg.d lived there for a long time.

31.

Near Burkesville, K}^, on the Cumberland River, a
man named Raven was one day fishing off the bank.
The bank was of clay, six or eight feet above the water,
and Raven sat with his legs hanging over. He had been
sitting there for an hour, swinging his heels against the
bank,_ when his boot struck something which gave out
a curious sound, and he instinctively looked down. Be-
tween his feet he saw a stone jar, or at least a; portion
of one, protruding from the bank. It was at least Iqxxx
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feet below the surface, and he had considerable trouble

to unearth ;t. When he had done so, however, and

removed the wooden cover fastened over the mouth, he

found the contents 10 consist of a gold watch, three or

four gold rings, six silver spoons, $800 in Kentucky State

bank bills, $50 in gold, $20 in silver half dollars, and

about a quart of dimes and five-cent pieces. Although

the jar was tightly corked, the dampness had got m and

mildewed the bank notes until they fell to pieces m his

hands. Had they been all right, however, they would

have been of no intrinsic value, as all the State bank

circulation had given place to greenbacks, Speculation

as to who planted the jar brought no clue to the owner

further than that it could have been no resident of the

county. It had probably been in the ground many years,

for the river had been eat'ng away at the bank with each

freshet, and finally brought a portion of the jar to light.

Tt must have been buried six or eight feet from the bank

at first.

'7jck Among the Indians/'

Six books have now come from the pen of Mr. Geo.

Bird GrmneL, all upon Western topics, and all written

with a care and fai.hfulness, with a genius in special

research and a photographic accuracy of detail which

piace the wi iter almost in a class by himself in these

ca^s of huiT.ed and haphazard writing. Mr. Grinneil's

firs, works, the "Pawnee hero Stories and Folk Tales,"

"ii ackfoot Lodge Tales," "Ihe Story of the Indian,"

''Ihe Indians of To-day," all took him into that field

wheie he lias so long been admitted by and easily first

aniuug the nicdern writers on the West, the Indian life

as it If seen to-day among the tribes. In his last book,

'."Jack, the Young Ranchman," the subject was not d s-

s.m lar, the Western plains and mountains still being the

scene, but the treatment was dififerent, lighter, more
popular cf intent and better adapted to the comprehen-
sion of the small folk for whom it was done. "Jack, the

Young Ranchman" was the outcome of the delight which

certain boys and girls found in the stories told them of

the West of earlier days, of the adventures and experi-

ences which might and did befall a boy of that day in

the West. The expansion of this idea into book form
was r.atural and happy, and the undertaking proved so

desirable that the author was asked to continue the same
plan. "Jack Among the Indians" is the result, and as a

second book in a certain line its success must be grati-

f^irg lO all concerned. The boy is the hardest critic

in the world, and juvenile books are the hardest of all

to write, as' witness the constant demand for them.

Oi-e of the tests of a good child's book is that grown
people like to read it too. This test may be applied

wi hout hesitation to this second juvenile book of the

author in question.

We learn history through fiction, as well as manners
and cusloms; and we may learn a great deal of Western
-geography, Western life. Western modes of thought and
"ic ic n in this simple book for boys. The scheme is a

pl.iin and pleasing one. Jack, the young Eastern boy, is

put in charge of Hugh Johnson, an old plainsman, and
mal es a horseback journey from the lower range up
across Wyoming and Montana to the camp of the

J'iegans above the Missouri River, where he spends a

part cf one summer living as the Indians live. He kills

mountain sheep, and deer and antelope and buffalo, saves

the life cf an Indian girl, kills a bear, and learns to run
the buffalo on a bareback horse and to kill his buflfalo

as the Indians did, with the bow and arrow. The human
side of the Indian character is well developed, this being
c\'er the purpose of the author in all his books into

which the Indian comes. Indeed, the wholesome human
character of the whole book is its conspicuous trait.

The characters really live and really talk-, do not preach
or lecture, as miost folk of the grown up sort do who
parade on pages of boys' books.
There is plot enough in the above scheme of the book

to furnish abundant action, and the author is prodigal
cf the materia' which lies at his hand so abundantly, so
there is no drag in the movement of the story. A boy
would not permit that in a book. Especially nervous
and fine is the narrative after tlie old hunter and his

S'oung charge really reach the camp of the Piegans,
where the hunting stories keep the older readers turning
the pages as fast as may be. And at the close there
comes a b't of intricacy which may be fiction or may be
fact, for (he two are hard sometimes to separate in their
worde^-fulness in the'old West. The young hunter and
his boy fr-crd cf the Indian village, with their older com-
panion Hugh, find a poUch of gold, and a golden powder
charger, on which are sera ched the initials "B. L."
How the finders use th's gold, whose value runs up to

some thousands of dollars, how they at last find the man
who lost rhe sa-oM the book itse'f best tells. It is best
to read the book -n the daytime or early in the evening,
frr the grown-up boy is very apt to sit up too late after
bcgir'-insr it at a later hour. Some of the chapter heads
?re "The Indians at Home " "An Enemy in Camo," "The
Cnurti-fr rf a Coup." "Running Buffalo," "The Relic
of a Ficrht." "Close Quarters with a Bear," "The Lost
Go'fl." These be very tempting to the eye and the taste
left !<; "'j)-'rant of +he menu. The reader of "Jack Among
the Indian";" will learn something of the real character of
the old p'a'ns, what the rivers were, where they were,
how 'he conntrv looked, what the game did, and all

dp'-i'^s which are kent so long in memory by any
Tpji-n v-l-io ^as ever heen nrivilesed for a time to be savage
O' ha'f savacre. These things are entertaining to anyone
who never saw the V^est. delightful to those who have
dr"-e cn. Tf) one of ^he latter some of the things came
vor^• krp"1v. f'S'^e^?f^1W tha"^ bit of description which
P-^^oi-c rf c;.,-f.ot Grass H"'ls. lying- lil<e a blue cloud

r'pr'- hor;-7on to the Fp.cjt. That must have been
fr«rn, (.'np rp-^'-Q r-f the Two Medicines or the St. Mary's,

v.^<5 (Vt.c f^Tipv mav he seen from that localitv—the
Swcp' r;rpc<; HM|s pn strrif^d in the B^ackfoot calendar.
>«d •'Tipt sn^erh of thf Indian chfef. Last Bull, who was
adopting TfacH as hi.? relative; ''O Siin> QI4 Man,

Creator, look down * * * Many years ago I went
to sleep for power." Anyone who has not had an Indian
chief make a speech to him, the while holding his hand
and gazing at him with an eye that sees close through
him. cannot describe the feeling. These people were
great and wonderful in their way. Mr. Grinnell has lived
among them long enough, youth and man, to know what
they do and how they think, and how a boy feels who
sees there the wild life which we all, boys and men, long'
to live at least now and then. It is doing the next best
thing, and a very good thing, to read about it when it is

presented so freshly and wholesomely, for we may be
not orily instructed but entertained, and the latter func-
tion is not subordinated in this story of Western lite, as
it sometimes is in books wh'ch aim to prove something
or show something. The book is very well worth the
title of good historical fiction for boys; and it is well
known a man is a boy until he is at least 70.

E. Hough.
HarTr.ord Building, Chicago, 111.

Two Indian Books.
As the Indians as a people are vanishing from the

land, public interest in them slowly increases. They still

exist in groups that are j'et called tribes, but the tribal
organization is disorganized, the beliefs are changed, the
religion is neglected and the cus toms are bemg forgot-
ten. Concurrently Avith all this, books treating of these
subjects are being published in considerable numbers.
Happily, too, all these are no: dry scientific books, but
some of them deal with the living and being of the people—with their actual lives and with the motives that govern
those lives.

Recently two very interesting books of this character
have been issued from the press of Messrs. Small, May-
nard & Co. One of these is "Indian Song and Story
from North America," by Alice C. Fletcher, and it touches
a subject of very great interest, about which little is

knovyn. The discovery of the phonogranh ha=; made it

possible to exactly record the words and music of the
songs of the Indians, and Miss Fletcher, after gathering
a nuinber of these songs among several tribes, has given
the airs and the words, and also the stories connected
with their origin.

These songs are chiefly from the Omaha, Pawnee and
Ponca tribes, though there are a few from much further
off—from the northwest coast and from Arizona. Many
of them have been harmonized by the late Prof. J. C.
Fillmore and in some case-; th's process seems to have
taken from the airs much of their Indian character.
The stories are told with a delightfid simolicity. and

lend very great interest to the s-ongs which are set "down.
Miss Fletcher's long residence with the Omaha Ind'an-;
has especially well fitted her for doing ju^t this sort of
work, and she has been successful m gettin.e many
storie,« of women of r^igimts c^^re^nnniaJ,? which ^

inan might well have failed to secure. The book, besides

being charming reading, is a most valuable contribution

to our knowledge of Indian thought and ways.
The second book, from the same press, is by Mr. Francis

La Flesche, an educated Omaha Indian, and is entitled

"The M'ddle Five." It is a story of the school life of

Indian boys, and narrates the doings, adventures and
thoughts of a group of the school children at one of the

mission schools which the author attended. While it

must, of course, be understood that in these adventures
there is nothing strange or startling, they are yet told wi'h

so much earnestness, simplicity and grace that it would
be hard to find a volume which portrays so truthful'y and
so effectively the human nature of the little brown sk nncd
people of whom it treats.

Any one thoroughly familiar with Indian life and
ways who reads this book would know at once that it

was written by an Indian, and whatever the motive that

prompted the author to set down in this form his boyhood
recollections he may feel sure that nothing that he couM
have done would be so likely as the publicat on of this

book to arouse among white readers an interest in the

red race, and to make them realize the humanity which
is common to both colors.

No better and certainly no more interesting book for

children has been brought to our notice for a long time.

The little vlume is adorrfed with a frontispiece m colors,

designed, if we mistake not. by an Indian girl who has
made singular progress in art work in the last few years.

In drawing and in color it would do credit to any artist.

A Handsotre Trophy.

The handsome caribou head here pictured adorns the

home of Mr. E. G. Asmus in We=t Hob-^ken. N. J. Mr.
Asmus secured it near Grandfather's Lookout in the
White Hills of Newfoundland. Mr. A. B, Blair of
Pennsvlvania, who sends us the nhotosranh. wr'tes: "My
on'y claim is that no better l^ead has b'^en broug'^t to the
Un'ted States from that island." There are fif^'v-f'^ur

point';, and the remarkable symmetry makes the head a
most notable trophy.

The Forest and Stream is put to press eacti week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.
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Fixtures.

FIELD TIUALS.
Nov. 27.—Glasgow, Iv^ .- a.v>..iLu..n.j x-icid Trials Club's annual

Aov. .su.—AcwluU, A. —Cuiitiucni.al i'le.d irials Club's sixth
aiiiiuai IiciU iiidis—xVicUiOcla £3luk.c. jL)ec. H, iJcruy. 'lUco.

Jj.ci;. AU.—i aiib, iviu.—x'uuiiii aiiuual field trials of the Missouri
Ficia Iriaib ^BoociaLiuu. X.. S. iiuuiils, aec'y, Scdalia, Aio.

190L

Jan. 14.—Greenville, Ala.—l?iini auntial field trials oi the Alabama
Fjt.u inais CiUO. Jolin ii. l<.oaeusUUl, Secy.

Jiiu. Zi.—jLiciiLou 1-uum.y, jiiiso.— jiciiLn aiijiual field trials ot the
LiulcOi aiaics jeie.a liima Ciuo. VV. H. btaiturd, S>t3c y, ireiilon,

Tenn.
, _BENCH SHUWS.

Nov. 28-30.—Philadelphia, i'a.—bcconU annual bench show of the
Pliiiaai..i<u<a JJog sifjn jAs^ocihIiuh. ivl. A. V'lti, aec'y.

ijec. .0-j.o.—ciucUiUHLi, (j.—Aujtiuai bencli show oi the Cincinnati
Fox Jlcirier CiUu. J. C lroliin;t:r, Secy.

1901.

Feb. 26-.March l.—Qev eland, Cleveland Kennel Club's annual
beucli allow. C M. iViuniiau, bcc'y.
Aiarcu b-a,—I'liiauuig, i u.— juuquesne Kennel Club's annual

bencti allow, i;. b. iJicaraau, Secy.

Training the Hunting Dog.— :M
By B. Waters, Author ot ' a tivn and Carry: A Treatise

Ou K<sir.cviug,"

IX.—Pointing, Backing, Kd^s'^g' Quartering, Dropping to]

Pointxug v^auunucd).

The gun should be kept in abeyance during the lirst

hunting .essons which have lor a purpose the pertection

01 ihe point. J. he uauier should eimeavor to anord am-
ple opportunities to tne pupn, and lo this end an old,

level titacltd dog i:3 a great assistant both as to nnding
the b.rds and as to example. When the dog makes his

points, tne trainer seeks to prolong them as much as

possible. He walks calmly up to the dog's side, strokes

hini gently aiong the bacK. ana restrains n.m from break-

ing in. 'this is repeated time after tmre, gentleness and
approval being exhibited when he does right and dis-

approval when he does wrong. ,

If he is particularly obstma.e or self-willed, a check
cord or a .spike collar and check cord may be used to

advantage. The cord should have a snap, such as is

used on harness, attached to one end of it. This enables

the trainer to quickly snap it in the ring of the dog's

collar without fuss or delay. With the check cord the

dog can be easily kept under control when on point, so

far as breaking in is under consideration.

The sp.ke collar should be used with careful modera-
tion. 1 he average amateur does more harm in the use
of it than he does good, although the same may be as-

serted equally of the whip or an_v other instrument of

punishment. At all events, the use of it should be
eschewed in all buL the most obstinate, self-willed cases,

and in all cases if the trainer loses his temper when
using it. A great deal of care is sometimes necessary

to avo d such faults as blinking, trainer shyness, etc.,

when schooling the dog to stanchness on point.

In these early experiences the gun may be obstructive

to the pupil's advancemenc. It is not essential in teach-

ing th£ pupil a proper degree of stanchness. He quickly

learns its use, and when it is fired he has such an un-
controllable eagerness to secure possession of the bird

that for a time he is lawless. On the other hand the

average amateur is himself so over eager to kill birds

that the iraining of the dog is a remote matter when
the opportunity to kill is presented, so that what should
as much as possible be an orderly matter of schooling is

then a disorganized scramble between man and dog.
However, as to the use of the gun, there are cases

which will be benefited by it. There are slothful, in-

dolent dogs which renuire the stimulus of successful

capture, and others again which, after working a time
without material result, lose interest and cease eflort.

The trainer's own judgment must be his guide under
such circumstances.
When >he dog is pointing or attempting to point, he

should be permitted to do so in his own natural manner.
The trainer should not give any caution or orders till

the dog either points or flushes. If he is the one trainer

out of a hundred he can do so, but if he is one of the

other ninety-nine he must ei her bawd out orders or
perish. Orders and multiplication of orders, however,
no more assist a dog in learning to use his nose than
they would to assist a man who was guiding him-
self by the sense of feeling in the dark—less so, in fact,

for the dog does not comprehend the meaning of many
words.

Vv hen the dog flushes, then the trainer may caution
him or punish him according to the requirements of the
case, and he then associates the displeasure with some
definite event which, being painful, he seeks to avoid.
Unintentional Pttshes .should never be considered a
cause for rnmis'iTT>pnt ai^d this should hold good in

respect to all o her mistake;?.

By leavire- the doe- to h=s own judgment he learns to

tn his birds without hesitation or apprehension of

trouble, and points them at an intelligent estimate of

di''anre. neither too near nor too close. In the case of

timid doors, .nctral encouragement may be necessarj' and
even willful flushes mav need to be encouraged.

Unless a steadv, well trained doe can be used tor a

brace ma^p for ^ho green nupnv, it is best to work him
alone till he is fftirlv starch. If the trainer cannot work
one minnv acnrding to rule, it renuires no argument lo
df^onstrritp that hp canrot work two or more.

TV-e nnin'inq- of hqrnvard f-^wls bv siffht shou'd bo
d'.«rotira<Tpd ?s inttrh as ^los.'^ib'p. Tt does not in the
l^nct- pqsjoi- ttip tfjil'-pr vher" srhooIinEf the door afield,
'pi-ip HofT vTViori \»rorV-r>cr *n the piiti faints in thp p^^at
jTiamr'*""' of iT's*'n«f"Pc h^f t'hf; SP"'5P of sme^l. afl '^e

thPTi B^>(*Vs tn nr>i""f bv sifht, as hp doei? when daHving
vn^h +he bnr^-.rar'l^ fowls, he would flush much oftener
than he would point

the fuQctional powers of dogs' noma vary greatly.

Of two Qogs of equal intelligence, pace and stamina^ one

inay lar excel tac oUicr in nuuiug aua puuiaug, and

th.s aione fiom the greater keenness ol his nose. iViany

umnteiit.onal errors are made by dogs whose'

nose IS dull. An intelligent dog, with such miirmity, will

many umes develop imo a useuil pertormer, his superior

knowledge enabling him to use his nose to the best

advantage.
^vs to aie length of time required to establish the point

stanchly, nothing can be said dehnitely. It all depends

on the pupil and the trainer's ability to permit hira to

iearn. After a short schooling, some dogs of a gentle

deferential nature learn to point quickly in the interests

of the gun, and even defer to a bracemate, preferring

the back to the point. Someames, when they obsei-ve

their fellow roading, they p.ay to take the back, thus

anacipating the act of pointing. Others again play to

get to the front at the earliest possible moment when
a point is impending. However, as a general proposi-

tion, several weeks are required in which to properly

school the dog to stanch point work, and sometimes this

degree of proficiency is not reached till wjell inuO the

second season, and in rare instances into the third.

Occasionally the trainer will come across a dog which

cannot be taught to point reliably.

While the point when exercised naturally is for the

dog's individual advantage, by experience and the exer-

cise of intelligence he learns to apply it conjointly with

the efforts of the shooter in the common purpose to cap-

ture. It is an amplification of the teain work which he
displays when a member of a pack or of a brace. He
learns that the capture is effected by joint effort, even

though such effort at first was a matter of disagreeable

compulsion. After practical application has demon-
strated the,-uses of the scooling, he applies his efforts

with great skill, and becomes original in manipulating

the variable circumstances in a manner best calculated

to serve the interests of the gun. At that, there is much
left which appeals to his selfishness. To him a subordi-

nate, part is infinitely preferable to no part at all. This

alone is sufficient to appeal to his self interest. It is

analogous to the self interest of the little boy who be-

seeches the privilege of accompanying his big brother

afield that he may carry the game which is killed. The
self interest and consequently the efforts of the dog are

easily maintained, if he is not excessively mistreated

under a mistaken practice of training, or mistreated from

a mistaken play of ill temper.

The style of a point is considered a matter of first

importance by .soine sportsmen, so much so that they

assert that they would rather kill one bird over a mag-
nificently spectacular point than many over a common-
place oiie. Nevertheless there is a distinction between
looking for pictures and looking for birds. A flashy hit-

or-miss dog, with high pres.sure legs, running across

birds might make a point of incomparably greater

beauty than that of a dog which worked out his points

methodically and intelligently.

The dog with a high grade of bird sense rarely makes
spectacular points. His work is of an all-day character,

and he conducts it after the manner of an all-day w^ork-

nian. It is judgment and method as compared to snap

work'. Not that beautiful point work of the spectacular

kind is objectionable, nor that good dogs now and then

do not possess it, but it has not the exaggerated im-

portance bestowed on it by the sportsman who values

manner over matter.

The first requisite of the setter and pointer is to find

birds: the manner of it is incidental. Very few shooters

who in the parlor declaim in ecstacy over the thrills

and tremors of a sensational point live up to the ideal

when in the field. Then a point is a point. If beautiful

so much the better, if it is a true point; if false so much
the worse. At all events, when a shooter goes afield

with a gun and dog it is safe to assume that the spectac-

ular po-nt is beautiful as an incident, though it is not

the main purpose. • ll

Some doffS from extreme caution learn to drop to

.shot. Others again from getting lost on point, and
becoming weary of waiting, lie down to rest and learn

it therefrom, while others again which have been taught

to drop to shot learn to drop in anticipation of the

flush, which is gradually evolved into dropping to point.

Irish Terrier Club.
The Irish Terrier Club of America has issued the fol-

lowing circular to its members:
The committee on specials of the Irish Terrier Club

of America offer, on behalf of the club, the following

stakes and cuns. to be comoeted for at the coming bench
show of the Westminster Kennel Club, to be held in New-
York city in February, 1901:

Stakes.—The grand challenge cup for dogs, value $100;
the ?r?ind challenge cup for bitches, value $100; the

breeders' stake.

Cups.—Five-dollar cup for best dog or bitch in puppy
classes; $5 cup for best dog or bitch in novice classes;

$5 cup for best doe: or bitch in limit classes: $5 cup for

best dog in open class; $5 cup for best bitch in open class

—each of the aforementioned to be American bred; $5
CUD for best veteran dog. five years old or over; $3 cup
for best veteran bitch, five vears old or over; $5 cup for

stud dog, to be shown with two of his get. the latter

Am.prican bred, but not necessarily the property of the
pxh'bitor—p-pt alone to be considered; $5 cup for brood
bitch, to be shown with two of her produce, the latter Amer-
ican bred, but not necessarily the oronertv of the exhib-
'tor—produce a'one to be considered: ^^ cup for the
breeder, who must be a member of the Irish Terrier Club
f f Amer'ca. of the best American-bred dog in the show;

cvtn for the breeder,! who must be a member of the
Tneli Terrier Club of America, of the best American-
bred bitch in the show: nm fnr bp.'^t three. American
bred anv sex owned bv exhib'''or; run for best two.
American brpd. any sex. owned bv ex'^ibitor: cun for
stud rlocr hrf'-r,cr <-h» p-r°a*'"':t nnmhpr of get to win a fi''st.

5'^ro'^rl or t'-ird '-r'ze ft 'a'd s't^w. In ca«e of reServ&bpi"g
c^Jvpn inctpsd of fVi'Vri i^'-i7P th^" r.eservp to count as third.
Get to be American bred. Five dollar cup for brood
bitch havinor the freatest number of nroduce to win a
first, second or third prize at said show. In case of

resem being given instead of thjjtd prize, then reserve to

count as t-hird. Ir'roduce to be Auicrican brttl,

'lUe above stakes anu cups are opcu to iuv-iumU'S of the

Irish 'ierrier Club ol America oniy.

Every dog and bitch compuuig must be registered in

the American iS-ennel Club bcud ipook.
The term "American bred" is to be construed as mean-

ing a dog or bitch wheiped m the uuucu :3i.aLi_s or
Canada, and in the case of a biich served out 01 the
United States or Canada, she must have been owntd and
in the United States or Canada prior to such scrvice
to make her produce eligible to compete.
The interpretation of the above shall be left to the

committee on specials, Chas. W. Rodman, Jr., and O.
W. Donner, whose award shall be final.

Appears to Have Discovered a Canir.e Klcndite.

Rye, N. Y., Oct. 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: i

went hunting on Saturday, Oct. 27, in a wuod.->. Vv^'lun
I was in the center of the woods 1 heard soineuiing ho^l
and I went toward where I heard the noise, and when I

got by the swamp there came a red dog. 1 thought it

was a fox. She came right for me. 1 hit her on the
head with my gun barrel. I whistled for my djg but in-
stead of my dog there came two boys. She went then
for them. She bit one in the leg and the other fellow
hit the dog with the butt of his gun. Then my dog
came. Then she ran away. Then we three went to the
cave and we found seven little puppies. Their ears were
sharp and their claws were sharp. The-r co'or was of
mud color. The mother was a red color. She was about
jj4 feet high. She was long. When they get three weeks
old I am going to get them.

Raymond Hendricks,

Yachting.

The selection of a manager for the new Cup defender
IS no longer a matter of delicacy in naming the man be^t
adapted for the position, but it ha, become a d.fficult
question to find a competent man who will undertake the
responsibilities of the position. To carry the races
through to a stxccessful issue the man must devote his
entire time and attention to the work, and those who
were first mentioned as avajlabk have found hat their
business affairs would not permit this. For this rea-xn no
announcement has yet been made by the N. Y. Y. C. It
has become known, however that the contract for the new
defender has been closed with the Herreshoffs and the
work on the boat is already under way.

The yacht Senta is said to have been bought by an
American yachtsman, and rumor has it that Mr. C. C.
Bragg, the owner of the schooner Alsacienne. is the pur-
chaser. Senta would prove a valuable addition o t'le 65 ft.

class, and together with Hester. Isolde, Astrild and Quetn
Mab. the racing ought to be very keen next season. The
boats are of an excellent type, being easily handled and
having good accommodations, and should be encouraged.
It is to be hoped that there is some truth in the rumor
that Mr. Robert P. Doremus will also import a boat for
this class.

The Yacht men's C lub.
We take pleasure in submitting the following pros-

pectus of the Yachtsmen's Club which has been k ndly
forwarded to us by one of the trustees, Mr. Edward M.
MacLellan. The hearty eo-operation of the members of
the allied clubs is not only essential but necessary for
the promotion of the objects for which the club ha^ been
established. The club has already a membership of 100.
but this number should be greatly increased without de ay.
There is no initiation fee at present, and the annual dues
are within the reach of everybody. The enterta"nmrnt
committee of the club is preparing a programme for the
winter that will be attractive and instructive to the mem-
bers of the club. It has been suggested that a scri -s of
lectures on navigation, designing, handling sails, tide' and
so forth be given at the club rooms. Th- lecture- w"ll be
announced shortly. At a meeting of the Board of Tru tees
held on Nov. 14, the following were elected to m-^mher-
ship

:
Edmund Kelly. Larchmont Y. C. ; W. W- Kelly.

Manhasset Bay Y. C. ; Henrv W. Merrill. Bav Bi xayane
Y. C, and Clendenin Eckert, Cliff Haven Y. C. Lake
Champlain.

No. 47 West Forty-third Street, New Yo'-k Ma-'-h 15 —
The Yachtsmen's Club is a social organization t'-e luem-
bership in which is restricted to person': who are at the
time of their election, members of regularly oro-ani/od
yacht clubs. It has been organized to crea^^e a cn'er of
yacht-ng interest in New York city. Its exact purposes, as
stated in the Constitution, are

:

Sec. 2.—The object of this club shall be the estab'ishnipnt of a
central meeting place for yachtsmen in New York city, with .a v'pw
of promoting \'achting and a closer socia' relationship among the
members of the various American organizations devoted to this
sport.

QUALIl-ICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP. CHAPTER II., SECTION I.,

BY-LAWS.
A candidate for membership, to be eliRib'e. must be a rti"^ber

in good standing of a regularly organized yacht club and must be
proposed and seconded in writing.

_A preliminary organizaMon wa= effected and a C'-n-
stitution and By-Laws were adooted r.n Feb. i. 1900. T'-e
fir=t annual m.eeting wa<: he'H on F-^b. 13.. 7900, at w'^i'-h
the organization wa= perfected and officers to serve for the
ensuing year were elected.

At present there is no initiation fee. The annual dues
of resident members—those kvinsr wi hm thiny-fivp m'les
of the club house—are $20. The anmnl dup'; of n'^n-
resident members—those living '^pvond th'r'-y--fiv nii'es
from the club house—are $10. The d"es arp'nnvbl- rn
election or within thirty days therpafter and rt\ th" an-
niversaries thereof—that is to '^av the navmpn" '^f a wpir's
dues secures for a member all rights and privileges for a
full' year.

The Constitution and Bv-Law= are similsr to t^nqo gov-
erning all first-class social clubs, and the duties and
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powers of the officers and trustees are those usually de-

volving upon such officials.

The club rooms are in The Royalton, a bachelor apart-

ment hotel, at No. 47 West Forty-third street, in the

heart of the club house district of New York city. They
are on the first floor, and have a private entrance. They
consist of four rooms, adapted for use as reception rooms,

committee rooms, library, etc., and in addition a dining

room of ample size to accommodate about fifty persons. A
contract has been made with the management of The
Royalton by virtue of which meals are served in the club's

dining room at all hours from early morning to 10 P. M.,

and beverages and cigars to 12 P. M., at club prices. Thus
the club is able to afford its members all the privileges of

restaurant, cafe, bar, etc.

The club rooms are well furnished, handsomely deco-

rated, lighted by electricity and equipped with long-dis-

~ tance telephone service. The several committees have

begun the work of accumulating books, photographs, lines,

models, etc., of interest to yachtsmen.

The membership of the Yachtsmen's Club already in-

cludes gentlemen who are members of the American, At-

lantic, Eastern, Bridgeport, Hartford, Hempstead Harbor,

Horseshoe Harbor, Huguenot, Huntington, Indian Har-
bor, Larchmont, Manhasset Bay, New Haven, New
Rochelle, New York, Norwalk, Riverside, Royal Cana-

dian, Seaclitf and Seawanhaka Corinthian yacht clubs.

Application for membership should be sent to the

secretary.

The officers of the club are: David Banks, Pres., At-

lantic Y. C. ; Hazen L. Hoyt, Vice-Pres., Larchmont Y.

C. ; Chas. T. Pierce, Sec'y, Riverside Y. C. ; P. G. San-

ford, Treas., Norwalk Y. C. Trustees—President, Secre-

tary and Treasurer, ex-officio; Frank Bowne Jones, In-

dian Harbor Y. C. ; Chas. P. Tower, New Rochelle Y. C.

;

Hazen L. Hoyt, Larchmont Y. C. ; Edw. M. MacLellan,

Manhasset Bay Y. C. ;
Newbury D. Lawton, New York

Y. C. ; Ward Dickson, Hempstead Harbor Club.

A Catboat Cruise on Lake Ontario.
When in Toronto last August we had the pleasure of

wishing bon voyage to a merry party of six who were
just getting away from the float of the Royal Canadian
Y. C. for a summer holiday afloat. The boat was so

small and the pile of duffle passed aboard from the float

was so large that we were interested in hearing the out-

come of the experiment. The following log was sent

us recently for private perusal, knowing all of the parties.

It was not written for publication, but as a record of a

pleasant cruise. At our request we have been allowed
to publish it in connection with the lines of the boat.

She was designed by Mr. J. Wilton Morse, of the Royal
Canadian Y. C, designer of the little dinghy illustrated

in the Forest and Stream, and which has proved so

popular. The sixth member of the party deserves more
mention than is accorded him in the cruise. Burleigh is

a big bull terrier, of sage and dignified mien, according

with his name. Though not by nature a navigator, he
proved an amiable and appreciable companion on tlie

cruise.

Drift was designed for use up on Georgian Bay, and
was intended to be large enough to carry a party of four
and supplies for a camping out trip of two weeks
through byways where provisions could not be obtained.

Sleeping accommodation was provided by a tent, which
was rigged over the boat from the mast to the stern, the

after end of the ridge rope being fastened to the boom,
which was then well topped up, and the forward end tied

to the mast. The sides were hooked to rings lashed

through "the gunwale, this arrangement making the deck-
ing around the side available as a shelf at night.

The tent was i6ft. long by the full width of the boat,

and was found very comfortable for a two weeks' trip

down the Bay of Quinte this summer. A party of five,

three of them ladies, found ample sleeping accommoda-
tion on the broad flat floor, while during the day the

thousand and one things required were all stowed away, so

as to leave plenty of room for every one.

The boat turned out very successful, being a good dry
sea boat, thanks to buoyant form and ample freeboard.

She would, of course, have looked much better with a

counter on her, but being able to unship the rudder in a

hurry is a matter of necessity in strange waters, when
it projects so far below the keel, and the rudder was
none too deep to control the boat in some of the weather
she went through this summer. She would work to

windward easily through a channel not more than 50ft.

wide, and her speed all round left nothing to be desired
from a cruising standpoint.

Her construction was very strong, the trunk logs of her
certerboard box running through from the stem to the
stern seat with cross floors every 2ft. bolted to it and to

the bilge stringer, taking all the strain of the heavily
loaded centerboard and stiffening the whole boat up.

The bottom boards being laid over these cross floors

gave a lot of stowage room underneath, in which all our
provisions were carried in watertight jars.

Her dimensions are as follows:

Length

—

Over all 19ft.

L.W.L 15ft. 6 in.

Overhang

—

Bow 2ft. 6 in.

Stern. 9 in.

Beam

—

Extreme 7ft.

L.W.L 6ft. 8 in.

Freeboard

—

Bow 2ft.

Least ift. 3 in.

Stern ift. 5 in.

Draft—Hull only loj^in.

Displacement 2,6oolbs.

Lead on centerboard 20olbs.

Sail-
Foot 19ft.

Luff 13ft.

Head 12ft.

Leach 26ft.

Throat to clew. 21ft. 9 in.

Area 250 sq. ft.

TABLE OF OFFSETS FOR 19FT. SAILBOAT DESIGNED BY J. WILTON MORSE AND BUILT BY AYKROYD BROS.

1 2 g 4 6 6 7 g 9 10 11
-I J.

10LA

216 20* 19 17* 16' 15« 15 15 15s 16 17

31 66 7« 9s 10' 10* 10 8" G* 26 0 SluO'VC,

16« 24» 31 36 89» 41 41* 41 89 5 373 341 oU

14 22* 29* 85' 88' 41 413 40* 892 86« 0£i

12 21 28^ 84* 88 40' 41 402 38* 00 907

18= 26« 372 402 40" 40" 87* ,38* 26*

14" 24= 81* 86» 40" 89» 86* 805 20*

18" 283 348 87* 88« S7» 332 25'

20* 29

«

34a 356 Aft* 972£i 83

14 26« 29 24

19 27* 84'-» 40 44 46* 47= 463 44 40'* 866

2] 29< 36 41* 46* 4T« 48* 47* 446 40* S5« 30

24s SO* 35 38 411 42 42* 41* 39* 36* 322

13 23 2' 3 2* 1*

Sections.

Heights above L.W.L

Depths below L.W.L

Half-breadths at deck

Half-breadths at W.L. C.
Half-breadths at W.L. B.,

Half-breadths at W.L. A..

Half-breadths at L.W.L....

Half-breadths at W.L. 1...

Half-breadths at W.L. 2...

Half-breadths at W.L. 8...

Diagonal 1

Diagonal 2

Diagonal 8 ,

Bottom plank,

Bow.

24

a
o

Sections from 1 to 12 spaced 18in. and waterlines Sin. apart. No. 1 section 2ft. 6in. from bow. Diagonals cross center line 27in. above L.W.L. No. 1

diagonal crosses W.L. B 37in. from center W.L. A 4S.%\n. No. 2 diagonal crosses W L. 2 86J^in. from center. No. 3 diagonal crosses W.L. 3 19J^in. from

center. Stem cuts W.L. A 12}^in. from section 1, W.L, B 20in., W.L. C 25%:in,, W.L. D 28in., W.L, E W%in. Front end of centerboard slot 2ft. 9in.

from section No. 1. Aft end of slot 9ft. from section No. 1.

Planking Yzin. cedar lapstreak. Ribs ij^x^in. oak
spaced 6in. centers. Deck J^in. cedar. Deck clamp,

spruce, 2xlj4in. Bilge stringer, spruce, l^xi,^in. Tran-
som oak, %in. thick. Centerboard, spruce, 2in. thick,

faced with oak and loaded with 20olbs. of lead, edges
chamfered ofi; and finished with J^in. half-round iron.

With hollow spars and silk sail, she is very light aloft, and
the loaded centerboard and ballast make her practically

non-capsizable.

[Sail plan will appear next week.]

Saturday, Aug. i8, at noon sharp, had been set as the

time of starting for a cruise from Toronto down to

Kingston, through the Bay of Quinte, in the half-decked

catboat Drift, of the Royal Canadian Y. C.'s fleet.

We had been talking about this cruise from early

spring, and when the time arrived the crew were all on
hand. Stores were aboard and we were ready to be off,

but at noon rain from a thunder storm was coming down
in sheets, so the start was postponed for sundry reasons.

Half an hour later the sky was clear, and with a light

southwest wind we left the club house and started for the

Eastern Gap. When half a mile on our way the wind
dropped, clouds came up and once more the rain came
down as though all the water in the heavens were pour-

ing down on that one little defenseless boat.

Oilskins were donned, the covers spread over the

along with a good fresh breeze abeam, but about midnight
the wind lightened and then hauled to the northeast, which
was dead ahead, and the crowd finally settled down to
get what sleep they could.
The wind gradually freshened and kicked up a nasty

sea, but the boat proved herself a good one by riding the
seas like a duck and making good time through it all.

Occasionally one of the sleepers would rouse up and
ask if we had passed Oshawa Light yet, and the invariable
answer was "No," but at last a light loomed up ahead,
and a long way ahead, too. By this time the sea was so
heavy that the skipper was kept busy dodging the big
ones. They doubtless looked worse than they really
were in the dark, but it was rather an anxious hour, and
gave the ladies an experience they are not likely to forget
very soon.

Shortly after 3 a faint light appeared in the sky which
gradually spread and brightened, till one of the finest
dawns ever seen by any of the party (who, by the way, do
not see many) came over the eastern sky.

The light from the lighthouse got dimmer and dimmer,
and now that the waves could be seen the boat was
making better time. Tack after tack was made so as to
keep under the lee of a long point which broke the seas
some, and gradually we drew near the piers, and at last

shot between them at 6 o'clock, after a long, hard night's
sail, and found out that Oshawa had been passed and

duffle and all rather enjoyed the rain storm, as it was
very cooling through the oilskins, and we consoled our-

selves with the thought that a bad beginning makes a

good ending. Ten minutes later the rain stopped, clouds
drifted over, the sun came out, the wind settled back to

west and this time we started for good.
Going through the Eastern Gap we got a fearful sha-

king up from the waves of the steamers passing through
on their Saturday afternoon excursions. Four big ones
passed us before we got clear, and the boat was shaken
around like popcorn on a griddle, fortunately without
shipping any water.

Getting clear of the steamers we jibed over and started

down shore with the wind almost directly behind us, and
as the sun came out good and hot everything was soon
dry and we had a delightful run.

We were soon abreast the Scarboro cliffs and close

enough in to get the full benefit of the view, and a mag-
nificent sight it was. The sun by this time was shining
pretty well parallel with the line of the cliffs, clearly out-

lining the face of the bluffs against their own shadows
and rnaking pictures not soon to be forgotten.

As every one had had lunch early, appetites made a
swift call, so about 5 o'clock the boat was headed in for

the shore and we landed at a little nook we had been in

at before, about four miles west of Frenchman's Bay.
In a short time a fire was going and a big steak was
under way, the party enjoying to the full the first meal
of the cruise.

As soon as dishes were washed up away we went, as

the wind was favorable, and we wanted to make the most
of it. About 8 o'clock the wind hauled off shore and
freshened, and the skipper settled down for an all night's

sail, hoping to be far on the way by daybreak. At 11

we ran ashore again to stretch our legs, but found a

gravelly beach, so did not stay ashore long, and shortly

after starting again w^ passed Whitby Light.

Oshawa Lighthouse, some six miles down the coast, was
what we were now on the lookout for, and we hoped to

see it by 12:30, as the boat was now moving rapidly

that we were at Port Darlington, some forty-odd miles

from Toronto.
We ran up the creek and cooked breakfast while the

skipper took a nap, and after a walk, which took all the

stiffness out of our joints, we decided to go on.

Working out of the narrow creek was quite a feat, but
the boat did it nicely, and we were soon in the lake again,

finding the sea heavier but the wind lighter. A long leg

and a short one was the order, and soon Darlington
Lighthouse was a thing of the past and Port Hope was the

cry. As the sun came up, the wind went down, and soon
we were barely moving, once having to anchor for a few
minutes to prevent the seas washing us ashore, but gradu-
ally we worked down the coast till about 4 o'clock we once
more landed for our evening meal.

Our method of landing on the lake shore was to drop
the anchor about looft. off shore, then let the boat tail

in till the crowd, all of whom had long rubber boots, could
wade ashore, then by fastening the boat with a shore line

we could come and go as we pleased. This was made
quite possible with only a loin. draft, and a few minutes
ashore easily repaid the slight trouble of getting in

and out.

After a good hot meal every one felt better, and as

there was not a breath of wind, one of the ladies sug-

gested towing the boat along shore, with the double object

of getting some exercise and at the same time gaining

ground. The scheme was adopted, and before quitting

two or three miles had geen gained, when a light breeze

sprang up and the sail was called into use.

Once 'more the wind hauled dead ahead, but the lights

of Port Hope town were in the distance, and gradually

they came nearer. Making Port Hope from the west in

a small boat at night the lights are very perplexing, as

after rounding the last point, Port Hope, the Gull and
Cobourg lights are all seen, forming apparently a tri-

angle, and it is hard to tell one from another, but by
working close along shore we were bound to strike Port
Hope first.

The wind was very light and dead ahead, and at the
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same time there was a heavy roll coming in from the

souuitasi, the rtascn for which we founa out later on.

However ah ih.ngs come to those who have patience, and
our patience though sorely tried, was rewarded by our
gliding between the piers about 3 o'clock m the morn-
ing, duad Jred and very sleepy.

/vfter tying up to the center- pier the tent was soon
rigged, and all turned in for a much needed sleep, and
breaKfa t had no attraction for the crowd next morning, as

we did not turn out till after 11.

Straightening the boat out Ave went up and had break-

fast and dinner together at the hotel, and we decided that

the proprietor would not get rich on the amount he
made out of us on that meal.

Ihe east wind st 11 continued, so we decided to sail on
down the six miles to Cobourg that afternoon and pray for

a west wind for the next day.

VVe had a glorious sail agaarst a hard wind and heavy
sea, passing close to the Gull Light, which seemed a

lonesome place for any one to live in. Gett.ng into

Cobourg about 5 o'clock we Jed up to the west picr and
setticd ourselves comfortab.y for the night.

After dinner we took a walk up town, finding Cobourg
the br ght town it alv\'ays is in the summer.

'len u clock -aw us all in bed, as we txpected to make
an early start in the morning hoping to make Presque
li.e II we go. a favorable wind, but, alas! n^xt morning
it was blowing harder than ever, and the sea was by
thi.-> time almost too much for a half-decked boat with a

b.g load. However, some fishermen told us that we could
get shelter at Grafton about ten miles down the coast, so

we decided to make the attempt.

Ihe boat behaved grandiy in a sea so heavy that s:t-

t'ng up on the side of the boa. we could not see over the
top of the large waves. We made Grafton all right but
when we got there we found only a broken pier, with
the sea making a clean breach over it, and after hold.ng a
council of war decided to turn back for Cobourg.

1 his was pariicularl y aggravating, as we were very
anxious to get in.o the Bay of Quince, but thanks to our
wise deci ion we had a good night's rest, and next morn-
ing (Wednesday) found the sea gone down and a good
breeze from the southwest.

Getting breakfast and some suppl'es up town we got
away about 9:30, and soon were skating along at the

best clip since star mg. Mile after mile was passed
rapidly, and as we were never more than a few hundred
yards from shore, we had full benefit of all the pretty

little bits of scenery along the shore, and we enjoyed
them to the full.

Landing at Lakeport we cooked our midday meal, and
shortly aiter saw the schooner Clorita from ihe home
club beating up the lake, homeward bound. She passed
us two or three miles out, and made a very pretty pic-

ture as she went by with her white sails clearly outlined

aga nst the blue of a summer sky.

J5y this tune Jie w'lnd was blowing hard enough to

rnake the beat fairly fly through the water, and about 3
o clock Presque Isle Lighthouse loomed up a couple of
miles ahead. Rounding, the light we stood up into the

baj', and with the wind abeam and smooth water, the
buat did herself proud and soon we were able to square
away for the western entrance of the Murray Canal. The
w.nd hauled straight down the cut and into it we went
with the boom square oft' and all the w nd we wanted.
We debated about the four-mile-an-hour limit to speed
enforced on the canal as the beat was doing a good
six, but decided to go ahead and chance it as the swells
we kicked up would not hurt the canal to any great extent.

There are no locks in this canal, but i.. is crossed by
fr-„^ u„:/i„^- ivpre not ^ure of the procedure in the
case of a small boat, but when the first bridge was neared
v.. i.t. . .-, wing ng It in g~od time to let us
through, and past li'm we went at a great clip.

At the next one we had -to stop and register, which
we did not know till the man in charge haJed us, and
it was a case of down helm in a hurry to swing the
boat in the very narrow soace between the bridge and the
stone side of the canal, but she did it all right, and the
skipper went up and registered, paying 25 cents for the
privilege of go ng through the canal, or rather for regis-

tration, as the canal is free.

Swinging around again in the same narrow space, to the
amusement of the bridge tenders, we kept up our fast clip

till we' had to round up at the railway bridge to let a
train pass, but we did not mind much, as it only delayed
us a cotiple of minutes.
Soon the last bridge was passed and we could see the

end of the piers ahead and to celebrate our arr'val we
fired off a couple of giant firecrackers just as we ran out
of the piers into he bay.

The wind by this time had lightened and we ran over
to the south shore and coasted along, finally picking out a

place that suited us to land at and soon had the hook
out the boat tied up. grub ashore and 'he evening meal
under way, having covered fully forty miles in the daj''s

run.

The girls went up to a nearby farm house for fresh
milk and eggs, and soon we were all seated around en-
joy'ng our evening meal in the famou- Bay of Quinte.
During the evenhig we were very much entertained by

the owner of the farm on which we were camping who
came down to see us, and stayed and chatted away for an
bni'f or <:n, tell'ng us ab^ut the neighborhood and the
bay. and we have had many a laugh since over the quaint-
ne^s of some of his cuss words.
Next morn'ng wp decided to have a grand drying out

and airing, a*; bedd'ng and clothes had been more or less

dnm'i ever '^ince leaving Toronto, sn after breakfast we
jini-tPfi -ani^ ran d'^wn r-pmcite Trenton where there
was a fine piece of sod and taking everything out of the
boat we '•orpad them over the landscape and dried them
Gilt thnrough'y. while 'hree of the party went over to

:„ i-,<-.oi- tn ff^t sunfilies.

Two or three hours in the sun made everything sweet
and f'-p h and af^er t'^e crowd got back from Trent'^n we
had d'nner. packed the stuff away in good shape and
starfed "^n dnwn the bay.

We had a nice wind right off shftre and mad° good time
down '0 the bridge across the bay at B-^llevi'le. on the
wav pT^^ing a schooner sunk clo^e 'nchore and as cails

and rieging were all in p^ace, it looked as if the accident
had been a very recent one.

After passing the bl-idge the v,nnd hauled a little aheadj
so sheets were rlattened m and We had quite a race with a
big freight sloop, but picked her up rapidly and at last

ran ashore for the night on the north side of the bay, just

around a pomt opposite the big summer hotel at Missasaga
Park.

[to be continued.]

Proposed Change ia Raccabout Roles.

The Executive Committee of the Yacht Racing Asso-
ciation of Long Island Sound met on the evening of

.
Nov.

14 at the Yachtsmen's Club, on Forty-third street. New
York city, to discuss the changes in the rtiles governing
the raceabout class. After a long debate the following

amendments were agreed upon by the Executive Com-
mittee, and they probably will be adopted at the March
meeting of the council

:

The cockpit shall not be more than 8ft. long and not
under at any point 60 per cent, of the beam at that point,

point.

The average height of coaming all around, except at the

after end, shall not be less than 4in.

The spinaker sheet shall not be carried outside of the

leeward shroud.
The crew to be limited to three, including the helms-

man, who mtist be an amateur, and only one professional

is allowed.

feawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.

The fifth general meeting of the Seawanhaka Corinthian

Y. C. was held at Sherry's on Nov. 14. 'Vice-Corn. Hoyt
presided. Reports were received from standing com-
mittees. A committee composed of R. W. Gibson, Bayard
Foulke and Charles Leyland was appoin ed to draw suit-

able resolutions of condolence on the death of the secre-

tary, C. J. Stevens. An agreeable surprise was the an-

nouncement that the club had won a gold medal for its

exhibit of models at the Paris Exposition. A. Cass Can-
field, Jolin Hyslop, H. W. Eaton, J. Fred Tams and
Clinton H. Crane, a committee apooin'ed to frame a new
rule of measurement, reported progress.

The Defense of the Canada Cttp.

'The Chicago Y. C. will defend the challenge for the

Canada cup, issued by the Royal Canadian Y. C. at

Toronto. The size of the boats and the conditions that

governed the races between Genesee and Beaver will

remain about the same. It is is said that Detroit. Toledo
and Cleveland will each have a boat for the trial races, and
the winner will sail under the colors of the Chicago Y. C,
although produced perhaps at a distance, as happened last

3^ear, w-hen the Hanley-designed Genesee belonging to a

Rochester syndicate, won the Canada cup from Beaver.

Ship Canal Survey Completed.

The survey of a ship canal for the inland route through
the North Carolina sounds has been completed. The route

is from Norfolk to Beaufort through Creaton. Pamlico
and Albemarle sounds and the Scupperncng River. This
is the first step toward an in erior waterway system that

will connect Boston with Florida.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The yacht Madeline, Mr. J. R. Lord, owner, from New

York for Costa Rica, called at Inagua on Nov. 7 for

provisions and proceeded the same day.

It •? •?

The yawl Adele. Mr. J. C. Welch, owner, arrived at

Key West on Nov. 14 and sailed for Port Cortez.

1^ 8^

The steam yacht American, Mr. Archibald Watt, owner,
arrived at Fort Monroe on Nov. 18.

1^ 1^ 1^

Charles F. Herreshoff. 2d, who designed San Toy, that
\vas raced wi.h such success last season, has gone abroad
to pursue a course of study in naval architecture in the
University of Glasgow.

1^ 1^ 1^

The schooner yacht Comanche, owned by W. D. Bishop,
Jr., of Bridgeport, Conn., is now at Port Jefferson, where
she will be enlarged and entirely refitted before she goes
into commission next season.

•? «t

Speak'ng of the America Cup match, the Y'achtsman
says : "One precaution which the Shamrock's American
experience has served to prove necessary is the employ-
ment of a large and competent staff of sailmakers to ac-
company the yacht on her trip. Had the races last year
been sailed in home waters Shamrock's mainsail would
have been made to set better. In her last race it was
shockinglv bad."

1^ n n
In reference to Britannia, says the Yachting World:

"Sir Richard William Bulkeley, Bart.. . has abandoned his
intention of converting her into a ketch, and has decided
to shorter her spars. Mr. G. Marvin, at whose yard
she has been hauled up for many months past, has been
intrusted with the work. The boom is to be reduced
some loft., and about 4ft. is to be taken off the mast and
topmast. This will, of course, considerably diminish her
sail area.'"

»t «e at

Gen. E. S. Greely, of New Haven, has sold his steam
yacht Alcina to Mr. O. P. Lichworth of Buffalo. N. Y.
She will be taken to Buffalo through the Erie Canal.

n 9t wt

The steam j'acht Aquilo. recently purchased by Mr. S.
M._ Jarvis from Mr. Wm. P. Eno. has been renamed
PrisciUa by Tier new owner. Pri^cilla will leave New
York in a iew days for an extended cruise in 'West In-
dian waters.

Mr. G. W. Shiverick, of Kingston, Mass., is building a

knockabout of his own design for Mr, W. A. Courey.
She is i8ft. on the waterlme, 30ft, over all* 7ft, loin, beam
and 3ft. draft. There will be i.soolbs. oi iron ballast on
her keel, and she will carry 450 sq. ft. of sail

^ ^ ^
Mr. V. D. Bacon, of Barnstable, Mass., is designing a

42ft. auxiliary yawl for a San Francisco yachtsman. The
boat will be bUilt on the Pacific coast.

The Neilson Yacht Building Company are building an
auxiliary cruising schooner from their own designs for
Messrs. C. C. Wilkinson and Dr. Z. W. Alderman, of
Washington, D. C. She will be known as Ciconia and
will be 44ft. on the waterline 66ft. over all. 15ft. 6 n,
beam and 4ft. 6in. draft. Her accommodations consist of
two staterooms, main saloon, toilet, galley and fore-
castle.

t? »? I?

The Unqua Corin'.hian Y. C. is to make its head-
quarters at Amityville, L, I., where it will build a club
house and deepen the water on which it fronts so as to
secure a safe anchorage.

Mr. H. C. Roome left Port Richmond, S. I., on Nov.
14, on his launch Roamer, for a cruise in Florida waters
and among the Bahamas.

1? 1^

Mr. Clifford Brokaw has sold his ctitter Queen Mab
through Manning's yacht agency to Mr. L. H. Smith.

^ ^ ^
Capt. Frank W. Hinman, aged thirty-eight years, former

Commodore of the Pequot Association, and one of the best
knowri yachtsmen along Long Island Sound., died last

week in New Haven of typhoid fever.

.
Vice-Com. Robert P. Doremus, of the Atlantic Y. C,

has sold his cutter Uvira through the agency of A. J. Mc-
intosh to Sir William C. Van Home, of Montreal

* m.

Mr. Clinton H. Crane has. designed for Mr. Henry T.
Sloan. N, Y. Y. C. an auxiliary cruisiiig schooner. She
will be built by Geo. Lawley & Son, Corp., of South Bos-
ton. The boat will be of composite construction. Sh,e will

be 8sft. on the waterline, 120ft. over all, 22ft. 6in. beam
and 13ft. 6in. draft.

8^

Mr. Henry S. Hovey, Commodore of the Eastern Y, C,
died at his residence, 317 Commonwealth avenue Bo-ton,
Mass., on Monday, Nov. 19. He was a member of the
Somerset and other well-known clubs, and had always
taken the greatest mteres^ in all matters nertaln.ng to

yachting. Mr. Hovey owned the schooner Fortuna.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously ior a quarter-century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here send: n

notice like the following:

Fixtures.

Nov. 23.—Hackensack Bridge and Rutherford Road, N. J.

—

Under auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club; three-men team race;
20 live birds per man; 29yds. Members of any organized gun club
in the U. S. are eligible. Commences at 2 P. M. Sweepstake
shooting commences at 10 A. M. Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and
Dr. A, A. Webber, managers.
Nov. 27.—Toledo, O.— East End Gun Club's merchandise shoot.
Nov. 29.—Milwaukee, Wis.—South Side Gun Club's tournament.

A. D. Cropper, Sec'y-
Nov. 29.—Newark, N. J.—Thanksgiving Day gltoot of the

Forester Gun Club; live birds and targets. John J. Fleming,
Sec'y.
Nov. 29.—Sing Sing, N. Y.—Thanksgiving Day shoot of the

Ossining Gun Club; live birds and targets.
Nov. 30.-Dec. 1.—Omaha, Neb.—Kansas City-Omaha ten-men

team race, 50 birds per man.
Dec. 5-7.—Gait, Ont.—First annua! shoot of the Newlands'

Shooting Association; targets and live birds; added money,
Andrew Newlands, Sec'y.
Dec. 11-14.—Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111.—Annual live-

bird tournament. John Watson, Mgr.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's trophy shoots, second and

fourth Saturdays of each month; live-bird shoots every Saturday.
Grounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.

1901.

Jan. 15-18.—Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club's eleventh
annual tournament; live birds and targets; open to all. H.
Graham, Sec'y.
April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of t4ie

Kansas State Sportsmen's Association,
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters'
League of Wisconsin. First week in June.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Nov. 7, 14. 21, 28.—Interstate Park.—Live-bird championship;

25 birds; handicaps 25 to 33yds.; $10 entrance, bir«» extra; sweep
optional

; open to all ; money instead of trophy.
Nov. 22.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's uve-bird shoot;

open to all.

Nov. 27.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's live-bird shoot;
open to all.

Dec. 5.—Shoot-off of the winners of the November events, with
?20 in gold to the winner.

Interstate Park, gueens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on
L I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park. L. I.— Fountain Gun Club's regular monthly
shoots, the third Thursday of fictober. November and December.
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.
1901.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., N. Y.—The Inter-

state Association's ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tour-
nament at live birds.

June — .—Interstate Park, L. I.—Forty-third annual tournament
of the New York State Association for thr protection of Fish and
Game.
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

/>f the ahsence 0/ the editor 0/ this department all conimuttications

intended for publication should be addressed to the Forest and Stream

Publishing Company.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columnsy also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail

aUsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing CompanVy 34^ Broad-

way ^ New York.

Miss May Clinton (Mrs. Geo. E, Bartlett), togetlier with her

shooting partner, Miss Pauline Cooke, bqth known in the theatrical

profession as the Misses Cooke and Clinton, lady sharpshooters,

are to go with Capt. Bartlett to Europe to give exhibitions with

the rifle, shotgun and revolver. They will start soon after March
I 1, 1901. Their foreign engagements begin at Copenhagen, Den-

mark, April 1, and their engagements in Germany, Russia, J^ng-

land and France will keep them abroad for at lea.st a year, and
possibly for several years. Capt. Bartlett is now in the employ

of the Marlin Repeating Arms Co., and although he will sever his

connection with this company when he starts on liis trip, he will

continue to use Marlin guns.

K
Concerning its next holiday shoot the Trenton Shooting Asso-

ciation has issued announcement as follows: "The annual
Thanksgiving Day shoot of the Trenton Shooting Association

(late Walsrode) will take place on the grounds at Hutchinson s

r.ake. near White Horse, N. J. Principal event: 15-targct handi-

cap for a Winchester repeating rifle. Entrance 50 cents. Sweep-
slakes for turkeys and cash purses will follow. Cost of targets

included in all of the regular events. For shooting off ties, 1 cent

per target will be charged. For practice or shooting for targets

only, 1% cents per target. Shooting will begin at 1 P. M. Trolley

cars marked 'Yardville' direct to the grounds. 'We always have
a good time.' Geo. N. Thomas, Trenton, N. J., is secretary."

,

Judging from the scores put up by R. i\. AVelch and 1. \\

.

Morfey in their match for the Dupont trophy at Interstate

Park on Monday of this week, when Welch defended liis title

to the trophy by killing 99 to Morfey's 98, no professional in

the country would have a cinch with either of the two shooters

named. I^v the way, one of the New York daily papers ol

Tuesday of' this week, in its efforts to give its readers the news,

published a full-length portrait of Mr. Welch, which was excellent

11. every respect except that it showed him to be left-handed,

whereas '"Bobby" always has been a right-handed shot.

One of the. most recent visitors to New York is Mr. Frank A.
Hollenbeck, who gave his name to the Hollenbeck gun and or-

ganized the Syracuse Anns Co. Latterly Mr. Hollenbeck has been
with the Baltimore Arms Co., but is now on his own hook, and is

showing to the trade his new three-barrel gun. This gun weighs
about 7%lbs., and is built up of two 28in. 12-gauge barrels, with a

rifle barrel underneath, which takes the .25-25 cartridge. This
naturally makes a handy combination gun where small and large

gajiie are likely to be met with in the same territory. The rifle barrel

gives a point blank range up to 100yds., but is sighted for and
-is guaranteed to be accurate up to 500.

Messrs. E. I. Dupont, de Nemours & Co., of Wilmington, Del,,

have published an artistic brochure entitled "Field, Marsh and
Fen." It is profusely illustrated with scenes which portray the
themes of its title. Quail, partridge, prairie chicken, grouse, duck,
shore bird and snipe shooting are illustrated with rare fidelity, and
the text is replete with description of the habits of the birds and
the best method of hunting them. A postal card addressed to the
great firm herein mentioned, with a request for a copy of "Field,
Marsh and Fen," will cause one to be sent you free of charge.

Advices from St. Thomas, Ont., Can., the scene of Thomas
Donley's target and live-bird tournament, state that the first day's
events were shot in a snow storm, and that the money was divided
among the following men: W. R. Crosby, J. S. Fannijig, J. A, R.
Elliott, H. D. Kirkover, Jr., Col, A. R. Courtney, H. D. Bates,
Thomas Donley, Emile Werk, John Parker, H. Cox, Robert
Emslie, Mr. Coffey, Mr. McPherson, Mr. Westbrooke. It would
appear from present indications that the shoot will be a success-
ful one.

The progTamme for John Wright's live-bird tournament at In-
terstate Park, Tuesday, Dec. 11, will shortly be in the hands of all

his friends. "The Colonel" is not only preparing a programme
attractive in its details, but also in its general appearance, and
will take care that each one of his friends receives a copy by mail.
The list of events^ with the entrance fees, is one that will appeal to

all shooters who like to get as much fun as they can with a
moderate outlay.

K
In regard to the proposed trip of a team of American trapshoot-

ers to England, there does not seem much chanee of any such
team going over next' summer, as Capt. A. W, Money, who has
recently returned from a trip to England, states that lie can hnu
no encouragement that would warrant anybody organizing such
a team. In fact, the Englishmen do not seem to be at all

fascinated with target shooting to the degree that Americans are.

The match for the E C cup and the inanimate target champion-
ship of New Jersey, which is now held by Geo. H. Piercy, of
Jersey City, is to be shot at the East Side Gun Club's grounds.
Newark, N. J., on Thursday, Dec. 13, which is the date of the
regular monthly target shoot of the East Side Club. Mr. Piercy's
opponent will be Chris. Feigenspan the Newark amateur, who held
the trophy so long during the early part of this year.

The handicap committee at Tom Donley's tournament, St.
Thomas, Ont., took good care of the experts, and also saw to it

that H. D. Bates, this year's winner of the Grand American
Handicap, looked at the birds from afar off, placing him on the
31yd. mark. There is quite a difference between 28 and 31yds.
when the birds are good, and Mr. Bates can now give expert:
testimony to that effect.

•t

J. S. Fanning has returned from an extended trip through the
South to his home in Jersey City. Jack says that he will now
have time to smoke a cigar, look around and show some of the
boys in the vicinity of New York how to break targets and shoot
live birds. Traveling seems to agree with Jack, for he never
looked better, in his life than he does at the present time.

^londay of this week the city was brighter than usual, owing to
the advent of Mr. H. P. Collins, the agent of Messrs. Dupont for
the Southern States, who came hither from his home in Balti-
more. Md. Mr. Collins came to New Y'ork to see the shoot for
his company's trophy, the details of which appear in these columns.

»l

The many friends of Jacob Pentz. the trap editor of Shooting and
Fishing, will be pleased to hear that his condition is somewhat
better, and that he hopes shortly to be able to show himself once
again on Sportmg Goods Row. Mr. Pentz has had a hard bout
of It. but his sterling constitution has stood him in good stead.

K
On Saturday, Nov. 24, there will be shot at Watson'.s Park Chi-

cago, two live-bird sweeps—one at fi birds, S2 entr?"''e h-.|f = •

the pot, 30yds., class shooting^ and the other at 15 birds. SCf
entrance, half m the pot, handicaps 2S to 31vds,, class shooiin
T)u- same programme will be offered for Thanksgiving Day

So far as is known at the time of writing, the Elliott-Crosby

match for the cast iron medal is still pending, Elliott not having
fixed either time or place—at least to the knowledge of any one
in this city. There is some talk of shooting it at Belleville, 111.,

a city that is not far from Mr. Crosby's home at O 'Fallon.

The Omaha Gun Club, Omaha, Neb., will hold a shoot at live

birds on Thanksgiving Day. A 25-bird handicap, $15 entrance, is

first on the programme. The first of a series of three team races

iDetween Kansas City and Omaha will be shot on Nov. 30 and
Dec. 1, and the second race will be shot in January.

The fifth of the Webber-Schortemeier series of three-men team
shoots was shot at Dexter Park, Brooklyn, on Nov. 13. Twu
teams were entered, one from the Emerald Gun Club, the other
from the Medicus Gun Club. The former won by a -SCOVc of 57

to 52. The next contest is to take place Nov. 23.

Harvey McMurchy, who is now on his way to- California, liajs

gone out there with the positive intention of introducing his

Smith gun to the ducks that haunt the marshes of California. His
idea is that he will sell as many guns as he bags ducks, his running
mate being Phil Bekeart, of San Francisco,

Thursday of this week the Medicus Gun Club holds a live-bird
shoot, open to all, at Interstate Park, commencing at 1 o'clock.

On Wednesday of this week the third Interstate Park handicap,
an interesting 25-bird event, engages th.e attention of the shooters.

.\t the regular monthly shoot of the New Haven Gun Club on
Nov. 14 Capt. Geo. E. Bartlett, of the Marlin Repeating Ams Co.,
carried off the honors by breaking 133 out of 150 targets. The
wind blew a gale, and the shooting was most difficult.

ON LONG ISLAND.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Shooting Association.

Nov. 14.—The Trenton Shooting Association held its club badge
shoot on its grounds at Trenton to-day. No. 3 was at 10 pairs;
No. 6 was a merchandise handicap; No. 7 was for place in the
badge shoot; No. 8 was for the gold badge, and No. 9 for the
silver badge. 'The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9
Targets: 10 15 20 25 30 25 15 15 15

Thomas

9

14 14 20 23 24 9 11
Comp

7

10 10 19 16 22 7 .. 7
Coates

6

10 11 20 18 24 9 .. S
Stokes

5

6 ., ..

Jackson S 11 10 18 19 19 10 11 ..

Kirby

6

.. .. 16 .. .. 8 .. S
Cole

9

12 12 .. 20 25 8 .. 10
Banks

8

10 .. 1? 02 19 4 .. ..

Risdon .' 4 8 .. .. .. 20 8 .. ..

Thropp

9

11 10 17 .. 24 8 .. 9
Howard

6

6 .. 9 .. 17 S .. 5
Hughes 10 10 ..

IntercoIIegatc Ctip Sfaoot.

Princeton, N. J., Nov. 17.—Yale won the fifth annual inter-
collegiate cup shoot here to-day. The conditions were five men
on a team, 50 targets per man, unknown angles. Dupuy, of Yale,
carried off the individual honors with a score of 44. The scores:

Y'ale—Wilson 39, Stevenson 43, Dupuv 44, Tranchot 36, Eastman
41: total 203.

Princeton—Laughlin 39, Elbert 36, Frost 34, Withee 39, Archer
41: total 189.

Harvard—Paul 25, Dana 33, William 35, Blake 32, Mallinkrodt
38; total 163.

University of Pennsylvania-Parish 29, Law 39, Lowden 28,
Weaver 28, Baldwin 36; total 160.

Soath Gloucester Gtin Club.

Gloucester City, N. J., Nov. 17.—Three sweeps were shot to-
day by members of the South Gloucester Gun Club, with the follow-
ing results

:

First event, 10 targets: Isaac Wark 8, Samuel Johnson 7, James
Farrelly 6, Thomas Nacey 3.

Second event, 15 targets: Isaac Wark 14, Patrick Farrelly 13,
Thomas Hurley 13, Samuel Johnson 12.
Third event, 10 targets: Samuel Johnson 10, Isaac Wark 9, James

Farrelly S, Patrick Farrelly 8, Thomas Nacey 7, Thomas Hurley 7,

Trap at Columbus, Wis.
Columbus, Wis., Nov. 13.—Herewith are a few^ scores, which

kmdly publish in your next issue. The club will hold an all-day
shoot at live birds Nov. 29.
Also Guy V. Dering and H. O, Anderson will shoot a 100-

bird match at live birds, American Association rules to govern on
the afternoon of the 29th.
The shooters of Wisconsin are informed that the Trap.-hooters'

League of Wisconsin shoot will be held on our grounds the first
week in June, and that our local club is arranging a fine pro-
gramme for the occasion.

Shoot No. 1, Nov. 2, 35 birds per man, 30yds. rise

:

G V Dering 21201122121211122*0221212201*219222-30
PI O Anderson 12111111111*10*2*101*0*201111221121—26

Shoot No. 2, Nov. 12, 40 birds per man, for price of birds-H O Anderson ..12*122122120212212*2112111*2121202122222—35M H Udey , 0010001022020122120122200101020012212012—24
Nov. 13.—Forty-five birds per man. for price of birds-

G V Dering 12212101111121211212112222212111101111*221112—42H O .A.nderson 1111111122212212*1212222221212121122*02211201—41
\Vind blowing a gale across the trans, making the birds fast

flyers and hard to stop inside the boundary lines. American
As.sociation rules. Cremo.

Omaha Gun Club.
OJIAH.A., Neb., Nov. 10.—Plerewith are scores made Saturday,

Nov. 10. Ihe birds were a very fast lot. and with the wind in their
ii-,^'°r.,?^2"e many of them almost impossible to stop within bounds
the Kansas City team will be with us for the first of three races
Nov. 30 and Dec. 1. Teams composed of ten men, 50 birds perman._ Omaha to shoot second race some time in TanuaryIhanKsgivmg Day in Kansas City will be devoted to sweeps \
2o-bird handicap, $15 entrance, was first on the programme-
Handicap, $15, 25 birds, 60 and 40 per cent.:

Parmelee, 31 2222122121221222122222222-25
Crabill. 30 2122l2121212Um211121l2-25
Bonson, 30 2112212121212122221211*22-24
Smead, 30. 212221 2112*2122212122-*2ll—23Townsend, oO ....21221*2221211012221122221-23
Rem, 30 *22212H12102222l2122*211-22

^."^f.• 21121**11121 3202122101112-21
liardin, .50 12102*121212*2172125*012*—19Plumber, .10 ..101112222221*11112

~

Lrucker, 30 ....211102202022
Callagher. 29 *21111*212

Frankford-CIearview Team Match.
Fr.^j.-kford Pa Nov. 17^The twelve-men team match betweentettms from the I'rankford Gun Club and the Clearview Gun Clubwas shot on the Frankford's grounds to-day, and resulted in avictory lor the home team. The scores:
Clearview—Urian 22, Downs 18, Reed 19, Forden 12 An,1«^e^^

fo.Im.
l\ Carr' s/kSfTs-

Frankford-Ridge 26, Redifer 22, Betson 14, George 19 Tohnsnn

?ohim' ''' isf'sSth

Sheepsfaead Bay Rod and Gun Club.

Sheepshead Bay, L. L, Nov. 15.—The Sliccpshead Bay l<o<\ and
Gun Club's shoot to-day was well attended. The club event at

7 birds was won by Mr. Ira McKane, who killed straight, and in

the shoot-off, miss-and-out, he shot out his three tie competitors
in the 9th round. Spores:

,

Wm Van Pelt, 27

2022222—6

Ph Suss. 25 2'311112—

7

Tas Leebe, 23 0101110—4 Capt Baldwin, 24 0002102—3

I McKane, 27 2222212—7 G Morris, 26. 102*203^-4

T T Pillion, 27 2222222—7 (^eo Tiebault, 22 1002100—3

M'T Rauscher. 23 0000000-0 A Busch, 25 0012201—4

F Lundy, 26 2022212 -6 Dr Wood, 25 0201*10—3

PI Kronika, 26 1121121—7 P Kramer, 25 1200020—3

H 'Koch, 27 0212220—5 Dr Hill, 25.... 0010*20 -2

J B Voorhies, 28

2202010—^1

Dr O'Connell, 30 2202222-li

Shoot-oft":

T .McKane 222222222—9 II Ki-onika 122211220—8

J J Pillion 2220 Ph Suss 0

Webber—Schortemeicr Scries.

Brooklyn, L. I., Nov. 13.—The fifth of the Webber-Schortemeier
series of team shoots took place at Dexter Park lo-day. Two
teams contested—one of the Emerald Gun Club, the other of the
-Medicus Gun Club, the former w-inning by a score of 57 to 52:

No. 1. No. 2. No. :i.

T>r O'Connell, 30 22111221—S 22222222—8 12212220—7

T S S Remsen, 30 21010102- 5 21011222—7
'T Hopkins, 30 22111221—8 22120102—6 22202222—7
T L Brewer, 32 ' 22221222—S
T IT Bohling, 27 2222*202-6 2*121000—4
'Dr Hudson, 27 11221102—7 22*11221—7
Dr Woods, 28 22222222—8 22202020—5 01122*20—5
Dr Casey, 30 22222222—

S

Dr Miller, 29 20222212—7

No. 1 was 8 birds, .$5, class shooting; Nos. 2 and 3 were 8 birds.

$5, Rose system.

Medicus Gun Club.
Dr Woods 22222'*22202212222220—17
Dr Miller 002212*2222112222212—17
Dr Casey 22222022122221221120—18—52

Emerald Gun Club.
Remsen 21222211212210211222—19
Fessenden 20222222222222222222—19
Dr O'Connell 22222222221220222222—19—57

Interstate Park Handicap.

Nov. 14.—The second of the series of Interstate handicaps was
shot at Interstate Park to-daj', and was won by Mr." Stephen M.
Van Allen, who was also victor in the first match, a week ago.
As in that match, he made a clean score. He used a Clias. Daiy
gun and Walsrode pow-der. Following this event a lO-tsird sweep
w-as shot. The scores:

Interstate Park handicap:
R A Welch, 30 1112212111211111202221110—23
Thomas, 30 22202222221222101222212-22-23
S M Van Allen, 30....... 2221222221122222122222222—25
C A Lockwood, 28 *222112221111102121022220—21
C M_ Lincoln, 28 2012200220212222022222222—20

Sweepstake, 10 birds:
R A Welch, SO 1120211112— OCA Lockwood. 28.2211120122— 9
Thomas, 30... 2121212112—10 C M Lincoln, 28. , .1202102222—

S

S M Van Allen, 30.2212201012— 8 M Weightman, 30. .0100201220— 5

Nov. 17.—Two 15-bird events and five 5-bird events, the former at
$5 entrance, and the latter at .$3 entrance, were shot, at Interstate
Park to-day. Mr. Thomas won the first of the 1.5-bird events with
a clean score, and Col. Martin won the second big event. The
principal winners in the 5-bird sweeps were Capt. Money, Col,
Martin and Jacks. The scores

:

No. 1, 15 birds:
Thomas, 30 222221122212222—15
Capt. Money, 28 211121212101012—13
Jacks, 28 221122002221111—13
J F Maynard, 28 11*120211202112—12

No. 2, 15 birds:
Thomas, 30 21*122211221022—13
Capt Money, 28 120111*21212221—13
Jacks, 28. 222222122101110—13
J F Maynard, '28....' 111111221101110—13
C A Lockwood, 28 ...112011101011101—11
Col. Thos Martin, 30 ....,221222112221221—15W F Sykes, 28 1001011111

Crescent Athletic Club.

Nov. 17.—The third shoot for the November cup was held on the
Crescent Athletic Club's grounds to-day. Three men tied with
4i, Messrs., Edward Banks, scratch; J, J. Keyes, 16, and J. N.
Borland, 20. After, the club event a match was shot between the
married men and single men of the club, six-men teams, 25 targets
per man, expert rules. Following this were a 25-target handicap
and two sweeps. Scores:

—Expert— —Magautrap— Grand
„ „ ,

Hdcp. Total. Hdcp. Total. Total.E Banks 0 23 0 24 47
J N Boriand U 23 9 24 47Dr J J Keyes ,...9 22 7 25 47W W Marshall 6 20 5 25 45
*G W ITagedorn 21 ., 21 42
C J McDermott 3 20 2 20 40
*A M Boucher 14 20 34Dr H L O'Brien 4 19 3 12 31L C Hopkins 7 15 6 12 27
*F B Stephenson ,. 21 21
*J C Faulkner 9 ,[ iq
*Targets onlj'.

Team shoot

:

Married Men-Stake 21, Lott 22, Banks 18, Hegeman 16, Marshal!
lb, McDermott 12; total 105.

Single Men—Stephenson 20, Hagedorn 18, Kryn 15, \'andeveer
14, Rhett 14, McConville 6; total 84.

hirds, magautrap, handicap allowance: Faulkner
(9) 25, Chapman (9) 24, Boriand (9) 23, Keyes (7) 23 Ilagedo-n
^.0^ % 22, Boucher C3) 21, Rhett (5) 21, F. Stephenson
>^}^^9' Vandeveer (5) IS, Plopkms (6) 16, Marshall (5) 16. DrO Brien (.3) lo, Kryn (2) 14, Stake (2) 13, G. Stephenson (scratci.-)

Sweepstake, I5;targets, expert: Hagedorn 12, Banks 11, Lott 10Townsend 9, McDermott 7, Marshall 6, Borland 3.
Sweepstakes, 10 targets, expert: F. Stephenson 10, Hegeman .<<

O Brien 8, \ andeveer 7. Boucher 0, Plopkins 3, Pickett 2

Keystone Shooting League.
HoLMESBURG Junction, Pa., Nov. 17.-The club shoot o,' the

Keystone Shooting League, held here to-day, was well attended bv
spectators as well as participants. The birds were very fasf
Following the club shoot a miss-and-out was shot, which was
divided between Geikler and McCov, each of whom killed 19 birdsThe scores

:

Club shoot, 10 birds handicap, sweepstake, entrance $2.50:
Henry, 30 0211121212— 9 Hunsinger, 27,.. 2l00'»12''''~- v;

McCoy, 30 2222222222-10 Schenck. 27 .::220221202iU TBrewer, 30 :i221121102— 9 Murman' 28 20'»0101W— ',

Felix, 30 2010*02222- 6 Van Loon 29 'sioni^ni—

i

Geikler, 28 0222200*00— 4 Darbv, 29 2120222'2i— '1

Fitzgerald, 30 OllOOw
• •

-^j-u^^^.z- j

No. 1, 7 birds, $3 entrance, 30yds.: Geikler 7, McCov 6, Brewer
•

T?-f"5^ k ^'l^SerM 0, Hunsinger 4 Schenck 3, Felix withdrew.

18 Mu?man
7"'^""'^''' "'ss-and-out: McCoy 19, Geikler 19, Henry

T ^' J ^'^^i Henry 7, Geikler 7, McCoy 7. Murman 6 VanLoon 6, Brewer 6, Felix 5, Darby 4. ?
'

^

Points wotT in the club handicap to date: McCoy 60, Henry 56

Budd%9 W H ^St°.^
'• V^V\.% Geikler'^40,'HobbT il,'Jiuaa d4 VV. ti. Stevenson 26, O. K. Stevenson 9fl Tloir,-.

Dar^by 40. Sanford 14, Ridge 10,' Hothersall 6, H. B Stevenson 6'
Whittaker 6. Russell 6, Bucl^nell 6, Knowles 4. Gmledge 4'
Fitzgerald 4, Hauff 4. • • '

v«»v'ct4ge 4,
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Mississippi VaUey Notes.

TiTE ariinal fall tournament of the Illinois Gun Club was held

on >(lic c trli grounds, just southeast of the Springfield city limits,

on . Nov. 14 and 15. What should have been a very important
tourney proved disappointing in many respects, owing to a com-
bination of adverse circumstances that could hardly have been
foreseen or avoided. In the first place the weather was very un-

favorable. While nice days may generally be expected at this

season. \\'cdnesday and Thursday of last week were about as raw
and disagreeable as any days ever get in this portion of Illinois,

'flien, too, the professional trap shots were all away up in

Canada attending Tom Donley's shoot or lying in wait for the

festive duck on the Detroit flats, and lastly, some of the home
shooters were detained by urgent business, and a few perhaps could

not persuade themselves to give over following the quail to shoot
at, artificial birds. On the first day the wind swept up from the
southeast in such manner as to make shooting difficult and un-
pleasant. But the management went blithely ahead with the pro-

gramme, and the hardy ones who shot through the day got plenty
of . enjoyment out of the game. On the second day conditions
were even worse, nearly every one nursing a severe cold. The
programme was cut to 10-bird races, and divisions from four to

three moneys. That many events had not a single straight is

evidence of the adverse conditions that prevailed. The scores are

here given;

First Day, Wednesday, Nov. 14.

Events: 123456789
Riehl 8 15 16 14 19 12 10 14 14

TMll 10 17 20 12 19 13 10 14 14

A H Bogardus 8 13 15 .. .. 12 10 10 13
Gilbert 7 10 .. 10 14 10 9 .. 10

E Bogardus 12 .. 11 8 .. 15

Keller ...... 61714 810.. 81213
Van Gundy 10 15 18 11 18 13 10 13 11

Butler 7 14 . . 14 . . 11 4 . . .

.

Allen 9 . . 15 10

Fulton 12

Irwin 6 . . 16 5 . . 11

Spear 13 17 10 .. ..

Hewitt 14 11 10 .. ..

Mrs Butler 14
Richardson
Loper '.

9 12
9 14

10 11
8 ..

10 11 12

12 13 14
15 14 12
13 12 14

14 14
12 11 14
15 n 14
.. .. 15
.. .. 14
15 13 14
.. ..12
12 11 12
7 11 6

12 .. ..

12 11 12
.. ..10

Second Day» Thursday, 15.

Events : 1 2

Riehl 7 8

Hall 9 9

A .H Bogardus 10 9
Irwin 9 10
Van Cleave... 7 9

Smith 5 8

E H Bogardus 9 10

6 7 8

7 9 10

8 10 10

9 8 9

8 7 9

9 10 11 12 14
7 8 9.77
8 10 10

8 9 9
6

9
10

9 9 7 8

9
10
7

15 16
8 9
8 9

7 9

.. 8

9 9

17 18 19 20
9 9

9 9

7 10

14 10
13 9
11 7
14 9

6 8

9

7
Fulton : 9 8 7 9 8 6 10 6 .. ..

Garvey '.. 7 .. 9
Klingensmith 7 6
Calvin 2
Kerr 10
Mrs Butler
Butler ..

Zimmerman •

Call ..

,. 4
8 10
4 .. 13 6

8 7..
6 4
8 8

8 4

Irwin—Hall Match.

W. T. Irwin, of Chicago, and G, T. Hall, of Springfield, shot a
challenge match at 50 live birds each on the Illinois Gun Club
.grounds, Nov. 15. Conditions were 30yds. rise, American Asso-
ciation rules, loser paying for birds. The match was called at
9 A. M., the writer acting as referee. There was a raw, cold
wind blowing across the field, which made the birds as a rule
fast and uncertain. Both men shot in good time and form, and it

was a very even, pretty race, although Hall seemed to have a
little the best of it from the start, and Irwin was never in the lead.

Irwin missed his Sth bird, an ugly twisting outgoer; he also lost

his 33d, which was much the same kind of a bird, and his 39th
and 46th were scored dead out of bounds. Hall scored straight
to his 20th bird, a difficult tailer, which fell dead just out. He
missed his 41st clean, and lost the' 48th b}' a few feet outside the
in.-iide fence, Hall shot his new Smith gun and Dupont powder in
U. M. C. shells, while Irwin used his Parker, L. & li. powder
ill Winchester cases. The scores:

Trap scon type—Copyright, 1900, by Forest and Streom Pub. Co.

31S241 131 281 5 125415455841
Irwin 1 a 22121 20 1! 111121222222221

521218 2 44235444884 2 554432

1121 a 220112221* 2 1112*122 1—46

1522531222244314151552812
Hall 2 SS2222 2 2222 2 22 2 2 222*2222 2

845244815442 5 248543242141
22 2 2 2 22:i212 2 2 2i!0Z2 2 2 2 22* 2—47

The Peoria Gun Club held its monthly practice shoot at Peoria,
111-, on Nov. 11. The following scores were made:
Mills OlOOllllllOlllimOOlllllOllOlOllllllOmOOllUlOO—'36
G Portman 01111101111011111111110111110001110110000101010001—33
Brown 10010000011000000000011000001001001101110101001101—18
C Portman 10011111011100001100011110011111111100000101001111—30

S hultz lOOllOlinmiOllOOlOllllllllllllOOOOOllIlllllOlOO—35
Weber llOlOmOllOOOlOlOUOOOlOOllOlOlOOOllOOOyOOlOllllO—24
Scott 11010111101110001000111101000010000110110110111011—28
Trunk 000110111110110001O011O110101010070111101011010011-2S
Weiberg ;. .01000000100100010100110100001100010011110101110010—20

The many friends of Hon. Tom A. Marshall, Big Chief of the
Indians, will grieve to learn that he has been temi)orarily retired
from the game by a dislocated shoulder, the result of a fall, fie
is taking treatment in Chicago, and says he hopes to he back with
the boys in the course of a week or two.

It is practically determined, and may be annoimccd as a cer-

tainty, that the next annual tournament of the Illinois .State

,Si)ortsmen's Association will be held in the city of .Siiringtield

(luring the second week in May, 1900. Col. J. R. B. Van Cleave,
tlie genial and competent president of the Association, will call a
meeting of officers to appoint directors the first week in De-
cember, and announces that work must begin by the first of the
year, his object being to make this the greatest meet in the history
of the sport in this .State.

F. C. RiEnr..

"Welcti-Morfey Match for Dwpont Troptiy
. 1j? the matters of remarkable scores, exceptionally fast time and
fair, clean competition, unmarred by any display of feeling on the
part of either shooter, the match between Messrs. Robert .\.

V\'elch and Thomas Morfey at interstate Park on Nov. 19, in
which Mr. Welch won by a score of 99 to 98, was notable. The
conditions governing the match were 100 live birds per man, 30yds.
rise, for $100 a side and the possession of the Dupont champion-
ship trophy, which Mr. \^'elch won in open competition at Balti-
more on Oct. 24.

The weather was such as might be expected in September or
early October—warm, and with no wind to help the birds along.
I'his was a disappointment to those who wanted to see a fast,
dashing lot of birds. Under the conditions, however, the birds
were a good lot, and some really fast ones were trapped, notably
Mr. Morfey's last 3 birds, which were very fast. Of the 200 birds
trapped, 1S9 were actually killed, but each man had 1 dead out of
bounds, making the final score, as noted above. This was excellent
V ork, and work of which both men may well be proud.
There were no dclavs, and no vexatious slowness in the methods

of either principal. Each man was at the score as soon as the other
had finished' his shot, and both shot in last time. The underground
." Stem of trapping worked without a hitch, and the retrievers fi,id

their work swiftly and thoroughlv, so that 1 hour and minutes
r f'er Morfev killed his first bird Welch brought his last bu-d tQ-
grass, and thus won the money and retained possession of the cup
and the honors that go with it. The best of feeling prevailed
throughout the match, and when Welch killed his last ' bird
Morfey smilingly and sincerely congratulated him on his splendid
victory. |t was a great race, 3114 gpotJ to look at

Morfey elected to go to the score first, and killed his 1st bird,

a right-quartering driver, which died near the fence. SVelch killed

his; 1st bird without much effort. His 4th bird died close to the
boundary, though hard hit as soon as it left the trap. Both men
then killed straight to the 42d round, when Welch's bird, a left-

circling driver, carried both charges over the fence and died a few
feet beyond. On the next round Morfey drew the same kind of a

bird, hit it just as hard as Welch had hit his, and lost it in the
same manner. Welch's 55th and 59th birds were good second-
l)arrel kills, the latter being a chocolate-colored bird that died hard.

His 60th, 62d, and 6Kth birds were killed close to the trap, the last

2 almost on the ground. Welch's kill of his 69th bird was peculiar,

and perhaps lucky. The bird, a left-circling quarterer, was ap-

parently unhit, but it died just before the dog reached it. His
71st bird was unhit by the first barrel, but a good second brought
it down. His 77th was killed in a similar manner. His 81st and
83d birds also required good shooting.
Morfey's 34th and 72d birds were sitters. His 79th bird was a

hardy one, taking both charges some distance before dying. His
S4th "bird, the only clean miss of the match, was a good, fast bird,

black in color, that left No. 2 trap. His 95th, 98th, 99th and 100th
birds were all excellent kills, the last being probably the best bird
of the match.
In the drawing of the birds Welch had slightly the better luck,

but his advantage in this respect was inconsequential and did not
affect the result of the match, since the bird which Morfey missed
and which lost him the race, although a good one, was not so
difficult as many others which both he and Welch scored. His
last 3 birds were infinitely more difficult, yet he killed them easily.

The match was begun at 1:19; the first quarter was completed at

1:36; the 50th round was reached at 1:51; the three-quarters at 2:08,

and the last shot was fired at 2:25%.
Mr. Welch shot a Purdv gun, 3%drs. Schultze powder and l%oz.

7 and 71/2 shot in U. M. C. Trap shells. Mr. Morfey shot a
Fraucotte gun, S^drs. E. C. powder, l%oz. 7 and 7y2 shot in
U. M. C. Trap shells. The winner w-as handled by Mr. D. J.
Bradley, of the Carteret Gun Club, while Mr. Geo. H. Piercy. of

Newark, looked after Mr. Morfey's interests. Mr. H. P, Collns.
of E. I. Dupont dc Nemours & Co., and Mr. W. R. Hobart filled

their respective positions of referee and scorer in an able and
highly satisfactory manner.
The score of the match, with the fliglit of the birds and the tall

of the traps, follows

:

Trap score type—Copyright, 1900, by Forest and Stream Pub. Ci

154215 1541455 5 14512412441
^ -> 4. \ i 1/1 i ^ \ \N ^H\ (-^H \ 7- ?

T W Morfey, 80.2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 i—25

12425122311122222218 5 4516

1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 *222221 2—24

1224545312524112222831211
22 2 212221112 2 212121 '^2 2 11 1—25

1 852118522225231158811552
H 4. H H<-<-N\ \ t N->^ Kt->/ ^4^;'^
H 2 221222022122222 2 12 2 2 2 vi 2—24—98

21112 13125112141251451145
R A Welch, 80. .2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—25

45 5 12512245588882 4 2 211 1 1 2

^ / l^i^h^^T
121i22 2 2 221 2 2122*12222!2 2—24

581 12129 5 1212238681245854
^.^ 1^./ \lr<-ll^H\H\\-^H'^>^\^ 1 H\^
2 2 212221 2 221122 2 122 2 2 2 2 1 2—25

2126424128852 2 58521555214

2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2—25—99

Trap Around Reading.

Western tr^^ps

America Against England.

CHlCAGOj III., Nov. 17.—It is an odd thing, and one to which at-

tention has earlier been called in these columns, that the West has
furnished so large a proportion of the best trapshooters before the

public. There comes up this old-time topic of an American team
which is to visit England some time late next winter or early in

the spring, and there is evei-y likelihood that this time it is a go
for sure. The slate makes Tom Marshall captain of the team, and
the other members Jim Elliott. Fred Gilbert, Charlie Budd, Jack
Fanning, Rolla Heikes. Billy Crosby, Dick Merrill. Chan Powers
and Frank Parmelee. Of these, every man mentioned is a West-
erner pure and simple, not one living east of Ohio. It would be
a typical American team, and it would be a team at the same time
from western America. That these husky exponents of the shoot-

ing art would trim up their English cousins at the target game
goes almost without saying. The Americans can give the Eng-
lishmen the use of both barrels, or the use of four barrels if they
want them. It seems almost like robbery to ask the English talent

to put up .$5,000 against the best of our .American talent, who have
been studying this business for years, and many of whom have been
doing little less but shoot during that time. Dick Merrill found
that he could hold his own pretty well at the English bluerock
pigeons, and so perhaps could the other boys, thoug:h this would
hardly be so air-tight as the target proposition. It is very likely

that Dick's report on the shooting situation has been quite in-

fluential in bringing this long mooted enterprise to a focus. At any
rate, such is the pleasant status that the affair seems certain to

be pulled off. There is time to talk it over, but we shall hardly
between now and sprin.g be able to find a better team than that abov'e

mentioned. There will be a lot of money go behind these boys
if tlie3' succeed in making the match which they want with the
Britishers.

Flying.

This cold weather has sent the live birds to flj'ing, and from
now on we may expect better sport in our club events. As to a
real, red hot live-bird match between two good shots, I do reckon
we will never see ,s,tieh a thiag, as "fch^t in Chica|:o again.

K. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago. Ml.

At "Watson's Park.

Nov, 16.—Practice shooting:
H Odell 2210221122211102222111111—23

222112121111211 1021121212—24—47
Nov. 17.—Practice

:

Wm tiOVeir .00020UO*1222200U2222*10—15
2102111002 — 7—22

Garfield Gun Club.

Xuv. IT.-The following scores Wel'd nijUie bit our ground.s- to-day

on the occasion of the third trophy shoot of the season. Honors
were divided between Dr. Mathews, T. .P. Hicks and Dr. Meek,
all killing straight, the latter two from scratch. 31yds. Thirteen
sht olers "participated in the main event in spite of the weather,

wiiich was very threatening, and clondy and gloomy all afternoon.

The birds were a good lot, taken as a whole, very few being
sitters. Scores;

. Event No. 1:

S Palmer 200222-4

T Eaton 2*10*2-3

L Thomas 112002—4

E Eaton 0*1210-3

Event No, 2. trophy shoot,:.

S Palmer, 31 2210222211- 9

T ^\' Eaton, 30 22012111*0— 7

L Thomas, 28 1222101022- S

Ed Eaton, 28 .1202000012-5
Dr Shaw. 31 121*211120- 8

Mrs Shaw, 25 0012111121— 8

Dr Mathews. 30 .... 2112211112—10

Event No. 3:

S Palmer 122022-

Dr Shmw 112221—fi

Mrs Shaw 002200—2
Dr Mathews *11100—

3

Dr ISIeek 121121—6

Dr Meek, 31 1111221222—10
L Wolflf, 27 01*2*22022-^- 6
F Barnard, 30 2111102011— 8
T P Hicks. 31 2111111111—10
T Gardner, 28 1010102211— 7
C J Wolff, 28..,,., 10002020*1— 4

-5 Barnard .101211—5
E J Ellis. 222222—6 Hicks 121221-

Shaw 122112—8 I. J Wolff ..101121—5

Event No. 4;

Palmer
Ellis

Reading, Pa., Nov. 17.—Harry German, a member of the Wang
Social Club, and James Keppinger, a member of the Active Club,
both of this citj% shot a live-bird match to-day on the yellow clay
near Milmont. A number of the shooters' friends were present
to cheer and back their favorite. Each man shot at 15 live birds,
Hurlingham rules, 50yds. boundary, Keppinger to stand at 28yds.
and German to shoot from the 29yd. mark. The birds were a fine
lot, strong and very fast. The match was for $25 a side and price
of the birds. The score follows:

Trap score type—Copyright, 1900, by ForttS mi Stream Pub. Co.

Keppinger, 28.

48S215288142151
.2 0 1 2 2 2 * 2 * 1 2 1 1 2 2-12

16248412 5188251
.2 8122*22*221*2 2—11German, 29

Referee, James Olds; scorer, Harry Z. Clarke; Judges, Chas.
Pomperenki for German; Harry L. Brown for Keppinger.
^Vnother match was arranged between the same shooters at 25

birds for $50 a side, loser to pay for the birds, at the same distance
as to-day's match. Match to be shot at Milmont, and a |10 forfeit
placed in hands of Referee Olds. Arrangements were also made
for a 15-bird match for $10 a side, to be shot at the same time
as the German-Keppinger match, between Gilarn, of Gibraltar, and
Dtngler, of Reading. The date will be announced later. It will
probably be Thanksgiving Day.

Proprietor Wicklein, of the Five-Mile House, situated on the
l^ancaster pike, five miles from this city, announces a large live-
bird shoot for Nov. 29, Thanksgiving Day, at the Five-Mile House
shooting grounds. A fine lot of birds have been secured and
many shooters have promised to attend. All shooters are in-
vited. By taking the Mohrsville electric car at Third and Penn
streets, this city, and upon arriving at Hendelton taking the bus
the shooter can reach the grounds in about ten minutes.
Sweepstake events will be shot at 28yds. rise, 50yds. boundary.

Hurlingham rules. Arthur A. Fink, of Reading, has been asked
t.i referee.

' Duster.

Florists' Gun Cltib

tloLMtiSBURG Junction, Pa., Nov. 13.—The regular monthly
shoot of the Florists' Gun Club was held on the Keystone Shoot-
ing League's grounds here to-day. Event No. 3 was the club
championship event at 50 targets, and was won by John Burton.
The scores:

Events: 12 3

Targets: 25 25 50

liurton 22 20 42
Smith 19 13 32

Hamil .,„.e... 19 17 36
McKaraher 18 10 28
Anderson 18 23 41
Redifer 18 19 37
Bell 17 21 38

Havwood 17 18 35
Cartledge 17 20 37 Harris

Events: 12 3
Targets: 25 25 50

Dorp ." 16 14 30
Sheeler 16 15 31
Ball 15 16 31
Sanford 15 18 33
George 14 16 30
Massey 12 17 29
Webster 10 15 25
Clarke 10 15 25

9 17 26

\ifle ^mqe mid ^Merg.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Qub. ,

Sax Fkancisco, Nov. 6.—Several members of the Columbia Pistol

and Rifle Club cast their votes for the next President and then
repaired to the range to celebrate their expected victory. Becker
took his Krag and got a miniature charge down fine at 50yds.,

and Ed Hovey made two consecutive scores that were better than
anything he ever shot—so he said. Best scores, Columbia target,

50yds., off-hand:
Pistol, practice: _

E Hovev; 246548161 1—3834426283 2 1—35
F O Young 553146264 3—39221752485 4—40
p Becker S3 13 541433 5—49

Prichard 65, Dr. Twist 66, Cheminant 70.

Revolver: F. O. Young 50, P. Becker 57.

.22 rifle: A. B. Dorrell 22, 24; Prichard 33, Cheminant 34.

P Becker, Krag 213112221 2-17
Nov. 11.—Several members •met to-day to experiment. Becker

beat his best score with pistol. Scores, 50yds., practice:

Pistol:
F O Young 1 2 3 4 4 6 1 3 5 6—35
P Becker 6 8 4 5 4 2 4 1 2 ^38
G M Barley 157 4 47836 6-51

Revolver

:

F O Young 7 5 8 4 3 6 5 3 4 11—47
27 10 527247 2-48

C M Daiss 13817639 3 10-51
A J Brannigan 74 11 44868 6 10—68

.22 and .25 rifles: G. M. Barley 22, 30; A. J. Brannigan 25, 28, 30,

35; W. W.- Wuerschmidt, U. S. A., 49.

P. Becker with Krag and miniature charge made the following:

22 1 3 4113 1 2—20. His experience with the .30-30 car-

bine helped him in finding the right charge for the Krag. He
expects good results at 200yds.
Again Dr. H. A. Baker, of Walnut Hill, Mass., sends us a

surprise, eclipsing his great run of 11 in 10 shots on the Columbia
target, rest, shooting at 200yds., by making the phenomenal run
of 13 consecutive shots in the 1-inch ring. Our boys sent him
congratulations on his former feat, and had a Columbia button
ordered for him as a souvenir. W'e shall simply change the
number to 13, and send it with our heartiest congratulations. His
mighty shooting has demonstrated what we have all along argued

—

that \ve needed a higher standard of measurement for modern shoot-

ing. We need an American target on which we can shoot three-shot
luatches. It encourages the small shooter and stimulates the
liig one. The American rifleman has clung too tenaciously to the
ten-shot score, which was actually necessary on the large spaces
between the rings on the old targets. There is no reason why
the off-hand .shot cannot compare with the rest shot on the same
target. Go ahead. Brother Spencer, but don't change your stand-

ard for oft'-hand shooting. Just show the rest shots what we
have long known—that, as Kelly, Baker and yourself argue, we
can call a shot as close off-hand as our brothers at rest, and have
ju.st as much right to the center as they have.

F. O. Young, Hec. Sec'v.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

.120222—0 Barnard 112022—5

.111220—5 Hicks 101212—5
3>K. J. W. Memc. Sec'y.

Up in Maine.

There is strength, independence and philosophy if not grace in

the poems of Plolman F. Day, published by Small, Maynard &
Co., under the title "Up in Maine." They are in the dialect of

the far "Down East," and' are pleasant reading, while to those
familiar with Maine life and Maine men of the woods the3' bring
up happy memories.
Mr. C, E. Littlefield, who writes an introduction to the volume,

well says: ''Rugged independence, singleness of purpose, un-
swerving integrity, philosophy adequate for all occasions, the great
realities of life, and a cheerful disregard of conventionalities, are
here found in all their native strength and vigor. These peculiar-

ities as delineated may be rough, perhaps uncouth, but they are
characteristic, picturesque, engaging and lifelike. His subjects
are rough diamonds. They have the inherent qualities from which
great characters are developed, and out of which heroes are made."
The poems deal with farm and village matters, with life along

the shore, with lumbering;, and with childhood days, and are worth
reading.

The Airedale -terrier has a well established ^laCe among dogs
useful to the sportsman, and we look to see its popularity grow-

as its merits become better known. Mr, Jos. A. Laurin, of
Montreal, has an advertisement elsewhere which will interest

Airedale terrier breeders and users,
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OUR ILLUSTRATED SUPPLEMENTS.

We give to-day the second of the series of four full-

page illustralions already announced. The or'ginals have

been drawn for the Forest and Stream by Mr. Wilfred

P. Davison and Mr. Edmund Ostbaus, and the subjects

will, we are sure, prove acceptable and popular as re-

minders of days in the field. The first one, "In the Fence

Corner," was contained in our issue of Nov. 3. The two

to come are:

Jan. 5.—Quail Shooting in Mississippi. By Edm. H.

Osthaus,

Feb. 2.—In Boyhood Days. By Wilfred P.. Davison.

POACHER AND OUTLAW.
A POACHER is a person who fishes or shoots on territory

upon which he is forbidden to trespass.

An outlaw is a person who is without the law and be-

yond its protection. He may be shot on sight. There is

no law to protect him.

A Sullivan county, N. Y., game keeper classed poachers

as outlaws, and had a notion that he could shoot a poacher

on sight. He put his notion into effect, and the legal

proceedings which ensued have just been ended.

Mr. Stoddard Hammond, of Binghamton. has a game
preserve in Sullivan county. The property is posted, and

a game keeper. Edward Tompkins, is employed to keep

out trespassers. One night Tompkins caught Frank

Major fishing in one of the trout streams, and fired at

h'm with a shotgun. The charge took effect in the man's

hip, sha.tering it, and disabling him permanently. Major
brought suit for damages and got a verdict for $15,000.

The case was appealed to the Appellate Division, the de-

fense being that Major was a poacher and therefore was

an outlaw. The Appellate Division has just handed down
a decision sustaining the verdict. The court refused to

en erta'n the plea of outlawry, but holds on the contrary

that there is a due process of law provided for the punish-

ment of poaching. Of this process of law the defendants

might have availed themselves. The court d'd not think

it necessary to add that the penalty duly provided for

poaching is not shooting on the spot.

CREES AND MONTANA GAME.
Last winter Vfs called attention to the wholesale and

illegal slaughter of deer along the Missouri River in

Montana by Cre^s and half-breeds, and urged the State

and county officials there to take steps to put aii end to

it.

The case had a number of peculiarly irritating features.

The Crees and half-breeds who have long made a prac-

tice of this killing do not belong in the LTnited States, but

are refugees from Canada who at the close of the "Rjel

rebellion fled across the line and took up their residence

in the United Slates, wh'ch they seem to like so well that

they decline to return to Canada, Some of the half-

breeds have taken up ranches in the Judith Basin, and

have become worthy and hard working inhabitants of

the State. But the greater number work for a short time

if. they are obliged to in order to keep body and soul

together, and wander about over the country for the most
of the year. These are the people who a few years ago

got in among the' only little bunch of buffalo still re-

maining in Montana and killed the greater part of them,

although the wh'te men living in the country where these

buffalo range have been protecting them for a number
of years.

The Crees who take part in this destruction are true

nomads. They are Indians who have no reservation and
u ander ovei" the country, picking up a living as best

chey can. and destroying large quantities of game. On
more than one occasion they have been rounded up by

|he United States troops, taken to the border line be-

tween Montana and Canada and formally expelled from
the United States, but the process of expulsion has

never been permanent, and they soon drift back across

the line. These people have no regard for the laws of

Montana. They kill in late winter, in early spring, in

summer and all through the rest of the year. More-
over, not satisfied with hunting in the ordinary way, the

half-breeds and the Crees use dogs to run game in viola-

tion of the Montana statute. It was their practice last

year to follow along one side of the Missouri River, driv-

ing point after point with their dogs, until the deer had
been cleared out from a long stretch of river.

It is gratifying to learn that this, year the Montana
papers have taken up the subject of the protection of

this game, and it is hoped that they will continue to

agitate it until some measures shall be taken to look after

the Crees and half-breeds and to prevent the destruction

that has so regularlj^ taken place in recent years.

There is perhaps nowhere in the world a place which

is so natural a game preserve as the valley of the Upper
Missouri River in Montana. It flows through a deep

channel a thousand or fifteen hundred feet below the

prairie, • and into the river valley run. thousands upon
thousands of ravines, timbered or brushy, most admirable

lurking places for deer. A State which has within its

borders so admirable a preserve should make the most
of it, and this we believe the great State of Montana
will do.

A CALL FOR WEIGHTS OF GAME.

The ignorance which appears to prevail concerning, the

average weights of the game which hunters or bird shooters

pursue seems quite extraordinarjr. The angler usually

carries with him pocket scales by which he can ascertain

the weight of tlie fish he takes, but we do not know that

a similar practice prevails at all among shooters. Yet

the frequent inquiries received at this office indicate that

there is a general curiosity on the subject. This curiosity

might well enough be gratified if shooters would take

the trouble to weigh the birds and the small mammals
which they kill.

*

It is not very long since we heard an individual esti-

mate the weight of the average New England fox as 25

I)ounds ; yet fox hunters ,who have weighed the animals

that the}' have captured know that the fox's weight ranges

from 10 to 13 pounds ; a fox of the latter weight being a

very large one. An account was recen'lj- published of an

opossum which weighed 25 potmds, but it is extremely

doubtful if one so large ever existed.

Recently a correspondent advises us that within one

year he and a companion has killed 158 woodchucks, which

averaged about 10 pounds in we'ght, the heaviest being

pounds. This was for a locality in New Jersey.

The weight of the American woodcock is known to

be from 5 to 8 ounces, one of the last named weight being

an exceedingly heavy bird ; while the weight of the

Virginia quail is about the. same, but probably averages a

little greater. Yet who is there who knows anything

very definite about the weight of our ducks? Heavy can-

vasbacks are expected by dealers to weigh 6 pounds to the

pair, and these perhaps are the heaviest of our edible

ducks. Yet we fancy that canvasbacks more often weigh

4% pounds to the pair than 6. What is the weight of the

redhead, the widgeon, the black duck or the blue-

winged teal?

While to tnost people this is a matter of mere idle

curiosity, .j'et if sufficient statistics on the subject could be

gathered the subject would have some scientific interest as

indicating the aA^erage size of the different species of birds

or mammals for a particular locality.

An. ordinary pocket scales will answet very well for

weighing most of the game which gunners kill. ' It can

hardly be expected that the moose hunter of New 'Bruns-
wick or the bear hunter of the Rocky Mountains will

take with him a pair of platform scales to ascertain the

weight of the game that he may be lucky enough to kill,

hut a definite knowledge of the average weight^of our

small game in different localities will ndt on\y in^'er^st a-

large number of people but will also be of real valtie.
;

If those who go g'mning ihis fall abd -winter wil'.^.

send in reports of we'ght of birds, we ?h4ll be very .gla^.

to nublish them. Let each man weigh his birds in-

dividuallj'. and give the M'eight of mch. From that an

average can be struck for the hr\^

SNAP SHOTS.
Among the many extraordinary features of life at the

end of the century is the manner in which photography

has come to be used as a means of illustrating nature

study in its different departments. To-day photographs

of living birds and mammals are as common as those of

houses were a few years ago, and besides this we have

photographs of fishes, insects, flowers, of sections of

wood, of interior anatomy, which convey the precise eflFect

to be represented. The student of nature who reads the

report of the Congress of the American Ornithologists'

Union which is printed in another column will gain from

the list of papers some notion of the use to which photog-

raphy is put in the study of ornithology. The use of

the camera in surgery is, of course, sufficiently familiar,

and it may truly be said that there is hardly any branch

of science in which it is not of very great value. Yet

twenty years ago but little was generally known about

photograph)'. Amateur users of the camera were few in

number and the pictures which they produce^! were more
often failures than successes.

We hear good reports of the operation of the Massa-
chusetts law which forbids the sale of woodcock and
ruffed grouse. For one thing it has led to the practical

abandonment of grouse snaring. There are, of course,

some attempts to sell the birds in the markets, but it is

believed that the extent of whatever illicit traffic exists

is so slight as to be inconsequential. Commissioner Col-

lins has a large force of detectives and deputies, and is

working on the principle that "God is on the side of the

strongest battalions," or as Napoleon put it, "Providence

is always on the side of the last reserve." If the people

of Massachusetts or of any other State are sincere and
determined in their design to beat the grouse snarers and
the dishonest marketmen, they can always do it by pro-

viding the reserves and putting them in charge of the

right generals.

The non-resident shooting license is not a panacea.

Its application is not of universal benefit. Witness the

results in West Virginia, as related in a communication oh
another page. There the hotel keepers and the farmers

are made to suffer by the operation of license laws and
for their deprivations there appears to be no sort of com-
pensation to anybody. In this case it may be said that

a license law which keeps sportsmen away does not work
to the benefit of the community.

Close vipon the New York decision that the State may
not forbid the sale of Imported fish in close time follows

the decision of the Federal Supreme Court, that the Ten-
nessee law prohibiting the sale of imported cigarettes is

constitutional. If the question decided adversely by

the New York court should ever reach Washington there

is good ground for confidence that the Supreme Court

will sustain the right of a State to adopt the Forest and
Stream's Platform Plank, and stop the sale of game at all

times.

We invite attention to the communication of President

Tallett, of the Jefferson County Association, on the topic

of spring shooting. The subject will come before the

meeting of the New York State League next Thursday.

Spring shooting should be forbidden everywhere. If it

is a good thing for one county, it is good for all countids.

If for one State, for all States.

We talk about "going into the woods" and the pleasure

of it. On the other hand the phrase "out of the woods'"

is a synonym for being out of trouble. In a speech the

other day on the Boer war. Sir Alfred Milner said, "Let

us acknowledge that we are by no means out of the

wood." And still another expression, to "take to the

woods," means to seek a place of security.

Some of the other moose liberated by Dr. Webb in the

Adirondacks last spring have been seai. Wliile the

"Wilderness" of a foriiler generation has become a suuj-

mer re?ort region of the present day, there yet remaiag

moose coiinfty for th^. isolation of the game from human
kind, and if plain common seas* were in t}ie sscendcntj

the Adirondack people w©ul4 jealously the agtt

comers, , >j
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A Housewife's Calendar.

"Oh, dear me, suz! If that hain't too bad!" Mrs. Betsey

Blake cried in almost tearful vexation, as she stepped

backward from the stove, and with a rueful face re-

garded a Uiin stream of water trickling from a crack low

down on the side of the w^ash boiler and sputtenng into

a cloud of steam on the hot stove. "John!" she called, in

a voice full of trouble, "the b'iler's leakin' like mad, aii^

it looks just as if nothin' short of a tinker could stop it."

Her husband came into the kitchen from the woodshed
at a leisurely pace, and with an air of confidence m his

ability to cope with any number of leaky boilers. But
as he examined the irregular fissure his face took on a

puzzled and then a more serious expression.

"Maybe you might stick a rag into it," he sugg-ested.

"No, not in such a shaped hole as that," she said de-

cisively, and began dipping the water out into a pail.

"You've got to take it to the village and have it soddered,

an' that's all there is about it. It'll just spoil the day, so

I can't wash afore to-morrow, an' that'll put back my
Thanksgivin' work. Hain't it too bad? Dear me, I

most wish we hadn't asked father an' mother an'

Abigail to come."
"Well, I'm sorry it's happened so, but never mind.

You'll fetch things round all right; you gen'ally do,"
said he, so confidently that her spirits rose above the
present disappointment.

"I can do some of to-morrow's work to-day, an' be
£o much ahead," she said, and before he was on his way
she had half a pumpkin pared and stewing in the place
of the boiler.

Next morning the mended boiler was reinstated; by
noon the delayed washing was completed, and Betsey
Blake looked out complacently from her belated din-
ner, upon the long array of spotless clothes fluttering

from the swaying line, like triumphant banners.
In the afternoon a part of the ironing was done, and

next morning she arose refreshed, and with a sense of
relief from one great labor of the week.
"There," she exclaimed, sitting down for a moment's

rest, after clearing the breakfast table, washing the
dishes and sweeping the kitchen. "Thank goodness,
washin' day is over and some o' the ironin' done, an'
now it's only Tuesday, with two whole days afore
Thanksgivin' to git good and ready in."

"Hey? What?" John asked, abstractedly, with his
eyes on the columns of the last paper,; absorbed in an
editorial on the Philippines.
"Two more days afore Thanksgivin,," Betsey re-

peated.
"Why, yes. so there is," said he, looking up at the

clock, as if for confirmation. "I was kind o' thinkin'
this was Wednesday, but couldn't make it seem just
right."

"Of course it's Tuesday, for I washed yesterday," said
she, with convincing assurance. "And now I'm goin*
to make my cramb'ry sass an' my mince an' apple pies.
I shall leave my punkin pies for to-morrow, for I
want them fresh. This arternoon you'd better kill the
turkey and dress him so't he'll have a good long spell
to hang; they're heaps better so'n they be to fly into the
oven. And then to-morrow you can git Silas an' go arter
your load o' wood; mebby you can git two."
As John Blake drove his lumber wagon along the

road the next morning on his waj^ to the wood lot he
noticed that an indolent atmosphere seemed to pervade
the few farmhouses which he passed, but it only im-
pressed him as a rather early sign of the coming holiday.
He found Silas Day cutting firewood at his door,

looking somewhat surprised at his appearance, and
more so at the request to go to the woods.
"Why, yes, I s'pose I can go an' help you a spell,"

he answered, "arter I cut Phebe a speck more wood;
she'll want consid'able to-day."

"Yes, gettin' ready so for Thanksgivin'. Betsey is,

too, busy as a bee in a tar barrel."
Presently they were jolting over the rough by-road,

too much shaken for comfortable conversation until they
carne to a halt in the quiet of the bare November woods.

"T don't hardly see how you come to put off gittin'
your wood till to-day," said Silas, looking up through
the netted branches at the climbing sun.

"Well, I had a lot of things to tend to. an' couldn't
get roun' to it. I s'pose I might ha' waited till arter
Thanksgivin', but thought I might as well git it afore."

Silas stared at him and muttered, "Runnin' pretty clus
to the wind, I should think."

After they had plied their axes awhile John struck
his into a log, and going to his coat drew a package
from a pocket.

"I always did relish victuals in the woods, and se I
fetched along some bread an' meat. Le's set down an'
take a bite."

"Well, I can mos' alwa:^s eat," Silas assented, as he
took his alloted share and

. sat down beside his com-
panion, munching the bread and meat and letting his
eyes rove about as people are apt to do when eating
out of doors.
A company of chickadees were busily gathering their

slender fare on a low branch before him, and ob a higher
one a red squirrel began rasping a butternut
"Eatm' their Thanksgivin' dinner," Silas said, nod-

ding at the little banqueters.
"Make 'em a tol'able long meal if they keep it up

till to-morrow arternoon. Hush! What be they ring-
in' the meetin' house bell for?" John asked, excitedly
as the mellow tones of a church bell were wafted to
their ears.

"Why. don't they always?" Silas asked, glaring curi-
ou.siv at his companion.
"Why. Silas, you know they don't never, only Sundays

and Fast Days and Thanksgivin'. except funerals, an'
there am t nobody dead, nofas I know of"

^

"Look a here, John Blake," said Silas, "be -you crazv
,^5 you .foolin'? You act all the time as if you- was

makin b heve this
_
wa'n't Thanksgivin' Day, sot. bv

the Gov nor an bein' kep' by everybodv but "you ari'
I. Now, quit your nonsense an' le's hurry up for Iwant git hpifje, We hain't got m turkey; but' Pbetje

had three as neat chickens as ever you see all ready to

go int' the oven when I come away, an' the childern'^^

all goin' to be there, an' I want to be on hand to rights."

John's face grew blank; his eyes stared, unseeing, into

space.
, . , ,

"Good gracious, Peter! If Betsey an' me ham t done
it!" Then springing to his feet, "Hurry up! I should

say! Most noon Thanksgivin' Day, Betsey's father aiV

mother an' sister a-comm', an' the turkey a-hangin'

up in the cellar if she's kep' a-dreamiri' as long as I

have. It all come o' that plaguey ol' wash b'iler

springin' a leak Mondayj so she couldn't wash till

Tuesday, an' we counted from that. Never mind the

tarnal wood. Onhitch the ho'ses an' le's scoot."

Five minutes later the team was ...tearing down the

road, the bounding wagon sending far and wide its

thundering echoes that brought forth alarmed inmates

from many a farmstead, while Silas hung 05 for dear

life, as disjointed pleas and protests were jolted from
him, all unheeded b^' the^ reckless drivM'.

Deacon Adams in his Sunday suit, kss the coat, was
standing in the midst of his Sunday-dressed household,

with an open letter in his hand and disappointment

on his face that was repeated in various degrees in the

faces of the family. Hearing the unwonted din, the

deacon rushed forth to ascertain the cause.

"Stop! Stop! Hold.i.o,^.!" he ^ried, running out into

the road, and John, impatient of delay, drew rein.

"What on this livin' airth, John, is the matter? Is

somebody sick or have you b'en takin' more'n you'd
ought to?"
"No, there hain't nobody sick, and I hain't b'en

a-drinkin'," said John, and rapidly set forth the awk-
ward situation.

"You wait a minute, and I'll fix you up right as a
trivet," said the deacon, still restraining his impatient
neighbor. "I'll lend you a turkey^ all roasted and
ready to go ont' the table. I'd liveser'n not, an' so would
Mis' Adams. You see, we invited my brother Iry and
all his folks, and we'd got two roustin' big turkeys int'

the oven and half roasted when there come a letter

from 'em sayin' how Iry'd up and broke his leg and they
wouldn't none of 'em come. I don't want to be eatin'

cold turkey for a week arter Thanksgivin', and it's

providential 'at yourn missed fire"

Suitable provision was made for the safe transportation
of the hot turkey the short distance, and John Blake
went his way with it, relieved in spirit.

Meanwhile Betsey had spent half the forenoon leisurely

preparing for the morrow's festivity, glad to be un-
embarrassed by the presence of men folks and tmin-
terrupted bj' any visitors until a timid rap called her to
the door, and she opened it to Silas Day's little daughter.

"Wh}', Mandy, is this you? Is there anything the
matter to your house?" Betsey asked, in evident sur-
prise.

"iVo, ma'am—^yes, ma'am, I mean, some matter,"
Mandy stammered, "The cat got int' the buttry an'

eat up a whole punkin pie, all but the crust, an' ma
wants to know if you can't lend her one, 'cause there
ain't enough left to go round."
"A punkin pie? Come in and set down. Why, I hain't

got none baked. Wa'n't goin' to till this arternoon.
Your ma can have one to-morrow, an' I s'pose that's

what she wants it for."

Mandy stared at her, round-eyed and opened-mouthed,
"No, ma'am, she wants it to-day."

"Well, she can't have it of me afore night. How
comes it you hain't to school?"

"The' hain't no school to-day."
"Hain't no school? Is the schoolma'am sick?"
"No, ma'am; she went home to Thankgivin'."
"What! Lose two whole days for Thanksgivin'? That's

ridic'lous," Mrs. Blake declared, with emphasis.
"Why, no; she's comin' back to-night or in the

mornin."
"An' not keep Thanksgivin' in her own home? That's

ridic'louser."

"Why, Mis' Blake, she's keepin' it to-day at her own
home," said Mandy. staring with still wider eyes at her
hostess. "This is Thanksgivin' Day!"

"It hain't!" Mrs. Blake made this assertion stoutly,
but she was beginning to feel sickening qualms of doubt.

"It sartain is. Mis' Blake, 'cause ma's roastin' three
chickens, an' we're all to home, and oh, my, you'd
ought to smell it to Deacon Adamses as I come by."
"My land o' goodness!" the poor woman gasped,

sinking into a chair in complete collapse, as the mistake
became undeniably evident. "I've skipped a day, I do
b'lieve. It all come o' that mis'able b'iler leakin' so't

I couldn't wash Monday."
The rumble of wheels caught her ear. She cast an

appalled glance out of the window. "And there, if there
hain't mother an' father an' Abigail a-drivin' up this
minute, and the turkey not singed nor the stuffin' made,
nor a punkin pie made. Thank goodness 'tain his folks!
There's mince and applie pies enough, Mandy, you
git one o' each kind and take 'em home—but what shall
I do?"
She put on a brave face to"mask her mortification, as

she went out to meet her guestS; whom she wished miles
away, in spite of her longing to see them. But when
she invited them into the unready house, and tried to
make a joke of her mistake, and saw the look of dis-
appointment steal over the faces of her sharp-set travel-
ers, her feigned lausrhter broke into genuine sobs.
Just then John Blake suddenly appeared in the midst

of the depressed group, bearing the borrowed turkey,
which in the nick of time made a joke of the mistake
and turned fasting to feasting.

;
- Rowland E. Robinson.'

Take inventory, of the good things in this issue

of Forest, and Stream. Recall what a fund was
given last week. Count on.what is to come nexl
week. Was. there ever in all the world a more
abundant weekly store of sportsmen's reading

f

Two Tales of Two Turkeys.

I,—Oof Thanksgiving Twrkcy.

^
We weren't after turkey in particular when we got our

Thanksgiving turkey in the year 1893. But we got it

all the same, and I've never felt quite easy in my mind
or conscience, or whatever you like to call it, as to
whether we were justified in annexing that bird.
The story of how it came to us, or, more properly

speaking, of how we went to it, has never been written, and
as the three actors in the experience are still alive per-
haps I ought to follow otlr first resolution and "not tell

the boys." But if I don't care, Bill and Jake oughtn't to
feel as if they've "any kick coming."

It was early in the morning of the Tuesday before
Thanksgiving Day in 1893 that Bill Clark, Jake Stier.
Bill's pointer Zip and myself drove out of Altootla, Pa.,
in a two-seated rig, going due east toward Bellwood.
We went through Juniata, and a mile or two on the road
to Bellwood, and then turned up a "run" that led into
the bowels of the range of the Alleghanies that lines
the north side of the Pennsylvania Railroad all the Way
from Harrisburg to Altoona and beyond.
We had a man to take our team back, as we meant to

get out at a spot known to local shooters as "the place
where Banks missed the bluejay," which is not far from
another spot also well known, called "where Kotty
skinned his nose"! From that place we had decided to
hunt for "pheasants" (rufifed grouse), working our way
over to Bell's Run, and'down the run to Bellwood, thence
home by train.

We hunted and we Worked all right enough, btit birds
were scarce and wild. We must have got one or two, as we
generaUy got some, but I can't remember how many we
had before it was lunch time. When you are out with Bill

it gets to be lunch time quite early in the forenoon. This
particular day I think it was about 11 or 11:30, when
we made out way to an old orchard where we knew
there was a good cold spring. There had been a home-
stead there in years gone by, but nothing but an old
field and a worn-out orchard showed any signs of a
tiller's hand.

There wias a little snow on the ground, and there was
any quantity ol turkey tracks under the trees, as well as
wild turkeys in that section of the country. In fact,

there was turkey sign everywhere. This was nothing
strange to us, for we knew there were always lots of
wild turkeys in that sectio nof the country. In fact,

there'll be lots of those magnificent birds in the Alle-
ghanies for years to come.
While eating our luncheon, and while 2ip alternated

in gulping down morsels from our lunch and licking
old sore places torn open again by briers, we dis-

cussed the possibilities of meeting up with one of the
turkeys. As Bill said, "It'd be a good idea to get a

Thanksgiving turkey."
Lunch was about over when we heard a gun go of?

with a regular old black powder br-ro-o-oom. It was
not more than three or four hundred yards away from us.

judging by the sound. Somebody said, "Turkeys!" The
rest of us agreed. By common consent we jumped up
and went to a pair of bars, where an old woods road
came out into the orchard, and stood looking in the
direction of where the sound of the gun came from.

All at once, out into the open over the little valley, way
up above the trees, sailed a turkey. At first it looked as

if it was coming toward us, but almost instantly we
saw that it had turned down the valley and was flying

directly away from us along the hillside. Our eyes
followed it as it kept on its way for about a quarter of a
mile, when suddenly up went its head and down it came
"windling," deader'n a mackerel.
"He got it after all," said some one.
';He did," said Bill.

"Did you ever see anything like it?" said Jake, who
was always moderate in his conversational efforts.

Then we returned to our lunch, and talked over the
wonderful thing that we had seen.

Bill was quiet for a bit; he had lighted a cigar and it

was drawing well. Other cigars were also acting prop-
erly, and Zip was at his old game of chewing and lick-

ing those old sore spots. Then Bill broke the silence:

"Say, do you suppose that fellow who shot at that
turkey saw it fall? Do you think he had any idea that

he hit it?"

That was quite a new one on us, and we caught at it

at once. It would be quite easy to follow the road in

the woods and find out whether the man with the gun
had turned off to the right or left anywhere. His tracks

in the snow would tell us. We had marked where the

turkey fell, as to us he seemed to fall right alongside of

a monster old pine which for some internal imperfections
had been left when its brethren were taken by the lum-
bermen. Some 300 yards along the road we saw plain!}'

where the man had come down into the road, and saw
also that his tracks, as well as those of his dog, a little

terrier, led along the road in the direction the turkey
had flown.

Following the tracks, we finally came alongside of the
big pine, which was down hill on the right of the road.
The turkey, too, had fallen to the right of the pine, so

was further from the road than the pine was. Jake and
I turned off into the wood, which was open enough for

us to have a good view of the ground; Bill went down
the road a bit to make sure that the man with the dog
had not turned off further on. Then he, too, turned to

the right into the brush and began to investigate.

To Bill belongs the honor of finding that bird, a gob-
bler, too, wattled, bearded and bronzed, as only an old
gobbler can be. He was a beauty, with not a feather

damaged, and not a drop of blood on the snow. Bill

found him in less than two minutes after he had left' the
road, which goes to show that he had marked the bird

more carefully than we had. Slinging the gobbler on his-

shoulder, he came toward us. Jake and I firing a feu de
joie when he flung the bird on the snow at our feet.

Was it our turkey, or did it belong to the mart who
had .shot at it? He was by this time a mile or more on
his way, and that turkey certainly did look good. Any-
way. Jake toted the bird on his back nearly all the waj'-

to Bellwood,, while Bill and I hunted for more gam<?.
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getting, I believe, a couple of "pheasatits" on our way.
At Bellvvood we had the bird Weighed; and if ,1 re-

member right, it weighed just a fraction less than 22
pounds, Jake of course said it weighed "ever so much
more."
That night the bird was viewed by all the boys who

cared to talk gun and call in and see Bill. There was
rather a mystery about how we got it, for we didn't say
much about that at the time. In fact, it was some three
years before the boys got the story just as it was.
Anyway, the next day I took the skin off the turkey,

and it was sent to a taxidermist in WilHamsport to be
set up. There was not a single shot mark on the body,
at least not a fresh one; but I left the head and neck in
the skin, and the taxidermist found that just one small
pellet had hit it in the head about the region of a large
vein near the throat. It had bled internally, because our
post-mortem showed its lungs to be full of blood.
The turkey made our Thanksgiving Day dinner at

Bill Clark's, but it was rather a tough old bird. That it

had had a narrow escape or two previous to its

iiual undoing v^as evidenced by some old calloused shot
marks, that showed where its right leg had been pretty
nearly smashed in days gone by.

Its skin, mounted most artistically, in a thoroughly
natural position, still graces Bill's pet room in his
hostelry at Ellwood City, Pa. Perhaps Bill has not told
all his friends how he got that turkey. If he hasn't, some
of them will appreciate my little story of how we got our
Thanksgiving turkey. It may cost Bill something, too!

Edward Banks.

An Outing in Acadia.~IL
BY EDWARD A. SAMUELS.

There is another species of aquatic larvae, which have
sometimes been taken for the larva; of the Dytiscus, but
they are quite different. These are found in still water
generally where there is a sandy or muddy bottom. They
are of a blackish color and have numerous joints to their

bodies, which have points protruding from them Jike

little bones.
This is the larva of the horned corydalis, and is the

largest of our ncuroptous insects.

In this form it preys on various aquatic insects and
their larvJe, and destroys great numbers of them; these
larvae are excellent bait for black bass, and will attract

those fish sometimes when all other baits fail.

In the adult form its wings extend from five to six

LARVA OF HORNED CORYDALIS HELGRAMITE.

inches from tip to tip, and the body is about three inches
from the tip of the jaws to the end of the abdomen.

It flies by night, and like all the other Neuroptera or
nerve-winged insects, is beneficial in that it captures great
immbers of noxious species.

In addition to the whirligig beetles there were a great
number of '"water skaters" or "water measurers" moving
nimbly about on the surface of the pool.
They occasionally would glide quickly in a stated direc-

tion as if they were in a hurry or in pursuit of prey, but
generally they skated about in a leisurely manner.
Their food consists principally of insects that have

fallen into the water, although they at times seize small
aquatic species. By many they are called "water spiders,"

WATER SKATER.

but they do not belong in that class, for they are a species
of bug, and are classed in the suborder Heteroptera of
the great order Hemiptera. There is another member
of this order a most singular appearing insect, the water
scorpion, called by entomologists the Fuscous ranata;
it s long and slender, light brown in color, and its long
and curved forefeet, which seem well fitted for seizing-

its prey, are raised and brandished in a threatening man-
ner before its head.

It preys upon other insects and their larvae.

Its form is not as peculiar, however, as is that of the
walking-stick, which is found in the woods clinging :o
the leaves and twigs of trees.

This species belongs in the Orthoptera, in which are
included the crickets, locusts, grasshoppers, etc. It sub-
sists on the leaves and tender shoots of trees, but is not
sufficiently numerous to be of much importance. It is

a sluggish, slow-moving creature, and is interesting
chiefly because of its peculiar form, which resembles
almost exactly a small slender stick, its legs on both
sides answering for twigs.
Another most interesting insect is the "caddise fly""

or "water moth." The larv^, which are aquatic, have the
curious habit of protecting themselves by constructing- a
covering for their bodies, composed of sticks, sand, pi«:es
of grass or other substances.

HORNED CORYDALIS. ADULT HELGRAMITE.

At the bottom of almost every pool or brook these
curious structures may be seen apparently moving about
without cause; but on examination of one we find at one
end a small, brownish head, and six legs, which are
quicklj' retracted at being touched. The larvae move these

protecting cases with ease, feeding principally on aquatic

WATER SCORPION.

plants, but occasionally on weaker insects; there are a
great many species of these flies, and the adult insect
resembles a moth very closely, but its wings are covered
with hairs instead of scales, as is the case with the true
lepidoptera. Before transforming to the pupa form the
larva is said to close the mouth of its cell with a grating
cornposed of silken threads, which, while it allows suf-
ficient water to pass for the respiration of the insect, pre-
vents the entrance of an enemy. The grub or larva is
white and plump, and is an acceptable morsel for fishes.

In fact, English anglers use them very extensively, and
they are considered to be among the most successful
of baits.

"I reckon we've rested the pool long enough," said
John, after he had finished his work. "We might try 'em.
a little longer here, and if we find no good ones we'd
better go to the outlet of the other brook. There's 'most
always a few big fish there."

"All right," I replied. "There ought to be largaa- fish
at these outlets than we've taken."
We shoved the canoe out into the broad expanse of

water, and I began casting over the deepest portion of
the pool, but with the exception of hooking a few small
fish my efforts were unrewarded, and in a short time we
resumed the paddles ^and started for the other pool, a
half mile or so distant. In a few minutes the desired
spot was reached, the killisk was dropped and the canoe

CADDICE FLY.

was allowed to swing into a position which would enable
me to cover all the best water. I had not begun casting
when a small moth hovered for a few seconds over the
reeds on the shore, and then began to wing its way across
the river, fluttering low over the water. Its wings at last

grazed the surface, when the swirl of a large fish was
seen and the insect instantly disappeared.

"There's a big trout out there," exclaimed the guide,
pointing to the rings on the water that the fish had made.
"Tie came up and seized an insect just now!"
"I saw him," I replied, "and we will soon know if he

Avill take one of my flies as greedily as he did the moth."
Gradually lengthening my line, I cast further and further

out on the pool until at last my lures dropped upon
the spot where the trout had seized its prey and at the
second trial a swirl was seen which was followed by a
plunge, and then the singing of the reel indicated that a
heavy fish was hooked.

"Good!" exclaimed the guide, as the fish darted down
the river and sank deeper and deeper in the water, "I'll

lift the killick. You're fast to a large trout and it mav
take out a good share of your line before it stops."

The fish for a minute or two darted about with all the

speed of a grilse, and then it began to circle around the

canoe deep in the water, and evidently trying to reach

the bottom.
"Look out, or the fish will get the leader among the

weeds and drift stuff," said John, forcing the canoe
farther from the shore.

"I'm doing my best," I replied, plying the reel as

LARV.^: OF CADDICE ELY IN THEIR CASES.

rapidly as possible, and causing the pliant rod to bend
almost double. "He is surely a monster."
"Aye, and gamy," added John, as the trout again darted

down the river.

With all an angler's anxiety I followed every move-
ment of the fish, yielding when the strain was too great
and recovering the line when the trout paused in its

dashes for liberty.

The lift of the little rod at length proved too strong for

the fish; its runs grew shorter and shorter and its Strug-

WALKING STICK.

gles less energetic; the reel recovered more ancf more
of the line, and finally the trout lying on its side, per-
mitted the landing net to be passed beneath it, and in a
few moments it was lifted into the canoe.

"It's a beauty, and no mistake," exclaimed the guide
as he tapped the fish on its head and then held it up for

my inspection. "It's a four pounder, sure."
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"Yes," I replied, taking the trout and examining it,

"but I'm puzzled. This is not a spotted or broolc trout, it's

not a Jake trout neither, but what is it? It is exactly

like the brown trout of Europe, but how does it happen

that it is here? It is something remarkable,"

"It's likely one that was put in these waters a number
of years ago," answered the guide. "The fi.sh and game
officers put out thousands of fry here, but this is the

first full-grown fish that's been taken so far as I know."

"I am "glad to know that an effort has been made to

introduce them in these waters," said I, laying the fish

down, "for they are fully as gamy as the spotted trout

and they will thrive in ponds and streams which are too

warm for the others. I believe they will in time prove

a valuable addition to our list of game fishes. But, John,

it is almost sundown, and we are quite a distance from

the house. Y/e had better put by the rod and resume our

paddles."
"Yes," was rhe reply, "we'd better move along. The old

horse must be looking for us by now."
The canoe was again headed up the stream, and in a

few minutes the landing place was reached.

"We had better leave the canoe here," said the guide.

"We shall likely come down the river again soon, and ther

is no need of carrying the birch back and forth."

We quickly disembarked, and when the canoe was un-

loaded we hfted it out of the water and placed it in some
undergrowth near the river.

The horse Avhinnied a welcome as we approached him
and was evidently glad to be harnessed again for the

return home. The trout were washed and strung on

some withes for transportation, my creel not being large

enough to hold a half of our catch. They made a very

handsome show.
"We'll cut across through the woods by a lumber road

until we strike into the post road," said John, when we
were seated in the farm wagon. "Although it's a little

further, we can travel quicker than we could by following

the old tote road."

The horse quickened his steps as soon as the public

road was reached, and then, starting into a brisk trot, he
carried' us at a pace which ere a half hoitr had passed

broitght us in sight of the little settlement in which the

Murrays' pleasant cottage, my headquarters, was located.

"Really, John." I exclaimed, as we alighted at the

door, "although it was a rough ride that you gave me in

your springless wagon, the shaking up I have had has

done me good, and it has also given me an appetite

which will do full justice to the supper that I know Mrs.
Murray has waiting for me."
"We have had a glorious day!" I said to my landlady

and her daughter Phoebe, who stood beside her as I en-

tered the house, "and we caught a nice lot of trout, too."

"I am glad you had such good success." repHed Mrs.
Murray, "but I'm afraid you have made too long a day
for a first one."
"Not at all," I responded. "I have enjoyed every nio-

ment of the time and have, I warn j'ou,, come home with

a ravenous appetite."

"I hope your supper will suit you," she replied. "Won't
you stop and have tea with us, John?"
"No, thanks," answered the guide. "I must be getting

home to look after my chores. I'll be 'round bright and
early to-morrow," he added as he passed out into the

road. "Perhaps we'll find something to make another
good day for you."
The good things that Mrs. Murray had provided for

supper were soon discussed and they were enjoyed with

the keenest relish.

After the meal was ended and I had smoked my even-
ing cigar on the porch, I joined the ladies in the cozy
sitting room, and entertained them to the best of my
ability with an account of the aphides I had seen in the

afternoon, to which was added many other interesting

facts in natural history which had at various times come
under my observation.

Black Sqairfels in Captivity.

DeeppenEj Frimley Green, Surrey, England.

—

Editor
Forest and Stream: I would like to say a few words in

reply to the interesting letter of your Toronto corre-
spondent on black squirrels. So far as I know he is the
first person who has succeeded in inducing the squirrel

to breed in any kind of confinement. I am a lover of
squirrels and have several varieties, but when the "large
jet-black squirrel" he writes of is the same species as

the melanic variety of the gray squirrel which we have
in New Y^ork, it is quite new to me, and if it be possible
for him to send, me a pair of his squirrels I should like to

arrange for it. If they could be induced to live in peace
with our little English squirrel they would have the run
of my pine woods and plenty of provender. If not. they
wotdd have ample loft room like his.

But your correspondent makes a very common mis-
take about the teeth of the squirrel. I have raised muny
from babyhood, and I have not found that soft food in-
duces abnormal teeth. The squirrel keeps his teeth' down
and sharp at the same time by grinding the upper and
lower teeth against each other, and when the upper tooth
is broken the lower will never grow unduly long. The
wild squirrels who live in my wood come to the house for
their food, and sometimes sit on the window bench to

eat it, and I have five reared from bab es now in my
study (one is trying to make ray pen away as I write),

but they all, wild or tame, prefer bread at times to nuts.

The Avild ones eat the bread I throw to the pigeons, and
I have never found that my own are the worse for

eating it.

My gray squirrels will also at times prefer bread to

nuts, but they, like the native squirrelb, never attempt
to .store it away as they do nuts when thej' have more
than they want to eat. W. J. Stillman.

W"eig:hts of Animals.

Of 158 woodchucks killed by Gen. DePeyster and Dr.
Robert J. Carroll, in a year* s shooting in the neighbor-
hood Monmouth Junction, N. J., the average weight was
10 pounds, and the heaviest one weighed i^l4 pounds.

Cottontails, as received in the New Y''ork market, aver-
age pounds.

American Ornithologists* Union.

"The eighteenth congress of the American Ornitholo-

gists' Union convened in Cambridge, Mass., Monday
evening, Nov. 12. The business meeting was held in Mr.
William Brewster's museum, and the public sessions,

commencing Tuesday, Nov. 13, and lastmg three days,

were held in the Nash lecture room of the University

Museum.
The active members present were : William Brewster,

C. F. Batchelder and Montague Chaniberlain. of Cam-
bridge; Drs. J. A. Allen, Jonathan Dwight, Jr., and
Messrs. Frank M. Chapman

,

and William Dutcher, of

New York city; Drs. Fisher and Merriam, and Messrs.

E. W. Nelson and William Palmer, of Washington. D.

C. ; Dr. A. P. Chadbourne and Messrs. Chas. B. Cory and

H. A. Purdie, of Boston; D. G. Elliot and Ru'thven

Deane, of Chicago; Witmer Stone, of Philadelphia; Dr.

Thos. S. Roberts, of Minneapolis, and John H. Sage, of

Portland, Conn.
The associate members present during the sessions

were ; Walter Deane, Geo. C. Deane. Geo. H. Mackay,
Outram Bangs, Mr.s. Anna B. Phelps, Reginald Heber
Howe Jr.. Walter R. Davis, Harry G. Higbee. Francis

H. Allen. Owen Durfee. Geo. A. Morison. J. D. Sorn-

berger. Bradford Torrey, Miss Helen A. Ball, Rev.

Herbert W. Gleason, Manton Copeland, F. H. Mosher.

J. A. Farley, Mrs. Ornida D. Hornbrooke, R. M. Strong.

F. H. Kennard, Ralph Hoffman, W. P. Parker. E. H.
Forbush and A. C. Bent, of Mas.sachusetts ; Dr^. T. S.

Palmer and Wm. C. Rives, of Washington, D. C. ; Mrs.

Elizabeth B. Davenport, of Vermont; Miss EHsa \V.

Redfield, and Messrs. W. L, Baily and C. J. Pennock. of

Pennsylvania; Glover M. Allen and Weaker ]\J. Buswell,

of New Hampshire; Miss Lucy F. Myer- and Lnu s

Agassiz Fuertes, of New Y''ork; Mrs. Mabel Osgood
Wright, Rev. H. K. Job Judge John N. Clark, Dr. Louis

B. Bishop and Wrllard G. Van Nanie. of Connecticut

;

James S. Hine. of Ohio; Waldron D. W. Miller, of New
Jersey; Arthur H. Norton and J. Morton Swain, of

Maine.

Dr. C. Hart Merriam was elected President; Chas, I'

Cory and C. F. Batchelder, Vice-Presidents; John M.
Sage, Secretary; William Dtitcher, Treasurer; Frank M.
Chapman, Ruthven Deane, Jonathan Dwight, Jr., A. K.
Fisher, E. W. Nelson, Thos. S. Roberts and Witmer
Stone, Members of the Council.

Dr. A. B. Meyer, of the Royal Museum, Dresden, was
elected an honorary member, and Count E. Arrigoni
Degli Oddi, Unversity of Padua, Italy, and Walter E.

Bryant, of Santa Rosa. Cal., corresponding members.
Sixty-nine associate members were elected.

A change in the by-laws was proposed whereby the

present class of active members shall be known as fel-

lows; the present class of associate members to be known
as associates, and to establish a class of membership in-

termediate between fellows and associates, to be known as

members. The matter will be- brought up for final action

at the next congress of the Union,
Tuesday morning Prof. D. G. Elliot gave a memorial

address on Dr. Elliott Coues, ,with whom he had been on
intimate terms for nearly forty years. Dr. Coues was a

founder and active member of the Union, became
eminent in science, and did much to stimulate interest in

others. Dr. J, A. Allen followed with an address 011

Geo. B. Sennett, also an active member, and a former
Mayor of Meadville, Pa. Mr. Sennett contributed more
than any one else to our knowledge of the ornitliolpgy of

the Rio Grande region.

The report of the Committee on Protection of North
American Birds, read by its chairman, Mr, Witmer Stone,

showed that satisfactory results had been obtained during
the past year. One important feature was the protection

of the gulls and terns along the coast, made possible by
money secured through the efforts of Mr. Abbott H.
Thayer. The report will be published in the Auk, the

official organ of the Union, together with a supple-

mentary one by Mr. William Dutcher, having special

reference to his work among the gulls and terns in con-
nection with the Thayer Fund. These reports will be
reprinted as a separate pamphlet.
Miss Juliette A, Owen, of St. Joseph, Mo., who so

kindly remembered the Union at the last congress, sent

an additional $100 this year. This will be added to a

fund, the income of which is to be spent for the ad-
vancement of the science of ornithology.

A paper of important historical interest was Mr. Wit-
mer Stone's "The American Ornithologists' Union of

i840-'45," Through the courtesy of Miss Lucy H. Baird.the
facts were obtained about the earlier ornithologists from
letters written to her father, the late Spencer F. Baird.

"Dooryard Ornithologjr," by Judge John N, Clark, was
a well-presented paper on a popular phase of bird life.

Mr. Clark's dooryard is i.n Saybrook, Conn., and in

this restricted area he has noted the occurrence of more
than one hundred species of birds. Perhaps the Rev. J.

G. Wood had this locality in mind when he wrote that

"We all know the extreme interest which attaches itself

to minute and faithful records of the events which take
place in some very limited sphere."

The afternoons of Tuesday and Wednesday were de-

voted to papers illustrated with lantern slides—all show-
ing what an aid photography now is to the study of the

habits of birds. Dr. Merriam had a remarkable series

of pictures, giving views of wonderful glaciers, as well
as of bird life, gathered during the Harriman Expedi-
tion along the coast of Alaska.
On Friday, Nov. 16, after adjournment of the Union,

Mr. William Brewster conducted a party of eighteen to

his camp on the river at Concord, Mass. Luncheon was
served and the day was passed pleasantly by all.

The congress just closed was one long to be remem-
bered, for nothing could exceed the cordial welcome
shown by the local committee and by the members of the
Nuthall Ornithological , Club.
The next annual meeting will be in New York city, com-

mencing Nov. II. 1901.

Following is a list of the papers read at the sessions

:

1. In Memoriam: Elliott Coues. D. G. Elliot.

2. In Memoriam: George B. Sennett. J. A. Allen.

3. The Sequence of Moults and Plumages of the Laridce
(Gulls and Terns). Jonathan Dwight, Jr.

[Dec. i, 1900.

4. A Study of the Genus Sturnella. Frank M, Chap-
man.

5. The Pterylosis of Podargus : With Further Notes on
the Pterylograpliy of the Caprimulgidae. Hubert Lyman
Clark.

6. The Moult of the Narth American Shore Birds
{Liynicola) . Jonathan Dwight, Jr.

7. Nesting of the Yellow-headed Blackbird, Illustrated
by lantern slides. Thomas S. Roberts.

8. Among the Terns at Muskeget. and on the New
Jersey Coast. Illustrated by lantenr slides. Wm. L.
Baily.

9. The Season of 1900 at the Magdalen Islands; With
Remarks on Bird Photography. Illustrated by lantern
slides. Herbert K. Job.

10. Field Notes on a Few New England Birds. Illus-

trated by lantern slides. William Brewster.
11. Dooryard Ornithology. John N. Clark.
12. The "American Ornithologists' Union", of i840-'45.

Witmer Stone.

13. Notes on the Spring Migration (1900) at Scar-
borough, N. Y. Louis Agassiz Fuertes.

14. Exhibition of Unpublished Water-color Paintings
of Birds. Louis Agassiz Fuertes.

15. Impressions of Some Hawaiian Birds. H. W. Hen-
shaw.

1 6. A visit to the Birthplace of Audubon. O. Wid-
mann.

17. Natural History of the Alaskan Coast. Illustrated

by lantern slides. C. Hart Merriam.
18. Notes on a Nest of Massachusetts Brown Creepers.

Illustrated by lantern slides. A. P. Chadbotirne.
19. Bird Studies with a Camera. Illustrated by lantern

slides. Frank M. Chapman.
20. Exhibition of Lantern Shdes of Bird«, Birds'* Nests

and Nesting Haunts from Nature. Members.
21. Aptosochromatism, A reply to Drs. Dwight and

.Mien. Francis J. Birtwell.

22. On the Breeding Habits of Leconte's Sparrow. P.
B. Peabody. •

"

23. On the Value of Careful Observations of Birds'
Habits. Edward H. Forbush.

24. Breeding of the Cerulean Warbler Near Baltimore,
Frank C. Kirkwood.

25. Report of the A. O. U. Committee on the Protection,
of North American Birds. Witmer Stone.

26. Results of Special Protection to Gulls and Terns
Obtained Through the Thayer Fund. Illustrated.

27. The Enforcement of the Lacey Act T. S. Palmer.

Sea Gulls as Weather Signals.

Passaic, N. J., Nov. 23.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The note in Forest and Stream the other day about sea

gulls in the river has a commentary in this experience
related by Mr. H. H. Thompson, of this city, in the

Passaic Press

:

Everybody- and his wife noticed the fine Wfeatliei" of
Election Day, The writer on his way to the city in the

morning observed the luiusual clearness of the atmos-
phere. I could see with distinctness objects at a distance
which are hardly discernible in ordinary weather. Not a

cloud Avas to be seen in the blue sky. which reminded me
of the peculiar cloudless blue- sky which overhung the

Middle Park of Colorado during my weeTc's horseback ride

in September a few years ago. There was not the slight-

est indication of the near approach of the violent storm
which surprised us the evening of the very next day.

Without the least idea of competing with the famous
weather seer of Hackensack, I can truthfully claim to

have foretold the sudden change, and here is the secret of

my success as a weather prophet. In crossing the Twenty-
third street ferry I noticed quite a flock of sea gulls sit-

ting in the water while many others were sailing at such
an unusual height that I went forward to the bow for

better observation, where I was soon joined by a truck

driver, who asked me if I knew what the gulls were
predicting, adding that he had crossed that ferry every
week-day for seven years, and that he had learned for a

dead certainty that when the birds flew about, at such a

great height and came sailing down and alighted in the

water, a storm was brewing. He said that in liis ob- ,

servations during these years he' had not in a .single in-

stance known the signal to fail.

The Opossum in New York,

Oswego, N. Y"., Nov.' 4.—The Palladium published

here, reports that Mr. Orb. Parmley, who lives near

Minetto, went coon hunting yesterday and succeeded in

capturing a possum that weighed about 25 pounds. The
capture was made near Battle Island.

I saw the possum to-day, and was told on what seems
good authority that two others were killed near the same
place two years ago. Is it not very unusual for these ani-

mals to be found so far north? Battle Lsland is about
four miles south of this city. Subscriber.

[The record is a far northern one for the range of the

opossum. The weight must have . been greatly over-

estimated. Perhaps that is what the game seemed to

weigh after Mr. Parmley had lugged it five miles.]

The October Woodcraft.

The October number of the Game Laws in Brief and Woodcraft
Magazine contains the game and fish laws of the United States

and Canada. The Woodcraft part has this capital list of con-
tents :

GRAN'THER HILL'S PA'TRIDGE. By Rowland J£, Robinson.
IN THE FOREST.
THE OLD CANOE.
THE RESCUE OF MR. HUNDLEY.
KELLUP'S ANNUAL. By Jefferson Scribb.
DEACON THROPE'S PIGEONS.
ANY LETTERS FOR ME? By H. P. LXfifbrd.

TEHOSSEE ISLAND. By Olive F. Gtmby.
FLORIDA INDIAN DEER HUNTERS.
AT CLOSE QUARTERS: The Hen. S., the Plover and the Bull;

A Nova Scotia Bear; The Panther's Scream; A Time with a
Florida Allig-ator; The Owl's Swoop; The Dog Climbed.

THE DOG AND THE TURKEY. By John Tames Audubon.
SENATOR VEST'S SUNDAY PIGEON SHOOT.
AUSTRALIAN ROUGH-RIDERS. By R. Boldrewood.

The "Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication sliould reach us at the

latest by MondaT uid aa mucli earlier aa praetioable^
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Notice.

All communications intended for FosEST and Siream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.— XII.

BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

[Continued/rom page 405.]

Green-Winged TeaU

Anas carolinensis (Gmelin).

The adult male has the head and neck reddish-chest-

nut, and a broad band of metallic green on either side,

running from the eye ts the back of the neck, where
the two meet in a tuft. The under side of this green
band is margined with a narrow line of buff; the chin

is black; the breast is reddish cream color, dotted with

round or oval spots of jet black. There is a collar

round the lower part of the neck; the sides t)f the

breast, back of lower neck, and of the body are finely

waved with lines of black upon white ground. The back
is similarly marked, and the lower back is brownish-
gray. The upper tail-coverts are dark, tnargined with

white, and the tail feathers gray, edged with white. On
the side of the breast in front of the bend of the wing
is a broad white bar. The tips of the last row of wing-
coverts are margined with yellow. The speculum is

black and green, margined with white. The outer scap-

ulars are velveti^ black. The belly and a patch on .either

side of the under tail-coverts are rich buff, the under
tail-coverts black. The bill is dark, nearly black, and
the feet grayish black. The length is about I4;4 inches.

The female is brownish, the feathers being generally

GREEN-WINGED TEAL.

margined with buff. The sides of head are whitish

speckled with brownish. The wing is like that of the

male, but the speculum is somewhat smaller and duller.

The breast is usually more or less spotted, and the

under parts are white, with faint indications of spots.

The green-winged teal is found over the wdiole of

North America, from the Arctic Sea on the north to the

Gulf of Mexico and Central America on the south. It

occurs also in Cuba. It is one of the most beautiful of

our ducks, and is liighly esteemed hy gunners.
Unlike many of our better known fresh-water ducks,

the green-winged teal is rather common in New Eng-
land, as well as in the interior and to the southward,

and wherever found it is a great favorite. It flies with

astonishing speed, but with great steadiness, and often

tlie flecks are of very great size, and fly bunched up, so

close together that they resemble more a flock of mi-
grating blackbirds than of ducks. \t such times, if

tht}'^ suddenly become aware of the presence of the

gimner, the bunch flies apart like an exploding bomb,
and the birds dart in all directions and at such a rate

that it takes a quick shooting to catch them. On the

. ther hand, it the shots can be fired into this close mass
ihe havoc created is very great, ten, twenty or thirty

l.irds sometimes being killed \)y the discharge of two
liarrels.

While the green-winged teal is much at home on the

water and is a good diver in times of danger, it is also

very much at home on the land, over which it runs

with considerable speed.

Although this species breeds chiefly to the north of

"the United States, its nests have been taken in Wiscon-
sin, Iowa and on the prairies and in the mountains of

the West- I have seen it in Montana. Wyoming and
Colorado, accompanied by young, and I recall one oc-

casion in North Park. Colo., where I spent a verj^

I.lcasant half hour watching an old female and her

lung they busily fed in the narrow stream near where
i sat. The mother bird at length discovered me, and

though not greatly alarmed, she promptly led her flock

of ei.ght tiny young ashore, where, in a long line, with

I lie mother at the head, they promptly lj:otted into the

iiushes and concealed themselves.

The green-winged is a more hardy bird than the blue-

winged teal, and is often found on Avarm springs and

streams in the North long after the ice has closed most

of the quiet waters. I have seen it in Connecticut in the

early winter, when almost everything was frozen up.

The nest of the teal is corninonly placed not far from

the water, in high grass or sometimes among a tussock

of rye grass, or I have even found it on top of a dry

ridge under a sage bush at quite a long di.stance from any

-tream. The eggs are small and apparently a little

junder than duck eggs usually are. The number in a

est varies from ten to fifteen.

European Teal.

Anas crecca (Linn.),

This is a European species, occitrring only casually

m North America. It very closely resembles the com-
mon green-winged teal, but lacks the white bar on the

side of the breast, has the black and white markings of

the back ?.nd sides much heavier, has the inner webs of

the outer scapular and sometimes part of the otttcr webs
white or yellowish, and the forehead bordered on either

side by a pale-buff line. The female is so similar to

EUROPEAN TEAL.

the female green-winged teal that only an expert ornith-

ologist can distingtiish between the two. The European
teal is found occasionally in the Aleutian Islands, and it

has frequently been exposed for sale in the New York-

markets with other ducks shot jn the neighborhood.
The most important distinguishing mark between these

two very similar birds is the white bar on each side of the

breast, which is so noticeable in our green-winged teal,

but absent in the European species.

European observers tell us that this teal is abundant
over the Old World; that it breeds in Great Britain and
Ireland and is common over Lapland, Russia and north-
ern .\sia. It is readily domesticated.

Blue-Winged Teal.

Alias discors (Linn.j.

The adult male has the top of the head and chin black;

a white crescent-shaped band, edged with black, extends
from the forehead abo\'e the eye down to below the bill

;

the rest of the head is dark lead color, sometimes with
glossy purplish reflections. The long scapulars running
back from the shoulder are black, streaked with bufl.

The back and upper parts generally dark brown and dull

black, spotted, barred and streaked with bttff. The lower
back is dull brown; the smaller wing coverts at the bend
of the wing skv blue, as are also some of the long shoulder
feathers. A wide bar of white across the wing, above the
speculum, which is green, separates the blue and the green.
There is a narrow line of white at the cxtremitj' of the
speculum and a patch on either side of the tail. The
lower parts are light chestnut, thickly speckled with
black. The under tail coverts are black, as is also the
bill. The eyes, legs and feet are yellow, the latter with
dusky markings.
The female is always to be known by the blue mark-

ings, on the wing, though the brilliant green specuhim is

often wanting. The chin, throat and base of the liill

are white, marked with blackish, and the head and neck
streaked and speckled with dusky brown. The other parts
are dark brown, speckled with dusky brown. The bird
is slightly larger than the green-winged teal.

The blue-winged teal is often called summer teal, and
this gives a hint as to one of its habits. It is apparently
iL bird of more southern distribution than the other

BLUE-WINGED TE.AL.

Icals and is almost the earliest of the migrating ducks
to make its api)earance. The first to arrive are commonly
found on our streams in late August or early September,
and persons who are pushing through the marshes in

search of rail very frequently start little bunches of blue-

wings from the open places. It may be imagined that
such birds have not come from a great distance. Indeed,
the blue-winged teal breeds at many points in the West,
and would do so more frequently A'ere the birds permitted
to make their northward migration without being dis-

turbed by gunners.
The bluewing is common throughout eastern America.

Itut in the West its place is chiefly taken Vty the cinnamon
teal, a closely related species. In its northward migrations
the blue-winged teal is found summering on the Great
Slave Lake, and ?\Ir. Dall tells of having seen it on the
Yukon, and it has been reported from other points in

Alaska. It breeds also in northern New- England, as well

as near the prairie sloughs of some of the States of the

central West. The nest is placed on the ground among
reeds and grasses, and is tisually. but not always, near
the water. It is lined with down from the mother's
breast, and when she leaves the nest she covers the eggs
with this down and over it places more or less grass. The
number of eggs is said to be from eight to twelve.

During the winter these birds reach Mexico and Central
America and are commonly found in Florida and the Gulf
States. They feed in great numbers in the Southern rice

fields, where they are reported to be caught in great nuin-
bers by means of traps set by the negroes. Teal are

abundant in the low country about the mouth of the Mis-
sissippi, where they are knoAvn to the Creoles as printan-
nierre and autonnierre^, according to the reason in which
they are seen.

I'he teal frequently travel in very large flocks, and the
speed with which they, move and the closeness with which
they are huddled together have become proverbial among
gunners. They come up readily to decoys and not in-

frequentl}' a large flock may come in without warning to a
heedless gunner and drop dowit among his .stools before
he sees thent. When he stands up to shoot, the teal leave
the water as the mallard does, by a single spring, and
darl away in all directions, coming together again and
going on in a close bunch. If a flock is seen llying by
they may sometimes be attracted by a soft, lisping note,
and if they see the decoys they are likely to drop in among
them. The blue-winged teal is fond of running about
over mud flats and sifting them for food, and in localities

where they are abundant a place sttch as this is one of
the very best in which to tie out for blue-winged teal.

As with the greenwing so with this species—great num-
bers may be killed by the single discharge of a gun, pro-
vided it is properly aimed. Audubon speaks of having
seen eighty-four birds killed by the single discharge of a
double-liarrcl gun.

That Adirondack Moose.

One Point of View.

Editor forest and Stream:
That moose which a guide killed in the Adirondacks

the other day is valuable as a commentary. The mere fact
that one of five great game animals at large was shot,
especially under the circumstances prevailing, is im-
portant, of course, but seen in the broader light it is

vastly more interesting to men who shoot, and particularly
to men who hunt. The conditions prevailing in the
.^dirondacks are exactly in line with the death of the
Saranac Lake bull, and one must imagine himself to be
an Adirondack guide to realize what this condition is.

Every train carrying passengers into the Adirondacks
m the spring and summer seasons bears men who have
modern rifles in cases, as well as fish rods. These men
woald claim to be sportsmen, and they are the sportsmen
known to Adirondack guides. If they can't kill deer, the
gu}des must, and, of cour.se, do, to save their jobs! It
is no more to a guide than a commercial proposition. A
deer is worth so much, and thai moose was worth so
much.
One account that I read of the moose gave the names

of three guides as implicated in the matter. One, at
least, of these three wears the button of the Adirondack
Guides' Association, and is one of the ablest men in it.

When I saw him in early August he was headed for the
woods, a .,38-55 in his hand. I believe that if he could
be sure of the support of ten of his fellow members he
would refuse to furnish venison for his fishermen em-
ployers. I don't believe there is a guide in the Adiron-
dack's who has the back bone and the mental caliber com-
bmed to resist the temptation of $3 a day when an illegal
deer is the way, and there is not one in a hundred of
the sportsmen campers who would refuse to eat venison
if served to h ini. Most of these campers demand veni-
son, and the members of the Adirondack Guides' Asso-
ciation, of which there are a few, don't know any bettei:
than to serve it.

If those five moose had come here to Northwood and I
had killed one of them, there is not one chance in five
hundred that I would have suffered for it. though there
is not a man in this whole neighborhood who would not
have heard about it, and probably only a few who would
not have had a taste of it. I am morallv certain, too. that
had It been killed here by anv of mv neighbors I would
have had a bit of it to fry or roast. That is the exact
condition of affairs from here to Loon Lake and Lake
Champlain. The game wardens are excellent vote getters.
Last year and this I tried to have a man who would

have stopped deer hounding in this whole district put into
the office which his knowledge, experience and determina-
tion deserved. Crusters had killed eighteen or .so

deer withm fifteen miles of Northwood ; the iTierits of deer
hounds were evenwhere discussed from actual and re-
cent observation, and the illegal exploits of hunters were
daily' told. The same old warden is still in office, and by
sitting on a favorite ruuAvay a short distance from here
I can get a shot or two within a week at a dog-driven
deer, ft I did so, after this declaration, I would prob-
ably be arrested, because I have no political influence atmy command.
On the other hand, two men were arrested for hotmding

a few miles up the West Canada this summer. They
were promising subjects. A great sport.sman's club was
behmd the prosecution. There were plenty of reliable
witnesses, but the sportsman's club was behind the mat-
ter, and the men were acquitted. The trouble was that
the sportsman's club has not been entirely just in its
dealings with the natives of .the country. The lumber
cam.ps on its land have hunters to furnish fresh meat, and
these hunters are not troubled by the guides employed to
guard the game at club expense. The guides in this case
know better. Between sport.smen's clubs, lumber camps
and members of guides' associations, Adirondack game
has to hustle. And yet these two group.s-—the clubs and
the associations—have the most at stake.

Just think for a moment what 200 moose in the Adiron-
dacks would have meant to the guides' associations. From
what quarter of the world would not hunters have come
to try their luck and .skill? What kind of money would
not have found its way into the associations' pockets? This
argument will appeal very effectively at the next meet-
ings of the guides when they are all dressed up physically
and mentally: but let 700 pcmds of meat come in sight
out in the bush next summer and see what happens. It
will be interesting to learn what happens to the associa-
tion members who were in this moose business—who
wouldn't employ a m.an who could find an Adirondack
moose anyhow? And is not his opinion w-orth listening
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to ? I imagine that the killers of this moose will have
more trade offers next year than any six other guides.
It is to be hoped that the parties who employ them will

have their names conspicuously posted—but not unless
the names of every other gang that employs guides to
violate the law are also posted.
We Adirondack woodsmen are in a sad way. We fr\'

venison for breakfast, jerk it for lunch and boil it for
supper in season and out when we can get it. We've all

of us got a sort of sympathy for each other. W^e don't
own any of the land up here to speak of, and if we went
to makmg money, it is likely there would be "proper
officials" mquiring into the matter. We earn money the
best way we have open to us according to the lights of

the land. We are not especially wise ; We try to do the
best we can, and live up to the example that is set for

us by the people who emplo)' us.

Raymond S. Spears.
NoRTHwooD. Herkimer Covinty, N. Y,

Notes from the Game Fields.

Sussex CotJnt7, New Jersey,

Newton, N. J., Nov. ii.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
This has been a star season for old Sussex. Quail are

more abundant than they have been for several years.

Many nice flocks of ten to fifteen full-grown, strong-flying

birds can be found within a mile of town, and many nice

bags are being taken.

Partridges are fairly abundant, and some are being
killed by those who have the nerve to. hvmt this wary
bird.

Woodcock have been scarce, but a few have been shot.

Rabbits are fairly numerous, and gray squirrels have been
more abundant than for many years; I have counted fif-

teen in a small patch of woods south of here in the

early part of September ; but our new laws do not allow

us to shoot them till November, when one does good to

get two or three in a morning's shoot. But all in all, we
are having a splendid season, and it has been some time
since the rafters in our woodshed have been so well

decorated with the spoils of the chase. Sussex.

In Virginia,

Chase City, Va., Nov. 24.—Quail are not quite as

plentiful here as last season, but this seems to be gen-

erally the case through the country. Our local paper re-

ports that a party of Northern hunters were quite suc-

cessful in a deer hunt one day this week. They started

eight deer, and Hon. N. M. Lewis, of Pennington, N. J.,

killed a fine doe, and Mr. Taylor Muir, of New York, a

very large buck. W^e are told that Mr. Muir's gun kicked

him heels over head the first shot, but he was on his feet

again in time to kill the buck before it got out of gun
shot range, with the other barrel. This was better shoot-

ing than the fellow who shot at and said he knew he
had killed the deer, and that it would be found dead a

short distance from where he shot it, but never could be

found. He took his friends back to the spot where he
shot to show them that he had shot true to the mark, and
when they showed him that he had shot the tops off the

pines about 15 feet from the ground, he said he "be gol

darned if the deer wasn't up there when he shot."

W. D. Pa.xton.

Deer in New Hampshiee.

Charlestown, N. H., Nov. 23.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: In my last .letter about "Winninish in New
Hampshire," I forgot to. add some notes on "Deer in

New Plampshire" which I intended to add.

The letter of Mr. W. A. Brown, of Springfield, Vt,
which town lies right across the Connecticut River from
us, and the later one from J. B. B., from Essex, N. Y.,

set me to making inquiries from my friends on the hill

farms, and one of them, who brought me in a load of

wood last week, tells me that a deer crossed his "home
lot" the week previous, and that a neighbor of his had
seen two together in his pastures but a few days before.

It is now about seventy years since the last deer was shot

in this town, and there is no doubt of their reappearance.

It was at first thought that these might have come from
the Corbin Park, twenty miles to the northeast of us, but

as they have been reported, as seen in Honniker, over

toward the center of the State, and' also over by Lake
Winnesaukee, it seems hardly probable that they could

all have escaped from that source, and I think \ye may
safely claim t ''eir return to be due to game protection and

the beneficent lesult of proper game laws.

Commissioner Wentworth is very busy following up
trespassers, and last week picked up three or four promi-

nent citizens of Fitchburg, Mass., who had shot quite a

number of ruffed grouse in Hancock and Stoddard, and

were about to take them back to Massachusetts in defiance

of the non-export game law, which they openly sneered _

at, relying on the speed and bottom of a "fast horse."

Von W.
Curritocfc Docks.

"

Currituck, Nov. 17.

—

Editor Forest and' Stream: Our
game season. Nov. 10. opened on Monday, Nov. 12, on

account of Saturday being rest day. It was calm and

raining, which is not considered a good day for ducks.

There were perhaps more redheads than we have had on

opening day in five years, but they were all feeding in the

north end of the Sound, between Swan Island and Curri-

tuck Court House, which caused the killing to be much
Ughter than usual. I think 2,000 ducks would be a fair

estimate for the first day, with perhaps 1,200 for the

second, and the bag on the next shooting day—Thurs-
day—was about 1,000. Canvasbacks as usual were very

scarce. Not over fifty were bagged by sportsmen and

market-hunters altogether. But Friday was rather a cold

day for this section, with a strong north wind ; and while

crossing the Sound yesterday (Saturday) I saw large

flocks of canvasbacks which came in the night before.

The largest number of ducks skot were the now famous

little ruddy duck, but to-morrow there will be a large

number of redheads killed, with quite a sprinkling of can-

vasbacks.
The Swan Island and old Currituck clubs seem to have

the largest number of birds in their marshes, The latter

i-lnh Mses Indian corn in large quantities, which, T

think, from experience, is by far th^ ha^t food lor ducka
(I mean, of course, artificial food). Nothing gives them
the flavor equal to wild celery. It is now a well-known
fact that geese, swans, canvasbacks, redheads, blackheads,
widgeons, sprigs, teal, black ducks and mallards can be
induced to visit marshes in large numbers where very
few were ever seen before by baiting with corn.

Quail seem quite as abundant as u.sual along the wes-t-

ern shores of the Sound. But English snipe are very
scarce. Very few of the club men have visited their Curri-
tuck clubs so far, but quite a numbers are expected next
week,

I have received letters from gentlemen who saw^ my ex-
perience in Dare county, Roanoke Island, asking about
the duck shooting, etc. I would say for the benefit of

all who expect to visit that section for ducks, geese and
black brant that December and January are the best
months. The best shooting in that section is to be had
in batteries or sink boxes, and there ,is a license tax of

$20 before one can shoot. More Anon.

Long Island Ducks.

New York, Nov. 20.—Good luck rewarded ray week's
stay at E. A. Jackson's, East Quogue. Long Island. I

shot over fifty, including all species from sea coot to

mallard. E. A. Schoverling.

lo West Virginia Mountains.

MoRGANTOWN, W. Va., Nov. 24.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: West Virginia mountains are affording their

share of big game this season, in some cases where if is

not expected. Recentlj' four hunters were out after small
game, three of them having shotguns and one a rifle, when
they came within close range of a large bear which was
gathering chestnuts. They all pummeled it with shot, and
finally laid it out with the rifle. It weighed nearly 500
pounds. Capt. J. R. Miller, of this place, along witii

some others, started Monday last for Pocahontas county,
where they will try for deer and bear, both of which
animals are reported plentiful. A party from Fairmont
recently returned from a hunt on Gauley. They killed

nine deer and report them ])lentiful, but bears are said to

be scare in that region. Emerson Carney.

Hunting in the South.
Richmond, Va., Nov. 22.—In the olden times, in the

South, there were three distinct classes of sportsmen.
The cultured class of whites hunted the fox with large

packs of well-bred hounds, and also the partridge (or

quail) with setter and pointers.

The horses selected for the fox chase were the very
finest, and were trained to jump gullies, ditches and the

old fashioned worm fences which have now been sup-
planted by the barberous "barbed wire." The "po'

white folks" hunted the turkeys, for meat and not sport

was their object. Then came the third class, and in fact

the "all round sportsman".—^the negro. I have never
seen one who wouldn't chase any kind of wild varmint
day or night, when he got the chance, though the 'pos-

sum was his favorite of all the game_ of which our country
abounded. I have knowm them to hunt all night long, and
then work all of the next day. With a well trained mule
they would walk down a furrow in the cornfields fast

asleep. With but few exceptions the negroes do not
care for partridge shooting, for the reason that they are

not expert in wing .shooting, and the game doesn't go
far enough after they get it.

In these days the waU of separation which once divided
the pepple into classes, having tumbled down, we've got
into a state which calls for the most rigid enforcement
of the game laws, for there is a certain class of both
whites and blacks who never leave their homes to visit

a neighbor a mile away without carrying their guns
along, and will shoot anytliing that comes in their way
in any month in the year. Our. farmers never objected
to shooting on their premises by men of Respectability,

but when these "game hogs,''- as they are called, go
prowling about with guns, and often pick up a barnyard
fowl which happens to come in their way, and out of

hearing of the land owners, it is but natural that they
should ask our legislatures to pass the most stringent

laws with regard to trespass.

From objecting to the rougher element, thej' have
begun to object to everybody's coming on their prem-
ises, and they post up notices to that effect. No gentle-

man wants to be "ordered off," nor does he want to

walk a mile to a man's house to tell him who he is and
ask permission to shoot. It takes too much time. I

have never had a farmer to object to my shooting when
I wen! tO' his house and asked the privilege, but when
I go hunting I am looking for game, and on our large

farms, if I've got to pay a visit to every man's house
before shooting, the day is gone.
The gentlemen sportsmen from now on will have to

get together and rent or buy land and stock it with game
and rely upon it for the pleasure of shooting. I have
just returned front Aberdeen, N. C.—the Piney
Wood-s—in a few miles of Pinehurst, the celebrated resort

for New Englanders, and owned by Mr. Tuft, of Boston,

Mr. H. PI. Powell, who runs a hotel at Aberdeen, was
kind enough to take me to his game preserve of 3,500

acres, and I had delightful sport, bringing home thirty-

seven birds and a turkey. I had been "run off" by an old

woman, whose face was the color of a pumpkin, with

eyes like buttonholes, the day before. I don't see how
this old crearture ever found the place, for she was in a

wilderness of black-jack oaks, pines and sand, and
must have descended from some family that lived in the

time of Noah and the flood.

Mr. Powell conceived the idea that if lie would plant

peas in quantities it would attract the wild turkey and
the quail, and judging from the game we found there,

when every other place had proven blank, he was not

mistaken as to results. Deer, foxes, raccoons and pos-

sums were already there, but the food "especially pre-

pared" for the turkeys and quail has drawn them tbere

in numbers. I understand that the Grand Hotel of Mr.
Tufts, at Pinehurst, will be opened in a few weeks. I

could hardly believe that so much improvement could

have been made in a few years, and ^a wild, barren

country, such as that has always been, could have been

made as beautiful, and the sand hills teem with the

most beautiful flowers and plantSi If any of the sports-
men of the north who goes to Pinehui'st this winter
will call on Mr. Powell, who is himself a great lover of

field sports, he can tell them all they want to know about
the game down there. I am now too far advanced in

years to do much more hunting myself, but if I were a
younger man I would get together a lot of men who love

field sports, and buy this land and make a game preserve
of it. It can be done at a small outlay, and there is

land enough there to furnish shooting for the next fifty

or a hundred years. Polk Miller.

The West Virginia License.
We have not killed many deer here this fall, but I

have kept an account of over twenty that have been killed

so far. Two of these deer were killed Saturday, Nov.
17, on the mountain opposite Romney, a distance of one
and one-half miles. We have a good many wild turkeys
this fall, and a goodly number have been killed, the
evidence of this being the turkeys hanging in front of the
stores in Romney for sale. We have more pheasants
and partridges this fall than for many years, but the
farmers are all posting their lands, and you have to get
permission from the owners to shoot over the farms.
Our non-resident license law is a fake pure and simple.

In the first place, it is not enforced, and I for one do not
think it ought tQ; be, for several reasons which I will

briefly state:

First, the license is too high; in fact it is a prohibitory
one.

Second,, when a man pays a license he should have
the privilege to hunt somewhere, as West Virginia has
no game preserves, this privilege the State cannot give.

Third, this law gives to the residents who only hunt
for market, more license to go and destroy all game they
can, because it brings a good price in the markets.

Fourth, it is a blow at every farmer who ever kept a
city boarder, every hotel and livery stable keeper in

tile State, and all people who desire to keep fishermen
and hunters, and does very little for the protection of

game or fish.

Every county should have a game and fish warden, who
should enforce the laws regardless of any one. This a
prosecuting attorney of a county is not apt to do, as he
might want to run for office again and does not want to

incur the ill-feeling of his constituents by enforcing what
to them seem useless game laws. Pheasants are bring-
ing from forty to fifty cents apiece in our stores, and
partridges sell for ten cents apiece, and quite a good
many are brought here for sale. Venison sells for from
twelve and one-half to fifteen cents per pound—that is

the saddles. Whole deer bring from eight to fifteen

dollars apiece,, according to their size and how badly
they are shot. A. law preventing the sale of game en-

tirely would do away with a vast amount of trouble to

enforce complicated game laws. J. B. Brady.
RoM.VEY, W. Va,

The Good of It.

Mr. Brady sends ns as worthy of a place in Forest
and Stream these notes written by Editor John J. Corn-
well, of the Romney Review;
A subscriber asks: "What causes 'Indian summer' and

why is it that it does not begin and end just at the same
time each year?" Were we able to answer the first part

of the question propounded we would be wiser than any
one yet heard of. Various theories have been advanced
as to the cause of the quiet, hazy, smoky period in each

year that occurs late in October or in November, which
is known as Indian summer, but no satisfactory explana-
tion has ever been given. So say the books. Therefore
as no one knows the cause it is easy to guess why it

can not be explained that Indian summer does not come
at regular intervals. The explanation of the name "In-
dian summer" is found in the fact, as is well known, that

years ago the white settlers imagined that the haze and
smoke, incident to that particular part of the season, was
caused by the Indians burning the prairies over, to drive

out the game in order that they might the more easily

find the wild animals that made their home in the tall

grasses. Of course this was only a myth, but it served
to furnish the name. In British America and Canada the

same season is known as "St. Martin's summer." Why,
I don't know.
However, whatever the cause, it is a most delightful

period. The mountains, tinged with gilt and gold, grow
dim in the distance as the atmosphere becomes thicker

and heavier and then it is that that tired and restless

feeling comes creeping over one and he begins to look
up his old shotgun, "Betsey," as a well known local

huntsman terms his fowling piece, and hies himself to

the woods with visions of swift winged turkeys and fleet

footed deer in his mind. Perhaps he finds a flock of

bluenecks and crawls a mile around to head them off and
be just where he can kill and slay to his heart's content.

Out of breath, with palpitating heart and perspiring brow
he discovers when too late that he is just one hundred
yards too far the wrong way and that they are crossing

the ridge out of range. Perhaps, like the wily Boers, if

he is a patient and persistent huntsman, he executes

another flank movement with more success, bitt perhaps
in sheer desperation he crowds them and they begin to

fly. He bombards the atmosphere as they go, well nigh

out of range, and presently hears some more fortunate

cuss open up over on the other side, right where they

seemed to alight. Did you ever have that kind of luck:

Eh? Of course you have, if you ever hunted, and when
you come home at night, empty handeil. tired and foot-

sore, wishing- you had a thimbleful of "conversation

water" to brace you up, you almost swear you will never

go a.gin. but perhaps before bed time you hear whert-

somebody saw several deer or a whole flock of twenty
turkeys late that afternoon, and you know" to a dead
certainty just wdiere those turkeys will roost and where
those deer will lie, and as a result you sleep with one
eye open, for fear of being belated, dream of trying to

shoot something and of seeing the shot all rolling otn

of your gun. but are uo and off again before daylight,

perhaps to be again disappointed, or in some degree

successful.

But there is lots of fun about it all and besides that it

expands the appetite, aids digestion, gives color to the
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cheeks and luster to the eye to climb the rugged inoun-

tains. so abundant in our section of the country, in the

cool crisp morning air, laden with ozone and oxygen. It

lengthens life and lightens care and the one who does not

enjoy even the fizzle first described has something wrong
with his make up and is not a fit companion for live

people.

Talks to Boys.

III.—Handling the Gun.

A GUN is not a complicated instrument, but it is a very

dangerous one, and if incautiously handled may wound
or kill the holder, his companion or his dog, causing in an

instant injury that can never be repaired and sorrow that

may last as long as life. It is easy to see, therefore, that

especial care ought to be exercised in handling such an
implement, and that especial instruction ought to be given

to any one who is about to begin using a tool which rnay

possibly work such harm. Too often such instruction

is not given. A boy is permitted to start out with his

gun unaccompanied by any older person. He is told in a

general way to be careful and not to point the weapon at

any one, and then is allowed to start out to use the gun
without any particular fear or trembling on his own part

or that of his parents and guardians. This is not fair

to the boy, and it certainly is not fair to his mother.

The wonder about it all is that the accidents resulting

from carelessness with guns are so few, when we re-

member how very many guns are used.

A boy who is 'to use a gun should for a time handle

it under the supervision of some one—man or woman

—

who understands it and the dreadful possibilities which

lurk within it. So long as it is unloaded these pos-

sibilities do not exist, and before a boy is trusted with

a loaded gun he should learn what a gun is, how to handle

it, and how to carry it. If he does this the chance of

accident to the boy or his associates is very greatly de-

creased and the probability of his successful use of the

gun when he begins to shoot is greatly increased.

The Three Points in Shooting.

Frank Forester, who was the first great apostle of the

shotgun in this country, said that "In using the gun

there are three principal points to be considered, so that

the art may be divided into three heads : How to use the

gun safely—that is with the least possible danger to yoviX-

self and others ; how to use it effectively—that is with the

greatest power of bringing down under all circumstarices

the object at which it is directed; how to use it service-

alilv—that is so that it shall be always ready for service,

>o that it shall suffer the least from being constantly used

and endure the longest wear and tear without deteriora-

tion."

These points are certainly all of the highest importance,

but (he lesson as to how the gun should be used will be

iiVcide much more easy if before you consider any of

ihciC tliree points you make yourself familiar with the

;irni and learn liow to carry it and to manipulate it as

ea'^ily and as naturally as you do any other article which

_vou are accustomed to use, and which you handle without

any effort whatever. The use of any strange imple-

tions must be performed together and in a very small

fraction of time. If the gun is not a complicated imple-

ment the act of shooting is certainly a complicated

operation.

A boy must learn to shoot first, and this he can do only

by practice long continued, but after he has learned to

FIG. I. GOOD POSITION

Ready for birds to rise and perfectly safe.

nients, or the performing of any novel operation, calls for

a new arrangement of ideas in the mind and brings into

play a new set of muscles in the body. Until these ideas

and this use of the muscles cease to be new and strange

—

an effort—no one can do with the new implement the
best work that is to be done. The sooner you learn to

leel about the gun as you do about your bat or your golf
club or your tennis racquet, the sooner you will be able to

use the gun in the field and to share with your instructor
the pleasure of bringing the birds to bag.
No boy should be allowed to shoot his gun until he has

learned something about handling it and has become ac-
customed easily to hold and to manipulate this piece of

wood and steel. The act of shooting is one that calls into

different play several parts of the body, or sets of parts, all

of which must act together, if the operation is to be easily

and successfully performed. The shooter must stand
properly, so as to be well balanced : he must bring up
his gun so that the barrels are parallel with his line of
sight; he must move his body easily above the hips, and
the shoulders freely; must swing his gun without effort;

mui-t see the bird, judge the distance, the speed and the
angle at which the mark is fljang. And all these opera-

FIG. 2. BAD POSITION.

Ready for birds to rise, but in case of accidental discharge likely

to kill your companion,

shoot and to shoot straight and to hit things, there are

still many matters about the use of a gun which he

must teach himself. There is the whole great field of

what is usually known as the science of woodcraft, of

which almost every one who goes abroad into the fields

and woods knows a httle, but of which no one knows, and
no one ever will know, the whole. Woodcraft, as its name
shows, is the knowledge of the woods. It deals with the

life of man in natural surroundings, for the term is ap-

plied not merely to the actual forests, but to a wild

region anywhere. It is a broad term which includes all

nature and all natural things, and the gunner or angler

who studies these things most and best will be the most
successful . in his pursuit of the wild creatures of the

land and of the water.

But aside from this the young gunner as be shoots

more and more will by long practice learn many things

more directly connected with the gun. He will recognize

in an instant the possibilities in everything that hap-

pens. When a bird rises, he will at once see that he must
make a quick shot before it disappears ; that there is an

opening in the woods ahead across which it will fly;

that it is so close to him that if he shoots he will blow
his bird to pieces. Long practice will cause him to tak(^

advantage of every opportunity that offers, where a per-

son less experienced would not know what to do; w^ould

either do the wrong thing or else the right thing too soon
or too late.

Therefore, boys, let us put off for weeks, or better yet.

for months, the making of any noise, and try to learn

something about this new tool, which vv^e now think of

only as an implement to be used in killing. When yo'i

grow older you will come to realize that there are many
other acts besides killing in which the gun takes an im-

portant part. You will love the weapon at first for the

killing that itjielps you to do, but later you will come to

care for it for other reasons.

Of these the chief one is that this weapon gives you
an excuse for leaving your ordinary pursuits and going
abroad into surroundings whick are more natural—and
from their strangeness more attractive—than those in

which the greater part of your life is passed. You will

find that the men who use the gun and the rod regard as

the happiest weeks of their year those spent in camp or in

shooting in the field or fishing along the lakes and rivers,

and I feel sure that the reason why they enjoy it so

much is not because of the game they kill or the fish they

take, but because thej-^ are out of doors, independent of

the ordinary restraints of life and brought close to nature,

which in some form or other they all delight in. Young
men no doubt shoot and fish more for the exciteinent of

capturing their prey, but middle aged and older men do
it for the relief that it gives them from the ordinary cares

of life.

Breaking the Gun.

When you have received your gun, one of the first

things that you will wish to do is to see how it works.
You will break it down and snap it together many times,

and the sharp click with which the breech comes into

place will be a pleasant sound to your ears. Yau will

wish to cock it and pull the trigger often, but do not do
this too frequently, for there is some danger that you
may break the spring that throws the firing pin. In a

loaded gun the firing pin falls on the primer, which yields

a little and acts as a cushion, while the solid breech of the

unloaded gun does not yield at all, and the severe jar

may break the spring. Your instructor will show you how
to take off' the fore end and to take the gun apart, and to

put it together again, and this too is a good thing for yoM
to practice. In putting on the barrels be careful not to

jam them against the breech and bruise either, and do
not try to force them if the two parts do not seem to go
together readily. They are accurately fitted, and will

slip together easily and smoothly if properly handled.
If they do not. the fault is yours. Work them gently, and
after a bit you will get the knack of it.

Remember always that a gun is carefully made; that a

great deal of labor has been put on it, and that it has
cost a considerable sum of money. A good piece of prop-
erty is worth taking good care of, and .no one who is

not willing to take care of what he i
owns ought to have

good things.

Sighting.

It will be well for you to look at your gun several times

a day, and probably you will not object to do.ng that.

After you have taken it out of its case and put it to-

gether, stand up in the middle of your room in a clear

space where there is no danger of hitting anything and

throw the gun to your shoulder, bringing your head a

little down and forward, so that your eye looks along

the rib between the barrels and you see just over the

breech the little knob of the sight. If you shoot from

your right shoulder, close your left eye and look along

the rib with the right. Many people to-day—perhaps

most people—shoot with both eyes open, but if you shut

one eye it will be easier for you to find the sight and

to learn just how your head should be thrown forward to

bring your eye to the line of the barrel._ Throw the

gun up as advised over and over again until it comes up
naturally and your eye without effort finds the sight. If

the gun fits you—if the length and the crook of the stock

are just about right— in a very short time you will find that

it is no effort for you to catch the sight. Do not work
too long at this at any one time ; rather do it often.

Position,

While you are practicing this, you must remember also

to stand steadily and to hold your gun in the proper

position. When you throw the gun to your shoulder and

your head down and forward, your body will be bent a

little forward, and so your feet must be separated. If you

shoot from the right shoulder, as most people do, your

left foot should be a little advanced and is likely to bear

part of your weight when the gun is thrown to the

shoulder. Your right foot is 8 or 10 inches behind it, and
the toe is turned out, while the left foot points straight

ahead. If you should draw the left foot backward, it

would about strike the hollow of the right foot. The
position described will enable you to stand firmly under

almost any circumstances. The chief thing to avoid in

this matter is standmg stiffly—in a cramped position. In

shooting freedom of motion is essential to success.

You must remember always to stand easily on your feet,

to balance yourself well, keeping your center of gravity

always over your feet. In shooting, one has to twist about

and take many curious positions in following the flight of

a bird, and he must carry himself so that under all c'r-

cumstances he will move freely and will not lose his bal-

ance. If you shoot from the right shoulder, your weight

will rest upon your right foot, your left foot being a

little in advance, to support part of the weight as you

bend forward, your knees straight, but not stiffly held, so

that they may yield to any strain that may come unex-

pectedly, and your right leg a pivot on wh'ch your body
will turn freely, the left foot changing its position to keep
you always balanced us you face in different directions.

This matter of balance and support is a very important

one. and it is well to practice it from the very beginn ng,

turning your body quickly as you throw up your gun, and
aiming suddenly far to the left, moving the left foot

around as you do so,- so as to keep your balance perfect.

Then aiin as far as you can to the right, stepping around
in the other way. In a very short time you will learn to

FIG. 3. HIGHLY DANGEROUS POSITION.

Likely to kill any one within range.

do this without thinking about it, and it will be one of

the A-ery first things that you learn to do automatically.
Many men—especially trapshooters—stand with their

feet almost side by side, the toes turned out and the
weight resting on the heels. When they have occasion to

turn to left or right, they swing themselves on their heels.

On the other hand, many admirable shots in the woods
stand with the right foot further behind the left than I
have described, the idea being that the right foot acts

as a brace against recoil. They turn on the left foot as a

pivot. The way in which one stands i^ not very important
provided his position is that which gives him the most per-
fect balance and the greatest freedom of motion.

Holding the Gun.

You should hold your gun firmly, but easily. Do not
grip it as if you were expecting some one to try to wrench
it from your grasp, and on the other hand do not hold it

loosely, as if you were afraid of it, or were going to drop
it. The right hand should grasp the grip, just back of

the trigger guard, and should be held low—below the
waist band. The left hand should support the barrels

under the fore end, and should be held high—about on a
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level with the short ribs. The gun is thus held across
the body, with the butt low in front of the right thigh,

and the muzzle high in front of the left shoulder. Held in

this position, if the gun goes off accidentally it can harm
only people in the tree tops or those who arc looking out
of third-story windows. This is the position for the gun
when one is just about to shoot, and game may be ex-
pected to spring itp at any moment. It corresponds to the
old military position, "ready," and is commonly not used
except when a shot is immediately expected-.

Carrying the Gun.

In the course of your shooting you will see a great manj^
men who carry their guns differently h'om this—many,
for example, who drop both arms nearly to their full

length, holding the gun parallel to the ground, with the
muzzle at about the same height as the breech. This is

a bad position, because, if the gun is unintentionally dis-

charged the shot sweeps along low over the groitnd and
-would certainly hit a.ny one who was in its path. More-
over, many of the men who hold their guns in this way
are slow shooters. It takes them a long time to raise

their hands to the height of their shoulders, while in the
position that I recommend you have only to raise one of
your hands to the height of j'our shoulders, yotir left

hand being already almost at the proper height. If you
compare the two methods, j'ou will find that much ]cs^^

effort is required to bring the gun to your shoulder and
take sight of an object when the gun is held in position
recommended than if it be held with the muzzle lower.
This position of the gun, however, is, as has been

said, to be employed only when birds may be expected to

rise at any time—in other words, when you arc just about
to shoot. On the other hand, it is about as easy to learn
to carry a gun with comfort in one position as in another,
provided you start with the intention of practicing one
method, and you will find before we get through that
there are a great many ways in wdiich the gUn can be

"

carried—and all of them safe ways—without more effort
than is required to carry it in a dangerous way. but in
all these safe ways the nuizzle must be directed up or
down.
With a view to having you acquire the desired

familiarity v\'ith the gun and to have j-ou feel that it is

not a burden, nor some strange thing that has to be
thought about all the time, I would like to have you
carry it with j-ou when yott go out walking with your
instructor, who, I rather hope, will be your father or your
uncle—some one at all events who has had a good deal of
experience with a gun, who understands what it is that
you ought to learn, and who is old enough to remember
all the time that you are trying to learn a lesson, though
a pleasant one.

If it is in the shootiiig season, perhaps he will let

you go with him when he goes shooting, .carry ug your
empty gun, so that you may see the dogs work and" the
birds found, and may hear tiae rattle and the roar of their
wings when they get up, and may see what your ex-
perienced companion does. That will be very ]jleasant.
But I want him while he is walking across the fields and
watching the dogs and noticing everything that happens
also to keep his eye on you. and to see how you are carry-
ing your gun. Before very long you will. I hope, forget
all about the gun except tp wish now and then you h"ad
some cartridges for it. But when you start out. vour
instructor will tell you how 3'OU should carrv the gun. and
when you forget, as you certainly will, and point the
muzzle in all sorts of directions, he will caution you about
this and he may be obliged to do this many times if you
are very heedless, but after a while you will reach a
point where most of the time you will carry your gun
properly.

If, however, it is not the shooting, season and vour
instructor takes you with him over to the farm house, fn-

down to the pond or into the garden, he Avill first of
all show you how to carry the gun. The simplest,
readiest and most natural position is to hold it with the
right hand grasping either the butt of the stock or the
grip, the fore end just under the breech resting on your
right shoulder, the stock rather low and the barrel directed
diagonally across behind your head and well up in tiic
air. The position is not very different from that which
in the old books of tactics used to be called "ngh\.
shoulder shift." The muzzle of the gun being pointed
well up in the air, the discharge of the gun—if "it should
take place—will be harmless.
After you have carried the gun in this way for a while

your arm and shoulder will naturallv become a little
tired and cramped with the unaccustomed position and
the weight of the gun, even though it be a light one, and
before you feel this sensation of discomfort it will be
well for you to shift the gun to the same position on
the left shoulder, remembering alwavs to hold the stock
low, so that the barrels will be pointed up into the air.
If you are a right-handed boy. it will not be quite so
easy for j^ou to carry the gun on your left shoulder as it is
on your right, but you can easily teach yourself to do
this, and in a very short time it will seem perfectly
natural for you to have the gun there.
As you walk along, it will be good for you now

and then to stop and throw your gun to your shoulder
and take sight at various objects 20, 30 or 40 yards away,
as a knot on a tree, the top of a fence post or a flower iii

the lot. Bring your gun to your shoulder quickly, but
not so hastily that it. will point up in the air or awav
off to one side when the stock reaches the shouldef
Catch sight as quickly as you can. and do not lower the
gun until you have caught the sight. Do not be dis-
couraged if you are slow at first. Persevere.

.

W. G . De Groot.

An All-Roond Warden

«

Toms River, N. ].—Editor Forest and Stream: Three
men of Island Heights. N. J., shot a helldiver and one or
two coots from a sailboat. A warden arrested them
They were taken to Toms River and fined $61.30. After
the case was settled the three men became friendly with
the warden, and a game of poker was proposed.

'

After
it had ended it was found that the warden had cleaned
them out of all their cash, so they paid rather high for
their sport. But that is the kind of warden that is needed,
as the croAvd did not have enough money left to buy a
box of shells to break the law again with. Herb.

FOREST AND_ STREAM.

Spring Shooting,
Watei^TOWN-,* N. Y., Nov. 20.

—

Editor Forest and
Sfrcavi: I inclose some clippings from the Watertown
Times. We are going to try another year to have a law
passed prohibiting spring shooting of wild fowl in Jeffer-

son county for riiree years. Why cannot the sportsmen
of our sister counties join with us and make it cover
tlie entire State? Tliere are a great many sportsmen who
believe that if the spring shooting- of wild fowl could be
stopped the birds would breed in this State in large num-
bers and give us good sport aU through the fall months.
The spring shooter says they won't, .and he has had his
own way in this matter for years. He may be right, but
'he can't prove it,_ and we may be right, but we can't prove
it. Why not pass this' law next winter, and settle this

question? W. H. Talt.ETT,
President Jefferson' Goiifity Sportsmen's Association.

The following was written at the time the bill to stop
spring shooting in Jefferson Countty was before the
l^egislature. What was said then is- true now. I quote
fro.ni the Times:

In the Times we read that Senator Brown's bill to
scop spring shooting in Jefferson county is meeting with
.great opposition from the "sportsmen" of Clayton.
Alexandria and Ellisburg. We object to the term
"sportsman" as applied to the spring shooter. No true
sportsman, wortliy of the name, would be guilty of shoot-
ing any game bird or animal, during the nesting or
breechng season. I do not believe the sportsmen of these
towns are opposed to this bill. There is opposition by
a certain class of shooters and men who have a small
momcy interest at sta'ke. I know of a certain captain of
a certain yacht at Clayton who would like to take a few
so-called sportsmen for a few days, for a few dollars, this'

s]jring. He is very active in the matter and has sent a
petition to Albany. There are probably others of the
same kind at Claj-ton and Alexandria. In the town of
Rllisburg there is a- small body of water known as VVood-
ville Pond, a private preserve and hotel. The managers
of this hotel and preserve have always been opposed to

any law stoppin.g spring shooting. Why? Because a tew
spring shooters from Jefferson. Onondaga and Oswego
counties come there every spring and stay a few days
and leave a few dollars. The cold facts of the matter
arc that a few men won'd lose a few dollars if this bill

cow MOUSE IN THE LAK.K.

J liese excellent photographs of a eow moose and moose calf
.suimming m a New Brunswick Lake ^vere Taken by Mr. -Charles
.''^. P.ird. Jr., in August, 1900.

were to become a law. These parties have always been,
and probably ahvays will be, opposed to any law of this
kind. At the session of 1893 a law was passed stopping
spring .shooting in this State. These same parties in-
duced a member of Assembly from this county to intro-
duce a bill rej)ealing this law. and with the help of Onon-
daga and Oswego counties succeeded in securing its
passage. These same men now profess to be in favor of
a law for the whole State, but object to the law for Jef-
ferson county. The sportsmen believe (and the experi-
ence of other States and localities where they have
sto])ped spring shooting is convincing proof) that if the
wild fowl are undisturbed in our county during their
spring flight, large numbers of them would remain with
us to nest and rear their young. Not only this, but that
being unmolested in our waters they would stay longer
in the spring, find choice feeding places, and would be
more apt to stop with its in the fall than they would if

dri ven out by hunters in the spring. When the ducks
arrive in the spring they are poor in flesh and as a rule
are so tainted by a fish and mussel diet as to be utterly
unfit for food. So the killing of them is a wanton de-
struction of bind life. How many of us stop to consider
that for every pair of these worthless birds we kill in
the spring we are destroying 12 to 15 birds that would
return to us in the fall in prime condition.

Jefferson county is more favorably located than most
counties of the State, for! the reason that the laws ol
Canada prohibit spring shooting, and the law could be
easily enforced, thus making a grand preserve for all
the people of this county.
Why net give up this doitbtful sport of shooting ihated

birds in the spring, and pass this law and try it for a year
Or two. Remember that St. Lawrence county was the
firist county to stop the hounding of deer, and that the
deer driven from other counties found a safe refuge there,
and the other counties were forced to pass the same law
or go without venison. We appeal to every true sports-
man, and to every lover of justice and fair' play, to help
us to stop this merciless slaughter of birds during the
breedine season- ' W.- H. T.vllett.
President Jefferson County Sportsmen's Association.
Wc shall win in the end because we are right; we Hi";.'
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going to start right now, and try to convince the people-
of this county that we are not selfish in this matter^ that,
we are not working for the interest of any one class of
shooters, but for all of us. Why is the fall duck shooting!
just across tl\e line in Canada better than it is on this'
side? 'V'\^hy do the ducks breed there in larger numbers?:
Is it not because spring shooting is prohibited, the law'
enforced and the birds protected during their nesting
season. And if the sportsman of this county wants good
duck shooting in the early fall, when it is a pleasure to:

hunt, he has to go to Canada for it and pay a license of
$25 for the privilege of shooting birds that we refuse to
allow to nest in this county. AH along the northern'
border of this county are islands, along our shores are'
bays and scattered through our county are creeks and,
lakes where the wild duck used to breed in countless
thousands. Why do they not breed here n.ow? There
is the same feed, the same water. The spring duck
shooter will tell you that the country is too thickly
.settled, that there are too many people moving about.
Why! I know of an instance where a black duck built
lieir hfiSf within five rods of a farm house and not ten
rods from the highway, and at least one mile from the
nearest body of water, and she succeeded in, hatching the
brood and getting them safely to the bay. Oh, yes! The
.spring shooters will say the black duck will breed here,
but these other ducks, the broadbill, the whistler, etc.,'
these flight ducks, they don't stop here. They breed iii

Canada. I can furnish convincing proof that they do
breed here every year in small numbers. Why don't the
wild fowl breed here as they used to do? Simply for
the reason that at every island, every point, every feeding
place, lake and creek, the spring shooter is waiting,
ready to kill or drive them from our waters. The laws
of this State permit the killing of wild fowl until May i,

•and before that date many birds shoiild have begun their
nesting. It jeems to nie that the sportsmen of this State,
and of this county in particular, are very short-sighted
in this matter, and that the lovers of duck shooting have
i-tDt given this question the proper consideration and
study-. W'e drive the birds into Canada to breed. Tliey
have good feeding grounds, the birds are contented, and
they stay there until they are forced to leave by the
freezing of the waters, and as the waters close here at
nearly the same time, and the distance to the coast is

so short. I do not believe that one bird in a thousand
stops_ here on their fall flight. We are in fact driving
the birds from our country into Canada in. the spring to
breed birds for southern shooters. I hope that the
sportsmen of this county will give this question careful
consideration. We might compromise with the gentle-
men who oppose us, and get a law prohibiting spring
shooting for three years. In that time we ought to be
able to prove who is right, I should hke to have every
sportsman in this county who is with us, Or would be
willing to give such a law a three years' trial, send me
his name and address. We want to know who our frien:ds
arc. We want vour liel]) another year.

"

W. H. Tallett.
President JeFferson County Sportsmen's A.sSQciation.

CHICAGO AND THE WHST.
Western Game Situation.

CiiiLWoo, 111.. Nov. 24.—Winter came with a rush in
the upper portions of tlte Mississippi Valley when it

finally started in this year. There is a foot or two of
snow' over upper Vviscon.sin and Michigan, several inches
of snow in the lower peninsida of Michigan, and gener-
ally cold weather, the thermometer dropping as low as
one degree below zepQ yesterday in upper Wisconsin.
The weather has been very bad in upper Illinois and
Indiaita, so fhat the quail shooters complained bitterly
that their sport has been spoiled at the very time of
season when it should be best. The cold rains have pre-
vailed all over the country from here to the Ohio River,
This has not spoiled the shooting altogether, but only
niadc it uncomfortable. When the first cold storms of the
fall strike the quail they huddle up for days at a time, and
do not go out to feed. Wiicn hunger drives them, they
begin to run again and eventually get used to the colder
weather. There is no doubt that the sudden cold, follow-
ing the earlier mild weather, .seriously disturbed the
young and half fledged birds of the second broods. 'Very
many of the quail, which we got in our hunt last w^eek,
were qxnte young birds, and I never saw birds so thin
and \yeak lookin.g. T think they had not been feeding
for one or two days, perhaps more. My friend, Vic
Cunnyngham, says that out of fourteen birds which he
dressed this w^eek, not one had anything in its crop.
The duck flight is now practically a thing of the past.

Theiie has been some shooting on some of the better
Wisconsin marshes, a little shooting on the Mississippi
and the Illinois, nothing to mention on the Kankakee,
There should be duck shooting this week, if we are to
have it at all. for the weather is ideal for ducks, but I do
not hear of any bags of consequence.
The deer season has been much better than the duck

season. The snow came early enough to offer some
tracking, and the very cold weather did not set in until
the close of the season. There is no reason to doubt that
the deer crop in Wisconsin and Michigan was quite up
to the average of the past several years. There were only
twenty-two men killed this fall in Wiscj^nsin and Michi-
gan, as will be mentioned later, so that on the whole
we may call the season a success. To summarize, wc
may call the duck crop a failure, the deer season up to
the average, the quail season ex'traordinary good.

Some of the Shooting.

Messrs. Chariie Antoine and V. L. Cunnyngham had
a three days' hunt this last week, near Rochester, Ind.
They struck miserably cold and wet weather, and came
back rather disappointed. On their first day thev killed
twenty-one birds, on the .second fifty-two. and "on the
third only eleven. They think there is plenty of shoot-
ing to be had in that country, if the weather will come
ciff decent, Mr. Antoine is going out again tlie first of
the following week.

Bill Cutler, of F.vanston, is just back fjf)m a Utfle shoot
m lower Illinois, near Odin. He bagged 117 quail in two

' days, and says there are birds enough in that country
fgr anybody.
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Messrs. C. S. Dennis, W. L. Wells and Eddie Pope

shot last Tuesday on the grounds of tlie Jasper County

Club, near Wheatland, Ind. They had bad weather and

were out for only about three and a half hours, shooting

over Charlie Seidler's dogs. They found six bevies of

birds, and bagged forty-eight, coming back enthusiastic

over the outlook of the new club. This is a preserve

mentioned early in these columns as recently begun
under the preserved farm idea. About 3.000 acres of

land, owned by one man, are leased by the chib, the total

amount of shooting country being about 5,000 acres.

NoQ-Residcnts Fined.

Here is a piece bf news which ouglit to be cut out

and framed, and hrmg up in the office of the State Game
Warden of Wisconsin. It is the first instance of which

I have ever had word in which a party has been fined in

Wisconsin for not having a non-resident deer license.

The particulars are as follows according to a daily paper

of St. Paul:
"William Salmon, Emmons Salmon, George W. Har-

ness, J, William Galesberry and Dr. Haight, of Kokomo,
Ind., this week went into Vilas county to hunt deer.

They made all the necessary preparations for the trip,

taking guns, ammunition, food and camping outfits, but

they either forgot to buy licenses or believed it did not

make any difference in a wild and woolly county. But
tlie game wardens are vigilant, and the hunters who pay

licenses are also vigilant, consequently when a hunter

discovers that some one is killing game when he has no
legal right to do so, a warden is informed, if one can be

found. The Kokomo party contributed $250 to the ex-

penses of the game warden's department of the State

Government, the fines being $50 each, together with the

costs'." ' ,i — *

Lacey Law ia Chica.go,

Stat-e Game Commissioner Harry''W. Loveday in an

interview this week told me that he considered the Lacey

law a splendid measure, but he declares that it by no

means has stopped the shipping of game. Contrary to

the reports industriously spread by our game dealers, Mr.
Lovedav says there is no scarcity of game in the market,

and that there is just as much this year as there has ever

been. This means that the laws of some State have been

violated, and the the Lacey law has also been violated.

Warden' Loveday points out the fact that the Lacey law

is necessarily weak, just as most game laws are weak,
namely, upon the executive side. If the State Warden
of IlMnois detects game shipped in packages not properly

marked and in violation of the Lacey law, he cannot take

any action hijiiself. since he is an officer of this State

only. The United States marshals are the executive

officers of this United States law. Mr. Loveday has

made application to be appointed a Deputy U. S. Mar-
shal, and this application is now before the authorities

in the Department of Justice at Washington.
Warden Loveday says that there should be a conven-

tion called before very long of the sportsmen of this

State, for the purpose of discussing the proper measures
to bring before the Legislature in the way of a game law.

There are several different particulars in which he would
like to see the present law improved. It is possible that

such a call may be issued inside the next thirty days.

Illinois Game Preserve.

Mention has been made of the. game preserve which

was started by some prominent men in Sangamon
county, near Springfield, 111. Hon. James R. B. Van

- Cleave. Warden Loveday and others are interested in

this preserve, and the report is that it is doing well.

There will be several hundred Mongolian pheasants

turned down next spring. The quail are doing splen-

didly.

Now comes Deputy Warden F. E. Scotford, of Hins-

dale, Ills., with a still larger game preserve idea. Mr.
Scotford says that inside of the coming year he Avill have
pulled off the biggest preserve scheme ever sprung in

this State. He says that there will be a preserve with

large acreage established in each of the following coun-

ties: Dupage, Dekalb, Grundy, Kane, Kendall and Mc-
Henry. The ball is set rolling by Mr. E. M. Barton, of

Chicago, who owns two square miles of land near Hins-
dale, and who has agreed to preserve and stock it. Mr.
Scotford thinks he will have no difficulty in getting addi-

tional large bodies of land thus put under protection in

every co-unty of the Eighth Congressional district.

Keep Ihe Old Wisconsin Law.

The regular business of tinkering with the game laws
of our Western States is now coming on apace. Wis-
consin, as is well knowm, has a pretty fair game law, and
one of its best features, one obtained only after long and
hard fight, is its prohibition of the spring shooting of

ducks. For a long time Wisconsin had a statute on her
books which in effect said that she would stop spring
shooting w^hen Illinois did. I pDesume a more puerile,

undignified and dog-in-the-manger act never was put on
the statute books of any Western State. The good
sport.smen of Wisconsin were finally able to replace this

act with one which stopped all spring shooting, excepting
that of geese, the latter being allowed to go in as a com-
promise measure. Now comes the old wide-open, game
hog sentiment of the State, Avhich is trying to kill one of

the most sensible game laws Wisconsin ever had, and to

throw open the State once more to spring .shooting.

This agitation, it is learned from competent authority,

comes almost solely from market shooters and owners
of hunting resorts, who get a pecuniary benefit from the
spring shooters, The majorit}^ of the better sentiment of

the State is in favor of continuing the present excellent
law. A prominent and intelligent sportsman of Mil-
waukee furnishes the foUownng facts on this subject, in
the hope that Forest and Stre.am will add its voice in

favor of retaining that feature which all sportsmen are
trying to get into every Western game law, namely, the
prohibition of spring shooting. He goes on to say:

"In order to pass the present duck law we were "forced
to allow geese to be shot in the spring, but as you well
know, three hundred ducks can be shot in the spring for
each goose killed. What few geese are killed are shot
by farmrs on their own fields, who certainly are entitled

to what sgort and birds they- get.

"Tn tny Qpinion, it would wt be wise to try ^n4 stop

spring goose shooting, as the -duck law was beaten last

Legislature by a few who wanted the privilege of shoot-

ing geese; this change was made and next day it was
reconsidered, and those who wanted to shoot geese and
were now allowed to do so, changed, and instead of vot-

ing for spring shooting on ducks, voted against it; so

yatt see how close it was.
"Wisconsin has one of the best game laws in the Union,

and it shows the wisdom of her lawmakers. She has also

an excellent lot of deputies, all probably equally good.
Mr. yVugust Zinn, possibly the best known, and a terror

to game law violators. Our present laws, if enforced, will

guarantee us game for years to come."
As the intelligent element of Wisconsin has once been

able to win in its fight for intelligent game protection, it

is to be hoped that it will win again, and kill this move-
ment for: the abolishing of the present law. It is not
merely a movement of sportsmen which wants spring
shooting stopped. It is broader and bigger than that.

It is the movement of intelligent citizenship, of business

men, many of whom do not shoot at all, but who vote,

although ihcy do not shoot. The thinking men of Wis-
consin do not want their wild birds all killed off for the

gain of a few individuals. It is indeed class legislation

which will open spring shooting in Wisconsin. It is not
class legislation, but broad, fair and wise legislation

which stops that same spring shooting. If it is stopped
for one, it is stopped for all. If it is opened for all, it

is used by but a few.

The legislators of Wisconsin have this game, this

property of their State in their charge. It is difficult to

think that they will abuse the trust reposed in them and
fail to conserve the right of the people in that game in a

wise and business like way. It requires but the least ob-
servation to reali?,e that we have not the numbers of

game that we once had, that Ave ought to take care of

what there is left, and that stopping spring shooting is

the best way in the world and the fairest way to do that.

The record of the State of Illinois on this head is a

black one. We have never been able to pass a spring
shooting law, and perhaps we never will be able. Warden
Loveday says the fight will be taken up at the n^xt Legis-
lature, and we will do all we can to fall into line with our
wiser sister, the State of AVisconsin.
.Mr. Bennett tells me that Major Miles has not yet made

good his threat of buj-ing a new shotgun as soon as
cotton has reached a certain price. This is not to be

MOOSE CALF IN THE LAKE.

construed as the fault of Major Miles, but simply as
the fault of cotton. Asked why he does not raise more
cotton, instead of waiting for the rise in price of that
commodity. Major Miles replied that it has been his life-

long practice to raise a certain acreage in cotton. He
says that he does not care to deviate from this practice,
and that if the price of cotton does not reach a certain
figure which he has set in his mind, he will continue to
shoot the old gun. And how I would like to see Major
Miles and the old gun once more

!

My friend, Mr. Warren Powell, of Taylorville, 111.,

writes to-day that he and his friend, Mr. Horner, have
bought a set of wagon bows and a cover, and have started
from their point on an overland trip to Ramsey. "It is

utterly iinpossible," writes Mr, Powell, "for me to leave
my business, but I am going anyhow. Come down and
help me kill these quail." That surely has the right
sportsman ring to it. The only way to get off on a hunt
is to slam shut your desk, kiss everything and every-
body a hurried good-by, and then run for the train, or
for the wagon, as the case may be. Mr. Powell is the
finest fellow in the world, and his dog Dorothy is not to
be surpassed. I might do very much worse than take
the Illinois Central train and meet him at Ramsey some
time early next week. We ought to be good for two or
three dozen birds apiece daily over Dorothy down there.
Meantime there comes from Michigan the invitation

of the Saginaw Crowd to come and shoot quail and
partridge. I wish I had a desk that never had to be
opened at all. If some will invent that kind of a desk he
will confer a boon on shooting humanity. The Saginaw
car will be somewhere west of that city on the Pere Mar-
quette road mo.st of next week.
Meantime, like the little busy bee, I have been im-

proving each shining hour, and this week managed to
extract a couple of days' business in shooting quail, as
well as the plea,sure of the weekly grind. Billy Wells, w-ho
is the head of the art department of the Chicago Tribune,
is the- hardest Avorking man I knoAv of. He works four-
teen hours a day. Sundays, holidays and Fourth of Julys.
He is supposed to rest one day in the week, but he never
feels Avell enough to rest. It was Billy Wells and my-
self who conspired to go south to a little country village
in the lower oart of Illinois known as Walsingford. Mr.
Hempstead Washburne told us to go there, and gave us
the naroe of a local itian who had a wind-splitting, rec-

ord-breaking meat dog. We sneaked aAvay last Monday
night, and with us went the well-knOAvn landscape artist,

Mr. Hardesty G. Maratta. and Mr. H. R. Reed, of the

RevicAV of Reviews, of New York. The two latter we
christened respectively the Pup and the Student, becatise

neither of them had CA^er fired a gun at quail. Mr.
Maratta developed great traits as a meat dog hintself, and
if we had not had him along our bag must have been
much smaller, for the wind-splitter, etc., proved a dismal
failure, and the gtiide Avas so glad to see 11s that he
bought three bottles of poor whisk}^ and promptly acquired
a jag which lasted him for twO' days. As Mr. Reed had
never seen any quail, we hired a guide for him Avho
looked strong and able to stand any incidental or acci-
dental discharge of a shotgun, and we turned those tAVo

loose together. Mr. Reed was instructed to let six bcAdes
get up in front of him. before he fired his gun. This Avas
to steady him down. Unfortunately the dog owned by his
guide proved unable to find six bevies in a hundred years,
so Mr. Reed is still Avaiting to shoot, and by this time
is in a fair degree of steadiness. Billy Wells and I in-

dulged in a riot of cornstalks, brush and briers. The
total bag was sixty quail for the two days, and if we had
had one or two good dogs I think Billy and I would haA^e
killed fifty birds between us had we cared to. We had
about the funniest trip any one ever did liave, but once
and awhile Ave bltindered into some good shooting. .\t

one time the main guide and mj'sclf had a nice bunch
of birds scattered along an osage hedge. Avhile others o£
the party were oft' the road about a quarter of a mile
away. They could see the birds drop before they could
hear the report of the gun. I killed nine birds in that
skirmish, and had five down at one time before any were
picked up. As evidence of the nose of our dog. T may
say that out of the nine we got only four birds into the
pockets. As for Billy Wells, he proved to be a peach
with the shotgun. lit one little flurry I saw him kill

four birds .straight, once stopping almost in a run and
killing a bird Avhich sprang behind him. Mr. Maratta
had never seen much qttail shooting before, but both he
and Mr. Reed are now reported to be looking at the price
list of shotguns.

Northern Deer.

Mr. George Shiras, 3d, of Pittsburg, Pa., is in town
to-day on his way home from a trip to his himting camp
in the Lake Superior region above Marquette. Mr.
Shiras is the son of Judge Shiras of the United States
Supreme Court. He is the maker of the famous flashlight
pictures of deer, which comprise the best series of out-
door photographs in all probability ever taken. He
says that there Avas about 2 feet of snoAV in the neigh-
borhood of his camp last Monday, and a great many
deer Avere being killed. His party^ had eight bucks hung
up in camp Avhen he left. Among his friends stopping
at the camp Avere Dr. Drummond, of Montreal, the
famous poet of the French habitan ; Mr. Harry Russell,
of Detroit, Vice-President of the Michigan Central R. R. ;

Mr. Harry Campbell, of the same city; Dr. Bell, of
Montreal, and Mr. Duncan, of the Cleveland Cliffs Min-
ing Company, of ClcA'eland, O.
Mr. Shiras says that he killed his first deer at this

same camp tAventy-eight years ago, and he has been going
there e\'er since. He says the country is not materially
changed since he first saAV it, though he thinks the south-
ern migration of the deer is not met just the same as
it used to be. He thinks tlie opening date is too late, since
the does and young bucks have all gone south from his
country by the opening -day, and only the old bucks re-
main hiding among the swamps and thickets. The latter
do not run much in the day time, but come out to feed late
in the evening. Mr. Shiras says the Wisconsin deer
license laAV is a farce, and that pot-hunting is going on
to as great an extent as ever known in the history of that
country._ There Avere 1.400 licenses taken out by "resi-
dents" in Marquette county alone. Sometimes whole
families take out licenses, so that thej' can kill numbers
of deer and ship them Avith the "legal" tags. On the
opening day Mr. Shiras found four bucks hung up on one
ridge, which had been killed so long that their tongues
were black. They Avere only awaiting the "legal" shipping
day. He thinks that there should be a laAV compelling
a man to accompany the carcass of any deer going out
of the State.

Mr. Shiras' reports tally with the majority of those
coming down from the deer country. The crop of deer
is very good, the law is riot much observed, and the hunt-
ing conditions are exceptionally good.

E. Hough,
Hahtford Building, Chicago, 111.

Injutcd by an Exploded Rock.

Brewer, Me., Nov. 23.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
As the many friends of the noted guide Joseph Francis
may Avish to know the particulars of hoAV he Avas in-
jured, I will state them as he told me yesterday at Old-
town. He and Joseph Orson Avere hunting moose on the
south side of Katahdin near Alol. There A\'as some 4
inches of snow, and they camped by the side of a granite
ledge and built their fire against the rock, Avith their small
tent in front. In the night Orson Avas awakened by an
explosion, and jumping sidcAvise escaped, but Francis Avas
not so fortunate. The heat of the fire had caused the
rock to crack. The crack began some 18 inches above
the ground, and running up slanting a mass of rock some
8 feet square Avas detached Avhich slid doAvn till it struck
the ground, and then fell outward, covering the place
Avhere the tent stood, the outer edge of it striking Francis
and pinning him doAvn. Fortunately for him the under
side of the rock had a projection which bedded into the
ground, and only the curved "up edge struck him. other-
Avise he Avould have been instantly killed. As there Avas
no frost in the ground, Orson Avas able to extricate him
from his painful position, and procuring help he brought
him out of the Avoods. The physician tells me that no
bones are broken, and that he can see no reason why he
cannot full3'- recover, but he is sever-ely hurt, and it AAdll

be a good AA^hite before he can leave his bed. I have had
quite an extensive acquaintance Avith hunters for sixty
years, and this is the first instance I ever heard of AA'her'e

any one has met with an accident of thisi kir\d.
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Weights of QuaiL
pR. Robert J. Carroll reports that two quail killed at

Monmouth Junction, N. J., the other day, together

weighed 15 ounces.

Mr. E. Childs, of Brooklyn, tells us that of a bag of

ten quail made by him the other day, the largest two
weighed 16 ounces.

A New York game dealer tells us that a bunch of

twelve quail weighing pounds is considered a fair

bunch ; but if a dozen are selected to make a good show
they will weigh 5 pounds. Ohio quail run 5 pounds to the

dozen.
Two partridges weighed by the same firm tipped the

scales at 4 pounds; this is above the average, which is

izYz pounds for a brace of Pennsylvania partridges.

New York, Nov. 23.

—

Editor Forest and Sffeam: When
Didymus asked in your issue of the 17th inst for testi-

mony as to the weight of quail in all sections of the

country, I felt sure you would be at once deluged with
statistics on that point. Probably by this time you have
lots of data for Didymus, but if you have not and care

to give him the following, here goes

:

Weights of four Long Island quail brought to my office

on Wednesday, the 21st inst, three days after they were
killed. Two cocks and two hens. The cocks weighed
6^4 and sVz ounces respectively; each of the hens weighed
just ounces.

The above figures rather surprised me, for I had an
idea that the' cock quail were larger than the hens. The
554-ounce cock was a small bird for a Long Island quail,

which I think with Didymus are considerably larger

than any quail I ever shot in Virginia, or in any Southern
State for the matter of that. We may both be wrong, but
let some one bring along figures to prove the contrary.

Edward Banks.

Norfolk, Va.—Editof Forest and Stream: I was up
at Ivor, on the N. & W. Ry. last fall shooting quail with
a friend of mine, and the evening of that day, as we sat

around the fire of mine host, we were entertained by an
old gentleman who was an entlnisiast over field sports
still, although he must have been then close to seventy.
He had been out that day and had as an exhibit of his
.=;kill a fat hen turkey. He had called her to his blind
with a call made of a cigar box and a piece of slate. He
fished for the large-mouthed black bass on the Black-
water River with a bob, to wit. : three hooks in a tri-

angle, hidden in a deer's tail and adorned with red
flannel. J. F. D.

PoTTSViLLE, Pa., Nov. 23.

—

Editor Forcst and Stream:
A large quail yesterday of a small bag weighed 8 ounces
exactly; it was a hen bird. The next largest, a cock,
weighed 7 ounces. These quail are unquestionably de-
scendants from Kansas quail, "which have been regularly
.stocked here for the last five or six years.

Remlap.

Treed by a Moose.
West River, Sheet Harbor, N. S —Editor Forest nnd

Stream: I think during the open season of this 1900
there have been more than 300 moose slain by rifles in the
hands of our hunters in this Province. Notwithstanding
that number taken away, hunters report this big game still

plentiful, and this they credit to the fecundity of the
cows, which is of recent occurrence. A few years back we
would seldom see but one calf with the mother; now
almost invariably two cah^es accompany the dam, which
accounts for their rapid increase.
A large bull moose in his forest home, is a sight worth

admiring. Several years ago I had a party of forty men
erecting a dam on Sheet Harbor waters for log driving
purposes. It was in the forest privemal, a good home for
moose. One morning the cook told me that the camp
was out of beef, which meant a trip to the settlement to
obtain the desired article—a fifteen-mile tramp. I left a
double-barreled gun in the camp, as it was a heavy
weapon, and might impede my progress somewhat. After
traveling about a mile my attention was attracted by a
rustling in the bushes near by. Looking in the direction
of the sound, there stood the biggest wild animal my eyes
ever beheld. He had been seen once or twice before, and
was called the big moose. I was going to the settlement,
fifteen_ miles away, for beef, and there stood a pile of it

one mile from the camp, and I had nothing to shoot with.
I knew it was useless to go for the gun, for on ray return
this fellow would be elsewhere.
Hunting the big game is good sport, but sometimes is

attended with a little danger, for a wounded moose when
aroused to passion is no mean adversary. To this the
experience of two of our himters a short time ago can
testify. Their names are Malay and Tupper, and both
are scientific at the business. It happened among the
trees at Sheet Harbor. N. S., a noted place for big game.
We' will let them tell their own story, however

:

"The morning was all that could be desired for hunt-
ing. We saw plenty of moose, but not of the right gender.
At last a big fellow came up at the sound of our bark
horn. He was a magnificent monarch of the forest, with
broad antlers and sleek, glossy hide, that glistened in the
morning sun. We could not but admire his whole make-
up as he gazed at us with defiance, shaking his ponderous
head. The wind was coming from the noble fellow in

our direction, consequently he did not scent us. and
stood for quite a while, not attempting to get awav. as
moose depend on their nostrils to tell of danger. 'Tup-
per.' Malay whispered, 'what a pity to knock that fellow
over._ At the same time I have great admiration for those
massive horns, and would like to possess them ; they must
be 6 feet across, so here goes.'

"Malay let cut with his rifle. The bullet must have hit
hard, for at the report the huge fellow bit the ground.
Supposing the bullet had done fatal work, Malay at5-

proached the anima! to bleed him when up jumped the
moose and made for the hunter. Malay thought discre-
tion the better part of valor, and put for a convenient
rock, «p which he scrambled with alacrity. Tupper. see-
ing what mood the moose was in. thought it a good place
to leave, dropped his rifle and climbed a leaing tree that
was fortunately near, Malay, from tijs rock fort called to

Tupper to fire and dispatch the angry aninlal, who was
defiantly boss of the situation, Tupper answered, 'I can-
not, I am up a stump, or rather a tree, and my rifle is on
the ground at the foot of the tree.' 'Well,' says Malay,
'we are in a fix surely.' Tupper fortunately thought of

a piece of twine he had in his pocket, made a loop on orie

end and dropped it over the lock of his gun, drew it iVq

to his perch, took good aim and laid the game lifeless."

It was some time before the adventure became known of

two of our best hunters being treed by a moose. McF,

Veteran and Novice.
BEiSTOf^, N. H., Nov. 17.—"Don't try to know how

much kindling wood you can make out of a brush pile

should the track lead you across one. Step round it and
step lightly, with eyes well ahead; and should you see

your deer standing in the thicket or lying down on the

sunny side of the ridge before he sees you, don't stop to

think what a handsome sight it is, but bring your rifle

instantly to cover, then fire."

Such was the advice given to Bert, a novice in deer
stalking, the other morning, when ai light fall of snow
the previous night made the old hunter and Bert thrill

with anticipation of getting a sight at a fine buck, or

maybe a good fat doe.

Up on the side of Cardigan Mountain in Alexandria, in

this State, the old hunter and the novice, with well oiled

rifles in hand and gum shoes on their feet, started to pick
out a fresh trail on the first snow of the season. A trail

was soon struck. Bert was given his advice, and told

off to follow it to a finish. After trailing it for half a

mile or so. he came upon a larger track, so he concluded to

follow that, having well in mind the injunction, "Keep
your eyes well ahead." About two hours of cautious
tracking brought him to a beech ridge, on which thi

warm sun striking made it seem the ideal place for a mid-
day nap—not for the novice, oh, no ! but for the deer.

Bert's eyes were wide open and hard at work looking
through the second growth and against the few remaining
beeches. What is that? It looks like a head sticking out
from behind that old beech there on the riglit. 'There
are horns on it. Yes, it is a buck's head, with gaze
earnestly fixed on the astonished novice. But Bert was
novice no longer. He realized he was "up against" a deer,

a big one too. Bringing his .38-40 Winchester to cover, as
per instructions, he sighted for the part of the neck he
could see and pulled. The buck dropped in his tracks,
shot through the jugular vein, and a hoot which came
across the woods to the ears of the old hunter told him
the story of the successful shot. If was a five-prong buck
and wei^ied 300 pounds. So Bert steps out of the novice
class into the full-fledged deer hunter.
When the old hunter parted company v/ith Bert, he

made a wide circle to the southeast, and taking a track
which told that a doe and two kids had passed that
way, followed quietly after, through thicket and open,
ever up and up, till suddenly he heard a jump and snort
and quickly saw a rump and white flag disappearing
through the bushes. At the first shot she swerved a little,

but still kept on as though she was in hurry to get into the
next county of Orange, where. deer are protected, the
.44 Marlin keeping up its quick work to make her change
her mind. The eleventh and last shot, just as she was
about to disappear over the ridge, struck her through the
spine and brought her down, a nice fat doe of 208 pounds.
Thtts ended a day's outing for Wm. Rice, formerly of
Fredericton, N. B„ and Bert Robbins, of Bristol. N. ,H.

Other deer killed within a few miles of this to' im
were by Frank Marston, a buck of 165 pounds ; Pat Adatns,.
two deer, saAV them together and shot them both ; A.
Nelson, boy fifteen years of age. tracked his deer on tl

light snow and brought him down, a buck of 270 oounds

;

Arlie George and George Follansbee, one deer each,

S. H.

Maine and Massachusetts.
Boston, Nov. 26.—Almost nightly snow flurries in

northern iVlaine have made accr nunting comparatrveiy
easy, and Dut lor me tact tliat deer arc not to tie touuu
as readily as lormerJy ttiere would have been a gieac
uacrease in the returns. As it is the number swipped
through Bangor shows an increase over the preceomg
week, the number being 419 deer, agamst 249 for the
week before. iMoose also snow an increase, tlie number
counted there being 16, agamst 4 for the preceding week.
But after all the number is smaller than a year ago, and
everybody is casting about for the cause. The Maine
papers say that the Fish atid Game Commissioners do
not attribute the scarcity of deer to September shooting,
while the same papers almost universally declare that the
September license law is doomed. Thcj^ saj' that the
tiniber land owners will demand that the law be repealed,
it is also being suggested by prominent game protectors
that the State issue a gun license to sportsmen going
into the woods, and that the license be refunded on the
sportsman's return; no licenses being isstied in close time.
The attempt will also be made to stop all buying of game.
This will bo mighty tough on so many of the mighty
hunters, who go down to Maine and return with their
full quota of deer. If the shooting of moose and deer
by Maine guides—licensed guides at that—-and then sell-

ing the game to sportsm^en can be stopped, one of the
greatest step toward game protection will have been
taken. Indeed, the Boston markets are getting littl?

other game this fall than that bought of returning sports-
men. Each returning hunter brings his two deer, and
he steers them directly towa-d the markets. The license
law whereby a sportsman can send out a deer without
accompanying it also needs amending. Such deer all

steer directly for the markets. Larger nurnbers of deer
are coming out from the Dead River region. William
Bell, of Boston, came out from that region the other day
with a buck that counted eight points to his antlers.

M. M. Bronson and J. W. Hudson, of Mattaoan, have
come home with two does and a large buck. There are
rumors of a party of eight Massachusetts hunters return-
ing from Dead River last week with 15 deer. If this is

the party that is saying ^:erv little about their trip, it is

certain that Boston markets got the most of the deer.
Kinerfield. Me., retiorts say that last week the banner
week fo^r big-srame hunters. For the week 27 deer came
o«t over the Franklin h Meg^ntip r3i"!road.

Good bird shooting is .reported from the vicinity of

Chatham and all along the Cape shore. Coot shooting
has been very good indeed. Some large flocks of blacii

duck have appearedj but hunters say that they arp very
wary and will not come to the decoys.

Now Boston IS to have a tail sportsmen's show. The
old Park .Square station has been remodeled. A track
has been constructed around the building for racing pur-
poses, and a six-day bicycle race is to be a feature, among
other athletic sports. Through the center of the build-

ing will be a collection of wild animals, said to include
every specimen of game animal that Maine produces.
A display of fish is also to be a feature, and 10,000 fish

from the various New England hatcheries are advertised

to be shown. An Indian village will also be a feature.

Commissioner Buffington, whose death occurred last

week, was a member of tlie Oquossoc AngHng Associa;-

tion, and lent his energy and influence to the good of

that Association, one of the earliest in the history of the
Rangeleys. It w^as always a treat to "swap trout yarns"
with Commissioner Buffington, because one felt that

only the truth was being told, and told by a scholarly man
and a man of experience. He delighted in travel, and
has spent considerable time in Europe. The last time I

met him, going up Lake Mooselucmaguntic on the little

steamer. Pie told me of his trip around the world, but
remarked that he had come back to that lake for his

annual trout fishing.

E. M. Gillam, oi the Boston Advertiser, and his

brother, A. M. Gillam, city editor of the Philadelphia

Record, are both great lovers of dog and gun. They
are just back to business from their annual bird shooting
trip. This year they went by invitation to the preserve

of the Littany Club, in, the Blue Rdge country of Penn-
sylvania, not far from Bellefonte. The preserve is on
Che slopes of Bald P'agle Mountain, and is all that the

wealthy owners can desire as to high altitude, spring

water and woods almost equal to primitive. The trout

streams are a delight to the heart of the angler, and are

protected by caretakers, Vi'ho are presumed to make daily

rounds to prevent all poaching. Restocking is receiving

proper attention, with artificial ponds and pools. The
preserve includes many thousand acres, in some case the

fishing and shooting rights being leased of the farmers

and land owners. Mr. Gillam found that the farmers

cared very little about shooting, but that they were not

debarred from doing so by the terms of the lease. The
preserve is partly stocked with wild turkeys, and next

year a good many yotwg bronze turkeys are to be reared

till they can take care of themselves, and then liberated.

The belief is that they will quickly become wild and breed
with the wild turkeys. The Gillams enjoyed a turkey hunt

but got no turkeys, though they saw where they had

been. Quail shooting was only fair, since they were
there after the club members had done their shooting.

They found the club house a delight, and the guides and
caretakers all that heart could wish.

Special.

Quail and Woodchuck.

East VVkitman, Mass.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In my many experiences with game birds, I notice the

most peculiar traits in the quail. While visiting friends

in a little town last Sunday, I happened to look out of

the kitchen window and saw not 10 feet from the house
five quail feeding tmder a .small apple tree. They were
apparently as contented and as much at home as though
in their native haunts and miles from civilization. They
did not seem to mind me a.s I stood watching them, but
remained for some tirne, and finally flew across the

•street to the woods.
Another incident which was a surprise to me occurred

one day in the early fall. As I was walking in the woods
my dog was some distance ahead of me, and 1 was startled

by his furious barking as if in a combat, I hastened to

the spot, and found him at the foot of a young oak. while

.pme 20 feet above I saw a small animal clinging to the

trunk. At first I took it to be a coon, but it turned out
to be a woodchuck. Perhaps many readers of Forest and
Stre.am have seen them climb trees, but this was my first

opportunity, and I understand it to be a rare occurrence.
Quail are quite plenty in this section; they seem to be
in large flocks, ranging from fifteen to thirty in a bunch.
Rabliits arc also plentj', but partridges very scarce.

H. E. B.

Saranac Lake Deer Hounding^.

S.\ranac Lake, N. Y., Nov. ig.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: In your issue of Nov. 10 I find an article

headed "Adirondack Hounding," in which it is said that

the game warden of this locality does not care whether
hounding is going on or not, and your correspondent say;
they all do it. Now this report is a falsehood from start

to finish. I liave been game protector of this locality since

1896, and have always tried to do my duty, and if your
correspondent from this place can show me where at any
time I did not do my duty I should be pleased to know
it- Also hereafter I would request you not to publish mat-
ter concerm'ng my ofllcal duties unless it can be
proven. I would state that very few dogs have been
running in the w-oods this fall, and what few there were
have been apprehptided and fined..

Isaiah VosbltrgiI, l^rcjctfector.

The Mt. Vernon (N. Y.) Deer.

It is believed that the two deer seen near Mt, Vernon
about Nov. 15 Eire strays which escaped from a deer
park in New York State, not far from the Hudson
River. About Nov. i a Mr. DeGraaf, of Oscawana. N.
Y.. a villaee between Croton Landing and Congers, on
the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., lost ten deer, which escaped
from their inclosure. This is the first one to be shot.

About the date mentioned two deer were seen near Strat-
ford, Conn., and and the tracks of another seen in the
town of Milford. It seems likely that all of these may
have belonged tojhe same lot, though the precise date
when the deer in Connecticut were seen is not recalled.

Sff thf tift of good fhm^s in Woodcraft in our adv. eofs.
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Why Game is Scarce.

New York, Nov. 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream : Just
read this experience and tell us if it does not explain
why game is scarce: Wliile hunting iit Stevensvillc,
Sullivan county, N. Y., I destroyed more than 100 dead-
falls set for rabbits, also snares set for partridge. I

learned from the farmers that' summer boarders have
been shooting at the game all summer. I tried the quail

at Wading River, L. I., on Election Day, and found them
wild and well scattered. I learned that they have been
shot at during the month of October. On Nov. 19 I went
down to the Raunt Station, Jamaica Bay, for ducks. I

saw a number of geese going Up the bay. About 4 A. M.
I heard two shots fired from a heavy gun, followed by the
cackling of geese. My brother told me that there is

some one out every night jacking. I started out about
6 A. M., but could not see or hear a single bird. I
hope our sportsman's association will lake up this matter
and see that we get wardens that will uphold the game
laws in certain parts of our State. Charles Grolz.

100 Spommett's finds.

Some of the Qweer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

32,
This is a story of a man who was hunting a skunk and

found a burglar. Perhaps the man after a skunk might
not come Avithin the classification of sportsmen, but it

was a "find" by a gunner, and belongs among our hun-
I dred. This is what happened: The station agent at Gales
' Ferry, Conn.; had locked up the station for the night, and

was on his way home about 10 o'clock when he noticed a
polecat near the roadside, and went into the house of
an acquaintance to borrow a gun. After he secured the

1. gun he retraced his steps toward the railroad station in
search of the animal, and discovered that the station had
been broken into during his absence. Entering, he found
a man standing in front of the open money drawer.
"Hold up your hands!" shouted the station agent, as he
leveled the gun, but the man refused. The station agent
then fired, the charge entering the breast of the burglar
Mud causing instant death.

33
A recent press dispatch from Phoeiiix, Arir., says that

hunters have found a skeleton believed to be the re-
I

mains of Burt Alvord, leader of one of the most des-
,

perate bands of train robbers that ever operated in Ari-
zona. It is thought that he was killed by one of his own
gang.

34

J. S. Althenhaus, who lives in the Big Horn Moun-
tains in northern Wj'oming, while out hunting recently
came upon the tracks of a big silver-tipped bear and fol-
lowed the trail to the mouth of a mountain cave. The
hunter prepared a torch and entered the cave, A deep-
throated growl and the shining of phosphorescent eyes
betrayed Brum's position, and a close and cool shot ended
ins career. In removing the hear the attention of Mr.

' Althenhaus was attracted to a mineral vein showing on
the cavern wall. Securing samples of the rock, an assay
•vvas afterward made, which gave returns of 40 per cent,
lead and 200 ounces of silver to the ton. The vein is
about 4 feet in width and extends for the full length of
the cavern, some 300 feet. Mr. Althenhaus named the
claim the Silver Tip.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. and
not to any ]ndivi4tial connected with the paper.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them m FoHEST and Stream.

ANGLING NOTES.
M^^ -----

-

The Mafston Char. -

Some four or five years ago I made a jourftej'- to one
of the lakes on the tract of the Triton Club in search of a
"red trout" and did not find it. The "red trout" was re-
ported as having been seen first at one place and then in
another in Canada, and years passed without further
knowledge of the fish than was conveyed in the reports.
Finally Mr. William AfcCormick sent me some speci-
mens of the red trout, but I was not at home, and they
might have been any color by the time I arrived in

I

their neighborhood. Another attempt was made through
the efforts of Mr. McCormick, and this time the red
"trout were sent direct to Prof. Samuel Gorman by Mr.
George Van Felson, of Quebec. Prof. Gorman wrote
me that the fish arrived in "loud condition, but identi-
fiable." His report on them is as follows:
"From the material before me I am inclined to place

the 'red trout of Quebec' in the same species as the
Marston char of the Lac de Marbre. It is true that on
comparison with the type specimen of S. marstoni, slight
differences appear, which may be only sexual, or may
perhaps indicate that we have to deal with two varieties
of the species, but this is a matter which should not be
decided without both males and females from each local-
ity. Your specimens have more brown over the gill

covers and the throat, and besides, they are less slender
than the Lac de Marbre individual; these, however, may
be due to greater age. The species is one of the most
beautiful, if indeed it is not the most brilliantly colored,
of the entire group. Aapparently it differs from all of the
others in having no spots on its sides. The relationship
with the little "blueback' (5". oquassa) is more remote
than was at first supposed. To define the species exactly
orne should have a series of individuals, small to large,
of both sexes

'"

The specimen sent by Mr. Van Felson came from the
waters of the Tourilli Club in Quebec. The red trout

have been found in several places on the club tract, and
Mr. McCormick very kindly sent me a map indicating

the points where it had been di.scovered, but I have
sent map and letters on to Prof. Gorman, so that T

cannot now refer to them. The "red trout" has been
found in still another district in Canada; this time near
the tract, if not on it, of the St. Bernard Club. Anyway
on a private preserve near the St. Bernard Club belong-
ing to Mr, Simpson, of New York, the red trout has
been found in considerable numbers, and this fall Com-
missioner Titcorab, of Vermont, went there to arrange
for taking eggs. I was to have some specimens of the

fish, but they have not been received up to this time.

It is to be hoped that some one who is in a position

to do so will take sufficient interest in this matter to se-

cure.' the specimens of different ages and of both sexes
t-Q clear the question once for all as to what the red trout

from difl'erent sections of Canada really are. I am greatly

indebted to Mr. McCormick and Mr. Van Felson for

their efi:orts to mak? the matter plain as to the identity

of the "red trout."

Leaping Trotit.

A week or two ago I told a little story about some
little trout and their leaping powers. I said that the
trout, fingerlings, hatched last spring, jimiped, as nearly
as I could measure the distance with my eye, a foot above
the water. Since writing that note I haA^e again been to the
State hatchery on Long Island, and I wish to revise my
story. Mr. Walters, the foreman, called my attention to

the fact that the baby trout were jumping so that they
could be seen above the edge of the pond standing some
distance away, and investigation with a foot rule showed
that the side of the pond was 20 inches from the water
to the top of the wall, so that the fish were jumping
nearly, if not quite, 20 inches, or say a height of four or
five times greater than their length. Night before last,

as I was in the Caledonia hatchery, when the men were
unpacking 3,000,000 lake trout eggs received that after-

noon from Lake Superior, Frank Redband, the foreman,
told me that fingerling trout had become mixed in the
rearing ponds where it was several feet from the water
to the top of the wall. In this instance the trout jumped
from the water to the inlet pipe, and when they struck
the' opening fairly they by a motion too quick for the
eye to follow went into the pipe and up its length to
come down into another pond, so that rainbow, brown
and brook trout became mixed from this sort of leaping
and visiting the dift'erent ponds. I intended to measure
the jump yesterday before I left there, but as the eggs
were not all unpacked until just before my train left I

neglected it. This sort of jumping surprised the fore-
man, so that he admitted that he would not have believed
it possible had he not witnessed it. I have heard of
trout jumping and passing through an augur hole 2
inches in diameter in a plank in a flood dam, but I

believed it. for I have come to that pass that I believe
most anything that is told about fish, for they certainly
do some remarkable things, and th^t "truth is stranger
than fiction" applies to fish.

Red Trout.

My "Angling Note's*' "are written as opportunity of-

fers, and last evening I had written thus far and was
obliged to put tliem aside. This afternoon I was travel-
ing on the Delaware & Hudson Railroad, and met Mr.
C. H. Wilson, and a few moments later when changing
cars I met Mr. Chas F. Burhans, the only two men I

know in tlie State, and perhaps the only ones in the
State, who have seen the red trout in its lair. This
season Mr. Burhans caught a red trout with a fly, and
though I had heard of the capture I had not seen him
to learn the particulars of his visit to Canada, Almost
his first greeting was to ask if I would go with him
four days after this dale to Canada, where the red trout
grow. He said he had received positive instructions to
bring out good specimens to me, but it would be far

better for me to go myself atid pick them. He is to go
with Commissioner Titcomb, and he tells me that already
a few ripe female red trout have been taken. They
spawn on shoals in the lake, and do not enter the
streams. Curiously tnough, Mr. Burhans tells me that
some of the trout ar6 forked as to caudal fin and some
are square-tailed. Examined at night on the beds by
jack light the fish look more like bars of shining gold
than anything else he can think of to compare them
with. Prof. Gorman is to have a sufficient number of
specimens of both sexes to settle their identity, and
nothing but imperative business keeps me from visiting

the lake where the red trout are found. As Mr. Bur-
hans and Mr. Wilson talked of the fish I was turning
the matter over in my mind to discover some good
reason why I should go, but all the good reasons pointed
to my not going at this time.

Spawning of Trout.

Lake George, New York, has long been noted for its

lake trout, as the fish are particularly fat and well
flavored. This lake was one of the first to receive atten-
tion from the State Fish Commission when restocking
of State waters was begun, and the first lake trout fry
were planted in its waters as early as February, 1873.
During the twenty-seven years following, the lake has
had contributions of lake trout fry from eggs obtained
in Lake Ontario, Lake Huron. Lake Michigan and
Lake Superior, and through this fresh blood the trout
have vastly improved. This fall the Forest, Fish and
Game Commission determined to experiment with nets
in the lake, and find if it would be profitable another
year to conduct operations there for the pilrpose of ob-
taining lake trout eggs for the hatching stations. E. L.
Marks, a capable man in this business, was sent to the
lake, and he has explored it for about half its length.

"In the old days" the spawning beds of the trout were
well known—too well known in fact, for the man with
jack and spear knew just where they were, and that is

one reason why trout became scarce in the lake, and it

was necessary to restock it. According to the old in-
habitants who were communicative on the subject the
trout resprtgd in numbers to certain §hoaIs, and there,

4Sl
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if the light of the jack did not take the place of the light
of the moon, they spawned. Of late years Officer Bur-
nett has eliminated the light of the jack in great degree,
and only the eels get in their deadly work at the mar-
riage feast under the light of the moon and stars, so that

the people did not know as much about spawning beds
as once they did, and Mr. Marks found a queer state of
affair.s. Instead of being large spawning beds, as for-
merly, the trout spawned all over the lake in squads,.
Wherever there were a few rocks and gravel there were
trout preparing to spawn, and there also were eels. The
planted trout fry and fingerlings had no home ties or
figurative roof tree. They had been planted in the lake
at various and divers places, and when they had grown
to spawning age one spot was as good as another for
the purpose of depositing their eggs, and so, apparently
the first spot of gravel and rocks was selected.
That mysterious something which in a natural state

leads salmon and trout unerringly back year after year
to the place of birth or babyhood, to celebrate the
nuptial ceremony, may have been present in these fish,

but they were born on a tray in a hatching house, and
their babyhood was passed in a rearing race and a tin

can, and they had in a way become cosmopolitan in the
fish world; all roeks and gravel looked alike to them
until they had established homes of their own and formed
ties for the future. This condition of things opens the
door for speculation as to the general effect of planting
hatchery-reared fish and their influence upon the estab-
lishment of spawning beds in new places. This would
relate more particularly to lake trout, for brook trout
would as a rule seek the source of a stream for spawn-
ing. With lake trout spawning all over a lake where a
patch of gravel may be found, it would operate to their

advantage, so far as falling a prey to the spearer is con-
cerned, but it does not minimize the destruction of
spawn by eels and bullheads.

In his experimontal netting Mr. Marks secured more
eggs from the lake trout than it was originally expected,
and he found larger trout in his nets than had ever been
taken from the lake with hook and line; but in aU his
explorations he did not find a good spawning ground on
which to draw a seine, as on each place that the trout
had selected for a spawning bed there were large rocks,
so that the nets were over the trout, which were between
the rocks. On every spawning bed the males far out-
numbered the female fish from beginning to end of the
experiments, and the eels were ever present to eat the
spawn as soon as it was deposited.

Flies,

In my mail this evening I found a package which
proved to be from the friend who sent me the old hand-
made reel spoken of not long ago in these notes, and
when I opened it it developed into a book of artificial

flies, eighty of them. There were four pages of twenty
flies each, numbered and named. They are well tied

flies, and to one not familiar with flies such a book
would be invaluable. Upon looking at the flies, how-
ever, I find that the collection emphasizes the necessity
for a standard of patterns. I doubt of Uncle Reuben
Wood, for instance, if he could revisit the earth, would
accept the fly in the book bearing his name as the
simon-pure Reuben-Wood without the little red tag.

No one would perhaps object to the Montreal, for each
fly-tyer seems to fashion a fly of his own to bear this

name, and many fly-dressers seem to desire to add or
remove something from what we have come to call

standard flies, to stamp his own production with his
individuality. . To me this seems to be the height of ab-
surdity, for if we have a type why not adhere to it,

whether the fly is made in New York, Boston, San Fran-
cisco or else^vhere?—for it simply confuses still more
what is now badly confused, Lo add feathers and bits

of silk to a coachman to make it Jones'-coachman, or
.Smith's-coachman, when the average angler cares onlj-

for a plain coachman, with no frills added by Jones or
Smith to stamp it with his trade mark. There are for-

tunately fly-dressers whose chief desire is to know the
correct pattern of any standard fly and adhere to it, and it

is this style of work which gives the flies of such people
an enviable reputation, and their flies are always more
reliable than the Jones' annex sort.

Hatching and Protecting.

Land and Water has a letter concerning a proposed
salmon hatchery on the Shannon from S. J. Hurley, and
I quote one paragraph of it only:

'If during the spawning season the tributary rivers, in

which the breeding fish are made away with in hundreds,
were looked after, there would be no necessity for hatch-
eries. Indeed, I hesitate not to say that there are more
salmon ova lost to the Shannon every winter than would
stock all the salmon rivers in England. Want of pro-
tection is the cause of all the mischief."

r thought of saying something on this subject, but
Mr, Hurley's letter is so nearly correct I will let it stand
without comment, only for this country substitute other
iish for salmon. ' A. N. Chenev.

The Cuvier Banquet.

The twenty-seventh annual dinner of the faiiious

Cuvier Club, says the Cincinnati Commercial Tribune,
was one of the most notable events in the history of the
organization. This club, in years gone by, has given some
of the grandest feasts ever known in this city, and each
succeeding year new laurels have been added. The affair

in many respects eclipsed all previous efforts. The
attendance was usually large, and a spirit of geniahty
and good fellowship permeated the atm_osphere.

x\n innovation was the opening of the large museum
on the second floor for the entertainment of the guests.
This relieved the usual congested condition of the main
hall. About half the guests were served in the museum,
which was elaborately decorated for the occasion and
so arranged as to be peculiarly inviting. Throughout
the spacious club home had been supplied things to inter-
est arid attract. Nothing had been overlooked by the
committee that would tend to please the taste. Par-
ticularly tempting were the tables, burdened as they were
with appetizing rareties, There was no stiffness about
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the entertamment. The hospitality was so genuine and

extended so gracefully by President Alex. Starbuck and

his associates that every one appreciated the welcome and

felt perfectly at home. The important part played by Max
Basse, the official chef of the club, was at once patent

*°As"a whole the entertainment was most delightful, and

the Cuvier Club more than maintained its enviable reputa-

tion.

Black Bass in the Potomac Trough.

RoMXKY, W. Va., Nov. 24.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I will endeavor to write vou a short and interesting ac-

count of our hunting and fishing, and a description of

the famous Trough of the South Branch of the Potomac.

This year has been a fair one for the fishing, and a

good many nice bass have been caught, but as there is

no protection on the fish there will probably be no fish-

ing in this river in a few years. The mill dams near

the mouth of the river, without fishways, preventing the

fish from getting up stream, the tie raftsmen catching

them in the spring, gigging in the summer and fall, fish

pots in the fall, so many people fishing and no restocking

of the stream,' together with the unfortunate placing of

carp in this stream, have been the factors that have prac-

tically destroyed what was at one time the finest black

bass stream in the United States.

Those who have made the trip down this stream from

Moorefield. Hardy county, through the famous Trough,

say that it is not excelled anywhere in the country. This

Trough is simply a stretch of water running between

two m.ountains, a distance of eight miles, and consists

of beautiful pools of very deep w-ater, to which the bass

resort in colder weather. As no one lives in the Trough,

of course fishing is better there than any place else._ A
person desiring to fish there has to come down the river

or go up in a'" boat. One of these pools is called Blue

Pool, on account of the water being so deep that it

looks, blue. The water at its normal stage in thi,S' pool

is twenty-five feet deep. Last fall a man caught a bass

belo.w this pool, in a fish pot, weighing 7 pounds i ounce,

and sold it to a Mr. Taylor, of Wheeling, W. Va.

I spent a week this fall with Mr. Owings, of Maryland,

at the hospitable home of Mr. John D. Miller, who
keeps a fishing resort near the lower end of the Trough.

The" fish were not biting very well, although we had the

finest bait that could be securel. But a night or two
before we left there came a rain which raised the river,

and we secured one beautiful 4j/2-pound bass out of an

eel pot. among about three hundred eels. A crowd of

Wheeling gentlemen were there at the same time, and

one of their number caught a nice 4K-pound bass with

hook and line. ' This gentleman's brother killed a nice

18-pound wild turkey the day before his brother caught

the fish, and they went back to Wheeling perfectly satis-

fied with their trip.

Elisha D. Buffington.
C0MMIS.S10NER Elisha D. Buffingtok, of the Massa-

chusetts Commission of Inland Fisheries and Game, died

at his home in Worcester, Nov. 19. Mr. Buffington, says

the Worcester Spy, was one of the best known men in

central Massachusetts. The pharmacy which he founded

and built up to its large proportions was known all over

the country. The " medicines which the company sup-

plied to druggists and physicians are recognized in hun-

dreds of cities and towns.
He was widely known in other ways than as a business

man. He Avas a great sportsman and spent much time

in fishing. So great did his prominence become as an

angler that Governor Frederic T. Greenhalge selected

him as a member of the Massachusetts Commission of

Game and Inland Fisheries, and when his term expired

he was reappointed by Governor Wolcott.

He was a man of quiet tastes; he was methodical and
businesslike; he had deep interest in many subjects. He
was fond of flowers. He loved good pictures, of which
he had some of the very best in Worcester, having re-

ceived an offer of $15,000 for one alone. His beautiful

residence on Chestnut street is a veritable curiosity shop.

There are trophies of his many travels, in all parts of the

world, everything arranged tastefully and to bring out its

greatest interest. Mr. Buffington was a charming host,

and delighted to show his curios and to tell the stories

attached to each.

Mr. Buffington was born at Swansea, on Cape Cod,
Nov. 4, 1836. After attending the village schools he
went West, in 1854, making the trip across the plains to

California in a wagon train. . It was when the gold craze

was at its height, but he did not stay in California long,

returning home by way of Nicaragua.
He was an expert pharmacist himself and kept abreast

of the profession for years after his services were re-

quired only in general supervision of the business. He
made a specialty of homeopathic remedies, and of herbs
and simples. When he was away in the woods he often

availed himself of the opportunitj' to gather a little,stock
of some especially fine si^ecimens of nature's remedies.

M^;. Buffington had captured in his day more kinds nf

game fish than any man in central Massachusetts. He
had taken great trout and salmon in Maine and Canada.
He had landed the giant tarpon over Florida reefs. He
had fished the streams of Norway. Russia and other con-
tinental countries, and landed Scotch salmon and English
trout and graylings. The fish of Japan had been be-

guiled to his hook. He had fished on the highest moun-
tain in the island. And when he was on his way home
from a trip about the world he whipped streams flowing
from the Sierra Nevada and Rocky ^lountains. He was
an expert with the rod and line. He was a great traveler.

There is hardly a country of the northern hemisphere
which he had not visited. He went to Europe a num-
ber of times. Each winter he went to Florida, generally
for the fishing. Occasionally in Florida, as in other
climes, he handled a gun, and was no mean shot.

He was a member of the Oquossoc Club, whose club
house is in the Rangeley lakes. He was a member of
the Woi-cester- arid Commonwealth clubs, the Tatnuck
Country Glub and grf the Massachusetts and Home
Ma fket clubs.

Massachusetts Association.

Boston, Nov. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream: By the

death of Hon. E. D. Buffington, of Worcester, whose
burial occurred on Thursday last, the sportsmen have

lost a conscientious worker for fish and game protection.

The question asked by many sportsmen I meet is "Who
will be appointed by the Governor to fill the vacant

place?"
Inasmuch as for many years one member of the board

has been from the western section of the State, and

Governor Crane is himself from the town of Dalton, near

Pittsfield, it is more than likely that he will feel called

upon to weigh carefully the qualifications of candidates

hailin.g from Worcester or further west.

I have heard that a former member of Congress from

New Bedford is not umviUing to serve as a commis-
sioner. I understand that the gentleman is a sportsman,

but I presume his chances would be better if he were

a resident of one of the western counties.

I hear that Mr. J. M. Stevenson, of Pittsfield, who has

served acceptably on the Fish and Game Committee of

the Legislature, would not be unwilling to accept the

appointment. A clipping from the Worcester Telegram

sent me by some friend, mentions three names, Messrs.

Osgood Plummer, E. S. Knowles and A. B. F. Kinney.

The article is from the paper of Nov. 24, and speaks in

detail of the several candidates, and quite fully of Mr.

Kinney's labors last winter as chairman of the Central

Committee.
We in Massachusetts have great confidence in the

judgment of Gov. Crane, and expect he will make a good
selection.

Last Friday afternoon I visited Representative Hunt
and President A. C. Sylvester, and the Sportsman's

Show at N. Attleboro. Mr. Sylvester showed me over

the extensive factory of which "he is in charge, and Mr.

Hunt accompanied me to the Wamsutta Opera House,
where the show was held. T found there a good number
of iUongolian pheasants, provided by the State board,

Belgian hares, from nearby, several tanks of trout of

various ages, from Mr. Handy's hatchery, at S.

Wareham, several handsome foxes, coons, one of the

largest I ever saw—I think it would weigh 50 to 60

pounds—squirrels, quail, carrier pigeons, wood and other

kinds of ducks, beavers, muskrats, etc. There were
also mounted specimens of game animals and birds, and
a fine display of photographs of hunting scenes sent in

by the B. & M. R. R. I have attended the shows in

New York and Boston for several years, and considering

the size of the hall, I am compelled to say the N. Attle-

boro show was excellent, and the club is entitled to

great credit for its ability to hustle, and its show of enter-

prise.

The sum of $2,000. lor fish and game uses, is expected

to be netted from the show.
Mr. Louis E. Morse is Vice-President, Edward E. King,

Secretary-Treasurer; John E. Tweedy and C. C. Peck are

denominated 'Representatives," whose duties as pre-

scribed by Art. 5, Sec. 4 of the Constitution are "to repre-

sent the interests of the Association in the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association, and to present to

that body the wishes of the local associations."

On Saturday evening I had the pleasure of meeting
the members of the East Weymouth Fish and Game
Association, at the Masonic Hall, in that place, and of

giving them a detailed account of the labors of the Massa-
chusetts Fish and Game Protective Association from the

date of the first conference of sportsmen's clubs, held in

this State in November, 1898, to the enactment of the

bird bill last June.
Chairman Collins spoke of the organization of the

force of State fish and game wardens, and the working
of the bird law and others recently enacted.

A letter just received from Dr. J. T. Herrick, president
of the Springfield Club and an active member of the
Central Committee, informing me that he leaves in a
few days for North Carolina.

Another letter from Geo. H, Palmei?, Esq., of New
Berdford. is very welcome, as furnishing proof that this

veteran of the good cause is still on deck.
H. H. Kimball, Secretary.

New Yofk Leagftie Meeting.

New York, Nov. i.—The annual meeting of the New
York Fish, Game and Forest League will be held at the
Yates Hotel, Syracuse, N. Y., at 10:30 A. M., on Dec. 5.

1900. and a full attendance is hoped for.

Application for membership should be made tO' the
secretary, who will gladly give any further information
which may be desired.

Robert B. Lawrence, President.
Ernest G. Gould. Secretary, Seneca Falls,

Mentt^t

Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS,
Nov. 30.—Newton, N. C—Continental Field Trials Club's sixth

annual field trials—Members' Stake. Dec. 3, Derby. Theo.
Sturges, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill. Conn.
Dec. 10.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y. Sedalia, Mo.
190L

Jan. 14.—Greenville, Ala.—Fifth annual field trials of the Alabama
Field Trials Club. John B. Rosenstihl, Sec'y.
Jan. 21.—Benton County, Miss.—Tenth annual field trials of the

Tin ited States Field Trials Club. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton,
Tenn. j i y

BENCH SHOWS. '

Nov. 28-30.—Philadelphia, Pa.—Second annual bench show of the
Philadelphia Dog Show Association. M. A. Viti, Sec'y.
Dec. 6-10.—Cincinnati, O.—Annual bench show of the Cincinnati

Fox Terrier Club. J. C. Trohliger, Sec'y.

1901.

Feb. 26-March 1.—Cleveland, O.—Cleveland Kennel Club's annual
bench show. C. M. Munhall, Sec'y.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

-bfr.ch show. F, S. St?.dm^n, S^c'y.
~

Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials.

The trials of the Eastern Field Trial Club this year
evoked greater interest than has been manifested in sev-
eral preceding years, so far as new attendance of visitors

is considered. Mr. George Crocker, of San Francisco, and
his guests, Mr. Chris. E. Worden, also of that city, and
Mr. Hawkins, of New York, were in attendance, all

missing the comforts of St. Hubert's Inn by living in
their private car. Dr. G. G. Davis, of Philadelphia, the
staunch friend of the Irish setter, was present during the
Members' Stake. Messrs. Edm. H. Osthaus and E. L.
Jamison, of Toledo; F. Andreas, F. R. Hitchcock, P.
Lorillard. Jr.. Ansel Phelps, Wm. Duane, Miss JuHa
Phelps, A. T. Fletcher, New York; E. M. Beale, Lewis-
burgh, Pa.

; Capt. C. E. McMurdo, Charlottesville, Va.

;

Edw. A. Burdett, Radnor, Pa. ; Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Dur-
yea. Red Bank, N. J. ; Geo. Fox and Chas. E. Thomas,
Philadelphia

; James E. Orr. Brooklyn ; Dr. J. S. Brown,
Montclair. N. J. ; S. C. Bradley and daugtiter. Miss Eliza-
beth, of Greenfield Hills, Conn. ; D. F. Pride, Cincinnati,
O. ; A. Booth. Paterson. N. J., and numerous others.
There were about forty horsemen following the trials on
the pleasant days..

The judging in the open stakes was' dotie by the ex-
perienced sportsmen. Messrs. A. Merriman. of Memphis,
Tenn.. and Theodore Sturges. of New York.
The grounds were not easily worked. Large areas were

sowed with wheat, and such grounds were useless as a .

preserve, and riding on them was prohibited.
The annual meeting of the club was held in the St.

Hubert's Inn, Nov. 20. President Lorillard presided. The
members present were Messrs. Lorillard. Sturges, Orr,
Burdett. Hitchcock, Duryea. Bradley and ^fown. The
minutes of the last meeting were read and approved. The
old Board of Governors were re-elected. The officers

were elected as follows : President, P. Lorillard, Jr.

;

Vice-President, Theo. Sturges; Secretary and Treasurer,
S. C. Bradley.
The weather, although warm and pleasant part of the

time, was unfavorable for good work, it being either too
warm or too stormj'. Still, there was time lost unneces-
sarily. The trials could have been ended on Saturday
night had the trials been conducted with reasonable dili-

gence.

Members' Stake.

The Members' Stake was run on Friday, Nov. 16.

Clear, cold weather with a stiff eastern breeze were the
weather conditions. Mr. S. C. Bradley acted as judge.
Owners handled their dogs.
The entries were:

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b. w. and t. setter bitch Lenabelle (Sam-
Minnie B.) with T. Sturges' b., w. and t. setter bitcll L^rk (Cin-
cinnatus Pride—Antonio).

'

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. setter dog Jean (Gleam's Pink

—

Dell V.) with Dr. J. S. Brown's b. and w. pointer bitch Nana B.
(Ned B.—Callie Croxteth).
Dr. J. S. Brown's b.. w. and t. setter dog Joe Gumming. Jr.

(champion Joe Cuming—Laura) with Dr. G. G. Davis' Irish
setter dog Jim Signal ( Lou).

Prof. E. PL Osthaus' liv. and w. pointer dog Paladin (Rip Saw
—Cricket) with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s b., w. and t. setter bitch Clara
( )

First Round.
Lenabelle and Lark were cast oft at 9:14. Lena drew

to a point on scattered birds in heavy cover, and others
flushed wild as she was drawing on them. Next she
flushed some birds, dropping to wing and holding a point
on some remaining birds ; both steady. This bevy was
followed, and she pointed again. Lark pointed a bevy
just after the brace was ordered up. Lena was a bit the
better ranger. Both were diligent, speed about equal.

Up at 9:51.

Jean and Nana B. were started at g -.56. Nana was
difficult to handle. Jean was given to false pointing.

Range and speed were fair. Jean pointed a single, which
Nana flushed and chased. Nana next flushed a bevy

; Jean
was steady to wing. Jean pointed a single and Nana
flushed one. Up at 10 150.

Joe Gumming, Jr., and Jim Signal were started at 10:57,
On a marked bevy Joe pointed, Jim backed and both were
inclined to unsteadiness. They made a very ordinary
showing. Up at 11:34.

Paladin and Clara were cast off at 11:58. A bevy was
seen to flush near both dogs in heavy cover. They were
followed into woods, but could not be found. Range
and speed were good. Up at 12 :38.

Second Round.
Three brace were continued in the running as follows

:

Clara and Lark were started at 2 :03. Clara flushed a

single near the edge of the woods. A bevy, seen to leave

the woods close by, was near to where Clara was working.
None found when followed. Lark pointed some scattered,

birds ; Clara backed ; both steady. Lark was better in

judgment in ranging and ground covered, but was more
difficult to manage than was her competitor. Up at 2 -.46.

Lenabelle and Paladin were cast ofif at 2:50. Lena was
found pointing a bevy in heavy cover when found after a
search, and was steady to shot and wing. On scattered

birds. Paladin stopped to a flush on a single. Lena was
the better in some good speed and range. Up at 3 -.ij.

Jean and Joe Gumming. Jr.. were put down at 3:29 and
were taken up at 3:51; nothing found. Their showing
Avas very commonplace.
The winners were announced as follows : P. Lorillard,

Jr.'s, Lenabelle was first ; his Clara third, and Theodore
Sturges' Lark was second. Mr. Lorillard waved his claim
to a pitcher, donated by himself to the winner of first, and
this prize went to second. Mr. Theodore Sturges donated
a silver cup to the winner of third. Mr. Lorillard thus
won the painting donated to the winner of first by Prof.
Edwin H. Osthaus and the silver cup.

The Derby.

There were nineteen starters in the Dreby out of a total

of fifty nominations.
The competition as a whole was of a low order of

merit. The apparent scarcity of birds undoubtedly aggra-
vated this wearisome feature of the running, but had they
been ever so abundant, still the grade of the work would
have been mediocre or commonplace. There was no part
of it that approached brilliancy in respect to the seeking
of the birds or the work done on them when found.
By f?ir the greater part pf the time was consttttied in
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following dogs over ground which apparent!}' contained
no birds or few birds, so that, knowing that there was
little probability of competition on birds, interest flagged

accordingly.

The winner. Doc Light, on.the vs-ork done, was far away
the best competitor of the stake. He was given a most
thorough trying out, and sustained his work in true class

form, defeating his opponent decisively in every heat.

He accentuated his claims to first the longer he ran. He
beat out his ground with judgment and ranged usefully

wide. He was wise and sound in his bird work, and was
dutifully considerate of the gun.

Billy, second, won on his merits too, though his com-
petition was not of a high order. He was sounder in

his bird work than were his other competitors, save Doc
Light, and he sottght with good judgment.

Lady fris and Tom B03', aside from ability to run well,

showed little competitive merit. Their ability on birds
was weak, neither showing skill in finding and pointing.

First Round.
.Setters and pointers whelped on or after Jan. 1, 1899, were

eligible. Purse, .$600; to first, ?,300; to second, if200; to third, $100.
Nineteen starters:
Mrs. P. ,11. Hurst's o. and w. setter dog Verona Cap (Count

Gladstone IV.—Daisy Croft), Frank Richards handler, with H.
S. Sevan's 1. and w. setter bitch Leda Windeni (Lady's Count
Gladstone—Selkirk Iris), owner, handler.

Airs. P. IT. Hurst's b., w. and t. setter dog Verona Diablo
(Count Gladstone IV.—Daisy Crqft), Frank Richards, handler, with
K. T. De Pauw's liv. and w. pointer bitch Jingo's Romp (Jingo

—

;), D. E. 1-lose, handler.
C. W. Mullen's 1. and w. setter dog Robert Count Gladstone

(Lady's Count Gladstone—Selkirk's Iris), H. S. Bevan, handler,
with Dr. F. Y. Long's b., w. and t. setter dog Davy Crockett
(Tony Boy—Hoosier Girl), J. H. Johnson, handler.

Prof. E. H. Usthaus' b., w. and t. setter dog Kipling (Joe
Gumming—Miss Osthaus), D. E. Rose, handler, with C. £._Mc-
Murdo's liv. and w-- pointer dog G.ilt.(St. Clair-^Mabel Silk), W. J.
Giles, handler.
W. C. Banks' 1. and w. pointer dog Sam B. (Jingo's Light—Phi),

H. S. Bevan, liandler, with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, setter dog Bow
Knot (Why Not— Binnie P..), C. Tucker, handler.

Dr. G. Chisholm's liv. and w. pointer dog Doc Light (Jingo's
I^ight.—Gill's Juno), D. E. Rose, handler, with H. B. Ledbetter's
b., w. and t. setter dog Sport's Solomon (Marie's Sport—Isabella
Maid), A. Albaugb, handler.
Arthur Stern's b., w, and t. seller bitch Bet (Count Ladystone

—

Fairy Sport), W: H, Hammond, handler, with Dr. J. S. Brown's
b., w. and t. setter bitch Molly B. II. (Tony's Gale—Molly B.),

J. H. Johnson, handler.
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. setter bitch Tom Boy (Tony

Boy—Lena Belle). C'. Tucker, handler, with Mrs. P. H. Hurst's
b., w. and t. setter bitch Vernna VVilhelmina (Count Gladstone IV.
—Countess K-), F. Richards, handler.

Dr. W. F. Henderson's b., w. and t. setter bitch Lady Iris

(Lady's Count (jladstonc—Selkirk Iris), H. S. Bevan, handler,
with S. B. Dana's liv. and w. pointer dog Billy (Bob—Con), W. J.
Giles, handler.

.\. McLochlan's b. and w. pointer dog Joe Howard (Brighton
joe._Quecn), A. Albangh, handler, a bye.

Monday, Nov. J9, First Day.

The weather was calm, warm and foggy. About the

end of the first heat the fog lifted and there Avere signs

of a clear day, which, however, were soon dispelled by
heavy clouds. The second heat was delayed by rain.

After lunch the competition was stispended for the day
on account of the rain, and the party returned to town.

First Roimd.

Leda Witidem and Verona Cap were cast off at 8:31.

Soon Leda flushed a bevy ancl both dropped to wing.
Sent on. Cap pointed a single of tfie spattered birds and
was well backed. Sent on, Leda pointed a bevy, and
sprang in when Bevan flushed ; Cap backed. On the scat-

tered birds Cap pointed a single and Leda backed reluc-
tantly to caution. Up at 9:31. Their range was hardly
middling, and Cap marred her seeking by trailing after
her competitor most of the while.

Vera Diablo and Jingo's Romp were started at 9:39.
After running a few moments, rain set in heavily, and
the heat was delayed b}' it till 11:17. Soon after it was
resumed, Diablo pointed a bevy prettily and Romp backed
well; Diablo jutiiped in and flushed the bevy, hut stopped
to order promptly. Diablo pointed a single in a hollow.
Romp made two good points on singles. Romp was near
to a bevy which flushed in the open. Following the
scattered birds, Romp got a point of uncertain character
un another bev}'-. The birds were followed into oak
woods, where Romp pointed as some birds flushed. Up at
12 :i5. Both stayed out well at their work. The setter
had a bit of advantage in judgment and work.

Tuesday, Nov. 20, Second Day,

The weather continued to be unfavorable. The morn-
ing was foggy, warm and calm. The fog gradually lifted,

and for a while the signs indicated a clearing up and a
pleasant day. but masses of dark clouds gathered and ob-
scured the sky, a light drizzle fell betimes, and as a whole
the weather conditions were again unpleasant.

Birds were apparently scarce or exceedingly difficult to
find. Long stretches of the preserve were well beaten
out, and- notAvithstanding this the total number of be\'ies
found throughout the day was exceedingly small. As a
result, there Avas nothin.g satisfactorily determinate in
the competition.
However well a dog may run or range, there is no

proper rating of his merit without work on birds. A
narroAV ranger may beat a Avide ranger in finding from
using better nose and judgment, etc., but without birds it

is largely a test of speed and range.
Robert Count Gladstone and Davy Crockett began their

competition at 8:55 in an. open field near Gibson's Well.
Robert pointed and Davy, quite a distance aAvay. backed:
then Robert caught sight of Davy and thev hacked each
other. Nothing was found. Robert again pointed and
was backed, and again nothing was found. Sent on.
Da\^y pointed a hcA^y and was backed. Each made a
point on scattered birds in l^eaA-y cover. Robert had some
advantage in speed and range, though the latter was but
niiddling. but his point Avork was largely inaccurate. Up
at ID :o4.

Kipling and Gilt Avere cast ofi' at 10 :o6. Kipling flushed
a bcA-y which Gilt was said to be pointing in heavy cover.
The birds were fallowed into a cornfield. Both "pointed
a single, after pointing the foot .scent where several had
fltished. Kipling roaded and pointed: two birds Hushed
Avild ahead temptingly, and he chased. Up at 11:17.
Kipling ranged wide, and at good speed, used his ncse
skillfully and shoAved natural caoabilities, but Avas rather
raAv in working to the gun. With more experience he
should make a superior performer.
Sam E. and Bow Knot were cast off at 1 1:2(5. Sam

pointed in the open field
;
nothing found. Boav ran into a

bcA'y excusably and flushed it, dropping to wing promptly

and steadily. On the scattered birds Bow pointed pret-

tily for a moment, then dropped to his point ; Sam nearly

pointed the scattered birds. Bow had a keen fancy for

chasing rabbits. He Avas snappy and quick in his work.

Sam AA^orked with poor judgment.
Sport's Solomon and Doc Light began their competi-

tion at 1 :33, after lunch. Doc pointed a hcvy in p.ne

Avoods, and Sport, a fcAv yards away, pointed the same
bcAw. Both Avere steady to shot. Doc next pointed a

single bird well. After searching about for the scattered

birds in the pine woods, Avhere both dogs made game
betimes, they Avere turned into the open field. Doc soon

pointed a bevy sharply, and Avhen the birds flushed he

made a move as if to spring, but was steady to order. Lie

next made tAA^o good points on single birds, while Sport

made one stiff point on foot scent. Up at 2:13. Doc
Avas far stipcrior in his bird Avork, though his range Avas

but middling. His jttdgment also was the better. This

Avas the best heat of the day in respect to the work on

birds.
* Bet and Mollie B. H. were started at 2:28. In woods
Hammond called point, but before the judges could see

Bet the birds flushed. They Averc folloAved further into

the Avoods. Mollie pointed ; nothing was found. The
horsemen flushed several birds, whicli were folloAved in

the Avoods Avithout material result. Up at 2 :58. . The
heat was a poor one. The dogs' speed and range Avere

moderate. It was said that Mollie Avas not in good health.

Tom Boy and Verona Wilhelmine were cast oft' at

3:10. The latter made a good point in woods some dis-

tance away, and held it well, but nothing was found to it.

Tom a moment later dropped to a point on a bevy in an
opposite direction in the open, and was steady to Aving and
shot. Wilhelmine soon pointed again, and was backed, but
nothing A\ras found. -Up at 4:13. Their speed was good
and range irregular, though they shortened it a good
bit tOAvard the latter part of the heat.

Lady Iris and Billy Avere cast oft' at 4:16. Billj' backed
Lady's point well ; nothing found. In corn, Billy pointed

and Lady backed ;
nothing found. Up at 5 :03. Both

ranged fairly wide and fast, though they galloped freely

over good or poor ground alike, and showed but little

judgment in beating out their ground. The absence of

au)^ work on birds left their merits undetermined.
This ended the AVork of the day. at the Conover end of

the grounds.

'Wednesday, Nov. 21, Third Day.

The weather Avas cloudy and uncertain as to signs.

While the clouds Avere black and heavy, ..thej' also were
broken, with indications of clearing aAvay. About 11

o'clock rain set in and delayed the running nearly a half

hour. The sky then cleared up. and the remainder of

the day Avas clear and Avarm, too warm for the best work
of the dogs.

Birds Avere seemingly scarce and difficult to find.

Joe Howard Avas the bye dog. He Avas run Avith Tony
Man, a setter, handled by J. M. Avent. They Avere

started at 8 :42. Soon Joe pointed a bcA^y in an open
field, getting very close to it. Next Tony pointed and
Joe backed. On the scattered birds. Tony pointed a

single and Avas backed. Joe flushed a single on bare
ground. Up at 9 :20. The heat Avas commonplace. This
ended the first round.

Second Round.
Six dogs were continued in the rtuming. Boav Knot,

though his work had been marred by chasing rabbits and
a rather excusable flush on a bevy, was industrious and
sharp in his bird Avork, and was in my opinion Avorthy
of further trial.

Doc Light and Tom Boy were started at 9:35. Doc,
quite a distance away, pointed stanchly, but moA'ed on
before his handler reached him. In AVOods, Doc pointed
and Tom backed

;
nothing Avas found to the point, but

some birds Avere close by flushed by the horses after the
dogs had moved on. In the open. Doc flushed a single
and sprang at it. missing it. Next, both made game and
pointed, then Doc roaded on after a single in heavy
grass. The bird flushed wild. Tom at the same time
roaded to a flush on a single. In the open field, Tom
next pointed a bevy and Doc pointed close by on the foot
scent. In woods on the scattered birds. Doc pointed and
Avas backed. Tout next pointed a single well. Up at

10 :27. Doc was industrious, and beat out his ground with
fair judgment. Tom Boy made an improvement in hi«
work as compared Avith his prioi^ heat. While Doc Avas
successful in getting on birds, his point AVork Avas quite
faulty compared with that of his previous Avork.
Robert Count Gladstone and Billy cominenced at 10:36.

Billy in the open got into the middle of a bcA^y Avhich
Avas scattered thinly about, and pointed it well; Robert
backed. Next Billy made tAvo good points on singles, and
was Avell backed each time. Both were steady to shot.
A heaA'y rain set in at 11:10, and the running Avas sus-
pended till 12:20. They were ordered up at 12:20. Both
were erratic in range, but Billy was decidedly the better
performer on birds. The party went to lunch.'
Wilhelmine and Lady Iris were cast off at 1 128 and ran

till 2:36. Lady in the open, about 150 yards away, pointed
a bevy; Wilhelmine backed nicely for a fcAV moments,
then stole the point. Both Avere steady to shot. On the
scattered birds in the open field Wilhelmine pointed One
and was steady to caution. Lady at the same time pointed,
then moved on and flushed the birds. Beside heaA-y brush
in the open field and withered cane. Wilhelmine "pointed
and Lady backed ; they moved on. making game to and
fro. but failed to locate any birds. Both Avere tiring at
this juncture. Lady's range being the narroAver. The dogs
Avere separated for a few moments. Wilhelmine Avas
found charging about where. a bcA'y Avas flushing. Up at
2 :36. The heat Avas a poor one. I?oth started Avith good
speed and ranged usefully wide, but they had poor judg-
ment in beating out their ground; and their bird work Avas
meager and faulty, considering their opportunities.

Third Round.
Doc Light and Billy were started at 2:54 in an open

field. Doc soon found and pointed a beA^y in heavy
coA'er in a hollow, and Billy backed. Sent on. In the
open field Doc pointed a bevy well and Billy, about 60
yards aAvay, backed. The birds were folloAved. but nothing
was found, Up at 3:21. Doc had much the better of

the heat in every way. He cut out the pace and range, and
was much stronger in his bird Avork.

The stake could have been decided at this jtuicture.

One heat and part of another of the AU-Agfe Stake was
rtm, after which the Derby was resumed.

Fourth Round.

Doc Light and Lady Iris were cast off at 4:50 in a
cornfield. Doc showed infinitely better knowledge of
hunting and judgment in beating out his ground. VVhilc
Lady ran well and went wide enough, her knowledge of
bird seeking seemed to be limited. Doc found and pointed
a bevy in open weeds, doing a meritorious piece, of Avork.
Lady backed. The birds were followed. Doc pointed on
some of them, and they flushed as he drcAv nearer to

locate. The ground was bare and the birds were not dis-

posed to tarry. Lady pointed some as they flushed. Up
at 5 :3i, Avith Doc distinctly superior in the competition.

,
In the evening the judges announced the winners as

follows: First, Doc Light; second, Billy; third, divided
between Lady Iris and Tom Boy.
The Derby Avas a distinctly ordinary stake as to the

competition made by the contestants.

The All Age Stake.
>

There were fifteen starters drawn to run as follows

:

J. W. Flynn's o. and w. pointer dog Senator P, (Captain 1?.—
yueen B.). F. Richards, handler, with J. D. Law's b., vF. aUd t.

setter dog Lady's Count (Count Gladstone IV.—Dan's Lady), T.
PI. Johnson, handler.
Avent & Thayer's b., w. and t. setter dog Roysterer (Count

Gladstone IV.—Hester Prynne), J. M. Avent, handler, witli P.
Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. setter dog Wliy ^ot (Tiugene T.

—

Miss Ruby), C. Tucker, handler.
G. G. Williamson's b., av. and t. setter dog Sport*s G&ih (Marie's

Sport—Marie's Fleet), D. E. Rose, handler, with Avent &
Duryea's b., w. and t. setter bitch Sioux (Count Gladstone IV.

—

Hester Prynne), J. M. Avent, handier.
J, S. Crane's h., w. and t. pointer bitch Zephyr 11. (Rip Rap-

Jingo's Joy), A. Albaugh, handler, with Geo. Crocker's o. and w.
setter bitch Minnie's Girl (Antonio—Minnie T.), S. C. Bradley,
handler.

J. S. Crane's liv. and w. pointer bitch Dot's Daisy (Jingo-^
'Dot's Pearl), A. Albaugh, handler, with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w.
and t. setter bitch (Jeneva (Tonj- Boy—Lenabelle).j C. Tucker,
handler.

E. L. Jamison's b., w. and t. setter bitch Peg's Girl (Rodfield

—

Lady Webster, A. Albaugh, handler, with Geo. Crocker's lem.
and w. setter dog Gilt Edge (Count Gladstone IV.—Lillian Rus-
sell), S. C. Bradley, handler.
.Xvent & Duryea's b., w. and t. setter dog Prime Minister (Count

Gladstone IV.—Hester Prynne), J. M. Avent, handler, with Dr.
C. I. Schoop's b., w._ and t. setter dog Count Hunter (Count
(jladstone IV.—Hunter's Queen), J. H. Johnson, handler.
E. M. Beale's liv. and w. pointer dog EarJ Jingo (.Jingo—Pearl's

Dot). J. H. Johnson, handler, a bye.

This stake; was open to all pointers and setters that
had never won a first prize at the Continental, U. S. or
Eastern Field Trial Club's trials. Purse. $500; $250 to

first; $150 to second, $100 to third. Ten dollars to

nominate, $20 additional to start. There were thirty-tAvo

nominations.
First Avas won by Sioux. She should have been dropped

out of the competition at the conclusion of the first

series. Her Avork throughout was of an exceedinglj^ Ioav

grade as it related to finding and pointing birds and Avork
to the gun. Her greatest claim to distinction rested on
speed. Soon after starting in her first heat, she was
lost nearly three-quarters of an hour, and, whether she
Avas found on point or not, she was kept approximately to
the cottrse Avith the greatest' diflnculty. Four bevies Avere
ridden or walked up in this heat, on ground Avhich the
dogs should have worked out properh'. She made two
pomts on single birds Avhich Avere marked down and on
Avhich she was worked Avith difficulty. At the end of
her first heat she was ranging close. Her tendency Avas
to range out of bounds. In her heat Avith Why Not she
stopped to a flush on .a single of a bevy, dropping to
Aving, after Avhich the bevy was flushed; but drojjpmg to
a flush is far different from finding and pointing. On two
other bevies Avhich she pointed, she sprang in and flushed.
She was exceedingly difficult to keep track of and to
control. In her third heat she ran four minutes, tier
point work then was exceedingly faulty. (Outside of fast,

lawless ranging, there Avas nothing of special merit dis-
played by her.

Minnie's Girl, second, made a fairly good competition,
far better than Sioux's, and, as the running was con-
ducted, she was fairly entitled to second. She showed
wisdom in planning her Avork, though her execution Avas
somewhat faulty.

Peg's Girl, third, Avas far away the best competitor in
the stake. She in her first heat found and pointed a
beA^y, shared a point on another and made fiA^e or six
sharp, clean points on singles, working to the gun prettily.
In her heat with Geneva she found and pointed Iavo
bevies, and made three points on singles and one divided
point. In her heat with Minnie's Girl she outworked the
latter on singles, though the only bevy found Avas to
Minnie's credit. She beat out her ground Avith better
judgment and more thoroughly, Minnie taking long casts
•and leaving much ground unworked. On . the .work
done she defeated every competitor; on the class of
her work she Avas about Iavo classes above the best of
her competitors.
By the Avay, the term class is used many times as a

glittering, rnystifying generality. It is improper, as if
it denoted in a vague way something better than mere-
work or good practical abilities. A dog merrily gallops
off on a self-hunt, and shoAving great speed when he is
in sight, and a persistent purpose to remain out of sight
so long as he pleases. The onlooking sportsman probably
objects to him for his misdoings. "Oh, but consider his
high class !" What high class? A class dog is simply one
which can be relied upon to repeat with a reasonable
degree of certainty a good performance, day after day.
His performance is measured by certain "well-define'd
conventional standards, which have been elaborated from
the necessities of the case. A runaAvay dog is no more
a good field trial dog than a runaAvay horse is a good
race_ horse. But speed is but one of many qualities to
consider. The rules and definitions of the competition as
set forth by the Eastern Field Trial Club embody all the
club standards, and in no place therein does it hold that
bolting, self-hunting.- flushing, etc., are "high class."
These qualities denote a bad class, not high class.

It is a long time since a stake was worse naanaged -and
worse judged than was this AH Age Stake.
Dot's Daisy s.nd Prime Minister were both tiettet

performers in their first heat than was Sioux.
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Eliminating all the sophisms of "class" and "style," etc.,

the plain facts are that Sioux, on her actual doings, made
a wretchedly inferior competition, and that the judges

made a great mistake in keeping her in the competition

at all after the first series.

First Round.

Senator P. and Lady's Count began at 3 :29 in the open.

Mr. Johnson had the latter only three or four days in

charge, so that the handling was extremely difficult.

Count was lost for some minutes", but came m later of

his own motion. Each pointed in the open; nothing

found. A bevy was flushed by the horses and marked
down in the open field. The dogs were brought to it.

Both pointed. The weather was then very warm and the

birds were reluctant to fly. There was fiddling about

after the singles which were marked down close by.

Senator pointed twice and flushed one. Count was hard

to handle. Up at 4:15. Senator ranged well and dis-

played good speed and judgment.
Roysterer and Why Not were cast off at 4:22 in an

open field. Soon Roysterer took a cast and was lost, and
Why Not was held up while a search was made for him.

Not being found at 4:35, the heat was postponed, and the

Derby was resumed. It would have been better to have

continued the heat, and if Roysterer would not keep to the

course there was a penalty to it. Working to the gun is a

part of field work and field trial work.

Thwfsday, Nov. 22, Forth Day.

Pleasant weather conditions succeeded to the three pre-

ceding days of bad weather. The sun shone clear, warm
and bright. A gentle breeze prevailed betimes. The birds
came forth from their haunts, and were found in sufficient

numbers in most of the heats. Those who kept tally

alleged that twenty-three bevies were found, counting
those found by the dogs and those flushed by handlers and
horses. The competition was mixed in character, from
poor to very poor.

Roysterer and Why Not continued their unfinished heat
of yesterday, commencing at 8 Soon after starting

Why Not found and pointed two bevies, a few minutes
apart. Roysterer backed. Near a ravine both pointed.
Why Not had a single, and both were steady to wing and
shot. Why Not flushed a bevy in the open. Another bevy
was flushed by the horsemen soon afterward. Why Not
made two good points on singles. Roysterer made several
false points. Why Not next pointed a bevy in open
weeds and was backed. Roysterer was difficult to handler
and had shortened a wide range at the start to a narrow
one at the finish. Why Not had also shortened his range
a good bit. His finding, pointing and working to the
gun were far the beter. Up at 9:38.

Sport's Gath and Sioux were cast off at 9:42. The
former had a broken tail, which was wrapped in court
plaster. Soon after starting both dogs were lost. They
were started again at 10 :30 after being found. Gath
pointed a wounded quail. Gath pointed ; Sioux refused to
back; nothing found. Some birds, flushed by the
handlers, were marked down near a hedge in the open.
Sioux pointed twice on singles ; Gath pointed twice and
nothing was found. Each was exceedingly swift and
difficult to handle. They ranged out of bounds, and be-
times were paying little heed to the gun. Toward the end
of the heat they narrowed their range materially. The
heat was a poor one. Up at 11 :32.

Zephyr II. and Minnie's Girl were cast oft' at 11:41.
Both made game in the open. Zephyr pointed in a half-
hearted manner. Soon she pointed again in a manner
which did not inspire confidence, and her handler ordered
her on. She took a step or two and the bevy flushed.
She instantly stopped to wing. As Minnie worked toward
some of the birds marked down in the open in front of
her, she pointed another bevy ; both were steady to wing
and shot. On the scattered birds in pine woods. Zephyr
flushed a single, made a point on two birds. Minnie
pointed twice where the birds had been marked down,
and a bird flew each time from the trees overhead. By
the side of a ditch Minnie pointed a bevy and was backed.
Zephyr was erratic in range. Both worked industriously.
Minnie displaj'ing the beter judgment. Up at 12:52.

Dot's Daisy and Geneva were cast off at 2:12. In open
Aveeds Geneva pointed and was backed; nothing found.
Daisy in a hollow by a run pointed and roaded up wind of
a bevy flushed close by her by a horseman. The weather
was then exceedingly warm, and continued so during the
remainder of the day. On the scattered birds in woods
Geneva pointed and was well backed, and both were
steady. In woods Geneva pointed and was backed, but
nothing was found; but about 40 yards further in open
weeds both roaded and pointed; Tucker flushed a bevy
to the point. In \woods Geneva pointed a single. Up at
3:05. Both were good rangers and fast as to speed.

Peg's Girl and Gilt Edge were cast off at 3:20. Gilt
made a point on larks and was backed. Gilt pointed a
bevy by the edge of a branch. The birds were followed.
Two bevies were ridden up and marked down in heavy
cover near deep ditches. Girl pointed a single bird
staunchly. Sent on. Gilt wheeled prettily to a point;
moved on, both made game and pointed by the edge of
the heavy ditch cover, but it was impossibfe to flush the
birds. Gilt pointed a single. Sent on. Girl found and
pointed a bevy on a side hill in weeds. Sent on. Both
made game in the open weeds, and both got a point on a
bevy. On the scattered birds in woods, Gilt dropped to a
point; nothing found. He next made a good point on
a single. Girl made three or four points on singles in a
sharp, snappy manner, and was accurate in her work. Up
at 4:17- Each ranged well at good speed.
Prime Minister and Count Hunter were started at 4:26.

Minister nicely pointed a bevy in open weed field and was
well backed. On a side hill some 300 yards away. Minister
pointed staunchly, and a single bird was seen to flush wild
from it. The dogs were brought together and cast off
again. Count pointed a bevy in the open field at the
edge of pine woods and sprang in and flushed it. The
birds were followed into the pine woods. Each made
several good points on the singles. Count having some
advantage in the amount of work done. Both dogs were
difficult to handle. They were fast and went wide. Min-
ister had the better of the heat. Up at 5:32.

Friday, Nov. 23, Fifth Day.

The morning was calm and cloudy, with a light fog

which was soon dissipated by a warm sun. The warm
temperature was much like that of a day in early Sep-

tember. Birds were found in fair numbers.
Earl Jingo, the bye dog, had for a running mate the

setter dog Lark, owned by the Eldred Kennels, and
handled by S. C. Bradley. Lark pointed a bevy and was
backed by Earl. Next Earl roaded to a point; nothing

found. Both pointed foot scent by the side of a ditch.

Earl pointed a bevy and a single bird. Up at 10:05. The
heat was a poor one.

.Second Round.

Six dogs were selected to compete further. They were
run as follows:

Peg's Girl and Geneva were cast off at 10:31. Peg
ran sharply into a point on a bevy in woods ; on the scat-

tered birds she made three points, also both made a point

together on the same bird. Both pointed foot scent;

nothing found. The dogs were separated for a while.

Geneva in a briery place made game and pointed, but

nothing was found. Up at 11:10. Peg's Girl worked
very nicely to the gun, was sharp and accurate in her

bird work and ranged well with speed aiid judgment.
Geneva ranged well and at good speed, feut her work on
birds was meager.

Minnie's Girl and Senator P. commenced at 11:20.

Soon Minnie in an open field pointed a bevy and was
.steady to shot. Senator was not near at the time. The
birds were marked down in the open field. Both at the

same time pointed on them; they were steady to shot.

Minnie next pointed a single. Senator across wind pointed

a bevy which flushed wild. Each made a point on -the

scattered birds. Up at 11:45. Each ranged irregularly

though at fair speed, and their work as a whole was lack-

ing in good finish.

Sioux and Wh\f Not were started at i :39, after lunch.

Why Not drew to a point on a bevy in open weeds and
Sioux backed. Both were steady to shot. On the scat-

tered birds in woods each pointed a single. Sent on in

the open. Why Not pointed a bevy in thick cover and,
was steady to shot. Sioux, going down wind, flushed a

single outlying bird and dropped to wing, and the rest

of the bevy was flushed in front of her. When a dog
drops to a flush and other birds are flushed close by him
or her, there is very little merit in the act as a find or a

point. Near a ford Sioux pointed a bevy and sprang in

as it flushed, or it flushed as she sprang. Sent on. Both
pointed at the edge of woods and some birds were flushed
wild. Sioux in sedge and plum bushes pointed a bevy.
Avent flushed one or two and Sioux sprang in and flushed
the remainder. The birds were followed. Why Not
Dointed, then moved on and flushed the bird. Both were
fast but hard to handle, Sioux offending seriously in this

respect. Up at 2:34.

Third Round,
Minnie's Girl and Peg's Girl were cast off at 3 :02.

Minnie took a long cast up a valley and pointed a bevy in

open weeds. She was irresolute on her point, moved
forward and flushed a single, after Avhich the remainder
of the bevy flushed. On the scattered birds, Minnie
pointed one and was neatly backed. Peg then made four
sharp points in rapid succession. Up at 3 :39. Both
ranged well and with good judgment. Although Peg did
not take such long casts as Minnie, she covered the avail-
able ground much better, was much sharper and stauncher
on her points, and had more skill in working to the gun.

Fourth Round.
Minnie's Girl and Sioux were started at 4 :28. and were

run four minutes. This was merely to comply with the
rules, and had no significance as a matter of competition,
The judges soon thereafter announced the winners as

follows: First, Sioux; second, Minnie's Girl; third.
Peg's Girl. The names read in reverse order would better
have been in accord with their relative merits.

The Subscription Stake.

There were ten starters in the Subscription Stake, and
of these six had run in the preceding stake. The quality
of the work was as a whole good, though there was
nothing brilliant, nor even to a degree to excite admira-
tion. Why Not was substituted for Lenabelle, the latter
being ill. Both are owned by Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Jr.
The entrance was $50. First prize, $250; second, $100;

third, $50. The stake closed on Oct. i. Each heat to be
two hours long. The stake wa-s open to all pointers and
setters.

The dogs were drawn in the following order:

p;iY J''-',^-' \' :5'-^nci t. setter dog Pink Boy (Gleam'si ink—Belle of Pawling), C. Tucker, handler, with George Crocker's
b., w. and t setter dog Sam T. (Lvke Roy-Betty B.), S. C.Jiradley, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, setter dog Why Not, owner, handler, -with T.Crane s pointer bitch Dot's Daisy, A. Albaugh, handler.
i<"r>'ea 'S Avent s b w and t. setter dog Dot's Roy (Orlands-Dolly \\ilson), ^. M Avent, handler, with George Crocker's

setter bitch Minnie's Girl, S. C. Bradlev. handler.
Avent & Duryea's b., w. and I. setter' bitch Lady Rachel (Count

Gladstone Hester Prynne), J. M. Avent, handler, with P.
Lorillard, Tr. s, setter bitch Geneva, C. Tucker, handler.
Duryea & Ayent's setter bitch Sioux, J. M. Avent, handler, with

L, L. Jamison s setter bitch Peg's Girl, A. Albaugh, handler.

Saturday, Nov. 24, Sixth Day.

The weather was cloudy and cool, with a gentle wind
at times. There was some rawness of the temperature in
the afternoon. Owing to the unfavorable weather birds
were not moving much, and they were consequently diffi-
cult to find. The bird work therefore was meager.
Pmk Boy and Sam T. were cast off at 8:05. In the

heat Sam pointed a bevy which flushed wild, and pointed
about 30 yards from another, which Pink located more
definitely and pointed. Sam made two points on single
birds. He false pointed several times, and was betimes
over-cautious on seent. Pink flushed one bevy and
pointed another, and made three points on scattered birds
and one excusable flush on a single. Their range was
ordinary as a whole.
Why Not and Dot's Daisy ran quite a sound heat

Ihey were cast off at 10 -.07. Why Not pointed a bevym the open, then moved on to locate, and it flushed. On
the scattered birds in woods Daisy oointed, roaded and
the bird flushed wild. Next, in the open, Whv Not pointed

a bevy, and Daisy backed nicely. In open weeds Baisy
next pointed a bevy and Why Not backed. Daisy made
two good points on singles, and Why Not made one.
They ranged well at good speed and beat out their ground
with fair judgment.

Dot's Roy and Minnie's Girl began at 12:55. In dpetl

weeds Minnie pointed a bevy and Roy backed. Both were
steady to shot. Both pointed the scattered birds in pine
woods. Roy in woods pointed, roaded and a single
ffushcd. Minnie pointed a bevy well. Next in an open
field she pointed and roaded about, and Roy joined in

the roading; they were probably on the scent of larks, as
some were seen to flush from the place where the dogs
were puzzling about. Roy pointed a bevy on bare ground;
it flushed wild. Minnie was out of sight a few moments;
in searching for her, her handler flushed a bevy in heavy
weeds, and Minnie was near by on a point, he claimed,
and all the circumstances corroborated his claim. On
scattered birds flushed by one of the handlers, Roy flushed
a single. They ranged moderately well. Their work
was good, though not free from material faults. In range
and speed they were middling.
Lady Rachel and Geneva were cast off a;t ,3,:22, after a

wait for the wagons, vvhich were not at an appointed
place, according to the instruction given to the drivers.
Lady pointed by a ditch in a cornfield and was well backed
by Geneva. The latter ranged with pleasing judgment,
casting wide and working to the gun. The heat had not
been long under way when Lady was lost, and not being
found after a long wait the heat was adjourned to the
following Monday. Up at 3:53. This was an erroneous
ruling, as, having started, each dog should have been re-

quired to abide by his own doings. The heats were to be
two hours in length, and anything short of that or any
break in the heat vitiated the equity of the conditions. If

one error could be overlooked or condoned all others
could be likewise treated.

Subscription Stake.

Newton, N. C, Nov. 26.—Special to Forest and
Stream. The Subscription Stake ended to-day. The
weather was cloudy and chilly, with a stiff wind. There
were birds enough for a satisfactory test of the merits of
the competitors. Lady Rachael and Geneva ran for two
hours. I^ady Rachael was disobedient and disposed to
self-hunt. She pointed single birds well. Geneva found
four bevies and ranged prettily to the gan.
Sioux and Peg's Girl ran a good heat, working well

on both bevies and singles. Sioux proved himself the
better ranger and finder, while Peg's Girl was better on
scattered birds.

Geneva and Peg's Girl ran a heat of twenty-four min-
utes to determine second and third. Peg was the better

performer on birds. Both ranged well. Sioux easily

won first, Peg's Girl second and Geneva third.

B. Waters.

The Brunswick Fur Club.

The Brunswick Fur Club will hold its twelfth annual
winter hunt at Barre, Mass.. during the week of Dec. 3.

The annual meeting of the club for the election of

officers and the transaction of other business will be held

on Monday evening, Dec. 3.

All hunters are urged to bring their hounds atid aid
in making this hunt the best in the club's history. Hounds
will be cared for at the expense of the club.

All who enjo}^ a fox hunt on New England hills, ladies

as well as gentlemen, will receive a hearty welcome,
BuADFORD S. TuRPiNj, Stecffitajy.

Ro.HBUny, Mass.

Points and Flushes.

The English Setter Club will issue its constituion, by-

laws and standard in the near future. The club is now
fully organized arid ready for active participation in die

sphere which it proposes to fill in promoting the interests

of the En.glish setter.
\

a man.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stubam should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. and
not to any individual connected witl; the paper.

St* Louis' Boiler.

In our issue of Nov. 10, the boiler of the St. Lawrence
Y. C. steam tender St. Louis is referred to as built "by
Davis & Sons, under the Roberts patent water tube," etc.

We are advised by the Davis Dry Dock Co. that this

statement is erroneous, and that the boiler is the Davis
water-tube boiler.

The N. Y. Y. C. and the Cup Defense.

WH'Eff w'e aslced the yachting public a short time ago
to be reasonable in their views toward the N. Y. Y. C.
m regard to the defense of the Cup, we were confident
that the matter would be arranged in a most satisfactory
manner.
Now that the njtmes of thfe men who are interested

in the 3'jr.n<Ji0te^ "til? inanager and the professipn?il sailing
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master, have been annuotice4 the selection has met with

universal approval among yachtsmen throughout the

country. From now until the latter part oi August the

public will be indebted to Messrs. August Belmont,

James Stillman, Oliver H. Payne, F. G. Bourne and
Henry Walters for their combined efforts toward pro-

ducing a boat for ihe defense of the Cup. To these able

yachtsmen must be added Mr. Wm. B. Duncan, who
has agreed to manage and sail the new defender. The
entire affair could not be in better hands.

The statements that the Herreshoffs reached their limit

in building Columbia is ridiculous, and there can be no
doubt that the new boat, in Mr, Duncan's hands, will be

some minutes faster than Columbia, although Columbia,
with Mr. C. O. Iselin in charge, will undoubtedly be
taster than when she raced against Shajmrock, and will

make the trial races interesting sport.

The selection of Capt. Urias Rhodes .as professional

skipper for the new boat, is a good one. Capt. Rliodes is

well known as skipper of Defender.
Yachtsmen may have their ideas of .Shamrock 11., but,

of course, nothing is known concerning her ability, So
far as she is concerned only congratulations are due to

Sir Thomas Lipton for his persistency in trying to win
the Cup.

Aa lateresting: Lawsoit,

An interesting la.wsuit brought by the owner of an 'Eng-

lish yacht to recover a suit of clothes from the steward
of his yacht was tried a short time ago before Judge
Percy Gye. of the Provincial Coitnty Court, sitting at

Southampton, England. The owner of the yacht Cor-

sair, Mr. James Beesty, furnished the clothes for the

steward when he was engaged, the steward- having agreed

to return them if he should leave Mr. Beesty's service

before the Corsair was put out of commission in the

faU. In the event of his serving through until the crew
was paid otT, he was to retain his clothes. When the

yacht was lying of¥ Margate in August she dragged her

anchor and collided with a fishing smack, injuring her

to such an extent that the crew, thinking the yacht was
lost, abandoned her, and landed at Dover. Avhere they

were paid off by the Shipwrecked Mariners' Society and
sent to their homes. Meanwhile Corsair had been broughl
safely into port. The owner claimed that as he had not

paid off his men or put the yacht out of commission, the

crew ought to have returned to work, but Judge Gye took

a different view of the matter. He contended that the

vessel went out of commission when she was Avrecked,

and under the circumstances the steward might lawfully

retain the clothes.

At the City Island Yards.

At Hawkins' yard there are comparatively few boats.

The cutters Columbia, Defender, Navahoe, Winona and

the 70-footer Mineola; the schooners Corona and
Emerald, and the fin-keel cutters Carmita and Vencedor
are in their winter quarters. Vorant II. is lying in the

offing, and will be hauled out in a few days. Columbia's
bottom and topsides are in excellent shape, but the action

of water and weather is beginning to show on De-
fender's topsides.

Robertson's yard is well filled with boats ; some twenty
yachts are on the beach there. Among them are the

sloops Genia, Lj'dia, Clytie, Pontiac, Marjorie, Mignon.
Charlotte, Cym.bra, Is^otus, Carita, Chaos, Nellie and Lo-
dona ; the j'awls Active, Espirito and Consuelo ; the

schooner Mohegan, and the launches Comet and Sara.

At the Jacob yard over sixty boats are hauled out for

the winter, and several of them will undergo extensive

alterations. In the shop there are a number of the 15-

footers for the Manhasset Bay Y. C. in frame, one of

which is already' finished. The 70-footer Virginia will

be strengthened under the direction of Mr. Clinton H.
Crane. A shed has been built around the schooner
Amorita, and a nmnber of alterations will be made to get

her in shape for next season's racing. What the changes
will be is a question, as great secrecy is being maintained
in regard to them. Mr. Jacob has several new orders
pending. The yai !its now on the beach are Hester, Queen
Mab, Indra, Raja'i. Memory, Nimbus, Razmatang, Maid
Marion, Raider, 1 oreli, Robin Hood, Whileaway, Veda.
Esperanza, Carolii a, Hera. Eaglet, Anatoak, Adelaide,

Newasi, Josephine. Louise, O Shima San, Hussar I., Em-
pronzi, Walre. Colleen, Jolly Roger, Tempus, Mistral,

Josephine (cittter), Countess, Shrimp. Microbe, Spindrift

(raceabout), Ola, Banshee. Spindrift, Departure, Me-
tahka, Norota, Ellida, Irene ; the launches Columbia, Be
Peep, Wolverine. Augusta, Fearless, Ida May. Littk
Billy, Gislden Rod, four launches belonging to the Navai
Reserve, two launches belonging to the Westchester
Country Club and two house boats.

At Woods' yard the following boats are in winter
berths: Oiseau, Sophie, Possum. Folly, Golden Rod.
Kestral, Cara, Snapper. Nadir and Jessica, also the launch
Lasata. The Cartoon, which has just arrived from Bos-
ton, is being dismantled and will soon go on the beach.
In the shop the new boat for Mr. Anson Phelps Stokes,
that was designed by Mr. Clinton H. Crane, is well under
way. She is 44ft. on the waterline, 65ft. over all, 15ft.

bearn, and 5ft. 6in. draft; she will be rigged as a sloop,

and is to be launched in January, when she will be taken
South for a cruise in the West Indies,

W.th the Boston Designers and
Builders.

The amount of work already on hand by the designers
and builders in the vicinit}' of Boston gives promise
that the coming yachting season will be exceptionally
interesting.

The yard of Geo. Lawley '& Son. Corp., at South
Boston, presented a busy scene on Thursday last, when
the torpedo boat Blakely was launched. The event wa,s
a great success in every way, and now that the sheds are
empty the keels of several new yachts will be laid down
at once,
Among the new contracts already placed is an 18-

footer for A^r. Frank Tandy, who formerly owned
Bronco; a 2S-footer ior Mr. E. S, Grew, a 32-footer for

Mr, W. C. Allison^ a raceabout for Mr. W- D, Hennen,
a 35-footer for Mr< H. P. King, a 2S-footer for Mr. F. C.

Welch, a raceabout for Mr, G. S. Silsbee, an 8s-foot

schooner designed by Mr. Clinton H. Crane, a 35-foot

schooner for Mr, C P. Curtis, a raceabout for Mr. G.

P. Brown, an iS-footer for Mr, Alfred Douglass and the

15-footer for Mr. Phinney. .Several other large orders

will probably be placed in a few days.

The following yachts are now in the basiii or on the

beach: Alborack, Albertina, Attaquin, Anago, Astrild,

Avenel, Athla, Adrienne, Anaqua, Agatha, Babs, Bar-
ba-ra,' Brigand, Beatrice, Bohemia, Bobs, Chiquita, Cloe
lia, Chapoquit, Chiquita (cutter), Cockatoo, Corondilla,

Cherub, Duchess, Dragon, Dickey, Dreamer, Edythe,
Elf, Elaine, Eugenia, Eunice, Flirt, Frolic, Gloria, Gos-
ling, Gossoon, Gundred, John Harvard, Hildegarde.
Hiipex, Harriet, Handsel, Halaia, Hanniel, Heleni,
Hulda, Hclene, Iduna, Idalia, Iroquois, Ituna, Item, Idle
Hour, Indra, Iris, Ilybuis, Jubilee, Josephine, Jenny
Wren, Jule, Jacobin, King Philip, Kathelmina, Kate C,
Loyal, Lolita, Lilias, Marguerite, Melusina, My Gypsy,
Minister, Milicete, Mercedes, Mistral, Minerva, Nebula,
Nerissa, Noria, Ocewah, Papoose, Priscilla, Peregrine,
Papoose (ciittcr). Petrel, Rosemary, Reliance, Relief,

Spalpeen, S.iladin. Syren, Sarona, Sally (.steamer),
Shyesse, Sally, Scud, Scrap, Sagamore, Triton, The
Wind, Theo, Urusula, Veritas, Veery, Vraic, Virc,
Vidofner, Viking. Varandi, Widgeon,' Waif, Zuleika,
Zurich, Yoam and Yarico.
At the Marblehead yacht yard no orders for new work

have yet been placed, but the sheds are being put in

readiness, for several contracts are pending.
The following list will give some idea of the large

MUtnber of boats that are now in their winter quarters
at this 3'ard: Golden Rod, Nonda, Jackdaw, Rosie.
Petong, Pewcc, Snzette, Petrel, Albert Stewart, Lurline.
Sally IV., Brenda, Alata, Brunhilde, Rondina II., Jilt.

Hagheera. Rondinella. Dorothy,' Sintram, Hurry,
Ohlyhka, Fantasirmagorie, Kotik, Dragon, Lotis, Nancy,
Amazon, Bayadere. Comet, Nina, Pinta, Brigand, Ugly
Duckling, Mongoli. Gem. Kirin, Rondina I., Sparkle.
Marie, Lounger, Widow. Josephine. Sealark, Grig, Petre!
(cutter), Aittron. Yoonne, Hiawatha, Intrepid, Tosto,
Polly, Palonia. Giralda, Sport, Bubble, Fleron, Alverna,
Kiowa, Penguin. Fussbridget, Myrtle, Oriole, Philopeno,
Nameless, Coot, Cock Robin, Edith. Foam.
The 40-footer Gorilla is lying in Marblehead Harbor

still in commission.
The yards at Quincy, Salem, Dorckester and Glouces-

ter already show signs of a busy winter.
Mr.- Arthur Binney, Mr. Isaac Mills and' Mr. S. N.

Small all. have niunerous orders, but do not wish to make
them public as yet. Mr. B. B. Cnowninshield has the
largest amount of work on hand, and the following is

the list of boats already ordered : A 46-foot centerboard
schooner for Theophile Parsons, of Boston; a 46-foot
centerboard cruising sloop for Wm. M. Lovering, of
Taunton, Mass.; a 25-foot keel cruiser, cabin class, M.
Y. R. A., for Edward S. Grew, of Manchester, Mass.;
a 15-foot centerboard boat for C. H. Kelley, of Winthrop
Mass.; a 21-foot keel raceabout for W. D. Hennen, for
racmg on Long Island Sound; an 18-foot knockabout

Z^^^^
Tandy, for racing in the 18-foot class of the

M. \. R. A.; a 32-foot keel cruising sloop for Wm. C
Alhson, of Bar Harbor, Me.; a 16-foot fin-keel for A.
D. Irvmg: a 65-foot schooner for Western parties; a 25-
rater for J. F. Donohue. of Sanduskv. O.; a 39-foot keel
yawl for De Ver H. Warner, of Bridgeport, Conn- a
35-fDOt teel cutter for H. P. King, of Boston, Mass- two
2S-foot keel cruisers for F. G. Macomber, of Boston
Mass.; a 42-foot aitxiliar>' yawl for J. H. Mason, of New
Whatcom, Wash.; a 21-foot keel raceabont for Geo
C. Shattuck, of Tslesboro. Me.; a 35-foot keel schooner
for Geo. P. Curtis, of Boston. Mass.; a 21-foot keel
cruiser for Sumner Foster, of Boston, Mass.; a 3o4oot
launch for C. B. Mather Co., Rowlev, Mass: Canada Cup
Defender, 35 or 40 ratings, for Messrs. Pynchon and Car-
penter; a 21-foot keel knockabout for Harry Laudauer
of Milwaukee; a class of 15-foot knockabouts for Harry
Burden and others; a 30-footer for Oscar B. Webber ofNew York city; a class of small knockabouts for Louis
Bacon and others, to be used on Buzzards Bay and a
racing sneakbox for M. Root, of Island Heights, N. J.

A Catboat Cruise on Lake Ontario.
{Coitcluded fyojn page 418.)

We were in a nice sheltered place, with plenty of fire-
wood, but the ones who went for milk had quite a time,
navmg to cross the end of a bay which was quite swampy"
but they got there and induced the man of the house
kill them a pair of chickens for the morning. That night
we indulged in the luxury of a bonfire, as it was the only
place we had struck wdiere there was wood enouo^h for
such a thing.

"

,'\.fter getting the chickens ilext ihorning we had to pluck
them, and found it quite an undertaking, as we all lacked
experience, but it was accomplished, and thev really
looked quite decent when done, as more than half the
skin was left and the feathers were all gone.
That day the s\m stayed under a cloud, but the threat-

ened ram did not come, and with a light breeze over the
quarter we had plenty of time to admire the views as they
opened upon us one after another.

-After passing Telegraph Island Light we ran ashore
under a magnificent bunch of elms and camped for the
night withm sight of Deseronto. That evening was cele-
brated with a show of fireworks which had been laid in
at loronto, and about half of which we used up then to
the great edification of the farmer's family as well as our
own pleasure, but they scared the dog we had with us
50 much that he bolted and took all the pleasure out of
the show, as we would not have lost him for anything.
.About half an hour afterward he turned up. having gone
off into the bush and laid down, and he seemed thoroughly
ashamed of himself, so we could not scold him.
Next morning we pulled out, with Picton as our ob-

jective point. The wind was sou'^vest, fresh, and we
needed it, as the Reach had to be negotiated, and a wind
from that direction meant a dead beat to windward from
Deseronto to Picton, fully fourteen miles.

Cutting a corner saved us a couple of miles, and sheets
were flattened in and the long beat to windward was on.

Acros.s the channel and back, to and fro, eaeh time seeing

us another half-mile or so down the channel. We were in

ho particular hurry, so every one enjoyed the sail except
When Condor, a Toronto yacht, nearly ran us down, totally

disregarding all sailing rules and regulations.

We ran ashore opposite Hay Bay and cooked a warm
lunch, and rested there a few minutes before going on.
By the time we were near Glenora the wind lightened, and
from there ifi to Picton it came in puffs, but gradually we
drew up to the head of the pocket and about 4 o'clock
landed at the wharf.
An hour in Picton sufficed to get what provisions we

wanted, and to let us all get a glimpse of a live town, and
then we pulled out to find a camp site for the night.

Sailing on down we passed Hepburn's shipyard, and
seeing what: seemed like a nice spot ran in and tied up.
By this time is was getting dark, and we had no op-

portunity to seek further, but it proved the poorest place
we struck on the whole trip. Ants and spiders galore, and
flies and moths by the million, and in addition a crazy
man on the farm. To make matters worse, steamers were
passing quite close all night long, and the swells from
them jarred every one, so we were good and well pleased
to get away from there as early as we could the next
morning.
The wind was light from the west and we crawled,

slowly along the shore. Owing to the heat we decided
not to attempt the climb up the hill to see the Lake on
the Mountain back of the Glenora mills.

Slowly we sailed on, and soon after passing Glenora
noticed a change in the color of the water. All the way
from the Murray Canal down to this point the water had
been black, but here it commenced to get back to Lake
Ontario blue, greatly to our satisfaction.
About 2 o'clock a good fresh breeze came up behind

us and once more we started to move fast, and about an
hour afterward we ran into McDonald's Cove, one of the
prettiest little places on the lake.

In here we were perfectly sheltered from any wind that
ever blew, and after lunch we settled down to enjoy a
good Sunday loaf.

Monday we decided to stay there all day and take life
easy, as we were so comfortably fixed. Some one who
had camped there before had rigged up a good camp
stove, and with that and a ledge of rock for a table our
living was rendered quite palatial.
The farmer who owns the shore of the bay was very

kind, giving us all the apples we could eat or carry away,
and we more than enjoyed them.
Tuesday morning we made an early start, and after

crossing the gap and getting to Amher.st'lsland the skipper
noticed a covered wagon being driven along the shore, and

' risking the statement that it was a butcher's wagon, started
a race to catch it and succeeded, as the wagon stopped at
a farm house. The guess was a good one, and once more
we got fresh meat. It wasn't porterhouse .steak, nor was.
it good roast, but we did not have to have our appetite,s.
coaxed much, and all enjoyed the meat as a change of
diet.

The "channel between Amherst Island and the mainland
is very pretty, and we more than enjoyed the day's sail
stopping at the village of Stella to get fresh bread and
other supplies.

We landed that night on the gravel bar at the extreme
northeast end of Amherst Island, which we found a very
nice place, though the walking on the gravel was rather
hard.

We left here about 9 the next morning and started for
Kingston with a fresh southwest wind. As soon as wc
cleared the point of the island we found quite a bi"- roll
coming in from the lake, but as it was well astern we did
not mind it in the least. Skirting close along the shore
we passed several camps, then the A.syhtm and Peni-
tentiary, and finally rounded up in the shelter of the
Kingston Y. C. dock and got ready to go up town.We were not exactly the swellest outfit ever seen, but
we didn't care, as we were out for a good time and were
having It, and yon cannot run a frock coat and a silk
hat and cruise in an open boat. However, they allowed
us in the dming room of the Hotel Frontenac, and that
was all we cared about just then.
After dinner, while the skipper went to call on Oldrieve

& Horn, the sailmakers, the others took in the town by-
trolley, then the provisions were bought and we went
back to the boat, as we wanted to get down among the
1 housand Islands before nightfall. While waiting for the
grub to come down, we watched Norma, of the Kingston
Y, C, go out, and when we saw her jump bow under and
souse things generally, we decided to turn in a reef for the
first time since starting on our trip.
As luck would have it, we did not need the reef, for

when we left the wharf the boat simply spun around on
her heel before a wave could catch her and started off
with wind and sea astern, and from there till we got
shelter behind the islands the run was a good deal' like
tobogganing, as the boat would shoot along on the crest
of a wave.
That night we camped on a little island about five miles

below Kingston, and next morning the ladies of the party
had a good time wading in the shallow water around
the shore and to another island a short piece away.

It was now a case of put in time till Saturday, as on
that day one of the party had to start for home, and we
had decided to ship the boat and return home on the
propeller Persia, which leaves Kingston for Toronto,
every Sunday morning at 3 o'clock.

Getting under way we started ofif down the river hop-
ing to get as far as the ea.st end of Wolfe Island, but it

was a very hot day, so after running down the channel a
few miles we turned and made our way over to the shore
of Wolfe Island, where, after a time, we found a par-
ticularly nice spot, so ran in and tied up for the night.
Friday morning the wind shifted around to the east, so

with started sheets we ran back to Kingston, where 'we
landed for a few minutes to see what arrangements had
been made by the steamer people for shipping the boat.
Finding_ everything satisfactory w-e ran across to the
south side of the bay, and after landing on a gravel
beach and find-ng for the first time on our trip a "notice
to trespasser.s" sign, we finally tied up to a private
wharf, where we were made welcome. -

'

_
Supper that night and breakfast next morning con-

sisted largely of scraps, everything that was left being
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FLIRT—Photo by Jackson, Marblehead

turned over to the farmer's wife in return for the splendid
place we had to pack our stuff on.

Bedding, clothing, tent, oilskins and all the other -para-
phernalia of a cruise had to be stowed in the smallest
possible shape, ready for shipping, and the wharf was a
splendid place on which to do our packing.
We had set off the balance of our fireworks during the

evening, so that was one package less. There was a

fearful lot of stuff, but willing hands made light of the
work, and before 10 o'clock everything was packed and
aboard the boat, and the crew, with their store clothes
on. were sailing across the bay.

_
A nice breeze over the quarter soon ran us in, and put-

ting the bundles in the shed at the wharf the boat was
stripped and the cruise was over.

The trip home would no.t be worth mentioning, only
that, thanks to a rough sea and a crowd of passengers,
Capt. Scott took the inside passage instead of the out-
side one, as usual, consequently we had the pleasure of
reviewing our trip from the deck of the steamer. This
impressed on our minds the Bay of Quinte, and all feel

that the trip, beside being very enjoyable, has added con-
siderably to their knowledge of the geography of the
eastern end of Lake Ontario.

attain the highest possible speed; to achieve this is has
been necessary to apply the very latest ideas in the design
of both hull and machinery. - In this class of work Mr.
Mosher has had wide experience. He designed Yankee
Doodle, Norwood. Feiseen and Presto. While speed was
the primary consideration, comfort was not entirely lost
sight of, and the accommodations, although limited, are
not cramped. The dimensions of Arrow are as follows

:

Length

—

Over all 130ft. 4in.
Waterline 130ft.

Beam—Extreme '.
. . . 12ft 6in

Draft-
Normal 3ft. 6in.
Under screws 4ft. yhi.

The boat is fitted with six transverse water-tight bulk-
heads

; 8ft. abaft of the bow is a collision bulkhead ; aft of
this bulkhead are the crew's quarters, with ample accom-
modation for twelve men. Next to the forecastle are the
officers' quarters, consisting of a double stateroom run-
ning the full width of the boat. Between officers' quarters
and the bulkhead at the forward end of the boiler space is

the galley, which occupies the full width of the vessel for
a length of loft. 6in. The galley is very completely fitted
and a stairway leads to the main deck. Aft of the engine
space is the owner's stateroom, which occupies the full
width of the ship, and is 7ft. 6in. long; connecting with
this is a bath and toilet room. This room will be fitted
in satinvvood lighted by four portholes and a monitor
skylight. Next aft is the saloon, which is 13ft. 6in. long,
and occupies the full width of the boat. The room will
contain piano, bookcases and gun racks. The joiner work
is of English oak. Eight portholes and a monitor skylight
ventilate this room. Aft of the saloon is a double state-
room fitted in Hungarian ash. It is lighted by four
portholes and a monitor skylight. A toilet room is ar-
ranged to open conveniently from both the saloon and
the after stateroom; aft the saloon is a collision bulkhead.
The deck is particularly roomy, being clear of the usual
houses except the pilot house, which is 15ft. long, and
will be used as the dining room, the after portion being
used as a pantry with a dumbwaiter connecting with the
galley below. The bridge is aft of the pilot house. The
general construction of the boat is composite. The frames
are steel below; the waterline, aluminum above, except
through the boiler space and engine spaces, where they
are steel throughout. The keelson, all floor plates, re-
verse frames, bunker bulkheads, boiler saddles, engine
foundations and other details are also of steel. The sides
are double planked Avith mahogany. The deck is of wood
except over the boiler space, where aluminum is used.
The deck beams are of aluminum bulb angles and the same
material^ enters into the construction largely. Two small
boats will be carried—a 15ft. cutter and a 13ft. dinghy.
The Arro\y is to be fitted with an extensive electric plant
capable of supplying sixty incandescent lights and a
powerful searchlight.

Flirt.

The^ 25-footer Flirt, whose lines, construction, cabin
and sail plans appeared in Forest and Stream of Oct. 13-
20, was designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield for Messrs.
F. Wright Fabyan and Thomas H. McKee, and was built
by Mr. David Fenton, of Manchester.

Flirt has proved a most satisfactory all-round boat. In
very light or very heavy weather -she is at her best, and
under these conditions turns to windward beautifully.
In moderate weather the centerboard boats in her class
proved to be quite a match for her. In her first race
on May 30 at South Boston she finished first, but was
disqualified for fouling Little Peter. During the balance
of the .season she was either first or second in all the
Association races. An interesting event in which Flirt
figured was the match races she sailed with Early Dawn
in the middle of last October. The purse was for $x,ooo,
and Flirt won the series.

The following table is taken from the official record
compiled by Sec'y Bliss, of the Massachusetts Y. R. A.

:

Class D, 25ft. Cabin Yachts.
Starts. Ists. 2ds. 3ds. Blanks. Total. Average.

ra.irt 11 7 3 0 1 89.5 .81 4-11
Little Peter.... 11 4 5 1 1 760 .69 1-11
Early Dawn.... 11 4 2 3 2 650 .59 1-11
Hermes ........ 8 0 0 4 4 185 .23 1-8
Sapho '.

. . . 1 0 1 0 0 65 .11 4-5
Jingo •. . . . 1 0 0 1 0 35 .06 2-5
Helene 1 0 0 0 1 ]5 .02 4-5
Cygnet 1 0 0 0 1 15 .02 4-5

D.

Arrow,
The' twin scre.w. yacht Arrow, designed by Chas. jj.

Mosher for Chas. R. Flint, was launched on Oct. 31 from
the ship yard, of Samuel Ayers & Son, of Nyack.
N. Y.. who also built Ellide and other fast boats from
Mr. Mosher's designs. The boilers are nearing com-
pletion at the Crescent Ship Yard, Elizabethport. N. j.
The main engines and all auxiliaries have been constructed
by the L. Wright Machine AVorks, Newark, N._J. The
Arrow is the most recent example of a boat intended to DRIFT—SAIL, PLAN,
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Pavonia Y.-C. to Move^

The Pavonia Y. C, of Jersey City, has definitely ar-

ranged for the removal from its present club house and
site, which has been contemplated since the encroach-

ment of raidroads upon the water front of the Upper Bay
in that vicinity has made such a step inevitable. Final

action was taken at a largely attended meeting of the

club Tuesday night, when the special • committee ap-

pointed to look for a new site reported in favor of the

Cadmus estate, at the foot of Fortieth and Forty-first

streets, Bayonne. A lease of this property covering sev-

eral years has been closed.

The Cadmus estate consists of five acres of land, with a

broad water frontage and good beach. A brownstone
house of nineteen rooms and convenient arrangement for

use by the club is situated on the property. A marine

railway for the hauling out of yachts whose owners
wish to stow them ashore for the winter is now being

built. Workshops, sail and spar sheds, and other out-

buildings will also be built at once. The furniture and

other effects of the club will be removed to the new house

shortly, and a housewarming, to which the representatives

of other yacht clubs will be invited, will be held before

the close of the year.—N. Y. Times.

A CANOE-YAWL, DESIGNED BY MR. H. C. SMITH FOR MAJ. W. R. LITTLE.

A Canoe-Yawl. A. C. A. Amendments.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The Secretary of the North American Yacht Racing

Union has announced that he has been authorized

by the Boston Association to say that in order to make
an annual event of the intercity racing, which was so suc-

cessful this year, it would offer a challenge cup, and also

separate cups for the individual winners. The present

suggestion is that the races be sailed off Boston and New
York in alternate years, or, upon agreement. Newport
waters might be chosen as a sort of halfway locality, in

which the fleets of both cities might meet in every year.

•e It «t

The yachts Red Coat and Dominion have been sold to

yachtsmen in Cape Breton. It is their intention to have

a series of races between these two boats and others which
are being constructed.

making.

From the Yachtsman.

We reproduce this week, by the courtesy of Maj. W.
R. Little, the design of a handy little moderate displace-

ment canoe-yawl which he is having built for use at

Hong Kong.
The design is from the board of Mr. H. C. Smith, the

well-known designer of Oxford yawls, and other craft,

and it will be seen is not unlike the isft. .Ethel type

introduced by Mr. G. F. Holmes, of the Humber Yawl
Club, but is rather larger, and gaff sloop rigged, with

combined roller foresail and spinaker, instead of the

balance lug ketch rig used on the Ethels. The boat is

intended mainly for day sailing, but for extended
cruising, the crew living on board, it would be better to

shift the forward bulkhead about i2in. further forward,

and put in deck hatches on each side of the centerboard

case for the stowage of gear in the forward compart-

ments.
She has a stiff section, and her stability is further in-

creased by her weighted centerboard, so that she will

be a powerful little boat. The centerboard is made up
of two hard brass sheets Vs'in. thick, with a lead slab be-

tween, as shown by dotted line. The rest of the space

is filled up with mahogany, and all immersed edges are

beveled off. The- rudder frame is also of hard brass, and
the blade of mahogany weighted and stiffened with brass

round the edges.

The ma.st lowers in a tabernacle below deck, which is

cleared of water by drain pipe going through the keel,

as shown in the separate plan. We also give plans show-

ing centerboard case, keel and gunwale construction,

which will be useful to amateur builders. The other

particulars of the design will explain themselves, but the

scales shown are for the original drawing, and not for

the reduced reproduction given here. Readers will

therefore have to prepare their own scales, which can

easily be done. In our opinion a boat of these dimen-

sions is preferable to 17ft. x 3ft. 6in. R. C. C. cruiser class

boats, being no more expensive to build and being stiffer,

faster in heavy winds, with room for two persons to sleep

on board, and not having an under body rudder, re-

quiring less depth of water to sail in. For fresh water

work only, a plain galvanized iron centerboard weigh-

ing about 7olbs. would be ample and much cheaper.
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Editor Forest and Stream:
Please publish the following amendments to the Con-

stitution and By-Laws of the A. C. A.:

I find the Constitution and By-Laws, excepting such

minor points as putting part of the duties of the Commo-
dore and Vice-Commodore in the heading of Duties of

Pursers, and putting part of the duties of pursers under
the heading of Dues, the constitution seemed all right, ex-

cept Article v., which is involved, mixed up and partly

meaningless, so I have re-written that article, as I dis-

covered that a great injustice was done to the majority

of members by one paragraph. That is the paragraph
regarding representatives to nominate division officers:

As it reads, clubs having six A. C. A. members have one
representative, and have two representatives if they have
twelve A. C. A. members, but nothing is stated about
clubs having thirty A. C. A. members having six repre-

sentatives. But the glaring fault in the article is the
point that if six men are members of six clubs, they have
six representatives to themselves, as it does not say that

a man can be only considered as a member of one club,

and I know of cases where six men have, year after

year, represented two clubs, one of which they were not
even named as members of in the year book.

I am going to ask for a vote by inail on these amend-
ments about Jan. i.

Henry H. Smythe, A. C. A. 1308.

CONSTITUTION.

Article 5: Omit this article entirely. Insert instead as
Article 5, Sec. i

:

Association Officers: The officers of this Association
shall be Commodore, Secretary-Treasurer and Librarian-
Custodian.

Sec. 2: How Elected—These officers shall be elected
by the Executive Committee at the A. C. A. camp or at
some subsequent meeting of the committee. They shall
hold office for one year from Oct. i, unless elected after

that date, in which case they shall hold office from the
date of their election until the first day of the following
October, and in either case until their successors are
elected.

Sec. 3: Commodore—The Commodore shall be chosen
from the several divisions in turn, provided, however,
that any division may waive its right to the Commodore.
In case a division waives its right to the Commodore, any
A. C. A. member may be chosen. The election of a Com-
modore friom a divison. out of its regular turn by reason

r
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of a waiver as above siaSted, shall not deprive such divi^

sion of its right to a Commodore in its regular turn;

Sec. 4: If the oflice of a Gommodore becomes vaea-ri*

the same shall be filled by the senior ranking officer of

the division from which the Gommodore was elected.

Sec. 5: Nomination of Commodore—The Executive

'Committee of the division entitled to the Commodore fof

the following year shall nominate a candidate for the

'office, and present the same to the General Association,

Executive Committee, at the A. C. A. meet.

vSec. 6: The Nomination of Secretary-Treasurer and
Librarian-Custodian—These officers shall be nominated

by the Association ICxecutive Committee at the A. C. A.

nicet, who shall consider the wishes of the division

nominating the Commodore in their choice.

Sec. 7: In case of vacancies in the office of Secretary-

Treasurer or Librarian-Custodian, the Executive Com-
mittee of the division from which the Cornmodore is

elected shall elect new officers for the unexpired terms,

but the Purser of that division shall act as Secretary-

Treasurer till another Secretary-Treasurer has been
elected as above stated.

Sec. g: Divis'ion Officers—The officers of each division

shall be a Vice-Commodore, Rear-Commodore and
Purser.

Sec. 10: How Elected—The Vice and Rear Commo-
dores and Pursers shall be elected by the members of

their respective divisions, Y their annual division meets
or at the general meet of thi- Association, or as otherwise
provided herein. The term of all division officers and
division executive officers shall begin the first day of

October and last until the first day of the following Octo-
ber, or imtil their successors qualify.

Sec. 11: How Nominated—The Vice and Rear Com-
modores, Pursers and Executive Committee of each divi-

sion shall be nominated by a nominating committee com-
Ijosed of representatives of the members of the same divi-

sioiU, one representative being allowed for each six

A. C, A. members who are members of a represented
club. A. C. A. members who do not belong to any repre-

sented club or who belong to clubs having less than six

A. C. A. members, may combine and secure one repre-
sentative for each six members thus combined, provided
they have notified the Purser of their division of the fact,

so that he received the notification one day before the
nominating- committee meeting. A. C. A. members
belonging to more than one represented club shall be
considered for the purposes of representation, only as
members of the club first printed opposite their names
in the Association year book, unless the Purser of

their division receives notification in writing one day
before the nominating committee meeting, that they
desire to- be considered as representing sotne other club.

The bases of representation shall be the representative
list as published in the same year's Association year
book, or if that has not been issued, the bases shall be
the purser's list, subject, however, to correction one day
before the date of the meeting, as above stated.

Sec. 12: Vacancies in the Division Officers or in the
DiA'ision Executive Comrhittees—In the event of one of
the division officers being chosen to fill the position of
Commodore, or of vacancies for any cause, the vacancies
.so called shall be filled by the Division Executive Com-
mittee from members of their own division, and the
vacating officers may vote on this and other questions in

their Division Executive Committee until their suc-
cessors are elected.

Sec. 13: All officers and members of Executive Com-
;nittees shall be elected by ballot.

.\rticle VI., Sec. i: Insert the word "Association" be-
fore the words Executive Committee, in the first line.

Sees. I2 to 8 renumber as Sees. 3 to 9. Insert the follow-
ing new Sec. 2: "Special Association Executive Com-
mittee Meetings—A special meeting of the Association
Committee may be called by the Commodore, and shall

be .called by the Secretary-Treasurer, at the request of a
inaj^fity of the committee, and a vote by mail may be
called iov by the Cotnmodore, and shall be called for by
the Secretary-Treasurer, at the request of a majority of
the committee."

Article IX., Sec. 2: Insert on the fifth line after the
wdiil ''elected," these words: "And by January first or
by such later date as desired by the Secretary-Treasurer
shall send him the number of A. C. A. members each
club has and the number of representatives each club is

entitled to, on the division nominating committees, for
publication in the Association's year book."
Eenumber Articles X. to XIII. as XI. to XIV., and

insert as Articles X. General A. C. A. Meets: "The divi-

sion from v\rhich the Commodore is chosen shall hold
tbe general A. C. A. meet, but may hold it in any other
division, if desired."

BY-LAWS.

Article VII. Insert after the word "canoes" on the
fourth line, these words, "and a list of the numbers of

A- C. A. members each club has, and the number of rep-
resentatives each club is entitled to, on- the Nominating
Committee, as sent by the Pursers."

An English View of It.

The London Field has this to say of the A. C, A. racing
tiiles and their amendments:

The American Canoe Association has settled the
.•mendment of its racing rules for the coming year. In-
stead of launchmg out into a new line, based on the
experiences of the timeis and on the example of over-sea
riuccesses, thd Association ha.s simply gone in for a severe
-jli-round use of the pruning knife, and in the result a
mere stalk is left standing over the roots of the once
flourishing tree of canoe sailing.

•'As you were" seems to be the policy aimed at, or at
ieast such a stjtte of things has now been obtained. Canoe
sailing, between fifteen and twenty years ago, in the
States, was carried on. in canoes of about isft.' or i6ft.

length, by 3oin. beam, with limited sail area, no sliding
deck seats, and light metal center plates. The rule was
relaxed as to sail area, the sliding seals came in, and the
racing machine was evolved; the machine was perfected
Ibv reducing displacement to the smallest proportions, the
fiinisiesi: of structure, the largest of standing unlowerable

sails, and the longest sliding seat capable of being
handled by an expert acrobat. Racing entries declined,
sailors went away from canoeing into boats and yachts,
and canoe sailing, as a sport, fairly arrived at death's
door. The faults being clearly seen, the remedies well
known, and the whole matter freely ventilated in the
sporting press, at least wc expected to see some attempt
made in the direction of betterment. Even though the
defaulting racing machines had been pruned a bit and
left to take their chance, it might have been expected
that a new class would have been put on in the hope, the
almost certainty, of keeping sailing men within the limits
of the grand old sport. But no, the clipped racer, in more
dangerous garb, is all that is given to the American canoe
men for the coming year 1901.
Let us take first the useful amendments; fixed deep

draft rudders are no longer allowed; there must be
lifting ability, so that "when drawn up, the rudder shall
be above the fair line of the keel." No standing sail is
allowed, that is the sails shall be "hoisting and lowering
sails" (a very good rule and much wanted). "A canoe
must use the .same set of sails in all races at any one meet,
except where owing to accident the committee allows
otherwise" (again a good rule, preventing men from
bringing an expensive fitout of, say, half a dozen com-
plete suits of sails, just to fit the particular weather).
Next we take the retrograde amendment; "No deck-

sliding seat shall be used in any race," ''she shall have
a cockpit not less than 6ft. between bulkheads, with
coamings 4k. 6in. by i6in.," "the Pail of a decked canoe
shall be limited to 130 sq. it.," and "she shall be of
a minimum weight of Sslbs., exclu.sive of ccnterboard
and steering gear" (which possibly includes rudder).
Under this la&t batch of amendments the following racing
machine is possible and probable: A canoe of i6ft. by
30in. beam, with a hull of the most flimsy structure, viz.,

"

861bs. total weight, the lightest spring brass center plate
and for so small a hull, the gigantic rig of 130 sq.
ft. of sail. This is for a canoe which is bound to have
a well 6ft. long, with coamings not less than 4ft. 6in. by
i6in., but may have a canvas bucket well fitted, 4ft. long.
Now, canoes of these dimensions and fittings, except as
to sail area, used to be built and raced, but they were
limited to 112ft. of sail, and, even under close reefs, they
used to capsize and fill up, and become waterlogged if

manned by any but a fly-weight man; the lee bilge and
side deck was not buoyant enough to keep the coaming
out of the water when the man retained his weight on
the upper side of the canoe; and so it would be with
canoes complying with the above rule, but with the addi-
tional mover of 130 sq. ft. of sail to insure frequent cap-
sizes.

The general type of canoe is not bettered by these
amendments, and the acrobat still holds the pull string.
The sailing man, who wants the pleasures of scientific
sailing, finds no neat sailing, but a constant fight to keep
the canoe's bottom in the water. The sailing man will
keep away; the racing man, barred of his sliding balance
seat, will go away; then who will remain to carry on
canoe sailmg? Far better would it have been to settle
the existing canoes down by a complete short crop of
sail to, say, 80ft,, and the abolition of slide seat; leaving
the well to be anything that could be managed; and then
to have superadded a new class of larger and more gener-
ally useful canoes. The intention of the reformers in the
above amendments was evidently to secure the old t3'pe
of small but useful canoe; but so far as we can gather no
provision has been made that the center plate case may
not obstruct the cockpit, and we know that in nearly all
the modern American canoes the center plate comes right
amidships in the position of the Avell or cockpit.
The really astonishing thing is the death blow to slid-

ing seats, unless there has been a misprint in the report
that "the amendment was carried," and the word not has
been accidently left out; we mention this because the
report we had, and also that in Forest and Stream,
gives all the amendments and simply places to each
"This was carried" or "This was not carried." We feel
astonishment at the move, because everyone looked upon
the slide seat as a fixture forever in America, whatever
might be done to the other fitments of the canoe. The
new rules will leave international racing as far from possi-
ble as ever. We have no class in England anywhere
near the Sslbs. hy T3oft. sail semi-open shell; such a craft
must be main and mizzcn rigged, of the large mizzen
type, say Soft, and 50ft. respectively. Had the beam
been mcreased, say, to 4oin., sufficientlv to allow a buoy-
ant bilge and side deck, so that the craft could capsize
with comparative impunity, and the well kept clear of
centerboard case, and a fairly heavv total weight of hull
and gear insisted on, the class might probably fill the
bill or pave the way to resuscitating the sport of canoe
sailing.

So far has the American Canoe Association gone. Now
what will the Canadian Canoe Association do? Will
Canada give up the slide seat? Hitherto the two coun-
tries have been under the one Association, the America;!;
but lately a Canadian Association was started, and no
doubt with the intention of not being too closely bound
by American legislation; and we may hope that Canadia.
with its grand sailng waters, will take up the more sensi-
ble line of liaving two classes, one the nearest reasonably
possible to the -American class, but with ample beam al-
lowed

;_
in short, a useful, cheap, handy and comparatively

light little canoe, a traveling canoe; the other a larger
and more perfect sailing canoe, fit for the large, open
waters which abound all over Canada. For such work
the cruiser class of the R. C. C. cannot be beaten; the
limitations are so precise that no schemer can slip in
with a freak or racing machine.
But for sound advancement in: the sport the sliding

seat must go; so long as it is retained, unless other re-
strictions are placed in the class, the acrobat's boat will
flourish, to the utter exclusion of the ordinary sailor.
In the R. C. C. cruiser class at first the sliding seat was
allowed, but it was soon found that this seat, perched on
so high built a hull, enforced by the depth requirements,
was almost useless, and it was universally abandoned
long before it was struck out of the rule. Seeing that
American canoe sailing holds out no probability of any
international competition, many eves are now turned to
Canada, but the only craft that would be likely to journey
over from England would be some of the latest additions
to the R. C. C cruising class, and, of course, only if such

a class, similar in all points, existed on the St. Lawrence,,
1 he splendid sailmg, camping and fishing obtainable on
the St. Lalvrence, once tested, will always be wanted; but
the greatest attraction to English canoemen would un-
doubtedly center in the meeting- between the Empire
cousins and under ofte flag, and therefore in interclub
rather than international racing.

Eastern Division A. C vA. Pttrser^s Report.

Balance from W. W- Crosby...;)...; ;$79 86

n"-"^^' lnn«-' 6.00
Dues. 1900. 328.00
initiation fees 82 00

$495.86
Expenditures.

tixpenses executive committee to meetings $38.50
btationer3^ printing, postage 65.91
Thirty per cent, collection 124.80
Prizes, Division meet 1 63 00
Expenses of meet $266.05
Less amount collected 160 85

e t- . •
45,20

bubscription to Iorest an-d Stream : 3.00
Postage and express on Year Books 16.35
Expense of Division at Muskoka 2.00
Balance 137.10

$495.86
Membership.

Membership Oct. 1, 1899 320
New members, 1900. -. 82
Reinstated

, 23
425

Resigned 9
Died 1
Transferred ,,,,,, 1
Dropped ...,86

97

MembersHp Oct. 1, 1900 325
Fred Coulson, Purser, E. D-

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be adiiressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

If you want yoar shoot to be aonounc^ here send a
notice like the following

:

Fixtures,

Nov. 29.—Milwaukee, Wis.—South Side Gun Club's tournament.
A. D. Cropper, Sec'y.
Nov, 29.—Newarjc, N. J.

—
^Thanksgiving Day shoot of the

Forester Gun Club; live birds and targets. John J. Fleming,
Sec'y.
Nov. 29.—Sing Sing, N. Y.—Thanksgiving Day shoot of the

Ossining Gun Club; live birds and targets.
Nov. 30.-Dec. 1.—Omaha, Neb.—Kansas City-Omaha ten-men

team race, 50 birds per man.
Dec. 5-7.-Gait, Ont.—First annual shoot of the Newlands'

Shooting A.ssociation
; targets and live birds; added money.

Andrew Newlands, Sec'y.
Dec. 8.—Wellington, Mass.—All-day shoot of the Boston Shoot-

ing Association; targets. Open to all amateurs in New England.
H. M. Federhen, Jr., Pres,
Dec. 11-13.—Brantford, Ont., .Gaii.^Annual tournament of the

Pastime Gun Club. Live birds and targets; open to the world.
C. J. Mitchell, Secy.
Dec. 11-14.—Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111.—Annual live-

bird tournament. John Watson, Mgr.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's trophy shoots, second and

fourth Saturdays of each month; live-bird shoots every Saturday,.
Grounds, West Alonroe street and Fifty-second avenue."

1901.

Jan. 15-18.—Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Clilti*s elevfentfc
annual tournament; live birds and targets; .open to all. H=
Graham, Sec'y.
April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of tlie

Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10,—Lincoln, Neb.--Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'v. '

June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters"

League of Wisconsin. First week in June.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Nov. 7, 14, 21, 28.—Interstate Park.—Live-bird championship;

25 birds; handicaps 25 to 33yds.; $10 entrance, birrt* extra; sweep
optional; open to all; money instead of trophy.
Nov. 22.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's live-bird shoot;

open to all.

Nov. 27.—Interstate Park.—Medicus Gun Club's live-bird shoot;
open to all.

Dec. 5.—Shoot-off of the winners of the November events, with
$20 in gold to the winner.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on
L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, L. I.—Fountain Gun Club's regular monthly

shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and December.
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Qua

Club—Saturdays.
1901.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., N. Y.—The Intcf-
state Association's ninth annuaT Grand American Handicap Tour-
nament at live birds.

June —.—Interstate Park, L. T.—Forty-third annual tournamenr.
of the New York State Association for th'' protection ol Fish and
Game.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
In the abscnc: of the editor of this de^ariiheni all commnnications

intended for publication should be addressed ia t)ie Forest mnd Stream
Publishing Coiitfiany.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in
these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
allsuch matter t n Forest and Stream Publishing Comp.anV\ 346 Broad-
way^ New York.

^
The East Side Gun Club, of Newai-k, N. J., wilt hold an all-day

live-bird shoot on Thanksgiving Day, on Smith Brothers' grounds-
Ferry atid Foundry streets, Newark, Shooting will begin 10 \ l\f.



Dec. I, 1900.] FOREST AND STREAM
The Interstate Park Association has sent out a letter to the

members of the G. A. H. eommittee, as follows: "It seems ad-
visable that a system of handicapping be adopted for the govern-
ment of Interstate Park events other than club events (as they
make their own rules), which would be equitable, and which would
protect the amateur or poorer shot against the professional or
better shot. It seems to us that the best committee that we could
appoint for this purpose would be probably the gentlemen who
have served on previous Grand American Handicap committees
and a representative man from each of the clubs in and around
Greater New York, so far as they are known to us. Will you
serve on such a committee? If so, we will shortly advise you
when it would perhaps be best to meet and take the matter in

hand^—perhaps a Saturday afternoon at Interstate Park would be
the best. Please consider the matter and advise us at your earliest

convenience." It will be a wise course to give the handicaps
serious attention, as therein lies the true eciuity of the competition
when shooters of variable skill are contesting.

The Interstate Park Association has sent to the shooters of New-
York and vicinity a circular letter calling attention to the condi-
tions of the Interstate Park Handicap, with which the shooters of
this vicinity do not seem to be familiar. The handicap is held
on Wednesday of each week at Interstate Park, and the condi-
tions are as follows: Five entries to fill, 25 birds each, handicaps
25 to 32yds., |10 entrance, birds extra, sweep optional. Five
dollars in gold added by the Association to the high gun. When
there are four individual winners, these four will shoot oflf at
their original handicaps, at 25 birds each. Twenty dollars in

gold added by the Association to the high gun. As matters stand
now, there is only one winner, there having been only • two
shoots, both being won by S. M. Van Allen.

t
John Wright's live-bird shoot at Interstate Park, which takes

place on Dec. 11, is one of the premier attractions at that shooting
resort for the month of December. John's programme has been
rhailed to all those of his friends who have given hiffl their ad-
dresses. Other copies can be had on application to Mr. Wright,
318 Broadway, New York. The events scheduled for the day are
a 0 and a 7 bird race at $3 and $5 respectively, the purses in these
events going to tile three high guns. Events Nos. 3 and 4 are
at 10 and 15 birds respectively, the entrance fees being $" and $10.

Purses in the last two events will be divided class shooting, three
moneys in the 10-bird race and four moneys in the 1.5-bird event.
Birds are included in all entrance fees at 2B cents each. Shooting
commences at lO o'clock sharp.

The Boston Shooting Association will give an all-day tourna-
ment at Wellington, Mass., on Dec. 8, open to all amateurs in

New England. The programme consists of ten target events, ag-
gregating ISO targets, with a total entrance fee of $12.80. All
events will be shot with a distance handicap as follows': Amateurs
of 75 per cent, ahd below, l6yds. ; 78 per cent. 19 85 per cent.,

18yds. ; 85 _per cetit. and over, 20yds. To the w-inner of event
No. 4, at 25 targets, expert, a silver cup will be given in addition
to the usual sweep inoney. Professionals and paid agents may
shoot for targets only. Shooting will begin at 10 A. M.

A few years ago the name of W. H. Brady, of Detroit, Mich.,
was a name to conjure with in the Michigan Trapshooters" League.
Mr. Brady was a prominent and popular member of that organiza-
tion, and was also well known at most of the tournaments held
this side of the Rocky Mountains. His many friends will regret
to learn that he met his death early last week through the ac-

cidental discharge of a shotgun, while making preparations to go
OH a duckiflg trip. He was buried on Thursday, Nov. 22, being
surrounded at the last by a Very large number of the friends be
had made during a comparatively short life.

A match was arranged to take place at Interstate Park oii

Fridav afternoon, Nov. 23, between Col. Thomas Martin, of
Blui?ton, S. C, and T. W. Morfey, the conditions to be the
usual ones—100 live birds per man. "30yds. rise, 50yds. boundary,
$100 a side, loser to pay for the birds. As luck would have it, the
Colonel, who is a business man as well as a sportsman, was called

suddenly to the South; hence the match had to be postponed,
but not' indefinitely, as Col. Martin expects to be back in New
YorTc in about three weeks or so.

This is the week of the Kansas City-Omaha team match, ten
men a side, 50 live birds per man. The match is to be shot at

Omaha, Nov. 30-Dec. 1. It may be of interest to record the results
in the two matches that took place last season. The first was shot
at Kansas City on Nov. 24-25, 1899, Omaha winning by the score
of 4^ to 437. The second match was shot at Omaha. Jan. 26-27 of
this vear, Omaha winning by 7 birds,- with a total of 441 to

Thus' Kansas City (Jim Elliott's town) has something to wipi

the slate.

434^
pe ore

The injury to Mr. H. Yale Dolan, who was accidentally shot
by his brother Clarence quite recently, proves to have been only
slight, the wound consisting of some nine or ten peFIets of large
shot in his right arm. in the region of the biceps. Slight as was
the injury, a few inches higher would have been mtich more seri-

ous, probably causing the loss on one or both of his eyes. It is

a pleasure to record that Mr. Dolan is now quite recovered from
the effects of his wounds, and will be seen at the traps this season
much as usual.

Tom Donley had a lot of pigeons left on his hands after his

tournament was over. He made a mistake in mixing up targets

with live birds, the boys being ofiF shooting targets just when Tom
wanted them to be pegging away at live birds. He announces
that he is going to try another tournament next May, setthig

apart days for target events and also days for live birds. No
mixture next time.

Gun clubs which desire the aid of the Interstate Association in

the matter of giving target tournaments during the season of 1901

should remember that the annual meeting of the Association is

to be held Thursday, Dec 13, and that all applications for such
tournaments should be in the hands of Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, 122

IDiamond Market, Pittsburg, Pa., prior to that date.

•6

Notivithstanding- his great score in his recent match for the
Dupont trophy with Morfey, Welch has not grown an inch taller;

neither is he wearing a hat with a larger band around it. On the
contrary, he is somewhat disgruntled at the idea of having let a
single pigeon beat him! You can't please some people, no matter
what you do for them.

Messrs. Abraham Pierce and John F. Zimmer defeated Messrs.
Thomas Dwyer and Wm. J. Thompson, Jr., at Gloucester City,

N. J., on Nov. 22 in a m.atch at 10 birds, 21yds. rise. The match
was" a tie at the end of the first event, each team scoring 14, but
in the shoot-off Messrs. Pierce and Zimmer won by 1 bird.

th
Nothing has been heard from "The Dominie" since he left here
e first part of November for his old home at Fremont. Neb.

As Mr. Beveridge had, previous to his departure, shipped some
few thousands of shells ahead of him, it is presumed that he is

too busy to write to his friends "up North" yet awhile.

At the club shoot of the Flushing Gun Club, at Flushing. L. I.,

on Nov. 24, Messrs. Wm. A. Sands, A. Doncourt and E. J. Clarke
tied for first place, each breaking 23 out of 25 targets. In the
shoot-off, miss-and-out, Mr. Sands won in the 12th round, Mr.
Clarke scoring 11, Mr. Doncourt Jr;

Capt. J. A. H. Dressel was the recipient on Monday of this week
of a basket of quail, and at <ince issued invitations for a "quail
supper" at Interstate Park on the following Tuesday evening.
The acceptances of the invitations were ntimeroviB, but there were
enough quail to go around.

^
Guv Burnside's tareet and live-bird tournament at Galesburg,

111,. Def". 4-7. will occupy the attention of the crackerjacks prior
to the John Watson tournament at Chicago the week following.

Mr. Burn.side ha.s arrane-ed a programitie for three days at targets

and one day at live birds.

The people who reside in the vicinity of Dexter Park complain
of the shooting that goes on at that popular resort. They ciaim
that stray pellets of shot rattle around them and theii- houses, and
that the "scouts" who hang around the outside of the feflce on
shooting days, chasing wounded birds, are a constant source of

annoyance to them and their families. They are therelore petition-

ing the city authorities to abate the nuisance.

Harold Money has been doing but little trapshooting of late,

having been devoting his attentions to the ruffed grouse and quail

that haunt the hills and swamps around Oakland, N. J. The hills

are high and rugged, and birds are scarce and wild, but Mr.
Money does not carry much weight and is sound in wind and
limb. The cofhers of his game pockets therefore contain sundry
beautiful brown feathers.

•I

It is no longer "Lieutenant" Noel E. Morfey, but "Captain" of
that name. Mr. Money, who was wounded recently by a Boer bul-

let down in South Africa, is now out of the hospital and at the
head of his troop of Imperial Yeomanry, his captain having been
killed in action.

ie

The C)s5ining Gun Club, of Sing Sing^ N. Y., will hold a live-

bird and target shoot at its grounds on 1 hanksgiving Day. Shoot-
ers from Yonkers, Tarrytown, Peekskill and other nearby towns
have promised to attend, and the shoot bids fair to be' an entire

H. D. Bates, of Ridgetown, Ont., Can., winner of this year's
Grand American Handicap, has made a match with Jim Elliott,

and will shoot Jim on even terms for a solid money consideration.
On paper the match looks a lead-pipe cinch for the American.

A special dispatch from our Mississippi Valley correspondent,
Mr. F. C. Riehl, informs us that St. Louis has challenged Chicago
to shoot a match of eight-men teams, each man to shoot at 25 live
birds, the contest to take place at Chicago, on Dec. 8.

The Pastime Gun Club, of Brantford, Ont., Can., will hold its
annual tournament on Dec. 11-13, at Brantford. There will be live
birds and targets, all events will be open to the world, and all

purses guaranteed. Mr. C. J. ISHtchell is secretary.

•6

Jack Fimniiig shet a few live birds last Saturday afternoon "just
to see how it Went!" He got them all—but one. Some day soon
he'll be asking some ofle to shoot him a race. - When he does
the fun will not be all on the other fellow's side.

The Lincoln, Neb., Gun Club, announces that the twenty-fifth
annual tournament of the Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association
will be held under its auspices at Lincoln on May 7-10, 1901. Mr.
W. D, Bain is secretary of the club.

m
"Uncle John" Watson's shoot at his park, Dec. 11-14, should

be well attended. Mr. Watson has gotten out an attractive pro-
gramme of events fqr the occasion, and there is no other shoot
that clashes with it.

6
Mr. Walter F. Smith, managing director of the American E C

& Schultze Gunpowder Co.. returns to England on Saturday, Dec.
1. after a brief visit to this country and Canada.

ON LONG ISLAND,

IN NEW JERSEY.

East Side Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., Nov. 22.—The East Side Gun Club held its shoot
to-day at Smith Brothers' grounds, foot of Foundry street. The
club event w'as at 10 live birds, optional. Rose system, c]as,s
handicaps. Hassinger won in Class A with a clean score, and
Davis and Seitz tied in_ Class B, also killing straight. Following
the club event was a 7-bird sweep, which was won by Schortemeier.
Scores:

Class A, 29yds.!W Hassinger 1112212112—10 F Ferment 112121*212— 9L Schortemeier....21*3112212— 9 F Harrison imni*l''l—

8

G Piercy 2012221211— 9 C Feigenspan *02222"2'i— 8H C Koegel 1210121121— 9 F Sinnock 2222*20202— 7
Class B, 27yds.:

Dr Davis 2112112111—10 R Heinisch Ilinoi2110— 7F ^eitz 2211111211—10 T Fischer 1021221002— 7Dr G Hudson 1222101012— 8 "B Churchard. Jr...2l02101101—

7

A Koeller 1100121111— 8

No. 2, 7 birds, 28yds. :

Schortemeier 2221211—7 Hassineer 0221202—5
Pjercy ^...1012222—6 Feigenspan 2220202—5
fioegel ; 2222202—6 Heinisch 2200*1*—

3

Harrison .....1220111—6

Shooting at Gloucester City.

Gloucester City, N. J., Nov. 22.—Four handicap sweepstake
events were shot at Charter Oak Park, to-day. The main event
''il'^V^

nandicap, $5 entrance, and resulted in a tie between
A. i^ehx and J, Morrison. Scores:
- M,- entrance, miss-and-out: A. Felix, 30yds.. 4: C E.
^^^}'^^'''J''^X^^-' F- McCoy. SOvds.. 3; T. Morris, 27vds., 2; H.
tisher, 30yds., 1; F. Carr, 2Syds., 1; John "Edwards, 28y"ds.. T.
No. 2. o birds, $3 entrance: C. Geikler, 30vds., 5: A. Felix

30yds., 5; H Fisher, 30yds.. 4; F. Carr, 2Syds., 4; Miss Ray
Hemzinger, 27yds., 3; J. Morris, 27yds., 3; F. McCoy, 30yds., 3:
J. Edwards. 28yds., 3.

^. > >

X ^-.^r- ^! handicap, $5 entrance: A. Felix. 30yds., 10:

-I-
^>"is-' F. McCoy, 28vds.. 9; C. E. Geikler, SOvds.

ll ? J-'^^'v';-
"^y^^- ^' J- Edwards. 28vdE.. 6; F. Gr6bes

.30vds., 6; Miss Hentzmger, 27yds., 5; F. Jones. 27yds., 3.
No. 4, miss-and-out, $1 entrance: J. Morris, 27yd'; 4- T

Edwards, 28yds., 4; John Sargent, 285'ds., 3; A. Feli.x, '30'vds' 2'
.\. Felix. Jr., 28yds., 2; F. McCoy, 30yds., 2j F. Carr, 25yds , 0.

West Deptford Gun Club.

The following scores were made at the West Deptford
Gun Club s grounds here to-dav:
Event Xo. 1, 3 birds, 25yds:: J. Redfield 3, H. Banks 3, W.

Blensinger 2, W. J. Thompson, Jr., 1. Capt. Piatt 0, H. Thomp-
son 0.

No. 2, 3 birds, $2 entrance: H. Thompson 3, Capt. Piatt 3
W. J. Thompson, Jr., 3, N. Banks 3, W. Blensinger 3, J. Redfield
2, J. Hanle 2. Purse divided.
No. 3, miss-and-out: J. J. Zimmer 4, H. Thom.pson 3 Caot.

Piatt 3, H. Banks 3.

The "Wefabef-Schortemeief Series.

The last of the series of team races under the management of
Mr. L. H. Schortemeier and Dr. A. A. Webber was held to-day
under the auspices of the Moonachie Gun Club on Cutwater's

frounds, at Hackensack bridge and Rutherford road. The con-
itions were three-men teams. 2'D live birds per man. 29yds. Teams

from the East Side Gun Club and Moonachie Gun' Club com-
peted, and the former team won by a score of 50 to 43. Sweeps
were shot before and after the team race. The scores follow:
Team race:

East Side Gun Club.
Fischer .,.02121121111002110102—15
Koegel .,i*;....12*02222i22232?'21f22—IS
Schortemeier ^ ^ ..... . .11110111222121021101—17—50

Moonachie Gtm Club.
Lenone 02111111011*10110*00—12
Hall 02222221221221202110—17
Rolfs 20110221121100001112—14-^3

Sweep, 8 birds,: ?5 entrance:
Schorty 212281?'1—7 Rolfs 2''00?112—

^

Hal] 2'"'?1-?*2t>—5 Koegel 0''i-'2?^>2—

f

Lenone 12100010

—

i Shoemaker . 22201222—7
No. 2. 10 birds:

Shoemaker ...2222020222- 8 Lenone 11110211*1—

S

Schorty 1120111222-^
^l^^'^ix i-a

No. '3, 15 birds:
Hal] 222002SS?2('2201—U Lenone .......111102102011221—1?

Crescent Athletic Club.

Brooklyn, N, Y.j Nov. 24,~Owing to the inclement weather th«

weekly shoot of the Crescent Athletic Ciub was poorly attended.

The last shoot for the November cup was to be held to-day, biit

Dr. J. J. Keyes was so far ahead of his nearest competitor that )t

was impossible to equal his score? so the event was called off and
Dr. Keyes declared the winner. A trophy event at 26 targets was
won by H. M. Brighara, with a handicap of 2, and a shoot lor a

panel, at 25 targets, expert rules, was also won by Brigham. The
'Scores *

Trophy event, 25 targets, handicap: H. M. Brigham (2) 22, A.
M. Boucher (3) 20, .H. B. Vanderveer (6) 20, W. W, Marshall (5)

18, T. W. Stake (2) 15. - ^. -^r t, u
Shoot for panel, 25 targets, experts, handicap; H. M. Bngnan}

(3) 25, J. B. Graham (10) 23, H. B, Vanderveer (5) 21, \V. W.
Marshall (6) 18, A. M, Boucher (4) 17, T. \V. Stake (3) 16, D. (j.

Gfcddes (1) 15. o ,

Sweepstake, 25 targets, expert: Geddes 17/ Brigham to. Stake

14, .Marshall 12, Graham 10. , „ , .

Sweepstake, 15 targets, expert: Townsend 12, Boucher .\

Marshall 6,

At Interstate Park.

Interstate Park. L. I., Nov. 24.—On Wednesday, Nov. 21, the
regular 25 live-bird Interstate Park handicap' event was not shot,

as on account of the storm-threatening weather,- the shooters did
not appear.
Some very interesting events were shot, however, by COh Thomas

Martin, of Blufflon. S. C, and T. W. Morfey, of Queens'.- Both
men stood at the SOvd. mark, and shot at 10 pairs live birds, iH

which Morfey scored '13 to the Colonel's 12. Birds were very fast.-

In the next 10-pair event the Colonel won, his score being 14 to
Morfey's 12. Then followed three 25 live-bird events. Scores as
follows: Martin 22, Morfey 23. Martin 24, Morfey 23. Martin 21,

Morfey 23. Morfey was the winner in two out of the three events.

Both men then stood at the 33yd. mark and shot at 25 live birds,

the breeze meantime increasing steadily, and bringing the scores
down. In this event they tied at 21, and it was so dark it was im-
possible to shoot if off.

On Thursday the Medicus Club held its regular shoot at live

ijirds. In the first event, a 15-live-bird event. Dr. Wynn and Dr.
Casey tied, each having scored 14. In the shoot-oft Dr. Wynn
came out victor.
In the shoot for the club, trophy Dr. Wynn, Dr. Casey and

Williams tied, each having scored 9, . In the shoot-ofF Dr. Wynn
was again the victor.
The match between Col. Thomas Martin and T. W. Morfey

which was to be held on Friday, and was looked forword to with
so much eagerness on the part of so many, was necessarily post-

Doned, as the Colonel was called home unexpectedly. In De-
cember, however, the Colonel will be with us again, and he vrill

then shoot .Mr. Morfey a lOO-live-bird match, $100 a side, a id fouj

other matches as well, with crack shots, all to be held at Interstate

Park.
On Saturday the weather was again very stormy, so the regular

weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun Club was not so well at-

tended as usual. There were two lO-live-bird events, $5 entrance.

First event: C. A. Lockwood 7, J. Toplitz 7, C. M. Lincoln 9.

Second event: C. A. Lockwood 9, Toplitz 8, Lincoln 9. J. S-

Fanning 10.

Third event, 15 live birds, $10 entrance:

J S Fanning, 30 ....2222222*2222122—14

C E Lockwood, 28 222110121121211-14

S B Toplitz, 28 12212]022120122-13

A M Lincoln, 2S .I2221it2*2212122-12

There were also four 5-bird events, in which Lockwood was the
principal winner. A\l stood at 29yds., except J. S. Fanning, who
stood at 30yds.

Emerald Gun Club.

Nov. 20.—The Emerald Gun Club's shoot at Dexter Park was
well attended, as the club's shoots usually are, thirty-five shooters
tsking part in the competition. Of this number eight killed

straight. The shooting was of a high-class order, only seven men
scoring less than 7. The scores:

Dr O'Connell, 30. ..2212222222—10
E O Weiss, 28 2222222122—10
G Greiff, 30 2222'222222—10

G B Hellers, 28..,.2221222211—10

J H Moore, 28 1211112122—10
Rathjen, 25 1121121211—10
Duncort, 25 1221221221—10
Dr Miller, 28 2211121111—10
Dr Woods, 28

2111112022—

9

Dr Hudson, 27. ..2121210211— 9

J P Kay, 28 22*2212212— 9
ONT, 28 2122022212- 9

T J Pillion, 28 0111111111— 9

E J Clarke, 30 2221122220— 9

Mohrman, 25 2101122221— 9
A SchoveHing. 28. .2222220022—

8

B F Amend, 28 0222022222— 8

R Regan, 27 1202212120— 8

Sweep No. 1, miss-and-out:
Woods 222222222210—11
Miller 111121111112—12

No. 2:

Woods 22210—4 Breit ..

Miller 22222—5 Charlee

I McKane, 27

0222222220—

8
Cone, 28 02222222*2— 8
G A Roberts, 28. . .2121021102—

g

W J Amend, 25. . . .*011Il22l2— S
Hillmer, 25 1201112202— 8
Wm Jaeger, 28 **1*111122— 7
T H Voss. 30 11200*1122— 7
R Warfie d, 23 0211112 2'3— 7
Dr O'Donohue, 28.0021122102— 7
H P Fessenden, 28.22220*222*— 7

S Charies. 25.......*012n0110—

6

F Kail, 25 ....2202O1IIO2—

6

Woelfel, 27 ..2100100211—6
Breit, 28..... 0212211000- 6

H Anderson, 25....220122*00*—

5

T Short, 28 0000221020- 4
Dr Grohl, 25 00*0001*11- S

\

O'Connell ....... 22§0 — 3

,.,.,11222—5
....0 —

0

A New England Shooter's Opinion.

VA^ixcHESTER, N. H., Nov. 22.—Editor Forest and Stream: As th€
season for trapshooting here is almost over, I wish to offer a few
remarks, which may be amusing, if not interesting, to some of
what I call the crank shots.
Early last .spring I assisted in organizing a gun club in this

place. We started with a membership of fourteen, I think. None
of us but one had ever shot from a trap. We have met with
fair success in every way.
About twenty years ago it was my fortune to witness a shooting

event of a first-class club in Massachusetts. At that time the gun-
ner was obliged by the rules to stand ready for the shot and to
hold the stock of his gun below the elbow on or near the hip-"
and I claim that position as the only proper way in which a sports-
nian should shoot. Imagine a man out in the bush looking for

live birds walking around with his gun up to his shoulder with
his eye sighted along the barrel of his gun! How does it look to

see a man stand behind a trap with his gun to his shoulder as if

glued to the spot? I do not intend to say that he cannot break
more birds in this way, but I do claim that the man who breaks
20 targets by what is called the snap shot method is exercising bet-

ter marksmanship than if he broke 3 or 4 more in t'he way that
most people shoot at this day.
We have a man in our club who practiced the snap shot method

early in the season, and he never, I think, broke over IS birds;

yet the first time he tried the other way he broke 22. I do nor
think my record worthy of much notice, but I give it here as an
example of what can be accomplished by the snap shot principle.

On July 4 I shot three events of 25 targets each, and scored 19.

21, 21.

I notice that each year the rules are becoming more liberal, and
I shall not be surprised to see in no far distant time the rules so

amended as to allov/ the gunner a couch to lie upon, with a
crane upon which to rest his gun, and an attendant to swing the

crane on a line with the bird, so that all the gunner will have to

do is to watch his chance and pull the trigger when the bird
comes on a line with the sight.

I never shot from a trap until this season, and no doubt these
remarks will be subject to some comment by some of those who
have had more experience than I have had, and who are not safs-

fied unless they can make rules to enable them to break a great

number of targets by any other method than that of true an^d scieti-

tific marksinanship. C. E. Si_\Tt

St. Louis Challenges Chfcago.

[Special Dispatch to Forest and Stream.)
Alton, 111., Nov. 26.—St. Louis team of eiglu men cha'*Mige*

Chicago 'to a match at 200 birds a side, contest to take n'.ire «•

Chicago on Dec. 8.
^

F. C Rieru

The FonEST and Stream is pnt to press each ^wlt 00 TQ«d«y-
Correspondence intended for publication should re«cb «» at tb^

latest by IjjQiid^y and as much esrlier M iir«Gtk»ld«.
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WESTERN TR/PS

Chicago Live Birds.

CMicAGOv 111,, Nov. 24.—We are having pretty good live-bird
Weather these days in this neighborhood, and there is every likeli-
hood that 'ihani^bgivmg: Day wiU be co.d enough to give proper
•zest to John Watson's Thanksgiving Day shoot. The programme
will be the same as that oftered for to-day—6 birds, $2, hail m the
JDOt, 30yds,. Ciass. shooting: 15 birds, entrance $5, hait in the pot,
handicaps 28 to 31yds., class shooting.

. Nor should the shooters forget the regular John Watson winter
ioumament, added money handicap, Dec. 11-14. The big event
x>f that week of shooting is slated for Friday, Dec, 14, 24 live
birds, 115, handicap. This will be the best sweep we have had in
this region for several moons.

Gelling Better,

Tom Marshiall, lately reported as recovering from the injury to
his arm, is by no means a well man yet. He has been here in
Chicago for some days, and will be here for quite a while yet.
He hurt Ins arm last fall in a stumbling fall, which landed him
with his whole weight on his hand, the arm being forced out and
up m tlie direction of the head, He came to

..
Chicago and had

an X-ray examination made, and found that instead of the tendons
teanng loose, a piece ol the bone to which the tendons are at-
tached in the joint had broken of? and allowed the arm to
Stretch up. He lost the use of his arm, which is the left arm,
almost altogether, but a long course of Swedish moveinents here
has slowly restored motion to the arm, so that he can now raise
it as high as his head. It is going to be a long and slow re-
covery, but the prospects seem that by storing he will be about as
good as new in that arm. Mr. Marshall is cheerful over it, but I
think the accident rather depressed his spirits for a time. It
would be rather a bad blow tor him if he were cut off from his
favorite sport Of the shotgun. All the shooters of the country will
be glad to hear that there is no likelihood of any such bad result.

The Amcricaa—English Team Race.
It was, by the way, Mr. Marshall who gave me some interesting

details icoarciaig mts propuoca mai.,n oeiwecn Amtiican auQ
English teams, auout wincU there has been so much talke lateiy.
M.r. Marbi.au says that the project was hrst taken up senou=iy
at the Indian \v oif shoot last summer. A: tliai time a siate was
made up lur a team and a rough drait was sketched oi a programmem Laic anything mure aelmiie came up later aoout tne trip.
i^Jeittier at iiiat time nor at any later time has any aDsoiute cer-
tainty existed regarding the match. Mr, Marsha.i says that his
name was suggtbied Oy some oi his iriends as captain ot tlie
team, and he vvouid be willing to serve il the boys wished him
to, which certainly the boys wou.d not oniy wish, but insist
upon, as Mr. Marshall is the very man for this position. He also
said that he had little doubt that the money lor the trip cou.d be
raised, since some of the men wouid be aoie to pay their own ex-
penses, and others wouid no doubt be backed by their firms in
such an enierprise. Mr. Faul jNorth. of the Lieve.and Target Co.,
has long been enthusiastic about this team match, and he has
furnished most ot the intormation regarding the attitude of the
shooters on the other side. Mr. North thinks that the match can
be arranged, though 1 do not understand that anything definite has
as yet been concluded as to the personnel and backing of the team
Oft the other side. Mr. Marshall therelore says that, while he leeis
confadent that the American team can be gotten together easily
and can easily get the money for the trip, there is nothing to
warrant the assertion that the match has been arranged. He says
lhal much remains to be done, and asks that the sporting papers
Itindiy give this matter proper prominence and refer it to the icad-
rag sp,.rting papers of England, or to leading sportsmen of that
country, so that tne matter may be discussed understandingiy
upon the other side. It is to be hoped that the editor ot the
London Field and others of the great journals of that country, not
forgetting Mr. K. B. Marston, ol the Fishing Gazette, tlioug'h the
latter is an angitr and not concerned so much in shooting, niav
take up this matter and give it the proper consideration at tha't
end of the line.

There arc some things which should be remembered in talking
over this international match. American shooters should remem-
ber tliat the trap situa,tion is not the same in Eng;and as it is
liere. There is no professional or semi-professional trap circuit
3h that country. The very best shooters in that country are ama-
teurs pure and simple, though they will .shoot for any kind of
money, and will go against almost any kind of a game of a fair
sporting nature and of an amateur sort. They will not, however,
shoot for a gate, nor shoot with professionals in every instance.
The term professional in that country probably has a different
significance from what it has here. Our English brothers shou.d
remember that while some of the men mentioned in the American
team^ shoot for money, and make a living out of the business, they
forfeit no social standing through that in this country, and are
admitted to our best clubs in contests with the pure amateurs.
^\ith a little elTort on the part of each party to the match there
.should be no difficulty in both parties arriving at the understanding
that the teams on both sides are made up of gentlemen sportsmen
and of representative men.
There has been sOtne talk of a gate, out of which the visiting

team should receive a certain amount of expense motley in case
the visitors were defeated. It would seem that this idea of gate
money ought to be dropped at' the out.set. It has been tried in
this country; by some of our match shooters, but it has never left
a good fce'ing, and has in many cases been the cause of a great
.deal of unpleasant ta'k. There is not a man in the American team
who ever ought to take any hand in a. gate-nionev match. Whi'e
I speak in ignorance of the situation in England, I believe that
a gate-money team in that country wou'd not be a representative
team, and that such a match wou'd not be an international match
in any sense of the word. We would be sending some of our
best shots and best sportsmen to England, and if possib'e we want
to be met by ju-5t that sort of opp^'nents on the other side. There
is also some talk of making this match for targets only. As the
Americans ha\ e .ndmittedly the best experience in this' line, and
wou'd be favorites in the target match, even though the English-
men were given the use of two barrels, it would seem to be the
part of good sportsmanship for the .-Kmericans to agree at once
to a live-bird race, al.so, if

.

the. ^atter be proposed bv the Eno-'ish
shoters. In this race our cousins across the water might perhaps
surprise some of our best shots on the fast little English blue-
rocks. We shou'd not need to ask any odds of them, even at this
game, but it would seem to be a nearer thing than the target
proposition, ,and il would take off much of the feeling that perhaps
the Eng'i.'-Ii shooters were going against a crosvd of specialists in
a target race.
The trip, in Mr. Marshall's estimation, ought to take about two

months, and should be made in June and JuH- of next summer.
He thinks there would probably be a great many side matches,
and believes that American monev wou'd not be wanting for
almost anv^ kind of a shoteun contest with almost any sort of a
man that Europe can' produce.
There is some talk, as Mr. .Marshall hints, of this thins beih^

carried through by a private enterprise, in case any of the men
.above mentioned for the teani did not find themse'ves in a position
t-i make the trip for financial reasons. This sutrgestion may come
up for later comment.. These men h.ive in a manner set their
her.rts upon thi.« i"«tch. and 1 am satisfif^d that all the shooters
of America wou'd like to see this trip made. This aftords Erround
.for the hope Ih.at it will evenma ly be made. Our English
cousins nuiv feel bv warrant of this private and unofficial state-
ment of the man who is practiCallv .--ure to be in charge of the
Ameri-an tea"i fh^t theV are unofficially, but confidently, chal-
lenged to n^^ke this ii'fuch at lari;ets. Perhaiis the American.^
wou'd cai'v'der pUo a li>-c-b'rd rfiqe, though this did not come
wi«h >''r, Marsba'l's statement at the" time.

Ensr'isl'"'e»i are ivti-'riiusly coi-d .'iport.-nicn. and evetvbodv
hopes and believes that thev wi'l be heard from in regard to this
matter. It i.-^ too bad that Noel Money is not back in Eng'and
rrom South Africa. What- our f'-Jepd.s acroes? the water wilTmost
nS-ed is a wo^d ta'k wuh some Enu-lich fent'eman who has been
long in thi.s coun'rv, who i-s aeouainted with the shooting situation
here, and who can exp'ain inte"iffenllv the set"iing d'screoancies
between the trap situations in i\merira and in Entrland. Thern i.s

no SI"'' ^'^•^r,->nrv spr-"i'-; eiionfh to act as a bar to the hriiio--

i^ig off cif this match, and there i.s no reason why the 'alter shou'd
not be a 'ri-'^- international and a truly representative contest
between iportsni-n

E. Etbt-GH.
H.^HTFQKD Building, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Gwn Club. .

Herewith please find the averaees of the ifteiiibers oi the
Chicago Gun Glub 'for 1909, also tire announcement of the live-
bird shoots. • '•

'

This has been the bti^t vesir the ckih has ever had for target
shooting. There is a nice balanfce o« the right side of the ledger

this year, so we expect to increase the attendance next year by
giving moilihly prizes instead of a yeariy prize, as by comparison
with jast year you will see mat all the memoers snot much better
this .year. I^ ext >-ear we will be ao.e to. shoot any c.uu one to
fifteen men, and give them a warm race:
A numiier ot oxtr members are away quail shooting. Dr. Morton

and Dr. Arnoid leave to-night tor Arkansas. \V. L-. King, one of
our new members, will go next week. Dr. Miller and Dr. Carson
leave Thursday evening tor another try at them and expert to land
three or tour, Chas. Antome and V^. L. Cunnyiighani just got
back from Indiana. They lelt a tew birds in the State, but Chas-.
Hess and wife will try and get the ba.ance, so at the first live-
bird shoot we will have to listen to some big one.s.
The following are the averages in the yearly trophy eventt

monthly trophy event, and handicap cup slioot;
Yearly trophv shooi:

Class A.
Total Ten
Targets Grand Itighest Aver-
Shot at. Scored. Average. Scores, Scored, age.

A W Adams 3i5 29.7 77 .3-15 250 211 84 2-5
C Antoine ...150 117 78 -

V L Cunnyngham....l25 100 80 •

Dr R B Miller 150 125 S3 1-2

F P Stannard v.. 175 155 88 4-7W D Siannard 325 304 93 7-13 250 239- 9& 3-5
E M Steck..... 350 284 81 1-7 250 217 86 4.-5

O Von Lengerke 25 20 80
L Willard X 350 3:3 89.3-7 250 230 92

Class B.
O J Buck 250 203 81 1-5 250 203 81 1-5
Dr C W Carson aOO 337 84 1-4 250 229 91 3-5
R B Carson 450 318 70 2-?. 250 201 Si 3-5
Mrs C W C,irson....450 318 70 2-3 250 199 79 3-5
L H Goodrich........ 4o0 340 85 250 225 90
C C Hess 75 54 72
H B Murgan 1,5 127 72 4-7

Geo Roll 75 61 85 1-3

Class C.W H Cornwell 350 287 82 250 218 87 i-5
A C Bo.-refT 3j0 234 6rf «-7 2,0 i78 71 l-S.W F De Wolfe i5 36 48
J L Jones 225 130 5 7 7-9

J G Lovell 150 112 74 2-3 '. V.

A W Morton 125 lljO 80
Dr E C Morton 625 43-3 (:9 7-15 2.5(1 203 81 1-5
A Sundermeier 125 73 5S 2-5
Dr R C Tu.ck 1.5 125 71 3-7
G V Weart luO 67 -67

A T Whiiman.. 225 174 77 Kl
J G Parker, Jr 225 156 69 1-3 ...

Class D
Dr W J Arnold 50 32 64H D James 150 81 56
Dr W F Reber 125 89 71 1-S
XV' W Sprague 275 170 61 9-16 250 i62 64 4-5
F M Smith 25 18 72
A A

,
Walters 300 205 68 1-3 250 183 73 1-5

G K Milleken 450 2i8 • 55 1-9 250 167 66' 4-5

Unclassified.
R B Clark 75 il 54 2-3
C .A. Dunbar 50 28 56
B E Veaich 25 14 56H M V'eitmever i5 69 92
J P Bowles 75 60 SO
vV A King .75 39 52
R Pa'mer 25 16 64
Mrs Howard 75 39 52

Members not competing in the trophy shoots: J. D. BiSbee, E.
v\

. Heath, W. L. Dar.ington, J. S. Houston, J. W. Embree, C V.
.Silvester, C. E. Felton. F. H. Mitchell, W. E. Phillips E S
Rice, W. L. Porter, Hoyt Shaw, G. W. Prickett, Frank ^Villard,
J. F. Rehm.
Monthly trophy shoot: F. P. Stannard, April 7, Sept 8; V L

Cunnyngham, April 14; W. D. Stannard, April 21 June 2, June 16-
L. Willard (winner), April 28, June 9, lune 30, luJy 7 Oct 20-
Dr. C. W. Carson. May 5, Oct. 27; E. M. Steck, May 12, July 14:
A. W. Adams, May 19, June 23, Julv 21, .'\ug. 4; Mrs. Carson,
May 26; R. B. Carson, Aug. 11, Sept, 29; O. j. Buck, Aug. 18,
Sept. 1; Dr. F C Morton, Sept. 22; A. W. Morton, Sept. 14;
r. P. Bowles, Oct. 6.

, i .
.it.

Rules for Live-Bird Shoot.

The live-bird season of the Chicago Gun Club will begin on the
first Saturday in December. Contests will be held on the first and
third Saturday of each month until April 1, 1901. at Watson's Park
Burnside. Shooting will begin at 1:30 sharp, sliding handicap, iii

di,stance only. John Watosn, handicapper.
The club event will be at 15 live birds. No entrance fee. Each

man pays for his own birds. The club will donate $9 each shoot
divided into three moneys—14, $3, 12; high guns to win; no divide;
ties shot off, miss-and-out. No visitors to be allowed to shoot at
No. 1 set of traps during club shoot. Dr. E. C. Morton is
president. C. W. Carson, Sec'y.

Trap at Watson's Paik.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 20.—Four members of the Audubon Gun
Club attended the club shoot to-day. Gillis and Amberg tied with
15 kills, and in the shoot-off Amberg shot out his opponent in the
Kith round. Scores:
H t d;ll, 0 221f 22222220111-1

3

.\mbu;g, 1 . .,...>.: 111111111121222—15~
Jim Crow, 0 110122122221110—13
'-'""s, 4 1110*1212112122—15.
Tie on 15:

Gillis , ..•„,. ... 21112 212*2 Amberg 12221 22122
Nov. 24.—There was open sweepstake shooting to-day. Nos. 1nd 2 were 6 birds, ?2 entrance; No. 3, 6 birds, $3 entrance, and

s'o. 4, 1.5 birds, $5 entrance. AH ties divided. Scores-
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3 No. 4.

^^^f^--; 1121*2-5 2112:2-6 22P22-5 12112222*222222-14
.r^ M Hea'ey 011001—3 1111*2—5 Ox2i20--l 0l212:;iilll2lll-14

Practice:

•I>
Heaiey 120211112101**1111-14

1"^"*^: •, 2112*1221122212212-17
F M Smith 211202

Mississippi Valley Notes.
Pigeon, shooting has beeii lively about St. Louis this month

-«n the 16th- Tramp Irwm and Dr. J. W. Smith shot a match at
Dupont Park, at 50 live birds. The result was a tie on 46. It wa.s
arranged to shoot the deciding match on the following Saturday
hut a professional call kept the Doctor away. Scores:
Dr J \V Smith 211221*222212222021222111—23

222122*2l22222u2222iJl2222—23—46
Iramp Irwin Ili;lii*2i2121i22i'^2"'*2222 "S

13221122*222u212222222222—23—4(5'

Instead of the Sn»ith-Trwin shoot-ofT there was shot on Nov.
li a match at 25 birds between H. C. Griesedick and Chas.
Spencer, scores of which follow:

^J,
C Griesedick 22321111212022221122222*2—23

Chas ^ Spencer 22l22HH0222122„22020212—21
'

A 22-bird race was also shot on the 17th. with eight entries all
standing at 30yds. The birds were a lot of lively fellows and
.scores ranged very low as compared witli the usually high 'aver-
age maintained by the St. Louis, boys, on Bave Elliott's grounds
rigures are appended:
G riesedick 1021112121211111112112—21
^Pencer 211022121222222222'>'22—21
Taylor 012222112222001 020

w

21111111211211221 22122- 2'^

ermod 2211*22212222112221121—2

1

E 1 lott 12211 21 1 2211^1 1' 211111—22
Chase 2021122222221222122022-20
Dr Smith .......2222*22*2222122112222^-20
Everything promises a erreat attendance at the Burnside shoot atGalesburg next week. Forty shooters have promised certain'y tobe there, and arrangements are being made tor more. The Union

Hotel Will be headquarters..

F. C, RiEHS..

Keystone Shooting League.
HoLMESBtjsiG Junction, Pa.. Nov. 24.--Despite the disagreeable

weather, a goodiy number of shooters atiendtd the shoot of the
Keystone Snooting League to-day. The contests were the semi-
monthly shoot for the. challenge trophy, emb.ematic of the live-
bird championship of Philadelphia, and the week,y handicap
shoot for the trophy emblematic of the club championship. The
former event is open, to all residents of Philadelphia, while the
latter is open to elpb members only. The conditions of the
challenge trophy everit are 10 birds per man, 30yds, rise. In this
event seven men tied with clean scores, and Henry won in the
shoot-ofT by killing 9 birds. In the club cliampionship event at
10 birds, handicap rise, 50yds. boundary, Henry again won with
a c'ean score. The scores:
Challenge trophy event:

McCoy .....2222222222-10 Geikler 2222222222-10
Henry ...2112112111-10 Felix. I212i222i0-

9

Vandegrift *1112*1011— 7 Darby 2122122222—10
Sanford 22120202j2— 7 Davis 2212111221—10
Howard 01200*201— 4 Van Loon Ii21222112—10
Brewer 1222212122—10

Ties: , ]

Henry Ill 111 121—9 Davis ..22D
Van Loon 222 222 10*—7 Geikler OOO
Darby 221 222 0 —6 Brewer,. 0
McCoy 222 2*

Club championship

:

McCoy, 30 , . . .2222002202- 7 Felix, 30 0022222222- 8
Henry, 30 2212121221—10 Darby, 29 021111222*- 8
Vandegrift, 30 2122211122—10 Davis, 28 2112102920— 8
Sanford, 29 2:22222220— 8 Van Loon, 29

0200201022—

5
.bchenck, 28 220*020102— 5 Hautf 28 12J2101022— 7
Brewer, 30 2120222202- 8 Ridge, 29... 2222112202—9
Geikler. 28 22*2220202—7

Baltimore Shooting Association,

I!alti.vokk, Md., Nov. 24.—In spite of the bad weather and a
fold nor easier, a number of the faithful took their guns and shoot-
ing clotlies to the grounds of the Baltimore Shooting Association
to-da.y. A. H. Fox, of the Winchester and Dupont companies, was
high in each event. Malone was not in his usual good form, while
the reverse was the case with Franklin, who is an amateur of a
few months' experience, but bids fair to make a first-class shot
with a little more experience. The fir.st three events were at 25
targets each. The scores follow:

No. 1 No 2. No. 3. N:o.li3)Tci.l No.3.
f<ox 24 24 25 Leiand ..^iM 20 21
i^'q'one ..... 21 22 22 Franklin ;..19 20 21
Thomas 21 21 20 West ,20 21 21
Li^e-bird shooting fo'lowed, and Capt. Malone had a good, fast

.ot of birds- on hand, which, together with the dark afternoon, and-
background, made the shooting hard, as the scores will show:
Twenty-five live birds, oOyds. rise:

Ftirgersan 111010111220111*120222120-19
Iranklm 20 222*2(22*22 i *22 112220—17

22222222 2^ 2 2" 22.2^2222-25
J-eland 200112mill221w
^"vage 1210*112.022U22102] 20*21—18

Baltimore.

^nnqc mid ^ullctv.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.
.San Francisco, Nov. 18.—Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club had

bad weather conditions, but hot competition, for the yearly mcdaU
and prizes on the all comers' matches. Hoadlev tied I)aiss for

"onofs on the pistol, and Becker led on the'.22 rifle contest.
Both are comparatively new members. Pape led on the military

f" inl^
wiLliin 5 points of Young, who leads with 47, average

lor 10 best scores, Creedmoor count. Daiss led with revolver, and
V oung with fine rifle. Hoad ev was third on the all comers'
pistol in the morning, and gained 45 points by his fine shoot-
ing, which placed him 4 points ahead of Becker, and Dr. Twist
also gained .33 point;;, which put him 9 points behind Hoad.ey.
I'.ecker got even by tieing the Doctor with the .22 rifle. The
competition is most intense, and the best of feeling exists between
all, which adds to the sport. It was the best day of the year as to
the number of entries, and the next two final shoots will be
more interesting, as they settle final ownership of medals and
prizes. The Columbia buttons were won during last six months
as follows: Rifle, A. B. Dorrell, C. M. Daiss and Dr. J. F.
Twist. Pistol, F, O. Young, Paul Becker and N. A. Robinson^
who will wear them permanently hereafter. Daiss has put up S
more for those who did not win. These are similar to those
sent Humphrey and Dr. Baker as souvenirs of their phenomenal
shooting on Columbia target. They are given for most firsts, and
won each month; member winning most times in six months wins
finally.

Scores to-day, Columbia target; all comers' re-entry matches:
Rifle. 200yds.: F. O. Young 60, 62; G. Manuel 69, 74, 76, 78, 89.
Military, 200yds., and repeating rifie, Creedmoor count; A. IL

Pape 48, 47, 46, 46, 45, 45; F. O, Young 47, 47, 47, 47, 46, 45. 45. 45;
r. Becker (.30-30 carbine) 44, 44,; E. A. Allen 38. Pape and
Y'oung used Sharp's military, 61bs. pu l, open sights, and King's
CG and smokeless powders.

Pistol, 50vds.: Geo. W. Hoadlev 45, 43. 52; C. M. Daiss 43 45
50, 52, 49; Dr. J. F. Twist 50, 54. 55. 56. 65, 66, 68, 68; F. S. Wash-
burn 54; P. Becker 57; G. M. Barley 59.

Twist revolver medal: C. M. Daiss 51, 60, 68, 69: F. O. Youne
56, 56, 62, 69.

.22 and. ,25 rifle medals, 50yds.: P. Becker 19, 24, 24, 25 25, 28:
A. B. Dorrell 21. 22, 24, 24, 26, 27; Dr. J. F. Twist 30, 3l', 32: E.
A; A'.len 35.

Rifle, record: Mr. Griffin 39, 47, 53.

F. O. YoDNO, Rec. Sec'y-

Elite Schuet2cn Corps,

BKooKi.y\. N. Y'., Nov. 23.—At the regular shoot of the Elite
Schuetzen Corps, on Friday, Nov. 23, at Louis Mertz's shooting
gallery, corner Broadway and Jefferson street, the fo'Iowing scores
were made: F. C. Ross 213, C. VV. Horney 2^2, Ceo. K'inffel-
hoefer 241, T. P. Fritz 241, L. Zoellner 237. C. K. H-^ernmg 237,
G. Krauss 235, C. Deckemann, Jr., 234, Louis Mertz 227, Soansren-
berg 221. Charles K. Hoerning, S. M.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Florida, Cuba and the South, Mexico and California.

The Southern Railway, the great Trunk Line of the South,
otters the most perfect service for reaching the principal cities
and resorts of the South, Southwest and the Pacific Coast. Three
through trains daily operating perfect dining car service, wnth
through Pullman drawing room sleeping cars. New York to New
Orleans, Atlanta, Memphis, Tampa, Jacksonville, Savannah, Aiken,
.\ugusta. Asheville, Chattanooga. Nashville. Pullman tourist
sleeping ear Washington to San Francisco without change. Jan.
14, 1901, .New York & Florida Limited resumes sen-ice between
New' -York and St. Augustine. Finest train in the world, com-
posed exclusive'y of composite dining, library, observation, com-
partment drawing room and sleeping cars, electric lighted, steam
Ideated. For descriptive matter of the route, the rates and general
information regarding the resorts of the South ral! on or address
New York Ticket Offices, 271 and 1185 Broadway, or A'ex S,
Thweatt. Eastern Passenger .'Vgent, 11S5 Broadway, corner Twenty-
eighth street.

—

Adv.

To us of the North who have to endure the battering of winter
Winds and snows, thoughts of the tropics and of smooth summer
seas are most attractive; and each year sees an increasing migra-
tion to the South. Each year, too, more and more people are
n-aking (he Irip beyond the borders of the United States to those
if.lands of the sea where it is always suvnmer. A beaiitifu' pamphlet
entitled "Bermuda, 1901," has been issued bv the Ouebec Steamship
Co., Ltd Ir. thi.=. Bermuda's attractions by land and sea and its
interesting life :are set forth, and there are also descriptions of
new winter resorts amon? the Windward Islands—Sant.T Cmz,
St. Kitts, Antiffua. Martinique, and manv others. Many beautiful
ha'f-tone pictures i'lustrate the life of these Southern seas, and
th.ere are several full-page nlates in colors. Information con-
cerning these attractive lands and how to reach them may be
had from A. E, Outerbridge & Co., Agents, 39 Broa.dvfay.—Adv.
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Our^Cbristmas number.
The Forest and Stream of Dec. 22 will be the Christ-

mas Number; and this year, as in other years, the pages

will contain an admirable store of good reading. Here

are some of the contents

:

"Reminiscences." By Rowland E. Robinson.

"Christmas Under the Palms." By Llewella Pierce

Churchill,

"A Voice from a Farm," ^ By W. W. Hastings.

"Old Hogarth." By Fayette Durlin, Jr.

"Out of Commission." By N. N. West.

"The Christmas Dinner Father Josef Cooked." By J. H.

Connelly,

"How We Obtained Our Gun Rack." By A. C. Thatcher.

•That Christmas Turkey." By Edward Banks.

"My Grandmother's Kitchen." By Egbert L. Bangs.

LAY DAYS FOR LONG ISLAND DUCKS.

In another column attention is called to the continual

shooting to which the wild fowl now gathered on the

Great South Bay are exposed and to the fact that this

shooting has led them to desert the waters of the bay

during the dayl'ght hours, and to rest in the ocean beyond

the outer beach, where they are free from molestation by

their twin enemies, the gunner and the sailboat. In the

Great South Bay, as on many other waters where ducks

are abundant, the gunner and the sailboat are in partner-

ship, and while the baiteryman or the point shooter lies

hidden near his decoys, the skipper of the sailboat passes

to and fro over the water, sailing up to everj' bunch of

ducks that can be seen, and forcing them to take wing,

in the hope that some of them may fly near enough to his

man to give him a shot.

Ducks are simple birds, to be sure, but they possess

wings, and after having been chased about in this way

for a longer or shorter period they weary of it and are

certain to depart to some place where they will be free

from this annoyance. This place in the Great South

Bay—and also in many other waters along our coast—is

the ocean.

We are told that the birds now seem hardly less nu-

merous than they were when they first came on from the

north but that the shooting is no longer good, for the

reason that the b'rds feed only at night, coming in late

in the afternoon and going out in the morning when first

disturbed.

Now there ought to be some way of protecting the birds

from this continual harassment, even if the season is

open, and yet it is impossible to expect one man to stop

shooting while another keeps it up, and the establishing

of a common sentiment wh'ch should agree that the birds

should be let alone at certain times and certain seasons

is, of course, not to be hoped for. Yet there is a method

practiced in certain States, which New Yorkers are verj'

apt to th'nk far behind them in energy, push and gen-

eral business sense, by which the ducks have during

each week two days of rest besides Sunday.

In Maryland and in North Carolina—States where the

duck shooting is probably better than anywhere else on

this continent—long experience has taught gunners

—

whether they shoot for the mere sport of the thing or to

sell their birds and so to make a livelihood—that it is

wise to give the birds a certain amount of rest from the

gunning ; that in this way they continue to be gentle, and

willing to come up to the decoys; that in the four days of

shooting had under the operation of such an arrange-

ment more birds are killed and with less effort than

where the shooting lasts from Monday morning to

Saturday night.

In these States the lay daj'-s are generally observed

;

far more so than is the prohibition against night shooting,

which in certain places has become a great abuse.

It is late in August or early in September when the

first ducks begin to make their appearance in the Great

South Bay, and now in the opening days of December they

are still there in great numbers, but are not accessible.

It is entirely conceivable that an amendment of the game
law to apply to the whole State of Ne-w York which
should forbid the putting out of decoys or the shootinf

at wild fowl on Monday or Thursday of any week might

result in greatly bettering the shooting for those who
visit Long Island waters or those of the Hudson River,

and at the same time might keep the ducks about instead

of driving them off the bay into the ocean.

People who commonly shoot on Chesapeake Bay and

on Currituck and Albemarle sounds declare that on the

days following lay days the birds are noticeably less sus-

picious than on other days, and that the shooting on Mon-
day, after they have had two days' rest, is almost sure to

be good, provided there is any weather at all.

The Great South Bay is a body of water which . with

reasonable protection should furnish good shooting during

the whole of the season while it is open, but for m^my
years the residents and visitors there have seemed to

act as if they did not wish to have any ducks with them,

for from the time the birds come until the time they go,

they are constantly chased about. In these days of in-

creasing game scarcity it is worth our while to do every-

thing in our power to make the most of the natural ad-

vantages that we have. Public shooting grounds where

to-day a man can go to have anything like good shooting

are few and far between, and far away and usually much
crowded. It would be an enormous boon to many Eastern

sportsmen if the Great South Bay and its adjacent bodies

of water could be treated in an intell'gent way; so as to

protect the fowl and make the shooting constantly good.

Some time this will probably be done ; but when ?

THE M-ASSACHUSETTS FISH COMMISSION.

On Nov. 28 Governor W. Murray Crane, of Massachu-

setts, nominated Mr. John W. Delano, of Marion, as Com-
missioner of Fish and Game, to fill the unexpired term

of the late Elisha D. Buffington, whose death was recently

announced,

Mr. Delano has had about ten years' service as a sub-

ordinate in the work of the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Commission, and 'therefore will bring toi his new position

a ripe experience and a coihprehensive knowledge of all

phases of the various activities in which the Commission
is engaged.

For several years past he has been superintendent of

hatcheries, and in this capacity has given special atten-

tion to the fislicultural work under his charge. . He has

also designed and superintended the construction of some
of the best hatcheries in the State; has compiled the

statistics of fisheries published by the Commission, and at

various times has performed with zeal and rare good
judgment the duties of a deputy in the enforcement of

the fish and game laws.

It is evident that this appointment was made for merit

alone, and Governor Crane deserves the commendation of

all interested in fishculture and the protection and preser-

vation of fish and game for his action in this case, which
indicates clearly his keen business instincts and his high

regard for the public welfare,

MR. WOODRUFF'S DEER. .

The civic pride of the people of New York is not

strengthened in any very considerable measure by the

spectacle of the Lieutenant-Governor of the State brought

to book for killing deer out of season, . A press dispatch

from Old Forge in the Adirondacks announces that as a

result of prosecution by the Brown's Tract Guides' Asso-
ciation, Lieutenant-Governor Timothy L. Woodruff has

paid a fine of $250 for violating the game laws in hunting

before the opening of the season. In the absence of in-

formation to the contrary, it would be charitable to assume
that Lieutenant-Governor Woodruff killed his game out

of season unwittingly, although it must be confessed that

this would be a mighty poor excuse if not worse than none
at all. In these days no shooter of game may plead

ignorance of the game laws, for it is his business before

he shoots to find out what the laws are. It is in particur

lar the duty of a public executive officer so to inform
himself, to the end that he who by virtue of his position

should be an example to all men, may not disgrace him-
self and the citizens of his State by being haled before

a court and punished for a misdemeanor. Moreover, if

Mr. Woodruff did violate the law unwittingly, it was his

duty as a citizen, a sportsman and a Lieutenant-Governor

to come forward at once and pay the penalty volun-

tarily, without waiting for prosecution. Had ihis course

been taken, itwould have been to make the beM: of a bad

matter, and would have relieved the citizens of the State

of a portion of the obloquy they must share, with their

oflScial representative. If, on the other hand, we' assume

that Mr. Woodruff knew what he was about and violated

the law deliberately, then this is only one of a long list of

incidents which indicate a tendency on the part of public

officials to regard themselves as being outside of the ap-

plication of a statute which interferes with their will. We
have had in the past fish commissioners who by virtue of

their office and in the exercise of official self-indulgence

have systematically fished in waters closed by law; and

they have done this as an unquestioned right, assuming

that they were for some reason exempt from the opera-

tion of the" law. If Mr. Woodruff entertained any such

foolish notion with respect to the Adirondack deer law

he knows now that he was mistaken.

"PUBLIC WATERS."

In his communication on the stocking of public waters

Mr, J, S, Van Cleef discusses a subject of much per-

plexity. He represents that the public waters are re-

stricted, and that as a matter of fact most of the fish

which are distribtited from State hatcheries to be placed

in public waters actually are deposited in private waters.

A consideration of the development of fish stocking and

of the growth of angling explains in what manner the

usage of the fish commissions of the several States re-

specting the stocking of public and private waters has

come about. The artificial breeding and the distribution

of fish originated at a time when fishing streams were

for the most part free to all; and when, although not

technically public waters in the strict sense employed by

Mr. Van Cleef. they were to all intents and purposes pub-

lic, in that the public had unrestrained access to them

for fishing. 'VNHien fish were planted in such streams the

public had the benefit of the stocking. Then as fishermen

increased and fishing privileges grew more valued, these

same waters which had been thus free to the public were

posted by their owners, and became in fact, as they had

always been technically, private waters. When this change

came, the commissions in many instances continued to

supply fish for the streams, though in so doing they were

now stocking private waters. As a rule there remains

very little open fishing that amounts to anything. All

waters which afford fishing are now posted or soon will

be. There remain, then, as Mr. Van Cleef points out,

practically no public streams to be stocked.

Some States have a provision that waters stocked from

the public hatcheries shall be open to public fishing, but

this does not solve the difficulty, because the right in-

hering in the ownership of the fee cannot be thus abro-

gated by legislative enactment.

The conclusion to which we have already come, or to

which we are coming, in many parts of the country is

this, that if the fish commissions go on stocking the waters

they must conlimje to stock private waters; or on the

other hand, if the owners of private waters desire fish

for stocking purposes, they must look for them not to the

fish commissions but to private breeders.

THE FEAR OF SNAKES.

' Coahoma and others of the kindness to serpents cult,

who would put man and snake on a peace footing, without

waiting for the lion to lie down with the lamb, have set

themselves to a gigantic task. If the fear of snakes is not

implanted in human nature, it certainly is manifested at

an early age, and is practically universal. The United

States Bureau of Education has just completed an ex-

tended inquiry into the subject of fear among children.

By means of lists of objects of fear, which lists were dis-

tributed to teachers, parents and others for the ques-

tioning of children, the facts were collected covering

15,000,000 cases. The figures show that thunder storms

are more generally the object of fear than any qther one
thing, and next come reptiles. Then w order follow

strangers. d,arknes% fire, death, domeslac ariirnals, disease,

wild animals, M'ater, insects, ghosts. Som'^ uf these, fear

as that of thunder storms, may be dassiiSed as natural 4

others, as of ghosts, are the result of teach iti^. WJ»e^
does the fear of reptiles belong?
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One Day and Another.

Statea Island.

I CAN recall a day when the ground where the village

of South Beach now stands was only a succession of

sand dunes, with here and there a tuft of spear grass, and

at long intervals a clump of firs. On that day I had gone,

as I may say, on a voyage of discovery. It was in the

early fall, and the weather, though fine, was somewhat
gray and hazy, with a strong wind blowing in from the

sea. Starting from the bend below Fort Wadsworth, I

progressed leisurely along the beach, keeping my eyes

about me. The place seemed to be as lonesome as Robin-

son Crusoe's island. Not a soul was to be seen, nor a

.sign of human habitation. The monotonous murmur-
ing of the waves on the beach and the sibilation of the

sand blown through the spear grass were the only sounds
that struck the ear. When I had gone about half a mile

I observed to my right a marsh, which, narrow at first,

broadened out and stretched away for about three miles.

Idly lifting a stone, I threw it among the reeds, when
whir! up got an English snipe, and with its peculiar note
of alarm went zigzagging down the marsh. Further on
I tried a similar experiment, and .put up Hot one
snipe, but two. "It is all because I have no gun
with me!'' I commented, as I resumed my walk. I have
mentioned that there were scattered chimps of fir trees

on the beach. Suddenly on rounding one of these I

espied a hut of the most primitive order. Put together
any way, with old pieces of wreckage and little else be-

sides, it presented indeed a sorry and ludicrous appear-
ance. At first I supposed it was uninhabited (probably
some old pirate's lair, .1 thought), but presently became
conscious of the odor of burning wood, and imme-
diately afterward a most extraordinary figure of a man
presented himself at the door of the hut. He was about
fifty years old, as well as I could judge; tall and spare,
with a face very suggestive of a hawk. His -clothes were
in keeping with his habitation, and that, I fancy, ,will be
description enough. For a while he eyed me sus-

piciously, almost threateningly, but when I assured him
that I meant no harm his demeanor altered a little, and
he asked:
"You ain't an agent of the lawyers, then?"
"No, indeed," I answered, laughing. "I wouldn't

have anything to do with lawyers for the whole world."
At this he became civility itself, advanced to meet me

and apologized for not being able to ask me in, as his
wife was in bed with the chills.

"Your what?" I exclaimed.
"My wife," he answered, somewhat haughtily. "Ain't

I got a right to be married?"
Oh, of course," I said; "but you don't mean to say

that you both live in there?"
"Cart'nly we do—and right snug, too, with no one to

bother us."
To be sure I wondered, and recalled the old saying

that one half of the world doesn't know how the other
half lives. My reverie was interrupted by the abrupt
question, "Do vou wan't to buy some birds?"
;"What kind of birds?" I asked.
"Snipe—and good fat ones," he answered, and request-

ing me to step behind the hut, there pointed to three or
four yellowlegs hanging on a line. Placed against
a tree near by was an old rusty fowling piece. I was
considerably more interested in the gun that the game.
Picking it up, I examined the lock and barrel, and de-
cided that the promise of being remembered in a million-
aire's will would hardly induce me to let that gun off.

My expression must have betrayed my thoughts, for the
owner of the weapon exclaimed, ofifendedly, "There
ain't nothin' the matter with her, if she is a bit rusty.
That old gal and me has been companions these twenty
years, and she's never gone back on me yit."

I endeavored to look sympathetic, and deeming it

prudent to divert the conversation, mqmred, "Plenty of
game hereabouts, I suppose?"
He regarded me meditatively for a while, as if trying

to determine whether I contemplated poaching on his
preserves, and then answered, cautiously, "Wal, 'tain't
what it used to be."
But suddenly he asked, "Do you want a day's shoot-

in'?"

I said," "I might."
"Wal, if you do. and will make it wo'th my while, I

may be able to stir up a few—quite a few. But you'd
have to bunk here the night afore, as we'd have to start
putty early."

"Bunk here?" I said. "Why, you and your wife must
occupy every inch of room in that—that cottage of
yours."
"Oh, it ain't so small as it looks outside. Anyhow,

•if you will come. I guarantee to fix a place fur you."
• "But your wife?" I said, inquiringly.
"Oh, we'll put up a little screen," he answered

naively.
'

_
I promised to consider the matter, and handing him a

cigar, which he seemed delighted to get, took my leave.
As I proceeded on my way I amused myself with

imagmmg a night under the conditions indicated. The
subject was so engrossing—so full of unique horror, as
I may say—that before I was aware I had almost walked
into a creek. This came meandering sluggishly through
the marsh and joined with the tide, which was now at its
height. For the m.oment I thought I had reached my
Ultima Thule, and that I should have to turn back but
looking, about I descried some distance up the creek
a rude bridge, by which I crossed.
My way now lay through a stretch of rough ground

densely covered with scrub, or spear grass, in which I put
up several rabbits. To my right the marsh spread out
to the distance of a mile or more and presented a most
picturesque appearance, with its rich autumnal colorings
and shining pools. By one of these I saw two white
cranes industriously fishing. This is a veritable rara avis
and made me regret again the absence of that gun.

'

At
length I got to the upper end of the marsh and" made a
^etour through the w<?o4s by which if bordered—

noticing as I went along num.erous signs of woodcock—
until I came out on the Richmond road. Here, in those

days, was a little inn known as the Sportsman's Rest,

which, I am confident, no tired sportsman could possibly

pass. Not only was it well provided and neatly kept, but

the host, a genial son of the. Vaterland, acted, so to

speak, like a magnet. I therefore will make no apology

for having entered.

As I sat resting in a big arm chair, with my pipe in

good working order, at least half a dozen of gunners must
have dropped in with well filled bags. And then my host

informed me that he had been out that very morning
and brought down with his own gun four brace of

woodcock—and what is more he exhibited them.

I complimented him on having such good shooting.

"Veil," he said, reflectively, "it's putty goot now, but

hein! soon, alretty, it may be tarn poor!"
Prophetic words!

That day, well remembered, was years ago. Tempora
mutantur. Recently I have been on Staten Island, and I

fell in with a man with a gun, and another man slouching

some distance in his rear.

"Any sport?" I inquired.

He stopped and appeared to be a little troubled.

"No—nary a thing," he answered,
I then told him that I was from the city, and was

anxious for a day's shooting on the island, and asked if

he could recommend a guide.

"Oh," he said, and thought a moment. "Well," he said

then, "I could guide you myself—me and this man. Come
here, Pete."

Pete slouched up, and I noticed that all his pockets
were bulging.
"Could yoH bring me to where there are some quail?"

I asked.

"Oh, quail! No, I guess not. There don't appear to
be none around. They let some loose last year, but
they've disappeared. But say, I can git you some fine

robin shootin' and meadowlarks. MeadovN^larks is fine;

but you want to be putty quick if you don't hit 'em on the
ground!"

"But," I said, "those are song birds, and it is against
the law to shoot them."
He guffawed, and looked at Pete, who grinned. "Say,"

he went on, "that's all right. There ain't no danger.
When we shoot anything we needn't carry it, but hand
it to this man, who keeps at a distance and pretends to be
lookin' for nuts when he sees any one a-comin,' No,
there ain't a bit of danger."
"Oh, I see," I said, "you've got it down pretty fine.

Well, if you will let me haA^e your address I'll think it

over and drop you a line if I decide to come."
He gave me the address, and I wished him "good-

day," while secretly wishing him in the lockup at Rich-
mond.
And is this possible, I mused, as I went on my way,

within fifteen miles of New York?
I understand that a close season of three years for

quail has been declared on Staten Island. No wonder,
indeed. But, query: Will it not soon be in order to
declare a close season for robins and meadowlarks
and song birds generally? And this suggests another
query: Does a close season close?

Frank Moonan.
New York, Nov, IB.

That Mule o' Saunders'.
"DoGGON my whiskers ef that onery cuss uv a mule

ent gone an' skinned aout again," old man Saunders ex-
claimed to himself in tones of dismay, as he viewed the
wreck of the sometime rickety gate and the vaeant barn-
yard where the big black mule was wont to spend a cer-
tain portion of his time in braying forth defiance to the
world.
Saunders bit off a huge piece of tobacb from his twist,

spat vigorously and with much feeling upon the wreckage
of the gate, and then turned his back on the scene in
disgust. There was an expression on his countenance
that boded ill for the cause of all this trouble as he
seated himself on a big "nigger head" boulder, with his
rifle across his knees, undecided what to do next.
Truly this was a bad ending to what had otherwise

been a day fraught with great excitement and wonder-
ful surprises—a never-to-be-forgotten red-letter day for
Saunders. He had started out at daybreak that morn-
ing with rifle in hand in quest of wild turkeys or anything
in the way of game that might cross his path.
The time of the year was November. It was one of

those "gray days and cold," with a dull, leaden sky over-
head and a general air of gloom and depression pervading
the atmosphere; the kind of a day when Dame Nature
herself seerns in a melancholy mood and tunes her harp
to minor strains of mournful music, and you feel that
"the end of all things is nigh at hand."

In a vague way Saunders was similarly affected, al-
though if asked to put his feelings into words he would
have answered in this wise: "This yere doggon weather
ent fit fer nuthin' 'cep'n' duck? an' geese an' razorbacks
an' whisky toddy, hi ganny."
The first three members of this quartet of immunes

were well able to look after themselves, and as the toddy
was Saunders' special charge it received all dne attention

;

but then, the hunting was not very good, and a man had
to keep his spirits up in some way.

_
With noiseless tread and eye 'and ear alert for any

sign of moving creature, Saunders pursued his way. He
was advancing cautiously down through a deep ravine
where a self-important little brook hurried along in a
noisy, reckless fashion, with many a tumble over its rock-
strewn course, chattering busily the while to itself and
making much ado over everything and nothing, when
he suddenly stopped short in his tracks with an ejacula-
tion of surprise.
Bending low, he examined a mark in the sand at the

edge of the brook. His eyes flashed and his breath came
hurriedly with excitement as he carefuHv traced the
markings in the sand. It was the fresh footprints of a
deer.

Sannder.^ straightened himself to his ftiH height, threw
back his shoulders and lausrhed foftlv. "Hr ganny, h^t's
p\ deer ^n' no mistake," he eatclaimed m low, excited

tones, "A deer, an' a whoppin' big feller, tew. Hi
Godfrey, who'd a thunk it?"

He seemed to grow ten years younger in a moment. He
crossed the brook and look up the trail on the other side,

where it showed pla.ner in the softer soil.' He followed
the trail a short distance and then lost it, but he had the
direction, and if that deer were anywhere in Douglas
county he proposed to find him.

Instinctively hie recalled the many times he had hunted
Oyer these rugged hills, years before, when game of every
kind was plentiful ; but there had not been a deer shot in
Douglas county for the past two or three years. He had
never expected to shoot another one, and lo ! here he was
on the trail again, just as in the days of old, and some-
where ahead of him there was a deer, perchance a big
buck.

It seemed incredible, and he longed to shout aloud, but
fear of alarming the deer restrained him. in lieu of a
shout, however, he produced .a well-worn flask from his
hip pocket, and holding.it at arm's length embraced the
surrounding hills in a comprehensive sweep of liis long
arm. •

.

"Here's to.yuh, wharever y' be," said he, delivering hi^

toast with great gusto. "Here's hopin' we'll meet up
with each other afore dark."
He took a long pull at the flask, and restoring it to its

accustomed resting place, started in pursuit of the deer.
No hunter of any forest, no savage in any wilderness

ever followed a trail with more untiring zeal than this old
man now displayed. Mile after m'le did he cover with
his sAvift, noiseless tread. Not a sound escaped his

listening ears, not the stirring of a leaf, nor the swaying
of some low hanging bough, nor the slightest movement
in the underbrush that his ever watchful eye did not
detect.

He laid his course in a wide circle, judging it more than
probable that the deer would return to its drink ng place
that night. Twice he came upon a flock of wild turkeys,
but unheeding the temptation he passed them by. He
dared not risk a .shot.

It was Avell on in the afternoon, and the long tramp
was beginning to tell on his overworked muscles, before
his patient search was rewarded. He had reached the
top of a high ridge after a toilsome ascent up its steep
side, and had paused a moment to recover his breath,
when he suddenly caught sight of some creature moving
among the trees in the distance.

It took but a second glance to convince him that his

labors had not been in vain. The moving creature was a
deer, and a big buck at that. The buck had not taken
alarm, as yet, but .stalked majestically along, stopping
ever and anon to raise liis head and sjiiff thfc air for any
sign of danger.
Then Saunders brought all his knowledge and skill in

woodcraft to bear upon the situation, and stole cautiously
toward the keen-sensed and ever-suspicious quarry. For-
tunately he had the wind in his favor, or it would merely
have been the wave of white flag and an abrupt farewell—
and no venison for Saimders. His breath came fast, and
his heart thumped like a trip hammer against his ribs, but
his hand was steady and his aim was sure when the
critical moment came.
He dropped to one knee and raised the rifle to bis

shoulder. At the flash of the weapon the buck bounded
high in the air, recovered himself, took four or five long
jumps and then plunged forward on his head a^nd lay
still.

Saunders advanced slowly, ready at a tnoment's noticw
to put in another shot if the deer showed the slightest
sign of suddenly coming to life and making good his

escape. But this "lone s.ag of the mountains" had at last

met with the tragic fate allotted to his kind, sooner or
later, wherever the foot of man doth tread.

After Saunders had dressed the deer he bethought
himself what next to do. It was growing late and would
be dark in a few hours, and now that the excitement of
the chase was over, the reaction set in and he knew that
he would never be able to pack the deer back to his cabin
that day. He decided to hang up the carcass where it

was and return home for his big black mule, on who.=e
strong back the deer could be easily borne away. With
this plan in view he suspended the carcass between two
tall saplings, and set out after the mule.
The wide circle in which he had traveled in pursuit of

the buck had brought him within five or six miles of
his home. He had not gone far when he happened upon
an old, disused roadway Avhich he followed until it

joined the road that passed his own door.
As he drew near the three or four log buildings and

the small clearing that constituted his farm, it seemed to
him that an ominous silence brooded over the place. Not
a living creature could be seen anywhere about, save
one or two frightened looking chickens, and this fact gave
a very unpleasant aspect to affairs, and he Avas therefore
partly prepared for the unwelcome discovery that fol-

lowed. The mule had taken French leave and frustrated
all his owner's plans. That accounted for the silence. No
creature that could escape remained in sight when the
black mule broke loose and went on a ramoage.
As Saunders sat on the big "nigger head" rock review-

ing the situation, as the facts presented themselves, he
was in anything but a happy frame of mind. He found
himself in an awkward predicament. It was too late to
start out in search of the mule, as there was no telling

where that independent beast had elected to spend his
brief vacation; It would be dark in another hour, and,
moreover. Saunders kijew that he was far too Aveary to
even think of packing the deer's heavy carcass home that
night, and yet he dared not leave it hanging there in

the woods unguarded and unprotected. There Avas no .

other Avay out of the difficulty save to return and camp
out beside the deer until the next morning.
He left his seat on the boulder and entered the hoii.se

and rolled un what fcAv things he needed in a blanket and
slinp-ing the light bundle over his shoulder, started off on
h"s back track—a lone, wearisome tramp, where each of
the five miles seemed like two.

It was after dark before he came to the end of his
iourney. He soon had a bnVht fire burnine merrilv and
b<=>fnrp loner an nrlnr of broilpd veni'^'^n and fried bacon
fil'ed the air. and Saunders feasted. Af'^er th?t he wrann--*!
himself in hi« blank'=t and wa«: immfdiatelv buried in

sleep and he dreamed th&t had heard the brazen voice
of a braying mule.
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The next morning he ale a hearty breakfast, and then

hoisting the deei" and his other belongings on to his

broad back, started for home. As he loiied along the

rough road, with the heavy pack growing heavier every

moment, direful plans for vengeance floated through his

brain, in which a certain mule was the central figure

He was compelled to stop often and rest his straining

muscles. During one of these pauses, when he had
about a mile left to cover before he reached home, he

heard a sound close by. He turned, and there, not more
than 20 yards away, stood the subject of his thoughts, the

black mule, contemplating him with an expression that

indicated surprise and a mild degree of interest.

The soul of Saunders was consumed with rage, and a

desire for murder filled his breast. He was half-tempted

to shoot this creature of iniquity on the spot, but that

would be too merciful a punishment. He wanted the joy

of inflicting bodily torture upon the beast; he wanted to

beat him as a mule had never been beaten in the history

of the world.
?Ie knew from experience the futility o£ attempting to

•capture the mule by strategy, so he picked up his load and

continued on his way, content to bide his time. Behind

liim came the mule, following him like a gentle lamb, and

although this added fuel to his anger, Saunders ignored

the insult.

When they arrived at the cabin the mule paused and

surveyed the place with an expression that plainly said:

"Now where have I seen this sorry looking ranch before

and that strange looking man? Surely 1 have seen him

somewhere. Well, well! After all the world's pretty

small. I'll have to te hurrying on, or I'll be late for that

engagement," and he trotted away and soon disappeared

from view.
When the work of cutting up the deer had be'en coni-

Iileted, Saunders turned his attention to the affairs of

the absent mule. He first patched up the old barnyard

gate and then began making preparations for the reception

of this creature, for wWch he had suddenly become in-

spired wnth such a deep hatred, when it returned from

its spree. He cut and trimmed several long hickory

sticks to be used as scourges, and then sat himself down,

waiting impatiently for the return of the prodigal.

Two days passed, but the mule came not. The third

day Saunders Avent forth on a searching expedition, but

his efforts met with no success and when day followed

day, until a whole week had elapsed, and no mule had

returned and no trace of him could be found, he began

to feel worried. From worrying he gradually became

suspicious of foul play, and then, as the mule's disappear-

ance still remained a myster>^ his suspicions changed to

certainty, and he determined that something must be

done.
It did not take him long to spread the news through

Douglas county that his famous mule had been stolen.

No graver charge than this could be preferred against a

man. The epithet of horse thief carried with it all its

traditionary opprobrium throughout that section of the

country, therefore when the news traveled from house to

house that such a theft had been committed, the male in-

hajjitants in the immediate vicinity bestirred themselves

and called upon Saunders for particulars.

They could not understand why any one should covet

the black mule, as not one of them would voluntarily

assume the responsibility of ownership if the animal \yere

offered to him as a gift; but the fact remained that the

mule had disappeared and had not been seen for at least

five days, so far as could be ascertained.

"I ent a-blamin' you folks," Saunders assured them.

"Hit's some o' them inean cusses over in Wright county,

I reck'n. Co'se you all ent got no hand in sech a low

daown. dirty dog trick as that. I'm goin' over that away
an' make some trouble fer somebody, I suttenly is. Ef you

^11 wants t' come 'long, I reck'n hitlll look more like we
was goin' t' do somethin'."

They all 'lowed they would go along and back up

Saunders, and sec the thing through to a finish. The
sentiments of the company w^ere forcibly expressed by

one of the belligerent ones.

"Ef that air mule ent forthcomin'," he declared

"Wright caounty'll git a doggon good lickin', by Godfrey."

"She suttenly will," was the unanimous verdict.

About a dozen determined men started ottt on the ex-

pedition, and their number had increased to twenty by the.

time they reached the Wright county line.

The owner of the first farm they stopped at over the

line objected to having his premises searched. The house

went into a connnittee of the M'hole and decided that for

this very reason it ought to be searched, and searched

caTcfuUy, which decision was most effectually carried

out.

From resenting tlie intrusion the owner became abusive,

and finally waxed violent, so much so that' two of the

heaviest men from Douglas county were delegated to sit

upon him while the others continued the search unin-

terrupted. However, nothing of an incriminating nature

was discovered, and the irate victim of law and order—as

represented by Saunders and company—was released, and

the invaders went on their way.
After they had inflicted indignities of a similar nature

on some half-dozen of the most peacealilc inhabitants of

Wright county, they found that they had stirred up quite

a hornet's nest about their ears; but they were determined

to recover the mule, and so persisted in what was fast

becoming an undertaking fraught with danger. By this

tune, without the slightest evidence in their favor, they

had convinced themselves that the whole county of

Wright. State of Missouri, was implicated in the theft

of one black mule. You see they were only human, after

all.

A posse of Wright county men was quickly formed, and
the two forces ihet and prepared to do battle. Before

starting in with the music, Saunders and the leader of

the Wright county contingent agreed to discuss matters.

This did not suit several of the hot-headed ones of both

parties, who preferred to fight first and discuss afterward,

but wiser counsels prevailed, and Douglas county allow^ed

Wright county one vi-eek in which to produce the mule,

"and promised to make things interesting if said mule were
iVot forthcoming within the specified time. Then they

dispersed, and Saunders and his men returned home, the

latter only half-satisfied with the result of their cam-
paign of vengeance.
While these events were transpiring, the cause of all

the trouble was qiiietly munching his corn in a disused

outbuilding on the farm of . a . certaiiv Douglasite, Sam
iiawkms.by name, a. near neighbox of Saunders'.

The day before the Wright county raid, as it afterward

got to be called, Hawkins "hitched up" and with his wife

and family of three children drove to a camp meeting sev-

eral miles away. In his plain, ignorant, but honest

way, Sara Hawkins wa.s an intensely religious man, and

never missed an opportunity of adding to; his limited

knowledge of all that pertained to "the better life." Like

his neighbors, he was also very superstitious:.

Now there was nothing mysterious in the disappearance

of the mule. A party of boys decided to go camping for

a few days. They had no means of transporting their

(Httfit, and happening to run across Saunders' mule, "go-

ing to and fro in the world, and walking up and down
in it" like a certain personage of Biblical fame, Avhom

he strongly resembled in more ways than one, they pressed

him into service.

The mule did not object. He was not averse to work
SO' long as he- was not laboring on the side of right, and
aiding in the progress of the human race. His instinct

told him that the boys, just because they they were boys,

were meditating something forbidden by law, and he

gloried in lending a willing hand, so to speak, in the un-

dertaking, regardless of consequences, or rather in the

hope that evil consequences would result. He was good
nature personified anci patient to the extreme during the

trials of the next few days, and he learned that a small

boy can give even a black mule points on a few things

in the way of wickedness.
Not caring to return the animal to Saunders, and

having observed the departure of the Hawkins family, the

boys conceived the brilliant idea of concealing him in one

of Hawkins' outbuildings, knowing that the latter would
not be absent long. They gave the mule a plentiful sup-

ply of corn and water, and left it to Hawkins to explain

the presence of the creature as best he could. The mule
did not tmder.stand this new game, but he knew that he

had no right to be where he was. and that was sufficient

unto the day. . .

.

Hawkins returned late on the evening of the day of the

raid, with .the effects of the camp meeting still strong

upon him. After eating his supper he w^ent out to the

barn and bedded down the horses arid took a look around

to see that all was well.

It was getting dusk as he returned to the house.' He
stood outside at the door for a few moments and watched
the stars lighting their lamps one by one in the clear sky

overhead. The stillness of the night was almost op-

pressive, and a vague, indefinable longing for something,

he knew not what, took possession of him. The spirit

of the hour laid its magic hand upon him. and inex-

pressible thoughts passed through his brain in tumbling

confusion, and he felt—well, he felt like praying aloud,

only the words would not come', '

.

Suddenly his reverie was rudely broken in upon by a

most unwonted sound, the vibrant tones of a brazen

voiced mule. Hawkhis was brought to earth with a

shock. There was no mule oh his place. His stock con-

sisted of two raw-boned quadrupeds, called horses, and a

few "razorback" hogs, and yet the sound had seemed to

come from one of his buildings. He could not, understand

it, and waited impatiently for a repetition of the noise,

nor was he kept long in suspense.

"By Godfrey, ther' ent but one mule in Douglas caounty

what owns sech a horn fer a voice, an' that's that mule
o' Saunders'," he exclaimed, as the mule sent forth an-

other challenge. "Naow whar in thunderation did that

onery cuss come from, an' what's he up tew, anyhow?"
As if in answer to his question there was a crash .of

hoofs against the side of the outbuilding where the mule
was imprisoned, and then silence. It was plain to- be

seen what the creature was "up- tew."
_

'

^

Hawkins procured a lantern, and proceeded to investi-

gate matters. He armed himself with a pilchfork. and
on second thought summoned his wife to join him in the

coming fray. He felt that he needed moral support of

some kind, and Mrs. Hawkins owned a tongue that

could do wonders when the occasion demanded.
Together they approached the sound, which had broken

out afresh and with renewed vigor. They located the

building, and Mrs. Hawkins immediately assumed com-
mand of the situation.

"Hawkins," she demanded in tones that brooked . no
trifling, "haow'd that mule git in that old smoke haouse
thar? That's what I wanter know."
"Haow'n blazes do I know?" her puzzled spouse made

answer. "I didn't put him in thar, an' I couldn't a-done
hit ef I'd a-wanted tew, an' I want a-wantin' tew, y'kin

betcher sweet life on that."

"Why don't yo' let him aout, then ?" she asked.
"
'Caouse. womun. I take more stock in livin' some

longer than I does in rcstorin' that mule o' Saunders t'

libertj'-," .said Hawkins, with decision. "T reck'n the

door'll hold till mawnin'. an' then Eb kin come an' git

the onery critter, by Godfrey,"
"Eb'fi bin lookin' fer that mule o" hisn the hull blessed

week." Mr,s. Hawkins volunteered.

"S'posen' he has. I ent t' blame. He ent bin in tliar

a hull week, he suttenly ent. 'cause th*' wouldn't be
nuthin' left o' that air shantj' ef he had bin. Why. by
Godfrey, I wouldn't take the doggon critter fer a gift.

He's got seven devtils in him, he has. I don't know haow
he got in thar, but ! ent a-goin' t' turn,him loose t' -night.

We mought's well go back t' the haouse an' go t' bed."

He suited the action to the w'ords, and his wife re-

luctantly followed. She was not content with his ex-

planation, or rather the lack of it, and her curiosity de-

manded satisfaction.

The mule kept them awake the greater part of the

night, and they discussed the question between brays, hut
the more they discussed the more remote became the solu-

tion to the problem. Along toward morning the mule
quieted down, and the w^eary twain fell asleep.

They were aroused at daybreak by a loud pounding at

the door. Hawkins awoke with a start, thinking that

the mule was attacking the house, and sprang out of bed.

He paused not to dress, but seizing the pitchfork, started

for the door, determined to have it out with the black

demon. He threw op&n the door, and with a wild yell

lunged bhndly at where he supposed the mule would be
standing, and came very near thrusting a man through
instead of a mule. . . ;

The rnan, who was merely an early caller and innocent

of any evil intent, sprang b.ack j ust in time, and then

turned arid fled precipitately. He leaped upon his horse,

which he had lett standmg at the gate, and beat a hasty

retreat. In response to Hawkins' loud appeals to "Come
back, doggon it. I took y' fer a mule," he only urged on

his horse the more.
When he had placed a safe distance between himself

and the seemingly violent Hawkins, he drew rein and
produced a flask of something from his pocket and took a

long pull. This appeared to have the desired effect.

"VVhew!" he ejaculated, drawing a deep breath.

"That's baout the closest ever. Hawkins is gone plum
crazy. Religion, mos' likely."

With this single comment on the affair, he continued on

his way. He had not gone far when, at a turn in the

road, he came face to face with another man, a pedestrian,

hurrying along from the opposite direction.

"Saunders, by jimminetty,"' the rider exclaimed under

his breath. . , .

At sight of the man on horseback, Saunders, for it

was he, stopped short and planted himself in the middle

of the road.

"Hi ganny, what'n thunder be yott all a-doin' 'raound

yere?" he demanded.
"None o' your dern bizness," the other retorted. "But

I don't mind tellin' you all that I'm doin' a leetle detective

work consarnin' a mule."
"You all led that Wright county bunch o' galoots yes-

tiday, didn't yuh?"
"An' you all led them crazy Douglas caounty mule

hunters, ef I ent mistook?"
They glared at each other in silence for a moment.'

"I mos' fofgot," the Wright county man suddenly ex-

claimed. "Ther's somethin' more important than mules
•on tap. Sam Hawkins is gone plum crazy."

"Y' don't say? Who done told yuh?" Saunders in-

quired.

"He come near doin' fer me, doggon ef he didn't," the

other replied, and then he related his experience of a

short time before.

Saunders imtnediately dropped his hostile attitude.

"Reck'n the mule kin wait," said he. "Let's go back
thar an' see what's up."

'

Hawkins was standing at his gate, unarmed and peace-

able looking, as though expecting them. The tw^o men
advanced cautiously, watching his every movement.
"You all needn't be afeered o' nuthin'," he called out

reassuringly. "Ther' ent nuthin' the matter uv me."
"What'd yo' go fer this yere man with a fork fer,

then?" Saunders inquired from a safe distance.

"Hit want him I was arter," Hawkins replied, and
then paused, hesitating. Of course he would tell Saun-

ders about the mule, but he preferred to do so when no

one else was present.

"Who was it then?" asked the Wright county "man,

doubtingl}^ "Ef 'twant me, hit looked that away a heap.|'

"Hit 'twant no 'who,' leastways 'twant no man,"
Hawkins began, when an interruption occurred that

caused him to pause again, abruptly, and look guiltily

from one to the other.

Floating out upon the clear morning air a burst of

sound rent the stillness around thern. There was no
mistaking its origin.

"Sam Hawkins, Avhat's the meanin' o' this yere?" Saun-
ders demanded, striding forward. The Wright county

man dismounted and stepped up beside Saunders.

"Ther' ent nuthin' wrong 'baout hit, Eb," Hawkins
pleaded. "Don't you all go an'_ git riled at me afore

i'ou've done heerd the hull story," and then he, told them
all he knew concerning the mule's presence in the old

smoke house.
Saunders was inclined to believe him, but the Wright

county man was plainty and undisguisedly skeptical.

"Hit don't splain haow the mule come t' be thar," he
declared, emphatically. "An' considerin' the rumpus you
all made 'baout that miile hit's got t' be splained, by
jimminy crickets." . ,

And then Saunders had an inspiration.

"What'n blazes was you all a-doin' 'raound Sam's place

so early in the mawnin' ?" he inquired, turning, suddenly
upon the Wright county man. "Hi ganny, I reck'n that'll

hev t' be splained, tew."
"I was huntin' fer the mule, aii' hit seems I want, far

aout the way," he answ^ered, bristling up. "You all don't

reck'n I put him thar, does yuh?"
"Hit looks that away," Saunders declared,

"Hit suttenly do," Hawkins agreed, grasping at this

fortunate turn in events.

Things immediately warmed up at this bold charge
of the Douglas county men, and trouble was in the air.

There is no telling where the affair would have ended,_ if

the mule had not come to the rescue with another in-

terruption.

The repeated assaults on the door of his prison had at

last produced the desired effect and down it came with a

crash, and the mule trotted forth to freedom. The mad
furies had possession of him, and he glared around for

something upon w^hich to vent his outraged feelings. His
flashing eye caught sight of the horse of the Wright
county man, and in another moment he was over the

fence and giving that astonished beast a lesson in the

gentle art of, kicking as practiced by himself.

This created a fortunate diversion, and by the time
the mifle had been put to rout and quiet had been restored

the men were better fitted to argue the subject of con-

tention. They finally agreed to meet with their respective

followers on the county line the next day, and allow the

question to be decided by a jupy of six men, three from
each county.
The courts have no record of this trial, although it came

oft" at the appointed time and place. The jury could not

agree, and as everybody concerned proved an alibi, after

several hours of bickering the case stood where it did at

the beginning.
As the only way out of the dilemma, a justice of the

peace from Webster country; who had come along to see

the fun, was finally appointed as judge to decide the whole
case, and place the penalty where it belonged.

He disposed of the case in short order.

"The trouble is," said h". "ther's too many doggon
plaintiffs and defendants mixed up in this yere case. It

strikes the court that two's a-plenty. It's now up to Eb
Saunders an' Sam Hawkins. Hawkins had the stolen
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goods in his possession, an' nobuddy seems to know
how they come there. That makes him the defendant.

How much money you got, Sam?"
" 'Baout four dollars, I reck'n," Hawkins replied.

"Waal, this yere coui^t," continued the judge, "finds the

defendant guilty to the tune of three dollars (that'll leave

you a dollar, Sam), an' moves that the plaintiff collects

the money and invites everybody to have a drink at his

expense, an' we'll bury the hatchet."

This decision was loudly applauded by every one except

Hawkins, He thought deeply for awhile, and then ad-

dressed the court

:

"Ther's another thing niought be settled while we're

'baout hit," said he. "Eb owes me fer three pigs which
(.hat onery cuss uv a mule done killed onct. an' which
same he ent paid fer. Ef Eb's wilhn' t' call it square, I'll

call the pigs of[,, iji.ganny, an' we'll both chip in an' buy
the drinks."

And in that way the case was finally settled, and
Saunders remarked to Hawkins late in the day as they

parted to go their separate unsteady ways

:

"Sam, I reck'n I'll go hum an' give that mule the dog-
gondest lickin' a mule ever had, an' then sell him cheap,

ef airyone raound these yere parts'U buy the onery critter.

He's the devul hisself in a mule skin, hi ganny."
To which Hawkins replied:

''He suttenly is." F.vyette Duri.in. Jr.

Cottontails in Morris County.
TheIie had been several slight tugs at the chain during

bay snipe shooting, for that is lazy business for old uns.
But when the skies grew somber and the moaning wind
rattled at my chamber window o' nights, or swept around
the corner of the street, stirring up fantastic eddies of
,dust; when the darting swallows in the upper atmosphere
had all departed and even the flocks of blackbirds and
robms and such had chirped their good-bys as they
hustled southward, and the maples had put on their coats
of red and gold, and slight tinges of white frost glistened
of a morning on the bade yard fence, the tugs grew more
repeated. A loving fondle of the faithful Scot (faith-
ful unto death), a casual drop in on genial Bob Sneider,
of S. D. & G., on which interesting interview smokeless
powder, shot and shells were predominantly discussed, did
not tend at all to allay the strain on the chain. Bob
says E C with No. y'yi chilled is about the thing for
partridges (grouse), rabbits (hare) or squirrels, and
what Bob says goes, for he knows. We used the same
with telling eifect. But when a neighbor of ours on the
Heights, George Earl, an enthusiast where a gun or dog
is concerned, received a pressing invitation from a kins-
man to come up into Morns county for a day with the
cottontails, and that same invite included the under-
signed, the chain snapped—slam bang—a link dropped out
and the 9:35 A. M. train found us armed and equipped
bound w.th a rush out of Hobokcn Boonton way,
Mow Molly Cottontail shooting may not be very high

toned, or especially sportsmanlike, but at three score
and ten we are not climbing the mountains for the
lordly grouse so much as we used to. Watching on a
deer run we never did think much of any way, and as
for goose and duck shooting, the weather it demands for
success is decidedly incompatible with our old rheumatic
bones and muscles. No; we drop back to short trips for
quail and rabbit, and we enjoy them. Wouldn't you?
Wc were met at the depot by Theodore M., Jr, called

Dodey for short, a bright eyed lad of some sixteen years.
A drive of half an hour brought us to the cozy farmhouse
of Mr. M., where we were most cordially welcomed by
Mrs. M. Mr. M. is a valued and trusted employee on 1

the railroad, and was attending to his duty at the time.
He visits only occasionally, as his duties will allow, but
his farm is in able hands of Mrs. M. and Dodey. Mr.
M. we found (on his hurried visit home in the eve, only ,

to remain an hour or two and then back to be ready for
his train) to be one of those indefatigable, irrepressible
workers, full of inventions of a practical character and a
force to bring them to fruition, as the surroundings on
his model little farm of some fifty acres, only will show.
Cribs full of corn, stacks of stalks for winter fodder, barn
full of splendid timothy, fine young peach and apple
orchards, and grape vines, and the evening we arrived
he was within a half hour at work on his driving well
close by the house. He has indeed a model home and a
wonderful helpmate. Mrs. M. is the healthy and hearty
mother of eleven children. What a task for one to attend
to such a group and oversee the various other matters
on the farm in the absence of her husband. But she
does it and does it well, as the tidiness about the place
and the hearty robust looks of the children prove.
Theodore, Sr., is something of a sportsman himself

when his duties will allow, and is a reader of Forest and
Stream, as I find a good many of the engineers on the
road are.

After a hearty lunch, with Dodey and his black hound
pup we started for only a few hours' hunt. We stopped
at Mr. Walter Treeless' (beg pardon if I have not his
name right) and enlisted him and his hound.' Mr. T.
is a character, a practical hare hunter (rabbit shooter)
of this section of the country, a man of intelligence, likes
a good story and can tell one, knows his dog and the
country surrounding. He has the matter of rabbit hunt-
ing down to a nicety. Upon getting upon the grounds
he sends his dog in, takes to a stump or rock or some
rising ground if near, lights his pipe and awaits develop-
ments. Should the dog immediately give tongue he takes
the direction, and maybe he moves a short distance to
intercept; but the chances are, as he knows his dog, that
he can complacently puff his pipe and Molly will come
around in due time very near to the place from where she
started.

A short walk brought us to the first copse (sprouts he
calls them), and we had barely got our places when
Leona the yellow hound, gave tongue. Ah, what music

!

A flash flew by us like a streak of gray lightning, and was
oft oyer the pasture lot and plowed ground. It did not
act like a sensible rabbit and run along so that dne of
us could make a closer investigation. Hallo ! there's an-
other. See him dodge under that confounded wire fence
and away over the knoll. "Good for you, George." It
turns a double somersault at the crack of the first gun.
The ball is open. The next fell to Walter T. ; then the
undersigned, not to be behind, took a hand.

But it was in crossing from copse to copse through
some deep grass that the fun began. We had left

Walter sitting on his stump waiting for his dog to come
around. George E, and I strayed into the aforesaid,

grass, when whirr, whirr, whirr, a full sized covey of

quail essayed to get away in our front. Three barrels sent

their hurtling contents. "Good for you. Judge," said

George. "A splendid double right and left. I have one
here to the right, and if that right-hand plunger had
done its duty I would have had another shot, if not an-

other bird." Three birds were not so bad. Now to find

them in this grass ; a long hunt it was, too. Oh ! for a

bird dog. Finally the hound came smclHng around, and
we heard a crunch. A quick jump by George and the

bird was taken, little injured, from the black dog's mouth.
Now for the other one. He fell near that bunch of flag

to the left. It was my first barrel. A long hunt was un-
successful. I knew I had killed him dead. Just then the

yellow dog stuck his head down a hole and George
rescued another bird. By this time Walter and Dodey
came up, and we. crossed over to the brush and sent in the

dogs.
Yep ! yep ! called the yellow hound, and was off straight

away. "Take your time," said Walter; "he'll bring him
here to rights." And so he did, and the game was in-

continently knocked over by Walter. But just previous to

that, while wc were all together and before the dog
gave tongue, George stepped on or near something, and
whirr! up jumped a nice cock quail. It was George's

bird, and although his right plunger failed him again, he

dropped the bird with his left just as I was about to pull.

Well, why continue the tale of the very pleasant day
and a half in Morris county? We walked up some four or

five coveys of quail, at which we had divers successful

shots. Had we had a good bird dog to follow vtp the

coveys, we have no doubt we could have made a splendid

bag. The quail seemed to be everywhere; and without a

retriever we lost outright several dead birds.

Good shots were made and some outrageous misses

not to be accounted for. We got some game, enough for

home use. We didn't devastate the country. We made
some very pleasant acquaintances, and were made to

promise faithfully to come up again.

Upon arriving at the farmhouse at the end of our day's

trip, how good that cider did taste, and those buckwheat
cakes so deftly handled by Mrs. M. with the fresh golden

butter made that day. In the evening Dodey drove us

over to the depot, and it was a cheering sight to see the

large silk factories a blaze of light from cellar to cornice

and the immense furnaces in full blast. Don't look like

hard times here now.
As we crossed the fields of plowed grund we noticed

divers holes, some 4 to 6 inches deep, scattered here and
there. Mr. Treeless said they were made by skunks in

pursuit of grubs. I 'wonder if that is a fact. Some of

our scientists on skunk lore mav be able to tell.

Jacoestaff.

The Outing of Two Old Soldiers.

Mo.ST of the outing and fishing trips reported have

been to the lakes, rivers and streams of Maine and
Canada, Wisconsin, Minnesota, or to the mountains, or

to far-of¥ Alaska, Oregon, Washington and California,

or to the shores of the Southern Gtilf after tarpon, of

which trips are expensive beyond the reach of a limited

income, for railroad fares, guides, hotels, hired boats,

fine tackle and outfits. Many people would like to take

outing trips without great expense, if they knew how to

prepare or where to go. Modern business and profes-

sional life is too strenuous for the average man to endure

without a letup, hence the desire for summer outings.

1 want to tell how two old soldiers indulged in a fish-

ing trip without spending a year's income, on the noblest

of our rivers—the Mississippi. We went to St. Paul, and
in three days (being handy with tools) built a scow r8

feet long, 4 feet wide and 14 inches deep; sides com-
posed of two white pine planks dressed to iJ4-inch

thickness; bottom of ^-inch Oregon red pine; tarred

the bottom and painted the balance. Decked over the

bow and stern, with hatches for storage. Lumber, tar,

nails, paint and oarlocks cost $6. Built a slender frame
structure over the whole boat, and covered it with heavy
browai muslin; sides could be jet down or rolled up, just

as we wanted. Thus we had a flat-bottomed boat, roomy
enough to eat, sleep and cook in, and float down stream
at our pleasure. At night we had a close canvas house;
in daytime, with sides rolled up, an open, airy covering.

We sent to our Congressmen and got from the Govern-
ment's Engineering Department a topographical survey
of the river from its source to its mouth. W"e had a

sheet iron camp stove and a few cooking utensils. We
did not carry a large stock of provisions, for we could
stop at all towns along the river and replenish when
.getting low We got milk, butter and eggs from farms.

We had crackers, bacon and other army fare. We boiled,

stewed and fried; occasionally made a camp-fire on the
shore, baked potatoes in the ashes or roasted a chicken
in hunter style.

We had a shotgun for any stray duck that might come
along or squirrel lurking in the timbered bottoms. We
fished and caught bass and salmon, all we wanted to
eat. We were not fishing for market, nor did we kill

fish uselessly. Had a live fish box floating; when we
wanted fish we could take them out of the box, rap
them on the head with a knife, scale and clean them,
then cook at once—the only way to have good fish, fit to
eat. No finer bass can be found than in the clear waters
from St. Paul to the lower rapids at Keokuk.
We spent September and October—most delightful

months of the year—floating down to the Illinois River,
where we sold our scow for the cost of the lumber,
packed up our outfit in bundles covered with the canvas,
had them checked as baggage, and took the train for
home. We thus had a two months' vacation at small
cost. We ate and slept in our boat, tied up to shore at
night, went to bed when sleepy, ate when hungry, got
up when we liked, received and sent mail at different
towns along the riyer, fished when we wanted fish, and
enjoyed ourselves as only old soldiers know how on an
outing trip. Everything in our outfit was as light as
could be made, consistent with good service. We had
spent our boyhood days on the banks of the river, hence

knew how to rnanage a., boat, and our four years of

camoing in the army had taught us just how little we
could get along with in clothing, food and camp equip-
age. It was a delightful trip, so free from care and the
worry of business life. Such a trip could be made by
boys or men on any swollen streams which would float

a boat drawing 6 inches of water, giving a pleasant out-
ing at small expense to any who could enjoy it.

We are thinking of making a similar trip to the St.

Francis River country next autumn, if it would be prac-
ticable. We would like to start as far up as we we cari;

rowing our boat to White River, then go up that some
distance, hunting, fishing and camping, as we found it

suited our pleasure. Would some one who knows that
region give us a little advice where to start in, and what
obstacles we would be likely to meet? Time would noi
be much of an object, as we could stay as long as we
liked. We might build a differently shaped boat than the
one on our Mississippi trip if needed. Senex,

Woman in the Saddle.
Des Moines, la., Nov. 11.—Your editorial, "Woman

in the Saddle," was a sensible one that should commend
the sentiments to all right-thinking people on the riding
question. Public feeling in such a matter is rather con-
servative, and it is hard to make sudden changes, espe-
cially among the gentler sex.

We have all heard our mothers and grandmothers tell

of the long rides they made on horseback, visiting, shoot-
ing, going to church, to weddings and to funerals, as
buggies and carriages were scarce in those days, and it

Avas go on horseback or stay at home. We often wonder
why it is that in these days so few women ride horses,
especially as horses are so plentiful. I have often heard
ladies say they would like to ride, but are afraid; fear

they would fall off a side saddle, or afraid people would
laugh at them if they rode astride in a divided skirt. I

believe there is not much hope of a change in the matter
of grown-up and older ladies, but the young girls can be
trained to new ideas if taken in time.
In this place, when the bicycle fad was at its height, and

good wheels cost $[00 each, the exclusive set rode them,
but when every shop girl and messenger boy can ride
a $10 bicycle, the exclusive fashionables dropped this

mode of locomotion, and don't ride them at all. The
men have been riding horses and many ladies drive their

own buggies. Many young girls, twelve to fourteen years
old, rode ponies and small horses the past summer, and
they did not use side saddles or divided skirts either, but
rode like boys. They clattered at a lively gait over our
brick-paved streets with as much fearlessness as cow-
boys or rough riders from the plains. Everybody thought
they looked cute, and nobody thought they were acting
immodestly. After they have learned to ride this way
when children, they will not likely Avant to follow the old
style when they become young women. They will gain
confidence in themselves when they can feel there is not
much danger of tailing off when both feet can be used to
balance them. So, then, give the young girls a pony or
small horse, and let them ride astride all they like.

Senex.

A Visit to the New York Zoo.
New York, Nov. 23.—^The visitor to the Zoological Park

scarcely realizes that it is almost the first of Decembei".
It is true that many of the trees are already bare of
leaves, that the buffalo seem to have donned their winter
clothing, as have also the bears, wolves and foxes. The
bull elk, too, are beginning to look ragged and rather
thin in flesh, as they often do at the beginning of winter.
Yet the air is mild, the sun warm and pleasant, and the
grass as fresh and green as it is in June.

Nevertheless, as we have said, signs of winter here are
not wanting. The elk calf born this summer has long
ago lost his spots and assumed the heavy winter coat.
The buffalo calves are as dark as their parents, and their
little stubby horns are an inch or two long. More
striking than all, within the last two weeks a flock of
nine wild geese winging their swift and clamorous way
southward from Northern breeding grounds, saw, as
they passed over the park, a number of captive wild
geese swimming in one of the ponds, and lowering their
flight in response to the familiar calls, settled there in
the quiet waters.

It may be imagined that the advent of these birds was
regarded with great interest by the authorities of the
park, and plans were soon laid to capture them. They
associated in the most friendly way with the captive
birds, swam about with them, talked with them and shared
their food. Moreover, seeing that the captives displayed
no fear of man, the wild geese in a measure lost their
shyness.

The geese had been there but a short time, when a
large cage of Avire netting was erected near one end
of the lake, so arranged that the birds could readilv go
in, but that the pulling of a string would close the
entrance, and after several days, when the visitors seemed
to haA-e become more or less wonted to their surround-
ings, a force of men gently urged the whole flock, tame
and wild, toward the cage. The birds Avere handled
with great judgment, and most of them entered without
hesitation, and among these Avere six of the Avild birds.
But before all had entered the cage the old gander—the
leader of the flock—and two others took alarm, and
rising from the Avaters fleAv far away, not to be seen,
again—^as the keepers supposed. They rose higher and
higher in the air, circling abot.it and calling those below
to come and join them, M^hile their fellows in the cage
called back most earnestly. And at last the three wild
birds once more loAvered their flight and alighted on
the pond. The Avild birds AA'hich had been captured,
having had their Avings clipped, Avere turned loose
again, and for a few days goose life on the pond went
on evenly and happily. Then another attempt was made
to drive the birds into the cage, and it was so far suc-
cussful that tAvo of the remaining three wild geese, one
of them the old gander, were driven into the cage and
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secured. There remains still on the pond one goose with
the power of flight, but the authorities are not without
hope that this one also rriay be captured. Even if it

should not be taken, it is quite within the bounds of possi-
bility that it may spend the winter here with its relations.

In the last few months a good many interesting
changes have taken place at the Zoo. The buffalo calf
which was injured soon after its birth last summer is

still more or less crippled, and has been separated from
Its fellows. The other one seems in admirable condition
and coat. The elk calf is strong and sturdy. Two mule
deer fawns appear to be in good condition, and the
seven beautiful and graceful antelope also look healthy.
It is to be hoped that better success may be had with
.these than with the previous herd.

The bears arc interesting to old and young alike, and
the collection here is active and amusing. The two
polar bt ars, by reason of the small water tank in the
den which they inhabited through the summer, have
worn most of their coats off, and their backs arc partly
bare. Now, however, they have been transferred to the
ne\v and much larger den, where the tank is perhaps
„2U feet across, and it may be hoped that here they will
soon regain the beautiful fur that they had a year ago.
It i_s most interesting to watch these bears diving and
fishing for food thrown into their tank, which has sunk
to the bottom. They seem as much at home in the
water as a seal.

The tw'o little Alaska bears, which were variouslv
ealled grizzlies and Richardson's bears when they were
very small, haA^e developed now into fine and very large
specimens of one of the Alaska brown bears. They are
about eighteen months old, large and heavy coated, and
are likely to be among the most interesting brutes in the
collection.

The reptile house is as interesting as ever, and con-
tains a vast number of remarkable and beautiful speci-
mens. Its attractiveness has been added to bv an in-
crease in the number of tropical plants within it.

On the other hand, the garden has suiTered serious
losses in the death of all its moose, some caribou, a
male and female mule deer, all its original herd of an-
telope, and practically all the young carnivores and birds
born last summer, of which so much was hoped for iu
the way of increase. Such discouragements of course
must be expected, and only experience extended over
many years can serve to keep in health and good con-
dition the many animals gathered here, far from the
surroundmgs to which they are accustomed in their
native haunts.

What Is a Fawn?
'Editor Forest and Stream:

The New York papers recently told of the killing in
the suburbs of New York of a fawn, but I have seen no
reference to the subject since then. Now fawns are pro-
tected by the present New York game law, and if a fawn
Avas killed, the slayer should have been arrested by the
proper authorities and dealt with according to law.

"

^ On the other hand, the question at once arises, what
is a fawn? In other words, when does a fawn cease to
bear that name and become something else, as, for ex-
ample, a yearling, a spike buck, or simply a buck or doe.
It is clear that so long as the fawn carries its spots it is

a fawn and nothing else. I believe there are people who
claim that when its spots have been lost it ceases to be a
fawn, but if this is true it must have some name, and I
do not know of anj^ term applied to deer between the
time when they lose their spots and the time when they
..become, yearlings.
•' The spotted coat of the young deer appears to be
..analogous to the first plumage of many birds, as, to use
,a very familiar example, the common robin, which, as we
all know, for a short period after leaving the nest has
black spots upon its russet breast. These spots, how-
ever, are soon lost.

I take it that the term fawn is similar to other words
applifi.di -tQ young animals, as calf, colt, pup, and so on.
[These aniirials continue to bear these names until they
iare about one year old, when for another year they are
^called yearlings, the term often being qualified, some
•being short yearlings and others long yearlings, until the
second year, when they are two-years-olds,
In the West, where large game was formerly found in

:great variety, the calves of buffalo and elk were calves
-ali through the year in which they were bora. The fawns
of deer continue to be fawns until the spring after their
birth, while the young of antelope and of moimtain sheep
were kids and lambs respectively until after the winter
following their birth.

The New York game law, notwithstandirig the codifi-
cations and supposed improvements to which it has so
often been subjected, is not yet a model of lucidity, and
among the points of obscurity in it which may have to
be changed either by a decision* of some court
or by an act of legislature is the question what is

a fawn? No one appears to be able to answer the ques-
tion, and I am told that even the chief game protector,
who may be supposed to know all that there is to be
known with regard to the enforcement of the law, seems
to be as much in the dark as to the definition of this word
of four letters as the most ignorant or the most learned
of his fellow citizens.

Tu certain portions of this State the term fawn is quali-
fied by prefixing the Avord spotted, thus implying that
among the natives of the deer coimtry where it is used
the belief is held that there are other fawns that are not
spotted. I personally feel that these individuals are
entirely right, for I believe that a faAvn continues to be
a fawn until he is a yearling—that is to say. during the
first year of his life.

' M. M.
Oneonta, N. Y„ Nov, 24.

[There is no doubt about what a fawn is. The defini-
tion set forth plainly in any good dictionary is: "A young
deer; a buck or doe of the first year." In other words, as
stated by our correspondent, a young deer is a fawn until
it is a 3'ear old. We do not know what steps, if any, have
licen taken looking to the prosecution of the alleged
slayer of the Mt. Vernon fawn.]

The 'Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended tor publication should reach us at the

Uilcst by Vivndsy »nd «i much earlier m practicable.

Obscure Instincts.

Editor Forest and Stream.
Some two years ago I had the pleasure of exchanging

letters in your columns with the delightful and always
interesting correspondent Coahoma. It was a question
between us whether or not the instincts of animals are
merely the iiiherited experiences of a majority of their
ancestors. This is the accepted idea in the popular
science of the day. I think I recognize something like
it, as almost accepted, even by Ernest Seton Thomp-
son in his recent wonderful and charming animal stories.

But to me this theory seems narrow, cheap, mean, blind
and illogical to the last degree, and in direct conflict

with the every-day fact that the experiences of animals
or acquired .characteristics arc very rarely even if ever
transmitted to their posterity. All of our own ancestors,
for instance, for a thousand generations, perhaps, have
known that fire burns. But each child has still to learn
it for himself. Again, the Jews and the Chinese and
the Flathead Indians for many generations have practiced
certain mutilations of the body. But none of these are
ever inherited. In my letter to Coahoma I pointed out
that the strongest instincts and passions, and those
of most universal possession and life long activity, seem
to gain no increase of strength in a thousand generations,
while many^ very obscure and subtle instincts, often
entirely dormant through inany generations, still persist
in unabated vigor.

Now in a recent issue I see that Coahoma has found a
case of this persistence of a dormant instinct, and it

lias puzzled him, and finally brotight him to the very
same solution of all the questions about iiistinct which I

urged upon him nearly two years ago.
The case is this: The red-shouldered hawk usually

rears but one brood of young each summer. But if

accident destroys the nest they will persist and raise a
second or, even a third brood if necessary to bring one
brood to maturity.,

.

.When we reflect upon the re-arousement of the pro-
,
creative instincts in both parents and the functional
activities necessary in the female to devolp additional
ova, the phenoTnenon is indeed a marvelous one. It

does not even help the mystery to ascribe reasoning
power to the hawk, because, those activities do not re-

spond to the individual will any more than the beating
of the heart -.-does.

, ,, ;
-

:-,
•

,

So, aftenibjut'ting .hi8.i^teiaiiiin:-ya^ 'ar.otaid. against the
difficulties which beset-? his theory, and half-way ad-
mitting the exijstence of hundreds of other difficulties as
serious for- it, as this behavdpriOf the hawks, he prac-
tically gives the wliole case-' away and comes over to
my side of it, as follows: ^ •

"Charles Darwin, in his industrious and untiring
researches, discovered that the roots of plants are pro-
vided at their terminals with a highly specialized 'tip/

possessing a degree of sensitiveness and powers of dis-

crimination akin to consciotisness. with the 'tip' cut off,

the root has lost its eyes as it were, and proceeds blindly
in a straight line in any direction that it happens to
lie in. When a new tip has been restored it proceeds
with seeming intelligence—if a tap-root, it becomes
again geocentric, pursuing its waj' downward, but turn-
ing aside from obstacles before actually encountering
them, etc. If a lateral root, through the guidance of the
tip, moist regions are sought and selections made from
the soil of those particular ingredients that are needed
for the growth of the plant and the perfecting of its

specific generative germs.
'Terhaps these hawks are provided with one of

nature's mysterious 'tips'! Who can tell?"

There is here no difference of idea from my sugges-
tion of two years ago, but only a difference in the
name to be applied to an innate intelligence resident in
everj' animal organism. I suggested it as a more reason-
able theory than the one that instinct is but a hodg«:-
podgc of the experiences of a majority of ancestors—
"the three crippled grand-parent theory," as I called it.

Coahoma now admits that this theory can never ac-

count for such phenomena as the above, and that there
are a great many stich phenomena.
And he meets the difficulty with the suggestion of some

interior discriminating or intelligent power which can
control even those fitnctions of an animal's body which
are entirely independent of its will. He feels the need
of a name for this power and calls it a "tip."

I suggested exactly the same power, that which makes
the heart beat and the bodily organs perform all their

functions, and for a name I sttggested "sub-ego." I

have since thought that perhaps "alter-ego" might be
better; and "ante-ego" too, might have claims, as this

power precedes the ego in manifesting its presence in

every organism.
But the name cuts little figure, so that we recognize

that here is something which renders the three grand-
parent theory entirely superfluous, and which is well-

worth study and iuA'estigation.

Some things about it have long stared us in the face.

It is nature's own centrifugal force—the source of all

of nature's A-arietj'; just as heredity is her centripetal

force, and the source of all her unity. Its methods are
those of intelligent experiment—Avhat I before called
'"blue-print methods"—as far removed from those of

chance as light is from darkness. •

In other words, the variations between species, even
those the most nearly related, have none of the ear-

marks of chance happenings or experiences, but all of

those which indicate intelligent supervision and control,
occurring as they do in endless number, but in such
harmonious adjustment in each species that they coiil-

pare with each other like stories of the same event told

by the same author at different times. There Avould be
entire agreement in the facts and endless differences in

the Avords and letters, but all of these differences Avould

be so related and adjusted as to tnake a harmonious
Av^hole in each case. And is not the "tip" to the root
of a plant tJie exact counterpart in the vegetable king-
dom of the sub-ego in the animal kingdom? Each sup-
plies to its organization that strange and wonderful in-

telligence necessarj^ for success in its struggle to live and
to perpetuate its race. No more and no less. And is it

after all any more wonderful that organisms should be
thus endowe(J than that inorganic matter should have

its mysterioias chemical affinities? Is there not a certain
analogy between the functions we see . performed by
afiinities, tips or sub-egos, each in its respective king-
dom?—affi nities in the inorganic, tips in the vegetable, and
sub-egos in the animal.
Each is the very law of existence in its own domain, a;:,

if it were one section in the great constitution of nature,
each made for the control of one particular kingdom.
And that there is a certain unity and interdependence

among them all is evident from the existence of a still

higher and more universal law supreme over all matter
and tending to draw all things together into one—the

inscrutable attraction of gravitation. This, the one
catholic bond, which we might call the esprit de corps
of creation, is the mystery of all mysteries. But it would
be no more illogical to ascribe its origin to the inherited
e.xperiences of matter than to ascribe the origin of animal
instincts to the inherited experiences of ancestors.

E. P. A,

Woodworkers in the Cellar.

Editor Forest and Stream:
For two years I have had m ray cellar a small quantiity

of red oak wood cut in short lengths, for use in an open
fireplace.

About one year after this wood was put in curious
sounds were occasionally heard by people who were in
the cellar, but the wood had been there eighteen months
before this noise attracted marked attention. Then, how-
ever, it was noticed by every one in the house or who
came there, and the noise was continuous, being made
by day and night alike. Different people compare the
sounds to different things; some people think that it

sounds like the noise made by running a sewing ma-^
chine in the house, others compare it to the sound of
sawing wood in the celler, while to me the noise seems
to closely resemble the crackling of a fire.

Some time ago it was discovered that this noise Avas
made by certain worms or larvae in the firewood in the
cellar. The wood is in lengths of i6 inches, and fre-
quently

_
there will be fifteen or twenty worms in one

piece of the wood. They appear to confine themselves
chiefly to the layer of the wood immediately under the
bark, but sometimes they seem to enter more deeply into
the wood

_
itself. After the Avorm has burrowed under

the bark in all directions, so that the bark will readily
come off in a single piece, the worms disappear from that
stick of wood, not a sign of them being left.

Although the Ayorms are constantly at work, they will
stop if the wood is disturbed or any noise made, but
when it is quiet again the sound of their gnawing soon
recommences.

I haA^e been unable to find any other stage o£ this
worm, and where they come from to me is as much a
mystery as where they go to, for they apparently leave
nothing behind save quantities of red dust. Old farmers
in the neighborhood say that these worms are always to
be found in oak wood, but not in any other, and declare
that they will not do any harm in the cellar. The worms
are evidently common here, and it is generally taken for
granted that they Avill be found in wood.

Is there any danger of their burrowing into the frame
Avork of the house or doing any other harm? G. C. H.
Providence, R. I., Nov. 19.

[The insects sent are the larvae of a cerambycid, or
long-horned, beetle, but just what the species is could only
be determined after long, careful and laborious compari-
son. It is quite possible that the specimens sent belong to
the beetle known as Urographis fasciatus, which is a com-
mon form found under oak bark and having habits such
as are attributed to these larvae. The insect is not a par-
ticularly destructive one. but lives almost exclusively un-
der the bark of dead or dying trees. As the larvae have no
legs, it is not possible for them to burrow into the frame
work of the house or do any harm when they have
dropped out of the firewood.]

A Revolution in Nature Photography
Boston, Nov. io.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have

an announcement to make to the brethren of something
which has proved a first-class sensation in my case, and
Avhich I hope will have interest for naturalists in general
and the great and ever increasing host of bird lovers
and bird students in particular.

It is one over Avhich I have been "hugging myself" for
some months, but wasn't at liberty to mention.

It is a brand new discovery by a friend of mine, and
nothing less than a veritably new method of bird study
and bird photography, the results of which are aston-
ishing.

By it one can, under certain conditions, observe and
• photograph, the wild bird at any distance one pleases,
even up to the point of contact, and without alarm or
disturbance on the part of the bird!

t -A great deal of conscientious effort has been by many
persons devoted to bird photography, with interesting
and valuable results, and some persons have here and
there

^

by accident stumbled on to some parts of my
friend's method, but not recognizing the relation of what
they have done to a method, no essentially new method
has resulted. That my friend has succeeded on this
point there is no doubt.

I can't tell the secret just yet. His book will be out
the coming Avinter, I hope, and will be a revelation. It
will be profusely illustrated with the choicest of his
hundreds and hundreds of photographs, and within a
fcAV months after its publication I predict that all over
the country his method will be in successful use by de-
lighted people, both amateur and professional. Mean-
while I'm going to let you "sizzle" over it a little. It
tnay make life seem a bit more worth living. But it's a
"true bill," and no mistake.
My friend is a biologist of eminence, and his discovery

is one of the prettiest pieces of scientific induction I
ever saAV or heard of. He has caught his subject^ in
every possible attitude and act, and has thrown such light
on "bird psychology" as I am sure has not been done be-
fore.

^
In short, "here's richness" for you a little later onWhat do you think of it? C. H. Ames
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The Heron as a Sentinel.

One of nature's sharpest sentinels is. the blue heron.

Not only does he stand guard for himself and immediate
relatives, but he is unwittingly a sentry for other birds.

Ducks and geese use him, and I have often wondered why
sportsmen, particularly duck and geese hunters, do not

employ a decoy rescmblmg a heron, or crane, ^s they

are often erroneously called.

I can assure the readers of Forest an0 Stream that

the common wooden or canvas decoy is not to be com-
pared with a neatly mounted bltie heron as a lure for the

feathered gobblers.

Not far from where I boarded one autumn was a

reedy, muddy lake, a perfect paradise for water fowl.

Where the wood road debouched on the lake \yas a small

brook that often afforded a good bag of game. I would
reach the brook some mornings perfectly certain that no
one had preceded me, yet would not hear a solitary quack.

I would also notice that there would not be a heron on
guard. At other times the reeds would be alive, and I

could nol get a shot, for the blue heron sentry would
give the alarm, spread his broad wings in his slow, clumsy
fashion, and ducks, geese and all would follow him out of

reach. Repeated disappointments of this kind showed me
that wittingly or not the ducks were making good use of

the long legs and keen eyes of the heron. He was' able to

see over the rushes, while their vision was completely cut

off. When he was inclined to visit the brook to get a

frog or a fish for breakfast, they gathered round him,

feeling perfectly secure so long as he was throwing his

searchlight glances over the reeds and into the bushes.

When his heronship took occasion to visit other scenes

not a living paddleWould disturb the placid eddy at the

mouth of the brook.

I watched the situation carefully and found the heron

one morning entirely alone. I sat down where I could

get a good view without being seen, and awaited develop-

ments. A flock of ducks came winging their way down
the lake, casting glances on all sides as if uncertain where
to go. They were swinging their long line for a sandy

spit away down at the southwest corner of the lake, when
the heron saw them and uttered one of his lonely yet

complacent calls. Immediately the ducks swerved and
circled into the cove where the heron was on guard and
settled down quite contentedly around their sentinel. The
thought struck me to use the heron for a decoy. I drew
a bead on the guard, and in a couple of days after he

again visited the lake, only this time I carried him under

my arm. and his eyes were made of glass and his body of

excelsior. I placed him on a tussock as natural looking

as possible and had all the shooting I wanted. Whenever
I desired water fowl all I had to do was to put my heron

in position and I had not long to wait before he was
surrounded. Tfy it. A. H.

Monkey and Medicine.

New York, Nov. 19.

—

Editor Forest and' Stream: I

recently had thejsleasure of learning of a remarkable in-

stance of anima^i? coming to the assistance of a wounded
comrade, as related by Mr. Haviland, a civil engineer con-

nected with the law department of the N. Y. C. & H. R.
R. R. Co. While engaged in locating a railway line in

Mexico, Mr. Haviland once shot and wounded a monkey
which, with a number of companions, was in a tree. At
the report of the gun all but the wounded animal dis-_

appeared among the branches. The wounded one, utter-'

ing cries of pain, placed its hand to its wounded side,

withdrew it covered with blood and examined it. Its cries

brought back its companions, some of which also placed

their hands to the wound and examined them. Then
they departed, shortljr afterward returning chewing some-
thing (probably leaves), which they applied to the wound.
The stricken animal, holding the leaves in place, was then

assisted by its companions in making its escape to a place

of safety.
' Edward F. Ball.

Somewhat analogous to this is an incident recorded by
Mr. H. H, Keays, in notes on mammals collected in south-

eastern Peru, and printed in the Bulletin of the Amer-
ican Museum, on this subject by Mr. J. A. Allen. Mr,
Keays relates of a Peruvian monkey, Alouata nigra:

"I took this specimen from a band of about fifty. They
were the first I had seen. They traveled by swinging from
tree to tree. As the specimen fell dead, the rest of the
band did not appear to be frightened by the noise of the

gun. Two of them dropped down from the tree to the
ground where the dead one lay, picked him up and stood
him up against the tree, as though thej^ expected him to
climb it. Then they seemed to realize that he was
deadj and, dropping him, began to chatter. Then the
whole band took up the cry and scampered off through
the treetops. The stomach was partly filled with green
leaves."

A Nest fn a Weather Vane
Hartford, Mich.— have been waging war on the Eng-

lish sparrow and have killed about 1,500 of them. They
have driven our phoebe and bluebirds away entirely, and
tried to drive our house martins. But the martins left

their old haunts and went too high for the sparrows. We
have a city water tank 90 feet high and surmounted with
a weather vane 12 feet long, and the shaft of the vane is

made of 3-inch gas pipe. Our martins made their nests
in the open end of that iron shaft 100 feet from the
ground, and the sparrows did not know where they
stayed. Think of it—that vane never pointing the .same
way for three minutes at a time. High minded little

fellows. I love them for their sense and grit.

Sullivan Cook.

An Albino English Sparrow.

West Roxbury, Mass.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
This morning I saw a very good specimen of an albino
English sparrow. It was sitting on a srone wall with two
or three others. It was pure white except for two or
three barely noticeable streaks of grayish brown across
the breast. This ytm ifl vm of the suburbs of Boston,
Mass. Mushkodosa.

FOREST AND STHEAM.

Notice.

AH communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—XIIL
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

[^Continuedfrom page 425.]

Cinnamon TeaU

Anas cyanoptera (Vieill).

In the adult male the top of the head is blackish-

brown, while the rest of the head, the neck and lower
parts are bright chestnut. This color grows darker on
the belly until it is quite black on the under tail-coverts.

The scapulars, or ,«ihoulder feathers, and a part of the

back are chestiuit, the leathers having paler edges and
the long ones a buff central stripe; these are also barred
with black. The smaller wing-coverts and the outer

webs of some of the scapulars are sky blue. The middle
coverts are dark, tipped with white, and the speculum is

dark metallic green. The tail is blackish, the' bill i;-

black, the eyes yellow or orange, and the feet are brigb.

yellow, with touches of dusky. The female is very much
like the female blue-winged teal, but is larger and some-
what more richly colored. The belly is usually di:-

tinctly spotted. Length, 17 inches; wing, yYz inches.

The cinnamon teal is a Western species. It is rare!)'

found as far East as the Mississippi Valley, though it has
been taken in Florida, but such birds are mere acci

CINN.A.MOX teal.

dental wanderers. The cinnamon teal becomes abundant
after the main Continental Divide is crossed, and is a

common breeder and migrant all through the Rocky
Mountains and in California. In summer it is found as

far north as the Columbia River, and probably breeds
freely all through the Western United States. I have
found its nest in Wyoming placed under a small sage
bush, 30 or 40 yards from a little mountain stream that

was nearly dry. It had eleven eggs, ivory-white in color,

and there was no down in the nest, nor any appreciable

lining.

In his account of the cinnamon teal, published in the

"Birds of the Northwest," Dr. Coues paints one of those
charming word pictures which make his writings such
delightful reading as well for sportsmen as for natural-

ists. He says of it: "I never think of tlie bird without
recalling scenes in which it was a prominent figure. I

have in mind a picture of the headwaters of the Rio
Verde, in November, just before winter had fairly set in,

although frosts had already touched the foliage and
dressed every tree and bush in gorgeous colors. The
atmosphere showed a faint yellow haze, and was heavy
with odors—souvenirs of departing flowers. The sap
of the trees coursed sluggishly, no longer lending elastic

vigor to the limbs, that now cracked and broke Vi'hen

forced apart; the leaves loosened their hold, for want of

the same mysterious tie, and fell in showers where the

quail rustled over their withering forms. Woodpeckers
rattled with exultation against the resounding bark and
seemed to know of the great store for them now in the

nerveless, drowsy trees that .resisted the chisel less

stoutly than when they were full of juicy life. Ground
squirrels worked hard, gathering the last seeds and nuts
to increase their winter's store, and cold-blooded reptiles

dragged their stiffening joints to bask in sunny spots and
stimulate the slOw current of circulation before they
should withdraw and sink into torpor. Wildfowl came
flocking from their Northern breeding places—among
them thousands of teal—hurtling overhead and plashing
in the waters they were to enliven and adorn all winter.

"The upper parts of both forks of the Verde are filled

with heavers that have dammed the streams at short in-

tervals and transformed them in some places into a suc-
cession of pools, where the teal swim in still water.
Other wildfowl join them, such as mallards, pirttails and
green-wings, disporting together. The approach to the
open waters is difficult in most places from the rank
growths, first of shrubbery and next of reeds, that fringe
the open banks; in other places, where the stream nar-
rows in precipitous gorges, from the almost inaccessible

.

rocks. But these diffieulties overcome, it is a pleasant
sight to see the birds before us—perhaps within a few
paces if we have very carefully crawled through the
rushes to the verge—fancying themselves perfectly . se-

cure. Some may be quietly paddling in and out of the
sedge on the other side, daintily picking up the floating
seeds that were shaken down when the wirid rustled
through, stretching up to gather those still hanging or
to pick off little creatures from the seared stalks. Per-

t0EC. 1900.

haps a flock is floating idly in mid-stream, some asleep,
with the head resting close on the back and the bill

buried in the plumage. Some others swim vigorously
along, with breasts deeply immersed, tasting the water-
as they go, straining it through their bills to net minute
insects, and gabbling to each other their sense of perfect
enjoyment. But let them appear never so careless, they
are quick to catch the sound of coming danger and take
alarm; they are alert iti an instant; the next incautiou.s
movement or snapping of a twig startles them; a chorus
of quacks, a splashing of feet, a whistling of wings, and
the whole company is off. He is a good sportsman who
stops them then, for the stream twists about, the reeds
confuse, and the birds are out of sight almost as soon
as seen.

"Much as elsewht^re, J ^jresunie, the duck hunter has to
keep his wits about him and be ready to act at very short
notice; but there is double necessity on the' Verde,- Tlje
only passages along the stream are Indian trails, here
always w.^rpaths. In retaliation for real or fancied
wrongs—or partly, at least, from inherent disposition-r—
these savages spend most of their time in wandering
about in hopes of plunder and murder.; this, too, against
each other, so long as the tribes are not leagued in com-
mon cause against a common enemy. On the day I have
in mind more particularly we passed a spot where lay
the bodies of several Apaches. From the arrows still

sticking in them we judged afterward that they had been
killed by,a stray band of Navajos. But this was not what
we thought most about at the time. We were only four
together, and this was close by the place we designed to
spend the day in hunting and fishing. Contemplation
of the decaying Indians was not calculated to raise our
spirits, for, though of course we kn-ew the danger be-
forehand and meant to take our chances, it was not pleas-
ant to, have the thing bfought up in such a way. We
kept on through the caiion a little more cautiously, talked
a little more seriously, and concluded to look for game in
places where there was tlie least likelihood of an am-
buscade. I confess that the day's sport was rather too
highly spiced to be altogether enjoyalsle, and suspect that
others shared my uncomfortable conviction of fool-
hardiness. However, the day passed without further in-
tinxation of danger. Game was plenty, and the shooting
.good. Out of the woods and with a good bag, we were
disposed and could better afford-fo laugh at each other's

,
fears." ' '

.

' -
^

'

"

The habits of the red-breasted teal do not differ
markedly from those of the Eastern relative, which it so
closely resembles.
The true home of this species seems to be in Southern

North America and South America, and it is found in
Chili, Patagonia and the Falkland Islands. It is a bird
that gives great shooting to Western sportsmen.

- Sboveler.

Spatula clypeata (Linn.).

The male shoveler has the head and the upper neck
very dark glossy green, with violet reflections, an en-
tirely different color from that of the mallard, almost
a black. The lower neck and breast are white; belly
and sides rich chestnut brown. The under tail-coverts
and vent are black, bordered by a gray line, a patch of
white at either side of the rump. The back is dusky
brown; the upper tail-coverts black; the long scapu-
lars, or shoulder feathers, streaked with black and white;
tips of middle wing-coverts white, forming a black band
across the wing; the middle wing-coverts are light blue,
and back of this is a bright green speculum. The tail

is whitish, blotched with brownish-gray. The bill is
black, eyes yellow, and the feet orange-red.
The female is colored very mucli as is the female

mallard, but has the blue wing-coverts and the green

shovelb;r duck.

speculum. The belly is sotnetimes pure white. The
bill is orange or brown, often speckled with black. The
feet are orange. Length, about 19 inches; wing, 9 to
10 inches. - ;

Young males of different ages have the plumage gener-'
ally like the female, but as they grow older the head
and neck are mottled with black, and the under parts are
often chestnut. Whatever the plumage, the shoveler may
be recognized by the great expansion of the bill toward
the tip, which gives it the name spoonbill. This bill has
a- fringe of very slender, close-set lamellse, which are
long, yet flexible, and are admirably adapted to tiie

process of sifting out food from the fine soft inud in
which the shoveler delights to feed.

This species is one of the most widely distributed of
all the ducks, being found throughout the whole of the
Northern Hemisphere. In North America it is nowhere
a very abundant duck, but, at the same time, is fre-
quently met with throughout the South and West, yet
it never appears in great flocks, as do the black duck,
mallard, wfdgeon and the teals, but rather in small, Oc-
casional coitipanies, though I have seen a flock number-
ing nearly a hundred. This, however, is unusual.
.On the New England coast and Long Island the

shoveler is quite an uncommon bird, but further to the
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southward, as in Maryland and North Carolina, it is

frequently killed. In many of its ways, as of cburse in

its appearance in some respects, it resembles the teals,

but it is much less gregarious in its habits. The shoveler

breeds from Texas to Alaska, and I have frequently

found the nests in Dakota, Montana and Wyoming,
usually near prairie lakes, often under a bunch of rye

grasps or a sage bush, and usually fairly well concealed.

There are usually a few feathers and some down in the

nest, which contains eight or ten greenish-white eggs.

The female sits close, but when startled from her nest

flies away without sound, and soon disappears.

The young, when first hatched, do not show the 'pe-

culiar shape of the bill possessed by the adult, this being

a later development. Young birds of the first season,

when killed in the fall, will be found to have the bill

very flexible, so that it can be bent in every direction.

The shoveler is a fine table bird, but because of the small

numbers that are killed it is not very well known.
Mr. Trumbull gives as the names for this bird the

,blue-winged shoveler, red-breasted shoveler, shovelbill,

broady, butler duck—"the bird being so called because
of its spoon-like bill, with reference to a well-known
general in the Civil War"—cow-frog, spoon-billed

widgeon, spoon-billed teal, mud-shoveler and swaddle-
bill. In Louisiana the bird is known as mcsquin. The
note of the shoveler is a weak quack, somewhat like that

pf the green-winged teal.

A New Hampshire Deer Hunt.
On the morning of Nov. 17 two of my neighbors, a

friend and I started on a short trip after deer. We
reached our hunting grounds about 10 A. M. of same
day. There had been a few inches of good tracking

snow, which fell about a week before our arrival. A
little of it was left, but was of no use for still-hunting,

being very noisy. The onlj'- good point was that it gave
us a chance to see what were the signs of deer. The first

afternoon we went over a good deal of ground without
seeing a fresh track. In fact, we saw very few tracks,

all apparently four or five days old. I crossed the track
of a bear, but it looked older than that of the deer.

On the second day one of our party hired a local

hunter as a guide. The rest of us hunted alone during
the whole trip, each going by himself. My tramp that

day covered some ten miles of good looking deer ground,
but I saw only three or four very old deer tracks. The
man with the guide jumped two deer, but could not get
within sight on account of noisy snow.
x\nother of the party found very old tracks of' either

two or three bears; he followed them up pretty well on
a mountain and took a circle around, failing to find where
they had gone out. He then followed the tracks to a

ledge, and saw where two tracks led into the ledge. He
carefully plugged up all the holes he could find and then
started to look for a deer. He found the tracks of a
doe which had been started, and followed it a loiig time.

Now this young man is a novice at hunting deer or any
large game, never haviiig seen a deer iintil this fall. I

had loaned him some time before we started on our trip

Van Dyke's "Still -Hunter," and he followed the advice
there given, and did not keep on the deer's track, but
kept circling. At last he ' found that the deer had
stopped, and getting the general direction the track
took, he went around and livorked up to a ridge from
the other side. By very careful work he saw the deer
lying down watching its back track. A .30-30 bullet killed

it at once.
The fourth member of out" party was sitting down,

when he saw a large buck coming some distance away.
He did not get a very good chance to shoot, bi:t his .30-30

bullet struck the hind leg just below gambrel joint, cut-

ting off the bone entirely, leaving the leg hanging by
'

a strip of skin. The buck bled very badly, and after foi'

lowing some distance was found. That afternoon both"
deer were hanging in the stable of the cottage we were
staying m.
That night we had sonie callers, local hunters most of •

them. They had to own that we knew something about""?

'

deer, but when our bear man said he had some bears
plugged up in a ledge they laughed at him, saying bears
didn't den at that time of the year and all he had in the
hole were hedgehogs. We told them to call the follow-

ing night and we would show them. They were so, dead
sure that we would find nothing but hedgehogs\;that
they did not care to go to the den with us, although vif'e

•asked them to. ''H . : .

The following morning, as soon as we could "sre.ej we
started for the bear den. I had had but a little formej ex-
perience with bears, and we carefully exanjined all the
plugged holes in the ledge' and circled ahout

'
to ' see

whether th^y had gone out at any other point. W!e were
'

satisfied that If there were any bears in the ledge the
,

day" before they were still there. The main entrance,: was
opened and some punching was done with a pole, with
no results. - Then I.watched the hole and the others tried

punching on the back side of the ledge. While care-

fully looking into the hole I saw for an instant an eye
shine. We then found a seam on the t,op of- th'e 'ledge,

which after being cleared of dirt and leaves gave us a bet-

ter chance; The man who had found the den was sta-

tioned at the entrance; and bear after bear ^vas induced
by vigorous punching to show his head. We got four,

an old one and three cubs. The old bear had lost one
fore foot some time before in a trap, the'stUrnp of the;

foot being completely healed. , -
'". '

. . ..

I then left the rest of the . party to drag the.: bears:

down the mountain to our house, and started to 4ook-.

for a deer. The snow was melting fast, and was about .

gone, except for a small patch here and there. I<found:
where two small deer had been, andiwhile I was trying;

to work them up they got wind of me and a whistle and
the faint glimpse of two white "flags we're all I'saw.'or
heard. I followe<i those two deer very carefully 'for two
hours, and they never stopped. "

,
'', / ' ?

That night we had quite ^a numhier' -of callers - to' -see

our hedgehogs (as they expected)." They had not much:
to say.' Some of them niade^Ti few tfrofarne.-remarfe^iboui

•what they were pleased to -Gall, our." luck.
~

'..
' ,:.f

'^

The following morning two of us set out to look for

the deer I had started the previous day. After getting

gpnie distance back we separated, and-my coinpanion.

with the unfailing luck which seems to follow both him
and his brother (who found the bears) ran on to both

the deer within fifteen minutes. Again a .30-30 bullet

dropped the deer instantly. Shortly afterward I found the

track of one of the old grandfathers of the deer in that

region. I knew well from former experience what I was
pretty sure to undergo in following an old buck at this

time of year, but I knew that sometimes such deer did

lie down, and trusting to luck I kept on. The further

back I went the more snow I found. I have followed

deer before in bad places, but never through such holes

as that old buck led me. Finally in the afternoon I

gave him up. I was a good many miles from our house
and apparently no nearer the deer than when I had first

taken his trail. I then took quite a swhig over the

mountains on my way back. In all my tramp that day
I did not see a track, fresh or old, of any deer other than
the one I followed.

The next morning opened with rain and heavy fog.

Two of us started to look up some ground quite a dis-

tance back. We went soinething over six miles before

reaching the grounds. There was no snow, but we saw
a good many fresh signs—more in fact than we did before

or since. We worked over a good deal of ground, ex-
pecting at any time either to see or jump a deer, but
did not. The fog would at times settle down so that wc
could not have seen a deer at 30 yards. We got back
to our house about dark a little tired. It is not the easiest

kind of walking over those mountains.
The next day there was very little prospect of doing

anything with no snow, and very slight chance of run-
ning across a deer, yet we took that chance. On all

my former hunting trips after larger game than deer
I have always hunted on all sorts of days. There was no
possible chance if we stayed in the hoitse. So two of us
started for some deserted farms lying well back some
five miles away. Deer were said to be feeding there on
the apples. We took what we thought the shortest
route across country, and had just climbed a brush fence
in a back pasture and reached the top of a ridge, where
we sat down for a few moments to have a smoke. While
sitting there I saw something I took to be a cow or
steer. I could see only the top of its back, as it was
slowly walking along. I rose up slowly and saw that it

was a buck. I could then see his head and part of the
neck. There was no cartridge in the barrel of my rifle,

but the magazine was full. At the click of the lever the
buck stopped, and turned his head. I held on his neck
just back of his jaw, and at the crack of my Savage the
buck dropped in his tracks, never getting on his feet

again. He was a fine deer, and as he lay there I think
would weigh 250 pounds. I put a knife in his neck
low down near his chest, and the blood spurted. I should
think nearly a pailful ran out. I never saw an animal
bleed so before. His stomach was packed full of ap-
ples, fully a peck, besides some browse. Some of the
apples were entirely whole, not even showing marks of
his teeth. The buck weighed after getting him here
191 pounds; and I think he must have lost in blood and
entrails 50 pounds. I had in ray pocket a rig of strap and
rope to haul out deer with, but it took two of us to drag
that deer about a mile to a lumber road.
The -next morning was to be the last of our hunting

trip. Two of our party went to an old orchard some
five miles away, getting there at daylight. A buck was
just coming in, but he came up wind, and did not show
himself, gave a whistle and left, and this ended our
hunt.

Heretofore in my hunting trips I have always stuck
to a heavy rifle of large caliber. I had never tried the
small bore nitro on game. Hereafter a .303 is big enough
for me. C. M. Stark.
DUNBARTON, N. H., Nov. 26.

p. S.—One day last week a fine specimen of Canada
lynx was shot a few miles out of Manchester, N. H, A
party from that city were after foxes, and the dogs treed
the lynx. It took several loads of double B shot to finish
the animal. C. M. S.

Toledo and Thereabouts.

"Chained to Bosiocss."

Whatever may be the fate of the average Toledo man
during the rest of the year, he manages somehow to
escape the fetters that bind him to his desk or shop in
the last twenty days of November. And within the past
ten days, if you attempted to find any man of shooting
proclivities, his truthful stenographer would be pretty
sure to inform you that he was "out of town on busi-
ness," and would not return till some indefinite time sub-
sequent to the day after to-morrow. Hence, to make a
list of these would draw heavily on the city directory. In
spite of the general exodus to the stubble, the quail shoot-
ing in this portion of the State—that is to say in north-
western Ohio—has been better than the average. C. G.
"VN^^ilkinson, of the Legal News, came in a day or two ago
with nearly 300 birds as the result of a week's shooting in
Van- Wert cotmty, an exceptionally good bag. But all

the counties bordering on Indiana in the upper part of
the State—Williams, Defiance, Paulding and "Van Wert

—

afford good shooting for quail and grouse, and it is not
very- long since deer and turkeys were to be found in
their forests in reasonable abundance. Others have made
good scores, and the man who coitld not spare a week has
managed to get out for a day here and there with com-
paratively satisfactory results. For example, Sam An-
drews put in a day last week- just beyond the city limits
and brought _ back with him a bag of nine birds. Mr.
Andrews is in his seventy-fifth jear, and has hunted in

northwestern Ohio ever since he was a boy, having killed

a number of deer in the present city limits. The boys
are all somewhat envious of his skill, but so far he shows
no intention of abandoning the. field to hjs younger com-
petitors.

Among the Ducks.

The duck shooting season as a whole has been rather
poor. Talking the other day with Mr. John Cummings. of
the Cedar Point Club, I learned that the hunters attribute
this to the unseasonable weather of the fall. The mild
weather lasted into November, and the northern ducks de-
layed their Tnigration till the sudden cold wave warned

them to seek a milder climate; but when they arrived in

the marshes along the shores of Lake Erie they found all

their feeding grounds frozen up so firmly that the most of

them continued on their southward journey. Later flights

have been more fortunate, but in the quiet Aveather the

ducks have an exasperating habit of lying out in the open

water of the lake miles from the shore, where it is prac-

tically impossible to approach them. But there have been

occasional days which left nothing to be desired, such as

Mr. Fred Dodge found last week, when he boated thirty-

five canvasbacks in a single day's shooting.

It is a poor week which does not bring with it d ilfeW

hunting club at Toledo, and the latest of these has just

been organized by a number of Toledo people who have
secured control of about 140 acres of marsh on the River

Raisin, near what is known as Johnson's Island, about

half-way between the lake and the head of vessel navi-
^

gation. The gentlemen concerned are Messrs. Ralph
Herman, F. C. Smith, Henry Cope, James P. Locke,

David Tobin, Ross Hodge and some others whose names
I do not now recall. All the vast range of marsh lying

between the town of Monroe and Lake Erie is famous
for its duck shooting, and Toledo expects to get its

share.

Speaking of upland shooting, Mr. George Volk and
Mr. Alex Arnold were grouse hunting last week near the

little village of Omer, about fifty miles the other side of

Bay City. They certainly have no reason to complain, as

they brought home thirtj^-thrce ruffed grouse as the pro-

ceeds of two days in the field. Mr. Volk was accom-
panied by his educated pointer, who loiows a lot of things

besides grouse hunting, but that is a story which will

do for another titnc.

The Rev. F. P. Rosselot, pastor of the United Brethren

Church of Toledo, has returned frbm his deer hunting

vacation in Missouri, and he found the trip so enjoyable

that he talked to his congregation about it last Sunday
evening in lieu of a sermon. Mr. Frank Moulton, of the

Bostwick-Braun Company, was a camp companion, as

were also Hon. Paul Moore, private secretary to Gov-
ernor Stevens, of Missouri; Hon. J. J. Russell, Speaker

of the Missouri House of Representatives; J. F. Navin,

Hon. W. O. Swante, Hon. W. J. Lee and others. Frank
Baird, State Oil Inspector for northern Ohio, is also back
from the camp of the Ocqueoc in the northeastern part

of the lower Michigan peninsula. Mr. Baird reports that

the boys had five deer hung up when he came away, and
yesterday he distributed sundry savory slices of venison

among his friends.

Hon. Noah H. Swayne, chairman of the Toledo and
Lucas County Republican Executive Committee during

the late Presidential campaign, has gone to New York
to escape politics, and to take a month's rest from busi-

ness. If you should chance to see him, don't forget to

ask him about his experiences on the waters of the Triton

Club last summer. Jay Beebe.

Toledo. O., Nov. 29.

Ohio Duck Shooting.
Cleveland, O., Nov. 16.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I must tell you of the nice shoot I had last Saturday, Nov.
10, which was the opening day on ducks in Ohio. I

went up to the Ottawa Club house Friday, found seven

members there, and on Friday night we drew cuts for

positions, after allowing Col. Smithnight, our president,

first to choose his position. He took the upper end of Big
Pond, an artificial blind, then we drew cuts as follows:

Roland White, i; John J. Flick, 2; J. O'Hara Denny, 3;
Charles P. Ranney, 4; Isaac Reynolds, 5; Arthur O'Dell,

6, and F. B. Many, 7.

White took upper end of the Big Mud Hole ; J. O'Hara
Denny lower end of Big Mud Hole; Chas. P. Ranney
lowed end of Big Pond; Isaac Reynolds Mound Spring;
Arthur O'Dell between Channels No. i and No. 2; John
J. Flick, Two Tree Pond, and F. B. Many, Cherry Island

Pond.
We were called at 3 o'clock A. M. and had breakfast

at 3 :30 and took the naphtha launch down the Sandusky
River, dropping each man and his punter as we passed his

location. I got over to Cherry Island Pond before day-

light, and could tell by the noise the ducks made that

the pond was full of ducks.

I stayed back in the bushes a couple of hundred feet

from the pond until about dajdight, when the ducks arose
in two great flocks (at least a thousand) at the sound
of shots fired in the lower marshes a couple of miles

below me. As soon as the ducks had left my punter and I

carried a large arm chair and all my shells, guns (10 and
16 gauge) and heavy coats, etc., down to the edge of the

pond. The pond was about 100 feet wide and about 500
feet long. I located on the south side of it with the

wind at my back. I just set the chair in the high flag

so as not to make much of an opening. I sat in this

chair with my gun (lo-gauge) across my knees. I had
no sooner got fixed than the mallards commenced to

come back in singles, pairs and small flocks, with once in

a while a big flock, which I would not shoot at, as I

did not want to scare them, as they were generally pretty

high, just taking a good fly around the marsh. In about
the first ten minutes after daylight I had nine ducks on
the water dead, and I had only shot twelve shells. My
punter said: "My! you are doing good shooting."

_
I

was surprised myself. I account for ray good shooting

by the way I was dressed. It was mild weather; I was
down in the high flag and it was warm; I only wore a

sweater over my vest. This allowed free action of my
arms, then again, it was an ideal spot to shoot in, the

ducks wanting to come right where I was located, and
they came in nicely. I only set out four decoys, mallards,

and had my punter set up the dead ducks, which are

fine decoys. Well, I just wish you had been with
me. I knocked them right and left. I made eight or ten

doubles. Of course I missed a good many, because I shot

about 150 shells. ^

By 9 o'clock I had forty mallards, and said to my
punter, "I guess I will quit. I have all the ducks I care

to shoot in one day," but he said, "Mr. Many, this is the

first time I ever punted a man; it's my first duck hunt;
T wish you would shoot some more so that we will not be
I0W man." To tliis I assented, and changed my guns,

using the i6-gauge gun, as it was much nicer to shoot on
account of the smaller load. Well, by 2 o'clock I had
5\^ty duckfi and s^id to ray punter, "That settle? it, I am
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going to quit shooting." Just then he said, "Mark!
There's two mallards; go on, shoot them any way," so I

shot and got one with each barrel. "Now that settles it,"

I said. "Let's start for the dub house as soon as you
can carry the ducks over to the boat."

We had left my boat on the south side of the island and
had walked across 500 feet on the solid ground. I had
shot fifty-seven mallards, three pintails, one widgeon and
one spoonbill. My punter had to make five trips to the

boat to carry the ducks ; then we gathered up the rest

of the traps and carried them over together.

This was the finest duck shoot I ever had. The mem-
bers' bags for the first days were as follows : J. O'Hara
Denny 103, John J. Flick 62, F. B. Many 62, Col. Smith-
night 25, Isaac Reynolds 25, Roland White 25, Arthur
O'Dell 32, Chas. P. Ranney 3; total 337.
Reynolds was located on a mud flat and he got twenty-

five jacksnipe also.

I had to be at home Monday to attend to some busi-

ness, so I came home Sunday afternoon. The other
members were to stay until Saturday, Nov. 17. They will

get a good many ducks.
While I was shooting on Cherry Island I could hear

the pheasants, Mongolian, English and golden, cackling in
the flag all around me. We have been raising them, and
from about twenty-five to start with, which we liberated
in l8g6, we now probably have several thousand on our
marshes, as they are very prolific, having two coveys a
year of from twelve to eighteen birds. There is a close
season on these birds until 1903. At that time we shall
have splendid shooting, and as we shall limit the bags we
ought to always continue to have good shooting on
these fine birds. Frank B. Many.

Talks to Boys.~IV.

Caffyiog the Gun, Fences, Boats, Removing Cartridges.

While the practice that you are now having in
handling a gun is chiefly to enable you to get used to the
arm, you must remember that at the same time you are
learning to handle it so that it shall never be dangerous
to any one. Although there are no loads in the gun
now and you suppose that it cannot possibly go oflc,

yet even so, you must form a habit of so carrying the
weapon that by no chance can the muzzle point at
any one, or indeed in any direction where, if accidentally
discharged, it might do harm. The habit must become
so firmly established with you that you do not have to
think about it, but without knowing that you are doing
so you will keep the gun pointed away from all living
things.

There are only two directions in which a muzzle of a
gun can safely be pointed; these are up' or down. A
shot fired in the air can scarcely injure any one or any-
thing, and one discharged into the ground is equally
harmless. Therefore, in all the different positions which
the gun assumes, see that it is pointed either up or
down. Sometimes a man will be seen who carries his
gun reversed, holding it by the muzzle while the fore
end rests on the shoulder and the stock projects be-
hind. Happily, this practice is not common, for it is
extremely dangerous, and many men have been killed
by carrying their guns in this way. If a man stumbles
or steps in a hole, or catches his foot on a root and
falls, his gun may very likely be thrown forward with the
muzzle directly toward his body, and may easily enough
be discharged.
Sometimes one may see a boy, or even a man who

will carry the gun across the back of the neck, with one
arm over the stock and the other over the barrels, some-
times with the hand resting on the muzzle. This is

certain to give a very uncomfortable feeling to any one
who happens to be walking by the side of the person
carrying his gun in this fashion and opposite the muz-
zle end_. While the danger of a discharge is perhaps not
great, it is unpleasant to be walking along with a gun
pointed at your neck or head.
A friend of mine told me of something that happened

to him. which I have seen mentioned in Forest and
Stream or in some book. He was out hunting with an
Indian, and the two sat down side by side on a hill to
look over the country. The Indian held his rifle across
his knees, and as he sat there be fingered the lock.,
raising and lowering the hammer, the muzzle of the gun
being pointed toward his companion. My friend did
not like the position which he occuoied, and rising to
his feet stepoed around behind the Indian to go to the
other side of him. so as to sit opposite the stock of the
gun instead of opposite the muzzle, but before he had
seated himself, the hammer of the rifle sliooed from
under the Indian's thumb and the arm was discharged.
If my friend had not changed his oosition he would
certainlv have been shot, and very likely killed.

Bearing in mind, then, that the gun is a dangerous
weapon, and that at any time it mav be discharged
through carelessness or by unavoidable accident, you
will see why I have recommended the methods of carry-
ing the gun already spoken of and those which are to
come. A very easv position is to carry the gun under
your arm. the stock Drojectinor backward, the fore end
resting on your horizontal forearm, the hand of that
arm being carried on the lower part of the chest. The
trigger guard resting on the arm keeps the gun from
slipping forR-ard, Of course in this position the barrels
are directed downward, so th.^t if the gun were dis-

charged the shot would enter the .ground a little in ad-
vance of your feet and slightiv to one side of them The
onlv possible harm that could re,«nlt with the gun in this

oosition might be to your dog. if you permit him when
he is walking at heel to nush too far ahead. But this

you must not nermit. Make him walk either behind you
or with his head just even with your knee. In this

place he is quite safe. You may carn^ your gun in this

oosition on either arm, with the feeling that it can do
harm.
Another position is this: Let the grin of the gun pass

between the second and third finger? of either hand, the
oalm of the hand being just below the lock, and let the
barrels lie in the crook of the arm. so that the muzzle
^nd passes tip just outside your shoulder. This i? an
easjr position, and is ffeq^ent^v employed where one

of the hands is in use, as to help you over a fence or itito

a wagon.
Perhaps more gunners liave been killed by taking guns

out of wagons or out of boats, or while crossmg or
climbing through fences, than in any other way. You
have not yet reached the point where you can do any
harm in this way, because as yet you have received no
loaded cartridges, but all through this practice of yours
you must act just as if your gun was loaded with the

deadliest of charges, and as if there were danger that' it

fhight go off at any moment. If you will take my advice •

3^011 will stop when you get to a fence, break down your
gun and go through the motions of taking out the car-

tridges, then, carrying the gun in one hand in the posi-

tion just described, climb over the fence, seeing to it

that in any motions or bendings of the body that you
may make j^ou do not point the muzzle of the gun in a
horizontal directioi.. " '^hancc your foot should slip

FIG. 4, GOOD rOSITION.

.Safe and convenient way of curving the gun under cither arm.

and you should fall, or if an old rotten rail should break
under your toot, trJ^ less to save yourself from a fall

than to hold on to your gun and keep its muzzle pointed
in the air. It is better that you shotild tumble to the

ground and bump or bruise yourself a little than that

j'ou should let fall your gun, which in the fall might, if

it were loaded, be discharged with dangerous results.

Btit it is far better always to take out the cartridges when
you cross a fence, The trouble is slight, and the pre-

caution may save life or limb.

Many men when crossing a fence hold the gujt 1©-- the

grip, with the barrels just in front of the breech resting

on the shoulder, muzzle pointed well upward and the

trigger guard upward and forward. This gives the

FIG. 5. GOOD POSITION.

Convenient as change in carrying. Safe and ready. Good for

ch'mbing fences.

holder very good control of his gun, and enables him
even if he falls, to keep the muzzle pointed skyward.
The position is also a good one in which to carry the

gun across the fields when there is a possibility that birds

may jump up, but your dog is not pointing, and you aje
not in im.mediate expectation of a shot; it takes a vtery

small fraction of a second to bring the gun down into

the palm of the already lifted left hand and to pull the

stock back against the shoulder. Many good shots
habitually carry their guns in this position when ex-

pecting birds to rise.

No matter what may happen to you, under no circum-
stances ever creep through a fence and pull your gun
after you. This is one of the most dangerous things
that can possibly be done. If you have to creep throul'h

a fence or a hedge or very dense brush, carry your gun
much as you usually do; supporting it under the for,g. &a6
by thf- right lhartd or the left,, ani^ keeping the rm^zlc

well to the front. Of course in doing this you will never
creep behind or in front of a companion, and will

not ex-pose yourself or him to the danger of being shot
by the other. In a case like this it is always wiser to
take the cartridges from your gun; in this position you
are not likely to get a shot, and it is^ better to miss
the chance of shooting than to' run the' risk of killing
anything that you do not wish to fire at.

Under no circumstances pull a gun toward you out of
a boat; lift it up. In fact never pull a gun toward yo\r
at all; and above all never pull it toward you by the
muzzle. I had once a friend, a very learned man, a pro-
fessor in a great university, who pulled his gun toward
him by the muzzle after he had stepped out of a boat:
the hammers caught and the gun was discharged, and
he was instantly killed.

I advise you to do what I always do myself, to take
the cartridges out of the gun when you get into a wagon
or boat, or have to cross a fence or have to go into a
house. Then, if through some carelessness the gun is

dropped, or if the horse should run away and the wagon
be upset, or if when you set your gun down in the house
a dog or little child runs against it and knocks it down,
no harm can be done. A gun without a load in it is a

most harmless piece of wood and iron; but loaded it

may cause the greatest sorrow to entirely innocent
people.
But I am again getting a little bit ahead of my story,

for I am telling about how you ought to act after you
have been provided with cartridges and when your gun
is loaded; but, as I said before, perhaps this is not so
very bad, for I .want you always to treat your gUn as if it

were loaded, and as if there were a possibilit}- that at any
moment it might be discharged. Perhaps you will think
that I say too much about this, and may feel sure that

you would never be so careless as to let your gun go
oft' when you did not wish it to. A great many people
have thought this before you were born, and probably
after you have become a gray-haired old man a great

many other people will think the same about them-
selves. At the same time, the fact remains- that guns are

continually gomg off unexpectedly, and that people who
believe themselves to be very careful are constantly hav-
ing accidents with guns. Happily, few of these accidents

result fatally; yet we know that almost every day some
one in tlie United States is killed by the discharge of a

gun, either through his own carelessness or that of

some other person. It is only a short time ago that a

man who believed that he was careful and knew how to

use a gun, because of the long experience that he had
had, fired a shot at something that he saw in the woods
that he thought was game, and wounded a man and
woman, the latter so seriously that her leg had to be

amputated. We all of us think we are careful, but all

human beings are likely to make mistakes and blunders,

and you and I are like other people in this respect. 1

had the hammer slip from under my thumb once, and
came very near killing my dearest friend, and the older

I grow the more I insist on the importance of unceasin.g

thoughttulness and watchfulness in handling a gun.

All these things that I am saying to you now I think

your instructor will also say to you in different words,

as you walk abroad with him, carrying your gun. If

he carries one, too. I advise you to keep yoitr eye on

him and notice the different positions in which he carries

his weapon. Perhaps you will see him do some things

that will lead you to ask questions of hitn, and the

answers to these questions may perhaps teach you a

great dejil. I am quite sure that as you go along he will

keep his eye on' you, and whenever he sees you doing

anything that is not quite right, or sees you careless

about the way in which you hold your gun, he will

caution you and put you on the right track, .\fter a

while it will become a matter of habit with you to carry

your gun properly, and only under stress of some great

excitement will you neglect what has been taught j^ou.

If you have the opportunity to handle your gun and to

carry it abroad for a few weeks or months, I am con-

vinced that unless you are much more heedless than

most boys you will at the end of that time have formed

habits which will make you a safe companion to those

with whom you may go shooting in the future, and

which may save you great trouble and pain in after life.

W. G. De Groot.

Quebec Moore.

Aylmer. Que., Nov. 21—Editor Forest and Stream;

You will find inclosed herewith a statement of moose

heads, skins and meat shipped from Kippewa and Tern s-

kaming stations from Oct. i to Nov. 7. This ii only a

preliminary statement, but will give you a full statement

later on. This will give you an idea how much moose we
have in our country. There are outside of Kippewa ten or

twelve stations to hear from yet which will open your

eyes. This statement is official from the C, P. R. agents

and the. other statements will also be official from the

C. P. R. N. E. Cormier.

Shipments of Moose from Kippewa ' Station, from Oct. .

to Nov. 7, 1900.

Moose head and hide, spread, 51in., J. D. Miller, of Edinburgh
Two moose heads. 46in. and S, Geo. G. Cotton, of Sj-racuse,

One moose head.'36in., E. N, Trump, of Syracuse.
Two moose heads, 54in., F. N- Ryder and Mr. Smith, oi Isew

Haven.
Moose head, oOin., R. B. Treat, of Centreville, R. I.

Moose head, 51in.. Dr. J. F. Kidd, of Ottawa.
Two moose heads. Sflin. and S,.F. N. Ryder, of New Haven.
Moose head. 50in., S. E. .

Cobh, of Orange, N. J.

Moose head. oB'-iin., F. M. Turner, of Pittsburg.

Two moose heads, 36in., F, M. Turner, of Emsworth, Pa
Moose head, 40in., J. \V. Jarvis, of Pittsburg, Pa.

Two deer heads and hides, S, J. E. Buckley, of New York.
.

Two heads and bundle feet, 45in., F. C. Selous, of London, Eng-
land.
Moose head, 36in., A. McLaren, of Buckingham.
Moose hide, A. McLaren, of Buckingham.
Horns, Se^iin., C. C. Foster, Cambridge, Mass.
Head, 43in.. J. J. Gill, of Steubenville, O.
Hide and head, 45in., H, M. Popham. of New \ork.
Antlers, 40in. and S, J. T. Gardiner, of Boston, Mass.

Head, 36in. and 46in., G, L. Farnum, of Media, Pa.

Two antlers, 53in. and 54in., Jas. Seymour, Jr., of Newark, N, J.

Head, 40in., H. L. Cadmus, of East Orange, N. T.

Head, 62in., J., C. Bates Dana, of Worcester, Mass.
Two heads, %(<%in. and 58in., AV. S. Lincoln, of >A^orcestrr, .M^,
Head, 54in„ R. Millicfaawp, of ToTOnto.

S tnpans ^00 small for ^e^uremert
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CHICAGO ANOgTHE WEST.

Game Sitaatton in the Middle West.

Chicago, 111., Dec. i.—The weather in this part of the

country continues to rule mild. Early in the morning

of Nov. 20 there was considerable thunder and lightnmg

and heavy rain, most unusual occurrences for that daie

in this section. On the morning of Nov. 20 as I went out

of doors I noticed very large numbers of angle worms
on the pavements and the neighboring ground, these

worms having come up out of the moist ground exactly

as though it were summer time. I have never heard of

this instance before at so late a date for th* neighbor-

hood. To-day it remains warm and murky, though we
are expecting snow again before very long. Under these

circumstances the conditions for quail are most admirable.

The ducks have left us, and the deer season is over.

From now on we will shoot quail until near the end of

this month, and then a few of us will go South, while

the most of us will put up our guns until spring time.

The quail crop in lower Michigan has not been as good

as u.sual. In Illinois, Indiana and Iowa it has broken, all

records. If all goes well we should have good shooting

next year, unless for some mysterious reason the bird

,upply should be again cut down. On the whole, we are dis-

posed to think that there is a growing regard for the

game laws, and that perhaps the present abundance of

birds is partly a result of that fact. Undoubtedly, how-

ever, the weather conditions have also been highly favor-

able for Western game.

Iowa and Minnesota Game.

Mr, J. C. Hartman, president of the "Waterloo Courier

Company, of Waterloo, la., is a busy newspaper man, who
none the less occasionally gets busy with the birds. Mr.

Hartman is good enough to give me some notes regarding

matters in Iowa and her sister State of Minnesota, writ-

ing as below

:

"Iowa sportsmen arc enjoying better quail shooting

ihan has been known since the early '80' s. A number of

fine bags have been made within three miles of Water-

loo, a citv of 12,600 population, which speaks well for the

(jli-^crvance of game laws. ' The ever-present pot-hunter

will get his work in, however, and yesterday I heard the

disgusting details of a pot shot made by a game hog that

ifsulted in fourteen dead quail,"

Fall duck shooting in this vicinity was disappointing.

Water was plentiful, but food was scarce, and the birds

•<ave us the go by. Two Waterloo gunners who went

north report that 'canvasbacks, mallards and other com-
mon varieties were plentiful at Heron Lake, Minn. One
gunner there, a man of some means, had killed sixty-eight

canvasbacks in one day, and on another occasion had

nade a mixed bag of over 100 ducks. This was late m
October. It was reported later that two gunners at

that resort bagged 300 in one day. The Waterloo shooters

were not provided with a State license, and did not tarry.

The market-shooters, they say, are very careful that no

outsider shoots who is not provided with a license, A
thrifty gentleman who lives some ten miles from the lake

has a freezer and drives over each day and buys the birds.

He paid 45 cents each for canvasbacks. Thousands of

ducks are shot each spring and fall by market-gunners

at Heron Lake, and if the sportsmen of Minnesota -are

desirous of stopping the leaks in the game supply here is

.-(iniethinsf worth investigating.

Twin Lakes, in Calhoun county, Ia„ were formerly a

great resort for all species of wildfowl. A friend from

Rockwell Citv informed me a few days ago that the drain-

age of the wet lands that formerly supplied the lakes

with w^ater has resulted in practically drying up one lake

and reducing the other to a marsh. These lakes, prior

t(j the drainage project, held from two to eight feet of

water and afforded excellent fishing. During the past

fall the drying up of the lakes caused the fish to die, and

the ducks, which were quite plentiful, fed on these, A
fish diet gave their llesh a strong fishy odor, and my
friend stated that the smell of a stewed Twin Lake duck

was decidedly nauseating. The people thereabouts quit

eating duck, but the gunners shot them jiist the same, the

birds finding their way to market.

The abundance of ducks at Heron Lake was com-

mented upon in these columns last fall. The market-

shooters seem to have been able to make a pretty big bluff

out there. This is a funny sort of country, this America

)f ours, though in a great many ways she is not a bad

sort of place to live in.

The Real Thing.

It docs a fellow good once in a while to get a genuine

sporting letter from a man wdio really takes a delight m
getting out of doors, and who keeps his enthusiasms fresh.

.\ good many of us get blase in our sport, and are content

10 go out, come back and forget it till the next time.

Not so with the man who has the genuine and keen sports-

man's soul. Here is what one such, a wealthy man whose

business interests ought to keep him at home, but do

not. writes about some of his sporting experiences this

week, I shall not mention his name, because the letter is a

personal one, and perhaps I ought not to use it, though I

will. I offer it as the real thing:

'T did not do so badly this time. I went down Thurs-

day morning ; it had stormed up to that time. I got up to

Grassmere at 11 o'clock, and by the time I had changed

my clothes and walked two miles down to our favorite

piece of woods it was noon.

"I took old Bob with me alone. The first bird I ran

across was near the edge, and the old fellow had a nice

stiff point. I walked around to the other side of the

patch of brush, the bird got up all right, and that tallied

one. I went along a little further; Bob was on the oppo-

site side of the fence; I saw him stiffen out, and, of

course, just as I got on top of the rail fence the birds

began to get up; three good easy ones before I struck

the ground, but no sooner had my feet touched bottom

than I let go at an old side winder about 50 yards off and

tumbled him over. This made two straight. I followed

that up and got two points in a thicket so impenetrable

that it was useless to shoot, but you know I always bang

away on the nrinciole that the bird is in more danger

than I am and while there are misses^ there was after all

no exception to hits, with the possibility of one. I s\vung

around tn come back; Bob crossed the road, stifferretj and

hardly without an instant's warning a bird got up like

lightning. How I killed it I do not know, but 1 did. That

made three.
, ^ ,

"Going along a while afterward I somehow or other

lost sight of old Bob. I called him two or three times, but

he did not come. I took out a great, big, fat sandwich

and began walking alotig, trusting to luck I would run

into him or he would run into me. I had my gun under

my left arm, and all of a sudden a partridge flushed right

in' front of me, and I noticed at the same time Bob had

stiffened out and was pointing directly toward me. With

my mouth full of sandwich, one hand with the remainder

of my dinner, I swung my gun around and tumbled that

fellow over, and as I did this the second bird arose, for

Bob had not broken his point. More deliberately I

covered that one, and w^as chagrined to see it keep right

on, apparently uninjured, though from the cloud of

feathers in the air I knew it was. hit. I xnarked it down
about 250 yards away, but the brush was thick, and I did

not have any hopes of finding it again. Pretty soon old

Bob began to make game, but I thought it was another

bird. Just then I heard thrashing of wings, and right at

my feet laid my bird, making his death struggle, .so I

felt pretty good, and went in that night with ten_ partridge

and one quail in practicallv four hours* shooting. The
next day I had bad luck. Up to noon the birds all flushed

on the wrong side of the thickets. Three different times

I saw Queen pointing and the bird was in front of her.

Once I went up and clucked, and an old cock partridge

trotted back and forth within a space of 4 or 5 feet on

a log and raised his ruff at me, and I all the time figuring

how under the sun I was going to get a shot at him if

he did get up. It seems as if I was talking to this old

fellow about five minutes, and Queen was beginning to

wonder what in the dickens I was at. Finally he concluded

to jump up. He had evidently picked out a good thick

brush, and he surely found it, for he was away like

lightning, and I did not find a single opening for a charge

of shot. Twice I sent away crippled birds, the brush was
so thick. I was sorv afterward I had shot at all. but that

afternoon the thing changed, and I trimmed up eight in

short order. It is funny that there are no quail this year

to speak of. I had to come home Saturday, so only had

half a day to shoot. I went into new ground and lost

lots of time. Finally I got into some good cover. I had

my shooting clothes on, and hardly missed anything, and
it' ended up with my getting seven partridge and two
quail."

The Physical Value of Field Sports.

The man who wrote me the above letter will be a long

time getting old. Meantime he bids fair to be able to

make three meals a day for himself and family, and to

continue a comfort to that family for many a year to come.

Contrast this sort of a life with another, equally busy, but

directed upon slightly different lines. There came^ this

week from Minnesota the sad news of the death of Sena-

tor Cushman K. Davis, one of America's most talented

sons. Mr. Davis died at the age of sixty-two from a

disease which had senile tendencies, according to the

doctors. His father is living to-day, ninety years of age,

and his mother is eighty-six years of age. Physicially Mr.
Davis himself had originally a fine constitution. The
Pioneer Press, of St. Paul, itself presumably not too much
devoted to outdoor sports, but directed on sane and
sensible lines, printed in connection with the news of

Senator Davis' death the following editorial comment

:

"It would have been better for his health if he had
worked less and played more. His inherited physical

vigor, if nourished by a reasonable modicum of physical

exercise, promised a life as long as that of his venerable

father, who is now bowed down less by the burden of

his ninety years than by the weight of this great sorrow.

But he had no taste for the sports of field or brook or

forest. His library was his hunting ground, where he

tracked nobler game than deer or antelope in the deeds and
thoughts of great men. Here flowed the pure streams

of classic lore, in which he angled with a fastidious taste

and keen discrimination for more splendid trophies than

reward the sportsman's skill."

There are all sorts of views regarding that Illusion

which is known as success. The death of Senator Davis
is so sad as to leave little inclination for discussion of

the might have beens of his life, yet we may say that in

all probability he would have succeeded quite as much,
and would have lived much longer, had he gone to Mother
Earth now and then for the renewal of his vital energy.

Lower Illinois^

Mr. Warren Powell finished his quail hunt at Ramsey
last week as per schedule, and he and his friend. Hooper,
had very fine shooting. He writes me that there are

still plenty quail in his part of the world, and still_ sug-

gests that we ought to do something to assert our dignity

and not allow these birds to run over us.

All of lower Illinois is stiU alive with quail, in spite

of the thousands that have been killed. Ernie McGaffey,

who shot on the Okaw last week, killed two or three dozen
birds daily and had a fine time. He says there is lots of

game all through that country.

Number of Deer Killed in Michigan.

Warden C. E. Brewster, of Michigan, stated under
date of Nov. 26 that since Nov, 8 there had been shipped

through Mackinaw 2,412 deer up to that date. Mr.
Brewster thinks that the total shipped in the entire season

will be about 4,000 for the State of Michigan alone. These
figures sound simple enough, but if we could see 4000
deer piled up in one heap it would be a startling spectacle.

There is a great deal of local complaint regarding the

above slaughter, and it is probable that an attempt will

be made to cut down the legal number to tAVo deer per

man.

How to Carry a Revolver,

Assistant Surgeon Morris, of the United States Navy,
makes the following report to the Navy Department:

'T should like to mention the habit now obtaining in

the service of loading the navy revolver all six chambers.

It is extremely dangerous, not only to the men carrying

the piece iDut also to those around him. When loaded

in that manner, if dropped it will go off with almost

absolute certainty.

"One man was killed outright on the Helena before ray

joining it, and another was badly wounded on the Basco,

and I have just heard of another similar case on the

Monterey.
"If some provision could be made or some order issued

whereby it would be obligatory to carry the piece with

one em'pty chamber under the hammer, the number of

casualties traceable to the revolver would be much re-

duced."
When the writer used to live out in the cowboy country

it was always considered the mark of a tenderfoot to

wear a revolver belt buckled tight around the waist, or to

carry the revolver in any way except with the hammer
on an empty. A ranch boss who found a man with six

cartridges in his gun would have been pretty apt to say

something sarcastic.

Geese and Fish Hooks.

The daily press of this country seems to be waking up
now and then to the fact that there is such a thing as

game, and such a thing as sportsmanship. The influence

wielded by the daily papers is a very great one. The
following editorial from the Chicago Tribune speaks in

no uncertain terms regarding the barbarity of some man
who lately set out baited fish hooks for some of the wild

geese which at this season of the year resort to Lake
Alichigan near our northern suburbs

:

"If the Humane Society wishes to do something worthy
of its name it should join forces with the officials of the

Game Commissioner's office and seek to arrest and punish

the miscreants who were guilty of such barbarous cruelty

a few days ago to a flock of wildfowl which were feeding

in the lake of Rogers Park. Some heartless pot-hunters

attached fish hooks to a long cord, and, after baiting them
with corn, set them adrift, with either end of the line

attached to a floating buoy. Wild geese, though usually

the wariest of birds, took the bait and the hooks. In their

efforts to release themselves they broke the line loose from
one of the buoys and with the other they floated out into

midlake, there' to die a torturing death. It is hard, to

conceive more thoroughly diabolical cruelty. There are

two State laws which cover this case, and the full penal-

ties for. the violation of each should be inflicted upon the

perpetrators of this outrage against humanity. One of

the laws provides a heavy fine for the taking of wild

game in any way except by shooting. The other law is

the well-known law against cruelty to an'mals. Game
Commissioner Loveday should see that his deputies do all

that they can to bring the cruel pot-hunters to justice."

Game in Tennessee.

Mr. Will G. Harris, of Gallatin, Tenn., is kind enough
to write a little about the game situation in his country,

the sort of news that is always welcome. He says

:

"I am a regular reader of Forest and Stream and in

each issue take much interest in the reports that appear

in j'our department from different sportsmen all over the

country regarding the game supply. I have not seen any-

thing in print about the supply of birds in middle Ten-
nessee, and I make bold to send in my mite of informa-

tion,

"Our quail crop this year surpasses anything that I have
known here in the last ten years. Birds everywhere. A
pair of good dogs should have very little trouble in find-

ing from ten to twenty bevies a day. For a while I

ascribed the increased number of birds to the protection

our new game laws give them, but since reading of the

great number of birds in other States I am at a loss to

account for the increase. Our game law, I regret to

say, applies not to the whole of Tennessee, but to only a

few counties. The best clause of the law is that one that

prohibits the sale of game at any season of the year, and
it has still a better feature, in that it punishes both the

seller and the purchaser. Some game lavvs pun'sh the

marketer and allow the man whose money is the root of

the evil to go scot free, but- our law is like the old man's
fish net, it 'ketches 'em comin' an er gwine,'

"

I have always said that the future of American sports-

manship rests with the South. The South will have game
after the North has marketed all its game. In many
Southern States there are county laws prohibiting the

shipment of game, and these county laws work, too. More
power to Tennessee and all her sisters of the South, and
may they always present a solid front against the game
hog and the market-shooter. I don't know why it is, but

it has always seemed to me that if there is such a being in

the world as that much talked of and somewhat mythical

being, the trtie sportsman, he would be easy to find south

of the Mason and Dixon line. The Southerner seems
to be able to go out and have a good time kill a few birds

and then go out at some later day and do it over again.

This is the kind of sentiment which goes with sport of

the best kind.

Nebraska Game,

Mr, Fred Mehl, of Fremont, Neb,, is good enough to

send me some mention of a little fun he had with the

jacksnipe late in the season, with some information re-

garding the other game. He goes on to say

:

"My friend, Guy Hinman, and myself enjoyed some
sport on Nov. 19. The day was cold and drear5% a heavy

mist falling and freezing as it fell, grass and trees covered

with ice, and altogether a bad day to find any snipe about.

The place in whu^h we found them is an open ditch of

about two or three miles in length, a continuation of the

city's sewer line, maybe not quite as nice a place as one
might wish, though the water is as clear as crystal. That
we have been having some freezing weather was cAndent

from the condition of the grade road alongside it being

frozen solid enough to bear heavy loads.

"From the first crack of the gun—six jacks flushed

within a space of 30 yards—the sport was good for three

hours, and we bagged in that time twenty-six birds and

ten ducks. As you can imagine, the conditions were per-

fect—the smoothly mown prarie on one side, a grade road

on the other, no hard walking, and after getting under
headway forgot about the cold. If we missed one. a circle

or two and back again into the ditch it would go. My
friend got ten straight, 'wiping m.y eye' in nice shape a

couple of times. Don't you think that for this latitude

those snipe were somewhat in error, and were not the con-

ditions somewhat at variance from the usual habits ? That
is, if a jacksnipe is guilty of any definite purpose or
habit, other than to get away in good shape when flushed.
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"This vicinity has fair shooting this fall. In the last

few days quite a numlDer of geese—Canadas—have been

killed. Duck shooting has been fair, and there are plenty

of quail, of which there will always be an increasing sup-

ply, barring such winters as that of 1898, when they

were nearly cleaned out by the drifting snow and extreme

cold.
, , . - , r ,1

"There is no chicken shooting in this section m the tail,

though a ^reat many are in the cornfields at the present

time, commg down from the sand hills. There has been

no fall chicken shooting to amount to anything withm

100 miles Avest of here for eight or ten years.

Nebraska has turned over a new leaf politically this

fall, and we hope foY" better game legislation and a con-

sequent increase in the supply of game. Thanks for the

'jab' you give us occasionally. It's a worjl in the right

direction."

Caliber of Rifles

Mr. Carlos de Leon, of Tottenville, N. Y., has the fol-

lowing inquiry about an all-round rifle

:

"I have been shooting a .45-90 for several j^ears, and

am going to change for a lighter gun, about .32-40. Is

this heavy enough to do any damage ? I want a gun that

I can use on l)ear. and if fortunate enough to get a

chance, on moose. A .30-30 covers too much of the siir-

rounding country to suit me, as 1 do not care to bring

down a man in the next county should I miss the mark.

It seems to me that a .32-40 would fill the bill. May I

a.sk for your opinion on the subject?"

I think the .32-40 black powder load is not a desirable

one for big game. One can kill game with .such a rifle, it

is true, but he will not stop his deer in its tracks, or

dose to the place where it is hit, as often as he might

with a more shocking charge. I should much rather use

the .38-55. especially if it were a case of bear. But since

the development of the .30-30 and .30-40 I am free to

confess that for deer or bear the latter would appeal to

me more than any other sort of arm.

About the Ncpigon Rivet.
,

You can always get anything you want through the

Forest and Stream. If you don't see what you want ask

for it, and if we have not the goods at the time you may
be sure they have been ordered and will be in pretty soon.

Mr. Robert W. Patton, of 211 East Madison street,

Chicago, very kindly comes forward with full informa-

tion regarding the Nepigon River, for the benefit of a

recent inquirer, who wished to know something about

that stream. For this I wish to thank Mr. Patton. who
writes as below

:

"I noticed in last week's Forest and Stream the in-

quiry of Mr. Watson in regard to the Nepigon River, and
your request that some one who is familiar with that

stream would answer his inquiries, wdiich I take pleasure

in doing. As you said in your answering note, the Nepi-
gon is by no means a fished out stream, nor is it ever like-

ly to become so, at least for many years. Lake Nepigon,
a body of deep water, nearly eighty miles in diameter, is a

reservoir from which the river is constantly restocked.

The fishing there, however, is not as good as it was ten

or fifteen years ago. This is especially true of the lower
part of the river. However, no one need go there and
come away without being Avell repaid for his time and
expense, provided he stays long enough to give the waters
a fair trial.

"The trip up and down the river is alone worth the

expense of going, even if one gets no fish whatever. T

was up there last summer, the latter part of August, for

two weeks, and although the first week did not jdeld much
in the way of sport, yet in the last three days I caught two
trout weighing over 6 pounds each, and two more over

5 pounds, and a great many running from 3 to 5 pounds
apiece. On one afternoon an old gentleman from St.

Louis, over eighty years of age, who was camped near
me, caught eight trout weighing a trifle under 40 pounds.
The three largest weighed respectively 6K) 6^ and 7%
pounds apiece.

"The best time to go is the same as on any other trout
stream, either in June or at the close of the season in

August or September. In June the flies are very bad, but
fishing is better than in the lower and middle parts of
the river than at any other time. At the head of the
river, where it floAvs out from Lake Nepigon, the fishing
is best at the end of the season. Prior to this year, the
season there has always closed Sept. 15, but this year it

was officially closed Aug. 31, although parties were al-

lowed to go up after that date. It is hoped another
year that the old time of closing, Sept. 15, will be again
in force.

"Any one who wishes to make the trip should write to
William McKirdy, Nepigon, Out. He is warden of the
river, and will furnish the entire outfit needed, at reason-
able rates. His provisions are good and not high priced,
and it is better for one to outfit there than to take stuff
with him. Parties taking supplies from the United States
are required to pay duty at Port Arthur. Complete out-
fits and provisions can also be obtained from the Hudson
Bay Company at Nepigon Station.
"The trip is rather an expensive one, and one should

figure to spend two weeks on the river if they have the
time. This would require about three weeks for the trip
from Chicago, and the total expense of such a trip from
Chicago and back will be not far from .$150. The fishing
is done from canoes almost entirely. Two guides are
necessary to each canoe, and although two persons pome-
times go in one canoe and thus save expense, yet this is

not desirable, as it overcrowds the canoe in traveling, and
it i« extremely difficult for tAvo persons to cast" from
the same canoe. The cost of two guides Avith canoe is

.$4 per day, and there is a license fee required of $15 per
rod for two Aveeks or less fishing, $20 for three Aveeks and
$25 for four Aveeks. The guides arc Indians, and arc
thoroughly competent and reliable.

"The riA'er is forty miles in length, and requires about
three days to go up it, and about two days to come doAvn.
One can fish on most of the portages and at each camping
place Avhile going up and doAvn the river. While most
of the fishing is done from the canoes, it is desirable to
take hip boots, or better still, Avaders. On my last day
on the nA'er. while my guides Avere making a portage of
tAvo miles in length, I put on mj^ Avaders and going over
to the rivsr, about midway of the portage, fished for a

couple of lionfs from tl^e river's edge, and caught two

trout that weighed 4}4 pounds each, and several more of

about 3 pounds each. While most of the fishing is done

with flies, it is only fair to say that the larger fish Avill

rarely, if ever, rise to the fly. It is seldom that a fish of

5 pounds or over is caught on the fly, and practically never

one of 6 pounds or over. These larger fish are taken

either on the spoon or artificial minnoAvs or with live

bait,

"Nepigon Station, from Avhich the start is made in

canoes, is a station on the Canadian Pacific R. R. about

seventy miles east of Port Arthur, and is at the mouth of

Nepigon River. Port Arthur is best reached by boat

either from Duluth or Sault Ste. Marie.

"If .there is any further information that I can give

about my experience I shall be glad to do so."

Wyoming Big Game.

Col. Chauncey P. Williams, Assistant Adjutant-General

of the State of New York, gives an interesting little story

regarding his hunt in the Wind River country, to Avhich

reference was made earlier this fall. He writes as beloAv

:

"I left here Aug. 30 with my friend, Mr. Edward L.

Pruyn, of this city, and we reached Wells, Wyo., Sept.

5. Mr. John G. Mott and his son. of Michigan City, Ind..

Avere with us on the three days' stage drive across the

desert from the railroad to Wells, and Ave greatly enjoyed

their company.
"We outfitted at Mr. William Wells' place. Gros Ventre

Lodge, on Green River, which, by the Avay, is all of Wells,

Wyo., but where any visiting sportsman Avill be pretty

sure to enjoy himself even if he does not care to go

further into the mountains. Mr. Wells thoroughly under-

stands guiding and how to make sportsmen comfortable.

He is a A-ery clever gentleman and altogether good sort.

After leaving Wells, Oct. 6, Ave saAV no more of Mr.
Mott's party. Incidentally, Mr. Mott, A\'ho is a thorough

sportsman and excellent shot, killed an elk Avilh the finest

set of antlers ever brought in to Wells, and they know
there, too, Avhat fine ones are. Of this perhaps Mr. Mott
was too modest to tell you.

"Leaving Wells Ave traA^eled two days witli guides and

pack train about sixty miles up into the mountains and

camped at betAveen 9.000 and 10,000 feet above sea level.

There Ave Avorked hard hunting mountain sheep, and killed

one big-horn ram, one mountain lion and four elk, not to

mention letting live the grouse which came into the tent

and slept Avith us nights. I failed to bring out a sheep, be-

cause I Avas too anxious to get a big head and neglected to

improve good chances I had at medium size rams. When
my opportunity came to kill that big one, I Avrongly esti-

mated the distance, and only cut out some of his hair.

After that, of course, i had no good chance at even small

ones.

"Getting our elk Avas kind of a side issue, and this we
did on days Avhich Avere not suitable for scrambling after

sheep. Hunting elk Avhere they are at all numerous is

almost too easy to be real sport. We both secured some
fine heads. I Avas fortunate enough to kill one Avhich Ave

all thought Avas the finest killed thereabouts for a long

time until Ave saw Mr. Mott's. Mine had seven points

(on a side), beams 53 inches in length and massive, the

burrs Avhere the antlers join the head being 12^2 inches in

circumference. On one occasion we unexpectedly jumped
three bears, a cinnamon and tAvo blacks, but they were
too quick for us, as we were mounted and had not lost a

bear. They all incontinently fled before Ave could get a

shot at them.
"The last Aveek of our trip we spent in the Prong Horn

country, and Avhile there we each captured three buck
antelope and one blacktail, the latter being quite scarce in

that region. Some of the antelope heads were first class,

and one of the blacktails pretty, although small. We
returned to Wells with our outfit on Oct. 7, and reached

home Oct. 14, well pleased Avith the 'Equality State.'

"There seems to be some fascination about that Western
country Avhich draws back to it so often those Avho

have once been there. But the next time the mountain
madness overwhelms me I mean to have a telescope sight

on my rifle. I am convificed that it is the thing for

Western hunting."
With all due deference to CoL Williams' preference

for a telescopic rifle sight, I don't believe he Avill find it

so good for game as for the target, certainly not for run-

ning game. I once tried to shoot a bullfrog Avith a rifle

that had telescopic sights. The old felloAV looked as big

as a meeting house, but much to my surprise I found that

there was a lot of country around him Avhich Avas occupied

by the spot where the hairs of the telescope crossed. I

couldn't get the intersection to intersect the frog. Not
that I knoAV anything very much about the matter. I

ahvays liked open sighs for hunting, but there are a

great many different personal preferences in such matters.

How to Anchor Duck Decoys.

Mr. A. G. Holmes, of Green Bay, Wis., gives some
interesting points out of his experience in duck shooting

over decoys. What he says Avill be read Avith interest by
all shooters. His scheme for an anchor is new, and I

should think very practical. Prefacing his remarks Avith

the news that most of the ducks have gone south from
his country at the date of Nov. 23, he goes on to describe

his decoy anchor as below:
"In looking back over my Forest and Stream files for

the past twenty years (taken by my father until his death
and taken since then by mj^self) I find but few mentions
of weights or anchors for decoys, and Avhat fcAV are de-

scribed are of such poor design and such light Aveight

as to be of but little use on such open Avaters as ours
Avhere duck shooting is generally rough weather Avork.

The light anchors Avill not hold the decoys for any length
of time in even a fresh breeze Avith a little sea running,
and to have to get out and chase after decoys and reset is

A'ery discouraging, and especially so Avhen the ducks arc

moving. It is generally the case as soon as a person is

out from his blind ducks generally happen along. The
decoA' anchors generally used and for sale in the gun
stores are neA^er more than 4 to 6 ounces in Aveight, and
Avill alloAv the decoys to drag in a fresh breeze very
easilj'- in open -AA'ater. My anchors are made after a pat-

tern of my OAvn design, which. 1 think will be found far

superior to any noAV on the market. I will try to give the
readers of Forest and Stream a description wherebAr they
can make these anchors for their OAvn use. Here is the
description

;

"Weight as for work intended, 6 to 8 ounces for mal-
lards (shoal water ducks), and from 8 to 16 ounces -for

outside or deep water ducks. The bottom or anchor
proper is on the style or form of a saucer with the inside
solid.

"To make this saucer weight, take a board (pine is all

right) and make a circle of from lyi to 2^4 inches across.

Then cut down into the wood, hollowing it out, but not
over inch in depth. If you never Avant to lose your
anchors by friends borrowing them, just cut your initials

in the wood, but be careful not to cut them backward.
Then take a piece of Avire, telephone wire size is heavy
enough, 8 inches to 10 inches long and bend it as .per-

cut.
...

"Wire is 8 to 10 infehes long. Bend lower ends in about
fi to % inch to hold in the lead. This piece of wire will

go over the heads of your decoys and act as an anchor
shank by upsetting the lead saucer a trifle, causing the

edge to dig into the ground or gravel at the bottom the

same as the flukes on a boat anchor Avould do. Use either

copper or brass wire, as it does not rust the cord.

"If you AA-ant anchors for open water shooting you had
better make the size of the hole 2 inches across and ^
inch deep. This will make a Aveight of about 12 ounces,
and for ordinary work is plenty heavy enough.
"NoAv take your wire, haA'ing bent it in proper form and

having your lead melted, then place the wire, or rather the
lower part Avith the edges turned in, doAvn into the hole
about half-Avay in your board, holding- the Avire with a pair

of nippers or pliers, so as not to burn your hands, and
pour the lead into the hole until nearly level full, and hold
for a minute until the lead cools enough so as not to let

the Avire spring out.

When cool enough turn your board over and anchor
will drop out with your initials on ready for use.

"I trust this will enable the readers to make an anchor,
that they have looked for and have been unable to buy
from the sporting goods houses.

"I will give the readers the size of my decoys, Avhich

are used by the most successful shooters on this bay, at

some futnre time. These decoys are extra large and can
be made by any one and Avill be found better than any
decoy made and for sale on the market.
"Duck shooting is nearing its end here, although yes-

terday, Nov. 22. a good many shooters made good bags

—

in fact, the best of the season. It requires heavy loads of

both ]3bAvder and coarse shot to bring them down. I have
used a 12-gauge gun for duck shooting the past four
years, but next season I hope to have a lo-gauge, as I do'

irot like to put such tremendous loads in a 12-gauge aS a

person needs here on our bay the past fcAv seasons.
_

"My gun is a fine Parker pigeon gun. 8 pounds Aveigh^,'

30-inch full-choked barrels, and I use for ducks a 3-inch
'

smokeless shell, 3^. to 4 drams Schultze, E C, Dupont
or Hazard pOAvder, as I may have on hand, and to

'

ounces of Nos. 6 and 4 shot, chilled, Avith proper wadding,
but this load. Avhich my gun shoots to perfection, is not
enough for our off-shore shooting, and I think a io-gaug;e'

lo-pound hammerless full-choked 32-inch barrel gun Avill

be more efficient for this Avork.

"T v-fould like very much to hear from some of the

many shooters as to their idea of a duck gun for off-shore

shooting. The shooting on Chesapeake Bay off of points

is, I imagine, similar to our off-shore shooting, and I

would like to hear frotn these men especially. I used to

use a lo-gauge gun and black pOAvder years ago, but haA'e

used a T2-gauge the last ten. years, or nearly that long."

In Town.

Mr. C. E. Willard, nOAV of the Harrington & Richard-
son Arms Company, is in Chicago this Aveek, on a business,,

visit, and is seeing his old friends here in his former!
home. Mr. Willard is looking Avell, doing .well and talk-' ,

ing AA^elf. and the boys are glad to see him.:' v-

E. Hough.
Haktford Building, Chicago. 111.

That Adirondack Moose.
On Thursday, the- 22d inst., the 'case of the People 'Bf

the State of Ncav York against Elzi McManice, J. H.
Slater and C. E. Martin, all guides, for shooting and
possessing a moose, was tried before Justice R. H. Mc-
Intyre and a jury at Saranac Lake. The People Avere

represented by M. A. Martin, Esq., of Malone, and the
defendants by J. C Little, of Saranac Lake, and Col. W.
H. Johnston, of Virginia. 'I

The first Avitness called by the People Avas Dana Bissell,.':

who SAVore to having been hired by the defendant Mc^
Manice to remove a moose from Long Lake in the woods
to Long Lake Station. He told hoAv McManice said to

him. "1 have shot a moose."
The next witness was Hy Courtney, Avho was em- "

ployed by Bissell to take the moose out of the woods
and carry it to Long Lake Station. He said the three

•

defendants took charge of the moose there and assisted in •

the loading of it.

W. L. Allen, the express agent at Saranac Lake, told of

the receipt of the moose at that place and the payment by
McManice and Slater of the charges, amounting to $5,

The truckman, Jordan, told about being employed to

carr}' the moose from the express office to Tully's market
and then to the barn of Slater, Avhere it Avas receiA'cd by
all the defendants. John Tully swore to the exhibition

of the meat at his store and the removal therefrom by the •

defendants.
To the surprise of every one the defense put in no

evidence and the case Avas submitted to the jury first bv

J. C. Little for . the defendants, Avho Avas followed by M..-

A. Martin for the People. Avho made a good, strong plea.

After being out for about ten minutes the jury returned

Avith a verdict of guilty against all the defendants, and.:
the court rendered judgment against the'th jointly fol".'

$too and co.sts, $60.75; in all $160,75,'

Thus ends the famous moose case, and it ought to be a

subject of congratulation that a couAnction has been had.

The evidence being perfectly clear, the jury could not

help but find the defendants guilty.

The chief protector, Avho authorized the bringing, of

the action, and Game Protector Vosburgh, Avho AVorked

the case up, are also to be congratulated upon the prosecu-

tion of this case. A little energy and diligence on the

part of th& fish, and game departm.ent will m time eon-
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vince lawbreakers that it does not pay .to. disregard
, the; .

laws of the State.—Adirondack Enterprise, Saranac Lake,

-Nov, 2.9. •

,

\ ^ — ^

In Maine.
Boston, Dee. 3.—The Maine deer hunters have befiiti.-

having- hard luck for a week. On Monday, a week ago,"'

there rell from twelve to eighteen inches of •
light snow,

according to the section, in northern Maine; IThe deer

hunters that were out that day had great ' Success, but

the SHOW was folibWed by a slight rain' that =night, ending
with freezing and a crust. This has made deer hunting;

extremely difficult. The wary creatures have been able

to hdar the hunters further than it was possible to see

them, and hence only fleeting glimpses have been caught.

The weather has remained unchanged for a week, the

snow crust scarcely changing at all. Generally deer
hunters have become discouraged and left the woods.
Manj' Boston and Portland men, and men of other
Massachusetts and Maine cities, had planned for their

amiual Thanksgiving hunt, when they could go home to

the backwoods towns where they were born, eat a

Thanksgiving turkey with parents, brothers or sisters,

and enjoy a deer Imnt, But the crust has been too niuch.

Generally a half mile through it has been sufficient. No
deer have been obtained. Trains reaching Boston Satttr-

day had a number of men with rifles on board, but the
express cars had very few deer. Perhaps 'this is all for

the best. The deer have e.xperienced a respite during
the most dangerous week of the whole open season.

The season closes Dec. 15, and even if the crust thaws
before that time it will be bad hunting. Many more d^er
will be left tq keep the stock good than would othe.|;);^sie

.

have' been the case.
, ,;h'7,T:^

On Monday that the snow fell the hunting was 'grea^^.

but,somehow it fell to local gunners rather than outside
sportsmen. The telegraph was used by guides to notify

hunters that it was time to come, and they started . on
, ^

Tuesday, only to find the snow crust. At Andover, Me„
,

fourteen deer were shot by local gunners; in several in-

stances, boys, who have felt very proud of their succes,;?,.

They ,were not obliged to go very far from the village.

In oiie case a boy shot a big buck, within a mile and a
half of the village, but did not try to haul him. in till

the next day. Then he went, with a companion, through
ihe opening, Avith a horse and §led to bring in the trophy.
On the way lip they saw fresh tracks where a big deer
had crossed the road, then corrie into the road ahead of

them. Seemg tliat the tracks were very fresh, they pro-
ceeded cautio.usl}'',, with rifle ready. Glancing over a ridge
they saw the deer just .leaving the opening in good rifle

range, "the deer fell at the first shot; another big, btick,

added to the fourteen deer of the day before. No deer
have been killed in that section since, however, by reason.
of the crust. Mr. J. Parker Whitney, his son

.
Vincent,

-

and a friend from Ne\v York, have gone up to Mr.
WhitP,ey's camps on Richardson. Lake, for a deer hunt,;

They reached Bemis Wednesday night, only to find the
,

snow so deep and crusted as to make it next to impossi-
ble to go over to their camps on Mosquito Brook, six,

or eight miles, by the woods trail, as. they had intended.

.

The next da}'^ they started from Bemis up the lake with,

two boats and two men. The lower end of the lake was...,,

frozen, so that they were obliged to run the boats on
hand sleds or toboggans till the open water was reached.
After that they went along without much, difficulty till

they^ found that Trout Cove at the Upper Dam was -com-
pletely frozen over. The meircury had .falleni;to ten ,

degrees above zero the , night .before, and there was .;a

good deal of floating ice in the lake, although, the
weather was then more moderate. They; .-were, obliged
to land at Black Point, about a .-mile above the Upp^.r
Dam, and then take through the w'oods, breakiiig
through the crusted snow eighteen inches deep, at every
step. The men who went up with_ them in the boats,
Timothy Scannel and J. Carleton, said that it was one of
the hardest tramps they had had in a long time. At the
Upper Dam, Mr. Whitney and his party found . that
Richardson Lake was more open, and that his -MosquifOr
Brook camps could -easily be reached by boat. Mr.
Whitney is -thoroughly a trout scientist. .He' is-now
makiiig some very interesting studies on the sensej-of
smell: or instinct of scent with the salmon family. He
believ€s that these fish are capable of scenting where bait-r

has beep drawn through the water, even if it be miles
ahead of them, or even drawn through a day before.
He believes that all the migrations of. trout and salmon
arc governed by this sense; that by means of it they
instantly recognize the waters of different streams, bays
and inlets. His arguments are sound, and he can bring
a host of incident!? and experience to prove that he is

right. When fully . prepared, he will publish his .

researches, doubtless in the Forest and Stream, as he
has .recently done his very readable and thoroughly in-

structive article o,n the freezing and resuscitating of trout
when thawed.
The open .season on moose in Maine closed on Friday,

Nov.:,.-,30.
. . The shipments of that game through Bangor,

for the season 1 thus, far have been 133, a smaller number,
than

.a year ago. but it is beheved that thene are- still a:"-

large: number in the woods to come out; possibly suffi-^,

cient-to bring the kill up to that of a year ago. The- law :

does' not- prohibit a. sportsman from bringing his moosef '

home aft<;r the open season has closed, if .legally killed
'n open season. The number of deer shipped 'through
Bangor for the season thus far has been .2,753, against
3.OT5 for the.-same time last year; a decrease- of 262-,. By '

other outlets the number has generally been smaller,
although by way of the Franklin & Megantic .Railroad
file number has been greater. By w^ay of Bemis, one of
the outlets of the Rangeley region, the number, of ;deer
shipped has been very small, while over the Phillips &
Rart.gelei' road a good ma t1}' have been shipped, but-not
as many as a year ago. Dr. Daintree. of Lewiston,"M.e.,
and. dotibtless next to Dr. Heber Bishop the ' leadina-

moose hunter of the country, brought out a lar.ge .bull

moo^e'-the other day. He hunteri for "twenty days, in the
vicinf^V o'f his c.amp on Millinorket Lakp, before h^ ;got

the shot he desired. Messrs. George H. Hicks. G.' R.
Hall and Frank G. Ha11. of Boston, and C D. Washing-
ton, rif Sprin.sifield. returned last week from a huntin.s?'

trip of fourteen days at Kinpr and Bartlett. Thty secured
eight deer.' including several large bucks. Congressman

Charles E>C- ' Littlefield hal' secured a large buck in the

Rangeley region, and taken it to his home in Rockland.
Messrs. C. A. Barney, S. F. Johnson, Horace S. Dame
and L.- Dana Chapman, secretary and treasurer of the

Megantic - Club, returned last week from their hvinti-ng

trip-: -to Jo Marie Lake. They fotind hard hunting, but:

brought home a deer apiece. .
Special.

The Michigan Season.
Hartford, Mich., ]<io\'. 2^.—Editor Forest dud Stream :

Thinking thgf your readers' might lik^ tb,know what is

being done With rod and gun in this neck 6!E the woods, I

write you k few of the many things thit have taken
place since I wrote you last. Frank Dean has just got
back from a trip after bass. He- brought .back two nice

strings, one weighing 5^ poupds, the rest w^eighing from
2 to 3 pounds. They were'caught in a small lake in the
town of Hamilton, Wft Bufen coimty.

K!' W. Sweet and wife, Of.^ vS6iith Ha-ven, haVe just

returned ' from a trip to Manistee county. They were
hunting 'bh the Big Manistee Rivei", arid camped on the
north side, three and one-half miles west of High Bridge.
There they found plenty of quail and grouse and lots of

ducks—mallards and wood ducks—and fine bass and
pickerel fii^hm^.Jij ^.th;e Maijistee, and speckled trout in

Pine CreelMaMln*Bfeail§C are tributary to the
Manistee. About Nov. 7 I joined Mr. and Mrs, Sweet,
and then we crossed to the south side every day in quest
of the light-footed deer. ;. :

Although fresh tracks were plenty the snow fell top
fast to suit us.,'.-aaad so, Mirs. Sweet left us, and Mr, Sweet
and I hunted grouse, and -I succeeded in getting a nice
string, including one wild goose—one of the white-headed
variety—and ifew^s fine eating. .... . .

-

It is singular how the quail have taken possession of
the northern counties ef -the lo-wer peninsula. Six years
ago they first made their appearance on the Manistee, and
now we found !. several covcys: on every farm or small
clearing. Their stay will be permanent, for there is

plenty of .sumac bobs on which they can feed when the
snow is deep, and the banks of the ravines and gullies

along the river are covered witrh cedars, and in the bot-
toms are nice spring runs, where the snow ha,s to melt
as fast as It falls, and I found that the quail and grouse
took to this cover and there found i safe retreat. But it

is an ideal shooting and fishing ground, ".as the range is

unlimited, and if one lot gets away you can soon find
another. '

'
-'

-
•

'

'

Now as to our local deer hunters. A party of four left

here Nov. r for Baraga county, upper peninsula, consist-

ing of Dr. Elgas, Charley Leach and Stephen Stone and
son Charley'. "'They have shipped eight -fine deer home.
Some were very fine specimens: tWo were bucks with
veryiarge- horns, and w'eighing 200 pounds each. Another
party, cOrislstifig of Ed Johns, Ed Crattdal and Ldrilla

AVhtte, report' having kifled thirteen' deer and are still

hunting''. They 'all report grouse very plenty and found
everywhere. ''• - '• ' '

*"•'<

Now- 1 Wbfd to boys who are going to learn to shoot. I

taught 'thy -'txVo boys how to shoot and handle a gun. 1
told them -to load and cock their guns as soon as they ar-

rived on the hunting groimds, arid always carry their guns
as though 'loaded and cocked, and never point their guns,
loaded Or empty, at any one. If gunners are taught on
this line they are dlwa3''s carefuLaiid will never point their

gun at their dogs, their wives or their friends. I have
always carried niy gun at fnll cock -ivhile hunting, and
have never

'
had an accidental discharge in so doing, nor

have my boys. You can hunt a week with either of us
and nevef see wdiat caliber oUr guns are. I know that
lots of people W6"uld think this very Unreasonable, but
boys who think a gun safe becatise not cocked shoot their

companions by' the- strikers catching on boat cleats or on
their clothes or on brush. I once put my hammers down
to get a duck out of the river and. set the gun on a siriall

log and leaned" it against a tree. The gun slipped off the
log, striking the' hammers on the log, and both barrels-

were discharged. So I learned that caution was the only
safeguard in hunting. "-If I had left the hammers tip I

should ha>^e found a place where it would surely have
stood before 'leaving it. So I say, always handle your gun
as though loaded and coeked, and yOu will never .shoot

your -dog or-your friend. " '
"

'

I. nev"er have a gun pull more than 4 or 5 pounds on
triggers. "- f have seen a riian with a 7-pound' gun, and it-

took k TO'-pound' pull to discharge it. Five partridges got
out of a btush pile one at a time, arid he pulled on each
one till, it fl'ew b'ut of sight through the: woods, and when
the last one was gone. I said, "Why^ didn't you shoot?"
To which he replied, ''I couldri't pull the" thing off."

"
' - ' ' SULLIVAif Gooic.

' The Belgian Hate.

Dansville, N. Y.—Editor Forest and-.'Stream:- I read
with much pleasure the interesting article of Mr. G, H.
Corsan, of Toronto, in your issue of Nov. 3 about the
Belgian rabbit (Lepus cumculus)', erronepusly called hare.

It is an old friend and fellow countrymari of mine.' I am
of Flemish birth, and when a boy in old Flanders I Used
to breed them in pens for pocket money. The flesh of the
rabbits, after being dressed, , is exported to England

• (chiefly to London), and the skins, dyed and prepared, are
exported to the United States, w^here they are worn by our
fair women as imitation seal. Large fortunes have been
made in my native city of Ghent (Belgium) by the ex-
portation of rabbit skins to this . couritry. The American
breeders, for profit, should by no means neglect this part
of the business. The pelt, when properly dyed in imita-

tion of sealskin, is much more valuable than the flesh of the
rabbit. Most of Mr. Corsan's observations are true, but
I beg leave to differ, with the last paragraph of his article

about the wild English hare not breeding with the Belgian
rabbit. A special breed called leporides has been produced
in Belgium by the crossing of the two. It is not a

mule.- but fertile, transmitting some of the characteristics

of both to 'their progeny and attaining a weight of from
.10 to T2 pounds sometiines. . . .

" J-EnLITJS Td^E FoxHtTNTER.

In the Adirondack Deer Country.

At 8 P. M. Tuesday, Nov. 6, a party of five—E. G.
Smith, Fred Wilson, F. E. Whitney, G. Shepard and S.

M. Bennett—left Shortsville for Beaver River. We ar-

rived at 5 A. M., where we unloaded trunks and tents

in a downpour of rain, took our lantern, axe and tents,

and started on a tramp for our camping grounds two
miles north. We had to wade through a river 2 feet

deep, leveled off camp grounds alongside the river in

the loneliest place on earth in winter and one of the finest

in summer. After we had got our tents up and brought
trunks and baggage up, we had breakfast at 11 o'clock
and started hunting at 12 130 P. M. We saw one deer.

The next day we had several shots, but did not get any
deer. It rained continually until night. Next morning
a foot of snow lay on the ground, and then the trailing

began.
One buck deer was the third day's total. The fourth

day we had two deer. The fifth day no luck. Sixth day
same. Seventh day, none. Eighth day four deer. Total
ninth day, seven deer. Total tenth day no deer. Got up
at 5 and pulled stakes for home. • It was snowing very
hard, with 2 feet of snow on ground and 9 degrees above
zero. Got baggage to' depot at 10 A. M. and had the'

best showing of deer of any party there after living on
deer meat for eight days. Twenty-eight deer were taken
from Beaver River on the 14th and iSth days of Novem-
ber, and 127 deer on train bound for Utica. Arrived home
at j2:oi A. M., after having one of the finest hunting trips

of the season. A man with the blues or stiff back or
business troubles would drive them away with one trip

deer hunting in the Adirondack Mountains.
F. Relsel.

The Usual Way*
From the Dawson Nugget.

Reports are being brought down from the upper
Stewart country giving details of indiscriminate slaughter
of game which should be .given attention by the Domin-
ion authorities. The country adjacent to the upper
branches of the Stewart River is a. natural game pre-
serve. Moose and caribou are found there in such abun-
dance that hunters are reported to have killed upward
of fifty of these noble animals in a single day. Re-
turned prospectors, state that game is being slaughtered
merely for the fun of the thing, and scores of carcasses
which cannot be used or carried away are left in the spot
where they -ft^ere killed. It is certainly a shame that
such a condition of affairs exists. The big game of the
countrj' is one of its mOst attractive features. Moose
and caribou are not only important as furnishing a large
portion of our meat supply, but they are the natural
heritages of the legitimate prospector, and should be
protected for his benefit. We submit to the authorities
that some means should be taken to restrain men who
insist upon killing off our big game for the mere sake
of killing. There is no excuse for such barbarity.

In Old Virginia.

You ask me to report my luck. Well, it was good
enough for any true sportsman. Through an advertise-
ment in your columns I selected for my outing the hom'e
of J. H. Gafford, Baskerville, Va. His is truly a typical
"Virginian home, full of hospitality and good cheer.. Al-
though I went as a stranger, each member of the family
seemed to do all they could to make my stay most
pleasant and my hunting successful. I was furnished
with a horse to ride and favored with the company of
mine host on all my shooting trips. Mr. G. is a genial
companiori, and will help fill the bag (if requested), as he
is an excellent shot. I went tliere for quail, but found a
variety of game. Wild turkeys are often seen in the
fields, and a skilled turkc}' hunter will gladly take yon
out. Deer are also plentiful. A pack of hounds is kept
for deer or fox hunting by a neighbor near by, and you
are sure to be invited to join in the chase or hunt, ma-
king your own choice of the game you desire. For quail
or an all-round shooting place, a pleasant, quiet home, I
recommend to my brother sportsmen this place and family.

H. O. Wilbur.
'

Weights of Game.
Barre, Vt.—The following is a list of weights of game

shot last October by myself and brothers : Foxes, males,

9, 10, 10^, 9 3-16, 9^, 9 S-16 pounds; females, 7^2,

6^4, 9.6-16, 8 7-16, 8 3-16, and pounds. With the
exception of four, all the foxes were a j'-ear or more old,

judging from mouth and skin. The heaviest coon killed,

a female, tipped the scales at ,24 pounds. The two heaviest
grouse, cocks, out of fifty killed, weighed and i 7-16
pounds. The largest woodcock weighed 8^ ounces.

B. A. E.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each weeic on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us |9(l«.th€

latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable, '

"

New York, Nov, 30.—In answer to request in Forest
AND Stream for weight of quail would say that the fol-

lowing birds are from Long Island, N. Y. They were
mostly male, and were weighed on postal scales. They
ran:as foUows : 6^, 7, 6^4. 6, 6, 7, 7^4, 6, 6^, 6^, 6, 7,

6}A ounces each.

Two partridges weighed 20 ounces and' 22 ounces each. .

J. D. Walton.

''When Food Is Scarce.^'

Editor Forest and Stream:
The picture accmpanying the issue of Dec. i is one

which will interest every friend of this typical Amer-
ican partridge. The artist has most forcefullj'- portrayed

the strenuous effects of a hard winter, whose decimation
has resulted so fatally to the w;eaker members- of the.

.

covey that only a solitary hen is left to keep compan3*
with the five surviving cocks. But hoAvever strenuous the

winter, it needs no prophet to inform the intelligent

reader that affairs will be infinitely worse in the spring

when these^five males are seeking the favor of this single

female.
The Bob White branch of the American partridge family

is neither polygamous nor polyandrou.s. Jay ?ee6E,

,• ToiEDO, 0,,.Dec. 1, . , .
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Longf Island Shootmg;.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Reports from Eastport advise us that there has been

a great flight of woodcock there, and that within a

few days more birds have been killed than for a long

time. It seems as if, on account of the warm weather, the

migration of the woodcock had been very late, and that

most of them have lingered somewhere up north and then

by aome sudden spell of cold weather have all been hur-

ried on at the same time. It will be interesting to learn

if a similar abundance of birds has been noted in other

parts of the country, especially in Connecticut and New-

Jersey,
There are said also to have been an unusual number of

partridges (ruffed grouse) killed on the east end of the

island. There are usually a few found there, but only a

very few. For some reason the country does not seem

well suited to them, or perhaps there are too many opos-

sums or foxes to allow them to breed.

The number of ducks to be found in the Great South

Bay is still very large, but they are becoming educated

and are no longer killed 'in such numbers as when they

first came. The continual shooting on the feeding grounds

and the pursuit of the bird by sailboats has had its

natural result, and now the ducks leave the bay m the

early morning, and going outside, rest on the ocean until

evening, when they come in again to feed durmg the

night.

Precisely this result was to have been expected frotn

the hammering that the birds received on their first

arrival, and thus the highly intelligent New York or Long
Island sportsman has succeeded in killing the goose

which laid the golden egg.

Speaking of geese, a number of these have been killed

in the bay, one man, I believe, having secured fifteen.

Long Islander.

SAYvitLE, L, I., Dec, 1.

The Pittsburg Quail Market.

Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 30—Editor Forest and Stream:

Herewith I send you an item taken from the Pittsburg

Post of Nov. 28. Here is a chance for some of Pennsyl-

vania's sportsmen to make a few inquiries as to where

these birds were killed.

"At an East End banquet last Friday evening the

guests were all served with 'quail,' one bird to each

person. There were about 1,200 people present, conse-

quently I 200 quail. As it is against the law .to sell game
in Pennsylvania, these birds could not have been bought

—therefore they must have been given to them. I am
personally acquainted with one man who was there and

helped to eat the quail, therefore I know whereof I speak.

Now. Mr. Editor, where did these quail come from?

Did the guests go out hunting the day before the banquet

and fetch the birds they got with them? If so, where did

they hunt? I am something of a hunter myself and

would like to find a place where I could get 1,200 quail.

Please answer through your paper, because if they were

bought I would like to know where—might take a few-

hundred myself. What^ good are game law'S if they can

beat them in this way?"
It appears that there is no trouble for Pittsburgers to

get all the quail they want, game laws or no game laws.

D. G. Lamont.

Vancouver Island Big Game.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The hunting season has been in full blast for months,

and many deer and bear have been killed by sportsmen.

Last week a party of hunters bagged nine deer, and others

have recently been brought in also by Messrs. R. Coe.

Sheppard, Ripley and Beckman.
But the most important and interesting bag made re-

cently was Lieut. Bromley, of H. R,- M. Navy, who on

Tuesday last, reached Comox with two elk and five

bears. Lieut. Bromley made a trip into the interior with

Mr. H. Smith as guide. They followed up Oyster River

for fifteen .or twenty miles with the above results. The
two elk heads were fairly good ones of five points each,

and besides bringing out these heads and the skins, Mr.
Bromley had most of the meat brought out also, thus

showing himself a good man and a good sportsman, and
very different from many of our hunters who kill their

game for the heads alone.

We have had already some snow here, which has started

hunters off after deer with renewed energy. A.
Cumberland, B. C. Nov. 24.

A Flag that Was Lowered.

Dennysville, Nov. 25.—I was up in the western part

of the county last week, and in a little stream between
Tunk Pond and Spring River Lake saw a lot of

landlocked salmon on the spawning beds. I thought of

you and how you would enjoy it. I think it the prettiest,

wildest and most fishy looking place in the county.

Had the good luck to tumble on a nice buck a short

distance back of my house a few days ago. Shot at 20
yards with No. 6 shot, and the deer never dropped his

tail ; he ran about 75 yards, stopped, turned to look at

me with tail still up. While watching him and wishing
for a charge of heavy shot, his tail very slowly came
down, and in half a minute or so he dropped. When
I reached him he was stone dead. The aorta just as it left

the heart was nearly severed, and the shot had penetrated
from one side into the skin of the other. I had smokeless
powder; it was light as day, and in an open field, and I

know his tail never flinched. But it did look odd to see

it so slowly lowered after he had stood looking at me
with it bolt upright. A. T. L,

Notes from Worcester, Mass.

The close season on partridge and quail begins Satur-
day, Dec. I. If the winter should be mild and open quail
should be very plentiful next fall, as there is an abundance
of them left over.

The total number of foxes killed, by the Worcester Fur
Company since Oct. i is forty-six, and J. H. Baird is

high man with six kills.

Henshaw_ Pond has been leased and stocked by the
town of Leicester and ice fishing xvill not be allowed .there

this wnter. ' ' A. W. W.

What Did the Caribou Weigh?

Bethlehem, Dec. i.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
article in your last issue in regard to the vweights of

game prompts me to send you the measurements of a

caribou skin I shot and brought with me from New-
foundland in September of this year. The estimates of

the probable weight of the same when killed vary so

much that I send you the measurements after tanning,

which, as I think, shrinks the skin some. The antlers

w-ere quite large, but by no means a record head, having

thirty-two points, but rather heavy. Entire length from
neck about 6 inches back of base of antlers, 6 feet 2 inches,

not including tail
; 5 feet 2 inches at widest part just in

front of hind legs; 4 feet 5 inches just back of forelegs,

3 feet 5 inches just front of forelegs. 1 would like the

judgment of your readers who have shot large caribou

as to the probable weight of the animal. M. C. L.

A Florida Game Country.

Me. J. M. WiLLSON, Jr., of Kissimmee. Fla.. writes that

there is a territory available for a large game preserve in

the vicinity of Kissimmee, the expenses connected with

the acquisition of which would be very k'ght, and he sug-

gests that the opportunity is one which might be wel-

comed by a club.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and"
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to adverUse
them in Forest akd Stream.

Buzzards Bay Fishing.

Fairhaven, Mass., Nov. 27.

—

Editor' Forest and
Stream: If you should call attention in your valuable

paper to the fact of the great improvement in the fishing

in the waters of Buzzards Bay. as stated in our report,

you might not only induce more sportsmen to visit them,
but add also to the number of members of our League.
The next season's fishing in the bay will undoubtedly sur-

pass even that of thie year.

Geo. H. Palmer, Secretary.

Mr. Palmer sends us the annual report of the Execu-
tive Committee of the Southern Massachusetts Fish and
Game League for the year ending Nov. 13, 1900. It is a

record of work done and results achieved. We quote

:

When in October, 1888, the League was formed, the

chief object in view was to procure such legislation as

would prevent the setting and maintaining of weirs and
nets in the waters of Buzzards Bay. It was believed then,

as it is now known, that the continuous use of such ap-

paratus was exhaustive and destructive of the fi.sheries.

After successive failures and defeats such legislation

was. in 1893, secured. It was mainly urged, against great

opposition, as a remedial experiment.
It was claimed, in answer to our complaints, that the

use of w^eirs and nets was in no way responsible for any
scarcity of fish, nor any injury to the fisheries. It was
urged by us that, at best, it was a monopoly, injurious to

the rights of the people to whom the fisheries belonged,

and interfered with the natural laws which regulate the

growth, increase and distribution of the fishes.

At first only a few weirs in Fairhaven were removed,
and only slight improvement could for some time be ob-

served. It was not until 1898 that the law went fully into

effect, so that only two years have been given to test the

experiment.
During the past two summers, however, the bay and

rivers have abounded in fish. They have come back to

tlieir old feeding grounds, which for years had been

abandoned and deserted. Not only so, but the sniall

fishes, which were taken in vast numbers by the weirs,

have been permitted to grow, and have come in of larger

size and of greater value. No hand line fisherman has

been heard to complain that he could not catch all the

fish he wanted. All around the ledges, the wharves and
docks, tautog of good size have rewarded the skill of the

fishermen and sportsmen alike. The bay and rivers have
abounded in rock bass and scup, the bluefish has become
an easy prey to the boatmen, and squeteague in large

numbers could be caught by the most inexperienced angler

and by almost any means. No such fishing has been
known in these waters for years.

Whether this condition of things is owing entirely to

the protection which tlie law has thrown around them to

the exclusion of weirs and nets, or whether for causes not
yet ascertained, that in some seasons fish are plenty and
again are scarce, may not yet be fully determined, but

so far as is apparent, the experiment has succeeded as

we have always believed it would.
All that remains for us and kindred associations now

is to guard against hostile legislation, that it may be
fully and fairly tried.

We have ourselves heretofore not given much atten-

tion to the protection of birds, the Massachusetts Society

for the Protection of Game having devoted their efforts

to this branch of the general subject, and from their

greater knowledge and greater influence we have been
content to leave it to them. Early last year, however, in

view of the threatened extinction of the partridge in many
localities, they called in the aid of our own and all kindred
associations. The League co-operated with the Massa-
chusetts Central Committee in working to secure the two
laws to prohibit the sale of woodcock and grouse, and to

provide for fishways over the dams of such streams as

were tenanted by trout and other edible fish. Every pos-

sible effort was made to succeed upon these two matters,

and the result was the passage of Chapter^; 344 and 379
of the Acts of 1900. The fisliway bill originated with our
League, and was twice, in 1898 and 1899, defeated. We
deem this law second in importance to_ none which we
have ever attempted' to secure, for it is of. as much con-
s^ue^cc to provide tn^^^s \|?her^fay fi.sl^e;s aiscciicl the

streams to spawn as it is to protect the fisheries against

destructive fishing.

The work of 1901 is not yet laid out, but the Executive
Committee will shortly be convened, and will receive sug-
gestions and consider purposes.

It will be seen from the report of our Treasurer that
oiir income is ridiculously small—not equal to the current
expenses of the League, nor does it enable us to pay our
share of the expenses of the Central Committee. Our
membership from death and resignation has decreased.
Many of the young men in our vicinity ought to be in-

duced to join us, that they may take the places of those
who have done about all that we shall ever be able to

do. And those of our members who still remain with us
should do what they can to increase our means and add
to our usefulness. We know of no charitable institution

with a more benevolent object than to increase the num-
ber and value of those birds and fishes which furnish
so great an amount of inexpensive food for man. We
know of no work more commendable than that in which
we are engaged.
When God gave to man dominion over the beasts of the

field, the birds in the forest and the fishes in the sea. He
coupled with it His laws for their increase, growth and
preservation, which are every day violated, to satisfy the

greed and avarice of man and the vanity of woman. It is

our business to stop it, as far as we can, and it is not for

food alone that we are called upon to do all in our power
to protect and preserve the tenants of the forests and
the streams. Geo. H. Palmer, Secretary.

Nbw Bedford, Nov, 12.

ANGLING NOTES.

Correction as to Spring Pond.

So.ME weeks ago I mentioned the planting of a few
landlocked salmon in Spring Pond near Bog River, in the

Adirondacks, and that the result of this small plant had
been the practical stocking of the pond and that the fish

had grown very rapidly. This notice brought me a letter

from Mr. L. O. Crane, of Boston, as to the original

stocking of Spring Pond with trout and an account of a
remarkable catch of trout from the stocked pond. Re-
turning home this evening I find another letter from Mr.
Crane correcting some of the details of his former letter.

He says : "On my return last night from a trip I found
a letter from my old guide in the Adirondacks. George
Faygette. in answer to my inquirj- regarding the stock-

ing of Spring Pond, and the first catch made there. 1

find that I was mistaken when I stated that Mr. Walter
Aiken and his guides stocked it with trout from Graves
Pond. George says that the fish were put into Spring
Pond by Mr. John Merriman, and when they first fished

the pond they took twenty trout that weighed jO^i pounds,
and eight of them weighed 5 pounds eacli. Mr. Aiken got
•one afterward that weighed 6 pounds and a few ounces,
and he was in the party at the time of the first killing.

George is located on Dr. Webb's preserve at what we
Knew as Albany Lake, and has been there for a nuiuber of

years. I put in the whole season with him at Smith's
Lake the year before Dr. Webb bought it. The lake is

now called Lake Lila, and the railroad station right up
back of the old camp they call Ne-ha-sa-ne, but I call it

Smith's Lake still, and I am sorry that Jim Lamont and
liis good wife had to vacate, just as I regret a good many
changes that have taken place there in the last few years,

George wishes it understood that he has given the simple
facts in regard to the trout of Spring Pond."

I do not know whether to regard it as curious or no!

that yesterday afternoon I was at Ne-ha-sa-ne Station, and
that yesterday forenoon while at Little Clear Pond I wa?
talking with some men about this very Spring Pond, arid

the growth of landlocked salmon in it. and planning to

plant another pond with salmon simply because they had
done so well in Spring Pond. One of the first letters that

I opened this evening before I had my dinner was ihc

one from Mr. Crane, which I have qnuied, refetriivg to

the region I visited yesterday.

Tfoot Eggs.

A few days ago I lifted a tray of trout eggs from a

trough in one ot the State hatcheries in the Auirondacks,
and apparently there were two distinct kmds ot eggs on
the tray. Ont kind consisted of small white eggs, and
the other of large reddish-pink eggs, certainly three times
as large as the white eggs, yet both were from the same
species of fish. The large eggs were from a brown
trout, a wild fish, taken in one 01 the nets while the men
were netting whitefish. The small white eggs were taken
from a brown trout, about the same size as the other, that

was captured last year from the same pond, and it had
been in the stock ponds just one year. All fish eggs are

measured as they come into a hatchery, as that is the
beginning of the count of fish that result from the eggs,

but eggs differ greatly in size from the same species, and
they have to be counted and counted again. The trays in

a hatchery trough are all of the same size, by 12^4

inches inside measurement, and they will hold from 7,000

to 9,000 lake trout eggs, and from 12,000 to 14,000

brook trout eggs, but they cannot be spread on a tray

to insure a trustworthy count. Trout eggs have been
counted by the square inch, but an actual square inch

will contain many more eggs than a theoretical square

inch based on the number of eggs to a lineal inch. Quarts
and quarts of eggs have been actually counted, and parts

of quarts have been counted, and fluid ounces are now
continually counted to determine the number of eggs in

a standard quart. Here are the counts made by the

United States Fish Commission of the number of rain-

bow eggs to a quart, made at different times and places:

. 6,87s, 6,624, 6,536, and with this for a basis one would
be on the safe side to call, each quart 6,500 eggs, for an
allowance must always be made, and is made, if the man
who measures the eggs is fair, as he should be to make
sure that that he has the number of fry that he reports

when the hatching is finished, but here is another count,

7,625 eggs. The last count is from eggs of domesticated
fish, and the man who measures the eggs must have one
count for wild, eggs and another for stock eggs. This
allowance can be illustrated by two reports that I saw
within a few days. One foreman had sent to the fore-

man of another hatchery some whitefish eggs. The first

man rejplied tl\3tt li*? ha4 seat 150 qtiarta of eggs, and
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the second man reported that he haiW-^ccivcd 153 quarts.

The first man said he had made a iai" riHovvance in his

measurement. Each man had reported al a central point

without knowing the figures of the other, so, on the face

of it,- the first man had sent 5,520.000 eggs and the second
man had received 5,630,400 eggs, or an increase of 110,400

eggs in transit, allowing 36,800 eggs to a quart. In
counting eggs hy measure much depends on the trust-

worthiness of the men who do the measuring, that large

eggs are not counted as small ones, and that the proper
standard of eggs to a quart is used. Once 1 found a man
using a standard of 44,000 whitefish eggs to a quart, and
he believed he was right, and he had no idea of deceiving
the Commission that employed hirn, for he had arrived at

his figures by measuring a lineal inch of eggs and squar-

ing them, but eggs in a square inch do not naturally

occupy a position where the nadir of an egg in one layer

coincides with the zenith of the eggs below it. The safe

way in figuring fish eggs is to count a part of a quart if

there is doubt about the standard and then allow a good
margin loss and shrinkage.

Vermont Thrift.

The State of Vermont has a law which provides that if

a person takes a brook trout, rainbow trout, or Loch
Leven trout or brown trout less than 6 inches in length, or

a black bass less than 10 inches in length, or a landlocked
salmon, or salmon trout or steel head trout less than 12

inches in length, and does not immediately return the

same, with the least possible injury, to the waters from
which it was taken or caught, he ^-'',^ll be fined.

This is a good law, a salutnry law, and a law such as

every State that desires to protect and preserve its fish

should enact, if it has not already enacted it, and it is

short-sighted wisdom not to enforce it once Jt is enacted.

At the last session of the Vermont Legislature the lower
house voted to repeal the short trout law, and only bj'

vigorous effort at the last moment was the repeal bill

defeated in the Senate. It was toixch and go to save the

clause as it now stands. The same Legislature made an
appropriation to build a new hatchery for the purpose of

hatching the lake sturgeon, and for my part I cannot
reconcile the two actions. Had the short trout bill passed
the Senate and received the signature of the Governor to

make it a law of the State the Legislature should at once
have passed a bill to abolish its Fish Commission and
close its hatchery, or it would not have been consistent.

Vermont has never been widely advertised as being lavish

in its expenditures for fish propagation, but such a step

backward in this day of progress in fishing matters, as in

other things, as to repeal the 6-inch trout law. would in-

dicate lack of good judgment on the part of the law-
makers if they desire to preserve the trout fishing for

themselves and visitors to the State. Never could I un-
derstand what any man who had arrived at years of

discretion could do with little trout under 6 inches in

length, or why he should desire to kill them whether there

was a law on the subject or not, but that is simply a

personal opinion or a matter of taste, and so does not
have weight, but any man who loves to fish and hopes to

live in this fair land for any length of time, and so

expects to, fish in the future, should consider that if it is

permissible to catch baby trout under 6 inches in length
that the supply will give out. For if they are not per-

mitted to' grow to a breeding size before they can be
legally killed, how can the stock he kept up? Artificial

hatching alone will not do it, and if it would how ab-

surd it would be for one of the States to go into the busi-

ness of farming baby trout. If the beginning and end
of fishculture is to hatch trout eggs and kill the infant

fish before they can possibly spawn, it certainly cannot be
profitable to a man or a State. No doubt the 6-inch

trout law is violated to-day, but the man who will kill

them does not dare sell them, and it is a venturesome
dealer who will buy them, because of the possessior
clause, but make it legal to catch little trout and it

naturally follows that it would be legal to possess and sell

them and then it will be simply a question of time when
the trout must go. Hatcheries must draw upon wild
streams for eggs and stock fish to keep the blood vigorous,

aad if there ai^e no wild fish of breeding age to draw upon
the business comes to an end. The whole thing is to me
so ridiculous that perhaps I am wasting ink in writing of

the danger from a repeal of a 6-inch trout law, for I be-

lieve the better judgment of any body of lawmakers will

prevent such action but in Vermont better judgment was
absent from the Lower House, and was awakened from
slumber in the Senate only at the last moment.

Rainbow Trout.

Looking backward, I now think there was a time when
I was prejudiced against the rainbow trout as a fish for

Atlantic coast waters. At the time I did not think I was,

and I tried to be fair even in my condemnation of the

fish, but I planted thein and they disappeared, and friends

planted them and they disappeared, and it was generally

supposed that they foiind their way to the sea, where
they could and never returned. We have learned

more about them since, and they do not all disappear

when planted in waters that are suitable fqr them, and
they do not always go to sea, but do go down from brooks
into a lake, and they do remain in such a lake to a greater

or less extent. Never did I object to the fish for any
reason except its disappearmg qualities when it was
planted in trout streams. At first it was a more difficult

fish to handle in the hatcheries than the native brook
trout, and being a spring spawning trout it required a

closed season of 'its own, tht's complicating the fish and
game law, and it was thought to be a soft-fteshed fish, but

time and experience has changed or modified the earlier

opinion of the rainbow in many respects. This fish has
been taken up, as it were, in Europe, and newspapers in

Great Britain have much to say about it This is an
extract from a late issue of Land and Water, found in a
letter written by Mr. Charles Walker: "Some years

ago, when the controversy about the rainbow trout was
somewhat violent, I pointed out that the rainbow had up
to that time never done well in cold waters, but that it

had generally been a success when introduced into warm
waters. In the fac-e of titts it is evidently unfair to con-

sider reports of the failu^ of the rainbow in cold waters
as being a proof that it is not likely to succ^eed in any
of the lakes and ponds in the British. Isles. That it.

SfcjWiId e«ai^ frotai or gfaUually 4ie Q«t in ws^rs tn

Scotland and the north of England, which ar^ frozen oyer

every year for some time, only confirms the conclusion

derived from previous experiments in other countries, and

"it is therefore most important that reports from such

places should be considered in the proper light.

"Though in the south of England we find many artificial

lakes and ponds which are rarely, if ever, frozen over for

more than a few days at a time, and that many years often

-go without their being frozen over at all, still it is by

no means certain that these lakes and ponds are really

warm enough for the rainbow trout. * * * Of course

the mountain lakes are out of the question as a rule, for

they are cold and bare of food."

If this question of temperature of water has been

urged against the rainbow in the English papers it made
no impression upon me, and I have supposed that I had

read about everything that had been said for and against

the rainbow at the time of the "violent controversy" re-

ferred to. One might get the impression from Mr.
Walker's letter that the rainbow would thrive only in

warm water, whatever warm water may mean, for no

degrees of temperature are given, but in this country the

rainbow requires water of about the same temperature as

the native brook trout and the brown trout, though it

will live in the water of a slightly higher temperature than

that fatal to fontiiMlis, but there is no hard and fast rule

about this even, for other conditions than mere tempera-

ture have to be considered. In the State of New York
the rainbow thrives as well in waters that arc thickly

covered with ice for more days in the year than in any

other part of the State, as it does in waters that are not

covered with ice. In the Adirondacks ice forms to a

thickness of 20 inches, and the waters are covered with

ice from November to May, and it is in such waters -that

the rainbow thrives. Last week in talking with the fore-

man of an Adirondack hatchery about the species of trout

that did the best in the ponds and lakes near the hatchery,

it was found that the native brook trout and the rainbow

were the best, and the State ordered brown trout stock

fish disposed of, and the operations of the hatchery con-

fined to lake trout, native brook trout and rainbow trout

as the best fish for the ice-bound waters of that region.

A. N. Cheney.

"Public Waters."
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. A. N. Cheney in his article On page 391 of your

issue of Nov. 17 refers to applications for "public fish for

stocking waters tliat are public," and adds, "foi; under no

circumsiances will State fish be fitrnished ' for stocking

private waters."
As a matter of fact nearly all of the fish which are fur-

nished by the State are placed in private waters and not in

public ones. The public waters in this State are limited

and consist substantially of the Hudson River, I think part

of the Mohawk, the Great Lakes, the waters in the forest

preserves and the raging canal.

All small lakes, ponds and nearly all the streams of this

State are essentially private waters and not public in any

sense of the term, and they cannot be made public by

any legislative act or any declaration of the Commiss:oners

of Fisheries. The rights of riparian owners are fixed and

certain, and they are" vested rights incident to the owner-

ship of the fee.

I have suggested once or twice that the Commissioners

should define what they mean by public waters, but they

have never done so, and unless they have changed their

course recently all that they have required in the past has

been an affidavit bv the applicant that the fish desired are

to be placed in public waters, with the result that private

streams have been stocked throughout the State, and that

('ish have been furnished by the State on the pretense that

hey were public streams and very frequently by persons

who have no interest in the streams either as riparian

owners or otherwise.

The result has been that many of our finest streams

have been practically destroyed by stocking through acts

of trespass to which the State has really been a party, and

it is a grave question whether a claim for these injuries

to the rights of riparian owners could not be successfully

made to the Court of Claims of this State.

One of the serious results of this course has been the

claim that where fish have been introduced at some point

in a private stream the waters in consequence were pub-

lic; and the worst elements in the neighborhood have

insisted upon fishing the entire stream on the ground that

the waters by reason of such acts, which are little less than

crimes, had made the stream public and deprived riparian

owners of their exclusive right of fishery.

I am not speaking at random on this point, but with

full knowledge of more than one instance where the State

has lent itself to the destruction of private waters upon
the application of one or more persons whose statement as

to the waters being public was known by them to be

false, and which the State should have known to be so, or

could easily have found out that they were false if they

had taken a little trouble in the matter.

Under the United States Government many seeds are

furnished to our citizens on the ground that they con-

tribute generally to the expenses of the Government, but

no claim has ever been made that they should be planted

in commons for the benefit of the public at large or that

by planting them in a private garden the public became
entitled to enter it and gather the products. The people

of this State are supposed to contribute ratably toward the

general expenses, including the expenses of the Fish Com-
missioners, and it is worse than absurd to say that people

owning lands adjoining private streams or private ponds
cannot obtain any fish whatever, although they have con-

tributed toward their production, without throwing open
these Avaters to the public, while some person who has no
interest in them can abtain all the fish that he wants to be

placed in these very waters on the false pretense that

they are public.

There is a lake near this Qity which some years ago
abounded in very large pickerel, and if it had continued
in that condition it would readily bring to-day not less

than $10,000. .Some persons in the neighborhood obtained

a lot of bass from the State, both large and small mouthed,
with the result tha.t the small-mouthed have all gone down
to the river apd the large-mouthed bass have destroyed
nearly all the large pickerd. Tq-day it is a. pickerel and
bass P9?»4« ?<»*n? both, w>t much of dt^??r-, mi the

damage sustained by the acts to which the State was a
party are at the very lowest estimate $5,000, and this is

but one instance out of many. J. S. Van Cleef.

POL-GHKKEPSIE, Nov. 20,

Flotida Sharks.

I AM reminded by Mr. C. M. Stark's letter, referring to

John I. Eastman, formerly of Concord, N. H., of Mr.
Eastman's exploits as a fisherman last winter at Hawk's
Park, Fla. He did not bob for the festive eel, but landed

some sharks which were eyeopeners. On two occasions

when his lines were set over night he found 6-foot .sharks

on the hooks, and the sharks had been bitten squarely in

two by something larger. It is hardly necessarv to say

that bathing there lost its charms. D. R. Marshall.

Fixtures*

FIELD TRIALS.
Dec 10.—Paris, Mo.—Fourth annual field trials of the Missouri

Field Trials Association. L. S. Eddins, Sec'y, Sedalia, Mo.
1901.

Jan. 14.—Greenville, Ala.—Fifth annual iield trials of the Alabama
Field Trials Club. John B. Rosenstihl, Sec'y.

Jan. 21.—Benton County, Miss.—Tenth annual field trials of the
United States Field Trials Club. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton,
"Tenn,

BENCH SHOWS.
Dec. 6-10.—Cincinnati, O.—Annual bench show of the Cincinnati

Fox Terrier Club. J. C. Trohliger, Sec'y.

1901.

Feb. 26-March 1.—Cleveland, O.—Cleveland Kennel Club's annual
bench show. C. M. Munhall, Sec'y.

March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual
berxh show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.

Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials.

Subscription Stake.

Many of the visitors left for other parts on Saturday,

consequently the attendance was much smaller. The in-

terest in a trial is diflicult to maintain if the competition

carries over into the second week.
The competition as a whole was not marked by any

special brilliancy of execution. The best work was done

on the last day of this stake, and the winners therefore

were of the competitors which ran on the last day.
_

-

Sioux, winner of first, surpassed any competitor in

the stake, although her good work was seriously marred
by her disobedience. Loud orders and much whistling

seemed necessary in handling her, and on scattered birds

she was handled with the greatest difficulty. However,
she had more range and speed than any other dog in

the stake, and maintained them to a uniform degree.

She found well and showed a knowledge and skill in

locating and pointin';^ which were admirable.

Peg's Girl won second easily. She was going with

less range and spirit than when she ran in the All-Age
last week, but her work on birds in respect to accurate

locating and pointing was of a high finish.

Geneva was placed third. She ranged well, and at good
speed. However, in bird work she was- .surpassed by
both Sioux and Peg's Girl.

Monday, Nov. 26, Seventh Day.

The weather was cool almost to a degree of rawness.

A stiff wind blew, and the sky was overcast with broken
clouds. The fields were wet and heavy as a consequence
of the all-day downpour of rain on the preceding day.

Nevertheless, the birds were moving in search of food,

and they were found in sufficient numbers for the pur-

poses of the competition. The spectators had dwindled
'

down to a relatively small number.
Lady Rachel and Geneva were started at 8:14. The

half hour of running on Saturday was cut out of com-
petitive consideration, and the heat began anew. It

therefore was two hours in duration. Lady was dis-

obedient and exceedingly difficult to keep in bounds, at

times working out of control. Geneva was not taknig

in so wide a scope in her ranges as on Saturday, though
she was working well, and was under control. Geneva
found and pointed five bevies, was steady on point and
back, and worked to the gun. Lady made four points

on singles, backed well at such times as she could be
called in, broke shot once when a bird was killed to her
point, and was lost part of the time. Geneva slowed up,

and contracted her range about the middle of the heat,

and Lady was going much slower and narrower at the

finish. The heat had no notably remarkable features.

Sioux and Peg's Girl were cast off at 10:27. This
heat was easily the best of the stake. While Sioux was
difficult to handle, she outranged and outworked all her
competitors. She did not break away on any self hunt^

ing trips, and showed finding and pointing abilities of a

high order. Peg pointed two bevies and had a share in

a third on which both pointed. Roading on to locate,

Sioux flushed, and stopped to wing, or pointed just as

the bevy flushed. Peg made six points on singles, and
was pleasingly sharp and accurate in all her bird work.
While her range was good, it was not up to that dis-

played in the All-Age Stake. Sioux found and pointed
four bevies, and made four good points on single birds.

She maintained her speed and range to the finish, and
won out with something to spare.

The competition was suspended till after lunch, which
Avas served at Yount's.

Final.

Peg's Girl and Geneva were cast off at 2^24 and ran
24 minutes. Soon Peg pointed, and moving on to

locate, Geneva joined in the roading, and both pointed
the bevy in the open. On the scattered birds in woods
Peg made four points and a flush, and Geneva made a

flush. Geneva made two points on singles. Peg in open
weeds flushed some outlying birds, then held her point
on some which remained and flushed wild. The dogs
v.^ere then ordered up.

The judges soon thereafter announced the winners, as

follows: Fist. Sioux; second. Peg's Girl; th.ird, Geti^vg^
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Continental Field Trial Club's

Trials.

After the trials of the preceding two weeks were con-

cluded, the prospects of a good entry in the Members^

Stake of the Continental Field Trial Club were not

promising. The weather during the running of the pre-

ceding trial had been mostly unpleasant, the competition

of it dragged wearisomely a large part of the time, and a

majority of the sportsmen present left before and after

the trials were concluded.
. , ^, ,

However, the Members' Stake of the Continental Club

was a gratifying success. The number of starters was

eight. The competition was of an exceedingly high degree

of sound merit, considering it as a whole.

The stake was at first fixed to be run on Friday, but for

the convenience of the members it was postponed to the

following day, Dec. i.

The distinguished field trial handler and field trial judge,

Mr. Frank Richards, accepted an invitation to judge the

stake. He managed the competition skillfully.

The weather was ideal for good competition. The
night had been keenly frosty. The air in the morning was
sharp. The shadows" of trees and fences were white, while

in the open, under the warmth of a bright sun, the vege-

tation glistened with the wet of the melted frost. The
birds sought the open, where there was warmth and
comfort, so that there were birds found in abundance
for thfl purposes of the competition.

The dogs were handled by their owners. They were
drawn to run in the order as follows

:

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s b., w. and t. setter dog Jean de Reszke
(Gleam's Pink—Dell V.) with C. W. Keyes' liv. and w. pointer
dog Hillcrest Brant (Von Gull—Baby Ruth).
Edm. H. Osthaus' liv, and w. pointer bitch Ripsey (Rip Rap

—

Dolly D.) with Eldred Kennels' b., w. and t. setter bitch Vivian
(Gath's Mark—Gossip).
P. ' Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. setter bitch Lenabelle (Sam

—

Minnie B.) with J. W. Baker's lem. belton dog Rod Noble (Rod-
field—Daughter Noble), withdrawn.
Edm. H. Osthaus' liv. and w. pointer dog Paladin (Ripsaw

—

Cricket) with H. Ames' o. b. setter bitch Belle of Hard Bargain
(Count Gladstone IV.—Daisy Croft).

A start was made near the railroad, about three miles

from town. The weather conditions were perfect. The
competition was well managed.

First Round.

Jean de Reszke and Hillcrest Brant opened the compe-
tition at 9:10. They soon disappeared over the top of a
hill and were both found on a point on a bevy. On the

scattered birds, Jean pointed a single. Sent on, he next
found and pointed a bevy, and Brant backed him in a

wiggly manner. Both were steady to shot. Up at 9:54.

Jean was the most independent ranger. Brant trailed "him

a good part of the time. They went at good speed, and
beat out a fairly wide scope of ground.

Ripsey and Vivian were started at 9:57. Ripsey had
been hunted a good deal during the week, and ran sore

and a bit stale. Her owner had no intention to run her

in this stake till the evening before the race, so that she

had no preliminary conditioning with a view to com-
petition. However, she ranged middling well, and went
better as the heat advanced and as she got warmed up to

her work. The judge rode up a bevy, and on the marked
birds in woods Ripsey flushed a single. Vivian made a
point, probably on foot scent, as a single bird was flushed
some yards away after she had moved on. Sent on, in an
open field Vivian pointed a bevy and then flushed it. Rip-
sey backed staunchly. Ripsey pointed a single accurately
in the open field. Sent on, she again pointed and was
backed by Vivian; as she moved on to locate with her
handler, the birds flushed. In an open field Ripsey pointed
where some crows had been, and was backed. Ripsey
pointed a hevy in open weeds and was backed by Vivian.
On a side hill in weeds, Vivian pointed a single bird ; she
moved forward and it flushed. Up at 10 -.46. Ripsey was
w'ise in her seeking, and showed a great deal of bird sense.
Vivian also was wise, but she marred her work by point-
ing inaccurately, Their range was middling.

Lenabelle and Vivian were cast off at 10 :56. Rod Noble
was the dog drawn to run against the former, but his
owner delayed till the last moment in the matter of en-
gaging a wagon, and as there was none there which suited
him. Rod was left in town. Vivian was run merely as a
bracemate with no reference to the competition. Vivian
found and pointed two bevies. Lenabelle was lost quite a
long while. Near the end of the heat she found and
pointed a be^o^. Up at 11:58. Lenabelle was erratic in
her ranging, and her competition was ordinary. She had
good speed, but her range was not conducted with judg-
ment.

.

Belle of Hard Bargain and_ Paladin started at 12 :i2.

The srai was: shining clear and warm. Belle immediately
began, to cast wide, and took her range with good judg-
ment,. She made a long cast up a valley through some
stubble, going up on one side and returning on the other.
Not . far away from the .party she found and pointed a
bevy. '.The dogs were brought together. There was ho
succfis.s \yith the scattered birds. Paladin nicely pointed a
bevy jji th^ open field and Belle backed him well. In the
woods on the scattered birds Paladin pointed a single bird
well and, flushed one. Up at 12:52. Belle had much the ad-
vantage in speed and range. Paladin was going better to-
ward I he rniddle and close of the heat.

Second Round.
A rest of nearly two hours was taken at lunch. Four

dogs were retained in the running, with Paladin held
in reserve. They competed as follows

:

Jean de Reszke and Ripsey at 2:47 started in an open
field. Ripsey going along the foot of a weed field was lost
to view. Going along the top of it some moments after-
ward. Jean pointed. A large bevy "flushed wild. Ripsey.
too; standing at the foot of -the hill, was pointing it. Jea'n
made a good point on a single in the open. ?nd Ripsey
hacked staunchly. On the scattered birds in the woods

'

Ripsey made five points on singles and Jean made two.
Leaving the end of the woods, Ripse}', close by a fence,
pointed

; on the opposite side of the fenc« Jean, coming in
down- wind, flushed the havy which she- was pointing.
The birds were not followed. In a cornfield Ripsey next
found and pointed a bevy, and Jean backed. The birds
were followed into a pine woods. Both pointed a single
Jeai) next poirfted and was backed, btU nothing was

found; foot scent, probably. Each next made a good
point on single birds in pine woods. The heat was full

of good working action on birds. Ripsey was ranging

and going better than in her first heat. She distinctly out-

worked her competitor on birds, though Jtan, too, showed
ability in bird work. Ripsey distinguished herself by her

precision and reliability in point work and her excellent

bird sense. Up at 3 :2i.

Belle of Hard Bargain and Lenabelle were cast off at

3:30. A bevy was seen to cross ahead out of some pines

and Belle came galloping out in the wake of it. No one
could tell whether it was an error or a coincidence. "Belle

next pointed a bevy in the open and Lenabelle backed.

Sent on. Belle pointed and Lenabelle, going up to her, re-

fused to back, and stole the point. Nothing was found.

Belle next roaded under difficult conditions to a point on
a bevy in brush in a run, and Lenabelle crowded in ahead
and flushed the bevy. Sent on. In the open Belle pointed

a bevy. Lenabelle was not near at the time. Belle was
steady to wing. Much of the ground was rough and irreg-

ular so that good ranging was a matter of impossibility.

The heat ended at 4 :09.

The judge announced then that the competition was
ended, and that the winners were: First, Belle of Hard
Bargain; second, Lenabelle; third, Ripsey.

The owners of the winners were the recipients of hearty

congratulations.

Jean ran a much better race than Lenabelle, and second

and third was thought by many to lie between him and
Ripsey, with Ripsey for choice.

The conditions of the stake were $10 entrance, sweep-
stake, 50, 30 and 20 per cent, to first, second and third

respectively. The winner of first also received a beauti-

ful silver loving cup and a portrait of the winner donated
by the eminent artist, Mr. Edmund H. Osthaus.

B. Waters.

United States Field Trial CItib.

Trenton, Tenn., Nov. 27.—The following gentlemen
will act as judges in the January trials of the United
States Field Trial Club, to be held .at Grand Junction,
Tenn. : Pointer Derby, P. Lorillard, Jr., Theo Sturges
and Arthur Merr.vman. Setter Derby and All-Age Stake,
Theo Sturges, Arthur Merryman and C. E. Buckle.

W. B. Stafford, Secretary.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and StrsAm shotild
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

The loving cup to be presented to Mr; J. Pierpont
Morgan by the N. Y. Y. C. will be ready shortly for
presentation, which will be made, it has been decided, as
soon as the new home of the club is ready for occupancy.
It is thought eminently fitting that the first function to
be held in the new house should be one of compliment to

Mr. Morgan, since he is the donor of the ground that the
house stands upon.

There will always be a desire to have the taces for' the
America Cup sailed at Newport, but the reason urged,
namely, that there will be fewer boats following the com-
peting yachts, should always be sufficient to defeat itself,

because it means that there will be fewer people to see the
sport. The more spectators the better. It will be better
to endure the discomforts of the Sandy Hook cotirse for
the sake of the enormous public interest that can be grati-
fied there ; and as for keeping the course clear, that was
done in the Shamrock year bej^ond the power of any
yachtsman to criticise. Sir Thomas Lipton has put him-
self squarely on record as in favor of the Sandy Hook
course over all others for the next international yacht
race.

The Newport Y. R. A.
New York City, Dec. i.

—

Editor For'est and Stream:
The Newport Yacht Racing Association has determined
to give two series of races of three each in the sumrner
of 1901. The first series will take place on July 18," 20
and 22, and the second series in the week immediately
succeeding the Ne_w York Y. C. cruise. H. B. Duryea,'. -W.
Cane, R. N. Ellis, committee.

'

Mr. J. Lawson-Johnston died on board his yacht White
Ladye at Cannes, France, on Nov. 24. In November,
1897, he bought from the Prince of Wales the racing yacht
Britannia, which was afterward sold to Mr. Ernest Terah
Hobley, who in turn sold it to Mr. Jameson. The vessel
afterward sailed under the colors of the Prince of Wales.
Mr, Lawson-Johnston later bought the yacht White Ladye,
which Avas ,formerly owned by Mrs.' Langtry. He re-
cently rented Inyerary Castle, the Scottish seat of t-life

Duke of Argyll.. He also made liberal provision for the
widows and children of soldiers who fought in the, Boer
war.

at «c X
The Nominating Committee of the Manhasset Bay Y. C.

has named the following officers for election at the an- '.

nual meeting: Com., Hazen L. Ho3't, steamer BeUe
Hazen; Vice-Com., M. Roosevelt Schuyler, cutter Jessica;
Rear-Com., Stephen W. Roach, steamer Emeline; SecV,
Edward M. - MacLellan ; Treas., W. Forbes Morgan, Jr';
Meas.. Charles D. Mower; Trustees, for three years,
George B. -Wilson, James Francis; for two years, Augus- .

tin Monroe, Julian Rix ; for ofie vear, Horatio R. Harper,
W. W. Phillips.

,

>5 "e
•

Mr. B', B. Crowninshield has an order for a' fleet of
one-design catboats to be u'sed at South Yarmouth. Mass.

'

The boats will be about isft. on the waterline, 20ft. over
all, and are designed for cornfort,abIe afternoon sailing as
well as for racing,

Isolde.

Isolde was designed by Mr. William Fife, Jr., for Mr.
Peter Donaldson, and was built at the Fife yard at Fairlie,.

Scotland, in 1895. Although designed solely for racing,,

her accommodations below decks are excellent, and her
comparatively small and compact rig make her an almost
ideal cruiser. As a racing boat her performances have
been most consistent from the start; she was very suc-
cessful in the old 40-rating class for which she was
originally designed, and her enviable record has con-
tinued down to the close of last season's racing in the
65ft. class. The first season she raced she started fifty-

two times and won thirty-one first prizes and six others,
the value of the prizes amounting to £1,162. Isolde was
bought early this year by Com. Fred M. Hoyt, of the
Stamford Y. C, and was sailed across by Capt. Alexan-
der Hogarth. She made the passage from the Clyde to
Halifax, N. S., in thirty-two days, arriving there on
July 2. Mr. Hoyt met her at Halifax, and on July 4
left there for Greenport, where she arrived on July 12..

Fife boats are known the world over for their great
beauty, and in this feature Isolde maintains her designer's

" reputation. Her low freeboard (2ft. 8in.. the same as the
40ft. cutter Minerva, one of Fife's earlier productions)
tends to give her a very shippy appearance. Isolde is of
composite construction, and her angle frames are strongly
strapped and braced. The planking is of elm, pitch pine
and teak 2in. thick, and the deck is of yellow pine l^in.
thick. Her dimensions are as follows

:

Length

—

Over all 84ft. 6in.

L.W.L 60ft.

Overhang

—

Bow lift.

Stern T3ft. 6in.

Beam-
Extreme 17ft.

L.W.L 15ft.

Freeboard

—

Bow 4ft. loin.

Least 2ft. 8in.

Stern 3ft. 6in.

Draft ...... . -., . * . « . , lift. gin.

Sail area* Y. R. A, rule 4,000 sq. ft.

The result o£ her racing in American waters during
the past season is as follows:
Aug. 8, N. Y, Y. C. Cruise—^Run from New Haven to

New London, Astrild won, Hester second and Isolde
third.

Aug. 9, N. Y. Y. C. Cruise—Run from New London to

Newport, Hester won, Isolde second and Astrild third.

Aug. id. _N. Y. Y. C. Cruise—-Run from Newport to

Vineyard Haven, Isolde won, Hester second and Astrild
third.

Aug. II, N. Y. Y. C. Cruise—Run from Vineyard
Haven to Newport, Isolde won, Hester second and Astrild

third.

Aug. 13, Race for Redmond Cup—Isolde won, Astrild

second and Hester third. Race for the Astor cup, Isolde

finished fifth.

Sept. I, Larchmont Y. C.—^Isolde won and Astrild

second.
Sept. 3, Larchmont Y. C.—Isolde won and Astrild

second.
Sept. 8, Larchmont Y. C.—Astrild won and Isolde

second.
Sept. 15, Atlantic Y. C—Isolde won and Astrild second.

The plans of Isolde that appear in this issue were taken
from Dixon Kemp's Yacht Architecture.

THe Yachtsmen's Club*

Mr. C. T. Piecre, Chairman of the Executive Commit-
tee of the Yachtsmen's Club, has issued a circular which
has been sent to all the club members, that a series of

lectures on subjects of interest to all yachtsmen will be
given at the club rooms, 47 West Forty-third street, every
Wednesdaj^ evening at 8:30 during the winter. It will

be seen from the following. programme that the ablest men
in the country have been secured to speak on scientific

yachting topics, and there is every reason to believe that

the lectures will be a great success. The idea is an ad-
mirable one, and the club should receive the hearty sup-

port of yachtsmen in its efiEorts to raise the standard of
yachting.

47 West Forty-third Street, New York, Nov. 30.—Dear
Sir : Arrangements are now about completed for a series

of informal lectures or talks on subjects of interest to

yachtsmen, to be given at the club rooms every Wednes-
day evening during the winter.

The series will commence on Wednesday, Dec. S> at

8:50 P. M.. when Mr. Gilbert H. Wilson will talk on
"Sails, Their Construction, Care and Handling." On
Wednesday, Dec. 12, Mr. John L. Bliss will talk on "The
Compass and Its Adjustment."
The complete programme shortly to be announced will

include talks on yacht designing, construction, etc., by
Messrs. B. B. Crowninshield, John Hyslop and Clinton H-
Crane, and on rigging and knots by Mr. John F. Byno,
also a class in navigation under the tuition of Capt.
Howard Patterson.
A mess dinner will be served every Wednesday even-

ing to members who notify the House Committee a day
in advance. The price will be one dollar per cover.

Dinner will be served a la carte without notice.

The following gentlemen are proposed for membership

:

Vice-Com. R. P. Doremus, Atlantic Y._ C. ; Mr. E. B.
Havens. Atlantic Y. C. : Mr. B. B. Crowninshield, Eastern
-Y. C. ; Mr. W. Rooseve]t-Schu5der, Manhasset Bay Y. C;
Mr: J. G.- Eraser, Royal St. Lawrence Y. C.

C. T. Pierce, Sec'y.

The Morse Iron Works and Dry Dock Company has
added to its plant and yacht basin at the foot of Fifty-
sixth, Fifty-seventh and Fifty-eighth streets, South
Brooklyn, by the purchase of the Mumm property on the
north, better known - as the McGowan yacht basin, and
has already coinmenced extensive improvements.

8^

The sloop yacht Schemer, Mr. Robert Henke, is being
given a new bow and overhanging stem at Attlewood's;
yard, foot of Twenty-fourth street. South Brooklyn,
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ISOLDE—CUTTER,
rhoto by N. L. Stebbins, Boston.

The Ballasting of the 70-FootefS.

The Mlowing letter from the Newport Y, R. A, will

be read with interest, as it brings to light for the first

time the special rules adopted by the owners of the four

70-footers:

Cornelius Vanderbilt, Esq.—Dear Sir: ^Ve have re-

ceived your communication in reference to the races sailed

under our auspices at Newport during the past summer.
These races, as advertised, were sailed under "the special

rules adopted by the class." The rules relating to ballast

are: V

"Should it be found that any yacht exceeds 70ft., any or

all of the other yachts, may, at the option of their re-

spective owners, add movable ballast for the purpose of

making it or them equal in length to the longest yacht.

Ballast, however, shall not be added for any other pur-

pose.

"Nothing in this or the preceding clauses shall be con-

strued as a prohibition against the addition of any articles

or equipment other than ballast or copper. Nothing, how-
ever, shall be stowed in hold of yacht between keelson and
floor frames, except sails, and one additional ton of lead,

which has been provided by builder, must be carried dur-

ing season of 1900."

Under the rules, therefore, the committee regret that

they have no choice other than to disqualify Rainbow in

the series of races sailed at Newport. Respectfully yours.

Ralph N. Ellis,

Woodbury Kane,
A. Cass 'Canfield.

New York, Nov, 27, 1900.

A Stormy Trip Aro«nd the Cape.

The auxiliary yawl Kathleen, formerly Prudence, re-

cently bought by Mr. Jas. H. Hutchens, of this city, ar-

rived at Travers Island on Nov. 27, after a stormy trip

around Cape Cod from Boston. The yacht experienced
some very heavy storms off the Cape and through Vine-
yard Sound, and her safe arrival at this time of year, con-

sidering her length over all is but 3Sft., demonstrates what
a properly built small boat is capable of when in the hands
of seamen. Capt. Fred Sterling and a hand comprised
the crew. Kathleen was designed by L. J. Neilson in

1898, and is 22ft. on the waterline, 9ft. Sin. beam and
draws 3ft. 8in.^

The New International Signal Code.

The international code of signals at sea, after being in

use for thirty-two years, is to be altered by the addition

of eight flags. Hitherto the code has consisted of eighteen

flags, with which 77,000 words could be made. With the

enlarged code 375,000 signals will be possible, and one
advantage of the new system will be that no one flag will

be used more than once in the same "hoist." In future

a yellow and black flag borne quarterly will signify that

the vessel has cholera on board and is to be avoided. A
single pennant representing the letter "S" will be the

signal of distress. The new code will be introduced on

Jan. I, 1901, and will become compulsory twelve months
later.

Canada Cup Matters.

The men who will represent the Royal Canadian Y. C.

in making the arrangements with the Chicago Y. C. for

the international race series, to be held next summer for

the Canada cup, were elected in Toronto on Nov. 26 from
tiie niembers of the Royal Canadian Y. C, which issues

the challenge. The names are C. A. B. Brown, H. C. Mc-
heod, M. Jarvis, F. M. Grey and George Gooderhara.

These men will meet the committee appointed by the

Chicago Y. C. next week, and the size of the yacht that

will be built for the trial races on both sides will be

settled upon.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Mr. Clinton H. Crane, of the firm of Tams, Lemoine &

Crane, already has a large amount of new work on hand.

Among the orders already placed are a steam yacht for

a New York yachtsman, whose name is withheld for the

present. She will be iiSft, on the waterline, 20ft, beam
and will draw 8ft, 6in. ; a speed of fourteen knots is

guaranteed. ' An auxiliary cruising schooner for Mr.
Henry T. Sloane; this boat will be built at Geo. Lawley
& Sons Corp., South Boston; she is 85ft. on the waterline,

22ft. 6in. beam and will draw 13ft. 6in. ; her engine will

drive her at a speed of seven knots an hour. A cruising

sloop for Mr. Anson Phelps Stokes, which is now build-

ing at Woods' yard. City Island; she is 44ft. on the

waterline, 15ft. beam and draws sft. 6in. Three boats of

one design have been ordered by Messrs. A. Rogers, D. O.
Mills and H. T. Hoyt, an i8ft. sailabout for Mr. R. M.
Jones, an i8ft. racing boat for Mr. G. M. Pynciion, an
iSft. catboat and a 20ft. sloop for Mr. R. W. .Stuart, also

two raceabouts.
»t *? «

The Yachting World of Nov. 22 says: "Mr. Linton
Hope, the well-known designer, has opened an office at

213 Piccadilly, W., where, under the stjde of Linton Hope
& Co., a yacht agency business will be conducted.

»t 15 •?

Mr, Fred Lawley, of the George Lawley & Sons Corp.,

is designing an i8tt. knockabout for Mr. Alfred Douglass,
of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. She will be 31ft. over all,

6ft. 4in. beam and 5ft. draft. He also has an order for

a 46-footer for an Eastern yachtsman.

Messrs. Gardner and Cox have arranged for the transfer

to this country of the Fife designed cutter Senta, which
was built at the Fife yard at Fai'lie in 1898. It is stated

that Mr. A. N. Hinkle, of Cincinnati, has bought her.

Extensive improvements will be made this winter upon
the steam yacht Carmen, owned by Mr. C. A. Starbuck, of

this city. The cabin plan will be entirely remodeled, so as

to include three additional staterooms, and the forward
deck house will be enlarged to increase the dining room
to double its present size. The improvements upon the
yacht will be made at her berth in Mcintosh's Basin,
South Brooklyn, and she will be placed in commission
early in February for a Southern cruise.

•t •«

Kiley's marine agency has sold the 87ft. schooner
Achilles to Edward P. Frost, of Providence, who will

convert her into a house boat with auxiliary power

;

the 44ft. naphtha launch Gwendolyn to Frank D. Somes, of

New London, for shipment to Florida; the 33ft. knock-

beck of Yellow Pine s'x li thick.

.CoverinQ Board of Teak 7i'-̂
-^""hosanyh
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about Fairplay to James D. Carmen, of Brooklyn; the

63ft. schooner Durango to Geo. P. Loring, of Boston, for

cruising in Maine waters; the 26ft. catboat Wasp to

Bangor parties,
^

"
The steam yacht Wadena is fitting out at Tebo's basin

and is expected to sail about the middle of January for

Southern waters and Bermuda.

8^ ^ I?

Mr. George Lord Day has given up. for the present his

contemplated trip to Cape Town, South Africa, m his

schooner yacht Endymion, and the yacht has been laid up.

1^ ^ ^ •

The following yachts are in their winter quarters at

New London : Steam yacht Waconta (formerly Eleanor),

J. J. Hill, owner; steam yacht Kanawha, John P. Dun-

can, owner; steam yacht Narada, Henry Walters, owner;

schooner yacht Quisetta, Lippett Bros., owners; steam

yacht Tillie, Fred Osgood, owner; steam yacht Narwhal,

Charles Osgood, owner, and steam yacht Fedalena, Col.

A. C. Tyler, owner.
1% 1^

Capt. Geo. W. Bloomer, of the yacht Flossie, was

washed overboard in a gale in Chatham Bay on Nov. 22.

He held on to a rope and after being in the water three

hours was rescued just as he was about losing con-

sciousness.
•e It »i

Mr. H. C. Winteringham has placed a contract with

the Pusey & Jones Company for an auxiliary steel cruising

schooner for Mr. Charles J. Canfield, of New York. She
will be 125ft. loin. over all, 17ft. Sin. beam and loft. 4in.

deep.
•s

The steam yacht Neckan, owned by Hartley C. Baxter,

was partially destroyed by fire while in her winter quarters

at New Meadows River, Me. The loss was covered by
insurance.

8^ 1^ 1^

The steam yacht Sapphire has been purchased by Mr.
Al Haym-an, of New York, from Mr. Harrison Drum-
mond, of St. Louis.

•t »t »l

The steam yacht Sagamore has been sold by Mr. John
Hanan through Manning's yacht agency to Mr. Edward
Clinton Lee, of Philadelphia. It is Mr. Lee's intention

to proceed south for the winter as soon as Sagamore can
be put in commission.

•I •!

Of the repairs to the Shamrock now going on
_
at

Scott's yard, Greenock, as before announced, the Yachting
World of Nov. 15 says: "Over the manganese bronze of

which the underbody is constructed there are a couple of

strakes of aluminum plating. The lower of these strakes

cuts the waterline for a length of about 20 or 30ft. amid-
ships. The action of the salt water had played havoc
with this metal where it was immersed, and the whole
strake has accordingly been stripped off from stem to

stern and new plates riveted on. The new plates, strangely

enough, are of ordinary mild steel 5-i6in. in thickness, and
strips of canvas smeared with white lead are being intro-

duced between the steel and bronze to lessen the chances
of corrosion."

8^ 8^

"The schooner yacht Elmina, Mr. H, Exshaw," says
the Field, Nov. 17, "has left Cowes for France, and
thence she will sail for the West Indies and New York."

The London Yachting World, in its last issue, records
a rumor that John R. Drexel's steam yacht Sultana, which
is now being overhauled and refitted at Havre, is to be
sold to an English yachtsman.

^ ^ ^
The officers for the year 1901 of the Royal Ulster Y. C-

are as follows : Com., the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava,
K. P.

; Vice-Corn., Col. Sharman Crawford, D. L. ; Rear-
Com., Sir Thomas Lipion ; Hon. Treas., C. Herbert
Brown, J.» P. ; Hon. Sec'y, Hugh C. Kelly.

«^ «l

The yacht Scionda has been sold by Mr. Alfred W.
Booth, of the Atlantic Y. C, through Mr. F. Bowne
Jones to Mr. Robert Thompson, of St. John, N. B.
Scionda is to be the flagship of the Royal Kennebaccasis

^ ^ ^
Mr. C. D. Mower has a number of orders for new

boats, and is already very busy with the designs he has
on hand. Among his orders are a 6oft. cruising launch
for Mr. W. S. Douglass, of New Orleans; a 30ft. water-
line centerboard cruising boat for Mr. Louis Sayer, of
Canandaigua, N. Y. ; a class of one-design single-

banders to be built by Emmons, of Swanscott, and a 30ft.

keel cruiser for a Western yachtsman who spends his
summers on Long Island Sound. These boats are all

cruisers of a wholesome type with good accommoda-
tions. In the racing classes Mr. Mower has designed an
extreme boat of the skimming dish type for Mr. John
Williams, who will build and race the boat in Australia.
She is i8ft. on the waterline, 37ft. 3in. over all, 9ft. beam
and carries 737 sq. ft. of sail. The draft of hull is 7in.,

and she is to be sailed with no ballast other than her
crew. In English waters he will be represented by a
15ft. waterline knockabout designed for Mr. E. S. Jack-
son who will use the boat in the Bristol Channel. A
design for a i6ft. waterline jib and mainsail boat for after-
noon sailing and general work has been sent to Mr.
Thomas Westtake, of Lyttleton, New Zealand. Plans are
also being prepared for a one-design class for one of the
smaller clubs near New York.

^ ^
Mr. W. N. Bavier has sold his cruising yawl Possum

through the Huntington & Seaman agency to Mr. David
Gregg. Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Y.

The schooner yacht Nokomis, Mr. E. T. Hatch, is

being fitted with auxiliary power and a house will' be
placed on the after deck. She is Ij'ing at the foot of
Twenty-ninth street. South Brooklyn.
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William Btitlef Dtinean, Jr.

Through the courtesy of the Home Journal we repro-
duce the picture of William Butlet Duncan, Jr., who is

to manage the new defender of the America Cup. Mr.
Duncan is a graduate of the Naval Academy, and during
his course there was noted for his ability as a seaman.
On the sloop of war Vandalia he was signal officer, and
was especially complimented for his excellent work by
her commander, Capt. Wallace. When he resigned from
the navy he interested himself in the Gorringe shif)build-

ing enterprise, and acquired much practical knowledge in

the art of ship construction. He was also master and
pilot of one of the vessels used by the company. When
he retired from this enterprise he became an active boat

WILLIAM BUTLER DUNCAN, JR.

sailer. His first yacht was the cutter Yolande, then he
purchased the 6sft. cutter Huron, which had a successful
record during his ownership. He sailed Defender in the
trial races against Columbr'a, where she made a fine
showing, and he was one of the amateurs of the crews of
Vigilant, Defender and Columbia. Mr. Duncan organized
and trained tffe first Deer Island crew who were noted for
their snappy work. For several years he was in command
of the First Battalion, Naval Militia, and he was senior
watch officer of the famous Yankee, a ten-gun 6ooo-ton
ship during the war with Spain. To sum up, there is' not
a man in the country who has had a better all-round
training as a seaman and yachtsman than Mr. Duncan.
His selection as manager of the new boat has deservedly
met with the greatest satisfaction.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co. and
not to any mdividual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in ourcolumns contmuously for a quarter-century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here send q
notice Iifce the following:

Fixtures.
Dec. 5-7.—Gait, Ont.—First annual shoot of the Newlands'

AnrerNew?ands:'sei'y!'""^''' ''"^ '^^'^ ^^^^y-

•
S—Wellington, Mass.—All-day shoot of the Boston '^honu

H%t^¥eT;herjr.f'Pres.°^^'^ '° New°Sn|la°„l

-c-P^i-
,8.--Newark, 'N. J !—Six-men team shoot between South

hiniS 't"j.^KemL'gf?/ec^'v"
^'^ opeT^^^^lJ:,-^.

I>^stime^^ru^rUh^°'/-' '^k'-,
Can -Annual tournament of the

C J Mitchen, Secy.
''"^ *° ^'o^^d.

Dec. ll-14.-Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, Ill.-Annual live,bird tournament. John Watson, Mgr.
"nnuai live-

Dec 12 -Mount Kisco N. Y.'—Tournament of the Mount KiscoGun Club; targets. R. W. Gorham. Sec'y
^viount JVisco

Dec 13-Newark, N. J.-Match for E C cup and individual cham-pionship of New Jersey between G. H. Piercv holder and C WFe.genspan challenger, on grounds of East Side Gun Club
rPu""-,

^''y- J--A"-day shoot of the Hudson GunClub; targets; also two-men team shoot; open. A. A. SchoverlingAss t Secy. "-'""s,
Dec 25.-Newark, N. J.-Open live-bird shoot of the ForesterGun Club. J, J. IMemmg, Sec'v, 21 Waverly avenue

^o^^ester

tw?en^^rl:^lfllt?V^old"i°;T,fd"H^ i°^C^!;^^
be-

dayXr'no?n.J-'°"* C'"^' '-^^ ^btf^evf^;- Satu.
Chicago Ili.-Garfield Gun Club's trophy shoots, second andfourth Saturdays of each month; live-biref shoots every SaturdavGrounds, West Monroe street and Fifty-second avenue.

^^^"'^'^ay.

1901.

Ca^ir^eS^^I^^'pf'HaTl^S^e°cV™'"'"'
°'
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Jan. 15-18:—Hamilton, Ont—Hamilton Gun Club's eleventh

annual tournament; live birds and targets ;
open to all. H.

Graham, Sec'y. ^ .

, ,

Jan. 15-19—Hamilton. Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club s _
eleventh

annual tournament; live birds and targets; Open to all. H.
Graham, Sec'y. ' •

April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Eighth annual spring tournament
of the Baltimore Shooting Association;, tv/o days targets, .flOO per

day added; two days" live birds, $500 guaranteed. H. P. Collms,

April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of t-he

Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.
'

May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen s

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.

May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the

Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'y.

June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'

League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters'

League of Wisconsin. First week in June.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Dec. 5.—Shoot-off of the winners of the November events, with

$20 in gold to the winner.
Dec. 11.—Live-bird shoot under the management of John

Wright. - . . . .

Interstate Park, pueens, L—Two miles beyond 'Jamaica, on
L 1. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, L. I.—Fountain Gun Club's regular monthly
shoots, the third "Thursday of October, November and December.
Interstate Park, Queens.—^Weekly shoot .©f the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.
1901.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., N. Y.—The Tiiter-

state Association's ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tour-
nament at live birds.

June — .—Interstate Park, L. I.—Forty-third annual tournament
of the New York State Association for thr protection of Fish and
Game.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
In the absence of the editor of this department all coMptUnicatiOns

intended for fnhlication sthould be addressed ifit.^e-Fot^tandStreavi
Publishing Coni'fany

.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail,
allsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company., 346 Broad-
way., New York,

,
The Idc'al North Carolina papers published the sad information

that the well-known trapshooter Mr, Geo. F. Nesbitt, of Kingston;
Pa., accidentally shot himself in the head, causing instant death,
while shooting quail three miles from Mebane, N. C, on Nov. 26.
He had arrived at that place on the preceding Friday, and contem-
plated shooting there some weeks. He was alone tvhen the acci-
dent occurred, and when found his dogs were guarding the body.
He had achieved distinction as a successful trap shot by winning
the target championship of Pennsylvania a few years ago, and by,,
skillful and successful competition at the Carteret Gun Club's
and other live-bird events. Personally he was an affable, refined
gentleman, and most pleasingly companionable. He was a member
of the Luzerne County Bar, but, having a liberal fortune, he,
devoted most of his time to travel, and field and trapshootmg.

There will be, an all-day target shoot at the Hudson Gun Club
grounds, Jersey City, N. J., on Dec. 16. Refreshments will be
served gratis to shooters, and shells will be for sale on the grounds.'
On the same day a two-men team race will be shot, at 100 targets.
Sergeant system, between Messrs. Feigenspan and Piercy, of the
East Side Gun Club, of Newark; Messrs. Schortemeier and
Dudley, of the Hudson Gun Club; and Messrs. Schoverling and
Schubel, of the Ernerald Gun Club, of New York. The Hudson
Gun Club Vi'ould like to hear from a few more two-men teams,
say from the Fultons, Oceanics or some other club in the vicinity
of New York. A good time for everybody is promised. A. A.
Schoverling is assistant secretary.

The Medicus Gun Club will hold an open live-bird shoot at
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., on Dec. 6, at 1 P. M. The first
event on the programme is the Eagle handicap, at 10 birds, $5
entrance, birds included. The prize in this event will J?e a sterling
silver-mounted umbrella, and the prize, and money will be divided
by the Eagle system, whereby a bird killed from No. 1 trap
counts 1 point, from No. 2 trap 2 points, etc., the greatest number
of points to win. The other event is the Jack Rabbit handicap, 15
birds, $7.50 entrance, birds included, for a gold-mounted silk
umbrella, prize to be awarded by tlie Eagle system, and money
divided by the Rose system.

Charlie Floyd, of this city, who is better known to trapshooters
as "Dudley," is at present "rather down in the mouth. The cause
of the depression is not any ill luck at the traps, nor any temporary
lack of skill in handling the- shotgun; little things like that would
not bother him much, nor cause him any loss of sleep. The truth
of the matter is Charlie has lost his old Irish setter Corbett, which
died of diphtheria on Election Day. Corbett was eight years old,
having been born on the day that his namesake defeated Sullivan.
His death took place on the date that marked another memorable
fight according to Charlie's way of reckoning—the day that Mc-
Kinley defeated Bryan.

S. H. Vandegrift, "Sandy McPherson," of the Herron Hill
Gun Club, of Pittsburg, Pa., was in the city last week, and was
lookfhg around the gun stores for a light-weight gun to use on
quail. Mr. Vandegrift has not been enjoying the best of health
of late, although his looks do not show it; he is therefore anxious
to get a gun that he can carry without inconvenience to himself,
but with trouble in it for the' quail. "McPherson" has his eye on
the Grand American Handicap at live birds the first week of next
April.

•6

Till s is Guy Burnside's week at Galesburg, 111. Late last week
Mr. Burnside wrote that his target and live-bird tournament showed
every sign of being a thorough success, as shells were turning up
m goodly quantities; among them several cases bearing the names
of well-known experts at the trap, such as R. O. Heikes, W. R.
Crosby, etc. Next week the scene will be changed to Burnside
Park, Chicago, John Watson's bailiwick, where the bovs will find
••Uncle John" supplied with his usual good lot of flyers.

The U. M. C. advertisement in the Forest and Stream of
Nov. 24 gives Mr. R, A. Welch the honor of winning the cham-
pionship of Kentucky. This important match, was, however, won
by J. p, Ward, of Paris, Ky. Mr. Welch, on the other hand, is
the holder of the Dupont trophy cup, won at Baltimore, Oct. 24,
and defended at Interstate Park, Nov. 19, by killing 99 out of 100
selected live birds. Both gentlemen used U. M. C. Trap shells
in their respective matcbes. '

The East Side Gun Club, of Newark, is going to make a day of
It at targets on Thursday of next week, Dec. 13. In the afternoon
the match between George H. Piercy, holder, and C. W. Feigen-
span. challenger, for the E C cup and the individual championship
of New Jersey at targets, will be the chief feature on the pro-
gramme. As Thursday is the regular date for the monthlv club
shoot of the East Side Gun Club its members and friends are
likely to turn out in good force.

Manager Shaner intends to show up .in this cij^ abQ.ut Tuesday
of next week, so as to have a day or two sightseeing prior to at-

tending the annual meeting of the Interstate Associatimi, which
will be held on Thursday, Dfec." lo.~ Mr. Shaffer's ahhuaf" report '

will this year be of special interest, the two Grand American
Handicaps (.at live birds and targets) being subjects full of interest
and suitable for criticism at th« hands of such an expert as the
manager of the Association.

'

John Wright's live-bird tournament at Interstate Park, Tues-
day of next week, Dec. 11, is the main attraction for that week
at New York city's headrjuarters for trapshooters. The pro-
gramme is a popular one, judging from the comments on it to be
heard around Sporting Goods Row; the attendance therefore should
be correspondingly sati.sfactory..

The Hamilton Glm Club is putting forth every ei¥ort to make its

eleventh annual tournament on Jan. 15-19 at Hamilton, Can., the
mo.st successful shoot in the history of the club. The programme
will be made up of li'\'B-bird and target events, and $1,200 in gold
will be added. Programmes will be ready for distribution shortly.

. John J. Hallowell shot a race recently with AV. Schulcr, of the
Cincinnati Gun Club, at 50 live Ijirds per man, and John lost the
match by 1 bird, scoring 46 to Mr. Schuler's 47. It was no dis-

grace to lose the race, as he was conceding 3yds. to his op-
ponent, standing at 33yds., as against 30yds.

The Mount Kisco Rod and Gun Club announces a target tourna-
ment at Mount -Kisco, N. Y., on Dec. 12. There are twelve events
on the programme, and extra events will be shot if time per-
mits. Shooting will begin at 10 A. M. Paid representatives may
shoot for targets only.

On ITdw. 3 the Interstate Parfc Association invited (he members
of the G. A. H. committee to serve on a committee to devise
handicaps for the contests at Interstate Park, other than regular
contests, and receiving a favorable response, Dec. 15, at Inter-
state Park, is fixed upon for the meeting.

The Baltimore Shooting Association claims April 9-12, 1901., as
dates for its eighth annual spring tournament at Baltimore, Md.
Two days will be devoted to target shooting, with $100 added to
each day's events, and two days to live birds, with $500 guaranteed.
Mr. PI. P. Collins is secretary.

J. S. Fanning took in the holiday shoot at the grounds of the
Sing Sing Gun Club. The shoot was at both live birds and
targets, but rain marred the day's sport. On Saturday he went
to Philadelphia, and shot on the Keystone Gun Club's grounds at

Holmesburg Junction.

«« 1

On Dec. 8 the South Elizabeth Gun Club will shoot a six-men
team race at targets with the Forester . Gun Club on the latter's

grounds at Newark, N. J. There willj also be a handicap mer-
chandise event, and shooters are invited!; to attend and take part
irt the shooting!.-'

Harold Money- is keeping up his winning gait "£>n live birds.
On ThanksgivingjDay he won the holiday.^cup at the Carteret Club,
scoring 34 straight from the 30yd. mark.^ The runner up was J.
B. Daniels, also 30yds., who scored .33 before losing a bird.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Shooting Association.

Trenton, N. J., Nov. 29.—A large crowd witnessed the Thanks-
giving Day shooting of the Trenton Shooting Association. The
shooters had a pleasant day's sport, and kept the magautrap
working until darkness put an end to the sport. Owing to the
length of the turkey portion of the programme it was necessarj'
to withdraw the Winchester gun event, which will be shot at a
later date. It will be noticed that Secretary Thomas won three
of the four turkeys. It was gently intimated to him that if he
won the fourth a riot 'would be the conseqvience, so to oblige the
crowd he gracefullj' dropped three goose eggs where they would
do the most good, and thus saved his skin. In the shoot-ofi of
event No. 8, miss-and-out, Widmann scored 35 and Elbert 34.

Scores

:

Events: 123456789
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Widmann 888.. 799 10 9

Van 8 9 6 9
Cole 5^9 8657876
Comp :. '8 6 7 7 5 6 7 10 7
Messier / 667776878
Mickle 7 8 S .. 7 8 8 8 ..

Elbert 7 S .. 8 9 8 10 10
Thropp .. 63755676
Thomas 8 8 .. 10 10 10 7 ..

.Sinclair '7 7 .... 8 7 ..

Sprague 6 8 8 .. 9 4 .. ..

H Cole 4 ' 6 ..

Lutes 7 8 7 6 7 ..

Hall ; 5 7 6 3' 7 5
C McDermott ' 3 .. .. 3 ..

W McDermott 2 .. .. 3 .. ..

Dr Ginnellv 5 7 7 2 7 ..

Dr Coatcs" 7 8 6 6 7 6

Stewart 9-9 9 3 ,. 8
Worthington 6 4 4 3 .. ..

M iller 5 5 . . . . 7 .

.

Warner 9 9 .. 6 7 7
Hughs , 7 '.. 7 9 7 5

Arend 6 .. «

Van Arsdale : 6 9 8 9 ..

Millerson 3

Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8 were turkey shoots.

Sesquihora Gun Club.

Phillipsburg, N. J., Nov. 29.—Five members of the Sesquihora
(an hour and a half) Gun Club faced the traps tor their first live-

bird .shoot of the season. Thanksgiving Day afternoon. The birds
were a lively lot, and flew fairly well, but owing to damp weather
and light rain they were hard to sight. In spite of this, C. E.
Vough, better known as; Col. Vough, the veteran, and pi-esident
of the club, had his eyes open. Conditions, 10 live bu'ds, 30yds.
rise. Score:

Gipp 0020110002— 5 Person 1120221110— 8
Vough 1111211211—10 Duckworth 1111200021— 7
Swen gel 0001220221— 6

F. W. Duckworth;, Sec'y.

Forester Gun Ckib.
',1/

Newark, N. J., Nov. 29.—The Forester Gun Club held a holiday
shoot on its grounds here to-day. After the live-bird ^y.ent 'tlie

shooters sat down 'to a luncheon served gratis by the 'clui-.,:-T)ien
followed the target events for poultrj^ all handicaps;^ .TerVf^l, of
the South Side Gun Club, won two turkeys; Klirt'gj'T:gi,,the,'S&uth
Elizabeth Gun Club, 'won one .Jurkfiy, and-P;;::ElMii;ffig. won a'/pair
of chickens. This was one o|-^4^.tayt«^tXi]b^o^ .y^v.^aver!^d- ^n-^
some time, and we hope to eqUsvl- jt 'On-CfecistinaB-.-Bay; The live-
bird event was shot at 10 A. M. '"Tlie'^conarf!6''il^S^ece 6' bWds',' $2

'

entrance, 27yds. rise^ 50yds. boundary. The birds wfej-e all' .good
flyers. Mr. Asa Whitehead was referee. Nos. 5, 8, 13 and IS^ei^e
the turkey and chicken events. The scores: _

Live-bird event:
Tigh 201111—5
Winans 210121—5
Hayes 220222—5
Belcher 220211—5

J J Fleming 012110-4

Jewell .ooieeo^i'
'"Wheaton OOO^IO-

2

D Fleming HI'-'. -^3
Backus 121 ' --^3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 10 10 15 15 15 15 10
•8 4 ... ...

6 5 7 8 6 9 9 11 9

8 9

9 8

7 10
4 ..

8 U
.. 12
7 8

8 6

11 7 10 9

4
13 8

*Gtiests.
Events

:

Targets:
Hayes .

'.; . v. . .

.

"

.Belcher 3
Wlieaton 6
Whitehead 9
Ripley 7
Jewell 9
Tigh 5
D .Fleming 8

T Fleming . , 10
Tarlton 4
Winans .. .. )6
Dawson
Kling
Mayer 5 7
Terrell .. 11 7 .. ..

Lippincott 11 .. ..11
Goodcliffe , 4 S
Blake 1
Jedull ;. .. '. 4
"Backus >..... 7 10 .. 9
Parker 2 .. .. 4
Brant 4
Paul' 5
Colquitt 9 .. 13 8
Shaller 8 9 ..

Koenig -..
, .. .. 4

Wills .. V. 0

John J. Fleming, Sec'y

16
10

9 810 11
9 15 9 9 . . 9 13 15

.. 5 11
12 13
11 1-2

Shooting at Singac.

Singac, N. J., Nov. 29.—The largest crowd seen here for some
time came out to Bunn's shooting grounds this afternoon to
witness the shooting. The principal event was the three-men team
match at 15 birds per man, $30 a side. Considerable money
changed hands on the result, and there was much good-natured
bantering by the friends of both teams. The birds were of good
quality, with some first-class flyers sprinkled in here and there.
After the live birds gave out there was shot a 25-target event for
a gold medal, which was won by Klotze by 1 bird. Chris Wright
turned up late, artd couldn't resist the temptation to shoot, so
he borrowed gun after gun until he finished 25 targets. The scores:

Team race:
Rhodes ..022100000220010—6
E Weaver 220222200202000— 8
A Bunn 002122002222022—10—24
!) Weaver , : 110020020220200— 7
C Van Winkle ;.; 122222200222222—13
Klotze

, 222102200222002—10—30

No. 2, 5 birds, $3, 30yds. rise:

Francisco 01220—3
E Weaver 00111—3
Hopper 22111—5

Morgan 00012—2
Stalter 02102—3
Klotze ..02212—4

No. 3, shoot for gold medal

:

Stalter ., lOOlUOlllOOlOlBlUOllOll-16
Klotze ....... ... OlllllllllOOlimuilllOl—21
Morgan 1011111111111111101100101—20
Bunn 1111011001111110101011111—19
Van Winkle ; 1111111110101101111100111—20

Practice, for birds, strange guns:
Wright 0111111101000111111010111-18
Referee, Wm. Dutcher.

Hudson Gun Club.

Jersey City, N. J., Dec. 2.—The Hudson Gun Club held its
regular weekly club shoot to-day. Event No. 6 -^vas the club .shoot
at 25 targets, Sergeant system, arid was won by Dudley with 23
breaks. The next shoot will be held on Dec. 16, and all shooters
are welcome. Scores: ii

Events

:

Targets

:

Dudley I.... 8
G Hughes ..t..:'. 2 5 7
Fee 9 7 11
Van Dyne 5 .. 9
F Schoverling 3 6 7
Duke ..il.... 7 11

123456789 10
10 10 15 10 10 25 15 10 15 10

9 13 9 8 23 14 8 11 8
7
7

5 16 ..

7 17 ..

6 18 .

.

5 16 11
19 12

Shorty J, 9 10 17 13
19

20
18

8 10
9 13

7 10 10

Heritage ..\ 4 6

J Hughes ..i; 6 6
Dr Bill 9
Bock '..I'.

Banta ..X
Nagle „,.,„...„...,..!. 13 9
Whitley :..L.. 13 2
Brewer J..L 7 9 .. ..

Shields J..1 13 6 .. ..

Ai. A. Schoverling, Ass't Sec'y.
" !'

Gloucester Giin Club.

Gloucester City, N. J., Nov. 29.-^The Thanksgiving Day shoot
of the Gloucester City Gun Club v?ai' held to-day, the results being
as follows: i

Match, 10 birds, $25' a '.side, 21yds. rise, 50yds. boundary: J.
McOuaid 9, B. Martell .8.

.i
.

Miss-and-out, $2 entrance: L. Groves 2, J. Hewlings 1, G.
Horrieff 0.

Match, 5 birds: E. Foster 2, G. Horneff 2. Ties: Foster 2,

Horneff 1.

The Kansas City—Omaha Series.

Omaha, Nebt, Dec. 1.
—

^The third intercity shoot for the team
championship of the Mississippi Valley between teams of ten men
from Kansas City and Omaha respectively was completed this
evening, and the ten wing .shots from Elliottville walked ofl' with
the honors after one of the most remarkable pigeon-shooting
matches on record, winning by a narrow margin of 4 birds on an
aggregate score of 455 to 4.51. The match was ten men on a side, 50
birds to the man, and besides being stubbornly contested, brake
all individual and team records for contests of this character,
Botli teams beat all former records for team;? of ten, and the
Kansas City men made an average of 91 per cent, out of a possible
500 birds. Another record-breaker was the performances of Jim
Elliott, Walter Allen and Clint Cockrill, all of whom grassed
their 50 straight, a f^at never before done by any individual shooter
m these intercity races. The race between Jim Elliott and Dan
Bray was a grand one, and was shot in 31 minutes, which is

probably the time record for a 100-bird contest. It was a pretty
struggle, too, as Elliott was in great form, centering his Birds
and killing them so cleanly that it would have discouraged any-
body but the "one-eyed iceman," as Bray is familiarly known.
Bray shot well, hitting all of his birds hard, but was unluclcy
enough to lose 3 dead out of bounds.
The shoot commenced Friday morning with Clint Cockrill and

Billy Hardin at the score, and the Kansas City man, Cockrill, set
his rival a merry clip, killing his 50 straight. The pace was too
fast for Hardin, who was clearly out of form, and at the end he
was 11 birds behind.

:

C. Cockrill, Kansas City 2122221221221212121222222—25
2222222121222222222122222—25—50

W Hardin, Omaha 120122212111222**11112221—22
21*21101101101101**111011—17—39

W. A. Smith, of Kj)|iisas City, and Gus Bersheim, of Omaha,
were the next pair to'iface the traps, and the Omaha man beat
his opponent and cut down, the lead of the visitors by 3 birds.

Smith ia.a new man at, the ruatch game, and his score of 10 was
not surprising to the students, of the sport:

J Bersheim, Omaha . . .
.
, 0222022122220211211221011—21

212*222021222220122222222—22—43
W-G Smitii, Kansas City 0212202222121002222z22221—21

_ 222022*222211222202200220—19—10

Dick Kimbaii and F. N. Coekrih, two old rivals, were the third
- pair to tHeetv. and the latter shot in bad form, scoring only 41,

while Kimbalf-grassed 47. This was very gratifying to the Omaha
contrngent,"a'i 'it reduced the Kansas City lead to 2 birds:

.F N- .Cockriii„-.'Kansas City 022012*122220222222222122—21
- i 222222222*22220211*12'*220—20—41

R- ICimball,/Omaha 2222222*22222122*22222212—23

/ 121222222222222212*222222—24—47

Tom Norton, of Kansas City, was drawn against George Loomis,
of Omaha', and the latter won by a score of 46 to 42, which gave
Omaha the lead by 2 birds. Norton is a clever shot, and it is only
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justice to him to say that his poor work was largely owing to his

being il). Had there been a good substitute along with the Kansas
City party he probabJy would not have taken part in the shoot:

G Loomis, Omaha 0022222222222222222222222-23
2222»2i!2z2Z22222222l225i2<^-23—46

T Norton, Kansas City....... 2^22222-'122222u2*222u2222—21
22222«2222222220222'-222*2—21-42

Walter Allen and Tom Kimball were the next pair to toe the

scratcti, and as Aaen was in great form and had all the luck in the

drawing of the birds, he made a clean score, while Kimball lost 5.

This put Kansas City again in the lead by 3 birds, and they were

never headed, although Umaha shot a good uphill race, and the

result was really in doubt until the last two men met:

VV Allen, Kansas City 2111122212222222222121121—25
2222222222222222122222222—25—50

T Kimball, Qn>aha 1212211*12011120222222*12-21
22222221222*2222222Z22222—24-45

J. W. Bramhall, of Kansas City, and "Plumber" Read, of

Omaha, closed the first day's argument, and as the Kansas City

man beat his opponent 2 birds on a score of 44, the visitors were in

the lead 6 birds when the first day's shooting ended:

Read, Omaha 0220222222222222222*22*22—21
22220222222O'-222222202222—21—42

J Bramhall, Kansas City.. 222*022222022222022220102—19

,2U2222222222222222'222222—25—44

This morning Dave Elliott and Jim Smead were the first to meet,
and it was a battle royal, as each man scored 49 out of 50, and
ihe lost birds both fell dead out of bounds. Smead lost his first

bird, a fast left-quarterer, that was knocked down, but was lost

partly by bad retrieving by the boy who went after the bird. He
was steady, however, and missed no more. Dave lost his twenty-

fifth, which wobbled out of bounds, although hard hit:

D EUiott, Kansas City 2122111212212m22121122*-24
1112221122111211222112122-25-49

J Smead, Omaha *222212222222222222212221-2i
2122111221221122212212221—25—49

"Cook" Herman, of Kansas City, next locked horns with Frank
Crabill, and the latter beat the Kansas City man by 1 bird, re-

ducing the visiting team's lead to 4 birds:

i' Crabill, Omaha ....22222-22222211220212*1122—23
21221222U21222222222222**—22—45

C C Herman, Kansas City 0222122122111221121121102-23
1212211212012102220112202—21—44

At this stage the Omahas did a very clever piece 01 generalship.

Gottheb was the Kansas City man to shoot, and it was expected

that Dan Bray would be pitted against him, but the Omahas
figured that Chris svouid not shoot as good a race against old

"tluftalo hump" Parmelee, and they trotted him out against

Gottlieb. The foxy play worked to a charm, as Farmelee beat

Chris' 3 birds, and thus cut down the Kansas City lead to 1 soli-

tary bird:

C Gottlieb, Kansas City...., 21*2222211212022121222222—23
222*210222222222102222122—23—45

F Parmelee, Omaha 2222222222222222222222222—25
0222222222222*12222222222—23—48

Jim Elliott and Bray then closed the incident, as above stated,

and the battle was won for Kansas City on a record-breaking score.

In the two former matches the Omahas won both on scores of 439

to 437 and 444 to 441. .Another match will probably be shot at

Kansas Citv in January,
The weather was ideal for trapshooting, being clear and cool,

and the clever work of the shooters was all the more commendable,
as the birds were a fast lot of strong flyers. There was ver>; little

flagging necessary, and the birds broke fairly even, excepting in

the Allen-Tom Kimball match, in which the Kansas City man was

D*^ Bray Omaha 222222*2222222222222*2222-23
2221222211*22222222222122—24—47

TAR Elliott,' Kansas City 1112222221111222222222211—25
2221122112221211122111211—25—50

Recapitulation—Kansas City 455, Omaha 451.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Garfield Guo Club.

Chicago, Nov. 29.—The following scores were made on our
grounds to-day, the occasion being our fourth trophy shoot of the
season. Twenty-one members participated in the trophy event,

many others coming too late to enter that event, as it closed to

entries at 3 o'clock sharp. These took part in the sweepstakes
which followed. We shot 544 pigeons, and everybody had a good
time darkness closing the game. Honors were divided between
R. Kuss, Dr. Mathews and Von Lengerke, all killing straight.

The birds were a fair lot. There was no wind, and it was not
cold enough to be uncomfortable:

Trophy event:

J Fanning, 29...... 211111101*—

8

R Kuss, 31 2222211222—10
N M Nusly, 28.... 2211010111-

F Barnard, 30 ulllll2112— 9

]. Thomas, 28 12201*2221- 8

Dr Meek, 31 *11111112*— 8

C Kehl, 27 0112021*1*— 6

T P Hicks. 31 .1111*11110- 8 T W Eaton, 29

S Palmer, 31 2101212111—9
Von Lengerke, 31. .2222222222—10
Mrs Dr Shaw, 26. . .2102121201— 8

C P Richards, 28. .1020102212—

7

*Hicks, 31 11211111*1— 9

*F Barnard. 30 1111212111—10
Dr Liddy, 29 1222120212— 9

.*1020010u2-

W Kuss, 29... 1121111202-

Dr Shaw, 31 22*22222*2— 8

Dr Mathews, 30. . ..2112211221—10
*Extras.

Sweepstakes;
No. 1.

R Kuss 202022-4
Fanning 21102*—

4

Nusly ...112012-5
Barnard 211222—6
Thomas 101202—4
W Kuss ,

Dr Meek
Kehl
Hicks i..,.
Richards ..i...

*C H Kehl, 27 2122001102— 7

A McGowan, 27.. .0120011220—

6

No. 2.

220222—5
20*121—4
220220—4
211112—1>

0022*1—3
10111*—

4

211111—6
221210—5
111121—6

No. 3.

222222-0
No. 4.

111122—

G

011012—4
12222<.V-5

211200-4
U1221—

6

1*1111—5
021102—4
221210—5

211111—6

No. 6.

12*111—5

No. 7.No. 5.

Hicks .11111*—5 ......

C P Richards 1*12*1—4
M B Richards 012*20—3 000101—2
Thomas 211000—3
Palmer 121212-6 2111*2-5 110211-5
Dr Mathews 111212—6 212212—6 ......

Von Lengerke 221222—6 222222—6
Eaton 012111—5
Gardiner 222121—6
A McGowan 102010—3
Dr Shaw 122222—6
Barnard 1*2012—4
Kehl OOOOlO-l
Dr Liddy ..... 222013—5 212020-4
Owens 021111—6 OO**0O-fl

Bean ^ 20100*-2 202*00—2
Cook 1. 101010—3 120002—3
Baker . 112111-5

Dr Meek 212022-5

Dec. 1.—The following scores were made on our grounds to-day
on the occasion of the fifth trophy shoot of the season. R. Kuss
carried off the honors, being the only one to kill straight in the
trophy event. The birds were an unusually fast lot. The day
was cloudy, and while not very cold, was chilling. The attendance
was good, considering the fact of our having held an all-day shoot
only two days ago:

Trophy Shoot. Sweep. Sweeo.
N M Nusly, 28 ....2212201201— 8 1021212212— 9 220100—

3

R Kuss, SI 1212?222l2—10 1222221122-10 222211—6
Dr Shaw 31 ...2022222112— 9 1120121222— 9 22121*—

5

Mrs Shaw, 25 2122011101- 8 010021—3
T W Eaton. 29 0?00nili2— 6 21*122110*- 7 122110—5

Dr Meek, 31 11121111*1—9 111201-5
Barnard 30 220'>01iinil- 6 2221122202— 9 IWni-R
Dr Mathews, 28

2220011202—

7 llllllw 121112—6
Palmer, 31 0122220121- 8 1221220121— 9 •1213-4
Midglev. 28...... ...102?]0in2- 8

Hicks '31 110*112111—8 1111111111—10

Dr Graves 28 ...02101in2''O- 6 2*OWi11110— 5

Stuchlik, "28 2011011101-^ 7 0101120n0- 5 .

Pr. J. W- Meek, Sec'y-

Shooting at Watson's Park.

Chicago. 111., Nov. 20.—John Watson's Thanksgiving Day live-

bird shoot was successiully brought off to-day. 1 Here were three

events—No. 1, at 6 birds, $2 enirance, class shooting; ^o-/' «
6 birds, $3 entrance, class shooting; No. 3, at 15 birds, lianOicap,

$5 entrance, three moneys. FoUowmg these there was a malch be-

tween J. M. Keller and J. Fax, at 25 birds, the former winning by

5 birds. The scores'

No. 1. No. 2.

Roll ,.,.001220—3 012U22—4.

.220i2v>—

4

..02U21—

5

..211022—5
..122122—6
..001210—3

202**2—3
22*lll—

5

No. 1. No. 2.

Fax luuloO—2 2UiiUiz—

4

White 120211-5 1UU121—

4

Gillis U2U121—

4

Miller 211222—6

Wiliard 222201-5

.1*0011111122*22—11

Amberg
Healy .

Sellers .

Cornwell
Lovell .

No. 3:

Cornwell, 29. . ,002221220122100—10 O'Brien, 29....;.^^"""----- - -
Healy, 35 01*u222jlwiiiu— 9 VViilard, 30....012111221222212-14

Loveii. 28 2aj2i;l.ljL0no- 9 Roll, 30 lZ222iiMUfM^n
Gillis, 29 12M2m22Uiii2—12 Amberg, ^0-

•
• -^'--l-L^-l^^lf^f.^,^"1.^

Sellers, 29 tilll002Ulr'iOO— 9 Creyk, 30. . . . . .21UUUU211ii2i2^12

White, 28 222uU2UUU111201— 9

T KlfeV''. 12211*n02111121212221111-22

J Fax uliUJ.0^12j.2l0221t/lUO211Ul—17

Chicago Gun Club.

Dec. 1.—The Chicago Gun Club held its club shoot here to-day.

The conditions were 15 live birds, handicap, two high^ guns.

Lovell won first high gun with 14, and alter shooting at. b birds

in Ihe shoot-off of Uie tie, Wiliard and Steck divided second high

gun, it being then too dark to see to shoot lurlher. Before the

club event a number of the members indulged in practice shoot-

ing. Scores:

Wiliard, 31....101222111121*22-13 Cornwell, 29. .
.00122211*220222-11

Hollidav, 30. . .222022i22U^2m—13 Sleek, 30 122220U12122212—13

Mitchell 28... 100122.111022111-11 Lovell, 2? 2l2V,2^22u21U12-U

.Adams 29 *UU220i;20o2110— 9 Ealmer, 27.., .-OUl21iK.Lil.011:;l—

8

Dr Mi'ller, 30.122121011*11222—13 Milleken, 28. .
.1110*;1120*lo0*0—

7

Roll, 31.. i:;22'0i223n221—12 King, 28 02u0i)0l2..2j02ol—

6

Dr Carson, 29.222110012122112-13 Wal.crs, 28. . . .10112J10211>101—10

Mrs Carson, 27.121111010010212-11 Bowles, 28

0222100001

22002—

8

Mack. 28 0211212121111*1—13

Ties:
h''

Wiliard 12221221—S Carson -.10 —1
Holliday 20 —1 Mack ..11120 —4
Miller 1212120—6 Steck ...11222222-8

Practice:
Wiliard 222022120212122112221222222211111212211

Holliday 21222211120222120101

Lovell 210221121222
Roll -.2102011*2111

Miller 011112010

Wescott ..0111012000

Steck ,
221212

King ......0221101010

Tramp Irwin 1212202221021011211

Mitchell 202100202111

Kruse 202000

Mack 002122

Adams 212112222011

]^M^[ B,a-.i.w...._-
Ravelkigg.

Pennsylvania Traps.

Florists' Gun Club.

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 27.—The final contest for the S. C.
'^arsons trophy was held by the Florists' Gun Club at Wissino-
niing to-day. There was a strong wind, which made the shooting
difficult. The club contest was to be at 50 targets—30 targets
reversed angles and 10 pairs—but owing to the extremely high
wind, which made it impossible to throw pairs with any degree
of regularity, 20 targets at unknown angles formed the latter half

of the event. Mr. Will K. Park wins the trophy with 8 points to
his credit, Messrs. Anderson and Bell following in the order named.
Scores:

Reversed. Unknown. Handicap, Total.
Burton 22 8 14 54

Dorp 19 12 20 51

Westcott .....21 10 20 51

Sheeler 17 9 20 46

Eisenlohr 20 11 15 46
Anderson 22 15 6 43

Smith ....17 10 13 40

McKaraher 11 9 17 37

George 8 14 22
Dr Mershon 11 S .. 19

Allison 8 5 13

Champion match: Anderson 37, Eisenlohr 31, Westcott 31, Dorp
31, Burton 30, Smith 27, Sheeler 26, McKaraher 20.

Keystone Shooting League.

Holmesburg Junction, Pa., Nov. 29.—A large crowd gathered at
the grounds of the Keystone Shooting League to-day to witness
the holiday shoot. Twelve shooters took part in the contest, which
was at 20 live birds, handicap rise, $10 entrance, birds extra. The
birds were very fast for the first 15 rounds, but after that were in-

ferior in quality. Mr. I. W. Budd was the only man to kill

straight, and only two men scored 19. Scores: McCoy, 30, 17;
Vandegrift, 30, 16; Henry, 30, 17; Geikler, 28. w. ; Morris. 28, w.

;

Van Loon, 28, 19; Brewer, 30, 18; Budd, 30, 20; Tones, 28, 16;
Felix, 29, 18; Hauff, 28, w.; Martin, 28. 19.

Sweepstake. 7 birds. 30yds., rise, $3 entrance-: Vandegrift 7,
Henry 7, McCoy 6, Feli.x 6, Geikler 6, Morris 4.

Holmesburg Junction, Pa., Dec, 1,—The regular weekly club
handicap of the Keystone Shooting League was not as well at-

tended to-day as usual. The birds were a mixed lot, and proved
puzzling to the shooters, not a straight score being made. J. S.
Fanning was a guest of the club, and did excellent work, his
only lost bird being on the 4th round of the club shoot. The
.scores

:

Henry, 30 112212112*-9 McCov. 30 22*222222*—

8

Brewer, 30 122122202*-8 Leedom, 28 .....2*11122211—9
Fitzgerald. 29 112100*121-7 Geikler, 28 2222?2'^022—

9

Fanning. 30 2120211222-!) Van Loon. 29 ,122222**21—8

Sweepstake, 5 birds, .$2 entrance: Henry 5, Fanning 5, McCoy
5, Geikler 5, Brewer 2. Shoot-off for the purse, miss-and-out;
Henry 8, Geikler 14, McCoy 15.

Sweepstake, 7 birds, $3 entrance: Fanning 7, Henry 6, Brewer
6, McCoy 6, Geikler 6, Van Loon 6. Fees 6. Shoot-off for second
money: McCoy 4, Fees 3, Van Loon 3, Henry 3, Geikler 2, Brewer
withdrew.

Lehigh Rod nvd Gun Club.

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 29.—The Lehigh Rod and Gun Club's
second annual tournament was he'd to-day near Tarresdale. Five
10-target sweeps were shot, in addition to a team mat-ch between
twelve men belonging to the club. The scores;
Team match ; . ,

Donnell's Team_Donne!l 17. Reed 1R. Ba^rd 17'. Dalton 15. Mc-
Kay 13, Browneir 18. Manley 15, Knighl 13, Ivins 14, Irwin 20
Holtman 14. Bancroft 13; total 185.

Stevens' Team—Stevens 17, Chester 16, Hubbard 18, Porter j?,
Atkinson 16. Morgan 12. Rnbin.='-'n 14. M-^-rris 16, Kniebert 13
Ware 10, Bengston 12, Whltaker 17; total 178.

Sweepstakes:

Events

:

Hubbard .

Donnell .

Atkinson
Porter . .

.

Rped

Trwin 6 10 8
Bancroft . , . . ,

.

1 2 3 4 5 Events

:

1 2
8 7 8 8
7 5

*8
'i 7 Da'tnn .... 5 6

7 8 4 7 fi McKay 5 8
7 7 9 4 7 Kniebert ...... . . 5 4
7 4 7 2 5 5
7 5 8 6 6 Ware .... 4 'e
7 7 fi S Collins .. ... 4 4
6 7 8 'r 5 .... 4 5
6 5 6 7 8 Bnrke ... 2 4
6 6 5 fi Brown ell 8
6 4 8 3 's Knieht 6
6 R 7 5 S Baird 5
6 10 8 9 8 Haffmaa 5
6 4 4 f

3 4

1 1

.. 5

Frankford Gtrn Club.

Bridesburg, Pa., Nov. 29.—The Frankford Gun Club's final

target shoot of the season was held to-day. Ten events were shot,

all at 10 targets, and the scores were as iollows: _ . -
No. 1; Pepper 9, Johnson 8, Puff 8, George b, Kidge 7. Kner /.

No. 2: Kidge 9, Johnson 9, Krier 8, George 8, Pull 6, Pepper 5.

No 3: George 8, Krier 8, Johnson 7, Kidge 7, I'utf 6, Pepper p.v

No. 4: Puff y, Kidge 7, Kner 7, George b. Pepper 5-

No, 5: Green 8, Johnson 8, Krier 7, bmuh 7, George 6,. bugene

5, Ezrah 4, 'Ihomas 4. „ rr., o ^ -71.. - *
No 6: Johnson 9, George 8, Thomas 8. Green 7, Morrison t,

Cummings 6, Smith 4, Kner 4, Ezrah 4, Bucher 0.

No. 7: Smith 8, Thomas 8, Cummings 8, Green 7, Johnson 6,

George 6, Eugene 5, Ezrah 5 Morrison '1- ^ „ _ _
No. 8: Thomas 9, Smith 9, kner 8, Johnson 8, Eugene 7, George

6, Cummings 4, Ezrah 4, Green 3, Morrison 3.

No 9: Smith 9, Eugene 9, George 8, Kner 7, Johnson 7, Thomas
6, Puff 5, Ezrah 3. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . , _

No 10: Smith 10, Krier 8. George 6, Eugene 5, Cummings a,

PufI 3.

Miss Huot^inger Defeats Mr. Reinoehl.

Lebanon Pa., Nov. 29.—Miss Ray Iluntzinger, better known as

"Little Hawkeye," of Gloucester, N. J., to-day defeated Mr.

Francis H. Reinoehl, of the Keystone Gun Club, at Avon, by a

score of 18 to 11. Scores:

Miss R Huntzinger. 2112201000212012110211110-18

F H Reinoehl 0122002Oj001lUl0202JO011t»—11

West Chester Gun Club.

West Chester, Pa., Nov. 28.—The semi-monthly shoot of the

West Chester Gun Club was held lo-day, the event being the de-

ciding one in the race for a mantel clock, the second ciub prize.

Henry won the clock with a score of 24. Third prize was also shot

for at 25 targets, Howard scoring 19 and winning. Scores:

Shoot for second prize: Ford 19, Hoar 19, Lumis 18, Plenry

24, T. Brinton 19, Gill 22, Murphy 8, Howard 20, C. Brinton 14,

Beebe 18.

Shoot for third prize: Howard 19, Ford 16, Brinton 12,

Ambler Gun Club,

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 29.—The Ambler Gun Club held it.s

regular monthly shoot at Ambler to-day. The club shoot was at

25 targets, and the scores were: C. Mink 25, W. Haywood 20,

G. Conway 18, J. Seifert 18, M. McAloran 17, W, Dillon 16, 1. N.
Yarnell 14, D. Nash 13, F. E, Yerkes 12, H. Bradford 12, J.

Bradford 13, A. Knight 12, E. Johnson 10, A. Thomas 7, E,

Rotzel 7, S. Hamilton 2.

Ossining Gun Club.

Sing Sing, N. Y., Nov. 29.—The first holiday shoot of the
Ossining Gun Club was a great success, as far as attendance
was concerned. During the day thirty-one shooters iaced the
traps. There were 245 live birds and about 1,500 targets trapped.
A heavy shower started up when the programme was but half

finished, so the shooters were forced to retire from the score.

Jack Fanning, of the Lafiin & Rand Co., won new friends for

himself by the smashing power he displayed, it was altogether a

pleasant little shoot, even if the grounds were hard and the
running gear crude. We will leave the live-bird part of it out on
our New Year's Day programme, and things will then run more
smoothly. The best shooting of the day was done by J. Fanning,
Joe Carpenter, of Armonk, and Ike Tallman, who is always among
*he topnotchers. The scores of the target events:

Events: 1

Targets : 10
Fanning 9

S Sherwood 6

Carpenter 5
I Washburn 5

Secor 1
Dr Sherwood 6

Hubbell 3

Bedell 3

Hall 7

Betti
Tallman ..

Clarke ......^x...
Winants
Tuttle ..

Read
Fisher
C Washburn .

.

Hyland
Kromer ..

Smith
McAlpin
Rohr i

No. 8 was at 10 pairs.

Scores of live-bird events:
No. L

Hall, 29...... ..............20101—

3

Carpenter, 26 ...22010—3
Dr Sherwood, 27 ..00011—2
Secor, 26 ..................20001—2
Fanning. 31........ ...22201—4
Tallman, 30. .............. .20210—

3

I Washburn, 29.. ...00201—2
Thompson, 30. ........... .01110—

3

Rowland, 28. ............. .22021—

4

Rohr, 26.................... .....

McAlpin, 26............... .....

Hyatt, 26........... .....

Calpins, 27................ .....

Clarke, 27.................. .....

Bedell, 27...

S Sherwood, 28... .... .....

Smith, 27 .....

L Sherwood, 28....

Betti, 27
Raymond, 30 .......... .....

B'andford, 29
Kromer, 26
Hyland, 29................. .....

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

15 10 10 10 15 10 20
10 10 10 9 14 8 13

7 6 3

i'2 's 10 10 13 8
6 9 i2

"s
'4

9 6
i3 7 's i2 1

13
"g

10 7 10 is
6 2 4 6 . 4
7 6 3
7

"7
5

9
'8

9 9 io ' 7 ii
9 10

4 .. ..

9 .. ..

, 4 .,

No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

22220-4 12022—4
00220-2
10*11—3

2*222—4 11202—4
21211—5 11202—4
21120—4 02011—

S

2206i—

3

1*112—4

02002—2
1*011—3
21220—4 ' • - "

00201—2
02101—3
10211—4 00112-3
10211—4
11111-5 ooiii—

3

11**1—

3

12222—5
10112—4 22200—3
1222*—

4

11220—1
20201—3
01112—4 12226—4

'
'c' G. Blandford, Capt;-

Attfaurn Gun Clu^a

AuBUSN, Me., Nov. 29.—I send herewith scores of the Thanke-
piving Dav shoot of the Auburn Gun Club, which was one of , the
most enjoyable of the season. Each squad shot for a chicken, , and
the winner was obliged to move back 2yds. till he reached the
20yd. mark, then 1yd. back to the 26vd., mark. We look for 'a
prosperous year for 1901,' as most of the bid, shooters are as en-
thusiastic . as ever, and, we have several new rhembers who prom-
ise to be better than the average trap shot.

, Scores :, - .

: Shot
at. Broke. .Av.

11 ,55 Morse ....
' 50 26 .54 Barker , .

.

Snow ....... ....110 62 .66 Hunnewell
48 .60 Doten

Patterson ...140 90 .64 Ashley ....

Noble ...... .... 90 63 .70

Shot
at. Broke,

..280 1R3 •

...-.'.MO

130
.....230

92
122
103
101 -

180

Av.
-.70

• .70

,71

.73

.77

.IS

7
4 4
6 8
4 5

-

Take inventory of the good things in this issue

of Forest and Stream. Recall zvhai a fund ivas

given last w^ek. Count on what is to come next
week. Was there ever in all the world a more
abundant weekly store of sportsmen's reading?
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,

Crescent AJhIelic Glut's Holiday Sfacot.

'-^^

Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. 2n.—The Crescent Athletic Club's- hoIiQ&y
shoot was well attended. In the mam e\em, the Ihaiikbigiving

Day cup' shoot, Messrs. Edward -Banks, scratch; H. ftl. Urigham,
•5, and W. VV. iMarshail, 11, titd tor first with -iS breaks, and in the
shoot-off Mr. Banks won the cup with a score of 47, thus breaking
•SS targets out of 100— out of 50 at expert rules, and 47 out of 50

thrown from the niagautrap. 'I he Hagcdorn trophy was won by
Mr. C. G. Rasmus, who, alter tiemg iSir. C. Kenyon, Jr., won out

,. -m the shoot-olT by a score of 29 to 27, There were also several

svVeepstakes and prize events, in which Mr. Banks iurther dis-

tinguished himse f by his cxce.lent shooting from scratch. Scores:
Thanksgiving Day cup:

—Expert- —Magau'trap- Crnnd

E Banks 0

H M Brigham 3
.\V, W Marshall., 6

G Stephenson, Sr .....It)

G VV Hagedorn... ........ 3

fi B Vanderveer 5

CiKetiyon, Jr 6

F - B Stephenson. ........ 3

Dr T J Keyes 9

M Boucher 4

6
4
7

4

a:

otal. Ildcp, Total. Tolal.

22 0 23 - 45
22 2 23 45
22 5 23 45
20 10 24 44
20 2 - - 22 42
21 5 : -20 41

19 6 21 40
17 2 23 40
15 7 21 36

18 3 18 36
14 5 18 32
16 3 1.6 82
W fi 15 31

8 3 13 21

23 0 24 47
23 2 21 44
18 5 21 39

E-L Khett...
A B Rhett...
IL C Hopkins...,...,..
Br H L O'Brien......
Ties:

"E Banks ................. 0

H M Brigham 3W W Marshall............ 6

. Hagedorn trophy, 50 targets—^15 expert, 15 magautrap, 10 palrs^
handicap: Kenyon, Jr., expert, handicap -4,, total 16; magautrap,
handicap 3, total 14; pairs, handicap 5, total 17; grand total 46.

Rasmiis, 5, 15; 4, IS; 6, 16—46. Jere Lott. 2, 15; 1, 14; 2, 14—43.
Hagedorn, 1, 12; 1, 14; 2. 16-^2. G. W. Cropsey, 1, 13; 1, 12; 2,

16—41. Boucher, 3, 13; 2, 12; 4, 15—'0. Hopkins, 5, 14; 4, 15; 5,

13-37. Vanderveer. 3, 13; 3, 12; 5, 12—37; Brigham, 2, 13; 1. 16;

3, 8—36. Kryn, 1, 9: 1, 10; 2. 16—35. Banks, 0, 12; 0, 11; 0, 12—35.
F. B. Stephenson, 2, 4; 1, 13; 2, 15—22.
- Shoot-off, 15 e-xpert, 16 niagautrap: Rasrhus, 5, 14; 4, 15—29;
Kenyon, 4, 14; 3, 13—27.
Novice handicap, 15 birds, expert, handicap allowances added:

Kenyon, 4, 15; Rasmus, 5, 15; Boucher, 3, 15: Marsha'l, 4, 12;
Mead, 4, 11; G. Stephenson, Sr., 5, 11; J. M. Rhett, 5, 10; Hop-
-kins, 5, 10; Vanderveer, 3, 10; A. B. Rhett, 3, 10; Lawrence, 4, 8,

Shoot-off: Kenyon, 4, 15; Rasinus, 5. l:"): iJoucher, 3, 15.

Trophy shoot, 25 targets, handicap: Kenyon, 6, 23; Brigham, 3,

22; Banks, 0, 22; Kryn, 2, 22; Vanderveer, 5, 21; E. L. Rhett, 6,

21; Hagedorn, 3. 21; F. B. Step^^enson. ,3. 18: Boucher, 4, 18;
Hopkins, 7, 16; Chapman, 10, 15; Dr. O'Brien, 4, 14.

Panel shoot, 25 targets, magautrap, liandicap: Cropsev, 2, 25;
Hagedorn, 2, 24; Kryn, 2, 24; Marshall, 5, 22; Lott, 2, 20; Brigham,
2, 17.

Trophy shoot, 10 pairs, magautrap, handicap: Banks, 0, 18;
Cropsey, 2, 17; Kryn, 2, 16; Hagedorn, 2. 16.

Sweepstake, 10 targets, magautrap: Banks 10. Hagedorn 9, Ken-
:yon 7, L. Rhett 7, Kryn 6, Brigham 6. Boucher 6, F. B. Stephenson
5, Rasmus 4, Vanderveer 4, G. Stephenson, Sr., 4.

- Sweepstake, 10 targets, magautrap: Banks 10, Hagedorn 9,

Kryn 9.

Sweepstake, 10 targets, magautrap: Lawrence S, J. M. Rhett 7,

Mead 3.

Match, 15 singles, 5 pairs, magautrap:' Hagedorn 19, Kenyon 18.

Match, 7 pairs, magautrap: Kryn 11, F. B. 'Stephenson 5.

Crescent Athletic Glut's Club SHoot.
.

Dec. 1.—At the regular club shoot of the Crescent Athletic Club
to-day Mr. C. G. Rasmus scored a win in the first shoot for the
December cup, his handicap of 11 giving him a full score. Mr.
Rasmus also won the panel shoot, defeating Dr. J. J. Keyes in
the shoot-off. The scores:
December cup:

—Expei't— —Magautrap-
Hdcp. Total. Hd-p. Total.

25C G Rasmus... 6 ' 25 5
'

25
T N Borland 11 24 9 "25

W G McConville. 12 25 10 23"

Dr J J Keyes 9 23 7 25
W W Marsha'l 6 23 5 n
H M Brigham.. 2 24 2 22D G Geddes 1 20 1 12
C Kenyon, Jr 5 21 4 19
E Banks 0 20 ' 0 20
G Stephenson, Sr.... 10 23 8 17W K Fowler 7 18 7 17
C H Chapman 12 16 10 18
F B Stephenson. 4 13 3 21
C J M'.Dermott 3 15 2 12
Dr H L O'Brien 5 12 . 4 11

Grand
Total.

50
49
48
48

46
4a 1

40
40
40
35
31
21

27

2S
Panel shoot,. 25 targets, expert, handicap: C. G. Rasrhus, 6, 25;

Dr. Keyes, 9, 25: Geddes, 1, 21; Fowler. 7, 21; Bor'and, 11; 23;
Kenyon, 5, 20; Brigham, 2, 20; Marshall, 6, 18; Whitman, 10, 18;
Carlisle, 7, 14.

Ties, 15 targets, expert: Rasmus, 4, 15; Keyes, 6. 14.

Cori.co'ation hand'cap 25 birds, expert, handicap: I'orland, 11,

25; McConville, 12, 22; Fowler, 7, 19; Townsend, 4, 19: McDermolt,
3, 19; Geddes, 1, 18; Chapman, 12, 17; U'Brien, 5, 16; F. B.
Stephenson, 4, 15.

Sweepstake. 10 targets, magautrap: F. B. Stephenson 10, Kenyon
9, Banks 8, McConville 7, Marshall 6. Brigham 6, Townsend 5,
Borland 5, G. Stephenson, Sr., 4, O'Brien 4.

Sweepstake, 15 tarsels. expert: B?nks 15. McConvi'le 8, Marshall
8, Tov\'nsend 7, F. B. Stephtnson 6, G. Stephenson, Sr.. 5.

Match, 25 targets, magautrap: Townsend 22, McConville 13.

At Interstate Park.

Nov. 27.—The attendance at the regular weekly club shoot of
the Medi<.us (jixn Club to-day was very pcor, only tour men putting
in an appearance. Dr. Weuber to-day put into effect for the first
time his new system of scoring poui.s in the c:ub event, whereby
a bird scored from No. 1 trap counts 1 point, a bird from No. 2
trap, 2 points, etc. Dr. Webber won the club event, scoring 2o
points. The scores

:

No. 1. No. 2
Dr Webber, 30 2222.2-2.)2—9 22-22>L12—

S

Lockwood, 29 :izu2i22-22—9 2122u22,.00—

6

Dr Miller, 30 01.2.2L11—8 1122021120—8
Hopkins, 30 12j0ililz2—8 211*1x1211—9

The third of the series of Interstate Park handicaps was shot
Nov. 28. There was more than the usua. interest displayed in the
event. The competition was close and exciting, three men tieing
with straight scores. Ihe birds were a good .ot, and there was a
fair attendance of spectators. Stephen M. Van A.len, winner of
the two preceding handicaps, did not take part in to-day's event,
he being out of town on a hunting trip. The scores:

Thomas, 30 2H112I221222121121221211—25
Capt Money, 2S 01122j2,i*12jw^

No. 3.

22..2010il2—

7

2121121220—9
22lui02i22—

8

1112112Z10—

9

Daniel, 30......
Welch, 30
Fostans, 28

J B Hopkins, 30..

222222212922229291'>125''52l '>5

.
.
.212221122212222111212212*—21

.. .22220222222 2221220'''92 2'-'—^3
.

. ..12212212i 2212221222212121—25

New Utre.hi's Holiday Shott
Nov^ 29.—The Thanksgiving Day shoot of the New Utrecht Rod

end Gun Club was marked by good scores and close shooting
The Holiday cup event, which was w^on by Geo. H Piercy of
Newark, N. J., was to have been at -50 birds, but on' account ot
the fast approaching darkness it was decided to shoot at only 40
birds. The entrance fee was $20. A 25-bird sweep which was
wqn by Piercy, and three miss-and-outs in which Piercy, Feieen-
span and Jack divided, were also shot. Scores:
G H Piercy, 30 222*22121121 ni2w
Jack. 29 2^2311 22222'2'22222^222l-''—25
Feigenspaii, 30 22220222224 222"'i 12''2"^''*''-J '4
Lincoln, 28.

. , 0*221 221 ]2022l'iri2i2]in20—20
Lockwood, 28 , 2110212112011202212211221—22
Thanksgiving Day handicap:

G H Piercy, 30 0''2r211i2212?222''222''2''2<'222''^n2'1''2^>2—38
-fack, 29 12-?n''011-''112-?*J2ir2''2'^il2]22 2~212i'^2-^3
Feigenspan, 30 22212?1122-'2112-^022?202^22021 '2^2222*2'>2—36
Morfey, 31 • • ..122111212211"linil22121?21112221*021112-37
Dr Win. Wyatt. 29...... = ..lU100220mimi20112mn2220U12202oO-32

New Utrecht's Clofa Shoot.

Dec. 1.—The New Utrecht Gun Club's regular weekly shoot was
held lo-dny. The main event was the Mauser handicap, miss-and-
Out. lopiitz won the event, killing 13 straight. Scores:

Toplitz, 28 2222222122222 -Chapman, 28 22
R A We ch, Zd......U2Zi.[)

Jack, 2d....... 2z2z2
Lockwood, 29....... .11

Sweepstake, 15 birds, $5:
Toplitz, 28 1 22121222221ull—14
Welch, 3j 22i2il2;;2iili,2l—14
Jack, i9 ^^^Z^ZlZZ^lli.lM—l3
Lockwood, 28..ui*1,,0.l22 2.01^10
Chapman, 2i . ..22joZilz2^2jVAl—12

Kay, 28 212
Capt Money, 29 0
H Money, 3.) 222221

Sykes, 28 0122l000220w
Kay, 28 0l22i2j1i220122—12
Capt Money, 29.n2„i;i:lilili222—1*
H Money, 31. .2-2;;22122i2ii2-i—14

Hempstead Gun Club.

Hempstead, L. I., Nov. 29.—The Hempstead Gun Club held a
live-bird shoot on its grounds here to-day. The birds were a very
fast lot, helped materially by a strong wind, and the shooting was
difficult. Scores;
No. 1, 5 birds, $5 entrance,, high guns, 28yds.: George Mollineaux

5, Robert Carman 5, Fred Gildersleeve 4, R. S. Powell 4, Edward
Lewis 3, George Houghton 1.

No. 2, same: Fred Gildersleeve 5, G. Houghton 5, K. S, Powell
4, Edward Lewis 4, George Mollineaux 3, W. Chariik 3, A. Myers
5, Ike Carman 2, R. Carman 5.

No. 3, 7 birds, $5, 28yds.: Fred Gildersleeve 7, E. Lewis 7, C.
E. Langdon 7, I. Carman 6, R. Carman 6, R. S. Powell 5, G.
Bough{on 5, A. Smith 5, G. Mollineaux 4, W. Chariik 3, A. Myers
witlidrew.

Sheepshead Bay Rod and Gun Club.

Sheepshead Bay, L. I., Nov. 30.—Thirty members of the Sheeps-
'head Bay Red and Gun Club look part in the club live-bir'd shoot
at The Cedars to-day. Four men, Messrs. W. Van Pelt, J. B.
Voorhies, VV. Boyle and D. J. Heffner, made straight scores' in' the'
club event, the conditions of which w'crc 10 birds, handicaj) rise,
24 to 28yds. Scores:
Club shoot, 10 live birds, handicap:

-10 L C Allen. 25....
-10 J E Rauscher, 25

J B Voorhies, 27. . .1122111111-

W Van Pet. 28. .. .2222121211-

\V- Boyle, 25 2211122221—10
D J Heffner, 25. . . .22l222i221—10
G Morris, 21 2u22222222— 9

R J Smith, 25. 22I222U221— 9

H Koch, 27... 1112210012— 8

J J Pillion, 27 2210022111— S

F Lundy, 27 1200221212— 8

1 McKane, 27 220222222*— 8
P Snss, 27 1201*22111— 8

H J Montanus, 27. .2121222*01— 8

H Kronika, 26 10.1121110— 8
W Lundv, 26 0021220212— 7
E IT Voorhies, 25...02Joll2111— 7

..01u2(»2n21- 7

..2020120222— 7

. .Ulilo]llL22— r.

22202120*0— 6

G McKane. 27.

.

G Tappen, 27
Dr Hill, 25 ,.2000121120—6
A Soeller. 24 2^0j00z222— K
R R Roderick, 24. , .2121l!0w

J Burns, 24 0202110210— li

E Brand, 2i 2o2j010012— 5
P Suss, 25 11121\v
E \V Roderick, 24..20liUlOw
D C Martin, 25 23210w
P K Kramer, 25 110 10

w

A Busch, 25 l"U22w
C P Cooper, 25....*120w

Sweepstake, 3 birds: Piliion 3, F. Lundy 3, W. Lundv 3, Morris
3, I. McKane 3, Van Peit 3, Kronika 2, G. McKane 2, Hovie 2,

E. Voorhies 1, Koch 0,

Carteret Club.

Garden City L. I., Nov. 29.—Mr. Harold Money won the
Thanksgiving Day cup donated by H. Bramhall Gilbert at the
Carteret Club traps to-day. The event was at 10 birds, $10
entrance, handicap rise and allowances, 27yds. and forward, one
miss as a kill; 28>ds., one miss as no bird. At the end of the lOth
round Messrs. Money, Ellsworth and Daniels were tied. The
shoot-oft' -was at 3 birds, and continued until Mr. Money had
killed 31 birds and Mr. Danie.s 33. The scores

:

'1 hanksgiving Day cup:

D E.lsworth, 26.... 2222122222—10 L T Durvea, 30. . . .111220212w
J B Daniels, 30. .. .5212222122—10 W J Gordon, 26...022110w
H Money, 30 2-22i222 2—10 J Magee, 25 OlOw
Capt Money, 29....222121*2;i2— 9 R A Welch, 30 OOw
Ties:
H Money, 30 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222
J B Daniels, 30 .222 2i2 222 222 222 222 222 220

Sweepstake No. 1, 5 birds, handicap, entrance 15: R. A. Welch,
30yds., 5; J. B. Danie.s, 30yds., 5; Capt. A. W. Monev, 29yds.,
4; VV. J. Gordon, 26yds., 4; H. Money, 30yds., 4; D. Ellsworth,
26yds., 3; L. T. Duryea, 30yds., 2; J. Magee. 25yds., 1.

iSio. 2, miss-and-out, 30yds., entrance $5: J. B. Daniels 7, Capt.
A. VV. Money 7, L. T. Duryea 7, H. Money 2, J. Magee 1, R. A.
Welch 0, W. J. Gordon 0, D. Ellsworth 0.

No. 3, handicap, miss-and-out, entrance $5: W. J. Gordon, 26yds.,
3; L. T. Duryea, 30yds., 3; H. Monev, 30yds., 3; R. A. Welch,
30yds., 2; J. B. Daniels, 30yds., 1; Capt. A. W. Money, 29yds., 1;
J.. Magee, 25v'ds., 0; D. Ellsworth, 26yds., 0.

No. 4 miss-and-out, 32yds., entrance $5: R, A. Welch 10, Capt.
A. W. Money 10, H. Money 10, J. Magee 5, L. T. Duryea 1. W.
J. Gordon 0.

Hell Gate Gun Club.

Dexter Park, L. I., Nov. 27.—Twenty-nine shooters participated
in the monthly club shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club to-day. Dr.
O. T. Rouff and Mr. J. H. Voss killed their fu.I number ot birds.
The birds were a good lot, and the shooting was interesting.
Scores:
Club shoot, IQ live birds, handicaps by distances and points;

scores to coifnt in tile yearly averages for the annual prizes:
.

Handicap. Points. Killed.
Dr O T Rouff
Col J H V.jss
E Doeinck
G K Briet ,

C Webber
C Merrschmidt. ,

.

C Lang.;
H Kohla
A Schmidt
I)i G H vV heeler

P Woeiful.

\V A Sands.
L T Muens(
T A Be^den.
1-1 Kudel....
A Dietzel...

1 1 Gallm
j H Klenk
"H J Foerster
P Garms
T H Schlicht
E Steffens
P Brennan
J H Hegerty
R Regan
Sweepstakes, 5 live birds, handicap: Wellbrock 5, Dr. Rouff 4,

Col, Voss 4, Woelful 4, Briet 4, Dietzel 4, Garms 3, Klenk 3,

Relden 4, Foerster 3.

30 7 10
30 7 10
30 7 9
29 5V2 9
29 5% 9
28 5 9
28 5 S
28 5 8
28 5 8
.28 iVz 8
28 5 8
29 6 8
,28 6 7
,28 6 7
28 5 7
30 7 7
,29 6 9
28 6 9
28 6 9
28 5% 6
28 5 4
,30 7 6
28 6 7
2S 6 7
28 6 7
28 6
28 5
28 6 6

At New London, Iowa.

New London, la„ Nov. .30.-^The third shoot for the Peters
trophy occurred on Thanksgiving Day and brought out a good
nimLjCr of shooter-. J. F. Pierson won the medal, shooting from
scratch. There seems little danger of one man winning the trophy
three times for some time to come, the men being so evenlv
matched. Scores:

P McDonald lOOCKXjOOlOOOOOllOOOlllOOlllOlOllOOlOlOO —15
H Shaner OlOllOOOlOllOOOUOOlllOOlOOllliJlOlOllOlO-20
A .V Han-iel 0000000110010101011111011001101000000000—15
C C Pierson IIOOOIOOOOIIIIIOIIOUOIIOOOIII —17
G T Andrews 1111111010110011111101101 —19
C E Cook , lOOOlOOOllllllOOmillllOO —15
J F Pierson 1111111011111011111011111 —22

.After the medal shoot several sweepstakes ',vere shot for turkey;,
at 10 targets:
No. 1: H. Shaner 9, G. J. .\ndrews 8, J. F- Pierson 8. J. M.

Cook 7, C. C. Pierson 8, P. McDonald 6, A. A. Hamel 7 C. E
Cook 8.

No. 2: H. Shaner 8, G. J. Andrews 8, T. F, Piersnn 7, C. E.
Cook 7. J. M. Cook 7, C. C. Pierson 7. Andrews won the shoot-off.
No. 3: G. J. Andrews 9, C. E. Cook 9, J. M. Cook 7, J. F. Pier

son 8( C. C, Pierson 8. C. Tt , Cook won the shoot-off.

C. C PiKssoN, Sec-y.

Omaha Gun Club.

Omaha, 'Neb.. Nov. 24.—The members of the Omaha Gun Club
to-day shot a 2o-biid practice race and a 15-bird handicap, $5
entrance; CO and 40 per cent, division. Scores fol.ow:
Hardin, 30. .... :. . i,. >. 112211121222 2i:ill212110—'-'S

r-?'^?'?,' ^1 •'•
• -1^12112122122 '111 22222210-23

Kimball, 30 »222112u21211222 2a21222—23
Parmelee 33 , . . .22122120222122221222*1112-23
.bmead, 33 i ...^ 0111121112121112212122111-23

^f^*^/"' • •• 1222111210221121110112112—23
Black, 33. ; 2l2121]2ll0101ilillll*222—22
Tcwn.send, 33 .H22U11221 *22.z211220ll*—20

i"ter, 30 .01 1211121*0121 1122121*22*—20
foot, 30 1 1 101 10100121 Oi: 202111111—19
Vette, 30 .122111010110000121*120021—16
Handicap, $5 entrance:

Parmelee, 32. .221221202221222-14 Hardin. 33 12*222121210521—13
Heikes, '32.... .120221122212212-14 Smead, 30 2011112222112*1-13
Loomis. 30.... 102211122222222-1 4 Beresheim, 30.011211121*01211-12
Fogg, ^0.. 11122*212112*11-13 Gallagher, 30.. 210111200122110—11
Townsend, ,30.,122112011211102-13 Black, 30 201101-*1 1122011-11

Elliott Challenges Welch for Dupont Trophy.
Excelsior S.PRiNGS, Mo., Nov. 26, 9 A. U.~Edilor Forest and

.yream: I herewith inclose you check for $25, forfeit, and chal-
lenge Mr. Robert A. VV elcli to shoot for the Dupont Cup under
rules governingjhe same j. a. K. Elliott.
fCheck for $2o received.]

Cincinnati Rifle Associatioii.

lni: following scores were Made in regular competition by mem-
bers of the Lincinnati Rifle Association at Four-Mile House,heading road, Nov. 25. Conditions, 20oyds., off-hand, at the stand-aid target. Payne was di clared champion tor the day with ascore ot ^9. Weather condnions were not tavorable lor good scores,
there being a strong wind and ram all day trora the 9 o clock
qiiartei'

:

Payne-..; :. lo 9 10 10 10 8 5 10-8 9-89
7 10 9 9 10 8 8 9 S 10-88

,
. , ,

" 10 8 7 6 10 10 9 10 7 6-83
^^'"'"^•e 10 8 9 9 7 7 10 8 9 8-86

69 10 789997 10-84

V ,1 6 8 7 7 7 9 10 8 10 10-83
6 I 7 9 10 8 iO 8 8 10-837988799 10 7 8-i,2

, .
88877 10 IT) 78 8-81

''"^ lo jO 9 6 8 8 s 8 8 9-8488789789 7 6-77
,

.
6 5 9 10 7 6 6 9 4 9-71

-'^"'-"^"s 10 9 7' 7- 8 5 7 9 8 10-SO
10 58985 10 78 5—To

_ 6687 8 8996 8—75
^"""^ 5 7 9 10 8 7 9 6 9 10-80

768G10 9S5S 8-75
T. 7 7 7 8 5 10 6 7 10 7—74
Troim.stine 6 7 7 610 7 S S 3 G-68

8 9 4 6 3 5 9 6 7 5-62
T,, 878854 7 66 3-02
Topf

3

4 6 8 8 8 8 5 6 S-<H566757957 6—63657656964 5—59

Rifle at Shell Mound Range.

^•^^^^ ^,^^^cis.co, Nov. 26.—Yesterday was chiefly bullseye day at
Shell Mound. Notwithstanding a steady drizzle quite a number of
marksmen turned out. Ihe Norddeutscher Cltlb heldr.a turkey
shoot, open to all. Scores of the day: '

'

San Francisco Schuetzen Vereih, monthly bullseye shoot: OLemcke 300, A. Pape 402, F. Koch 510, John Utschig 517 C F
"Ihierbach 570, William Morken 6G0, F. Rust 814, A. Jungb'iut'821,
R. Stettin 827, John De Wit 880, E. Stehn 956, George H. Bahrs
9/1, A. Bertelson 974, VV. Garms 977, L. Haake 977, D. B. Faktor
999, bus Schulz 10.55,. W. Goetze 1077, W. Piatt 1097, Dr. Cranz 1123.
Germania Schuetzen Club, month. y buliseve shout: L, Haake

345, J, P- Bridges 475, R. Finking 587, F. Brandt 625, II. ITuber
b4o, H.: Schweiger 748, F. Schuster 798, C, F. Thierbach 8'i4, 7.
Utschig 846, S. Heino 930, J. Thode 930, J, De Wit 985, W. Goelze
1036.

Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club, Bushneil medal: D. W.
McLaughlin 219, 222. Gold medal: J. P. Bridges 20l, 205:' F. E.
Mason 221, 220, 233. Silver medal : A. B. DorreTl 207, 213.
Golden Gate Rifle .and Pistol Club, month. y medal shoot, all

comers' pistol match: J; E. Gorman 96, 96; F. S. Washburn 90, 88.
Red Men Schuetzen Company, monlhiy medal shoot: Champion

class, W. Dressier il6; first class, P. H. Rulffs 325; second class,
Capt. H. Gneb 359; third class, John Sleiner 365; fourth class, L.
Bernstein 299; best first shot, John Steiner 23; best la.st shut.
Capt. H. Grieb 24. Roeel.

A Remarkable Revolver Score.

A REM.\RKABi.E 50-shot revolver score was recently made at ShellMound shooling range by J. E. Gorman, ol San Francisco. Mr.
Gorman shot a .44cal. revolver loaded with 15grs. of l-'l'-FFG
King's semi-smokeless powder. Ihe shooling was done on the
standard American target, distance 50yds., shots being in llic
buiiseye. 'Ike score in detail is as follows:

,

J E Gorman , 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 10 10 9--8y
10 10 9 9 10 9 9 10 9 10—95
10 9 10 8 8 9 8 9 10 10—91
10 9 9 9 10 10 8 10 9 10—94
10 8 10 10 9 10 9 10 9 9—94-462

PUBLkHiKS*' DEPARTMENT.
The Peters Cartridge Co. has more than excelled all its

previous successlul efforts in getting out its 1901 ca.endar. It
has this year departed somewhat Irom wbat has been accepted as
the ammunition type of calendar, and has gotten out one tiiat is a
decidedly p.easing novelty.' 'Ihe background shows a number of
hnle ganie-shooang scenes, but ihe spec.al points of in.erest are the
three elegantly executed vignettes, the one showing a typical
trapshootmg scene, another a company of Lncle Sam's boys
engaged at long-range rifle practice, while the third shows a group
oi gentlemen engaged at revolver practice. The whole effect is
most pleasing. The Peters Cartridge Co. will be pleased to send
tliis ca.endar to any sportsmen upon receipt of 10 cents for mail-
ing expenses.

—

x4dv.

".Austin's Dog Bread," manufactured by Austin. Young & Co.,
of Boston, Mass., is not only a food but a tonic and a medicine;
keeps the dog in good health and gives him a good-natured dis-
iicsition. This concern has issued an attractive book on dogs
which contains pictures of a number of celebrated prize winners.
It is sent to any address upon receipt of a 2-cent stamp addressed
to the Boston office.

—

Adv.

A new booklet of shooting records, covering the best per-
formances of modern ammunition at the trap and at the target,
has been issued by the Union Metallic Cartridge Co., of Bridge-
port, Conn. There is also appended revolver and pistol shooting
rules, rules governing rifle competitions and trapshooting rules,
making the work invaluable to gun clubs, shooting galleries and
sportsnieu generally. A postal card -will bring it.

—

Adv.

A Vermont Wish.

Editor Forest and Stream;
I wish every boy in America could have a copy each week, as

pupils of FoHEST AKD STREAM school nevcr develop into markat-
shooters> but grow up as sportsmen, worthy of the name.

U. JU. Cbass,
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Our Cbristmas Unmber.
The next number of Forest and Stream for Dec. 22

will be the Christmas Number. It will have a rich fund

of stories and sketches for the evenings of the holiday

week. Among the titles will be the following:

"Reminiscences." By Rowland E. Robinson.

"Christmas Under the Palms." By Llewella Pierce

Churchill.

"The Northwest Corner." By Charles Hallock.

"A Voice from a Farm." By W. W. Hastings.

"Old Hogarth." By Fayette Durlin, Jr.

"Out of Commission." By N. N. West.

"The Christmas Dinner Father Josef Cooked." By J. H.

Connelly.

"How We Obtained Our Gun Rack." By A. C. Thatcher.

"That Christmas Turkey." By Edward Banks.

"My Grandmother's Kitchen." By Egbert L. Bangs.

THE SILENCE OF THE MARSH.

There is a lingering of color in the marsh lands. Soft,

comfortable shades in duns and browns s.ill lurk among
the sedge, these perfect mornings. A few flame-touched

leaves cling here and there to the twigs of the wild plums

that fringe the border of the upland slopes. All this rich

coloring is picked out in strong relief by the wind ng
water courses tha. thread the meadows—the veins through

which life circulates here—glearriing in still reaches or

flashing with momentary glint as of silver in the sun-

shine, when a cat's-paw stirs the ripples to action.

There is an unusual brilliancy, a strange transparency

of the atmofphere that annihilates dis ance, exaggerating

familiar objects with startling effect. In the still air far-

away sounds are borne with marvelous distinctness. The
rattle of oars, shouts and laughter from the ,dis ant oyster

boats seem near at hand, though in fact m les away.-

Gradually a chill breathes in the balmy air as the hours

pass. A restless gaggle of brant out on the broad waters

cackle with an uneasy ring in their cries tha: presages

coming change, till after lengthy debate they rise, circle

slowly a few times and wing their way into the sunset.

Quietly the night comes down on marsh and fen, slowly

the breeze freshens the stars grow misty and d m. Pres-

en ly the northeast wind is whispering among the reeds.

A boisterous night of gale and pelting rains follows, beat-

ing the fair scene into sodden dreary dullness by dawn.

Masses of sand drive low before the now raging north-

easter. A mist of rain sweeps the marsh at intervals,

blotting out the very heavens as it swirls along.

For weary days the marsh Ke^ in mute pro est beneath

the howl of storm and lashing rain. Then comes a quiet

dawn. Heavy clouds spread a canopy of gloom that

wraps the desolate marsh wor'd in cheerless gray, now
deepening, now shifting with wind effect as the changing

air currents work their will above. Suddenly a shafc of

thin yellow sunlight darts between the surging vapors,

touching the chill waters and soggy sedge into life for an

instant ere it fades. In the stillness of this "gray day" it

is hard to realize the bustle and whirl of the active bird

life ihat held sway here but a few short weeks since.

Swarms of shore birds weaved and circled in erratic

flight, their shrill and for the most part plaintive calls

ringing far and near to the sounding bloong! bloong! ci

the black powder and the incessant sharp dry coi'gh of

nitres that played an irregular accompaniment from swn-

riFe till dusk. One night this horde of feathered m'grants

drew off toward die southland. We heard their farewells

as they floated away under the stars. One day they will

return in like manner and tliis dreary expanse will once

again thrill to their joyous cries. But "it is a far cry" to

^hat day; a long restful sleep must intervene.

fqj the irnmed'atf present, in an occasional gleam

white pinions, where a solitary gnll wheels in the dis-

tance, we have the only living creature that meets the

eye in all this great sweep of loneliness.

It grows momentarily colder. By daybreak a soft

coverlet of snow rests over all, the real "silence of the

marsh" is come. In the winter nights to follow the yap,

yap of a prowling fox will only serve to emprasize it.

THE NORTH CAROLINA, FARCE.

The game law of North Carolina provides that "No
person shall export or tran.sport from the State any quail

or partridges, whether dead or alive.-" . Some simple con-

fiding individual imagined that when this prohibition was

placed on the statute books the game would be preserved

from the netters and shooters who pursue it for market.

There is probably in the entire stretch of country be-

tween the Atlantic and the Pacific no law which is more

en irely a dead letter than this. North Caroljna quail

are netted continuously and in immense numbers for

shipment to Washington, Balt'more. New York and other

markets. The traffic is conducted with little or no pretense

of concealment. The transportation companies observe the

law so far as giving it recognition in the'r general orders

to agents, but practically the agents ignore it, and ship

the forbidden game quite as a matter of course.

Those who are fainfliar with the conditions in North

Carolina, and who can cotripare the existing ,^tate of

things with the abundance of a few years past, understand

very well that the game supply is a rap'dly diminishing

factor. The State is rapidly losing its high reputation as

a quail country. Sportsmen who repair to North Carolina

for sport are finding out that the birds are not there. In

some instances even those Northern sportsmen who pay

the taxes on farms which in return are posted and, it is

pretended, are preserved for their exclusive shooting, are

cheated of their b'rds by the netters.

The simple explanation of this state of affairs lies in

the fact that while the anti-netting law is on the statute

books, it has no public sentiment to enforce it. The ma-
jority of the people in the quail districts do not care for

shoot'ng, and recognize no particular personal advan-

tage in protection of the birds. They are naturally

apathetic. On the other hand, the netters do find profit

in the industry, and they are active. It is precisely the

condition that might be looked for.

Can any one suggest a remedy?

SOUTHERN PL ESERVES.

The continually increasing scarcity of game in Arnerica

is in no way better shown than by the way in which the

shooting grounds of the South are gradually being taken

up by clubs of sportsmen and used in winter a^ shooting

places. Many of these are suflic'ently extensive to make it

profi able to work them during the summer as farms, so

that they may be made, to pay all or a part of the expense

of maintaining the es'ate. That many Sou*^hern land

owners find this a profitable way of disT)o=ing of the great

tracts which they own i=: shown by the frequent adver-

tising in the columns of Forest and Stream of pieces of

real e.'^tate in the South ranging in size from a small cot-

tage with its surroundine errounds to great tracts aggre-

gat'ng, as in our i.^sue of Dec. 8 no less than tt.ooo acres

or more than seventeen square mile.s. Many of these gr^at

estates are abundan ly .stocked with game of all kinds,

such as deer, turkeys, ducks and partridges ; often

pheasants have been turned out on them and done well,

and if they are close to the sea coast, fish, oysters and
terrapins, besides good duck shooting, are usually to be
had.

Tha* there are buyers for just such places among
Northern snortsmen is verv certain, yet in certa"n asnects

it is namful to see them so'd and nassinsj ottt.of the hands
of familes tliat have held them, often for gcrieratinn^. and
in many minds the quest'on will ari^e. where .shall shoot-

ing be had after all these places have been 'aken un? On
the other hand it must be remembered that each presetTre

of this kind is a permanent addition to -the protected

wintering and breeding grounds of the country at large,

and so is a step in the way of increasing our game.
The added list of such properties, advertised this week

in Forest Aig-o Stream shows that thert exists in the

South a rapidly growing appreciation of the value of
large tn»rt= of lanfj for iHs^M^p^an^ the frequent offer-

ing of such properties shows equally a willingness on

the part of Northern sportsmen to invest in tracts that

are really desirable, since unless there were an actual

demand for such places they would not be offered for

sale.

MAKE IT CRIMINAL.

We are glad to see that our suggestion of legislating

on the careless shooting of human beings for game is at-

tract'ng attention and approval. We find in one of our

New York exchanges the text of an amendment proposed

to be incorporated into the general code, and running aS

follows :

Section 1, It shall be unlawful for any hunter or other person

carrying firearms, to shoot at any object without knowing by
actual sight and observation that such object is not a human
being-, and any such hunter or other person, who, by so offending,

shall kill any human being, shall be adjudged guilty of man-
slaughter in the second degree; and any such hunter or person,

who, by so offending, shall wound or injure any human being,

without thereby causing death, shall be adjudged guilty of an as'

sault in the second degree. •
.

Section 2. It shall be the duty of the Forest Commi.9sion to

post notices reciting the provisions of this act, in the same form

and manner, and in like public places, as notices for the preven-

tion of forest fire.s are now posted by said Commission.

While it is true enough that carelessness may not be

abolished by statute, there certainly is good reason to

believe that, as we have suggested before this, the very

fact of such a law. if brought generally to the attention of

shooters, will make even the careless man pausf before

pulling trigger on an unidentified object. A few examples

of punishment of careless shooters thus to be held up to

public attention as criminally careless, will have a salu-

tary effect. Make the careless shooting criminal shooting.

FOREST AND STREAM PLATFORM PLANK.

The sale of game should be forbidden at all seasons.

—

Forest and Stream, Feb. 3, 1894.

And to an adoption of the Plank we are coming with

a rapidity that is full of satisfaction. One after another

the legislatures have adopted laws embodying the Plank,

and one after another the several States are falling in

line.

The New York League discussed the Plank last week,

and went so far in endorsement of it as to recomiiiend

the absolute prohibition of the sale of woodcock, grouse

and quail.

In whatever measure the Plank may be adopted in

New York, the operation of the principle that game i.s

not legitimately an object of barter will prove advan-

tageous here as it has proved and is proving elsewhere.

Abundant complaint l^as been heard this fall from deer

hunters in various localities on Vancouver Island con-

cerning the running of deer with dogs. This is, of course,

illegal, and calls for the interference of the local author-

ities. The police have several times been called on to

interfere in the matter, and it is hoped that before this

illegal hunting has been abated. It is understood that

many of the dogs are taken into the woods for the

ostensible purpose of hunting grouse, but are really used

to hound deer. It is said also that in certain parts of

the island a number of these dogs have run wild, and
killing their own food do not return to the homes of their

owners, except when forced to do so by stress of severe

weather. It thus appears that the difficulties of protecting

deer from dogs and enforcing the statutes against hound-
ing are not less than on the west coast than on the east-

The British Columbia deer law should be enforced^ If

this is done Vancouver and the adjacent islands which
have always been so famed as deer ranges may Hong coj|-

tinue to afford good hunting to local sportsmen.

Here are some suggestive statistics of vermin killed,

during one year on an 800-acre estate in New York The
record comprises five foxes, eleven wildcats, two domestic

cats running wild, twenty-seven raccoons, forty-seveo

skunks twenty-one weasels, one mink, seventy rats, thirty-

seven hawks, twelve owls, more thain one hundred wood-
chucks, forty-five bluejays. twelve crows, a raven and an
eagle. The bluejay and the eagle do not fall within the

category of vermin as recognized by the statute, biit

without Aem the list gives some hint of the tenadty witfe

which the native itoc^ of th* t^tim^jJer wiM. Cffealw^
holds its own.
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Adirondack Lake Trout.

Last summer my friend Plarry C. and I spent our

fortnight's vacation at one of the largest lakes in the

Adirondacks. It was the middle of July when we started,

and our friends had repeatedly told us that we should

not have enough of the lake trout fishing for which we

were going to make the trip worth while, but

necessity caused us to hold obstinately to our plans, since

I could get my vacation at no other time.

We arrived at the camp where we had previously ar-

ranged to stay, at about sbc o'clock in the evening, dusty,

perspiring, and above all hungry, having traveled all

that sweltering day with but a few mouthfuls of dinner

at noon. Amply "comforted we w^ere, however, by the

excellent supper which the wife of the guide set before

us. So much so indeed, that trying a white-miller oft

the point that very evening, several black bass averagmg

a half pound or more fell victims to our prowess. At
about 10 P. M., finding ourselves sufl-iciently tired and

sleepy to retire, we were forthwith given the option of

sleeping in one of the cabins or in the open camp. An
inspection of the open camp quickly decided us in its

favor, and we spent such a night of sweet and restful

slumbers as the odor of balsam boughs will ever bring

back to us.

Next morning, after breakfast, we started out with

the guide to receive some preliminary instructions as to

the best fisbing grounds, and also to become acquainted

with the dangerous rocks, in order to avoid them. On
this trip we did some deep water trolling, which, by the

way, is a science in itself, and took for our catch four

lakers weighing from two and a half to three pounds
each. This, of course, encouraged us in the afternoon to

try our luck on our own hook. Hardly a strike did we get, ,

however, although we kept faithfully at it, rowing over

the most approved grounds—and we're not altogether

novices at trolling either. That night the guide cast

some aspersions on our skill, saying that he would go
out with us next morning and show us how again. He
kept his promise as to the going out, but failed dismally

in showing us how to catch fish; for the morning was
but a repetition of the afternoon before.

This sort of thing rather disgusted us for the time, and
we turned our attention to brook trout and black bass

with varying success. But lakers were the game we
were after, and our minds soon reverted to the anticipa-

tion of struggles with big fish, while our rods followed
in quick succession.

We were now entering upon our second week, and
must begin to catch something or go home with droop-
ing feathers. Accordingly, Monday morning we set out
for bait, catching nearly one hundred very pretty shiners,

and in the afternoon rigged our gangs and started troll-

ing again. Eight fish, none over two and a half pounds,
was our catch, which inspired us with new zeal. Tuesday
we caught seven, and Wednesdaj^ fished until our bait
gave out in the middle of the afternoon, taking just three.

We were using light steel rods and one hundred yards of
stout silk line; for with any other rig trolling is not the
least sport, and with this the three-pounders gave us a
fairly good fight. But we had not aken any "wallopers,"
and had almost despaired of getting one.
Next day, nevertheless, we obtained another supply of

bait, and as it was not quite dinner time when we re-
turned to camp, we thought it would be well to try a
half hour's run. I had the oars and Harry was using
his rod in a rather listless manner, as though the las1

thing in the world he expected was to catch a "big one.''
We had been out about ten minutes, when, as I was
gazing around at the beautiful scenery and almost for-
getting to keep the boat in motion, 1 was suddenly
brought to my senses by an exclamation from Harry,
followed by a violent rocking of the tipsv craft, which
nearly capsized it. He certainly had a strike, and from
the way the line was cutting the water with that vicious
swish, he had evidently hooked a fighter. At the first
strike over half the line Avent whirring out, and twenty-
five yards more had to be given,before the fish could be
safely brought to a stop. The little steel rod bent like
a whip, but Harry knew how to handle it. and had great
confidence in his line. Back and forth the line whizzed
while Harry kept reeling it in foot bv foot. At last the
big fellow was brought to the surface not twenty yards
away, and we could see that if he could be landed we
need not complain as to the size of our catch.
But horror of horrors! I had no sooner caught a

ghmpse of his shining length than with a desperate
plunge the great laker shot out ot sight—free. Harry
was just about to make a verv disparaging remark con-
cerning the strength of that line, when as he took it
in he found the gang still attached and everything in the
best possible condition. We knew, of course that the
strong old veteran had torn loose, and only hoped that
he had not lacerated himself so badlv as to cause death

Baiting up again I pulled along, consoling Harry as
best I could, and pointing out to him that it was not
his fault that the fish had escaped, I had not dippedmy oars a dozen times, however, before Harrv called
my^attention to a large trout, which vyas floating on the
surface, ^apparently dead.. Rowing up to it, I put outmy - hand to take it from the water and examine it for
I had just a .suspicion that it might be the very one whichhad torn away from us. and now dead had risen to the
surface.. Bu his lordship was not dead. I had no morethan touched his upturned belly than witli a splash anda gleam of silver and brown he had darted beneath thesurface and out of sight. HariT says I was so startledS nfvTn'; K^'lf^

thehoat. but I deny the accusation
.''^Imo.st immediately the fish cameup on the opposite side but as soon as we approachedto within a yard or two he would dash out of sight only

49 come, up again a few boat lengths awav, ready it
f5£emed, to repeat the manonver '

:

"

2Ve could see^that one side of his head was badlv torn
atid knew that he was the fish that we had been fi^th^S"At last despairing of grasping him with mv hands -

ancithe gaff provmg just as useless. I unshioped- an oara d3t ?^Pted to whagk him on the hend with H5. «dg«! 'But

FOREST AND STREAM.

the unwieldy weapon was hard to manage, and I missed

him altogether in my attempt to strike him where the

edible flesh would not be injured. Off he darted, and I

lost a great deal of time, to say nothing of my patience,

in reshipping the oar and following him. This time I

took better aim, and managed to strike him quite

soundlv, but not hard enough to kill or stun hun. Harry

thought that he could improve on my attempts, so ac-

cordingly I passed the oar up to him, and he paddled

against me until we were within reaching distance of

our eiusive victim. Harry made a vicious dab, but failed

to hit the mark by about a foot, which gave me the

opportunity to retaliate for the raillery to which he had

subjected me when the fish had made oft' so suddenly.

We lost no time now by shipping the oar, and as soon

as the trout came up we were within close range. His

second trial redeemed Flarry's reputation, for the edge

of the blade landed squarely upon the big fellow's head

with force enough to have felled a man, and instantly

put an end to the poor fighter's struggles.

Upon examining him we found that the barbs had
caught him on the outside of the jaw, but pulling out

here, one of the smaller gangs had struck the eye, nearly

tearing it from its sockets, at the same time injuring him
so badly that he would have died in another half hour

at the least. When we arrived at camp we weighed the

fish, which tipped the scales at seven pounds three

ounces. During the afternoon and the next day we
caught nine more, one of them weighing four pounds.

These together with the big fellow we took out with us

next morning, and Harry, without much trouble, per-

.suaded me to partake of him at the Sunday dinner.

EdW'Vrd Spaxii^ding.

[Dec is, igod.

A Hard Fight.

The Indian stories told by the fireside in our child-

hood are crystallizing into the permanent facts of history.

Dr. Robinson, Emerson Bennett and the writers of the

Beadle dime-novel school generally have given the noble

red man a rest of late, and the better pens of Francis

Parkman and John Fiske have put or are putting

the early annals of our country into enduring literature.

x\mong the thousand and one stories of early life on
the border, there were few that illustrate more thor-

oughly the hardihood and courage of the pioneer than

the account of Adam Poe's hard fight with the Indian

chief Bigfoot. It is an old story, but it is worth re-

telling. The scene of the adA'enture w^as on the left bank
of the Ohio, near Yellow Creek, in West Virginia. It

was in the month of Juli% 1782, that a band of seven

Wyandot warriors crossed the river and made an incur-

sion over the border into Pennsjdvania. Here they took
prisoner an elderly man named Jackson, and then re-

treated rapidly to the Ohio. The next morning they,

were pursued by a party of white men and overtaken
where they had encamped, on the bank of the river.

There were then five Indians in the party—two of them
having separated from the rest. The pursuers instantly

opened fire on them, and four of them were killed.

Jackson was rescued. One of the white men was killed,

and the only survivor of the savages escaped with a

wound in his hand.
Two brothers, Adam and Andrew Poe, were with the

company of white men. They were both redoubtable
backwoodsmen; but Adam Poe was especially distin-

guished for his stature, strength and courage. The two
f)rothers had separated from their companions shortly

before the onfall of the white men, and had set oft' up
the river on an adventure of their own. While Andrew
Poe made a slight detour through the woods, Adam pro-
ceeded along the margin of the river bank, keeping a

vigilant lookout for the enemy. Peering over the verge
of the bank he at length descried two empty canoes
drawn up to the edge of the water, and hearing a low
murmur as of men in quiet conversation, he looked over
and beheld two Indians on the sandy beach just below
him. One was a man of inferior size; but anj' deficiency
of that kind in the one was amply conpensated for in

the other. Poe at once recognized him as a notorious
warrior called Bigfoot, an Indian of gigantic frame and
of well known prowess. They were standing with their
guns cocked, looking in the direction where they had
left their companions. Poe took aim at the larger In-
dian, but his gun missed fire. The click of the gun-flint
was heard, and they instantly wheeled around. Adam
Poe had no time either to reload his piece or to retreat
from the place; so summing all his resolution, he sprang
over the bank, alighting with both feet upon Bigfoot
with an impact that brought him to the ground; at the
same time throwing his arm around the smaller Indian
they all came to the earth together. Bigfoot was for a
moment partially stunned; but Poe's efforts to hold them
both down were such as to make it impossible for him to
use his knife. The gigantic savage quickly recovered
himself, and without attempting to rise he wound his
anns around Poe and held him in an embrace like that
of an anaconda.
Poe was now compelled to relax his hold of the smaller

Indian, who instantly sprang to his feet. Bigfoot then
ordered him to take the tomahawk, which lay on the
sand a few feet distant, and kill Poe while he held him
fast. The Indian hastened to do this; but as he ap-
proached Poe, the latter gave him a kick which knocked
the tomahawk out of his hand and sent him back into
the water. But he quickly regained his feet, and again
approaching, but more cautiously, he was able to give
Poe a severe wound upon his left wrist, though it was
not sufficient to disable him. Poe now. by a sudden
efifort, tore himself free from the grasp of Bigfoot. and
seizing the rifle which the Indian had not attempted to
use for fear of injuring his companion, he shot the
smaller _sayage through the body.
At this instant Bigfoot arose, "and seizing Poe he cast

him up ten feet into the air as if he had been a child Poe
lell upon his back at the edge of the water; but before his
antagonist could take any advantage of this he was again
UDon his feet. They were now so hotly engaged in
w^iat had become a fist fight, that neither of th^m was
able to oraw his knife. Poe was the better pueilist of
tne two. but the Indian closed in upon him and bv his
"-""ei-'or strength hurled him to the ground.

Ihen the struggle ,^.gain pn upon the sand, find

in a few minutes they had rolled into the water. The
effect of all this was beginning to tell upon the savage,

Who had doubtless been severely hurt by Poe's first

attack upon him, and Adam seizing him by the scalp-

lock pulled the Indian's head under water, and held it

there until he believed from his manner that he was
drowned; but ttpon relaxing his hold his enemy, who
had been only possuming, regained his feet and in

turn attempted to drown his adversary. In the course
of these struggles they were carried out by the current
beyond their depth, and they were both compelled to

relax their hold and swim for life.

There still lay one loaded rifle upon the sand, and
they both struck out for the shore to seize it. The In-
dian was the stronger swimmer, and reached the shore
first. Adam now saw that his only chance was to swim
out into the river, where he hoped that by ducking he
might elude the Indian's fire. At this moment Andrew
Poe appeared upon the bank; but seeing Adam out in

the river he mistook him for the savage, and firing,

Avounded him severelj' in the shoulder. Adam then called
out to liim to shooi the Indian on the shore. But
Andrew's gun was now empty. As it happened, Bigfoot
in his haste had picked up the gun with w^hich Adam
had shot the smaller Indian, a few minutes before, so
that the two men were on a par in that respect. It w-as
now a question as to which would be in readiness to
fire first. Bigfoot poured in his powder, but drawing
his ramrod too hurriedly it flew from his hand into the
river. He ran after it, but the few seconds he thus lost

were iu Adam's favor, and just as Bigfoot- raised his
gun to fire, the bullet from Andrew's gun passed through
the Indian's breast, and he fell at the edge of the river.'

Andrew Poe now hastened to rescue his almost ex-
hausted brother from the water; but Adam called out to
him to scalp the big Indian, who, though mortally
wounded, was, with the resolution characteristic of his
race, struggling to reach the deep water. But Andrew
persisted in saving his brother first, and by the time he
had accomplished that duty the wounded savage had
succeeded in reaching the current, which rapidly bore
him away and thus cheated his enemy of the coveted
trophy.

Such is the story, in "brTef; of Adam Poe and Bigfoot
as we find it mainly in McClung's "Sketches of Western
Adventure." T. J. Chapman.

An Experience in Maine.
I AM in receipt frani &ti .old friend of his 'brief account

of a recent hunting trip in northern Maine. In former
years he was a very pleasant campmate of mine in the
Adirondacks, which gives to me an added interest in his
letter. The number of sportsmen camping in the Maine
woods is increasing every season, spite of the expen-
sive restrictions imposed upon non-residents by the
Legislature, and my friend's recital of his experiences may
quite likely interest many of your readers. We will let
him tell it in his own words. He was accompanied by his
son, Russ, and his nephew, Whit. They rendezvoused
at Mt. Kinee Hotel, on Moosehead Lake, reached by the
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad to Greenville, at the foot of
the lake.

My son Russ and myself started Tuesday morning,
Oct. 9, with Tommy Grivier and Willie Butler as guides.
A cold rain made very nasty weather. We lunched at
Smith's Plah'way House and slept at Chesuncook House,
head of the lake of that name. Wednesday was so dis-
agreeable that we halted at a nice log camp on Block
Pond until Thursday morning. W^e saw three cow moose
on our way in—two near Lobster Lake outlet and one at
Rocky Rips. The rain continued all day Thursday. We
had to tramp three miles around the Plorseshoe Rapids
and Falls, while the guides poled the canoes with their
heavy loads up to Crucongomoc Dam, where we waited
for them, lighting a camp-fire for coffee and lunch, which
tasted good, although eaten in the rain. We saw plenty of
deer around the Horseshoe, but did not get a shot. CVVe
reached Daggett Pond rather late Thursday and camped
in a nice log house with tight roof of shingles and tarred,
paper and floor of logs trimmed smooth with adze. Here
we unloaded stores and sleeping bags and made a camp-
fire, while the guides cut fresh boughs for beds. This
water is dubbed a pond on the map, but it is a lovely
lake surrounded by high hardwood ridges, and at its out-
let has a wide fringe of marsh and bog, affording splen-
did feeding grounds for deer and moose. It is surrounded
by Round Pond, Upper Pond and Shallow Lake, all

within two_ or three hours' tramp. The last named pre-
sents especially fine hunting grounds. We put up a tent
there the last week of our stay and took in two canoes.
We got two magnificent bucks there—Russ one and Whit
one.

On the whole, we had a specially pleasant outing in
spite of very unfavorable weather. We had an abun-
dance of fat young deer meat for camp use. The last
winter was severe on young deer in the Maine woods. Six
feet of snow prevented them from getting the usual supply
of feed, and many died from starvation. The survivors,
however, appeared to be big and fat, and there are plenty
of them. I started ten in a Sunday morning stroll over"
the ridge to inspect Little Wadle'gh Pond and Bog.
Female moose are numerous, and I presume the bulls

are sufficiently plentiful to afford good hunting. I saw
five fine cows, each of which could have been shot with
ease if the law allowed. Wc brought home the saddles-
and loins of three splendid bucks. I am having the skins
tanned and two heads mounted. I shall time it next fall
if I am alive and well to be in the woods during the full
moon of nights, and will bring home a moose head or——

.

I ought to have one now but for some awfully hard luck'.
Wednesday, Oct. 17, Russ, myself and guides started in'
two canoes for Crucongomoc Dam to bring in Whit, who
was to meet us there with his guide and canoe, to spend
the last two weeks with us. "We stopped on the way to
bring in a deer shot before breakfast that morning, and
while the guides were bringing it to the lake shore Russ
managed to tip over his canoe and secure a thorough
ducking, compelling him to return to camp to dry and
chaiige clothing. Barring this accident, I am quite cori-

'

fident that we would now have a fine moose head and
hide, for on our way to the dam we paddled onto a
.splendid bull and two rows' standing, on th^ bank; of \hp
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Big Siskj not over 75 feet away. As the re-

sult of a snow storm and cold weather the previous
day, I was bundled up with a thick, heavy overcoat, and
was seated on the bottom of the boat for comfort. I

could not get the gun to my shoulder, and did not have a
fair shot. His majesty stood stock still while I fired five

cartridges, overshooting four times and wounding him
at the fifth round. I did not cry, but was mighty near
to it in my disappointment. It was the best chance I

could possibly expect to have, and it was .lost. I am no
marksman, and do not pretend to be.

I hope next November to camp on a lake I saw last

month Avhere deer, moose, duck and other game seemed
to be abundant and hunters few and far between. There
is an island in it from which, with a good field glass, ten
miles of shore line with forests, marsh and bog can be
seen—thousands of acres of feeding grounds for moose
and deer. With our shotguns we easily procured enough
grouse and black duck for roasts, fricas.sees and broils.

I suppose that any man bundled up in the bottom of
his canoe might fail to bring down a moose at 75 feet, but
ray friend's confession that he is. no marksman reminds
me of his first chance to shoot a deer at Lone Star Lake,
St. Lawrence county, N. Y., a few years ago. Our hunts-
man placed him on a knoll the deer was likely to cross, and
sure enough a buck did leisurely pass within close range,
but was not even fired at. We called it buck fever. If I

had been presejnt to diagnose this case the verdict would
have been bull moose fever. H. H. T-

A Mexican Parrot Hunt.
It was a mild tropical even'ng in April when Juan thrust

his yellow face through the tent flaps and told me that

the parrots had constructed an immense roost in the

parasitic jungle that bordered the foothills a mile bV SS
from camp.
We had been in camp only three days. Each evening

and morning we had observed small floclfs and pairs of
parrots flying back, and forth over an invisible path. That
it was a path there was no doul>t, as their flight twice a

day for water was as straight as the proverbial crow's
fliight, so it was only the following of this aerial path-
way that would lead direct to their breeding grounds.

It reqxtircd patience to follow this course through the
upper air, as one nmst needs penetrate on foot, though
a jungle of tropical plants and trees, composed of vines,

creepers, trailers, ferns, palms and small shrubbery, each
in its turn seeming to outdo its neighbor in possessing
thorns, briers and stickers, from little, tiny spurs to large

ones long and sharp as a darning needle.

This was Juan's task, locating the roost, and his efforts

had been rewarded with success, while his dusky coun-
tenance glowed with satisfaction as he received dos reales

for his services.

Joe and I had never hunted parrots. When we were
leaving San Luis a Mexicanized American had volun-
teered the information that it was great sport shooting
them as they came into their roost in the evening. After
sizing up the birds as they flew back and forth over
camp, we came to the conclusion that No. 7 shot would
be about the right size and laid our plans accord ngly.

The next afternoon we set out under Juan's guidance,
and after much toil reached the scene of operation. It

was a small, dense thicket of palms covered with growths
of a parasite nature, with a circular opening in the
center about 200 yards in diameter. As we forced our
way through the thicket into the opening, a confused
clamor of squawks and .shrieks greeted us on every side, a
din so loud and harsh it set the nerves edgewise and bid
fair to drive us both crazy.

Arriving in the opening we glanced about and saw
hundreds of parrots guarding their nests, which con-
tained the young and eggs. There Avere three species of
the family congregated at this roost—the large yellow
head, the smaller or medium sized green head and red
wing, and then the little paroquet.
They were just returning from their watering place, and

came dropping in over the graceful palms in a reckless,
somersault fashion, always righting themselves as they lit

near the nest, the new comers at once adding their voices
to the already deafening chorus.
We held a council of war, Juan was for shooting every

orie in sight, provided the ammunition held out, Joe
and I, after a prolonged discussion, came to the conclusion
that it would be useless slaughter to shoot the innocents
on their nests, so refrained from joining in the noisy
assemblage with our sharp speaking breechloaders.
On our way back to camp we came imder the line of

flight, and to satisfy Juan's greed for blood we brought
down four, but his disgust at our tender hearts was plain-
ly discernible on his countenance when we refused to
kill more.
The next day we had broiled parrot for dinner, and I

maj-- say without contradiction from any one who has been
there that thej' are not at all bad eating.

For one who loves to shoot for the sake of killing. I
could imagine no fitter place than a parrot roost in the
tropics. He could kill to his heart's content; he could
get the malarial fever; he could die, all in a short time.
Yes, send the shooter who counts his success by the
amount of game he kills to the tropics and make him stay
there; he won't survive long, and the world will be better
of¥ without him. E. K, Steadman.

Notth American Fish and Game Association.

A COMMITTEE appointed by the North American Fish
and Game Association for the purpose of considering the
qi-iestion of harmonizing the fish and game laws of the
Canadian Provinces and the States contiguous thereto is

to meet in Montreal on Thursday, Dec. 13. The com-
mittee consists of C, H. Wilson and J. H. Seymour, New
York; G. W. Titcomb, H. W. Bailey and F. G. Butter-
field, Vermont ; John Fotter, Jr., and F. S. Hodges,
Massachusetts; H. O. Stanley and Chas. A. Oak, Ma'ne;
Hon. A. T, Dunn and D. G. Smith, New Brunswick; C.
E, Llssher, L. Z. Joncas and N. E. Cormier, Quebec; S.
T. Bastedo and Dr. G. A. MacCullum. Ontario.
The work to be done by the committee will be in prepa-

ration for the next annual meeting of the Association,
which will be held some time in February.

Gulls as Signal Service Sharps.
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 6.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I was somewhat interested in a recent article in

FoiiKST AND Stream on "Sea Gulls as Weather Signals."

The facts reported agree with recent observations made
by me while on a ducking trip. We had been spending
a week aboard a small yacht, and, of course, were not
pleased with the continuous fair and calm weather, as

such conditions are notoriously poor for any movement
of ;he birds. Finally starting for home, I noticed large
numbers of sea gulls circling after the manner of hawks
at varjdng heights, some appearing to be about the size

of sparrows, so high in the air were they. Calling the

captain's attention, he said it was a sure sign of a storm.
Two days later a storm appeared from the northeast.

1 am somewhat curious to learn how long before a

storm, or indications of one visible to weather sharps,

the gull's signal service is set in operation.
My old friend, the captain, is very wary in the matter

of predictions, his usual remark being, "Well, gentlemen,
it may storm and it may not; I have seen great changes
within twenty-four hours." And as his experience covers
a period of over fifty years, and includes a very narrow
escape while on a wrecking schooner in the "great ice

storm" (18.56, I think), his prophecies should have some
weight. However, he declares the gulls infallible.

I often wonder if other cave dwellers like myself have
noted the circumstances attending a change in the
weather while far away from brick walls and tin roofs,
more especially if one be on the water, where each little

shift of the wind is more noticeable. Perhaps when one
goes to the blind in the early morning, all will be still

and quiet As the first streaks of light begin to show in

the east, a light breeze from the north or northwest will

dispel the slight mist. Probably as daylight approaches
heavy banks of clouds will be seen to the eastward; then
the breeze freshens a trifle, and an hour or so after sun-
rise is blowing from the west. Then it gradually grows
fainter and fainter until the whole bay resembles a mill
pond in its .glassy smoothness, and the wild fowl sitting

on the water afar off are greatly magnified in appear-
ance, ducks resembling geese, and geese having the
appearance of small hay stacks. By this time the sun
is shining brightly, and the day is what some would call

a "weather breeder." Another hour and you may notice
a faint ripple on the water, coming from the southwest,
and as the wind shifts to due south, and perhaps south-
east, it gathers strength, until finally our mill pond is

turned into a very choppy sea, and the decoys are bob-
bing and bowing in a manner far from sedate. As the
afternoon wears away the sky becomes overcast, and if

the wind shifts, still further to the eastward the air be-
c(nnes raw and damp. Then we take it upon ot-.rselves

to p.redict for the morrow a nor'easter. Still we are not
even then as accurate as some of Mother Nature's
weather sharps in our predictions. Ocean,
For twenty years a news-stand subscriber, and who has had great

sport and killed much game (by proxy) through its columns.

Bird Music and Mimics.
From times of earliest history the songs of birds have

been a source of delight to mankind. Poets have written
volumes on feathered minstrelsy. Musicians without num-
ber have striven—and how vainly—to reproduce the
exquisite trilling of the lark, the liquid notes of the
nightingale, the sweet, sad piping of thrushes, the mourn-
ing plaint of the dove, the fluting of blackbird, of bobo-
link, of mockingbird. And the pitiful nearest that the most
sublime composer can ever hope to come to the heavenly
music of even the purling of the little winter wren is as the
likeness between the finest steel needle and the delicate
point of the bee's sting—if, indeed, a similarity as near
as this can be attained.

Apart from the delight afforded our ears by their ravish-
ing tenderness, the notes of birds tell the careful listener
many a story lost to casual or inattentive ears. It seems
a cruel, a heartless thing to make use of the melody of
the winged songsters to lure them to their destruction.
But the naturalist has taught us much about the economic
value of birds. Much about their habits, good, bad in-
different. In order that science may have full scope for
research, the naturalist must necessarily obtain specimens
of the flora and the fauna of the country sought to be ex-
ploited, and .science and the naturalist never yet depleted
the woods and fens of their bird denizens as have tho.se
leprous caterers to vain fashion—the plumage hunters. It
is of the true natiu-alist we speak, not necessarily one
who works for science.
Those who, in their wanderings over hill and dale, love

to hear and see what bountiful nature offers for all to hear
and sec ; these also are naturalists ! True ones ; for many
of these never kill a bird, yet know them all and all their
habits, and love to note the occurrence of well-known
species or the accidental visits of strangers to uncommon
localities. By the strict attention which he pays to the
music of the birds, such a one will avoid many a hard
tramp and fruitless quest. A single note will often tell
him vvhere to seek a desired bird, or that a stranger is

within our gates.

It is strange, yet true, that not more than one of every
ten who study birds recognizes the subtle distinctions be-
tween the calls of various species. They know the songs of
3. few of the most familiar singers, or the strident note of
crane or goose, of crow or ja}', but beyond this, little. I
maintain that in most cases the difference between the calls
of the various .species is easily recognizable, and is a most
important point to be considered in the classification of
species, the subdivision of which is being pushed to
such an extreme by ornithologists of the present day.
As some people cannot learn music, so there are others

who catinot learn to distinguish the different calls which
are similar. To those this paper will be of no interest.
But there are many others who have never given the sub-
ject a thought, or who have not accustomed themselves to
rely on their ears for information, and to these I say, "Use
ear as well as eye," Once the ear becomes accustomed
to the various notes and modulations, more familiar birds

will always be known by their cries, while a- strange
sound, however short, will strike, ihe .egr .drum... like .the.

tap of a bell, and the locating of the viisitor then, becomes
an easy matter. " •

Many birds with mimetic talents will tell tales out of
school, and always of the truth. Let us take the Steller's

jay as an example. In this part of our country the mag-
pie is a rare bird. Indeed, I recollect having seen them in

any numbers in but one winter during a period of many
years, and that year they seemed to take one of those
erratic whims which appear occasionally to strike certain
tribes of birds, and they migrated to our shores in num-
bers. That season every Steiler's jay in the neighborhood
was chattering like a pyet. During one's walks through
the woods one sometimes hears what he thinks is a red'
tailed hawk crying from a dead tree upon which he -sees

perched a saucy jay. Yet one can be quite certain that
a hawk of the species mimicked is somewhere in the
neighborhood. Tlfie sparrow hawk, sharp shinned, and
others too, will be imitated at times, ' >

A jay alights on an apple tree in the early morning cry-
ing out in an uncouth manner. One does not require to

be a magician to know that a mob of these birds have
lately had a red hot time pecking at a crow.
One goes hunting through a thick fir forest. He hears

a tremendous commotion going on among the branches Of
a nearby tree. "Haw! haw! Haw! haw!" Creeping up
he discovers a crowd of blue fiends mobbing a blinking,
snappy billed owl. S

One day, while out grouse shooting in an open T,vind-

fall, I heard some one whi.stle, as to a dog, close at hand
and to one side. Surprised, as I believed myself quite
alone, I turned quickly and detected a jay sitting on a dead
limb. He seemed to be so alarmed at being discovered
and at- his own temerity that he nearly^ fell out of the
tree in his haste to get away, and off through the limbs
he scuttered, laughing hysterically the while. I knew at
once that some hunter had lately passed through that part
and had been whistling up his dog. Master Jay had
caught the whistle to perfection. He is a true street Arab
among our birds, a Brer' Jay, and is always ready to teli

the world that "That's a new coon," and he never tells a
lie, for so sure as he makes a strange note, one may be
quite certain that he has heard it a very short time beforeV
Verily, he is an amu.sing fellow, but he often gives us"

much valuable information. Mazama.
CoMOx, B. C, Nov. 28.

The Fear of Snakes.
"The Zoological Society of Philadelphia^ Dec, 6.~j

Editor Forest and Stream: Forest and Stream of the
present week, editorially speculating upon object^, ipf in-

tinctive human dread, agks "Where does the fear of
reptiles come in ?"

'

As one of the possible answers, I venture to inclose to
you a copy of some suggestions as to the origin qf this
sentiment, which I contributed long ago (to be exact,, in

1878) to the American Naturalist. Looking over this
paper for the first time in miany years, I find., no reason
for modifying the hypothesis as to men and the. anthro-
poid apes, but the accumulated evidence from anaiqmical
details now tells in favor of a line of descent for that
group directly from

_
the lemur-like mammals of tliie

Eocene period, quite independently of the line by which
the catarrhine and other monkeys came from the sarrife

stock. As snakes of any kind were probably few before
the later Eocene, and venomous forms do not seem to
appear before the upper Miocene, long after the supposed
divergence took place, the existence of this instinct in
both men and monkeys must now be regarded not as due
to common inheritance, but as a case of "analogous varia-
tion." or, in other words, the production in like material
of a similar modification, under like conditions. This
developmental process is not unknown in structural form,
and is doubtless more frequent in the comparatively plastic
field of instinct. Arthur Erwin Brown. ;

Mr. Brown's very interesting account of the experiments
referred to is as follows :

With the purpose of observing the manner in which
the feelings of curiosity and astonishment are manifested
in the monkey, Mr. Darwin once introduced a snake into
a cage containing a number of those animals, and the
results of his experiment he refers to in "The Descent of
Man," and also in "The Expression of the Emotions in
Man and Animals," as illustrative of the extent to which
those qualities are developed in that branch of the animal
kingdom.
Reading his statement, the writer conceived the idea

that the results obtained were capable of a deeper applica-
tion than was there given them, and he proceeded to try
the experiment for himslf. The monkey house at the
Philadelphia Zoological Garden afforded the opportunity,
so a dead snake was coiled up in a newspaper, the corners
of which were twisted together in such a manner that
they would readily come undone, and the package was
then set on the floor of a cage containing forty or fifty

monkeys of a great variety of species. It was instantly
spied by a female Cynocephalus, who was the principal
leader in all the pranks with which the monkeys, ^con-
stantly amused themselves ; she seized the paper by vsn^
corner,_ and set off across the cage, dragging it behind
her, evidently intending to have a good time with it. ,

Before she had gone more than a few feet the paper
became unfolded, and the snake slipped partly out. -She
instantly dropped the paper and sidled off in a very
comical-manner with her head over her shoulders, keeping
an eye behind her, much as Lot's wife must have looked
back on the fascinating terrors of the cities of the plain.
No sooner did the rest of the monkeys perceive the dreadr
ful object in their midst, than they approached, step- bj?
step, and formed in a circle of 6 or 8 feet in diameter-,
having for its center the snake quietly coiled up on th^
floor. None dared, however, to touch it- or to go. bef
yond the established line of safety, with the exception
of one large Macaque, the acknowledged leader Q;f. the
cage., who cautiously approached and made an- GCcasioHai
snatch at the paper, apparently to see if the enemy, ma,?.
really as devoid of life as it appeared to be ; all the other^
meanwhile, looking on in breathless attentioii, . .,-

, \iv
At this point a string which had previously bee^l^

tached to the tail of the snake was gently pulled. 'The
serpent lengthened slightly, and the monkeys fled up the



sides of the cage, chattering and scream'fig liWe tnagpiies;

When they got to a safe distance they ha.ted fof observa-

tion, and after some moments, seeing no furthef sigl^ of

danger, they gradually returned, one by one, to their

former position—llie large ones in the front i-attk. and the

srtiiillter ones crowded out by superroi- stteiigth, fornnng

behind and looking over their shoulders.

This was con ihued for some hours without the slightest

change in the disposition of the monkeys—all of their ac-

tions showing a most intolerable fear of the snake,

mingled with an attraction or curiosity which would not

allow them to remain away from it. This was ro uni-

versal that not one of the monkeys in the cage was entirely

free from it.

The snake was finally taken out, and several other ani-

mals belonging to the same class were put in its place, but

with very different results. Of a tortoise, for instance,

and a small dead alligator, they were at first rather shy,

but they at length began to touch them, and in ten min-

utes they were playing with them, and passing them from

one to another with the greatest curiosity.

The same snake was then shown, in turn, to animals

Ixl'DPging to a number of other ordirs—camivorcs,
rodents, ungulates, edentates and marsupials, but n-ne
of them pa d it any special attention wi.h the except on
of a peccary (Dicotyles labiatus), which, finding it to be

dead, seemed disposed to make a meal of it.

Turning from the monkeys and watch ng instead, the

visitors to the reptile house, it is evid n. that the in-

stinctive fear and horror of the snake which is so com-
mon as to be almost universal with man is closely allied

to that which has been seen to exist among monkeys.
Women readily develop this, as the'r emotions are more
quickly responded to by gestures than is usually the case

in the other sex, and I was specially fortunate, a short

time after the occurrence detailed above, in hav ng an
opportunity of observing the effect produced by the col-

lection of snakes, upon a lady who was deaf and dumb—

•

by the fact of her disabilities she was shut out. to a very

great extent, from the inllucnce—repressing, so far a^ the

expression of the emotions is concerned—of free ass-^c'a-

tion with others, and the nature of her feelings wa^ therfr^

by rendered more evident. I was not at all surpr scd to

trace in her, actions and gestures which resembled closely

those which I had observed on the part of the monkeys;
they evidenced the same fear, the same attraction, and the

same repulsion, and after watching for a long time, with
an expression of the most intense disgust, the cage of

boas, she was at last led away by her friends, protesting

that she wanted to stay.

Now if it be asked why this inst'nctive feeling shou'd be
dc^ eloped in the Primates alone—it is probable iha: as

the early dawning of intelligence in the common ancestor
of man and monkeys began to surpass the pow-er of re-

ceiving impressions which existed in other animals, he
would be most Table to conceive great dread of that

enemy which inflicted upon him wounds of a very different

sort from those which he received from his own kind or
from animals which approached more or less to his own
form and which also produced effects .so subtle in their

character and operation that they wouid be apt to leave
lasting impressions on those animals wh'ch were fre-
quently subjected to witnessing them. I't shovtld hz re-
membered, also, that the home of the monkey and the
spot where, in all probability the earlier Primites first

saw the light, is in those regions of the earth which are
most infested by numerous and venomous serpents.
These facts will at once suggest to all who put their

faith in the theory of gradual development, thit the fear
of the sernent became instinctive in some far distant pro-
genitor of man, by reason of his long exposure to danger
and death in a horrible form, from its bite, and that it

has been handed down through the diverging lines of
descent which find their expression to-day in iHomo and
Pithecus. iHow strongly marked it is in the latter, the
experiment detailed above, correspcnd'ng in each of its

results with that of Mr. Darwin, bears test'monv; and
for the evidence of its influence on t^e m'nd of the former,
turn to the story of the serpent in Paradise ; to t'^e signs
and symbols of many ancient mythologies, and to the feel-
ing which few men can deny to themselves when th^y
are brought into assoc'ation with even the most beautiful
and harmless member of the order Ophidia.

Food of Foxes.

iMiLFORD, Conn., Dec. 2,.—Editor Forest and Stream:
This morn'ng my fox hound ran a fox to me in a thirk
brier .swamp. I killed it. It proved to be a '"gray" bitch
fox (Urocyon) in excellent fur.

Upon skinning I found her very fat. more so than any
I have killed this year. Upon opening the abdomen I
found the stomach and intestines distended w th food.
The contents of the stomach consisted of rabbit hair, the
tail and hind leg of a field mouse, sweet corn kernels
chewed and cracked up b'ts of apple skin and core, a leaf
or two and woodcock flesh, bones and feathers.
This fox was shot in one of my best woodcocl<: covers,

and was the third gray that we have killed this fall in
the same swamp. The other two, upon dissection of
stomach, indicated a diet of rabbit, m'ce. apples, etc.

We have killed five red foxes in addition to the gray
ones. In every ca=e Reynard of this co^or gave evidence
of barnyard pilfer'ng, as I found chicken bnnes and
feathers and flesh, toeether with the hnir of moles, mice,
etc. I have no^ yet discovered indubitable evidence of his
harming game birds except in the case ci^c.d. My ex-
perience teaches that the gray fox is a denizen primarily
of swamps, and is essentially a rabbit and mouse eater, or
an eater of what he can find 'n the sv.-amp. It is ypry
hard to drive him from the swamp and he Avill circ'e for
hours before crossing an nnening to the next cover.

Dec. 7.—The last fox killed—to-day—was very old. Its
incisors and molars were nearly gone, and one of the
can-nes was lacking. A No. i shot was encysted in the
tendon of the left hing leg. It weighed a 1 rifle over 12
pounds. The stomach contained gras^ and dirt, presum-
ably gathered with food, together with some m^use or
mole hair.

j^.j q

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuepday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
]|te$t by Monday and much earlier as practicable.

-r '

A Great Snapping Turtle.

Here is the p'cture of a snapping turtle which 'Svbuld

not go into a two-bushel basket." The ba.=ket is imme-
diately behiiKl the turtle and is touching the side of its

shell, so that no suspicion of kodakery need be aroused.

The perspective is that afforded by a long focus lens, and
the basket is 6 feet from the hind wheels of the wagon.
The old snapper was caught a few days ago by Farmer
Utter, of Uttertown in the bed of Greenwood Lake, which
has been drained down so that there is almost as large an
area of mud as there was of water. Utter just waded in

with a rail and pried the turtle out of the mud. Then he
took the savage creature up to John itiazen's Hotel at

A NEV\r JERSEY TURTLE.

Lakeside and showed it. It was the biggest turtle ever
seen there. There was no means at hand of we'ghing
it, but several "hefters" tackled it and their gursses ran
from 60 to 80 pounds. Cliclydra serpentina resented the
familiarities by buckng, jumping clear cf the ground
and snapping viciously. .A. 2-foot rule was procured and
his measuremen s proved to be 27 inches length of cara-
pace and 43 inches from nose to tip of ta 1 when ex-
tended as much as possible. After he was r)hotographed
a turtle sharp showed how to take all the fight out of a
snapper and make him a peaceful travel ng compani n.

Taking a stick of hard wood 4 'nches long, he notched it

near each end and securely tied two pieces of stout string
to it. He dangled the stick in front of the turtle un'.il it

seized it in its jaws and then tied the loose ends together
over the plastron and just under ths ta 1. The wicked
head was thus forced back into the shell and the turtle was
effectually gagged. Harrimac.

A Bone of Conlenlion.

About twenty-five years ago I witnessed in Central
Park a struggle between two men and a lion that was
about as amusing as it was sensational. A big lien and
his mate were in the enjoyment of a cage, scrupuloufly
clean with the except'on of a large bone, on which there
.seemed to be not a particle of flesh. But Leo loved that
bone, and he did not purpose g'ving it up without a fight.

But the cage inust be rid of the unsightly object, and as
it demanded actual compulsion (which doubtles-- the lion

thought criminal aggression), a pronged iron-handled in-

strument that might have rivaled the tr'dfnt of Neptune
and an iron-handled hoe, about a; formidab'e in its way,
were brottght for the encounter. The lion—stretched
prone on his belly—had the valued bone under his mas-
sive paw. The man with the spear wouM do the prodding
to make the beast lift his paw when the "man with the
hoe" would make for the bone. The spearman wa> no
chicken hearted individual. He jabbed with a v'm born
of impatience and determination. The hoer was not less

active in his operations. When the lion did lift his paw
from the bone it was instantly to bring 't down again
with a force that inade the building tremble. The "man
with the hoe" couldn't hook the bone. At length the lion
conchided to change the order of things. He took the
bone in his mouth and began stalking with head erect and
eyes flashing fire, while his growls were loud and defiant.
iHe had to step over his reclining mate, who wou'd raise
her head and protest w'th significant snarls at his in-
fraction of limine etiquette. At length the old fellow
lay doxyn again, and the battle was renewed and kept
up until 'he men desisted through fatigue.
The third sally was succes'^ful ; a dextrous and tim°ly

movement hooked the bone, and h's enraged nniesty was
as serene as an Indian summer skv. He licked his chops
and seemed to say with the nonchalence of the inveterate
gambler, "I lose." N. D. Elting.

^"metj^moim^iopi^iSaOicecixe?

8 Take inventory pf the gand things in this issue «
« of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund 7vas 8
8 giz'cn last zveck: Cou^it on ivhat is to come iiexl Q
g iverk. IVas there evi-r hi all the ivorld a more g
g abundant weekly store of sf'prtsmen's reading? S

^itg unci §mu

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to iht Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them iu Forest and ;5Tkeam.

New Yoik League.
Editor Forest (nid Stream: '

The annual convention of the New York State Fish>.

Game and Forest League was held in the assembly roora'

of the Yates Hotel in the city of Syracuse on Thursday,
Dec. 6. and during the four hours it was in sessirn con-
siderable important business was transacted. Various
mat.ers of general interest to devotees of the rod and
gun came up for consideration and were discus ed in-

telligently and ably, sometimes very spiritedly, it is true,

but always in a good natured, friendly manner. When-
ever final act on was taken in regard to a subject wh ch
had been discussed, it was almost invariably by a unani-
mous vote a fact which clearly indica.ed that the dele-

gates were open to conviction and prepared to defer to the
wishes of the majority.

It was 10:30 A. M. when the gavel of President R. B.
Lawrence, of New York, fell on the block and the ctm^
venticn was formally opened. The roll call showed that
the clubs represented by delegates present were as follows:

Honest Fishermen's Club, of Seneca Falls—Ernest G. Gould.
Anglers' Association of the Si. Lawrence River— \V. 11. Thomp-

son, A. C. Cornwall, Alexandria Bay; K. 1'. Urant, Clayton.
Black Kiver Association lor the Protection of Fish and Clame

—

W. E. Woicott, btica; John W. Hicks, Uriskany.
League of .-Xmerican Sportsmen—George O. Shields, New YotIc;

Thos. C. Welch, Hutlalo.
Niagara County Anglers' Club—James Carter, II. K. Wicker,

Lock port.

New \ ork Association for the Protection of Game—Robert B.
Lawrence, Charles E. Whitehead. New York city.

Genesee Valley Fish and Bird Protective and I'ropagating As-
sociation, Rochester—Aaron Mather, Honeoye Falls.
Spencer Sportsmen's Chib-rW. S. Gavitt, Henry Killick, Henry

B. Whitney, Lyons.
Anglers' Association of Onondaga—John IT. Forey, Charles FI,

Mowry, J. E. Uierhardt, Geo. B. Wood, Louis S. Morgan, Syra-
cuse.
Cleveland Anglers' Association, of Cleveland, N. Y.—Dr. W. G.

Babcock, C. H. Warren.

Major J. W. Pond. Ch'ef State Game Protector; Pro-
tectors iM. C. Worts and Spencer Hawn. and James An-
nin, Jr., of Caledonia. ex-Superintend..nt of State Fisll

Hatcheries, were among those present.

Secretary Ernest G. Gould read the minutes of the last

annual meeting, and they were approved.
Treasurer A. C. Cornwall reported a balance of $84.67

on hand from last year.

Dr. -W. G. Babcock of the Cleveland Anglers' Asso-
ciation, an organization just admitted to membership in

the League, promised the hearty co-operation of the club
he represented. The Cleveland Association has seventy-
five active members, and is n a flourishing condition.

William H. Thompson, George B. Wood and Henry
K Hick were appointed by the chair as a Nominating Com-
mittee.

Secretary Gould read the following letter, which he re-
cently received

:

My Dear Sir—As a member of the North American Fish and
Game Protective Association, organized last year in Montreal in
the interests of harmony of law as between the States and
Provinces, 1 take the liberty of addressing you. If agreeable to
you, I ask that you will bring to the attention of the New York
Stale League, whose annual meeting is to be held in Syracuse, the
subject of harmony of laws as above, with a view to making sug-
gestions on these lines, that 1 as a member of the committee on
harmony can express your valuable opinions and wishes at a
meeting of that committee to be held in Montreal, Dec. 13. Work-
ing, as we surely are. for a common purpose, 1 feel warranted in
asking this of you and your Association, i also ask that you
will allow me to present your name for membership in the Asso-
ciation as well as your president and others, who will go to
Montreal at the annual meeting to be held in midwinter. 1 would
call your attention to the notice in Forest and Stream three
weeks ago. Y'ours truly, C. II. Wilson,

Vice-President for New York State.
Glens Falls, N. Y.

A letter from Hon. S. T. Bastedo, ^linister of Fisheries
for Ontario, addressed to W. H. Thompson. Secre;ary of
the Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River, was
then read. Following is an abstract:

We have no special laws app'icable to the St. Lawrence Kiver
as yet. We have but one close season for bass, which is applicable
to the whole Province. 1 understand, however, that the Commis-
sion of Fisheries at Ottawa is revising the close season laws, and
whether he will suggest any modification of the season in respect
to the St. Lawrence, I am not able to say. I wrote to him several
days ago for a forecast, but have not yet heard from him. 1 shall
advise you in case any chatige is to be made. .As 1 mentioned
to you, the the Federal Government regulates the close seasons
and stipulates the imp ements ot capture, 't hese are its functions
chitfiy. 1 may take this opportunity of saying that 1 recently
visited the Bay of Ouinte fisheries, and received a deputation of
fishermen. 1 found them very hostile toward American anglers,,
chiefly on account of this vexatious bass question. '1 hey say that
while you peop'.e are allowed to come over and fish in our waters
and take home with them the- fish caught, and many dispose of
them at their own discretion, they (our people) are denied
this privilege. I tried to explain to them the reciprocal rela-
tions which had been in existence for some lime, and urged that
notwithstanding the statements which they made I had positive
information, after most carelul inquiry, that no bass were sold.
They merely laughed at this, and said they had ocular demon-
stration that a different state of things had actually taken place.
They also stated most emphatically in reply to my argument that
the erap oyment of our guides wou'd be discontinued on your side
of the river, that no Canadian guides were now employed: that a
number had made application for employment and had been re-
fused and threatened with the enforcement of the alien labor law
in case they succeeded in getting employment; that the alien
labor law was put into force this year in respect ot young men
who obtained emn'ovment at your boarding houses and hotels as
waiters. They said that your yachts come into our waters with as
many as ten or fifteen rowboats in tow, will fish all day and
pay no regard whatever to our regulations as to the number to
be caught; that in rase one man is fishing out of a boat in which
perhaps he has a lady or two and a guide, he will continue fishing
until he catches twel-'c fish apiece for every occupant of our boat,
and in this way will catch as maay as forty, fifty or even sixty
baf^s In a da v. This, as you must know, is a violation of our
regulations. ITe cannot catch more than twelve a dav. That there
seems ground fnr their contention is supported bv statements
contained in a letter which appeared in ihe Forest and Stream
about the middle of October over the .signature of Mr. Woicott,
who states in one or two instances about the limit being "twenty-
four to a boat": and further, that "the guides have found Ihe
bi-sine.=s verv profitable." as they receive Ihe majority of Ihe
bass taken, which they rell to Cape N'incent buyers, "one of ihcm
having made several hundreds oi dollars from this source (bi9
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sumtnei-." We practicably derive no benefit from our fisheries.

Cur liulels and u^^aicling houses along the river are einpiy.
\Ve are ma.n.ain.ng a large slart" ol o\erscers. For whati* Ap-
paren,..y lo piu>iae good nahing for your people, who in return,
in my op.nion, aie aDusing the ptivhtge.

'Jl.e niinnjw qiitsiioii la a Dunung question, too. One of our
overseers ihis summer contistaitd ievtral barre.s of minnows
whicli hshernien ;rom your s.de had tal<en in our waters tor bait
wiui ntis. our fisliernicn c.aim ilial a large majority of these
m.nnows were whuehah, trout, pickerel and bass minnows, and
that the destruction m this way is trtmenaous, V/e prevent our
own fiaheimcn Irom taking them willi seines, and that your men
are not pre\cnted irom taking them in that way is a grievance.
Cf course they couid be prevented if our overseer liappened to

detect ihtm, but he cannot be everywhere at one and the same
time.

It appears to me that the question resolves itself into this:
That \ie will either have to shut your peop e out altogether or
throw open our v\aters to our fisheTmen to sell wnat bass they
lake; and if this is done, it practically means throwing open the
bass market all over the Province.

R. P. Graiit spoke of the agreement which had been
made with Canad.an officials regarding the da;es of the

fishing season on the St. Lawrence. The following reso.u-

tion was adopted:

Resolved, That the New- York State TTish, Game and Forest
League ask the Ang.ers' Association of the St. Lawrence Kiver
to send tliree delegates to Aiontreal, 1'. O., to represent the JN'cw

York Slate Fish, oame and h'orest Lecgue at ti.e annual meet-
ing ol the North Ameruan Fish and Game I'rotective Asso-
ciation to be he.d at Aion.real during the winter of 1901.

The Niagara Coun y Anglers' Club was al o authorized

to hcnd delegates to Montreal in the same manner.
Letters cf regret were read from C. B. Lapham, of

Canandaigua, and W. Austin WaJsworUr of Genesee,
prtsicejit ot the New York State Forest, Fish and Game
Commission. The former was not feel ng well enough to

a tend, and on motion of Mr. Wolcott the sympathy' of

the League was extended to him w.th best wishes for

his fpecdy recovery.

W. E. Wolcott offered the following:

Resolved, That the legislative and law committee of this body-

be instructed to do a:l in its pDwer to convince the Legislature
at its coming session of the tact that the force ot State game
protectors should be increased.

After speaking briefly in support of the resolution the

mover asked that Chief Protector Pond express an opin-

ion on the subject.

Major Pond said that the State of New York was pay-

ing out a great deal of money to propagate fish and some
to propagate game with a force of protectors inadequate to

protect. If the police force of a c'ty were proper, ionate'y

as small in numbers it woitld be the laughing stock of the

people. During a portion of the year half of the force of

protectors is needed to protect the oyster industry. Then
there are big ranges of forests to look after, besides the

other territory. I would also say when the number is

increased, iticrease the pay a> well. There is a cry go ng
rp as to why the protectors do not coms here and there,

but each of the thirty-seven protectors has on an average
nearly two comities to cover. They receive a salary of

$500 a year and $450 or $.37.50 per month, for expanse'.

1 think if there were fifty protectors and they received a

salary of $900 a year and an allowance of $600 for ex-

penses, they would do good work.
W. H. Thompson—The complaint seems to be that they

don't do their work. If it would induce them do it I

would be in favor of increasing their pay. Governor
Odell favors an increase in the number of protectors.

John H. Forey—The protectors are poorly paid men in

view of the risks they take and the work they do. I move
as an amendment that we also recommend that the pay
of the protectors be increased to $900 a year and $600 for

expenses.
The amendment and resolution as amended were

adopted.
Dr. Babccck -^poke of the dangers and difficulties wh'ch

protectors encountered in trying to enforce the game laws
on Oneida Lake. He said they risked their lives. They
use up the small amount the State allows them for ex-
penses, and then often cut into their own salaries in their

earnest work.
Mr. Forey spoke of the advisability of the members of

the League urging the members of the Sena e and .As-

sembly in their respect've districts to favor the bill regard-
ing the protectors and their salaries.

Major Pond said the suggestion was a good one,

Mr. Thompson sa:d Senator Brown had spoken to him
about the advisab lity cf an association when it wanted a
bill passed sending some one to back it up.

Major Pond said that when help was needed on game
matters at Albany, all he had to do was to send to Presi-

dent Lawrence and he wouM pack his grip and come up
at once. [Applause.]
Mr. Mowry thought members of the Legislative and

Law Commit ee should go to Albany to see about bills.

Mr. Mowry offered resolutions recommend:ng th? ap-
pointment of Charles C. Ford, of Parish. O-wego coun'y,
and John L. Perry of Syracuse, as special game protec-
tors, the latter for the Anglers' Association of Onondaga.
Adopted.

Mr. Mowry said that Mr. Perry had been on O^n'da
Lake three times with the pro:ectors when fish p'rates
fired at them with rifles.

President. Lawrence ca'Ied Mr. Wolcott to the cha"r
and took the floor for a short t'me. He said he had not
been able to g;et definite information from the chairman of
the Law Committee as to what had betn done. He
thought the pres'dent of the League should be ab'e to te',1

just what was going on. It i- unpleasant for h'm to be
unable 10 ascertain what committees are doing. Mr. Law-
rence then resumed the chair.

Mr. Wood said Mr. MacGr^gor h-^d be^n ill.

On the suggestion of Mr. Mowry the Nominoting Com-
mittee was asked to place the president of the League
cn the Law Committee. A recess was then taken until
2 P.

When the convention was again called *o order the
report of Walter S. MacGregor cliairm?n cf the Legis a-
tive and Law Committee, which had c^me to hand in the
meantime, was presented. It was as follows

:

Gentlemen—.'Vs chairman of the Legislative and Law Committee
ot your bcdy for the past year, 1 desire to report that the
legislative work of your committee during the year consisted of
flaming and_ having introduced in the Legislature two bills—one
to amend Section 100 of the game law so as to prevent the
pollution of streams, and one to construct fishways in the dams
of the Seneca and (Iswego rivers. Hostile interests killed the
first bill in committee, and the exigencies of politics in a
Presidential election killed the other temporarilv. The fishway
bill will, be affain presented in the Legislature this winter, and

the co-operation of the League is asked to secure its passage, as it

is believed the construction of such fishways wouid soon add
vastly to the supp y of food and game fish in the lakes and rivers
of Central fs'ew York. l'"ew pecp.e have studied the subject
e^('u^ll yet to appreciate the loss in fish caused by high dams
which have no fishways to enable the fish to return 10 their
nau.ial spawning Ulqs. 1 lorward two suggestions tor proposed
amendments to the law, which have been fi;ed wiili me, one
from G. U. Shields and one with regard to spring shooting
from Air. Gavitt, 1 regret that at the last moment I find my
business prevents my being with you. Sincerely yours.

Waiter S. MacGregor.
41 Wall Street, New York,

Mr. Shields mentioned several changes which might
be made in the game laws. One of them was to the effect

that the Law Committee be instructed to try and have the

Legislature pass an act prohibit ng the shooting of any
kind of game in the spring rnonths. Mr. Gav.tt second.

d

the resolution.

Some time ago this League was in'-trumental in push-
ing a bill through prohibit ng spring duck shooting, but
influences near New York, said the speaker, were too
much for us. Mr. Gavitt thought it had been thoroughly
demonstrated that duck shooting was deteriorating so

that i. would socn be too late to do anything. He feared
though that if other birds than ducks were inc.uded in

the bill it might serve to k 11 it. There are some li'-ntcrj

who want to shoot plover and snipe, and they ni ght ob-
ject. Mr. Shields said bills would be presented .0 the
Legislature in at least twenty Slates to proh.b t spring
shocting. He accepted the amendment suggested by Mr.
Gavitt and the Law Commit.ee will endeavor to have a
bill passed making the close season for web-footed wild
fowl beg n March i.

Thomas C. Welch said that while half a loaf is better
than none, it seemed to him that if there wa-; a possible
chance of getting; a till through proh, biting all kinds of
spring shooting it should be done; He had found eggs in
snipe in the spring and if the b'rds were left al'-ne they
would ne^t near Buffalo. Wild fowl used to breed on
Niagara River, but they never will again until they are
left alone in the spring.

On motion of Mr. Vvelch it was decided to subscribe for
the service by v/hich bills are sent out from Albany, in
order that the secretar'es of the various clubs in the
League may be apprised of what measures are pending in
the Legislature in regard to fish and game tnatters. Mr.
Shields spoke of some other suggestions regarding game
m.atters. among them the following: That the sale of
game should be stopped r that there should be a uniform
season for game ; that no man should be allowed to kill

more than a certain number of b:rds; to make constab'es
ex officio game wardens; to prohibit the use of snares
and nets for taking birds arid animals; provid ng for a tax
on guns; to make the use of dynamite in taking fish a
penitentiary offense. Mr. Welch told about a Canadian
boy who came across in a boat and asked a man if he
had any dynamite car. ridges. They were wanted for fish-
ing purpises. A great deal of dynamite is used in the
Niagara River.

Major Pond—Dynam'te not only kills the fish, but it

destroys spawning beds and fish food.
Mr. Welch offered the following, which was adopted:

Resolved, That the Law and Legislative Committee be instructed
to frame and introduce a bill in the Le.eisiature requiring al!
persons selling high explosives within this State to keep a record
of all sales, showing the name and address of the person to whom
sold, with the date of sale, and providing a penalty tor vio'ation.
Also to introduce an amendment striking out from the penalty
for using dynamite all power to fine.

Dr. Babcock offered a resolution instructing the Legis-
lative and Law Committee to assist in the passage of a
law placing a small bounty on all unlawful nets. He
said he did not wish to say anything that would reflect on
the protectors, but almost every summer Oneidi Lake
is literally filled with nets. The only law wh'ch came
anywhere near clearing ihe lake of nets was the bounty
law, but it was repealed because the bounty was too h g'i.

The speaker suggested a bounty of $5 on a trap net. An-
other thing in favor of a bounty law, said he, is that it

would legalize the seizure of nets.

Messrs. Mowry and Forey also spoke in favor of a ^mall
bounty on nets. Mr. Welch thought such a bill cou d not
be passed. He said one man sued his county for $8000
bounty under the former law. Mr. Worts said the boun'y
law was a good thing if it were not abused. Dr. Bab-
cock's re olution was adopted.
Mr. Shields offered a resolution instructing the Law

Committee to work for the passage of a law to prohibit
the sale of game of all kinds at all seasons. Mr. Hicks
seconded it. Mr. Forey asked to have brook trout in-
cluded. Mr. Mowry moved as an amendment that the
Law Committee try to have an act passed prohibit.ng
the =ale of grouse, quail and woodcock. Carried.

Mr. Mowry. by request, read a commun ca ion from
a Syracusan asking if something could not be done to
get the game law amended so that there wculd be duck
shooting in central New York. It was the opinion of the
writer that if batteries could be used on two days in ihe
week it would do a good deal of good for shooter's in gen-
eral. It would break up the large flocks of d-.'cks on the
lake and the birds would then come to the shore blinds.
Mr. Forey moved that the Law Committee be in;'ru:ted

to endeavor to have a provision inserted in Sect'on 47,
Article 3, of the game laws, to the effect that wa 1-eyed
p'ke less than 13 inches in length sha'l not be int-n ionally
talcen. and if taken they shall be rettirned to the water.
He said that the State hatcheries were outt'ng o'lt millions
of young pike, but fish p rates are taking sim'l pike bv
illegal dev'ces. They catch them by tons pike from 6 to 8
inches long. They are depleting the waters, t.aking biby
pike, and dispos'ng of them for pan fish. They come
largely from Oneida Lake. His resoUitim was a 'onted.
Mr. Mather reported that the Auditing Comnvt'e? had

examined the book= of he Treasurer and found them cor-
recL The report of the Treasurer was adopted.
On motion of Secretary Gould. Aaron Mather, of

Hnnenye Fails, was elected an honorary member of the
League.

President Lawrence urged the members of t'^e. League
to see that all Proposed amendments to the game, laws
were in the hands of the Law Committee prior to the an-
nua' meeting, ' ..> .

The Nom'nating Committee reported the follow'ng ILst
of officers for the ensuing year, and the same were dniy
elected: President. Robert B. Lawrence. New York
city; Vice-President. W. E. Wolcotti Ulicaj Secretary,

Ernest G. Gould. Seneca Falls; Treasurer, A. C. Corn-
wall, Alexandria Bay. Legiblative and Law Committee

—

Chairman, C. hi. Lapham. Lanadaigua; VV. S. MacGregor,
New York; W. S. Gavitt Lyons; C. H. iMowry, Syacuse.
Auditing Committee—Aaron Mather, Honeoyc Falls;
Dr. W. G. Babcock, Cleveland; Jame; Carter. Lockport.
Biological Committee—^James Annin, Caledonia; G. B,
Wocd. Syracuse; W. E. Wolcott, Utica.

President Lawrence briefly but earnestly thanked the
League fjr the honor again conferred upon hiin, after
which the convention adjourned.

It is probable that a b.ll will be introduced at the
next session of the Legislature provid ng for a sub-
stantial appropriation for ihe purchase by ihe Stale of
additional lands in the Adirondacks. The a.teniion of the
Legislative and Law Committee of the League has been
called to the matter, and they have been a.-ked to favor it.

W. E. Wolcott.
Utica, Dec. 7.

Toledo and Thereabouts. -

The Ocqueoc Club.

Toledo, O.. Dec. 4.—Toledo, which is always a prcgrcs-
sive city in all matters perta.ning to field sport-;, has a
new hunting and fishing club to be known as the O.queoc.
It has acqu red possession of eighty acres of land on
Lake Nettie, some foity miles northwest of Alpena, and
a temporary club house has been erected, which will be
replaced by a comfor.able and commodious structure in
the spring. This is a wild and hitherto inaccess.ble sec-
tion o{ the lower Michigan peninsula, but the Detroit &
Mackinac Railway has run its tracks within a m le of
the lake and has agreed to establish a flag station for
the benefit of the members. There is a spr.nkliiig of
Pi.tsburg and Cincinnati men in the new organi/ca.inn

—

just enough to keep it from being a purjy local affair—
and it is the intenf on to have the ciub incorp irated at
an early date. The membership is limited to sevciiiy-five.
Quite a number of Toledo hunters have gone up to try
their luck since the election.

To Play the Host.

The Ann Arbor Railway, which had its origin at Toledo,
extends diagonally across the lower peninnila to its

northwest corner at Frankfort, on Lake Midi gan. It
taps in the intervening territory some of the be^t hunt-
ing and fishing grounds in that portion of the Slate, and
nearly every station the other side of the univcrMty town
of Ann Arbor has its adjacent bass lake or trout slreauL
Frankfort, the northern terminus, is a djlighlfiil summer
resort and an excellent location for ihe headquarters
of the hosts of hunters and fishermen who are in search
of recreation and health, bttj: heretofore it has been .-a.llv
lacking in adequate acco^iodations for this c'ass o'f
visitors. The managers of the road have for tlie past two
or three years realized this deficiency, and in order to
remedy it, have decided to play the host hereafcr fur
the benefit of their patrons. Accordinglv. they have iust
broken ground for a new hotel at Frankfort, on which
they purpose spending a hundred thousand d illnrs. It
will contain 210 rooms all equipped and ftirn shed in
modern style, and ihe rates are to be so low that a plain,
ordmary ten dollar bill will carrv a man a lonsj time. The
new hostelry is located on Marquette Island, a snot
rendered historic as the burial plaee of the revered Path r
Marquette, and the grounds about the house will be trans-
formed into an island park which will without doubt add
greatly to its attractivene-^s. Mr. VV. H. Rennnt the
general passenger agent, and Mr. J. J. K rby. liis assistant,
are both enthusiastic over the new enterprise.

About lh«5 Shooting.

_
The quail shooting has been be. tor than usual, and it

js quite possible for Toledo hunters to get a fair day's
sport within a dozen miles of the city. Quite a numbjr
of birds have been brought in dur ng the past two or thn e
days by the farmer boys, who evidently knew where the
coveys were to be found, and they have proved lo b- in
fine cond tion. At the fish and game stands thev retail at
three dollars a dozen. The duck shooting has 'been on ymoderately good, but the marshes in the viciniiy of t' e
city have been comfortably full cf hunters since the season
opened, and these have managed to keep the birds in circu-

u
ea tward of Toledo and along the sru h

shore of Lake Erie the Winans Po nt. Lacarpe Toussii it
Cedar Point and West Harbor clubs are loca ed, and in-
clude 111 their membership many of the mo-^t prom neiit
and well-to-do citizen^ of New York Brooklvn Phila-
delphia Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Baltimore and other
Eastern cities. The incom ng trains during the la-t few
days have been crowded with sport^^men who are mem-
bers of these clubs and who are so fortunatelv si.uat-d as
to be able 10 take a week or so away from tlieir business
Without having their salaries docked. And to iheir credit
It should be said that a^ a body thev arc right down g-od
f7i'ows, in spite of the fact that many of them are million-
aires.

The MongolMn Pheasant.
Early last summer the Ohio Fish and Game Commission

sent to Major W. R. Leflet. who re^de^ on th- Ottawa
River a short d stance north of the citv limits three pairs
ot young Mongolian pheasants, at that time about as
large as quail. One of the chicks died soon after their
arrival, but the remaimng five were turned out on theMajor s farm For a long time nothing was se.n or hca- d
of them, and it was feared that thev had siiccun.hed to
the pressure of ihe strenuous life thev were ohl ged to
live. But of late they have been seen quite frequciitlv. and
appear to be in the best of health and snirits These
b rds as the wmter comes on. do not seem to wander
very far from their wonted heat, which is a .strio of terri-
tory between the Ottawa and Maumee rivers ahnut three
miles in \yidth. and occasionally they are found frntern z-ing wnh Major Leflefs chickens, with which ihcy had an
earlier acquaintance. The entire neighborhood is alert to
care for and preserve these strangers, and it would cohard with any one who should undertake to pot ih^mThe protec ion afforded these birds by the Legislature
till 1900 has been extended for three years.

s-^uire

The Toledo Cuvrer.
Mr. John Renner long a resident of Cincinnati, hasremoved lo thi? city and opened a sportsman's J^ead-
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quarters on St. Claif street, neaf Adams, Mr. Renner is

himself a thorough-going sportsman, and has hunted over

much of the ground made fani:Har to the readers of

FoKEST AND STREAM by Koosevclt and Hough. In Cin-

cinnati he was a member of the famous Cuvier Club, and

has transported the name to Toledo. He also was (and is)

a member of the immortal Kingfishers, whose rendezvous

is at the Queen City, and among whom he figures as Ihe

Deacon. The walls of the smoking room at the Cuvier are

hung with reproductions of water colors by Frost and

Huntington, and on the tables are to be placed a choice

list of the best hunting and fishing periodical-, the first

of which he assured me yesterday is to be the Forest and

Stream.
On Triton Waters.

A few days since two Toledo gentlemen who are mem-
bers of the noted Triton Fish and Game Club, of Canada,

were most pleasantly reminded of a friendship formed on

the lakes and streams of that sportsman's paradise during

their fishing tour to its waters in Augvist last. It appears

from the evidence that W. J. Walding and Noah H.

Swayne, the gentlemen in question, while out for the day s

fishing, had stopped at the noon hour at Lac de Passe,

where'"thcv met two fellow fishermen who were also mem-
bers of the club, but located at a different camp.. A
courteous invitation by the Toledo party to join them at

their noonday lunch was as cordially accepted by the

others, and in the conversation which ensued our home
people lamented the fact that they were obliged to obtam

their time from the sun, moon and stars, Mr. Waldmg
having broken the mainspring of his w^atch while Mr.

Swayne's timepiece had suffered the loss of its crystal.

Whereupon the younger of their guests remarked that he

M'as fortimate in having two watches with him, and it

would please him to have Mr. Walding carry one of

them till his return to Toledo. The offer was thankfully

accepted, and during the next few days the quartette re-

mained together, casting the feathered lure from their

respective canoes during the day, and exchanging

reminiscences and divers colored "tokens" at night. A
warm friendship grew up among the members of the party,

and on one occasion when his companion was not by. the

elder fisherman suggested to Mr. Walding that he would

better keep the watch when he returned to Toledo, as its

owner had really more watches than he had any actual

use for, since he was a director in the New England

Watch Company. Afterward, when the suggestion was

heartily .seconded by the youngest man, the Toledoan

said that he would be glad to retain the watch (an ordi-

nary Waterbury) as a memento of the meeting. Perhaps

it ought to be noted, before going further with the story,

that the cards which the two visitors had tendered at the

first meeting showed that the elder gentleman was Mr.

George E. Hart, president of the New England Watch
Company, of Waterbury. Conn., and Mr. George W.
Burnham. of New York city.

Before the party separated, with many mutual expres-

s:oirs of gratification over the added enjoyment which

their intercourse had afTorded Mr. Hart requested Mr.

Walding to return the watch to him as soon as the Toledo

man had reached home, .=o that the manufacturer of time-

pieces might have the oppor.unity of "putting it in a better

case," as he expressed it. Walding thanked him and
thought nothing more about the matter till he received

a letter not long after his return, from Mr. Hart, who
insisted that Walding should "carry out his agreement"

and send back the watch. Mr. Hart also asked that some
picture which Walding valued for its associations be sent

wilh the watch, in order that an engraving m ght be made
from it for the case. The watch and photograph were
sent accordingly, and a few days since Mr. Walding re-

ceived, not a thick and heavy Waterbury, but a thin, high

grade t mepiece, whose mechanism and ornamentation

are the highest expression of the watchmaker's art. On
the back of the case is an engraving showing a faithful

reproduciion of a camp photograph taken some three

years ago, when Mr. Walding had left home an invalid,

and his camping companion had been cautioned by his

wife, "on no account lo let Mr. Walding do any lifting."

in the picture a log camp appears in the background, arid

just in front of it stands the "sick man." who in the inter-

vening weeks of free life in the open air had regained his

wonted health, wilh a pack over his shoulders which would
have staggered the most robust pack mule. The open
face of the watch displays a most unique and beautiful

design. On its snow white surface, instead of the usual

Roman numerals are given miniature fac-similes of the

first twelve cards of the diamond suit beginning with
the ace for the first hour and ending with the queen. The
diamonds in each card are reproduced in garnets, while
over the center of each an emerald disk marks the point at

which the hands reach the hour. The letter which advised
tiie recipient of its transmission was inclosed in an en-
velope of the full "official" size, and this ccn'.ained on its

face a reproduction of the camp scene in water colors, and
on the reverse side an original sketch also in colors, in

which was depicted a camp table with a chair at either

end and on its ba tered surface a stack of chips, a pack of
cards, two half-burned cigars, and looming over all. an
innnense demijohn bearing the legent. "Walding's Best
Bail."

JMr. Swayne was' ak& eompl:mented with a watch of
exactly similar pattern, save that the engraving on the
case represented ^ a birch bark canoe with an appropriate
background. To say that these gentlemen are highly
pleased with this lavish recognition of camp courtesies is

putting it very mildly indeed, and nothing can afford
either of them greater saf sfaction just now than to be
asked by their friends for the time o' the day.
Mr. Walding brought with him on his return from

the Triton waters a 4'^ -pound male fontinali? which he
has had handsomely mounted. He was taken on a 5-ounce
rod, with a red bucktail fly and automatic reel, and
afforded thirty-five minutes of that exhilarating suspense
wh-ch brings a man's heart into his mouth, before he was
lifted into the canoe.

A Rare Visitor,

I delay the signature to this letter long enough to say
that an eider duck was shot in the marshes north of
Toledo to-day, one of the extremely rare specimens
which have been taken in the waters of this localit5^ The
bird was in fine plumage, and is naturally much prized by
its captor. Jay iBEEEE.

FOREST AND STREAM.

American Wildfowl and How to

i^^:Take Them.-XIV.
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

{Continued from page 4jT.1

Pintail.

DaHla acuta (Linn.).

The male pintail has the head and upper neck wood

brown, darkest on the crown, often with greenish, red-

dish and purple reflections. A part of the hind neck is

black; lower down it becomes grayish, finely barred with

dusky, gray and white. The front of back and sides are

waved with very fine cross bars of white and black. Most

of the wing is gray or brownish. The speculum is green,

in some lights coppeiy, margined with \yhite tawny and

black, and with a cinnamon-colored bar in from. A line

beg'nning at the bacJc of the head and passing down the

side of the neck is white, running into the white of the

fore neck and under parts. The long feathers growing

from the third bone of the wing are pale gray wi.h a

black strip down the middle. The long scapulars or

shoulder feathers, are black, edged with whitish. The
upper and under tail coverts are black, touched with white

on the outside, forming a line of white. The tail feathers

PINTAIL DUCK.

are mostly gray and brown, but the long central pair,

which are narrow and pointed and extend far beyond the

others, are black. The bill is bluish-gray, eyes brow'n, and

the legs and feet gray. Length, 26-30 inches
;
wing, over

ID inches.

The female is one of the plain grayish ducks, resem-

bling in a general way the female mallard, or the female

green-winged teal. The ground color of the upper parts

IS rusty or Avhitish, streaked with dusky or brownish. The
chin and throat are whitish ; the wing-coverts brownish-

igray edged with white. The under parts are white,

streaked with dusky. The bird is always to be dis-

tinguished by its bill and its feet.

The p-ntail is a bird of wide distribution, inhabiting

the whole of the northern hemisphere, from Alaska on

the west lo Japan and northern Kamschatka on the east.

In America it is found all over the country, at different

seasons of the year, from ocean to ocean, and from the

shares of the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic Sea. In

winter it is found in Cuba also. Although breeding, in

Alaska, on the Mackenzie River and in Greenland, it is

also a summer resident of the Western United States, and
breeds in considerable numbers in Dakota, Idaho. Mon-
tana and Wyoming. I have found their nests there in the

middle of June, the young not yet having made their

appearance.
The pintail is not very abundant in autumn on the New

England coast, though it is found occasionally in Maine
and Massachusetts, and in somewhat greater abundance in

Connecticut, where it is known as pheasant. On Long
Island it is more common during the migrations, and
when we reach the coast of Virginia and North Carol na
it is one of the abundant ducks. Here it often associates

with the mallard and black duck, and when the birds fly

to and fro from their feeding grounds a small bunch may
contain four or five mallards, two or three black ducks
and an equal number of pintails. On the other hand, little

flocks made up only of pintails are often seen.

In the first volume of the "Water Birds" Dr. Brewer
gives the follow'ng abridgment of Mr. Kennicott's ac-

coitnt of the pintail in the iNorth : "The summer home of

the pintail is within the Arctic region, further to the

northward than that of any other of our fresh-water

ducks, comparatively few breeding south of Great S'ave

Lake. In their spring migrations to the northward they

move in immense flocks, which only d'sperse upon their

arrival at tlieir breeding grounds. A few reach that lake

about May i, but the main body arrive about a week
or so later, and mostly pass directly on across the lake to

the northward. On the Yukon the first specimens, were
seen in the latter part of April, and before the lOth of

May they had arrived in immense flocks, which remained
some time together in that vic'nity before passing further

north or separating to breed. At this time the birds

were fat, and their flesh delicious, imich superior to that

of any other duck, except the widgeon. At the Yukon the

pintails are the latest in nesting of any of the fresh-water

ducks, and generally hatch a week or two after the mal
lard. He found them breeding in the same grounds and
at about the same time, with FuUx aifinis, though they

do not associate with that species. He always found their

nests in low but dry ground, under the shelter of trees

or bushes, though never among thick, large trees, and not

more than two or three rods from water. They never
build on hammocl<s in the water, nor on high land, but
always just upon the edge of a marsh or lake. The nest

is usually placed at the foot of a willow, among grass,

rather than leaves or moss, and is extremely simple, being-

composed of merely a few bits of broken dry grass and
sticks, but well lined with down. The eggs are from
seven to nine in number, and rather small in size."

ft)Ec. IS, xgoo.

Mf. E. W. Nelson, who-e studies of Northern birds

afe so irttefestihg, has given a graphic account of the

breeding habits of the pintail, and among other things,

calls attention to an act by this duck curiously similar

to the well-known drumming of the snipe. The bird falls

from a great height, with wings held stiff and curved, and

producing a sound which at first is low, but gradually

grows louder, until, as the bird reaches the ground in its

diagonal fall, the sound becomes very loud. A man who
has had a bunch of canvasbacks or blackheads sweep down
over him as they prepare to alight, can well imagine

what this sound is like. The cry of the pintail in autumn
and winter is a low lisping whistle, but at oJier times it

is said to utter a sound something like the quack of the

mallard, and also one similar to the rolling note produced

by the blackhead.

The pintail is quite a shy bird ; Us usual flight is high

in the air, which gives it an opportunity to inspect the

country for signs of danger. Often, however, if the

weather is favorable, these birds come well to decoys, and

are easily killed.

There are few more graceful species than this. The
long pointed wings, the slender form, terminating in a

long neck and tail, and the swift flight, make the bird a

very beautiful one.

This species rejoices in many names, and some of them
given by Mr. Trumbull are pied gray duck, gray widgeon,

sea widgeon, split tail, sprig tail, spike tail,- picket ta.l sea

pheasant, water pheasant, long neck, sharp tail and spindle

tail.

Wood Duck.

Aix sponsa (Ltnn.).

The adult male has the head and long thick crest rich

green and purple, with brilliant metallic reflections. A
narrow hne of whi.e starts from the upper angle of the

bill, passing over the eye, and continuing down into the

crest. Another wider line starts behind the eye and runs

down into the under part of the crest. The throat and
upper neck are white, sending out two branches one up
behind the eye, another back behind the head, partly in-

dosing the violet l-)lack of the lower back of the head.

The lower neck find breast are rich ches.rtut glossed with

purple, dotted in front with triangular spots of white.

The back is purplish-black, with glossy reflection.s, as are

also the upper wing coverts. The shoulder feathers and
tertiarres are black, wdth blue, green and purple reflections,

and the longest of the tertiary fea hers is tipped with

white. On the side of the breast, just in fi-ont of the

wing, is a broad white bar and below it, another bar,

which is black. The sides and flanks are finely waved
with black lines on a brownish-yellow ground, many of

the feathers having a bar of black, bordered with wh'te

at the extremities. The under parts are pure -white, but
the under tail coverts are glossy black. The upper tail

coverts are long, fall over the tail on either side and are

rich with metallic reflccticns. The bill is deep red, with

a black spot near the base, a white spot on the side, a yel-

low border to the base, and with a black na'l. The eyes

are bright carmine red, surrounded by orange-red or
scarlet eyelids. The legs and feet are yellow, with dusky
joints and webs.
The adult female is generally gray, or greenish-gray,

but her markings, in a general way, resemble those of the

male. She has the crest, but riot so much of it as the

WOOD DUCK,

male. The throat and under parts are white ; the breast

and sides greenish-gray, do.ted with white markings; the

upper parts are more browni h and have purple and
bronzj' reflections. The secondaries arc wh te-tipped.

The bill is duskv, and there is a narrow line of white all

about it. The length is about 19 inches, wing g}4 inches.

The wood duck is easily the most beautiful of North
American ducks. It is commonl5' compared with the

mandarin duck of China, but it is larger and its dress is

a li.tle more highly colored, and while more rich, is yet

more simple.

This is a bird of the South, and breeds everywhere
throughout the Eastern and Southern United States, in

suitable localities. Unlike most of our ducks, it is not a

migrant to the far North, though it ha.s been found as

far north as latitude 54 degrees, but it confines itself

pretty well to the United States, and further to the

southward.
The wood duck is a bird of swamps and small inland

waters, and is notable as being one of the few species

which always nests in trees. Sometimes it take^ posses-

sion of a hole excavated by a great woodpecker, or it

may adapt a hollow in a trunk or branch to its use. It

is very much at home in the timber, and threads its way
among the tree tops at great speed, The eggs are often

laid on the bare wood that forms the floor of the cavity
W'hich it occupies, but, as incubation goe ; on, the mother
plucks more or less down from her breast to cover them.
When the youn^ are hatched, if the nest is over the
water they crawl to the opening and throw themselves
into the air to fall into the water. If, however, the nest
is at a distance from tlie shore, the mother carries them
to the water in her bill. When the young ducks are
hatched their claws are exceedingly sharp, and th^ are
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jreat climbers. They thus have no difficulty in making
heir way to the mouth of the hole.

The wood duck is often kept in confinement, and is a

beautiful pet. Ihere are many records of its having been

ared in captivity.

While a great many wood ducks are shot, they are

lowhere sufficiently numerous to make it worth while to

4un especially for them. Those that are killed are taken

jhieriy by accident when they fly near to decoys put out

for other fowl. Being shot at all seasoni of the year, they

ire becoming very scarce, and are likely to be extermi-

lated before long.

Waterfowl in the Berkshires.

New Marlborough, Mass.—The 10th of October was

e of those st.ll, damp days, with almost a drizzle of

iin at times, and considerable fog in the lowlands and

wet places. I drove to the little village of Monterey, five

iiiles distant, to make some calls. Stopping on the way
10 make a social call on the veteran sportsman of these

parts, George Shultis, his- wife told me that George and
the boys had gone to Lake Garfield duck shooting. It is

rarely that water fowl are shot here to exceed more than

hree' or four at a time, and I laughed to myself, as I

ag'ned the luck they must be having. As 1 neared the

n wn, which is close to the lake, I began to hear the re-

Iports of guns, and saw two or three flocks of ducks high

!in the air. This arnused me still more, as I pictured those

D lor mortals shooting at ducks at least 200 yards in the

. When I got to the village, wild rumors of a "pond
il of ducks" reached my ears, and judging from the

jtioise I heard, reports were not exaggerated.

After visiting my patients I began cast ng about me for

1 gun, but found that even horse pistols were at a

jpremium that day. In my despair I went to the village

-tore and, oh, joy! lying right on the porch was a gun.

L was contemplating running away with it, when out

)obbed Hary Shultis with his hands full of shells, and a

jcrfect torrent of information. '"We've shot over twenty
Jucks; lake's so full of 'em they just crowd each othe

"

in to the shore. Come on," said he "and take my gun.

Well, did I? We jumped in.o the buggy and starte i

lor the lake.

The nearer we approached the more it sounded like tli

Fourth of July. There were all kinds of noises, froi

zYz drams of nitro powder from a i6-gauge, to about (

had had no practical experience in their' use on game. At
targets I had tried two of them and found them tir^t class

in every way. Reports from various sources were con-

flicting as to their killing powers. Heretofore m all my
huntmg of large game i stuck to my .45-90 wi.h its load

of 100 grains of biack powder and tCeene express bullet.

In my hands it had done its work qu ckly and well, killing

moose, caribou, bears and deer. My favorite hunting in

all probability wdl not take in anything larger than deer

and perhaps a bear now and then. The old rifle w.ll not

go with me until 1 have good cause to think otherwise.

A .303 will be my companion.
Our hun.ing of last week was not in any advertised

game region. It was in a locality just above the center

of New Hampshire. It is so easy of access that 1 can

leave my house here in the morning, drive nine miles to

Concord, take the tram and be out hunting where we
killed our game by 10:30 A. M. of the same morning.

We stayed in the i^ocky Point cottage, on the shore of

Stinson Pond in Rumney, New Hampshire. The cottage

was fully furnished, aitd all we supplied was provisions.

Each day's bag of game was dragged in the same day and
hung in stable. My expenses of the trip from start to

finish did not exceed ten dollars. All things considered, it

was a satisfactory hunting trip. C. M. Stark.

DuisBARioN, N. H., Dec. 1.

Venison and a Brass Band.
Boston, Dec. 8.—Mr. H. S. Fisher he9,rs from his

guide, at Salmon Stream, Aroostook county, Me., that

hunters have, killed two big moose and several buck
deer. Mr, Fisher is obliged to lose his hunting trip this

fall by reason of pressure of business. Mayor Wilson,
of Auburn Me., and Aldermen Smith and Goss, with
City Clerk Webber, were invited by Alderman Hastings,
of the same city, to come up to his Itimber camps at

Gilead. Me., and htint deer. They went and returned
last week. Before their arrival the telegraph annptmced
that the hunters had secured three deer. The r friends

at once decided that some notice must be taken of their

arrival. Accordingly, they were met at the railway station

by a brass band, and a decorated van for accompanying
the game. The conquering heroes were escorted to fke

City Hall, where speeches were in order. The speakers
all expressed the deep concern that had been felt for

! he safety of the city fathers, who had daringly taken
'/ifles in hand and hied themselves to the dark and

drams of black powder belched from a miniature canno. S'-^^reacherous woods. One of the speakers closed with a

n the hands of a freckled-faced red-headed boy of about
seventeen years.

I found everybody there (except the two patients I had
visited), and for variety of weapons they certainly beat the

world. One or two at least were using rifles oh a small

sheet of water, with boat loads of hunters rowing in every
direction. There every boat hunted for itself except ou"

great show of satisfact'nn : "We were trembl'ng, in the

balance. We are trembling no more. Asain we clasp

them to our . bosoms, and give thanks for the
,
many

blessings vouchsafed to us. But in this triumphant mo-
ment, we do not forget that there are three deer to be-
divided. We realize that we all like venison, and for the

\ lext few and fleeting days we shall stick closer to our
t riends than a brother. This is an hour when the feelings

two, and there was many a merry race to see > wou: » » r ^t. ^ , r i

get to a bunch of ducks when they struck the ,-^.r. Th. \ .C^^
^^e' stomach overcome the emotions of the heart,

lake which is abottt a mile long and half a mJe in the

widest part, was literally covered with boats where it

wasn't covered with ducks. The fowl Were mostly coots,

a few teal and a sprinkling of black ducks.
Everybody kept the birds moving, and by the middle of

the afternoon all had depar,.ed except the killed and
crippled. We then rowed ashore and laid our ducks on
the sand. They counted up fifty-nine, a pretty good

They kept their word, the result being a venison supper
given by the returning hunters to their friends, with more
Speech making, during Avhich it was "fully, freely and
thoroughly" asserted that the deer were - not halter
broken and led up for the city fathers to shoot. Even
the ladies made sneeches, being present as hostess and
guests. The mother of City Clerk Webber was very
much at loss to understand how her son came to have
a propensity for hunting, since as a* boy she never

string for three people. It was estimated that about 2S0'^\ i x,-^^ i, tu- ^i. ' j
birds were killed altogether. In the memory of the oldest

^™ to have anything worse than a wooden gun.

inhabitant, there never had been such a day's sport there
before. E. W. Stockwell^ M. t).

A «303 Bullet on a Deer.

A FEW days since I wrote Forest and Stream an
account of our recent New Ham.pshire deer httnt. I

wish now to give the effects of a soft-pointed .303 bullet

from a Savage rifle on a deer. The killing of my big
buck last week was as follows: I was sitting down on
top of a ridge of hardwood and spruce, and my first

glimpse was just the top of the deer's back. I rose to

my feet, and could see the buck's head, part of his neck
and a litt'e more of his back. There was a small ridge
a few yards in front of me, directly between me a.nd tlie

deer, which prevented a better view. I aimed at a spot
just back of the deer's jaw, At the crack of the rifle

the buck went down instantly. He was just 40 yards
distant. I walked up to him, thinking he might need
a second shot, but he never a tempted to get on his feet.

He kicked about a little, and kept swinging his head
about. I ran a knife into his neck well down toward
his brisket, striking the right place at once, and the
blood spurted and ran as T have never seen it before. In a

very short t'me the buck was dead. My impression then
was that the bullet had either broken his neck or taken
a piece out of the bone. Cutting up the buck after reach-
ing home, showed that it had not. The nearest point it

came to the neck bone is one-half inch. From entrance
of btillet to exit it is just five inches. Hole at exit meas-
ured two inches in diameter, and is very ragged. The
cla-'m of the makers of small bore nitro rifles as to the
effect of such btillets on game bemg eaual to if not greater
than any very larger calibers using black powder, seems
in the above instance to be A'erified.

The four deer and four hears we killed in our five days'
hunting were all shot with two Winchester .,30-30's and
one Savage ..303. In every instance, except on the bears
(and they being in a large hole in a ledge, it was difficult

to get in a shot where it was needed, or to tell when we
had, and doubt'ess some shots were fired which were
not needed), one shot killed the animal fired at. The
first deer, a doe. was shot with a Winchester ..-^o-so as
she lay on the ground. She did not get on her feet; the
bullet went throusrh her back. The second deer, a big
buck, was shot while rur^'insr at some distance in hard-
wood growth, the Winchester bullet striking hind
leg just below hock, cuttina off leg so it hune bv skin
onlv; hone very badlv sh^'^'^red. The buck blM very
badlv. and d'd not go far. Tlie third deer, a small buck,
was killed in his tracks; a ,30-30 struck fair in center
of "pri- iiict- be'ow thro?*-.

Previous to our recent hunting trip T had not verv mudi
'itli it? tji.e killing ^^tf&ri of x\lk stttall nfVrof rifle. I

The hostess. Miss Wilson, sister of the Mayor, explained
how a younger brother had declared- that he would ptit

some' very pointed questions to. the hunters, but had
finally come to her and said, on the sly: "I honestly
be''"->'p tl-ia'^ rohn did ch^ot *-hat depr '^ttn^^flf

"

BosTOjsr, Dec. to.—It h.z'=- been another hard week for
the Maine deer hunters. The storm of Tuesdav added a
foot and a half of snow to the depth of more than a foot
already oti the ground in all northern sections of the
State. This has made it almost imooss'ble for the huTi*^pr"^

to move, though some hunting is being done by local
htmters on snowshoes. This sort of hunting is rather
hard_ on the deer, since the snow is =0 deep that thev are
yarding, and can run only a short distance when started.
But Boston and other city hunters are generallv at home,
the weather and the snow being too much for them. Still

they brought home a few deer late in the week, the most
of which fotind their way directly to the Boston markets.
The high prices na'd have prove<3 a temntation to return-
ing hunters, and it is understood that if one ha ^ not been
successful him=elf. it has been ea«v to bring out a deer
shot by a guide and send it directlv to the market.-, In
this way the hunter can cla=m the credit of hav'ng brought
ou^ his deer, while the guide can get the pav for it.

For the week 131 deer were recorded as shipped through
Bangor, making the total for the season up to 2 gio
against 3:260 for the same time a vear ago, or a falling off
of 3.£;o. It now looks as though the la<;t week of the spa-
son would make even a smaller showinor. the season clos-
ing Dec. 15. and that the snow is proving very favorable
to the stock of de^r to eo over. The number of deer
coming out of the Kingfield section is still a large one, be-
ing greater than that of a vear ago. But such i<; true of
no other sect-on. I am inclined to believe that the falling
off in the number of deer killed in ]\Iaine for the season
will prove to have been nearly one-fourth. It is certain
that most game boomers have been exceedingly unwill'ng
to let the truth be known and that they have made the
renorts appear as favorable to the game supply as pos-
sible. Not as many moose are coming out after the close
of the sea=on as anticipated, onlv four having been
recorded at Bangor for the week. This leaves the season
far short of a year ago.
A curious instance of how the game laws are handled in

Mame is reported. A local hunter in the Moosehead
region supposed he was following a bull moose, and see-
ine the animal through the thick bushe-. fired. The moose
fell, but the hunter was soon much alarmed to find that he
had shot a cow moose, while the bull was making off
with all speed. The hunter did not want to try to cover
up what he had done, neither did he want to pay a fine
and go to orison for thirty days. He decided to at once
notify tlie Game Commissioners of his mistake. Accord-
ingly he did so. Comm?<^ioner CarV^nn ordered the
mo^^e yhinried tn Augusta to be soli The hone=t hunter
tt«Jk hb4il an<i ttfJ^rtsfl get the cbNir motjse out, atiti it was smt

to the State capital to be sold. It is understood that ^^r.

Cai^le.on will not prosecute the hunter. Al! sorts of game
legislation is proposed for the, coming ses^^inp of law-

makers soon to convene in Maine. One guide of conMder-

able prominence writes the Commissioners asking that ilie

gu de license fee be raised to $5 instead of $1. as at

present. He reasons that the number of worth'ess guides

would be greatly reduced, while the State would gjt as

much revenue from the system as at present. The Coiii-

missioners are reported to have told the guide to lalk it

over with his brother guides and see what tlu-j' lliink o£

such a law. I would add a clause to the guiile law, that

it be made a punishable offense for a guide to shoot deer

or moose for hunters, and above all, for theni to :^hoot

game to be sent out to market by returning hunters. The
Bangor marketmen. who for a couple of years have re-

fused to take out licenses to sell deer, are making a great

effort to have the law so amended that they may handle

gatne. in either large or small quantities, providetl it is

killed in open season. They agree not to send such game
to other markets. It is reported in the daily papers that

they will call a meeting of the delegation to Legisla-

ture from that section and endeavor to pledge each mem-
ber to forward such a measure. Thus it is a constant

struggle to keep up the sale of game till the last vestige

has disappeared. Will the Slate of Maine take such a

backward step at this late day in game legislation when
sortie progress has been made? SPfiCiAi,.

Talks to Boys.—V.

The Prcventioa of Accidents.

I have already said to you a great many tiines that

the gun is a dangerous implement, and I shall prob.il)ly

say this many tiines more before we get iliruugli. I) [

can impress this on you. before you begin to use loads in

the gun I shall have done a good thing. When I say

that if is dangerous I do not niean that it is a thing

for you to be afraid of; it is dangerous only when care-

lessly, or-thoughtltssly handled. iNo doubt many of you
boys have ridden spirited horses that were ready to shy
and .bolt, and kick up and run away with you if you
were careless when you were on their backs, but each
one of you who is accustomed to horses and is a good
horseman learned as he rode animals that were more
and more spirited to watch them all the time and see

that they were constantly under control. To keep a horse
tmder control is usually easy enough, but if he once gets

his head and fairly starts to misbehave it is often a dilTi-

cult matter to regain control of him so that he will go
along quietly. By constant practice in riding, you come
at last to watch your horse without knowing that you
are doing so. It is something like this in handling a

gun. By beginning right, you form habits of caution
•with I'egard to the arm, so that no matter what situation

you may be in it is reasonably certain that the gim will

do nO' harm.

Two Dangers.

r_ There are two great perils to which every gunner is

always exposed, but those who have had good training,

who are naturally carefitl, and who have had long ex-
perience, are much less likely to have these accidents
happen to them than are the young and the thoughtless.
The first of these is the involuntary discharge of the

gun in its owner's hands, by which he himself, his dog
or his companion inay be injured. The second is the in-

tentional discharge of the gun by the shooter, either at

something supposed to be game or at game in sut'h a

situation that a human being may be in range of the
gun and the shot may wound him.

Carelessness in Shooting.

Absolute protection against injury from the first of
these causes may be had by holding the gun in such a
position that the muzzle is always directed upward or
downward, as already suggested. But the amount of
danger from the second cause depends wholly on the
thoughtfulness and the care exercised by the man who
is handling the gun. English books on shooting, which
treat of a country traversed by hedges, and where it is

• cttstomarj' for shooters to take opposite sides of the
hedge and beat it out, warn young sportsmen that under
no circumstances shall they shoot through a hedge. In
this country we do not have nearly so many hedges, nor
do we shoot in the same way as in England, so that the
danger of shooting a companion in such a situation is

not great. At the. same time I' knew of a case where a
relative shot a bird through a fence and broke the skin
on the face of another relative in the field beyond, and
of another where a friend shot at the toj) of' his com-
panion's hat, which he just saw through a brushy fence.
In the autumn of 1900 a young man in Colorado was
killed in a somewhat similar way. He and the young
girl to whom he was engaged were in the country taking
pictures, and while adjusting the camera he wore her
plumed hat to protect his eyes from the sun. They
Avere behind an embankment, above which, however, the
hat, ornamented with birds' feathers, could be seen, and a
gunner taking it for a bird shot at it, killing the wearer
at the feet of his companion.

,
While on the rail grounds, where half a dozen men

may perhaps be shooting near to one another, the boats
in which they stand chan.ging their positions constan'Iy
and the reeds among which they are passing being nearly
as tall as the shooters' heads, it is quite common for
gunners or their shovers to be shot. I have frequently
been made -nervous when rail shooting by the apparent
carelessness of neighboring gunners. Fortunately for
my peace of mind. I never happened to shoot anv one in
such a situation, but on one occasion I had my coat filled
full of shot; the distance, however, was so great that the
pellets did not penetrate to the skin.

Accidental Discharge of the Gan.

The danger of an accidental discharge with a hammer-
less gun. except from carelessness of the gunner, is very
slight. If the gxin is in good order, as of course it should
he. there is no danger that the safety catch will slip
forward and leave the gun in a condition to be pulled
off. But too much reliance must not be placed on rhe
safety cbtch^ fo* is handling tire gun the catch may pos-
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sibly be pushed the wrong way. The gunner will do
well to look at his safety catcli now and then and see

that the word "Safe" or the letter S is exposed or to

ftel ihe catch with his thumb, for a shifting of the gun

from one hand to the other, or the pressure of a twig

at just tlie right spot, may possibly push the safety catch

forward so that it is no longer eftective. Ihis matter

of watching or feeling the catch will after a while be-

-

come as iuitomatic as is your walking, and will not

trouble you in the least.

Tlie danger of an accidental discharge with a hammer
gun is much greater. Of course you will n'ever carry

your gun at lull cock unless you are just about to

shoot, or are anticipating the rising of a bird close be-

fore j-ou. If the birds get up and go away without your
firing, or if you fail to start them and expect to go on,

lower both hammers of your gun to half cock. The ham-
mers should always be at half cock, except when you are

in inuncdiate expectation of a shot.

Even when I am in the duck blind, with the loaded
gun resting on the gun sticks before me and a possibility

of a ducl\ or a flock of them swinging in at any moment
from an unexpected direction, I keep my hammer gun
at half cock. It requires but the smallest fraction of a

second to cock both barrels or to push the safety button
or calch forward, and while of course it is possible that

once in a long-time you may miss a shot by failing to

have the gun cocked, siill it is better to da that than to

take the least risk. The matter is altogether one of

habit, and you can teach yourself to do one thing as

easily as the other.

Fin^tts Off Trigger.

I advise you—even when you are in immediate ex-
pectation of a shot—not to have your fingers on the
trigger of your gun, and I especially advise you never
to' walk along carrying your gun at full cock and with
yowr fingers on the trigger. If you are a nervous boy
or in any degree excitable the fluttering up of a little

sparrow from the grass before you may cause your
muscles to twitch, and you may pull of? one or both bar-
rels of your gun. And while, if you are holding the gun
properly and with the muzzle pointing well upward, you
will not kill or wound any one. still you are likely to give
your companion a start that he may not recover from
during the day, and if you should do this once, and your
companion should be an older ^lan, he may perhaps not
feel \cry much like going out with you on another oc-
casion.

It may often happen as you are going along with your
fingers on the trigger of your gun, that you will step into
a hole or catch your foot against a root or brier or tus-
sock of grass and so stumble. and when you do this you are
\ery likely without intending to do it to pull the trigger
of your gun.

This very thing happened not long ago to a small
nephew of mine, who twice in one day discharged his
gun from just such a cause He was expecting birds
to get up, and was holding his gun in the proper position—the one recommended in a previous talk. The charge,
th.erefore. went harmlessly into the air. but if he had
Lccn carelessly holding the muzzle low down and some
one had been walking by his side he might easily enough
have shot his companion. During the act of raising the
gun to your shoulder there is ample time for you to slip
your hand a little forward along the grip and to put your
fingers on the trigger, taking care alwavs that you do
this very lightly, so as not to discharge the gun before
you arc ready. That is a blunder very often made by
shooters of all ages and degrees of experience, but it is
none the less a blunder and one that is always regretted.

Bcsitles-the ordinary accidents which may occur from
nervousness or carelessness, there are of course others
which result from the unusual situatio»*» in which the
gunner often finds himself. I spoke to you a short time
ago about what you should do if. in climbing a fence,
a rotten rail broke under your foot, and here is some-
thing which happened in the summer of 1899, which re-
sulted from a boy's having- his gun at full cock and his
finger on the trigs-er: Two young fellows were out
shootmg beach birds on Long Island, and having oc-
casion to cross a marsh were going along one behind
the other, jumning from tussock to tussock. They were
prepared to shoot at anything that misrht appear, avd
the lead ng bov—at least—had his o-un at full cock. As
lis feet reached the tu.isock for which he had sprun^^ he
lost his balance and fell over backward. His gun was
discharged as he fell, and the charge of shot tore its
way through the thip-h of the lad behind him. Fortunate-
ly the wound, though very severe, was on the outer side
ct the thigh, and no bone or large artery was injured
T he boy recoyrred. This, however, is an example of
the sort of thing that may hapnen to a boy who
through mere isrnorance and thoughtlessness, forgets the
safety of his snroting companion in his eagjsrness toget a shot at a bird.
Of course, it seems to you that vou would never letyour gun eo off when not intending to but the in-Yo untary discharge of his weanon has hapnened to manv

older persons and in fact I fancv it would be hard to
find a man who has never had his gun go ofl^ acci-
dentally If you ask men of experience, thev will almost
all of them tell you that this hanpened to them and
will explain to you how it happened, and usually that itwas due to ihe-r own carelessness.

_
men you stand ready to shoot, with your eun held

in the rropr^r positron and both barrels at full cock
still grasD your ,nm by the grip close back of thetrigger giiard. and do not let your fingers touch thetr-rrn-ers. As you throw your gun to your shouMer xm,will have nlenty of t-me to crook your fins^Pr about the

Sf^'^-'-i^M'-T ^^^^s ""tf vou catch
the_ sight, lliere is no tmie los^ if vou follow this
advice, ami there is certairlv something gained in safetvOne of the first things thnt vour instructor will say toyou IS. Ho not tindpr any circumstances point your punat anv livmg thmcr that vrn arp r^t T>reoared to fire at

"
IhK IS the unvarving ruie of all shootpr.. and it can
ll^r. Iv be_ repeated to you too often. Onlv yerv smalld I drPn.- uhots .rd onls poi-t weapons at their f, lends\Mth the idpri of fnHitomn^ them. A ro,,.,.v?prable pro-
port um, of 1 hose who do this mo.st foolish thing succee.1
HI killing their brothers, sisters, children and wives X

take it that you boys are far to© sensible ever to think

of doing such a crazy thing as that, and that it is really

not necessary to tell you this, and yet it is one of the

things that must be repeated over and over again.

See Your Game Plainly.

Another unvarying rule rs, never fire your gun at any-

thing on the ground that you cannot see distinctly. If

you shoot through a thin piece of brush at some brown
object which you think may be game moving on the

far side, you may wound a person walking there. If in

the Adirondacks you see something move in the bushes

and fire at it under the impression that it is a deer, you
may do what others do every year—kill your guide or

your uncle or your father or your brother. It would be

better to lose many, many shots than ever take a risk

of this kind.

I here will be occasions when you will fire through the

bushes at something 20 or 30 feet above the ground that

you cannot distinctly see; a partridge may sprmg up and

whir off through the trees, and you w.h fire through the

branches in the direction in which he is going, or a

woodcock may hop up and twist around behind a tall

conical cedar, and you will fire through that and kill him.

Ihis, however, is a very different thing from shooting at

something on the ground which you cannot clearly see,

and I should be glad if I should ever learn that one of

you boys d.d not shoot at a rabbit along a hedge row
because you thought it possible that there might be

some one on the other side.

I am sure that you have had good enough bringing up
to know that one of the first characteristics of a well-

bred person is to think about other people and their

safety and comfort quite as much as about his own. If you
will carry into the field with you this same feeling, it will

keep you from doing many things that may be dangerous
to your neighbors, and it will a^so make you good com-
pany in the field and a desirable assoc'ale wherever you
may. be. I shall have a good deal to say to you about this

matticr and your intercourse with your shooting com-
panions when we ^et a little further along. I do not

suppose that it will be possible for me to say anything

to you that will change your natural characteristics, but

1 do want to give you the best advice that I can. and to

help you not only to be safe companions in the field,

good shots, successful sportsmen, good dog handlers, buf
also to be manly, straightforward and square; in a word,
to be that which in old times all men were anxious to

be—gentlemen. A boy or a man should not have one set

of manners for his family and a different set for people
with whom he is but slightly acquainted, nor one set for

the house and school and another set for the field: he
should be the same wherever he is, and that same should
always be his best. W. G. De Groot,

Weights of Game.
Bedford, Pa.. Dec. 7.

—

Editor Forest mid Stream:
^
My

favorite sport is ruffed grouse, qua 1. woodcock and jack-

snipe shooting over a well-trained setter. Thi; bein^^ the

case naturally I have been much in ercted in the corre-

spondence which you have been publishing recent'y re'at-

ing to the weights of sorrfe of these birds, and fo send

you the weights of several ruffed grouse vir'^ich I hnve
killed. Last Wednesday I k'lled a grouse w'^ich we'ghed
27 ounces, and yesterdav one which weighed 2^ otm::es.

La=t fall I killed one which weighed 26V2 ounces. I abo
killed a very large one last fall which weighed 22 o'lnces

after it had been drawn, the tail also having been nulled

out by the dog catching i". I was sorry I was net ab'e to

get the full weight of this bird, as he was evie'ent'y a

patriarch. The above weights were taken on p'l'^tal scales,

and so are exact. An old hunter who has k lied a great

many hundreds of ruffed grouse told me that the largest

he had ever seen weighed 2 pounds.
A bunch of twenty-eight quail which a friend and I

killed last week weighed a little over 12 ounces, which
would make the average weight about 7 ounces.

What has become of our old friend T. S. Hammond?
I always enjoyed his articles in Forest and Strexm ex-

ceedingly and have missed them very much. I very m'Kh
wish that he could be induced to write a book cn ruffed

grouse, quail and woodcock shooting. With best wishes
for your paper, S. R. L.

Toronto. Dec. 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream; In your
issue of Saturdav la.st (Dec. i) you ask gunners to note

the weight of wild fowl that may come under their mtice.
I quite agree with you that the weight of game birds is

generally overestimated, even among hunters that are

otherwise well posted on the hab'ts and modes of killing

game. To illustrate this I will relate an instance that

occurred on Saturday afternoon (Dec. i). The Stan'ey
Gun Club hold their weeklv shoots on grounds ad-
jacent to the marsh near Toronto Bay. and in the
afternoon a gunner came along with a black duck wh'ch
he had just shot. I happened to remark that I was going
to send the weight of some ducks to your paper, and a

gues<-ing competition wa« started, as to the weight of the

black duck (a female in fair condition and good plumage,
as nu'ght be expected so late in the season). Nine or ten

members of the club thought the duck would weigh from
2'i4 to 4 pounds. It was accurately weighed at a grocery
store and found to weigh 2 pounds 4 ounces. Two friends

of mine put in a couple of weeks on Lake Erie, z^'^ I

weighed some of the canvasbacks they brought back. The
heaviest male weighed 3 pounds 2 ounces; the lighte'^t

female 2 pounds to otmces. I al'^o weighed a pair of red-

heads, the male of which weighed 2 pounds 9 ounces, while
the female turned the scale at 2 pounds 4 ounces. All of
the"^e ducks were in splendid condit'on.

Of crur=e the wpight of the =ame snecies of ducks will

vary greatly in different localities. I have ki^l^d l°sser

scauPs (or little bhich'll) at the mouth of the Red River
on Lake Winnipeg that weighed 2 pounds 3 ounces (''n

fflct thev were ,so fat t^pv were scarce'y ab'e to flv"). w':'''e

ducks of ihe same kind shot near Toronto generally

we'?h about a pound and, a half. On Toronto Btv they
are hunted a good deal, while on Lake Winnipeg th-'y are
scnrcelv molp'"tP(l. which. T Stmn"''(J "'"'opntc for *1t'

difference. On pa^^sing a store to-dflv (Dec. 5") I noticed
several black duck= and mallards hnns'nar u" that '•ad

Just arrived from St. Cl&ir Flats, and among the nu?nbcr

an unusually large black duck, which, out of curiosity, I

had weighed, when u turned the scale, at .3 pounds 6
ounces—quite a difference from the on^ killed in i'orvyUto

Marsh. J no. Town send.

New York, Dec. 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Here
are some records of Long Island quail, the we.ghts being
vouched for by M-r. Dan Youngs, postmaster of bouih
jamesport, L. i., who weighed them on the po._tal scales

in his office the same afternoon that they were shut by
Mr. W. D. Vandenhove and Col, Frank Hallock :

Sex. Weight. " - Age.
Ounces.

Cock 6}i This year's bir:1.

Cock 7 This 3 ear's bird.

Cock 6}i Old bi.d.

Cock... Old bird.

Cock 634 , Old bud.
Cock 7 Old bird.

Hen 7 Ihis year's bird.

Hen 7'/2 This jear s bird.

Hen 7 'i his ytar s bird.

Hen 7 1 his year's bird.

Hen 6^. This year s b^rd.

Hen 6}i .Old b.rd.

Hen 714 O.d b rd.

Hen .....7 Old bird.

Hen .7 Old bird.

Hen 7^----. .....Old bird.

Hen.. 7^ Olcl bird.

Hen 7^ Old lird.

Hen r'A Old b rd.

Hen 714 .....Old bird.

Note.—The last five birds all hens, were shot out of one
flock of old birds that had apparently never separat^id

since last season. Edwarj Banics.

Gallatin, Tcnn.. Dec. 4.

—

adi'.or Forest and Stream:
On Thanksgiving Day I weighed my bag of twen'y-th

quail and found that they weighed 8 pounds gVz oun:e--, a.'i

average of 6 ounces. 1 failed to weigh any of th.se biids

individually, but do not think that the.-.e birds were as

large as they sometimes grow here. I noticed one' ^ rd .n

the loc that was not grown. -
.

'

I would like to ask if any of your readers have paid

attention to the relative numbers of malts and fema.es

among the quail they have ki'led. Will G. Harris.

St. Augustine, Fla.

—

tuaor Forest and Stream: A
New Jersey correspondent in Forest and Strea.m says

his quail weigh 8 ounces. Another writes me from ip
Jersey that he has weighed several and lound them be-

tween 8 and 10 ounces. Now I am sa isfied that the

Florida quail have not arrived at that d.grce of pon-
derosity a tained by those at the North, and can liere-

after sleep the sleep of the satisfied ju'^t. I have thoug'it

ever since I've been here that the Florida quail were
diininitive specimens; Didymus.

Elmwood, Conn.. Dec 1.

—

Editor Forest an'i Strea^-n:

Find inclo'-'ed the weight of some Connecticut birds shot

Oct. 29: Quail, cocks 6^4. 5% ^H- IVa'^ hen. d''^ ounce'.

Woodcock, s^/i- and 5^ ounces. Cock ruled prou e. 25''2

ounces. I hope to be able to send you some fix we'ghrs

during the winter, and if nothing prevents will send you
some more bird weights another sea'^-'n.

Samuel T. Colt.

Bargain Day oa Staten Island.

Princess Bay, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: In

Forest and Stream of th's week I read "Ont Day and
Another" with much interest, and I am prompted by it to

send you these notes from the Staten Island S.ar of this

week. One written by A Bird Saver, run-

:

"The wanton destruction of song birds cn Staten Island

during the period of fall migration is appalling. Hardly

a day passes during this season but that our fore'ts teem

with huntsmen, who by clever devices frequently elude the

most careful vigilance of th*^ author t'e-. Gun= ayl am-
munition come and go with one detachment while an-

other carries away the game concealed undernea n toad-

stools, mushrooms or autumm flowers, wrapped up in

new-'paoers. While much effective work is being done
through the earnest efforts of our gamo protectors who
this fall have made several arrests and secured several

hundred birds, yet much more stringent measures must
be adopted if the lives of our feaJiered friends are to be

preserved. The penalties imposed by general law are

severe, and our charter affords ample means of pro'ect on
cn paper; yet despite these safeguards, through the in-

d fference of the public, the leniency of our courts, and the

scarcity of officials, thousands of our sweetest songsters

are shot every year. In two packages of d^ad birds re-

cently brought to me for identification I found several

junccs. chickadees, wooelpeckers, cedar waxwings, robins,

bluebirds and hermit thrushes. These latter three groups

are decidedly musical, the hermit thrush be'ng the most
.

exquisite songster that reaches northern latitudes. If,

through the columns of the press, you can use any in-

fluence toward the mitigation of this barbarous cruelty,

you will insure the gratitude of all who appreciate the

work of nature's valuable scavengers; who love her most
enchanting musicians—the birds."

The other is a local item which reports that "Michael
Genoio, an I alian barber of Manhattan who was arrested

on Nov. 30 by Game Protector Edgar Hicks for having
in his possession thirty-five song birds, was fined $25 ,

with the alternative of twenty days in jail. The fine was
paid."

You will observe that A Bird Saver writes a very clever

article, full of common sense, whereas the other article

marked .shows a'mos-t total disregard for law, ccm'ng from
a source from "'hich v,'e w.-iuVl natura'lv exnert differ-

ent results. If Michael Genoio had received t'-e fu'l b^ne'"t

of the law his fines would have amounted to $^75, and w'th
the rer^i't^p.s ?t acherl for breaking the law. $60 more,
he would. then have suffered. b'U a= i'- w^'^. he had a g'-od

day's .sport,, and. in all probability Mr. Edc^^r H'cks wns
ant of oncl-pt for rn^king the arrest. That "guinea"
rnii'-t have thought Ue had struck bargain day on St-i'cn

Island. - *4*

t
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Game Law Violations Around Chicago.

Chicago, 111,, Dec. 8.—There are a good many varia-

tions to the oJd time proverb, which Siatcs tha. the way
oi the transgressor is hard, if there is any s^ort 01 person
entit.fcd to tlie name ol transgressor, it should surely be
the man who sells game lUegally, or ships it illegally.

Ordinarily this sort of a transgressor is disgustingly rich,

fat and contented, as arc a gooU many other law Dicarcers.

Once in a wliiie, however, Ins way gets just a little hard.

It is this week just a little hard lor a tew persons aown
in ihe lower part of this State who have been trans-

gressing the august statutes made and provided in the

case of Ill.nois game. Warden Loveday and his deputies

have rounded up half a dozen of old-time law breakers,

and thanks to the virtue of the Lacey law, are mighty
apt to talce them down the road to the extent of a heavy
fine.

The scene ©f this little drama is laid in Franklin county,

the county seat ol which is i^enton. Up to this time it

has been an impossibil.ty to get a conviction in that

county, for as the State Commissioner says, the judge, jury

and everybody else down there makes a living at market
hunting. Ihcy run a trust, which is an air-tight

monopoly, and no wardens need apply. As to the actors

in this little drama, they are of two sorts. The game
warden b'esses them both, him that gives and him that

takes. The ones that take are certain commission" houses
we 1 known on the street in St. Louis. The other classi-

fication of ihe dramatis personje is a bit more vague, and
indeed is shown upon the records sometimes only in

numbers, and not as men.
The records of the express company's book show that

a box was sent to W. P. Kessler, of St. Louis, by "No.
527," of Christopher. 111. Otto Schumacher, of St. Louis,
also rece ved a box from '"T. T. G.," of Galatea, 111.

Tempieman & Co., of St. Louis, received a pail from
"S. t). D.," l\Tulkeytown. 111. Otto Schumacher received

a box from "George Bailey," of Parish, and a so one form

"J. Louis." of Parish. The Missouri Poultry and Game
Co. got a box from "E. S.," of another little town in this

same reg on.

Now it will be remembered that Missouri is one of

the only two Western States where the law does not for-

bid the export of game from the State. It may be seen,

however, that St. Louis does not depend upon Missouri
for all her game. Some of the best shooting country for

small game in all the West may be found in lower Illinois,

and S:. Louis reaches out for this game, gets it into her
game coffers, and after that it is not illegal to ship it out
of the State.

These St. Louis dealers try to protect iheir shippers
in this nefarious trade. Thus I .saw to-day a shipping
tag of Timken & Co., St. Louis. The address of the firm

was printed on one side. Upon the other side, stamped in

large red figures, evidently by the firm which printed the

card, was this number, "2689." Th's number means
not a number, but a man, some law breaking man who is

shipping game out of the State of Illinois. The express
companies know who this man is. Under the Lacey law
they w 11 be compelled to stop this sort of thing, and to

have these packages plainly marked.
Indeed, all the above packages were marked plainly.

Each and every one of them was marked as containing
"rabbits," and each and every one of them did contain
rabbits. Aber, as they say in St. Louis, thev also mn-
tained quails, packed down in the middle of the rabbits,

These parties who did the shipping are going to be un-
covered, and there will be an at empt made to see how
profitable it is to boldly violate a statute of the United
States. It is sincerely to be hoped that the hand of the

law will fa'l heavily upon them, for it is not their first

offense, and they are deliberate violators.

As another instance of the fact that the transgressor
sometimes does not live a life of which the sole ingre-
dients are beer and skittles. I may instance the case of

Sharron I. Hooks, of W'elton, 111., who on the thirtieth

day of last month tangled up with Depu'y D. Loveless.
The latter took Mr. Hooks before Justice J. B. Jones, of

Effingham, and the latter soaked Mr. Hooks an even
$200, with costs. Mr. Hooks pleaded guilty to eight
birds sh'pped illgally. In all 177 quail were found in his

possession. He was rot fined for the whole 177. but it

is thought that the setback of $200 will, for the time, as

it .were, put him out of commission.
There are all sorts of ways of smuggling game. The

old dodge of sewing quail up in rabbits is not good any
longer, and -the poultry, butter or egg label is no longer
held sacred by the deputy wardens. What should a poor
law breaker do, for instance, if he had a couple of deer
which he wanted to send down out of the State of W^is-
consin to the Chicago market? The answer to this ques-
tion is different according to the different' intellectual

possibilities of the different law breakers. One of the
latter gentlemen, supposing that the somber traopings
of deai-h would be respected by the wardens, and having
himself no reverence for things sacred, last month packed
a couple of deer in a coffin, and in this way sent them
through to Chicago. This matter was kept quiet for
awhile by Warden T-oveday, as he told me at the time he
wanted to try to catch the man who made th's shipment.
At this writing he has not been caught, and th^re is no
reason why the news should not be printed. The name
of this law breaker is not yet known. He should cer-
tainly be caught and given a taste of the Lacey law.
This mcnsuro c3n be m.-^de a most effective ore. and it

is 10 b*" hoDP'l that it w'll soon have an executive force
bnck of -t which will make bu'ter par's and coffins obiects
of greater veneration than thev are at oresent with a
certain class of onr esteemed Western citizens.

The Quail Situation*

For once in a w.iy the prophets were right in_ regard
to the quail crop, and they continue to be r"ght. There
never was such a lot of quail known in this country as
we a!;e mw havir!?. ; The best of the .^hooting seems to
be ih the lower third of Tll'nois and T^f^l^^a. u""e" Tn-
d'ara hpinor rathpr bp+ter than upoer I"i"ois. Big bn^s
of nuail cea.^'" to be of interest here Chicap"0. as nearly
ever>' <^"e who roes o^t is sucr-pccfn] o-et'irE' a mVe
lo\ IVpssrs. I. H. Ambers' and Pil'v Cntler camp h^r]^

early this week from g cert?iin pocket .discovered by tt^
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latter gentleman, and ihey had splendid shooting on
the r trip. Several parties who have been out in upper
Indiana have brought in bags of two or three dozen, up to

four or hve dozen. I hear of good shooting at Neoga,
also at Ram.sey, bo.h on the Illinois Central, the former

above Efhngham, and the latter below that point. From
the I.linois Central railroad at those points clear west to

the Mississippi River there iS fine quad shooting, better

than has been known for a long whiie. In Indiana,

North Judson, Kou ts, Rochester, Hunt ngton. Ora, and

a lot of towns in 'hat part of the country are good for

very fair bags. The birds are now getting big and str6ng

and they fly much better than they did at the beginning

of the season.

Ducks.

Everything is reversed on the duck question out here.

We are just beginning to have our duck season, long

after it should be closed. Word just came up yesterday

from Koutts, on the Kankakee, that the ducks are in

there, and are due to s ay until it freezes up. Reports

form English Lake, on the same stream, are also favora-

ble. Mr. A. M. Fuller, of the English Lake Club, went
down th s week to sec what he could do, and he is very

apt to get some shooting. While nothing very satisfactory

is coming up from Hennepin Club, it would seem that

there ought to be good shooting in that part of the

Illinois River Val'oy. Most of the late flight seems to be

made up of mallards, and one would not wonder if some
of the be^t fun of the season was yet to be had by the

duck shooters.

Inadvertencies.

Once in a while such a thing as an inadvertency gets

into the best of families or newspapers. This is why
editors are not responsible for the views of their corre-

spondents. If they were, the newspaper world would be
just a trifle checkered. A friend wri.es me regarding
the statement of a writer who remarked upon Michigan
fishing and shooting matters last week in Forest and
Stre.-\m:

"Please look at the article headed 'Michigan Season,'

page 451, i.ssue of Dec. 8. This writer tells about someone
having just re urned from a trip on the Manistee, Nov.
25, and finding plenty of quail, grouse, etc., and speaks ot

having good fishing and finding lots of speckled trout in

Pine Creek and Bear Creek, and that he joined them
Nov. 7 .ind went dec- shooting! Now it strikes me that

deer shooting and trout fishing do not gO well together

in M'chigan.
"On the same page, under 'Food Is Scarce," is com-

ment by Jay Beebe. It takes a sportsman to discover

weak points in a sporting picture.' An artist once tried

to sell me a picture of salmon angling. He went into

ecs asies over it, of course, and he did not know, probably,
that I knew more about salmon fishing than he did.

When I called his attent'on to the fact that the foliage

Avas that of autumn, the leaves were red and golden, and
that salmon fishing was a June sport, he did not know
what to say. It is like the picture the small boy makes
of a steamboat, with the flag pointing in one direction

and the smoke from the smokestack going in .the opposite
direction. And this, Sott of thing is not confined strictly

to the small boy."

Dead and Down.

It is stated that the proposed cutting of timber on the
Minnesota Indian reservations is not to be conducted in

a fashion detrimental to the interests of the Indians
themselves. Capt, Mercer, the agent at Leech Lake, says

that the cutting is all to be done by the Indians them-
selves, and that the cutt:ng will be confined to the really

dead or down timber, and no green pine will be cut. It

is, however, admitted that contracts were made in ad-
vance with some of the big lumber firms at about $5 a

thousand, this to apply to the logs after they are banked
and scaled. These big firms have made advances against
the expense of cutting the timber.
WHien it comes to getting around the Minnesota lumber-

man, you will need .o get up early of a morning. Now,
they are after that Ind an pine, and they are going to

get it one way or another, fair or apparently fair, foul or
really foul. This time they are operating under great

stress of sympathy for the poor red man. Like enough
the la ter would be glad to cut off all the timber on the
reservations if it paid him. a little cash at the time. The
aforesaid red man was never renowned for his foresight
any more ihan the lumberman was famed for his be'ng-
behind- sight. After the timber is gone,

. by hook, or
crook, methinks the lumberman will look at his gallery
of family portrai s and smile an ate-the-canary smile, and
order a life size of himself, shown as in the celebrated
canarv act aforesaid. This is a red hot country, and the
\Vest is strictly in the game.

i^- A Nebraska Outing,

Mr. John W. Carpenter, of Whitman, Neb., writes
entertainingly about sport in his part of the world, and
perhaps readers may like to paste bis address in their
hats. He says. "W^e have had fine shooting in this part
of the northwest this fall. There was plenty of grouse
to shoot, and ducks by the thousand, mostly mallards, but
plenty of other kind. I saw a good many canvasbacks.
My son George and myself went north from; Whitman
on B. & M. R. R. in Nebraka.- about forty miles, and had
good sport. We were gone from home about ten days,
and had a good fme. and bagged thirty-seven grouse,
forty-one teal (bluewing), twenty-six mallards, three
canvasbacks and seven other duck—I do not know their
name, and I cannot describe them so you could know
what they were. They were not quite as larsre as mallards
and were darker. Saw about fifty swan and perhaps one
thotisand geese, but got no geese or swan. There have
not been marv snorsmen f-om the East out this way. and
I would like to have some of them come out here and trv
this part of the countrv. I have never used decoys, Pnd I
believe anv one using them wou'd have srood luck. T'lere-.
is good shooHrer here i" the spring, but do not beheve
in .<-"rin!? shoot'ng myself.
"Would vou be so 'Hrid as to <ar:ve me the a-^dress of

t'-e r^^n i^-lio wrote 'Throneh tbe Pp'-sonao'e Window?'
J would like to write him. hecpuse I think T would know
him. T .^m afnuainted with the rart of the country he
writes of, for I have lived here since 1872.

U6
"If I can help any sportsman from the East, I would

be glad to do so."

The Minister's First Deer.

A well known divine of Toledo, O., Rev. Rosselot, was
th.s fail given a vacation by his flock, and he improved
his opportunity in a very wise way. With some trusted

frienas he made ready and went into the far-ott country
of Arkansas for a few weeks rest and adventure. He
had never killed a deer, had never had experience in the

woods. It was all new and strange and denghtlul to him.

He had experiences which were a revelation to him in the

ways of nature. Rested and refreshed, he went back
home a bet.er man. He d d not preach a regulation

sermon on the occasion of his first return to his pulpit,

but gave his hearers a talk about his trip. All he needs
now is an occasional copy of the Forest and Stream.
His talk was long and enthusiastic, but one may venture
the part of if where he told how he got his deer:

"We had had the inflation of our hopes and ambitions
pretty well deflated, and our balloons had been thoroughly
punctured. But one Saturday morning, the J7th, I de-

cided to go hunting alone, and in the beauty of one of

the finest mornings I ever saw I walked out perhaps three

or three and a haif miles. It was 10 o'clock. The sun was
shining clear and warm. Suddenly I heard the brush
cracking and the leaves rustling, and I saw coming from
the forest to my right a fine deer, his antlers glistening

in the sunlight. He was as sleek and glossy as those I

had seen in the zoological gardens, and I deter-.nined that

he should be my first deer. I waited until he reached
an open space, -where no trees or brush obstructed my
view, and I fired. I was certain if I had not killed my
deer I never could kill one. But he went on as though
nothing had occurred; he ran no faster, if as fast, after

I had fired than before,

'T watched my prize disappear in the thick underbrush.
I waited the commg of the dogs, for I thought he was
being pursued by the hounds. But silence reigned. I

started in the direction in which he had gone. I returned
and commenced the tedious practice of tracking my game
in the dry leaves. I proceeded on my hands and knees
and succeeded in finding an occasional footstep, but not-

one drop of blood. I had proceeded for perhaps fif.y

yards, when I looked up to see the next footprint, when
just before me in a little basin I saw my deer, as quiet

as death, his eyes wide open. I had no fever before this

time, but now I had strange feelings. I looked about me.
I was alone. Every picture of deer I had ever seen
seemed before me; every hunting story came back; I

doubted my senses. I arose from my kneeling posture,
I app.-oached s ealthily, for I had been told that they
were dangerous as long as they batted their eyes; I held
my gun in posit'or. to fire. I seized a horn; I shook it;

not a motion. I placed my hand on his body. It was
warm, and I had killed my first deer."

The Northern Limit of the Long Trail.

In the old days of the long trail of the cattle drives
from the Southwest to the ranges of the North, the name
of Geo. W. Lang, of San Antonio, Tex., was a famous
one. He drove over all sorts of tough country, and made
and lost fortunes in the drives to far away California,
Utah, or what not of a cattleless country, that at the time
seemed a market for long-horns. Lang grew old in the
business, but at last the railroads knocked him out, as they
did all the old drovers. He seems to have been lost to
sight on the scenes of his former successes until lately.

When the Klondike boom broke out and set us all crazy
to get north to the land of sudden wealth, Lang made
up his mind that he wouid make one more drive. Stories
of adventure and hardihood are always met with a wel-
come from the readers of Fore.st and Stream, who are
of a sort blessed with a certain amount of nerve, a:s we
may imagine: so I am sure they will like to read of the
story of adventure Avhich followed upon poor Lang's
ha?ty but unshakable resolution to dr.ve cattle to the
far off gold fields of the Arctic North. He never lived
to see his attempt concluded, but as his project marks,
without doubt, the northernmost limit of the great hero
trail, the glorious old l^ong Tiail of the West, the record
of it Avouid ?eem interesting, as taken briefly from the
Pioneer Press, of St. Paul.

It will be observed that the route pursued is identically
the same as that taken by the Charlie Norris party, whom
I mentioned as going up there that same winter of 1897.
By the wslv, and of all the more interest right at this
juncture, is the fact that Mr. Norris is this mon.h just
back from a second trip over that same country \vhere
he got this time up into the Fort Graham region. Of
that more at a later time, and now for the story of
dauntless George Lang, who died a big death, as fitted

the big life of an old time drover of the perilous West:
"It was in vain that his friends and family tried to

dissuade him. He could not believe that he was old
and that the trail was impracticable^—they had told him
that about- the Nevada deserts, and about all the great
drives he had made in the past. 'This will be my last
drive,' he told a friend as he stepped on the train at Los
Angeles in the fall of 1897. 'After this I shall settle down
to a quiet life.' Such was to be the crowning feat of a
life of adventure.
"In the early winter of 1897 he reached Edmonton and

proceeded to buy up a herd of fifty oxen, a dozen or more
horses, and a stock of provisions intended to last the
party until they reached their destinat'on. Early in Feb-
ruary, 1898, he was ready to start. The first objective
point was Lesser Slave Lake. To this point the towns-
people reported that a trail had been recently put through
much shorter than the freight road to Athabasca Landing
and up Slave River, which had been used for years. But
stern experience had taught the old fox of the trail that
short cuts as a rule were disastrous, and that one will
never go wrong hv following the old estabh'shed trails.

Consp"ue"tly. v.'h'le the it-iexperierced multitude was
searching for the trail tha^ di 1 not exist, and tryne: to find
a way over tfip mountain in four feet of snow, with h.or.ses
weakened and perishing from hunger, the Lang outfit
with their slow-ftjoving oxen pidled into the Slave Lake
post.

"At this po=t many stoped a few davs to rest, hut to
t^-e T,ano- outfit, who f'-'resaw the breaking up of Peace
River, there was no siich Tvr»-d. Thp vprv nevf morninj?
the oxen were yokpd to their hpnv'lv laden sleiphs. and
started over the trail to Peacg River 'Landingj mghty-d??
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miles distant From this point it was intended to follow

up Peace River on the ice 300 miles to Fort St. John,

from which place there was supposed to be a pack trail

leading to the north by a way no one seemed clearly to

uuderstand. .
, t.

•
1

'

. ''Here began a period of mental anxiety and physical

strain. The Chinook wind began to blow, and frorti ex-

cessive cold the temperature rose rapidly above the freez-

ing point, arid the ice began to soften. Soon pools of

water iprmed over the ice. and in swift places the channel

of the river was exposed. The outfits hugged closer to

the shore, or if compelled to travel in the center of the

river, a horseman herded the loose cattle away from the

most dangerous spots. Occasionally hoofs broke through

the sun softened ice, and it was deemed advisable to

travel by night when the ice was firmer. When a horse

or an. ox breaking through the ice was j'oked in a team

the others were either pulled in after, or they succeeded
^

"ill pulling the unfortunate out. If loose, unless roped in

tiriie, he Would be carried away by the current, or if

pulled out, in many cases so injured that he would have

to be killed. In this way, working always and sleeping

never,' they made slow but steady progress, and each day

they risked life and property on the treacherous, honey-

combed ice. Those who had already reached Fort St.

Jolin were informed by each late arrival "The bulls are

coraihg!' It,'was nearing the middle of April when the

ice on Peace River was daily expected to break up, when
Mr.'Lang with the first section of his outfit pulled up the

river bank to the flat on which is built the Hudson Bay
Co. trading post of St. John. The others were expected

in the following day, but a rain fell during the night, the

water rose, and they were forced to the bank. Later they

cut a trail ^overland and packed their goods to the fort.

"Whatever the cause, George Lang had been at the

post but one day when he fell ill. He was sick before, but

his directing hand could not be spared, and so no one
knew. He was taken to the officer's house and given the

best care the post afforded, but he sank lower.
'
A doctor

in overalls came in over the trail and volunteered his

professional services, but he failed to improve. The weeks
passed, the ice broke and passed out of the river, the

oxen fattened on the green grass, starting from the sunny
slope of the hill, but in the trader's house a form wasted,

and a face looked ghastly in its long tobacco stained

beard, while a delirious brain herded cattle on the plains.

It was decided that the only hope was to attempt to get

him lo civilization, so they carried him carefully to the

river bank and laid him gently in a canoe. The swift

current, carried them easily over the distance that he had
recently traversed with so much difficulty. But it was
in vain. They had gone but a short distance down the

river when the spirit of George W. Lang passed away.
He h'id made his last drive. He was taken to the trading

post of Dunvegan, and in the wildness of nature where
he loved best to live, he was laid to rest.

"While here ends the story of the organizer and leader
of the party, the expedition itself kept on. It was a last

wish of Lang that it should do so. While the stock was
fattening in idleness, these hardy men were reducing the

outfit to packages suitable for packing. In May the pack
saddles were completed, the cinches and ropes wer pre-

pared and the draft animals were converted into' beasts
of burden. To use Western parlance, they 'hit the trail.'

They would make Fort Graham, 250 miles distant; from
that point they would go to Sylvester's Landing, 500 miles
further. They were told that there was no paxk trail,

and that the journey was impossible, but these men knew
that there are no obstacles of nature that patience and
persistence will not overcome. They cut trees from their

path to allow the packed animals to pass. They forded
small rivers, and, coming. to larger ones, they rafted their

provisions and swam their stock.

"Early in August the outfit reached Fort Graham, after

crossing three summits of the Rocky Mountains. The
stock was in good condition, but the men were dust-
grimed and thin. The next day they left for Sylvestet-'s

Landing on the Dease River. A short time before a
band of Indians had been in to the fort, and had strongly
protested against white men traveling through their
country. The horse bells, they claimed, scared the game,
arid fiirtherm ore there was a deep roofed belief aniong
them that when white men enter a country the fur leaves
it V Finding tha+ their protests were of no avail, they
supplemented threats. If white men attempted to cross
the divide to Dease River they would set fife to the
country, and burn up the feed so their stock could get
no grazing. With this threat they left for the mountains.

'"The men in charge of the oxen outfit, however, had
heard Indian threats before, and to this report they gave
the same attention they had previously to the natural
obstacles of the trail. With oLhcr parties who had reachel
this thousand-hiile mark on their journey, they continued
into the unknown. The Indians had made no idle threat.
Before the trailers had gone a hundred miles on the way,
a dense smoke cloud was seen ahead, and very soon they
were in the middle of a burning wilderness. Here, in-
deed, coolness and patience were required, for if a stam-
pede should result among the packed animals not only
the stock' but their entire supply of provisions would be
lost in the flames. So, regardless of their own safety, they
herded them carefully, drove them through the flames
and into the still smoking country beyond. Nor was the
danger over here, for trees, with their supporting roots
burned, were now falling on all sides, and even this
danger past, the country was effectively blocked by fallen
trees, and the trail, never clearly marked, had entirely
disappeared. Yet they struggled on, and how well, those
following after, who never saw the outfit, can testify, for
in the labyrinth of misleading trails, where muskegs and
^vindfalls com.pelled a choice of paths, they had long
learned to look for the cloven hoofprints which marked
the passage of the Lang outfit,, and 'Follow the bulls!"
became the standing direction of the trail.

"Just before winter closed in they stopped on a little
stream by Deadwood Lake, seventy-five miles from Dease
River, and prepared to winter. There we last saw them.
Their herd was reduced to twenty-six, and the men were
standing to their knees tn ice cold water as they endeav-
ored with scythes to cut enough frozen marsh grass to
carry .the stock over till spring, wh^n they could resume
their journey.
*Hbw mlany tfie long. coW winter spared and how

starvation is not known, but certain it is that up to this

many of these were not needed to keep the men froin

time no portion of the G. W. Lang outfit has reached
Dawson City."

Chicago Man in Africa.

A somewhat noted citizen just now is W. Stamps
Cherry, of Chicago, who in 1896 went to Africa on a tour

of investigation, and just for to wander and to roam.
Mr. Cherry is now back, safe and sound after four years

of life among the Congo natives, where he had adventures
enough to curl anybody's hair but that of a Chicago man.
After life in this sterenuous burg, he found existence in

Africa one continual round of pleasure. For a year he
did not see a white man, and for years he slept with a

six shooter strapped to his pajamas. He killed a great
many elephants, enough to pay all his expenses,
and he seems also to have discovered a new sort

of elephant, a fantail elephant, so to speak, which is but
a pigmy compared to the circus or garden elephant, and
which has no tu.sks. Mr. Cherry has not yet gotten back
to Chicago, but he is good for a story when he gets here.

He really had some very curious hunting experiences,
and among other things he describes how the natives
kill elephants by literally burning them up in a jungle,
where they are surrounded by a number of natives and
penned in by a ring of fire. Mr. Cherry saw a great deal
of cannibalism, and also some bloody little wars in the
country where human life is cheaper than anywhere else

in the world. His studies are likely to prove of great
value, and he has some geography of untracked lands.

I don't like to speak boastfully, but if I were in the dark
horse line I should have to pick some Chicago man to
discover the North Pole or the center of Africa.

Personal Doings.

N. B. Cook, of this city, is as good an example as you
shall find of a sportsman grown old but still active in the
ways of sports. This is the same gentleman whose name
so often appeared in the doings of the Western Canoe
Association, and as a canoeist he has won numberless
cups and trophies, and can sail a boat yet with anybody. It
seems that Mr. Cook is also a shooter, though he is now
about seventy-six years of age, if memory serves me.
He came in this morning and wanted to know where he
could get some good quail country not so very far away,
saying, with a certain amount of naivete that he had
just gotten him a young bird dog puppy which he wanted
to begin breaking. Now, that is the sort of sportsman
they used to raise. It is good news to hear of these men
who at seventy-six are breaking in puppies and getting
ready for next year's shooting. I am sure every reader
of FoHEST AND Stream will wish Mr. Cook good hunt-
ing, and anyone who knows him will know that that dog
is going to be as well broke as his last boat was well
built, for above all things Mr. Cook is quiet and thorough.
Mr. W. P. Anderson, of Amarillo, Tex., live stock

agent'.of the Santa Fe Railroad, is in town at the stock
show this week. Mr. Anderson is an old time Southwest
man, and he is cliock full of stories of the fightingest,
frolickingest country the world ever saw. He has a game
pocket, which a few of us are trying to pick.
Mr. Nat H. Cohen, president of the Illionis State Fish

Commission, called this week to pass the time of day.
Pie is still doing business at the old stand.

^
Mr. S. E. Bliss, of this city, is this week .going to Chico.

Tex., for an all round hunt after deer, quail and every-
thing else that he can find.

Mr. John M. Bulkley. of Detroit,' Mich., leaves his
card, and subscribes himself a life long friend and "con-
tributor of the Forest and Stream. I regret I was not
personally on hand to show Mr. Bulkley where the ex-
plosion took place on our lake froiit recently, but we may
have better luck next time. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

Were These Quail for the Pittsburg' Maiket?
^Cottonwood Falls, Kan., Dec. 7.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Regarding your mention of "The Pittsburg
Quail Market" in this week's paper, I can report that
about Nov. 19 one of Topeka's policemen called my atten-
tion to ten crates of live quail, judged to have 150^ to 200
quail per crate, in a Wells Fargo & Co. express car
shipped from Purcell, Indian Territory, to Pittsburg, Pa

'

marked on tag.s, "Purely for breeding and stocking pur-
poses," with the remark, "I'll bet $10 that those quad will
never breed, but will have their heads taken off when
they get to Pittsburg." Judging from your article, the
breeding qualities of those quail are en^e'd forever.

W. F. RiGHTMIRE,

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach ys at Hie
latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.

fff

1 Christmas^Gift I

to a sportsman, old or young, an appro-''

-

priate, acceptable, appreciated and valued

present would be a year's subscription to

FOREST AND STREAM. It vyill renewSf*
itself fifty-two times in the year. ^ .|t''*

This is what a Vermont reader wrote
the other day :

" I wish every boy in America could have a copy each
week, as pupils of Forest avd Stream school never

develop into market-shooters, but grow up as sportsmen,

worthy of the name." H. B. Chase.

1
If

I

Sportsman and Sporting^ Man*
How frequently are the terms sportsman and sporting

man confounded, and by so many people believed to be
sjmonyraous. Ihereby is the status oi the sportsman
lowered to the level of the gambler, and all that goes to

make up the blackleg who gets his living for most part
by procedures that are quite in accordance with his char-
acter.

The word "sport" has been more abused, ill treated and
misapplied than any other, I dare say, in our language. Of
a high, noble, pure and refined signification, it has been
misapplied and debased to unworthy objects. It has been
extended to a mass of improper matters

, and from its

elegant appropriateness it has been debased to vulgar and
dishonest associations.

The creature who lives on the most contemptible pas-
sions and with skill from long practice cheats all who
may come his way, winning by unfair means and rules in

so-called games of chance, a professional bettor in the pool
room, on the race course, devoid of the first instincts of
a love for the horse, simply looking upon the noble ani-
mal as a mere machine on which to win or lose, arranging
for events that are fraudulent from their inception and
carried through with dishonesty of purpose to hoodwink
the public—in fine, a man who lacks the first quality of all

that goes to make up a gentleman—this is a "sporting
man." And there is as much difference between him and
the "sportsman" as the darkest night and brightest day.
The man who loves the woods, waters, mountains and

deep forests; whose whole being is in accord, in deep
sympathy with nature and her works; who loves the dog
used for sport; who pursues game for pleasure and not
for financial gains ; who shoots on the wing, taking, of
the game in moderation ; wlio still-hunts the deer, pitting
his knowledge of the forest and of woodcraft, the .habits
and haunts of the quarry against its cunning, delicate sense
of scent and hearing, and brings the game to bag with
possibly one shot that has taken hours of trailing to se-
cure; who is unselfish, afield with his companions, extend-
ing to them those courtesies, and ainenditics that so largely
contribute to the pleasure of a d^iy's, shooting or life in
camp. This is a "sportsman." Dick Swiveller.

Shooting in Pennsylvania.

Saym;^ Pa.—For two day's last week—Novt 28 and 29

—

Peter Zang and George Flickinger, of this p!ace, true
yoke fellows in the spirit of sportsmanship, abandoned the
seductive dissipations of society and sought the wily
grouse in his native fastness. The party went to Wilcox,
a station on the Bcrnice branch of the Lehigh Valley
R. R., and with a neighboring farm house as a point of
rendezvous, shot through the surrounding locality. In
two days the two guns scored twenty-eight ruffed grouse
and three brace of quail. The country thereabouts is an
ideal grouse country, wild and rugged in its condition's

and requiring plenty of endurance on the part of men and
dogs alike to work it out. The melodious rattler rattles

his rattle undisturbed in these tangled retreats, and nlost
any old thing in the form of small game finds an easy
cover. With the present laws rigidly enforced, it w:ll

be many years before the grouse supply of that locality

will be shot out.

The score made by IVtessrs. Zang and Filckinger d'oeS

not establish the fact that the average shooting rnan can
do equally as well in the same section of country. Zang
is an uncom.monly good wing shot, while Flickinger
handles the shotgun with deadly precision, probably rank-
ing as one of the best field shots in northern Pennsyl-
vania. In addition, Flickinger owns and hunts an Eng-
lish setter of untitled pedigree, but with enough bird sense
and sagacity to put him in the forefroB.t -as a Xjl^in, un-
varnished meat dog.

'

The season on grouse closes the isth inst., and it will
leave plenty of birds from which to expect ' a strong
supply of grouse for the season of 1901.

M. Chill.

Michigan Deer,

Hartford^ Mich.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I find
in our local paper a press dispatch from Menominee.
Mich., which reports that the "American Express Com-
pany handled 41,574 pounds of venison during the deer
hunting season which closed Nov. 30. The season opened
Nov. 8 and the first shipment was received here on the
gth. Siiipmeuts will continue until to-day or Dec. 3 or 4,
as permitted hy law. Of the total amount of venison re-
ceived here, 25 574 poimds were transferred to the Ann
Arbor steamship line for southern Michigan points, and
16,000 pounds were for local hunters and meat dealers.
Over 400 carcasses of deer were handled here. Menominee
was made a transfer station by the expres.s company, an
express car being placed on one of the car ferries and
loaded here. The largest deer received here during the
season was killed by a Menominee hunter near Kenton,
and weighed 242 pounds."

Perhaps it may be of interest to know how the laws
allow the beautiful deer to be slaughtered, I do hope our
Legislature will at the next session cut the number down
to two of those bucks and make it a criminal offense
to kill a female deep- Su^luvan Cook:

Certainly Earned His Dinner/'

The -Hampshire Gazette, of Northampton. Mass.,
prints this ingenuous item: "E. A. Hawley. of North
Hadley, did some clever work on Thanksgiving Day by
shooting and killing with a single charge fourteen quail
which were running along the ground six rods distant.
Mr. Hawley certainly earned his dinner on that day. The
birds were to be seen in Mr. Kendrick's market. Am-
herst. Friday mornrng and were quickly disposed of."

Mr. Turner's Moose.

Allegheny, Pa., Dec. 7.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
J notice ip Game Commissidner Cormifir's report of
moose killed in the Kippewa and Temiskaming districts
for the season of 1900, published in your issue of Dec.
8, that I am' credited with one s6l4-inch moose head
and two 36-jnch heads. In one case my address is showp
9s PittvT^irg. ap,d in the pther. as Emsworth: BmS'^rth
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is a suburb of Pittsburg (and is my home), and there-
fore I have no doubt they refer to one and the same
party. However, I wish you would correct this for me,
las I got only one moose, and that one measured 56]/2

inches in the spread, The Quebec license permits a
holder to kill two moose, but I was satisfied with one,
especially as iL was at that time considered one of the
largest ones killed in the Kippewa district, and I shot
him on the second day out, within a mile of camp, Mon-
day, Oct. 8, at 9:45 A. M.., by stillhunting. He fell at
the second shot, but required another one to kill; him.
No "calling'' was done. I did not hunt moose after that,

but contented myself with a few short trips through the
woods for exercise, and therefore I don't like to be
placed in the "game hog" class by being charged with
three moose. I do not know to whom the two 36-inch
heads belong, but I do know that they are not mine.

F. M. Turner.

m mid ^iviir «^isJiing.

Notice.

AH communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
tbein in Forest and Stream. - -

The Lake of Gennesaret.
Editor Forest and Stream:
When the Creator of the world completed His work

and saw that it was good and ready for the use and enjoy-
ment of His last creation—man—the waters of this world
were filled with fishes, and with those fishes only which
were best adapted to them. No one will claim that the
fishes which abounded in the streams and lakes when t'ne

work of creation was complete were different from those
that abound in thern to-day. where they are still in their

natural state, and what their natural conditiotis were
we all know.

^
Perhaps the most marked instance of the proper adapta-

tion of fishes to the waters where they abound is to be
fotind in the Lake of Gennesaret, and this is regarded by
many as showing an intenion to bestow an especial bless-
ing upon the Jewish nation.

_
This lake, which is about sixteen miles long by six or

eight in width, is said to contain the most delicious fresh-
water lake fish in the world, and it is claimed that this

variety has never been found in any other waters except
three or four lakes in the mountains of" Africa. The
Romans as well as the Jews were extravagantly fond of
fish, and in the time of the Apostles the taking of fish
in the night with a cast net was an honorable and lucra-
tive employment. The fish were bought by the middlemen
in the early dawn and furnished to the markets of the
wealthy city of Capernaum in time to supply the tables
of its luxurious citizens at their morning meal. ,

There were no persons in the land of Palestine in those
days who thought that they were wiser than the Creator
of the universe and knew better than He what fish should
have been placed in these waters, and there were no "fish
commissioners" in the land.

If there had been, the waters of this lake would prob-
ably have been stocked with big-mouthed black bass and
carp—that's all.

I am in receipt of your very pleasant favor of yester-
day, in. which you rather intimate, however, that I am
romancing a Httle bit in regard to the Lake of Genne-
saret, or at least assuming a knowledge which may not
be well founded, ^ou have known me long enough to
know that I am very modest, and would not for the
world make an assertion which I did not believe, or in
fact know, to be true, and I think that in this case T

must come to the rescue of my own reputation.
The reference to the Lake of Gennesaret is strictly true.

The fish in that lake, of which but few now remain, be-
long to the perch family, and spawned about the month
of April, and I think that an^^one who has visited the
lake will tell you that the north shore, between the late
city of Capernaum and the mouth of the inlet to the
lake, was the principal spawning ground of the lake.
While the location of the city of Capernaum cannot be
exactly fixed to-da3', it is conceded by all to have been
at or very near the northwest corner of the lake, and
probably very near to the hot springs which exist there
to-day.
The last reference in the Bible to fishing by ti e

Apostles fixes the time shortly after the Passover week
when Jesus was crucified, which would be in April, and
it appears that some of the Apostles were fishing in the
night time, and that in the early dawn, when it was im-
possible to distinguish one person from another, the
Saviour appeared on the shore within hailing distance oi
the boats and asked the usual question, "Children, have ye
any meat?" and they evidently supposed him to be one
of the middlemen coming out from Capernaum to buy
up the catch of the night before. The nets used were
the same as those used in the South to-day for catching
mullet, that is cast nets, which were spread upon the
water, with a diameter of about fiheeii feet, the sides of
which were sunk to the bottom, and when drawn together
the fish would be inclosed.
The reference to Zebedee (Mark 1:19-20) fishing with

his two sons gives a pretty clear idea of the manner
in which fish were taken in those days; Zebedee sitting
in the middle of the boat, one of his sons in each end.
and while one was casting the net the other would be
preparing for his cast, so that they would cast and draw
in alternatelj-. As die fish were theji on the spawn beds
and could not have been in schools, this mode of fishing;-

ultimately restilted in an almost absolute destruction of
these fish, and they were evidently before the destruction
of Capernaum red.uced, bv being taken from the soawn
lieds, to such an e.xtent that the lake hns never rallied,
the natural enemies of the fish having rroved sufficient
to prevent their increase: and although I have seen some
staton-pntc; as to the taking of these fish wthin the la?t
few years J have not seen anv accjaunt of their beipg
artig^it, -which seenis to me to be authentic.

Ten years ago the Rev. William B. Hill, now pastor
of the Second Reformed Church in this city, visited this

lake, and at my suggestion made every effort in his

power to catch one of these fish; and he told tne after-

ward that he had spent a large part of two days in his

effort to do so without success, quaintly remarking that

he. had alwa3's regarded the taking of a fish by the Apos-
tle Peter with a piece of money in its mouth as a miracle
because of the coin", but that he was now ready to be-
lieve that the miracle existed in his catching the fish.

You will see from this that I have not been speaking
from random, and I know that my views correspond
with the views of those who like myself have been in-

terested in the fish and fishing in this lake.

I think that I am correct also in stating that this

variety of fish cannot be found anywhere else to-day in

the world, except in three or four lakes in the highest
mountain regions of Africa.
Yott will pardon this long letter, but I think that your

letter rather puts me in the position where I must give
an account "of the faith that is in me."

I am satisfied that Mr. Cheney, wdiom we all respect
and admire, agrees with me as to the evil results from
indiscriminate stocking of streams and waters with fish

which did not already abound in them, and if he had had
charge of slocking our waters instead of Seth Green the
results to-day would be very different.

J. S. Van Cleef
,
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ANGLING NOTES.

Black Bass of Large Size.

In looking over a very handsomely gotten up pamphlet
my attention was arrested by a reproduction of a photo-
graph of four black bass suspended side by side against a
board. Under the picture (it is a half-tone) is this legend:
"Black bass caught in the Delaware River in tSgg. The
board on which the fish are nailed is i6 inches wide. The
largest fish weighed 8 pounds, 9 ounces."
At once the question suggested itself, Are the black bass

small-motith black bass or large-mouth black bass? The
mouth of each fish is open, so it is difficult to determine
the species from the mouth as exhibited in the p cture.
The shape of the body of one fish suggests the large-
mouth, but from the shape of the body of the next fish it

might be a small-mouth. In the picture the light coiues
from the left, and the belly of each fish is turned to the
left and the distended gill covers throw the scales on
cheeks and gill covers into shadow, so no one can tell

\vhether the scales are smaller on gill covers than on the
body, and thus another means of identification is lost by
the itianner in which the fish are hung. The body scales
of the larger fish seem to say large-mouth black bass, but
that is guess work, for another fish near it would as
readily pass, as to scales, for a small-mouth. The weight,
8 poimds 9 ounces, would, on general principles, iirdicate

the large-mouth, except that we know the smaJl-ntouth
has been caught still larger. I have examined' the picture
under a strong magnifying glass, and am a, much in the
dark as ever as to the species, for I never have been in
doubt about the fish being fine specimens of black bass
of one kind or the other, and they undoubtedly delighted
the heart of the man who caught them, and I do not sup-
pose he really cared whether they had a large mouth or a
small mouth, as in any event they were black bass, and la g
black bass.

. If it was the intention of Mr. Roberts to arrange an
effect in black bass after the manner of "The Lady or the
Tiger," he has succeeded beyond his fondest hopes, and
the answer will be that they are fine specimens of big
black bass.

The Lake Lamprey.

Mr. W. L. Hoskins, of Owego. N. ¥., writes me as fol-
lows: "I have noticed several articles in the Forest and
Stream in regard to lamprey eels and I think you have
referred to them once or twice in some of your com-
munications. About a year since one of the professors at
Cornell University had something to say of the large
numbers approaching in the inlet of Cayuga Lake. Where
do they come from? Can it be that they can reach that
point from salt water? What do you know of them as
a table food? I will look for yotir answer through your
Angling Notes in Forest and Stream."
The lake lamprey of Cayuga Lake is a dwarfed form of

the river lamprey, and it runs into the inlet from the lake
itself, the lake being its home. I know nothing cf the
lamprey as a table food, and perhaps I may add that I
know of no one who does know from personal experience.
The appearance of the lamprey is all sufficient for the
average man to decline it as food. A few years ago the
State of New; York made a small appropriation to destroy
the lamprey in Cayuga Lake, and this money was placed
in my hands to be expended. A weir was constructed in
the inlet to Cayuga Lake and for two years, as the
lampreys ran up the stream to spawn, they were captured
and destroyed. It was the intention not only to destroy
such of the lam_preys as were taken in the weir, but to
study their Ufe history, and the life history, food habits,
migrations, etc., of such other fishes as might be taken
and come under observation. This work was under the
per.sonal supervision of H. A. Surface, then of Cornell
University, now a professor in a Pennsylvania college.
Prof. Surface has prepared an exhaustive paper on the
lake lamprey amply illustrated, which will form a part of
the report of the Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission
of New York .for the year ending Sept. 30, 1898, now in
the printer's hands and nearly ready to be issued. These
reports are given in part to the members of the Legis-
lature, and any one desiring a copy should apply to his
member of Assembly or Senator, but there will be a
scarcity of reports if one can judge of the future by the
past, and many applicants for them will be disappointed
of getting them. The reason for destroying the lamprey
was that it was found that they were destroying many of
the food fishes in the lake, and as they were not esteemed
as food themselves, no one would seek their capture, and
the State was invited to take a hand in their destruction to
save the_ food fish, and at the same time operate an apology
for a biological station on a small scale. A number of
discoveries were made in connection with the work, and
these- 1 havt alluaea to frbm time tb tinje in this cofuiilni

all of which Prof. Surface treatis of in detail in hi.<s

paper.

Spring Pond Once More,

A few hours after writing the last note about Spring
Pond, in which I quoted Mr. Crane's letter of correction,

1 met former Commissioner William R. Weed in Albany,
who is the owner of the trout land on which the pond is

situated. He told me that the pond gets its name from the
fact that it has no visible inlet or outlet, and that its

waters are made up wholly of springs. Asked about the
landlocked salmon planted in the pond, which caused my
original note about it, he said that two years from the
planting of the fingerling fish his brother caught one and
gave to him which measured 17 inches in length. The fish

were planted in the fall of 1897. he tells me, and it was
during the summer of 1899 that the 17-inch salmon was
taken. This, in connection with what I have already
stated about tlie growth of salmon in this pond, and what
Mr. Crane contributes about the remarkable growth of
brook trout in the pond when planted, would indicate
that the pond was very rich in fish food, for brook trout, or
any other fish, grow to great weights for this species only
where they find an abundance of food.
The State recently discovered that the ponds, or some

of them, in the region of one of the State hatcheries was
destitute of fish food, and the Forest, Fish and Game
Cominission at once took steps to plant the waters with
food in the form of fresh-water shrimps. For landlocked
salmon there is no better food than the fresh-water form
of smelt found in Maine and New Hampshire. The State
of New York has brought this shrimp from both Maine
and New Hampshire and planted it in State waters, where
alternately landlocked salmon may be planted; if not, they
will serve as food for the trout now in the waters, for it is

the best form of fish for trout if they are to have fish for
food.

Foresf Fish and Game Commtssion.

Schedule of .fish distribution for fiscal year ending Sept. 30:

Whiteiish fry ,. 40,175,000
Tomcod fry 42,000,000
Pike-perch fry 50,825,000
Frostfish fry .-..-..^iiiii-.i-...*,,.. 3,465,000
Lobster fry ^ ........... . 2.400,000
Mascalonge fry ].?00.000
Broolc trout fry 3,581,000
Brook trout fingerlings 152j983
Brook trout yearlings 95,225
Brook trout two and three years old 400
Brown trout fry 1,091,000
Brown trout fingerlings 108,253
Brown trout yearlings 48,825
Rainbow trout fry 120,000
Rainbow trout fingerlings S8,109
Rainbow trout year'iings ^0,000
Lake trout fry 8,772.500
Lake trout fingerlings 201,900
Lake trout yearlings 13,355
Red throat trout fingerlings 62,750
Red throat trout yearlings 38,801)
Landlocked salmon fry 2,400
Yellow perch fry • 4,900
Shrimp fry 2\00;)
Black 45ass, small-mouth 300
Shad, Hudson River (from the United States) 10,280.000
Shad hatched at Catskill 2,870,200
Shad hatched at Long Island 565,000

Total 168,2e2,£00

Eggs^ and fish fry and yearlings furnished by the United States
Fish Commission, planted in waters of New York State during
the year ejiding Sept. 30:

Eggs 420,000
Fish fry 50,428,800
Yearlings 23,498

Total 50,872,298

219,135,198

Vagaries of Breeding Fish.

This fall, while the men at one of the State hatching
stations in New York were taking whitefish in pound
nets to secure eggs, and ripe fem.ale fish were in abun-
dance, there were no ripe male fish. The females we;e
kept in the ponds for a time, when the men found what
they had to contend with, but the eggs became hard be-
fore males were obtained, and many were lost to the hatch-
ing jars. At the very last of the season of egg taking the
male fish made their appearance in considerable num-
bers, but there were then few ripe females, so that for four
days during the height of the season a great many eggs
were not taken because there was no means of impregnat-
ing them. The fish breeder has serious and unexpected
conditions to contend with in tak'ng eggs from whitefish.
shad^ pike-perch, mascalonge, smelt, lake trout, etc., where
the fish are drawn from the lakes and rivers, and are not
under control until they are secured in the nets. The fish
may or may not appear at the appointed season as ex-
pected, and egg taking is so uncertain in wild waters
that it is never safe to count your fish until they are
hatched, certainly not until the eggs are secured. Fish
in confinement at the stock ponds at the hatching stations
can be depended upon with more certainty to supply eg^s
at the^ spawning season, as they are under constant ob-
servation and control and the supply of opposite sexes
regulated by the hatchery men, and in such cases it is

chiefly a matter of keeping the stock fish in good health to
secure a supply of eggs from them.
Last year, under a system of feeding at one State

hatchery the brown trout in the stock ponds produced 720 -

000 eggs. This year the same stock fish, slightlv reduced
in numbers, under a different system of feeding have, at
this writing, produced 1,480,000 eggs, and the spawning of
the fish is not entirely finished. The eggs are, too. in bet-
ter condition than last year, and prom.ise a larger per
cent, of healthy fry when hatched.

Fighting Trout,

It is well known that at breeding time the male trout
in a pond will fight with one another, often producing
wounds that result in fungus and ultimate death. Very
lately I was watching a number of female trout preparing
spawning beds by flirting the sand from the bottom by a
movement of the tail, leaving only coarse gravel at the
bottom of the depression forming the bed. The male
fish hovered about the beds, constant in their attentions,
and occasionally one would try conclusions with another
in a catch as catch can. One female was particularly in-
dustrious in fanning her bed, and she was alone on it.

though several males danced attendance around the edges'
Finally^ a male trout a sizfe larger than the female ven-
tured mto the ^aucer-Hke depression and instantly the
female liirned on him aM seized him l^' the helfy nfear the
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central fin and shut her mouth hard, as it proved. There

wa'^ a straggle which carried ihe pair some dirtance irom

the bed. and it seemed as though the female was ^hak.ng

the male fish, as he was helpless back downward, until

finally he ceased to struggle and the female released him

and returned to her bed with an air wh ch indicated to my
companion and mvself that she intended to convey the

impresfion to the "defeated male that that was her bu=y

day and she would brook no interference with her domes-

: tic plans and work,

Fiih DistribwtJon.

At the December meetng of the Forest, Fish and Game
Commission the State Fishculturist submitted a report

which gave -among other things the summary of the fi h

p'an ed in the waters of the State of New York durmg
the fiscal year end ng Sept. 30, 1900. This summary may
not be exactly correct according to the detailed statement

to be made next month, as there are a few applications

vet to be added. The egg taking for this fall sea on of

1900 was not computed when the meeting was held but

from the figures from the hatcheries that had completed

the taking of brook and brown trout eggs, the 'ncrease this

year over last at same hatcheries amounts to 1,000,600

eggs, in a total of 5,947,500.

Niw Fish Applications.

New fish applica ions have been adopted by the Corn-

mission for black bass and fish fry. The black bass appli-

cations have figures of the two species of black bass, the

large-mouth and the small-mouth, with a brief de-cription

of each under the cut of the fish. The fish fry aDplicatibns

have figures of the mascalonge, the pike, ihe pickerel and

the pike-perch, w th a short description of each. The
cuts, with the common and specific name under each,

should enable the applicants to determine the kind of fish

they really desire, and not ask for p.ke when they wish

p.ke- perch. While the cuts of the fish are of necessi.y

small, they are accurate, being prepared for the Fore-t.

Fish and Game Commission by the United States Fish

Cbmmission, and show the d stinguishing scales on the

cheeks arid gill covers of the ma=calcnge, pike and
pickerel, and no one can mistake a pike-perch for any of

the other fish named when it is observed that the pike-

perch has two dorsal fins and each of the other fish but

a single dorsal. The same blanks are used for tomcats,

smelt, Adirondack frostfish and other fish except trout

and black bass. A. N. Cheney.

Public and Private Waters.
'Canandaicua, N. Y.. Dec. 8.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: The ar.icle of Mr. Van Cleef in your issue of

Dec. 8 must prove of great interest to all persons who
believe in the protection and increase of our game fish. I

hepe it will provoke earnest discussion in Forest and
Stream, for it would seem to be important in the highest

degree to settle at aa early stage the distinction between
public and private waters. •

At first the force of Mr. Van Cleef's proposition that

"nearly all the streams of this Sta.e are essentially pri-

vate waters, and not public in any sen'^e of the term"
seemed almost irresistible. But upon thinking the matter
over, it seems wrong to concede the correctness of that

assumption, and although I feel by no means secure in the
posit'on that I am about to take. I will hazard a gue=s or
two in regard to streams, leaving ponds and lakes out of

the question., ...

1 be' ieve water courses may be loosely divided into three
important classes:. 1. Those-in which the tide ebbs and
flows. 2. Navigable rivers and streams. 3. Streams
not nav gable.

It' will be conceded that waters of the first class are
public as far as the tide flows.

I believe it will be conceded also that waters of the
second dass are public, as there can be no question that
a navigable stream is a public h'ghway just as much as is

a town road. And although the adjoining owners may
own the bed to the middle of the stream and although
they may have ihe exclusive right of fishing so far as their

land extends, the water is nevertheless public.

True, no person has a right to fish in such water with-
out the consent of the adjo'ning owner, but neither has
one the right to dig bait by the roadside without the
consent of him who owns to the middle of the road. Yet
it is none the less a public highway.

So it would seem that the streams referred to by iMr.
Van Cleef as private waters must be included in the
third class—that is, non-navigable streams.

I am strongly impressed with the idea that the logic
of the protection and increase of game, fish in this Stale
demands that Jie phrase "private waters" be applied to as
few waters as possible. And I believe just as strongly
that the common sense interpretation of the phrase tends
in the same d rection. .

Grant that adjoining owners hold the stream bed to the
mfddle of the stream. Grant that if the same, person owns
land adjoining the stream on both sides he owns the
whole stream bed as far" as his land extends. The water
itself can never be the subject of their, ownership. It
is here to-day and miles away to-morrow on its way to
the sea where all waters are public. The owner must not
divert it from its natural cour-e. He must not confine it

or restrain it to ihe injury of those above him or be'ow.
He must not pollute it,, he must not increase or dim nisli
its flow to the detriment of .any other. He can use it

surely, to his heart's; co'ritent.; but own it. never. Neither
dioes he own a single fish in the waters which flow oyer his
laiiVd lihtil he reduces it to possession by legitimate cap-
ture. He has not the right to prevent a fish from going
up. or down except as seems good to the people of the
Staite. It is they who prescribe the manner in which and
the extent to which arid the time when every fish may be
taken. It is the public who, can say to each'owner. "You.;
shall not even on your own premises, disregard tlie Jaws
which we deem .wis.e,." , i'

As.niredly ihe owner, may restrain all persons from fish-
ing on his premises.

. That .privilege the public- can not
expect, pud the .^taje cahn®t grant. ' The owner has the-
5ny to the u.-^e of his premises and the State has the
say as to ihe canture of the fish. Whereas, in the case of
"private waters" tii? owner Jj^s Oig say ^ lo lx)th„

Therefore, it seems to me that th's class of waters, if

they are not public, at least ihey are not private within

the meaning of that term, as used by iMr. Cheney when
he said that State fish would not be furnished for private

waters.
1 understand the phra.se "private waters" to signify

either waters wholly owned or controlled by one person

or an association of persons, and stocked at private ex-

pense or a private park established and mainta ned pur-

suant to Sect'oris 200-204 of the Forest. Fish and Game
Law, in which latter case the waters may be either public

or private, but must be slocked at private expense.
F. A. C.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Chicago Fly-CastJnT; Club Inilial Banquet,

Chicago, 111., Dec. 8.—The first winter meet of the

Chicago Fly-Casting Club was scheduled for the evening
of Dec. 7, and it goes without saying that there was a
good assemblage of fly-casters, their w.ves and sisters

and other fellows' sisters. The meet, which was of an
informal nature, was held at the Leiand. and will be
followed later by others of these pleasant occasions.

What Artificial Propagalion Does.

Judge J. M. Kenyon of Toledo, O.. writes be'ow re-

garding some notable results in a private trout stream,
and his communication is interesting as show.ng what
modern me.hods can do with such wild creatures a^ brook
trout. He says

:

"I inclo.se the record of a Toledo member of a private
trout stream in this State since 1889. It shows what
artificial propagation will do, as the stream had no trout
naturally, and is, in fact now all made s.ream. There are
over fifty members. This man's record is among the top
ones, but not the tcp< Wish I was one of 'em. They are
now rearing their fry in ponds until fall, and turn "them
into the stream when S to 7 inches long, and will soon
have it swarming with fish." The record follows:

Days Days
Year. Fished. Caught. Lbs. Year. Fislitd. Caught. Lbs.
18S9 10 61 21 1-8 1895 14 178 71 3-4
1890 11 73 2-i 3-8 1896 18 183 09
1891 10 98 32 1-2 1897 li 141 51 1-2
1892 15 157 53 1-2 1898 12 142 56
1893 15 130 55 1-2 1899 14 157 71
1894 15 161 72 1-2 19U0 18 2t0 91 1-2

Hartfokd Buii-ding, Chicag^o, IIU
E. IIOUGU.

More Eel Problems.
East Wareham^ Mass.. Nov. 27.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: There is a small pond near my house which had
no connection with salt water until some twenty-five
years ago a di.ch was dug through a cultivated field and
wooded elevation, necessitat ng a 6-foot trench; then a
piece of upland meadow was crossed, the ditch finally
reaching a swamp drain which in ordinary seasons flowed
to the salt water for eight or nine monJis in the year.
The pond very rarely rises high enough to flow out
through the drain un.il late in the winter, and the over-
flow lasts but a few days at a time and ceases in the
spring. It has not flowed to the sea this year, and now
lacks 6 feet of its maximum height. This pond has eels
of large size, and had a reputation for eels before there
was any connecting di.ch between it and the sea. I have
been told that they were dug up in the mud when a
swamp joining it was ditched more than forty years be-
fore the drain was dug to the sea.

I have also been told of yottng ducks being taken by
large eels. Th's is by no mean^ imoossible, but it might
have been done by turjes instead. Do the female eels go
down to spawn so late as Christmas? Would they get
caught in by the pond falling and stay an indefinite time?
The ditch has not been cleared out for years, and it is

doubtful if an eel can ever get up or down until it i?

cleaned out. For the last four years I have kept watch
of this pond and stream to see if it were pos^'ible that
they could go up or down, and at no time could they do
so except in winter after December. There are other
seemingly landlocked ponds that contain eels, btlt I do
not know enough about their conditions to make out a
case. The waters I have spoken of contain red perch and
roach and frogs, all of which Cc's will eat. They will
thread their way up through artificial ditches and drain ^,

and catch frogs, for I have seen them do it. They will
work their way for long distances through peat meadows.
I know by seeing one dug out, when my father was d g-
ging a water hole for his cows in the upper end of an
English meadow; this eel was about 14 inches long.
The meadow in question had been a salt marsh which
fifty years before was reclaimed by diking; a small salt
pond was also taken in and became entirely fresh. In this
pond eels lived all the year, and in winter bedded 'n mud
the same as in salt water, and I used to soear them
through holes cut in the ice. The ditches in this meadow
have eels of all sizes, from 2 inches up to 2 feet in
length. The overflow from meadow and pond passes
throtigh the dike by a wooded trunk, which is clo=ed by a
gate (clapper) that works automatically as the tide ri'ses

and falls. Eels can go in and out at low water, but part
of the t'me a .screen has been maintained to keep the trout
with which the pond was stocked from escaping. A
sunnlementary dam was also built and fitted with screen
and flu=h boards. None of these things acfYected the eels

;

they thrive the .=ame as before any obstacles were placed
in their way. Is it not possible that the pond is their
permanent home, and that both male and female e^ls Hve
there? If these fish have to pass into the sea and de-
posit 1:heir s^awn, and the female must, firid a .male to
assist in fert'li^ation. how do the tiny ones ."^urmounti all

obstacles and find their way into the di'ches? .
•

^
They are verv desfructive. and as t'-ie waters just men-

tioned are storked with trout, it is i'mer^Jt've that- c^ls
be kept Gu^ T am aware .that, this subiect- ha^'been well'
aired, but T havp grave doubts as tn all the fact= being
known. Two things are certain, eels must be endowed
with great persistence an<i niUSt J-v-^ to a g-eat age.

"W^J-TER B. Savarv,

Ye Gods and Lhtic Fhhcs.

Under this title Dr. James A. Henshall has written a
"Travesty on the Argonautic Expedition of the Golden
Fleece." It makes a handsome volume of 250 pages, and
is decorated with designs by J. L. Ludlow. The argument
is thus set forth :

"A witty, humorous, satirical, political and philosophical

account of the voyage, exploits and adveninres by sea and
land of Jason and his s'x y demigods in the quest for the

Golden Fleece, The route, and the evcnt'^ and incidents

of the expedition from Thessaly to Colchis, and the re-

turn voyage, as chronicled by Apollonius Rhodius, are fol-

lowed but narrated from a modern standpoint,

"The say ngs and doings of Ja>on, Hercules. Orpheus,
Meleager. Pollux and Castor, Atalanta and others of the
crew, and the deeds of Juno, Venus Neptune. Triton,
Thetis and other gods and godesses in aid of the quest are
vigorously expressed in a pseudo-pcetic and mock-heroic
style, illumined by the searchlight of the nin;iteenth cen-
tury.

"The stirring scenes and doughty deeds, the pcr'h of
storm and disaster, the pleasant features of angling,
shooting, hunting and the tournaments of ath'etic snorts
are vividly depicted in a style of burlesque and hypei'bole,

as viewed by a modern angler, sportsman and yachtsman."

Law*
There is a rule or law practiced by the London

anglers, particularly those who fish in the Lee, which is

that of waiting for any of their party that may drop in

the rear. It aro'e from the following circumstance:
"Some years since, several anglers were proceeding on
a trolling excursion to a favorite spot at some distance
from London, up the Lee River, when it happened that

one of them, without being observed by the rest, loitered

behind, and his absence was not discovered till they had
traveled a considerable way. They waited in hopes their
cornpanion would overtake them, but his not coming up,
they halloed and called him by name, but received no
answer. Alarmed for his safety, they retraced their steps,

when to their utter astonishment and horror they found
him quite dead with his throat cut from ear to ear and
robbed of everything he possessed. Itvis supposed he
stayed behind for a moment or two and was attacked
and murdered while in a defenseless position. Since this

lamentable occurrence, if an angler has occasion to rest

he has only to call out the word 'Law' and the whole
party will wait till it is convenient to continue the
journey."—London Anglers" Book, 1835.

Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS.
1901.

Jan. 14.—Greenville, Ala.— Fifih annual field trials of the Alabama
Field Trials Club. John 1!. Koaen.siilil, Sec'y-
Jan. 21.— Uenton ( ouniy, Miss.— Tenih annual field trials of the

United Slates Field Trials Club. \V. 15. Stafiord, Sec'y, Trenton,
1 eiiu.

BENCH snows.
1901.

Feb. 26-March 1.—Cleveland, O.—Cleveland Kennel Club's annual
bench show. C. M. Munlial', Sec'y-
March 6-9.— I'iitsburg, I'a.— 1 )uquesne Kennel Club's annual

berch show. F. S, Stedman. Secy.

Training the Hunting Dog.

By B, Waters, Author of "Fefch and Cany; A Trea'Jse
on Retrieving."

X.—Backing.

Backing, back.setting and backstanding denote the act

of one dog standing more oi" less rigidly by sight to the

point of another dog. The backing dog generally as-

sumes much the same attitude when backing that he does
when pointing, though in many instances the rigidi y
and intenseness in it are less. Not infrequently some
backing dogs stand in a slack position, as they do
naturally when there are no points at all to consider.

However enthusiastic and spir.ted may have been the

backs at first, the act in time, as the enthusiasm of youth
and novelty pass away generally -becomes perfunctory.

The dog learns that its purposes, as enforced by the:

trainer, are repressive, that he is not to interfere with
the pointing dog, and that therefore there is nothing of

self interest in it. The act, which the dog displayed
with a natural purpose, is nevertheless generally per-
sisted in from education and habit.

Backing is an act resulting fro in a process of reason, a
perception of cause and effect. Some dogs take readily

to backing, others are induced with much difficulty to

observe it. and again others cannot be induced to back
at all. iMuch depends upon the intelligence and tempera-
ment of the individual as to whether he will back or not.

The act of backing has no reference whatever to a
man with a gun, who desires that his purposes with it

shall not be obstructed. It has been maintained, a-s

again.st the theory and practice of inteliigent backing,
that the dog, first pointing the birds instinctively that a

man might the better kill them thereby, also backed
instinctively on occasion so that he would not interfere

with the 'dog which was pointing, and thus would not
jeojpardize the success of the shooter. In stipport of

this contention, the fact that young puppies, when point-
ing sparrows and other small birds in the kennel yard
and elsewhere, back each other, was adduced as proof
positive of the instinctive origin of the act. So much, by
the old w'riters, was ascribed to instinct by way of ex-
plaining the doe's ac's that one could justly wonder why
the dog had brains at all, or having them why he used

,

them so little. -
,

„•

How an act wh'ch cou'd be talisht to' bht a relatively

small number of the ca^^ine race, has to all the race be-
come instinctive by inheritance, and hnw manv othe''

acts, taught to dos-s generally. ^-sVt r<ot become likewise

instinctive, is left by the old writers for the reader's O'Wri
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solution. However, if a'^wriTer does not understand
;

cenam phenomena of dog^ iite, there is no easier way to

dispose-, .q/ it, than to boidiy
,
assert -that...it,.is, ins.tinetive.

i^s"b6- the: pointing and back.ng of .pup4>fes,, as-«above -

mentioned, the superhcial obser\er failed to liote that

the point is followed by a chase of the little birds when
flushed. The dogs have an instinctive impulse to pursue
their prey, and in intelligent methods ob successiuL pur-
suit they are astonishingly precocious. ;

Let us follow the first attempts of the puppies and ob-

serve thereby their rapid educatienal evolution. They,
seeing a sparrow on "the grohnd hopping , about, sneak
quickly toward 4t and then dash a. iull speed to seize

It; it Hies awa-' i&nd ihdv ^g.ive. 'fulf thas^j, . sprnjstiipri'es V^iy-

ing toiigue .mcrnly, ' Siniilar " 1*3811 " atteriipts. resviit in

•Jailttres. After 'a iDrief ' expcH'tiice of ' this kind they

-idiuickly learn tliat tlie birds can fly, and that in open pur-

suit of them, a capture is impossible. They then'tibserve

greater caution and therefrom approximate nearer to

success. By sneaking craftily on the b j-ds, the, chances
of getting within a be.ter striking distance are many
times increased, and by making play to the pointing dog
the backing dog is in a strategic pos tion to, head the

game..ofT or turn it to the pointing dog. Thus- thc-.^back

is simply a part of the te^m. work in the attempt ,to c,ap-

ture. •(. --

It- is one of the first things learned by all, breeds , of

Mpgs which have an .oppoi;tunity, to hunt hi, cpmpa|ny.

It is analo.gous to the running cunning, of the greyhound.
Two puppies, intent on capturing a barnyard fowk .gliQW

this .itnm.$takably. One draws up and points;.the other

backs. .The alarrned fowl walks away ;,,
the;, .poipxing

puppy draws forward; the backing puppy whips, stealthily

around to head o.ff the, fowl, and then, they, haye- 'it
.
he-

'tw*n' them in a hazar.dn.us pos,itio,n.. ..l^eft, to thernselves

-ift their attack upon it, they display pre.ty team wQxk; ,so

ia; as miengeru nianagenieiit and tttort are concerned.

This is frequently the manner employed to capture a

rabbit or o her animal Avhich -is lying concealed from
view, but whose whertabou.s- is known only by ihe sense

-of sraell.-, , - • . -
1..; L -^tt an;^i-';-: -: oiT

,

" Xn,^^wjtg.-on :tjii,:^tj1e :tikd§'.% s^g^^•t^:;^he .puppy em-
!,',pl6ys -hVuch, tlie sanie*..?trat.enc;c .e.f%>rts^;tlvnA.;ii?,.li:-.<5 tjlfi^'e

^,-rnature years-.and. more :seripus.,'eiifor.t?i -he seniploys in

drawing :on. garae^binds; by^.the u§e eliJu:^ ?aos<f};;'.The

cTfor s b^ sight, are. appljed i-n- the fijrst crude, tatteiripts;

the .e.fi"or.ts ,by .no,se arej applied "in, th^^ skilHui ,.manner
which comes from- expepence ancj- J-Enovkfledge. .-thbugh

hoi-h roine. fi:cm the- iiistinctive iimpUsSe to,; Seeksgame
animals

,
lor fpodj- -j, : x v,;'q"5,.4.- ^ .rl|v/W

:r In .the'.pur§.iut of.ilM/tk'e se'tef. aHdr^poftiter draw on
,it in .noxji^h th'ev^ manner-thaa ,,t^,n€y do on birds. bltt

"
witfi less cautic-n. j i-cr-f i-rsta-nGei, if ^a rabbit- is-, jumped
they

,
puri^ue ^it la,otly, g.i,v,in.g ..to:Hg-i3e;,-eagere.Iy - the while.

On bixds they ,are s'Jejit,, asv they needs nwist be if they

_ are to achieve srecess.^; There.;: are exceptions to this,

however: sp,n?e.;.<:^!"t<ir-.S pjjd !r-<?i'nter;S. w.himnej a^d ,aiye

• tongue on aifrailr,miic^;ftffee-r^ the, pasin.er->ofj;a:>fabbit dog.

tiO--

There was a" falling off in the a tehdance fo!16\vng' the

finish' of the Eastern' -Field Trial Club's ti'ials.-'aWd' there
wa > a weeding ou t' of the '"starters in the Cotifinental trial

in consequen-ce of the definite competition alid Ifn'iw'ef'ge

'(^f rplative c?nah'lit"es^\Vh'ch th-& preceding trials; afforded.

So long as the Continerifai trials fd'low, the Ea.<tern.' this

fonditicn of -affairs ivilF rema'h 'unchanged.; In' the'.EasT-

'ern trials " the .Vfsitors' ieart every "'

fietuViari'y, . of the

•(3f?ef liftTe pf irfffrest in their, repetitipn, 'As ,a,.neural. cpn-
seqiiente. aft'er the" Ea^teVri trials, the genefar ihtere<^t

languishes! The Cont'iicnt'aT Club at its. meeting . held

dtir'ng fh,e tr'als considered this pha e of Its;, interests

•and a^p'Pinted a co'tnmit'tee, of
,

\yhich RTpsffs/ Aipes,
'O'-thkuV'and Sturges are meh|bers, to consider the, matter
^of new/grpunds.;^ -

, •! -
"

. •
. -

' ''There wa^ a .distinguished .' Gompany ..prpsent, which
followed the trials moje or less amopg 'whom \ycre Mr.
Pierre Lofillard Jr., and his sis er, Mrs. Taylor. Theo. .R.

Hoyi; Ed^in C: Hoyt. W.' W. Green: RobL Kellev;;,!!. B.
Fntrh ng*;. Jam(2« B. Bakei;. Tame E. Orr. I^few Yorki J.
Douglas L'awi Springfield! Mass. ; A._ C. Peterson, Tlorae-
.steau. Pa, J Hdbart Ames, North Easton, i^Iass.

;' G. ,W.
Keyes, Boston ; .Ednrl. H. Osthaas., Tpleda; S. .0^.- Bradley
and :

hi.s. daughter. Mips . EJ;izabeth ; ..Xliep, iStitrges, New
York, and D. F. Ptide,. Cincinnati. /;, ';.

,

- -TKe trials wer;e, skillfully conducted. Me«Frs, Edm. H.
Osthaiis and C. E... Buckle judged.; The trials were ihar-

pughjy enjoyable. There wa-s .good fellowship a firm

support of the. Judges ; a.s . against" those who were d's-

contentcd .^n.d! a geperal consensus of opinion that field

trials are now .as;<:lean and wholesome a spprt as exists.

The Derby.

Out of twcnty-scA'en nominations there were twelve
star.ers, "several of which had run in the Eastern trials.

The quality of the competition was of a commonplace
degree. It is true that the weather conditions were un-
favorable, and birds in consequence difficult. to fnd, .but

with all allowances for the disadvantages, stiil ihe work
was inferior. ... .

The order of running was as follows:

E. L. Jamison's b., w. and t. setter dog .Ma.rk Twain
(Joe Cummings—Miss Osthaus). D. E. Ro.se.. handler,

with y,e-rona Kennels' b., w. and t. setter .bitcJi. Verbrta
Wilhelniina (Count Gladstone IV.—Countess. JC.!)r,- Frank
R'chards, handler. ' "£

'

Dr. J. S. Brown's hv. and w. pointerJ)VVY-^jin.oc^F
•B. (Young Jingo—Eve).. J. H. Johnson, h.-indler^ with
N. T. De Pauw's liv. and w^ppinlpr blcii Jingp'f Itollip

(Jingo—Nellie Groxteth)', D. E.";Rose. iihnd.er, : "I
- Dr. J. S. Browri'^ b.. w. and .t. setter bitch" Mollie %.
II.. (Tony'.s- Cale^Molj e B.)..-J.:H."Johnsan.' Iiaridlfr. svilji

Oakland Assoifatibh's b.. w-. and t. setter dog Joe Wheeler
fT?on-ri Bob—Antoie Gladstone), H. A. Thomason,
liariiller.

Uiu>.imid Association's b, afid w. setter bitch Lady Ran-

"^olph v'Belton Bob—Antoie Glad'sterife), H. A.; Thomas
"handfer, wfth W.-W; litus.' b.; w! and t. setter d g Cup-

tain- S'cbtt (Joe^CufflnM.ngs^li$isS'' Qsthius), D, E. Rose,

handler;
""'

'
' " '•

.P. Lor-llard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. setter bitch Tom Boy

-'t'Tony B6y--Lenabelle), G. Titcker, handler, with Dr.,

G! Chisholm's 1cm. and w. pointer dog Doc Light (Jingo's

Light—Gull's Juno), D. E. Rose, handler.
- Verona Kennels' b.. W. and t. setter dog Verona D ablo

(Count Gladstone IV.—Dai.^y. Croft). Frank Richards,

handler, with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s. b., w. and t. set.er d .g

Bow Knot (Why No.—Binnie B.), C. Tucker handler.

This stake was open to all setters and pPinLers wh-jlped

on or after Jan. T, 1899. Out of the forty-6ne nominations

there were twelve starters. The purse was $500. of which

$250 went to first. $150 tP second and $100 to third. The
total entrance was $304 $10 to nominate, $10 second for-

feit, and $10 additional to start.

• The qtiality; of the competition was not above the com-

mDnplac«- of average field work. Unfavorable weatlur

: contributed greatly to the poor showing, as, on the two
days of the Derby, the birds were not moving. It was
'«if the. inogt difficult kmd of s akes to judge, that wherein

there is no definite competition.

..First- was won by Doc Light. He showed better judg-

;;ment -and knowledge of field work, than any of his com-
petitors though his performance was far from being of a

;h"gh degree, of merit.

Captain Scott, second, was disposed to overpoint, being

overcautious on a trail and conscientious in setting st.ffly

on scent other than that of quail.

: -Bow Knot, third lacked finish in his bird work, though

..displaying a good deal of natural abilty.

,
Monday, Dec. 3, First Day.

' There was a dark, dv'erca'st ;k'y.' and a cliilly' "rawness

"in ihe air which portended a storm. About 11 o'clock a

"'cold, drizzling riain set in which gradually increased into a

steady do'wnpour.' In consequence, the competition for, the

/flay, was "abandoned in the first heat after lunch.- Birds
' were not found plentifully and when found were in-

cKned to be wild and were difficult to wPrk.

First Round,

Mark Twain and Verana Wilhelmina started at 8:,38.

Wdhelmina, af.er some minutes' search ng. pointed nicely

a bevy in an open field and Mark backed. On the ?cat-

tered birds in pines, Mark made two good points, and was
well backed each time. Up at 9:26, Both ranged" fairly

Avellj and showed good speed. Mark displayed the better

j^udgmeRtjin b,£ating putjiis grqiind and was better in

iTtange,: . -
-

'i

"V/'ro- Kva B, pud Tingro's Romn were ca'^t off at 9:30.

Eva fpund a^d pointed a bevy in briers and Romp backed.

,^|pth were s.eady to shot. The birds were followed, but

jip worK was d jne on them. Up. at" 10:22. The heat was
ordinary in character.

vMolHe B. II. and Joe ,
Wheeler commenced at 10:26. A

,
bevy was seen to. flush ahead in F-edge, Joe being in the

,,ifn,med-ate vicinity of it at the time. Moll e pointed a

single bird in open weeds. Up at 11 :05. Neither ranged

.Wfith mtich judgment.

/ Captain Seo;t and Lady Randolph were start'd at li :Qg.

Scott pointed staunchly in an open weed field, thein road d
and ppinted alternately for some moments; Lady backed;
ncthing was foimd. Next, after rang'ng a while bo h
-po'^ted larks. Sent on. Scptt accurately pointed a bevy
in open weed;'.;. Lj^dy, excusably refused to back, having
been deceived 'by Scott in respect to the prior pointing.

She joined in the point. Both were steady to wing and
shot. .- The birds were followed into woods, and Lady
rnade a good point on- them. Scott also made a point' on a

singly. in pines. - Sent on. In an open field Scott pointed

and roaded alternately ; -Lady backed, but broke her back
and joined in the roading and pointing. Nothing found.

The heat ended at i\ :2>2.. Both had speed, but they

ranged with poor judgmeat,. ' Scott pointed and pottered

on false seen is. - .;
'

; i

Tom Boy and Doc Light were started at it :42. Both
ranged fast and beat out a useful scope of ground. Doc
pointed a,.bevy in :0.p,en weeds, and both were steady to

shot and wing! On the way after the scattered bird^. Tom
iBpy found and pointed a bevy and was well backed by
Doc. In the woods on the scattered birds, Tom Boy
flushed twice. Doc made two points on singles, in one
of which Tom Boy joined. Sent on. Tom Boy made a

point in woods, and as the judges rode up Tucker ex-

plained that the bevy had flushed wild. Up at 12 127. Th's
brace displayed bv far the best competition of any in' this

serie"s. Rain had been falling during the greater part

of the heat.

Lunch.was next In order.
- Bow'lCnot and Diablo were cast off at i ;22. The rain

had sfcyjped during lunch and there -were signs of tlis

wfeather clearing' iip. However, after a few minutes the

rSrn- again- began to fall stead ly. and at 1:46 the crm-
petifi6n i6i- the.day''was abandoned. In open weeds Diab'o
fl-tished- a beVy. -'.Some yards further on in the hollow
DlMbloi'-igoing fdrwafd, flushed some more birds. - Sent
ori.- " In fhe' operi field, Bow ran into a bevy and flushed it.

A-sirlgle: bird'' remained, which Diablo flushed. On the

scattered birds in woods Bow made a good point, and was
vl'ell' backed. - Bow held this po'nt, whiie the birds were
flushed one or more at a time. Soon afterward the do\yn-
pour of rain stopped the running, and the work of the

day was. ended.
, .

"The heavy rain of Monday did not cease ehtireV' till

Tuesday afternoon. Rain at times fell in torrents' dur-
ing^;' Monday' night. There were signs of clearing up in

the mor-ning. but the weather aeain thickened, arid mnre
or less f aiiii- fell till hear the middle of the aftermon, when
it cleared up -cool and bright. The horses and wagons,
which, were, held' in waiting for a while, were sent back to

the -stab]e in- the morning, and "no- -further aitteniipts were
made "to- run on that day. '

' '

Sj^-ednefday^ Dee.- 5, Third Day;

The grounds -vveire" \vet and. heavy; in the lower p'aee-''.

A stiff, ra-w -northwest wind blew more or less strongly all

day. Birds' were not moving much, consequently they
were difficult to find.

The unfinished competition of the Derby wj^s resumed,
and the stake was fuiislied 50ou alter luu^lu

iBow Knot and D'ablo were started at 8:.=;-^. Both
worked fast^,. but were irregular in ranging, and displayed

but little planning in beating out the ground. Bow, stand-

ing on plowed ground po.nied a bcvy m covi.r close by

and wa-; backed by Diablo. The birds were marked down
and followed into scattered pines. Bow was reluctant to

leave vvliere tne bevy rlUsned, casting baclc to lha. p a^e,

whiie Diablo went on ahead and made a point on a single.

Then Bow got in among the scattered birds and made
two points and a flush. D; djlo made a flush. S^nt on.

At the edgf of a ditch Diablo flushed a single and soon

afterward flushed the rest of tire bevy. The birds were
nu. luDowed. U|» at '9:16. Bow had much the bttter of

the heat. '',;'"

Second Round.

Six dogs were selected to compete further. Their work
was rather commonplace, and was far short of good com-
petition. . .; .

.

Lady Randolph and Mark Twain were cast off at 9:2??.

Lady made a good point on a bevy in weeds. Mark made
two good po.nts on the scattered birds in woods, and
Lady backed. Up at . 9:58. They were, as a whole, nar-

row in range, and pottered occasionally on false scents.

Captain Scott and Tom Boy at 10:20 commenced their

heat in an open field. A bevy was seen to flush ahead, the

dogs at the time being concealed from view. On the

scattered birds of it in the open. Cap ain pointed a single

and flushed one. Tom Boy found and pointed a bevy

and was backed nicely. Each made a point to which

nothing was found. They ranged well, though they pot-

tered on scent at times, and Capta'n showed a disposition

to overpoint. The heat ended ar 11:06.

_ Doc, Light and Bow Knot were started at 11:13.- Bow
pointed birds by, the edge of woods, and Doc going.down
wind, flushed them. In open weeds Bow pointed and was
backed; nothing fotmd. Bow pointed a s ngle. Each
made a point -on the same bird in woods. Up at 12 :03.

li)oc showed the greater bird sense, though he was. not

.ranging abo.ye ;middlng well.

Final.

Captain Scott and Doc L'ght were cast off at i :io, and
; werei ordered tip at i :26. Nothing was djne on birds.

_Bdfh were going well. ; . ^j^;

This ended the stake, and the judges anhounced-.ipbc

Light. Captain Scott .and Bow Knot winners in the order

.named. .

- The AII-Agc Sl£ke.

; ; The competition in the All Age Stake was commtnced
immediately afte'r the. conclusion of the , Derby.

Geo. Crocker's X), and vv. setter dog Bob Acres (Tony's

Gale—Minnie T.'), S. C. Bradley, handler, with P t'-r-on

& Bell's b., w\ and t. setter dog Hal's Hope (Harold Skim-
pole—Hunter's Nellie Bly), A. C. Peterson hanJier.

GeP. Crocker's, p. and w. setter b tch Minnie's G'rl

(Antonio—-Minnie T.).. S. C. Brad ey, handler wi h C.

F. Hartmetz's b., w. and t. setter dog Oakley Hill (RoU--

field—Susie D.). D;. E. Rose, handler.

J. D- Law's b., vv. and t. setter dog Lady's Count ("Count

Gladstone iV,—Dan's Lady), J, H. Johnson, landier,

with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. set er bitch Geneva
(Tony Boy—Lenabelle), C. Tucker, handler.

Dr. C..I. Shoop's b.. w. and t. setter dog Count Hunter
(Count Glad-tone IV!—Hunter's Queen). J. H. Jo' nson,

handlerwith J. W. Flynn'so. p-nd w. pointer dog Senator

P. (Captain B.—Queen P.). Frank Ri:hards h ndlr.
Avent & Duxyea's b.. w. and t. setter bitch Sioux (C'-mnt

Glad.^^tcne IV.—Hester Phrynne) J. M. Avent. hapd'er,

w'th P. Lorillard, Jr.'s.;b.,;w,..and.t. setter d-^g Why Net
i( Eugene T.—Miss Ruby), C. Tucker, handler,

,

Avent & Duryea's b., w. and t. setter dog Roysterer
(Count Gladstone IV.—Hester Phrynne), J. Mi Avent,

handler, with G. L.. Thomas' bi. w. and t. setter d:ig .Dr.

Brown (Count Featherstone—Tbpsy F.), A. C. Peterson,

handier.

This stake was open to all setters "and pointers wh'ch
h.td never Won a first iii the Continental, Eastern nor U.
S. field trials. The purse was- $n00 divided a's f illows:

$250 to first, $150 to second and $100 to' third. Ten d il-

lars to nominate, $10 second forfeit and $to additional

to start,

. ; First Round. r
Bob Acres and Hal's Hcpe were started at i :32. Hal

soon nicely pointed a single in the open field ; Bob back <l

for a few moments steadily, then broke, his back. Hal
next flushed a bevy by a fence in an open field. Sent on.

Hal po'nted a: hevy and Bob back^di; hn'h were ^''^-'-V

to wing and shot. In thick cover, Hal pointed one of the
scattered birds;. Bob refused . to back,; and rtusiied tne

bird. Up, at 2:14. . iiBoth'-ranged well and iat good sreed.

Bob made the. wider, casts, but his performance on birds
was. faulty. "

/
"

'"
- - .^„„,../:,: ' .--

Minnie's Girl "and Oakley Hill began at 2:22., IMinnie

made ,a long- cast, and pointed a bevy by. a, ..creek. The
dogs

,

were, widely s,e'parated,. and were brought tr.ge,:her.

Oakley iri heavy weeds pointe""d staunchly, - J-Jcthirg \ras

fpujid. Halnext pointed a bevy by the edge of words;and
M'hhie "backed promptly i and well. On ! the .scattered

birds Oakleys made two points arid a flush, Ne3<;t in the
open, .Oakley roaded and. pointed a bevy . and wa.5 steady

to shot. - Minnie at the tirrie was_ on a cast.. Up at. 3:18.

Minriie beat out her ground with rimch judgment.- cas'tin^

.put far. in the promising pTacesi..' 'Oakley .ranged- well, and
displayed; good finding and pointing i ability. Both were
speedy, arid maintained their" diligence to. 'ai uniform
degree.,;, .,v •

i
/-:'':^---

! ;

'

Geneva; arid Lady-s Ciount were sftarted; -at -.^-t?!!.-; The
latter was in charge of; bis handler but a few days, aiid

was-stili unacqua nted: with hiin in so far a;t ob-dien^e
to orders and ;work; to the gun are, ;concerned,.; .H.e.-.was

difficult to handle, ;.and worked, but indifferently; to the
gun. . Geneva by. a ^diteh, pointed a beyy; and.;was; backed
by Count. The birds were followed into di;i[icu"-t joyer.
Gene\;a-niade two p.oin/S:pn the scattered birds, and, CPiint
baci<ed. weiL ^Sent on. .Count flushed, a bevy.- iUp^^ at

4-_:p9.. :$0.th. ranged 'fast and, wide, Geneva was rang;n'g
i'pret-t^l.y, taking..i-n- a -good scope of ground and woji-cing
nicely^ to the gun withal.

Count Hunter and Senator P. were .started at 4:14.
Count pointed a hevy in open sedge, On the ?catli-reil

birds U» woods Scjwior ^iuted 4 birt} \s\\\^\ U^\v a lew
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feet overhead into the branches of a tree, and he held

his point till it flushed. Count pointed a single. Count

was the faster and wider, although Senator ranged

moderately well. The heat and the day's running ended

at 4 :59-

Thursday, Dec. 6, Fourth Day,

The morning was clear and sharply frosty. In the

shadows the white frost was sharply outlined in contrast

to the melted frost in the sunshine. For some unknown
reason the birds were difficult to find, and therefore were

not found plentifully. The first round of the All Age
Stake was continued-

Sioux and Why Not Avere cast off at 8:38. The dogs

were worked to find a bevy near the railroad. Sioux was
out of sight for a few moments under the brow of the

-fiill. Avent searching for her, called point and a bevy of

birds flushed at the same time. Whether she pointed the

bevy or not is officially unknown. The birds were fol-

lowed into woods. Why Not pointed, and a bird flushed

out of a tree overhead. Next he pointed a single. Sioux
pointed, roaded and pointed; nothing found. Sioux was
extremely difficult to handle. Sioux next pointed a bevy
and was steady to shot. Up at 9:36. Why Not ranged
much the better to the gun, and was speedy and wide in

range. Sioux was on the border land of swift unman-
agableness, and therefore had a strong claim to the fic-

titious high class.

Roysterer and Dr. Brown started at 9:43. Roysterer
pointed at the edge of woods and was backed. Next he
was lost and was found point'ng on a side hill in woods.
One of the judges flushed a single some 30 yards away.
Up at 10:28. Roysterer had an irregular range, and was
difficult to handle. Doctor had middling range and speed.

Second Round,

Six dogs were resen-ed to compete further.

Hal's Hope and Lady's Count were cast oi¥ at 10:53.

Count made two points to wh'ch nothing was found.
Count, in an open weed field, pointed a bevy well; Hope
backed ; both were steady to shot. On the scattered birds

in woods, Hope flushed two singles, and Count pointed
one. Up at 11 -.42.

Minnie's Girl and Geneva were cast off at 11:52. Min-
nie's Girl was lost for some moments, and after much
search a bevy was seen to flush back on the course al-

ready passed over, and Minnie was seen stand ng on a

point close by the place where the bevy flushed. She held
her point, and Geneva was called in to back. She pasred
close by, refused to obey orders and cast off independently.
It requ'red some minutes to find and control her. In the
meanjme, Minnie was sent on to work on the scattered
birds in woods. She cast through the woods. After a
long search Mr. Rose found her. He reported that she
was found pointing a bevy. Up at 12 :48. Geneva had
speed and range, but was difficult to handle and found
nothing. Minnie was wise in her work.

Oakley Hill and Sioux were started at i :48, after lunch.
At 1:50 Sioux was lost, and was found on a point on a
bevy in pines on the course passed over a short time
prev'ously. The dogs were gotten together again at 2:15.
Oakley pointed a bevy in open weeds and Sioux backed.
Both were steady to shot. On the scattered birds in

woods, Sioux flushed. Next Oakley pointed scattered
birds, and Sioux at the same time pointed; foot scent
probably. Oakley made three points on the scattered
birds, in one of which points Sioux joined, besides ma-
king one po-nt on a single. Oakley completely outworked
Sioux on these birds. Up at 2 :42. In this heat Sioux
was practically unmanageable at times. Oakley Hill
v\'orked pleasingly to the gun was quite as fast as 'S'oux,
though apparently going much slower, and was a sensible
though not a wide ranger. Sioux had a quick, short stride
which was much slower than it seemed. Oakley had a

long stride, slow apparently in comparison, j^et when he
and Sioux ran side by side there was no important
difference.

The judges announced the winners in the following
order: Oakley Hill, Minnie's Girl and Sioux.

The Subsctiplion Stake.

There were ten starters in this stake, and this repre-
sented the full number of subscriptions. This stake was
begun immediately after the All Age was concluded. The
handlers rode on horseback.
The dogs were drawn in the following order

:

G. G. Williamson's b., w. and t. setter dog Sport's Gath
(Marie's Sport—Marie's Fleet), D. E. Rose, handler, with
Geo. Crocker's o. and w. setter dog Gilt Edge (Count
Gladstone IV.—Lillian Russell). S. C. Bradlev, handler.

C. F. Hartmetz's b.. w. and t. setter dog Oakley Hill
(Rodfield—Susie D.), D. E. Rose handler, with Avent
& Duryea's b., w. and t. setter dog Dot's Rov (Orlando—
DoUie Wilscu), J. M. Avent, handler.

P. Lonllard, Jr.'s. b., w. and t. setter bitch Peg's Girl
(Rodfield—Lady Webster). C. Tucker, handler, wth
Avent & Duryea's b., w. and t. setter bitch S'oux (Count
Gladstone IV.—Hester Phrynne), J. M. Avent, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s. b., w. and t. setter bitch Ltnabelle
(Sam—Mamie). C. Tucker, handler, with Geo. Crocker's
o. and w. setter bitch Minnie's Girl (Antonio—Minnie
T.), S. C. Bradley, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t. fetter bitch Geneva
(Tony Boy—Lenabelle). C. Tucker, handler, whh Avent
& Duryea's b,, w. and t. setter bitch Lady Rachel (Count
Gladstone IV.—Hester Phrynne), J. M. Avent, handler.

This stake was a free for all, open to all setters and
pointers, regardless of previous w'nnings. Fee, $25. En-
tries to be named at time of drawing. Purse, $300; $200
to first, $100 to second. Heats. First heats, one and one-
half hours each.

The winner of first. Sport's Gath. competed in fine form.
The honors of the first series, in respect to the merits of
the first heat, were between him and Lenabelle. Gath
ranged well and with excellent judgment, and his execu-
tion on birds was skillful and accurate. Lenabelle found
m.ore bevies, but had the advantage of more favorable
weather when the birds were out feeding. She far ex-
celled Sioux's performance in many respects.

.Sioux, winner of second, is distinctly difficult to handle,
with moments betimes when she can not be handled at all!

There was more occasion to hunt up Sioux anci keep watch
tff SioliSc anti gallop JjBSrgfes tpr Sioux than there was fbr

all the rest of the dogs in the stake together. She had
excellent finding abilities, but they were exercised with
little reference to the gun. When a dog finds well with-

out due heed to the gun, it does not always follow that

such dog will work equally well when forced to work to

the gun. The reason is that the dog will put an en-

thusiasm into his efforts when working for himself that he
will not when working for his master.

Sport's Gath and Gilt Edge were cast off at 2:55. Gath
cast wide and with good judgment, coming around to

observe the whereabouts of his handler in due time. Gath
pointed a bevy beside a ditch, and was backed by Gilt;

the latter was slightly unsteady to wing and shot. Gilt

pointed a bevy in bottom. Gilt pointed next in the open
field. Nothing found. Gath pointed a bevy in the open
and was backed by Gilt. This was a clean, good piece of

work. The birds were not followed. Gi!t flushed an out-

ly'ng bird then pointed the bevy. Gath ranged wide and
fast, with due regard to the gun.

Friday, Dec, 7, Filth Day.

The weather was cool, cloudy and calm. The specta-
tors were few in number. Birds were found plentifully at

times, while at other times there was seemingly a dearth.

Toward noon the sun shone clear, and the afternoon was
pleasant and favorable for good work. The grade of the
competition was quite good.

Dot's Roy and Oakley Hill were cast off at 8 :50. vSoon

both were out of sight over the brow of a hill, and both
were found pointing a bevy. Sent on. In the open Oakley
wheeled to a point and was backed

;
nothing found. Ta-

king a cast across wind, some distance away in an open
field, Oakley wheeled to a point and the bevy flushed a
moment afterAvard. In woods, both pointed the scattered
birds, and Oakley made a point on a single^ Next on a
side hill in sedge Roy pointed a bevy, Oakley casting in

and pointing about 40 yards ahead of Roy, on the foot
scent probably, Roy mode two points on the scattered
birds in pines; Oakley made one. Both were steady to

shot when cautioned. In pine Oakley pointed a single.

Roy flushed a bevy in open weeds, presumably as the
birds were on the wing when his handler called point.

Oakley was the better in judgment, good range and bird
work. " * ''^

Sioux and Peg's Girl were cast off at 10:30. Sioux
found and pointed three bevies, one of which she was up
wind when she {)ointed, and reading on lost the scent.
The horsemen flushed the birds as they rode up. She
made four points and two flushes on singles, and one
po'nt to which nothing was found. Peg found and pointed
a bevy, made four points on singles and a flush on another,
and one point to which there was nothing. Sioux was not
entirely reliable on back. Both were speedy. Peg was
not acquainted with her handler and was difficult to con-
trol. Sioux was disobedient and was handled with diffi-

culty.

Lenabelle and Minnie's Girl were cast off at 12:57, after
lunch. Lenabelle found and pointed five bevies, made
three good points on scattered birds, backed nicely, and
was steady to shot. Minnie found and pointed a bevy, and
made three good points on scattered birds. Each backed
well. Lenabelle ranged wisely, covered a great deal of
ground in a pleasing manner, and was very speedy. Min-
nie apparently was not running in her best form.
Geneva and Lady Rachel began at 2:42. Both rcaded

and pointed repeatedly where crows had flushed in an
open field. Sent on. On a side hill in pines, Geneva
pointed a bevy. Lady made several points on the scat-

tered birds,; Geneva made two. In open weeds Geneva
pointed a bevy, and Lady at the same tmie some distance
away pointed another bevy. Looking for the scattered
birds, Geneva pointed another bevy. On the singles, Lady
made two flushes; Geneva made a point and a flush.

Geneva pointed a bevj' in open weeds. A bevy was seen
to flush in opsn weeds. Lady close by it at the time.

Geneva pointed the scattered birds. Geneva ranged well
and her bird work was commendably good. Lady's work
was of mixed character, good and faulty.

This concluded the work of the day.
The judges announced that Sport's Gath, Lenabelle and

Sioux would be required to run in the second round.

Saturday, Dec. 8, Sixth Day.

The morning was cool, clear and pleasant. As the
sun rose higher the temperature became warm and com-
fortable. Birds were out feeding, and consequently were
found readily.

Second Rouiid.

Sport's Gath and Sioux were- cast off at 9:03. Both
dogs began ranging merrily. Gath dropped to a point in

sedge in scattered pines. S:oux was called in passed
close by and broke away into the pine woods. She was
not controllable. Gath roaded rn cautiously, but nothing
was found. He acted as if he were on the trail of a bevy,
and such was probably the ca e but it had flushed. Sent
on. After ranging a while, Gath dropped to a point on a
bevy in weeds. Sioux called in to back, pointejl the same
bevy. On the scattered birds in scant cover each pointed.
Gath ne.xt dropped to a point on a bevy in open weeds

;

backed. Sioux flushed a single excusably. The dogs
became separated. Gath in woods, on the course pointed a
bevy. At the same time, Sioux, some 300 or 400 yards
away, was found reading when the judge arrived and
poin.ed as the birds flushed. Up at 9:59. Gath beat
Sioux from start to finish. At no time in the race did
she class with him. She was unmanageable most of the
time, and gave little heed to the gun.

Lenabelle was cast off at 10:09 with Sam T. for a
brace mate. The latter was handled by Mr. Theodore
Sturges. At a ford Lenabelle was lost some minutes. She
was found on a point on a bevy in dense cover; Sam T.
had made a point on it in the open, aixl was held so long
that the birds ran. Sent on. In wroods Lenabelle next
pointed a bevy and Sam coming in flushed it. Lenabelle
pointed a bird accurately in woods. Sam pointed a bevy
in the open weeds. As Lenabelle came in the he\ry flushed
close by in front of the horses. Up at 10:58. Lenabelle
was not going with the dash and range of the previous
day, yet she was diligent and ranged usefully.
The judges, after a brjef consultation, announced that

Sport's Gath was first and Sioux second.

B. "Waters.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Fotest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connec^:ed with the paper.

The daily papers have had much to say about what is

going on at the Herreshoff yard at Bris.ol, but as a mat-
ter of fact very little is known about the true state of
affairs there. The work of laying down the new Cup
defender is well under way, and will be completed shortly.
Although the lead keel has not yet been run, ac ive prepa-
rations are being made for the work. In the sail loft sev-
eral of the head sails have been completed and a mainsail
has been cut and is now being put together. It is said
that all the spars with the exception of the bowsprit and
spinaker pole will be of steel.

It is now an assured fact that there will be a third
boat in the trial races for the America Cup. Boston has
not been represented by a trial boat since 1893, the year
that Jubilee and Pilgrim came out. Considering Jubilee's
faulty rigging, she made a most excellent showing, and
her real capabilities were never known. The new Boston
boat will have all the necessary requirements to make her
a formidable competitor—an owner with plenty of money,
an excellent designer, a tried builder and the best pro-
curable amateur for skipper. As the owner of the new
boat is not a member of the N. Y. Y. C, there has
been some talk as to his right to enter his boat in the trial

races, but that this will be satisfactorily arranged is indi-

cated by the sportsmanlike statement of the mai-iager of
the New York boat, who, when he was informed of the
probability of there being a third trial horse, .said, "The
more the merrier."

Lazy Jack.
The increasing popularity among yachtsmen for boats

of the knockabout type has indluced the designers' to
put their best energies into the development of these
boats, and for that reason it has been difficult to secure
designs of modern catboats. The catboat still has many
arent admirers, and it is to their wants particularly that

we publish plans of Lazy Jack, although this excellent
little boat will interest all yachtsmen.
Lazy Jack was designed about a year ago for Mr.

H. B. Wyeth, a member of the Seaside Park Y. C,
whose headquarters are in Barnegat Bay, and buflt by
W. B. Kirk, of Toms River, N. J. She was designed and
built on purpose to sail for, the Sewell Cup, offered by
.Senator Sewell, for catboats not exceeding 25-foot cor-

rected length. The problem was to turn out a boat fast

enough to win, and still have a boat with good cruising
qualities and accommodations, without going into ex-
termely light or expensive construe ion, .A.lthough sailed

hard the entire .season, being launched early in the
spring, she has not shown the least sign of strain or
leaka,ge. The jib shown in the sail plan was used only
in crusing, the bowsprit and all headgear being removed
ior racing, leaving only a head stay to the s:em. In her
races she carried only 8olbs. of ballast, and i,6oolbs.

while cruising. The design practically shows the highest
development to date of the racing cape cat, built for a

length and sail area rule, to which, by the way, they are
hardly suited.

During the past summer the boat was entered in eight
races. Her first two races were under the flag of the
Island Heights Y. C, in competition for the Webb Cup.
In the first of these two races she started several minutes
after the handicap .gun had been fired, owing to Iwo
breakdowns, but after weathering in fine shape a heavy
squall, she passed everything in the fleet, and was the
leading boat when the race was declared off from lack
of wind and inability to finish within the time limit.

In this race about a dozen boats were entered. The
second race for this cup was also a failure ; she was the
leading one at the finish. In the race for the Sewell Cup
the Lazy Jack was far in the lead of everyehing in the
fleet, and had the race well in hand when she grounded
and was held on the bar nearly five minutes. In spite

of this great delay she finally finished third, being beaten
by a very small margin, 2 minutes and 43 seconds. In
the race for the Manhasset Cup of the Seaside Park Y.
C. she was first by 2 minutes and 58 seconds. In the
first of the three races .for Ladies' Cup of this club, she was
first by a small margin; in the second, she won by a very
handy margin, but was disqualified on account of a

technicality; in the third of the races she was first by
5 mJnutes and 31 seconds. Her most decisive victory of
the season was in the open race for the championship
of Barnegat Bay. held under the auspices of the Island
Heights Y. C. This race she won from a field of n^arb^
fifteen boats, by 6 minutes, and 35 seconds, corrected
time. Her eight races may thus be summarized: Four
firsts, one second, one third and two no races.

Lazy Jack's dimensions are as as follows:

Length

—

Over all 29ft. 4 in.

L.W.L 2ift 6 in.

Beam

—

Deck 9ft. ij%'m.
L.W.L pft. 6Hin.

Freeboard—Least ift. 7 in.

Draft ift. 6 in.

Displacement

—

Pounds . , , .6,450
Per in. L.W.L 8.20

Sail area 800 sq. ft.

Corrected length 24.89ft.

C. L. R. aft of section i. : is.y/ft.

C. E. aft of section i. 11.25ft.

Keel of white oak, iox3>< at center, steamed, bept and
held in shape by bed pieces for centerboard trunk, 13ft
9x7x1 Hifi. Frame.^, 7^x1 Mi"- white oak butts, steamed,
bent and soaced. gin. on centers. Planking ^in. selected
eastern white pine, with garboard apd lop^tftHsak ^ih.

.

hard pine. Copper fa^stened. an4 nvetfd QytX bixrfs/





FOftESir ^ AND STftEAM.

Deck beams of oak, sVAXi^'Ain. frames 2xi%in. Hal

frames i54xii4in.. Deck plank ^in, white pme covered

with canvas, deck clamp hard p tie 4xi>^m. Bi

Ciamps, 2/^-xi3/2in.' b-lge" and deck scraps, lxl-i()in.

galvanized iron. Interior finish, varnished cypress, oak

and wh..e pine.
,j ^ u

As the eastern pme planking specified could not be

obtained, cedar was substituted, making a heavier boat.

She has' a large and comfortable cabin, with four lull

length berths and plenty of locker room.

We give to-day a -^art of the drawings of Lazy Jack

The rest will follow in our next issue.

Watson's Sybarita»

The following article is taken from the foreign cor-
" respoudence oi the i\ew i'orK Sun:

Glasgow, Nov. t6.—As everything that has the re-

moitsL bearing upon the subject ot the America Cup

contests is suie lo be of some interest at the present

juncture one may safely \enlure a word or two as to the

probabi.ities in conntCLion with the new challenger which

Mr. G. L. Watson is designing for Sir T. J. Lipton. The

task of weighing chances would have been g: eatly sim-

putied had the cutter Uisrant Shore exper.enced a kind-

lier fate, for we should have been able to fix the relation

in which Shamrock ahd" she stood lo each other in the

matter of speed. iJut as we can know absolutely nothing

as to Distant Shore's potentialities, we are forced lo

look elsewhere for a lead in our search for evidence as

tc» Mr. Watson's development in designing first-class

iioats since his production of Meteor in 1896.

For ihe time being the day of enormous overhanging

ma.nbooms had gone when Mr. Whitaker Wrigh.'s Sy-

barita was in embryo. These had run to quite appalling

extremes, and in their dtmensicjiS became so unmanage-
able that not the utmost care sufficed to eliminate the

constant element of danger. The revelation of an un-

dreamt of speed under a shorn mainsail and a baby

mizzen seemed lo point toward the solution of a problem
which had begun sorely to exercise the minds of present

and prospective owners. The ten per cent, tax on boats

over 90 rating was an additional and powerful factor in

bringing about the changes which cabled the j'achts as,

yawls to reap the substantial benefit of a much reduced

ra ing with the least possible sacrifice of sail power.

Meteor, which had been a remarkable beat in I'ght

weather, but not much to boast of under other conditions,

developed an unexpected all-round excellence under the

new rig; and it was Watson's aim in designing Sybarita

to make sure of going one better than Meteor. On his

success or fai'-ure Jiimg grea: eventualities. For even at

that date there were real doubts in many minds as to the
outcome -of Shamrock's visit to America, and her suc-

cessor was coining; „inta: vague . view as a not unlikely

contingency.
The new yawd was built very much on the lines of

Meteor, with the finer points of Bona superadded. She
Avas made deeper in the bady and narrower, less bulky
in the bilges and thinned away fore" and aft -in -her more
extreme overhangs'.^ Otherwise she was" much the same
in dimensions and lheir_ measurements \v«rked; 0Ut to an
approximately close result, the new- boat carrying a sail

area cf 12,067 5Q. ft., against 11,810. In the matter of

construction, there was_ no vi al difference; both were
composite, the newer "boat, however, exhib'ting^ a de-

cided advance on the point of lightness, while her in-

ternal fittings, stopping_short of the luxurious, were more
suggestive of the racer.

At ihe c'ose of a brief season Sybarita's powers stood
but partially discovered. She was palpably- untuned on
meeting Meteor at Kiel, and it was only at her th'rd
match that she gave a strong promise of light weather
speed. She scored triuriiphs on four, successive occa-
sions, it must be admitted, with no great show of superi-
ority over the yacht of the Emperor. There was time
prior to the South of England season to effect some
needed changes on Sybarita, the chief of which was the
I'ghtening cf her by the heel to the extent of a ton
weight. Her trim afterward was said to be as nearly as
possible perfect. In the German matches she had been
sitting down by the stern and gripping firm on a follow-
ing quarter wave, in a manner that could not but affect
her speed. She was a much improved boat, according
to her skipper. Bevis. and quite able to take care of her-
self against Meteor in any weather. Unfortunately, she
obtained no opportun'ties of demonstration, as Me eor
had been withdrawn from racing for the season; and we
cannot accept the solitary contest- with Khama, the new
Fife 65-fcoter. as supplying any trustworthy -data on ihe-
subject of Sybarita's speed.
With the sparse array- of facts- at disposal one may be

pardoned for inciining toward a qualified opinion:, as to
the yawl's merits. It is cf importajice to note that she
failed in no one respect—that is to say, she excelled
Meteor to some ex.ent on every point of sailing; and
it is a morsel for careful digestion that she was . mark-
edly better by the wind. Shamrock, to the surnrise and
despair of her^ supporters, proved to be hopelessly out
of it in the windward tests with Columbia. VVhen the
second Shamrock and the new defender range them-
Ihemsclves in company no inferiority in thi^- particular
is likely to be natent in the British boat.

It can hardly excite astonishment that the work of
deprecatirg 'ast season's challenger still- goes on. Not
a few good j-udges assert that she is' astern of Valkyrie
III., as well as of Meteor and Sybarita. That Meteor
would have w-on the America dip had she been selected
there remains little doubt. Sybarita is a faster boat than
-Meteor, and how nnich ahead, of Shamrock I. we may
have the good fortune 'o see next spring shouM Watson
induce the owner of Syba^rita to let her appear as a cutter
for the trials and tOr-iswpdses of comparison with the
new and older Shamrock. We can gather that the chal-
lerip-er is to follow close on the lines of Sybari a
Her dfsg"e.r is the rhost secretive of men. and keens

his thm-nh hard down on details the yachting publicwoud JiW to hear r-f. Sozfaf a.^ can.be learned, the
yac'n IS like'v to be bmlt at-Meadowside. and while the
cha-cp« nrf- that "Fi- .hullAvilJ bexonstiMcted of aluminum
fl-d 5;feei It wou-id occ!iR;4.w trorbntwise 'if Mr Wa+sonMd to the cc-nposite principle which he has favored till

now. Mr. Fife and he appear to be working hand in

hand, at l^ast in the overhaming and improving 'Of- last

year's Shamrock, which may be taken to indicate that
W'atson is not unwililng to take advantage of his riv-al's

advice in the production of this new boat.

Manhasset Bay Y. C
The annual meeting and dinner of the Manhasset Bay

Y. C, was held at the Yachtsmen's Club, 47 West Forty-
th.rd street, on Dec. 4, The night was very stormy, but
it was a source of great sa.istaction to the ofhceis of the
club to see i^uch a large number of the members turn
out under such unfavorable conditions.
Reports cf the various committees were received, and

the following ticket was unanimously chosen: Com.,
Hazen L. Hoyt, steamer Belle Hazen; Vice-Com., M.
Roosevelt Schuyler, cutter Jessica; biear-Com., Stephen
W. Roach, steamer Emeline; Scc'v, Edward M. ifvlac-

Lellan; Treas., W. Forbes Morgan. Jr.; Meas., Charles
D. Mower: Trustees, for three years, George B. Wilson
and James Francis; for two years, Augustin Monroe and
Julian Rex; for one year" Ho: alio R. Harper and W. W.
Ph.Hips.

_ .

•

After the meeting a very exceilent dinner was served,
showing what fine facilities the Yachtsmen's Club now
has for handling large numbers for club dinners. The
cups won in races under the auspices of the Manhasset
Bay Y. C. last season were distributed just before dinner
was served, as follows: A. MacCrecry, yawl Sakana;
Seymour J. Hyde, yawl Albicore; Ralph N. Ellis, sloop
Hera; J. R. Maxwell, sloop Oiseau; C. T. Pierce, cat
Dot; W. Holah, cat Vagabond; J. S. Appleby, cat Win-
or-Lose; Johnston de Forest, raceabout Scamp; H. M.
Crane, raceabout Raider; L. J. Alburger, raceabout Col-
leen; R. Bav er, sloop Ox; L. Iselin, Jr., sloop Nora;
A. D. Prince, sloop Flim Flam; John iR. Hoyt, knock-
about Scintilla; J. V. P. Wicks, knockabout Scoot;
Simeon, cat Mongoose II.

Among those present were: James W. Alwer, Con-
stnat A. Andrews, J. Fred Ackerman. F. Woodrufif
Boyer, Charles H. Boyer, Com. David Banks, Atlantic
Y. C; H. M. Crane, G. A. Coiry, William Corry, W. I.

Cooke, M. D.
; Johns on de Forest. James Francis, H.

iM. Francis, Horatio R. Harper, Sevmour J. Hyde, Com.
Hoyt, Manhasset Bay Y. C; John R. Hoyt, Lou's S.
Harway, W. F. Hendrickson. T. A. Ireland, Frank
Bowne Jones, Robert Jacob, P. A. Johnston, Edward
Kelly. W. A. Kissam, A. C. Lordly, Charles D. Mowe.^
W. Forbes Morgan, Jr., Treas., IManhasset Bay Y.
C; D. M. MacLellan, E. M. MacLellan. Sec'y, Manhas-
set Bay Y, C. ; Augustin Monroe. Larchmont Y. C;
John Murray Mitchell. American Y. C; J. C. Moore,
H. W. Merrill, W. G. Newman, A. J. Onderdonk. C. T.
Pierce, Riverside Y.'C; H. Lempriere Pringle, Howard
Place. W. W. Phillips, William D. Reed, Rear Com.
Stephen W. Roach.. Manhasset Bay Y. C; Vice-Com-
M. Roosevelt Schuyler. Manhasset Bay Y. C: Charles
P. Tnwer. Jp.me? R. Thomson, Chas. Vanderbilt, J V.
P. Wicks. H. C. .Ward. -G. Searing Wilson, E. C.
Wallace, B. M. Wallace, M. G. Wanzer.

- par Boston Letter.
Boston, Dec. to.—Now that it has been assured that a

Boston boat will be built for the commg trial races to
select a defender for the America Cuo, Ea-tern yachtsmen
are aroused to the h'ghest pitch of excitement, greater
even than when the Puritan was turned out by Lawley
from Burgess" de-ign in 1885. It was developed during
that i'ear and during the two following seasons, and againm 1893. that Boston skill should have a place in the de-
fenpe of the Cup, and it has been regretted that there was
no Eastern representative boat in the trial races of 1895
or 1899.

The movement to form a syndicate to build such a beat
has been on foot for some time but the prospect of success
was not always pleasing. The scheme was this: A few
men, who were desirous of see ng a Bo -ten boat, attemp ed
to get -the older men who are interested in yachting to
agree to subscribe to the syndicate. Then with "this
backing they depended upon the younger elemen: to fill

up the li?t. They met with varying successes, but there
seemed no good prospect for the- deal going through. At
last when things seemed to be in an almost hope'ess
state. Thomas W. Lawson. the copper king, who had
agreed to furnish he largest part of the money necessary,
said that he would shoulder the whole expense, and thiis
the Cup defender is assured.

Mr. Lawson. when., all . arrangements had been com-
pleted, gave to the^press a plain, stra ghtforward state-
ment of the condition of aflfairs. and his connection with
the building of he new boat. In his letter he stated thit
the boat would be designed by Crown nshield. and bui't by
Lawley and that she would be ?ailed by Capt. Nate Wat-
son. He Faid that there would be no secrecy about the
bu lding of the boat and ihat the doors of the builders
would be" open a all times to those who wished to ex-
amine her con'^truction.

Lawley was selected as the builder of the boat, but here
another obstacle presented itself. Lawley has more orders
on hand at present than he has ever had before at this
time of the year, and recently he has received two large
one> from Tanls & Lemo ne, one for an B^ft. schooner
for Mr. SIoane' of the New York Y.' C and the o'her
for a 115ft. ste^m yacht for Dr. Euo. both designed by
C. H. Crane. He found that it wou'd be impossible to
construct tlie propo-^ed defender unless he was released
from oiTe or both of these contracts.
At tins rime 'Mr. Wellington, President of the Fore

River .Engine: Company, stepped into the breach and
showed a b't ofj the real Yankee snirit, a spirit which is
not often noted :in the days of modern business comoeti-
tion. He- agreed to wa't until Mr. Lawson could make
arrangement^ for releasing Lawlev from his former con-
tract, and if unsuccessful he would build the hull of the
boat at the works in Weymouth.
The new yacht will be plated with Tobin bronze that

material being theme which can be obtained the q-Hckest
for it is,necessary ,hat the boat .^hould be finished as sorn
as possibleJi she is to be got 'nto anv kind of shape for
the trial races. IJer frames will be of nickel steel. It is
claimed byjonie Vhat Herreshoff will have an advaniage

,
oyer the Eastern buildefs ih the tnattef of metal. ?cn=truc-
tiofl, but i. iriilst be tenlembered that there are at present
employed- at the Fofe River Engittj Works a' mmlbef 'of
men who helped to bui'd Defender and Co'umbia. includ-
ing Hefre^shoff's-foriTier foreman. At Lawley's also there
are a numbet-Gf HeTeschoff's former workmen, and these
men vvii] be setit i£foin one place to the other, as occasion
demands.

Sails foi- the,iiew"boat will be furni'^hed by Wilson &
Silsby, blocks " will be made by Coleman, of Providence,
and she will be rigggd- by Billman. She will nave a steel

mast and steel spars and here again is where Herre-
schoff will have no advantage, for the man who la d out
ihe work on Cohimbia's spars is employed by the Fore
River Engine Company, as are also the men who worked
Qn them. Capt. Eldr dge who wa- pilot on Columbia, wi 1

be pilot of the new boat. It is said that the Boston people
have the lines of Columbia—so much for secrecy,

B. B. Crowninshield, who is to furnish the plans, while
a young man, has had a wide experience at yacht de-
signing and yaeht ,sailing. . He has des gned m?ny yachts
of all sizes, som.e of which have appeared in Forest and
Stre.vm. - Tie has been on the wa er as long a^ he can re-
member. He come, by it naturally, too for he is of the
old Crowninshield stock, which was identified with the
sh pping trade of Salem for centuries. He is an expert
helmsm.an. and he and his brother, Frank are as gocd a
pair of men in a yacht as can be found anywhere.-.
On the new boat he will have the help and advice of

Charles Francis Adams, 2d, one of the cleverest amateur
yach snien in America. Dr. John Bryant will be abo
one of the board of advisors on the craft. But with old
Nate Watson at the wheel there will not be much need for
advisors, once the boat has been got under way for he
is a wdiole advisory board in himself. If it is possible to
get her over the fin'sh line in first position. Cap.. Watson
is the man who knows how to do it.

The Htvll-Ma-sachusetts Y. C. is preparing for a very
lively racing, seasc.ii. in 1901. The Regatta Co'-'imi*^tee is

already; busily at work,;j and many good things are
promised. This club promises to be the racing ciub of
Massachusetts. Last yeffF-i;:.- o#er€d- cups for- the H .O.

class and al o Class D, Y. R. A. 25-footers. While ne ther
of these classes were very large, the immense possib litics

for increasing interest in' racing were plainly shown. Next
season it is proposed to follow along the same lines,

hut even more elaborately.

Ir is not likely that' .there av II be any H. O. class next
season, and the committee will devote its -greater efforts

toward the 25-footers. A championship cup will be offered
which will be the finest thing of its kind ever offered in

Massachusetts waters. It is expected that this cup will cost
in the neighborhood of $i,coo. It will become the proper y
of the owner who w'ns the class championship for three
seasons.

.
Cash prizes will be offered for the season's

cham.pionship, and there- will -also be -cash prizes for each
race.

The new i8ft. knockabout class is a favorite in this club,

Several are already owned there and here are six new
ones now building. It is expected that there will be some
hot interclub racing in this class between the boats of the
Duxbury Bay clu.bs and the Anni'-quam Y. C. A cham-

- p'onship cup will be offered in this class for the season's
work, and there will be cash prizes for each race.

It is expected by the ccmmi tee that a number of the
proposed npAV keel 21-footers will come into the club. If

the size of the class warrants it. a champion-hip cup will

he oft'ered, ; with cash prizes for each race. There is no
doubt that, interest once awakened in this class it will be

_ as much sought as Class D. The restric 'ens call for a
strongly built boat^ with enough sail to make them reason-
ably fast, and for general purposes they are far superior
to a raceabout ofr a knockabout.
The handicap classes will not be forgot en by the com-

mittee. There has always been a great interest in the e
classes, and tliiose who enter their boats have just as much
-fun as those -\yhp; are in with the flyers. There will be
a place for th^ni in every race, and cash prizes will be
offered. ' '

Hanley is build'ng three fishermen to be used cn the
coas: of Jamaica. A marine railway has been constructed
at the plant and the basin is now comp ete. It is capable
of holding yachts up to i.ooo tons. There are a number of
yachts in the basin and hauled out on the beach.

Kiley's Marine Agensy has sold the knockabout Ida M?y
to John H. Cogwell. of Lynn, also the 30ft. gasoline
launch Nohoko to Frank P. Gannon, of Providence, and
the 35f.. keel sloop Frau to Peter F. Lavelle of Province-
town.

Chas. Hayden, who OAvned the H. O. 2S-footer Emoress,
has been talking with Hanley, and it i>s thought that the
result w'll be a new 25-footer,

Frank N. Tandy's i8ft. knockabout Mustang has beeti

finished at LaWley'g and hauled out of the shop.

John B. Killeen,

Around Cape God in November.
A TRIP around Cape Cod in a small yacht at this time

of the year is very apt to be a lively experience, and one
that the average yachtsman would scarcely venture to
undertake, but that it may be safely done, prmided one
sails in a staunch craft handled by experieiici-d men, is

deriionst:ated by the cruise of the Kathleen, notice of
which appeared in these columns in a recent issue.
She is a centeiboard iauxiliary yawl (engine was not

in on this trip).. .3jft. over all. 23ft. Lw.l, 9ft Sin. beam,
and slraws about 3ft. with board up. Ballast is 4,000 lbs.,

lead, all outside. Built by Joseph Thomas & Son, of
Baltimore, in '98. from designs of L. J. Ni son.
Whea the yacht was bought, early in. November, it was

a serious question wi h us whether to lay up in B'oston for
the winter and have her brought around in the spring, or
take the! chances of an irnmediate trip. The amateur
talent to whom we mentioned ihe subject shook their
heads a little dubiously and hardly thought they would
risk it, but on consulting Capt. Larsen. superintendent
yachting department, N. Y. A. C, we were assured that
there would be no trouble, -with a- competent captain.
Th-s opinion was given after inspection of the boat's
plans, etc. He d-'d say. however, that it might take from

- two or three weeks, and as it turned out, the first estimate
was right to a day. After careful consideration we de-



' Gided to have her stai-t at once, as laying up in Boston

I
meant nttmg Out there in the spring, and then pracd-

caiiy dom.g die vvorK over again when she got here; be-

i'

sides, we wanted the t.me tnis winter lo pat m a new
engnie, have new sails made, etc.

(Jn Nov 12, writer met Capt, Sterling in Boston, and
spent the remainder ot the clay looking up a hand, pro-

visioning the yacht, etc. Ear.y Tuesday morning went
to Lawiey's yard oft which Kathleen was moored, and
found ihe captain had secured a crew from ""Sailortown"

and was impatient to be off on the long sail to the Cape.

The follow ng account of her trip was related to the

writer, and her ow'tner, Mr. Jas. H. Hutchens, of this city,

by the skipper. Capt. Fred Sterling, at a dinner given him
after arrival at Travers Island.

At 10:30 A. M. she started in a fine west breeze with
single reef in mainsail, jib and mizzen. Passed Boston
light at noon, weather clear and cool. Qu'te a little jump
on outside, but Kathleen made good weather of it and
gave promise of ereat stabiii y. At 4 o'c'ock in the after-

noon wind changed to southwest and began to blow hard,

so they double reefed mainsail and hauled on the wind
for Provincetown, as weather looked too stormy for a

beat down the Cape. Arrived at anchorage in Province-
town at 10 P. M
Nov. 14.—Early in the morning the wind changed

back to west and b!ew hard from that quarter all day,

wh le the Weather Bureau reported heavy winds likely

for a day or two. They had no dinghy along, wdiich made
it difficult to get ashore, but final^'^ an accommodating
fisherman coming in from outside put the captain on the

beach.
Nov. 15 was a repetition of the day before, with a slight

Variation in the wind to west southwest, but still blow.ng
too hard to go outside.

Nov. 16 was similiar to the two preceding days, except
the wind goi round to northwest and blew a gale. This
compulsory wait of three whole days so soon after start-

ing was very discouraging, but only shows what may be
looked for at this season.

! Nov. 17.—Soon after midn'ght the wind decreased to

such an extent it was thought adv'sable to start, the sky
looking well, so at 2 A. M, they sailed, wind northwest

I

and moderating fast. It was an easy reach all day down
the Cape in a light breeze, until about g P. M., at which
time when of? Crossrip Lightship, the wind hauled to

west southwest and rapidly incresaed, so that it was neces-

I
sary to reduce c?nvas to double reefed mainsail alone: in

\ fact, for a time Capt Sterling thought of heaving to, with
a sea anchor out. made of the two big sweeps, a canvas
bag ballasted wi^h stones, which had been taken aboard
to replace weight of engine wh'ch had been removed.
Nov. 18.—After several hours' hard sailing they laid a

course by chart and compass (Capt. Sterling being a

nav'gatcr) for Great Point. Nantucket, as they found
,

ihey could not lay up for Nantucket Harbor, and
anchored east of the Point at 3:30 A. M., with two 5olb.

anchors out and 20 fathoms each of chain and cab'e.

Things were decidedly unpleasant then, and probably
most of our amateur sailors would have heartily wished
for home and a warm bed, and gazed wistfully at the beach
not far away. In working up to this anchorage, the hand
insis ed they wou'd go ashore, but Capt. Sterling had
carefully h\*- his ruler on the chart and brought up ju.st

where he expected, in 12ft. of water. Shortly after day-
light it let up a little, and at 7 o'clock they got under
way and anchored in Nantucket Harbor at 3:30 P. M.,
going ashore for water and provisions. Some idea may
be formed of the blow they encountered before reaching
the anchorage off Great Point, from the fact that during
that night a coaster lost a mate overboard somewhere
off Monomey Shoals, and was not able to pick him up,
and for several days after the marine column of the
Herald contained accounts of various disasters to sailing

A'essels caught off the Nantucket Shoals. Through it all

the Kathleen behaved ncbly, and to use Capt. Sterling's
own words, "no matter wha: came she was always on
top." and fully justified the prediction of Mr. Burgess,
the former owner, that we would find her an exceptionally
fine sea boat, and in this connection we would state that

no solid water was taken in her cockpit during the entire
trip.

Nov. IQ.—After a good night's rest they started at 9:30
in a moderate southerly wind, which flattened out to a
calm at Ti A M.. but an hour later a fine sailing breeze
came from the eas'. and under single reefed mainsail, jib

and mizzen they made fine progress, and began to have
hopes of ccntiiniing r'ght on to the home nort. Tliese
pleasant conditions orevai ed up to 9 P. M., at which
time they were off Cuttyhunk, but at this hour the wind
died out and a heavy fog rolled in from the ocean.

Nov. 20.—Shortlv after midnight a breeze came up
from southwrcst, quickly increasing in force, and in a very
short t'me they were compelled to double reef mainsail,
but under this canvas she went along in good shape, and
at 10:30 A. M. they anchored inside Point Judith break-
Avater, much disappointed at not being able to continue
to New London, but it had come o:-i to blow hard and
shelter was necssary. as even the large coasters were
making for this protection; in fact, many were already
there.

Nov. 21.—Af'-.rr remaining at anchor for balance of

the day and also that night in a hard "wester." they
started next day in moderating southwest breeze, but had
not sailed very far before it commenced toVow hard again
and it was a case of "up stick again" for their last night's

friend, the breakwater, where t^"'ey dropped anchor at

9:45 A. M.. wind west and b'owing hard. The wind in-

creased all dav until with two anchors down it was a
question whether they would not drag ashore. The break-
water is better protected in an easterly wind. Caiit.

S e.'ling was on deck all nip-ht watchine- the cables and
keeping an equal drag on each. Part of the time, accord-
ing to tl;e wpa'^her reports from Woods Holl. the wind
blew sixty miles an hour, and it was during tl^-s storm
that a schooner went ashore on Block Island and another
at Falmouth

Nov. 22.—Sho-tlv after daybreak i*- moderated enough
for them to start for Newnort und^r reefed mainsail alone,

as thev repr''"d "''st. Onlside there ""as a tr'»'"°ndoiis

sea runn'n"-. but the yacht took the roller'? splendidly, and
ma'^e <to'^^ weather of it to Newport, where she arr'ved
earlv in the afternoon. On the run in sbe overtook sev-
eral srhoof^ers making for the same nort. After getting

things in shape, the hand announced he had had enough.
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and Capt. Sterling had to pay him off and let him go.

Nov. 23 vVas spent m ia>uig in provisions, water, etc.,

and looKUjg lor another liana. Une was nna.iy secured

wlio was V ery-ee-nadent he was a thorougii sailor, and

showea f* by ask.ng soon after they got started what the

centerboard was tor. Capt. btening says, that for eating,

Sleeping and lighting his pipe, ihis man was an A. B., but

his seamanship had evidently been acquiied "on a farm

up State." He was of li.tle use for balance of trip, making
it practically single-hand sa.ling.

Nov. 24.—They started from Newport at 7 A. M., in

moderate southeast wind, with occasional snow squalls.

When outside Brenton's Reef it was necessary to double

reef mainsail, which in the seaway was somewhat of a

job, as no help was to be had from the crew. The wind
blew steady and true until afternoon, when they had got

in Fisher's" Island Sound, but here it died out, and with a

strong ebb t.de running it was necessary 10 resort to the

sweeps at one time to keep from drifting down on a

beacon. Soon, however, another breeze sprang up, and
New London was made at 5:30 P. M.

Nov. 25.—A start was made at 7 P. M., in modera'e

northeast wind, with a single reefed mainsail, jib and
mizzen. and these conditions prevailed until I P. M., at

which time they were off New Haven breakwater, but

here the wind hauled to north, blowing very hard, and
they took in mainsail, and beat up to Morris Cove under
jib' and mizzen, anchoring at 2:30 P. M. There were

various vessels anchored here, the crews of which seemed
interested m watching the little yacht tacking up to

anchorage under the short canvas. Many good-ria.ured

remarks were shouted to them, relative to their fine

sailing in the rapidly increasing wind, one fellow yeil ng,

"It's blowing hard, Cap, but you're doing fini."

Tt blew a gale and rained in torrents all night, and until

3 P. M. of the 26th, when it moderated somewhar, but
storm signals were up at station, and sky looked very
threatening. At 11 o'clock that night the capta.n liked

the appearance of things a little be.ter, and decided on a
break for New Rochelle, and all that it meant in the way
of dry clothes, fancy eating, etc. Accord ng'y they started,

though it w^as still raining and blowing tresh, but under
double reefed mainsail she went along very well.

Nov. 27.—Two hours af.er starting it c.eared up a little

and wind changed to north, although rain continued,
Travers Island was made at 11 A. M.. with everything

and everybody wet, but happy to make the final port.

Capt. Sterling merits praise for the skillful seamanship
shown in bringing this small yacht safely through the

con.inued hard blows. We are naturally much pleased to

have him say he never handled a be.ter sea boat, and that

she worked perfectly to windward, under either mainsail
alone or jib and mizzen w th mainsail down.
Next summer we hope to prove that this type of boat

is ideal for a sma'l cruiser, as with the engine, which wdl
go in this winter, we will no doub: often be able to make
our destination when the purely "wind jammers" are
'hung up" outside. Geo. G. Bell.

The Yachtsmen's Club.

A Talk, on Sails.

The first of the series of weekly lectures was given
Jt the l achtsmen s Ciub, 47 \v est Forty-third street, on
tVeanesaay cven.ng, Ulc. 5. Mr. GhDcrt ti. Vviison
alktd en "bans : i heir Construction, Care and Han-
Uxiig. ' He is a recognized auinoiity on this subject,
diicn he presented in a most intelligent and en.enaiii-
ag manner, and he held the close attention of his

.uaience ihrougnoui the evening, ihrougli ihe courtesy
'f Mr. Wilson we are able to reprouuce h.s own notes

the subject, and they are worthy of the attention of

all our readers:
In a racing yacht the sails may be considered a fourth

factor, with the racing master third, the designer second
and the owner of first and prime importance, for it all

comes up to him hnaxly.

The question of ma.erial is being quite generally con-
sidered, and some practical siiggestions may be useful.

It ;s safe lo say that the best that can be had will make
the finest sail. This same idea can be applied to the
whole boat, and her manageni'^'t, which plainly means a
very expensive atlair, carri'- ju regardless of expense,
which is generally conceacij to be a detriment to the
sport of yacht owning.
How to get the best results from a reasonable outlay is

the desidera um. Take for instance looz. duck suitable
for a 30ft. boat; it can be had for any price between
18 cent'j and 80 cen.s per yard. The wearing qua.ity of
duck i.', not considered, nor its strength, as sails neither
wear out nor give out if properly made. The form of the
sail is the great consideiation, and when that is lost it is

better to have new ones; and as new sails are always the
hes;, two .suits may be had for 40 cents per yard of ex-
Ctllent quality of goods, which would give better satis-

faction than one suit of extra fine at 80 cents per yard.
Skill in the making and handling is of more consequence
than extra expensive material. Mercerized duck is fine

to look at when new, but probably after one good weiting
no better than combed yarn. Vvliat is required of duck
is stability or abihty to hold its shape.
Form.—The bird's wing is the best and truest form for

a sail, and is an interesting s.udy ("Nature's /Eroplane").
I noticed a kite over the city lately of a different shape
than usual; it was square w-ithout any tail, and was flying
high and steady, but it had the right idea of form, with
plen:y of belly in the center, and flattening out at the
edges. This is the principle on which the most successful
kites are built. The sail should be constaicted by the
sailmaker in a manner to give the proper shape, and the
spars shou'd be right to hold it; these should be per-
fectly rigid, if possible, with long mastheads to hold
the peak up strong and high. Then it should be p."operly
handled with care and judgment. The sails should
be studied; even ian indifferent one may do better work
in expert hands, than a good one in careless hands.
Some pull their sails too much and some for fear of
harming them go to the other extreme. In bending or
setting a sa'l, be governed by the strain on the canvas;
never mind the rope. Pull them or slack them as re-
quired to give the right form. (Study the form.) Keep
a belly in the luff, and wide Pat leech a Utile slack.
Notice that a boat does best with new sails. The old

idea that it required a long time to get sails in shape is

exploded; the sa.l is best when new because the lorni

is good and fresh, and when that is los. it is better to

have new ones. The form can be helped a great deal

in the setting and handling; for instance, in setting, the

sail shottld be over peaked to allow tor the spring of

the spars, as all the spa:s give more or less, and it ad

shows in the drop of the gaff. A railroad on the boom
is essential and a great help 10 preserve the sad in good
form (by proper use). It is surprising how little it is

used and its importance is not appreciated. Our sails need

not stretch an inch. Bend ihe sail direct to the slides

on the railroad; always slack in when not in use. The
whole secret of a good sail is its form, and the study

sho-uld be how to get it and keep it. The belly in the

iuff may not have much propelling power, but it acts

as a reserve force that gives life and spring and force to

the body of the sa l. The surging forward on Jie foot

when close hauled shows a very strong forward pressure.

Different breezes may require different form, wh.ch the

railroad will give.

The advantage of tlie parallel cross-cut sail is, it can
be built ftdl size, will have less seams and the cloths

run with the direcJon J the wind. Their disadvantages
are weakness of construction and taut leeches, mak ng
it difficult and in most cases impossible to get fine form.

The plan of having diagonal cloths, which make a bias

edge to the center of the leech, is undoubtediv good; and
the headsails are an assured success, and there appear
no reason why ihe mainsails should not be the same.
The parallel cross-cut mainsail is likely to hold thp gaff

clo^^e. so that it i=; a^moFt the same angle as the ho'^m.

We question the advantage of this, as we have seen bonts

do best with the gaff at a wider angle, giving a orooel'er
form to fhe sail. This matter can be regulated largely

bv the trim of the .'sheets. The head'^^'^s are now made
with high clews, and trim far aft, which is an improve-
ment.
There is an impress'on among s^ime yachtsmen that

bet+er canvas*^ ran be nrorured •n England than can be
made here. This is a decided mistake, as no better duck
can be Avoven anywhere than Miat made in this country,
and at much less cost than the imoorted artie'e; as for

Engli'^h sails it will be ninte tltne e^ou^^h to talk of their
superior'ty when they have lifted the Cup. There i« so
htt-le of extra fiv '^oods vs^c^ that PO ^,.1^, ^ffc,rr\

to carry it in stock. Then, as we have mention'-d befT-e, it

is a nuestion if bptt'^i- rp<^ii'ts mav not be oh*-a'"ed "'i'h

less expensive material and new sails often. I- is a g'^od
plan for yacl^tsmen 'o hav nlentv of nhotogranhs oF t^Teir

boats, as sa-'s can be s+nrlipd from photographs to better
axb'an'-ap'e t'-"^" from tbe boat.

Curing.—.Sa'ls soaked i" a s-^'ut'on of eniial niiant'»^ies

of suorar of lead an'^ ahim. rlicccilirprj se''^P'"'*'''lv. then
tniv/-rl fnrrn ii |V>« cqjl a ciil-r^t-o+o of loTrl i-liVti \o '-pry
incolrb'e: add a little gr^pu vitriol and <;u1nhat- of ir'^n.
yArp p,^|,p j-pi^^^^ /r„i'^„ ^-f^^^^f. cp'^c t!r>rne-

t''m.e= it does not work well. Every one must use his own
judgment.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The Harlem Yacht Club elected the following officers,

to serve during 1901, at the annual meeting held on Dec.
I, in the club's town house, 519 East I2isr street: Com.,
Lorenz Zeller; Vice-Com., William G. Ringler; Rear-
Com., Christopher Brannock; Rec. Sec'y, James F. Proc-
tor; Fin. Sec'y, S. L. Schider; Treas.. John Mooring;
Measurer, John Wiinming; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. George
E. Wilson; Directors, T. B. Bates. H. H. Andrews. F.
C. Su'livan and J. Svmmers. Membership Comni-ttee,
R. Evans, A. M. Stebbins and L. Lalor.

•5 »? •?

The annual meeting of the Knickerbocker Yacht Club
will be heid on Wednesday evening, Dec. 19. The follow-
ing nominations have been made: For Com.. • S. H.
Mason ; for Vice-Corn., Louis H. Zocher ; for Rear-Coni.j
Edward F. Glover; for Treas., George H. Cooper; for
Sec'y, J. O. Sinkinson; for Measurer, John G. Honev;
for Fleet Surgeon, J. B. Palmer, M. D. For Board of
D'rectors F. E. Barnes, H. Stephenson Rodman Sa.'di,
Charles W. Schlesinger and Thomas Wilson, Jr.

»t •I

At the JacoD yard. City Island, there is under con-
struction a laige cen.erocard cruising knockabout lor
Mr. E. H. Weatherbee, designed by Messrs. A. Cary
Smith and Henry G. Barbey. She is 42ft, gin. over ail,

28ft. waterline, lift, beam and 4ft. di alt. Ihe beat wi.l
be comfortably fitted below, and will be used for cruis.ng
on Long Island Sound.

•? *5 »«

Captain Sycamore, of the yacht Shamrock, has been
elected Deputy Mayor of Brightlingsea.

I? 1^

The sloop building at Wood's yard, City Island, for
Mr. Anson Phelps Stokes, from designs of Messrs, Tarns,
Lemoine and Crane, will be named Mermaid. She will
be launched in January, when she will proceed South fur
a cruise in West Indian waters.

•! »t

The first sjmdicate to announce its intention to build
a boat for the defense of the Canada cup is composed of
of Mr. Benjamin Carpenter, secretary of the Inland Lake
Yach rng Association; Mr. George M. Pynchon and Mr.
Morrill Dunn. It is stated that Mr. B. B. CrowninshieKl
has been commissioned to design the boat.

Contracts for eight of the 25ft. one-design Larch-
mont clas.s boats have been placed by their designers,
Messrs. Gardner & Cox, with Messrs. Wyckoff "Bros!
& Taylor, Clinton, Conn.

m n n
There will be built by the Townsend & Downey Ship-

building Co., of Shoo'ers Island, S. I., a schooner yacht
for the ys-ff'ot racing length class, from desif^ns by
Messrs. A. Carv Smith a^d Barbev. There are three
o her schooners building at this yard. .The large'^t \= noft.
on the waterline and 150ft. over all: th-' second 68ft ori
the waterl-ne and 98ft. over all; the third, 6oft, on' the
waterline and 84ft, over all.



A new club has been incorporated at Albany, under

the name of the Cobweb Yacht Club, Its objects are to

maintain a dub house and quarters for the use and bene-

fit of its members, to promote social intercourse, and to

encourage and promote yachting. The principal office

is in New York City, and the Directors are: Charles

Camp, 223 West 148th street; Philo B. Ruggles, 647 West
iS2d street; C. H. Madden, i52d street and North River;

John H. Johnston, I52d street and North River; William

Gill, I52d street and North River, and Hector G. W.
Rouse, 127 Manhattan street.

•c le

The steam yacht to be built at George Lawley & Sons
Ciorp. from designs of Messrs. Tams, Lemoine and
Crane, is for Mr. W. P. Eno, N. Y. Y. C.

•I •S

Anthony J. Drexel's new twin-screw steam yacht

Margarita, which has been built at Scott's yard, at Green-

ock, from designs by George L. Watson, had her long-

distance trial last month. The result was very satis-

factory, the yacht making 17.95 knots an hour. This is

the third yacht of this name which Mr. Drexel has owned.
Her dimensions are 289ft. over all, 36ft. beam, 17ft. depth

and a Thames measurement of 1,789 tons.

1^ 4^

The remains of the old British-built cutter Madge, which
first taught American yachtsmen to appreciate the good
points of the English keel, have been purchased by
Com. .Similius Jarvis, of the Royal Canadian Y. C, for

the purpose of preservation. After her victories in New
York waters many years ago, the Madge was taken to

the great lakes, where she was given heavj^ bulwarks and
clumsy upper weights. This hamper will be removed by
Com. Jarvis, and he will have the old hull drawn up on
his lawn, at Toronto, where the spars will be fully rigged

over an imitation deck. The original hatches, skylights,

scuttle and all deck fittings will be found in their proper
places.

£? »t »l

It is rumored that Henry C. Flick may charter Amzi
L. Barber's British-built steam yacht Shemara for a

European cruise upon the return of the j^acht from the

South.
J? ^ ^

The yacht Roamer, N. Y. Y._ C, Mr. H. C. Roomer,
New York, for the Bahamas, arrived at Jacksonville, Fla.,

Dec. 8.

liflt ^mge mid ^allei'^.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

San Francisco, Nov. 25.—Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club mem-
bers met m practice to-day. Dr. J. F. Twist beat his best pre-
vious score with pistol. Scores, Columbia target, 50yds.

:

Pistol, practice match:
F O Young 534541246 4^3824235549 10 2—40346243124 7—36548183758 4—535463 10 2164 5—46—219
G M Barley 233482856 1—42
Dr J F Twist 43382834 10 1—46
A. J. Brannigan 70, J. R. Trego 77.

Revolver:
F O Young 4264255 14 6 3—512216 11 4636 3—44
Nov. 29.—Thanksgiving found several shooters out for practice.

Scores:
Pistol practice match: *F. O. Young 36, 39, 40, 45, 50; *F. S.

Washburn 51, 49, 50, 49, 51; A. B. Dorrell 55; G. W. Hoadley 65,
78: P. Becker 64, 66; Dr. J. F. Twist 49.
Revolver: F. U. Young 51, 57; Dr. H, W. Hunsaker 57, 79.
.22 rifle match: Dr. J. F. Twist 25, 25; P. Becker 28.
*VVashburn and Young used Peters .22 short cartridges. It is

the best average Washburn ever made.
Dec. 2—Regular Club Shoot.—A large number of very earnest

shooters were on hand, despite the cold -north wind, which blew
directly into the stand, and they stayed with it all day, doing tine
work, for the disagreeable and diflicult conditions. This shoot
settled ownership of yearly ciass medals which will be given at
our last shoot and banquet, Dec. 16. Dr. Twist, who tied with
Becker on the .22 rifle, re-entry, got the lead bv 4 points to-day, and
forged ahead of Becker on the pistol by 1 point. The Doctor's
1^ IS his best with .22 rifle to date, and he was "much prouded"
to-night.
Mannel took the lead from DaiSs on the members' rifle medal by

4 points.
Young decreased Daiss' lead on revolver 9 points, but Daiss is

still 15 points ahead, and a pretty sure winner.
Pape laid for the rifle class medal, and did not shoot military

but he could not improve his score. Young took his military and
gained 3 points, and is now 8 points ahead of Pape, who thinks it
too late to overcome, and may not try again.

Dorrell had a new combination in his '.22 rifle, which he loaded
with L. R. powder. It, made the sand send up smoke, but he
did good average work. He and Young worked out the load, and
Dorrell shot a group- offhand at 200yds., with it that would count
r!" J

wonderful shooting, and it may be heard from later at
50ydS; Ihe chamber vvas too long for good results with black orKmgs powder and Becker suggested L. & R., wTiich needsroom, hcores, Columbia target:

r^M^-x^'^''^ v:.^'^'''^-
E^^Perts F. p. Young 63; sharpshooters,

11Q. K u'""'''^
120; marksmen, G. W. Hoadley 88; Mrs. Waltham

JLJLa , D3CK score, -LuO.

Pistol class medals: F. O. Young 50, G. M. Barley 74; Marks-men: Mrs. Waltham 74, E. A. Allen 113 '
'""'^''^

Re-entry matches: rifle, A. H. Pape 52, 59; F O Youne- 6^- a

56^i^'b?-f F^Slt: S K'!5,'l;^l.^^ijei"i.
^^^^^

Da'i^'lo'srlTsi 58^'= ^-

.22 rifle: Cap't. Fred Kuhnle 17, 20, 20, 21, 21 22 23- Dr T V
Twist 18, 31: A. B. Dorrell 20, 20, 21. 22 22 23 24 25 Ee"^* 2fi:
Mr.c. C. F. W^altham 22. 30; P. Becker 22 26 ' '

'

The boys send congratulations to Mr. E. E. Partridge upon hisphenomenal run of 22 in ten shots with pistol on the Columbiatarget; also on his ten-shot score o 27, which beats the record by
2 points. The question is asked if his run of ten shots in thethree-ring is not the best ever made on any target? If so we wanthim to have some souvenir from us for it. oSr button is for Isbut we can work up a 3 souvenir. The best runs made here with

Scl 2471897 ''(28).
^' ^^^^ '""^ ^- ^^aiss,

F. O. Y'^ouNG, Rec. Sec'y.

, Elite Schuetzea Corps of Brooklyn.
At the regular shoot of the Elit'e Schuetzen Corps on Dec 7 atLcuis.Mertz's gallery, corner Broadway and Jefferson street thefol'mvine scores were made: T. Kaufman 246, R Andrassev 244

Se.^ie,?a°nT 23?. ^^lpt^^°Geb^"Sl\°t/5. ''^r \ \'^^^^
Charles K. HoERNrNG. S. M.

PO-k-^St AND StftEAM,

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

)ssinjng Gun

If you want your shoot to be announced here send n
notice like the following?

Fixtures*

Dec. 12.—Mount Kisco, N. Y.—Tournam_ent of the Mount Kisco
Gun Club; targets. R. W. Gorham, Sec'y.
Dec, 13—Newark, K. J.—Match for E C cup and individual cham-

pionship of Kew Jersey between G. H. Piercy, holder, and C. W.
Feigenspan, challenger, on grounds of East Side Gun Club.
Dec. 16.—Jersey City, N. J.—All-day shoot of the Hudson Gun

Club; targets; also two-men team shoot; open. A. A. Schoverling,
Ass't Sec'y.
Dec. 25.—Haverhill, Mass.—Christmas Day shoot of the Haver-

hill Gun Club. S. G. Miller, Acting Sec'y.
Dec. 25.—Newark, N. J.—Open live-bird shoot of the Forester

Gun Club. J. J. Fleming, Sec'y, 21 Waverly avenue.
Dec. 27.—Kansas City, Mo.—Match for the cast iron medal be-

tween J. A. R. Elliott, holder, and W. R. Crosby, challenger.
Dec. 27.—Holmesburg Junction, Pa.—Tearri match at 25 birds

between Baltimore Shooting Association and Keystone Shooting
League—first of .a series.

Newark, N, J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-
day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street
and Fifty-second avenue.

1901.

Jan. 1.—Newark, N. J.—Target shoot of the Sotith Side Gun Club.
Jan. 1.—Newark, N. J.—Twentieth annual all-day shoot ot the

South Side Gun Club. Isaac H. Terrill, Sec'y.
Jan. 1.—Sing Smg, N. Y.—Tournament of the Os

Club; targets. \Vm. P. Hall, Sec'y.
Jan. i5-ls.—Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club's "eleventh

annual tournament; live birds and targets; open to all. H.
Graham, Sec'y.
Jan. 15-19.—Hamilton, Qnt.—^Hamilton Gun Club's eleventh

annual tournament; live bir4s and targets; open to all. H.
Graham, Sec'y.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Eighth annual spring tournament

of the Baltifnore Shooting Association; two days targets, .$100 per
day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. H. P. Collins,
Sec'y.
April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of t-he

Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. \V. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Circlevillc, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters'

League of Wisconsin. First week in June.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Jan. 8.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Welch (holder)-£lliot match

for the Dupont trophy.
Monthly contest lor ihe Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $o entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, L. I.—Fountain Gun Club's regular moninly

shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and December.
Interstate Park, yueens.— Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—baiurdays.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

1901.

April 1-0.—Interstate Park, Queens, L; I., N. Y.—The Inter-
state Association's ninth annual Grand American Handicap 1 our-
nament at live birds.

June —.—Interstate Park, L. I.—Forty-third annual tournament
of the New York State Association for ihr protection ol i'lsh and
Uamc

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, Broad-
way, New York.

The Country Club of Lakewood, Lakewood, N. J., has issued an
artistic brochure containing a schedule of its golf and shooting
events for 19U(l-19Ul. The shooting grounds are open to mem-
bers and their friends at all times. Regular live-bird shoots will
take place every Saturday during the season at 2 o'clock in which
the events may be at 3, 5 or 10 birds, handicap, $5 entrance, high
gun; if over live men enter, then two moneys, 70 and 20 per cent :

30 per cent, of purse to the club. Guests, not handicapped, shoot
at 28yd.s. The club will present to the member having the best
average score out of 75 per cent, or more of the shoots, a Fran-
cotte gun. The .special events are: Christmas Day, for a $50
trophy, presented by the president; an event at 25 birds, entrance
price ol birds; optional sweep, money divided, 70 and 20 per
cent, if over five entries, otherwise high gun. New Year's Day
event for $50 trophy presented by Mr. Dwight M. Harris; condi-
U*:'"^ ^iJ*^

^^^^ 3s for the president's trophy. Lincoln's Birthday,
l-eb. 12, event for ?50 trophy presented by Mr. Edwin Gould'
conditions the same as the president's trophj'. Washington's
Birthday, event for $.50 trophy presented by the treasurer; con-
ditions the same as for the president's trophy. All handicaping
will be done by Messrs. Dwight M. Harris and K. P. Thomas All
events take place at 2 o'clock P. M. on the dates mentioned in-
cluding the regular Saturday shoot, and are open to the members
ot the following clubs: Ardsley Ciub, Irvington-on-Hudson Car-
teret Gun Club, Garden City, L. I.; Chatham Gun Club, Chatham
N.^J.,^ Country Club of Westchester, Westchester, N, \'.'; Crescent

. , , . mon't, N. Y.;
iterstate Park;

Athletic Club, Brooklyn; Larchmont \'. C. La'rchrnont N Y •

New Y'ork Athletic Club; New Utrecht Gun Club, Intersta
''

'

Smithtown, L. I., and to others who 'mav be 'invited by the ^^m-
mittee. A magautrap has been installed upon the club groundsand target shooting is permitted every day except Saturday andholiday afternoons. To insure prompt attendance of puller and
scorer, members should notify the steward of the hour of theshoot as early m advance as possible. The officers of the club
are: President, George J. Gould; Vice-President, George B M
A^I^Tk'^Bradfhavr'^^'

^'^'^

The "Baltimore Shooting Association has arranged for a series
of ten races at live birds for the season, for the Association mem-
bers. Contestants will be dmdcd into three classes, according to

^'V'"m-'™ ^^"'ts. Messrs. Malonc, Marshalland C9llins were appointed as a committee to formulate rules andconditions to govern said contests. The season began on Dec 8The dates fixed upon second Saturday and fourth Thursday duringthe months ot December,_ January. February. March and AprihMembers will be divided into three classes-A. B and C 'Thospknown to have a record of 90 per cent, or better will constitute

Class A; members known to have a reeord of 75 per cent, and
less than SO per cent, will constitute Class B, and all those under
75 per cent, will be included in Class C. The handicaps in each
class will be: Class A, 29 to 31yds.; Class B, 26 to 29vds., and
Class C, i4 to 27yds. A purse ot §120 for the series of races will
be tlivided at the end of the season into three equal purses of

A n
^ class; purse to be divided into two moneys of 60

and 40 per cent, for high guns. In order to qualify, a member
must shoot m at least six races of the series. All ties in either
class at the end of the season must be shot off at TO birds eachon Saturday, April 27, 1901, weather permitting.

Frank Butler and Mrs. Butler (Miss Annie Oakley) have come
back to the North for the winter, after a long period of hard work
with the Wild West, supplemented by a holiday of about one
month down in Arkansas. Game was found to be quite scarce in
Kansas, for,

_
as Mr. Butler puts it, "Everybody seems to be

trapping quail, not shooting them. They don't care about game
laws down there." Miss Oakley did, however, bring North with
her two trophies of the chase, to wit: an enormous tarantula and
a lovely greenish colored centipede of generous proportions.
Both specimens, preserved in alcohol, can be seen at the store of
Messrs. Von Lengerke & Detmold.

J. A. R. Elliott has at last fixed a date for his match with W. R-
Crosb)', for the cast iron medal, and same will be shot at Kansas
City, on Thursday, Dec. 27. It is safe to predict that there won't
be many birds escape from either the Missourian or the "Silent Man
from Illinois. ' On Oct. 3, 1899, the two met at Kansas City in a
match for the Review trophy, Crosby winning by the score of 99
to 97. Ihe following day they met again in a contest for the
Republic cup, and Elliott turned the tables by scoring 100 straight
to Crosby's 97. They met again at Interstate Park on March 31
of Uiis year, Crosby winning by 97 to 93. Crosby thus has a
record of tvro to one in liis favor.

Elmer E. bhaner, manager of the Interstate Association, arrived
in tne cily on Tuesday of this week, for the purpose of attending
the annual meeting of the Association, which is to be held on
Ihursday, the 33th inst. Mr. Shaner's vouthful appearance ex-
cites much favorable comment on Sporting Goods Row; not a
wrinkle is to be seen anywhere, notwithstanding the hundred and
one cares and annoyances attendant on the management of a
single Grand American Handicap at either tive birds or targets

W. Fred Ouimby, of the American E C & Schultze Gunpowder
Co., has come out of his hiding place down in Maryland, and hied
him to Chicago, for the purpose of attending John Watson's
shoot, which takes place at Burnside Park, Dec. ll-14, inclusive.
Mr. Quimby believes that his recent practice on ducks and geese
along the shores of the Chesapeake has well fitted him to bring
down with monotonous regularity the fastest birds Mr. Watson
can trap for him.

The Interstate Park Association, as will be noted on reference
to a communication in another column, is organizing a handicap
committee, which will be permanent, no doubt, and which will
estaljlish an equity in the competition, which can be done only
by Uie most careful consideration of the form and ability of the
different contestants.

•I

"The Dominie" has been heard from. He is shooting geese and
other wildfowl down in Nebraska, somewhere along the Platte
River. His luck has been first rate, and he reports under date
of the 5th inst. that the lakes were still free from ice, and wild-
fowl a-plenty. On Dec. 18 he expects to engineer a target shoot,
and IS going to work the Weather Bureau for a fine day on that
date.

Howard Sergeant, of Pittsburg, Pa., a gentleman who looks after
the interests of Laflin & Rand throughout Pennsylvania, has
been visiting New York for a few days. Mr. Sergeant has dis-
covered that he can see objects fully three blocks away, and con-
sequently believes that the atmosphere in and around Pittsburg
is not so clear as he always imagined it to be.

>^

Phil Daly, Jr., and Tod Sloan shot a match at live birds down
at Interstate Park on Tuesday of last week, Dec. 4. The rain
was coming down in torrents all the time, and a seventy-mile-an-
hour gale from the eastward did its best to blow Tod clean off
the face of the earth. 'Ihe scores in a 50-bird match, 43 to 42 in
Daly's favor, were, therefore, not to he despised.

•I

The Baltimore Shooting Association has challenged the Keystone
Shooting League for a series of team matches at live birds; teams
of ten men, 25 birds per man, $25 per man. The Keystone Shoot-
ing League has accepted the challenge, and tlie first match will
be shot on its grounds at Holmesburg Junction, on Dec. 27.

Col. Thos. Martin, of Bluffton, S. C, is expected to arrive about
the end of the present week. The boys are looking forward to
his coming, as he always makes things interesting at the traps
when he is anywhere in the vicinity of New York.

The South Side Gun Club, of Newark, announces an all-day
target shoot to be held on Jan. 1. Turkey and merchandise events
will be a part of the programme. Lunch will be served by the
club at 12 M. Shooting commences at 10 o'clock.

The Welch-Elliott contest for the Dupont trophy will take place
at Interstate_ Park, Queens, on Jan. 8. Most of the shooters will
take the 12:20 traiii from East Thirty-fourth street, after the arrival
of which at the park the race will take place.

Dr, J. W. Meek, sccrct.ary of the Garfield Gun Club, of Chicago,
announces that his club will hold its live-pigeon (trophy) contests
on the first and third Saturdays of each month.

The South Side Gun Cltit, of Newark, N. J. will hold a New
Year's shoot on its grounds, commencing at 10 o'clock. This is
the twentieth annual event of the club,

m.

The Haverhill, Mass., Gun Club announces that it will hold a
shoot on Christmas Day, to which all shooters are cordially
invited.

Trenton Shooting Association.

A FEW evenings ago the board of governors of the Trenton
Shooting Association jounieyed down to Yardville, N. J., to at-
tend an informal dinner at Billy Widmann's Yardville hln. The
piece de resistance was one of the turkevs won by Secretary
Thomas at the Thanksgiving Day shoot, Nov. 29. Dr. Barwis
graced the head of the table, flanked on either side by Mr. Jos,
D. Hall and Secretary Thomas; Billy Widmann had Wm. *H,
Mickel as his vis-a-vis; Charlie Cole and J. Sterling Worthinglon
sat side by side, with Mr. Mackett, of Boston, oppo.sile, with Dr.
Gmnelly. The repast provided was all that any one could" ask
for, and was thoroughly enjoyed. With the cigars came toasts
and story telling.

President Barwis related a number of amusing anecdotes, and
Secretary Thomas told the story of the Irishman and the pink
bugs. Treasurer Ginnelly relieved himself of some good-natured
railery, and genial Billy Widmann related the details of his many
hairbreadth escapes from winning the E C cup. IMessrs. Mackett,
Mickel and Worthington contributed their, quota to the general
jollity, and expressed themselves as being glad that they were
present. All enjoyed themselves thoroughly, and it is proposed to
encourage and develop this feature of social dinners for the mem-
bers of the board of governors, with occasional banquets to in-
clude the entire membership. Such a course will promote renewed
and continued interest in shooting matters, also bring the members
closer together in bonds of good fellowship.
A series of team shoots of ten men each with the Freehold Gun

Club is being arranged, and another is being talked of with the
University of Princeton team. Scribbler-
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Trap at Newark,

Newark, N. T., Dec. 6.—Four amateurs shot a 25-bird sweep at

Smith Brothers"' grounds, Foundry and Ferry streets, to-day. ihe

entrance fee was $2, and high gun took the money. Fischer won
the purse with 22 kills. Rommel and Kuster afterward shot a match

at 10 birds for ?10, which the latter won. Scores:

Koeeel 29 220120122121211210011122*-20

ITaslinffer 29 22120121101*1112110211111-21

Fi4her 27 110112211*211212112121120-22

Ferguson, '28'. 122*20212*222221221202*22-20

Match, 10 birds: ^ ^ „ /^/^AAnAnnA^ i

Rommel. 25 000200011O-3 C F Kuster, 25 0000000001-1

Forester Gtin Clwb.

Newark, N. T.—The Forester Gun Club ran another very success-

ful shoot on "Saturday afternoon, Dec. 8, which was its regular

monthly event. The day was one which makes trapshootmg an

enjoyment.
The attraction for this shoof

South Elizabeth, Lippincott, Captain.—P. Kling 24, L. A. Klmg
18, Shaller 17, Gales 17. Bird 13, GoodlifFe 13; total 102.

Merchandise prizes, for a hand protector and pocket knite; 10

targets. Those qualifying, handicap cut down one-half and to

shoot it out in 10 targets: Sinnock, handicap 1, total 15; V. Khng,

1, 12; J. J. Fleming, 2. 13; Colquite, 2, 14; L. A. Klmg, 2 8; Gales,

2 9; t). Fleming, 2, 12; Goodliffe, 4, 6; Bird, 4, 11. Shoot-off at

10 targets: Colquite, 1, 9; J. J. Fleming, 1, 8; Smnock, 0, 8; Bird,

2 4
'Same conditions as former event, for pocket knife: Sinnock, 1,

12: P. Kling, 1, 13; J. J. Fleming, 2, 11; Colquite 2, 12; A.

Kling 2 9; D. Fleming, 2, 10; Gales, 2, 13; GoodhfTe, 4, 8; Bird,

4, 11.
' S'hoot-ofT: Gales, 1, 7; Bird, 2, 5.

'Events: 1 2 Events: 1 2

D Fleming 8 7 Bird t>

T T Fleming 6

C 'Smith 6

L Kling 9

Sinnock .t 8

Skinner 5

Shaller 6 7

GoodlifFe 6 6

Winans • 5 .

.

Gales ^ 7

P Kling .. 8

Lippincott 3

Match, handicap: Sinnock 25, Colquite 21. ^ , . „^
This squad shot in the match event: Geoffrey 21, Colquite 21,

Pattern 18, Skinner 15, AfT 11. ^ ^ ^ ^ ,John J. FtEMiifd, Sec'y.

South Side Gua Club.

Newark, N. J., Dec. 8.—The scores of the weekly shoot of the

South Side Gun Club, held to-day are appended. The club will

hold its twentieth annual New Year's shoot on Jan. 1 ne.xt:

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 15

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

9 8 10 9 15 11

9 8 9 9 14 14

8 7 10 .

.

Jack Pattern ^ .. .. 7 7 11

L H Aff 8 5 .. 8 13

Engle 8 ^ 8 9 '8 9 10 8.. .. 8

Temll 9 8 8 7 9 9 8 9 9. .11
Heinisch 6 6 5 9 7 8 8 7.... S

Five pairs, double: Feigenspan 8, 6, 8, 8, 8; Geoflroy 7.

Targets

:

Events

:

C W Feigenspan 8
E A Geoffrey 9

L W Colquitt 9

ON LONG ISLAND.

Oceanic Rod and Gun Club.

Rockaway Park, Dec. 10.—The Oceanic Rod and Gun Club's
opening shoot of the season took place here to-day. The weather
was unfavorable for good scores. Next week the members will

attend the shoot of the Hudson Gun Club, at which a two-men
team race will be the main attraction. The scores:

Events: 123456 7 8 9

Targets: 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 10

Dr Bill 26 19 16 17 15 TJ 16 18 ..

J H Sharkey 21 12 10 14 9 T4 11 13 6

L T Muench 15 15 15 14 16 15 15 ..

A A Duke 16 17 15 10 14 13 .. 6

Mertens 8 8 9 12 9 6 ,. ..

B Sneider 13 17 16 11 14 .. .. ..

S Charles 14 12 13 13 ..

O Mull 11 13 9 9

T Diffley 15 13 14

A Hawes i..,.^. ,„,.,,, 13 10 8

J Falco 7 8

J Stoney .- 13 12 ..

O Hein .-11 5

E Bourke 10 6

J Jones 14 7

Crescent Athletic Club.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 8.—In the second of the series of shoots
for the December cup at the Crescent Athletic Club's grounds to-

day, Mr. J. S. S. Remsen, with his handicap of 3, succeeded in

scoring the limit, and thus won the event. The trophy shoot, at

15 singles and 5 pairs, was won by Mr, G. W. Hagedorn, with a
score of 25. Scores:

December cup shoot:

T S S Remsen.
W G McConvil
F B Stephensoi

Dr J
C Ket

G Stephenson, Sr.
W W Marshall...

—Expert

—

—Magavilrap

—

Grand
Hdcp. Total. Hdcp. Total. Total.
. 3 23 2 25 48
. 2 25 1 25 50

23 10 24 47
. 4 24 3 23 47
. 2 22 2 25 47

0 22 0 24 46
. 9 21 7 25 46
. 5 24 4 21 45

18 8 24 42
, 10 18 8 22 40

17 5 20 37
14 4 17 31
13 3 20 31A M Boucher

Trophy shoot: G. W. Hagedorn, 2, 25; W. G. McConville, 10,

25; A. M. Boucher, 4, 24; E Banks, 0, 23; F. B. Stephenson, 3, 23;

W. W. Marshall, 5, 22; Dr. J. J. Keyes, 4, 21; C. Kenyon, Jr.,

4, 21; J. S. S. Remsen, 0, 19; H. M. Brigham, 2, 16; H. C. Chap-
man, 10, 16; L. C. Hojjkins, 7, 15.

Shoot for panel, 15 birds, expert: McConviUe 8, 15; Hagedorn. 1,

14; Remsen, 1, 14; F. B. Stephenson, 2, 13; Geddes, 0, 13; Brigham, -

1, 12; Banks, 0, 12; G. Stephenson, Sr., 6, 12; Boucher, 3, 11;
Marshall, 4, 11; O'Brien, 3, 7.

Sweepstake, 10 pairs: Banks 16, Hagedorn 16, F. B. Stephenson
13. Chapman 11, Kenyon, Jr., 10, Keyes 8.

Sweepstake, same: Banks 16, Hagedorn 14, F. B. -Stephenson
10, Kenyon. Jr.. 6.

Sweepstake. 10 birds: F. B. Stephenson 9, McConville 9, Hage-
dorn 8, Boucher 7, Brigham 6, Townsend 6.

Sweepstake, 15 birds, expert: F. B. Stephenson 10, Boucher 12,

Marshall 8.

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.

Dec. 8.—The New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club's weekly club
shoot was held here to-day. Mr. K. A. \Velch won the Mauser
rifle handicap, a miss-and-out event, by killing 14 birds. Scores:

Mauser rifle handicap:

R A Welch, 30.... 22222222222222- S L Toplitz. 29. . .1212221220

T H Jack, 30 21222212212220 J P Kay, 28 112222220
Ramapo, 29 22222222220

Sweepstake, 15 birds, $5 entrance: Welch 15, Morfey 14, Jack
13. Navesin 11, Jones 7.

Sweepstake, 10 birds, $5 entrance : Jack 9, Welch S, Kay S,

Ramapo 8, Toplitz 8.

The Forest awd Steeam is pat to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach gj at the

Utert by ¥9s*>y iod u vpw^h «»rli^ w practicably

Tfap at Interstate Park*

Daly Defeats Sloan.

WESTERN TRAPS.
i

.01 01 01-3

Dec. 4.—In a driving rain storm, with the wind blowing a

gale, Mr. Phil Daly to-day defeated Mr. J.
Todhunter Sloan,

better known to fame as Tod Sloan, the jockey, in a 50-bird

match for $250, by the score of 43 to 42. Then followed matches at

5 pairs, 3 pairs and 10 birds, in each of which Mr. Daly was the

winner. Mr. T. W. Morfey was referee. The scores:

T Tod Sloan 30 ...22*222221222022222*022222-21
J iod bloan, du

2*22220122*22222220222112-21-42

Phil Dalv 30 2012222101222221212202220-21
I an i-'aij, ov

12221222222*2221220*22222—22—43

.f^ . . .10 10 00 00 01-3 Daly 10 11 01 11 11-8

Three pairs: „ , „.
Daly 011110—i Sloan

Sloan" 222220022*-7 Daly, 33 2022222222-9

Interstate Park Handicap.

Dec. 5.—The fourth Interstate Park handicap was shot to-day. A
field of expert shooters competed, and Mr. J. S. Fanning vfon the

event with 24. no straight scores being made. Several miss-and-

outs, 15 entrance, and a lO-bird sweep, $10 entrance, were also

shot, scores of which follow:

R \ Welch 30 .20112122122222212200w

T f Sloan '27 22212122112100121*2010212—20

Caot Monev 28 1212222222122220221112011-23

Phil Dalv 2S 222l2^i-s2222220222201*212-22

T W Morfey 30 2*211210022222222222w

1 S Fanning 30 22221*2121222122211212222-24

H Money, 30 2202222222222222222122022-23

Miss-and-outs:
Welch, .30 121221-6 120 —2
Sloan, 27 11* -2 1211111-7

Capt Money, 28 222212-6 122210 -5
Daly, 28 220 -2 2112211-7

Morfey, 30 222222—6 2212222—7

Fanning. 30 10 -1 111* -3
H Money, ,30 20 -1 0 -0
Ten birds, $10:

Welch, 30 2222222112—10 Morfey, 30

Sloan, 28 2122222122—10 Fanning, 30...

Capt Money, 30. . ..2211121220— 9 H Money, 30..

Daly, 30 2222222110— 9

Ties:
W'elch 121—3 Morfey
.Sloan 121—3 Fanning

222* - —3
11110 —4
12221222—8
2221211*—

7

12222* —5
12122122—8
2211222*—

7

2222222222—10
2122221221—10
0022222011— 7

.222—3

.10 —1

Medicus Gun Club

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., Dec. 6.—There was a moderately
good attendance of shooters. A stiff north wind prevailed. The
scores follow:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Wvnn, 29 12112-5 21221—5 2210

Ln'ckwood, 27 22122—5 22211—5 2222

Williams, 27 01201—3 10122—4 2110

T P Kav, 27 22222—5 22022—4 2222

Webber,' 30 22222—5 *2222—

4

Stewart. 28 22021—4 020*2—2

Nos. 1 and 2 were 5 birds, $3; No. 3 was niiss-and-out.

No. 4. No. 5.

Wvnn, 29 2112110111—9 222212111222112—14
Lockwood, 27 0020010121—5 012202210012202—10
Williams, 27 0112122120—8 011121111211220—13

T P Kay, 29 2121201122—9 122122211211110—14
Webber, 30 1220222222—9 222222222222220—14
Stewart, 28 0011011211—7 211210112211220—13

Pennsylvania Traps.

Ambler Gun Club.

Ambler, Pa., Dec. 6.—The Ambler Gun Club held a special shoot
for a trophy to-day. Fifteen shooters took part in the shooting,
which was extremely difficult, owing to the high wind. Mr.
Charles Mink, the winner, shot from the 20yd. mark, and did ex-
cellent work. The scores: Mink 18, Shoemaker 16, Pfleger 15,

Conway 13, Haywood 12, Yarnall 11, Dr. Yerkes 11, Seibert 11,

Brown 10, M. McAlone 10, Parks 10, S. McAlone 10, Yeakle 10,

Bradfield 8, Johnson 7.

Belmont Gun Club.

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 7.—The shoot of the Belmont Gun Club
to-day was poorly attended. Several live-bird sweeps were shot,
the scores of which follow:
No. 1, 5 birds: R. G. C. 5, Blunden 5, Cowan 5, Tog 4, Gilmore

4, McFall 4, Williams 3, Weyman 3, EUwanger 3, Shields 2.

No. 2, 10 birds: Blunden 9, R. G. C. 9, Cowan 8, Shields 7, EU-
wanger 6, Small 6, Condon 5.

No. 3, 10 birds: EUwanger 8, Small 7, Condon 6, Vetterline 5,

Achuft' 5, Mears 5, Horn 5, Myers 5, Dallas 4.

No. 4, miss-and-out: Horn 7, Vetterline 6, Dallas 4, Mears 4,

Achuff 3, Small 1, EUwanger 1.

Keystone Shooting League.

Holmesburg Junction, Pa., Dec. 8.—The Keystone Shooting
League held its regular club shoot here to-day. There was a good
attendance of shooters, the birds were a good lot and the shooting
was of a high order. The first event was for the challenge trophy,
emblematic of the championship of Philadelphia, at 10 birds,
30yds. rise, 50yds. boundary. Messrs. Henry, Van Loon, San-
ford and Geikler tied with clean scores, and .in the shoot-off Mr.
Henry outshot his last competitor on the 18th round. The second
event was the club championship handicap, 10 birds per man,
handicap rise, 50yds. boundary. This event was finished in the
dark, and the ties were not shot off. The scores follow:

H Henry 2222122212—10 W T Smith 2121210121— 9
D Sanford 2222222222—10 F Hobbs 2*02222222— 8
C Geikler.. 2222222222—10 E Russell 2222220202—8
F Van Loon 1211211212—10 I W Budd 0212222101— 8
F McCov 0222222222— 9 J W Fees 1211200222— 8
T Brewer 1222222101— 9 Hauff 0202221211— 8
T Vandegrift 1112111092— 9 W N Stevenson. .. .2220w
'G Scott 2022212211— 9 A Felix 02*w
Ties:
Henrv 222—3 222—3 211—3 111—3 112—3 111—3
Van Loon 221—3 111—3 221—3 211—3 122—3 10 —1
Sanford 222—3 222—3 222—3 222—3 20 —1
Geikler 2* —1
Club championship:

Budd, 30 1122121222—10
Stevenson, 30 2222222222—10
Vandegrift, 30 2122121112—10
Henry, 30 1112121111—10
Van Loon, 29 2112212222—10
Felix, 30 2222212222—10
Smith, 29 1211*11111—10
Fitzgerald, 30 1111110111— 9
Geikler, 28.,, 22222*2202— 8

Foster, 29 02*1222292— 8
Scott, 30 1212110011— 8
Hobbs, 30 22222*2220— 8
Fees, 29 202*222222— 8
McCoy. 30 0222202220— 7
Schenck, 27 0220000201— 4
Russell. 30.. 22022120w
Wynn, 27 201201w
Brewer, 30 OOOOw

Illinois Gun Club.

Springfield, 111., Dec. 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The annual
meeting of the Illinois Gun Club, held at the Leland Hotel, in this
city, on Dec. 3, elected the following officers for 1901: President,
Capt. Harrv ^il. Smith; Vice-President, Edward L. Snodgrass;
Secretary Chas. T. Stickle; Treasurer, Geo. E. Day; Field Captain'
Arnold W. Butler.

f >

The reports of the secretary and treasurer show a paid up mem-
bership of 163; the club has buildings and accounterments at a
very conservative estimate valued at $1,500, and is practically free
from debt.
The club is a unit on doing everything possible to advance

the interests of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tourna-
ment and convention in this city next spring.

Chas. T. Stickve, Sec'y

Watson's 'Wild 'West.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 8.—Next week your Uncle John Watson turns

loose his wild West pigeon show, and from all appearances it will

be up to the legal standard. Four days of it in all, and each one

hotter than the rest. This is the first time in some moons that

we have had a good bird shoot here, and the local men are a bit

anxious for the Uth to arrive.

Chicago Gun Club.

Dr. Carson, secretary of the Chicago Gun Club, sends out this

ominous summons to the fray: ^

"The annual meeting of the Chicago Gun Club for the election

of officers, the accepting of the new constitution and by-laws, and
other important business, will be held at the Sherman House,
Tuesday, Dec. 11, at 8 o'clock s^iarp. Be sure and be there, as a

big fight is on."

All American—No English Team Race.

There is a low, heavy simmer in the news about the proposed
American-English team race. Mr. Paul North writes about the

matter in a personal letter, from which I quote a part:

"What I have tried to do is to get the boys together in as quiet

a way as possible, have them put up their own money, manage
their own shoot, and pick out ten of the best men in the United
States, regardless of their trade connections, and have the match
run entirely on a basis free from all advertising purposes, etc., and
in this connection had suggested to the boys that no one else

connected with the trade should have anything to do with the
management of the team. If they would get the team up I would
try and make the match."
Mr. North deserves credit as the originator of this team race

idea, and it is to be hoped, and indeed to be believed, that he may
yet succeed in his first plans. This would be one of the biggest
bits of shooting history of the present part of the century, and
it is much to be wished that it may come off as planned. After a
trip like that some of the "steadies" might perhaps feel like re-

tiring from the score; or again, they might feel so set up about
their .skill abroad that they might feel like beginning all over
again.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, Hi.

Garfi^ Gun Club.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 8.—^The following scores were made on the
Garfield Gun Club's grounds on the occasion of an extra shoot
between trophy days. The wind blew strongly across the traps

—

so strongly at times that it was impossible for a shooter to stand
still. The birds were very fast, as the percentage of dead out of

bounds will testify. The attendance is so small at these shoots
that the managenient has decided to stop all Saturday shoots
except those on the first and third Saturdays of each month,
these being the trophy days. Extra shoots will be held only on
holidays. Scores:

No. 1, 6 birds:
T W Eaton, 29 010211—4 J Gardner, 28 ...0*121*—

3

C H Kehl, 27 02*11*—

3

No. 2, 10 birds:
T W Eaton, 29 1210121212-9
C H Kehl, 27 0110001011—5

J Gardner, 28 1002221112-8

No. 3, 6 birds t

T W Eaton, 29 102212—5
C H Kehl, 27 222002—4

Dr Meek, 31 21**2*—

3

Dr Meek, 31 1122**1111—8
C J Wolff, 27 0210102221—7-

C J Wolff, 27 20*1*1—3

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y-

Garden City Gun Club.

Burnside Crossing, HI., Dec. 8.—The regular club shoot of the
Garden City Gun Club was held at Watson's Park to-day. In
the shoot for the club handicap medal Messrs. Kleinman, Gillis,

Willard and Barto killed straight. Scores:

Club handicap medal event:
A Kleinman, 0 211122211111111 —15
L Willard, 0 r...i .121212122122222 —15
Gillis, 2 .........11112011120111211 —15
Barto, 1 1022112222112111 —15
Martin, 3 220121111102202110 —14
Rust, 4 1202120010112012221—14
Amberg, 0 101111111201211 —13
Leffingwell, 1 2021221101122202 —13
Levi, 3 121222022012220200 —13
Palmer, 0 222222221022002 —12
Irwin, 1 220222*212220120 —12
Each score of 15 made during the year coimts as a win for the

handicap medal. The following are the wins: A. Kleinman 3,

Barto 3, Odell 3, HoUester 2, Amberg 2, Irwin 2, Levi 2, Hess
2 Day 2, Gillis 2, Palmer 2, Adams 1, Goldsmith 1, Middleton 1,
White 1, Rust 1, Rubq 1, Bissell 1, Comley 1, Antoine 1, LefSng-
well 1, Young 1, Martin 1, Card 1. Messrs. Kleinman, Barto and

'

Odell being tied with three wins each, shot off the tie at 15 birds,
handicap. Mr. Barto won the shoot-off. Score:

Odell, 1 22222*01012110

w

Odell 13 12 14 15 15—69
Irwin 13 15 14 14 14—68
Palmer 15 12 12 14 14—67

Odelf 212212122210—11
Martin 010221121122—10
Day 120011121110— 9
Levi 201212001120— 8

Barto, 1 2211112201210212—15
Kleinman, 0. .201122111221122 —14

High average possibles:
Kleinman .... 13 15 15 14 15—72
Hollester 15 14 14 13 15—71
Amberg 14 14 14 14 13—69

Sweep, 12 birds:
White 111122021222—11
Palmer 212011220222—10
Barto 110222101212—10
Willard .121120121121—11
Rust 211122101202— 9

Practice:
Dan 2012112220211222112222122
Rust 202021021
Martin 121100221
Odell 1102200121
Lefiingwell 002021010
Gillis ; ' 2

Dav : .' 2101111
White 22211*2212222
Barto 222
Willard . 211111111111211
Irwin 02121
Palmer 2120021

The Interstate Park Association Handicap Committee.

Interstate Park, L. I., Nov. 24.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
.Since our last communication in the matter of handicap committee
for Interstate Park we have communicated with several gentlemen
as indicated in previous letter and have acceptances from the fol-
lowing, who have expressed their willingness to serve: Messrs
W. K. Park, Jacob Pentz, B.' Waters, J. H. Voss, J. S. Wright
L. H. Schortemeier, W. A. Hobart, W. F. Sykes, Elmer E.
Shaner, J. J. Wellbrock, Henry Koegel, Dr. Wm. Wynn Dr. G.
V. Hudson and Dr. A. A. Webber.
This committee will meet on Dec. 15 at 5 P. M. It is hardly

possible that the labors of this committee will be much more than
started on the date above set, but we are in hopes that it will
bring forth good results in time.

It is not intended to make this committee exclusive, but to add
to its number, as desirable representatives make themselves known
or are brought to our attention, as we have but one object, that
of the best result for the common good.

J. A. H. Dressel, Sec'y.

Tampico Gun Club.

Tampico, hi., Nov. 29.—The following scores were made at the
Thanksgiving Day shoot of the Tampico Gun Club:
Events: 12 3

Targets: 10 15 10
Denison 9 15 10
Brown 10 13 9

GifTord 8 14 10
Olson 6 11 .

.

Caskey 7 10 9

Eight live birds,

4 Events : 1
* Targets: 10
6 Heller 5
4 Darnell 10
6 Hewlett 6
5 Davis 9

Conroy

E. C. Davis, Se^^i

2 3
15 10
10 8
13 10
10 3
12 8
13 ..
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Gay Burnsidfc's Galesburgf Shoot*

GAtestiuTR-G, 111., Dec. 7.— J;Srgct and live-bird touriiry

givtn at OaleslnirH by (Itiy liiirnside, Utc. A to 7, was one ol the

•best sliootiirg meets of llie year in lUinois. ?iul proves that il is

net impossible to hold sucee.'^slul slioots e'.'eii in the miil^i ui ih-e

^season oi field shooting. In iact there Lis leen no tournanieat
'this season in v.hich a greater nnniber of the representative marks-
men of the country participatid. '''he fact lliat this wab A'Jr.

'Burnside's nviiden effort in this direction would never have been
:-iu.slpected by an outsider, from the fact that cvury detail was at-

HeWled to with admirable system aiii forttho'.ight. The .'ihool was
ihtld on the famous Williams race tracV, One mile ea.-^t ot tlie

city, which is finely adapted to such ar. evetit. Large tents were
provided for the convenience of gues'.s, and these were lieaied

by coke ovens, so that the weather was no object exctiii Wlien
at the score.
Targets were thrown from expert traps cn the Sergeant system;

this part of ihe work being looked after by f'. C. Kiehl, svhile ihe

ever genial F. C. Whitney, of Des Moines, was belimd the lail-

ing in charge ot the books. Moneys were divided on the per-

centage plan—3 points in 35 and 4 in 20 bird races; 9lt per cent,

men paid $2 a day e.xtra for the benefit of those less proficient
who sh'il tlirough, but this fund proved of less consequence than
might have been expected.

Tuesday, Dec, 4.

The weather was not such as one would select for an important
shooting event. Early in the day light gusts of snow were whirled

* across tlie field, and although later 'he slorm appeared to pass
the air coittinued raw, and the targets cut all sorts of fantastic

capers in the air, that resulted in many surprises on the face ol the
returns. These conditions may best be appreciated when it is

noted, that, notwithstanding the very flnuer of the shooting
talent of the land was represented in the lir-t of contestants, every
man participating fe'.l beiow the money at least once during the
day, and only three reathcd the 90 per ctnl, mark. Kolla Ileikcs
lock first average with 93, Fred (iilberl was a point behind with
92, and Will Crosby third with 90.5 per cent. The scores fo'.low:

Events: 1 2 3 -1 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Shot
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 2 M.'i U iO at. liroke. Av.

Jiudd U 12 1(5 15 14 Ki l:{ 9 II) 15 15 Hi 2i)0 171 .655
llallowell .... 11 I-l 19 13 12 13 13 13 20 15 15 16 200 174 .b70
liingham .... 13 1 1 15 13 12 17 10 15 19 15 13 15 200 IGS .StO

(lilbert II 13 2') 13 15 II 15 11 1") 1 1 13 20 20) 1S4 .•:20

Hirschy 13 10 19 15 13 17 11 11 IS 13 13 IS 200 171 .SiO

Kike 14 12 17 11 12 11 I.J 13 i9 13 14 13 200 liiS .S25

J^eikes 13 13 18 15 10 >') 14 15 19 15 15 19 200 ISO .!!:?0

Crosby 14 14 i8 14 11 19 12 13 IS 15 H 19 200 1j1 .1)05

Lindcrman.. 14 13 19 14 12 16 11 13 17 U 12 14 200 1C9 .S45
Elliott 13 14 18 13 14 19 15 14 17 13 13 15 20i} 178 .893
Bray 14 li) 19 12 13 i6 12 14 16 13 li 14 20D 167 .835
Kline 14 13 19 i3 14 16 13 11 15 li 13 11 200 171 .855
Uiehl 11 14 19 13 13 10 14 12 17 11 12 17 2i)0 169 .8,5
Ross 10 10 12 13 6 11 10 12 16 11 9 13 200 140 .700

Hughes 11 13 18 14 15 IS 12 14 17 14 12 20 200 178 .890
Courtney .... 13 11 19 12 14 16 12 11 16 11 19 17 200 161 ,80a
Fulton 12 12 12 IS 13 IS iO 12 15 .0 8
liurnside ... 11 9 18 12 9 16
Majors 9 9 13 lO 10 15
Tripp ....... 13 12 18 15 14 14 11 13 16 14 11 16 20O lfi7 .835
Coione! .....12 12 17 11 12 10 7 12 11 8 11 12 200 150 .750
Tramp 8 . , . . 6 ..... . 8 11 8 9
Coilender 6 ... ... ....
Pugh 11 17 .. 9
Gardt 10 8 8 .. ....
Char.eston 15 11 10
Babcock 7 9

Wednesday, Dec, 5.

CnnditibllB Were much the same as on the first day, but toward
'noon the sky cleared and the sun came out, bringing about a
Tiiore cheerlul situation, that resulted in a considerably better
score average. Nine men finished above the 90 mark, with Fred
^Gilbert i'n the lead. Scores of the sweeps:

Events; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Shot
Targets: 15 i5 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 cO ai. Broke. Av.

Judd 14 13 19 12 12 18 13 i3 n U iJ 2j 2j0 1/5 .875
ilaiowell ... 11 11 17 li 10 IS 14 U 19 15 It 17 200 174 , .870
4iirigliam .... 11 12 17 12 13 19 11 11 IS 15 13 19 200 174 .870
^i-bert 13 13 .lO 13 15 20 14 14 W 15 li 20 200 190 .950
Hirschy 14 11 IS 13 15 17 1 1 14 IS li 13 20 200 181 .9o5
K ke 14 ll i5 1. IJ 20 13 14 19 .3 ±5 .S 2.,0 lc2 .yiJ
Heikes 13 15 iiO 13 12 i9 ll 13 2j i5 li IS 2uO la3 .915
CVcsby 11 12 ^0 14 15 IS 15 13 ZO U 13 19 2o0 187 .935
Lindermiiii.. 14 14 IS 11 15 19 15 15 2u 14 ll 19 200 188 .940
^ray U 14 .0 U 13 jo 15 .3 rO i4 .5 l9 200 187 ,.63J
EiliLtt 15 15 la 12 n 2a 13 13 iS li lo ZO 2j0 188 .9>0
Inline 12 13 13 12 7 16 12 11 19 11 IS 15 200 152 .760
Rich! 11 12 17 12 11 17 14 15 16 15 12 20 200 1,5 .8i5
Ccurtney .... 14 11 16 U 12 16 12 13 19 12 12 19 2j0 170 850
Hughes 12 12 IS 15 11 17 1+ 13 2J li 11 19 200 li9 8d5
Tripp 13 14 2J 14 13 16 13 13 18 15 11 20 200 183 .915
Ha.l 14 15 16 13 10 12 11 15 li 13 12 19 2o0 172 .860
l^rown 13 12 11 S 9 12 8 ll 11 li 10 13 200 133 .665
iramp 12 11 15 .i 15
Reas 10 12 11 '.

Connor 9 ,i3 19 15 13 18 12 12 17 13 9 is 200 168
Ward 13 12 16 12 12 14

.840

The Smelzer Cup Contest,

This trophy was probably never' put up in open competition
where the attendant conditions were less favorable to high scores.
Ihe targets were thrown 70yds. from e.xoert traps against theevening sun, with a stiR wind, and presented a trmy tough orono-
sition to the shooters. Mr. E. H. Tr.pp. of Indianapo.is, who
but recent y vvon the Grand Hotel Cup in his own citv, got awayon the right foot, and led the boys a pace that none was able to
quite follow. Rol a Heikes came nearest, but 3 birds back, and
J. A. K. Elliott, by smashing 4S out of the last 50, landed in third

P j^^V- ,
,^ S^™*^ ^.^^^ throughout, and Mr. Tripp, when he

fired his last shot, was borne from the fie'd like a hero of old onthe shoulders of his friends. The tabulated scores are here given:
^^"'I'i 1111011110111111100011111—20

iiujiiiiioioiminoiioo—19
1111101101111111111011110—21

H=ll„„,=ii UlliilUUllOllOl 1011110-21-81
llallowell iiiiomiiiniiiiiioioioi-n

1111011101 111111110111100—20
111011111111010110,lllll.jl—19

,R,„
1110111111011111111110111-22-82

Uiiigham lima llllJOjllllOllOll-21
1 101111101110011111 111001—19
OllOlllOllOillllluOOllOll—17
iioioiinimiinioiiiiiii-22-79

'^^'^oert 10011 1011101 11 1 1 1 11 1 111 11-21
1111110011101111011111111—21
100111111110111 1 1 11 1 10111—21
llllllOOlllOlir. 1 1 1 1 11111-22-85

^^'^^'^^y oiiiiuiiiiinii()]n]iiiii-22
1101111111110101111011111-21
10111 jiiiioiiii 001 1 loom—IS

,Ti,„ 0111111111001110110011110-18-79
loiiimomuoiiniiim—22
iimimoimoiioioimi—

n

imnmiimimioiim—24
11110011111111:11001011111-19-86

^'^^ oimoo»ooiiiroiomiioii—14
iniioioioimniiioniii-20
oiiimiioiimimiiiaiu—21
lH101010D11110imoiniO-22-77
iirmiToiioiiiiiiiiri-2>
iiiiimiimimmiiiii-25
iiniiiioinnoiimim]_23

crn.hv i]iiniioioimiiiini]ii_22_92
'^'^^^^y ....1101 nfiiiinoioiiiiiirii_i9

niiimrommminni-23
iiiiomniioroionmn-20

Elliott
100111101 11 1 0111 1m 1 1 0 11-18-81
nimoiiimimiiiii],,_2i
imnoiiinniiioiniimi—20
loiiiniiiinuiniiiinini—oi

Trinn
1111111111 11011 1 111111111-9 (_S9
niiiiniiniiinniioin-''4
oiiittiiiiiiminiuiin—5i
1111101111011111111101111—93

Brav H|1101llll111imiIlim-2'-!)5
^^^y oiiionnioiiiiniioioiio-is

301 1011 1 101 loinoi 1 1101 110—17
1111001111111101111111111-29
?Hllll1ll01MlllMIU11I-2]-Sl

Kline 01 HOOl 1 101 1 1001 111100111—17
" IHOllUllOl. 1111110000100—16

Oil oat wiuiloi uui 1 10 .110—14
01i;ui 1 uj lui uu J J u 1 1 1 1 i 1 ill—1 7—64

Rieli' lllOloJliUUljUlOjl.OllU—17
H)L-liliUlalilJi;iaii.lllliuO—1/
iJlOUUotljllllllltiUOlllOl—16
lllllllOimOlOllliOUlOi—20—70

Ir\ m 1100iUMlli.OilliiOL(lUOUll-16
iiomiojiiiiiiioiiiooiuo—16
11010011 OullOUOOlOuOllOll—12

- •• • lluOlllllllilllimullOlO-20—64

Thursday, Dec. 6.

Another dark day, with occasional light shov.ers, .marked the
closing of the target end of the tournament. Scores were
ncisbly smaller than on the preceding day, Elliott, Gilbert, Heikes
and Crosby being the only 90 per cent. inen. Scores:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Shot
'l aigeis: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 2J 15 15 20

Build 9 10 17 14 13 16 13 14 15 13 li 17
Hallow eil ... 14 13 20 13 12 17 10 11 19 11 11 17
Bingham .... 12 15 18 12 12 17 13 11 20 12 13 IS
Gilbert 11 14 i9 ll 13 i.0 15 15 18 13 14 18
Hir^chy 13 11 17 10 12 17 9 15 17 13 13 20
Rike 6 10 i9 13 14 17
Heikes . . . , ,..14 15 19 15 12 18 14 13 17 14 14 18
Crosby 13 11 19 13 14 18 14 li 19 13 15 17
Lmderman.. 13 13 11 15 14 18 9 13 19 13 13 20
Lray ......... 19 14 15 14 14 20 10 15 zO 14 10 18
Elliott 12 12 20 13 15 IS 15 12 20 15 15 19
Gourinev .... 9 11 1b 12 12 15 12 15 16 12 11 18
Riehl .12 12 15 14 14 17 12 14 16 14 13 19
Had 12.- 8 15 11 10 17 10 11 8 . . 0 .

.

Marshall 13 14 ll 15 10 15 li 14 13 12 ll 13
K.me 7 9 13 6
Hughes 13 It 1? 14 14 15 11 14 16 13 15 19

at. Broke. Av.
2o0 165 .825
200 171 .855
200 173 .865
2v0 184 .920
200 167 .835

200 183 !9i5
2u0 183 .9.5
200 177 .885
200 173 .865
2u0 185 .925
200 158 .770
200 li2 .860

2C6 175 .!875

1 ucKer .... 6 8 13
Tort) Tucker. 5 12 .

.

7 7 13

9 15 9 112 20
. . 7. 7 . . .

.

Coal 8 11
Samuelscn... 11 ,. ..

l\a>mcnd 16
ii.ymp ij 13 10 18 12 14 12 ;;;;

Thirteen men shot the three days' target programme, Gilbert
being h,gh man, with Heikes 1 point behind, and Crosby and
Eiiioit iitd for third p.ace, as here shown:

General Averages.

Gilbert
Heikes

Hugnts
Jiray

budd

Dec. 4. Dec. 5. Dec. 6. Total. Per cent.
.ISt 190 184 558 .930
.186 183 183 562 .t20
181 187 183 551 .915
li8 188 1S5 551 .915
.169 188 177 534 .890
.178 179 175 532 .833
.167 187 173 527 - .881
.174 181 167 522 .8^0
174 174 171 5.9 .865
.169 175 li2 516 .860
.171 175 165 511 .852
,168 174 168 510 .850
.161' 170 158 489 .814

Friday, Dec, 7, Live Birds.

This was the concluding and proved also the crowning day of
the tourney.

,
The programme was devoted entirely to live birds,

and ..coirs.isfesfl of one i-bird -and a 25-bird handn.ap, the former
high-, gtins, and the. latter four moneys, c ass shooting. The
weat'ner was the severest of the week, the wind blowing at times
a n-iost a gaie, and the birds, most of them brought in from the
neighborhood, were an cEpecially fast lot. Two sets of ground
traps were used. and ihooting began at 10 A.M. There were twenty-
two entries in each race. In the first there were six straights,
who divided 87 per cent, of the purse, while 13 points re-
mained to those with 6 kills The big race began at 11 A. M., and
was run through by 2 o'clock. It is but lair to state that the
element of lurk was a big factor in this race. Some of the birds
were easy marks, as tliey refused to get up into the wind, while
many shot straight up into the air and whir.td at a iurious speed
to the south and east, making it impossible to shoot with ac-
curacy. None drew all easy ones, however, and if Mr. Bingham,
who made llie on y straight, drew fortunatelv at the start he
mtde up for this in the last 7, of which at least 4 were humrners.
He wen his honors well, and was rewarded with a handsome
purse of Jlt8.

t f the four 24s Riehl's second bird fell- stone dead 2 feet ov.er
the line; Heikes and Gilbert lost out on a pair of erratic wind-
splitters, and Courtney went down on an incomer. These lour
divided second money, $126.
The custcmary wire boundary fence would have saved several

scores, but the unusual number of birds dead out is perhaps the
best indication of the conditions that prevailed. The 23s toofc-
$gi of the purse and the 22s |42.
No. 1:

Budd 2112222—7 Heikes *212192—

6

(ii'bert 1222222—7 .«amuelson 2222(112—6
Kline 2222222—7 .Stevens 2125'990—

6

Richl 2222211-7 H E Baltenstine. .'."2222220-6
Ehott 2112221-7 Winbigler 2011211-6

A Ba'tenstine 2222222—7 Hirschv 92T)*22—5
Hallowell 21*1121—6 .Tramp' 2901201—5
Bingham *2221]2—6 Courtney 2232201—5
Einderman 2202222—6 Sperry 1011*11—4
f>i>sby 2222*22-6 Coal 11*2200-4
Hall 2222022-6 Werk 2010200—3

-No. 2:

Bingham 30. 2211222211222222112222222-25
(xilbert, 31 2222022292292922222''99229_24
Heikes, 31 2222222222222221 201 221 1 12—24
Ki ehl

, 29 2*22222229] 291 929291 92922—24
Co tu-tn ey, 29 0222122221 2212^ 221 221 2222—24
Biidd. 30. .022222n22?2222?2222222222—23

^1 221122*22202121122211 1222-23
^^^.3": 23. .112n2imi2'22?222in21 ?2—23
Lmderman, 30 ; 12l2i2922?22222i*fl292?922 23H E Baltenstine, 29 2122222110121202122292012-92
>• a'lowell, 30 1111*'?2?1*2?22'''22222222'^'2—22
Hirschy, 30 221 1 *2221 *22299J2292'9202—22
Sperry, 20 2 122211 1 1 21 21 01 211 11 21 1 01—22
t rosby, .31 .- 2222202200222221 2221 12222—22
Tramp,. . 29 , , . . ; 1 202*1 1 1 2?1 2221 221 2221 21 2—23
\\ yibigler,, 29 , 222lin2110212?22212'il9021—20
K'ine, 29

, . _ ^ _
.22??9''20'i90259222*99?2A92

9flWerk, 2^. '...'.ir]2222222 2212202012 '0*2-20
5' even r 29 20021 1 02'111 22*1 202 ' 222020—17

27.. n '2ri **n*ii 120111 2*1 iwM A Baltenstine, 29 222*212»12210222002012*00—16

General Gcssi'p.

Tom A. Marshall ran down from Chicago, where he is under
treatment for his recently sprained shouMcr, and tried shooting one
dajv-lmt 'the injured wing" was still too uncertain to permit hismaking his usual scores. -

Ernie Tripp was only with us two days-, but this sufficed for Mm
to_rarry off the biggest p'um of the meet.
Emil -VVerk arrived Thursday from Ckicinnali. to spend a few

pleasant, hours with the boys. •

'
-

.

The people of Galesburg show a commendable interest in "=hoot-mg matters there being a good crowd of local visitors each day,
notwithstanding the unfavorable weather.
There are rumors of many surprises in the shooting world for

ne-xt year, but we may be sure that whatever developments thereare they mU represent simply the progressive changes of a sport

woT'd
^"^"^ growing in popular form throughout the civilized

wll^nn "cl'^!^.^
"^1^^ a meetitig in Chicago dnrinR the JohnA\atson .fhoot this week, and the names of some new braves willprobahly be added to the tribal foster.

npo. T,onmi,=. of Omaha, has presented to each brave of (heIndians an elegant gold enameled button, to be worn as emblem-atic ot (hat organizaium of marksmen. It bears the jeweled

m4o° "Thrindians."
^'"^ ^'"^ ^""^ expressive

Will Cro.sby was perhaps the most fr.rlunale in hi« draw of

^^^a .1^':^ ^« - ^ Out

programme Saturday at both targets and H»e hlrc|°
"^^^'^'nal

Schortemeief—Wiefcfcer Series.

New York, Dec. 4.— In the team series at live birds under the
management of Ur. U cbber and myself just finiahtd, the pro-
granime as carried through, though not over succtssiui, was cer-
ta'i'y not a failure, as the foilowmg vvill show. The conditions
should have brought out more teams for competition, biit as most
of the entire shoots of tlie series were held in the open game
season tlifs reason probably detracted from their interest. Ap-
proximately thirty shooters in ail participated in one or more of'
the events.
In a total of six contests the East Side Gt:n Club, of .?«'ewark,

At'
'"'^ trophy three limes, the Emerald (iun Club" of

New; \ork, twice, and ihe New Utrecht Gun Club once, Ihe
trophy going to the East Side (iun Club, of Newark, on whose
roll of membership are many of the best shots in the metropolitan
vicinity.
In all there were 2,409 birds shot at in tjie six contests, averaging

about 400 to each conte;J|.
The .scores of the winning teams, out of. the possible 60 birds

each contest, three men on a team, were:
East Side, three wins, 5ti, 55 ami 50.
Emerald, two wins, 53 and 57 (the latter the highest team score

of the series).
New Utrecht, 56.

The allowance from each of She grounds at which the shoots
took place was 21,4 cents for each bird shot at; 1% cents of this
amount was given to the winning team members on days of their
respective wins.

named shooters received as follows:
, Morfey,

$2.83; Welch, $2.83; Capt. iMoney, 12.83; StefTens, $4.19; Feigenspan
f?-^^' I- S.o^^Py^S' ^^^-19; Koegel, $2.70; Dr. Stillman. $1.97;
I'cssenden, $3.(2; Schortemeier, $4.98; Kemsen. $1.75. and Fischer'
$1.26; a total of $36—2,400 birds at IV2 cents each equals. $36.
To the shooters qualifying in five out of six contents, % cent

a bird was given. Two only qualified, Messrs. I. li. Hopkins and
E. H. Schortemeier, and received $6 each, a total of $12—2,400
birds at y2 cent. •

.

,

The average killed by the contestants in the- chib race's are as
follows: Morfey shot at 40 birds and killed .39 from the 32yd.
mark, average .975; Schortemeier shot at 120 from the 29ytl. mark,
killed 108. average .900; J. B. Hopkins shot at 100, killed 92. average
.920; Dr. Stillman shot at 60 from the 29yd. mark, killed 55, average
.916; l-'essenden shot at 40, killed 36. average .900; Van Allen
shot at 40, ki.led 36, average .900; Dr. Woods shot at 80, killed 64.
average .800; Dr. Webber shot at 60, killed 54, average .900; Dr.
Miller shot at 80, killed 67, average .837; Remsen shot at 40,
killed 37, average .925; Steffens shot at 60, killed 53; average .883-
I'eigenspan shot at 40, killed 36. average .900; Dr. Kay shut at 60
killed 48, average .800; Koegel shot at 60, killed 55, average .91^.
Those shooting in one contest only were W'e ch 19 out of '20-

Capt. Money, 17 out of 20; John Brewer, 32vds.,' 17 out of 20;
Lockwocd, 14 out of 20; Fischer, 15 out of 20; Matzen, 14 out ot
20: Gaughen, 18 out of 20; Lincol|i,,31 put of 20; Schoverling 14
out of 20; Cutwater, 18 out of 20; "Eehbhe 12 out of 20; Fr.ink
Hall, 17 out of 20; Schumacher, 15 out of 20; Demoresl, 16 out
of 20, and Tracey, 16 out of 20. . .

Piercy shot at 40 and killed 38, average .959.
The balance of 1/2 cent per bird shot at was devoted to printing

and mailing expenses—2,409 birds at 1/2 cent, equals $12.01. The
actual disbursement for same was $17.16, a deficiency $5.12.

'

The trophy was purchased by the management.
L. II. Schortemeier.

The H. C, Hirschy Live-Bird Trophy.
Minneapolis, Minn.—The initial shoot for Ihe ll. C. Hirschy

hve-bird trophy, Nov. 9, failed to draw a crowd, but it did draw
sortie of the best live-bird shots in the United Slates.
Those who witnessed the race had the pleasure ol seeing a very

pretty contest. As soon as the entries were announcid and the
handicaps given all interest centered on Gilbert, as it seemed ilitit
from 30yds. he was sure of a straight. But Fred is human, and
did err. ,a i ^

One by one they inissed, and Gilbert made the remark that they
all had a license to do the saihe and he did not expect to see a
straight score.
The birds were a mixed lot, but all fared about equal in the draw

and all were called on for good ki;ls. Gilbert missed his 20th a'
hard right-quartering incomer. Budd had some trouble with his
birds and failed to stop his 13th and 24th; his 2d was a hard =liarp
left-quarterer, which though hit hard with the first and sccund,
made its way back to the lott. Klein arrived ahead i>t his <ljfc,ls
and was compelled to shoot a strange load, whith no d.juln put
him out of the race. Rice, Hirschy and I'arker shot in gin..| lui-iny
but were not able to stop some of their hard oiiva. Iln-,vhy.
however, found contentment in the fact that the winner u-.cd
Hazard Blue Ribbon.
Morrison has the same success in shoothig his birds that he hasm shooting targets, and 1 doubt if there is any amateur in the

country who has a license to beat him at either game. He h.>ids
a record for tournaments for the past two years that is hard to
beat. If I reca;l it correctly, he has participated in twenty-three
tournaments, winning first in eighteen, second in three, third in
one, and withdrew in one on account of sickness. A great many
of these he has had to shoot against the professionals, the same
as he did in this race.
Morrison is without doubt the best iii the Northwest, and I

w-ould like to see him after some of the professionals for some
of the large trophies. His work in the race for the llirscliv tri.phy
was fine, and all his kills were clean and timely. He used" a Win-
chester gun, 45grs. Hazard Blue Ribbon powder in a Winchester
case.

G i Ibert, 30 21 2111 2111111 11 21 11022222-21
Biidd, 29 >202211222122.2l22112221*2-22
^lem, 29 02220222222 2122222222222—22
Morrison, 28 2222222122222222222212222—25
R'ce, 27 0222122121011211212222222-2.'!
Hirschy, 29. , 1 2222222222222 1 2222222022—2

1

Parker, 28 , 22212221ull21222i)2222]222-23
Thompson, 28. 12220021210112221 1 01 20i.)22—19
J C, 28 ...2210121122212*11221211112-23
F ulton, 28 2221122020111 *1 121 1222220—21
French, 28 1110110212222200 ..OOw
Gotzian, 27 0012121 02.J22202 . 21 221 1 201- 19
Dr Bill, 27 .222022202210222*22112*111-20

Trap Around Readirg.

Reading, Pa., Nov. 29.—The holiday shoot of the South End
Gun Club, of this city, held to-day was a success. Shooters were
present from different clubs throughout the country, and Ihe
scores were good. The trap broke down in the early part of ihe
shoot, causing a delay, but when repaired shooting continued
without interruption until dark. The scores follow:

Events: 123456789
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Yost, 10 9 7 10 6 8
Eshelman 5 9 10 6 9 7 10 .. ,.
Etsick 10 6-8 6 9 9
Waiters 8 7 9 7 6 6 9.,,,
^'cker- 7 4 8 7 7 10 7 7 7
Dietrich 78 7. 77 9 776
Ball 7 4 8 6 5:7 7 8 ..
Stetson , 7 5 6 7 .. ..

Williams 7 6 4 8 6
Wilson 3478 6866..
Archer 5 5 7 7
Thompson 7 5
Young 6 6 .. .. .. .. .. !.
Shultz 5 7 5 4 4 S ? 6 e
Miles 8 5 5 7 4 ."i .1 5 8
Farr 36476C6.. ..
."^'atthias 5 9 0 5 4 4 4 ,.
Homan a 5
t^eorge 6 15 6...! .!

'.

Dourls , 4 5 5 2 .. .. ..
Brrwn 2 5.. .. .. .. ..

'

Miller 5 3 4 2 1 ..
Textcr . . . , . , 3

. Duster.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tnesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach' us at the
latest by ilondav and a* mnrh earliiT as nrarticahlie.

The Marlin Fire Arms Co.. of New Haven, C^onn., have fiwt
issued a pretty little de.<;k calendar for IfCU. ornamented with a
fine moose heail, Jl: is of convenient size a"«l Inrin. — .-ittv.
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A CHRISTMAS STORY NUMBER.

This is a Christmas story number. The customary

departments have been omitted to provide room for the

abundant store of stories and sketches which fill column

after column and page after page. In the wealth of good

reading this is one of the best numbers of Forest and

Stream ever printed.

We ask our readers and subscribers to take this number

as an earnest of the Forest and Stream of 1901. In the

first year of the new cen.ury the paper will maintain the

prestige it has so long enjoyed as a bright, intelligent,

entertaining clean and dignified journal for sportsmen.

It will stand for the principles and strive for the upbuild-

ing of the interests with which it has been idenlified for

a quarter-century. In this year to come as in the past

these columns will be a chosen medium for the interchange

of sentiment, opinion and experience, and in the Forest

AND Stream's stories of life in the field and on the stream

its readers will find enjoyment of "the next best thing" to

ihe actual experience for themselves.

FOREST RESERVE REGULATIONS.

Reference was made the other day to a California case

involving the authority of the Secretary of the Interior

to make regulations for the protecuion and control of

the forest reserves and national parks.

An act of Congress, June 4, 1897, provides that

The Secretary of the Interior shall make provisions for the pro-

tection against destruction by fire and depredations upon the

public forests and forest reservations which may have been set

aside or which may be hereafter set aside under the said act of

March 3, 1891, and which may be continued; and he may make
such rules and regulations and establish such service as will in-

sure the objects of such reservations, namely, to regulate their

occupancy and use and to preserve the forests thereon from de-

struction; and any violation of the provisions of this act or such
rules and regulations shall be punished as is provided for in the

act of June 4, 1888.

Under the authority thus conferred, the Secretary of

the Interior, on June 30, 1897, promulgated, among other

rules for llie preservation of the public forests, a regula-

tion providing:
The pasturing of sheep is prohibited in all forest reservations

except those in the States of Oregon and Washington, for the

reason that sheep grazing has been found injurious to the

forest cover, and therefore of serious consequence in regions

where the rainfall is limited. The exception in favor of the States

of Oregon and Washington is made because the continuous
moisture and abundant rainfall of the Cascade and Pacific coast

ranges makes rapid renewal of herbage and imdergrowth possible.

In the California case, which is now under considera-

tion, one Blasingame is charged with criminal trespass

on the Sierra Forest Reserve, in violation of this section.

To the complaint Blasingame demurred, on the ground
that the regulation which he was charged with violat-

ing was not binding, since it was a rule made by. the

Secretary of the Interior, who was without constitutional

autliority to legislate in the premises. Judge Wellborn, of

the District Court of Southern California, before whom
the case was argued, sustained the demurrer, holding that

the act of June 4, 1897, conferred legislative power on the

Secretary of the Interior, and was therefore unconstitu-

tional. The case will be appealed.

The point involved has had consideration by the de-

partment. In 1898 the question was submitted to the

Solicitor-General, who in an opinion sustaining the

validity of the statute said:

I recognize the existence of the salutary rule that Congress
cannot delegate its legislative power so as to authorize an ad-
ministrative officer by adoption of regulations, to create an offense
and prescribe its punis}i?nent, but here the statute proclaims t}ie

punishment for an offense which, in 'general terms, is defitied by
law, the regulation dealing only ^tli a mitt^t of d«!t8ii fti^d ad-

ministration necessary to carry into effect the object of the law.

The protection of the public forests is intrusted to the Secretary

of the Interior. Section 5388 makes it an offense, punishable by

fine and imprisonment, for any person wantonly to destroy any

timber on a public reservation. In furtherance of this policy

the act of June 4, 1897, directs the Secretary to make provision

for the protection of the forests and authorizes him to regulate

the use and occupancy of the forest reservations, and to preserve

the forests thereon from destruction, making for such purpose

proper rules and regulations. Any violation of such rules and
regulations is, by the statute, made an offense punishable as pro-

vided in Section 53S8. By this law the control of the occupancy
and use of these reservations is handed over to the Secretary for

the purpose of preserving the forests thereon, and any occupancy

or use in violation of the rules and regulations adopted by him is

made punishable criminally. It seems to me Congress has a right

to do that. Suppose Congress had provided that the occupation

or use of a forest reservation by any person without permission of

the Secretary should be a misdemeanor. Would not this be a

valid exercise of legislative power? The present statute does no
more. The regulation is reasonable and necessary. It restrains

no one in the enjoyment of any natural or legal right. To use

the language of Mr. Chief Justice Fuller in In re KoOock (165 U.

S., 526, 533): "The regulation was in execution ' of or sup-

plementary to, but not in conflict with, the law itself, and was
specifically authorized thereby in effectuation of the legislation

which created the offense."

If the higher courts shall rule that Congres-^ may not

while legislating in general terms for the protection of

the forests entrust to the Secretary of the Interior he

duty of enforcing specific regulations to make that pro-

tection effective, it will then be obligatory upon Congress

to amend the national forestry laws, and to make them
so specific in detail that they will cover all forms of

trespass and injury. It is intolerable that sheep owners

should devastate the public possessions with immunity

because of a flaw in the statute.

THE WILD ANIMAL FEAR.

Ok all questions asked by people who have never been

much out of doors, none seems so simple to the old-

timers as that which concerns the dangers to which the

camper may be exposed from the attacks of wild beasts.

It is chiefly women and children who ask such questions,

but it is evident that in the brains of many inexperienced

persons is firmly established a belief that wild animals

are dangerous—that wolves, panthers and bears prowl

about seeking Whom they may devour. This belief is in

all probability a survival in part of earlier days, when the

most civilized men dwelt largely in the East, where might
be encountered lions, who would attack them, or hyenas

ready to snap up the stray child wandering away from
the camp, or bears of the type encountered by the irrev-

erent infants who apostrophized Elisha ; and also in

part of that time when the weapons of primitive man were
so feeble and of so little avail against the wild beasts

that these were justly to be feared.

This feeling already existing is encouraged and
strengthened by a certain amount of the writing of the

day. The average man and woman love to read a bear

or panther or wolf story not less than do small boys and
round eyed children listen with pleasure to the tales of

some venerable uncle or grandfather who relates the siory

of the wolves that used to howl about his cabin or visit

his sheep fold when first he settled in the country.

In this land of America, as many know, there are no

such things as dangerous animals, though there are crea-

tures which may be made dangerous. The wolf, the

bear and the cougar are far more anxious to get away
from man than man is to get away from them. If given

the opportunity they will always slip away and run, and
if they fight it is because they believe that they have
been cut off from every avenue of escape. Where an

animal has been wounded it is a different matter. Then,

often, considerations of prudence are forgotten and the

animal acts on impulse, instead of doing what it knows to

be wise; but even so, there is much more danger from

a wounded deer than from a wounded panther, and vastly

more from a wounded moose.

But for the average man who is traveling through a

new country where wild animals may be plenty, who
stops when he has made a day's march and is at home
where night finds him, there is not now, nor ever was,

more danger from the wild animals of the country than

from the lightnings which blaze in the summer sky. Many
more people have been killed by lightning than have been

run over by stampeding buffalo herds, or killed by un-

woimded grizzly bears, or by all the other animals of the

prairie put together. One might almost say that more
|)eople have been struck by falling niet^orites than have

been killed by panthers or wolves. And yet from day to

day the newspapers con inue to print bear stories, cata-

mount stories and wolf stories, and probably they will do

so until long after the last bear, catamount and wolf shall

have disappeared from the land.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
The report of the Secretary of Agriculture for 1900

contains a great amount of very interesting matter, of

which that accompli-hcd by he two division- known as

the Biological Survey and the D1vt>icn of Fore t'y i ; of

espec al interest to sportsmen. The good work done by

both is sufficiently well known, but it is satis'ac ory to

have brought together in compact form s atemen's of what

has been accomplished during the year by each.

The Biological Survey con inues to do good work in t':e

study of foods of birds and economic re.su' ts of im-

portance are re ult ng from this study. The divi.sVn bas

charge rf the enforccmenl of the Laccy .^ct. w^i h we
understand to l)e largely in be hand^ of Dr. T. S. Palmer,

Assistant Chief of the Division. Congress hiving au-

thorized the Secretary to take t'le necessary lUTa rres for

carrying oiU the purposes of tliis act addiiiml appro-

priations to this end are needed and shou d be p-ov ded.

The damage done by prairie dogs in the Wes is a ques-

tion of great interest to farmers, and is being investi-

gated by the division. Steps have been taken to warn

the public of the danger which may follow the reckless in-

troduction and distribution of the so-called Belgian hare.

The Sate Board of Horticulture in California reports

that large numbers of these animals have been set free

throughout that State, and there is possible great danger

from their rapid increase.

The great and continually growing interest in forest

matters continues to be astonishing and gratify'ng. Efforts

are being made by the Secretary of the Interior to secure

the co-operation of the Department of Agriculture in

reference to the National Forest Reserve, while the Forest,

Fish and Game Commission of New York has requested

working plans for the protection and working of the New
York State Forest Preserves. The popularity of Mr.

Pinchot's offer to furnish such plans to the public is shown
by the fact that at the close of the year the total requests

for them exceeded 50,000,000 acres. Of these two and
one-half millions were private land. Nearly 900,000 acres

have been actually examined by the staff of the division,

plans have been prepared for 200,000 acres and 50.000

acres have been put under management. Not only this,

but applications are frequently made by cities, or cor-

porations controlling city water works, for plans for plant-

ing and working the water sheds which they control.

Such a case is seen in the Water Company of Johnstown,

Pa., where the object sought is to prevent disastrous

floods such as once devastated the town.

The Division of Forestry under its present chief is

working amicably by the side of the practical lumber men
and the tree planters, and the results cannot be other than

to the advantage of the country at large.

An association has been formed for restoring moose to

the Adirondacks. It is reported that Dr. W. Seward

Webb will furnish a number of moose from his preserves

for the public forests if he can have assurance that they

will be protected; and a special committee of the tiew

association will endeavor to secure additional protective

legislation. As the law now prohibits absolutely the

killing of moose, it is difficult to understand what more
is needed. The most essential requisite for Ad'rondack

moose restoration is a controlling public sentiment to pro-

tect them. This sentiment does not now exist, but it

may be created. The place to begin is not in the woods
but out of them. The people in the Adirondacks cannot

reasonably be expected to hold more advanced views on

game protection tlian their employers who come in froiis

the cities.

We had promised for" this, week? one of the chapter* of

"Reminiscences" of his boyhood days wh ch were the last

things written by Rowland E. Robinson, bui since lliat

aimouncement the story of "How Elijah Was Fed at

Christinas" has come to us, and we print it in place of the

"Reminiscences." It has (he qualities which won for

.Mr. Robinson a cherished place in th(iii'<aiuls <«f hotuee,

and the pathetic interest which attachei lo the unitnblishe^

writings, all too few, by Idm^ _
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Mil

How Eliiah Was at Christmas.

"^'Was you a-cal'latin' for to go a-huntm'- to-morrer,

'Liger?" Aunt Charity asked, looking under the rim of

her spectacles at her husband, who Was carefully mspect-

ing his rifle by the light of the same candle whose feeble

rays illumined the counting of her stitches.

"Wal, no, I wan't," he answered, but after a brief

pause, continued in a tons so decided he hoped it might

forestall opposition : . ,

"I'm a-goin' to the turkey shoot an' git us a turkey,

I be."

"Good land!" Aunt Charity exclaimed, dropping hands

and kniLting into her lap and staring at the bald head now
bent more intently over the gun. "Where be you goin' to

git the money for to pay your shots?"

"Oh, I got a half-dollar I be'n a-savin' up," he answered

quickly. "But I s'pect I'm goin' to plunk a turkey the

secont shot anyway; th' ol' iron throws a ball as true's

it did the day it came aout o' Hill's shop."
_

His wife drew a needle from the finished row of

stitches and scratched meditatively beiieath her sheep's

head cap before venturing a doubt. "It's forty year

older'n it was then, an' so be you, 'Liger. I don't s'pose

your hand's quite so stiddy .nor your eye quite so clear.

Land knows mine hain't." She sighed gently as she

opened and shut a knotted and stiffened hand before her

dini spectacled eyes.

"Sho, Cherry, you're spryer'n half the gals, an' I can

read fine print wi' my naked eyes, an' my hand's as

stiddy as a rock." He drew a bead on the center of the

clock face and held the long barrel on it a moment with-

out a perceptible tremor, and then beamed a triumphant
smile on his wife.

"Mebby, but I'm afrear.ed you're jest a-goin' for to

heave away your money. You 're 'Liger, I know, but I'm
'feared the' hain't no ravens a-comin' to feed ye."

"N6, but a turkey, sure as guns. An' I'll tell ye what
we're a-goin' to du, then. Cherry," he continued in a
confidential tone. "When I git him dressed an' you git

him stufl^ed an' int' the oven, I'm a-goin' to take the wheel-
barrer, or if it comes sleddin', which the' hain't no
prospect' on, the hand sled, an' I'm a-goin' to the poor-
haouse an' borry or steal poor little Lyd Cole an' fetch her
up here, to eat a Christmas dinner."

He shut the brass lid of the patch box with a decisive
snap and bestowed a close-shut but benignant smile upon
his wife, who returned it in softer kind and said with a
tremor in her voice, "Why, 'Liger Wait ! Is that what you
be'n a-plannin' for? Wal, then ^ I shouldn't wonder ef you
did git. a turkey, an' I hope to goodness you will. Poor
ol' Lyddy, I don't s'pose she's ever hed a mou'ful o'

Christmas turkey in her life. Deary me! I'm 'fraid I
\ya'n't as good as I'd ort to be'n to the poor humpbacked
little critter when we useter go to school. But you was,
'Liger. You al'ays stood up for her."
"Not none too good, I wa'n't, an' I sh'ld lufter make up

for't a leetle speck by a-givin' on her one toFable decent
Christmas."

"An' I du b'lieve we'll be favored too," said Aunt
Charity. "An' we've got onions to go wi' the turkey, an'
thern high bush cramb'ries 'at you got Up to the swamp'U
jest come in complete."
"Why, Cherry," her husband laughed, "next you'll be

for gom' to the shootin' match yourself, which in the
begmnin' you Avan't a-goin' to let me. Naow I'll run me
a han'ful o' balls, an' then it'll be time to go to bed."
He gave the long, brown barrel and the curled maple

stock another caress with the oiled rag before he hung the
rifle on its hooks, while Aunt Charity mended the fire
and raked out a glowing bed of coals ready for the ladle.
She drew her chair beside the stove and plied her
neexlles while she watched him at his work.
"My land!" she cried as the shining bullets were

wrapped from the mould, "if them was only the silver they
look we could buy us a turkey."

"they'll fetch us one jest the same," he said con-
fidently.

"It'll be rotigh wheelin' for Lyddy." Elijah said to him-
self, looking up at the cloudless sky as he trudged along
the frozen road the next day after dinner with his rifle on
his shoulder, and the solitary half-dollar clinldng against
the 'jackknife in his trousers pocket. "I'll stop an' tell
her to be all ready ag'in I come arter her."
He turned in at the forlorn, treeless yard of the poor-

house.
_
He entered without knocking and went straight

to Lydia, where she sat, an uncouth heap of deformity at
her accustomed window, watching "the Pass" and sewing
braided rags. Her face,' worn by heaw pain of body and
spirit, brightened a little at sight of her old friend • and
more at the sound of his cheery voice.

'

.v"^i^°'^/"°^"'"''
Lyddy. A-drivin' your needle to beat

the Dutch, this momin', hain't ye? My stars '"
as she

§;7}00thed the completed center of the rug over her

knees, "iiafn't t-hal a-goin' to be a neat one! Red an'
yaller an'.M\ie an' I d'know what all. Say," lowering his
voice, "'"'I'm a-comin' to-morrer mornift' to take you
lip to aour haouse to Christmas." Lyddy looked incredu-
lous. "Yes, sure as shootin.'. Clicrry's alottin' on it, an'
I'm a-comin' for .ye \V"ith a one-wheeled kerridge an'
there's goin' to be a turkey. I'm goin' arter him naow."
For a moment the stolid hardness of her face softened

almost to an expression of happiness, and then grew hard
as she glowered furtively over her shoulder.

"I do' know if they'll let me."
"They can't help it. I'm a-goin' to take j'C. Say,

Pratt," addressing the lessee of the town farm, who was
passing through the room, "I'm a-goin' to hev Lyddy
up to aour haouse for Christmas."

"All right," the man ans-wered, with a harsh laugh.
"You can have her for keeps for all me. Goin' to the
shootin' match, be you, 'Liger?"

"Yes, I be. Wal, you be ready by 9 o'clock, Lyddy."
So he left her, happier in the anticipation of a break in

the dreariness of her life than she had been for many
a day.

As he took the highway again the pop of a rifle and
the quick echoes bounding from adjacent walls told that
the shooting match had begun, and hastened his steps.
Then came another report, and its succession of echoes,
and now he saw the thin wisp of smoke drifting against
the blue sky above the roofs and dissolve in the coW,
still air.

"Plague on't! They'll hev the' heft on *em shot afor*.
I g't there," Elijah ejaculated, and verified the adage Of
-^^or? haste, less speed," for he caught his foot in a nit

and fell headlong, the shouldered fiflfe measuring its
length with a' bang on the ffozen ground. After look-
'"^ ^ound to learn if thei^ were any spectators of his
fall his next thought was for his gun, which he rejoiced
to find had suffered no apparent harni.
He reached the shooting groimd in the rear of the

tavern barn without further interruption, and found all
the marksmen of the township gathered thefe, himself
the most renowned and consequently least welcome of the
company.
"Wal Uncle 'Liger, I was a-wishin' you an' that

reachm ol iron wouldn't be here to-d*v," said Tait, the
tavern keeper and owner of the turkevs. "But I'll tell
ye aforehand, if ye kill more'n three a hand runniri', I
won t let ye shoot no more."
"So ye needn't. So ye needn't, Ab'am," Elijah cheer-

fully conceded. "I don't want on'y one 0' your turkeys
Here s your mnepunce, but I'm a-goin' to wait till there's
a good un sot up."
The landlord gave him the change from a growing

pocket of small coin and the veteran strolled from group
to group of the onlookers, ihere chatting with some old
acquaintance, there curiously scanning the newfangled
weapon of a younger contestant. One of these, a dapper
young farmer, too foppishly dressed for the occasion
swaggered forward and lay down on the slanted plank
resting the heavy barrel of his telescope-sighted rifle
across the raised end and taking aim with much fussy
preparation. Then his confidence deserted him, he dwelt
ong on his aim and the muzzle gyrated dubiously, till at
last he desperately pulled the trigger, and to his own
great surprise happened to hit the turkey, whereas he
bragged tremendously, but too soon, for in a dozen more
shots he did not make a hit. One bashful, ungainly youn<^
fellow with a new rifle, outwardly as unfinished as him-

^^'^^ ^^^°ts, and was then
barred out by Taft, wlro protested, "By gum, I won'thev my stock o' turkeys used up for twelve an' a half
cents apiece.

After several small victims had succumbed to swift ortardy fate, a big gobbler was set upon the box and UncleLiger stepped forth to make his first shot. Scorningwhat he called the "booby rest," he knelt on one knee resting his elbow on the other, and slowly raised the long
nfle to Its unerrmg aim. Forty rods away on the level

hTflTnu'
^'''^ ^''^ "° ^^''^^^ t^^" a chickadee,but the old nian saw the polished silver sight shining fairWagainst the black side at the proper instant. Every onewas watching intently, expecting to see a responsive flut-ter or fall of the doomed fowl, but it remained erect andmotionless, while beyond and a little to the left a puff of

""Xn'^rfnl'^'i^ ^^^^ ^'on^ the frozen ground
Wall, I'll be darned if Uncle 'Liger hain't mfssed himclean!' exclaimed some one in a disappointed tone -ahd-

steMot"^^^ openl/ derided th^

''One miss hain't nothin','' Uncle 'Liger remarked quiet
y. and began loading with great care after handing^Taftthe price of another shot. ''That 'ere's the turkeyT^ant

'

Abm, an' here's your ninepunce " -

. ^ .

tv,f "fl'

^'as
!
his s'econd shot went as wide of the mark a&

f' r
'^""^ *°^^^th were as unfortunate

and, Mas! l^is nioney was all gone, and wth it thi Lst

chance 6f providing for to-morroW's ^iSroinised feist—

a

disappointment harder to be^r th^n the rtiortifieatioh o\
defsfet.

"Wal, 'Liteb," said ah old comrade, "kfte ari' ^o\i has
got to '^ive U{) an' be, 'has beetts.'

"

/'The ol' Scratch has got iiitb me or the gun or both
bt us. I trie-d her ft fflatk yest'day at arm's leilgth An'
ipluilked thie fceiiler ev'ry time."

^
"Polks an' guns will weiar aout," said the other, sin'liiig

incredulously,

"I noticed you field her stiddy as an anvil," said the
blacksmith, Who was the repairer of all the guns of t*h«

towhship, "an' I'd ruther have the ol' gun to-ddy lhah
half a dozen o' these new fcishioh ohes wi* their gim-
cracks an' their patent loadi'tV ititizzles an' peek sights an'
the dev.il knows Wh-it all. Le' me jest look at her a

Taking the gun he examined il: criticMty, dhd j^r^sfehtly
his sharp eye detected the faul,t that he had suspected.

"Heire's wherte ye got tSi C5ld shet, Uncle 'Liger," lie

said, layihg.a stedfed forefinger on the back sight. "YVr
croteh sight's got knocked a leetle hair aout 0' lihei"

'

"Thunder an' -guns!" the old man ejacula.tedv '"Cfeit
come o' my tublin'—droppin' of her a-cotiiih', over here,
an' I never took a noJce., What a tarnal ol' gnmp i be,
I'm glad it wa'n't the giin's fault—not r'a'ly."

'

"Ner i^oill- holdin' nuther," said the blacksmith. "Taft
oft giy' ye another chance for nothin'. Say, Abe, Uncle
'Liger's sight got discuinboberlated was what ailed his
shootin'. You'll let him hev another shot, free. Won't
ye, now I've got it straight ag'in ?"

"No, sirree. not by a jugful; the' don't nob'dy git no'
free shots here," the landlord answered, gruffly.
"Most seems 's 'ough you'd ortu, considerin'," the

blacksmith urged, Coaxingly.
"I tell ye, I won't. It hain*t my business to sight folks'

rifles for 'em."
"He's a mean skunk, anyhaow," said the blacksmith,

turnmg his back upon the churlish fellow in disgust. "1
was a-goin' tew take a few moFe shots myself, but I
swear I won't, naow. He don't git no more o' my money.
I've got one turkey an' w^e're abaout even. I wish't I had
tew, I'd give ye one. Uncle 'Liger."

"I feeL some as you dew 'baout payin' on him any
more," the old man said, though in truth his scrltples on
that score were not so great as his pride, which forbade
his asking the load of ninepence. "But I du want a
turkey tormentedly, an' I feel it in my bones I could git
one by tryin' ag'in. Bat it*s a-gittin* kinder darkish for to
shoot so fur."

The shadows were cf-eeping from the gray woodlands
far across the tawny fields, yet the shooting still continued
in spite of the waning light. For the most part the living
target would maintain its Upright or cowering posture
as the harmless bullet Whistled past it, but now and then
otie , Would proclaim a palpable hit by a prodigious flutter
of final outstretch of lifeless head and wings. Thin a
demand was made that the distance should be shortened
by ten rods, to Which Taft would not accede, and so the
shootCng ended. The landlord then announced that the
remaining turkeys would be raffled off in the bar room in
the evening.

_
Some of the sMcessful shooters stayed to take paHm this contest, and nieanvvhile hung their ti'opHigs ih

the back porch of the tavern, through which Uncle 'Liger
passed to take his way homeward across the fields. As
his eye fell Upon thfem, it struck him that it would be very
easy to take one, and then he found himself sorely tempted
to do so. But he went resolutely past them all. theh
wath the memory of poor Lydia's face Hghted with antici-
pation, appealing to him, he returned and weilt slowly
along the line, carefully searching for the smallest tUrkey
and promising to take no other. He foUiid it and Was
lifting It from Its nail whett he heard approaching foot-
steps and voices and skulked quickly behind a cortlef.

"I got kinder oiieasy abaout my turkey, for fear some-
body d hook it," said one. " 'Tain't no gre't of a fowl
but Its a turkey all the same, an' the young uris is
lottm on't 'cause I promised I'd fetch *eni one Here it
IS, all right Wal, I guess I'll take it an' clear aout to
make sure on't.'

When the sound of their retreating footsteps grew
faint and Elijah returned to the place, the selected turkey
was gone. "Wal, there, 'Liger Wait, if you hain't come
pooty mgh makin' a scamp o' yourself," he said, catchino-
his breath m a gasping whisper, now hot with shame''
now cold) with fear of himself. "Git aout o' this, you
cussed ol' fool, afore you disgrace your name an' lareed
wus n missm' ev'rything you ever shoot at."

_
He made haste to leave the scene of his temptation, but

it was not far behind him when he began to make' ex-
cuses for his weakness.

"It wan't for me 'at I wanted the dumbed turkey nor
yet for Cherry, though she'd be awful disappointed on
Lyddy s caount. It was jest for that poor ol' critter 'at
never hes no good times ner nothin'. Haow sh'd I know
baout Gibson's young uns? Lord, that would ha' be'n
tew bad, an' them settin' as much on't as Lyddy mebby
What'll I du? Go that way an' tell her at the' won't be

V-/?^'!^^^
^""^ ^^'"^ I can't and won't

1 11 kill the ol' ruster. He's bigger'n a young turkey.
He s tougher n I be, but I'll set up an' bile him all night
an she won't know the dif'ence when he's stuffed an'
roasted. Cherry'll hate to hev him killed, bein' one o' the
family so long, but she can't help it when he's dead I'll
jest load up the ol' weepon an' git him ag'in the moon on
his roost m the ol' apple tree."
He dropped the peaked heel plate upon the tb'e of his

boot, carefully measured a charge from his powder horn
in the horn charger, as carefully poured it into the muzzle
whereon he nicely adjusted a patch and bullet and drove
them smoothly home, then slid the rod into its brass
pipes and the long groove of the full stock, and throwing
the rifle in the hollow of his arm, pushed the cap upon the
nipple, every motion grotesquely imitated by his
elongated shadow on the moonht turf.
He remarked the stillness of the chillv air. One cheek

was no colder than the other. His jet'ting breath arose
Straight before him. The vapor rising from the lake
glCQ'' upon it like thin columns supporting the canopv
or .'?Mid it was slowly forming. It was so quiet that he
r3.is> ] the lappet from his best ear and listened- intently
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wondering if there was no sound adrift upon the night.

He caught one, faint and clear, Hke a far-off bugle note

or baying of a hound, yet neither
;
suspected, but not quite

identified, until a moment later it came with a louder

clamor.

"Geese, by gum ! A-comin' this way. Oh, if they only

would, an' fly low."
He stepped to the cover of a bushy thorn tree and

crouched behind it, peering out sharply. Presently the

V-shaped squadron became dimly defined, wedging its

swift way across the blurred depths of sky, now plough-

ing under for a moment a twinkling star, now letting it

flash forth again, and all the while growing into a more
distinct and darker line against the blue. Now the forked

shadow slid past along the ground, and now the flock was
straight above him, each individual outlined against the

sky.

''They're higher'n Gilderoy's kite," he said, bringing the

rifle to his shoulder and bending backward, "but I'll give

'em a partin' salute."

The moonlight glinted on the silver sight and he saw

it through the notch of the rear sight well forward of one

of the flankers as he pulled the trigger. The sharp re-

port was answered by a blare of aerial trumpets as the

slowly rising puff of white smoke veiled the fast receding

flock of geese, and when it lifted all had vanished.

Aunt Charity sat by the fireside knitting and occasion-

ally looking at the clock and wondering what could keep

Elijah so long after it was too dark for shooting.

"He hain't got no turkey, I know he hain't, or he'd ha'

be'n hum." Her lips moved to her thoughts, but with

no sound. "I told him he wouldn't, at fust, I did. Wal,

we'll hefto give up a-hevin' Lyddy, an' I didn't sense

afore haow I was alottin' on it jest for her sake, poor

critter. Ah, well," she sighed heavily, and the sound

breaking in upon the monotonous treble of the tea kettle,

the droning bass of the stove draft, the tick of the clock

and click of her needles, she became aware how still it

was—still in the house, yet stiller out of doors, from
whence came no sound whatsoever. She listened for

Elijah's step crunching the frozen ground.

Suddenly somewhere from the silence burst the clear,

sharp crack of a rifle, not near enough to startle her by

its stiddenness, only setting her to wondering at its un-

timeliness. Then, while she listened in the succeeding

silence, it wzs broken as suddenly by a tremendous crash-

ing fall of some heavy but not solid body on the roof.

Roof boards and shingles cracked beneath its weight, yet it

gave back a softened thud of rebound and then with regu-

lar mufjfled strokes slid down the steep incline of crackling

shingles till it fell with another thud upon the broad,

wooden doorstep. At the same instant a strange wild fleet-

ing clamor seemed to fill the air, swelling and dying in brief

passage. These startling sounds gave Aunt Charity a great

shock, but not great enough to long overcome her

curiosity. Bearing a candle in one trembling hand, with

the other she cautiously opened the door and saw some
sort of a large fowl lying in a collapsed heap upon the

step. She stooped for closer inspection, lifting with timid

fingers the broad-billed head and feather-clad neck. As
she did so, she caught a glimpse of Elijah standing a

little distance down the path. His rifle was at a ready, for

he was maneuvering to get the ancient rooster between
himself and the moon, when Aunt Charity made her in-

opportune appearance.

"Why, 'Liger, why did ye want to heave it onto the

ruff an' scare me half to death? 'Tain't no turkey. What
on airth is it?"

He drew near, as much puzzled for a moment as she.

"Wal, I swan," he broke forth, exultantly, as he
realized his luck, "I did git one arter all. It's a wil'

goose, Cherry, an' I bet there won't be another roasted in

the hull taown to-morrer. We'll feed Lyddy like the

Queen o' Sheby." Rowland E. Robinson.

Christmas Under the Palms.
When Christmas comes in midsummer—and that is

what happens in the Southern Hemisphere—one is apt to

get it mixed up with the Fourth of July; and when such
a state of confusion exists it should be plain to any com-
prehension that it is impossible to get into the Christmas
card frame ol mind at all. If it had not been for the

suggestion of Talolo, I should never have thought of

having a Christmas tree for the little people of Vaiala.

Talolo began it im-mediately after the Independence
Day celebration, and it is just as well that he began suffi-

ciently far ahead, for Samoa is so remote and the chances
of communication come at such long intervals that when
it is sought to do anything involving materials not kept
in the traders' shops on Apia beach it is necessary to

start months ahead in order that tilings may be sent for

from San Francisco or Sydney.
The national holiday had yielded such rich pickings

for Talolo that he felt justified in figuring out what next
holiday was to be kept and which might be turned to his

own advantage. He plied me with questions until I

found it best in the end to give him a summary descrip-

tion of the way Christmas was kept in that distant

America which sent people down to Vaiala to help the
Samoans to a government which they did not want at

all. In the description he found two general ideas—one
which he could comprehend, one which was to-' him an
utter mystery. That presents should be given was a

tiling that he could readily understand—that was a thing
that the Samoans were doing all the time ,and were under
no restriction of waiting for one single day in the year
on which to do it. But the snow was the great mystery.
That was a thing he knew only from the Bible lessons
which formed the great part of his schooling. I think
that he knew by heart every verse that mentioned snow
and ice. It is a little hard to imagine a boy who knows
nothing of snow, and who will never see it; who will
never get his hands red and chapped making snowballs;
who will never feel the crisp, bracing air of winter as he
marks the track of rabbit and fox and winter bird on
the shining surface. So, when Talolo asked me to show
him how Christmas was kept in what he called my
island, it was probably with the expectation that in some
way I could perform the miracle of bringing a snow
storm under the blazing equator.

In this particular he was doomed to disappointment.

for the weather is a hard thing to control, and one of

the few things in Samoa which the three consuls did

not assume to settle after some fashion or other. But
by speaking early Talolo secured my promise that the

next Christmas should be celebrated after my own home
fashion, for there would be time to order the necessities

from San. Francisco. ..

Talolo was an interesting youngster, and sufificieritly

ornamental in a picturesque way to earn the trifling

gifts for which he had not the slightest hesitation in ask-

ing, when he was ready to move along to his own home.

I have already made it clear what was my debt to him for

knowledge of the woodland ways of Samoa, and if I had
in the end to pay for the company with tins of meat or

salmon, still Samoa after all is not the only land where
fine growing boys have appetites in proportion. It was
a comfortable arrangement all around. From Talolo I

learned new kinds of island life every day. Talolo was
only too happy to be where he could look at my "shoot

gun," and perhaps be entitled to bring it to his cheek and
take empty aim at the little green parrots in the tree tops,

or to fetch me a cartridge when some Vaiala pigling had
scraped through my Robinson Crusoe tree fence, and was
to die the death for unlawful entry and trespass. As for

Talolo's papa, that fat chief of the village was extremely
v.'ell satisfied with the arrangement. In some mysterious
way he had acquired just two words of English. As to

one of them the less said the better; it is very forceful and
is usually printed with a long dash. But strangest of all

was the other word, "civilized," which Le Patu had gath-

ered as being the difference between islanders and for-

eigners. In a general way he seemed to feel that I was
going to civilize Talolo. He knew himself too old to be
civilized, but the boy being as yet young might be amen-
able to civilizing influences, and' as he grew up might ac-

quire foreign habits to such an extent as to secure him a

comfortable income, well-paid idleness being the highest
Samoan aspiration. These were things that Le Patu used
laboriously to explain to me, but Talolo would have
winke^ had there been any significance to that action in

his native custom. As it w^as he made the odd little ges-

ure of the hands which amounts to the same thing all

over the Pacific.

The Christmas tree, then, was to be a part of the civ-

ilization of Talolo. Incidentally the other youngsters of

Vaiala village were included, and my order was sent

across half the Pacific Ocean for the needed supplies.

The making of the list of things to be sent was heart-
r.ending. It was easy enough to provide the useful things.

There was no need of anything better than the traders

could supply, and therefore this side of the question
could be deferred. But it was only fair that each child
should have something that was of no use at all—ju.st a

toy intended solely for amusement. That was by no
means so easy a problem to tackle. In the first place,

whatever the .toy might be, it mu.st be sufficiently com-
mon to avoid the chance of attracting envy and being
taken away hy virtue of the Samoa fashion of asking
for \yhatever you may desire and getting it, too. Then
there was the further difficulty that there did.not seem to

be any Samoan games or toys. Cricket was played on
the green and casino indoors, but these were foreign in-

troductions. There was a sort of shuffleboard for grown-
up people, and very young children amused themselves
by sailing toy boats made of a leaf with a feather for a

sail. But there were no tops, no marbles, no kites, no
dolls, and worst of all, not one of the children would have
known what to do with any of the toys of civilized child-
hood, and no matter what might be decided on, it would
be necessary to teach the recipients what to do with it

afterward. For the girls the choice was fairly easy. I

made up my mind that each one should have a dressed
doll, and trust to the general allowance of human nature
to teach these little women what to do with them. For
the boys I made as general a selection as possible of toys
least likely to be broken and such as would call for the
least amount of instruction as to their use. Thus the
order was prepared and sent for its fulfillment over many
thousand miles of sea.

The settlement of the details of the Christmas celebra-
tion—a thing so simple and customary in lands where
people are used to it, so difficult in these islands of the
torrid zone—was left to Talolo and myself. Before we
were finished with it the task had developed many of the
elements of a problem.
"On Christmas Eve, Talolo," I instructed my pupil

in the manners and customs of the people whom Samoans
call Papalangi—"that is to say, on the night before
Christmas^—the children in some of our families before
they go to sleep hang up their stockings over the fire-

place, and in the night good old Santa Claus comes
down and fills the stockings with all sorts of good
things."

"Aue, aue, Tamaita'i," replied the boy, after giving
consideration to the subject in its various aspects as
known to himself from the Samoan point of view. "Aue,
aue, great grief is on my face, for that now I am sure
that there can be no Papalangi Christmas in Vaiala. Our
fireplaces are no more than shallow pits in the floor of
our houses, and not such tubes of iron as you have
in the very dignified house where Tanoa cooks the food
you eat. Nothing can be done at all for us poor people.
We are scarcely better than the heathen we used to be
before the lotu came from Tahiti and taught us to sing
hymns and go to church."
"That can be arranged, Talolo," I replied, with intent

to cheer him our of his despondency. "You can set sticks
at each side of your firepots and string a cord of sennit
from stick to stick, which will do quite as well."
E le'mafai lava, Tamaita'i," continued the lad. "It is

not to be done at all, for suppose we have put the sticks
in place and strung the sennit across the firepot, what is

there for us to hang on the cord? I have no stockings
such as Papalangi children wear. No Samoan chief or
tulafale or common man ever has any stockings, nor have
our women, nor yet the little chfldren. The only
Samoan who ever wears stockings is our old king, Malie-
toa, and he wears ^hem only on the three great govern-
ment days of the Consuls, when he has to wear his uni-
form and shoes, and even then he hurries home as soon
as he can and takes them off, because they hurst his feet.
No, Tamaita'i, there can be no Christmas for us in Vaiala.
because we have no stockings."

"Well, then, Talolo, we shall have to give up that way
of keeping the feast, for Santa Claus would find nothing
if he were to come to these islands."

"He would never come here. He must be an aitu of

your island, and he would be afraid of the Samoan aitu.

You don't know what fearful things walk about at night,

but we Samoans know, and we are afraid of them, be-

cause we have seen so many hurt in the darkness until

they die."

"Still you shall have your Papalangi Christmas after

all, Talolo," I hastened to reassure my sorowing little

companion. "Only half of the people in my country
hang up their stockings. There is another way just as

good."

"I see how that is," replied the boy, with sudden joy
giving him new comprehension. "There is one way for

Papalangi, who turn their faces toward the Government;
there is one way also for those who follow the rebel

chiefs among you—it's just like Samoa fashion."

"Not quite, my lad; but you are right as to there
being two ways to keep the feast. We shall have to

try the other one. Our people go out into the bush and
cut down a tree. This they set up in the house and
on it hang the presents and the bright candles and the
boxes of candy, and when the evening comes all the
children assemble and the good things are picked off

the tree for them,"
"It's just like climbing the tree when you want a

cocoanut to drink," was Talolo's ready comparison.
"Our bush is full of trees, and our men will cut you one,
and then we can climb for our Christmas, and we shall

be just like the Papalangi."
It was by no means as easy as it seemed to Talolo,

His bush was indeed full of trees, but they were giants,

far too high to find room under any Samoan roof, and
among them all was not one that could in the least

simulate the tree familiar to our Northern Christmas.
In the end we had to capitulate on a young cocoanut
not more than 20 feet high. This was dug up bodily from
the place where it was growing at the edge of the little

River Fuesa, and was planted in a hole dug for it in the
earthes floor of the guest house of the village. Nothing
could be more unlike the Christmas tree of common
use, but it was certainly the only native tree that could
be used to hang the gifts upon.
The dissiniiliarity by no means ended with the tree.

It was as strange an effort to reproduce a Christmas
celebration as could well be imagined. The tree made
a fine showing, with its colored candles and tinsel orna-
ments, but it seemed unusual to find ah the gifts hanging
from the sword-like leaflets 20 feet in air. Instead of the
clear air and bracing cold which one associates with
Christmas it was hotter than can be imagined in a New
York July, and the rain was pouring down in torrents.
Long before the hour set for the show, the children as-
sembled in the pelting rain, each protecting his hair
against the wet by caps made of green banana leaves, and
their elders crowded into nearby houses. When the side
screens were raised on the leeward side—for in the di-
rection of the slant of the rain it was necessary to keep
them down—there was a scene as bright as it was rare.
The candles on the trees shed their light upon the
pendent treasures, and the old women kept up a roaring
blaze of dry cocoanut leaves in the firepots, which left no
part of the house in darkness. As soon as the screens were
raised the whole village, young and old, managed to
squeeze into the house and packed it to its utmost limit^;

but there was perfect order, for Samoan children never
skylark in the presence of their elders.

It would read like an inventorj' of the stock taking of
a toy dealer if I were to attempt to tell what presents
were given, and the names of the recipients would be a
Vaiala census. Each of the adults received a piece of
dress goods—no great thing for a people who go clad at
all times in four yards of calico—a tin of meat or salmon
and four hard biscuit. These useful articles were not
hung upon the tree, but served out by my servants from
boxes on the floor. The interest centered in the children.

Talole was delighted to act as master of the cere-
monies. He it was who looked after the niceties of
Samoan etiquette, which reach down even into child
life, and saw to it that each young person was called
up strictly in the order of parental rank, so that there might
be no heart-burniy.gs. Each child as called came to the
tree, inserted its ankles in the climbing cord and climbed
to the crown of leaves and plucked the bundle bearing
the name that had been summoned. The tots that were
too young to climb enjoyed the services of some one of
Talolo's corps of assistants who were ready enough to
climb and pluck this unwonted fruit. Young and old
were made happy with their gifts, and as rigid Samoan
custom prescribes that presents should be made in re-
turn to the giver of the feast, there was a huge pile of
mats and baskets and chickens and taro for myself that it

took Tanoa the better part of an hour to announce when
the show was over, and which served my domestic larder
for weeks.
There was only one of the gifts that led to conse-

quences—a Speaking doll that I had set aside for my
favorite small child, little Apikali, in some sort a sister
to Talolo, at least a daughter of Le Patu. While the
celebration was in itself a Christian one, and the people
are now all Christian, the unusual power of the doll
that could say "papa" caused, I fear, a reversion to an-
cestral paganism. When Apikali had been instructed
where to squeeze the puppet to bring forth the sound, and
had made her first essay at it, she dropped the doll in
the vocal instant. Such a surprise was too great for the
child—it was, indeed, too great for the elders, and they
went into the most animated council over the strange
phenomenon. There was a general disinclination to trifle
with such occult powers, and it was only after long de-
bate that Apikali's grandfather, old Lauta, took the doll
and squeezed it. It was just about the limit of his
courage that he too did not drop the strange creature.
Timidly^ he ventured to squeeze it again and elicit the
sound "papa." I overheard him say something about
the aitu in the doll, the strange spiritual essence with
which Samoans people the dark and all lonely places.
Then something else was said which I did not hear, and
the men brought each a pebble to the doll and made a
heap on which the puppet was set in state.

.A-fterward Tanoa was gradually induced to tell me th«
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i-ettl rnxvardness of the indident. In Samoan the word

"jiapa" has two meanings—one being a stone, the other

the' honorific titles of a chief. Lauta was not quite cer-

tain -which of these two was being asked for by the

strange present, rather by the aitu which he beheved

resident within it. To be on the safe side he adopted

both. The doily was dubbed "Lana Afionga le Tupa"

—His Highness the Graven Image—and when the word

"papa" was squeezed out of its machinery it was to be

the duty of all within hearing to offer a stone. Un-
fortunately little Apikali lost her doll, for it was agreed

that children were not safe custodians of an aitu of such

power—one that could make a graven
.
image speak.

Lauta. as the oldest of the chiefs, took the toy into his

possession. If he ever made it speak again I was not

there to see. But undoubtedly he did, at particularly

solemn moments, for gradually there grew upon that

corner of the green where the graves of chiefs were, a

heap of stones for which I never could get a satisfactory

explanation. No matter how intimately acquainted with

Samoan customs the Caucasian may fancy he becomes,

there is always something withheld. Therefore I feel

sure that in the dead of some of the island nights old

Lauta and the chiefs solemnly bore to the tombs of their

ancestors His Highness the Graven Image, and fearfully

squeezed the machinery which said "papa," and then laid

stones upon the growing heap. It must have been a

picturesque ceremonial; certainly one that I would have
given much to see.

And Apikali? Well, I made her Christmas merry with

another doll, that had no such dangerous attainments.

Really Lauta was right, the gods should never be made
the playthings of wee brown girlies.

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

A Voice from a Farm.
It is "nigh on::o" seven moons since I wrote to the

indoor equivalent of outdoor sport. The growing cold
drives the growing old to cover and an interest in Forest
AND .Strea.m was stretched a little and not broken by an
interest in a little farm up in the northern Jersey. High-
lands. Now that I am back in winter, quarters again and
have a fond remembrance for the bright, sunshiny spot
and cannot go to it, I seek consolation in Forest and
Stream. Because a clerical friend took an interest, in

me, I took an interest in the farm, and to all outward
appearances we now own it. He has one-half and I have
the oJier, and what we do not jointly know about farm-
ing is known to every successful farmer in the land.
Many tin.ies during the summer we might have been seen
Icair'ng on the mossy rail fence while discussing crops and
Christianity. We were a tie on the first topic, but he
gave me points on the second, and by some remarks that
he inade I conclude that he has given the matter much
thought. His half of the farm bore the farm buildings, so
I had to build or go into open camp. Some one sug-
gested that he live in one end of the farmhouse and -I

live in the other, but Ave concluded that neither would
live long under such conditions, so I builded not upon
the sand, but upon a rock, or rather on many rocks.. i

;

It is fun to plan your own house and see it growing
day by day, knowing that it is the creation of a massive
brain, providing, however, you do not forget the stairs
or doors to pass in and out of. Happily no serious error
occurred and it is stand'ng to-day fully insured in a
grove of cedars, chestnuts, maple's, locusts, hickories,
iron woods, tulip trees and pines. After the house came
the stable, then an ice .house, and apparently nothing went
wrong. It is related of an ex-superintendent of. the
American Watch Company that, becoming weary of well
doing in small things, he_ sought relaxation in building a
canoe in his house one winter, and in the spring he could
not get it out, I never learned whether he tore down
the house or tore up the canoe. He was a wonderful
mechanic, and his experience only demonstrates the theory
that one's extreme brilliancy in one direction is at the
expense of good judgment in another, and I congratu-.
late myself that I do not know much of anything, but a
httle of a good many thing.s.

.

In May and June the birds came. They came as fast
as the, budding leaves on the trees. They gathered
around us in ecumenical congress. The bluebird, the
pcct wcct the red-hooded woodpecker, the thrush', the
lark, the Baltimore oriole and the robin in turn spoke to
the gathering. Hidden in the hazel bushes the dissenting
catbird sent out its raucous voice. They all sang in
praise of the Creator, and through their voices He is

"Sounding fortli the truinpet that shall never call retreat;
Oh, be swift, my heart, to answer Him; be jubilant tny feet!"

And o'er the forest and the meadows and the tilled land
the crows held angry discussions in regard to the corn
laws, and in the evenings and the nights the whip-poor-
will wailed continuously. "Whip-poor-will." -Who is this
recroanc Willie? . What offense has he committed that the
plaintive night call should year after year demand chas-
tisement? Is he the "Weary Willie"" of to-day. hobo or
tramp, whose "measured step and slow" has led him to
disturb the rights of n ght birds? Is the poor Will of
to-day the Philistine of the past, whose ^unpunished de-
linquencies sill excite the winged sentinels of darkness to
demand reparation ? The cry has come down in the night
time of ages gone, and will continue to come so long as
the "music of the spheres" is hushed by the closer carilon
of les.=cr creations.

This farm was owmed for two score years by the town-
ship doctor, and the good man, like the rulers in
medinaval times, caused a high

. and broad wall to be
bxjiU around this city of trees. In doing so he system-
atically arranged the stones and made more delightful a
deughtful .<:pot and guarded the slope from rushing waters.
Back of the grove and wall lies a "forest primeval" and a
mountafn chasm that "for wildness and immensity is sel-
dorn e-qU;aied. Through the chasm flows a river in spring
audi a .brook- in summer. It drains thousands of acre?- and

it suddenly in the springtime and gently in summer
It ,ltve? the 'strenuous life" at one time and again is as
c^l IT)

:

as the- rocks over which it glides, or as a daisied
meadow

,
m June. Quietly it writhes down through the

negdpw, giving up nourishment to the willow trees under
which the cows stand in the heat of summer days It

cools the dlovefi feet of the cattk, goes on mefrlly to meet

its confitieilt and Wfestle with it in friendly mix Up, and
toge.her they pass oh to the mill pond to be held in check

till the miller watlts to see the wheels go around. Into

Greenwood Lake it rushes at last, and its career as a

brook is over, unless, perchance, it is picked up in part

by the clouds and is carried back to come down again.

Greenwood Lake has been low the past season, until

much of its bottom has been exposed. Water companies
have done it under the pretense of fixing the dam, and as

the wrathful farmers put it, they have not done a

d thing to it.

I have wandered off two miles from the farni, and must
go back to the ravine.

The sides of the ravine tower above the brook, and the

cliffs rising story above story, as seen through the bunches
of rhododendrons and distorted saplings lead one to think

of the cliff dwellers, and if he be timed at the dusk that

prevails there while the sun shines outside, he can crouch
in shelter lest some imaginary barbarian hurl rocks at

him from above.
.

One July afternoon I rummaged among the rocks in the

gorge, and overturned stones on . stream banks disclosed

tadpoles, turtles, frogs, helgramites, lizards and darting

minnows. The dry places on the shore gave home to

insect life no less interesting. I became careless in my
studies and forgot that everything that looks like a root

is not a root. When the rush of water comes and the

brook is bank full, all covering and loose substance goes
down stream as detritus, leaving the snarl of roots look-

ing like knots of huge worms. One, however, was neither

root nor worm, but a huge copperhead. I back paddled
rather lively for a heavyweight, but a gunner's instinct

came to me, and I blew off his head with a gun shot. The
wind went out of his tires with a pop, and he took a

header into the snakes' hereafter. I threw the remains
onto the ledge where the crows could get them, and in-

asmuch as all carrion eventually is buried beneath the
earth's green crust and thereby serves to enrich it and
make it still greener, I hoped that through the crows the

refuse would find its place and partially recompense the
farmer for what the crows had stolen from him.
The gun shot seemed to have done more than to' kill

the snake. It seemed to demonstrate the theory of the
rain makers. The air became sultry, and through the
openings of the tree tops black copper-edged clouds could
be seen, and the tree tops moved uneasily. The birds
hurried to shelter, and like frightened mortals congre-
gated in bunches, and like them jabbered in fright, each
in its own tongue, and amid the babel the wind came in

blocks of ten. Dry and green leaves were driven past,

some to be jammed in rock fissures, some to be impaled
upon twigs, othersto go on and bring up where the storm
might leave them. Huge drops of rain came down, and
when not intercepted by the foliage struck the stones of
the .brook like a whip sn^p, and,

"From peak to peak, the rattling cragfs among,
Leaps the live thunder."

Oh, Dame Nature, I love you ! "I'd leave my happy
home for you," but in that half-hour I saw enough of you
to last a week, and it convinced me that you were no
gentleman. You came with skirts disarranged, your hat
was not' on straight, your shirt waist was ripped up the
back ind you exposed your bosom to ribald gaze. It was
disorderly conduct, and as bad as "the Tenderloin" is, you
would have been "run in" had you done it there. Withal
you felt badly and cried aloud, and the tear's flowed from
your eyes until the highways and streamways were
choked' up. Such actions in the city would be equivalent
to Retarding the manhole covers on to the roofs of the sky-
scrapers, letting a load of iron girders on to the Belgian
blocks, turning on all gas and arc lights, burning the
docks ^nd shipping, creating a race riot on the East S«ide

and blowing up a drug house. But in the country you
were on your own domain, and undoubtedly had rights.
The city is man's and the country is yours. You fright-
erted others besides myself, and anon through the log road
came a child of Abraham. On his back he bore a pack,
and in his hand he carried the stalk and uncovered ribs
of an umbrella. The gingham had gone by the board, and
his silk hat went skyward like a balloon at a country fair.

His sWart face framed in wet curly ringlets betokened
fear. His pack of merchandise was askew^ and the flap-
ping oilcloth left his wares open to the drip from the
trees. The wet undergrowth wiped the mountainway
dust from off his feet as he hurried on, while the fire clash
was about him. Yet what should he fear—why should he
fear this flame-girt Sinai? It should be to him a sign
that the chosen people of God are yet in the hollow of
His hand in wandering and exile as amid the tents of
Gilgal and the tabernacles of Jerusalem, and that over
him still wheresoever he goeth are the sun of Gibeon and
the moon of Ajalon, and the stars of Esdrslon and Sinai.
Peace go with him and prosperous trade, a pillar of cloud
by day and a pillar of fire by night.
Dame Nature, as though ashamed of her esdapade, re-

arranged her toilet, came out at 6 P. M. in evening dress
and gave a pink tea. She had washed clean the roadways
and the earth and foliage, made the soft grass still more
soft and the springy carpet of pine needles; still more
elastic. She allowed the sun to go down in the west
as usual—allowed the reddish-yellow beams to come in
through the trees until, striking the glazed sash of the
stable, one would think that the hay was burnfiig therein.
The crown of the mountain out beyond the farm was
bright in sunshine. The center slope sent up vapor in
white bunches as though the cloud factories were running
overtune. The base and the valley adjacent took on the
commg dusk. The meditative cows and frisky offvpring
came barnward, and the pigeons circling around the barn-
yard called for their evening feed of grain. Then came
two hours of neither day nor night, until at last the sun-
light caromed from the moon's surface and silveredt the
meadows and lit up some dark spots only to leave otiiers
more murky.

,

With pipe alight aiid feet high on column, I sat on the
porch listening to the katydid, the cricket and the frog.
Anon the voice of my daughter—far dearer and sweeter
to me' than that of the birds—filled the living rpom wath
inelody of sweet song, and overfliowiag through screened
door and windows, hushed the voices of lower life into'
silence.

"T(3 h^ki ffit'e -Sing So joyousit and sweetly,

Wfcre boon enough, for Just thy ehafining sake, :

If thou art not alone and all'Completely

Enshrined in raptures that thy song doth wake,
It is that memories lost, all wild and tender.

Rush back, and, listening to thy ViOice, surrender,"

The long, sweet song ended well into the night. The
giver favored me with the usual good night kiss, caressed
the pet spaniel that was nestled beside me, and left us.

Next to the love of one of your own kind comes the love
of a dog. The little fellow beside me cannot be driven
away at any time, and is with me where I wander around
the place night or day. To paraphrase a little,

I may scold, I may strike him, abiise as I will.

But with love and devotion he clings to me Still.

Some wise old Solon—maybe Seneca—said: "The
longer I live and the more I know of men the more I

love a dog," The dog leads the horse a little in intelli-

gence and faithfulness. The horse is more apt to do some
erratic thing to upset you. physically and mentally. I

have been thrown from a horse toward every point of
the compass, thrown up and thrown down, and yet have
a few honors in the way of medals for staying on. I have
a young Western horse in the stable and often look at

him and wonder whether I would break his back or he
would break mine should I mount him. He is a slick

one, yet rather young to be sedate. I am night watchman
on the farm without pay, and each night anywhere from
nine to the small hours I go out to see that he is all

right before retiring. He whinnys at my approach, know-
ing well that he is to receive some delicacy—maybe an
"apple, lump of sugar or piece of salted bread. His head
is over the box stall gate, and we feel for each other in

the darkness and part as good friends.

In the summer night when the arched dome above is

clear of cloud and the stars shine out apparently within
hand reach, it is easy to imagine that the arch is but-
tressed on the mountains about us and only covers our
little home farm, or at least the town that taxes us, and
you imagine yourself a ruler with divine rights. How
deceptive the appearance ! What does this globe amount
to, anyway? It is as nothing to Jupiter and Saturn, and
they as nothing to. the Sun. The Sun is but a speck in

the solar system. The Dog Star Sirius is a thousand
times greater than the Sun, and a million times as far
away. Light travels 180,000 miles a second, yet it takes
years for the light of these other worlds to reach us.

Some of the fixed stars move 22,000 miles per minute, yet
to us they are in the same old place year after year. The
solar system itself travels in space among other and great-
er worlds and other systems, and we know nothing of the
limits of the universe. What is one man compared to all

of this? What part of it is he? At most he is a queer
thing stuck on straddling pegs, and topheavy with vanity
he topples over at slight cause, and like a defeated
politician is surprised at the result. He has the bad
qualities of inferior animals plus an ability to use tools

and to talk, and his talk gets him into trouble. Taken
altogether, we are a queer lot. We do qtteer things and
mean things, and, as Rip Van Winkle says, "How soon
we are forgotten when once Ave've passed away."
One day in September I received a message from a

neighbor, saying: "The Twenty-second New Jersey
Regiment will hold its reunion at my place on the 22d.
I wish you to come." The veterans came over the hill

from the station—came with throb of drum, peal of fife

and blare of bands, and at the command of "Fours, left

—

Halt !" stood companies front at attention. Maybe the
line was not perfect—eyes dimmed by age would debar it.

Perhaps the step was not as springy as that of cadets

—

it would be unkind to expect it of them. Grayed heads
turned my thotights to our Major Mather, now barracked
in the final Soldiers' Home, and I remembered how he
told us that sitting in his den and looking at the relics of
the chase and the line officer's sword on the wall, the past
came back- to him. He said, "Sometimes an old man
rests his eyes upon the relics until the present is forgotten.

The rushing bison with their, thundering tramp and snort-

ing grunt go by in countless herds, which somehow change
into battalions of armed men with glistening bayonets and
ragged columns, which afterward fade into the brown
of the forest and the stillness broken by the fall of snow-
shoes." Peace be with you. Major, and your comrades
near you.
To those living we would say : All honor to you. You

did not mistake a desire to bruise and tear for patriotisfn;
you believed that your country was right, and you did
what you thought was right, and time approves of all.

Many <jf your comrades are sleeping in soldiers' unmarked
graves bcn.eath the Southern skies; and though their out-
stretched hands have crumbled into dust, the warm clasps

that they extended in life are still remembered by your-
selves and those still more dear to them. Since your
last reunion some have been called to the front, and in the
years to come others will be so called, and so on until

the last roll call will receive no answering "Here." But in

memory you vvill still be with us, and the generations yet

unborn wiU on Memorial Day plant the flag of our country
on the greensward above yon and strew your graves with
May blossoms in fond remembrance of your gallantry, and
yott will sleep away, sleep on quietly until the last day,
when the clarion notes of the Angel Gabriel's reveille breaks
out on the morning air. Then will you form anew, and
the reunited battalions marching down the golden streets

of the Celestial Kingdom to the music of angel bands will

pass in review before the Great Commander, of whom it is

said, "He maketh me to lie down in green pastures. He
leadeth me beside the still waters," and He will proudly
and justly say to each of you, "Well done, thou good and
faithful servant; enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."

"On the other side of Jordan,

In the sweet fields of Eden, ,
>

i

Where the tree of life is blooming',

There is. rest for you."

The country around Greenwood Lake is as remarkable
for the variety of game as the water of the lake is noted
for its fish. Probably there are few localities better suited

itp fair sport with rod and gun. During the summer the
'Cal\ of the quail can be heard each day. The grouse drum
nndisturbed. in the forest around the house, and in May
aiid Jtme young rabbits are in the roadways indifferent to
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the approach of man or horse. Gray and red squirrels
abound. The reds have the usual impudende of their
kind, and their numbers lend them courage. They are
given to stealing, heroic surgery and gibing at incoming
and outgoing guests. At times blue herons come from
the lake to the mil] pond. I have watched a pair of them
at break of day, noted their clumsy rise and observed that
like some people they do not know what to do with their
feet. We are told that there are a few wildcats left, and
tales are told of a drove of wild pigs around Sterling
Lake. A few years ago Harry Sloane took a 10 pound
9 ounce Oswego bass from Greenwood Lake with a
fi-ounce rod, and he tells me that it cost a goodly sum of
money and a part of his reputation for veracity. George
Hazon and Elias Sindel say it is so, and I believe what
George Hazen tells me. Sindel informs people that I
went woodcock shooting with him and missed every bird.

I might go on talking to 3rou about my place and tell

you of its many delights; tell you about the immense
pmes, of the ever-flowing spring and the watercress-
bordered rivulet that leads from it to the meadow ditch;
icil you about the blue fringed gentians and the frost
dowers, and how the poison ivy is the first to blush crim-
son at the coming of the frost; how each mountain appears
later as one immense bouquet; tell you how the cedars
which through the summer seem to be 'dying take on the
green when other trees have turned a rusty brown. I
might tell you of all these things and only leave an im-
pression with you that I am troubled with the vanity
referred to before, because some of these things are mine.
It might be vanity, but I love the country, and, like the
old maid who once had a lover, ''I like to talk about it."

There is something more connected with the place that I
must speak of. It is the cook. She is a typical daughter
of the green isle, and she is as emotional as any of her
emotional race. She has threatened to "I'ave" us a score
of times and has never done it- She sobs while thinking
of the aged parents across the water; she cried when I

sold a pet cow, and again was slyly hilarious when the
horse broke away from me and when the dog tripped nie
at the house corner. She is witty at times, and at times
she knows it. Again she is droll and doesn't know it.

To demonstrate the first statement, let me tell you that I
employed a one-eyed painter named Cyclops, for instance.
He was overfond of that which made Milwaukee famous,
and when he went home on the Fourth of July, after weeks
of deprivation, he took on too big a deck "load, lost his
propellers -and did not get into port for several days.
The cook took him to task for his neglect, and he said,
"The water in the city upset me after drinking pure spring
water so long, and I had awful cramps and have been
awful sick," and the cook said to him, "Mr. Cyclops, when
ye go home again ye'd better take a bottle of spring water
along Avid ye."

To prove the second statement, I will tell you that I was
trymg to fill the lantern in the kitchen one day, and I
presume that I was somewhat awkward in doing it. The
clean Georgia pine floor was her pride, and she fidgeted
and said, "Misther Hastings, if ye spill that ile God help
ye on the flure." That made me spill it on the "flure" and
I fled before her righteous wrath. Ah ! but she can broil
a bird and baste a fish, and I would be sorry to have her
"I'ave" us.

I must say good-by, old farm, till the bluebirds come
again; say it because this effusion is "idly running on with
vain prolixity," also because three Frenchmen are pressing
me to^go quail shooting in North Carolina, and Shelley
says, "Where two or three are together, the devil is
among them." W. W. Hastings.

The Bison's Paradise.
BY CHARLES HALLOCK.

When- the last of the bufifaloes crossed the Red River
of the North going westward in 1857, they incontinentlv
turned their backs upon the most delectable pasturage in
the land. Then the grass waved breast high in the coulees.
Vast beds of vetches enriched the undulating prairies.
Pellucid streams, averaging five miles apart, and nearly
parallel, crossed the open expanse and emptied into the
Red. Wide belts of oak, ash, elm, poplar, basswood,
aspen, cottonwood and box elder, interspersed with
thickets of willow, hazel, dogwood and wild plum, and
festooned with grapevines, wild hop and cucumber vines
fringed their banks, affording grateful shade to the bovine
herds in summer, and shelter from the boreal winds in
winter. Catch basins and sloughs which were seldom
empty of sweet water were distributed everywhere. No
alkali embittered the generous pools ; no stated pilgrimages
to distant watering places were required; no beaten trails
to doubtful Meccas scarified a cropped and dusty plain, as
in the southwestern ranges along the Arkansas and Platte;
no buffalo gnats imposed incessant torture ; no scathing
fires ran through the grass to destroy the herbage.
Over all this delectable section of northwestern Minne-

sota scarcely a stone is to be seen except in the channels
of the tortuous creeks, all tributary to the Red. The
prairie is for the most part as level as a floor, vivid with
green in the spring, resplendent with flowers in mid-
summer, and golden in autumn wherever there is timber
on_ the streams. At least these were its primal aspects
before tillage had interrupted the natural processes of the
seasons. Looking westward from the river the prairie
seemed illimitable. Not one object broke the straight line
of its intangible horizon. Eastward the landscape was
diversified and park-like. Belts of heavy timber defined
tlie courses of the crooked affluents which meandered
through the parti-colored levels, now throwing up a heavy
nimbus of foliage against the nearer sky. and anon pen-
ciling the distant horizon with delicate tracings of blue.
Here and there in the grassy intervals the raised turf
would show the grave-like mounds of badgers and the
-inuous ridges of giant moles, while countless dobs of up-
turned earth betokened the busy work of gophers. In
April the wild flowers begin to show themselves in deli-
cate tints of purple, white and pink, modestly hiding at
first amidst the grass, but by the first of May carpeting
the sward with patches of embroidery as far as the eye
can reach. Later on the colors are heightened, and
eglantine, the wild rose predominates. Daisies, larkspurs,
verbenas, harebells, lupines, violets and blue gentians
bloom in lavish profusion, and by midsummer the whole

FOR£:st ANi)^STREAM,

prairie is aglow with flame-like flowers, scarlet, gold and
crimson, extending for miles. The blazing cardinal
flower, branching rattlesnake weed and the towering mul-
lein stalk with its tiny yellow bosses, stand like sentinels

over the beds of sweet pea and rank grass which wave
breast high beneath the sweep of the soft south wind.
Goldenrod and marigold, purple asters, black-eyed Su-
sans, ironweed and orange asclepias, around which fas-

cinated butterflies gather so continuously that their yel-

low wings seem to be a part of the plant—these emphasize
the radiance of the landscape. Strangers always notice
this abundance and variety of flowers. Within an area
of no more than ten rods square I have collected three
dozen kinds in twenty minutes, some of them gorgeous, all

pretty, and a few fragrant, but none possessing the sweet
odors of our Eastern blossoms, though they make up in

a positive brilliancy what they lack in perfume.
In May, too, the meads are alive with willets, snipe

and plover, and the sloughs swarm with coots and bobo-
links. In June the keen-eyed hawks begin to scrutinize
the grass for nesting grouse and mallards, and the bitterns

swoop down upon the unsuspecting garter snakes. Sum-
mer ducks take to the woods along the streams, and rest-

less catbirds and thrushes animate the thickets. In July
occasional woodcock delight the sportsman as he recon-
noiters the low ground by the river side, and when the
twilight falls the owls and the whippoorwills take up
their ghostly calls, while the wandering night hawk pur-
sues his plaintive quest. August brings the bluejays and
blackbirds in gathering hosts anent the ripening grain, and
the first year that Kittson county was settled troops of
gray squirrels would venture into the woodsheds, and
black bears had the temerity to investigate the village

school. Once, in 1881, a big bull moose trotted through
the town of Hallock in broad daylight, hard by the rail-

road depot. Prairie chickens were abundant and so tame
that I drove a fledgling brood from the edge of town into
the main street. Underbrush was alive with rabbits and
timber grouse, and the rivers teemed with giant catfish,

pickerel, sheepshead, sand pike, goldeneyes and great
snapping turtles 40 pounds in weight. Bands of elk
came within eleven miles of town.

It is very different now. The old fur traders who
followed the Red River trail on their annual pilgrimage
to St. Paul and a market would not recognize- it. Rail-
roads and immigration have wiped out the old features
and the old landmarks, and the hum and clatter of the
seeder, the reaper and threshing machines are heard from
one end of the valley to the other. There is a continuous
panorama of farmhouses, planted groves of thrifty trees,

hay ricks, steam piles and stacks of grain. Every town
along the lines of railroad has its grist and feed mill, ele-

vator, lumber yard, cheese factory, creamery or stock
yard, with a full assortment of hotels, schools, churches,
public halls, libraries, fire engines, electric plants, brass
bands, agricultural and literary societies, newspapers and
miscellaneous stores, while any one driving across the
country will find a greater proportion of well-to-do
farmers and well-built, comfortable, painted houses,
capacious barns, graded stock, poultry yards and market
gardens than in many older States east of the Mississippi
River. From a few score souls in 1879 the frontier coun-
ties of Roseau and Kittson have increased to fifteen thou-
sand in 1900.

Yet, apart from the railroad lines there is still an ample
field for persevering sportsmen. With permits to hunt
over the bonanza farms one can make as big bags of
chickens now as ever. The planted grain seems to attract
and establish the grouse so that they become almost
domesticated. In cold weather, when the ground is cov-
ered with snow, they gather on the weathershed wheat
stacks like barnyard fowls. In September there is prime
teal and mallard shooting along the Roseau River and
among the wooded sloughs. Some streams, like the
Tamarack and Wild Rice rivers, spread out and lose
themselves in almost impenetrable swamps which are
grown up with cattails, slough gra^s and reeds 10 feet
high. These swamps are surrounded with a cincture
of hazel bush mixed with wild rose and willow, which
harbor a few deer and afford the snuggest kind of refuge
for ducks, bitterns, cranes, geese, coots and rails.

But for big game the Roseau region is the location par
excellence. Indeed, all that forested area which lies on
the eastern slope of what was the bed of the glacial Lake
Agassiz, between the Red River of the North and the
Lake of the Woods, including not only the Great Roseau
Swamp, as it used to be marked on the atlases, but the
Thief River country, the Red Lake reservation and the
Rainy River country, abounds in game and fur, and was
the trapping ground of a big trading post fifty years ago.
This eastern borderland where forest touches the prairie
and grazing supplements the browse, has preserved in a
remarkable manner the flora and fauna peculiar to both
environments. No such physiological conditions have
been observed anywhere else. One can find a greater
variety of feathered and pelted fauna here in September
and October than in any other part of the United States.
Nearly all of the known varieties of the cervidse indig-
enous to the continent abide here and fraternize in an
exceptional manner. Elk were abundant here up to 1887,
and to this day of 1900 there is no better moose country
in America. Red deer are quite numerous, and speci-
niens of black-tail deer, caribou and brush deer are not
infrequent. Wolves are so numerous as to be a nuisance
to settlers, and 'merchantable fur is so plenty that a con-
siderable band of Indians continue to occupy their old
stamping grounds with a persistency which only isolation
and a modicum of success could command.
The Roseau region is accessible by tri-weekly stage from

Stevens and Hallock on the Great Northern R. R. The
Thief River country lies due south. Both the Thief and
Roseau head in lake-like lagoons, whose area is reduced
two-thirds in dry weather. Their adjacent borders are
flat and densely covered with slough grass, tall reeds and
wild rice, while from a half-mile to five miles distant a
girdle of forest incloses them completely. Game is even
more abundant here than in the Roseau, because it is much
less accessible. Thief Lake is easiest reached from St.
Hilaire, the terminus of a spur of the Great Northern
R. R. which runs from Crookston, whence it is fifteen
miles by wagon and a two days' voyage in a canoe via
Mud Lake and Thief River. Mr. T. B. Walker, of
Minneapolis, has a lumber camp in this district. Mud
Lake is about ten miles long by five wide, very shallow.
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and contains many islands, AH of the locations men-
tioned are nesting grounds for wild geese, herons, cranes

and sundry varieties of ducks. Red Lake Indian reserva-

tion lies southeast of the Thief River country, and is

reached by a wagon trail from Crookston to the agency
buildings, a distance of 117 miles, in detail as follows:

Crookston to Red Lake Falls, 24 miles; the Falls to

Kelly's, 35 miles; Kelly's to Clearwater Lake, 40 miles;

Clearwater to Red Lake, 18 miles. The T. B. Walker
Company has a lumber camp at Clearwater. The timber
product of all this region is chiefly sawed at two immense
steam mills at Crookston and Grand Falls. Red Lake is a

twin body of water with a connecting stream, and there
is a progressive Indian village just at their point of junc-
ture, with many fine farms adjacent, where one will be
surprised to learn what domesticated red men are capable
of. There are few more estimable Indians than these in

the LTnited States. They number about 1,200. Many
of them work in the logging camps in winter. One of

these days a railroad will run in close proximity to the

village on a route which was surveyed years ago between
Duluth and Winnipeg.

Concisely stated, this whole extensive area, which
covers a territory 100 miles square, is an alternation of
forest and open spaces, interspersed with willow and alder
thickets, poplar groves and sand ridges, along whose
slopes grow tamaracks, jack pines and spruce. These
ridges are the ancient beaches of Lake Agassiz, whose
glacial outlet was the Red River of the North, and have
been traced around its entire marginal circumference by
Government surveyors. They vary from ten to thirty

rods in width, and from ten to twenty feet in height on the
lake front, sloping gradually landward, and are as level

as a roadbed. Some of them extend for thirty miles with-
out a break. (The lake was originally 600 miles long.)
The most remarkable beach is a section in the Roseau
country some forty miles east of the Red River, which is

flanked on either side by an extensive "nuiskeg" or
quaking marsh. It was used as a cart trail by the fut
traders for half a century. At one time it served as a
line of defense for the Chippewas in their war with the
Sioux, and was rudely fortified. Recent railway sur?
veyors have always reckoned it as just so much com-
pleted road bed in the event that construction shall be
decided upon.
Wherever the barrens, meadows and open glades are

dry enough not to be miry, grass and vetches grow waist
deep and afford rare grazing for cattle, of which there are
many herds; but there are areas of great extent resem-
bling the bogs of Ireland, which can never be reclaimed
for agricultural purposes, notably the Big Muskeg, which
is four miles wide. Into such quagmires a pole can be
thrust 20 feet deep without striking hardpan. They are
filled with vegetable ooze, which becomes peat when dried.
In the timber there is a wealth of hazel nuts and acorns
where deer and bears luxuriate in autumn, varying their
wholesome diet with a relish of wild plums and high bush
cranberries or service berries, and a range through the
nutritious pastures of the adjacent "opens." Wherever
there are reedy patches and slough grass the geese breed,
and in tracts which fire has run over the moss and turf
have been burned to the very roots. Heavy rains fall-

ing afterward upon these scalds have made a paste of the
ash beds, in which the slightest footprints become legibly
stamped, like the famous tracks in the lias of the Connec-
ticut River Valley, Such places, where water remains
standing, are resorted to by snipe and many varieties of
sandpipers and phalaropes. No region was ever so ad-
mirably adapted to the varied wants of caribou, elk and
moose, and no region, excepting perhaps the Everglades
of Florida, was ever more secure from human intrusion,
for large areas are utterly impassable to the hunter until
the frost has made them solid, while the spreading hoofs
and splay feet of the caribou and moose can traverse them
like snowshoes.
Moose are in their prime in September and October,

though the State law does not permit hunting except in
November, and that for five days only, from the Sth to
the loth. When moose are rutting the meat is rank.
The same is true of all cervid;E. State laws as to close
time might' be amended on this point with advantage.
Moose are no mean adversaries when on their mettle.
They are wary and vicious when at bay, and hard to stalk
among the muskegs and islands of timber. They feed
a good deal at night, and show themselves at the margins
of thickets near ponds and streams early in the morn-
ings, and they will keep within the vicinity of water holes
and running water until the forming ice becomes too
strong for them to break. With the close of the rutting
season, or just about the time when the law permits
shooting, they lose their vigor and energy, and deteriorate
in flesh, weight and general appearance. About Nov. i

they begin to look about for winter quarters, which are
usually selected with reference to the abundance of
browse, such as swamp maple, poplar, basswood, red
willow and various species of firs. There is no birch in
the northwest corner of Minnesota. Then they no longer
range

_
defiantly through the forests as in the early fall,

browsing and scattering branches right and left in their
rampage, but become moody and stupid, hardly recover-
ing from the rutting campaign until the following spring.
In this plight they become an easy prey to the hunter, and
it is at such a time, unfortunately, that they are most
sought for and killed. Until the very wise five years' in-
hibition which was made by law, the destruction was most
wanton, one James Fullerton and others whom he guided
having brought out from the Two Rivers country, twenty-
eight miles east of Hallock. no less than seventy-six head
of elk, in addition to an equal number of moose.

In the depth of winter a comparative novice with good
dogs and snowshoes can readily win the reputation of
being a famous nimrod. Yet a man must be hardy and
tough to hunt in that high latitude with the thermometer
freezing in the bulb as it often does. Experienced resi-
dents who know how to clothe themselves suitably, will
keep comfortable both in camp and on the trail when
others not au fait will suffer. If a person dress too heavily
he is apt to perspire on the chase and freeze at the halt.
Warm body flannels, a cardigan jacket with a lined dog-
skin coat over that, a fur cap or tuque to cover the
ears, plenty of felt or duffel for the feet and a fleece-lined
sleeping bag at night make up a proper hunting outfit
Some make a weather mask for the face from the top of an
old felt hat, cutting holes for the eyes and fastening it
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with an elastic band to pass around the head. Alaska

natives do this. Green glass and wire goggles are in-

dispensable, not only to keep out frost but to prevent

snow blindness. In bright, sunny weather it is a gooa

plan to blacken the nose and cheeks with damp gunpowder

so as to modify the reflected glare from the snow. Mo

one need suffer from the cold, whatever the temperature,

unless a keen wind blows, in which event the nearest

shelter is the only refuge. A stiff blizzard will chill the

life out of a man in a few minutes with a sub-zero

temperature. .

I remember once, twenty years ago, gomg out to

the Indian village which still stands occupied just below

the outlet of the Roseau Lake, when in company with a

revenue official I was the guest of the evening. There

was a mixed company, and the music and dancmg was

prolonged into the small hours. The costumes were char-

acteristic, and some of them elaborate, but old-time per-

formers tripped the nude fantastic in aboriginal form.

Two of the bucks in puris naturalibus appeared in a full

suit of green paint. In the intervals of respite for breaths

the pipe was oassed and every one smoked. Finally, to-

ward the close of the festivities, when appetites were

fierce and every one exhausted, the two harlequins afore-

said waltzed out through the ring of spectators which had

formed around a blazing fire on the earth floor of the log

council house and snatched a white dog from a group of

unsuspecting curs which had been interested spectators

of the racket. There was an apprehensive yelp, a clip on

the head with a hatchet and in less than five minutes the

brute wis singed and pitched into a pot and—well, the

feast vi'hich followed was a delight to connoisseurs in dog

meat.
All these matters are pleasant to remember and discuss,

but they are likely soon to become like the afterglow of

a sun which will no more set. Immigration will con-

tinue to 'pour in until all wild game will become obsolete.

Less than forty years ago, when Indian smoke signals rose

in significant columns from the plane of the horizon, the

wary pioneers looked alert. In their place to-day rises the

reeking smoke of the busy steam thresher, and perchance

the self-same redskins who were on the lay for immigrant

wagons are tending the machines.

That Christmas Turkey.
TsE story of how ive got our Christmas turkey in

the winter of 1893-1894 will read something like a fairy

tale, but I'll have to take the chances and let 'er go.

The best of it is I had five witnesses to the truth of

the story. The first was A. V. Diveley, of Altoona, Pa.,

an ex-district attorney of Blair county; a lawyer of con-

siderable acumen, and a lover of good pointers and set-

ters: is not unknown at field trials, and may be also

credited with a whole lot of other things no man need
be ashamed of.

The next was F, G. Patterson, at that time president

of the railroad then known as the Altoona, Clearfield &
Northern R. R., a small, narrow gauge road that ran up
the mountains to Wopsononock Heights, near Altoona,
and that was blessed with a name almost as long as

the road itself.

The third member of our party was Joe Durrance, a

native of that part of the country, and a man who
knew every inch of it. He was fond of any kind of

hunting, and he and his little bay mare were right in

it whenever my brother's hounds were after a fox.

The fourth was my brother Fred, then a resident of

Fort Meade, Fla., and our host and guide on the occa-
sion when we corralled our Christmas turkey.

Fifth and last was John Craig, a colored man, who
went along with us on our camp hunt as cook, driver
and general all-round man. John was the right man in

the right place, and it was to him that much of the
success and pleasure of our camping experience is to be
attributed.

If any one cares to figure it out, he will find that Dec.
24, 1893, was a Sunday. The fact that both Diveley and
Patterson had to be back in Pennsylvania by the first

of the year must be my excuse for our starting on our
Christmas hunt on Sunday. Our destination was some
forty-two miles almost due east of Fort Meade, and
we took care to pass well outside of the little town, going
to the south of it, so as not to scandalize the neighbors.
Our outfit consisted of a wagon drawn by two healthy

mules; a light wagon, in the shafts of which w^ere my
brother's old sorrel Tom and a little bay,mare owned by
Joe Durrance. On the big wagon was 'our tent, while
the little wagon had other portions of our impedimenta.
My brother's four hounds, Solomon, Spring, Harle-

quin and old Smiler, and my setter Uno were also of the
party. In short, we made a pretty good .showing as
we filed along the road, my brother riding his bronco,
Punch. Diveley made a first rate Jehu, and held the
lines on the little wagon the greater part of the trip.

We were bound for Blue Jordan as our first camping
spot, and outspanned at the Fort Meade race track for
lunch, as it was 10:30 A. M. by the time we had been
able to make a start. Lunch, too, was no hurried affair,
for we had to make a fire and John had to boil the in-
evitable coffee. The weather was so pleasant that it

was too warm for anything but shirt sleeves during
the day, and consequently, although we had many miles
before us, my brother had a hard job getting us started
again.

Our next stopping place was about a mile beyond
a place called Midland, the total number of houses con-
tained in the settlement being, so far as I can remember,
limited to just one, a general store. The sun had set^
so we stopped for supper, Avaiting for the full moon to
rise, and boiling the coffee at a fire whose heat was by
no means unpleasing now that the rays of the sUn had
gone below the horizon.
As soon as the moon was well up above the pines we

hitched up and made for the "sand hills," a stretch of
sandy dunes some twelve miles across, on the far side
of which lay the long "bay" through which ran the
stream known as Blue Jordan. The going was very
heavy through the sand hills, and our animals were get-
ting tired, for they had a longish day of it already. Our
progress was consequently slow enough. Slow as it
-as, Diveley and I did not find it tedious, for the brill-
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iant Florida moon, the remarkable stillness of the night,

and the dazzling white of the sand hills, covered here

and there with scrub oak, palms and palmetto clumps,

all made the trip full of interest. Patterson fell asleep on

the tent, which was on the big wagon, and thus missed

an exciting fox hunt! Spring, the lady of the pack,

started this all by herself, getting away from us and

picking up a hot scent in a second. How we got that

fox is another story, for get it We did, although the hunt

delayed us for fully half an hour.

Thus it was that it was approaching midnight, and we
were still not quite through the sand hills, when the thing

happened which gave rise to this story, namely, the se-

curing of our Christmas turkey.

To explain the occurrence clearly I must hark back

to the time when we had killed Spring's fox. Smiler had

been again coupled with Uno and tied to the hind axle

of the light wagon. Solomon and Harlequin were

coupled up and tethered to the hind axle of the big

wagon. Spring, who, although lame in her left shoulder,

had run the fox at a fast gait all by herself for about

fifteen minutes, was on the big tent alongside of Joe

Durrance, who, lying on his back, w\is gazing up into

the firmament with eyes that could not have been closed

.

for long at a time.

Diveley was driving the light wagon, and was on m
front, with Fred on Punch riding alongside of him. I

was driving the mule team, with Patterson on the seat

by me, while John Craig walked beside the wagon to

stretch his legs. We were not talking much in our part

of the outfit, for everybody was getting pretty sleepy.

Joe Durrance, however, had his eyes open just then, for

all of a sudden he grasped my arm, and whispered

hoarsely: "Stop the mules! There's the darndest big-

gest gobbler up in that big pine back there that I ever

saw!"
It didn't take a minute to get out the guns—two of

them, that is to say. I gave Patterson one, with turkey

shot shells in it; I took the other gun and loaded it.

Then we went back a little, while John held the mules.

The pines were very scattered, so that Joe had not a bit

of trouble in locating his tree, nor in pointing out the

turkey to us. The bird began to get uneasy, and some-

thing dropped on the ground.
"Look out!" said Joe; "he's going to fly."

But he never did, for Patterson, to whom was given

the shot, brought him down with the first shot, and

before that turked reached the ground Joe was on top

of it, and if it had been alive, it couldn't have got away,

for Joe weighed about 200 pounds.

It was a gobbler, and a beauty. How much it weighed

I don't know, for we had no means of weighing it; but it

felt about 20 pounds; anyway, it lasted us well, and
m.ade a great Christmas dinner, or, rather, part of one,

the next day.

Fred and Diveley, who heard the shot, called back to

us to know what we were shooting at. The actual pro-

duction of the bird alone satisfied them that we were
telling the truth; and my chief regret now is that I

can't produce the bird in evidence on this occasion.

I almost forgot to mention one little incident worth

noting, and now quote from my diary: "Looking at

my watch, in order to note the time when we killed our

Christmas turkey, I found it was just lacking five min-

utes of midnight! 'How's that for a Christmas turkey,

boys?' said I. 'Five minutes more and it will be a merry
Christmas to everybody !'

"

Lest anybody may think we had got a tame turkey, let

me add for the benefit of those who don't know that

part of the country that the nearest house was at Mid-
land, fully twelve miles away. Let me also add that on
several occasions while on that trip turkey sign was
everywhere. Edward Banks.

The Christmas Dinner^ Father

Josef Cooked.
BY J. H. CONNELLY.

It was the first day of the Carnival in La Guayra. My
friend, Luis Olona, stood with me, a little out of the
crowd, watching the amusing antics of some "tourna-
ment" riders, mounted on mules and donkeys, thrusting
sticks at fixed rings as they gallowed by, and oftener
rolling in the dust than spearing a ring. While we looked
on he told me that in Trinidad, whence he had just re-
turned, he had seen Gen. Falcon, who was getting up an-
other revolution. It did not interest me. Of course, I had
no love for El Presidente Blanco, but things were quiet
and I did not believe disquiet would be an improvement.
It might turn out good for Falcon, but bad for a good
many others. Just as I was saying so a shower of gragea
rattled about our heads, reminding us that our coat
pockets were full of tiny missiles for such an emergency,
and in a moment we were engaged in mimic battle with
three pretty women.

Little colored bits of candied sugar are gragea; rice
dyed brilliant tints is gragea ; stiff paper, gold, silver and
crimson, shredded small as snowflakes, are gragea; any-
thing, indeed, that is harmless and can be used as missiles
at short range is gragea. The petails of roses and other
flowers make charming gragea, but are only good at very
short range. After a gragea battle you have the stuff in
your hair, ears, mouth, nose and down your neck where
it tickles and stains you all sorts of colors. The first
day of the Carnival the gragea is fresh and clean. The
second day the gragea peddlers have swept up their stock
from the pavement and it is not nice. The third and last
day, when it has again been swept up and sold, it is a
filthy horror. Still, until the last, some enthusiasts go on
battling with it, and afterward must bathe violently.
The attack was made upon us by a merry widow, who

was Luis' cousin; her sister. Carmen, and another girl.
By the time our ammunition was exhausted I had fallen in
love with Carmen. In Northern countries, I am told, a
young man may take months to make up his mind whether
he IS m love with a girl, but that is not the way in the
tropics. Here, when you see a girl, you know at once
if you want her or not. And it is the same w^y with
the girl, understanding which you will see how reason-
able are the strict restrictions our customs throw about
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courtships—which perhaps are quite unnecessary in colder

climates.

Most of the courtship takes place through a heavily

barred window which has no glass—a parlor windov/
in the front of the house. The young man stands on the

sidewalk outside while the girl sits inside, more or less

near the bars, according to circumstances. 'Members of

her family are pretty certain to be in her background, a

fact that does not inspire loquacious passion in the lover.

Much of the time he passes in the early evenings walking
to and fro like a caged animal before the loved one's

window, neither speaking nor being spoken to. That ex-

ercise is styled "doing the bear."

I had been "doing the bear" before Carmen nearly two
months, when my uncle, Pepe, took me away to occupy
a good position in his commercial house in Puerto Ca-
bello. I was very reluctant to go, but the business oppor-
tunity was too good to be thrown away, and Carmen had
promised to marry me in the new year. The months of

our separation dragged by slowly enough, for although
we were allowed to correspond, neither Carmen nor I

found letters altogether satisfying. From time to time
rumors reached me that Gen. Falcon was still busying
himself with his revolution, and he was said to have a

considerable number of adherents ready
,
to declare for

him. It did not, however, interest me, A man really in

love does not bother his head about revolutions. ;

About the middle of December I obtained frorn Uncle
Pepe a leave of absence, and hastened to La Guayra. Car-
men I found even lovelier than before, and loving as I

would have her. Luis Olona, who was still niy friend,

told me she had been persecuted by the attentions of El
Comandante Ruiz de Santos—the military representative

of Blanco's government at La Guayra—but would have
nothing to say to him. As a philosopher, I should have
realized that nothing was more natural than, that any
right minded man should fall in love with Carmen, but a
lover does not philosophize. I was furious with the

Comandante, and for the first time began to think a revolu-

tion might be a good thing if it would put him out of the

way—simply as Comandante, you understand. As a man
I would not have cared for him at all, but I did not want a
rival who was a Comandante. And, as events proved, I

was right about that.

Every evening, of course, I was at Carmen's window
during the early hours, and later took walks down to the

beach, beyond the market, with my friend Luis. He told

me confidentially that the revolution might break out any
day ; that a signal would appear on the mountain some
night, and on that same night in half a dozen cities the
uprising would take place, to the surprise and overthrow
of the Blanco administration. But for a promise to my
Uncle I would have enrolled myself among the revolu-

tionists—since I had heard about the Comandante.
One night it seemed to me there were an unusual num-

ber of strollers on our line of promenade, walking singly,

in pairs or in trios. If they talked, it was in whispers.
They seemed to be waiting for something. Suddenly
Luis clutched my arm and pointing to the black face of

the mountain exclaimed, "The signal !" Three blue lights

disposed in a triangle blazed together. While they burned,
which was only for a few seconds, there was silence.

Then a hundred voices cried in unison, "Muerte el

Blanco !" "Viva el Falcon !"

What happened during a little time after that was al-*

together too confused and exciting for me to understand
at the time or clearly remember subsequently. I only
know that a fierce conflict broke out immediately all

about me, in which I was involved, and, from a mere
animal impulse to retaliation, was striking because I was
struck, knowing not why or by whom. I had no weapon,
not even a cane, but felt satisfied with what I was doing
until something hard and heavy descended with crashing
force on my skull, and I knew no more until I waked in a
stone cell alone and in darkness.
My hair was matted with blood, and I was horribly

thirsty. Shaking the iron door of the cell and making
what outcry I could, I managed to call the attention of a
soldier, who came with a lantern, to see what I wanted,
and then brought to me some water.

In a few minutes he came again and demanded my
name. When, I told him it was Rafael Garcia, he ex-
claimed, "Caramba ! Then you're the fellow they are look-
ing for everywhere," and went away, doubtless to report
Presently he brought a basin of water and a towel and
told me "Get some of that blood off your face. The
Comandante wishes to see you."

I also wished to see the Comandante or anylfody who
could explain why I was in that place and plight, ^nd set

me free, since I had done nothing to deserve imprison-
ment.

Sefior de Santos received me alone. He was a big
fellow with oily brown skin, heavy jaws and small shift-

ing black eyes, the expression of which, when I could
catch it, did not please me. But my reception was civil

enough. With natural impetuosity, quite excusable under
the circumstances, I think, I demanded to know where I

was and why a prisoner.

He replied very suavely, "You have been arrested as a
revolutionist and are in the prison of the old Spanish
harbor fort."

"But," I protested, "I am not a revolutionist. I
promised my uncle in Puerto Cabello I would have
nothing to do with this disturbance, and I have kept my
word. I did no shouting, and if I struck somebody it

was simply because somebody was striking me."
"You were with Luis Olona, one of Falcon's lieuten-

ants."

"That is true, for we have been friends from boyhood.
But that he waa one of Falcon's lieutenants I did not
know. I'm sure I was not one. Ask Luis and he will

tell you so himself."

"I would if I had him, but, unfortunately, he got away.
No matter. I am inclined to believe you. I know you
were not mixed up with the revolutionists in' Puerto
Cabello and have not attended their meetings here. They
would probably have got you in a few days, but we did not
give them time. As they were slow about giving their

blue light signal, we made it for them when we were
ready before they were, and have knocked their revolu-
tion in the head"—and he laughed a grim chuckle that
was tiot good to hear

—
"as you seetQ. to have been also.
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Never mind. You escape with little compared to what
the others will get. The question now is, what to do with
you? I cannot turn you loose. I have no authority for

that, and I don't want to keep an innocent man in prison
for months awaiting trial, I think I shall let you make
your escape. Yes, that's it. I will tell the guard to

allow you the freedom of the patio and not put you back
in a cell. At a quarter past midnight get near to the big

gate and glide out. The sentry on guard there at that time
will have his orders not to see you. Once outside, make
yourself scarce as fast as you can get back to Puerto
Cabello and keep quiet."

I thanked him very heartily and went back to prison
with my guard, thinking how much better a fellow the
Comandante was than I had imagined him, or even than
he looked. And I was very glad not to be locked up in

that cell, which was insufferably hot and filled with a
deadly stench. I was much better off sitting on the
cool flags with my back against a wall in a quiet corner,

and though there were numbers of soldiers about, none
of them gave the slightest attention to me.
But while I sat there thinking a vehement suspicion of

the Comandante sprang up in my mind. His little malignant
eyes, crafty smile and savage chuckle were not signs of a
man likely to do a kindly action for justice's sake, and,
knowing that I stood between him and Carmen Mendez, he
certainly would want me put out of the way. To tell the
truth, I was very much perturbed in mind, and doubtful
about the prudence of trying that mode of escape. If I

could have patience to wait a few days my relatives would
bring to bear influence enough to get me free.

My cogitations were interrupted by a young fellow who
greeted me cordially and sat beside me. It was Jaime de
Santos, a younger broiher of the Comandante. I had
known him in Puerto Cabello, but only slightly, because he
was with Madriz, Arrieta and the rest of that gang, all

gamblers and perhaps worse, of whom my uncle had a
horror.

"How do 5'^ou come to be here?" I asked.

"Because the particular devil who takes care to pro-
vide my personal bad luck has betrayed me into the hands
of my brother, the Comandante."
"What!" I cried. "Are you too suspected of being a

revolutionist?"

"Worse than that by far. The last time I went to

Curacao I inadvertently took with me forty of his dearly
beloved gold ouzas. He, I knew very well, had plenty
more, while I really needed them for a stake. If he had
been a good brother he would have said, 'Poor Jaime
needs them. Poor Jaime is welcome to them.' Not be-
ing a good brother, he said instead, 'I will give Jaime
the devil if I ever get hold of him,' and in such matters
Ruiz keeps his word. He will put me in one of the lower
dungeon cellars where the water comes in and keep me
there until I rot—if the rats don't eat me first—unless my
friends among them refund his forty onzas, which I
know the crowd too well to expect."

An inspiration of the moment prompted me to say, "You
can be free within half an hour if you wish."

"It is a bad joke," he replied.

"It is not a joke. My arrest has been a mistake, for I

have nOvhing to do with this revolution, but, not wishing
to admit that by publicly setting me free, the Comandante
has agreed to connive at my escape to-night on condition,

that I get away from La Guayra as quickly as possible."

"Caramba ! How I would like to accept that condi-
tion!"
"Very well, you ma3' take my place,"

"You cannot mean it. What would you do?"
"Wait "for my relatives to get me out and remain in

La Guayra so long as suits me."
"You are bold ; I am prudent. If you are not going tO'

take the chance I will be very glad to do so. What am
I to do?"

"Fifteen minutes after the guard is changed at mid-
night simply slip out past the sentry at the gate, who will

have orders not to see an escaping prisoner at that time.
Once outside, fly if you can."

"It is simple. And see, they are shifting the guard
now. Only fifteen minutes to wait."

The sentries were changed with a slatternly sort of
approximation to military form, and the men who came
off duty either threw themselves on their hammocks in

the guard room or sat down against the wall outside and
slept. Those who went on guard leaned their guns against
the wall, yawned and lighted cigars.

Jaime arose and glided along the further wall of the
patio toward the gate. No one seemed to observe him.
The sentry in the gate conveniently turned his back and
Jaime slipped out. The trick was done. I just got one
vanishing glimpse of hirti in the gate light taking to his

heels. Then, almost immediately, two rifle shots, so close

together as almost to sound like one, rang out from the
street in the direction he had disappeared

Instanthf there was wild commotion among the guard.
Half-dressed soldiers springing up half asleep and rush-
ing out. of the gate, some of them with their guns and
others without. Sentries left their posts without hesi-

tancy, nobody looking behind him.
I did not lose a second in throwing upon me a soldier's

jacket, picking up the rifle on which it had been hung
against the wall and pushing my way out unnoticed in the
confusion. Hardly twenty paces from the gate we came
to the body of Jaime de Santos, face upward in the gut-
ter, its breast torn open by two bullets that went through
from the back at close range. I understood what the

Comandante had arranged for me. The soldiers knew
neither Jaime nor me. A flying man was all they recog-

nized—their duty simply to make him a corpse.

"But the fellow was to be let escape," said one, inno-
cently.

"What a sad mistake," exclaimed another in a tone of

mock lamentation, and all grinned.

I slipped out of the crowd down a dark little side street,

threw away the jacket but kept the loaded rifle, and made
my way swiftly to Carmen's window.
The dear girl was sitting behind the bars weeping.

Luis had stopped long enough in his flight to tell her of

the fiasco and say he feared I had been caught. At sight

of me her grief quickly changed to joy, but she had
sufficient seff-control to refrain from outcry, which is

alpost more th^ft could reasonably be expected of a girl.

"Alas!" I said, "I may remain but a moment. They
are doubtless pursuing me, and I must get up on the

mountain before daybreak."

"Wait here a minute," she replied, and vanished.

She said "a minute," but it was fully five minutes, and

seemed to me five hours that I waited, imagining the

soldiers just coming around the corner every second.

Then the big house door softly opened, and, to my amaze-

ment, Carmen stepped into the street, carrying a heavy

bag of something in her arms,
"What does this mean ?" I asked.

"That I am going to the mountain with you," she re-

plied firmly. "Take this bag and give me the gun ; I can

carry it better."

"What is in the bag?"
"Bread, a small cheese, some cold meat and. some eggs

that I hope will not be smashed before we find some way
of cooking them."
Ah ! surely there never was another girl so brave, lov-

ing, and practical as my Carmen,
For a couple of hours or more we toiled up the infernal

path by which the Indian mail carriers traveled in those

days, straight up or down the mountain's face, between
La Guayra and Caracas. People called it a path, but it

wasn't any more than a parallel of latitude is a highway.

For myself I didn't mind it. but it was very hard on Car-

men. Here and there were rock ledges like gigantic stairs,

each step 5 or 6 feet high, to be climbed. Sometimes we
had to edge along precipices, the abysses below which, had
-the moon given light enough for us to look down into

them, would have turned us dizzy. Once it was neces-

sary to swing across a ravine by a vine pendent from a

tree. Ah ! it was a nightmare journey, but just when we
felt ourselves exhausted we found the little family of

Indians I had hoped to come across, who were known to

have haunted one little plateau half way up the mountain
for at least two generations past. They sold pretty trifles

and rendered small services to- travelers by the mule road,

which there touched the mail route, but had few patrons

now, most persons preferring to go by the longer but more
comfortable diligence road, which ran almost where the

railroad has since been built. The only white person

they had seen in two weeks, they said, was Father Josef,

who went by on his mule, riding up to Caracas, four days

before, and whose return they now expected at any mo-
ment.

"Hide us in a place of safety as easily reached as pos-

sible," I told them, "and then be sure to catch Father

Josef as he comes down. Tell him that Rafael Garcia has

imperative need of him, and bring him to me."
Within half an hour we were in what we felt to be

absolute security, and there, completely worn out. Carmen
went to sleep sitting up against one tree, and I slept

propped up by another a rod away from her.

So the genial old priest found us and waked us by his

hearty "Well, well! Did I ever see a spectacle the like

of this?" Taking my hand and glancing roguishly at the

blushing girl, he continued jocosely, "Upon my soul, when
a young man with as pretty a girl to keep him company
as you have has 'imperative need' of the society of a

priest also, it is surely a mighty high compliment to the

priest."

"It is because Carmen is with me that I wanted you,

father," I replied seriously.

"Don't I know it? Good children that you are," he
answered, "and willing and happy I'll be—even before

asking how I come to find you here—to make you man
and wife, for well I know the consent of your parents.

Carmen Mendez, and I'll take Rafael's word for it there's

no opposition on his side."

I hastened to assure him of the entire approbation of

everybody on my side who had a right to form an
opinion.
The prescribed duties having been complied with, some

excellent fatherly advice given to each of us, and the

simple ceremony pronounced that climaxed my happiness,

Father Josef said, cheerily:
" 'The better the day, the better the deed,' but what

better deed could there be than the joining of two inno-
cent, loving hearts on Christmas Day?"

"Christmas Day!" Carmen and I ejaculated together.

So it was, and neither of us had remembered it until that
moment.

"Don't you know it, ye heathen?" demanded the priest

in pretended horror.
"I knew yesterday," answered Carmen, "but if your

heart had been almost broken and you were forced to run
away from home at midnight "

"Leaving the house door wide open, I'll be bound."
"Indeed I didn't. I locked it and dropped the key inside

through the window."
"Do you mind that now. Rafael ? W^hat a thoughtful

wife you have. Oh, man, if she takes it into her head to

play tricks on you, you'll be as a thread on her
fingers."

"And I also knew to-day would be Christmas," I said,

not caring to reply to his banter, "but evading assassina-
tion, escaping from prison and fleeing with the girl of my
heart to the mountain, all in one night, knocked the calen-
dar temporarily out of my head."
"And small wonder if it did. Now you'll observe I

haven't asked you a question, but if you don't fully satisfy

the burning curiosity you've stirred up, it'll go hard with
you. Go on now."

I told him the whole story just as I have told you
here, and he listened without a word until I was done.
Then his lips moved a few moments, as if in silent

prayer, and sighing, he said

:

"May God be merciful to the poor young gambler and
thief cut off in his sins without a moment for repentance

;

but I can't see that you are to blame, my son. It was his
own brother who killed him, and he was bound to come
to a bad end some time, as all the family are, I fear. I
know them well. But There now, that's enough for
the likes of them. What are we going to have for a
Christmas dinner worthy of the day?"
Carmen rather ruefully displayed our simple provisions,

but the priest shook his head and passed judgment kindly,
"Too good for a fast day and good enough for any other
day in the year for a hungry man, but not the thing at all

for Christmas. We must do better than that, We must
^ook a dinpef," ^

"Cook a dinner !" cried Carmen. "With nothing to

cook and nothing to cook with?"
"Hut tut, my child," he laughed, "I wasn't for ten

years a missionary among the Indians without learning

something. Stand by a while and witness some of the

miracles of the Church. You, Rafael, the first thing you
do, build a big fire, and when it's well started, lay in it

half a dozen stones the size of your two fists to get red

hot. I must have something that Indian has got for me."
Putting one hand to the side of his mouth he imitated

to perfection the call of the guacamayo, or macaw, and
repeated it with a slightly different intonation. • Evidently

the Indians understood the signal, for in a few minutes
the head of their family trotted into view carrying some-
thing which, as he came nearer, was seen to be a fine

large freshly killed iguana.

"It will not be good roasted in the ashes," said Carmen.
"You are right, and pleased I am to see Rafael has

so wise a little housewife, but that's not the way I'll cook
it. I shall make a stew as good as you ever ate."

"A stew! Without any pot?"
"The earth is full of pots, as I'll prove to you directly."

The Indian, in obedience to some instructions in his own
language, went away, and was gone for some time. Mean-
while Carmen cleaned and cut up the iguana while Father
Josef with his hands and large hunting knife scooped a

hole in the ground, deep, round, smooth and solidly

packed sides and bottom. I had enough to do getting

wood for my big fire and keeping it up. When the Indian
returned he brought a big ball of clay from under some
strean), which he had worked with water until it was like

moderately soft dough. With this Father Josef lined the
hole in the ground half or three-quarters of an inch thick.

Then, handling the now red hot stones with surprising

deftness by means of two loops of a tough vine, he laid

them gently in the pot and over its mouth, to keep in the
heat, spread some leafy branches and his poncho.

His mule he had left with the Indians, but his saddle
bags he carefully carried along, and at this juncture
brought forth from their capacious depths treasures

—

garlic, red peppers, salt and three bottles of Spanish red
wine. "The luxuries of life—bread and meat—," he re-

marked, "one can get everywhere, but the necessaries

—

these—the prudent man carries with him. I'm seldom
.five miles from home without them. Now we'll begin to

get on with the dinner." And he bossed the job.

With his hunting knife Carmen chopped fine a portion
of our cold meat, mixed it with eggs and bread crumbs,
flavored the mass with garlic, minced peppers, salt and
red wine, and finally wrapped and bound small portions in

forest leaves with slender bits of vine he brought to her.

"They're not so good as plantain leaves, of course," he
said, "but on a pinch they'll do very well. There's no
harm in them, but among leaves you must be careful."

The little bundles so made were one sort of 'liake,' a
favorite entree with us.'

By this time Father Josef judged his pot should be
baked, and, upon taking out the stones, found that it was
sufficiently. In it he put the chunks of iguana, a proper
allowance of salt, garlic, red peppers, the Hake, and cov-
ered all deeply with water I brought in his saddle bags
from a nearby stream. Then he laid in a number of red
hot stones, setting the water to boiling almost instantly.

"If you are sure your eggs are good, we might as well
boil them at the same time," he suggested, and they too
were put in after he had squinted through each at the
sun. Then the pot was covered tightly and left to seethe.

After half an hour—by guess—the eggs and stones were
fished out and more hot stones put in. In half an hour
more the cooking was done. Then, when the second lot

of stones had been removed, a half-bottle of the wine was
stirred in and a quarter of an hour more allowed to com-
plete the blending of this finishing flavor with the other
ingredients of the stew.

Ah ! how good iguana is when cooked rightly. Be gen-
erous with your wine, liberal with the red peppers, judi-
cious with the salt and prudent, excessively prudent, with
the garlic. Then you will have a dish worthy of the
gods. I have eaten much green turtle and partaken of
the much boasted terrapin—even in Baltimore—but neither
deserves to be compared with that glorious big lizard, the
iguana. And our appetites that day enhanced our appre-
ciation of it.

We sat around the pot and dipped from it with utensils

the priest had fashioned with marvelous dexterity from
branches, pieces of bark and strong leaves. Of his ma-
king too and like materials were what did duty as our
forks, spoons and plates. Carmen's liake were delicious.

When we could eat no more, our Christmas dinner
ended with wine and cigarettes, of which I, fortunately,
had a good supply.

Father Josef, settling himself comfortably against a
tree, heaved a sigh of plethoric content and moralized,
"Few are the conditions of life and few the places in

the world—except in the spots cursed by human selfish-

ness and cruelty—where God's goodness has not made
bounteous provision for those of his children who know
how to seek and find it. Learn to look rightly about you,
my children, and you will see nature everywhere ex-
emplifying the lesson of this day—God's good will to
man."*****—

It would hardly be worth while to tell how I finally got
out of my difl[iculty. did it not involve what has always
seemed to me an awfully dramatic execution of divine
justice, and may be told in a few words: The Coman-
dante, in either real rage at his brother's murder or pre-
tended anger, assumed to hide his own criminality, at-

tempted to shoot with his revolver the two soldiers who
obeyed his orders. But the pistol would not work, and
before he could make it do so one of the men shot him
through the heart. The act was clearly one of self-

defense, and nothing was done to the man. Within a
week I returned to La Guayra, received a cordial welcome
from my wife's relatives, who were already apprised of
our marriage, and without molestation went back to
Puerto Cabello with my wife.

We have had a good many excellent Christmas dinners
since, but never one that has seemed to us so joyous j»s

that prepared by F^he? |os^f pr; n^Quntain,
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Old Hogarth.
"Teix you somethin' 'bout myself?" Old Hogarth

drawled, in answer to my request. "Reck'n they amt
much what y'might call edefyin' wuth tellm' bout.^ Jest

wait till I git this blame pipe a-goin' ; its wmd pipe s out

o' kilter ag'in, an' I'll try t' think o' somethin'."

It was a glorious night—the kind of a night that

makes you forget all the disagreeable ones that have gone

before ; the kind that you like to talk about when you get

back to civilization and tell "the boys" what a good time

you have had, and the kind you think about while grinding

away at your desk down town, when, for a moment, you

pause and let your thoughts wander away from the cease-

less worries of money getting, and the black rows of fig-

ures in which the worshipers of Mammon write the

never ending history of their lives of care and toil and

slavery.

. How often the scene comes back to me. I tilt my chair

back with my pen between my teeth in lieu of the beloved

briar, and the picture passes like a swift fleeting thought

before my mind's eye, and leaves a restful feeling behind

in the passing.
r .,• ^ • j j

The camp-fire, the hunter s never failing friend and

comforter, blazing merrily, where, amid the glowmg em-

bers, your fancy paints wonderful pictures. Not the pic-

tures you see in your fireplace at home. That fireplace is

merely an imitation, a fast fading relic of other days long

since past, when men dwelt in close communion with na-

ture and were happy. There is no fire in the world like

a camp-fire. It is so much more sociable and has so much
more character and individuality about it than the close

confined, puny grate fire of the modern home. (Is there

anything more shoddy, more deserving of contempt than

one of these 10 by 12 holes in the wall with its accom-

panying gas log?) It has the freedom from restraint, the

magic touch, that belongs to nature, in her wild, un-

trammeled state, and to her alone.

This particular camp-fire of which I write was an ideal

camp-fire. Without the circle of its cheerful glow the

woods showed vast and "dark as the shades of Erebus"

by contrast. From out the encircling darkness came
those wonted, mysterious night sounds of a big forest—

the faint rustle and scurrying of some small animal, or the

snapping of a twig, betraying the presence of some heavier

prowler of the night, and causing one to glance half-

curious, half-expectant in the direction of the sound, and
then deep silence again, savo for the whispering and
soughing of the wind in the tall trees towering above us

as it softly breathed in the ear the saddest and yet most
soothing music in all the world, the music of the pines.

Far above the pines the man in the moon was doing his

best to find out what was happening down here in the

darkness he could not penetrate. Here and there a soft

shimmering ray of light stole down through the thick

foliage overhead, as though half-afraid, and after lighting

up some portion of tlie deep gloom for a brief moment,
suddenly vanished, like the puffing out of a candle's light.

Nearby, between the intervening trees, we could catch

a glimpse of the beautiful lake, calm as the night, with-

out a ripple on its surface, on whose quiet bosom the

moonlight slumbered peacefully, and from somewhere
across the lake came a far distant mournful sound, the

voice of a dog baying at the moon.
The cloud of smoke encircling Hogarth's head an-

nounced that the pipe was in working order again, and
that our "guide and philosopher" of the woods was ready
to begin his story, so we made ourselves comfortable and
prepared to listen. .

"As I was jest sayin'," he began in the slow, easy
drawl that seemed to fit in so well with all our surround-
ings, "I reck'n they ain't much wuth tellin' 'bout when it

comes t' my doin's. They's bin no end o' cur'ous things
happined t'me, oflE'n on, sence I was a kid back in Ver-
mount. Y'know I was raised back thar, but it's nigh on t'

forty years sence I left the folks an' come out West
a-seekin' my fortune.

"They was a hull passel of us kids t' hum, an' it kept
the old man hustlin' t' find grub fer the lot, so when I

gdh t' be 'bout sixteen or thar'bouts, I sez t' myself one
day: 'What's the use foolin' 'round these yere parts
when they's a heap o' room fer a feller out West whar
they's somethin' doin'? Guess I'll light out fer the West,'
sez I. so I lit.

"Reck'n the old man warn't sorry much t' see me go,
'cause he had more'n his hands full with the rest the
family, they bein' mostly gals. Waal, I jest drifted 'long
an' drifted 'long, onsettled like, waitin" fer somethin' t'

turn up. I warn't much fer size in them days. I ain't
zactly what y'might call enormous now, but I warn't
more'n skin an' bones then. How-some-ever, I made up
in grit an' sass what I was shy on size, an' so I got on
fair t' middlin'.

"This part the kentry warn't much settled in them
days.

_
They was nuthin' but loggers an' Injuns 'round

an' critters o' one kind an' another. Gosh, but the deer
was thick, 'speshuUy 'round the lake here. I struck a
job with a loggin' crew, an' come up nor'.h t' Green Bay.
I liked the job from the start off, I liked the woods, an' I
liked the excitin' times. You didn't have t' hunt far fer
trouble, I kin tell you. 'Twas jest naterly hangin' 'round
loose waitin' t' be stirred up.
"The men were purty rough, but when I got used to

em I hked 'em well nuff. Barrin' ther' cussin', what was
somethin' 'stonishin', they done it so easy like they warn't
haff bad. 'Twas jest as well t' keep out the'r way when
they got on a big drunk, which same they done onct a
year, reg'lar. in the spring. Men do foolish things, most-
ly, the hull_ time, but gittin' drunk an' raisin' the devil
gener'ly, an' blowin in all yer hard earned money in one

niore. arter a bit I give up loggin' entire, an' took t' hunt-
in' an trappin', an' I made a right smart sum o' money
at the business, an' was tol'ably happy. I sorter liked it
'round Noqucbay here, an' I built me a shanty, right whar
I'm livui' now, an' warn't askin' no odds o' nobody
h'goslu

"Waal, one day 'long iri the summer I thought I'd go
aown e Pfeshtigo £er some Bupplifce, Peshti^ was only ^

big loggin' camp then, an' they was no railroad thar.

Folks was beginnin' t' drift in thar gradual, an' they was
bull din' a saw mill, an' they was a few wimmin thar, too,

makin' trouble 'mong the men folks the way they allers

does. I hadn't thought none 'bout gittin' married, 'cause

wimmin was somethin' I didn't take much stock in. I

warn't onto the'r ways, an' barrin' my mother an' the

gals t' hum, I'd never had no dealin's with 'em, nohow, an'

warn't lookin' fer none. An' so the day I went t' Peshtigo

wimmin was the last thing I was a-thinkin' 'bout. It jest

goes t' show a man never knows what's goin' t' happin

when they's any of 'em 'round.
" 'Bout haff a mile this side o' Peshtigo as I was walk-

in' 'long thinkin' 'bout nuthin' in partic'lar, 'cept how
purty the woods was, all to onct I got the doggondest
s'prise I ever had in my hull life. I heard the most awful

screeches comin' from the bushes to the right o' me.

Skeered? Waal, that don't begin t' tell it. It didn't

sound like no critter. Sounded some like a painter, but

I knowed 'twan't no sech beast. I never thought 'bout it

bein' a woman till I heerd a cry of, 'Help ! Help 1' an' that

sorter brung me t' my senses^ an' I sailed in t' find out

what was up.

"I 'most run plum into her afore I seed her. She was
runnin' fer dear life right toward me, an' behind her, not

more'n 40 feet away, was a whoppin' big she b'ar, mad as

blazes, an' with blood in her eye, chargin' arter the gal

an' gainin' at every jump. 'Twould have bin all up with
that gal in no time ef I hadn't happined 'long jest then.

All to onct she stubbed her toe an' fell flat. She landed
'most at my feet, an' lay thar on the ground, moanin'.

"I didn't wait t' say good mornin' t' that b'ar or ask ef

she was willin', but I up with my rifle an' let her have it

squar' in front. My rifle warn't no repeater, an' it was
that shot or none. The b'ar rolled over all in a heap, an' I

jumped for'ard t' finish the business, when she riz up an'

come wobblin' right toward the gal. I jest had time t' git

in front the gal as the b'ar come in reach, an' I seed 'twa.s

a fight to a finish.

"The old she devil was hurt bad, but she had nuff
strength left t' put up a derned ugly fight, which same
she set 'bout a-doin'. I clubbed my rifle an' made a
swipe at 'er. Wlien it come t' swipin' I warn't nowhar,
'cause she made a swipe at the same minit, an' my gun
went sailin' away in the bushes. Then I drawed my
knife, an' we stood lookin' straight in each other's eyes fer

most a hull minit afore anythin' was did, an' then she
made a rush fer me.
"They was no other way out the muddle, so I closed

with the critter an' druv the knife up to the hilt in 'er

side. I had 'er by the throat, an' that bothered 'er some
'cause she couldn't do much with 'er teeth, but the way
she could use them claws o' hern was wuth considerin',

b'gosh. She tore my shirt off in one yank, likewise a con-
sid'able part o' my hide 'long with it.

"My right arm was free, an' I let 'er have the knife
a-plenty 's well 's I could. But I couldn't strike the right
spot, an' I begun t' think 'twarn't no use, an' that my
huntin' days was 'bout t' come to a sudden end. 'Twas
some comfortin' t' know the b'ar wouldn't last no
longer-'n me, an' I was glad I'd saved the gal.

"An' then somethin' happined. The b'ar was squeezin'
the very stuffin's out o' me, an' my breath was jest 'bout
gone, when all to onct somebody grabbed the knife out
my hand, an' I sorter felt 'em send it home to the spot I'd

bin tryin' fer—the b'ar's heart. The b'ar shook all over
an' then her grip slacked up an' she sunk t' the ground
all in a heap.

"I broke loose an' staggered back out the way. Then I

tunred 'round, an' what do y' think? Thar stood that gal
with the bloody knife in 'er hand, an' then I knowed 'twas
her what finished the she b'ar an' saved my life. An' then
things got kind o' mixed up, an' begun sailin' 'round an'

round, an' the next thing I knowed I was lyin' on the
ground with my head in the gal's lap an' me not knowin'
how on arth it got thar. She was white as a ghost, an'
cryin' to herself, an' at the same time fixin' my torn hide
'"s well as she could. She'd tore her petticoat in strips an'
made bandages of 'em, an' was tryin' to tie me up. When
she seed I'd come to, she told me t' lay whar I was an'

she'd be back in a jiffy, an' with that she bent over an'
kissed me squar' on the mouth, an' then fixed me com-
fo'table on the ground an' run away like a deer.
"That kiss done the business. "Twas the fust time I'd

ever had sech a thing did t' me in my hull life, an' I

jest layed thar thinkin' 'bout it an' wonderin', I forgot
my hurts an' the b'ar an' every dern thing. I jest felt

onreas'nable happy, though I didn't know fer what.
"Bimeby she come back. It didn't seem no time 't all

afore she was thar a-bendin' over me.
" 'How you feelin' ?' sez she, an' her voice sounded

mighty mOosical, an' she was a dern fine lookin' gal.
" 'I'm feelin' like bavin' another one o' them,' sez I,

seein' as she didn't seem likely t' do it again without bein'
asked.

" 'One o' what ?' sez she.
" 'You know,' sez I. 'It's one o' what you give me when

you ran away jest now,* sez I.

" 'You mustn't talk,' sez she, turnin' red as a winter-
green berry. 'I hear the wag'n comin. Do you s'pose you
kin stand up?'

" 'Ef I had another one o' them I could,' sez I, but she
only laffed.

" 'Wait till we get out the wood,' sez she, an' then her
dad an' some more men come an' carried me to the wag'n
they'd fetched 'long, an' then they druv me t' Peshtigo, an'
the gal's dad made 'em take me t' his hum,
"She come in t' see ef I was gittin' on all right that

night jest afore turnin' in time, an' I had a leetle talk
with_ 'er. She said her name was Mary, an' they hadn'i
bin in Peshtigo long, her dad havin' started a store thar
two or three months afore. She'd gone out that mornin'
arter blackberries, an' had run on to the old she b'ar.
The b'ar had a couple o' cubs 'long, an' was mad, an' so
took arter Mary.

"Waal, I saw a hull lot o' Mary the next few days, an'
I got so I wanted t' see 'er the hull time. One day I
sez t' her : 'Mary,' sez I, 'how 'bout that thar othef one
you was goin' t' give me?'
"'Wait till you git better," seis she, an' arter that I

di^q't see eo amch o' Mary.
"Slp^ai's I got so. \ cb^ld git 'rotsad scssne, I begun

courtin' Mary fer all I was wuth, but I warn't much good
at that business. She wouldn't have nuthin' t' do with
me, nohow, 'cept t' boss me 'round, an' the way she bossed
me was somethin' awful.

"T' make it wusser, I warn't the onlj'- one what was
arter Mary. They was a couple o' men what wanted t'

git 'er as much as me. One of 'em was a big, strappin'

feller named Bill White, an' the t'other was a sneakin',

onery cuss named Peshtigo Sam. Guess he had a tail to

his name, but I never heerd what 'twas, an' 'twarn't wuth
wastin' time t' find out.

"Bill was on the squar' entire, an' me 'n' him was
what y' call rivals, 'cause we'd bin friends onct, but when
Mary come atween us we jest naterly called everythin' off

so far's bein' friends was consarned, till Mary hitched onto
one or t'other of us. But they warn't no underhand busi-
ness 'bout us. We was fair an' squar', jest the way two
men orter be.

"Peshtigo Sam was difrunt consid'able. He purtended
t' be friends t' me an' Bill, an' all the time he was lyin'

t'

Mary 'bout us. He sartenly was a low down cuss, an' no
mistake.

"One day Bill got ahead o' me, an' went berryin' with
Mary. I passed 'em as I was goin' over t' her house, hav-
in' some sort of a noshun I'd do somethin' o' that nater
myself. I warn't livin' at Mary's house then. I was
hangin' out at one o' the loggin' camps while my courtin'

was on. Waal, Bill he strutted past me like a pa'tridge
drummin' on a log, an' looked down at me, he bein' con-
sid'able bigger'n me, an' sort o' laffed 's ef he was dern
smart. Mary, she turned kind o' red an' jest barely
nodded t' me.

"Naterly I was riled when I seed how things was, an' I

sa'ntered over t' the store an' limbered up my feelin's with
a leettle tanglefoot. Bimeby Peshtigo Sam come in fer

the same purpose.
" 'Seed Bill to-day?' sez he, eyein' me sideways.
" 'None o' your dern business,' sez I, not feelin' like

talkin', spite o' the redeye I'd drunk.
" 'He's gone berryin' with Mary,' sez he, snickerin'.
" 'S'p'osin' he has,' sez I, ' 'Tain't none o' your busi-

ness ef he has. You jest shet yer mouth an' don't talk so
much.' sez I.

" 'Free kentry,' sez he. 'I'll talk all I dum wantter. I

was goin' t' tell yer somethin' fer yer own good,' sez he,

'but course ef you git so dern insultin' I won't. Ef you
git into trouble, though, y' kin blame yerself fer it.'

" 'Talk sense,' sez I. 'How kin I git in trouble?'
" 'Bill White's layin' fer you,' sez he in a whisper. 'He'll

do fer you sure one o' these days. I heerd him say so.'
" 'You're lyin',' sez I.

" 'Am I, though ?' sez he. 'Waal, when you git a chunk
o' lead in yer gizzard don't fergit I warned you.' An' he
sa'ntered out the store, an' I didn't think no more 'bout
his warnin'.

"The next day I druv over t' my place t' see how things
was gittin' on. On my way back, 'bout two miles this

side o' Peshtigo, as I was settin' hunched over on the
wag'n seat thinkin' o' Mary, all to onct somethin' hit

my hat an' knocked it plum off my head, an' the same
minit I heerd a rifle shot. I jumped down, not knowin'
what t' make of it, an' yelled at the top o' my voice fer

whoever 'twas what was doin' sech reckless shootin' t'

look a leettle out or they'd be trouble. Not hearin' or
seein' nuthin,' I thought 'twas mebbe a spent ball, though
the shot sounded near. I climbed back into the wag'n an'
druv on. Course I got t' thinkin' 'bout it, an' course all

to onct I thought 'bout what Peshtigo Sam said consarnin'
Bill's goin' t' do fer me. The more I thought 'bout it the
madder I got, an' by the time I reached Peshtigo I was
fightin' mad. I put the horses up an' went straight t' the
saw mill whar Bill worked. They told me thar he'd gone
huntin', an' then I was plum sure 'twas bim what shot at

me and come near doin' fe? me.
"I waited fer him on the road he gener'ly took when

he went huntin', an' 'bout dusk he come whistlin' 'long.
" 'Hold on, Bill,' sez I, steppin' out in front o' him. 'I

wantter say somethin' t' you.'

"He stopped short an' looked s'prised an' kind o' mad.
" 'Waal, spit 'er out,' sez he, 'an' be quick 'bout it. I'm

in a hurry. I'm goin' t' make a call to-night,' sez he.

grinnin'.
" 'I wantter say,' sez I, 'I never thought you'd be sech

a dern sneak as t' shoot at a man behind his back.'
" 'What y' talkin' 'bout?' sez he. 'What the blazes be

you a-talkin' 'bout, anyhow? Ef 'twarn't fer your havin'
bin sick I'd give you a dern good lickin,' sez he.

" 'Mebbe so an' mebbe not,' sez I, 'only I could have
you run out o' camp fer doin' sech a low down onery trick,

Ef it had bin Peshtigo Sam I wouldn't be so s'prised,' sez

I, 'but I thought you was difrunt.'
" 'See here,' sez he, 'I thought you was only bluffin'.

What you drivin' at anyhow? Do y' mean t' say I tried t'

shoot you ?'

" 'You tried that hard,' sez I, takin' off my hat an'

pointin' at the holes in it whar the ball went through.
" *I don't know what y' mean,' sez he, 'but I do know

you're a liar ef y' say I shot at you. I can't lick you
'cause j^ou've bin sick, but I don't want t' have nuthin'

more t' say to you,' an' he started away mad as a hornet.
" 'Good reas'n why,' I shouted arter him. 'But don't

try on no more shootin', cause two kin play at that game,'
sez I.

"Fer the next few days things got wusser an' wusser.

an' they was trouble in the air fer somebodjr. One night

not long arter that when the moon was shinin' so bright

you wouldn't know ef 'twas day or night ef you was t'

wake up sudden like, I was comin' home from Mary's
when who sh'd I meet up with but Bill. I'd got ahead o'

him that night, an' was feelin' some smart. I was goin*

t' santer by him the way Sooner does when he runs onto

a porcupine in the woods, when Bill he stopped squar' in

front o' me.
" 'See here,' sez he, *I bin thinkin' 'bout what you said

t' me 'bout shootin' at you, an' I'm cur'ous t' know what
in thunderation y' meant. We was purty good frjends

onct, an' you orter know me well nuff t' know sech doin's

ain't in my line. What made you think 'twas me done
the shootin' ?'

" 'Waalj' sez I, 'I know 'twarn't like you t' do sech a

low-down trick, nohow, an' I wouldn't thoug|it '(w^s yo^y

©f ypu, hain't seM'^yfew was goin' t' do m-e,'
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" 'I never said no secli thing,' sez he. 'Who told you I

did?'

"And then I told him 'bout Peshtigo Sam, an' we sot

down an' figured things out, an' come t' the concloosion

Peshtigo Sam done the shootin' hisself, an' was a wusser
egg'n we'd thought he was, an' no more use in that camp
than a rattlesnake's be, an' the sooner he was out of it

the better it'd be fer all parties consarned. So we went
down t' liis hang-out an' routed him out o' bed.

"We didn't waste no words with him. an' we didn't

take no evidence, as the lawyers say. We 'lowed him till

daylight t' git out, an' the next mornin' ef 'twarn't fer

the gen'ral feelin' o' relief, you'd never a-knowed they'd

ever bin sech a varmit as Peshtigo Sam on 'arth.

"When Peshtigo Sam was out the way an' the hull

business settled, Bill sez t' me : 'It's plum foolish fer a

couple o' good friends like me 'n' j'ou onct was t' let a

woman come a-tween us,' sez he. 'Now I move we put

the queschin plain t' Mary, an' make her choose one or

the t'other of us. We'll shake t' see who gits the first

show.'

"That sounded like good horse sense, an' I sez, s'ez I,

'Now you're talkin. Bill, an' I'm with you ef I lose,' sez I.

So we went over t' the store an' shook the dice, an' I

threw three fives an' Bill he threw four aces an' won the

game.
"Waal, we had a bracer, an' then we went over t'

Mary's, an' I waited outside while Bill went in an' told

Mary how things was, an' put the queschin plain t' her.

Bimeby he come out. an' he sez, sez he: 'Lucky in dice,

onlucky in love. It's your turn now.'

"So I went in, an' Mary saved me all the trouble o'

talkin' by lightin' in t' me fer keeps fer not havin' put the

queschin' afore, an' saved 'er all this yere monkeyin'
'round. I tell you wimmin's queer.

"W'aal, me 'n' Bill celebrated consid'able. Y' see he
had t' drown his sorrow, an' naterly I was the only one
what had a right t' help him drown it. I ain't never
drunk much o' anythin' sence 'cept a nippy now an'

then.

"That was a long time ago, an' Mary's bin boosin' me
more or less ever sence. You wouldn't think the old

woman was a dern fine lookin' gal onct, would you?
"But whenever she riles me an' I feel my dander gittin'

the best o' me, I jest stop an' think o' three things. The
fust is of the time she stuck the knife in that she-b'ar ; an'

the second is the time she kissed me on her own hook
thai fust time when I was lyin' with my head in her lap—
I don't rightly onderstand how she come t' do it—an' the

third TS, what I said afore, wimmin's queer, an' then I

walk away an' don't say nuthin'.

"Guess that was the most excitin' time I ever had. I

don't mean the figh; with the she-b'ar, but my courtin' o'

?.Iary. My land, but I ain't said nuthin' 'bout that afore

my hull life. Don't know how I come t;' think 'bout

it now.
'Waal, love is a all-fired funny bus'ness, an' the wust

of it is, y' can't tell when you're goin' t' be took. Hit
strikes i-ou all of a heap when y' ain't lookin' fer it, jest

like buck fever," Fayette Durlin^ Jr.

My Granimother's Kitchen.
The parlor is the grandest room in most modern houses.

But my grandmother did not live in a modern house.

She lived in a very old-fashioned farmhouse, and in that

hruje the kitchen was, in my boyish estimation, by far

the grandest room.
The parlors were usually closed and darkened, for

only on great occasions were they used. But the kitchen

was in use every day in the year, and it was always a

pleasant room to be in. Everybody, even to the dog, en-

joyed being in it.

How many delightful memories cluster around that old

farmhouse kitchen, for I was the oldest grandchild^ and I

spent a good deal of time there as a petted guest.
*

The most striking feature of the room—the one that I

now remember with the liveliest pleasure—was the great

fireplace. The wood that was burned in it was drawn into

the room on a strong hand sled. The back log was often

two feet in diameter, and sometimes it would last a whole
week. The forestick was a large one. and it rested on
two large iron fire dogs, or, as they are now called, and-
irons.

When this vast fireplace was well filled and burning
brightly, as it always was upon a cold day in winter, it

was a wonderful sight. It was in all its glory, however, at

night, when the reflection of its flames could be seen

clearly through the windows opposite, dancing weirdly

upon the snow banks, where, as the poets tell us, the

witches were making their tea.

On each side of the fireplace there was always to be

seen an easy chair. One of these was occupied by a gray
haired old tnan who walked with a long staff; the other

was rocked easily to and fro by his aged wife, and they

were the grandparents who made my boyhood very happy.

These good old people both smoked pipes, and while

I heartily disapprove of the habit, it really was a pic-

turesque and pleasing sight to see them so comfortably
enjoying themselves and to watch the smoke as it passed
from their pipes into the ample fireplace and up the

chimney. The fireplace had an old-fashioned neighbor,

now never seen in a modern house. It was a brick oven
which used to make me think of the fiery furnace into

ivhich Shadrach, Meschech and Abednego were cast.

Out of this oven, so like the fiery furnace, there came
many delicious things. Most delicious of all, perhaps,

were the baked beans and the golden Indian bread, whose
equal I now never see.

At one end of the kitchen there was a large cupboard,
and over the cupboard there hung a relic of the Revolu-
tionary War. that, to my young eyes, had all the sacred-

ness of a household god. It was a flintlock musket that

was called Old Copenhagen, and very proudly was it borne
upon my shoulder when playing soldier 'with my school-

mates upon the turnpike in front of the district school-

house.
.

So much for the kitchen itself. A word as to the rooms
that were above and below it may interest a generation
that is living in"modern houses,
"

Til? cellar cotita^iiied rare treasures for a hoy. Never

were there such toothsome apples as the good seek-no-

further, the gilliflower, the Spitzenbeug. the Rhode Island

greening and the golden russet, called in boy parlance a

rusty coat. All these varieties, with some others of un-

named excellence, were in the cellar in lavish abundance.

But who comes? There is a rap at the door and it is a

blustering wintry night. Two dogs—slim, hungry look-

ing fellows—peer timidly in, and behind them there stands

a tall Indian and behind him two squaws, the elder one

carrying a papoose lashed to its board, which the inother

soon stands up by the wall, and the little Indian boy

with his legs crossed and tied down to the board, looks

on in silent wonder at what he sees.

They are Oneida Indians, and come from a settlement

called Indian Town, just back of the farm that has so

many pleasant memeroes.
"Sagola" is the salutation uttered by our Indian callers,

and that means "How do you do?" They have come in

ostensibly to get warm, but really because they are thirsty.

The old man who sits by the fireside knows just what
they have come for, and the boy, now an old man, who is

writing this reminiscence, is sent down cellar with a

large pitcher, which he soon brings back filled with
sparkling cider made from home grown apples.

"Cider no hurt Indian," was the comment of the drinker

of the first glass, and more than one glass for each In-

dian, except the papoose, disappeared before the copper

colored guests, with silver brooches on their blankets

were ready to go.

That old kitchen is a perfect treasure house of precious

memories. Never did Santa Claus have a grander
chimney to come down than the one at whose fireplace

side I hung my stockings, and they were always well filled.

Thanksgiving Day was a notable one at the farmhouse.
A goodly company used on such occasions to sit around
the kitchen table, for there was no dining room in that

house. The Thanksgiving guests were the children and
the grandchildren of the aged couple who built the house
when the country was new.
The turkey was roasted in a tin oven before the fire-

place. The potatoes were baked in a kettle that stood upon
a pile of live coals, and coals of fire were also heaped upon
its cover, and memory insists that such baked potatoes

have never been tasted since.

There was no coffee mill in the old farmhouse. The
coffee was pounded in an iron mortar with an iron pestle,

and the clink of that pestle was sweet music to my ear, as

I used to hear it when in bed in the chamber over the

kitchen. It is easy to revive the memory of those far off

3'ears, but most of those who used to sit round that

Thanksgiving table have long since passed away, and they

are now waiting for me to come and join them.
The boy of to-day little realizes what he is losing if he

never lives in a farmhouse built and furnished before
modern improvements were known.
The farmhouse of to-day lacks a certain charm that

makes the memor}!- of the dear old-fashioned one so de-

lightful. Of all the memories that cluster around the

dear old place, those that have the great fireplace for

their center are the sweetest and the dearest.

There can be no home in the highest sense of the
term unless in one room there shall be a fireplace where
wood can be burned and where in the solemn nights of

winter "each separate dying ember" may cast the outlines

of its shadowy ghost upon the floor.

Could' Poe ever have written "The Raven" if he had
never sat before an old-fashioned fireplace? Believe it

who will—I cannot. Egbert L. Bangs.

How We Got Our Gun-Rack.

A Chrisfmas Day's Hunt in Ihe Northern Pine Woods.

I LIVED with the famous hunter. Old Dan, in his cabin

in the woods for a little over three years, and in all that

time did not enjoy nor greatly desire any other com-
panionship. We never had any occasion to become lonely,

and time never hung hea^alj'- on our hands.
On a ledge of rock at the very margin of the lake, where

a lucky line may be dropped from the open window into

the water below, Dan has a good warm log cabin, 12 feet

by 24, with a clapboard roof, puncheon floor, puncheon
door and a puncheon shutter to an unglazed window.
In the way of furniture were a puncheon table, punheon
chairs and a puncheon bedstead, the latter nailed securely

to the wall in a corner.

In the center of the south side of the house is a huge
stone fireplace, capable of heating the room to an un-
comfortable degree even in the coldest weather, and which
discharges the greater part of the smoke via the chimney.
The cabin has also a full complement of arms, ammuni-
tion, traps and tackle, and is situated in the midst of a

broad stretch of country, which for the abundance and
variety of its game would delight the heart of any true

hunter. An ardent lover of the chase, I found here ample
means and abundant opportunity to indulge the pro-
pensity, and those three years are among the happiest of

my recollection.

It is reasonable to believe that in that time we had some
exciting experiences, as well as some a:musing ones. I

will endeavor to relate one that partakes a little of the
nature of both. On the wall a splendid set of antlers

serve us admirably for a gun rack, from which hangs a

motley array of belts, sheaths, slings, flasks and various
other articles of a hunter's paraphernalia. I will relate

the story of the particular chase of which our gun rack
is the treasured souvenir.

It was Christmas Eve, and sitting before the fire enjoy-
ing a restful pipe after a hard day's tramp, Dan and I

were discussing plans for the morrow's sport; but I must
introduce old Dan to you, for he is a type of manhood
once prevalent enough, but now seldom met with in these
modern times—a backwoodsman by birth a sportsman by
instinct, and a hunter by profession. Broad shouldered
and muscular, I.e stands 6 feet 2 inches, a perfect speci-

men of physical manhood, combining great strength and
endurance with remarkable activity and ease of motion.
His dark hair, slightly sprinkled with gray, hangs low
upon his shoulders, and his short, sandy beard, forever
innocent of razor, covers a broad, square chin and strong
jaws, betokiening stren^h df character and tenacity of

purpose. His forehead, broad, high and full, denotes a

high order of intelligence, while the whole countenance
is illuminated by a pair of kindly deep blue eyes, strongly

inclined to twinkle; a face which, taken al.ogether, is a
perfect proof sheet of honesty and good nature. A man
to know whom is a pleasure and whose fiiend--Iiip is a pos-

session well worth treasuring. Imagine such a man as I

have described, fifty-six years old, and add the unmis-
takable air of rugged hardihood inseparable froin the

genuine hunter, and you have ray cherished friend, old

Dag Doggett, to a dot.

It was Christmas Eve, as I said before, and we were
planning our Christmas hunt, not that it was likely to

differ in any essential particulars from the sport of any
other day, hut its being Christmas added zest to our plans

and contributed novehy to an occasion that otherwise
would be commonplace.
"What d'ye say. Kid," said Dan, who persistently calls

me Kid in spite of my thirty years of life in the world
in general, and nine years of roughing it in the woods in

particular. "What d'ye say we go to the Long Thicket
fust thing in the mornin' and see if we can't h'ist a deer
outen the bushes?"

"I am agreed," said I.
_

"And let's take only the rifles and leave the small fry

alone for one day I"

"Which means, I suppose, that you would prefer that

I leave the shotgun on the rack. I am agreed to that

also, but I wish you would make friends with that gun
when you know it has saved to our stock many a good
pelt, and brought to our store many a dainty meal."

"All true, Kid, all true! I've got nothin' particktcr

ag'in the piece itself, but to me it's mighty cur'ous that

when a feller wants to bag a wee little bit of a critter th.nt

wouldn't hurt him nohow, he must go a-broadcssiin' lead

all over creation, but when it comes to brmgin' down a

b'ar or a buck that's liable to chaw him up or tramp his

daylights out, if hit is not killed, he'll risk findin' the

right with a single ball. It may be all righ . but to me
it's a mighty queer idee, and I don'c take to it nohow."

I saw it was useless to argue the point w'th him. so I

said no more about it. He had a deep and lasting aver-

sion for a shotgun, though his speech now had been
prompted as much by his love for his rifle as by his diiltke

for the other arm.
"Well, Dan," said I, "you will, of course, take .your

.

.44, but I shall take my .32. though I suppose you would
not advise me to do that either."

"No. Kid, I wouldn't. It seems to me too much like a
plaything, but. of course, if ye think it wiil stand any
show at all ag'in Old Chet [his pet name for his favorite]

I reckon I ort to stand it if ye kin ycrself."

We were up betimes next morning and afoot just as

the first gray streaks of dawn were quivering on the east-

ern horizon. The weather was cold but still, and the

snow lay a foot and a half deep under a crust that carried

a man nicely and made walking easy, but through which
the hoofs of a running deer would drive 1 ke sharpened
stakes. During the night there had been a light fail of

snow which, when the sun had risen, glittered in the

frosty light like a myriad of diamonds.
The Eong Thicket, toward which we bent our steps was

so called because of the fact that, while it was five or
six miles long, it was comparatively narrow. It was
threaded by a creek, a considerable stream, now like the

lake hard frozen and covered only by the light snowfall

of the previous night. Discussing the probability of our
jumping a deer, and the evident trouble it would have
in making headway in the snow, we came at length to the

edge of the thicket.

Here Dan handed his gun to me and dexterously
climbed to the top of a tall tamarack to take observation

of the thicket from that point of vantage. This maneuver
he repeated at intervals of perhaps a quarter of a inilc.

Dan's hearing is slightly impaired but thi- circumstance

has added to the keenness of his vision until his s ght is

truly remarkable.
At last, after four or five climbs, his quest was re-

warded, and he came down the tree, swinging from limb

to limb with the agility of a trained athlete, his honest
face aglow with delighted enthusiasm.
"What is it?" I asked.

"A bttck. Kid; as fine a chap as ever peeled a saplln'!

He's got the finest headpiece I ever see. A ten-spiker a-?

shore as guns. He's straight out there, just a good
shot off. a-pickin' his way along as orderly as a deacon
in new shoes a-goin' to meetin'. but the bushes h des the

critter too much to risk a shot at him. Do ye go about .'^no

yards below and I'll go to the same above him, and we'll

see if we can't head him fer the open." Saying which
he strode off over the snow almost as silently as a
shadow, while I skirted the thicket in the opposite direc-

tion.

Arriving at a point where I thought the thicket might
be entered without prematurely frightening the buck. I

penetrated the swamp for a distance of about j^oo yards
and then turned in the direction of the quarry. Presently

a commotion in front and a tossing upward of the snow
from the bushes told me that the game was up and going.

I saw that he was headed for the open and sent a bullet

after him to encourage him on the way, which was imme-
diately followed by one from Dan's gun. neither of
which had any other effect, however, than to send him out
of the thicket at a livelj'- rate. We followed a=; swifily

as the dense undergrowth would permit, and gained the

open just in time to see a badly frightened deer lung'ng
desperately through rasping snow crust as he disappeared
over a hill in the direction of the creek.

"Come on, Kid," cried Dan. "He's makin' fer the
creek. He'll more'n likely foller the ice and cross -to

Tamarack Swamp on t'other side of the lake. Let's scoot
fer the pond and mebby we'll git to shy lead ath im as he
crosses on the ice. Cgjne on !" And away he went.

Straight over the snow, f.rom where we were the dis-

tance to the lake did not exceed a mile and a quarter,

while t6 follow the creek as the buck evidently intended
on account of the annoying crust was more than twice as
far. j
The sight\>f the splendid anirnal, a veritable king of -'

his kind, as we had seen him plunging through the snow,
a perfect -specimen of frightened royalty, and the pros-
pect of a favorable shot, were sufficient to smd us toward
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the lake at our best possible pace, in spite of the ludi-

crous tumbles we took whenever the crust gave way, as it

frequently did.

Breaking through the fringe of bushes that skirted the

lake, we saw, at the distance of about 500 yards, the buck

running as only a frightened deer can run.

"There, Kid," said Dan with rifle already to shoulder,

"is a picter fer a painter." And truly he was right. The

deer running like the wind, seeming scarcely to touch the

ice, the fleecy cloud of feathery snow tossed up by the

flying feet, the splendid antlers laid well back and_ the

jets of steam shooting out with piston-like regularity from

the lifted muzzle, combined to form a picture, worthy of

an artist's pencil.

"A picter fer a painter, but I'll hev to spile it, and the

crack of his rifle rang out over the ice and awakened a

thousand echoes in the surrounding hills.

We saw the snow tossed up in a little puff behind and

beyond the deer, which was running quartering from

us. Another shot, higher elevated and better lined, im-

mediately followed, and with better result, for the deer

dropped as though struck by lightning. Carried forward

by its impetuous speed, it slid along the smooth surface

of the ice like a toboggan, and seemed to slide right up

on to its feet again, for it regained its footing without

perceptably checking its flight, and made off across the

lake with apparently the same speed as before. Dan
lowered his rifle and looked after the fleeing deer in

silence, a satisfied smile playing about his mouth and a

merry twinkle in his eye.

"What's the matter with you?" I cried in a.stonish-

ment. "Why don't you give him another?"

"Fer the same reason that ye don't try a pop at him,

Kiddy, with yer popgun. 'Tain't no use."

"My gun won't reach him, I know, but yours will," I

answered.
"In course it will. It! did just reach him, didn't it?

But 'tain't no use, as I said afore, I warrant you he'll

leave a red trail behind him and will stop as soon as he

finds a good place to hide in the swamp yonder. It ain't

a good idee to waste lead on a onsartenty when ye kin

save it fer a shore thing. We'll find him mighty sick

dreckly, and git him easy. If ye hed fetched yer rifle

instead of that pea shooter, ye might hev hed the fun of

pumpin' lead arter him with some show fer bringin' him
down. As it is, I doubt if ye'll git a crack at anything

to-day."

We found the "red trail" sure enough, and followed

more at our leisure, sure that as Dan had said, we would
find him hidden in the swamp somewhere. We were not

prepared to find him so soon, however, for just as we
were entering the thicket, beside a fallen tree, the top

of which lay among the undergrowth, the maddened buck,

with a roar half bellow and half snort, charged out of the

bushes beside the trail and tossed old Dan, who was
slightly in advance, headlong into the fallen treetops, and
his gun 10 feet away into the snow, I lost no time in get-

ting behind a convenient tree, while Dan, with wonderful
celerity, rolled up against the body of the tree under the

protecting limbs. The wounded animal had eyes for

Dan alone, and bent all its energies in its maddened frenzy

to reach its prostrate foe with hoof or horn. In spite of

its efforts he was beyond its reach, for he cuddled up to

that log like a sick kitten to a warm jamb. Seeing that

he was in no immediate danger, I had to smile at his

ludicrous position. He evidently appreciated it also, for

he called out to me,. "Well, Kid, this is one on me, ain't it?

Onto me big
!"

"If you will just roll a little further out," said I, "there

will be one on you as large as life."

"Ex-cuse me ! This ain't no rosy bower, not by a long
shot, but I wouldn't swap it right now fer* a house in

town. Don't git excited now, but aim true and touch him
in the right spot, but don't spile his topknot, whatever
you do."
The furious antics of the beast as it tried to wreak

vengeance on its fallen enemy made deadly aim difficult

for me as well as dangerous for Dan. Presently, however,
the opportunity for which I had been waiting presented
itself, when I caught the buck under the ear and sent a

,
bullet through his head. I cut his throat, and when there
was no longer any danger from the knife-like horns, as
they struck out savagely in the death struggle, poor old
Dan ingloriously crawled out of his burrow in the snow,
the most chagrined and absolutely crestfallen man in the
whole world.
We soon had the deer quartered, and having hung up

the carcass to keep it out of the snow, we carried
lionie the hide and head (the latter better to remove the
horns) and returned with a hand sled to bring home the
rest.

That night, the guns having been cleaned and supper
over, as we again sat before the fire enjoying jan even-
ing smoke, Dan broke a long silence by the first reference
he had made to the occurrence of the morning, saying, as
he thoughtfully knocked the ashes from his pipe :

"Well, Kiddy, ye put it onto me to-day. Ye did, by
. Gravy ! Ye drawed it all over me and put me under ever-
lastin' obligations besides. Fer a gun that'll reach out a
long way and find a warm place inside a live pelt, as out
there on the ice to-day, for instance, give me Old Chet, as
has the heft and carries a ball as gits there; but fer clost
shootin' in the brush that 'ere popgun of yern ain't no
slouch, and that's a fact"
The mischievous twinkle that I caught in Dan's eye, to-

gether with my lively recollection of the event of the
morning, were too much for me, and the laugh that would
no longer be restrained broke out in spite of me. A laugh
in which I am happy to say old Dan joined with all the
heartiness of his honest nature, and we roared until the
smoke-stained cabin rafters rang again.

ViVAMUS.

S Take inventory of the good things in this issue

8 of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund w<is

8 given last week. Count on what is to come next
S week. Was there ever in all the xvorld a more

g abundant weekly store of sportsmen's reading?

Out of Commission.

As Told by the YawL

BY N. N. WEST.

"Well, I call it rocky*" said the Racing Machine, "to

be sweltering here under my winter canvas coat while

that fool owner of mine is chasing a ball round the side

of a hill somewhere in the country. I wish I had the in-

ventor of golf aboard you, you old lead mine," continued

the freak, addressing the Cutter, "in one hundred fathoms

with a hole in your garboards. Our friend Davy would

make it squally for him for keeping so many of us sweat-

ing out here on land."

The Cutter overlooked the comment on its personality

and sighed as it watched a knockabout beating about the

harbor. "I wish I was out there to get a good drink of

salt water. It's funny men never drink it when we all

know it's the most refreshing thing. "Three fingers' in a

glass—bah! Three fathoms in the Sound is what I want.

I remember when I was launched they broke a bottle of

champagne on my bow and I felt horrid sticky till I stuck

my bowsprit in a big sea and threw the spray over my
deck."
"Champagne isn't so bad," said the Cat, "They used to

have me carry so much cruising they'd take out half my
ballast. Ah, those were good old times when the 'Triple

Alliance,' as they were known at the club, used to take

their vacation. The people around the harbors never

wanted us to stay over two nights for fear we'd spoil the

anchorage with the bottles thrown overboard."

"A blooming nice time you must have had of it when a

storm came up! There's where I was in my glory," said

the Cutter.

"When a storm came up," replied the Cat. "we were

generally in a good sheltered harbor with the captain and

crew teaching each other new drinks, while you 'in your

glory' were looking round for a harbor deep enough to

float a man-o'-war."
"Well, if there wasn't one round I'd be laid to, and it

was comfortable to know I could outride anything."

"Nice comfort," said the Cat. "With not a dry thing

aboard and you rolling like a tenor's R's so nothing could

be cooked or even coffee made, your hatches all battened

down, the cabin as close as two lovers, the dishes playing

tag in the galley, the cushions trying experiments in aerial

navigation in the cabin, and, getting discouraged, finally

settling in a pool of water on the floor. Maybe that's your

idea of comfort, but it wasn't that of the 'Triple Alli-

ance.'
"

"I didn't say it was comfortable."

"Yes you did, too," said the Half-Rater, who always

tried to take up an argument on the winning side.

"Well, I didn't mean it that way," continued the

Cutter, "but it was glorious."

"Glorious," snipped the Cat. "Did you ever drink mint

juleps? Glorious! Don't split tacks with me."
"You don't either know which tack you're on," said the

Racing Machine. "I tell you there's nothing like the end
of a good race when it's been nip and tuck, till finally

you've worked up a little to win'ard and cross the line

with the rest a few seconds behind, and the skipper gels a

cup he keeps on the sideboard and always shows it off to

his friends with, "That's the mug I got when we beat the

Freaksome over a twenty-five-mile course in a thirty-knot

wind.' I'd give my Tobin bronze to be in commission
again."
"Much your skipper is showing off now the cups you

brought home. It's golf cups he's displaying, with 'That's

what I got when I beat Hootmon Potter three up and two
to play !" twitted the Half-Rater.

Never mind, I'll show 'em my stern again when this

craze is over." said the Racing Machine.
"Like mud flats you will!" said the Cutter. "You're

five minutes slower than this year's machines, and two
years from now you'll be pointed out for a mistaken idea

;

they'll put you out on some front lawn and grow flowers

in you—that's what you're coming to."

"Well, I'd rather do that than end up in a junk shop, the

way you'll do," retorted the freak. "Your lead will be

melted up into water pipes for the rats to gnaw in summer
and the ice to burst in winter, and your sails will be

made up into part of a tent for a second differential

circus, and the deadheads'll cut holes in 'em to see the

show. Pleasant prospect, eh?"
"It is perfectly evident," said the Half-Rater, speaking

with a pompous air, "that the sea is going to the rocks

and mud flats, and I don't know what's coming to us all."

"Behold the infant at the wheel," laughed the Cat.

"How's that for philosophy ? Shut up, Halfy. By my cen-

terboard. you make me feel like a landlubber when the

ship is rolling."

"Well, I guess I'm on the starboard tack anyway," re-

plied the little boat, considerably excited, for nothing
teased it so much as to be laughed at when in its own
opinion it was discussing weighty affairs of the sea, "And
if you don't believe it, what's the Yawl doing out here in

August when he used to be in commission eight months
of the year?"

"I'll bet the Yawl's got a story. Let's have it," said the
Cat.

"Maybe I could spin a yarn," admitted the single-

hander, "but it's rather long."
"Never mind," said the Racing Machine; "it's two bells

yet to striking colors and we haven't anything to do."

"Anything to cork up the Half-Rater," said the Cutter.

"I don't need it half as much as you do," retorted the
little boat. This remark was lost on the Cutter, which had
the peculiarities of English descent.

"You're not very complimentary," laughed the single-

hander, "but as you say, there's nothing else to do, so if

you like I'll weigh anchor."
"Lay your course " said the Cat, and the Yawl began

:

"The first thing I can remember I;.found myself one
winter morning in a small shop just outside of a sleepy old
village. I could just see out of the window, and it was
snowing and made me feel cold to look at it. but as I

looked round the shop it was so cozy I felt all right again.
There was a fire in a big old-fashioned stove which gave
out a cheerful warmth, and the spars, rigging and various
other yacht fittings that were stowed away round the shop
made me feel at home «(t once, The boat buil4er •\vas

work by a carpenter's bench near the window, and after-

ward I found out he was dressing down my spars. Up
on the wall vt^as a model of a little boat, and I thought it

was the prettiest thing I had ever seen. It had a clipper

bow and a moderately overhanging stern, with the fore-

foot considerably cut away for those times, but with
enough left so it could have been laid to easily in a
sea. It was a keel boat with a good deal of draft, and had
a big piece of outside ballast. As I looked myself over I

saw it was a model of myself, and I was glad I was going
to be good looking, and with the easy lines and the amount
of ballast I was sure I'd not be slow, and that I wouldn't
be knocked down by every puff of wind.

"Presently the door of the shop opened and a young
man entered with a cheery 'Good morning, captain.' He
was tall and sinewy looking, and when he walked across
the floor it didn't jar and creak the way it does with an
old woman. He looked as if he could reef a mainsail
single handed in a squall, and I was glad to hear the

old man address him as 'skipper,' for then I knew he was
going to own me, and I knew he wouldn't do his sailing on
a club house piazza. By and by I found he had designed
me himself, and' though riot wishing to be" conceited, I

think I've shown credit to us both.

"Every Sunday morning the skipper would come down
to the shop to see how I was getting along, and to talk

over details with the old man, and afterward the latter

would spin yarns. He'd been on a coaster a good many
years, and had made some longer voyages, or at least so

he claimed, and had had most wonderful experiences. He
used to quite scare me with some of his tales, and I was
sure I'd be crushed by a mountain wave or swallowed by
a sea serpent before the summer was over.

"Sometimes a friend would come with the skipper to-

takc a look at me. There was one man I never liked. He
always talked about a fellow not having time for sailing

and it was too much work anyway. A launch was what .he

liked, so you could always be sure of getting home and
weren't wearing yourself out by pulling beastly ropes all

day. Then he used to make disagreeable remarks about
my appearance. He thought I had too much freeboard
to look well and too much draft to be convenient. But my
rig was what he criticised most. 'I can't understand why
you chose a yawl, the slowest, ugliest rig ever conceived.'
'Yes, and the safest, handiest, most seaworthy rig,' the
skipper would reply; The man had good reason to re-

member this one day—but I'm getting ahead of my story.

"It was with great interest I walched the work on my
cabin fittings, and the more that was done the more I

felt I was intended for good long cruisesl A generous
ice box was built in forew^ard on the port side, aft of the
chain locker and opposite to a dish locker; just aft of the
mast step was a place for an oil st«ve. On each side was
a bunk, and under each were water tanks. At the aft end
of the cabin on one side was a clothes locker and on the
other a writing desk with book shelf above and drawers
below for sextant and other instruments. Above the desk
swung the cabin lamp. Under the cockpit floor was a big'

stowage space, and under the deck on each side of the
cockpit were two compartments for stowing side lights,

oil, .swabs and all such stuff one doesn't want in the

cabin. I was so pleased with myself I could hardly wait
for the time to come when I was to be launched, and when
I shd down the ways into the water I wouldn't have
changed places with a Cup defender.
"Every Saturday that summer we'd start off with a

supply of good things aboard to be gone till Monday morn-
ing, and we got to know every inch of the Sound for

fifty miles. Then later in the summer we took a two
weeks' cruise. I suited my master to a belaying pin, and
we studied each other's likes so we always worked to-

gether. There were some little tricks I always liked to

play when there was a friend out with us. When he'd try

to trim the main sheet I'd give a little lurch, and if he
wasn't careful he'd lose more than he'd pulled in. Then
the skipper, holding the tiller in one hand, would take the
sheet in the other and give it a haul just as Td luff a

bit. and it would come in by the yard and be belayed
before the friend would get his balance for my new point

of heeling. It always made me laugh till the water would
gurgle round my bow. Or if we were running before the

wind in a seaway and the friend had the stick, I'd yaw
all round till I'd nearly jibe. Then my master would take
me in charge and I'd settle down and run as true a.s

George Washington.
"The summer passed quickly, but we kept on sailing

late into the autumn, when we often went after ducks. We
were out in some pretty heavy blows, but I had found
that these didn't bother us, and soon got over being
afraid of being crushed by a mountain sea or swallowed by
a sea serpent.

"The next summer started in just the same, but one
Saturday afternoon while I was waiting for the skipper 1

caught sight of him sitting on the club house piazza talk-

ing to a girl. We didn't take our weekly trip that time, for

he stayed to the dance at the club house, and as the sum-
mer wore on our trips grew less and less often, and in-

stead the girl would go out sailing with us just for an
afternoon. I wouldn't have known on those occasions that

my master was at the stick. He'd seem to forget me
altogether and would let me up into the wind till I'd

have to shake all my sails to draw his attention. Then
he'd let me off till I'd be sailing a couple of points further
off the wind than necessary, and it would make me mad
to see other boats outpointing me that I used to go to

.win'ard of every time. The girl would laugh and say.

she'd been told he was one of the best sailors in the

club, but if that was so it didn't speak well for the other
yachtsmen, . and she could sail better than that herself.

So she'd take the stick, and I must say she could do it

beautifully and work me to win'ard for all I was worth or
bring me up to my moorings and never miss it.

"I couldn't make out what had come over my master,
and one evening when an old sloop was anchored near me
I told him all about it and asked what the matter was.
He laughed so I thought he'd wear out his cable before he
sobered down enough to remark that when I wa.s as old as
he was I'd understand.
"The girl used to go out a good deal with the man who

had the launch, and her mother would go, too, sometimes,
but never went with us, because she was afraid of me.
That made me feel like an Irishman's hurricane, for I

Knew I tonid go through a sea thai would sink thg oUl
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pot, I used to be glad when the girl would go on the

launch, for then we'd go for a sail, but I soon found this

was no fun, for the skipper would be so melancholy he

wouldn't pay me any attention, and would often lay me to

and stretch out in the cockpit and smoke and sigh like a

rising wind.
"One hot night there was a dance at the club house, and

after a while my master came down on the wharf with the

girl, r tried to hear what they said to find out what she

Iiad done to make him so different, but they talked so

low I could only catch a word now and then. He was
very close to her, and he seemed unusually nervous and
queer. Then, as if in answer to something he'd asked, I

heard her say something like 'I didn't suppose you cared

so much.' He straightened ttp without another word and
they both got up and started for the club house. But
just then the launch owner joined them, saying to the

girl, ''I've been looking all over for you. My dance, I

believe.'
" 'So it is,' she answered. 'It was so hot we came down,

here for a minute and must have stayed longer than I

thought.'

"She went back to the club house with him, and my
master stood still with his hands clinched and breathing

hard. A storm was coming up from the west, and by a

flash, of lightning I saw a white set expression on
his face.

"In another moment he was aboard me and soon had
up the sails, and we began to work out of the harbor with

the light breeze that preceded the storm. I saw^ it com-
ing, and knew we ought to reef, so I heeled a bit to call

his attention, but he never moved. It was coming up
fast, and looked wicked, I braced myself for it and set

my planks close together, as a man sets his teeth in a su-

preme effort. Then it struck us all of a sudden and
knocked me down till the water poured into the cock-

pit, and I was afraid he'd go overboard. But I managed
to square away and in a moment we -were tearing before it

a.s I'd never gone before, and only once since. I thought
my mast would go, and I don't know what I'd have done
if I hadn't managed to break the peak halyard and ease

the pressure a bit, for he sat at the tiller like a dead man,
scarcely helping me at all.

"The water was whipped up into whitecaps in a min-
ute, a great whirling, seething mass that flew all over us

and pounded and shook me so my seams would have
started if I'd been an ordinary boat. In a flash of light-

ning I saw a coaster almost dead ahead laid to before it,

and vye tore past, missing it by not two fathoms.
"The storm gradually blew over and the wind died

down almost flat. Then morning came and we put into a

harbor, where my master left me. I was dreadfully wor-
ried about what he might do, but felt if he would only

go off for a good long cruise we'd manage to live the

trouble down somehow. I kept watching for him all

day, and I can realize now the terrible anxiety and sus-

pense of the wife waiting for her husband's uncertain re-

turn. I never felt such relief as when I saw him come
down to the landing that evening. He came aboard and
tumbled into one of the bunks and slept heavily, for he
was worn out by the night before.
"He spent the next morning bringing supplies out in the

dinghy and stowing them away, and then I felt it would
be all right, for we were going on the long cruise. Then
life began for me again. He never used to be much for
reefing, but the way he cracked on now was a caution
to my rigging. We'd go ripping along under all working
sail when even the coasters were reefing, and I was sorely

put to it to stand the strain, but I felt I mustn't give up
if he was to be saved, and I would have gone onto the
rocks to do that
'We went outside Block Island and round Cape Cod

and came back outside Long Island. I was glad when
winter came, for it had been a hard season for me, and I

needed a rest.

"I was gone over thoroiighly the next spring, and felt

as well as ever, but my master had had a harder time
than I, and I found him very different. He was quieter
and didn't have the tireless energy, and was slower in

handling me. I missed his cheery laugh and he never
whistled up a breeze the way he used to. But we did lots

of sailng, and though I felt very badly about his changed
condition, I couldn't help feeling glad that now I had no
rival.

"The season ended and things were just the same the
next summer. I had hoped he would get over being so
melancholy, for it didn't seem fair for me to be having
such a' good time when he was so unhappy.
"He took his vacation rather late that year, so it

brought our long cruise into the autumn. On our re-
turn a heavy rain came up which cleared off early one
morning with the wind from the north and the sim .shining
its brightest. But we knew the signs well enough to
know it would bloM' a gale later in the day. He'd sot
over_ wanting to smash through everything, so we lay
comfortably at anchor for the day. Shortly after break-
fast, when it was still pleasant, I saw that detestable
launch going out, and I was glad, for I knew the man
would get enough of it before the day was over. As they
passed I saw the girl and her mother were aboard and
that worried me. I knew if the skipper saw them he'd
realize the danger and go out cracking on everything
to keep as near as possible, and I tried to attract his at-

tention, but he was busy below writing up the log and
never noticed.

"The wind soon began to freshen, and I got so uneasy
I rolled a good deal at anchor. There was an island a
considerable distance out from the harbor, and to the
sottth of it, so I could get a good view of the surf break-
ing on its win'ard side, and it wasn't reassuring. I can
tell you. The wind kept blowing harder all day, and
by the afternoon there was the wickedest sea running
I'd ever seen in the Sound. I kept thinking of the launch
and hoping they'd put into some harbor.

"It was getting late in the afternoon, when, to my
horror, I saw the launch some distance off the
island. They were evidently trying to get un-
der its lee, but the launch was making bad
weather of it and pitching heavily. I watched them
closely, and when they were perhaps half a mile from
the island the launch became urmianageable. As near as
I could make out from the distance, something had hap-
pened to her engine, and they began to drift right toward

the breakers, though the chances were they'd be swampe^
before that.

"I gave a great jerk at my cable that brought my
master on deck in a hurry. He took in the situation at

a glance, and though at that distance he could not have

told who was aboard, he sent up the jib and jigger with a

rush. He didn't stop to weigh anchor, but cut the cable

with one blow from the hatchet. As we got under way he

added the reefed mainsail. It was more than we ought to

have carried, but it was a race for life, and we had to

take chances. The weather rigging was stretched as tight

as a harp string, and the wind played through it with a

wild discordant music. Never will I forget that race. It

was no mere silver cup we were trying for. As we got

near enough for my tuaster to make out those aboard, a

groan escaped his tight shut teeth and he braced him-

self a little firmer and grasped the tiller a little tighter.

But even in those terrible moments of suspense a thrill

of sweet revenge ran through my timbers. Never again

would that man think I had too much freeboard, as the

waves dashed high over my decks. Never again would
the staunch yawl rig look homely. Never again, if he

should live till those very rocks we were all too fast ap-

poaching were worn away, would he see such beauty in a

boat as when I alone stood between him and death.

"He was so scared that when we had nearly reached

them he jumped overboard, and leaving the others struck

out for us. For the first time in my life I heard my
master curse. Luck was with the coward, however, and
he caught the bobstay and managed to climb aboard and
crawled aft, a pitiable, miserable object, but my master

never looked at him.
"We ran up as close as we dared and then heaved a

line across the launch. The engineer, who was the only

man on board, kept his head and caught the line. We
made our end fast to a life preserver and a cable to that.

The engineer soon had the life preserver made fast to the

girl's mother, and my master hauled her over and aboard
in a hurry. We were now so close to the launch that we
were in great danger of being stove in, and the wind and
tide were taking us to the breakers fast. There was not

a second to lose. My master braced himself with one
arm round the mizzen stay and called to the girl to jump
and he'd catch her. Her face was very white, but she

was perfectly cool, and chose her time just right as the

latmch rose a little above us. The engineer jumped at the

same time and caught the mainstay. My main boom
was banging from side to side like a battering ram, and
just as my master got the girl safely aboard it struck

him a tremendous blow on his arm, ^yl^ich dropped use-

less and limp at his side. I knew it was broken, but the

look the girl gave him went a long ways toward mend-
ing it. She said she must go below to look after her
mother, who had gone down to the cabin, but I think

she wanted to stay with him.
"The hardest part was yet to come in beating off that

lee shore, but my master would not give up the tiller in

spite of his broken arm, for he knew he could do more
with me than any one else. It was the fight of my life,

and never had life seemed so worth fighting for before.

Although I put my whole keel and sail in it, or as a man
would say, my whole body and soul, it seemed of no
avail. Never had I felt such a dizzy lightness in my
keel, which made it impossible to stand up. Never had
water in the cockpit seemed to weigh me down so. Never
had it been so hard to rise to a breaking wave. My master
and I had been through heavy blows before and had had
some close calls, as when we nearly ran down the coaster

in the thunder squall, but as I looked back on it all it

seemed like half-rater play to this.

"There is an awfulness about the breakers that is pecu-
liar. It is more than the fear of death. Perhaps it is

some such feeling as a man must have; when liis scanty
foothold on the side of a precipice begins to gi/e way.
"Nearer and nearer we drew toward^ that fatal line, and

my master watching it, with the lines growing deeper on
his face, ordered the engineer to stand by to open the
hatchwaj^ to let those in the cabin out if it came to the
worst.

"When we had scarcely 20 feet to go to clear the point
of the island we were just on the line of the breakers.
As we fell in the trough of the second of three big waves
it looked as if all was up, for it broke just under our
lee, and the engineer threw back the hatchway and cabin
doors. But at the same moment I was rising on the next
wave, and before he gave his warning shout I caught the
full force of the wind and with a last supreme effort

forged ahead and cleared the point as the wave broke all

froth and white astern. The engineer's cry of danger
was turned into a loud cheer, but my master sank back
wearily, saying 'Take the stick and keep her before it.'

"We made the next harbor a few miles further down.
There were some friends of the girl's staying there, who,
of course, had them all stay at their house, and couldn't
do enough for them, and had a doctor for my master.
But the launch owner took the first train for the city.

"The doctor looked very grave when he saw my
master's arm, and was not sure that he could save it, and
as a fever set in my master became delirious, said he
ought to have a nurse. But the girl wouldn't hear of
this, and insisted on taking care of him herself. It was
wonderful to see how quickly he recovered, and the doc-
tor took great credit to himself; but I am older than I

was and understand things better, and I^know that the
cure was not due to the doctor at all."

"That's bully!" said the Cat as the Yawl stopped speak-
ing. "It beats anything the 'Triple Alliance' ev^r did,"
"And it was a bigger prize than I ever won," said the

Racing Machine.
"By my keel!" put in the Cutter, "it was nobly donej

better than anything I can boast of, though I've had ex-
periences too."

"I don't think much of your master," remarked the
Half- Rater. "After all you had done for him he ought
to keep you in commission."

"Well," continued the Yawl, "he couldn't sail any more
that season, and I'm rather small to have a girl out
cruising, so this year they're sailing a schooner."

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us 9t the

latest by >Ion43y w4 ^ esrUcr »• practicablt^

One Say and Another.
r'oRT Richmond, Dec. 10.

—

Eatior Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Dec, 8 you publish a story by Frank
Moonan, of New York city, which assumes an air of old
friendship and acquaintance with our litttle Isle of Staten.
This story came under my eyes, in the course of my
weekly reading, and I deem its notice worth while for

the sake of the good name and fame of our island and
the soprtsmen dwelling thereon.
Imprimis, I want to qualify as an expert. I have hunted

over Staten Island for more than fifteen years, and its

rocks and rills and vales and hills are my old familiars.

The strip of beach Mr. Moonan speaks of I know v/ell,

and if the kind faced old chap of whom he speaks so
poetically is one of the twain I have in mind who lived

on that strip of beach at the time of Mr. Moonan's "one
day," then he is the courteous gentleman who success-
fully set a spring gun for his neighbor, and paid for it in

State prison.

Further along the beach and near the creek dividing
what are now known as Midland and South beaches is

still the shanty occupied till within a year by another
sportsman of the same kind as the hospitable old set-
gunner. In a wrangle with a neighboring shanty dweller
he shot his opponent, and later became distinguished in

achiveving the same haven reached by the first named
gentleman.
But these sprightly days of neighborly attentions in

the way of spring and set guns are dead and gone, and
where once these arts flourished, there are miles of clean
swept beach, wave beaten as of yore, but trodden and
retrodden by thousands of overheated Manhattanites who
come for a breath of the salt air and a dip in the saltier

sea.

But—to our mutton.
Mr. Moonan tells of dropping in at the Soprtsman's

Rest, a cozy Maypole Tavern of a hostelry, and seeing
a half dozen of so of gunners with well-filled bags, while
in the foreground of this delightful scene is the figure of
"mine host" displaying eight woodcock brought that
morning to bag by the host himself.

Then in excellent brat-worst dialect Mr. Moonan
quotes the host.

"Veil," he said, reflectively, "it's pooty goot now, but
hein! soon alretty it may be tarn poor."

"Prophetic words!" says Mr. Moonan.
Below these sentences Mr. Moonan has dramatically

drawn the conventional dash, indicating a break of time,

dropped two spaces and goes on in the tone of the gifted
authoress of "Ulmont Ulvesford."

"Five years had passed over the golden curls of
Katrina Hasenpfeffer when next Ulmont beheld her,"
only Mr. Moonan says, "That day, well remembered, was
years ago," and then—to be brief—Mr. Moonan relates

his "meeting up" with the slouching gunners who in-

form him that there is "nary a thing" to shoot except
meadowlarks and robins, and they offer to guide him on
a hunt after these birds. (During this conversation Mr,
Moonan observes that the pockets of "Pete," one of the
gunners, are bulging—inferentially with the contraband
carcasses of robins and meadowlarks.)
Then Pete gives his Christian name and address to Mr.

Moonan, who ungratefully repays Pete by "secretly wish-
ing him in the lockup at Richmond."

In conclusion Mr. Moonan plaintively cries:

"And is this possible, I mused, as I went on my way,
within fifteen miles of New York?

"I understand that a close season of three years for
quail has been declared on Staten Island. No wonder,
indeed. But, query: Will it not soon be in order to
declare a close season for robins and meadowlarks and
song birds generally? And this suggests another query:
Does a close season close?"
And now, Mr. Moonan, eyes front!

Regarding the genial host scene.

Woodcock visit us as of yore, though not in such
numbers, perhaps, and last spring I personally knew of

six pairs of birds that successfully raised broods. Last
fall bags of eight to ten v^'oodcock to a gun for a day's
shooting were not uncommon, and a good man and dog
in the right place could have had some fun last week, for

we got a corner of the flight that visited Long Island
at that time.

As to the quail that "Pete" said had disappeared, I

may state that those planted by members of our associa-
tion are still with us and flourishing.

But this letter could have no point were it only to call

attention to our island as a happy hunting ground, its

chief reason being to address to Mr, Moonan a "query"
or two:

If Mr. Moonan had a violator of the law under his
nose in the person of Pete, as he wants us to believe, why
didn't he run him in or inform against him?
Mr. Moonan reads the Forest and Stream, and writes

for it, and therefore with this double distinction it is

reasonable to conclude he is a sportsman in its truest

sense. If he'd not confined his feelings to secretly wish-
ing Pete in the lockup, Mr. Moonan wouldn't have had
to ask himself so mournfully "Does a close season close?"
No loophole for you, Mr. Moonan. You had it from

Pete himself that he was an old offender, and you've got
his name and address in your jeans now.
There is an association on Staten Island known as the

Richmond County Game and Fish Protective Associa-
tion that's looking after business of this kind, and that

has been instrumental in aiding in four convictions for

game law violations within the past five weeks, and if

Mr. Moonan will send the naines and residences of

Peter and his co-slaughterer to C. V. Tobin, Princess Bay,
or G. K. Gill, Tottenville (special protectors for Rich-
mond county, appointed at the request of the Associa-

- tion), or to
.
Edgar Hicks. West New Brighton, he may

rest assured that they will secretly keep eyes on- Peter
and his friend, and il they catch him violating the law,
will proceed against him in a manner that will make
"secretly wishing him in a lockup" look like three bat-
tered silver dimes.

Yes, Mr. Moonan, a close season closes, but a close
season which exists only in itself as a statutory creation

and not in the honor of sportsmen and protectors, is a
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In Maine Woods.
Boston, Dec. 15 —One of the latest rulings of the

Maine game wardens, and their instructions come f''om

the Fish and Game Commissioners, is that all captive

or tame deer, caught in open season, must be released

at the beginning of the close season. In a number of

cases deer have been caught alive, and have been held

in captivity. The Avardens have been powerless to have

them released during the open season, but now it is

understood that immediately after Dec. iS, the beginning

of the close season, they must be set free, unless special

permission from the Commissioners is obtained. _ Such
permission is seldom granted, except in the case of parks,

where the animals can be kept with greater security.

One of the arguments made by the persons holding tame
deer is that they have become so very taine that if set

free they will at once fall an easy prey to dogs and dis-

honest hunters. Even if they get through the winter and

the close season, they will be among the very first to be

killed by hunters at the beginning of another open
season. It is suggested that the commg Legislature will

be asked to further define the capture and holding of

deer in captivit3^

Some good coot and shore bird shooting was reported

from Chatham and other points along shore last_ week.

Gunners say that somehow the birds have stayed off shore

longer than usual this fall, and some good bags have

lately been made. Black ducks have suddenly become
quite plenty in the markets, having been scarce all the

fall. The gunners have been sending more to Boston
within a week. L. E. Boyden, Benjamin Fox and C. R.

Crosby shot at Chatham last week, with the result of

eighteen coot and eight black ducks. C. G. Collins, of

W'altham, carries off the record for coot shooting, having

recently shot at Monomoy 150 coot, fifty of them the

result of one morning's shoot.

It is sad that the Maine deer shooting season could

not have closed without another terrible tragedy being

added to the list of shooting casualties in that State.

But Ira Sturtevant, of Foxcroft, is a victim of careless

shooting, at the very last days of the season. Thomas
Daggett, Gilman Gould and the dead man started out

last Saturday for deer hunting in the vicinity of Sebec
Lake. They separated, and about noon both Daggett
and Gould heard two shots in the direction Sturtevant

had gone. They at once went to see what had been

shot, and Daggett soon came upon a deer hanging up to

a tree, shot by Sturtevant or some other hunter, and near

by the dead body of Sturtevant, with a bullet wound in

the head. Gould soon came up, being called by Daggett.

At first they thought that the dead man had committed
suicide, as his riRe lay across his legs, but the wound in

his head was evidently made by a .30-30, while the rifle

of the man was a .38-55. After caring for the dead man,
search made to see if any other hunter could be tracked,

but without success. The theory is that some other man
had shot Sturtevant supposing him to be a deer, and
finding what he had done, had fled, rather than face the

terrible ordeal. So far no light has been obtained as to

who fired the fatal shot. Investigation has been made
to find out if it were possible that shots fired by Daggett,

earlier in die day, at a deer, might not have been de-

flected and caused the death of the other hunter, but last

reports say that there is nothing in this theory. The
shooting is a mystery, but still greater interest is aroused

in the direction of something being done to prevent such

terrible occurrences, as far as possible. The proposition

of the Forest and- Stream that accidental shooting be

made a criminal offense is meeting with a good deal of

favor among those who go into the woods for hunting,

and the Maine Legislature will soon take up the matter

in some such form. It is also su-ggested that a law be

passed compelling hunters, guides and all persons going
into the Maine woods during the hunting season to wear
a regulation color of clothing, such as could not be mis-

taken for deer or other game. Something must be done
to stop the terrible slaughter of hunters. The record of

the past season is worse than ever before.

Dec. 17.—^Tlie Maine big game season is closed, the

season on deer closing Dec. 15, while that on moose
closed Nov. 30, The record for shipments of big game
through Bangor for the season has been 3,113 deer and

138 moose; a decresae of 331 deer and one nioose from
the preceding season. But it must be remembered that

this is only one section of the big game countrj-, though
the most important. All other sections would, if the

record could be known, show a worse falling off, with

the exception of the sections around Kingfield and
.Andover, where there has been an increase in the number
of deer killed. The game boomers are inclined to take

courage from the fact that the season just ended has

been the largest recorded with the exception of 1899.

The last two weeks of the deer season were exceedingly

unfavorable for hunting, especially for the outside sports-

man, not used to snowshoeing and tramping through

deep snows, and these sportsmen have generally re-

mained at home. Bttt the guides and backwoodsmen
have gone after the deer on snowshoes, and they have
been very successful. Accounts are numerous, in the

Maine newspapers, of the deer killed the past week by
'local gunners. In man}- instances they have been killed

close to the villages. In some instances they have run

into the towns and villages, just to be shot. Each local

paper or local correspondent makes great note of the fact

that deer have been slain in their very midst.

The results of the shooting of deer by Maine local

gunners and guides are to be seen in the Boston markets.

Early in the season venison was very scarce in these

markets. Saturday I counted ig deer hung up for dis-

play; many very large bucks. In one instance six deer

had just come in. It is an open secret that anybody can

bring a deer out of Maine, or could during the open
season, whether killed by himself or not; though the law

strictly prohibits the shipping of deer out of that State

except by the hunters killing them. The evasion of this

law has become wonderfully easy. Two marketmen were
telling me Friday of how they were just out of Maine
and had brought their deer. "It was easy enough. The
expressman, warden or some other man, at the station,

called out: 'Who claims the deer?' and we simply stepped
fqrward and gave a name. That is all there was to it,

\t thfe expVfesfe officfe in Bosto?i we ordered tUe 4eer sent

to No. — street. There the deer have been sold

whole for 13 cents a pound. One buck weighed almost

200 pounds. Paid us well. We only paid $10 and $12

apiece for the deer." The marketmen also told me a

funny story of a fellow coming out by the same train.

He had taken a deer to bring out and sell for a guide; did

not own it himself. At Bangor he was asleep in the

smoker or sleeping car, and did not answer when the

official asked for an owner for the deeer. It was seized,

and the guide has lost it. If one will take the trouble

to look over the published list of men bringing deer

through Bangor for the past two or three weeks, and

then trace the names to Boston, he will find that many
of the names are not in the city directory, and the names
that are in it are not the names of hunters, in but very

few instances. They are the names of men who know
nothing about gunning; did not go down to Maine to

shoot deer; simply brought them out, and they went

straight to the market. Will the coming Maine Legis-

lature do anything to prevent such shipping? If the

Commissioners want facts, 1 have them. I believe they

will be startled to learn to what extent the selling of deer

by guides and others is carried; in most instances going

directly to the markets of this city, through the

medium of anybody who will take the trouble to claim

them at the express offices. On such shipments the

American Express Co. is silent; refuses blandly and
politely to know anything about it.

Alas, stifl another shooting accident must be reported!

Reports to the daily papers, Saturday, dated at Machias,

Me., say that there has been another fatal shooting ac-

cident. The victim was Ernest R. Phipps. He was
mistaken for a deer by his cousin, with whom he was
hunting in Plantation No. 14. This makes eight shoot-

ing accidents of the kind since the big game season

opened in Maine, nearly aU fatal. The number is alarm-

ingly too great. It is true that the close season is now
on, and we can breathe easy for a few months, but another

open season will be coming. Will the Maine Legislature

take reasonable action on this matter? The last proposi-

tion that I have heard in this direction is to make it un-

lawful to shoot a fawn, and to punish the offense by a

fine of $25. This, it is reasoned, would make hunters

more careful, and not shoot till they had thoroughly seen

their game; hence they would not shoot other hunters.

Quite a roundabout way of getting at something that

Inmters should be made more careful about. The Forest
AND Stream is right. Make accidentEil shooting a more
heinous offense. I would also make it an offense to go
into the woods loaded with whiskey, and forbid the use

of it when on hunting trips. Special.

Massachusetts Association.

7 Cortes Street, Boston, Dec. 13—Editor Forest and

Stream: The Massachusetts Central Committee and the

Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association

held a meeting and dined together on Thursday evening,

Dec. 13, at the Copley Square Hotel.

Officers of the Central Committee for 1901 were chosen

as follows: President, A. B. F. Kinney, of Worcester.

Executive Committee—Chairman, Hon. Robt. S. Gray, of

Walpole; Wm. B. Phinney, of Lynn; A. C. Sylvester, N.
Attleboro; Dr. D. S. Woodworth, Fitchburg; Dr. J. T.

Herrick, Springfield; Dr. A. Ricketson, N. Bedford;

Henrv Hanson, Fall River; Jason Spofford. Amesbury;
H. S' Fay. Esq., Marlborough; J. E. Wood, Pittsfield;

Dr. W. S. Clark, N. Adams. Secretary-Treasurer, H. H.
Kimball, Boston.
Hon. Geo. W. Wiggin presided at the dinner, and

among the speakers were Harvey N. Shepard, Esq., of

Boston, representing the Appalachian Club; S. O.

Staphs, of S. Framingham, delegate from the Middlesex
South Agricultural Society; Dr. C. N. Raymond, of the

Rehoboth Farmers' Club;' Dr. D. S. Woodworth, Presi-

dent of the Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club
;
Harry D. Hunt

and A. C. Sylvester, of N. Attleboro; H. S. Fav, of Marl-

borough; John Fattier, Jr., Boston, and others.

All expressed a readiness and determination to do any
defensive or aggressive work during the coming session of

the Legislature as occasion should require. The Nominat-
ing Committee, Dr. E. W. Branigan, Chairman, presented

a list of officers for the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Protective Association for 1901.

Messrs. Addison M. Thayer, of Franklin; Frederick
Freeman, John F. Bowditch, M. J. Keane and Wm. G.

Retd, of Boston, were elected to membership, and the

following names were added to the list of corresponding
members, viz. : Harvey N. Shepard, Esq., Boston ; C.

M. Buckminster, Georgetown; I. O. Converse, Fitchburg;
Dr. C. N. Raymond, Rehoboth ; W. S. Hobbs, Uxbridge

;

H. T. Dispean, Grafton ; Geo. F. Gains, Rockland ; H. F.

Havnes, Bolton; Frank E. Walker, N. Brookfield; Geo.
H. 'Palmer, Esq., N. Bedford ; W. T. Simpson, S. Wey-
mouth ; H. E. Tuck, Haverhill; A. W. Walls, Worcester;
C. H. Goodell, Worcester; M. E. Hawes, E. Weymouth;
Dr. W. S. Carr. N. Adams; Bradford S. Turpin, Rox-
bury; Wm. B. Phinney, Lynn; W..C. Thairlwall. Boston.
Your readers will regret to hear of the recent death of

one of the most enthusiastic sportsmen of our State, Wm.
Minot, Esq., the first President of the Rod and Gun
Club of Massachusetts, and for many years a valued
member of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective
Association. The next meeting of the Association will

be the annual for election of ofllicers the second Wednes-
day (the 9th) of January.

Hej^ry H. KiitfBALL^ Secretary.

Those Quebec Moose Shipments.

Ayemer, Que., Dec. 11.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I notice in your issue of Dec. 8 an error a:gainst Mr. J. W.
Collins, of Pittsburg, by giving F. M. Turner, also of
Pittsburg, Pa., the credit of having three moose, one 56}4-
inch spread and the other two 36-inch.
The two moose heads 36 inches should be credited to

Mr. J. W. Collins, of Pittsburg, Pa., addressed to Mr.
W. Sutherland, Orillia, and shipped by Mr. Collins him-
self. Kindly correct same in yOur next issue and oblige.

N. E. CoRMrER,
Provincial Gs.me Ward.en a^nd, Fishery Qverseer,

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them*—XV.
BY GEORGE BIRD GKINNELL.

[CeMii^uedJroMi fage 46T.]

Diving Ducks.

Sub-Family FuliguKnce.

Under this head are included what are commonly
known as the sea ducks, deep-water ducks, or diving
ducks, birds more fitted for a continuous life on the
water than those heretofore described, and which, as a
rule, derive their sustenance from water deeper than that
frequented by the shoal-water ducks.
As pointed out in another place, these birds have

larger feet than the shoal-water dueks, while the legs
are placed further back. These characters make pro-
gression on land more difficult, but assist markedly in
swimming and diving. All the birds of this sub-family
may be known by having a web or lobe hanging down
from the hind toe. This web or lobe is absent in all

the fresh-water ducks. The sea ducks or diving ducks
are supposed to spend most of their time on the salt

water, but this is a rule to which there are a multitude
of exceptions, and many of the species of this sub-famUy
resort to inland waters to rear their j^oung. Some birds
commonly regarded as exclusively marine are found at

all seasons of the year on great bodies of fresh water, as
the Great Lakes and Yellowstone Lake in Wyoming.
As stated, most of the members of this sub-family

procure their food by diving, and bring up from the
depths of water fish, mollusks and grasses of one kind
and another. Many of them are, therefore, not delicate

food, akhou^gh, on the other hand, the far-famed canvas-
back, which belongs to this group, is one of the choicest
of our ducks.
There arevarious strongly marked anatomical and other

differences within the group, w-hich do not require con-
sideration here. They are described at length in various
ornithological works.
While the fresh-water ducks usually spend their time

in the marshes and in fresh-water ponds during the day,
the sea ducks, as a rule, resort to wide stretches of open
water, where in moderate weather they rest during the
middle of the day, resorting to their feeding grounds at

evening, and sometimes feeding during the night and
well into the morning.

Dr. Elliot has pointed out that, as a. rule, the notes of

these birds are harsh and guttural.

Rufous-Crested Duck.

Netta rufina (Pall.).

Adult male.—Sides of head and throat, purplish-brown,
becoming darker on the throat, and changing to pale
reddish at the front and base of the crest, becoming
paler toward the tips of the feathers. The lower half

of the neck, with a narrow strip running up the back of

the neck to the head, the breast, belly, lower tail-coverts,

upper tail-coverts and rump, black; darkest on the neck
and breast, and with greenish reflections on upper tail-

coverts. Back, grayish-brown, growing darker toward
the rump. The scapulars, or shoulder feathers, brown-

EUFOUS-CRESTED DUCK.

ish-j^ellow. Speculum, white tipped with gray. The
bend of the wing, white, as are also the primaries, ex-

cept the tips of some of the outer ones, which are gray-
ish-brown. The sides and flanks, white, indistinctly

marked with brownish bars. The tail is grayish-brown;
the bill and feet red. There is a full, soft crest on the

crown of the head. Length, 22 inches; wing, 10 inches.

The female has much less crest than the male, and it

is brown. The rest of the head and neck, and the lower
parts, generally, are pale ashy, darker on the breast and
sides. The upper parts are grayish-brown. Those por-
tions that are white in the m_ale are faintly marked in

the female, or do not show at all. The speculum is white,

as in the male, but much duller.

This is an Old World species, very doubtfully attrib-

uted to North America. It may be questioned whether
it has ever been seen here in life by an ornithologist, but

specimens have been found in the New York markets
for sale, with other ducks which were known to have
been killed near that city. No sportsman is likely to

meet with it, but it is introduced here to complete the

list of North American ducks.

Fawn.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The question is frequently asked. What is a fawn? The

answer is, a deer during the first year of its life. And
as the fawn is protected by the laws of the State of New
York from, being killed, the next question naturally pre-

senting itself is. How can the hunter distinguish whether
the game he sights is a fawn or a yearling? It is a fact

and of frequent occurrence that an early buck fawn,
if well supplied with nourishment, is by Nov. I, following

as heavy as many a j^earling doe, and as neither would
have homes to show, and each dresses 90 or 100 pounds,
with coats of same color, ho%v shall we distinguish at 50

yards diststnce o^.^ ftonj the otfefet? Cap Locjc
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Toledo and Thereabouts.

The Sale of Game.

Toledo, O,, Dec. 14—Although the game season in

Ohio closed some two weeks ago, a number of the fish and

game stands still display quail and grouse without any

pretext of concealment. Theoretically, the game laws of

our State prohibit the sale of game in the markets; prac-

tically they accomplish nothing whatever in this direction.

The local game wardens are loath to make arrests in view

of the extreme difificulty of securing convictions, and
nothing better can be hoped for till the legislative session

of 1902. There is an interesting story in circulation

among some of the people on the inside, which, if true,

would tend to account in a great measure for the present

complicated and ambiguous condition of the present game
laws. The story is not a very creditable one to the in-

telligence and honesty of the average legislator, but it is

averred that certain members of the Ohio Asseinbly pur-

posely delayed action on fish and. game legislation in an

attempt to extort "contributions" from some of the men
most largely interested in the commercial fisheries of the

State. The latter gentlemen declined to be "seen," and

the legislation in question was held till almost the last day

in the afternoon, when a bill hastily and clumsily drawn
was hurried through both branches with results which

are now very generally known.

An English "Woodcocfc,

Dr. Walter Snyder, one of Toledo's most enthusiastic

sportsmen, had an experience in Michigan the other day

which is certainly to be classed as unusual. On one of his

shooting trips across the border the Doctor brought to

bag a woodcock which was similar to all the other mem-
bers of his species in every regard except that of size, and

this was nearly twice as great as that of the average bird.

Dwight Huntington, the Cincinnati artist and the author

of "Brush, Sedge and Stubble," who had been stopping

temporarily in Toledo on his way home from a month's

shooting on the St. Clair Flats, although he did not see

it, gave it as his opinion that the specimen was an Eng-
lish woodcock. The Doctor secured another woodcock
of the same character about a j^ear ago in the same lo-

cality, but most unfortunately did not have either of

them preserved for identification. Doubtless Mr. Hunt-
ington knows what he talks about when he denominates

this mammoth an "English" woodcock, but he is at a loss

to account for the presence of this "blawsted Britisher"

on American soil. Can any of the Forest and Stream
readers throw any light on this subject?

Across the Indiana Line.

Toledo is a most ideal location for the lovers of the

gun as well as of the rod, and its advantages for those

who pursue the feathered game of the uplands are well

nigh unexcelled. For example, Toledo shooters have only

to step across the Michigan line to get ten day's hunting

before the Ohio season opens, while on the west, after it

closes, they have still thirty days in Indiana. Among
those who have recently been prolonging the season in the

latter State are Messrs. N. H. Coder, of the railway mail

service; H. H. Hewitt, and Arthur Secor.

Jay Beebe.

Canadian Birds.

The catalogue of Canadian Birds, issued by the Geo-
logical Survey of Canada, of which Dr. Geo. M. Dawson
is director, is well on the way toward completion. Part

I., which reached us some time since, includes the water

birds, gallinaceous birds and pigeons, and is a most valu-

able contribution to our knowledge of the ornithology of

the northern portions of America, while Part II., it is

hoped, may be issued this winter. Of the catalogue, Dr.

Dawson says in his prefatory note, that it is intended to

numerate all the birds of the Dominion systematically and
to bring together the principal known facts in regard to

their distribution, migrations and breeding habits. The
work has been very acceptably done.

Mr. John Macoun, the Naturalist to the Geological

Survey of Canada, who has compiled this catalogue, has

brought together all obtainable facts on the range and
nesting habits of all birds known to reside in or visit the

northern parts of the continent. Thus in addition to the

Dominion of Canada, he has included also Newfound-
land, Greenland and Alaska. The nomenclature adopted
is that of the American Ornithologists' Union, and the

order followed in citing the notes on each bird is from
east to west, Greenland being first mentioned and Alaska
last.

From 1831, .when the second volume of the "Fauna
Boreali-Americana" was published, until the present

time, no complete list of the birds of the northern part

of this continent has been attempted, though some years

ago Mr. Montague Chamberlain gave us a catalogue of

the birds of Canada proper, which contained 556 species.

Other more or less local lists have been the "Birds of

Ontario" (Mcllwraith), "Birds of Manitoba" (Thomp-
son), "Birds of Quebec" (Dionne), "Birds of Montreal"
(Wintle) and "Birds of British Columbia" (Fannin).
All these and many other sources of information have
been consulted by Mr. Macoun, but more important than
any of these have been his own observations, carried on
for more than twenty years, during his travels through
Canada in all directions. He has been ably assisted by
Mr. W. Spreadborough and by many other helpful per-

sons. The works of investigators m Alaska have, of

course, been consulted, and Mr. A. _P. Lowe's ^investiga-

tions in Labrador have not been omitted.

In the list, which contains 316 species, besides a con-
siderable number of sub species, which are lettered a, b, c,

etc, under thei-r various heads, the English name is given
first in full faced type, and this is followed by the Latin
name. Then come statemerits as to the range, migration
and breeding of the species, and under the head of breed-
ing notes some specific examples are noted in greater
detail.

As already remarked, the catalogue treats of the game
birds and the water fowl of northern America, end the
^ptes on theise species oifer ^uch that is of i?si)edal in-

terest to sportsmen. There is much of melancholy interest

in the fact that the wild turkey, which was formerly quite

common in southwestern Ontario, is now extinct, or

nearly so, for those inost likely to hear of the birds have

not learned of the existence of any for a number of years.

The catalogue will prove interesting reading to the

sportsman, who has about him also, something of the

naturalist.

To the ornithologist it is still attractive, for it contams a

great amount of information about different birds that has

never before been published, and also gives a summary
of what is known to-day with regard to the bir.ds of the

northern portion of this continent.

The author announces that it is .proposed to publish

Part II. this winter, and requests ornithologists who may
receive this part to communicate to him any-<idditional

facts they may have observed respecting the birds in-

cluded in it. Such additions will be attached as a supple-

ment to the second part.

Old Fish and Game Laws.

Mr. Carlos L. Smith writes in the Montpelier, Vt.

Journal:
"Many people have supposed, myself among the rest,

that the fish and game laws were a modern production

of this State; that deer, fish and game miglit formerly be

taken at any time when found, and at the sweet will of

the hunter.

"I am somewhat surprised to find that as early as 1797,

March 9, only six years after Vermont was adrtiitted

into the Union, the Legislature passed a law making a

close time on deer, from Jan. 10 to July i following,

and a close time for catching and taking alive any deer,

the months of February, March and April, under a pen-

alty of ten dollars for violation; and that every person

in whose custody should be found or who should ex-

pose for sale any green deer skin or fresh venison during

the time between Jan. 10 and July i following, unless such

party could prove that the deer was killed before Jan. 10,

should be adjudged gitilty of violating the law.

"Upon demand by any person assigning a reasonable

cause of suspicion upon oath, the justice to be judge of

the grounds of suspicion, at any time within either of the

months before mentioned, the justice should issue his

warrant to search in the daytime any house, store, out-

house or other place whatever, in which venison or deer

skins were suspected to be concealed; and if such were
found the penalty was $10.

"All former laws and acts concerning deer were re-

pealed. This act was passed March g, 1797, and I do
not find, so late as 1808, that it was repealed. The act

is contained in Chapter LXI, compilation of 1808.

"In Chapter LXII I find that any person who erected

any dam, hedge, weir, seine, fish garth or other stoppage,

whereby the passage of fish may be obstructed, save only

for the purpose of working some machine useful to- the

public, shall be guilty of a nuisance and the same may
be abated by any person or persons whomsoever, and the

offender be liable to a penalty of $15. That no person
shall take or kill any trout in any lake, pond or creek

m this State between Sept. 20 and Dec. 20 annually,

under a penalty not exceeding $5. and for killing any
muskrat within the months June, July, August, Septem-
ber or October the penalty was $1. This act was passed
March 3, 1797, and repealed Nov. 5, 1801. Chapter
LXIIl, compilation 1808.

"For killing a grown wolf or panther the bounty was
$20. For the sucking whelp of a wolf or panther, $10.

Passed, March 6, 1797.

"The big game had all vanished from #he State twenty-
five to thirty years later, and was practical^' unknown
until twenty years ago or less. There was a period of

from forty to fifty years during this century that they
were .gone, but now they seem to be returning, and if

hunters do not turn loose the savage rifle upon them
they will continue to increase, although deer will never
be as plentj' here as in Maine or New York on account
of the vast tracts of wood land in these States."

Carlos L. Smith.

Rest Days m Wildfowl Shootingf.

At the meeting of the New York Association for the
Protection of Fish and Game, held on Monday, Dec. 10,

the matter of limiting wildfowl shooting in New York
waters was brought up and excited great interest. A
number of members spoke on the question, and the gen-
eral sentiment apparently was in favor of the establish-

ment of certain rest days such as were recently suggested
in Forest and Stream.
A resolution was presented by Mr. H. N. Munn as

follows, viz,

:

"Resoh-ed, That no shooting at wildfowl, ducks, brant
and geese shall be allowed on the waters adjacent to

Long Island, State of New York, on Sunday, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.

"And, further, that no guns shall be fi.red from crafts

carrj'ing sail."

Mr. Alfred Wagstaf¥ offered an amendment leaving off

Friday.
General discussion folloAved. Mr. Munn, Mr. A. Wag-

staff. Mr. O'Conor, Mr. Edward Thompson and others
spoke in favor of having certain rest days, but were in

doubt as to what days should be so considered. A vote
being taken on Mr. Wagstaft's amendment, it was lost,

and a vote on Mr. Munn's original motion also failed to

receive a majority vote.

An Out of Season Deer on Long; Island.

East HAMProif, N. Y., Dec. 14.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: On Dec. 12 at Springs, L. I., a small town
about six miles from here, a deer was killed. It swam
from Gardner's Island and reached the bank all right, but
very much exhausted. The one who killed it saw it was
tired, so he caught it very easily. There is no game con-
stable here in East Hajnpton. What protection have the
deer? Protection.
[We surmise that Protector Pond will provide pro-,

tector for this spefcial case.]

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., arid
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Forest and Stream's Yacfitingf.

Owing to the prospect of an international race next...

summer, and also to the natural growth of the sport, an

increased interest in yachting is felt at the present tiiue.

The Forest and Stream will give more space to yachting,

and will keep a closer watch than ever on all matters of

interest to yachtsmen all over the country.

The news feature will be made specially prominent and
information printed from correspondents in different cen-

ters as to what is being done by yachtsmen, by designers

and by builders. Of especial interest will be a weekly

letter on yachting in and about Boston by Mr. Jno. B.

Killeen, of the Boston Globe. There will also be articles

on scientific yachting and stories of interesting cruises.

Designs of new boats and new types will be published

frequently, and half-tone pictures of inLeresting boats will

be made a feature. Especial attention will be given to .the

subject of power boats.

The Forest and Stream is practically the only yachting

journal in America, and appeals strongly to all yachtsmen.

TkE report that Ex-Commodore E. D. Morgan will
have charge of Columbia in the trial races has been veri-.
fied. It has been hoped that Mr. Morgan would con-

.

sent to sail Columbia, for aside from the good sport to he.
had in the trial races there is a possibility that she may.
be called upon to defend the Cup. Of all the yachts that
Mr. Morgan has owned, none of them was of more
prominence than the 46-footer Gloriana. When he
brought her out in 1891 she revolutionized yacht building
throughout the world and brought the Herreshoffs to the
front in yacht designing. In the eighties Mr. Morgan
owned the 40-footer Tomahawk, and since he began with
the sloop Dudley he has OAvned the schooner Wanderer, on
Mdiich he cruised to Europe and back, and the schooner
Mayflower, after she had, as a sloop, defended the Cup
successfully. The big schooner Constellation, now owned
by Mr. Francis Skinner, of Boston, was built on Mr.
Morgan's order. He was one of the principal shareholders
in the cutter Vigilant that was brought out in 1893 to
beat the Jubilee, Pilgrim and Colonia in the trials, atid
Valkyrie II. in the finals. He also owned the launch
Daisy and the steam yachts May, Catarina and Amy, and
was one of those who ordered a 70-footer last winter, but
sold out to Cornelius Vandcrbilt while the boat now called
Rainbow was under construction. He was Commodore
of the N. Y. Y. C. in 1893-4, Rear-Commbdore in if

and Vice-Commodore in 1891-2.

The death of Mr. Lawson-Johnston on board his yacht,
Whyte Ladye, recalls the many misfortunes w'hich have
befallen the owners of that vessel. She was built Originallv'
for Lord Rosslyn. Just after her completion he lost all

his money and was ostracized from English society. He
finally went on the stage to earn a living. Then the vess'el
was bought by Mrs. Langtry. Up to the time of the pur-
chase of the yacht she had been very prosperous; but
after coming into possession of the vessel she lost heavily,
on the turf, was robbed of all her jewels, and investments
were most unsuccessful, so that she was forced to return
to the stage to repair her shattered fortunes. Realizing
she had a Jonah on her hands, she disposed of the yacht
at the first opportunity. Mr. Ogden Goelet w^as the next
purchaser of Whyte Ladye, and after great suffering that
extended over some time, he died on board when the yacht
was at Cowes in the same cabin where Mr. Lawson-John-
son breathed his last a short time ago.

Tfie Yachtsmen's Club.

Over forty members of the Yachtsmen's Club assembled
at the club rooms, 47 West Forty-third street, on Wednes-
day evening, Dec. 12, to hear an informal lecture on "The
Compass and Its Adjustment," by Mr. John L. Bliss.
Mr. Bliss explained in a most interesting manner the
various types of compasses and the theory of the earth's
polarization. He then gave a demonstration of the mag-
netizing of iron and steel vessels and its effect upon the
action of the compass, ending his lecture by practical in-
struction in methods of adjusting the in.struments. After
the lecture Mr. Bliss and Mr. John Hyslop entertained
and amused those present with a number of stories which
had direct bearing on the subject of the evening.

Capt. Howard Patterson, of the New York Nautical
College, has been engaged to talk to the club on the, even-
ing of Dec. 19 on "Navigation," and liis remarks will
be illustrated by the .stereopticon. It is intended to form
a class of club members during January for the study of
navigation, under the tuition of Capt. Patterson, and all

members desiring to join are requested to notify Mr. C.-'f.
Pierce, Secretary, as soon as practicable. Other lectures
already arranged for are as follows : Jan. 9, "Marine
Engineering," by Prof. C. C. Thomas

; Jan. 16, "Yacht
Measurement," by John Hyslop ; Jan. 23, "Yacht Design-
ing and Construction," by Clinton H. Crane, and Jan. 30,
"Wrinkles of Yacht Racing," by Newbury D. Lawton.

Applications for mem.bership in the club ;,have been
made by the following: "Dr. C. W. Schwartz, Cliff
Haven Y. C. ; Laurence D. Huntington, Jr.. New Rochelle
Y. C; E. C. Myrick,. Rhode Island Y. C. ;. Charles Liu-'
riat, Jr., Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. ; John : Taylor Hum-
phrey, Hull-Massachusetts Y. G i R. W. Bartram, Bridg^-
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Our Boston Letter.

Boston, Dec. is—Some changes have occurred in the

programme as at first mapped out for perfecting the

Boston Cup defender. The greatest difficulty has been m
obtaining a builder and a place where the yacht may

be constructed. It was supposed last week that the l^ore

River Engine Works would take up the contract, but

some things developed which made this impossible, and

which put a different aspect on the supposed patriotism

of this concern.
, , , , ^

When it was not known that there would be any great

difficulty in building the yacht, both the Fore River people

and Lawley made the same bid for the construction. But

when it was found that Lawley could not build her with-

out sub-letting one or more of his large contracts, the

Fore River people found that they could not build her

except at an advance of two-thirds over the original bid

Of course, as a matter of a business deal, no fault could

be found with this, but it looked as though somebody

thought that they had Mr. Lawson in a corner.

But in this case, as in all others, the host had to be

reckoned on. Mr. Lawson was determined to build the

yacht, and he was willing to spend money to get what he

wanted, but as much as he desired that the boat should

be built in or near Boston, he did not propose to pay an

exhorbitant bonus. He made up his mind that if he could

not have her built in Boston at somewhere near his

figure, he would go outside of Massachusetts.
_
Acting

accordingly, he immediately set about to get bids out-

side and obtained them from three concerns, one of which

was the Bath Iron Works. Mr. Lawley, however, m the

meantime, realizing how much the Boston people wanted

him to build the boat, started in to engineer a little scheme

of his own, and the result was that he agreed to under-

take the building of the yacht.

That much settled, things looked smooth. Mr. Lawley

announced that he would build a shed in which to con-

struct the defender, and that he would also fill his other

orders. But again there came a doubt, and Mr. Lawley

found that he would have hard work in engineering his

little scheme. Again a substitute was found, and this

time a real one from Boston, in the form of the Atlantic

Works, of East Boston. When Mr. Lawley spoke to

them about his difficulties, they immediately offered him

every assistance in their power, which Mr. Lawley was

nothing loath to accept.

Lawley had entered into the contract to build the

yacht, and he proposed to fill that contract. So it was

arranged that if she could not be built at South Boston

she would be built at the Atlantic Works, but under the

supervision of Geo. F. Lawley. At this date it has not

been definitely settled where she will be built, but Mr.

Lawley has said that it is more than likely that she will be

built at the Atlantic Works.
This news is not displeasing to Bostonians, for the

Atlantic Works have even greater facilities for building

metal vessels than Lawley, and, besides, there is always

deep water in front of their plant. The boat will be laid

down at Lawley' s and the scrive board made there and

then shipped to East Boston. Mr. Lawley's men who
have worked on the Herreshoff productions will prob-

ably be sent to East Boston. Mr. Lawley is greatly

pleased at the manner in which the East Boston people

came forward and offered their help.

The designs for the new boat have not yet been com-

pleted. Mr. Crowninshield has informed your corre-

spondent that there are two or three sets of plans, and

that it is not certain which will be the best. Many
changes will have to be made in them as they now exist,

but Mr. Crowninshield is of the opinion that the com-
pleted set will be ready about the middle of the week.

There is one thing that the designer is very anxious to

have understood, because of some reports which have

been made in regard to what the new boat may look like.

He says that the new boat will not be in any manner a

freak, but will be a clean, wholesome looking craft. Mr.
Crowninshield' s views of yacht designing have not the

least tendency to run along freak lines. C. H. W. Foster,

who will take part in the management of the yacht, has

said that it is quite likely that the Boston yacht and that

turned out at Bristol would be very nearly alike in

design.

The name of the yacht has not yet, been decided upon.

Mrs. Lawson will be the chief factor in deciding upon
what it will be. The name Bostonian has been suggested

and has found much favor. Some of the men interest&d

are in favor of the name, but with the final n dropped, as

Bostonian would be individual, while Bostonia would
cover the whole field and would be more emblematic of

her design, her build and her mission.

The firm of Geo. Lawley & Son, Corporation, which is

to have charge of the construction of the boat, was
founded by Geo. Lawley, father of the president of the

company. Like mest yacht builders who have attained

prominence in this country, he was born in England and
came from a long line of ship builders. He was born in

London in 1823. and came to this country in 1851, bring-

ing his family with him. He settled in East Boston, where
he worked for some of the prominent ship builders.

Becoming imbued with the advancing American ideas

and seeing a possible field in yacht building, he moved to

Scituate in 1866, entered into partnership with William
Maybury and started the yacht building business, taking
with him as assistant his son George. In those days a.

2oft. catboat was such a large order as to make the
builders feel that business was very good. Many boats
were built here and the firm established quite a reputa-

tion.

At the solicitation of members of the Boston Y. C, Mr.
Lawley moved to South Boston in 1874, severing his con-
nection with Mr. Maybury and taking his son George in

with him as partner. The firm became Geo. Lawley &
Son. From this out they were successful, so much so
that in 1883 they moved to their present location. In
that year they built the schooner Adrienne. Their next
work of importance was the building of the Cup defender
Puritan in 1885. From that time until the present day
the firm has been constantly in the eyes of the yachting
world. Many of the mcist prominent yachts in the coun-
try have been turned out by them, including the May-
IIPW?r? Marguerite, Sachem, Owee??e, B^r^r^ Albor3.cl?,
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LAZY JACK—DETAIL DRAWINGS,

Alcaea, Ingomar, Jubilee, Latona, Endymion, Alcedo,

Aquilo, Currier, Inca, Kaleda and Valda.

The. Beverly Y. C. has amended its rules in regard to

restricted 2S-footers, so that keel boats may now have a

show with the centerboards. The minimum of beam

in the keel boats is set at 8ft., the excess of draft 6ft, and

they are to carry 5,ooolbs. of ballast. The minimum of

beam in the centerboards is fixed at 9ft., the excess of

draft 4ft. and ballast 5,5oolbs. At the annual meeting

the club elected the following officers for the coming year

:

Com., G. H. Richards; Vice-Com., L. S. Dabney; Sec'y

and Treas., Laurence Whitcomb ;
Meas., John Parkinson.

There are two i8ft. knockabouts being built for Dux-

bury parties. A cup has been offered for this class by Ex-

Com. Cushman, of the Duxbury Y. C, to be raced for by

all comers.
-r. tt 1,

F. D. Lawley is at work on the lines of a Bar Harbor

25-footer. A:2ift. raceabout is set up in the shop. The
King 3S-footer is partly planked.

Crowninshield is designing a 32ft. yawl for E. I. San-

ford, of New York; a 21ft. knockabout for Durbin Home,
of Pittsburg, to be used at Providence, and a 25ft. knock-

about for Lome C. Kenney, of Toronto.

Graves, of Marblehead, is building a i6-footer for A. D.

.Irving, from Crowninshield's design.

The annual ball of the South Boston Y. C. will take'

place on Feb. 6, 1901. John B. Killeen.

Lazy Jack.

We give this week the sail, deck, cabin and detail plans

of the catboat Lazy Jack. Her lines and construction

plans appeared last week. In racing trim Lazy Jack
carries Soolbs. of ballast and not Solbs., as was stated

last week.

Yacht Vefsus Steamer.

Judge Addison Brown in the United States Circuit

Court has returned a decision of unusual interest to

yachtsmen in the suit of R. Floyd Clark to recover dam-
ages on his schooner yacht Vif, which was sunk in the

East River riear Hell Gate on July 16 as the result of a

collision with the steamer Crystal Stream, owned by the

Myers^ Excursion and Navigation Company. The deci-

sion is important as defining the rights of way of a sailing

vessel as against a steamer.

Vif was a Soft, keel schooner yacht, and had among
her former owners the actor William H. Crane and
Charles Stevenson, then the husband of Kate Claxton.

She and the Crystal Stream sighted each other when the

yacht was sailing north in the easterly channel of Black-
well's Island, nearer to the Blackwell's Island shore and
about opposite the workhouse. The Crystal Stream, with
an excursion barge lashed to each side of her, was then
headed down stream, about looft. from the Astoria ferry.

The collision occurred within three minutes near the

light and about lOoft. from the shore of Blackwell's
Island.

On the part of the yacht, the crew of three men, who
were the only persons aboard, testified that they held their

course and saw no side lights on the tow, but that it

LAZY JACK—SAIL PLAN.

sagged across their bow and ran into them, the set of the
tide forcing them to the westward after passing the bend
of the island.

On the part of the Crystal Stream, it was claimed that
after passing Astoria ferry slip she crossed the current to

avoid the flood tide and an eddy near the Blackwell's

Island side, and that after she had straightened out down
the stream the yacht ran into her.

The claim on the part of the yacht was that this crossing
of her bow by the Crystal Stream and tow rendered the
Crystal Stream liable for all damages, and that, at any
rate, as there was a bend in the river at that point, each
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boat ought to have kept its own side.

Judge Bfown held that the Crystal Stream Was not

liable fof crossittg the channel from eddy to eddy, as this

was thp usual course for incumbered tugs to pursue.^ ihe

barges lashed at each side of the Crystal Stream projected

some 50ft. ahead of her, and the side lights on the Crystal

Stream could only be seen a point or so through the

lane thus made, except where they might show across the

decks of the barges. Judge Brown declared this arrange-

ment of her colored lights was a gross violation of the

rules of navigation, and that the Crystal Stream was m
fault. He, however, held that, as the collision occurred

at 8 o'clock, when it was still light enough to make out

the direction taken by the tow, and that, as the boats were

nearly head to head when they first saw each other, the

yacht should 'have passed to the right, the place of collision

showing tha,t she must have changed her course with the

bend of the shore to the left. He therefore divided the

damages.—N. Y, Times,

Genesee.

At noon on Oct. 12 there was launched at the Crescent

Ship Yard, at Elibabethport, N. J., the steel auxiliary

schooner Genesee. She was built from designs made by

Messrs. Cary Smith & Barbey, and is similar in appear^

ance to Lasca,, a schooner designed spme.-years-ago by the

same firm for Mr. James S. Watson^/for whom Genesee

was built. The boat was named by tM owner's wife, and
the launching was attended by a few If the relations and
friends. f

Genesee is' 148ft. over all, iioft. on the waterrme, 27ft.

beam, i6ft. _^in. depth and draws 13ft. 6in. Tbe auxiliary

power consists of a 9^2 and. ipin. engine by I4in. stroke,

steam being supplied by two Almy boilerssof 100 horse-

power ; 20 tons of coal can be carried., in the bunkers. She
has a two-bladed feathering' propeller. An electric light

plant and an evaporator for making fresh water add to

the completeness of the yacht.

Two fiiie Oregon pine sticks have been, secured for h^r
masts, as she is intended solely &r'deep water cruising;

a yard and square sail is carried- on the foremast. The
plan that accompanies this article will give an excellent

idea of the arrangement below decks. All the cabins with
the exception of the main saloon are paneled in pine and
painted white with mahogany trim.' The main cabin is

furnished in teak with handsome carved panels. At the

after end is an open fireplace' with green tile; the cabin
portholes are concealed by stained glass panels, each
representing one of the caravels in Columbus' fleet, which
give a most effective color scheme. Open plumlDing of

the most approved style is rfsfed throughout. The galley

and forecastle are unusually large and airy. A small deck
house aft, that serves as companionway, offers a -pro-

tected lounging- place for the owner and his guests in

bad weather. All the deck fittings are of teak.

In her trials under power Genesee steamed about three
miles an hour more than the speed expected, and developed
60 per cent, more than the required horse-power.

Yacht Club Notes.

With an unusually active yachting year at hand, the
KTew York Y. C. has decided to stick by its old officers.

The Nominating Committee has nominated for re-elec-
tion, at the annual meeting Feb. 14, nearly all of those
who are at present holding office. The Treas., Mr. F.
W. J. Hurst, will retire after fourteen years' service, and
has named Mr. Tarrant Putnam to succeed him. The
Hst in full is as follows: Com., Lewis Cass Ledyard,
schooner Corona; Vice-Com., August Belmont, sloop
Mineola; Rear-Com., C. L. F. Robinson, cutter Hester;
Sec'y, J. V. S. Oddie; Treas., Tarrant Putnam; Meas.,
John Hyslop; Fleet Surgeon, rMorris J. Asch, M. D.
Regatta Committee~S. Nicholson Kane, Chester Gris-
wold and Newbury D. Lawton, Committee on Admis-
sion—ITenry C. Ward, James C. Bergen, Frederick
Gallatin, James A. Wright ahd George F. Dominick.
House Committee—Harrison B. Moore, Thomas A.
Bronson and William H. Osgood. Library Committee-
Theodore C. Zerega, Paul Eve Stevenson and Arnold
Wood. Committee on Club Stations—WiUiam Thomas,
No. I, Tompkinsville, S. I.; Fretferick G. Bourne, No. 2,
New York, foot of East Tweritj^-sixth street; F. Augus-
tus Schermerhorn, No. 3, iWhitestone, N. Y.; L
Vaughan Clark, No. 4, New: London, Conn.; Charles
Lane Poor, No. s, Shelter Island, N. Y.; Frederick P.
Sands, No. 6, Newport, R. I,; Harrison B. Moore, No.
7, Vineyard Haven, Mass.; John P. Duncan, No. 8, At-
lantic Highlands; Amzi L. Barber, No. 9, Ardsley-on-

'

Hudson; Edward R. Ladew, Glen Cove, N. Y.

•I >l

The Pavbnia Y. C. held its annual meeting on Tues-
day, Dec. II, and elected the following officers for the
eOi-ning year: Com., D. W. Kohn, schooner Azalea;
yice-Com., Alex. F. Roe, yawl Forsyth, Fleet Capt,.'
John Wright, sloop Naomi; Meas., A. P. Curtis; Fleet
Surgeon, Dr. W. J. Parker; Req Sec'y, W. W. Poland;
Fin. Sec'y, W. F. Tobm; Treas., L. Mittelsdorf. House
Committee—John Zimmerman, Garrett Van Horn, Will-
iam Willis, James Morey and Mi Gilmartin. Trustees—
F. G. Agens, E. J. Smith, C. W. Link, John C. Smith
and P. W. Figueira. Anchorage Committee—G. Van
Horn, A. P. Curtis and L. C. Russ. Plans were sub-
mit.ed for the alterations of the new club house at
.Bayonne, N. J,, and for the outbuildings on the grounds.
The club 44 in a very satisfactory condition. On New-
Yeafi*-.Day-'the officers will give their annual dinner to
the members, which will be the last important reunion at
the old Jersey City quarters previous t6~tlie occupancy
of the new house at Bayonne.

n 1^ m
The Williamsburgh Y. C. held its annual meeting on

Tuesday, Dec. 11, and elected the following officers-
Com., John Fennell; Vice-Corn., E. V. Rosemond; Rear-
Com., John New; Sec'y, Henry Schmieder (re-elected)-
Cor. Sec'y, WiUiam D. Long (re-elected)

; Treas. Adolph
Kling (re-elected); Meas.. Joseph Northrup; Steward
A. T. Brush; Sergeant-at-Arms, Christop.her Hamburcrer'
ioard of Trustees—Frederick Smedley, Chairman- Wm

Kelis, lames F, Schnessele, John Lawes, Gus Schwartz.

Regatta Conimittee-'-Adolph Kling, Chairman; Henry
Schmieder, Joseph Newberger.

^
The Morris Y'. C. has elected the following officers for

the coming year: Com., George R. Moran, auxiliary

sloop Mavourneen; Vice-Com., Hugo Eckert, sloop

Ariel; Rear-Com., W. T. Isbell, sloop Frohc; Fleet

Capt, F. Jacoby, catboat Venus. Directors—Charles

Lansing, William Heubeck, George Henneberg, John
Salzman, Al. Schorske and William Schwenke. The
club's annual smoker will be held at the winter quarters

in January.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
At New Rochelle the new shed at Huntington's yard,

in which the si-footer for Mr. E. Kelly will be built, is

nearing completion. Over sixty boats are in their winter
quarters at this yard. Among them are: lola, Nada,
Ruby, • Lucille, Moya, Zolfo, Senta, The Duchess, Tis,

~ Karma, Ionia, Keren, Bonnie Glint, Persimmon, Mon-
goose II., Jessica, Gossip, Don't Worry, Idler, Oconee,
Midge, Rochelle, Marion, Angora, Vagrant, Sally, Swan,
Oriole, Wanata, Miriam, Nettie Dennis, Kazaza, Alcedo,

- Keneu, Ontiora. Addie, Mayotta, Twilight, Margaret,
Ad«laide, Osage, Wyutje, Heron, Whvnot, Elphin, Nora,
Dt^rothy, Pandora, Dort, Mascotte, Possum, Nonny,
Welfare, Jessica (knockabout).

•5 »t

Mr. Charles Smithers, of the N. Y. Y. C, has sold
his schooner yacht Fleur de Lys, through the agency of
Messrs. Tams, Lemoine and Crane, to Dr. Lewis A.
.Stimson, of the N. Y, Y". C. The Fleur de Lys is one
of the best known cruising yachts in the club fleet, and

-^^her log book includes the records of several transatlantic
evoyages. The yacht was designed by Burgess, and built

;at;Bath, Me., ten years ago.

9^

The schooner yacht Rosina, owned by Mr, Harry T.
Malpass, of Atlantic City, N. J., which was driven ashore
on the night of Dec. 9, off Southold, L. I., has arrived
at Tebo's Basin, South Brooklyn, and is undergoing re-

pairs before proceeding to her destination. The Rosina
was floated on Dec. 11, and being found in pretty fair

condition was taken in tow and brought to Brooklyn.
Her steering gear will be replaced, and her standing
rigging needs attention.

^ ft ft

Mr. Franklin Singer, one of the richest Americans in
Paris, has ordered a schooner yacht, which will proba-
bly be the largest sailing pleasure craft in the world.
The boat Js designed by Soper, and will be built at
Gosport, England.

Mr. L. T. Mosscrop, of Brooklyn, has sold his racing
28ft. cabin catboat Fireflj'-, to , Mr. L. F. Sanderson, of
New London, Conn.

ft ft ft

Mr. Joseph R. Wainwright, of Philadelphia, has bought
the steam yacht Henrietta, and will take her to Phila-
delphia.

ft ft ft

The yawl Lapwing, owned by Mr. P. Larouche, of
Boston, which spent most of her time cruising in the
waters hereabouts, has been bought by Mr. L. W. Snell-
ing, who is a member of the New Rochelle Y. C. He
will change her rig next spring to that of a sloop.

i% ft ft

Five of the Larchmont's new 25ft. one-design class,

from the plans of Messrs. Gardner & Cox, are now
under way at the yard of Wyckoff Bros. & Taylor, Clin-
ton, Conn. The owners of these boats are Mr. Charles
Hogan, ot New York; Mr. J. G. HocKe, of Jersey City;
Dr. J. M. W^oodbury, of New York; Mr. Robert D.
Graham, of Greenwich, Conn., and Mr.' H. G. S. Noble,
of New York. The commissions to build were given as
named, and the order of their delivery will be the same.
W'^ithin the next few daj's the designers hope to have
three or four additional contracts signed by well known
yachtsmen.

ft ft ft

The Fife designed cutter Senta, recently sold to Mr.
A. N. Hinkle, of Cincinnati, through the agency of
Messrs. Gardner & Cox, will leave Southampton, Eng-
land, in a few days for Greenport, L. I., and will be laid
up the remainder of the winter at the yard of the Green-
port Construction Co.

ft ft ft

Mr. J. M. McDonough, the former owner of the Fife
designed cutter Jessica, is seriously considering the build-
ing of a houseboat 127ft. over all and 20ft. beam.

ft ft ft

The auxiliary yacht Intrepid, N. Y. Y. C, is having
her machinery and boilers overhauled at Fletcher's.
Hoboken, and will leave there for Tebo's Basin, South
Brooklyn, in a few days.

ft ft ft

The steam yacht Corsair, N. Y. Y. C, Mr, J. Pierpont
Morgan, will leave Fletcher's, Hoboken, on Tuesday for
the Erie.Basin, where she will be laid up for the winter

ft ft ft

The steam yacht Marjorie, recently purchased by Mr.
Isaac E. Emerson, of Baltimore, Md., is at the Morse
Iron _Works,_ foot of Fifty-seventh street. South Brook-
lyn, for repairs and alterations.

ft ft ft

Mr. George Lord Day, prominent as a yachtsman,
clubman and sportsman, died on Dec. 14. from the result
of an operation. He was thirty-nine years old. Mr. Day
made several long ocean voyages on his yacht Fleur
de Lys, and cruised over most of the world. His boat
was one of the nine American j^achts at the jubilee naval
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review at Southampton, in 1896, At the outbreak of the

Spanish-American war his yacht was near Lisbon, Por-
tugal, and was chased by a Spanish gunboat, but got
away. A year ago Mn Day built the schooner Endymion,
which was handsomely fitted out. In his first trip across
the ocean in her the boat made a record for her class.

He returned to this country on the yacht in October.
Mr. Day was a member of the Union, University, Rac-
quet, Manhattan. Meadowbrook, New York Yacht Club
and New York Athletic Club.

The steam yacht Enterprise, N. Y. Y. C, Messrs.

F. L. and Nelson Perrin, of Baltimore, is being fitted

out at Curtis Bay, the anchorage and station of the Balti-

more Y. C., for a cruise to South America^ and -is ex-

pected to sail the first of the year.

8^

The steam yacht Sagamore, recently purchased by Mr,

E. Clinton Lee, of Philadelphia, and before reported_ as

being at Poillon's, South Brooklyn, for repairs, is being

entirely replanked among other renewals. Capt. White

is in charge.
8^

S. M. Jarvis' steam yacht Priscilla, which with her

owner and a party abroad left New York Nov. 18 on a

West Indian cruise, was reported at Havana on Dec. 10.

9t wt m,

Capt. William A. Andrews is to make another trip

across the ocean in a small boat. This time he will

attempt the passage in an iift. folding canoe. He will

start the first of next June. Charles A. Bigney, a Boston

boy, who is well known for his high diving feats, will

accompany Andrews, himself having a canoe of the same

length and canvas covered. The trip, therefore, will be

in the nature of a race.—Boston Globe..

NoGALES, Ariz., Nov. 22.—Arizona is to furnish a

novel feature for the inaugural parade in Washington

next March. About a year ago two half-grown black

bears were captured in the Santa Rita Mountains, by

Mark Lully, a locally noted hunter. He offered them to

the Washington Zoological Gardens, and the gift was

accepted conditional upon the delivery of the bears in

Washington. The question of the delivery was soon

solved by a iinique bet made between W. M. Hoey, an

enthusiastic Indiana Republican, now Collector of the

Port of Nogales, and a Democratic friend, William Tag-

gart, of Indianapolis. Hoey agreed to take the bears

East and to march with them in the inaugural parade if

his candidate was elected. Taggart promised to do the

same if Bryan was successful.—New York Times..

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

The following scores were made in regular competition by mem-
bers of the Cincinnati Rifle Association at Four-Mile House,
Reading Road, Dec. 9. Conditions, 200yds., off-hand, at the

standard target. Gindele was declared champion for the day with

a score of 95, He ties his old record on this score:

Gindele 9 8 10 10 9 10 10 9 10 10—95
9 8 8 10 10 10 10 9 9 8—91
79 10 996 10 98 8—85

Pavtie - 8 6 9 9 10 9 10 10 9 8—886986998 10 9 9—82867689888 8-76

Strickmeier ...... 9 10 10 9 8 7 9 10 8 7-87
9 10 8 10 10 6 6 6 9 4—78

10 7 7 9 7 .8 8 S 6 7—77

Nestler 9 8 9 8 10 10 9 6 8 9—86
9988 10 6 10 99 6—84
98869 10 10 76 6—79

Lux 9 6 7 8 9 10 10 10 8 8—85
5 8 6 10 8 7 7 5 10 8—74
75 10 879 10 56 6—73

Drube 8 10 8 10 8 9 9 9 5 6—82688787677 10-74898868646 ^72
Tonscher . 6 9 5 9 10 10 9 4 7 9—7886887688 10 9—78

7. 868 10 7688 9—77

Bruns ' '. 9 10 ^ 9 10 6 7 8 6 6—7867676 10 8 10 8 9—778879857 10 7 7—76

ToBf 8 5 6 9 7 9 10 7 9 3—73
^ 979676 9 64 5—68

864 10 3 10 855 7—66

VVeinbeimer 8 9 6 4 10 5 8 8 6 6-70
5 10 8594 10 67 5-70666598 10 67 5—68

Houck .
5 8 7 3 6 6 5 5 6 6—612593 10 6469 6—60594923529 5—53

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Clufa,

Saw Francisco, Dec. 9.—Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club mem-
bers met at Harbor View for practice to-day. Our shooting
master, Frank S. Washburn, made 45.5 average for his best 10

scores out of 15 entries, which is far better than he ever did be-
fi re v ith pistol. Best scores, Columbia target:

Prp lice matches; pistol, 50yds.: Prichard 36, 56; Washburn 42,

44 52, 45, 60, 42, 43, 47, 48. 42—455; Daiss 47; Twist 59, 60;
Becker 60, 56. .
Revolver: Trego 66, Prichard 9o.

^ rifle: Allen 43, 36, 45.

F. O. Young.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

if you wani youf shoot to fee dflnoaflced here sead a

notice like the following t
'

d

Dec. 25.—Chicago.—Ali-day shoot of the Garfield Gun Club.

Dr. T. W. Meek, Sec'y.
Dec. 25.—Haverhill, Mass.—Qiristmas Day shoot of the Haver-

hill Gun Club. S. G. Miller, Acting Sec'y-
Dec. 25.—Newark, N. J.—Open live-bird shoot of the Forester

Gun Club. J. J. Fleming, Sec'y. 21 VVaverly avenue.
Dec. 27.—Kansas City, Mo.—Match for the cast iron medal be-

tween J. A. R. Elliott, holder, and W. R. Crosby, challenger.

Dec. 27.—Holmesburg Junction, Pa.—Team match at 25 birds

between Baltimore Shooting Association and Keystone Shootmg
League—first of a series.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street

and Fifty-second avenue.

1901.

Jan. L—Newark, N. J.—Target shoot of the South Side Gim Club.

Jan. 1.—Newark, N. J.—Twentieth annual all-day shoot of the
South Side Gun Club. Isaac H. Terrill, Sec'y.

Jan. 1.—Sing Sing, N. Y.—Tournament of the Ossining Gun
Club; targets. Wm. P. Hall, Sec'y.
Jan. 15-f».—Hamilton, Unt.—Hamilton Gun Club's eleventh

annual tournament; live birds and targets; open to all. H.
Graham, Sec'y.

Jan. 15-19.—Hamihon, Ont—Hamilton Gun Club's eleventh
annual tournament; live birds and targets; open to all. H.
Graham, Sec'y.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Eighth annual spring tournament

of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, .$100 per
day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. H, P. Collins,

Sec'y.
April 1618.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of t4ie

Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neh.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

June —.—Columbus, Wis.—^Tournament of the Trapshooters'
League of Wisconsin. First week in June.
June —.—Chicago, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament and

convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association. Chas.
T. Stickle, Sec'y.

AT WATSON'S PARK.
Watson's Park, Burn side Crossing, 111.—Fifteen-bird shoots as

follows: Dec. 22, 25, 29 and Jan, 1; $2.50 entrance; $2 sweep
optional; shoots commence at 1 o'clock.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Jan. 8.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Welch (holder)-Elliot match

for the Dupont trophy.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park. L. 1.—Fountain Gun Club's regular monthly
shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and December.
Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun

Club—Saturdays.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

1901.
.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., N. Y.—The Inter-
state Association's ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tour-
nament at live birds.

June —.—Interstate Park, L. I.—Forty-third annual tournament
of the New York State Association for thr protection ol Fish and
Uame.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Companv, 346 Broad-

way, New York.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

The daily press recounts that some of the shooters of Flatlands
and Carnarsie, L. I., have been arranging to hold some live-bird
shoots on Christmas Day, and that they have been notified by
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals that, as they
do not belong to regularly incorporated clubs, the live^bird shoot-
ing will not be permitted. It further recounts that "There is

much indignation among the interested marksmen. They say
such shooting is done monthly at Dexter Park and other places,
and declare that the discrimination against them is unjust." There
is no discrimination whatever. Any sportsmen who wish can
organize and comply with the law governing live-bird shooting.
Good sportsmen should be good citizens, and good citizens should
obey the laws.

Among the notable visitors in New York recently were Mr.
Paul North, of the Chamberlin Cartridge Co.; Mr. W. M. (U.
M. C.) Thom.as, who visited New York for the first time since
becoming a Shriner; Mr. B. Leroy Woodard, of Remington and
Dupont fame; Mr. Jack Fanning, who ends the year with an
enviable list of record-breaking runs and high averages; Mr.
Elmer E. Shaner, the distinguished authority on tournaments;
Mr. Howard Marhn, of the Marlin Fire Arms Co.; Mr. Irby Ben-
nett, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., and Mr. J. Hildreth,
also of the latter company, who arrived in town without a new
joke this time, the first occurrence of the kind in many years;
and the genial and well met Ben Norton, of the Hazard Powder
Co.

Under date of Dec. 15 Mr. John Watson, Burnside Crossing,
111., writes us as follows: "A series of 15-bird shoots will be
given -at this park as follows: Saturday, Dec. 22, and Christmas Day;
Saturday, Des. 29, and New Years' Day, 1901. Entrance to each
event, cost of birds, $2.50, with an optional sweep, $2. The bird
money, $2.50, will be returned to all the shooters making straight
scores. Class shooting and sweep money divided according to
number of entries. Five entries, 55 and 45 per cent.: six to ten
entries, 40, 35 and 25 per cent; over ten entries, 35, 30, 20 and 15
per cent. Shooting to commence at 1 P. M. each day."

Dr. C. W. Carson, secretary of the Chicago Gun Club, writes
us that "The annual meeting of the Chicago Gun Club was held
last evening, at the Sherman House, the following directors being
elected: Dr. E. C. Morton, J. L, Jones, Dr. C. W. Carson, Chas.
Antoine, W. H. Cornwell. The new constitution and by-laws
were adopted. After the general meeting the directors elected
the officers for 1901: Dr. E, C. Morton, President; J. L. Jones,
Vice-President; Dr. C. W. Carson, Secretary-Treasurer; Chas.
Antoine and W. H. Cornwell, Directors. The treasurer's report
was very satisfactory,"

The accession to the membership of the Interstate Association
at its last annual meeting, a report of which is published in these
columns, is exceedingly

_
gratifying. It indicates a wholesome

growth in the organization itself, and is pleasingly auspicious
as an index of the permanency' and cleanness of the sport gener-
ally. The increase in the membership adds to the Association's
power and prestige, already great, besides materially broadening
the scope of its usefulness.

The tribe of Indians is growing. Several noted braves—not the
last of their race—were adopted into the tribe at a council held
at John Watson's shooting conference last week. The member-

ship of fliia young and fising tribe of In<^iaiifl3_ is a continuous
refutation of thn old chattej that a good Indian is a dead Indian.
Probably the idea originated in the fact that the bowand-arrow
aborigine was but little better than 40 per cent, in skill, and was
therefoi-e unavailable foir tournament purposes.

In the big 25-live-tird handicap at John Watson's congress of
famous shooters, held in Chicago last week, Dr.. J. L. Williamson,
of Milwaukee, and Mr. J. R. Graham,, of Long Lake, 111., were the
only ones to kill straight. There were, fifty-seven competitors, and
the forfnidable aspect of the competition may. be inferred when
it is mentioned that seven of them stood at 31yds., seven at 30yds,
.'ind twenty-seven, at 29yds., so that of the fifty-seven, forty-one
were at or back of the 29yd. mark.

Mr. John S. Wright, the eminent manager of the Brooklyn Curt
Club, has accepted a challenge from "Bill Smith" to shoot a live-
bird match under somewhat novel conditions^ namely: He stands

at 25 birds, while "Bill Smith" stands atat 30yds. and shoots at ^..u:,, wunc .^uutn stanas at
^yds. and shoots at 21 birds. As Mr. Wright can shoot equally
well at 30 or 25yds., the match should be interesting. It is fixeS
to take place on Thursday of next week at Interstate Park

Messrs. Harvey McMurchy and P; Bekeart recently went otlt
on a coyote hunt m California, and succeeded in flushing four
but neither men nor horses could catch them, as they got out o^
bounds, and therefore should be marked with a 0. They however
captured two coons, and were not empty-handed on their return!the duck season being on, they afterward arranged to have aduck shoot on Mr. Bekeart's marshes.

Keep in mmd that the twentieth annual all-day target shoot of
the bouth Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., begins at 10 o'clock
on New Year's Day. The grounds are situated on New Jersey
Railroad avenue, opposite Lehigh coal pockets. There will be
several turkey and merchandise events. Lunch served at 12 M.Wm. M. Smith is president; Isaac H. Terrill manager

The contest for the E C cup and the championship of New
Jersey, between Mr. G. H. Piercv, holder, and Mr. C. W. Feigen-
span challenger took place on Smith Brothers' grounds Newark^
on Thursday of last week. Mr. Feigenspan, who had held it a long

oTlh
43^^''^^''^'l several challengers, was the victor by a score

H
..Tf'e popular and talented newsgatherer of Sporting Life, Mr-
Will K. Park, was married to Miss Margaret Kirkwood, of Boston,on uec. 11. this charmmgjady is better known in the tran-shootmg world under the nom de fusil of "Miskay." We extend
our hearty congratulations and good wishes to them.

On Thursday afternoon of this week, on the Carteret Gun
Club s grounds, at Garden City, L. I., Messrs. R. A. Welch andHarold Money will shoot a match at 100 live birds, 30yds. rise,
30yds. boundary, for $500 a side. Both gentlemen, as is wellknown, are first-class experts with the scatter gun

The tvventy-seventh annual tournament and convention of the
1 inois State Sportsmen's Association will be held in Springfield,
111., the entire third week in May, 1901, is the information con-
cerning that subject sent us by the Association's secretary, Mr.
Chas. T, Stickle, of Springfield, 111.

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner's report as manager of the Interstate
Association contains matter of much solid worth, and therefore
:s deserving of special consideration. It will be found in anothercolumn, in the report of the Interstate annual meeting.

•6

In the report . of VVatson's shoot, published in our trap columns
this week, Mr. Hough mentions that Dr. J. L. Williamson, of

lan r!5^-'^''u'*
George Roll, of Blue island, 111., will shoot a

100-bird match at Watson's Park in the near future.

Mr. Fred Gilbert,, of
. Spirit Lake, la., was high average in the

tour days of shooting at Watson's Park, Chicago, last week.

•I

The Garfield Gun Club will not hold a shoot on Saturday of thi^
week, but will hold an all-day shoot on Christmas Day.

, .
Bernard Waters.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Garfield Gun Clab.

Chicago, III, Dec. 15.—The appended scores were made on ourgrounds to-day on the occasion of the sixth trophy shoot of the
season.
Honors were divided between T. W. Eaton and F.. G. Barnard,

both killing straight in the mam event. The birds were quite a
fast lot when once started, but a little slow about taking wino-

v\ strong chilling north wind blew directly across the trapl

.

chilling both birds and shooters.
No shoot next Saturday, but an all-day shoot on the following:

luesday, Christmas. ^
Event No. 1, trophy shoot:

Workman, 2S -.2200122021- 7 Barnard, 30 2121212222—IfJ
Thomas, 28 12*1211211- 9 Dr Mathews, 29. .. .1222201102- 8T Eaton, 30 1222211122-10 Dorman, 22.. 1201210021- ?
C J Wolff,- 26......1120010022- 6 Hicks, 31 2101011101-

?

Kehl, 26 2100002000- 3 Sperry, 30 1122vv
Dr Shaw, 31 2222222220— 9 Nusly, 28.... 'l2*]2n?1WQ
Mrs Shaw, 25 220221*222— 8 Palmer, 31. .V 2222022212—

9

Dr Meek, 31 11111*2211—9 .
..^^^iu^^^iz v

Event No. 2, 6 birds, $1:
Thomas .02*112—4 Thomas .., 221201—8
Nusly 101110—4 Sperry .'"V'SOIO a
Eaton 102111-5 Palmer .'.V

' '

' ^itf/T^i
C J Wolff 120102—4 Barnard "2219?0
Kehl 000000-0 Dr Mathews .'^^m^^Dr Shaw 222222—6 Dorman

. 'T>miT s
Mrs Shaw 2*0101-3 Hicks 211112 6
Dr Meek *21112-5

^iiii^-b

Event No. 3:

^^nard 212122-6 Palmer *22200-3
Dorman 111211—6 Hicks 010110—'?
Nusly 101020-3

..uiuiiu-d

Dr. J. W. Meek, bee y.

Chicago Gun Club.

Watson's Park, Chicago, Dec. 15.—To first and third the club
added $3.

Dr Miller, 30 ....221021121222212—14
Lovell, 28 220212202*12222—12
Sundermeier, 29. .022211010201122—11
\Y H Cornwell, 29 0122*2111102112—12

f.^X •••• 210212122111111-14
Mack 28. .

. .202010011111011-10
R Balmer, 26 .202200001102001— 7C E Felton, 28 212001002211121—11
Mrs Carson, 25.. 101001100111000—7
Ties on 14, 5 birds:

Dr Miller 12211—5 12112-5 C W Carson, ., .11222-5 12100-4
Ties on 12, 5 birds:

Lovell 01 122-4 20001-2 00200—1
Cornwell 20222—4 00102—2, 02100—2
Ties on lit

Sundermeier 1010*—2 Felton - .,11112—5
Ravelrigg.
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ON LONG ISLAND.

Interstate Park Handicap.

l.NTEKSTATE Park, Queens, L. I., Dec. 12.-The Interstate Park

Handicap had six contestants, among whom was the lamous snot

"Little Hawkeye." Mr. Harold Money sustained his high form,

kilUng his 25 birds straight. The conditions were 25 birds,

$10 entrance, $5 in gold added:

Daniel 30 22222222222222220w

H Monej^sb.'.............. 22J.222U2J222222222212112-25
MrirW -in

222212112mill0w
^ .....222211211111022212*122121-23

Lincoln "28! I i I i
22m2*22222imom*0112-21Fox, 30

Lutie'^a;key;; " Evv;;.v." v.v.v;;/;/.v.wimo22i2ooiioi2w

Miss-and-outs were also shot.

New Utrecht Gun Chb.

Interstate Park, Queens, Dec. 15.-Mr. Robert A. Welch von the

Mauser rifle, whic^ was the prize of a series of contests, with

Mr. C. M. Lincoln a close second. The scores:

Miss-and-out for Mauser rifle:

R A Welch, 30 : ..OT2121222221»2

c M Linc^n?*28.'.^;.^v;;;::.^^^v;::.^^v;r^^

llr&£?:!^:;:;;::::::::::::::^

J Wdth,'^27r.'!!:...0201022200-5 Annie Oakley 28- • .12U10211^

C A Lockwood, 29.220222202*-7 Capt .Jack 28 12*1222m-S

C M Lincoln, b...222Ue2202-8 G Grisar, 28 2020122102-7

Miss-and-outs followed the main events.

At Interstate Park.

Interstate Park Dec. 13.—Matches as follows were shot to-day:

Morfey-Sanders' match, at 50 birds, 550; Morfey used one barrel:

T w Morfey 33. .ioimoi*m*iiomnnoioi*imioiu*uoii*iiiiii^^

W S^S 30. .2012012*2221*2012102112200020122212122201222220011^37

Dr^d" WvSlfV^'"^ ' *1101111112120102n*-14

C HRotoan"'^.V/.V.V.V.V. . .V.V... 1022112*0110*0200221-12

SandeTs°1o^"^fJ.'222202M
Ltncoln,' 30.. . . . . .22212U01212121021122222221222021*2*221221^*01222^3

Sanders^.''a)!'..'^A^.l...2201222022-8 Lincoln, 30 2022222200-7

Miss-and-outs: _ oiio iin
Sanders 120 2222 Packard 2112 110

Lincoln 2220 220 Ramapo 1^

Crescent Athletic Clufa.

Bay Ridge, L. I., Dec. 15.—A bracing cold day and clear light

favored thi shooters who contested at Bay Ridge tq-day m the

Crescent Athletic Club's shoot. Mr. Louis C. Hopkins and Dr.

r. J. Keyes tied on 46 for the December cup, this being the third

contest for that trophy:
t, j-„„„

December cup, 25 targets, expert traps; 25 magautrap; handicap

allowances added: , /« j

Total. Hdcp.
23 8

21 7

24 1
19 3
23 10

24 2
17 5
16 4

23
25
21
24
ID
17
17
15

46
46
45
43
42'

41
34
31

L C Hopkins 9

J J Keyes ..i.r»... 9
r S S Remsen...w---i... 2
F B Stephenson 4
W G McConville 12

H M Brigham 2
W W Marshall 6

Dr H L O'Brien 5

Trophv shoot, 15 targets, expert; handicap allowances added:

W. G. McConville with an allowance of 8, made 15; L. Banks, 0,

14; F. B. Stephenson 2. 14; H. M. Brigham, 1, 13; C. G. Rasmus,

4, 13; G. W. Hagedorn, 1, 13; G. Stephenson, br 6, 13; Dr.

O'Brien 3, 11; W. W. Marshall, 4, 11; Dr. J. J. Keyes, 6, 10;

C. Kenyon, Jr., 3, 9; Dr. Carroll, 0, 7.

Stein trophy shoot, 15 targets, expert traps; handicap allowances

added: J. S. S. Remsen, with a handicap of 1, made 15; L. C.

Hopkins, 6, 13; H. 'M. Brigham, 1, 13; Dr. J. J. Keyes, 6, 13; G.

W. Hagedorn, 1, 13; Dr. H. L. O'Brien, 3, 11; C. Kenyon, Jr.,

3, 9.

IN NEW JERSEY.

E C Cup.

Newark, N. T., Dec. 13.—The contest between Messrs. George
H, Piercy, holder, and C. W. Feigenspan, challenger, for the E C
cup, emblematie of the championship of New Jersey, took place

on Smith Brothers' grounds, Newark, to-day. The result was in

favor of Mr. Feigenspan, by a score of 46 to 43. Mr. J. H. W.
Fleming acted as referee. The conditions were 50 targets, un-
known angles.
The Oceanic Club had a handicap club shoot at 25 targets, in

which Schortemeier, standing at ISyds., was high man, with a
score of 22. Messrs. Hooey and Colquitt were guests.

E C Cup contest:
G H Piercy llUlUlllllOllllOllOOlll—21

llllimilOllin 111111001—22—43
C W Feigenspan 1110111111111111111111111—24

lOlllUllllllllllllOmOl-22—46
Oceanic club shoot, 25 targets:

Fischer, 16 1101010111110011011001111—18
Piercy, 18 i..,., 1111111110111101101110111—21
Schortemeier, 18 ...... ...i .i :« t 1111111011110011111111111—22
Feigenspan, 18 i^i ; 1101110111111111111100011—20
Koeller, 14 .... .0101111000111111001101110—16
Heinrich, 14 0011100111101110010101111—16
Sinnock, 18 1101100110110001101011100—14
*Hooey 1111011111111111110111010—21
Tones, 14 0100100110011110111110110—15
*Colquitt 1111001111010111111111101—20

*Guests.

Sweepstakes

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 8 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 15 15 15 15 15 15 Targets: 10 15 15 15 15 15 15

Feigenspan.. 8 13 13 13 15 15 12 Koeller 6 .... 10 ..

Piercy 8 7 11 11 13 12 10 Fischer 6 .... 10 .

.

Schortemeier. 7 13 14 10 13 14 12 Colquitt 11 14
.Tones 7 13 .. 12 13 .. .. Heinrich 9 ..

Hooey 7 13 11 13 14 12 9 Sinnock 10 .

.

Trenton Shooting Association,

There was a light attendance at the regular monthly badge con-
test of the Trenton Shooting Association, at its grounds, at
Hutchinsons Lake, below White Horse, Dec. 12, which was partly
due to an error of one of the local dailies in announcing that the
shoot was scheduled for next Wednesday, the 19th. The feature
of the day's shooting was the low percentages made. Occasion-
ally some one would make a fair run, but good scores were the
exception and not the rule.
Instead of having a depressing effect, the reverse was the fact,

and every one seemed to consider it a joke of the first water that
they were unable to make their- usual percentages. Secretary
Thomas was sadly out of form, and for this was congratulated
upon all sides. In the badge shoot Comp was the only one to
qualify for the gold badge class so was not compelled to shoot the
final 15 for its possession. Harrison and Thomas tied for the
silver one, with Harrison winning on the shoot-off. Harrison also
won the merchandise event, consisting of two boxes of loaded
shells, scoring 23 out of 25, which, with an added handicap of 5
gave him 28. With more practice he would easily regain his old-
time form and keep the best of them on the hustle to beat him
He has put up some fine scores in the past.

First 15 to qualify for class:
Harrison 111101010001110— 9 Thropp lOOOOOOOOOlOllO— 4
Comp llOllOlOOlinil-ll Coates OOOOllOOOlllUl^ I
Taylor OlOOlllOOOllOll- 8 Thomas 011000001001000- 4
For silver badge:

Thomas 011111111011101—12 Coates 110111001001010— 8
Taylor ...OOllOOUMlllll-10 Harrison 110011101111111-12
Thropp mOllOOOOlOlOl— 8

Shoot-off, 15 targets: , .
Thomas ..!....101110010mOU—10 Harrison linOllUlOOllQ-ll

South Side Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., Dec. 15.—At the South Side Gun Club's shoot
to-day, the sweepstake events resulted as follows:
Events: 123 4 56789 10 11

Targets : 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Dawson 6 3 7 5 9 6 6.. 5 5 8

Terrill 10 9 7 7 8 8 .... 10 8 ..

Aff 46 4 7647.. 7.. 7

Sinnock 9 8 9 S 10 7 8 10 10 7
Geoffrey 9 7 9 8 10 8 9 8 10 9

Smith 5 5 8 6 8.... 8 7 8

Engle ; 7 8 .. .. 9 9 8

Mount Kisco Rod and Gun Club.

Mot;NT Kisco, N. Y., Dec. 17.—Herewith are appended the

scores of our shooting tournament, held on Dec. 12. It was not a

very large one, but it was very enjoyable indeed. The day was as

near perfection as could be asked for by the most exacting..

Everybody seemed out for a good time, and 1 guess they had it.

"Messrs. Greiff, Grisar, S. Reed, Flewelling, Deam, S. Carpenter,

Lambert, Thompson, Hoffman and Sherman were with us.

Mr. Greiff put up a very fine score. His first visit was enjoyed
very much by our boys.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Targets : 10 10 15 10 20 10 15 10 26 10 15 20 10 10 10 10

A Betti 8 8 14 10 14 9 13 10 20 10 12 19 9 10 8 9

Greiff 8 9 12 10 16 9 15 8 21 9 12 18 7

G Sutton 7 8 12 9 13 8 12 10 22 9 13 17 10 9 7 6

Grisar 6 6 11 8 14 6 10 5 17 6 9 10 6

R Gorham 7 7 12 8 15 8 11 9 22 9 13 16 9 8 9 7

T Reed 6 7 10 7 13 8 11 7 19 8 11 14 8 8 8 6

'Z Flewelling 7 9 14 7 13 7 10 8 18 8 10 13 7 7 7 6
C Deam 5 7 11 6 10 5 10 6 16 5 9 12 6 7 6 .

.

F Wood 6 7 13 8 12 8 12 8 19 7 11 15 8 9 8 7
Hoffman 4 6 10 5 10 7 9 7 16 7 8 12 6 6 6 8
Sherman 7 5 9 5 11 6 11 6 16 6 9 10 5 7 7 6

J Carpenter .. .. 11 9 19 8 13 7 20 8 11 17 8 9 10 8

F Pelton 9 6 10 5 9 5 14 5 9 10 6 6 5 ..

H Dielh 611 6 9 6 14 6 8 10 10 6 6

Lambert 9 5 7 5 13 3 7 11 6 5 4 ..

D Thompson 8 7 11 6 6 9 5 5 5..
Miller 6 13 7 8 12 6 7 6 ..

Ed Martin... 5 11 4 9 10 4 5 4..
Secretary.

The Governing Shooting Committee*

In response to a call issued Nov. 3, the following gentlemen were
present in person or accounted for at Interstate Park, Dec. 15:

Messrs. W. K. Park, Jacob Pentz, B. Waters. J. H. Vdss, Dr.
Wra. Wynn, C. W. :^illings, H. C. Koegel, J. J. Wellbrock, J. S.

Wright, W. R. Hobart. D. F. Pride,. Elmer E. Shaner, Dr. A. A.
Webber, W. F. Sykes and J. A. H. Dressel.
The call was as follows:
"Dear Sir—It seems advisable that a slystem of handicapping be

adopted for the government of Interstate Park events other than
club events (as they make their own rules), which woiild be thor-

oughly equitable and which would protect the amateur or poorer
shot against the professional or better shot.

"It seems to us that the best committee that we could appoint
for this purpose would be probably the gentlemen who have served
on previous Grand American Handicau committees and a repre-

sentative man from each of the clubs in and around Greater New
York, so far as they are known to us.

"Will you serve on such committee? If so, we will shortly advise
you when it would perhaps be best to meet and take the matter
in hand^—pjerhaps a Saturday afternoon at Interstate Park would
be the best.
"Please consider the matter and advise us at your earliest

convenience. Yours very truly, J. A. H. Dressel."
Capt. Dressel was chosen as temporary chairman, and L. C.

Green secretary pro tem.
After the preliminary organization, it was decided that the

committee should be known as the Governing Shooting Committee,
the objects of this committee being to have charge of the handi-
capping at Interstate Park, and to take cognizance of such other
matters as it may be called upon to perform.
A permanent organization was then effected. Officers were

elected as follows: Mr. Walter F. Sykes, President; Mr. B.
Waters, Secretary; Dr. A. A. Webber, Treasurer; Vice-Presidents,
Dr. Wm. Wynn, J. H. Voss, Charles W. Billings, H. C. Koegel,
John J. Wellbrock, John S. Wright, Will K. Park, Jacob Pentz,
W. R. Hobart, D. F. Pride, Capt. J. A. H. Dressel and Elmer
E. Shaner.

It was carried that a quorum for the transaction of business other
than handicapping shall consist of five members; that for the
purpose of handicapping three members shall constitute a quorum;
that if at any time less than three members of the handicapping
committee were present he or they may add sufficient number to
make a quorum and his or their work shall stand as the regular
act .of the committee; that the work of all sub-committees shall

be reported in writing to .the secretary of the Governing Shooting
Committee, as soon as possible after each session of such com-
mittees.

It was decided that the Governing Shooting Committee should
hold its regular meeting on the first Saturday of each month at
5 P. M., at Interstate Park, and that any extra meetings may be
called at the will of the president.

It was carried that a committee of five be appointed to draft
a constitution and by-laws, this committee to report at the next
meeting, Jan. 5, committee to consist of Messrs. W'alter F. Svkes,
J. A. H. Dressel, W. R. Hobart, B. Waters and Dr. Webber."
The secretary pro tem. was instructed to make manifold copies of

the result of this meeting and send an accurate copy to each of the
fifteen members of the committee.
After the adjournment of the Governing Shooting Committee

the handicapping committee went into executive session and dis-
cussed handicap systems for the protection of shooters generally.
Several systems were suggested and thoroughly discussed, but
action deferred until those members of the committee who were
not present could have an opportunity to ventilate their ideas at
the next meeting of the committee and think over the systems
which we present to you now.
One of the suggestions was as follows: 25yd. men 2 misses as

kills and 2 misses as no birds; 26yd. men 2 misses as kills and 1
miss as no bird; 27yd. men 2 misses as kills; 28yd. men 1 miss
as kill; 29yd. men 1 miss as no bird; 30yd. men, pull back. It is
distinctly understood that men known as 30yd. men shall be put
back to a greater distance than 30yds.
Other suggestions were offered, and the committee would be

pleased to be addressed on this subject by shooters generally,
giving their ideas for their enlightenment and instruction at the
next meeting. Such communications will be cheefully received
and entertained.
Please address Secretary of the Governing Shooting Committee,

P. O, Box 1353, New York .city,
, .

'tn'E Secretarv (pro tem.).

New Haven Gun Club.

New Haven, Conn,, Dec. 12.—(^uite a number of visitors were
present at the New Haven Gun Club's shoot, who shot for targets
only, among whom was May Clinton (Mrs. G. E. Bartlett), the
famous rifle shot. Mrs. Bartlet has only recently taken up shot-
gun shooting, but notwithstanding she outshot many of the old-
timers, making such scores as 9 out of 10, 8 out of 10, 21 out of 25,
and the ease and grace in which the lady handles her Marlin
repeater was the cause of much enthusiasm, and many compli-
ments were paid for her excellent shooting.
The conditions of the early part of the afternoon were excellent.

In accordance with the rules, two teams were chosen of all the
members present, to shoot in two 25-target team races. The
captain of the defeated team in the first race had the privilege
of exchanging one of his men for one of the winning team for the
second contest.
Following are the teams and their scores:
Capt. B. W. Claridge 22, Savage 20, Brown 16, Ortv 17 Robert-

son 16, Whitney 21, Benedict 11, Rosenthal 14, Brown 7; 'total 144
Capt. G. E. Bartlett 22. F. Eastman 18, Stevens 20, Karl 20

Potter 19, Bristol 16, Martin 18, Clark 14, Hooker 15; total 162
For the second race Capt. Claridge exchanged Brown for East-

man. The shooting resulted as follows:
Capt, Claridge 19, Savage 16, Eastman 20, Orty 14 Robertson

21, Whitney 14, Benedict 7, Brown 9, Rosenthal 14; total 134
Capt, Bartlet 20, Ste%^ns 16, Karl 13, Potter 18, Bristol 18, Martin

16, Clark 8, Hooker 4, Brown 4; total 117.
The poorer scores in the second contest are owing to the fact

that the shooting was done in the gathering darkness. X.

Interstate Association Annual Meeting.
The annual meeting of the Interstate Association was held on

Thursday morning, Dec. 13, at Oakland, Bergen county, N. J.
After preliminary routine business had been disposed of

the meeting was adjourned to meet again at 1 P. M., same date,
in Parlor 74 of the Astor House, in New York city.

At the adjourned annual rrieeting there were present the follow-
ing subscribers to the Association: Tatham & Brothers, repre-
sented by Chas. Tatham; Union Metallic Cartridge Co., J, A, H,
Dressel; American E C & Schultze Gunpowder Co., Edward
Banks; Chamberlin Cartridge & Target Co., Paul North;
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., Irby Bennett; Parker Brothers,
W. F. Parker; the Hazard Powder Co^ John L. Lequin; E. 1.

Dupont de Nemours & Co., Edw. S. Lentilhon; Laflin & Rand
Powder Co., A. W. Fliggins. Leroy Shot & Lead Works and
Remington Arms Co. were represented by proxy.
The Association, which started the year with twelve members,

closed with eleven, the International Smokeless Powder & Dyna-
mite Co. having withdrawn from membership during the month
of September. It, however, starts 1901 with a membership list of
fourteen, three new members being elected at the annual meeting,
namely, the Hunter Arms Co., of Fulton, N. Y.; the Marlin
Fire Arms Co., of New Haven, Conn., and the Peters Cartridge
Co., of Cincinnati, O.
The board of directors and officers for 1901 are as follows:
Board of Directors: Messrs. Dressel, Bennett, Banks, Lentilhon

and lliggins.
Officers: Messrs. Dressel, Bennett and Banks were re-elected

to their respective offices of president, vice-president and secre-
larv-treasurer.
Executive Committee; Messrs. Higgins, Lentilhon and Bennett.
Tournament Committee: Messrs. Bennett, Tatham, BanKS,

Parker, Lequin and Marlin.
Club Organization Committee: Messrs. Delano, North, Keller

and McMurchy.
Mr. Shaner was unanimously reappointed as manager for the

ensuing year, at an increased salary.
The manager presented a list of names of clubs from whom ap-

plications have been received for tournaments during the season
of 1901, as follows:
South Norwalk, Conn.; Auburn," Me.; Jamestown, N. Y. ; Bing-

hamton, N. Y. ; Narragansett Pier, R. I.; Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Medicus Gun Club) ; East Berkshire, Vt.

; Jacksonville, Fla.

;

Sherbrooke, Can.
;
Worcester, Mass.

;
Waterville, Me. ; Providence,

R. I.; Springfield, Mass.; Palmer, Mass.; St. Albans, Vt.

;

Memphis, Tenn.
The list was con.sidered, and the following places decided upon

as points at which target tournaments should be -held during the
coming season: Auburn, Me.; Jamestown, N. Y. ; Jacksonville,
Fla.; Sherbrooke, Can,; Providence, R. I.; Memphis, Tenn.;
Cleveland, O., with possibly some other point in the South, to be
selected at a future date.

It was also decided to hold the Grand American Handicap at
Targets at Interstate Park during the late spring or - early sum-
mer, and to add $1,000 to the purses; in fact, to carry out the
tournament on the same lines in every respect as those of the
tournament held last June.

Mr. Shaner's Report.

Mr. Shaner's report was as follows:
Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 12.—^To the President, Officers and Mem-

bers of the Interstate Association—Gentlemen: The report of
transactions of tlie manager's office for the season of 1900, ac-
companied by statistical data giving operations in detail, which
will be found in the "Review of Tournaments," a copy of which
is annexed, is herewith submitted.
Having in former reports gone into extensive detail, covering

all points at great length, in this I deem it necessary only to touch
on subjects absolutely vital, satisfied that such eliminated review
will meet all requirements, the members of the Association being
well acquainted with the subject matter at large. " -

The season just closed, like all former ones, has been an un-
qualified success, one that shows that not only has there been no
shadow of deterioration, but that the past is an earnest of the
future, most gratifying to the Association and our subscribers.
They have again been given proof that it not only performs what
it promises, but gives a bonus on promise. Our patrons are now
convinced that our promises for the future are not empirical, but
well digested. We can point to resvilts achieved which are' a suffi-

cient guarantee of our ability to accomplish what we contract to
do. Further comment on this head would be superfluous.
There is no longer any disputation of the wisdom of the resolve

of the Association barring "paid representatives," etc., from com-
peting for a division of the purse. It is no longer experimental,
many gun clubs patterning after the parent organization in con-
ducting tournaments on the same lines. I therefore advocate
the continued enforcement of the rule which has by its operation
justified the judgrnent which gave it birth. Fully 90 per cent, of
all tournaments given during the j'ear were conducted under its

conditions, which of itself is evidence that the rule is sound, meet-
ing the approval of the great majority of shooters. Nothing could
be more conclusive.

Grand American Handicap of 1900 at Live Birds.

As usual, the season was inaugurated by this event, which fol-

lowed the usual course of such, under the auspices of the Inter-
state Association. It was held on April 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, at Inter-
state Park, Queens, L. I., and its success left nothing to be de-
sired. As to the management of the tournament, nothing was
absent that could contribute to the comfort of all, and it added
to the already large stock of golden opinions gleaned on other
similar occasions. There was no friction anywhere, and the "if-

you-don't-see-what-you-want-ask-for-it" spirit displayed by all, from
those in command, from officers to privates, of all grades, gave
complete satisfaction to visitors, patrons and shooters, and all

others who could appreciate courtesy, perfect appointments and an
undeviating disposition to contribute to the coomplete harmony
of the event.

It was the first time the Grand American Handicap wis held
at Interstate Park, the park being openel by the first great event
of this year hy the Interstate Association. Of the park itself, it is

difficult to convey to one who has not seen it an adequate idea
of its merits. The fifty acres devoted to the purpose are beyond
doubt not only one of the finest sites for the purpose in the
world but also the best equipped—this without disparagement to
any.

Inanimate Target Tournaments,

The first target tournament, held at Trenton, iN. J., under the
auspices of the Walsrode Gun Club, was a success such as satisfied
the most sanguine. It was held May 2 and 3, and, though the
flowers of May were not as much in evidence as they usually are
at that date, the weather was balmy. The club, though of recent
organization, is up to date and had arranged everything vital to
success in a thoroughly professional manner.
The second target tournament, at Richmond, Va., scheduled for

May 23 and 24, was curtailed by rain, which necessitated the
canceling of the second day's programme. It was under the
auspices of the West End Gun Club, and there was a good at-

tendance, many shooters coming a long distance, The first day's
weather was fine and the contestants in good trim, making fine

scores. J
-

.

On the second day rain began to fall early in the morning, and
a steady downpour until 5 P. M. put a veto on work. As the
Richmond Pigeon Club had secured the park for the 25th, the
Interstate Association was forced to make a one-day stand ot it.

Grand American Handicap at Targets,

Nothing succeeds like success," and the Grand American Handi-
cap at Targets has gone into history as such without any reserva-
tions, and the few "I-told-you-so's" are constrained to admit that
they were for once mistaken. Indeed it was a success far beyond
the fond hopes of those who championed the experiment, lor an
experiment it necessarily was, being handicapped by the prejudices
of a considerable number of honest men. Humanly speaking, this
event, which came off at Interstate Park, June 12 to 15, was perfect,
and some who came to censure left with the warmest commenda-
tion for the Interstate Association. It was really one of the great-
est events of the kind ever held. It opened a new field -and in-

fused new life into trapshooting. It will be extensively emulated
and copied by gun clubs generally, and will help and ennoble ttfe

sport in every way. Though the programme was a radical de-
parture in some important respects from the conventional man-
ner in which such events should be governed, the first day's work
proved its wisdom. From the start participants saw that fairness
of competition was assured. Good shooting was abundantly re-
warded, and those of mediocre skill were able to get out with but
little pecuniary sacrifice, even if unsuccessful. '

The system of har>dicapping, which at first caused some mi^
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hiunng, won its way, aad after tke liandicafts wete tfesled cil-

cotniums much outnumbei-e'd previous llluttlilif 8,

While the attendance was not as lurge as sohie peojile counted
on, a majority of cohtestatlts shot through th& whole profranime;
The organiSeatioli as to departntents arid detail was complete) arid

from "sttirt to fiitlSh the shootiHg w&s \vithoUt a hitch, Otir' As- ^

Bociiitibn, which for ten years has been in the van; never ac-

ebhipHshcd a better stroke of business in the stimulation of

interest in trapshooting than during thost four days, and that is

saying much, in view of its decade of strenuous eftort in this

direction. j u
thfe ti)Urn?i>Yi61\l &t Mri-agkiistll Pier, K. I., July 11 and 12, testi-

fied to tht abilities of live Yankees to make an event interesting.

The Canonchet Gun Glub had the affair well in hand, and were it

not that the railway train service made it necessary for soriie shoot-

ers to leave early the second day, the aggregate of I4,5s0 targets

thrown during the two days would haVe beeh eonsitietatjljf SWollfeh;

From .start to finish the shoot W&s all the hiosl^kacliii^ Cohlfl aSK;

The affair in thfe iiiakfe-lii) wMs ijhite New Englaniiish, Maine,
A'aKsachusetls and Connecticut all being represented. New York
Und Mew Jersey were also in evidence. There were so many en-

tries that expeditious work was necessary, and it was performed.
The target tournament at Providence last year, held by the Inter-

state Association, was the leaven that roused thfe ehtliuSi&shi Ih

New England, and the sport has received ah ilhpetlls which ivlll

last. . ,
, ,

From the st&ndpoitit of thte Ihterstat'e Associkllotl; the tourria-

mcht held tit Newport, Vt., Aug. 7 and S, was among the best
6vb!r given by the organization. The ground broken was ab-

solutely new, virgin soil, the local gun club being: organized but a
few weeks prior to the tournament. More beginners took part

than at any previous shoot given by us, and the interest taken
cannot be otherwise than beneficial to our aubsciibefSi Thfe pfo-
gramme was necessarily curtailed oh both dayS of int fheKti Oh
account of ineletttent weathetj and this wiis the odly di:awba6k.
The closihig tournament fot thb Sedsoii was given at Salerii,

Ni Y., Sept. 13 an'd 14, undei' the auspices of the Osoma Valley
Ghn Club. The local club was disappointed in the attendance, but
ttumbers are not necessary to niake a tournament a success from
our point of view. The enthusiasm manifested and renewed in-

terest takeh tend to make new devotees of trap,shooting-ene of

the prime objects of our Association. The Salem tournahieiit

yieldbd these, and hiuch hioi-e, for our ehcourageiiieht.
Though it may hot bfe neceSStity, it seettls apropos to ssiy to thfe.

tnembers of the Interstate Association that their wotk htts bfeeii

fully appreciated, and they have reaped in due time. There are
many future harvests ripening, and the success aheady attained
should only stimulate to renewed effort. There are as yet no
indications of dry rot. The Association is so firmly rooted that

adverse winds might only incite to greater eiTort) but clear skies
and faVoring breezes should not lull . to supineHeBSi
The organizatioh is still ih the flush

,
of youthful vigor, and for

an indefinite number of years to cohie it should have no desire to
rest oh its laiirels, no matter how worthily won, btit alinUally te-

joice as a strong man to run a fresli race, and if it can rouse a"

coiTipetitor who may eventually be table to "take the horns" SO
rtluch the betterj as its members will feel that they have pro-
fhoted a good work and won ah aiiiaranthine wreath Of which
their posterity will be proud to boast.

'fhe Fotufe*

"the ihterstate .Association is so, firmly rooted and grounded,
BO thixed iip ih the warp and.w^idf of affairs ih tlie trapshootihg
world, that it lias becolHe an indispedsrtbility to the sport; whieh
to a large e.xtent depends on its existence. A hiajority of ttii]^-

shooters throughout the country recognize the Association as a
necessary concomitant and adjunct, and its guiding influence is

cohce.ded by thein, From the. opening of the season, with the
Grand American Handicap at Live Birds,, to the closing tovirna-
ment, in the fall, it fixes the pace and outlihes the i^olicjf of ihaiiy

gun clubs, which pattern by it and follow in its footsteps, tsailz-

ing that it is the ne plus ultra, so far as up-to-date scientific man-
ageihent can provide. It leads, and it is to the credit of other
orgaiiiiatiohs that they are able, to fully appreciate its excellfeflce,

PJintli Annual Grand Anierlcan HiidiU'cAp H hive Bikd&t

The preliminary details for this event have all been arranged,
contracts signed, etc. As is widely known, it will be held at In-
terstate Park, Queens, L, I., N. Y., the week beginning April 1,

1901.

In regard to the Grand American Handicap at Live Birds my
Vi6\vs Wfefe fhlli^ sfet forth in my last year's report. I see no
teason to fchahgc them at the present, and the result of the evefit

of this year einphasizcs the fact that they were sound, logical and
based on good judgihent, the result of close study of the subject;

Second Annual Gran^ American Hantiicap at 't'argels*

The tournament of the present year was the first of its kind ever
given, and 1 am not alone in my belief that it has added new life

to the sport of trapshooting. Though in the nature of an experi-

ment, the result was in every respect satisfactory. Though the

attbndance w&s not as large as expected by some people, yet

I vetitUrfe the predictioii that the most sanguine will not be dis-

ap^olhted Ih this respect next ye6t-. It would be tlifhcult to sug-
gest any irhprovement on this year's programme, and I fespectfUUj'

suggest that we adhere to a similar one for 1901. The handicap
wa.S similar to the Grand American Handicap at Live Birds—one
of distance. It has been demonstrated to be the most equitable
and satisfactory in vogue at present, and I strongly urge its

adoption for our next, and would suggest that the limit for handi-
caps be made the sahie as this year; viz., 14 to 25yds. I am cogni-
zant that this prbpossitioh will be strofigly opposed by a nurhber
who will claim that they are out-gUnned, but their cldims will

not, in my opinion, be supported by facts. It is a matter of
record that during the Detroit tournament, held since the Grand
American Handicap at Targets, the best general average was won
by an expert shot, who stood at the 21yd. mark and shot at over
500 targets, scoring more than 91 per cent, of them. It is but
a matter of slight practice \intil the expert masters the greater
distance, and, though he will not score as high as he did under
the old system, he will nevertheless score comparatively higher
as a general thing than the less skillful shot who stands at the
less distance. 1 think a little study of this year's Grand American
Handicap at Targets will make it clear to all who are able to
judge the^ matter with discrimination. In my last year's report
I said: "So far as I am able to see, there is no reason why this

event should not become a fixture, as permanent and one as im-
portant, in its way, as the Grand American Handicap at Live
Birds, That it will fill a long felt want 1 have not a shadow of

doubt." Without egotism I point to this year's result as a veri-

fication of my prediction.

Inanimate Target Tournaments for t90J,

Regarding these coming events, 1 can say but little more than
paraphrase my report of last year. As in the past, we keep in

close touch with the progressive element which has been our
sheet anchor hitherto, and as long as past amicable feeling can
be maintained we need not fear for the outcome. As I remarked
last year, however, the favorable outlook and golden opinions we
have gained should not allow our energies to flag. There is still

ample unworked territory to allow our indefinite expansion, and
I can see a time in the future when our present proud position
will be looked back upon by us as belonging to the day of small
beginnings. I think we are all expansionists in this field, no
matter what we may be politically.

I have hitherto refrained in nvy reports from advocating any
Dartlcular place for holding tournaments, but 1 now deem it my
duty to deviate from my custom, and would urge strongly the
advisabilitv of givuig them during the coming season at Provi-
dence, R. I., and at Sherbrooke. Can. 1 am fully aware that .some
may object to the giving of one at Providence, in view ot the
very successful one given by us there in 1S99, but it is that very
success which impels me to advocate the holding of another at

that place. No other tournament ever held by this Association
gave such extended results as that at Providence, and 1 can directly

trace more benefit to our Association from this tournament than
from any other three given by it^—the Grand American Handicaps
being excepted. It excited fresh interest all over the New-
England States, and aroused all the dormant interest therein at the
same time. I feel satisfied that the climax has not been reached
jn that territory, and that if another tournament be given at that
point, equally beneficial if not greater results will follow. The
field has not been worked out.

Sherbrooke. Can., has been for years an applicant, and from
the measure of interest the Sherbrooke people took in our
tournament at Newport, Vt., closely proximate, I strongly believe

one at the former point mentioned would result in much good to
our subscribers. The people in tliese places are homogeneou.s,
and I believe it would be to the interest of the Association to

give the Sherbrooke people what they desire.

General andlP^fticulat.

Ih Closittg my report, I wish to state that my relatlotis with

thfe orglhizatioh and its adjuncts have been Uniformly pleasant,

aild tholigh tori-espondehce has ehtalled considerable wofk upon
me, it has been a labor of love, cheered incessantl)' by the

uniform courtesy and helpful assistance of all with whoih my
duties have brought me in contact.

.
, . .

The policy of allowing clubs to maintain theif ailtonoriiy as to

handieap, divisioh of ptihes, .etc.,- totitihttes to work so well that 1

See ho reasori to recommend any changes, and woUld still adfise

a continuance of the system until soihe other well digested one
commends itself.

The property of the Associatiotl, Stored . in Pittsbhrg. is amply
protected by insurance; and properly cared for.

donciusiotl.

i deefn it biit just to feiJeilt what,! have So frecjuerttljr said

regarding the obligations our Associatiotl rests under to the

sportsmen's journals for the assistance they have given us m
keeping alive the interest so necessary for our continued s<ro<i-

perity. They have kept our work well before the public, and have
not been sparing of space or effort in reporting our tournaments
and in fiubli.shihg eVefj-thittg Of interest to our subscribers.

To -otii- substfibefs ih closing iiiy tefiott I. Wish t& renew my ex-

pressioir of obligation for tlie liiany tihsblicited marks of alh^rr,-

elation they have bestowed upon me, jjublic and private. My
large epistolary correspondence lias been lightened by their ap-

preciation of my services, and made a pleasure rather than a
burden. In this expression of esteem I include all members of

committees, whose aid and advice I appreciate to the full, and
I again conclude by expressing the conviction that our lon.g con-

tinued telatiohB .will continue ifltflct until this mortal shall have
put on iihmortality. Very fes[Jectfully shbiititteu,

Elmer E. ShaSer, Mariiiger,

John Watson's Winter Shoot.

CincAcfS, III.,. Dec. 11,—The finest of winter weather greeted the
nice crowd of shooters at Watson's Park to-day,- ^'eathT not Vefy
cold by the therrripnieter, but cold enough, and with a wind iJt'iSk

enougli to iiiaKc ideal ffyihg Conditions. John Watson does wisely
in setting lus dates for his anhtial slioot in the second week pi
Dbceijibfcr, fpt by that date the birds are prime Hi {hi.^ latitude,
Hnd thofcfe who dieet at that time are sure to have plenty of SKlll

asked of them. Tlierc is perhaps no tournament in the country
where a better lot of shooters come tog'^thctj or .where the best ot

them arc obliged to try harder than they do at Watsoii'S fnidwinter
event.
John, Wfitson himself said this evening that this was the "best

eaiwO life liJid.S'fet- hJid at h shoot." This, Ifl view of the character
of past attendanciis fit this sinie liistotie battle ground, is indeed
high praise; though a list of the Mitlcts Wll Shejl it$ WAJtmnt. In
thfe fnain e-v'ent of the day, the handicap, which Closfefl fh§ ^fO:
fi-rahiinej there is scarce a name tc) be seen which Ts not -w'^l

known, at least iii [lie W'^it, and.,.there are a great many which
are known all over the country, flig fegtilars are represented in

YCfy good, force. Elliott, Crosby, Gilbert, Stiftdi Heikes, Neal,
Hitlehj, . Powers, Marshall, Courtney, Tripp, Binghaffi,, (^te-, are
ull fiei-e Iht- thS $;6ek.^ Frank .Riehl, of Alton, is with the rest m
the Indians, A, B. DaJ-Ji6l§ fio^ijes flll the way from Denver, Emit
Werk is here from Cincinnati, M. 7i. White from. Milwaukee,
John Mackic is here for the Peters Cartricigs Cfe.,- .little Ed Rike
comes up from D.ivton, to "see 'em fly," as lie ssJys} ^1/*-
M'lfi'ajf 15 pn from Stillwater, Minn., and in fact the whole EiiS-

sisSiPfU vWl^y is Vkf-y wgll fepresented, Bingham, Barto, Tramp,
Amberg. Roll, E, i,. Klce,- ietil Willarch etc. represent the local

contingent, and from the East Coiligs Phil Dal^', Jr., to have a
look at the sport .in the West. Yet anothet figure of some con-
sequence,;- if riot much size, is the little jockey 01 {fiterft'ational

fame, Toft Sloan^ who is hardiv as long as the gun he shoofs, ft^.^

not iTiuch hi?Wfi»t th^n jfiis, S'l^dr, load .in a 3in. shell. Toddie
rides light, and he shoo!S a gosA deal the same way, but he is

just as busy as anybody, and his cHikf aeligm is v>hen Phil Daly
misses as many as he does.

j
The.quajity of the accommodations at the park is -vef^

k,t1,oWh,' |nd j't is .fiilough to say. that all are very comfortable, and
that e-vefy'thifiil, rtiov.e.s .alo.ng smpothly as ever. Of course it is

understood that there is no tarfet shooting to disturb the live-

bird work, and this is a feature wJiich has much to cornnlend
itself. In a mixed shoot such a thing as sraootJihe^s i? sn irh-

possibility, for a inan is sure to be wanted at one set ot tfaj'S

while he is absent at the other. Here the sport goes on perforce
niorfe deliberately, a man is not called

,
up for his squad very

often, Sfid ffleantitne he is at liberty to sit in the warm club
house and -visit with his ffiends. It is quite possible that is one
of tlie prominent reasons why John Watson's midwinter live-bird
sfioot is onC of the most popular of the entire round of the season.
All ihb. Vbfs like to attjend it, and it is in a way unique, as there
are bht vfei-J* f!iW Hve-b'irds shoots .of a wide open quality aiiy'
where in the coUntfy where the conditions are so exacting of good
skill. This is how the Watson fixture has Goine to be a sort of
annual clearing house for shootingdom.
The programme to-day is that which will be followed to-motf'd-ifr

and on Thtirsday, the first event high guns, at 7 birds, $5; the
second at 10 birds, $7.50, class shooting; the third and main event
the handicap at 15 birds, 510, class shooting, handicaps 28 to
Slyds.i $25 added. These events proved to-day just enough and not
too much. With ah entry.running to forty-two, the last event was
concluded very liicely before dsrk,- so the boys eouW get the 5
o'clock train ih to town. The. big race will come off Friday, the
25-bird haiidicap. This is the battle royal, and most of the names
seen to-da^ -will appear in the scores at that time.
John W'atson of course refereed to-day, George Watson kept

cases, and the ground staff was as of yore. The dogs retrieved ks
u.sual;

Tuesday, First D&Yt Dec. J I.

In the shooting to-day Helkcs, Budd. Powers, Burnslde, O'Brien,
Barto, Rike and Daly broke open the high gun proposition, $107,25,
First in No, 2 paid $99, second money $81, No, 3 offered $115
for first money, $100,60 for second, $71.80 for third. Following afe
the scores

;

No. 1, 7 birds, entrance $5, high guns:

H Odell 2222222—7 Hirschy 2220212—6
C B Wiggins 0221000—3 Murray 2222020—5
H J Martin 1212022—6 Crosby 22021*0—4
Mackie 022222^-6 f)'Brien 2222222-7
A H Daniels.. 2022222—6 Bonson 2202202—5
E H Arnold 2202222—6 Daly, Jr 1221222—7
te Werk 2202222—6 Roll 2022103-5
Courtney 0211222—6 Tod Sloan 2202000-3
E H Tripp 2220211—6 Barto 2222222--7
Heikes 1212112—7 L & R Tramp 2011121—6
Powers 2222221—7 Marshall 2202222—6
Bumside 1212122—7 Riehl 0210222—5
Bingham 2202221—6 Budd 2222222—7
Elliott 2222110—6 Mrs Murray 2221201—6
Linderman 2222210—6 E S Rice,." 110222'—

6

Neal 2022122—e Ed Rike 2222222—7
Gilbert 2220222—6

Odell. Heikes Powers, Burnside, O'Brien, Phil Daly Jr., Barto
Budd and Ed Rike killed out and divided $107.25, '

'

No. 2, 10 birds, entrance $7,50, 55 and 45 per cent.

:

H Odell 2222222020— 8 Martin 1012210222—8
Wiggins 1202223220— 8 Daly. Jr 2020221222— 8
Daniels 2221222112—10 Slo.an 0222?'22022— 8
Arnold 2222202022— 8 Roll 20'222122'— 9
Werk 2212110020— 7 Tramp 2222101212— 9
Courtney 0010222222— 7 Mackie 2222022220—8
Tripp 0222212222— 9 Bonson 0221101202—7
Heikes 1101102122— 8 Marshall 020220922^— 7
Powers 2022112201— 8 Riehl 2222022002— 7
Bumside 1211220232— 9 Budd 2212222122—10
Bingham 2220022221— 8 Mrs Murray 0110220111— 7
Elliott 2110111112— 9 E S Rice 1.210110122— 8
Linderman 2222222222—10 Murray 2221221222—10
Neal 2222221222—10 O Von Lengerke.2222222222—10
Gilbert 2212222222—10 Barto 2222022222— 9
Hirschy 2220222222— 9 Ed Itike 2002111222— 8
Crosby 2200222222— 8 C P Eastman 2011021022— 7
O'Brien ,.2202222202— 8 Todd... 0212002212-7
No. ?i, 15-bird handicap, entrance ijhi. handicaps 28 to 31vds •

H Odell. 29 22202»012lw
C B Wiggins. 29 ..222220222222222—1.1
A B Daniels, 30 22122222112121^—15
E A Arnold. 28 22222229022'^''22—14
E Werk. 28 2202122()112-''012—1''

Courtney, 2S 120112102110222—12
E H Tripp, 30 202221222201022—12
R O Heikes. 31 i. 222222222222222—15
C M Powers. 31 222212212222222—15
,G Burnside, 29. ... ....022222222222220—13

E Binghatn, 30 ^2^02222-13
LA R Fllintt .'n ., jjijf. 222112121211120—1.1

inderman 29' / 222220222222222-14

E ES '30 : : :
122202222222222-14

V Gilbert 31 222222222222220-14

Hi«rhv 29 :
222220222220002-11

Cr. V Nl ,
221222222203222-13

(S' BrieA 28 -
/. " - •

202211222222222-14

Bonson
"

29
'. 222221112122222-15

P DaW Tr 2^'
, .

122211121221222-15

r.
222222221122222-15

Tod 4loan' 'sk".'.'"."
" 00221 2222202202-n

Fd Rike ^8 222222222202»23-13

T M^rsh-ili si ' - 222220222222222-14

Riehl 29^ •
22122222222<J222-X1

|> ,aH 'll
'
'-V V VV,V. 122222102flD2w

luAlnrrav'isy^y.y .y. 201121112021211-13

V ^ rtice^' V 2m0120]201w
n Vnn iVrttierke. 'sbV - 222222200202W

R Barto li • •
220222120221222 -1.3

Tnr ,l 99 .'• 222022222222012-13

^ Pnliner" r
'. 0022222202w

'r ••InVn sf 01022I1102W

Mnck^c 29' 122222212222222-15

Mnr^av % 01120121120w

C P Eastman "4s.\. < . .- - 112202222222202-1

3

Ouade 28 A.I . • • 0121020011w
Hr Sh-iw 29 -, 222202222222222-14

T r White 2^ " - 222200221 1220

w

•r TT AmheVff 29 - 211222222220120—13

Ii'e whu?" i::::- 2201001222W

New Indians Elected,

The "gafig'' k IKaklhfe the. Lelflfld headquarters, and the nrgMy
scenes at that hostlery fiffe «ot wanting in a certain vivacity and

sprightliness, To-riight the cefefflp«ies. -wefe somewhat varied by
a grand council of the original and aiie.i.fem ?fib« of Indian wol-ve.s.

It had been decided to extend the privileges 0f this order to ^

select catldidates, and the election and initiation look p-lace to--

iliifiit; Tbete were thirteen of the original tribe left ill good ami
reguial' sinHSitig^ and to-night nine more members were elected,

so that the etltifl! fribe now numbers twenty-two, all good wav-

riors.and true, who wOOid rather eat hay than fail to divide » poi

i/i Vvhtch ,anv pf the tfibe waS ifitefgsfed in the daylight pasfim'es

of the fnfie,' though this rule does not go aftef sunset. The new
members chosen to-niglit are A. B. Darnels, of Denver; J. J.

Hallowell, of Philadelphia; Guy Burnside, of Knoxvihe, HI-
; /»

('ic Courtney, of Syracuse; J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City; Eddie
Itinghgm.-.ot ,Chicago; Jack Parkef, of Detroit; Tack Fanning ol

New York ; Emil Werk, of Cincinnati. It vtould be hard to find

better timber for ri^'W members, and it may be safely prophesied

that the tribe will be hoiier than ever henceforth. The deci.ston

to-night was to hold anether Indian shoot next year, at some
kf^ntTon not yet deterinined, with $1,500 added money, so m.^ a

the lufe'bs jump high. Election of ofScefs to-night resnlted as

fellows: foffi Marshall, High Chief; F. C. Kiehl, Chief Scribe;

C W, Budd, Chief of Wamoum. The Council of Chiefs is made
up- of il, O. Heikes, E'. £. Neal, C. M. Powers, Fred Gilbert, W.
R, Crosby. ^ committee of initiation was chosen, Messr.s. Coort-

ney', Tripp Merrill, Parmelee, Loomis and McMurchy.
If the pfi/felem of an American-English team race is to be solved

at all it will be mrgely done among the tribe of Indian wolvesf.

By the way, no orie di the many shooters present is able to give

(ttny more information repfdin^ this proposed English race than

his alfeftdy been printed. It is said that Paul North is now lj-a.sy

trying to Cothplpte the details of a challenge on the other side

of the water. Th§ wish is expressed from many quarters here

that Capt. A. W. Mollef would lend his valuable personal efrorts

m the shaping of the entefpfi.se and aid in the English end ot the

fact as weU as the American. The Captain's connections m a

tlffsl'ftifs? way constitute no objection in the minds of the shooters,

and it hij" ffioaesty would permit hira to counsel with the latter

in regard to tliiS international race his advice would be very

much" appreciated. Tiiis K'OUld seem to be the general opinion

from taik heard here, affiotig a very good body of shooters of

tiia ^ofi most fh'tarested in the tflee. Mr. Emil Werk is another

gcntlemaii #ho,ta:t^ a keert interest in this race, and who is

anxious to see ii foffi^.off. It^ future, however, at this point re-

mains nebulous, as earlief Slateo.

"Wednesday, Secx»nd 6^t/£)ec. H,
The weStfeef -was ..exceedingly favorable for gO^d .brisk sftootihg

yesterday, but fd-aav, carpe one of those excepfifiti'Sal tpVhs of
weather for which this £ll*tiate is remarkable, and w'/^Jeh, upoiV
occasions, may add such sihgulSf quality to the art of /W-birdt
shooting at Watson's Park, very inintll has been said at one Hfh'e-'

or another about the hard birds at WatS'Ofi's, and this is som.^"*

times true and sometimes not true, as a ffiattfef of general de-
scription. These new grounds, from the nature' 6t theif locatioiv
iri fefeteflce to prevailing high winds, are not so fasf as the aldff
|)'arj< was, yet sometimes they get a good stiff wind Gi fvj'st tn^
right direction, and then they are as hard as any grou'fid|^ a'lj'y

whe'rf^ iri thfe' Country. John Watson's birds are trapped iti fix\,d

condition, -witnqaf exception, hence the question of speed is
mostly one of wind, and of the direction of the wind. This morn-
ing the shooters who walked frofh the depot up toward the park
found a wind that was squafe in their faces, and so strong that
they had to push against it in goifig up. th|e hilt "Gee!" said
the knowing ones, and again others rettiarked;, "GeC!" Tfisy said
it more yet when they got inside the ground's.- Across the scorS
from fight to left there was half a gale blowing, and that in ati

air by no means mild. It was, in short, one of the tye'st' ^ying' days
ever seen at this park, perhaps the very best, all consit!(SfCd, or a*
least one does not recall a better. Phil Daly says the shOOiiag to-

day was hard as any he ever saw, and Tod Sloan laughed iiiieri

asked if the birds were harder in England. "Should say ncJt/''

said he. "They're hard efiotigh for anybody to-day." The scores
tell the story. When it comes to a string of about forty of the
best shots of the country, and only a half dozen straights in a 7-

bird event, it may be inferred that there were some difficulties
eicistihg between the stages of intention and performance. The
best shots s&id that they would be willing to take 10 out of any
10 continuousiy against the best shot on earth, for the latter
would not go far beyond that point without falling down. In the
first race Arnold, Wiggins, Courtney, Neal, Marshall and Powers
divided_ $126,75, high guns, Tom Marshall may thus be seen to
be getting back to his usual good form, sO to speak, and there is
talk that he put up this sore arm story for the purpose of in-
fluencing the odds, though he says he could not have killed
another one if he tried. In the second race Daniels, Jay Ell, El-
liott, Roll, Quimby, Willard, Bingham and Murray divided first.
In the handicap the hard shooting doctor from Milwaukee, Jay

Ell, was again in the first flight, and so was Eddie Bingham, -whicli
surely was a good feather for these two. Gilbert shot into first
place for their sole companion in the handicap. It was a red hot
shooting day, and the interest was keen all oay long. One after
another one of the cracks would drop out of first place, and it was
a toss-up as to who was going to endure clear through the gruel-
ing. Very often it was simply a matter of luck, for a bird killed
stone dead in the air might be carried clear over the wire by the
wind, and this sometimes happened when the bird was killed with
the first barrel. Frank Riehl lost two birds killed stone dead, both
of whicli hit the top of the wire and bounced over instead of
bouncing inside. Bits of luck like this meant money in or out
of pocket as the case might turn. A good number of the birds
sprang liigh, and this made saving them more a matter of chance,
for a fast bird falling from high up never drops where it is hit, but
slants a long way before it strikes the earth. All sorts of hair-
breadth incidents marked the day's shooting, and all in all it was
one of the most interesting days of trapshooting that one would
see in a long journey. There was something to see all the time,
and it may be supposed that the shooters thought there was some-
thing to do pretty much all the time. The hard birds of Watson's
never vindicated better their erstwhile reputation. Under such'
conditions, the score of Mrs. Murray, even, at 25yd. mark, is a
most meritorious orie for a woman shooter. First money i'n the
second event of to-day paid $118.25, and second $96.75. The capital
purse in the handicap paid $122.50 to the three luckv ones second
money paying $107.15, third $76.60. All ties divided. Following
are the scores:

No. 1, 7 birds, entrance $5, high guns:
Daniels 0022202—4
Arnold 2222222—7
Mackie , ,.0022222—5
Wiggins 2222222—7
lay Ell .0202022-4
Rogers 2220200—1
Bonson .2022222—6

Sloan ....2215202—6
Budd 2101002—1
Roll 2222202-41gBarto 2222102—ti

nimby 20O2UO-4
irschy 002220O-3

Rike 2222020—5
O'Brien 0222202—3 Eastman 2222020—

R

Elliott 2212202-6 Dr Cowles U0021lI6
Courtnev .....1212212—7 Murray , 2nn99(V9 t.

E S ?Utf..i. «..2320iOO-4 Martia .,:::;o0^i»I|
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Mrs Mwrray 2210O2O-4 GUbert .^02^-6
Neal 1212222-7 Bingham .....0220222-5

Tripp ......2201202-5 Crosby 2222200—5

Heikes 1012022-5 Marshall ..2222222-7

Linderman ...22020UO-3 Riehl IBl^t^
Werk 2120100-4 Powers 2222222—7

Burnside ....0202020-3 H Odell 2220102-5

Dalv 1200022-4 Geo Dieter .2222*22-6

L C Willard 0212220-5

Arnold, Wiggins, Courtney, Neal, Marshall and Powers divided

$12*i 75
No. 2, 10 birds, entrance ?7.50, 55 and 45 per cent.:

Benson 2022020222- 7 Barto 02fl2221222-_8

Ouimby 1221222222—10

flirschy 0022222022— 7

Eastman 2112012020- 7

Dieter 0222222022— 8

Odell 2012222110— 8

Willard 1122222222—10
Martin 2002202221— 7

Gilbert 2222200222— 8

Bingham 2222222222—10
Crosby 222222222*— 9

Marshall 222222**02— 7

Riehl 220220W
Powers 2222*22222— 9

Todd 20220W
Dr Cowles .........1120121220— 8

Mosher ............2002020021—^5
Murray 2222122222—10
Rike OOw
T Long 0220120120-* 6

Klopinski 0021211200— 6

Courtney 1202220222- 8

Daniels- 222.-222222-10

Arnold 202'1022020- 5

Mackie 2220022022— 7

Wiegins 2222222022— 9

Tav Ell 2222222222-10

Rogers 0002212112- 7

O'Brien 2222222022— 9

Elliott 2222211122-10

E S Rice 002212200W

Mrs Murray 11120u220w

Neal ."0202000022— 4

Tripp 2002022222— 7

Heikes 2222222220- 9

Linderman 2222200222- 8

Werk 0202220201— 6

Burnside 2120202222— 8

Daly 2122112202— 9

Sloan 2220200000— 4

Budd 2020222220—7
Roll 2222222222—10

'Daniels, Tay Ell, Elliott, Roll, Quimby, Willard, Bingham Mur-

ray divided" first; Wiggins, O'Brien, Heikes, Daly, Crosby, Powers

divided second. ,„ , „
No. 3, 15-bird handicap, entrance $10, 40, 35 and 25 per cent.:

Bonson, 29

nan[ell^^'30
• V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.'.'.'.V.V.'"V.V.'.'212222200212222-13

Arnold
' 21

•
222202222222022-13

Mackie, 29.::::::.:::::: 222222202222222-14

Witrbins 29 • 0220220W

T^i^^H 222222222222222-15

Rnpcri 28 : : : : -.^ .010201021212202-10

0°BHcn 2S 222202222220220-12

Fliiott 31 .v. 220021222122222-13

E S Rice 28 . 1000l020w

\Trs Murray, 25 222112112201222-14

Nell 30 0222222202022W

TrioD 30 001011222000W

Hf-ikp's 31 202222222122202—13

Linderman," '29: :::::::::: 220222222222222-14

Werk 28. 2u001Ulll0w

Burnside 29 222022222222222-14

Dalv 29' • 111002221220W

Sloan 28
.'

.'.".V. 021220020202w

Budd 31 222222220222222-14

Roll, 30. 122222220222212-14

Rarto 29 222222222222022—14

Hirsciiv 29 O22222020222W

Giibert '31 222222222222222-15

BinghaV '30 222222222222222-15

Crclbv 31 0m212122200w
Marshall 31 222222222220022-13

Riehl 2& :::::.:.: .222222222202220-13

Powers si:
'

- 222222220222011—13

Eastman, 28 020»00220w

Dieter. 29 20220202w

Odell, 29 10002202W

Willard 29 2222002210w

Martin, 28 22202100\v

Mosher, 28 111022112222201-13

Antoine, 29 20100020w

Todd, 29 .,...222222220222202—13

Dr- Siiaw, 29 222222222222202—14

Kleinman, 29 222202221221022-13

Tramp, 29 22001220w
Dr Cowles, 29 20110222220w
Rike, 28 2220020W
Graham 29 , 222122212222202-14

Amberg, 29... 12220221200w

Tay Ell, Gilbert, Bingham divided first, $122.50.

Mackie, Mrs. Murray, Linderman, Barto, Burnside, Shaw, Budd,
Roll, Graham divided second, $107.15.

Daniels, Arnold, Elliott, Heikes, Marshall, Riehl, Powers,
Mosher, Todd, Kleinman divided third, 176.60.

Thafsday, Third Day, Dec. 13.

Again a very bright, clear, sunshiny day, cold, but not too
cold for comfortable sboting, and this time with not so strong a
wind as that which maiie yesterday's shooting so trying. The
birds flew well, and about the middle of the morning they were
going nearly as fast as they did yesterday. During the afternoon
they, \vere not so hard to stop, though there were almost no
dwellers.
The entry in the main event of the day, the handicap, ran up

to fifty-six, which gives pretty fair promise of an entry for the
big sweep of to-morrow at 25 birds, which will compare very welt
with the record of last year, sixty-two entries. The additional
shooters to-day made it very difficult to get through with the pro-
gramme, and the later squads, from No. 6 up to No. 10, had to
shoot their last four birds in a light which varied from twilight
at No. 6 to black night for No. 9 and No. 10. Kleinman and
Tramp came up in the same squad, and both had chances for
straights, at that time Fred Gilbert, Geo. Dieter and big Jack
Hallowell having been the only men able to kill them all. Tramp
tried pretty hard on his Itth bird, but it swung around and went
out on the right quarter. He also missed his last bird. Abe
Kleinman killed his first two, but came near losing his next
in his string of four finishing birds. This bird sprang high and
was none too good a mark in the dim light against the gray
fence background. Abe missed it clean with his first, and then
"began to hunt for it," as he said, and managed to get it full
with his second. This was the last straight made, and the grow-
ing darkness perhaps spoiled another one at least. Leffingwell
was straight when he came from No. 2 set of traps to finish his last
four birds at No. 1 set, but it was by that tifiie so dark that it

was largely guesswork. He missed his first bird and bis last
of the fatal four. He, Amberg and Graham were the last men to
shoot, and of course they had no even break with those who had
had light to shoot by. For the last three squads white birds were
trapped, in order to ^fte a better chance to the shooter in t'le
dim light, yet many tfmes the birds were most diiticult to see
even from the standpoint of spectator. Along the gun barrel it

was a still harder matter, and it was simply the eye of faith gained
in the duck marshes at dark which gave these men any show at all.
{'raham killed all his birds apparently as well as though it were bright
daylight. Amberg killed his first three, twice under unusual cir-
cumstances. His second bird in the last four turned out to be
a dark bird, and by the best of luck in the world was a sitter.
As the trap fell open it was so dark that neither shooter nor
puller could at first tell whether or not there was any bird at all
there. By stooping down the outline of its neck could be seen.
Quick as a flash Graham called out "Kill it," and quick as the
same flash Amberg killed the bird on the ground by firing at the
dark rnass where the trap could be faintly seen. This of course
gave him another bird, and shows one more instance of the ins and
outs of the pieeon game. His next bird was a white one, and
he killed it. His very next shot was at No. 1 trap, and here, too,
the bird was a sitter, hardly knowing whether or not to fly.
Amberg thought to repeat his performance of the former instance,
smce this bird, though a white one, could hardly be seen, and
was thought to be a dark one. It chanced that just as he fired
the bird sprang, and he killed it just barely in the air! His next
bird was a strbnu outsoer. but it was disposed to come around
to the coops to the other birds, as did most of these late birds.
Amberg missed it with his first barrel, but then very wisely and
coollv waited on it, as it practically disappeared from sight in
the deep field. It swune arcund in and came into sight against the
sky line on the left. Waiting till it came c'ose in, Amberg killed
It with bis second barrel, but unfortunately it was so near the
dp?d line thai it fell dead across the wirel This put him in the
IZ hole and hack of the money. There were a dozen 14s in this
event, but the first p'ace paid very well with onlv four in it
Dunnsr the dav Tom Keller, of the Peters Cartridge Co. came

out to see what he could do, and he had as much fun as anvbody,
Uiough he did not get into the money ip the big event of the day,
Jack Hallowell arrived to-day, the first moment in which it was
possible for him to get here. A. D. Sperry and wife came in last
night from Rock Island, and Mr. Sperry shot to-day and wll r-*-

Riam for to-morrpyf, Qeo, Di^^eip had better luck to-day than

yesterday, and showed that Milwaukee could furnish not only one
man, but two, able to kill 16 straight. Geo. Mosher, of the Syracuse
Arms Co., continued to mingle to-day, using his 32in. barrel gun,

which looks at least a foot longer than a 30in. barrel. There was
a large and able-bodied contingent of contributors to-day, and it

did not all come from among the lambs. Jimmie Elliott went to

the barn at his 7th bird in the handicap, Pop Heikes could not

get past his 12th, and Charlie Budd had to scratch mighty hard
to get 13 of them in the game sack. Phil Daly killed all but

1 in the handicap, and so proved that they raise shooters down
East once in a w-hile as well as out in this part of the world.

Geo. Roll was another l4-man, and he came in that class by a lunny
sort of incident. He had them all up to his 15th bird, which was not

a very hard one. He nicked it a little with his first, and it lit

near the trap, perhaps 33yds. from the score. He fired the
second barrel at it deliberately on the ground, and it meant some
money, too. The shot struck all around the bird, it sprang up
and again fell, but the dog chased it out. Following are the

scores of to-day:
No. 1, 7 birds, ?5 entrance, high guns:

VoHs 2011222-5 T Keller 222022a-5
Daniels 2212222-7 Budd 1020212-5
Arnold 2222220-t3 Daly 2220212-6
Mackie 2022200—> O'Brien 022222'3—

6

WiKcrins 2222220—6 Bonson 2222220 -G
Kuss 2113202-6 McCartney 0322122-6
Thompson 0222J21—G Sperry 102I12')—

5

Elliott 2211222-7 Eastman 2222202-6
Tripp 0221220—5 Hallowell 1222102—6
Neal ..2222222^7 Roll 0222222—6
K > Rice 1210211- -6 Hirschy 202'>220—

1

Mrs .Mu.r.-iy nn201'2-5 Dieter 2022221—

C

Gilbert 22222f2—7 Stephens 22122;'.?—

7

Binviian 2222202-6 Willard 2212221—7
Cr.o^bv 02-10222—4 Burnside <>2t2w

Marshall 2222022—6 Linderman 2222220—

P

Kieh! 2020022-^ Ouimby 1001020—3
Powers ...2110022—E Tramp 2122022—6
Courtney 0320212—5 Murray 00U2022—

3

Heikes 02212^2- 6 Barto 20

w

Stephens and Willard dividedDaniels, Elliott, Neal, Gilbert,
.$130.

No. 2, 10 birds, $7.50 entrance:
E Voris 1222221102— 9
Daniels 2222222222—10
Arnold 2222220222— 9

Mackie 0222222222— 9

Wiggins 1212222220— 9

Thompson 2029222222— 8

Elliott 2222102022— 8
Tripp 1102011212— 8

Neal 2222222022— 9

Burnside .2222021002— 7
E S Rice 2020221021— 7
Mrs Murray ...... .1222102220—

8

Gilbert 2222222220— 9

Bingham 2222220220— 8
Crosby 2220222222— 9
Marshall 1222222222—10
Riehl 2202120022— 7
Powers 2122121222—10
Courtney ..2022011200—6
Heikes 2122122222—10
Keller 2220222020—7
Budd ....2222222222—10
Daly 2222220202- 8

O'Brien , . .2220202022— 7
Bonson 0222202222— 8
McCartney 2222002202— 7
Sperry 2121122201— 9
Eastman 2022120000— 5
Hallowell 2121202202— 8
Roll 2220202122— 8
Hirschy 2120222200— 7
Dieter 1221202220— 8
.Sitephens 2222222222—10
Willard 2221020002— 6
Kuss 1112222122—10
Quimby 2022222202— 8
Linderman 2222222220— 9
Barto 1102221022— 8
Kleinman. OlOw
Tramp 2112220220— 8
Frase 1200222201— 7
Mosher 222212020w
Finkler 1220221111— 9
Thorn 2221222220— 9

Drake 0222121011— 8
Hoyt 2221102210— 8

Daniels. Crosby, Powers, Heikes, Budd, Stephens and Kuss
divided $126.50.

Voris, Arnold, Mackie, Wiggins, Neal, Gilbert, Crosby, Sperry,
Linderman, Finkler and Thorn divided $103.50.

No. 3, 15-bird handicap, entrance $10:

Daniels, 30 002222222222222—13
Voris, 29 212212121222202—14
Arnoia. 29 2220200w
Mackie, 29 22222222020222—13
Wiggins, 29 202222200w
Thompson, 28 .u , 122202221202222—13
Elliott, 31..,.„.i.,..,-.X. 210200W
Mosher. 28... 10111220220w
Tripp, 30 112210222222022—13
Neal, 30 220222222222120—13
E S Rice. 28 21201020w
Mrs Murray, 25 20011210w
Gilbert, 31 .222222222222222—15
Bingham, 30 022222222222222—14
Crosby, 31 212222222202222—14
Marshall, 31 222022222222022—13
Riehl, 29 222222220222222—14
Powers, 31 202212222222222—14
Stilwell, 28 , 202222200W
Heikes, 31 21220222200w
T Keller, 28 2222222002220w
Budd, 31 ....i. 222022222022222—13
Daly, 29 ^ 222112202222222—14
O'Brien, 28. . . « 220022222222222—13
Bonson, 28...* 222222020220w
McCartney, 28 2222200222220w
Sperry, 29 211111112022222—14
Dr Shaw, 29 221122222022220—13
Hallowell, 30 111121212111222—15
Roll, 30 212122222222220—14
Hirschy. 29 122220212020w
Dieter, 29 221222222222222—15
Stephens, 29 0222020

w

Willard. 29 11112012100w
Burnside, 29. . ....^.....v ^. 110121112122222-14
Linderman, -29 ..i....... 21222222n00w
Kuss, 29 2021021120W
Barto, 29 222210212222222—14
Kleinman, 29 212212222221211-15
Tramp, 29 222222222212200—13
Murray, 28.: 22022Dl20w
Thomas, 28 21020220w
Drake, 28 202122011 22220wHoy t, 28 , 2011 2211 2222022—13
Rike, 28 21202202222220W
Frase, 28 221112022122022—13
Todd, 29 222202222222222—14
Sloan, 28 02020w
White, 29 22222022020wW B Leffingwell, 29 211111212120220—13
Palmer, 29 002222H2220w
Mattox, 28 222122120010W
Hughes. 28 02200w
W'erk, 28 , 22220102220w
Graham, 29 222222220222222—14
Amberg, 29 221110122201210—12

First divided $150; second divided $131.25; third divided $93.75.

Friday, Fourth Day, Dec. H.
The admirable weather continued until the end of the shoot, the

last day being overcast, damp and chilly, but with a fresh enough
air to keep the birds moving well. Only the one event was shot
off, the big handicap at 25 birds, $15, and the shooting was con-
cluded long before the light began to grow dim. A few sweeps
were shot at the conclusion of the main event.
The entry in the handicap did not quite equal that of last year,

when it ran to sixty-two. There were fifty-seven entries to-day, and
it would be hard to find another fiftv-seven who would be better
representatives of skill in live-bird shooting. The scores, if
looked at by one ignorant of the prevailini?" conditions, would
seem to give the lie to the .above statement. They look as though
a lot of beginners had been at work. In reality the game w^as one
which asked the best skill of every shooter, and added to that, that
little factor of luck which goes so far toward deciding a close race
one way or the other. On the four days' shooting, Gilbert turns
out with high average, followed closely by George Roll, of Blue
Island. Each of these shooters made 24 to-day, Gilbert missing his
second bird and then killing out straight, Bingham, Powers,
Tramp and Arnold came traveling hot-foot also just back of the
first place. There were eight in the 23-hole—among these Jack
Hallowell, Jimmv Elliott, Tom Marshall and Elmer Neal In
the 22-hole landed such of (he old-timers as Heikes, Crosbv Lem
Willard, Leffingwell. etc. The first money contest narrowed down
late in the game to one st-aight and one possible. Dr William-
son, of Milwaukee, was straight, and J R. Graham, of Long f.ake
111., w-as the possible, and he dulv cinched the chance. Graham
shot to-day, as he did yesterday, in sp'endid form, and centering
hia birds carefully. He deserved the good fortune of making the
second man out of the fifty-seven who proved able to kill 25 ofthem straight. Dr. Williamgofi during the week made a run of 55
birds killed straight. He is shooting a great gait right now, and
^hie performance of 5? pirdu f.t ^yatson's this hard ynt^ probably

the best shooting he ever did in his life. It surely puts him in the
strictly dangerous class for anybody to tackle. None the less a
match at 100 birds has been arranged between him and George
Roll, of Blue Island, and this race will be shot at Watson's
within the next ten days. All Milwaukee will go behind Williarn-
son, but it is not a matter of much odds in his favor. A 100-bird
race is a long road to travel, and a man may go out of form and
drop a few points in his temporarily slashing gait inside oi a day
or so. The time for Dr. Williamson to shoot George Rojl was
right here this week. ' The big iceman is not a bad performer
himself in a long race, and though not the favorite in this con-
test will no doubt give .a good account of himself. It is to be
hoped that the race will be shot under weather conditions as,
favorable as those which have prevailed this week. _

Mrs. Murray to-day strengthened the good impression she-
makes as a live-bird shotter by the very good score of 22, and
found herself in very good company at that. Some ot the experts-
had tp go to the barn at comparatively early stages in the game..
Dieter only got to his 12th bird, Courtney retired at 18, Budd at
his 12th, Riehl at his 15th, Barto and Odell at the 12th, Si Palmer
at the 12th also. Emil Werk got along to his ISth. Dick Merrill,,
who came down from Milwaukee to have a look at the main:
event, had to sit down after his 16th bird. Of course the usual
amount of merriment followed the unlucky ones, who fell back
of the money. The first money amounted to $209.55, which made-
quite a nice little thing between the two winners.
There was a hot little miss-and-out after the close of the maini

shoot, and a little 10-bird shoot between Palmer and Cantillon on
the one side, against M. E. White, of Milwaukee, and H. Odell,
of Chicago. The former won, and the latter are so little satisfied'
with the result that they have asked for a match at 50 live birds,
price of the birds and suppers, to be shot at Watson's next
Friday. Palmer and Cantillon agreed to this. So it seems we-
are to have a little revival in shooting matters here as a result
of the winter tournament.
A good many of the boys, left town to-night, but a few will re-

main over until to-morrow for business reasons or in order to-
look about the city snd enjoy the famous lake breeze. The follow-
ing are the scores of the day:
Handicap, 25 birds, entrance $15, 35, 30, 20 and 15 per cent., $100)

added:

Voris, 29 2111222210221222222222022—23:
Rogers, 28 120022221222202.(221122100—19.
Arnold, 28 2221212222222222202222222—24
Mackie, 29 2220222220202022221222202—20'
Rike, 28 2222220222222222220222222—23
Jay Ell, 30 22=^2222222222222222222222—25
Rice, 28 .• 112202100002W
Mrs Murray, 25.,....,,. 1201122222220122212022222—22
Derring, 29 .- 22212222222222*2222201222—23
Dieter, 29 •22202220*222

w

Murray, 28 012222*2020w
Woodford, 29 121222222222001102*222002—19
Hallowell, 30 .- 2221112222021222222222012—23
Heikes, 31. .22*1220212121222222012122—22
Burnside, 29 22101222*22221 2222221 22*2—22
Elliott, 31 2122222212111112011121022-23
Tripp, 30 2221022122*2212*222022222—21
Linderman ,29 2*1 2122202022201 22w
Courtney, 28 , 122122222! 2il20022*w
O'Brien. 28 ^ 1 20220222222*20

w

Budd, ,31 2220222*2200w
Stephens, 29 122222122**22222222202212—22
Sperry, 29 , 210221221222122201)11121 12—22
Gilbert, 31 2022222222222222222222222-24
Bingham, 30 212222221)222222.2.222 222-24
Crosby, 31 2222222222222222202202202—22
Marshall, 31 222222222222222222202222*—23
Riehl

, 29 22202221 1202222*

w

Powers, 31 , . .22221 22222222-'2222''2*22'2—24
Daly, 29 2212222222001122220222222—22
Sloan, 28 2110200U2201 121 1220212222—19
VV illard, 29 .w.. 2112022222222111222002222—22
Roll, 30 1222211212122212021122122—24
Barto, 29 22222U22u200w
Odell, 29 222»10120220w
McCartney, 28 , ..022222202022

w

Palmer, 29 22**22*200*1w
Werk, 28 22012120121102*011w
Iramp, 29 2122222222202222222222222—24
Neal, 30 .....0222222222022222222222222—23
Kuss, 29 212222U221201222222112222—23
Sconce, 29 2222222220222212222022*22—22
Hirschy, 29 22122220220*a20w
Dr Shaw, 29 22*20112222222*222222220*—21
Frase, 28 0222220222222222222222002—21
T L White, 29 .^i.t 222*1222*12*1122221222222—22W Patten, 29 022220022220wH Dunnell, 29 2012220221 22202111110w
Thompson, 28 , , . . . 022212222222222222102020w
C F Rust, 28 .......2*20022100w
T R Graham, 29 22222222222222222222222222-25
L S Graham, 29 2222220*22222222222222020—21
Todd, 29 *122121222122202222222022—22W D Conley, 28 22221*22102*22220wW B Leffingwell, 29 12222222222*2122010212222—22
T W Amberg, 29 1222122*21121222211122*02-22
Merrill, 30 2112220022222*20w
First money, $200.55, divided by Jay £11 and J. R. Graham
Second money, $129.60, divided by Arnold, Gilbert, Binghatn,

Powers, Tramp and Roll.
Third money, $119,75, divided by Voris, Rike, Derring, Hallo-

well, Elliott, Marshall, Neal, and Kuss.
Fourth money, $89,80, divided by Mrs. Murray, Heikes, Burnside,

Stephens, Sperry, Crosby, Daly, Willard, Sconce, White, Todd.
Leihngwell, and Amberg.

Best Shoot Yet,

As the boys shook hands with John Watson to-night to bid hira
good-by, the grizzled old veteran wore a face wreathed with
smilesj not at their going away but at their having been pres-
ent. Spoken with this evening, Mr. Watson said, "This is far and
away the best shoot I have ever held. 1 never saw a nicer lot of
shooters together anywhere in all my life. There was not a bit
of hard feeling, not a kicker on hand, and every man knew his
business. I don't believe there ever was a nicer shoot held than
this, and I am proud to have been on hand to see it. No doubt
the newspapers have done a good deal to make this shoot a suc-
cess, as they have kept it well before the public for some weeks. I
like a good sporting shoot at live birds, with no targets to distract
the attention of the shooters. We had the best men of the coutry
here, and I only hope they are as well satisfied as I am."

„ i£. Hough.
Hartford Buildino, Chicago, III.

lmwet§ to ^orres^ond^nk.

Mo notice taken ot anonymona oommanlcatlons.

G., F. B., Niles, O.—Your cocker is afflicted with canker.
Cleanse the ear thoroughly three or four times a d.ny, using tepid
water and castile soap. Drop in the ear then a small quantity of
the following mixture, heated to about 90 degrees: Acid car-
bolici, dr. ss. ; glycerine, oz. ss. ; aquae, oz. ij ss,. If the inner ear
is afl^ected, it should be syringed out gently.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

The Second Generation.

Here is a letter from Vermont: Forest and Stream Publish-
ing Co.: Gentlemen—Please send me by mail "The Trapper's
Guide" as advertised in Forest and Stream. My father has
taken that paper for over twenty years, and I read it every week,
and enjoy it very much. Please send me a list of Forest and
Stream books more complete than the one in the paper. I am
twelve years old and am starting a library of hunting books.

Lehov E. Knight.

The "brolcen shell extractor" recently devised and now manu-
factured by the Idea! Mfg. Co,, of New Haven, Conn., appears
to be an extremely useful article. It is one that the rifleman will
not often need, but when he does want it he will need it very
badly. The device has been tested arid used by most of the more
important rifle manufacturing companies in the country, and haa
received from' them strong indorsement^. It a pocket- instr»>
?nept s,n^ operates quickly.—/irfp. ^" ;. .. t

,
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It is the province of the Forest and Stream, by the

sketches of personal experience in the field and on the

waters, to bring back to the lively recollection of him who

reads its columns the good times with rod and gun he has

himself enjoyed. In the happy fortune or the misadven-

ture here recorded we see reflected the bright days and

the dark days of our own outings ; and it is this picturing

anew of our own experiences that makes up so much of

the charm of the literature of the field.

For the year that is to come these pages will give from

week to week the experience of sportsmen written by

sportsmen for sportsmen. The Forest and Stoeam wishes

its friends a Happy New Year ; and it will do its share in

weekl}'- number after number to make the year a happy

one.

THE CHANGE OF A CENTURY.

The closing century has been marvelous in its dis-

"--iwries. in its advance in civilization and in all that

makes the living of life easier to civilized man. It has

been an age in which man has begun to understand certain

of the forces of nature, to tame them to his own uses and

to force them to work for him, as he ropes, saddles and

breaks to ride the wild horse of the prairie. With the

more easy life which has come from the chaining of these

forces and their adaptation to man's uses has come also

a vast increase in the civilized population of the globe, and

a corresponding decrease in its natural and uncivilized

population.

Nowhere has this change been more marked than in the

territory of the United States. A century ago its popula-

tion numbered 5,308,000. Its inhabitants were gathered

in a little fringe of settlements along the eastern coast,

and the first hardy adventurers had but a short time be-

fore they Isegan to push their way into the interior. Then
the furthest limits of the west were the banks of the Mis-

sissippi River. Be3rond this was literally an unknown
world. No one could tell what of man or of beast

might dwell there. Such animals as the antelope, the

mountain sheep, the white goat, the grizzly bear and a

host of smaller species had not then been described.

Except upon the borders of the settlements, game and
fish were as numerous as ever. Their only enemies were

men and the savage quadrupeds and birds which ate

them, and these enemies were not sufficiently numerous
to keep down the increase of the creatures on which

they fed.

To-day the population of the United States is nearly

76,000,000. Its territory extends from ocean to ocean, and

not merely its territory but its people as well. The in-

dustries of farming and stock raising and lumbering and

mining have sent men far and wide over the land, push-

ing out over plain and valley, threading the densest forests,

pciietrating the most remote nooks in the nrountains, climb-

ing the loftiest peaks. Each man who has done this work,

whether an old-time trapper, or a prospector, or a modern
timber cruiser, has done his part toward destroj-ing na-

ture and developing art in the place he visited. In some
way his coming has meant a change—direct or indirect

—

to some of the wild creatures which dwelt in the place to

which he came. He killed the game, or caught the fish, or

burned the prairie or the forest, or disturbed and troubled

some creature, which learned then that there was in the

world a new enemy to be feared—an enem.y that it had not

known before.

One hundred years ago there was great game in abun-
dance in the many States that are now densely popu-
lated, and small game was abundant everywhere. The
wild turkey rustled in Massachusetts and Connecticut,

the prairie chicken hooted ovev the sandy flats of Long

Island, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Maryland. Hordes

of migrating wild fowl and of wild pigeons passed over.

the land in such numbers as to darken the sun, and fed

everywhere.

In early days deer skins were the currency of many of

the settlements, but they were killed by Indians who used

the animals' flesh and by them were brought in to trade.

The early settlers were too hard at work wresting sub-

sistence from the stubborn soil to waste time and am-

munition on game unless they needed it to fill their chil-

dren's mouths. But as time passed and population in-

creased, skins still had a value, and people were found

willing to hunt game for the small pay that there was in

selling deer skins. This process of turning the product

of the wild creatures into money has gone on constantly,

and at a constantly increasing rate, and the results are

what we see to-day.

It is a familiar story that in primitive times the buffalo

occupied one-third of the North American continent.

On the Atlantic coast it almost reached the sea; the

northern limit of its range was the Great Slave Lake and

the southern northern Mexico. In the last decade of the

eighteenth century buffalo were killed in Ohio and Vir-

ginia, but by 1810 they had been exterminated in Ohio,

Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois, where once they had been

most abundant, and were then found only on the western

side of the Mississippi River. By the year 1870 the Mis-

souri River was the eastern boundary of the species,' and

thirteen years later it had been practically exterminated.

There are now probably two or three times as many

buffalo in captivity in zoological gardens, private parks

and menageries, as there are wild ones.

The moose, solitary in its habits, living in the forest, has

not shared the fate of the buffalo. It is true that it has

been exterminated in New York, Vermont and New
Hampshire, but it still exists in Maine and Canada and in

some portions of the northern Rocky Mountains. In

Maine, protected by law, it has of late years greatly in-

creased and has almost become partially domesticated, so

that during a portion of a year it manifests little fear of

man.

Forest and Stream has printed from time to time quo-

tations from the writings of the early Jesuit Fathers,

which tell of the great herds of elk seen all over the

eastern country in the eighteenth century. Yet before the

nineteenth was fifty years old, all these animals had been

destroyed, and the last survivor of them in the East was
killed in Pennsylvania in 1853. In the forest of Michigan
they lingered much longer, probably until 1870, and in-

deed there are vague reports that elk still exist on the

borders of Minnesota and Dakota. Between 1870 and 1875

there were great numbers of elk on the prairies of Dakota,
Montana and Nebraska, but ten years more sufficed to

wipe them out there, and now instead of the elk of the

prairie with widely branching antlers that we used to

know, we have only the elk of the timber, whose horns

have much less lateral spread.

The same story may be told of most of our game ani-

mals. The man of to-day has pushed his resistless way
everywhere, and where the civilized man comes there is

no room for uncivilized creatures, whether they be men or

beasts. We may try to preserve the game as much as we
please ; we may endeavor to make gradual the process of

its extermination; but it is useless for us to try to fight

against the laws of nature. They are immutable. The
daj' is coming—nay, it is almost here—when those who
wish to see big game must look for it inside of protected

parks and preserves. The United States has the oppor-

tunity to establish a number of such game preserves.

These are to be found in the great area of territory so

wisely set aside as forest reserves at various times in

the past by Presidential proclamation. Each one of these

great areas of forest and mountain and plain should be

considered not onlj' with relation to the timber growing

or to be grown within its borders, but also with relation

to the game which, either existing or to be introduced,

might harbor within its limits. Wisely and intelligently

conserved, these forest presers-^es might ser\^e also as game
preserves, not to be exhausted by another century of

civilization and of increased population.

With the changed game conditions has come a not less

notable revolution of public sentiment regarding the game
as a resource to be cared for and preserved. We have in

large measure lost our abundance of game, but we have

gained an appreciation of what remains ; and in view of

this awakening and growth of healthy sentiment the out-

look for the new century is not altogether one of dis-

couragement. We shall take better care of our game in

the future than in the past. There is reason to believe

that the period of indifference has passed by, and that

the sportsman of the twentieth century will have advan-

tage, in a growing degrees as the century shall progress,

of a wiser system of game preservation.

The North American Fish and Game Protective Asso-

ciation, whose recent meeting is reported in our game col-

umns, is engaged in an effort which is both sensible and

practicable. Its chief purpose is to harmonize the laws of

a group of contiguous Provinces and States. The terri-

tory covered is a region which by reason of conditions of

latitude and longitude should have throughout the entire

extent practically uniform seasons and certainly uniform

regulations as to ways of taking game and limitations of

number. The Association is made up of members many of

whom by reason of their official positions and known in-

formation in the especial fields of fish and game protection

may reasonably be expected to have influence with the

several legislative bodies which will be looked to for the

enactment of these uniform statutes. We anticipate sub-

stantial results from the movement.

One subject upon which the Association declared itself

in no uncertain terms is that of the abolition of spring

shooting. Of the expediency of this because of its urgent

necessity there can be no two opinions. To shoot the

birds when on their way from the South to their Northern

breeding grounds is, from the standpoint of economy, fool-:

ish in the extreme. The only obstacle that stands in the

way of doing away with spring shooting now is the selfish-

ness of individuals and localities whose immediate in-

terests are opposed to the real and permanent interest of

the country at large. But even such opposition cannot

long be effectual. For one thing, as in one section after

another spring shooting has been abolished, and demon-
stration has been made possible of the fact that in these

regions the birds, if unmolested in the spring, will nest

and will be found in greater supply in the fall, those

who have opposed most strenuously the anti-spring shoot-

ing system have come to see the wisdom and advantage of

it. and ma}'- now be counted as supporters instead of op-

ponents. To the abolition of spring shooting, not only iij

the territories covered by the North American Associa-

tion, but in all other States and Provinces as well, we
shall come, and come very soon.

There was held in Philadelphia the other day a con-

ference of allied interests, comprising the Associated

Health Boards and Sanitarians, the Forestry Association,

the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association, the State

Sportsmen's Association and the Game Commission,

Among the several measures discussed for improving the

game and fish protective system, the most important was a-

proposed amendment to repeal the clause of the act of

1895, creating the Game Commission, which forbids re-

muneration or the paying of expenses to any member of

the Commission. It certainly is preposterous, in this day,

for a great and wealthy commonAvealth like Pennsylvania

to expect the members of a game commission to give

their services without reward, or to accomplish anything

of law enforcement without funds. The game and fish of

Pennsjdvania are important and valuable public resources,

Their conservatiop is a subject of public concern. And if

they are worth caring for, as unquestionably they are, the

care of them is worth paying for out of the public treasury.

Pennsylvania should take its place with other States which
have paid game warden systems.

Another recommendation adopted by the conference

calls for a license for non-resident gunners before they

shall be privileged to shoot game. This is another straw

which shows the growing tendency to restrict the priviliges

of non-residents. The license plan is talked of in Maine
again this winter, and despite the opposition which the

proposition will certainly provoke, it is probable that the

system will be adopted. From non-resident license to

the exaction of a fee from residents is but a step. We
began the century with the American system—game and
shooting free to every one. We are ending it with a
substantial progress in the direction of the European
system of shooting, closely hedged about with restrictions*
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There's Enchantment There.

There is a region in Northern California that ap-

pears to be exceptionally enthralling. It is not, on first

observance, particularly attractive or fascinating, but it

has had a sort of hypnotic influence upon men.
It is a region of mountains, forests and streams

—

broken, picturesque, bright and hospitable, or blea'k, drear

and cold as moods and conditions determine.
It is a region to which the early pioneers were at-

^ trficted by the discovery of gold, thousands of hardy and
brave men ventured half a century ago, and to

which thousands have come and gone with the years.

Gold, gold was the quest of most, and in their sordid

haste aiid slavish toil for the valued metal, that has upon
it a tinge of blood and death, few of the many really

saw the white summits, the blue and shadoAV}'- forests,

the crystalline springs of the sweetest water in the world,
the rushing streams that broaden into rivers paved with
golden litter.

The gold is merely an incidental substance, brought
down by erosion and the thundering winter torrents, to-

gether with other refuse and waste' from the mighty
mountains. No animal except civilized man ever found
gold of consequence. A handful of vegetable soil, de-

cayed bark and leaves that will spiking to renewed life in

the valleys below, was worth it all.

There were pioneers, giants among the strongest, the
hardiest and most venturesome of the world, who looked
about them and coming under the influence of their magic
surroundings forgot the sordid desire for gold and the
influence and power of which so many dream. These
saw the beauty of the mountains and forests, breathed
the nectar of the air, tasted the purity of the distillery of

heaven, and felt the freedom of absolute immunity from
that wonderful, questionable blessing, civilized society.

There were a thousand hermits in the blue realm of the
Shasta Mountains—men of brain and brawn, and many
with the knowledge and culture of the polite. They would
be found (and rarely may yet may be found) in secluded
nooks of the mountains, in the most primitive cabins,
furnished with the simplest necessary food, and the uten-
sils by which they might maintain existence. In a dec-
ade, or a score of years, these men, while retaining
their knowledge and their polite attainments, had re-
verted to the primitive tastes and inclinations of savages
in many things and were seemingly as happy and content
as the red natives that for unknown generations had
lived and died in these mountains. Perhaos it was rather
indifference than content, but indifference and content
are not easily separated. These men were under a spell,

but it was nothing more mysterious than the instinct or
intuition that beckons men into the woods and wilder-
ness, back to where they were originally placed, where
they may properly belong.
The mountains and forests, the uncontrolled torrents,

shimmering and unsounded lakes, the bounding deer,
crashing bear, and all the life and struggling and de«th
of animate creation appealed to them. The possibility
of perils in remote cafions and upon unexplored heights,
the triumph of subsisting against every kind of privation
and denial, were things not lacking in gratification to
them. Sometimes they had printed books and the mid-
night lamp might glimmer from rocky glen or mountain
side—but the implemeaits of defense or aggression, the
rifle, axe and knife were invariably at hand, and of more
frequent use and certain utility. Among these are tan-
gible influences that have shaped the lives and careers
of many men, and that have given character to the nation
itself.

By tourist and traveler who do not always comprehend
or judge by true standards these solitary men were passed
over or pitied and condemned. They did not conform to
the conventional or the fancied and were too unique to be
classified and catalogued, save perhaps as some land sur-
veyors have classified some of their mountains upon the
Government's maps, "Unsurveyed, broken and worth-
less." In many instances they were men of invincible
character and the bravest of the brave, daring to stray
from all custom and tradition and act according to the
dictates of their own souls, living and dying in as near
absolute freedom and as near nature as man can ap-
proach.

* * * * * *

A decade or more ago a man of about thirty years of
age, having selected a spot evidently to his liking in the
region so briefly described, built a cottage there snug
enough for its kind, but with no apparent object and no
notable judgment as to suitable location. While the place
selected appealed to him could not be guessed, for there
was no gold near it and no people near. It was miles
distant from the settlement or traveled road, and there
was little more level ground lhan enough to set the house
upon. The fellow chopped away, making a clearing,
where he planted a few fruit trees and pretended to make
a small garden. • The place was so full of granite boul-
ders, brought by some av.ilanche from the mountains sur-
rounding it, and it was so thickly covered with matted
briers and vines, he never succeeded in changing its ap-
pearance much.
A stream that came foaming over the boulders and

through a jungle of alders and mountain shrubbery made
such a continual roar that it was as impossible to hear
much as it was to see much from the site of the house,
surrounded as it was with the steep and thickly tim-
bered hills. The felloAv kept a horse and a dog o'r two,
and from time to time added cats and fowls and other
domestic aggravations to his outfit. He was industrious
enough to combat with his surroundings for awhile, ap-
pearing to have means to provide himself, from the "out-
side country, with the things he failed to produce. His
garden was chiefly a fernery in which he probably dug
un more gonhers and rattlesnakes than artichokes or
other veeretablcs. while his hay patch Avas scarcelv a good
pasture for his horse as were the undisturbed hillsides to
which the horse always escaped. But the summers and
winters passed an<i the fellow with his entire outfit some-r

For about ten years the man lived in the secluded spot,,

only disturbed by an occasional stock or game hunter,

and giving no one any notable account of his affairs.

The few marauders who encroached upon his premises

could say little of him more than that he had books,

guns and other traps, but never seemed to raise any-

thing or kill anything to speak of. Others may have

heard the crack of his rifle at daybreak, or the barking

of his dog now and then on a midnight hunt for var-

mints on the mountain sides. His shack was about out

of sight in winter, for all that could be seen of it would

be a stovepipe sticking out of the snow, or the light, of a

lamp from a window by night, shining out' over the boul-

ders and snow covered jungle. Sometimes in midsummer
forest fires swept the cafion, but his fern patch and
boulders were fireproof, and he was circumspect enough

to keep the leaves and pine needles cleared away fiQiti the

buildings and fences.

A stranger taking a cut-of? trail" through the hills once

passed the hermit and' asked:

"Are you making a ranch here?"
"No, sir," the man replied.

"What are you going to do, then?"

"I don't know," said he, and passed on.

Probably the hermit spoke the truth according to his

philosophy and his experience. After all the man, is

very wise who knows what he is going to do. •

Without much preparation and no notice to his neigh-

bors, for he had none, the man left the hermitage and dis-

appeared from the mountains.
Some weeks ago, being anxious to see the place, I

went some distance out of my way to look in upon it.

The house was stilll there, its steep roof covered with

moss, on the north side, and the porch strewn with leaves

and fallen acorns and shells from an overhanging oak.

The house was weather-stained and sim-burned until it

had assumed the color of the huge granite boulders sur-

rounding it. The antlers of a buck were fastened above
the door, while the walls of an inner room we-re dec-

orated with a dozen pairs of them and with numerous
scalps, skins and other trophies. There was a gun case

in which several guns were rusting in their racks, and in

another corner a bookcase full of volumes that had been
frequently if not roughly handled.

In another room wood rats had made a pyramid of

fanciful design of a hundred or more copies of

Forest and Stream, bearing old date, in the midst of

which they had stored a bushel of acorns, bits of bone,
grains of wheat and corn, nails, cartridge shells and other
treasures they had gathered without any special judg-
ment.

Outside a mottled cat scurried away, terrified to see

any one about the deserted house, but nevertheless anx-
ious to make himself seen. The garden had about suc-

cumbed to the overpowering attack of native jungle. A
small patch of strawberry plants alone seemed, to main-
tain the contest with the ferns, thimble-berry bushes and
sprouting alders and willows.
A black shepherd dog, grown old and gray about his

eyes and muzzle, took his place on the leaf strewn poixh
of the house, patiently whining his impatience, and wag-
ging his bushy tail as he followed me with his anxious

j-ellow eyes. From a distant hillside a gray horse whin-
nied musically as he detected hfe about the house that had
been deserted for so many months. There were deer

tracks in the very dooryard, and the whole place was in-

fested with birds, mice, chipmunks and squirrels. The
bee-hives in the yard were empty of bees and were now
the homes of wasps, moths and ants, the bees having
probably moved to the hollow black-oaks of the forest.

I was interested in these things, for I have not been able

to forget them. I built the house and fences and had
struggled with that garden. The horse, the dog, the cat,

the chipmunks and birds, the surrounding forest and
mountains and the noisy stream were old friends, as-

sociates and familiars. Through close communion with
them during the years I learned to know why there have
been so many hermits in the Shasta hills and mountains.
A man may live such, a life for ten years and possibly

break away, but I do not know that it is worth the

effort.
'

' Ransacker.
California. W^ff^

The Doubter.
Once on a time a subscriber wrote to Forest and

Stream a truthful tale. He was proud of a reputation
for veracity and there was nothing impossible or even
improbable in his story of a lost leader and its subse-
quent recovery, but the doubter was abroad and from far

and near the story was jumped upon with a great jump
and the relator concluded that the telling of a very few
such things would utterly destroy the cherished reputa-
tion. To doubt, however, is human, and the almost uni-
versal habit of disbelief in stories pertaining to fishes

and fishermen, their doings and experiences, dates back
a few years further than any of us will claim to remember,
and when for the edification or the entertainment of his

fellows one does a tale untold, though it may be attested
by many witnesses, he is sure to be doubted by some, no
matter how good may be his repute for honestj^. Even
Jonah, with a ship full of observers to substantiate the
facts of his adventure, found but few who would accept
his story, and in this enlightened age almost any strange
happening or any odd experience which may be told is

at once characterized as a "fish story."
A man may go fishing, but if he desires to maintain

a reputation for veracit.y he must never tell about it-
there is sure to be some one who will doubt him even
though he confines himself to the simple statement that
he went. Some men live and act upon the theory that
it is never safe to believe an3fthing they hear and only
a portion of the things they see, but fortunately for the
rest of mankind the sect is not large, for if it were then
all fish stories might better remain untold. Once in a
while an individual of this kind has an experience of his
own that serves to broaden his views and teach him that
things which appear strange and reniarkable may yet
be true, and the following is a nlain statement of how one
such was converted from his doubting habit.

It was in March, that season of our discontent filled

with frost and thaw-fog and rain, influenza and grip,
the."Jdes of March" against which the nohk Roman

was warned, that dismal season when it is good for the
inhabitants of the Greater New York and the surround-
ing country to get away from it and wait for a month or
two before being enthusiastic about "Home, Sweet
Home." Three congenial spirits, by profession a phy-
sician, a lawyer and an engineer, sat before a cheering
open fire in a cozy room discussing and "cussing" these
evils.

"Doctor and I have just decided to get away on an-
other trip to the South and are going to sail next week
with our old friend Capt. X. Now, you old cynic, you
doubter of all things reasonable, just drop your cross-
examinings and legal care and come along. We will
show you a lot of odd things, broaden your narrow
minded little intellect and give you a good bit of sea-
sickness to benefit your spleen. Come now, you daren't
go and see a bit of the tropical world."

"Well, if I should see one-half of the wonders I have
heard you fellows lie" about for the last three years I
would write a book that would discount Munchausen.
You had better not invite any truthful man to go along,
for your string of fairy tales will be exposed. As to
being seasick, that is aU nonsense. It stands to reason
that any one who expects it and looks for it will probably
get it, but it is simnly an example of the influence of
mind over matter, and a man who determines that he
won't be sick and has any mental strength will have no
trouble.

"You are, no doubt, absolutely right and will never
have a better chance to demonstrate your theory, but
if you have the courage to pack your summer clothing
and come along I will back your stomach against your
brain and bet you a good dinner for the three of us that
you will change your mind.

"If I can arrange to get away I am very much tempted
to go and I tell you now that one great argument in
favor of it_ is to see for myself how much real truth there
is in all of the stuff yoH two have been telling about and
expecting your friends to believe."

In the end the prospect of a good time aided by the
climate and some persuasion won; and the party sailed
for Jamaica and the coast of South America.
The others were hardened sailors, but the lawyer was

on his maiden voyage, and being naturally of a skeptical
.disposition and feeling his inexperience he was disposed
to accept with a great deal more than the proverbial
grain of salt all of the tales they related of their travels
and of the interesting things in store for him. His
experience of the first three three days convinced him
that no description of seasickness can be overdrawn
and he abandoned his theory of will power versus
stomach power and rendered a verdict in favor of the
defendant, but he still doubts the doctor's prescription
of liver and bacon or ham and eggs as proper
diet. He was no fisherman and they were both
devotees of the rod and reel. When they swapped
stories of their remarkable exploits and strange experi-
ences he admitted that he knew httle of fishes and fish-
ing, but it must be a sucker that would swallow such
stuff, and he wished it understood fhat he wac nof nF t^-'-

varitey. On the subject of flying fish he was particularly
skeptical, but was good enough to admit that a fish with
wings was quite as probable as some of the fish stories
they had already told, and some of the other passen-
gers were inclined to agree with him. No doubt many
people had seen fish jump out of the water, and carried
along by the wind for some little distance it would not
require a great stretch of imigination to call it flying,
but to assert that they really had wings and the power
of actual flight was too absurd for argument.
The captain Avas a jovial old salt, full of fun and good

stories and parliculrly fond of a good joke. It was de-
cided to refer the matter to him, so at the dinner
table he was asked the question. He laughed heartily
and then said, "Why, I thought everybody knew that

—

why, of course there are fish with wings, and of course
they really do fly—and you will all have no doubt about it

in a day or two if you have any eyes, and very likely will
call them very good eating, too, if you care for fish just
out of water and into the frying pan."
"How do you catch them, Captain? Do they take

bait?"

"Well, I really can't say about the bait. We are no
pot fishermen and do not resort to hand lines or nets.
We always get them on the fly."

"Oh! oh! Come off. Captain."
Every one at the table joined in the laughter, and the

lawyer continued: "I was prepared to accept without
question any statement you might make on the subject,
but it won't surprise me now to be told that these won-
derful fishes come on board and roost in the rigging,
build nests in the boats and do a lot of other things
that nobody ever heard of, but for the sake of your con-
science. Captain, I haven't the courage to ask any more
questions, though the temptation is very great."

"Well, then, if I am on the the stand and under ex-
amination I shall have to say that I have never known
them to roost in the rigging or any other place, nor to
do any other bird tricks, but they certainly do come on
board at full speed, and that is why I said we get them
on the fly."

During the day when we put them up they fly away
from the ship, as you will see, but at night when we
happen to run near a school I believe the lights attract
them, for it is not at all rare to find enough of them on
the decks some morning to give us a dish for our break-
fast or a fish course at dinner."
So much had been said that everybody was on the look-

out, and a day or two later when the ship neared the
Bahamas the sighting of the first flying fish was quite
an event, for several of the passengers besides the legal
gentleman were very much inclined to regard the whole
thing as a hoax. Their doubts and his doubts and the
wind theory arid all other questions about the reality of'
flying fish were settled in short drder. They saw them
get up and go_ scurrying away in aU directions, many of
them flying right into a dead head wind and keeping
on the wing as long as the eye could follow them. AH
agreed that for speed of wing movement nothing short
of humming birds were in the same class, and the fish
and the patches of brown gulf weed Avere the chief topics
of the day. Next morning the chief steward exhibited
a pan Cqntaining som^t1;i|ig rtiore than a 4o?,en of the lit-
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tje.felloi^s who had come, to grief and brealclast by hnd-
ing on the decks during the night. They averaged
somewhat less than a half poiind ' each and measuring
-severaJ of them demonstrated that the length of the fish

was just about equal to the vspread of its wings. On the

table the meat was found to be very solid, white- and
ijweet, resembling very closely that of fresh water perch.

The Captain's reputation was now established and any-
thing he said Was accepted without question. When
asked if these were fair samples of Hying fish he said he
had seen much larger ones, but not often.

One evening soon after sunset the ship arrived off the

port of Cartagena and dropped anchor outside to wait

lor daylight before running into the harbor, for Spanish
A\merican governments squander no funds in lighted

bouys and other extravagances to encourage commerce
or aid navigation. Being only ten degrees from the

equator it was decidedly warm. Some said hot and others

added even a strong adjective to that. The passenger
list was small, so that each had a room a.lone, and all of

the ports, windows and doors were open to give free

<• rviuation to the little air that was in motion. Bed cloth-
"

ing was at a discount, so that even a sheet was too
nmch, and in these conditions everj-body tinned in for '

an attempt at sleep. The engines being stopped, the quiet

was unusual; the only sounds to be heard were the ex-

haust of the dynamo engine, the tramp of the deck watch
and the snores of some who had fallen into the happy
state of sound slumber.

Shortly after midnight these peaceful conditions came
to a sudden end with a yell and a whoop from the law-

yer's room that would have excited the envy of tlie big-

gest Indian in Buffalo Bill's show, then another even
greater, followed by the occupant of the room, who
hounced into the passage, up the staii-case and into the

social hall at a speed that easily broke all previous

records. In less time than it takes to tell it he was here
surrounded by a group of the frightened passengers, the'i

officer of the deck and the watchmen, all demanding the

cause of the alarm. There was nothing in the least de- '

gree amusing about the situation, for any alarm or ship-

hoard, even when at anchor, has not the -slightest ele-

ment of fun in it. That tableau under less serious con-
ditions would have been a prize winner—one barefooted,

wild eyed, dishevelled man in pajamas, in the midst of

half a dozen others in similar costmne, all in a-^state of

high excitement and firing questions at him at machine
gun speed without obtaining the least satisfaction in the

way of reply.

At last one level head suggested that the target be
given a chance to explain, which he did by relating that

while soundl}^ asleep in his berth he had ben jumped
upon and assaulted by some kind of beast or thing which
he had grappled and thrown off, and he had then vacated
the premises with all posssible haste. Of course he
yelled—who wouldn't yell in such a situation? Tlien

there were some remarks about dreams, nightmare, im-
agination, etc., all of which he stoutly denied and called

attention to a few spots of fresh blood on his garments
and hands—perhaps it was a rat or one of the ship's

cats, but the mystery deepened when careful examina-
tion failed to show the least scratch upon him to ac-
Cuuii-t for- ilie blood spots. An investigation was, of
course, the next thing in order, and headed by the watch
officer the line of march was taken up for the scene of
action. The stateroom door was open and all was quiet
and dark within, but the moment the light was turned
on the mystery was cleared, for the cause of all the
trouble and excitement was instantly revealed. There on
the floor was a dead flying fish and it was very much
larger than any they had seen. It had evidently come at

full speed through the open port hole, striking the brass
frame, which dashed its head all to pieces and deflected

it squarely on to the manly breast of the sleeper in his

berth on the opposite side of the room. All agreed that
his hne of action in the subsequent proceedings was per-
fectly justifiable and no one cared for a similar experience,
even though he might thereby become the hero of a most
remarkable fish story.

The fish upon being measured was found to be just

I7in. from tip to tip of wings and almost exactly the
same length, though the la\\'yer declared that it was very
much larger Avhen it struck him and must have shrunk
enormously. "The circumstance," said he, ''is a clear

case of retributive justice and has a verj"- evident moral
and lesson, while it savors almost of the mysterious.
My position now obliges me to oft'er an apology to

several of the company. I expressed my want of faitii

m your tales of piscatorial experience, doubted the very
existence of flying fish, refusing to accept even so good
an authority as our Captain, and believed nothing except
that it was all a conspiracy against my inexperience and
credulity. Now I promise to believe anything you choose
to tell and express no manner of donbts, stipulating,

however, that you exercise due care to save me from
any further practical demonstrations. One dose of this

doubt curing remedy is quite enough for me and I hope
it will be a long time before I shall need another."

K B.

The Rangeley Lakes in December.
BV J. PARKER WHITNEY.

The weather this December has been unusually mild

until lately, and not until the loth of the month were the

lakes pretty well frozen over. The month until the loth

has been much in contrast to that of 1890, vvhich was un-

precedentedly cold. I came in that year with my family

in November and remained until Jan. 8. The lakes were
solidly frozen over before Dec. i. During the month of

December there were but five days when the morning
markings of the thermometer were above zero, and the

average rate of twenty-six days was 12 degrees below
zero. On Dec. 7 the mercury was down to 26 degrees be-

low, and on the 29th and 30th each 24 degrees below, and
on the 31st 23 degrees below.
The present month has not had a day so far until the

gth when the mercury has been lower than 4 degrees

.above. On Thanksgiving, however, the mercury started

in at zero, but moderated during the day. On that day
I came from Bemis to the Upper Dam with my party in

two rowboats, breaking the thin ice part of the way until

within a mile and a half of the lower lake, where we
found the ice too solid to break further, and landed on
the shore and broke the balance of the way through about

18 inches of soft snow with a medium crust. This was
very difficult going when we could not make over a mile

an hour. We found the lower lake still open, and had no
difficulty in reaching camp by boat. Since the first heavy
snow which we found, we have had about 15 inches more,

which all together has settled down to a little over 2 feet

on the level.

On Smiday the 9th we had a blizzard. In the early

afternoon the thermometer stood at 24 degrees above.

I noted then that the barometer had fallen very low-
lower than I,»have seen it for some years, excepting on

-Sept, 13 last, when the remnant of the Texas hurricane

reached the lake, which lashed the water into great fury.

"On Sunday .-the thermometer from 24 degrees above sank

rapidly in a severe gale .from the northwest, with flying

clouds of snow, and by 6 o'clock in the evening was down
to '10 degrees below zero, and finally reached 17 degrees

below zero, when the gale from the northwest increased

with great force, and continued throughout the whole
night. On the morning of the loth the thermometer ex-

hibited 13 degrees below zero with the gale moderated,

but still strong. By 10 o'clock the thermometer was up to

9 degrees below, and remained below zero all day, but

we put in half an hour skating on the new glare ice, which

was quite sufficient for us. Tell me not of orange groves

and rosy bowers. They have no compare for hearty en-

joyment with the lakes in winter, if one be well clothed,

well housed and with good fare. The woods and waters

are always fascinating,- be it winter or summer, the former

equal to the latter—the wood,s in their dai^k green or with

their tioatings of white, the water delightful with its calm

and changing surface, or clasped with mantles of ice or

snow. This is the sanitarium for many invalids, where
enervating warm climates are pernicious. Here will be

found the enemy of insomnia. Here the stimulator of

appetite and the true pepsin of digestion. Here the con-

qiteror of ennui and the relaxation of care.

Snowshoeing has been a little heavy, but since we
have broken out between twenty and thirty miles of trails

around through the forest we do not find it difficult to

make ffom ten to twelve miles on a trip, and so far have
bagged three deer.

A large hunting party from Ohio passed through
Springfield, Mass., the other day on their way home, after

;l successful four weeks' campaign in the Maine woods.
They traveled in two special cars, and in one of them
were piled up forty-eight deer and a monster moose, with

antler.s measuring 55 inches from tip to tip.

The October Woodcraft.

The October number of the Game Laws in Brief and Woodcraft
Magazine contains the game and fish laws of the United States

and Canada. The Woodcraft part has this capital list of con-
tents:
GRAN'TIIER HILL'S PA'TRIDGE. By Rowland K. Robinson,
IN Tim FOREST.

I rili OLD CANOE.
I HE RESCUE OF MR. HUNDLEY.
KELLUP'S ANNUAL. By Jefferson Scribb.
DEACON THROPE'S PIGEONS.
ANY LETTERS FOR ME? By H. P. Ufford.
lETTOSSEE ISLAND. By Olive F. Gunby.
FLORIDA INDIAN DEER HUNTERS.
AT CLOSE QUARTERS: The Hon. S., the Plover and the Bull;

A Nova ^^cotia Bear; The Panther's Scream; A Time with a
Dorida Alligator: The Owl's Swoop; The Dog Climbed.

THE DOG AND THE TURKEY. By John James Audubon.
<:RNAT0R VEST'S SUNDAY PIGEON SllOOT.
AL'STRALLAN ROUGH-RIDERS. By R. Boldrewood.

The deer have no particular difficulty in getting through
the present snow, although the imdersized will wallow
some and show the furrows of their bellies and sides

from their passage. While they do not range so ex-
tensively as before the snow, they have no difficulty in

getting about and in securing all the food they require.

They are not, however, found much in the open, black
growth of timber now as they will be later, but must be
sought for in the cedar swamps, where the cedar is

plentiful and constitutes an excellent food. If one should
have any dotibt about their ability to get through the snow
he would be amply satisfied when jumping a deer to see

him go off at a rate which seems little diminished from
that which shows his departure over the ground when
there is no snow. The full-grown buck will go off and
clear snow with 10 feet at every leap, and will go out of

sight altogether too quickly where the growth is at all

thick for the hunter to get in a shot. The running
season being still on, the bucks run about considerably
and will go for miles with apparently but slight effort. In
the cedar swamps they are seasonably gregarious, and the

solitary does and younger deer are apt to be found
together and yarding in groups of from two or three to

half a dozen. I encountered a few days ago a locality

several miles from camp in a very dense cedar swamp
where evidently at least a half-dozen had been congre-
gating. I followed the trail of a deer through the snow,
unbroken excepting by its passage, when I came upon the

home camp, so to speak, of perhaps half a dozen deer, for

I counted six beds where they had lain down the night be-

fore, and where in a space of 20 or 30 feet square the

snow was so trampled down as to make the footing hard
aitd .secure. I did not reach this place until a little late

in the forenoon, say 10 o'clock, and all the deer had
departed in the early morning by different trails, some
further into the swamp, and their croppings of the over-
hanging cedar Imibs were quite apparent, and where some
of the foliage was more plentiful the tracks were nu-
merous. It was bright and stniny, altogether too still for

successful stalking, for the snowshoes, however care-

fully used, will make a noise. Ordinarily upon such
occasions the snowshoes are taken off, but as the snow
was over 2 feet deep the walking was difficult without
them. As there was a slight breeze from the eastward, I

took that direction, where two or three deer had pro-
ceeded, but the small growth was difficult to get through,
obscuring the sight ahead and loading me with the loose

snow which had not yet been blown off the trees. It was
my only opportunity, however, and although I proceeded
with great caution at least for a half-mile, I ob-

served by the bounding leaps of the three deer I was fol-

lowing that they had heard my approach and were off.

It was useless to follow, so I struck out to the left and
made a circle of nearly a mile in advance of the direction

in which the deer were heading, hoping to get around of

-acl'os.s them if they had stopped, but when I crossed their

trail, still oft the bound, nearly three-quarters of a iniie

from where I had started them, and where they had

divided, but had all gone in the same general direction,

their bounds indicated that they were making from

8 to 12 feet on the jump. So I left their home camp
for another day, and will go later to the same place, hop-

ing that I may find the conditions more favorable.

Deer hunting in the woods of Maine, legitimate stalk-

ing without dogs or shining, which are forbidden, is much
more difficult than the average reader would suppose.

Deer are not near so plentiful as one would suppose they

should be where the feed is apparently so good, and where
they are hunted so little as they are in this immediate
locality. With quite a number of years' experience, my
estimate is that there is not much more, if any, than one
deer to the square mile of forest here. We see them
plentifully in the summer around the small ponds, and
where they daily exhibit themselves, perhaps five or six

at one time in sight when protected by the law, when, an-

noyed by insects and fond of the water and aquatic plants

as they are, they seek the shores. Not being disturbed,

they seem quite tame, and it is not unusual to see a doe
feeding among the lilypads with her little spotted fawn
paddling along the shore. But these deer have come from
some distance to find the water, and take to it readily, but

when you hunt for them in the forest in the open season

you find them very scarce, and if you depend wholly upon
the killing of deer you will soon get discouraged. I

have killed quite a number of deer in this locality, and I

may say that I have traveled more than 100 tniles in the

woods for every deer I have taken. In the last months
of September and October I presume I traveled more than

200 miles, getting but one shot at a deer, although I

jumped—that is, startled away from about me—from eight-

een to twenty, some of which I saw and was unable vo

get a shot at, but the pleasure and satisfaction which I re-

ceived in those rambles is beyond purchase, I have no
enjoyment or healthful recreation that I can think of that

I enjoy so much as stalking deer. Still, there are many
aggravating features connected with deer hunting, particu-

larly to see a deer bound off which has been in plain

sight while you have been approaching without seeing

it, for it will sometimes stand so still and motionless as to

defy detection, perhaps only partly visible in the brush,

and then bound off with such rapidity and dash around
a clump of bushes or trees in such a manner that you
are unable to get in a shot. You are hunting for your
chances. Sometimes it is veiy easy to get them, but

ordinarily they are difficult to kill. I only had during

September and October, with all my traveling—my de-

lightful traveling of unpurchasable pleasure and satis-

faction with the object in view, but with the auxiliaries

presenting themselves constantly—only one fair oppor-

tunity to shoot a deer, and that recollection is by no
means satisfactory, for it was so fair and open that I

could not have wished it better if I would. The_ conditions

were very favorable, the ground and leaves moist, a dark-

ish day, a gentle breeze and myself approaching from the

leeward. I was proceeding at the time down an old log-

ging road which I had been on several times and where
I had observed the tracks and indications of a very large

deer. Proceeding along cautiously, as was my wont,

looking at every spot where I was putting my feet, to

avoid the cracking of a twig 'of decayed limb, and still

looking ahead, I observed, perfectly motionless, not ten

rods ahead of me as I turned an angle of this old road, one
of the largest bucks I think I have ever seen, evidently

the one whose tracks I had observed. He was standing
apparently clear entirely from the timber by the side of

the road, broadside toward me, perfectly motionless, with
his head and large antlers slightly turned toward me and
gazing upon me with apparently the same interest that I

felt in seeing him. Mentalty I thought he was mine surely,

with the rifle in my hand which had brought down several

deer before at single shots, and with nothing distracting

my view, nor troubled bj' buck fever, which I have never
experienced, but as coolly and deliberately as I would fire

at a target ten rods off, which was the distance of this

buck, I brought careftilly my rifle sights to a level, and
without any haste, taking the most deliberate aim which
was afforded by the opportunity, I fired. I fired at his

body slightly back of the shoulder blades. It was a rough
surprise to the buck. He turned, however, quickly taking
his back track, and throwing up his signal flag of de-

parture, which indicated that he was not hit, or at least

had not received any wound of importance, and went off

with bounds too rapid for me. owing to the then ob-

structing foliage, to get in another shot. Astounded at

my failure, I started after him, after having rapidly

thrown another cartridge into the barrel of my rifle, I

could follow him, owing to the condition of the leaves,

without difficulty, but I found no trace of blood, and saw
that he indicated no intimation of having been wounded.
I returned to the spot where he stood when I shot, and
there I found to my mortification and great annoyance a

leafless maple sapling of about an inch and a half in diam-
eter, which I had not observed when I fired, and at the

level corresponding with the place which I shot at, the
sapling was shattered and nearly cut off by my rifle ball

where its soft nose had exploded and become diverted
from its passage in some direction away from the deer.

This was the result of all my stalking, but it could not
take away the satisfaction—the daily satisfaction—I had
experienced. One must have an object for all exertions.

That is sustaining, and lends vigor and .enjoyment to pur-
suits which when aimless are of slight value.

The last two deer I shot I came upon unnoticed. They
were standing a moderate distance off. It seemed a pity
to shoot at them, so beautiful and innocent as they ap-
peared. But I did. One was half broadside toward me,
which I shot through the heart, when he dropped in bis

tracks, and perhaps was not conscious of his wound.
The other was stern fronting to me, and I had to whistle
for him to turn, and as he did, my bullet broke liis neck.
Last year, one day when I had hunted over a ten-mile
tramp most carefully carrying my rifle in front, ready
for immediate action, without seeing or hearing a deer, I

approached within a quarter of a mile of camp, when I

relaxed my careful walk and search, and threw my rifle

carelessly over my shoulder. The forest was thickly
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grown, and as 3 passed a small thicket a deer rushed

across my path within 4 feet of me, and so confused me
that he ahnost ran over me, but he appeared so sud-

denly and leaped so rapidly into the thick brush that i

was' unable to unlimber in season, scarcely a second

passing between his advent and disappearance. This deer

had apparently been lying down when surprised.

An amusing incident happened to a friend of mine m
October last, who had hunted most persistently with-

out success. He wore glasses, without which he could

not well see. While passing through a thick ckimp ol

tall bushes he was astounded by a terrific snort trom a

large buck scarcely 5 feet in front of him, which facing

him accompanied his unmusical ejaculation with suth-

cient mouth watering as to becloud his glasses beyond

use He was compelled to clean them, and when ready

for action sought in vain for his insulting momentary

associate, who had made good his retreat. My friend

in relating his experience said, "I met a big buck to-

day, but he spat in my face, and left. Confound him!

I am going after him now, hot."

A ladv friend at my camp a few years ago who had

killed a deer concluded to go out after another, and did

so, with a guide at a proper distance in the rear She

had gone but a .short distance, but proceeding with slow

pace and great care, when she was suddenly confronted

from a clump of bushes very near by an enormous

buck, wbich stepped out in a leisurely manner and

stood for several seconds not 10 feet off, and there

they stood gazing in astonishment at each other, then

with a few graceful bounds the buck disappeared among
the trees. Upon relating the incident upon her return

she was asked, "But why did you not shoot him: ,
to

which she replied, "I never thought of it. I wanted to

see what he would do"—and she saw.

Deer though often sought for most diligently, may be

difficult to find, and yet may be stumbled upon at times

quite rudely. A few vears ago a friend of mine from

England went, out with me early in the morning on

Oct, r, the first day of the open season, and being_ in

advance of me, and not more than half an hour after

starting, shot and killed two deer which came with a

third running down upon him, thus completing his quota

for the season.

Among the three deer which we have shot on this

tiip is a very large buck, weighing about 250 pounds,

with magnificent antlers. This deer was jumped m an

open growth a long distance ahead of us—I should say

perhaps 200 yards—but was not too tar oft' to be hit from

a hasty shot, although he did not at first show it, but

on following after some flecks of blood were observed

on the snow, showing that a wound had been inflicted,

though if serious or not we could not tell, but which en-

couraged the chase. If we had known how slight it was
we probably should not have made this long chase of

between four and five miles, for the bullet passed through

the top of the buck's back, over and free from the back-

bone. HoAvever, it must have cut some muscles in the

back or we could not have overhauled him; still he could

go faster than we could, but we overhauled him after

going a mile and a half, when another shot was fired,

which was fruitless, as we afterward discovered, but

which seemed to speed the deer far ahead again, and
he kept out of sight for another mile. When in sight

again a following shot Avas given, which likewise failed

to hit, but which seemed to hasten the deer on for at

least two miles more, when we again came up with him,

although he was nearly as far of¥ as Avhen firrst shot at.

The last shot was a fortunate one, breaking his neck.

We did not see him fall, but were hurrying on until

we came where he had disappeared, when we found his

body in the snow in his last expiring efforts. Finding

we were some four miles from, camp, and night near, we
hastily returned to camp, not reaching it until it was
well in the dark. It required the efforts of two men for

six or seven hours the following day to drag this large

buck home, which particulars I mention to show the

running of deer in the winter is sometimes attended

with much effort.

The deer now congregating in the cedar swamps are

not yarding, but will during the month of February
work back and yard on higher ground in the open
black growth, where they will reman during March
and April, for in February the buds begin to swell and
from that time on asstime an increasing solidity.

They move with the first appearance of the few warm
days of February, when the snow, slightly thawing on
top, freezes at night, making a crust, which increases as

the season advances. The first crusts do not seriously

impede their movements, if not hurried, so selecting a

locality favorable for young growth they domicile.
Throughout this locality for some distance in length and
breadth, oftentimes a mile or two in extent, and some-
times more, they pass about in budding, twigging and
mossing. Repeated passages indent the surface and
harden it so they can go without much difficulty, and
as renewed snows and freezings occur an impact is

communicated to that below, still more solidifying from
continued occupancy. Over this surface the deer go
easily, more rapidly than other animals can pursue, but
if they are driven from it they will llounder helplessly
more or less, according to the depth of the snow.

It is sometimes difficult for hunters, regardless of the
law which forbids crusting or killing during the season
after Dec. 15 to Oct. i, to drive the deer out of an occu-
pied yard, for they will turn and keep on it, well aware of
their disadvantages outside; but if they are driven out
and the snow is 4 or 5 feet deep they are readily over-
taken and may be killed with an axe blow on the head, to
the saving of ammunition. In the old times, before the
law was in regard. I remember spending a whole day
with my guide in fruitless efforts to dislodge a herd of
deer from their yard, but on the following day ejected
thirteen in one body, which we had floundering in the
snow about us, in less than half a mile from the outlet.
Selecting one, I killed it Avith a knife thrust, which amply
supplied us with venison for our camping-out journey
through from these lakes to the Canadian line. The
balance of twelve deer undoubted^ found their way
back to their yard, for if left uncrowded after being
driven out of their yard they will soon work their way
back.

Last winter was one of unusually deep snow, being
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for some time on a level of 6 feet when all the deer were

well yarded. My camp keeper, who remained during the

winter, tells me he, in crossing a deer yard not far from

camp, drove seven or eight deer out in the snow, which

he had completely at his mercy, and that he notched

several witli ear marks, but did not otherwise disturb

them, and that upon visiting the yard the following

day found by their tracks and furrows that they had all

returned to it.

Some articles I have read this year expressed an opin-

ion that many deer perished last winter, owing to the

deep snows and inclement weather, but I do not believe

it. No remains of dead deer have been observed in the

woods by any of the hunters out, that I have heard of.

and T should have been likely to have heard of any if so

Icund. The deer this year have been fat. The deer have

a wonderful faculty of adapting themselves to climatic

conditions, and I believe do not .suffer much from cold

or piercing winds, as they in advance seek out sheltered

localities, when the howling, below-zero gales pass harm-
lessly over head, as those in the blizzard of Sunday
night, Dec. 9, and all day on Monday down below zero,

when the wind from the northwest had an apparent
velocity of thirty to forty miles an hour. Yet this wind,
although it thoroughly cleaned off the snow from all

the trees about the lake, and from the high trees inland,

completely failed in stripping the loose snow from the

sheltered cedar feeding grounds. This blizzard, by the

way, Avas about as extreme as any I have encountered,
during Monday, the loth, blowmg guns for several

hours, from 14 to 17 degrees below. We had no difficulty

in keeping the main sitting room warm with its 8-foot

fireplace, but in my Avriting room of 14 by 16 feet, with
three double Avindows and a 5-foot fireplace, and the

latter crammed Avith dry birch, the water froze all day
in all parts of the room, CA-en if within 3 feet of the fire, if

around the fireplace corner, aAvay from the glare, but it

was quite comfortable, Avriting as I did the greater part

of the day at a table placed 4 or 5 feet from the front of

the fire, and it was a pleasant satisfaction to be so well

housed in sight and hearing of the furious gale. The
lake, fiA^e miles long in front, had frozen over, but the
gale broke into it about three miles up from Us, and
once getting a hold began ripping and smashing the

ice with big Avaves, and Avalked steadily along with its

ripping and whirling, Avhich we could not all the time
see, owing to the scuds of snow, but finally ended its

smashing up to within half a mile of us, where an older
ice of some 3 or 4 inches in thicknesses was met. Along
the edge of this barrier the broken ice. carried on by
the gale, heaped up Avith an embankment of 4 or 5 feet

high, as a monument of pleasant tempered defeat. Ta-
king advantage of a fcAv still hours during the following
night the lake skimmed its bosom over again, and once
more bids defiance to the boisterous gale and garish sun,
and Avill now hold secure its lovely retreats, its beauties
which blush unseen, its teeming life from the protozoa
in countless profusion, to the amorous trout habited in
his garb of brilliant iridescence, who still disports him-
self beloAv the ice to the admiration of his homlier mate.

Spawning with some families is still on, and some are
not through until the end of January. I am personally
acquainted Avith a family, one of the most noted for high
beauty and delicious flavor in the lake, strikingly superior
to any other family I knoAv of, who never, so far as I

am aware of, do their laying in till about the middle of

December. They live about three miles from here, near
the shore, where the Avater is not very deep, and I have
been in the habit of visiting them year after year, but
ceased ten years or so ago, since fishing is denied, but I

have no doubt I should find them or their descendants
there noAv at the old December outing, though there
may be some coolness between us, not Avholly upon ac-

count of the weather, but because I have been accused of

removing some of their most promising members. I am
reminded that the lake is just about the proper height
to permit a good observation through the ice and water,
with a good-sized hole through the ice, say 2 feet square,
and with a fcAv blankets to lie upon, and one to cover
the head and the hole, Avhere a good sight may be ob-
tained. The bottom need not be over 2 or 3 feet

from the ice, and is pebbly, with some grass growing.
There are famous meets there of trout of from 2 to 4
pounds. I knoAv of a number of playgrounds about in the
lakes and ponds where the December outings occur, for
trout A'arying in size, form, character and respectability,
but none superior or even equal to the family first noted.

I know of another spot Avhere trout of a lower degree
congregate for their seasonable outing, where they
assemble in large numbers and beneath the ice have their
revelry. It is in front of an adjunctive camp I have on
a pond some seven miles distant. These trout, though
less stately and illuminated than the trout of the first

place mentioned, are of a quality superior to those of
milder climes, for trout of Northern Avaters are above
those elsewhere, in flavor and game qualities.
Some years ago, in December, Avhen fishing Avas per-

missible, I skated up over the lake and then over an in-
tervening pond Avith a friend of mine. Col. H. C. Nutt,
then president of the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad, to
take lunch and return. We reached our destination and
fired up for our repast. The Colonel regretted the pass-
ing of the fly-fishing season, of Avhich he was an ardent
votary. I said. "Well, you shall have some if you want."
He said that that A\'as not possible, as the waters were
frozen over. I rejoined, "Nevertheless, you shall have
some." He Avas incredulous, and offered to wager that
he could not. "Very Avell," said I, "but I don't want to
Avin your money on a sure thing, but I will wager you a
big cigar or a box of cabman's thirds that I Avill take a
trout Avith a fly right here from the boat platform in
front, and put him in your hands within five minutes from
the time I commence fishing." This offer was taken.
I then had my man go in front Avith an axe and break
up the ice, Avhich Avas betAveen 2 and 3 inches thick, over a
space of 10 by 15 feet square. Then we put in a boat
from an adjoining cover and we rocked it in a violent
manner, driving the ice out of the broken place, some
over the ice and some under. We then went in for lunch.
Half an hour afterward I reached down a flv-rod, equipped
from over the door and cast, the Colonel standing with
his watch in his hand. On the first cast my trout struck,
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and in three minutes from the start I placed a third of a
pound trout in the Colonel's hands. I let the Colonel go on
then, and he caught with his plain fly from twenty-five to

thirty trout in a short time. The water where Ave fished
Avas not over 3 or 4 feet deep. The trout were of moderate
size, the largest not being over half a pound. The spot
I had long knoAvn as a favorite spaAvning ground for
small trout, and perhaps over a hundred or perhaps more
were left there.

Intelligence of the Wild Things.
EY HERMIT.

The White-Footed Mouse.

(Continued from ^age 105.)

I DESIRE to emphasize what I have already stated as to

the peculiar method employed by these mice when com-
municating Avith each other.

If any one has been fortunate enough to haA'^e heard
a vocal sound uttered by a white-footed mouse, I shall

greatly like to hear of the fact. A daily and nightly
knoAvledge of these little mice for more than fifteen years
has led me to believe that they are completely dumb. They
talk with their toes just as deaf and dumb people talk

with their fingers, only they are guided by the ear instead
of the eye. Proof that they are talking together is

found in the fact that they go on Avith the drumming when
in full vicAV of each other. When calling to attract at-

tention, thej'^ drum a long roll Avhich corresponds to the
halloo of the telephone. The answer is the same ; after-

ward the rolls are variously interrupted. Through the
Avinter months the mice about my cabin look to me for

food. By catering to their Avants I have ma.stered their
calls for food and Avater. I keep a loaf of bread on the
floor, and it is no unusual thing to sec a dozen mice
eating and fighting around the food. Whenever I forget
to supply the bread, the mice come out of their nests
and drum the long roll, the call over their tele-

phone, to attract my attention. If I am reading or Avrit-

ing and do not heed the call, they continue the long roll,

drumming on books, tiuAvare, papers and on the Avooden
shelves. The moment I look up or speak, all hands drum
the food call, a long followed by a short roll.

The call for water is two .short rolls. The danger call

is two long rolls drummed rapidly and vigorously. The
young mice learn to drum when nearly full grown, but
understand and answer the drumming of the mother
mouse Avhen quite young. I have had proqf of this more
times than I can remember.
An old mouse, a pet of long standing, on cool nights

takes her family to the roof of the cabin. The roof is

Avarm and makes an ideal play ground for the little ones.
Here they race and romp until daylight, when the mother
mouse puts them to bed for the day. Soon after I hear
the mice on the roof, early in the evening; the old mouse
comes doAA'n to see if food and water are on hand. If
she finds things all right she takes a drink and then calls
her family down. As near as I can make it out, she

drums three rolls, a long roll between two short rolls.

Any how. the young mice under.stand and scamper down
and drink and eat, after a harum-scarum fashion. The
old mouse drums to me if there is no Avater in the dish.

The young mice must hear this drumming, but pay no
attention to it, Avhich proves that they understand the
different calls. The old mouse drums on the tin Avash
dish, and her claws make a sound that rings out loud and
clear. She drums first the long roll to attract my atten-

tion, and then drums the Avater call. If food is wanted
she drums the food call after attracting attention.

The white-footed mouse has a deadly enemy in the
weasel family, the stoat, or ermine, which pursues its

defenseless victims every month in the year. I seldom
see a small weasel, but the stoat is common in this Adcinity.

While the stoat is rearing its young the life of the white-
footed mouse is made miserable. By day and by night
its bloodthirsty foe is on the trail. It is no unusual thing
to see a stoat running along the wall back of the cabin
Avith a mouse in its mouth. It carries its victim by the
middle, and always reminds me of the picture of a tiger

carrying off a Hottentot. Some of the old mice are quick
Avitted and full of resource, and escape danger, otherwise
the species Avould soon he exterminated. There is an
auger hole in one of the logs inside the cabin that affords
a mouse a safe retreat. Several times I have seen a stoat

thrust its paw into the hole, only to jerk it out in hot
haste. A drop of blood on the log Avould shoAV that the
mouse had defended itself Avith its sharp teeth.

There are three mice about my cabin that for years haA'e

managed to escape the stoats. Time after time I have
saved the lives of the.se mice. The three are pets, and
intelligent enough to knoAV that I Avill protect them from
their fierce and relentless foe. In the night time, if hard
pressed, they dive into my bed, Avhile by day they sound
the danger call, knowing full Avell that I will Gome to the
rescue and drive aAvay their enemy.
To a stranger these mice look as much alike as peas

in a pod, but for me they possess indiAridualities as marked
and distinct as could be found in three human beings.
One of the three, the mouse that uses the roof for a play
ground, always nests under a stone Avail just back of the
cabin. No. 2 nests in the cabin summer and winter. When
the Aveather is warm she makes a nest on a high shelf, but
in cold Aveather her nest is on the floor under a pile of
ncAvspapers. No. 3 nests Avhere I nest. When I sleep in

the cabin, the nest of this mouse is ahvays there. When I

sleep in the open air under a roof to keep off the rain, the
mouse folloAVS m.e, nesting under ncAVSpapers or in a box
which I supply. If she has a family Avhen I move, it does
not prevent her from following me. She makes ready a
nest and then takes her family to the ncAv quarters.
For keen intelligence mouse No. 2 takes the lead. All

through the summer months she makes a nest on a high
shelf in the cabin. When there is a fire in the stove the
heat becomes oppressive in the top of the cabin, and the
young mice Avould perish if it were not for the intelli-

gence of the old mouse.
When I fill the stove with wood the old mouse under-
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stands just what will take place. She knows that I am
about to kindle a fire, and she rushes to a shelf near the

stove and frantically drums the danger signal. She also

does a lot of drumming which J do not understand. She
tries to tell me in her dumb language that a fire will

destroy her little family. When the mouse finds that I

do not heed her appeal, she knows that her family will

be destroyed and can be saved only by her own hasty
efforts. The one thing to do is to remove her babies to a

place far away from the death dealing heat. If the young
mice are small, in some mysterious way the mother mouse
induces each youngster to cling to a teat, when the whole
family is removed in this novel manner to a safe retreat

beneath the cabin. It is a comical sight to see the old
mouse crawling along a log with eight or ten raw, shape-
less things clinging to her like grim death. The hole
in the wall that leads outside is small, and the old mouse
has a long struggle to get her load safely through. Now
and then a young mouse drops oflf and remains squirming
where it chances to fall. The mother invariably returns
and gathers in the missing.
When the young mice are half-grown, they are removed

in a different manner. They are now too large to be
dragged as before. They are also too large to be carried

by the neck. The mother overcomes this difficulty by
doubling up the young mouse and then grasping it by the
crossed legs. The young mouse turns its head inward
and holds it in place by bitting on to one of its own legs.

In this way a young mouse is made up into a round, com-
pact bundle. W^hen the hole in the wall is reached it

often happens that the mother cannot push her load
through. After several unsuccessful efforts she turns
about and backs through the hole, dragging the load after

her.

All in all, the white-footed mouse has afforded me
much pleasure, but at times it becomes a nuisance. At
one time my cabin was haunted by a strange sound. The
sound was simple enough, only a sharp click repeated over
and (jver. Sometimes, however, the performance would
change to a succession of clicks. For six weeks I vainly

tried to solve the mystery. At last the clicking became
downright annoying. It would break up my line of

thought when writing. It would confuse my mind when
reading, and I often jokingly asserted that this mysterious
ghostly click, click would send me to the insane asj'^lum.

At last I traced the .sound to a shelf where I had placed
an empty cigar box. I investigated, and the mystery was
solved. A dozen mice occupied the box as a safe retreat

from their enemy, the stoat. Whenever a mouse entered
or left the box. the cover was raised, and, falling into its

place again, made the click that had so annoyed me.
The box cover was heavy enough to severely pinch a

mouse's tail, but the cunning mice had provided for this

danger. A hole about the size of a lead pencil had been
gnawed in the side of the box, just below the cover, and
afforded a channel for the tail, while it was too small
to attract the attention of a stoat.

A more cunningly contrived retreat from an enemy
could -not be invented. It shows that this wild mouse of
the woods possesses intelligence which passes far beyond
the powers of instinct.

It would take a volume to record the incidents that

have transpired in connection with these mice during the
fiftcofx y^^r< nf mj' Ir^rmit life.

Some of these incidents are comical, others pathetic,
and, alas ! others are tragic. One in the comical line hap-
pened to a young man from the city who thirsted for
more knowledge of the wild things. He stayed one
moonlight evening to see the mice eat. It often hap-
pened, when the mice were gathered about a loaf of
bread, that a star-nosed mole would appear and scatter
them in all directions. If I chanced to be sitting near
it was no unusual thing for a mouse to run up my trousers
leg. I kindly allowed the young man the post of honor
near the bread. Just what I expected took place. The
mole appeared, and a frightened mouse rushed up the
young man's trousers leg. With a war whoop that would
have frightened an Indian, he bounded into the dooryard.
The mouse escaped from beneath his coat collar before he
got out of the cabin. The young fellow danced aroimd
like a crazy man. Whenever his clothes touched him he
thought the mou,se was getting in its deadly work, and
administered slaps that must have raised blisters. When
I could control my laughter I told him that the mouse
had escaped. I could not induce hitn to enter the cabin
again.

The nests of these mice are globular, but are varied to
fit the surroundings. Near the cabin they are made of
bits of paper matted with cotton batting and a soft wool
manufactured by the mice from my old clothes.
The nests remote from the cabin are made of bits of

dried leaves, grasses and plant down. These last are
usually placed in a tangle of cat brier. Many of these
nests are occupied through the ' winter. I exainined one
last week. It was about 5 inches in diameter and was
composed of bits of leaves and milkweed silk. It was
rain and frost proof.

I sometimes find nests in tin cans. Once I found a
nest in a paper bag. The paper bag was in a tangle of
cat brier. It was nearly 3 feet from the ground, and
doubtless was lodged where found by the wind.
The mother mouse is devoted to "the welfare of her

little family, which may number anywhere from four to
ten. When the young mice are small thev are raAv look-
ing things, but are tough, wiry and tenacious of life. At
this stage, nii' grown moles will destroy a iamily in a
few seconds if it were not for the Avatchful care of the
mother. •

As the young mice grow they change the'r coats to a
dark lead color, which they retain until the fi.rst moult.
The white-footed mouse will cat about everything edible

found in the woods. It is fond of mushrooms and never,
like human beings, eats of the poisonous varieties. I am
.sorry to state that it will eat young birds if small and
helpless. It eats insects, berries, seeds, nuts, bread, cheese
and all kinds of meat.

It stores up food for winter in holes in the ground and
in hollow trees and logs. The mice about my cabin store
food in anything that comes handy. I sometimes find a
shoe half-full of nuts and corn.
The white-footed mouse makes an interesting pet when

caged. One that reared a family in captivity afforded
me many proofs of intelligence.

When, the cabin was too cold for the little ones she

made them warm and cozy in a globular nest. If the tern-

perature went up she removed the top of the nest, and if

the heat from the stove fell directly into the cage she piled

up the surplus nesting material on the side to protect her

young.
The mole that 1 mentioned before, the one that scatters

the mice, is a singing mole. He zigzags about the cabin
floor, picking up crumbs, while he sings bird-like notes

that are as sweet and distinct as the canary's low twitter.

I see other moles, but I haver never heard but this one
sing. Ll_l^^_

A Sleeping Doe.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Prentice and I left New York for Long Lake West,

N. Y,, Saturday evening, Dec. 8, arriving at our destina-

tion about 4:45 A. M. Sunday in the midst of a snow
storm. The snow that had fallen previous to this storm
lay about 2^ feet on the ground. After waiting at the

hotel near the railroad station at Long Lake West until

nearly daylight, Mr. Roland Christy drove up and took
us over to his camp on Bear Lake, some four or five miles

from the railroad.

The .storm let up shortly afier we had finished break-
fast, but enough snow had fallen (from 3 to 4 inches) to

completely obliterate any and all tracks that were made
in the woods up to about 4 that morning. The snow was
light, and although not in very good condition for snow-
shoeing, we started out from camp Avith the intention of

following the shore of Bear Lake around to the sottth end
in the hope of starting a deer.

In the woods the shoeing proved much better than we
had anticipated, and we were able to jog along at a fair

gate, when Roland Christy, who was leading the van,
came upon the tracks of two deer, which we had evidently
star.ed up. as their tracks in the snow plainly showed
that they had commenced "jumping" immediately, their

direction being toward East Charley Mountain. We did
not follow their trail far, but proceeding along the lake
shore were lucky enough to catch a glimpse of them (a doe
and a fawn) as they ploughed their way through the
snow along a ridge, possibly 200 yards to the east of us.

While we stood watching them a second fawn came
down over the crest of the ridge, and joining the trail of
the other two some distance behind, started off in pursuit
of the mother at a great rate. Proceeding, we skirted
the lake shore still toward the .south, starting a buck on
our right, who also skipped around in our front, head'ug
for East Charley Mountain.
Reaching the extreme south end of the lake, we left

the shore trail, cutting through a swamp toward the east
until we reached an old wood road which led in the direc-
tion of East Charley Mountain and Lilypad Pond. In
several places we came upon deer tracks, which showed
the deer had been jumping, evidently frightened by our
approach.
We finally came upon a fresh track where a single deer

had evidently been walking along but a few hours pre-
vious. As this was the only track we had found where
the animal had not been jumping, we decided to follow
it up. This trail we followed for some distance, pos-
sibly half a mile, when a point in the trail seemed to take
on a central aspect, the snow being trampled quite a
little, and it was noticed that several trails diverged from
this point. Not giving much attention to the trails, we
all started oft' together on one of them, only to find that
after proceeding a little way into the woods the deer
had turned and retraced her steps to the central point I

.speak of.

Starting alone, I followed up two more of these trails,

and in each case the deer had retraced her steps to the
central point. As I reached the furthest point in the
trail I was following, where the deer had turned back. I
stopped to li.sten. hoping to locate the direction which
Christy and Prentice had taken in their search for the
outlet trail. Not hejiring them. I whistled softly, but
receiving no reply repeated the whistling several times,
but with the same result. I then concluded that they had
probably found and taken up the outlet trail and were
too far away to hear my signal. So. rctrac'ng my own
trail back to where their tracks in the snow showed me
they had led off. I immediately took after them on a
trot. I had not proceeded more than twenty rods, how-
ever, when I caught a glimp.se of Prentice and Christy,
standing, evidently looking at something beside the trail.

At almost the same instant Prentice saw me and mo-
tioned for me to come quietly up to where he was stand-
ing. This I did. and following the direction of their gaze
saw a doe lying asleep under a fallen tree not 25 feet from
where we stood. The deer lay with her back- toward us,
her eyes, nose and legs tucked carefully away under her
warm body; her ears alone standing up e'rect which
showed the location of her head. Our first thought was
that possibly she had been hurt in some way. could not
proceed further through the deep snow and was freezing
to death, but the fact that the mercury registered 22
degrees above zero and also the firm tracks in the new
snow seemed to stand as conclusive evidence that such
could not be the case. Cautiously we approached the deer.
Christy on the right. Prentice in the middle, while I took
up the left of the line. Passing a pine tree bent over with
its load of heavy snow, I reached up. and taking a hand-
ful of this .snow in my left hand, crushed it into a more
or less compact mass, and when within about 8ft. of the
deer, tossed it .so it struck the animal just behind the
ear. This did not wake the animal up. a slight shake
of the neck serving to throw off every particle of the snow.
.'\t this we could not repress a slight laugh, and vvh'le not
noi.<y in any sense of the word, it seemed impossible that
the deer could still remain unconscious of our pres-
ence. But no move did she make, except a slight move-
ment of the ears, and her regular breathnig told how-
soundly she slept. We stood quietly around her then for
at least two or three minutes. Christy's snowshoe not
more than an inch or so from her back, and all of us so
close that it would have been an easy matter for any one
of us to have reached down and touched the animal's
back. At a signal we all yelled at the top of our lungs,
and in a bound the deer was on her feet and facing us!
At first, in her bewilderment, she took several steps in
my direction and then with a snort leaped a log and was
off out of sight as fast as the deep snow would allow her

to travel, probably the most frightened beast that ever
walked in the /\dirondack woods.
The ;ilinvo incident was experienced near the Christy's

Camp, Saballis Park. Long Lake West, New York, by
the following pJiriy on Sunday. Dec, g, tgoo: Mr. Roland
Christy, Stamford, Conn.; Mr. Roland Prentice, New
^'ork city, and Mr, Hugh Harrison ,Sanford, New
Brigiiton, N. Y.
In connection with the above, 1 would add that when

the deer, startled by our yell, jumped to her feet, she
latided some 8 feet away from and facing us. It was
then that she took several steps toward me before jumping
the log and disappearing in the woods.

Hugh Harrison Sanford.
The abo.ve .statement is correct, as related by Mr.

Sanford. Sartell Prentice,
e. Roland Christy, Jr.

[A case somewhat similar to that given by Mr. San-
ford is related by Mr. H. Ci. Dulog in one of the interest-
ing sketches which he contributed to Forest and Stream
in 1890, under the title "Slide Rock from Mary Moun-
tains''

- (,Vol. XXXV., p. 246, Oct. t6, 1890). The same
sketch contains the powerful invocation to the spirits of
rivers and forests and mountains, which is remembered by
many of our older readers. Mr. Didog's experience with
the deer—a mule deer doe—in the mountains of the Simil
Kanreen, was as • follows : .

"y\,s . we - were riding near some scattering timber we
started a band of deer and amused ourselves by seeing
how many of them offered good shots. I was just look-
ing at one half-tame creature about a hundred yards of¥.

when Dick called ttty attention to a doe sleeping not thirty
paces distant from me. Her head, turned back on her
flank, pointed the other way. I dismounted and walked
carefully forward. When I was 15 feet away from her (I
stepped the distance afterward), some subtle aroma or
faint rustling aroused her. She raised her great ears and
looked in the opposite direction. Then, slowly turning her
head, she stared at me for fully a quarter of a minute
before she jumped up. Never had I seen a deer so
gentle."]

MoIItisfcs Eaten by Land Birds.

In the Forest and Sti^eam of Oct. 13 appeared a let-
ter from a correspondent of North Attleboro, Mass., ask-
mg for the identification of certain animals sent to us in
alcohol, which had been taken from the crop of a ruffed
grouse. On examination these animals proved to be
slugs ( 'rcbuiiiaip/iorus carolinensis) of a kind commonly
found in woods under decaying sticks and bark.

^
At about the same time Mr. H. M. Langdale, of Peters-

field, Hampshire, England, sent to the editor of the Lon-
don Zoologist some snails, thirty-nine of which he had
taken from the crop of a Avood pigeon shot in' County
Kildare. Tieland. asking for their identification, and de-
.clarmg that an instance of this sort had never before
come to his notice. He stated that the bird was in first
rate condition, and that grain was easily obtainable in
the neighborhood at that time of the year, and that there
was nothing in the b-rd's crop except two hawthorn
berries and one oat.

The snails sent were identified by the editor as the
amber snail {Succinea putris), an amphibious species
which spends its winter in the mud of springs and ponds,
but IS seldom seen in the water except in the spring of
the year. He quotes also Mr. Collins Baker, who in the
Proceedings of the Chicago Academv of Natural
Sciences, stated that many passerine birds are fond of
small mollusks.
Many readers w^ll remember in this connection the

article written in Forest and Stream some years ago by
Mr. Samuel Rhoads, in which many cases were instanced
where mammals feed, in part at least, on mollusks.

The Gibraltar Apes.
It has often been said that the colony of Barbary dpes

tliat has so long inhabited the summit of the Rock of
Gibraltar was on the point of extinction, but this is not
true. Mr. Sclater, the eminent British zoologist recently
visited the haunts of this species at the top of the' rock and
found that the colony was in a flourishing condition, and
that within the last few years its numbers had consider-
ably increased. Just how long this small colony has in-
habited Gibraltar is not known. Diligent search in the
ancient breccia has failed to reveal its bones there and
this, with die announcement by Sayer in his "History of
Gibral ar," that certain old documents show that in 1740
a poll tax was laid on apes as well as on "Jews. Moors
and other aliens," would seem to indicate that it had in
some \vay been introduced in comparatively modern
times.

New Animals for the Zoo.
VV. T. HoRNADAY. Director of the New York

Zoological Park, who has just returned from an extended
trip in the W^e.st, secured for the park a considerable num-
ber of new ammals. many of which have reached their
destination. Avhile others are on the wav. Among those
which have already arrived are three 'Columbia black-
tailed deer, four yearling moose, four muledeer, three
antelope, a lynx, some wild ducks and swans and other
smaller specimens. Two buffalo, two grizzly bears and
some more blacktails and muledeer are on the way. It is
gratifying to learn of these accessions to the collections
of the park, and we may liope that the dav is not distant
when mountain sheep and even white goats will be added
to the collections.

At the Taxidermist's.

There has recently been received from a New York
customer by F. Sauter, the taxidermist, an albino red-
tailed hawk. It appears to be an adult bird, and is pure
white, except for four reddish-brown tail feathers.
At the same shop has recently been received from

Mr. Foster, of Newton, N. J., an albino gray squirrel a
beautiful example.

Mr. Sauter reports that a surprising number of barred
owls has been brought in to him this autumn for mount-
ing. Usually he does not receive more than five or sixm a season, but this year he has already mounted thirty
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American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them*—^XVI.

BY GEORGE BIRD GMNNELL.

\Conlinvedfrom page 492,]

Caavasback Dock,

Aythya valUsneria (Wils.)-

The adult male has the top of the head and the feathers

immediately about the base of the bill and chin black;

tlie rest of head and neck are reddish-brown, what
would be called in a horse, mahogany bay. The lower

neck, fore-back, and breast/ black. The back, lower

. breast and belly, white, very finely waved with black

bars; whence the name, canvasback. Primaries, black.

. :The tail, black, with- a grayish cast; bill, black; iris, red;

feet, lead color.

The female has those parts Avhich in the male are red,

. brown and -black, wood-brown, with touches of whitish
- behind the eye, and on the fore-neck. The plumage
- generally, is grayish-brown, the tips of the feathers

often being whitish, and vermiculated with dusky. The
length is 20 to 22 inches.

Of all the American ducks, the canvasback is easily

the most famous. Its flesh depends for its flavor en-

.
, tirely on the food that the bird eats, and since for many
years it was chiefly killed where the so-called wild celery

/
abounds, the reputation of the canvasback was made by

. 'the individuals that fed on this grass.

As a matter of fact, it may be doubted \vhether in

waters where this plant is abundant the canvasback is

any better than some of its fellows of the duck tribe,

such as the redhead or the widgeon, which subsist largely

on the same food. But the fame of the canvasback is

how too finnly established ever to be shaken, and it will

continue to be regarded, as it has so long been, as the
king of our ducks.
The canvasback is an American species, and has not

even any close relatives in the Old World.. In winter it

ranges south as far as Central America, but confines it-

self to no portion of the country, being equally abundant
on both coasts, and in the interior as well. I have killed
it on the Atlantic coast, as well as in Southern Cali-
fornia; and during the migrations it is abundant in.
Montana, and generally- throughout the interior.

^ Years ago the canvasback bred in the Northern United
States, toward the west, probably in Minnesota, certainly
in Dakota and Montana, but, as with so many other
species, the settling up of the northern country has

' destroyed its breeding grounds, and it now, for the most
• part, passes far to the northward to breed. Dr. Dall
, found it breeding at Fort Yukon, in Alaska. Mr. Ross
met with it on Great Slave Lake; and other northern
observers have detected it throughout the fur countries.
B,esideS| this, Captain Bcndire found it breeding in

Oregon, and Dr. Newberry believed that he had ob-
, tained evidence of its nesting- in the Cascade range.
The nest of the canvasback is large and well built, and
is lined with down and feathers, plucked from the breast
of the mother bird. The eggs are grayish-green in colo'-

and number from seven to nine.
On their return from the North the canvasbacks reach

the United States late in October or early in November.
They are hardy birds, and it seems that it takes cold
weather to drive them southward. On the New England
coast they are very rare, though a few used to be killed

there. On Long Island they scarcely ever occur of late

years, iior are they found in great numbers on the Vii"-

ginia ' coast. In North Carolina, however, and along
the open broad waters which fringe that State and South
Carolina, canvasbacks are very abundant. They used

. to be so, also, in the Chesapeake Bay, but continual
gunning and the destruction of their feeding grounds

,

by frequent floods, which kill the plants on which they
subsist, have ,made them there much less abundant than
they used to be. The shooting grounds in Chesapeake
Bay' and Susquehanna Flats, which a few years ago
afTorded such good gunning that they were loought or
rented at fabulous prices, are no longer so much fre-
.quented by the birds, and have become much kss
valuable.

Like many others of our game birds, the canvasback
during the last few years has learned a good deal. Al-
ways a shy and wary bird and diifictHit of approach, it

has learned to avoid the shores, and perhaps is grad-
ually learning to avoid the bush-blind. As its diving-
powers are great and it is not obliged to fly over the
land to get to its feeding grounds, it spends its time in
great rafts, on the shallow open waters of such sounds
as Currituck, Pamlico, Core and Albemarle, feeding safe
from d^^.nger, and during the morning and evening hours
laking^ts exercise by flying great distances ixp and down
the sounds, high in air, far above the reach of any gun.

• It is only in dull and rainy weather, when the wind blows
hard, that the canvasbacks come in from the open water
to seek the shelter of a lee of the mar.sh, but when such
weather comes and the gunner is properly located, the
canvasbacks will come to his decoys as readily as any
other ducks, In the same way, when—as happens usually
at least once each year—a cold snap closes the waters
of the sound, leaving only a few air holes, where warm
springs or swiftly .moving currents keep the waters open,
the- cauA'asback and other fowl resorting to these open
spots may be killed in great numbers. On such an
occasion, in January, 1900, I saw canvasbacks in num-
bers greater than I ever beheld before. An account of
this flight, published in Forest and Stream, is as fol-

lows:
"I have recently had an opportunity of being brought

into what I may call dose ftsSociatlop With the' greatei^it

of all the wildfowl, the superb canvasback duck, and
within the last ten, days have seen more of these birds

and at close quarters than during any season for many
.v^ears. The locality was Currituck Sovuid, and the sights

that I saw were witnessed by several others, old gunners,

who agree with me that so great a flight of canvasbacks
has not been witnessed for many years.

"The first few days of shooting had jibuut it nothing
very startling except that one-half the bag of ducks
consisted of canvasbacks. The first day was cold, gray
and lowering, with a keen breeze fi-oin the northwest,
and occasional spatters of rain, chan^iiig later to snow,
which in the afternoon fell heavily. It s^a.s an ideal

gunning day, and the birds came to the decoys in. beau-
tiful style, so that the first seven or eight canvasbacks
were killed without a single miss, and for a brief and
happy hour 1 was deluded into the belief that at last

I had learned how to shoot ducks. The rude awakening
from this cheerful dream came soon afterward, and was
thorough. I do not imagine that I shall ever again be
deceived in this way.

"The; second day's shooting, iW^s n,6t markedly dif?er-

ent from that 'of thfe- day b'^ore, except so far as the
weather was less favorable, and so the number of can-
vasbacks secured was very m\\i:h less.. Saturday was a
lay day, on which there is ho shooting, and when we
arose we ioimd thnt the continued, cold weather had at

last had its effect and. the sound was fro/en over. There
were many large air holes, however., crowded w'ith birds,

but the Qold cqntinued. The lie??}: niQrhing liiany of
these air holes had frozen, QtHers had' gi-<nvn sinaller

and the natural result, w-as that the ducks,' geese, swans,
and bluepeters which' occupied the open vvater seemed
crowded together as thickly, as possible.' Much.', of the
day .was spent on .top of the, club hou.se, studying the
waters with the glasses, watching; the .riiovements Of the

CANVASBACK DUCK.

birds, marveling at their inconceivable numbers. All
around the horizon, except on the lahd,ward side—that
is to say, for 270 degrees oi the circle—birds were seen
in countless numbers. Ttrrning the glasses slowly along
the horizon from northwest to north, east, soutl; and
southwest, there was no "rtipment at- 'which clouds of
flying fowl could not be sedn in the field of sight, and
yet, notwithstanding, th^ numbers of birds seen on the
wing, the air holes se,emed to be packed with fowl, and
great bunches of geese and swan stood and walked about
on the ice. .

".'Vway to the north were three large air holes, two of
which were white with canvasbacK's. while in the third-
one, geese were the prominent fowl, although many
canvasbacks wfere constantly leaving and coming to it.

Off to the soUtlieast, at the south mouth of the. Little..

Narrows, was quite an extent of open water occupied
by a horde of geese, two large bunches of bluepeters
and some thousands of common ducks. In the Little
Narrows, a deep but narrow channel flowing close by
the house, were great numbers of ducks feeding, ,^nd in-
deed on that Sunday one might have sat on the boat-
house dock and killed from thirty to .fifty birds as they
traded up and down the Narrows.

"In the afternoon three or four of us walked down to
Sheep Island Point, not ten minutes' distance from the
house, where there was an air hole. In this at the
moment of our arrival swam fifty or sixty ducks

—

hooded mergansers, ruddies,' mallards, whistlers, butter-
balls and perhaps a' dozen canvasbacks. Three or four
hundred yards to the north was another smalLair hole,
perhaps four Or five acres in extent, which was crowded
with, canvasbacks. 'We sat down in the fringe of sedge
about 60 or 70 yards " from the nearest ait hole, which

-

had a length of perhaps 15b feet and a breadth of 100. .

The live birds .in this air hole would make good decoys,
and we hoped that if the fowl began to fly some of them
would alight near u.s. Two of the foil r men were pro-
vided with good field glasses. -

'We had not been waiting many 'rhinutes, when what
we had hoped for took place. A bunch; of 200 birds rose
from the further

'

air hole, and after swinging about a
few times, dropped down in the one close to us. These
were immediately followed by other bunches, and these
by others; so that often two or three flocks would be
swinging about in the air at one time, and all of them
with our air hole as their objective •point. : They de-
scended into it- by companies of fifties,' ' hundred's and
tw-o hundreds, and^ before long' the open Avater was so
crowded with the fowl that if seemcd'.as if it could hold
no more, and as if the birds that came next must neccr-
sarily alight on the backs Of their coihrades.
'Soon after the birds alighted they began to dive for

food, rind, probably one-half of them b-eing under water
at any one -m^oment, room was made for other incom-
ing birds to occupy. The SDlashfng df-the diving ducks
m.ade the water bubble and boil, and'^ the play of the
birds as they sometimes chased each other made the
scene one of the greatest possible animation. Presentl v
something occurred to attract their attention, and ill

,

stretched theirr necks up into th^ air and looked. , f
think I have never seen anvthin,g in the "way of feathered
animal life mpi^e impressive than this forest of thick

nef:ky, crovviitd by long,- ^Iiaptly of rich browUi
After their ouiriti.sity was satishecl they began again to

feed Hiid to play. It is impossible tp convey to one
who has not witnessed such a sight its interest and
fascmation, Here within gunshot—and when seen
through the glasses appearing within .irnr's length—
were twelve or fifteen hundred of the finest and most
desirable ductc that flies, entirely at home and living
for the benefit of the observers their ordinary winter
lives.

"l.uoking with the glasses over the smooth ice a:vvay

to the northward, we could see flying over the ice, or
resting on it, fowl as far as the eye could reach. From

. the level of the ice where we sat, the ducks, resting on
the water, appeared only as indistinct lines. The' geese
were, of course, larger and darker, and made distinct
black lines; while some very distant swans, resting on
the ice, were magnified by the illusive effects of the mi-
rage, so that they looked like detached white houses.
While we sat watching the canvasbacks, two or three
small flocks of geese swung around over the air hole,
but finding no .spot where they might moisten the soles
of their feet, they alighted on the ice just be}rond it.

'We_ sat and watched the fowl until the increasing
chill of the air and the sinking sun warned us to return
to the house. As we rose without any precautions the
canvasbacks at once became alert, •a:nd as We pushed
our .way among the reeds awa/ from the shore the
whole mass rose with a mighty roar of wings and a
splashing, of water that inade-'one think more of the
'noise of Broadway when traffic is heaviest than any-
thing else that I can recall. ••' •

'

"That night it was again cold; and in the mOrning the
Little Narrows was closed by ice, except for a few air
holes, and the open w^ater in the sound was still less.
The ice was not yet sufficiently strong to' bear a man,
and yet it was too heavy to be broken through by a boat.
Numbers of the shore gunners endeavored to get out to
the air holes to shoot there, but nonej I' think* suc-
ceeded. Those of us at the house shot at various nearby
points, with moderate, success, one man- making the
great score of sixty-si-x cianvasbacks, besides some
other ducks. .

'
•

' That night after dinner one ot the pai-ty stepped out
on the porch of the house to look at the weather: The
night was clear and cold, brilliant stars twinkled in the
sky; through the branch e's of the- trees oyer the^ boat-
house corner, and reflected in -the placid waters of an
air hole in the Narrows, shone the crescent of the young
moon, embracing between' its horns the dull globe which
was yet to grow. The scene was odd and beautiful, like
a stage efl-'ect of some mediaeval scene. As he stood
there, delighting in the beauty of the night,' yet nipped
a little by the keen fro.st, a teurious sound—like that
made by a river rutin it-:g over the pebbles of a shallow—
came to his ear. It recalled to the veteran salmon
angler the murmur of the Ristigdu'che as though forest
and- open and deep' pioot and murmuring shoal it hurries
on it way to the Bay of Chaleurs. He wondered wdiat
could cause this sound in this place, and above all on
such a night, and, walking down to the boat house,
passed through it and stood on the dock. Here the ex-
planation of the sound was plain. The air holes which
during the d:iy had onlarg-cd «rc-rc i.ruvvilci.1 Willi leedmg
canvasbacks, and the murmur of the water w^is neither
more nor less than the splashing made by the fowl as
they dived for food, '

'

"The freeze lasted for some days longer. The bir(3s
were' abundant; but the weather, clear, windless and
toward the last warm, was much against the gunning,
since the fowl did not fly. Nevertheless one or two men
at dififerent rimes had good shooting—some of them
better than they had ever enjoyed before br expect ever
to have again. This shooting was largely at canvas-
backs, since very few common ducks were shot. The
freeze having closed their "•'feeding' ground's, they sat
about on the ice, unwarj^ and inert, waiting till the
waters should open again, and in the meantime starv-
ing. Under such circumstances no one cared to kiU
them. On the other hand,' the canvasbacks taken, were
unusually heavy and fine birds.

"Across the sound, on the "waters of a neighboring
club, very great shooting was enjoyed, though they se-
cured practically no canvasbacks. On the other hand,
they made enormous bags of gee'se and swans, some-
thing which no one can regret, .since the geese and the
swans at Currituck Sound are so numerous that they
eat up vast quantities of- the food which might better be
consumed by the ducks. 'Thei-e are men long familiar
with these waters who declare that the geese and the
swans a,re constantly becoming more and more abun-
dant and that tiltinlately they will occupy these waters
to the. exclusion of more desirable fowl This, however,
is not likely to occur in otir time, and the prophecy may
be. cla.ssed with another, m'ade twenty" years a:go by one
of the most eminent orithologists of this country, who
declared that fifteen years from that time the bluepeter
would be the game bird of Currituck Sound. The years
have come and the years have gone, but there are still

a few canvasbacks left, and "it is possible that when our
children tie out in Chrrittick Sound in just the right
weather they, too, may kill' a few of these glorious
birds."

The food of the canvasbacf^, from which it takes its

specific name, and to which.it owes its delicious flavor,
is the so-called wild celery, which' is really a water grass,
It grows both in fresh and brackish water, and is com-
nton at various points along the sea coast, but also in the
fresh waters of the interior.

This plant, hkc many others, "has a variety of , dififer-

ent names. Some of the most common used in differ-
ent localities are "tape grass,'' from the tape-like ap-
pearance of the long leaves;

"

"channel weed," as it fre-
quently grows in channels where the water flows, not
swiftly; "eel grass"—this name arises, it is said by Dr.
Darlington, from the habit Avhich eels have of hiding
under the leaves, which are usually procumbently float-
ing under the water's surface. The appellation "wild
celery," a local term, applied originally perhaps only by
gunners and

.
watermen at Havre de .Grace and vicinity,

is, like many vulgar synonyms, a misnomer, as this
plant is in no particular related, to celery, which by
botanists is known as Apiuin. Wild cei.er.y, .or, as it is
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more generally known along the coast, eel grass, is not

confined to the Chesapeake Bay or to the sea coast. It

is found in the Brandywine Creek, growing in slow-

running water, and in many other interior waters. The
.scientific name of the plant is I 'allisnem spiralis

(,Linn.), the generic name being given in honor of An-
tonio Vallisneri, an Italian botanist. . It is a dicecious

herbaceous plant remarkable on account of its mode of

fertilization. It grows entirely under water, has long

radical grass-like Idg-yes from one to three feet long

and from one-quarter to three-quarters of an inch wide.

The female .flower floats at the surface at the end of

long thread-iike spiral scapes^ which- curiously contract

and lengthen with the rise and fall of the water. The
male flower has very short stems or scapes, from which
the flowers break ofl: and rise to the surface to fertilize

the pollen of the attached floating female flowers.

The canvasback is one of the swiftest of all our

ducks. It is commonly said tliat they fly at the rate of'

ninety miles an hour, but, of course, this is a mere
guess, since no accurate observations have ever been

made on, their flight. It is certain that they proceed at

great speed, and the novice at canvasback shooting is

very certain to shoot behind ihem until he has had a

great deal of practice, .

The canvasbacks start from their sotithera home to-

ward the north early, in March and follow the coast and

the interior northward, often reaching northern waters

before they arc gejicsrally'. ipperi. On the breeding^^

grounds they ^i^^;pi;aetic3lly gjncl^^

Rocky Mountain' Deer.

Editor Forest W(d Stream: -
:

,

I was very much interested in a letter in a late, issue

of Forest and Stream, teUing of a deer hunt, qn the

White River, in Colorado, and of the tameness of, the

deer. Owdng to the fact that one of the puppies .has

eaten that particular page, I cannot give the. name pf

the writer, but as the country he desGribes was my

.

.stamping ground for years, I always like to hear frojri.

there. If the sportsman who wrote the letter ..t-binks

that deer are plentiful and tame there -now, 1: woiider

what he would have thought in the old days, .
when I

have seen 15.000 deer by actual count pas^ in.,two ^eeks

on one trail from their summer to their wanter jrange,.,, Ajid

this trail- w^its only one of ten or twelve, of
,
the great

main trails which led from the headwaters of tiie. White,

the Bear and the Little Snake rivers, dpwn to the vast

tracts of juniper and ccdar-c«vere<l , cidges^ sage ,brush

deserts, and the broken Bad Land; country, where, the

"mule deer wintered. And other game, was ,as plentiful in

proportion, for northwestern Colorado was .one pf the

great hunting gronnds of the old. West, both. in number
and variety of game. L remember guiding one party

from the Grand River north to the Bear's Ears Peaks,

near the Wyoming line, and far twenty -foiu" days w.e were

never ntit of.si.ght of either dk, deer or antelope. But
those days are gone. ne.ver tu eome again, and ranches
;jre crowdirtg the game fitrther and further ba,ck. into the

mountains. - . . ., , .

If the Colorado detr are tana©,;. lap here, in. northwestern
Wj^oming they are decidedly not. The. Colorado deer
nearly ruined me as a hunter, for it was a lotig time

j'.fter I came up here before I could, get over the habit

»;f vvai<^ing for a started deer to stop and. look around.

In Colorado, when one jumped, a buck, it almost always
stopped mside of 50 yards to see what the trouble was,

giving plenty of time for a Standing-shot. Up here, when
a deer gets up, there is no nonsense of that sort, .and i-f a-

fellow wants buckskin he hfts to shoot quick and
straight. - I have'only three buck heads to show for my
four years here, and two of them , I got this fall. Both
'Were big bucks, with fine heads, but both fell victims to

their own - foolishness. I was coming home along a
quaking asp hillside one evening, after missing an elk

at 100 yards and otherwise disgracing myself, wdien buck
No. T got up about TOO yards ahead and lit out straight-

away through the trees. I could not get a bead on
him betw--een the trv3nk-3|.-^nd thought i he was going to

get clear away, when the blamed fool 'stopf)ed on a little

knoll and turned around broadside on. The next second
•he got a .30-40 full jacket- through the heart, and when
I saw the jump and kick, which with mtile'deer means
a vital shot, I felt pretty good, for I could see that the
old fellow's head was away no in the front rank.
•= The next deer was even a bigger fool, for he came
-along one morning close to the house right after a fresh
fall of snow. When I struck his. track it was heading
into a thick patch of spruce full of wet bogs and willow
patches, and I, was sure he had gone in to' bed dow-n
for the day. So I spent an hour or more fooling around
before I found, out that he had gone on through. The
trail now led on through open lodge pole pines, and
was heading for another patch of thick cover a mile or
so ahead, so I struck out on a high trot, as the trail led
up wind. All at once, I saw the old fellow lying down
in the snow 30Q yards or so ahead, but at first thought
it was a rock, nevfr thinking; that a Wyoming deer
would be guilty of such a stupid trick. The old fellow
had his head down jn the snow, and was fast asleep, and
it was not until I had worked around until I cotdd make
out his horns that I was sure it was a deer. I was now
about 200 yards away, When the buck raised his head

1
and I dropped. I could just see about a foot of him

I between the tree trunks, but I did not want to sit there
in the snow all day, and a move would have been good-by
deer. So I brought the heavy .30-40 single shot.
Winchester slowly up, held the Lyman square in the
middle of the patch of blue hide, and let go Instantly
rh.e indistinct object tiirned into a great buck, which
went off through the trees and out of sight like a flash.

I

But I noticed a stagger as he got to his feet, which was
not natural, and on going to the place could see from
the bullet mark in the snow that it must have gone
through the deer. .\ few steps on the trail and there was
a spatter of fine blood drops, and a couple of hundred
yards further was the buck down in the snow. His head
^vas still up, so I .shot him again, but it was needless, the
first bullet having hit him in the neck jlist in front of the
shoulder and passed out through his cheek on the other
side, cutting the jugul.ar and breaking the Jaw. Tbe

Ivet not entirely-'-gon^ f^^TO his hoj=ns, -^hfch a*
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that date (Nov! 20) was rather unusual. This made two
fine heads for this fall, which, as I have given away all

my Colorado heads, and am getting a new lot, was very

satisfactory. •

,
•

'

By the way, I aha having- very good luck using full

jacket bullets in my .30-40. Only one-animal hit has got

away, the exception being a buck antelope, which was
facing me when shot, and I have an idea that I hit him
in the side of the neck.
The beauty of full jackets when- you are hunting to

get meat is that you do not tear an animal all to pieces,

and if you do happen to give one a flesli wound and it

gets away, the wound in nine cases out of ten heals

quickly, Wm. Wells.
Wells, Wyoming. .-

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Proposed Changes in Game Law.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 15.—The time is on hand when we
may expect the usual amount of tinkering with our game
laws. Attention has already been called to the fact that

a certain element—happily, it is to be beUgyedj; a,minor*
element—is trying to put back on tlie, Wisconshi
statutes the old clause permitting .spring §}ioQting. Th,is

attempt bids fair to be, defeated, The wliol.e tendency in

Wisconsin seems to be toward better legislation, and
there seems to be either a sportsman's element or a broad-
minded and thinking non-sporting elfement in that State
which recognizes the great value of this gaine as a popular
possession. Straws from difterent parts of the State show
which way tile wind is blowitig. An instailce of this is a

letter just at hand fi^om Mr; George Briggs, President
of • the « Ash-land Gun Club, of Ashland, Wis., who has
the following to say regarding what he coniilders to be a

desirable improvement in the law.;
,

"There are quite a number of sportsmeii in this vicifiity

who are doihg their utmost to. protect game, and we think'

by changing the game law on game birds from Sept. i to

Oct. I would just do it. At Sept,-, i the partridges and
grouse are only half-grown and, wealc. , Partridges in

September will all tree
, without a dog, and the conse-

qitence is, ariy boy or man gets .every, one he sees. Grouse
iil'this month fly only a few - yards.' and alight, and the
whole brood is killed. Hunters will all agree to this, espe-
cially in Wisconsin. Now :let us. advocate this and have
thiiS change. In October the birds; are strong, full grown,
and what are killed then are on the wing, and they fly a

long ways. jLet the deer law remain as it is, urge that no
game shall be sold, 'if possible, and there you have it."

It will be. noticed that the wish is not for a more
lenient law, but for a stricter one. As regards non-resi-
dent shooters, Wisconsin is getting to be pretty near an
air-tight' proposition. The clause in her law which per-
mits a non-resident to take out of the State only fifty

birds in any biie '.season seems at"first sight a pretty hard
one, especially hard for those who own shares in the duck
clubs of that State. A great many men would not think
it worth while to pay $300 for a share in a duck club witli

$25 dues annually for the privilege of bringing home fifty

bird.s in a seasetn. The time- will come when they- \y'\\

think that privilege cheap at 'the 'ipricer biit that time has
not yet arrived. Meantime, this clause of the Wisconsin
law. as it stands, is an instance of a too. common tendency
in Aiiierican game legislation. We have abundance of
good-laws, but no means of enforcing them. It.is.hftrdly'

necessary to
.
sasy- that the above c.LaLU.'^' Is' jaractically a

dead letter,-;bee<^S!g^jg||tg,is iw^^aM&m enforcement. Mean-
timrC"'I''-kiit)w of " mfP'fiirifiei- who shipped from Merrill.
Wis., last fall and winter over 900 ruffed grouse. The
stream of game continues to come, from that State just the
same. It is much to be wished that the men who hunt
for the money in it could be separated from those who
shoot for the spoil of it. The law is unduly oppressive
upon men who would like to go for a short time into a
neighboring State tokill a jnoderdte amount of game and
bring it home for their own" use. These are the sportsmen,
and they are the on^s wdio from their position or from
their conscientious scruples are-the opes, who can be got
at by the law. The non-export clau.se, or the limited
export clause, catches these men, but it Jets through the •

persons who supply the Chicago game markets'
I was talking yesterday with a game dealer of South

Water street, who did not know I was a newspaper man.
He said that there was much less game in the market this
year than used to be the case* but laughed at the idea that
this fact was to be attributed to State laws or to the Lacey
act. He said it was simply due to the fact that there were
so many shooters. "Too manj^ pot-hunters." said he,
"who never know when to stop." Indeed yes, too many
pot-hunters who never w^ill stop, so long as some one will
buy their game.
Down in Indiana there is more interest in game legisla-

tion than was ever before .known. That State was never
noted for its respect for game laws, but it seems now to
be awakening and to have a sincere desire to save its

game. Talks with several sportsmen of prominence in
that State, who w^ere this week in -town, lead me to be-
lieve that there Avill be efforts made to establish a non-resi-
dent license, and to limit the bag per day to twenty-four
birds to each gun, the latter applying more especially to
quail. The great abundance of the latter bird has this
fall led to an influx of shooters into the State of Indiana.
With Indiana establishing a shotgun license, -Wisconsin
already having such a license, Minnesota all the time on
the ragged edge of passing such a law, and with Illinois
already haA^ing such a license, it surely seems that it is

pretty soon going to be a case of hunt at home or pay
to hunt abroad. When this state of affairs comes to pas's
we shall see the local game laws better enforced in every
one of these States, because we shall see the beginning of
the end of the old and foolish American cry that there
is "just as good shooting a little further West," that the
birds cannot be shot out," that "the flight has only gone a
little further West," that "there are just as many birds as
there ever was." The man who happens on a Minnesota
lake when there is a heavy flight in may think, because he
sees more dncks thart he ever saw before, that there are
just as inany birds as there ever were. His opinion is of
little value, since it is local and imperfect Go to the
^arne dealers w^iQ btjy over the -West, They are th^
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ones who can tell you whether or not there are just as

inany birds as there ever were. . .

Mr. Edwin G. Daniels, President of the Tolleston Club,

whose grounds are just over the Indiana line, says that he

hopes Indiana will establish a tion-resident license law and
that every Tolleston member will be glad to pay it. He
thinks it would cut off much of the flood of shooters who
go down into that State and shoot without regard to sea-

son or anything else. Mr. Daniels says that there will

always be ducks at Tolleston Club so long, as there is

water in Lake Michigan, though the days of great bags

frtay perhaps be past. The club membejrs killed 2,000

ducks this fall, though the heaviest bags' were thirty or

thiriy-five birds. The marsh was good for a dozen birds

almost any day. The sentiment against this game pre-

serve is rapidly dying out. Really the sentiment against

any preserve or any posted farm is, a false one. Each
such preserve is a source of supply for the surrounding

country. If it were not for the Tolleston Marsh the mem-
bers of the Calumet Heights Club would never get a

shot at a duck in their country, where the flight crosses

over the big lake to the preserved marsh.
Summing up, it may be said that the sentiment in this

part of the West seems to be for stricter game laws. The
non-resident license clause is apt to be present in many
bills and many enacted laws in the West this coming year .

Our people seem to be valuing their game more than they

ever did. Slowly and almost unconsciously at first, but

now with more rapidity and certainty, the idea is gaining

ground that the game of a State is not a mere valueless

commodity to be heedlessly slaughtered by any one withr

out let or hindrance. The day of free open shooting is

passing away, not by virtue of unwise legislation, but

by virtue of the growth of railroads and of population.

There is no use kicking against that.

Quail.

The quail crop is holding out well, and hunters for, some
singular reason bring in a strangely similar set of ,

stories

regarding the apparently changed habits of the quail. Dick
Merrill, who has been shooting around Lafayette, Ind.,

says that he never saw birds so hard to get. They would
fly a long ways and then run clear off the face of the earth.

Mr. J. H. Amberg, who had a very good hunt not long,

ago, says, "There are quail everywhere in Illinois where
there is timber. The birds are all in the timber." Mr..

Warren Powell and myself might verify this latter state-

ment. We found all our birds in the timber; they were
big and strong, and I never saw quail fly so far or dis-

appear so completely. No doubt it is getting to be the sur-

vival of the fittest with the quail family, and it would be

a matter of small wonder if Bob White did become even

more wily than he already is.

Clay county, in this State, has been very good quail

coimtry this fall. Messrs. Al Hoffmann, Game Commis-
sioner "Loveday and C. B. Dicks, of this city; Hon. James
R. B. Van Cleave, of Springfield, and two other gentle

men by the name of Donnelly and Garve}--, made a three

days' hunt not long since in Clay county, and they bagged
300, birds. Nearly everybody who has gone out this fall

had good luck if he had a good dog and could shoot a

little.

The Ducks.

Mr. A. G. Holmes, of Green Bay, Wis., writes en

tertainingly of his recent experiences in the neighborhood
of tiTat city. It is likely that he saw the great flight of

birds which he mentions at about the same time the lake

flight was observed at Charlevoix. It may be seen that

the ducks are not yet all gone, but that they have attained

a preternatural cunning of their own, Mr. Holmes. writes
regarding his trip as follows, under date of Nov. iir :

'

"I have just returned from a trip to the Point Au
Sauble, ten miles below this city, on a- four-day duck
hunt. We have had a snow storm each of the four

days, and from the looses I am led to believe that the

greater part of our ducks have left for the south this past

week. Saturday morning four of us bagged twenty-six
ducks—eight canvasbacks and the rest broadbills, blue-

bills and whistlers, and about fifteen fish ducks (the last

being killed for their feathers in a snow storm before we
left for home). The snow storms did not bring in the

birds, and neither did the rough weather 'bring theih over
,'the point into the pond nor the inner bay. The only

,
good

shooting that I have been able to hear of in the last week
was at what is known here as the Little Bunch. (This is

two small bunches of rushes growing out in the open
wafer on one of the bars oft' from Grass Island, about
two and a half miles from the main land and right in the

natural feeding grounds^ flyway.) A market-hunter by
the name of Bill Conley has an average of about fifty

ducks a day for the week just ending.
"W-^hile a man can always kill a mess of ducks, there

have been no, very heavy bags on the bay this season,
which is something very unusual, as this is a natural
duck ground for fifty miles on the west shore and about
fifteen miles on the east shore, with large marshes on
the west shore and miles of shallow bars off from the
east shore, with fine feed on both sides.

"A week ago to-day I witnessed one of the finest duck
flights that has been through here for a good many years.
I was at Benderville for a week, twelve miles below here
on the eastern shore, and at Bender's we are several
hundred feet above the water, and have a good view for
twenty miles down the bay and up to town, twelve miles
the other way and nine miles directly across at this
point, and the flight of ducks going south Avas worth go-
ing miles to see. The flight was to the south inj the
mornings, and to the north in the evenings, aad also east
to Lake Michigan, directly across the peninsula eighteen
miles east. The day was clear with a light northerly
breeze, and great flocks of twenty-five to one thousand
birds or more came from the north high in the air, out
a half to three and four miles over the open water, and
went about to the Point Au Sauble Bar, three miles
south. They would alight and then fly up and circle out
toward the west shore and Duck Creek Bend and the
Second Light Island, then back north and meet the con-
tinual steady flight from the north and join the already
big flocks and go back toward the bar. When the sun
would strike on the birds as they would turn on their
circling flights the effect was truly grati4 if such a term
m.ay be properly used.
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"The flight was a steady flight all da}' long, and I

am safe to say that while sitting on the veranda of the

hotel there were flocks of ducks in sight every minute of

the day from daylight until it was too dark to see, and

then the whistle of the wings of the birds as they passed

over the high banks bound for Lake Michigan and the

south could be heard late into the night, and often great

flocks showed up distinctly against tlie pale light of the

moon. Mr. Bender, who keeps the hotel, said it carried

him back twenty-five to thirty years, when at that time

of the year the birds could be fomid on the ducking

grounds in countless thousands. A friend of mine, Mr.
Duchateau (one of the ten members of the Point Au
Sauble Club) was with me at Bender's, and as he had
never seen a duck flight it was interesting to see him
and hear him talk of the big flight of ducks. .And yet

with all these countless thousands of new ducks on that

day there were no heavy bags made, as the birds are out

on the shallow bars which cover miles here, and as we
are not allowed to shoot in open water we consequently

get no ducks out of these great flights.

"We ought to be allowed to shoot in open water at

this place as well as in Michigan, Maryland and other

States, and I understand there is a movement on foot to

get a bill passed allowing open water shooting in this

State, backed by many of the large clubs.

"The flight of geese has passed south, and the snipe

did not stay very long, although there was a heavy flight

and some good bags were made. One great drawback
here, we have had but three frosty niglits up to Nov. 2,

and everything was as green as summer up to this

week, and now the ground is covered with snow, and all

our cold Aveather has been this past week.
"The great duck flight went on south, I think, almost

the same day it reached here, the birds stopping over but
the one day, as the evening flight was immense and
mostly to the south and east.

"A heavy flight of woodcock reached here ten days
ago, but left after a day or two's stay, and no bags were
made, but I have the positive knowledge that one man
hit the flight of woodcock, and shot nearly 125 shots
in one afternoon and killed but four woodcock. He was a
farmer who hunts rabbits, but cannot shoot on the wing,
and uses No, 4 shot, so you can almo.st guess the result.

He told me two days after, but I was too late, as I got
but a few birds (did not have my dog, as I was down
duck shooting), and so missed a chance in a life time
to make a bag of these fine birds Avhich are rapidly dis-

appearing from what used to be the sportsman's paradise.
• "Partridge are scarce this season, but rabbits are here
in good numbers, and a great many are being killed

every day.

"I trust my fall's experience may be of some intere,«t

to you and to my brother sportsmen. I would like to
have some idea through your paper of lo-gauge guns as
a duck gun, and a 12-gauge as to pattern and penetration
at 50 yards and over, both loaded to the limit with Nos.
4, 5, and 6 shot. I use a 12-gauge Parker, with 4 drams
smokeless, 3-inch shell, 1% ounces No. 6 or No. 4 shot,
and would like to know if I would gain anything in getting
a lo-gauge. Would like to hear a good deal on this sub-
ject."

If Mr. Holmes shall adopt the advice of the majority
of shooters to-day, he will stick to his 12-gauge and not
buy the lO-gauge. There is a per cent, of advantage in

favor of the larger bore, but the consensus of opinion is

that the advantage is not equal to the inconvenience
caused by the additional size and weight of the arm.
Time was when all our Western shooters carried 10-

pound guns, and loaded them with 4 or 5 drams of pow-
der, sometimes 6 drams, but these heavy arms are almost
obsolete, and the whole tendency is towai'd the lighter
weapon. I have seen a 20-gauge gun kill five wild geese
out of a flock passing over. The T2-gauge bored on
modern lines is an arm heavy enough for any sort of wild
fowl shooting to-day. The load of 4 drams per 12-gauge
is unnecessarily large, and 3;^ drams of the better nitros
is a load heavy enough, certainly if one uses lyi ounces of
shot. The additional powder siniply goes to ruin the
pattern, and to pound the shooter, to say nothing of the
additional danger to the gun. I was shooting quail not
long ago with a load of 2^ drams of a nitro powder in a
6^-pound gun. I think I should not use over 2j^i drams
with the same gun again. Of course, in wild fowl shoot-
ing the question of long range is more important, but
S'A drams of any smokeless powder is enough, and most
men will kill as many birds with '3 drams. If a man's
gun is pounding him he cannot deliver his charge with
the same smooth and confident swing which he gains with
a more pleasant load. This applies rather to upland
shooting than to marsh shooting, but I believe a great
many men use too heavy a load.
Mr. Arthur Bennett, the well-known painter of horses

and hunting dogs, is in Chicago this week, fresh from y
successful shooting trip in Michigan. Mr. Bennett lived
in California when he purchased the winning dog. Dash
AntoniQ^-^f Mr. R. Bangham, of Windsor. Ontario. Since
then tic has been in different parts of the country, and
once upon a time fell into the village of Brownsville,
Tenn., where I myself once had some of the pleasantest
days that I remember. Mr. Bennett Avas one of the
pall bearers at the funeral of that splendid sportsman. Dr.
W._D. Taylor, of Brownsville. He met there my friend
Major Benj. C. Miles, and others of mv earlier shooting
companions. He tells me that Mr. Miles for a while
owned a dog which he called Joe the Gentleman, "In con-
tradistmction," said Mr. Miles, "from the many other
dogs of this community which are named Joe, but which
are not gentlemen,"

One Deer Party.

Mf. D. J. Hotchkiss, of Fox Lake, Wis., writes the
story of an average Wisconsin deer hunt as below in a
letter just at hand :

"Have just returned from my first attempt at deer
hunting, and have a hard luck story for my pains. I went
up to Star Lake, way up in the northern part of this State,
in Vilas county, and made camp in a log shanty with four
other friends, sixteen miles beyond the end of the rail-
road. Just got nicely settled in caiuj) when I was taken
with a severe attack of rheumatism in my knee and was
unable to do a thing but sit around camp and swear at
my hard luck. I was out in the woods iust half of one

^f.j, y/hkh, CQmprised all the hunting I did on the triq
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In that time, however, I jumped a nice little spike buck,

but did not get him, as I waited just a second too long to

be sure of my target being a deer instead of a man, thanks

to Forest and Stre.\m's slogan, 'Be sure before you
shoot.' I fired at the flag just as it went out of sight,

but must have got over it. After lying around camp two
or three days and getting worse every minute, I pulled out

and was thankful to get home alive, instead of waiting for

the boys to pack me out of the woods over that sixteen

miles of terrible road. I managed to make the walk in

eight and one-half hours, but every step was like sticking

a knife into my knee.

"There were plenty of deer there, and had I been able

to remain until the close of the season, as intended, I am
confident that I would have had my two deer all right.

Tlie boys had seven deer and three bears, one old one and
two cubs, when I left, and I think they will have no
trouble in securing the other deer they are entitled to

before they break up to-morrow,
"There were thousands of hunters in the Wisconsin

woods this season and the deer were quite plenty, though
not every hunter brought out a deer, of course. The In-

dians in that neighborhood do considerable deer hunting,

one old buck in particular I hear having killed fourteen

deer and sold them to the logging camps in the neigh-

borhood. Partridges and small game were very scarce, the

dee]) snow and heavy crust of two winters ago killing out

a lot of them and they have not had time to grow another

good crop as yet. The country is grand for deer hunt-

ing, being full of ridges and gullies, with lakes on all

sicTe-s, and plenty of slashings and pieces of heavy timber.

The weather was quite cold, ranging around the zero

point all the time I was there, but there was from 6 to 8

inches of snow on the ground. This made tracking easy,

and one certain patch of slashing near our camp looked

like a rabbit patch every morning from the number of

tracks through it. The deer went into it at night and out

in the early morning. It was pretty cold to sit on a run-

way, but the still-hunting was fine, and our parly had very

nice luck."

The Real Mouad Builder -.

Probably every boy who ever read Prescott has dwelt

with interest upon the descriptions of the great Indian

mounds of Ohio and other Western States, and I presume
nearly every outdoor man of the West has at one time

or another found occasion to ponder over these curious

monuments of a forgotten past. Most scientists have

as.signed the construction of these mounds to a race of

men now extinct, though there have not been wanting
many believers in the theory that the mounds were the

work of the North American Indians. Hon. J. B. Brower.

of Minnesota, is an adherent to the latter theory, and in a

recent address before the Minnesota Historical Society he

read an able paper in which he sought to prove that the

Sioux Indians were the builders of the famous Mille Lacs

mounds. Mr. Brower claiins without reserve that the

Indians were the mound builders, and that there is plenty

of evidence to show that they, and not a prehistoric

people as the Aztecs, constructed the mounds. He quoted
Peter Esprit. Radisson and Medard Chouart, the French
explorers, who were in the country in 1659; and Michael
Accault, Father Hennepin, Anthony Auguelle, J. B. Lind.

Carver. Catlin and numerous others to show that the

Sioux Indians built mounds to bury their dead. He
showed specimens of the instruments and ornaments

found within the mounds, and, comparing them with those

of the Sioux, proved that they were practically identical.

He also showed from the history of the Indian people

that Mille Lacs was the home of the Sioux.
E. Hough.

Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Massachusetts Game Conditions.

Danvers, Mass., Dec. i4.-~Editor Forest and Stream:

The shooting season is practically over. We had a gen-

eral new layout for this year. The first and most im-

portant was the adoption of your ganie plank to stop the

sale of patridges (grouse) and woodcock. The little

quail, however, w-as on the bill of fare, but it will prob-

ably be their turn next. Some concessions had to be

given to the market-men who live so near the State

House, Then the allowing of rabbit and squirrel shoot-

ing up to March i will have to be attended to.

\Ve have had an unsually good season for hunting.

Up to date, there has been no snow, and not much water

in the swamps. I have shot just twenty-one birds on
the few days I have been out—five partridges, three

woodcocks and thirteen quail. Most of the quail were
males; the last one shot was a hen weighing ounces.
My partridge for that day's shooting weighed 23 ounces.

I have flushed just three Mongolian pheasants, and I

thiidv I saw six the previous year, T doubt whether they

will ever amount to anything as game in this country.

T don't think they breed well. All the birds seem to be
old birds; I never saw any young. All I flushed were
in open places, and it would be a "dead easy" shot to kill

one. They fly about like old hens, and you can hear the

old cock cackle as far as you can see him.
Many quail are left over. I hear of many large flocks

being seen. They are large, strong birds, and in fine

condition. There certainly must be more partridges left

than for many years. I have not seen many rabbits or
squirrels, but I think the hunters who make a specialty

of that kind of shooting have had good luck.

There is one good thing about this old common-
wealth. With a city "every five miles in any direction"

a person who does not carry a fat pocketbook nor own
any land can travel and hunt without being ordered off

and sworn at. I haven't seen a "No trespass" sign this

fall, except those posted to prevent berry picking for
the market. I understand that some city shooters tried

to. lease the shooting privileges of several farms north
of here for their personal use, and suggested that if the
farmer had any friend that wanted to game out and
shoot as heretofore, to charge him a couple of dollars.

I'heir bristles were too conspicuous, and their proposi-
tions were rejected. They still have the same privilege
of hunting there as myself. Old New .England is pretty
good about that; one liian is as good as another, and
they are well fixed enough sq they can pay their own
|uxcs.

How I shptild like \\\ a ftt^pd flock of wild ducks
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with their long necks. In my boyhood days I used to live

on the south shore of this State, and there I used to see

thousands of black ducks, but never a one do I see back
here, five miles from the coast. That is one bird they

never need vv^orry about being shot out. 1 suppose a

thousand die of a natural death to one being shot. Here
on the coast they sleep on the rolling deep far from
land, with a few old drakes^ on guard. Then just at

dark they go up the rivers and feed on the mud flats

far from shore. At daylight out they go again with a

full roll call. They get their fresh water from the spring

holes, and feed on minnows and the mussel beds.

Several of hound-hunting sportsmen have been
out of the town and State, but have not been very suc-

cessful, except Mr. A. W. Beckford, who accompanied
Mr. Stark, of New Hampshire, and had such a time with
the bears and deer, as has been cited in the Forest and
Stream. Mr. B. goes up there every year, and gen-
erally gets more game than all the other hunters in

town collectively. John W. Babbitt.

The Adirondack Deer.
Gansevoort, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: A

newspaper clipping sent me by one of my sportsman
friends reads as fallows:

"Old Forge, N. Y., Dec. 2.—It is the general opinion
among woodsmen and those interested in the preserva-
tion of deer that the hunting season should be shortened
at the latter part. xAt this time it is obvious that the

hunters have great advantage when snow covers the
ground. At the rate deer have been killed during the
last few seasons they will be exceedingly rare in a few
years."

It is very strange, to say the least, that those "woods-
men" and others who are so deeply "interested in the
preservation of deer" should advocate cutting off that

part of the open season when deer are in the best con-
dition, when the meat can all be saved in good condition,
when the most sportsmanlike way of killing deer can only
be practiced, and when the deer have left the water and
cannot be killed by dude sportsmen (?) ahead of the

jack. This latter way of killing deer is still much in

practice in spite of the law, and I wonder how much this

fact had to do in causing the above item to be written.

It is also strange that those "woodsmen" have not
noticed, and mentioned the fact, that "during the last

few seasons" deer have become so numerous in many
sections that " those interested in the preservation of deer"
have foimd it necessary when the snow was deep to

cut down timber to furnish them sufficient food to keep
tliem from starving by the hundred. The "woodsmen"
who in the face of such facts predict that "they will be
cNceedingly rare in a few years" must be creatures of the
writer's imagination, created to give weight to his fal-

lacious assertions.

I have hunted deer in the Adirondacks nearlj^ every
season since 1866, and modestly claim to know a few
facts respecting Adirondack deer. Mv first extieripnre
was gained when deer were crusted, jacked, hounded
and still-hunted ; when they were killed for market,
for home consumption, for their hides, and for fun; and
truly they were then in danger of extermination, and
did become very rare in many sections. But gradually
public opinion among the residents of deer inhabited
districts changed. Crusting was frowned upon and
stopped, and deer at once began to increase. Next, jack-
ing was p]-onounced unsportsmanlike by the better class
of sportsmen and less of it was done, and deer increased
in numbers still more rapidly. Lastly, hounding was
made unlawful, since which time deer have increased
very rapidly, so that now they are found in many sec-
tions where they were not found before within the mem-
ory of the oldest inhabitant. They are itndoubtedly
driven to these new environments by lack of food in

the sections from which they came, and the correct
thing for "woodsmen and those interested in the preser-
vation of deer" to do is to stop writing bosh and to
shoulder axes and go into the deer forests when the
snow is deep and fell timber to keep the deer in over-
stocked districts from starving.

Whenever it is found necessary to shorten the open
season on deer, these "woodsmen and those interested
in the preservation of deer" will escape the suspicion
of being tenderfoot dudes, who can kill deer in no way
except ahead of the jack if they will advocate shortening
it in the way common sense and true sportsmanship say
il should be shortened—i. e., by cutting off the whole of
September. Jos. W. Shurter.

Talks to Boys.—VL
Well, boys, by this time you have acquired considerable

handiness in the use of the gun. It no longer seems to
)-ou like a strange tool that you do not at all know how to

carry. It is no longer awkward in your hands. You are
getting used to it. When you put it on your shoulder it

seems to belong there, or when you throw it up to your
face and look along the barrels, these do not wave about,
pointing in all directions except the right one, but arc
directed pretty nearly at the spot that you are looking at.

It takes you but a short time to cover the mark with the
sight. You are getting into the way of holding the

muzzle of your gun so that it never points at any one, and
it is only once in a while that your instructor feels obliged
to speak to you about this.

I am particularly anxious that when aiming at anything
)'Ou should learn to catch the sight quickly, and also that

you should be readj^ enough so that when the sight covers
the mark you should pull the trigger at once. I think it

better for you to bring your gun up slowly and cover the
mark quickly than to bring the stock against your shoul-

der with a jerk and then be obliged to feel around for

some time before the aim is had. You will find. I think,

that if you raise the gun to the shoulder deliberately
hut quickly, you can catch the sight more readily if

you jerk the stock up with a sudden movemenj;.
After the first principles have been learned, you must-

remember that in all quick shooting the means by which
success is to be reached is to keep your eye fixed on the

object aimed at. and not to regard the gun at all. You
nM)s^ \^&XV^ I9 aim yovtr gun as a carpenter learns to ain^
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his hammer—without thinking of the instrument you are

using, but the first principles can be learned only by

sighting along your gun barrels. In other words, you can

only in that way discover the proper position in which the

gun must be held so that the sight may be on the mark
when you are looking at the mark. Do not try to look

along the gun and see the sight and then to bring this on

the mark, but look at the mark and bring the rib of the

gun and the sight into their proper position. Constantly

striving to do this for a longer or shorter time, you will

at length find that the gun of itself comes into the right

position. The thing to be accomplished is to throw up

the gun into such a position that every time it comes up
it will be parallel to the line of sight. If one could learn

to do that invariably, he would be a perfect shot and would
miss only when he made some mistake in_ judging the

speed at which the bird w^as flying and the distance which
it was from him.

Practice at Candle Flame.

In the old days of muzzleloaders, boys used to be ad-

vised to begin their practice by snapping caps at the flame

of a candle. Of course when one aims at anything and

pulls the trigger, he likes to know whether or not his aim

was true, where his shot would have gone if the gun had
been loaded. So in muzzleloading days, we boys were

told, after we had practiced aiming enough to be reason-

ably sure of covering a mark, to put a cap on the nipple

of cacli barrel, and to stand 8 or 10 yards from a lighted

candle, and then aiming at the candle flame to pull the

trigger. The explosion of the cap forced a little puff of

air" out of the barrel, and if the aim was true, this puff of

air would either blow out the candle or Avould cause the

flame to flicker. This was good practice, and it had the

advantage of telling the young shooter whether he hit or

missed. Sometimes two candles might be used, and the

boy tried to put out both, one with each barrel. This

taught him to shift his aim quickly, and when he made his

first double on candles, he justly felt that he had accom-

plished something.
This same mode of practice may be employed with the

breechloader, and I think your instructor will not object

to your trying it after you have shown that the practice

that you have had in carrying the gun and in aiming at

the different objects that you see has benefited you, and

has carried you along far enough for you to proceed to the

next stage.
'
If he thinks that the time has come for you

to do this, he will be willing to have you get twenty brass

shells of the size to fit your gun, and will superintend your

first practice with these. This practice can be had in a

room, or, better still, in a cellar or an area, or in some out-

building; in some place, at all events, where the wind

cannot" blow. The lighted candle in a candlestick

should be placed on a table or on a barrel head at about the

same level as your own shoulders. You should stand 6 or

8 yards from it, and having put two shells unloaded, but,

of course, with the primers on, in the chambers of the

gun, sight at tlie flame of the candle and pull the trigger.

If your aim has been true, the flame will tell you so at

otin'p In this wav you may use up your twenty shells,

which will be practice enough tor one "occasion.

If after firing four or five shots j'ou do not manage
to affect the candle flame in any way, there is evidently

something wrong; either you are trying to shoot too

quickly and are missing in that way, or else perhaps the

slight noise of the primer is making you nervous. In

either case, you had better stop using the shells and go

back to the practice of sighting without anything in the

gun. Always when you think you have caught the sight,

but not before, you must seem to pull the trigger, and

after a little practice you will be able to tell whether you
are holding the gun on the object or not.

If. on the other hand, you manage to blow the flame of

the candle pretty regularly during these first attempts, you
should repeat the practice frequently, and when you find

that you can blow the flame almost every time, you may
move back a few steps until you have increased the dis-

tance to 12 to 15 yards, When you find you can do good
work at this distance, you should try two candles, and, as

soon as you have pulled the right hand trigger, shift

your aim to the second candle and try to blow that out

with the left hand barrel. This will teach you better than

almost anything else can how to use your second barrel

quickly, when it comes to shooting at actual birds, and this

use of the second barrel is something that many men are

exceedingly slow to learn. They are fairly quick with

the first barrel, but when it comes to using the second

they potter and feel about with it, and very often do not

use it until the bird is out of reach, or even do not use

it at all.

Take Your Time.

I want to impress on you the importance of not trying

to shoot too quickly. A good many boys and young men
who go out with older men who are good shots and see

them fire the instant the stock touches the shoulder, and
then see the bird fall, imagine that the first thing to do in

order to become a good shot is to shoot quickly, and that

after this had been learned, the matter of taking aim, or, as

it is sometimtes called, "getting onto the bird," can bereadily

learned. I believe this to be a great mistake. I think the

important thing is to learn first to hit your birds and
afterward to do it quickly. Therefore. I advise you al-

ways to get your sight before you pull the trigger, even

though it may take you a long time. After you have

reached the point where you are sure of your sight, it will

then be time to learn to shoot quickly. This is a matter

about which there may be two opinions, and the method
to be pursued may depend very largely on the tempera-

ment and natural qualifications of the shooter. But I

believe that the average boy needs practice in putting his

gun on the mark, and holding it there, more than he

does in shooting quickly. I have seen a great many boys

who shot the instant the bird got up, but I am convinced

that there is no profit in that. Except in the thickest

brush, a bird usually gives the .shooter abundant time to

put up his gun deliberately, take aim and fire before it

is out of range.

Cleaning the Gtin.

After you have used up the twenty shells that I ad-

vised your getting, it will be well for you to . clean out

barrels of- your gun thoroughly, be^^ii.sf \\}^ ftilinitiate

of mercury, which is the explosive in the primer, has a

tendency to corrode the metal of the barrels, and should

not be allowed to remain in them long. It will be well

for you each day before beginning this practice to put

some rags in vour cleaning rod, oil them well and run them
through the barrels of the gun so as to leave the mside

of the barrels pretty well coated with oil. After you have

finished your practice, you should, as I say, give the

gun a good cleaning.

In the old days of muzzleloading guns, we always were

taught to wash out our guns with water and then to dry

them thoroughly and oil them, but at the present day the

use of water in cleaning guns has been pretty much aban-

doned. Therefore, after you have finished your practice,

take the barrels from their stock, put some rags in your

cleaning rod, moisten them with some lubricant and pass

them several times through the barrels. It will take but a

little time for the oil or grease to penetrate any crust of

powder or fulminate that may have been deposited there,

and a brisk rubbing to and fro will entirely remove this

crust and leave the barrels bright. You should pass the

clean rags—wound about the cleaning rod until they fit

the barrels tightly—through the barrels until they come
out as clean as they went in, and until the barrels, as you

look through them toward the light, shine like silver.

Then using on vour cleaning rod a rag slightly moistened

with the oil, pass it through the barrels, and later rub the

outside of them with a rag similarly oiled. You should

GOOD POSITION.

When walking forward to start birds your dog is pointing. But
see that the muzzle gets no lower.

not leave either the inside or the outside of the barrels

perceptibly greasy, but they should have a very thin coat-

ing of oil all over them. Now put the gun away in its

case, and the case where you usually keep it.

The question of the best oil to use is one about which
there are many different opinions, but gunners are unani-
mous in believing that no vegetable oil should ever be
used on guns. A great many so-called rust preventives

and lubricants have been put on the market for the benefit

of gunners, and many of them are very good. Almost
any of the preparations which have petroleum for a base,

as vaseline, cosmoline, alboline and so on, are useful and
harmless. Machine oil, porpoise oil, goose oil and skunk
oil are also used. Perhaps the most popular of the com-
mercial gun oils is the preparation known as Three in

One ; it stands very high in the estimation of those who
use shotguns.

Recapping Shells.

In order that you may be prepared for your next prac-

tice, you must now recap your twenty shells, the primers
of which you have just exploded. This operation is a
simple one. For it is required nothing more than a block
of wood in which is bored a hole one-quarter of an inch
deep and just large enough to receive the base of the

shell. In the center of this hole is bored another hole
three-eighths of an inch in diameter and running entirely

through the block. The instrument called the decapper
is a cylinder of wood from three to four inches long, just

small enough to fit into the shell, and in the center of one
end of this cylinder a steel point is inserted which pro-
jects beyond the wood one-quarter of an inch. You may
buy this block and decapper with yotir gun cleaning im-
plements at any gun store. Place the base of one of

your shells in the large hole in the block of wood, which
should rest on a table in front of you, and thrust the
cylinder into the shell as far as it will go; the steel point
will pass through a hole in the base.of the shell and will

be stopped by the exploded primer. When the cylinder

will go no further into the shell, give it a slight blow
with the palm of your hand or with a light stick, or even
take hold of it and push it down, and the steel point will

force the exploded primer from its position, and the primer
will fall out of the shell and down through the smaller hole
in the block onto the table that the block rests on. In
this way, in a very few moments you will have removed
the primers from all twentj'^ of the shells. Now place your
box of primers close to the block at your right hand, turn
one of the shells over, placing its mouth in the hole in

the block, take a primer and with your thumb press its

open end into the hole from which the exploded primer
was expelled. The primer will not readily go into tliis

hole all the way. and you may take the wooden cylinder
which you used in decapping, and with the end which has
not the steel point in it, slowly and firmly press the primer
down until its closed end is flush with the bas£ of the

shell, V^ry likely your instructor will show yo« Uqw tQ

do this with the first one ot two, and it is such a simple

operation that when you have once seen him do it, you

can perform it as well as anybody.
After a time your brass shells will probably get dirty,

for the fulminate is likely to corrode them slightly within,

and possibly on the outside as well. They will hardly

need any cleaning, but if you should feel a pride in keep-

ing them looking bright and new, this can be easily done

by the use of a 'little oil and powdered rotten-stone on a

woolen rag. Smear the rag with oil and scatter some of

the rotten-stone upon it and then twist the shells briskly

around with one hand while you hold the oily rag around

them with the other, and they will be soon freed from

the dirt. For the inside you may wrap the rag about a

stick which nearly fills the diameter of the shell, and by

twisting the shell about on this a few times the inside

will be cleaned as well.

I shall hope that during all this time that you are prac-

ticing aiming with your gun, you will also be going out

with it and "carrying it about. All these things must be

done over and over again, and though it may seem to you

that it takes a long time to reach the point of actually

shooting and killing things, you may feel sure that none of

this practice that you are having now, and which is per-

haps beginning to be tiresome to you, will be wasted. In

the j^ears to come you will be very glad indeed that you

were persuaded to do these things.

W. G. De Groot.

Game in Connecticut.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Judging from personal observation extending over a

period of ten years, I can assert with confidence that

game of all kinds is more plentiful in this vicinity at

present than in years. The open winter a year ago
favored quail, and they have been and at present are

more numerous than I ever knew them to be. Wood-
cock, perhaps, have been a trifle scarce, but patrtidges

have held their own.
Yesterday afternoon I enjoyed an eight-mile walk

along the West Rock Range. The winter air was crisp

and invigorating, and the sun shone beautifully.
_
A light

snow lay in the woods, and it told a most satisfactory

story. It imparted the information that much game
had successfully withstood the gauntlet of fire and
shot belched along the hillsides for the last three months.
In places were tracks of quail, and three partridges

thundered away from in front of me; their tracks also

were plentiful. Rabbits and squirrels, too, had been
prospecting, as their tracks plainly attested. It is good
to know that by the time this note reaches the editor

the closed season on all such game will be in force, and
in will be saved to propagate for another season. Wise,
indeed, are good game laws!
Not yet, however, is the ambitious nimrod prevented

from going afield with dog and gun, and that he may not
always return empty-handed was clearly demonstrated
by still another story in the snow, for Reynard's tracks

were there in abundance. Already within two weeks
have four of his kind come to grief that I know of.

Health, recreation and exhilaration travel hand in hand
on an old-fashioned New England fox hunt.

But now we come to bigger game. From all parts

of Connecticut come reports of deer having been seen.

I haven't seen any yet, but have been favored in finding

indisputable evidence that deer are in this neighbor-
hood. Sunday morning, Dec. 2, I found tracks and
fresh deer .sign within 200 yards of the house. The sign
was apparently not over three hours old. The tracks

led across the road and along the bank of a trout
brook. They were evidently made by a large buck. A
Air. Doolittle, of Woodbridg,e, and his family saw three
deer within two weeks. One was a fine buck, and the
others, does. A New Haven man told me that, while
lumting in Hamden, near where I live, he saw two deer
—a buck and doe.

A word about trout, and I am done. The past sum-
mer was the dryest known to the oldest inhabitants of

this section. Trees literally dried up and died. Leaves
which were apparently green burned like tinder, and the
farmers were kept constantly fighting fire. Under such
conditions streams never known to have been dry before
went entirelj'^ dry. Sportsmen haA^e come to look on
trout fishing as a thing of the past. The little brook
along which the deer tracks lead, however, managed to
barely trickle during the drought, and a trip along its

banks a few days ago revealed quite a number of trout
in the pools—and some good ones, too! This was a
most welcome surprise, and it assures Us of a few at

least in the spring.

Taking all adverse conditions into consideration, it

would seem that the sportsmen of this vicinity have a
great deal to be thankful for.

Before closing, I must mention that on my walk the
other day I failed to find even a trace of a snare. And
snares were very plentiful there a few seasons back.

William H. Avis,
HiGHWooD, Conn., Dec. 14.

How the Boy Made a Double*

Hudson, N. Y.—Floyd Shutte, a young lad living near
Forest Lake, Martindale, N. Y.. has a line of traps set

for mink and muskrats, and when visiting his traps he
never leaves his gun at home. On his way to the lake
one morning last week, just as he was entering a thicket
of pines, out went a partridge, which he shot at and
missed. Never having shot a partridge on the wing, he
was not surprised, but said to himself, "I'll try 'em again."
Lie had walked but a short distance when out boomed
another. This time he had blood in his eye, and he
shot, and down tumbled the partridge. He started for his

game, and about the time he started for it a silent spec-
tator to the tragedy, an owl, left the pines to retrieve the
bird. Floyd saw in an instant that the owl would get
there first, so he pulled up the gun and shot the owl.
Lie picked up his trophy, and after looking it over, said,

"Well, if this isn't the biggest partridge I ever saw, and
I shot it on the wing." He weighed the bird, and it

weighed just 'i pound 8 ounces. Had it weighed double
this eould ^qt haye been happiqr/ "

Q,
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When Ducks Were Plentiest.

At first thought it would seem that wildfowl and
other small game were most abundant just before the

advent of the white man and the shotgun, but that was
not the period. Nature has her ways of preserving
balances, and always provides a remedy for over pop-
lation. In the case of the small game "the balance was
preserved by the various small carnivorous animals and
birds. So nicely balanced were the increase and de-

struction that the numbers of the small game no doubt
remained almost constant for a long period, but at last

the white man came upon the scene and disturbed the
balance in such a way that within a century there was an
incredible increase in the small game, notably among
the water fowl and other ground nesting birds. Most of

- the destroyers of these birds were fur-bearing animals,
and the fur-bearers were the first animals dstroyed by
the white man, and so long as there w-as an abundance
of larger game very few of the birds were killed. In
the course of fifty to one hundred years these small fur-

bearers that lived on the birds were so reduced in num-
bers that the birds were left to increase at an enormous
rate, and by the time the large game became so scarce
that people began to turn attention to the birds the
ducks had so increased that they swarmed by tliou-

sands wherever there was food and water suited to them.
So great had been tlie increase and corresponding repro-
ductive power that half a century of shooting made no
noticeable decrease, and it looked as though we should
Forever have all the ducks we wanted, and so we would
if there had always remained the small number of shoot-
ers, the poor guns, the vast area of inaccessible terri-
tory and the lack of a market for the game; but with
the increase of population, the improvements in guns
and ammunition, and the building of railroads that made
access to every pond an easy thing, the balance was
turned against the ducks, and the last state of the tribe
of ducks is worse than the first, and the present de-
crease in their numbers will continue until they are
too scarce to be worth hunting. Then another balance
will be established between the reproduction and de-
struction, resulting in a slight increase, which will re-
main about constant until some new factor changes the
conditions.

Quail, on account of the ravages of vermin and the
scarcity of food where there were no farms, were
barely able to exist in most places without the protection
and food afforded by the farmer; hence they increased
greatly as the farms advanced into the wilderness, and
the same is true, to a great extent of the prairie chicken.

0. H. Hampton.

Weights of Game.
Brewer, Me.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Every year
our papers report the largest moose, deer and bear evc-r
taken in Maine as ha^dng been killed, and what is still

rnore remarkable, this extraordinary '

animal is usually
killed several times every fall, and has been for the last
thirty years. Editors' moose usually weigh from 1.200
up to 1,800 pounds, their bears 500 to 800. and their deer
250 to 350 pounds. I once saw an account of a Canada
lynx being shot which weighed 90 pounds. The Youth's
Companion once contained a stor}^,' I think by C. A.
Stephens, of a fisher which weighed 60 pounds, and last
week a story of a porcupine weighing 75 pounds was going
the rounds of all our papers. To show how utterly un-
reliable these stories are I will say that I have weighed a
wildcat which was said to have nearly killed two men and
a dog, and was said to have weighed 60 pounds. It
weighed just 8% pounds, and had been killed by a small
dog without showing any fight or even giving the dog a
scratch. I had the skin of one 800-pound bear, and 200
pounds of meat could not have been crowded into it.

While sorry that my weights do not agree better with
those of the editors, I will give them as I have found
them by the scales.

Fully grown moose free from entrails weigh from 550
pounds up to in some cases 800 pounds. I have seen a
moose shot in September when extremely fat which we
judged would weigh nearly or quite 1,000 pounds, but I
never saw one weighed which would come near that. I
have seen a cow moose weigh 640 pounds. In weighing
many hundreds of deer, over 400 in one year, I have never
seen but one tip the beam at 250 when free of entrails.
I once skinned a bear which weighed 402 pounds clear
'from entrails and probably 500 when alive. The next
largest v/eighed 435 whole, and 371 when disemboweled.
As in handhng more than 5,000 bear, skins I have never
seen fifty as large as these were, I consider that 400
pounds free from all entrails, is about the limit which
our Maine bears ever reach. I have the weights of a good
.many Canada lynx, and but one exceeds 25 pounds; that
otie weighed 27. I find wildcats to weigh 20 to 30 pounds,
with 35 the extreme. Fishers weigh 8 to 121/2 pounds. As
the one which weighed 12% made as large a skin as I
have ever seen, in handling thousands. I think this is
about as large as they ever grow. I have seen skins of
raccoons which weighed 36 pounds each, but 15 to 20 is
the common weight of fully grown raccoons. Red foxes
weigh from 8 to 10 pounds, occasionally 12, and in ex-
treme cases those taken near the sea shore weigh 13 to
14 pounds. Otter, t8 to 20 pounds, some sea shore otter
up to 25 pounds. Porcupines weigh from 15 to 20 pounds
sometimes possibly up to 25 and even 30 pounds. Beaver
30 to 40 pounds, I have seen skins from Columbia River
the owners of which must have weighed 60. I have had
skins of foxes and Canadian lynx taken on the north shore
of Bale de Chaleur which must have weighed more than
the weights given, but those given I consider as being
the hmit reached by Maine animals. I have found cock
partndge (ruffed grouse) usuallv to weigh 24 to 25
ounces. The highest records I

' have are two which
weighed 31 and 32 ounces respectivelv I have a record
of a black duck weighing over 4 pounds, This duck was
taken in winter off the Isle au Haut. and had bright red
feet, and seemed somewhat different from those we get
in our lakes, which weigh from 2^A to 3J-< pounds. I have
records of the following birds : California condoT, weighed
by Franl? Stevens at Witch Creek. Cal„ 20 pounds-
Maine baJd eagle, g% ; golden eagle, 8H ; loon, 6 pounds'

I have seen loons which I feel sure would weigh more
than this, but had no opportunity to weigh. them.

M. H.

MoRGANtoWN, W. Va., Dec.
,
10.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The idea of exchanging observations concern-

ing w-eights of game is a good one—not only interesting,

but instructive. I weighed the largest jackrabbit I ever

killed, and it weighed 7 povmds, which I would suppose

to be about double their average weight.

The largest bear which I ever saw was a silvertip, killed

by one of my neighbors. I helped to weigh the meat and
iride the next day after it wa.s killed and it weighed 787
pounds. • ".

It is reported from Newcastle, Wyo., oh good author-

it}', that about 200 Indians are scouring the western part

of Weston county, slaughtering and chasing away all the

game in that section. They are said to have killed over

2,000 antelope before and since the Opening of the game
season. AVolves are doing great darnage in the Powder
River countrj' of Wyothing, and the stockmen are ar-

ranging to organize an association and make war on the

pests. The losses cannot be estimated, but every day
ranchmen find the carcasses of calves and yearlings on the
prairies. Efforts will be made to induce professional wolf
hunters to go out and hunt. Emerson Carney.

Edgewood, la.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In response
to Didyraus' request for weights of quail, here are some
data. On Dec. 3 I shot eight quail, which weighed as
follows: 2 females,. 8 ounces each; 3 females; /J^ ounces
each; 3 males, 71/2 ounces each. I^ think this is unusual
on account of the slight variation;-'-.... ,,^' E- J>.mes.

Rhode Island Nptes.
Providence, R. I,, Dec. 22.—An ametfdiii'yit to tW, game

laws will be brought up in the LegisJs^vffl nejtt January
by a North Providence Senator to prohihit the sale of
game birds in this State. This is a step in the righ^ direc-
tion, but will probably not meet with the approval of one
of our game wardens, who is realizing quite a profit from
game shot by himself and sold in his place of business.
.Shame!

'

Town Sergeant John Kinecum, .of North Providence,
got at Italian with a robin in his possession after a long
chase. It cost the offender $25.60. Good lessoli.
The officers of the town of Johnston, which joins the

city and town of Providence, recently gave notice that
Sunday shooting would be prosecuted on and after Sun-
day, Dec. 9. This is rather hard on the shooters, who
for the most part are men who cannot afford to lose
many days' pay to go hunting. In view of the fact that
laws of a much more damaging nature are violated every
Sunday in the same tOAvn, the shooters are not pleased
with the project The Belgian hare folly has struck us,
and several rabbitries are now ready to spread the pest
broadcast for a consideration.
A. Tainsh shot and crippled a cat owl in North Provi-

dence on Friday, and has it alive_ in his Horseshoe Inn,
where it attracts some attention.
The Providence Journal says a 9-pound otter, measur-

ing 35 inches from tip to tip, was shot in Tomaquag
brook on Monday. These animals are rare in these
parts.

Roger Williams Park Lake was seined by Fish Com-
missioners Henry T. Root and Wm. P. Morton a short
time ago for white perch to stock Morwansicut Lake.
About 5.000 adults and fingerlings were secured.

Pickerel fishing through the ice has begun, and good
catches are reported to the first comers.
A party of gunners from here went to Packerville,

Conn., and secured seventy-eight rabbits and ten par-
tridges in four days. Mr. Joseph Driver was lucky
enough to bring down a Belgian hare weighing 11
pounds. This is the first one shot since they were
turned loose two years ago, so far as known. It took
both charges of No. 4 shot to fetch him, and Joe says
No. 8 would not have done it.

Sergeant Wm. P. Whipple and a patrolman from
Providence recently shot fifty-four rabbits and some
birds in the South county of this State. Seldom.

Providence, R. I., Dec. 14.—Editor Forest and Stream •

Jiist before 7 A. M. on Dec- 11, as I was walking down one
of the busy streets of this city, a flutter of wing; caught
my eye. and looking up I saw a large owl changing his
perch m one of the linden trees on the street. He settled
down m a crotch and tried to make himself as small and
inconspicuous as possible, and had I not caught the flash
of his wing I would have passed by not seeing him. I
walked around the tree and identified it as a barred owl,
he keeping those great eyes on me and following every
move I made.

I left him and went about my business, and at noon I
found him in the same position I had left him in five
hours before, while a flock of sparrows were perched about
him scolding and gossiping at a great rate, while the
people passed by not knowing what a rare visitor was
above them. About an hour later he had gone and let
us hope he escaped in peace and did not share the
fate of most Avild creatures when they stray into town.

N tJTHATCH

.

Strange Geese on the Coast.

Recently on the grounds of the Narrows Island Club
Currituck county, N. C, Mr. J. B. Lawrence, Jr.. of this
city, killed a Hutchins' goose. The specimen has been
sent to Rowland's to be mounted. While the common
Canada goose occurs in these waters by thousands on
thousands, the Hutchins' goose is almost unknown there.
The species is one of Western distribution, and is seldom
found on the coast, althou.gh the old writer and old-time
gunners constantly speak of a goose "just like" the Canada
goose, but much smaller.

On the same grounds and about the same time Mr.
Chas. Fox secured a white-fronted goose, a capture altnost
more notable than the other.

A few of the so-calledwhite brant, or snow geese have
also been killed in this neighborhood. They are regttlar
\vinter visitsnjits to these groi.in<?.s. ' '

North American Association.
From the Montreal Gazette, Dec. 15, 16.

A MEETING possessing much interest and importance for
sportsmen opened in the Government offices, St. Gabriel
street, yesterday, whert the commiitee appointed for the
purpose last February by the North American -Fish and
Game Protective Association met to consider the har-
monizing of the fish and game laAvs of the Provinces of
New Brunswick, Quebec and Ontario, and the adjoining
States of Vermont, Maine and New York. This com-
mit. ee, of course, can only act as a suggestive body, and
its recommendations will be reported back to the Execu-
tive Committee, and all the fish and game protective asso-
ciations in the States and Provinces interested will be in-
formed of its findings before the several legislatures are
asked 10 embody them . on the statute books.

^AJl the States and Provinces were represented with the
exception of Maine, those present being

:

Quebec—L. Z. Joncas, Superintendent of Fisheries and
Game. Quebec; N. E. Cormier, Provincial Game Warden
and Fishery Overseer, Aylmer, East.
Ontario—Dr. G, A. MacCullum, President jof the On-

tario Fish Commission, Dunville.
New Brunswick—^Hon. A. T. Dunn, StiS"v!&yor-Gen-

eral, Fredericton ; D. G. Smith, Commissioner of Fish-
eries.

^

Vermont—Gen. , F. G, Butterfield, Derbv Line ; Gov.
N. W. Fiske, Isle la Mo:te; John W. Titcomb. Vice-
President for Vermont, chairman of the Vermont Fish
and Game Commission and President of the Vermont Fish
and Game League.
New York—Charles F. Burhans, Warrensburg; Julius
Seymour, New York; C. H. Wilson, Vice-President

for New York State, Glens Falls.

There were also present, as members of the Association,
but not members of the committee. Dr. W. H. Drumihond,
Montreal; Dr. J, T. Finnic-President of the F'i^h and
Game Pro..ection Club. Montreal; E: 'T. D.- Chambers.
Quebec; C. E. E. Ussher. General Pas.senger Agent C.
P. R., and Charles A. Bramble. Montreal.
The Committee on By-Laws held a short session in the

morning under the chairmanship of Mr. Ussher, and in
the afternoon the committee having in hand the harmon-
izing of the game laws commenced its deliberations. Hon.
A. T. Dunn, on the motion of Mr. L. Z. Joncas, convener
of the committee, being appointed chairman of the same,
Mr. E. T. D. Chambers was appointed secretary, and on
the motion of Mr. Joncas it was unanimously agreed that
those ^members of the Association present wlio were not
members of the committee should be allowed to take part
in the discussions.

Fishing in Lale Champlain.

Gov. Fiske introduced the subject of seine fishing 'ii

Lake Champlain during the spring of the year. He said
that for ten. twelve or fifteen j-ears past the Commis-
sioners of Fisheries had been obliged to oppo.se bills in-
troduced into the Vermont Legislature for an open season
the year round for fishing in the northern parls of Lake
Champlain, and up to this j^ear thej^ had succeeded in

staving these bills off, by promising that Canada would
join in prohibiting seine fishing in the spring of the year.
In the spring of the year the wall-eyed pike, or dore, ran
down the eastern side of the lake into Missisquoi Bay to
spawn, and af.er depositing their eggs they returned by
the western shore into the great waters of the lake.
Across the line seine fishing had not been allowed in the
lake in the spring of the year; but it had been allowed in
Canada. Lake Champlain was being depleted, and as it

\vas fast becoming a summer resort there must be some
kind of sport ob ainable. If the fish were taken out of
the lake, summer visitors would not go there. What was
wanted was that in Canada licenses should not be granted
in the spring" of the year, so that the fi,sh might deposit
their spawn and go back into the lake.

Mr.- Titcomb remarked lhat wall-eyed pike was treated
as a commercial fish, and Lake Champlain was the only
body of water where lie knew it to be treated as a game
fish. He moved

:

"Whereas, The laws of New York State prohibit the use
of nets in Lake Champlain ; and

'"Whereas, The laws of Vermont are .so framed thai
the Fish and Game Commissioners cannot issue licenses
for net fishing, except at such times and under such con-
di.ions as exist with reference to the laws of the Dominion
of Canada

; and
"Whereas, The custom heretofore in vogue of issuing

licenses to fish in the Canadian waters of Lake Cham-
plain (Missisquoi Bay) cau.ses the destruction of many
tons of wall-eyed pike, during their migrations to their
spawning grounds; and
"Whereas, It js the desire of both the New York and

Vermont Commissioners of Fisheries that the ttse of nsts-
be prohibited,

"Resolved, That the Committee upon the Harmonizing
of Laws recommend that all net fishing be prohibited iii

Lake Champlain in the spring of the year in New York,
Vermont and the Province of Quebec."
The motion was unanimously concurred in.

Shooting of Moose.

Mr. Joncas remarked upon the difference in the length
of time allowed by the different Provinces for the shoot-
ing of moose, and considered that something should be
done to harmonize the laws of the Provinces and the
neighboring States.
Dr. MacCullum wished to be informed as to the nar-

rowest limits of the breeding season. In Ontario the
shooting of Virginia deer was only allowed during the
first fifteen days in November. Still, they were not sure
as to whal was the proper season for moose, and would
like to have it limited to as short a season as possibk-
Mr. Bramble said that his experience was that the open

seasen on moose was earlier in New Brunswick than in
any other part of Canada. They came on to rut about
Sept. 15. but this year, in Ontario and Quebec, they were
not on the rut quite so early, thoudi all the big moose
were on by Oct. i. The big bulls were off the rut the
earhest, and their horns were off by Nov, 15. Ontario
seemed to be divided by nature into two distinct districts.

-

In so»ithern Ontario the nipose were pretty well eont. hui
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n the northern and western parts of the Province he
lad not thought it possible that the animals could be in the

normous numbers in which they were there found. He
efctred particularly to the country about Nipissing and
rcinagama, and the Height of Land. It was a country
which was not inhabited, and unless minerals were
found, it never would be. He did not think that moose
should be shot imder three years of age, as it was the

smallest head that was worth having. He likewise thought
tiat one man should be limited to one moose.
Mr. Cormier was of opinion that if the winter was mild,

moose would retain tlieir antlers nearly up to March, but

if the winter was very cold they would shed them earlier.

Mr. Ussher iiiDT?ed : "That the open season for moose
shall generally be irom Sept, 15 to Nov. 30, inclusive, but

ftat for certain sections of Provinces or States where
moose are decreasing, it may be desirable to make partial

or entirely closed seasons."

Mr. Smith thought they coTiId hardly consider the close

season for an animal like the moose without also con-
sidering that for caribou and red deer. If the seasons did

not run concurrently, men would be going out to shoot
one kind of animal, and if they came across another, they
would shoot it. •

I

*

Mr. Joncas observed that in the eastetTft part of Quebec
the open season was from Sept. I to Jan.. 1, which he
thought was too long.

Mr] Fiske did not think that the pot-hunter was so much-
to blame for the slaughter of big game as the lumbermen,
who thus provided his camp with meat for the whole win-

ter. Something should be done to make him suffer.

Concerning Caribou.

The motion was then adopted, after which Mr, Cormier
remarked that in. zone No, 2, Quebec, he thought the

cariboti7§'easQn should be ctit a little; it extended from
Sept.. I to Mari;h i.

•

.
^ My. Jontas said that zone No. 2 comprised,' .a' district

where the people lived mostly by hunting, and the season
llad therefore been made longer.

Mr. MacCuUum—''§till, that does not prdvpnt outsiders

doming In." '
'

.
.

Mr. Johc'as
—"No; but there is no communication.; it is

the Labrador district."

Mr. Smith thought that there were districts where the

cai'.ibou -season would have to be extended, and he moved:
"Tilat it is the sense of this committee that it is desirable

4|iat the open season for caribou should be, if possible, con-
ciirrent as to dates with that for moose; but as it is recog-

nized that in northern districts a longer season may. be
desirable, we recommend that great care be observed in

the matter of extending the caribou season beyond that

for moose."
Mr. Joncas, while personally favoring the resolution,

was afraid that it would not carry in the Quebec Legisla-

ture.

The motion was then agreed to, as was also the fol-

loAving, proposed by Mr. Ussher, seconded by Mr. Smith

:

"That the open season for red deer should be concurrent
I yv-ith tiiot for moo.se: b"t that in di.strirts where red deer
are few in number it is desirable that the open season
be further restricted."

Mr. Cormier spoke of limiting the number of animals
to be killed by one hunter, and moved : "That the num-
ber of moose, caribou and deer killed by one hunter dur-
ing a single season be limited to one moose, one caribou
and two deer."

This was seconded by Dr. Drummond and adopted.

Game Bi/ds.

The question of the spring shooting of game birds was
then taken up, and it was moved by Mr. MacCullum, sec-
onded by Mr. Wilson: "That it is the sense of this com-
mittee, and we so recommend, that spring shooting, or
the killing of game birds in spring, be abolished, and that
the open season be from Sept. 15 to Dec. 31, inclusive."
Mr. Wilson was anxious that this resolution should be

placed upon the minutes of the meeting, as they had spring
shooting in New York, to their disgrace. He had letters

' from presidents and secretaries of sportsmen's associations
in the State of New York, in which it was stated that if

spring shooting could be done away with the birds would
start and nest on territory over which the writers had

^

oversight. The president of the Jelferson County Asso-
ciation made the statement that where they had had a
local law the birds that had been driven away with an
open season had come back and were making their nests
there. The State of New York was the transgressor in
tJiis matter, because the other States did not allow anv
spring shooting, and for the good of the State of New
York he asked that the resolution be passed.
The motion was agreed to. -

The following was also adopted, without discussion, on
the motion of Mr. Wilson: "That it is the sense of this
committee, and they so recommend, that the pursuing of
moose, caribou and deer with dogs be prohibited."
On the motion of Mr. Cormier, seconded by Dr. Mac-

Cullum. it was recommended: "That the open season be
from Sept. 15 to Dec. 15, on Canada grouse, spruce
grouse, wood grouse, swamp partridge, black grouse,
ruffed grouse and partridge."

Second Day.

At the morning session, Hon. A. T. Dunn in the chair.
a resolution of the previous afternoon regarding the open
season for grouse and partridge, was divided into the tAvo
following motions, proposed by Dr. MacCullum and sec-
onded by Mr. Cormier, which were adopted

:

"That the open season be from Sept. 15 to Dec. 15 for all
species of grouse, with the exception of ptarmigan/"
"That this committee suggest that the'general open sea-

son for woo(3cock, snipe and duck of all kinds, including
swans and geese, rail, plover and other birds, known a^
shore birds or waders, shaU be between the 15th day of
September and the 15th day of December."

It was moved by Mr. Bramble; "That, whereas,
M'olves are very numerous in many parts of Quebec and
Ontario, and also sufficiently numerous in New Bruns-
wick, tq be a detriment to the game supply, that this As-
sociation is impressed with the necessity of e^ch Province
^ving a bounty sufficient to in§«re the trapping of these
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pests, and, moreover, that the minimum amount of such

bounty be $15 a head."

This was seconded by Dr. Cormier and agreed to.^

On. the motion of Mr. Ussher, it was resolved; "That

the pursuing, shooting or killing of any of the anuna's or

birds 'specified in the resolutions preceding be entirely

proh'bited at all o her times than those specified m the

resolutions relating to such aninaals or birds, respectively.
'

It was moved by Dr. MacCallura: "That this commit-

tee is of the opinion, and wishes to suggest in the most

urgent mannff, that the tag and coupon syslem in use

in Ontario and Michigan be adopted by all the Provmces
and States interested."

This was seconded by Mr. Bramble and concurred in.

The committee adjourned shortly before i o'clock, th^.

members accepting the invitation of the chairman .ip

luncheon at the Place Viger Hotel.

The Afternoon Session,

The first business of the afternoon was the adopting

of the following resolution, on the motion of Mr. Sniith,

seconded by Mr. Seymour: "That this committee rec-

ommends that the possession, sale or exportation of all

game bii'ds or animals shall be prohibited aiter the expiry

of nfteen days alter the close of the open season for the

birds or animals, as the case may be, in each State or

Province airthorizing the killing or capture of same in

such State or Province."
On the motion of Mr. Titcomb, seconded by Di:. ISIac-

Cullum, the committee passed a resolution felicitating

the Hon. Mr. Parent, President of the Association, on
tlfe well deserved, honors that had fallen to him in the

premiership of the Province.
The following motion regarding the exportation of

speckled trout was adopted on the motion of Dr. Drum-
mond, seconded by Mr. Wilson: "That the exportation

of speckled or brook trotit be totally prohibited, saVe
with the exception of fish caught by any tourist or sutn-

mer visitor, the total weight of such fish not to exce^l

30 pound, net, and limited to the lawful catch of two
days' angling." , v-i

Mr. Wilson brought forward a resolution having r:^-

erence to black bass, and in doing so he said that if ;tKey

black bass in the St. Lawrence were protected as the

ought to be until after the spawning season, there vvould

be no need for the Anglers' Association to apply, as-tfifey

had done, to the New York State Association for a

million bass. The latter Association had refused to sup-

ply a single bass until the close season was made Ito

fully cover the spawning period. His resolution waSvto
the effect that in all the waters dividing the States-Snd
Provinces, the open season on black bass shall be fiBm
July I to Jan. i. ^1

This was adopted.
On the motion of Dr. MacCullum. seconded by IvTr.

Seymour, it was decided to request the President ofithe
Association to communicate with the governments.;!' of

the various bordering States and Provinces and iiivite

each to send one or more representatives to the . n^xt
annual meeting of the Association.
Mr. Cormier brought forward the question of .the

beaver, and it was agreed that it was desirable that all

Provinces and States extend the close season on this

animal until the year 1905.
Mr. Ussher moved, and it was adopted; "That this

committee approves of the Maine licensed guide system,
and recommends the general adoption of it, or some
modification of the same, which shall be suited to the
wants of each State or Province." '

. 3,^-

The question of licensing market men, game "dgalers,

etc., then came up, and on the motion of Mr. Ussher,
the following was concurred in;

—"Whereas this Com-
mittee believes that excellent results are obtained from
the operation of the Maine State law with reference to

the market men. etc.. both from the standpoint of game
protection and for statistical purposes, therefore be it

resolved we are in favor of a system by which the market
men, game dealers, sellers and tanners of deer, moose
and caribou skins, and proprietors of hunting camps,
shall, if it can be legally so arranged in any State or
Province, be duly licensed by the chief game authorities
of the said Province, and shall report periodically there-
to."

Witli regard to insectivorous birds, it was resolved, on
the motion of Dr. MacCullum, to urge the Association
to adopt a permanent protective law against the destruc-
tion of all insectivorous and other birds useful to agri-
culture.

The following was adopted, on the motion of Mr.
Ussher, seconded by Mr, Wilson: "That this Committee
recommend that every State and. Province should adopt
laws limiting the number of game birds that may be
killed by each hunter per day, and the number, weight
and size of game fish which may be caught per day by
each angler."
The meeting closed with a hearty vote of thanks to

I he Chairman, and subsequently the members of the
committee were entertained at dinner by Mr. loncas at
the Place Viger Hotel.

A "Welcome Note from Kelpie.

AV.A.L0N, Santa Catalina Island, Cal.. Dec. ir.—

A

tnerry Christmas to you. O Forest and Stre.am, and all

j-our friends.

For a long time I have been practically unable to use
my e3^es for reading or writing, though they have served
me fairly well for out-of-door work, and so it is that, as I
said to you some time ago, I have been unable to keep
in touch with the old paper, though I have known it for
more than a quarter of a century, and it has always been
my faA'orite.

I hope before long to be able to give your readers some
account of mv camps and cruises among the islands of this
region. This is a very pleasant morning—the trees and
hillsides are green, and the sun shines brightly, with the
mercury about 70 degrees in the house.

I have been sitting on the veranda, which commands a
wide sea view._ Across the channel is the coast line, more
than tw^enty miles away, but looking less than ten. Above
it looms the huge bulk of Saddleback and San Jacinto,
and over their mighty shoulders gleam the white peaks Qf
the San Berpardir\o t^X)^, a hi^ndrji miles aw^v.

I Avill close for this time, with an account of a con-

ver.-:ation whrch 'occurred at Minner between an artist

friend of mine and a comparative stranger, premising,

however, that among the burros employed on thiia island

the, older and wiser of .hern is called John.
The conversation had turned on literary matters, ajvidi

the stranger asked the lady if she liked Burroughs.
"Oh, yes," said she, "and I really think that a catPpr-

ing partj' isn't complete without them."
With a somewhat mystified look, he replied after a>

little hesitation, 'T mean John."
"Whv certainly," replied the lady. "John is the best of

the whole lot."

The gentleman said no more, and at the close of the

meal they separated, but a while afterward an idea sud-
denly came to the lady, and turning to her mother she
remarked, "I do believe that gentleman meant Jolm
Burroughs." Kelpie.

After Wild Sheep in tlie Altai and Mongolia*

A COSTLY and beautiful book just publi^be^ by Row-
land Ward, of London, will appeal strongly to, many
big-game hunters in America. It is by the F.rincc oi

San Donato, author of "LIunting Trips in the Caucasus,"
and treats of an expedition after wild sheep in. theVAltai
and Mongolia. .

The hunting trip, which lasted only from May <o
September, coA^ered the wild country lying between Mon-
golia and Sungaria, and drained chiefly by the Rivers Oh
and Irtish, a region of great elevation and sparsely in-

habited by a few Kalmuks. The great .game consists^

chiefly of the ibex and the great sheep Ovts amnion, witb
a. few Maral deer, a form related to the red deer of
Europe. It is a country of late springs and early falls,

with many lakes on which wild fowl are found and not a

few streams where trout and grayling were taken. Prince
Demidoff's partj'^ consisted of . himself and wife and Mr.
Littledale and wife, and, of course, after they had reached
the termination of ordinary roads the saddle and the pack
pony were the only means of travel. The bunting was;

done almost entirely on foot. Only males, and as a
rule those with -large heads, were shot at. but 3 large
number of these were killed as well as a little smaller
game. The largest ram killed was taken by Mr. Littledale,

and measured 63 inches along the curve of the horn, witin

a girth of \g}4 inches and a measurement of 41^/2 inches;

between the tips; a nfbnstrous head. Ovis ainmon is

•one of the greatest of wild sheep, and is thought by softaie;

to be the form from which other species liave sprung.
Prince Demidoff''s narrative is told with spirit. Hej

is evidently a hard worker, and deserved the great stic-

cess that he had. The author's comments on the coun-
try, itsi game, and on the effect of the small-boi;e rifle are
cxtremelj'' interesting. '

'
' •' '

As already said, the volume' fs' 5ne of great beairty. It

contains eightj'-two illustrations, a colored frontispiece

of the great sheep which Prince Demidoff went after, and
also a map on which his route is set down. W'e fancy
there are few big-game hunters who have climbed the

Rocky Mountains after big-horn who would not have en-

.ioyed a trip such as is here well described.

Deer on the Missoori River.
' • -4

.

Lodge Pole, Mont., Nov. 27.

—

Editor Forest iT'd

Stream: I got back from the Missouri River yesterday.
I had a very hard time in killing four deer—three white-
tails and one blacktail—having to kill them on the run .;

and a whitetail jumping over the large sage brush is a.

very hard target for me to hit. I saw perhaps fifty or
sixty whitetails and six blacktails.

I .'^aw no breeds hunting on the river this. fall, which
accounts for the whitetail being so plentiful down there.

The weather was cold, closing up the river two nights
after I got there, so I could cross over wi h my team
and could hunt on both sides of the river. The bottoms
were tracked up so that it was impossible to follow a

track. I saw a great lot of blacktail sign up one creek, but
did not hunt them any, as it is a ver}' hard country to

pack deer out of.

I also saw considerable antelope sign out from the
river seven or eight miles on both sides. I expect it will

take me two or three weeks to pick the briers out of my-
self. The points and small islands were full of them, and
I had to hunt through them to start the deer out. I think
that there are some of the smartest deer down there I

ever saw—especially the old does. I nearly walked on
top of a number of ojd does, and by the time I got my
gun up to my shoulder T would perhaps get a look at their
tails going out of sight in the brush. W, J. A.

Maine Guides.

Editor Forest attd Stream:
I notice in this week's copy of Forest and Stream

Special's article concerning a liigher license fee being
imposed on guides in Maine. Nothing could be bette'r
for the guides than .this, as it would make the inferior
class of guides hesitate about paying a larger amount
for their license and thus weed them out from among the
better class. Inferior guides can be, and are, very often
employed by sportsmen, and it is very unfortunate'lor the
latter when he finds the mistakes 'he made and very
often spoils a whole trip. Some guides ou.ght never to
get $3 per day. as they do not know how to earn it,

and I would like to see a line drawn between the guides
of Maine and let' those who, by their experience, have
proven themselves to be competent guides get then
$3 and inferior ones be paid accordingly.
Your correspondent also touches on, the question of a

guide being punished for killing deer for hunters, let

alone now and then a fnoose. This practice has been
kept up year in and year out and it would be a great
thing if it could be broken up. I cannot see how a
man (he is not a hunter) can take a long, expensive
trip and then let his guide go and kill his deer or moose,
and yet th?? is done every year. Snowshoe.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence iatended for publication should reach us at

latest by 159.a^^y %ad mv,c\ W^-^ ^ ?^^*^Mt-,
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The Pliikdclpliia Game Market.

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. w.—Editor Forest and

Stream ; I read in your paper on Dec. 8 of the banquet at

Pittsburg, when 1,200 quail were served to the guests. In

Philadelphia vou can see bunches of quail and pheasants

lianging out, and they are sold to all who may have the

price. Men make a business of going from house to

house with strings of these birds for sale. They are

served at all first-class restaurants in this city. It would

seem that there was a good field for a good game warden

to do some good work if we had such a thing in Penn-

sylvania. —— ^" ^" ^'

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and

not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

ANGLING NOTES.
r- ______

Black Bass Fry and Yellow Perch.

Quite unexpectedly this evening I came across a

meriiorandum made quite a number of years ago relating

to what I then believed to be an original observation

which answers a question tliat is often asked now. as it

was then.

Spec al Game Protector William H. Burnett was watch-

ing some spawning beds of black bass in Lake George,

N. Y., to determine something about the time that the

parent fish guarded the bass fry after they were hatched.

One bed had a very large bass that he was particularly

interested in, and on one of his visits he found that the

old bass had disappeared, but by leaning over the side

of his boat and looking into the clear water he discovered

that some of the fry. as he supposed, still I'ngered on or

around the bed. Watching closely to make sure that the

little fish were black bass fry and not something else, he

.saw a 3'ellow perch dart at one of the little fish, but it

dodged and escaped. The perch made another dash at the

same little bass and again the bass escaped, and this was
repeated several tipies under Burnett's eyes, until he came
t(j the conclusion that ])lack bass fry when aboitt two
weeks old were too quick for ilie predacious yellow perch,

and tliat more of the little black bass escaped destruction

from them after tlie parent bass left them to scatter than

was generally supposed. Of course, there are other fisli

than yellow percli that prey upon young black bass, but
if they are quick enough to escape the perch they are

t(uick enough to escape rock bass and other enemies.

Red Trout.

Wlien I reached home this evening I found a letter from

Fish Commissioner Titcomb, of Vermont, in which he

says: "I have ordered a pair of red trout sent to Prof.

Garraan, and also a pair sent direct to you. I should

infer that these trout started from Louisville yesterday

.(28th). I sliall be interested to hear from you as to the

condition they arrive in and whether Prof. Garman con-

firms statements of • others and my own idea that the

specin-iens sent are the regular aureolus or saibling, and

found in Sunapee Lake."
The fish I also found here, and though ihey were ap-

parently four days on the road, they arrived in much
tbe best condition of any that have been sent to me, and
if in tlie morning they will stand the further journey to

Wellesley, Mass.. I shall send them on to Denton to be

mounted. I was at first divided in my opinion whether to

send them to Prof. Garman to give him more specimens

or to Denton to niount.

I shall be surprised if the fish are pronounced to be

Sunapee saibling, for lioth of the fish I have are unlike the

Sunapee fish that I have seen at Sunapee Lake. First,

these fish have a very forked tail, much more so than the

Sunapee saibling of the same size, and the Sunapee fish

have a milk white border to their fins which is very

noticeable at breeding time. ("The fins catch the hue of

the adjacent parts, and pectoral, ventral, anal and lower
lobe of caudal are marked with a lustrous white band."

—

Quackenbos.)
This milk white band is entirely lacking in one of the

fish sent to me, and in the other it does not show in a

marked manner. To me the very forked tail is sufficient

to throw grave doubts on the fish being a Sunapee saibling.

Quackenbos says of the Sunapee fish, "A square or slight-

ly emarginate tail." The coloring generally of the Canada
fish is much like the coloring of the Sunapee saibling, but

the body of the Canadian fish is more slender than the

New Hampshire saibling. I mentioned previously that

Mr. Burhans. who saw and caught the red trout in

Canada, told me that some of the fish had forked tails and
.some had square tails. All that have been sent to me, even
the specimens in the worst condition, had forked, very
pronouncedly forked, tails. I shall have another look at

these fish by daylight before I send them away, but the

tails will not change over night, and that is one thing

vvhich seems to preclude the possibility of their being
Sunapee saibling, but there are other differences to

I'eeoiicilc besides the deeply notched and square tails.

Protection and Hotels.

One of the State game and fish protectors was last week
on a visit to the Adirondacks. He is a modest man. and
he did not tell any one that he was a game protector, nor
did he intimate that he was looking for violators of the

laws of the State which protect fish and game: but in his

bag, commonly called a grip, he did have sonte papers,

ordinary blanks used by game protectors on occasions,

and on them were prinled words such as Forest. Fish and
Game Connnission, etc. At one point on the edge of the
wilderness he learned that a party of sportsmen were in

camp at a certain place, and he thought he wottld go on
into the woods as far as this camp and make a social

and see whut luck th^ members of the p^vty Yf?r§

having. He left his bag or grip at the hotel in the settle-

ment at the edge of the wilderness by mistake and had to

retrace his steps and get it, and then he went on to make
his call as he had originally planned. When he made
his call-—mind, he had not told any one where he was
going—he found that every member of the party in the

camp was violating the law, as he looked at it, but the

members of the party protested that it was a coincidence

and that certain ingredients which were in evidence, and
which were necessary to constitute a violation, did not
belong to the party, and they knew trothing. about whom
they belonged to or where they came from or how they

happened to be in their vicinity, and so the modest game
protector went his way, and the party as one man prob-
ably said, "It is to laugh." The game protector made an-
other call at 3 A. M., which means very early in the

forenoon, and then he found the ingredients tied up in

camp with chainsj and the members of the party prob-
ably sighed, "It is to settle," for the game protector
gathered in the whole bunch, with the ingredients which
constituted a violation of the law. So far there was
nothing tmusual about the proceedings, for the men were
ordinary lawbreakers who had been caught in the ordi-

nary way of game protectors, ^nd tbe^ would have to go

SHIP FISH.

C.iught ill 1899 at Miami, Bay BisCayne, Florida. Length 6fl. llin.

in the ordinary way of such gentry to the bar of justice to

receive so much of their deserts as the justice' could ad-

minister under the statutes made and provided.
The game protector's second call had been made so early

that he remained for a time, particularly as one of the

party announced that he had $200 to fight the officer of

the law in court, and before his companions convinced him
it would be better to accept the officer's proposition to

meet him in court later and plead guiltj^ to the charge
and settle, the mail w^as brought into camp. Finally the

$200 man was convinced that bis $200 would simply be
added to his fine in the end, when he balanced his ac-
count of expenses of the trip, but; by that time it was
late and the game protector remained in the camp for
the night. In the evening* the party passed the time by
playing pedro, and as it was necessar}' to keep a score
and paper was not abundant in camp, one of the men took
a letter from his pocket to keep the score on the blank
side. On the side opposite to the blank side was a letter

written by the hotel keeper where the game protector
left his bag, warning the party to look out for a man who
was going into the woods, and who the hotel keeper stis-

pected, to be a new game protector: When the game pro-
tector told me the story yesterday, I wondered, as he did,

how the hotel keeper had reason to suspect that the man
whoMvas paying him for meals and lodgings w-as a game
protector. I also wondered why the hotel keeper thought
it necessary to send any warning to any one in the woods
unless he knew where the party in question passed his
house that thej^ intended to break the law, and so sent
his letter hoping it would reach the law breakers before

^9 ia-W officer, That was not the only party (»| §pons-.

men—God save the mark!—that had passed his house, and
perhaps paid him for food and lodgings and things^ and
did he send warnings to them all? Did he take it for
granted that all the men who passed his house were law-
breakers, or did he know that they intended to break the
law?

People complain that the State game protectors do not
discover violators of the game laws in the woods only in

rare instances compared with the number of violations.'

It is bad enough that thirty-six men have to cover the
entire State of New York and wage a war against the
horde of lawbreakers, but now it is known that our
hotel keepers at one of the gateways to the woods is an
accomplice of the law breakers and is in league with
them against the constituted authorities whose business
it is to enforce the law which protects fish and game and
brings money to the hotel keepers when it is enforced, to

a greater degree than when it is violated. When this

matter is a court record I expect to add a postscript to
this note in which I shall not deal in generalties, and will

give the hotel keeper an advertisement that Forest and
Stream will not expect him to pay for.

• A. N. Cheney.

Black Bass in the Moonlight.
It may be that after reading this you will remark, dis-

dainfully, "Humph! simply poaching." I, too, had some
qualms of conscience over it before I tried the sport.

In July, on Lake Patagansett here, the small-mouth black
bass were not willing to connect with any known lure.

I tried everything with the same result. One night, when
the moon was almost full and the sky almost cloud-
less. I thought I would find out if the bass were as fond
of staying out late as I. In this small lake they do not
rise readily to a fly at any time, and instances of their

capture in this way are extremely rare. I rigged up my
spli. bamboo in the house, putting on a Parmachenee-
Belle fl.v No, i-o, and wound a spare leader with a
Montreal of the same si?:e round my hat in case of
trouble.

My boat is moored always to a stake so that it can
be run ashore bj^ rope, and lies within casting distance
of a big rock where usually old Bronze-back hangs out.

When I cautio.usly drew the boat ashore, and, sittitTg

dov/n, again ran it out to the stake, the scene was worth
sitting up all night to see. The dark patches of shadow-
cast on the water by the surrounding trees were impene-
trable to the eye, while all else was liquid silver under the
moonbeams. The stillness was so solemn that I almost
ieared to break it. The whirr of the reel in drawing off

line to m,d<:e the fir.st cast sounded like an alarm clock.

There's a peculiar enchantment in the moonlight. Care-
fully, deftly and with some trepidation I made the first

cast. The leader and fly, already well soaked, went out
easily .md dropped v/ithout a splash. Purposely I made
three or four casts away from the place I expected to find

bass, just to get used to the new scheme. Then, gradu-
ally working around the boat and lengthening my casts,

I covered the .sp.ot I wanted. TIjc flv vcmijl^cd Int^^ tlic

black mass of the shadow, and just as it reached the mar-
gin of the moonbeam I saw an upheaval of the water—

a

splendid head and shoulders visible for an instant—then

; he sudden tightening of the line—the instinctive stroke

of hooking, the involuntary momentary tightening of

the throat that seems invariably to accompany the first

gicrious sensation of hooking a big one—-all passed more
laoidly than it can be told, and the leap and plunge that

fo'lowed showed that the steel had struck home. A deep

plunge followed by a rush straight toward the boat kept

the reel busy taking in line until the bass came close to

the stern.' Then with a mad straight ahead rush he
went up the channel—making for the outer part of the

lake. With all the strain I dared to put on he still kept

going. I wondered if he ever would stop. I had $0 yards

of line on the reel, and when at last he slacked up only a

few turns remained in the barrel. Then with several

leaps he fought doggedly every inch of the way back.

He got no .slack whatever, and although lily pads and
roots fringed the channel on either hand, he could not

p-et into them. Back he came, until he was almost

within reach of the net. But not yet. The dusky
monarch of the lake was game for another such fight.

^

And so away he went once more, not quite so far this

time, though, and as he gradually yielded foot after foot

of line his strength began to waver. At last, in the clear

moonlight, he came alongside, and, slipping the net

quickly under him, I laid him in the boat and took off

my hat to him.
I did not weigh him until next morning, when he

scaled 5^ pounds. A handsome fellow, and as plucky

as handsome.
I hooked him at 11.30 P. M. and landed him just at

midnight. The hook was deeply set away back in his

mouth—so far that I could just reaich it to extract it

with my fingers.

It may have been a iriean thing to do, but there was
an excitement in it all and a peculiar glamour attending

the moonlight fishing that one cannot w-ell describe.

All objects of the surrounding landscape, though famil-

iar as my own home by day, assume a weird and un-

canny aspect by night. The uncertainty of knowing
iust where the stumps and pads may lie in those dark

masses of shadow put great odds on the fish, and in my
own mind I begin to think it was a sport of the very

first water. J. J. D.

Flies Versus Other Ltires for Nipigon Tfoat^

Editor Forest and Stream:
In a recent number of Forest and Stream I re-

gretted to find a direct statement to the effect that the

larger trout in the Nipigon are taken with spoons or

bait, and only the smaller ones are successfully taken with

the fly. The following week another writer seemed to

coincide in this view. During the fishing season there

may be an average of thirty fishermen on the stream

daily. About twenty-eight men out of the thiity will

be "duffers on the Nipigon." I do not say this in a very

disgraceful way. The twenty-eight men may be lovers

of nature, delightful companions, potent statesmen, suc-

cessful business men and all that, but I will ask each §uc-

^.evS,'ifu\ business tn^^l }\nd each potent ^tateman to sta,^^)
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the proportion of "duffers" in his own river of occupa-

tion at home, and then to carry the proportion to the

Nipigon and apply it in obsers'ation upon the fishermen

there.

Tlie brook trout is a- royal game fish, and the Nipigon
is Ins great kingdom. Any ambassador going to that

region nui.st be a born diplomat, or he must become one,

or he must have diplomats forced upon him, if he would
see the best sport in trout fishing. The largest trout

in the Nipigon are caught with the fly, and I believe that

I can select five troiit fishermen who will catch more
trout, and larger ones, with a fly than can be caught by
five other selected fishermen using other rods and lures.

Most of the fishermen on the Nipigon, as elsewhere, are

not equipped to the best advantage. They do not study
the situation in a painstaking way, and they do not seem
to comprehend the nature of trout. Most of them want
soniething easy. I have fished for trout from Labrador
to Virginia, and have not as yet found a better stream

for fly-fishing than the Nipigon.
Robert T. Morris.

he Mmttel

Toledo and Thereabouts.

"Why Rods Are Lifeless.

Talking vi'ith my friend. Judge Kenyon, the o::her day
about the last summer's casting tournament at Chicago, I

extracted a piece of information which will be of interest

to the fishing fraternity. We were speaking of the dis-

appointing records of the tournament during the hot

weather which prevailed at tliat time, results which were
apparently inexplicable to Mr. Hough and other gentlemen

who participated in the various contests, especially those

of fly-casting. "At a temperature about 125 degrees,"

said the Judge, "a split bamboo rod may be bent upon
itself, and it will be found to recover very slowly if at all.

If it is bent at that temperature and retained in tlie

same position while it is cooled to sixtj' or seventy, it

will be found to have taken a permanent set. At the

higher temperature the resin of the cane seems to lose

its tension and elasticity, so that the fibers of the cane

slip by each o.her and do not readily resume their former
places. At the same time, the glue in the joints softens,

and its temporary loss of adhesiveness adds to the weak-
ness of the rod. During the Chicago tournament the

thermometer ranged in the nineties in the shade, while in

the sun it was anywdiere from twenty to twenty-five de-

grees higher. When they were called on in this k'nd of

weather, the rods did not respond, simply because the

extreme heat had drawn their temper, and nothing would
have been more effective in restoring it than a trough of

ice water into which they might have been dipped every

now and then during the progress of. the tournament."
Jay Beebe.

Tqlbdo, O , Dec. 14.

100 ^pommen s Tinas*

Some of Ihe Queer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.
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TJere is the title of a chap-book of the eighteenth cen-
tury, which certainly should have place among our selec-

tion of sportsmen's finds, for the whole "dismal rela-

tion" grew out the fateful discovery by a "gentleman
and his 'Man being a Hunting." The chap-book title

pages of tho.se days appear to have resembled the scare
heads of our up-to-date yellow journals, in that they told
the whole story. We^presjerve the style of the original

:

THE DISTRESSED CHILD 'IN THE WOOD;
Or, the Cruel Unkle

Being A
True and dismal Relation of one Esq: Solmes of Beverly
in York.shire; who dying left an only Infant Daughter, of
the Age of two Years, to the care of his own Brother;
who with many Oaths. Vow^s, and Protestations promised
to he Loving to her; but the Father was no sooner
Dead, but out of a wicket Covetousness of the Child's
Estate of three hundred Pounds a Year, carry'd it into
a Wood, and there put into a Hollow Tree to Starve it to
Death; Where a Gentleman and his Man being a Hunt-
ing two days after, found it half Famish'd. having gnawed
its own Flesh and Fingers end in a dreadful manner.
With an Account how the Cruel LTnkle to hide hi-^

Villaiiy, had caused the Child's Effigies to be buried in
Wax. and made a great Funeral, as if ii had been really
Dead; with the manner of the whole Discovery by a
Pream. and taking the Wax .Child out of the Grave; with
the Unkle's Apprehension, Examination. Confession be-
fore Ju.stice S'ubbs, and his Commitment to G-aol. in order
to be Try'd the next Assizes, for the Barbarous Action
To which is added Copy of Velrges pu tlie said Relatio^i-

*

Fixtures.

FIELD TRIALS.
1901.

Jan. 1.—St Louis, Mo.—St. Louis Collie Cliib".s annual show.

J. A. Long, Sec'y-

Jan. 14.—New Orleans, La.—Louisiana Kennel Club's atinual

show. /\. E. Shaw, Sec'y.
,

Jan. 14-19.—Pontiac, Mich.—Pontiac Poultry and Pet' Stock £x-
liibition's dog show. Daniel Thomas, Sec'y-

Jan. 23-26.—Chicago.—Chicago Pet Dog Club's annual" show.

Mrs. J. T. Buhrer, Sec'y. -

Feb. 19-22.—New York.—Westniinster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth

annual show. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 6-9,—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

berch show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.
March 13-16.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Club's eleventh an-

nual show. John L. Lincoln, Sec'y.

BENCH SHOWS.
190L

J?n. 14.—Coronado, Cal.—Pacific Coast Field Trial Club's trials.

Albert Beltz, Sec'y.

Ian. 14.—Greenville, Ala.—Fifth annual field trials of the Alabama
Field Trials Club. John B. Rosenstihl, Sec'y.

Jan. 21.—Benton County, Miss.—Tenth annual field trials of the

United States Field Trials Club. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton,

February (First Week).- Grand Junction, Tenn.—Championship
Feld Trial Association's annual trials. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y.

An Idyl of the Dark.
Turn down the lights until they glow but dimly, and

then read this sad, sweet story in a low, sorrowing voice.

In the sleeping hamlet of Feeding Hills resides a man
who is known not only unto himself, but to a select few. as

a mighty nimrod. As a hunter he is the genuine union

label article and~the hairy coon is his long suit. He
claims that he knows all there is to know about these tiice

beasts, and is on to just a few extra points on the side.

One evening, as the moon was rising over the cornfields

and illuminating the future pumpkin pies which reclined

among the stalks, he called his faithful coon dog, Ponto,

to him. and, putting a gun, an axe and a search warrant

into his clothes, sallied forth in pursuit of the gay and

gladsome coon. Smiling were the golden corn lands of

Feeding Hills, and dark and drear were the forests upon

the mountains. Across the heath bounded the huntsman,

and Ponto galloped ahead with nose on high and tail

proudly waving. He looked even yellower 'neath the

golden beams of the moon. At last a lovely bit of coon

ground was reached, and Ponto was encouraged to "heigh

away," Forthwith he heighed and scattered himself into

the field. Presently the hunter heard a yelp from the

further corner and knew that there was something doing.

Ponto gave tongue and the hunter gave chase. The faith-

ful hound headed for the wood, so the nimrod knew that

hither the game was going.

At the edge of the wood Ponto sat himself down by the

foot of a tree. He sang solos to that shrub until the nim-

rod came up, and then Ponto wagged his tail while he

was being patted on the head. The nimrod undid his

shooting coat to allow his chest to swell, and removed
his hat. .so that it would not be stretched out of shape.

He had once again treed a coon, he and Ponto. Then he

circled that tree, looking for the coon. It should have

been sitting in a crotch trembling with fear. If it was,

the nimrod could not see it. Must he give up hope of

downing it with one swift shot? He allowed he must.

Then he seized the axe and started to slay the tree. The
moon rose high over the woods and looked down upon his

toil. If he had had to work in that manner he would have

joined a union. The chips flew fast and thick, and Ponto

dashed about the shrub with keen yelps and howls of

delight. He was going to get another chance at the coon,

and he pitied the poor animal. The tree gave a groan and

tottered to the ground. A streak of gray dashed out of

the topmost branches and darted into the light. Ponto

made a rush and a grab. There were circles of yellow and

gray for a second, and then peace and quietude. The

proud nimrod advanced to pick up the game. The moon
looked down in horror upon the scene, for the nimrod

had fainted away. His sorrowing wife buried her favorite

tabby can beneath the garden rosebush at 7 130 next morn-

ing.—Springfield Republican.

Points and Flushes.

Mr. W. B. Stafford, Secretary of the Champion Field

Trial Club, has favored us with a photograph of the

trophy which goes to the winner of the stake. It portrays

a silver cup, beautiful in design, donated by Mr. Edward
Dexter, of Boston, Mass. The trophy is emblematic of

the championship of the year in which it is won. Entries

for the stake of 1901 close on Jan. 10.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here send

notice like the following:

Fixtures.

Dec. 27.—Kansas City, Mo.—Match for the cast iron medal be-
tween J. A. R. Elliott, holder, and W. R. Crosby, challenger.

Dec. 27.—Holmesburg Junction, Pa.—Team match at 25 birds
between Baltimore Shooting Association and Keystone Shooting
League—first of a series.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club, target shoot every Sattir-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111,—Garfield Gun Club's Hve-bird tpophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe ^\^;^^t

and Fifty-second ^Y9^^?. '

'

1901.

Tan. 1,—Chicago.—Universal GUfi CluVs. liverbitd ^htust. Dr,

K. S. Mess, SecY , , z

Jan. 1.—Newark, N. J.—Twentieth annual all-day shoDt pi the

•South Side Gun Club. Isaac II. Terrill, Sec'y.

Jan. 1.—Sing Sing, N. Y,—Tournament of the Ossining Gun
Club; targets. Wm. P. Hall, Sec'y.

Tan, 12-13.—x\urora, 111.—Bennett's target tournament.
Jan. 15-18.—Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club's eleyentli

annual t^iirnament; live birds and targets; open to all. H.
Graham, Sec'y.

Jan. 16.—Trenton, N. J.—Second contest of the series between
teams of the Trenton Shooting Association and Freelipld Gun
Club, on the grounds of the former.

Jan. 17.—Baltimore, Md.—Ten-man team contest—Baltimore
• Shooting Association vs. Keystone Shooting League.

Feb. 6-7.—Cincinnati.—Cincinnati Gun Club's sparrow tourna-

ment. Chas. F. Dreihs, Sec'y.

April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Eighth annual spring tournament
of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100 per

day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. H. P. Collins,

^April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annnal tournament of t4ie

Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.

May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'y.

May 21-25.—Chicago, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament and
convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association. Chas-

T. Stickle, Sec'y.

June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

June —.—Columbus, Wis.—^Tournament of the Trapshooters'

League of Wisconsin. First week in June.

AT WATSON'S PARK.
Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111.—Fifteen-bird shoots as

follows: Dec. 22, 25, 29 and Jan. 1; $2.50 entrance; ?2 sweep
optional; shoots commence at 1 o'clock.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PAKK.
Jan. 8.—Interstate Park, Queens.—Welch (holder)-Elliot match

for the Dupont trophy.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. 1., N. Y.—The Inter-

state Association's ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tour-
nament at live birds.

June —.—Interstate Park, L. I.—Forty-third annual tiiiii nameiit
of the New York State Association for llv protection ol I'lsh and
Game
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20i, 1900.

Interstate Park, L. I.— Fountain Gun Club's regular monthly
shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and December.

Interstate Park, Queens.—Weekly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun
Club—Saturdays.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

DRIVERS AND TWISTHRS
Ciu6 secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to hav printed. Ttei

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company^ 346 Broad-

way, New York.

The four-day Holiday shoot on the Washington Park shooting
grounds, Kansas City, Mo., commencing on Wednesday of this

week, will be managed by Mr. R. S. ICIIiott. There are three
events on the first day, the second of which is the final conte.st

for the Elliott medals. On the second day there are three events,
of which the second is the match betwcei\ lilliott and Crosby
for the Cast Iron medal. On the third day there are two events,
respectively at 10 and 15 birds. On the fourth day there is a 25-

bird event, ,$20 entrance, birds included; handicaps a la Riley,
which is as follows: "All shooters are handicapped from 26 to
iiOyds., to start the shoot on. The race is shot in five divisions
of 5 birds each. Any shooter making a straight score of 5 birds
in any division will be set back 1yd. for each and every straight
score he makes; provided, however, that no contestant can be
put back of the 33yd, score."

Shooting about Philadelphia this week will be notably active.

Nearly the whole week will be devoted to practice and competition
on the grounds of the Keystone Shooting League, at Holmes-
burg Junction. A sweepstake on Christinas Day, open to all,

Rose system to govern the division of the moneys, will afford
holiday diversion. Thursday is fixed upon for the contest be-
tween ten-men teams of the Baltimore Shooting Association and
Keystone Shooting League, the return match to be shot at Bal-
timore on Jan. 17, and in case of a tie the third contest to be
shot on neutral ground. The weekly 10-bird handicap for the
League troph}% open to members only, will take place On Satur-
day,

Dec. 22 was an exceptional day on the grounds of the Keystone
Shooting League in the matter of a large attendance. The semi-
monthly match for the challenge trophy, a 10-bird event, at
29yds., $2.50 entrance. The second event was the club handicap
shoot, 10 birds, open sweepstake, ."P2.50 entrance. In the first event
tiiere were fifteen challengers, and of these, Brewer, Landis and
Henry tied on straight scores, the latter winning in the shoot-off.
Messrs. Collins and Fox, of Baltimore, participated, but ]ip'ine

non-residents, could not compete for the trophy. The former killed
9, the latter 10. In the club handicap shoot, Messrs. Vandergrit|,
Brewer and Budd made straight scores.

The match between Messrs. R. A. Welch and Harold Money,
shot on the Carteret Gun Club's grounds, on Thursday of last
week, resulted in a tie on 89 birds. The conditions were 100 birds
each, 30yds. rise, 30yds. boundary, $250 a side. It was an exciting
contest, one not ended till the last bird was trapped. Mr. Money
got a lead of 5 in the first 25, and from that to the finish there was
a see-saw contest on this margin, which was gradually reduced to
a tie at the finish, Mr. Welch shooting a game uphill race.

The exact number of the men on the teams of the Baltimore
Shooting Association and the Keystone Shooting League has
not yet been definitely determined, but the most conservative

• opinion places the number at seven men per team. Baltimore
probably will be selected from the following: Messrs. Malone,
Tlood, Hawkins, Fox, Bond, Ducher, Gent, Collins, Wagner,
Smith, Pierce, Leland and Burke, while the Keystone team will
be selected from a list as follows: Messrs. Henry,. Hallowelt,
Landis, Vandergrift, Budd, McCoy, Earaes, Fisher, Johnson, V-an
Loon, Geikler and Stevenson.

•I

The president of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, inidef
date of Dec. 17, writes us as follows: "Please announce that the
annual convention and tournament of this Association will be held
the third week in May, 1901, and the date will be May 21, 22, 23,
21 and 25. The change from the first week in May was made in
the hope that the past rainy experiences of the Association could
thus presumably be avoided."

Tn the Claarview Gun Club's trophy event at Darby, Pa., on
Dec. 22, there were six men who tied for the Fisher trophy, and
in the shoot-oft' Fi.sher. n scratch man, won it with a score of 20
out of 25 targets, Sweepstakes and contests for turkeys added to
the zest of the competition,

•I

'I'liere will be an Interstate Park Handicap on Wednesday of
this week, on arrival of the 12:20 train from New York, Optional
^Yi'^^^J? '^^ ^hoot-off of the fiT§t series, '

'
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The Interstate Park Association lias issued an artistic boottct, in

n'hich is set forth a description o£ the advantages offered to the

golfer, the sportsman, the business man in search of recreation,

the trapshooting clubs, driving parties, etc. It is profusely and
elegantly illustrated, the Casino, pigeon coops, radway station,

golf links, traps, grounds being the subjects of illustration. Ad-

dress the' Interstate Park Association, Queens, L, I»
.

n ^

-

On Dec. 19, in the first of the series of team shoots between
^ix-men team's of the Trenton Shooting Association and the

Freehold N. T. Gun Club, the former won by a score of 341 to

226, each' man shooting at 50 targets. The second contest of the

series takes plfice on the grounds of tlie Trenton .Shooting Asso-

ciation, on Tan, 16,

•6

Fn the New Utrecht Gun Club's shoot on Saturday of last week

Miss Annie Oakley and Mr. Vandergrift each scored 14 out of 15

and each lost one desd out of bounds.

In the Audubon (Chicago) Gun Club's last shoot of this year,

Mr. T. H. Amberg won the diamond trophy. .

Style.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Shooting Association.

Trenton. N. T.. Dec. 19.-The Trenton Shpotmg A^saciation. >von

the first of the series of team races with the Ftteehold Gun Club

on the latter's grounds, Dec. 19, with the score of 241 to 226-six-

men teams, 50 targets per man.
... ^ ^ \

Widraann and Farlee were high men on the Trentpn Osmt, eich_

45, and Vandeerveer, 43, for Freehold. _
••: -^j:: ,.-=-

Thomas won the bulk of the cash m tlie svieep shooting.* it^
The second race of the series is scheduled tor Jan. 16, pm-the

Trenton Shooting Association grounds, at Hutchinsons Lake.

This is the first defeat that Freehold has met with on the home
grounds in a team race. .

,

The race was shot over a magautrap fitted "with a lever pull,

which bothered the Trenton contingent not a little, as it is .rat

best three seconds slower than the electric pal!, that they have

their magautrap fitted with, and when they called Pull the bird

did not get out so quickly, causing the np-vous. tension to relax,

constituting really a balk. However, "all's well that ends well

The bovs enjoyed their trip, and are waiting for the time for the

Freehold team to visit them, for the second race, with feelings, of

pleasurable anticipation. ' .

Inclosed please find the scores of the team race, and iour

sweepssweeps. The names marked thus * were not in foe 'the

"^Trenton team: Widmann 45, Thomas 41, Vanarsdale 36, ^Farlee

4o. Lutes 36, Cole .38; total 241. .l' .
v

Freehold team : Burtis 36, Vandeveer 43, Mlildooil 30, Ellis 42,

Walling 33, Hall 36; total 226.

Practice sweeps:

Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4

Walling 7 Farlee 8 7 .. ..

Widmann 7 8 10 10 Lutes •8

Thomas 7 10 8 7 Miildoon 8-9 9-7
Taylor 7 8 9 9 Ellis 9 9 .. ..

Vanarsdale 8 8 7 8 Mickel ..... 9 9 7..
Comp 8 7 7 7 Cole 8 7.-..

Hudson GtJn Clwb

Jersey City, N. J.. Dec. 17.—Following are the scores made at

the last shoot of the Hudson Gun Citub, of Marion. The weather
was cold, and a strong wind was blowing from the northwest,
making it almost impossible to mrtke a good average, 'but, all

things considered, some fine strings were made.
A series of team matches was shot, and the scratch men, Dudley

and Schorty, won. The ngst team was Jones and Meunch, who
were a good second. Bock and Banta were third, while Scheubel
and Duke were last.

On Friday evening, Jan. 4, 1901, the annual meeting ' of 'this club
will be held at 411 Tonnele aveni»e, for the election of officers for
the ensuing year.
The next shoot of the club tates place on Jan. 7, 1901.

We have just put in 30,000 Muerocks for the month of' Jattuary:

Events: 1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Targets: 10 10 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 la 10 15 15 10

Schorty 8 9 7 11 7 12 7 12 10 13 9 12 10 14 9 11 18 .

.

Dudley 7 9 8 11 7 12 6 13 10 12 8 12 8 14 9 14 23

Banta 7 8 10 12 ii 11 8 10 8 12 8 10 5 10 7 11 17 4

Black 4 7 8 '6 5 6 8 6 12
Brown -. . 5 3 8 2 6 6 7 8 11 .. .,

Hansman S 7 8 3 9 7 13 9 10 .... :.

Van Dyne 7 3 8 6 . . . . 7 , . .

.

Wild 2 2 7 2 .. .. 2 - - , -

Cook ,. .. 5 5 12
lones 9 8 13 7 11 . . 14 7 10 7 12 8 10 S

i>uke 3 4 2 4 3 8 4 8 3 7

Scheubel 8 11 8 8 7 8 6 10 5 12 10 12 5 fili..
Kali 5 8 .. 5 3 .. 5
Diflfley 5 9 4 7 5 8 6 8.....,.,...,
Bock 5 5 3 11 6 9 7 12 5 12 6 9 7 9 14 7
Meunch 979489879695. .

A Woods r 4 6 2 6 4 8
N Woods 6 . . 8 4 6 3 10 . . 5 . . .

.

Dustin 12 4 9 6
Schields 12 6 7 5
Clark .... 8 8 11 7 . . 8 12 18 .

.

Brewer 2 8 3 .... ,

O'Brien 5 .... 11 .. ,
'

"

\Vhitley 9 4 .. '

Muljer 4 4

The Domsnic's Toofnament.

Fkemont. Neb., Dec 2L—Herewith find scores made at the
shoot held here on the ISth inst. "Dominie Beveridge was man-
ager.
The attendance was not up to expectations, but thirteen, facing

the magautrap for the programme. =
•

The weather conditions were better than the ordinary this time
of the year; that, coupled with a good tent and stove, made the
shooters as comfortable as could be desired. The scores:
Events: 133 456789 10 11 12
Targets: 10 15 15 20 10 15 15 20 10 15 15 20

8 15 14 17 8 12 11 IS 10 13 14 18
\V Eidman 9 15 11 14 7 13 13 15 9 12 15 17
Robertson 9 8 9 14 8 9 9 17 8 11 12 15
Ehlers 7 13 13 18 9 .. 14 18 .... 12 16

9 13 13 18 9 15 12 16 9 12 11 18
Cobb 11 11 18 6 15 13 18 8 15 . . 20
Morrill 12 10 15 7 12 11 , 7 14 13 ifi

^^''^^Z
] 13 13 18 7 14 13 16 9 12 10 19R Middaugh 10 .... 10 12 .. S 10

Echtenkamp 8 13 7 12 12 10 7 '7 10 10F Middaugh 17 9 12 § 15 7 11 14 15H Fidam 15 10 14 13 16 8 12 12 20
R-ruger 14 9 9 10 16 9 10 ifiW Eidam 9 15 11 14 7 13 13 15 9 12 i5 17
Following the conclusion of the progransme several extra events

were pulled off, the principal one being a iniss-and-oul with the
result:

.mimiiiiuiiiiu
^ Tr-L 1111111111111111110F Middaugh lllllllllllO
c?.?,b. imiio
Wilkins 10

Dominie and Stoner divided the monev on the 12th bird but shoton out to decide a $10 bet between Wilkins and Cobb' Wilkin'i
winning, having placed his monc-y on the man from New Jersey"
For the entire day the averages were: The Dominie 90 " w'Eidam 80. l^obertson 72, Ehlers 85, Stoner 84, Cobb 79 Morrill 7V

Wilkins
86,

JR. Middaugh 74, Echtenkamp 60, F. Middaugh 74'H Eidam 84. Kruger 74. Mehi,, slc"'y

The FoxiST AND Stse.\m is put to press «ach week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach 1^^ at th<a

There are several causes of bad shooting, and many more
than several ideas of the manner of treating them, it is hardly
likely that experts can agree about the latter whsn they are nbt
agreed upon what good shooting or good style in shooting really
is. There are at least three distinct schools, each teaching or
believing in different methods The first and oldest of these is

:

(a) The advocates of aligning from fal.se breech to foresight.
(b) Thi; second is the. pigeon shooter's manner—that is, align-

ing- the foresight on the game with the eye well above hut exactly
over the center of the false breech,

(c) The third method is that of looking at the game and throw-
ing up the guu, in confidence that the hand and eye will work
together.
Whftne'Ver an- argument occur."! abciut .s'liooting it will nearly

always be found that agreement is impossible, and that the longer
the argument proceeds the wider the disputants get apart. ' The
reason of this is that the advocates belong to different schools,
a, b, or c.

These classes can again be subdivided. There is in each of
them:
d) The shooter who calculates- -distance and elfevation, and

brings his gun to bear upon an imaginary spot in front or above
his game, as the case may require, by focusing the game or the
imaginary spot and detecting how much to right, left, above or
below his gun muzzle is, arid directing it accordingly.

(2) The shooter who brings his gun to bear on the game and
then jerks it into the required allowance, pulling as he jerks.

(3) W^e are inclined to believe there is a third subdivision who
knowingly 'never "allow" at all, and the reason they do not in-
variably shoot behind their game is that the gun comes up with
tlie_ muzzle pointed to the direction where the game first became
visible, and that in order to get on it there has been a race of
the muzzle after the game, the trigger being pulled only when the
gun has overtaken the game; the shot does not leave the muzzle
until momentum, set up in the r.ice from behind to the front, has
carried the latter past the point intended. It is absolutely im-
possible that there can be a sudden stop of the muzzle, as the
muscles cannot effect it even if the will demanded. As 1 2, and
S can each be applied to a, b and c, there are at least nine
chances to one that the best shooting conversation will be mis-
understood by the listener.

The most frequent incomprehensible remarks will cofne from
c, the shooter who believes that he looks at his game and shoots
without alignment, but simply, as he will tell you, in the \Vay you
catch ;i cricket ball, shoot an arrow, or use a fork' in feeding
yoursel_f. This is a style of shooting that is more heard of than
practiced; its correct name is snap shooting, and we have noticed
that- many of those who think they practice it are considerably
longer -in

.
getting off their guns than some others who confess

to- the .older fashions. Besides, their practice not going to con-
fii-m^their precepts, the illustrations they choose are not convincing.
Tliefe' is'" the "cricket ball, for instance, which, when it is caught
at a- yard distance from the eye, covers as much of the horizon
as a 10/t. sphere would at 40yds. Perhaps even a poor poking aligner
i/iight hit a 10ft. sphere at 40yds., so that this artrument proves
nothing. It is best not to apply the same parallel to the argu-
ment of the mouth and the fork, as the fork is so much nearer
tOt begin with that comparatively the mouth would grow out of
all rcQpg-nition at 40yds. This has been best answered by one
who solemnly assures those who place reliance on it that he can
MSt hlfe' fork in the dark, but that no one can use a gun with
equal precision in the dark, no matter what system he adopts.
That disposes of No. 2 argument, and then there is only the
bdw and arrow left. Mr. Ford revolutionized this sport when
he first adopted the plan of drawing the arrow directlv beneath
the right eye—that is, below the chin instead of to the "right ear,
as had been customary until his time. The scores at once mounted
up with this alteration of method, but it appears that those who
advocate the principles of archery at stationary objects, as ap-
plicable to the shotgun and moving objects, can best be answered
-by the -practice or riflen,ien at stationary objects and their con-
.stant struggle to obtain sights giving improved definition. .

But possibly the best answer of all to the c school is their
own precept. They- tell you to look at the object and put up the
gun, and that the latter will then assuredly cover the former. In
r.that case, if they are conect, a miss will almost always result;
the game is not standing still. If vou say this, the proposition
IS very likely to be madified, and you are then to gaze at a fixed imag-
inary spot in space. This is a simple impossibility, for when there
is nothing to guide the eye it wanders while apparently being sta-
tionary all the time. It is ea.sy to fix a spot in front or- behind
the game if there is any sort of background, but it is not easv, or
evtn possible, when gazing into the vault of the sky. If this is
brought home to the shooter, he will probably say that the game
fixes the imaginary' movable spot by its proximitv. But if this
is the case, then it becomes difficult to say whether the shooter
is not focusing the game one instant and the imaginary spot the
iiext; and it is also difficult to detect how much this rapid alterna-
tion of focus influences the direction of the gun, for be it re-
membered that the c party declare that you are not to see your
gun.

It is not difficult to kill rabbits crossing a ride in this style;
tliey have been killed when shooting from the hip; but when the
distance to be allowed is yards in front, as for a grouse, down
wind, better work-can be done by .those who are able to make the
utmost use of the pointer they hold in their hands. It is very
easy to detect the approximate distance by which one bVd leads
another as they pass the .spectator, just as it is easy for a judge
to tell the number of lengths by which a horse race is won. It
is simplicity itself to detect the fact when one moving object
overtakes and passes another, and the shooter who makes the
muzzle or sight_ of his gun equivalent to the leading bird, over-
taking and passing the game he is shooting at, seems to have a
better means to accuracy of allowance than he who never sees
his gun when he shoots. Of course it is possible for a man who
keeps his focus on his game and never is conscious of seeing his
gun to jerk it in the direction the game is going after presenting
It; but then this is never done by snap shooters, and if it were
done It would cease to be snap .shooting, and would be a longer
operation than his.-Ayho shoots as described under a and 1 or b
and 1, neither of which are necessarily two operations, ahhough
they may be made so. The jerking of the gun forward after pre-
senting at the game must necessarily take two operations, whether
the shooter belong to the a, b, or c class, and although an ex-
cellent practice to learn or to fall back upon when a shooter is
more or less out of form, it does not constitute the finest form,
and We -have known game come much too quick to give it a
chance;- moreover, it sometimes happens that in crossing over
rides pheasants are not visible long enough to put it in practice.
In such cases one swing of the gun from the readv and a simul-
taneous press of the trigger are all tlirt is possible Jn the time,
and j'et the, ishooter whose method is a and 1, or a No. 1, is well
aware howmuch ahead or behind he was when he fired.We have never yet seen a shooter of the c class who was able
to shoot a choke-bore charge into the crnter of a target at 40yds.
without, adopting a. to him. new style of putting down his head
and aligning, so that we dmibt whether those who "never see
their guns" really know exactly what they do in the presence
of game. ...
Between a and b there is a great difference; a gets his head

down to his gun or his gun up to his face, according to bend,
whereas b looks over his gun. at the game, pointing with the <:ight
and looking over the rib; bv this means b is enabled to aim at
the risirig bird when the shot should go well over that which he
IS focusing. This is an advantage in quickness, for it is unques-
tibnable that it is quicker to aim at an object focused than a
certain distance over it. It is for this reason that pigeon guns
are usually made straight in the stock. A pigeon from the traps
IS rising almost always, but when it comes to high quartering
same the elevation given by the height of the eve above the ribmav be all. wrong, and then the method of exact alignment de-
scribed under a has the advantage. Besides this, a twist of the
gun half over, so as to have one barrel higher than the other, act'sm two different ways, according as a man shoots bv alignment
of breech and foresight and game, or by alignment of game
aiid foresight only. The former keeping true alignment
with a tilted gun shoots m front and low; the latter when he
places his foresight on the game and tilts the right-hand barrel
up (a very common habit when game is coming from the front
and_ passes on the left), shoots high and to the right—that is
behmd._ lf_ the left barrel is up, and game is passing from thesame direction to the right, then the shooter shoots high and to the
leit—that IS, behind again.
Here is one very common fault which is brought about by the

small degree of "following on" necessary to catch up the gameand because instead of turning the body from the hips a twist
of the shoulders IS much easier. Nevertheless here is a fault com-monly supposed, like the rest, to be curable by fittine- with thp
try gun. It is obvious -nevmhejess th«t i,^ C8.st-Qff th^t

help fof the right-hand shots would make matters v, orse on the
left.

When we consider what a variety of manners of shooting there
are, it is hardly to be wondered at that the try gun should be
considered a short; and easy road to discover what a shooter does,
and as a true diagnosis is half-way toward a cure it may be
recommended so far. To find out what a man does with the gun,
and to discover why he does it, are two very different propositions,
As we have said, the methods of shooting adopted by good shots
ore at least nine. Each fault may and probably does, have' some
different effect according to which of these manners is adopted;
and faults in shooting are numbered by hundreds—optical, physical
and nervous. Yet people expect that their own experience is
quite certain to be of use to others, and think those who cannot
make use of it wanting in intelligence at least. It is obvious
why Mr. H. Greener thinks there is nothing like the principle
of shooting adopted in archery. Any one who had for a customer
a crack pigeon shot who could use any stock, bend or cast-off
equally well would think so. Mr. Boswell, it is natural to be-
lieve, does not advocate much cast-off or bend; pigeon shooting
has formed his judgment, and the foresight aimers (b) form
no small proportion of his customers.
A cure effected by a variation of the shape of the stock, as

suggested by the try gun, can hardly fail to be one in danger
of being counteracted as the novelty of the stock wears off and
becomes, as it were, part of the shooter. This certainly is so foi-

every fault except those which arise from optical defect?.
There is no doubt, however, that too much has been claimed

for the try gun, which is a most useful servant, but a very bad
master. To illustrate this Mr. H. Harriss told an excellent story
of a man who had been fitted with a try gun. When the weapon
was ready he found it to be enormously cast-off, and complained
that It did not fit him. "Oh," said the gun maker, "it is quite
right; your left is the master eye." That was strange, to say the
least, as his left eye was a glass one. We cannot go as far as that
in appreciation of the try gun, but we have lately discovered that
It is not necessary for one eye to be the stronger for it to become
what is called the "master eye"—that is, the aligning eye.
As previously explained, it is not necesary, when, shooting from

the right shoulder and aligning the sight with the right eye, for
that eye to see the game at all; if the left can see the target and
not the sights, and the right the sights and not the target, that
suffices, and the right eye may still be master and the left only
Its servant to bring the aligned sights upon the target. We have
lately had personal illustration of this, as in some lights we can-
not di.stinguish a small bullseye at 100yds. with the right eye,
yet with both eyes open we can make very good practice; and to,
establish the fact we can do equally well with a sheet of paper
placed at the muzzle so that the right eye can see neither bullseye
nor target. We believe that every one who tries this will do it-

at the first attempt, and yet we have discovered a good many
expert rifle shots and gun makers who had no idea that this
was possible. The master eye is master to this extent. We do
not knotv whether when shooting from the left shoulder With
everything reversed it is as easy.

Cfncinnati [Happenings.
Cincinnati, O.—Editor Forest and Slream: Many years 'ago, in

the early '80s, Cincinnati, as a target-shooting town, 'was perhaps
as well known as any on this continent. In those days the shoot-
ing was carried on about the same way as when glares balls were
used—that is, the five traps -were set in the segment of a circle and
the shooter, standing 18yds. off, and facing the cenfer trap, fired
his five shots and made way for the next man, and so on. We
all used 10-bore guns, black powder, and had lots of fun. We
also made lots of noise and smoke, atld some of UB msdc very g(.)Od
scores. ,

• - ,

The targets were thrown at known ang'es, but unknown traps,
so that the shootine was then and still is quite difficult. Those
w;ere the days that Mr. Fred Kimble, of Peoria, paid us periodical
visits, and with his 111b. 10-bore Parker invariably c^rricd off high
average.

_
He was at that time so easily the best' tournament shot

in America that it became almost a foregone conc'nsi' n t'^at 'Hp
bulk of the prizes offered would find their way to Peoria, 111., his
home.

Well, things dragged along here after 1S86, and got from bad to'
worse, until no club holding regular shoots existed, barring the
Cosmopolitan, -which thioiigli It all survived, being held together
by a few veterans, who on Saturdays met on those grounds, did
some shooting and enjoyed social confabs and delightful chats so
conspicuous by their absence in the sail-in-and-never-stop-shooting
of the present day. The style of shooting at this club ha.s never
changed. It commenced with the one-man-up, and so continued to
the end.
.1 am quite safe in saying that evefy erstwhile member of (tieTjtd
Cosmopolitan Club when passing its grounds feels a pang of
regret at not being able to stop the car and truHffp d'-^'n s"<i
up those steep hills, and once more shoot for the fun of it. and not be
hurried and jostled and' made to work, as we often d'j nowadays
in quest of what should be sport. "

-

However, things have changed. Instead of shooting .50 lo 75
shots a day, we now shoot 20O or 300; so, while targets and aitl-

munition are cheaper, the actual expense is about the same or
more; but then Young America must trot fast or stop, so let us
trot along and His Nibs will take care of the hindmost.
A more deplorable state of affairs, in the shooting line than ex

istcd in Cincinnati up to the advent of the. Cincinnati Gun Club
could not be imagined.- No town of its size was so utterly devoid
of the semblance of a gun club, barring of course the Cosmo-
politan, so naturally those who were fond 6{ the spprt had either
to go -abroad for it or ruminate on what they had dPm- In former
days.
Naturally, then, with the coming of the Cincinnati Gun Club a

revival in trapshooting has occurred, and the flame so long
dormant, so dead—cold dead, stark and clammy dead—has ^beeii
rekindled, let us hope, to blaze as never it did before.
As matters now stand, we are very nicely fixed these day*,. 'We

haye a good, roomy, warm club house; two sets of target traps,
one a -magazine and the other three traps, Sergeant system, and
a set of underground field Fulford pigeon traps, so we may be said
t<i he well up to date.
Too much praise cannot be accorded Mr. R. S. Waddell, for to

him, far more than to any other, are we indebted for having
organized and carried to a successful issue the organization of this
club. In thus pointedly referring to this gentleman 1 mean no
disparagement to others, who have so willingly put their shoulders
to the wheel; far from it; but the fact remains that Mr. Waddell
was the originator of the idea, and the moving spirit at the start.
The club has a very large membership and quite a good many

on the active list, which is of vastly more importance, for these
are the ones who keep it up. The target traps are always ready,
and one can generally get pigeons by notifying the superintendent,
Mr. Arthur Gambell, in advance.
There can be no question as to the quality of the target shooting.

It is simply first class. By this I mean that they are thrown
far and swift enough to please the most exacting, and as the fore-
ground is none of the best, one needs be a first-clas marksman to
make big scores.
Regarding the pigeons, it is different. The coop being at the

.shooter's back when facing the traps, it stands to reason one gets
a good many incomers, so that a man weak on these is apt to find
a good many goose eggs adorning his score, as many birds, es-
pecially after being cooped .some time, are apt to come to what
they call in Spanish their "Guerencia"—i. e., "fond home." On
days of special matches, however, Mr. Gambell procures his birds
from afar, so that this objection cannot well be urged against them.
I could not abandon this subject without saying a few words

about iny friend, the Colonel. Now, I don't know just how he
got his title, nor do I know why promotion in his case should
have ceased while yet so young in years. Surely, if merit counts
for anything. Generalissimo or Lord High Admiral would better
fit his case. He has smelt powder—tons of it: has heard the
whizzing of flying lead and tramped the gory field. He has car
ried aloft many a bleeding victim, and brought him safely hom.e
amid the cheers and "bravos" of the admiring throng, and many
a man owes his life in a miss-and-out to the fleet-footed, long-
haired setter dog Colonel. There may be better retrievers—

I

don't know it. There never was a more cheerful, willing one, and
I stand ready at any time to chip in my quota to buy him a
silver collar, for he certainly deserves it. I think I may justly
say, without drawing invidious comparison, that in the pigeon de-
partment. Colonel stands so pre-eminently at the head of the list
that he wins in a walk.
As to medals put up for competition between club members, we

are well supplied. We have the Graydon. Mosty, Sullivan, and the
Peters Cartridge medals for targets. Last year we -had the
Schuler medal for pigeon shooting, which, by the way, was won by
a very modest young man, Mr. Schreck, 'of Newport, Ky., and
this year v/e have the Wagner medal, also for pigeon shooting,
won ftir. Srst tim? hv ".i^cklev," the veteran shot c* tlif clut».



to. Jy, It

I very well know that it Is customary to congratulate tht vvinnef

of anv trophy, whether one is sincere or not. It would certainly

be extremely bad form not to do SOj but in all my experience I

have never known such Unanimity of sincere and I might say
affectionate display of genuine pleasure come over the entire num-
ber of contestants as when "Ackley" grassed his last bird and
beat out the whole field, being the only man to make a clean

score. When we consider that "Ackley" (his shooting name) or

"Gloan" (his nom do plume) is in his seventy-third year, and that

he still holds his own against the youngsters, we may begin to

realize hou- splendidly equipped by nature some some men are

and how grand a sport field shooting is, that by keeping its

votaries in tlie open airenables tliem to withstand the ravages of

time and def}' old age, for "Ackley," though fond of trapshooting
as a recreation, loves field shooting as a sport, and would rather
bag a dozen ducks or snipe, or any kind of game birds, than
shoot at the traps for a week, ^^'hen, however, one sees a man
seventy-three years old walk briskly and with strong, quick steps
to the score, stand as straight as an Indian, handle and hold his
gun in- absolutely faultless style, and shoot as ea.sily, well and
gracefully as "Ackley," why it is refreshing, especiaJly when so
many of our young and good sliots seem to think it essential, not
to say imperative, to twist themselves inside out and assume the
most constrained and awkward positions to do their shooting.
When we remember how such men as Carver, Harvev McMurchy,
Rolla Heikes, Capt. Money, Will Crosby, J. A. R.' Elliott, Mr.
Powers, and many others of our most noted shots, stand, and
then see others equally good perform a contortionist act, we are
left to ponder how it is and why it is that both, so totally at

variance, can do so well.

The Cincinnait Gun Club can then be justly proud of two of its

former members, both being in their class unique and splendid.
Tt is not parliamentary nor polite, I well know, to couple a man
w^ith a dog, and yet, ye gods! how often the dog is the loser—by
the comparison? In this case neither can lose, because both are
it! a class separate and alone by themselves, and we are proud of
our scholarly, masterly, grand shot, and gentlemair sportsman
"Ackley," and of our fleet, bounding, smiling-faced, ever willing,

lithe and nimble Colonel, and may they both live long and prosper
is the earnest desire of Gaucho.

ON LONG ISLAND.

Welch vs. Money.

Garden City, L. I., Dec. 20.—The match between Messrs. Robert
A. Welch and Harold Money, renovi'ned as among the best in trap-
shooting skill, drew an interested crowd of admirers and shooters to
witness the contest. The conditions were 100 birds each, 30yds.
rise, 30yds. boundary, $250 a side.
The birds were a fine lot, as is Usually the case at the Carteret

grounds. A brisk northwest wind helped them materially.
At the end of the first 25 the match seemed almost hopelessly

lost to Mr. Welch, he having lost 5, while his opponent had
killed straight, so that therefore the latter had the seemingly over-
whelming lead of 5 near the commencement of the match. A
pecttliar feature of the match was that each lost his last bird, Mr.
Welch drawing a fast driver, while Mr. Money slipped up on a
sitter. In die second 25 Mr. Welch killed 23 to his opponent's 21,
thereby cutting down his opponent's lead to S. In the third 25 he
gained 1 more, and was then within 2 of his opponent. The final
25 was full of possibilities and surprises. Mr. Welch missed his
76th, which gave again his opponent a lead of 3, but this was
negatived when Mr. Money missed his 77th. Next he missed his
90th, which cut down his lead to 1. Next he missed his 95th, and
they were then tied on a neck-and-neck race to the finish, whereat
each lost his last bird, and the race ended in a tie.

The referee was Mr. Walker Breese Smith. The match lasted
2 hours 15 minutes. The scores:

R A Welch, 30 0222121222*21202222^*211—20
111221222222222202*121222—23
1202221021211222111222122—23
0222212121121222222122220—23—89

H Money, 30 2222122222222222222222222—25
221*220222220220222212222—21
21202222222221122222*2*22—22
2022122222222202222022220—21—89

Sbeepshead Bay Rod and Gua Club
Sheepsneau Jiay, U I., Dec. a).—The live-bird shoot of the

Sheepshead Bay Rod and Gun Club to-day was well attended
there being nineteen competitors in the main event. Of these
Mr. Ira McKane killed straight, and won the badge. The scores
tcUow:

<i McKane, 25 2012112—6

J J -Pillion, 27 222222*—

6

I McKane. 27 2222222—7
W Van Pelt, 27 2102222—6
E Voorhies, 24 .1200212—5
D J Heffner, 23 0220022—4
J B Voorhies, 27 1212101—6
H Kronika, 26.-. 12*1210—5
F Lundv, 26 2110220—5
H Koch, 27 1**2100—3

F Von Fricken, 25 0000011—2
E Heffner, 24.. 1121012—6Wm Boyle, 25 2020120—4
E Baird, 25 2102202—5
A Soeller, 23 022221*—

6

A Rausehli, 24 2221001—5
Ph Suss, 25 2011211—6W Lundy. 25 ,.0200000—1
Dr Hill, 25 2022010—4

Hell Gate Gun Clufa

Brooklyn, L. T., Dec, 18.—The final shoot of the Hell Gate
Gun Club, for tins year, was held to-day.
The point system governs the club shoots, each -man being re-

•quired to kill a certain number of birds, after whicb each bird
killed scores one point. Mr. Adam Dietzel was first prize winner
this year. The scores in the club shoot follow:
Club shoot, 10 live birds: E. Doenick 10, T. Schlicht 10 T. H

Voss 9, Dr. Roof 9, C. Weber 9. C. Lang 9,' P. Woelfel 9 W A
'Sands 9, S. M. Van Allen 9, A. Dietzel 9, T. H. Moore 9 Dr
Wood 8, P. Garms 8, B. Amend 8, P. Brennan 8, T. P. Danne-
felser 8, J. D. Deedy 7, J. P. Kay 7, R. Regan 7, T. G. Messer-
schmitt, 7. J. Wellbrock 7, E. Marquart 7, C. H. Schmidt 6 H
Kohla 6, W. A. Noe 6, Frederick Wehler 5, G. K. Breit 5 I^ t'
Muench 4, John Klenk 4, E. Steffens 4, F. P Albert 4

' T
'

h'
Doherty 4, Robert McGill 4, Albert Knodel 4. ' .

J- •

The list of prize winners and the points made, each having shot
in eleven shoots, are as follows: A. Dietzel 21 T H Voss 20
J. H. Wellbrock 18, E. Doenick 17, H. Kohla 16, L. H Schorte-
meier 16, J. .A. Belden 15, L. T. Muench 15, W. A Sands 15
D. J. Deedy 14\^. P. Brennan 14, B. Amend nVg G K Breit
13, C. Lang 13, J. P. Dannefelser 13, A. Knodd 12, T Schlicht 12H Forster 11. P. Woelfel 11, E. Steffens 10, F. Wehler 9 1 p
Albert 9, J. Neumeh 8, C. Schaefer 8, J. J. Messerschmitt 71/0 f P
Keenan OVo, P. (larms 6, F. Trostcl 5, W. A. Noe .5, J. J. Gallin 5.'

New Utrecht Gon Clob.

Interstate Park, L. I., Dec. 22.—There was a good attendance
to-day at the shoot of the New Utrecht Gun Club. Annie Oaklev
and Vandergnft tied on 14, each losing one bird dead out in the
club event, at 15 birds. The scores:
Annie Oakley, 28 12212121222*122-11
Brooks. 29 . 12211211**10121-12
Lockwood 28 101120210112211—12
l>incoln, 28 **''''?'2f9*2111'2—12chnpn^an, 28.

; 2*1201120112121-^12
V and-'-cnift, 30 2222^'22222*l'>2f—14

'e"A„30 1222122**212212—13
I f"'

28. 122121121202022-13

^ ^An' "^
II 100120220120000^ 7Dr Oflug, 28 102200121011200— 9

J Plate. 28 000112210012011— 9

0::eaoic Rod and Gon Clufa.

Rockaway Park. L. 1.. Dec. 24.—The scores made at the
of the Oceanic Gun Club to-day follow:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 15 15 20 20 5p 20

Bill

10

15 14 18 20 8 18
1 DifBey , 5 12 8 7 12 .. 14
.T H Sharkey

. . 6 12 9 13 12 6 14C Dudley

15

14 19 18 7 18
J Jones 9 19
L'Cleman 13 15 gH P Scott 16 16 .. ..O Keim

_ _ 17
J Stoney [\ „ \\

'9

Team race. 25 birds each man: O. Keim 19, lE. Uourke 15:
34. J. Stoney 13, F. Coleman 8; total 5l.

shoot

8 9

10 25
9 21
5 ..

6 ..

9 23
6 ..

Jeanoctte Gun Glub.

Bi'dolclytt, L, I.. Dec. 21.—The monthly shoot til the Jealiiieitei

Gun Club WHS held to-day at Dexter Park: The tiledal in Class

A was won by Geo. E. Loeble. This trophy was formerly held

by Otteri, who died. It wa,9 put up in open competition again al

this shoot. C. Steffens has challenged Mr. Loeble to contest

for it. The conditions are 15 birds each, challanger to pay for

birds whether he wins or loses. The scores, in which .A denotes
Class A and B Class B

:

Ties
Geo E Loeble, 28, A 1221210211— 9 22112211122—11
Chas Meyer, 28, A 1222122021— 9 12221222210—10

Job Lott. 30, A 1202112112— 9 2222121220 - 9

H Karstens, 28, A 1112220211— 9 10 -
1

N Brunie, 28, A 2101111112— 9 0 — (t

J Mohrman, 28 222*222*12- 8

Chas Steffens, 30 2222220202— 8

r H Bohling, Jr, 28 2220*22222- 8

T H Kroeger, 28. 1111210201- 8

VVm Rolphs. "28 *201121221— 8

,
Rinckoff, 30 2021012222— 8

C Bohling, 25, B -.. 2100010112— 6 0 — 0

F Ehlen, 25, B *2*2*im*— 6 1 — I

J P Kay, guest, 28...- 1222212222—10

Team race:
Ehlen 12020—3 Loeble 12210-4
Mever 21011—4 Lott .....22122—5
Kafsten 01012—3 Steffens 22222—5
Rinckoff 11111—5 Brunie .. ,. *„,:.... .01110—

3

Kroeger 12201—4 J Bohling 02220—3
Mohrman 22221—5 Rolphs 11010—3
Kav 11222—5—29 C Bohling 22011--4—27
Steffens 1122222212—10 Meyer 11122121^1—10

WESTERN TRAPS.

Audubon of Chicago.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 22.—The final contest for the year of the
.'\udnbon Gun Club was held earlier in the week at Watson's, only
five men appearing. Mr. J.. H. Amberg won the trophy, the
diamond medal. Col. Felton went out with high score, The year's
record shows that .Amberg has won the trophy three times. J.
Crow and H. Odell two tim.es each, and O. Von Lengerke, W. B.
Leffingwell, Silas Palmer, F. H. Dewey and Col. C. E. Felton, one
time each. The annual meeting of the Audubon Gun Club will be
held at the Sherman House on the evening of Jan. 8. The fol-
lowing are the scores of the last shoot: Tim Crow, 1, 13; J. IT,

Amberg, 0. 13: H. Odell, 1, 13; Col. C. E. Felton, 4, 14; Healy,
0, 13.

. >
.

Garfield of Chicago.
Dr. Meek, the able secretary of Garfield Gun Club, puts out the

announcement that henceforward the Garfield live-bird shoots,
which have been held on Saturdays, will be cut down to the
trophy shoots on the first and third Saturdays of each month. The
live-bird attendance is not steady enough to darrant the expen.se
of getting birds ready for each Saturday, but the trophy events
will be as hotly contested as before.

'J'here will be a turkey ...hoot on Garfield grounds Christmas under
handicap conditions and with turkeys for members only. Only
ten entries for each turkey, and no member to win more than one
turkey. A fine turkey will be given to each contestant for 50
pigeons shot at. There will be no shoot-off in the ties. It is
thought that the Garfield Christmas shoot will be the best live-
bird shoot of its year.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Frank Bloom's Shoot.

LiNDSEY, O.—The target shoot for turkeys given at Bloom's
Farm, by Frank Bloom, was fairly well attended by local shooters.
The weather was a little chilly for good scores. E. C. Fort did the
best shooting from the 20yd. mark.
Messrs. E. C. Fort and M. C. Sanford will shoot a match with

Geo. - Volk and Gus Webber, 100 targets for each man, at
Miller's Club House, East Toledo, Jan. 1, for the price of the
targets and a supper. The scores:

C P Hineline 1111101011111011111010110—19
J Henry 0011111111101011101100101—17
F Hetrick : 1011110110110011101011001—15
E C Fort 1101111111111] 01111110111—22M Hetrick 1001011111011101110110101—18M Hineline 1001110111110111010111101—18
P Miller 0010011101100110001110110—12
O Hetrick 1110111011111011011111010—19
Fort , lllOlllllllllilllOOllllll—22
Hmehne 1110110111101111011110111—20
Henry lOllOllllOllOlllOUllOllO—IS
Fort • 0110111111111111111111111—23
P Miller ...1011110110111011011110111—19
O Hetrick 1011110110111101111110111—20
F Hetrick

. ..1101111110111011111011100—19
Smith 1011111011011011101101111—19
Ward 0001101110110111011101110-17
Cox 1111011110111010001010110—17

A. Buckeye.

Peters Trophy Shoot.

New London, la.—The sixth shoot for the Peters trophy
brought out a good many shooters, but when the medal was won
by a new man with a score of 22 out of 25 it frightened some
of the handicap men, so they wOuld not shoot,

C E Cook .1010100110101111111010101-16
J Van Hynmg 0111011111111011111111111-22
F PierSon IIOIUOIIOOI1101010010101—15
G J Andrews lllOllOlOllliolOllOOiOOOl-15

C. C. PrERSON, Sec'y.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co. and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Wk wish to call attention to a yachting story entitled
"Out of Commission," by Mr. N. N. West, that appeared
in the Christmas Number last week. Not being under
the head of yachting, it was overlooked by a number of
our readers.

ATr. Henry S. Redmond, N. Y. Y. C, has purchased the
Jinglush yawl Ailsa. She was designed by Mr. Wm. J
Fife. Jr., for Major A. Barclay Wa.lker," and built bv
Messrs. A. & J. Inglis, of Glasgow, in 1895. Her rig wa's
changed from that of a cutter to a yawl two years later
when she was bought by Mr. F. D. Jameson, As Mr.
Percy Chubb is to change the rig of Vigilant to that of a
yawl, and as Vigilant and Ailsa are about of a .size, there
should be some good racing between them.

will raaije a better showing than the ceritefboafd beats of

the saiite type made in the 51ft. dass.

The lead keel for the Cup defendgf building at Bristol

was cast on Saturday last. The work started at 5 o'clock

in the morning, and a greater part of the day was spent
in making the casting. Columbia's keel was cast on Jan.

24, almost a month later.

When Defended wa^ sold a short time ago, it was stated

(hat she was to be broken up for the metal she contained,

and it was claimed that she was in such shape as to be
Ijeyond repair. New interest has been revived, as it is

.said that Mr, N. G. Herreshoff and one of Mr. Lawson's
representatives are trying to buy her, which belies the
statements that she is worthless. What Mr. Herreshoff
wants of Defender is a question, unless to deprive Mr.
Lawson of a trial boat. While, on the other hand, she
would make a most excellent boat for Mr. Lawson's pur-
pose, as she is a tried boat ; a pretty good idea of the
Crowninshield boat's speed could be gotten after a few
races against her.

- 12

total

Mr. C. C. Kani^y, designer of the American defender
Genesee for the Caoada cup races last year, has formed a
syndicate to buM a wooden centerboard yacht to enter
the tnal races for the America Cup. Mr. Hanley states
that he can biUJ'd and run for a season such a boat as he
has m mnid for lf75.0oo, and that this amount has already
been subscribed. The experiment will be' watched with
§reat interest, and it is to be hoped that the new creation

A Ship Canal Inside Hatteras.
From' the Boston Herald,

Cape Hatter.\s, the most dangerous point on our At-
lantic seaboard, will cease to exist a.s a menace to coast-
wise navigation, if the present plans of the United States^

Government are carried out. For generations the name
of Cape Hatteras has been synonymous with storms,
shipwreck and loss of life. .\11 sorts of schemes itave
been proposed to minimize its dangers.

Millions of dollars have been spent in attempts to
properly light the celebrated Diamond Shoals, which
surround Cape Hatteras. It was fo.und impossible, aftef
years of labor, to build a I ght!:ouse there. The heaviest
and stancliest light.ship evtr constructed was placed at
Diamond Shoals, only to be bh w n away from her giant
mushroom anchors.

x-Vnd during all this while steamers lost their beariiig.s,

vessels were driven ashore and millions of dollars' worth
of property and hundreds of lives continued to be lest.

Every winter brought a long recf.rd r.l di.'^asters on Cape
Hatteras.
. The sailor coming from San Fi'ar.c.'.^co dreaded this

,
one spot more than any other in the long voyage round
the Horn. The coastwise vessels tried tt; give it a wide
berth. But is has remained as a petnianciu menace to
navigation, and has done more to injure coastwise com
merce on the Atlantic than any other agency.
And now, by means o[ an ingenious and thcrou,^!ii.fv

practicable system of inland canals and channels.,," tBite;

coastwise trade will be enabled to pass behind Gspe
Hatteras, protected from the fury of the ocean the whole
way down the coast by low-lying sand bars.
The Dismal Swamp Canal, a miserable ditch of com-

paratively small importance, is to be deepened through:
its whole length. Here, bordered by cypress, gum and!
magnolia, large coastwise vessels can' sail or tow in-
safety.

The extra insurance now -put on ships because
Cape Hatteras and its dangers will, it is claimed. nKsne;
than pay for the cost of towage in the new inside routa;
The savmg m time will be great, and the safety ofi
human life will be an item of no small importance.

'

The magnificent fleet of yachts kept in Northern wafers
can then pass up and doAvn the coast in comfort and
safety. When the inside route is finished, a great ad-
vance in coastwise transportation is expected to take-
place.

In carrying out the terms of a bill passed at the last
session of Congress, the engineer corps of the army is
now engaged in making a preliminary survey for an "in-
side passage" from Chesapeake Bay to Beaufort Inlet.
This will obviate the necessity for coasting vessels round-
ing Cape Hatteras.
An inside passage from Bos'.on to Florida is believed!

by ofbcials to be one of the possibilities of the future
The present plan is looked at as the first and most im^
portant step in this development.
To a large extent the proposed waterway is a naturrf

one, and to fit it for the passage of vessels of the larc^er
class, as contemplated in the survey now beino- made^
It is simply a matter of dredging channels through tb«various sounds lynig back of the narrow strip of latld

h'nSrJS^andSSh.''""^^^
'''' ^^-^

There are two corps of engineers working on tl#'survey one under Maj J. B. Quinn, surveving sa/^from Norto k,_ along the route of the Dism'al SW
Canal, which It is proposed to utilize, and one /Capt E. W. Van Lucas, working north from , v"^"'
Inlet. It IS expected that the reports of these .<i\f "^"Hfbe ready to present to Congress when it
when an appropriation for beginning \h^X^A,A '^f^''^'
urged. -voiK will be
Hampton Roads, which will be thfv ^tI^-^u

to the inside passage, is c<3nsider' ;;i' . "..''"^^'''J^^e
and most easv of acces. of any vl''''^ ^^^^'^^

Vessels will pass into the Eli"klfp ' *\^rand thePce down the Disma! $±^^1 f
tank River, into AibemarV- So™ " P^^l^o-
Sound. Pamlico Sound, C^^. So««d R T^S
Beaufort Harbor ^ Back Sound aiid

iS'^it^^ t''^ - -^hteen miles.

present depSi 0^81 .

''^D^^^il^t^^t Tt^
tent will have to done S about the c,,i,e ex-

twenty-six miles?
T^a.^quotank River for

In Albemarle So.und the work to be done will ,.^f kgreat as it^hns a good navigable dep'i oTo^ilwhich IS the name annlied to thT h..:^
<-roaton Sound.

west of Roanoke IslaSld^^l LcSS mS^^^'ZPamlico sound.s, has a. .width of seven miles w.,of but nine feet. Roanoke Sound on the o'tb. i"'
the^Lsland, has a depth of but four Lt

"^'^

Pamlico Soitnd. which lies next^o the south ilargest body of water in North Carolina Tt I ' '
'

from the Atlantic onlv by a narrow Jeach eltJn
^'^'^7'"^^!

Bodie Island lighthouse'to Cape^niTeVls^l^cil'stSce^S:
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about thirty-iive miles, and thence in a southwesterly

direction for another thirty-five miles, the turn formmg
the cape. The distance along the center length of this

sound is about sixty miles.

Its greatest width is about twenty-foUt miles, and it

has a general depth of between three and four fathoms.

Though separated throughout its length from the At-

lantic by only a narrow beach, which in some places is

but a quarter of a mile wide, there are only three inlets

through which vessels can enter from seaward, namely,

Oregon, Hatteras and Ocracoke inlets. The latter en-

trance it is proposed to dredge and keep open, though

if is considered that this will be one of the most difficult

tasks in the whole undertaking.
Core Soimd, Avhich practically completes the southern

end of the route, is a narrow and shoal body of water

extending along and just inside the beach from the south-

west of Pamlico Sound to a point just inside Cape Look-
out. At its western end it joins a similar body of water

known as Back Sound, which extends to the westward

about six miles and connects with Beaufort Harbor and

Inlet. A channel winds through Core Sound of from

seven to ten feet in depth, but in places this channel is

extremely narrow.
Beaufort Harbor is considered the most important

harbor between Cape Henry and Cape Fear. Its en-

trance is about seven and a half miles northwest of Cape

Lookout; it is obstructed by a shifting bar^ which ex-

tends nearly a mile and a half to seaward, and at last

accounts had about twelve feet of water in the channel

crossing it. Inside the bar there is a depth of from three

to five fathoms, and good anchorage.

There are no appreciable tides in these sounds, although

a northerly gale will pile the water up at the lower end

to the extent of two feet.

When the improvements now under way are made it

is probable that the "inside route" will be continued

below Beaufort Inlet. This will give the United States

the greatest stretch of protected water in the world. It

will be invaluable in war time, as small war ships and
whole fleets of torpedo boats can pass from Northern
waters almost to the gulf without once going outside.

Less Noise.

The launch was moving swiftly toward the yacht. A
sailor sat at the engine, the owner sat in the stern

holding the tiller ropes, while ranged around the cushioned
seats in the bow were four middle-aged men. Presently
the owner spoke

:

"Don't make so much noise."

The man in the bow thus addressed made no response,

but stared al: the speaker with imperturbable gravity.

"That's what I say," observed the stout man. "There
is too much confusion." And he gazed back toward the
city which they were leaving behind them.
"What's the matter with you?" cried the owner. "Want

to argue?"
This challenge to wordy combat was ignored, and once

more silence reigned. In a few moments they reached
the yacht, and while the party scrambled up the gangway
a sailor ran down the absent flag and ran aloft the

owner's pennant. The yacht was cast loose from her
buoy, the tiny launch was swung to its davits, the white
sails filled to the breeze, and soon a gentle rolling mo-
tion told the men in the cabin that they were under way.
They were busily engaged, with the help of the stew-

ard, in removing the tan-colored shoes they had come
aboard in and putting on in their stead white canvas
ones having rubber soles. The steward also brought to

each of them a cap, those for the guests being of white
duck, the one for the owner being of blue cloth and
having an emblem of red and gold worked at the peak.
Again some humorist among them cried out, "Less noise

!"

and then they went on deck.
Directly the steward came after them with a tray, on

which were some sandwiches wrapped in a napkin, to-

gether with some small glasses of water and others partly
filled with an amber-colored fluid. The five men grasped
the last mentioned glasses, bowed, and, seemingly for the
first time that day, smiled toward each other. But the
smiles w^ere speedily swallowed up by the sandwiches as
if they were against the laws of the high seas.

Once again, when dinner was nearly ready, the owner
called to the steward to bring him one, emphasizing the
"one," but not specifying one what, and when the man
returned his tray was seen to contain five "ones." And
the owner said : "Who told you to bring five? I'm trying
to keep down expenses on this boat."
The steward grinned and said, "Yes, sir," and the

guests grunted in disdain, seizing "four."
After dinner the men betook themselves to their cigars.

The owner had a camp chair on the after deck, and at
four bells and at his second cigar it grew upon him
that his company was planning mischief. The guietude
had become so dense as to be ominous. He slipped for-
ward and looked through the skylight into the cabin. The
four men were whispering and gesticulating over a large
sized firecracker, and as he looked, his faithless steward
brought them a large sized frying pan. evidently intended
to cover up the firecracker when it exploded and thereby
enhance the sound thereof. He realized that he was about
to be blown up on his own boat—hoist, as it were, by his
ovvn petard. Going back to his chair he liiade one end
of a rope fast to his chair and the other end fast to
the rail and resumed his seat. When, a moment later, a
terrific explosion took place beneath him, he jumped in the
air just as high as he could, at the same time contriving
to kick his chair overboard. The jump being higher than
the plotters had dared hope for, made them cry out with
glee, but the sotmd of the chair going into the water
capped the climax of their delight, and they wept for joy
When the mirth had somewhat subsided the victim of

the bomb throwers reached down and hauled on the
rope, and when the chair came over the side of the boat
there ensued a moment of silence, followed by a low
whistle from the stout man, who presently said': "The
visitors on this boat will please step into the cabin

"

Presently the spokesman reappeared and politelv invited
the owner to a little breakfast on the next morning but
one at the yacht club. The person thus addressed prompt-

ly signified his acceptance, but added tbat he still felt it to

be his duty to lay the matter before the Executive Com-
mittee.

"Well, then." said the stout plenipotentiary, "if you are

going to tell it and make us buy things for evei-y man
in the club, we withdraw the invitation."

"No, sir; the breakfast goes, I insist on accepting the

invitation. You'll have everything on this boat eaten up

by to-morrow night any way."
The following day was spent on the fishing banks. Once

the thin man caught a fish that was larger than any
other that had been caught that day, and it became evi-

dent that the men had the gift of speech, although the

talk was abruptly stopped by some one exclaiming, "Want
to argue?"
They claimed to be the last remaining specimens of a

nearly extinct variety of the human family which some-
times docs not talk. The other variety of the species, as

they maintained, talk all the time. They had found each

other out one day at the Noonday Club.

"Why," said the owner, "does a fellow insist upon
claiming my attention and interest while he interests him-
self with talk? Why don't he go off in the telephone

box and talk to himself? Does he do it to please me?
Not by a jugful ! It is to please his tender self. He
thinks he thinks, and wants me to know he knows."

"Yes, and the only time he ever tries to think is when
he is t'alking. The remainder of the time he is trying

to get the floor again, making a shallow pretense the

while of listening to you when he is only waiting tmtil

he can head you off."

"The fault lies with the man who listens, though, and
not with the talker. If he wouldn't listen, the other
fellow would have to stop. The weak minded ass thiidvs

if he listens a while the other fellow will let him say a

little something."
This conversation took place between the stout man and

the owner. The other three men only nodded ap-
provingly, thus indicating that they were the three best

of the five remaining specimens.
Before they had separated the owner said : "Gentlemen,

it is strange we haven't flocked together before. Sup-
pose we go off next Friday on my yacht."
Each one of those addressed assumed instantly an in-

trospective air, as one who asked himself what he had on
hand for the end of the week, but no one seemed to

recollect anything pressing, and the owner continued

:

"Now don't hunt for excuses; you haven't any. Be at

the Barton street ferry at 2."

Strange to say, the quiet man is generally in demand
by his friends. One is unconsciously drawn to a quiet
man—and one talks to him, When, therefore, these men
began to go off together, the other fellows experienced
a sense of injury. But the result was thoughtfulness and
peace to the Nearly Extinct Varietj^
That day one of the fishers pulled a crab on deck, and

it crawled away and presently dropped through a port-
hole into the thin man's bunk, where it wrapped itself up
in the blankets and fell asleep.

" There were other crabs '

crawling about the deck, so this one was not missed.
Shortly after the thin man retired that night the crab
woke up and caught his foot through the folds of the
blanket. There was a shriek, not simulated this time,
that brought all the pajamas out of their respective bunks,
those of the thin man being the first. It was the thin
man who brought the large firecracker aboard, and when
the steward fished the crab out of his bunk he turned a
steely gaze upon the owner as he stood in the door of
his stateroom.

"That's all right, old man," the thin man exclaimed.
"Don't you ever go to sleep on this boat again with me
on it without making up your own bed, and then you
better sleep with otie eye open for fear I drop a crab on
your belly."

"Thomas," the owner replied, "you should say
stomach."
The thin man then began to ramble in his speech, and

to use words not found in the public phonographs. For
some time after that the silence was punctured by various
snorts and chuckles, coming from various quarters, al-

though no one had quite the fun out of the incident that
the owner had; he saw two jokes to the other fellow's
one.

"Why does the little boy laugh? He laughs because
he i.s so cute. If a man is fast asleep he can put a crab
in his bunk." And the thin man determined to lie awake
until the owner fell asleep, when he would insert a piece
of ice under the owner's top pajama ; but some time
afterward he forgot himself for a moment and drifted off to
the Land of Nod himself, to be awakened the next morn-
ing by the sound of the sailors making ready the bathing
machine. The latter consisted of a force pump with a
hose connecting with the water, and having a sprinkler
attachment upon the other hose. The s.out man took his
station on the forward deck, and when the water began to
fly he threw himself prone upon the deck and took an
irnaginary swim. He looked like a huge bullfrog, and
his companions were laughing, and one of them seized
the sprinkler and directed it with skill.

An hour later the party went ashore at the club and
proceeded to order the breakfast. The owner, as the
guest of the occasion, asserted his right to be heard, and
began rapidly enumerating the items of a banquet, but
was thrust aside and admonished to stick to the homely
fare he provided on his "skiff."
While the waiters were setting the table on the lawn

the owner and the stout man engaged in a driving match
on the first hole of. the links, "during which they threw
off their coats and loosened their belts. Then five certain
preliminary beverages came and were disposed of the
owner saying: "Here's to the firecracker."
And the others saying, "Here's to the burial of the

past.

Shortly thereafter the two golfers became absorbed in
the discussion of the noble game, and the thin man pro-
cured a stout twine from the oflfice and tied them to their
respective chairs by means thereof and their loosened

u ^ "' ^^^'^^ '^'^'"^ Pl^^'^y string, and being
shielded by the remaining two men, who entered into the
discussion with sudden avidity, he tied the chairs to-
gether also. The confederates then withdrew from the
discussion of the ancient game and awaited developments

in company of the thin man, who now began to feel less
bitter about the crab.

The Avaiters reappeared, bearing various covered dishes.
All Was calm.

"Breakfast, shendlemen," said the waiter. The stout
man arose and offered his arm to the gue-st of the occa-
sion with an air of mock decorum. The strings tightened
and ihe victims turned their heads and ga?ed for an instant
at the tether. The stout man shivered and kicked be-
hind him, like a frightened horse. His team mate also
shivered and kicked, and then, with a frantic and con-
certed leap there ensued the most realistic imitation of a
runaway ever witnessed in this proud and stately Repub-
lic. With the chairs flying behind them they careered
about the ground, contriving whenever possible to swing
their two-seated vehicle against any one's legs that could
not be gotten out of the way. They snorted and, im-
agining that runaway steeds .sometimes screamed, they
let out on occasional scream. The three conspirators soon
became infused with the spirit of the entei-prise and made
strenuous efforts to head the runaways, generally at the
expense of their shin bones. The waiters jabbered and
laughed, but were earnestly admonished to help catch
the two men, that they had delirium tremens, imagined
themselves to be runaway horses, and might run them-
selves to death. This seemed not unlikely to the Eu-
ropean mind, so the chattering sons of Germany, France
and Italy joined in the chase and speedily effected a
capture, whereupon the conspirators threw themselves
upon the team, now rolling on the a:rass, and while two of
them held their heads down the otlier unhitched them, and
with many "Whoa, Bill's" they were allowed to get up
and be led to the table, where they were given two extra
beverages upon demand therefor.

"

The stout man must have been in training, for he con-
sumed many lamb chops and four stacks of griddle cakes
without a tremor, while his companions marveled and
indulged in invidious remarks. When the fifth stack ap-
peared, he ate three and put the last one in his vest
pocket and rose from the table. He knew when he had
enough.
They went back to their work m the dty, considering

that they had had a pleasant, quiet time.
That day at 3 o'clock the stout man was working on a

brief in Smith vs. The Railway, when the thin man
and the owner looked in at the door, one of them ex-
claiming "Less noise,"^ Whereupon the stout man told
the stenographer he would be back in five minutes, and
went out around the corner with his friends, presumably
on some h'ttle matter of business. George Kennedy.

Our Boston Letter.
Boston, Dec. 22.—With the closing of the week comes

the announcemert that another a.spirant for Cup defender
honors is to be built within fifteen miles of this city.

While reports have been current that such a boat was
possible, the announcement came in somewhat the nature
of a thunderclap. The new possible Cup defender is to
be built at the order of a syndicate by C, C. Hanley. a
well-known builder of Cape 'cats and the designer of the
successful ^Canada cup challenger and defender, Genesee,

It is announced that the new nroduction will be of thp
original centerlward type, without a pound of outside
ballast. This will be something novel in the line of
America Cup defenders, although there are many who
have maintained that a boat of this type could defeat the
modern keels, and who will pin their faith to the Hanley
production, should she be one of the field, until the de-
ciding race is finished.

Mr. Hanley was seen by your correspondent Friday and
he confirmed the rumors in regard to the possibility of
.such a boat. He said that a syndicate was being formed
and that, although matters had not been definitely settled,

he could see no reason why the yacht should' not be
built. Just who the men are who will form the syndi-
cate, he said that he was not at liberty to mention.
Gen. Paine, whose connection with former Cup defenders
is well known, was thought a possible member of the
.syndicate, but a visit to him disclosed the fact that he
knew nothing whatever about it.

Hanley has wanted to build a yacht for the defense
of the America Cup for some time. He claims that he
can produce a yacht along the lines of the Genesee and the.

Meemer which can defeat the modern keel boats. This,
of course, is a hard thing for yachtsmen, who have
watched the evolutions in modern naval architecture, to
believe

; but there is a possibility that such a thing might
occur, and Hanley, with his immense experience at
modeling and building centerboard yachts, should be the
man who would successfully accomplish the feat.

Mr. Hanley talked over' the matter of his hopes and
beliefs at length and offered some reasons for his faith in
the centerboard type of yacht, which, to say the least, are
sound. He bases his claim on the records of the center-^
board boats as compared with the keels in former races
in the smaller classes, and allows that the same principles
will hold good in a QO-fooler. He says that an out-and-out
centerboard boat for the defense of the America Cup
has never been built—that is, one with no outside ballast

—

but that those which have competed, up to the time of
the Vigilant, have been a combination of both types, carry^-
ing a centerboard, but also being supplied with outside
ballast.

He thinks that the centerboard boat without ballast
should be tried out with the keel boat with outside lead,

placed at the lowest possible point, thus proving whether
a 90ft. centerboard boat, constructed on this principle, is

as practical as one of the same. type in the .smaller classes.

He has every confidence in his ability to produce a boat
which will do the trick, and has a good idea now what
his boat will look like if she should be built.

His claim is this : That the centerboard 90-footer, car-
ried out on the same principles as Genesee and Meemer.
maintaining the same excessive beam, will have the
s ability in form which the keel boats obtain from placing
the' ballast at the lowest point ; that when the yacht is

.

heeled she is sailing on' but about one-half of her beam,
thus redticing the wetted surface, while the flat floors, with
little dead rise, and the hard turn to the bilge gives her an
easier entrance, while at the same time she maintains
much of her stability of f.orjn, aided by the centerboard.
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Scamp.

Scamp is a sister boat to Jolly Roger, and the close

racing between them last fall was one of the interesting

events of the season. Mn Johnston De Forest, her owner,

SCAMP.

Designed by Mr. B. B. Crowntnshield for Mr,' Johnston De Forest.

was unable to sail Scamp in her races with Jolly Roger,
and although she was very well handled by one of the

regular Corinthian crew, Mr. A. E. Whitman, still she

JOLLY ROGER.
Designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninsbield.

Photo by Jackson, Marblehead.

Another thing which Mr. Hanley announced was that

the skipper of the new boat would be a young man. He
says that the older men are undoubtedly good sailors and
know their business, but that when it comes to tight

quarters the younger man will think and act at the same
time, while the older man cannot do this. He claims that

the body and mind of the skipper alike should be as

active as that of any of his crew.

Mr. Hanley's feeling in the matter was expressed in the

following words: "I shall build a centerboard boat, en-

tirely of wood, which I think is the best material, in

consideration of its flexibility in proportion to its strength,

which I think will show favorably with the keel boats, if

she does not beat them. When the racing is over, such a

boat, unlike Defender and other modern Cup defenders,

will make a good cruiser if altered into a schooner, and
her light draft will be of immense advantage in entering

harbors. It may be possible that Watson will depart

radically in his model of the coming challenger, and I

think that boats of more than one type should be tried out

in view of this possibility. When the challenger is seen

and the trial races are over, the American people may be

glad that a centerboard boat was built to defend the

Cup."

Crowninshield has finished the lines of the Boston Cup
defender, and it is expected that the boat will be laid

down within a few days. She will be laid down in the

new shop which is being erected at Lawley's. The upper

portion of this shop is to be used as a mould loft, and the

underneath portion as a pattern shop. Material for the

frames and plating has been ordered, but is not expected

to arrive for some days. A shed will be erected at the

Atlantic Works, in which the new yacht will be built. It

is expected that this can be put up in a week.

Mr. Crowninshield welcomes the idea of a centerboard

boat being built. He says that he thinks it would be a

good thing, and he would like to see the experiment
tried, so that it would be certain which type of boat Avould

produce the most speed. There are many who ridicule

the idea of a 90-footer carried out on the lines of Meemer,
but Mr. Crowninshield, with the spirit of the true

scientist, makes little of no contemporary, but is always
looking for the advancement of his profession. He does
not think that becatise he is building a keel boat every-

body must think that it is the only boat, but is not only
willing but anxious to enter into fair competition at all

times.

The model of the Canada cup defender has been shipped
to the Chicago Y. C. The members of the syndicate are

much pleased with it. She will be laid down in the new

mould loft at Lawley's within a few days. The model

shows a boat of moderate draft with generous, but not

excessive, overhangs. More partictdars cannot be given

until the Canadian ciiallengers are under way.

Jansen, of Gloucester, has the keel Y. R. A. 21-footer

of Crowninshield design for Sumner H. Foster set up.

He is also making full-rigged models of fishing vessels

for the American Fisheries Comntission, to he used at

the Pan-American Exposition.

Crowninshield is designing an iSft. knockabout for a

member of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. This makes
nine new boats for this class which are known to be un-

der way.
The Burgess Y. C., of- Marblehead, will hold a twentieth

centtiry ball Dec. 31.

Bezanson, of Beverly, is building a 50ft. power launch

for parties unknown. It is understood that the same firm

has several more orders for boats of the same type.

The Winthrop Y. C, has nominated the following

officers for the coming vear : Com., James R. Hodder

;

Vice-Corn., W. D. Allen; Sec'y, C. J. Bird; Treas., C. H.
Nutting; Meas., C. H. Kelley; Board of Directors, A. W.
Chesterton. L. T. Harringion, E. A. Cook and C. H.
Whitney; Regatta Committee, E. P. Morse, A. S. Rich-
ards, C. W. Gray. C. A. Sawj'er and W. N. Jenl-cins.

John B. Killeen.

The Yactitsinen's Glut).

Capt. Howakd Patterson^, of the New York Nautical
College, gave an informal talk on "Navigation" to some
forty members of the Yachtsmen's Club, 47 West Forty-
third street, on Wednesday evening, Dec. 19. Capt. Pat-
terson spoke for nearly two hours, and his subject was
made interesting by various illustrations with the stereop-
ticon. He devoted partictilar attention to the proper use
and care of nautical instruments. The histor}' of the
compass was dealt with from the time of its discovery in

China, 5,000 years ago, down to the present day.
It is intended to form a class of club members during

January for the study of navigation, under the tuition of
Capt. Patterson, and all members desiring to join are
requested to notify Mr. C. T. Pierce, the secretary, as
soon as possible.

Other talks already arranged for are as follows : Jan.
9, "Marine Engineering," by Prof. C. C. Thomas; Jan.
16. "Yacht Measurement," by John Hyslop; Jan. 23,
"Yacht Designing and Construction," by Clinton H.
Crane, and Jan. 30, "Wrinkles of Yacht Racing," by New-
burry D. Lawton.

SCAMP.
Designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield for Mr. Johnston De Forest.

was slightly handicapped by not having her regular helms-
man. We are indebted to Mr. A. E. Whitman for the
photographs of Scamp.

Canada Cup Matters.

Advices received from Toronto regarding the action of
the Canadians in accepting the date (Aug. 10) for the
day of the first race of the series, settles ""the last detail
in the plans for the Canada cup races. The races will be
sailed off Chicago, Lake Michigan. The winner of three
out of five races Avill be declared the winner of the cup.
The second race will be held on Aug. 12, and the others
on following days until the at¥air is decided. A proposi-
tion has been received by the Chicago Y. C. to sail the
Canada cup races off Buffalo at the time of the Pan-
American Exposition from Com. F. B. Hower, of the
Buffalo Y. C. The club will give $2,000 in prizes, but
the general feeling seems to be that the Chicago Y. C.
could not be tempted to let the international cup races
go away from Chicago.

The Yachting World says that "Mr. J. B. Hillard,
of the Royal Clyde Y. C, will assist Mr. W. G. Jamesoti
on the Shamrock II. in the America Cup races."



Jolly Roger.

The drawings of Jolly Roger 'that appear in this issue

will be of particular,, interest^ no^vjth5iL.her designer, Mr.
B. B. Crowninshield. is ;to turn otlt a trial boat for the

Cup defense. : Jolly p.oger is an example of a boat that is

as near perfection "as years of gradual development in

yacht designing and building can produce. ''Jolly Roger's

wetted surface- is reduced to a minimum, and this com-
bined with easy lines and good form makes her a fast

boat in light weather. On the other hand, with her simple

rig she is easily handled in a breeze. Her success in

racing, both in the East and later in the season when she

came around the Cape, is still fresh in the minds of yachts-

men, and needs no repetition. Jolly Roger was built by
James E. Graves, of Marblehead, and was sailed in most
of her races by Mr. Frank Crowninshield or Mr. B. B.

Crowninshield, for whom she was built. Her dimensions
are as follows

:

Length—
Over all 31ft. 10 in.

L.W.L 20ft. II in.

Overhang

—

Bow sft. 5^in.
Counter 2ft.. sH'ni.

Beam

—

Extreme 7ft. 7%m.
f L.W.L 7ft. 2i^in.

mo-in trit-K -

throat

.TOLLY ROGER SAIL PLAN.

Freeboard

—

Bow :2ft. S?4in.

Least ift. 8>4in.

Taffrail ift. 11 in.

Draft-=^

Extreme 5ft. 6 in.

To rabbett ift. 9^in.

Displacement ; s,983lbs.

Ballast 3.55olbs.

Ratio of ballast to displacement 592
Displacement per inch at L.W.L 609.2

Midship section, area 10.00 sq. ft.

L.W.L. plane ' 114-3 sq. ft.

Maximum girth of hull 15.35 sq. ft.

Lateral Plane— -

Area, hull 4442 sq. ft.

Area, rudder 4.1 sq. ft.

Area, total 48.52 sq. ft.

Total wetted surface 175.5 sq. ft.

Area sails 600 sq. ft.

Ratio displacement to L.W.L 2.87

Sail area to wetted surface 3.44
Length to beam at L.W.L 2.91

Overhangs to L.W.L 521

Ballast to displacement. 592
Rudder to balance lateral plane.... .093

(Stem to C.B.) to L.W.L 542
(Stem to C.L.R. hull) to L.W.L. . . .552

(C,E. to C.L.R, hull); to L.W.L 054

forwifrd.

Ahlc Seaman West.

There are times when names may lead to serious

consequences, even though Shakespeare did ask, "What's

in a name?"
Capt. Tom Evans, of the Neptune Line steamer

Runo, has indelibly impressed upon his memory a n?me'

that he will ever consider has elements of danger in it.

Coming down the coast on Oct. 31, . bound from Rotter-

dam for Baltimore, all hands, except the man at the^

wheel, . were engaged burnishing up the bright work
about the decks "to have the Runo look attractive when
she reached Baltimore. On the forecastle was a man,

named West, who was wanted to join the brass polishers'^

aft.

The Runo at the time was steaming her best on a course

southwest by west, Cape Charles lightship bearing oa
the starboard bow. The second officer had left the

bridge and Capt. Evans took the deck during his absence.

Learning that the man West was wanted, Capt. Evansi

shouted "West!" and went down to the lower bridge;

It appeared to him to be but a few minutes wheji he

looked over the side and, to his horror, discovered that

the Runo had Cape Charles lightship and Hog Island on

her port bow. ' Such a position was inconceivable tc

him, and he rushed to the bridge and ordered the wheel-

man to change the course as, speedily as possible to al-

most east. Satisfied with her safe position, the south-

west-by-west course was again resumed.
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Then Capt. Evans demanded of the man in no un-

certain language why he dared to change the vessel's

course, which would have run her on the low shores o£

Virginia within a short time. The man was surprised that

the master should ask such a question, which did not im-

prove Capt. Tom's humor after his recovery from a scare.

The man said the captain changed the course himself.

Then came the revelation.

When Capt. Evans shouted "West!" to the man m
the forecastle the man at the wheel took it as an order

from the master to change the course, and he did so by

bringing her up three points, which put the bow directly

inshore, and steaming at a good speed for the dangerous

shoals off the coast it would not have been' long before

bottom would have been found.

Capt. Evans says he will never have another man in

his crew who is known as either North, South, East or

West. If he finds one that man must respond to the

name of Smith, Jones or Brown.
Mr. South is chief officer of the steamer Ohio, of the

same fleet as Runo, but his position requires others to

place a handle before his name, which precludes the dan-

ger of the man at the wheel changing the course to

"Mr. South."—Baltimore Sun, Dec. 2.

The Yachting Outlook,
No pre-natal influences of a parental prophet are

necessary for the prediction that 1901 is going to be the

biggest yachting year that America ever knew. And New
York will have no monopoly. It will also be big for

Boston, with its interest in its representative craft; big

for Newport, with its occasional races between the rival

defenders, its 70-footers, its Astor Cup races and its small

fry thirties, which go on, like the brook, forever. It

will be an interesting year for the Great Lakes, _ the trial

boats for the defense of the Canada Cup, coming from
Toledo, and Cleveland to meet at Chicago, and the Cana-
dian trial races collecting racers at Toronto, the final

international contests taking place at Chicago. It will

be an important year at Montreal, with the English chal-

lenger coming over for the races for the Seawanhaka
Cup. For many years no boat has crossed the ocean for

this trophy, and challengers, like meteorites, are partly

interesting because of the distances they have traveled.

The only yachting centers which promise to be rather

dull are the English. In spite of many rumors, there

seems to be no proof that the German Emperor intends

to improve the English racing field by building again.

The new Sybarita and the as yet unused Distant Shore
promise little. With the best intentions in the world to

assist the sport of his own country, Sir Thomas Lipton
cannot possibly leave his challenger long in English
waters. In order to fill her as perfectly as possible for

racing in America, he will be forced to have her here

as early in the year as may be convenient, so that although
there may be two or three weeks of preliminary contesting

in the home waters during the month of April, or even in

May, the challenger may be looked for off Sandy Hook
at an early date. In fact the Tribune has had this in-

formation from Sir Thomas himself.

There can be no doubt that 1901 is to be almost ex-
clusively America's year, and it might be well for the large
English yachts which are offered so little at home to
come over and join the hurly burly here. The Sybarita
and the Distant Shore have already been mentioned as
possible visitors, and among the cruisers Mr. Coats'.
Gleniffer, the largest sailing schooner yacht in the world,
is another of the chances. If two or three of the princi-
pal racers were known in England to be coming over,
it is tolerably certain that this addition to the Liptoii
fleet of three would cause a number of steam yacht
owners to join in the fashionable pilgrimage to the yacht
racing Mecca of 1901. The larger American yacht clubs
could be relied upon to offer the visitors good prizes to
be competed for, and the Astor cups provide momentoes
well worth carrying home. For these Colonel Astor has
the right reserved to invite foreign yachts to compete, and
if English owners could be placed in a position to an-
nounce their intentions now, instead of later on, there
would be plenty of time for the idea to be discussed and
to find favor before the besfinning of the cruising sea-
son. Owing to the early date of the first Cup race, Au-
gust 20, the New York Yacht Club cruise, with the Astor
Cup races at its finish, will come close to the interna-
tional contests, so that visitors could take in the chief
events without delays. Sir Thomas has been asked for
the Tribune whether he would, as a member of the New
York Yacht Club, enter his Shamrock II. for the Astor
Cutter Cup, and hij; answer has been that that would de-
pend on what Mr. Jameson and Mr. Watson thought.
But - even if the boat selected by him as the challenger
should not compete, his trial boat probably would, and as
the American trial yachts, together with the four seven-
ties and other fast cutters, will doubtless be in the same
contest, it may be looked forward to as one of the finest
races ever seen.

Viewed from any point, the coming year seems about
to be one that will be peculiarly favorable to an exchange
of friendly feeling in the world of sport. For us, its

promises are bright. May it not be a commendable

^

thing to make an earnest effort to share that brightness
with those whose pastimes have for a long time been
shrouded in the gloom of the war cloud?—New York
Tribune.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The following list of officers has been nominated by

the Winthrop Y. C. for 1901; Com., J. R. Hodder- Vice
Com., W. D. Allen; Sec, C. G. Bird; Treas., C. H.
Nutting; Meas., C. H. Kelley; Board of Directors,
A. W. Chesterton, L. T. Harrington, E. A. Cooke and
C. H. AVhitney; Regatta Com., E. P. Morse, A. S.
Richards, C. W. Gray, C. A. Sawyer and W. N. Jenkins •

Membership Com., H. E. Blanchard, Eph Smith, C. a'
Rouillard, F. H. Beckler, Albert Partridge, C. B. Free-
man, C. L. Ridgeway, F. PI. Richardson and ' F. A,
Hooper.

J? i| r

Mr. Oswald Sanderson, who is going to England
ghortly to m^na^e a, lin? of §t?fi!n§hips, ent^minf^
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at dinner on December 15 by members of the Larch-

mont Y. C, who presented a handsome loving cup to

him. He is a life member of the Larchmont Club. Mr.
Sanderson owned and raced the 36-footer Countess last:

summer.
8? 1^ 8^.

The sloop Clytie, owned by Mr. J. W. Mossman, of

Red Bank, N. J., has been bought by Mr. Lawrence;

Kain, who will cruise in her on the Sound during the:

coming- season.

The yawl Pawnee has been sold by Mr. Theodore C.
Zerega. N. Y. Y. C, through the agency of Mr. Frank
Bowfie Jones, to Mr. John E. Wayland, of the same:

The steam yacht Surf, N. Y. Y. C, Mr. C. K. Billings,

:s being altered below decks at the Morse Iron Works,.

South Brooklyn.
fi^ 1^

The work of changing the steamer -City of Quincy to.

a house boat for Mr. Henry B. Anderson, N. Y. Y. C.,.

is progressing satisfactorily under the direction of Mr..

J. Beaver-Webb, at Hoboken, N. J.

^ J? ^
George W. Watson and Edward Martin, caretakers on.

the schooner yacht Avalon, lying off Fort Hamilton,

were seriously burned aboard the yacht on December 17

by the explosion of a can of gasoline. The boat was.

damaged to the extent of $1,500.

K K ae

The boat shop of Sammis & Dickerson, of Huntington,

L. I., was burned on Dec. 16. Nothing was saved.

The yacht Helen, owned by Mr. Aldrich Sammis, the

catboat Enda, a launch belonging to the Rev. Samuel T.

Carter, two small sloops owned by Messrs. Lewis E.

Funnell and T. J. Halle, of Stamford, Conn., and several

working boats were destroyed. The firm's plans and
models and considerable building material were also'

lost. The firm will rebuild.

•5 •S 8?

The well known schooner yacht Fortuna has geen sold

for the esta,te of Henry S. Hovey through the agency of

Messrs. Tarns, Lemoine & Crane to Mr. Henry Wolcott,
of the N. Y. Y. C. The firm have also sold, for the estate

of Mr. Hovey, the auxiliary ketch Cero, built last year,

to Dr. Wm. M. Culver, of New York, for service in

Florida waters.

•?*!«?
Former Commodore J. Pierpont Morgan, N. Y. Y. C,

has sold through the agency of Mr. Thomas Manning, of

this city, to Mr. John Flagler, of the same club, the aux-
iliary yacht Algonquin, formerly the Gadabout. The
Algonquin is in Erie Basin, and Mr. Flagler is about to

make some trifling alterations in her cabin arrangement.

•S 91 Bt

Alniy Brothers, of Providence, R. I., have submitted

to the Rhode Island Y. C. plans for a one-design class

of cabin i8-footers. The plan shows a powerful and
speedy boat, the general dimensions of which- are:

Length over all, 29ft; length water line, i8ft.; extreme
beam, 8ft.; load water line beam, 7ft. SJ^in.; freeboard,

bow, 2ft. gin.; freeboard, stern, 2ft.; least freeboard,

2p^in. ;
overhang, bow, 5ft. 6in.; overhang, aft, 5ft. 6in.:

draft,' 23in.; displacement, 3,875 pounds; area, lateral

plane, 39.4 sq. ft. The sail plan calls for a mainsail with

an area of 389.5 sq. ft, and a jib with 95 sq. ft. of canvas.

•S •! «|

The Hanley Construction Co., at Quincy Point, Mass.,

is making extensive improvements in its plant. _A
marine railway has been built, running into the basin,

which is capable of holding a vessel of i,ooo tons and
which has 28ft. of water on. the carriage at high water.

The basin, which covers nine acres, has from 6 to i8ft. of

water in it at low tide. A new machine shop and a joiner

shop are being built and the machine shop will be
equipped to construct marine engines and other marine
machinery. Among the big yachts which are wintering
in the basin are the steam yacht Viola, of New York, the

sloop yacht Wrestler and the schooner yachts Princess,

Jerfalkin and Palmetto, of Boston.

1^ t$

The annual meeting of the Indian Harbor Y. C. will

be held on Jan. 9. The Nominating Committee to

select the ticket for election at that meeting is Charles
F. Kirby, John H. McKee and E. E. Zittel.

1^ 1^ 8^

The steam yacht Priscilla arrived at Miami, Fla., on
Friday, Dec. 21, from Havana, having on board her
owner, Mr. Samuel M. Jarvis, and Mr. Edmond G.
Vaughan.

8^

Racing yacht Arbutus was the pluckiest and luckiest

craft that encotmtered the fierce storm. She was an-
chored at Winthrop, where the wind and surf had free

play and gave her a merciless beating. She submitted for

a while, then raised her anchor and departed. What
course she took no one knows, as she went without cap-
tain or crew, and how she steered clear of rocks and
banks Avhere other vessels, with crews, stranded, is even
more of a mystery. But she must have had an uneventful
voj'age, for when she rode the foaming waves into Rowe's
Wharf at 10 o'clock last night there was not even a mark
on her indicative of rough usage. She was tied up at the
wharf, the captain of police station No. 8 was notified of
her arrival, and he had her removed to Constitution
Wharf.—Boston Evening Transcript.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

A Connecticut subscriber writes: As one of the large army
of readers of the Forest and .Stream, who seldom voice their
feelings, 1 would like to express my appreciation of the many
worthy contributions which it-, is my pleasure to read week after
week; May a long and happy future be the lot of all.

i ^ „ _ Geo. a, Ferris.














